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2 The Varsity

HERE
TODAY
noon
Free ooon dim: "Occurance al Owl Creek
Bridge" and When Angels Fall". Trintty Square
twesl
1:10 prool Yonge Iwo blocks south ol Dundas).
Confronialion:
Technology
and Iho Kraniberg,
Social Environment, alecture
by Melvin
Georgia
Institute or Technology. Convocation
Hall.
TUESDAY
noon
Free noon films: Arthur Upsett Feslival. in.
eludingSquare.
"Fluxes". "FreelaH" and "21-87". 10
Trinity
Anyone Interested in Working lot Radio Varsity
this, year may come to a general meeting No ex-

AND

NOW

perience ne ded. Radio Varsity. 91 St. George.
3rd floor.
4:30
p.m.
in a Wardperhaps6 doorleadinglo door
People Interested
to a
survey,
schoolinginviled
dinlogical
lo 97 St. George, back
campaign,
irustee
1st floor. If unable to come, call Dan Leckie at
of487-3546.
FiTst meeting ol Millel Student Council, 1B6 SL
George.
Open to all. Council meeting. Hillel
B'nai
House, 166BrithSt Student
George
Movie:
"I
Never
for My McLellan
Father", with
Metvin Douglas. GeneSangHackman.
Lab
202. Sponsored by Hillel. Admission 75c.

Committee

Take advantage of
this column to publicize
group'sfree.activities
yourcampus
Forms
on
are
available at 91 St.
and
George,Is 1 PM the the
deadline
day
before publication.

recommends

restructuring of Food
By DAVID AITKEN
tion willecutive
be Committee.
forwarded to the ExThe Faculty of Food Sciences,
which came close to being dissolved
in 197 1 will survive and is in the In January 1971, Vice Provost
process of being restructured.
JohnfacultyD.
Sciences)
(Health proposed
that the
Last Wednesday, the Academic Hdmilton
Affairs Committee of the Governing be phased out. He claimed that there
Council passed a recommendation was an insufficient demand for
by Vice-president Don Forsler that graduates, omaintain
a high cost
to the and
unthe faculty
an implementation committee be set that it wasiversity tsuperfluous
in view of the
up to advise on how to reform the
faculty, based on a report which was availability of similar courses
made last June. The recommenda- elsewhere in the province.
Academic Affairs Committee to impose
penalty on non-registering graduates
The Academic Affairs Committee of the Governing Council voted last
pay
to recommend that graduate students „who fail .to .re-register
Wednesday
a penalty.
..
arriving
before
Committee
goes to the Executive
at theThefullrecommendat
council foriona final decision.
not
Until now, a graduate student studying away from Toronto was
penalized for failing to re-regisler each year. If his department and the
Council of the School of Graduate Studies recommended him, a simple
he owed would render him
payment of the total re-registration fees which
completed.
eligible for his degree once his thesisat was
Assistant Dean Sherk claimed the meeting that the university was
grants for each student who
losing roughly $3000 per year in government
the committee adopted an SGS council
was not registered. Accordingly,
recommendation that there be a re-registration fee for each year in which a
grad fails to re-register.
The harshness of the penalty was lessened, however, with the
there be
Brian wasMorgan's
proposals.
of three other
acceptance
as was histhatsuggestion
passed, motion
established
or absence
guidelines
that ihere forbe leaves
differentials in the peantly fee for students with varying
personal circumstances.
The committee also decided that students should be informed of the
means of appealing the penalty fee.

Sci
Immediately, students, faculty
Hamilton's
and alumni protested
recommendation
to the Senate.
The
Senate established a committee to
look 'into his charges, which
reported
in June.
The committee
found that,
contrary
Hamilton's
opinion,
there
is atodemand
for dieticians,
nutritionists, food chemists and high
quality
secondary school teachers of
home economics.
It also found the university could
combat the high cost by increasing
the freshman enrolment from 60 to
75in "with
additional
additionverytolittle
increased
tuitioncost."
fee
revenue, the faculty would thus
qualify for more provincial grants.
Hence the report concluded that
"the overall financial effect on the
faculty would be favourable."
A third major recommendation
was that Food Sciences should upgrade its academic standards by
"encouraging the development of a
strong Graduate Department of
Food Chemistry and Nutrition with
the aim of creating a centre of
excellence".
The implementation committee
recommended by Forster would be
charged with examining the
feasibilitydationofand the
report's recommenmechanisms
for their
implementation.

HART HOUSE
ART GALLERY
JOHN McEWEN
Until Sept. 17th
Weekdays
Wed. evening11-56-9
Sat. and Sun. 2-5

CAMERA CLUB
Open Meeting
October 5/72
Music Room
7:30 P.M.

YOGA CLASSES
Thursday and Sunday
7-9:30 11-12:30
Wrestling Room

Weds.. Sept. 13
8:30 - 11:30
Alexander
Ragtime Reed

Black Hart Pub
open every
Tues..
Weds.,
from 12andto00 Thurs.
Noon
12:00 Midnight

H.H. Revolver
Club
Safely
for newInstructions
members
Wed.,7:30
Sept. 13
Greal Hall - All Welcome

HILLEL
ORIENTATION
WEEK
HILLEL INVITES YOU TO A
FOLKSING
JAM SESSION
SEPTEMBER 13 - 8:00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY HILLEL
HOUSE
186 ST. GEORGE ST.
BRING GUITARS, VOICES AND COMMUNAL SPIRIT
FOOD SNACKS AND LIQUID REFRESHMENT

Centre
HART

for the Study of Drama
HOUSE

Student
WINNER 1972 CANNES FILM
FESTIVAL JURY PRIZE AWARD
Only American Film to be so Honored

UORGS ROV HIU Pi
SLAUGHTERHOUSE -pi VE
made ^
pictures evet

3:55
2:00- -9:30
Daily -at7.35
Ei ♦ 924 2600I 5:45
BrHCSSUBWAY
NOW ! * B10OR-Y0NGE

THEATRE

Subscriptions

$3.00 for the Three Productions
Hart House Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $3.00 for the
three All-University productions. The student rate will be $1.25 for a
single performance. Subscribers are assured of the same seats and
performance evenings for the season. Two subscriptions only on
each A.T.L. card.
1 972-73 SEASON
THE MISANTHROPE by Moliere, translated into English verse by
Richard Wilbur
Directed by Donald Davis
Thursday, October 19 to Saturday, October 28
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
ROSMERSHOLM by Henrik Ibsen, translated by F. and L. Marker
Directed by David Gardner
Thursday, November 23 to Saturday, December 2
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
HAMLET by William Shakespeare Directed by Martin Hunter
Thursday, January 25 to Saturday, February 3
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Box Office opens September 18, 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. - 928-8668
USHERS
Volunteer Ushers are required for the three Hart House Theatre productions,
Please telephone 928-8674 or call at Theatre offices.

Library

1 could
of

stacks

decision

depend

top

on
views
administrator

By LINDA McQUAIG
The power to determine who will
use the new $45 million John P.
Robarts Research Library may fall
almost entirely into the hands of
Don Foresterand
the university's
president
provost, ifvice-a
recommendation by Forester is
accepted.
The recommendation, made to
members of the Academic Affairs
Committee of the Governing
Council September 6, calls for either
an advisory committee to report to
him, a subcommittee, or
both. Forester indicated, however,
a slight preferance for the former. A
subcommittee would report to
Academic Affairs, not him.
The committee would grant stack
passed to undergraduate applicants
who proveded their 99 academic neec
committee's satisfaction.
Don Forster has a habit of recommending committees that report to him. to the
Undergraduates
not granted

Organizers

of

fees
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passes by the committee will lose and librarians.
direct access to the 900,000 books
The proposal for an advisory
now in the Sigmund Samuel Library
to report to Foster
stacks when the collection is moved committee
brought
some unfavorable responses
to the new library in May.
from members of the Academic
All students, except freshmen Affairs
Committee who feared it
now this collegion — the larges. The
concommunitee, proposed by Foster, might give
sidered tobe Forster,
one of the who
most ispowerwould replace the nowdefunct
ful
men
in
the
U
of
T
administra'Library Council which last year
tion, too much control over the
created a controvery on campus controversial
issue of library access.
when it turned down a request,
Access to the stacks in the
backed by petition signed by 7,000 Robarts
will be restricted to
students, for undergraduate access graduate Libary
students and staff, and to
to the library stacks.
undergraduates,
who are able to liThe advisory committee would
ne up stack passes.
include only
four
student
represenA collection of approximately
tatives on a 12-person body
similar to the 35-member Library 250.000 books — the amalgamation
of
library
collections from various
Council
which contained only 12
student seats.
colleges and faculties on campus will
Other members of the committee replace the Sig Samuel books as an
would be faculty administrators undergraduate collection.

strike
optimistic
Organizers of a proposed second term fees strike at U of T are cautiously
optimistic about student response to their campaign.
SAC vice president John Helliwell, a key U of T organizer, said last
night thai about 90 per cent of the students he asked at the Drill Hall last
week were .paying their fees in two installments. The proposed strike is to
protest luiton fee increases.
However the overall figures may be lower since many students paid by
mail before they were fully informed of the campaign.
SAC Communications Commissioner Debra Lewis reported that it
seemed at Victoria College about 80 per cent of the student were paying by
installment. (Students at federated colleges paid there rather than the Drill
Hall.) Some of those who paid all at once were forced to do so in order to
recieve money from scholarships.
Clerks at the Drill Hall could not estimate what proportion of students
were not paying all their fees at once. One accountant commented that the
proportion seemed higher than last year.
Paying by two installments was prime focus of the campaign last week,
since a proposal for a total fees boycott was dropped in the summer. SAC
was instrumental in having this dropped, as it knew students could not
register without paying fees.
The campaign is primarily one of publicity directed against the Ontario
government, which last spring announced tuition increases in all university
courses. These amounted to about $100 for undergraduates and about $400
for graduate students studing all year.
the sameto $800
time, from
the Conservatives
increased the loan portion in all
OSAPAt award
$600.

By onepaidobservers'
estimate, about
per cent of story
these onstudents
paying against
their feestheatfees
the hike
Drill
Hall
in two installments.
For a80background
the campaign
I across Ontario, see page 21.
Committee
ups daycare cost 20%
After approving a proposal that cent, the Governing Council's ex- Chambers to decide the issue of
ternal affairs committee meets
would hike parent fees at the camcontrol.
pus daycare centre by over 200 per today in Simcoe Hall's Council parent
On Thursday the committee
approved funding proposals that
would levy a fee of $85 a month per
daycare centre.
Full-time, part-time library childFeesat the
charged by the present
parenl-conlrolled
centre is a
staff hit by budget cuts
$40 a month, depending
In an attempt to meet budget cutbacks, the U of T library system will onminimum
parental
income.
probably hire fewer students this year for part-time work, U of T associate But committee members say that
librarian David Esplin said last
night.
parents will be able to apply for
The system comprises most libraries on campus, excluding those at the provincial
assistance if they cannot
federated colleges.
meet
daycare fees.
Esplin added that this year's cut in the library budget, the third in three Parents
in the campus community
years, forced the library lo lay otT some full-time workers last May at the daycare centre have demanded that
beginning of the 1972-73 fiscal year. He said he could not estimate off-hand parents be given full control of
now many workers had been affected except that he believed there were less daycare facilkes for their children.
than 20. Neither would he divulge what the amount of the budget cut was.
But the university has been
He says no further lay-offs were expected but positions which become reluctant
to grant parent control,
vacant over ihe year may not necessarily be filled.
and in a proposal drafted by ViceThere will be no cut in library hours for the rest of this academic year, provost
Robin
Ross ha suggested
however, Esplin said, contrary to reports last year that this might be one of that control be given
to a university
the services cut in the case of a budget squeeze.
In addition lo staff cuts, supplies and equipment for library department.
Under
the
Ross
proposals
though,
administration have been hit by the budget tightening, Esplin said.
committee on programs
He pointed out also that although the allotment for buying books has anwouldadvisory
be set up, consisting of three
not
cut, thebookpurchasing
w"h been
spiralling
costs. power of this amount has greatly decreased people from the internal affairs

As itsagainst
part ofihethefee province-wide
Federation
campaign
and loan hikes,Ontario
SAC sent
out 22,000of Students'
letters to
nearly all undergraduate students at U of T urging them to pay only their
first installment. These arrived after the university's fees form, however, and
many Instudents
paidSAC
by theputtimepostage
SAC's paid
letterreturn
arrived.
1000 ofmaythe have
letters,
cards asking the
recipients to indicate how they were paying their fees.
Out of about 290 replies, 209 students said they would pay in two
installments, according to Helliwell. And, of the 72 who said they were
■paying
in oneto swoop,
allow them
pay in about
two. 25 said the SAC letter had arrived too late to
U of T officials have refused to provide more accurate results until
late September.
However, the administration has cooperated in other respects. It has
already agreed to reduce the penalty for paying by two installments lo $10
from $12, and will reduce it a dollar more if it can afford lo do so. This
would require about a 70 per cent participation rate by students.
As well, Vice Provost Robin Ross told a SAC meeting on July 15 that
the simutlaneous.increases in fees and the reduction in the bursary part of
student awards was "totally unjustifiable".
SAC's andcampaign
will continue
with teath-ins
and bepublicity
on studenton
financing
the increases.
In October,
there will
a referendum
whether students should hold up payment of the second installments.
Although the referendum question may demand a rollback of the
increases, Helliwell admits the real point of the referendum is to'
demonstrate
students willobject
strongly from
to theraising
Conservatives'
action.
Thus the that
government
be deterred
fees again soon.
There will be a teach-in on the OSAP program this Thursday at 7 p.m.
in Alumni Hall, Victoria College.
committee, four parents, and 4one
froni the university administration.
Although the advisory committee
would be authorized to control admissions (within university
guidelines),
actualdaycare
control program
of staffing, and the
would lie with the university
department.
And according to committee
chairman Paul Cadario, the Ross
proposal will pass today.
Thursday, the internal affairs
committee considered funding

proposals for the daycare centre,
approving
a formula
would seeof
the
university
payingthat$42,000
renovation costs, with the remaning
$15,000 to be raised by the levy
against
Cadarioparents.
says he hopes the levy
can be reduced.
All decisions of the committee
must be approved by the Governing
Council.
The meeting is in the Senate
today.
Chamber, Simcoe Hall at noon
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doesn't

The Varsity, a member ol Canadian
University Press, waslounded In iBflO
end
is published
theol theStudents'
olmlnlstrative
Toronto
andCouncil
Isbyprimed
byUniversity
DalsonsAd.
Press Ltd. Opinions expressed In this
newspaper are notAdminlsirailve
necessarily those
Councilol
orthetheStudents'
administration ol the university.
Formal
complaims
about
the
editorial
or business operation of the paper may
be addressed
to the Chairman,Varsity
CamBoard pusot Relations
Directors,Committee,
91 St. George St.

So long as the Is world divided Into classes,
the press will remain en Instrument ot class
struggle.

change?

practise

true

openness

PASSWORP?
WHAT'S THE"
SENT

tfE.

rm

The Students' Administrative Council has
called it "The Year of the Change". And, student
governor Paul Cadario, writing in the Change
Handbook, has described the Governing Council,
the
universtfy's
Biggest
Change new
of All?top governing body, as "The
- Either they know something we don't or their
idea of change is pretty myopic. The council,
lauded as a cepresentative body which
give
students, teaching staff, administrative andwould
support
staff, and community representatives a meaningful
voice in running this university, has done little to
encourage
constituents.optimism about its responsiveness to its
Indeed, the council wasted quite some time
debating whether its committee meetings whould
be open, something readers of the U of T Act
be forgiven (Council meetings themselves can
are
required
to be open unless they are in
committee byof law
the whole.)
Wednesday's Varsity
detail the content of
this controversial debate..lnwillshort,
significat minority of governors, notable among them the carryovers from the closed-meeting Board of Governors, were concerned lest their constituents
be
able to make their views known at a sufficiently
early stage in council deliberations to affect the
eventual outcome.
"My real concern is that the committee
discussions of any particular
issue will be discus ed inthe press and elsewhere" before committees even make decisions, Board of Governors
veteran John Tory told one meeting.
Other governors lamented the
ty that
publicity given to committee meetingpossibili
might allow
concerned individuals within the suniversi
ty to
pressure their representatives to advocate certain
views.
all fine and well, they seem to be saying
for our It'sconstitu
ents to stamp
their sign of
approval once every year or usso within elections but
that's where their role should stop.
We disagree. Strongly. The Governing
Council— in theory at least— was set up to repre-

sent the community, not the personal views of
those few persons who managed to get themselves
elected or appointed to the council.
And, let's not forget that 24 of them were not
even directly elected by their respective constituencies. (Another two are handpicked to represent the president.)
Eight of them supposedly represent the
university's alumni. In fact; they were elected by an
electoral college composed of representatives of
the constituent electoral alumni associations. Most
alumni were never consulted about the choice. The
other 16, intended to represent the public interest,
were appointed by the provincial government.
It would be sheer folly to suggest that these
24— and indeed most of their 26 colleagues— could
ever hope to ascertain, divinely or otherwise, their
constituents'
perspective
will confront the
council. on the many issues which
Having lost the fight to deny committee access
to the public, the conservatives sitting on the
council's Executive Committee are apparently
planning to at least make the acquisition of
information on council and committee meetings
and documents as inconvenient as possible by
stalling Varsity requests to be included on the
council's cludingmailing
(Nine reference
universitylibraries
groups, and
inthe three list.
campus
organizations representing the estates afforded
seats on the council, were addecLto.the list last
month. But, a Varsity request was apparently never
even discussed by the Executive Committee.)
One reason for this, we suggest, is that The
Varsity, as a left-wing paper, has a reputation for
being consistently critical of the undemocratic
nature of university governing bodies, and of many
aspects of the university policies which they set,
both
internally and in'relation to the social role that
the university
plays. And often, as the significant
allotment of corporate executives on the Governing
Council, are aware, The Varsity carries facts and
editorial comment that question corporate
hegemony in the university and society —

—

something rarely to be found in the commercial
media with which these men are accustomed to
dealing. Their response to criticism, it seems, is to
suppress facts that could be subject to scrutiny.
Council apologists have suggested that finalcial
consideration limit the size of the mailing list.
The Varsity as the one media serving the whole
university certainly merits being added to the
council's
mailing
list, even toif it'skeep
goingtheto cost
a few
cents more
a mailing
university
community informed about council developments.
While the issue of openness is probably a minor
one when seen in relation to other matters that the
Governing Council will have to deal, the way in
which it has been treated is perhaps indicative.
The reaction of at least the council
conservatives has been — predictably — to continue long-ingrained habits of secrecy and elitism.
It is- a pattern that can be expected to continue in all
spheres of decision-making, given the unrepresentative nature of the members of tht body
and the underlying assumptions that they seem to
work with. Power in the university has not been
significantly transferred. Rather, the old
heirarchical structures have been given a more
modern, stream-lined form.
In one sense, the Executive Committee's
response to The Varsity application, now slated for
Wednesday, can be seen as a test of how it
responds to pressure from the constituencies it
supposedly represents.
In a deeper sense, however, it can be seen as
an indication of how far from +he ideal of
participation — let alone control — by the university
community and the general public the realty is, and
how difficult the battle to realize these ideals in the
university and in society will be.
Front ptgi pastor photos, by Dnltf Lloyd. Mlchul Cowgir
and Doog Hamilton.
Back pigs photo by Frank Rooniy.
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Parents

Day-care
As the new term commences, one of the>
major problems facing the university community remains the issue of day care.
It exploded at U ofT in the spring of 1970
when day care supporters occupied Simcoe
Hall to force the administration to provide
the money needed for rennovations at the 12
Sussex under-two centre. The building at 12
Sussex itself was illegally occupied by a group
of
women's for
liberationists
negotiations
a buildingafter
withprolonged
the administration failed to produce any results.
The sit-in at that time finally produced
what months of going through "the proper
channels"from
had the
faileduniversity.
to get: minimal finalcial
backing
At the same time, however, the
administration, under then President Claude
Bissell, took pains to emphasize that it considered its backing a response to a specific
situation, not a general policy implying continuing commitment for the provision of day
care at U of T. A Iso in order to relieve student
pressure, the Presidential Advisory Commit e on Social Responsibility was sent up to
torecommend
its own andon the
the university's
surrounding responsbilities
community.
The committee, although seen as an
attempt at co-option by many of those involved in the sit-in, produced recommendations that the administration found unac eptable. Itrecommended that the university carry out a comprehensive survey of
campus daycare needs and accept a major
share of responsibility in meeting those needs.
Finally, last winter, all the members of the
committee resigned en masse, declarating the
committee ineffective because of inadequate
funding and other obstacles.
Meanwhile, another issue had come to the
forefront. The successfull Campus Cooperative Day Care Centre (the Sussex Centre) hadover
produced
twenty
children
two years
of age'graduates'
whose needs—
could not be met by the under-two centre.
(Provincial law requires the two age groups to
be separated.) Parents from the Sussex Centre
now sought another building within the university which could house a centre for these
children, and for other children aged two to
five.
The university's
response inertia,
to their while
requests,all
however,
was bureaucratic
the while professing sympathy. There were no
buildings available, it said. The matter would
have to be 'studied'.
Finally, in April, after months of red tape
and runaround, and after an intensive publicity campaign of lobbying, leafieting, newspaper articles, and demonstrations, parents
and supporters took matters into their own
hands. They occupied an empty clubhouse
behind the Meteorology Building at 315 Bloor
St. W., a building the administration later
admitted
day care.
According wasto "eminently
the university,suited"
it wasto slated
for
unspecified other uses, although it has stood
empty for a year.
The new location was rapidly turned into a
well-functioning, albeit illegal, over-two centre. The university officially took no action
other than to warn the occupers that they were
tresspassing. Since April, however, parents,
volunteers, and sympathizers have maintanied
a 24-hour occupation of the building, fearing
that they would be locked out by university
police if they left it.
For his part, U of T Registrar and VicePresident Robin Ross, who negotiated on

issue

fight Simcoe

Hall

remains

unresolved

For several years parents in the university community have fought an up-hill battle against the U of T administration to obtain
adequate day-care facilities for their children.
behalf of the administration, told the oc- Association, the U of T Staff Association, the over three years to yet win a license for its
cupiers that he would not discuss the future of university administration, and the Social centre. The reason for this lies in the
the over-two centre until the clubhouse was Planning . Council of- Toronto. It further government's requirement that any centre
vacated. He also stated that he did not proposed that students have first priority have trained staff, with credentials which can
recognize their negotiating committee as a in using the centre, staff (both faculty and only be obtained in training courses based on
legitimate body.
support) have second priority, and that a completely different philosophy of child
At the same time, however, the remaining space, if any, go to community care than taht favoured by the Campus Coadministration continued discussions with members.
operative group.
SAC, and a Day Care Board created in the
The university would meet the cost of
car supporters also pointed out that
spring by the administration, met to consider renovations "not directly the result of adap- the Day
adoption of this proposal by the new
the problems. In mid-May, the university
ting
the
building
as
a
day
care
centre"
and
Governing
Council, coming into office July 1,
would
make
it
available
rent
free
for
the
first
produced a document which admitted that
mean that the unthere was "a clear and undeniable need for three years. Users would have to pay for would iniversityallwould likelihood
then accept no further responincreased day facilities," while professing changes required by the province, and for
sibility for day care. They claim that the
uncertainty
responsibili- operating costs.
university's
ty and abilityas toto the
meetuniversity's
this demand.
for thousands,roleandas anas employer
a landlordandandresidence
builder
it suggested
that 'graduates'
the Finally,
Sussex Centre
and children
from thefrom
St. makes
By a remarkable coincidence — Ross Andrews
it
responsible
for
the social welfare of
Centre which was scheduled to close all those within its boundaries.
denied the occupation had anything to do with
an
it — the document suggested the use of the within two or three months because its educational institution committed As
the
"available" clubhouse at 315 Bloor as the best building was being taken over, share the education of all society, the universitytomust
site for a centre. It made no reference to the clubhouse facility.
fact that a day care centre was already
Although the administration attempted to play a special role vis a vis women, given the
occupying the premises, nor did it explain present the proposal as a major concession to care than that favoured by the Campus Cowhy the building, which earlier, according to day care, it came under immediate attack. already unequal role which they face, co-op
In the face of opposition from the St.
the
administration's
claims,
had been
slated Members of the occupying group pointed out Andrew
Co-operative group, and
for other
uses, was now
suddenly
available.
that at present 63 children were being served from theandGSUCampus
and SAC, the administration
It proposed
that
any
centre
to
be
estaby
the
two
centres,
while
the
university's
blished there should be operated must be
centre would lower this number to proposal was held in abeyance, and the entire
licensed, and that it be managed by a board of proposed
30 — less than half. This at a time when, for matter went to the Internal Affiars Commit e ofthe new Governing Council.
directors composed of representatives from example, a random survey of university
SAC. GSU, APUS, the U of T Faculty workers taken in March by Cheryll Seaman
The committee brought down policy
indicated
twenty-six
with thirtywhich provide that the untwo
childrenthatwould
place families
their children
in a recommendations
provide capital subsidies but not
estimated S100 per month under the. uni- operating iversity
costs
for
day care facilities for the
versity's plan.
university community, that the centres be
married
students'
residence
alone
there
are
licensed,
and
that
admission to them for
550 children in need of daycare.
As well, the financial burdens imposed by university parents be on the basis of need.
Although the new proposals mention the
the need to pay for renovations would have
been too heavy for many low-income families principles of access on the basis of need and
on campus or in the surrounding community. "parental involvement", opponents point out
Costs for the centre, presently $40 per month that the proposed form of day care would
minimum per child, would have risen to an
significantly
and" higher
voluninvolvement, less
and parental
considerably
estimantedplan.$100 per month under the un- have teer
versily's
operating costs.
The university's
the Internal Affairs Committee
removed
the feature proposal
of parentwould
controlalsoofhave
the had Although
unanimously recommeded the policy to
centre, replacing it, as the Campus Co- the
Governing
there meeting
was con-of
siderable debate Council,
at the council
operative Day Care Centre put it, with "an
official
alphabet
soup
day
care
board"
with
Aug.
31.
Faculty
conservatives,
like
Charles
no experience.
Hanly and William Coutts, and others who
Finally, the requirement that any centre in admitted
they believed the university had no
the building be licensed was seen as an attack
care responsbilities, realized they had lost
on the philosophy of the Campus day
thai
battle.
occupied the building since last
have
They
centre.
second
the
outside
play
Chifdren
Co-operative group, which has been unable
April.
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Workers
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Varsity

2:

Chapter

Editors

Look, look. See The Varsity people.
They do all kinds of interesting things.
Some of them are reporters. They go places and find out what's
happening.
They cover news, sports, and cultural things. Sometimes, they write
longer stories called features.
Anybody can be a Varsity reporter. All you have to do is go to The Varsity
office and say you want to help.
See the people with cameras. They are Varsity photographers.
They go to the same dind of places as reporters and take pictures. Their
pictures illustrate The Varsity stories.
You can be a photographer, too. They work in the same place as the
Street )two buildings north
reporters. The SAC Media Building, 91 St. George library),
second floor.
of Harbord and St. George, opposite the new
There are even more things to do at The Varsity than write or take
Some peoples do drawings to go with features and editorials.
pictures.help
design the paper.
Others
There is something for everybody to do at The Varsity.

Chapter

All

3:

Top

Dog

Look, look. There is only one person left in the office. He is
the editor. The editor is the person responsible for making sure
the paper gets done three times a week. He is The Varsity's
general co-ordinator and business manager. He takes care of
letters-to-the-editor
and editorial pages, and is in charge of
features.
The editor is not a student. He is a full-time employee of the
paper. (This year, so is the city editor.) He has to apply for the
job the spring before he begins work. Then, the people who
work on the paper and the people who direct business affairs
interview the people who want the editor's job.
The workers suggest one of them for editor and the directors
decide
accept atheir
suggestion.
they has
don't,never
the
workers whether
have toto make
second
choice. If This
Look, look. See the other people who work at The Varsity.
of the desk
time, people
they don't
leavethey
the sitoffice
when they are working.
They Most
are called
because
at desks.
get the other people's work ready to go into the paper. All of
themThey
are help
editors.
There is a city editor and a news editor to help the news reporters.
The city editor asks the reporters to cover stories. Then, he edits their
story with them, showing them how they can make their stories better and
making sure they have everything in them that they need.
The news editor gets thestory when thecity editor is done. He checks the
spelling and grammar, and doubleckecks the facts. When that is done, he
tells the layout editor where in the paper the story is going.
news Sports
editorspeople
do. have an editor, too. He does the same things the city and
People who write features and do reviews work with their section's
editor and associate editor. Surpriese, surprise! They do the same things as
the city and news editors do.
See the man who wirks in the darkroom. He is the photography editor.
He makes sure that people take pictures of the all the things of which the
paper needs pictures.
After the pictures are taken, a duty photographer develops them in The
Varsity's very own darkroom. The Varsity supplies the film, chemicals, and
equipment. The duty photographer and the deskpeople decide which
pictures will go in the paper.
When all these people are done with their work, the layout editor
decides how to design the newspaper pages to get everything on them and
make them look as nice as possible. She does this for most sections of the
paper. Sometimes, she has helpers.

happened.
The editor is hired for one school year. He can only be fired if both a majority of the workers and the directors
agree.
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Chapter

4:

Big

News

chine.Look, look. See the funny maIt is a telex machine. It lets the
people atversity
The andVarsity
and other
unicommunity
college
newspapers keep in instant touch.
It is how The Varsity sets the CUP
news trom across the country that it
prints in every issue of the paper.
Cup also
Varsity
with news
fromprovides
outsideThe Canada
from Quebec and around the world.
That news has the name CUP1, Canadian University Press International
at the beginning of the story.
CUP meansCanadian University Press
It is the national cooperative of the
student press in Canada.
CUP does more than just send out
news. It has an office in Ottawa where people work on news , features,
and helping member papers with all
the problems they have.
The people who work for CUP have lots of experience. They come from
the member papers and are elected at the annual national conference.
The conference takes place at different universities every year. People
from al all the member papers come together to discuss their problems, the
role of the press, and learn about all kinds of things, like how to put out
better newspapers.
CUP had has three different regions - the Maritimes, Ontario, and the
West. Each region has a fieldworker who travels from paper to paper to help
them with their work. Once a year, each region has a conference to get to
know each other better and exchange ideas and information about
producing a paper.
CUP also has a national advertising co-operative owned by the
participating members. The Varsity belongs to it. Its name is Youthstream.
Youthstream gets The Varsity national advertising which ehlps pay for
The Varsity couldn't reach all these
the paper. Without Youthstream,
advertisers and get their ads. Youthstream makes The Varsity an
potential
awful lot of money.

6: Boreds
Chapter
Look, look. See the Students' Administrative Council people. They are
the publishers of The Varsity.
But, they are the government and the government isn't supposed to
control the press. So, they don't really control The Varsity.
They give the paper a lump sum grant every year, less than a third of its
operating
of
Directors.budget, and in return get to appoint people to the paper's Board
Most of the money for The Varsity comes from advertisers. The paper
has its own advertising office and the people who work for it solicit and
prepare the campus and local advertising.
The Varsity Board of Directors is an independent body. It looks after the
business management of the paper and receives formal complaints about its
editorial or business management.
should
People dissatisfied with the paper's response to attheir91 complaints
St.George Street,
write
Torontothe181.Bond's Campus Relations Committee
investigates complaints and recommends appropriate
The committee
...
to the Board.
measures
Board of Directors and the Students' Administrative
Varsity
The
But,
Council cannot interfere with the paper's editorial policy.
The editor is responsible to the Board for the paper's journalistic
integrity. Speak to the section editors and then the editor if you have a
complaint about something the paper did or didn't do.

Chapter

5:

Far

Away

Look, look. See the man in the car. He is the copy runner. He takes the
material for The Varsity to the printer.
vVhen the copy runner brings the printer the copy, the printer gives it to
someone to typeset. The Varsity is typeset on computer equipment. The
typesetter sits at what looks like a big, big typewriter and types the copy,
using all the proper codes to make it look the way The Varsity wants it to
look.
Instead of getting the type in hot metal chunks. The Varsity's copy is
developed on photographic paper. Then, the stories are cut out and pasted
down
paste-up
sheets. There are red windows left for the pictures and
they areon done
separately.
When the paste-up is done, the printer shows the page to The Varsity's
proofreader. The proofreader works at the printers. He checks to make sure
everything is done the way it is supposed to be, indicating typographical and
other errors. Then, the printer and the typesetter correct the errors and
show it to the proofreader for approval.
sometimes, somebody makes a mistake at The Varsity offices and a story is
too long or too short. If it is too long, the proofreader has to cut something
out so it will fit.
When the page is done, it is taken to a camera room. Here, they take a
picture of the entire page and make an aluminium plate from the negative
That is why this method of printing is called photo offset.
But everything isn't done yet. The Varsity delivery people have to pick
up the paper and distribute it to the 75-plus delivery spots on the St. George
Scarborough, and Erindale campuses.

Look, look. See all the people who work on the paper. They
are the staff or editorial collective.
They are the only people who control the paper's editorial
policy.
Anybody can be a member of the collective. All they have
to do is work on a minimum number of papers.
In late summer, the staff decides what the broad policy
guidelines for the paper should be. All later decisions have to
be made within this -framework unless a weekly staff meeting
decides otherwise.
The weekly collective meetings determine major editorial
and business matters. Meetings held the day before the paper is
the next day's editorials
approveimportance.
days,relative
production
published,
and
rate stories
as to their
This story is very short. That's not because it's unimportant.
It's because the workers control the paper's editorial
policy. That's called staff democracy.
We like it. That's because we believe people should control
decisions affecting their own lives.
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Move

to Sussex

Street

Innis
for
approved
building
New
By BRIANENASIMOK
With final university approval for a new
Innis College ends eight years of
building,
being a boarder at U of T.
Presently the college is in the former home
rey
A. Macdonald, a St.three-sto
of Sir Johnhouse
on St. George owned by
brick
white
Knox College.
.
And Knox has let it be known that lnms
will not be welcome there after
College
August 1974.
But since its inception in 1964, Innis
form some of the
College has strayed
traditional. ideas of what a college should be at
university
To accomodate residential requirements,
•
for instance, Innis rented a number of older
Huron St. and formed student
houses along
co-operatives.
And under the Innis aegis, interdisciplinary
no
courses with no fixed format, and often
teachers made their first appearance at the
university.
Named in honour of the late Professor
Harold Innis, a pioneer in the areas of
After eight years in an old St. George Street house, Innis College will move to a 'new building to be erected on this site.
economics, history and communications
theory, innis College, along with New
to releive the overCollege, werepopulation ofestablished
the existing colleges.
Both were planned as residence colleges,
with Innis to be housed in one of the New
buildings. In 1964, the first New building was
the second phase under concomplete, strwith
uction for Innis.
The then Principal, Robin Harris, along
with the College Council recommended that
New be given both buildings, and that Innis be
allowed to establish a separate site.
Meanwhile the doors to the college opened
in September, 1964, as Innis occuped a temporary building, constructed in 1948 as a
bookstore, on Hart House Circle. Old university maps and the Music Faculty
Freshman Handbook still show the spot as
Innis College, Space was scarce as the college
consisted of an enormous common room,
some athletic lockers, and the offices of the
Principal
and the Registrar, surrounded by
240
students.
In 1965 a Users Committee was
established, to find a permanant home for
innis.
Original
architects' with
plans each
calledgroup
for twoof
towers
of residences,
twelve sharing a common room, and three
sections, 36 residents composing one house.
Non-residents would be assigned to a
house, along with dons. Overnight bunk beds
could be used by non-residents, with the
lowers being joined by administrative wings,
and the library, beneath which a Common
Room, a middle quad, with grass, and student
Innis College wishes to integrate its building with the surrounding community. Sussex residents are wary of such developments.
facilities were planned.
The cost of the building was estimated
between 16 and 18 million dollars. The
Their decision on staying at 63 St. George a report on the work of the previous six commercial or social services for our
University asked the users to pair down the was made simplier when Knox College said it months,
the new outlining
building. the Colleges suggestions on
cost to $ 10 million, but after getting rid of the wanted the building back by 1974.
When the report was distributed the
Deans, the Dons, and making the residences
The
qualities
the college listed as the ones community".
College could have fought to keep the it hoped the building
question of the existing houses was discussed.
Co- Educational the estimated cost was 1.6 St. The
will
foster,
are
a
small
The
College does not want to level the site,
George site, but a majority of the Building modest building, with a variety of design, with
million dollars over the amount the Federal Committee
wanted the College to construct a
but hopes to integrate the surrounding comGovernment was willing to spend.
an
absence
of
long,
gleaming
corridors.
The
the existing buildings
munity, including the Day Care Centre, at 12
Acting Principal Peter Russell, and the new building, plus use
George ste. In January, report states that the college should be open Sussex, and the other houses managed by
College Council held an open meeting at on1972,thetheSussex-St.
24
hours,
as
much
as
possible,
and
it
should
Crown
Trust,
and inhabited by students and
College published "Towards a Perwhich it was decided that Innis would stop
manant Home For Innis College" which was not be "fortress1 like, providing some needed families.
enrolling new students, if the university did
not find the funds. The College was already
overcrowed in its space, and many facilities
were lacking.
Within two days then-university President
million
Innis building
to
Claude Bissell found the money, and the $1.2
college
was
given
the
go-ahead.
But the election of Pierre Trudeau to
Ottawa brought a cutback on proposed ex- be
erected
on parking
lot
penditures, one of these being the building of
square foot building.
created by the building. In their report, the
innis College.
Eight years after its birth, Innis College 24,000
And according to Art Hall, assistant to Users' committee recommends that the unIn 1968, the university provided additional has obtained approval to construct a SI. 2
Innis principal Peter Russell, the whole
iversity se k outside funds from government
space to Innis by giving the college the first million building, on the north side of Sussex building
will be financed without one dollar of housing agencies to construct any residence
and second, floors of 63 St. George, the Ave. at St. George St.
provincial
funds.
Hall
said
money
would
Macdonald-Mowal historical site, on Knox
Although University officials have not yet
College land. The college existed in two places approved concrete plans, the Innis building probably be obtained from sources like the The proposed building will contain 24,000
feet of classrooms, administrative and
at the same time for a year and a half, at committee is presently screening 16 possible Varsity Fund, the university's alumni rainy square
student
space. union offices.
which lime the college gol exclusive use of the architects to design the new college . Meetings days cookie jar.
building, and left the Hart House Circle.
are open to all members of the campus and
Construction of the building will be
In approving the plan, the Board made no
In 1970 Harris announced his retirement,
as part
of the
the Ontario
university'sgovernment
available firm committment to keep existing houses in
Five final names will be chosen and counted
with Peler Russell succeeding him in the fall public.
floor
space
with
the Sussex block adjacent to the present
of 1971. On his return from teaching in submitted to the university's Governing cutting down the amount of money available parking
lot. Instead they suggested that the
Uganda, Russell established a building com- Council.
architect should investigate integrating exfor
constructing
new
buildings"
Inc
mit e todiscover if the 63 St. George site was
isting structures on the block into the college.
The planned college will be built on the site
adequale as a permanant home. The Building In one of their last acts as supreme
All property between St. George and
present parking iot, created several years
Committee, composed of students, faculty authority in the university, the old Board of ofagoa when
houses werebuilding.
torn down to make way Huron St. along Sussex is owned by the
and administration, looked at other available Governors approved in principle last June a for the anticipated
university and reserved for possible Innis
locations on campus, and travelled to other report from the Innis College user's comBut no new residence space will be
mittee, recommending the construction of a
campuses for new ideas.
expansion.
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Abortion

uproar

sweeps

SMC

info
control
birth
assails
Kelly
tercourse, birth controk, abortion,
Father
John
M.
Kelly.
In his letter, Nigro justifies the
and venereal disease.
By MARINA STRAUSS
Kelly
wrote
that
"on
the
abortion
inclusion
of
the
abortion
and
birth
On Kelly's insistence, the Roman
issue, the administration thinks that
Referring to the student union's
Controversy
at St. orientation
Michael's Catholic
college's
student
union,in control number by stating "we feel it is an unjustifiable destruction of autonomy,
College
erupted during
responsible
for
the
kits,
inserted
Kelly begrudgingly
that
providing
all
sides
of
a
question
"I hate to admit
it, but I havesaid'no
because birth control and abortion the remaining kits letters from both is essential in order to make a innocent
human
life".
Kelly's move was sparked by, he control over the student union." He
information was distributed to Kelly and from the union president rational judgment". He apologized
added that he finds their lack of
later said,
"fewer than
freshmen.
Al Nigro.
calls"
he received
on onea half
day.dozen
for anytainedoffensive
consultation
in the kits. information conThe discovery of the Abortion number
Nigro'sofletter
included
the
phone
"A
lot
of
these
students'
parents
"If I tried"discourteous".
to pull that on the
Birthright, a pregnancy
Counselling and Birth Control
Kelly's letter expresses his have taken public stands against students,
he said. they would be after me",
service that advises administration's stand against abor- abortion", Kelly said.
Collective phone number in the counselling
He admitted that he himself has Former studnet union president
freshmens' "survival kits", given women to have their babies, which is
tion, andunion
makesalone
it clear
that "the
is responsible
away on the first day of orientation, associated with the Catholic church. student
O'Grady describes Kelly as a
for
the
inclusion
of
the
information
triggered off a handful of complaints Birthright's
not
as yet seen
survival kit.I got".
"It's John
"shrewd conservative, not a reaccluded inthe number
kit. was not in- on birth control and abortion".
all second
hand theinformation
from parents and college president
The information
which caused
tionary, who wants to retain the
the controvery was included in a
"His
position of power is
listing
of services'
the Toronto
region.phone
The numbers
list. was ina unassailable
status quo". at St. Mike's, and has
O'Grady
added.
reprint from
dbook",titled
produced"Aby Survival
Guerilla. Han- been for the past 15 years",
Paucity
of votes
cast
in
The York University Student Last year he refused to accept
Clinic was the only other listing that student demands for an academic
mentioned abortion and birth conmajority
on the thecollege's
top govertrol counselling and referral.
Arts
and
Science
election
ning structure,
Collegim,
which
presently
composed
entirely
of
Kelly
claims
laht
"only
one
Roman
Catholic
Basilian
Fathers.
aspect
was
presented,
with
complete
exams
which
began
April
17
and
lasted
to
May
5.
By NADIM WAKEAM
And again, last March, he
As well, The Varsity had ceased publishing by the disregard of the other side".
Kelly objected to the fact that strongly opposed giving into
The Faculty of Arts and Science committee time nominations closed. Therefore, although
elections, held last May, resulted in a less than seven statements from the candidates were sent out with the "the single Catholic college on cam- students
pressures at the Simcoe
pus had not included any counselling Hall occupation
per cent return of ballots by students, in great part due ballots, the paper could not cover the election.
over undergraduate
to the late timing of the elections. In contrast, most
service that Catholics conduct".
and
public
access to the new John P.
Of
the
34
positions
open
on
the
faculty
council
Robarts
library.
SAC-run elections elicit in at least a 20 per cent vote. commiltes, 16 students won by acclamation and one
He feels that what was presented
According to the faculty office, of 1 1,250 ballots seat on the Life Sciences Curriculum Committee was "a leaning of the student Kelly objects to student tactics in
their aims, although he
sent by mail to students, only 778 were returned.
remains unfilled.
opinion" and "the approval of achieving
not comment on the aims
liberal unmarried sex". Kelly did
themselves.
In some cases candidates were elected with as little himself
Victoria College students voted the least often for
said
their own college representatives, with only 65 votes as 51 or 53 votes.
marital sex. he is not in favor of pre- "you don't do anything immoral
coming in from 2650 being mailed out. St. Mikes
The faculty voting was substantially better than
"I went through this (complaints
student voting. Of approximately 1300 arts and science
to get something you want", he
students
94 out voted.
of 2200(Some
eligiblestudents
voted. Only
82 of 2150votedat most'
University
may faculty, ballots sent out 479 were returned. There were from parents) last year with the charges. "It's a very serious mistake
have voted for committee, but not college 23 acclamations and 20 elections. It would seem that inclusion of the Birth Control Han- in moral judgment for achieving
dbook in therecalls.
freshman students' your aims". Kelly feels that the
representatives.)
faculty interest was also affected by the late date of the kits." Kelly
college's administration and its stuelections.
"This handbook was doubly bad
College's
dent union are working at "crossand Trinity
Erindale
New,
Innis,
The
policy
on
the
conduct
of
the
Council
elections
is
gh
Scarborou
acclaimed.
all
were
ives
representat
last year and completely out of
is that voting takes place in the spring of the preceding taste.
independent in curricual and thus its seats are vacant. academic
It
included
illustrations
and
As
classes get underway, calm
year.
Assistant Dean William Foulds claimed Saturday drawings that 1 thought were in seems to have returned to
The elections were held at the end of the academic
St. Michael's College.
busiest times in university. that the administration was expected to run the
year, one offorthe
The BirthpoorControl
taste." Handbook, "The inclusion of his (Kelly's)
committee seats closed on April 7. elections but it was occupied with the Library Council outrageously
Nominations
purposes".
letter
in the survival kit satisfied him
published
by
McGill
University
This was also the last day of term. Ballots were then
students and distributed across and, along with our letter, satisfied
Council elections.
sent out by mail and were to be returned by May 8. and Governing
Instead, the faculty ran its own elections. And, Canada in the few last years, us also", said student union viceDuring this period students were heavily involved
in writing essays; term tests and preparing for final "It takes time to get things done" Foulds commented." provided information about in- president Tim Hamer.

Program
New
to study
committee
forms
Evans
towards the New
the expense and academic results of and genrally higher marks. The inBy MARI-LINN ASBURY
recommend,
"in attitues
creased emphasis on essays has also the lightmitteeof members
both tostudent
enrolment
Programme, the role of colleges, the
the New Programme. Bob Greene,
The New Program in arts and dean of arts and science, said that contributed to higher incidences of patterns and the experience and effects of separately-financed
science instituted in 1969 is many of the older conservative lending and selling term papers.
views of faculty and students, such divisons teaching part of the unscheduled to come under intensive faculty members feel a more highly The review committee will
dergraduate curriculum, the role of
seem appropriate".
review this year.
Topics astoofmay
beenrolment
discussed
include,
thein fourth year, modes of instruction,
program is preferrable, examine the general regulations of changes
statistics
patterns
U of T President John Evans structured
and
the
aims
of undergraduate
resulting in a closer fellowship
and the reNew Programme as compared education in the Faculty
announced in July he was forming a between Professors and students, the New Programme
of Arts and
quirements forstanding as outlined the
with
previous
ones,
student
and
staff
Presidential Advisory Committee and students and their colleges. in the Calandeer. Evans urged comScience.
on the New Program will make its They also feel that the range of
first report on February 1, 1973. subjects is too wide and the students
The first meeting of the
lost because of inCommittee, will start to scrutinize tend to feel
Dean Greene
financial and academic aspects of considersadequatethecounselling.
ins and outs of SAC
formation and Summer
the New Programme. It is scheduled decisions of the committee will be
for Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
most important events in the
Council room of the Pharmacy the
Arts and Science Faculty this year. safe deal not ratified
Building.
Besides working on developing a U of T response on
The review committee is a parity The New Program was an
liberalization of the arts the fees hike, SAC kept busy over the summer on other "the funny little obnoxious man" who handles the
body consisting of fourteen extensive
machine
office waswouldneverbe
members recommeded by: the and science course structure.
matters, Some of the more notworthy goings-on were: prophylactic
ratified and that
detailsinofthethe SAC
commitment
Students Administrative Council, Implemented after a report
SAC — owned Hogtown Press refused to sell 175 searched out since the product leaves something to be
the Association of part time headed by Political Economy copies of Origin of the Family to the University desired in the opinion of some.
MacPherson Bookstore because the Bookstore was going to sell the
professor C.B.
Undergraduate Students, the recommended
decision was made through SAC initiative to set
sweeping changes, the publication at a profit. In making the decision the up aA committee
Graduate Student Union, Provost eventual
to review the New Program in Arts and
result
was
considerable Education Commission said there would be nor resale Science.
Don Forster and the Dean Greene.
liberalization. The distinction for profit on U of T campus. :Hogtown Press has been
Seven are faculty members between
four-year honours and material.)
owned by SAC since last spring. It reprints educational
including the chairman, Daniel
At the third SAC executive meeting on May 17
courses was
Berlyne (Psycology), Frank Watt three-yearandgeneral
and Communications
t John Helliwellmoved
vice-presiden
allowed
were
students
abolished
that Ulli Diemer
(UC English), Paul Fox (Political
Commissioner Debra Lewis Handbook
comany
summer,
the
over
Editors. At the
meetings
general
named
three
Economy), P. P.M. Meincke (Erin to choosebination opractically
be
had
SAC
Hobbs
and Ernie
f courses to lead to a the most in recent memory during a summer.
Eric Mighn
president
SAC
Physics) and Robert Jervis
meeting,
executive
Fourth
a
undertake
to
decided
SAC Services Commission
(Chemical Engineering). Three are degree.
and vice-president John Helliwell moved that the
full lime undergraduates Linda Hajl Rigiaity in a number of programs systematic study of food price and quality at the various motion regiarding editorship of the SAC Handbook andbe
Hobbs
(Vic. HI), Ron Struys (Innis III) was lessened in several departments campus
cafeteriae. The study will be conducted by reconsidered. The motion to designate
and Robert Anderson (UCIV). The and a trend away from emphasis on Food Science students,
Diemer as handbooks editors was defeated. Itof was
the
Warner
from
co-ordination
$1,000
the
ely
extension student is Kurt Loeb, the exarns began. Another result was the
undertake
approximat
SAC received
moved that SAC
the handbook under the direction of John Helliwell, and
the filming Class of '44",
graduate
student'
from
extension
is
in
courses,
aiding
new
for
many
Brothers
of
flowering
$400 for
Rita Mifflin (OISE), and the including some that involved more sequel to "Summer of '42". SAC was given
he be directly responsible to the SAC for the
cap and gown rental. that
graduate student is Pamela Chellew, than
rental of its building, and $600 forinterior
SAC justified the motion
production of thethathandbook.
one department.
and
job,
paint
free
a
a teacher. One other recent graduate
received
provides the
SAC
addition,
In
the SAC Handbook
on the grounds
While the reaction from students ph
free
a
as
and the students and
use
to
SAC
the
booth
will
be
added
to
complete
the
phone
between
e.
944-style
contact
1
a
get
initial
on
to
due
was
.
,
the
le to
committee.
has generally beenhavefavourab
a vital and important means of combeen upset by
others
It was discovered that the 10-year contract with represented munication onthe part of SAC.
Much controversy has arisen over changes,
the proliferation of "easy courses"
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Teaching

excellence

princi

Scar

to be stressed

pal

was named to succeed A.F.W. Plumptre as new
Campbell
Ralph chief
last May.
Scar

Tories

UofT
ties with
for closer
in 1968 at the most intense period of student discontent on
By DOUG HAMILTON
campus.
The new principal of Scarborough College hopes to
"because
words,procedures
in Campbell's
preserve close ties with the St. George campus during his term notThemuchcommittee
attentionwashadformed,
been paid
to disciplinary
of office.
Ralph Campbell said that until the college is sufficiently overA growing
the previous
decades."
of student unrest focused attention on
amount
the Caput — a committee comprised of 24 administrators
mature to depart from the orbit of the U of T, "it should be which
ranks
as
the
highest
disciplinary body over students in
closelysymbiotic
integratedrelationship
with the university."
between Scarborough and the the university, judged infractions of the rules committed by
A
For
Friday.
students.
main campus exists, he said in an interview
example, the university gains from the research undertaken by
The committee's report advocated sweeping reforms of
Scarborough College faculty, and the college benefits from disciplinary procedures, but it was never adopted due to
being a component of a long-established university.
some faculty and administrators who wanted to
hostility
Campbell succeeded A. F. Wynne Plumptre as the new make no from
concessions to student activists.
principal of the college last July.
Are the' recommendations still valid today? "Yes," said
Plumptre, principal for seven years, retired from the
"But someand modifications
desirable."
college's administration to take up a teaching post in Ottawa. Campbell.
Because "faculty
administrationaremoved
pretty rapidly
Campbell's firm endorsement of continued affiliation
with
to
make
changes
in
the
structure,"
student
radicalism has
the U of T may relieve the anxieties of some faculty and subsided, he asserted.
"The overt action era generally has waned, Campbell
students who believe the university's largest satellite campus is
slowly creeping toward separation from St. George.
added. "Whether it Uhe student movement^ has gone
When asked if Scarborough could survive as _ an
underground,
I am College,
not closeCampbell
enough toshould
these experience
affairs to say."
At Scarborough
little
independent university, Campbell replied; "I think that it is hostility
from the student body. Student leaders at the college
possible." However, he emphasizedin promoting
that "it would
take
a
accreditation have traditionally eschewed direct action and have opted
major operation in terms of effort would be a major
hurdle. instead for promoting reformism.
for a graduate programme. This
"It would be chancey getting students to become part of
Campbell has taken a cautious approach to the question of
such an institution. It would be quite possesses
an effort."considerable parity. "It is, certainly, in items like discipline, an absolutely
Campbell
predecessor,
his
Like
desirable principle." But, "it is not a principle that should
administrative expertise.
He served as Associate Dean of the Faculty of Arts and prevail in all organizations."
Introducing parity to all of the college's legislative
Science from 1964 to 1968. The governments of both Jordan committees
something we will have to look at," he said.
and Kenya have employed him as an advisor on economic Campbell has"is proposed
a number of changes affecting the
planning.
power
structure
of the college. An official has been appointed
However, Campbell gained notoriety throughout the
"supervise
budget budget
preparation
and financial
as chairman of the Presidential Ad- loresponsibility.
Plumptre,
preparation
was analyses."
his own
university
visory community
Committee on Disciplinary Procedures which convened Under

calls

stipends
of para-med
students
that Ontario already imports large
the team approach leads to
may affect is the trend less,
lower medical costs.
numbers of personnel in these shortage
towards medical teams. This con- much
Creelman
will present the brief to
categories, and that most of these do
cept
emphasises
using
specifically
the
health
ministry on Wednesday.
interns
stipends
not stay longer than two years. trained para-medics in order to free
Because the living wage for interns doctors for services only they can Potter is on vacation and will not bewhile the work they must do in this has been discontinued, it will provide. Since para-medics charge available until the end of September.
By PAT REDICAN
become
more expensive for a
period
is
not
discontinued.
The elimination of living In addition, nurses and nursing
physiotherapist
allowances for students interning in assistants
tain adiploma, oranddietician
will acttoasob-a
previously paid no tuition.
New York Pizza House
para-medical professions may cause
deterrent
for
students
to intern in
WINNER:
a shortage of these workers in On- Now nurses are required to pay $250 Ontario hospitals. Therefore, the
1970
1ST
ANNUALMORNING
TORONTO Dining Room 925-1736
tario hospitals, according to a brief and nursing assistants $150.
PIZZA AWARD
cu rrent shortage will not be
AFTER
SHOW CBC
SUN
PM-1 AMOPEN 11 AMfrom the Students Administrative
Nurses at university are not alleviated
1TAKE-OUT
AM 3MON-SAT
AMD DELIVERY
and
may
well
be
inCouncil.
subject to these regulations. Instead,
STAR
WEEK'S
JUNE
71
tensified, the report argues.
PIZZA CONTEST
DELIVERY FROM S PM-1 AM
like the rest of university students,
One
important
area
such
a
The brief, written by University iheir fees went up in the general rise
Commissioner John Creelman (Scar last spring.
II) and SAC rep Irene Miller (Food The removal of the stipends is due
Drug Values Every Day
Sc. Ill) will be presented to the
THE
on financing"
acOntario Ministry of Health. It has to "constraints
cording to a letter
from Ontario
LOWEST
KINGSWAY
already
trie'SAC
Health Minister Richard Potter to
and will passed
come before
the fullexecutive,
council the
heads of institutions affected by
PRICES
for endorsation this week.
DRUGS
this policy. However, the SAC brief
argues
that
in
the
long
run
the
Student nurses in diploma cutbacks will hurt the Ontario
The Colonnade,and 131 Bloor W.
programs, registered nursing economy.
GROOVY
ON
assistants, technicians and other interns including therapists now all The presentation, which is
700
YongeSL,
at
St.
Mary
ROUND
receive either free room and board specifically concerned with
THINGS
or living allowances while in dieticians and physical and oc- Price Kingsway First for Vitamins
training. These are all being cut off.
cupational therapists, cites the fact
The
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rips-off Erindale's money

SAC-sponsored
book
store
project
flops
pressing enthusiasm over the project quite successfully for many years,
By MARINA STRAUSS
regularly to SAC services com- with the major disadvantage of
A project for a permanent,
mis ioner Bil Streadman, respon- seeking money for a project during and promising to look into the until three years ago. Then it exsible for the project:
panded to sell new books as well,
the summer when most local council scheme more closely. The Society
centrally-run, campus-wide used
lost money and was closed down.
book store system Tell through this "I took his word for it, and waited members are not around to make never received a reply from him.
such
decisions.
summer due to both lack of work by
Joliffe suggests that major plans In, the long run, says Steadman,
Steadman exthe organizer and lack of support for his final
plained withreport",
disappointment.
Admitted Scarborough student be
"one big good used- the onus will be left up to "local
from local student councils.
bookmade
sale for
on campus.
He could not reach Morningstar
initiative" in coordinating an
president
David Onley'
"The
The University College Literary college
Rob Morningstar, who was to be the week before his report was due. council
matter was
not discussed
by council
amalgamation of used-book stores
paid $450 by SAC to organize it, has However Morningstar had earlier because it was difficult to get a Society did not look into the matter lo serve the university.
left Toronto with $120 of Erindale assured Steadman that "it looks like
Although the possibility of a
until mid-mid-August.
"We would have had the sale, we central, student-run used-book sale
quorum
in thea great
summer".
"It
was
idea",
Onley
students'
money,
will
be
all
set
up".
has
been aborted for this year, four
work on the
project.after doing little things
thought
it
was
a
good
idea,
but
our
When Morningstar did not show
but "we gave
decidedus toa wait
Morningstar had run a sale, called up with his report on August 12, conceded,
college is being renovated and we colleges are holding their own sales
until
Morningstar
full,
Students Association for Levelling SAC defeated the motion to give detailed report. All we had received Could not get any room for it", within the next few weeks run by
so far from him was one letter of one exprajned the Lit.'s president Vicki thier respective student councils.
of Expenses (SALE) , at Erindale him any money.
for the past two years. The third "By that time 1 was getting page. We weren't going to risk the Grabb.
Trinity College is running its
year Erindale student was employed complaints from St. Mike's and money ourselves, and we waited for
fourth annual sale. A three-day
However,
St.
Michael's
Student
Union
is
not
so
enthusiastic
about
collection
period begins on
by SAC to study the feasibility of a Trinity, asking what Morningstar SAC to react to his report".
Wednesday, and the sale will be held
The reaction of other local the project.
cross-campus SALE during the was doing", Steadman recalled.
"We decided unanimously against for one week beginning next Monsummer and report back to council.
"Morningstar tried to put councils was similar.
Last May, Morningstar had something over on us", he conday at Cartwright Hall at St.
the
idea"TomsaidHamer.
the union's
vice"I
thought
it
was
a
good
idea",
president
He preferred
Hilda's College. Students ask for a
approached
the sciences
suggestinued. "He did not honor an agree- Administrative
Victoria University
Students' his
tion that the SAC
seven with
arts and
price
for their books, and if they are
Council (VUSAC)
ment, and I had placed my trust in said
system of operating its not sold,
the books are returned to
education commissioner Rick own college's
colleges and SAC support the non- him.
annual
used
book
sale.
"Our
their
owners.
The books are usually
Meanwhile, Morningstar had
profit store.
gettingTextbook
ripped college book sale is not in it for the sold at about half
the original price.
Students bringing in books to sell collected $125 from the Students' Gregory.
off all the"People
time are
at the
profit. and
We atsellnobooks
the seller's
" The St. Michael's College sale, at
would quote their desired prices. Administrative Government of
price,
more atthan
50 per Brennan
Hall,
Room
A, will start
SALE would try to sell these texts Erindale (SAGE), money which,
But, "VUSAC was unable to get cent of the original cost".
selling its books today. Students can
with a five per cent surcharge, and SAGE president Paul Moran says, a quorum,"
St.
Michael's
Union
felt
that
if
a
explained
Gregory.
"By
used book store was not subsidized charge any price up to 50 per cent of
return the price asked to the seller, it will never gel back. No other Store".
middle Things
of August
we hadn't
donein enough, to put a mark-up on the Jhe
less five per cent. The ten per cent council had agreed to give Mor- the
and iftothethebook
anything.
always
fall
apart
not original
sold, it iscost,
returned
seller.is
commission would be used to
ningstar the $120 he requested from
The
sale
will
run
until
the
course
books
was
pointless.
St.
Michael's
own
book
sale
is
heavily
subsidized
provide operating funds, including each.
Engineering Society was also
theThesummer."
change 'deadline October 6.
Morningstar left Toronto at the very much in favor of the idea,
paying staff.
its student
The Scarborough College sale
Collegeunion.
council, although
The expected savings to stiiiients end of August, is now attending first although it could not see its being by New
would be substantial.
supporting it in principle, was wary takes a ten per cent commission on
implemented.
year
law
at
Queen's
University,
and
Morningstar hoped to have five cannot be reached. The only exof SALE'S benefits for its college, sales for operating charges. The sale
"In whoEngineering,
stores, covering all three campuses,
planation Steadman ever received
want to getthere
rid ofaren't
their because of the large number of will run for three to four weeks
located in various art colleges. If from Morningstar came two many
text books, except perhaps first year professional students at the college starting
next Monday
cil's reception
office. at the counsuccessful, the stores would even- day after he was refused payment by students", said the Society's presi- who tend not to sell their books.
" Erindale's "Ministry of Plenty"
Meanwhile,
SAC
plans
to
set
up
a
tual y sel records. . tapes, clothing, SAC. Morningstar claimed he had
dent Scott Joliffe. "We'd be lucky if committee to look into setting up a store charges 5 per cent on the price
and handicrafts.
"problems of cooperation", and we could transfer 1,000 books".
that the student put on his or her
In principle, al) colleges and SAC couldn't
Joliffe
sent Morningstar a letter bookstore.
follow
through.
"A
few
SAC ran a used book exchange book.
heartily supported the concept of a things have changed since I talked in the first
week
of
August
exstudent-run store for buying and to you last", he told Steadman.
reselling of used books among
Moran explained that SAGE gave
students.
Morningstar the $125 because
all the
Unfortunately, plans collapsed in "SAC approved the plans. But communications between SAC and us
latest in
mid-August when SAC finally
realized Morningstar had done little are not so good. It was both our
fashion
more than contact college and the
and
engineering faculty councils in late- faults".
"We definitely want a co-colate-July.
e type of weused-book
sale",
In early summer the SAC Moran said.operativ"But
already set up
made
executive had voted a total of $ 1,050 a bookstore here at Erindale,
and we
customdon't need another level of
for
SALE,
including
Morningstar's
eyewear
salary, pending a detailed report by
Morningstar on SALE and local bureaucracy."
"We're still willing to help and cocouncils financial support of it. The operate with other colleges,
executive agreed that local councils although we ourselves have no need
would have control over store for a central-run campus store",he
operations in the first year, and said.
Morningstar, a former SAGE
SAC
control would
later. 1 not necessarily take vice-president
and one-time defeated
Morningstar reported back presidential candidate, was faced
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Old,
First of a series...

new

With all the pomp and dignity befitting the occasion, the new
gathered together on July
governors of the University of Toronto somberly
fourth for their first forma! meeting. Only three days before, the 50 had
university from their predecessors,
taken control of the country's largest
the academic Senate and financial Board of Governors.
The move threw the university's varied estates - students, teaching
staff, administrators - support staff, alumni, and government community
representatives - together in a permanent body for the first time in the
d a shake-up of the administration's
precipitate
And, it office
university's
switches.
and parallel
hierarchyhistory.
top
The new University of Toronto Act creating the Governing Council and
laying down the guidelines for its operations was passed amidst
ulty debate before the provincial legislature's
accrimonious student-fac
Human Resources Committee. Students had championed equal student-staff
representation on the new governing body, while U of T Facultyif
Association representatives had threatened to close down the university
then Colleges
the government gave in to the student demands. In the end.
and Universities Minister John White gave in to the faculty pressure,
students' eight.
leaving faculty with 12 members to thefaculty
had initially agreed on one
During the clash, students and
on the council (there isn't majority
academic
an
be
should
there
area; that
with 16 government appointees and eight alumni) and that-the so-called
(Nearly
community representative should not be government yes-people.most
are
half the government appointees were Board reappointments, and
businesspeople.)
Despite the prestige attached to the new jobs, the government
reportedly had some difficulty in finding people to fill its slots, although no
effort was apparently made to satisfy the student demand that government
appointees more accurately reflect the socio-economic composition of
Ontario. There were some minor exceptions, but not really of the kind the
students wanted.
Lynn Williams, United Steelworkers of America District 6
representative, was their concession to student calls for labor
representation. Williams is not exactly the picture of the working man
students probably had in mind. A bureaucrat, Williams sided with
conservative unionists in denouncing the NDP's Waffle wing.
The government appointments came straight from the office of
Premier William Davies, bypassing Universities Minister George Kerr.
Simcoe Hall insiders diagnosed it as a blatant attempt to appease the press
by picking four media people: Maclean's editor Peter Newman, CFRB
Radio's Betty Kennedy, Southam Press Vice-President Gordon N. Fisher (an
uncle of Mrs. Evans coincidentalty), and Toronto Sun publisher Edward A.
Dunlop (a former Conservative MPP and Cabinet Minister).
McMaster University Medical Centre trustee Marnie Paikin, who
worked with Evans while he was Health Sciences vice-president and dean
of McMaster's medical School, was among the relative unknowns
-included
government's
honors list.Anthony Cecum relinquished his
U ofinTtheMedical
Faculty Associate
position with the university to accept government appointment.
All the others' claim to fame, like their Board of Governors
predecessors, lies in their business acumen, there apparently still being a
feeling that you need hard-headed businessmen and lawyers to run a
university. They number seven in businessmen (plus two of the media
people whose jobs are more management tfian journalistic) and two
lawyers.
Chairing the council is former Board vice-chairman C. Malin Harding,
chief executive officer of Harding Carpets Limited and director, like his
fellow business appointees to the council, of a string of corporations.
Harding solemnly advised the council's first official meeting that
members would "have to make sure we spend our time at these meetings
as profitably as passible." He also presents the image of being always
disorganized, unsure of what's about to come up next. Depite several
erroneous rulings, council members have been reluctant to challenge him.
He always seems somewhat perturbed by the time some members
spend questioning what he apparently regards as minor, details.
Former Board chairman and now vice-chairman Bill Harris, often
accused of being less sympathetic to student causes in the past, has shown
himself in the open coulcil meetings to be a liberal, clashing with the more
conservative elements of the council . An investment dealer, Harris has
several directorships under his belt.
Liberal Senator Daniel Lang accepted council appointment,
though like many of his Board compatriots, he distrusts the council's
unicameral (one-tier rather than two) system of government, dismissing it
as a lot of "jingoism".
Fellow Board veterans -alumni John Tory and Sidney Hermandt seem
to have a contest going to see who can be the most conservative. Tory,
according to a close associate, has described Radio Varisty as "communist".
"I would plead with this council ... to forget the words
unicameralism and bicameralism", Hermandt told the council's first meeting

faces

people

On another occasion, he announced, "I would like to go every further to
the right than Mr. Mackenzie:
Former Board member W.O. Twaits. chairman of Imperial Oil
expressed his current knowdege of university affiars at one melting.
'The academic year beings in early October doesn't it?" deadpanned
Twaits.
Most government appointees are •content to let the administrators
carry the bag.
Speaking to a meeting of the Ontario Federaton of Students,
Universities
Minister George Kerr said lay people were "overimpressed" by
university administrators.
The government appointees, reflecting their divergent philosophies,
apparently have not attempted to form as a cohesive caucus. Teaching staff
members, on the contrary, seem to vote together, led by their most
conservative elements. Philosophy's Charles Hanly and Political Economy's
Harry Eastman.
Hanly has been the campus' resident champion of the academic guild
mentality, with a zeal that has probably discredited him in the eyes of his
fellow governors by now. Hanly has sat on the Ontario Confederation of
Faculty Associations executive for many years and was recently appointed
by the Governing Council to represent the university on the Ontario Council
of Universities.
Hanly, bodies.
who contested the seat on the unicameral body doesn't like
unicameral
He blames it for what he calls the "disastrous breakdown of
planning at the College of Art" (referring to the incident fast spring where
conservativepresident).
faculty engineered the outster of the college's radically
innovative
He insisted that the government was very skeptical about
unicameralism, citing this spring's bicameral University of Waterloo Act as
proof of his thesis. (Part-time council rep Joyce Denyer corrected him,
pointing out that bicameralism was requested by the U of Waterllo
administrators and not specifically favored by the government.)
Eastman, like Hanly. has been less than discreet in his irritation at the
council to allow faculty majority on its Academic Affairs Committee,
he argued that. the council "really needs people whose business has
been professors" and have taught. Warming to his case, he said the
non'academic majority structure would be taken as a "sign that the
Governing Council distrusts" teaching staff on the committee.
University College's R.M.H. Shephered initially associated himself with

top

his U of T Faculty i

faculty's mterestin se>
committe of which hi
As chairman of a
a list of non-counc
committee's membersl
deserted his fellow
Shepherd's speech tha
completely clouding1 1
the
opposite extreme
his audience.

Committee merpl
inclined to bend |h

Administrative
Don Forster.
Russell
look on their •

their constituents' in
legitimately do so cUm
to contribute to tin i

seem Attempts
certainly have
dooibiI
researcher.
reasons for Each
havingstud,so
common effort exists,
persuasive block. The
of the Academic Affa
meetings were amoiir.

Engineering's
Paul ^
The key undergrand
last year. Morgan, loe
Union, is the most v ie
serves as chairman it
makes less energy'* :

Pauline
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echelons

y Association colleagues, passionately defending the
seeking an academic majority on Academic Affairs, a
he was to become chairman.
if an Academic Affairs sub-committee delegated to draft
jncil members to be co-opted to complement the
ership. Shepherd dealt himself a fatal blow when he
ow sub-committee members at council meeting,
that day droned on incessantly, starting off a tone point
g The issue by arguing both sides, and ending up at
me. A classifical scholar, his logic seemed to evade
embers regard him as an ineffective chairman
i th^advice of administration university vice-president
a and support staff reps John Parker and Gwen
iif participation from a wider perspective, representing
interests only when a matter requiring them to
:t>me up. Parker particularly has made repeated efforsts
ib discussion, although often on procedural matters.
been made to co-ordinate the student caucus, but
3<ped to failure with the resignation of the students'
ildent governor has a distinct personality and unique
sought a council seat, and consequently little basis for
'I*- Where it does, they forge a relatively powerful and
he fights to resist the faculty's attempt to gain control
tffairs Committee and ensure openness of- committee
°t>9 their most significant group efforts.
aids on the council are Arts student Brian Morgan and
(jadario. Interestly, both were SAC executive members
life golden-haired ex-president of the U of T Debating
vociferous student advocate, while the aspiring Cadario
i P' the Internal Affairs Committee and make usually
t« ^terventions in the council's general business.
s the grandmotherly chancellor of the university.
*Tm the chancellor' I don't vote, she told a puzzled
vote didn't tally with the number of governors

of

Gov

Council
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No

booze

at

Sid

Smith:

LLBO

Drinking hole dlres up' A ruling by the Liquor Licencing of Ontario Board has effectively killed a SAC-sponsored pub at Sfd Smith.
SAC

requests

administration

grant

cans
SAC
pub
There will be no pub on the eastern plaza of Sidney Smith Hall this year
due to an unexpected, last-minute ruling of the Liquor Licencing Board of
Ontario. The ruling prohibits the sale of liquor in outdoor locations which
are not adjacent to licenced indoor premises.
The refusal came as a disappointment to the Students' Administrative
Council which hoped to repeat the successful pub held there last September.
SAC Services Commissioner Bill Steadman said the final refusal came
Sept. 1 after he had worked six weeks planning and arranging the project.
The university police, U of T Health Services, Arts and Science Dean Bob
Greene
U of T Vice-President
written and
endorsement
of the pub. and Provost Don Forster had all given
Any presently licensed building on campus could be licensed for an
outdoor pub, however, according to an official from the Liquor Control
Board.
Several campus buildings already have indoor pubs. SAC Vice President
Ross Flowers, said the late refusal for the Sid Smith Plaza left no time to
devise a plan for an alternate location.
The pub, which would have served food and beer, was to be open from
noon to midnight six days a week from Sept. llth to 29th.
A pinball machine and other games were to be set up on the site. Flowers
said when he asked the board why it had allowed a licence for the same
location and activities last year, he was told that the agreement made last
summer
intentions.was a mistake due to a failure in realizing the true nature ofSAC's
Regulations state that outdoor vending of liquor may take place only in
connection with a building which is already licenced. In such cases, although
the drinks are served outdoors, sales are considered an extention of indoor
activities.
While some concessions on outside liquor sales are made for banquets and
special
occasions
lastingsaid.
several days, SAC's request was for loo
long a time
period,permits
the official
The Liquor Licencing Board has recently received a number of similar
applications from other universities, he noted. While all have been refused,
they have caused the Board to begin a study "to revise the whole question of
liquor oncampus
campuses".
outdoor
pubs New
may beguidlines
created,favouring
he said. the creation of temporary

to reactivate information
bureau
Sunday evenings and Saturdays bureau's staff were somewhat inBy HEATHER-JANE SANGUINS throughout
the day.
experienced and the service was
Starling today, the SAC
or five workers, to be paid inadequately publicized. This year
Information Bureau will again be twoFour
dollars an hour, will be recruited he hopes for improvements in both
operating at the new SAC number by advertisement
to man the phones. areas.
of 928-4911.
The Services Commission has
Steadman intends to carry the
To be directed by Services budgeted $1060 to run the bureau. bureau one step further and act as
Commissioner Bill Steadman and Last year SAC received an unofficial ombudsman for
SAC Vice President Ross Flowers, approximately $400 from the U of T students. He feels such a service is
needed because the university does
administration to help fund the not
the bureau's
have an ombudsman.
assist
studentsmain
after function
normal isSACto bureau.
Simcoe Hall cooperated
office hours. Services provided will because it reduced the load on their
include information about on-and- own staff.
off campus events, facilities and aids This week, Steadman and
to students.
Flowers plan to request 51200 from
PART TIME
At the beginning, the bureau will administration coordinator of student services Lois Reimer. Rather
operate from 5 pm until 9 pm,
Monday to Thursday. Later, if it than augment the service, whatever
proves successful, Steadman hopes is received will save SAC money.
the service will expand to include Last year, says Flowers, the
LLOYD EDWARDS

WORK

OUflBT Eft -CENTURY OF SERVICE

stations attendents
needed

good driving record
CALL 363-5619
METRO CAB CO. LTD.
811 KING ST. W.

PLAY FOLK GUITAR BEFORE THE SUMMER IS OVER
beginners group classes, 2 hourly
lessons per week
for 4 weeks $30.
(Guitar
supplied too,
if youby don't
private lessons
expertshave one!}

CALL MIKE ROBERTS IN THE
GUITAR CELLAR: 461-2467
When

For further information call 928-4911
s?oulfl«!nc,ud? a curriculuf"
and a several hundred
word statement on the applicant's Ideas onvitae
the position.
Applications must be received in writing by 5:00 p.m., Monday Sepl 18 itStudent's12 Han
Administra
Houso tiveCircleCouncil
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

drivers and service

21 years, chauffers licence

YAMAHA MUSIC ACADEMY
231 Danforth Ave. Toronto

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
POSITIONS OPEN
The Students Administrative Council is soliciting applications tor the
positions' ASSISTANT
following1) EXECUTIVE
-Presidents,
will act asanda general
bureaucratic
assistant to the President and Viceto trie Council
as a whole
- (contact: Eric Miglin, John Helliwell or Ross Flowers)
2) EDUCATION ASSISTANT
- will act as a bureaucratic assistant to the SAC Education Commission
-educational
lamiharijyissues
with would
coursebe unions
helpful and evaluations and with current
-(contact: Marty Stollar)
3) SERVICES/COMMUNICATIONS ASSISTANT
n™" aCt.'as I bureaucratic assistant to the SAC Services
<ma
Communications Commissions *»viw» and
-familiari
ty with journalism, advertising work, computer survey techniques
services related work would be helpful leunmques
; -and(contact1
Bill Steadman or Oebra Lewis)
Starting salary for all positions Is /95.00/week

AVAILABLE

you

think

of pizzaThink of pizza
twice!
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By HELENalist
GOSS
Capit
David Lewis, federal
NDP leader,
lashing out at " corporate welfare
bumbs"
the party'sto
provincialpledged
counciltoyesterday
make taxation the major issue in the
upcoming federal election
campaign.
The long-awaited tax reform bill,
according to Lewis, worsened the lot
of the average Canadian while
leaving corporate taxes untouched.
The corporations sighed with relief
after seeing the new law, he said,
quoting Stelco's annual report thai
"the new law is not expected to have
any direct effect on Stelco's
operation."
income taxesHewillnotedgo that
up 3%personal
as of
Jan. I, 1973.
"Deferred taxes," through which

taxes.
billion less than is owing in defsrred corporations with the loopholes and
bums'-major
of the left dissidents
the corporationsissue
provide the : The position
Lewis
that increasing
corporate taxation
He pointed out that six Liberals and Conservatives with the isposition.
corporations accounted for one- money for their election cam- would act like a band-aid.
Until the basic structures of
third of all deferred taxes — Incoigns," he said, adding, "They society
are changed, they say, the
$238 million, Stelco-$l6l million, both hold pahands
in
your
pockets.''
While
Lewis'
hard-hitting
speech problems that concern Lewis —
Bell Canada-$224 million, Alcan$132 million, Dofasco-$104 million was enthusiastically received, some poverty, unequal distribution of
and Imperial Oil-$144 million.
party members criticized him for welath, and the corporate rip-off of
' The government provides the not taking a strong socialist the people, will continue.

corporations
can withhold
taxes due
"wel
indefinitly,
were fare
denounced by
Lewis as a "corporate community
chesl-most of which is coming from
hard-working Canadians." The
council applauded when he spoke of
"improvershed
directors
driving
to Ottawacorporate
in Lincoln
Continentals tocollect dough amounting
to hundreds of millions."
He emphasized that he was not
talking about small businesses but
about giant corporations. Up until
the end of 1968, the total amount or
deferred taxes was $3.6 billion. At
the same time, the total budget of
the Department of Health and
Welfare, including all social
assistance programs with the exception of old age security
payments, was only $2.6 billion-one

Prof

AND TECHNOLOGY

AGE

AT WHICH

INDEPENDENT
FROM

25

IF YOU

TO

FOR

STUDENT

AWARDS

MIND

THAT

BEFORE

OSAP,

TURNED
FOR

PURPOSES

24

APPLIED

APPLIED

232A[icroisBloorSt.
West Stadium]
924-7633
from Varsity
Isstudents
offeringproducing
a back theirto classes
special
ATIrate cards.
For theto
next
month, theor trim
maximum
for a complete
hairshaping
will
be
J3.00.
but
between the hours of 8 am. and 11 am.onlyon
an/ business
always,hairstyles.
special attention isgiven today.theAslonger
. , no
production
girls*
show
ffiis adlinetowork
your here.
guy. And. . heformayyou thank
you.
Callouttheplease,
abovenonumber
for further
inquiries,
appointments.
(CImwI Mondays!

Awards

WILL
OF

BE

OSAP

Programme

CONSIDERED
HAS

BEEN

REDUCED

24.

TURNED

IF YOU

Student

A STUDENT

FOR

MEN'S SALON

"Poetry Realised in Nature: Humphrey Davy and
Samuel Taylor Coleridge" by Trevor Levere,
Professor, Institute for the History and Philosophy
of Science and Technology, University of Toronto.
1:10 p.m., Room 103, MacLennan Laboratories on
Tuesday,
12 September. Sponsored by the Varsity
Fund.

Ontario

plastic

rights assignedtoUofT
chemical into the long chain of The chief advantage of the plastic,
plastic molecules. When the known as Ecolyte, is that it will
chemical absorbs ultra violet light automatically recycle into the earth.
from the unfiltered rays of the sun, Thus, it offers a partial solution to
the chain breaks. However, plastic is
garbage disposal and Utter
unaffected by artificial light or the
problems. Since Ecolyte is stable, it
sunlight filtered through glass. The can be safely used for food
time for the process of dis- packaging.
Guillet has assigned all rights and
integration can be adjusted during
titles to Ecolyte to the University of
Toronto.
In turn U of T has granted
production.
Ecoplastics a world licence.
Ecoplastics signed an agreement in
May 197 1 with a Dutch company
INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
granting
Ecolyte. it the right to manufacture
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
ATTENTION EARLY BIRDS

LADIES FASHIONS
473 Yonge St.
(at Westbury Hotel)
Tel. 964-1254

THE

recyclable

commercial
A non-pollutant plastic has been
developed by James Guillet, a U of
T chemistry professor. The new,
plastic reduces pollution by disintegrating gradually into a powder
which can be attacked by bacteria
and converted into carbon dioxide
and water.
This process is achieved by
introducing a light sensitive

Come and visit our store
and see the new collection
of suits for fall - plaids
and plains - pants sweaters - dresses gowns - beautiful back to
college co-ordinates.
Drop in to say hello to
Sally and Jean.

1972-73

invents

OSAP

THE

PLEASE

THAT

24

SEPTEMBER
CHECK

YOU

BEFORE
BUT

WITH

WISH

FOR

THE

ASSESSED

SEPTEMBER

NOW

DEADLINE

OFFICE OF
ROOM

WERE

1 AND

TO

APPLYING

928-7313

ALREADY
OF

CORRECTLY

HAVE

SO, PLEASE

NOT

YET

BEAR

IS SEPTEMBER

STUDENT
AWARDS
106, SIMCOE HALL

TEL. 928-2204,

OFFICE

1 AND
DO

HAVE

30.
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COURSE EVALUATIONS: get yours!
course evaluations in Arts and Science are now ready
following
The
college registrar's office, the office of the
and may be picked upor attheyour
Arts and Science Union office (2nd floor East
involved
t
Departmen
Lounge, Sid Smith):
Anthropology
Political
Economy
Philosophy*
Biochemistry*
Chemistry*
Erindale
Religious
Psychology*
St.
Mfkes Studies
Sociology
French
Scarborough
Vic
History
Geography*
Linguistics
U.C, English*
Math, Physics, Astronomy, Computer Science
* These evaluations were not available at the time ot going to press but should be ready
by 11th September.

SACircuit

INFORMATION SERVICE
The Students'
this year
an extensive
information
serviceAdministrative
lo students. Council
Trie service
will bewillrunbe outproviding
of Ihe S.A.C.
office,
but information will be made available to Scarborough and Erindale studenls
through their own student governments as well. During orientation, a booth will
also be set up in Sid Smith (100 SI. George St.), so that a broader scope of the
campus is served. On September 7, 8, 11, 12, various organizations will be setting up tables lo provide information to the student body. If you are interesled in
an organization,
chances
are you'llwhofindarethemmostatintimately
Sid Smith involved
on those with
days.student
It will
beclubs
a chance
to meet
the people
and associations.
In conjunction with ihe information service, there will be a liaison resource
person available to handle any bureaucratic problems or difficulties experienced
on campus. Any difficulties may be reported to the S.A.C. office (either in person
or by phone). From (here, your difficulty can be handled through Ihis office lo
aid in establishing a satislactory solution. We hope that if you need information,
you call theS.A.C. office (928-4911) or drop in personally (12 Hart House Circle).

DAVID CROMBIE: Zl
AlDavid
12:00 Cromble
noon on HillThuiicaif.
Septemberthe university
14, 1972.
Mi.community
be sddrguing
at
Convocation
Hall
Mr.
Ctombig
hai
knownCouncil
aa a dynamic,
thebeen Metro
Trie(whichpastprogressive
three
ye anmember
hepanbaaotof
represented
Ward
1
1
is
trie
northern
me City olup Toronto)
White nolit oneit IselsewxMtyhad
Oeclared
September
speculated
thai toboth|Woid
TonyO'Oonohue
(Wardtfieliel can-and
David Roumtwrg
11)
millverydeclare
didacyout. Mi. Cromble
hasonbeencampus.
co-operative
take
time
to
appear
Issues
suchcom-aato
puOdc transit,
downtowntie pertinent
development,
munity development
to all andatuOenu
shapestion In recenl
up lo behialory.
the mostBe suredramatic
municipal Cromelecble, mayorality
candidate
speakto near
onloOavid
thetakecoming
municipal
election.
This
torurn
Is
place
Thursday.
IIM noon. September
Thii is the 14tiraiatolConvocation
many SAC. Hall
lorumaal

FREEBIES!

LEGAL AID
On the second floor of 44 St. George St. is located the Campus Legal Aid Centre. The centre, run by funds obtained from the S.A.C, provides a wide range of
legal counsel and advice. One of the main areas of concern is the landlordtenant act, since many legal difficulties eminate from abuse of this piece of
legislation. The centre is run by studenl volunteers from the Faculty of Law,
whose time and dedication allow the programme to continue to operate. Never
feel that any difficulty is too minor to handle. In fact, much of their work is
processing
forms isforbeing
variouscommissioned
purposes. Intoanaideffort
to provide
service this year,legala lawyer
the centre
for a added
few hours
per
week.
Such
an
effort
will
provide
added
expertise
to
the
facilities
already
available.
If ever you need legal help, the Campus Legal Aid Centre is here to help you.
It is on the second floor of 44 St. George St. The Phone number is 928-6447.

The following publications are available (free ) in the SAC office:
Birth Controf-Handbook-You and the Law-Handbook Volumes 1.2-Rules of the Game: a handbo k for tenants and homeowners-SAC Career Expectation Study

MEETINGS: We need people!
The following are the next scheduled meetings tor the SAC council, executive and commissions. Each commis ion isbadly in need of support, so if you are interested in any of the following areas, come
All meetings, unless otherwise noted, are at 7:00 in the SAC office. Everyone is welcome. to the meeting.
Finance Commission
Communications Commission
Tues.
Tues. Survey
19th Sept.
Fall 12th
BudgetsSept.
University
Commission
Radio Varsity
Mon. 11th Sept.
Group Interview
University Researcher
SAC CircuitProgramme
Discipline Sub-Committee
Approval ot Campus Clubs
Education Commission
Services
Commission
Tues. 12th
Sept.
Thurs. 21st Sept.
Information Bureau
Arts and Science Union Conference
Food Service Study
Commission Priorities
Priorities
Hogtown Press

teach-in:
student

aid

SAC is sponsoring a teach-in on student aid on
Thursday, 14th September at 7:00 in Alumni Hall Victoria College. Representatives of local college and
faculty councils and any interested members of the
community are encouraged to attend. Interested people
should register for this event by 12th September. For furthur information, or to register for the teach-in, contact
Debra Lewis or Ross Flowers in the SAC office.

CAMPUS CLUBS: where are you?
CONCERT

Free!

Thursday

SAC is sponsoring a free concert from 12:30 to 6:30 on Thursday, 14th
September on the hill behind the SAC office. Three groups (Dixie Rump Roast,
Cherri and Grease Bali Boogie Band) and a number of folk singers will be performing continuously throughout the afternoon.

The SAC University Commission is now accepting
campus club constitutions. These will be reviewed by
the commissioner between October 1 and 15. Approval
allows clubs to book rooms through SAC and receive
reduced Varsity ad rates. Appeal procedures are now
being considered and will be published at a later date.
Send constitutions or requests for further information to John Creelman, University Commissioner
SAC office.
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HANDBOOK
PLEASE MAKE THE FOLLOWING CORRECTIONS TO THE PREFIXES
OF
THE TELEPHONE
IN YOUR COPY OF THE STUDENT
2:
VOLUME NUMBERS
HANDBOOK

VARSITY BOARD

bora of Ihe communityrf"™"'
E^MhT
a,e"U0S °'loeomm""tea"°"
<l" PW.to any!«.»..ol those
Editor.UoDle
,he Suff or me Ssi.y Boar Tm,™
are encouraged
forward their *"*
criticisms
the
BlarVw^
lf
™™«
^
^
* «*
SAC mee„ng:
S positions appointed by SAC
1 position appointed by (he Graduate Students' Union
11 position
position appointed
appointed byby the
the UPresident
ot theAssociation
University
of T Faculty
1 Ihe
position
Editorappointed by the support stafl
the Past Editor
1 position elected by the Varsity staff
2APPOINTMENTS:
positions appointed by the beard itself

Men Association
Intramural 928-nol
Office through
923 Women's Athletic
Faculty Offices 928-not 782
New and Innis College Registrars are 928-not 921
Residence
phones in Devonshire, Innis Massey and
New 921are all phones
928Residence
not
in University College are 928Victoria University phones are 928-nol 964
lor St.boardMichael's
921-3151 phones call the college switchTrinity College phones are 928-not 924

Page 17 and 20
Page 2020 and 21
Page
Page 2223 and 23
Page
Page 23

i^flT^ SAC
«r office,
P«Si,l°nSno °,T
VarSi,y22ndB0ard-Sepber.
APP|icati°™ should be sent to Debra Lewis, Communications
Commissioner.
later °k"
than,h6Friday,

UNIVERSITY SWITCHBOARD IS 928-2011

Student

SAC:

CALL

928-491

Directory

Anyone who wishes his
name deleted from
the student directory
should notify the SAC office no later than
22nd September.

1

HOGTOWN PRESS
WANTS

Hogtown
U of T's distribution of political and educational articles and reprints is looking for
an editor. ThePress,
position involves
the solicitng and editing of material for Hogtown Press. The Editor
the final say regarding what does or does not get printed. There is an honorarium attached to has
the
position.
If this sounds like the right position for you, apply in writing to the Education Commission office by
4:00 p.m., Friday 15th September. Inquiries should be directed
to Debra Lewis or Martyn Stollar in the
SAC office.

SAC

General

Priorities meeting

PUB:

Meeting

Wed. 13th Sept.
Faculty Council Chamber, Room G-202
Galbraith Building

what

happened?

The SAC Services Commission had hoped to operate a licenced area Last year by cheating a little, we were able to set up the pub-this year
in the Sid Smith Plaza from September 11th to September 29th. However, they caught up with us. The Services Commission
is currently indue to the Licencing,
a licence
(it iscancelled.
illegal to tact
vestigating
possibilities
for a permanent
pub. If you have any ideas conCommissioner.
Services
Bill Steadman,
has been
project
area) tothegrant
outdoorrefusal
temporarily licence anBoard's

APPOINTMENTS
The following SAC-appointed positions are currently available. Apply in writing,
c/o Debra Lewis, SAC Communications Commissioner, by 22nd September at 4:00.
1. Women's Athletic Directorate.
2. Hart House Board of Stewards.

SACircuit
SACircuit will be a regular feature of the SAC Communications Commission to keep you informed about
what's
at SAC. Your comments and
criticismshappening
are encouraged.
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No responsible community

role to play

m that Rotenberg
foru
at St. Mike's
students
He also predicted
visibly worn jeans, appeared relaxed would
PHILIPSHEVCHUK
FISCHER
lose his bid for mayor. When
andBy ALEX
as he answered students' questions asked who would be a viable alternative for mayor, Sewell quipped,
such as "Who is my alderman?"
a more serious vein, Sewell "Try Tony O'Donahue, I guess,
Reform Alderman John Sewell saidIn that
he
is
afraid
that
people
are
lold about 40 students last Thursday losing control of their communities. because he's stupid."
Over the objections of many
that
play a responsible
Neither Rotenberg nor
role intheythecan't
communities
in which citizens, the pro-development City
have yet announced
theyThelive.Ward 7 alderman told a St. Council, led by Alderman David O'Donohue
to contest the mayoralty, but
Rotenberg, has continually ap- plans
are expected to in the near
Michael's College orientation forum
proved street widenings and high- both
future.
that
lofty and
ideals,disinterest
a tendency prevent
to tran- rise re-zoning applications.
science
students from developing a true
He stated that such issues affect
sense of community values.
residents much more than matters
*7l *Itvx*vi«
GRUMBLES
with at the provincial or
This week KtH uvim
Unless someone has lived in a dealt
federal levels. To Sewell, garbage
community for a number of years, collection
was of more immediate
he doesn't really have a stake in it, concern than Canada's diplomatic
he
said.
Theonly
people
he
trusted
relations
with
China.
HUMPHREY
were working class and over 30.
AHD
THE DUMP TRUCKS
When asked about the upcoming
"This is just a fact of life we have
Dec. 4 municipal election, Sewell Next week:
that only six or seven
to However,
accept." there are a lot of predicted
"closely-knit"
reform
would
be
elected
to the 23candidates
seal City BUKKA WHITE
I*
"juicy"
issues
that
students
can
get
£ their teeth into, he added. One of Council.
£ these is the University of Toronto's
I policy of tearing down habitable
|j buildings in order to qualify for
HILLEL ORIENTATION WEEK
^, construction grants.
PRESENTS A
* Sewell, smartly attired in a
French underground jacket and
Students cannot develop a true sense ot community spirit, claims Alderman John
Sewell
THE AUDITORIUM
FILM
NITE
Davenport and Dupont

Sewell

damns

UNIVERSITY

Live Entertainment Nitely
'I NEVER SANG

FOR MY FATHER'
WITH
MELVYN DOUGLAS
GENE HACKMAN

RIP-OFFTIme7-9pm
COLLEGE
PLAYHOUSE
Invites applications for bookings of
the Playhouse this year.
Available for free lunch-hour productions as well as
evening productions
Please submit applications by Friday, September 22 to:
Mr. Robert Cleverley,
Student Administrator,
University College Playhouse,
79A St. George St.,
Toronto 181 928-6307

Prices reduced 30%
EVERY MON PUB NITE

TUESDA

Prices 9 - 1 am
JUG
2.20
MUG
SHOT

SEPTEMBER

.55
.90

K
12

8:00 P.M.
Room 202, McLennan Lab (New Physics) Bldo,
Huron and Russell Streets

50 CENTS
WITH OFF
THIST-SHIRTS
AD
Group Rale Available

ADMISSION

75(

CUT THIS OUT
Any individuals interested in joining Playhouse productions or
workshops should also drop by.

THURSDAY

EVENI
NG
CINEMA
O.SA.
9:30

730

unclassified
BICYCLE REPAIRS: reasonable, on campus. Expert wheel trueing. Phone Duncan
964-6995.
SELMER SAXOPHONES: one new
soprano Mark VI. bought in Paris, with
mouthpiece S325.00 also one Selmer
Bundy tenor,
S200.00.
922-8488,re-lacquered and padded
WANTED:
knowledge Computer
ot JCL, andperson
familiarwithwilh good
PL/I
lor pad
Paymentuncer-on
job
by jobtimebasis.evening
Quanlitywork.ot work
tain. To work at U ot T Computer Centre.
Send
resumeAtl. to:
McCaul,short
Toronto,
JohnEducorp,
Helliwell. 224
CHEM 120- ANSWER BOOKLETS 19721B73: now available
in Lash Miller toyer
Tuesday
Never printed or
distributed 9-1belore.p.m.Contains.
ALL exams,tesls, complete with answers. Recommen
ded
on'72-73
course.
Includes
1972 final
+ correct answers. -

WHY FREEE2E THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats trom S10.OO Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dundas. Good selection of lun turs sizes 8-18.
Cleaning
(fur and fur fabric)
363-6077, and
open repairs
9-6 Mon.-Sat.
FAMILY OVERSEAS ? We offer voice
contact at minimal rales. 50% off after
firsl
call.No.Send
requirements,
telephone
to: Radio
MAC, 11325 your
Blix
St., No. Hollywood, Calif. 91602,
HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental
can
solve it.you Complete
just
the pieces
need. Idealapartment
for two orormore
sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.
Marly Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485
Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433,
VARSITY UNCLASSIFED ADS cost a
mere 52.00 per 25 words, and can be
placed by mail or in person at the Varsity
office, 91 St. George at almost any time
during the day. The deadline is noon,
Ihree working days prior to publication.

SEP
SEP
SEP
OCT

21
14
28

125

OCT
OCT
OCT

2619

THEfromWARH.G.OFWells
THE WORLDS (US'53) WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE
(US'51)
MAGNI
FICENT AMBER SONS
(US'42) A. Baxter
CITIZEN KANE (US'41) -WellesJ. Cotton, O. Welles
ACCIDENT (Br.67)
THE GO BETWEEN -Joseph LoseyD. Bogarde
J. Christie, A. Bates
ZERO DE CONDUITE (Fr33)
IF Malcolm
. . . (Br.69)McDowell
by Anderson
by Jean Vigo
THE CONFESSION (70) Costa-Gavras SLEEPING CAR MURDERS
Y. Montand, S. Signore.t
Y. Montand, S. signoret
Pia Degermark
JOE HILL (70) Bo Widerberg ELVIRA
MADIGAN (Sw'67)
ROSEMARY'S BABY ('68) Polanski
DE SAC (GB'fifil
M. Farrow, J. Cassavetes CULrj. p|easen
ce
At OISE auditorium, 252 Bloor St. West
$1.50 for both shows, $1.00 for second show only
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Prairie
councils
for nation
aleven if stu
den
t provinces
OTTAWA (CUP) - Canadian Tor the new organizationcall
organized
union
comes Students (CUS) which
collapsed in not
Maritime
"very
established. a national body is suspici
student council representatives will from western Canada, with little 1969, amid charges that
ous" about were
it
had
anything
Meanwhi
le,
plans
in Ontario and almost none adopted
for
the
meet in early November to attempt interest
loo
radical
a
happeni
west
of
New
the
political
ng
Brunswick
border.
stance.
Novembe
in
the
Maritime
r conference are well
s.
to initiate a new national student
behind schedule.
The new organization would
union, Ibllowirtfe several nationaA
preliminary
meeting
at
the
The
problem
Bruce Cameron, president of the provinces is that with the Atlantic
wide meetings during the summer. either replace or ressurrect the now- University of Windsor in May set
the universities are
But it appears that major support defunet Canadian Union of the bail rolling, with the formation Carlelo
n Univers
now in a fairly conservative state
Associat
ion
and a ity
memberStudents
of the' and
of
a
national
steering
committee,
are
suspiciou
s of CUS and
mandated to solicit proposals for the national steeering committee for the
new
new
union,
union
said
and
the
committe
write
a
e
draft
had
constitution.
Camerolike
n it."
asserted that the
GEOGRAPHY
hoped, to have a preliminary draft of Novembe
anything
r conferen
ce will probably
a constitution sent to member counDelegates
from
Ontario's
larger
universities questioned the feasibili- the cils by now, but the person drafting see
an
organiz
ation
form with
repres
entati
ves from
at Simon Fraser was
most
COURSE
ty of establishing a national lieddocument
organizat
up icworking
for
the
New
ion and said they preferred Democrat
Party in the recent province
Indicat
ions are that conferences
s.
to consolidate and improve the British Columbia
election.
will take place in Ottawa, but final
fledging Ontario Federation of
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Students
(OFS),
plans have not been made. Steering
"By
which
our
was
original
formed
timetable we had commit
last, spring.
members
hoped to have a draft constitution various tee
chasing
sources orfunding,are includi
Few representatives from the sent
out, feedback returned, and a
Urbanization and Regional Development in Latin America (GGR 341)
ng
new
Atlantic
documen
Milton
Santos,
t
province
produced
Visiting
govern
federal
ihe
s
Professor
,
attended
on
ment.
which
Ip
Latin
American
the
Studies
This
year onlv.
Windsor conference, while the main councils could have then mandated
protagonists for a national union delegates to act upon in november,"
Originally, students planned the
he said in an interview.
were delegates from Simon Fraser
Africa (GGR 245F) and the Middle East (GGR 246S). Two one-term
in Toronto during -the
courses have been substituted tor the full-year courses listed in
University, the University of "Now I don't know how conference
annual
meeting of the Association of
Saskatchewan (Regina campus), the successful this timetable is going to Universities
the Calendar. Emphasis will be placed on planning and traditional
and Colleges of
society*
University of Manitoba, and the
Canada, but apparently they now
host University of Windsor.
want
the
new
union
be born free
Cameron noted "a certain of administration loconnections.
Cultural Contact and Landscape Change (GGR 102). Attention is
At a conference of prairie student amount
drawn to the new first-year course in Cultural Geography to be ofof
arrogance"
among
OnAnother
factor
in
the
move from
councils in Regina on July 14-16,
fered for the first time this session.
tario university student councillors
Hogtown
is
a
disastrous
national
toward
the
idea
of
a
national
conference
representatives'
from eight
un- organization.
university financing
iversities and technical
institutes
held there inonJuly.
"In
Ontario,
For further information on Geography courses consult staff advisers in
there's
a feeling that
agreed that a national students' unthe Department
ion is the best vehicle for tackling we've got to get OFS off the ground,
5052). or the Geography U ndergraduate Student Office (SSH
Room
problems that face students.
and in dealing with the Wright
Only the University of report, we find the national issues tie Get a new look
Saskatchewan opposed this resolu- in anyway, and there's a certain
at life with
tion. Delegates passed a statement amount of arrogance that we can do
of principles listing priorites in for- it ourselves," he added.
Contact
Lenses!
ming a new union, although no There's a feeding that national
delegation had the power to commit issues can be dealt with by Ontario
THE RECORD
RIP-OFF
itsThe
students'
to definites
plans.a as Ontario, andbe."with only informal
prairieunionschools
indicated
regional association will be— relations
Cameron with other
added provinces."
that the
FIGHT
IT

So far you've been fighting, pushing and shoving
for so-called "specials" from the downtown biggies. You know all about it. Forget it!
We have an alternative - no pushing, no shoving,
no rip-offs. We are RECORD-RENT, and we have
hundreds and hundreds of stereo records for rent.
That's right, rent\ 50c rents* any stereo record
from our well-stocked library of jazz, classical,
folk, rock popular and comedy albums.
Stop fighting the downtown crush. Fight the
rip-off. Come see our alternative. Great records,
great locations, great hours and great prices. And
next time the biggies advertise a special, tell'ern
you already heard it and returned it to

FILMS
AT O.I. S.E
TUE., SEPT. 12th

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

7:30
P.M.

UNIQUE
TORONTO'S
PAPERBACK
Bookstore
ON
TWO

Lola
Monies
by Ma* Ophuls
with
Peter Marline
Ustinov Carol.
Oskar Werner

LEVELS
classified
well-informed
by subject,
helpful
staff

9:30
P.M.
The

RECORD-RENT
2347 Yonge
at Eplinton

488-81 44
694-4691

Eve's 5-9
Sat. 10-5

"(Student membership $5 - 6 mths.)
GOOD FOR
FREE

-Aox

Lovers
by Louis Malle
with Jeanne Moreau

4

/

*

0ISE AUTID0TRIUM
252 Bloor St. W. at St. George
ADMISSION: $1. 50 at 7:30 (both shows}
$1.00 at 9:30 (one show only)
Sponsored by G.S.S.A. O.t.S.E.
>m 3!<
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WOMEN'S

BENSON

ATHLETIC

BUILDING-320

REGISTRATION
TIME

MONDAY

TUESDAY

9:00 a.m.

Contemporary Int.-D.S.

10:00 a.m.

Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Fencing Beg. - F.G.
Tennis Adv. -S.G.

11:00 a.m.

ASSOCIATION

Archery Beg. -A.R.
Golf-G.C.
Jazz 1 - D.S.
Junior - Pool
Slim and Trim -L.G.
Synchronized - Pool

Badninton Beg. -U.G.
Ballet 1 - D.S.
Bronze - Pool
Golf-G.C.
Non-swim -Pool
Tennis -Beg. -S.G.

Apparatus - L.G.
Archery Beg. - A.R.
Bronze - Pool
Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Dip-Pool
Fencing Adv/lnt. - F.G.
Golf-G.C.
Tennis Int. - S.G.

Archery Int. - A.R.
Badminton Int. -U.G.
Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Dip-Pool
Golf-G.C.
Slim & Trim -L.G.
Tennis Int. -S.G.

Badminton Int. - U.G.
Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Dip - Pool
Fencing Int. - F.G.
Golf-G.C.
Slim & Trim -L.G.
Tennis Adv. -S.G.

Archery Int. -A.R.
Badminton Int. - U.G.
Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Dip -PoolBeg. -S.G.
Tennis

Badminton Beg. -U.G.
Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Fencing Beg. - F.G.
Intermediate - Pool
Junior -Pool
Tennis Beg. - S.G.

HURON

- SEPTEMBER
WEDNESDAY
Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Fencing Beg. -F.G.
Ballet 1- D.S.
Golf-G.C.
Intermediate - Pool
ociiiur - root
Tennis Beg. -S.G.
Archery Beg. -A.R. - Pool
Award/Distinction
Badminton Int. - U.G.
Contemporary
Golf - G.C. 1 - D.S.
Senior -Pool
Slim & Trim -L.G.
Fencing Int. - F.G.

13

ST.
-

THURSDAY
Contemporary Int.-D.S.

14
FRIDAY

Ballet 1 - D.S.
Fencing Beg. - F.G.
Slim
Tannic
AHv -L.G.
- u.U.
^
1 CI N Mo& Trim
nUV.

Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Fencing Beg. - F.G.
Ballet II - D.S.
Golf-G.C.
Non-Swim - Pool
Senior - Pool
Tennis Beg. -S.G.
Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Badminton Beg. - U.G.
Bronze - Pool
Golf-G.C.
Intermediate - Pool
Junior1 --D.S.
Pool
Jazz

Archery
Beg. - A.R.- Pool
Award/Distinction
Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Golf-G.C.
Slim & Trim
Tennis
Int. - -L.G.
S.G.
Senior - Pool

Archery
BadmintonBeg.int.- A.R.
- U.G.
Dip - Pool
Golf-G.C.
Self Defense -F.G.
(cont'd to 1:30)

Archery Int. -A.R.
Dip - Pool
Golf-G.C.
Jazz 1 - D.S.
Tennis Beg. -S.G.

Archery Beg. -A.R.
Badminton Beg. -U.G.
Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Dip -- Pool
Golf
G.C.
Slim & Trim -L.G.
Tennis Int. -S.G.

Archery Int. - A.R.
Badminton Int. - U.G.
Contemporary I-D.S.
Dip - &Pool
Slim
Trim -L.G.
Tennis Beg. -S.G.
Self Defense (begins - 1 :30)

Badminton Int. -U.G;
Dip -Pool
Fencing Int. - F.G.
Golf-G.C.
Scottish C. Dance - D.S.
Slim & Trim
Tennis
Adv. -L.G.
- S.G.

Bronze - Pool
Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Fencing Beg. -F.G.
Stroke Correction - Pool

Badminton Int. - U.G.
Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Diving - Pool
Fencing Beg. -F.G.
Intermediate - Pool
Junior - Pool
Tennis Beg. - S.G.

Archery
Bronze - Beg.
Pool - A.R.
Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Fencing Beg.- Pool
- F.G.
Non-Swim
Tennis Beg. -S.G.
Seif Defense - F.G.
(cont'd from 1:30)

Badminton Beg. - U.GT
Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Fencing
Golf
- G.C.Beg. - F.G.
Intermediate - Pool
Junior - Pool
Special Beg.
Aquatics
Tennis
-S.G. - Pool

Contemporary Int. -D.S.
Diving - Pool
Golf-G.C.
Non-swim -Pool
bum & Trim - U.G.
Tennis Int. -S.G.

Fencing Beg. -F.G.
Intermediate - Pool
Jazz 1 - D.S.
Junior -Pool

Badminton Beg. - U.G.
Bronze - Pool
Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Golf-G.C.
Modern
Level 1 - L.G.
Non-SwimGym- Pool
Tennis Int. -S.G.

Contemporary I - D.S.
Fencing Beg. -F.G.
Junior -Pool
Synchronized
- Pool
Tennis
Int. -S.G.

Badminton Rec. -U.G.
rencing deg. - r.b.
Golf-G.C.
Jazz II -D.S.
Leaders - Pool
Modern Gym Level 1 - L.G.
Senior -Pool

Apparatus
L.G. - U.G.
Badminton -Rec.
Bronze -Pool
Distinction/Award -Pool
Golf-G.C.
Non-Swim - Pool
Scottish C. Dance -D.S.
Tennis Rec. -S.G.

Badmington Rec. -U.G.
Jazz 1 - D.S.
Leaders - Pool
Modern Gym Level II -L.G.
Rplf Rpfpn<!P - F ft
Senior - Pool

Badminton Rec. - U.G.
Distinction/ A ward - Pool
Diving - Pool
Fencing Beg. - F.G.
uOIT - U.U.
Gym Club
Jazz
II - D.S.-L.G.
Tennis Rec. -S.G.

5:00 p.m.

Contemporary
Fpnrinn
Rat* Club
Q P -D.S.
Golf-G.C.

Ballet 1- D.S.
Dip - Pool
Slim & Trim -L.G.

Ballet III -D.S.
Dip - Pool
Table
Tennis-L.G.Rec.
Gym Club

6:00 p.m.

Contemporary Pert. - D.S.
Fencing Rec. - F.G.

Jazz Perf. - D.S.
Karate Int. - F.G.

Folk Dance Co-Ed. - D.S.
Golf-G.C.
Leaders - Pool
Self Defense (cont'd-5:30)
Karate Rec. -F.G.

7:00 p.m.

Badmington Rec. -U.G.
Contemporary Perf. - D.S.
Karate Adv. - F.G.
Modern Gym Club -L.G.
Tennis Rec. - S.G.

Jazz Perf. - D.S.
Karate Int. -F.G.

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

ApparatusBeg.-L.G.
Archery
-A.R.
Badminton Beg. - U.G.
Bronze - Pool
Dip - Pool
Fencing Adv/lnt. - F.G.
Golf-G.C.
Jazz II -D.S.
Tennis Beg. -S.G.

Badminton "Gal & Guest" - U.G.
Ballroom Co-Ed. -L.G.
Folk Dance Rec. - D.S.
Karate Rec. -F.G.
Tennis Rec. - S.G.

Table Tennis Rec. -F.G.

Table Tennis Rec. -F.G.
Badminton "Gal & Guest" - U.G.
Ballroom Co-Ed. -L.G.
8:00 p.m.
Folk Dance Rec. -D.S.
Tennis-Rec. - S.G.
- Sports Gym U.G. - Upper Gyrr
A.R. - Archery R ange D.S. -Dance Studio F.G. - Fencmg Gym G.C. - Golf Cages L. S. - Lower Gym Pool - Pool S.G.
Badminton Rec. - U.G.
Karate Adv. - F.G.
Tennis Rec. - S.G.

Ballet 1 - D.S.
Dip -Pool
Fencing Int. - F.G.
Tennis Int. -S.G.

Tennis Rec. - S.G.
Self Defense -F.G.
(4:30-6:30)
(Int. & Adv.)
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Oppositions mounts

OFS

launches

campaign

against

fee increases
consultation of affected groups about the financing of postsecondary education, and the final report of the province's
Commis
sion or. Post-Secondary Education has been relesed

access to the
program, includin
Kef
in,^Ven!ber)
° th3t g0nUri0
AwSe
eligibiliStudent
ty of part-tim
level
of
student
$600
and reducing
10 facilitate
^tithe age
at whichg^ter
accS J to£1
students
considered
be independent
of theirfr°m
parents
vernnf%Zenn8H0f
^
l0an
TMg
%m
t0
£
f°™rare
from
25
OFS members have presented these demands in meetings
^
with government officials.
committee
Eric
Miglion.
OFS oftreasurer
and
U
of
rnm
Ju!yincluding
f/ve
student
members
the
OFS
executive
SAC °"President
met with Ontario's Minister to these demandsT
of Colleges and Universities George Kerr. Kerr's
to
these demands was a flat and unequivocal "no", butresponse
he made
^personal committment to keep fees from increasing in the
The OFS feels that there
at stake than a $100 fee
increase: the threat of furtheris more
more substantial increases
which ility
will tocontinually lesser the low-income student's
accessib
higher education in Ontario
OFS also met with Gordon Parr. Chairman of the
Committee on University Affairs, ft had scheduled an
appointment with Darcy McKeough, Provincial Treasurer
schedule
but ^ d,"signed
last Thursday
from his
. post just before the meeting was
One result from the OFC confrontations with the
government is that the age at which students are conside
to independent of their parents has been lowered to 24 from
OFS met with ^the executive
OhFSPheorvSer25
* ***
WW Federation
* ^ of
of the Ontario
Labour at which time the OFL endorsed
their support of OFS
By KRISTINE KING
policy, a majority of local councils must later pass them.
the second general meeting held July 24 at OISE the
As Ontario post-secondary students return to classes, a OFS Inrejected
of a September fees strike which
major campaign is being organized among students and the was proposed atthetheconcept
meeting in June at Guelph
public tofees.oppose the provincial government's increase of stand was fe|t to be earlier
tuition
too militant as it would endanger This
students
registration.
Fees
must
be paid prior to registraLast spring, Colleges and Universities Minister George lion at most universities and colleges.
Kerr announced that all college and university
fees
At this time the OFS decided to encourage a provinceincreased by $100. At the same time, nursing schoolswouldbeganbe
study day in October 10 followed by a two day
charging fees and residence for the first time, and graduate wide
referendu
m m which Ontario post-secondary students will
fees were increased by about $400.
decide
to protest the increased
costs by a
The vehicle being used for organization of the campaign second whether
term fees strike. Nearly two-thirds tuition
of the I8-member
is the newly-formed Ontario Federation of Students
councils had preferred this method of fighting
successor to the Ontario Union of Students.
the
province
while only two councils favoured the immediate strike.
OFS consists of the membership of 18 student councils
The
campaign was introduced at the individual student
It was founded just after the announceme
scheduled
fees increase last March. Although OFSnt wasof aintended
to evel by a mailing of 50,000 pamphlets asking students to pay
place more emphasis upon communicat
ion between its their tuition fees in two installments Thus the option
of
members and less emphasis on political activity, it has since opposmg
government by witholding second
installment thedue Ontario
in January,
found it necessary to plunge into direct political action.
is left open.
The OFS education campaign specifically focusses on
The 18 student council members of OFS held two
meetings over the summer to discuss the situation and pass two demands:
♦
deferral
various resolutions.
of the tuition fee increase until there has been full
In order for resolutions to become OFS
Loyola

College

The study day will play a crucial part in discussing the
strategy
study
to be T
taken in S£nd
January.
repreSentatives
OFS intends« campus
to encourage
d^OcUer
students
to attend classes on this date so that
tamihanzenotthemselves
with the issue. Students will betheyablewillto
hear and talk to various speakers and groups on their
campuses.
No! all Ontario post-secondary education
ns
are members of OFS. The Universities alof institutio
McMaster, Brock and Waterloo Lutheran have yet toWindsor
join the
In the first general meeting of OFS, the University of
org
Ottawa
andani
Laurentizat
an Universit
ion
y were .
adamant inJ their
support of an immediate fees strike. The University of Ottawa
later withdrew from the federation because it felt that the
stand being taken then was insufficie
ntly strong
is a a
higher proportion of students from low-income (There
families
attending
both Ottawa and Laurentian.)
Other universities are more actively involved in the
campaign. The University of Toronto Students' OFS
ministrative Council printed and sent out its own copy Adthe phamplet urging students to pay in two installmentsof the
The York University student council, made the OFS
education campagian a part of their orientation, discussing
the importance of opposing the government's fees increase

survives,

but will merge with SGWU
During the short campaign the movement
MONTEAL (CUPI) - Loyola College of
Montreal won a fight to ensure its conti- charged the QCU with irresponsiblity and
unfairness.
Malone said statistics used in the
nued existence during the summer after the
37 page document were inaccurate.
institution'snistration
students,
faculty,
and admihoined forces
to oppose
ac- charged.
"They're set down to make a case," he
ceptance ofa report by the Quebec Council of
Universities (QCU),
The
Loyola Students Association started a
Education Minister Francois Cloutier
campaign
support in the
announced in mid July he would not follow massive
Montreal communityto. obtain
Information booths
the QCU recommendations which called for were
set up at major shopping plazas to colthe phasing out of university level instruction
30,000 signatures on a petition to be
at Loyola by 1975. The recommendations set tolectCloutier
protesting the recommendations.
were based on expected space requirements of the college compared
Expressions of support came from other
with those of other post-secondary institutions student unions in the Montreal area, as well as
in the area. It was suggested the facilities be from other sectors of the city community.
turned over to a French speaking community
college (CEGEP).
It appears the public protest forced the
Loyola's new
lease the
of government to make a quick decision on the
life,After
the announcing
Quebec government
entered
report, which critics condemned for jeoparmerger negotiations already underway
dizing the SGWU-Loyola negotiations in
between Lyola and Sir George Williams progress since 1969.
University (SGWU). Cloutier said the QCU
The first tripartite merger meeeting held
report did not take human factors into ac15 merely brought the government up
count. The uniqueness and assets of Loyola toAugust
date
on the situation. A joint statement
were heavily stressed in protests mounted
after the report was leaked to the Montreal released afterwards said the " Education
department will have put together the main
Star July 5. By July 10 the oppostion elements
the file that the Minister of
movement had gelled into a highly organized Education ofwishes
mechaniam.
to receive before he announces more specificially the government's
The minister's announcement followed views regarding
the
creation of a new :
meetings he held with Loyola president
!
Patrick Malone and student representatives. university.

The University of Toronto
Incorporated announces the appontement of Donald Forster, John
D. Hamilton, Robin Ross, Alex G.
Rankin, Frank R, Stone, John H.
Sword, David Claringbold, to new
positions
within the university's
administration.
Forster, formerly acting vicepresident and provost, becomes vicepresident and provost with nonvoting membership on the Governing Council's
Academic
Affairs
Committee.
Forster
sacrificed
his
planned sabbatical to stay around to
be of further assistance to the company and its new president.
Hamilton becomes vice-viceprovost (Health Sciences), Ross

vice-vice-provost (Student Services),
Rankin vice-president — Business
Affairs, and Stone assistant vicepresident. Each will work with the
appropree.iate Governing Council
committ
Twice down
acting the
president
gets
moved
hall toSwordbecome
vice-president — Institutional
Relations
and Planning. His functions include
acting as the company
representative at official gatherings
and planning long-range policy.
These appointments involve
establishment of a new division —
Institutional Relations and Planning — and simplified designations
for existingTo administrative
serve us better areas.
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OUAA last year and undoubtedly
this record will have to be improved
if York is lo make a play-off berth. .
. . Tickets
for andtonight's
between
the Blues
York at game
CN E
Sladium are available for $1.00 at
U
l
the
athletic
office
ticket
wicket,
a
t
r
spo
Han House The Ontario Rugby
Philp
and
offensive
end
Steve
Ince,
Union
decided recently that beginmeel
the
other
members
of
the
has
The OUAA football League
an OUAA All Star last year.
ning this Fall Ihe word RUGGER
1972-73 section once. At the conclusion of Wirkowski will be looking to his has been
ged forthe the
dropped in favour of the
been rearran
league was the regular schedule, the first-place experienced players to improve on word RUGBY
season. Last year
wanting
two team in the east will meet the third- the team's total offence. The to practise with theAnyone
divided into two sections, with
intercollegiate
After
.
section
each
place
Western
Section
team
in
one
in
ns
divisio
Yeomen had the second highest rugby team should go to the back
Laurentian University decided not semi-final game. The other semi- number of interceptions in the playing field at 5 pm any day this
final puis the first-place Western
, the league
lo participate in football
the secondwas reorganised into two sections, Sectionteamteamin against
the west. . . . York
with four teams in the east and seven place
head coach Nobby
in the west. The Blues will play YeomenWirkowski had over 30 returning
and Queen's
n, Ottawa
Carlelo
while eachin players at training camp this year.
away ,games,
home and
learn in the Western Section will These included quarterback Doug
from page 23
men's athletic complex has been showers
and squash courts, which
buihj the University of Toronto with the addition of a sauna would
Men's Athletic Association will provide on one floor an area devoted
move their offices and activities to lo casual athletic programs for both
that building. Although locker men and women.
rooms in Hart House will be reThe Men's Athletic
quired for teams using the adjacent Association stressed the need for
Fraternity—
recreational
athletics. It expressed
playing
field,be most
of iheforNorth
Wing will
available
new doubt that, even with the proposed
new men's athletic complex, there
Redevelopment includes would be adequate space lo meet
programs.
Together
A
retention of Ihe pool, locker room. this need, and observed that no

Way

of

Life
INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND

Women's

Fraternities

Information
Hart

House

Wed.

Sept

THE

GREAT

Meeting
Music

Room

13, 5-7 p.m.

SEARCH IS ON
for
Books, sources, references, reading
lists, authors, titles, subjects etc.

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
"Confrontation: Technology and the Social Environment", by Melvin Kranzberg, Professor,
Georgia Institute of Technology. 1:10 p.m., Convocation Hall on Monday, 11 September. Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.

E S TRY-OUTS
ATN'
GIME
INTERCOLLEWO
BEGIN
ARCHERY
Tuesday, September 12th at 1:00
Building
p.m. Archery Range Benson
FIELD HOCKEY
Wednesday, September 13th at 8:00
a.m. at Varsity Stadium
TENHIS
Monday, September 11th at 4:00
p.m. Sports Gym Benson Building

week. . . . The inferfaculty golf
lournamenl — one of a number of
qualifying tournaments for chamlay — scheduled
Friday waspionship inprained
out. future.
It for
will.lastbe. .
rescheduled
the near
Practices and tryouts
for the Varsity
water polo team begin today and
continue throughout the week at 5
pm,"
HartArgonaut
House pool.
Tryoutson
Tor the
Rowing. . .Club
Ihe St. George campus and the Don
Rowing Club, Erindale, begin today
al 5:15 pm Registration is at the
athletic office, hart House. . . . — ed.

universityon ofthis more
thanhas18,000
students
continent
been
able to meet the demand for
physical recreation. This argument
suggests complex
that even with would
a new still
men'sbe'
athletic
an important usethere
for the gymnasia
in Harl House, not as an overflow
area for organized programs but as
the home of more casual athletic
recreation.
"In view of Ihe cosl of renovation
and in consideration of the general
demand for physical recreation, it
appears desirable
proceedWing.
experimental y intheto North
WhentionIhe
Athleticamount
Associa-of
moves Men's
out, a certain
space
used forfor business
offices
would now
be released
other uses,
but
Ihe main gymnasia, pool and
locker — shower areas should be
used
for alhlelics.
new programs
recreational
At the end ofof
a trial period of about five years, an
assessment of the success of and
need
made. for
If, atthellialprogram
lime, the should
use of thebe
North Wing for casual athletics
appears
less important
the
redevelopment
suggestedthan
by the
Board of Stewards, the plans for
remodelling can be implemented.
"Our sixlh recommendation is
thai,
when moves
the Men's
Association
into Athletic
its new
premises, ihe Board of Stewards
arrange to use the north wing for
casual athletic programs which
should be co-educational and that at
the end of a trial period of not longer
than five years the use of the north
wing be re-examined by the Board of
Although the decision has finally
been made to build a new complex,
Harl House will still have to meet
Stewards."
the
men's future.
athletic needs for the
immediate
VOLUNTEERS
MEN AND WOMEN
URGENTLY REQUIRED TO
WORK IN INNER-CITY
WITH YEARS
CHILDREN
5 TO 12
OF AGE,
APPROXIMATELY 3 HOURS
PER WEEK.
CALL CENTRALHOUSE
NIEGHBORHOOD
925-4363
FOR APPOINTMENT

FOOTBALL TICKETS
HOME GAMES $1.50
SEPT. 16 (SAT.) OTTAWA
2:00 P.M.

STUDENT
THREE
Why not cut down on your searching time
and increase reading time . . .

We have three programmes to help you
1. Library Tours
2. Audio-Visual Presentations
3. Reference Seminars
Inquire at:
- Main Circulation Desk
- Reference Department
- Science and Medicine Department
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO LIBRARY

SEPT. 30 (SAT.) QUEEN'S
2:00 P.M.
OCT. 14 (SAT.) CARLET0N
2:00 P.M
(HOMECOMING)

COUPON
BOOKS,locations:
admitting to the student section on a "first come best seat" basis will be sold at
the following
Varsity Stadium-Gate 3, Wed. and Thurs. Sept. 13 and 14. 1 0:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
- Gate 8, Sat. Sept. 1 6, 1 0:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M.
ENGINEERING STORES SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE - ERIN0ALE COLLEGE ATHLETIC OFFICE, ROOM S418A PHYS ED
cT,m^B°DKS EACH STUDENT MAY PURCHASE ONE ADDITIONAL BOOK WHICH WILL ADMIT A GUEST TO THF
A MEMBER OFONE.THE UNIVERSITY. GUEST BOOKS ARE SOLD A^TTHE ^AM E
™ E™T"f BE*CESBARILY
LAHU-TICKETS
ATHLETIC MEMBERSHIP CARD. BRING YOUR ATHLETIC MEMBERSHIP
H0LDER 0F ANWITHOUT
r a .!!/, PURCHASED
r ARn Tim-rc CANNOT
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sports

Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

York
Yeomen
challenge
Blues
tonight
By PAUL CARSON
Something old, something new, something lantorno, will also spend most of the 1972
borrowed, and it should add up to a good campaign on defense, but since turnabout is
night for the Blues in the seasofls opener al 8 always fair pjay, defensive tackle Jake Lipsett.
has tradedguard,
roles and is now working as an
pm against our northern neighbours, York offensive
Yeomen, on the artificial turf of the CNE
Murphy and his assistants Dave Copp,
Stadium.
The old are the veterans, particularly all- Tom Walt, John McManus and Doug Wyles
Canadian quarterback Wayne Dunkley and a hope that tonight's game will provide some
corps of speedy, effective receivers. The new answers to their lineup problems in time for
are perhaps the finest collection of high school this weekend's home opener against University of Ottawa.
grads the Varsity coaching staff has ever seen.
Fourly-nine candidates are still in the race
The borrowed is the single wing, a venerable
for
the twenty-four starting positions, but
passing formation made popular by former
Varsity athletic director Warren Stevens versatility and depth can certainly compliment, but never replace, solid ability Blues practice last week on the back playing field for tonight's exhibition game against York.
when he introduced the forward pass to
among the members of the starting units.
sidelined with a pulled hamstring,
Sokovnin is also in the wide-open race to temporarily
Canada in I93I.
Saturday.
The football Blues have never lost to York, replace last year's standout kicker Donny but
he should be ready for Ottawa on
Games against York used to be little more although last year Varsity needed three Thomson who hasn't fully recovered from
knee injury in Kingston.
than
however,
this year's touchdowns
prospects look bright, as the talent
12 victory. in the final quarter to gain a 24- thatWithserious
editiona heavy
of the workout
Yeomen have
size, experience
so many excellent rookies and the andBlues'
coaching are first-rate and if Murphy
and the ability to score points — many points.
Looking back on the past two weeks of ixlensive lineup juggling that's been a feature could dress all the capable rookies, who
York opened its season Saturday, trampling rugged training. Murphy expects his team to of most practices to date, it's both unfair and knows how high the scoring could get.
RMC 48-0, and according to Varsity head
virtually impossible to single out many Realistically, if Varsity can eliminate the
ready for tonight's activities.
coach Ron Murphy, the score is an accurate be "We
have excellent personnel and without players for special attention. However, in- perennial problems of injuries and foolish
reflection of YorRs improvement.
doubt the smartest group of rookies I've ever terfac fans might watch for former Vic half- penalties, we could be in store for three
"York has an excellent football team," coached. Also, we've been lucky since there
back Aarne Kartna who's raised several
games at the Stadium.
are
relatively fewer injuries compared to past coaching eyebrows with his outstanding playoff
Murphy
game.last "Most
But that is the future. The present is York
key
playerssaidareafter
backthefrom
year, andof their
they
broken
field
running
on
the
kickoff
and
punt
and kickoff is eight o'clock at the CNE.
have the additional advantage of already
So far, most of the publicity has focused on return teams.
playing one real game compared to our Wayne Dunkley, the fourth-year PHE student
BLUES NOTES: Murphy was unable to
Defensively, it's three familiar faces and
rookie Ken Hussey on the front four. get any practice time on the artificial turf but
practice
whoyears."
is unquestionably
the key to Blues1 Veterans
strategy.
Due toscrimmages."
the numerous graduations among offensive
Jim Nicoletti, Nick Grittani and apparently York has encountered similar
offensive linemen, Dunkley will probably have
Shaking off a painful ankle injury late in massive Walt Dudar all are looking over their
. . . veteran trainer Howie Ringham
to throw frequently until the running game the 1971 season, he completed a phenomenal shoulders apprehensively since some changes problems expect
many problems with the
slowly comes into shape. Key receivers should 60 passes in the final two games against must be made when svelt Jim Orfanakos doesn't
footing
since
most Varsity players are already
be sophomore Barry Wagdin, who sparked Queens as Blues narrowly missed the playoffs. comes off the injury list. Orf was headed for using the rubber
cleats; however, Ringham
last year'sJohncomeback
York, and
plus Libert
Dave
Perhaps that's why there are no traditional his finest training camp before defensive end says, he does foresee numerous painful arm
Quick,
Raimey, against
Brent Elsey,
Jon
Dellandrea
stepped
on
his
ankle
during
a
and leg burns from sliding along the turf . . .
starting rosters for tonight's game. As scrimmage.
Castillo.
assistant trainer Ed Armstrong and student
Murphypositions
said after
a recent
Dave Quick moves into tight end, replacing many
Linebacking is again solid with returnees manager Sandy Henderson are also back for
up for
grabs practice,
we will be"with
doing soa
veteran Stew MacSween who's returned to lot of substituting and experimentation."
Hartley Stern and Bob Bloxham, and 1970 another year . . . several former Varsity
the defensive secondary where he starred for
Peter McNabb should be back to his players such as John Chapman, Walt Sehr
Offensively, speedy veteran Paul Kitchin all-star
two years before making the switch to offense
shown well as a running back behind the old form.
and Vic Alboini are involved in the Toronto
in I97l. Two other familiar names from the has
McNabb, who sat out most of last season Touch Football League which is packed with
blocking of rookie tackles Jim Blainey and
offensive backfield, Cor Doret and Guido Mike Sokovnin.
following a freak injury in the York game, is former CFL stars.
Hart House

to be replaced

New
facilities planned
for men's
By BOB GAUTHIER
A
new
$6,000,000
men's
athletic
building will be constructed on the
south side of Harbord Street to the
west of the Benson Building.
According to the U of T Bulletin
"It is hoped that the building will be
ready for Athletic
use in September
However
Directorate 1974."
President Dr. G. E. Wodehouse said that
this date is "unrealistic. It will be
ihree or four years at least", he said.
"Underground
will
have to be doneconstruction
and a detailed
engineering letter was sent out to the
consultants last week." Wodehouse
said thai the future of the Spadina
Expressway may also affect the construction ofthe new building,
The sports complex will have
1 10,000 square feet of usable space, Site of future athletic facilities on Harbord Street, west of Benson Building.
with some facilities shared by the and the Benson Building will be Connaught Laboratories by the unBenson Building.
iversity "does not affect the new
combined in some manner, but "it
"Thisspace
is 70,000
feet less ofin will be difficult lo join them building. It only affects the unusable
than square
was suggested
The new
iversity as afacilities
whole." will be almost
physically
from the west side",
Wodehouse.
1967" said Wodehouse. The added
building will include a new gymA portion of the $6,000,000 cost solely for the use of the university
nasium, a 50 meter, eight lane of the building will have to be raised community.
"Weto capacity,
expect with
the
building to be used
Olympic swimming pool, with one, ihrough public subscription. some
weekend use of the building on
three and five meter diving facilities; Wodehouse said that member of the
a Treebebasis"
said Wodehouse.
There
squash and handball courts, rooms Governing Council C. Mackenzie will
no extension
of the facilities
'or boxing, wrestling and other King is the , provincial appointee
lorms of exercise, showers, and ad- charged with the raising of funds. At lo the surrounding community.
ministrative space.
present time $1,000,000 is "There will probably be some public
The present site of the new the
available from the provincial things", said Wodehouse, "but it's
we'd throw the doors
building is owned by the university, government on the condition that doubtful
<h the major part being presently the new complex is open to the
"Hart House will be used to a
used
as
a
parking
lot.
Construction
Wodehouse
extent by faculty, staff and
may necessitate demolition of three premier'splained office.
that although
King was ex-in greater
support staff, although this requires
buildings on Spadina Avenue which charge of fund-raising,
"all of us will amendments lo the 'tradition' of
currently being used for be asked to help raise
sale of Harl House", asserted Wodehouse.
ademic offices. The new building Wodehouse said that the money".
open."

athletics
onindicated
Harbord
However,
the north wing of Hart
that the university was in
House, which has been almost the dire
need ,pf expanded athletic
facilities.
sole
centre
for
men's
athletics
and
other
In 1969 the proposals for a new
1920 is recreational
inadequate. Thepurposes
present since
gym athletic
facilities building receiveo
is not of regulation size, the swim- lop priority. However, none of the
capital exming pool is far below standards money forpenditureuniversity
year was slated
required for swimming com- for athletics.for that
The
same
a
high-diving.petitions, and it doesn't provide for feasability study on the year
Hart House will continue to be User's Committee Report wasSecond
completed and sentof tothetheBoard
Propertyof
used
athleticsof Committee
outsideforthevoluntary
organizedmixed
programs
Governors.
(he School of Physical and Health
The Report of the Presidential
EducationAthletic
for the
Men's and
Women's
Association.
Committee
Future
Role of Hart
House onaddedthe further
"There will be no reinstitution of Advisory
stimulus
for the construction of the
a first year compulsory athletics new
complex.
program",
Wodehouse
favour
of getting
rid ofsaid,
any "I'm
regula-in Completed in May 1971, the
tion which can't be supported on a House stated
that the"...needsHartof
was builtin part
lo serve
concrete basis", he saia. IThe first areport
community
less thanUniversity.
a quarter Any
the
size
of
the
present
year compulsory
program
was
discontinued because of the lack of
facilities at Hart House. The realistic assessment of the future of
will involve conwomen's athletic department the Housesiderations ofspace.
dropped
"The first area of concern is th.e
two years itsago.equivalent regulation
The Board of Governors made the athletic side of the house. ... At
decision on the new athletic complex present the North Wing of the
following several surveys and House, used as the main centre of
reports which indicated the pressing
men's athletic program of the
need for new facilities. The board the
University, is totally inadequate for
(his
purpose. The need for new
reported
that thelo university's
learns had
hold theirindoor
in- athletic facilities has been fully
tercol egiate home games outside documented
of other committees andinwereports
are confident
that
Ihe campus due to the lack of proper
facilities.
Ihe University
movenewwithmen'sall'
complex.
The conclusion
Board of Governor's
possible
haste towill
build
is the
to a series ofdecision
events athletic
"We understand
that awhen
a new
whichfirstbegan
in theCommittee
early 1960's with
— See 'Report', page 22 —
User's
onthe Hart
House.
In 1962 the Report
report
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Administration-run
day
care
accepted
eligible for municipal subsidies, but
By ERIC MILLS
even the university, said Ross, has
been unable so far to determine
The internal Affairs Committee what the rules regarding subsidies
of the Governing Council Monday are. Bob Davis, a parent and
recommended a proposal which left member of the Campus Co-Op
group occupying the clubhouse
the
of thealmost
university's
day running
care centre
entirely future
up to behind the Meteorology Building,
the U of T administration.
told the committee that few children
The committee adopted a get subsidies, and that the process of
them is difficult.
proposal by vice-provost Robin obtaining
The first model was accepted by
Ross thai left an "Advisory Commit e on Programmes", half com- (he Si. Andrew's nursery, who said
posed of parents, only the power to in a letter to the committee that
run a volunteer aid programme and they believed "both models provide
to decide on admissions. However, for full involvement of parents in the
even this power of admissions has development and routine running of
been limited, as the Governing day care programs. They assumed
Council has excluded anyone not
in goodthatfaith"
and inuniversity
fact wereactspleased
the
connected to the university, and said "the
admission should be on the basis of proposal would relieve them of
personal and financial need. As well, responsibility for "administrative
the committee Monday decided that
Even committee chairman Paul
ehildren now usingthe present Cam- functions."
pus Co-Op centre on Devonshire Cadario admitted "there's a
difference
between parental inPlace,
the St. Andrew's
University
Day Nursery,
the Charles
St.
volvement and control."
The decision represents a further
(Married
Day defeat
Nursery Students'
and the Residence)
Sussex centre
for the Campus Co-Coshould have first priority in the new Operative Day Care group, whose This occupation ot Slmcoe Hall led to the first day care centre. Now another occupation has won another one but unlversfty-run. For more on day care,
centre.
basic principle of running day care is see pages 4. 6 and 7.
Other than these limited powers, that the parents should be in comIhe advisory committee could only
plete control. However, Davis points Gnndal asked the committee to centre will be composed of seven Council's Executive Committee,
advise the university administration out that the real battle was lost last realize they were dealing with two parents of users; one representative after which it must be ratified by
on how to run the centre. A second week when the committee rejected differente groups. Cadario stopped eachs from SAC, GSU, Association the whole council.
model drawn up by Ross which the recommendation of a university discussion with; "we are discussing of Part-time Undergraduate
would have let the parents of the day care advisory board that there policy, not specific people or Students (APUS), University of Cadario expects the decision to be
Toronto Staff Association (UTSA),
users run it, subject only to Gover- be separate centres for each of St.
Committee member Ian U of T Faculty Association passed by the council at its meeting
ning Council policy, was defeated 4- Andrews and Campus Co-Op. The Morrison
September 21.
told
Cadario
that
how
the
decision
to
have
only
one
centre
3. In this plan, the parents of the
Affairs
"I think it will pass", he said,
the labour
unionsCom-on smiling.
children using the centre would means that groups with sharply con- centre was to be run "was made (UTFA),mittee andInternal
issue by those who are now using campus and a non-voting assessor
have been required to pay half the must be flicting
philosophies of day care angroups."
combined.
day care, and you are trying to from the administration. Until the
costs of renovating and equipping
Chairman Cadario cut off debate
the Devonshire building, estimated
After that, John Wintjes of
The decision
they don't means
exist." that the university officially runs the centre, contracting firm Fairwin Construcwhenever the issue of philosophies pretend
by a contractor at $57,000.
tion estimates it could take as long
Under the recommended plan, the came up. "I don't think we need demand for places in the centre will Ihe parents' representatives will be
prolemeachappointments.
will be as three months for the necessary
university will pay $42,000 for concern ourselves with that," he said probably,
far exceed the 50 places two
St.ThereAndrew's,
St.fromandtheCampus
Co-Op renovations to be completed.
renovation and the parents will have at one point after Marnie Paikin had available. Davis told the committee Charles
to foot the $ 15,000 equipment bill in asked how parents could decide thai the eligible children from St. over two centres, and one from the
addition to subsequent operating whether to register their children Andrew's and Campus Co-Op Campus Co-op under two centre on
iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiimiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimii
costs, estimated at $53,000 "when they don't know how it will total 49. and that there are many at Sussex St.
the St. Charles St. nursery eligible. The committee's recommendaannually.
tion
now
goes
to
the
Governing
occasion. Norma
The advisory committee on the
Some of the users will likely be be Another
run".
Residence
Students

can

OTTAWA (CUP) — University students may vote
where they live while at school, if they consider that dwelling
their
"ordinary residence", Canada's Chief Electoral Officer
said yesterday.
The statement by J.M. Hamel appeared to contradict
earlier indications that enumerators would hinder students
attempting
constituencies. to register to vote in their university
"If a student tells the enumerator his ordinary residence
heis room
said. 105 in a certain university residence, well, that's it,"
"We cannot ask any more from a student than we can
from any other citizen. We don't ask any other people for
proof of age or of citizenship. So we cant' ask for proof that
a student is really on his own. If a student says he's on his
own, Under
then we'll
have Elections
to acceptActthat."
the new
of 1970 students lost the
right
to
be
enumerated
both theirridings.
parents'Instead,
home
constituencies and in theirin university
parliament gave them the right to vote by proxy in their
parents' consituency if they couldn't be there on election
day.
Regulations from Hamel's office directed enumerators to
determine whether students living "away from home" were
"on
their riding,
own." but
If they
could they
vote could
in theirbe
university
if theywere,
livedthey
elsewhere
enumerated only at their parents' home.
asking ifenumerators
do if they
are anin
doubt"All
is toweaskarestudents
they would beto willing
to take

requirements

vote:

Chief

clarified
Electoral

oath about the location of their ordinary residence if
challenged on election day," Hamel said in an interview.
"it's a personal decision a student must make by his
own conscience," he added.
In directives sent to local returning officers last January
Hamel said "enumerators should be instructed that
whenever an occupant of a dwelling describes his occupation
as 'student' they should determine which of the four basic
situations applies to that person by determing the
relationship of that person to the occupants of the dwelling
and the
frequencywereof that
person's
occupancy."
(Thenature
four and
situations
married,
single
living at
home, single living away from home, andjingle on their
own.)
The tone of Hamel's instructions indicated enumerators
would be scrupulous in ensuring. that only students who were:
financially independent of their parents would be
enumerated in university ridings.
But Hamel said today that students would vote in
university ridings if they wanted to.
I want to emphasize that we're not going to submit
students
a means test,"
he said.
Localto returning
officers
have contacted university
residence officials to determine "which students, if any,
should be enumerated," according to Hamel's earlier
regulations.
Hamel explained today that the move was designed to
save time, and that any student who was not included on the

Officer

list provided by residence officials would meet an
enumerator in a residence common room and get placed on
the voters list.
"In Edmonton this morning, we got a report that
authorities in a university residence said that 150 students
might claim the building as their ordinary residence, but
now there will be as many as 700 on the list," he said.
"So residence authorities have nothing to do with the
result.
They're justdoor
savingandus allowing
the time needed
to knock theon
every residence
us to allocate
appropriate
numberActof itself
enumerators."
The Election
only mentions students in its
section on proxies. All other rulings for student voting are
interpretations
from Democratic
Hamel's office.Party secretary Clifford
National New
Scotlon said today he is certain students can choose where
they wantanything
to voteto and
is unaware of Hamel's memos
indicating
the contrary.
"I have a daughter at York and I provide support for
her but consider her on her own. I expect she will vote
there," he said.
The unquestionable right to vole where the student
pleasesHamel
mustclaimed
be established."
such a principle violates the spirit of the
Election Act but that students would not be prevented from
considering their university dwelling their ordinary residence
if they were willing to swear il on election Day.
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HERE
Here and Now Is a tree service to
organizations and individuals
wishing to publicize events. Notices
must be submitted in person to The
Varsity offices, 2nd floor of 91 St.
George St., no later than 1 pm
before the day of publication.
No phoned-in insertions will be
accepted.
TODAYam
8:30
Varsity
Christian
Fellowship
Prayerby
meeting.to Come
out andHeavenly
start your
day
talking
God, Christians
your
and
meet other
on Father
campus.
Everyone
is
welcome
lo
come.
Hart
House
Chapel.
9 Fellowship
am
Varsity
Christian
Booktable.
Stop
by
and
look
at
books, pick
more
informalion about coming
VCF upevents
and
meet
more
friends
on
campus.
Bapping
encouraged.
In
front
of
Slg
Sam
Library. Till 4 pm.10 am
Trinity Booksale - we buy and sell
books shireat Place.yourTillprice.
4 pm.St. Hilda's, Devonnoon
Varsity
Christian
Fellowship
Meeting.
Come
and
with ustheOpen
andSonjoinAirof
in our talks about Jesussing Christ,
Our
Heavenly
Father.
Meet Circle,
more
Christians
on campus.
Hart House
lawn in front.
York Christian Fellowship Jesus Rally If
you're up ourBuilding,
way today, please drop In.
Humanities
Bear Pit. Till 2 pm. Central Square, East
1 pm Tour. Welcome
SOS Radical
Campus
Freshmen
and everyone
else. Dave Depoe
points out the library you can't use, the

AND

NOW

Faculty
Club you can'tandgetotherinlo,sights
War
Researchers,
never
beforeSDSRacists
seentableon ina Sidcampus
Leave from
Smith. lour
"Communism is Inevitable", a talk by
Phyllis
Sid SmithClarke,
1021. U 4ofpmT Communist Club.
Departmenl of Astronomy presents
"Density
Star Formation",
lalk by Waves
Dr. P. andBiepmann.
McLennan a
Physical Laboratories,
4:30 pmroom 137The slideprominent
show. "Our
to Nassau",
starring
VarsityTrippersonalities,
will
be shown. Photography
by H.
Kldeckel, narration by anyone who knows
what they're talking about. Varsity Ad Office, 91 SI.' George.5 pm
Informalion Meeting for those interested in Women's
6:30 pmFraternities. Hart
House Music
Room.
Greek 3-decker dinner for 75 cents. Buy
your
6 pm because
prettyticket
fast. Abyaround
slide
Greece Iheywillforsellbea
presented
the show
U of onTis Studenls
Free
Greece.
The
show
free
and 33openSt.
to all. International
Student Centre,
George,
f
7 pm
SAC general meeting. Galbraith, room
G-202.
pm Session, Bring
Hiltel Folksing 8 Jam
guitars,
etc. Refreshments will be served.
186
St. George.
THURSDAY
8:30 am
Varsily
Christian
Fellowship Prayer
Meeting.
The
besl
Hart House Chapel.9 wayam to slart your day.
Varsity Christian and
Fellowship
Books,
talking. Booktable.
In front of
Sig Saminformation
Library.

Trinity Booksale 11- weam buy and sell your
books shire- name
Place. Tillthe 4price.
pm. St. Hilda's DevonMPSCU Math/Physics Party. Come and
meal
professors
and
students.
Building.
Refreshments. In front offellow
McLennan
Lab
noon
SDS Radical Campus Tour. David
Depoe, notorious tour guide, will show
you pussights
beforeLobby.seen on a camtour.Forum.
SidneverSmith
Hear mayoralty
David Crombie.
Ward
IISACAlderman
and
candidate,
12:30 pmHall.
speak In Convocation
Free SAC concert with Dixie Rump
Roast,
Cherri, theand1 SACpmGrease
Band. Behind
officeBalltill Boogie
6:30.
SDS Opening
meetingof combating
of the year. We'll
discuss
active
ways
atissues
U of concerning
T, opening
the stacks and racism
other
students.
6
pm
Free freshman supper. Singing, skits,
more
information aboutis welcome
Varsity Christian
Fellowship.
and find out Everyone
more aboul VCF and toto come
meet
other
campus.Road,St. seeya
Paul's
United Christians
Church, 121on Avenue
there I
6:30 pm
Hillel lecture series presents Prof. Ted
7 pm186 St.of theGeorge.
Friedgut
"Absorption
Aliya from
the
Sovieton Union".
SAC-sponsored teach-in:
"StudentAlumni
Aid
and
Financing".
Hall, Post-Secondary
Victoria
For (978-4911).
more infor7:30 pmoffice
mation cal theCollege.
SAC
Old Mole
the fees
crease, the Red
WrightForum
Reporton and
how in-to
fight
government
"rationalization"
ofInterthe
university.
Cumberland
Room,
national Student Centre, 33 St. George.

War Measures humanitarian: Sharp
Mitchell Sharp, Secretary of State for External
Affairs, last week described the use of the FLQ "Itcrisis.
though cabinet
we handled
pretty line
well",in
he said. looks
The asTrudeau
tookthisa hard
War Measures Act in 1970 as "humanitarian."
in an informal visit to The Varsity offices last negotiating with the FLQ when British Trade Commissioner James Cross was kidnapped on October 5.
Friday, Sharp compared Germany's recent action
days after Quebec Minister of Labour Pierre
against Arab terrorists to Trudeau's handling of the Five
Laporte was kidnapped, Trudeau reactivated the War
Measures Act, intended strictly for wartime use.
The act curtailed the civil rights of all Canadians in
an attempt to aid police forces in capturing the
kidnappers. Hundreds of citizens were arrested and
many were interned incommunicado for up to three
weeks. Several media outlets, including The Varsity,
were censored in the name of the act.
Nevertheless, Sharp claimed "it was a very
humanitarian way to handle" the crisis. "We got Cross
off andHe captured
the terrorists".
did not mention
that Pierre Laporte died the
day after the act was invoked.
"Those who have been more critical of us must
have second thoughts about what we did," he added.
"Obviously we handled this one correctly."
51 Asked whether he thought the threat of violence in
<: Quebec has dissipated, Sharp responded that there has
|. been
"no further
trouble".hasEven
formerviolence,
FLQ
revolutionary
Pierre Vallieres
renounced
3 he pointed out.
=
Would he advocate using the War Measures Act
1 again in a similar situation?
"I don't know," he replied.
'Critics of us must have second thoughts."
— CUT THIS OUT

HCO
HART HOUSE
ART GALLERY
JOHN McEWEN
Until Sept. 17th
Weekdays 11-5
Wed. evening 6-9
Sat. and Sun. 2-5

H.H. Revolver
Club
Safety
Instructions
for new7:30
members
Wed.. Sept. 13
Groat Hall - All Welcome
CAMERA CLUB
Open Meeting
October
5/72
Music Room
7:30 P.M.

YOGA CLASSES
Thursday and Sunday
7-9:30 11-12:30
Wrestling Room
Black Hart Pub
open every
Tues.,
Weds.,
and Thurs.
from 12:00
to Noon
12:00 Midnight
BRIDGE CLUB
■ 6:45fromp.m.Sept. 19
everyEastTues.
Common Room

Weds., Sept. 13
8:30 - 11:30
Alexander
Ragtime
Reed
6-7 p.m
Bogmnirs Clout*
every
Weds, inRoom
Oct.
Brckoratoth

Weds.. Open
Sept. 27Mooting
a! 5:00 p.m.

Superior
JSC

cal
Opti
Prescription
Eyeglasses
Frame
styles
to compliment
today's
fashions youthful
in metal and shell
236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal

Styles Available

UNIVERSITY

THURSDAY

EVENING

7*30
SEP
SEP

14
21

SEP

28

CINEMA

9.30

THEfromWARH.G.OFWells
THE WORLDS (US'53) WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE
(US'51)
MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS
CITIZEN
KANE
(US'41)
-WellesJ. Cotton, O. Welles
(US'42) A. Baxter
THE GO BETWEEN -Joseph Losey- ACCIDENT (Br.67)
D. Bogarde
J. Christie, A. Bates

OCT

IF . . . (Br.69) by Anderson
Malcolm McDowel!

OCT

THE CONFESSION (70) Costa-Gavras SLEEPING CAR MURDERS
Y. Montand, S. Signoret
Y. Montand, S. Signoret
JOE HILL (70) Bo Widerberg ELVIRA
MADIGAN (Sw'67)
Pta Degermark

OCT
OCT

26

ZERO DE CONOUITE (Fr.33)
by Jean Vigo

ROSEMFaiTO*.
ARY'S J-BABY
Polansk
i s CULD. Pleasen
DE SACce (GB'66)
Cas('68)
sav
ete
At OISE auditorium, 252 Bloor St. West
$1.50 for both shows, $1.00 for second show only

COLLEGE
PLAYHOUSE
Invites applications for bookings of
the Playhouse this year.
Available for freeevening
lunch-hour
productions as well as
productions
Please submit applications by Friday, September 22 to:
Mr. Robert Cteverley,
Student Administrator,
University College Playhouse
79A St. George St.,
Toronto 181 928-6307
Any
individuals
in joining Playhouse productions or
workshops
should interested
also drop by.
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Grad

students

urged

to

fight

higher
tuition
The Graduate Students Union is waging a campaign against higher
tuition fees similar to SAC's campaign for undergraduates.
In an attempt to combat a proposed $392.50 fees hike, the executive of the
GSU is asking its members not to pay the full portion of fees now, and to
withold payment of $100 of the second installment of their fees.
This year the graduate students have been hit with the same $100 fees
raise that the undergraduates must pay.
The GSU is recommending that the $100 be put in
fund to be
administered by a trust company, and should be subtracteda trust
from the second
term fees installment, in January.
In addition, all graduate students studying in the summer, beginning
this year, are being charged 9892.50 for the summer semester. Previously
g there was no officially recognized third semester. For the summer of 1973,
" only,
the university
picking up the remainder of the fees, under the name
tuition isbursary.
of a special
T Other graduate schools met with the University of Toronto Saturday
I- with a majority showing their support for a strike. Guelph will be taking
| similar action, while other universities pay fees in different methods and will
| have to find other approaches to endorse the strike.
All graduate students have been asked to attend a meeting on October
3, 7:30 pm at the GSU. 16 Bancroft Street to discuss the strike. Organizers
Yesterday, a crew from CICA-TV, Channel 19, began filming interviews of students and faculty.
hope
to president
Evans and members of the Department of Colleges and
The educational television station Is producing a show on the university for broadcast In the near,
Universities
on hand.
future. This Interview Is being taped outside Hart House, facing the Back Campus.
Contracting out still disputed
Service

Employees,
university
near
Governing Council, was to have received contracted out jobs to Charterways, a
ByZOYA STEVENSON
it. But Parker denies ever receiving the unionized bus company, because apThe University of Toronto and the memo.
parently tney needed new buses and did
Service Employees International Union
have the necessary capital.
At the time, it caused a great furor, and notSome
Local 504 seem to be close to agreement
of the drivers affected by the
made the threat of a strike very real. To cut
on a new contract.
have transferred to Charterways,
operating costs and save $525,000, it move,
process have lost their years of
The major point of contention still left, proposed layoffs, cutbacks, reduction of but in the accumulated
with the university.
according to the union, Is a confidential working hours, and contracting out work seniority
Some
have
been given jobs with commemo circulated among top ad- to commercial outfits, most of which are
parable
wages
in
other
departments, and
ministrators last May which hinted at con- non-unionized. These administrative
have taken pay cuts amounting to 35
siderable joblosses would occur on cam- decisions would have been taken at the two
cents
per
hour
but
may
get substantial
pus among service employees.
expense of union workers.
raises when the contract is settled.
Don Barclay, chief negotiator for the
The union defended their jobs by trying
A copy of theshows
memo Inthat
The UVarsity's
possession
of T to force the university to ban contracting SEIU feels he has a responsibility to the
workers
to prevent this from happening on
out.
However,
in
one
case,
it
was
already
Management-Labour Relations head John
Parker, who is also a member of the too late. At Erindale, administrators have a wider scale in the future and that a

Quebec
time

NDP

settles

rift just

agreement
banning of contracting out must be part of
anyJobs
settlement.
were also phased out at
Scarborough
College
becauseT.T.C.busing
service was cut down
. Normal
vehicles
will now have to replace the major part of
busing services for Scarborough students
to the St. George campus. Service Union
Employees will drive university buses
when they run, but have been transferred
to work on the grounds most days. None
have lost their jobs and none will suffer
wage cuts.
So except for monetary Issues, which
neither Parker or Barclay would discuss,
progress is being made. Barclay hopes to
conclude negotiations In two weeks.

in

to begin election campaign
By JULES LEBLANC
which the national NDP doesn't object to. However,
to addthe"andconvention
a new country"
plank
MONTREAL (QUEBEC-PRESSE) — The the latter wishes
attending
refused —toa ratify.
internal dispute betwen the Quebec wing of the NDP whichOn tose
the
other
hand
the
national
NDP
was
startled
to
and the federal NDP led by David Lewis, which came
lo the surface last June, showed signs of disappearing in see a sentence which began with the words "When
Montreal only eight hours after a Canadian general Quebec independence occurs . . ." It wished to replace
election was called for October 30.
it with "However if the country splits into two . . ."The
The leader of the Quebec NDP, Raymond convention kept the initial wording.
One noteworthy resolution — "It is necessary to be
Laliberte, reported this to Quebec-Presse two hours
after the end of the party's special two day convention. ready for independence, but it doesn't have lo be
Approximately 200 people attended the convention, convention.
encouraged" — was scheduled to be discussed at a later
which was called to deal with the conflict.
The crisis was brought on for the most part by the
As for the controversy over the division of powers
concept of federalism which the Quebec NDP ad- between Ottawa and the provinces, the federal NDP
vocated, inparticular the distribution of power between statement was very vague. The Quebec convention
Ottawa and the provinces. Disagreeement also arose finished discussion on an eventual reduction of federal
over the more or less implicit understanding that
powers in the areas not
Quebec will one day be independent. A third area of spending and of Ottawa's
the provinces
in the must
condispute revolved around the autonomy of the Quebec specificallystitution.reserved
However, the for
decision
that the provinces
wing, and the possibility of it establishing a separate have the desired power to retain the initiative in the
programme to take to the electorate.
social and economic spheres was opposed by the federal
this last had
pointshown
Raymond
was itexplicit:
the Onconvention
withoutLaliberte
doubt that
was up NDP.With these exceptions, the Quebec NDP accepted
lu him to formulate his own electoral platform.
However, he was aware enough of the situation to know the statements of the federal NDP, sometimes with
that federal elections were imminent, and this probably minor changes.
determined his actions. Contrary to expectation no
At the end of the convention, Raymond Laliberte
serious rupture occurred and no great debate on reiterated that there were other points of disagreement
alignment shook the convention which finished two and between the Quebec NDP and the federal branch of the
a half hours later than expected.
party. However, he had no opposition to the leadership
of the federal party. The possibility for some Arts and science students will be organized Into a union, If a
WithQuebec
regard NDP
to "independece",
platform
of the
will continuethetoofficial
emphasize
the disagreements was furthermore foreseen by the NDP conference next week agrees. Here, full-time organizer Phil Dack
discusses the proposal outside the union's office. See page 13.
necessity for building "a new society" — somethijg federal constitution..
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Opinions
expressed
In this
a society — geared
to children."
are notAdminnecessarily
those
Paul Adams,
"Children's Rights' ornewspaper
thetheStudents"
isirallve
Councilof
administration
ol the university.
Lib otthe Child" orFormal
businesscomplaints
operationabout
of (hethepapereditorial
may
be addressed
the Chairman.Varsity
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Devonshirites
throttles
plan
Admin
Self-righteously congratulating itself on
drafting this university's non-policy on
daycare,Committee
the Governing
Internal
Affairs
may Council's
have painted
the
final touches on one of the most sordid
chapters
in U of T's history
— Itsofrefusal
and then begrudging
acceptance
some
form of social responsibility.
Backed into a corner where realistically
they could do little else than offer some
support for daycare, the architects of the
university's that
proposal
document
manageshaveto sculpted
pay tokena
acknowlegment to the day care principle
while shafting the people who precipitated
their action.
The plan calls for university rennovation
of the Devonshire site now occupied
(without university consent) by the CamCommunity 2 Co-operative
Day Care
CentrepusNumber
and establishment
in It
ot a university-run day care centre with
room for 50 children, one more than the
total eligible children now attending Campus Co'op 2 and St. Andrew's Day Care.
schemeof thedoesn't
specificallyIt merely,
call for
theTheeviction
Devonshirites.
in the shortsightedness that is.
characteristic of bureaucracies, overlooks
& or so they would like us to believe — the
fact that the building is now occupied.
The proposed centre, displacing the
Devonshire centre by its formation, would
have a 14-member advisory board composed of seven parents and seven university community representatives, but
would be administered on a day-to-day
basis by the university officials and would
not allow the Devonshire parents to continue their high level of involvement in
determining what king of day care their
their children receive.
"But Seymour... You can't take Bbd 200 — Advanced Blockbuilding because you failed Ddl 100 — Elementary Dribbling
Many of these parents occupying Last year. Now, if you had taken our Remedial Bedwetting you could take your prerequisite Tantrum ISO, which would . .
Simcoe Hall in the spring of 1970 first commissions, was to appoint a Day Care Harding recommending Cadario for the proposed policy can at best be described
forced the administration to take a stand Advisory Board.
as sincere but misguided and incorrect
of the Internal
Com- belief
that authority cannot give In to
on day care. The shock and resentment
mittee, they assured
him thatAffairs
the council
But, even this failed as the independent chairmanship
resulting from the first occupation of a U of board recommended that the first phase need not worry about any radical Cadario pressure. (After all, the final composition
of the Governing Council was affected by
T building and then-president Claude of the university's day care policy should leanings.
be to provide required space for the
the conservative faculties' threat to close
Bissels's
"In theinterest
face ofgroups,
strong Paul
opposition
for
use of surrender
a building tofor student
a day caredemands
centre existing day care centres serving the un- certain
supportedfroma down the university If they didn't get their
way.
none of the governors seem
gave away.
forget
iversity, Campus Co-op and St. Andrew's. day-care policy advocating the provision quick And,
to Insist that their council lacks
itsneverexistence,
what They
with couldn't
the centrejustlocated
The only recourse left to the of facilities to those members of the un- legitimacy.)
on nearby Sussex Street.
was to assemble its big
iversity community most in need. There
accurately and less generously,
Things would probably not have administration
the tight in the Governing Coun- would be no special consideration, he theMore
worsened terribly had not the day care whigscil'sforInternal
policy is revealed as an unjust and
argued,
to
any
group
basing
a
claim
for
Affairs
Committee
and
have
children, sin of sins, grow somewhat old them convince the governors to ignore the day-care on precedent, previous support, unreasoning Insitence on punishing those
forced the university to act
with
age, guidelines
old enough required
that the them
province's
which would create a minimum or unlawful occupation and intimidation who have
than it was wont on a matter that
day care
to be proposals
two day care centres and threaten to position; he has supported It persuasively faster
had been too long fgnored.
separated from their under-two ofreward
trespassing.
and
in
many
cases
he
has
supported
It
playmates. This aging sickness
To play liberal political games about
They succeeded,
though successfully," president Eric Mlglln, vice- long-range
Is not to hide the
precipitated
the parent's
request forhadan traditional
conservatives even
like committee
president Ross Flowers, university com- pettiness andpolicies
unused
clubhouse
the university
Injustice of attempting to
missioner
John
Creelman,
and
services
member Gus Abols, a former SAC presi- commissioner Bill Steadman wrote.
had recently acquired.
shoo people out one door so they can be
dent, came out in favor of initially responWhen Simcoe Hall replayed the 1970
reprocessed through another and shaped
"The whip will be cracked whenever ordained.
ding to the Immediate needs of the exInto the mold
the administration has
game with them (months of unproductive,
,
isting
centres.
there's
trouble
from
Campus
Co-op,"
he
insincere meetings and discouragement
told a few friends one evening this summer.
Pareantal/votunteer
care Is not
dressed in poor excuses), the parents Vice-provost (student services) Robin
this attitude from the key figures in necessarily for everyone.dayCampus
Co-op
finally resorted to a replay of their 1970 Ross, campus co-ordlnator Lois Reimer, theWith
committee
debate,
it's
not
surprising
and
committee
chairman
Paul
Cadarlo
never suggested it should be shoved
strategy — but with a difference. They
the committee
debate,
it's
not
surprising
down
the
throat
of
other
members
of the
occupied the site that supposedly was managed to fend off that whim, delaying that
retributive plan to deny the day
unavailable. Not surprlnslngly, they found action until a later meeting for which they care the
the type of day care to which university community who preferred a less
it empty and unused.
could muster all their altrusltlc arguments dangerparents
themselves and their children has involved program. Similarly, run-of-theStill scarred from the first day care about there being no point In dealing with been proposed.
mill day care should not be forced upon
when
a
general,
long-term
policy
capitulation and fresh from the wars with specifics
progressive parents who want to share In
His
voice
rising
to
a
near
pitch,
was
needed.
students opposing the restrictive stack
children's
Father Kelly. St. Michael's their
different
values upbringing
In them. Yet,andthatInculcate
is what
access policy for the Robarts Library, the Not surprising, that Ross and Reimer governorpresident,
observed, "Negotiating an administration-run, parent-advised day
Simcoe Hall mandarins stayed their hand. were the administration officials who had College
under
the
duress
of
having
buildings
ocbeen
reportedly
been
most
uncocare
centre
would
be doing to the Campus
They neither sought the occupiers' eviccupied atleast reminds me of blackmail."
operative about the day care requests.
tion (itcan be pretty brutal, they probably
like governor John Tory, had sought to Co-op
children.
in return, the angry, impatient He,
realized, to try to drag out two year-old And,
The
Day
Care
Advisory
Board proposali
have
the
council
If
not
take
a
decision
on
children even if you do It in the early hour parents had launched a counter-offensive unauthorized use of daycare facilities at for university assistance to the existing
morning hours), nor legitimized their oc- to provoke a decision being made, in- least let the administration know how they centres and establishment of additional
centres should be implemented. The
cupancy bygiving them the building's use. Reimer's cluding obstructing both Ross and felt about it. And, neither was very Governing
Council should not be content
Instead, they
waited, hoping the occupiers least one entrance
occasion. to their offices on at pleased.
would tire of their struggle
and leave the
between their
adTheir philosphy and the philosophy to let pettyministratorsfeuding
and parents determine
building unattended just long enough for As for Cadarlo, an ambitious student perhaps
many of the others who have
the campus police stationed outside it to governor, the university's social respon- supportedof not
rewarding the agitation of
rush in and lock the parents and children
Regardless of the Governing Council
sibility has never been
of his top
out.
occupying parents has been one that policy.
the Devonshire parents have
priorities, notably not so one
during his stint the
will not tolerate appearing to give In to decision,
said
With time running out and the incoming last year as SAC's tight-ftsted
will stay put. Should the council
pressure tactics no matter whether one or thetheyadministration
Governing Council expected to be more commissioner challenging most finance
act against them
council becomes convinced of the justice of the
within the framework of its Inadequate
grants to external groups.
sensitive to sibthe
social
responcasue
to
which
the
tactcs
are
directed
(not
ilities, thuniversity's
e administrators needed
And, when
of this year's SAC that Kelly or Tory would likely otherwise policy members of the university comanother ploy. Their yentcle, similar to that executive
wrotefoura confidential
resisting munity
them.should support Devonshire In
letter to accept the co-op demands).
used by governments in appointing royal Governing Council chairman C. Malim
The attitude represented by the
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which were the faculty or administrators.
I think that student politics must have
really come to a sorry state when that
happens. Do you remember the last sentences
in Orwell's
Animal with
Farm?theTheneighbouring
pigs were
having
a meeting
farmers,
animals'were
supposed
enemies,along
but
the pigs andthe farmers
really getting
fine, drinking and laughing together. The pigs
had long been wearing human clothes. The
other animals, peering through the window,
looked from the pigs to the humans, and from
Ihe humans to the pigs, and found they
couldn't tell which was which.
listening
to me.getsMyrame Fflrenbeck
That really
down. Thanks
for
UCI(still)
Forgets left, SAC
opts
Whether for
or notBurkers
it was an oversight, it.
amounts to political censorship that not only
the University o f Toronto Communist Club,
but all of the recognized left political clubs
failed
to appear
the SACNoHandbook
"The Year
of the inChange".
description'72,of
our club was solicited. It certainly could not
haveitsbeen
of aversion
to "extremism"
all
forms,out since
the Western
Guard, ourin
local racist fascists are listed.
Brian Mossop, chairman,
U of T Communist Club
Poet has thirst
Write -on is a page of letters and opinion which Is open to
readers. Preference will be given to letters which are typed,
double-spaced, on a 64-stroke line. All letters must be signed.

The sparsity
for
Varsity verse
OfIn The
versityVarsity

Can't tell student governors from admin
After a while, I got tired of moping around
they've all been
the refectory, and dropped out of school to JCR,
replacedbutby itthislooks
ugly asnewif furniture.
find myself. That was three and a half years I was really happy when The Varsity finally
ago, and this fail I finally gave up and came came out Monday, because for a slow and
back to UC.
careful reader it provides silent comthree mornings a week. I can
It's more
depressing
ever. All have
the hardly wait panionship
friends
I never
had in than
the refectory
till Here and Now gets bigger.
Still, each page seemed longer to read,
graduated.
myself' somehow.
Funny.
to sit alone Worse,
there andI can't
reflectevenon bring
the passing
scene, writing letters to newspapers, because But, what I wanted to write about was the
the riew purple and green paint job gives me a group portrait of the members of the Goverheadache.
ning Council. You know, I couldn't tell from
So, I thought I'd join the college elite in the the drawings which -'ere the students and

TCCCNT€*$
Now

Under

Is a prosaic situation of considerable
If perversity.
the occasional line
Contains some pterodactylls (winged feet of a
It'mo
disaster;nature) that's fine,
pedestrain
Little Milton was called a poetaster.
Let
me digress:
I confess
That of your pages of student news some
Is interesting, but most is gruesome.
If a student newspaper gets too serious
The effect can be awful and deleterious;
On the other hand, if it gets too joyous,*
The effect can be sticky and cloyous.

CLGI6INAL ffAEUILCUS

New

BEST

NOW
Foot

But we could learn
from each other
They
Withoutmightthe get
aid less
of theA's,great Alma Mother.
Will someone please teach the rudiments
Of writing to English studiments?
I mayI'mbe assure
an amateur
But
Of one fact as of the fact that I take maths:
Somewhere a few campus Cohens or Plaths
Are hiding their lights under a very large
basket.
My verse
And
must sickens
be carted off in a casket,
But, somewhere, studying Dickens or
chickens, is some dolt who should be
the poems that inspire the reader so that
his cares lift from his troubled brow, his
breast heaves, bowels move and pulse
Gement Kent
*Seequickens.
the Toike. UC IV (Maths)
Oops!
We goofed
The Varsity goofed. It got conservative
Governing Council teaching staff twins
Charles Hanly and Harry Eastman switched
when describing Eastman's appointment as U
of
T's rep on the Council of Ontario
Universities.

Management
feoCIK

HEAR
In Cold

(Sept.

I suggest you employ a useful duplicity
Of styles, arid castigate society
With drunken sobriety and stain impropriety.
The
you
Let mesin continue:
Commit is not solely
Yours; it is wholly
Ours: students of arts
Seem to divide their lives in parts
And never apply their learning
Where the need is burning.
Outside of class they smile their smiles
Andseraphic
discuss parking or traffic.
essays
If they'd only essay something beyond their

IEaVP

Jeattrriny
THE

So,felicity
O Editor,
I don't know whether you'll credit it or
Not, but for a maximum and optimum of-

BANDS

AROUND!

THIS:

Take

Water

See our
hideous sign

in the

11-13)
Offend

coming:
DR. MUSIC
APRIL WINE
WAYNE COCHRANE
& THE G C RIDERS
LONG JOHN BALDRY
CHUBBY CHECKER
GREASE BALL
BOOGIE BAND

Friend
Bring

meone!

Rock
'ft' Roll
on itou n to the
EAEULDIJS
re-cpening
WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER
13, 1972

THE NEW
THE SAME OLD
464 SPADINA

A

PLACE.

(JUST S. OF COLLEGE)

F
PLEASE

PRESENT

I
(3RM.-7RM.)
THIS INVITATION AT THE DOOR!
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kicking

.
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;

isn't

Internal Ailairs
Council
Governhasingadopte
The tee
d 'sa day care policy
Commit
hire Day
Devons
the
ce
displa
will
which
facility
Care Centre with a university-rune any
of
process depriv
and will in the childre
to
choose
who
n
the Devonshire
attend the official centre of the experience
Varof co-operative daycare. Below. sThe Coma letter the Campu
sity reprints
munity Co-operative Day Care Centre
Evans resent to President this
Number 2 ng ameetin
policy.
g to discuss
questi

care detail, if it can get away with It. on
Furthermore, your firm identification,been
August 16th, with a policy that had
your arrival was unformed before
fortunate. Some of us had expected that
things.
would
new imagination with ourimprove
reactions to the
We write now
new day care policy, with our Intentions for
the next few weeks, and with a request
representatives of our
withweek.
meet this
that youwithin
centre

We are writing to you because the
ng Council's meeting ot August
Governi
now in
31st made it clear that day tycareof isToronto
the hands of the Universi
administration. Furthermore, the kind or
is being conflagrant railroading that departm
ent —
ducted by Robin Ross'
backed by Paul , Cadario, the student
the Internal Affairs forComchairman ofseems
more zealous the
mittee, who
interests of the administration than the
— suggests that Simadministration itself
coe Hall is trying to engineer every last day

ing 51/* month
Because of a continu
l
Meterologicathe
tion of the
occupause
St. W.,
Bloor
315
Clubho behind
policy
a
passed
has
Council
ng
Governi
ity
supporting day care for univers
staff. Ofstudents, teachers and support
Universi
the
by
ficial day care support
all peoplebe
be backedon bycannot
ty of Toronto must
educati
who believe that
the . necessary services
d without
providemake
it possible
which
However, all people with their eyes
open must examine the disgraceful terms

day

care

Its supin which the administration and
ning Council are
porters on the Goverpolicy.
trying to bring In this
R CAMPUS CO-OP, CRUMBS
CLOBBE
TO
THE REST
Despite the fact that this policy would
not exist without the tenacious action and
Campus Community Colobbying ofoperatithe
ve, the university Intends to break
olunteer
up this dcentre
tlyout permanen
group,askicka parent/v
controlle
the 11 community children in the centre,
and send the 14 university-affiliated
the
children off to god-knows-where while
Sussex Centre
building is renovated. Thebeen
renovated
and many others have
continuing. So It is clear
programs
with
eviction Idea Is meant simply to
that the
make a show of ending an embarrassing
y
that thein universit
Notice,Itstoo.centre
occupatioton. starts
the very
wants
building it declared was unavailable for
day care last spring.
ity Co-operative
Commun
CampusCentre
Number 2 Is an open
Daycare

answer

living association ot volunteers, parents
and children who are building — throughh
joint experience — an effective approac
not
to raising
a whole
up. Wer.areWe're
brokenn togethe
to bechildre
willing
full recognition and
entity deserving
ongoing support.
Further, St. Andrew's Day Care Centre,
which the University of Toronto has supno longer
for fiveas a years,
portedsidered
ng
deserviconwholewasentity
ed
discover
was
It
once
support,
ongoing
exwould probably be
that their
this year.
tended forlease
the
As a sop to these two centres, first
administration Is suggesting that thecentre
care
day
50-chlld
priority at the new
university-affil
to the
be givenIn the
centres. iated
two existing
children
fact raises the other main outrage
Co-op
the plan — If eligible Campus
in This
were to accept
and St. Andrew's parents
35
the
that
be
would
result
the
this offer,
n
childre
's
Andrew
St.
iliated
ity-aff
univers
plus the 14
(total enrollmentted45)Campu
s Co-op49
ffilia
University-a
Number 2 children (total 25) would fill
of the 50 places at the proposed new
university centrel
One extra place would be available tor ,
one new child as yet uncovered by day
care on campusl THIS IS WHAT THE
ADMINISTRATION IS TRYING TO PASS
CARE ON CAMPUSI
OFF AS NEW DAY
One additional space for children not yet
presently accovered, andcomodated11kickedchildren
out!
CAMPUS WORKERS ALMOST LOSE
OUT
There Is not much doubt that this
Governing Council, where power Is held
n of rich government apby a combinatio
pointees (called community members!),
conators,
administr
universityservative
professors gave
day care
In toand
very reluctantly. Professor Hanly of
the
Philosophy, once a progressive toin the
teach-ins
early sixtiesof bringing
Toronto, gave a speech
University
what-a
care care
day day
support
any Senator
against soever.
Lang forcalled
welfare matter having nothing to do with
education.
Campus workers are fortunate they are
even covered by the plan. The familiar mix
of conservative professors and rich
businessmen tried to insist that campus
support staff should bargain directly for
day care. It was only when John Parker
pointed out that only 10 per cent of the
campus
organized into unions that
the idea was
was dropped.
Four things particularly bug these elite
governors
Co-op:Why Is
• OUR regarding
COMMUNITYCampus
PEOPLE.
it that Hart House, which operates with an
annual subsidy of $100,000 can have
community
but adaydegree
care from
centres cannot?members,
Anyone with
anywhere in the world can belong to Hart
House, whether he has affiliation with the
University of Toronto or not.
We have constantly made the point that
a university that serves mostly middle and
upper class students yet gets 80 per cent
of its money from the average taxpayer
has an obligation to give more knowledge
and service back to those same taxpayers.
We do not quarrel with campus people
being the main focus of day care
coverage. But, It would clearly be a
retrograde step
droptor community
Involvement, toespecially
those already
enrolled In campus day care centres.
The Governing Council turned down the
presence of community people by only
one vote. This aspect of policy must be
• OUR TACTICS OF OCCUPYING A
adjusted.
BUILDING. Perhaps the university would
care to debate which Is more criminal —
setting up a day care centre In an empty
building unstated for other uses, or
building a second and unnecessary men's
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sports centre for $6,000,000? Perhaps CHANGING DIAPERS
they would debate which Is more
Finally there is the question of who Is to
setting up a day care cenreprehensible:
administrators
tre in an empty building, or pretending to run a day care centre,In ifdecision-making
a major part
establish day care on campus when want
to the
should
they
centre,
the
about
only one new vacant space centre and change diapers. Thecome
potentially
proposed
could
be available to new children!
seats
the
half
management board, with
• OUR DETAILED EXAMINATION OF given
puts major
university,
the
to
on
role
our
of
Part
THEIR POLICIES.
decisions In the hands of people not
behalf of hundreds of people who need directly involved in the centre and with the
the children. Control should rest with the
campus was to feature The
day care on thiscoata
of the service.
Issue of the
cenuniversity's members involved Ina the
policy.
Its
In
university has had to face that
tre as volunteers and parents, respon-to
our
of
some
continue
to
just
similar
.
.
But.
sive type of decision-making
sleuthing
of their stated plan:
being advocated In many institutions
very self- that
The big wigs sounded
Let the University of Toronwhen in our
a lead in trusting its students and
to takesociety.
righteous at the Governing Councily could
universit
the
that
A University which has room for
they decided
operating workers.
Interdisciplinary Studies,
support initial subsidies but not
College,
Innis
support
costs. Once again: why can they per year SHOUT (Student Health Organization of U
$100,000
to
up
culture
and
health
has room
of T) , and the Advisory Bureau day
at Hart House, but not do It forthatdayall care?
care.
those forItparent/volunteer-controlled
The administration Implies
weird to us, that while
seems
also
subsidies
Metro
get
will
in financial need
the unand the
the know-how,funds,
so that nobody will have to pay a high fee parents ihave
unversity has facilities Itandshould
who cannot afford it. Let them publish
the day
run
that
iversity proposes
the parents pick up the
and
what Income you have to have Iftotheyqualify
centres,
care
can tab!
for a Metro day care subsidy.
find that out, hundreds of people needing
to
day care In Toronto will be Indebted
CONTRAST YORK
has been
them. Up to this point, Metro
how
public
the
In
anyone
unwilling to tell
these features with the
Contrast
y for subsidy.
they arrive at eligibilit
York
centre atserves
a secret proposed new day care presently
Something which is that much ofbeing
so. University. Their centre
for
usually has a good reasonToronto
65
children.
gets this
Until the University of
Their proposal:
Information to the campus, there is no
Size — $300,000 centre for 150
of day children!
ver to the usersCampus
guarantee whatsoe
care that their fees will be low.
Variety — Part to be parentCo-op fees have been kept low by: the
controlled co-op. part straight
Involved co-50 professi
of the people
committmentordinators
onal service.
working at low salaries,
on —
Connected to Student Educati
time
unpaid volunteers contributingcantheir
Psychology and new
of
ments
Depart
as
pay
who
parents
eacn asweeK,
on to be observers
Department of Educati
ees must stacK with
much they can. Guarantment.
parent approval.
up to this sort of committ
• SUSSEX CENTRE LICENCE FIGHT.
MODERATES IGNORED
s are
It has annoyed people whose Interest
that Camthe govern1ment's
so similarCo-opto Numbe
Internal Affairs
r (Sussex Centre)s The moderateson onthe the
pus
Governing Council
craft
Committee and
disputed Canadian Mother
under-two toyearan have raised some of these points and
monopoly on training of We
went
many others:
old nursery supervisors.
policy
board In tne • How can you set up day care
ment appeal ment
Ontario govern
aim
has
without first having a complete survey of
govern
the
fall of t972, and declelon. They don campus
needs?
to Inform ua of Ha n are In Imminent • Why was
the policy rushed through
seem to think our childre
nced?
before fall classes notrecomme
from people
2 . Why were briefs invited
^FoT Campus Co-op Number
day care?
about
know
who
groups
rouand
no
e
anticipat
ire Centre) we We accept the • Shouldn't a new policy contain provision
(Devonsh
ble in getting a license.Insisten
for centres already
ce on a for continuingon support
Council's
Governi
established campus?
l license.
provinciang
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How Is it that offensive lobbying tactics
are being used by the administration such
We believe that you should Immediately
as handing the Internal Affairs Committee recommend to the Internal Affairs Committee that It prepare and administer a
a"B"detailed
plan "A" ofversus
plan
outline 21-page
at the beginning
a meeting
comprehensive survey of campus day
care
needs.
on September
that comt e todecide 7,onandone pushing
of the alternatives
We believe that you should settle with
in two mihours?
withs twoas
and St. Andrew's
Campus eCo-op
All important points, but so far the separat
facilitie
moderates have not been organized and recommendedandby equal
SAC, GSU, and the
not been able to make these points stick. University Day Care Board. We are not
DAY CARE BOARD IGNORED
available.
convinceds bythatBuildings"
little spacebossis Gregory's
statement
These estimates have proved wrong In the
But, they are not the only ones speaking
We believe you should settle with
The Students'
lobby.current
against the official
Administrative
Council's
stand is
addi-at
St. Andrew's
and pilot
Co-op your
project, soIn that
year's council
this executive
sinceSAC
significant The
tion to starting
moderate.
recentlyis Campus
will
places
new
50 entirely fall.
the very least,campus
recommended to Internal Affairs that the past.
this
on
ly
needs of St. Andrew's and Campus Co-op be Weopenbelieve
immediate
should
you
be dealt with bafore a general policy was
and Imclarifying
of
ways
te
investiga
Union
Students'
Graduate the
cost and
of plan.
formed. The supported
proving the question
consistently
two groups decision-making
parts ins your
and the need for a general survey.
you must recommend
that
believe
We
But, most significant of all: A Day Care to the Governing Council on September
the un- 21 changes necessary In the official policy
lastdedMay in byAugust
Board iappointed
that
versity itself recommen
of the variety or kinds of
St. Andrew's and Campus Co-op Number on the questions
the position of com2 each be provided separate facilities by day caremunityoffered,
people, and the question of costs
the University and that a permanent day
to people
so thatisgiving
. In financial
care board Investigate with surveys need
a possibility
really priority
developing a general policy.
your immense
of
view
in
suggest,
We
The Day Care Board was shunned and reluctance to accept more than the
tion
day care, that
administra
for
the
ility
by
responsib
ignored
report
smallest
their
lobby on the
with naltheAffairs.helpThisof their
the you consider becoming a free
same tactic onthatInterIs the supporters
universal
provincial government for
administration used with the former day
care.
President's Advisory Committee on Social
ity (set up two years ago) and
Responsibil
its
report on day care. Appoint a group, URGENT
If you
then shelve them shelve
ask for reports, Then,
We would like to see these matters
preferably,
don't like them.
settled this month.
the group too.
To discuss these matters, we ask you to
SPINNING THE WEB
meet with representatives of our group
this week. We do not wish to meet with any
We are not Impressed by the earnest other members of your administration
you are present. We have gone that
unless before.
pleas of Ross and others on the Internal road
"you've got
Affairs Committee about how got
Until you do this, and we jointly make a
"We've
e". the
somewher
to start re,"
he satisfacto
spider, toasstart
said
somewhe
ry settlement, we will continue
tightest
and
smallest
the
in the
spin
to
started
offering day care to 25 children
delicious
of
e and. we will
bunch
a
Clubhous
around
web
Meterological
possible
flies.
occupation
the 24-hour
continue
We won't allow this to happen to day
on campus —
We will also seek others
we believe students
and workers especially — to help
good fight, andcampus
care without asupporters
who
on
that we have
agree
with up:us. You should not advertise as us. WE DO NOT WANT POLICE ACTION
To sum
THAT YOU
even as a pilot project, what is ON THIS MATTER WETEDHOPEPEOPLE
new policy,
ON
little more than a stick with which to AND ALL INTERES
A
CREATE
TO
US
HELP
WILL
CAMPUS
few
antfpa
Co-op,
Campus
dispersefor others.
PEACEFUL SOLUTION
crumbs
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Governments
By WAYNE ROBERTS
In the course of the summer a
number of graduate students were planning to donate blood to the Red Cross as
they registered for the year. They thought
a bleed-in was the most dramatic way of
expressing their feelings of being bled dry
by thier $100 share of the $392 fee hike for
graduate students. Undergraduates,
whose fees are also going up more than
$100, might have considered similar actions. For if present trends continue, there
won't be much left but solid stone in the
years to come.
It is crucial to recognize that this
year's
increaseto isturn
only students
the first ofintoa
series fee
designed
hemopheliacs in a continual bloodletting
ritual planned by the federal and provincial governments. The intention of
government to force more and more of
the burden of post-secondary costs onto
students is made abundantly clear in two
government-sponsored reports of major
significance — the provincial Wright and
the federal Peltchinis Reports.
The Wright Report, commissioned by
the provincial government in April, 1969
to investigate the future of post-secondary
education in Ontario, created widespread
panic when its. draft report was released
last spring. The report is peppered
throughout with a pastiche of cliches,
sentimentalism, and expressions of high
ideals.TheWe paramount
read for instance'
value which the
commission has brought to its evaluation
of post-secondary education is its commitment to the individual. The commission wants to emphasize the importance of the individual in education:
the individual must be central... We must
preserve and cherish the fragile, exquisite, special animal of this earth we call
man.
Similar phraseology tells us of their
committment to an educational process
that lasts through a whole lifetime, to
"universaleducation
accessibility
to aspostsecondary
at all ages
our
first principle, and to an educational
process free from the scourge of
beaureaucracy.
But as Star columnist and former
NDP education critic Walter Pitman noted,
they must have had a different person
writing the actual recommendations. Verily, what they gave with the left hand in
their posturing on principle, they took
away with the right hand in actual policy
formulation. Their dedication to lifelong
education becomes concretized in a
recommendation that employers permit
their workers a six-month leave of
absence from work every five years, paid
out of a fund based on 10 per cent
deferment of each worker's salary)
Their distaste for bureaucracy is
transformed into a morass of need-test
formulas for the individual and a government supervising body that would reduce
autonomy in the university network to
matters of administrative discretion. As a
Treasury Board document leaked last
January indicates, the techniques of this
body will be blunt. Phyllis Grosskurth
resigned from the Advisory Committee on
University Affairs in protest against this
Treasury Board document which was
drawn up without consultation with CUA
and was simply handed down to CUA with
requests for advice on "constraint {re
cutback) alternatives."
A citation illustrates how they plan to
infringe on the essence of university
autonomy while respecting its
forms:
■A freeze on the Basic Income Unit
value would constitute an important costsaving technique since .autonomy (the
quotes are in the text) makes It difficult for
the Government to pinpoint areas where
possible savings should be made. Holding
down of grants would force (sic) the
institutions to economize and improve
their productivity.
It is clear, then, that their concerns in

plan

to

shift

regard to costs will not stop even with
increased fees for students. On the contrary, the fee hikes are part of a coherent
attack on the norms and values currently
attached to education in this province.
In similar fashion, their devotion to
that fragile animal man proves rather
facile in the scramble for more scholar for
the dollar. Educational investments are
cynically placed in the marketplace where
you pay to consume education just like
you pay for stocks in a land company and
where the social value of education is
ultimately judged relative to manpower
needs.
Meanwhile, the dedication to
universal accessibility is translated to encompass correspondance courses nd
part-time study. The older . .open-dooP
policy whereby a student was supported
to his level of competence is replaced by a
more callous equation of competence
with ability to pay and a more conscious
direction toward profitable occupational
training. Both the Treasury Report and the
Wright Report are quite explicit on both
points. On the latter point, the Treasury
Board makes clear its intent to "shift
their (the De-emphasizing
universities) emphasis":
undergraduate,
non-professional courses by reducing
weighting would force universities either
to reduce enrolment in these courses or
selectively raise fees, thus putting
Provincial Conference is, if anything,
pressure on for reducing enrollment.
For the courses that are still more ominous than the Wright Report. It
recommends everything from the ending
available, the Wright Report suggests
shifting of public sudsidies for operating of all grant portions of loans after second
costs from the institution to the individual.
to the breaking
up of 'conglomerate'
All students would be assigned 50 per year
post-secondary
institutions
into their constituent parts to save administrative and
cent of operating costs. (It is difficult to
understand exactly how the 50 per cent teaching costs. It concludes with the
ringing declaration of recommendation
figure was arrived at — one scholar
31:
suggested they subtracted the magic
number 7 from the number on any Heinz
The general subsidization of postketchup bottle). Then, a sliding scale of secondary education should be terminated forthwith. To the extent that it is
grants and loans would be made available
to each student according to both his socially desirable to subsidize certain
parents income. A.part from enforcing programs or some students, the subsidies
child dependence on parental income, should be made specific and should be
these recommendations have the added
related to the attainment of the social
feature of providing free education to that goals. When pursued as a consumer
"quartile"
thegenerally
populationremove
whose them
pa- good, post-secondary education falls into
rentalofincomes
the category of a luxury good. In this
from
the
educational
system
far
before
context, it is grossly inequitous to subuniversity.
sidize the consumption of luxuries when
It is a cheap gesture indeed!
segments of the population lack
necessities:
Furthermore, whllethe reduction of large
grants to institutions are specific and
(Lest these reports seem to be
outside of a national re-orientation, it is
eagerly anticipated, the increase of grants
to
needy
individuals
are
yet
to
be
worth noting that the B.C. Socred governwitnessed.
ment was preparing a similar one. The
Unless we become too anxious in Worth Report in Alberta takes its stand in
anticipation, the Wright Report adds a calling for an end to university expansion
and an 11 per cent increase .in costs
necessary caveat: "There does not seem
assigned to students. Its charm is capto be any way to achieve social mobility —
except through the combination of public
tured in such comments as "Students
escape the shelter of irresponhelp When
and individual
effort."to specifics, the need to sibility
it gets down
that basic education presently
Treasury f?oard once again saves us from
provides"
and
proposed changes in
undue speculation on the course charted
education should"Theallow
a more rapid and
by the Wright Report:
precise
adaption
of
schooling
to the shifLimiting enrollment will mainly affect
ting
demands ofthese
the labor
those students entering the system who
Together,
reportsmarket.")
constitute a
sharp reversal in the received wisdom of
are the Mast employable of the 18-24 age
group. In terms of the 1972-73 projection,
the past decade on the value of education.
this will reduce the freshman intake by In the sixties the popularity of Galbraith's
Affluent Society and the first report of the
16,000,
and may result in a shift to parttime education....
Economic Council of Canada made the
Increasing the loan portion will concept of education as a public
Indiscourage poorly motivated students on
vestment virtual household coinage. From
the one hand but It will also affect students
the Massey Commission to the Bladen
from lower income groups unless a conReport, funding recommendations were
based on the central importance of postintroducedtingent repayment feature is
secondary
education as a stimulator of
Their reverence to universal- Canadian cultural and economic growth.
accessibility can be fairly easily
The Cold War helped, too. The Wright
measured: by their fees ye shall know
Report sums up the experience:
them. Their words give little indication
of It was definitely the use of post-secondary
what they are up to.
education as a social escalator and, for a
The more recently available
time, as an indispensable tool in the race
Peitchinis Report, commissioned by the
with the Russians that justified the unfederal government for the 1971 Federalprecedented infusion of resources into
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academic process. This is the more disturbing whdn account is taken of the fact
that the demand for semi-professional
and technical workers the products of the
technical colleges has been rising at a
faster rate than the demand tor those with
general university education.
The concept of higher education as a right
was never accepted by higher
government officials even in the heyday of
university expansion. Now, it will become
a privilege with all the dressings of a
suitable privilege — its luxury cost will
restrict its users to the wealthy. And, it will
be a privilege with a vengeance from
the point of view of government
demagogues. For, they will be able to
entertain themselves with self-images as
fee-hiking Robin Hoods, redressing social
balances by removing students in lowermiddle incomes from their wanton
educational pursuits.
Although some of the revisions in
official government thinking began as
early as 1969, an atmosphere of crisis and
panic exudes from their documents now.
With exclamation points galore, Peitchinis
opens his study with statistics showing
that enrollment had tripled and costs per
student had doubled from 1960-61 to
1969-70!
One suspects that the motive here is
panic-creation rather than presentation of
startling new evidence. The fact is that
these figures were anticipated with uncanny accuracy as far back as 1962.
The difference is that in 1962 people
were trying to promote some kind of
rational, long-term planning. Now, they
are simply manoeuvring with statistics
that will outrage and shock us into a
passive rejection of previously valued
social goals.
All of this is done with little
documentation. You can count on your
thumbs the number of references which
attempt to disprove the relationship
between education and future manpower
needs. There is not even an attempt to
refute the relationships between education and social benefit. There is no
attempt at a critique of the Canadian
economy's inability to fully utilize the skills
developed at universities. There are not.
even projections on long-term manpower
needs of the economy. We are merely
jolting to a halt. Too bad for those who are
crushed in the braking process.
One social group will have to pick up

onto

students

the tab — the students. Where is the
alternative source for funding the universi asks Peitchinis. "There is only
source and that
one potential ties?alternative
Is theWestudents."
even have to bear the brunt of
their liberalism. on universal accessibility.
Reasoning that since most lower income
students are eliminated from the school
process far before the university stage,
they are reversing strategies to promote
accessibility by getting at school children
in the early years. While their utterances
on this level are confined to innocuous
gestures, they raise the most visible
barrier to accessibility tuition. Perhaps,
they would consider tuition for high school
academic programmes which are also too
late to engage minds already destroyed
by poverty. They are capable of doing
anything to avoid fighting for accessibility
on the fronts where the war is being
waged. For them universal accessibility
becomes a cruel rhetorical gesture — a
weapon in the fight for higher tuition.
Nowhere do they consider the potenpotential for alternate sources of funding
and alternate government priorities which
could permit a coherent attack on a classbiased educational system. The percentage of federal government revenues
derived from corporations has decreased
6.4 per cent in the last three years. The net
provincial revenues from taxable income
in Ontario zoomed from $151,844,000 to
$948,000,000 between 1962-63 and 197071 . Meanwhile, corporations took a gentle
slope from $185,718,000 to $457,000,000.
A 70-million dollar grant to ITT highlights
last years federal government subsidies
to
wealthy
corporations.
Last year'sor
defence
budget
was $1,946,000,000
600-million more than all government
funds on education.
Conservative Minister George Kerr
defended the raise in fees, speaking in
the Ontario Legislature.
It is simply one of the ways for this
government to raise more revenue. You
know, you can only increase taxes on
gasoline and park fees and licence fees
and booze and tobacco so much without
generally increasing taxes in certain other
areas such as corporations, because of
the unemployment we have at the present
time. It was felt that there could be some
increase in tuition fees without discouraging or making it too difficult for
those students who wished to go to university, regardless of their family income.
A number of highlights emerge from
a consideration of government policy on
post-secondary education. First, apart
from the conscious attempt to reduce
enrolement and costs by raising fees, the
whole system is chaotic and unpiannedd.
Apart from the lack of long-term planning,
short-term planning is a crude juggling,
act. Liberal critic Bullbrook asked George
Kerr why the government was spending
21-million dollars on a student employprograminand
thenGovernment
exacting 23-is
million ment
dollars
tuition.
running very fast to go backward.
Secondly, the scorched earth policy
toward universities is likely to be an enduring one. Successive Canadian
governments have shown a continuing
inability to solve problems traditionally
allocated to the public sector — particularly housing and education. Now,
they have given up trying and are beginning a frontal attack on those who hold
them responsible for high levels of social
well-being.
Peitchinis rises to eloquence on this
The interpretation given by many to the
point:
concept
has beenin
misleadingof the
and 'affluent
illusory; society'
it has resulted
an increase in economic and social expectations far beyond the capacity of the
economy to meet. It would be instructive

to all in society, therefore, if from time to
time we were to face the real constraints
of scarcity. This will cause us to realize
that inasmuch as there may be a general
affluence, it is not possible to satisfy all
social and economic needs at the same
time. Even if the economy were to operate
close to its potential capacity, it would still
be
necessary
alternative
socialto make
needs. choices amongst
Since governments are unwilling to
solve the problems of financing the public
sector by taxing corporations , they will
follow the same policy as in welfare
matters — tax the lower middle class level
incomes of stably-employed workers and
poorly paid professionals. Students fall
perfectly into this category. Therefore,
they will be assigned the brunt of their
own costs plus the costs of government
genuflections to those less fortunate than
themselves.
The gateway to opportunity will
become a tollgate. Students face the
prospects of increased reliance on
parents — an umbilical cord welded in
gold is a useful social sanction in the
government's pewar
against social
studentideals
exrimentation with different
and
practices,
as
well
as
a
degradation
for
students of our age group.
Women will be the first to suffer. It
should not be forgotten that it is women
who have accounted for much of the
percentage increase in university attendance. Any attack on increased enrollment must of necessity strike them first as
the most vulnerable sector. And any of us
who are responsible for our own fees will
partake in the Wright Report's dedication
to the work-study concept of education —
working as waitresses, clerks, or laborers
throughout the year (rather than just the
summer
months) todomain.
pay for our initiation"
fee
into privileged
although
the governments'
stepsFinally,
backward
are marked
by chaos,
they are decisive. The Wright Report
argues firmly against the concept of free
tuition as a completion of a historical
trend toward equalizing opportunity
through taxation. "The commission cannot accept the belief that we are helpless
victims of linear projections of history.
Surely, if we think a social trend undesirable we should be able to change it
or, atGovernments
least, to modifyareit."moving to take
their stand against history. It is now up to
students, who occupy a decisive sector of
this society's economy and future, who
are situated in the vortex of a
government's all-out attack on the whole
educational system, to begin to fight back.
Numbers and action are of the
essence.ment toThe
of the governcut committment
back on education
and,
launch an attack on students will only be
changed in the face of mass pressure. For
those who delight in the apathy of the U of
T campus, it is worth recognizing that
apathy is an interesting and creative form
of protest against student bureaucratic
politics. But, it will not pay tuition fees.
Since last spring, students have
engaged in a number of protest activities
raning from a graduate students strike, to
demonstrations of 1000 in Ottawa and a
demonstration of 1500 in Queen's Park.
We are engaged in a long-term battle with
federal and provincial governments on
the rights of students and all that these
might imply for a society geared to maximizing outlets for creative expression.
The struggle ahead promises to be a long
one. It will even have its dull an d routine
moments. But as the Wright Report noted,
"our Commission was established In difficult and turbulent times for education." It
is up to us, the students, to determine its
future.
Wayne Roberts is a graduate
student in history and a member
of the General Council of the
Graduate Students Union.
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INFORMATION SERVICE

The Students'
islralive Council
this will
year bewillrunbe outproviding
an extensive
information
serviceAdminlo students.
The service
ol Ihe SAC.
oftice.
bul intormation will be made available to Scarborough and Erindale students
through their own student governments as well. During orientation, a booth will
also be set up in Sid Smith (100 St. George St.), so lhat a broader scope of the
campus is served. On September 7, 8, 11, 12, various organizations will be setling up tables to provide information to the student body. It you are Interested in
chances
are you'llwhotindarethemmostat intimately
Sid Smith involved
on those withdays.student
It will
bean organization,
a chance
to meet
the people
clubs
and associations.
In conjunction with the information service, (here will be a liaison resource
person available to handle any bureaucratic problems or difficulties experienced
on campus. Any difficulties may be reported to the S.A.C. office (either In person
or by phone). From there, your difficulty can be handled through this office to
aid in establishing a satisfactory solution. We hope that If you need information,
you call the S.A.C. office (928-4911) or drop In personally (12 Hart House Circle).

CONCERT

Free!

Thursday

SAC is sponsoring a free concert from 12:30 to 6:30 on Thursday, -14th
September on the hill behind the SAC office. Three. groups (Dixie Rump Roast,
Cherri and Grease Ball Boogie Band) and a number of folk singers will be performing continuously throughout the afternoon.

SACircuit

VARSITY BOARD
teach-in:

student

aid

SAC is sponsoring a teach-in on student aid on
Thursday, 14th September at 7:00 in Alumni Hall Victoria College. Representatives of local college and
faculty councils and any interested
members of the
community are encouraged to attend. Interested people
should register for this event by 12th September. For furthur information, or to register for the teach-in, contact
Debra Lewis or Ross Flowers in the SAC office

SAC

General

Priorities meeting

DAVID CR0MBIE: T1*?s°
Mr^n12-?^00"
Thursday- September 14, 1972
Mr.
David Crombie°nwill
be addressing the university
communrty at Convocation
Hall. Mr. Crombie ha
ttenukI0T
33 3 dynamicPassive
member of
•he
Metro Council.
The past three years
he has
represented Ward 11 (which is the northern pari*
the C.ty of Toronto). While no one else had
declared up to September 1st, it is widely
speculated that both Tony
(Ward ? an2
Dav,d Rotenberg (Ward 11)O'Donohue
their can
d.dacy. Mr. Crombie has beenwillverydeclare
^
take time out to appear on campul co-operative
Issued si as
Public transit, downtown development,
and
l
com
mumty development are
to all students
whether or not you are frompertinent
the Toronto aria Th s
Thursday, September 14 at r~
P
i?-nn n„„ «p emoer 14 at Convocation Hall at
Ze7or;:;ss;ser,irs,o,manysAcfo—

•ma
5 positions appointed by SAC
1 position appointed by the Graduate Students- Union
1 position appointed by Ihe President of the University
1 position appointed by the U of T Facufty Association
1 Ihe
position
Editorappointed by the support staff
the Past Editor
1 position elected by the Varsity staff
2APPOINTMENTS:
positions appointed by Ihe board llself

Meeting

wed. 13th Sept., 7:00 p.m.
Faculty Council Chamber, Room G-20
2
Galbraith Building

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
POSITIONS OPEN

1) EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
■ (contact: Eric Mlglin, John Helliwell or floss Flowers)
21 EDUCATION ASSISTANT
-(contact: Marty^Tl'm
i
Slollar) aS$'S,an' 10 the SflC Educat™ Common
™' evalua,ions anfl wllh w™
SrSii8
^S^Sav
3) SERVICES/COMMUNICATIONS
ASSISTANT
CoZ^ti^nVcolSf
^ '° ,he SAC S«"*» *«*
■ (contact' Bill Steadman or Debra Lewis)
Starling salary for all positions Is /95.00/
week
BSKFor
1973 tion
* which lim° "«* b. extended by
Bff
further 3°'Informa
call 928-491 1
Applications must be receive
writingrnlviby 5:00 « r,
Sludml'id inAdmlnlii
lZHirt House CircleCouncil
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

- Sapi. IB it:
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Farmer

iBjl^iBflpT
OTTAWA (CUP) — Wander
through your local supermarket
or corner store some day and
take a look at the variety of
brands In the dairy products and
salad dressing
shelves.on You'll
small
Kraftco labels
almost findall
cheeses, and salad dressings.
Kraftco Corporation has a virtual monopoly In this area of the
food industry; it either makes the
products or owns subsidiaries
that do.
The National Farmers' Union
has taken on this monopolistic
giant In a boycott that Is Intensifying across the country as It
enters a second year.
The boycott was called In
response to dairy farmers'
demands for better prices for
their products through a collective bargaining agreement and
the refusal by Kraft to discuss the
matter with the NFU.
The NFU is fighting to enable
farmers to negotiate In regional
groups or on the national level
with marketing boards and
processors for the prices paid on
farm products by the marketing
boards and corporate business.
Farmers have often been forced
to sell their products at below
production cost.
The NFU says that unless the
present system is changed, the
Task- Force on Agriculture's goal
of removing two-thirds of the present number of farm operators
and replacing them with corporate farms will be achieved.
Collective bargaining Is the
vehicle to stop rural depopulation
and strengthen rural comorganization.munities, says the farmers'
Locals are encouraged to
formulate policy for their area
and the national good of all
farmers since local decisionmaking Is an important part of
NFU policy.

The Kraft Boycott Is Important
to the NFU because It Is the
means through which farmers
may obtain collective bargaining
rights.
In 1966 there were 22,206 dairy
farmers in Ontario; by 1971 7,664
of them had been squeezed out
of business. In the fast two-anda-half years, 44 Canadian co-op
and* independent
cheese
factories closed down. They
handled
a combined volume of 600 million
pounds of Industrial milk.
While that was happening,
Kraft received a $250,000
interest-free, forgiveable loan
from the Ontario government to
build an addition to its Ingleside
Ontario plant. (A forgiveable loan
does not have to be paid back.)
The same company that was
virtually given a quarter-of-amlllion dollars Is the largest North
American dairy monopoly. The
American-owned corporation has
branch plants in more than 100
countries— It controls 80 per cent
of the Canadian cheese
production.
In 1970, Kraft moved from
32nd to the 28th largest corporation In North America with
sales of $2,751 ,129,000 and a net
profit, of $82,006,000. The comDany's net orofit Increased to
$91,300,000 in 1971. The
president's salary was $318,000.
Meanwhile, the farmer's share
of the food dollar has steadily
decreased from 57 cents In 1949
to 37 cents in 1 970. Between 1 968
and 1971, total farm income
declined by $137 million or eight
per cent, while last year alone
food prices increased by 7.4 per
cent.
farmer's
averageThenet Canadian
income In 1970
was
$3700.
Ontario dairy farmers must sell
their milk through the Ontario
Milk Marketing Board (OMMB).

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY

OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY
"Science, Engineering and Technology - Some
Distinctions," by James M. Ham. Dean of the
Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering,
University of Toronto. 1:10 p.m.. Convocation Hall
on Wednesday, 13 September. Sponsored by the
Varsity Fund.

unclassified
KATE SURVIVED but we need a succes or to babysit (6,4,2) and help In
professor'sFreelarge
by the
zoo.
Reward:
room house
and board.
964-1328
CAR
POOL
forming
In
ShepparaBalhurst-Flnch area. Call Arlsne at 2261932
ISM SELECTHIC Your essays theses
professionally typed. Per page • 40c.
Creative
work adlby
arrangm, work,
Phone graphs,
532-7291 math,
Save this
CHM 120 1972-1973 TEST AND ANSWER
BOOKLETS now available FRIDAY,
SEPT.
15 in Lash
Miller course.
Foyer 9 Con- 1.
Recommended
on 72-73
tains: al tests, exams, with answers since
1970, Including 1972 final.

WHY FREEEZE THIS WINTER? Used rur
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadlna
betweenot funQueen
and 8-18.
Dundas. Good Ave.selection
furs sizes
Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)
363-6077, open
9-6 Mon.-Sat.
HOUSING
A PROBLEM?
Furniture rental
can solve It. Complete apartment or just
the
pieces
you
need,
ideal
more
sharing. As low as $10.00lor two
per ormonth.
Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485
Queen
W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.
VARSITYSt. UNCLASSIFIED
AOS cost a
mere $2.00 pet 25 words, and can be
placed
by
mail
or
in
person
at
office, 91 St. George at almosttheanyVarsity
time
during the day. The deadline Is noon,
three working days prior to publication.

Ontario

union

launches

boycott

against
Kraft
monopoly
JThe OMMB also allocates the farmers held throughout Ontario. Greenwood, 9600 Devonshire
amount of milk cheese factories
Montreal 307 Que.)
The OMMB district represen- Road,
Although Kraft refused to
may received through a quota
tative, Sarsfield O'Connor, res- publicly
discuss the Boycott,
system. Introduced in 1969. Each
by setting up his office associations
to which Kraft
processor was assigned quotas inside theponded plant.
When the bulk
which could be bought and sold, milk truck drivers refused
or over which it has into belongs fluence
have
attacked
the NFU.
thus encouraging the corporate cross the picket line, O'Connor
With tne help of concerned
monopolies to take over sma.ll attempted to coerce the drivers,
many of whom were independent citizens, the NFU is now wldeing
In Leeds County near operators. He reminded
its boycott activities, establishing
plants.
-Brockville,
Ontario, there were their contracts could be them
ter- urban support committees
once 92 small plants; there are
minated and that under the terms across
Canada to carry out acof their contract, they were
now
tions in urban areas. These
is one.two. The Plum Hollow co-op trucks.
responsible for the milk In their groups are presently Involved in
Local dairy farmers bought
informational picketing and
Plum Hollow In 1967 and Invested
leafletting at supermarkets.
O'Connor
The Moose Jaw committee
did
this,
even
though circulated
$60,000 to make the plant a
a petition which
Ontario
the
given
had
NFU
the
paying proposition. In 1970 the Milk Commission a list of small thousands signed,
demanding
co-op paid an eight per cent cheese factories willing and able the provincial government
order
dividend to its members. Its locaorganizers
of the
tion allowed neighbouring to handle all the milk diverted the
Saskatchewan
summer games
farmers to ship milk to the plant from Kraft. Some of these plants
for considerably less than If they had even offered to pay up to fifty not to purchase or use any Kraft
above
hundred
per
cents
weight
shipped to the closest Kraft
factory.
the market price. They were products.
The provincial minister of
The new quota system limited willing to pay the higher prices youth and culture responded by
the
under
suffered
they
since
Plum Hollow to receiving four
writing to the chairman of the
million pounds of milk in 1971, OMMB milk quota system.
committee, asking
The milk was finally diverted, organizing
half the amount it processed a
him to seriously consider not
year earlier. Once the quota was but not to the small plants. It was using any Kraft products and to
filled, farmers — who are in turn sent to the Ault's plant at avoid purchasing Kraft products
operating under a system that Winchester, Ontario. (Ault's Is with the government money
financially penalizes them for owned by Labatfs Breweries allocated to the games. The
producing over their own quotas which is also In the chicken and Saskatchewan caucus of the New
Democratic Party has also given
—theiraremilkrequired
by law to ship egg business.)
elsewhere.
At one the
of OMMB
the second
day's moral support to the boycott.
The OMMB price paid to picketing,
announced
Its position represents a switch
farmers for milk flucutuates a price increase of $1.15 per from the provincial NDP confor industlral
vention last December when paid
greatly. Here Is how the prices hundredweight
changed in a one-year period for milk. The farmers decided to party organizers had members of
the picket line and hold a the Regina City Police seize
a hundred-weight of industrial remove
meeting the next day.
milk.; January 1971 $3.70 mass
from an InThe following morning over Boycott material
formation table operated
by
September 1971 $4.75 1000 people assembled in the Boycott co-ordinator Don
February 1972 $4.48 parking lot across from the Kraft Kossick.
While the consumer was plant for a meeting called only 19
By the end of this year the NFU
paying more — not less — for hours previously. Knowing the hopes a solid network of urban
milk products, the prices farmers OMMB could change the price support committees will be
the next month, the farmers operating across the country.
receive can change monthly.
The NFU approached the decided to demand collective Once
the network is established,
Canadian Dairy Commission, the bargaining rights with Kraft, co-ordinated
against
any government Kraft will takeactions
OWC and the OMMB with without
place across
statistics showing dairy farmers intermediaries.
Canada.
are nQt paid enough for their
The Kraft Boycott is essentially
The decision
was contend,
reached'
the farmers
produce. The figures also realizing,
a
power strauggle, If it succeeds,
showed the corporations could that the government agencies are some
power will be taken away
well afford to pay farmers more merely vehicles through which
the corporations and
out of the enormous profits taken corporation were assured a from
redistributed Into the hands of
from processing the milk.
cheap supply of milk.
farmers and
On August 19. 1971, the NFU small Canadian
sumers. Ifthe Boycott
fails,conthe
The-government agencies only
called for a national-wide boycott quality of food will continue to
offered
excuses
why
it
couldn't
be done.
of all Kraft products to back the deteriorate and prices will conTo bring attention to their farmers' call for collective
tinue to rise, with little opposition
rights.
plight, dairy farmers who were bargaining
corporate power.
Kraftco has refused to talk with to Since
also NFU members, initiated a
profits are the major
picketing action at the Kraft the National Farmers' Union. consideration
for the corporate
However,
people
writing
the
Ingleside
plant
on
July
28,1971.
It
decision-maker,
Kraft will
was the culmination of seventeen president of Kraft of Canada
grudginglywhenpress
for
legislative
meetings attended by some 4000 receive a form letter reply. (R.J.i changes
the Boycott
starts
to hurt seriously. Because the
laws now favor Kraft and the
company has money to tap from
its otherthesubsidiaries
aroundlikely
the*
world,
struggle could
Fraternity—
continue for years.
The American United Farm
Workers' Grape Boycott required
five years to win collective
A
Together
bargaining rights for California
grape
workerspickers.
did winButandthesogrape
can
Canadian farmers — with the
help of the Canadian consumer.
Way
of Life
TERMPAPERS
Women's
Fraternities
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
Largest
local distributor
Information Meeting
ot quality
materialreference
Thousands
of
Hart House Music Room
manuscripts on file
call 964-7328
752A Tonga St
Wed. Sept. 13, 5-7 p.m.
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UofTgraduoteswillaftemptto
dent and chief organizer of the recognize voluntarily the graduate
By ELAINE KAHN
The Graduate Students Union is campaign, a labour lawyer who was assistants union. It refused, Hofattempting to organize U of T consulted
formation of the un- studentsfman says,
it believes
ion would said
be legal.
wantbecause
to unionize
only thein
teaching
union. assistants into a labour The first step is to have the order to be able to strike. This has
If successful, the University of Ontario Labour Relations Board been denied by the GSU.
Graduate assistants have no
Toronto Graduate Assistant accept a definition of the bargaining
Association would be able to unit and the association as a official status in the university,
legitimate
union.
bargain collectively
with such
the ad-as Then, if 65% of the assistants in being represented on no academic
ministration on matters
body, except through the GSU,
the bargaining unit have joined the which is also composed of nonmedical insurance, workmen's com- Association,
for the nominal fee of teaching graduate students.
pensation and wages. The association would also, under certain cir- one dollar,mediatethere
shouldHoffman
be imThis gives them no vehicle with
certification.
cumstances, have the right to strike.
which to collectively bargain with
The decision to form a union was hopes the required number will have the university over their grievances.
based on a recommendation in a joined by Christmas.
A union would
. give them such an
report on graduate assistants passed The university, in the person of instrument
•
Graduate
assistants are in,
by the GSU in May. According to Don Forster, vice-president and
Larry Hoffman, former GSU presi- provost, was asked in the spring to essence university employees.

union
labour
form
unionizing, during registration.
However, they are provided with Membership in the association was
neither workmen's compensation also
solicited at that time.
nor medical
iversity plan. insurance under a unA broad spectrum of students has
• They have no say over tutorial
says from
Hofsize •or There
course iscontent.
including some
no programme to joined thefman,association,
show them how to teach, because the departments such as chemical
prevalent attitude among faculty, engineering and physics, which are
usually atapolitical.
according to Hoffman, is that students
McMaster Graduate
University
teachers are born, not made.
also investigating the possibility
• Twenty-eight percent of all ofare unionizing.
graduate students are women yet
only 16 percent are teaching
assistants.
Unionized, the graduate students
could fight to change these Glasses lost
situations, as well as ask for higher
wages.
glasses was lost last
The GSU report states that 30 to A pair alofHart
House Farm. An40 per cent of the teaching done at U Saturday
na Laterman says they had brown
of T is done by graduate assistants. octangular
frames
and were left on
Hoffman says this is a conservative
estimate and that the real percen- top of the piano.
tage iscloser to 50.
She needs them badly and has
The
report wasstudents
mailed intoall
and graduate
the faculty
spring offered a reward. Anyone able to
and distributed again, along with a help call 633-7365.
flyer stating the main reasons for

Board of Ed
Spencer,Leckierunfor
Leckie is organizer of the
By RANDY ROBERTSON
has "a
teamthoughts
claimed ofthatideasthe and
He number
Interdisciplinary great
Students', university's
, past president
SpencerCouncil
Bob rative
Administ
"Alternatives in Education" course. — on how schools should be run
Spencer, defeated for re-election,
Educa-g
his former
Leckie, er,
and Dan
are contestin
tion Commission
Spencer." said he had discovered, as
last spring's
and internally
Ward 6 Board of Education seats in inpresently
workingSACwith elections
Screen Gem
SAC president,
thai people learn to
the December 4 municipal elections. Productions, emphasized their cam- react to oppressive institutions and
that
he
was
sure
they would do so at
Spencer said the team would
paign's importance
it mightwould
makelieonmore
the election time once they were aware
withdraw if candidates favourable to in the impact
them and with a better chance of community than in the team's possi- of the situation.
NEW COURSE AND SYMPOSIUM
ble victory at the polls.
success should declare themselves.
Ward 6 is the city's biggest
He wants to bring to public municipal
constituency. It is
IN NON-VERBAL, SPONTANEOUS
bounded by Bloor, Palmerston,
COMMUNICATION THROUGH ART.
attention the "appalling" state of Sherbourne
Streets and the
the
Ward's
schools
and
the
ways
in
It would be of interest to students in child care work, social
which they are failing both students lakefront, and according to Spencer,
work, psychology, education, and related disciplines, and to
and parents. Some of the money contains two-thirds of Toronto's
all
those considering a career in the helping professions.
spent on surburban schools should inner-city schools.
be spent on inner city schools, he The Leckie-Spencer team intends
Please
contact A.immediately:
said.
DR. MARTIN
FISCHER
appeal to U of T students for their
Leckie said the team was an tovotes.
TORONTO
ART
THERAPY INSTITUTE
Spencer
said thatof students
alternative to the incumbent as former
921-0636
members
the system—
trustees.
. .Weof don't
the pre- and as future parents — could not
sent status
most accept
the trustees.
help but be concerned in this
Their relationship to the area is one election,
of paternalism.
ATTENTION EARLY BIRDS
Sunglasses
that get
OPTICAL
MEN'S SALON
darker
Z32A. Bloor St. West 9Z4-7833
as the sun
(across from Virttly Slsdiuraj
Is offeringproducing
a back (heirto classes
IHHOUI.HOUI
Mt I HO
sludents
ATI cards.special
For theto
gets brighten a
IJ UPllt-AL SlORt1.
next
month, the maximum rate tor a complete
roNsuii ihi .mow p.v,i
hairshaping
between (he orhourstrim ofwill8 am.be $3.00,
and 1 1butam.onlyon
any business
always, special attenPHOTOSUN
tion isgivenlinetoday.work
theAslonger
. no
production
here. Andhairstyles.
tor you .girls;
show
this
ad
lo
your
guy.
. . he formay further
thank
you.
Call
the
above
number
inquiries, out please,
no appointments.
Spencer campaigning last year
(Cloud Mondiyi]
Centre
HART
$

WOMEN

for the Study of Drama
HOUSE

Student

- want extra money

The Women's Athletic Building requires staff
for evening building supervision. First Aid
training or interest is an asset.
For information or interview call 928-3447,
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Hundreds of
Poplin, Nylons,
Leathers, Meltons,
Corduroys, Jackets
SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95
WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT
CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO.
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO
PHONE 486-0997

THEATRE

Subscriptions

$3.00 for the Three Productions
Hart House Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $3 00 for the
three All-University productions. The student rate will be $1 25 for
single performance. Subscribers are assured of the same seats anda
perform
ance card.
evenings for the season. Two subscriptions only on
each A.T.L.

1 972-73 SEASON
THE MISANTHROPE by Moliere, translated into English verse by
Ricnard Wilbur
by Dona|d Davjs
Thursday, October 19 to Saturday, OctobDirec|ed
er
(No performances on Sunday or Monday) 28
ROSMERSHOLM by Henrik Ibsen, translated by F. and L. Marker
Directed by David Gardner
Thursday, November 23 to Saturday, December 2
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
HAMLET by William Shakespeare Directed by Martin Hunter
Thursday, January 25 to Saturday, February
(No performances on Sunday or Monday) 3
Box Office opens September 18, 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. - 928-8668
USHERS
Volunteer Ushers are required for the three Hart House Theatre productions.
Please telephone 928-8674 or call at Theatre offices.
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Students support Kelly's letter

Abortion
By BR EN DA McNEELY

crisis

Many seem
St. toMichael's
students
feel that College
it was
legitimate to include birth control
and abortion referral information in
the orientation information kit.
Controversy arose when a small
number of parents of those students
receiving the kit complained to Principal John Kelly. Kelly demanded
tht information about an antiabortion counselling agency,
Birthright, be included in the
remaining kits.
Father Kelly also insisted that he
be allowed to include in the kit a
letter explaining the college's official

position, which is against both abortion and birth control.
Orientation organizers complied
with both demands.
In a random series of interviews,few students were surprised by the.
inclusion of Kelly's letter. They
accepted the fact that he, as the
president of a Catholic college, had
a position to defend and a right to do
it. No one seemed disturbed that the
student union had met his requests.'
Michael Signer, a graduate
student, expressed the views of most

met

with

Co-op

The second instalment of The
teach-in
Varsity's
feature
series willGoverning
not appearCouncil
as scheduled,
today.
The
Campus
Co-operative
Keep heart, good readers. It Daycare Centre thinks
children
returns Friday.
should be seen and heard.
Remodelling and
Alterations
- A Specially STUDENTS'
Cleaners and ELITE
Tailors
654 Spadina Ave.
922-4361
10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION
of A.T.L. cards
MEMBER OF INDEPENDENT
CLEANERS ASSOC.

That's why they'll be holding an
all-day teach-in tomorro
w — with
the
centre'sSmith
childrenHall.— in the foyer
of Sidney
The teach-in is to explain the
centre's policy.
position on U of T's new
daycare
The policy
by the
Internal Affairs adopted
Committee of the
Governing Council, calls for less
parental control at the centre and a
substantial fee increase from participating children.

Women's Intercollegiate Try-Outs
- Outdoor at Varsity Stadium
Archery
Tuesdays and Thursdays 8:00
- 9:00 a.m. Wednesdays and
Fridays 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
- Intermediate and Senior at
Field Hockey Varsity Stadium Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays 8:00
- 9:00 a.m.
Tennis

- Mondays and Wednesdays
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. Victoria
College Tennis Courts

COME OUT AND TRY FOR A PLACE ON THE TEAMS.

STUDENT
THREE

FOOTBALL
HOME GAMES

SEPT. 16 (SAT.) OTTAWA

little

interviewed in sayin g that the information was valuable. But he
added, Father Kelly had a definite
right to express his opinions at the
Catholic college. He said that it was
necessary to present both sides of an

Arts

& Science

fo co-ordinate
By BOBof BETTSON
A union
Arts and Science
students may be formed soon to
coordinate student political and
educational activities in the faculty.
Representatives of student
organizations in the faculty will
meet on Saturday September 23 to
decide whether the Arts and Science
Student Union will be established.
Assuming they vote for a union,
they take.
will then decide what form it
will
After the conference, the union
must be ratified by three quarters of
student councils and bodies such as
course unions.
The proposed new body is mainly
the result of the SAC constitution
adopted last year which prevents
SAC from intervening in individual
faculties. In previous years SAC had
spent much of its energy organizing
arts students.
To fill the vacumn created in the
faculty by this action, a group of
students approached SAC and
received a grant from the education
commission to hire two full time
staff to work over the summer.
Phil Dack.
SAC field
vice
president
and last
now year's
full time
worker in Arts and Science was
hired during the summer and helped
lay the groundwork for the
conference.
TERMPAPERS
SERVICE
DUPLICATE PAPERS
1.85 per page
FOR REFERENCE AND
RESEARCH ONLY
Our Termpaper Service Is
Quick And Highly Professional
A well Qualified Staff of
College Graduates Will
Research, Write And Type
Your Order At Reasonable
Cost
PHONE Suite
(416) 906
638-3559
12 WILLOW
GOLDFINCH
CRT.,
DALE, ONT.
A Canadian Company
TICKETS
- $1.50

reaction

issue.
In contrast, Mike Brehl, a first
year student, denounced the inclusion, "Idid not think it proper to
include the
information. I objected
strongly to the abortion in-

studenf

at

SMC
formation. Abortion is murder," he
said.
Such information
"shouldkit not—
be included
in a SMC survival
that he looked for
a UBrehl
of Tadded
kit, perhaps,"
information regarding Birthright.

union

proposed

poiiticai activiti
esThe total budget would be
Science.
about $20,000.
He
said
the
conference
"
will
have
a great effect on the level of student
political activity in the faculty of Dack qualified his remarks by
Arts and Science for the next few saying
that there are a wide variety
of proposals expected and the
strength
of the new union depends
Asked about opposition to the
union, Dack said that Michael not only on the decisions of the
conference
but on the enthusiasm of
Steinberg (SMC HI), a member of college councils
and other
SAC's education commission,
proposed
that
no
union
be
formed
organizations.
When asked whether the new
and that its function be performed
by a sub-committee
of thesomeeducation
union was being set up to counter to
"
s.
commission.
Although
people
ar
ye
Dack said that "there are
support Steinberg, Dack said he SAC,
more theimportant
expected that a large majority of muchDuring
summer,things
an adto do."
hoc
representatives
would support a un- steering committee was formed. A
ion in some form.
major conference was held at ErinAt the conference, debate is dale in early
June unions,
with represenf course
college
expected to focus on the question of councilstatives oand
faculty council
whether the union will operate as a
representatives
as
well
as
arts
and
policy making body or only an
science.
SAC
reps.
As
a
result
of
the
information
one. Dack saidandone co-ordinating
proposal for conference, working groups were set
up on course evaluations, the new
which there
is considerable
entails
an executive
with support
elected " programme review, and course unions. Work was also done with
president and vice-president with
other members appointed by college faculty council and orientation
councils, course unions, SAC and
Faculty and Governing Council stuOver the summer Dack and Rick
dent representatives.
MacFarlane, who was hired as the
He said the size of the executive people.
New
Program review researcher,
would depend on whether the new
out offloor
the union's
union would be a strong body with worked
the second
lounge office
at Sidin
wide ranging powers or only per- Smith.
Besides laying the
form alimited function.
for the formation of an
The budget for the new groundwork
and science union, Dack and
organization would come from the arts
volunteers were intwo dollar per capita education levy other student
lved in "most major areas of
that is part of the SAC fees and political voand
educational
concern to
would probably be used to hire three
students
in thewasfaculty."
or four part
time
workers
to
coThe
office
also
a
centre for
ordinate various areas in Arts and information and counselling.
HILLEL LECTURE SERIES
PRESENTS
PROF. TED FRIEDGUT
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF RUSSIAN STU DIES OF THE
HEBREW UNIVERSITY JERUSALEM, ISRAEL
ON
ABSORPTION OF THE ALIYA
FROM THE SOVIET MM
Thursday, September 14
6:30 p.m.
SUPPER AVAILABLE AT COST OF $1.00
PLEASE RESERVE BY NO LATER THAN MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
SEE YOU THERE!!

2:00 P.M.

SEPT. 30 (SAT.) QUEEN'S 2:00 P.M.
OCT. 14 (SAT.) CARLET0N
2:00 P.M.
(HOMECOMING)

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND

COUPON BOOKS, admitting to the student section on a "first come best seat" basis will be sold at
the following locations:
Varsity Stadium - Gates 5 and 8, Wed. and Thurs. Sept. 13 and 14, 10:00 A.M. to
6:00 P.M
- Gate 8, Sat. Sept. 16, 10:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M.
ENGINEERING STORES, SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE ATHLETIC OFFICE
(ROOM S418A). ERINDALE COLLEGE (PHYS. ED. SHED)
GUEST BOOKS. EACH STUDENT MAY PURCHASE ONE ADDITIONAL BOOK WHICH Will ADMIT A GUEST TO THE
STUDENT SECTION NOT NECESSARILY A MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY- GUEST BOOKS ARE SOLD AT THE SAME
PRICE. ONE ONLY TO EACH HOLDER OF AN ATHLETIC MEMBERSHIP CARD. BRING YOUR ATHLETIC MEMBERSHIP
CARD-TICKETS CANNOT BE PURCHASED WITHOUT ONE.

"'Wretched Metaphysics' and the Progress of
Chairman, Departby L. Pearce
Science"
ment of History,
Cornell Williams,
University. 4:10 p.m., Room
2102, Sidney Smith. Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.
Thursday, 14 September.

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
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WOMEN'S
BENSON

ATHLETIC

BUILDING-320

REGISTRATION
MONDAY

TIME

ASSOCIATION

TUESDAY

9:00 a.m.

Contemporary Int.-D.S.

10:00 a.m.

Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Fencing Beg. -F.G.
Tennis Adv. -S.G.

HURON

- SEPTEMBER
WEDNESDAY
Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Fencing Beg. -F.G.
Ballet 1 - D.S.
Golf -G.C.
Intermediate - Pool
Senior - Pool
Tennis Beg. - S.G.

ST.

13-14

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Contemporary Int. - D.S.

Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Fencing Beg. -F.G.

Ballet 1 - D.S.
Fencing Beg. - F.G.
Slim & Trim -L.G.
Tennis Adv. -S.G.

Ballet
II -D.S.
Golf -G.C.
Non-Swim - Pool
Senior -Pool
Tennis Beg. -S.G.
Fencing Beg. - F.G.

11:00 a.m.

Archery Beg. -A.R.
Golf -G.C.
Jazz 1 - D.S.
Junior - Pool
Slim and Trim -L.G.
Synchronized - Pool

Badminton Beg. - U.G.
Bronze
Ballet-G.C.
1 -- Pool
D;3T ~
Golf
Non-swim - Pool
Tennis -Beg. -S.G.

Archery Beg. - A.R.- Pool
Award/Distinction
Badminton Int. - U.G.
Contemporary
Golf - G.C. 1 - D.S.
Senior - Pool
olim & 1 rim - L.G.
Fencing Int. - F.G.

Badminton Beg. - U.G.
Bronze - Pool
Golf -G.C.
Intermediate - Pool
Junior1 --D.S.
Pool
Jazz
Self Defense
(cont. to 12:30)

Archery Beg. - A.R.- Pool I
Award/Distinction
Contemporary
Golf -G.C. Int. - D.S. ;
Slim & Trim -L.G.
Tennis Int. -S.G.
oU MUI - rOQI

12:00 noon

Apparatus -L.G.
Archery Beg. -A.R.
Bronze - Pool
Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Dip-Pool
Ppnrinn Ari\//lnt . F R
Golf - G.C.
Tennis Int. -S.G.

Archery Int. -A.R.
Badminton Int. -U.G.
Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Dip-Pool
Golf
Qlim -G.C.
J!.C Trim
1 (5
olllll
1 1 Mil - L.u.
Tennis Int. -S.G.

ApparatusBeg.-A.R.
- L.G.
Archery
Badminton Beg. - U.G.
Bronze - Pool
Dip
- PoolArJw/Int C P
Pon^inn
rcHL-iijy rtuv/inT.
- r.b.
Golf -G.C.
Jazz 11 - D.S.
Tennis Beg. - S.G.

Archery
BadmintonBeg.Int.- A.R.
- U.G.
Dip - Pool
Golf -G.C.
Self Defense - F.G.
(Beginsto 2:00)
12:30
cont.

Archery Int. -A.R.
Dip --Pool
Golf
G.C.
Jazz I - D.S.
Tennis Beg. -S.G.

Badminton Int. - U.G.
Contemporary 1- D.S.
Dip - Pool
Fencing Int. - F.G.
Golf - G.C.
Slim & Trim -L.G.
Tennis Adv. -S.G.

Archery Int. -A.R.
Badminton Int. -U.G.
Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Dip -PoolBeg. -S.G.
Tennis

Archery Beg.-A.R.
Badminton Beg. - U.G.
Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Dip --G.C.
Pool
Golf
Slim & Trim -L.G.
Tennis Int. -S.G.

Archery Int. -A.R.
Badminton Int. - U.G.
Contemporary I - D.S.
Dip - Pool
Slim & Trim -L.G.
Tennis Beg. - S.G.
Self Defense (begins -1:30)

Badminton Int. -U.G.
Dip - Pool
Fencing
Golf
-G.C.Int. - F.G.
Scottish C. Dance - D.S.
Slim & Trim -L.G.
Tennis Adv. -S.G.

Badminton Beg. -U.G.
Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Fencing Beg. -F.G.
Intermediate - Pool
lnnior - Pnnl
Tennis Beg. - S.G.

Bronze - Pool
Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Fencing Beg. -F.G.
Sfroke Correction - Pool
Archery Beg.-A.R.

Badminton Int. - U.G.
Contemporary 1 - D.S.
Diving -Pool
Fencing Beg. -F.G.
Intermediate - Pool
Junior - Pool
Tennis Beg. - S.G.

Archery
Bronze - Beg.
Pool - A.R.
Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Fencing Beg.- Pool
-F.G.
Non-Swim
Tennis Beg. -S.G.
Self Defense - F.G.
(cont'd from 1:30)

Contemporary int. - D.S.
Diving -Pool
Golf -G.C.
Non-swim - Poo!
Slim & Trim -U.G.
Tennis Int. -S.G.

Fencing Beg. - F.G.
Intermediate - Pool
Jazz 1 - D.S.
Junior - Pool

Badminton Beg. - U.G.
Bronze - Pool
Contemporary Int. - D.S.
Golf -G.C.
Modern
Level 1 - L.G.
Non-SwimGym- Pool
Tennis Int. -S.G.

Contemporary I - D.S.
Fencing
Beg. - F.G.
Junior - Pool
Synchronized
- Pool
Tennis Int. - S.G.

Badminton Beg. - U.G?
Contemporary I - D.S.
Fencing
Golf -G.C.Beg. - F.G.
Intermediate - Pool
Junior - Pool
Special Beg.
Aquatics
Tennis
-S.G. - Pool I
Ballet I - D.S.
Dip - Pool
Fencing Int.Int.- -S.G.
F.G.
Tennis

Badminton Rec. - U.G.
Fencing Beg. -F.G.
Golf -G.C.
Jazz II - D.S.
Leaders - Pool
Modern Gym Level 1 - L.G.
Senior - Pool

Apparatus
Badminton -L.G.
Rec. - U.G.
Bronze - Pool
Distinction/Award - Pool
Golf -G.C.
Non-Swim - Pool
Scottish C. Dance -D.S.
Tennis Rec. -S.G.

Badmington Rec. - U.G.
Jazz
Leaders1 - n- Pool
Modern Gym Level II - L.G.
Self Defense -F.G.
Senior - Pool

Badminton Rec. - U.G.
Distinction/Award - Pool
Diving - Pool
Fencing
Golf
-G.C.Beg. - F.G.

u.uu p. III.

Contemporary Club - D.S.
Fencing Rec. - F.G.
Golf -G.C.

Ballet 1 - D.S.
Dip - Pool
Slim & Trim -L.G.

Ballet III - D.S.
Dip - Pool
Gym Club
- L.G.Rec.
Table
Tennis

6:00 p.m.

Contemporary Pert. - D.S
Fencing Rec. - F.G.

Jazz Perf. - D.S.
Karate Int. - F.G.

Folk Dance Co-Ed. - D.S.
UOIT - u.u.
-eaders - Pool
Self Defense (cont'd-5:30)
Karate Rec. - F.G.

Jazz Perf. - D.S.
Karate Int. - F.G.

badminton
"Gal &-L.G.
Guest" - U.G
3allroom Co-Ed.
:olk Dance Rec. -D.S.
Karate Rec. - F.G.
Tennis Rec. - S.G.

Table Tennis Rec. -F.G.

7:00 p.m.

□duimnyion nec. - U.u.
Contemporary Pert - D.S
Karate Adv. - F.G.
Modern Gym Club -L.G.
- Tennis Rec. -S.G.

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

:■'

3:00 p.m.

Badminton Rec. - U.G.
Karate Adv. - F.G.
Tennis Rec. -S.G.

Gym IIClub
Jazz
- D.S.-L.G.
Tennis Rec. - S.G.

badminton
"Gal &-L.G.
Guest" - U.G Table Tennis Rec. -F.G.
3allroom Co-Ed.
Folk Dance Rec. - D.S.
Tennis Rec. -S.G.
A.R. - Archery R; nge D.S. - Dance Studio F.G. - F ;ncing Gym G.C. - Golf Cages L.i i. - Lower Gym Pool - Pool S.G. Sports Gym U.G. - Upper Gym

8:00 p.m.

Tennis Rec. -S.G.
Self Defense - F.G.
(4:30-6:30)
(Int. & Adv.)
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Poor

freshmanturn

throughout

out

university

for orientation

day

fun

!
FISCHER
Over sixty per cent ofBythePHILIP
freshmen
last week.interviewed by The Varsity did not
attend any orientation program
However, of the 40 per
of the students who joined in their college's
activities, the majority said cent
that they were satisfied with the
events.
The reasons given by students for non-involvement ranged from having
jobs, to passionate disinterest and a lack of information.
Brigit Braune and Anne Rebane both of Victoria College said "We got
to know
kids its
at Vicsignificance
and now wewasfeeloh likea we're a part of the university."
For theothers,
more pratical level, "I couldn't
have gotten around without it", explained Roger Simbert an engineering
student. "It explained about buildings, timetables, and just how to get
Holly Henderson (New I) enjoyed her orientation program, offering the
opinion
that ".and. . the most important thing is meeting people."
The
complexity of the university and red tape proved to be a
around." sizeexperience
bewildering
for Rita Romano of St. Mikes.
"When I came to register I didn't have a clue where I was," she said
"but Some
now Iofknow
what I'mthatdoing."
the activities
freshmen participated in were campus tours,
sleep-ins with all night movies, sensitivity sessions and frisbee throws. Innis
College freshmen spent the weekend at Innisfree farm near Delhi, Ontario
where according to Roy Moore (Innis I), they ate and drank all night and
just talked to each other.
The successful programs appeared to be those which
people
oriented activities, designed to cushion the initial shock ofencouraged
university life in
an atmosphere of fun and friendship.
Reform

mayoralty

to speak here
Mayoralty candidate David
Crombie will speak tomorrow noon
at Convocation Hall on municipal
politics
in Toronto.
The Ward
1 1 alderman, although
usually considered as one of the
reform caucus on City Council, has
won respect from other sectors of
the council because of his moderate
and reasonable arguments.
Although he normally votes
against contentious developments

B

candidate

tomorow
when they threaten working class
homes, Crombie has been chosen to
mediate important disputes in
Trefann Court and South of St.
James Town.
Crombie is the only announced
mayoralty canadidate so far,
although
pro-developmentandaldermen
David Rotenberg
Tony
O'Donahue
race soon. are expected to join the

o
Study queries value of marks
The value of marks is being seriously questioned by a study being
conducted at Trent University.
In a three-year research project commencing this fall at Trent, the
usefulness of marking as a predictor of students' future performance-is being
challenged.

u
N

In this, the first study of its kind since the mid nineteen- fifties, grade 13
students are being admitted on criteria developed by the research group.
The 600 students in the study at Trent were divided into six groups. To
each group the following criteria was applied; performance on SACU
scores, mid-term Grade 13 academic results, an in-depth questional to the
applicant's Grade 13 teachers and personal interviews with the applicants
themselves. The traditional criteria of admission — a summary of the
student's
were
also achievements
included. in grades 12 and 13, and school recommendations,
The traditional university admission criteria have been cast into doubt
by the end of provincial ly- administered grade 13 examinations, the
subsequent flexibility of high school programs and the introduction of new
subjects into the grade 13 curriculum. This study is an attempt to assess the
value of the "traditional yard stick" as well as other criteria.

c
Y
BOUNCY
BAILEE!

A — Bouncy Tie
Tan leather
Black leather

B — Bouncy Loafer
Copper
leather
Black leather
Blue leather
Both only $17.00

Open Thursday and Friday Nires
C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cords honored
Fairvlew Mall
Oshawa Shopping Centre
Adams Apple Boutique
126 Blooi St. West
Shopper's World, Brampton
•"Design and Word Trade Marks in Conodo of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

INSTRUCTORS

SCHOOL

Red Cross - Royal Life Saving Society
Registration Benson Building
Wed. Sept. 14
Thurs. Sept. 1 5
Late - Room 230
Course

Sept. 29 - Dec. 15

Fridays 6:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Prerequisite Bronze Medallion
Red Cross Leaders
Must be member of W.A.A.
Cost of Course $20.00
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Editor Bob Gauthler
Phono 923-4053

s
sport

Blues

come

out

on

top

at

CNE

•

Aarne Kartna carries for Blues Monday night against York. Tight defensive play held both teams to low
By STAN CAPPE
the CNE synthetic rug as the Varsi- had it not been for some bad breaks.
ty toryBluesovermanaged
only a 14-7 vic- The first of these came on the
the Yeomen.
The day is fast approaching when
ChriswithSamYork football has come a long opening
mut, too kickoff
intent onwhen
running
the
U of T will not have to look all the
ball
rather
than
holding
to it,
way to Kingston for a football rival. way in three years since the 38-2 fumbled into the hands ofonCharlie
drubbing
in
1970.
No
one
will
forget
It'll onlytohave
to look club
over thatits
shoulder
the country
the Yeomen's famous first half Wright to set the Blues up on the
calls itself a college, York Universi- flurry in last season's league en- York 13 yard line. Varsity quarterWayne Dunkley wasted no
ty. The gap between the two was
thirdtheirs
edi- time inbackgetting
his team on the
further tightened Monday night on
tion couldcounter.
veryMonday
wellnight's
have been

Rugby
Blues opener
Saturday
season
thereof the
will fall
be two
By GRAEME WYNN
weekends
term. teams, witn games on most
Art JOHN BARCLAY
The rugby team(s) will play teams from RMC,
-record
The Uwithof Timproved
Rugby Blues
hope toandbetter
Queens, and York for the Gilbert Turner
consistency
more their
play 1971
of a Trent,
Trophy.
The final game is November 11.
winning nature. According to captain John Drummond
Rugby
English sport which has not gained a
the team had about a 50-50 win-loss record in 1971. considerableis anfollowing
around campus, but it is gaining
The team practices each evening beginning at 5 p.m. increased popularity throughout
North America.
(Monday to Thursday) on the back campus playing
field. Anyone interested in playing should report to
To
some
people
rugby
first
soccer, with "ano
coaches Jim McClements, Neville Nankivell, or disorganized cross between football and resembles
Graeme Wynn at the playing field.
padding and protection." A brief outline of the game
The Blues are rebuilding this year following the should help lessen confusion.
graduation of many of the 1971 team. For the coming
To begin with, a rugby team has 15 players who must
play both offensive and defensive positions with no
substitutions allowed during the entire game. Every
player has the opportunity to run with or kick the ball,
tackle, and score, in spite of having to play a specific
Although the coaches teach broad strategies as well
position.
as individual and positional skills, they have little
control over the actual game. Games are therefore
much faster and more free-flowing than football, with
numerous opportunities for individual initiative. As a
result the play looks chaotic, but such "broken field"
running and passing is an essential part of the game.
Speed and skill are at least as important as size
alone, since every player has a number of roles to play.
However, the skills are easily learned, and anyone who
has played some football, hockey, basketball, or soccer
can play rugby.
.
Injuries are not a serious problem, despilethe fact tht
neither team has padding or helmets. Tackling is more
skilful and less traumatic than football, and blocking is
illegal.
Rugby is more complicated than the foregoing
description. However, further details of the play is best
explained by the coaches and captain. The first game is
Saturday when RMC plays the Blues on the back
UK Rugby players demonstrate the "Scrum*
playing field.

s
wi

scores
scoreboard hitting halfback Paul
Kitchen on a swing screen pass.
Kitchen, returning after a year of
absence,tancelegged
it the required
taking advantage
of a diskey
block by end Dave Quick. Kicker
Mike Sokovnin missed on the extra
After that the game became a
"battle of defences". AlthougMhe
Blues
held the territorial advantage
point.
throughout the first quarter, they
could only manage a single point for
all their labours — that on a wide
field goal attempt by Sokovnin.
The Blues' only other scoring play
came
early inthe the
thirdbackquarter."
After forcing
Yeomen
deep
into their own zone, a short punt and
a no yards infraction gave the Blues
possession at the York 21. From
there they advanced to the three
yard line on runs by rookie back
Henry
by
Dunkley.Tobias
Tobiasandtooka "keeper"
it in for the
score, going off tackle. Sokovnin
made the convert to put the Blues in
front
14-0. the Varsity aerial attack
Though
lacked the punch it has had in the
past, the ground game was good
enough to carry the night for
Murphy's
squad.
Paul Kitchen,
LibertRunning
Castillobacks
and
Henry Tobias consistently tore up
large strips of yardage following the
crisp,sivepositive
blocking
line. It would
appearof the
that offenhead
coach Ron Murphy has found some
able replacements for the vacancies
created by last year's graduates.
However, the passing attack
couldn't
get itself
off theonlyground
with Dunkley
completing
4 of
13
attempts
for
30
yards.
York's
pass defence was excellent — split
— second tackling and finger-tip
deflections kept Varsity from mounting an effective performance.
For the York team the situation
was the reverse. The Varsity defensive front four completely stifled the
Yeomen's
None the
less York running
was ablegame.
to consistently
complete screen passes and 10 — 15

'

yard
to bail and
themselves
out of
troubletosses
on second
long yardage
situations.
Varsity demonstrated a lack of
confidence in their defence against
the York
in the
second
half running
when Yorkattack
successfully
elected to throw for the first down
on a second and less than two yards
situation. Despite their ability to
complete passes, Blues still managed
to pick five interceptions and the
defensive line managed to get to the
York quarterback twice.
Varsity's overall defense — in
particular
the front fourYork
— should
not be overlooked.
only
managed to pick up 43 yards running and virtually none of this was
made between Varsity's defensive
ends.
Individually, Hartley Stern and
Guido lantorno presented very impressive performances. Their heads
—highlights
up play ofandthefierce
tackling were
evening.
However, the York defensive
crew had little to be ashamed of.The defense limited a team whose
offense averaged over 350 yards per
game last season to 260 , and never
let the Blues work up any momentum. The Yeomen offense came
closer than in previous years in
mounting anything resembling a
sustained drive against the Blues.
Looking ahead to Saturday and
beyond , it is certain that the Blues
cannot afford to make another
lacklustre offensive showing if they
want to get anywhere against Ottawa or Queen's.
Blues Notes' In other OUAA
exhibitions games, Western downed
McMaster 14-10 while Waterloo
Lutheran took Windsor 22-8... A
pair of twins faced each other at
CNE
Monday night
—
York'sStadium
Dave Sammut
and his
brother Chris with the Blues...
Attendance was in the vicinity of
2.500.
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Violence flares outside Guard meeting
A bloodied demonstrator Is hauled away by police in Wednesday night's melee left and ethnic groups against fascism and racism continued after the fight was over
outstde a Western Guard meeting on "white society'. A demonstration by a number of For more on the meeting and demonstration, see pages 8-9 and editorial page 4.'
Executive

Vote
on
day
The contentious day care policy worked out by the
Governing Council's Internal AfTairs Committee is not
planned to come up for a vote at the council, according to
committee chairman Paul Cadario and executive member
Brian Morgan.
Instead, it will merely be reported to the council as
"information". The only item that will have to be voted on is
the committee's
recommendation that $42,000 be spent to
renovate
the centre.
However, if there are objections to the report, it is
expected that a motion of adoption will be moved. If this
occurs, the council may then show its displeasure at the
"implementation"
of its general policy by referring it back
to committee.
The plan to replace the present parent-run day care
centre on Devonshire Place with an administration-run one
represents merely an administrative detail, according to
Cadario.
The Executive Committee apparently agrees, as it has
approved that status of the recommendations in time for it
to be reported at next Thursday's council meeting.

tries to push

it through

care
may
not
Committee member Clarice Henschel and Morgan are
known to object to the fact that the internal affairs report is
not planned to come up for a vote.
Contacted last night, two other committee members,
Ian Morrison and Norma Grindal, stated they objected to
the procedure by which the policy is being herded through
council.
In fact, Grindal thought the report could not become
policy."I don't see how it can be put into force," she said. "I
don't think it would be legal unless the Governing Council
votes The
and approves
status ofit."a report classified as being for
"information only" is that it can be accepted, refused, or
representing
to committee.
backhand,
and votei
to discuss "policy",
Council
is a matter A forreport
the other
onreferred

be permitted
their report is only the administrative working out of the
details of present day care policy.
The report recommends that the clubhouse behind the
old meteorological building, presently under twenty-four
hour occupation by parents from the Campus Co-op Daycare Centre,
care centre.
The
proposed
centrebe used
wouldforgiveuniversity-run
preference todaychildren
presently
in the Campus Co-op, Married Student Residence and the
St.
Centres, but would give management control
to theAndrew's
university.
The plan has the approval of the St. Andrew's people,
but has been sharply opposed by the present occupants of the
building. The Campus Co-op people believe strongly in the
concept of parent control, and want to operate a centre run
along more libertarian lines than traditional centres.
To Cadario and the Internal Affairs Committee,
however, their three-page report, which replaces one kind of
on. In theory, committees of the Governing Council exist to centre with another based on a fundamentally different
implement policy decisions which the council has made. And philosophy, is not a policy matter at all. Their view is shared
according to Cadario and the Internal Affairs Committee
by the Executive Committee.
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HERE

AND

NOW

TODAY
8:30 am
Varsily Christian Fellowship Prayei
Meeting. Everyone welcome. Hart House
9Chapel.
am
Varsity Christian Fellowship Booktable
in (rontinformalion.
of Sig SamUntilLibrary.
events
4 pm. VCF future
10 am
Trinity Booksale — we buy and sell
books at your prices. Collection period
continues.
Devonshire Sale
Place.startsTill Monday.
4 pm. St. Hilda's,
2 pm
wine andandcheese
ComeInnisandCollege
meet students
faculty. partyInnis
College 63 St. George St.

4 pmGSU wine and cheese parties will return
tor7-30another
year. Free admission to the tirsi
party.pmEveryone welcome. Till 7 pm.
SMC Rim Club presents Glenda
Jackson
and Peter
Finch in$1.00.
'Sunday.
Bloody Sundayl
Admission
Carr
Hall.
9 pm
DSS sponsored dance at Hart House,
featuring 'HOMESTEAD'.
SATURDAYTill 1 am,
10 JO am
Actors, singers and dancers, male and
female needed for late October production
of a Ben Jonson Masque. Auditions in
room 216, Edward Johnson Building,

Startling facts
By PAT REDICAN
Do you know that Don Forster, U
of T Vice-President and Provost
started as a lowly don in a University College residence?
Do you know that the new S43
million library is 40 per cent waste
space and that it has closed circuit
TV?
even
peek inDo theyoufrontknowdooryouof thecan'tFaculty
Club without a tie? And not even
withYoua tiewould
if you're
have only
founda student?
out all
these things yesterday, at least, if
you'd joined the Students for a
Democratic Society's Radical Campus Tour.
The one-hour tour which ran
Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday
from the SDS table in the Sid Smith
foyer, featured a running commentary by well-known campus
radical, David Depoe. Visits were
made to:
The faculty lounge, where the
group was kicked out.
The U of T police headquarters.
(There are almost a hundred police

revealed
.n the force and, according to
Depoe, they spend 90 per cent of
their time sitting around drinking
coffee.
Simcoe Chamber
Hall "See where
old
Senate
doors thewere
smashed by police breaking into an
occupation for open library stacks
last year!' and look at the new John
Robarts Library!"
In spite of all they had to offer,
the lours attracted few students each
day.
plans to continue the
lours Depoe
next week.

LIFE OF DAVID
studies on Sunday
mornings at 9:45
in the lounge.
with plenty of rap
and good times...
BE THERE.
avenue rcl. church
student
fellowship
545 avenue
id.
064 8693
WRITERS
INTERESTED IN
BEING PART
OF THE INNIS COLLEGE
WRITER'S WORKSHOP
ARE INVITED TO LEAVE
MANUSCRIPTS AND/OR
PORTFOLIOS AT THE
WRITING LAB
ROOM 303,
INNIS COLLEGE
63 ST. GEORGE.

VICTORIA
COLLEGE
CHAPEL
Sunday, Sept. 17th
Opening Service, 10 A.M.
PREACHER:
The Rev. Eilert Frerichs
Reception in Alumni Hall
following service.

7Faculty
pm of Music, or call Mary Glllln al 9221293.
Lecture series on The Logic ot Spiritual
Life' given by Swami Chinnayananda,
religious
leader, scholar and speaker.
7Medical
pm Sciences Auditorium. Admission
tree.
VarsityMeet. Christian
Social
Ferry leavesFellowship
docks at 7:15Island
pm
sharp. Bonfire, hotdogs, singing and fun.
7:30
Bringpma friend. Everyone welcome.
SMC Film Club presents 'Sunday,
Bloody TillSunday'
$1.00.
10 pm. in Carr Hall. Admission
SUNDAY
10 am
Sunday
masses
am andNewman
noon!
Colfee hour after ateach10 mass.
Center Chapel, Hoskln and St. George.
1 1 Hart
am House Chapel Service offers a
variety of liturgical forms stressing participation and fellowship
informalAll
worship. Meeting
In map Inroom.
welcome.
6:30 pm
MSSAInternational
sponsored Malaysian
supper andAll
film.
Student Centre.
welcome,
7:15 pm
SMC Film Club Sunday night series
begins
with Truftaut's
"Shoot the Piano
Player."
Till 9:30 Series
pm. tickets S3.00 for 20 films.
Kol Nidrei Services — bring your
"machzor"
if you have one. Hillel House.
186 St. George.

NEW COURSE AND SYMPOSIUM
IN NON-VERBAL, SPONTANEOUS
COMMUNICATION THROUGH ART.
It would be of interest to students in child care work, social
work, psychology, education, and related disciplines, and to
all those considering a career in the helping professions.
Please contact immediately:
DR. MARTIN A. FISCHER
TORONTO ART THERAPY INSTITUTE
921-0636
UUUl
PRAISE
GOD
WITH FELLOWSTUDENTS
AT THE
HART HOUSE
CHAPEL SERVICE
Bible-study, fellowship,
discussion, coffee
SUNDAYS, AT 11 A.M.

hou;
HART HOUSE
ART GALLERY
JOHNUntil Sept.
McEWEN
17th
Weekdays
Wed.
evening11-56-9
Sat. and Sun. 2-5

H.H. Revolver
ClubSept. 1B
7 p.m., Mon.,
Firing
instruction
new
members
Rifle forRange
r'AMCDA t~* i tin 1
Open MeetingMusic Room
October 5/72
7:30 P.M.

YOGA CLASSES
Thursday and Sunday
7 9:30 1 1-12:30
Wrestling Room
:
U of T Milkthili
Rifle Association
Shooi
> FlangeSept 20
4 00 p mRill Weds

k
1

TABLE TENNIS CLUB
T;O0p.m.W«k.Stpi2O
Fencing Room 11

UNDERWATER
CLUB ClubMuilcSocitlRoomin Ih*
7 00 pm. Mon., Sepl IB
Allbe dimdiversJ endwelcome
wouldBRIDGE CLUB
B OO. Tun. Sipi 19
fillPartners
CommonProvided
Room

BLACK HART PUB
Open evtrj Tubj_ Wedi. and Thtin
(ram 1 2:00 Noon to 1 7 00 Miilnighl

|
1
I

1

The Newman
Centre
Roman Catholic Chaplaincy
serving students and faculty of
The University of Toronto
89 St. George Street - 922-3230
The- staff of the Centre is at the service of the
members of the University community
Its facilities are open during the day and evening
for relaxation and study.
A varied programme of events is offered throughout
the academic year.
The St. Thomas Aquinas Chapel at 50 Hoskin Avenue is
open during the day and evening. Daily mass is
celebrated at 7:10 and 7:45 am, and 4:30 pm. Sunday
masses are at 10 am and noon. A coffee hour is held in
the Centre after Sunday Masses.

UNIVERSITY
(7

UNiVEWlTY If 7UEMN
COLLEGE

OUR
SEPT. 24:
OCT. 1:
OCT. 15:
OCT. 8-22Nov. 12

PROGRAMS: SUNDAY EVENINGS
The Naked Ape and Christian
Understanding of Man.
B.F.
"Beyond Freedom"
And Skinner's
Christian Freedom
Genetics: Working Toward Superrace? Distinguished Panel
KOFFEEHAUS in Chapel
Music, study of "For Life of
The
World,"
by AlexPm Schmemann
Eastern
Orthodox-7
Wednesdays Study of Healing
7:30 P.M.
Miracles of Christ.
The programs begin with brunch at 5:30, for 5uc, followed by
speaker and discussion. A distinguished group, of professors
and psychologists will be featured speakers.
Sunday Service at 11 A.M., lively preaching, lyric music,
hi-spirit worship, warm welcome.
The Rev. Lawrence Martin. Chaplain for the Lutheran Church.
Master's in Psychology of Religion.
610 Spadina Ave. Across from New College 922-1884; 535-0396
Although
Lutherans represent the flrsl Protestant C h urehTThey »tsnd within
theology.
the Roman Catholic, Anglican, Orthodox historical tradition or worship and

PLAYHOUSE
Invites applications for bookings of
the Playhouse this year.
Available for freeevening
lunch-hour
productions as well as
productions
Please submit applications by Friday, September 22 to:
Mr. Robert Cleverley,
Student Administrator,
University College Playhouse,
79A St. George St.,
Toronto 181 928-6307
Any individuals interested in joining Playhouse productions or
workshops should also drop by.
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SAC

execs

under

fire

Secret
d and Bobto
By BOB BETTSON letter ding le
didn't
this as beingtry
Wynton Semple
outside a person's right as an
Spencer force
individuasee
Committeens
l. e
of ur
University Affairs appointments.
In
summing
up, Anderson said that a letter written by
A motion censuring president Eric Miglin and three
The letter written by Miglin, Flowers and Creelman,
lour members of the executive would inevitably have more
other members of the SAC executive was defeated 15-10 at questioned
and Spencer.the effectiveness and representivity of Semple
weight than just a personal opinion.
the
the council's
fall general meeting Wednesday night.
serious
it did not warrant resignations,Though
There
were 10 first
abstentions.
he said action was
In this case Miglin was instructed by the executive to
The motion, by UC SAC rep Bob Anderson, was write another letter to Kerr stating the letter was the
sparked by knowledge ttiat the four had written a written a individual opinion of three members and that the executive
confidential letter, on SAC stationary, to Governing Council had not discussed the matter. As well, the letter was to regret
Chairman C. Malin Harding recommending Student gover- that they implied that SAC questioned the effectiveness and
nor Paul Cadario for the chairmanship of the Internal Affairs representivity of Spencer and Semple.
Committee of the Governing Council.
Creelman replied that the Cadario letter was specific in
Details of the letter, signed by Miglin, vice president saying that it was not a SAC position.
Ross Flowers, University Commissioner John Creelman and
"Unless we sent the letter Mr. Cadario would not have
Services Commissioner Bill Steadman were revealed in a been considered with as much interest and we might not have
Varsity editorial Wednesday.
gotten a student governor as a committee chairman,"
SMC SAC rep Michael Steinberg asked Miglin to Creelman said.
explain to council the circumstances surrounding the letter.
Steinberg questioned the propriety of writing the letter, The complete text of the controversial SAC four
stating it implied that the contents were SAC policy.
letter Is printed on page 7 of today's Varsity.
Miglinpartreplied
that individuals
"the letter sent
to HardingCadario
was sentas
Communications Commissioner Debra Lewis also said
on the
of four
suggesting
chairman. People at SAC knew that Harding was selecting "it was not a good idea to keep the letter secret." She
the committee chairmen and thought it would be good to have criticized her fellow executive members for sending the letter
Alex
skating on thin Ice! Varsity
a student as chairman of a committee."
on SAC stationary, signed with their positions, without the
1 pmIs today.
meeting atteam
staff Podnlck's
"Of the student governors we felt Mr. Cadario was most approval of council.
it's
necessary.
However engineering SAC rep Don
competent to be a chairman", he said, "We wanted to do what
bluntly
Come one, come all. It's fun, it's healthy — and
we could to get him selected. The letter was sent purely on countered that "it is not our business toBuchan
discuss what
behalf of four individuals."
Today at I pm the first general Varsity staff
anybody's
position
was
on
anything".
He
and
some
other
reps
Steinberg retorted that "the letter would have been read who opposed the motion of censure seemed to regard the
meeting will be held in the Varsity offices, 2nd floor, 9I
motion as a personal attack on Miglin.
as an official act whether you wanted it to or not."
St. George. The weekly meeting discusses just about
Anderson added "I don't feel it is proper to take a
Finance Commissioner Vince D'angelo said he was "not
anythingdecision-making
to do with thebody.
paper and is The Varsity's
major
position that could be taken to mean council support."
of his offellow
executive members
Steinberg and Anderson both pointed out that this is the overjoyed"
but did not with
feel itthewasaction
deserving
censure.
For this week, it is rumoured that the editor is
second time Miglin, Flowers and Creelman have been caught
Education Commissioner Marty Stollar stressed that
threatening to discuss this week's issues, and the
sending a letter without council authorization.
steps must be taken to make sure that a similar incident does
production
Wednesday hassles
papers.which have delayed the Monday and
In June the three executive members hurriedly sent a not take place in the future.
letter to George Kerr on SAC letterhead. The letter
All staff are urged to attend this regular event.
Steadman said that he would feel obligated to resign if
questioned an earlier one written on SAC letterhead by the censure motion was passed, but defended the action by
Toronto Union of Students worker Paul Johnson recommen- saying that he often wrote letters with title and letterhead. He

New

Rochdale
By BILL MacVICAR
Security guards from the
Community Guardians protection
agency replaced Rochdale College's
own security force at four pm yesterday.
The Clarkson Company Ltd.,
appointed receiver of the controversial high rise residence
Wednesday by the Ontario Supreme
Court, engaged the private agency.

into

security company

moves

receivership

Four men will be employed on each
of the three shifts. Rochdale's
security force numbered five full
time guards and two part time.
Residents voiced apprehension
about whether the new guards would
be able to maintain adequate security. Rochdale's own force, they said,
had learned
to recognize
clude undesirable
elements and
such ex-as
heroin addicts, motorcycle gangs,,
thieves and drug traffickers.

The Rochdale community was
unhappy with the decision to let
Clarkson oversee its administration
and financial affairs, Rochdale
spokesman Bob Nasmith said at a
press conference yesterday afternoon. Charges of mismanagement,
he stated, have long concealed an illadvised and punitive mortgage
structure.
The greates+ fear was that
Clarkson, in its attempt to make
Rochdale "pay
for itself",
wouldno
overcrowd
the building
and leave
room for the educational facilities of
the college. About eight percent of
rentable space is given over to the
community's various projects. The
rest is tenanted at 98 per cent occupancy, Nasmith said, and rent
collection is about 96 percent.
These figures are based on
Rochdale's system of allotting fewer
people to the suites than originally
intended. Rochdale was designed as
student housing, pointed out Jay
Boldizsar, another Rochdale resident, which is to say substandard
housing. The Kafka suites, for instance, were to have housed three
people in double and single rooms,
both very small, with no kitchen
facilities. Occupancy of these illdesigned suites ran about 30 per
cent, before Rochdale installed'hot
plates and converted the double
rooms to singles at a slightly higher
rent.
Nasmith admitted that Rochdale
was partly to blame for the financial
situation which led to receivership.
Bui, he doubts that Clarkson can
make Rochdale pay for itself.
The company expects to collect
$62,000 in monthly rents, of which
$24,000 will go for operating expenses, $30,000 for mortgages, and
$8,000 to paying the tax debt to the
city. About $42,000 is presently
collected each month.

in

- Supreme
Even if this plan proves feasible,
Rochdale could not sustain a possible $12,000 increase in taxes which
the city wants. Clarkson might be
able to negotiate with the city on this
point. Residents pointed out that the
immensely profitable colonnade
pays no taxes, because it stands on
property owned by Victoria College.
Rochdale's early problems such
as tow occupancy and undesirable
tenants stem largely from the bad

•mm

Court

publicity the press has given it,
Randell said. The drug problem at
Rochdale was exacerbated by the
constant
name
with linking
drug use.of the college's
The community which has grown
up at Rochdale is one drawn
together along defensive lines,
Nesmilh said, not more positive
bases. In this respect, he continued,
revolutionary
Rochdale could be called counter-
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Passivity

breeds

.Now, what was it you were saying about crushing the inferior hordes
beneath the jackboots of our invincible supermen?"

SAC

four

positions
The Students' Administrative
Council decided Wednesday that confidential letters written on SAC
stationery and signed by members of
the executive with their titles are not
attempts to misrepresent individual
opinions as the opinion of council.
-Or, that's
their decision
censure
four what
executive
members notwhoto
wrote Governing Council chairman C.
Malin Harding advancing the cause of
Paul-Cadario-candidate-for-chairmanof-the-lnternal-Af fairs-Committee
represents.
The four,— president Eric Miglin,
vice-president Ross Flowers, university commissioner John
Creelman, and services commis ioner Bil Steadman — glowingly
cited Cadario's merits.
Wednesday night, they embarrassedly tried to paper over the
incident. No, Miglin did not have a
copy of the letter. But, as he recalled,
the letter did not purport to represent

abused
in

their

secret

the views of the council.
By checking
of today's
Varsity,
readers page
will seven
discover,
to the
contrary, that the letter, printed on
SAC stationary , fails to make mention
of the fact that it does not represent
council policy. And, the four
signatures make no secret of the
individuals' executive positions.
then,thewhyhypothesis
the titles?that
(That's
youWell,
accept
thereif
was no attempt to misrepresent council policy.) Miglin, after accepting The
Varsity's word that the titles were used
(he couldn't
council), admittedremember,
that the he
fourtoldrealized
that, nonetheless, even unofficially
their opinions would carry more
weight than those of ordinary
students.
That's the point of the whole thing.
The four, individually and collectively,
know that their opinions will be accorded special treatment by a system
used to respecting titles.

letter

racism
A hundred and fifty people turned
out to protest a meeting sponsored by
the right-wing
Western
Guard,
discussing whether
or not
Canada
should be kept white.
That only 1 50 people were there is a
sorry reflection on the passivity with
which our society accpets racism. The
Guard, successor to the Edmund
Burke Society, preaches a gospel of
racism and hate, frequently using
terrorist tactics to put their beliefs into
action. They claim the basis of Canadian society is "western Christian
Insitetheofpast
year, ofToronto
the
a revival
racism has
alongbeen
the
civilisation."
lines of the Guard, the Ku Klux Klan,
and other factional groups. The ethnic
and political minorities persecuted
and taunted by the racists seem to be
alone in fighting the growth of this
movement.
Wednesday night's meeting was the
place to confront the issue and the
bigots advlncing the cause of the
Western Guard. But, when it came
down to the crunch, only 150
people — mainly members of ethnic
and leftist organizations— showed up.
Complicityallowed
of this Hitler
kind inand1920's
Germany
the
National Socialists to rise to power.
The must
fight against
fascism
is one
which
involve us
all. The
left
cannot
but
be
a
major
part
of
this
struggle.
Yet, those who were there did little
enough to mobilize their members to
turn out in force. And, two of the most
regular demonstration attenders, the
Young Socialist League and the CanaParty ofindifference
Labor, werecannot
notably
absent.dianSuch
be
excused.
As for the ultra-revolutionary
Maoists, they did little to advance the
cause by making themselves into
pathetic martyrs as they tried to crash
through police lines and Into the
meeting. This mindless masochism
must stop. All efforts in this vein
should be redirected to stamping out
racism and fascism.
The like of the Western Guard will
not go away by themselves. They will
only
continue to fester as a sore on
humanity.

Andrthe very confidential nature of
their letter seems to belie the fact that
perindeed they were hoping their letter implicitly repudiated
sonalized letter writingsucn
on SAC
would receive such attention.
stationery
by
groups
of
the
executive
Otherwise, why would they have when they made Miglin write a letter
written
it? Harding
from a position
adnominations
from thehadn't
four solicited
or from all but recanting
vanced in an earlier
letter from
SAC for the position.
Flowers,
Creelman,
and
himself
to
the
Whether or not Cadario should
have the job is not at question in this provincial government.
Council's Wednesday decision not
debate. What is in question is whether
four student bureaucrats should have to censure the SAC four for their
interfered in the selection process of letter-writing was wrong. The executive — and this was a theme of the
the Governing Council on behalf of
any one individual without soliciting Miglin ticket election campaign —
council approval, aware, as they were, should not, openly or secretly, be
of the implications of their sending the acting on behalf of students without
havingsult them.
first made some effort to conletter.
Perhaps, the letter was confidential
and the authors were so visibly upset
At the very least, council should
by its leak to The Varsity, because
they knew that not only were the very reconsider this whole matter and
adopt
strict policy guidelines which
ethics of writing it doubtful, but also
will prevent
that they were violating the will of the curring
in thesuch
future.things from reoccouncil. In June, the executive had
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One final note for people who like to
plan ahead. Elton John Is scheduled to
make, an appearance at MLG on Oct. 5.
Tickets are likely to go quickly so watch for
the first day of sale. Further in the future,
Neil Young will perform at the Gardens on
Jan. 14.
atsu

77je Just Assassins (Los Justes),
Camus'
play about
revolutionaries
(but not fine
revolution)
In Russia
In 1905, Is
being presented at the Global Village
Theatre, 17 St. Nicholas Street, by W W
Theatre Products. Wed through Sat at
8:30. Students, $2.00, others $3.00. 9641031.
Tarragon Theatre Is presenting Leaving
Home once again, and once again It Is
praiseworthy. The theatre Is at 30
Bridgeman Street, with performances
Tuesday
through
Sunday $2.50
Saturdaystudents,
at 8'30.
Friday and
Saturday,
$3.50 others. The other days, fifty cents
less
case. Matinee
If you're really
go tointheeachSunday
at 2:30strapped,
and pay
whatever you can.

First-run:
Fiddler on the Roof is the best show In
town. There. True, It is shmalzy and
shticky and the orchestra is far too big, but
still it towers over everything else at the
first run theatres, because it is large, not
only in budget, but in conception. The
Jews
asses, oflikeAnatevke
fools, but may
they act
neverlikelosehorses'
their
dignity or their love for one another. They
receive the respect of their creators, and if
this
sound soof rare,
try andwhere
think the"of
a filmdoesn't
since Murmur
the Heart
director does not think he is better than
his characters. Even Fiddler's
student/revolutionary — the butt of fat old
jokes —andhasancourage
toHollywood's
match hissnidest
callowness,
innate
sense
of
justice
that
Redford's
Candidate knows nothing
about.liberal The
So the women are not conceived of as
clearly and heroically as the men; so the
music, while better then most musicals, Is
not all that much better, largely slipping by
on the strength of the Jewish scale; so —
it's
musical,
and ofdoesn't
be, awhich
is a kind
strengthpretend
itself. not
Whento
Fiddler was released, Pauline Kael
described It as Jewish Hollywood's tribute
to its grandparents. Maybe that's why they
didn'tthe bungle
it. University
$2.50
for
Wednesday
Matinee,Theatre,
up to $4.00.
The Candidate. The filmmakers are as
devoid of social consciousness as are the
image makers the film Is about. (The
moment when Robert Redford "lays It on
the
But
givenline"
that,isIt humourously
Is a very slick,pathetic.)
very funny,
entertaining movie, as well as an unfortunately accurate account of how Davis,
Trudeau and the Kennedys got where
they are today. Uptown, $2.50.
Slaughterhouse Five is pure Vonnegut,
brilliant, funny, black, absurd, but unmoving.are We
can't inbe thetouched
because
there
no people
film to touch
us,
just
very
clever
caricatures.
That's
probably just as well, since SH5 centres
on the bombing of Dresden. Timely.
Towne Cinema, $2.50.
Revivals*
Citizen Kane' Orson Welles (who was
25! created, directed and superstarred In
this extravaganza based (fibellously) on
the life of William Randolph Hearst. (The
working title, by the way, was American.)
It's alookgreatof movies,
film, all but
right,in and
It changed
the
31 years
not a
frame or a line has gone stale or campy.
This Is the movie to see, no matter what.
Astonishing. With Joseph Cotton, Dorothy
Comlngore, Everett Sloane, and a razorsharp script by Herman J. Manklewlcz.
The Magnificen
Kane,
the verve ,of Welles'
film, lackst Ambersons
second
possibly because he stays off camera.
Still, a good antfdote to the solid, small-

town Arcadia that Hollywood spooned out
through
the so'thirties.
The think
studiosthedidn't
him finish,
you may
endinglet
has arrived rather suddenly. You're right.
(Hitchcock's fine Shadow of a Doubt owes
a lot to this film, I think). With Joseph
Cotten, Agnes Moorehead, and Tim Holt.
QISE 252 Bloor West, Kane at 7'30,
Ambersons
for the secondat 9'30.
only. $1.50 for both, $1.00
Poor Alex: Canadian films are better
than you thought. Tonight through Sunday, noted Quebec documentary filmmaker Pierre Perrault's
Un Pays
Sense. Tuesday
through next
Sunday,sans.a
Morley Markson double bill, Zero the Fool
and Breathing Together. Markson will be
there in the flesh on Tuesday. Bloor and
Brunswick, $1.50 per film.
Cinema Lumiere: tonight, Z; Sat,
Visconti's The Damned; Sun, Bergman's
The Passion of Anna' Mon, A Fistful of
Dollars' Tues, WAiJW (?); Wed, Truffaut's
Mississippi Mermaid; Thurs, Henry the
Fifth, with Olivier. College at Spadina,
$2.00.

Eighth Stratford International Film Festival
runs Sept 16 to 23, with only opening night
sold out. Afternoons there are old
musicals; evenings, national entries. For
more info, call 429 4100, ext 122.

Green Coffeehouse
provides
fineFiddler's
folk entertainment
at the cheapest
prices around
can the
find YMCA
it, It's
carefully
tucked($1)awayif you
behind
on Eglinton near Yonge, across from the
York theaters. It only operates two nights a
week (Tues. and Frl.) with a new act each
night. Path, from Montreal, entertains
tonight and Andy Cohen gets into ragtime
and blues on Tues. Sept. 19. For more call
489-3001 .
Grumbles, 71 Jarvis above King (3680796), has a bluegrass group from Saskatoon, Humphrey and the Dump Trucks this
weekend. Bluesman Bukka White takes
over next week.
Harry Chapin continues to Sept. 17 at
The Rlverboat, 134 Yorkvllle (922-6216).
He's followed by Bobby Whltlock (late of
Derek's Dominoes) and his band beginning on Sept. 19.
Vic onis Sun.
bringing
to Varsity
Arena
Sept. Sha-na-na
17..Tickets are
$3 and
are
available
from
the
VUSAC
office
(9283820).
If you want some quality Canadian
talent to supplement your beer next week,
the El Mocombo, at Spadina below
College
Music,
and
Bravefeatures
Belt onDr.Sept.
21, Sept.
22 & 23.18-20,
Concert goers can find Maple Leaf
Gardens hosting Ten Years After, and
Edgar Winter on Wednesday, September
26.

Albert White Gallery: Primitive Art of
Nigeria, Sept. 16-Pct. 5 (tentatively). This
Is an exhibition in their new (as of this
summer) Gallery of Primitive Art.
Art Gallery of Ontario: French Master
Drawings of the 17th & 18th Centuries in
North American collections, to Oct. 15.
Artist Gallery (275 Richmond Street):
Bill Kort, one-man exhibition of paintings
and prints to Sept. 16.
Eaton's Art Gallery: Frank Henry, who
works in plastics, to Sept. 23.
Hart House Gallery: John McEwen,
"Boundaries Bare Wire and Other
Markings" is one of the paintings In this
exhibit' closes Sunday.
Morris Gallery' Tim Whiten, sculpture
and drawings, to Sept. 23.
Scarborough College'
Olenska-Petryshyn,
paintings, to ArcadlaSept. 29.
Shaw-Rimmington Gallery Irene Waller,
from Birmingham England: tapestry, emknitting, collage and macrame.
Closes thisbroiderySunday.
A Space: Peter Kennedy and Mike Parr,
two Australian artists, have mailed a show
comprised of. sound tapes, film and film
loops, photographs
formation, toSept 27th. and
Walterwritten
Wright,In-a
Canadian living in New York, will show his

This has been a sneak preview
of L'Hebdo,
new
weekly supplement-coming
Monday.
concert of South Indian Classical Dance.
Tickets are on sale at the Edward Johnson
box office after 5 pm, $1.00 for students,
$2.00 for others.
The runs
Toronto
Dance
Theatre's
Season
from Oct
3 to Oct
14 at theFallSt
Lawrence Centre. Their extensive
repetoire and recent success in Paris have
put them in an unparallelled position
among Canadian dance companies, and it
promises to be a very exciting season.

Report from Engine Co. 82
(Doubleday, $6.95) is a personal
documentary by a young New York City
fireman, Dennis Smith. It contains, obviously a lot of lurid detail about
fireighting! how and why fires start (or are
set) and how touchy and perilous an
operation it is to put them out.
The book's extraordinary popularity
(and
the sheaf
of praise-filled
from William
Buckley
all the way left,reviews,
it got)
can be explained by the fact that, incidental y, iist a broader, more resonant
documentary.
statement of what It'sit isa naive,
to be eloquent
lower-middleclass,
to
be
worried,
and
yet
to
try
to
good citizen. Smith, as a matter of fact, isbeana
authentic voice from the Middle America
that
presumes to speak for, that
ArchieSpiro
travesties.
EngineBronx,
Company
82's Marxian
firehouse lumpenis in the
South
a true
proletariat if ever there was one. Smith
realizes how hopeless day-to-day life
there
and toheadminister
doesn't first
mindaidtheto
countlessis, runs
heroin ODs, or to break up street brawls.
But he cannot come to understand or
forgive the kids who set fire to the same
vacant slum night after night, or the ones
who, after calling the firetrucks, almost
killed him by dropping a full garbage can
color video tapes until Sept. 30.
six stories down at him.
Toronto Gallery of Photography: (11
But then he didn't come by his
Charles Street), started new season on compassion,
his social conscience easily.
An
Catholic punk, a wise-ass, he
Sept.
2.
F Stop Gallery: photos by Jack grew Irish
up in his own ghetto, hating dagos
MacAulay, until Sept 28.
and kikes and niggers. He straightened
Trinity Square Gallery: Marty Dunn, himself out, sent himself to college, joined
collage, until Sept. 22.
the department. His repugnance for
roaches, which infest the slums and teem
on warm furnace-room walls, stems from
his own tenement beginnings. Roaches
are his Proustian madeleine, bringing
back the acute squalor of his childhood.
Smith now lives, wife and kids, In a
Thursday Afternoon Series, Sept. 14, 2
pm. Lecture Recital: Walter Buczynskl, placid little upstate town. Still he comes
back
Bronx, and accepts the risks
"Canadian Piano Music"; no tickets re- and theto the
soul-corrosion. This Is where he
quired, no charge either.
The Conductor's Workshop meets for epitomizes that middle America: he does
its fifth year this term. The principal in- have pity, he does try to understand, he
structor is the regular assistant to the will go a long way to help. But he has little
Toronto Symphony, Victor Feldbrill. Guest use for suave mayors with discreet comconductors will include Karel Ancerl, Boyd worth a damn.
missions who don't,
in hisa view,
or careof
He has
stern dosense
Neel and Ernesto Barbfni. Preliminary
justice, or retribution, as when he
auditions to select conductors for the 8- recommends
a mandatory one-year
month course will be held 4-7 pm, Frl.,
for kids who turn In the hunSept. 22 in the Concert Hall of the Edward dentention
dreds of thousands of false alarms every
Johnson Building. Conductors wishing to
audition are asked to telephone 928-7042 year. A colleague fell from a truck on Just
or write to the Performance Department of such a false run, killing himself. The men
the Faculty of Music for application forms. of Engine Co. 82 painted the firebox black
Auditions for advanced players In the and added a plaque telling, in English and
repertoire orchestra will be held in room turned
Spanish,in ofanother
that man's
alarm death.
beforeSomebody
the paint
078
of the EJ building at 9:30, tomorrow
morning.
was dry, for a thrill.
rob
theatre:
film:
bossinmartin
et al
allan
mandell
dance
rock:
art:
ian scott
ian scott
music:
This Sunday, September 24 at 8 pm,
isabelle peacock
Edward Johnson Recital Hall, the Dept of
dance:
bill
macvicar
books:
Sanskrit and Indian Studies co-sponsors
the premier dancer Balasaraswatl in a
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U.

C.

SOCIETY

ATHLETIC

AND

LITERARY

APPOINTED

ELECTED POSITIONS

POSITIONS

— TREASURER
— 3 FIRST YEAR REPS
— 2 FOURTH YEAR REPS
NOMINATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE LIT
OFFICE DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS IS 5:00 P.M.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 22.
ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD FROM 9 4 THURSDAY,
SEPTEMBER 28.

— U. C. PLAYERS GUILD DIRECTOR
— SNACK BAR MANAGER
— SNACK BAR HELPER
— 23 POSITIONS ON THE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE COUNCIL
LEAVE APPLICATIONS WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OF YOUR INTEREST AND CAPABILITIES FOR THE
POSITION IN THE LIT OFFICE BY 5:00 P.M. FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 22.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ON ANY OF
THESE POSITIONS, PLEASE COME TO THE LIT OFFICE OR
CONTACT A MEMBER OF THE LIT

THE LIT OFFICE IS LOCATED IN THE SOUTHEAST CORNER
OF THE JUNIOR COMMON ROOM IN SECTION G. OUR
PHONE NUMBER IS 923-6256.

LIT

FINANCIAL

PREPARED TO SEND A REPRESENTATIVE TO THE
MEETINGS OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE MONDAY OR
TUESDAY EVENINGS OCTOBER 2ND AND 3RD AND TO
THE LIT BUDGET MEETING THE FOLLOWING THURSDAY.
THE NEXT LIT MEETING WILL BE HELD THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 5TH AT 6:00 P.M. IN THE JUNIOR COMMON
ROOM.

THE LIT WISHES TO ASSIST ANY GROUP OR INDIVIDUALS
WITH CLUBS OR OTHER PROJECTS WHICH INVOLVE U. C.
STUDENTS WITH PUBLICITY, FUNDS ETC. ALL GROUPS
WHICH DESIRE LIT FUNDING FOR THE COMING YEAR
MUST SUBMIT FIVE (5) COPIES OF THEIR PROPOSED
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR TO THE LIT OFFICE BY 5:00 P.M.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29. GROUPS SHOULD ALSO BE
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SAC
laud

executive
Cadario

four

Residence

students

can

merits

in confidential letter
Wednesday.
the Students'
Administrative Council defeated a
move to censure four members of its
executive for writing Governing
^Council chairman C. Maiim Har\ding a confidential letter advocating
*the choice of student governor Paul
S Cadario as chairman of the Internal
Affairs Committee of the Governing
The complete text of
S^Council.
the secret letter,
a paragraph of
£ which was printed in Wednesday's
_ Cadario: letter's subject
editorial, follows:
4^
Students' Administrative Council
rri Consell Admlnlstrallt des Etudiants
^.^Wt™,^,^.
~
,.
„
..
„,
.
June 27, 1972
Mr. C Malim Harding, Chairman,
Governing Council University of Toronto.
CONFIDENTIAL ,
Dear Mr. Harding,
We understand that you will be meeting with the Executive
Committee of the Governing Council in the near future to fix the
membership of the standing committees of the Council and to appoint
chairman.
We wish to recommend Mr. Paul Cadario for the chairmanship of
the proposed Internal Affairs Committee of the Governing Council. In
presenting the recommendation, we do not support the claim, expressed
by some, that there "must" be a "student" chairman of at least one of
the committees. We are suggesting Paul because he has the experience,
competence and interest required for this critical position.
During his three years at the University of Toronto, Paul has
served at all levels of student government. As SAC Finance
Commissioner during the 1971-72 academic year, he took a keen
interest in asall chairman
phases of ofthetheCouncil's
activities as well
performing
admirably
Finance Commission.
Paulasensured
that
all
material
concerning
the
Council's
financial
policy
was
adequately
researched and presented in a clear, unambiguous and understandable
manner to the Council for its consideration. At no time did the financial
deliberations of Council become bogged down with trivia and
unnecessary detail, as Paul had left such matters to the attention of the
SAC accounting
to Paul's
the
estimates,
debate atstaff.
the Thanks
annual SAC
budgetcareful
meetingpreparation
was succinctfo and
remarkably cogent. He has acquired, we feel, a well-deserved
reputation for thoroughness, fairness and honesty in his dealings with
the Council and with others, such as university administrators, with
whom he came into contact. Paul insisted publicly and privately on
the rule of reason and moderation during the recent library incidents,
and we believe he will continue to be a forcefull advocate of reasonable
disciplinary reform within the university. We refer to his timely
remarks to the Senate on April 14 when he criticised the extremists who
resort
to confrontation
"It is time
returnandlo
its
rightful
role of being tactics:
an institution
basedforonthetheuniversity
conflict ofto ideas
principles,
a conflict
of personalities
power." services both
Paul hasnotpressed
successfully
for studentandombudsman
within the Faculty of Engineering and again at several SAC meetings.
On numerous occasions he has acted as intermediary for students with
academic or other personal problems by undertaking personal research
or, at the very least, referring the student to the proper university
authorities. He is thorougly familiar with the ancillary services
structure and facilities provided by the university.
In the area of the university services, Paul has becofne involved with
parking, the campus centre, the bookstore, day-care, and has served as
a member of the Career Counselling and Placement Centre Board. In
the face of strong opposition from certain interest groups, Paul
supported a day-care policy advocating the provision of facilities to
those members of the university community most in need. There would
be no special consideration, he argued, to any group basing a claim for
day-care on precedent, previous support, or unlawful occupation and
intimidation position; he has supported it persuasively and in many
cases he has supported it successfully.
Paul'sdetailed
familiarity
with theof suburban
additioncampus,
to his
extensive
knowledge
activities campuses,
on the St. inGeorge
would be invaluable in all dealings with student organizations. He has
served on numerous committees with members of the faculty and the
Search'
current
administration
Committee
for a new(most
Dean ofrecently,
the Facultythe
of Applied
Science
and
Engineering), and his gained wide respect for his careful preparation and
articulate presentation of issues. The confidence and wide support
Paul enjoys from students in the Professional Faculties have been
evidenced by his decisive victory in the Initial Elections and articles in
the responsible student press. He is also well-known and respected in
the Faculty of Arts and Science, having attended many meetings of the
Arts Faculty Council and General Committee. Many Arts and Science
SAC reps also urged Paul to run in the recent Presidential Elections.
We propose Paul Cadario as chairman of the Internal Affairs
Committee because we are confident that he can effectively guide the
committee through what will undoubtably be a varied list of aims and
objectives. He will bring, we believe, good-natured, hard-working
Paul's
position.function
of thisCouncil
demanding
-the desire
experience
the Governing
to seeresponsibilities
confidence toand
first year of
successfully and effectively in this, its very important
existence, will be a great asset to the Council and to the Internal Affairs
Committee.
Sincerely,
(Signed)
Eric J Miglin President
(signed)
(signed)John (signed)
E. Creelman Bill Steadman
Ross W. Flowers
Commissioner
Services
Vice-President University Commissioner

vote

at

U

of

T:

official

By LINDA HALL
Students living in a university residence south of
Bloor St. will definitely be allowed to vote in the
Spadina riding in the federal election Oct.30, despite
earlier reports some would be forced to vote in their
parents' home riding. The ruling, issued earlier this
week by Canada's chief electoral officer and reported in
Wednesday's
been accepted
riding returningVarsity
officerhasTerrance
Mott. by Spadina
In one student residence at U of T, enumerators
were
one-third all
the number
of formsin they
wouldgiven
needlesstothanenumerate
of students
that
residence.
Returning for more forms, the enumerators were
reportedly told by Mott that not all students would be
eligible to vote in this area.
When they insisted they needed more forms, Mott
is reported to have said "Oh well, they can't all vote.
It's not
their permanent
residence."
However,
following news
of the statement by the
chief electoral officer which suggested that enumeration
criteria for university students would be relaxed, Mott
denied that enumerators under his direction would
hinder students who declared their residence home to be
their ordinary residence.
"We are making every endeavour to see that any

student who wants to vote here, can vote" he said.
Mott is responsible for enumeration of all
university residences south of Bloor St. since they all
fall within the Spadina riding boundaries.
The relaxation in procedure will likely necessitate
establishing
more policy.
polling stations on campus
than under themanyprevious
Students who are not enumerated at this time may
have
namesOctober
placed 11on tothe 13.voters'
during
revisiontheirperiod
Voterslistlists
will thebe
posted in each poll before then.
The original restrictions on enumeration appear to
have been
based officer
on a booklet
for enumerators issued by
chief
electoral
J.M. Hamel.
The booklet interprets the residence of a single
student as "normally, the home of his parents" and
makes no exception for students in residence. "If he is
away from it while attending a recognized educational
instituion,
parent's reads.
home is still his ordinary
residence," his
the booklet
However, a statement issued by Hamel this week
suggested that students would be enumerated according
to the same regulations which affect other electors.
In that case, the definition of ordinary residence
wouldEnumeration
simply be "the
place where
he sleeps".has been
of students
in residence
continuing on that basis, says Mott.

Crombie

from

shies

developers,

away

but admits

By DOUG HAMILTON
Reform alderman David Crombie
yesterday refused to take an
aggressive stance on uncontrolled
development which has blighted
many parts of Toronto.
Crombie, the only declared
mayoralty candidate for the
December election was speaking at a
SAC-sponsoredHall.civic forum held at
Convocation
When he was childed by a student
spectator for not vehemently
denouncing developers, the alderman replied that the solution to the
city's planning problem entailed
more than "a good guys and bad
guys" analysis.
"It would be dead easy for me to
talk
about those
he mused.
But rotten
under developers,"
questioning
from the audience, Crombie conceded that several multi-million
dollar development corporations
"had shattered a number of
neibourhoods" in the city.
He placed dilemma
blame for
city's
development
on thetheofficial
plan which outlines density restrictions and green space requirements.
The planning process, said the
Ward 1 1 alderman, doesn't integrate high-rise developments into
long established communities. The
solution, he added, involved
changing the "official plan where it
is necessary,"
permit citizen
ticipation intheto planning
process.parAlthough he at one time favoured
the banning of automobiles in the
city core to relieve air pollution and
congestion
problems,
said
today.
that he did not
support Crombie
that position
He suggested that the number of
cars
on Toronto's
roads tocould
restricted
by refusing
widenbe
streets and destroying communities
lo make way for automobile routes.
Crombie added that banning cars
was not practical.
The candidate deftly evaded
questions from sociology professor
Alan Powell who asked why he was
running for mayor. He asserted that
"it was important
do it now"
but
offered
no other toconcrete
reasons

attacking

can 'shatter' areas

David Crombie, the only announced mayoralty candidate, says a
"good guys and bad buys" analysis Is inadequate
except that he possessed twenty municipal politics.
In an interview with The Varsity
years of political experience.
after the meeting, Crombie clarified
Community Organization for his
position on public housing.
1972, a coalition of civic reformers
who are fielding several aldermanic
"We must increase the supply of
candidates, came under fire from
Crombie for stating that the mayor housingBut andhe stressed
de-centralize
that it,"
he washe
was not an important figure on said.
against
large
scale
public
housing
council.
(CO '72 candidate.)
does not intend to
run a mayoralty
developments because "it ghettos
This position, he said, is based on the poor," and "creates intimidation
"a total misunderstanding between between them and government."
He thought "the amount ol state
power"haveand tremendous
influence" influence
The mayor
can
for intervention in people's lives is appal ing," and claimed
housingby
be builtthat
cheaper
good in the city," Crombie projects could
continued.
When questioned further, private enterprise.
Crombie revealed that his moreState-controlled
is "far
expensive than housing
private housing
ideological position "is essentially a and it is not as good," added the
conservative one." He emphasized junior alderman from north Toronto. "To be beholden to the state
that he ntown
favoured
"conserving"
neighbourhoods,
and hedowopposed the bureaucratization of
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Police

Under the slogans of "Outlaw Racism"
and "Racism Equals Fascism", 150 people protested a meeting Wednesday
of the right-wing Western Guard atnight
the
Latvian Hall on College Street.
Angered by the provocative "Do We
Need- A White Canada?" slogan, demonstrators came from Toronto's Black and
^East-Asian groups, the Committee For A
Democratic Spain, and Toronto's various
left political organizations.
Shortly before the meeting began, a
scuffle broke out when the Canadia
n
Party leader Martin Weiche andNazia
recognized Western Guard tough Jerry
Doyle appeared on the steps of the hall.
After Weiche made several provocative
gestures at the demonstrators,
he was
rushed by a number of known Maoists.
Immediately, police with
billyclubs
and several on horsebackdrawn
rushed
defense and broke up the crowd. to his
The resulting melee left injuries to both
police and demonstrators. Twenty-eight
people were detained and 16 arrested
The police then pushed the remaining
demonstrators away from the front of the
hall when they
and leafletting. tried to resume picketinq
One of the leaflets distributed quoted
the most recent Western Guard publication as saying "believi
the equal value
and equal potential ofngall inraces
and of any
member of a given race . . . jeopard
the only true basis for man's existenceizesin
the universe."

protect

racists

The Western Guard had selected the Dare Call it Conspiracy titles.
College-Bathurst area, now highly popThe meeting began with the initial 25
ulated by Italian and Portuguese im- present
standing to the Canadian national
migrants, asthe meeting site. They direct anthem. The Canadian flag was flanked
their mobilizing attempts at new im- by two black, white, and green banners —
migrants, agroup ^specially high hit
Guard symbol recently eviunemployment or often relegated to poor-by the Western
dent
on
"White
Canada" and "Abortion is
ly paid jobs when they are employed.
murder" billboards.
After a few minutes,
the demonstration
Western Guard chairman Don Andrews
managed to re-form further down the began his remarks by boasting proudly
street, singing anti-facist songs and
the organization "stands on guard for
speaking with some of the several hun- that
Canada'
for^ the
Europeanor
heritage ...
dred people from the surrounding
not Canada
a guard offora Nairobi
neighbourhood who had gathered as the
Kampala,
but on
guard forGuard,
Europe."
area in front of
Joe Genovese
, another
hall was being
member
cordoned off by morethe than
stated that Western Christian civilization
100 police.
One onlooker asked why the peaceful
had created all the worthwhile
pickets were prevented by the imachievements in science, technology,
pregnable wal of police from marching in medicine, and denied that any and
like
front of the hall. He said that demonachievements had occurred in Africa.
strating should be allowed if Canada were
Questioned about the existence of early
really a free country and saw the meeting
advanced West African kingdoms and
inside as a facist threat to his rights as an
Egypt, he reduced the statement to cover
immigrant.
"primitive" Africa.
Meanwhife, inside the near-empty hall, onlyWhile
the Western
believes in
a long-haired, young man dressed in a Christian ideals, AndrewsGuard
said it need not
military-type shirt paced nervously about
believe everything that is contained in the
swinging a baseball bat. An old man
Bible, especially that which might stress
poked gleefully at the torn communist flag the Jews as "chosen
people". He noted
which had been
taken from some of the that in the real world "we
demonstrators, while a younger one ^Christianity) because don't practice it
we have to comproud
pete" and "survival is what concerns us."
base. ted the 2-by-4 which had~
been lyits exhibi
Opponen
ts
say
that
example of
A suave young woman
Western Guard survival antactics
up a book
is the
table featuring Race andsetRealit
y
The
severe
Biology of the Race Problem, and None
of
an'old
man
who
books atbeating
the Great Wall Book Storesellsa

froir

supplier
Chinese C
and otherof material.
Continuing,
Andre1
because of immigrate
there would not be an>
the country. The rei
placed on show in ca<
He would
cited submerge
inter-mar
which
oblivion, claiming t
dominance of black
Slides shown towa
meeting
the "fact"were
that design*
black;
Toronto. Andrews cont
tures were of everyda
the city, in reality, at
taken from the Blac
March which occurrec
brought
together blai
North America.
Other slides coverec
the Carabana Fest
gathering. There were
faces in the pictures. £
individuals of various r
socially; holding hands,
talking together.
Children of mixed
looked at with disdain,
expanded audience sni
ture showing a white pi
person embracing. An*
had run over the slides
wouldn't get upset at s
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protestors

iunist literature

astimated that
i 75 years time
te people left in
ing would be
s as a threat
white race into
is a 4-to-1
w>ver white.
ie end of the
:> substantiate
3 overrunning
id that the picket scenes in
st some were
iberation Day
• summer and
from all over

up pictures of
, a cultural
/ a few white
> also showed
Intermingling
ust walking or

entage were
ne in the now
ed at one pici and a black
said that he
kly so people
f them.

The speaker emphasized that he didn't
hate these other people,
the natural order of things.butHerecognized
said that
God had created different races with
different ideas toward life.
A listener who was not quite as
sophisticated on the subject of equality
said vehemently, "An architect can wash
cannot be an
dishes, but a dishwasher
architect." The same man contended that
women don't have enough pride in their
race and that Prime Minister Trudeau is
the most dangerous man in the country.
No doubt he had read an article, reprinted
by American Opinion, and sold at the
booktable, which is an "expose" of'
Pierre's real ideology and which "demonstrates" the process by which the "Communists" have taken over Canada.
A reluctant East German
expressed the
view that "Canada is getting not just pink,
but red, because people are getting
moved by propoganda laid on them as
heavily as It is in East Germany." He said
he believed that if "people don't want to
act as responsible citizens they should
move back to the jungles of Africa,"
supporting Andrews' idea that "the only
thing that oppresses these people is their
own brains."
A jumpy youth argued that the cause of
World War Two was not Hitler. He contended that "Hitler
was a a determined
guy who didn't
horse around;
he was
and
resourceful man. He was not well-liked,
-but he did his job." That job, of course,
had started with an assault on the Communjsts and the Jews as the cause of the
problems that had overtaken the German
state.
Twenty-seven years later, Andrews
remarks that "the Western Guard is going
to do everything physically possible to
maintain Western European heritage",
stressing the motive of "love of our own
people in creating a nucleus of white
identity."
Meanwhile, under the guise of fighting
"anti-freedom" legislation, Western
Guard gangs continue their campaign
against non-white, immigrant, and
progressive communities. Their campaign Includes repeated disruptions ofpublic meetings with mace, clubs, blackjacks, and other forms of intimidation. The
wreckage of books at Bookworld, the
Communist Party of Canada bookstore,
and the recent shotgun blast through its
window as well as the looting of the
bookstore run by the Communist Party of
Canada (Marxist-Leninist), plus
numerous attacks against the headquarters orprogressive organizations like
Praxis Corporation firebombed in
January. 1971 have been credited to the
Guard.
Assault and threats of attack against
individuals, including various black
leaders, homosexuals, and members of
groups in the city are attributed
toleft-wing
the Guard.
Varsity photos by Frank Rooney and
David Lloyd

Western Guard chairman Don Andrews, centre wearing sports Jacket, stands outside Latvian Hall
where Wednesday night's "Keep Canada White" meeting was held.
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Scar
seeks
Seagrams
grant
for
library
discouraged.
By LORNE SLOTNICK
doesn't see the need for a new
library as terribly urgent. He seems
Scarborough Student Council is Seagrams asking for a substantial, student council. However, new principal Ralph Campbell who knows of know
Seagrams'
doesn't content to wait until Scarborough's
seeking a grant from Distillers but unspecified, grant for the
of the Toronto
brief, butoffice
a secretary
third
building, in which a library is
the
brief,
seems
content
to
"let
it
Corp.-Seagram to build a much- project.
said, "Everybody asks us for planned,
needed new library. The college The brief was endorsed by former
is finished.
administration supports the move, Scarborough Principal A. F. W. donations
Onley estimates
the new
— it's pathetic."
The brief,
sent toin Seagrams'
Scarborough's
present
library inis outlined
committee
Montreal onmoney
in the brief
wouldlibrary
cost
but appears to be letting the student Plumptre in a "very warm" letter
the
fifth
floor
of
the
building,
about
three
weeks
ago
has
not
been
around
$10
million,
and
believes
it is
council line up the funds.
an
area
designated
for
office
space.
sent
to
Seagram's,
says
David
answered
yet,
but
Onley
isn
I
The students have sent a brief to Onley, president of Scarborough sit".
This system was only supposed to possible that Seagrams may donate
the
entire
amount.
last until 1968, but it has become
"The tax write-off would be
Toddlers invade Sid Smith to
clear,
Onleylibrary
says, forthatquite
therea won't
be
a new
while phenomenal,"
Seagrams
washe picked,
said. says Onley,
funding.
unless there is at least some private
By DAVID WISE
because
they
are
Canadian, have
In an attempt to dramatize the
There are not sufficient large assets, and have a reputation
need
for
university-sponsored
day
dramatize day care need
available now to for funding many projects. Recentcare, the Campus Community government-funds
proceed without private grants, he football
ly, Seagrams
to build a
said.
Cooperative
Day
Care
group
yesterstadiumoffered
for McGill.
ass
day set up a demonstration day care
Half
the
books
in
the
present
company's assets
last yearof
centre in [he Sid Smith foyer.
sixth largest
collection are in storage, and wereThe$1,350,380,000,
The group,
any corporation operating in
adults
and tencomposed
toddlers ofateabout
lunchessix someone wanting to take out a book Canada.
of boiled egg and cheese sandwiches must wait a day, Onley says. PrinNo other company has been
cipalterviewCampbell
an inplayed games and rode tricycles in
with Theindicated
Varsity inthat
he contacted by the council yet.
the train-stalion-like foyer.
The co-op group has spent the
entire summer trying to elicit some
response from the university ad- care groups is expected to pass the added.
Present facilities at the occupied
ministration, after occupying an un- council next Thursday.
used building last April.
day care centre on Devonshire Place
Yesterday's
peaceful
The Governing Council last week demonstration was an attempt to are stretched to the limit, and there
voted to support a day care centre
support from the student body. centre.
is a long wailing list for places in the
which would exclude children whose win
According to spokeswoman SuzanThe centre also needs volunteers
parents were not directly connected na
Pratt,
the
response
was
to the university. A committee "satisfactory".
lo help care for the children. Those
recommendation that only one ceninterested
in helping should visit the
"We will not let this issue rest
tre be set up to accommodate the until the university administration centre opposite Varsity Stadium, or
call
925-7495.
co-op group and three other day responds lo our demands," she
PART

TIME

WORK

AVAILABLE

drivers and service
stations attendents
needed

Campus Co-Operatlve parents and children held a day-long "day
care-in" in the Sid Smith lobby yesterday to gain support.
TRINITY

BOOK

SALE

DUiRTEfl-Cer.TURr OFEESVlCe

21 years, chauffers licence
good driving record

Sell your used books
at your price
Buy books from students at
reasonable prices.
Collection period continues from

CALL 363-5619
METRO CAB CO. LTD,
811 KING ST. W.

WED. SEPT. 13 10 A.M.-4 P.M.
SALE BEGINS MONDAY SEPT. 18 10 A.M.-4 P.M.
ST. DEVONSHIRE
HILDA'S COLLEGE
PLACE

Back by Popular Demand

""in

%

INNIS
FILM

SOCIETY

Sept. 22 Woody Allen's
TAKE THE MONEY AND RON, 7?

Sept. 29 Bunuel's THE MILKY WAY
Oct. 13 THE RAVEN and COUNT YQRGA, VAMPIRE
19:00 p m on,y)
Oct. 20 CANDY
Oct. 27 NO BLADE OF GRASS, 75°
Showings on Fridays at 7:00 and 9:00
at the Medical Sciences Auditorium
ADMISSION $1.00 UNLESS OTHERWISE POSTED

Plus Fellini's THE CLOWNS,
KING OF HEARTS, GODZILLA in
November and December

We print anything while-u-waif
SCHOOL OPENING
SPECIAL

Hundreds of Jackets and Slopp Shirts
always in stock

CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS '9.95
(Incl. individual course names)
Nylons,shirtsLeathers,
and T ShirtsMeHonSi Corduroys SweatWHY PAY MORE!

Canadian Novelty Shirt & Sportswear Co.
2462 Yonge Street / Telephone 486-0997 / 486-0999

CRESTING
WHILE
U WAIT
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'Welfare bums' attacks continue
Lewis:

fax

aids

wont

fJDP leader David Lewis was Interviewed by Liberal MP Robert Kaplan at Holy Trinity yesterday.
$
\

I£
*

A

CLUB

EMBASSY

Bloor and Bellair

A

FRIDAY AND
SATU RD A Y

4
m fr^C3
r*
J >*
L I

phct
STARTING MONDAY, COLDWATER
NO COVER, NO MINIMUM
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN

create
jobs were wasting no time in
Corporate lax concessions do not corporation
taking advantage of the delay.
help
Canada's
unemployment
problem. New Democratic Party
Lewis said that thewas"corporateleader David Lewis charged welfare-bums-issue"
also tied
up with the very important question
yesterday.
He continued his series of attacks of foreign ownership, by making it
easier for foreign corporations to
againstinterview
"corporatewithwelfare
bums."MPin extend^ their control.
an
Liberal
The government bias towards
Robert Kaplan (Don Valley) at Ho- corporations
was also reflected in
ly Trinity Church's Noon on the the favouritism it shows towards
at the expense of
Lewis added that corporate tax developers,
Square.
meeting real housing needs, Lewis
concessions are not justifiable for
taking.
the "financial risks", which cor- said.On the question of unporations claim they are constantly
employment, Lewis rejected the
idea of a shorter work week as a
He pointed to farmers as one temporary solution and suggested
sector of society which takes more instead that income tax be reduced
risks than corporations, yet obtains for lower income people. He added
far fewer concessions.
that projects should be started to
Asked whether corporations satisfy people's real needs — homes
should pay the same tax rate as and pollution control. Lewis did not
individuals, Lewis answered that it agree with the suggestion that these
was not the tax rate of corporations too were temporary solutions.
that he wanted to change, but the The NDP leader criticized those
huge tax inconcessions
that often women pressing the abortion issue resulted
many corporations
by
that that
it washe divisive.
said,saying
however,
objected Heto
paying, essentially, no taxes at all. the
fact that women and doctors
Lewis pointed out that since the
economy is in private hands the were criminals under present laws,
people of Canada are at the mercy but was unwilling to talk further on
of corporations. He maintained that the subject.
Lewis' support of the working
he was not against the private sector, but merely objected to them class had its limits in the B.C.
dockworkers
strike which was
having extra priveleges. Corporations, hesaid, simply do not recently ended by the government
need the extra tax concessions.
with NDP support. Lewis justified
When asked by Kaplan why he his position by claiming that the
was not satisfied by the tax reforms government was not criticized by the
dockworkers themselves. He also
recently
these newpassed,
laws Lewis
did notreplied
applythatto claimed that the grain industry and
corporations until 1976 and that the the future of the wheat farmer
depended on the termination of the
strike.
"The interest of Canada as a
Get a new look
whole
must first be taken into acat life with
count," he said.
Contact Lenses!
Drug Values Every Day
KINGSWAY
DRUGS
The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.
and
OPTICIANS
700 Yonge St., at St. Mary
70 BLOOR ST. W.
Price Kingsway First for Vitamins
924-2159
IS*
SMC Film Club presents
Simday^^ta
fy Schlesinger's
Sunday
a Joseph Janni production ofxJohn
Film"
s

to think how it all got started?
Get some straight facts about the different methods
of birth control and some historical anecdotes in the
FREE "How-Not-To" booklet. Written in simple,
easy-to-read language. From Julius Schmid, makers
of quality contraceptives for men.
Ask for these well known brands at your drug store.
FOUREX • RAMSES • SHEIK
JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED
32 Bermondsey Rd .Toronto 16. Ont.
send me FREE •THE-HOW-NOT-TO-BOOK
Pl9ese clearly)
(Pflnl
Address.
City

THE ■
HOW-NOT-TO
BOOK

M

T

W

T

F

S

MurrayHead UnlI8dflrtiSfs
Glenda Jackson FfeterRnch
FRIDAY, SEPT. 15 & SATURDAY, SEPT. 16
7:30 and 10:00 P.M. -Admission $1.00
CARR HALL, ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SMC FILM CLUB presents:
SUNDAY NflE SERIES OF FRANCO-AMERICAN FILMS
(10 FRENCHS3. 00FILMS
FOR AND
ALL 1020 AMERICAN
FILMS. FILMS)
Starts
PLAYER September 17 with Truftaut's SHOOT THE PIANO
7:15 and 9:30 P.M. Carr Hall Series tickets $3.00 at the door.
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U of T rates less than some
Day
core
By PAULMcGRATH
Although the University of
Toronto's day care proposal will
approximately double Campus CoOp's still
per bechild
the new
fees
will
less charge,
than those
charged
by expensive commercially-run day
care centres in the city, according to
Co-Op parent Bob Davis.
The university plans to up the fee
from the present minimum $40 a
month per child to just over S85 a
month. Davis says most commercial
centres in Toronto charge $100 and
over, with some at S85 a month for
smaller children.
Although the new fee places a
ONTO'S
TORQUE
UNI
PAPERBACK
Bookstore
ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified
by subject
well-informed
helpful
staff

fees
near
commercial
rates
bigger financial burden on student- situation, York University day care York will subsidize the administraparents, Davis sees the real problem
tion costs arising from the larger
seemfrom
to bea making
smooth
as the difficulty the parents face in people
transition
centre arun
and number of children being cared for.
obtaining provicial subsidies to controlled by parents to a larger,
The York centre sill handle 150
alleviate financial need. The govern- parent-controlled centre with no rise children, while the proposed U of T
ment provides funds for. parents who in the $55 fee.
centre sill take in only 50.
Co-ordinator Maria de Wit says Compunding the difficulty for
can't pay day care costs but, acc
o
r
d
i
n
g
t
o
Davis,
last
year's
funds
ran out quickly, and latecomers
found it very difficult, if not impos ible, toarrange a subsidy.
The decision as to who is eligible
for subsidies rests in the hands of the
Metro Social Services Dept., who
use a standard means test. It is not
clear, however, how the information
is used.
The City decides what constitutes
financial need in a family where
both
husband and wife are working
or studying.
The social services department
told The Varsity that it will provide
funds in a case where a mother is
studying lo qualify for employment
to add to the family income, but will
not subsidize the family if the
mother is studying without intentions
of employment.
In contrast to the U of T

parents is the lack of financially
practical alternatives to day care.
Private babysitting, while it can
cost as low as $15 a week, usually
runs to $25, bringing the monthly
chargecentres.
to a par with commercial day
care

York University subsidizes Its day care centre's operating costs, but U of T won't

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707YONGEST
Below Bloor
923-3551
Unclassifieds

0

SISTER ELIZABETH, reader and advisor,
invites you lo cross her palm with silver
any weekday from 9 to 5. For a token consideration of$2.00.
print absolutely (fe and she willcharge
ONE
CLASSIFIED AD ofat upno toextra
25
words
(in any
known
tongue)Deadlines
three
days
in
advance of publication.
FEMALE STUDENT - room and board in
exchange for babysitting 2 small children.
Private
room and bath. Bayview- Lawrence
area. 485-3710
TRINrTY
books at BOOKSALE
your price. BuyWe'llat sell
low your
cost used
from
students. Collection period on now 10
am.-4 pm. Sale starts Monday 10 am.-4
pm. St. Hilda' s-Devonsh ire PI.
KATE SURVIVED but we need a succes or to babysit (6.4,2) and help in
professor's
by the
zoo.
Reward: Freelarge
room house
and board.
964.1328
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats
Paul Magder
Furs.Ourt202
SpadinaIromAve.$10.00between
Queen and
das. Good selection ot (un furs sizes 8-18.
Cleaning
(fur and fur fabric)
363-6077, and
open repairs
9-6 Mon.-Sat,
OVERLOOKING U OF T CAMPUS Move
m now - rest
rent free. One
bedroom apartmenoft month
in luxury block - pool
saunas.
lennis
courts,
shop.
S203 5 per
month. Call Lane 928-3181 betore
00
weekday
weekendss. 964-7063 after 7.30 and

In the course of a game,
your skate is punished
by sticks, skate blades
and pucks. So you need
a skate that can take it
... a skate made by
Daoust.
Daoust protection
The famous Daoust boot
is made of high quality
materials — like finest
Kangaroo
chosen for leather
strength— and
durability. Inter-lined
with ballistic nylon mesh
and lined with English
kip leather provides
all-round foot protection.
The rigid box toe is
guaranteed. And on top
of all this ... the Daoust

Daoust performance
Just as a player must
perform under pressure,
a skate must perform
under punishment . . .
and Daoust skates do
just Daoust
that. An National
example 300is
the
— illustrated above.
Before this skate leaves
the
plant inis Montreal,
the blade
tested for
strength and resistance
on the Rockwell scale.
It must register a reading
of 58 to 60 — guaranteeing the DAOUST standards
of excellence.

With over 75 years of
experience, DAOUST has
created an impressive
line of skates — ranging
from the superb National
300
Pro to. . .the
the rugged
skate forJunior
the
future
superstar.
The DAOUST line
V also includes
w— \^s**5^lady's
Ofconstruction
solidskates.
and elegant look, this
model
- the topIce seller
Ballet is a Daoust
The ofticialHockey
skate League
of the
National
Players Association.
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Everybody wants committees

Priorities
By BOB BETTSON
year'sof priorities
the
chiefTheorder
business were
as SAC
began another year of marathon
meetings Wednesday night.
The final area of discussion
proved the most contentious.
Services Commissioner Bill
Steadman stated that the decision
by the Governing Council Internal
Affairs Committee on daycare made
redundant his intended proposal to
have SAC investigate the day care
problem and present its views to the
Governing Council. The decision
has already been made, he said.
However, SMC rep Michael
Steinberg said that SAC should still
spend some energy to investigate
what the university has done in
regard to social responsibility and
parental control.
He called Internal Affair's day
carehducation
policy "shitty".
commissioner Marty
Stollar said SAC should decide
whether the Governing Council
answers are correct, and press its
demands if there is disagreement.

SAC
meeting
drones
on
forever
Paul Cadario, chairman of the despite SAC's efforts to talk to SAC action and tactics.
changed representation on the
is ultimately responcommittee that passed the day care students about the fee increases and
Stollar echoed Steinberg's board,sible which
for the Varsity.
recommendations, said he supported other issues involved, the problem of sentiments,
stating
that
"nothing
is
Five
directors
will be appointed
its recommendations. There will be communication was still a major being done" on the library. "It
by SAC, the same number as before,
athereview
of
the
policy
sometime
in
one.
Miglin
recommended
that
a
hasn't
been
discussed".
future.
Vice presidente John Helliwell two will be appointed by the board
committee be set up to delineate the
Council decided to set up a areas of post-secondary financing in said that in the area of university (down from three), one from the
which
SAC
should
concentrate
its
GSU (same), one from The Varsity
committee to study the day care
planning
to decide
what
the SAC
future needed
of the one
dollar staff (same), the current editor.
situation.
research and study activities.
Steadman said the chief
Single from
new the
appointments
will thebe
, University Commissioner John campus centre levy on all students made
teaching staff,
be, possibly with a new
priority in his area Is to push the Creelman said that although dis- would
referendum.
university into expanding student
staff, and from the
cipline had been around as an issue
He claimed that every piece of support
retiring
editor and the president of
services, as well as setting up more for four years, "we now have a
the university.
student-initiated and student-run chance of getting a liberal, in- research work has shown the camThe board oversees the
pus centre is a bad idea.
services. Council accepted his
telligent policy through the GoverVarsity, parHelliwell joined the rest in operationsticularlyoffinancialThematters.
recommendation that a five person
ning Council, hopefully by Christcommittee be set up to study present
yet another commas." He recommended that a sub- recommending
m
i
t
e
b
e
set
up
to
do
background
student services and report back on
com it e beset up to draft a SAC
possible additional areas of concern. position paper on discipline to sub- work on student involvement in all
mit to the internal affairs committee types of university planning.
President Eric Miglin said' that
Unexpectedly near the end of
in the area of financing of post- of Governing Council. Steinberg
meeting, Marty Stollar resigned
secondary education, there are two - recommended SAC set up a com- asthe Education
Commissioner. Stollar
m
i
t
e
t
o
deal
with
the
library
quesmajor
that
said that he was resigning for perthere isconcerns'
a continuing"ensuring
year to year
tion
with
the
warning
that
"if
we
sonal
reasons
expertise in the field, and increasing don't do something about the with SAC. that had nothing to do
student awareness of the problems library, thre will be a lot of other
The meeting also gave the
involved. We don't have much hope people
who
will." all
The arguments
committee Varsity
Board Constitution second
research
of succeeding if students don't know would
and
final reading. This significantly
about financing." He added that presented and recommend further

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY

OF SCIENCE

Ilolonial
203 Yonge St.
THIS WEEKEND
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
JAMES COTTON
STARTING MONDAY
WORLD'S GREATEST
JAZZ BAND
coming attractions
Mary Clayton
John Lee Hooker
Chuck Mangione

AND TECHNOLOGY
"History and the History of Science" by
John W. Abrams, Director, Institute for the
History and Philosophy of Science and
Technology, University of Toronto. 12:10
p.m., Room 102, MacLennan Laboratories,
on Friday, 15 September. Sponsored by the
Varsity Fund.

Br&wed

ftdm puiB spring

water?

your

It's tennis any day for you. Even
during your period. Tampax
tampons free you to be as active
worn
as you please.
internally
to give They're
you efficient,
invisible protection. Tampax
tampons keep you in the game.
Not on the sidelines.
Our only interest- is protecting you.

TAMPAX TAMPONS
MAOE ONLYLTD..8Y
CANADIAN
TAMPAX ARE
CORPORATION
BARRIE. ONTARIO

And

that's

the

tiuth!
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New

hope for eaters

SAC
plans
probe
and beneficial than the superficial
By LILLIAN MERSHEIN
examination made by a presidential
The quality of campus eating advisory committee a few years ago.
facilities may be studied in a joint SAC vice-president Ross Flowers,
expects the survey to discover ways
project of ministrative
the Council
Students'
and U of AdTs to improve the services. The
Faculty of Food Sciences.
nutritive value, price, quality and
The proposed survey, to be variety of food served would be
studied
by the Faculty of Food
carried out by the faculty, is expected to be more comprehensive Sciences, which SAC approached

of campus
eating
because it felt an expert, scientific faculty reacted enthusiastically to
ited time at lunch and supper
to Flowers.
study
would result in specific theftidea,hasaccording
recommendations.
been suggested that hours. Steadman suggested that
restaurant-style
facilitiesmight
or short-be
Although a definite decision by carrying out the study might be part order
lunch stands
a food science course.
the faculty on its participation has of Services
alternatives.
Commissioner
Bill
not yet been reached, it appeared
A decision by the food sciences
from an interview with Dean I. L. Steadman said that the food services
faculty may be forthcoming next
Armstrong that the only real on campus were failing to meet week.
problem left was planning the study. student needs. He felt, for example,
The faculty may see the study as a that there was not sufficient service
ATTENTION
way of proving its relevance to U of at certain times when it was needed.
Except for the Arbor Room in
Early-Bird Students
T followingministrationunsuccessful
adHart House and some smaller
[wo years ago. attempts to phase it out cafeterias ' most campus eating
Both staff and students at the facilities are available only for a
Add

weekly

MEN'S SALON
232A(■crossBloorSt.
West Stadium)
924-7833
(ram Varsity

forums

to GSU
luncheons
Weekly forums on issues involving the university will begin next
Wednesday
Henschel. with Governing Council member John Morton and Clarice
The forums will be held in the GSU upper lounge 11:30-2:00
Wednesday. At least one of the two, both members of the Governing
Council, will be present at each forum. A gamut of topics relevant to the
university, especially those concerning the Governing Council, will be
discussed.
This year, the Varsity will carry a regular Friday weekly
supplement,
L'Hebdd.
will carry
on a
variety of topics
more L'Hebdo
Interpretative
and ofIn-depth
greater articles
length than
the news format of the Varsity makes possible. In addition,
L'Hebdo will carry reviews of music, books, theatre, films, and
other
events.cultural activities, and a 'Watsup' section that lists coming
In Itscommunity
first Issue, guide,
appearingdealing
on Monday,
L'Hebdothe willuniversity
carry a
special
both with
community and with the broader Toronto community.
Writers, artists, and other talented people are needed If
L'Hebdo Is to function well. Interested persons should call Ulll
Dlemer 923-6741; 999-3091 or Bill Me Vicar 923-8742; 920-2473.

THE AUDITORIUM
Davenport and Dupont
Live Entertainment Nitely
RIP-OFF Time? -9 pm
Prices reduced 30%

By producing
cards, the
maximum
rate forATLa hairshaping
will
be
$3.00,
effective
between
a.m. and 11 a.m. to Oct.
14. As9
always,
special
attention
is
givenIn
to- nolonger
hairstyles. please.
Just drop
appointments
(CLOSED MONDAYS)

WANTED
Women's Intercollegiate Team Managers
There are several openings for team managers to assist
and travel with Women's Intercollegiate Teams. Needed
immediately - Field Hockey Managers Apply W.A.A. Office, Room 102, Benson Building.

EVERY MON PUB NITE

w
New York
WINNER:
1970
1ST
ANNUALMORNING
TORONTO
PEZZA AWARD
AFTER
SHOW CflC
STAR
WEEK'S
JUNE
PIZZA CONTEST 71

THE
LOWEST
PRICES
ON
GROOVY
ROUND
THINGS
Pizza House
925-1736
Dining
Room OPEN 11 AM1SUNAM 3 MON-SAT
PM-1 AM
TAKE-OUT
AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM
S PM-1 AM

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
POSITIONS OPEN
The Students Administrative Council is soliciting applications for the
following1 ) EXECUTIVE
positions' ASSISTANT
-Presidents,
will act asanda general
bureaucratic
assistant to the President and Viceto the Council
as a whole
- (contact: Eric Miglin, John Helliwell or Ross Flowers)
2} EDUCATION ASSISTANT
■ will act as a bureaucratic assistant to the SAC Education Commission
•educational
familiarityissues
with would
coursebe unions
helpful and evaluations and with current
- (contact: Marty Stollar)
3) SERVICES/COMMUNICATIONS ASSISTANT
-Communications
will act as aCommissions
bureaucratic assistant to the SAC Services and
-andfamiliarity
with
journalism,
advertising
work, computer survey techniques
be helpful
services related work would
- (contact" Bill Steadman or Debra Lewis)
Starting salary for all positions is $95.00/week
Positions are until April 30, 1973 at which time they may be extended by
next year's Council.
For further information call 928-4911
Applications should include a curriculum vitae and a several hundred
word statement on the applicant's ideas on the position.
Applications must be received in writing by 5:00 p.m., Monday. Sept 18 atAdministrative
Studml's12 Hart
House CircleCouncil
,
UNIVERSITY Of TORONTO

Prices 9-1 am
JUG
2.20
MUG
.55
SHOT
.90
50 CENTS
OFF
T-SHIRTS
WITH THIS AD
Group Rate Available

the
Discover
freedom of
CONTACT
LENSES

STUDENT
THREE

REFEREES

WANTED

FOR ALL MEN'S INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Football, Soccer, Touch Football
are starting Sept. 26
APPLY-

w

INTRAMURAL OFFICE,
ROOM 106,
HART HOUSE.

BRADDOGK
OPTICAL
170 StBloorSt.
George W.St. 233-2611
925-8720
2917
Centenary Plaza 282-2030
Bayview
VillageSTORES
Centre 222-5791
12 OPTICAL
THROUGHOUT
METRO PAGES
CONSULT THE YELLOW

FOOTBALL
HOME GAMES

SEPT. 16 (SAT.) OTTAWA

TICKETS
■ $1.50
2:00 P.M.

SEPT. 30 (SAT.) QUEEN'S 2:00 P.M.
OCT. 14 (SAT.) CARLET0N
2:00 P.M.
(HOMECOMING)
COUPON
BOOKS,locations:
admitting to the student section on a "first come best seat" basis will be sold at
the
following
Varsity
Stadium
- Gates 5 and 8, Wed. and Thurs. Sept. 13 and 14, 10:00 A.M. to
6:00 P.M.
- Gate 8,STORES,
Sat. Sept.
16, 10:00 COLLEGE
A.M. TO ATHLETIC
3:00 P.M.OFFICE
ENGINEERING
SCARBOROUGH
(ROOM S418A). EHINDALE COLLEGE (PHYS. ED. SHED)
GUEST BOOKS. EACH STUDENT MAY PURCHASE ONE ADDITIONAL BOOK WHICH WILL ADMIT A GUEST TO THE
STUDENT SECTION, NOT NECESSARILY A MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY. GUEST BOOKS ARE SOLD AT THE SAME
PRICE. ONE ONLY TO EACH HOLDER OF AN ATHLETIC MEMBERSHIP CARD. BRING YOUR ATHLETIC MEMBERSH'P
CARO-TICKETS CANNOT BE PURCHASED WITHOUT ONE.
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SPADI N A

New

men's

athletic

AVENUE

facilities

building unveiled
ThsVarsityreceivedaprevlewotthenew men's athletic building, an aerial
devoted
to
tennis
courts
as
can
be
seen.
view of which is shown here. The sports complex will contain 70,000 square feet of useable space sonte

U

of T Sailing
Club
meet
swill
interest. The
winning school
By IAN BROWN
winning the OUAA championship, likely
sail
in the North American
and the Ontario Spring Regatta.
The U of T Sailing Club's Fall The ultimate goal is the Canadian Intercollegiate Championship next
schedule begins next Tuesday Championship, which takes place June.
(SepL.I9) with a general meeting at annually on Thanksgiving weekend
Later in the season Wayne
Hart House. Racing sailors, at Kingston.
State University in Detroit is the
recreational sailors and beginners
The Kingston event was won by focal point for competition for the
are all welcome to attend.
the University of British Columbia Hudson International Trophy. The
last
year, but Toronto stands an
Trials for the sailing team will
be announced at that time. Last year excellent chance this year. Several
the team competed in five regattas. top sailors have already expressed

Tues
top Canadian teamday
from this
competition automatically qualifies
for one of the premier intercollegiate
regattas the Tim me Angsten, which
rounds out the season early in
November.
The Ontario Spring
Championship was a new event in-

itialed bythe U of T Sailing Club
this past Spring.
of a
massive
revision Itofwasthepartsailing
programin which
limited
the past.has been rather
Further information concerning
the sailing club wiil be available at
next week's meeting.

Injury clinic at Benson
to begin

September 79
By JANICE McKELLAR
Athletic injuries lurk wherever sports events take place. All too often,
though, team-mates, managers, coaches and officials are not familar with
proper treatment procedures. In order to remedy the situation, the U of T
Women's
Athletic
is hosting
Athletic
Injuryto Clinic.
The first
courseAssociation
begins September
29 andits first
continues
through
October
5. Sessions will be held every Tuesday and Thursday evening from 6 to 8
p.m. in the third floor study room of the Benson Building. The instructors
will be members of the St. John Ambulance Corps and Ed Knowlekowski,
head trainer at York University.
Knowlekowski is skilled in properly treating all athletic injuries. He
does not confine his talents to disabled football stars and will help to explain
women's
injuriescourse
in suchwillsports
as gymnastics,
and basketball.
A second
be given
starting the volleyball
week of October
23 and
running for six weeks, one night a week. This session will be under the
auspices of Sharon Wilson, instructor and basketball coach at the Benson
Building.
The clinic has been organized in-order to enable women to recognize the
seriousness of an athletic injury and, at the same time, to diagnose and treat
the problem.
The programme will include basic first aid, the treatment of skin
splints, blisters and charley horses, methods of taping injuries and possible
procedures for rehabilitation. The clinic will be largely practical — more
doing than listening.
Both of these clinics are open to intercollegiate and interfaculty
coaches and managers, nurses and physiotherapists as well as anyone else
interested in athletic injuries. AH women who wish to find out more about
these courses should contact Sharon Wilson in the Benson Bldg. as soon as
possible. Act now. First course enrollment will be limited to 15-20 women. The U of T sailing club needs able-bodied individuals In order to retain their OUAA championship.
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

sports

Mosport
at
Fittipaldi
Champ
World
competition the final two races evening Fittipaldi said that motor
By BOB GAUTHIER
or any of that
my family
he was ornot friends."
directly Nurgurbring - Fittipaldi replied that
Aod COLIN PILMER
racing was on the increase in his He lyaffirmed
(Mosport and Watkins Glen, N.Y. native
Brazil. There are going to be restricted by the government in because
on October 8) will be somewhat
it "is veryof safe
the moment"
addedforsafety
features,
*Driver
WorldEmerson
championship
Formula
l
anything he might say outside the "but the course is essentially the
Fittipaldi (Brazil) 'anliclimactic. Fittipaldi has already there
some iscircuits
built1', atheBrasilia,
said, "and
a
new
circuit
ihe
country,
and
expressed
confidence
in
will lead the field of contenders at shown
himself
to
be
a
racing
"hero"
in I972.
same circuit that circuit
it was a year ago. "
Mosport on September 24 when the At a reception in his honour at capital". Brazil receives Formula 1 the new Brazil.• "I'm
•only investing (The
criticizedGerman
in the past by forhasits been
poor
racing
byThisTelstar
full-time
from
Grand Prix of Canada is run.
in Brazil now", ■he• said.
Europe.
is
very
important
for
However, at this stage of the Labatt's Toronto plant Wednesday the future of motor racing in With five Grand Prix champion handling of safely precautions, most
wins to his credit so far this year notably by Jackie Stewart.)
cnano
prix
Fittipaldi also mentioned that Fittipaldi has a long-shot chance at Stewart
Fittipaldi
that in"Jackie
is the said
best driver
racing
"The government subsidizes sport. equalling the record for the most today". He echoed Stewart when he
The
president is a great motor sport number of wins in a single year. said that "when you are in motor
Brazil."
enthusiast; he sends me a telegram (The late Jim Clark won 7 in 1963.) racing you have to switch off the
Fittipaldi
clinched with
the 1972
after every race", he added.
last weekend
a winworldat outside — it's like being in a
wonders ifsoon
a Grand
Prix raceAt title
Monza (the Italian Grand Prix). He
"I have an exclusive contract with
will(One
be scheduled
for Brazil.
world."
this lime the only Grand Prix race had previously won Grand Prix different
Lotus; therefore I won't race at
toArgentina.)
take place in Latin America is in Austria.
Indy,"
Fittipaldi
He addedor
races in Spain,
Belgium,
Britain
and
His present total of 61 that "it is difficult tosaid.
say whether
not Indy is harder to race at than a
Commenting on the development pojnts is more than double that of Grand
circuit. I just watch
of the auto industry in Brazil Fit- Jackie Stewart (27), last year's films on Prix
television.
I have spoken to a
world
champion.
Fitttpaldi's
closest
rival
has
been
Denis
Hulme
(31
tipaldi said that "General Motors is
lot of people racing at Indy. You
involved in Brazil" and points at present).
need
a
lot
of
concentration
on the
•
•
•
"Volkswagen is turning out 1,800
oval track and it's hard to be
At
25
Fittipaldi
is
the
youngest
cars
the market".
"Thereperis aday
tax onTor imported
cars", driver ever to win the World ChamFiuipaldi said that his first
hehorbitant.
added "and
prices
quiteprice
expionship inFormula 1. When asked experience in motor racing on a
Nearly 50% areof the
Wednesday
evening
what
conscale had been in "Group 1, in
tributed more to a Grand Prix win, major
of imported cars is tax," he said.
BrazilFormula
in 1965",1 carandonlyhe two
droveyears
his
first
Fittipaldi confirmed that- the car or the driver, Fittipaldi relaxed."
"General Motors supports motor tactfully replied that it was "about later. However, his family has had
racing (financially),
ofFittipaldi, who has only been racing
its blood".
ficially race," Some butof doesn't
the major
The "inworld
champion's mother
racing in1967Formula
1 competition
backers are the petroleum com- since
raced inracethe for
I950'sproduction
and won a 24appeared
slightly hour
50-50".
and Shell"as overawed at the reception held in his Emerson's brother, Wilson cars.
as well panasies — Esso,
such Texaco,
native industries
(28),
honour
Wednesday
evening.
He
"Banco do Commercio e Industria
drives
tour. a Brabham on the Formula 1
gave the impression of a successful
de Sao Paulo", he added.
Speaking of the stability of Brazil, man who had been quickly pushed
tht his "father
was
before the world spotlight — a a Fittipaldi
motoring said
journalist
for many
Fittipaldi issaid
"political
which
he
may
or
may
not
situation
muchthat
betterthesince
1964. situation
years.
Father
took
me
to
meetings
have completely enjoyed.
(The liberal-leaning but unstable
and I developed
it from
there", hashe
However, his relaxed manner added.
The senior
Fittipaldi
Goulart government was deposed indicated
that he was not entirely been broadcasting racing in and to
thaPyear by a right-wing coup.)
gatherings of ad- Brazil for over a quarter-century.
"The new Brazilian government is averse to largetactful
and patient
Emerson Fittipaldi to race In Grand Prix September 24.
promoting new schools and helping handling mirers.of His most
Fittipaldi's father will be at
of the typical Mosport,
September 24, when his
the
poorer
people",
Fittipaldi
said.
personal
questions
from
Toronto younger son
"Before 1964 Brazil was going and surrounding area thepress
his second
was appearance at themakes
Canadian circuit.
downhill economically, but that's commendably handled.last year's
Canadian
Grand Prix
why we had the revolution", he
Fittipaldi
finished
seventh).
Fittipaldi said that "Nurgurbring (In
added.
"There are no restrictions on (where the German Grand Prix is The race at Mosport is 11 in a,
held) is my favoritecircuit
circuit".
is the series of 12 World Championship
what people try to do internally in most
for a Itdriver,
races. The final race takes place at
Brazil", he said, but admitted that with challenging
1
25
different
corners.
"there is some trouble with the press memorize all the breaking points Tois Watkins Glen, N.Y., on October 8.
Fittipaldi said, "We're going to do it
because
of communist
Fittipaldi
added tht infiltration".
the coup in
Asked abouL track safety at one second quicker than Jackie
1964 has not "affected me personal- very difficult."

You don t have to be Evonne Goolagong to play tennis. Participate
In the
nt. The deadline lor
entry isWomen's
SeptemberInterfacul
21 at tytheTennis
BensonTourname
Building.

AOSC
flights
By STEWART GOODYEAR
Through its contacts with student unions in the
USSR the Association of Student Councils arranged a
charter flight and tickets for 180 people for the
remaining
Moscow. games of the Canada-Russia hockey series in
These contacts result from the International
Association of Student Unions— both the Russian
Student Travel Bureau and AOSC are members.
According to Rod Hurd, Director of AOSC, the tickets
were acquired "by the simple use of a Telex to reach
our Russian counterparts".
While students were given preference for the tickets,
lack of student response caused AOSC to open sales to
the public on a first come, first served basis. Hurd said
the price for the flight is S649, equal to a similar charter
package under Hockey Canada auspices.
He admitted that a few students have received a
lower price, but stated that there hasn't been a policy to
give special student discounts. Hurd said he doesn't
know the details of how the lower rates were arranged
'and
voicedfrom
a fearthosethatwho
knowledge
them might
clamour
paid theof regular
price.raise a
The arrangement for a chauer flight through Finlay
Travel Flight Limited enabled AOSC to decrease an
original cost or$730 which had been set for group fares.
The project was set up in late August when
arranged by Hockey Canada to distribute totickets
the
Canau.. -h|ic through travel agents were sold out

Stewart."
fo Moscow
and a large waiting list developed. AOSC has arranged
charter flights for students for three years, but this
flight
is considered
lime and
includes theunique,
tickets.since it was done in short
"Hurd said AOSC is "proud to get seats where
others
couldn't",
bypassing
official channels.
Between
one-third
and one-half
of the tickets sold
went to students. The Russian group showed no
opposition to the sales to non-students. These were
opened to the public only after AOSC had written to
organizations in contact with students "such as Hart
House
the athletic department at Ihe U of T", said
Hurd. and
He accounted
for the low student response by
referring to the high costs and the inconvenient
time of
the year.
1ncluded in the arrangements are r rn airfare from
Toronto to Moscow, accomodation at tourist class
hotels and tickets to all games and excursions A total
of nine days will be spent in the USSR, covering
the
lime of the games, Sept. 22, 24, 26 and 28
Though visas have not yet been received, Hurd said
there have been no problems in arranging for them.
Profits made by
will go to pay for a tour of
Canada for RussianAOSC
students. This will repay
an old
967 when 26 Canad.an students spent a month in the
One month
?q*7
h £r
of Students.
m Canada Umon
for a similar
numer ^""ed
of Russiani"
students
shouldli*cost
AOSCthe from
Hurd
nt t ?hCr
caicr0f
Russian$10-15.000.
sludent union.
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OTTAWA (CUP) — Most students at Carleton University appeared
to be withholding their second installment of tuition fees this week,
while University of Ottawa student representatives urged their students
lo
follow suit,
despite(OFS).
the school's withdrawal from the Ontario
Federation
of Students
OFS is organizing the appeal to withhold the second installment to
provide the possibility of a fees strike in January. The strike would be
designed
force the last
Ontario
increases toannounced
spring.government to retreat' from tuition fee
Carleton
Federation
that
75 per Students'
cent of the
returningpresident
studentsBruce
who Cameron
registeredestimated
paid in
installments.
The "overwhelmingly
response" confirms
seek
cancellation
of classes forgooda province-wide
day oforiginal
study ofplansthe toissues
October 10," Cameron said.
Meanwhile, University of Ottawa student council president Peter
Beachno said
his organization supported the OFS campaign because it
had
choice,
"We were forced to take the OFS line," he said. "We feel there must
be some solidarity."
In several summer OFS meetings Beach had demanded an
immediate fees strike in September but most other student councils
oplcd for the more cautious installment-paying approach.
About 5000 students have signed a petition calling for the
cancellation of tuition fee increase, he added.
The disagreement was a major reason for U of O's withdrawal from
OFS.
would ButhaveBeach
beenconceded
futile. that a September fees strike by U of O alone
"We had hoped that Carleton would support us but because Bruce
Cameron is on the OFS executive they followed the OFS line," he said.
Beach said his council had mailed pamphlets to all registering
students asking them to withhold their second installments, but the
person running the campaign had been in a car accident and could not
organize around the issue while students were actually registering.
had students
no idea how
had calling
followedforthethecouncil's
plea
AboutHe 5000
havemany
signedstudents
a petition
cancellation
of tuition fee increases, he added. U of O will hold its study session on
financing October 4.
In Toronto, the Graduate Students Union is joining undergraduates
in urging the withholding of second term fees. In addition, as a symbolic
project, the GSU is proposing that $100 of second term installments be
held back and placed in a joint trust fund administered by a trust
company. Fees for most U of T graduate students rose by $100 this
year. Other graduate unions, including the one at the University of
Guelph, are reportedly proposing similar actions.

Students

will

mass

botch-up

Devonshire

Contrary to the policy of the chief
officer in
Canada, and Spadina riding returningreturning
Terrance
Mott, in at least one student residence, Officer
students are not
being enumerated unless they are financially
independent.
Mark Laughton (APSC I) told The Varsity that the
enumerators for Devonshire Place claimed "accepting
money from your parents means you must be
enumerated in your home riding."
Last week, Canada's
electoral officer, J. M.
Hamel, stated that studentschiefcould
vote in the riding in
which what they considered their "ordinary residence."
In doing so, he appeared to overturn an earlier
interpretation of voting regulations that stated that
students'
normal residences are where their parents live.
The Devonshire
enumeration occurred Wednesday
evening, according to Andres Mand (APSC II).
Hamel's Tuesday statement on enumerating students
was reported in Wednesday's Varsity.
On Thursday, Mott indicated that he had accepted
Hamel's ruling. "We are making every endeavour to
thai any student who wants to vote here, can vote",
hesee said.
Yet, according to Laughton, the enumerators at the
Devonshire residence maintained that if a student
receives any money from his parents, he can only vote

rejected,

residence

in his parent's riding, by proxy.
"Only threesaysor Laughton
four in all of South House" were
enumerated,
Harry Dunstan (APSC
that about three
had been enumerated. ThereIII)areagreed
about 80 residents in
South House, one third of the whole residence,
Mand, of East House, and John Stinson (FOR heII)said.of
North House, stated that they
were enumerat
Spadtna only because they were independent from edtheirin
parents.
Several other students
by The Varsity
no enumerators had beencontacted
in touch with them said
Gary Avain {APSC III) said that he didn't know
anything about getting enumerated here. He thought hewould end up by voting in his parents' riding
John McCaugherty (FOR
not seen any enumerators. I) commented that he had
Returning officer Mott, reached yesterday, said that
he did not know Devonshire House had been
enumerated in that fashion. He promised to check with
the enumerators and enumerate it again, if needed, or
enumerated.
any other residence he found had been improperly1
"I'm determined to allow every student who wants to
vote to vole," he said. If necessary, "I will ask authority
to extend the enumeration period."

Blues Cor Dorat (34) was Toronto's main threat against Ottawa In a gams Saturday In which the Gee-Gees showed both an effective offence and defence.

today:

Ottawa

ask

that

wins

24-7

charges
be droped
A demonstration tomorrow against the U of T
administration is being planned concerning the library crisis
which erupted in three occupations last spring.
Called by an informal defense committee for four persons
arrested in the break-up of the first occupation,
demonstrators will rally in the Sid Smith lobby at 1 pm and
March to Simcoe Hall. There they will demand that <he
admistralion use its good offices effectively to have the
charges dropped, as was promised by then Acting President
Jack Sword after the second occupation.
Facing a charge of assaulting police are Bill Getty, Mark
Goldblatt and Randi Reynolds. Tom McLaughlin and
Goldblatt are charged with obstructing police.
Their trials come up Tuesday September 26. The four are
asking that as many people as possible attend their trials,
which are slated for 10 am in the Old City Hall, court 33.
The university did stop charges of trespassing against 19
people as promised.
The issue of stack access has not yet been entirely resolved.
A Senate decision last spring would allow undergraduates
access to the books if they had established "academic need".
U of T vice president Don Forster recently recommended to
the Governing Council's Academic Affairs Committee that
they setshould
up a committee
need"
be defined toas.report to him on what "academic

Nineteen students and supporters were arrested last year when police stormed Slmcoe Hall.

This and the trials are expected to be discussed at an open
meeting following the demonstration in the International
StudentStacks
Centre,Committee,
33 St. George,whichPendarves
Open
helped Lounge.
organize Last
the year's
campaign, may be revived.
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HERE
TODAY
all day
Radio Varsity needs new staff. If you are
Interested In becoming an operator, announcer, newsperson, sportsperson, etc.,
come up to the studios on the third floor ol
91 St. George anytime today.
8 pm
The Vic Music Club Invites everyone to
Its open meeting today. Entertainment and
free food provided. Wymllwood, Victoria
College.
Hart House Underwater Club, open
meeting. Music
Moviesroom,
shownHartandHouse.
refreshments
served.
TUESDAY
all day
11 am
Trinity Booksale: sale and collection
both continue — check us first for used
book
needs.Place.Till 3 p.m. St. Hilda's.
Devonshire
noon
Trinity Square presents "The Things I
cannot Change". Bring your own lunch or

AND

NOW

enjoy our menu. Two blocks south of
Dundas, west of 1Z'30
Yonge.pm
U of T Sailing Club Meeting. Anyone
Interested In racing on the U of T team
should plan to attend. Beginners and
recreational sailors also welcome. Debates
Room Hart House.1 pm
Rally at Sid Smith and march to Simcoe
Hall to demand open access and to suppomingrt Ihfrome lourthe people
stemlibrary facing
bust. Sidcharges
Smith foyer.
"Marxism
and
Studying
History",
discussion with Chamle Cunningham, U ofa
T Communist Club. Sid Smith, room 1032.
Innls' 'Bossin Room', discussion and
planning of student action regarding tuition
hikes.
2 pm
Meeting to plan support for the four
people still lacing charges from the Simcoe
Hall arrests.
Lounge, International StudentPendarves
Centre.
5 pm
Last day to sign up for GSU Gold Day to

THERE MAY BE AN
ARTS & SCIENCE UNION
On Saturday September 23 all Arts and
Science students are invited to Hart House Music
Room at 10:00 A.M. to decide whether we want an
Arts and Science Student Union.
This union would be responsible for either
creating or helping implement student educational
and political policies in Arts and Science. Course
evaluations and course union funding would also
be handled by this organization. We must invent a
constitution for this body.
At this conference students in each subject
area will have a vote either through the course
union or through an ad hoc caucus.
If you are in Arts and Science and interested
in the Union or just interested in finding out what
going on politically - please attend - absolutely no
previous political experience is necessary.
If you are taking courses in Anthropology,
Psychology, Sociology, French, German,
Philosophy, Zoology, Botany, Fine Art, English,
Geology, Religious Studies or East Asian we need
you to participate in a caucus. Please call: Phil
Dack (928-4903) or Marty Stollar (928-4909) if you
wish to take part in a caucus.

be held at Plnetree Golf Club on
September 22. Lists are posted at GSU
registration table 5:30In Drill
pm Hall and at Ihe
GSU. 16 Bancroft Avenue.
Varsity Chrisllan Fellowship first general
meeting. A Smorgasbord supper for only
50 cents. Theme: Sharing the summer
experiencesAllof are
students
who travelled
this
summer.
welcome,
especially
freshmenl Wymllwood
6:30 pmMusic Room, Vic.
Preliminary meetln for course in
"Spontaneous Non-Verbal
pm W. Expression
through Art." 216 7:30St.Clalr
Organizational meeting of the U of T
House.
, Homm, Hart
Historical Club. Blckersteth
Seminars, lolkslnging, and dance
sponsored Latvian
by LatvianHouse,
Student491 Club.
"Atnac
Satlklies".
College.
Meeting
to
plan
for
Humberto
Pagan's
upcoming visit to Toronto. Devonshire Day
Care Centre, Devonshire Place across
from Varsity Stadium.
, IMPORTING
MIXTECA
BASKETS
GIFTS
CLOTHES
THINGS DIFFERENT
FROM THIS
MEXICOWEEK
SPECIAL

5$ ■each
for 1original
to 10 copies
from one
llM each for the 11th copy
rox and up from one original
Xe
( NOW
— xerox reductions, too
Instant— printing
posters, leaflets, flyers,
letterhead, booklets,
we're in the basement of the SAC building
across from Hart House and Uni versify
College . open from 9:30 to 5:30 monday
to^friday, magazines
or phone us at 923 — 6720.
MS

WE'RE AT
174 BRUNSWICK
(AT921-4097
HARBORD)
all the
latest in
fashion
and
made
customeyewear
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THROUGHOUT METRO
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VVhenvoufriink
of pizzaThinkof

pizza

NICKELODEON
279 Yonue a* Dundas Squ;

twice!

9STOR

$1.00 OFF ON PICK UP
50° ON DELIVERY
MINIMUM FOOD ORDER (3.00

925-241
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THE VARSITY ADVERTISING OFFICE IS
D AT
91 ST GEORGE ST., ROOM 101, AND IS LOCATE
OPEN FROM
9-5, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY. DEADLI
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Editor Alex Podnlck
Office 91 St. George St., 2nd floor
Phone 923-8741, 923-8742
'To be tohuman
Is theandmainclearthing,
that
Advertising Manager
means
be strong
and andol good
Bob Dlemer
BrockhouM
cheer In spite and because of everything. . .
LHebdo editor
Ulll
— Rosa Luxemburg
Associate editor
Bill MacVicar
923-8171
Phone

Students
Administrati'
ve
Council

The
Varsity,Press,a member
of Canadian
University
was founded
In 1B30
m
i
n
i
s
t
r
a
t
i
v
e
C
o
u
n
c
i
l
of
the
University
and
Is
published
by
the
Students'
of Toronto and is primed by OalsonsAdPress Ltd. areOpinions
expressed those
In ihisof
newspaper
not necessarily
Administrative
Council
orthetheStudents'
administration
of the university.
orFormal
businesscomplaints
operationabout
of thethepapereditorial
may
be addressed
to Committee,
the Chairman,Varsity
Campus
Relations
Board of Directors. 91 St. George St.

University
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Toronto

HAND

Varsity

steps
BOOK

into

info

VOLUME1

gap

Today, The Varsity publishes a special
community guide theme issue of I'Hebdo.
The things contained in it — valuable
information both for returning and new
students about living in Toronto — could have
been included in the Students' Administrative
Council Handbook. They weren't.
Surprising, considering that the Eric
Miglin-John Helliwell-Ross Flowers ticket got
elected to SAC on a platform emphasizing
communication and service.
This service-oriented SAC broke with
recent tradition and decided against appointing an independent editor for the Handbook. Instead, an executive committee
headed by vice-president Helliwell supervised
production of the book.

The executive had, albeit momentarily,
appointed two students to edit their publication, but began reconsidering their decision
when some members had second thoughts
about the control the executive could hope to
exercise over the outside editors even with the
rigid supervision guidelines they had
adopted.

Past councils have been burnt by
adverse public reaction to previous Handbooks edited by persons not currently sitting
on the SAC executive. And, this year's exrerun. ecutive felt that they didn't want to chance a

So, they set to work preparing
executive-supervised "apolitical" Handbookan
which sought to merely represent within
available space limits the groups offered
space in the publication. The result has been
relatively usless, uncontroversial filler for
advertising copy abundant in both volumes theof
this year's effort.
The book, by its ommission of a
significant community guide, assumes that
university students lead a rather restricted
iife, seldom venturing off campus. In those
few areas where it pretends to supply some
information, there seems to be little reason to
trust its accuracy. In its section on bookstores

THE

YEAR

OF THE
CHANGE

the generally more expensive U of T
Bookstores come off looking best. L'Hebdo's
community guide tells a different, more accurate story.

Where to buy books and get a cheap,
half-decent meal aren't the only keys to the
basics of survival for U of T students. The
Handbook falls down badly in its lack of
discussion of the key educational and social
issues facing the campus students. By abdicating this responsibility, it leaves students
to wallow in an informationless vacuum.
Before setting its budget next sprin
council should seriously evaluate whetgerthe
it
believes it really is worth
publishing a
student handbook. If it while
decides in the affirmative, shoul
it
d not pretend that a useful
document will likely be produced by
a
politically sensitive SAC.
The choice, at least in the near future
between having a creative, independ lies
editor produce a useful book or a ent
SAC
committee hammer out something
of little
value.

Ad

policy

Readers may be a bit
puzzled
Varsity's
readiness byto The
criticize
some
regular advertisers in its community guide. They
be. Advertising
and shouldn't
editorial
policy
two separate things
at The areVarsity.
In order to publish, the
paper
earn revenue
through must
accepting
paid advertising. Iwould
t
and economicallybe hypocritical
for The Varsity impractical
attempt to
assess relative topolitical
or
moral
acceptability
soliciting advertising. when
Any which does not violate
the paper'
restric
against
ads srequest
ingtions
payment inadvance of receipt 0/
goods, non-AOSC charter
flight ads, and ads which
judged to be misleading. are
The Varsit
es and
indeed exerciysesreserv
the right to
editorially criticize any advertisers itdeems deserving of
such action. Varsity advertisers will not be allowed to
Influencein any
the paper'
policy
way. s editorial
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Eat,
drink,
and
be
merry
of cheese strudel and coffee. On weekends try
Toronto is a city where you can eat well without
have branches all over the city. (Their -1.75
their crunchy roast duck with red cabbage and a
spending a fortune, thanks to the various ethnic
lasagna Is just a heated 39 cent can of the stuff,
spicy stuffing. Good for the soul. Go before five or
groups which have, among other things, given
though.) The Pizza Patio, on Bloor diagonally
after eight: the Hungarians are very loyal to this
across from Varsity Stadium, is overpriced, but
variety and verve to the city's restaurants.
place, and there aren't many seats.
then
it's
the
only
place
In
town
you
can
get
a
beer
As everywhere else, Chinatown is where to
with your pizza.
A little further east there's the Rajput, which is a
begin searching for top-notch food at low, low
purveyor
of Indo-Pakistani dishes. The solicitous
prices. Usually, you don't have to search too long.
staff will guide you through the multiplicity of
The
remnants
of
Toronto's
Chinatown
lie
along
dishes; do be sure to order a birlyhani.
restaurants
Dundas Street between University and Bay. Sai
Woo
is
the
best,
don't
let
anybody
argue
with
you.
Old Spaghetti Factory, tucked away behind
But if you like a beer to wash down your
St.TheLawrence
Centre, is a huge, glitzy place
won-tons, go to the Kwongchow, which will help
chock-a-block with tiffany lamps and all manner
Other
places
for
pizza
(some
will
deliver
more
you out with pages of pre-programmed meals for
substantial food as well — ask) are Papa Micelii at
of oddments. You can get spaghetti in a dozen or
any number of persons. Moon Wah, west of
920-2201, Mr. Pizza (Dupont and St. George) at
so styles, mixing several on your plate, if you wish.
Spadlna, is excellent too, if a little barny, Every
962-5001. If you're in the mood for a true Italian
It's cheap, It's fun, but the pasta could be lots
one has a take-out service, some deliver, if
meal, where pasta is only a first course and veal is
better (don't get taken In by the cheese and burnt
erratically. If you just can't budge, call the South
cooked as only Romans can cook it, go to
butter version, that supposedly kept Homer alive
China (481-6101) which only delivers; stick to
while
he was churning out the Odyssey).
Capriccio's,
580
College
Street.
Not
too
exmundane Items, and you'll be OK.
worthy. pensive, licensed for beer and wines, and very
Licenced, and usually full. Reservations,
Pizzas, are filling, no-worry fare, too, and as far
864-9761.
There are several robust Hungarian dining
as I know, all pizzerias deliver. New York Pizza
rooms on Bloor down near Bathurst. The ConHouse has the tastiest pie around (925-1736).
There will be times you'll want to splurge.
tinental, 521 Bloor West, is the best. For less than
Pizza Pizza will put such things as
Winston's, The Westbury, Three Small Rooms are
$2.50 you can get a bowl of earthy homemade
marshmallows, pineapple and cherries on your
all unparalleled, but who's kidding whom — they
soup, a goulash or wiener schnitzel with a
order, If your tastes run that way, and there is a
are not students' hangouts. La Chaumiere, which
is
full every night of the week, will give you a
peppery
salad
and
potatoes
or
dumplings,
a
slice
ten percent discount on orders picked up — they
four-course French dinner for as little as $4.00,
and the wine list is extensive and reasonable.
Your mom will love it when she comes to town
(Church & Charles 922-0500). Lunch at the
Copenhagen Room, 101 Bloor West, can make a
Danophile out of you. Those irresistable
open-face sandwiches don't cost much at all and
you can have a Tuborg, or some askuavit frozen in
a barrel of Ice. Go for lunch, though; dinner prices
go up on exactly the same items. When spring
comes again, and you're on the verge of
graduating, wander over to the Park Plaza one
day and have lunch, or brunch, on their roof.
Really not too expensive, and a terrific view. You
can sit In a lawn chair and sip coffee, or amuse
yourself with their putting green.
For a refreshing alternative, try Etherea foods in
Rochdale. An imaginative variety of vegetarian
and health foods. Expecially good are their fruit
juices and colourful desserts.
On campus, go to the Huron Groceteria, on
Huron one block above Harbord, for take$out
sandwiches that are infinitely better than the
plastic stuff you'll find in the university's
cafeterias.
you just
wanttheprotein,
are in athat
hurry,
be Ifable
to find
string and
of places
will you'll
sear
you a hamburger. Harvey's, Mr. Zum's, Harvey
Wallbanger's ... the list, alas, goes on.
Bill Mac Vicar
markets
So you've
yourHouse?
fill of
boiled
turnips had
at Hart
So you think that not every
damn meal has to include
crinkly, soggy French fries?
So you decide to invite the
gang over for Feijoada or Veal
Prince Orloff. Where do you
begin?
Well, there's no sense
running around the city for
brown sugar or ground chuck
or
It's the
sameconverted
all over, rice;
so save
the
trouble. Dominion and
Loblaws and Power all have
stores near the campus, and,
anyway,
you can't
far
without coming
acrossgo one.
The milk stores, Mac's and
Becker's, ditto. These arei
convenient for such things as
cigarettes at 10:30 pm, and
some of them can supply you
with a bag of ice in a pinch.
But if you want something
special, or just like shopping
in
placesthatthat
haven'tgrow,
yet
learned
chickens
disjointed, in sealed plastic
rectangles, where do you go?

Well, for starters, you could
walk over to Kensington
Market, west of Spadina,
south of College. Fruits and
vegetables line the streets at
the various vendors' stands,
and you can poke about for
hours deciding exactly which
tomatoes and oranges you
should
choose.
Butchershops, poulterers, fish
markets and cheese shops
are there too, and don't pass

up the bakeshops which
might have fresh- baked
bagels. Have you ever tried a
fresh-baked bagel? Do.
The St. Lawrence market,
down east of the centre of the
same name, is housed in an
old brick building which Is
usually thronged with shrewd
shoppers. Some crisp Saturday morning this fall, take
yourself down there. You can
get chickens and turkeys with
heads and feet still attached
(not all. Thanksgiving fowl

The monopolistic Liquor
Control Board of Ontario
doesn't have to offer sale
prices to draw customers, as
you might expect. (In fact, it
often seems as though the
whole
of the board was
More — p. 14 to keeppoint
customers away, but
this is changing.
Still, you can find bargains
among its ever increasing
stock list. You can get a good,
reliable bottle of wine for less
than three dollars. The trick is
knowing what's what among
that baffling cardboard forest
of chateaux and varietals. Go
to the self-serve store at
Yonge and St. Clair, look at all
the pretty bottles, and take
your choice.
worthy
buys. Here are some
Red wines: Naoussa from
Greece (1786B) might be the
best wine bargain on the

wines

boards at $2.10. Close are
Chianti Brolio (1066B) which,
having jettisoned its raffia
flagon, goes for $2.45 in a
respectable-looking bottle.
Seppelt Chalambar Burgundy
(951 B) is $2.30. (Australian
wines, like this one, are in-*
expensive and good; worth
trying). A bit classier is
Sichel's delightful Beaujolais
(993B); You can serve It
slightly chilled and nobody
can fault you for it. If you want
a dark, sumptuous wine of
true
can'tthan
do
betterquality,
for theyoumoney
Barolo (1047B) at $3.40.
If you're cautious about
your wine and want to stick
with
a safe(942B)
rose, atBouchard's
Vin Rose
$2.30 is a
sturdy and safe buy. PorMore — p. 14
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Reading
between
the
lines
continual
hammering on this issue
electfon,
who
made
some
unEnglish,
were
being
paid
rock
bottom
The Toronto Star
substantiated comments about how failed to win Its goal, it did manage to
wages for long hours of menial, unget the prime minister into the act,
great the pollution situation Is.
pleasant chores.
The Star
calls itselfcould
"The First".
voicing his support for Including Hull
Instead, The Star played up the
Thfs
superlative
mean just inconvenience
there
was
the
"Insight"
feature
that the strike was for in Or,
July on the new supermlnlstrles on the team.
but inmore
The papers
Star's case
Which actually Isn't entirely
itabout
meansanything,
that it sells
and doctors and nurses, by forcing them created by Premier Bill Davis In his surprising,
when you consider all the
makes more money than any other — Heaven forbid to perform the cabinet reorganization earlier this favors
The Star does for Trudeau,
worker's degrading tasks, (Including a year. The article, headlined, "New including
newspaper in Canada.
running such gems of
fledged surgeon who swept the supermlnlstrles quieten most critics", analytical journalism
Its spanking blue trucks and posh full—
as the front page
floor) To illustrate the horror of this turned
out
to
be
nothing
more
than
a
new
buildingaddress.
at Toronto's
most situation. The Star ran huge, tear- series of comments by the new super- story revealing "Trudeau says
impressive
One Yonge
Street, Toronto 1 , are there to jerking photos of doctors and nurses powerful ministers on how much they Liberals unite nation."
remind the public that it really Is with mops. This, The Star reasoned,
But, then when you've got the best
their new, more powerthe General Motors of the news- was more Important than the fact that wereful enjoying
jobs. They seemed fairly pleased, classified ad section In Toronto, you
paper world.
some hospital workers were forced to the article revealed, and came out can get away with a lot.
"There's slogan
more fortheyyoulove
In The
Star", live on $70 a week, and now on with some classic lines like "Well, it
is another
to repeat
can'tInsurance.
even collect un- Star
bringsmade
us closer
to the people." The
Chi* <&hhr »int> itlail
no comment.
— again a statement sufficiently am- nothing. Theyemployment
biguous that is is not technically inOr, more likely. The Star realized
Ironically enough, though, The Star
The Globe Is so significantly better
ac urate. Interms of pages, the state- this might be too shocking for its still likes to portray itself as champion
The Star, that It probably
ment is true — The Star is definitely readers, since, after all, one of its of the underdog. That's why they run than
deserves
significantly less criticism.
the heaviest paper in the city.
main purposes is to create a smug front page stories about a woman who
However, no promise of quality is satisfaction with what's going on in needed $10,000 for a heart operation
That Isn't to say that It Is very
progressive In Its editorial policy or
made in the paper's slogan.
Toronto, among Toronto's newspaper and the next day report that, thanks to generally
portrays an Issue but It does
readers, just the way Father Knows generous Star readers, the money has
This
isn't
hard
to
understand,
however, when one considers the Best managed to do it for TV been raised. Or carry on huge cam- mean that Its approach to reporting Is
on
the
whole
more honest and less
stress The Star places on accuracy — audiences.
paigns for downtown children to get
a certain type of accuracy, that is.
Which may partly explain why The out of the city In the- summer. patronizing to the reader.
There are exceptions — notably Its
And, in its own terms, it does fairly Star runs dry, lifeless features on what Although these may well be
well — it probably spells fewer names Metro people are doing — like worthwhile projects, they are decep- coverage of the May general strike in
incorrectly, makes less grammatical whether there was a crowd at the
tive In that they encourage a Quebec, when The Globe ran vivid
stories Implying that mental patients,
errors, and has fewer headlines at- island this weekend, how many kids
patronizing
approach to the "less for- left unattended by striking hospital
tached to the wrong story than just got lost at the Ex — while more
tunate"
rather
than
examining
the
workers,
were running wild through
about any other Toronto paper.
significant issues, such as how Toron- system that makes them less
the
streets of Montreal, foaming at the
As far as other types of accuracy
mouth.
to is being gradually destroyed by fortunate.
go, however, such as whether all the developers or how our economic
The Star does of course stray
Or, their completely misinformed
significant details of a story are system is failing to solve un- beyond charity for its big crusades.
brought to light, or how accurately an
There is Its perpetual campaign for editorial comments which continued
employment, are not adequately
issue is presented to the public. The analysed.
the Spadina expressway, and its throughout last year's crisis over
Apart from the fact that this makes obsession with an independent access to the John P. Robarts
Star doesn't score quite so well.
Research Library, which moved John
Some of the most dramatic proof of for a boring, bland newspaper, it is capitalist Canada.
this can be found in Its recent just plain misleading.
And, although the paper often Crlspo. dean of the Faculty of
On August 7, The Star ran a front sounds like the NDP between elec- Management Studies, to refer to their
coverage of the Western Hospital
tions, once the writs are issued, there arguments during a meeting of the
worker's strike. The Star can take a page banner story with a flashy
considerable share of the credit for headline saying Metro air was getting is always a sudden conversion to the university Senate as being "right in
effectively killing any possible public cleaner by the day, which turned out Liberals.
thrust, though wrong in content."
support for the 350 fired workers.
(Crispo, of course, missed the fact
to be mostly an interview with David
Then there was the campaign to
The Star gave little attention to the Rotenberg, a strongly pro-develop- correct that major Injustice that that they were also wrong in thrust —
real issue — the fact that the workers,
ment alderman and a probable can- prevented Bobby Hull from playing for that the Globe tried the old "It was just
mostly Immigrants who spoke little
didate for mayor In the December Team Canada. Although The Star's a handful of radicals" trick, despite

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART

HOUSE

THEATRE

Student Subscriptions

REFEREES

FORFootbal
ALL l,MEN'S
MURALFootbal
SPORT
SoccerINTRA
, Touch
l S
are starting Sept. 26
APPLYaddi v

h rt?3 00 for the Three

WANTED

ROOM 106,
INTRAMURAL
HART HOUSE. OFFICE.

Productions

TUESDAY
1 972-73

SEASON

™^TwZE
by Mo,iere' ,rans,r in,° — *
(No performances on Sund
by Dona,d Davis
ay or *Mond*-rr
ay)
19 * —
—
sett
ROSM
ERSHOLM by HenriK lb,en, trans.a.ed by
F. and L. MarKer
Thursday,
November
23
,o
Saturday,
™ ^
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
ThuTf
Wi"iam
*'ec.ed ** Martin Hunter
Thur
sday, ^Janu
ary 25ShakMpMre
to Satur
February 3
(No performances on Sunday day,
or Monday)
Box Office opens September 18, 10.00 a.m. to 5.00
p.m. - 928-8668
USHERS
P^^L0^'5
T reqUirCd
,0f the
thfee Hart House Th*a"e Productions.
Please
telephone 928-8674
or call
at Theatre
offices.

FILM SERIES
TUESDAY,7.30
SEPT. 19th

:doc
with
STACEY KEACH
FAYE DUNN AW AY
9.30
CISCO
PIKE
- VIVA
k wllhGENEKIRSHACKMAN
KRISTOFFERSON
O.I.S.E. Auditorium
252 BLOOR ST. W. AT ST. GEORGE
adm. $1.50 at 7.30 (both shows)
$1.00 at 9.30 (one show only)
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and violence usually prevents It from
fact that a petitione
had been they have leased until next year. And,
* the
in
adequately s
er
Informing Its readers any
ci
The Globemm
al
signed by 7,000th
undergraduates, won co
owns the building
pr
after
the
es
Star lease expires. The Star has
the support ministrative
of the
Student's
AdCHUM's "news" broadthan
better
casts
could.
Council, the Graduate reportedly asked The Globe for an
mm
Reportedly funded by Toronto
Students Union, Metro Council, the extension of their lease for another TORONTO*
developers wanting a mouthpiece for
United Electrical Workers, the Ontario year. Without the lease extension and
THE*
Little can be said about The Sun a municipal election In which criticism
New Democratic Party, and many the use of the Tely plant, The Star may
of
developers will play a key role, The
others.)
not be able to print enough papers to that Is not obvious — that it's short,
The Globe often joins The Star In Its meet demand. And, many of the un- chauvinist, and usually misses the Sun sits at the extreme right of Toronto's professional press. (Two
quest for the mundane local color.
served readers will likely switch to The
Its preoccupation with sports, sex, directors are also directors Sunof
Car accidents, especially those in- Globe.
development corporations, one
point.
volving fatalities, automatically merit
former Conservative MPP; the listis ofa
coverage, according to standing
Conservative connections goes on.)
Globe delve
orders.beneath
They don't,
however,
Interestingly, The Sun is printed at
often
the sensational
a plant in which The Star now holds a
level of the Incident and try to find out
majority Interest. The plant,
why there are so many accidents and
If car companies, which can be
Newsweb
b-Enter
prise Limited, also
prints inserts.
the
recently
popular Star
tabloid
counted among newspapers' most
lucrative clients, have Ignored safety
Adele
Morehead
to maximize profit.
However, The Globe, at least, does
have the guts to come out with exposes on government, where The Star
usually restricts Its exposes to small,
rip-off outfits.
Not unexpectedly, The Globe does
not long tolerate reporters whose
stories continually don't jive with the
paper's editorial policy. One-time
Globe Quebec correspondant
Malcolm Held, recognized as one of
the best English language reporters
filing from Quebec, was given the
choice last year of heading home to
Toronto for re-asslgnment or quitting
when his articles persisted In presenting a picture of Quebec life which
dln't
agree with the paper's* editorial
policy.
With the demise of The Toronto
Telegram, The Globe raced The Star
to pick up former Tely readers. "You
make the choice", The Globe's
posters proclaimed. They lost, badly.
However, The Globe may have the
last laugh. The Star's expensive new
presses have been breaking down all
the time. Most of tthe Star's papers
are printed at the Tely building, which

THE
LOWEST
PRICES
ON
GROOVY
ROUND
THINGS

Welcomes Students
New & Old
Back to II of T

EMBASSY
82 BLOOR
Varsity
Guys
and
Gals

PLEASE BE OUR GUESTS
Bring this coupon and play 1 free game
(30 minutes)
billiards
most
beautiful ofbilliard
loungein atCanada's
any of
the following times:
Sun., Mon., Tues.,
Wed., Thurs.: 3-iapm
Saturdays: 12 noon •pm
Good only for one game per person per day. This
introductory
vour
ATL card.offer open until Dec. 15. Please bring

Name:
Address:
Telephone:

We cordially invite you all to drop in
to any Harvey's in Toronto. Bring this
coupon with you to get our

BILLIARDS
STREET WEST

Faculty

WELCOME

clip oat
Upon presentation at Harvey's, any
U of T student will be allowed this
WELCOME BACK OFFER
• HAMBURGER
• FRENCH

OFFER EXPIRES * SOFT
OCT. 31, 1972 ■■■■

FRIES

DRINK

BACK

OFFER
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A

student's

garden

left,

In a society racked with contradictions, it is understandable
that young people, especially, should become politically active
in order to change an intolerable status quo. Social problems,
and personal problems that turn out to be widespread social
problems, demand a response. Often the response is to move
to the left, although occasionally the ideas of the right appeal.
the quo
'counter-culture",
despair, or cynical acceptance
ofReligion,
the status
also claim recruits.
However, the student moving to the left often finds that
socialists are split into many factions, quarrelling over
seemingly obscure theoretical points, and unable to relate
effectively to the "masses" in their practice. Relations between
people on the left turn out to not be idyllic, but fraught with
conflict and tension, although not as barbaric as the inhuman
interactions found in most of the rest of society.
This should not be surprising. The left seeks to overturn the
entire world order. The task of finding the right path to
defeating the massive power of the capitalist status quo cannot
be an easy one, and theoretical questions acquire enormous
strategic and practical importance when seen in this light. And
the mutilation of human beings that poisons human relations
cannot be overcome through will alone, but requires thought
and on-going social practice. Complete change cannot come
until the causes of the mutilation are removed.
To understand and participate in the social change
necessary, it is crucial to relate to the left and its enemies.thatThisis
guide is intended to provide help to that end.
Communist Party of Canada
The CP is heir to the mantle of Lenin and the Russian
Revolution; the Canadian section of the "international corn-

mun.st conspiracy". Once a potent force on the
n
polecat scene, the CP declined under the influence ofCanadia
or btalinism and control from Moscow. Increasinglydecades
has
become a cautious, non-revolutionary, reformist party, itconcerned with elections and united fronts on liberal-progressive
ssues. Its deserved reputation as an apologist for the Moscow
1 2™, and
rH?:!l?US
the have
l0SS 0fmade
much of its ,abour base in the
1930s
Cold War era
it increasingly a party of
gISexSrhetlat9"
*^
^ «
On campus, it functions as the
U of T Communist Club
operating a book table and turning out leaflets
on-and offcampus issues. They have been active in majoron struggles
campus such as the library crisis, but their small numberson
have limited the effect they have had.
Communist Party of Canada (Marxlat-Lenlnlst)
The CPC(M-L) and its front groups, the Toronto Student

right,

of

and

politics:

centre

Movement and the Canadian Peoples' United Front Against US
Imperialism, are Maoist, although admirers of Mao have been

but also supports revolution!
demonstrations and articles I
Red Forums to stimulate disi

known to suggest that the party was started by the CIA to
discredit Maoism. Be that as it may, they are in many ways
caricatures of leftists, specializing in the mechanical chanting
of slogans the production of wild rhetoric, (rival groups are
"hens pecking on dung in the backyard of the working-class
movement"), and suicidal attacks on police, they publish Mass
Line and Peoples' Canada Daily News. Their activities include
the holding of "mass democracies" in which they harangue
audiences in Sid Smith lobby, and forums sponsored
another front group, the Academic Activities Committee. Twoby
recent clashes with police have left many of them facing stiff jail
terms.
Although their political impact is approximately nil, they must
be taken into
unpredictability. account because of their complete

Young Soclallata/Lea
The YS (the youth wing oft
a Trotskyist group, affiliatet
much less revolutionary tt
Although they call themselve
practice usually taillst an re
Through the Vietnam Mofc
control, they demand that th
VietNam (while the rest of the
Through their women's grour.
"Repeal Abortion
refi
women's
liberation. Laws",
They supj
it is the most progressive m
class,
NDP. and much of their tlm<

Canadian Party of Labour
In many ways a carbon of the (American) Party of Labour
the CPL pushes a militant, pro-working class, revolutionary
perspective. It believes that both the USSR and China have
sold out to imperialism ("Nixon, Brehnev. Mao-Tse Tung All
the
Bosses. Must be Hung"). They view all nationalism as
reactionary
Despite (or because of) their revolutionary theory however
in political practice they concentrate for the most part on
etc.).
narrow economist issues (higher wages, shorter working week
On campus, they will operate primarily this year through the
Students tor a Democratic Society, (again
pired) in
which they play a leading, but not controllingU.S.-ins
role. They will
focus on the issue of racism, and on campus issues
such as
access to the library and support for library workers. They
give
much of their time to supporting labour struggles also
campus.
off
A group which operates as a caucus within SDS, but which
may split soon is called Bad Apple. Their differences with SDS

the ^uestions of gay and women's
yc^r 'ine
?D6PL"SDS
MbLt,n
worried
L fhf mnabout
ia,?h
(1 after
0n these is that theV are divisive
the revolution.)
worrln I ?S«S VSu W°rkerS Strug9'e' and that tnese can be
Old Mole
The Old Mole Is one of the few campus political groups which
has no ties with off-campus organizations. Formed
a
year ago, the group is still in the process of working about
posiion on many questions. However, it does define itselfoutas itsa
revo utionary socialist group participating in the world com™„Jm movement" « reiec,s Stalinism and Maosim and
?n I h ? f eXiSt'ng strate9ies and practices of left parties
Old Sue
and
Mole sees^the "campus
*" ^ as itsh the
mainP3rlty
arenaStrU"le
of activity.
!heTheHbrary

They sell two papers, Young
and hold regular Friday night V
active on campus and involve
arise.
Canadian Liberal
The CLM is a Maoist b oup
Canada from U.S.
alisr
theory that the struggimperi
for in
Indissolubly linked les
in Canad
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struggles elsewhere, through concentrate almost exclusively on nationalist issues devoid of
ts newspaper. As well, it holds socialist content. Their major campaign
s have been for an 85%
ision of political topics.
quota of Canadian professors, and for independent Canadian
b for Socialist Action
League for Socialist Action) is
rtth Fourth International, but
the European Trotskyists.
i vanguard group,' they are in
>ilst.
:ation Committee, which they
J.S. withdraw all troops from
ft calls for victory to the NLF)".
they push the single issue of
lg to raise broader issues of
t the NDP on the grounds that
i organization of the working
s spent trying to infiltrate the

questions. The urban team has done some noteworthy antideveloper
work. Members tend to be reformist liberals rather
than
radicals.

Community Homophlle Association of Toronto
CHAT seeks to raise consciousness among gay people and
remove sexist anti-gay structures and attitudes
society. It operates a community centre at 58 Cecilin straight
does
counselling, sponsors speakers and dances, and holdsSt.,regular
weekly meetings. Includes both men and women.
Toronto Gay Action
More politically oriented than CHAT, although many TGA
members are also members of CHAT. Holds demonstrations
and other actions in support of gay lib. Has an analysis that ties
sexism to the repressive nature of capitalist society. Contains
few women. The gay paper Body Politic is put out
predominantly by TGA people.

Christian World Liberation Front
Uses the rhetoric of revolution and the counter culture to
peddle a reactionary form of Christianity. Says the world's
problems can be solved through love and devotion to Jesus,
rather than through active opposition to oppression and
exploitation. (If only we love the imperialists, and teach them by
our example to love us, all will be well!) Although a completely
NDP/ Waffle
different religion, they can be compared to Hare Krishna for the
With the formation of the Waffle group in the NDP, the way in which they boil down a major religion into a few vague
platitudes, and for the way in which they foster personal
campusin NDP
club became
Waffleothergroup.
The supporting
group' was salvation at the expense of social commitment.
active
sponsoring
teach-insa and
activities
an independent socialist Canada, but now, with the split of the
Waffle into a left caucus within the NDP and an external Waffle
Western Guard
Movement for an Independent Socialist Canada, the future is
A fascist group which seeks to promote racism ("We need a
unclear. It is expected that Waffie/MISC will organize on
campus in much the same way as the old Waffle did, since the White Canada"), anti-semitism, and anti-communism. Known
group derives much of its support from students and for the disruption of meetings and physical attacks on leftists,
academics.
gay people, and drug users. Seeks to build a base among
immigrants from Eastern Europe. Not a campus-based group,
but has disrupted meetings on campus.
University of Toronto Liberal Club
The U. of T. Liberal club is the official party organization on
campus. In the main, ft consists of aspiring Pierre Trudeaus,
and reflects the parent party, although it sometimes deviates
from party policy on minor Issues such as the legalization of
drugs. They can be expected to be active in the federal election
campaign, and the municipal if the party runs candidates.

unions. This has tended to ally them with bourgeois (but
nationalist) professors and graduate students, and with reactionary Canadian business unions.
They are not very active on campus, but occassionally
sponsor speakers or forums and sell their paper New Canada.

)dalist and Labor Challenge,
University of Toronto Progressive Conservative Association
guard forums. They are quite
the Liberals, the party organization on Campus. They
imselves in most issues that tooLike
are active In elections and party conventions.
i Movement
Pollution Probe
sdlcated to the liberation of
Raises ecological issues. Concentrates on educating the
Although they say in their public about pollution, and pressuring various levels of
sendence and socialism are government to do something about it. Generally raises the
in practice, they tend to problem of pollution as separate from larger political
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Hundreds of
Poplin, Nylons,
Leathers, Meltons,
Corduroys, Jackets
SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95

Tripping
the

inner

about

in

city...

WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT
CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO
PHONE 486-0997

If

Export

A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

FREE
GIANT

WITH
MEAL

§
g

LIP-SMACKING
CREPES
CASSEROLES
SOUPS
SALADS
BREADS
BAKING
WE MAKE 'EM RIGHT HERE
PICKLES
STRUB'S
CHEESE - BUFFET
NOT TO MENTION
SECOND-HELPING-CREAMY-GOOD
ICE CREAMS
{LICORICE OR PUMPKIN ANYONE?)
154 CUMBETRULANNDT OWNED-0^ATED-COOKED

925-1977

A CHANGE!
WELCOME
7 DAYS

UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE

PLAYHOUSE
Invites applications for bookings
of
the Playhouse this year.
Available for freeevening
lunch-hproduc
our product
tions ions as well as

Please submit applications by Friday, September 22
to:
Mr. Robert Cleverley,
Student Administrator,
University College Playhouse
79A St. George St.
Toronto 181
' 928-6307

SSadS^,^01^

P'^°use Productions or

Harmful Drugs
Some drugs are addictive. You need to take
them In order to function normally. Addiction
however, has as much to do with economics and
social position as It has to do with
ry,
though the press pretends this is not biochemist
so. If you get
strung out on things, you could get strung
out on
drugs. If you don't get strung out, don't worrv
Heroin,
cigarettes, speed,
coca-cola, cocafne 7
it
about
.
alcohol,
m.d.a., t.v., opium,
white bread, tranq
u
i
l
i
z
e
r
s
,
a
n
d
candy
are all physiologically harmful In large or frequent
doses.
Marijuana
Grass and hash are illegal and erotic. Hash is
M Tor>9*r
depend
ing naon costs
the grass
^Penditngtnanon 9rass,
the hash.
Marijua
$20 and
and
nfLS,
V?,rylnfor9 $65
wlth and
the «P
retai,er
and theA
^™?'
f^
p^
?D
^.H!f
^ ounce
h S6lls
black shoes and rubber soles. Polk* vibrate like
wear ^ hlgh 8Choof footba||
J^™*™
LSD
parents, and
In politicseffect
ha! people
80 "P96*1^
(with on editors,
HrJlCnl
Is iHegal.
Otherwise there is noexceptions).
verifiable
evidence of physiologically
harmfu. properties
(Cohen's famous "chromasomal damage" conclusions were retracted
research
arthough the retraction wasafternot further
widely reported
stories.) The fact Is, scientists do not know wha
Ion
fr^T
Case It,wlthonlymost
LSD does
or howth6it does
that LSD
It doeshorror
It In
spades. It is not considered
addictive, although
some
use Itwho
a lot.
0
Mostpeople
people
take acid find their
perceptions altered somewhere
between slightly

There are
t conceptions of the "trlD"
varying from differen
a completelycaseIndivid
s' ual thlnp to
e through
90m
n
Leary-s
sr procession
!^E!
a unlversS
religiou
s orderly
experience.
An
acid
trip
usuaNy
con
sldered over after eight to 12 hours,is althoug
h this
T*Z
a:b,traryTne
cnemlcat
cannot
^ ?raced
in the body after an hour or two. The effects
am
usually noticeable 20 minutes to two hours aHer

Ingestion, and remain
rly strong for
to five hours after that.particula
Then you come downone
The first trip Is often disorienting, liberatin
some, frightening to others. Many find Itgim-to
portant tohave a friend
to lean on. Some
recommend a light dose around
for the
others
recommend a heavy dose. One-halffirsttotrip,
one tab of
street acid (40 to 100 mlcs, clinical) Is light.
One
to
four tabs (200 to 300
clinical) can be heavy
Above 300 mlcs, theremlcs,
appears
to
be
effect. If acid is taken In the presence no further
those
who are uncomfortable about It, that will ofbecome
part
of
fashion.the trip. "Guides" seem to have gone out of
In purchasing,
that LSD salesmen are no
different than anynoteother
drug salesman In appraising their product. A careful consume
chooses acid recommended by friends. Howeverr
we
have not heard of "bad acid" In some time
Orange
Sunshine has a
on for strength
Acid costs between $1 andreputati
$2 a hit regardless of
quality.
Discount
s
for
bulk
purchases. Store awav
from light.
Weare have
seen
no
evidence
of flashbacks but
we
waiting.
Other Drugs

Mescalln and psylocybln are psychedellcs tike
LbD Some say mescalln Is physical, psylocv
bln
perceptual, and
conceptual. But,
a bit
like comparing LSD
elephants. Many useit isstreet
rnescalln as a gentler
Into psychdellcs
although a sufficient Incursionof mescall
n can fill
your head with some doese
very
strange
pictures
Mescalln and Psylocybln retail for
the same
price as acid (or slightly higher). Sometimes
they
are organic
. Note:
be mescall
not
n. It may be called mescalln and
Unless they have changed the law, It Is our
understanding that mescalln and psylocybln are
to posses
s but not to sell. We wouldn't want
toegalargue
the point
with a cop, though

STP Is not done by university students
addictive13 8 8peed"type drtJ9' energizing and
caHed
Instant happiness. Instant happiness costs
$10-a
miSSfh It andiS.tIs "9ht
pnyslcal
tr'P and
has been
addictive
If taken
Immoderately
h^J^SL 1! 13 esPecial'y "'egal to cross a
harmful "nd " '8 0ft8n PWoQlcallJ
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OPPORTUNITY
HOUSE

•••and
coping
with
the
law
When approached by a policeman, two things should be alwavs
remembered: the man has a lot of power and the power can be
oDUSGu.
The Individual must aware that he has certain civil rights and the
Individual must also bebe aware
that some of these civil rlohts will be
refused by Individual police actions.
Remember
Tactic
Number
One: If things are uncool, play along with
the police.
You never have to tell a police officer your name, age or address
unless
you have been 'lawfully' arrested.
You never
have to tell a police officer whether you have a place to
K
stay or a Job.
You never have to carry or show a police officer your wallet or anv
money you have with you.
You are under no obligation to stand and talk to police officer If
you do not wish to to him, you may walk away. He acannot
force you
to remain with himtalkunless
he makes a 'lawful' arrest.
If you are accused of a crime, and you are not guilty, a simple denial
— and you.
no more — should be made. Your silence cannot be held
against
Insist on speaking to a lawyer before answering any questions
whatever. This Is your right: Insist on It. {It may also be common sense
especially
If you do not understand what Is happening and the police
officer does.)
Generally, you are under no obligation to answer any question the
police officer might put to you — with two exceptions:
1) If you are the driver of a vehicle — not a passenger - you must
produce a Driver's. License, and an Automobile Insurance Card
2) If a police officer asks you what you are doing; that If he asks
you to justify your presence In the place where you areIsfound
must tell him what you are doing. Walking, If you are just walking.you
There Is no such thing as an arrest
" or something If
an officer tells you this, you may walk "forawaysuspicion
and continue your legal
business^ The officer Is obliged to tell you If you
are
arrested and the
charge.
policewithofficer
force andRemember
generally -gettheaway
It. is the only person who can use
You do not have to submit to a
of your person unless the
officer has probable and reasonable search
grounds. But, the officer does not
have to Inform you of these grounds. Unless arrested,
the officer can
only frisk you, but not enter your pockets or have you empty
them
When
under
arrest,
clothing, bags and car.he can then "lawfully" search your person
To enter a private residence for reasons of search, the
officer
must have a search warrant accurately describing the police
premises
address, room number, etc., the
reason for the search, the offense—
that has been committed, and a description
goods to-be
searched. The search warrant Is only good for theofdaytheit has
Indicated
on It. The police officer also needs a search warrant
to search your car
The following Is a list of organizations in Toronto offering
legal
advice and representation. Some of
will only handle certain
kinds of cases, for example law studentsthese
are
only
authorized
to
appear
as counsel In Provincial (Magistrates') Courts and in Small Claims
(Division) Courts. For many non-Indicta
and summary conviction
offenses, you will not require a lawyer toblerepresent
you In court but
you should definitely get legal counsellin
g anyway.
indictable
offenses - get a lawyer] All of these services can For
give a client
nformatlon on obtaining Legal Aid Certificates and direction
on what
kind of assistance his or her situation demands.
Popcorn
palaces

Handy names and numbers
Black Information Service Committee, 1088 Bathurst, 536-9113.
Open evenings only, six — 12 pm, providing Info on legal services,
emergency housing, medical aid, etc., black community.
Campus Legal Aid Centre, U of T, 44 St. George
928-6447. Open
Monday to Friday, 11 am to five pm. Staffed by St.,
law students.
Canadian Civil Liberties Association, 1554 Yonge St., 929-5775.
Weekday office hours, phones answered 24 hours. private
organization with a limited number of lawyers, Interested Aprimarily
with cases of civil rights and civil liberties. Does not take people served
by Human Rights Commission or Legal Aid.
Community Legal Aid Services Program, York University,
Law
School, 667-3143. Involved in various community projects, Osgoode
will counsel
regarding small claims or division court, non-indictable cases,
traffic
convictions and other summary items, and civil suits underr $400, some
welfare and family court cases but not divorces.
Landlords and Tenants Advisory Bureau, 67 Adelaide St. E., 367-8572.
Answers Inquiries and seeks solutions to landlord-tenant problems.
Ontario Human Rights Commission, 74 Victoria St., 965-6841. Run by
the Department of Labor to protect Individuals against discrimination
on the basis of race, religion, nationality, sex and age In housing,
public accomodation
service, and employment. The Women's
Bureau
has a separate andoffice.
Ontario Legal Aid, 73 Richmond St. 366-9631. You must go here, In
person, to apply for legal aid. They provide service for Provincial,
County, Supreme and Appeal Courts as well as advice about bail,
pleas etc. Amount of aid negotiable, but you must be a resident of
Ontario.
Operation Family Rights, 310 Danforth Ave., 461-3801. Open
weekdays 9:15 am to 4:30 pm, staffed by volunteers receiving welfare
and family benefit allowances. Interested In proper welfare and family
rights primarily. 1
Parkdale Community Legal Services, 1267 Queen St. W., 533-3508.
Open nine am to nine pm Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday;
one to seven pm Thurrsday* and 10 am to two pm Saturday. Open to
residents of the Parkdale community only, who don't qualify for Legal
Aid and can't afford a lawyer.
Toronto Free Youth Clinic, 252 Dupont St. 925-6223. Open Monday
and Wednesday 7.30 pm. Staffed by articling
lawyers.
Toronto Anti-Draft Group, 920-0421. To give legal
other kinds of
advice to those In Canada who left the US due to and
the draft.

JUVENILE
HALFWAY
HOUSE
Requires Volunteers
Mature 3rd - 4th year
MEN AND WOMEN
Seeking Relevant
Involvement and Experience
PHONE
465-7455
WrLff

CONTACT LENS
CONSU LTANT
FOR BETTER VISION
10% DISCOUNT
TO STUDENTS
2875 BLOOR ST. W.
233-7273

WRITERS
INTERESTED
BEING PARTIN
OF THE INNIS COLLEGE
WRITER'S WORKSHOP
ARE INVITED TO LEAVE
MANUSCRIPTS AND/OR
PORTFOLIOS AT THE
WRITING LAB
ROOM 303,
INNIS COLLEGE
63 ST. GEORGE.

Unclassifieds
ONE WEEK FREE RENT. AI Campus CoOp. Residence. Double room with board,
167
We must
4638 vLowthermediately. CalAve.
and leave
messagemoveat 485-im-

NURSERY SCHOOL lor 4 yea/ olds at
Bloor Street Church Nursery, 478 Huron
St. Mornings
Phone
921-48579-12. Afternoons 12.30-5.30
for movie
freaks
VISITING PROFESSOR with family wants
Except for foreign language, requests.
house or apartment. Mid-Oclober-June
porno, and Canadian films, pretty
The Roxy, Danforth at 928-3089 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
well everything Is guaranteed a Greenwood subway, 461-2401. A GIGANTIC FLOOR CUSHIONS 36-'
Corduroy from $9.00 each. Other
fair run In Toronto. If you miss It "Turned On Festival". From Square
fabricsanytime.
and sizes available. Call Rod 368first time round, It might well be Viridiana to Strawberry State- 6664
ment. Bedazzled, October 5.
back soon (and chepaer) at the
DIVER wanted to inPark, Fox, Mount Pleasant or Saturday midnight shows, too. SPRINGstructBOARD
children
part time.
some other neighbourhood Ninety-nine cents.
Red
Cross
Instructor.
Can Prefer
lead to qualified
summer
house. If you have patience you
Rochdale, Bloor and Huron, employment. Call Toronto
Aqualic Instruction at223-5656
can see The Godfather at popular 921-3166. Esoterlca including
prices. Festivals abound (Chaplin Disney. Two and three night COMPUTER EXPERTS OR PACKAGES
at the Egilnton, Canadian films at stands. Watch for the posters and wanted
for course evaluation tor private
the Poor Alex, etc.). As well there the audience. $1.
college. Send details re: Cost.
Methodology
OISE, Bloor and Devonshire. fields
are now flve^to 10. film series
to J. Hart,and 9 Experience
St. Patrick inSq. related
running old classics, kinky, and Tuesday and Thursday double
catch-all programs. And, watch bills, classic and trendy. Pro- CLASSIC GUITAR - new Yamaha - hard
case, footor rest,
instruction
all forto
facilities leave much to be 5100.00
The
Now desired.jection$1.50
best offer.
Ownerbooktoo -busy
for double bill, $1 learn. Larry
columnVarsity's
for films Here
shownandby Innls
Scott 928-2420
for
second
half.
College.
Mike's, Hlllel, etc.
GIRL in student house $15
First-Run St.Houses
Ontario Film Theatre, at the ROOM FOR
all meals included, linen, kitchen,
Expect to pay $1.75 to $2.75, Science Centre, Don Mills and weekly,
TV. room. Call Andrea 9 am. -12 noon, 4
plus 10 cents for a Star or Friday Egilnton, 929-0454. Classics on p.m.-6 p.m. only 444-4333
Globe
Watsup Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and EX- CAROLINA EXCHANGE MEMBERS:
in the and
VarsityMall.willFridays'
carry selected
$1, $.50 students. Go interview evenings.
help needed. Call Marilyn at
recommendations. Theaters to Thursdays.
early and play with the toys 922-9920
watch: Clneclty, Hollywood, downstairs.
KATE
SURVIVED
we and
need help
a suc-in
Toronto
Film
Society,
at
the
St.
Hyland, International Cinema, Lawrence Centre. Season starts
ces or to babysit bul(6,4,2)
professor's large house by the zoo.
New Yorker, Towne Cinema, Up- September
25.
Season
subway.town. York. All easy to get to by membership only — $10 Reward: Free room and board. 964-1328
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
students, $12 others, $22 two coats
from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Repertory and festival houses
These have grown to too many others.
Spadina
Ave. betweenof funQueen
and 8-18.
DunFestival
houses:
Avenue,
das.
Good
Furs sizes
for us to keep up with each week Avenue Road at Davenport, 964- Cleaning andselection
repairs
(fur
and
fur
fabric)
in Watsup, so call the theatres
9-6 Mon.-Sat.
Crest, Mount Plea- 363-6077,
HOUSING open
A PROBLEM?
Furniture rental
and get on their mailing lists, if 1017, sant,Bogart;
north of Davlsvllle 488-8000. can solve It. Complete
apartment or just
you have waited for a movie for
the
pieces
you
need.
Ideal
for
more
years, It is bound to rurn up for Hollywood
golden
oldies' Egilnsharing. As low as 810,00 two
per ormonth.
ton, Egilnton
at Avenue
Road MartyMillionaire Furniture Renfals.
one night (Zero pour Conduits, 487-4721.
485
Chaptin;
Revue,
400
October 5, OJSE), but you have to Roncescalles. 535-4100, Dietrich. Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.
be on top of It, You might also try
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STILL

FOR

AN

ABOUT

THINKING

ONTARIO

APPLYING

AWARD?

STUDENT

Then it's time you did!

m
As OSAP applications are
assessed by computer it's essential that your
application form be filled in COMPLETELY .and ACCURATELY.

WANT INFORMATION OR HELP?
Call in at the Office of Student Awards,
Room 106 Simcoe Hall,
or telephone 928-2204
928-7313

U.

C.

LITERARY

AND

ELECTED POSITIONS
— TREASURER
— 3 FIRST YEAR REPS
— 2 FOURTH YEAR REPS
NOMINATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE LIT
OFFICE DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS IS 500 P M
FRIDAY, SEPT. 22.

ATHLETIC

APPOINTED

SOCIETY

POSITIONS

ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD FROM 9-4 THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 28.

— U. C. PLAYERS GUILD DIRECTOR
— SNACK BAR MANAGER
— SNACK BAR HELPER
— 23 POSITIONS ON THE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE COUNCIL
LEAVE APPLICATIONS WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OF YOUR INTEREST AND CAPABILITIES FOR THE
POSITION IN THE LIT OFFICE BY 5:00 P M FRIDAY
22.
SEPTEMBER

IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ON ANY OF
THESE POSITIONS, PLEASE COME TO THE LIT OFFICE OR
CONTACT A MEMBER OF THE LIT

THE LIT OFFICE IS LOCATED IN THE SOUTHEAST CORNER
OF THE JUNIOR COMMON ROOM IN SECTION G OUR
PHONE NUMBER IS 923-6256.

LIT FINANCIAL
22u ? WISHES TO ASSIST ANY GROUP OR INDIVIDUALS
WITH CLUBS OR OTHER PROJECTS WHICH
U C
STUDENTS WITH PUBLICITY, FUNDS ETC. INVOLVE
ALL
WHICH DESIRE LIT FUNDING FOR THE COMINGGROUPS
YEAR
MUST SUBMIT FIVE (5) COPIES OF THEIR PROPOSED
BUDGET FOR THE YEAR TO THE LIT OFFICE
5:00 P M
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29. GROUPS SHOULDBY ALSO
BE

SUPPORT

PREPARED TO SEND A REPRESENTATIVE TO THE
MEETINGS OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE MONDA
Y OR
TUESDAY EVENINGS OCTOBER 2ND AND 3RD AND
THE LIT BUDGET MEETING THE FOLLOWING THURSDAYTO
™ NDECXJ L,T MEETING WILL BE HELD THURSDAY
nSI?,
5™ AT 6:00 P M" ,N THE JUNIOR COMMON
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we have

Games

people

There are 37 valid reasons for
going drinking, and Toronto has
enough of a variety of drinking
places to fulfil anyone's
requirements.
The most publicized,/ and
recently the most successful, are
the
"swingers'
Theseso-called
are reported
to attract" bars.
ambitious or horny young men and
women, dressed In style and
willing to pay a substantial (for
poor students) cover charge, In
order to hear good music and to
try to pick each other up. Thelrlong-term goal Is monogamous
companslonshlp while pursuing a
career of boredom and laddercllmblng. Examples are the Coal
Bin, Queen and Bay, and the
Nickelodeon, Yonge near Dundas.
Similar to these, but different In
style, are bars which appeal to
young, together people, primarily
from the suburbs, who go mostly
In small groups looking for a
good time, ordering jugs of beer,
listening to local hard rock or
good blues bands (such as
Toronto's Downchild's Blues
Band), and bopping out to an

play:

Boozing
in Toronto
south of Wellesley, which
adjacent alleyway for a toke Jarvis
between sets. Clothing is Informal comes the closest to a real
pub atmosp
but nevertheless with-it, and English
Taverns providinghere.
a congenial
pfck-ups are often made here as atmosp
here
for relaxed conwell. Examples Include the
Gasworks, south of Yonge and tersperesed versations with friends, Invarious kinds of
Wellesley, and the newly-opened entertainmentwith(from
either the
Generator, Yonge and Egllnton stage
or
the
audien
Include
(both owned along with the Coal the Clinton, Clinton ce)
and Bloor,
Bin,
by
the
same
fast-rising
(the
quiet
rooms
upstairs) and
young man).
Other similar bars which cater Grossman's Tavern, Spadlna and
both to suburban hippies and to Cecil, which Is excellent for a
supper with a beer, and
people living downtown, cheap
youngForbes
offers good-time music management), which Is close to
are
Tavern, Mutual and which
and
a clientele of street people,
Shuter (near Jarvls), and The workers
the university, and is promising
and American exiles.
Attic in the Beverley, Queen near
such top-notch artists as Long
Middl
e-cla
ss
stud
ents
Beverley, (A favourite hangout of nave
may John Baldry and the Grease Ball
an interesting experience
campus revolutionaries).
Band. Their slogan Is "OfEstablishments which aim to the Hotel Winchester, WinchesterIn Boogiefend aFriend,
Someone".
re-create the Old Country at- and Parliament, a decidedly un- establishments Bring
Many deserving
pretentious enterprise serving
mosphere right here in Toronto the
must
necessarily
needs of the workers
are the Brunswick House,
the be passed over In such a review,
unemployed of Cabbagetandown.
Brunswick and Bloor, downstairs, Authe
but ommlsslon Is Intended for
ntic country music and a some. In
which offers chintzy decorati
the expensive
lively crowd and dance floor en- bars whichparticular,
and fifth-rate music (although ons!
to the alreadyupbourgeoisie
sure an entertaining evening to establishedcater
stairs has Dixieland jazz); the
are
student who knows his place. beneath contempt, along with the
Chez Moi, Charles east of Yonge theDevelo
pments to watch Include sexiest topless bars, seccetlons
providing terrible singalong
the El Mocambo, Spadlna south of a degenerate society that they
and Jock, straight clientele' of
piano the
and
College, (under new
Red Lion Public Inn

even
more
info
for you

more

fff

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

Hoechst Research
Safety
Early perception of danger
points and easy identification of
traffic signs so that their messages can be instantly recognized, are two of the greatest
problems of road safety.
The fluorescent colours now
used ^o mark highways often
fade after a short time. But
Hoechst research has developed persistent fluorescent
dyestuffs which have the valuable attributes of maximum
lightfastness and striking visual
impact. The qualities of these
dyestuffs improve identification
of highway danger spots, men
working, traffic signs, railway
crossing and unlit roads In fact
there is an almost inexhaustible
number of identification uses.
This is a major contribution by
Hoechst to future road safety.

Helping Build Canada
Products and ideas from
Hoechst have touched and imroved the quality
people's
lives in pevery
area ofaround
the
world, in a hundred countries
on six continents As an affiliate
of the worldwide Hoechst organization, Canadian Hoechst
Limited has a full century of
research and achievement to
draw upon. In Canada, Hoechst
is an autonomous company
employing
Canadians to serve
Canadian needs
Hoechst in Canada concerns
itself with supplying both the
present and future needs of
Canadians, The range of products and services covers the
Increases Highway spectrum
chemicals, through
dyestuffs,industrial
plastics,
printing plates, human and
Ahead through systems
veterinary medicines,
thinking
ceuticals, and textile pharmafibres.
Hoechst products and services.
The new fluorescent dyestuffs Hoechst
techniques
and
are the result of Hoechst know-how in these fields,
know-how and experience in combined with a large internamany fields. They are the
tional fund of experience, have
product of collaboration be- given the company a reputation
tween physicists and techni- for expertise which takes concians engaged in research into
live up to.
Hoechststant striving
thinksto ahead.
dyestuffs and plastics.
Systems thinking is the
Hoechst strategy. Research,
development and product experience in many areas are
concentrated on the solution of
specific problems.
To keep ahead — to solve the
problemsmorrowof— Hoechst
today employs
and toHOECHST
10,300 people in research and Canadian Hoechst Limited
4045 Cote Vertu
development with a research Montreal
383, Quebec
investment of more than 150
40Don Lesmill
Road
million dollars.
Mills. Ontario

TERMPAPERS
SERVICE
DUPLICATE PAPERS
$1.85 per page
FOR REFERENCE AND
RESEARCH ONLY
Our Termpaper Service Is
Quick And Highly Professional
A well Qualified Staff of
College Graduates
Research,
Write And Will
Type
Your Order At Reasonable
Cost
PHONE Suite
(416) 906
638-3559
12 WILLOWDALE.
GOLDFINCH ONT.
CRT.,
A Canadian Company
GRUMBLES
This week
BUKKA
Next
week: WHITE
PERTH COUHTY
CONSPIRACY
Drug Values Every Day
KINGSWAY
DRUGS
The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.
and at St. Mary
700 Yonge St.,
Price Kings way First for Vitamins
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Best
in browsing
almost all their books.
If
you're
new
on
campus,
you on There
are other good, general
might make the common mistake
bookstores
around the city,
of doing all your browsing at the
notable
ones
like Classics Books
University
Bookroom.
That's
all
right if your interests reside on
In the Colonthe well-stocked shelves of (the nearest
nade on Bloorone Street),
W. H.
literary criticism, drama, poetry Smith, and Coles. Coles biggest
or art. But don't expect any real shop is at Yonge and Charles and
bargains,
don't expect
hot they have surely the biggest
off
the presses,
and be books
prepared
paperback stock in the city, but
for curious emphases (the occult, they also have tables littered with
bargain books, usually remnants
for
books),instance,
for odd and
gaps. children's of best-(or non-) sellers, or
Fine all-purpose bookshops technical textbooks and handbooks one edition old.
are the two Book Cellars, one at
Avenue road and Yorkville, the The SCM Book Room, in the
other at Yonge and Charles. Rochdale building (ground floor,
These stores keep up with things, separate entrance) Is a very good
and they stock more periodicals store with a knowledgeable staff.
than you'd ever want to read It they get discounts from the
publishers, they will pass them
(though they're fun to leaf along
to you. No such things here
through). Good section (particularly inthe Yorkville shop) on as mysteries or sci-fi, and general
film too. There is, by the way, a fiction is pretty Jejune, but history,
store that specializes only in film: social sciences and philosophy
Cine Books, 692-A Yonge Street. compensate.
There are a few specialty
Britnell's,is Yonge
above shops
Bloor,
a fine,a block
old-style
around, like Cine Books,
bookshop with gracious clerks already mentioned, Hachette
and lots of burnished wood. Toronto Is a French and German
Hard-covers are the big trade bookstore at 607 Yonge.
here, and they're pretty sure to Longhouse Books stocks only
have almost any newly-published Canadian titles, and Is bigger
you think. There are more
trade book' they keep their stock than
recherche specialties, too take
longer
than
most
places,
too,
I've
found, so you might try here for a walk down Yonge Street, with
title published a year and a half your eyes open, and hang a right
ago. The clerks are endlessly at Queen. You'll find what you're
helpful about finding out things after.
for their customers (or callers),
Second-hand shops do not
too.
abound in this city, as they do In
The Book Centre (their big sign some others, but walk over to
One, on Spadina near
says
"Books and
so don't Volume
be confused,
has Music"
a very lopsided
College. They keep a stock of
stock, leaning to political second-hand scholarly books,
ideologies of every description textbooks and the like. You could
(though mostly left) and non- find something there unavailable
political ideologies, like the oc- elsewhere, if you were pessistent.
cult, as well. They have a
Books, at 668 Yonge, has
smattering of current releases, Batta's
no extraordinary hard-cover
however, and the silver lining is a selection (give it a once-over,
substantial 20 per cent discount what the hell), but this Is a print-

CHECK

More markets
have grotesque white meat
breasts pre-injected with
cooking oil), and all manner of
things like ducks, geese and
game,
though these
to
be frozen.
At thearebackliableof
the market is a feast of
seafood — oysters, lobsters
and giant prawns, banked on
beds ofcider
crushed
Ice. You'll
get
good
here before
almost
anywhere el?e.
Tired of ground beef and
the
colonel's
chicken?
The unvarying
Elisabeth
Delicatessen on Bloor just
west of Brunswick will always
have fine, European-type veal
scallops and boneless roasts
(expensive, though), plus
addict's paradise. Mysteries, scifi, very current fiction, all paperback, throng this tiny store, and
prices start at half the marked
price. I've found
stuff likeeven
The
Godfather,
new thrillers,
serious fiction on their shelves
within a week of release. The best
part is that they will BUY your old
books, hard and soft, at submind. stantial prices. Keep this place in
Old Favorites, 250 Adelaide
West, keeps old schoolbooks that
nobody will every buy, decrepit
Playboy mags and sets of old
books.
just
possibleIf you
you hunt
mightaround,
come it's
across
a set of Macaulay or some such,
but wearselling
your your
old clothes.
bother
books Don't
here;
they give you lots better value if
you apply it to new purchases
(even that value is stingy) and
you'll end up with some godawful
book
you'll never look at again.
Sorry,
all over Oldyou.Fave, but Batta has It
Bill MacVicar

THESE GREAT

from $4

V T-SHIRTS

from $2

V BAGGIES

(values to $30) $8-18

V SWEATERS

from $4

V SMOCKS

$5-18
-$10 18

V GOWNS

(values to $45) $10

V BLAZER
V MEN'S

& BAG SUITS
SUITS

Down on Harbord, two
peppers.
blocks west of Spadina, the
HarbordcellentBakery
has and
exJewish breads
pastries. They also make
good sandwiches.
Steak women (and men)
will, I hear tell, scour the city
for a thick enough slab of beef
to singe over the coals.
Pickering Farms, on Yonge two
blocks north, of Bloor, buys
absolutely first-rate beef and
cuts it thick and competently.
You'll pay, however. This
store is more expensive than
most, but they earn every cent
by stocking unusual items and
being reluctant to prepackage vegetables. You can
always
get Schweppe's
Tonic
Water there,
too.
If you're
interested
such
things
as fresh
wheat ingerm,
cold-pressed oils, and un-

processed peanut butter, with
bone
brewers
added meal
(andor you
should yeast
be),
go to Home of the Gourmet at
550 Yonge. Even
you'regeta
decadent,
you Ifcan
lusciously rare sliced roast
beef and make yourself the
greatest sandwich In the
world. Or they'll make one for
Bill MacVicar
More wine
tuguese roses are sweetish,
fizzy
you. and cheap. Good champagne
for prices comparable tgoes
o black-market
nicilin during
World War penI. If
you're set on a bubbly
splurge,
Perelada
at $4.10,tryorSpanish
their extra
dry
model at $4.50.
White wines of quality are
skyrocketing in price, and If
you've developed a taste for
Chablls or Pouilly-Fulsse,
save
pennies.
A decent
white your
burgundy
is Bourgogne
Aligote (1349B) at $3.40.
You're better off elsewhere in
France: a nice enough Graves
(1020B
say,)change;
can cost
two
dollars and
Crystal
d'Alsace, a crisp, dry wine
(303B) is $2.60.
Germany and Austria put
out
wines In
litrepleasant
bottles:white
Winzertanz
(1069B)
at $3.30, Blue
Danube $3.10.
Half-gallon bottles of
Canadian white, red and rose
wines are available from
about S3 to $5, at wine stores
and the LCBO.
Bill MacVicar

BARGAINS

V JEANS

V BLAZERS

such nutritious delicacies as
calve's liver, brains, veal
kidneys and tripe.
Just next door is the
Budapest Bakery (they have
another branch down in the
Kensington Market area)
which has a calorie-chocked
display case of pastries,
strudels and tartes. Also, they
have a big selection of
sausages and smoked meats,
which are sliced as you order
them, and Infinitely preferable
to even the best cellophaned
brands. Try the smoked
turkey, and the pork loin
stuffed with onions and

YOU SAVE ON
★ warehouse surplus
★ factory overstock
★ ends of line
★ broken sizes
BECAUSE

from »22

VOLUME

WE

BUYERS

(values to $110) $45

210

SPADINA
(BELOW DUNDAS)

AVE.

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

NO

FANCY

DECOR,

SERVICE

IS POOR,

BUT YOU

ARE

WILL SAVE!
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Trends

in

student

Ontario

financing

new
"anything
says

but

student

By BARBARA SHENSTONE
of T's student
awards theofficer
lastU Thursday
described
implications ofthe present trends in
student financing as "anything but
encouraging".
Pulrick Phillips was Speaking at a
teach-in on student aid and postsecondary financing sponsored by
the SAC Fees Increase Tactics
Committee ai Victoria College.
The purpose of the meeting was to
provide students with a basic understanding ofthe issues behind the
recent fees hike. Four guest speakers
took pari; Phillips, Wynton Semple
(former coordinator
of the Ontario
Federation of Students),
Rumkhalawansingh (member ofCeta
the
Ontario Committee on Student
Awards), and Craig Heron (present
eo-ordinalor of OFS).

encouraging"
awards

The provincial
tendency
to increasegovernment's
loans and
decrease grants in the Ontario Student Awards Program (OSAP) was
stressed by all four speakers as one
of the immediate issues for concern.
Phillips stressed that with the
great dependency of students on
OSAP, and the instability of its
policy, the welfare of a great many
students is at stake, Thirty to 35 per
cent of university students are
enrolled in OSAP he said.

office

suring equal opportun of enrolment lo all members ity
of society.
Ramkhalawansingh said that
OSAP funds are comprised of loan
moneys supplied by the federal
government, and grant funds
supplied by the Ontario government.
Last year, $14,000, of $43
million budgeted grant000money
was
never used, she said, but was instead
treasury.
pul
back into the provincial

grads

form

student
union
By RANDV ROBERTSON

The Ontario graduate student unions which pulled out of the
Canadian
of Graduate Students (CUGS) formed a new
association Union
last Saturday
at Guelph.
The Ontario Union of Graduate Students is the successor to
OUGS will deal with the problems confronting graduate students at
the provincial leveL According to Stephan Kogitz,
it will be more
effective than
CUGS
wouldS0havemmbeen
Htinee
lobbying^ against the fee hikes
C°UG
ewVrom
wISsubSldy
and
cutbacks
facing graduate students. These problems exist at
the
provincial
president
at thelevelU ofsaidT. Kogitz, last year's Graduate Students' Union
The member universities, Queen's, Toronto, Waterloo, Western
Gudph and MacMaster, found CUGS "not relevent" and "completely
Kogitz predicted the collapse in the near future of CUGS, and stated
r
Kogitziessa
that
ineffecti
manyve",universit
which areid
outside the. union atMi«i»«wfj
present
would
soon provincia
join it.lHe believes that universitiesOntario
in
other
proving
wiU
also form
or regional associations.
He said that in a few
there might be a need, again, for a
national union. He cited theyears
need for
graduate organization in
the event of a readjustment of the national
amounts of money the federal
government returns to the provinces each
year
OUGS will meet periodical on the campus of a member university
It has no permanent headquartlyers.

The grant budget was lowered
year lo $32 million but it still this
Semple fell that the whole future probably not be entirely spent, will
she
d. The surplus
of
slake.post-secondary education is at charge
presumably again be put back will
into
(he provincial budget.
!
T.ht
Prospect
of
going
into
Il is convenient for the provincial
debl , he said, "acts as a disThe Ontario government is
cording to a member of
incentive to enrolment." He was government to rely on the federal
funds,
as loans, she claimed, and to negotiating now with the federal audience. He said he expectedthea
speaking on the notion
of
accessibility, and how the present use ihe saving on their own educa- government for one billion dollars, significant amount of this to end up
tion funds to balance their budget. from the Fiscal Transfers Act. ac- as educational funds.
loan system is "inadequate" in en-

Faculty backlash provokes probe

PAC

recommendations

By NADIM WAKEAM
The committee whose
recommendations may lead to major changes in- the arts and science
New Program began its work last
Thursday night.
Appointed by president John
Evans to undertake a major review,
the Presidential Advisory Commit e on the New Program began
discussing
the review. the aims and objectives of
(The institution of the New
Program three years ago included
abolishing honours-general distinctions and reduced the emphasis
on exams. Since then there has been
a conservative faculty backlash
against
of standards".)
U of theT "lack
president
John Evans
prefaced the meeting by com-,
menling that the role of the committee was "to make explicit
problemsmend changes
in the iffaculty"
feasible.and recomThe underlying themes of the
report, Evans stated, will focus on
the machinery and approach lo

academic
planning, and the goals of
the curriculum.
The report itself Evans said must
be "succint", and "clearly understo d toreaders" with "no misinierpretation".
to say
lhat suggestions inHe thewentreporton should
be specific and practical.
The report is to be submitted to
the president by March I, 1973.
Until March I the faculty of Arts
and Science will review the report.
During ihe summer, when most
students are off campus, the Governing Council will review the report
and implement those changes which
are feasible by Sept. 1973.
According to Evans the "value of
the report will be influenced" by its
promptness.
Committee member Bob
Anderson (UCIV) asked why these
changes could not be implemented
in 1974. Evans replied that some
recommendations could be easy to
implement by September 1973,
while others such as printing calendar changes could not be made in

may

the New
PR
OG
meeting
one year.
Bob RA
Anderson, M
one of the
a
list
of
'terms
of
reference'
or
topics
"It
gives
a
target
and
three
undergr
represen
forces
for
investigation.
Topics
include
stuaduate
tativeson
on
ihe committeyou
e to sort out what can
first committ
meeting.ee, commented
and staff attitudes towards the the the
be done and what cannot be done in New dentProgramme,
the role of the
"I'm sceptical about the time
the lime alloted," said Evans.
and the aims of un- allot
Robert Jervis (Chemical fourth year, dergraduate
education in arts and 'Ml ted lo the committee," he said.
Engineering), a faculty member of .science.
seems lo me unnecessary to push
the committee, asked how the presiOthers include the role of the it this hard because any subst
l
chan
dent was likely to deal with the colleges,
ge can't be implemented antia
by the
part-time studies and the
recommendations. Evans replied making.
thai ihe machinery for the im- process of curriculum decisiontime,"
plimentation of proposals should be
or 1974.
Further topics may be discussed if fall"More
" he said "is needed
prepared beforehand by the ad- the committee feels there is a need. on the report but one has to work
ministration sothat recommenThe rest of the committee meeting within the deadlines that have been
dations wil
centred on suggestions as to how
are received. be implemented as they opinions
would be solicited and what
At the beginning of the meeting, terms of reference would be relatively
Anderson
concluded,
pleased
with the "I'm
the committee, under chairman discussed.
way
Daniel Berlyne, discussed whether
After
a
lengthy
discussion
it
was
ihe meetings were to be open or tentatively decided, to solicit views things are going."
closed to visitors. It was decided in writing from all aspects of the The next meeting is scheduled for
Tuesday al 4 pm in the council room
after a 15 minute discussion behind university community.
of ihe Pharmacy Building, at Huron
closed doors, to have open meetings,
The committee also decided, and
Topics to be discussed
bul with the provision that they can again,
tentatively, to use polls and will Russell.
he closed by a majority vote.
include the surveys and what
surveys
lo
gather
opinions
from
full
Material distributed to the
of reference will be inand part-lime students, faculty and termsgiven."
members of the committee included alumni.
vestigated first.
In an interview after the
Exclusion

Wright
to be

Commission
released

on

repor
time

The final report of the Commission on Post-Secondary
will be completed and released as scheduled, Vincent Kelly, aEducation
member
of the commission, told The Varsity on Saturday.

Knownissued
by thelastnamewinter
of it'srecommend
former chairman,
Doug other
Wright,things,
the draft
report
ed, among
that
students
education.pay a substantially higher proportion of the costs of their
Kelly reported that no unexpected delays have been encountered in
drawing
procedural.up the final draft. Any slowdowns so far have been strictly
Public
the commission's recommendations "dragged
out until hearings
March andon some
members of the commission
absent
during the summer months, according to Kelly. However, were
the
report is presently being rushed through to meet the proposedhe said,
deadline
nf this fall, probably late October.
A spokesman for the Department of Universities and Colleges
confirmed
that the final report is scheduled to be released on time.

revise

Catholic

of

women

ministry

By DAVID WISE to at
objected
An informal poll of women at a St. Michael's
College residence indicated most are completely inerent oronly vaguely object to Pope Paul's edict
excluding difwomen
from the Catholic ministry.
The
pope's
last week was seen as a rebuke to
iberals in themove
church,
in order to preserve what he
labeled
a
"venerabl
tradition"
e
Many of the Catholic
college's women-in Loretto
College
even heard of the edict, although
it
received had
muchnotpublicity
in the media
The edict "doesn't matter to me," said a first year
student who refused to give her name. "The pope's too
the masses."
separat
ed from
Another
student,
when told of the edict, objected to
the pope s decision.
"I think women should be allowed to do anything
they want
like into thebe church,
not
named." she said. However she too did
The only student interviewed who was familiar with
the edict and spoke with any kind of conviction about it
agreed with the Pope. Nancy
Walla (SMC II) who

from

not

Mike
St.
considers herself
to be 's
a devout Catholic, felt for
"religious reasons" that the Pope was correct in
continuing the exclusion of women from the ministry.
"Christ, by choosing men for his apostles, chose men
lo be the ministers in his church", she stated. "Since it
was Christ's decision, I don't think that we have the
She tobelieved
right
change that
it." since the church was structured
solely upon the word of Christ, to drastically revise the
order of the church is to deprive it of its logic.
In contrast the nuns interviewed did not lake this
authoritarian view.
One said, with considerable asperity, that she felt
"very strongly" about the pope's decision, but was
unwilling to elaborate or give her name.
Sister Frances Nims very soft spokenly affirmed that
she was "neither alarmed by, or indignant at the pope's
decision". She added that il was a "sociological thing"
and a "temporary state of affairs".
Nims also asserted that the women at St. Michael's
were "not discouraged" by what they considered to be a
decision
the church.which only "reflects the present situation" in

Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

sports

Blues

offence

Ottawa

lacking

in 24-7

loss

Blues

trounces

The Blues keep to the ground with draw plays, such as this, which where
snuffed out any Toronto hopes
By STAN CAPPE and
by scoring on the next series.
LARRY EISEN
The drive hinged on Ottawa
Precision play and good quarterback
Smith who
breaks earned the Ottawa Gee- scrambled for a first
down, and
Gees a 24-7 victory over the host then threw to Bill McNeely for
U of T Varsity Blues Saturday. another important first down.
Ottawa combined a consistent The drive was completed by a
ball-control offence and a stingy touchdown pass to flanker Barry
defence to end Blues home St. George. Lumsden then conrecord of no losses in the past
three seasons. Although the lead. verted togive Ottawa a ten point
Blues never gave up, -as exemplified bythe work of the Ottawa's second touchdown
the quarter came off of a
team's linebackers, they were of
plagued by inexperience and in- Henry Tobias fumble. This set
up
the
Gee-Gees on the Blues 16juries al key positions.
The game was won and lost in yard line. Smfth wasted no time
the third quarter. Ottawa out- in setting up Jeff Avery for the
points, taking advantage of
scored the Blues 17-7 in the six
quarter. Ottawa quarterback Blues loose pass coverage.
Dan Smith directed a
Varsity tried to mount a
predominantly aerial attack, and comeback in the fourth quarter,
a loose Varsity defensive but was slopped by Ottawa's
backfield
defence. A very
wilh
it. was unable to cope omnipresent
strong Ottawa pass-rush
A key pass from Smith harrassed Toronto's aerialthrough the hands of Varsity attack quarterback Dunkley,
back Doug Ball hit Jeff Avery, who was unable to find his dowto bring Ottawa into field goal nfield receivers. The harassment forced him to go to the
range. Neil Lumsden's field goal
short passes. Although Dunkley
attempt
line was from
good. Toronto's 37 yard completed 11 out of 13 passes in
Toronto came back to score the final quarter, they only
on their next series. Cor Doret resulted in short yardage.
turned what appeared to be an
The Gee-Gees successfully
innocent off-lackle play into a contained Toronto for the rest of
65-yard touchdown run. This put the game. Defensive back Ron
Varsity on the scoreboard for Armstrong stopped the Blues on
the first and only time in the two occasions, recovering one
game.
fumble and picking off an
At this point the Blues interception.
appeared to be getting on track.
In the first
half of outplayed
Saturday's
However, Ottawa quickly match,
Ottawa

thwarted by the excellent defensive
Toronto chiefly on the power
running of fullback Neil
Lumsden. The Gee-Gees established their running game,
going
up
the
middle. toThecontain
Blues
defence was unable
Lumsden.
Smith successfully took to the
air in the second quarter. He hit
Barry St. George to put Ottawa
into Toronto territory. Lumsden
then brought the Gee-Gees down
to the 14-yard line where Smith
again connected with St. George
for the touchdown.
Blues offence came in spurts

Rugby
RMC

manoeuvres of the Ottawa Gee-Gees.
fered a concussion in the first
in the first half. When they first
took possession Dunk ley quarter, which detracted from
scrambled for 22 yards. the team's passing attack... Neil
However, the only other close Lumsden (Ottawa) and Libert
(Toronto) both spent
play was a screen pass to run- Castillo
ning back Libert Castillo which their high school days at
he almost broke for a Northern Secondary, Toronto....
touchdown.
Honourable
to Blues'
linebackers mention
Guido Iantorno,
Alex Markobrada, Hartley
Blues
take
on
Ottawa's
crosstown rivals, the Carleton Stern, Rob Bloxham and to GeeRavens next Saturday in Gees Neil Kumsden, Dan Smith,
Ottawa.
Barry St. George, and Paul
Blue Notes: Blues Walt Dudar Kilger for fine efforts... In other
was shaken up in the third games this weekend, it was
quarter, but finished the game.... Lutheran 27, York 7; Western
Barry Wagdin of Toronto suf- 31, Guelph 8.

Blues

lose

22-1 5;

in better condition
Rogerrucking
Wright scored the season's first try after
By JOHN BARCLAY
strong
by the Blues forwards near the RMC
Superior conditioning led RMC Redmen to a narrow goal line. Rick Hodder converted,
shortly
Saturday.
22-15
win over the University of Toronto Rugby Blues thereafter
added
penalty goal. RMCand managed
two converted trysa third
and a field goal.
An inexperienced Blues team was unable to In spile of the losing score, coaches McClements,
overcome a narrow 7-6 half-lime deficit.. Even though Nankiville,
and Wynn feel the team shows promise for
the
team gave a promising display of skill and the seven remaining league games.
determination,
it included only three veterans from last Blue seconds fell before a strong RMC second team
in a game that was a repitition of the first match, The
The first half of the game was evenly contested in Blues played well in the first half and led narrowly at
half-time,
both
scrums
but the
and
lineouts,
with
RMC
scoring
an
year.
unconverted try and a penalty goal. The Blues the day in the secondRMChalf.cadets' conditioning carried
Veteran
Dave Palmer with his strong scrum play led
responded with two penalty goals by newcomer
Rick an interestin
g melange of old salts and absolute
Hodder.
neophytes.
Newcomer Richard Brookes gave a strong
In the second half RMC look advantage of their
excellent physical fitness. Skillfully placed kicks by performance and scored a first-half try.
their standoff and inside centre moved the game rapidly The Blues host Trent University's teams in two
games at 1 pm next Saturday. Practice will continue
up and dbwn the field. By the of the game, a tired during
field. the coming week at 5 pm on the back plavine
Toronto team had only been end
able
to
add
9
points
to
their score.

1)1

Army
spies
By DOUG HAMILTON
Enraged Quebec labor leaders bitterly denounced the
secret report compiled by the Canadian army on the political
activities of trade union militants opposed to the Trudeau and
Bourassa regimes.
The dossier was released Monday night by the Parti

on
Quebec
Qucbecois executive members Rene Lesvesque, Pierre Marois
and Dr. Camille Laurin.
Marcel Pepin, president of the 220,000-strong
Confederation des syndicats nationaux
said the report was
designed
discredit
CSN in inthetheeyes
EnglishCanadians,"toto elect
liberalthecandidates
federalof election

unionists
and to prevent the central committee (of the CSN) from
organizing the civil service".
the activities of the CSN "which are
publicThisandreport
knownaboutto everybody,
obviously is intended
depict us as a secret and subversive organization, Pepinto
added.
"As in October 1970, he continued, the federal
to spread
is trying
government
The report,
said Pepin,
was fear."
worded in a similar manner
tothea Confederation
document compiled
by
the
rival union
des syndicatsCSN's
democratiques
. federation,
"Here is another example of the association between the
three Ds {Dalpe, Dion and Diagle — the leaders of the CSD),
the Liberal Party, and the Canadian army," asserted Pepin
angrily.
Pepin was referring to the fact that
Liberal
government recently granted certificationtheto Quebec
the CSD in a
sitting of the National A«=*mblv
He denied that the information in the army's dossier was
accurate and ridiculed
the suggestion
CSN and its
Common Front allies, the Federationthatdesthetravailleurs
du
Quebec (FTQ) and the Corporation des Enseignants du
Quebec (CEQ) would form a labor party to contest the 1974
Quebec provincial election.
FTQ, president Louis Laberge joined the chorus of labor
voices denouncing the report. He said that it is "scandalous"
that the army would devote its resources
for the purposes of
spying on trade unionists.
But, the most inflamed statement was issued by PQ
leader
denounced it as "repugnant and
at the sameHe time.
ridiculousLesvesque.
"Such activities are usually carried out by military
regimes in occupied territories, but they rather surprising
in peacetime and in a country supposedlyare under
the rule of
law,
the PQ chief. He described Mobile Command
as a
Gestapo".
"miniadded
Neither Lesvesque nor the other members of the PQ
executive would disclose how the document fell into their
hands, but a Montreal political analyst told The Varsity that
itbased
may Van
have Deuxieme
been released
by an officer of the Quebec CityRegiment.
The report was drafted by the Mobile Command units of
which occupied Quebec during the 19J0 October crisis. The
army claimed yesterday that it is intended for internal use
was not
paper.to be submitted to the Trudeau government
research
asonlya and

Few students turned out for a demonstration at Slmcoe Hall. They called for the remaining charges to be dropped.

OFS
calls for provincial
strik
e referendum
discriminatory.
By PAUL McGRATH
Awards Program. In addition, it approach to the fee increase.
90 per cent of their students paid
The Ontario Federation of threatens a full fee strike in 1973-74
Eric Miglin, OFS executive
"At stake is the very future of their fees in installments. An unofficial SAC survey at U of T put
Students yesterday announced a if "further detrimental changes" to member in charge of press relations post-secondary education in the
province-wide referendum to seek OSAP are announced.
and U of T SAC president, told a The vote hewillsaid.be proceeded by a Ihe number at 70 per cent.
Miglin
says there is staff and
support for a second-term fee strike The referendum will involve press conference that the issue was province,"
in most Ontario universities.
100,000 students in member un- much
larger than just protesting the three-week intensive information administration informal support as
fee
hikes.
staff
members
would be put in a
The referendum to be held on
iversities, including graduate
campaign, and a day of provinceOctober 1 1 and 12, will ask students students. Similar votes will be taken
Accessibility to post-secondary wide study sessions, seminars and "difficult position" by giving endorsing publicly the nrotest.
if they will support witholding tui- in non-member universities, such as education for all income groups is teach-ins to inform students and the
tion fees in January to protest the the University of Ottawa, which also at stake, he said. He feels tht fee public of the issues surrounding the
However, as SAC vice-president
John
Helliwell
has admitted before,
hikes,
along
with
shifts
in
the
loan
withdrew
from
the
OFS
in
disgovernment's
fee increases
Miglin said this was necessary, as the real reason for the OFS actions
and
changes intuition
the Ontario
Student
agre ment over the OFS's cautious ceiling of the awards program are the
students themselves are not fully is to demonstrate to the Ontario
protest.
aware
of what is involved in the government that students are convole.
cerned about these issues. Rollbacks
SAC feels that without the of the fees hikes and OSAP changes
are
not
expected, but it is hopea mat
cooperation of college councils- in
Registrar
warns
Law, Medicine
organizing
the students to vote, it future such actions will be
will
be a disaster.
prevented.
The ballot will seek yes or no
referendums
have answers
to three questions.
metAlthough
with littlepastsupport,
Miglin said,
may
not accept
he feels this one will attract support
Innis courses
Do
you
support demands made
due to the direct monetary effect of by thement oOFS/FEO
f
Ontario?
to the GovernBy LORNE SLOTNICK
Science.
He said that as far as he knew there was no the proposals on each student.
Will you support witholding your
Innis College registrar David King has warned subslance in the rumours.
"The government feels our tuition
fees in January if OFS/FEO
students enrolled in Medicine and Law that some
are just self-serving, and if
Dean of Medicine, A.L. Chute says the demands
negotiations
the Government of
[he students are not solidly behind Ontario
courses offered by Innis may not be accepted by the requirements
for
admission
to
medicine
have
not
been
are with
unsuccessful?
professional faculties.
this, ihey may feel they can walk all
changed.
He
said
that
"Mickey
Mouse"
courses,
"if
Rumours to this effect have been circulating there arc any", would be so designated by the Arts and over us," said Miglin.
Would you support witholding all
Students have already shown wide of your 1973-74 tuition fees if the
around the campus for some time. Last week King Science
not by Medicine. Only then would
Government
of Ontario announces
visiicd several classes to caution students that Innis and courses befaculty,
support
across
Ontario
for
the
.
weighted.
further detrimental changes in the
some sociology courses may not be accepted as credits.
Miglin asserted. Unofficial Ontario
Medicine's dean of admissions, Steiner "doesn't strike,
Student
Awards Program?
The rumours have resulted in Arts and Science
normallyhowever,
talk tothatstudents",
hisRussell
secretary
said.would
She reports indicate that between 70 and
Dean Bob Greene calling a meeting of registrars and added,
Steiner
told
courses
undergraduate secretaries in the near future. The
weighted only if it "comes down to the crunch, if
meeting will discuss the whole problem of getting beeverything
else is equal" between two applicants.
accurate information to the student about admissions,
Dean Greene says he shares Russell's concern that
whatever that information is, says Greene .
Medicine
may
The meeting was requested by Medicine Dean of and science. not count some courses offered by arts
Day
care's
tomorrow
The meets
university's
top governing
the Governing
Admissions J.W. Steiner, after Innis College Principal
Council,
at 4:30 Thursday
afternoonbody,
in Medical
Sciences
Peter Russell indicated to Steiner his concern that Innis
Chairman of Sociology Irving Zeitlin hasn't heard
3153
to
consider
its
day
care
policy.
and other courses would be given less weight than other any stories that sociology courses won't be accepted.
According to a proposal being sent to the council as
According to Russell, there is no definite list of
arts courses by the faculty when admissions were being
considered.
information by its Internal Afairs Committee and Executive
courses
suspected
by
Medicine
and
Steiner
"certainly
Russell told The Varsity that he had received some didn'l name any" (courses).
Committee, a university-run day care centre, rejected in its
current form by both of the existing university day care centres,
"intimations"
department's courses could be suspect, he
that less weightfrom
wouldInnisbe students
given to going
what into
were medicine
deemed addedAnybecause
would
be established in the club house behind the old
"we don't have a monopoly on Mickey
Meteorology Building on Devonshire Street, displacing the
"Mickey
Mouse"
courses. These apparently included
Innis College
courses.
Mouse courses."
Campus Co-operative Day Care Centre Number 2 now
that Innis because
"had a offeeling
all along"
that
Since then, rumours have spread, and King has there Mng
may said
be problems
the nature
of Innis
occupying the building.
said that all Innis courses, some sociology and classics courses.
Students, support staff, and teaching staff should attend the
courses,
and otheras suspected
Mouscrs"
Innis courses are generally unstructured anu
meeting to let their elected representatives know how they feel
not be accepted
credit by "Mickey
some or even
all ofmay
the
^bout the issue.
experimental, often with students doing their own
professional faculties.
See editorial on page 4
Law dean Martin Friedland denied that his faculty projects for the whole year. This has sometimes led to
was not accepting certain courses offered by Arts and charges that they are "soft" courses.
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TODAY
10am
Trinity Book sale continues. Books are
still
welcome.
St.
Hilda's. Devonshire
Piece.
NOON
Free dixie land Jazz concert In the Hart
House quadrangle. From noon tq 3 p.m.
Draft The
beer Climax
and foodJazz
will beBandavailable.
from the
Brunswick Tavern will oerform.
Wednesday on the Square pesents
"Community
Make leather Parole
clothes— witha newJim approach."
Neff from
noon to dark. Trinity Square, two blocks
south of Dundas, west of Yonge.
1pm
Natural with
Sciences"
bilio."Marxism
discussionand andJhe books
Frank
Cunningham,
U
of
T
Communist
Club.. Sid
Smith, room 2114.
the U ofwithT Committee
to endFirstthemeeting
War In ofVietnam,
the NARMIC slides, guest speaker and organizing
discussion. Sid Smith, room 1072.

Unclassifieds
BE ALONE? Homophile Dating
WHY
Used 202fur WHY
Association. Fully confidenlial, males and
coats FREEZE
from $10.00THISPaulWINTER?
Magder Furs.
females
For complete details
Spadina
betweenof funQueen
and 8-18.
Don- . and free welcome.
appllcafion form, write Box 717
das. Good Ave.
selection
furs sizes
Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric) Adelaide Station, Toronlo 210, or call 862363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.
1133
COMPUTER EXPERTS OR PACKAGES
HOUSING
Furniture orrental
can solve it.A PROBLEM?
Complete apartment
just wanted for course evaluation for private
college. Send details re: cost,
the
pieces
you
need.
Ideal
for
two
or
more
sharing. As low as $10.00 per month. tomethodology,
J. Hart, 9 St.experience
Patrick Sq.In related fields
Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485
Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.
TRINITY BOOKSALE: Sale continues 10
THURSDAY
noon
am. -4 pm. Used Trybooksus forareyourstill used
beingbookac□avid Rotenberg, mayoralty needs. cSt.epted for sale.
Hilda's - Devonshire PI.
candidate
speaks
on
th
square
at
Trinity
Church.
SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.
Hear Paul Heilyer, (M.P. Trinity) speak Going out of business after 42 years.
In Hart House South Sitting Room. Spon- Pearl Furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind
sored by theAssociation.
U of 1TpmProgressve Conser- new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.
vative
Bargains Bargains.
WANTED SUPERVISOR for after four
Put Marxism In your Courses! program at Hlllcrest Public School. Every
Marxism and the Humanities: A discussion Also instructors
afternoon
from square
3:45-5:15
p.m.
in chess,
dancing,
with Brian Mossop, U of T Communist Weekday
weaving,
macrame
needed.
Will
discuss
salaries. Interested persons call Sue
Club.
Russell. 533-1851
GSA
PARTY: Introduclory U.C.
Playhouse
Player'sthis Guild
Partyup See
what's happening
year. Sign
(or
rvriVIIMG CINEMA
THURSDAY
plays
and
workshops
see
Albee's
Zoo
Story.
Drink
free
beer.
79-A
Si.
George.
Thurs. Sept. 21 - Beer from 8:00 p.m.
PRESENTS TWO FILMS BY ORSON WELLES
FOR SALE 1968 BMW Motorcycle. Good
running order. Recent motor work 500
CC.
7:30
5391 S900.00 Call Terry at 869-6650 or 889citizen
kane
BABYSITTER wanted for two lively
children. 2-1/2 and 7 months, 2-3 half days
per
week. Please
486-0048 mornings
or evenings.
(NorthcallToronto)
ENGLAND, Sept. 30! Anyone wanting to
fly BOAC to London (tree bar on plane)
you
can have
9219789
days. my ticket for S85.00 Phone
9:30
THURSDAY
EX-CAROLINA EXCHANGE MEMBERS:
OISE AUD. 252 BLOOR W.
interview
help needed. Call Marilyn at
SEPT. 21
9229920 evenings.
$1.50 BOTH SHOWS, $1.00 AT

NOW
pion, Vfoletta Nesukaills. Fencing Room,
Toronto Student Movement presents Hart House.
with
. .Significance ot the Federal Election canMale
needed for major roles In
CPC Sid(ML)Smith, medieval actors
August.Centre.
Arnold
speakerdidate
plays. Reading on Wednesday
fcrVancouver
room 1021. 4:30 pm
evening. 29A Queen's
7:30 pmPark rescent East.
Interested In theatre? Come to the
UC needs football players. Come out
and practice. Back playing field, UC.
open
the Victoria
College
Drama meeting
Club andof meet
Jack Medhurst,
of major production.
Last day to5 pmsign up for GSU director
Refreshments and discussion. Rm. 3 New
Golf Day to be held at Plnelree Golf Club Academic
Bldg. Vic
on Sept.
22.inLists
posted
at GSUat GSU,
registra-16
Two films by Orson Welles: ..Citizen
tion
table
Drill
Hall
and
Kane1
at
.Magnificent
Bancroft Ave.
AMBERSONS.7:30. AT and
&:30. .Both
sows S1.50
6:30
or S1 at 9:30. OtSE8 Auditorium.
pm
SMC seminar in volunteer services
Wed. SepL 20 till 8 pm in Brennan Halll
A party! ... at U.C. Playhouse, 79-A
Lounge: speakers.
free coffee and donuts, dls- St. George. Find out about plays and
cussons,
workshops
happening this year. Have a
7 pm
free beer and some foodl
"How to Survive Post-Orlentatlon
9 pm U.C. Playhouse
After the party,
Blues".Table-tennis
South Sittingseason
Room,opening
Hart House.
evening Apresents
Edward Albee's "Zoo story" 79St.
George.
play session featuring Canadian Cham-

HERE

AND

wk

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
UNDERGRADUATE CALENDAR ADDITIONS
HIS 308F - Between Assimilation and Nationalism: The
Jews of Europe, 1880-1904. J. Shatzmilier. 2L: TR12.
(Open only to third - and fourth - year students.)
HIS408S - The Jews of Provence in the Xlllth and XlVth
Centuries. J. Shatzmilier. 2S: Arr. Prerequisite:
Knowledge of Latin or Hebrew.
HIS 473 - The U nited States and the Americas. Revised
version of HIS 373 offered during the 1972-72 session. A
reading knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese is helpful
but not essential. Prerequisite: Previous university-level
course in United States or Latin American history. Exclusion: HIS 373 (1971-72). S.J. Randall. 2S: 7 4-6
HIS TR
377 11,
- Themes
2L.
IT: N. in American Expansion. S.J. Randall

all the
latest in
fashion
and
made
customeyewear

I."OPTICAL
OPTICAL STORED
THROUGHOUT METRO
COMSt'lT THE UlLOW. P.\l,l:

Centre
HART

for the Study of Drama
HOUSE

Student
UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE
PLAYHOUSE

Invites applications for bookings of
the Playhouse this year.
Available for freeevening
lunch-hour
productions as well as
productions

Please subrrvt applications by Friday, September 22 to:
Mr. Robert Cleverley,
Student Administrator,
University College Playhouse,
79A St. George St.,
Toronto 181 928-6307
Any individuals interested in joining Playhouse productions or
workshops should also drop by.

THEATRE

Subscriptions

$3.00 for the Three Productions
Hart House Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $3.00 for the
three All-University productions. The student rate will be $1 25 for a
single performance. Subscribers are assured of the same seats and
performa
nce card.
evenings for the season. Two subscriptions only on
A.T.L.
each

1 972-73 SEASON
THE MISANTHROPE by Moliere, translated into English verse by
Richard Wilbur
Dir6cted by Donald Davis
Thursday, October 19 to Saturday, Octobe
r 28
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
ROSMERSHOLM by Henrik Ibsen, translated by F. Marker and L.L. Marker
Directed by David Gardner
Thursday, November 23 to Saturday, December 2
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
HAMLET by William Shakespeare Directed by Martin Hunter
Thursday, January 25 to Saturday, February 3
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Box Office opens September 18, 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. - 928-8668
USHERS
Volunteer Ushers are required for the three Hart House Theatre productions.
Please telephone 928-8674 or call at Theatre offices.
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Subcommittee
gets Roba
rts
headache
mittee only be advisory
to him.
of the Academic Affairs Committee of the
Forster's
earlierstudents
recommendaBy BOB BETTSON
However Forster along with chairman subcommittee.
tion had been that
only four
sit on a
Governing Council.
R.M.H. Shepherd, classics professor at UC 12 member body.
The power to determine whether
Members of the Academic Affairs and
student vice-chairman Norma Grindal,
undergraduates will have access to the new Committee yesterday rejected with little
This nominating committee will also
$45 million John P. Robarts Research debate university vice-president and provost will present recommendations to the com- suggest
specific persons to sit on the
mit e onOctober 5 on the composition of the subcommittee.
Library will be assumed by a sub-committee Don Forster's recommendation that the1 comThe new committee would take over the
policy function of the now defunct Library
Council which last year turned down student
demands
for open access to the stacks at the
Robarts library.
This action eventually led to the bitter
confrontation
of last March when students
occupied Simcoe Hall three times as their
demands
for open access were repeatedly
denied
the administration and the now
defunct bySenate.
A compromise reached
during the second occupations failed to be
ratified by the Senate.
As the
policya now
stands,'
access
remains
privilege
for automatic
graduate
students and faculty. Undergrads will line up
for slack passes to be granted on the basis of
"academic need. The definition of academic
need was left to the Library Council now to be
superceded by the subcommittee.
The Academic Affairs Committee also
discussed prosals by Shepherd on the power of
the committee and its relationship to the
faculty and college councils.
Shepherd recommended that power be
delegated to the various faculty and college
so that bodies.
they willHowever
continue hetoalso
operate
ascouncils
autonomous
said
the committee should scrutinize all decisions.
Shepherd's
paper,October
which will5 bemeeting,
discussed
further
at the
recommends that the Academic Affairs committee have ultimate power over all academic
matters
the university,
but that
faculties incolleges
and shools
be "various
given a
reasonably high degree of flexibility in their

finished. building openbuilding
ed in temporary quarters.
U of T president JohnScar
Evnas, 's beennew
The Scarborough student council,
The academic portion of the building
Scarborough principal Ralph Campbell
consists of 24 seminar rooms. There are moved by the apparent need for an adeand Scarborough controller Gus Harris
also offices, lounges, and a cafeteria.
yesterday officially opened a major new
quate library building and lack of action
building at Scarborough College.
The recreational portion, 40,000 square on the part of the administration, has
The new building is officially phase 2A
millionfundfromthe Seagram's
Teet or the total 167,000 in the building, requested
to$10privately
library.
of the college building program. It consists
feature is a flexible gymnasium that can be Distillers
of about three quarters academic and
In the picture above, Evans and
adapted
for
volleyball,
tennis,
badminton
office space, and one quarter recreational
Campbell
are
in
the
foreground.
Peeking
and basketball.
facilities. Previously, there were no indoor
-over
Evan's
shoulder
is
Governing
Council
Phase 2B ol the building program will be
athletic courts
facilities
at Scarborough,only
MalimSword
Harding,
outdoor
and playing
fields.
president Jack
and hiswithwifevice-to
the construction of a library building. The chairman
The inside of the building has not yet library is at present housed in the first Harding's left.
Rekindles

student Interest

Stacks
committee
is reactivated
By STEWART GOODYEAR
obstructing police.
The were stopped at the doors by U of T
Although the march was joined by only a police, who said a day care delegation had
Following a march to Simcoe Hall small
number
of
people
the
organizers
already
been granted an audience. While
yesterday, an informal committee developed remained optimistic. McLaughlin said that other students
periodically entered Simcoe
plans to re-kindle student interest in the open the open stacks issue last year began with a Hall without difficulty,
the demonstrators
stocks issue and to protest charges laid last similar small nucleus of people, the Open were kept out.
spring against four demonstrators who oc- Stacks
Committee, who developed support
cupied Simcoe Hail.
Questioned later, the police sergeant who
throughout the campus.
had barred the protesters said vaguely that the
The
committess's
major
concern
is
to
build support for those who will come to trial demonstration
But by appearances
at least, one.
yesterday's
was an anemic
A Sid decision had not been his own. He would not
next Tuesday.
give any indication from whom the orders
rally was attended primarily by radical came.
Tom McLaughlin, one of the four, Smith
groups. Choams and McLaughlin
asserted that two of the trials will be political, campus
One short flurry of excitement occurred
speaches summarizing the history
that the charges of obstruction and assault ofmadethe short
when U of T vice-president Alex Rankin
laid by the police falsely reflect the true issues the trial.library access issue and the meaning of rushed
past the demonstrating students.
behind the arrests. He defined the real issues,
group of thirty then marched to Simcoe
When they called out to ask what the
as the university's "elitism", its identification HallA carrying
posters
and
shouting
slogans
university intends to do about the charges he
of property belonging to the public as its own,
suchTwoas "Open
the stacks".
and the question of limits of protest.
demonstrators
were chocsn to enter smiled, turned his head away and said "I
To present these issues to the court Simcoe
Hall to present their case to the
McLaughlin and Bill Getty intend to conduct
their own defences. The committee hopes to administration.
influence students to attend the trial to show
their support, for the defcndents.
dunno."
McLaughlin stated that such a show of High school students end strike
support will validate his defence and may lead
to a more favourable judgment.
(CUP) — A series of when student leaders realized they could not
The committee also intends to demand PETERBOROUGH
sustain a general strike. In the final stages,
by Peterborough
that the administration use its offices to have rotating
students strikes
has been
called off, high
afterschool
their student council representatives were planning
the charges dropped, as Acting President Jack teachers reached a tentative contract settle- torather
run than
theircontinue
own extra-curricular
the strikes. activities,
ment with the Peterbourough Country Board
Sword promised it would do last spring.
of
Education
yesterday.
Todays
agreement
was reached after more
The arrests were made in the break-up of
the first occupation supporting open access to
The strikes began as a full-scale walk-out than seven hours of negotiations. The
the new John Robarts library. While the September 1 1 to protest a work-to-rule cam- proposed settlement will be presented to
university did stop the charges of tresspassing
paign byteachers, which had been depriving teachers today, but they will not vote on the
against the 19 involved, the more serious students of normal extra curricular activities contract until at least Thursday.
since the begninning of the school year.
charges were not removed.
Meanwhile, a work-to-rule slowdown by
About 3,000 of an estimated student Ottawa high school teachers continues with
Facing a charge of assaulting police are
Getty, Mark Goldblatt, and Randi Reynolds. population of 7,400 joined the city-wide students considering further strike action
McLaughlin and Goldblatt are charged with strike, which was shifted to a rotating basis after a one-day walkout last Friday.

However "all changes or new proposals
with respect to curriculum regulations, and
general
policy and practice should be referred
operations."
Forster
and chairman Shepherd will play
to the committee."
powerful roles under the recommendations,
having wide powers to determine the agenda
will be referred to the
and what matters
for ratification
committee
.
York
while

builds
U of T

cuts day care
In contrast to U of T's proposed 50 day
care places, York University has responded to
an
by planning a 150-place
centreapparent
for nextneed
September.
York'swhilecentre
already accommodates
Children,
the proposed
U of T centre 65on
Devonshire Place will actually reduce the
number of places available in university-aided
centres. The occupied Denvonshire Campus
Co-Op
centre, together
with themove
St. Andrew's
Day Nursery
(which must
from its
present
location)
already
have
a
children eligible for the new centre.totalIn ofaddi-49'
tion, each has many others, who because their
parents are merely from the surrounding
community and not directly connected to the
university, are not eligible.
Maria de Wit, a spokesman for the York
parents, says that the university plans to pay
for about half the construction costs of the
building, while the other half plus the
operating costs must be born by the parents.
By combining
care York
with vice-president
academic activities within thedaycentre,
Bill Small says the university will be eligible
for government formula financing grants.
De Wit says the proposal allows the parents
to control policy at the centre, again in
contrast to U of T's proposal, which would set
up an advisory board half composed of
parents, with extremely limited powers.
At present, York's temporary centre is run
day-to-day
by seven full-time
staff and
three
parent
a month,
a general
meetingco-ordinators.Once
of parents sets policy.
However, a portion of the centre will be
alotted to commercial day care, for parents
who do not wish to become involved in the
running
centre. Itsection.
will be more expensive thanofthetheparent-run
U of T's Internal Affairs Committee of
the Governing Council rejected a report
recommending that the university support
more than one kind of day care.
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The Varsity, a member ol Canadian
Unlveretly Press, was founded In I860
Alex Podnlck
Editor
mi nistiiiiive
and
Is published
iheol theStudents'
of
andCouncil
isbyprinted
byUniversity
DaisonsAdOffice
91 St. George St., 2nd floor "Canada as a whole suffers when any PressToronto
Ltd.
Opinions
expressed
In thisof
Phone
of her citizens is denied his rights; tor newspaper are not necessarily those
923-8741, 923-8742
IhetheStudents'
Administrative
Council
that
injustice
places
the
rights
of
all
of
ot
admi
nisi
ra
tlon
of
ihe
university.
BrockhouM
g Manager Bob
Advertisin
— Pierre Elliott Trudeau, Form j I complaints
923-8171
operationabout
of Ihethepapereditorial
may
Phone
us in jeopardy." October 2, 1968. orbe business
addressed
lo
the
Chairman,Varsity
Campus
Relations
Committee.
Board ol Directors, 9f Sl George St.

this decision.)
care
daythe children
Who
intentionally ty's
sidestep recognizing
and policy serve?
Council'suniversi
afternoon, willtheshould
Tomorrow
And, St. Andrew's in a letter published on page 5
Internal
Affairs Committee
tryGoverning
to sneak through
its
parents occupying the Devonshire site, they do not
blueprint a centre where parental control In Its day-toof today's Varsity, clarify their position, explaining that
controversial report establishing an unwanted
they too find the Internal Affairs proposal
daycare centre on he premises now occupied by
day operations
be minimal.
committee'sof
proposals
create would
this type
of centre, The
the antithesis
unacceptable.
Campus Co-operative Day Care Centre Number 2.
One starts to wonder who the new policy Is
everything
for which the Campus Co-op people have
Deen working!
The committee's plan, which would displace the
desgined to serve: the consumers of the service or the
cenrun
universityfor a report
centre their
care shove
Devonshire
administrators?
It's true that the St.Andrew's Day Care people,
tre, was to dayquietly
through the
Students, support staff, and progressive teaching
who operate the other centre serving the university
rather
Governing Council as a matter of Information
community,
do
not
endorse
as
much
parental
control
stafflet should
attend today's know
Governing
meeting
on which the
to
their representatives
that theCouncil
proposed
day
than introducing recommendations
as the Campus Co-op does. But, the solution to this
council would have the opportunity to vote.
care
solution
Is
no
solution.
impasse
is
not
to
dictate
that
Campus
Co-op
children
Manouevre strategist Paul Cadarlo, student
And, governors should seriously question the
and parents cannot receive the kind of day care they
chairman of the committee, reasons that the specific
want, but to offer the university community a choice of
propriety of the committee and the Executive Comproposals do no more than Implement the general
approaches that was the recommendation of the
mittee trying to get the proposals adopted without
adopted by the council at Its last meeting and
university-established Day Care Advisory Board, but
adequate
council4:30debate.
dopolicynot require full council consideration.
Internal Affairs rejected It. (An earlier editorial has
The time:
Thursday afternoon. The place:
dealt with some of the probable reasons leading to
Medical Sciences 3135. If you care, be there.
This Is not the case. Although August 31 motions

Ah, ha! Just as 1 thought! Polish sausage and Hungarian
goulash!! Better put him on the list, captain!

When thetTrudeausnoo
government
Teachers
Corporation and the
Quebec
Gov'
photographing the protestors. And, a
think again.
For oncechar
again,beenthe forced
governacte
rize
Federation
of Labor as thepoli
Common ce
turned Quebec into a police state during pers
ment, unintentionally,
has
to
e reporter
police officialstat
told that paper's
Front mobilized thousands of Quebec
the 1970 Quebec crisis many Canadians. It show its hand, forced to prove that,
that he recognized many of those prethemselves believe that the suspension
despite
all
the
myths
we
hear
about
living
workers
this
spring
to
nearly
paralyze
sent
from
mug
shots
taken
at earlier
demonstrations.)
of civjl rights and the dawn raids on the in a really democratic country,
Quebec
when
they were pressing their
contract
demands.
government
opponents
here
are
as
What
this
Incident
illustrates
Is the
government's
political demanded
opponents by
werethea practically limited In their freedom of
passing occurrence
suggest and
that the
Common Front
desperate struggle by those in power to
gravity of the situation.
thenToenjoyed
its one-time
conactivity by (government surveillance) as
repress reform and change from within
detractors claim the communist counThey were wrong. All that had
the system, let alone from without.
stituent members now enjoy broad suptries are.
happened was that the shroud of secrecy
port
cannot
be
debatable.
It's
equally
Describing the internal affairs of the
obvioustend to represent
that the governments which preunder
which government
agentscould
spy onbe Quebec-based,
Varsity editorial policy. is approved
activist Confederation ot
the people of Quebec
dissidents
and activists
at production day staff meetings. It Is
Tade Unions, the government
are
not
prepared
to allow the Quebecois
momentarily lifted. Indeed, because of National
shaped
within the guidelines set by a
snoopers
accused
the
CNTU
of
asslstlna
to determine their own destiny ad have
the mass scale on which the 1970
meeting,
In late
summer, policy
ana thestaffweakly
stepped up their surveillance of general
staff held
meetings.
"various separatist and communist
Quebec inquisition proceeded, It would
dissidents.
elements".
may wellpolitical
be. But,activity
since
have
Varsity
editorials
do
not
necessarily
scale been
raids difficult
secret. to have kept the large when
is the That
non-violent
Canadians cannot repeat their 1970
represent the personal opinions of the
editor.
of any organization the realm of governcomplacency. They must demand an end
But, most Canadians, unaffected
ment
Inquiry
In
a
supposed
democracy?
The existence of the staff or
to theThe
army'sQuebec
spying on labor
Innocentcaper
citizens.Is editorial
What we do know tor tact is that the
by the ravages of the government's uncollective. In which all staff
founded attack, couldn't or wouldn't CNT and its leaders have been among
undoubtabry
memoars
who have demonstrated their
Just
the
tip
of the spy Iceberg,
believe what was happening. And, with
forefront of Quebec activism and
commitment
to the paper, have an equal
the passage of a little time, they found it the
an
Integral
element
of
the
web
of
fntrlgue
thus
by
definition
the
harshest
critics
of
voice,
does
not presuppose that
easy to forget all about it.
and deception practised by government
the policies of the Trudeau and Bourassa
agences
on
all
levels.
(A
Globe
and
Mail
governments. Since Trudeau is fond of
paper's
staff
isassume
politically
Sunday's release of secret defence
However, it does
that themonolithic.
paper's
departmnt intelligence files on top denigrating his opponents by claiming
published
report on Guard
last week's
clash detailed
outside the
editorial
policy
posiions
Western
meeting
the
represents
they
lack
popular
support.
It's
Important
its
official
editorial policy.
Quebec labor leaders may case them to to recall that the CNTU, the Quebec
presence of police surveillance teams
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57. Andrew's doesn't
like admin plan either

space. In April, therefore, we approached
the administration requesting that we be
provided space in the university. We were
willing to pay some rent for this space
and to undertake the cost of renovations
ourselves, since money had been set aside
by our parents over the years for the
relocation we knew would probably be
necessary after our first five or six years
of operation.
Another proposal that had been
made earlier to the administration came
from the Department of Psychology. It
requested that space be provided them fo
child research facility, with the intention
that St. Andrew's become that facility.
Again, some rent was offered for his
space. Both proposals those of St. An-

Friday's Varsity states that
university's day care plan has the apSt. Andrew'sUniversity
Day
Nursery.proval ofThis
is incorrect.
Moreover,
there seems to be some misunderstanding
asthe tocurrent
the roledaySt.care
Andrew's
in
situation.has Weplayed
would,
like to acquaint you, first, with the part
we have played in the past in day care in
this university, secondly, with our role in
urging the administration to formulate its
current policy, and thirdly, with our
feelings about that current policy.
In I967 St. AndrewVUniversity
Day Nursery was established as a day
care centre serving, mainly, children of
University of Toronto graduate students.
Rent-free space was provided by St.
Andrew's United Church, and the
renovations were paid for by the University of Toronto. In January of this year
St. Andrew's Church informed us that
their building would be torn down within
the year and that we would, therefore
have to seek new accommodation. We
made a long and thorough search in the
general area of the university and were
completely unable to find any suitable
SA C Handbook
sorry left left out
replynon-inclusion
to Brian Mossop's
letterInabout
of leftist
groups in ih Handbook, I wish to
sincerely apologize for my negligence inthis matter.
A lot of the assembly of
Handbook submissions from campus groups was left to other people
working on the book. It was my
understanding that all the groups we
could locate were contacted. I have
checked and been assured that this
was done, but unfortunately the
contacts were mostly by phone and
were not adequately recorded, so I
cannnol demonstrate that the effort
to conlacl leftist groups was as
vigorous as the effort to contact the
groups which were included. Certainly, there are other campus
groups which were not included
because the member who was contacted and who assured us he would
arrange for a submission failed to
do so.
Nonetheless, the overlooking of
all leftist groups was inappropriate
in a Handbook that was intended to
reflect the diversity of campus opinion, and 1 apologize for not making
a special effort to get submissions
from leftist groups to ensure Ibetter
balance in the Handbook.
John Helliwell,
Handbook Editor
Chairman dislikes
bureaucracy
Perhaps some clarificationon the Arts
regarding my position
and Science Union would be helpful.
I have tried in the past to keep my
criticisms private, as 1 am chairman
□f the ad hoc steering committee;
but now that I have been mentioned
and myownopposition
belter
up. cited, I guess I'd
I began the summer convinced

that an Arts and Science Union was
not only a constitu'ional necessity; I
fell it would aid immensely the work
of course unions, college education
groups, and other stuenl groups
within ihe faculty. I am no longer so
convinced. An organized union,
from my point of view shared, I
might add, by a great number of
people
would amountnothing
to a middlelevel bureaucracy,
more.
The diversity of the faculty creates
organizational problems no .coordinating unit can deal with; an
organized, structured union by its
own logic would create policy for
such undertakings as course
evaluations and participation on
departmental committees. No
representative body can avoid
legislating.
To be sure, co-ordination and
aid in these undertakings were the
intended functions of an Arts ad
Science ceived
Union.
But, wetohadbe conthese matters
the
province of informal working grups.
To create a governing body with
elected presidents and executives
would be to set up a monster; it
would in no way aid such efforts, but
would through frustration alone,
perhaps
attempt to bring these under its control.
It seems clear to myself, and to
d number of other concerned hacks,
that a subcommittee of the Education Commission, with guaranteed
autonomy, would facilitate informal
contact among groups in the Arts
Faculty without multiplying governing bodies, executives, hired
fieldworkers, and policy resolutions
to the point of absurdity.
I ought to add that this is in no
way the opinion of the Arts and
Science Steering Committee, nor
the officialUnion,
policy norof the
Students'
the St.
standMike's
(not
as-yeltiontaken)
of
SAC
or
Commission; and thatits Educait does
not reflect on the energy or the
quality of the work Phil Dack has
done through the summer.
Michael Steinberg
SMC III

drew's and the Psychology department
were turned down because day care had
become an important issue in light of
requests for space that were coming from
the Campus Co-op. In response to he
occupation of the Devonshire building by
the Campus Co-op and to our requests
for help the administration first indicated, inMay, its willingness to provide
space and suppprt for day care on this
campus.
A committee set up in July to study
the situation made recommendations
that were generally acceptable to both
St. Andrew's and the Campus Co-op.
During a series of meetings in July
between our two day care centres it had
become evident that our philosophies ot
day care were so different as to make it
impossible for a joint program to be
set up. This was recognized by the committee in its recommendation that
separate facilities be offered to the two
groups so that the two programs, both
proven successful, could continue. The
committee also recognized the greater
ability of St. Andrew's to pay a large part
of its own way. The administration,
however, has chosen to ignore the
recommendations of that committee for
separate facilities.
St. Andrew's
a much
modified
version ofdidthesupport
model for day
care that was approved by the Internal
Affairs Committee last week. It should
be noted, however, that our
modifications were not acceptedproposed
by that
committee. The position taken by us
then was that if there were to be only one
day care centre our modified version of
Model I would be the model that
would be most acceptable to our
parents. But we are absolutely opposed tc
the model of day care finally accepted
by the committee as well as the more
general day care policy they approved.
We have been offered something
that is unacceptable to both of the groups

SA C tasters pick
best Toronto pizza
I wish to point out a grave
oversight committed by Bill
MacVicar in his article "Eat,
drink, ofandThebeVarsity.
merry" in Monday's
issue
Let me first point out that it is
not my intention to criticize
MacVicar on grounds of lack of
comprehensiveness. For it was quite
obvious that the reporter in question
was not attempting to be comprehensive in his treatment of
Toront's
And demand
indeed
one wouldgastronomica.
and should not
ora matter!
expect comprehensiveness in such
However, I do believe that the
readers of The Varsity have a right
to demand and expect throughness
and taste!
Now, I fully agree that New
York Pizza House has a "tasty pie"
indeed,
has a veryto "tasty
But, for itMacVicar
refer topie".
the
-mentioned establishment's product
asnot "the
reveals
only tastiest
his butlackpie
of around"
experience
worldliness
also
testifies to andhis
ignorance in matters of campus

now providing day care to the university
community. You are aware of the Campus Co-op's
Our ownthe are
follows.
First objections.
of all, we regret
wasteas
that is involved in doing away with a
successful and unique program. St.
Andrew's has established a reputation for
excellent day care, and there are very
few, if any, private or co-operative day
nurseries
in theto vicinity
the university
that
are able
match it.of Secondly,
the
university's proposal will probably help
only a few of or parents. Because of the
fact that access to the 50 spaces provided
will be on the basis ot financial and
personal need, many of our graduate
students with
will simply
be too "rich"
compete
undergraduate
and staffto
parents (although they are too poor to
buy a house in the downtown area or pay
$700 or $800 a month rent for suitable
space). Thos who are not accepted into
the university's centre simply have no
place else to go that matches the quality
of St. Andrew's.
it is can
extremely
difficult
to see how Third,
a program
be set
up
in
the
university's
new
day
care
that would be very appealing to bothcentre
the
Co-op.
kind of parents that would have been attracted toSt. Andrew's and the kind that
would have been attracted to Campus
Certainly the Campus Co-op has
little
the university's
policy.toWegainhavefrom
probably
less to gain.newIt
is unfortunate that, with minimal
assistance, we could have continued to
provide a valuable service for at least one
segment of the university community.
We are glad the university has formally
recognized the need for its involvement in
day care, but we feel strongly that the
particularbecause
policyit itdoeshasnotformulated
wasteful
make use ofis
resources already available, and that it
will certainly be of little benefit either to
us or the Campus Co-op.
St. AndrewVUniversity Day Nursery
Executive Committee

Now, of[ this
grantimportant
you thatpolicy
the
adoption
stand did not go entirely unopposed.
Charles Vickery, SAC rep from the
Faculty of Applied Science and
Engineering,
moved undoubtedly
to table theso
minutes in question
as to allow himself the opportunity
to research the matter more
thoroughly an earlier motion to table so asderedto having
allowbeen
a pizza
to be orcensuriously
defeated.
Vickery's
failed whenThough
the policy
was motion
finally
adopted, a number of oppositions
were recorded. However, it should
be pointed out that of those who voted against the motion had had the
opportunity to be seduced by the
wicked
of that tastyasdisha
known charms
so endearingly
"Posillip pizza".
I would further mention that
any readers who are interested in
pursuing the matter at greater
lengthandareScience
cordiallyConference
invited toto thebe
Arts
held this Saturday in the Music
Room of Hart House, where there
will undoubtely be a proliferation of
pizzas palpitatingly perfectly
produced by the proprietors of the
trust known
that the
oversight in
pizza Ipalace
as "Posillipos".
MacVicar's article will be corrected.
Dare to order: Dare to eat!

not
to at St.withMike's,
leaves
(he objected
casual reader
the distinct
impression that the opinion is shared
by the entire community of women
here, not to mention men.
Perhaps our first reaction to the
decision in question was dismay at
the
apparent
defining but
the
role of womensetback
in thein Church,
like Sister. Frances Nims, quoted in
the article, we recognize the
sociological cause influencing the
pope:
namely,is among
that thethe status
Latin women
lowest ofin
the world. We fell that instead of
prohibiting the bishops throughout
the world from officially using
women in any type of recognized
ministry. Pope Paul should have
within them
their own
diocesestothedecide
role
given
the power
and need for women in their
geographical
greater
awarenessareas.
of the Perhaps
situation ofa
women in North American nd
elsewherein would
have changed his
decision
this regard.

We can't agree, however, with
thosebe whoexcuses
hold for
"religious
reasons'
to
the continued
exclusion of women on the altar. To
those
who do,book.
we can What
only recomm- I
mend
Modern theCatholic
Believes Every
About
Women byclearly
Sister Albertus
Magnus,
which
and thoroughly
politics.
If MacVicar had more
presents the life-style and teachings
thoroughly researched his article, he
of Jesus Christ
as positive
would have known that on Agust 10,
forcements for the
equalityrein-of
1972, after months of extensive and
Marty Stollar women.
MaryFerron,
Berz,
Diane
costly research
coveringCommission
two con- Loretlans do care
tinents, the Education
of the SAC passed the following about church role
motion. "Posillipo Pizzeria makes
SMC II
the best pizza ofin editor
Toronto".
the
Spurred into reaction by David
information
and (For
reader,
Possillipo Pizzeria (531-5213) is Wise's Varsity article of last MonWe had so much info for tha
located at 1140 Davenport (at
day, we feel the need to question the
Ossinglon). Though the location is, definitely misleading headline as Community Guide that we had
as to clarify and express opinion to save some of it for Friday's
not overly convenient for most peo- well
Varsity. Make sure you watch
ple, Posillipodelivery).
Pizzeria does offer on theissue he presents.
fast, reliable
tha Friday
While the article makes it fairly for itsertand
as partkeep
of your
completeinclear that only a few women of Community Guide.
At the September 13 meeting of Lorelto College were informally
Council,
the SACSACaccepted
headline,
lion as official
policy! this mo- ofpolled,
womenthefrom
Catholic"Exclusion
ministry

Wednesday. Septemb

By PAUL HOCH
Avery Brundage, kingpin of the
international sports establishment,
recently told the assembled throngs at
Munich that this year's Olympic Games
had been subjected to what he called two
vicious attacks. One, he said, was the
threatened boycott by African states {and
black American athletes) if white-to
supremecist Rhodesia was allowed
of
compete. The other was the thechain
Israeli
of
events that led to the deaths
athletes. TV commentators covering the
games expressed much shock that the
been onshattered.
'Olympic
that
all sides And,
laments
ioud had
there werepeace'
'politics
One has
may Invaded
of coursesports'.
wonder about the
sort of mentality that equates a peaceful
with a
a racist
against
boycott
commando
action
which regime
leads to 11
deaths. And, the people of Vietnam may
be excused if, in the midst of the dally hail
of American bombs and deaths, they
wonder what the American news media
mean when they say that the 'Olympic
peace' has been shattered. Nor was there
hundreds
the were
peace' forwho
any 'Olympic
student
demonstrators
simplyof
rounded up and shot by Mexican troops
at the 1968 Mexico City Olympics.
It's interesting to review the record of
the sporting establishment that weeped
such plentiful tears at Munich. Once
before there was a German Olympics.
then too, the Olympic kingpins
And,
charged that politics had invaded sports.
The incidents which at that time sparked a
mass movement in America to boycott the
1936 Berlin games are eloquently
described
in Professor
book The Nazi
Olympics.Richard
At that Mandell's
time, the
issue was whether Hitler was barring
Jewish athletes from the German Olympic
team.
The American Olympic establishment repeatedly claimed that the Nazis
weren't discriminating against Jewish
athletes or, if they were, it was irrelevant. Eventually, as the movement to
boycott
the Olympics
tum in America,
they sentgathered
General momenCharles
Sherrill (a member of the American and
International Olympic committees) to
Berlin to negotiate with the Nazis. Sherrill
vigorously opposed the boycott and, upon
his return, discussed the reasons for his
mission:
7 went to Germany for the purpose
of getting at least one Jew on the German
Olympic team and I feel that my job is
finished. As for obstacles placed in the
way of Jewish athletes or any others in
trying to reach Olympic ability, I would
have no more business discussing that in
Germany than it the Germans attempted
to discuss the Negro situation in the
American South or the treatment of the
Japanese
He alsoin California."
claimed that he knew many
Jews who opposed a boycott and who
feared that it would »be overplaying the
Jewish hand in America as It was
overplayed in Germany before the present suppression and expulsion of the
Jews were undertaken. The next day,
Frederick Rubin, then Secretary of the
American Olympic Committee announced
"German are not discriminating
against
Jews in their Olympic tryouts. The
his
position'
Jews are eliminated because they are not
good enough as athletes. Why there are
not a dozen Jews in the world of Olympic
General Sherrill later appeared
before the Italian Chamber of Commerce
calibre."
inman
New ofYorkcourage
and praisedin Mussolini
"a
a worldas of
pussyfooters,"
"I wish
to God tohe'd
come over hereadding,
and have
a chance
do
that same
The thing."
president of the American
Olympic Committee (and close colleague
of Sherrill and Rubin) was Avery Brundage. He has remained at the top of the
Olympic establishment ever since, and is
presently head of the International Olympic Committee. He opposed the anti-Nazi
boycott just as he was later to oppose the
black boycott. He opposed exclusion of

Oh

but
Germany in 1936, of Jap
Rhodesia and South Af
In 1936, accordl
Brundage and his sup
being far above petty ct
tion that did not preve
casionally praising
complishments of the
slurring
Committeetheon adherents
Fair Play

May, 196LVRa
even In"communists".
reported that Brunda
AAU National Convi
German Jews were si
treatment under the
just a hastily though'
largelyafter
on ignorance?
even
Brundage miA
Germany with the 1936
team, he returned to
20,000 at Madison Sq
heady
praiseto the
for the
According
OctotN
York Times, Avery Brui
audience to their fee
outburst of enthusiasi
tribute to the Reich unc
told
them:
"We ifcarw
Germany.
We, too,
our institutions, must
munism. We, too, mi
arrest the decline of pi
As recently as
Ramparts reported, B
ving ofas War,
head aofgrot-i
Cit'^enn
Out
been Nazi-supported. I
surprise that the only
American track and
Stoller and Marty
mysteriously dropped f
relay team just befon
Berlin games.
No one would ar

Olympics
be argued weren't
that all of'polil
thi
and indeed all of oi
programs have been p
Avery Brundage has
concerned about poll!
when fascist countries
with debarrment from
never worried himself
elusion of Communisi
Olympics
then, it hasuntilnotthebeen195
American news med
professed concer. )\V
stay outside sport to ri
if they were a main evt
contest
America
vers
"Olympic
athletes
in his book Sport a
become soldiers of i
doctrinated with grotes
national
prestige".
competitive
sporT<
everywhere whether c
propaganda weapon
which
through
the incl
nationalist
instincts
po
to new methods of
fare". In short, th
become nationalism li
But, exceptnew.
In de1
something
militaristic element
ha
sent in sport. Indeed,
evolved historically <
'blood sports' that pr<
preparation
for battle
original
Greek
Olymi
skills emphasized tr
foot and javelin thr >i
things thought most i
the So,
Roman
ampithe
too, with
the
tournaments of Med
even with the rebirth
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Hympics

it pawns

can

in

be

nothing

political

game

scienc
e class." Syracuse's Ben
Schwartzwalder
agrees. He says that, as
coach, "you look upon yourself as a kind
dictator
of benevol
." hardly have
Richarent
d Nixon
could
said
it any better. His press releases on Vietnam constantly depict the war as a sort of
football game, in which we are all expected to give undying loyalty to our
militaryseteam'
andtary
to our 'field generals"
Defen
Secre
am Laird
described the blockade Willi
of Haiphong as
operation linebacker.' And, Nixon
diplomatic communiques refers to himselinf
as 'quarterback'. Presumably Ameri
cans
should not disagree too loudly on Vietna
becaustalks
e, asin in football, only the qurter-m
back
the huddle.
On the other hand, when
like
Olympic discus-thrower Olgapeople
Connolly
start complaining about
repressiveness of the sporting the
establishment, the coaches and writers
complain that the athletes are becoming
"politic
Backal."in the days when the jocks at the
University of California,
Columbia, and
score of other institutions were beating upa
student demonstrators, there was no
great Bouton,
fear thatinthehis athletes were "political"
Jim
book Ball Four, points
out that as long as professional baseball
players could be depend upon rabidly to
support the Vietnam war, the army
generals, and the flag, no one thein
baseball's establishment worried about
what they were saying or whether it was
"political".
In 1 970, for the first time in history, the
American Broadca
sting Company (ABC)
refused to televise the half-time show of
the Holy Cross-Buffalo football game
because it was "political". The Buffalo
marching band had scheduled simulated
formations of smoking factories and exploding bombs and would play such "controversial" songs as "We shall overcome"
and "Give peace a chance". A few weeks
later, ABC and the NCAA proudly
televised the half-time at the arny-navy
game, complete with a squad of army
Rangers who had just returned
abortive raid on a North VietnamesefromPOWan
camp, and greetings from the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. Nothing "political" about that.
Similarly, when the two
American trackmen Wayne Collette balcK
and
Vince Mathews were evicted from the
Munich Olympics, many American
sportswriters complained that it was
because they were trying to make a
political demonstration. This may well be
true. But, the fact is that the playing
of
national anthems at an international sporting event that claims to be above politics
itself, a highly political act. The tact
is, inthen
was
that Collette and Mathews were
thrown out, not for anything they did or
didn't do in the acutal Olympic competition, but because their casual
behavior was regarded as an unwarranted
interference in what amounted to a
political demonstration by the international Olympic establishment.
Nor is the Olympic competition itself
all that apolitical. Though the actual
athletic events themselves be as pure
the driven snow, when you introduceas
nationalistic tv commentators to root for
their national teams, spend millions of
dollars on build-up and promotion, fill the
stands with thousands and thousands
of
fans (not to mention the multi-millions of
tv watchers around the world), you end up
with something which is so overblown and
overpublicized that it becomes what the
Roman emperors used to call bread and
circuses for the masses.

)f Japan in 1940, and of 1896. Professor Mandell points out that American Association of University
th Africa in 1968.
though Baron Pierre de Coubertin, the Professors last year, the University of
cording to Mandell,
founder of the modern Olympic
Tulsa football coach declared that "footGames
supporters posed as
usually depicted as some sort of saintIs
ball prevents communism". The
tty chauvinism a posiconcerned solely with the welfare
of rationale for this kind of thinking was
irevent them from ocmankind, he was in reality a French given a few years ago by Homer
ng the visible acjingoist, nursing a grudge against Ger- Babbidge, president of the University ofp
the Nazis and from
Connecticut. "Our teams and our
many for her victory in the 1870
ents of (the boycott)
Prussian War. Baron de CoubertFranco", remarked Babbid to the
in ex- players
Play as being "reds" or
plicitly proclaimed that he saw the Olym- National Association of Collegiagete Ahletic
Directors, "by and large, are the^guys in
pics as a badly needed way of
))RaiOarts magazine
vigorating French youth, and toughenreining the white hats they keep their hair cut
indage had told an
the
nation
up
for
another
short, they're clean, they're orderly, aware
invention that the Germany. A position, Incident round with of
the importance of law and order and
e satisfied with their different from that of Presidenally, not so discipli
The students and others who
, come tone.watch
the Nazis. Was this who saw competitive sportst Kennedy
us play are the people who
and the
ught-out view based
Olympics as a good way to build up the respect tradition and institutional pride..."
Similarl
3? Apparently not. For,
y,
in
a recent speech to the
Russia. l fibre' for the Cold War with Touchdown Club
3 made the trip to Nazi 'nationa
of Birmingham
336 American Olympic
to a packed rally of
Square Garden with
e Nazi establishment,
ctober 3rd, 1936 New
Brundage brought his
feet cheering In an
:iasm when he paid
under Adolf Hitler. He
can learn much from
f we wish to preserve
jst stamp out cornmust take steps to
f patriotism. "
as August, 1940
Brundage was ser
ens to Keep America
I no*, known to have
J. It came as no great
lly two Jews on the
d field team, Sam
/ Glickman, were
d from the 400 meter
ore the start of the
argue that the Nazi
>litical'.
might also
the otherItOlympiads
our blgtime sports
political too. Though
5 always been very
litics invading sport
es were threatened
■n the Olympics, he
If unduly at the exst Russia from the
50s. And ever since
! uncommon for the
American and Italian athletes take victory salute with German
dla despite their
haCpolltics should
during "apolitical" 1936 Munich Olympics.
report the games as
'ent of the Cold War
A couple of years ago, paraphrasing Alabama, in which he attacked critics of
sus . Russia.
the Duke of Wellington, the deputy editor thn snorts establishment, vice-president
of the London Sunday Telegraph,
5," writes Alex Natan
Splro Agnew remarked that, "Sports all
and Society, "have Peregrine Worsthorne, noted that what he sports is one of the few bits of glue that
sport who are in- called "the race of Imperial Men that built holds society together..." But, whose consque conceptions of the British Empire" was formed on the
ception of'society'? And, where there
oday, International
playing fields of Eton and Harrow, the elite disagreement about which forces Inis
rt has become
English prep schools. Peter Mcintosh in society should predominate, how much
)penly or secretly a his able book Sport in Society notes does the present organization of
i in world affairs that the militarized games like rugby American sport give support to one side
Itement of Inherrent that gained popularity during the re- of the argument over the other? What
intsway and means
naissance of British imperialism In Berkeley sociology professor Harry
psychological war- the latter part of the nineteenth century Edwards calls the "plantation atie Olympics has "encouraged just those qualities of comosphere" ofAmerican sports with black
i a jockstrap,
operation and conformity to the needs of athletes on the bottom and white officials
gree, this Is hardly the herd which were so much prized by a and coaches on the top has already given
he nationalistic
middle class which was establishing its rise to athletic strikes, boycotts and disruptions atover 100 American colleges,
s always been pre- power and Influence throughout the
as well as threatened boycotts at the last
what we call sports
"Jt of the sort of world."In our own increasingly turbulent two Olympics . Oberlln athletic director
vlded practice and era, there are many Important voices In Jack Scott says that a nationally promiThus, even in the the athletic establishment who look upon
we
him that "unless"
nent trackacoach
Paul Hoch. a former U of T graduate
the decent
to separate
way told
'fads the sorts of sports almost as a weapon of class war- can find
student, Is an assistant profes
and
troublemar
the
from
sor
Negroes
kers
Ings like speed of
fare.
"To
me",
sais
Washington
State
speciali
zing in sport sociology at Ober/in
ig<4 ere the sorts of University football coach Jim Sweeney a militants, we're going to stop recruiting all
Colleg
e. He is the author of the
9eful In battle,
forthcoming Doubleday Anchor paperfortressago,that"football
has heldandtheathlewall
gladiator fights of coupletics areofa years
"Football is not a democracy," says
back
Rip Off the Big Game, on the political
Universit
of
y
Pittsburg
h grid coach Carl
*tre the jousting against radical elements. I look for them
Negroes."
society.
sociology of sports and their relation to
eval knights, and to continue to play that same role". DePasqua. "There's nothing to debate.
ttie Olympics in Speaking before a chapter meeting of the The players can debate in political

SCHEDULE
HOUSE
OPEN
ORIENTATION
HOUSE
FRIDAY
THURSDAY
WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 22
SEPTEmIeR 21
SEP?EMBWT0
11 A.M. - 5 P.M.
11 A.M. - 5 P.M.
11 A.M. - 5 P.M., 6 - 9 P.M.
of recent acquisitions to the Hart
exhibition of recent acquisitions to the Hart
exhibition of recent acquisitions to the Hart House exhibition
House permanent art collection
House permanent art collection.
permanent art collection. Art Gallery
Art
Gallery
Art Gallery
12-2 P.M.
12-2 P.M.
12 - 3 P.M.
Films sponsored by the Art Committee
Jazz concert and pub'Quadrangle
Table
Fencingtennis
Room display '
East Common Room
12 - 2 P.M.
12 - 6 P.M.
Films sponsored by the Art Committee
East Common Room
Farm Committee display
12
2
P.M.
12 - 2 P.M.
Map
Room
Farm
Committee
information
Farm Committee information
Map Room
Map Room
2 - 4 P.M.
2 - 4 P.M.
Hart House Chorus information
Hart House Chorus information
Map Room
Map
2 - 6Room
P.M.
Milk Shake Shoot-Rifle Association
Rifle Range

HART

11
a.m.

12
noon

2
p.m.

4:45 - 6:30 P.M.
Buffet supper - all your plate can hold, $1.50
Great Hall

4:45

p.m.
Black Hart Pub - Diamond Lil, honky 8:30 tonk music Arbor Room

6 - 6:30 P.M.
Yoge demonstration
Wrestling Room
6 - 10 P.M.
Archery
demonstration
Rifle Range
6 P.M. ON
Freshman
Arbor
Roomspecial - hamburg and milkshake. 65c.
Debate - Resolved that this House believes the
maintenance of an intellectual elite within the
munity.
university to be in the best interests ot the comDebates Room
Black Hart Pub-Mark Sebastian, folk music
Arbor Room

Another

MICELLI!

6
Ll.lllu

8

First for PAPA

SPAGHETTI

IN

A

Pub and Dance,
Great Han

BUCKET

Always Delivered Piping Hoi!
2 TREMENDOUS

4 TREMENDOUS
SERVINGS

PAPA

MICELLPS

2.25

SERVINGS

3.95

FAMOUS

PIZZA

MENU

Weekdays: 12 noon to 1 a.m.
- Sat., Sun. and Holidays: 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Large
Please specify Thin, Medium or Jumbo Pastry
Medium
Small
Basic Papa Micelli, Sauce and Cheese
2.35
1.70
Add 1 Choice
2.90
$1.50
$2.00
$2.50
2.70
Add 2 Choices
3.30
1.90
2.10
Add 3 Choices
3.70
M
3.00
2.30
Add 4 Choices
3.35
4.00
2.50
4.50
3.50
SUPER DELUXE PIZZA
COMBINATION CHOICES
Pepperoni
Salami
Anchovies

"THE BEST PIZZA
IN TOWN BAR NONE"
89 AVENUE

ROAD

Mushrooms
Green Peppers
Bacon
FOR

FREE

Phone

Onion Rings
Ham
Fresh Tomatoes
Olives
Sausage

DELIVERY
925-2201

or 925-2202

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Clip this ad (or a complimentary serving of
spaghetti for one, with every large or
medium pizza ordered.
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Rotenberg

A rare new collection of memorabilia adorns, the walls and an
engaging mixture of patrons raise
their glasses. Lunch from noon
'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a
delightfully different daily special.
Surrounded by The Sutton Place,
on Wellesley at Bay.
The Bull and The Bear

runs

for

mayor,

rejects money
from
developers
that will pre
judice
himresponse to
region.
He will join his Ward II collegaue Ihe Toronto-centered
In an apparent
By DAVID KENNEDY
He denied he was part of the charges
made
by
Alderman
John
To ihe surprise of no one, David Crombie in the race for the Establishment
Sewell
about
where
at
City
his capaign
Hall but he
Alderman David Rotenberg city's top post.
revealed
funds
he
had
came
the
from
support
in
1969,
of
Rotenberg
While
many
people
are
the
declared his candidacy for th
majority of sitting alderman and of announced that he would not accept
mayoralty of the City of Toronto questioning the philosophy of key
election workers of Mayor Den- money from developers.
yesterday at Cily Hall.
growth and the health of the communities
below
Bloor,
Rotenberg
Rotenberg claimed that his
Walter Tedman, Dennison's
"I bring a clear commitment to sees the major issue as the manage- nison.
campaign
Rotenberg said, fund-raising "bagman", Dan Kert,
continue the prosperity and wellis helping manager,
him.
ment
of
growth
of
Toronto
and
of
of
Industrial
has
being of our city," said Rotenberg.
beenKertdirected
not Chemicals,
to accept any
money
that
would
prejudice
or
limit
his action.
Rotenberg is generally
GIGANTIC
UNIQUE
the prothe leader
conceded
developmentto beforces
on Cityof Council.
TORONTO'S
PAPERBACK
favour
in
voted
consiste
has
He
FLOOR
ntly
CUSHIONS
of controversial developemnts
Bookstore
against
the
wishes
of
community
36" square corduroy from $9.00
ON
Other fabrics and sizes
groups."I encourage citizen groups,"
up to 54" square TWO
Rotenberg said. "Ratepayers'
groups give individuals a voice at
LEVELS
Mackenzie Fabrics Ltd.
classified
representative
shouldAnnot beelected
bound by the feelings
646 Adelaide St. West
of
community
well-informed
groups,
Cily
Hall."
he
by subject,
CALL ANYTIME
emphasized.
helpful
staff
368-6664-

SO LOWEST PRICES
Tfl On QUALITY OFFSET

C
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707 YONGE ST
Below
Bloor
923-3551
shoe

ACCOUNTS WEICOMF
^9
impress
1ST SERVICE • LOWESTPRINTING
PRICES
Hi 7 Charles
(416)9-6967-1110
open
St.Oaily
West

lovTt^ue

YOU ASKED
YOU'VE

FOR IT,
GOT IT.

THE

HART

HOUSE

CHORUS

TELLS ALL!
(DURING OPEN HOUSE)

The Newman
Centre
Roman Catholic Chaplaincy
serving students and faculty of
The University of Toronto
89 St. George Street - 922-3230
Black leather with rust suede.
Navy leather with gold suede.
only $30.00

byHOWMARK

Open Thursday and Friday Nites
CO D. orders occepted. Credit and Chargex cords honored
jsfjoe ?liopuej5
262 Yonge SI.
1475 Yonge St.
101 Bloor St. West
Shopper's Wolrd, Brampton

Fairview Mall
Oshawa Shopping Centre
Adams
AppleSt.Boutique
126 Bloor
West

The- staff of the Centre is at the service of the
members of the University community
Its facilities are
duringandthestudy.
day and evening
relaxation
for open
A varied programme
of events year.
is offered throughout
the academic
The St. Thomas Aquinas Chapel at 50 Hoskin Avenue is
open during the day and evening. Daily mass is
celebrated at 7:10 and 7:45 am, and 4:30 pm. Sunday
masses are at 10 am and noon. A coffee hour is held in
the Centre after Sunday Masses.
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operational
soon
system
info
rinformation
compute
Campus
the terminals
for a trial period at view are cheated out of the grades :fuse lo accept their point of view
programming to obtain
easily.
ByUofTINFO,
MARI-LYNN aASBURY
approximately
$100
per
month.
computer
The second basic cost is ihey deserve by professors who
Facts will be released on music,
legitimate.
system which
will whole
disseminate
computor lime. A report prepared
formation tothe
universityin- news events, movies and pubs.
W.W.
by
Helliwell
states
that
an
average
At
present,
only
one
lerinal
is
in
wilt cial
be operational
soon out,
as Finandifficulties are asironed
says operation, in Sir Sandford Fleming individual session of 10 minutes costs
Theatre Productions
(Old Physics) Building room 127. $.50. At the level he claims the
SAC vice-president John Helliwell. Students
who wish to use the service system is warranted, at 100 users per
The system was designed by
the cost per month would be
Bill Smook, a U of T student, and must get in touch with SAC in order day.
presents
numbers. Com- $1000.
THE JUST ASSASINS
SAC hopes to install terminals in to obtainputor account
lime
is
charged
to
these
There
will
be
daily
up
dates
of
public areas such as foyers, lobbies numbers.
JUSTES)
BY(LES
ALBERT
CAMUS
information. It will also be possible
and lounges.
UofTINFO will enable anyone
There are two costs involved in for users lo comment on the system
GLOBAL
VILLAGE
within the university community wth the financing of UofTINFO, SAC is announcements.
or to reply to advertisemrnts or news
17 ST. NICHOLAS THEATRE
ST.
no previous knowledge of computor hoping Tor material support from
RUNS
UNTIL SEPT. 30
Helliwell claims UofTINFO is
WED.
SAT.
8:30
P.M.
IBM tinglo thehelp
cover
the
cost
of
renterminals. IBM already designed to supplement rather than
TICKETS $3.00, S2.00 (STUDENTS)
with The Varsity and
supports the university in computor compete
964-1031 for reservations
Varsity.
research and may decide to donate RadioSeveral
Prof attacks
people at the meeting
or rent the terminls at a reasonble
rale. Helliwell claimed. SAC may, suggested that many students who
however, have to absorb the costs of write papers from a radical point of
distortion
IN PERSON
Marxism is only included in
U.C.
PLAYHOUSE
university courses to be vulgarized
and ridiculed, philosophy professor
Frank Cunningham charged
PLAYER S GUILD
ROBERT
Monday.
"Since the university is paid for
by the people, the Marxist point of
CHARLEBOIS
view, which is held by one third of
PARTY
the
world's
people
to
be
the
correct
interpretation, should be dealt with
MASSEY HALL
Find out what'sand happening
as a legitimate alternative."
productions
workshops.in the Playhouse Sign up for
SAT., SEPT. 23, 1972
TERMPAPERS
Watch Albee's Zoo Story.
8:30 p.m.
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
DRINK FREE BEER
Largest local distributor
Tickets: $3.00, $4.00, $5.00
of quality reference
Available at:
EAT FREE FOOD
material
SAM the RECORD MAN (downtown)
Thousands of
U.C. PLAYHOUSE 79-A ST. GEORGE
manuscripts on file
THURSDAY SEPT. 21
EATON'S ATTRACTIONS OFFICE
FREE
BEER
FROM
8:00
P.M.
(Queen
St.. College
call 964-7328
LA CHASSE
GALERIESt., Yorkdale, Sherway)
THE ZOO STORY AT 9:00 P.M.
752A Yonge Si
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Governing Council may veto plan

Med
and Ed students
By ED PODGORSKI
have been
no applications
July"
when
the council
came tosince
office, he
Two faculties, Medicine and said.
Education, plan to try to withdraw
If requests were made, he
from the Students' Administrative indicated the committee would not
Council this year, according to their deal with them until after Christstudent presidents.
mas, since withdrawals could not be
However, these requests may effective until next year.
run into difficulty at the Governing
Michael Ginsberg, president of
Council,
the Medical Society states that his
withdrawals.which must approve all society's
motion "is not very high on
Motions put forward to the (the Governing
priority
council by the Medical Society and list and probablyCouncil's)
won't be conthe student union at the Faculty of
sidered for quite a while". However,
Education to withdraw from SAC "the society
will probably be denied, according out," he says. is still anxious to get
to SAC finance commissioner Vince
Disagreements with SAC over
De Angelo.
financial autonomy for local counThe Governing Council only
cils and politics provoked mer'ical
wants to deal with SAC, the and Faculty
of Education students to
withdraw from SAC in referendums
Graduates'
Student
Union,
and
the
lust
year.
Association
of
Part-time
University
Students, he maintained.
These were the same issues
Paul Cadario. chairman of the which prompted Eric MigHn, as
president last year of the
council'smit e , towhich
Internal
such Affairs
requests Commust Engineering Society, to lead a fight
be submitted, said last night that he Tor u 50 per cent rebate on engineers'
fees paid to SAC. SAC rejected the
"has no knowledge
withdrawal
motions)
are even that
pending.
There demand.
**************************

will try to
year'ssavssociety
president,
ScottThis
Joliffe.
the Engineerine
Society "has scrappped the issue of a
50 perAlthough
cent rebateJoliffe
on SACexpects
fees".eacn
council this year will receive a

Residence
in

civic

leave SAC.
tion. Christina Dobrowolski, says
$4,000 rebate, he says "money isn't "the union received
unsual
the
only
issue.
They
(SAC)
haven't
involved themselves in fantastic amount of co-operation anduring
the
SAC)."
(from
past summer
However,
they
still
wish
>
to
' Lastunionyear's
president of the
student
political
isses."at the Faculty of Educa- withdraw, she said.

students

can

contest

For the first time in Toronto,
students
living in residence will be
able
to vote in the municipal
elections.
Due to the lowering of the
voting ge to 18 years and a more
liberal approach to enumeraton,
more people will be eligible to vote
in these elections than ever before.
Students who want to vote in
the ward in which they are living for

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

for
the school year will be able to do so
simply
that their address,
present
address byis stating
their permanent
and they no longer consider their
parents manent
address
address. to be their perAccrding to Bob Baylee, a clerk
at the provincial enumeration office
for the municipality of Toronto,
the
only problem
faced did
the
enumerators
was matthatstudents
not know if and how their parents had
registered them.
Enumeration ended last Friday,
bul if you missed being enumerated
then you still have the opportunity
to regsler to vote.
To do this, you must write the
Toronto assessment office at 222
Yonge Street stating your year of

vote

first

time
birth, religion, residential status
(owner, or permanent or temporary
tenant), citizenship and sex.
lists willpoles
be posted
treesTheor voters
telephone
in localon
areas,
probably
'not
until
at
least
October.timateBaylle
to even late
eswhen this refused
would be.
If you discover on the posted
lists that you have not been
enumerated, you must go to the
clerk's office at City Hall before the
election and swear out an affidavit
containing
information. the necessary
both procedures are more
difficult than the federal procedure
for getting on the voters list.
Federally, you merely have to call or
visit the local riding returning office.

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO
JACKETS
LEVI'S and LEES
BLAZERS and CRESTS
CRESTED

Superior

SWEATSHIRTS

Optical
Prescription
Frame styles
Eyeglasses
to compliment
today's youthful
fashions
in metal and shell

401 YONGE ST. (at Gerrard) TORONTO 200, ONT.
PHONE 368-7729
^*********************^^**^^^^^^^^%^^^:i:;(;j(;;f;;i:;(;^

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

WHOLESALE
FASHION

WAREHOUSE
60 Metal

Styles Available

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS
✓ JEANS—

$4

< T-SHIRTS
V BAGGIES _

$2

Interfaculty Track & Field
MEET
Tuesday - September 26th - VARSITY
TIME:
FIELD STADIUM
EVENTS;
TRACK EVENTS:
Discus
1:30 p.m.
400 Metres Hurdles
Pole Vaults
Long
Jump

(values to $30) Jjjg.^ 5

V SWEATERS

from $4

V BLAZERSV SMOCKS—

$5-18
$8-18

V GOWNS

$18

p.m.
11:40
:55 p.m.
2:05 p.m.
2:15
2:25
2:30
2:45

< BLAZER & BAG SUITS_$22-30

210

SPADINA

AVE.

(BELOW DUNDAS)

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

3:00 p.m.
3:10 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:45 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

100 Metres Heats
800 Metres Final
110 Metres High
Hurdles Heats
100 Metres Final
5000 Metres
final)
400 Metres (timed
1500 Metres
110 Metres High
final)
Hurdles Final
200 Metres (timed
SprintRelay
Relay (4x440)
(4x110)
Mile
10,000 Metres

Shot Put
High Jump

Javelin
Triple Jump
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

sports

By John Mc Murtry
The following article analysis analyses
football from a political, alternative, viewpoint Byincluding the article in the Varsity
we
ffo not
indicate
that It's
contents
are mean
to be to
applied
to Canadian
intercollegiate
football.
We
have
formation to indicate that thislittle
is so.inHowever, we believe the comparison
which McMurtry makes between the NFL
and the CFL is, to some degree, valid. The
article should not be tossed aside lightly,
but deserves considerable attention.
Comments by letter would be
welcome.
A few years ago, I played professional
football I was a corner linebacker
for a team called the Calgary Stampeders.
The Stampeders, as well as the eight other
teams lhat form the equivalent in Canada to
the NFL, are much like any pro team in big
— league football. Any difference between
them and say, the Minnesota Vikings, is
essentially thai they have some Canadian
players, whereas the Vikings have none at all.
Indeed, the similarities in this particular
case are extensive when one considers that the
Vikings*manager
ex-quarterback
their
general
Jim FinksJoeand Kapp,
their coach
Bud Grant all performed these functions in
Canada (two of them for the Stampeders
when
played)
for longer than
they've footbeen
with baltheisImuch
Vikings.
professional
the sameIn short,
in principle
and practice
on both sides of the 49th parallel.
Like most players I did not seek to
become a pro from some personal quirk. I
acted, rather, upon the dominant imperative
of North American male culture, which is to
show how tough and competitive you are.
Recognizing lhat being a top dog in a
violent game tent one much the same magic as
packing a Tasl gun in Tombstone. 1 trained,
weight-lifted and backed people down until I
was a well- publicized fullback, being drafted
by the pros. I made the team the only
Canadian college player in my year to break
into a starting lineup — essentially because
I had developed the obsessional competitivenes and agile cunning required for
success in any elitist structure.
At first, I rarely reflected on these
prerequisites of the game, but as time went on
The tremendous rise in popularity of pro
and college football in America since the
second world war is a result of people not
having anything on which to act out their
aggressions during the cold war.
the concealed became more and more
manifest to me — lhat pro football was not so
much
sportpublic
as a sick
society'sItprojection
itself ainto
spectacle.
now seemsof
obvious to me that the increasingly popular
Sunday contests -between sophisticated
systems of big— .-men power - - the pro football
games - - should not be viewed as mere
weekend diversion buth rather as a growing
religion, an idealization into morality play of
the bellicose American way before a congregation oftens of millions.
Support can be marshaled for this claim
almost as soon as one pauses to look. To
begin with, the first major principle of footbal ispossession - - holding onto the desired
object (lhe ball), protecting it by rulegoverned violence from the other team.
"Possession" the key to football: "private
property"lhethesanction
key toofourboth.society; legalized
violence
It is no accident. When one considers as
well that the inevitable conclusion of such a
game whether gridiron or social is monopoly
by the mosl powerful, the analogy then
becames more compelling.
Bui the similarity does not end there. In
football one must no only try to keep
possession, one must also try to gain it from
lhe other side. This is done, literally, by
forcing the opponent off his territory, yard by
yard, until he has nothing left. When that
occurs, the scoring, side acquires abstract
points, and the contest begins again.
The likeness of this process to the
capitalist law of increasing what is owned by
outmaneuvering others of what they own and
thereby gaining abstract assets called
"money" is too obvious to comment on. In
both
the goalupperis more
more
abstract"games",
value, without
limit orandconcern
for the competitor.
The role of the competitor is indeed
interesting enough in both spheres. In foolball, the truly professional altitude Is not to

Football

Unlike any other game, every pattern of
movement on the field is strictly dictated by
nonplaying ofsuperiors
formation,
movements
formulationdetailed
(i.e. plays),
and
every
possible
decision
on
the
field
are
given from above. Similarly, patterns allof

—

Sports should be human, human and
spontaneous, just the way work should be, just
the way university
should be. That's the
revolution,
man.
People
should be participating, not just
other.
.
."
watching a lot of guys beating hell out of each
it means
behaviour off the field are strictly regulated
the bedtimes of the players, their physical
pleasures, their travelling clothes, their habits
of speech (my old coach formally prohibited
all "cussin"),
the public
mode (commercial,
and times ofsocial
their
relations
with the
or political activity that is not to the
dismissal).
authorities' liking may lead to fines or
Even lhe learn one plays for is decided by
(this
is revealing)
by abeing
club through
higherlermofficials
the player
"drafted"a
procedure in which he hs no voice whatever.
Any defiance of any part of this whole
structure of cammand means permanent banning from the game.
Though there are certain evident
resemblances between the football corporation and other types of corporation, the
more striking similarity is of course to the the
military, or indeed to political conservatism
bordering
on "fascism".
In all three
spheres,is
absolute obedience
lo higher
authority
required in every aspect of life, the principles
of uniformity and order are rigidly enforced,
and destructive violence is the fundamental
mode The
of extra-group
correlationcommunication.
between the growing
tendency toward extreme right poliics in
North America and the increasing popularity of big-league
footballfanciful,
shouldconsider
not be
overlooked.
If this appears
the widespread coincidence between devotion
lo football and to socio-political conformity
in American learning institutions and in the
peopleNationalistic
as a whole. displays are conspicuously
and increasingly evident at football games
(recently there was an official period of silence
for US military personnel held captive in
North America). And the late dean of
coaches. Vince Lombardi, outlined football's
mission
as follows:
for aulhorily.
We "We
mustmustlearnregain
to respect
respect
aulhorily. A man must be part of a group an
subject himself to that group. Discipline, that
is whatIf the
football
is." between football and
connection
politics still seems ingenious rather than
substantive, ponder this remark by the former
California superindentent of public intion. Max Rafferty:
"Critics
college
football arestruckooks,
crumbums
and ofcommies
hairy, loud-mouth beatniks. Football is war
without killing ihey are the custodians of the
of democracy. As football players,
think of the opponent as a human being at all 1 Football as a part of the A merican way of concepts
ihey possess
a clear,
is America
itselT bright fighting spirit
he is a "position" to be removed as efficiently life Is closely connected to the political struc- which
as possible in order to benefit the team's
ture in the US. President nixon hands out
And then consider lhe words of President
corporate enterprise of gaining points. The trophies
to winning teams and is the . . typical Nixon after US troops recently and unmask over his face and the other protective middle-American
spectator, while defense
expectedly invaded North Vietnam:
equipment he wears reinforce this status of secretary Melvin Laird
and Billy Graham. "Sometimes you have to take them by
non-humanity: while if all that is not enough
surprise,.
It
s
like lootball. You run a play
Nixon's
.
.spiritual
enfidante.
are
parade
official fines for "fraternizing" with the other marshalls for bowl games and Lockheed
side
diminish any points of contact that might Aircraft sponsors the half-time show,
and it fails. Then you turn around and call the
remain.
same play again because ihey aren't expecting
Of course, one need hardly elaborate how
The connections between right-wing
this resembles life outside the stadium the sexuality keeps expressing itself in concealed
forms (bottom-touching, pile ons, clutching polilics and the mania for football are too
business or political opposition as simply embraces
and
virginal
girls
twirling
batons).
something which must be removed in order to
lo be ignored: bolh ground themselves
The Iheme of the field is reinforced again onmanya property
seizing principle, apotheosize
secure corporate, part or national interests, and again
in he commercial ads for cars that struggle and competition,
publicly idolize
whose representatives are generally in are ever bigger,
faster
and
more
powerful
(the
victory
and
the
powerful,
make groups
authorityby
somelhing like a conventional coverall un- predator nomenclature for both football absolute, and relate
lo
opposing
iform and head style, and with whose products learns and cars is worth noting.
violent
aggression.
or agents it is unwise to associate. The only
The language or war is habitually
When the president of the United States
difference
is overt. is thai in football, the antagonism employed "field general", "long bomb", compares
war maneuvers to football plays
The circumstances and manner in which "boys", "blitz", "front line", "pursuit", and lhe head of the education system in one of
hil" on ritual and grandeaur, on the the richest stales suggests that war principles
rootball is played are also suggestive. Millions "good
national anthem and the pre-game hush that associations
of dollars are spent on the most lavish cast
"America sinister.
itself," One
the
become somewhat
spell or religious sanctity upon the of football represent
technology and expertise of entertainment, whole a event.
And so forth: —
might be excused for wondering whether the
while huge segments of the population live in
squalor. An infinitesimal elite plans in secret
Bui perhaps most important to footbal is "game theory" so popular with Pentagon and
and plays the game, while the rest watch from aulhorily: lhe strict hierarchy of the club and White House strategists might not be instructively fleshed out into a football model,
•he sidelines. The participants are concerned its exhaustive control of every aspect of the with the world
as gridiron, the game plan as
not with the activity as such but with the cash game and. even, the personal lives of the
player employees. The unforgiveable sin of a "possession"
"greatest
ever"
footballAmerica
machine. as history's
and
player
is
lo
question
someone
above
him
if
he
The
qualities
most
universally
celebrated
inpayoff.
the game are a combination of fear of does that he's fnished. The chain of command John McMurtry is a former CFL rookie of
from the owner (who is almost never the year with the Calgary Stampeders and
failure "hates to lose" and ruthless aggres- moves
down through the general-manager, the presently
sion "mean". The onlookers feel that it is seen),
in the department of
velerans.
coach,
lhe quarterback and trustworthy philosophy lectures
"their" team
at the University of Guelph.
though
they have
nothing
whatever
to do with
its function.
A suppressed
and

what

il"

and campus co-ordinator Lois Refmertake places.
Administration day care architect vlce-provost Robin Ross (extreme right) prepares notes as chuckling vice-president Don
Forster

Council

ignores

day

care

objections

co-ordinator with the group, basis. The role of the parent would
on the plan as a move to get them
After two hours of seemingly committe
thought. e give the mauer further former
there is not nearly enough room for university's
out of the wayday without
providing a
be significantly
downplayed in the satisfactory
futile
debate,
U
of
T's
Governing
plan.
care program.
the number of children already using
Council decided yesterday, by a vote
Brian
Morgan,
student
member
of 19 to 10, to accept the report of of the council, proposed that the day care around the campus.
Yet, John Evans feels the policy is Bob Davis, coordinator with the
the Internal Affairs Committee con- report be sent back to the committee
The new day-care centre will very flexible.
Co-Op, said, "They won't get this
cerning the running of the to amend the com mi t tee's exclude many of the children
"Yes. but they (the through without a lot of trouble."
proposed day care centre on the recommendation concerning paren- already involved in day-care,
Possible picketing of Simcoe Hall
campus.
have got the flex." is planned, and other demontal involvement. The new policy notably those whose parents are not administration)
replies
Tom
Mathien.
The report recommends the requires
strations are being considered.
the .University be members of the "university
establishment of one financiallythat
The council seemed to ignore the One thing
and legally responsible community".
is certain: they are not
fact that the site of their future
adminislration-run centre, and was for the centre,
and
that
parents
be
Campus
Co-Op has been running centre is occupied presently by Cam- leaving their building voluntarily.
objected to by two existing day care involved essentially by way of an their
centres
successfully
on
a
They
left
the
meeting shouting
groups, Campus Co-Op and St. advisory board. Feeling that an parent-controlled, parent- operated
pus Co-Op for their over-two day "You'll have to arrest our children."
Andrews nursery.
care
centre.
Co-Op
people
look
upboard half composed of
About 60 people from Campus advisory
parents, with extremely limited
Co-Op, whose occupation of ah powers,
was
enough, he asked
unused building forced the Gover- that it be sent not
The motion was
Marxist
scholar
ning Council to agree on a policy of defeated 17 toback.
denied
16.
some kind, were at the meeting,
Further
debate
was
crowned
by
clapping on occasion and jeering at the ramblings of president John
the ineptitude of the debate.
Evans on such policy questions as
Canadian
Paul Cadario, chairman of the the
entry
visa
danger of allowing one group to
Internal Affairs Committee, have philosophical control over the
According to Ed Fanning, the district admissions
presented the report -calling for a centre.
By MARK BOEKELMAN
and MARILYN SMITH
supervisor of the immigration branch office in Toronto,
university-university-operated cen"It'S going to be difficult to
tre with space for 50 children, but
criminal
accomodate
all
these
groups,"
he
DOWNSVIEW
(CUP)
An
internationally
known
immigrantsrecord,
can medical
be refused
entryandvisas
for having
reasons,
excluding children of parents not added.
security
reasons.a*
In this, he echoed St. An- professor hired to teach York undergraduate and He
said the latter category is subject to interpretation
connected to the University. The
drew's,
Campus
Co-Op
and
the
Day
graduate
political
thoery
courses
has
been
refused
entry
plan also will result in doubling the
Board. Their recommendation, to Canda for "security reasons", Excalibur learned last by immigration officials and may include persons
minimum fees that parents are Care
supected or "treason, espionage, and deserting a ship".
however, was that more than one week.
paying at Campus Co-Op, from $40 centre
be set up, to allow each group
The case of Istevan Meszaros, Marxist theorist,
Saywell has been negotiating with government
to about $85 a month per child.
to run its own centre.
critic, political scientist, philosophy teacher, officials
since June, but would not comment on the
A few council members opposed
A move to reopen the policy literary
teacher of philosophy and esthetics, is under review by a talks.
what they thought were the in- concerning
parental
control
met
special
committee,
said
York
dean
of
arts
John
Saywell
equities ofthe report. Student Joyce
this week.
York president David Slater said Wednesday "the
Denyer recommended that the cen- with confusion from council earlier
Meszaros, a British subject since 1965, comes from matter is being actively worked on. We're not engaging
members. One stood up and said "I
tre be equipped to handle a- larger don't
in
public
debate over the matter because we've found in
Hungary.
He
was
a
member
of
the
1956
provisional
understand what we're doing
number of children, specifically the
government and fled to Italy when the Russian the past that beyond a certain point, this does more harm
65schildren
in
the
existing
centres,
Stalinists regained power in Hungary. He has been
the two Campus Co-Op centres and
Applause
"We leaching in the social science department at the
Neither knew when the review decision might be
either" and
came shouts
from theof Camthe St. Andrews Day Nursery. Ad- don't
released.
here."
of Sussex for the past six years.
than
good."
ministrative staf representative meeting.
pus Co-Op people observing the University
York hired Meszaros last spring as the hub of a new
Meanwhile, according to Hill, Meszaros is waiting
John Parker added that the parents
of these children should also run the As 7 pm neared, the committee by graduate program — social and political thought. He's in London with his family for the final word. He hadn't
centre.
thought Ihere would be any difficulty and resigned his
this time throughly tired and con- already scheduled to teach two undergraduate courses, position
the University of Sussex and sold his
fused, decided to vote to accept the said Mel Hill, head of York's social science household atgoods.
The other administrative staff
department.
rep, Gwen Russell, who was also a
In
June,
according
to
York
officials,
the
Canadian
Fifty
York
faculty members have circulated a
member of the administration- report.
The Campus Co-Op group is
petition urging Slater to take action and the Canadian
established Day Care Board whose dissatisfied with almost every aspect embassy in London refused to give Meszaros a visa, Association
of
University
Teachers have expressed
saying thai Meszaros' entry was not "in the best their "concern" to Prime Minister
report was ignored by the ad- of the report.
Pierre Trudeau.
ministration, recommended that the According to Julie Mathien, interests ot tne country".
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2 TIM Vartrty

NOW
AND
Zpm
AquinasandChapel,
Thomas
Masses andat .St.
conGeorge.
Bicycle tour leaves front TJl Hart Hoskln
11 ammassCoffee
In the centre.
versatioSt.n after each
House.
7:30 pm
Again at noon.
SMC Rim Club reruns "The GoYou are Invited to Join fellow-students
atBetween".
10 pm. Admission $1 In Carr Hall. Again in worship at the Hart House Service —
singing, Bible-study, discussion, and
SUNDAY
10 am
1:30 pm
The Newman community attempts to fellowship. Hart House.
create
which Is an setting.
expressionSunday
ol our and/orTrinity
money.Booksaie:
Till 5 pm.pick up of books
faith, liturgy,
In a university

HERE
TODAY
ell day
Carolina Exchange, a unique
experience open to all U ot T students.
Applications
at theOctober
Undergrad
House. Deadline
2. Office, Hart
10am
Trinity Booksale continues. Last day
of sale. St. Hilda's, Devonshire Place.
11:30 am
Information Dooms for University of
Toronto Outing Club for enthusiasts In
skiing, hiking, caving climbing, canoeing,
theatre-going,
etc. Sid
ClubSmith,
memberships
available
at booths.
Slgmund
Samuel, Hart House.
noon
U of T Outing Club canoe race. Centre
campus.
Discussion and film about UNITA, an
Angolan Liberation Movement with Jorge
Sangumba,
ment. Musicforeign
Room, secretary
WymHwood,ot theVic.move1
pm meeting. Second
Weekly Varsity staff
floor, 91 St. George.4 pm
Today and every Friday from now on
fantastic
and cheese
party.Union.
Everybody
welcome. wineGraduate
Students
Till 7

York

urged

to

recruit

more worker students
Besides the recruitment of
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) —
workers, the report suggests "more
York
Univeristy's
part-time
college
should recruit more working class courses which are relevant to industrial workers" — such as class and
students, a report to the dean from
race relations, union history,
the college's political science organization
and structure, and the
students' union says.
literature, politics, and history of the
The report recommends that working
class
in Canada.
Atkinson College conduct a
pm..
7 pm
Atkinson
also sponsor
recruiting
program
in
factories
and
Allen'sfeature
"Take otthetheMoney
and at union meetings,, and advertising pre-university should
courses to upgrade
Run IsWoody
theCostpremier
Innls
Rim
Society.
75 cents. Medical
Sciences
any worker students who lack
in union periodicals.
Auditorium. Again at 9 pm.
reading and writing skills needed for
Dean Harry Crowe was university
7:30 pm
work, the report says.
SMC Film Club presents "The unavailable for comment.
The docuifiesnt reveals that out
Go-Between",
starring Julie
and
Alan
Bates. Admission
SI InChristie
Carr Hall.
students in this summer's
Again at 10 pm.
report was given to of 1523 only
1.5 per cent were
6 pm regular readings CroweThein17-page
August and circulated to term,
workers. And out of 2,235 students
Seminar of Sufism,
Atkinson
political
science
ofStudent
works Centre.
of the great Sulis. International professors, with the demand that a in the 1971 winter term, only 2.6 per
committee study it cent were workers. The majority
"Yoga forasPeace
the universal
well asot Mind",
esoterica lecture
aspect onof student-faculty
and suggest a future course for were professional, mainly teachers.
the Yogaturer. science
by an International
lec- Atkinson "as a part-time inBrother Anandamoy.
King Edward
stitution of higher learning for
Hotel Ballroom.
SATURDAY
all day
working people."
U.S. CITIZENS
workshop on T'al
The administration has taken
Chi. Claremont
Actors Studio,Centre
1:3085pmSpadlna Rd.
VOTE FOR
no
action
yet
but
the
student
union
Trinity Booksale: pick up of books meets this week to discuss it.
PRESIDENT
and/or
money.
St.
Hilda's,
Devonshire
Place. Till 5 pm.
THIS YEAR!
CANADIAN FILMS
Attend a workshop in absenTHIS WEEK-END TWO FILMS BY
tee voter rights to be held
Monday night, Sept. 25, at
MORLEY MARKSON
8:00 P.M., in University
Lutheran Student Centre. 610
Spadina Avenue. For information call: 920-4339 or 922Breathing Together:
1664. Sponsored by
Revolution of the Electric Family
AMERICANS ABROAD FOR
ALLEN GINZBERG, BUCKMINSTER FULLER, AND ABBIE HOFFMAN
McGOVERN.
ZERO THE FOOL (8 pju
WINNER 1st. PRIZE ANN ARBOR FILM FESTIVAL
ADMISSION: $1.50 INFORMATION 920-8373
BRUNSWICK
AT BLOOR
POOR ALEX

THE
AUDITORIUM
Davenport and Dupont
Live Entertainment Nltely

UNIVERSITY

RIP-OFF Time 7-9 pm.
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
EVERY MON. PUB NITE

COLLEGE

NOWHE APPEARING
"T
WATT

HABT HOUSE ART GALLERY
RECENT ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 6
Mon. - Sal. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Weds. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m. lo 5 p.m.'
YOGA CLASSES
THURSDAY
7 pjn. to 9:30 p.m.
Wrestling Room
ORIENTATION DANCE
TONIGHT!
GREAT
HALL
HART HOUSE CHORUS
AUDITIONS
TUES.
WEDS. SEPT.
SEPT. 2627
7:15 P.M. GREAT HALL

SUNDAY EVENING
SEPT. 24
CONCERT
FESTIVAL SINGERS
9PM HALL
GREAT
CAMERA CLUB
OPEN
OCT. MEETING
5, 1972
MUSIC ROOM - 7:30
MEAL TICKETS
are avaicheonlable
for inusetheatGreat
lunand dinner
Hall. Enquire at the great Hall
cashier.
$30 for 24 meals.

BLACK HART PUB
Open every Tues., Weds., and Thurs.,
from 12:00 Noon to 11:30 p.m.
qRAM]
WINNER
C'>W> ATpRI?£
IiIm1HEIbUvaI

SMCPRESENTS
Film Club

The Go-Between
Friday, Sept. 22
Saturday, Sept. 23
7:30 CARR
AND 10:00
HALL, P.M.
AND
juliECHRiSTiE/AUlN bATES ST. MICHAEL'S
COLLEGE
Admission $1.00
THE qobETWEEN

CH/4PM4N
BROS,

Society
Our
classic$400.00
solitaire, modern.
beautiful.
Registered Jewellers American Gem

NEXT WEEK
we sell diamonds

PLAYHOUSE
Invites applications for bookings of
the Playhouse this year.
Available for free lunch-hour productions as well as
evening productions

CAP'S"
50 "NITE
CENTS
WITH OFF
THIS T-SHIRTS
AO
Group Rate Available

CAnpmon BROS LIMITED. 26I Yonge St. (souih of Dundas) 364-7664. DiamerchantsDiamond
for 5 gcnerulions.
yesterday's elegance and low
diamondmondprices,
engagementCome
rings infromfor S75.00

Please subnVt applications by Friday, September 22 to:
Mr. Robert Cleverley,
Student Administrator,
University College Playhouse,
79A St. George St.,
Toronto 181 928-6307

Discover
the
freedom
of

Any individuals interested in joining Playhouse productions or
workshops should also drop by.

CONTACT
LENSES
V

MRADDOCK
OPTICAL
1 70 St.BloorGeorgeSt W.Si. 233-261
925-8720
2917
Centenary
Plaza 282-2030 1
Bay
view
Village
Centre
12 OPTICAL STORES 222-5791
THROUGHOUT
METRO PAGES
CONSULT THE YELLOW

rimy, wvinmuvi m C

Audience

•

paying

more,

unimpressed

Kerr
defends
By EXCALIBUR Staff
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) - Speaking to
approximately 200 York students yesterday, Ontario
Minister of Colleges and Universities George Kerr
called recent statements by student leaders leaders
"inaccurate", and attempted to dispell "misleading
impressions"
policyfull-time
on universities.
He impliedabout
thatgovernment
many of the
student
politicians responsible for the statements are jusL
organizingfromthethefeesoccasional
strike "tohisses,
justifylaughter,
their jobs".
But,
judging
and brief
putbursts during the two hour session on the crisis in
post-secondary
impressed
by hiseducation,
argument. the audience was not very
Kerr classed as "fiction" a recent statement in'
McMaster
University's student newspaper The
Silhouette which
suggested that
had
cutback its support of education. He thetoldprovince
the audience
that in fact the education budget has increased
and that
the two billion dollar expenditure represents a major
portion
of Ontario'sthailivethebillion
dollarbehind
budget.the $100
Kerr explaiowd
rationale
tuition fee increase this year was to "charge the user a
slightly higher proportion of the cost of education".
He said that the Ontario taxpayer has already been
asked
deep inand
othergasoline.
areas" and referred to tax
on alcohol
increasesto "dig
"We couldn't ask a man struggling to support a
family,"
pay more
the costcalled
of education,
he said.of
(Shoutsto from
the for
audience
for taxation
'corporate welfare bums'. (NDP leader David Lewis
has made the key point of his election campaign the
charge that corporate giants are living off the working
Art

and

students
consider

fees
hikes,
attacks
man by accepting large grants and avoiding
Kerr pointed out that students pay.only 15 pertaxes.)
cent
of
the cost of education through tuition and that tuition
fees have not changed in seven years.
He criticized the charge made by Ontario
of Students spokesmen that the tuition Federation
affect
the goal of universal accessibility and usedhikeas awillcounterargument the fact that there have been more
applications for student aid this year.
He said that the fee hike would not "deter low and
middle income students from the
goal of postsecondary education", and argued that since
two out of
every five students qualify
for
assistance
"we're
achieving the goal of providing education to all,strata
of
this society".
He also stated that although the loan ceiling for the
Ontario Student Aid Program had been raised from
$600 to $800, the Ontario program is still the most
generous in the country. He added that the age of
independence had been lowered from 25 to 24.
York president David Slater later pointed out tht low
income students do not enjoy the advantage of these
loans because they don't reach university. He suggested
that changes were necessary
in the whole system and
not just in post-secondary loan financing.
final point was that university enrolment has
notKerr's
declined
in the past year except
institutions. He said that enrolment has ingonethreeiip orat Ufourof
T,thisWestern,
Queen's, and Guelph, and suggested that
was an indication
students had not been deterred
from university by the fee hike. He mentioned only
Carleton and Windsor as universities which have
experienced a drop in enrollment.

foes

Science
to
new

meet,

union
coordinate the functioning of the
By FERNANDO TRAFICANTE particular
It furtherfaculty."
stated that the union various college councils and course
Colleges and Universities Minister George Kerr said at York that
should not make policy statements unions was seen.
The Union
St. has
Michael's
these are more precisely the
The student representatives on the students should pay a higher proportion of education costs.
Student
called forCollege
a non- since
role of college councils and course General Committee, of Arts and
bureaucratic,
yet union.
non-policy-making unions.
arts
and science
Science although elected in
A VUSAC brief, proposed by administration-run elections to a The
However, the Victoria College
Varsity
errs;
Students* Administrative Council vice-president Debra Lewis and committee which students formally
(VUSAC) sees a need for a stronger education commissioner Rick don't recognize, may also be tied in
body, which while still not having a Gregory, whose principles were to thejiroposed union.
large bureaucracy, would have the adopted unanimously last night,
If passed, the union will have a Steiner
ability to initiate and press policy. tries to evolve a structure for the budget
wronged
of about $20,000, raised by a ,
union from the needs and functions
The
union's
fate
is
to
be
decided
tomorrow at a constitutional con- of such a body. Its basic premise is SAC levy of two dollars per studentT
that he had requested guidance
An article in Wednesday's Varsity out
ference inthe Hart House Music that a union should not develop into Some of the money has already been
from [he Arts and Science Faculty
incorrectly Dean
impliedJ. W.thatSteiner
Medicine'sRoom, beginning at 10 am. If the a new bureaucracy but be decen- spent in summer research, including Associate
does
in
weighing
the relative difficulty of
workers Phil Dack and Rick not normally speak to students.
tralized with coordination and paying
conference wants the union, it then
various courses offered by the faculMacFarlane.
must be ratified by three quarters of policy initiation functions.
ty for admission purposes for the
Responsible for admissions to the
college student councils, arts and
Dack, whose term as fieldworker
It proposed setting up a system
places in the
science course unions, and similar whereby
faculty. Dr.thatSteiner's
closely closely-contested
medical school, some time ago. The
more than a simple ma- expires tomorrow, says that "given parallels
of arts work
and science
bodies.
the problems in arts and science,
faculty declined his request and he
j
o
r
i
t
y
o
f
representatives
to
the
union
The SMC council does not sec would be needed to set any policy. It something must be done to maintain college registrars. As~ a matter of has since resubmitted it for review.
arts and science students as a wanted to set up guarantees of sup- gains". One such gain is the New course, Steiner's assistants handle
The information, Steiner
queries directed
to Medicine's
cohesive whole, separate from the
port, such as that if two thirds of any Program, currently under review Students
Affairs office
unless they explained, would be used by.
one
estate
disagree
with
a
policy,
it
(and perhaps attack) by a presiden- are unable to provide the requested Medicine's admission committee to
professional students* faculties.
tial advisory committee.
information or the inquirer insists decide between applicants with
Its brief said "it seems that the be implemented.
equal academic records applying for
The conference promises to be a upon a direct contact with Steiner. admission
most important issues that will face
Since SAC is prevented from
to the school.
the students, at least in the interfering in the various faculties by day of "heavy politicising" and may
Steiner's office receives more than
forseeable future, will face sUidents its new constitution, a need for develop into a "theatre of the ab- 500 telephone inquiries a day and is
surd", Dack says.
generally rather than those in any union of arts and science students to
responsible for student affairs, in- Unless the faculty provides the
information, less
the school's
admissions, for the 4,000- committee,
member cluding
faculty.
familiar admissions
with arts
and science courses, must attempt to
Creelman
knocks
bourgeois
press
The article in question dealt with weigh their relative difficulty. Arts
a warning by Innis College registrar and Science faculties in some other
David King that Medicine and Law Canadian universities already suppfor not fighting stipend cuts
might not look as favorably upon
ly this information to professional
By PAT REDICAN
experimental Innis and Sociology schools.
courses as they would upon the more
SAC university commissioner John Creelman a shortage of para-medical personnel and, in the long traditional
The Varsity regrets any
arts and science courses.
the province's
economy.more
According
to thein
criticized the "established press" this week for refusing run.
embarassment or confusion the inbrief,damage
para-medicals
are becoming
important
to "take on" Richard Potter, Minister of Health, over medicine
In
an
intreview
subsequent
to
the
correct information may have
today because they can do work doctors
the issue of dropping stipends for para-medical interns. would normally
do, at less cost.
story's publication, Steiner pointed caused Dr. Steiner.
The remark came after a meeting last week
Miller
reported
that
Martin,
after
much
between deputy minister Stan Martin and a SAC
delegation which included president Eric Miglin, Food persuasion, finally admitted that cutting off the
would
be a "disincentive" to students planning
Sciences student president Rosie Fuss, SAC rep Irene stipends
Varsity staff trots
in Ontario.
Miller, Creelman and a few other "interested to study
She
adds
Martin
said
he
would
"make
the
Cabinet
students".
SAC submitted
a brief on the stipends to the aware" of the SAC brief. Martin could not be reached way.The Varsity team is off to the too pleased when the horses crossed
health
ministry
at the meeting.
to confirm this.
races as another year of weekly the finish line when they weren't
Martin "conceded many points in the brief," said
Creelman said that, in light of this, "efforts have production meetings is well under orlooking,
make your
sure peace.
you're present
foreverso hold
Creelman.
"More
important,
he
didn't
defend
the
been redoubled"
meeting with and
Roberthis
government action. He acted like he had nothing to do Welch,
Post time is 1 pm today in The
Minister toof arrange
Social aDevelopment,
In
the
running,
among
others, are
with Itit and
had
no
sympathy
with
it."
Varsity
offices.
All
types
of
was announced last April that the living colleagues.
Meanwhile, the minister of health. Potter is wonders, four-legged and otherwise, women and their pages, SAC peoallowances for students doing work as interns would be presently
ple, and nationalists, with increased
out of the country and will be unavailable are bound to turn up.
accuracy rated a favorite.
abolished,
"financial
The SACbecause
brief ofargued
that theconsiderations".
action would create until the end of the month.
Last week, some st afters weren't
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Murphy's

Editor Ale* Podnlck
Office 91 St. George St., 2nd floor
Phone 923-8741, 923-8742
Advertising Manager Bob BrockhouM
923-8171
Phone

"This university should be
— Prof. W. H, Nelson, long-time
opponent
abandoned.of" staff-student parity on
university governing bodies. He was
commenting during his American
history class on the flickering of lights
In a New College lecture hall.
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UniversityAdand Is published
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in thisof
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operationaboul
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coaching is

a 'comedy of errors9
The lime has come for a reevaluation of the questionable
lalenis of football coach Ron
Murphy.
After Saturday's
comedy
of errors against
Ottawa University,
one
just
can't
help
but
wonder
who
is the coach and who is the water
boy.
Il is hard to believe that out of
26.000 students at the LTofT campus the players are not of at least
equal calibre to those of the opposing learns. In other words, there
is no doubt that Murphy has more
raw talent to draw from than any
other coach in the league. Indeed,
that talent has remained
just that — raw; and so it seems
from Saturday's
performance,
quickly
going bad.
Come, iton.is
Murphy.
Promising stars were left on the
sidelines while old favorites were
allowed to play no matter how poorly Ihey performed. We cannot remain silent aboul one of these sentimental has-beens, Cor Doret.
Doret's
dismal
was
characterized by performance"
instinctive nose
tenure should
to Varsity
Dave Quick wasn't too swift Russ Mitchell. Surely, every Castillo demonstrated what second against givingTalent
be
dives into the turf at the slightest either. On the one occasion he did quarterback is entitled to an off day, effort is all aboul. The few limes he coaches?)
shadow of an Ottawa uniform. His catch the ball, he nearly had to be but it is the coach's responsibility to was given the ball. Are you listening. recognized and ultimately utilized to
best
advantage.
This
is the job of the
fear or injury could be offered as an restrained from kissing his teamthis and make corrections Doret? Other players who deserve
excuse for his poor play. But, a full males in uncontrolled elation as if he asrecognize
coach. And, despite Murphy's good
(he game progresses. Where was recognition for a fine afternoon were example,
he shows to his players of
game of poor play is inexcusable had just scored the winning goal in Sieve
Kerr who more than filled Neil Lumsden and Torris Cross. It's
being a good loser — very good
when during all this time sitting on ihe Stanley Cup. This isn't hockey. Dunkley's shoes against York? Is Gees.
the bench was Paul Kitchen whose And. it doesn't look much like foot- it necessary that Dunkley be injured loo bad they played for ihe Gee- loser — a very regular a loser;
what
ball xilher.
brilliant performance against York
we need for the Varsity football
before il.KerrMurphy.
can be played? Think
Back to Murphy. What excuse team
aboul
is
a
good
winner.
was distinguished by gaining almost
As for our all-star quarterback,
can he offer for consistent mediocri100 yards in the first
his Tabled passing arm proved to be Although mediocrity was the wouldty which in professional football
have cost him his job long
before Murphy benchedhalf.him(Thisfor was
Blair Christie (APSCIII)
order
no
of.
more
the
day,
than
ihere
the
a
were
grim
some
fairy
tail
second half.)
tucked between the legs of centre
JefTHayes(Trtnlll)
who played very well. Libert ago? (A pretty good argumenl
should
concent
portanil
rate
y. it poSes mass actions
our fight. May
groups and individuals, all opposed
to action, nor did you even
YS insists
challenging the Canadian govern- call
to the war in Vietnam,
mention this demonstration in your we presume that The Varsity' coms s
— the only way in which Wednesday issue.
together to end it. Dropandoutworking
plete indifference to these struggle
According to your
to the women mentcan
next meeting and find out first-hand. ' liberation. hope to achieve full editorial. The Varsity must arso be is coming to an end, since "passivity
its not LSA
called "a sorry reflection on the
You next say that our demands in
the anti-war movement are for The Varsity concludes this stream passivity with which our society contenders
If you
concerned about
racism"?
breeds
forarea fascist
movement,
youth wing
withdrawing U.S. troops, "(while of conciousness by parroting rightThere
you
are
should
several
look
reasons
more
widely. Many
why
we
ihe
rest
of
the
left
calls
for
to wing attacks on our movement by did
accepts
"left
wing"
nol racism."
allend
The Varsity's article on .U of T the NLF)" If you were at allvictory
nationalists,
the
demonstr
ation.
for extune the NDP brass — attacks designed Certainly, we have no intention
political groups has once again reaf- with the Canadian anti-war inmoveample, have basically the same
firmed our view that nobody can
to stifle political discussion and dis- leading people into a blood bathof chauvinistic and racist slogans
as
ment
you
should
realize
that
its
agreement inside the Party. The created by a sect of provocate
represen
of the Young central demand is "U.S. Out Now" Young Socialists
Don Andrews
and the Guard. AnSocialistts the
betterprogram
drews hates blacks,
than ourselve
and Jim Laxer
s. Just — meaning all American personnel, revolutionary student is the only the Maoites. Did il occur to you urs,
that
for the record of your
hales Americans. On this campus
and for military
their antics, not "indifference", may people
and material in Canada that supportsorganization
students at U ofT. we press
the NDP, keep
would like to support toequipment,
have tried to organize
such
from
away
people
the
Thieu
regime
in
the
demonstr
polilcal
lake up a few lines to correct the Saigon. Who, may we ask
ations.
the Canadian
quotas on foreign professors.around
How
is the working class.armWe ofcampaign
Varsity,
aboul
"errors^, "oversights", and "ex- "rest
for
saying
like
the
most
there are too many
liberal
journals,
of
the
left"?
—
NDP
the
in
Old
our
Mole?
press
and
defend
Jewish
it
professors,
at
only
sees
fascism and racism when it
instead of too
ag erations" ofyour political writing On this latter demand we would like
staff.
don't have to "in- wears a Nazi armband. Conse- many Americans? Then people
to note that it is not the task of meetings.filtraWe
t
e
"
t
h
e
To
begin,
the
YS
is
not
the
"youth
NDP
as
might
your
be
revolutionaries
prepared
article
to
to
Guard
Western
in
see
q
u
e
n
t
racism
l
y
,
y
tell
o
u
the
Vietwing or the League for Socialist
— we are already a part of it, ihe rise of reaction, rather than what up 'til now goes call
namese that the NLF will win their claims
under the
and will continue
to
build
it
until
it
looking
Action".
to
ihe
far
We
more
vicious
are
battles
an
and euphemism
for
independent
or to provide wins power in Ottawa.
"anti-imperialism".
student group having chapters
But Varsity,ofironically,
institutionalized racism m this sociees- cheerleadersthem
instead of
for their victory
tablished inhigh schools
ty. The Canadian government, the attacking these racists, has a record
Anti-war activists
Cliff Mack Workman
in
campuses across both Canadaand andon celebrations.
's
Compens
ation
Canada
of
promoting
them over the last two
must mobilize people
Quebec. We are the biggest around concrete
Young Socialists and ihe University or Toronto Board,
against
revolutionary youth organization in the complicity ofdemands
We want to fight racism and
mit more racist acts in one comhour
the
Canadian
Ihe country and support
<hun Western Guard does in a year. fascism, but at its source: in the heart
LSA
the genocidal
because we realize that the
At ihis university Prof. Ian of the ruling class, not amongst a
students government,
policies of theagainst
Pentagon, and in CPL not
cannot change society by themselves
years. sect of lumpens. Western
Hector
or the Medical faculty wrote small
with
the
massive
but must form an alliance with solidarity
American antiwar movement.
a report Tor the Compensation Guard's meeting last Wednesday is
complicit in
Canada's working class and the
Board claiming an injured Italian
indication areof tofascism's
actually anir numbers
nucleus
On women's liberation The
construction worker was "culturally decline,
mean
leadership.of their revolutionary Varsity
claims that we refuse to Maoist
predispo
feigngetting
injury".onlyThis25 anything. Nazi John Beattie used to
The article asserts that the raise anythin
tactics
resulted sed
in theio man
g except the abortion
gel
more
supporte
rs
out
in
Allan
Vietnam Mobilization
tee issue. This is enlirly false. Marxists
per cenl
compens: ation pen- Gardens 10 years ago. All this talk
The Varsity editorial on
(VMC) is controlled by theCommit
sion. ofAnotherhisexample
YS. This have a full program
Mutual
or "untied action or the left" will do
is the type of byline that
September 15. "Passivity Friday
Omaha
insuran
has been women's oppression, and weagainst
ce company ofis what
il did
carry racism", claims the Canadian breeds
1930's;
gel
used consistently by people opposing Ihis both in our press and election
refusing
to
pay
an
Italian
to ally
worker revolutionaries inandtheleftists
the anti-war movement, women's campaigns. The YS, however, of Labor's "indifference" toParty
also
permane
ntly
disabled
with
the
,
"progres
a
sives" in the fight
liberation, the gay movement, or emphasizes and supports the
sion ihul he deserves, because hepen-is against fascis
m. But the
anything else they happen to dis- abortion-law repeal campaign in absen
Wednesday
office workers
,sthe"mexcusable".
Our—
Italian
"progressives,
ce alGua^
meeti"8
last sion
tn (even
as ind theFDR,I930'sde
demon
agree with. Call it "communist- particular because it has been raised Sgi"!
strat
Mutual
ion
agree
(where
thai
ihey
this
include
is
the
tiled as evidence lhal we intend to reason). Students for a Democratic Gaulle, etc.) turn out to be Tar more
controlled" or a "Trot-front", and by women all over North America sil
immediately these struggles are sup- and Europe as the central issue of growby midlystreng
while racism and fascism Society have been having demon- effective sources or racism than the
th.
posed tobecome irrelevant. This is ihe women's liberation movement,
lar right weirdos.
William Schabas(SGS)
s This
officeis where
every
known as red-baiting. In fact, the unites women from right acrossil indiffe
You rence,
do nol mention The Varsity's WednesdaystrationsalatMutual'
noon.
for
VMC is a coalition of various Canada and Quebec, and most imyou also gave no ihe racism is. This is where we
Canadian Parly of Labor
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to the Tarragon Theatre, 30 Bridgman
Today's Community
detatchabte.
RemoveGuide
it andsupplement
insert it Inis Ave. after a summer hiatus. Tuesday
through
Saturday at 8:30 p.m. Sunday at
Monday's Community Guide.
2:30 The
p.m.,Hypochondriac
It's pay-what-you-can.
This production
ofIs Mollere's
classic Le Malade
rather sickening.
TuesdayImaginalre
through
Saturday at 8:30 p.m. and Wednesday
throughnade Friday
Theatre. at 2:30 p.m. In the ColonAlbert White Gallery— Primitive Art of
Foul Play by west coast playwright
Nigeria, to Oct. 5.
Russell at the Factory Theatre
Art Gallery of Ontario— French Lawrence
Lab. Performances Tuesday through SunMaster turiDrawings
of
the
17th
&
18th
Cenes in North American collections, to
day at 8:30 p.m. Sunday's show Is payOct. 15. Also, Ontario Society of Artists what-you-can.
The Just Assassins: Mistranslated
exhibit.
Albert Camus' Les Justes, this
Morris Gallery— Tim Whiten, from
production
appears at the Global Village
sculpture and drawings, closes tomorrow.
Theatre,
Wednesday through Saturday, to
Eaton's
Art
Gallery—
Frank
Henry,
who works in plastics, closes tomorrow. Sept. 30. Tickets $3 and $2.
Hart House Gallery— Recent
Aqulsltions, to October 6.
Scarborough College— ArcadiaOlenska-Petryshyn, paintings to Sept. 29.
A Space— Peter Kennedy and Mike
Paar. two Australian artists; their mailed
show continues until Sept. 27. Walter
Wright's colour videos until Sept. 30. F
Stop Gallery— photos by Jack MacAulay,
until Sept. 28.
Trinity Square Gallery— Mary Dunn,
collage, until Sept. 22.
Douglas Martin, paintings,
until Victoria—
20.
Isaacs Gallery— Indian Miniature and
Tantrlc Art, Oct. 7.

theatre
W.W. Theatre Productions Is
currently staging an exceptional piece of
theatre by the French author Albert
Camus. "The Just Assassins - are terroists
In pre-Revolutlon Russia (1905) who are
scheming to assassinate a grand duke,
and eventually to wrest Russia from the
clutches of the Czar and restore It to the
people.
The characters attempt to justify their
terrorist methods and their killing, and
they do develop a concept of justice which
renders their conscience Innocent and
their actions Just. It Is Interesting to compare with this the thorough moral lambasting delivered by today's media to
current terrorists. Their argument can be
made to sound convincing.
The production itself Is wellconceived and smoothly executed. The
director and actors have worked together
to produce the existentialist point of view
from which the play was written. The
actors deliver their lines in a very perand" open with
manner,
and
come acrosssonalizeasd, frankIndividuals
a cause.
The director has created a world with a
mood of hostility and confusion, so that
the audience understands and sympathizes with the characters' alienation.
You may not leave the production
with schemes of planting bombs In the
trashcans behind Slmcoe Hall, or under
the limousines of our esteemed governors, but any lurking discontent that you
may have previously had with our
educational system may creep toward
some unexpected realization.
by Maris Mc Allater
The Rothschilds is a dull and dreary
son of Fiddler on the Roof. Monday
through Saturday at 8:30 p.m. with
matinees Wednesday and Saturday at
2:30
p.m. Theatre.
Closes Sept. 30 at the Royal
Alexandra
Godspell has left the Alex for the
Playhouse Theatre, 1605 Bayview Ave.
Tuesday through Friday at 8:30 p.m.,
Saturday
6:30 and 9:30 p.m.. Sunday at
3 and 7:30at p.m.
Leaving Home has come back home

Yonge and Egllntoh, features the Putnam
String County Band of John Cohen (of the
New Lost City Ramblers) tonight. Admission Is only $1. String Band entertains on
Tues. Sept. 26.
Bobby Whitiock Is quite a keyboard
talent. He was one of the members of
Derek and the Dominoes and has played
with Delaney & Bonnie and Friends. He
and his band will be In town till Sunday at
the Riverboat, 134 Yorkvllle (922-6216).
Doors open at 8 pm. with an admission of
S3. 50 and the first set starts about 9 pm.
Eric Anderson takes over from Sept. 26 to
Oct. 1.
Grumbles, 71 Jarvls above King (3680796), offers Bukka White - lor blues fans today and tomorrow only. Perth County
Conspiracy will be In residence from Mon.
to Sat. of next week. Admission Is $3 and
the first set starts at 9 pm.
Brave Belt Is at the El Mocombo,
Spadina at College, (961-2556) tonight
and tomorrow. Next week you can hear
Bananas and Whiskey Howl. No cover.
Ten Years After, Edgar Winter and
Peter Frampton will attempt to conquer
the
accoustlcs
on Tues.
Sept. of26.Toronto's hockey palace
Caf Stevens hasn't been heard of in
at least a year, but a new album on A & M,
called Catch Bull at Four should be
released in a week or two. Stevens will be
in Toronto on Nov. 10 and 11 to do two
shows at Massey Hall.

Fridiy, Sftember 22, 1972
Church. Bach will be booming at hie
concert this Monday, 8:30 pm.
The Edward Johnson Building hosts
a Thursday afternoon concert of Jazz
music by the McGIII University Faculty of
Music. At 2 pm. While at 8:30 In the
evening the re-grouped Oxford Quartet
stages Its first concert in a while with
Dvorak and Mozart, who will be available
after the concert to sign autographs.
N.B. Balasaraswati In a program of
South Indian Classical Dance will perform
Sunday at 8 pm. In the Edward Johnson
Recital Hall. Tickets will be available until 5
pm. today in rm 308 at 280 Huron Street,
at Sunday from 5 pm. till concert time at
the EJB.

CANADIAN film-makers are the
racial equal
any other
filmmakers, and ofcontrary
to cantcountry's
a Canadian
picture
Is
not
an
automatic
box-office
disaster. This has been merrily borne out
by the season of Canadian movies now
winding down at the Poor Alex. Tonight
through Sunday, are the last days for
Breathing
won first
at the Ann Together,
Arbour Filmwhich
Festival.
Whileprize
not
so hot as film, it Is a solid, gloriously
biased documentary on the halcyon days
of the youth
culture
combination. With those
days revolution
gone, Breathing
becomes first-rate cultural history particularly, because director Markson had
the good sense to let the figures he
documents hold forth In long unedited
bursts. Since these Include Allen
Ginsberg, Klaes Oldenberg, Fred Hampton, Abbie Hoffman, Jerry Rubin, William
Kunstler, Buckmlnster Fuller and Timothy
Leary, a very theatrical cast to begin with,
Markson really just had to hold the
camera steady and keep the mike in close.
He did, and the result Is funny, Ironic,
Informative and sometimes very sad when
you consider the fortunes of the speakers
(andfilmof America)
the
was shot. In the four years since
Markson's first film, Zero the Fool,
shows at eight o'clock, but unless you are
given to experiments In dramatic
form— with no redeeming content— you
would probably better enjoy the evening
by Just arriving at ten for Breathing
Together. $1.50
at theSunday.
Poor Alex, Bloor at
Brunswick.
Through
Everything
you Woody
AlwaysAllen
Wanted
to Know
About Sex:
has
chosen
seven book
rubricsandfrom
Reuben's
dumb, dumb
turnedDr. them
Into
something like comedy. There Is a classy
send-up of an Antonlonl film (appropriately about frigidity), subtitles and all; a love
story about a man and a sheep which is
elegaic,
not about
bucolic;scoring,
and a mission-control
center skit
complete with
crises and camaraderie. When the gags
fall, this movie begins to look very
smutty Indeed. But then Allen has always
been a scatter-shot comic. Uptown. $2.75
for about $1.25 worth of entertainment.
Play It Again, Sam: Many of the gags
are at the Playboy level, but Woody Allen
and Diane Keating turn their characters
Into real mensches, so this becomes a
nice movie. Uptown, $2.50.

Morley Markson directed Breathing Together at the Poor Alex
The End: John Palmer trudges
turgidly onward at the Toronto Free
Theatre, 24 Berkeley St. Tuesday through
Sunday vatations are8:30
p.m. It's free but reserrequired.
Mime: The Canadian Mime Theatre
CBC Muslcscope tonight at 6 pm
opens Its repertory season Tuesday with features
the National Youth Orchestra In
Visual Delights 72 and
Wednesday with their concert from Quebec City. The same
The
Vagabon
ds
at
the
Central Library taped show is on at 8:03 on the FM
Theatre.
network In stereo next Thursday.
The Canadian Opera Company
continues Its season with Alda this Saturday at 2 pm., the opening night of Tosca
this Tuesday at 8:15, Siegfried on Wed. at
8 pm sharp, la Boheme on Monday at 8:15
and Eugene Onegln Thurday at 8:15.
The Ontario Youth Choir sings In
Robert Charlebois, Quebec rock Metro United Church this Sunday at 8:30
pm.
Another
choir, the Festival Singers, Is
singer ventures onto the Massey Hall
stage tomorrow night. This appearance concertizlng In Hart House this Sunday at
pm. this
Theyyearhave
six more concerts to
closely follows the release of Charlebois' 9come
In Metro.
new album on Barclay/Polydor which
The resourceful Melville Cook
marks his English singing and writing commands
the monstrous Casavants pipe
debut. It should be an Interesting evening.
Fiddlers Green, (489-3001) near organ again this year at Metro United

L'Hebdo Is the Varsity's regular
Friday supplement section. It will carry Indepth and Interpretative articles on a
broad variety of topics, as well as reviews
of music, books, theatre, and other
cultural activities.
Persons wishing to write, draw, take
pictures, or assist in any other way with
L'Hebdo are asked to come to a meeting
Monday
at 1 p.m.
L'Hebdo Ifoffice
the
first floor
of 91InSt.theGeorge.
you areon
unable to attend the meeting, oall UNI
Dlemer (923-8741; 966-3091( or Bill
MacVlcar (923-8742; 920-2473).
Editor
Assoc. Editor
theatre
rock
film
art
music
dance
books

UNI Dlemer
Bill Macvlcar
rob martin
bossln et al
allan mandell
ian scott
Ian
Isabel le peacock
bill macvicar
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to
th
mu
c in the city sc
concerting en
process going on in the music
fullest slatesi
few pops or skips appear, don'te
of music events
be afraid the
industry which I calle
to
return
Phone
the
defectiv
928-374
"Great Distortion
e
item
to
the
"Watsu
store
p"
for 4info.and watch The Varsity's bhin.
popular
with the bill. Demand a new copy. And if
Ten years ago records were
thick
flat,
robust
things
Interna
that
which
one's
tional
defectiv
Artist Series at Massey superior play-back equipm lacked only
you're satisfied
records
. e, take it back too, until Hall. This is probab
ent
to
do
them
ly
the second most
enterprising classical series
If the store
. has
In the
In Toronto justice
last
to exchange Six
five
years
audio
fidelity
becom
e
a
precise
Looking at any ten block square area albums, tell them thatrefuses
concert
tionhiyou'll never be back Victori s will feature artists such as of countless stereo compodescrip
nents at
a de Los Angeles and Zubin Mehta moderately high
Then call up the distributor
In Toronto you're likely to find at least one again.
{any
prices,
when it used to be
ting his old
store selling records. If you're Interested In record store can tell you what company conduc
ra, the Israel
distributes a given label). for some Philharmomonic. Youorchest
merelyconsole
optimis
good selection and low prices you'll
can do almost as ahome
. tic label on every Eaton's
probably do your shopping at a discount reason the company refuses toIf send
well
prlcew
lse
as the TS series too:
you a $16.50. Two separa
is the irony: records have
record store on Yonge or Bloor.
new record, write a letter to the manager
te concerts feature becomBute here
. Segovia and the Vienna
thin, flimsy sheets of plastic
I took a stroll one morning to price That s always good for some
Boys
action.
Choir
The
in
the
some recent releases on different labels main thing is to let people
of the series.
you specialSt.events
into absurd
At the mes
Lawrence Centre. There are someti
that listed at $6.29 and one double album, wont be passive while you'reknowbeingthatgiven
samewarped
time, prices
continconvexi
ue to ty'go
shoddy goods at fancy prices.
upAngel
chamber
(EMI)
Record
concerts
s
all
through
perfect
the
year
example. They are the largestis arecordi
the Rolling
which
lists atStones'
about Exile
$10.98.on Main Street'
usually, and this year the town hall is compan
in the world and once producednq
The worst prices were quickly found
..Allan Mandel hosting the International Quartet Series a sumptuy ous,
led sound. No more
at Simpson's with the 629's at an Inflated
classical
Recordings areunrival
from quartets
often cheaply
Novemberwill2 tobeApril
and/or bad16Amadeus
of next, year'
$4.98 and "Exile" going for $8.98.
The
the
the y miked, and (my biggest
These
Quartett
o
prices should eliminate this departme
Italiano,
gripe) are as
the
Lasalle
(renown
ed
nt
hm
and
out of shape
for their recording of modern music they are packag
f store
from any futher serious
ed in. as the cardboard
music
consideration.
scene
having just completed Bartok's string
Only London Records and Deutsche
quartets
), the Bartok, the Orford, the Gramm
The Yonge St. pair, Sam The Record Man
Gesellschaft consist
the Borodin.
A&A came out with Identical prices on all miniatuJust as Toronto is now considered a Czech,
366-1656 for retain ophon
the "full" sound for classical ently
re New York In the world of theatre information. Prices arePhone
$3.50
and
and
$4
50
Items with 629's at $4.49 and "Exile" at so
perhaps Reprise and Elektra
too the city has suddenly become a Subscription Is sold out.
$7.95. Between the stores you can get miniatu
The Candlan Opera Company at some others) are being fair much (among
London In the world of serious
of
almost any record two
you may want — the music, rechambe
time to rock and jazz. Bargain classicathel
r, choral and symphony OKeefe. Unfortunately we have to wait labels
variety and amount of stock is staggering
as Mace,
ch Tourconcert
until
s
1976 even to hear Berg's Lulu nabout,such
abound, although one evening
and Includes many imports) at walletAce of DiamonNonesu
ds (with sound
Wozzeck, consid
ered by many the best
busting prices of course). Both stores In the orchestra here often
costs
as
opera written in this century, is stilf equal to the best - it's London's bargain
feature weekend or 15 minute specials (at a week of Festival Hall concerts in London
label), Seraphim (Angel's bargain label
9 am) which
net you a top selling Prices are, not unreasonable, however, presumably too radical at the ripe age of often
competing with its fullprlced peer)
album for $2.99 canto $3.49.
The special Is the
Monit
or and Everyman are uncheapest but most painful way to buy
audiophile. questionably themainstay of the classical
records.) Many manufacturers' delisted
albums are available for $1.90 at both
A trip to New York or Detroit makes
stores. If you 're trying to decide whether to
the bargainhunter from Toronto
buy a sale priced album at Sam 'sorA&S
porarily woozy, but chances are In the temrest
you might remember that A & A Is owned
of Canada there's no street like Yonge
by the American based CBS corporation
Street
for
low
prices
and
wide
(Columbia Records).
The following list Is by choice.
order of
Eaton's prices are now the same as
preference, based on price, selectio
n, and
Sam's. There seems to be a reasonable
to some extent atmosphere.
amount of stock but you can^t expect 629's
Round
Records
(110
Bloor West near
on sale for less than $3.99. The main
Bay) second floor. The on-hand stock is
advantages of this outlet
simply those
exclusive
ly
rock,
but
the
proprietor will
of any department store.arePhone
orders
order any classical record (the Swann
and COD's are possible and payments can
Catalogu
e
is
on
be delayed using a charge account.
and easily
undersell A&A (whothearedesk)
equally obliging
Target Tape stocks very few records
about
ordering)
.
Their
discount
Is 34 per
but of those available 629's were being
cent off list except DGG, discount
for
offered at $3.99 and "Exile"
was $6.29.
which
is
one
quarter.
If
you
know
what you
The store's main business Is tapes so so
want,
this
is
clearly
the
best
place
to
order
the record shelves
from.
are
On the day
I visited, I could find nosparse.
Columbia discs.
Continued on Page 15
last
won't
tags
price
$3.99
the
Is
guess
My
very long.
listening
Round Records Is easily my pick as
the best place to shop. With 34 per cent
discount applied to the lista price
of all
lly for some of the more 50. But music-lovers will have the comalbums, 629's were being
to folk
at $4.15 especia
^radically" programmed concerts.
and "Exile" was a very lowsold
pany's production of Wagner's second act
$6.75.
It's
a
It has been estimated that with the in his Ring
small personable store with consistently
Cycle, Siegfried, as well as the
low prices. Many delisted albums
of re-processed Italian leftFolk, wooden or chansonnier music
also advent of FM stereo the classical audience usual ovfare
available at $1.90 as well as used are
ers tolook forward to Tosca, Alda and
is still hanging in, maybe even rallying
albums in large cities has risen 10 per cent taking
(some recent and In fairly good condition} into account the rise in population of La Boheme. Eugene Onegln in English will Grumbles
allghtly. Theon Rlverboat
Yorkvllle. and
lower Jarylson Street
bring in
at about the same price. If you're tired of course) and it Is evident that by the prove a faux pas, I believe, as it turned out
to
be
increasin
your old records
with
the
gly
1970
interesti
they
English
big
names
(Van
Ronk,
Hartford,
Walker,
can
ng
be
productio
sold to
programs and
n
of
Round.
slate of top-name artists, musical en- Figaro. However, some outstanding Browne, etc.) at big name prices. When it
singers,
including
is
crowded
you
have
to
leave
after
one
Louis Quilico and Judith
With the store being so small the
trepreneurs in Toronto are doing
stock Is alas limited, but you can order any something to fill the more in-depth
Forst. can't help but make the uninspired extended set; weeknights you can often
re- fare
stay for two. In between names and
quite palatable.
ts of a larger and yet more
album that's not In, and usually receive it discrimin quiremenaudience.
sometimes Watch
on the for
same nights are local
The cheapest seats are on opening musicians.
ating
in a day or so. You still get
34 per
Rolf Kempf at the
The
night
following
in
the
balcony
cent discount off the list regular
list
comprises
at $9, but a better bet Riverboat.
musical
price. Round enterprise
s and Institutions, with some is really Wednesday or Thursday at
owner Larry Ellenson can rap with you for
$14.50. Saturdays In the rear or middle
Fiddler's Green on Tuesday and
hours about records, music or anything minimum admission prices.
Toronto Symphony: last season was balconies are also a good bet at $18 for Friday nights, through the parking lot
else that might turn you on. It's a one man
behind the YMCA. a block east of Eglinton
operation, with no big business ties, no the 50th anniversary of the TS and ap- the series.
Metropolitan Church. Many (, and Yonge, has the best in traditional
parently the orchestra enjoyed a near
supermarket style shopping aisles, and
capacity audience for the series A and B churches In Toronto sponsor chamber music and local performers. The atmost Important, no rip off prices.
mosphere Isfriendly and anyone can get
recitals,
and this is only one of the more
concerts.
Besides
Maestro
Karel
who are short of money can
listen People
to records at and borrow them from Erich Leinsdorf, Seji Ozawa and Anceri,
up and play a few songs. Never costs
Rafael ambitious of them. Students get in for a 3001.
more
thaan
$2, most of the time less. 489Fruhbeck
de Burgos will conduct the 100 dollar. Imagine Bach's St. Matthew Pasany North York Public Library. Collections
sion (April 14) for a buck (which is still a
are small and releases take many weeks or so musicians. Guest artists include
The Whistle Stop operates Sunday
to appear. Classical fans can choose from Jacqueline De Pre, Emll Gllels, Rudolph buck more than Bach's fellow parlshoners
nights In the house beside Fiddler's
a complete llbrarary set up In the Edward Serkin and Yehudl Menuhln — almost all had to payl). Watch Watsup for dates.
(through
the mostparking
lot, etc.). Local perWymllwood, The Royal Conservatory
Johnson Building to listen to music.
visiting regulars now. Some Interesting
often quite
good, plenty of
There are many defects In the albums programs are also promlsed:Mozarr's of Music, the Royal Ontario Museum and guest sets,formers,informal
atmosphere.
$.75.
that are being sold today. If you thought It stunning requiem finally gets a Toronto the Art Gallery of Ontario all have free
The
Stanley
Steamer
operates
concerts
at
some
time
during
the
year,
was your hearing when that album you hearing (June 23-4) after being passed and
so unprofessional as you might Monday nights In the basement of Neil
bought sounded scratched on Its very first over several times for Verdi's secular think.notAlso
check with Goethe House Wycik College, Gerrard, two blocks East
spin around the turntabfe, you can stop lament. Shostakovich's ninth symphony (924-3327)
worrying,
for their surprisingly good of Yonge, the big red multi-story building.
(April 3-4) and Somers' brilliant programs (e.g.
guest sets, loose atKarlheinz Local musicians,
Many of today's new discs are Passacaglla and Fugue (January 16-17) Stockhousen Is to Ibebelieve
mosphere, $1, 1 think.
hosted again this
carelessly pressed, resulting In bubbles In are two more anticipated works to be year)
Fat
Albert's
runs
Wednesday nights
By
IAN
SCOTT
the vinyl that cause pops or skips. The performed.
in the basement of Bloor St. United
The two top series of 12 concerts
new thin discs and the elaborate triple
Church,
Bloor
at
Huron,
on the same
Stop.
are A and B, costing $20 for the
fold'out five-poster extravaganza Jackets each
policy as Stanley Steamer and the Whistle
gallery. The B series is split in two at a cost
result
In
some
unusually
shaped
records
classical
these days.
of $13.50 for gallery seats. Phone 368And way
on Eglinton
Just East of
At the kinds of prices you have to pay 4631 for their brochure, or watch for fullMarkham
Roadoutis The
Coffeehouse,
good
for records, you should rebel against such page ads In the Toronto papers.
local musicians on Friday and Saturday
records
Hart House and the Edward Johnson
shoddy practices. The first thing you
nights.
$1.
should do after buying the album Is place Building. There is of course the Hart
By IAN
SCOTT bargains and
All of the above get going In the
For all the
attractive
the bill In a safe place. If after a first play House Orchestra and Boyd Neel, as well
you think the record would be more com- as Sunday evening concerts in the Great wide selection on the Toronto record vicinity of nine o'clock.
Bob Bossln
fortable Ina boomerang collection, or If a Hall. The Edward Johnson Building has market these days, there Is a dls-
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By GARY WEBSTER
Here it is fall again and, as In past
years, thousands of freshmen are entering
the Arts Faculties of Ontario universities
expecting educations they arenl going to
get. Many, perhaps most, believe a B.A.
will make them prime contenders for
choice Jobs In Industry, government and
education.
A lot of them are in for
disillusionment — not because the Industrial and bureaucratic
wouldn't
like to absorb
them, butelites
because
the
branch-plant Canadian economy simply is
not geared to use the abundant human
resources which the high schools and
universities disgorge every year.
Those who are in for an even greater
disappointment, however, are the minority
who come to university with the primary
purpose of learning what the world Is all
about. These are the fdealists — admittedly the high schools produce less and less
such naive types each year — to whom the
unlverlsty, especially the Unlveristy of
Toronto, appears as a temple of the higher
mysteries, a sanctuary of truth, where a
carefully groomed priesthood painstakingly initiates the new generation of
the
worldelect
runs.into the secrets of the way the
There are, unfortunately, many ways In
which the University of Toronto does
resemble the most hierarchical of
churches and these have not been fundamentally changed by the revisions of
the top structure. U of T Is authoritarian
and elitist In the style and form of its
teaching-learning functions and of Its
government. It is notably defensive about
criticisms of its privileges and of Its role In
the Ontario community emanating from
the unenlightened — those who are not
members of the priesthood, regardless of
whether or not they are among the less
than 10% of all Ontarians who have ever
attended a university. But the worst aspect
of this whole inflated metaphor is that the
eager freshman will learn as much about
the way the world really works In his
classes at Toronto as he might have
learned about heavenly truth In the corrupt Church of the Medici popes.
The arts and social science students
will be the chief victims of this gap
between reality and the gospel according
to most U of T professors (there are a few
heretics of course — we're very liberal —
but don't mention institutional political
commitment,
it's worse
than abirth
control).
The scientist
will learn
lot about
his
physical environment and will probably
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university

become a fairly good employment
prospect, even though he will get little Idea
of the social implications of his knowledge
or of the means by which It will be
expropriated for the benefit of the very
few. The arts student will study the
intellectual playthings and the ideological
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kU*/ pr
mere ebyfi'cv$ ?

curriculum
istence of that European phenomenon,
emanations of all of Western man's past culture,
non-Western world. In
and present ruling classes. He will en- short, mostIn the
of his old class and cultural
counter hardly any of the literary,
prejudices
will
be
expanded upon, upphilosophical, visual or with their
lifted, and dignified
by a flattering patina
"intellectual limitations," have obtained or of intellectual
jargon.
expressed their awareness of their enThe failure of the arts subjects to
vironment. Unless his specialty Is esoteric,
he will hardly even awaken to the ex- transcend
the boundaries
of upper-class
Western culture
Is compounded
by the
tendency of the academic disciplines to
divorce all forms of artistic and Intellectual
expression from the social and political
milieu In which they developed. English
and classics professors should not be
sociologists, say the rules of the game
(see this
Bronwen
excellent
on
subjectWallace's
in Winter,
1970,article
This
Magazine is About Schools). The result of
often a fraudulent transformation of the
messages of spokesmen for particular
classes and personality types within a
society Into the spirit of a whole age.
It is as if we took the views of The
Globe and Mall or the New York Times as
the quintessence of the attitudes of all
Canadians or all Americans. Add to this
factor the fragmentation of culture Into
'Literature', 'Philosophy', 'Fine Art
'Music' — ifs even a separate Faculty —
and the dimensions of the problem
become even clearer.
The student trying to understand the
world might hope that the social sciences
would offer some sort of antidote to this
incapacity of the university to comprehend
man's experience
in anyof given
age as bothof
diverse
— in terms
the activities
different classes, races and sexes (how
many women does history record?) — and
integrated — in the sense of interplay both
among these groups and among their
various modes of self-expression, i.e. art,
politics, economic activity and Intellectual
creation. The social science curricula afford scant fulfilment of that hope.
Anthropology courses focus chiefly
on the exotica Ignored by other
departments although this Is one discipline inwhich a capacity for dealing with
the integrity and interrelatedness of
human experience has not entirely
disappeared.
Psychology, sociology and political
science all suffer from a tendecy to Impose the norms of mlddleclass behaviour
and existing social arrangements on the
subjects of their study. Their essential
goal is to orient students to the Idea of
society as a reconciliation system In which
all interests and viewpoints can be, accomodated without messy conflicts and
Continued on Page 15

STARTING MONDAY:
LABELLE
formerly PATTI LABELLE
Colonial
recorded NYRO
with LAURA
203 Yonge St.
THIS WEEKEND
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
"... the comparison with Tina
WORLDS GREATEST
obvious.Times
.."
FEATURING JAZZ BAND Turner is N.Y.
YANK LAWSON
BOB HAGGART
PLUS 7 MORE
OF AMERICA'S TOP Starting Oct. 2: STAN GETZ
JAZZ MUSICIANS

Welcomes Students
New & Old
Back to U of T

INNIS Film Society
PRESENTS

We cordially invite you ail to drop in
to any Harvey's in Toronto. Bring this
coupon with you to get our

WANTED
FOR ASSAULT, ARMED ROBBERY AND
COMMITTING
LEWD AND IMMORAL
WITH AACHOCOLATE
PUDDING DANCE
clip out
i
WGOGt HUN'S
"TAKETHE MONEY AND RUN"
WOODY ALLEN JANET MARGOLIN

Friday, Sept. 22, 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
MED. SCI. AUDITORIUM
Admission 75c.

WELCOME

I
Upon presentation at Harvey's any
U of T student will be allowed this
WELCOME BACK
OFFER
* HAMBURGER
FRENCH FRIES
OFFER EXPIRES
OCT. 31, 1972

SOFT DRINK

BACK

OFFER
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Forst, Thomson and Rldeout fn Eugene Onegln

Fragility in Tchaikows
ky
work
The operas of Tchaikowsky are rarely performed
self-assured playboy he was convincing; but In the final
and seeing Eugene Onegln staged last Saturday was a act his desperate pleas to Tatyana and crushing rejection
treat on this account. It Is an Intriguing opera,
her were much
plausible. On the other hand Mr
on a by
Braun was vocallylesssuperior
story by Pushkin and changed by Tchaikowsky based
dominated the huge
Into a fln- stage
with his beautiful baritoneand voice.
de-slecle conversation piece. The effect Is Interesting
with Pushkin's
tragedy dipped
Heather Thomson as Tatyana sang and acted
Into Tchalkows
plum fairy powder,
emerging
looking kys sugartoo
refined. The contrasts but
of story and setting were a notlittleunlike
highlight
an icon, with cold, Impassive visage framed by ornate mezzo-soprano of the evening. Somewhat weaker was
Patrice Rldeout as the nurse, Flllpyevna
M ss Rldeout has difficulties
Zhlahthf^'f:
b6dr0°mIn the
arl8lower
ln Actrange
1 was
glitter.After such a verbose preamble. It would be strains
wKper^ps
8he
to
project. We noted this
redundant to stress the weakness
difficulty first with her
But one interpretation
of
Suzuki
became aware of the burden placed ofonthetheplot
in
Madame Butte^rfly TasTyear
singers
who
had to contend
with Intricate {and ofter
Inconsiderate) ariasnotbut only
also weak characterizations
for staging problems were
all the main roles, save
Tatyana.
adeptly was The
orchestra
coherent
and
The acting Inability of Victor Braun was painfully wmln* p[°ductlon as a wnolesolved.
exposed, as he sang the role of Onegln. As the haughty,
TonyJahh
,,9hty PaC6d' 'n the U8Ual «"
nlght^Sion,0"'9

So
he
Comfort:
Join theut
the rn
S.S.
it's the
Comfort
. fun
The onparty
takesSouthern
off any
night and the only baggag
e
you
need is some Southern Comfort
ice, and mix.
See you on the levee. >
Arrivals from the South:
Cold Comfort
Pour Vh ounces of Southern
over crushed ice. Add a twist ofComfort
lemon.
Comfort Screwdriver
Pour V/2 ounces of Southern Comfort
over ice. Top up with orange juice.
Comfort Collin*
Mix iy2 ounces of Southern Comfort
with the juice of a quarter of a lime.
Add some ice. Fill the glass with
lemon-lime drink.
Try these, too:
Comfort and
'n' Cola,
Comfort
Tonic,
Comfort Daiquiri, etc., etc.

only*

««J
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TUESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

THURSDAY,
Sexual

2:00
5.-00
P.M.

Awareness

IV liaVCIi
to travel

26TH

SEPTEMBER

28TH
Sts.)
LASH MILLER Building Room
161 (St. George And Willcocks

Two Afternoons of Informal
Discussion, Displays and Film
Presentations.

TUESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

26TH

Medical Sciences Building
(Large Lecture Theatre)
"SEXUALITY"
Presentations from a Panel of
Doctors,
Sociologists and
Students, with Opportunity for

SEPIEMNI
25TH-29TH

A Week of Discussions, Displays
and Films to Explore Our
Sexuality - Facts and Fantasies Pleasures and Problems.
Sponsored by The University
Health Service and The Students'
Administrative Council.

Questions and Discussion.
WEDNESDAY,
7:00
PHH

Medical

SEPTEMBER
Sciences

27TH
Building

(Large Lecture Theatre)
"CONTRACEPTION"
A Look at Family Planning
Methods and Problems.
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China

comes

to

Ex;

the

glut

the

infects

midway

"Do they
was myement
first
question
at theknow?"
startlingThisannounc
last
year
that
the
People's
Republic
China were coming to the
nof
National Exhibition. The bambooCanadia
curtain
was splintering, yes. and
was
anxious to display the fruits ofChina
its collectivlst labor to jaded capitalist consume
rs
But, surely, they had been somehow
misinformed the "National" In the name
had thrown them off,
made
them think that this was maybe,
to be another
Expo a'67. another Flushing Meadows
Fair,
little more folksey and loose
possibly, but a big deal nonethel
ess.
What would they say, then, when
they arrived to find among their
neighbors the sheep and swine
the stand where you could pavilion,
mustard and catsup against squirt
canvas to make kaleidoscopica whirling
designs
that "look and
like the CNE", or the
round-the-worlsmell
d
rides
on
the
midway,
depleting their country as a never-neverland where buck-t
coolies
shuffled along under oothed
benevolent
smiles of Buddha? Headsthewould
roll.
There was a reason to go to the Ex
now, at least a pretext. It was quite all
right to gawk
tly at the
were, even to reveren
supress a smile lacquer
at the
Chanman's sturdy homilies which
wrongly expected, would plaster theI
walls. But, though was eager to see just
what notes China Iwould
amid all
the ricky-tlck of the fair, thestrike
of the Ex
was starting to lure me, too. rest
The midway
is something of a twingelng tooth
for me
and
my
tongue
keeps
nudgin
g over to
prod it.

alcoholic, a geek horrifies the yokels by
biting the heads off Ifve chickens).
Once I got over that picture, that
melodrama about things and ways of life
which I could not, then, imagine, the
same old fairs began to attract me for
precisely the same reasons that had
repelled me before. had been quite a
while since I had letIt myself
indulge
leering curiosity; China had now givena
me a pretext. One Friday afternoon I
jumped on a Bathurst car and
down; I would get the China pavilion rode
out
offor thevoyeurism
way at. the start, leaving the night
The queue, rather
gly,
completely circled the Queensurprisin
Elizabet
Building, but It was moving along ef-h
ficiently. People were not loitering. I
surmised. In The People's Republic
Pavilion. The good Dr Bethune was there
to greet us among the
udies of
friendly solidarity. Beyondphoto-st
the foyer you
couldn't
help
being
the heavy
artillery: Lathes, gear struck
nobbingby machine
s
and
(my
favorite)
a
bore
core
tracer. All were contoured, assample
If
plastic, in no-nonsense battleship grey.of
The walls were alight
color
ransparencies. Oil refinerieswithloomed
large, making China look as exotic
and
inviting as Bayonne,
Jersey You
could follow, as If in aNew
World
Econom
schoolbooK the whole process fromy
drilling to packaging. "Number 1505
team chalked up a new drilling recorddrill"
boasts one photograph,
idiom
Nearby Is a display Inof good
eum
products, of every hue, gleamipetrol
ng
In
flasks as opulently as the shelvestheirof
Nquers aboard the SS France: Vacuum
Sealing Grease Number
3 and 4 AntiFtustinhappen
g Agents
and 4' What
had
ed toNumber
one and3 two?
Agriculture was conspicuous "The
capital construction of farmland is beinq
vigorously carried out in the spirit of selfreliance and arduou
s struggle" Yes
indeed. Meticulous reconst
s of
terrain, the kind over which a ruction
spoonful of
water, poured over high ground
will
sluice in proper channels and not, seep
Scientific
ploughing. bufldin8SIrrigation. Erosion.
Straight
S£j$!
from
that °Vh6
batteredtinygrade
textbook'
production
of grain, nine
of
oils
of
vegetables.

fmmMohst(o1
my life.
a few miles
from
what was
billedI lived the
second
biggest country fair In theas U.S.A
was tantamount to a civic obligationTo andoo
in a town without much else to do it was
easy to find
for
a
second and a excuses
third time. Itreturning
never occur ed tome that I was free not to go
though I hated it, as I had hated (a IlL
kid parades
circuses
invanably,left|n and
tears. Why theywhich
affected
hadno inkling
17 00of!d6aSUr6ly' dumb kid' 1
had
the behind-the-scenes
doings of carny folk. Craven
dishonesty
Common-law jealousies. Mlckies
of rye
Jl
;de"aV°"ed
UP
wi,h
th«
'ent-canvas
and unfurled half a continent away.
Further on, another under-thewatch
late WaSn,'t
movies when
wa JrL!!
1 started 10 sneakmas-tree model settlement- "The
have Christ
been In bed. and NightmareI should
newly
built village of Tachal". Tachal was
Alley stuck no doubt
a dream of efficiency and a
2« 6 ',°r
We8ks'
,hat
1
was
abloto
put
:eaS°ns
t0 mv qye'ms. (Tyrone Powe
happy home for its people, but I wasn't
ends up as that ghastly
bowled
over.
But then,
after-hour spec- and
It before
tacle, a geek. Usually
so have you. Do youI'd seen
a terminal
remember the

vermouth, Special Fine Brandy, Chee
long, drab terraces of adjoining
Foo White Wine which came in
coal-towns, In How Green wasshacks,
My
someth
ing looking like a catsup bottle
Valley? (You can see the same thing in Other brands
came in lavishly decorated
the newsclips from Londonderry and
Belfast.) Tachal was a company town. No pottery crocks. I wondered if we would
soon
be
seeing
doubt It was spanking clean and had free
, the
sorghum brandy, Mao-tal
at the LCBO. brackish
clinics,
industrialbutismthewasspectre
there. of robber-baron
A semblance
queue still colle-S
Leaving the rather
through the pavilion,of akids
poking at the
economic lessons behind, I stolledsombre
scale
models,
over
and
the domestic displays, of the sort you varicose veins women
pushingwithbabyshorts
strollers
might see a cross the way in the Live past the valve seals and anti-rustl
ng
Better Electrically Utopia. There was the agents. The only real thickening of the
"Snowflake" refrigerator (no
c line occurred arould the artifacts; often It
ice-makers yet.) Two chubby automati
phones, was hard to get close.
have
baby blue and canary yellow, every bit as shot a cannon at the(Yougearcould
machine with only property hobbing
damage
ugly as Bell's "futuristic" instruments.
The "Typical"
resulting, by contrast). The clolssone,
just like the onesewing
that machine,
gathered (looking
dust for my untrained eye, looked every bit asto
finely
years
crafted as the Imperial lacin my aunt's attic, but without the
foot treadle)
intricate gold filigrees querware In the Royal Ontario
Museum.
curling up its,sturdy
frame.
There was a grouping of musical Ins; how the violins and basoons
So far | had been peering at all would soundstrumentwhen
accompanying such
these proudly selected exhibits with a revolutionary masterwo
rks as Taking
kind of snide amusement;
all
right,
with
Tiger Mountain by Strategy I don't know
smug Western condescention. This is but
looked
they
splendid.
quite unfair. I know; we
pride rooted in bumperfind this national
were more artifacts, knickand oil knacksThere
refineries a little naive (but crops
really, and these were less Inthen
have
you
spiring. Figurines, every male torso
taken a look at the back of the new tendollar bills?). Friends of mine who know bearing the ruddy cheeks and rippling
these things, who can
musculature of socialist realism (I ke- V
about rememb
machinery and electronictellgear
ering Alex's ransack lobby uf
by
looking at it, were impressed. Not quite A Clockwork Orange, Moreed carving
up to western standards yet, clunkily polntlessly Intricate dust-catchers. Haves
designed, to be sure,
an enormous you ever seen those toothpick models
technological leap easy but
for us to forget It the Taj Mahal or Notre Dame thatof
somebody has spent seven years and
would be churlish to belittle
ac- 400,000
complishment and to guy theirtheirpride
splinters of wood? You oh and
Still, it is disquie
to see China ah over the craftsmanship and think
steaming headlong ting
Into the same sooty god, what a monstrosity.
fallacie
West. If it's good for the
The cascade of fabrics had scant
economys, asitsthegood,
period.
appeal to Western eyes. The designs
These were morose thoughts. There
was still the rest of the exhibit, han- various stylizations of foliage, mostly'
were lves
closehotandand busy, theImagin
dicrafts and amuse
colors'
e a
, and the themse
room upholstered and faded.
mechanisms of culturments
draped
e
these
and
leisur
e
It
would have been hearteningto see more fabrics, fill it up with the lacquer with
e
boxes, some cloissone, a fewcigarett
of these things,
laclly
ing that carved
figurines. Throw a richly woven
they were there butat itall.wasFivesometh
years
ago
I rug on
doub whether
floorft and
anything of them. we would have seen admirablethehandicra
alonga thetepestr
wall yYouof
might as well be in some barrister's
The Chinese liked tobacco (too study
the days just after Victoria, when
much, s.I hear) and alcohol. This was dusty inorlental
la cluttered the mansionobv.ou
Cigarettes with names like
fiats
of
the
realm. All the artifacts
Coco Palms and Golden Camel caught skillfull weavlng
s, seem geared, alltothea I
the eye with sultry Arabian scenes, like fading market, an imperia
l opulence a '
Ang o-Amerlcan brands in the twenties sense of booty and destini
es that has
-when
Meccasmoki
almost
, Egypti
totally
an
let us. The East Is n-\
s hng wasPrettie
mysterious, the
stillst, aFatima
foppis
exhibit
J
Eastern vice. (Westerners like to orlen- proclaim, it is deja-vu. We've seemd
been this
alize
their
vices;
the
Chines
e
way
get
ourselv
theirs
es,
trom the decadent West).
century even. 15, 20 years ago, a halfThere were varieties of Chinese
As we left the pavilion,
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damn the precision machinery. The ones

This one's married now, trying to
keep check
little demons racing
from the Zippeonr two
Wild Mouse. The
wife sequinedto the
eyeb
rows on her
sunglasses, a lumpy beehi
colored hair, trails behind, veboredof. straw
looked so much older than me In They
high
school I used to despair. They still
and l had a pang of compassion for doall
the wise toughs from those days who had
sneered themselves into crummy
installment-pian lives.
All this sent me off to a reverie
Sentimental journey, I mused, time
trips
County Fairs, exhibitions
were
they supposed to do? Bring -thewhat
life
of
the
cities, gaudy and neon-bright, to the
hinterlands. Bring the future of
sophisticated appliances,
fic
marvels, new designs to the scienti
workaday
present, The twenties and thirtie
s
with
their mad, just aroun
-corner
dreams for the good life: d-the
just sit in your
penthouse and push button
s,
all day
long. The Shape of Things to
Ditto
the well-oiled fifties, space-ageCome
fantasi
every week In the magazine section esin
Lite and Collier's.
Somewhere along the way the
machinery got stuck reverse. The
hinterlands come to bigincities,
we step
back a decade, or two or three.
sideshow lures us with clippings from The
the
Arkansas Gazette,
don't gawk
we titter. We find outandthatwe those
from years ago are still around; people
else do we see them anymore?where
The
biggest attracti
all on the midway —
go back, wherevoner ofyou
want.
The
fifties.
The forties. That time between the wars.
It's all there, waiting to be sniffed out.
And how well The People's Republic
loudspeakers from the grandstand
blended in. At such forward
g explayed some bittersweet wartime song
travaganzas asExpo, China -lookin
would have
purring with saxophones.
ntal
looked
country
-cousin
Indeed
Journey, Dreams? Or maybe Sentime
ImBoat
poverished lit le countries squandered
to China? Nearby passed a Slow
man
who
their
treasuri
es to keep up with the greatmight have stepped out of my junior hiqh power Jonses,
school.
like Bette Davis in The
Catered Affair. You couldn't imagine
China
doing that, even if it had
A Shirt with short sleeves rolled up
to
break out Its self-made shell. begun
"nree
they
{a pack
smokes edtucked
chose the ofblowsy
over histurns
bleep),
he left ofIt unbutton
old CNE. WhoSowould
over notice
the chunky sets with screens the
the whlte-bread-and-beer belly. Still
using vaseline of his
color of egg yolks boiled too long? Not
not the the
stauchest sprays of the tvhair;
tired lines of people who spent their
commercials
could hold up that mid-fifties do, even If brief youth watching American Bandstand on just such a set. Or the
he used them. The whole mass the coy
unstylish dry goods, the garish bric-adescriptive phrase, duck's ass, suddenly brac?
Not the people who
became clear to me) does bear an eerie
see this
resemblance to a duck, even down to the stuff in Honest Ed's and whostillfurnishe
oiled feathers.
their first flat with three rooms of fur-d
niture from a post-war emporium with
How disorienting. These were the
budget terms, and who still had the
guys whom f, little brush-cut kfd, kept easy
end
tables.
away from in school. The guys who took
the auto-auto-mechanics course
Clever people (as an old expression
but marvels),
these Chinese.
wanted cars only for noisemakers, and

The cooking smells along
midway were thick and exotic, likethea
brochette of innards smoking over coals
in a North African
But we opted
for the reliable fare bazaar.
over at Ontario Place
which looks worlds away. "Labyrinth"
was playing - it had been the hit of Expo
67 I had heard - so we joined the lines
snaking Into Clnesp
here.
damn
music from A ClockworkThatOrang
ushered us In, (ominous, that), and wee
fidgeted throug a third of an hour of
split-split-screenh lyricis
m, half Midnight
Cowboy, half National Geographic
the last room empty?" asks the bilingu"Is
narrator, apropo of nothing, "or IsalIt
filled with all thes shapes
and sounds
the world?" Good question, that InI
decided I was ready for a bracer stiff as a
double bourbon:
lures of the midway.the fatty, Philistine
All day the sky had been the color of
hot zinc, without a breeze. A singular
odor collects over the fair on such a day
and is the same all over the
It
may vary a little, depending oncountry
which of
its components predominates
manure, machinery oil and ozone canvas, blackening grease. The essence
remains, however;grillthey
could bottle It as
now
they Cachet.
bottle pungent
Carnival
raw musk-oil' asa
This
particul
blanket of charcoal smoke, ar night
with
carcinogens, lay over the lights,gritty
the
stench of food sizzling In long-ranand
cid fat
cut easily through the other ripe smells.
The genteel afternoon crowds
those who had come for Better Living
Electrically and the Food Pavilion
browse through Cina, had mostlyanddls-a
appered, gone home or packed
the
grandstand for the skirl of pipes in the
swirl of kilts. The kids now possessand
ed
the
midway, just a few days
the
schools redevoured them 'til before
The younger they were,June.
the
less
distinguishable. The
jeans flopped
over white shoes with boys*
four, or two or five
stripes, they all wore t-shlrts with funny
things on them, and they rakishly jerked
the hair out of their eyes. Their girls'
almond-shaped faces peeped tentatively
out from symmetrical cascades of
They kept rhythm their strides andhairIn
the mastication of intheir
gum. Queueing
up for the rides, It was boy-girl,
boy-girl, only occasionally brokenboy-girl,
up by
a gaggle of stag-visitors, who horsed
around in the
lines and only rode things
that turned upside-down.
Or there were the women,
travelled, like extra-careful nuns,whoin
threes and who all wore pants suits.
Mother and sister and daughter, or the
three plain girls from the office. Mostly
they walked up the midway
again, shrelklng when one andof down
them
suggested they have
weights
guessed, then blew the resttheir
of the
on Bingo. One trio, out for laughs,night
cajoled each other into a spree on the Wild

cat. They bought their tickets only to find
out that the seats were for two, and
empty
space is no way to run a business
The odd-glr
-out was
aside
looking forlorn, soon to beshunted
paired off
one of the stag males, who endured with
the
furtive japes of his companions.
We strolled over to the side shows
The Ape Girl, Princess Something, in an
electronically sealed cage" would
change into a gorilla, sprouti
ng hair
before you very eyes. $1000
true
the come-ones wheedled, $1000if notFurther
on, you could see such mutants as a
sheep with five legs, and more arresting
fauna.
Rivalry ran high between the
chicken with backward feathers
and the
one with fur Instead of feathers. The
attraction was the giant jungle rat-frostarm
the sewers of Hong King."
The various neons of ferris wheels
twisters, and all the whirling tourtur
emstruments, glared and shifted
all the facades: Rattle Dattle against
Charburgers, Laff in the Dark, a lurid sound
and-llght show throug
the smokey
haze. Peak feeding hoursh were
past the
high rancidity of the air had subsid
ed to
awould
point where any further diminution
have left me disappointed This
chip-oil smell of badly run concessions
usully apalls me. That night, It had hair)
activated an odd set of craving
s.
There are genteel grandm
(bless their twinkling blue eyes andothers
blue
hair) who won't
the wrestling on
their color consolemiss
s.
There
are
people
like myself who in mid-Jan
open the
windows wide and douseuary,
the lights to
squeeze
movie.possible shiver from a two
horrorevery
am
People, a of people I'll bet, go to
these fairs and lotexhibit
ions and carnivals
precisely to savour that perver
se
glamour. We crave vulgarity, the game
savour of the raffish, mush as our bones
crave calcium or our blood Iron.
It's a relative thing,
se That
woman with the beehiI suppo
ve hair and
sunglasses was right to be
bored;
street she lives on probably dishes the
every week as mush of the seamy side outas
I get to see all year. And spending
evenings with
Middle
or The Cambridge Ancient Historymarch
probably Induces
severe psychic deficiencies. Is It any
accident that academics
the most
voracious consumers (and are
producers) of
shameless thrillers? There's some Inverse ratio at work here, even as the
most successful flights of prose-poetry
usually have the heavist ballast
of the
earthy, the clinica
Philistine, or as
the most charmingl, the
cities
(Venic
e,
New
Orleans) have their most elegant byways
and palazzos abutting on the sordid and
jazzy Wenighthave
towns.come to an
called The Chambre, which attraction
from the
pictures of loosely veiled,
y
breasted women In every sortuberousl
of contortion,
seems
be a psychopath's wet
dream. Loudspeto akers
coaxed us In.
"See
a
young
girl hung
on
meathook
the voice rasped
engaginga ly.
"See,"
young girl on a bull-wheel being roasteda
alive." Cute little buys, pride of the cub
scouts, were counting out their quarters.
We began to move away. "It's a groovy
happenin
d plain-g
tively,g,"
toour
backs.voiceGlut"wheedle
was beginnin
to set in,
fast.the
The fireworks were spattering the
sky as we milled
to board a street
car, jammed withdownpastel
and
outlandi
sh sombreros. Stoppandas
and go up
Bathurst, windows open to the close
night. Outside the Wheat
Tavern,
at King Street, a very Sheaf
drunk
woman in crimson hot-pants, veryyoung
unon her high-heeled black boots,
shreikedsteadyafter
a gaunt laborer who was
deserting her. Outside the Paddock,
Queen, somebody lay spread-eagled onat
the pavement. Nearby, a very old man
poked vlslously through green garbage
bags with his cane.
At the Bathurst station, someone
collapsed on the platform
smashing
a bottle down against the after
putting
a furtive mouse to flight. Ontracks,
the train, two
kids, 13 or 14 at most, necked furiously.
As the train braked to our
I watched
a tired looked woman withstop,a babushka
lean forward to speak to the girl. A
reprimand, I was sure. But no, she
seemd be the girl's mother, asking a
question.to Satisfied,
she settled back to
stare at the tunnel walls,
and her
daughter
rejoined
embrace. The
boy's t-shlrt asked thethecutely
question: "Wanna ball?" Glut hadstenciled
set in.
By Bill Mac Vicar
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Address
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Eucharist daily at 12.15 p.m. except
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- proceeded by Organ Recital at 5.45
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SOUTH INDIAN
CLASSICAL
DANCE
■w BALASARASWATI
Sunday, Sept. 24, 1972
8 p.m. BUILDING
EDWARD JOHNSON
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Tickets available
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Bldg. on day performance.
Students $1 Others $2
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A guide fo university curriculum
scientists
Continued from Page 14
Vietnam. tell us the benefits of the war In
without departing radically from existing
Plato, Aristotle, Locke, Churchill,
institutional and economic models. Franklin
Harold Wilson and
Deviant behaviour and social disruptions pierre ElliotRoosevelt,
Trudeau are slyly pawned off
are treated as anomalous problems on us as contributors
development
rooted In the personal or group failures of of the democratic Ideal,to the
while Stalin and
the individuals or "minorities" concerned Brezhnev are passed off as the logical
or as temporary abberations in the es- products of Marxist approaches to
sentially correct functioning of the system. political problems. Major contributors to
There are exceptions to this pattern of the
growth of the democratic Idea such as
analysis among Individual professors, but Marsilius
Padua, Herder, Thomas
we are speaking of the general Impression Paine, Rosa ofLuxemburg
conveyed by the curricula of these are virtually Ignored. and Frantz Fanon
departments.
Economic courses by and large
ignore the exploration of radical alternatives tothe existing mode of production
and distribution of wealth, treat capital as
an entity with a life of Its own rather than as
the product of socially mobilized labour
and human will, and bypass the political,
social and cultural effects of American
ownership of Canada.
Non-development of the third world
is interpreted in nearly every discipline as
a failure of the indigenous social systems
(which are usually not even studied as
they were before outside Incursion) rather
than as a by-product of centuries of Imperialism and the capitalist organization of
the world market. If only all peoples and all
classes could be as rationally bureaucratic
as the Western elites! (See, e.g., David
Apter's
Politics
of Modernization,
tells us they
Inevitably
will be). which
It is a commonplace among those
who have had experience of this and other
universities to note that their government
and the educational process within them
are undemocratic and conducive to the
development of master-servant
And In an era when minor variants of
relationships between teachers and
taught, graduates and their fellow the fascist form of government are mainCanadians.
stays of the free world and the Russian
It Is less frequently pointed out that bloc, it is all but impossible to find a
the very content of our education fails to course In any department which deals with
acquaint student with the real life, the history, politics, economic base (Inthoughts and social experience of the
variable support by the biggest Inmass of humanity in this and every other
dustrialists, including British and
age. The articulate, the privileged and the American), psychology and sociology of
victors of history are paraded before us the well-documented Instances of fullyear after year as the only real represenblown faclsmandin other
the 1920's
and "30's.of the
These
deficiencies
tatives of life on this planet. And since
most of us expect to join one or all of those university curriculum are commonly
categories, small wonder that we accept blamed on the evil machinations of the
this fauous and untruthful version of past corporate elites who supposedly dominate
and existing reality, as the classicists ex- the universities through their boards of
poind the virtures of stave-based, Imperial governors. They have played their part In
Athens, the medievalists tout scholastical (he past, but in the present the buck need
hierarchy and feudalism, and the political no longer be passed so far. Universities

are controlled from within, and the enemy
of free thought Is within.
The fact is that It Is the faculty
members, aided by a largely quiescent,
unquestioning, upper-class or aspiring
upper-class student body, who are
responsible for the shoddy state of the
academic community. Those professors
who have the tenure and concomitant
security which should enable them to act
independently are themselves, for the
most part, the internal pole In the university of the antl-democratlc,
manipulative Canadian and American upper classes (and NDP affiliation does not
exonerate most professorial members of
that party from this Indictment).
If real changes are to be made, they
will be made by the students In concert
with a small minority of the present faculty.
The method of achievement of such
changes remains an enigma. The type of
reforms from above attempted in the last

few
years will clearly not work. We must
rethink.
If we want a democratic education, a
democratic, informed and Independent
Canada, and a world In which men can
again live as men we must canvas every
alternative. And we must not be afraid to
include the Ontario public, in whose name
education Is conducted so duplicitously
today, In our attempts at transformation.
In this, as in most other aspects of the
transformation. In this, as in most other
aspects of the transformation of education, we have failed up to now.
Gary Webster was a doctoral student
in political science at U of T. He was a
member of the Commission on University
Government (CUG} which recommended
democratization of university structures.
He
now teaches
Edward
Island. at the University of Prince
Reprinted from the Victoria
University 1970 Handbook.

classical record
Continued from Page 13
A & A Records (2 locations: 351
Yonge above Bloor and 131 Bloor West, In
the Colonnade). The Yonge Street store
(upstairs) Is the best classical mart In
town.
clearanceIt has
sales, frequent
very wide manufacturer's
selection of old
releases, and a progressively campaignlike eagerness to stock recent releases.
They will order records, but if It comes
from
know it reasonable:
by the stiff
price. Europe
Prices you'll
are otherwise
$4.50 - 5.50 for regular releases and 99
cents - $3.00 for bargain releases. Also a
fair selection of 8-track cartridges and
cassettes. Some reel to reel tapes, but at
twice the price of an album — no wonder
they're becoming obsolete.
Sam the Record Man 347 Yonge,
nudging
Goodfirst
classical
the backA&A).
of the
floor, section
with theat
standard bargain labels and prices (equivalent to A & A most of the time). A
well-stocked renaissance and medieval
music section is a nice surprise.
Eaton's (190 Yonge at Queen). We
shouldn't blame department stores for
high prices, shallow selection. It Is the
price the buyer pays for the convenience
of having every other commodity at his
disposal at the same location. Apologies
aside, prices are high, choice limited.
Chances are, record buffs don't require
"every other commodity" and should
know better. *

Simpson's (176 Yonge at Queen).
Here Is a partial exception to the rule.
While the rock section Is poor, the
classical section Is not bad at all. If you
don't know quite what you want, here Is a
place
begin ofwithout
by an toinfinity
choicesbeing
as isoverwhelmed
the case at A
& A, for example. There Is a good
selection of classical DGG cassettes, too,
at regular (high) prices.
The Book Cellar (2 locations: in the
Charles Promenade belowBlooron Yonge,
and on Yorkvllle, two blocks above Bloor
off Avenue Rd.). Both stock exclusively
classical records. The Charles St. location
is poorly stocked with only Seraphlms
which selling for a dime less than the
regular
bargain devotes
price aofwhole
$2.39.
Yorkville location
roomTheto
records. The setting is attractive, but the
choise is limited to full-price ($5.00)
Target DGG's.
Tape (corner of Isabella and
Angels
Yonge, and
1 block south of Charles), A fairly
good classical selection In cassettes and
8-track, as well as a well-stocked rock
section makes this the best tape mart
downtown, but the prices seem somewhat
ungenerously
classical
music).high for an all-tape store (in
Circle of Sound (Toronto Dominion
Concourse, King at Bay). High prices (e.g.
Tournabouts, of which they have a fairly
large stock, are selling for nearly $4 while
A&A and Sam's price is about $2.75, fair
selection in cassette and 8-track, In an
attractive setting-you get what you pay for.
Ian Scott

THE

CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair
FRIDAY

AND

ST
WEES
nV LO
*>&\
PRIC
\t>*GROOVY
ON
ROUND
THINGS

SATURDAY

STARTING MONDAY:
VIRGIN DAWN

PARTG TIME
%

BANANAS
Toronto's Lowest Priced Night Club

WORK

AVAILARLE

drivers and service
stations attendents
needed
D
OUAHJER-CEWTUm OF SERVICE

ARNOLD/KENNER
presents ^
erienee!

21 years, chauffers licence
good driving record

CALL 363-5619
METRO CAB CO. LTD
811 KING ST. W.

THE WORLD RENOWNED
FLAMENCO
Also
Featuring GUITARIST
ANITA

SHEER
— Men I ay a

"has captured the soul' of 'ha Flamenco Guitar"
"males you feverishly wish for
odjectivei to sing her
— the late Nolhon Cohen
8:30 p.m.30
September
Ticketn $3.90, $4.50, Tape$5.50Storetax* __^^f^B
included
Available alt Mnsieyvirtuei."
Records,Target
Eaton'!,j
TheHall,BookA&ACellar.

Saturday,
MASSEY HALL
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A
the

when

to

theatre

Theatre's version of Russian roulette, the
subscription series, is upon us again. The theory is that
you save a lot of money by paying a lump sum at the
beginning of the season for which you receive seats at a
discount. The butlet in the chamber is the quality of the
shows themselves. A series ranges from four to eight
shows and all the entries may be excellent. Or there
might be one bomb, or two, or. . .
The Royal Alexandra. 260 King St. W. (363-4211), as
usual. Is first off the line; its series has already started,
badly, with The Rothschilds. However, subscription rates
are still being offered on the remaining live road shows.
How the Other Half Lives, Irene. Henry IV, end Voyage
Around My Father. For students, subscribing is about the
only way to see these shows at a decent price. Seats for
The Rothschilds vary from $15 for a pew in the orchestra,
evenings, to a low of $4.50 for a seat up with the gods at a
matinee. Subscription prices are $39 top down to $12.50
for the five shows. These amounts are slightly above half
price and are better than average for theatre ticket
discounts in Toronto.
Front series
and Yonge.
(363-6633),
offersThethe O'Keefe
largest Centre,
subscription
with eight
shows.
Seven of these have been revealed to date: The Sound of
Music, Two Gentlemen of Verone, Two by Two, Follies,
The London Palladium Show, Ballade and Gone with the
Wind. The price range Is stunning, from $60 for weekend
orchestra seats to $18 for the rear balcony, only an
Olymlc record javelin throw away from the stage. There
are no student discounts on subscriptions because the
prices have already been reduced. The O'Keefe does
offer a good deal on its many non-subscription
attractions
like the Canadian Opera Company and the
National Ballet.
Students are admitted for half price to Wednesday
and Saturday matinees and to evening performances on
student standby after 7 p.m. if ticket sales are slow.
The best place to see straight drama, although it is
not always the best drama, Is the St. Lawrence Centre,
Fronttheatre
just eastthisof year
Yonge,offers
(366-7723).
only large
rep
five playsToronto's
in its season:
The
Trial, Twelfth Night. A Touch of the Poet, Electra and Les
Belles Soeurs. It is a conservative selection, designed to
eliminate memories of previous experiments that ended
in disaster and to consolidate a growing corps of
followers. The St. Lawrence keeps Its prices reasonable
at $25 top for the five shows and if you want to go to
Saturday than
matinee
it's $5 around.
for the lot. That's
cheaper
a goodpreviews,
many movies
Several of the smaller companies have also gone
the pay now. play later route. Oldest of these is Toronto
Workshop Productions, 12 Alexander St. (925-8640).
Students can pay $10 to see five plays: Hey Rube!, The
Inspector-General, Indiens, Letters From the Earth and

need

The Good. Soldier Schweik. Three of the plays are either
original material or adapted by the workshop which has a
long standing reputation for innovative and exciting
productions.
The University Alumni Dramatic Club, after years in
coach houses all over the city, seem to have found a
permanent home in the new Flrehall Theatre, Adelaide
and Berkeley. (241-0112). Oddly enough, the theatre is a
converted 19th Century fireball and a piece o? local
architectural memorabilia. To celebrate, the UADC offers
its first subscription series of four plays: The Plough and
the Stars, Le Temps Sauvage. The Women and The
Zykovs. A subscription is $8 but does not save the
student any money unless he wants to attend on Friday or
Saturday
from
$2 tonight
$3. when the standard student price goes up
The Menagerie Players has a four play subscription
season at the Central Library Theatre, College and St.
George, (924-8950). If Oh Dad, Poor Dad, the first In the
series,
this group's
productions
should
be takenIs any
one indication,
at a time and
after careful
consideration,
rather than In a lump on speculation.
One other group, Classic Stage Productions, has
begun an eight play season, no subscription, at the
Colonnade Threatre. And It Its first production Is any
Indication, it is just as well that no series has been
offered.
The only organization on campus that has thus far
announced a season Is Hart House Theatre. Now that the
economic crunch has come, Hart House has abandoned
its policy of presenting seldom-seen {often with good
reason) plays and Is trying more well-known and popular
fare In order to increase Interest and box office. Only
three plays instead of the usual four win be presented this
year: The Misanthrope. Rosmersholm and Hamlet.
Watch the Varsity and posters tor announcements of
productions by other campus groups.
The other theatres in Toronto seem to work, in
public at least, on a pro tern basis. Two of them are now
presenting works. Tarragon Theatre, 30 Bridgman St.,
(964-8833) has Leaving Home, a successful piece being
revived from last season. Wednesday a new Canadian
play, Foul Play, opens at the Factory Lab Theatre, 374
Dupont St. (921-5989).
Other experimental small theatres are Theatre
Passe Muralile, 11 Trinity Square (366-3376); Global
Village, 17 St. Joseph St. (964-0035); Studio Lab, 209
Adelaide St. E. (366-6451); Actors' Theatre. 390 Dupont
St., (923-9792).
creative
theatre. These can offer most absorbing and
The Theatre In the Dell, formerly the only surviving
home of the revue In Toronto, will present a double bill of
straight,
non-musical
comedies, opelng October 2 for a
three month
run.

QUAKER MEETING
2 1 may bek 'Quak.6'
W0,Shipot ia an houroneol silent*' We lind lhal in this
science there
a real meeting
with another, each with
something
The experience may people,
be refreshing, challenging, anddisturbing
merely dull,deeper.
according
lo
what
each brings
to
it.
Any
ot those present may beor
removed to speak, on Ihe meeting
strength
.n silence
Meeting tor worship every Sunday mayat 11finda.m.itsCoffee
hour after the meeting
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
60 LOWTHER AVE.
(east of St. George, north ol Bloor)
Phone 921-038B lor information about Sunday classes tor all ages, and weekday

FASHION

you

someone

to talk

to

Community
Switchboard 923-0944
531-4613
Bilhunt-Bloor Information Cntn
Community Information Ctntn of
Matropolftin Toronto 863-0505
SMint's
926- 491 1 Admlnlitntlvi Council
Connection (drug ind modioli) 595-6100
Action Service Contact Contra (crisis
Intirvontlon) 255-7746
Toronto Free Clinic
252 Dupont 925-6223
Birth
ControlofInfonnitton
469-9006
University
Toronto Dentil Clinic
VD926-Ho!2764
Lino
664-1011
Vlllipo
Hullh Centra
lOeScollardSt.
925-3843
Will-Biby
Clinic
64 Augusta 920-1793
Distress Centra 366-1121
Distress Contra Two 486-1456
Advisory Bureau 928-2684
U of THhIHi StrvlM — Mm 928-2459
U of T Hullh StrvlM - Women 92f
2456 Action 741-6595
Welfira
Lindlord-Tonint Advisory Bureiu
367-8572
Career Counselling and Placement,
U of T
928-2537
Housing Strain. U of T 926-2542
Plinnod Pirenthood 924-3761
Pollution Probt 928-6155
Toronto Transit Commission 487-2424
Toronto
Woman's Women's
LlbtratlonCaucus
Movement 368-6563
:ibortlon rtftrnl: 533-9006
Any
Day NowSt. :frea store:.
26 Oxford
St. Jamestown Fret Store.
375BlMcksr 921-4788
Cimpus
Co-optratlvo Day Cire 925-7495
Cantra 12
Sussex
University Sattltmnt House 364-9133
Toe Vanity
923-8741' 923-8742

WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

V JEANS
V T-SHIRTS

IN PERSON

V SWEATER
S
ROBERT

V

CHARLEBOIS
MASSEY HALL

o*
)d»
e

$3.00, $4.00, $5.00
Available at:
MASSEY HALL BOX OFFICE

30
teos$
alu

8:30 p.m.
Tickets:

ffom$4
$2
$4

V
GOWNS
V SMOCKS

!?"].
^
3

)/ BLAZER & BAG SUITS

$22.30

WAREHOUSE

^shion .

—(v

SAT., SEPT. 23, 1972

V BLAZERS

210

SPADINA
(BELOW DUNDAS)

AVE.

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM
9-6
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merger
Intransigence
ensended a Loy
MONTREAL (CUP) — technology, commercethr
W importance for the faculty.
and the eat
The document
threat to byola
thenorsSirand received
George-SG
Board
Intrasigence and traditionalism natural sciences.
Mondayof Goverby the But Loyola spokesmen say the
Loyola's
Faculty
of
Commerce
The science faculty here is being which had been slated for complete Loyola Board of Trustees.
from the Loyola Faculty of Science
general trend in science is toward
may scuttle merger negotiations unrealistic about its position," integration with the Sir George
Loyola science professors interdisciplinary studies along liberal
between Loyola College and Sir Loyola's domestic committee faculty, eliminating what is general- consider their honor students their arts lines, while the need for specializaGeorge Williams University.
tion isdeclining. The Loyola Science
students". They fear the loss of
Tigh said.se "They're
member
ly considereddepartments.
one of Loyola's most "best
Although spokesmen claim the not
one bit innovative
willingMarkto compromi
their honors program in the merged faculty appears obsessed with
top-level talks are going well, the by fighting to keep the honors
The plan was approved recently university would represent a loss in specialization.
Loyola science professors are bitterHe termed identical science
ly opposed to their administration's program.
" on each campus
willingness to eliminate an honors faculties
"unfeasible"
as long as enrolment Students
program
from
Loyola's
science
offerings.
continues to decline.
wont
equal hiring say
A proposal from Loyola viceAlthough the Burke proposal was
(CUP) - Students at The selection committee chosing qualifications equal with a nonpresident Joe Burke during the rejected by Sir George Williams theREGINA
of Saskatchewan the vice-principal is composed of Canadian. Only a person from
summer called for a Faculty of officials, it stood as the working ReginaUniversity
*Seerswanted\
Board of Governors members,
plan to nominate two
Science at Sir George, containing document for the merger talks. The their owncampus
two members of the Regina campus
candidate for the position administration,
honors, majors and interdisciplinary negotiating committee has now of vice-principal
two
faculty
of Regina campus.
programs, while the Loyola division agreed on another document which
move was initiated after the members and two student
Two of the four people
of science would have only majors retains the features unacceptable to The
student demand for parity on the representatives.
arrested last March after the
and an interdisciplinary program,
Loyola's
science
faculty.
The
students
demanded
equal
selection
committee
was
rejected
by
first occupation of Simcoe
According to the Burke
It calls for faculties of arts and of
representation on the committee but
document, the new federated un- science at Sir George, two the university administration.
Hall are asking tose who were
Tuesday.
position became vacant when were turned down on the grounds
iversity would contain faculties of university-wide faculties of com- theTheformer
part of the occupation parRay that students already had "parity";
arts, science, commerce and adticipate in their trials next
merce and business administration Harvey was vice-principal
appointed deputy that is the same representation as
ministration, and a Loyola faculty and of engineering, and the faculty minister of the
newly-created
other
groups.
The
student
represenBill
Getty and Tom
which would specialize in the of Loyola College with divisions of Saskatchewan Department of Contatives felt that students should have
McLaughlin
humanities, social sciences. arts and science.
"testimony"
six members because they comprise
from as want
tinuing Education.
many
Student members on the the majority of people at the
people
as
possible.
.university.
committee contacted 1 1 people con-,
Call 921-7937 or 861-1233
sidered progressive and asked them
The vice-principal is the chief
or leave your name at the
Canadian complicity
to allow their names to stand for administrative officer of the camSDS
in Sid Smith if you
want table
to testify.
nomination. Only one has agreed to
pus. The committee has decided to
stand,
hire
a
Canadian
if
the
candidate
has
in Vietnam attacked
Incidents in which soldiers would
By DAVID WISE
refuse en masse to obey the orders of
The Executive Secretary of the a superior officer and numerous
Vietnam Mobilization Committee outright attacks on officers with Hellyer says Tories will
Wednesday attacked Canadian fragmentary bombs, "were the
direct result of the actions of the
complicity in the war.
Speaking to a meeting of about 25 anti-war movement," he claimed. end inflation, unemployme
nt
people sponsored by the U of T
also "eventually forced Nixon
Committee to End the War in Viet- These
By
ELAINE
KAHN
to
change
his
strategy."
posited
that
if
all
wage
increases
were limited to the real
He said that because of the
nan, Rivhard De Gaetano said that
"Elect Bob Stanfield and the government that will average increase in productivity in industries such as
despite world-wide opposition to consequent escalation of the air war change the course of Canadian
history,"
steel,
glass
and
automobiles,
there would be no
urged
Paul
American escalation of the air war and the bombings of the dikes, the Hellyer yesterday afternoon.
His three per cent figure is based partially on
Hellyer, conservative candidate for Trinity and a inflation.
and their bombing of the dikes, war is now entering a critical stage.
the fact that 30 per cent of the goods Canada consumes
rains because
expected ofto former Liberal cabinet minister was speaking at a are irriports.
"Canada
continues
to apologize
for be "With
heaviermonsoon
than ever
the
Americans
and pretend
that (hey
meeting sponsored by the U of T PC club in Hart
The minimum wage could be brought up and jobs
American seeding of rain clouds, if House. Only a dozen people attended the meeting.
are scaling it down".
provided to eliminate unemployment, Hellyer said.
In fact, he continued, "The U.S. the United States does indeed
Hellyer said he joined the PC's because the party Thus the "paternalistic Big Brother" attitude of
is dropping bombs and killing Viet- succeed in destroying the dikes, as will change
the direction of the management of Canada bureaucracies toward the unemployed could be
namese at an unparallelled rate." many as fifteen million people could and is the most open of all the parties to new ideas. eliminated.
According to De Gaetano, most consequently die by drowning or
He asserted that the business cycle is not
People would have a greater range in housing
inevitable, instead advocating solving unemployment
Canadians are resistant to any no- starvation."
De Gaetano emphasized that the and inflation by control over monopolies.
tion of Canadian guilt concerning
Though
a great pdeal of media support would be
choice,
he claimed.
will never sur"We have the worst run economy in the Western needed to convince Canadians of the need for controls,
the war. "The fact is," he stated, North rVietnamese
e
n
d
e
r
t
o
the
Americans,
but
that
world,"
Hellyer does not think it will be hard to sell the idea,
charged,
"that Canada
is the U.S.'s
supplier
of war related
materialslargest
and even if they win on the ground, comparativehe wages
and using
prices graphs
in Canadaandandcharts
fourteenof because
of its advantages. He said it is simply a
facing America's "automated and other countries, to support his point.
the world's third largest exporter of computerized
"question
of thinking through something that is
air
war
with
outdated
He
staled
that
inflation
can
be
reduced
to
three
per
warDe supplies."
rational"favour
and claimed
that 70 per cent of Canadians
Gaetano said that the actions weaponery" they can only win a cent in Canada. "1 think it would be closer to two per already
such controls.
of the antt-war movement and the
Asked
what
he
would
do to prevent situations like
cent,"
he
added
"but
I
pick
three
because
it's
a
The victory."
Vietnam Mobilization Conservative figure." Several members of the audience the high density apartment growth
impact of world opinion has led Phyrric
in downtown ToronAmerican troops to engage in what Committee plans to stage demonto
and
landgrabbing
by
major
developers, Hellyer said
strations across Canada against the
that
he
is
opposed
to
the
rezoning
of single family
Hellyer's
controls
would
not
be
used
on
small
amounted to "open rebellion against war on November
8.
giggled. only unions and big corporations. He dwelling areas.
businesses,
their officers".

Education faculty expands

Huron

parkette

slated

This park at Huron and Washington will vanish If expansion plans go ahead.

to disappear
The Huron-Washington parkette is started.
has been given only 18 months to At first, Gregory said there would
live. The death sentence was ap- be a "college extension built in two
parently confirmed this week by
about the 18-month
to Asked
three years".
Gregoryaffairs.
of the U of T's office deadline
ofKeilbusiness
for the park, he then adAlan McAllister, spokesman for
it was "quite
possible".
the Committee on the Huron- However,mitted thatGregory
did not
know
Washington Parkette, originally what body was making the decision
on the Faculty of Education
reported that the U of T planned to extension.
let the park exist only 18 months.
The Faculty of Education
Present plans for the extension
building, at Bloor and Spadina, is require the entire north side of
Washington
Ave. As of last April,
\ planned to expand to encompass the
whole block containing the park. the provincial government had
The parkette, just opposite several bought all required land with the
Campus Co-Op residences, came exception of one house.
into beingcoveredwhen
local residents
Despite residents'
complaintsextend
and
that the vacant
lot was disnot suggestions
that the building
going to be used for building in the not
only been
to backyard
changed. lines, the plan has
; %§^ established
land isonapparently
which the owned
park wasby Gregory said Monday that he was
nearThefuture.
"quite sure that the architects are
the provincial government, although thinking of eliminating the
' Gregory was not able to explain its orparkette".
Questionedhadas considered
to whether
not the architects
o- status. The college will have money
building
the
extension
vertically
^§ crowded
available facilities,
for the extension
to itsa
stead of laterally, Gregoryinand it is only
answered,
"I'm sure they will have
matterareofdrawn
time upbefore
architects'
plans
and construction
considered everything."
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Hospital "oppressive

fire as archaic
under
care
health
Mental
He advocated the concept of a section which permits a review
By MARK BOHNEN
Weitz charged that mental
cupational therapy, patients are community
support system as the board lo determine privately,
"Mental
hospitals
are
hospitals
are
"archaic
institutions,
often
paid
"less
than
one
third
of
the
work.
dinosaurs that have outlived their more anti-therapculic than minimum wage in Ontario" for their only viable alternative to an in- without patient consultation,
stiiutional one. Under such a whether a patient will be released.
usefulness", according lo Don therapeutic, more oppressive than
One slated speaker, a
Jan Dukszta, former staff system, he felt, community workers
Weilz, i psychologist who is a
psychiatric patient, failed to appear.
Conner staff member at the Queen ameliorative,"
He went on to outline many of psychiatrist at the Queen St. Centre would increasingly replace "over- Tori
Salter, chairman of the forum,
St. Mental Health Centre.
the dehumanizing features of mental and NDP, MPP for Parkdale,
that the patient feared
speakers at the forum explained
He was speaking Tuesday night institutions, features which "control asserted that the time is past for i rainedOtherprofessionals".
recriminations
if she publicly
at a forum sponsored by the rather than liberate" the patient.
complained about poor or in- criticized the hospital
where she is
lengthy
incarceration.
"For
too
Among
them
were
pacification
adequate
hospital
facilities,
overPsychiatric
Hospital(PHPWA),
Patients'a
long," hej said, "we have tolerated
being
treated.
Welfare
Association
drugging
of
patients
and
an
unthe
approach
'out
of
sight,
out
of
by drugs and shock treatment, inThe PWPWA has prepared a
responsive orinaccessible hospital
timidation through the use of psy- mind". We put away people who staff.
citizens' sumerslobby,
held aton theToronto
Conbrief calling for the establishment of
Gas building
chiatric
interrogation
and'
Panelist Edward Greenspan, a legal clinics in psychiatric, hospitals
Street.
to Dukszta,, many
withdrawal of basic rights. Patients botherAccording
Toronto lawyer, was highly critical to inform patients of their rights.
seek out psychiatric help of
are often deprived of the right to people us."
the
1970 Mental Health Act,
The brief
is addressed
to the
leave their rooms or even to wear more "because of social causes —
Minister
of Health,
the Attorney
their own clothes, he said.
differences at home, differing work which allows victims to be easily General
and
the
Canadian
Bar
deprived
of
their
civil
rights.
Unclassifieds
Under such circumstances, he situations, and less from what has
charged,
they
soon
begin
to
feel
like
been
called
mental
illness."
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
He singled out one "dreaded" Association.
coals tfom S10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202 "irresponsible,
mad children."
Criticizing government
policy,
Spadina
Ave.
Between
Queen
and
Dundas. Good selection ot tun lurs sizes 6-18.
U of T second
in car contest
Cleaning and repairs (lur and lur fabric) Weitz noted that during oc3S3-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sal.
North
American
universities.
third, was upgraded to second place
Canadian teams took the first
HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental
Get a new look
in the final results recently
three places in the recent Urban
can solve it. Complete apartment or just
Preliminary results announced announced.
the pieces you need. Ideal lor two or more
Vehicle
Design
Competition
open
to
at
life
with
at
the
close
of
the
competition
had
sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.
The University of Western
Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485 Contact Lenses,!
suggestediversities
three
Canadian
un- Ontario came first, while the
Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.
finished
first,
third
and
Drug Values Every Day
University of British Columbia was
seventh. There were 60 cars entered third.
SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.
The Massachusetts Institute
in the race.
Going
out
ot
business
after
42
years.
Pearl furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind
of Technology whose students
KINGSWAY
^Sr
was 29lh. the contest, by contrast,
new
hall). 363-0965. Will deliver IS*
U of T's entry. Miss Purity II, organized
Bargainscity Bargains.
listed in the preliminary results as
DRUGS
Cars were rated in accordance
BABYSITTER wanted for two lively
with a number of tests, including the
children. 2-1^2 and 7 months. 2-3 hall days
The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.
per
week.
Please
call
486-0048
mornings
level of exhaust emissions, safety,
and
OPTICIANS
or evenings. (North Torontol
cost space utilization, fuel efWRFTE ON
700
YongeSt.,
at
St.
Mary
EX-CAROLINA EXCHANGE MEMBERS:
ficiency, and a variety of per70 BLOOR ST. W.
7 Charts* St. W.
interview help needed. Call Marilyn at
Price Kingsway First tor Vitamins
tests. were multiplied by
922-9920 evenings.
967-1110
All rawformancedata
924-2159
11-5
Sat.
Open 9 lo 9. M-F a factor. Miss Purity II was
PRIVATE TUTORING Need any help?
Private tutoring in first and second year
awarded a very high factor which
physics, mathematics. Sudhir Joshi (M.S.)
TERMPAPERS
enabled her to gain second place,
35cessful.
Howland - 925-0203. Be sure and sucNew York Pizza House
Canada's
largest
library
ot
prof
-tested
WINNER:
papers from
SI 75papers
per page.
an undiagnosed fault that
1970
1ST ANNUALMORNING
TORONTO Dining Room 925-1736
custom
research
Irom Also
S3.95expert
PER despite
OPEN 11 AM
PIZZA
limited speed and prevented Miss
1 AM 3 MON-SAT
page.
Plus TRANSLATIONS,
TUTORING.
FREE ROOM AND BOARD with pay for
SUN
PM-1 AM
AFTER AWARD
SHOW CBC
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
AND
female student for babysitting and light
Purity II from participating in four
PROGRAMS,
TAKE-OUT
AND DELIVERY
STAR WEEK'S
household duties. Apply, Mrs. Griffin 487XEROX FOR EDITING
STUDENTS.AND RESEARCH. 4c. of the tests.
PIZZA
CONTESTJUNE 71
DELIVERY FROM
S PM-1 Al
9274
ATTRACTIVE MODELS WANTED Phone
964-1575
ARE
YOU ATTRACTIVE
new people?
Would you and
like tolikeearnmeeting
extra
money
doing
this?
Call
Service tor details 363-4958Xanadu Escort
MALES
AND FEMALES
18) willing
to consume
alcohol,(min.wanted
for
psychology
experiment.
Minimum
pay
54.00
Call
595-6146
Before
5;00.
Addiction
Research Foundalion
FEDERAL
CAMPAIGN
Brewed fidm pute spring water:
Full or almost
full lime Manager
for Oct. wanted.
Iniative
and
drive
needed
for
lots
ol
responsibility.
Honorarium. Phone 489-5933 night.
GIRL 21, looking for another girl to share
a 2-Bedroom
apanmeni
this year.
terested inmusic
and would
like ItoamhaveInpiano
in
the
apartment.
Keep
calling,
and
leave message 781-5911
FOR LADIES: Massage - pedlcur-facial by
cosmetology. R.M.S. Parviamen. 713
Spadina Ave. (2nd lloor) for appointment
924-3022 '
OPEN CASTING
FOR CALL
THE
PAPER
CHASE
A THOMPSON - PAUL Production
for Twentieth
Century Fox
STARRING
TIMOTHY BOTTOMS
Beginning Oct 18 - Dec. 19
Casting for these 4 major
roles plus supporting parts:
FORD: male, 22-25, clean-cut
preppy type, an organizer,
must be able to play comedy.
KEVIN: male,
clean-cul. sensitive and 22-25,
intelligent.
BELL: male, 22-25, heavy ex-jock
type, loud and intimidating,
must be able-to
ASHELEY:
female, play
21-24.comedy.
attractive, wholesome, not a model
•ypeContact Bob Thompson or
Roderick Paul at 363-4122
or 964-6511

And

that's

the

truth!
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hriaay, sepiemc-er ivrz
Scar expressway proposed

1,200
homes
threatened
By VAL ROSS
A spectre haunts at least 1200 homes in
east Metro: the proposed Scarborough expressway. Whether it will be temporarily
defeated depends on the unknown strength or
east-end Torontonians, and the new tactics
heing used by Metro to push it through.
The Scarborough is to be a continuation
of the Gardiner Expressway eastward, intended eventually to link up with Highway
401. Twelve hundred working class homes,
many or them already owned by Metro, and
acres of valuable parkland are threatened by
the proposal.
The expressway was first conceived in
1943. Its functional plan was approved by
Metro Council in 1957, and $30 million was
voted for the Scarborough with the proviso
that ". . .$2,100,000 is to be debentured for
acquisition
land acqured
only." Approximately
acres
of landof was
at this time. 150
The
Ontario
Municipal
originala
order was animended in 1965Board's
to provide
further $3 million for land and engineering
costs. In 1967 the functional design of the
expressway was approved by Metro Council.
Metro proceeded to acquire another 220
properties between Leslie and Birchmount
(making it east Toronto's second largest landowner). Jusl four years ago, the OMB approvedboroughMetro's
application
to build
from Leslie
to a point
3000 thefeetScareast
of Birchmount at a cost of $102.5 million.
The expressway seemed to be a fait
accompli, but opposition to the Spadina
Expressway was beginning to change the
acquiescent temper of east-end home-owners.
Pending the decision of the Ontario cabinet
onprevious
the Spadina,
the OMB spurned Metro's
Underapplication
section for42funds.
of the Ontario
These workers' homes are among the nearly 1200 that would be destroyed by the Scarborough Expressway.
Municipal Board Act, the OMB has the right
to review its own decisions. It has ordered pressway." ForWard 9 is preparing to fight pollution?" "The majority of those living in easterly extension of the Frederick G. GarMetro to make a new application and report for an OMB review as far as the supreme the path of the expressway oppose it," says
diner Expressway", has acquired a new title in
the report: "the Lakeshore Transportation
justifying the Scarborough Expressway. But court if necessary.
Gerry
Thompson
of
ForWard
9,
"as
do
those
Corridor".
The expressway, then, is seen as an
who
are
aware
of
the
route
or
its
effects
on
Dorothy
Thomas
is
running
for
alderman
Metro, recalling past battles, is unelement
oftransport
a province-wide tourist
and comderstandably wary of the OMB; its Scar- in the '72 municipal elections on a platform of
merical
Its construction
What are the merits of the expressway? will make it easiernetwork.
borough strategies are quite different from opposition to the expressway.
for
commercial
traffic
The
Joint
Technical
Transportation
Planning
Reid
Scott,
the
incumbent
alderman,
those that may have lost Metro the Spadina.
the area." has prepared a report, not for the from the east to reach the downtown, and will
Metro has chosen not to comply with the holds basically the same position: "The Committee
transport
to andcountry
from todowOMB order to reapply for and rejustify the proposal as it stands isn't adequate. 35,000 OM B. but for the Metro Chief Executive. Not providentowna Toronto
and theroutecottage
the
expressway. Rather it has gone to the Provin- cars are coming off the Gardiner into the area surprisingly, the report recommends that "an Northeast.
cial Court of Appeal. It claims that section 42 every night and there' certainly is a traffic active programme for the protection and
The
expressway
also
serves
to
fill
a
gap
of the OMB Act is illegal, and that the OMB problem; but we need more study to get the ucquistion of the right-of-way (i.e. buying the city's cross-town linkage system, carryingin
does not have the right to review its approval. best" solution."
traffic from east and north ScarBrewin, MP, and Tom Wardle, houses)
Whilebe reinstated
the reportimmediately.
states that. ."present suburban
"MetroThomas
is playing
this quietly,"
said MPP.Andrew
borougn and Pickering to central Toronto,
have both conducted polls which show traffic in the east end is "not enough to justify and
Dorothy
of ForWard
9, a local
to
other
expressways in the Metropolitan
2: 1 support in Ward 9 for the expressway. the construction of costly additional area.
citizens' group.
However, Scott points out that the polls were facilities", there are other reasons for its
"That's
why
they're
going
to
court
Kingston Road, the present link between
instead of to the OMB, They want to avoid loaded with questions such as, "Are you in construction.
the Gardiner and the 40I, is a "grossly
any discussion on the merits of the ex- favour of the expressway to cut down
The Scarborough, also described as "the inadequate"
part ofstudy
the grand
scheme.thatYetthea
1967 engineering
promises
Canadian
St. Lawrence Corridor
Scarborough
expressway's
special
and Maritimes
West and North
interchanges will actually generate ramps
traffic andon
Eastern Ave., Queen Street and Kingston
Road, instead of lightening the load.
Secondly, "the improvement of the
transport system within the Borough of Scarborough and east of Metro is an important
incenti ve to economic expansion . .
.stimulating the eastern corridor to a higher
growth
"The expressway
an important
part of rate,
the Toronto
Centered isRegion
Plan to
urbanize from Bowmanville to Hamilton by
the year 2000.
The importance of the expressway is
underlined when the report explains that
urban problems — sprawl and social
problems — far from being the result of hasty
commercial developement and lack of social
planning,
by "inefficienceies
the
provision areof caused
economic,
transportationin and

This map in the Joint Committee report indicates that the Scarborough Is part ot a large transit system.

serviceThirdly,
networks."
the recreational needs of
Scarborough and southeast Toronto require
transportation to the cottage country and to
downtown. Ironically, however, if the expres way isconstructed, it would affect east
Toronto's
three would
major beparks.
Eastwood
Oakcrest parks
destroyed;
both and
are
(he only parks in their respective areas.
The ambiguity of the merits of
expressways will be obvious to Scarborough
College students,
whilebeen
the route
of thepast
expressway has not
disclosed
Birchmount, it will cut diagonally somewhere
just
southeast.
of theIf College
to join with isthebuilt,
401
further
the Scarborough
students will travel to the College quickly and
easily. They will have more access and closer
links to the downtown. However, if it is built,
it may disturb local ravines, add to the volume
of traffic and raise nearby land values.
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Rotenberg
wonts
more
power
"reasonable balance between low of citizens should "provide feed-in"
By L I LI DIEMER
of
the
weight
atgovernment would function in. "a policies tachebecause
for the planning board, on which it
d to the post.
density andhousing"
"I wanl the power and prestige of belter
manner",on
that ex-he could partially base its decisions.
denied now
ts in Toronto,
;illhoughandhe more
did notopenelaborate
Questioned about the and ishigh
the
mayoralty."
executive
alderman
how
this
would
happen.
controversial
issue
of
high-rise
and candidate for mayor David
He reaffirmed his support for the
or "antiwas either "pro-dev
eloper"
development. Rotenberg avoided develop
Rotenberg told an audience at Holy
er". {Rotenb
erg is con- Spadina Expressway, which he said
Rotenbergfromdidn't
disagreeStephen
with a dealing
with the problem directly,
Trinity Church yesterday.
statement
interviewer
guard",
"old
chief
the
of
s
i
d
e
r
e
d
o
n
e
would help solve the "major traffic
He explained that if he were Clarkson Liberal candidate for but stated that he followed the pro-development members of coun- problem"
in the northwest
elected. Toronto could expect thai mayor in 1969 that in the past three Toronto official plan on this quescil by citizens' group).
Metro,
rapidsector
transitof
On the question of how plans and could notsomething
tion. Where the official plan perdo alone.
Rotenberg, as budget chief
he would use the "power and years,
policies or development should be
mitted high-rises, he said, he voted formulated,
prestige"
position
continuein and executive alderman, has already
he indicated that
Rotenberg denied that his
the
policiesof hethe has
been topushing
for them, where it didn't he voted decisions
been
"the
real
power
at
City
Hall".
should be made by the connections within the Conservative
his three years on the city executive. The position of mayor, he said, against them.
He
said
that
he
thought
that
a
In his term, he said, city would make it easier to carry out his
"elected representatives" rather Party (he was a senior organizer of
than by citizens' or neighbourhood ex- Provincial Treasurer Darcy
McKeough's leadership bid) would
groups.
The city government should be
part in his camadvised by its own planning board as play anpaign orimportant
effect on hisin
to the have
Tory angovernment
now, he said, (A majority of present relations would
planning board members are present Queen's Park after he is elected.
"National political parties have
or past aldermen).
He did say, however, that panels no basis at City Hall", he said.
•

*

•

if

*

David Rotenberg says he will Improve Toronto city government If elected mayor

STILL

FOR

AN

THINKING

ONTARIO

our misteak!
Information about stack access to the Roberts Library, and
Faculty of Education Student Union plans to attempt to withdrew
from membership in the Students' Administrative Council
published
in Wednesday's
Versify was fneccurate.
The library
story incorrectly
stated that stack access to the
Roberts Llbrery will be automatically granted to teaching
staff and
graduate students. According to plans adopted by the academic
Senate last spring, no one will have automatic stack access.
Instead, all members of the university community
entry to the stacks will have to apply for e steck pass. Passes wishing
will be
issued, technicelly, according
to academic
not
academic rank. The passes will be tor periods ofneedtimeand
varying
from one day to one year.
tn practice, teaching staff and graduate students will
probably have less difficulty in securing extended stack passes
than other members of the university community, especially In
light of university plans to refurbish the Sigmund Samuel Library
undergraduate library.
as a central
Faculty of Education Student Union withdrawal plans have
apparently
been dropped over the summer, es relations with SAC
have improved.
A withdrawal request would have to come from the Student
Union Assembly, which has not been elected for this year. j

ABOUT

APPLYING

STUDENT

AWARD?

Then it's time you did!

As OSAP applications are
assessed by computer it's essential that your
application form be filled in COMPLETELY
and ACCURATELY.

WANT INFORMATION OR HELP?
Call in at the Office of Student Awards,
Room 106 Simcoe Hall,
or teleph
one 13928-2204
928-73
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Rowing
future

Club
in

boatmen
Poor turn-out for the U of T
Rowing Club in past years is one of
the reasons why practice sessions
have been changed from morning to
evening. New recruits are badly
needed,
However, "There are a number of
other reasons for the switch", said
Geoff
captain. Wright, last year's Varsity
"Last year the Argonaut Rowing
Club (the forrowing
team's
point theof
departure
practice)
obtained
services of Tudor Bompa, former
Romanian National Coach", said
Wrighl. "Tudor offered us his services last year but he was only free in
the evenings", Wright added.
"Tudor
felt that anis evening
trainingalso regime
more
physiologically
These reasons,sound."
plus the fact that
for years people expressed interest in
rowing but showed disdain for early
morning practices, caused the
change to evening practices.
However, according to Wright,
"turn-outand forwe practices
year
istheterrible,
may havethistrouble
boating crews. Part of the problem
was caused when some of the more
experienced oarsmen graduated. In
addition, a number of those who are
interested have evening classes
which conflict with the practices."
"The problem is compounded,
Wright added, "because there is a
genera! shift away from organized
intercollegiate sports, Furthermore,

doubt:

needed
the transformation of the St. George
campus into honours, professional,
and graduate courses, and away
from a general program serves to
eliminate interest in the less wellknown
"The sports."
distances are extreme
students from either Erindale foror
Scarborough while students on the
downtown campus who are closer to
the Argonaut Club have appeared
to lose interest."
"We anticipated this possibility",
Wright said, "and tried to start
rowing at Erindale College, situated
only one-half mile from the Don
Rowing Club. We thought that it
would catch on there, since it allows
Erindale students to participate in
an intercollegiate sport located
much closer to their campus — and
yet. the participation at Erindale has
beenAccording
no greater."
to Wright, the Rowing
Club offers a variety of competitive
categories. These include categories
based on weight (under 155 lbs. and
heavyweight), and experience
(novice, junior, and senior).
"Although we need people in all
categories",
Wrightto attract
explained,
are most anxious
people"wein
firstTheor Canadian
second years".
rowing clubs are
now starting to prepare for the
Montreal Olympics in 1976 and new
recruits are the people most likely to
attend, according to Wright. In addition, the Sports Canada athletic

Hundreds of
Poplin, Nylons,
Leathers, Meltons,
Corduroys, Jackets
SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95
WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT
CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO.
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO
PHONE 486-0997

FOOTBALL
Needed

PLAYERS
for

U.C

LEAVE NAME AT UC LIT OFFICE
or PHONE 922-1262
sKi cycle cAnoe hiKe cLimb caVe swiw
EVERYONE WELCOME TO THE
FALL GENERAL MEETING OF THE
UNIVERSITY
OUTING

OF TORONTO
CLUB

TUES. SEPT. 26, 7:30 P.M.
Cody Hall — School of Nursing
Sign up for our big cabin weekend Sept. 30 - Oct. 1
:REE C°FFEe

anD DONUts

stlDES 7AL(<S

sportatk
After a few qualifying rounds the U of T golf team the back campus playing field. Wednesday at 4 pm
will send several participants to the Trent Invitational
plays St. divided
Mike's into
— same
Division I was originally
A (UC,location.
Trin, Dent,
match next Monday. Next Friday the East section gold Engineering
championship will be held at Queen's; the West section
Scar)
and
B
(New,
Med,
Forestry,
and
Pharmacy)
championship will be played at Waterloo. The finals sections. However, when Pharmacy and Dentistry
take place Thursday and Friday, October 5 and 6..,. dropped out it was decided to make the two sections into
teams, four of which will make the
Also, this weekend 16 golf teams compete in the First one, withThesixschedule
for Division II has also been put
Annual O'Keefe Invitational College and University playoffs.
back one week.... Interfaculty
Soccer Division I consists
Gold Tournament. Teams representing seven colleges of six teams — Senior Engineering,
St. Mike's A,
and seven universities from Ontario and one college and Erindale, Phys Ed, Vic, Scarborough. Round
(of
one university from Saskatchewan will participate. The two rounds) opens Tuesday on the front campusonefield
match takes place today and tomorrow beginning at 9 with Senior Engineering playing St. Mike's A at 12:15
and Erindale against Phys Ed at 4: 15... The Interfaculty
am
Halton Golf Club in Georgetow
Thereat the
is noNorth
admission charge and spectators n.are Tennis Tournament
Monday.... The Interfaculty
welcome. Each team consists
of three players and will Track Meet begins begins
Tuesday at 1:30 pm.... the Table
compete
for
the
O'Keefe
Cup. Sheridan College, host Tennis Club meets to play each Wednesday from 7-10
Tor the tournament, will present
the individual winner
Fencing Room, Hart House.... U of T Sailing
with the Sheridan Cup, and the North Halton Cup will inClubthe hosts
Ontario Championships this Saturday
be awarded to the team best-ball champions. This will and Sunday....the The
Club meets in the Wrestling
be the first competition between colleges and un- Room, Hart House, Yoga
at 7 pm and Sundays at
iversities on a provincial level. The tournament spon- II am.... Archery Thursdays
Club
are Tuesdays and
sors hope that the event will grow into a national sports Thursdays in the Rifle Rangenights
(Hart
from 5-10
event with representatives from post-secondary in- pm.... Bridge Club meets each TuesdayHouse)
night at 6 in the
stitutions from across Canada.... Interfaculty football East Common Room (Hart House). Beginners
lessons
begins next week with a new league structure.
begin Tuesday, October 3 until October 31 in the
I begins Tuesday at 4 pm with Vic playing PhysDivision
Ed on Bickersteth Room. — ed.
grants go
thereby
first year

mainly to undergraduates,
making it more advantageous tobegin rowing in the Carleton
at university.

students

Time is extremely short until the
first regatta at Western on October
building
9. The rowing season is quite brief, delay
with successive regattas at Trent,
Brock, and McMaster, while the OTTAWA (CUP) — Carleton building.
pfires, and tents until the university
OUAA final is at Brock on resident students are threatening to had found another site for the
November 4.
delay the construction of a new
building on the site of the only
Rowing practices will continue grassing area.
Carleton president Michael
playing field in the Oliver
assured residence students
through September at 5:15 pm in the residence
that
construction would not begin
A decision will be made Monday
hope that anyone interested can find
until
the
Buildings Advisory Comthe time to participate. For further about the playing field. The students
mittee had dealt with a dissenting
information, contact the athletic of- intended to occupy the field with brief, presented
last Wednesday.
fice, Hart House.
continuous football games, cam-

Is Yoga
the

answer?

Yoga meditation is the missing link between religion and realization.
TWO PUBLIC LECTURES
by BROTHER ANANDAMOY of
SELF-REALIZATION FELLOWSHIP
founded by Paramahansa Yogananda,
Author of "Autobiography of a Yogi"
YOGA FOR PEACE OF MIND
Friday, September 22, 8:00 pm
THE SCIENCE OF YOGA
Sunday, September 24, 5:00 pm
'. . . a unique opportunity to (ind out (or yourself exactly what Raja (or Royal) Yoga is all
about and what is meditation.'
. , . SECRETARIAT NEWS, United Nations Headquarters. New York
3 EVENING CLASSES . . . Sept. 25th, 27th, 28th
• Recharging the Body with Energy
• The Science of Concentration
• An Advanced Method of Meditation
For information please telephone:
459-1281 or 889-2767 or 481-4866
KING EDWARD SHERATON 37 King Street East, Toronto
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

sports

Section
- Eastern
Teams
Other
This year is shaping up as a
threat toHowever,
an opposing
defence.
if last team's
Sunday's
repetition of lasl
final confrontationyear's
helween Western
game is any indication of future
(33* plus 2t tax)
Mustangs and the Ottawa Gee Gees.
play,ly ihealongGaels
offence
will Against
be chiefihe
ground.
While Western poses as a longCarleton
the
team
had
only
37 yards
range threat lor the Blues, the impassing, but 207 yards rushing.
mediate challenge is to gel past
Queens and Ottawa. The only other
Gord McLelland and Brian
teuni in the Eastern Section the
Warrender
for season.
the scoring
in the OUAAlied last
Theirlead12
Carleton Ravens have not displayed
atiy improvement so far this year
touchdowns
set a asseason
toucdown
record,(each)
as welt
a season
over
their past
showing.finishAt
the least,
the season's
Blues should
scoring record. Last Sunday
third.
Warrender gained 84 yards on 16
carries and Dave Hadden had 62
The Gee Gees, who defeated
yards on 1 1 carries. Doug Cozac,
McMaster Marauders I8-9 in the
semi-finals last season, were
Gaels' kicker and punter, moved to
defeated by Western Mustangs 13-0
within five points of the all-time
in the final. With the new league
team scoring record, kicking two
*
5
3
converts and one field goal in the
structure. Ottawa comes into congame. Gaels quarterback Tom
tention with Queen's in both home
and away games. The competition
Taylor
5 for 16, two of which
went forwastouchdowns.
should be hottest between these two
teams this vear.
Although only 18 players from
At the moment, Carleton Ravens
lasl
year'stwoGeeof Gee
squad have
appear to be the weakest team in the
relumed,
the returnees
are
east,
even though
Dave
tight end John Rodrigue and Paul
Redmond
is equallyquarterback
adept at passing
Kilger on defence. (Both are OUAA
or running. However, he is beginand All Canadians in their positions).
ning his second year as a starter and
Also, Gil Sabourin (OUAA All
could
prove to be a valuable leader
Star) will return as defensive halffor
the
Ravens. Receiver for Redback. Quarterback Dan Smith
mond's passes is often Don Gormley
has had experience with the McGill
(OUAA All Star) who averaged
Redmen and appears capable in this
34.4 yards a reception last year,
position, as demonstrated by his
catching 15 passes.
performance in Toronto last Saturday. Fullback Neil Lumsden also
Outside linebacker Chris Harber
looked promising lasl Saturday
(another OUAA All Star) is also the
against the Blues. He ran for 120
Ravens' kicker. Lasl season, he led
yards on 19 carries, handles the Gee
the Eastern section with an average
Gees'
punting
and
place-kicking
of
40.5 yards per kick. Last season,
chores, and was even available to
the Blues lost their season opener to
block
in
the
Oltawa
team's
the Ravens 12-3 , but gained a win in
backfield.
early October at home, downing the
This so-called Ottawa "rebuilding
Ravens 22-2.
year"
resultthein lasl
a teamone,thatandis are. in a word, strong. Although the the Gaels defeated Toronto in Ravens 33-0.
strongermaythan
Only the top Eastern Section
Frank Tindall, starting his 25th team
almost certainly no weaker. A good K ingston squad lost in the semi-final Kingston 28-25.
make the play-offs this
indication should come tomorrow lasl year 42-3 to Western, it The rivalry should be continued year as coach will have a veteran season will
because of the restructured
nevertheless
finished
ahead
of
backfield,
but
the
progress
of
the
when
the
(ice
Gees
play
Queen's
in
again thisfrom
year,itsalthough
Queen's
Kingston. Last year, Ottawa Carleton and Toronto last season. appears
first game
last offensive line will be important to likely
league.contenders
Queen's and
are
for Ottawa
first coming
Place,
offen- with Toronto
defeated Queens 26-17 in Kingston. Although Queens lost narrowly to Sunday to have another strong Queen'ssive backoverall
and Carleton
fielderssuccess.
pose The
a serious
third and fourth.
. . ed
Queen's University Golden Gaels Toronto at Varsity Sladium 31-29, team. The Gaels defeated Carleton's
Scarcity

of facilities

ATH LETI C 0 1 RECTO PATE
CO-ORDINATOR
INTRAMURAL
Secretary, Intramural
Sports ATHLETICS,
Committee &
INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS OFFICE
INTRAMURAL SPORTS COMMITTEE
I College & Faculty Representatives)
STANDING COMMITTEES
Hockey-FootballTouchPolo-FootballLacrosse-Volleyball
Basketball-Water
Squash-Soccer-RuggerGall-Tennis- SwimmingTrack
Officials, Coaches, Managers, First Aiders
Structure of Intramural Sports bureaucracy

alters

Intramural

The intramural (interfaculty) sports program
begins
structure.another season next week with a reaorganized
By this fall the "Sub-Committee on
Restructuring",
appointed1971by issued
the Intramural
Committee
in November
its report, Sports
It was
set up "to study the present intramural organization
and to consider some restructuring of the program".
The report states that "the sub-committee met on
three occasions" and "The members recognized that
the existing
solely competitive linesprogram
and there waswas structured
considerablealong
discussion
as to
the desirability of moving towards a more recreational

Program

•"that co-ed activities be sponsored in co-opration with
•"thai since the Benson Building at present closes at 9
pm.
arrangements to be made to run activities there
the WAA",
belween
and 1 1 pm."program covers almost a dozen
The 9intramural
team sports including football,soccer, and lacrosse as
well
as Almost
several all
"individual"
sports, such
as golf andby
tennis.
of the schedules
are underway
mid-November.
Lasl year the Intramural Sports Committee
successfully undertook three new activities. Twentyfour teams took part in the recreational touch football
league, started last September. A co-ed tennis ournameni
held atonthe the
Hilda's courts,
Furthermore, "the committee was aware of the recreationwasskating
arenaSt. attracted
between and
135
looser, less structured programs being offered at other and
approach."
210
skaters
each
Sunday
evening
for
nine weeks.
universities and was concerned with the lack of purely
A Snow-Bowl Football game was played on
recreational activities being offered at U of T."
January 21 between the Mulock Cup winners . (the
Secretary of the Intramural Sports Committee winners in the interfaculty football league), Victoria
Dave Copp, "pointed out that the present program had College, and a team of Interfaculty All-Stars. (The
evolved over a period of 35 years and was really an game was a "Charity Bowl" with the receipts going to
Association of Canada.)
inter-college league", said the report. The report added ihe Indian-Eskimo
For the 1972-73 season, a ski club and a
that
"facilities
had
placed
severe
limitations
on
the
development of activities. To maximize use of in- recreational inner-tube waterpolo league is being considered. The touch football was expanded from a total
adequate facilities, it becomes necessary to plan virtually every minute they are available. This severely uf 24 teams last year to a present 30. Two games will
have to be played per field because of the lack of
restricts their recreational and unstructured use."
facilities.field(That
is, theline.)team with the ball moves from
to goal
In effect ihe Sub-Committee made the following centre
recommendations:
Il is a tribute to the intramural program that it is
•"lhal the present competitive program should be siudenl-run for the most part. The students intramural
continued with certain minor modifications."
program is as much an exercise in democracy as it is
in running a league. They run the program and sit on
•"lhat activities of a more recreational nature be the
ed. which handles all the appeals and programs.
sponsored by the UTAA through the Intramural .......board
Department",
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Small
votes

conference
to

set

up

arts student
union
By BOB BETTSON
A proposal, which would have
Forty sludcnls representing committed the union to a policystudent organizations in the Faculty
making role was defeated 8-6.
f or Arls and Science almost un- However any decision is a matter of
animously decided to set up a facul- policy, and the union would decide
in each case how far it would go on
ty student union on Saturday.
indivjdul issues.
Only
St.
Michael's
College
students opposed the union which
There was a consensus on the
will represent all 13,000 students duties
of the new union, as yet not
registered in Arts and Science.
The Tounding conference at Hart formally named.
House set up a committee of six to
It will have an $18,000 budget
draft a constitution by October 2. Irom the SAC education levy, to
Their proposal will then be organize new course unions, support
submitted for ratification to college existing unions, research and cocouncils and course unions in the
ord inulc services for Arts and
faculty. Three quarters of these science student representatives on
various university bodies.
bodies must
stitution beforeapprove
the unionthecancon-be
There was general agreement that
formed.
union should be completely
After a long, dreary debate the
autonomous
Only SMC
marked by constant procedural representativesfromPatSAC.
wrangles, the delegates passes a Nigro dissented. Redican and Al
number of resolutions to guide the
constitutional drafting committeee
Redicanwithexplained
"students
identify
the Faculty
of Arts can't
and
on theture ofpurposes,
the union. duties, and struc- Science. This body would be
The conference formally limited meaningless to the average student
the union to a service, information
campus."
and co-ordination role for students on SAC
rep Bob Anderson said the
I and student organizations in the SMC idea
that the union be esfaculty.
tablished as a sub-committee of
Paul Moran of Erindale voiced SAC's education
commission would
the sentiment of a number of entail many difficulties.
delegates
when
he
said
that
"a
policy and decision making role
"It is better to have power on our
own", he said. "We should only go
would destroy the union."
Committee debates issue
Final
examinations
By PAUL McGRATH
Conachermaysaysbe"atgetting
present,course
some
students
Should University of Toronto credit
for
two
essays
they
may
not
history students be required to write
final examinations?
have written."
Should exams be required in Some faculty members, having
lecture courses over a certain size? tried
courses without exams are
A special committee set up by the switching back.
U of T history department will meet
"sometime this week" to discuss "There are 70 members of the
these and other related questions in department", says Israel, "and
an attempt to arrjye at recommen- about 68 different opinions."
dations for an examination policy
He added that previously the
for the department before its next
meeting on about three weeks.
Faculty of Arts and Sciences had
The committee was requested by required final examinations for all
faculty head J.B. Conacher and first-first-year students, but all
other department members at the professors who wanted to waive that
last department meeting September were allowed to do so. Some faculty
II, in order to clarify the members feel the policy should be
the responsibility of departments,
department's
vague position
on the
matter. No guidelines
have been
set and not left up to individual
for the committee to follow.
The committee will consist of two professors, said Israel.
In preparation for whatever the
faculty members. Kenneth committee
recommend,
McNuught and Milton Israel; one Conacher hasmight
aked professors
undergraduate student, either Jim leaching large first-year
coursesfinalto
Lungo or Gus Richardson, ex- make no commitments about
e
c
u
t
i
v
e
s
o
f
the
History
Student's
exams,
unless,
of
course,
they have
Union, and an unnamed teaching already staled there will already
be
assistant.
one. He too feels that there is some
The faculty stands divided on doubt
about the accuracy of a mark
what the policy should be. Ac- given on two or three essays in a
cording to Israel some members
where the professor does not
feels an examination is necessary, course
know the student.
while
others
don't.
Some feel exams should be "There .may have to be a rtlrend
required in large lecture courses that
Conacher
wholemadearea,"
have no tutorials because there is says.
tn thehave
(sic) "We
no decision as
little way of knowing individual
committee
the
on
rely
students. A combination of in- or yet: we'll
creasingly larger classes and more
that for large courses,
emphasis on essays has led to the forHesomeaddedideas,"
there aren't many alternatives to
blossoming of the pirate essay exams.
trade.

Hart House's Music Room hosted the founding conference of the arts and science student union.
cils, course unions and the faculty
under
SAC iflater
there ischallenged
no other way."
Apology
Redican
the General Committee student caucus,
legitimacy of the conference saying and an executive.
However, a proposal by David
"the way delegates have been acDue to a serious mechanical
Freedman or New College, which
credited isa joke." He charged a hud
been accepted in principle, breakdown at The Varsity's
numbersent theirofconsituency
delegates didproperly.
not reprecaused disagreement on the number printers, much of the content of
A number of delegates were representatives suggested from each today's
to be dropped
at thepaper
lasthadminute,
and
voting Tor departments in which no constituency.
course union exists.
proofreading
of
what
was
left
The final decision on the coun- abandoned. The Varsity
Delegates agreed on a structure
cil's composition wasof left
to
the
consisting of a large council of ap- recommendations
apologizes
to
its
readers
for
this
the con- and the paper's late delivery.
proximately 50 people with
stitution drafting committee.
representatives from college coun-

for history
may
return
Professor W.H. Nelson sees other write a take-home exam, with a time Union member on the committee
considerations
matter: factual,
"If the limit of a week. He hopes to repeat will bring the student voice to the
material
coveredin theis mainly
the practice this year.
Early this week the union
examinations seem sensible, but if "There seems to be little purpose meetings.
distribute questionnaires to
the course relies on original work by for an exam in a tutorial course," he will
history
students
concerning exams,
the student, it can be judged on the
their position will be better
says.
tutorial after
leader adoesn't
know "Ifthethestudent
year, so
represented on the committee.
votes.
In his course last year (History there's something wrong."
Longo expects many no-exam
370), Nelson required students to
Longo says the History Student's
papers."

St. George today
feature details
Wednesday's
centre say.of student
of Toronto
St. Georgewhichcampus
facilities
would ofhelpUniversity
turn university
Into alacks
true background
centre plans,
community, proponents of campus as campus
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Monday, September 15, 1972
HERE

AND

NOW

7 pm
TODAY
all day
Fees Strike? SAC organizational
Caroline
Exchange
a
unique
meeting
for
the
OFS
Ocexperience open to all U of T students.
tober 1 and 12.7:30WepmReferendum
need people.on Hart
Applications
at
the
Undergrad
Office,
Hart
House,
Debates
Room.
House, till Oct. 2.
Plan the Hlllel Coffee house for the
Hillel House, 166 St. Geoge.
Varsity Christian Fellowship prayer comingFallyear.
general
meetingcooffee,
of the slides,
outing
meeting,
praying
In
particular
for
the
Varsiclub.
Free
donuts
ty Christian
weekendat movies, etc. Everyone and
welcome. Cody Hall,
retreat
with Fellowship
Dave Ward.October
All welcome
School of Nursing (St. Geroge and
Know College Chapel.
Russell).
B pm
HouseAdditional
Cahpel. VCF prayer meeting at Hart
Canadian University Service
11:30 am
Overseas: general Information meeting.
Pick up of money and/or books from Film: "A CUSO science teacher in East
Trinity Booksale continues through Satur- Africa. ISC, 33 St. George.
of interested students for
day. No pickPlace.
up afterTill that
SI. Hilda's
Devonshire
1:30 date.
and again
from ProjectMeeting
Greenllght
(for perceptually
4 30 till 5:30 pm.
dicapped
teens). Hlllel
House, 186han-St.
George.
Information booths for University of
of America War Reslsters and
Torontohiking,
outingcaving,
club climbing,
for enthusiasts
skiing,
caneolng,in friendsMeeting
sponsored
by theforstaffthe ofmagazine.
am EX Canada
to
raise
theatre-going,
etc.
Club
memberships
refreshments. Friends
available at booths. Slg Sam and Entertainment andmoney
Engineering Annex. Till 1:30 pm.
Meeting House, 601 pm
Lowther.
Meet your Member of Parliament,
Free Noon Film: Chaplin, Keaton,
Ryan (Spadlna)
sponsoredAssociation.
by U of T
Laurel and Hardy, Fields comedy films. Perry
Progressive
Conservative
Trinity
Square,
two
block
south
of
DunSouth Sitting Room, Hart House.
das, west of Bloor.
Talk of "Suflsm"4:30 with
Prof. M. Room.
QadeerLast fordayWednesday
to reservethefor27thkosher
pm Debates
suppers
and Shah Balg. Harl House,
Thursday the 28th at Hlllel House, 186 St.
George.
Track and Field workouts for men and
4:30 pm
women. Varsity Stadium. For more info:
5:30 Hart
pm House.
Track and Field wourkouts for men Andy Hlgglns, coach,
and women. Varsity Stadium. For more
Varsity
Christian
Fellowship
meet at
into
contact
Andy
Hlgglns,
coach
at
Hart
House. Till 5:30 pm.
Convocation Hall. Go for supper and be

briefed on Escobar meeting.
Informal
liturgymembers.
and supper
for allto
students
and faculty
A chance
meet members
of the Newman community.
Newman Centre, St. George and Hoskfns.
6:30 pm
Paint posters for Slmchat Torah Rally
at City Hall. 186 St.7 pmGeorge.
Copout. Meeting of the student college and
faculty presidents. 0:30SACpmoffice.
Kosher Sukkot Wine Stomping.
Admission: 12. At Hlllel House, 186 St.
TUESDAY
0:30 am
Varsity Christian Fellowship prayer
time. your
StartLord.
your Also
day will
the bebestpraying
way - talking
with
for the
Samuel Escobar meeting at Convocation
Hall, Tuesday night, all welcome. Hart
.HouseInformation
Chapel. booths for U of T Outing
Club tor skiing, hiking, caving, climbing,
canoeing,
iheatre-golng enthusiasts,
Club memberships
at booths. etc.
Sid
Smith,
Hart House,9 available
amand Slg Sam.
Rally in support of the four people
facing charges
arising
10 amfrom th open stacks
crisis.
Slmcoe Hall.
Trial of the four detendents still facing
charges arising from
noon the open stacks
crisis. tOld
ro m 3 . City Hall, 60 Queen W„ CourLaurelFreeandNoon
Hardy,Films'
FieldsChaplin,
comedyKeaton,
films.
Trinity
Square,
two
blocks
south ot Dundas, west of Bloor.

FREE JEWISH
UNIVERSITY
sponsored by ihe Bnai Brith Hillel Foundation ■< th* Unrvenity
of Toronto and the Jewish Student Federation at York Unrversity.
COURSE OFFERINGS
— ¥
1. Maimonisis,
DISSENT INFustJEWISH
— a study
Christians,- RA8BI
Karaites.WITTY
Antisession,HISTORY
Monday. Oct.
16. 8.30ot pm.We atSadduccees,
Hillel House
2. JUDAISM
AND
Marx
ism
a
religious
eontiont.iion
with
the
Marxist
interpretation
nuliiy. F»it session, Tuesday. Oct. 10. 1.00 pm. U ol T campus — RABBI STROHot
3. THE
FUTURE OF JEWISH
IDENTITY
"Ouebec Weds..
& Separatism'.
and 'Aspects
of JewishIN CANADA
Education-.- covers
First Session.
Oct 16. tThe00
pm,FeverU otot TEthnicity',
campus
_ RABBI ROSENBERG
4. THE
the basic F human
they
confrontJEWISHJewishLIBIDO
teachings- discusion
and moralofpositions
ml sessiondrives,ThursneedsOctand 12.emotions
7 30 pm.as Hlllel
.2
Hom
- RABBI K ELM AN
5. AESTHETICS OF JEWISH PRAYER - aims toward comprehension of the emotrve and
poetic ot woohip. Fust session. Tubs.. Oct. 10, ? 30 pm, Hittal House - RABBI FEDER
6. RADICAL
- the avant-garde
Jewishsession
religiousThursday.
and communal
thinking.
utilized
willJUDAISM
inctude Waskow
and others.in First
Oct.- \Z.DAVID
I 00 SADOWSKI
pm. Writings
U ot T
^C"1
7. TALMUDIC
DIALECTIC
a
study
ol
selected
portions
nl
the
Talmud
in
original
and
transd texts utilizing Octthe 11,methods
ol Brisk. No prior training- HABBI
required.DREB1N
First
session.lateWednesday.
B:00 pm.of theHillrHSchool
House.
B. MOROCCAN
SEPHARDIC
JUDAISM
the
history,
culture
and
customs
ol
this
N.
African
^
community, its anility to survive in ihe open society. First session, Thursday. Oct 1 2. 8 00
£
pm.Hillal Housu
_ RABB| SERELS
9. appear
JEWISH inESCHATOLOGY
- asviewsDaniel.on fileNehemiah.
atlet death,
theetcMessianic
Age, resurntction
the
prophets,
such
Isaiah,
First
session.
Thursday.
Oct.ai they12,
6:00 pm. Hillel House.
- RABBI BERGLAS
to. HA LAC HA AND REFORMi of- Jewish
, two-smion
"ectu.e onin thetheShutkhan
new approaches
o( PLAUT
Reform
Law as expressed
Anikh.- RABBI
Lecture
dates
A imicablr
TAM FUNI HONIG - the structure^ion,andTuesday.
idiom ofOct.the 10,Yiddish
language
with
emphasis
on
B 00 pm, Hillel House.
— MR. KAYFETZthe
12. SYNAGOGUE AND COMMUNITY . itioue ol present day Jewish institutions and oroanilatins
with
proposingtactionsimprovements in that ttructute based on the concept of
KehiUa.9.430pm,eB
Will deala viewwithofd.ssat,,
with 3.i5HoveSt
ihe 'Jewish Establishment"
. First_ session
Monday
Oct
Y0Buiidirv
sz> n
reet.
PROF,
WORLDS
IN CHAOS
arwinilnTalmud
theoriesand ofMidrphysicist
Emmanuel
VelikovskyDAVIDSOct.
txamined in terms
ol his rele- i
Bible.
ash.
Fust
session.
Wednesday.
RABBI
ARNOLD
11, 7:30 pm. Hillel House
CHAVURAT
ZEMEA-aidiomgroup forming to develop a type ot Jewish musical expression
sutted
to th. other
modem
rock. Monday.
Musical skills
but helpful (voice
lyrna. guitar,
mstrumenti).of folkFirstandsession.
Oct 9.n0,8:00required
pm,- Hillel
YAACOVHouse.STETTIN
PHILOSOPHIES
OF
JUDAISM
—
the
conrrlbut.or.,
ot
M.imonides.
Butwr, Kaplan
and Keschel. Assigned leadings. Firs, ^on, ThursdayHalevy
5Mendellson
Rm 238
Winter,.
Yore. Uni
v.
- PROF.Oci TANENZAPF
CONVERSATION
AL
YIDDISH
.
basic
course
in
learning
p: rr.
,„
.peak
Yiddish.
A t«, will be
s»d. F,„t session. Wednesday. Oct. 1 1 . 8.30 pm. Hillel House. _ Mfl. MIT2MACHER
JEWISHs Liberation;
WOMAN - . discussion ol the role ot women in Jewish lifer today: the impact
olTHE
Wons.il
For womenFi.stonly.session. Monday, Ocl 16 8 00 pm Hillel
announced.possibilities.
Instruction to be religious
House.
F,.sl - tradn, ,h. hi.tory p. Ally,
JEWISH
MOVEMENTS
TO
PALESTINE
6th- IB* CENTURY
over historical time. Firs! session to beI announced.
announced.
on. Monday.
9. 3 00
WAR
ft VIOLENCE
— PROF.Oct BROWN
pm. Vanier
College, flm.—SOME
350, YorkJEWISHUniv. ATTITUDES
ADVANCED
TALMUD
a working knowledge of Gem... Sponsored by Yavnth StudentsSEMINAR
Org. Session- to.datestho»to bewithannounced.
PRINCIPLES
IN JEWISH LAW-l** coocrot. in H.l.khic o-oom of Response. Sess.cn
fa
dale, to be announced.
Sponsored by Yavneh. _ fiABB| A S1LVER
CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS OF ISRAELI SOCIETY - First session, Tuesday Oc, ,0
1 00 cm. Ross Building. York campus. - DAVID KRETZMAN
tgn nation procedures:
This catalog llsucour which denote a tirtt meeting or sua ion time and place. Thegroup will,
nine (he day. time, and place lor subsequent sessions.
Free Jewish University
166 St. George
Toronto
6. OnsanoStreet
i direct any questions to the above address or lo 923 S86I

HART HOUSE ART GALLERY
RECENT ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 6
p.m.
Sunday
Weds Sat. 1111 a.m.
a.m. lolo 9S p.m.
2 p.m. lo S p.m.
YOGA CLASSES
THURSDAY
7 p.rr.. lo 9:30 p.m.
Wrestling Room
ORIENTATION DANCE
TONIGHT!
GREAT HALL
HART HOUSE CHORUS
AUDITIONS
TUES.
WEDS. SEPT.
SEPT. 2726
7:15 P.M. GREAT HALL

CHESS CLUB
NOVICE CLASS
TOURNAMENT
Starts Friday, Sept. 29
Enquire
Greatmeal
Hall
cashier atabout
tickets. $30 for 24 meals
THE GREAT HALL
will
not be otopen
in the
afternoon
Thursday,
Sept. 28, inbutthedinner
be available
Arbor will
Room
The Gallery Club will be open
for dinneras from
6-7:30
p.m.
usual.

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TUES., WEDS., AND THURS.
FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
UNDERGRADUATE CALENDAR ADDITIONS
HIS 308F - Between Assimilation and Nationalism: The
Jews of Europe, 1880-1904. J. Shatzmiiler. 2L: TR12.
(Open only to third - and fourth - year students.)
HIS 408S - The Jews of Provence in the Xlllth and XlVth
Centuries. J. Shatzmiiler. 2S: Arr. Prerequisite:
Knowledge of Latin or Hebrew.
HIS 473 - The United States and the Americas. Revised
version of HIS 373 offered during the 1972-72 session. A
reading knowledge of Spanish or Portuguese is helpful
but not essential. Prerequisite: Previous university-l
course in United States or Latin American history evel
clusion: HIS 373 (1971-72). S.J. Randall. 2S: 7 4-6 ExHIS
377
2L. TR 11,Themes
IT: N. in American Expansion. S.J. Randall

SKI CYXLE cANOE HIke cUMB CAVe $w|M
EVERYONE WELCOME TO THE
FALL GENERAL MEETING OF THE

UNIVERSITY

OF TORONTO
OUTING GLOB

TUES. SEPT. 26, 7:30 P.M.
Cody Ha LI — School of Nursing
Sign up for our big cabin weekend Sept. 30 - Oct. 1
FHEE CO^Ftg

Af4f) DONuTs

sLlOES TA|_Ks

Hundreds of
Poplin, Nylons,
Leathers, Meltons,
Corduroys, Jackets
SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.
WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT
CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO
PHONE 486-0997
n(J«..„ 2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO
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Waffle to wage
campaign
proceeding betweenfor
Canada andfed
the conceptelect
By NAOIM WAKEAM
"We
of federalism" ion
and suggests
movement, "We do not
politicarelease
l party."
Accordareingnottoa press
, no United States, and the quesion of |laht "only be recognizing the right iplan Asto asupport
York university professor
any candidates in
Canadian
resourse
policy,
parpolitic
al
is dealing seriously
;of self-determination for both of iHowever, both Laxer and U of T
James Laxer announced at a press with theparty
vital issue of the inconference Thursday that the OntaCanada's
peoples
can
be
built
a
new
ticularly inthe far north."
dependence ofCanada,
THE Waffle campaign, said alliance between English and French .political
economist Mel Watkins,
rio Waffle Movement for an Indeany campaign."
release states that "it is Laxer, will be one way the in- ito deal with our common another Waffle leader, stated they
pendent Socialist Canada will wage almostTheunbelievable,
■personally
would vote for the NDP
that
the
parties
dependence movement can put
afederal
political
campaign during the have said so litle about
election.
.on October 30. Each also intends to
the effects of forward its views.
irun our
Laxerowncontinued,
"we
intend
to
remain
a
However, the Waffle will not Nixon's economic policies on
campaign. We are not Democratic member
Party. of he New
The press release stated that the
field any candidates for the Octber Canada, the criical trade talks still movement
"opposes
the
Trudeau
(going
to
tell
people
how
to
vote".
problems."
30 contest.
Wafflers who were running
under the NDP banner have
withdrawn "because we were no
longer in a situation to change the
policies of the party we were part GSU miffed at Miglin invitation to ceremony
of," he said.
choice was made.
"The point
LeBlanc because of the non- speeches will be about one minute
campaign
By ELAINE KAHN
to bring attentionof our
to those
issuesis
She was informed of the choice event.
political, non-academic nature of te
The
Graduate
Students'
Union
being ignored by politicians."
has expressed concern over the ad- of Migin, she says, by receiving a
Miglin, who represents more
"Nobody should get uptight .long.
than 20,000 undergraduates, said
ministration's decision to invite copy of a letter sent to the AssociaSAC president Eric Miglin to speak
tion or Part-time Undergraduate about it," he said.
that he didn'tintended
think anyone
had
He stressed the simplicity of the deliberately
as the sole representative of the Students, saying he had been picked.
to slight
Unclassifieds
Larry Hoffman, GSU installation ceremony and added LeBlanc by not asking her to speak.
entire student body at the installation of president John Evans this executive assistant, complained tat that it would take six or seven hours Miglin added that he would have let
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur Thursday.
coals from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
university has begun Evans' term to let every duly constituted body on
else speak.
from other stuIn a letter o presidential the
Spadlna Ave. between Queen and Ounorganizations
here "by disenfranchising graduate campus speak, even though the her ordentanyone
das. Good selection ot (un furs sizes 8-18. assistant, N.S. Dickinson, GSU students."
He
admitted
that
SAC
Cleaning and repairs (for and fur fabric) president Wendy LeBlanc said that represents more students thn any
363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.
student body but thought
Miglin "in no way represents or other
LeBlanc should have also been given Busy Bissell picks up more
HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental speaks for the close to 7,000 the
chance
to speak.
can pieces
solve you
it. Complete
)ust grauduate
university. students" of the
the
need. Idealapartment
for two orormore
Dickinson said he supposed the academic, business honours
sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.
was also perturbed that she group who chose Miglin had not
Marty Millionaire Fumllure Rentals. 485 had She
U of T president England where the University of
not been conulted before the thought it necessary to consult ClaudeFormer
Queen St. W, 366-8051 or 366-6433.
Bissell has had a busy few Leeds
honoured him wit the cance to
months
basking
in international teach a course in Canadian history
SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.
mext
spring.
An English professor
Going Furniture,
oul of business
years.
glory.Earlier this year summer, of the old schoo,, Bissell also taught
Pearl
29 CentreafterAve.42(behind
new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.
Bissell
received
his
15th
honorary
a course in Canadian-American
ECUMENICAL
Bargains Bargains.
at Harvard in 1967.
degree from St. Andrew's Universi- studiesSince
his retirement as
ty
in
Scotland.
SERVICE OF PRAYER
BABYSITTER wanted tor two lively
He
then
preceeded
travelling
to
president
in 1971, Bissell has been
children, 2-1/2 and 7 months, 2-3 half days
active
in
the
business world, too,
week. Please
466-0048 mornings
orper evenings.
(NorthcallToronto)
collectng directorships in insurance
SEPT. 27
and other corporatios.
12:15 p.m
PRIVATE TUTORING Need any help?
Now he is at the University of
PIZZA PATIO Continues to Lethbridge
Private tutoring in first and second year
in Alberta, collecting his
physics,
grow in Canada and as a matter 16th honourary degree.
NEWMAN CHAPEL
35cessful.
Howlandmathematics.
- 925-0203.Sudhir
Be sureJoshiand (M.S.)
sucof corporate policy continues to
offer employment to students on
HOSKIN AVE AND ST. GEORGE ST.
TORONTO'S FINEST
a part-time basis throughout the
FREE
ROOM
AND
BOARD
with
pay
for
SPEAKER
school
year. PIZZA PATIO
female student for babysitting and light
operates in Toronto two Pizza
liiatsr&ads
household duties. Apply: Mrs. Griffin 4879274
Pubs with entertainment at no
o WANTED
additional charge. Delivery sermattresses from $22.50
ATTRACTIVE
MODELS WANTED Phone
vice is also available in most
PROF.
E. BEST
964-1575
o SAFETY ENGINEERED
areas of the city. Those students
frames from $37.50
DEPT. OF RELIGIOUS STUDIES
seeking part-time employment,
VICTORIA COLLEGE
ARE
YOU
ATTRACTIVE
and
like
meeting
male
or
female
(over
21
years
of
new people? Would you like to earn extra
o
COMPLETE BEDS
SPONSORED BY
age for drivers) - apply in person
money doing
this? 363-4958
Call Xanadu Escort
FROM $95.00
at 210 Bloor St. W., after 7 p.m.,
Service
for details
Tues., Wed., Thurs.
Hsffg anJ low t urn i imfv
Campus Ministries
Foundation
MALES
AND
FEMALES
(min.
18)
willing
89 ST. GEORGE ST.
to consume alcohol, wanted for
534 MT. PLEASANT RD.
489-7711
TO MARK THE BEGINNING OF TERM
psychology
experiment.
Minimum
pay
$4.00.
Call
595-6146
before
5:00.
Addiction
Research Foundation
ACCOMODATION AVAILABLE for one
male in campus CO-OP residence, phone
964-1961, or apply 395 Hurron St.
NEED ROOMATE - preferably female to
share a Rd.
two and
bedroom
apartment
close to
Avenue
St. Clair
Call 924-2710
PERSONS TO HAND OUT FLYERS. In
Welcomes all Students
Downtown Area. Afternoons and nights.
Call: 367-9750 or apply on 5 Elm. St.
TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT, special
new & old back to
student rates, $5.00 month ly. Free
delivery,
phone 486-6029. Associated Office Services.
the University of Toronto
BEAUTIFUL
ROOM,
quiet
five
minute
walk to Jane subway station. $60/month.
you are cordially invited to drop in to
Phone: 676-7915.
any Swiss Chalet Bar BQ in Toronto.
MALE GRADUATE STUDENT desperately
Bring this coupon with you to get our
needs living accommodations. Must have
own room. Will share bath, kitchen,
glrlflend, stash, vibes. Co-Op great! 6365421. Leave message - Howard. 636-5421.
WELCOME BACK OFFER
INVOLUMENT
A night
school student INbe TUTORING
a volunteer with
the
Earlscourt Community Project, a student
is wailing for you. Please call Alec - 532•clip out
3303.
PROFESSIONAL ESSAY and thesis
typing.
07,
after40c.8. per page. Call Janet. 277-18
A QUARTER CHICKEN PLATE !
FREEthly ROOM
AND
BOARD
plus
$30
monfor female student In return tor baby
INCLUDES
you pay only
• Quarter Bar BQ Chicken A^
8.sitting duties. Close to University. 920-628
roii
GIRL 21, looking for another girl to share
• Fres
h French Fries $iIflin
LOCATIONS
l^tf
a 2-bedroom
apartment
this year.
terested inmusic
and would
like Itoamhavein• 234 Bloor St.
piano in the apartment. Call Feme and
leave message with answering service
• 1415 Yonge St.
635-6954
• Famous Bar BQ Sauce ■■■^^
al 633-1391.from 1 1 -5. After 5, leave message
• 2990 Eglinton East
PR,CE
RE^
$1.45
ve
Be
•OFFER
EXPIRES
OCT. ra
31, 1972 ge
- DINING ROOM SERVICE
ONLY
• 362 Yonge St.
FOR
LADIES: Massage
pedlcur-faclal713by
cosmetology.
R.M.S. -Parvialnen.
Spadlna Ave. (2nd floor) for appointment
924-3022
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PCP Iphencyclidene) is a drug
for which the only current pharmaceutical use is as an anesthetic for
animals. Adverse reactions for
is not mescaline"
Flattered mate,
"speedy"
In reading the section on drugs humans ptoms,cansuch asinclude
increased
heart symrate
and
blood
pressure,
as
well
as
in
your "Community
(September
18). I noticedGuide"
that nausea, vomitting. and visual
not great mate
several
popular miscnceptions had hallucinations
(the latter action
been included.
partly explaining why PCP turns up
The information on mescaline as a counterfeitIt for the "exotic Thoughwordflattered by the printed
is. in short, a
and psilocybin was factual. hallucinogens).
harmful drug.
However, it is important to note that potentially
despite the widely held belief that MDA The article also mentioned that Describing me as wife of Sword,
is a speed-like, addicting
both thse substances, as well as
classified scien- I must disclaim that honour
peyote and THC. are readily drug. It is,tifical however,
They moved; we
y as a hallucinogen rather
available in Canada, there seems to
than an amphetamine, and there has
be virtually no basis in reality for been
no evidence to date that would
this assumption.
didn't know it
indicate
the use of MDA causes No mate am I save officeI wish to inform you of an error
Over the past three years, physical dependance.
great
in the September 18th issue of The numerous samples of substances
mate.
Varsity.
you will decide to reFrances Ireland
alleged to be mescaline, both orga- informI hope
the
students
in
these
areas
I
The correct address for the
nic and inorganic, psilocybin. THC. have outlined. Drug information is
and
peyote
have
been
analysed
bv
Ontario Human Rights Commission,
it is factual.
and the Women's Bureau is 400 the Addiction Research Foundation only useful when Lynn
Cunningham
University Avenue rather than 74 in Toronto - and none of these
Connection
Victoria Street, their former drugs has ever been detected. The
thai Marxism is only taught here
location.
making!
majority of such samples actually
Ruggiero's mass line in pizza- be "vulgarized and ridiculed", sinceto
Their telephone numbers remain turned out to be one of three things:
Michael
Steinberg
I firmly belief that at least one
unchanged.
LSD.two. PCP or a combination of Posilippo's victim
course inmyMarxism
Esther Kulman the
of Confoun
imperialism
People's Action Squadron for namely
own. does not do this,
d it. Maledictions on
Tomato Sauce and Anchovies
The comments I made which
thee, lackies of imperialist running
(Marxist-Leninist)
dogs! Under the cunning disguise
sparked the article were made at a
Ed.'s Note: And. Papa Mieeltis lalk
bourgeois tolerance. The Varsityof phone
sponsore
by theMonday
U of T Comnumber
is
925-2201
instead
of
munist Clubd last
{September 20) has prined Mr.
at Sid
the number
guide. in last Monday's Smith to discuss ways of putting
ty printed
Stollar's note on the pure communi
Marxism in more U of T courses,
paradasical proletarian pizza,
Posilippo's. Yet, the class struggle,
what aI
(where,
though hidden,
said. I when,
UWT
recall why).
continues unabated
it Asbe tomainly
cniicism of the viewto that
Opportunistic benders of the truths.
Marxism
THE IDEOLOGICALLY Prof wants 5W's,
should be studied in extraCORRECT PHONE NUMBER
curricular, counter-courses. In my
DEBATING
UNION
opinion, this would deny students
OF Posilippo's is 531-5313, not not quarter loaf
the right to study Marxism as a
5213!! Down with bourgeois
Haifa
loaf
is
not
always
better
deviationism! Long live chairman than none, and the quarter loaf legitimate university subject.
OPENING MEETING
served in Wednesday's Varsity,
"Prof,
attacksthatdistortion"
HART HOUSE
little sense
even I had made
troubleso
GRUMBLES
figuring
out
what
f
was
supposed
to Correction
71 Jai-vis inn a?ar.
have declared.
I recall,who,
also, that
SOUTH SITTING ROOM
This week
articles
should answer
Birth Control
when,
where,
whyI want
and especially
what. As the
who
Information
involved
to
deny
PERTH COUNTY
TODAY 8.00
Open to all except those
CONSPIRACY
533-9006
TERMPAPERS
Next week:
easily shocked by the
SERVICE
most explicit debating techniques permitted.
Please
cut out and attach to
Beverly Glenn Copland
Topic to be announced
DUPLICATE PAPERS
community guide phone list.
Refreshments
with LENNY BREAU
$1.85 per page
FORRESEARCH
REFERENCEONLYAND
Our
Termpaper
Service Is
all the
ALL GIRLS
Quick And Highly Professional
latest in
A
well
Qualified
Staff
of
For art
photography,
BRADDOCK
College Graduates Will
fashion
Research,
Write
And
Type
hostess
service,
OPTICAL
and
Your Order Cost
At Reasonable
nude modelling
12 OPTICAL STOREb
THHuUl,HOU7
MfcJFlO
customEXCELLENT PAY
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAL,i;.
made
PART TIME, FULL TIME
PHONE Suite
(416) 906
638-3559
MAIN
STORE
eyewear
Call 920-3551
-■Sn BLOOR SI WEST 90? 'OJfi
12 WILLOWDALE,
GOLDFINCH ONT.
CRT..
ANYTIME
A Canadian Company

'Stuff peddled

AFTERNOON
OF
THURSDAY,
Erindale and Scarborough Col
leges from 2 p.m
St. George Campus from 3 p.m.

SEPT

to enable Students and Staff to
attend
the Installation of John Robert
Evans
as the 9th President of the Univ
ersity

tFRONT
-r

CAMPUS

""»■"*»>

*

AT
* fen*,

3.15

P.M.

Uw„, Hart House Circle

28
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To aid executive members

By LINDA HALL
In a move designed to aid its
executive members, SAC plans to
hire office assistants to fill two
existing positions and create one or
possibly
nature. two positions of a similar
SA C will fill the executive
assistant's position, and will also
hire an education assistant for a post
created in 1967. As well, an assistant
will work for both the services and
communications commissions.
Present executive assistant
Paul Carson is re-applying for his
job, along with approximately 30
others. The education position was

SAC
hires more
office
filled during the summer first by last come into being, SA C will need a
second paid assistant to share the
year's education commissioner. Dan duties
that would fall under the
Lcckie, then
by interim
mis ioner Bob Anderson
and commost education commissoner's juridicarecently by present commissioner tion. A conference Saturday decided
Marty Stollar.
to form the union, but to get underway, itrequires
The positions were advertised various student
bodiesratification
and a SACby
in a $30 Globe and Mail advertisement, as well as in campus
The position of university
media, President Eric Miglin later researcher,
created during the
said he regretted the move, as the ad grant.
summer
the student
brought forth many applicaions members oftotheserve
Governing Council,
from
people
with
little
knowedge
of
was terminated when researcher
U of T.
Craig Heron resigned. to work for
Stollar said last week that if the the Ontaro Federation of Students.
Arts and Science Union does not
A SAC executive meeting on

assistants
September 1 decided that the stu- The executive assistant, for
dent caucus for the Governing example, Miglin said, is 'occupied
Council was not making effective w'lh a lot of things that come up
use
or the university
researcher, and around
office". Heplanned
said there are
that
uniersity
no majorthe assistant
projects
this year. for the
couldthenotSAby Citself
providecommission
sufficient executive
work
to justify the Chiring
a fulllime assistant.SA
also ofemploys
The major responsibility of
two general secretaries as well as an the one or two education assistants
is information dissemination. The
assistant to the accountant.
assistants will also organize course
evauations
and non-editorial work
At a SAC executivemeeting
Hoglown Press, which SAC
early this month, Miglin expressed on
acquired
last
March.
the philosophy behind the proliferation ofpaid assistants. ideally every
The newly-created position of
commission should have a resource services
and communications assisperson to handle bureaucracy and
isdesgned ofprimarily
for work
research, but not policy formation, on atant number
which must be the role of the elected by both commissions.surveys planned

Hiring committees to consider
students."
In an interview this week, the applicants were being esished last week.
Miglin asserted that for its size and have filled tablthe
positions'Weby hope
the endto
may decide on general strike
significance, SAC has a relatively of the month" Miglin said.
the bar into restruc- small paid full-time office staff.
MONTREAL* C U PI) — A
If they agree, they wll join more membersturingofthe exams
at a meeting
general strike of Quebec law students who have already begun
students at the Quebec bar now picketing the Palais de Justice.
planned for next Tuesday.
seems imminent, following a
Bar examinations have been
meeting Saturday night at the scheduled during the time of demonUniversity of Montreal.
etthe doors have already
TUESDAY EVENING FILM SERIES
An ultimatum from the U of M been barredstrations, yby
angry students.
students demanding the restructurThe
lawyers'
guild,
however,
ing ofnorthe
bar examination was ig- has a police permit to demonstrate
OISE Tuesday, Sept. 26th.
ed last week.
8:30 am and 12:30 p.m.
Consequently, law students at between
The major objections of the
the University of Montreal, the striking
students are aimed at the
7.30
University of Sherbrooke, Laval structure
the bar exams. Six tests
Sunday, Bloody Sunday
University, the University of are given ofboth
morning
and
afterBY JOHN
SCHLESINGER
Ottawa and McGill University are
WITH
GLENDA
noon on three consecutive days;
considering strike action.
PETERJACKSON
FINCH
William Friedman, president each lasts three hours.
Fifty-eight per cent of those
of the McGill law undergraduate
society has called a meeting today at tested
failed. in Quebec earlier this year
which he will ask for student support
9.30
No Love For Johnny
for the strike.
The strikers hope to pressure
WITH PETER FINCH
Berlin Film Festival)
(best actor
ENCOUNTER
O.I.S.E.
Auditorium
252 BLOOR ST. W.
NEMAYA FARM GROWTHCENTRE
AT ST. GEORGE
At the tarm-Weekends of gentle intro. to encounter,
Adm. $1.50 at 7.30
for couples and individuals using gestalt
transactional analysis and other
(DOUBLE BILL)
"here and now" approaches
$1.00SHOWat 9.30
(2nd.
ONLY)
In the city-weekly workshop for couples based on
current bestseller "Open Marriage"
Conducted by Dr. S.W. SMverberg, B.A., M.D.
For further info, call: 483-1777 or 537-2527

Quebec

law

students

meet

today,

Centre
Bananas

Sept. 25 - 20

Whiskey

Howl

Sept. 25 - 28

Mainline

Sept. 29

Fludd

Sept. 30

April wine

Oct. 2 - 7

King Biscuit Boy

Od. 9-15

Grease

Ball Boogie

Oct. 16- 21

Wayne

Cochrane

Oct. 23 - 20

John

Baldry

Oct. 30 - NOV. 4

Ban Hicks

NOV. 20 - 25

Chubby

Dec. 4 - 9

Checker

THE EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Spadina at College
NO COVER - NO MINIMUM

HART

for the Study of Drama
HOUSE

Student

THEATRE

Subscriptions

$3.00 for the Three Productions
Hart House Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $3.00 for the
three All-University productions. The student rate will be $1.25 for a
single performance. Subscribers are assured of the same seats and
performance evenings for the season. Two subscriptions only on
each A.T.L. card.
1 972-73 SEASON
THE MISANTHROPE by Moliere, translated into English verse by
Richard Wilbur
Directed by Donald Davis
Thursday, October 19 to Saturday, October 26
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
ROSMERSHOLM by Henrik Ibsen, translated by F. Marker and L.L. Marker
Directed by David Gardner
Thursday, November 23 to Saturday, December 2
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
HAMLET by William Shakespeare Directed by Martin Hunter
Thursday, January 25 to Saturday, February 3
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Box Office opens September 18, 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. - 926-6668
USHERS
Volunteer Ushers are required for the three Hart House Theatre productions.
Please telephone 928-8674 or call at Theatre offices.
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Editor Alex Podnlck
Office 91 St. George St., 2nd floor "We wanted to end the sit-In because it had
Phone 923-8741, 923^8742
— Jack Sword explaining why he called
Advertising Manager Bob BrockhouM
police
on campus to evict Slmcoe Hall
no purpose."
occupiers.
923-8171
Phone

We

Drop
Although John Evans hat
been U of T prealdent since
July first, the veatlgea ol the
turbulent reign of caretaker
president Jack Sword etlll
linger. Tomorrow, four people
arrested during the police
aaaault
laet March's
first
Slmcoe on Hall
occupation
come to trial.
The four, along with
between 25 and 100 compatriots, had occupied the
university'sministrative
main
adbuilding when
the academic Senate refected student end community demands for unlimited
access to the stacks of the
John Roberts Library.
The occupation followed
months of futile debate, first
In the Library Council and
then the Senate, all falling on
deaf ears. It was like a rerun
ofT the
Act previous
legislaturesummer's
debate. UTheof
students had all the reasoned
arguments; the conservative
faculty the clout to prevent
the students from winning
their point.
More than 7,000 students
manifested their support for
the open stacks campaign,
signing petitions and
coupons. A wide variety of
community groups voiced
their support for the student
campaign In letters presented
to the Initial Senate meeting
which rejected student
demands.
But when acting president
Sword thought student
numbers were sufficiently
low, he ordered Metro end
campus police to evict the
occupiers, early on a droway
Sunday morning. For the second time In his one year
tenure as Claude Bissau's
temporary successor, Sword
had given In to Impulsive
reaction and broken with
long-standing tradition by
bringing Metro police onto
campus.
The police esaault was
quick and brutal. Despite
alleged orders to U of T. chief
constable J.F. Weetheed to
Inform each student that he
had the right to leave the
building voluntarily, no warning was given to the Slmcoe Hall occupiers.
Rejecting negotiation, the
phalanx of campus and Metro
police crashed up against the
omate, wooden doore of the
Senate Chambers, eventually
beating a panel through to
obtain entry. Despite student
cries to avoid fighting
between cops and students,
Metro cops began attacking
the students, punching and
kicking wildly In all
directions.

charges

Monday. September 25, 1972
The Varsity. S member of Cjnadlan
University Press, was founded in 18S0
ministrative Council [heof iheStudents'
University
is published
ofandToronto
end Isbypiinted
by Dalson3AdPres3 Lid. Opinions eiptessed in ihls
newspaper are notAdministrative
necessarily those
ihe
Councilot
or (heStudents'
admi nisi rail on ol ihe university.
Forma!
complaints
about
the
editorial
or business operation of ihe paper may
be addressed
to the Chairman.Varsity
CamBoard pusof Relations
Directors.Commlnee.
91 SL George St.

are all on trial

against

library

four

Students mass outside Slmcoe Hall before reoccupylng Senate Chambers to protest then acting president Jack Sword's action In
having police evict occupiers.
In the bitter irony that
The four open stacks that the university has pur- have no basle In fact or
charecterlzea riot police supporters shouldn't be on
sued the dropping of these
offensives, people resisting trial. Instead, the cope who chargea aa vigorously ae It
Aa long aa the four remain
police attacks were beaten all assaulted the occupying could have. Vice-presidents Juatlce.
the harder. And, persons who atudenta should be standing Sword and Donald Foreter charged, we are all on trial
because
the must face legal
came to their rescue were In the docket. It's time (now the undisputed number
charged with assaulting overzealoua head-buatera two men In the ad- sanction for defending our
were made to own up to their
ministration) end vlce- principles, so should we.
police.
Nineteen people were actions.
provost Robin Rosa have
When the trials begin et 10
The university, too, ahould been subpoenaed to testify at
arrested for trespassing
Tueaday In courtroom 33
however the university later Join "Metro's finest" In the the trials. They ahould seize am
Old City Hall, the 7,000dropped the chrgee following docket. It ahould never have the opportunity to reassert ofpluathe atudente
signed the
the re-occupetlon of Slmcoe called police on campus to firmly the university's deelre open etacka who
and
Hall by more than 600 settle an Internal matter.
that proceedings be dropped. coupona ahouldpetitions
be
there, es
The
occupation,
atudenta protesting
well
aa
new
etudents
who
Sword's action.
All three signed a March 13
expressing
the Just dis-of
the struggle to make
content of thousands
Charges against four of the
statement admitting that support
the university serve the
occupiers for aaaault and ob- students, waa a legitimate "there was some mis- community.
struction were, however, not vehicle of dleaent and was not
understanding and difficulties of communication
And, feet Slmcoe Hell
dropped by the police despite Interfering with the universibureaucrats think otherwise,
e public statement by the
because
of
the
circumstances
ty's operations. In fact, the
restricted them- under which the police had let them be fully waware that
university's top ad- occupiers
selves primarily to the Senate
Library etacka la not
ministrators that "the Inneed be Roberts
terests of both the university Chamber area so that the (sic) to act". There
Roberts Library stacks la no
"misunder- yet
community and the public university would be able to no room standing"fornow. The
aettled. These trials,
would be beet served If all carry on Its normal functions was wrong In callingunlveraity
police. should they be allowed to
charges were dropped. These when Its business offices The police were overly continue, ere Just a detour
are the charges which come reopened Monday morning.
enthouslastlc In carrying out
the way. The etacka
There are serious doubts their orders. And, the charges elong
up Tuesday.
must be open to everyonel
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Sword, Forster, Ross
to testify

°

A parade- 0f of T stars ,s HaMbrass
to appear
expected to visit CityU Hall
at Tuesday
— in a trip
to court. tomorrow
trial
But first a parade of supporters of
people arrested in the first "open the
slacks occupation last spring is
expected to arrive, after
bling
atthe 9 am in front of SimcoeassemHall
-!
scene of the arrests
The trials of the four people
arrested in the break-up of the first
occupation are due to come
up in
court 33 of the Old
at I0
am. The arreststhe"cameCityafterHalla grou
Senale cha^sp
ol the chief administrative buildina
m support of open access to the
slack
s of the new John Robarts
Library.
Charges of trespass against IK
persons were later dropped when the
administration respo
nded to a second and more massi
ation
«y giving in to some ofvethe occup
nds
Jack Sword, then thedemaactin
president who called police on cam-g
pus to evict the prote
the
Senate had refused theirstersdemaafter
nds is
expec
ted
to
appea
as
r
a
witne
ss
According to one of the accused'
vice president Don Forster and vice-' I
provost Robin Ross,
were in-' I
volved ,n the decision who
to call police I
m w'll also testify. Deput
y chief f
constable of campus security
JC f
Irwin has also been subpoenaed ' I
As
well,
last
year's
SAC president ,? '
hod Spencer,
students and
members of themany
last year will appear at the
surrounding com- charg V^-pre^en, John Sword, librar
of four occupiers.
seenies,here
occ
ed with assaulting police
CoT
munity who supported open access
the «rights
s^ callHa„Metro Police on campus "unless hastrailstated
of upe
dissen
ters
he does not feel bound by
on
McLau
are
ghlin
campu
expec
promi
there
s
and
ses
ted
is
clear
the
that
to
abilit
and
appea
his
present
y
Sword'
r
of
as
the
s statement, reached after
danger
witnesalso
adto negotiations
ses.
m
i
n
i
s
t
r
a
t
i
o
n
t
o
call
polic
and
the
e
essenti
Getty'
on
with students.)
al
s
functio
trails
ns
of
campu
will
the
s.
unattem
Facing charges of assaulting raise some of the political ptissuesto
iversity" and, where possible, con- McLaughlin and Getty intend to
involved in the arrests. These in- (In response to the second
condu
ct
sultation
their
"with
the
own trials
students directly
Goldb att and Randi Reynolds, Icude rights of the community to use occupation acting president Jack
McLaughlin
He expects the
lorn McLaughlin and Goldblatt are university resources, particularly !>word promised he would not again
(However president John Evans trials to take said.
several days.
involved."
Tells Student* firof

By PAT
REDICAN
His campaign " will" emphas
inter
PAT _
REDICAN
"WIize the ■ ■O'Do
IQnohueIFreferred to Rochdale
view follo
After
the show, which is. intended fo.
wing de
a ■ .ByDo
interview
followino
J* Toron
Tnr- to.„ broadca
at.
O'
no
impor
hu
tance
e
Alderm
of
family
an Tony
st
later
sa
and
this
O'Donoh
as
comys
week
the
lapmg
ue
or
next
or "Crossfire", a televisionth
iceberg"
at
breakdow"up
the
n ofof thethe social
munity n
ended months of speculation Satur- show simila
orderof that
in modernfo
ru
week,
r to Under Attack.
socie
he said he
was unawarewi
rty ma
whilellO Dono
vo
r
he
makin
Hie show washe being
g theign.
hue
day by admitting he intends to run
main theme of his
In the introduction to the CHCHsaid,
although mayrais lty
taped
campa
that
reporters were present.
reformers and some of the " Old O'Donohue elaborated
for mayor of Toronto
show,
hue
little on
Guard" feel the real issues
official announcement. ofHe hissaidcan-an TV
However, he confirmed his in- growth
himself to beO'Dono
referred toallowed
as
"a
and development. are urban ihc other possible campaign issues
tentions to an reporter after the
candidate for mayor" in the
didacy can be expected "soon".
The ward 4 alderman, who is also He said he didn't
This disclosure came in an December 4 municipal election .show.
na
on the city executive, repreatedly Expressway woulthink
d betheanSpadi
issue
asserte
d that the breakdown of the O'Do
beca
use
"Dav
is
has
said
no".
nohu
e
nuclear family the biggest probelm
was in favour of
lacing society
expressway when the issue wasthe
today.
Provinces want more
befo
re
city
Council in 1970
paperwork
Oned,soluti
to "this commi
probletment
m, he Questioned his chances of winni
claime
was ona deeper
ng
the
electi
on,
y state that he
by parents to their children. He "couldn't by hethemerel
elect
ion"
rejected the notion that the comin Canada student loan pla
n
He added that Alderman David
munal family is an alterna
OTTAWA(CUP) - The provinces have established
Federal officials told CUP that British Columbia is O'Donohue also saidtive.
Rotenberg "is certainly not short of
that
money.
a
1 am not his position, I'll
tough new regulations for the Canada Student Loan now using the chart prepared for Alberta B.C had lightening of
discipline in the have to win itin anothe
plan
earlier
which
agreed
could
to
further
use
its
schools
restrict
own
r way"n
chart
was
access
necessa
which
to
postry,
Rotenbe
called
althoug
for
rg,
h
he
along
secondary education.
Alderma
students to save an average of $875 over the summer. later admitte
David Crombie. with
is a declared
d
he
knew
"very
The regulations include a requirement for
little
about
The
expected
school
systems. I can only go mayoralty candidate.
savings
according to sex and the
photostated copies of T-l
tax forms of both number of years of studyvarycomplete
d. All student loan
students and their parentsincome
how the r"reformers"
to be included in loan applications
O'Don
experie
own
my
by
will
ohue
nce."educated in willAsked
be
processe
do inabout
d
the Decembe
on
the
municipal
applications. The forms are supposed to be private everyone worked during the summer. assumption that Ireland, in what was
he decsribed as a conside
Students wishing
information for the Department of National revenue to appeal the
election,
r O'Donoh
don't
someoneue whosaid is"Iagainst
decision must do so through the strict educational system.
but the law protects a citizen from, misuse of that appropriate provinci
development a reformer. Every new
al authority.
Much
of
the
programme
centred
information only by that department and no other If
alderm
an
on Rochdale.
considers himself a
Ontario students may have the
copies
the T-l form are not provided, the loan will
time getting
O'Donohue, a long-time foe of the reformer and as far as that goes I
not be ofgranted.
appeals processed because of theirhardest
large
number
of
guess
there
high-ri
will be a couple on
se
co-op
building, claimed it
Canada s university sutdents attend Institutions in
Some western Canadian student unions are Ontario.
reportedly consideering legal action
"sets a bad climate for Toronto's council
year."
next
on the clause as a
O'Do
e also promi to
breach of
Although "99.99 per cent of reveal nohu
the regulations were made by the
his electi
The Canada Student Loans Act was passed by the young."
campaonign expendsed
the kids
provinces, privacy.
not by theButfederal
kids", Rochdale hdure the
government.
is over. itures
government in 1964 to allow more young people gives youthare a good
Some of the changes benefit students. The maximun tofederal
bad name, he stated.
attend post-secondary institutions. The act outlined
annual loan was increased to $1400 from $1000 while certain
mmimun regulations the federal government
$7500°tal b°rr0wing limit was raised *««n $5000 to felt were necessary.
Meeting Daze
But the most controversial new regulation requires
Because the act is administered by the provinces, the
students to save a certain amount of money from ten provincial educational representatives meet and
summer work. The exact amount
under which regulations they administer the c^rry in-depth and interpretive articles on a broad variety of topics
is determin by a decide
chart based on a student
carrvLmHdeem°h 2? -f^'- regU'ar Friday suPP'^ent section, will
act. Unanimous agreement must bewill reached
summer employmentedsurvey
before
conducte
d inion.
1971 by the Department of Manpower changes can be made. A federal Department of Finance
Persons wishingb00ks'
f£T^rar
,hea,recultura'
to write,
and Immigrat
draw,andtakeolher
picture
s or assist 53
representative chairs the meetings.
other way with L'Hebdo are asked to come to a meeting Mondavin atanv
provinces all agreed to this change and to the use
the chart.
of The
The new regulations were effective July I, the
pm inunable
the L'Hebdo
the first
91 St George
are
to attendoffice
the onmeeting
, callfloorUlliof Diemer
However, British Columbia governement officials beginning of the plan's fiscal year.
tt/?S74S i If• you
appear
to
be
The
backin
provinces
away
after
will
student protests over the
meet again in November to
•
•
•
rule began.
discuss the B.C. decision not to use the previously
(W3_874
Varsity
intends
Seymour Archibold, provincial student affais agreed upon
to devote
MacVica
42; 920-247
3091)Theor Bill
r (923-87
consider3"able space
tables.
this 1'year966"to
department superintendent in Victoria, claimed
coverage of community
inVUed
politics.
that
t0
his
People
3
mCeting
wishing
^
to
IhC
write «Uon
Student
*2
opposition
to
the
department eased the regulations
s may
opposition able to force the governmentsnewtoregulation
retreat. The B.C.be
from. Ottawa. He said that expected despite
earnings
had
been
done
be
can
it
that
indicates
example
cut by $100 across the board.
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The Ontario Federation of Students

fees referen-

dum has been reported already in The Varsity. If
there is to be any meaning to the referendum,
the turnout must be massive, and awareness
must be very high.
Your help is needed. The referendum is less than
three weeks away. Come tonight if you can work
on the referendum. If you can't make
Helliwell, SAC office, 928-4911.

DEBATES
7:00,

ROOM

, HART

MONDAY,

it, call John

HOUSE

SEPT.

25

TONIGHT

TUESDAY,
Sexual

2:00
5:00
P.M.

Awareness

P.M.

Two Afternoons of Informal
Discussion, Displays and Film
Presentations.
SEPTEMBER

26TH

Medical Sciences Building
(Large Lecture Theatre)
"SEXUALITY"
Presentations from a Panel of
Doctors, Sociologists and
Students, with Opportunity for
Questions and Discussion.

SEPTEMBER
29IH-2STH

A Week of Discussions, Displays
and Films to Explore Our
Sexuality - Facts and Fantasies Pleasures and Problems.
Sponsored by The University
Health Service and The Students'
Administrative Council.

26TH

LASH
Sts.)
MILLER Building Room
161 (St. George And Willcocks

TUESDAY,
7:00

SEPTEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

27TH

7:00

Medical

PHH

(Large Lecture Theatre)
"CONTRACEPTION"
A Look at Family Planning
Methods and Problems.

Sciences

Building
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by
Blu
Consistent aggressive playRug
In the second
half, esd by defeat
the powerf
scrum led the Rugby Blues to bya 24-3
ul rucking by the marke
scrum and
victory over Trent University Satur- solid running in the backs, scrumhalf Drummond added two more
day
on
the
back
campus
playing
field.
The Blues were greatly improved tries for the day's only "hattrick".
from their game against RMC
the Late in the game,
forward
previous Saturday. The team was Neil Sorbie scored thewing
final try for
ahead 10-0 at half time and con- the Blues, and Hodder
added two
tinued todominate in both loose and points with
goal. Trent's only
set play, holding Trent to their own points came ainfield
the
second
half with a
half of the field for most of the penalty goal by Keith Burton.
The Blues now stand l-l in league
game.
Blues captain John Drummond compet
scored early in the first half of play games. ition, with six remaining
with a run from the base
scrum to the blind side fromof the
the Blues' second
Trent five yard line. John Barclay complemented the first team's team
win,
later added a second try following a by trouncing the second Trent team
scrum drive over the Trent goal-line. 34-7. Duncan Taylor and Diego
Gaueli led the scoring with two tries
Rick Hodder converte
score at halftime. d for a 10-0 each.
TORONTO'S
UNIQUE
PAPERBACK
Bookstore
ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified
by subject,
well-informed
helpful
staff

Trent

24-3,

The remaining points were scored &
by Bill Procunier, Mike Braney, ^
Greg Sprick,
Richard Brookes |.
— all with oneand try.
Trent
§■
with a lone try by Peter Adams,replied
and a I
a penalty goal by Tony Sherman. 1 I
The BluesRugby
host the University of *
Michigan
Club from Ann f I
Arbour next Saturday
afternoon in 2 %
annual
exhibition
(Last year
the Michigan
teamplay.
defeated
the £ '
Blues in Ann Arbour.)
^

University

34-7

■■■

of Toronto

barred

i<ian>ii wiui

women

from
morality
<
By AGI LUKACS
Because she
was a19t
woman, hC-i
Stowecentur
meSr
line
n n>A_
century
that
a wifesupport.
could sue for
as
in
001RwailSC
y: why org
zer
refusednhf
desertion
or child
Z
entry
to the Universi
The University ofch
ty QLarkin discussed
most ani
Toronto ofwas Toronto
's medical school. She did not go to school as much aswome
blatantly discriminated against
When
women
began
to get paid
men
by one offical: "The doors in the nineteenth century.
female students in the 19th century, ofwas thetolduniversi
jobs
in
numbers,
their
ty
are
not
asserted Jackie Larkin at a forum
open to Even if they weren't busy making surprisingly, were extensionsjobs,of not
be." clothes, soap, candles, bread, and home duties wheh they performed theso
will
never
trust,
1
and,
women,
on the history of women, sponsored
Larkin
spoke
to
a
large
crowd
in preserves from their gardens, their well: they became servants,
CLASSIC
by the Depart
Faculty of Eduction auditorium. place
disciplinary Stment
udeis. of Inter- theStowe,
BOOKSHOPS
housekeepers, and textile workers.
was considered to be in the As
Larkin
said,
got
her
latter, Larkin asserted, they
Larkin,
a mbmer of the NDP degreee in New
home.
There
were children to take oftentheworked
707 YONGEST
York,
care
but
of,
and
was
probably
16-18 hours a day, and
usually
many
women's
caucus
cited
the
case
of
almost
prevente
d
Below Bloor
Emily Howard, a woman who medicine in Ontariofrom practising of them, because sons were needed sometimes were excluded
because
her
923-3551
to do the farming. Childbirth was fromunions on grounds which ar
attempt
to enrol
in the U of T's degree was not Canadian. In fact, dangerou
medicaledschool
in I860.
f the present: women are
the first medical degree granted to a doctors. s, given the scarcity of reminiscent
not steady workrs; they leave to get
Canadian woman in Canada went to
The importance of women was married.
her daughter.
Their wages remained below
recognized in an 1870 legal decision, those
But the U of T had tried hard to when
BENSON BUILDING
a husband was awarded $500 workrs' of men. In 1907 female
fight this, Larkin stated. It had
wages averaged only twofor the
of his wife's labour after
helpd to establish a 'separate but she
fell loss
onnothing.
ice and broke her leg. She third of male workers'.
HOME OF WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
equal' medical school for women in received
Since then, the percentage of the
Toronto, which
into today's
Women's
Collegeevolved
About this time, Larkin told the labour force which was female rose
Hospital.
REQUIRES MEN
In the 19th century, women who audience, a woman lost her from about 15 per cent to 15 per
FOR
attended secondary school were con- nationality, property and wages if cent. During the Second World
sidered worthy of only half the she married She had no legal power War, women became involved in
government grant that applied to a over the apprenticeship or adoption
work not usualy deemed suitable for
men. Until around 1920,
fewer of her children. If she committed them. Mothers were granted flexible
women went to high school than adultery,
the
law
could
forbid
her
or daycare centres, because
hours
BALLROOM
&
men and for thse women, Larkin access to her children. The same their work
was needed. These
asserted ther was special treatment:
necessitie
s largely disappeared after
thing did not apply to a husband
courses in "needlework and who "sinned". It was not until this [he war.
FOLK
OANCE
WHOLESALE
FASHION
WAREHOUSE
Wednesday Evening 7 - 9
WRITE ONSt. W.
7 Cfiarfea
REGISTRATION FEE $5.00
967-1110
BALLROOM COURSE OFFERED
11-5 Sal.
CHECK
THESE
GREAT
BARGAINS
FALL TERM ONLY
Open 9 lo 9, M-F
To those men who previously registered and paid
TERMPAPERS
Canada's
largos! library ol proMesled
$10.00,rebate
please check at Room 230, Benson Building for
J JEANS
papers (rom
$1.75papers
per page.
Also
your
custom
researchfrom TUTORING
$3.95expert
PER
page.
Plus
TRANSLATI
v T-SHIRTS
ONS, PHIES
(value! to $30) <gg_-fl g
COMPUTER
BIBLIOGRA
AND4c
IZED
PROGRAMS,
EDITING
AND
RESEARCH
fro
XEROX FOR STUDENTS.
SWEATERS_
4v' BAGGIES
-$5-m18$4
$8$4 18
V BLAZERS_
Get a new look
$18
SPORT
OF JUDO
V SM0CKS_
at life with
it GOWNS
$2
Contact
Lenses.!
Timetable changes!
t' BLAZER A BAG SUITS_$22-30
CUSSES COMMENCE TODAY,
12:00 NOON TO 1:00 P.M. DAILY
Women students holding coloured belts
will be accepted on a limited basis.
Call at Office 107, Athletic Wing, Hart
House, between 11:00 A.M. and 1:00
P.M. for details.

210

SPADINA

AVE.

(BELOW DUNDASj
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6
■,.

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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AVAILABLE
IN THE SAC OFFICE
Handbook (Vol 1)
Bird) Control Handbook
VD Handbook
You and the Law
Career Expectation Study

SAC

General

THE VARSITY BOARD:
TIME IS RUNNING OUT
Applications for the
four SAC seats on the Varsity Board must be
received by 4:00 Wednesday. Send Applications
(or requestsformation)for
further
intoDebra
Lewis,
Communications Commissioner, SAC office.

Meeting

WED., 27TH SEPTEMBER
MUSIC ROOM HART HOUSE
7:00 p.m.

SACircuit

PRIORITIES

At the last general meeting of SAC, the council decided upon a number of areas which require
our immediate and intensive attention. Committees
are being organized to investigate the following

1. STUDENT SERVICES: Those working in this
area will be involved in evaluating the quality of
present SAC and University student services and
making recommendations to SAC concerning
existing and possible additional areas of student
services. If interested in this area, contact Bill
Steadman, Services Commissioner.
2. FINANCING OF POST-SECONDARY
EDUCATION: The purpose of this working group is
to ensure a continuity of student expertis and
competence in the field of post-secondary efinancing and to increase the general
ss
among the student body as a whole with awarene
regard to
issues in this field.
Contact: Eric Miglin President.
3. DISCIPLINE: With discipline soon to be an
issue in the Governing Council, it is essential that
SAC issue a position paper on this topic It will
report to council
October 1. Contact: John
Creelman, Universityby Commiss
ioner.
4. THE LIBRARY: SAC feels that the question
of the Robarts Library is still very much an issue
and one in which we must take
initiative. The
Library Committee will be surveyingan the
arguments
concerning the
and presen
their
evaluation of these library
to council by Octobeting
r
Further actions may be taken upon adoption of30a SAC
policy Contact: Michael Steinberg
5 UNIVERSITY PLANNING: Since the idea of
a single campus centre
rejected by many
o those concerned, SAC hashas been
its attention to
Planning of the University asturned
a whole.
commits .self to analysing students' needs andSACdesires
w th respe el.to physical planning, and commits itse f to seeking the broadest possible student invement inlong range university planning. Contact: John volHelliwe
ll, Vice President
mm£ DATCARE:
develop,ntthliarea-ln tne 'ight ofof recent
this
tabled until the next discussion
general meeting. topic was

• We need people to work in all of the above
tah!aQApny£f thG C°ntaCts Can be reached thr°ugh
EvJnnO0fflCe
(92M911'to 12help.
Hart House Circle).
Everyone
is encouraged

THE FEES
REFERENDUM
OCT. 11, 12
As a member of the On
tario Federation of Students,
SAC at U of T has already ex
pressed support
demands
on fees: ofthattwothe OFS
fee
increases be deterred until
those affected are consulted
and until the Wright Com
mission Report is discussed,
and that the OSAP changes
be reversed, so the loan
ceiling would return to $600.
Now OFS is asking all
students in Ontario for support for these demands, and
for an opinion on the tactics
proposed for realizing the
demands. A province-wide
referendum is being held October 11 and 12 asking three
questions:
1- Do you support the
demands made by the Ontario
Federation of Students to the
Government of Ontario?
2. Will you support
withholding your tuition fees in
January if OFS negotions with
the Government are unsucessful?
3. Would you support
withholding all of your 19739174 tuition fees If the Government of Ontario announces further tuition fee increases or furOSAP?ther detrimental changes in
The way your education
.s paid for will be one of the
great educational debates of
the seventies. It is an issue
that affects
in Ontario. For thiseveryone
reason, student
actions now are extremely
important. They must be
carefully thought out;
they
must be reasonable and
responsible; and above all,
they must have the support of
the great majority of students.
This referendum is your
opportunity
organizations towhattellyoustudent
think
of their proposals. The issues
are complex, and SAC wili
seek to present them as fairly
and as clearly as possible.
Each of the questions must
be understood and voted on
by an informed student body.
SAC will make clear of
the consequences of a yes all
vote to each question, butorno
must make up your own mind.you

VOTE ON OCT. 11 & 12

COPOUT

MEETING

(PRESIDENTS OF ALL U Of T STUDENT COUNCILS)
Tuesday, 26th November 7:00
SAC office (note change ol location)
Inquiries to Eric Miglin or
Debra Lewis, SAC office.

We

Need

Help

The organization of a major referendum requires a lot of manpower. There are
major tasks-organizing forums, preparing
written material, etc., - and there are minor
tasks - like putting up posters and manning ballot boxes. Please call JOHN
HELLIWELL at the SAC office - 928-4911 if you are willing to help. Your college or
faculty student council will also want help
- contact them too.

MONEY
AVAILABLE
People interested in working on the Information Service provided by the S.A.C. are
contact the office by phone (928-4911) or to
in
person. We are looking for people
knowledge of the campus, typing ability with
and
desire to work 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. one night
during the week. Salary is $2.50 per hour.
There are openings for 4 people. Inquires
should be directed to Bill Steadman, SAC Services Commissioner.

SACircuit

SACircuit will be a regular feature of the SAC Communications Commission to keep you informed about
what's
ing atged.SAC. Your comments and
criticismshappen
are encoura
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YOUTH

FOR YOUNG WOMEN
'
FOR YOUNG MEN
7
DANDRUFF2
TREATMENT 6 oz.
K
•P
DESERT FLOWER
HAND & BODY
LOTION 4 '
oz. I • RESDAN
A
• SCHICK INJECTOR RAZOR KITSW
• NATURAL WONDER SKIN CLEANSER 4 oz.
WITH
3
BLADES
■ PLAYTEX DEODORANT TAMPONS 8's
CONTAC C 4 capsules
•• CEPACOL
MOUTHWASH
oz.
1 o• OLD
SPICE BUR LEY DEODORANT STICK
DESERT FLOWER
BUBBLE3K BATH
4 oz.
• NUVOLA HAIR CONDITIONER 2oz.
• NUVOLA HAIR CONDITIONER
• CEPACOL MOUTHWASH 3%oz.
• CONTAC C 4 capsules
• CERTS CANDY BREATH MINTS
i • OLD SPICE AFTER SHAVE 4% oz.
• CERTS CANDY BREATH MINTS
VALUE
FOR JUST
WITH
THIS
COUPON

198
| EACH PAK

r

LIMIT ONE
SHOPPERS DRUG
PER CUSTOMER
THIS OFFER IS AVAILABLE
ONLY ON PRESENTATION
YOUTH
PAK
WITH EITHER STUDENT ACTIVITY CARD OR
NAME
ADDRESS

OPPORTUNITY
FOR

YOUTH

CONTEST

L

(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)

FOR HIGH SCHOOL 1
AND UNIVERSITY
ABC STUDENTS
OF'72
COMPLETED COUPON
DRIVER'S LICENSE

Qoo
1MART

PHONE
CITY

PROV.
SEX

AGE
fifiHoni
MALE FEMALE
Present this coupon at your, nearby SHOPPERS DRUG MART and $1.96
to receive yourTHISYOUTH
'72 - SEPTEMBER
- and qualify
OFFER PAKEXPIRES
30, for
1972valuable prizes

Hurry: Contest closes September 30, 1972
This coupon is your entry Ballot in
Full
details at your near by Shoppers Drug Mart
the Opportunity for Youth Contest.
Prizes include a Toyota Celica ST Car, Spalding Golf Clubs, Panasonic Radio TVs,
Kawasaki Mini Bike, Encyclopedia Americana sets, and $200 Air Ganada travel vouchers.
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

sports

Waterloo
blank
Blues
By PAUL CARSON
Varsity Blues combined an outstanding
defensive effort with two first half touchdowns
to defeat Carleton Ravens 14-6 before 1500
noisy fans Saturday in Ottawa.
The victory evens Blues1 season record at 1I and puis them into a second-place tie with
Ottawa Gee Gees who lost 16-13 to Queens in
Kingston.
Although Carleton mounted a furious drive
in the final two minutes, the game was
actually decided during a fifteen minute span
in (he first half and the opening portion of the
third quartes.
In the first half. Blues were leading 7-0,
thanks to and
Cor twoDoret's
two-yard
plunge,carried
when
penalties
Carleton
end sweeps
the Ravens to the Varsity one yard line.
Captain Hartley Stern stopped Raven
fullback Joe Colvey on second down, an with
third and goal Blues entire defensive front
four (Jim Nicoletti, Jim Orfanakos, Jon
Dellandrea, and Jim Blainey) plus Stern and
Rob Bloxham piled up Colvey again and
Blues took over the ball. One series later
the Ravens were back inside Blues' 15 but
linebacker Alex Markobrada threw Monlagano
for a sis-yard
Derek Roberts
was thenloss.
wideCarleton
and shortkicker
on a
24-yard field goal attempt.
Blues couldn't move the ball and were hit ■
for a "no yards" penalty on de ensuing punt, .
then
penaltybackoninCarleton's
first
play. aTheroughing
Ravens were
a familiar spor
— the Varsity 15 — but again had to settle for
a 24-yard field goal attempt. Stern broke
through to cleanly block it and carried the bal
out or danger to the Varsity 40.
On the next play, Dunkley lofted a pass to
flanker Aarne Kartna who raced the
Cor Doret puts Blues on the
remaining yards down the sideline pasto two
Ravens
kept
unit minutes
pinned
surprised Carleton halfbacks. Dunkley kicked inside the VarsityBlues'
15 foroffensive
[he next few
his second convert of the day an Blues went but midway through the quarter rookie Brent
into the dressing room leading 14-0
Elsey recovered a fumbled punt on the Tronto
Ravens opened the third quarter with three 35 and Blues were out of danger.
quick first downs but successive blitzer by A Bob Billinghurst interception pi us inside
Nicoletti and Bloxham set them back 22 yards running by Doret and Libert Castillo mainan forced a punt.
tained Blues favourable field position until
On the next series montagagano hit Raven one of the seemingly endless "-no yards "
halfback Bill Mason on a screen to the short penalties
put Carleton on de Varsity 47 with
side an Mason rambled to the Varsity seven- about eight minutes remaining in the fourth
yard line Stern again was in the right place
Montagano moved the ball well and hit
intercepting a seconddown pass on the goal- quarter.
line to keep Carleton off de scoreboard.
flanker Scott Alexander on a key third down

4-0

in

season
iLL^i

opener
It

i -

scoreboard In the first half of Saturday's game against Carleton In Ottawa.
gamble before passing 19 yards to Alexander for 30 yards on two crucial completions.
for the touchdown. The convert sailed directly
After another completion, Montagano ran
over the right goal-post and Blues led 14-6 but
Ravens had five minutes to get another twice himself for thirty yards, but ignored two
touchdown and try the optional two-point opportunities to run out of bounds and time
ran out with Carleton on de Varsity 25;
convert provided in college rules.
Ravens picked up the ball once more on a
fumble and wtth rookie quarterback Steve
Overall, Ravens scrimmaged inside the
Kerr at the controls (Dunkley left the field in Varsity 25 on no less then seven separate
the fourth quarter with a painful rib injury). occasions and came away with only six points.
Blues' offensive squad kept the ball on the Blues were in the similar position exactly once
ground. Carleton finally regained possession in the entire game and made it count with
on their own 16 with 1:34 to play and Doret's touchdown capping a 65-yard march
Montagano again combined with Alexander late in the first quarter.

Blues

defeat
second
By JOHN COBBY
shattered. shut-out were quickly
The soccer Blues began their In the first minute Blues1 Mario
defence of the OUAA Western Divi- Darosa just failed to convert a good
sion championship with a 4-0 win scoring opportunity. DaRosa made
over the University of Waterloo good shortly after when, with the
Warriors Saturday.
game only two minutes old, he
Gong into the game at Varsity intercepted a Waterloo pass, and
Stadium, the Waterloo squad had squared the ball to Vito Polera, who
already completed one league game, prompptly hit a fast rising shot
beating McMaster 2-0. Any dreams beyond the goalkeeper's ustretched
the Warriors had of recording a hands.

Carleton
14-6
The hard, uneven pitch made bing, the Blues lost their composure,
accurate interpassing difficult, but carry
and thethe Waterloo
play. squad began to_
the Blues continued to press. At the
Even so, with Bob Cazzola paying
twenty
minute a mark
Blue's ball
Vicento
lerullo played
penetrating
a sturdy defensive game on the left
DaRosa, who moved powerfully flank and Tim Burns making timely
forward before striking a ground
in his role of
shot into the corner or de Warrior interceptions
"sweeper", very little real danger to
2-0
net tolead.give the Blues a commanding Blues' goaltender Joe Dattolico
emerged
the visitors'
pressure.
Despite the opportunity of On
two from
occasioss
the goalkeeper
handing the Warriors a real drub- made key saves, handling an
awkward bouncing shot, and then
clutching a high cross from among a
thicket of players.
Suddenly the flow of the game
changed and the Blues began to
string together a series of passing
plays,
severalin left
originating
from
Bruno Bruni
midfield. Close
toattacking
the half time
the Blues'
play break
pressured
the
Waterloo player-coach, Hans
Weisner, to concede a corner kick.
The kick was accurately crossed to
Vito Polera, who immediately
relayed the ball to the back of
Waterloo's net.
Holding a 3-0 lead the Blues
began the second 45 minutes with
confidence, but were soon into
another period of indecisive play.
Joe Dattolico worked hard to
preserve his shut out , making one
save at point blank range, and obtaining assistance from a friendly
crossbar on a Warrior lob.
Vlto Polera scores soccer Blues third gola against Waterloo toward the end of the first half

However, neither the goalkeeper
nor the woodwork were requiered to
repel the greatesj Waterloo threat, a
penalty shoy conceded by Eugene
Konarski The
who tripped
a goal-bound
attacker.
unfortunate
Warrior
penally
laker
hit
his
shot
harmlessly
wide of the net.
The lucky escape restored the
Blues' momentum,
minules
team captain and
Vito withinPolera
completed an interpassing move
with DaRosa to enable him to notch
his "hat trick" and the team's fourth
goal.
minutesDuring
the the
Bluesremaining
went onsevento
shut-out.
successfully
preserve Dattolico's
Coach Bob Nico! was satisfied
with the results, considering it was
Blues' first league g^ me. Nicol said
that he feels that, as ore games are
played,
coh in veness
leamwork theshown
spurts and
will
become consisttent throughout a
Bluehelped
Chips from
— Blues Ronfield
Misurka"
was
after
receiving
a blow the
to an already
game.
weakened ankle Canadian college
championships take place at York
University from November 17 to
19. ...Blues Ken Franco has suspect
wrist fracture and may miss three
games....Next game is Wednesday
atBrock.
3 pm when the Blues take on

Sword
never

to

testifies

he

intended

charge

protestors
By ZOYA STEVENSON

U of T vice-president Jack Sword yesterday testified that he
authorized the use of Metro and campus
police to
the March 13
Woe Hall Senate Chamber occupation with clear
the understanding
that the occupiers would not be considered trespasser
s
They
simply to be evicted from the building after sufficient
warning hadweregiven
been, he said.
instead, 19 people were charged with trespassing,alth
these
charges were later dropped at the request of the universitough
y
Four persons remain charged with more serious offences
Bill
Getty Mark Goldblatt, and Randy Reynolds are all charged with
assaulting police, while Goldblatt also faces an obstruction charge
Tom McLaughlin has been charged with obstructing police
Their trials are being held this week and next. Sword was
leslilying at Goldblatt's trial yesterday afternoon
Reynolds and Goldblatt are represented by prominent local
lawyer Austin Cooper. Cooper acted as
r in the Karleton
Armstrong extradition case. Getty andprosecuto
lin, facing trail
October 4, chose separate trials and will actMcLaugh
their own advocates
planning to emphasize the political nature ofas their
trails
Sword recounted that he had ordered campus
safety and
security officer J. F. Westhead to call in police at 10:20 the morning
of theTher
aUi
d.
next witness,
of T's chief
officer Gordon Huff a
testified that he had been instructed bysecurity
Westhead to summon police
at nine am that morning. He said he understood the
instructions to
mean that "people who did not leave were to be assumed
tresspassers." contradicting Sword's interpretation of the orders.
Huff said that two groups of police were assembled before the
raid. One third of their number were to go inside and ask the
occupants to leave while the rest were enter by the main doors and
Trial of four denounced
"escort 1 them out, ensuring that theyto leave.
He said he led the second group up the stairs and it took them
Support was sparse for the "Open Stacks then, moved to the court house to verbally
rrom two to three minutes to get to the hall
in front of the
Four." Several students shouted slogans and assail vice-president Sword.
Senate Chambers. Although he reported that directly
the first group was to
give
still felt it necessary to shout a warning
becausehe ofsaidthehenoise.
in thethehallwarning,
Within seconds, he said, his group was at the Senate doors
which had been barricaded by students and supporters. Questioned,
he admitted
May
solve
warnings.that under the circumstances, it may have been hard to
hear
day
care
impasse
Huff said the upper panel of the Senate door was knocked by
police when they were trying to force the doors open. The spaceinleft
gave
police access to the inside of the chambers where a number of
by house
rental
to Co-op
struggles occurred.
New proposals which may wholly or partly free the
Under this proposal, made by vice-provost Robin
When asked
the police had been peaceful or aggressive
two major campus day care centres from the yoke of Ross last Saturday, both groups would have to finance in gaining entrancewhether
to
the
occupied quarters, Huff replied that "the
the
portables.
While
the
groups
would
have
more
the
Governing Council's day care policy have been autonomy in these than in the centre to be established police had a duty to perform"
formulated.
and that he hadn't
any excessive
use
of force because "people were resisting police". seen
by the university in the Devonshire building,
Yet, he could not
The major proposal, as far as the Campus Co-Op
remember
specific instances and had no recollection
of who was
group occupying the Devonshire clubhouse is con- would still be subject to the advisory board set up they
run involved
even when shown explicit photographs.
cerned, isthe possibility that the university may rent a the university centre, says Davis.
The
defence
house to them on a similar basis to that of the first
used
pictures
taken
by Varsity photographer Frank
Although Reimer said she personally feels that
centre on Sussex Street. The centre, for children under portables
Rooney which showed police manhandling students, pulling their
not the answer, St. Andrew's is very hair,
iwo, is in u university-owned house which is rented at a interested are
and
throwing
them
bodily
out
of the building.
in the
subsidized rale to the co-op.
The prosecution on the other hand, used photographs
said.the vice president of the parent
nightidea,
executive last
This possibility was first raised even before the final
Currie continued "It looks good, but we'd reminiscent of the physical situation at the hall taken by Police
decision of the Governing Council on day care policy likeGertrude
lo know what we're getting before we accept Detective Brown, a photographer with the force at 52 Division.
was made last Thursday.
However, Cooper made Brown admit that not all of the pictures he
it." have
She said
the proposal
any estimate
In reply to a letter from the Campus Co-op group, nut
of thewascosts"very
or avague",
suggestionand ofdida had taken were being offered as evidence.
also printed in The Varsity September 13, U of T guarantee of occupancy of the land. The photos he exhibited pictured the disarray and disorder of
president John Evans arranged a meeting last Tuesday.
Andrew's has setup a committee to investigate the Senate Chambers and surrounding halls devoid of people,
According to Bob Davis, a spokesman for the the Si.
details, particularly costs, she said. St. Andrew's following the raid. The police officer repeatedly pointed to the food
has space for its centre at least until next left about, the papers strewn over the floor, and the blankets and
occupying could
parents,rentthea co-op's
the probably
university
house tosuggestion
them was that
greeted
May, and thus is not in a great hurry.
bags which had accomodated the overnight stay of the
favourably by Evans. The president pointed out, says
other hand. Campus Co-op Number 2 sleeping and
other supporters of unrestricted access to the stacks of
Davis, that the Governing Council policy could not whichOnis the
still maintaining a 24 hour occupation of students
Library.
Robarts
the
likely be changed at such a late date.
Devonshire
after
five
months,
is
wary
of
the
portable
However, a solution to the impasse might be found
The broken upper door panel was the subject of at least three
proposal.
pictures, though it was the only property damage which occurred
ifor ita didhousenot would
conflictbe with
primary objections the co-op has is the cost and during
purelythe acouncil's
real estatepolicy.
matterTheandrental
not the The
the occupations and was not done by students.
lack of complete independence which the proposal
lull under day care policy.
entails. In addition, they object to what Ross
Other
police photos showed some of the slogans posted by
However, there were still several problems.
as thechildren.
gradual "phasing out" of community students in the windows of the chambers, saying "Open the Stacks"
First, the university must be able to find a suitable descrihed
non-universily
Join noUs".police photos of people being taken out of the
house that will shortly become vacant.
The co-op told the administration that under certain and "Come
There were
Such u house would probably be one of the conditions the house offer would be acceptable, says
building during the round-up, though they were later introduced as a
universily buildings currently rented out for residential Davis.
purposes. Under an agreement made with the local
The house must be in reasonable shape, so that result of pressure from the defence. These photographs tended to
ratepayers group a couple of years ago. the university renovations are not prohibitively expensive. well, the confirm other evidence of police violence, but some did not picture
(he action, only the faces of students.
must discuss plans to convert a building from need an interest-free loan and low rent withAspayments
Called to the stand, Sword suggested that at the roots of the
residential to university use with the ratepayers.
arranged
in
such
a
way
that
the
co-op's
present
low
Fvans apparently repeated an offer the charges to parents do not have to be raised.
matter were "differences of opinion about how the Robarts Library
administration had earlier made to loan the co-op
Davis says the co-op's position is that any proposal should be administered" and "irreconcilible differences about
money lo renovate and equip Ihe house, if the loan is unacceptab
le "if it leaves our case in the hands of the
could be made lo a legally liable body..
advisory
He agreed with defence counsel that the occupation had been a
committee". In addition, they are concerned methodology".
Administration Campus Co-ordinator Lois Reimer, that the matter be settled soon.
reaction to a decision taken by the Seante which had endorsed
Campus
response
who policy,
has heenconfirmed
working last
closely
toCo-Op's
the administr
ation.has been outlined in a differentiated access. He said that negotiations with students during
care
nightonthatthea university's
house might daybe letterAnsenladminist
ration reply is expected soon. the occupation did not deal with occupation of the chambers, but had
made available if all obstacles can be overcome.
the co-op plans a demonstration at forced discussion of the access issue.
However, the university's emphasis now seems to be Meanwhfle.
The judge intervened at this point stating that the main legal
's mstallation of U of T presideent John
i>n a proposal to allow both Campus Co-op and the St. tomorrow
Fvans protesting the university's inadequate policy on question before the court was "did the occupants, in the law, have
A.idrew's
Nursery
to
buy
portable
building
units
to
be
social
responsibi
lity.
installed <>n the Devonshire property.
the right to resist the eviction?"
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HERE

AND

NOW

SAC General Meeting. Decision re:
TODAY
series:
of consulting
engineers willAt position
•II day
on a Room,
lees
Everyone
conducta apanel
seminar
welcome. Music
Hart House.
8pm strike.
1 onpm their
Rm. profession.
120.
Carolina Exchange, _ a unique the Galbralth Building,
students.
to all U olTOffice.
experience open
Students Club meeting, first
meeting of the Anthropology of theUkrainian
Hart studentFirstunion.
Undergrad
at theOctober
Applications
year. Hart House, Debates Room.
Sid Smith, room 561A.
House.
Deadline,
meeting tor the Free
£30 am 2.
Meeting for those Interested in writing JewishOrganizational
Double Varsity Christian Fellowship
on community
politics
for91 theSt. Varsity.
Var- George. University. Hillel House, 186 St.
lime.
same
sity
Offices,
2nd
floor.
George.
the
at
Both
Meeting.
Prayer
Canadian
Liberation
Movement
the
U of T Committee to end the War In
Chapel tocuslng In on the
One at Knox
Vietnam: meeting to plan campus activity presents U of T York speakers on the "Fee
October weekend with Dave Ward,general
against war research and an educational Surcharge andRoom.
US imperialisticSt. George.
squeeze".
Hart House Chapel, a
other
prayer atmeeting.
programme on the bombing, dikes, Cumberland
Auditions for ISC,Vic33 Drama
Club
11 am
Canada's
complicity,
etc.
Sid
Smith,
room
1067.
production
"Feiffer's
People".
Bring
short
Trinity Booxsale: pick up of books andSt.
4:30
pm
audition
piece
and
snapshot
If
you
can.
Saturday.
money continues through
and Field workouts for men and Music Room. Wymilwood.
Hilda's,
Till 1:30. Again women.TrackVarsity
THURSDAY
from 4:30Devonshire
to 5:30.11 AOPlace.
e pm Till 5:30 pm.
Stadium.
am
1 pm Meeting. SAC
Meeting of all students Interested in
Fees Strike
Rap session with Graduate Council.
Student
on the Governing
representatives
Organization
meeting
for
the Sid
upcoming
Attack"
"Under
on
panelists
as
appearing
GSU.
Upper Lounge.
tapings
on
October
4th
and
5th.
Guesls
referendum.
We
need
people.
Smith
noon
Foyer.
include
a
radical
rlghtwtng
"Mlnuteman",
3
pm
Bible Study dealing with violence In Ihe publisher of "Penthouse", a funthe Old Testament with Rev. Ellert Frerlchs.
alist minister, and College.
an anti-Waffle
centering around Installation
Student
leader.damentUniversity
Junior of U March
ot T president John Evans, to protesl
House. Christian Movement Office, Hart union
Common
Room.
6:30
pm
university's inadequate
daycare and
socialof
An ecumenical service of prayer to
responsibility
policy.
Assemble
In front
mark opening of university ferm. Prof. E.
Paint posters Slmchat Torah Rally at Convocation Hall.
4:30
pm
Best of Vic religious department, is City Hall. 166 St. George.
speaker.
Newman against
Chapel. racist Mutual of
7 pm for Conference on
Demonstrate
meeting
Varsityfor Stadium
Field
JewishPlanning
Communal
Service. Open. 1B6 St. workouts
Omaha
Insurance
Co.
—
for
tour
years
men and Track
women. and
A special
Mutual of Omaha has refused to pay a
effort is being made this year to start a
disabled Italian worker the benefits they George.A film and discussion on our role in women's
Come(coach)
to a
owe
him. Sponsored
Students Ave.
for a world
Dennis Adair
orteam.
speak Interested?
to Andy Higglns
from thedevelopment
United NationswithAssociation.
The workout
Democratic
Society. 500byUniversity
at Hart House.
Cave,
ISC.
33
St.
George.
First event In the "Synergetics 73'
**************************************

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

HART HOUSE ART GALLERY
RECENT ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 6
Mon. - Sal. 11 a.m. to 5 p
Weds.
Sunday 112 "jti.
P-m- to'« 9* P-mP
YOGA
CLUB MEETING
Sept. 28-7:00
Members«ndonly8:45 p.m.
New notified
applicant*
ot timewill tw
and piece by mall

CAMERA CLUB
OPEN MEETING
OCT. 5, 1972
MUSIC ROOM - 7:30
University beginners
chess tournament
Sept. 29, 30,on Oct.
Registration
Friday1
Sept. 29
5:00 entry
p.m. -- Chess
Room
Free
Prize Only
money
Unrated Novice

TABLE TENNIS CLUB
Open. Mealing, Weds. Sept.. 2

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
OpenOct.Music
meeting
3, 0:00RoomTuesday,
p.m.

Rim on table tennis
THE GREAT HALL
will
not be ofopen
in the
afternoon
Thursday,
Sept.
28,
but
dinner
be available in the Arbor will
Room.
The Gallery Club will be open
tor dinnerasfrom
6-7:30
p.m.
usual.

HART AUDITIONS
HOUSE CHORUS
will be held on
WEDS. SEPT. 27
7:15 P.M. GREAT HALL

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TU ES„ WEDS., AND THURS.
FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO

]

JACKETS
LEVI'S and LEES
BLAZERS and CRESTS
CRESTED

Superior

SWEATSHIRTS

cal
Opti
Prescription
401 YONGE ST. (at Gerrard) TORONTO 200, ONT.
PHONE 368-7729
^c*^c s^c sjcjjcs^* *Jc sjc ijcsjc sfc j(c^^ 5y* *j*
^jjf^ sSis^c sfcsl^

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

U^gftack
Canadian National Campus TV Show

60 Metal

Guest's: JOHN MUNRO
Minister of Health and Welfare.
BOB GUCCIONE
Editor and publisher of Penthouse"The International Magazine for Men"
DENNIS McDERMOTT
Vice-President and Director for
Canada of the United Auto Workers
ROY FRANKHOUSER JR.
a KKK Grand Dragon and member
of the paramilitary right-wing Minutemen.
RADIO PASTOR PERRY F.
ROCKWOOD
Fundamentalist who believes in the literal
truth of the Bible.
Taping date: Wednesday October 4, 1972
Thursday October 5, 1972
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Place: Victoria College
Room 3, Academic Building

Frame styles
Eyeglasses
to compliment
today's
fashions youthful
in metal and shell

*}5

Styles Available

FASHION

WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS
FREE TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT
SAC OFFICE AND
VUSAC OFFICE.
MEETING

TO

TALK TO
PROSPECTIVE
PANELISTS
Wednesday September 27
6:00 p.m.
University College JCR
All
interested students are
welcome.

r7 JEANS
V T-SHIHTS
VV BAGGIES
(value* to S30)
SWEATE
RS
V BLAZERS
V SMOCKS
V GOWNS
v BLAZER & BAG SUITS

210

53.^ 5
,rom$4
$5.18
$8.18
$18
$22-30
$4
$2

SPADINA

AVE.

(BELOW DUNDAS)
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6
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Only four Vic students sign up
Civic
enumerations
slow
at
had not seen any municipal There are 68 students living at
By RANDY ROBERTSON
enumerators.
Annesley, 200 at Margaret Addison,
the
two women's
There
Only four people out of more than
are
some
250 male residences.
student residents.
Penman andaddednot "Idiscrimination
trust it is a Reports
500 students and staff living at mistake
that
New,
University
and
Victoria College have been
college residences had been
enumerated for the December 4 against any of the students." She Trinity
overlooked
in
the
enumeration
municipal election, according to the noted the confusion in many could not be confirmed.
enumeration office.
students'
minds elections,
about the and
municipal
and federal
their However, the porteress at St.
Jack Frye, an assessor working rights in each.
Hilda's College thought the
for the provincial assessment office,
which is responsible for the
enumeration, said yesterday that
his office had four signed forms
from Victoria, He would not say
whether these forms were from
students or not.
Frye contended that the
enumerators had used the names of
people listed in the assessment
hooks as occupying the college.
Assessment roles normally indicate
who the owner and chief tenants of
any property are.
Enumeration ended almost two
weeks ago.
"There are a lot of people we
didn't get: we know that," he said.
"The best thing to do now," he said,
"isThose
to waitwhountilwantthe tolists
votecome
must out."
then
register with the deputy returning
officer or the city clerk.
This requires sending a letter to
the returning officer (222I Yonge
Street) listing date of birth, religion,
residential status, citizenship, and
sex. or a visit in person to the clerk
at City Hall. Many people have
eompljined that this is a very in
convenient procedure.
The voters lists will appear at the
end of October.
Larry Whalen, a senior don at
Vie. said thai the dons of the male
residences had themselves collectec %
the signatures of the male students
for the enumeration office. Having
done so. the dons thought they had
done everything required to get
residents on the voting list.
Margaret Penman, Dean of
Women at Victoria said that no
Sex enters
enumerators had come to the
A classroom in the Lash Miller Building yesterday played
host to displays, discussions, and films on birth control as
womens' residences. Several dons
part of Sexual Awareness Week, sponsored by SAC and the
and students contacted agreed they
Cite reputation at U of T

Ryerson

students

A student coalition will demonstrate against Swnrri tonight.

U of T residences
had come.
residence had been enumerated for enumerators
the federal, but not for the There are no longer any property
municipal election. A New College or minimum period of tenancy
men's residence porter said that the qualifications for anyone to meet.
residence had not been visited by the Any Canadian student over 18 who
municipal enumerators.
wants to vote in the ward in which he
No deans of residence could be is living has simply to state that his
reached. Porters at other residences present
address. address is his permanent
were not able to say whether or not

classroom
Health Service. Tonight, a look at contraception will take
place in the auditorium of the Medical Sciences Building at 7

p m.

of Sword
appointment
assail
TORONTO (CUP) — A coalition of Ryerson four students, four faculty and four outside members
students has organized a strong protest over the
the president. At the present time there are only
appointment of John Sword to their Board of plus
two students and faculty, eight outside members
Governors.
(including a U of T member and the engineer) and the
They started the action Monday by asking for the
removal of Sword. Since the, over 1,200 students have president.
If the students don't receive any satisfaction at the
signed a petition calling for the immediate removal of Wednesday
night Board meeting they will
the former acting president of the University of demostrate
Torohlp.
on Friday when Minister of Colleges and
There has also been widespread support from the Universities George Kerr visits the institute.
Studeni union president Dave Guptill said, " John
faculty of the of the school who feel Sword could
Swordbestisinterests
wrong forof the
school.given
I don't
he canclimate
serve
damage Ryerson. Other campus groups such as the
Ryerson
the feel
political
Woman's Liberation and the Students for a
Democratic Society have indicated they will be sup- that has been generated around the man."
porting the action to the end.
Tony Cote, editor of the Eyeopener and one of the
The coalition is calling for a demonstration tonight organizers
of the coalition, says of the Wednesday night
when Sword officially takes his position on the Board.
meeting, " We won't settle for anything less than the
The demonstrators will confront the Board of removal of Sword from the Board and a change in Bill
Governors at the meeting to present their grievances and XI to make sure this type of situation doesn't occur
the petition.
The students fordon'tseveral
want reasons,
Sword because
he is
When confronted with this statement, Ryerson president
unacceptable
which they
stemfeelmainly
Mordell said he would do everything possible to change
from his action as U of T president.
admitted
that he hadn't thought of student
During his ter.rt, he called police on campus things.
reaction Heto the
appointment.
Hverlhing possible meant that Sword would not take
twice. Once during July 1971 to evict the residents of
Wueheea, a summer transient hostel program, and again his seat on the Board. Mordell said he would go to Kerr
last March during the John P. Robarts Library dispute. ir Sword did not resign on his own initiative. It has
apparent that Mordell didnt follow this couse
The students are also questioning the fact the become
again."
University of Toronto has an appointee on the R,yerson of action and probably never intended to.
Board. The appointment is a provision of Bill 81 of the
In several meetings held yesterday, Mordell and his
Ryerson Charter. Under the same bill the Association associates have stated they did not want to see any
of
Professional
Engineers
of
Ontario
also
has
a
trouble
on the campus, and stated they could handle the
standing member.
Ryerson students but they feared groups from off
The coalition feels the Act is outdated and Ryerson is campus..
Several groups are expected from the University of
govern itself without outside in- Toronto to show up and support the action..
sufficiently
terests. Theylarge
would tolike to see the bill revised to include

I
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finals

offset

"/ disapprove ol what you say. —butVoltaire
I will
defend to the death your right to say It. "
"It liberty means anything at all, it means
the right to tell people what they do not
— George Orwell
want to hear...."
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reforms
History may
reinstate them
Conservative history department
teaching staff are leading a move to
reinstate compulsory final exams in
large enrolment lecture courses to
combat the supposed threat posed by
the booming pirate essay trade.
The proposal would deal the New
Program reforms, Introduced but a
ago, a serious blow, senfew years
ding the department back to the
feudal days when what counted was
not original thought but the ability to
regurgitate course material.
(Conservative faculty early thlsspring manoeuvered the creation of a
advisory committee
review
the contentious
New Programto
presidential
which they claim has reduced standards by eliminating the honours
program
de-emphasizing exams
and
lectureandcourses.)

Varsity won 9t censor
letters
avoid editing letters
for space), and whether the letter is
today'sthe Varsity,
football facts
teamIn captain
HartleyWriting
Stern Inindicts
paper forBlues
not verlfyng
a letter submitted in usable form (typewritten preferably, and signed).
criticizing the team published Friday.
As for "false accusations", it's a tautology that two people
By referring to the letter as an article, Stern apparently seldom see anything exactly the same way.
missed the point of the Write on logo which appears on all And, when Stern starts talking about "inaccurate thinking", It
Varsity letter pages. The symbol indicates that the views and reminds us of the imposed orthadoxy of totalitarian states. The
opinions expressed in reader contributions are solely those of only way The Varsity could satisfy this demand would be to
the
writer, ana
tnat tne paper does not necessarily endorse the censor readers' contributions, denying those whose views
published
letters.
The Varsity's
their opinions.
No newspaper does or could endeavour to check reader differ
The from
Varsity
rejects alla forum
these forpossibilities.
We will not
contributions for accuracy. The most we can do Is ensure that knowingly be compllclt In the printing of unchallenged,
traditional libel and slander conventions are respected.
inaccurate facts. But, we will also not jeopardize our readers'
right to self-expression
or the contributions.
paper's ability to function by
A letters page is designed to allow a paper's readers to attempting
to police all reader
express themselves. It is a reader's service. And, as such, it The letters
page
frequently
carries incisive criticism of
would
presumptious of the paper's editor to begin Varsity coverage and editorial positions,
as well as advancing
censoringbe contributions.
positions with which we stand In substantial disagreement. (The
Indeed,
the
paper's
staff
does
not
enjoy
the
luxury
of
having
Committeeof such
letter a published
the necessary time to doublecheck the veracity of all claims 85%
page Quota
is an example
letter.) on today's Write On
made
In
readers'
letters.
It's
enough
of
a
hassle
doing
all
the
That
the
Friday
letter
drew
a
critical
response Is not bad. It is
other odds and ends required to publish a paper.
healthv. Wr trust that, without encouraging Inaccuracy, the
The only criteria, short of legal considerations, used in Varsity's
letters
page
will continue to host a variety of views on
determining whether to publish letters are space available, current topics.
.immediacy of letter topic, length of letter (The Varsity prefers to This newspaper remains open to the views of Its readers.

Consideration of history's final
exam policy, currently being studied
by a departmental committee,
curiously coincides with professor Jim
Conacher's takeover of the history
department chairmanship. Although
Conacher may not have initiated the
move himself, he has given some
indication of where he stands on the
matter by asking professors teaching
large first year courses to defer
making any decision to scrap finals
until the committee reports back.
"I see a swing to the right In
curriculum matters over the next few
years," history professor Bill Nelson,
Conacher's only rival for the department chairmanship, said last year,
"and t think Jim would join it more
enthusiastically than I". And, he
added, "Conacher had deep reservations (about the New Program)".
But, the debate goes much further
than the personalities involved in the
current episode. The whole question
of the purpose of university education
is thrown into doubt by the conservative faculty's offensive.
Examinations have enjoyed a
revered status in educational institutions because they supposedly
prove that a student has been diligent
in his or her work. In reality, they only
measure which students have been
able to cram and can parrot the
course contents in reply to generally
irrelevant
conditions. questions under stress
The exam advocates undoubtedly
would be content to reduce their argument for finals to a defence of honesty
and integrity In meeting course requirements. While the existence of
pirate essay companies may suggest
that increasingly large numbers of
university students are submitting unoriginal work as their own, the answer
is not to be found in ruling out exams
where profs don't know their students
closely enough to definitively conclude whether thev were the actual authors of the work they submit.
Instead, the flourishing plagiarism
should encourage teaching staff and
students to re-examine the purpose of
university education and within that
context decide on the appropriate (
ethics to govern their behavior.
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Captain disputes
critical letter
That Ihe severest criticism of athletes and
sports teams often comes from those who
know the least of what they are talking about
disturbs me. but does not surprise me. Such
was the case in the September 22 issue of The
Varsity in the article "Murphy's coaching is a
'comedy oT errors'" byMr. Blair Christie and
Mr. Jeff Hayes. However, I find it incomprehensible that the editors of The Varsity who are responsible for checking articles
for accuracy could allow the glaring errors,
Talse accusations, and inaccurate thinking to
be printed.
The poor performance of the Varsity
football team against Ottawa is acknowledged
by the players and coaches. However, the
players who came under the heaviest
criticism, Wayne Dunkley and Cor Dorel,
were curiously the players who performed
husi for the Blues. This can be borne out by
CLM doesn 't like
US arts dean
Dean Greene has lived in Canada
for 14 years and yel remains an
American citizen. Thus, he remains
part of the ever growing number of
foreign citizens, in particular
Americans, who leach in our
schools. The 85% Canadian Quota
Committee recognizes this trend as
pari of the increasing domination of
Canada hy the U.S. This take-over
has reached the point where only
49.9% or our professors are Canadian citizens. The Quota Committee
interviewed Greene September 7,
with the objective of getting Greene
to commit himselT one way or the
other on the issue of Canadianizing
our universities — and he did.
Greene agrees that the United
Stales is an imperialist country and
C anada is a colony. He also states
that independence is a "very
laudable end." But like all liberals,
that was as far as he would go. He
would not accept any concrete action — like the 85 per cent quota or
taking out Canadian citizenship
himself — to build a Canadian
university.
Dean Greene tried to play down
Ihe importance of his position,
saying that his powers were greatly
exagerraled.
"Conciliation, persuasion, and
exhortation" were his only tools.
But everyone knows that if you
don't listen to a Dean when he is
"persuading"
are toin
trouble. The realthen
reasonyou
for trying
make his position unimportant must
be that Greene did not want to lake
any responsibility on the question of
Canadianization of the university.
The Dean of Arts and Science at
the University or Toronto - the
largest faculty in the largest Canadian university - has an enormous
responsibility to all Canadians.
He must make sure that the
university serves them. This is very
important in a colony like Canada,
where specific action must be taken
to fight U.S. domination - imperialism Dean Greene, however,
says. "1 am not as emotionally
committed as you are to righting all
these
wrongs."
Greene
also slated that he found it
outrageously inhuman to sacrifice
individuals lo art ideology, when
referring lo the 85 per cent Quota.
But Ihis ideology is Canadian independencce. which Greene agrees
with. The individuals are not citizens

statistics, films, and a reasonable understanding offootball.
Dorel gamed II5 yards rushing, caught
three passes, and was the Blues' best punt
returner.cellentInstatistics.
anybody's
terms, those
exThe accusation,
thatareDorel
look "nose dives into the turf" is a fantastic
creation
of someone's
perverted
No one who
has ever seen
Doret imagination.
run and who
knows anything about football could accuse
him or that. If Mr. Christie or Mr. Hayes
would like to see films of Doret running, I am
sure something could be arranged. Doret was
our finest offensive player in the Ottawa
game, in the opinion of players, coaches, and
others actively concerned with Varsity sports,
such as former Varsity sports editor Paul
Carson.
There is no "fairy tale" regarding Wayne
Dunkley's
to passis aenough
football.proof.
To watch
him throw ability
in any game
In the
Ottawa game, he was rarely given enough
time to throw. Receiverswere running poor
patterns and dropping passes. Had Messieurs
Christie and Hayes paid a little more attention to the game and/or asked some of the
players, they would have known this. Steve
Kerr will eventually be a fine quarterback.
However, he himself would admit that at
present he has neither the skills nor theinsight
into the game that Dunkley has.
Mr. Christie
and Mr.notHayes'
RussFor Mitchell
plays guard,
centre benefit,
as they
maintained. That is something else they would
have learned, had they watched the game a
little more closely.
Another disgusting feature of the article
was the use of cute puns purely for literary
effect without regard to meaningful statement. To say that right end Dave Quick,
undoubtedly one of the most dedicated and
hardest working member of the Blues,

of Canada. Greene forgets that
Canadians are being sacrificed to
an ideology- continentalism, which
means U.S. control. A colony
struggling for its independence
does have the right lo make
demands on individuals.
Why then would Greene reject
ihis ideal? It is because he is one of
ihe individuals who does not want to
give in to the demands of
Canadians. The clue to this jumps
out or Greene's
" Iwon'ta
change
what I admission,
am by becoming
C anadian citizen." This follows
logically from his statement that he
considers himself a Boslonian, and
thai citizenship
him is an intensely emotionaltothing.
This is the true feeling of all
reactionary non-citizens who refijse
lo become Canadians. To them,
rejecting their old citizenship, their
emotional attachment to the U.S. is
not a mere rormalily. Taking out
Canadian citizenship would mean
changing their allegiance, committing themselves lo the Canadian
people, and their struggle for independence. Bymaintaining their
American citizenship Dean Greene
and his cohorts are committed to an
ideology - that of the U.S. and the
by Greene's country.
own admission,
anU.S.,imperialistic
He doesis
not
want
to
"sacrifice"
himself
his friends to the ideology orof
national liberation for Canada.
Greene tries lo lead us on, though,
when he says that he would be
"scrupulous"
in hiring
that
Canadians should
be given
preference, ll is obvious that to do
this, he would have to submit individuals lo an ideology, something
thai he says he is loathe to do. This
is a contradiction. Dean Greene
would not and could not possibly be
serious aboul hiring Canadians.
is clearscruples.
that he cannot
Ins11 own
Stronger,be left
moretrt
direct action is Ihe only way lo force
Greene, and people like him, lo
accept the fact that Canada must
have Canadian universities. Because
Greene refuses to accept this he says
lliat he is "oul of sympathy with an
85 per
cent quota."
Canadian
students must ask
themselves whal an American who
has emotional ties with the imperialist country that is oppressing
Canadians, is doing in the position
of Dean of Arts and Science in
Canada's biggest university.

Blues Chris Sammut topples Ravens
"wasn't too swift" because he became excited
over making a fine catch in the game does not
make sense. The attack is unrortunate
because Dave is a sensitive person who is truly
bewildered by the thoughtless insult.
Ultimately,
blame for aor football
team's
failures,
whetherthe injustified
not, is always
absorbed by the coach. I do not intend to
discuss coach
Murphy'sbut assets
and shortcomings as a coach,
Mrs. Hayes
and
Mrs. Christie would be advised to forget their
cliches and euphemisms and do their
homework, researching some facts. In every
season since coach Murphy has been at
Toronto, the Blues have either won a cham-

Marc Brule In Ottawa last Saturday.
pionship orhave been eliminated in tHe-last
game or second last game. He is not a loser.
It is difficult to defend against unjust
criticism without sounding like sour grapes.
The best method of deterring detractors is to
win. HopeTully, the process has begun with
this Saturday's victory over Carleton.
Perhaps in this way. Mr. Christie and Mr.
Hayes, aided by some uninformed Varsity
editor, will be forced to eat their own words,
which 1 believe is equivalent to eating shit.
Hartley Stern (Meds III)
Captain, Varsity Blues Football Team

He is a part of our problem. By Canadian independence- his only Communist Club
is lo be against us. .
Dl laking our side - the side of alternative
There
no other way. We all must dislikes garden
choose issides.
Your nameless wanderer in the
The 85% Canadian Quota
Campaign demands I hat Dean communisl
the antiand displays
anti-sovielall attitudes
Greene resign from his position and political garden
SAC didn't pay
of a typical student in capitalist
step aside so ihat a Canadian can Canada.
lake his place. This is a democratic
Anderson salary demand,
The Communist Parly is now, as
one made by a people
il has been throughout its history, a
1 wish to correct an error which struggling for national liberation.
revolutionary parly whose aim is the
in the September 25 issue 85% Canadian Quota Committee.
achievement of socialism in Canada.
ofappeared
The Varsity.
The onslaught or reaction through
The article concerning the
ihe years of the cold war (a period
hiring of office assistants by SAC Innis registrar
ignoredinside
in your article),
outside
implied that, while I was acting
and
labour both
movement,
education commissioner, I was states position
was directedIhe againsl
our party
employed
This wasis in1 paid
fact
Permit me to clarify and because of its revolutionary antinot the ease;by atSAC.
no lime
correct some of the stalements and imperialisl program and one would
he n live lo suggest that reaclicn did
Bob Anderson impressions contained in Mr.of Slotby SAC.
The nol score some success.
UC SAC representative ruck's story on page20lh)oneaboul
But. we have no apology lo make
the
Varsity (September
lor being the first party in Canada lo
acceptability of some Arts and raise
such issues as: Canadian
Science courses for admission to
GSU supports
professional
faculties.
sovrcignly; the
right oT
of Quebec;
the selfneed
"King visited
several classes to delermination
caulion students that lnnis and some for a united front against the war
plans of U.S. imperialism; the
fees referendum Sociology courses may not be movement
autonomy ofin the
labour
the Canadian
struggle against
The Graduate
Students'
quite'
not
is
credits"
as
accepted
welcomes
the initiative
taken byUnion
the true.
classes
My statements to the
Ontario Federation of Students in and lo individuals who enquired Canadian, and U.S. monopoly
calling for a referendum on the fee emphasized thai laking any course capital. We also reject the elitist
increase. Actions, of this kind, nol direclly connected lo the in- view that socialisl trasformation will
tended profession, and particularly come through a small, valiant band
leading to more substantive
measures
the undergraduates those of an experimental nature, of revolutionaries and project as the
is extremelyamong
encouraging.
a certain risk, and that road lo socialism a broad coalition
may involve
While we are not participating in students
who were concerned about of all anti-imperialist and antior acceptability of their capitalisl forces led by the working
Ihe referendum, we, as with un- the degree
course choice should consult the class.
rgraduates, arefaced bookkeeping
with severe admissions
office or the faculty or
Tee increases. deDespite
As .forthe your
hislory blatent
of the lastanti-55
arrangements which the province school to which they intend to apply. sovielism
gs of the years of socialisl advance should by
has
forced
upon
graduate
schools,
offerin
The
we have had our fees increased by Department of Classics were at no now have proved that anti-sovietism
s to
$392.50. This year we are only time
mentioned in my telephone is the weapon of the capitalistnary
ion with Mr. Slotnick. This. divide and weaken ihe revolutio
increase; next eoversal
that
of
$100
paying
associate
my
by
verified
struggle
and
when
it
is
taken
up
by
been
year we may be paying it all. has
sections or the left only betrays the
was B.present
Furthermore, there is good reason conver
Cole,. whoDavid
Miss Patricia
sation
King
to believe that within the next five in my orfice during the entire extent to which Ihey are still
prisoners or capitalist Brian
ideology.
years, graduate fees will be up to
Mossop
$1500. To stop the province from its
Registrar
and
Academic
Coordinator
U of T Communist Club
arbitrary use of power, action is
necessary on all fronts. Hence, we
become part of The Varsity.
of the Graduate Students' Union
support the referendum. It aims
specifically at the problems now
Some people offer
unprovince's
encountered bydergradthe
CO
uates, anundergradule
d should
receive
overwhelming
to pay their estaff.
CO
affirmation.
We don't. Becaus our
We look forward to a resounding
i
readers are our staff.
"yes" vote on the 1 1th and 12th of
October, and anticipate working
Be a part of It.
your paper. Erlnda
It's
CM
le and
closely with the OFS/FEO and unPeople from
inplanningaimed
and co-at
Scarborough are especially needed.
ordinadteirngrgadaulatesactions
Drop In to our offices,
eliminating the fee increases.
o>
Graduate Students Union
91 St. George Street
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faces
SMC
m BOB BETTSON
St. Michael's College is facing
bankruptcy,
to Arts and
Science
Dean according
Bob Greene.
SMC and the other federated
colleges. Victoria and Trinity, are
faced with a financial crisis which he
predicted will probably result in the
termination of their present
autonomous status.
He was speaking to about 50
students Saturday at the founding
conference of the arts and science
student union.
The crisis comes as a result of
steadily growing deficits for
religiously affilated colleges which
receive less than full provincial
grants per student. In order to
receive full grants they would have
to relinquish their autonomy and
religious connections.
When reached Monday Father
John Kellv. president of SMC.

financial woes
admitted.
agreed
GreeneWe "it's
The New Program, which
tight to with
stay alive.
live anfromannual
one aholished
the distinction between
honours and general courses and put
year Heto the
next."
added
that
"I
haven't
heard
less
emphasis
on exams, is under
of any threat to our autonomy. St.
review by a presidential advisory
Michael's is certainly not prepared committee.
Conservative critics claim that
to goGreene,
secular."who took office July I, academic
standards have diminished
also said that he could see "no since
its implementation three years
possible
rationale"
for
the
present
division of subjects within the facul- ago. Greene said that the total
ty between six college and 22 un- budget of the faculty or the
iversity departments.
He said this division of subjects departmentsformation. Heisadded
not itpublic
was up in-to
was based on old academic prin- each department
chairman to set his
ciples
which
no
longer
have
any
meaning.
Greene said budget.
faculty salaries make
Asked whether the value of a U department's
of T degree had diminished, Greene up 70 per cent of the budget.
He also pointed out that the
replied, "rumours
like this
persist
because
or the nostalgia
or certain
increase in ^grants yearly has been %
exceeded
by increases in faculty f
faculty New
for the Program
old honours has
courses."
"The
been salaries, therefore cuts have to be Arts and Science dean Bob Greene says that colleges with religious
shifted
to
other
items.
affiliation may face bankruptcy.
traumatic for some faculty," he

Few students
Bv DIANA WEST
ana KIM RICKETTS
Approximately 20 people
yesterday morning rallied in front of
Simcoe Hall in support of the foui
students arrested at last year's first
"open
occupation.
After thethestacks"
rally, they
went down to
Old City Hal! court 33 where the
trials are taking place.
Bill Schabas ol the open stacks
Committee
crowd will said
make thatsurehe the"hopes
judge theis
fair,Thehytwenty
their presence."
demostralors vocally
supported the accused and chanted,
" Drop the charges. Jail Sword'
open the stacks."

at demo
Steve Moore, who had been at the
first occupation las March stated at
the
rally bythatthe "the
supported
societyuniversity
as a wholeis
and lives oil it like a parasite, but
when it comes to the university
doing anything - like day care and
opening the library - for the comcontribute."Renate
Using munitay, itdoesn't
loud speaker,
Manthei,
who
had
'been at the
the
first occupation, also
expressed
gruoup's
support
of
the
four
on
trial.
"We're here to support the poor
people who were arrested last year
while supporting open stacks, she
said. tioWe
occupan so we were
shouldall part
have ofbeenthe arrested

Evans

raps

UNION
STUDENTS'
GRADUATE
AVE.
1 6 BANCROFT

DRAFT

BEER!

PIZZA

HOT

OF

!

DOGS!

FEATURING:

FERGUS
EVERYONE

&

FLASJ

WELCOME

SEPT.

30

Records from 5-9; Fergus from 9-1 a.m.

CANCELLATION

AFTERNOON

FREE!

ADMISSION:

little

staff support for UA
stated that "if 400 of
work in and
the university
are"Wein thewhoinformed
privileged theThe6,400letterpersons
who did not congroup that should carry its full
tribute through our campaign last
responsibility in caring for the less year will do so, this will represent an
of 15 per cent and enable us
fortunate,"
John
Evans. according to president toincrease
meet our share of [he increased
This admonishment came in a
statement kicking off the beginning "The welfare of the unfortunate
of the I972 United Appeal cam- members of our society... is the
paign at U of T. He criticized responsi
need."bility or all those who are
university stall for their lack of able
to help, whether their consupport in previous years.
said. tribution can be large or small", he
"In
I97I
only
2,682
persons
contributed to the $147,041 raised
payroll deductions of
within
the university",
he wrote,
but even"Regular
a small amount can produce a
there were
more than 9,000
persons
helpful annual total."
on our payroll."

m
m

DANCE

OF

LECTURES

THURSDAY,

SEPT

28

Erindale and Scarborough Colleges from 2 p.m.
~

1

St. George Campus from 3 p.m.
to enable Students and Staff to attend
the Installation of John Robert Evans
as the 9th President of the University

FRONT
jig:

CAMPUS

AT

3.15

P.M.

A reception follows in Hart House and on Observatory Lawn, Hart House Circle
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Campus

By STEWART GOODYEAR
For over 10 years, the University of
Toronto's
lack of ofa student
centre
been a source
frustration
for has
the
Students"
Administrative
Council,
a concern which has received much thought,
planning, and negotiation without
success. This university Is one of the few
major campuses In North America to
lack such a centre.
One viewpoint asserts that without a
focus for student activity the U of T
cannot become a true community, while
the opposing one argues that the size
and diversity of this university make a
single
answer.centre a simplistic and impractical
These basic divisions of thought
have determined campus centre planning at U of T. The former held
prominence until early 1969 and nearly
led SAC to success In obtaining a campus centre building.
The latter emerged from study and
re-thinking of problems of the U of T
environment which took place after the
collapse of the previous plans. Having a
broader perspective, it considers the
university environment as a whole and
relates campus centre planning to the
university's
and environment,
social respon-to
sibilitiesposition
within its urban
the general planning of the university,
and to the purposes of campus life. This
viewpoint holds precedence today.
THE DIVERSITY AND LACK OF
cohesion at U of T is partially due to its
growth as a federation of colleges. First
University College was established as
part of the university, then the sectarian
colleges ofandVictoria,
Mlchale's,
Wycliffe,
Trinity St.
became
linkedKnox,
with
U of T, leading to the development of
professional schools and faculties. In
1906, the University of Toronto Act esthe university's present
framework oftablishedadministration.
From the federations until 1950,
there was gradual development of the
university and expansion of the city. The
originally rural university was enveloped
by an urban environment for which It had
made no toprovisions.
U of T's
became
turn Its back
on tendency
the surrounding city.
late 1950's
and earlyforced
60's, the
growthIn the
of student
population
the
university to break the boundaries it had
previously accepted and to expand west
across St. George Street. First the
School of Nursing, then plants to provide
for
the university's
physical
Ramsay
Wright, Sidney
Smithneeds,
Hall, then
New
Physics, the McLellan Labs and New
College were constructed. While
providing excellent facilities, these
buildings turned the university into a
bastion of single functional ism.
There was no consideration of the
city, no effort to Integrate or communicate with surrounding communities.
Nor, was there thought of creating a true
university community In the area west of
St. George. Expansion tactics were the
arbitrary weilding of power. The University became even less integrated within
Its urban context.
TWO THEMES CENTRAL TO
present campus centre planning
reflect these conditions: the university
must open itself to a greater variety of

Centre

stalemate:

\ .II mZ
e

Looking north on Huron Street, this picture shows the north-west area of the St. George campus
Turn to page 9 for how It could look,
cultural and commercial services if it is university,. Another massive building political demands in his manual. No
to provide a rich and communally- would create merely another campus concern had been shown for the surshared educative experience in both focal point which would further disperse
rounding community, no brakes upon
academic and non-academic life; and activity, said the manual, and would university expansion had been planned,
the university must integrate within its separate non-academic activities from few principles about general university
planning had been put forward, they
other university activities, thus reflecting said.
urban context,
offering
greaterto educational and cultural
services
wider the
attitude that non-academic time Is
society.
Contrasting with these reactions
non-educational -time. Doubt was also
that of Toronto architect George
The basic guidelines for present voiced whether the cultural and leisure was
Banz,
who wrote an article giving unof the large and diverse camcampus centre planning were set last activities
pus could converge upon one focus.
qualified praise to the project's results,
October when SAC published "The
calling them an "enriched development
THEY CONCLUDED
CAmpus as the Campus Centre", a ma- that THEREFORE,
scaled down torather
the needsthanof
effort should be aimed at approach
nual prepared
by
members
of
the
dehuman
individuals
partment of Architecture. Employed by "defining the features of the university
SAC through the summer of 1971, this which have best potential to acgroup, composed of Professor Doug
INTERVIEWED RECENTLY
e abroad range
also ofbe activities".
made to Institutions".
Engel and five students, made a detailed The attempt com odatshould
admitted the limited scope
study of campus facilities and student "develop an urban character" and to ofEngel
the
while stressing its practical
life. An unsuccessful Campus Centre "suture the university's frayed edges nature.manual
Essentially,
the purpose was to
Advisory Committee, with representa- back into its urban context". Specifically, determine student needs
and then plan
tives from SAC, the faculty, the adminis- It was proposed that St. George be to fulfill them. Engel said that
the
tration, and the Board of Governors, turned into a boulevard, that a winter students involved had debated hetheandscope
was set up by SAC to supervise the team. garden, and pub be built on the eastern of their report. While supporting the
plaza of Sid Smith and that the western wider themes In principle, he stated, the
The manual re-lnterated the plaza
become a summer terrace; that the
position that no single student centre four
was meant to contain concrete
massive buildings be linked by a study
should be built, that Instead the campus
plans of action to be presented to SAC
series ofrestaurants,
"Interventions"
which
would
as a whole, particularly the southwestern contain
and
the
administration with hopes of
theatres et their realization.
area, be carefully studied and markedly cetera; that Huron andbanks,
So, It was meant to
Wilcocks
streets
changed. The main area studies, west of
avoid alienating possible support:
be closed; and that a park-and
St. George and south of Harbord, ac- amphitheatres
Engel also asserted that the report
be created at their
comodates the most concentrated stu- intersection.
does have a dynamic and political imdent activity on campus. The architects
portaventional
nce as an building
alternative
to the conThese suggestions and the project
and development
deplored the "monolithic features" and Itself were a continuation of the work
"single
functionalism"
of
the
massive
started
by
Wayne
Richardson
as
SAC
method
the
university
uses.
It offersplan-"a
Ramsey Wright, Sidney Smith Hall, New
concept of campus
centre co-ordinator during the decentralized
Physics, and the MacLellan Physical campus
n
i
n
g
"
,
h
e
said.
two
previous
years.
In
one
sense,
they
Labs. St. George, they felt, Is a cold develop his philosophy of campus planThe beginning of this concern for
freeway which cuts the campus In half.
ning into concrete plans. Yet, In another
planning
rather inthanearlycampus
cenSupporting their vfew that sense, they narrow his campus planning capustre planning
occurred
1970 when
SAC decided on the need for a campus
improvements of the campus should themes.
take the place of a single student centre
co-ordinator,
Faculty attending a Department of centreson who
had been choosing
a leading Richardstudent
building,
Engel's ingroup
arguedwould
that Architecture
focusing activities
one centre
meeting strongly criticized negotiator in earlier attempts to attain a
be done at the expense of the rest of the Engel, accusing him of raising no campus centre building. This move
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of relative Infollowed almost athyear
a student
activity, theafterma of losing
its grasp.
centre SAC had felt was within needs
and
campus
of
The renewed study
facilities and the development of a new
g were partially a
of plannin
philosophyto this
reaction
failure.
There are differing views of the
negotiations which led to apparent
success and then to failure. These vary
the
from a feeling that both SACd toandcreate
administration truly attempte
mistrust,
to
due
failed
but
centre,
the
ication, and cirlack of commun
cumstances, though neither was actually
to a feeling that the administrato blame,
tion and the Board of Governors caused
ering of
the failure thr'ough the manouev
the fear of stuinterestsandandpower.
business
dent radicalism
BY FALL 1967, SAC HAD a final
the proposed centre, which
design
was to befor built on the vacant lot at the
corner of St. George and Russell. They
that the provinhad received promises fund
half of the
cial government would
adthat the Bids
million
required $4 ministration
would payand$250,000.
were obtained from the Bank of Montreal
and the Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce to fund the remainder of
million. When
capital, some$13/«
neededaccepted
SAC
a B of M offer of
$1,837,000 for 8,500 square feet in the
student building for exclusive rights to
on-campus banking for 50 years, they
felt the centre was in their hands. It was
to contain social and commercial services In inadequate supply on campus,
and was to become the seat of student
government ad the hub of student
activity.
But, the Board of Governors
declared the agreement unsuitable
because it required exclusivity, and they
told, SAC to re-open the bidding. This
angered the students who accused the
board of stalling the centre. They noted
that Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce directors outnumbered B of M
directors on the Board and that the
CIBC was the university's banker.
They also charge that the administration
was stalling because it feared student
success in these negotiations might
provide the radical student council with
greater power.
While the administration claimed to
be enthusiastic about a student union
building and had provided some of the
funding, SAC dismissed their claims of
good, will, citing the Board, failure to
offer any satisfactory solution of financing to replace the B of M offer.
Then, in March, 1968, the province
granted 95 per
noncommercialcent
space in ofthe funding
campus forcentre.
The Board of Governors offered to pay
for the remainder of such space. Feeling
the students were now In a better position, the administration expected SAC to
accept the new arrangements. But, the
students continued to refuse to re-open
the bidding, sure that the agreement with
the B of M was still the only course of
action which gave certainty of providing
all needed funds.
IN FEBRUARY, 1969, THE
provincial government decided that
U of T would be given no more revenue
for new construction and revoked the
agreement to fund the campus centre.
There was another serious problem
In negotiating for the centre. While the
argument over financing was still raging,
the city decided to adopt a get tough
attitude toward U of T and enforced a
bylaw requiring 20 foot building setback

of

a

community

from the street. The campus centre had
to extend to the sidewalk
beenSt.planned
George. Remembering a past
of
concessions to the unihistory ofversity,city
s,
the administrators, architect
and students had not worried about the
been
already
had
bylaws. Arrangements
worked out with the departments of
But, the City of
public works and roads.
ent decided
Toronto Planning Departm
that St. George was too important an
ed
artery to be encroach upon.
SAC then proposed that the
building be redesigned as a narrower,
higher structure which could retain all
previous facilities, but U of TnotPhysical
that the site could withsPlant tstated
and ataller building. Therefore, unless
the traffic flow along St. George was
eased or the physical structure of the
street was changed there could be no
The unat thiswaslocation.
centre
campus iversity
found there
little it could do
to change these conditions.
A final obstacle was the Toronto
to the stuwho objected
LibrarydentBoard
centre being
built immediately
neighbouring the Central Library and
were ready to oppose a building permit.
Considering its problems, the university
made little actual effort toward application for a permit.
adminisuniversity
the did
Although
collaborate to
tration and SAC
g with the city,
an extent in negotiatin
their communication was poor and the
administration's actions appeared to
after the repeated insistence
result
students.
of the only
TWO AND A HALF YEARS after the
construction of the campus centre was
originally slated to begin, the project had
reached an impasse. Then SAC president Steve Langdon, said In March, 1969
that little more could be done: there
would be no campus centre for at least
two more years.
When SAC hired Richardson, in
early 1970, he was requested to reconsider the identity, purposes, and planning of the campus centre. In May of the
same year, SAC also commissioned
Brian Carter, an architect just graduated
from the university, to work under
Richardson's
andtheasked
him
to make a supervision,
study of infilling
area
around Ramsey Wright and Sid Smith
with facilities that might constitute a
campus centre. Already, the question
was whether a single building could
satisfy campus needs or whether the
improvement of an area of the campus
by the addition of desired services and
facilities was preferable.
To obtain the revenue necessary to
pay for these
studiesthemand SAC
the work
tended to follow
held in-a
referendum
permission towhich
levy anrequested
additional students'
dollar In
SAC fees per student each year until a
campus centre was built. The students
agreed and the first levy as set for the
academic year of 70-71, giving SAC an
additional $20,000 annually.
Richardson and Carter worked
through the summer and brought out a
report In September which set o.uLlhe.
alternatives SAC could follow in planning
a campus centre. Stating that SAC must
establish planning principles for the univceerrsniitnygttoheexpress
their wishes ofconphysical development
the
entire campus, Richardson argued that a
single building was unsuitable. Despite
its facilities it would merely be another
monolith - inflexible, with no provision
for campus development or links with
the surrounding community, he said.

While the university had facilities for
lacked "the
meditationfor Itdiscussion
study
and
environment
proprer and
experimentation"
needed
dividual toeducate himself. by the inCarter's report suggested that new
facilities should be located in the most
intensely used area of the campus, so as
to attract the greatest numbers and act
as the true focus of student life. In this
report, the area bounded by St. George,
Huron, Harbord, and Wllcocks was first
set out as the location for campus centre
planning. Carter described a plan to use
the space between the massive
academic buildings which was the
forerunner of the interventions set out in
"The Campus as the Campus Centre"
report.
RICHARDSON CONCLUDED THE
ing that the uniby suggest
report versity
develop a consensus aboutguideits
which could
society
in
position
further planning. To determine policy he
s,
committee ofAn student
proposed aadminist
architect
and chosen rators.
faculty,
analyze
to
SAC
by
should be
centreplanplan-to
g campus
previouningsand plannin
a detailed
then devise
said
es,
objectiv
new he suggested thatRichard
satisfyson.theFinally,
somesources of income other than the student
levy should be investigated.
In December, Richardson
presented
"Campussummarized
Centre Project
Manifesto"thewhich
the
philosophy behind the previous report,
linking the concept of a campus centre to
wider concerns of the university. He
aligned the theme with that of turning U
of T into a complete educator. The
"broadening of individual perspectives",
enriching "the appreciation of life", and
"stimulating
faculties" are
best
accomplished critical
in an invironment
offering
wide choice, he said.
This university "limits the expression of life" by its tendency toward
a single academic function and by its
turning
the city.business
It has become
a placeawayof from
academic
which
closes at night, he stated. The campus
centre
"to
nurture project's
new life bypurpose
breakingthen
downwassingle
Richardson felt the lack of services
functionalism".
at U of T reflected an ivory tower
approach which must be erased before
the university could become an attractive
place to live. Commercial operations on
campus are thus necessary to provide
variety as well as services. Adding that
the university's desires and plans of
expansion were driving variety and
richness of life from the surrounding
community, Richardson equated a plan
to improve campus conditions with one
which would attempt to stop that expansion and make the facilities of the
campus open to the wider community.
He also attributed "the shallowness In
the
quality ofofstudens
life" here
part a todesire
the
transience
and instated
to plan an environment conducive to the
creation
of "a body ASKED
of citizens".
RICHARDSON
A NUMBER
__ of architecture firms to study the campus
planning
situation
at
U
T and toto
present a summary of their offeelings
SAC. These were received in January.
1971 and studied as SAC considered
hiring one of the firms to fully develop
the new concepts. Richardson also put
forward motions that SAC ask the uniadministrationcould
to establish
a planningversity
body students
communicate
with and that some revenue be put into
small scale Improvements such as

conce|

benches and trash cans around campus.
In February, SAC president Ron the e
Hurd began conferring with Department ^.he i
of Architecture chairman Peter Prangell. Tiing
mitte
department
asserted
Prangellhandle
could
the jobthatof his
developing
the Slm(
concepts,
chose
Engel
as
project
coto
ordinator, and set out a preliminary lineai
scheme of the work that would be re- Whe
quired. The next month, SAC agreed to mee
pay $18,000 for the work outlined, set of pi
aside a budget allotment for the kind of told
small scale Improvements Richardson tact
Boaie
determined to con- for
had suggested,
tinue
the student and
levy.
So was born the "Campus as the told
Campus Centre" report and the ac- arra
companying Campus Centre
Board. Bob Spencer,
who satAdvisory
on the and
board as SAC president for the 1971-72 groi
academic year, recalled that soon prof
further cause for dls- theii
students had with
iltusionment
the administration. only
Hall and the Board of Gov
Simcoe
both
While
consented to place represen- adrr
Governors
tatives
on the advisory committee, these give
and provost Don view
vice-president
men
Forster and Board of Governors chair- had
man William Harris "could never make Boa
themselves available" for meetings. As fc-?tat<
an effective means of communication %*an
and debate of view concerning campus and
planning, student needs, and the un- of it
iversity's place in the urban environment *ra,i
board became a "farce", "wh
the advisory
mai
Spencer.
said
rnai
met and
the
of
One
favour and offered proposals
a chance towhich
publicize
the report was the winter garden and wht
Smith's eastern
for Sidpermission
pub suggested
plaza.
SAC obtained
to hold into
awastemporary
pub
there
in
September.
It bet
fitted with a dramatic ramp which
me
had pannelled sides picturing the plans Evs
developedstudents
by Engel's
group. Thiswhatwas theto rec
enable
to visualize
project's
implementation
couldto lead
to, cor
while the pub itself was meant
preview
tior
the pleasant atmosphere, convenience, 'nf
and
potential for social focus offered by fan"
the plans.
Pla
It was perhaps too great a success, dls
overshadowing the other proposals in Ga
the
manual.
pub'sprinciple
popularity,
wet
Simcoe
Hall Noting
approvedthe the
of a %yw
permanent
enclosed
pub
in
front
of
Sid
Smith. The Board of Governors gave the coi
By
go-ahead for its planning and ordered lefl
the Physical Plant to check Its feasibility. air
By
the endAlexof Rankin
October,wasexecutive
vicepresident
presenting
a fac
sta
proposal $250,000,
to SAC thatarrange
the administration
provide
for design
and construction of the pub, and appoint
a full-time manager. A combined student-faculty body could fix prices and
service
policy,washe pushing
said. SACthefeltissue
the administration
toward its own ends, and Spencer stated
that students would accept adminlstrative financing only if SAC controlled the
arrangement and actlvltes of the pub.
THE READY
acceptance
of the ADMINISTRATIVE
pub also caused
both Spencer and Engel to voice fears
that the Board of Governors was using
the pub as a concession which would
enable
the Engel
more called
Important
features Itoftothescrap
report.
the

orkn>
wo
pu
tyii
sti
off
th<
rel
Pr'
"si
sa
He
tru
ca
so

pub "a panacea to real environmental P>"
problems
and garden
stated nebe
that
plans facing
called the
for acampus"
true winter
on the eastern Sid Smith plaza rather Jo
than a mere enclosed pub. Later, *-*e
Physical
was towithstand
find that thethekind
plaza
foundationsPlantcannot
of t°re
structure called for in the report, and the d<
search began for an alternative site. tc
I
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SAC had good reason to feel that
the administration had little concern for
'he i^'ues raised about campus plancomfailure
ni g.mittee
»he meant
that ofSACthehadadvisory
to approach
Slmcoe Hall and the Board of Governors
a ready
to argue for the project . without
line of support and communication
When Spencer phoned to arrange a
meeting with Board members in charge
of planning, he says he was put aside an
contact him. Such contold tacttheynever would
came. Finally, he walked Into a
SAC's desires
to assertplanning
meeting
Board
for
a forum
on campus
He was
told to write a letter.
The meeting was eventually
arranged, though only Spencer Engel,
and one of the students in the planning
group were allowed to speak to the
property committee of the Board. To
their disappointment, they were met by
only two actual members of the Board of
Governors plus a number of Simcoe Hall
administrators. The student reps were
given a short period to explain their
views. Although copies of the manual
had been sent to administrators and
Board members, few of them had read it,
stated Spencer. He added that while
showed knowledge of the project
and offered support in principle for some
of its proposals, he opposed the decentralized concept of campus planning
"which was the central theme of the
manual". The property committee
made no concrete recommendations,
and referred the question to the time
when the Governing Council would come
into effect.
When a meeting was arraned
between the campus centre project
members and new U of T president John
Evans, Evans appeared concerned and
receptive but made no commitments.
SAC
CONSEQUENTLY
concluded that serious mobilization of students would be necessary to
influence university planning. To
familiarize students with the new campus
planning concepts, the student council
distributed 19,000 copies of a special UC
Gargoyle describing the manual. Hopes
were that students might become well
k^nouh) Informed that a referendum
could'be held to endorse the proposals.
By the end of the spring term, SAC was
left with a detailed planning report which
aimed at basic changes in campus
facilities and planning with negotiations
stalled once again, without sure
knowledge of general student awareness
or desires concerning the Issues. The
work by Engel's group, the pub, and the
publicity had cost almost $30,000, emptying SAC coffers of funds gained by
student levies.
The student council which took
office this spring offers less support for
the Campus as the Campus Centre
report than did last year's SAC. This has
prompted Spcner's criticism that they
"shelvedthatthe SAC
project vice-president
for the summer".John
He
said
Helliwell was to present a policy study to
the student council executive concerning
campus planning Issues, but failed to do
so.
Helliwell didn't make a formal
presentation, but he did put a motion
before SAC asking for affirmation of the
new planning designs. This motion failed
jo pass because some SAC members
Oelt $ pport of the report would tie them
to a philosophy advocating wider social
responsibilities, a halt to expansion, and
decentralized campus planning. Motions
to once again reject the concept of a

single student centre building and to set
up a committee to examine the feasabllity of the manual's suggested services
and
facilitiesthiswerecommittee
passed. According
Helliwell,
was a totaltofailure, having objectives which were
"overly ambitious".
Another
Spencer's
criticisms
concerns
a SACof failure
to obtain
315
Bloor as the home of a permanent campus
pub.
Apparently,
the
administration
showed some willingness to give
students this building, but the new SAC
didn't
approach
Hall to this
request
it. Located
beside Simcoe
Varsity Arena,
pub
would have been "a great boon" and
"would have made a mint" over the
summer, said Spencer.
Helliwell admitted SAC could
possibly have gained control of the
building If it moved sooner, but stated it
was undesireabe, being far from the
focu of campus activity and requiring
much renovation. The desires is to
create a true tavern restaurant on campus rather than a simple pub, he said,
maintainingmis ion Is continuing
that the SACto services
negotiatecomfor
such facilities. The administration may

and disand a longcussionprocess
hopefully willofm forums
provide
formation. Areferendu
may be the
held In-to
determine whether the one dollar campus centre levy should be continued.
Helliwell said it is probable nothing
concrete will be accomplished for a long
while because it will require time for the
new Governing Council system of planning to become established and known.
The administrative policy toward the last
year's
Is a
unknown,campus
stated planning
Helliwell, manual
though SAC
feels the university may now be using it
as a partial planning guideline for planning wider facilities must evaluate it
quickly
to attain
whichpolicy
will
enable SAC
to havea consensus
a firmly based
supporting or dissenting with possible
developments, he said.
ASKED, WHETHER THE MANUAL
now
guides some ofchairman
Simcoe Hall's
designs,
Hastle said Planning
that administrative go Frank
ahead
has been given for the reserching of the
physical feasablllty of a few of the
manual's suggestions and favourable
findings may lead toward
implementation.

new structures are still In the processes
of development and that the Issues
which confront them will leave time to
consider any advancement toward
themes
manual. in SAC's campus planning
SWORD NOTED THAT IF SAC
does decide to present alternative of
campus planning to students, the administrRankin
ation wousaid
ld desirethatadvance
sultation.
Simcoe conHall
now looks to SAC for collaboration on
plans and guidance concerning student
needs.After three years of developing
themes and designs of campus planning,
SAC may this year gain a mandate from
students to determine Its policy. There
will probably be a campaign to develop
student interest and knowledge. Whether theseportantefforts
lead toIna university
more imrole for can
students
planning
is
questionable.
There
almost
total lack of communication isbetween
Simcoe Hall and the student council
concerning these
Whlfe tothework
administration speaksIssues.
of a desire
with SAC and to have student needs
revealed, past history would suggest that

This artist's sketch shows how the Campus Centre Team proposed to turn
the campus into campus centre.
itthings.
is actually reluctant to consider these
have already budgetted money for this.
speculation,
there Contrary
has been tono SAC's
turn-about
bringing
DURING
THE SUMMER,
If there is to be collaboration and
the university gained ownership of administrative favor to rest upon the communication.
SAC will have to press
suggestions of the campus planning
the Central Library building. Hellwell
manual. Rankin said that the project for it. With non-academic services low on
indicated a fear that the administration
may offer these facilities to SAC as a "intrigued" the Board of Governors and SAC
the university's
doesof manage
to advancepriorities,
to a pointIf
the administration, but had led to few the list
student council
The
centre.
campus
where
costing
estimates
and
funding
are
thoughts
implementation.
Construcwould refuse the offer, he said.
tion of the offacilities
proposed would
take required it may have to arrange for these
SAC this year will "25 years",
of
intentions
The
on its own. If negotiations with the
be to develop a true student consensus
much capital.he stated, and would require things
university prove partially successful.
concerning campus planning, said
SAC.
will
then face further negotiations
with
the
city.
Helliwell. While he and others on the
universityalready
hasn't apthe
fundsPresently,
needed totheconstruct
student council hold the same
There
will be no single campus
proved academic services (Innis
desires as last n year's
philosophy and
centre. The new philosophy with its
of its College, mens' athletic facilities), he themes
concerning
campus planning
report, they feel simple ratificatio
added. tinueThe
provincial government
conproposals would be too ars
i
t
s
determination
to
give
U
of
T
no
and
the
purposes
of
the university
erefore,
bltrary.Th
SAC Isngtaking
"a stepof more funding, feeling It has surplus chances greater opposition
back"
before determini
a policy
froman administrators than did desires for
instudent Involvement In the planning
space and sufficient facilities. So, there
dependent
building.
If
the
new
themesbe
is
little
chance
of
the
manual's
themes
attemHelliwell,
process, according to
are to become reality, there must
becoming
anything
but
a
dream
for
a
some merging of student and general
built In prejudices" of long while.
"the report.
pting to avoidcentre
the campus
At the moment, costing studies of university planning, closer working with
This review will include further the suggestions are pointless, said and influence upon the administration.
publici- Rankin. He added that the only hope for Previous administrations have desired to
analysis of student needs, muchof campus
revenue could presently come only from wield their power without student inty to present the alternatives
terference. Even if some of the facilities
student campaigns for donations.
of
survey
full
a
planning, and
The problem
opinions on theseandissues.
Evans
has
re-arranged
senior
staff
suggested
by the manual are to be
the
present
fairly
will be to fully
to include Jack Sword as vice-president implemented, they will effect the campus
alternatives. It will be difficult to cover all in charge of planning and thus intends to as a whole rather than one centre. Again,
be change of general unpossibilities, let alone present the pros wed physical and academic planning there must
iversity planning.
and cons of each, said Helliwell.
together more formally. The Governing
Council has a sub-committee for or even
The current SAC feels that holding
PROSPECTS
THAT THE
THEMESwill
the suggested
facilities
resources and planning which will become realities
a referendum is too simplistic a method
for the university in the
decide
ultimate
policy
and
priorities.
a
such
In
opinion
to account for student
Both Rankin and Sword assert that these near future appear dim.
complex issue as this. Rather, the survey
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cities
to study
grant
receive
U of T bodies
al $2.12.095. The Star article also
In
to the latter, a recent
Basford
himself
agreed
to
the
grant.
By STEWART GOODYEAR
and no money has been slated that research is to focus on study byregard
Research will be the joint effort signed
management
Two U of T bodies will receive
received. Breton stated.
Price
Waterhouse
for theconsultants
Borough
the
financial
situation
of
Winnipeg,
;i federal grant to study municipal of the urhan and community centre
Michaelson believes that full Toronto and Halifax to determine of York showed that the financial
and
lite
Institute
for
the
Quangovernment
and
financing,
it
was
notification
of
the
size
of
the
grant
benefits of high-rise apartment conlilative Analysis of Social and and Ottawa's requirements will be the effects of federal and municipal struclion
announced last week.
were almost neglibible.
grants on municipal spending, the
liconomic Policy, said institute head received next week.
According to William Albert
Breton,
who
will
direct
the
Michaelson, director of the Centre study.
use of urban
municipal
services
by
subcommunities and the effects
Proposals for the study were
He was unable lo verify a
for Urban and Community Studies.
made X months ago by Richard
Urban Affairs Minister Ron
As yet not contract has been Toronto Star report fixing the grant of /iminc on land markets.
Sobernian.
director Sixof the
tre for UrbanthenStudies.
areasCen-of
research were set out:
•possible means of financing city
urban expansion, *a I tern a live
Farmers'
union seeks
city aid for boycott
Prime Minister Trudeau said solutions to urban fiscal problems, •
The Manitoba New food industry. The so-called
OTTAWA (CUP) — The
restructuring of local government as
recently lhat his government has no an
National Farmers Union (NFU) is Democratic Party government rationalization of agriculture is intention
alternative to purely fiscal
being stepped up, with more farmers controls. of introducing food price solutions,
moving lo consolidate urban sup- appears to have backed down from being
• the influence of the
forced off the land.
port of its boycott against Kraft ils plans lo assist Kraft in the confiscal
system and land use controls
Kossick
said
that
large
It appears
the
new British
products during the next two slruclion of a rapeseed oil plant, multinational corporations like Columbia
on
urban
land
values. * the effect of
NDP
government
will
months.
Kossick said. The NDP incurred the
transportation investments on land
wrath of parly members (who Kraft arc able lo dictate their own introduce provincial regulations to values
and the potential for finanto control the spiraling cost of
voted to support the boycott) the profits while
sumers suffer. the farmers and con- try
living al an emergency session of the
cing ihem, and • a detailed study of
Don National
Kossick boycott
told CUPco-ordinator
Saturday Manitoba co-operative movement
legislature.
Kossick
added.
problems
and prospects of urban
Dcspile
the
continual
rise
in
which
owns
its
own
rapeseed
plant,
that urban support committees
believes that costs will public economy
of Metro Toronto.
food prices, governments have declineHe only
should he established in most major and the NFU.
when
people
actively
refused
lo
consider
taking
action.
Canadian cities by the end of this
If the plant is scrapped, the Because of this, people must con- seek alternate food processing and
Michaelson predicted that the
Nl-U docs not intend lo let the NDP
year.
will lake four years and stated
sider [he corporations and the disinbution methods by confronting sludy
a public an- eovcrnmcnl
further grants will probably be
as their enemies, he monopoly control that the cor- llial
Kossick had just arrived from off lightly. Itnouncewants
m
e
n
t
t
h
a
t
the
government
said.
required
as il develops.
Toronto where he met with the has dropped ils plans, along with a
porations now hold.
newly formed
Toronto
boycott
commit e . He was in Ottawa to talk to message of support for the boycott.
The Saskatchewan NDP was
members of the local committee
here and left yesterday lo meet with forced into a similar position after
the
Moose
Jaw support committee
the Kingston organization.
circulated a petition demanding that
He plans to use the next several ihe government not allow Kraft
months to strengthen the existing products to be used al the
urban support committees and to Saskalchewan summer games.
The NFU has learned that the
establish new ones. The process is
govern men I has
slow operating
because ihehinds
NFU's areonlyfarmers
source Saskatchewan
of
slopped using Kraft products, at
least in the Regina area. No public
willing to pay S25 a year in announcement
of this decision has
membership fees. During Ihe
summer, collection slows down been made.
Kossick also said that the
because people are out working the
land. Imougli money is now coming spectacular rise in the cost of food
in |o permil an acceleration of the this summer was a direct result of
campaign.
increased corporate control in ihe
Elections
Canada

I*
PROXY VOTING
Students "away from home"
Lhc lisl itrt Lhc polling diiiiion in whi;h >pu ordinarily
iciide.
arc posted
Polling inDivision
and copiesThesearclisismailed
lo eachin eachhousehold
urban
during cm flection Ito en >
aiiendDnce at a recognized educational utiiim
in Canada during an academic lenti, yai may i

Whefe ii my place of cxd friary residence?
* Married >. . ;--.> \\ .: -.- no) matter il boOi
hiuhand and tile ire iludenl*, nor don il
miller
in a tludenu"
residenceif yewof lireaj thein oneborneroom,atw pamlL
Your
place of ordinary rciidcncr is where >ou arc
phyitca!L>
nriJinc
on
enumeration
da>
n
J
<,. ,.name
Pollingthould
Division.be on ihe Inl of clecloes in ihai
You should be
Polling Divisior
YOU MAY VOTE BY PROXY
limethere eachlor only
ycai relatively
Your nameihofl
thculdperiod*
Foiling
Divi-be
<nihein bflwhichof clcelors
j-our homein iheis localed.
entiitdenoe"on isthruwhereawn":yon Your
place of
are phyiicaHy
cnurneriljon
day
and
you
on Ihe liti of erector* in thai arcPollingen-

□w can I be i
if Double.

Whol it o ret^nued'edvcptwnol BTjtituncm?
— an) ofiinjjtrfm, wiihm reason, ihjj leachn
iou ale if your mam reason lot bemj j*j>
from
home ievtn
* lo allend
a icoogniadji irtmr
educational
insuiuikwi,
if you
oihet
rob pan of Ihe lime.
: attendance
: by proiy;

* Regular full-time students in the Faculty of
Arts and Science may obtain a Registrar's
Statement form and a form 47 from their
College Registrar.
All other full-time students may obtain both
forms from their Faculty (or School)
Secretary.

Copies of the Proxy Voting folder shown
above have been distributed in College
Faculty, School, SAC and GSU offices.

Paid Advertisement Placed by
The University of Toronto

the Regis iu t (* your
a praptriw rrfLVfirJ tull-umr ituJrnl- 3ml
• , . - form «'* from a RETURNING OFAl il In piper*
and iltsch
kt,™™.in
iiaicmeni.FICER.That
mmi ihebe han&d
penon
by youi ptojj
voter taA
or yovrsell
to your
RETURNING
OFFICER
home
10 PM of ihe Friday prieeilmt polling day.rV(o«
Who eon bt my pioxy voter?
Any penon
ol ihe
iamt
Polling «AoDivnionit mat iheyovnelf>,<■ ofand (Jrciorc
nai appointed
proty nxtr lot another elector.
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Decision to be made

by Metro

Marks
attacks
meeting
on
Spadina
s future
ROSS denounced the
Alderman ByJuneVALMarks
Monday night special Works Committee
hearings on the uses of the Spadina expres way ditch,
"In meetings
ihe light ofhearings,
Metro's this
refusal
to holdis
public
meeting
redundant,"
she
said.
"These
hearings
the city level but the decision will be takenare byat
Metro." she added.
At present the Spadina (officially named
the William R.Allen Expressway) ends at
Lawrence Avenue. Metro Council has
proposed ah "arterial road"(four-lane as opexpressway's original six) to be
extendedposed to the
to Eglinton.
The "arterial road" has been dubbed the
"mini-expressway" by reformers who see the
roadYing
Spadina's
return, with
thinlyMarks
disguised.
Hope agreed
that while
it
was
Metro's
decision,
Metro
Council
should reopen hearings.
"Metro'swe legality
question the
tonight,
whether
oppose isorat support
exp
r
e
s
w
a
y
"
,
h
e
said..
The
Premier
has
that the province will not participate inruled
any
construction of the Spadina, but Metro has
$1.5 million of its own which it may use to go
ahead with construction.
He concluded, this would be
unprecedented and unconscionable.
Countering the anti-mini expressway
iroup were residents from North Forest Hill
The future of the Spadina Expressway has not yet been decided. Pro-expressway groups want It paved.
he area near Bathurst and Lawrence Streets,
including Esther Shiner leader of the Go south ol Vorkdale" he advised. "This is an It desired "proper resoration" of that ravine decision against public hearings.
"Premier Davis is a dictator" claimed
inlerin solution to stop traffic on residential and the Nordheimer Ravine.
Spadina campaign.
Board of Education trustee Fiona Nelson decision to build Shiner.
They spoke of traffic congestion and the
transit
is built."
A subway
By reversing
[he Spadina,
he has Metro's
made a
planneduntilto mass
be built
on the
site before
1980.is pledged support for the Bathurst, as opposed pro-expressway
danger to school children in their area streets
monkey out of Metro.
resulting from traffic pouring off the Spadina
The ditch may be transformed into a park to the Spadina. rapid transit route.
spur through their streets. In all, six and large commulor parking lots. It may also
A supporter added, "Metro should secede
"The ravines are irreplacable', she said I
delegations, claiming the support of 40.000 be the site of Buckminster Fuller-designed know"
that the city is already all but
5 aldermanic candidate Colin
people, urged the paving of the arterial road, apartments, or a scenic boating canal.
from Ward
Ontario."
Related to the future of the Spadina ditch unanimously in support of the Bathurst route' Vaughan
countered
that "Metro
wil be
U ofT professor DavidNowlan.co-author
respected
only
if it respects
its component
strengthen
resolve."
is the choice of rapid transit route. On I am Aherenew totheme
at thisyour
meeting
was strained parts. 1 f Metro ignores
of "The the
Bad expressway
Trip" abookoutlined
devoted some
to theofcase
the wishes of the City
against
the September 8 Metro Council recommended relations between Metro and the province and
the Borough of York in this matter, it
options to attack these problems.
that the subway line be constructed by the cut- over the arterial road, and between the city
"The Allen Expressway should be closed and-coyer method through Cedarvale Ravine. and Metro over the subway route and Metro's may mean the destruction of Metro."

STILL

FOR

AN

THINKING

ONTARIO

ABOUT

APPLYING

STUDENT

AWARD?

Then it's time you did!

As OSAP applications are
assessed by computer it's essential that your
application form be filled in COMPLETELY and ACCURATELY.

WANT INFORMATION OR HELP?
Call in at the Office of Student Awards,
Room 106 Simcoe Hall,
or telephone
928-7313928-2204
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First students graduate

community
Halifax
"it s absolutely essential that lay
HALIFAX (CUP) — Twentyseven Halifax laymen have people be trained to handle routine
graduated from what appears lo be law office matters and assist in
Canada's first community course in counselling
criminal law clients,"
professorsaidandDalhousie
legal aid
para-legal work.
service di rector Ian Cowie.
The program to aid working class "Otherwise there is just no way to
citizensundertaken
in Halifax'sby north
end area cope adequately with the demand
was
the Dalhousie
being made on legal aid services."
University legal aid service.
The training program is an
innovative
one, and a smashing
After five weeks of intensive legal
success.
Cowie added.
(raining, the majority of the
graduates were put out to work as The graduates included a retired
part-time counsellors to assist legal clergyman, nurses, social workers,
md clients seeking divorces. Another high school counsellors and
two were hired on a full-lime basis in
comnorth itend
the made
a legal aid centre to assist, advise, membersmunity of
who never
past high
research and counsel in family court school. More
than
100
people
problems.
applied, including three lawyers.
The program concentrated on "We could have filled our
training divorce counsellors because
with university graduates
the local Matrimonial Counselling program
we wanted a good cross-section
Association has just published a but
of
people
with varying academic
detailed do-it-yourself divorce kit to
reduce the cost of legal action for Cbackgrounds
owie explained.and experiences,"
poor people. The counsellors will
help people to use [he kits. Sixteen
Most applicants wanted to join
of the graduates are working for the because "they could see the need for
association on divorce cases out of this kind of program. There is also a
fascination for the law on the part of
the local family service bureau,
UNIVERSITY

a success
course
who finally took the course.
assisted in the clinic's legal aid work
lay people and many felt this would
through an Opportunities Tor Youth
he a good opportunity to learn
Since it was set up almost three grant.
Fivelegal
persons
,"
operates
it
how
about
need
Tor
aid looked
service into
in the
the
vears
ago.
(he
clinic
has
handled
Cowie
asserted.
ng
somethi
some 2K00 cases, not including province's mental hospitals and
telephone enquiries, clients handled future plans involve a training
The demand for service of the on a referral basis or given summary program Tor para-legal professionals
advice. Apart from its training
"conbeen
has
nal
within local prisons.
ofessio
para-prand
i'lnilent
r. increasing' the direc- program, the clinic also has its right
It's the special or innovative
tor added, and the legal aidg clinic
law
student^
in
court
every
sees the need for trainin more day. Many of them are involved programsterested ithat
innfundingkeepthe Ottawa
clinic. Last
through a credit course from the vear Health and Welfare minister
John Munro contributed $35,000
people.
The course was designed and Dalhousie university law faculty.
from his department to keep the
taught .by seven second and third
This
summer,
evelen
students
operating and agreed to pay
year Dalhousie law students. They carried out research projects and agency
some of' its bills again this year.
also interviewed and selected the 27
legal

*

THEATRE

COLLEGE

PUMP

LITERARY AND
ATHLETIC SOCIETY

ELECTIONS
for first year reps.
Thursday, Sept. 28
IN
the J.C.R. & Refectory
ALSO: DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION
OF BUDGETS TO THE LIT.
IS FRIDAY, SEPT. 29.

College
Jewish

of

Studies

1700 Bath ur st St.
Toronto

10, Ont.
2-tone

An organizational meeting and registration
will take place on Weds., Sept. 27, at 8:30
p.m. in the Board Room of the Beth Tzedec
Congregation, 1700 Bathurst.

We are offering a meaningful and exciting
year of Jewish thought and fellowship.

COME

AND

JOIN

US

Navy
with Brown
Green Leather
Rust with
Leather
All Black leather
outran* rags

Only $20.00
Open Thursday and Friday Nites
C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored
262 Yonge St.
x Fairview
Mall Centre
Oshawa
Shopping
1475 Yonge St.
101 Bloor St. West
Adams Apple Boutique
126 Bloor St. West
Shopper's Wolrd, Brampton
'•Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd
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Runs roughshod

over requests

Carleton

admin

OTTAWA (CUP) — The
(arlclon University administration
lias run roughshod over student requests and yesterday began constructing a new building on a
residence playing field.
A threatened confrontation this
morning was averted this afternoon
when Carleton president Michael
Oliver intervened to reverse a Board
of Governors decision.
The Board had decided earlier
yesterday to renege on an agreement
not lo start work before eight am.
each morning.

Residence students agreed before
the meeting that further opposition
would be futile, but came demanding7! concessions to minimize
harmful effects of construction.
The committee approved all
demands except one in principle,
and referred them to a subcom it e for further discussion.
Students had delayed construction by threatening to occupy the
But. notice that one of the
field with continuous football games concessions
would be broken came
and camp fires, but the committee
said Monday that costs and time yesterday afternoon, residence council
president
Leonard Greenspoon
factors prohibited the choice of
anv alternative site.
said in an interview. "The secretar)

SEXUAL

to

build

on

The Building Advisory Committee Monday decided to proceed
with plans for a new classroom
and office building for affiliate
St.
on residence
the only
largePatrick's
playing College
field in the
area of Carleton's campus.

AWARENESS

WEEK

A WEEK OF DISCUSSIONS, DISPLAYS AND FILMS
TO EXPLORE OUR SEXUALITY - FACTS AND FANTASIES ■
PLEASURES AND PROBLEMS.
SPONSORED

BY THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE AND

THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL.

WEDNESDAY,

MEDICAL
(LARGE

SEPTEMBER
7:00 P.M.

SCIENCES
LECTURE

27TH

BUILDING
THEATRE)

FAMILY PLANNING
AND PROBLEMS.

field

of the Board of Governors called to
say that due lo contractual
obligations, construction would
have to start at seven am every
day." heiversitysaid.
the unwould haveOtherwise,
to pay overtime.
"My
position
is
tht
we
allowing our living conditions to arebe
completely disrupted this year, so
they should be able to fork out some
money for overtime to make things
Students were considering
bearable."
obstructing
the bulldozers when they
arrived today to enforce compliance
with the agreement.
Bui. Greenspoon phoned Oliver,
who culled back to say construction
would be moved ahead to eight am
as previously agreed.
"We hope the administration will
meet the concessions," another
residence spokesman said. "If it

doesn't, we'll see what has to be
Other conditions agreed to by the
administration include university
responsibility
expense
for maintenanceforandresidence
rodent damage
due lo construction, a delay in a
road extension until next year, and
replacement of the field on a smaller
scaledone."
by ivnext
September
The un-or
ersity also agreed
not toI. build
change the use of residence buildings
without "direct consultation with
the residence council."
Greenspoon
trators on thecondemned
building adminisadvisory
committee for showing little conorthe residents'
"One ofsideration fthem
called usneeds.'little
kiddies
playing
games'.
no regard for the fact that They
this ishave
our

St. Chris

needs you
St. Christopher House is home."
contact Tony Souza al 364-8456. St.
looking volunteers to work with Christopher's
at 67 Wales
various groups. Anyone willing to Ave. (Dundas isandlocated
Bathurst).
work with arts and crafts groups,
athletics or interest .groups is asked
to help. Interested persons should
Campus day care
needs volunteers
BANANAS &
The Campus Community
Co-operative Day Care Centre
WHISKEY HOWL
needsren under
volunteers
supervise
the age toof two
vears. childSEPT. 27 & 28
Visit the centre at 12 Sussex, or
phone 925-7495 and ask for the
MAINLINE
coordinator.
Sept. 29,
FLUDD
Sept. 30
EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Spadina at College

"CONTRACEPTION"
A LOOK AT
METHODS

student

NO MINIMUM
COVER NO

Bahai Club
First Meeting
All Welcome
Sid Smith Lounge 4 P.M.
Thursday 28 Sept.

Welcomes
new

all Students

& old back

to

the University of Toronto
you are cordially invited to drop in to
any Swiss Chalet Bar BQ in Toronto.
Bring this coupon with you to get our
WELCOME

BACK

OFFER

—————— —clip out———™
$1.
1

•
•
•
•

LOCATIONS
234 Bloor St.
1415 Yonge St.
2990 Eglinton East
362 Yonge St.

9
A QUARTER CHICKEN PLATE
I INCLUDES
you pay only
j • Quarter Bar BQ Chicken
I • Roll
j • Fresh French Fries
| • Famous Bar BQ Sauce
REG. PRICE
j • Beverage
OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 31, 1972
DINING ROOM SERVICE
$1.45ONLY

lfcr3#*lferjk
A rare rabilia
new adornscollection
memo-an
the wallsof and
engaging mixture of patrons raise
their glasses. Lunch from noon
'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a
delightfully different daily special.
Surrounded by The Sutton Place,
on Wellesley at Bay.
The Bull and The Bear
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U hit by deficit
Carleton
down,
Enrolment
Meanwhile, Sir George Williams Surnia. Niagara in Wetland and
Oliver said he was concerned that
OTTAWA (CUP) — Carleton tuition
ty ex- University in Montreal was affected Northern
other universitration
with three campuses in
fee increases may have precedence over
1972-3
adminis
faces a possible
as
h
c
u
s
,
s
e
r
u
t
i
d
n
e
p
University $3,000,
more drastically by enrolment northern Ontario — have actually
000 because of a prevented many interested and and maintenance. If cuts become decreases.
of
deficit
Registrar
Kenneth
d
t.
decreases in enrolment,
registere
decline in enrolmen
qualified students from enrolling.
ry, the report recommends
said Tuesday that the decline l our showed small gains and only
The decline is uneven, with necessa
C-jrlelorTs new president Michael
that the Senate be the only body Adams
17.221 last year to 15,560 this two went over their predictions.
Oliver said lust week that about 600 enrolment in arts and graduate with power to cut programs or from
fall was attributable to phaasing out
fewer full-time students registered studies dropping, while registration personnel.
in Toronto
Brown
( itiorge
realized
only
a 25 predicted
per cent increase,
No cuts should be made until a the community college program. although
science,
than were expected at the time the ui journalism, commerce,
it had
63 per
15,850
increased.
was
music
and
enrolment
reviews
projected
architecture,
The
committee
Senate
university's annual budget
was
special
the for (he school year, he said, adding
ensures
cut-backs
and
staff
budget
means
expected
entire
deficit
the
The
prepared. Administrators
Toronto'
l College
litan
had predicted sa
when Centennia
Metropo
cent.
;in increase of four per cent, but mav be inevitable.
university's money is being allocated that this should bearesurpassed
su per cent increase, but only got
completed.
A university Senate committee on wisely, the report says. The docu- lateAt registrations
absolute enrolment actually declined
the same lime, however, the one-one-e
another ight
Id students,
increase of
ment, which was prepared in May,
of one peran cent
students from last gear's figure redundancy said at Tuesday's
of first year unofKid I0;690.
has not yet been adopted by the total numberderg aduates ithe
unbe
would
it
meeting
Senate
n
day
division
rose
reasonable tocut staff for budgetary Senate, although some faculty
An enrolment decrease means less
members are seeking its speedy about 300 from last year's 1200.
provincial money for the university reasons except as a last resort.
The decreases in both enrolment Unclassifieds
because government grants are The committee reported that necessary
case cutbacks become
based on enrolment figures.
academic expenditures should take passage, inthis year.
unand projected
iversities aroundenrolment
the countryat were
DYNACO SCA-35 STEREO Amp-Preamp
e\peeted to affect community $90.
Dynaco FM-3 stereo tuner S80. 2 AR
colleges, as, students chose lo leave 4ax speakers
S100. As package^ $250.00
the larger institutions in favor of the firm all work perfectly.
534-7696 after 6.
colleges.
ad
squ
narcotics
ands
RCAAP menexp
En Ontario, this did not occur FOR SALE - lady's standard bicycle. 1will be added to the RCMP
One hundred
law enforcement section is presently the according
drug
The
to projections. The year
$30. Phone
the total number
narcotics squad by next year, bringing
within the RCMPs criminal investigation
GRAD old,STUDENT
seeks928-4844.
lemale loMon-Fri.
share 2
enforcement to more largest uroup operations
province's
community
colleges
ofthanofficers
force's
the
from
directed
are
enrolled
4000
fewer
students
than
Us
bedroom
apl.
at
154
Walmer
Rd. Call 925400 engaged in drug-law
branch.
1357
Ottawa headquarters.
had expected. The 20
"We used to have 185 - 190 drug enforcement
the use of administrators
According lo an RCMP spokesman,
had predicted a growth rate
is levelling off, but the use of ofcollege
Canada
in
officers across the country, in 1969" saidhasInspector
marijuana
25 per cent, based on the number ANTHROPOLOGY STUDENTS: important
jumped "hard drugs" such as heroin is increasing. Coccaine
flordon Tomalty." and the number
offrom
earlytheir
applications
union meeling, Sid Smith 561A
has also increased recently.
sienificanlly eachthe year."
original last14 winter,
per centup. student
loday 1 p.m. please come lo help us
officer in charge of the narcotics trafficking
Tomalty.
estimate.
The
number
of
persons
charged
with
marijuana
organize the union.
squad, said only a few men were engaged in undercover
An Ontario government
decreased
investigations. He would not specify how many men nfl'cnees during the first six months of 1972
of 1971. The telephone survey Tuesday showed THIS SCHOOL IS VERY COLD and
were engaged in these activities, because to do so, he by 5.7 per cent from the same period
said, would jeopardize their positions.
earlier
prediction
RCMP also reported that many drug users have the
lonely,ship.andSomeone
I couldpleaseuse call
someDon.companionrealistic.
So far,
the growthwasralemorefor evenings.
279-1562
Because training procedures for municipal and switched from marijuana to hashish.
community
colleges
is
13
per
cent,
now
is
hashish
provincial police forces have improved considerably in
liquid
that
asserted
spokesman
The
LIKE
BOOKS?
Selling
appro*.
600
and
is
not
expected
to
increase.
This
recent years, the RCMP has abandoned much of the being smuggled into Canada because it can be imported is the same growth rate as last year. volumes on Political Science. Marxism
routine drug detection work and is now concentrating in farce quantities and brings greater profits to Three colleges — Lambton in Sociology Planning. Toronto, Science
on the apprehension of traffickers.
traffickers.
fiction, Biographies... and olher places I
have been call David Peters; work: 3634395; Home: 699-7895.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST term essays,
use for
Commercial
reports, theses.
ANTHROPOLOGY
anytime:
482-6606 Reasonable rates. Call
STUDENT UNION
plasfic
biodegradable
By early 1973. plastic coffee cups, laboratories in Passfield. England,
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
meat trays, and egg cartons in Lcolytc-S has mechanical properties
superm;'ri',ls may be made of comparable precisely to similar unSID SMITH, 56IA
Kcolylc-S. a biodegradable, plastic
modified plastics. Its time of disinvented by a U of T chemistry
integration canand
be controlled
between hours
months. to vary
professor .lames Guillet.
WED., SEPT. 27th., 1 p.m.
Since it breaks down into a According to Paul Wright,
powder which can be further president of Van Leer- Eco plastics
changed into carbon dioxide and l imited, the new plastic will be
All anthropology students are urged
water by bacterial action, the new available commercially in Canada
plastic can help solve problems of early in 1973. It is expected that the
litter. Plastics in present use do not l-.colvle plastics will be about 10-15
to attend this important meeting
break down.
expensive than conThe federal Food and Drug per cent more
ventional plastics.
Directorate recently announced that
1 ctilylc-S may be used in commercial packaging, the only manmade biodegradable plastic to be Sunglasses
that get
allowed for use in packaging food.
OPTICAL
All rights to the new plastic have
darker
lieen assigned by Guillet to U of T,
/
which has reassigned them to as the sun
I eoplaslics of Toronto in return for
royalties. This company has joined
gets brighten a
with a Dutch firm to form Van LeerONMa I imi YUtfjv. ?;
lico plastics Limited.
According to results from tests
PHOTOSUN
made in the Van Leer main

Auditions
VIC

DRAMA

CLUB

FEIFFER'S
directed by Jack PEOPLE
Medhurst
Music Room, Wymilwood
150 Charles S. W.. Victoria College
TONIGHT
WED. SEPT. 27th., 8-11 p.m.
AND
THURS. SEPT 28th., 7-11 p.m.
Phone Deb McFarlen at
964-8936 for audition appointment
or come as you are. Try to have
an audition piece prepared.

UNCLE SAM
WANTS YOUR MONEY
STOP THE STUDENT SURCHARGE
PUBLIC MEETING
TO DISCUSS
ECONOMIC CAUSES OF FEES HIKES,
POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE
AND WHY MUST FIGHT BACK
Speakers: Pete Havers
CLM, U of T
Anita Sachanska
CLM, York
CUMBERLAND ROOM
International Student Centre (33 St. George)
WED.,
27 8:00
p.m.
CANADIANSEPT.
LIBERATION
MOVEMENT
TORONTO
BOX 41,4, ONT.
STN. 964-1174
"E"

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats trom S10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina
betweenot funQueen
and Dundas.
Good Ave.
selection
lurs sizes
8-18.
Cleaning and repairs (tur and fur fabric)
3t3-6077. open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.
HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental
can solve it. Complete apartment or just
the pieces Asyoulowneed.as Ideal
more
sharing.
S10.00for two
per ormonth.
Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485
Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433.
SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.
Going
out of business
years.
Pearl Furniture.
29 CentreafterAve.42(behind
new
city
hall).
363-0965.
Will
deliver.
.
Bargains Bargains.
PRIVATE TUTORING Need any help?
Private tutoring in first and second year
35physics,
Howlandmathematics.
- 925-0203.Sudhir
Be sureJoshiand (M.S.)
successful.
FREE ROOM AND BOARD with pay for
female student for babysitting and light
household duties. Apply: Mrs. Griffin 487ATTRACTIVE MODELS WANTED Phone
9274
964-1575
ARE YOU ATTRACTIVE and like meeling
new
to earn Escort
extra
moneypeople?
doing Would
this? you
Call likeXanadu
Service for details 363-4958
PERSONS TO HAND OUT FLYERS. In
Downtown Area. Afternoons and nights.
Call: 367-9750 or apply on 5 Elm. St.
TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT, special
student rales, S5.00 monthly. Free
delivery,
phone 486-6029. Associated Office Services.
INVOLVEMENT IN TUTORING A high
school student. Be a volunteer with the
Earlscourt Community Project, a student
Is waiting for you. Please call Alec - 5323303.
FREE thly ROOM
BOARDIn return
plus $30for monfor femaleANDstudent
baby
silling
dulies.
Close
lo
University.
9206288.
FOR
LADIES: Massage
pedlcur-facial 713by
cosmetology.
R.M.S. -Parviainen.
924-3022
Spadina Ave. (2nd floor) for appointment
WHY BE ALONE? Homophlle Dating
Association.
Fully confidential,
and
females welcome.
For completemalesdetails
and free application lorm, write Box 717
Adelaide
1133 Station, Toronto 210, or call 862-
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in
emphasized
Participation
before
the
football
team
takes
lime,
so
we
are
not
depriving
any
By PAUL CARSON
Participation has become the
over,"
Higginsofsaid.
dominant feature of a new Varsity other
Formation
the UTTC should
Higginssport
said. of its practice time,"
A weight-training apparatus has be a boost for women's track since
co-educational
track
and
field'
program, according to coach Andy been installed in one of the unused Ihe campus already contains several
Higgins.
football dressing rooms and, as
regarded
femalebe performers
Over 50 students, alumni and Higgins points out, the minimal highly
and track
will soon
an official
just general track buffs are par- annual membership fees cover all sport in the women's intercollegiate
ticipating inthe daily afternoon the operating expenses and help
workouts at Varsity Stadium super- defray the costs of travel to provin- program.
Orillia'sClub
Doug Decathalon
Reid won the last
first
annual
cial meets.
vised byHiggins and other Toronto
area coaches.
weekend amassing 6101 points to
"Varsity
Stadium
has
become,
in
Higgins formed the University of effect, a multi-use facility with track edge oul Ron Nastiuk, Dave Barrett
Toronto Track Club during the and field practicing in late afternoon and Dave Watt.
summer as a method of expanding
the existing track program which he
fell was lied too closely to the
Interfaculty Track and Field Meet
annual OUAA championship meet
in October.
September
— Varsity
First 26Place
WinnersStadium
"We
had
an
excellent
program
while il lasted, but once the league
Mile Relay (4 x 440) — (PHE)
Track Even is:
10 000 Metres — Brian Armstrong
meet was held most of our better
400 Metres Hurdles — Abo Albo (Vic)
athletes were forced to continue
F><-lrf EventsKO0
Metres
Final
—
G.
Feeney
(PHE)
their training programs at other city
Discus — MikeSokovnin (PHE)
100 Metres Final — Hung Dcr (Dent)
Pole Vault — Dave Barrett (PHE)
5000 Metres — John Sharpe (Vic)
clubs,"
Higgins
said
yesterday
Long PutJump— —MikeEricSokovnin
Little (Scar)
400 Metres (limed) — Bill Johnson (Vic) -Shol
The new program allows Varsity
1500 Mclrcs — Joe Saz(PHE)
athletes to continue training
High
Jump
—
Eric
Little
100
Metres
High
Hurdles
—
Abo
Albo
Javelin — John Pozhke
together on campus for almost the
200 Metres (timed) — Dave Howes (Trin) Triple
Jump — Dave Watt (Vic)
entire year.
Sprint Relay (4 k 1 10) —(PHE)
"Fortunately,
the
facilities
at
the
stadium are not in use most of the
GSA THURSDAY EVENING CINEMA
PRESENTS
TWO FILMS BY JOSEPH LOSEY
jllliE C^iRiSTiE /aIaN bATES

^Hf

—

^GOfbETWEEN
■
ff
7:30
%
accident
THURSDAY

9:30

OISE AUDITORIUM 252 BLOOR W.
$1.50 BOTH SHOWS, $1.00 AT 9:30

SEPT. 28

Centre
HART

for the Study of Drama
HOUSE

Student

THEATRE

Subscriptions

$3.00 for the Three Productions
Hart House Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $3.00 for the
three All-University productions. The student rate will be $1.25 for a
single performance. Subscribers are assured of the same seats and
performance evenings for the season. Two subscriptions only on
each A.T.L. card.
1 972-73 SEASON
THE MISANTHROPE by Moliere, translated into English verse by
Richard Wilbur
Directed by Donald Davis
Thursday, October 19 to Saturday, October 28
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
ROSMERSHOLM by Henrik Ibsen, translated by F. Marker and L.L. Marker
Directed by David Gardner
Thursday, November 23 to Saturday, December 2
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
HAMLET by William Shakespeare Directed by Martin Hunter
Thursday, January 25 to Saturday, February 3
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Box Office opens September 18, 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. - 928-8668
USHERS
three Hart House Theatre productions.
Volunteer Ushers are required for the Theatre
offices.
Please ««i»nhnnA 32B-8674 or call at

field
and
track
and fellow Olympian
The men's intercollegiate team TonySimpson
are perhaps the biggest
swings into action Saturday in the names Powell
on the UTTC but Higgins
McMasler invilational and then
stresses
lhat
publicity and building
travels to London October 3 for a
dual meet against Western, last reputations is not the aim of the new
year's OUAA runner-up.
"We're trying to create a program
Higgins expects many of thai will attract novices whether
Toronto's points will come from program.
are students, graduates or
pole vauller Bruce Simpson who they
finished fifth at Munich, OUAA whatever. Most of the fun in track
record holder in the discus Grant comes from participating and that's
Tadman, Dave Watt in the triple what we are encouraging."
practices start about 4:30 at
jump, plus distance specialists John (heDaily
Stadium.
Sharp and Peter Pimm.
Golf team 4th at Trent
The University of Toronto golf the next tournament.
In Georgetown last Friday and
learn
finishedlast
second
to Waterloo's
threesome
weekend
at the Saturday U of T. fell 16 strokes
behind
the first place University of
O'Keefe Invitational College and Waterloo
team. The Waterloo
University Golf Tournament, and
Monday.al the Trent Invitational squad's success was largely due to
fourth
MeCutcheon's Saturday
The Toronto threesome finished Tim
charge. Warriors finished with a
with a 471 total for 36 holes with threeman gross of 225 on Friday to
John other
Bays leading
the team players,
at 154. lake seven stroke lead over second
The
two Toronto
University.finishers, Lakehead
place
Doug Findlay and Tony Sergautis,
finished with scores of 158 and 159, MeCutcheon led and Brian
Harrocks tied from Algonquin
respectively-.
The U of T team also placed College tied in the first round at 75
second in the best-ball event with a each. However, MeCutcheon was
lliree under par on the outgoing nine
137 lotal.total.
three over Waterloo's 134 Saturday
winning
to pull away from all the
The team did not fare as well on other individual challengers.wilh the
Monday al Trent placing fourth out exception of Harrocks.
played 74 on the next
of seven participating universities. U nineHarrocks
for a 36-hole score of 149, three
ol T had a combined score of 314 for
Ihe IX hole match with front-runner shots behind MeCutcheon.
Waterloo scoring 301, Queens and Waterloo's Ed Heakes placed third,
U ot T's
Bays fouth.tournament,
Lakehead
tying coming
for secondthird
at 305,at andThe
O'Keefe
and
Carlelon
conceiveddirector
by Sheridan
College's
306.(<Fotir
of thecomprised
best scoresthe athletic
John Cruickshank,
live
man teams
the ontotal.)
The best four for Toronto were wil seeks lo become an annual event.
Paul Skinner with 77, Geoff Cruick. shank's senior aide, Dick
Morawitz, Steve Johnson, and Glen Rusehiensky, commented last
Placido. all with 79. Placido ex- weekend that the everil would
probably
lake placenexttheyearweekend
regret yesterday
at ToronThanksgiving
at the
to's poorpressedshowing
and said
that a after
end or the regular season and the
stronger team would be field ed for college
leagues.
The tournament sponsors hope to
bring in the top two teams from each
college section. The sponsors had
also hoped to make the event a
ALL GIRLS
For art
by national competition, but the cost
proved
too prohibitive.
photography,
As forto thebe future,
this Friday the
hostess service,
U
of
T
golf
learn will travel to
nude modelling
Kingston for the east section finals.
EXCELLENT PAY
Toronto's learn will be represented
PART TIME, FULL TIME
by Doug Findlay. John Bays. Tony
Sergautis.
Paul Skinner.Richard
The top Hughes,
four teamsandat
CaltANYTIME
920-3551
Kingston
on to 5theand finals
Carlelon onmoveOctober
6. at
Anthroposophical
Society in Canada
Invitation (o a Public Lecture
"From ideas lo ideals: a Breakthrough inmodern thought"
Alan onHoward
Time: Friday Sept. 29, 1972, 8.00
p.m. Place: Oise Hall, Rm. 204,
thur.)
252 Bloor W. (parking under the
building: enter from Prince ArAdmission: $1.00, students 50c.

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
Largest local distributor
,of quality
materialreference
Thousands of
manuscripts on file
call 964-7328
752A Yonge St

Ml STEAKS
The Varsity made
nonsense of this ad in
last Friday's paper. With apologies
to the Society of Friends, we herewith
try again.
MEET
hour of silence. We find
is anING
of QuakerERworkship
The common torm QUAK
that in this silence there may be a real meeting of people, onemay withbe
The experience
another, and each with something deeper.
refreshing, challenging, disturbing or merely dull, according to what
each brings lo it. Any of those present may be moved to speak, or the
meeting may find its strength in silence.
Meeting tor worship every Sunday at 11 a.m. Coffee hour after Ihe meeting
OF FRIENDS
RELIGIOUS 60SOCIETY
LOWTHER AVE.
(east of St. George, north of Bloor)
Phone 921-0368 lor Information about Sunday classes for all ages, and weekday
aciiviiies.
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053
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Other
The
Western Mustangs once
again lead the Western Section
of the OUAA as the midway
mark of the intercollegiate
regular season approaches.
The Mustangs have
semi-final
defeated
contenderslast— year's
the McMaster
Maerauders — twice — once in
exhibition play and again early
in the regular season. In
Hamilton the exhibition score
was 14-10, while the Mustangs
21-3. Western's
at home
won other
game so far resulted
only
in a lopsided 31-8 victory over
Guelph.

Teams

-Western

Section
defence holds firm and there is
some improvement on offence.
Last season, Lutheran was 148
for and was
133 97
against,
Waterloo
and 133whileby
comparison.
Up to now University of
Waterloo Warriors have only
played Guelph,
Waterloo
11-3. To won
add byto
Waterloo's troubles a new
quarterback has had to replace
Chuck Wakefield. The
Warriors' running game will depend upon Brian
Rick Howse
this year.Beatty and

Unless there are some
major injuries on the UWO
squad, it will be hard to displace
lust year's
YateswentTrophy
winners.
(Western
on to
beat University of Alberta
Golden Bears 15-14 to capture
the Canadian College Bowl).
The Mustangs appear to be
the Queens equivalent in the
Western Section. The team has
only lost three first-team players
from last year and that speaks
for itself as an indication of
strength. (Furthermore, over
two-thirds
of last year's players
have
returned.)
As was foreseen at the
beginning of the season, an important part of Westerns offence
will depend on the kicking of
Paul Knill, who picked up seven
points in the season's opener
against Guelph — one field goal,
plus four converts- Knill led the
Western Section last year with
51 points (on 11 field goals, 14
converts, and four singles).
Western's kicker averaged 40.1
yards per punt, while standing
third in the west and fifth overall
in the OUAA in punting.

With few exceptions, the
Mustangs look like the most
complete team in their section.
They should make a good run at
league title again this year.

McMaster Marauders will
fight it out with University of
Windsor Lancers for second
place in the west. At this time of
the season, and based on the
Marauders' past performance,
Last season Western had a one would expect the team to be
2-1 rushing versus passing playoffcondcontenders
consecutive year.for the semargin, and their game is likely
to be along the ground again this
A key reason could be the
year for the most part. In the return
of Jack Kennedy as
first game of the season, total coach, while
coach Ray
offence along the ground was Johnson is on head
one year leave
169 yards, while quarterback Joe of absence. a(Johnson
has
Fabiani made 10 passing
the team for the past
attempts for 72 years. Dave coached
Kennedy was head
Kerr, third best rusher in the four years.)
of the team before
west last year with 552 yards is coach
becoming
director
of athletics at
also back.
McMaster, and guided the
Marauders to the Canadian
While Western did not have College
Bowl in 1967 (where
an extremely powerful offensive they
10-9 toBears).
University of
squad last year (although they AlbertalostGolden
were first in the west in this
category), their defence shone,
Last season Marauders
concceding only 80 points in
finished first in the (old)Central
eight games.
Division of the Western Section,
However, the Mustangs with 1 1 points, one point greater
also led the Western Section in than Western, the first place
holder in the other western
yardage lost because of fumbles division.
(34 yards on 16 fumbles) and
penalties (837 yards).
The Marauders are
Nevertheless, end Don Dulmage
(OUAA and All Candian All potential threats chiefly because
Star) and defensive back Jim ihey finished second in the west
Budge have returned to bolster lasi season in both rushing and
the team.
passing totals. However, the

team's game was, for the most
part, along the ground with a net
gain of 1454 yards rushing, and
940, passing. Overall, the team
was second in yards gained for a
2894 total.
On offence, Barry Findlay
is expected to continue at
quarterback while half-back
Greg Higson (OUAA All Star)
has also returned. Higson was
second in the west last year with
556 yards on 62 carries.
McMaster's
defence,to
PaulForPerras,
returning
strengthen the team joins Derek
Forbes.
The only questionable part
of University of Windsor Lancers
this year is its defence.

McMaster's 155 for and 129
against looks more promising.
Also, if initial showings are any
indication, the Marauders
dumped Windsor 27 to 14 in the
opening game.
The other four teams in the
Western Section are likely to
fight it out for the remaining
four positions, — none of which
lead to semi-final playoff games.
(The
third meets
place the
Western
Seclion team
first place
Eastern section team.)
Across the road rivalry
between Waterloo Lutheran and
the University of Waterloo will
probably decide fourth and fifth
spots in Golden
the division.
The
Lutheran
Hawks have
only 18 returning players.
However,is the
quality of the
veterans
impressive.

Offensively, quarterback,
Andy Parichi (OUAA All Star)
was the leading passer in the
west with 1,095 yards to his
credit on 71 completions (of 105
attempts). Jim Wakeman, while
only
Windsor's
leadingplacing
rusher,sixthwasas the
second
highest scorer in the section.
Mike Urban placed second in
the west as receiver with 24
completions for 383 yards.

Offensive halfback Gerry
Blacker, who led the section in
rushing yardage last year (579
yards on 104 carries) is back, as
is defensive halfback Stacey
Coray (OUAA All Star.) Last
season, Lutheran also placed
first in the west in team rushing
and first downs (2082 — net, and
127 yards respectively) yet
finished only sixth in passing.

Lsst year, Windsor tied
with Wes[errT"in the Western
Division of the section with identical wins and losses (five and
three, respectively). However,
the Lancers had an offensive
point total of 127, while the
de fence gave up 147.

Linebacker Wally Parker
also
place-he
kickinghandles
chores.Lutheran's
Last season
finished second in the west, with
success on seven of 10 attempts.
Lutheran should be able to
capture fourth place if the

In 1972, Beatly was third in
the west in receiving (17 completions forfourth
189 yards),
while
Howse wss
in rushing
with 479 yards on 104 carries.
(Howse finished fourth despite
starling the season as a flanker.
He didn't really begin to carry
the ball until halfway through
the season.)
Even Buda
though(OUAA
offensive tackle John
and All Canadian All Star) has
returned, the defence will take a
great deal of building lo put the
Warriors in contention.
It is difficult lo say at this
time
— the
York
Yeomenwhich
or theteamGuelph
Gryphons
— will end up in the Western
section
by season's
York hascellar
switched
from eastend.to
west this year, and remains
somewhat of an unknown quantity. Yet past performance indicates
York'sfromonlyGuelph.
competition wthatil come
Last year, the Gryphons
were undergoing a "rebuilding
program. The inexperience
showed
team'ssix season
record ofinonethevictory,
losses
and one tie. Gryphons hope to
improve upon their meagre 79
point offence with help from
their leading rusher from last
season, Bruce Morris. (After one
west.) of play Morris was the
week
fourth leading rusher in the
AH in all, head coach Dick
Brown is relying upon the
maturation of his football team.
He'll need it to put York
Yeomen in the cellar.
York was mentioned a
couple of
ago in connection withweeks
the Blues-York
exhibition game. Since that loss,
York has also gone down to
defeat twice (a 27-7 loss to
Lutheran and 11-2 lo Windsor).
The only bright star after one
week of play appeared to be
Gerald Verge, who led the
league in passing with 231 yards
on 26 attempts. (Steve Ince also
looked good with 121 yards.)
If the
season
continues
in thepresent
same pattern,
Windsor will likely meet Queens
or
in oneandsemi-final,
whileOttawa
McMaster
Western
decide
who
will inrepresent
Western Section
the OUAAthe
final November 1 1.

UC principal Archie Hallett and Arts and Science dean Bob Greene (hidden) assist In the
gowning of president John Evans yesterday. Also seen on the platform are (from left)

Evans

installed

By EDWARD PODGORSKI
and dismissing
Ignoring two groups of student protestors
joke, John Evans
the serving of subpoena on him hewithofficially
became U of
delivered his firts major address as
in a regal ceremony performed on the
president
T's
yesterday.
campus
frontninth
Nearly 4,000 spectators sat through the hour-plus
performance, remaining fairly indifferent to small groups of
students protesting the university's day care policy and the
to a 1950's style
current library trials and finally warming
e by the Engineering Society's Lady Godiva
performanc
Memorial Band.
Sharing the platform with Evans were Ontario Premier
William Davis, Lieutenant-Governor Ross MacDonald, U of
Pauline McGibbon, Governing Council chairChancellor
T
man C. Malin Harding, assorte dignitaries from other
universities, and U of T's administrative big wigs. address,
Seconds before Evans was to begin his inaugural
in the defence
Tony Leah and Bill Schabas, students active platform.
Leah
mounted the
campaign for the library trials,presented
a subpoena,
with
him
Evans,
towards
swiftly
moved
and asked him to read it. (Legally, a person being presented
a subpoena must be made aware of its contents when it is
with
served.)

vice-provost Robin
handedna.
Schabas
poe
a similareously,
Ross Simultan
sub
.. _
the trial 01
both men to appear at the
The subpoenae require Getty,
arrested during March
in and Bill
Tom McLaughl
12 police raid on the Simcoe Hall occupation.
is wanted to explain to
Evans
that
d
Leah later explaine
the university what constitutes
behalf yofprope
the courtng on
rty. ...
,„
on universit
trespassi
their voices to
frequently had to raisechanting
Platform speakersprotesto
various
rs, who were
be heard above the
slogans. About forty demonstrators supporting the campus

Could!
dean James
EngineeringC. Malim
Harding. Ham, vlce-provost Robin Ross and Governing
chairman

amid

protest

Co-operative Day Care Centres, threatened with eviction by recognize financially something that has been a fact
the Governing Council's day care policy, shouted, "Police academically for 85 years, that is, the equal status of the
out, day care in" and "Two, four, six, eight; day care cannot students enrolled in church-related colleges. Action by your
be timely, Mr. Premier, to say the least.".
governmentin would
A smaller
contingent
Also, his speeech, Evans said that "our attention must
attention
to the library
trials. marched separately to draw
needs." asAnd,
of future
wait".Evans" speech, the only substantial remarks delivered at hebe strongly
focused
one
and science
Program in arts
acknowledged theonNewthe anticipation
in the
changes
making
in
success
for
prerequisites
the
nonof
the
with
university.
markedly
contrasted
inauguration,
the
including
guests,
platform
other
of
platitudes
controversial
SAC president Eric Miglin and the premier.
university should also
The president added that the PhD
Taking careful aim at the smiling premier, a former
program.
football chum of the president when both were U of T reconsider revamping its traditional
students, Evans chastized him for his government's refusal to Sword.The speech also praised last year's acting president Jack
"Dr. Sword has had the kind of experience that the post
fund the university's federated colleges at the same level as
university colleges, and deplored the recent tuition fee requires, and his steadfastness, integrity, and evotion to the
increases.
who
I am aware." Sword
parallel or whichcampus
university have noMetro
He received
he told Davis:"Let
twice, is now viceon and planning.
(students)
go now loud
and applause
pay later,when
not through
the dischargethemof last year called
— institutionalpolice
relations
burdensome loans but through the established practice of president
The installation ceremony has occurred at the U of T
aftcr-the
taxation."that higher tuition fees and limited only two other times in the last 40 years.
Evansfactreasoned
The "coronation" ended as the Lady Godiva Memorial
deter individuals of certain social groups Band paraded onto the field to serenade Evans and Davis, and
assistanceuniversity.
bursaryattending
from
childish antics.
their well-known
some ofEvans
Evans asked Davis "to reconsider the implementation of perform
with a construction hat, the apparent
this approach to the sharing of the costs of education through leaderPresenting
of the group, welcomed more warmly than the
circumstances apparently pre-arranged,
litgher"Ittuition
the basis
of accessibility."
is truefeesthaton there
is justification
for asking those who protestors a nd under hat
is to lead the university with."
benefit directly from higher education to accept a larger share advised, "This it,hardEvans
concluded, "I'm sure this is the most
Accepting
of its cost," he admited, but society is the principal
important
part oftheir
the exhibition,
academic dress."
beneficiary oTtheir education," Evans said.
other engineers and friends
Concluding
In asking for full provincial grant support for churchimmimicking
movie,
Godfather
The
parodied
the racist
affiliated colleges,
audience
that Trinity,
"economic
objectionsan toItalian
accent amid scattered crowd
developments
of recentEvansyearstoldhavehismade
Victoria,
and nature of migrant's
their performance. None of the platform guests
St. Michael's into depressed areas receiving inadequate seemed offended by their the display, and Evans later claimed
to have been oblivious to it all.
equalization
payments".
strong hope
the Ontario
plight ofgovernment
these colleges
afternoon concluded with four o'clock tea on the
niav "Itsoonis beouralleviated,
and that
that the
will bitck The
campus,
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HERE
TODAY
all day
Carolina Exchange — a unique
experience open lo all U ol T studentsApplications
at theOctober
Undergrad Office. Hart
House. Deadline
8:30 am 2.
Varsity Christian Fellowship prayer
meetings. Knox Chapel prayer meeting
majorsDaveon Ward.
OctoberHart Mlni-yo-wee
with
House Chapelweekend
prayer
meeting cover all topics.
Sam All welcome.
Toronlo Aclors Studio fourth annual
book sale. Books, records, and magazines
from 25 cenls on every subject. Ten per
cenl discount to U of T students on
purchases over $3. 390 Dupont St at
Brunswick.
11 am
Trinity Booksale: final two days to pick
up
books and/or
Devonshire
Place. Tillmoney.
1:30. St.
AgainHilda's,
from
4:30 to 5:30.
1 pm
Defence
meeting
tor "Open
Stacks
Four".Committee
Report onstudent
trial, proposed
continuing
defence. Sidfor
Smith, roomactivity
2106.2:30for pm
Minister ot Environment Jack Davis and
Liberal candidate Bill Kent (Peel South): a
discussion. Erindale4 pmCollege, room 292.
Weekly TillGSU7 pm.
wine and cheese party. 16
Bancroft.
4:30 pm
Track and Field work-outs for men and
women. A special eftort is being made Ihts
year loto start
a women's
Come
a workout
or speakteam.
to coachInterest?
Andy
Higgins at Hart House.
6 pm
Men interested In dancing In a PLS
production of a Ben Jonson masque,
please come to audition at dance studio,
second floor. Benson Building, or call
Mary Gitlin, 922-1293. No experience
necessary.
7 pm
The Innis Film Society presents Bunuel's
"The
Milky
Way".
Admission:
Auditorium. 7:30 pm S1- Med Scl
SMC FilmKnowledge"
Club presentsstarring
Mike Nichols'
•'Carnal
Jack
Nicholson,
Ann Margaret,
funkel.
Admission:
$1. Carr and
Hall. Art
AgainGar-at
10 pm.
8 pm
Toronto Anthoposophical Society
present Alan Howard speaking on the
possibilities of new knowledge latent in
human thought.
OISE 50Hall,cents.
room 204. Admis ion S1, students:
Free
street
dance
featuring
"Core". Beer
andSeminar
pizza. SMC.
outside Readings
the Coop.
on Sutism.
of the
prose,
poetry, and. music of the Sulis. ISC,
33 St. George.
U of T Communist Club Party: beerwlne-liquor bar. Rims: "The Selling of the
Penlagon" and "The Fall of Berlin". Ad-

AND

NOW

includes transportation and lunch. Bus
leaves
from International Student Centre,
33 St. George.
10 am
The Newman community attempts
formsfaithof worship
which aresetting.
expressions
our
In a university
Sundayof
masses are at 10 and 12. Coffee and
conversation after mass, St. Thomas
Aquinas Chapel., Hoskln and St. George.
11 am are subjects that
Worship and idolatry
will be considered In connection with the
second vice.command,
in the Hart InHousespirited
serJoin fellow-students
4:30 pmHart House.
singing and fellowship.
Supper, speaker,service
singing,
slides,
followed
then Coffee
House at by8:15.a church
6305:30Spadina
pm and Harbord.
volleyball, basketball,
tennis,Bowling,
broom-ball.
Speaker tableGreg
Dr. Bruce Alton speaking on B, F.
Skinner's book, "Beyond Freedom and
Livingston. 630 Spadina,
7:30 pm at Harbord.
Dignity"
Dinner: 7 60pm cents. University
SMC Film
Club presentsstarring
Mike Nichols'
■'Carnal
Knowledge"
Jack Lutheran Cahpel, 610 Spadina.
Nicholson.
Ann Margaret,
Art atGar-10
SMC Film Club presents Francois
tunkel.
Admission:
M. Carr Hall.andAgain
Trutfant's "Mississippi
starring
B pm
jean-Paul
Belmondo Murmaid"
and Catherine
Oenevue. Admission7:30 bypm series ticket. Carr
Graduates and faculty meet to Hall.
Again ay 9:30 pm.
consider
"TheRoom.
Christian
pm.
South Silling
House.His Mind".
9 pmHart and
Free
forum(PC).
with Andrew
Brewln
RonpublicAfkey
Robert Kaplan
OSRS dance. Dance to the Steitones steel (NDP),
(Lib), and cross-examined
mayorallty candidate
David
band. Bar and Buffet. Admission: 50 cents. Crombie,
on political
ISC. 33 St. Goerge.
response lo environmental Issues and their
own positions. Med8:30Sclpm Auditorium.
SUNDAY
9 am of Muskoka and the
Simchal Torah Rally. Bring voices,
Colour Tour: Tour
noise, and various other vocal cords.
Haliburton
A stopInn.willCost
be made
lor
lunch atHighlands.
Mattabanik
$6, Nathan Philip Square.

mis ion: 50 cents. Upstairs. GSU.
9 pm Dim by BunueT.
'The
Milky
Admission: $1- Way",
Med Scia Auditorium.
all day
SATURDAY
Audllions tor the Trinity Dramatic
ot Shakespeare's
Society's
"The
Winter'sproduction
Tale". Please
call Ed Reed,
stage
manager,Seeley
at 465-7986
Friday for an
appointment.
1:30 Hall,
pm Trinity.
day toDevonshire
pick 4:30up books
pmPlace.and/or
St.LastHilda's,
Till 5money.
pm.
Oktobertest
Parly.
Free
admlsslonl
Foodl Your favourite Oktobertest beverage
onUnion.taplTillMuslcl
1 am. Funl
7 pmGraduate Students

HART HOUSE ART GALLERY
RECENT ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 6
Mon. - Sal. 11 a.m. to 5 pjr>.
Weds. 11 a-m- to 9 P-mSunday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
OpenOct.meeting
3, 8:00 Tuesday,
p.m.
Music Room

MEAL for
TICKETS lunare available
cheon and dinner inusetheatGreat
Hall. Enquire at the great Hall
cashier.
$30 for 24 meals.
University beginners
chess, tournament
Sept. 29, 30,on Oct.
Registration
Friday1
Sept.
29
5:00 entry
p.m. -- Chess
Room
Free
Prize money
Unrated Novice Only

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TU ES., WEDS.. AND THURS,
FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

THE lit

ME

■ ixescns - * M*« MOB'S Frtm ■ Hairing
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
FILM CLUB
presents
I
CARNAL

I "I was sorry
! to see

|Iv Carnal
Knowledge*
end."
'Vincent Canby,
New Yotk Times fbI
i Urnta Bergen, Arthur Garfunkl J
? AruvMagrefand Jutes ftifia |
I Carnal Knowledge. f
An Av co Embassy Picture

KNOWLEDGE
Friday, Sept. 29,
7:30
and 10:00
Saturday,
Sept.P-m-30,
7:30 and 10:00 p.m.
CARR HALL
ADMISSION SI .00

i mWant

CAMERA CLUB
OPEN MEETING
5, 1972- 7:30
MUSICOCT.ROOM

to know

more

THURS. SEPT. 28 to WED. OCT. 4
DAILY OPEN 5:30 at 6 - 8 - 10
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY:
OPEN 1:30 at 2 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 10
STUDENTS $1.50 to 6:30 p.m. MONDAY to THURSDAY
The most outrageous
character this side of Jesus.

about

Birth Control?

If you want to know more about
birth control send for the free
"How-Not-To" booklet. It gives
the
plain language.
It's
FREEfactsfromin Julius
Schmid. makers
of quality contraceptives for men.
Ask for these well known brands
at your drug store.
FOUREX ♦ RAMSES ♦ SHEIK
JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED
32 Bermondsey Rd., Toronto 16, Ont.
Please
sent) me FREE "THE-HOW-NOT-TO-BOOK
(Prim clearly)
TO: Name.
Address
|
| City.

Y_S-272j

new

ywizer

651 YONGE ST.
925-6400
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Present petition to president
Ryerson
TORONTO (CUP) — A group
of 59 Ryerson students met with
campus administrators Wednesday
in a bid to have Jack Sword
removed from their Board of
Governors.
Sword, former acting president of
the University of Toronto was
named as Ryerson governor under
Bill 81, the Ryerson Charter, whi;h
stipulates U of T must appoint a
representative to the board as an
academic advisor.
Students protested the fact Sword
had called police to the U of T
campus last year during the John P.
Robarts Library dispute. They felt
he might be able to institute similar
action at Ryerson.They also condemned Sword for saying that
"most or onall women
will
default
loans borrowers"
for education.
Sword is also against student parity
with faculty on decision making
bodies.
Student union president David
Guplill presented Ryerson president
Donald Mordell with a petition
bearing 1600 signatures against
Sword and Bill 81. Mordell said he
would make sure that Sword
received the petitions.
Mordell said he agreed with
student demands to change Bill 81
and would notify
Queen's
Park tight
immediately but due
to the
schedule of the Ontario government,

students
action should not be expected before
November and may lake up to as
long as a year.
Mordell said it was not within his
power to have Sword removed. He
said he felt the man could give sound
academic advice to the institute and
until Bill 81 was amended Sword
would remaiii as governor. In the
birthday parly atmosphere of the
confrontation, students reacted with
uncertainty over the outcome.
The president pledged his support
for student action but rejected
demands lo have Sword removed.
Afler the confrontation, the board
convened and discussed the
evening's events. They unanimously
passed a motion lo present to the
new Minister of Colleges and
Universities, Jack McNie, to
change
the composition of Ryerson's board.
The motion, calling for a new
board consisting of four students
four faculty, four alumni and four
lay appointees was to be presented
lo McNie as soon as possible.
Dick Reid, Chairman of Ihe
Board, said he would present the
petition and an outline of what went
on al the meeting to Sword as soon
as possible.
The board was under the opinion
this action would force Sword to
resign or at least be an absentee
member until the bill could be
amended.

demand

removal

of

Sword

at near right Is board chairman Dick Reid,
Student governor Mike Walton addresses other Sitting
members of Ryerson's board Wednesday evening. with President Donald Modell next to him.
Duringfrom
the Sword
meeting which
Mordellsaidreadhe The board will sil in two weeks to Sword's resignation. Organizers of
a letler
discuss the Sword issue and bill 81. the action against Sword and the bill
(Sword) fell compelled by law to sit in the meantime the students al say they would like to confront the
on the Ryerson board.
Ryerson are still demanding new minister with the issue.

trial
ot Goldblatt
content of the notes which she had Canada Evidence Acl, he claimed.
just finished reading when she was
However, judge Charles Drukarsh
cross-examined
Austin Cooper. by defence counsel ruled that ihe Felicioni and Pug
evidence was valid because "they
were witnesses
to thenotscene."
He
if Atshe onewas point,
certainCoooper
that sheasked
was heron added
lhat they were
presenting
duly
ihe morning between
of MarchSword
12 when
written by the witness
the conversation
and statements
but had made notes of his
Westhead occurred. She stated that (Sword),
actual statements.
she
was
adjourned,
after
only
one
Once
the court admitted the
hour of testimony.
iwo sets of notes as evidence,
Earlier during the shorl court the defence examined extensively
the disparity in Ihe trespassing
session.voke Cooper
the Canadaattempled
Evidenceto Actin- evidence.
therre limes in response lo the Goldblall's trial will be continued
12, while Ihe trials of
prosecution's use of the secretary's onBillNovember
and Tom McLaughlin,
and the
policewoman's notes as also Gelty
direct
evidence.
charged in the March 12 raid,
are slated for next Wednesday at 10
One point of contention, as am.
Cooper saw it, was that Felicioni
and Pug presented evidence in
prof fights entry denial
Marxist
i was never told what the reasons were for my writing
By MARK BOEKELMAN
a withness's
For a see
reportpageof 7.Wednesday's (rial
testimony concerning
which ihe witness
had nol session,
and MARILYN SMITH
first approved.
Such a presentation
in'that file?
"UnderWhotheknowcloakwhatof issecrecy,
I have no power to would
refusal.
be
inadmissible
under
the
my
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — Although unable to assume challenge it (the decision.) For the last 26 weeks and
arbitrary
of
victims
the
been
have
I
status,
and
"vistor"
family
legal
his
of
because
duties,
leaching
his
Marxist scholar Istavn Meszaros, hired by bureucratic action," he charged.
eminentNo discussion on stipend
entry visa by
York University but refused a Canadian
"A terrible allegation had been made about me-that I
d
the Canadian Government, has nonetheless establishe
their
of
any
it's
think
don'l
I
risk.
security
a
am
with York since his surprise arrival in hxealihur.
close liason
beliefs". Meszaros lold
political
business tothecensor
says Welch
newspaper.
York mystudent
last Tuesday.
Canada
with
cuts
By NAD1M
WAKEAMSAC, Social Development. According lo
faculty
family's
my
Seven University of Toronto and 14 York
and
integrity
my
defend
to
here
am
lI
.
„
Minister of Social Development Sirman, once SAC had gone
of dignity''
members yesterday sent an open letter to Minister
through the Ministry of Health,
Asked how long he would stay, Meszaros replied, as Robert Welch has refused to meet their
Mapower and Immigration Bryce Mackasey asking forof
brief could then be considered
in view
of Ihe case
nsive review"
a "compreheanti-Stalini
the
discuss
to
long
as
necesary".
delegation
Hungarian
three
SAC
1956
and
a
the
in
wife
wilh
his
st actions
of
the support
had
Meszaros'
he
staled
He
by
Welch.
The
brief was in fact submitted to
by both Italian and children still in England and the support or his former culling ofmedical
for parasecurity clearance leaving
living
uprising and his subsequent
it 13 Deputy Minister of Health Stan
claiming lhat
interns,allowances
Hungary.
entire
the
as
lo his
well
as
Sussex,
of
British officials
University
the
employer,
appeal to intellectual community in Europe.
last week.
responsibility.
After waiting 26 weeks for a reply to tohisCanada
department's
nolHehisasserts
Creelman
commented on the
matter "fallsof Martin
to
Meszaros told the York student newspaper thatsta squarely
withinthatthe theresponsibility
Mackasey, Meszeros decided to come
anthropologi
social
a
Alavi,
into
Hamza
denial
the
friend,
for
close
reasons
the
bring
and
letter
yesterday
morning,
"If Welchof
case
isn't
concerned
with something
his
fightopen.
doing?
the
Ministry
of
Health",
with
which
ihe
was
recently,
University
Queen'sreasons,
SAC has already dealt.
teachfor atsecurity
toa visa
hired
delaying
the
said
He
this
magnitude,
what
is
the man
a
In
a
letter
to
SAC
university
refused
fought
lly
successfu
Lawyer Paul Copeland, who Gabriel Kolko in 1970,
luetics and the "disheartening political interviews commissioner John Creel man,
case Tor York history professor
"Is
he
merely
sitting
on
his butt
by
accepted
recieved yesterday morning, Welch
has laken on the battle to get Meszarospresident David smacked became
inquisition."
and decided not to persue said
"ll would be most appropriate,
discouraged
Alavi of political
ion officials. York for the lirst
Canadian immigratMeszaros
will
he
says
writing
Ihis
sort
of
letter?"
his career in Canada. However Meszaros
and Copeland
therefore, for you to continue your Welch, as one of our "super
Slater met with
ministers", oversees the ministries
intends to support fight to the bitter end.
eorjsullalion
with officials in that of
and told them "York
time Tuesdayreasonabl
Colleges and Universities,
.
appeals
letter
and
the
signed
who
e applications
faculty
T
of
U
nt
you in all
promine
The
The letter was in reply to a Health, Education, and Correcof York include political scientist C.B.Macpherson, English
Slater has written to Mackasey ontic behalf
tional Services.
d,
request
for
a
meeting
submitted
with
Friedlan
r Northtrop Frye, Law dean Martin
asking for a "an urgent and sympathe rev.ew of the professo
l Peter aministry."
brief on the stipends by SAC.
principa
lnnis
Robson,
John
l
principa
Vic
.
Safarian
Ed
e
dean
Varsity
staff (sic)
The brief argued againsl last
CllAnd the York faculty have established
an group
Ad Hocis Russell, and Graduat Graduate dean Michael Collie,
Signing at York were
Committee Tor Freedom to Teach.. The
fall is upon us
the living
Edward Dosman, Social April's announcement
of the political science chairman
for studentsthatdoing
work The
There's a chill in ihe air
discussion Monday with
holding an open
supporting
faculty.
.several ,
Science chairman Mel Hill, Science Faculty dean allowances
as
interns
would
be
abolished
The
Yolton,
John
chairman
y
philosoph
So beVarsity
there! staff is meeting again
his more than Robert Lundell,
continues to deposit
Although Yorksalary
s Glendon College principal Albert Tucker, and Atkin- because of "financial
account Meszaro
in a bankofficials
a year the account
Air
conditioning is guaranteed al
$20,000 draw
son Coliegedeaii
could accuse
as
from
cannot
The
leller wasHarryalsoCrowe.
signed by political science considerations".
Welch's reply comes in the face of the third weekly Varsity staff
is
os
Meszar
on
strain
The
y.
meeting
today at I pm, 91 St.
illegall
working
professor Neil Wood, who interviewed Meszzaros a statementecutive
him of
by Roberl
Sirman, ExOfficer(Secretarial)
for George, second floor.
intense and in an inlerview earlier this week, he in England last year before York hired him,
appeared tired and nervous.

heard
evidence
Conflicting
Theresa
Falcioni, a university
By ALEXANDRA
obtained his instructions from camMERCER
employee describing herself as a
pus security and safety officer communications
stated
third session
of the Weslhead. Bui, university vice- that her notes of secretary,
what Sword said
trialYesterday's
of Mark Goldblatt
on charges
dent al iheJack
time,Sword,
said iheacting
samepresiday were: "Go ahead in five minutes:
of assaulting and obstructing police president
lhat he ordered police into Simcoe around 1 1 o'clock: no individual
during
the break-upof ofSimcoe
last spring's
first occupation
Hall Hall believing the occupiers would arresls: only those who resist should
focused on whether the occupants not he considered trespassers.
U of T policewoman Joanne Pug
Yesterday, two prosecution
were legally charged with
was listening in on another
withnesses who had both recorded bewhoarrested."
trespassing.
the
ciritical
conversation
between
telephone extension noted the same
On Tuesday, U of T chief security
officer Gordon Huff testified that he Westhead and Sword when Sword ilems as Falcioni. However, her
called in police assumpting that the gave the orders for police in- record of the conversation also convolvement gave differing evidence as
occupiers of Simcoe Hall were
tained the statement "advise them
lo the use of the trespassing order in
trespassers.
thaiLater,
ihey Pug
are trespassing.'*
Huff maintanied that he had Sword's statement.
could not recall the
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Alex Podnlck
91 St. George St., 2nd floor
Office
Phone
"Big dealbut yesterday,
923-8741, 923-8742
"Yeah,
there washuh?"
a bigger deal in
Advertising Manager Bob BrockhouM
— campus cop replying to student
923-8171
questionEvansfollowing installation ol president
Phone
John
Moscow".

is

Furthermore, a countervailing
argument of even greater significance is
the influence that this policy of your
government's
may haveandon this
accessibility
university education
applies notto
only to full-time, but also to part-time and
graduate studies for mature students. The
combination of higher tuition fees and
more limited bursary assistance will act as
a serious deterrent to individuals from
lower income groups, from large families,
and from those families who have come
recently to Ontario and who are least
certain about their future.

principal

beneficiary

of

I hope, Mr. Premier, that your
government will be, willing to reconsider
the implementation of this approach to the
sharing of the costs of education through
higher tuition fees on the basis of Its
impact on accessibility. Let them go now
and pay later, not through the discharge of
burdensome loans but through the estaxation. tablished practice of after-the-event

education7
Dr. John Evans yesterday delivered his
first major address as president of the
University ot Toronto. His comments
focussed on the college system, recent
fees increases, and planning within the
university. Excerpts from his speech are
printed below:

In this university, the federation of
church and state colleges was the basis
for institutonal development. From the
very beginning, Toronto has given full
academic recognition to all its Arts and
Science students without reference to
their colleges. Unfortunately, the
economic developments of recent years
have made Victoria, Trinity and St.
Michael's the three church-related
colleges into depressed areas receiving
inadequate equllalzation payments. It is
our strong hope that the plight of these
colleges may soon be alleviated, and that
the Ontario Government will recognize
financially something that has been a fact
academically for 85 years, that is, the
equal status of the students enrolled in the
chuurch-related colleges.
Action by your government would be
timely. Mr. Premier, to say the least! It
would endorse an academic reality, and it
would enable us to preserve and build on
a valuable inheritance. The legacy of
separate colleges can be turned to our
advantage in an institution of this size. One
of the early decisions of Dr. Claude Bissell
after he became President of the University was that the college system should be
the basis of the undergraduate expansion
which began its steep climb at this university inthe late 1950's. There had been
a plan for a massive high-rise dormitory
development which would have created
two different kinds of university bisected
by St. George Street.
Dr. Bissell made a persuasive case for
keeping to the concept of the small unit
and thus establishing a structural
safeguard against the disadvantages of
bigness. This was only one of the farsighted actions that marked a presidency
of great insight and imagination. It is
infesting in 1972 to find strong expres ions ofInterest in the United States
in college systems as a means of
"avoiding the inflexibilities associated with
excessive bigness".
In spite pf their important social role
most of our colleges, however, have not
devoped a distinctive educational

The Versify, a member of Canadian
Untvershy Press, was founded in 1680
ministrative Council theof theStudent;."
University
and
of TotIsonpublished
to and isbyprinted
by Dai sonsAdPress
Lid.
Opinions
expressed
in thisof
newspaper are not necessarily those
the
Administrative
.Council
orFormal
theStudents'
administration
of
the
university.
or businesscomplaints
operationabout
of thethepapereditorial
may
be addiessed
to
the
Chairman, CamBoard pusot Relations
Directors.Committee,
91 Si GeorgeVarsitySt.

Planning is not an activity that is
confined to the centre, although there is
much work to be done centrally In the
handling of information and integration of
concepts.cussionBut
a major ofshare
of the must
disand definition
objectives
be a grass-roots
activity.
Given
the
dimensions of the task, it will take time and make
heavy
us. demands upon the energies of al of

character. An interesting analysis made
this year by the Registrar of Trinity showed
that social, denominational and
geographic considerations, rather than
academic,
applicants'
of college govern
in most thecases,
and mychoice
own
conversations with students tend to confirm that finding. Indeed, It is difficult for
advisers in the high schools to help
students choose among the various
colleges
to identify
differences and
between
them. significant
Moreover there is evidence that the
subjects which at Toronto have
traditionally been identified as college
subjects are on the wane in the free
market that now exists in the secondary
schools.
It seems to me highly desirable for the
colleges to attempt to establish a distinctive educational flavour, and I
recognize that this may be Impossible to
accomplish within the framework of the
traditional college subjects. The problems

involved in making changes should not be
minimized, but I suggest that some of the
prerequisites for success are already in
our hands. We have the flexibility given by
the
Program inconcept
Arts and atScience'
the Newmulti-faculty
New
College and Innis College;and the tradition of the sharing of resources which is
well established, though restricted in its
application, between University College
and all the other colleges.
I have made separate comments about
full-time students, part-time students, and
graduate students, but there is one common theme that is currently of concern to
all students. That is the policy direction
taken by your governement, Mr. Davis, in
asking students to assume additional
responsibility for the cost of their education through the tuition fees they pay. it is
true that there is justificacion for asking
those who benefit directly from higher
education to accept a larger share of its
costs, but society Is the principal
beneficiary of their education.

Different groups will have different
contributions to the determination of objectives, and there wll be conflicts and
abrasive
differences
of opinion.theSuch
confict is essential
to generate
energies
that are required to cope with change and
achieve reform.
The thing to watch is to ensure that the
conflict is task-oriented, and not merely
directed against other groups or other
individuals. Conflict becomes sterile indeed, counter-productive If it is
focussed on other Individuals or groups. A
tug-of-war
doesn't ofcover
much genuine
ground.
But the process
resolving
differences of opinion should evoke the
best and most creative potentialities in the
powers of all concerned, and set off the
sparks from which new Initiatives and
conceptual breakthroughs originate.
The planning problems of a large
university today are inevitably linked to the
problems of the whole country as It tries to
cope with the post-Industrial society, and,
indeed, linked to the planning problems of
a world facing the implications of total
responsibility for the world environment.
The Munich tragedy, and Ulster, and Vietnam, illustrate that the world scene, like
our own, is plagued with conflict that Is
focussed on other Indlvluals and groups
rather than on the crucial tasks to be
done. These considerations are within the
frame of reference of the new generation
of students, and their views, arising from
their sense of sharing world responsibility,
should be part of the planning process.
The challenge ahead Involves
maintaining or Increasing quality and adapting much more rapidly to new needs
in education,
research and ofpublic
service,
without
an enlargement
purchasing
power in real terms. As I have safd, our
ingenuity is obviously going to be severely
taxed, but this is preferable to taxing more
severely the Income of the public which
supports us.
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Reader can't find
distortion in press
I read yor article
aboutcompletely
Toronto's
newspapers
and was
"ripped olT".
do not The
understand how Firstly,
yo can Icriticize
Star just because it is a large
newspaper.
However, what turned me off
roost were your comments about the
Toronto Western Hospital dispute.
I find il hard to believe the extent to
which
you wereof the
"sucked
in" byI have
the
"sob stories"
unionists.
spent two and a half months as a
patient at that hospital in the pasj
two yerars. Also, my sister is a
nurse and observed the situation
First-hand,

I can tell you that those workers
are so la/.y
deserve
to beandpaidslowon that
par they
with don't
hard
working, native born Canadians.
(The orderlies used to come and
watch Football games with me in my
rooniiOh, what a "menial task")
What also "turned me off" were
your cynical remarks about doctors
mopping floors. Do you realize how
much money the Canadian government (people) have invested in their
training and how much time worker
these doctors have spent in their
training Do you also realize that it
Costs an incredible amount of money
(also thai of the Canadian people) to
run these hospitals? Do you also
realize lhal many of these doctors
are al the hospital, operating or
doing rounds, el cetera for 16 hours
a day (My doctor was in at seven
am and sometimes didn't leave until
lifter three am.) Yet, you believe it is
good FoMhem to have to spend their
time mopping floors. (I was told
thai the doctors did the job in a
Iriiclion of the time that it took your
"underprivileged
One thing I wouldworkers".)
like to mention
is lhal now ihe hospital finds it
cheaper to use disposable sterile
equipment than to hire people to
sierili/e ihe old equipment (and
that's a fact). They are just not hiring people for all the old jobs be-

shoe
WELL

ihe cosl of labour, and that is the
fault of ihe union.
Now, I ask where are the union
leaders now? Why, off to cause
trouble somewhere else, leaving the
poorI have
worker
writtensranded.
all this to show you
(hat your biased and untruthful
report has permanenntly marred my
belief in the validity of any articles I
read in The Varsity from now on.
You have written what I am sure
vou consider beautiful criticisms of
The Star, Globe, and Sun , but I
have never read such distorted and
perverted deceptions in any of these
papers. You insult me by suggesting
lhal just because I am a university
student thai I like to read second
hand propaganda. Addison Collier
MORE ON DAVID...
studies every sunt lav
morning
at ten tolounge
ten
in our txHuufiil
HAY RIDE ! at sixthirty, Saturday night*
RE THERE 5CftO>»>
avenue id. chwch
/tydCAt f «lloui/hip

ftovTraue

university took it upon itself to
designate Mr. Miglin as spokesman
without consulting the Graduate
Students' Union or the Association
of Part-Time Students. The problem
was one of simple courtesy, not
September
26,
1972
pretension. I have never had a desire
Dear Editor:
It appears that The Varsity to speak sat
the bepresident's
intal ation; itwill
long enough
missed the central point of the letter without additional
speakers. What I
"which I sent to Mr. Dickinson regar- did
desire was that graduate
ding the choice of Eric Miglin as
be consulted and informed
spokesman for all the students of the students
before decisions are made for them
■ ceremony.
university at Dr.Kahn
Evans'created
installation
the in the name of the university.
Wendy President
Le Blanc
erroneous impression that 1 whished
to speak at the ceremony.
My central point was that the
Graduate Students' Union
Hart House invites you to a
GSU only wanted
to be consulted

ST. PAUL'S RIDING
CANDIDATES MEETING
1 PM , OCTOBER 2
DEBATES ROOM , HART HOUSE
PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
RON ATKEY
NEW DEMOCRAT
MARY
BOYCEHILL
COMMUNIST
ELIZABETH
INDEPENDENT
KAY MACPHERSON
LIBERAL
IAN WAHN MP.
MEET THE CANDIDATES IN AN INFORMAL
RAP SESSION. ALL WELCOME!
it s MICHAELMAS
at ST. THOMAS
TODAY: Eucharists: 7 and 10 a.m.
Solemn Eucharist 6:15 p.m.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1
Eucharists:
7, 8 Solemn
and 9:15Eucharist
a.m. 11 a.m.
Procession and
Solemn Evensong, Procession and Devotions 7 a.m.
ST. THOMAS' ANGLICAN CHURCH
Huron Street, South of Bloor
(One Block West of St. George)

STACKED

AN 4,tH&El
UNiVEkl
610 SPADINAlTYAVE. LfrHEk
TORONTO
ONTARIO
1 1 Dinner And Discussion
Would diyou
like into a belaboratory?
psychologically
and contioned like rats
Not evencontrolled
for the sake
of a
better society?
Behavioral psychologist's book "Beyond Freedom and
Dignity" suggests the only way we shall improve our society is
by compelling persons to make a conditioned-response.
Trinity College's Dr. Bruce topic,
Alton, and
philosopher
of religion
suggest alternatives
will speak on this
and aculture,
for
different kind o( freedom.
Dinner 5:30 (60c.) Speaker and discussion 6:30 P.M.
Sunday evening Oct. 1. The Lutheran Campus
Center is across from New College, below Harbord.
Lawrence E. Martin, University Chaplain
Available for conversation and counselling.

rown Iear
ndwrched (
nly $33.00

Salon

Regis

Hairstylists
Park Plaza Hotel
170 Bloor St. W.
924-2153
Open Thursday and Friday Nites
COD orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored
Fairview Mall
262 Yonge St.
Oshawa
Shopping Centre
1475 Yonge St.
Adams Apple Boutique
101 Bloor St. West
126 Bloor St. West
Shopper's World, Brampton

Haircut Blow-Set Color
Have it done by professionals
4 CO/
| t) fO

Discount to
U of T Students
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Mass protest again exam

rules

boycott
sfudents
law
Quebec
have
not
been
accepted
to
the
bar
sent an ultimatum to the bar
have
may
students
law
MONTREAL (CUPI) — Quebec
association two weeks ago calling for the abolition of bar
some support in their fight with the provincial bar exams.
pained
association.
Provincial justice minister Jerome Choquette appeared
.lean Moison, battonnier of the bar, refused to consider
sympathetic in a meeting with students Monday night. He the demand. "Law rules and resolutions of the bar oblige us to
lolil the students to go through the normal channels in their hold exams," he stated, "and you must understand that our
negotiations, hut to return to him if they failed.
The students are protesting bar admittance exams which answer to your request must be negative."
In response, the students passed a resolution Thursday
5X per cent of the students writing failed earlier this year.
Thev say the exams are an attempt by the bar association to asking the National Assembly to pass a private bill doing
maintain its privileged position as a select professional group. away with the law.
Students must
intensive
davs regurgitate
of tests. their entire law studies during three beforeMoisan's
the latestdecree
set ofwasbarhanded
examsdown
were ontoThursday,
be written.one day
Fearful"
that
their
years
of
study
may
be
in
MeGill
Graduate
students
responded
by
boycotting the
vain. Quebec undergraduate law students and graduates who
Graduates and Faculty
meet to Consider:
THE CHRISTIAN
AND HIS MIND
S. Sitting Room
Hart House
Sat., Sept. 30
8 p.m.

FIRST
CONGREGATION
175 UNITARIAN
St.(31Clair
AvenueAvenue
Road) West
Sunday Morning Service and Discussion
TOPIC; LET'S
UNITED
APPEALLOOK AT THE
Participants:
Bill Schaeffler. Director of
AHocaiions and Agency Relations
United
MetropolitanCommunity
Toronto Fund ot
Bill Fisher. Community Worker
Moderator: Dorene Jacobs
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1972
11.00 A.M. following Ihe
Coftee
Service. andThe Discussion
public is welcome

TRINITY COLLEGE CHAPEL
SERVICES
SUNDAY
9.30 A.M. SUNG EUCHARIST
and Address
Eucharist dailyWEEKDAYS
at 12.15 p.m. except
Friday - andSungEvensong
Eucharist8.30at 7.30
Martins
a.m. a.m.
and
6.00 p.m. Wednesday Evensong 6 p.m.
Festal Cathedral Evensong with choir
- preceeded by Organ Recital at S.45
Chaplain:
A.B. Slaved
Tel: 928-3288

today
classes
mid-torm tests and setting up pickets outside the Quebec Bar
School and the Palais de Justice in Montreal. They were
joined by undergraduate law students from the University of
Montreal and- MeGill, making a group of over 1000
demonstrators.
The day before, 700 of the 1000 University of Montreal
law students voted almost unanimously to abolish the bar
exams and join the picketing. The MeGill Law
Undergraduate Society also voted unanimously to boycott all
classes today "to show our support for the action of the bar
On Monday, three students representing Quebec's 4,500
law students met with Choquette and came away saying, "The
students."
Minister was extremely sympathetic to our cause."

VOLUNTEERS
MEN AND WOMEN
URGENTLY REQUIRED TO
WORKCHILDREN
IN INNER-CITY
WITH
5 TO 12
YEARS OF AGE.
APPROXIMATELY 3 HOURS
PER WEEK.
CALL CENTRAL
NIEGHBORHOOO HOUSE
925-4363
FOR APPOINTMENT

DAOUST...
THE
BREAKTHROUGH
SKATE

BROKEN

Unclassifieds
DYNACO SCA-35 STEREO Amp-Preamp
$90.
Oynaco FM-3
tuner S80.$250.00
2 AR
4ax speakers
$100.stereo
As package
firm all work pertectly. 534-7696 alter 6.
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used tur
coals from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadlna
betweenof tunQueen
and 8-18.
Dundas. Good Ave.selection
furs sizes
Cleaning and repairs (tur and lur fabric)
353-6077. open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.
1971 OPEL
KADETT,
deluxe$1,850
wagon,or bestexcellent condition,
4 speed,
offer private 694-4475
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses, essays-French, Latin-experienced
typists-electric typewriters, 713 Spadina
Ave. (south Bloor) 922-7624
TRINITY BOOK SALE: Saturday is the
last date for pick-up ot books and/or
money 1.30PI.pm.-5.00
p.m. Si.
Hilda's,•
Devonshire
(Friday hours
11.00-1.00
4.30-5.30
DAY CARE CENTRE with flexible Montessori Program. New. parent co-operative
near Bathurst and Queen. Ages 2-1/2 (o 5.
Possible municipal subsidies. 922-5296 alter 5. Open Nov. 1,
BEN'S
MENS
H AIR ST Y LI N G
(specializing
in long hair)250 InCollege
the Clarke
Institute
ot Psychiatry.
St..
Tel.
924-6811.
Ext. 560
BEAUTIFUL ROOM, quiet tive minute
walk to Jane subway station, $60/month.
Phone: 767-7915
HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental
can solve it. Complete apartment or just
the pieces Asyou lowneed.as Ideal
more
sharing.
$10.00for two
per ormonth.
Marty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485
Queen St. W. 368-8051 or 366-6433. '
SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.
Going out of business after 42 years.
Pearl Furniture. 29 Centre Ave. (behind
new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.
Bargains Bargains.
PRIVATE TUTORING Need any help?
Private tutoring in first and second year
35physics,
Howlandmathematics.
- 925-0203.Sudhir
Be sureJoshiand (M.S.)
successful.
FREE ROOM AND BOARD with pay for
female student for babysitting and light
household duties. Apply: Mrs. Griffin 4879274
ATTRACTIVE
MODELS WANTED Phone
964-1575

This is Daoust's. National
300 — without the kangaroo
leather casing. Constructed
oftested
top quality
materials
for strength
and —
durability
—
this
boot
you the comfortable fitgives
Daoust is famous for. When
you ask for the National
300. you're
asking
best
— a skate
you forcanthe
depend on . . . year after
year.
Daoust distinction
With over 75 years of
experience, Daoust has
created an impressive line
of skates — including the
superb National 100 and
the rugged Junior Pro . . .
the. skate for the future
superstar.
kThe Daoust line also
includes
skates.ladies'
Of solid
construction
and
elegant
►look, this
model— the Ice Ballet is a Daoust top seller.

PERSONS TO HAND OUT FLYERS. In
Downtown Area. Afternoons and nights.
Call: 367-9750 or apply on 5 Elm. St.
TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT, special
student rates. $5.00 monthly. Free
fice Services.
delivery,
phone 486-6029. Associated Of2. Snug heel fit pattern.
3. Full ballistic nylon mesh
interlining for maximum
foot protection.
4. Fully lined with English
kip leather.
5. Leather forcoutsole
ed atshank reinwith
special
pegs
for extra
strength.
6. Pro style leather sole
with heel lift.
7. Rigid box toe —
guaranteed.
8. Long
moisture-resistant
counters.
9. Tough resistant tendon
guard.

14. Unbreakable tempered
steel safety guard.
15. Steel and two anti-rust
copper boot
rivetstoatblade.
heel
secure
16. Rockwell Test blade
reading of 58-60.
17. Shoe treated with
Sanitized^ process.
The official skate of the
National Hockey League
Players Association.

INVOLVEMENT
A high
school
student. BeIN aTUTORING
volunteer with
the
Earlscourt Community Project, a siudenl
is waiting for you. Please call Alec - 5323303.
2Suitable
ROOMS forIN CO-OP
for Oct. 1st.or
single HOUSE
at $100/month
couple
$l20/monlh.
subway at463-4819
after 6.Close to Chester
ANTIQUE SHOW - Sale New Agricultural
Building, Woodstock. Ontario. Oct. 6, 7 - 8
noon.
; Friday, open 6 p.m. - Sat. and Sunday at
FREE ROOM AND BOARD plus $30 monthly for female student In return for baby
Sitting duties. Close to University. 920FOR
LADIES: Massage
pedlcur-fadal 713by
cosmetology.
R.M.S. -Parviainen.
Spadina
924-3022 Ave. (2nd floor) lor appointment
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Sword's testimony contradicted
Orders
By STEWART GOODYEAR
Campus safety and security
officer J.F. Westhead yerterday disagreed with U of T vice-president
Jack
that heSword's
authorizedprevious
police toassertions
evacuate
Simcoe Hatl with the understanding
that charges of trespassing would
not be laid against occupiers.
According to Westhead, when
Sword phoned his orders for the
evacuation he made no mention of
trespass but
no explicitnot in-be
structions thagave
t demonstrators
charged.
Instead Sword instructed that
police were to enter Simcoe Hall,
order demonstrators to leave,
alloow a short period for valuntary
evacuation, then remove those who
remained, arresting resisters, stated
Westhead.
He interpreted these instructions
to mean that all occupiers removed
by police from the Senate chamber
should be charged with trespass.
During the March I3th
evacuation 19 people were arrested
for trespassing, though these
charges were later dropped at the
university's
were
charged with request.
more seriousFouroffences:

given
to arrest
trespassers:
police
tative of the tone of the entire who was taken out of Simcoe Hall and the chief of the campus police.
Tom McLaughlin and Goldblatt
by two police with her sweater According to his testimony he was
with obstructing police, Bill Getty, occupation.
told that students were trespassing,
up to expose
her breasts.
Randy Reynolds and Goldblatt with
During the weekend pulled
Westhead
first stated
that he that they were to be given a chance
assaulting police.
demonstrators
barred
entry
to
Simobserved
the
woman
apparently
to leave voluntarily and if they
coe Hall to all but their supporters,
Appearing as a witness for the
crown Westhead stated that he Westhead asserted.
rolling her sweater upwards as she remained in Simcoe Hall they were
turned
todescend
the
stairs.
He
stationed
campus
police
to
removed, farcibly if necessary,
relayed Sword's
to chief nearby to inform those entering that Although he said he could see the andbe arrested.
univrsity
securityinstructions
officer Gordon
position
and
motion
of
her
hands,
Huff to organize the evacuating they were doing so illegally.
Sproule emphasized that
While in Simcoe Hall during the Westhead added that he had a poor Westhead was clear in his request
force. The eviction began 40 minutes
later.
that
the occupiers be charged with
view
of
the
woman
and
couldn't
see
didn'tchamber,
witness whether she was leaving peacefully trespass.
Westhead said that his eviction,
the entry Westhead
into the Senate
conversation with Sword was but said he watched demonstrators or being restrained.
Metro police followed the
Under cross-examination by unversily
recorded by secretaries listening in leave via the main hall and stairs.
police to the 2nd. floor of
on other lines and that he will be _ Most left peacefully, he said, defence lawyer Austin Cooper, Simcoe
Hall where they found that
Westhead
admitted
that
she
was
some
demonstrators
had retreated
able to present a transcript of the though some were in "various stages
orders to verify his statements.
being forcibly brought down the to the Senate chamber, barricading
of resistence", shouting and corridor,
in the grip of two officers. the door, said Sproule.
Questioned by the Crown struggling. He stated that the police
a photograph
ad- There was disturbance in the
attorney,
the Hall
stu- were "restraining" a few of the When
milted shown
that both
of her armshe had
dents had Westhead
broken intosaid
Simcoe
occupiers,
but
that
he
saw
no
signs
corridor, and though he was able to
of
violence.
been tightly held.
observe a police detective apparently
after a rally in Convocation Hall on
After
more
questioning,
When
shown
photographs
of
Friday March llth in what he
speaking to the occupiers through a
described as an illegal occupation. police manhandling demon- Westhead finally stated he couldn't small opening of the Senate door,
strators, Westhead became vaque swear what had happened with the Sproule said he was unable to hear
Campus police were dispatched to
repeated that he saw little sweater, because his view of the what was said. Nor did he hear the
the upper floors to seal off rooms, and
situation had been a poor one.
particularly the office of the vice- violence.
given to the ocAt one point during his testimony.
When questioned about the warning cupiallegedly
president, said Westhead. He
ers byHufr.was then shut, said
added that he witnessed Judge Charles Drukarsh told effectiveness of Huff's warning to The door
that rather than reporting demonstrators that they were about
to force entry police broke
aggressiveness and "throwing of Westhead
hearsay, he should merely speak to be evacuated and that they had Sproule;
one of the door panels, knocked it
fists'*
by
the
students
when
they
the
opportunity
to
leave
voluntarily,
factually
of
what
he
himself
had
were restrained by police.
out
and
Westhead said that he heard the opening. climbed through the
The Crown attorney then witnessed.
announcement.
But under further
According to Sproule any
Later,
he
identified
the
woman
suggested that this was represenexamination he admitted that there violence had subsided by the time he
was much noise and confusion out- entered the chamber; police were
side the Senate chamber and that "restraining" demonstrators and he
occupiers may no have understood saw no assaults. He escorted one
SAC
to finance
campaign
for
their position.
building
and waited
Westhead added that he was person
outsidefromuntilthe all
occupiers
were
unable to identify Goldblatt.
gathered.
The
demonstrators
The Crown then called inspector then photographed and taken towere
fee strike referendum
upcoming
the
David Sproule of the 52nd precinct
By FERNANDO TRAFFICANTE
station.
oppose the fees boycott was defeated. SAC is of Metro police to the stand. police
When
questioned
by
the
defence
constitutionally forbidden to give grants to any external Sproule stated that he led the city Sproule agreed that the photographs
SAC, while narrowly voting to support in principle groups, and thus would have had to find an opposition police in their actions during the exhibited represented the kind of
evacuation.
a fees strike in January if Ontario Federation of group among SAC members.
action he had seen, but maintained
Students demands are not met, steered clear of
Arter being called by Huff at 8: 15 building.
A further motion asking that half the money
that police had held themselves in
for the campaign be allowed for Sunday morning, said Sproule, he
conductingreferendum.
a strong "vote yet" campaign in the allocated
upcoming
representation of the opposing vietpoint was also was given a brieffing by Westhead check, "guiding" occupiers from the
Instead, the council voted Wednesday to finance to defeated.
The decision to hold the referendum was nearly
the extent of $1150 a campaign, that according to
communications commissioner Debra Lewis, would be unanimous, while the motion to "accept in principle a
"factually oriented".
fees boycott in January" if the OFS demands are not
"We will try to present as clear a picture as we can, met passed only by 20 to 17.
The vote supporting the eventual motion to hold If donors agree, Rotenberg
she said. "The committee running the campaign will try
run
the
"factual campaign" was by a margin of two to
to explain
both
sides
of
the
question."
The last time an issue of this nature errupted was
in I969 when SAC ran a referendum on the now one. In the debate, Miglin said that "SAC must be
defunct Canadian Union of Students. Conservative prepared to take a meaningful role vis-a-vis the fees will publish their names
forces on council strongly objected when SAC voted
He added that although he does not believe that
$500 more to the pro- than anti-CUS organization.
By LORNE SLOTNICK
The parallel was strongly in the minds of at least the referendum or a fees boycott would cause the 9.
boycott."
candidate David Rotenberg said Tuesday night that he is
government
to reverse their decisions regarding fees willingMayoralty
some
at
Wednesday's
meeting.
This
time,
however,
a
to make public a list of all campaign donors who agree to have their
council committed to supporting the OFS demands and and loans, a strong stand by the students might
names published.
fees strike decided to run both a for and against reduce the size and number of future fee increases.
In other matters, a constitutional amendment
campaign.
This apparent change in policy came at a Citizen's Forum meeting of
The stand adopted by council was the watered which would allow SAC to give grants to groups both about 70 people at City Hall on the problems and politcs of wards 5, 6, and
down version of a motion originally moved by president within and without the university was referred back to
remained for only a few minutes, but the audience had a
Eric MigHn, vice-president John Fielliwell, Lewis and the constitutional committee, Straw votes had revealed chanceRotenberg,
to challenge him on the subject of campaign funds. The question had
that Council was deeply divided on the question.
university commissioner John Creelman.
Ammendments were passed that explicitly committed
Law SAC rep George Strathy defeated UC rep originally been directed to aldemanic candidates in the three wards.
Rotenberg said that "if a person has a right to a free and secret ballot,
SAC to publicize the rationale for voting against the Seymour Kanowitch in the election for education
fees strike as well as changing from outright support to commissioner to replace Marty Stollar, who resigned at then But
he hashe aadded
right that
to a hefreeagreed
and secret
with campaign
a proposalcontribution."
set forth by Ward 6
the previous meeting.
support in principle.
Dan Heap with regard to campaign fund disclosure Heap had
Earlier, a motion by UC SAC rep Marty Stollar to
John Simopoulos, the Erindale representative on candidate
said he would disclose all names except those of people who specifically
finance a campaign by those members in SAC that the executive, resigned for personal reasons.
wished to remain anonymous. The amount of each amonymous contribution
would be published.
Even though Rotenverg said he agreed with this, it was clear that he
meant he would only give a list of people who wished that their names be
refuses to discuss fees
Minister
published. Some spectators indicated they had already received letters from
him asking for money, with no mention of disclosure.
Several aldemanic candidates in wards 5, 6, and 9 attended the meeting
there was little disagreement about issues, because most of the
but
increase with Miglin, students
"reform" group. Only ward 5 Alderman William
of thecontroversy.
are partsome
candidates
Archer provided
received
a
reply
to
messages.
Miglin
Universities
are
busy,
or
out
of
town
Archer said he would not publish a list of contributors, because some
By BRIANE NASIMOK
the proposed forums.
next
phoned
the
premier's
office
to
make
He saidwhothatgiveit didn't
Former Minister of Colleges and during
if he does.matter
to his campaign
will not indonate
peopledifference
Creelman first approached Gord registertant, aClaircomplaint
money.
performance
an aldeman's
Wescott, with
again hiswithassis-no any
of
Universities George Kerr refuses to Hampson when Kerr spoke at a
disclose herhimsouces
said sheno would
Rose Smith
Ward 6 candidate
come on campus and discuss the rise forum last week at York University. response.
funds, as did ward 5 candidates Colin Vaughan and Ying Hope, and
in tuition fees, with students, says At that lime Hampson said that he
Dorothy Thomas and Reid Scott, running in ward 9.
SAC President Erie Miglin.
Archer made it clear that he is switching to ward 6 this time, but says he
didn't
seecouldanynot reason
why the
Miglin attempted to talk to
minister
come,
Creelman
Premier Davis, at president John whole
being able to take ward 5".Ward 6 includes the
"no
has
"It's an inoppurtune time to says it was simply a matter of Evans
U lack
of T ofareaconfidence
south of inBloor.
installation yesterday, but
come," replied Kerr's aide, Gord checking his timetable.
was
unable
to
confront
him,
Heap says he is running to aid the movement for resident control or
Hampson, in a phone conversation
and to help stem the "overdevelopment" of southern
neighbourhoods,
with Migiin, "'just before a Miglin telephoned the next day,
SAC is still trying to arrange Ontario. He said the present Metro governmental structure has the effect of
but it look iwo or three days for the
referendum."
needs of the city's people to those of the people in the
the
subordinating
government
speakers,
but
have
Minister
to
return
his
call.
Finally
Miglin, along with university
found that Allan Grossman, Doug suburbs.
comissioner John Creelman, has Hampson told Miglin that the Wright
The
Spadina
Expressway
was an example of this, he said.
and Robert Welch will all be
been trying to get members of the timing was "inopportune".
out of town.
He also said that there is "far more for an alderman to do outside City
government to talk at forums, on the
was
else
someone
if
Miglin asked
Hatl in the ward than in City Hall."
fees hike planned for the week of available
and received a negative
Officials in the Department of
Dorothy Thomas said she is running because she felt "incredible
October 5, with little success. It replay. On Wednesday Creelman Colleges
and
Universities
could
not
to be heard at City Hall."
Trustation at trying
seems that most of the members of and Miglin ihen tried to contact the be reached for comment.
Vaughan said it was his "absolute promise" to fight" anything that
the Department of College and deputy minister, but have not yet
makes this city less habitable."
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Kerr
succeeds
student
Part-time
-of parlies concerned
Perhaps signalling a change in War. President of a Hamilton night, McNie described himself as lime, should have a better un- consultation
before hiking Tees would probably
emphasis within the department, advertising and public relations "not
ion
f
o
g
n
i
d
n
a
t
s
r
e
contribut
the
d
a
highly
partisan
person."
-What makes this portfolio so graduate students make.
be ihe bestthe approach.
final
Hamilton West MPP Jac McNie, a
lell U or Tafter
and finishing
full-time
government"Inmustthe make
one-lime U of T student who has company,
university heattendance
Me Nie also questioned the analysis,
inieresting".
he
said,
is
that
it
deals
this
determination,"
he
concluded.
with
the
priorities
of
living.
been working on his BA in extension highest of 500 first year students in
exHeld.
course at McMasler University, his
"We want to be sure we're doing disproportionate
Although forhethe fees
sawincreases,
"some
penditures on thegovernment
five lo 20 age
justification"
\eslerdav became Minister of He still has one credit logo before the .things we're doing because they
McNie
admitted
that
"there
are
group
compared
to
the
20-80
age
C olleges and Universities.
should be done" not just because
gelling his BA from McMaster.
persons who because of no fault of
"amentiies
Speakinghe of
category.
they're
the
most
economical,
he
and
programs",
suggested
the
their
own
can't
meet
Ihe
increases".
■ He replaces George Kerr who
McNie" s first steps in the political commented when questioned about latter group has been overlooked in Students from low-income families,
lakes over the super-ministry of arena were at U of T where he his
the past, although stressing that this familiar with the debl cycle in which
priorities.
Provineicial Secretary of Justice became a vice-president of the
Noting
that it was easier for him attitude did not mean that he fell many
of their parents are caught,
vacated by Allan Lawrence when he Progressive Club when he went to lo, go on record about an issue spending on ihe under 20 group arc
"very often reluctant to get
decided to contest the current their first meeting, later, he before his appointment lo the should necessarily be cut.
federal election.
graduated lo the vice-presidency of diluent. McNie reported that he has
McNie inwasloans."
reluctant to discuss
the Ontario Young Pregressive criticized some government policy
biseussing the undergraduate involved
McNie, who only learned of his Conservatives and later its presiden- inialives. including last spring's ■.indents' protests against last Ihe Robarls Library controversy.
appointment at noon yesterday, secretary.
cy He also married the OYPC graduate tuition hike.
He did ofsay,principle,
however,I subscribe
that "as loa
spring's tuition hikes. McNie coitf matter
look a vear of university at Victoria
It was "too stiff a hike", he said. men led, "I know there's the
view that the facilities
should be
In
an
exclusive
interview
last
The government, he reasoned at that
(•'oiiegc following the Second World
He avoided discussing details of ;is widely available as possible"
dissatisfaction."
prejudicing ihe interests of
Ihe issue and the Ontario Federation without
the
persons for whom they were
created.
ofhikeStudents'
demand
that
the
Tees
be rolled back, but said that
to
urges government
COU
INNIS FILM SOCIETY

revise grad fees structure
summer were not requird to pay whether the university could afford
By MARK BOHNEN
extra tuition..
the students the full fee
In response to increases in Sherk coud not predict how innot thelo charge
event the increase is not cut
graduate student fees, the Council successful the COU campaign back.
of Ontario Universities (COU) has would he. In fact, he stated that the
for lhis year only. U of T is
been meeting with the Ontario
absorbing the summer fee hike of
government
might
increase
its
forgovernment
in an itsattempt
to per$292.50. Thus the present fee Tor U.
mula fee again in 1973-74.
suade itto revise
fees structure.
A major question, he said, was ofTsludentsisS585.
U
of
T's
assistant
dean
of
Graduate Studies F.A. Sherk said in
an interview Wednesday that the
COU has been trying to persuade
MAINLINE
Alt GIRLS
llie government to lower the tuition
fee formula, wich the govenenl conFor art
Sept.
29
siders graduate students to have
photography,
paid, lostudents.
"about $600 for all
hostess service,
FLUDD
graduate
nude modelling
He added that most Ontario
Sept. 30
EXCELLENT PAY
universities and graduate deans are
PART TIME, FULL TIME
m favour of this action.
El Mocambo Tavern
The government formula
Call 920-3551
Spadina
at
College
announced last spring requires fullNO COVER - NO MINIMUM
ANYTIME
time graduate students to pay
S877.50, or S292.50 for each term.
Previously students studying in the
Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses.!

presents

Bunuel's
MILKY
WAY
7:00 AND 9:00 P.M.
Friday, Sept 29
Med. Sci. Auditorium

$1.00

Heidelberg
Biewed

fidm pule spring

water?

7/J'BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
4C lor students
XEROX
6 lo 9 daily
7 Charles St. W.
Impress
(near Yonge)
967-1110
Impress is now offering after-hours
copying al 4e per copy. This service is
by appoinlment only. Please call
before 6:00 p.m., one day in advance. |
TORONTO'S FINEST
lUaterrjads
O WARANTEED
mattresses from $22.50
o SAFETY ENGINEERED
frames from $37.50
o COMPLETE BEDS
FROM $95.00
Ubib and Idui F luirnmiK
594 MT. PLEASANT RD.
489-7711

And

that's

the

truth!
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Political

all

consciousness

aspects

Jose Marti International Airport in Havana is Cuba's window to the rest of
the world, but only Russian-constructed aircraft (mainly the propeller-driven
variety) travel its runways. It's a fairly small facility — neat, clean,
unsophisticated — but it proudly bears the name of Cuba's most celebrated
statesman of the 19th Century, the independentist Marti, who led the fight
against the Spanish.
the first the
thingsposters,
you notice
come to Cuba
— the
names,That'sand onethe ofbanners,
statues,whenandhoumemorials
everywhere.
"Solidarity with the Vietnamese Revolution," some of them proclaim. Over busy
factory gates, "Long Live Proletarian Internationalism". A roadside plaque in
Havana's university district comemorates the fact that " — a comrade fell here
leading the attack on Batista's palace." And, where you might expect to see a
Coca-Cola sign, instead you are reminded that this is the "Year of Socialist
Emulation", part of the drive to step up producition for ail the people.
The visitor to Cuba is immediately struck by the vivid, colourful and
assertively political art. It is a marked and welcome contrast, to the dreary
commercialism that a North American is so accustomed to. But, it is only one
reflection of a much deeper phenomenon — the degree to which the Cuban
people, even at the grass roots level, are very politically and historically
conscious. Bred of desperate and costly struggle to overcome foreign and
domestic exploitation, this consciousness becomes evident In any conversation
with students, with soldiers, with ordinary working people. It is common for
heated political discussions to occur almost anywhere: at the airport check-out
counter, along the sultry urban boulevards, lining up for ice-cream in Lenin
Park, or on the smooth white beaches.
The foreign visitor, especially, encounters a friendly willingness to engage
in discussion (for me, in part English, in part Spanish, and in part ad-libbed
sign language). The political and general curiousity of ordinary Cubans led to
more than one invitation for suppers of minced meat and rice and conversation
into the early morning hours. Vietnam, Chile, Peru, Algeria, or Quebec, and the
struggles going on in all these nations are the perennial topics of the day, and it
goes on from sunrise to sunset.
The Cuban people seem to be acutely aware that the future of their own
society depends very much on the progress of the world socialist revolution,,
so they follow developments elsewhere closely. They know the balance of
forces in the world must shift decisively if they are to break out of their Latin
American isolation and Insecurity to gain access to new markets and new
resources, and — though the Cubans never officially admit it — to dissolve
their massive and harmful dependence on the Soviet Union.

of

Cuban

permeate

daily

informal prerequisite to access to, or advancement in, school or work. {The
CDR's, elected at the city block level, not only guard against burglary, but also
organize for the big political rallies and tend to the health needs (eg.
innoculatlons) of the community.
Another is the minor privilege-taking that the political and military
leadership indulges in, for example, in access to better transportation, driving
most of the Russian and East German imports. (Remember, most of the
automobiles in Cuba date before 1959 and, with no spare parts, are kept
running on little more than sheer ingenuity.) The leadership also have access to
(relatively) better clothing and food, and are often able to bypass the
omnipresent line-ups. But, these practices are not blatantly performed, and
although the masses seem to be generally aware of them, they do not arouse
excessive indignation.
What is important is that no one wears the latest Parisian fashions In
Cuba, or eats caviar at mealtime. Everyone has more than one change of
clothing and shoes; everyone eats meat and -vegetable* regularily; all the
children are guaranteed a quart of milk per day; and good housing continues to
be constructed rapidly to try to keep up with a faster growing
need. Entertainment (movies, nightclubs, etcetera is quite inexpensive, but the
line-ups, as in Canada, can be long.
The central reality is that the vanguard that led the revolution is still
intact. It still pursues a proletarian internationalist foreign policy (Cuba sends
more aid to Vietnam, per capita, than the Soviet Union, China, or any other
individual country.) Nor has it experienced traumatic turnovers of power or
purges (only the expulsion of a minor micro-faction, led by the Stalinist, Anibal
Escalante in 1968, and this was seen as an anti -bureaucratic action). The
leadership still commands the respect and admiration of the people. Among
those that I spoke to, even the most discontented still affirmed their general
support of the revolution.
It is clear that, despite whatever fantasies the CIA and Cuban exiles may
harbour, any changes that occur in Cuban life wilt not be In the direction of recapitalizationthe
of economy. The gains of the revolution are too great, and the
memories of "Yankee Imperialism", based on drugs, prostitution, and resource
plundering, are too bitter for that to happen.

Though the Cuban revolution has not degenerated in the manner nor even
near to the degree that the Bolshevik revolution did as a result of Its Isolation
and economic and cultural backwardness, Cuba is in constant danger of
drifting in such a direction.

The over-riding concern expressed by Cubans was always that of the need
to continue to build up the economic substructure of the island through
industrial advancement, power resource development, and agricultural diversification. Cuba is still basically a one-crop island (tobacco and coffee take a
back seat to sugar), and long-term contract commitments to the USSR at prices
below the world market don't provide a stimulus to diversification. Second-rate
equipment from the eastern bloc have made industrial transformation a slow
and
arduous
process, as Cuba attempts to undo four and a half centuries of
colonial
deformation.

There are some indications of such trends occurring. One is the
requirement of being "fully integrated with the revolution" through membership
in the Communist Party, or deep Involvement in the mass organizations, like the
neighbourhood-based Committees to Defend the Revolution CDR's as an

The accomplishment of these tasks are seen as something that could
make a lot of difference-in-the lives of the people. They would deal with the
problem of food and clothing scarcities directly, or through trade, and the
present imbalance in Cuba's foreign account could be offset. And, In the long

life

run, it would mean increasing freedom froi
allowing them the time and energy to demoo
open up the political process to other current
in art and culture, and to assist further jr
throughout Latin America.

In the meantime, the Cuban peor.*ad;
revulution has meant for them: free educ;
students on their own; free medical care: fi
parents: free birth control information, dev
guaranteed minimum standard of living that i
the mentally disturbed: indoor plumbing an
many parts of the country): housing that is \
participate in decision-making to a significan
the factories (eg. in questions of promotion, i
in the schools (universities employ a paralle
both faculty and student constituencies on

The people are quite convinced tha
economy in 1961, despite the sanctions th
world, none of these things would have been
poor one by our standards and the danger of bui
The most consistent bulwark against
spirit of the people themselves. They live v
struggle in which 20,000 of their rankest
the repelling of a ClA-organzied invasion,
Camillo Cienfuegos and Che Guevara.

Nevertheless, the times ahead will be d
of the objective economic and military com
history. The Cuban revolution was rurally
character. The July 26 Movement, embodylr
structured, politically uneven, and perform
There was an absence of experience or mean
would prepare the masses to administer the
unchallenged
the colleagues
developmentrather
towardsthanthethe'
his
revolutionary
institutions. It has also lead to political incon
junta
regimesacross
in Peru
and Panama) and ;
movements
the world.

Only a complete opening up of the politi
problem the encouragement of opposition j
ideas with free access to all foreign leftwing
it remains unlikely that these developments
the state's economic priorities, plus the inf

This was the assessment not only of ma
political refugees resident In Cuba with wh
discussion I had was with Jacques Lanctot, f
as a translator for the Cuban government.
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Revolutionary slogans, like this one urging solidarity with Vietnam, punctuate Cuban streets.

the drudgery of menial labour,
itize production and Party life, to
, to experiment even more widely
the spreading of the revolution

J fitly defend the gains that the
ion plus a living allowance for
e day care facilities for working
:es, and abortion on demand; a
eludes the old, the disabled, and
electricity (for the first time in
lually rent-free: and a chance to
degree in the neighbourhoods, in
wards, etcetera), and especially
power structure giving vetoes to
nportant matters).
without nationalization of the
t it evoked from the imperialist
ossible. But the country is still a
aucratization is ever present.

USSR's influence, but maintained that Cuba was still the best of the workers'
states (e.g. those countries that have socialized their means of production), and
that it continued to enjoy relative autonomy In the field of foreign policy, never
stooping to the reactionary "peaceful co-existence" line of Its bureaucratized
big brothers.
Of course, we talked about Quebec and English Canada too. Lanctot felt
quite optimistic about the future of the radical movement in Quebec, seeing last
spring's general strike plus the recent adoption of socialist manifestoes by the
Common Front unions recently as real turning points. He predicted a split from
the petit bourgeois nationalist Parti Quebecois of its lefwing elements in the
next couple of years to coincide with the emergence of a mass labour party
from the local Political Action Committees (CAP'S).
His orientation now was towards mass action politics, having rejected his
terrorist past. He said that the only value that his cell's action two Octobers ago
had was in that it was politically educational, showing Ottawa's determination
to crush any growing independentist sentiment and that it led to the dissolution
of the disunified and incoherent FLQ. Now, most of its former activists are
operating at the trade union base.
Although Lanctot looks forward to the day he can return to an independent,
socialist Quebec, he made it clear that he was comfortable In Cuba, that he

enjoyed its slower pace of life, and liked particularily his access to information
on world events. He said it was like "being at the centre of things."
Despite CIA-inspired myths to the contrary, political refugees, like
Lanctot, are being treated well in Cuba. They have work, housing, and a steady
income. The only problem is that it tends to overburden an already weak
economy, and so the Cubans are now reluctant to welcome such immigrants.
As well, they'd feel relieved to be able to get rid of most of the bourgeois
elements disinherited by the revolution who also prove a nagging burden on the
state, but the United States won't take them, nor will anyone else.
When will prosperity come to Cuba! When will the revolution be complete!
And how can socialists elsewhere aid the Cuban cause! Perhaps the best
answer to these questions came from Jacques Lanctot. The day before I left
Cuba to return home I asked him, in the presence of some Cuban comrades,
what could be done in Canada to best aid the Cubans in their struggle. "Make
the revolution here," he replied. The comrades nodded their agreement.
Bim/WtUM*
Barry Weisleder is a student at
Glendon College. He visited Cuba in
August.

ureaucracy Is the revolutionary
th the memory of a tremendous
■■%r
in the liberationsuch
are, asof
and lives
of revolutionaries
ficult for Cuba, not only because
tions, but a also because of its
ased and fairly spontaneous in
the vanguard, was very loosely
d primarily a military function,
of creating consciousness which
own society. This absence left
ersonal" leadership of Fidel and
mergence of lasting democratic
istency (eg. support for the "left"
certain isolation from workers'

al process in Cuba can solve this
oupings to form and debate their
ublications is clearly central. But
/ill occur In the short run, given
lence of the Soviet Union.
/ Cubans, but also of many of the
n I spoke. The most interesting
merly with the HQ, now serving
to too was quite critical of the

Jose Marti airport symbolizes the unity of the revolutionary traditions of the past and the struggles of the present
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flash
fireworks
Elton
Before fame andJohn'
fortune with s
that's absolutely
lyrics so he answered the ad balance
uncanny.
found Elton John, he was just a and was Introduced to a lyricist
Honky Chateau (MCA), is
pudgy keyboard man known as named Bernie Taupin who the sixth
and latest album for
Reginald Dwight, Reggie was an couldn't
write music. The rest is
history.
Elton John and Bernie Taupin.
unspectacular boy who often
Like
each
of
its predecessors this
worked as a studio sideman. EarTaupin writes the lyrics first.
ly experience in the recording He starts with a title idea and is a distinctive sounding work
studio was gained in a most un- expands from there. The com- which carefully avoids tried and
likely manner - he recorded cover
pleted lyrics are then sent to true production paths.
versions of pop songs - you know Eiton John who composes the
those albums you find in the melodies from the first line down.
supermarket with "30 top char- The pair always work completely
tbusters" and the like. Well separately. Elton writes the music
somebody somewhere has a at an unbelievably ferocious pace
Applause
copy of Elton John trying his and most songs are completed in
damdest to sound like Little a half to three quarters of an
Stevie Wonder.
noun some sooner. You can apReggie wasAt doing all that
preciate the genius of the comwell when he saw an adverposition byfollowing the words to
tisment looking for composers to some of their better songs. The
set lyrics to music. He could write phraslngs are woven into the
music but never had much luck melody with a deftness and

s too. Arranger
lyric
notable omissions
Paul Buckmaster who added the
lavish string sections to many of
Elton's successful recordings is
missing as is guitarist Caleb
Quaye, who until Honky Chateau
played fantastic lead riffs and
Dudgeon,
control
room Elton's
wonder,Indispensible
is producer accoustic rythms on all the studio
once again. There are some produced albums. Allan Mandell

through
Personnel on this album has
been limited to a small core
group consisting of Nigel Olsson,
Dee Murray and Davey Johnof whom aretour).
with Elton
on hisstone (al current
Gus

rolling downhill
Exile on Main
The front cover of the Rolling Stones double album,
sideshow acts and
St is made up of a number of photos of circa 1930
back cover
The
grainy.
and
white
and
black
freaks The pictures are is made up of fuzzy shots of the Stones
with
blends into the front but
and
production
sloppy package, indicative of the
torn edges. It's
to bea found Inside.
composition
This album is a four sided disappointment. The vocals have been
rendering almost all the lyrics muddy or Inaudible carelessly miked
a far cry from the excellence and clarity of the Stones last few
Were the only difficulty with this set the atrocious vocal quality. I
might be inclined to be somewhat forgiving (albeit frustrated], but the
- are second rate musically
compositions - all by Jagger and Richards
as well if they could be deciphered). Most of the
lyrically
(perhapsfor the
blame
final product rests with Mick Jagger and the rest belongs
to producer Jimmy Miller. The musicians include Nicky Hopkins, Jim
Price and Bobby Keys - they accompanied the Stones on tour too. The
melodies and arrangements are trite and offer few opportunities to
exploitThethebetter
band'stracks
talents.
are oddly the first and last cuts on each of the
four sides, and only side four is bearable in its entirety. The fillers on
the first side are disgraceful examples of static rock.
It's strange that such a weak album, offering an ineffectual Mick
Jagger was released before the Stones American tour. In concert in
Toronto, Jagger was a dynamic satanic force, smoothly manipulative
I can only surmise the album was rushed to
in control.
unshakably
and
release.
You might
be able to put together a short album by
discriminating choice from among the eighteen songs on Exile, but
even at that, most cuts would need more work to bring them up to
standards.
Allan Mandell
Stonesare

Quakers Believe
lhat there is something ol God in everyone. We cannot prove this, but we do
know thai when people acl as it it were true their irusl is justified.
meeting lor worship every Sunday at 11 a.m.
Coffee hour atler the meeting
The Religious Society of Friends
60 Lowther Avenue
(east of St. George, north of Bloor)
Phone
weekday921-0368
activities.for information about Sunday classes tor all ages, and
New

Programme

Discover
the
freedom of
CONTACT
LENSES

Review

for Charlebois
Quebecols
singer atRobert
controlled
performance
MasseyCharlebois'
Hall last
Saturday night evoked two encores and a
standing ovation amidst thundering applause
from the predominantly French-speaking
audience.
Fuzzi-haired Charlebois, 28, in a white
Indian shirt and brown and white palomine,
studded trousers began the concert with
"Conception", a bouncy, carumba-llke song
off his new album. He was backed up by a sixman group which gave a free^lowing jazz
flavour to the music.
Charlebois' movements on stage give the
semblance of being calculated to produce a
super-star effect. His energy Is not total and his
physical ininvolvement
not complete, but rather
comes
spurts.
Undisputedly, Charlebois does possess a
good strong voice which carries itself In
English as well as French but his chansons
francaises were soothingly sentimental and
had more interesting musical arrangements.
Charlebois, who said in a press
conference that he was interested In communfcatlng in another language, alternated
introductions in French and English and sang
two new English compositions "Hallowe'en in
Hollywood"
and "Theconfusing,
Greatest however,
Idea". as to
It is somewhat
just what Charlebois wishes to communicate.
The passing
lyrics in of"Hallowe'en
Hollywood"era.lament
the
a gloried inHollywood
Often the music to his songs will be
serious, whereas the words are absurd, and he
frequently
uses joual, a slang peculiar to
French Canada.
Although Charlebois is the only rock hero to
emerge recently from French Canada, he
j| surprisingly
did beveryhislittle
politicalat material.
That may not
objective
all. His
audience was more than satisfied with the style
|^
and content of Saturday evening's
concert.
Christine Soanowakly

thunders

Committee

BRADDOCK
i OPTICAL
170
GeorgeSt. W.St. 233-261
925-87201
291 7St.Bloor
Centenary Plaza 282-2030
Bavview
VillageSTORES
Centre 222-5791
12 OPTICAL
THROUGHOUT
METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

Solicits Views

The Terms of Reference of the Committee include:
1) GATHERING OF INFORMATION:
a) Enrolment patterns
b) Staff and Student attitudes to
the New Programme
c) Views on objectives

3) CURRICULUM :
a) Specialization, Generalization, and Suggested Programmes
b) The role of the Fourth Year
c) Pre-professional Programmes
d) Standing and Credit System
e) Procedures for Curriculum
Development
^ Interdisciplinary Studies

2) ORGANIZATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
FACTORS INFLUENCING EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMMES: a) Effects of sponsorship of
teaching by separately financed Divisions
4) MODES OF INSTRUCTION
b) The Role of the Colleges
c) Counselling
AND EVALUATION
d) Part-time Studies
The Committee would like to receive written statements oTviews
Secretary to the Committee, Mr. R. Dolan, c/o Office of the
and relevant documents from individuals or groups of inDean, Faculty of Arts and Science, Sidney Smith Hall.
dividuals. They should be sent, before October 30, 1972, to the
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Women

The Canadian left has often been
criticised for its U.S. -oriented analyses of
Canadian society and the problems that
confront It. While much of this criticism
has been directed to writing off what the
left has to say as somehow irrelevant to
Canada, nevertheless, It has been taken
seriously. In response, independent
progressive groups have begun to gather
the relevant facts and formulate their own
theories and strategies.
To do so, ft has been necessary to
investigate such questions as the roles
that the bourgeoisie played in the
economic development of Canada, and to
understand the history of labour
movements, suffrage movements and
antl-communlst attacks. In order to
develop a strategy, the history of Canada
needs to be re-Investigated and fundamentally re-wrltten.
Women Unite! Is an early product of
that process. The history of women has
been written to a large extent by men —
exceptions are primarily the journals and
diaries of the ladles of the privileged
classes. Existing volumes of Canadian
history make very little reference to the
day-to-day lives of women and the
working class. As history reveals it, they
were not involved In the establishment of
this country.
Women Unite! attempts to fill part of
the gap In Canadian
women's
This
anthology
represents
the history.
first major
bringing together of experiences and
thoughts of Canadian women. Some of the
material in this volume has been floating
around in left circles for several years, and
has undergone a process of criticism and
rethinking and rewriting. All the work done
to produce the book comes from women
who have participated in the women's
liberation movement — people who
believe that oppression can be overcome
only through a radical and fundamental
change in the structure of our society. The
strategy for such a change varies from

PIZZA PATIO Continues to
grow in Canada and as a matter
of corporate policy continues to
offer employment to students on
a part-time basis throughout the
school year. PIZZA PATIO
operates in Toronto two Pizza
Pubs with entertainment at no
additional
Delivery
service is alsocharge.
available
in most
areas of the city. Those students
seeking part-time employment,
male or female (over 21 years ot
age for drivers) - apply in person
at 210 Bloor St. W.. after 7 p.m.,
Tues., Wed., Thurs.

PART

rewrite

place to place and from woman to woman.
Women Unite! provides a view of an
overall strategy with varying components.
The introduction to the book
chronologically outlines and analyzes how
the women's movement in Canada
emerged from the peace movement in the
early 60's. The first section of the book is a
chronological
account
of women's
Canadian history,
However,
there is role
a timein
gap between the suffrage movement and
the beginnings of the New Left.
The rest of the book is directed to
strategy and discusses (1) alternatives to
the family, (2) ecomics of working women,
and {3) politics of sex. This anthology, like
other women's anthologies, presents
theoretical, historical, personal, and artistic pieces of work. The significant
difference between this book and other
women's books is that Women Unite! is

"... the comparison with Tina
Turner is obvious..."
N.Y. Times

distinctly Canadian.
The writing, editing, proof-reading, et
cetera were done by the press collective. It
is significant that women have had to
produce istenctheir
own material
theirtime,
exe to be recorded.
At theforsame
Women Unite! does not attempt to flatter
orthatexaggerate
the orrolehave
and made.
contributions
women make
The social criticisms are levelled not
at Men — but rather at the capitalist
system. The book emphasizes the need
for human beings to function cooperatively, forchildren to be treated like
people, and for men and women to break
down stereotyped Images of themselves.
Articles criticize the loss of sensitivity and
emotion particularity in the male and the
repression of overt aggressiveness and
decisiveness in the female.

.

WORK

STARTING MONDAY
STAN GETZ

AVAILABLE

stations attendents
needed
21 years, chauffers licence
good driving record

CALL 363-5619
METRO CAB CO. LTD.
811 KING ST. W.

JBBk. * irti
The Press Collective makes no
pretence
that the anywhere
women's movement
been centered
except in has
the
university and the middle class — and the
book reflects this. Nor does it address
-change.
itself to questions about native women or
to Quebec. Even so, many basic questions
are raised about the direction of social
The critical analysis and questioning
in Women Unite! is of a completely
different order to that in the Lace Ghetto.
The Lace Ghetto to some extent is a
personification of imagery of a woman —
glossy,book
frilly,which
expensive.
swank coffee
table
somehowIt's alegitimizes
the
discussion of "what do the women want
anyway"
the upper
middlemight.
classes
more thanfora cheap
paperback
Both the Lace Ghetto and Women

Hundreds of
Poplin, Nylons,
Leathers, Meltons,
Corduroys, Jackets

drivers and service

01.i 1'ltn-LLNTUH* OF '..LfiVICt

.

$UFf-BAGtTTt>

Colonia
203 Yonge St.
THIS WEEKEND
LABELLE
formerly PATTI LABELLE
recorded NYRO
with LAURA

TIME

history.

SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95
WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT
CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO
PHONE 486-0997
There is only ONE...
OFFICIAL
University of Toronto
CREST PIN
SIGNET RING
ana
they are supplied only through
STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
S.A.C. Building
or
A. EARL EDWARDS
1534 Bayview Ave.
Phone
(Office at rear, off Millwood)
483-4212
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Unite! claim to be the first Canadian
women's liberation publication. One is a
fun book full of pictures, the other is full of
words and ideas. They compliment each
other very well.
The Lace Ghetto offers no analysis —
reproductions of adverthe pictures and
tisements speak very clearly for
themselves. The authors very skillfully
statements and picandand organized
chose tures
Interviews so that the reader
very easily feels empathy tor the

the

women". The book describes
"repressed
world as it is and the power of the book
the
of what Is. It does not
awareness
an
forces
explanations, or
provide any analysis,
suggest
The alternatives
historical. section of the Lace
Ghetto is Its most interesting. In it, the role
of violence is discussed by NellieforHalla militant organizer the
Humpherson,
Women's
Social and Political Union {an
Even though she
group).
suffragist
English has
herself
smashed
windows, was jailed

role

women

of

et cetera she feels that she had a right to
do so, because women then had no part in
Interview
— the now
making — theshe law.
reveals
feels But
that women
have
the vote so that they participate in some
women's
therefore
way in making
liberation
groupslaws,
should
not break
any
laws.
The pictures and statements from the
1900's show a marked similarity with picin 1970'sa
advertisements
tures and The
magazines.
Lace Ghetto provides

visual presentation of the fact that
women's
and social positions
roles haverights
not substantially
changed. and
However, the appearance of these
books Is a strong indication that women
are notsion prepared
much longer. to tolerate their oppresCeta Ramkhalawanalngh
Women Unite!,
Toronto
Women's
Educational
Press, $3.00.
The Lace
Ghetto,
by
Maxine
Nunes
and
Deanna
White,
New Press, $7.95
© 1971 Publishers-Hall Syndicate. TM (R).

NTO'S
ROUE
TOIQ
UN
PAPERBACK
Bookstore
ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified
by subject,
well-informed
helpful
staff

<S
-

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707YONGEST
Below Bloor
923-3551

FASHION

WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE
The

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

great

search

is on

for
V JEANS
$5°'3«"$12
v' MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS
V BAGGIES (values lo $30) $g_-J 5
V SWEATERS
jrom$4
V BLAZERS
$4
V SMOCKS
V GOWNS
V BLAZER & BAG SUITS

Carolina
Exchange

Members

open lo all u ol T students
Applications are available at
the Undergraduate Office

210

SPADINA

AVE.

Hart House.

(BELOW DUNDAS)
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

Deadline. (Hon. October 2nd.
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Women

in

love:

frustration,

He:
She:
He:
She:
He:
She:
He:
She:
He
Shi
He
She
He
Sin
He
Sin
He
Stu
He
She
He
Sh<
He
Shi
He
Sin
He
Sin
He
Sin
He
She

I think he loves me.
Do you love me?
Yes, I love you.
You are beautiful.
I feel so good. He loves me.
I urn worth something.
I feel so good,
I love him.
I love you but I have important things to do.
Talk to me, because I love you.
You are a good listener, but I have to read the
newspaper.
(The newspaper is more important than I am.)
Your liberation is impossible without my liberation.
So what is important is I should strive for your
liberation.
You're always trying to prove you're equal.
No, I'm
trying to remind you I'm equal.
You
seemalways
to forget.
You're very bright. How amusing!
You're
am impressed.
Does thatverymeanbright.
you Ilove
me?
Sometimes I think I hate you.
You're castrating.
My psychiatrist calls it penis envy.
What's the matter with you?
I'm
I'm always
Whathotdo sure.
you want
anyway?dissatisfied.
A friend. Some intellectual stimulation.
I can give you stimulation.
I am not a sex object.
You
take a joke.
You can't
are a joke.
You're very hostile.
Your problems are of their own making.
What's the matter with me?
Let me tell you...
You always want to be on top.
That's where I belong.
Because you love me.
That's right.
IButlikeI'myoudespicable.
in spite of What's
yourself.the matter with you?
Thank you, thank you very much. I love you.
You're so kind.

I am not
in this world to live down to your expectations
vour
flirtations
your imitations —
to abide by your decisions
In accept your derision
of my decisions
lo believe your accusation
of castration
to deny my frustration
to condone your endless evasion
lo believe your protestation
that your intention
isn't circumvention
it's not it's
whynotI'm here
it's not
not
it's

and

rage

FOR A SISTER
Finally the dishes are done.
Floor swept

MY FRUSTRATION

ISN'T IT FULFILLING TO BE IN LOVE?
She:
He:
She:

pain,

Children bathed and put to bed.
At/lust there is time for coffee, cigarettes
And quiet taik between us.
('Woman stuff — the men would say).
Tonight you tell me how it was when you
were young and single (as the saying goes)
Describing parties, dances, love affairs
Ytiur face alive and laughing
Willi memories of what seems faraway —
Until you rise, your body heavy with another child,
And I remember:
You are not yet twenty.
Bronwen Wallace
reprinted from Women Unite!
Canadian Women's Educational Press
1972

(Somehow, I'm not sure).
Lynn Lang
reprinted from Women Unite!
Canadian Women's Educational Press
1972

v 1971 King Features Syndicate. Inc. WoHt) Rights Reserved..
YOU

ARE WELCOME
Saturday September 30
Basketball, Volleyball, Bowling - Speaker Greg Livingston
Sunday October 1
SUPPER, SPECIAL MUSIC
'What we're all about" - Blake Walker. John Graham. Ian Smith
KNOX CHURCH • 630 Spadina at Harbord
He (Jesus) said to them, But whom say you that I am?
Peter answering said, The Christ of God

New York
WINNER:1ST ANNUAL TORONTO
1970
PIZZA AWARD
MORNING
AFTER
SHOW CBC
STAR WEEK'S
PIZZA
CONTESTJUNE 71

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH

AVAILABLE
APARTMENTS
Unfurnished one-bedroom apartments are available in the
Married Student Apartment buildings (30 and 35 Charles
Street West). Rents from $149 to $164 per month include heal
and utilities (except telephone). Leases to August 31, 1973 are
torequired. Married students, both full and part-time may apply
University of Toronto
Housing Service
49 St. George St.
Tel. 928-2542
MYrHitir^m&AeairetuarW

any weekday between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Pizza House
Dining Room 925-1736
OPEN 11 AMSUN
1TAKE-OUT
AM 3MPM-1
ON-SAT
ANDAM DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM S PM-1 AM

SERVICE

SATURDAY CONSULTING HOURS
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THE HEALTH SERVICE OFFICE AT 256 HURON ST. WILL REMAIN CLOSED ON
SATURDAYS.
STUDENTS WHO WISH TO CONSULT A PHYSICIAN
-ON SATURDAY MAY TELEPHONE THE INFIRMARY
NURSE (928-2458) AND ARRANGE FOR AN EARLY AFTERNOON APPOINTMENT WITH THE DOCTOR ON INFIRMARY DUTY.
THE INFRIRMARY IS LOCATED AT 42 ST. GEORGE
ST. (WEST SIDE, JUST. NORTH OF COLLEGE) AND IS
OPEN DURING THE ACADEMIC TERM ONLY.
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Play
Foul
over
hs
fresh air triumpb«
Farm's
Orange Day parades
ofof vignettes.
IsIs aa collection
show
The
n'nH
,
,
vignettes
n
ance
collectio
corners
signific
around
show
Day parades, he provides sights
some
The
of
Orange
skulking
shows
sees
new
one
Two
freaks
life. of the other side of farming. He Includes a
Factoryat in the inner city. In fact, some of the five skits and monologues about country
Play atShow
Foul Farm
week.
last
opened
s and enforced
a
during
on the drearines
material
sequence
their
play
Lab and The.
The cast gathered
that make up the
Theatre Passe
separate scenes
with people crawling
area of insularity of winterto box
Muraille
Theatre
be so shrouded in urban smog summer's sojurn In the Clinton
to
seem
the stage. The
on
box
from
around
Paul
becomes totally
meaninged.
southwestern Ontario. The author, an
that theircur
.
Foul Play admirably describesof obs
In
a farmtryingaccident
mimes
troupe a also
actually be called of which
full
should
n,
It Is chock
Thompso
s play.sexual
e Russell'sorts,
man
Is
killed
while
to repair
Lawrenc
consists
perversion,
all the dialogue the
contrast to this urban editor because the
ng
dirt of various
refreshi
In
region
of
a
moving
binder.
people
ly
which, to the words of
weird fantasies and enthusiastical
The Farm Show,
blight stands hoary
ly an dust
cliche, Is a breath of talking about their way of life.
ce. It Is definite
off the
degenerate decaden
re surrounding the
strange
those
air.
fresh
with
replete
The show could have been a rip-off alof farmsThefolk atmosphe
comedy,
urban
of Clinton is dignified, decent
ng only a superfici
farm life by presentigained
desirable than that which
and muchthe more
from a short cloaks
romanticized view
characters In Foul Play.
n seems
visit. Fortunately, editor Thompsodanger.
In
to have been aware of that
Rob Martin
addition to the folksy barn dances and

Two

Valrl Eromfleld and David Clement frolic In Lawrence Russell's Foul Play.

French-Canadian

plays

zero in on Quebec's despairwitness an
In Goglu, we
du P'tlt
Theatre
The off
second
us Bonheur
an ambitio
started
nervous, sexbetween
exchang
last Thursday night with two
season
younga bachelor, and
uallyefrustrated
disturbing plays by Quebec
easygoing buddy, Godbout. As
his
a sense
Barbeau. Both
Daniel Daylva stresses
playwright Jean
bring us Into the ofGoglu,
by his hyperactive
Solande and Gogluindividua
feelingThetrapped
l who finds manner.
character tries to fill the
world of a lonely
no gratification in the reality of his space and silence around him, just as
milieu. Each main character Is a misfit he tries to fill his inner emptiness with
to fantasy and il- fantasies. He cannot pretend Inresortedto survive.
who haslusion inorder
At critical
definitely that he is satisfied. As his
moments, however, they cannot hide emotional crisis Intensifies, it stands
thier misery and frustration. In the out in relief beside the insensitive
silence of a barren forest where we
ex. The have
Godbout
of the
see a single park bench, we learn of complacence
two friends
their dreams and disappointments.
been well changes
timedbetweenby director Jean Van
Louise Nolan gives a very Curek, Less original and polished a
performance than Solange, on the
engaging portrayal of Solange. In her whole,
Goglu s.still makes its point
she takes us, her im- about lonleines
monologue,
aginary listeners, through her past.
We learn of the influence convent life
The
milieu described in the two
has had on her, not only from the plays is distinctly
Quebecols. Those
details given, but also from her widefrancophones attending will Imtwentya
now
is
She
mediately
notice
the dialect and
glrllshness.
eyed
seven year old woman, who, despite
idioms used by French Canadians.
her background, has encountered
There are numerous references to
sexual perversion, censure, and re- traditional
pillars of Quebec
aspects of society— its church, its rural attitudes,
different
jection.
The
Solange's character make us laugh at and Its long-term rejection of the new
one time, and shock us at another. A and different.
sensitivity
profound
way
of thinking
addsto tothe itscharacter's
dramatic
Eleanor Colemen
potential.

FREE

Export

STREET

A

CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE
COME AND DISCOVER
YOUR
PIZZA

PUB

DANCE
OUTSIDE

Sing-Along
WITH

Featuring

Bob Mills
AT THE PIANO
EVERY NIGHT
(EXCEPT SUNDAY)
From 9 to 1
TASTY PIZZA AND
LOTS TO DRINK
PIZZA PATIO
210 BLOOR ST. W.
(across from Varsity Stadium)

THE

ST.

"CORE"

PUB
MIKE'S
PIZZA and BEER
8:00

Bob Mills has entertained long
enough to become somewhat of
a tradition at the Heylott.

COOP

Friday,

D.m.
Sept.

29
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Cartoon-like hero time-trips to war
Slaughterhouse Five lays grim Dresden holocaust to comic rest
Billy Pilgrim, the hero of Slaughterhouse Five, Is
lying unconscious in a double hospital room in the late
1960s. He shares the room with a Harvard military
historian who is visited by his young Radcliffe-student
wife.
thembombing
are discussing
the oldandhawk's
recentThebooktwo onof the
of Dresden,
how
publication was so long delayed by all the bleeding-heart
liberals. Billy comes alert for the first time when he hears
what they are talking about and says quietly, "I was
there." This isn't heard, and the old man continues to
praise
again. the military operation. "I was there", Billy says
"What's he say?" asks the old hawk.
"He says he was there", his wife answers.
After a brief silence, the historian says, "Well, let him
write his own book!"
The scene Is like one a rural friend of mine regularly
creates by announcing in the presence of guests that
there are too many people around. We all then pretend
nothing was said, or nothing personal was meant, or
anything that will side-step the obvious knives. It is Kurt
Vonnegut's
Geller'sthat,
artistry
that they parryand withscreen-writer
such elan; ItStephen
is their failure
like
us, they have no Idea what else to do.
So It goes with Slaughterhouse Five. It is such clever
satire that one almost forgets that Is all It Is, that one
musn't look for passion, drama, heart or balls, because
that is not the kind of show one has gone to. Think of
Slaughterhouse in terms of Strangelove, not All Quiet on
the Western Front.
Having said that, I am robbed of much of my copy,
because character Is not an element of satire, and I
respond primarily to character. With the exception of
Billy, everyone is a type, sometimes a very funny type,
sometimes a dead horse type. And Billy, while he has a
history, wears It In a way that invites little empathy.
Billy Pilgrim has seen the horror and it has turned
him off like a faucet. He has an accepting, vaguely stunned
manner, like a 1972 version of The Pawnbroker. The
difference is (and perhaps It Is a dlffernece between the
sixties and the seventies), it doesn't trouble him much,
and therefore doesn't really trouble us all that much. At
one point we share Billy's premonition of the imminent
crash
but It doesn't
raise (or
gooseat least
bumpsa
becauseof his
Billyplane,
is essentially
a cartoon
devotee of a philosophical sect so different from ours
that he is like someone from space), and we all know that
Billy
Pilgrim scoursFiveruins of fire-bombed Dresden for wartime mementos in Vonnegut's
Slaughterhouse
cartoon characters do not die.
So we can watch the scenes of bombed-out
Dresden and not be horrified, which, if it seems like some Slaughterhouse Five. It provides more to think about the incredibly intricate plot from tripping over itself,
than most current films. Tralfamadorian philosophy which is no mean feat. And, some of the laughs are deep,
kind of moral
on thethat
film'shaving
or on our
serious
relief.failure
(I write
lastpart,
nightis also
seena (conceived by Vonnegut and proscribed to by Billy healthy and uncomfortable, comedy laughs as opposed
Deliverance which affected me not unlike bad stomach Pilgrim) makes as much sense as common knowledge to gag (Woody Allen Is a first-rate gag writer, Vonnegut
flu. and which 1 would recommend about the same way I does. Ondricek's photography visualizes the film's dif- writes comedy.) Slaughterhouse Five is really quite a
would recommend sleeping with someone who has
fidence well, Glenn Gould's music adds, and the actors
It's justthatthata joke
Neitzche
it in mind
do what they are given to do. Director George Roy Hill good
when film.
he wrote
is theseemed
epitaphto ofhaveanbobemotion.
gonorrhea.)
bosaln
(Butch
Cassidy
and
the
Sundance
Kid)
very
deftly
keeps
Enough nay-saying. You won't go wrong seeing

DANCE
EVERYONE

CAN,

and should,
participate in "free
for ALL", a one-hour, live,
open-forum, on CITY-TV, every
Sunday, starting October 1st
from 11 p.m. to midnight. Free
time for free expression, on any
issue, (no libel of individuals,
no inciting violence, no
soliciting money, and no
necessary obscenities).
It's freedom of speech,
responsibility.

Doorsopen
99

Queen

unwith

from 10 to10:45p.m„
Street East.

UNION
STUDENTS'
GRADUATE
16 BANCROFT
AVE.

FREE!

ADMISSION:
DRAFT

PIZZA

BEER!
HOT

!

DOGS!

FEATURING:

&

FERGUS
EVERYONE
SEPT.

FLASH

WELCOME
30

Records from 5-9; Fergus from 9-1 a.m.
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A Fan's Notes has Its premiere (and
possibly only) engagement starting
tonight at the International Cinema. it,Onein
wants to say something nice about part
in
part because Eric Till lives here,
because his previous movies Hot Millions
and The Walking. Stick) were pretty
humane tor their genres, and In part
because a good comedy director has
decided to really do something serious.
Fan's Notes
one wants
however,
and
of the A hassles
because
succeed
toMainly,
butchery the film has gone through in the
three years since it was begun. Scenes cut
distributor because they
by thethestudio
made
hero less sympathetic, that kind
of thing.
So, one wants to say something nice,
but I'm sorry, it is an awful movie, and not
just because of studio censorship. You
just can't fill all the extra and bit parts with
starlets, you can't make nearly every
scene an interior decorator's dream, you
can't get away with satire, glib dialogue,
sharp focus technicolour, easy listening
music and expect to say something about
an alcoholic failure. I am not universally
down on slick, big-screen serious pictures. Infact, I am a sucker for them. But it
takes a juggler like Schleslnger or Losey
to keep it all balanced, and, though his
intentions are admirable. Till is just not in
that league. With Jerry Orbach and a very
sympathetic
Collins. $2.50. performance by Patricia
II. . . It struck me recently that I had not
learned to hate until high school, and that
my five years at N.T.C.I. had taught me
rebellion. So I am a mark for II. . . I like the
movie so much I make no pretence at
being objective. I think that it must be a
good film and that Lindsay Anderson
deserves his reputation, and I am sure that
he sees how limited, how reactionary, the
film's vision is. But that is all defence. The
fact is, that's me up on the roof giving it to
the principal right in the middle of his
status-quo, liberalizing forehead.
On the same bill is Zero de Condulte,
Vigo's
of a better
schoolboy
rebellion,short
which1933
I hearfilmIs even
than
II... Showing Thursday, $1.50, at OISE,
rightln the belly of the beast.
Bedazzles. Dudley Moore as Faust in
the guise of a London postman, asks Peter
Cook as Satan, also dressed as a postman, to explain The Fall. Cook says he will
demonstrate and hops up on a mailbox,
assuming the role of God on His throne.
"Now, dance around praising me", he
says. Moore shuffles a bit singing, "You're
great! You're terrific!", then stops. "Go

tickets for the October
which free reserved
21 concert of .the U of T Symphony
become available
mention of
to make
to tstry here
I am going
every week, as
highligh
CBC-FM
city can
the
In
s
offering
the best musfcal
often be had at 94.1 mlllihertz on your FM
dial CJRT also has ample classical selections, items like their recent "Bruno Walter
Legacy" being pure Inspirations on
someone's part. Actually, Allan Ludden is
a hefty
the program director and deserves
pat on the back for his devotion to the
airing of serious music.
On CBC, watch for the Atlantic
at
concert next atFriday,
y's first
Symphon
4:00 Is
's New Records
6:30. Saturdaymost
on
s
program
e
enjoyabl
one of the
the network and serves the purpose of a
but with audio acrecord column,
companiment. Always, if you can, tune In
to BBC Concert on Sundays at noon. The
concerts feature name-brand
orchestras, conductors and soloists who
Kerr'sIs Off
In London.
an
regularlyweekday
11:00,
s at Bob
appearRecord,
the
not unbut
ntious
unprete
ng,
absorbing hour of his own records
a
—
educati
sy
Gilmour'
Clyde
half above
a my-favou
and
mile
rite-ten
cozy,
longer in
records orno flummer
card-ind
hisdocile
and catalogu
e. ex of
the
unless
Try to avoid Afternoon Concert,
le, stifling
the insufferab
you can suffer
antics of the two prissy hosts, always
and
toes They
neatly stepping
no reason.
ng to noonendeachfor other's
apologizi
the
are the reigning Embarrassments it.of The
CBC, but I don't think they know
is usually
musiccurrent
is, the one
is Great
theme first-rate
for example,
—problem
Chamber Music and they have dared to
Usuallyto
quartet.pretext
play Bartok's
audacious
somestring
has to bethird
there
the CBC Vancouver Chamber
"radical".
thingsforwith
playListen
John Avison. They are a
Orchestra
masterful little group of musicians who
know as well as some of the best chamber
groups thefromplayGermany
Haydn. what they are doing
when

on", orders Cook. "No", answers Moore,
"I'm getting bored." "Exactly!", says Cook,
jumpingsday, 99down
«. off the mailbox. Roxy, ThurNaked Came the Maple Leaf. This
weekend two experimental films, David
Cronenberg's sparse, eerie Crimes ol the
Future, andwords
Joyce and
Weiland's
of Pierre
Vallieres'
mouth.filmAlso
Bob
Fotherglll's CBC news special from the
day Canada joined the United States,
Countdown
tdown at 8:00,Canada.
Crimes Vallieres
at 10:00, and
Poor CounAlex,
$1.50. Starting Tuesday, Peter Rowes
Neon Palace, with Rowe present opening
night, in the flesh.

Eric Anderson is back at the Rlverboat,.
134 Yorkvllle (922-6216) until Sunday.
himself on guitar and ocAccompanying
casionally piano, Anderson weaves a
audience.
an enthusiastic
over
web
poetic
His set on Tuesday
included older
material as well as songs from his new
album Blue River. His compositions are
River
with Blue
and thoughtful,
gentle
and Faithful
being standouts
that night.
Violets of Dawn was an unexpected
opening bonus that was smoothly and
emotionally performed and brought back
acres
crowdedof good
so getmemories.
there early.It'sTheprobably
Columbiabe
album Blue River is well produced to the
point of old-shoe-comfort. Piano and
background vocals, especially on Round
the Bend and the title song are perfect in
every
native andMon-an
trealer way.
with anPeter
even,Thorn,
pleasanta voice
album
on U.A. toSonny
prove Terry
it's alsoandonBrownie
the bill
with Anderson.
McGhee will be featured October 3 thru
22.

The Canadian Opera Company
continues its productions of "our
faithfully
favourite operas": Tosca atat2 8pmpmSaturday
sharp.
that night
and Siegfried
Alda is on Monday night at 8:15, La
-Tosca
8:15,
Sunday night, somehwere
Boheme,
(haven't I seen that name
before?) on Wednesday evening, 8:15 and
Alda Thursday evening. 8:15.
The Metro United Church is hosting
their first "Chancel Concert" this Sunday
for bystudents.
8:30 pmorganat $1recital
atMonday
at 8:30a
Me! CookThere's
organ, $1 for students.
his favourite
pm A atreminder
that October 2 is the date on

one,
Aggregation Gallery — gallery
in a wide
major works by Gallery Artistsgallery
two,
variety of media are planned;Realism
is the
David Barnett, Soft Focus
of his acrylics on canvas. Both are
focus
from October 4 to 21.
Albert White Gallery— Continues with
Primitive Art ol Nigeria until October 5.
Art Gallery of Ontario —andFrench
18th
Master Drawings of the 17thCollecti
ons,
Centuries In North American
a
until October 15. We are still planning
review of this and the following show:
Society of Artists Exhibit.
Ontario
Artist's Workshop — Rather proud of
the fact that its their twenty-first birthday
this year, the gallery is offering over 100
Craftmen's Workshop.
courses and a new
Art
A new gallery, Gallery Three and inan late
Supply store are to open
and
Bloor
at
now)
(around
September
Brunswick.
Hart House Gallery— Recent
Aqulsitions. Until October 6.
Arcadla-,
oughn, College
Scarbor
a show —of paintings
Petryshy
Olenskaclosing today.
Morris Gallery — The Romantic

•me OflO
C £> OOOO
CACOOi
T

Dis/SPRD)^INfcv

m

_ SEXIST *

n
Century: 19th Century Europea
Drawings and Small Paintings. This inis
their second show of this kind, included
which are a few oil paintings from the
School of Fontalnebleau — Diaz,
es. The drawings
Daubigny, Harpegnlperiod
from neocover them towhole
art nouveau. It opens
classicis
tomorrow and closes October 14.
Toronto Gallery of Photography —
Just to let photo buffs know that the
operation is alive and receptive. Their
gallery bookstore now stocks over 200
titles.
Victoria College — Douglas Martin,
20. (We led you to
until October
paintings,It closed
September. 20 last week.)
believe
Gallery — Indian Miniature
Isaacs
and Tantrlc Art, October 7.
N.B. We are looking for art reviewers
not looking
(because they are obviously
a familiarity with thes
for us) and although
willingnes
a
,
preferable
is
scene
local art
current lingo) is all
to respond (to use the
.
that Is absolutely necessary Phone Ian
Scott at 231-0673 or 923-8741. Ian Scott

theatre
two one-act
Qolgu (inareFrench)
at Le
at life InandQuebec
looks Solange
Theatre du P'tit Bonheur, 95 Danforth
Avenue, until October 7.
The Rothschilds fold their money
bags and silently slip away Saturday at the
Royal Alexanda. How the Other Half
363-4211.
opens Wednesday.
LovesGodspell
has left the Alex for the
Playhouse Theatre, 1605 Bayvlew Ave.
8:30 pmat SaturFriday
Tuesday
daypm.
at 6:30through
and 9:30
pm. atSunday
3 and
7:30
Leaving Home is back home after a
summer vacation, at the Tarragon
Theatre, 30 Bridgman Ave., Tuesday
through Saturday at 8:30 pm Sunday at
2:30 pm, it's pay-what-you-can.
The Hypochondriac,
a translation
Moliere's
Le Malade Imaginaire,
finallyof
dies Saturday at the Colonnade Theatre.
Wednesday Carlo Goldoni's Mlrandollna
opens for a month's run. 925-4573 for
tickets.
Foul Play is sometimes funny but
more often just foul at Factory -Theatre
Lab, 374 Dupont St. Performances
Tuesday through Sunday at 8:30 pm Sun5989. day's show is pay-what-you-can. 921The Just Assaslns from Albert
Camus' Les Justes at the Global Village
Theatre, closes tomorrow. The GVT
Players will present four fables today in
Queen's Park at noon and tomorrow at the
Eastern Branch of the Toronto Public
Library, 137 Main St. at 2 pm.
The End,
a play byJohn
last season's atmost
produced
playwright,
Toronto
Free
Theatre 24 Palmer
Berkeley the
St.
Tuesday
through Sunday
at 8:30 pm It's
free but reservations
are required.
Editor
Assoc.
theatre Editor
rock
movies
art
music
dance
books

Bill Macvicar
Ufli
Diemer
rob martin
bob bossin
allan
mandell
ian scott
ian scott
isabelie
peacock
bill macvicar
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sportalk
affect their play- 43, while McMaster and Waterloo
Queen's Golden Gaels1 Doug will offundoubtedly
chances. Look for Lutheran to lied for third with 66 points each.
Co/tic became the all-time scoring
a bid for a contending spot in The four best teams qualify for the
leader at Queen's
last make
the Western Section.... In games Canadian Championships
Saturday
when heUniversity
scored nine
points. This gave him a career total this weekend, Carleton will play Thanksgiving weekend in Kingston.
while in the west Western is The Varsity team, chosen in a series
of 156. record
This held
beltersby Ron
Queen's
old Ottawa,
at York tonight, Windsor visits of trials at Port Credit Yacht Club,
scoring
Stewart
Jim
"and Waterloo travels to consists ofin A skippers
(14?). However, Queen's University Lutheran,
division and Ian
officials feel that there's a three McMaster Saturday,... More on the Schoenhardt
Brown
in
B.
Crewing
for
point difference between theOUAA Inter-faculty Track Meet last
and their own records. More to Tuesday — The Rowell Memorial Schoenhardt is Charlotte de
Cup (team championship award) Hcinrich, while Brown's yeoman is
lionie when theMarauders
matter's clarified....
McMaster
are in moved from Scarborough to PHE, .lay
Nicholson. The team is considered tobe strong, and should do
trouble. The team lost six players and the Cody Trophy, given to the
during the game last Saturday individual with the most points, well at the Canadians1....
Recreational
sailing will also be
went
to
Eric
Little
of
Scaragainst Western, including their enborough. ., The U of T Sailing Club continued. For further information,
tire starting backfield. Outstanding
running back Greg Higson suffered was narrowly defeated by a call Bruce Butlimore at 483-9332 or
a broken leg, while quarterback strong [cam from Queen's Universi- Ian Brown at 924-0354.... The
Doug Finlay broke his collarbone. ly in the Ontario Championships weather affected the Interfaculty
Both are out for the season. Andy held here last weekend. The
Roy also left the game with bruised Kingston team won the event with Tennis Tournament held Monday,
ribs.... McMaster's football injuries .1° poinls. followed by Toronto with but approximately 50 of the 64

entries showed. There is still time to
enter the mixed doubles tournament
which
starts Monday
at St.from
Hilda's.
Information
is available
the
intramural office, room 106, Hart
House. Matches begin Monday at
noon.
basketball
referees'
begins ATuesday
at 7:15
pm atclinic
the
Centennial Building (Keele and
hglinlon Avenue W.). The clinic will
continue for four consecutive weeks,
one nightterested inqualifying
per week.as anAnyone
approvedinofficial Tor the 1972-73 season is
invited to attend. Meetings are being
conducted by the Metropolitan
Toronto Board of Approved Basketball Officials. For further information, contact Ron Pleasance
(243-4690 — nights) or Bob Little

(459-3615 — nights).... An Olympic
handball clinic will be held
tomorrow from 10 am to I pm in the
Benson aBuilding
gym. Theof clinic
will
include
demonstration
the game
and a breakdown of the- various
skills and rules. The clinic is sponsored bythe School of Physical and
Health
the ofMen's
and
Women'sEducation,
Departments
Physical
Education and Athletics and the
Ontario Team Handball
Federation.... On the lighter side,
despite carrying 12 engineers in their
18 foot bath tub, the LGMB (the
Lady Ciodiva Memorial Band to the
uninitiated) was unable to beat the
U of Friday.
T Outing Club's valiant canoe
last
porlagers
in their intra-campus race'

Centre for the Study of Drama
HART HOUSE THEATRE
AUDITIONS
David Gardner will hold Auditions for
ROSMERSHOLM
and
Martin Hunter will hold Auditions for
HAMLET
Hart House Theatre, October 11, 12 and 13
For an appointment
call Offices
928-8674 or drop in
at Theatre
Open to all students - both graduate and undergraduate

Blues
vs Gaels:
a must
game
The 1972 football season will be Sokovnin. or veteran Peter -chedule before 1972 becomes
ruade or broken tomorrow when the McNabh.
mother year to forget.
Blues
host
Queen's
Golden
Gaels
at
However,
one
key
difference
from
Varsity Stadium. Kickoff is the the Varsity standpoint will likely be
usual 2:00 pm.
evident in game tactics. Last year
CLUB EMBASSY
Ciaels are in first place atop the Blues went with a shotgun in the two
OUAA eastern division with con- Queen's games and Dunkley comBloor and Bellair
secutive victories over Carleton and
pleted aphenomenal 60 passes in
Ottawa, while Blues are tied for 120 minutes
of football. So far this
second with a 1-1 record following year. Blues have concentrated on
FRIDAY AND
last week's 14-6 win over Carleton. developing a running attack in the
over Carleton, Dunkley and
The new playoff arrangement victory
provides for a sudden death final rookie Steve Kerr atempted only 13
SATURDAY
comparedlo39 running plays.
between the first and second place passes
The loss of sophomore flanker
teams; hut if Blues lose tomorrow
they will be 1-2 with only three Barry Wagdin leaves Aarne Kartna
VIRGIN
games remaining, Varsity hopes ,is
only had
deepsome
pass success
threat,
but Varsity's
Blues have
would then rest on the unlikely going
to
tight
ends
Dave
Quick
and
possibility of winning alt remining Fsleban Andrewojwcz.
games including Queens and Ottawa
on the road.
If Blues experienced defensive
STARTING MONDAY:
Win-or-else situations involving unit can repeat their miracles of last
weekend. Varsity could be in a
Queen's lohavecoach
become
Toronto's Lowest Priced Night Club
nature
Ron almost
Murphysecond
and three-way lie for first place after
Pepper Tree
his team since 1968. Each season has tomorrow's game. However, a loss
could
portend
a
very
short
football
seen
title year
hopeswascrushed
the keyVarsity's
game. Last
perhapsin
one of the most painful as Blues
blew a [6-point lead in Kingston and
lost 28-25. The team then rebounded to beat Queens 31-29
in the final game of the schedule
at home, but by then the payoff
Welcomes all Students
pairings had been decided and
Blues were out.
new & old back to
As there
Blues areprepare
Saturday's
game.
severalforparallels
with
the situation which confronted them
the University of Toronto
a year ago. Varsity quarterback
Way tie Dunkley is on the limp from
painful rib injuries and Blues offence
you are cordially invited to drop in to
may have problems getting
untracked.
any Swiss Chalet Bar BQ in Toronto.
Bring this coupon with you to get our
On defence. Blues will need all the
outstanding performances they got
last weekend, asince
Queen'sattack
has
demonstrated
powerful
WELCOME BACK OFFER
with all five starlers returning from
1971.
Gaels"
leader
Tom
Taylor
usually concentrates on runners
Brian Warrender, Dave Hadden and
•———clip out(lord McClellan and can count on
flanker Stu Lang for needed passing
yardage.
A QUARTER CHICKEN PLATE
Queen's also boasts an excellent
two-way kicking game with their allyou pay only
INCLUDES
lime scoring leader Doug Cozac
• Quarter Bar BQ Chicken
handling punts, field goals and con\erls. McClellan and Lang have
$
• Roll
hurl Varsity badly in the past on
1.19
LOCATIONS
• Fresh French Fries
punt returns,
and
Blues
must
be
concerned about their somewhat erratic
•
Famous
Bar
BQ
Sauce
•
234
Bloor
St.
downficld tackling evident so far
REG. PRICE
• 1415 Yonge St.
• Beverage
[his year.
•
2990
Eglinton
East
Varsity gol excellent kicking last
$1.45ONLY
season from rookie Don Thomson
OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 31, 1972 - DINING ROOM SERVICE
• 362 Yonge St.
until he was injured in Kingston,
fins time. Blues' strategy will depend on another rookie, Mike

F
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Phone 923-4053
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Opener:
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Bruce Kennedy scores only touchdown In game Wednesday which saw PHE defeat Mulock champs Vic.

0
Competition
Cup got8underway
Vic
s the Mulock
utfor
ro
y this
got underwaVictoria
the Mulock Cupg champio
Competition Edfordowning
ns
defendin
week with Phys
season
ulty
interfac
the
of
game
second
the
In
College 8-0
17, Engineering 6.
Thursday, it was St. Michael's College
of the interfac season, PHE
In the first football game During
the first quarter, _the
won a largely defensive battle.
his end-zone and tackled by
into
Vic punt receiver was forced
Terry Nedoszytko for a 2 point safety touch Vic had the
second quarter
Only four minutes into the line
when PHE defensive end
ball on it's own twenty-five yard
intercepted a rushed pass
Bruce Kennedy broke his tackle,
wn.
only touchdo
game's attempt
in for the convert
raced Sinopoli's
and Viteo
was blocked by Vic and
half.
the
at
8-0
the score remained
In the third quarter the Vic squad missed a fieldofgoal
twice in the last three minutes the
attempt and was stopped
game on the PHE 20 and 2 yard lines, respectively. rather
d
As the score indicated, both teams displayedefensive
offensive play, but countered with strong
ineffectiv
work on e the muddy back campus field.
ay afternoon it was St. Mike's making a
Wednesd
k to defeat Engineering, which had led 6-0 at the half.
comebac
the
kept the
en second
Therd Skulem
points,
up 17off
they ransquad
when Mike's
half St.
until the
scoreboa
plays.
wn
mainly on two touchdo
Kiien and Hoo went for 6 each, while MacConnell added
3
Des.rn.ni both
« three on a field goal attempt. MacConntoellits and
17-6 total.
bring the
point —to There
I next
f1 addedNextone Week
in Division
four games final
are score
Other
Eng.
playing
PHE
ng Monday, NewwithCollege, Tuesday, St M.ke
| week beginni
s
| eames have U.C. againstForestry
and
y
Thursda
Meds
meets
| plays Vic Wednesday,
ough out in the east end the same day.
Scarbor
£ Trinity
at 4 pm.
All gamesplaysbegin

Blues look solid against Brock
shutout
consecutive
second
record
es
Blu
the
U of T Blues soccer team recorded their second
in
untested
was
Dattlico
goalkeeper Joe
Bob
shutout in as many games by defeating Brock firstBlues'
half, and the team's second-half a goaltender.
Varsity Stadium.
on once to make save. He picked
University 5-0 Wednesdayhow atone-sided
only
was
Ho.
the game actually ofr the ball bycalled
forward.
The score indicates
Brock
a
of
feet
the
at
diving
was with the Blues dominating all but fifteen minutes of
This year Blues team appears to be balanced in Daall
the game.
The forward line of Polera, Peter Hillier, the
the Blues five positions.
Bruno Bruni opened the scoring for loose
Vince Ierullo possesses great speed on
and
Rosa
he
ball,
wings as well as strength up the centre.
minutes into the game. Picking up a
slammed a low shot that caught the inside of the post.
Tim Burns and Ian Harris
BrunoskillBruni,
Mario Da Rosa then carried the pay, picking up the have Halfbacks
in playing the ball out to the
demonstrated
his first hat trick of the season. He fired in two forwards even when under considrable pressure. With a
rebounds from shots by Vince Ierullo and Ian Harris, 9-0 goals for and against record, the goalkeeping and
then released a flying shot high into the corner of the defence of Bob Cazzola, Eugene Konarsky and Ed
net after a pass from Vito Polera.
Cartes also speaks for itself.
Blues' scoring was completed in the second half
t when Polera sped down the left wing and around the
Blue Chips — Vito Plera and Mario Da Rosa now
Brock defence. He then passed to Vince Ierullo on right lead the Blues (and the Western Section) with three
wing who just tapped the ball into the open net.
goals each after two regular seasons games ... In the
Brock only threatened in the first fifteen minutes of Western Section last weekend two other teams earned
the second half. Playing most of their men on the shutouts, with Guelph defeating Laurentian 3-0 and
attack, they were able to hem the Blues in their own Waterloo downing McMaster 2-0..; As of Wednesday,
end. Although Brock pressed in this period. Blues Guelph, Toronto, and Waterloo were tied for first place
leftback.Bob Cazzola, upset the St. Catherines team in the west... In the Eastern Section York was out in
front. In games in the east last weekend it was York 2, f
attack,
menl of preventing
the Torontothemgoal-from any consistent harrass- Queen's 0; Trent I, Carleton 1; and Queen's 3, Ryerson g
Brock's only scoring chance came in the final 3... This weekend Ryerson is at Carleton and Trent |
at Queen's in the east, while Western is at Brock, «
minute
play. just
However,
Blues' crossbar
long
shotof from
ouside the
the penalty
area fromstopped
findinga plays
Guelph
its mark.
McMaster.travels to Waterloo, and Toronto heads to
Mario Da Rosa scores one of three goals as Blues win 5-0 Wednesday.
Intramural Touch Football
of the first two days of the Intramural touch football league
Resultsas follows:
were
Tuesday September 26
Gonads 12 vs. Stompers 6
Rlhts19 vs. Team 50 12
Maulers 0 vs. Ball Carriers 13
Tachycards14 vs. Arrhythmia 0
Wycllffe12 vs. Idiots 0
Pure Crap 7 vs. Selects 20
Wednesday.
September
Team Terrifies
33 vs.
Jocks 6 27
Slackers 26 vs. Canucks 13
Heat It & Beat It 6 vs. W. 2 Associates 0

Interfaculty Soccer
- vs.
Results of the Interfaculty soccer league so far this week are as
follows:
Division I
Sr. Egn. I vs.
St. Mike's A 1
Erindale 0 vs.
Ed. 32
vs. Phys.
Meds.
Division II
Univer. Coll. 1
Dent. 1
Jr. Eng. 0
vs. Trin. A 1
St. Mike's B 3

Sfudent

support

campaign
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TORONTOI

pleases

Protest condemned
A demonstration which interrupted the
executive members and Governing Council member Paul Cadario. See letter page
instalation ceremony of president John
5.
Evans was sharply attacked four SAC
Harsh sentences

against

for

SAC

high

fees

Helliwell,
Miglin
By MARK BOHNEN
SAC vice-president John Helliwell said Saturday that he was pleased
with the extent of support shown by undergraduates for the first stage of the
SAC campaign against higher tuition fees.
Helliwell, a key organizer of the campaign, based his opinion on
statistics
released last Friday
the U ofhave
T comptroller's
56.8 pera
cent of undergraduates
(10,053 bystudents)
paid their firstoffice.
instalment,
figureMany
significantly
higherfaculties
than last
year's, returns
which was
professional
produced
higheraboutthan3060perpercentcent
opting for payment in two instalments as Child Study had 73 per cent,
followed by Architecture (71), Rehabilitation Medicine (64) and Music (63).
Final figures from the federated colleges have not yet been announced.
Of the arts colleges which have reported to date, Scarborough shows the
highest proportion of students paying by instalments (60) while University
College is the lowest at 47 per cent.
Eric Miglin,
commenting
the figures,
is no SAC
doubtpresident
that students
paid attention
to theon letters
from said
SAC thatand"there
their
were sent to all SAC fees-paying undergraduates in late summer
local Letters
councils."
to urge them to pay their fees in two instalments. This enables them to have
the choice of withholding the second instalment to protest the government's
action.
A SAC survey during the summer indicated that about 70 per cent of
the undergraduates would withhold their second instalment, he said.
However many graduate students who hold scholarships are forced to
pay their entire fees before registering according to the conditions of the
scholarships.
A letterAwards,
to vice-provost
from thethatdirector
of T's inOffice
of Student
Patrick Robin
Phillips,Rossconfirms
studentsof Upaying
two
instalments will be charged a penalty of $10 by the fees department, down
from $12 last year. It adds that the late payment penalty, imposed after
_, January 15, will be maintained at $15.
And, in the event that a fee strike does occur, the fees department will
a pay the second instalment of student awards to students entitled to them
* whether or not the second part of their fees have been paid. The decision was
|I ^5 announced
by vice-provost
in a letterof their
to Miglin.
administration
had required Robin
that theRossremainder
awards Previously
be applied theto
— their second instalment fees.
Students receiving OSAP money have signed a declaration promising
"lo
proceeds
of anyrelated
award togranted
paymentof study.
only for. .and
educational
and uselivingthe costs
directly
his/herforcourse
further,
agrees that first use of such proceeds will be to pay his academic fees."
However, the university does not act as a policeman for this regulation
and a student could pocket the cheque if he or she is supporting a fee strike.

imposed on three

trial
trespass
guilty in Waterloo
Students
strators "hoodlums". When Gertler Shot Judge Kirkpatrick, "Is that that protest be done within the laws
WATERLOO (CUP) Amid a had no right to be in the business
flurry of conflicting evidence, three office, while the defence counsel in the course of the trial was asked .how
you tell a secretary from a of democracy," and on these
grounds and on the urging of the
defendents charged with petty argued that the students had a "fair to identify a young lady as one of the
business
office
secretaries,
he
was
Crown counsel, the maximum fines
trespassing from the occupation of and reasonable supposition that they
levied and a rather harsh
unable to do so definitely but noted student?"
the University of Waterloo business had the right to be there."
In the sentencing of Tie-Ten- were
office last March were all found
At the beginning of the that, she did look like a secretary.
probationary
period imposed on one
of
the
three defendents.
"To
guard Kirkpatrick
our freedomcommented,
we must insist
guilty.
occupation students had moved into "She's clean and neat and tidy." Quee.
The sit-in was the result of a day the office and had been told by the
of discussion and contemplation on
president Burt
the situation of the students within administration
Mathews that he was willing to let
Ontario universities. In particular, them stay as long as they wished in
attention focused on the then pen- order to avoid a confrontation with
Society censures
ding University of Waterloo Act security. However, the following day Engineering
and the Wright Commission interim as the staff returned to the offices,
report.
the security police arrested four of
Found guilty at Waterloo the
remaining 30 demonstrators.
for fees strike stand
SAC
provincial court Wednesday,
of possible actsn of
question
The
September 27, were Chantal Tic- violence resulted in a discussio of
The Engineering Society executive unanimously
Ten-Quee, Michael ,Gertlcr and the throwing of paper darts. A
passed a motion, Thursday night seconded by SAC
Edward Hughes. All received witness stated that he had seen Tiepresident
brotherTheSven,
censuring
SACit
relatively harsh sentences con- Ten-Quee seated on a filing cabinet,
for its standEricon Miglin's
the fees strike.
executive
felt that
sidering the 'pettiness'
the toss "roughly one" of these lethal
was improper for the SAC to take a stand supporting a
offense. Reinhold
Lade, the offourth
missiles, while the security officer
fees strike before the referendum occurred.
person charged failed to show for who aprehended her slated he had
The motion stated that "the secretary send a letter
the trial.
thrown
five"
or
four
seen "at least of ten minutes. There
from. the executive to the SAC censuring them for takTie-Ten-Quee was put on over
period
a
ing astand on the fees strikeand for not searching more
probation until September 1, 1973 appeared to be no 'other violence
extensively for alternatives to a fees strike. This
and banned from any campus except commiled on the officials present or
executive
feels this is a decision that each student
for the use of the libraries of Sir upon university property.
George Williams and McGill in A high point in the trial of Gertler
should
make
"This was notfor a himself."
motion of censure or condennation,"
Montreal where she resides. came when he was asked in cross"We
Sentence was passed with the examin
ever
president
Socety
ation whether he had
said Engineering
were
not
happy
with
the SAC
motionScott
(whichJolliffe.
supported
knowledge that Tie-TenrQuee was
a
strike),
and
had
decided
last
week,
at
an
engineering
demons
previou
any
in
pated
partici
not attending university this year,
strations. Gertler cited the motorexecutive meeting, that we would not take a stand until
hut will be returning in 1973.
cades and other activities of political
getting the results of the referendum, in order to
Both Gertler and Hughes are still party campaigns, visibly unnerving
attending the University of
represent
the body,
students'
decision."
by the associa
y tional
representative
the SAC
has noHerightadded."as
to take aa
i Waterloo and for that reason, a fine the Crown
politics
conven
tion betweenattorne
of $100 plus court costs was and the tactics of 'sub-political
In response to the motion SAC president Miglin,
imposed.
groups.
himself
engineer,
that ittowasgainSAC's
duly
The pattern for the trials was
The bias of the court became
lo
take aanstand
on thisreaffirmed
issue in order
as strong
basically similar, the Crown
Engineers
attacked
Mlglln's
stand
on
strike.
attorney's
Crown the demonattempted to prove that the accused questions
apparent asin hethe labeled
support as possible.
stand."
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HERE
TODAY
noon
(or kosher
to
Last day reserve
2nd and
Monday3rdOctober
suppers forOctober
House,
Hillel
at
Tuesday
186 St. George.
3pm
Auditions for a new Canadian play,
"Old Friends". UC Playhouse, 79A St.
George. Till 6 pm.
4 pm
d
Council meeting of the Combine
B
English. Rooms
of
ents
Departm
and D, Upper Brennan Hall, SMC.

AND

NOW

7:30Spmpm
Planning a meeting for the
186
Greenlight
St.
George- project at Hillel House.
Spm
meeting at Hills!
planning
Drama
House. 186 St. George.
TUESDAY
5:30 pm
p Bible
Varsity Christian Fellowshi
Study on Isaiah 1-5 and presentation

of the lordship of Christ to determine
a Biblical viewpoint on wars and particularly the war in Vietnam. This will
be led by the Evangelical Committee
for
Social
Room. Action. Wymllwood Music
Regular followed
Tuesday evening
Informal
eucharlst
by supper
and
fellowship.
Newman
Centre,
Hoskins
and St. George.evening

Association
y Homophil
58 Cecile Street.
Toronto meeting.
of Communit

I*,. _,iY.,.-tii>. atble
the hpuinni
douat the beginning of
et profits
rates, effective
s of carp
inq'
Harding Carpets
Limited
Hard
per
share.
year, will be an aid to Harding
Brantford reported profits more
sharesto next
"A"
g Carpet
Hardin
in its next fiscal year when sales are
than doubled in the nine month closed
, close
at $23,125
Friday
expected
to remain bouyant.
period ending last July 31, to the high for the year of $24.50.
SI. 69 1,5 1 6. Sales rose 22 per cent, Following tax concessions made to However, the three per cent personal
to nearly $29 million.
corporations in the last federal income tax surcharge, to be reimC. Maiim Harding, chairman of budget, the company has revised to posed next January 1, is expected to
two million dollars from $1.7 have some
inhibiting effect on conthe
U
of
T's
Governing
Council,
is
sumer spending.
the chief executive officer of the million its intended capital
company
which is Canada's largest expenditures.
carpet manufacturer.
In spite of its seemingly sound
PETER ROWE in person
Profit per share over the nine position,
continued growth of
TUESDAY NIGHT
month period rose to $1.02 per the companythe seems
uncertain.
8:00 AND 10:00
share.
Analysts
say
the
year's
profit
will likely meet the projected $1.40
Lower corporate income tax
CANADI
%7 FILM
AWAANRD
University of Toronto
WINNER!
Staff Members:
The Varsity Board of Directors has requesteda
that a member of the staff be appointed as
representative on the Board. This is a new position
created as a result of a reconstruction of the Board.
The Board will be responsible for the editorial
integrity, financial and business management of The
Varsity. The Board will consist of five SAC
Graduate
appointees, one member from thetheUniversity
of
Students Union, one member from
Toronto Faculty Association, one members of the
University of Toronto staff, two members appointed
by the
by the Board, one member appointed member
President of the University of Toronto, one
elected by The Varsity staff, the current and past
editors of The Varsity. The term of office is from
appointment until June 30, 1974. Gwen Russel and
John Parker, members of the Governing Council,
have been delegated by the Board the responsibility
of making the appointment to the Board.
Staff members who are interested in being
appointed to this position should forward their
application not later than October 1-6, 1972 to:
Varsity Board Staff Election Committee, c/o
John Parker, Room 814, 215 Huron Street.

CAMERA CLUB
OPEN MEETING
OCT. 5, 1972
MUSIC ROOM - 7:30
HART HOUSE ART GALLERY
RECENT ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 6
Mon. - Sat. 11 a m. to 5 p.m.
Weds. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Open meeting Tuesday,
Oct. 3, 8:00 p m.
Music Room

"open to all "
AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT
(film and slide projectors, etc.)
PORTABLE VIDEO TAPING
(lets you produce TV programs)
SUPER EIGHT FILM MAKING
(put your ideas into living colour)

CAT

# 1) "Comedy-Erotic"
# 2) "Social Conscience'

Sponsored by
Media McGill
and Bellvue Pathe

further
information call: Greg Allen 928-6049

Safety
Instruction
Ride
Range
8 :00
p.m. -

XEROX
EQUIPMENT
C
1st thru 5th
,
EACH
copy per original
EACH
6th thru 10th

copy per original
76 CHARLES ST. W.
EACH
923-8115
11th and
additional
85 EG LINTON AVE. E.
copies per original
20%
486-8663
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR LEGAL,
STUDENT
3 HOLE PUNCHED AND COLOURED PAPER
DISCOUNT (TOSTUDENT
*WSTUDENTS
/OWORK)ON
CERLOXCOLLATING
BINDING
NOTE:
FREE
FEDERAL (12%) NAD PROVINCIAL
WHILE-U-WATT OR OVERNIGHT
(5%) SALESON TAXES
APPLICABLE
QUALITY GUARANTEED
ALL WORK
REDUCTIONS
original size 24" x 8.30
36" AM 9:PM
CHARLES ST., W. Maximum
HOURS: MON.-THURS.
FHI., SAT 8:30 AM - 6;PM

IMC
/orKsnops

REVOLVER CLUB
Mondays and Wednesdays
RevolverRifle
ClubRange
- 7:00 p.m.

COPIES
MADE
ON >

copu

Rim continues to Sunday, Oct. 8
TECRMCOLOR' ALEX
POOR
Brunswick and Bloor
Information: 920-8373

$30 for 24 meals.

BLACK HART PUB
J EVERY TUES-, WEDS., AND THURS.
FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

coeqe

neon
PfllACI

MEAL for
TICKETS lunare available
cheon and dinner inusetheatGreat
Hall. Enquire at the great Hall
cashier.

Media McGill
3434 McTavish
Montreal 112
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Puerto Rican held for nearly a year
Pagan

allowed

mi
Pagan speaks here at 8 tonight.

to consult
Montreal
lawyer
Honeywell virtually said he did not believe witnesses who
OTTAWA (CUP) Puerto Rican Independentista
Humberto Pagan has finally been given permission to consult said they saw Pagan shoot the riot chief. Since there was not
enough evidence to bind him over for trial in this country, then
his new lawyer, Bernard Mergler, in Montreal.
The Immigration Department granted approval he should not have to stand trial in Puerto Rico, Honeywell
yesterday following threats Pagan would go anyway, thus said, and therefore he should not be deported.
possibly
causing some embarrassment if he were arrested once
Shortly after that the supporter of Independence for
in Montreal.
Puerto Rico was freed on $3000 bail, but has not been allowed
to
travel
outside Ontario under terms of that bail. Hence the
SincelawPagan's
formerCalifornia,
lawyer, Clayton
studying
in Berkeley
Mergler Ruby,
had to istalknowto problem seeing Mergler who could not take time off his work
Pagan about the appeal hearing on his deportation to be held to visit his client here.
before the supreme court in Ottawa tomorrow.
In an unusual move, the counsel for the U.S. appealed
Pagan was arrested in Ottawa nearly a year ago on a
decision
to "the 3federal
(formerly
charge of killing San Juan riot chief Juan Mercado during a Honeywell's
Exchequer Court)
on August
but wascourtturned
down. the
He
riot at the University of Puerto Rico on March II, 197I. based
the appeal on the grounds that this was "a case of
extraordinary
The hearingimportance".
tomorrow will merely be held to determine if
Humberto Pagan will bespeaking tonight at 8 pm in the
ihe supreme court wilt allow the appeal to be heard in the
Hart House Debates Room.
lower court. The same arguements are again being used by the
Americans.
would only say today he thought the Americans
Since then, both his extradition and deportation hearings have had noMergler
grounds on which to launch an appeal.
s been stalled and taken months to complete. The extradition
If the supreme court denies the American request
|j
decidedhearing
Pagan hitshould
=: hearing
but the judge
deportation
a snag.be sent out of Canada, Tuesday, Pagan should then be free to leave Canada for the
I American authorities have tried to obtain permission to country of his choice.
Cuba, Chile and Algeria have said they would accept
S deport the student to Puerto Rico, but in a precedent-making
¥ decision June 27, Carleton court judge A. E. Honeywell him. If the court decides to allow the appeal, Pagan could be
in
Canada
" has
refusedrefused
the application.
is the first time
a Canadian judge take place. for up to another year, waiting for the hearing to
an AmericanThisdeportation
request.

Administration
Hold

fees

lends helping hand

referendum

their fees in two installments. Then
it allowed SAC to put information
tables in the St. George Drill hall,
where many students paid their fees.
As well, the university said that if
it would not lose any money, it
would lower the penalty for paying
in two installments. Last week Sim-

in

class

time

strike, which involves witholding sponsored forum on the increase in
second term fees instaements, is tuition fees and the OSAP loan
Occoming up next
the ad- ceiling tobscheduled
ministration isstilweek,
cooperating,
er I0 at I pm forin Tuesday
Convocation
although without violating any Hall.
Miglin hopes that newly
agreement with the government.
of Colleges
and
Robin Ross
said appointed
Universities Minister
Jack McNie
will attend
lastVice-president
week that Ontario
Student
Award Program cheques would be the October 10 forum. President
Evans, Liberal MPP Jim Bullbrook
distributed outright to students who and
former NDP education critic
would be particpating in the strike. Walter
Pitman have already
Previously,
the
money
was
only
Kanowitch
runs against Hallett;
given to the student for the purpose accepted invitations to speak.
"It will probably be McNie's first
of paying fees.
SAC'S plans to co-ordinate an official speech as minister, so we
intensive educatiional
in- hope he will come," Miglin said
campaign priorandto the
stamp'
committee'rubber
charges
Former SAC cultural affairs
commissioner Seymour senior faculty seeking to perpetuate
their own strangle referendum formation
Government officials have so far
received another boost yesterday..
Kanowitch last night announced that he would
the General
Committee."
week in a letter from vice- refused to participate in either of
committee
nominated only two students, last
challenge UC principal Archie Hallett for the position holdThe onstriking
president Don Forster to principals, this week's schduled forums
of vice-president of the General Committee of the one of them SAC Services commissioner Bill Stead- deans,
and directors throughout the featuring NDP education specialist
university.
Faculty of Arts and Science at its meeting this man, both for the minor positions of proctor.
Floyd Laughren on Wednesday and
afternoon.
Innis student Briane Nasimok intends to run against
SAC
to set up a system of Liberal leader Robert Nixon ThurIn doing so, he charged that the striking committee, these two and the third nominee for one of the student wanted
sday. Both willHall.be held at I pm in
speakers to cover all Convocation
which recommended two or its own members as
Kanowitch also charged that many of the student classrooms for about five minutes Simcoe Hall has also agreed to
candidates (including Hallett) was merely attempting to positions.
members of the committee did not receive proper this week. Forster formally re- allow balloting to take place in
"rubber stamp their selection of themselves."
ested al teaching
He called the striking committee "perfect example of notification of today's meeting
cooperate quwith
the speakersstaffsent"toby classrooms when the referendum
occurs on the I lth and 12hh of
the cilStudents'
Administrative
and allow them between fiveCounand October, he added.
ten minutes of classroom time to SAC voted last week to endorse
the call for a fee strike on the
unions pick day core rep
Labour
Forsterclasses."
also invited the teaching Toronto campus, pending results of
Committee chairman Paul Cadario. SAC, the GSU, The Association of address
By BARBARA SHENSTONE
Labour unions at the U of T are Their choice must not be a Part-time Undergraduate Students staff to participate in a SAC- the referendum.
to decide among themselves who is business agent of a union, he says, APUS, U of T Staff Association, U
of T Faculty Association, and the
to represent them on the con- hulInternal
"an employee
the university."
Affairs ofrecommended
the Internal Affairs Committee. There
iroversial day Care Advisory Committee. There had been earlier ad- university's day care policy, and is will be seven parents on the commit e aswell.
ministrative difficulties about the overseeing its implementation.
Faculty association to
The GSU executive has decided
chosen representative would
method of selection of the unions' be The
not
to
appoint
a
representative
to
one
of
seven
representatives
of
all
representative.
There are nine labour unions at the constituencies of the university the committee, said executive assistant Larry Hofman yesterday, champion cause of marxist
the U of T, of which the Canadian on the Day Care Advisory Committee. The committee has the although the policy is under review.
Union of Public Employees and the
GSU agreed with the Day
The Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Associations^
Service Employees International power to run a volunteer aid CareThe Board
set up last spring by the
Union (SEIU) are the two largest. program, decide on admissions, and administration
Meszaros'
Istvan immigrant
Professor landed
cause ofCanadian
the refused
champion but
has decided
(OCUFA)
that
separate
by Yor kto University
was hired
who
advise
the
university
on
how
to
run
The unions will not be permitted
facilities should be set up for status for "security reasons".
complete freedom in choosing their the centre.
own representative, according to The other constituencies asked to separate groups.
officials in London, that Meszaros'
of immigration
explanation
Governing Council Internal Affairs participate on the committee are
On the other hand, Campus Co- neither
interests of the country", was sufficient to satisfy
not "in the
wasMeszaros
entry The
nor best
OCUFA.
op Day Care, which has conAs a result, to support the eminent marxist scholar, a telegram was sent
sistently fought
policy and
is thestilladministration's
occupying a to Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau and Manpower and Immigration
formerly unused university building, Minister Bryce Mackasey on Friday, criticizing "the actions of the
has decided to accept its two seats Canadian government in failing to provide any acceptable reasons for Us
Library trials Wednesday
on
the committee.
in
immigrant
break-up
police
the
in
dismissal
arrested
persons
more
two
The trials of
After refusal
waiting to26grant
weekslanded
in England
for a status
reply toto anprofessor
appeal ofMeszaros."
his status,
It's mainly a matter of strongly.
Wednesday
on
up
come
spring
last
Hall
Simcoe
of
n
occupatio
the
, A expediency, explained Co-op Meszaros decided to come to Canada as a visitor to fight his case openly and
, . ..
morning.
spokeswoman
Julie
Malhien
last
The trial of Bill Getty, charged with assaulting pohce, is expected
Since his recent arrival, pressure has built up on the federal government
n's. trial on a charge of night.
McLaughli
"While we don't agree that the to allow him to teach. Support from for the anti-Stalinist Hungarian marxist
Tom for
first,is while
come guppolice
toobstructin
Wednesday
also slated
committee should run university day has come from not only York University administration and students, but
s of open stacks m the newin care", because it forces different also
from prominent faculty at both York and U of T.
The two are encouragingtheirsupporter
w.ll start at 10 am
which
trails,
attend
to
Library
Robarts
which represents university teachers across Ontario, has
courtroom 33, Old City Hall.
groups together, "its decisions may calledOCUFA,
for a full investigation.
effect us", she said.

higher
fees SAC's
strike campaign
has receivedagainst
significant,
though formal, support from the U
of T administration.
Simcoe Hall assisted in producing
a mailing list so that SAC could
mail out letters to all undergraduates asking them to pay

coe Hall confirmed the late fee
would be two dollars less than last
year, since added income from a
higher proportion of students paying
in two installments made up the
difference.
Now that the Ontario Federation
of Students referendum on a fees
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Thursday's
day John
care Evans
demonstration
at the
installation
of president
sent pens quivering
in U of T land. Five SAC reps, including the chairman of
the Governing Council committee which recommended
the university's Inadequate day care policy, were sufficiently upset by the spectacle, a small but vociferous
group protesting their grievance, that they wrote The
Varsity (see the opposite page for the text of their letter)
to condemn vehemently the action. {They took pen (n
hand not as SAC reps, but as members of the university
community.)
It's understandable why student governor Paul
Cadario would like public criticism of his committee's
policy
kept that
out four
of the
But, it's
more
disconcerting
other limelight.
students, active
in campus
and all members of the SAC executive politics should
have allowed themselves to share his rationalization for
attacking the protestors.
The five would have preferred the day care people
to have blended into the background and not bothered
the assembled guests with the plight of Campus Cooperative Day Care Centre Number 2 or any other
socially relevant topic. They were there for the coronation
of the new president and felt that for these few minutes
the world should stop.
Embarassing problems, so the liberal credo goes,
should not impose themselves upon us. They should
fade away as if they never existed at all.
To do otherwise, as the persons demonstrating in

support of their principles did Thursday, is to breech the
accepted social etiquette surrounding official university
functions. And, this is never to be accepted by people
like the letter writers.
Dragging the red herring about supposedly
exploiting
"forcedreveal
(child)
letter,
the five further
the participants"
shallowness ofIntotheirtheirposition.
Taking children for an afternoon stroll (i.e. the
demonstration)
be seriously
Besides, thecan'tchildren
are at called
the verydetrimental.
core of the
dispute and should be present. Perhaps, the letter
writers would have felt more at ease In Ignoring the
children's
installation. plight If they hadn't been present at the
Apparently less Irritating to the five was the 1950's
college style
humour Band
of thewhich
Engineering
Lady
Godlva
Memorial
delayedSociety's
the official
recessional for at least 10 minutes. (The day care
demonstrators, by contrast, while forcing the platform
speakers to raise their voices did not impede the
progress of the program.)
That the LGMB performance was apparently prear anged with Slmcoe Hall Is not surprising. Aside from
poking irreverent fun at the president and the premier of
Ontario, the "demonstration" was designed to be politically irrelevant.
But, its creators failed in that aim. Part of the
performance satirized The Godfather movie, mimicking
an Italian Immigrant's accent and suggesting that Italians

and the Mafia are one.
That's the type of racist humour in which many from
other ethnic backgrounds may unintentionally Indulge.
And, we would not go as far as to suggest that the
antl-ltatlan by inengineerscluding thmeant
e skit. to be particularly
But, the whole complexion of the matter changes
when despite adverse audience reaction protesting the
racist nature of the satire, the engineers continued their
performance. Some of their number, In fact, responded
to legitimate criticism by threatening to pummel their
critics.
All the while, the platform guests and assembled
masses ignored the objections, grinning broadly as they
continued to lap up the cheap humour.
That the tetter writers tound no cause to criticize this
performance perhaps reveals their Insincerity when they
talk about "principles Involved" and just causes. What
they really desire Is a return to the Irrelevant days of yore,
in which the university detached Itself from society and
in "ivory towers".
Itself problems
and housedsocial
its problems
The university's
demand just
Ana, wnen these solutions are denied as In the
solutions.
day care case, the plaintiffs have cause and, In fact, the
duty to continue to advance their struggle in every
the university's
whenunder
arena. They
politicalproblems
possible political
internal
can days
be swept
the carpet
are gone never, hopefully, to return.
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employees is not aided by the
shameless exploitation exhibited by
ved inthis issueThe
are hiding
behindinrecenl volprotests.
"adults"
their children in the promotion of
their cause; they drag them to every
possible location on campus to set
up temporary
While
the Campusday-care
Co-op centres.
parents
have insisted that any move from
their presentneces arilquarters
uny and harmfullywillupset
their children, surely their crossare
as detrimental
campus
performancesto their
'with children
babies*
as are the other events surrounding
theireviction
activities and
the "constant
fear"
of
the alleged
of3^, "recalcitrance"
ficials. Only when ofthe university
issue is fought
i» on the basis of the principles in"volved, and not on the cheap
>.theatrics of a travelling show with
g innocent, forced participants, can
^Campus
hopesettlement".
for their
£ "reasonableCo-op
(for them)
Debra Lewis, Vic IV
Paul Cadario, APSC IV
John Creelman, Scar II
Vince DeAngelo, SMC II
Bill Steadman, UC III

Don't like Co-op
Day Care tactics
The day care demonstration
during the installation of the president Thursday is just the latest in the
theatrical antics which have
dominated the day-care issue on
campus. The justice of their cause
increasing accessibility of women to
the facilities of the university, and
providing a needed service for
students and low-paid university

Letter writers disapproved of day care demonstrators' presence at president Evans'
installation Thursday afternoon.
Health Service is

Maybe

capitalistic,

sports not sexual
This letter is in response to John struggle fell in the tackling,
blocking, and competitive nature of
McMurlry's analysis of football the
capitalist machine.
from a political, alternative viewliberal I might have
point, published in The Varsity on beenHowever
in accepting your references to
September 20th.
fcolbiill as a capitalistic political
The analogy of the football expression of a socialogically sick
system, with regards to regulation of society, I ean'l help but feel you've
plrtv and to the ideological aspects of uvcrslaled your case with the
reference 10 suppressed sexuality
performance,
to that ofinterest
the development of capitalist
and being expressed in concealed forms.
political theory appears to be an Here sport, both professional and
analysis. This opinion amateur, would suffer from such an
excellent
w as reached only after I had encompassing generalization for
managed to negate myself from any who could now deny the obvious
form of sociological determinenls
of a "hole in one' or a
(hat would have influenced a biased implications
'birdie' in golf; a 'lay-up' shot in
tendency towards the socially accep- basketball: ihe maul in rugger; the
table premise. Instead, I realized rhythm of sculling.
thai an abstract philosophical approach was required in order to The hierarchy of ihe football club
understand, as well as accept the is undoubtedly a reflection of the
fact that football has been used as a political and financial control thai
operale in the interests of
means of developing
'socio-political
conformity
in American
learning capitalistic competition. As a result,
institutions and in the people as a "he who pays Ihe piper, calls the
tune' which invariably leads to the
whole.'.
that if you don't want to
Its developement as a sport for conclusion
play by the rules don't play
the masses follows both the Competition
out against
as performancsets
e of oneitself
entity
capatalislie overtones of big
business both on and off the field as another, to which Ihe rules of sport
well as the projection of a large do nol totally apply. This level of
sport is a business whereby the joy
segment perience
of society's
need with
to exeffort is made more joyful by
self-identification
the ofwinning.
struggle that is ensuing on the field
of bailie. In itself, there is a feeling
Fred Harrington
PHEW
of accomplishment akin to that

FASHION

only luxury
I wonder how many of us realize
that we are all being taxed SIO a
vcar lo provide a luxury service for
the privileged few who use it.
The university Health Service has
no advantage over ihe governmental
OHIC plan except that medical
attention is available without the
appointment most doctors require.
|1\ theit. way.
didn't
know
OHICin case
is freeanyone
to anyone
i>\cr 21 who had no taxable income
last \car. So. if you can, go get it.
perhaps the Health Service was
necessary back in the dark days of
private insurance, hul today it
remains as an anachronism which
ilself needs ihe immediate attention
ii offers the student.
lei ihe Health Service pay its
own way through OHIC like any
other clinic and not continue its
charmed survival on the dollars arbilrarik
students. siphoned from we starving
David Stanley

GIRLS
For art
photography,
hostess service,
nude modelling
EXCELLENT PAY
PART TIME, FULL TIME
Call 920-3551
ANYTIME

Centre for the
Study of Drama

player since Elmore
James-" Esquire

HART HOUSE THEATRE
PRESENTS

MISANTHROPE
Here Wilbur
Translated bybyMoRichard
Directed by Donald Davis
October 19 - 28 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Box Office 928-8668
Tickets $2.50
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Students $1.25
$3.00 tor 3 productions
available
still
s
Sudent subscription

THE

MEETING
AT G.S.U.
16 BANCROFT

WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE
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CHECK THESE GRCAT BARGAINS

/ JEANS
$4
V MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS-ss* 3-512
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SPADINA
(BELOW DUNDAS)
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S FROM 9-6
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAY
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TUES.
7.30
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210

GRUMBLES
*71. Jairvis a«s 079*1
HELD OVER!
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CONSPIRACY
Next week:
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slide guitar
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DEAN
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Evans:

image

For your own personal pin-up,
turn the page. It's tree for the taking.

politics

at

top

By ALEX PODN1CK
Amid the pomp and ceremony befitting the
John Robert Evans Thursday
event
regal
afternoon became the ninth president of the
University of Toronto.
The man who only months earlier had
asked toU comwhen facing
seemedmentcompletely
of T
problems
about major lost
the issues
familiar"
very
("I'm not really rejoinder the with
aphis and
was his usual
swiftly
pointment was announced), hasnight
the
over
take
decisively
to
in
moved
smoothly
Hall. the appointment,
reigns
Evansof Simcoe
had resisted
reputedly only agreeing to accept the
presidency when his former U of T football
Davis, perWilliam
buddy, Ontario
sonally intervenedpremier
and asked
Evans to accept
the position.
us
unostentatio
his cosyHallyetoffice
Talking
early one
floorin Simcoe
second
Varsity,
month,
morning
at theEvans
still last
amazed
"I'm
size oftoldthetheinstitution.
The size is much greater than the numbers
would suggest. It's all the different packages,
groups, units, all these elements which give an
they mean."
of what refrain
understandi
That's theng familiar
one hears from
Evans, his constant awe at the size of the
institution. While that may well be the case,
he hasn't been shy about shaking up the
Simcoe Hall bureaucracy and aggrandizing
more and more power unto himself.
He tries, effectively, to camouflage his
takeover behind a cool, indifferent facade as
when he pretends to canvass student and
conon theandvarious
faculty opinion
fronting the university
refusin issues
to commit
himself
publicly
on
any
almost
any
issue.
Evans' office has been the site of
innumerable, precedent-setting meetings with
the "little people" who make up the university. He seems to grant interviews to
anyone
calls upanandincrediblly
asks for low
one. profile
Evans who
maintains
in not committing himself to positions, trying
to dazzle his listeners with his style rather
than by engaging in detailed debate.
Coolhimself
and cagey,
skillfully
avoids
giving
away byEvans
working
in quiet,
yet
effective ways in the backrooms of Simcoe
Hall.
in fact
And, by presenting what should
proposals as informational details
beandpolicy
thereby creating the illusion that he has
solidifies
empire really epssess. 'Evans
power hehisdoesn't
Council's
of the Governing
Some members
than
were more
Affairs Committee
Academic
a Utile annoyed when Evans dropped in to the
committee's first meeting to tell them that he
had decided to appoint a presidential advisory
committee on the New Program rather than
seeking the committee's approval for his
move. (The Arts and science Faculty Council
's esthe committee
had voted totablishmentrequest
, but the structure
of the Governing Council seemed to suggest that such a
committee should really be established by its
committee.)
appropiate
Image has been the key word with Evans.
Always going out of his way to praise the
university's new Governing Council, Evans
slyly reserves for the administration major
"I really think it's (the Governing Council)
done a good job of trying to organize itself to
powers.
dotoldsomething
other than study process," he
laudedThetheVarsity.
council.His inaugural address also

Varsity photos by David Lloyd.
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"I see theforGoverning
Council policy
as the inbody
responsible
majormattersof
the
university, particularly in the area of broad
controversy. I see the administration as
responsible for implementing the policies that
arc established by the Governing Council. I
see things like committees in different areas,
like say in the library area, as responsible for 1
the sub-policy issues within the major policy
established. And, I see the administration
The day care issue may have represented
within the library area (for example) as Evans' first major defeat on a policy matter.
Although
he had restricted himself to the low
responsible for implementing those subprofile role of summing up all the possible
policies,"
he
added
later.
The size of the problem determines whether shortcomings of the university-administered
an issue is a major or minor issue, he centre at the council meeting, he had confided
the people responsible for working out the
continued. "There's always latitude and in- toaccepted
with the Internal Affairs
terpretation and so on," he cautioned, war- Committeeproposal
ming to his subject.
that he preferred the parentconlrolled
model.
Evans described his job as making "sure
Yet, just days before the council was to
that we don't get a situation where the
Governing Council is pitted against the ad- ratify the university-run model, Evans told
The
Varisty that the university's Day Care
ministration.and
That won't
do thewill Governing
Council any good
certainly
be suicide Advisory Board's recommendation in favour
for the administration to get into that of the continued existence of the St. Andrew's
and Campus Co-op day care centres would
situation."
Although Evans has seldom revealed his not be "as easy to carry out in practice as it
own stance in public meetings, he asserted sounds in theory".
Apparently brushing off the strong
that the president "shouldn't hide behind opposition
of Campus Co-operative Day Care
anonymity"
in
making
his
views
known.
Covering all bases, he noted that it would to the proposed university-administered cenbe wrong to construe Governing Council
tre, he said. "I would be surprised if every
decisions going against his views as being major group would be satisfied" with Governvotes of non-confidence. "We shouldn't exing Council policy. "It doesn't mean,"
pect them (our views) to be carried," he he continued, "that the policy of either day
declared,". . .this is not my university."
care
centre
Evans hasis wrong."
worked hard to keep his image
Evans surprised some Thursday when he
publicly chastized the premier of Ontario for untarnished, probably suitably impressed by
the edgovernment's
subsidize
federat- the
alacrity
last year's
colleges at thefailure
same tolevel
as university
president
Jack with
Swordwhich
got himself
in hot acting
water
colleges and for its tution fees hike last spring. by overreacting to issues.
As campus conservatives press for police
But.
in
retrospect,
it
wasn't
all
that
daring
a
move. First, the positions advanced were not action to evict the Campus Co-op Day Care
particularly radical and are probably shared Centre Number 2 residents from their ilby his collegues across the province. And
legally occupied home, Evans shies away from
secondly, the brashness of openly ad- responsibility for taking action.
monishing the premier can be risked when
Totally non-commtttal on the matter
you're
on a first
— name basis
him. publicly, he appears certain to avoid calling
Nonetheless,
the manoeuvre
had thewithdesired
police himself, instead leaving that move to
Evans
that
believe
audience
the Governing Council so that he can avoid
effect: making his
had taken a particularily adventurous and responsibility for the action should it feel the
need.
progressive position.
Evans has refused to commit himself to his
Discussing Governing Council policies,
Evans said, "We have to make these policies predecessor's guidelines for necessary consultation before calling police onto campus to
work once we've adopted them."
with an internal matter. Following
Still, he had his qualifiying clause. "I don't deal
Sword's
debacle
in calling police to end the
thinkyouthatmake
any issue
is ever atsettled."
that
a judgment
a point "Iin think
time March 12 Senate Chambers occupation.
and I don't think that it's a victory or a defeat Sword agreed that all concerned parties
six months later that your judgment no longer should be consulted and warned before police
fits the situation because I think the ex- were called on campus.
In his Varsity interview, Evans would not
perience and the attitudes change in the
aecept the Sword policy as binding.
inverval."
Discipline, he stated, would be reviewed by
He was answering questions relating to the
Affairs Committee. But, surely
disposition of the John Robarts Library thereInternal
stacks access question, pointing out that the asked. must be some interim policy, he was
matter will be reviewed by the Governing
Yes, he did have some interim ideas, but he
Council's Academic Affairs Committee this would
go no further than point out that it
fall.
practically
be possible,
in his opi"[ don't think anything has been finally wouldn't
nion, toconsult
all parties
before summoning
as new groups were constantly creating
settled. I'm sure that the experience (of last police
year's debates and occupations over the themselves in such a situation and it would be
! don't toimpossible
will influence decisions.
consult. to cover all bases and know which
library issue)exclusively
negative way."
mean in an
(Sword's policy had dealt with this
state," he continued, "that
"1 would
decisions are made this fall about possibility, calling for him to consult student
whatever
decisions;
final
the
be
won't
still
government
leaders.)
Evans'generally,
strategy
library
the when one gets into the place, into the may be working
in theWhile
university
that
one
it,
with
es
experienc
it's reportedly
successthe within
building, and one has
of Simcoehaving
Hall. lessGiving
image theof
decisions. These walls
will make different types offields
outside and delegating authority to his subordinates,
will be based on new force
Evans has apparently kept them well in line,
inside the library."
checking any unfavoured ambitions, and
al"
"imparti
of
throwing
the administration into disarray by
type
the
abouts that can come out of a
Pressedndation
recomme
shifting personnel and offices. For instance,
conchief
the
of
one
by
headed
committee
most lop administrators'
titles and
servative spokesmen against unrestricted responsibilities
were changed
oversome
the
access in last winter's Senate debate, classics
summer.
opined,
H Shepherd, Evans
professor R. beM prepared
Often
viewing
others
with
disdain,
Evans
to accept that no one has the habit of turning up unexpectedly at
"We should
."
can be 100 per cent objective
various meetings at which his subordinates
changing should
be taking charge. Nobody talks about
As Tor his hypothesiscesthat
e
influenc
can
circumstances and experien
his usurping their power, but the malaise
policies,
its
alter
to
Council
permeates
the building, especially at lower
the Governing
and middle levels of the bureaucracy.
"Evans, who reportedly harboured adaydistinct
care
parent-controlledhe doesn t 'Constantly checking up on top level
preference fortoldthe associat
es that
correspondence, Evans has also sent shivers
model, has
the council's official limited parent through the lower echelons, atomizing their
believe
input model will work.
legions. A clear, unmistakeable knowledge of
the hierarchy has been burned into their
In practice, he advised them, the university consciousness.
Simcoe Hall, never the best of
won't be able to run the adopted mode
olled model places to work, has become even less tolerable
-contr
the parent
and being
vely
effecti
.
reality
the
for
its
employees.
up
would end
up
of "Mr.
the image
1 theBehind
dilettante
of Simcoe
Hall,Nice
castGuy"
much liesin
apsame
the
Trudeau:
the mould of Pierre
and logic, the
pragmatism
same eraparentof supposed
charisma,
and the same grasp of
real power, power that will not easily be given
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U of T embarrassed
Connaught
By ERIC MILLS
y of Toronto
As of Friday, the Universitand
a medical
became $26 million richerwhen
It sold the
research division poorer
ht Laboratories to the Canada
Connaug
Development Corporation.
s'
of htGovernor
U of T'sto former
Medical
Connaug
sell the Board
intention
U of T
Research Laboratories, part ofAntitoxi
n
since its Inception as the
ed
Laboratory In 1914, was first announc
William Harris.
last May by its chairman
released
Under the terms of agreementhuman
and
both
in
at that time, research
animal disease will continue to be an
t. Producfunctionuredof Connaugh
important
biological products
tion of manufact
on an Inperhaps
d,
will be continue
under the profit-oriented
CDC. creased scale,
Connaught has been described as a
operation"re,engaged
commercia
major
and salein
nt,l manufactu
the developme
t
Connaugh
Named
products.
of biological
from Colonel
under the terms of a grant the
grew
labs
1917.
in
m
Albert Gooderha
to do major work in the fields of
diphtheria, smallpox, tetanus, whooping
cough, and other diseases. It Is perhaps
best knownexpensiveasinsulin.a major producer of inThe CDC. In its first purchase since its
creation In 1971, acquires 165 acres of
land at the main Dufferln division and 500
acres at a Bolton farm, Including over 90
buildings. Connaught now uses only a
small part of its familiar building on
Spadina Crescent.
In a press release announcing the sale,
vice-president business affairs Alex
Rankin stated as one reason for the sale,
"The university will be unable to supply
much needed capital for the improvement
of manufacturing facilities and for the
of allied
acquisition
desiredadded
proposal
CDCoperations."
that the
He
"appears
to
offer
the
most
solution to the future growth andpromising
stability
of Connaught
Connaught."director Dr. Robert Wilson
told The Varsity that the labs wanted to be
able to borrow money, in quantities which
its profits, which have financed all expansion since near the beginning of the
labs, could not generate. The CDC is

AUDITIONS
FOR A NEW
CANADIAN PLAY
"OLD FRIENDS"
Monday October 2nd
3-6 p.m.
U.C. PLAYHOUSE

Labs

sale

by 'corporate nature'
to

CDC

closed

Friday

drugs, which along with manufacturing. Is a dominant activity
aggressive sale corporation, under the U the present role of Connaught In the field
of T, Connaught was not subject to of public health," according to the May
property or income taxes. Thus, it had an press
Whererelease.
will the $26 million from the sale
unfair advantage
competing
with under
commercial firms. Thein Board
feit that
taxable ownership, Connaught "could
It hasn't been decided yet, vicecompete
morehadaggressively."
The Board
been looking for a buyer president Rankin said on the weekend. "It
for some time when the CDC indicated the
will direction
probably ofgotheIntoGoverning
a trust fund"
Council.under
He
interest last spring, added Harris. Con- refused
to state what he would recoms
c
i
o
u
s
o
f
both
its
and
Connaught's
public
mend itbe used for.
reputation, the Board wanted a
Along with the sale price, a trust fund
benevolent buyer who would continue the
built up by past profits of Connaught will
publiction,service
the labs' operaincluding aspects
research,of relatively
cheap remain with U of T. The amounts of neither
go? fund nor Connaughfs normal profits
the
production
of
drugs,
and
Canadian
ownership.
could be determined, as financial data of
Indeed, one of the stipulations of the the labs has never been published in the U
annual report, even as
agreement is that Connaught "will always ofpartT'sof presidnet's
the overall university statement.
remain under the control of Canadians".
Rankin Indicated that the reason for this
Another "guarantees the continuation of
is the U of T's dislike of being thought of as
a financial giant, when compared to other
universities.
Wilson said he hopes the fund will be
used as in the past, mainly for research. Its
former function of providing expansion
money will, of course, be discontinued.
The Board believed the sale to the CDC
"would ensure the continuation of close
collaboration
the university".
primary
means with
of collaboration
will beTheIn
the research and teaching fields. U of T
will benefit by the continuation of crossappointments
of research personnel as
teachers.
There are about six researchers at
Connaught at the present who teach at the
university, said Wilson. Although the university only pays them a token salary,
about $500, he believes the CDC is willing
to subsidize teaching.
Rankin believes that the Canada
Development Corporation, although by Its
charter committed to investing to make
profits, will continue this practice, Advantages to the corporation
collaboration"
access toof the"close
university's librainclude
ry.
The staff of tne labs, which has
numbered between 750 and 900 since
1945,
expected800.to remain at Its present
level ofIs about
Connaught has been primarily located at Its Dufletin division, with 165 acres, for several years.
"
TORONTO'S FINEST
1
STUDENTS!!
APRIL WINE
EXTRA CASH
tUatsrtads
! 4C for students
o WARANTEED
It
you
know people who are
OCT. 2-7
mattresses from $22.50
buying
Bonds
thisCanada
year, whySavings
not act
o
SAFETY
ENGINEERED
! XEROX
KING BISCUIT BOY
6 to 9 daily
frames from $37.50
as
a
Savings
Bondpay Subagent!?
We
will
the
7 Charles St. W.
OCT. 9-15
o COMPLETE BEDS
commissions
possibleor
(near Yonge)
Impress
tohighest
students
whose friends
FROM
$95.00
967-1110
EL MOCAMBO
relatives purchase bonds
Hsia 594
aid MT.InnPLEASANT
Entircnnnarits
impress is now offering after-hours
through them as our
489-7711 RD.
Spadina at College
copying a! 4c per copy. This service is
representatives. Interested?
by
appointment
only.
Please
call
NO
COVER-NO
MINIMUM
Call
Andry Spiece,
before 6:00 p.m., one day in advance
Bell Gouinlock
and 364-2231.
Co. Ltd.
Women work at packaging
prepared to invest more money, he said.
According to Harris, reports that the
CDC is willing to Invest $10 million are
"more or less accurate."
However, It seems the main reason for
the sale was that U of T was embarrassed
by this division of the university that in
acted like a businessmany respects
oriented
corporation.
"It had to be self-supporting from the
beginning," said Wilson, thus creating a
strong incentive to make profits.
According to Rankin, Connaught is
"primarily a manufacturing and
packaging" operation, although much
research is always going on. Former chair"didn't
the Board
explainedshould
man Harrisuniversity
feel the
be actively
engaged
in
business.
At the same time, the university said it
was also embarrassed because as an
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Turn

in

a

pusher

'It does my heart good, son, to see you stone drunk rather than
hopped up on grass.''

The

great

search

is on

for
Carolina
Exchange

Members

open to all u of T students
Applications are available at
the undergraduate Office
Hart House.
Deadline Extended to October 6

ON-CAMPUS

JOB

PERMANENT

ARTS

- GEN. SCI - C&F

%500.
program
comes
fo
SHARATT(TIP), a The results of the program so far
TurnBy STEVE
In a Pusher
London, Ontario organization set have been somewhat less than specup to receive anonymous phone calls
Inits sixreceived
months about
of operation TIPtacular. has
200
regarding drug pushers and pass the
information along to the police, has leads, according to spokesman Colin
begun to encourage calls from Brown, but these have only led to
Toronto area residents.
TIP was created about six months eightHe arrests
admitted the majority of those
ago by a group of business, civic and arrested have not been heroin
religious leaders in London to com- pushers but rather dealers in
bat the traffic of hard drugs, es- amphetamines and hallucinogens.
No convictions have yet resulted
pecially heroin, in the area.
According to an advertisement from TIP leads and organizers adcity. that the program has not dried
placed in newspapers, the program mil
is being extended to Toronto on an up the supply of hard drugs in the
experimental basis. To turn in a
pusher, Toronto residents will have ■According to Dr. Mario Faveri,
to call a London number, paying the chairman of the London Board of
long distance tarif themselves. The Education's task force on drugs.
caller need not identify himself as Tip's
activities have had the result
code names will be assigned.
the work of drug treatThe information will then be of inhibiting
ment
programs in London by espassed on to local police and, if it
c
a
l
a
t
i
n
g
t
h
e
level of fear and misleads to the conviction of a pusher,
among the area's
young drug
peopleusers.
are
the caller may receive a reward up to Faveritrustexplained

Enrolment

figures

at

Toronto
now reluctant to contact his
organizationformationforgiven tofeartaskthatforce
inworkers will be passed on to the
Official reaction to TIP has been
markedly cool. Although Metro
police
have agreed to look at TIP
police. they
leads
have refused to give the
program, official endorsement.
In addition, police and RCMP in
the Calgary area have voiced serious
reservations about a proposed TIP
operation in that city. After
studying the results of the London
operation,cluded thatthese
have conTIP agencies
would show
very
poor returns for the amount of work
required for its implementation.
Calgary's
Drug opposed
Information
Centre
has also
the
program,
charging
that
TIP
could
only have an adverse effect on drug
rehabilitation activities in the city by
erroding
the trust on which this
work depends.

St. George

exceed
last September
year's
predic
22. exceeds the projected
Irom thetions
previous year. AccordingDIANA WEST
While Byregistration
is down- in figure by 250. When (he figures number
ly the faculty did eligible
not know
to go theon
fourth year arts and science, first Irom Scarborough and Erindale are in second,of students
third
and
fourth
year.
added, the total arts and science
year and overall enrolments on the enrolment
fur the whole university is I orgiison explained the drop in
St. George campus are well above
figures projected last year for 14.110(1.
enrolment
by theleaving
fact"
thai theyear
number
of students
l irst year St: George registration fourth
December I. 1972
in second and third year arts and
In a statement released last week, is up 400 from the projected figure science
to
join
faculties
such
as
the Facility of Arts and Science said of .1101). although the number of
total registration of 9502, as of students in first year arts and science medicine and law is increasing
greatly. This
gap left inis thenotartsbeing
and
mayI mirth
drop byyearDecember.
registration
arts and science science
111
led
by
(he
number
of
students
enrolment, however, is 275 below said.
Get a new look
transferring to the University of
the projected figure of 1530.
University College registrar L. Toronto from other universities, he
at life with
W_ [-orguson commented that the
drop in registration of fourth
government has been asking for the yearThe students
Contact Lenses.!
is not expected to
projected registration figu res affect the total government
grant to
"earlier and earlier" each year so
that they are becoming increasingly the university. Forguson said he
number of unless valid, "It's almost," he believed thederg aduates ismuch
IS*
^9
more signifiremarked, "like pulling a number
cant in the assignment of money
than
the
distribution
according
to
veiir.
mil
ayear's
Jiiil."
evenThisofbefore
theyfigures
hud thewerefinalprojected
figures
OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

INTERVIEWS

EMPLOYMENT

THE M0ND0 NUDO CINEMA
569 Yonge Street
(At Welfesley)
UNCENSORED EUROPEAN STRIP FILMS
Admission $1.00 with this pass

- M.B.A. PROGRAM

OCT. 30 - DEC. 15

Most employers require pre-submitted application forms prior to granting anon interview. Deadline for these forms is THREE WEEKS prior to a company's arrival campus Exact interviewing dates and information on employers recruiting 73 grads will
be listed in binders located in college Registrars' offices and departmental offices
throughout the campus, as well as at the Placement Centre early in October.
Employers will also be on campus in Jan., Feb. and March. Check with the Placement
Centre in the winter term for further details.
of employment ottered
To obtain more specific information regarding various kinds TALKS!
by employers coming on campus, ATTEND THE CAREER
Tues. Oct. 3
Fed. Gov't Admin. Trainee Program Med. Sci. 3153
Wed. Oct. 4
On-Campus Interviews and the Job Market
Erindale Campus Rm. 245
Thurs. Oct. 5
Introd. to our Services and On-Campus Interviews.
Scarboro Campus Rm. H-214
Fri. Oct. 6
Fed. Gov't Foreign Service Program Med. Sci. 3154
Varsity and the Placement CenThis is onlv the first week of the program. Check thefrom
Oct. to Jan.
tre for the rest of the "Career Talks" which run

Career Counselling * Placement Centre
581 Spadina Ave.

In your spare time . . .
EARN UP TO $1000 OR MORE
(Our top sub agent earned $2500 last year)
Be an Authorized Sub Agent
for the distribution of
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS
—contact—
TIM SYME
McLeod, Young, Weir & Company Limited
362-7311
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Women
launch
media
group
tion
in
groups.
felt that
the
being
raped.
At
the
end
of
the
tape,
By LINDA HALL
ofThey
images
possible
A group of ten women working there is a similar scene, but the presentation
from an office in Rochdale have woman fights back. "We want to through television could, by exand dramatically
producedamine various
ten video
ex- show that women are strong," the realitypressingof clearly
situations shared by
issues tapes
such aswhich
welfare,
Durlach
explained.
"They're
not
women,
elicit
responses from
rape and the history of women in
in the audience.
Canada, from a female perspective.
The group regards their work with women
Several
members
criticized
media asmercialanmedia.alternative
to com-is commercial television for not
being
Their philosophy
the is Women's
The entgroup,
financed appendages."
Program,
Involvem
to create responses. Images of
by a Local initiatives Program grant that "anyone can be on camera, able
do not appear in TV so
can operate or direct the real womenwatching
for the development of women in the anyone
do not identify
tape. Television should be there for women
mass media.
with
them,
they said. The group
Its members are involved in both anyone who wants or needs it."
its own programs so that
the content of the programs and in The group's success has already planned
disproven the pervasive myth that the audience would relax and
the technical
aspects ofdothe all
production. The women
the women are less technically com- respond.
petent than men. Only two or three
They often tape outside studios.
researching, writing and taping
had previous experience in the "If you take things out of the studio,
themselves on portable video media,
but with the help of RCTV, it is just like someone else talking,"
equipment.
Their purpose, according to Ebe the Ryerson TV station, and Keeble said Michelle Marcil, who joined the
they produced ten shows in a group
Durlach, one of the members of the Cable
witharts.
experience in radio and
television
few months.
group, is "to demystify the media The women agreed that the
Their said
message?
"We Most
don't have
and to demystify women's possibilities offered by television as line."
Durlach.
of thea
relationshipsShe tocited
societyrapeand'to
other a medium are of prime importance women had never been in any'
women."
and aborgroup andbefore
the project.
tion as two issues involving "basic to the women's movement, which women's
"We research
formulate
what
myths" which programs have been has until now neglected TV, we think," explained Marcil.
designed
to
combat.
focusing
on
print
and
on
vocaliza"Women have been kept from
finding out about themselves
through the media and through
Centre for the Study of Drama
other aspects of their lives," Durlach
said.
HART HOUSE THEATRE
The rape program, for example,
begins with a scene of a woman
all the
latest in
fashion
and
cust
deomma

AUDITIONS
David Gardner will hold Auditions for
ROSMERSHOLM
Martin Hunter willandhold Auditions for
HAMLET
Hart House Theatre, October 11, 12 and 13
For an appointment
call Offices
928-8674 or drop in
at Theatre
Open to all students - both graduate and undergraduate

OPTICAL
12IHHOUGMOUl
OPTK AL MORE!*
METRO
I'ONSl'lT T Hi VfUOW

eyewear

Unclassifieds
DYNACO SCA-35 STEREO Amp-Preamp
S90. Dynaco FM-3 slereo tuner S80. 2 AR
4ax speakers $100. As package $250.00
lirni all work perfectly. 534-7696 after 6.
A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
College
Come in St.and (Clarke
see our Institute)
monthly 924-5937.
special.
DRIVER NEEDED tor carpool in FinchBathurst-Sheppard
Arlene
al 226-1932. area. Phone call
WANTED - RELIABLE student to sit three
children ages 1, 3, 5. Regularly on
Tuesdays 11 am, - 5 p.m. York Mills and
Yonge,
487-7419.references required, Mrs. Jeftery
FLAT RATELowcomputer
estimates.
student programming
rates. Call 222-Free
2826, 24hr. service.
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina
betweenof funQueen
and Dundas. Good Ave.
selection
furs sizes
8-18.
Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)
333-6077, open 9-6 Mo n. -Sal
1971 OPEL
KADETT.
deluxe$1,850.
wagon,or bestexcellent condition,
4 speed,
offer private 694-4475
DAY CARE CENTRE with flexible Montessori Program. New, parent, co-operative
near Bathurst and Queen. Ages 2-1/2 to 5.
Possible municipal subsidies. 922-5296 after 5. Open Nov. 1.
BEN'S
(specializing MENS
in long hair)HAIRSTYLING
In the Clarke
Institute
of Psychiatry,
Tel.
924-6811,
Ext. 560 250 College St.,
HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental
can
solve you
It. Complete
just
the pieces
need. Idealapartmenl
for two orormore
sharing.
As
low
as
$10.00
per
month.
Marty Millionaire
Furniture
Rentals. 485
Queen
St. W. 368*051
or 368-6433.
SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.
Going out of business after 42 years.
Pearl Furniture. 29 Centre Ave. (behind
new city hall), 363-0965. Will deliver.
Bargains Bargains.
ATTRACTIVE MODELB WANTED Phone
964-1575
TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT, special
student rates. $5.00 monthly. Free
delivery,
phone 486-6029. Associated Office Services.
FOR
LADIES: Massage
pedlcur-faclal 713by
cosmetologyR.M.S. -Parviainen.

SINGERS

HART
AND
HAVE

NOW

HART

GLEE

CLUB

U. or T. CHORUS
COMBINED

HOUSE

MUSICAL

FIRST

HOUSE

NOTE!

DIRECTOR:

FORCES

CHORUS

LLOYD

REHEARSAL
TUESDAY,

OCI.

BRADSHAW

GREAT
3,

7

P.M.

Places Still Available For Both
■ Men

AS

and Women

HALL
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Laurentian
studenf
council
fakes
over
paper
SUDBURY (CUP) Laurentian clauses from the Lambda reiterated that under the present responded to the constitutional LaChapelle.
University's student council is publications brief, including a con- constitution, Lambda is to receive a points
disdain.me with trifles. If I Although the council ignored all
"Don'twithbother
attempting to take over the campus
minimum of $3 per head from the
stitutional by-law
said "allby student
forth byandrepresennewspaper.
tatives oftheputnewspaper,
passed
fee levy. This represents have to ignore the constitution, then arguments
surplus revenue
willwhich
be retained
To cover up financial problems, Lambda for the purchase. of equip- some $2000 over the amount damn it, I'll do it," he said. "We've the budget, the Lambda staff
probably broken the constitutional pledged to continue the fight against
proposed in the budget.
Laurentian's Student General
to meet managing
future deficits."
editor.
Association (SGA) is reducing its Brianment andGatien,
SGA president Yvon LaChapelle rules ten times today," added the SGA.
subsidy grant to the newspaper, the
Lambda.
The 51Lambda's
will be cutto bya
some
per cent,grantaccording
program
budget report from the SGA ex- Canadian-U.S.
may
have Aside
CIAfrom links
the helicopter
ecutive. The budget cut was one of VICTORIA (CUP) Three the participants. In BC these would
The program would be governed
British
Columbia
universities
have
question, there are other areas of
many submitted by the executive for
be
the
University
of
Victoria,
the
by
a
senior
faculty
committee
drawn
heen asked to form an educational University of British Columbia and from the three Canadian universities possible dispute in the Can-Am I
adoption by the students council.
The SGA found itself in a network with a US college which Simon Fraser University. Several and western Washington, plus a scheme. The initial funding is entirefinancially embarrassing position would involve having American community colleges have also been representative elected by the
ly of U.S.
origin,entirely
and success
American community colleges.
failure
depends
on theor
earlier this year and offered this as military aircraft land at the Cana- approached by Taylor.
American authorities.
dian universities.
justification for the cutbacks. The
Direct funding would be entirely
The
technical
aspect
would
be
executive has also decided to The communications system, by American funds. Taylor is asking supervised by the directors of those There is no mention of Canadian
Can- Am I for Canadian- the US Senate for $7.5 million over colleges and universities with com- costs after the initial five year
manage
advertising
sales called
throughtheapaper's
central
advertising
American Instruction, was proposed
development period. So far no apyear period.
puter facilities.
bureau. The revenue will then be by Dr. Herbert Taylor, dean of athisfiveamount
would One-quarter
reimburse theof. According
proaches have been made to either
to Taylor, "no one has the BC or
Ottawa governments.
retained to help ease the research and grants at Western universities for lost faculty time and denied
anweinterest
yet." He added
Washington
State
College
in
that
"if
have
opposition
from
Taylor
regards
this as the job of the
onefifth
would
cover
operational
association's
financial
problems.
Canadian
participants.
Lambda editor Lyn Downer Bcllingham.
The remainder would be used to students of a university, we won't
According to Taylor the ultimate
pointed out to the council that all He envisages twice daily expenses.
budget proposals concerning the helicopter runs, computer hookups, purchase computer equipment. wantHe toadmitted
start." that the most likely goal is to develop close Canadianpaper are contrary to the SGA educational broadcasts and the During the first five years there objections would be over the provi- American educational links.
For Canadian administrators the
sion of helicopter transportation.
constitution. He cited pertinent sharing of library resources among would only be indirect costs, such as
the mutual sharing of transportation
The helicopters would be obtained question of whether they want this
from the US department of defence. closer relationship may be the ulexpenses, to the BC universities.
timate question in whether they
In the fifth year of the program Alternatively, service would be
the US federal grant funding would provided by US Army copters on participate
in Can-Am [.
be phased out and those institutions regular training missions. Both A study done last year by
deciding to remain in the system avenues are currently being ex- professor Bill Livanl of the University of Regina,
rise of
would use their own budget.
plored. Taylor added that he is
in the detailed
US of theCanadian
extremely hesitant about the interest
SALE
studies.
possibility of American armed
forces lending auxiliary aid.
TERMPAPERS
"We have to convince students
Left out
that
we are not part of a military Inadvertantly omitted from
SERVICE
Sweaters
and Skirts
program.
We
have
to
convince
them
Friday's watsup. Ellon John will
DUPLICATE PAPERS
that it is not part of an American make
his first Toronto appearance
military ploy, or we must call the on Thursday at Maple Leaf
$1.85 per page
whole
thing
off.
If
we
do
use
FORRESEARCH
REFERENCEONLYAND
Gardens, and Cajun singer Bill
military equipment, there must be tomorrow
a Fiddler's Green
token Canadian contingent Russell willnightbe only.
Our Termpaper Service Is
Quick And Highly Professional
involvement."
A well Qualified Staff of
$6°°
College Graduates
Reg.
$15.00
Research,
Write And Will
Type
ARE YOU GOING AROUND IN
Your Order At Reasonable
Duchess of Westbury
CIRCLES?
Cost
PHONE Suite
(416) 906
638-3559
473 YONGE ST.
12 GOLDFINCH CRT.,
TORONTO
WILLOWDALE. ONT.
A Canadian Company

St. Michael's College Student Union Elections

(1) Senate:

14 seats to be filled.
4 in natural sciences constituency
6 in humanities constituency
4 in social science constituency

(2) SAG Rep: one position on SAC
Nominations close: 4:30 p.m. Tue, Oct. 4.

campaigning opens: Wed., Oct. 5
campaigning closes: Tue., Oct 11.

Election: Wed.

Oct. 12 & Thurs., Oct. 13.

Pick up application forms at SMC Student Union office.

We have three programmes to help you
1. Library Tours
2. Audio-Visual Presentations
3. Reference Seminars
Inquire at:
- Main Circulation Desk
- Reference Department
- Science and Medine Department

(All candidates must attend meeting on Tue, Oct. 4, at 5 p.m.)
^^^^ UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO LIBRARY ^^^^
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Counsellors
to sef
The elite of the profession of set
up an Ontario College of Social
Workers.
suchll work, having failed once to The Ontario Association of
ptiin control of their profession, are Professional
Social Workers, whose
(ryng once ugain with an attempt to

Capitalists
By TOM-TOM
Imagine a government agency
that is designed to build up a
Canadian-owned economy.
Then imagine that this agency
purchases a corporation whose
president is the son of one of the
directors of the Crown agency.

Golf

team

profit from
Imagine further that the Crown
agency pays S4.5 million out of the
$8 million equity in the company but
settles for 35 per cent representation
on■ Iftheyoucompany's
board the
of directors.
can imagine
Canada
Development Corporation, you can
imagine the above scenario —

retains

eastern championship
The U of T golf team scores dropped to make a foursome
successfully defended its Eastern total (licst four, high man out).
Section championship last Friday in The final holes of the scheduled
Kingston, with a 27hole score of .Vt-hole tournament were rained out,
•W.I.
enabling Toronto to preserve its
lead.
Queen's
placed
second
nine
Other universities represented at
slrokes hack at 470, and York was
Queen
s wereOttawa.
Carleton,TheTrent,
third with 48 1.
son. and
best Ryerfour
Doug Findlay was low man for teams travel to Ottawa this weekend
lor
the
OUAA
championships.
Toronto,
while tied
Tony'Sergautis
and
Paul Skinner
at 1 16. Richard
Last year Toronto lost by two
Hughes and John Bays finished at strokes to Western Section cham119 each, with one of their two
pions Waterloo at Brock.

up governing
body
colleges
and are
in- executive
According
Harman,
directorto of Mae
the association,
membership
those sun.
servicecommunity
from getting
jobs that
with
a Bacheloris orrestricted
Master ofto Social
diploma
graduates
would
not be
"semi-aulonomous".
Work, wants to prevent social
Graduates of these institutions able to gel accreditation from the
workers with diplomas from Ryerhave changed the shortage of staff in proposed
college.September,
'
In early
the profession in the recent past to a association
surplus.
asked the province. the
for
the right to set up a self-governing
but were turned down.
Like (he legal and medical body,
CDC
The association also proposes that
professions who have similar power,
ihc
college
carry out periodic testing
the assou'itjjn says it wants to
because
it's true.
to "weed out" those who cannot give
these
jobs
to
degree-holders
Last week
the CDC made its first restrict
venture into the real world of for the staled purpose of giving the the public an "adequate" level of
public an adequate level of service.
private
industry,
to buy a company'
called,
appropriately
enough,
Venturetrek.
Hart House invites you to a
It was the type of venture that no
doubt earned CDC director Douglas
Kendall's family holding company
ST. PAUL'S RIDING
a handsome profit. It is Kendall's
CANDIDATES
MEETING
family company that set up Venturetrek, and Kendall's son Jeremy
1 PM , OCTOBER 2
who
is president of the investment
company.
DERATES ROOM . HART HOUSE
Interestingly enough, the senior
RON ATKEY
PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
Kendal] is still president of Herme
NEW DEMOCRAT
MARY BOYCE
Electronics, a company in which
Venturetrek has a large financial
COMMUNIST
ELIZABETH
HILL
INDEPENDENT
stake.
KAY
MACPHERSON
LIBERAL
IAN WAHN MP.
Venturetrek companies have
received more than $2 million in
MEET THE CANDIDATES IN AN INFORMAL
federal aid through loans, grants,
RAP SESSION. ALL WELCOME!
and research and development
contracts.
TUESDAY

"Claire's
with Jean-Claude Knee"
Briaty
0ISE AUDITORIUM
252 Btoor St. W.
(AT ST. GEORGE)
Admission: $1.50 (both shows) $1.00 at 9:30
PRESENTED BY GSSAVOISE

Tel. 928-2542
any weekday between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

New Players will be welcome for tryouts
Thursday October 5th.

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH

SERVICE

SATURDAY CONSULTING HOURS
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THE HEALTH SERVICE OFFICE AT 256 HURON ST. WILL REMAIN CLOSED ON
SATURDAYS.

STUDENTS WHO WISH TO CONSULT A PHYSICIAN
ON SATURDAY MAY TELEPHONE THE INFIRMARY
NURSE (928-2458) AND ARRANGE FOR AN EARLY AFTERNOON APPOINTMENT WITH THE DOCTOR ON INFIRMARY DUTY.

THE INFRIRMARY IS LOCATED AT 42 ST. GEORGE
ST. (WEST SIDE, JUST NORTH OF COLLEGE) AND IS
OPEN DURING THE ACADEMIC TERM ONLY.

TUESDAY, OCT. 3
Two Films 7:30
By Eric Rohmer

with Jean-Louis Trintingant
"My Night9:30at Maud's"

University of Toronto
Housing Service
49 St. George St.

SQUASH
Practices Mondays and Thursdays 4.20 - 6.20
P.M: Beginning - Monday October 2nd.

CINEMA

reach of my hand."

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE
Unfurnished one-bedroom apartments are available in the
Married Student Apartment buildings (30 and 35 Charles
Street West). Rents from $149 to $164 per month include heat
and utilities (except telephone). Leases to August 31, 1973 are
required.
Married students, both full and part-time may apply
to

INTERCOLLEGIATE

EVENING
Her knee was sharp,
narrow, smooth,
delicate... within

THE
UNIVERSITY
•
•
•
STUDENTS

HEALTH & ACCIDENT PLUS LIFE
SUPPLEMENT TO MEDICARE
YOU ASKED FOR IT ! !
YOU HELPED DESIGN & DEVELOP IT ! !
WHY DO YOU NEED IT ? ?
DO HAVE ACCIDENTS - STUDENTS DO GET SICK

THE PLAN IS EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE STUDENT
OFFERING THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE PROTECTION
AT LOW LOW RATES
TWO PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM
PLAN II
PLAN I
•1. ♦BENEFITS'
Dental accident
"2. Dismemberment
SUPPLEMENTAL
•3.
Life insurancedrugs
- Repatriation
SUPPLEMENTAL
*4. Prescription
ACCIDENT & SICKNESS
•5. Private duty nursing
ACCIDENT ONLY
'6. Private or semi-private hosp.
*7.
Single
*8. Chiropractor
Physiotherapist- Osteopath
Single
Married
Married
*9. X-Ray — Ambuiancu
10.
Wheelchair
rental
$19.00
$2.50
$11.00
1 1 . Crutches,
specialappliances
braces and
other medical
12. I ii f if mar y
$5.00
- 'These benefits apply only when the provincial plans do not cover them.
BROCHURES ARE AVAILABLE AT THE STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICE
OR CONTACT
JOHN INGLE ADMINISTRATOR - 700 BAY STREET, TORONTO - 364-4114
A HISTORY TO BE PROUD OF
OVER 13 YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE
STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
M.H. Ingleby:& Life
Associates
LimitedAmerica
Underwritten
InsuranceInsurance
CompanyAgency
of North
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Soccer

Blues

Marauders
defensive
By JOHN COBBY
The intense rivalry between the
Blues and the McMaster Marauders
produced an exciting struggle on
Saturday in Hamilton, and Tor the
third time in four years the two
soccer clubs played to a tie (a 2-2).
As in their two previous games
this season, the Blues pressed from
the start and were rewarded with
the lead after three minutes. A fierce
free kick, taken by Bruno Bruni,
could only be parried by the
Marauder goalkeeper and Mario Da
Rosa alertly cracked the rebound
into the net.
For the next five minutes the
Toronto squad continued to carry
the play, nearly increasing the lead
after another free kick. Vito Polera
headed the ball across the goal to
DaRosa, whose shot was kicked off
the goal line by a defender.
Aided by consistent hard running
McMaster began to play some
skillful soccer and radically reversed
the momentum of the game. For the
first timecame
this season
Blues'
defence
under the
sustained
pressure, and the assault created
havoc which at times resembled
panic. Were it not for an obliging
stop by the crossbar the Blues would
have conceded the equalizing goal

AAcAAaster

—

—

in hard-fought
£ PO
game
in Hamilton
centre forward Pirie also obtained
earlier than they did.
As it turned out, Mac scored his second goal, showing great speed
fifteen minutes into the game. The and strength to reach a through pass
goal was a direct result of the and skilfully push the ball wide of
ceaseless harrassment of the the advancing Dattolico. The
defence. A poorly hit back pass Marauders would have had a commanding lead at halftime were it not
from Eugene Konarsky was caught
by Marauders Brian Pirie who for some fortunate interceptions by
rounded the stranded Blues' lurello and others, helping out the
goalkeeper to easily score the first defence. Luckily the Blues survived
goal
hectic mauling on even terms.
season.conceded by the team this theSoon
after the break Dattolico
two courageous saves at the
Encouraged by the turn of events, made
feet
of
sleek McMaster
the Marauders continued to swarm forwards. the
His efforts appeared to
down the slight slope, and Joe Dat- help the Blues, whose defence began
tolico was hard pressed to prevent to show more composure. Coming
the Blues from falling behind.
off the bench, Herb Dubsky marked
the dangerous Pirie relentlessly and
McMaster threatened Blues' most starved him of the ball. Tim Burns
vulnerable point, the middle of the was thereby released to deal with
defense, where Konarsky was not crosses, which becamse fewer as Bob
displaying a willingness to apply Cazzola's tackles won more of the
himself to the primary task of a ball on the left.
defeated intrying circumstances.
Forwards tired as the game
centre back, that of close marking
and neither defence came D'Antoni
Blue Chipsmade
— Blues'
Giuseppe
Under pressure the Marauders progressed
a creditable
any
hint
that
the
tie
would
be
the opposing centre forward.
became less accurate in their dis- broken.
debut.... Buffalo State visits Varsity
Yet Toronto came back
tribution, and allowed Blues' midThe Blues will have to work hard Stadium on Wednesday at 3 pm for
surprisingly to take the lead 30 field to pick up more possession.
minutes into the game. A precise 40 Although there were few openings to defend their Western Section an exhibition game.... In recent
but they have both
York at Trent
l-l
yard pass by Bruni was cleverly to score, the soccer display did prove championship,
tie lastit was
Wednesday
and inon a the
ability and resilience to do so. games,
carried forward by DaRosa. His to be both skilful and exiciting. The the
Even when playing below potential, weekend it was Queen's over Trent
angled shot beat the amazed nearest attempt at goal came after the
was able to withstand all 3- 1 in the Eastern Section. In the
goalkeeper, who was caught failing an intricate dribble by Polera. His that team
their fiercest and cleverest rivals west
it was
Western over Waterloo
to cover the near post.
5-0 last
Wednesday.
pass to Ian Harris was hit firmly but
could muster, and remain unWithin five minutes McMaster's just scraped the crossbar.

McMaster

Invitational
10,000 metres Peter Camani
(Western),
400 metre32:30.4.
relay U of T, 44.00.
1,600 metre relay UofT,4:23.8.
110 metre hurdles Dave Jarvis
(Queen's), 14.6.
High jump Craig Pritchard
(McMaster), 6 ft.
Pole vault Bruce Simpson
(Toronto), 16 ft. 9 in.
Long jump
Willy Clark
(Western),
21 ft. 6.5 in.
Triple jump
Willy Clark
(Western), 47 ft. 1.5 in.
Shot put Harvey Barkauskas
(Western), 49 ft. 2.25 in.

Hugh Fraser
Gerry Feeney

—

—

2-2

Toronto
wins
U of T won the track meet
Saturday at McMaster University
in Hamilton with a total of 130
points. Queen's
second 87,
with and
92,
Western
thirdwas with
Waterloo fourth with 69 points.
Eleven teams from 1 1 universities
competed at the day-long event.
The following is a summary of the
first place
men'sa
events.
U ofwinners
T didinnotthe send
women's team.
Tuesday Toronto travels to
Western for a shortened competition, and Thursday the team
heads for the Waterloo Invitational
Meet.
100 metres Tony Powell, (York),
200 metres
(Queen's), 21.5.
400 metres
(Toronto), 49.7.

tie

800 metres Frank Aguanno
(Toronto), 1:56.9.

Rugby
Blues lose 12-6
By JOHN BARCLAY
Hodder also followed up by converting his own try.
In a hard-fought, evenlyDue to the muddy condition of the
contested match, the U of T Rugby field,
the remainder of the play in
Blues lost 12-6 to the University of
first and second halves was born
Michigan Rugby Club in exhibition the
largely
by the two scrums. The
play
field. Saturday on the back campus Michigan scrum held the edge in
in the second half, preventing
The first half of the game was play
the Blues'
delivering
markedly even. Though outweighed ball
to theirscrum
own from
stronger
backs. the
by the Michigan scrum, the Blues The clean play of the game was
were able to hold their own in both tarnished by an incident in the seloose and set play.
hair. Blues'
was veteran
found fiatscrapper
on the
Both teams came close to scoring David condPalmer
several times, until Michigan was field following a swift upper cut to
able to capitalize on a defensive the forehead from an unknown
error by the Blues in the middle of American assailant in the midst of a
the first half. One of the Michigan loose ruck. He was unable to finish
forwards kicked the ball through the game.
and
fell on itconversion
under the goal-posts.
In the final play of the game,
successful
made theA Michigan
perseverance paid off, as
score 6-0.
the visiting team capitalized on a
Within minutes the Blues evened blocked kick from the Blues' endthe score inside centre Rick Hodder zone, scored a try, and then conscored with a picture-play try.
verted. The game ended 12-6 for

1.500 metres
(Brock). 4:00.8.

Brian Stride

5,000 metres
(Toronto), 15:26.

Discus 152Harvey
(Western),
ft. 6 in.' Barkauskas
Javelin Folgo
Brad Murley -30(Laurentian),
212 ft. Delia
3 in. Vedova

to Michigan
in exhibition play
Yugoslavian tour.)
Michigan.
second team defeated Guelph 15-6 successful
In last week's Western Section
with
trys
by
Nick
Bala
and
Peter
In the follow-up game the Blues' Ballem'.' The next Blues' game will game it was Western 37, Waterloo
seconds
secondby be Wednesday at 8 pm, when the 6, and in games this weekend in the
team 6-3lostin toa Michigan's
game marked
teams host York University, a.string east RMC lied Trent in PeterToronto superiority in nearly all team
in the intercollegiate
aspects of play. However, the
borough 6-6 and Queen's lost to
Toronto team was unable to com- league. (York recently had a York 10-0 in Toronto.
plete any of its scoring plays, missing six penalty shots. Eric Seery
OUAA Rugby
scored the Blues' only points with a
penalty goal in the first half.
Scrum-half Greg Sprick was the
Eastern Section
Lost Tied
Pts
standout player in the game for the
RMC
York
0
2
2
0 24 0 4
Blues,
playing
well
on
both
offence
Won
Games
39 Agst
3
1 I
35 3
and defence. Nevertheless,
Toronto
1 0 For 25 2
2
Michigan
late in the second
2
Trent
9 30
0 1
half
to winscored
the game.
In an exhibition game earlier in
0 0 10 0
0
the week the Blues defeated the
Western Section
University of Guelph 1 3-6 at Varsity
0
Western
0
6 2
Stadium. Hodder again figured
Waterloo
0 39 40 2
2
predominantly,
of the conMcMaster
3 8 0
0 1 0
trolled kickingscoring
of standoff
Ian
Lindsey. Roger Wright added a
s
n'
ee
Qu
second try later in the game. The
37
14
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sport

46-18
Gaels
set
Blue
By PAUL s
CARSON upand speedy Gord McClellan was carried
The football Blues spent a pleasant off in pain in the second quarter after a
Saturday afternoon practising kick-offs 40-yard kickoff return.
as ihey'defeated
Queen's 46-18 before
Determined not to repeal last year's
8,000
Tans al the stadium.
script when they blew a 16-point lead to
Tackle Mike Sokovnin booted the ball Queen's,
Blues turned the game into a
a total of seven times during the game, roul early in the third quarter, scoring
while his team-mates scored six two touchdowns within 93 seconds.
touchdowns.
Helped by a sizeable gain from a pass
To protect quarterback Wayne interference penally, Dunkley passed to
rookie Mark Ackley who was all alone in
Dunkley's
injured
ribs. Blues'
staff
decided
to abandon
the coaching
running the
end zone after Queen's safety Darryl
game in favour of the shotgun offence Penner
slipped on the wet grass.
that worked so well against the Gaels last
Bob Billinghurst intercepted Taylor on
the
next
series and Dunkley immediately
year. Dunkley and back-up quarterback
Sieve Kerr passed 50 times (27 com- capitalized on the opportunity with a
pletions) for 412 yards (net) and called quick pass to Brent Elsey who made a
only seven rushing plays for a net loss of leaping catch for the touchdown, in spite
28 yards.
close Queen's
Guards Bruce Parrack and Russ of Sokovnin
addedcoverage.
a 20-yard field goal a
Mitchell provided the blocks for Libert few minutes later and Blues had a comCastillo and Cor Doret on short plunges
fortable 39-10 lead.
Gaels refused to quit but McNabb and
in the first half following timely turnovers engineered by Blues aggressive Billinghurst each picked off their second
defensive unit.
interception's and defensive end Walt
Dudar slopped another drive with a
Doret scored
Varsity's
touchdown
for the third
successiveopening
game fumble recovery. Dunkley received an
as he look a short pass at 2:46 of the first ovation when he left the game midway
quarter and scampered 45 yards behind through the final quarter and the
excellent downfield blocking. A Peter applause quickly multiplied as Kerr fired
McNabb interception paved the way for a 37-yard touchdown pass to John
Castillo's touchdown later in the quarter, Rhamey on his first play of the game.
Coach Ron Murphy substituted freely
and Queen's fumbled on their own oneafter that, and Lang finished the scoring|
yardGaels
line recovered
to set up Doret's
second
major.
well from this shaky for the day on a short pass after three g
start, as co-captain Gord Squires in- successive Varsity penalties took Queen's |
tercepted aDunkley pass and quarter- to* the Blues' five-yard line. |
back Tom Taylor hit flanker Stu Lang
Taylor and his replacement, Raold |
Serebrin, combined for 17 completions*?
for a quick six points.
Lang had another touchdown on 32 passes (167 net yards) but the aerial £
show clearly
produced
Blues' shotgun attack^
cancelled
by a penalty
against
moreby impressive.
shortly before
half-time
andQueen's
Doug was
Rookie Mark Ackley eludes Queen's Joe Pal (24).
Murphy said the team had been
Cozac's
27-yard
field
goal
cut
Varsity's
lead to 22-10.
practising the unique offence for several However, in the Blues dressing room single. He also nullified Queen's exDunkley amassed 227 yards in passing weeks, "but with so many rookie after the game he was the first to stress
plosive- punt return strategy by continually kicking out of bounds. Even so,
during the first 30 minutes, but Blues had receivers it took a long time and a lot of that the win had been a complete team
lost flanker Aarne Kartna and end Mike
effort.
Sokovnin inedged
Gaels'
punter31.2Daveto
finally develop."
Campbell
the final
averages,
Clark with serious shoulder injuries by patience
Dunkleyto received
most of the attention
"Credit
must
go
to
all
34
of
us,
since
29.3.
lhal lime. Gaels offence was also hurting following his 26 completions, going for the defence set up at least three of the
To_ make the Varsity domination
as halfback Dave Hadden didn't dress 380 yards and three touchdowns. touchdowns and I got fantastic blocking
Blues ahd a 22-14 advantage in
from the offensive line all day," Dunkley complete.
said.
first downs and took only 75 yards in
penalties compared to 92 for Queens.
"I was butgetting
pretty tired
in thebeating
fourth
The result leaves both teams with
quarter
it certainly
felt good
identical 2-1 records and tied for first
Queen's
the
way
we
did."
place
in the OUAA Eastern Section with
The rookies definitely matured
Saturday as Ackley finished with eight Ottawa Gee Gees, who demolished
receptions for 130 yards, Elsey caught Carleton 30-0 in Saturday's other eastern
four for 57, and Esteban Andryjowicz
two for 24. Doret led the veterans with
Blues take on Gee Gees this Friday
40 yards from five catches, Castillo
in Ottawa as the season has become
added 35 from four, tight end Dave night
a three-game showdown to decide the two
Quick grabbed three short passes for 15 game.
yards and Rhamey had one touchdown playoff contenders.
catch for 37 yards.
In Western Section play over the
Sokovnin contributed ten points from weekend, York lost 24-0 to Western,
his kicking game by converting all six Waterloo edged McMaster 7-6, and Wintouchdowns plus the field goal and one
dsor defeated Waterloo Lutheran 26-11.
Eastern Section
Ottawa
Toronto
Carleton
Western Section
Western
Queen's
Windsor
Waterloo
Lutheran,
Guelph
McMaster
Blues Peter McNabb runs into Don Gordon near Queen's 15 yardllne.

York

OUAA Football
Games
Lost
2
3
Woa
3
2
3
2
0
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3

3
2
2
2
0
0

0
1
0
1
1
2
3

For
67
67
67
6
76
51
18
38
36
U
9

4
4
4811 Points
Against
4
59
0
77
23
6
4
40
9
4
2
42
2
0
42
0
62
43
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cancels

Klu

Klan

foping

ovoid

violence

By DAVID WISE
Due to the threat of violence, tonight's scheduled taping of a
television show at Victoria University featuring a prominent offical
of the Klu Klux Kllan has been cancelled one day before it was to go
on.
The decision to cancel the segment was a joint decision of the
Rosle Douglas (left) and Humberto Pagan (right) called for a prolonged struggle against imperialism.
pgoducers of Under Attack, Victoria president J.E. Hodgetts, and
Vic's student council (VUSAC).
Hodgetts said yesterday he was apprehensive about the
Political
exile
describes
possibility of violence when he was first informed last week that Roy
Frankhouser, Grand Dragon of the Pennsylvania KKK, would be
one of the guest. He said that evidence of potential violence provided
by "official police
threats received
by VUSAC
to the
cancellation.
Theseforces"
threatsandconsumated
his fears
that theled taping
American
grip on homeland
would become, "a rallying point for the left. ..an excuse for a hoeBy ZOYA STEVENSON
charge lo Douglas for about three two were killed. In 1967, two
VUSAC education commissioner Rick Gregory stated that the
Puerto Rican exile Fiumberto years, and has defended people students and a taxi-driver were
had no concrete evidence that any groups planned violent
Pagan, himself fighting American charged under the War Measures killed, while 81 were. wounded in the council
activities in response to the tapings. He said a woman from
demonstration.
attempts to get him deported from Act in October 1970.
Canada, began a U of T speech
The meeting, called in support of
Fascism had informed him of her organization's
In 1968. Puerto Rican Jews Canadians toAgainst
down." peacefully picket the taping.
Monday night with a moving in- Puerto Rican exile Pagan, un- refused lo join the U.S. army, he intention
dictment against imperialism.
animously passed a resolution said. And in 1969 and 1970, other
This woman, whose name Gregory did not know, "thought"
Speaking before I50 people in the
"the government's policy confrontations occured without that the Maoists and the right-wing Western Guard, two violently
Hart House Debates Room, Pagan protesting
of deporting anti-imperialists like dampening the support of the Puerto opposed groups who clashed at a near-riot three weeks ago, "might
Karelton Armstrong, Subir Roy, Ed
said, "Inothave
tonight
for the left inspeak
onlycome
of theherePuerto
Ricanto Hogan. and others for their anti- Rican people
Gregory said that although the evidence did not constitute
dependence movement.
independence struggle, but in the imperialisls actions, and also for the
A 1971 demonstration of 120.000 "substantial grounds" for cancelling the show, the "implicit" threat
name of people all over the world deporting of individuals who are
in
the
well-publicized appearance of a speaker representing an
who are willing to endanger their victims of discrimination as (according to official statistics) organization
as provocative as the KKK justified the cancellation.
lives for their freedom ... in the members of persecuted immigrant shouted "Yankee Go Home" at come".
American government
John
Martin,
producer of Under Attack, concurred "we did not
name of people who have said, 'It is groups
in this country."
The resolution
was presented by representatives.
want
to beUnder
a partyAttaack
to violence
put Frankhouser
together a TVshow
show."
enough,'
to diekneeson Daniel
your
feel that
than itto islivebetter
on your
said
that
plans just
to filto the
later Heat
Goldstick. professor of
Earlier that year, the commander
of the chief of police, a police another university.
philosophy at the U of T.
as a slave."
Pagan gave a brief history of the sargeant and a Regular Officer
According to Hodgetts, the decision to allow five segments of
"I come in the name of Vietnam,
Laos. Cambodia, and all the coun- struggle of the Portugese Puerto Training
Core member were killed Under Attack to be taped at Victoria was made with the "full
tries of Latin America and Africa to Rican people against foreign during student
demonstrations, knowledge of the student body." However, it was not until last week
while four ROTC officers were
make this accusation against im- domination.
Puerto Rico has lived under wounded. Pagan is charged in Puer- that he was informed of who the guests would-be.
econtinued. by Rosie colonial
Pagan wasperialism," hintroduced
occupation for nearly 400
to Rico with the killing of the police
Despite Frankhouser 's political views (he advocates "race
Douglas, a prominent member of years since the Spanish invasion and chief.
that it was
Hodgetts
War"),
be
given
an open maintained
forum to advocate
his the
view,KKK
in theofficial's
exerciseright
of histo
Toronto's
black community who genocide of the island's three native
Pagan
said
that
any
one
of
the
also faces extradition.
right
to
free
speech.
peoples, he said. He emphasized
demonstrators of the 14,000 in
Douglas said that in his own case, that the people have nol been 8.000
Gregory and VUSAC vice-president issued a statement
passive in their acceptance of the university could have actually yerterday, ratified last night by the council, supporting the
"the Canadian
government
is
rewriting its laws to extradite me colonial domination. At least three done
ihe
killing.
"More
important."
administration's
decision to cancel the taping.
he said,
"is thatof whoever
killed htm
hecause I have a criminal record as a uprisings were squashed under shot
They stressed that they supported Hodgetts only because of the
a soldier
U.S. imperialism,
result of my activities fighting dis- Spanish rule and many more since an enemy
of the Puerto-Rican peo- threat of violence. "It is our firm belief that all men and women have
crimination atSir George Williams the United Slates takeover of the
ple, and was a soldier of national the right to speak without censorship," the statement continued.
war.
University
in
Montreal."
In
1
969,
island,
after
the
Spanish-American
According to Gregory, there was some dissatisfaction with the
during an occupation at Sir George,
He said that while Puerto Rico is statement among some members of VUSAC. He said they believed
millions of dollars of damage was
liberation."
"Three
times
in
its
history,"
he
under direct rule, the the KKK segment should not have been allowed to be taped in the
done lo the computers.
said, "the island has selected a areslU.S.of colony
Latin America except Cuba
Douglas staled, "the government government which would break and
Chile
is
held
in the grips of neo- first place for "political reasons."
knows lhaltheas black
long ascommunity
I'm here, I and
will move
Puerto towards
Rico's tiesindependence
with the L)§ inanda
colonialism, under indirect rule,
organize
attempt to relate that struggle to the three limes, the V§ military regime "Frtlm Mexico to Argentina,
Forster hits fee hike
warfare is being carried out
world-wide struggle against im- has refused to recognize the man- guerilla
be withheld by the government. The
date of the people and allow them and Puerto Rico is not an
p
e
r
i
a
l
i
s
m
.
"
H
e
noted
that
the
VietBy DIANA WEST
namese people were at the forefront
Committee agreed lo recommend it
U
of
T
Vice
President
Don
of the struggle.
Pagan also cited a history of "In the imperialist exploitation of Forster charged last night that after to the Conservative government.
independence."
Latin America, 5,000 children die the government had cut back the
"Those,"tohea said,
are uprisings against the US military exception."
The fees
government's
increase
dedicated
life of"who
political
every day of incurable diseases, scholarship
student
has led the GSU
to askin
regime in which many were while
program from $5 students
.10 million Brazilians are dying million to $3 million,
to withold $100 from their
struggle should view as their respon- wounded and killed, while others
increasing the
sibility the creation of a reality were put in jail and further repres- of starvation," he reported.
seconddetermination
term instalment
to "show
where the liberation of all will be the
sion followed. In 1948, he said, the
studentthe Tees
"the be
last brought
straw" our
to oppose
Ihe
issuewasshould
In Guatemala, 70 per cent of the and
condition of freedom for all.
US sent 26,000 troops to quell one people can't afford a pair of shoes before the public.
educational
policies,"
stated
GSU
"Humberto Pagan has so such uprising and bombed the areas and the United Fruit Company conto about 35 people at president Wendy LeBlartc.
trols 700,000 acres. One third of theSpeaking
GSU, Forster said that although Students and administration must
dedicated himself," Douglas added. taken by rebels. He called it
■'terrorism
on
the
part
of
the
govern"The
extradition
of
brother
Pagan
Nic
^raguan
land
is
in
foreign
hands.
the
administration
had accepted the fight together, she continued, to
lo Puerto Rico would be similar to
fees do not rise again next
Shell. h:iso and Standard Oil own $100 increase, it would fight against ensure
towardsPuerto
the people."
"'In ment1954,
Ricans attacked 100 per cent of Latin American oil further increases "with every bit of
allowing the loss of someone in the
mould of Che Guevera. Complete ihe U.S. House or Representatives production and make gigantic
Asked what would happen to
support and solidarity are needed to and wounded four Congressmen." profits as a result.
those students who did withold $ 100.
Ultimately,
we have."
increases
wouldhe said,
dependany onfurther
any Forster replied, "One crosses
end
this case
and the others like it," Pagan said. Those who took part in "In Puerto Rico," Pagan noted, vigour
Douglas
continued.
the
attack
are
still
in
jail
—
some
An example of real support, he with sentences of up lo 460 years, he "the U.S. owns 90 per cent of the changes made in the government's bridges
when one
to them."
Minister
of comes
Colleges
and
economy and made profits of $50
Ihe audience dryly.
Universities Jack McNie had been
said, is Bernard Mergler, the promi- informed
Graduate dean Ed Safarian stated invited
year.
million in 1971. Yet, Puerto Rico policy.
Demonstrations took place in owes
to
speak
at
the
meeting,
but
nent Montreal lawyer defending
the U.S. $2 or $3 billion and that the Ontario Committee on the GSU mever received a reply
1964 at the University of Puerto
holh Douglas and Pagan. He has Rico:
thousands were wounded and wilt owe them $5.5 billion by 1975." University Affairs had accepted a from his office.
offered his services almost free of
proposal that a formula fee of $600
J
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HERE
TODAY
all day
Carolina Exchange — some applications
still available in Undergrad Office, Han
House. Deallne October
noon 6.
Number
two
in
the
Engineering
Society'8
series ol seven Wednesday
seminars
entitled
"Synergetics
73"Professor
R. H.
Milts of the U of T Civil Engineering
Department will speak on the topic. "Why
Engineering
Galbraith
Building, room Education?".
120.
Jazz
Concert
wllh
Puss
Little.
Hart House, East Common Room.Till 2 pm.
Meeting to discuss strategies of
resistance
and with
educa-Ihe
tion cutbacksto tuition
for thoseIncreases
dlssalisfied
SAC
Called by Old Mole. Third
Roor, approach.
Innis College.
Scarborough College Forum on the
Government's tuilion fee Increases,
p.m.Government's tuition
Forum with
on the1 Floyd
feeSACincreases
Laughren M.P.P.
and N.D.P. Universities and Colleges Critic.
Sid Smith Foyer.
Department ol4 p.m.
Psychology presents
professor Clyde H. Coombs speaking on
"Psychological measurement Iheory
applied to fertility research — attitudes
toward family size and sex In family composition". Sid Smilh meeting
room 1069. for an
Organizational
experimental course on the investigation of

Suede

AND

NOW

environmental problems being developed
under
Members anof Interdisciplinary
Pollution Probe will format.
appear.
Ramsay Wright, 7:00
room p.m.432.
Taping of Under Attack Jn Victoria
College. Academic Building Room 3, with
guests
Guccloneand (Editor
PENTHOUSEBob magazine)
radio pastorof
Perry F. Rockwood.
tennisareplay.welcome,
Memberships
areEvening
available.tableLadles
at the
lencing room. Hart House.
7:30
p.m.
Organizational meeting for all those who
signed Bridge and Chess lists at GSU
reglslratfon.terested in those
All otheractivities
Grad also
Students
Invited.inGSU,Forum16 Bancroft.
on Ihe tuition fee increases and
upcoming referendum organized by the
New College
Sludent andCouncil.
mon Room. Coffee
donuls.Wilson Com8
p.m.
panel of allridings,
women candidates
in AToronto
chaired byrunning
June
Callwood.
Sponsored
"Women
Political Action".THURSDAY
OISE, 252by Bloor
W- for
noon
Reform alderman Karl Jalfary will
discuss
the
upcoming
election and other
issues. Al 10 Trinity Square.
1 p.m. of the provincial
Robert Nixon, Leader
Uberal Party, speaks at SAC Forum on

Coats

TRIM)n Coats
Sheep (FULLSki

6950

tuition Increases. At Convocation Hall.
WeeklyChapel.
Eucharist7 p.m.
with Prof. Joblln. HartHouse
GSU
Films
presents
"Bonnie
Clyde"
with
Faye Dunaway
Warrenand Beatty.
Admission:
$1. Med SclandAuditorium.
Again
at 9 p.m.
7:00 p.m.Attack In Victoria
Taping ol Under
College, Academic Building Room 3. with
guests
DENNIS
Canadian
director tor CanadaMcDERMOTT
ot the U.A.W..
and
Health Minister JOHN MUNRO.
Organization meeting for all those who
signed sports
lists atIn registration.
students
interested
any sport orGradinteams should also attend.forming
GSU, 16Intra-mural
Bancroft.
p.m.
United Nations7:30 International
Survey
presents "Canada and the Declaration of
Human
Rights".
Free.
OISE,
252
Bloor
Two films: "II..." with Malcolm McDowell.W.
(7:30) andmis io"Zero
Adn: $1-50 fordebothConduite"
films or (9:30).
$1 al 9:30.
OISE Auditorium.
CUSO Information
B p.m. meeting for
prospective
volunteers 33Interested
ving in Ihe Caribbean.
St George.In serUniversityfirstofmeeting.
Toronto
Association
WomenHomophlle
and men
invited. Med Scl, room 3163.
U.C.
Lit
budget
meeting,
in
the
Common Room at University College.Junior
First In lectures:
a seriesSirofRobert
LeonardThompson
Beaton
Memorial
onroom"Modern
Revolutionary
War".
Med
Scl,
3154.
Since The Varsity wilt not publish on
Monday Here and Now copy lor Monday
and Tuesday
will be accepted
lor publication Friday. Deadline
lor all copy
is noon
Thursday.

7950

^ 1 000
Shee
SUEDEpANDSkin
LEATHERRug.
FOR CRAFTSMEN
SKIN AND BONES
(2 Blocks South of Bloor)
ASK FOR STUDENT DISCOUNT
SPEED
READING
Classes on campus
starting Oct. 16-17-18
See

HART HOUSE ART GALLERY
RECENT ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 6
Sunday
Mon.
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Weds. Sal 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
2 p.m. lo S p.m.
YOGA
CLASSES
Beginners
8-97-8p p.m.
ii> Intermediate
9-10 p.m. Advanced
For registered
mombeis only

MEAL for
TICKETS
are available
use at luncheon and dinner in the Great
Hall. Enquire al the great Hall
cashier.
$30 for 24 meals.
Oct. 4CONCERT
NOON HOUR
East Rusa
CommonLittleRoom
REVOLVER CLUB
Mondays and Wednesdays
RevolverRifle
ClubRange
- 7:00 p.m.
Rifle B:00
Rangep.m.Safely
Instruction
Rifle Range

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TU ES.. WEDS., AND THURS.
FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

AVAILABLE
APARTMENTS
Unfurnished one-bedroom apartments are available in the
Married Student Apartment buildings {30 and 35 Charles
Street West). Rents from $149 to $164 per month include heat
and
utilitiesMarried
{exceptstudents,
telephone),
August 31,may1973apply
are
required.
both Leases'to
full and part-time
to
University of Toronto
Housing Service
49 St. George St.
Tel. 928-2542
any weekday between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

full details

in this paper

This is it.
Your heart stops to let your new world begin. And
you know what every day of your life has been leading up to.
On the practical side, Birks can help you. Our ring settings
have many lovely personalities. And our diamonds are priced
lower, for the same quality, than in other stores.
But our best promise is this : no matter what grade
of diamond you buy. . . no matter how little
you spend.
Birks
diamond
the best. .your
valuemoney.
available
for yourwill be

on Oct. 11, or phone
SAC

HUNGARIAN
HELICON CLUB
FIRST MEETING
ALL WELCOME
245 COLLEGE ST.
8 P.M.
FRIDAY
6 COTOBER

CAMERA CLUB
OCT. 5,MEETING1972
OPEN
MUSIC
ROOM - 7:30

at 928-4911

the fast & inexpensive
eating place
fordcfwntovvn
people
BLOOR &
BLOOR & BLOOR
YONGE
& BAY ST. GEORGE
A Very Special Offer
^en^tcas
mm
/stt
p0"hierand
any
^m
the"
toat pre
I 7£
J22ll
& mm
Mr
of the three Mr. Zum's locations.
500 dis~or
You wi"on receive
COUPON
wll counl
any sajea tuM
ol j1i5q
over. One coupon per sale only. Valid any day alter
after
2 p.m. and ail day Monday.
^
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 1972
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Ottawa
trying
to exclude
radicals:
lawyer
science department where Meszaros Gabriel Kolko, another York
By MARILYN
SMITH
Excalibur
was hired to teach said: It's strange professor
and client trouble
of Copeland's
has immigration
in 1970,
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — "It's to note the times Meszaros has had who
radicals.
the Canadian government's policy to step forward to defend civil areHenotdescribed
them as Marxist
rights — once under the Stalinist
to keepthatoutthe individuals
who isdon't
agree
capitalist order
the regime in Hungary, and now under scholars, tolerated by liberals. He
commented
that
no Canadian
the
Liberal
government
of
Canada.
best' form of government,"
Paul
Marxists could get jobs in
Copeland,
lawyer for said
Marxist
"In
Hungary
they
called
him
a
universities.
professor Istvan Meszaros, the dangerous bourgeois ideologist,"
"There's no radical Marxists
Hungarian born professor hired added Hill.
by York University and refused
With the federal election just employed by this university. The
an entry visa to Canada.
three weeks away, Copeland com- problem is not merely the governSpeaking at a Monday rally of
mented that the time was right to
but right
York,"
100 students and faculty at York, fight Meszaroos' case because "the Lumsdenment, said
in a here
plea toat broaden
Copeland announced Meszaros government is vulnerable on its im- the issue.
was refusing the federal
students, whom he said
migration policy".a political science hadHenourged
Ian Lumsden,
real weight with the governgovernment's
of a said
one-year
work permit. offer
Copeland
the professor at Atkinson college said
ment, to put mpressure
on York
adinistration where their
influence
offer was made contingent on the the Meszaros case was interesting
mattered.
withdrawal of immigrant applica- because "York is coming forward as
tion, and also meant Meszaros the advocate of true liberalism and it York-wide support for Meszarons
continues with a unanimous senate
couldn't apply in the future without receives favorable publicity." But he statement
of support, and numerous
an order-in-council passed by the said the liberals weren't challenging
Cabinet.
,
the conservative liberal image of faculty petitions. The Canadian
Association for University Teachers
In addition, Meszaros felt the York.
offer didn't clear his name of the Lumsden, who was injured by a has added their voice, and York
security risk label attached to his truck in the Texpack strike in Bran- president David Slater continues to
original application made in tford last year, said Meszaros and pressure Mackasey's office.
Istvan Meszaros has received support from York, U of T faculty.
England last June. He entered the
country two weeks ago as a visitor to
fight the*case and bring it into the
open.
Constitution
for arts and science union
Copelandcaseasserted
Meszaros
is of that,
great "the
importance toCanada and Canadian
soon
to be submitted
for ratification
universites."
To date, the government has given
A
draft
constitution
for
the
Arts
and
Science
Student
Union
has
been
The draft constitution calls for at least three meetings of the about 60
no reasons for declaring Meszaros a
security risk. He is a British subject drawn up and will be submitted, beginning this week to various student member council a year. Each college council will have three representatives,
who underwent British and Italian bodies for ratification.
course unions two each, as well as five from Erindale and 14 representatives
The constitution was drawn up by a six person committee on general from among the student members of the General Committee. All members
security clearance since he fled
guidelines set by the founding conference of the union on Saturday, will be chosen by their own organizations.
Hungary in 1956.
Meszaros has had no chance to September 23. Three quarters of arts student bodies, including college
The council's main functions will be internal policy-making and
argue against the charges because councils, course unions and a caucus of student members of the General approval
of the budget. Its five person executive will meet more frequently
Committee, must approve the constitution before the union comes into than the council
and will handle day to day work.
under Canadian immigration law, existence.
an applicant from abroad has no
The executive is to be responsible for the hiring of workers, calling
right of appeal.
The union "is to provide services for the political and educational work council meetings and preparation and administration of the budget. Three
affirmative votes will be required to pass any executive motion.
student organizations
in thethefaculty."
"Thebureaucratic
government privilege
is exercisingof of representative
The draft constitution
clearly restricts
union to this service and
their
The draft constitution is now being circulated to the college councils
administrative
function.
If
the
document
is
ratified,
the
union
will
have
an
secrecy,
It's important
that they
not $18,000 budget from the SAC education levy to organize new course unions, and course unions for ratification. If, as expected, most ratify it, the union
be allowed
to use
vague
will
then
be formed when SAC approves the transfer of money, indications
support existing unions,, research and co-ordinate services for arts and
phrases,"
are now that of the colleges, only St. Michael's has strong objections.
Mel Hill,Copeland
chairmanstated.
of the social science student representatives on various university bodies.

Independent
woman
attacks
By ERIC MILLS
"those
who
don't participate fully in
Osgoode.
Wahn explained a large part of
Independent federal candidate the reason why the government had the
the economy",
near future.would be better off in
Kay Macpherson Monday criticized not acted strongly on the foreign
that as
political parties for failing to allow investment problem was that farBoyce
as thecountered
T-D Bank"I'mis sure
concerned,
women to run for Parliament in Quebec Liberal MPs are condo haveshea said
well that
run economy."
constituencies where they have a
centrating almost exclusively on weHowever,
it was not
good chance of winning.
run in the interests of the working
fighting separatism.
Speaking at an all-candidates
of which she said the NDP is
meeting at Hart House for the He said these MPs saw the class,
largely composed.
situation
in
this
light:
"when
your
"We in the New Democratic
riding of St. Paul's, the wife of U of
istrying
burning
don't Party
T political theorist C.B. Macpher- house
are not afraid to offend big
to buydown,
a fire you
insurance
son, asserted that "I am speaking bother
business", she asserted.
policy." Heis less
saidcritical
the separatist
particularly of my two colleagues "situation"
Communist Party of Canada
than two
(Marxist-Leninist)
candidate Boyce,
Crawhere,"
Mary Boyce (NDP) and Elizabeth years ago", in October 1970.
ford McNair challenged
Atkey suggested that social saying that while the NDP claims to
Hill (Communist), like Macpher- justice
did not mean invoking the be socialist, "it props up and pumps
son, are given little change of
defeating incumbent Liberal MP War Measures Act.
Ian Wahn.
Macpherson said she is running blood into capitalism." Hill's party,
Boyce and Hill did not dispute her for Parliament because there is only the Communist Party of Canada "is
neither Marxist nor Leninist," he
charge, although the NDP candidate one woman in the House at present. contended.
later said that as an independent, The past president of the Voice of
As for the Conservative's and
Macpherson could not be a very Women said more women are LibeTals,
the people who
effective MP.
needed to promote the needs of provided the"canproblems
provide the
Wahn, who has represented the women. She noted that fewer
women
are
running
this
year
than
in
riding for 10 years, opened his
Communist Hill charged that the
remarks with a repetition of the 1968.
solutions?"
Liberals and Conservatives "have
Liberal
themes
of
"integrity"
and
She
explained
why
she
was
not
the strength of Canada.
running as a party candidate. been mainly attacking the un"We must work very carefully to "There are elements in each party
employed instead of unemployment." She called for a
continue to build a strong and in- platform I might want to support,"
meaningful
program
to create jobs.
she
said,
adding
that
she
did
not
dependent Canada"; but on the
Asked
how
much
he would spend
other hand, he added, "Canada want to be bound to party discipline. on his campaign, Wahn
answered
She would press for legislation about $15,000. Atkey is estimated
mustBoyce
play its fulland
part in the
world."
to
Progressive
"that
will
improve
the
lot
of
the
spend
approximately
$10,000,
while
Conservative candidate Ron Atkey little guy and stop the corporate rip- Boyce said that she would spend
attacked Wahn for supporting the off," she stated, borrowing some of
all to be raised by the local
Trudeau government's foreign NDP leader David Lewis' rhetoric. $2500,
riding association.
ownership policy. (Wahn was chairWahn also defended the handling Macpherson is spending at about
of a Commons'
the economy by Trudeau and his the rate of $50 per day over the 60
which manrecommended
that 5committee
1 per cent offinance
ministers Edgar Benson and day campaign, she said, while Hill
of the shares of corporations in John
Turner.
will spend $1000, not including
Canada be controlled by Canadians.
"Even the Toronto-Dominion literature distributed by the ComTrudeau
ignored
most
of
the'eommunist Party. McNair, said he
Bank
has
paid
tribute
to
the
fact
mittees recommendations.)
that this is one o'f the best run would spend about $450, of which
The Liberal's foreign take-over economies
in the world," he stated, $200 would pay the candidate's
bill
was Atkey,
"a copout,
almostteaching
a joke,",
charged
a lawyer
at He hoped that the unemployed, deposit.

old-line

parties

PC Ron Atkey denounced the imposition of the War Measures Act.
Trial of two to begin
Trials of two persons arrested in the occupation of Simcoe Hall
last spring begin -this morning.
Bill Getty, charged with assaulting police, is expected to be tried
first, while Tom McLaughlin's charge of obstructing police is to follow.
Procedures are expected to continue for several days.
The two are. encouraging supporters of open stacks in theamnewin
Library to attend their trials, which start at 10
Robarts
courtroom 3.1, Old City Hall.
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Collective bargaining undermined
people. "

into accepting
mislead
Public
than realizing that the
Over the past few years,
This task has been made that realRather
cause of the disruptions is
management and their media much easier as growing union
supporters have managed to militancy and strikes on the part management's
unwillingnessintransigence
to shareanda
deceive the public into believing of some unions, particularly in the reasonable
portion
of Its profits
that labour is the ogre in labour- public sector, have increasingly with its staff, the public
has been
management conflfets and inconvenienced larger numbers
to oversimplify the situathereby discrediting it in the and disrupted people's day-today content
tion
and
hold
labour
responsible
lives more than past actions.
public's mind.
for their troubles.
Management and media,
meanwhile, have supported this
misconception by exploiting
these relatively minor inconveniences tothe point where
instead of identifying with the
workers, the public associates
itself with a management and
adopts an anti-labour stance.
centre-spread
feature
on Today's
strikebreaking
points out
that
this developing
anti-labour
titude has so entrenched itself at-in
the public mind that it sanctions
strikebreaking tactics which attack the very nature of the collective bargaining ethos.
Not surprisingly, the
government has not been slow to
act to prevent strikebreakers
from violating the principles supposedly behind its labour
legislation. As the article illustrates, the government has In
fact been com pi lei t in the
development of strikebreaking
operations like Canadian Driver
Pool byfractionoverlooking
oftheir own laws.their InThat they do so should not be
surprising considering where
their largest campaign contributions come from: big
business.
It's time people began thinking
of the long-run implications of
strikebreaking and their acceptance of it rather than the shortterm inconvenienece they endure
during a stike.
Students, for example, should
refuse to allow themselves to be
exploted into being
strikebreakers during summer
strikes when struck companies
try to continue operating and
avoid serious negotiations with
their workers by bringing in Jobhungry students. This
phenomenon, which has

anti

- labour

bias

Police hold back people protesting use of student strikebreakers.
recurred for the past few outlawed. Management should
summers, must be stopped: not be allowed to use this additional club to beat collective
students should not be trying to
bargainingrto
death.
get
around
the
governmentcreated low employment
And, we, as consumers, should
economy
by
jeopardizing
the
support
boycotts
struck firms
livelihood of strikers.
and offer whatever ofassistance
the
Strikebreaking
must be workers feel necessary.

Sought to avoid explanation

Meszaros
should
be granted
immigrant
status
Without elaborating a detailed reason, the that he's In Canada, the government would have to
The government should stop scheming to find
Canadian government continues to deny Marxist make public its reasons for denying him the visa) a way out of disclosing its reasons for resisting
political scientist Istvan Meszaros an entry visa to for a special one year minister's permit belles the Meszaros' entry request. And, It should re-examine
teach at York University.
fact that the government knows that it has nothing the politfcal considerations which have motivated it
Citing ambiguous "security reasons", the to fear from him and confirms the suspicion that it to try to keep Meszaros out of Canada.
government refuses to come out in the open and has no grounds that would stand up to public
Meszaros' colleagues
rallied to his
defence, notable among have
them not radical
really say why they don't want Meszaros in the scrutiny for keeping htm out of the country.
country.
That Meszaros spent several years living in professors but liberals who Insist that a democracy
sustain the attack waged upon It by the
Canada has a bad record on this score, both Italy and Britain and that he was granted cannot
characteristically hiding its reasons for denying British citizenship in 1965 strongly-suggest that imposition of unjust criteria.
Other Canadians should join them in
individuals entry visas behind the "security ideological and not "security reasons" are behind
reasons" facade.
the
government's reluctance to give him an entry demanding that Meszaros be immediately granted
visa.
landed
immigrant status and that the minister
At York alone, East European academics have
In recent years, Canada has become a haven responsible, Manpower and Immigration Minister
regularly had to do battle with the federal
government to get into Canada to teach. And, none for American rightists while making it increasingly Bryce Mackasey, should be called to account for
cf them flaming revolutionaries.
difficult for foreign dissidents to gain entry. This the government's behaviour in this matter.
Political criteria should no longer determine
Monday's government offer to exchange inequitable and unjust policy, cannot but be whether
an immigrant gains entry to Canada.
Meszaros' withdrawal of his entry visa request (now deplored.
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Government

fa Us

to act honestly
Every sludenl in Ontario is
affected by the tuition fee increases
forced by the Government of Ontario and by the detrimental changes
in the Ontario Student Awards
Plan. Concern has been voiced by
SAC, by college and faulty councils,
and by individual students, through
the Ontario Federation of Students,
through The Varsity, and at student
gatherings since the start of this
term.
The Ontario Federation of
Students has made two demands
which were ratified by U of T.and by
most OFS members. The first demand is"all tuition fee increases in
posl-seondary institutions for 197273 be deferred until full consultation has been held with
affected groups, and, in particular
thai no increase be approved until
full public discussions have been
held on the Wright Commission
Report.".
The second demand states that
"regulations
governingProgram
the Ontariobe
Student Awards
amended to facilitate greater access
to the program: that part-time
students have access to the program;
that the loan ceiling recently raised
10 SHOO he lowered to a maximun
level of $600 and that the age ot
independence
These demandsby reduced."
were presented to
the government in August. The only
concession so far has been the
lowering of the OSAP age of independence from 25 to 24. This

move could benefit only 2,000
students among the 176,000 in
Ontario.
The quarrel is not with the
universities. Although the universities ofOntario were not overly
vocal in protesting the fee increases,
they generally
agreewrong
that the
cing changes are
and finanthey
support,
believe,them
the
student sincerely
desire towe have
corrected.
The principal villain is the
provincial
government
itiated the changes
when which
they wereinpolitically popular.
The Government of Ontario may
honestly believe its actions are in the
best interests of the people of the
province. If so, this government
should honestly state its reasons for
its belief and should honestly debate
its belief with the students and with
the public of Ontario.
Premier Davis in the legislature
stated that he docs not believe the
changes will prevent students from
continuing their education — yet his
own cabinet documents suggesting
the cutbacks predict an enrollment
drop of 16,000 for 1972-73.
The government claims it cannot
afford OSAP, but loan money comes from the federal government and
the OSAP fund in 1971-72 was
underspent by some SI 2,000,000.
The government further
emphasizes that those who reap the
benefits of post-secondary education
Free Jewish

shouldmentpay
the tocosts.
The governhas failed
demonstrate
just
what fraction of the benefits of the
post-secondary educationnal system
accrue to the graduate, and what
fraction to the general public, to the
employers of graduates, or to the
government itself in the form of
important
We do research.
not claim that the
government has no points in its
favour. We do claim that the
government has failed to deal
honestly and fairly with us and with
the public.
If the only way to confront the
government
is through
presentation of demands
with thethethreat
of a
January fees boycott, then we support the demands and the fees
boycott.
SAC encouraged all U of T
students to "keep their options
open"
when paying fees.whoThepaid
57 perby
cent undergraduates
instalment now have the option of
using
second installment as a
lever inthatJanuary.
SAC has given support in
principle to a January fees strike,
which is the best tactic available at
this time. If a boycott is to have any
effect, however, it must be supported bya large part of the U of T
student body and by most students
in Ontario.
The referendum on October 1 1
and 12 is your chance to voice your
opinion on the OFS demands and on
University

SAC

abdicates

leadership role
As members of the university
community who are strongly opposed to the cutbacks in education
spending initiated by- the
Ontario government, we are interested inmeeting with other individuals and groups to consider a
campaign,
out a "yes"
vote in the both
Octoberto bring
referendum
on a
secondsue term
strikeofandresistance
to purfurther fees
courses
which would involve students in a
more active way.
We believe that the non-partisan,
informational campaign being conducted by SAC is an abdication of
the leadership which will be needed
in the upcoming defensive struggle

against the state (and university)
All those interested in meeting to
discuss
apparatus.alternatives should come to
Innis College, third
floor,
Bob Storey,
Wednesday, 12 noon.
Phil Dack
Sociology Students*
Union
YoungGordSocialists
Barnes
Old Mole
Gary Viner,
Cliff Arts
Mack,& Science
ExtensionIV
U, of T. Communist Club
Greg Engineering
McMaster,
.Graduate
Student, GSU Council Member
Innis StudentBrian
CouncilNasimok,
member
Larry
Hoffman,
GSU executive secretary
Letters to Write On should be
characterdouble-spaced
line. The Varsity
typed,
on a does
64not publish unsigned letters.
Letters may be edited for
space reasons. They are not
receipt.
necessarily printed in order of

THE HART HOUSE
MUSIC CONSORTIUM
PRESENTS:

"RUSS LITTLE IN CONCERT
THIS MOST SPECIAL EVENT SHALL
TAKE PLACE TODAY BETWEEN
12 NOON AND 2:00 P.M. IN THE EAST
COMMON ROOM
WANT TO FIND OUT WHAT
CAN BE DONE ABOUT
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS?
POLLUTION IS NOT A FAD. ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS
WILL NOT DISAPPEAR IF PEOPLE STOP TALKING ABOUT
THEM. THEY ARE SERIOUS PROBLEMS AND WE HAVE TO
SOLVE THEM TO MAKE THEM GO AWAY.
BUT - THEY CAN BE SOLVED.

MARXI
SM Oct.AND
JUDAI
Tues.
10, 1:00
p.m. SM1
Sid Smith, 3045

Sunglasses
that get
darker
as the sun
gets brighten y

the boycott.
This is our opinions; tell us yours.
John HelHwell
Eric J.Miglin
Ross Flowers

HOW DO YOU DO IT?
THAT IS WHAT AN EXPERIMENTAL COURSE IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES IS ALL ABOUT. IF YOU ARE IN THIRD OR
FOURTH YEAR AND WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE
INVESTIGATION
OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROBLEMS COME TO A MEETING TODAY AT 4 P.M. IN
ROOM 432, RAMSAY WRIGHT LAB. OR PHONE 928-3509.

mm
OPTICAL
ONsm i ihi uucm pag

PHOTOSUN

'65)

CUT THIS OUT

THURSDAY
7=30

t Vf KING
930
G.S.A.

OCT 5

IF Malcolm
. . . (Br'69)McDowell
by Anderson

OCT 12

THE CONFESSION (70)-Costa-Gavras
Y. Montana1, S. Signoret
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Study
By DAVID CUBBERLEY
reprinted from The Chevron
A 322 page report charging the provincial government,
numerous local police agencies and the press with encouraging
and permitting the rise of strikebreaking activities throughout the
province was presented to the Ontario Federation of Labour on July
21, 1972. Prepared at a cost of $30,000 over a six month period, it
was authored by former Toronto Telegram labour reporter Marc
Zwelling.
The study, commissioned jointly by the OFL and the Metro
Toronto Labour Council Is premised in the belief that the current
rise of strikebreaking "may threaten the balance of collective
bargaining and the security of the community" and concludes that
"strikers, management, the police and the government are all
potential victims of professional strikebreakers."
The body of the report outlines the prominence of
strikebreaking as an accepted management practice in Ontario. It
illustrates both the way in which the corporate bias of existing law
and of provincial agencies encourages such activities", and the
extra-legal
methods instrikebreaking
research culminates
a lengthy list agencies
of indictableemploy.
offencesZwelling's
on the
part of such agencies — most of which were known to authorities —
that
to a pattern of government and civil complicity in antilabourpoints
affairs.
Despite the mass-of criminal evidence elicited, Zwelling argues
that
investigation
even inof the
this scope
and resources
can "anbarely
open a —crack
wall ofin time
mystery
that shields—
professional strikebreaking rackets and labour-spy rings operating
in Ontario today." He concludes that "only the government has the
capacity to conduct a definitive investigation."
Fromof the
labour's
protectedto
invasion
picket vantage,
line is easilyorganized
the most and
potentlegally
tool available
management. Since 1965, over 50 legitimate unions have been
broken in Ontario alone. Parallel to this Is the massive growth of
privately
owned,
licenced "security
Ontarioan
sports over
200 provincially
registered agencies
which in agencies";
turn command
army of 16,000 men. Many of these firms provide security for struck
plants, supply drivers, dockers and equipment or simply break
picket lines. Other firms (McDougall Associates, W. R. Broak and
Associates, et cetera) specialize in maintaining labour spies -rpermanent
infiltratorsfor inside
on union activities
a fixedthefee.union — who make weekly reports
Rent-a-cop is a booming business in Ontario — licences are
remarkably
by and the
are
required easy
to meetto come
are abysmally
low."standards"
Salaries alsosecurity
remain agents
low —
usually around the federal minimum — except in the case of highly
specialized operations involving continual risks. Characteristically
the three largest security agencies are American owned
(Pinkerton's
of Canada,
W. J. Burns
Detectiveinvolved
Agency,
The
Wachenhut
Corporation)
and allInternational
three are actively
strikebreaking. Anning Investigations Ltd. (now Wachenhut)in
"boasted" working 35 strikes in Ontario in a three year period;
Anning claimed
a
profit of $1,000,000 in 1969, a figure said to
double each year gross
of operation.
Despite the ease with which licences are acquired, operations
which specialize In trampling the rights of labour
could not succeed
without a willingness of the part of provincial
and civic officials to
aid their operation or at least Ignore their activities.
Indeed, without hinting at a conspiracy, the study outlines a
pervasive indifference on the part
of elected representatives and
public servants towards the machinati
ons of strikebreakers
Nowhere is this more evident
in the case of a highly organized
and often employed strikebreathan
king firm like Canadian Driver
Limited. Zwelling's investigation shows the Driver Pool operationPoolto
be, if not typical, illustrative of the direction strikebreaking is takinq
Z the practices engaged, the types of men used and the conditions
they are subjected to, not to mention the enormous
profits reaped
rnD founder
< ?POrtcreated
eatS away
the 9,ossy image. of Richard Grange
CDP
and publicly
flaunted
by
the
press. He has
been pictured as a hard nosed
a graduate of the Ontario
College ot Art and the messiahIndividual,
who will save industry from the
lnl 27.
£ ?fJn,ema,ional unionism while becoming a millionaire by
age
This Immaculate picture is sullied somewhat by his early
^history of vandalism outlined In the study - Including a trai£
a^eZl'ng ^ '
°" " ^ °*
The OCA business is a fabrication which the press swallowed
whole. Grange's final escapade before his mature career was a
partnership in C & C Sales, a Toronto front for a Mafia-connected
stolen car ring in Buffalo; the cars were rebuilt
and re-licenced in
Canada and sold for a handsome profit.
Smashed in 1968 by Metro
police.
Grange's
partner
three employee-friends were
sentenced but Grange himselfandmanaged
to stay clear
Testimony given during his trial for illegally
ng union
phones at Redpath Sugar recently indicated wiretappi
Grange had
destroyed
evidence which would point to his rolethat
ring.
in the stolen car
A criminal past is a poor brush with which
a person's
present; however in Grange's case there is tonotarbreak
only
SI
pn,,n,AiaLVen,Ure 'nt° ,he truckinQ business which
2established
S £ * haulage
Cart-Rite outfits
Cartageand Ltd.
through
which
Grange
raided
occasionally ran overloaded riqs he became actively involved in strike work. While
the existing legal

exposes
structure is receptive to this type of move, Grange managed to
overstep even Its limitless bounds In the following manner.
• Zwelling notes that inter-city trucking licences are hard to
obtain under the Public Commercial Vehicles Act. However by
setting up two corporations, "one company to lease drivers and
another to rent trucks", one can still gain an almost legal entry to an
"already
overcrowded
and fiercely
competitive
business."
In late
1970, Grange
requested
and was
permitted to
incorporate both Canadian Driver Pool and Intercontinental Container Leasing under the auspices of the provincial government.
The report notes that the application was routinely forwarded to the
Department of Labour for Inspection, but that no investigation of
the
range ofandCDP's
activities
undertaken.
Givenon theits
wideranging
nonspecific
termswasof reference
for CDP

application and Richard Grange's past record, the report charges
the government with gross negligence for not investigating "
limited company ?TaHge
he flaunted the
law bytneadvertis
ing '°It ascallsuch
"limited
9ranted
le9al r'9ht
CDP Aa
letter
mailed out to numerousW9Sprosperi
ng business
es billed CDP as
necesSltated
the formation
of an390organized
company" whichhe
n/rSTH investigated,
I0/"?
d tW° yearS
due t0 circumstances
government
these facts
would have becLe Had
clear
•prospective
Zwel ng notes that Grange was not above misleading
clients from the outset of his career, in the widely
circulated letter, Information about the number of previous strike
Invo vements under his belt, number of successes, and the level
of plant Productivity achievedthe during
a strike was all fabricated.
divS
Ur£l \ Gr*ng*'*
offered
e3pJpH
<hiS, °ther ,etter
SerViCeS"
one "a
whicnseparate
was thesecurity
"most
continent
specializing
in "crowd
coSn? ,L
0rf;ifa,l0n.in
th,Scontrol
f,eld onand theplantNortn
American
security"
and

strik

employing
"the latest
corporate charter
grantedelectrons
at a r
have the legal right to advertise se
• After performing security worl
applied for a licence in June of
along with a Metro policeman, f.
withdrew his application. A day
applied
security that
licence
fro
swore outforana affadavlt
he woi
that it had no connection with Gra
days later the applicant signed
another Grange associate (again*
raised
action. in the Ontario Leglslai"
• Illegal use of the corporate ter
Grange, who went on to employ
Warehousing and Metro Car Leaf
with the strikebreaking operation
government roster of limited corp
• CDP regularly did security woi
report notes one instance in whicl
"trucking
a strikeph)
was
spentservices"
checkingduring
company
giving "some additional consultail
• CDP's operation requires cend
two-way radio
employs
"accordinga tolarge
the Federal Transpo:
the "citizens'
have These
infractionsbandpointlicence
not onn
administering corporate law. but ;
favour of as contentious and vlole
This is attested to by a refusal on
and officials — from a succession
and Bales, through the Attorney
Ontario Provincial Police — to
thoroughly Investigate flagrant vloi<
could never achieve their alms wii
many
lower level
civic and pro* in
to on-the-job
incidents.
Struck corporations empl< in
over zealous aid of the press, lei.
picket line violence. The report p
charging that for the most part r.
placed themselves on the side c
structures, having as their keypoin;
would seem to push officials in thai
framework these Institutions have fa
Strikebreakers understand iha
strike must be prolonged signlfican
One former Driver Pool employee
going
to pay
for anythingstrikebreak.
if there's
addstrouble.
that
"professional
for
Trouble is their
busines
it". Reams of charges are laid again
The report charges that strlkebreal
creating the circumstances within \
CDP has had the full support
kept
its actions minimally within the
parameters
have been oversteppec
• Even with the odds heavily on th
up a long list of Infractions. To date,
CDPwerefor having "hit stri!< ->s c
against
charges
laid". These
rented trucks
stormed
union driving
lines,
occasions upon which strikers
assaulted, or beaten.
• The instance of a strike at Cen
clearly indicates the position of polk
union
president's car was flrebc
headquarters,
a rented
wa
identified the assailants as trailor,
CDP pers
peace refused to pursue the matter
provided. On
pollc
complaints haveotherbeenoccasions,
filed, but no
Many CDP drivers have
them work regularly with noIncredibly
files, Investigators found the permit
licence
— tl
permanennstlyin "unrene
convictio
less thanwable"
five years.
• Interviews with former CDP emplc
one time better than 90 per cent of
a regular facet of their employ. Mcth
fascination many CDP regulars hav(
which has encouraged their
use to
not to mention their recreational I
resulted e.In shootouts against Imagi
warehous
In other regards the report speah
ove. lap between Grange and th jnst
justice. Former employees claim tr
police officers at his disposal and
policemen and their home numbe
attended parties thrown by Grange, ai

^breaking

equipment".
the
ch later date, Even
Grangeunder
did not
irity services, or to utilize them.
Hegally for some time, Grange
71. After Grange was charged
an Illegal wiretap, he quickly
.rller, a Driver Pool employee
the OPP; to cover himself he
be sole owner of the firm and
ie The licence swiftly granted,
/er 75 percent ownership to
illegal move). The matter was
b& *he goverhment took no

seemed Consolidated
to appeal to
t"limited"
with Pro-Con
— both of which were tied in
Neither firm was listed in the
ations.
with or without a licence. The
(Imberley Clark was billed for
:he plant. In reality, CDP's time
les for bugging, devices and
on security".
i7ed control for which Grange
item The report notes that
department". Grange does not
ulred by law".
eowell
government's
gross laxity
to a widespread
bias inin
vlty as strikebreaking,
e pen of numerous agencies
)ur ministers like Carton
enural and on down to the
;'.er speedily prosecute or
ns of the law. Strikebreakers
lut the active co-operation of
elate; especially in regard
strikebreakers have, with the
full blame on the unions for
its quite a different picture,
iss, police, and courts have
management. Existing legal
e sanctity of private property,
irection. Yet, even within that
id to play their parts honestly,
i order to make their money a
and there has to be trouble.
>tes that "the company's not
Zwelling
;othing
will do happening".
more than just
hope
and they know how to make
picketers especially by CDP.
ig outfits are responsible for
Ich the violence occurs,
the police so long as it has
v. However, even when these
the police have been kind.
' side,charges
CDP heavies
have laid
run
even
have been
qfpsed them so narrowly that
mences all occurred when
he report also notes many
)re molested, threatened,

il Precision Limited in 1972
and courts. At that time, the
bed and later the strike
attacked. Union members
mel,
a focal
justice
iless but
actual
names
couldof the*
be
have been given leads and
arges have ensued,
•ad driving records. Some of
all. On checking provincial
)f one CDP driver listed as
man having run up 27
Jes resulted In claims that at
drivers were using drugs as
t Insidious than this Is the
vlth guns, a preoccupation
mldate several individuals,
lue which has reportedly
ry Invaders In a Grange
of an Informal but operative
lions of administration and
Grange brags of having
i CDP
manual police
ilsts "key"
Reportedly,
have
Grange has gained access

practices

both to classified government information and restricted police
information.
Also interesting Is the unique mix of men said to comprise the
work force used by the strikebreaking operation.
former
police, security, or military types co-ordinate Typically
of the tactical
area while the drivers and cameramen are oftenmuch
men
with
a
lenqthy
criminal background.
As background to the Idea of an
between police and
strikebreaking agents, the report quotesoverlap
Syd Brown of the Toronto
Police Association as stating that "several hundred" officers have
left the force to go into security work "In the past several years".
Zwelling
also addsbythatAmerican
"the threeguard
Ontario
companies
boughtin
out and merged
mogulg'uard
George
Wackenhut
1971 all were headed by ex-pollcemen".

Much of the drawing power of firms like CDP can be attributed
to money. Drivers often work from 60-80 hours a week and overall
paychecks may hit $400 a week. Rewards are juicy for the
corporation
well. Court
from outGrange's
trial
indicate that asRedpath
Sugar records
Limited paid
as much wiretap
as $75,000
for CDP services; the report also notes that during the recent,
lengthy astrike
$4,000
week.at Gldon Industries Limited, Grange was picking up
However, working conditions In the Grange operation are far
from pleasant. Apart from the violence and danger built into the
job, working relationships within the firm appear fiery and short
lived. Thehavestudy
quotesgood
a longto line
"former"
whom
nothing
say ofabout
the drivers,
conditionsmosttheyof
experienced. Further, even In his capacity as employer, Grange has
few qualms about overstepping the law.
• Part of the strikebreaking service Is the firm's capacity to

resume
usingthe"scab"
labourleverage
In facetheof strike
union gives
pickets
This
servesproduction,
both to defer
economic
the
union In Its bargaining and demoralizes those who man the pickets
from day to day. In this regard CDP has been instrumental in the
recruitment and transfer of
, staying In Canada on
visitors permits without theimmigrants
proper legal status
on
employment to operate production lines at struck plantstoliketake
Gldon
The report claims that Grange does not inform the Immigrants
concerning either the labour dispute or their legal status before
hiring them on to the job.
• The report charges him with evasion of the provincial laws on
wage exploitation, vacation pay and hours of work" CDP
operatives work well over
the stipulated weekly maximum; Grange
protects himself by breaking down the total
monies owed to each
driver into smaller amounts, each of the remaining
paid by
cheques from different corporations he controls. The sums
report states
that the Department of Labour knows of the practice, but
has
done
nothing about it.
• Driver Pool continues to employ, in a management capacity a
non-Canadian who has no work permit
been refused one by federal authorities. and who has reportedly
Zwelling takes pains to show that strikebreaking is bad for
everyone involved, not least of all the struck
firm. He makes a case
which proves that It Inevitably brings violence, negative publicity
and a prolongation of settlement.
The report Indicates that Grange has a way of endearing
himself to the struck company, a method of making
his services
once employed, essential to the further
progress of the strike. His
initial draw on the corporate mind can be attributed to the many
services he professes to provide — sold to management as a
combative to the strength
the international unions seem to
represent,
favour. a means by which to tip the balance in bargaining in their
Once in action, Grange would seem to control further
developments. "When a management's telephone lines have been
swept for non-existent taps, when floodlights are up, when Grange
astonishes them with the exploits of his
the company is under
his spell. He becomes their security crew,
advisor, a confidante of
presidents, a Rasputin in the corporate castle."
There is no doubt that thus far Grange's work has been
impressive for a good portion of the business community
in fact
he has been actively courted by none other than the Canadian
Manufactur
ers'
Association
which,
under
the
auspices
of
a high
ranking Honeywell executive, has arranged
for him and publicly endorsed his efforts. speaking engagements
There's no gainsaying
accuracy of the
presented in the report or the the
necessity of making It information
public. It is
quite clear from the materials documente
d within
Ontario is
rife with legally supported, anti-anti-labour practicesit thatto which
for
the most part, public servants lend support by their refusal to use
available powers to curb them. Further, inasmuch as the press has
lent its assent to this situation, the report Is a potential forum for
focusing discussion on the secrets surroundin
g strikebreaking
labour spying,
and slave
scabpresented,
labour markets.
Finally,'
considerin
g the nature
of the and
evidence
implicates
at least four provincial agencies, the call for a fullwhich
scale publiclyfinanced
investigation is entirely legitimate.
Certain other aspects of the report are less satisfying. For the
better part, it centres directly on the development of CDP while the
numerous other outfits currently providing similar services — all
equally worthy of description even if they are less cavalier in their
style than CDP — are mentioned mainly in passing. Because of this,
the study tends more to examine violent excesses of one particular
group, than it raises the question of the social and legal conditions
which make possible the growth of such activities. Out of this, many
sympathetic readers may be encouraged to look more closely at
the nature of existing law and the interests its current
administration serves. However given the exigencies of time and
money, the report is probably best viewed as a hasty but necessary
response to pressing social evil.
Getting the Ontario government to move on the matter is quite
another battle, one requiring massive doses of public pressure.
This summer's OFL convention In Toronto presented a resolution to
its delegates calling upon the legislature to "outlaw professional
strikebreaking
in thebackpublic
interest".
Members were and
askedanti-union
to take espionage
the resolution
to their
local
councils to rework it and then to attempt to pass It through their city
councils. OFL president D. B. Archer characterized the strategy as
a "winning
of public support
legislative
backing
and approval".on
Early Indications
are thatpluslabour
executives
will concentrate
gaining
"legislative
backing"
on
the
focal
level,
a
strategy
the absence of a strong bid to create open discussion amongwhichrankIn
and file unionists and the community at large entails a number of
dangerous pitfalls.
When labour places its case before city councils across the
province, its arguments will fall on disinterested ears. Councils are
often dominated by "good corporate citizens", individuals who in
the absence of a vocal community pressure will "note and file"
petitions at will. Barring that, some will pass "versions" of the
original
resolution distinctly
In labour's
Interest.
Strikebreaking
does notnotarise
as a simple
function of legal
loopholes being utilized by certain social misfits. The entire social
fabric must be receptive to its rise before it can ever reach the
proportions Indicated In Ontario. A real solution can only arise from
the creation of a socially conscious citizenry.
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Survey reveals strong opposition
reject final examinations
students
History
on
the
committee.
exam.
forward by many of the students department's suggestion. Most felt
By PAUL McGRATH
that the system of an independent
Results of a questionnaire
"The staff may find it difficult to "When you break down the who voted against formal ex- student
committee for this purpose
distributed at several classes show U accept the student position," he figures, it doesn't seem to be what
aminations were take-home exams,
was
essential.
additional essays, or a different
of T history students almost un- says. "This Thursday will decide MacNaught
is
saying,"
says
Longo.
Pressure for exams by some
He feels the committee will weighting of the term mark.
animously reject the idea of formal whether we're on opposite sides."
members of the faculty has risen due
exams at the end of the year.
Representing
the staff
on the probably have to present two reports
to
the blossoming of the pirate essay
A
second
part
'
of
the
committee
are
Kenneth
Macnaught,
to the department committee, one questionnaire asked about course
The questionnaire was handed out
and W. J. Callahan. Longo and for and one against exams. The final evaluation. This year the depart- business. The knowledge that some
last
week
by
the
History
Students'
Union to evaluate student opinion Steve Speisman will represent un- decision rests in the hands of the
ment suggested that the staff be of their students may be evaluated
dergraduate and graduate students, department committee, made up of allowed to contribute to the on essays they didn't write
on the matter. Jim Longo, an HSU
evaluations. The system last year themselves is distressing to staff
70 staff and 14 students.
executive, will take the results, in the respectively.
form of a draft of resolutions, to the
In a preliminary meeting last "I don't think they're trying to was a course evaluation put out by members.
Longo feels the problem may be
first of three meetings Thursday of a week, MacNaught asked each come up with a blanket pro- the students, with a departmental
to
draft
a
policy
outline
for
handbook
representing
the
staffs
exaggerated.
He could remember
committee set up by the history member
examination
policy,
just
a
clarificaonly one plagiarism case brought
department to determine its position the department on four subjects: Longo.tion ofdepartmental position," says opinions
on
history
courses.
before
the
Standards
Committee
Students voted, again almost
on academic requirements.
first, second, and third- and fourthlast year. Either the essay selling
exams, and plagiarism.
Among the alternatives put unanimously, against the business
Longo feels there may be conflict yearAlthough
is not as large as the faculty
there is feeling among
fears, or the bulk of it is undetected.
the faculty that exams are on the
Remodelling and
NOW APPEARING
increase,
according
to
Longo,
a
fact
Free school
sheet given to the committee by
- Alterations
A Specially APRIL WINE
MacNaught
show
no
first-year
Unclassifieds
needs volunteers
exams at all last year.
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Harbord St.goods by local
ALL GIRLS
PRIVATE TUTORING need any help?
For art
Private tutoring in first and second year
4
Natural Sciences
physics, mathematics. Sudhir Joshi
photography,
sure and35 successful.
hostess service,
(M.Sc.)
Howland Ave - 925-0203. Be
G.S.U. FILMS PRESENTS, Bonnie and
nude modelling
5
Social
Sciences
Clyde,
Faye
Ounaway andWednesday
Warren Beatty.
EXCELLENT PAY
Med.
4th.
PART TIME, FULL TIME
Oct. at Sci.
7 P.M.Auditorium,
and 9 P.M. Admission $1.00.
IF YOU'VE GOT IT - FLAUNT IT Come to
Call 920-3551
6
Humanities
auditions7:00lor• OAFFYOIL
(Med's10, 11,
annual12.
ANYTIME
review)
9:30 p.m. Oct.
Medical Alumlni Louge second lloor.
Medical Siences, Bldg. anuona welcome.
STRAIGHT, MATURE-(22-30) outgoing
1
SAC Representative
person wanted to share large furnished
TERMPAPERS
home in Bayvlew - Eglinton area with 3
young
compatable environment,
confortablemen surroundings.
Approx $100
Nomination forms are available in the
UNLIMITED
month, 425-4440.
OF TORONTO
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Student's Union office.
Theses, essays-French, Lalin-experienced
Largest local distributor
typists-electric typewriters, 713 Spadina
of quality
reference
Ave. (south Bloor) 922-7624material
The nominations close Friday, Oct. 6 at
ANTIQUE SHOW - Sale New Agricultural
Thousands of
Building,
Woodstock, Ontario. Oct. 6, 7-8
noon,
4:30. Campaigning opens Oct. 10; closes
; Friday, open S p.m. - Sat. and Sunday at
manuscripts on file
Oct. 16. Elections will be held Oct. 17 and
call 964-7328
EXPERIENCED TYPIST term essays,
18
reports, theses. Reasonable rates. Call
752A Yonge St
anytime: 462-6606.
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Student challenge crumbles

Kanowitch

fails

in

bid

to

oust

Hallett
Formerby BOB
SACBETTSON
cultural affairs
commissioner Seymour Kanowitch
was defeated 68 to 31 in his bid to
challenge University College principal Archie Hallett for the vicechairmanship of the General ComFaculty of Arts and
Science mitone of theMonday.

Last professor
year's chairman,
political
science
Ken Bryden,
was
acclaimed as chairman of the
general committee and Victoria
College principal John Robson was
second to Laughton in the balloting
for the two steering committee
positions.
A motion to reduce the quorum
for the 200 member General Committee from 70 to 50 members by
physics professor
Logan was
defeated
handily Bob
as conservative
faculty joined most of the students
in opposing the move.
Logan said that is is important
that the General Committee "get on
with
work". last
He
pointeditsout important
that three meetings
year were unable to be held because
of lack of quorum.

Kanowitch told the committee he
was
"has
operatedrunning
in a statebecause
of chaos. itFaculty
have tabled all important
legislation. The committee is not
functioning effectively because there
is no trust between students and
senior faculty."
He charged that there could be no
trust while students operated in a
minority position and senior faculty
continued to seek to maintain a
stranglehold on the committee.

New College Principal Donald
Ivey tosaidsecond
he wasthe "irritated"
had
motion but that
he felthe
that it was necessary. He suggested
some
sort of becompuslory
mechanism
established.attendance

_j Of the other two students who
» challenged the all-faculty striking
g committee's
recommende
only
third year Victoria
collegeslatestudent
I David Laughton was successful, getg5 ting
the steering
committee.a seat
Secondon year
New College
§ student
was
defeated
in his Howie
bid toLevitt
upset geography
professor W.G. Dean for the post of
chief proctor.

However, fourth year Trinity
student Phil Merton charged that
reducing the quorum would allow
faculty to call a meeting such as one
held last spring during exams. He
pointed out that at that meeting,
which was adjourned because of
lackof quorum, faculty had passed a
controversial motion requestiong a
review of the new program.

Former SAC commissioner Seymour
challenged principal Hallett for chairmanship
General Committee.
of theKanowitch
Centre for the
WHOLESALE
HOUSE THEATRE
Study of Drama HART
PRESENTS
WAREHOUSE
FASHION
CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

THE

MISANTHROPE
Translated bybyMoliere
Richard Wilbur
Directed by Donald Davis
October 19 - 28 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Tickets $2.50
Box Office 926-8668
Students $1.25
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sudenl subscriptions still available - $3.00 for 3 productions

^JEftMS
$4
V MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS-^** sl2
V BAGGIES (ualues to S30) Jg -|g
V SWEATERS
from$4
V BLAZERS$5-18
V SMOCKS
$8-18
V GOWNS.
$10-20

HART HOUSE THEATRE

SPADINA

AUDITIONS
.
David
Gardner
will hold Auditions for
J
T
[PI ROSMERSHOLM
and
Martin Hunter will hold Auditions for
HAMLET
Hart House Theatre, October 11, 12 and 13
For an appointment
call Offices
928-8674 or drop in
at Theatre
Open to all students - both graduate and undergraduate

AVE.

(BELOW DUNDAS)
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9; SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

New

Arts and Science dean Bob
Greene reported that the faculty was
in a "vulnerable" position on discipline problems. He said that in
expectation of action on the
Campbell
report
faculty
set up onno "discipline,
mechanism theto
deal withhaddiscipline.

Centre for the Study of Drama

>' BLAZER & BAG SUITS_$22-30

210

Classics professor R.M.H.
Shepherd also argued against the
motion on the basis that less than a
third of the membership was not
the
faculty.to conduct the business of
adequate

Programme

Review

Committee

He pointed out that in a recent
case it was discovered that the
CAPUT, the university disciplinary
body, haddividualnofaculties
jurisdiction
oversub-inand a special
com it e of the committee on
standing had to be set up.
Greene added that the discipline
problem as well as action on the
General Committee's recommendations arising out of the Presidential Advisory Committee on Extension report were awaiting the
attention of the Governing Council.

Solicits Views

The Terms of Reference of the Committee include:
1) GATHERING OF INFORMATION:
a) Enrolment patterns
b) Staff and Student attitudes to
the New Programme
c) Views on objectives
2) ORGANIZATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
FACTORS INFLUENCING EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMMES:

3) CURRICULUM :
a) Specialization, Generalization, and Suggested Programmes
b) The role of the Fourth Year
c) Pre-professional Programmes
d) Standing and Credit System
e) Procedures for Curriculum
Development
f) Interdisciplinary Studies
4) MODES OF INSTRUCTION
AND EVALUATION

a) Effects of sponsorship of
teaching by separately financed Divisions
b) The Role of the Colleges
c) Counselling
d) Part-time Studies
The Committee would like to receive written statements of views
Secretary to the Committee, Mr. R. Dolan, c/o Office of the
and relevant documents from individuals or groups of inDean, Faculty of Arts and Science, Sidney Smith Hall,
dividuals. They should be sent, before October 30, 1972, to the
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sense-us sense-us sense-us
»
w SENSE-US
Friday, Oct. 6, w§
. 7:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. T
§ VARSITY ARENA «
a>
John Mills- eg
m3 Kundalini,
Cockell andYogathe Centre
Choir do>
o> Sivananda Yoga Centre c
c
Krishna Temple
& Claremont Centre a>

"AESTHETICS OF
JEWISH PRAYER"
TUES., OCT. 10,
7:30 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE 186 ST. GEORGE

" Plus a variety of musically and w
<j> pand
otherwiseyourtalented
friends to andex-£gd
knowledge
^awaken the possibilities within $
§ ADMISSION FREE "
$ Info: 921-7777 or 928-4911 Jg
sn-asuss sn-esues sn-asues

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

shoe

REFERENDUM
The Questions:
1. Do you support the demands made by the Ontario
Federation of Students to the Government of Ontario?
2. Will you support withholding your tuition fees in
January if the Ontario Federation of Students
negotiations with the Government of Ontario are unsuccessful?
3. Would you support withholding all of your 1973-74
tuition fees if the Government of Ontario announces
further tuition fee increases or further detrimental
changes in the Ontario Student Awards Programme?

ftouTnjue

stoned
The President's
Installation Address:
"I have made separate comments about full-time
students, part-time students and graduate students,
but there is one common theme that is currently of
concern to all students. That is the policy direction
taken by your Government, Mr. Davis, in asking
students to assume additional responsibility for the
cost of their education through the tuition fees they
pay. It is true that there is justification for asking
those who benefit directly from higher education to
accept a larger share of its costs, but society is the
principal beneficiary of their education. Furthermore,
a countervailing argument of even greater
significance is the influence that this policy of your
Government may have on accessibility to university
education - and this applies not only to full-time but
also to part-time and graduate studies for mature
students. The combination of higher tuition fees and
more limited bursary assistance will act as serious
deterrent to individuals from lower income groups,
from large families, and from those families who have
come recently to Ontario and who are least certain
about their future. I hope, Mr. Premier, that your
Government will be willing to reconsider the implementation ofthis approach to the sharing of the
costs of education through higher tutition fees on the
basis of its impact on accessibility. Let them go now
and pay later, not through the discharge of burdensome loans but through the established practice of
after-t he-event taxation."
SAC

FORUMS

Wednesday 1:00 p.m. Sid Smith Foyer
Floyd Laughren NDP Universities
and Colleges Critic
Debra Lewis
SAC
Communications
Commissioner
Peter Havess
Canadian
Movement Liberation

Phil Dack
Smashing in Black or Brown Leather
Only $25.00
open Thursday and Friday Nites
pljoe sfiopyes;
C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored
Fairview Mall
262 Yonge St.
Oshawa Shopping Centre
1475 Yohge St.
Adams
Apple Boutique
101 Bloor St. West
126 Bloor St. West
Shopper's World, Brampton

' "Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada of the Villager Shoes Shoppes Ltd

SAC V.P. (1971-72)

Thursday 1:00 p.m.
Convocation Hall
Robert Nixon
Leader,
Provincial
Liberal Party
John Helliwell
SAC Vice President
Member, Ontario Ctte.
Joyce Denyer
on Student Awards
General
Craig Heron
O.F.S. Co-ordinator,
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Puerto
Rican
war
inevitable
says
an
.educated in English,
By ELAINE FARRAGHER
important Pag
to have been
Discussing social conditions in his becoming increasingly
March 1971 anti-war riots in Puerto
Rico. After the riots, in which 61 country. Pagan cited many ex- American imperialist interests. today less than half the population
"Canadians
should
realize
how
can speak it. "The imperialists can
amples ofU.S. exploitation. On a per
"A revolutionary war of the students were wounded and a police
people of Puerto Rico is necessary chief killed. Pagan was arrested capita basis, he said, more Puerto
destroy our national feeling,"
to defeat the U.S. imperialists now during a mass round-up and charged Ricans than other Americans have much U .S. imperialism is taking over never
Pagan
said. of Puerto Rican
country."
Polarization
questioned on Puerto society
been killed in the war in Vietnam. thisWhen
with murdering the police- chief.
controlling
their
country,"
asserted
is occurring rapidly, he
The
Rico's
United
States
cultural
occupies
domination,
13
Puerto Rican independent is ta
per
Pagan
Pagan related to reporters that
Humberto Pagan at a Monday press after he was released on $30,000 cent of Puerto Rico's land space replied that much as the U.S. has asserted, as the contradictions of
conference.
tried
in
this
respect,
it
has
never
imperialism and capitalism are
bail, several attempts were made on with its military bases, he added U.S. succeeded. In 1969
English was becoming more obvious to the peoHe predicted the outbreak of civil his life by police and right-wing control over the economy has in- declared
the
official
language
c
r
e
a
s
e
d
t
o
such
of
an
extent
that
90
per
groups
which
forced
him
to
flee,
first
war in "two or three years" which to the U.S. and then to Canada under cent of all investment in Puerto Rico Puerto Rico in a supreme court
ple. "In order
would
freedom.conclude the long struggle for an assumed name. He arrived here is now American.
decision. However he said that for the U.S. to defeat us," says
Pagan, who was in Toronto for in September of 1971 and was
Living conditions in the country although for 52 years the people Pagan, "it will have to destroy much
speaking engagements at the U of T arrested soon after for illegal entry. have not improved under American
of the population of Puerto Rico."
There is only ONE...
and at York University, faces depor- He spent the nine months until July domination, says Pagan. One-third
tation and possible extradition to the in jail awaiting his deportation of the country's population lives in
slums. The cost of living in the past
U.S. to face a murder charge which hearings.
rose out of his participation in Canadian courts have refused the twenty years has risen 34 per cent,
American request to extradite he said, while the per capita income
CREST PIN
Pagan for trial because there was has only risen six per cent. In a
AL o
FICI
OFsity
of Toront
insufficient evidence to prove that he country of four million, 224,000 live
Univer
et
\
j^^^
^f
/fj&
NEA endorses
committed a criminal offence. But solely from public assistance and
SIGNET
RING
many
have
been
forced
to
leave
the
and
he has been ordered deported and
or
^ -/ "
in order to obtain a
under the Immigration Act he could country
McGovern
The average salary of a
the U.S. unless Immigra- livelihood.
they are supplied only through
The executive of the National be senttiontoMinister
Puerto
Rican
worker
is
a
third
to
a
Bryce Mackasey in- fourth that of an American worker.
Education Association, (NEA), an
nd grantsor Pagan's
requestin Pagan stressed that with the
American university student move- to travel tetorvenes aChile
Cuba. Once
STODENTS ADMINIST
RATIVE COUNCIL
S.A.C. Building
ment, will support George ihe U.S., he would probably be gradual lessening or U.S. control of
McGovern and Sargeant Shriver in detained by police to face tfie its Asian and African colonies,
the upcoming American presidential murder charge.
Canada and Latin America are
or
elections.
A. EARL EDWARDS
In doing so, the twelve member
1534 Bayview Ave.
executive committee encouraged the
Phone
In your spare time...
80,000 members of the NEA to vote
EARN UP TO $1000 OR MORE
(Office at rear, off Millwood)
*
483-4212
Democratic on November 7th. This
(Our top sub agent earned S2500 last year)
is the first time that the NEA has
backed any ticket.
Be an Authorized Sub Agent
NEA president Thomas D.
for the distribution of
SPORTS SCHEDULES Creighton. in making the anCANADA SAVINGS BONDS
nouncement, noted that
—contact—
WEEK OF Oct. 9-13
McGovern's record "shows his comTIM SYME
mitment to our country's youth and
their concerns", He asserted that the
McLeod, Young, Weir & Company Limited
vs
12 million new voters produced by
Cappe
SOCCER
362-7311
Sr.Eng
12.15 Trin
North Trin. B
the recent 18 year old vote legislaTubs. Oct. 10 12.15
vs.
Barbosa
Emman
and White
will determine
vs Arch
residestion in"can the
House for who
the
4.15 North Vic
New
vs St. M. B Homatidis
PHE
nextMcGovern,
four years".a one-time school
Carllne
12.15
North For
Wed. Oct. 11
vs
4.15
North
teacher,ding whois tries
a "liberal"
of
long
stanSt.M. A Robinson
CURLING
to appeal to young
Cappe
people.
Thur. Oct. 12 12.15 North
Med
vs
Dent
Ho
12.15
South
Eng.l
vs Knox Bielecki
Mens' Intercollegiate Curling Club to start soon.
4.15 North Pharm
by Erin)
Come
into
the
Athletic
Office,
Room
101
and
sign
up,
vs
Innis
Jr.Eng
•VS
Driver Pool scabs
4.15 Erin
vs Erin
or phone Dave Kennedy evenings at 921-2011.
Basta
(Ref
provided
Trin.A
Depending on degree of response there will be a
Fri. Oct. 13
are convicted
12.15 North Scar
vs
Law
U.C.
week to week league play or a knock-out tournament.
vsvs
4.15 North
lerullo
Meeting to be called at a later date.
Four employees of Canadian
vs
Driver Pool Ltd. have been conRUGGER
Eng
victed of public mischief and await
sentencing on October 6, while
vs PHE. B
Tuas. Oct. 10 1.15 West Trin.B
similar charges are still pending
5.00 at Scar
vs Law
against four other co-workers.
INTERCOLLEGIATE
St.M.
1.15 East Eng.l
Wed. Oct. 11
The controversial company
Scar
provides services such as drivers,
PHE.A
Thur. Oct. 12
1.15 West
watchdogs, photographers and
Wye II
SQUASH
security guards to companies whose
12.45
West Eng.
Fri. Oct. 13
vs Innis
1.15 West
Trin.A
workers are on strike. It has become
vs Eng.l
Practices Mondays and Thursdays 4.20 - 6.20
the focus of a campaign by many
vs
1.00
unions, particularly the United
LACROSSE
P.M. Beginning - Monday October 2nd.
vs
Steelworkers of America, to outlaw
PHE. B
7.30
Tues. Oct. 10 6.30
PHE.C
strike-breaking.
New
Players
will
be
welcome
for
tryouts
vs U.C.
Christopher Paynter, Jack Blair,
Innis
Thursday October 5th.
vs Scar
Peter Gallagher and John Carrigan
6.30
Dent
Knox
were found guilty of damaging a
6.30
Wed. Oct. 11
trailer which was being used as
Dev. Hse
For
7.30
Vic
vs St.M
strike headquarters by a Steelworker
6.30
PHE.A
Erin
local on legal strike against Central
Thur, Oct. 12 6.30
Precision Ltd. of Etobicoke. Three
vs PHE. S
union members were confined to the
7.30
vs Dent
INTERCOLLEGIATE
TRY-OUTS
S
N'
ME
Trin
WO
vs PHE.C
Scar
trailer for an hour by the attackers
last February 2.
Try-outs for the following sports begin:
1.00
Knox
vsvs U.C.
Fri. Oct. 13
8.30
Canadian Driver Pool president
For
BASKETBALL
Richard Grange was previously
TOUCH FOOTBALL
Senior and Intermediate try-outs begin Wedfined $500 for conspiring to wiretap
Now that Rugger has started, teams mustvs be on time
a union strike headquarters, as well
nesday, October 11th at 5:00 p.m. in Sports
W2 Associates
lat it vsvs
Tues. Oct. 10 W.E. 12.15
Gym, Benson Building. Practices are held
as being convicted with the company
12.15 Skule7T5 vs Jocks
Athletic Supporters Grittanl
Andryiowicz
of supplying security without proper
Mondays
and
Wednesdays
5:00
7:00
p.m
E.
12.45
Idiots
vs Gofers
Nads
Grlttanl
licensing this summer.
Kliman
Canucks
Mi man
1.15 Coopers
WOMEN'SFirstICE
HOCKEY
E.E. 12.45
Heat It B Lig vs
meeting
to be held on Tuesday, October
Athletic
Sup Plastlna
E.
12.15
Monks
10th
at
5:30
p.m.
in
the
Board
Room,
Benson
Wed.
Od.
11
RhilS
Building.
for students
W. 12.15 Team Terrific vs
Andryjowicz
E. 12.45 Pure Crap vs Heat It & Beat It Nicholson
4C
W.
12.45
Ball
Carriers
vs
Wycliffe
Nuppola
VOLLEYBALL
Grittanl
E. 12.15
Gonads
vsvs Arrhythmia
Bernholtz
Senior and Intermediate try-outs every MonXEROX
W.
12.15
Tachyards
Idiots
Doret
day and Wednesday 5:00 - 7:00 p.m. begin6 to 9 dally
E.W.12.45
12.45 Skule7T5
Bernholtz
Maulers
St. W.
Nummles vsvs Dodgers
ning Wednesday October 11th, Upper Gym Impress 7 Charles
(near Yonge)
Benson Building.
E. 1.15 Selects vs Stompers
Doret
Friend
967-1110 '
Fri. Oct. 13 E. 12.15 Bourlton Goldens vs Team 50
Castillo
impress Is now ottering after-hours j
COME OUT AND TRY FOR
W.
12.15
Arrhythmia
vs
Rhits
Canucks
copying
at 4c per copy.
servicecallIs [|
E. 12.45 TlCatS vs
<ry appointment
only.ThisPlease
E. 1.16 Yankees vs Slackers
t>F Irre j 00 o.m., one day in advance.
THE SPORT OF YOUR CHOICE
Wagdin
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

sports

WTft
"Leotard set" challenged

ByMyth
LESLIE McINTOSH of
and Excalibur
The problems and bias women
Tace in sports was discussed recently
at the annual
Women's Athletic
Association
workshop.
The attitude of sport as an
"unladylike" activity and one not
socially acceptable still exists
despite women's active athletic participation. Guests spoke on the image of women in sport and the
attitudes holding back their progress
and acceptance.
Dorothy Harris of Penn State
University (Pennsylvania) said that
"Many female
people athlete
believe cannot
that thebe
serious
feminine". Harris is a leading
authority in psycho-social dimensions of physical activities.
Harris suggested that female
athletes experience a psychological
dilemma because their athletic ability is generally considered to be a
male characteristic, She said this
had led were
to a conditioned
"labelling" toprocess.
Women
feel a
negative response to athletic
achievement, reflected in the dropout rate among , promising women
athletes.
Harris raised the question of
whether or not women athletes and
women in general see sports as a
threat to their sex roles. "The
problem becomes one of the
relationship of sexual-social roles",

PHE

's
shewomen
said.
"The woman who chooses
competitive sport, who becomes
committedcellencetowithin the
pursuitlimitatins,
of exher own
within sport, usually has problems in
termsnotof fitsociety's
expectations.
It's
just
and proper,
supposedly,
for a young lady to be willing to
sacrifice all the other things ladies
are supposed to do for the sake of
developing excellence in sport. I
think this is the source of all ensuing
problems",
Male and Harris
female said.
athletes possess
the same "psychological
set" whichin
enables
them to succeed
sports Harris claimed. She made the
point that the performance of the
female athlete must not be judged by
comparison with that of her male
counterpart (or vice versa), but by
the limitations of the individual.
As for limitations, Harris said
that these had gone untested. She
pointed out that women athletes are
playing
"catch-up" game
as far asof
national a organization
and levels
competition are concerned. Women
are breaking records which men set
twenty years ago.
In summing up, Harris urged
female athletes to abandon their
prejudices against one another.
Women in the "leotard" sports such
as gymnastics consider the "gym
suit" athletes
such sports
basketball
and ice(inhockey)
to be theas

continues

the ground;
PHE conlinued its winning ways
into the second week of interfaculty
football play by downing a weak
Engineering squad 24-0 Tuesday.
The team relied almost
exclusively on its rushing game to
dm'e
the defensive
Engineeringline squad
back,to
while the
was able
dampen any skulmendrives.
However, even with its two wins
10 dale PHE has not shown any
evidence of an aerial attack.
Converts were missed on all four
touchdowns, and a field goal
attempt late in the game went wide.
(In its first game of the season last
week, the team was also unable to
convert its lone touchdown.)
At halflime. PHE was ahead 18-0
on a touchdown by Bagg and two
more by Malchett. The Engineers
came into the second half determined to defend, but still managed
to drop another six points in the
third quarter
minutes
beforeto PHE's
scoring,Ross.
the (Only
same
Ross'
had
been
helped
off
the field
with a head injury.)
Despite several penalties for
considerable yardage loss in the
fourth quarter, the PHE team
almost broke through on an interception Toranother six. However,
the interception was ruled incomplete and the ball reverted to the
Engineers, who ran out the final four
minutes of the clodk.
game, most
it wasof UC
overIn yesterday's
New 27-0 wifli
the
scoring taking place in the first half.

to

win

defeats

inferiority debat
Femininity anded
masculinity, as
sport
lowest
form of feminity.sConversely,
blouses.
culturally determined qualities,
"gym suit" athletes have a mental
As golf and tennis became differ in each culture and society. In
block against achievement in the acceptable,
and then the bicycle in North America, the feminine
"leotard" sports. In reality, the the
is a spectator; she cheers for
I920's,
women
still main
weren'tattraccon- woman
same strength,
coher man on the sports field, but any
sidered athletes. The
ordination irequired
s speed
for allandsports.
deviation
from this role carries a
women's and
sportmatchmaking,
activities inMary Keyes, from McMaster, vovedtion ofcourting
of
her feminine
self. the
talked about the historical problems with athletic prowess a secondary negation
Women help
to perpetrate
women faced in breaking into
passive
feminine
attitude
issue.
"The general
pattern programs,
of separate own feelings towards womenin their
sports, In the earliest Olympic facilities,
parseparate
games, women were not even
by not rebutting
allowed to watch, much less par- separate organizations for sports is the imageticipating insports
of women athletes
the and
distinction
ticipate, she said.
It wasn't
between sexualofposes
social presented in newspapers and
nineteenth
century
that until
womenthe symptomatic
roles within the society", Keyes magazines.
said.
Medical and physiological data
"If we really begin to treat sport has not produced any evidence to
indicate
that vigorous, competitive
as
something,
human
beings,that's
then beneficial
this wholeto activity is harmful to women. So'
a woman
free to
parallel
somewhat separate
ridiculous structure
in terms ofis dophysiologically,
as she athletically
pleases,is limited
servicing the needs of human onlyFurthermore,
by her own body
potential.
while sports is
beings",
she concluded.
The conference
also discussed the interpreted in a man-woman juxtaposition, with the emphasis on
"myth" that portrays the female
the female needs sports
athlete as a strong, aggressive, large- asmasculinity,
muscled individual who may not be much as the male for basic human
alt woman. She is someone playing psychological and biological needs.
out her suppressed male tendencies
seeking dominance over men. Athletic
York Council
University's
began to openly participate in some andThere's
hosted Women's
the conalso the female athlete
ference, which included members of
form of physical activity and such
activity was considered apologist,ladylikewhowhile involved
sweats and
is
unin physical the Ontario
Inter"unladylike".
collegiateWomen's
Athletic Association.
By the turn of the century women activity. But as soon as she goes to There were 25 participants from U
shower
and
puts
on
her
min-skirt,
were participating in gymnastics,
of T. Other universities represented
but modesty prevailed— participants she's pretty and delicate and
Queen's,
Windsor,
had to keep their anatomy covered apologizes for her competitive self included
Western,
Waterloo,Ottawa,
and McMaster.
with long bloomers and sailor by showing all the feminine traits.

along

Eng.

24-0

Intramural Touch Football
Correction Tuesday, September 26
Gonads 6 vs. Stompers 12
Correction Wednesday, September 27
Team Terrifies 33 vs. Jocks 6
Thursday, September 28
Skule Boulton
7T5 vs. Athletic
Goldens Supporters-rescheduled
12 vs. Dodgers 44
Friday, Septebmer 29
32 vs. Cooper's
6
MonksYankees
vs. Pharmacy
(Pharm. Ligaments
won by default)
Nummies 0 vs. Gophers 32
Monday, October 2
Heal It & Beat It 0 vs. Stompers 12
Ticats vs. Pharmacy (Pharm. won by default)
Boulton GoldensBallvs. Carriers
Cooper's 12Ligaments
vs. Nads 7(won by default)
Tuesday, October 3
Team Terrific 33 vs. Athletic Supporters 12
Idiots vs. Maulers (rescheduled)

Interfaculty Soccer
Division 1
Thursday September 28
Scar O vs. Vic. 3
Monday, October 2
Vic O vs. St. Mike's A 2
Division
Sr. Eng.
I vs. IIErin 3
Friday,
September
Law 2 vs. New 1 29
Monday, October 2
St. Mike's
BO III
vs. Law 1
Division
Friday September 29
For 1 vs.1 vs.TrinWycO
B2
Pharm.
Monday,
Arch 0 vs.October
Innis6 2
PHE's Ross (34), downed In Tuesday's game, went on to score.

Western

to

Guard

disrupt

and

black

The Western Guard has threatened that all campus
meetings Featuring Marxist or black speakers will be
disrupted.
The decision represents a return to their policy of a
year and half ago, when they attempted to fight left
politics by disrupting meetings. The move is a result of
the cancellation Tuesday of the scheduled taping of a tv
program Wednesday night featuring a prominent official of the Ku Klux Klan.
Vic president J. E, Hodgetts cancelled the taping on
the strength of rumours that the Guard and the extreme
left-wing were planning to demonstrate. He feared
violence would result, as it has in past.
In an unsolicited call to The Varsity on Wednesday, a
person identifying himself as Emilio de Bono said "the
Western Guard will be on the lookout this semester and
next for any Marxist or black... I mean radical black
speakers."
As to what the Guard would do about such speakers,
he continued, "We'll leave it up to the imagination,
from past experience."

all

radical
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meetings
In the spring of I971, the Guard, then known as the
Edmund Burke Society, briefly broke up a packed
meeting at Convocation Hall listening to radical
Quebec unionist Michel Charlrand and lawyer Robert
Lemieux. They threw mace into the hall and in the fight
that
arrestsensued
made. door panels were smashed and several
The Burkers have attempted to disrupt many other
lefi
meetings,
including one featuring Chicago 7 lawyer
William
Kunstler.
Last night. Kevin Boyd, who answered the Guard
telephone number, confirmed that de Bono is a member
of the organization. Although he was not sure that de
Bono's statement
was official
policy,the headvisory
stated council
that "I
understand
that it came
down from
(of
the
Guard),
so
I
presume
it's
official."
He
added
that he had heard favourable discussion of similar
proposals among Guard members yesterday.
Asked what action the Guard would take at a radical
meeting, he said "It could be anything from a
demonstration to a disruption."

Con
Hall nearly empty
ment is going to think that the
By ELAINE FARRAGHER
are not discussion
interested."with the
Less than a dozen students went students
In an informal
to the 1763-seal Convocation Hall students present, Nixon said the
to hear Ontario Liberal leader demand of the Ontario Federation
Robert Nixon speak yesterday on of Students that the fee increase be
the increased tuition fees.
deferred is not "unreasonalbe or
Nixon commented on the scarcity
Although he stressed that he was
of students, suggesting that perhaps extreme".
students were not interested in in favour of student mobilization
against the government stand, he
voicing attheir
looking
thesedisapproval.
empty chairs,"InI thought the best thing that could be
sense that there is something less done would be to withold the one
than a total commitment of the hundred dollar increase. (This is
T's Graduate
student
said. Miglin later what
SAC body,"
presidenthe Eric
Union Uis ofurging
its membersStudents'
to do
expressed concern that the turnout next term).
was so poor, but credited it solely to Nixon said the government had
the lack of publicity it was given. made a "serious mistake" in increasing the fees. He claimed that
Next Tuesday, he said. Jack McNie,
the new Minister of Colleges and plans for a similar increase next year
Universities would be speaking at had been thwarted by strong student
Convocation Hall.
sentiment against it.
"The next turnout had better be Nixon was apparently referring to
a
good. " said Miglin " or the govern- report that Premier Bill Davis last

Court
OTTAWA (CUP) — Puerto
Rican independentista student
Humberto Pagan will be spending
another year in Canada.
The Supreme Court of Canada
decided yesterday the United States
should be allowed to appeal the
decision on Pagan's extradition,
following a short hearing Tuesday.
The appeal will be heard in the lower
federal court sometime within the
next year. The court is fully booked
this year and most of next.
Pagan was arrested in Ottawa a
year ago after he fled Puerto Rico
where he is charged with killing San
Juan riot chief Juan Mercado during
a riot at the University of Puerto
Rico March II, 1972. He does not
want lo return to Puerto Rico
because he fears for his life there.
During the past year, extradition
proceedings went smoothly for the
Americans, but the deportation
hearing hit a snag. On June 27,
Carlelon County Court Judge A. E.
Honeywell refused the American
request lo deport the student lo
Puerto Rico, selling a precedent in
Canadian-American deportation
relations. Pagan, who was kept in
jail from Ihe lime of his arrest, was
freed on $3000 bail in early July.
The counsel Tor the U.S. went to
the federal court on August 3,
asking for an appeal on the grounds
lhal Ihe case was of extraordinary

plans

for Nixon
week told a group of students informal y that there would be no fee
hike in 1973-74.
Although the report itself has not
been contradicted, the new Minister
of Colleges and Universities, Jack
McNie, said last night that it was
not government policy. "I hope they
won't go up." he said, but he refused
lo go further.
Nixon pointed out that the fee
increase will only contribute 23
million dollars toward meeting the
519 million dollar deficit of the
Ontario budget.
He asserted that the Conservative
government probably had no
"ulterior motive" for increasing the
fees.
said."They just needed the money" he
He said that the program on
which the provincial Conservatives
ran their election campaign was

'PC's court PQ'
Former top Trudeau aide Marc Lalonde yesterday charged the
Conservatives are courting separatists. See page 3.
"purely
Alter electoral".
the election had been won,
he said, the people of Ontario were
hit with atheseries
of "bombshells,"
including
fee increases.
Ultimately. Nixon said,
poslsecondary education should be
tuition-free. Questioned on whether
corporate taxes should pay for increasing education costs, Nixon said
that personal income taxes would
also have to bear the extra burden.

The meeting Tuesday, at noon in
Convocation Hall, will feature president John Evans and McNie, as well
as Liberal MPP James Bullbrook
and former NDP education critic
Walter Pitman.
Organizers of the meeting
consider it a coup to have McNie
give one here.
of his first public
statements
McNie himself said last night, "I
look forward to the meeting."

lets U.S. appeal
Pagan
extradition
Pagan was consulting his lawyer with the American counsel that the disallowed the first American deporimportance.
The federal court refused to hear Bernard Mergler in Montreal today case is of extraordinary importance,
tation request, is the person who
the appeal because it contradicted a and was unavailable for comment. or it felt the federal court's ruling on would sign the warrant and reliable
sources
1955 Supreme Court ruling which
refused to report
do so. he has already
H owever, a Pagan Defence the appeal was incorrect.
prohibited a country seeking a
Committee
member
in
Ottawa
said
The
Pagan
Defence Committee
deportation to appeal a case. The
Another possible result of the
and Mergler are expected to issue
U .S. then went to the Supreme the decision to allow the appeal was Supreme Court decision, he said, is statements
in the next few days on
Court Tuesday asking that it allow based on one of three things. Either lhal the Americans may ask for a
Ihe appeal to be heard in the lower the court disagreed with the 1955 warrant to put Pagan back in jail. Iheir future plans now that the
Supreme Court ruling, it agreed However, Judge Honeywell, who appeal has been permitted.
Committee
deciding on stack access chosen
Other faculty include P.E. Burke (Engineering), W.M. Dick, and J.W.
By BOB BETTSON
After a 45 minute session, in camera, the Academic Affairs Committee Scoll (Medicine), and dean Bob Greene of Arts and Science. Graduate
dean Ed Safarian and Library Science dean F.G. Halpenny are also
of the Governing Council yesterday decided who will sit on the onschool
the committee.
subcommittee with the power to determine whether undergraduates will
The
other members of the committee wilt be U.C. principal Archie
have access to the Robarls Library.
librarian H.L. Smith and an alumni representative.
The committees suggestion must still be ratified by the Governing Hallet.ChiefErindale
librarian Robert Blackburn and two of his associates will be nonCouncil.
voting assessors.
The 15 member subcommittee recommended by university vice,
president Don Forster, classics professor R.M.H. Shepherd and part-time
Shepherd explained that the session was held in camera because "we
student Norma Grindal includes four faculty members, three deans, one had lo discuss individual person's qualifications and make a choice between
principal, one librarian and one alumni representative? Five students, include
The committee refused to consider, by a vote of 8-6, a motion by Brian
iwo undergraduates, two graduates and one part-time student.
Morgan persons."
which would have condemned the Ontario government for
The committee will take over the policy function of the now-defunct certain
increasing tuition fees and thrown support behind Ontario Federation of
Library Council, which last year turned down student demands for open Student
demands.
access to the stacks at the Robarts Library.
The motion will be discussed at the next meeting if Morgan is
As ihe policy now stands, everyone will have to apply for stack access
unsuccessful
in getting the Governing Council's executive meeting to discuss
onlo define
the basisacademic
of academic
need.
One
of
the
committee's
responsibilities
will
be
it.
need.
Several faculty members said that they would like more time to think
The committee will be chaired by history professor Michael Israel. The
live students are: Kathy Feldman (Law), Academic Affairs committee about the motion.
Further discussion of a paper by chairman Shepherd on the Academic
member Brian Morgan, graduate students M. Evans, Governing Council
Affairs Committees powers was left until the next meeting.
member Clarice Henschel, and part-time student L. Ayoub.
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2 The Varsity
HERE
TODAY
ell day

AND

NOW

10 am
Newman belief
CentreInattempts
to express
lisTheChristian
the context
of a
community
devoted
to
the
exploration
various modes of worship. Masses are ofat
10 and 12 noon. St. Thomas Aquinas
Chapel. Hosklnfollow.
and St. George. Coffee and
conversation
7:30 pm
Intermediate Hebrew Course beginning
tonight at no cost. 8Hlllel
pm House.
Wine and Cheese party for Grads et al at
Hlllel House. 186 St. George.
MONDAY
midnight
"The
Fourth
Tower begins
ot Inverness',
chilling mystery serial
tonight anda
continues
every
weeknlght
on
Radio
Varsity, 820 AM In residence.
TUESDAY
1 pm
Mammolh forum on the tuition
Increases. Newly appointed Minister ol
Colleges and Universities, Jack McNie, will
speak. Also Walter Pitman, Jim Bullbrook,
president John Evans and SAC president
Eric Mlglin. Convocation Hall.
and Marxism",
the"Judaism
Free Jewish
University.sponsored
Sid Smith,by
room 3045.
6 pm
The
Troupe
Cafe-Theatre
dB U ofRoom,
T will
hold a meeting In the Copper
Wymllwood, Vic. 7:30 pm
"Aesthetics of Jewish
Prayer",
sponsored
Jewish University.
Hlllel House,by 186the St.FreeGeorge.
Tuesday
SeriesMichael
presents
"The
Trojan
Women"Filmstarring
Cacoyannis, Katheilne
Hepburn, Vanessa
Redgrave. OISE Auditorium, 252 Bloor St.
West. $1.50.
8 pm

— some Office,
appllcallons
stillCarolina
availableExchange
In Undergrad
Hart
House.
Open
lo
all
U
of
T
students.
Deadline today.
10 am
Day-long workshop with Bill Shutz,
author
many Explore
other books
relating otto "Joy"
human andpotential.
your
energlesl Royal York Hotel Ballroom. Till 6
1 pm
The Career Counselling and Placement
Centre continues Its series ot Career lalks
with a talk by represenlatlves ol the tedeial
government on the Foreign Service
Programme.
Sign-up
Foreign
.vice
examination
(Oct.tor19,the1972)
will Sertake
place afler the Career talk. Med Scl, room
3154. Till 2 pm.
Cantlna 72 — pub sponsored by U ot T
Italian Club. Admission free. Entertainment. SMC, Upper Brennan Hall. Till 6
pm.
4 pm
Ever-popufar Wine and Cheese party,
today
Friday. Everyone
welcome.andGSU,every
16 Bancroft.
6:30 pm
All those going on Ihe Varsity Christian
Fellowship October Weekend please meet
with
Hart sleeping
House. bags and luggage in front of
7 pm
"Sense-us". an evening ol sharing,
enjoying
and learning
from Toronto's
Spiritual
Community.
by Clare-Till
mont Centre
and SAC.Sponsored
Varsity Arena.
midnight.
7:30 pm
Important discussion and Introduction to
meditation of Guru Mahara) Jl. Free. 76
Lowther Ave., 2 blocks north on St.
George.
8 pm
"A Tarn HillelFun House,
Honig".186 Free
Jewish
St. George.
Hungarian Helicon Club Meeting, first of University.
the year. 245 College.
Toronto Citizens' Forum with ward
New York
WINNER:
1970
1ST
ANNUALMOANING
TORONTO
PIZZA AWARO
AFTER
SHOW CBC
STAR WEEK'S
PIZZA
CONTESTJUNE 71

Genevieve
Bujold

in

Pizza House
925-1736
Room OPEN 11 AM1Dining
SUNAM 3MON-SAT
PM-1 AM
TAKE-OUT
AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM
S PM-1 AM

candidates and ward issues as they relate
to city-wide
and Committee
policies. Today:
Wards
2 and 4.Issues
City Hall,
Room
9:30
pm
No. 1.
More movies. "The Uon In Winter" with
Katherine
Hepburn252andBloorPeter
OISE
Auditorium,
StreetO'Toole.
West.
$1.00.

MEAL for
TICKETS
are available
use at luncheon and dinner in the Great
Hall. Enquire at the great Hall
cashier.
$30 fpr 24 meals.

HART HOUSE ART GALLERY
RECENT
ACQUISITIONS
UNTIL OCT. 8
OPENING OF
WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE
OCT. 10

REMEMBER
ELVIS,
TEEN TOWN,
THE
EDSEL,
TRICKYDICKY AND MR. FIXfT..
^'CANADIAN
7 WINNER!
FILM AWARD
Ml

POETRY
READINGS
Begin In Ihe Library,
Thurs.,
12 - 1:00Oct.p.m.12
Anyone Interested in reading
their own works, please conWarden's
9282436 tactor theDrew
McKaeOffice,
928-3282.

Sunday Sat. 11 a.m. to 9S p.m.
Weds.
2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Mon. -

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TUES., WEDS., AND THURS.
FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

neon

Colonial
203 WEEKEND
Yonge St.
THIS

PfllAC€
directed
Rowe producer
■ associateTonydirecto'
Jim Lewisby ■Peter
associate
Hall
Film continues
TECHHICOLOR* to Sunday, Oct. I
POOR ALEX
Brunswick and Bloor
Information: 920-8373

3!
COMING SOON

STAN GETZ
STARTING MONDAY

JOHN LEE HOOKER
CHUCK MANGIONE

OSIBISA

BRADDOGK

Discover
the
freedom of

OPTICAL
170
GeorgeSt. W.Si. 233-2611
925-8720
2917 St.Bloor
Centenary Plaza 282-2030
VillageSTORES
Centre 222-5791
12E OPTICAL
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

CONTACT
LENSES

John
Vernon

Paul Almond's

CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair
NOW

film

APPEARING

STARTING MONDAY:
Sea Dog

PART

TIME

MANCHILD

Toronto's Lowest Priced Night Club

WORK

AVAILABLE

drivers and service
stations attendents
needed
Also starring Gale Garnell and George Sperdakos
Songs by Luke Gibson
An Aslral Commumcalions Release
Starts
FRIDAY
OCT. 6th
Htl: Open 5:30 ot 6-6-10 SAT., SUN., MON.: Open 1:30 at 2 4-6-8-10.

OUEfUER-CEWTURY OF SERVICE

21 years, chauffers licence
good driving record

CALL 363-5619
METRO CAB CO. LTD.
811 KING ST. W.

I))
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Magic: more jobs of less cost

Liberals
give
OTTAWA (CUP) — The will be placed on creating more job
Liberals are trying to dent the un- opportunities and the betterment of
employed ranks by setting up the community services, rather than the
Local Initiatives Program (LIP) for quality of life theme.
a full year.
Projects created under the
Manpower and Immigration program should be capable of starminister Bryce Mackasey anling 15 days after they receive apnounced Wednesday the federal
proval so the main employment
government will continue to con- impact can occur between December
tribute 85 million to the 1972-73 1972 and May 1973. The governprogram, down from $80 million
ment hopes about 50 thousand new
last year. It will come into effect jobs will be created during this time.
December 1 and last until May 31, "Projects must create
1973.
employment for unemployed
Decisions will not be made on people," the LIP information
which programs will receive support pamphlet
applicants.
until December I, so no charges of employmenttellsshould
be over"This
and
political patronage can be made, the above that which would normally
government hopes. The program is a take place during the December to
supplement to the $40 million
iraining-on-lhe-job
must use
MayProject
period."sponsors
minister
announced program
last week thein Manpower
centres to hire unToronto.
employed people and show that they
Tighter criteria will be used this intend to hire those receiving unyear. Mackasey said. The emphasis
employment insurance or social

Canada
the
LIP - again
given, thus effectively cutting down
assistance and seeking work.
Any project
affecting priorities
the "socialof
objectives
and spending
on long-term benefit work.
Lastextensions
year's program
included
three
of funds for
5700
levels
of government"
will thebe
Projects suggested by the other
subject
to
consultation
between
projects and created more than 92,- information pamphlet include ex- federal government and the province
000 jobs, the government claims. "store-front"
panding and improving
services bycommunity
repairing concerned. Applications from
This
appropriation
is lower facilities or adding
support staff, municipalities must have prior apbecauseyear's
of the
tighter regulations,
proval from their provincial
Mackasey said.
groups organizing employment for
"A higher figure could well strain themselves by providing new ser- governments.
Besides
a maximum wage of $100
vices for their communities,
our
He
did resources,"
not know heif commented.
the 85 million
development of services for children, a week per person, projects may
represents the total amount that will the elderly or the handicapped, en- spend up to $ 17 per person per week
he allocated for the renewed scheme. vironmenlal
improvement on operating expenses, such as rent,
The tighter regulations include a programs, employment of natives by supplies, unemployment insurance,
decrease in the maximum con- native groups to improve com- Canada pension and workmen's
munity facilities and services, ex- compensation.
per money
project "in
order to tribution
allowallowablemore
for
A project must involve at least 15
tension of cultural and social
smaller and more diversified pro- organizations' programs, minor man months of employment or
something
equivalent
three
repairs to substandard housing, and months employment
for fiveto people.
said. jects", the minister's press release employment
of people in non-profit
scheme hardly made
Only projects which do not making projects by organizations dentLastinyear's
the unemployment
figuresa
limited revenue.
require federal funding after May 31 with
which ahve been rising on a
will be approved. Those that wish to
basis almost
continue must show they have alterNo project that involves profit- seasonally adjusted
over the last year.
nate funding before approval is making or subsidization of a profit- continuously
making enterprise will be supported. Critics of the LIP program say they
Other project types that will not don't
year's schemebecause
to do
better,this especially
receive support include those giving much expect
financial aid to employed people, none of the projects will provide
more than a bandaging of problems
those
"leisure activities"
solely supporting
for theprojects.
sponsors,
and large and a token effort at community
construction
improvement.
Trudeau's
leaves
nest
By BOB GAUTHIERprotegeever elected
a government that favoured
independence,
he
would
go
along
with
it."
Marc Lalondc told a group of Toronto businessmen
Lalonde said that he felt "that relations between the
yesterday that "the NDP and the Conservatives are Quebec government and the federal government have
courting the separatist vote — probably more the never been as harmonious as in the last few years". He Rand
expert claims
said that "in several areas, the problems which had
Conservatives than the NDP."
Lalonde said that "the Conservatives have one afflicted federal-provincial relations between Ottawa
language for Quebec and one for the rest of the and Quebec have now been resolved. There are many Vietnamese
losing
country".
fell that at"when
gets down to notmeetings,
singing other areas where problems no longer exist."
the nationalHe anthem
their it(Conservative)
Lalonde
criticized
Wagner's
statement
'that
federaloutline of the strategic need to conprovincial relations would improve under a ConserGREG MATILAINEN
McMASTER
itseparatist
shows" vote.
how the
Conservatives
appealing
lain communist expansion which, he
andByPETER
(Lalonde
quoted a are
Toronto
daily toas the
his
vative government, making the vaguest allussions to
said,
is more sophisticated now than
source.)
greater consultation and the allocation of powers
The present Vietnamese offensive during the Cold War period after
The Liberal candiate for Montreal's Outremont between
governments."
The former executive assistant to Trudeau in the has already "failed completely", w'hieh the U.S.A. was "popular"
riding
added,
Liberal
Party ofis
throughout the world (except, one
concerned,
we "Insofar
are going asto the
oppose
the notion
secretive
Prime Minister's Office, Lalonde said that and the South Vietnamese economy student
shouted, in Cuba, Malaya,
separatism in Quebec with all the energy we can muster "Mr. Wagner's
recent statements here call for a dis- is so healthy that the Thieu regime's Vietnam. Laos, Cambodia, South
tinction between fact and fiction and for a realistic territory
is
"seething
with
tractors,
for the very simple reason that we are convinced that it
Hondas, transistor radios, and America, and the Middle East).
is the wrong option for Canada, the wrong option for
federal-provincial
Canada".
Corporation expert
according to British thenThegaveRand
Lalonde, ofconsidered
by some relations
to be the insecond
most televisions",
Quebec, and the wrong option for French-Canadians in description
ihe following equation as
expert Sir
powerful man in the country after Trudeau, moved into "counter-insurgency"
Robert
Thompson.
a sample of his conceptual analysis:
particular." did not indicate what "all the energy" the Prime Minister's Office in March, 1967 as the
wouldLalonde
consist of.
Speaking to a seminar in the A nation's power equals manpower
principal secretary and assistant to Lester Pearson.
Medical
Sciences
building
in
front
met Trudeau
in theat I950's
and time
taughtas law
He said this stand reflected "not arrogance, but at theLalonde
a large map of South East Asia,
University
of Montreal
the same
the ofThompson
clarity of thought."
added that Japanese
prime
Minister.
He
also
mentioned
that
Wagner's
speechwriter
and
In 1959, he went to Ottawa as special advisor to business had "made a killing out of 5
one of his advisors was formerly chief of the Parti
Davie
Fulton,
Conservative
Minister
of
Justice.
In
the
theThesituation".
Quebecois
secretariat
and inMouvement
1967 "a co-founder
with
seminar was organized by the^f
Rene Levesque
of the
Souverainete
early I960's
with onthree
Royalcontract
Com- International Studies Centre as theJ=
Association.
mis ions, andLalonde
in 1966 heserved
was hired
a special
However, earlier on in his speech, Lalonde also by the Privy Council as head of a task force on first in a series on "Strategic
disclosures and securities legislation, and also Studies" which will feature further J
made the point that "Mr. Levesque and Mr. Wagner corporate
as an advisor on federal-provincial constitutional "distinguished
wereLalonde
sitting inaccused
the same theprovincial
Cabinet".
cerned with theseminar
Third leaders
World conand^
Conservatives of being matters. From there he went directly into Prime
Minister
Pearson's
office
as
chief
policy
advisor.
questions
of
war
and
peace".
"exceptionally indifferent to Quebec. In fact", he
Sir Robert Thompson
When asked Thursday how he foresaw his role in
The 150 people who attended
continued,
"they have
lost touch any
with itroots
for decades
and federal
politics if a Liberal government were returned at were given leaflets by an ad hoc
have neglected
to establisch
in French
Canada between elections, as if the province of Quebec the end of the month, Lalonde replied, "No plans, group detailing Thompson's history where "will" is less than or equal to
did not exist ouside as part of Canada.
of putting down anti-colonial up- and
applied resources times "will"
that's the Prime Minister's prerogative.
risings in Malayya and Vietnam. one.
"The prime minister never talks to anyone about The leaflets
"They seem to believe that by buying or hiring at
accused
Thompson
of
He
said that, by this formula,
the last minute some big guns' when an election is these things". Lalonde continued. "He hasn't talked to
Russian power has been increasing,
called, they will get the support of Quebec voters. Time me and as far as I know he hasn't talked to anyone else. planning a British anti-resistance and
that of the U.S.A., decreasing,
strategy
which
resulted
in
the
death
after this
time,timethewillbig beguns'
turn intofrom
mere the"pea-shooters'
send me to Timbuktu or even to Toronto." of over 8.000 people in Malaya, and in recent years. The necessary
and
no different
last one. In He Inmay1970
Lalonde said, "In all my life since I
response to all this is summarized by
fact, I would bet my shirt that this time will be even completed my studies, 1 have never planned on of advising U.S. President Richard the
Nixon doctrine, whereby the
committing myself for much more than two years Nixon to wage a "low-cost, longworse for the Conservatives in Quebec."
"nuclear
applies to all
Lalonde was attempting to counter-attack Wagner's ahead. Modern man must be mobile." It appears that haul war" in Vietnam with a "high U.S. allies,deterrent"
the U.S. guarantees all
speech of last week in which he is reported to have said Lalonde is now ready to commit himself to Trudeau's
contact
kill ratio".
Thompson
refused to respond to treaty commitments, and the U.S.
that, according to Lalonde, "if the people in Quebec brand of federalism.
the leaflet when an audience will assist those allies who provide
member challenged his right to manpower for their own defense.
The present implementation of
speak at U of T.
Thompson referred the audience this doctrine against the Vietnamese
Simcoe Hall occupation trials postponed
to U.S. Senate reports as evidence revolution consists of the Viet— See 'Offensive' page 19 —
for not calling his witnesses since he of the "human cost of communism",
The trials of two persons arrested court, where they would be mixed in knew
the trial was to proceed suggestingecutions havethat
communist exduring the occupation of Simcoe with a number of other cases, would yesterday.
far
outnumbered
the
andthey
inHall last spring were postponed ential considerable delay
Accordingly,
The two were arrested along with loll from incidents like My Lai and Meeting greeting
yesterday when the Crown attoney agreed to ask forconvenience.
bombing and "Freedom's just another word for
a
special
session
of
17
when police raided a two- the years of HeAmerican
failed to subpoena his witnesses a court, which would hear their day others
said the communists nothin' left to do," is a familiar
occupation of Simcoe Hall last defoliation.
despite ample warning of the date. trials
killed
over
5.000
people
in Hue strain around the Varsity office.
and
no
others,
until
their
Bill Getty, who is charged with
March, toa grant
result public
of theaccess
university's
refusal
to the during the Tet offensive. "We know Tomorrow, the hard-working
assaulting police, and Tom conclusion.
The trials, originally scheduled
of the Robarts Library.
staff will once again assemwe foundother
the reports
graves."which Varsity
McLaughlin, charged with ob- for last April have now been put off slacks
ble at 9 1 St. George St., one hour
Contradicting
Charges of trespassing brought because
structing police, were prepared to go until Januarv. 15 to 17.
after
noon
for their weekly meeting.
lay
the
blame
on
U.S.
bombing,
against
19
of
those
arrested
were
ahead with their defences yesterday
complained to the judge of dropped last spring. The trials of Thompson said that communist Topics under discussion will be
and hud successfully subpoenaed theGetty
pointing out that he had Randi Reynolds charged with shelling reduced An Loc to rubble. the Varsity's representation at the
some of the university's
top ad- madedelay,
Ontario
preparations
con- assaulting police, and Mark A heckler ihen interjected that "the and
ministrators, including President
staff Region
democracy.
Exercise
yourCUPfranchconference
ductextensive
his own defence
and hadto been
Goldblatt, charged with assaulting Vietnamese didn't bomb London or there!
John Evans.
forced
to
lake
the
day
off
work.
obstructing
However, both sides agreed that
November
12. police, will continue
He said the Crown had no excuse and
He followed this with a brief
for the trails to come up in regular
Washington".
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unemployment
obscure
programs
Make-work
again was one of the purposes of
jects. Whether to continue to
necessary
services
which
the
Local
Initiatives
Programsought
Wednesday'sthat government
announcement
the Local to quieten critical politicians and government has been ignoring). the government schemes.)
accept
hand-outs
not
is
agovernment
question which
can noor
Politically
active
people
must
established
interest
groups
by
Initiatives Program has been exresolve this dilemma so that the longer be avoided. The risk of cotended into a year-long project is giving make-work grants to
Even where these dissidents' government does not succeed In option has become so great that
the logical conclusion to the municipalities and clubs in addi- projects
haveinvolvement
filled a usefulin them
func- its ploy to eliminate creative leftists must seriously consider
tion, their
tion to individuals. Undergovernment's
entry
into
the
youth
has
diverted
their
energies
from political work by preoccupying abandoning their participation In
make-work field two and a half
standably the tenor of the apyears ago.
proved programs was less real political activity. (And this dissidents with make-work pro- the pacification programs.
Alarmed by secret political.
(To combat election year
government documents in- criticism
that it had ignored the
dicating that 25 per cent of all
university graduates from 1976 country's aged, the Trudeau
on will end up jobless, govern- government introduced Its New
ment strategists quickly hatched Horizons sop for the over-60 set
the Opportunities for Youth this spring.
program as a test run for what
These programs try to obscure
they anticipated — correctly — the
reality of the country's soaring
would eventually become a year- unemployment rates by pulling
long necessity. Their plan thousands of people out of the
allowed them several years to unemployed sector and giving
refine the program so that It them make-work jobs. They are,
would cause little friction for in fact, a recognition of the
government priorities, including government's inability to manage
its re-election, and to socialize a the economy in such a way as to
skeptical public into accepting eliminate high unemployment, inflation, and recession.
the necessity and desirability of
such make-work schemes.
This cycle in which the country
OFY was designed to appear is caught directly results from the
courageously radical and collapse of the capitalist
progressive. Indeed, the govern- economy, a cycle from which the
ment proclaimed, the program country cannot extricate itself
would seek out creative within capitalism.
dissidents who felt their society
The government has designed
needed improvement and fund its make-work programs to octheir projects. And, it succeeded in
cupy the highly educated, mobile
nurturing this illusion for the first youth who are graduating into a
summer of OFY.
jobless economy with high exWith a few notable exceptions,
won'tstartbe
frustrated bypectations, sothat
theirthey
plight,
the
motley
collection
of
year-one
OFY schemes filled the bill the questioning their society's values,
government set for them. and end up doing something to
Relatively innocuous, they earned rectify the situation.
Unfortunately, their plan has
modest praise from the public
and significantly alleviated the been working. Large numbers of
feared summer student un- young people are being kept peremployment crisis.
manently employed and content
Those projects that drew
the government's And,
make-work
public criticism were swiftly dealt by
merry-go-round.
this
with — or retribution was saved appears likely to show up In the
until the final payments were due federal election results this
and they were denied. And, when month. Polls conducted by all
the program came up for renewal three national parties show that
the next spring, the government the Liberals, the architects of the
conveniently changed the terms
unemployment crisis,
of reference so that their country's
enjoy the greatest support from
protestations to the contrary, the the 18 to 24 age group.
Not only have the programs
troublesome, more political projects were no longer eligible.
managed to pacify large numbers
During the interval between of young people who may otherwise have beun to critically
OFY's government
first and second
summers,
the
adapted
the question their society, but they
program for use as a winter job- have also drawn in many activists
finder for adults, although a who have felt they could exploit
preponderance of young people the programs and use the
again worked on the projects. government's money (If not
Slightly different than OFY, the against it, at least to provide
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'Hospital

workers

consistently

and
oite
ly
d9 rooms, et cetera. The work that
I should like to ruth
comment on thatless
part of four
and a halfexpl
years and therefore
feel operating
do is hard and dirty and the pay they
justified in offering a reply to Mr. Collier. they
Addison
Collier's
letter
(The
Varsity,
September 29) which dealt with the Toronto
The workers that he criticizes in his letter receive is almost universally bad.
Western Hospital strike.
Judging
from my experience, these people
are largely immigrants who for reasons of
In that letter, Mr. Collier called the striking language barriers, et cetera, are forced to start are consistently and ruthlessly exploited in
possible manner. Their pay scale, days
workersdemands
"lazy and
slow" wages
and implied
that at the bottom of the economic ladder. every
their
for higher
and better
Hospitals in particular make use of this off, et cetera are all subject to the whims of
working conditions were unjustified. I have source of cheap labour in filling out their the budget and administration. In most cases,
worked in hospitals as an orderly over.the last staffs in housekeeping, central supply. they have absolutely no grievance procedure
to
resultcorrect
from abuses
this. which almost inevitably
I would guess that the lowly position
accorded to hospital workers in general was
particularly bad at the Western. Indeed, I
heard comments to that effect even before the
strike took place. This impression was further
heightened in my mind by the arrogant and
condescending attitude displayed by the
hospital administration.
In passing, those doctors which Mr. Collier
praises so much (and in many cases, rightfully
so) are among the highest paid people in our
country. It is their inflated salaries (plus the
inefficiency of hospital administration,
government, and private industry) that account for the annual deficit in hospital
budgets.
And yet, because they are an influential
segment in our society, they can virtually
dictate their own financial terms. The strikers
at the Western Hospital, however, because
they are immigrants and politically powerless,
are forced to fight for a decent salary for work
no "native born Canadian" will do. Ununsuccessful. fortunately, their fight seems to have been
Mr. Collier's remarks concerning the strike
are clearly those of someone who has only a
vague idea of what the strike involves. I hope
this letter will in some way stimulate him (and
others) to look into the problem before
accusations.
making
sweeping generalizations
andIII
RickErinButtf
Workers on strike at Toronto's Western Hospital attempt to convince a truck driver not to cross their picket line.

Readers

debate

performance was pre-arranged with
May learn reality Simcoe Hall and enjoyed by the
platform and crowd, fully justifies
its delay of the official recessional.
by working shift It should also be noted that the first
drum beat was not heard until the
We were frankly amazed at the conclusion of all speeches. To label
loial ignorance shown by the writers the skit as real, though unintentional, racist humour can only
of Monday's letter to the editor
taking obviously irreleconcerning
last Thursday's
day care be donevantbyhumour
demonstration.
They apparently
seriously. The
intentions
all good,
have no concept of what our "little engineers'
and
the
purpose
of
thewereexercise
was
peoples'"
or needs are.
regrettablelikesconsidering
thatThis
theseis simply fun for the participants and
letter writers (especially Mr. entertainment for the spectators.
Cadario) are involved in adI fully realize that the political
ministrating apolicy which so
and social problems of this undirectly affects these children.
the attention and
We would like to extend an concern ofiversityallrequire
of us. However, there
invitation to these five people to is a wrong way, as was shown last
volunteer for regular daytime shifts Thursday by the day care demonat either of the two centres on
strators. Ademonstration is fine if it
make a positive contribution
campus. They might start to un- can
towards
the interests of the
derstand that "parent control" and
represented
Care un"community
involvement"
aren't
fortgroup.
unately failed hereDayby purposely
just phrases to be used or discarded
us the feeling moves them. Doing a antagonizing all present and conshift or two might even temper their
sequentially turning public opinion
politics with a little reality.
against the co-op through the
naturalis shown
reaction
their
Campus Community Co-operative observers'
behaviour. This
in theto letter
Day Care Centres from Lewis, Cadario, Creelman,
DeAngelo, and Steadman which
says . that Campus Co-op cannot
hope for a reasonable settlement
Critic dismisses
unless "(he issue is fought on the
basis of the principles involved, and
not
on the cheap theatrics of a
racism as humour
travelling show..."
entirelyin Monagree My only hope is that those people
withAlthough
the tone I ofdon't
the letter
who are dealing with the problem of
day's issue of The Varsity con- day care will not hold Thursday's
demning Co-op Day Care tactics, I mistake against Campus Co-op
found that the accompanying when making decisions. If they do,
editorial required several readings it's only human, and it's too bad.
before I could convince myself that
Luther Holton
the writer was serious.
APSC II
The fact that the LGMB

merits

of

Forget day care,
learn birthcontrol
That those people who espouse a
cause get tripped up over their shoe
laces and lose sight of their objectives in relation to the reality
which surrounds them is a phrase
which is an number of those who
attended the installation ceremony
might steawell
have theremembered
d of making
most completeinidiots of themselves and instead of
misrepresenting their causes so
foolishly, f am of course referring to
the Day Care Centre people, the
Liberate the Library for the revolution people, the Stop the Trial people, et cetera
surditum
(sic)....ad nauseum et abWhat did those people expect?
Must the whole world stop because
some graduate students and others
have been proliferating instead of
reading Must
up oneverything
birth control
methods?
come to
a complete standstill because a few
stultified
individuals had a run-in
with the police?
By demonstrating at the
installation ceremony without any
support from the student body at all,
these people showed to Premier
Davis and other outsiders that student issues need not be taken
seriously and that to do so would be
foolishanyway!
as no one really and truly
cares
I am in favour of opening the
stacks in the new John Robarts
Extravaganza to all in the university
community. I also am opposed to

Day

Care

the rise in fees, and other issues
represented
that petty demonstration at the ininstallation
ceremony;
but I am damned if I will ever
support any issue that is made into a
great political contest. Why does
everything have to thrown into one
great potpourri called the
"revolution", and why don't those
who want stack entry, lower fees et

Force

demo
cetera realize that there would be a
hell of a lot more people showing up
for demonstrations
discarded
entirely. if politics were
In other words, to quote some
annonimousviewsgrafitti,
"It is but
not their
their
left-wing
I dislike,
Chris Rogers
Vic III
omni-phobia."

replaced

Following an open SAC forum
on the current fee referendum
Wednesday, a discussion of
members of the Old Mole and
Young Socialists with the Canadian
Liberation Movement ended with
my
being ofphysically
attacked
member
the CLM.
This bywasa
witnessed by several students.
Incidents like this poison the
atmosphere on campus at a time
when open and democratic debate,
leading tosential.concrete
solutions, is for
esThe YS organization,
one, feel that any trend toward
replacing such debate with brute
force and physical attacks cannot
continue. Any hint of such a trend
seriously undermines our ability, as
students, to halt the Ontario
government's attack on the
availability
of education.
The discussion
between myself
and a member of CLM was
hindered throughout by illogical
"Trot-baiting" and open threats of
violence. The brief scuffle which
ended thefortunate
"debate"
an unincident, but was
nevertheless
reflects the incorrect direction of
CLM in their efforts to persuade
people to their point of view. I

debate

witnessed their penchant for such
efforts during their crude attempt to
break up last
a peaceful
Ottawa
spring.anti-war
I see rally
only ina
continuation when I hear them as a
group
threaten
and members
of the Old
Mole myself
with physical
harm,
as they did Wednesday. Such tactics
should stop if CLM wants their
arguments to be taken seriously.
In the midst of a struggle to
defend students against the recent
fee-hikes, grant cut-backs, and
overall drop
in enrolment,
an atmosphere ofgroups
fighting among
themselves can only dissuade people
from notbecoming
involved. Ifcampagin
we canbuild a concerted
against the government policies,
inen they will feel at liberty to take
further chops at the overall
availability of education.
In the interests of a full,
democratic discussion, I challenge
the CLM to an open debate around
the topics raised so dramatically last
Wednesday' that is, on the question
of Canada, yS imperialism, the fee
hikes, and related topics.
Mike
Edwards
Innis SAC
rep
YS member
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Summer scabs at Hydro

lines by telephone
picket
cross
Students
A second issue is that of job
Waterloo,
now
back
school, strike, according to the union, and
Adapted from the Chevron
large percentage of students in the however, the strike is stillatgoing
on. two of them represent attempts to security. One of the things that the
The use of student scabs this co-operative
program
are
placed
summer was one of the things which with
unions which sometimes make The latest company offer, made on push the union backward. One is company wants is a protection
kept the Ontario Hydro strike, exceptions to accommodate them. September 24, is now being voted on that of shift work. Management clause to be put into the contract.
which began July 21, out of the On the other hand, it must have the by the union membership. The wants a work week which would This would force the union to
public eye. The strike, in which support of company management to results will be announced Tuesday. force 4,000 tradesmen to work any change its constitution which now
formal collective bargaining was continue its co-operative program The union executive, however, un- live days, any eight hours between provides that any union member
abandoned after two weeks, is still successfully.
animously recommended rejection seven am and seven pm. This would may sue any other member who
Generally, the student
the interests of the unis offered alternate employment, of the proposal which still contains replace the regular, Monday to contravenes
going on.
ion, for example, by crossing a
the
major
components,
pushed by Friday, nine to five work week.
and
then
has
to
make
the
choice
When workers go on strike, it is
Convenient
as
this
may
sound
to
picket
line.
The
provision that the
usual procedure on the part of the himself.
the company, that the union is obmanagement, it would be very dis- company wants would make this
company to continue operations by With most students, except some There jectiare
n
g
t
o
.
impossible.
The
union
is at present
three
main
issues
in
the
use of a skeleton managerial staff. from the co-operative program at
ruptive ofpeople's lives.
prosecutingLabour
the company
under
In this case, however. Hydro hired
Ontario
Relations
Act the
for
university and high school students
this
move,
which
constitutes
an
to do jobs such as reading hydro
attempt to interfere in internal union
meters.
affairs
forcing changes in the
Some of these students crossed
union's by
constitution.
picket lines via the telephone wires.
Also involved in job security is the
They were interviewed and hired in
contracting strucout
of designcontractors.
and conprivate homes,
sent
around
in
untion to outside
marked cars, and reported directly
to management by phone.
Hydro formerly did all of their own
Others were hired directly as scab
design and construction. The comworkers. They were caught in the
pany's new plan includes a built in
middle, in a sense, because for the
potentialample is the
for distributing
loss of jobs.station
An ex-at
most part, they were regular, often
Niagara Falls which was contracted
reluming, summer help. Once they
to H. G. Acres Co. This alone will
crossed the picket lines, however,
affect 1.000 union members.
ihey became strikebreakers. These
students were then blacklisted by the
The third issue is that of wages.
Management
wants a raise of four
Ontario
Hydro
Employees'
Union
and by all affiliated unions.
to six per cent to be applied unevenly
on
different
levels.
The union wants
A CUPE spokesman said
yesterday that she was aware of the
to keep the wage increase even
use of student scabs especially from
across all levels to prevent fragmenthe University of Waterloo in the
tation of the membership due to
discontent.
Kitchener-Waterloo area, and that
elsewhere the hiring of students to
The fact that there has been no
fill regular summer jobs went on.
lapse of hydro services during the
strike, somerhing made easier by the
This, she said, "made it easier for
use
of student scabs, has meant that
theIncompany".
Waterloo, the union contacted
few
people
are even
strike,
something
madeaware
easier ofby thethe
the University of Waterloo Federaexplained, "We are striking against
tion of Students. They wanted to
the employer. Up to this point, we
know if the federation could stop the
have not taken action against the
students from crossing picket lines.
The federation turned to the unpublic and do not intend to do so".
iversity's Department of CoBy delaying bargaining,
ordinatiand
on • Placement which
management
has put financial
found alternate jobs for these
pressure on union members who are
siudenls. but they chose to stay with
presently forced to survive on $30 a
Hydro.
week strike pay. "I feel it is a matter
The Waterloo placement office
of
staying with it until Hydrro is
was placed in an uncomfortable
willing to come to the table and
position. It values its good
Hydro
workers
at
the
Pickering
generating
station,
like
their
colleagues
throughout
the
said
Vincer.in reasonable conscience,"
negotiate
relationship with the unions, since a
province, are on strike.

Fees

fight

is middle-class,
soys
NDP
critic
SAC who
vice-president
John
By HEATHER-JANE
SANGUINS
Hclliwell,
chairs the meeting,
president
charge lastRichard
year. Nixon's sur- replied
that
SAC
could
only
conduct
The NDP critic for Colleges and
Cliff Mack, the first speaker for
limited campaign as it had
Universities Wednesday criticized the Young Socialists, criticized SAC aadopted
this policy from the
not only the government, but also for its nonaction on the fees hike. beginning.
SAC
should
have
a
campaign
the
students
for
their
role
in
the
fees
As for the fight, which naturally
hike.
culminating in a big meeting, he broke
out in the midst of a heated
Floyd Laughren advised students said.
political
wasn't
One resultitwas
that clear
two
"What we have now isn't a who won.discussion,
toconsciousness
"raise hell and
raise theacross
political
of students
Onpairs of glasses were broken.
campaign,
it's
an
apology".
t
a
r
i
o
i
n
the
next
six
months."
The Nicklebelt MPP said to an
audience varying from 45 to 60
students that he was somewrtat Farmers may get real union
"cynical and disturbed" because of
SASKATOON (CUP) — The Liberal government has opened the
the lack of earlier action, making possibility
of granting collective bargaining rights to farmers, prompting a
the student** resemble a "middle
from the National
Farmers Union (NFU) for opposition parties to
class lobby with middle class challenge
declare themselves
on the issue.
Federal Agriculture minister H. A. Olson said in Wingham, Ontario
Laughren
statedtuition
that "the
28 that the Liberals would "seriously look" at legislation giving the
aspirations".
is not
to increase
fees, answer
but to Sept
NFU full bargaining power for all farmers, if the union had the backing of
51
per
cent of the farm community.
decrease them until there aren't
NFU President Roy Atkinson wired to NDP leader David Lewis and
any.". He described the fees hike as
a "reaffirmation of the hierarchal Progressive Conservative Party leader Robert Stanfield October 2, asking
structure of our society" and "class them Lewis
to declare
Olson'sthe statement,
told their
CUP parlies
in an respective
interview positions
last monthon that
NDP favoured
collective
bargaining
for
farmers.
At
the
end
of
the
meeting,
a
fight
legislation".
hroke out between Peter Havers, a Olson's
"With-a-slight
statement. amendment, that's all we want," Atkinson said of
M member of the Canadian Liberation
o Movement, and Young Socialist
"We
think
be appropriate for the government to set up enabling
Mike Edwards, who is also an Innis legislation first,it would
then we would have a positive position with which to go out
and sign up farmers. The legislation would not become operative until the
would have more than 51 per cent of the farmers signed into
In rep.
a speech which followed NFU
^>g SAC
membership," Atkinson said.
Laughren's
during
the
meeting,
£ Havers asserted that the Ontario
He said farmers would have an improved chance of winning collective
Government needs money because bargaining rights with this procedure because they would have a visible goal
of reduced revenue due to American before them to work towards.
Floyd Laughren, NDP critic for Colleges and Universities.
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9 The Varsity
sense-us sense-us sense-us
«w
SENSE-US
Friday, Oct. 6, w§
?
7;00 psn. - 12:00 a.m. ?
§cd
VARSITY
ARENA cnJohn MillsCockell and the Choir =j
□ Kundalini, Yoga Centre q
£ Sivananda Yoga Centre c
e
Krishna Temple
£
Claremont Centre c§
j£ Plus a variety of musically and w
JD pand
otherwiseyourtalented
friends to andex-Jg3
knowledge
^ awaken the possibilities within $
§ ADMISSION FREE §
g Info: 921-7777 or 928-4911 g
Sn-9SU8S Sn-3SU9S Sn-3SU9S

XEROX
9 to 12-5,
6. Mon. Sat.
- Fri.
St. W.
Impress 7 Charles
(near yonge,
967-1110
Impress is now ottering after-hours
copying at 4c per copy This service is
by appointment only. Please call
before 6:00 p.m.. one day in advance. |
Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses.!
IS*

GO
TEAM

*£r

"^OPTICIANS
way?

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
Unclassifieds
A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 230
College
Come in SI.and (Clarke
see our Institute)
monihly 924-5937.
special.
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs. 202
Spadma
betweenof funQueen
and B-18
Dundas. Good Ave.
selection
furs sizes
Cleaning and repairs (fur and (ur fabric)
363-60??.
Thurs. and open
Fri. 9-6 Mon.-Sat ; lil 8:00
BEN'S
MENS
(specializing
in long hair)HAIRSTYLING
In ihe Clarke
Instilule
of Psychiatry.
Tel 924-6611.
Ext. 560 250 College St
HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental
can solve il. Complete apartment or |usi
the pieces you need Ideal for two or more
Sharing. As low as 510 00 per month
Marty
Furniture
Rentals. 465
Queen Millionaire
St. W 368-8051
or 366*433.
SALE SALE SALE used furniture tor sale
Going out of business alter 42 years
Pearl Furniture. 29 Centre Ave. (behind
new
city Bargains
hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.
Bargains
ATTRACTIVE
964-1
5?5 MODELS WANTED Phone

It's the third quarter. Your
team is surging ahead. Your
cheers are lifting their spirits.
They depend on you. And
during football season, with
games every weekend, there's
just no time out for your
period. Tampax tampons
were made for that reason.
Andfor pH'the jumps, splits
and turns you have to
execute.
Because Tampax tampons
are worn internally, you can
move in comfort and confidence. And they expand in
three directions to really
protect you.
When your team's depending
on your "GO, GO, GO!"
it's good to know you can
depend on Tampax tampons
— and reo//ygo.
Our only Interest is protecting you.

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT, special
student rales. S5 00 monihly. Free
delivery,
phone 486-6029 Associated Office Services.
FOR
LADIES: Massage
pedlcur-fadal 713by
cosmetology,
fi.M.S. -Parviainen.
Spadina Ave, (2nd floor) for appointment
924-3022
HONEST
Co-operative consign,
men!
store.HEAD'S
craftsmen.
93AHand-crafted
Harbord St.goods by local
PRIVATE TUTORING need any help?.
Private tutoring in first and second year
physics, mathematics, Sudhir Joshi
(M.Sc.)
Howland Ave - 925-0203. Be
sure and35 successful.
IF YOU'VE GOT IT - FLAUNT IT Come to
auditions
for- DAf
(Med's10. 11,
annual
review) 7:00Alumini
9:30 FYDIL
p.m. Oct.
Medical
Louge
second floor.12.
Medical Siences. Bldg. anuone welcome.
ANTIQUE SHOW - Sale New Agricultural I
Building. Woodstock, Ontario. Oct. 6, 7 - 8 :
; Friday, open 6 p.m. - Sat. and Sunday at

FREE One Black and While [female) cat - %
approx. 6 mons, of age - found cruelly %
abandoned in the Great North Woods, %
now residing in Toronto . free to good *
home, TOILET TRAINED! Call 964-6050. •<
evenings.
tjl
THE
LAST
OF
THE
ORDER
by
Richard
%
Benner. A play of wild humour and *
outrageous theatricality. Previews Sun. 8 :•:
and Mon. 9th at 8.30. Opens Tues. Oct. 10 £
Tarragon Theatre, 30 Brldgman Ave., t-I
Bathurst and Dupont. 964-8833. f|:
3,23 YEAR OLOS Want someone to share :■:
lour bedroom luxury townhouse. Bayview %
and York Mills, air-conditioned, quiet %
S111/month
including phone, utilities, #
449-6219 or 449-2961.
2 PERSONS, individuals or couple, wan- y
ted to share large 4 bedroom house with 3 ¥
Students. 5 minutes from campus, 177, 5
Harbord St. approximately $70/mo. ::;
531-6638. Available immediately. :I;
FOR RENT small room S45 mo. share flat £
TAMPAX
TAMPONS
ARE
MADE
ONLY
Bl
CANADIAN BARRIE,
TAMPAX ONTARIO
CORPORATION LTD. with
couple Annette and Runnymede fl
762-5970.
■:■

D
Into

Fat

desolation

City,

breathes

of

Houston

gentle

life
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Fat City is about Stockton, California, a
town full of single men In the state's central plain
— drab agricultural flats a world away from the
golden fringe of the coast, just a few miles west.
There isn't much to dream on, but .California
port is cheap, and people get by somehow.
This is forbidding stuff; the desolation and
dead ends are there, all right, In this superbly
photographed and acted film. John Huston has
salvaged something from the shards of despair.
Not much, but something. There is, Instance,
a resilience and a humor left In the forcharacters;
we find ourselves harboring little pockets of
affection for them, hoping the movie will do
them justice.complishment iThe
sthat Itfilm's
does. one great ac-

difference between humor and comedy and
chary of cheaply secured effects. The directionis
is underexplicit and impeccable; a sort of avuncular kindness holds this unlikely story together
and turns it into something rather gentle and
memorable.

IN 1941 THE Hollywood firmament flashed as
if with meteors. There was of course Citizen
Kane. Orson Welles hit the town with an
earthquake and tidal wave unparalleled before
or since. But not even that extravaganza could
submerge another director's amazing debut:
John Huston's The Maltese Falcon.
Kane, nowadays, tops everybody's top-ten
lists, while Falcon has become the campy
Stacy Keach gives an Intelligent and kickoff to countless Bogie festivals in
admirably controlled performance as Billy Tully, neighborhood theatres where the water fountains never work. One we revere, the other we
who once had a wife and something of a
reputation as a boxer. Nowadays he drifts hoot at. But movie critic Pauline Kael, then a
around town, taking a Job now and then as an college girl, writes of the excitement of seeing
onion-trimmer or walnut-picker. Most of his this stylish, cynical thriller and of how Kane,
days are Idle, spent lying on his bed, sucking after the high publicity tides, seemed shallow.
beer out of cans, or sitting In Stygian,
The careers of Welles' and Huston have been
clandestine barrooms. Sometimes he wanders similar.
man has made a film equal to
down to his gym with vague plans for getting his first.Neither
Both acquired, as they moved into
back Into shape. His dreams of fat city are no middle age,
organ-pip
e voices, Gargantuan
longer bright enough to give him back his bulks, and formidably bearded
sage-faces. Inpurpose.
creasingly these two giants lend their prestige to
bit
parts
in
juvenile,
slick
movies.
ONE DAY DOWN AT the Y he spots a
promising young boxer called Ernie Munger;
DECLINE has been
easy game, thinks Tully. (There Is a craven andWELLES'
sheet of
s, a clean slash down alegendary
streak of the swashbuckler In Tully, which grows graphvertiginou
paper. (After Kane and The Magnificent
on alcohol.) They spar a little, Tully pulls a Amberson
s, to be sure, he had a frightful way to
muscle, so Ernie can spare some flattery: "I saw fall). Huston's fortunes have been more erratic,
you fight once."
more baffling. He never had to fight the
strength-sapping, humiliating battles for cash
"Did I win?" Jokes Tully, beaming.
and
credit that finished Welles. But he careened
"No."
through moviedom with as little purpose and
Winning (never mind how or over whom) discrimination as a neutron through a reactor.
obsesses Tully. In a comeback fight he struggles
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre,
mightily to win a decision over Mexican boxer oneFalcon,
or two more, are masterpieces. Under
who has to go through with the fight even though Huston's
we can find many professional,
he ishispainfully
III. "DidintoI win?"
manages
polished credits
entertainments
like Key Largo, The
ask,
eyes puffed
slits, asTully
the loser
throwsto African
Queen,
Beat
the Devil. Then there are
his arms wearily around Tully's neck.
the others: The Barbarian and the Geisha, Night
of the Iguana, The Bible. . . Not quite trash, but,
THIS IS A STORY largely about men, and the like tunafish salad three days old, enough to
make you wonder about the wisdom of fine
lives of Its women are inflected though distinctions.
masculine paradigms, but much of Its perception isshrewd and feminine. Tully meets up with
Huston has never had a signature style, like
a barfly, drunk on self-pity, whose dress is Hitchcock
or Ophuls, Kubrick or Antonioni. His
zipped just as far up as she can reach, splaying talents
have always (except, oddly, in Falcon)
sloppily the last six inches. There is a crone's been unobtrusive.
Other directors, the best of
attention to the bickering and ellipses of their them, play around with
their films, use plot as a
common-law life: peas shoot across the table clothesline
for stringing up whiter whites and
during one mealtime tug-of-war about nothing brighter brights,
as ambulatory
and Oma, desperately soused and skittering props to be wheeledtreathereactors
and there for setting
along the edge of some terrible, booze-filled
up some
classy shot. atHuston's
move in along
abyss, butts her cigaret in her cream sherry.
with
his characters,
their ownfilmspace,
their
own
medium.
Oma's
role
is
pure,
broad,
burlesque,
but
Susan Tyrell manages to give it a wild,
tatterdemalion charm, too. I'd like to see her do
THERE IS AN immense amount of fun, of
something else before making any judgements,
in obtrusiveness, in the seamy-side-out
but it was wonderful to watch her trying to move course,
that made Kane such an enjoyable
her bloated, glistening face through some artistry
masterwork.
Judging by the success of such
lugubrious play of features.
directors as Kubrick and Hitchcock and Nichols,
The young boxer who, by virtue of his white people prefer this ingeneous sort of movie.
Huston's
quiethimself,
style is ainlittle
fashion isnow,no
skin hisbecomes
"Irish" Ernie
and who
Huston
his out
lateofsixties,
gets
nose fractured,
has theMunger
most sense,
the and
longer a young-man-on-the-make. He can do
least
reason
for
losing.
It's
a
role
without
too
much in it, and Jeff Bridges has played it before. just what he wants to do, and he eschews the
He does it better here, concealing a surprising gimcrackery of camera angles and portentious
canniness in this amiable dumb guy, giving him pans and jazzy cutting.
a sense of compassion that goes beyond
Fat City is not a prepossessing film, not one
chumminess.
that people will line up in the rain to see,
certainly not one that will gladden the hearts of
ONE NIGHT, TOO slow to slip away unseen, Columbia execs like The Godfather did over at
he is hailed by Tully. "Have a drink with me," Paramount. Yet I can't help liking it far better
say. Bogdanovich's The Last Picture
Tully cajoles, a drunk's dare In his tone. But than,
Ernie's got to keep in training, so they settle for a Show, to which it bears a startling resemblance.
cup of coffee in a green-walled dive full of lonely You don't get that embarrassing highness of
card-playing men. Tully, as they sit at the purpose in Fat City, that Ill-concealed lust for
greatness that makes you cringe. (It's a look that
counter,
to realize himself.
that It's Wea waste
energy to seems
go on deceiving
see himof has become altogether too common of late.)
as a sententious old codger, just thirty,
Yet It is inspiring to see this Hollywood
muttering whiskey-scented aphorisms, trying to
come out of a long drought (as
excuse away his life by plundering whatever veteran
Hitchcock,
rather less felicitously, has done with
folk-wisdom he can remember. Ernie squirms.
Frenzy) to show the elegant young directors who
They sit a few minutes >ln silence. "Hey, stick write columns and fancy themselves oracles that
around a while," Tully asks, Just short of moviemaking has not been left to them alone.
pleading. Ernie does, and the movie ends. John
Fat City Is not a great film (though it has
Gardner wrote the script from his spare,
somewhat cold novel. His writing is never glib or assurance, artistry, and style) but it is unof a man who has — or had
contrived, his ear for drunk and sober dialogue — greatnessmistakablyInthe work
him.
Is flawless. John Huston has thawed out
Gardner's story a little, without letting it melt into
Bill MacVlcar
sentimentality or pathos. He knows the

The Romeros
Sun., March 4
Spain's 'First Family of Guitar' will delight and thrill
you with their incomparable virtuosity. "4 Romeros
on 4 guitars — perfectly
Tickets: glorious"
S3.50 and —S5 New York Times.
All seats reserved
Telephone now for a free descriptive folder
Box Office: 491-8877
Mon: 11 a.m. — 9p.m., Tues-Fri: 11 a.m. — 5 p.m.
Seneca College, Mfnkler Auditorium
1750 Finch Avenue East, Wlllowdale, Ontario
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Canada-Soviet

series

winner

over...

in

"Freedom," crowed an ecstatic Nancy Eagleson,
"always wins out in the end."
Her outburst came after Paul Henderson firmly
established himself as a Canadian folk hero by slipping
a puck under Vladislav Tretiak in Moscow in the final
minute of play last Thursday. The goal, of course, gave
Team Canada a dramatic 6-5 win in the eighth and
deciding game in the series against the Soviet National
Team. The victory, close though it was, at least partially
restored Canada's self-image, shaken by years of
humiliation in international 'amateur' competition, and
by defeats at the hands of the Soviets earlier in the
series.
But what was involved was much, much more than
a contest between two groups of superb athletes, or
tremendously exciting entertainment
for millions of
spectators around the world, or even the pride of a
small nation establishing supremacy over
the Soviet
goliath in at least one sphere of activity.
It was. as Nancy Eagleson. and her husband Alan,
executive director of the NHL Players'
and
spokesman for Team Canada, never lostAssociation,
an opportunity
to point out, a highly charged, if largely
symbolic,
political clash between two nations on opposite sides of
the Cold War, between different value systems,
different attitudes to sport, and different life styles.
On the one side, there were the forces of light, the
Canadians, defending their national pride,
representing the values that were billed as and
the
keystones of Western Civilization: individualism, free
enterprise, and the prestige of the National Hockey

doubt

League.
On the other side, there were the forces of
darkness, the big red machine of godless communism,
representing machine-like precision, iron-clad discipline, dead seriousness, and faceless teamwork. For
them, too, national prestige was at stake, for sport is an
important component of Soviet foreign policy in an era
when the accommodation with imperialism that is
legitimized with the label of peaceful co-existence has
taken the place of the theories of international
proletarian revolution that the Kremlin bureaucrats long
ago carefully buried in Lenin's tomb.
It has long been clear, of course, despite the
fantasies of the Avery Brundages, that sports and
politics are inseparable. On one level, this is true
becuase sports events, especially on the international
level, have been systematically used to make political
points. This is made inevitable by the very nature of
international sports, where the competition is between
nations, not athletes, and where the glare of publicity
makes winning everything, and the development of
sportsmanship
and mass participation in sports
nothing.
On a more fundamental level,
are political
because they are a reflection of sports
the societies that
produce them. Different class structures, different
value
systems, different cultures, produce different approaches toathletics In a nation.
as well, sports
play a role in the social fabric ofAnda nation.
It is no
accident, for example, that the campus 'jocks' moved to
attack the radicals when a student rebellion shut down

Columbia University, or that Richard Nixon uses football analogies to explain his latest move In the game of
genocide he is playing in Indochina.
Even before the series began, politics were very
much in evidence. In Canada, Bobby Hull, J.C.
Tremblay, and Derek Sanderson were banned from the
team because they had exercised their rights as freeenterprisers in a way that was beyond the pale —
signing with the World Hockey Association. The
patriotism of the NHL did not quite extend to the point
of relaxing Its vindlctiveness towards those who were
threatening its profit position. Among NHL owners, only
Harold Ballard spoke In favour of going "To Russia With
Hull". It is probably only coincidence that the favourable
publicity he received did much to obliterate the memory
of his recent fraud conviction from the public mind.
In the Soviet Union, meanwhile, Anatoli Tarasov,
the man who built Russian hockey into a powerful force,
was in disfavour, and excluded from any role in the
series. Along with him, top Soviet stars Vitaly Davydov
and Anatoli Firsov, known to be loyal to the old regime,
did not travel to Canada.
Pre-series statements by the two sides were
among the first contrasts that appeared. Canadian
hockey writers, coaches, and assorted experts were
virtually unanimous in proclaiming that Canada would
win by a lop-sided margin. Team Canada, they said,
had the edge in almost every department. The players
were perhaps less boastfully arrogant, but all indications were that they too, for the most part, did not
take the Soviets too seriously.
But then they were going on little more than a
report prepared by Toronto Maple Leaf coach John
McLellan and scout Bob Davidson, who, with no
previous experience in International hockey, spent a
mere four days in the Soviet Union, and saw two games
in that time. On the basis of this experience, they
reported that Soviet goalie Tretiak was woefully weak
(in the one game they saw him play, he allowed eight
goals). They did not realize his poor play was the result
of an off night produced by nervousness over his
upcoming wedding the following day. And most of their
other evaluations proved^to be equally far from the
mark. The organizers of Team Canada, with typical NHL
arrogance,
didn'twhoconsider
it worth theirwithwhile
consult
with
Canadians
had experience
the toRussians
and international hockey, such as former national team
coaches David Bauer or Jackie MacLeod.
The Soviets, on the other hand, displayed
markedly different approach. They hoped, theya
modestly said, to be able to learn from the Canadian
professionals. They did not expect to win, but they were
confident that they would be able to put up a good fight.
To what extent this was designed to lull the Canadians
into a false confidence, and to enable the Soviets to
save face if they did lose a series they really expected to
win, is not clear,
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It Is certain, however, that they
d the be attributed to the fact that Team Canada was hastily extraneous to sport. And things which are irrelevant to
eries like the professionals they approache
are, while the thrown together from
who had never played the making of profits, or which create competition for
Canadian professional hockey establishment ap- together before, ratherplayers
than to "individualism". The orthe theNHL monopolists, such as senior hockey leagues,
iroached it in the most amateurish way. The Russian
development
of a Canadian national team, are
refereeing, of course, went "From Badder to Vorst"; it ruthlessly
axed.
couts spent two weeks in Canada watching Team
was almost as biased
as
it
was
incompetent
.
And
finally,
lanada practice, and took copious notes on all aspects the presence of Bobby Hull and Bobby Orr would have
Team Canada proved that it could rise to the
made considerable difference.
challenge of changing conditions. Off the ice, the latef the asked
team's sometimes
play while they
were there.
questions
leu
But this does not diminish the tremendous strides night drinking and partying ceased as the players took
flabbergas
ted theTheCanadians:
l^joviets were concerned with things that Canadian
that the Soviets have made. And more importantly, the Soviet team more seriously. On the ice, teamwork
oaches had never even considered, such as recovery there is every reason to believe that
Canadian hockey
play replaced
sometimes more specites, pass completion ratios, and distance
deteriorating
tacular, but also,
against thethe Russians,
, or at best static, while Russian (andis and two-way
skated. But,
spectacularly
len, all this attention was flattering for the Canadians.
inefficient individual virtuoso performances.
European) hockey is steadily improving. If Team
In the
The play In the series proved a number of things. It Canada's victory is taken as grounds to maintain the process. Canadians learned that in team hockey, the
roved that the Soviets were better, a great deal better, smug self-satisfaction of the past, then the victory will Ellises and Parises were more valuable than the highlan anyone had expected. In teamwork, in play- have been pyhrric indeed.
scoring Vic Hadfields and Richard Martins. Some, like
The reasons for this, of course, are not hard to Hadfield. responded with childish petulance, others
laking, and on the power play, they were clearly
jperior to Team Canada/The illusions of a decade ("if find. In Canada, coaching techniques and approaches
learned the lesson. Said Harry Sinden: "If I'd gone for
ily we could play our pros") were shattered by the 7-3 to the game have not significantly altered in decades. In complete hockey players (in selecting the team) a lot of
jmiliation
in the Montreal Forum, and nothing Paul
Europe, on the other hand, the stress has necessarily the guys from the first three all-star teams would have
enderson and Phil Esposito could do could quite been on improving what was at one time a dismally low been missing." Canadian coaches, and Canadian fans,
ake it up.
level of play. The result has been that the Europeans were finding that the Russians could teach them, as
are willing to learn from anyone, while Canadian
At the same time. Team Canada's victory should
well.
)t be attributed to luck. The Canadian
coaches
have seen no need to improve on their game
But while Team Canada learned some lessons (as
pros showed a
smendous ability to rise to the task that
or to learn anything. Consequently, the Euopean (and well as teaching some to the Russians), it was not as
faced them
id to come from behind to establish themselves as the especially the Soviet) game is in a constant process of clear if the Canadian hockey establishment was
itter team. For better they were, and by a larger development, always looking for more ways to improve, listening. Many, it seems, have let the euphoria of the
argin than the final outcome might indicate. Playing in never satisifed with the level achieved.
hard-won victory wipe out the memory of the scare that
iptember, when their physical and mental conThe approach is decidedly scientific. Russian the Russians inflicted on them.
tioning was far below the level of the Soviets, who
The series, however, represented a meeting of
coaches have to pass extensive tests to become
iin year-round, made a major difference to the qualified. Players are given training in theory, and in cultures as well as a clash of hockey teams. On one
madians. Much of the lack of teamwork, too. should
physical education fundamentals, as well as in actual level, this was apparent in the Swedish games. The
play. An elaborate structure that now boasts ten million Swedes specialized In subtle spearing and
registered hockey players in the Soviet Union has been melodramatic hysterics when the Canadians retaliated.
built up, and on all levels, the stress is on constant When the Canadians, used to taking the law into their
improvement. And the Improvement, of course, has own hands, retaliated, they were denounced as
"criminals" and "gangsters" by the Swedish press (as
been phenomenal. The series with Team Canada
should give added impetus to the process.
well as by such astute hockey observers as the
In Canada, on the other hand, the Canadian ambassador to Sweden and Wilder Penfield).
More important was the contrast between
commercialization of hockey, its position as an entertainment product, rather than a mass participation Canadian and Russian society that the series Illustrated. Predictably, the traditional Cold War hostility
sport, have changed the nature of "Canada's national
was still in evidence, especially among the Canadians.
The emphasis In Canada, even for the youngest
nyet, Soviet" they chanted in Moscow. "The
players, Is on playing games, not on learning skills and "Nyet,
Russians," said Alan Eagleson, "have only one
game".
fundamentals.
(And not just on playing games, but on philosophy,
only one system. That Is the muscle
winning them at any cost, including dirty play and no ice system. I'd rather be a bum In Toronto than a major
time for half the players.) Says Lloyd Perclval, one of general in Russia." This, after Russian police took him
the few Canadian physical educationists to dissent, into custody for jumping from his seat and knocking
"the idea of development through coaching, testing and two of their number to the ground. Said Eagleson, "I
evaluation and problem solving, is, with few exceptions, was in their dressing room after the last game and
broke down and cried. I'm really sorry for
givenTheno entire
attention."
structure of hockey Is a pyramid leading some of them
being stuckforInallRussia."
his persistent and insulting
up to the NHL, and hockey on all levels Is controlled by, them Butfor Eagleson,
t ...
and geared to the needs of, the NHL franchises. And remarks about the Soviets, did not set the tone of the
those priorities, needless to say, have to do with the series.
Other indications pointed in other directions, and
making ofsports
profits,programs.
not the development of communityoriented
predominated. There was the advertising
The difference can be traced to what Bruce Kidd they
prominently displayed on the boards of the Moscow
has pointed out Is the difference between commercial
rink. Or the scrupulous rule-consciousness of the
sport and professional sport. A professional athlete Russians, a reflection, perhaps, of the same mentality
(and both the Russians and the Canadians are that) that enabled Stalin to sell out communist-led resistance
plays his game for a living. But, In commercial sport, the movements in Europe for the sake of keeping his side in
goal is to make profits for those who pay the athletes, a deal he had made with Churchill to split the continent.
and the result is the introduction of many factors
Paul Mendelssohn
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Toronto

of works
variety
sumptuous
Variety, then, is the key note In this
garish reds through blue azures to blen- exhibition, presenting a good crossding whites, and contributes to a vivid
of the quality and extent of the
orchestration of hues. And while the works section Permanent
Collection. The closing
of more serious artists such as Jack Bush whole
date
of
the
show Is October 8, this Sunday, Olitsky 's bold
and Marcel Barbeau tend to dominate and Hart House
is
that as many paints exciting
intellectually, the op and pop works by people as possible hoping
will make a point of
Greg Curnow and Joce Wleland offer a
I approached the Olitski exhibit, now on
sense of dramatic relief. The Curnow, seeing it. The viewer should feel en- display
at the David Mirvish Gallery on
Markham Street, with high expectations, for
Jules Olitski is considered to be one of the
leading Abstract painters on the art scene
today. In his most famous work, layer upon
layer of delicately colored acrylic paint was
sprayed onto large canvases, producing exquisite atmospheric effects, and an almost
mystical sensation of space.
In this show, Olitski seems to be following
the recentby trend
more of"painterly"
surfaces,
using towards
thicker layers
pigment,
in some pieces completely abandoning the
spray technique for which he is noted.
Unfortunately, the thicker paint presents
certain problems for the viewer. Whereas in
earlier works, the eye was able to penetrate
the fragile surfaces of gently swirling pastel
mists, in many of these pictures the opaque
paint tends to bring the eye to a dead stop.
This prevents the detail and drawing at the
edge ofcentral
the work
solid,
area offromcolor.relating lo the now
However, in a more successful piece, such
as "Radical Love 12", the yellow paint has
been worked with broad strokes, which break
the surface into several facets, and allow the
eye to move freely among the newly created
planes. This results in a visual excitement that
is further enhanced by the subtle patches of
lemon paint that emanate fr6m the rich
surface. The slash of golden pigment at the
top seems to force its way through this
David Milne's "Winter Clouds"
substantial mass to be magically transformed
couraged to walk around Hart House at his into a thin line drawn on the left. This
entitled
"Landscape
Calamity
Corners",
which is balanced bilaterally with a Ronald leisure (after all, he pays for it and its interaction tends to further integrate the
Bloore on the west wall, looks puristic
to take in the rest Of the
from a distance, but up close, very close, upkeep)
Collection which is one of the largest painting.
is works such as these that assure us that
one sees a message few people notice privately-owned collections of Canadian ourIt expectations
are not vain, for the high
and rarely read. After that, turn to Joyce art anywhere.
Sandra Wolfe
Wieland's "O Canada" which Is almost as
Chris Ralph quality of the paintings is evident.
good a joke as It is a painting.
offers

art

A potpouri
at Hart

House

Diverse in style, technique, and media
yet continuous as a whole: This may best
describe the overall effect of the Recent
Acquisitions Exhibition 1969-72. showing
in the Hart House Art Gallery. The show
offers a wide range of media, from
acrylics, oils and watercolors to pencil, ink
and crayon. Air brush, hard edge, and
heavy impasto are used, in many of the
works. The show, leaving little to the
imagination, includes everything from abstraction to naturalism, and more conceptual y, from fantasy to reality. For example, Albert de Kergommeaux's "A
System of 12 Blue/Violet" displays the
modular, Paul Emile Borduas' "Le Temps
se Met au Beau" the use of tachism, Louis
de Niverville's "Still Life With Love" an
almost metaphysical style, and Oscar
Cahen's "Ancient Throne", abstract expressionism. Accompanying these are a
host of others which yield naturalistic
studies either figuratively or through landscape. Of special mention are the gifts
from the Douglas M. Duncan Collection,
the prize possessions from which are four
David Milnes. It doesn't take much concentrated looking to realize why many
Canadians have so eagerly acquainted
themselves with his works. Hart House has
a total of 14 Milnes in its Permanent
Collection including seven acquatints
which have received especially high
praise.
Although the gallery is filled with works
of art by many different artists of varied
backgrounds, the whole display presents
itself as a total visual experience. Skilfully
hung, the works display a pleasing interaction, with small, medium, large, and
very large all harmonizing into one
mosaic. The variety of colour ranges from
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Flux aI n in
an . politics
a. . Amedoes
_iric
_ _»
not
dismiss
Changingflfl RfturuB
Source* of Power.
this theory but he cites
consldrable evidence to prove
American Politics In the 1970*«
that the
past Is not a reliable guide to the future.
by Frederick Dutton;
McGraw-Hill Ryereon.
A third and perhaps a fourth major party,
each with strong constituent support, may
Changing Sources of Power is an lie ahead and may be strong
enough to
examination of some of the ways that break the hold of the Democra
ts and
traditional American
power bases are shif- Republicans. Of the newly enfranchised
ting. Sudden gusts of public emotions young voters Dutton writes:
have always worried
onal
"The potential
of all the young
politicians because they professi
the most people coming of Impact
not
age in the 1970's lies
careful calculations of evenupset
the shrewdest in just their numbers but In the disof stateglsts. However, the dislocations In
tinctivenes ofmuch about them ...These
political thinking today have created ad- young people know the Depression,
ditional problems for those who must World War II, and most of the cold war as
assesstion year.America's mood during the elec- only episodes in the history textbooks.
They have been shaped instead by the
It Is obvious that Vietnam, inflation, greatest material
outpouring for almost
unemployment, unrest among whites
entire
society that the world has ever seenan
and
the young, the emergence of blacks as a capped in the 1960*s by the longestpolitical force, all are having significan sustained prosperi this country has yet
and crucial effects upon voting patterns.t had. And so thetyconditi
oning and the
There are, for example,
signs of a serious expectations they bring Into the electorate
breakdown In party loyalty. All these
fac- are as different from the
tors make any accurate predictions vir- Depression rooted attitudes and intually Impossible. The Imponderables are
securities asthe ICBM Is from the Model
so many that only the amateur
would
attempt to say just why the voters are
Women, too, have
interest In and are more taken anowgreater
doing what they are doing.
than
Frederick Dutton, an aide to Robert they ever were In the Involved
political process.
Kennedy In the 1968 primaries, clearly Organized labor, with all Its money
and
recognizes that, while there has been
manpower resources, Is a vital factor,
shift In the power balances withina despite the rank-and-flle's
split
on
foreign
America, It would be unwise to forecast policy. Union leadership is not only of the
what will happen later in the seventies.
older generation but was conditioned by
He is careful not to do so. He surveys the events preceding
WWII and
the changes in public thinking, however,
aggrandizement of the Soviet Union in the
the
years
that
followed
it.
and,
The so-calied
although he doesn't reach any major
conclusion
s, gathers supporting evidence ."military-Industrial" complex is more acto Justify the title of his book. Changing
curately Indentifled, Dutton Insists, as the
Sources of Power is worth reading
"industrial-military-organlzed laborgrasp of the possible reactions forof Itsa sclent
iflc-hlgher educationseriously disturbed nation and the effects coalition Roughly ten per cent of the
both Internal and external stresses are entire labor force has come to owe its
having on the two party-system.
paychecks directly to defense
It is historically accurate to say that the and practically all of that groupspending,
is unbroad center has usually decided elecionized. provides
It
a firm buttress the
tions Inthe States, even though the center AFL-CIO's hard-line foreign forpolicy
Itself has moved time and again. Dutton stance."
Edward Reed

helps

nobody

but

Nixon

*
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Cheechbomb
and and
Chong's
debut album
comedic
a commercial
success.was Soa
with nowhere to go but up, the pair has made
a more realistic effort at provoking laughter
in this era of uncertainty with Big Bambu (A
& M). As in the previous LP much of the
material centres on the drug culture, but
unlikethree
its predecessor,
Big Bambu
get
into
or four minutes
of boringdoesn't
dialogue
aiming at a thin punchline.
Not all the cuts work but most of them are
at least interesting. Ralph and Herbte offers a
particularly funny look into a canine world.
The conception is innovative and well performed. The T.V.piece
parody,
Let's onMakehumour.
a Dope
Deal is another
of right
In keeping with their image Tommy Chong
and Richard Cheech have put their record in a
cover designed like a package of cigarette (?)
papers and have even included one super-sized
paper.all It's
still a comedy-novelty
albumsparkle
and
like
the others,
the jokes lose their
after the initial listening.
I'm told that much of the humour is visual.
You have a chance to find out for yourself on
Oct. 10 when C. & C. are slated to appear at
Massey Hall.
The Riverboat, {922-62 16), 134 Yorkville, is
featuring the super blues duo Sonny Terry and
Brownie McGhee tonight through October 22.
Admission is $3-50 and the first set starts
about 9 pm.
Fiddlers Green, near Yonge and Eglinton
(489-3001), presents contemporary folk artist
Jack Schechrman tonight and Chris Rawlins
on Tuesday night.
Canadian jazz guitarist Lenny Breau can be
heard at Grumbles, 7 1 Jarvis above King (3680796). tonight and tomorrow. Next week,
beginning on Monday is the 'Honky Tonk
Angel1,
to S2.50.Ellen Mcllwaine. Admission is down
Thirsty rock-fiends can content themselves
at the El Mocambo Tavern, Spadina at
College (961-2558), with April Wine this
weekend and King Biscuit Boy beginning
Monday. No cover is required but beer prices
go up a bit when the band goes on.
Starting on Sunday, October 8 at 3:03 pm,
CBC-AM Radio begins a special 13-week
series of one-hour programs entitled The
Beatles Story. Having taken over a year to
produce by the BBC. the series promises to
present many fresh interviews and a lot of
music, including some extremely rare recordingSfirr'tracing
fall of theshould
Beatles.be
A plethora the
of rise
newandreleases
.arriving in the record stores today. WEA
Music has promised me you can find the
following;
Dan's
Records, theGordon
Jethro Lightfoot's
Tull double Old
live album
Livin* in the Past, John Prine's Diamonds in
the Rough, a double set from Deep Purple
entitled
Hartford's
Bugle, andPassage,
a new John
Yes effort,
CloserMorning
to the
Edge. Yes will also be in concert on Oct. 3 1 at
Maple Leaf Gardens.

Just a few years ago, a determined record
buyer could, with luck, find six or seven
recordings of Mahler symphonies. Today,
there are over ninety available. To appreciate
just how much work these records represent,
consider what goes into recording a
symphony. If the work being recorded is by,
for example, Mozart, a day or two is needed,
and some twenty to seventy players are
involved, depending on the wishes of the
conductor. Compare this to Mahler's greatest
achievement, the eighth, popularly called the
"Symphony of A Thousand". This involves
two Tull choruses, a children's choir, a brass
choir at the back of the hall, piano, organ,

harmonium, eight vocal soloists, four harps,
and a nearly double-size orchestra. Add to
this the tremendous length, complexity, and
intensity it possesses and you are faced with a
gigantic recording project. Yet in spite of this,
there are six recordings of this work available,
five of which have been recorded in the past
four years!
Certainly the most popular recording of a
Mahler symphony available today is the
Third, as conducted by Jascha Horenstein.
This is a top-selling, superb album, mixed
using the Dolby noise reduction system, which
makes for an almost noise-free recording. The
symphony itself is a six-movement sonic orgy,
with the ending of the first movement more
than enough for the kinkiest stereo buff. This
movement is a panorama of summer
"marching in", with blaring horns, mystical
themes, a riotous march, and percussion
everywhere. The other five movements, while
less muscular, are no less magnificent. Every
lrick in the Mahlerian symphonic bag is here,
from the children's choir to the big choral

movement to the faraway post-horn solo. The
third and fourth movements feature the Ambrosian Singers, the Wadsworth Children's
Choir, and the gifted contralto Norma Proctor. The London Symphony Orchestra plays
superbly and with great love for the music
throughout, making this the ideal way to get a
start with Mahler. There are several other
excellent recordings of the third available, but
none of them feature this set's price: just S5.39
for two Ip's.
you thinkedition
you'd worth
like togetting
take theis the
plunge,
theIfcomplete
one
on Deutsche Grammophon, conducted by
Rafael Kubelik. The fourteen discs in this set
are near-perfect both musically and sonically,
and right now A&A's on Yonge has it at
S29.00 (usually S56). Other symphonies worth
the
Second, conducted by
Brunomoney
Walter,arethetheSixth,
by George Szell, the
previously mentioned Eighth led by George
Soltj and the Ninth, with Leonard Bernstein,
(Dave Baskin)
The Canadian Opera Company will not
give up and La Boheme will be staged tonight
at 8:15, Eugene Onegin tomorrow at 2 pm,
Tosca at 8:15 pm and again on Monday same
time, Eugene Onegin on Tuesday at 8:15 and
Aida on Wednesday at 8:15.
Melville Cook never gives up either, and I
wonder when CBC-FM's Organist in Recital
series due
will take
of this fact again. He's
about
for thenoteseries
and there have been
all these recent opportunities, for example last
Monday, or this Monday at 8:30 pm.
Students pay $1. At Metro United Church.
The Faculty
of Music's
Evening
Concerts
opensseason
with ofAnThursday
Entertainment For Elizabeth, a "production with a
cast of 24" which "celebrates the unity of
poetry, song, music and dance which made the

(until October 29) and Toronto Painting 1953Elizabethan
the wonder
its age."
John
Hollandercourtprovides
the lyricsof (they
will 1965 (coming in November). I mention the
be good, he is a first-rate poet and scholar) latter a month ahead of time because the
gallery plans a series of five lectures to
New York Theatre,
Pro Musica
music.and It's
inandthetheMacMillan
at 8:30the pm,
$2 complement this and the Ontario Society
student tickets are available at the box office, exhibit; unfortunately, information conalthough these are in short supply.
cerning the lectures reached us a bit late and
An exhibition honouring the late Healey the first lecture was yesterday, entitled Parties
Willan has been set up in the Alumni and Pasttimes a Century Ago. (Psychologists
Common Room, second floor, Med Sciences tell us we are edified to find out what we
Building until December 3. Memorabilia, missed.) The next lecture is October 12, so
pictures, scores, recordings of his music and you will have to wait until next Friday to pick
up this week-old
paperToronto:
to find NooutMean
what City
you
the compo^f's awards are included in the missed.
exhibit.
It is entitled
to be delivered by Eric Arthur.
As a timely salute to A. Y. Jackson who
celebrated his ninetieth birthday on Tuesday,
the gallery has set up a special exhibition
which includes a selection of Jackson's oil
paintings, sketches and water colours from
the AGO Collection, as well as a number of
Neon Palace. Nostalgia is a sweet pleasure, books
illustrated by the artist. It runs until
but it's one-shot, which is why Neon Palace October 24.
can draw spontaneous applause at the very
Erindale College: There will be as many as
three shows running at various times in the
point up.
thatIt Iwas
am inthinking
of leaving
if it doesn't
perk
1967 that
I re-began
singing next week: until October 21 is Graham CanPeggy Sue and found it sprang out of tieni's large lyrical canvases. The young
uncontrollable memory, perfect to the dotted painter
is from Quebec and he exhibited last
quarter-note. It was 1968 when good old Dave season at the New Brunswick Museum. To
Harding dispelled the Cuban boredom with the 25th is 3000 Years of Chinese Art, which is
Catch a Falling Star and Put it in Your
Pocket, 1970 when AI Mattes laid me out with extensive
a colour photograph
exhibit of the
collection, considered
one ROM's
of the
the (old) news that the thing she was looking best in North America. Starting next Thurfor, that took her life that night, was a high
sday will be a one-man show by young
school ring. Etc. But it palls, and now, in Toronto painter William T. Kort.
1972, there are few touchstones that remain
Craft Gallery, on Prince Arthur: Stephen
unturned. "We had a quarrel..." begins the Hogbin, Canadian Design Award winner, has
quavery, oh my God, familiar tenor, and I a show here until October 28.
shoot backwards, once more desperately in
Cedarbrae District Library: Pedro R. Leon
love with Joky Vink, and fully re-integrated in exhibits his prints at the Scarborough branch
on Markham Road until November 10, and
limeBut tothatadd was"a the
teenage
quarrel..."
only such
moment for me the exhibit starts Monday.
Press Porcepic: Joe Rosenblatt, a poet and
artist, is exhibiting 100 drawings at 102 Bloor
West, 15th floor until October 17.
Morris Gallery: The Romantic Century:
19th Century European Drawings and Small
Paintings. This is their second show of this
kind, included in which are a few oil paints
from the School of Fontainebleau — Diaz,
Daubigny, Harpegnies. The drawings cover
the whole period from neoclassicism to art
nouveau. It closes October 14.
Victoria College: Douglas Martin exhibits 0
his paintings until October 20.
Show-Rimmington Gallery: (Bunny, so they
tell me) Wilson and Jack Joel are exhibiting
paintings, sculptures, constructions and
serigraph until October 15.

in Neon Palace, and since the movie has the
structure and style of a school show (the skits,
the energy, the theme without viewpoint), I
found myself slaying, as with the school show,
out oT loyalty. But, again, that is my
jaundiced reaction to the "fifties trip, sixties
trip". A fresher viewer might well be carried
off on the extraordinary power of internalized
bad art. At the Poor Alex through Sunday, 8
and 10 pm, SI. 50.
King of Hearts is the movie equivalent to
Gibran's Prophet, treacle to a few, the best
movie ever to many. It is too dim in the
memory to choose camps. By DeBroca, with
Alan Bates and Genevieve Bujold.
Cinemalumiere, Tuesday at 7 and 9:30,
Note. There are now so many repertory, festival and old movie programmes that
we can no longer run them all, hence this
year's
digest reviews,
format. counter-re
This givesviews,
us space
for
more short
letters,
dialogue, and complaints. Feel free.

Aggregation Gallery — gallery one, major
works by Gallery Artists in a wide variety of
media; gallery two, David Barnett, Soft Focus
Realism
Both are isJjjejQcus
to October of21.his acrylics on canvas.
Albert White Gallery — As far as we know.
Primitive
for a whileArtyet.of Nigeria should still be there
Art Gallery of Ontario: French Master
Drawings of the 17th and 18th Centuries in
North American Collections, until October 15.
And Ontario Society of Artists: 100 Years

HENDRY'S
DOUBLE HEADER:
Canadian playwright Tom Hendry has two
one acters at Ihe Theatre in the Dell, a bar
that normally presents musical revues. One
good thing about the Dell is the fact that you
can drink during the performance and this is
essential during the first play. Seance. It's a
silly little wedding night farce about. a ghost
who balls up the nuptuals. It was a good idea
in Hendry's head but it bombs on the boards.
Since
won'tbeforehand
serve duringto the
up on they
drinks
keepshowup stock
your
spirits. You Smell Good to Me, the second
play on the bill is much better; perhaps even
good enough to sil through sober but by then
it may be too late. The piece is all about an
unhappy hooker with a heart of gold who
humanizes
a computer368-5309.
programmer's digital
brain.
Reservations,
POOR OLD WORLD, WE LOVE YOU
ANYWAY. This schlock monster about a
group
NorthrealAmerican
who learnof what
life is likedope-fiend
on a kibbutzkidsin
Israel will make the worst tripe you ever saw
in high school look like a Tony award winner.
At ihe TWP Playhouse. 925-8640.
CANADIAN MIME THEATRE is
presenting two shows in repertory through
Oct. 28 al the Central Library Theatre. The
first is Visual Delights '72, a series of skits and
sketches that is much better than its stupid
title. The second show is The Vagabonds, a
sentimental tale about two bums who help a
down-and-out girl on her way to fame and
fortune. The plot is trite but very well
executed by the company of four. 924-8950.
Editor
Assoc. Editor
theatre
movies
pop
art
music
dance
books

Ulli Diemer
Bill Macvicar
rob martin
bob bossin
allan
mandell
ian scott
ian scott
isabelle peacock
bill macvicar

«
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Parties

ignore

environment

By RANDY ROBERTSON
Prominent environmentalist Thomas Beckett claimed Sunday
night that no political party in
Canada has seriously campaigned
against pollution.
Beckett, a Hamilton lawyer, was
speaking to about 200 people at a
meeting sponsored by the Environmental Law Association in the
Medical Sciences Building
Auditorium. Along with two others,
including Toronto mayoralty candidate David Crombie, he crossexamined three federal candidates
from the major parties.
He claimed that government and
industry
"too chummy".
Donations were
from industry to party
coffers paid off "obviously", he
said, in the failure of government to
enforce its anti-pollution laws. He
did not, however, implicate any
specific corporations. He was not
alluding to acutal instances, he said,
but to the general attitude of the
government, to the corruption of its
responsibility to the public.
Beckett asked the candidates
whether each, expressing a personal

opinion, did not believe that there
was a relationship between the
donations that industry made to
political parties and the protection
these industries received from the
party when in power.
Liberal Aideen Nicholson said, "I
don't know".
Conservative Ron Atkey said, "I
don't
But,know".
NDP MP Andrew Brewin
said "I do know."
Beckett later asserted that the
NDP had no right to present itself as
an environment-conscious party
simply because it was left-wing.
David Estrin, a lawyer
g
with the Environmentalworkin
Association, supported BeckettLawin
his charges.
Ward I ] alderman Crombie who §
is running for mayor, called for a «
pragmatic approach
ng J
pollution. He suggestetod combatti
there be a |
widely publicized telephone number £
for citizens to call in a pollution S
emergency. He also urged that there |
be pollution fighters on standby at
all times. Beckett said talking
Mayoralty candidate David
about pollution means talking in
terms of the whole world - he cited the fact that two thirds of the
world's population was starving "to
put things
in perspective"
and
about
pollution
in relation to- population, industrial growth, food
supplies and non-renewable
SPEED
READING
resources.
Classes on campus
"We have to realize", he said,
"that our resources and food
supplies are limited and that
therefore we ourselves have to imstarting Oct. 16 - 17 - 18
pose limits on population and industrial hegrowth".added, is a symptom
Pollution,
See full details
of the problem, not the problem
itself. The problem is the. failure to
impose limits.
in this paper
"Our society will collpase
within 100 years at the most," he
on Oct. 11, or phone
claimed, "if we continue to operate
He asked the candidates what
SAC at 928-4911
asplansnow".
"looking 30 years ahead" each
candidate's party had to offer and

The
1+

Government

issue

in

election

Crombie (left) and lawyer Thomas Beckett on pollution pane!
what
cited programs instituted by
would limits
impose.to growth each party theSheLiberal
government within the
Atkey, Progressive Conservative past four years which embodied this
canaidate in St. Paul's riding, called principle, such as the equal contribution anti-research program
for "access to redress" for
through an environmental citizens
bill of begun this year by the federal
rights or through an environmental government and the pulp and paper
rights commission like the Ontario industry and the y§ Canada Great
Human Rights Com- Lakes agreement signed this spring.
mission. Brewin, who is seeking She proposed that the federal
re-election in Greenwoods, was "not government actively invite the partoo
sanguine" serious
about enforcement
a bill of rights.of
ticipation ovironmental
fcitizen's
groups and
in en-in
He favoured
impact studiesalready existing laws and massive preventative measures.
financing by the federal government
Beckett suggested that the federal
of anti-pollution research.
"Technology must defeat the government provide unconditional
for theseclaimed
citizens' groups.
technology that is causing funds
Beckett
that the
pollution," he said.
provincial
government
was diverting
Nicholson, Liberal candidate in the
public's attention to peripheral
Trinity,
urgedtheirco-operation
citizens and
governmentsbetween
at all concerns through campaings like the
"Keep
Ontario Beautiful" publicity
three levels - between the
governments themselves, between campaign. Paper on the ground may
government and industry, and make an untidy environment, he
between the federal government and said but it does not make a
dangerous one.
foreign governments.

Free Jewish

University

of Canada

offers
Careers

for Graduates

in
General Administration
Personnel Administration
Financial Administration

33 JUDAISM AND MARXISM
Tues. Oct. 10, 1:00 p.m.
Sid Smith, 3045

Management Analysis
Foreign Service
WHY

NOT

REOT

A

Qualifying Examinations:
Thursday, October 19 - 7:00 pm
Pre-Registration Essential
Applicants must contact their
Placement Office by October 10.

REFRMWATOR?
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NDP's Harney cheered of forum

Canadian
sweat
earns
Americans
dividends
There was no doubt that the low interest rale would discourage
By VAL ROSS
"Yankees"
dollars,Johncharged
nually the
in pure
dividendshaveforinvested
the $60
foreign investment and strengthen
NDP
candidate
Harneyfederal
on hillion
Americans
"Every
Scarborough West candidate got the the
internally.
weeks
out ofCanadian
ihe year toworks
pay offthree
the Tuesday. "We pay S3, 5 billion an- in this country."
most enthusiastic response from the Hiseconomy
incumbent Liberal opponent,
uudience at a forum on foreign
Robert Kaplan, sporting a red and
ownership
in a Political
Science
202
class. held
Harney,
Jim Gillies,
the blue ceramic maple leaf pin,
Conservative for Don Valley, and defended
the Liberals'
cited tha creation
of therecord.
CanadianHe
Woman
prof at Guelph dismissed
Boh
Kaplan,
the
Don
Valley
riding's
Development
Corporation
incumbent Liberal were present to Canadian
content
regulationsandin
outline
their
parties'question.
positions on the broadcasting as evidence of the good
foreign
ownership
of his party on the issue.
amid charges of sex discrimination
"The Liberal party has been intentions
Harney insisted that the way to
resign.
conlinentalist
since
1945
'"continued
Dagg had been at the university of
regain control of the Canadian
GUELPH (CUP) — Amid
Harney. "What
the economy
Dagg said her research work has Conservatives
was to develop a strong
charges of sex discrimination, a Guelph for three years.
offer exactly
to regain do
control
been
impartially
judged
as
excellent
Earlier
this
year
a
university
internal
economy through governwoman zoology professor has been
our economy, a higher rate of
by a representative of the Canadian ofexports?".
forced to resign her position at the tenure and promotion committee Association
ment
planning
and intervention.
"Guatemala has a high Ed Reid, an interviewer
of University Teachers
from the
charged that Dagg was not available
University of Guelph.
and
her
students
rated
her
a
good
for
consultation
with
students,
her
CBC
commented
later that he found
Anne Dagg was fired in
The quotient
Conservative
candidate in that an overwhelming
of bananas."
lencher. She also said that women export
majority
of
November of 197 1 and appealed the research was poor, her university were
not allowed to participate on Don Valley, James Gillies, described students had already decided who to
dismissal. Soon after winning the participation was minimal and she university
committees.
The
only
his
party's
policies
to
counteract
the
did
not
take
a
part
in
community
appeal, she was
the not
ad- life.
vote for. "They all seem to be
remaining charge is that she lives 15 economy
Americanas:takeover
Canada's
ministration thtold
at she bywould
increasing ofexports,
and Conservative or NDP," he said. "I
miles from the university and has a
receive tenure and would not have
Dagg claims the dean told her family.
can't
seem to find a Liberal in the
rationalizing secondary industries in
tenure was refused because she lived
her contract renewed in 1973.
Canadian hands. He added that a
15
miles
out
of
town
and
had
a
Dagg obliged and submitted her family.
"To find that my work counts for
resignation last April, but it was not
She feels a major reason for her nothing because I have a family and
made public until last month, effec- dismissal
CAN YOU REMEMBER
was
her
opposition
to
the
live
outsidesationsGuelph,
only that
active the end of last summer's
that I have the
received
semester.
dean's choice for a new Zoology are based cuon
OR
EVEN RESURRECT
fact has been totally
Students plan to question the Department chairman in 1970. His
THE GLORY THAT
dean of the College of Biological choice was eventually rejected, but, demoralizing for me", Dagg said.
IF NOT,
WAS YIDDISH?
Sciences about the Dagg affair when she says, three of the other seven
he returns from a holiday in Greece professors opposing the apclass."
on October 21.
pointment were later forced to
WE INTERESTED
INVITE SINGERS
IN WORKS OF THE
BAROQUE MASTERS
LET
US
HELP
TO AUDITION
FOR 197273 CONCERTS
ALL GIRLS
Pete, WycLff
PHONE 488-0832
For art
CONTACT LENS
"A TAM FUN H0NIG"
THE TORONTO
photography,
CONSULTANT
TUES. OCT. 10
hostess service,
FOR BETTER VISION
CHAMBER SOCIETY
8.00 P.M.
nude modelling
ANN EG DIRECTOR
RET WRIGHT 10% DISCOUNT
EXCELLENT PAY
HILLEL
HOUSE
186 St. George
TO STUDENTS
PART TIME, FULL TIME
2675
BLOOR
ST.
W.
Call 920-3551
233-7273
ANYTIME

The Religious Society of Friends
QUAKERS BELIEVE that "true Godliness does not
turn men out of the world but enables them to live
better in it, and excites their endeavours to mend it."
Meeting for Worship every Sunday at 11 a.m.
Coffee hour after Ihe Meeting.
60 LOWTHER AVENUE (east of St. George, north of
Bloor) Phone 921-0368 for information about Sunday
classes for all ages, and weekday activities.
Centre for the
Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
PRESENTS

THE

MISANTHROPE
by Moliere
Translated by Richard Wilbur
Directed by Donald Davis
October 19 - 28 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Tickets $2.50
Box Office 928-8668
Students $1.25
10:00
- 6:00 p.m.
Sudent subscriptions still available - $3.00 lora.m.3 productions

"AESTHETICS OF
JEWISH PRAYER"
TUES., OCT. 10,
7:30 P.M.

HILLEL HOUSE 186 ST. GEORGE

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

CAREERTALKS
1 - 2
What does one do in these fields? What are the employment opportunities?
Where are the employment opportunities? FIND OUT AT THE CAREERTALKS!
Have you always wanted to work with children? Do you want to work in a
hospital? Have you wondered
didn't want to be a teacher? what you could do in the field of education if .you
COME TO THE CAREERTALKS AND FIND OUT!!
10
Med. Sciences 3154
Fri.
6 Fed. Gov't Foreign Service Program
Tues. Oct.
McLennan Physics 202
Oct. 12 Fed. Gov't Socio-Economic Program
Wed.
Oct. 11 On-Campus Recruitment and The Job Convocation Hall
Market for Engineers
Thurs. Oct.
On-Campus Recruitment and The Job McLennan Physics 102
Fri.
Market for Arts and Science Grads
Chartered
Accountancy
McLennan Physics 203
Oct. 13
Mon.
McLennan Physics 20C
Oct. 16 Program
Fed. Gov't Bio-Physical Sciences
Tues. Oct. 2017
Physics 202
Fed. Gov't Applied Sciences Program McLennan
McLennan Physics 203
Wed.
18 Fed. Gov't Auditing and Accounting
Thurs. Oct.
McLennan Physics 103
Oct. 19 Graduate Schools and Funds to Go
Fri.
The Diminishing Relationship
McLennan Physics 203
Oct.
Dentistry
Between Education and the Labour Market
Mon.
McLennan Physics 203
Oct. 23
Tues
McLennan Physics 202
Oct. 2430
Wed.
)
McLennan Physics 203
)MEDICINE AND
Oct. 25 Medicine
Rehabilitation
Hygiene
McLennan Physics 203
)
HEALTH
RELATED
Fri.
Oct. 27
Medicine
Mon.
Hospital Careers )) CAREERS
Oct.
Sidney Smith 2106
Mon.
Institute of
McLennan Physics 203
Oct. 30 Child Study
Tues. Oct. 31 M.A. in Psych??
SOCIAL
McLennan Physics 202
Where
to Go
SERVICE
Child Care/
CAREERS
Mclennan Physics 203
Nov. 1
Wed.
Day CareService
Thurs. Nov. 2 Social
McLennan
Physics 102
Environments
Fri.
McLennan Physics 203
Nov. 3 Social Work
MORE TO COME AFTER CHRISTMAS!!!

Career Counselling & Placement Centre
581 Spadina Avenue, (Across from New College)
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Ar
chELCOCK
er
wil
By JULIA
oo
faced l
a strongsh
challenge
fromfinYing Hope and reform
Ward 5 alderman William Archer candidate cumbentColin
Vaughan. The
last week announced his intention
Ward 6 contest for the two alderseek election in Ward 6 in theto manic
seats is among incumbents
December 4 municipal election.
June Marks and Horace Brown,
In Ward 5, Archer would have along
with Dan Heap and Rose

Bomb

threat

scares

college
NCW C0"^
empUed
h°Ur
"
aSSeS
;S:n^otCl
resides
The threat,
phoned into
the main U of T switchboard at 1:50 pm said a
bomb wou d go off at 2:30 somehwere in the college. The caller L not say
alleged bomb was due to blow up.
user^nflhl
.S P1*™1™
°m?r?theyand the building
Police informed
users
of the threat
and suggested
At 2 25 building
the fire
alarm was set ofl and
the building was leave
evacuated
When the explosion did not occur, at about 2:50 pm, police again
allowed re-entry, at one's "own personal risk "
w«vthe caller
^|Chief
way
couldSibe Preven,tion
traced. °fficer HF- Gladney said there was no
hnilJntit tootimr\\bomb
lhreat occurred, in 1971 at the Lash Miller
buildings,
failed to materialized.

CAT

# 1} "Comedy-Erotic"
# 2) "Social Conscience'

be incommun
accordity.
ance with the wishes of
the idea ta
for
has beenrg
Smith
the
and others, ea
scrapped, leaving thi
and si
erthe
Archer.
Archer said in annow interview
me
area witho
ut et
a plan for Explainsing histi
roots in Ward 6 the
yesterday that if he had remained in "reform."
junior
Ward
5
alderm
Ward 5 he feels sure that he would
he
Archer was concerned with park works and pays taxes inanit. said
have done well. In fact, he said, he maint
At one
e and the possible time it was part of the old Ward
was asked by several people to run buildingenanc
3
of a community centre
which he repres
before the
again in view of what he called
d in 1969.
the area. He added that this wouldfor boundaries changeented
"wonderful record". However, his
sees Ward 6 as a challenge forhe
reform in downtown renewal.
He said the Yonge Street Mall, a
project he worked on during the
caucusThe for
summer, is one of his main con- A By &
Generalmed
NADIMSWAKEAM
Committee,
cerns. He talked of seeking answers
compose
d
of
52 students and apto the traffic, pedestrain,
Student
member
and
s
of
the
Arts
and
proximat50
ely 1ministratorfaculty
delivery problems of the mall.
adScience General Committee decided
s, deals with andcourse
He also mentioned the southeast yesterd
faculty.
the
ay
to
form
a
caucus
changes,
in
order
exams
and
curricul
um
in
Spadina area as one of special con- to raise issues which concern
cern. This region, largely composed students, but which are ignored by Various speakers
advocate
of Chinese, Portugese and Anglo- the faculty members of the formulating proposed changes d
in
Saxon people, is continually fighting committee.
such a way that they are acceptable
the incursion of high density housing
The
studen
ts
organi
zing
to
liberal
the
faculty
on the committee.
and institutional buildings.
caucus will try to decide a policy on
Dave Laughten, who acted as
At one time, he said,
issues before each meeting of the chairman
of the meeting, said that
University of Toronto planned theto committee.
at present every student proposal is
expand southwards but since then
voted down by faculty opposition.
NOW APPEARING
Earlier in the meeting, the student
committee members voted unanimously toratify the constitution
APRIL MD YENMOR
WINE BLUE
of the new Arts and Science Student
Union.
Howeve
r,
meeting
FROM OCT. 9-14
recommended to the the
constitutional
drafting committee of the union that
KING BISCUIT BOY
the quorum for meetings be reduced
BACK BY SPECIAL REQUEST
one third from a half.
HEARTACHES RAZZ BAND to Asked
why the executive of the
union is to be composed of only five
people,
Dack,ker until
recently
*M
full-time Phil
fieldwor
in arts
and
science, replied that a larger executive would be unwieldy and could
not meet often.
The caucus also decided to ask the
EL MOCAMBO
Facultycant student
of Arts and Science if vaSPADINA AT COLLEGE
seats on the General
NO COVER-NO MINIMUM
Committee
could be filled by
TWO ROOMS TWO DANCE FLOORS election.

Sponsored by
Media McGill
and Bellvue Pathe

Media McGill
3434 McTavish
Montreal 112

limu-.s-irovwrni
,J.*_.
this Sunday
morning ai icn loicn
inOUI'IX'HlUilu! kXHJgL'
THANK G01>de\u]
and sewn ou sunt my.
beti ii;m;s»»>»
avenue i<i. church
/tudent fellow/hip

Suede

THURS., OCT. 12, 7:30 P.M
HILLEL HOUSE, 186 ST. GEORGE
FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

Coats

Sheep (FULLSkin
TRIM)

Coats

6950
7950

Sheep Skin Rug. from 10 00
SUEDE AND LEATHER FOR CRAFTSMEN

CAMPUS LEGAL ASSISTANCE CENTRE announces
its reopening for the fall term. The centre is located
at 44 St. George, telephon 928-6447. Hours of
operation are 11:00 a.m. to 5:00e p.m.
CLAC will assist
without charge, with any minor legal problems - landlord and tenant, summary criminal matters, etc. It is
staffed by law students from the Law School. Please
feel free to drop in when assistance is needed.

SKIN AND
a(2 eT°kY?NGE
" DISCOUNT
Blocks South of STSloor)
ASK .
FORBONES
STUDENT
Tel. 921-1933

SPORT
OF KARATE
Beginners including graduates are welcome. Classes
start Wednesday, October 11th from 12 noon to 2:00
P.M. Upper Gymnasium, Hart House.
Other classes as follows: a* ay" 5:00 P,M<
FrWurd
RDfMlM Sat
rtNl
INP ROO
FFNPlNb
. 2:00 P.M.

UPPER Monday- 5:00 -6:30P.M.
GYMNASIUM Wednesday - 12:00 noon
- SELECT AT LEAST TWO CLASSES -

°
HAIR

MEN'S
*
STYLIST
6 CHAIRS

Experienced Stylists to Serve You
Specialized in Razor Cut
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
HAIR COLOURING
- MANICURE
131 BLOOR ST. W. at

I
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RECORDS
A*A
351 YONCE

WORLD'S LARGEST
75001

75002

JACQUES BREL
STEREO
SETS
2LP
OF THE BEST
IN FRENCH VOCALISTS

JEAN PIERRE FERLAND
CHARLEBOIS
80123

•
•
•
••

JEAN PIERRE FERLAND

&

INCLUDING
TROUVEZ MEUX
CONCEPTION
LE MUR DU SON
FAIS
TOIZ'EN
FU MAN
CHU PAS

s4.79

RENEE CLAUDE

80062
80051

OFFENBACH SOAP OPERA
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A key game in the Eastern Section of
OUAA football
this evening
Ottawa when thewillbluesbe played
meet the Ottawa Geein
Gees. The only other time the two teams
clashed Ottawa came out on stop, 24-7. In the
other eastern game, Carleton travels to
Queen's.
In theMcMaster
Western Section,
lo Windsor.
travels Guelph goes
and Waterloo meets Western toin Lutheran,
London.
Waterloo defeated McMaster 9-7 last
weekend, and along with Western is the only
other undefeated
team in the west. In the Mac
game.
Waterloo's offence failed to score on
lour occasions
from inside the Mac defence
30-yard line. Look for an improved attempt
on this against
Western. . The OUAA Golf
Championship is being held this
at
the Carleton Golf and Yachtweekend
in
Manolick. Ontario. The tournament Club
consists
ul five players from four universities in the
Western Section and four from the east. The
best four of five scores are totalled lo get the
teams' scores. At the Western Sectional
eliminations
last weekend at Waterloo, the
University or Waterloo retained its championship. The teams played only 30 of 36

Track

team

sportalk
0r Waterloo and the comholes due to rain, and Waterloo had a best-of- The University
e sponsoring the races in an effort to
lour total of 497. Western finished second stimulatemunity arinterest
and participation in runwith 509. McMaster was third with 522, and
Entries have come from as far away as
Brock fourth with 533. This weekend, Ohio toning.the
south, and Sudbury to the north.
Waterloo will be attempting to win its third
championship in four years. They were Both races begin at 1 pm from the U of W
campus.
The
jog consists of three laps around
defeated last year by McMaster in the finals.
university's "ring road", while the
Teams will be competing for the Ruttan Cup, the
Marathon
winds
through Waterloo County. .
while the McCall Cup goes to the individual
champion. As Western Section winners, U of
T is sending Richard Highes, Doug Findlay, Intramural Rugby and Lacrosse began this
Tony Sergautis, Paul Skinner, and John Bays. week with two divisions and two championships inlacrosse, and two divisions and
ip in rugby.
diviThe Eastern Section Tennis Championship one championsh
sion Iconsists of PHE A, InVic,lacrosse,
Devonshire
continues today at York University. The
Erindale, PHE
Eng, and St. Mike's. DiviWestern Section Championship was held House.sion M includes
B, Innis, Scar, Knox,
Monday and Tuesday at Western, with UC. For. Dent,
Trin, and PHE C. There are
Western taking first place. U of T was the five
teams in Rugby Division I — Eng I, PHE
sectional winner last year and hopes to retain
its title. The OUAA championship will be consists
A, Scar. ofTrinLaw,
A, and
Division II
PHESt.B,Mike's.
Eng 11, Trin B,
held at the University of Guelph, Saturday,
October 14. . .The Chevron informs us that Wycl'iffe (tentative). More coverage to follow^
allowing. . .In the Intramural Sports
the cross-country invitational track meet in staTf
e elections last Monday, Bob
Waterloo this week Saturday has been Committe
Healley
was elected as the ISC representative
cancelled because of the Oktoberfest
Marathon and the 5-mile Bier Doktor's Jog. lo ihe Athletic Directorate in his first year on

halts

the committee. Mike Penman, serving a
second year on the ISC was elected chairman
of that body, while Marty Ahermae was
elected vice-chairman. . .96 free pre-season
hours were distributed to the intramural
system. . .Prachockeyticesteams
Tor the Uon ofa rotational
T Wrestling Team begin
October 10 in the Wrestling and Judo
Room,
Hart House, from 4:30 to 6 pm. The
chances look good this year with the returnteamof
three veteran medalists, John Davis, Ken
While, and Chris Preobrazenski. Davis, PhD
candidate in psychology, contends there's a
strong analogy- between wrestling and a game
of chess. A person in good shape can defeat a
much stronger opponent simply by use of
belter ladies. . The Judo Cub is the
female members for the first time. Theaccepting
lessons
are free with coaching headed by Goki
Uemura. Canadian lightweight champion
(150 lbs), and ihe holder of a fifth degree Dan
Black Belt. The captains are Henry Pasma
and Chris Preobrazenski (Ontario
Heavyweight Brown Belt Champion). Classes
are held regularly from noon to 1 pm in the
Wrestling and Judo Room, Hart House.

UWO

challenge;
wins 75-52
The University of Toronto Track Team was able to defeat Western
invitational challenge meet by a score of 75 to 52 (points) Tuesday evening.
In the Waterloo Invitational meet yesterday, U of T placed fourth out often
learns with only six members of the team deciding to travel to Waterloo.
in In9 orWestern
19. on Tuesday U of T placed first in 1 1 of 19 events, and second

In the sprints, Peter Spitz placed first in the 100 yard event with a time
10.4 seconds. Teammate Dave Colbert was second with 10.5, and Daveof
Howes, also of Toronto, finished al 10.9. In the 220, Colbert came second in
23.2 lo Western's Terry Rotondo :22.6;
440, U of T's Bill Johnson was first at 51.8 and Tony Rockingham
thirdIn the
(52.5).
In the middle distance runs Toronto's Gerry Feeney came first in the 660yard event in a time of one minute, 21 seconds, even. U of T's Matt Duncan
came in third at 1:23.9 U.W.O.'s Dave Best was second in 1:21.2. In the 880
it was Duncan in 2: 10.9 and Larry Hoo (U of T) in 2: 1 1 .3. Toronto's Joe
Sax. Frank Aguanno, Paul Glynn and John Sharp took the top fouur spots
in the mile run (in that order) with Sax's best time of 4:21.5 minutes. In the
ihree mile run, Toronto again captured the first three places, with John
Sharpe's best time of 14:23.8 (Peter Pimm and Brad Morley finished second
and third,
best
time ofrespectively).
31:55.5 Western won the six mile run with Peter Camani's
The 120 high hurdles were won by Toronto's Avo Albo at 16.9 seconds.
Brian Anderson and Ray Anthony of Western placed second and third. In
ihe of440T)hurdles
Toronto's
Albo again placed first and Paul Glynn
(U
was second
in 62.6.

York defeats Blues' rugby team
First
place
leaders
York Yeomen
defeatedbetter
the luck,
scoreddefeating
all 9 of York.
Toronto's points. The seconds had
rugby Blues 15-9 Wednesday.
Rick Hodder

In the two
4 x teams
1 10 yardfinishing
relay Toronto's
Western
entered
second andteamthird.was Infirst
the in4 44x 440seconds.
relay Western
came first in 3:30.7, while U ot T entered four teams and won the next four
positions.
Western and Toronto split the jump events, with U of T winning the long
jump, and triple jump, and Western the pole vault and high jump. In the long Offensive
jump it was Hung Der first (21 feet, one-quarter inch), and Erik Little,
second (19ft. 10 in.). Dave Watt won the triple jump with 43 feet, 10
inches. Watt also placed second in the high jump at 5 feet, 10 inches, with support by
UWO's Ray Anthony going for 6 feel, 5 inches. Western swept all three pole
vaull positions with a lop height by Scott White, 13 feet, 6 inches.
• from page three
Finally, in the throwing events it was Western the winner in all three.
Harvey Barkauskas placed first in the shot put (51 feet even) and the discus narrii/ation and pacification
programs. Thompson stressed that
(148 feet. 3 inches), while Al Northcott won the javelin with 192 feet, 4.5 the
pacification program in the
inches.
countryside involves all government
branches,
In yesterday's
Waterloo
Invitational
meet UandotoneT only
team the police. not just the military and
members
bul managed
one first,
three second,
third sent
placesixfinishes
As to the progress of the war,
(oul of 18 men's events)*to enable the team to gain a fourth place berth. Thompson
detailed several previous
Toronto finished with 51 points. Waterloo was first with 96, Western stages of fighting,
that the
second wilh 90. and Queen's third with 75. York followed U of T with 40 National Liberation saying
Front (which he
points.
For
the
women's
events
it
was
Laurentian
first
with
73,
Western
referred
to
as
Viet
Cong)
were
second, 56, and York third with 30.
destroyed in the 1968 Tet offensive,
resulting
in
the
present
offensive
by
with a time of 151.8.
first in the 400 metres
ihe Nortlr Vietnamese Army. He
Toronto's Bill Johnson infinished
1.3
in
third
was
Spitz
.2;
1
1
with
metres
100
the
Boh DeGrool was second
characterized the latter as an "inMatt Duncan was second in the 800 metre with 15:8.4, and the Toronto
vasion", separate
accepting the countries.
division of
44.3.
in
Vietnam into
relay
metre
100
x
4
the
in
second
team placed
He
claimed
the
offensive
has
failed due to lack of Sino-Soviet
U of T does not have a women's intercollegiate track team.
With this weekend's cross-country invitational cancelled, the next meet is support
and
underestimation
of
next Friday, followed by the York Cross-Country American weaponry.
Western onInvitational
ihe
October 14.
Invitational

failed

due

to

lack

of

Chinese
and Soviets
"Laser bombs are more accurate he "an invastion of this sort again
withinNorth
three Vietnam
years", while
than any artillery", he said proudly. that
is littlewarning
more
Answering questions, he said that
lhan
an
extension
of
China. (He
ihe bombing of the North was
incorrectly claimed that Vietnamese
directed at their "logistic system", language
Chinese.) and culture are basically
thus justifying
tion bombs onthetheuse Hoof fragmentaChi Minh
He closed by telling an interested
(rail.Any bombing of dikes was student of counter-insurgency that
"accidental", and the Vietnamese yes, the lessons he learned in Vietnam are "in broad detail applicable
were partially to blame by using
anywhere".
smoke screens to deflect the laser have
learned Hea said
lot of"thethe Portuguese
lessons in
bombs from their intended military
Mozambique
and
Angola", and in
targets.
response to a direct question,
In answer to questions, justified the Portuguese-directed acThompson reiterated his defense of colonies.tions in the last of the African
attacks on Vietnam saying, "Quite
definitely, I shall be more certain of A curious student wondered what
peace over the next four years if
contingencyporationplans
the Rand
has worked
out Corfor
President Nixon is re-elected."
He predicted that there could not
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

sports

Blues
lose to Buffalo
in exhibition
play
The Slate University of New
York at Buffalo played with
neophyte enthusiasm and allAmericun zeal lo defeat the Blues 32 at the stadium Wednesday.
The learns were relatively equal in
score throughout the game.
However. Buffalo demonstrated its
superior play when it scored the
winner with only six minutes
remaining in the game.
The goal was scored off a free
kick after Blues had been penalized
late in the game. A dummy runner
w;is sent over the ball, past the
Toronto wall, and into a gaping hole
left by the inadequate Toronto
cover. The kicker merely slid the
ball alongside the open runner, who
lifted the ball over an isolated
goalkeeper.
Wednesday's scrappy
game opened
predictably
fashion,in
different styles taking time lo size up
their opponents. A pilch scarred by
football practices, and the forthright
thrusts of the Buffalo learn tended to
disturb the Blues' composure.
However, while ihe visitors'
attack showed brisk aggressiveness
in moving the ball down their left
flank, the learn demonstrated a
dangerous tendency towards
squareness at the back.
Fifteen minutes into the game the
Buffalo learn scored their first goal. £
A sharp break down the Buffalo left -|
provoked only lax and hesitant "s
cover from the Blues. The Buffalo ^
winger then crossed the ball hard, z
was able to control it, and then %
hooked a volley back into the far ■»
corner of the Toronto nel. Toronto
goalkeeper Brand only managed to
get an unavailing fingertip on the Blues score one of two goals against Buffalo in an exhibition game Wednesday. Buffalo went on to win 3—2 on strong team effort.
ball.
area. This afforded the Buffalo trouble by playing the ball simply result of pressure and not choice.
fool. The
caught
The Buffalo goal appeared to defender's
near corner
of therebound
net, well
out winger a chance to cross and score. distributing it and making it do Ihe Buffalo's efficiency and
arouse ihe Blues, who played their ofihe reach
of the goaltender (who had Buffalo's Ardry, running from an work for the team. However, their organization clearly came as a shock
best in the final 30 minutes before
oblique angle, eluded cover and then forwards' eagerness tended to get lo a sluggish and possibly overanticipated the shot's original simply
halliime. A barrage of shots rained direction).
confident Toronto side. While the
lapped the ball past Brand. the better of ihem, and the team was
on the Buffalo net as the Blues
Both the pass cross and the forced lo give up possession of the Blues have clearly demonstrated
pushed forward, fighting to restrict One minute later Polera's conversion
were
examples
of
poor
they other
nearedhand,
the Blues*
goal. superior individual skills, the Buftheir
opponents' freedom in their hovering corner shot was coaxed concentration and irresolution by ballOnas the
the Blues,
falo performance exemplified the
own end.
home
by
DaRosa's
head
from
the
came
close
several
times,
but
mainly
Toronto.
The
Buffalo
defense,
while
virtues of team-spirit, fitness,
edge of the goal to put Toronto in crude and unsophisticated, dis- on sporadic individual forays, rather soccer
mobility,
and directness.
Despite
Hillier's led
running
and DaRosa's
their
unbeaten
league record,
the
than
cohesive
team
movement.
The
persistence
to a series
of corner front.
application, positional
Buffalo struck back before the soundness,played
and
the
ability
to
get
in
Blues
have
yet
to
demonstrate
these
Toronto
squad
showed
little
shots and narrow escapes for the
their
challenges
early.
visitors. However, 3 1 minutes into end of the half. Toronto's defensive
evidence of playing as a unit. With
With the exception of the third iheir non-aggressive style, the Blues The game comes as a blow to the
was again demonstrated
the game, following a hectic ex- ■sloppiness
Blues' morale
. at a time
change involving four blocked ef- when the middle of the defence first Buffalo goal, the second half of play were forced to meet their opponents, qualities.
they
forts. Bruni struck a low shot from lost the ball and then disastrously turned into a rather formless affair. and as a result often found face a tough match atwhen
Western
lomorow.
themselves
isolated
on
solo
runs
as
a
hacked
off
well
into
the
penalty
Buffalo was able to stay out of
the edge of the area, hitting a

MulockVic
Cup championsloses
Victoria Mike's 16-0seco
on Wednes nd (Last
week PHErow
defeated Vic
in
College suffered their second loss in In two games this yearday.
Vic has not the season opener),
heen
able
lo score a single point.
as many starts by losing to St.
Vic's defensive team

SSKSSSBSs: esse

£rrwn

holding St.'s
toreasonably
St efficient,
Mike
mid-field. J
Vic 6-0
dropped the ball
Mike's to a single touchdown. enabling St. Mike's to pile on top of
However, the team's offensive drive it. Later a St. Mike's pass was
was
Mike'srepeatedly
defensivehalted
squad.by a solid St. intercepted, but Vic fumbled. When
players picked themselves off the
St. Mike's MacConnell put the the
bluemen on the scoreboard early in field, Vic's Sergeant had the ball.
St. Mike'sgoalnarrowly
the first quarter with a field goal. another
minutes missed
before
Before the half was complete hairtime, field
but
the
ball
sailed wide of
Krilivacius had made it over the Vic the goal posts.
goal-line in between a swarm of The second half was more of the
players. The convert was good and same. Vic's defence was able lo stop
blucmen's offensive squad more
the half ended
■command.
iO-0. with St. Mike's in the
but MacDonnell
and another
The game was marked by sloppy often,
three pointswasto able
the St.to
play, with consistent ball-dropping Mike's total. Fabrizio completed the
and fumbling. For example, St. scoring
touch. with two points on a safety
. Mike's receiver Klein dropped two
The ball looked slippery and the
|£» first down passes. In the second back campus field was in its usual
misbarely
Chepsiuk
blues'
r1^| quarter
sed an interception and the pass muddy shape but both teams were
still oninthethewhole
incomplete. Johnson was early
fe^
seasonunimpressive.
but Vic hasIt'sa
3 & wasVicruledquarterb
was forced out of long way to go to retain tis posses8 impressive, but ack
n of the Mulock; and St.itsMike's
p bounds on several carries by the will siohave
ball
alert St. Mike's defensive squad, handling totogetimprove
PHE. St.
Late in the first half a series of Mike's plays PHE atpast
inside
4
pm
Tuesday.
fumbles left play centred around
°a™ - a - -

Poll
The Conservative government of Bill Davis will come
under fire today in the province-wide referendum on the fees
strike.
The Ontario Federation of Students is demanding a) that
1972-73 tuition fee increases be deferred until after full
discussion, b) that the Ontario Student Awards Program be
amended so that the loan portion of grants is lowered to $600
from $800, the age of independence is lowered and part-time
students are eligible for grants.
The OFS ballot asks 1) do you support the OFS

on

fees to be held

today

demands? 2) will you support withholding your second
instalment of fees if negotiations with Davis' government are
unsuccessful? and 3) would you support withholding all 197374 fees if further changes financially detrimental to students
are announced?
Polling will take place today and tomorrow in most
major buildings used by students, from 9 am until at least 5
pm today, and from 9 am til! 2 pm tomorrow. The
Association of Part-time Undergraduate Students (APUS)
plans to keep polls open until 10 tonight in Sid Smith, Lash

Miller, New Physics and the Medical Sciences Building.
SAC also intends to carry out some classroom and
residence polling in major buildings.
All students are eligible to vote, although only ballots
marked as undergraduate will be counted in determining
SAC's position. (Graduate students and part-time students
are not SAC members; their's will be an informal poll.)
Counting will be done in the St. George Drill Hall
immediately after the polls close at 2 pm tomorrow. The OFS
province-wide results will be announced tomorrow evening.

McNie
greet
skeptics
Student
s
i
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
s
f
o
r
students
thinking of lot of young people are finding out
By ZOYA STEVENSON
concern". Another sarcastically
tion. gained
1
in many other ways."
asked if the minister's confidence
He
said
that
"government
attending
post-secondary
in- what risk capital is" this way.
Newly appointed Minister of that fees will not rise in 1973-74 committment over the past ten years
that "increases
Bui Ua difference
of T president
John Evans
deterrent,
especially voiced
Colleges and Universities Jack would be shattered with the im- has been to accessibility," and cited are definitelystitutionsa. He said
of opinion.
plementation ofthe Wright Report. a 400 per cent increase in student
"I believe that the combination of
McNie yesterday stated that he is
to
those
students
of
lower
incomes."
Last winter the interim report enrolment as proof. Yet later he
Former N DP education critic
in the increased tui"confident"
universitynexttuition
fees
will not bethatincreased
year. recommended that fees be raised admitted, "I don't think there's any Walter Pitman agreed with Miglin's circumstances
tion fees, the decreased loans, and
more
than
this
year
—
from
$50
for
Asked later whether this "com- arts students to $800 for graduates. question that fees increases had an point. He said "the emphasis on change in the age of independence
graduate and un- loans does not mean that education are real deterrents to attendance at
would apply
to increases
The minister began his speech affect on both
in the OSAPmittment"loan
ceilings,
McNie
dergraduate enrolment, but they're will"Itbeismore
accessible."
post-secondary institutions,"
ironic,"
he said, "that fees said.
saying,
affected alreadyhe
increases in eight years." were increased
replied,
would expect
so." 150 cynically iversity
educations"Iaresuppose
good unfor theHefirstclaimed,
because it was have "Thethegroups
The "Iaudience
of about
lowest rates of
"the
fees
increase
students al the Convocation Hall something." He did not elaborate on should not be a really important believed that people who go to unstatement but instead explained consideration with the more serious
forum on accessibility to and finan- this
iversity and graduate will im- validEvans
arguedthe that
was "not
that he had not completed university student because of the number of
to equate
cost itof education
mediately getjobs and pay back
cing of post-secondary education after
the war because, affected by alternatives that exist in the way of
were skeptical of his committment
with
the
return
to
the
individual."
participation."
the pre-war depression, he felt he
to higher education.
responded that it was He explained that "at least some of
thctrMcNie
loans."
SACandpresident
One man asked if the should be out earning a living. He loans
grants." Eric Miglin later probably
technological
cira good thing for people to the return incumstances
contended
that
increases
in
fees
and
may be reflected
added,
"I
feel
thai
whatever
I
lost
at
government's withholding of money the time in not pushing my educa- the loan ceiling were important con- have to contribute to their educaSee
"FEES',
page
3
was not the same as "withholding
tion. He remarked facetiously, "a
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NOW
AND
HERE
GSU, Upper Lounge, 16 Bancroft.
TODAY
Lounge, Till 9:30 7:30
pm. pm
7 am
CapraAdmission
Rim Festival:
Happened
with
OneFrankNight".
free. "ItWilson
Hall, International Survey, "The Third World,
up
wake
10
till
7
from
morning
Every
AM In residence and NC, Room 1016.
Radio. on820campus.
of T circuit
Uclosed
practice of the Challl Ensemble. 186 Development, UN.andFreetheat Environm
ent".
noon
St First
George,
Sponsored by Film Festival:OISE."Mr. Deeds
"Worlds
In Chaos",
Free Jewish GoesFrankto Town".
Capra
"Violence In theChristian
Old Testament",
a
Bible
Wilson
1016
Hoom
Free.
8
pm
Movement Office, University. Hlllel House. 186 St. George. Hall, NC.
Student
study.House,
Hart
At 7:30g The
Cavras."Sleepin
byandCostaat 9:30
Two Films
grease,andalbums,
combs, Volume
and tickets
Car
"Religion,
Vietnam
and
War", a to Win
on"
the Rock
Roll Revival.
Two Confessi
Vietnamese
three North the
with
for both
forum
$1.50
n:
Admissio
.
Murders"
Catholics. Music Room. Hart House. Till 2 atShow"
MapleIn Leal
Gardens. "The
shows. $1m. for second show only. OISE
co-co-operation
with Grease
Cymba Auditoriu
pm.Rap with your student reps on the rock
hours ofNight1950'son "The Story of Calico",
and rolloffer
everythree
Wednesday
spirit
Governing
Upperplaying
Lounge,till 2 Productions
and music,a ol90theminute
words boomtown
inmining
recreation
■■Manchild"Council.
at HartGSUHouse,
of
a
silver
in Its heyday
Radio
Varsity.
Grease
request
line
9641484.
pm.Socialist
East Common
Room.
residence.
in
AM
820
Varsity.
Radio
Meeting"
Liz Hill, on "The
Revolution, every student "First timefor Voters
Communist
Partywithof Canada,
and/or worker welcome. Called by the Candidate
University.Jewish
186 St. Libido".
George. Free Jewish
Paul's,
and
Maggie
Blzzell,
candidate
coalltio n of Socialists. Communists, Moles, St.
Party of Canada, Spadina. Meeting of the8 pmU of T Homophlle
Anarchists and Outside Agitators. At forHuronCommunist
Street Public School, 541 Huron. Bancroft.
Association. GSU lounge upstairs, 16
Queen's Park. 1 pm
"Talmudlc186 St.
Dialectic",
free Jewish
University.
8:30George.
pm
David Currey. Director of the Career
"Jewish Eschatology", Free Jewish
Counselling and Placement Centre will "The Jewish Woman", free Jewish University, 186 St. George.
outline "On-campus Recruitment and the University. 186 St. George.
"Moroccan
Sephardic
Jewish
University.
186 St. Judaism".
George. Free
Job Market (or Engineers". Convocation
THURSDAY
Hall.
10 am
Italian
Film
Club
presents
"La Strada".
Admission:
$1
at
the
door,
"Simchat Torah Shenei" with a "Expectancy Models for Memory ticket (8 films). Carr
8:30 Hall,
pm SMC.$4 for series
procession
leading
upandto refresh
Hlllel House,
followed
by
festivities
ments.
Scanning",
a
talk
with
Professor
Richard
M. Shlffrin, Psychology.
"Le Vietnam el la culture francaise.
Sid Smith.
4 pm
1 pm Sid Smith, Room Problemes
de mutation et de modernisa51
A
Processing",
a talk Representatives from the Career Club,tion35d'un pays
du Tiers-Monde."
Heliconian
Hazellon
Ave.
by"Attention
Professorin Visual
Richard
M. Shlffrln,
Counselling and Placement Centre will
Psychology. Sid Smith
5 pm room 1069.
discuss "On-campus Recruitment and the
The Recorder Club is planning to McLennan
Market Physics,
for Arts room
and Science
102. Grads". Kraft convicfed
expand Into a Renaissance Music Club. All Job
"Radical Judaism". free Jewish
Interested musicians welcome. At the Mor- University.
MONTREAL!. CUP) — Kraft
Sid Smith, room 3045.
Room International Student Centre,
33 St.ningGeorge.
"Drug Manufacturing In the 19th Foods Limited, a consistent target
6 pm
Century",
a talkLabs,by2:30G.room
of the National
Farmers'
Union,
pmR. Paterson.
4 on a charge
of misleading
nan Physical
103. McLen- October
Audition tor new production of
"Dracula".
Potential
remuneration
for
contest.
advertising
in
its
"Explore
Canada"
The Innls Herald presents "A Day at the
some roles. Technical people, especially a Opera",
O'Keeteto pickCentre.
Come fortoEugene
63 St.
costumetors. UC Playhouse,
designer, needed
well asTillac-6 George today
up tickets
The promotion contest offered
79A St. asGeorge.
Oregin at $2.50. 3:30 pm
to win"
15 big chances
7
pm
participants
pm.
trips
to any S"Canadian
city, free
use
"Thesession
Basicsabout
of Christianity"
a weekly
lif a vehicle.
1.000 spending
money,
"Our rotewithinJanet
WorldRosenstock
Development",
what
we
believe.
SCM
and
a
set
of
luggage.
discussion
from thea study
Office, Hart House. 4 pm
United Nation's Associatlon.ISC, 33 St.
Linguistics students of all years Invited to Chief Crown prosecutor LouisGeorge.
with
Peter GSU
Boyle. movies
Admission:presents
51- Med"Joe"Sci organizational
meeting of 72-73 Undergrad Philippe Landry said no contestant
Auditorium. Again at 9 pm.
Linguistics
Course Union.
Student
"15 orbigthe chances
win" and
members ol Curriculum
committee
also had
"Daffydil,
Med's
annual
review,
Is
1 20.900
27 1,000 toentrants
had
holding auditions In the Medical Alumni being chosen. New Lounge, 2nd Floor, 47 simply
wasted
a
postage
stamp.
Lounge. Everyone7:30welcome.
7
pm
Queen's Pk. Cres. E.
pm
NOW APPEARING:
First meeting
of the U olbyT Mr.
Wine-Making
of theChapel,
Lord'sHartSupper
Stuart Coles.
House.with
Guild.
Demonstration
Arthurs, Rev.Celebration
will
be
held
for
"Oatfydir,
proprietor of Wine-Art Stores on "How to MedsAuditions
King Biscuit Boy &
Annual Review, In the Med Alumni
make your own beer and wine at Home".
Heartaches Razz Band
HOWARD KAYIAN i MARK VOLMAN
STARTING OCT. 16:
THE PHORESOfT LBXH KEDOE
hdutfaiThougrfe
Ho* l™d/ SiWhobsnalyBut I Howard Kaylan &
Grease Ball Boogie
liWiBom Agan/Tfiawlbu
Mark Volman
The Phlorescent
& Flying Circus
Leech & Eddie
EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Reprise album MS 2099
Born of Turtles, raised by Mothers,
Spadina- 2 atDance
College
2 Rooms
Roots
Messrs. Kaylan and Volman now
No Cover - No Minimum
arrive at yet another identity with
this album of surging electrified
love songs featuring their smooth
and varied vocal blend.
APPEARING MASSEY HALL OCT. 11

HART HOUSE
ART GALLERY
WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE
Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Weds. 11 B.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
REVOLVER CLUB
Monday and Wednesday
Revolver
RifleClub
Range- 7 p.m.
Rifle Range - 6 p.m.
Safety Instruction

A Very Special Offery ctue
i ^^
^p
Clip this cour
ponsentandtoprethe
cashier at any I
i
ot the three Mr. Zum's locations.
50c d'S-or
IPOKI
WPI ^ou
countw'"on receive
any salea fu"
ot $1.50
J
over.
One
coupon
per
sale
only,
Valid'any
day
alter
2 p.m. and all day Monday.
^
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 1972

TABLEEvening
TENNISPlayCLUB
TONIGHT
Fencing Room 7-10 p.m.
Membership
Available
Ladles Welcome

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TU ES., WEDS., AND THURS.
FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

The Department of French, University College, presents
TWO PUBLIC LECTURE SERIES
by Visiting Professors from France

nce litteraire"
I'eno
Henri
Mitterand,
lyse de
1. TAnaProfessor
UNIVERSITY OF PARIS
Wednesdays at 4.10 p.m., Room 122, U.C.
2. "Le Roman d'analyse au
18eme siecle avant
Professor Henri Coulet,
OF PROVENCE
HELOISE"
NOUVELLE
la UNIVERSITY
Thursdays at 4.10 p.m., Room 122, U.C.
STUDENTS, ARE
STAFFCORDIALLY
AND THE INVITED
GENERAL PUBLIC

CAT

the fast & inexpensive
eating place
for downtown people
BLOOR &
BLOOR
YONGE & BLOOR
& BAY ST. GEORGE

MEAL (or
TICKETS lunare available
cheon and dinner inusetheatGreat
Hall. Enquire at the great Hall
cashier.
$30 for 24 meals.
POETRY
READINGS
Begin in the Library,
Thurs.,
12 - 1:00Oct.p.m.12
Anyone interested in reading
their own works, please conWarden's
9282436 tactor theDrew
McKaeOffice,
926-3282

# 1) "Comedy-Erotic"
# 2) "Social Conscience"

Sponsored by
Media McGill
and Bellvue Pathe

Media McGiil
3434 McTavish
Montreal 112
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Increased
through
industry,"
and
wentthesoprovidence
Tar as to ofsuggest
that
industry should pay part of the costs
of education.
Liberal education critic James
Bullbroook said he couldn't see how
else the government could have
Tound the $23 million needed for
education as long as the present
system of taxation existed. He
addedsible"the
government
respon-for
for digesting
prioritiesis and
telling the people who spend the
money how they are able to finance
them."
Ignorance caused the government
difficulty in deciding allocation of
funds, Bullbroook claimed, because
the university's
is not
available
until two budget
years after
the
fact.
Evans countered that a pattern of
spending in a large institution like
the university is obvious and does
not change drastically within the
space of two years.
that "while
higherat
feesPitman
restrainnoted
the number
of people
Marathon

meeting

fees
is a
university, the universities must support themselves through the number
of students onthe campus and thus
try to attract students."
Miglin estimated that already
many students pay 60 per cent of
their education costs, including tuition fees books, residence and transportation as well as foregoing
savings by not working.
He said that 10 million allocated
for student loans was not spent by
the government last year. As a
result, the total amount allocated to
cover grants and loans was cut $10
million this year.
Joyce Denyer, one of the founders
of the Association of Part-time Jj
Students association, spoke from Jj
the floor requesting a committment ■§
from McNie which would grant "f
part-time students access to finan- |j
cial aid.
J»
McNie only replied that he would £
be "very disappointed if there is no

real

deterrent:

Evans

President John Evans, right, and new Colleges and Universities minister Jack McNie share
chuckle at yesterday's" forum. SAC president Eric Miglin looks up at McNie's right

resolves
Utile
aid."

Wage
dispute
delays
support
staff agreement
tracting out some jobs when it found
By ELAINE FARRAGHER
Charterways lost years of seniority
the university, seemed optimistic lower wages.
that doing so would not involve
An agreement on maintaining accumulated with the university.
yesterday that an agreement would
"substantial
savings", but would
A dispute over wages is all that is soon be reached, but the chief
Earlier this summer, York
jobs has been reached, but
delaying an agreement between the negotiator for SEIU local 204, Don union
neither side will release the details University reversed a policy of con- mean laying off many workers.
University of Toronto and the Ser- Barclay, seemed much less so.
until a total agreement is reached.
vice Employees International
Although Parker would not
Barclay called the resolution of
Union. Negotiations resumed last comment on progress in the this matter "satisfactory" pending
Thursday morning and continued negotiations, Barclay said that only the outcome of the wage
until 7:30 the next morning without the pay increase was now in the way negotiations, as either side may Internal Affairs
resolving the dispute.
of a final agreement. He said that attempt to change it later on if it is
The contract with the 700 the
union wants the basic cleaners
maintenance worker local ran out rale of $3.09 per hour increased to not satisifed with the wage
agreement.
June 30. The workers have since $3.50.
In response to a memo circulated
been working under the provisions
In spite of the present slump in within the university this summer discusses
discipline
of the expired contract.
the progress of negotiations, a
jobs could
be conThe extent to which wages and serious obstacle to a new contract suggestingtracted owhich
ut the union
defended
the
benefits in the new contract will be has been overcome.
by trying
to forceout.the
By DAVID WISE
applied retroactively is another
Three weeks ago, a major point of workers'
universityjobs
to ban
contracting
contention was a threat that the At Erindale, bus driving has been
bargaining hurdle.
Negotiations are slated to resume university would "contract out" contracted out to Charlerways, a With chairman Paul Cadario setting an optimistic Christmas goal for
tomorrow.
work to commercial firms. Most of unionized bus company. Although reaching a recommendation, the Governing Council's Internal Affairs
started discussing the issue of discipline last week.
John Parker, manager of these contractors are non-unionized no SEIU drivers lost their jobs, Committee
Management-Labour Relations for and can charge less because of their those drivers who transferred to Scarborough principal Ralph Campbell, who chaired the Presidential
Advisory Committee on Disciplinary Procedures, defended its report, which
was never implemented, at the meeting.
Campbell, who has spent the last two years in Africa, said that volatile
conditions on campus forced his committee, formed in February 1968, to
Committee
hears
three faculties
perfunctorily complete the report in a single week in September 1969. (A
mass meeting that fall forced then-president Claude Bissell to retract a
statement he had made regarding calling police on campus.)
However, he said that upon recently rereading the report tor the first time
in Campbell
two years,explained
he was "struck
the logic was
and setgoodup sense
it." basis for
that the bycommittee
becauseof the
and mechanism of disciplinary procedure was considered "inadequate."
That system, which still exists, is based on the principle of "in loco
parentis". In the abscence of parents, the university assumes what it
considers to be the parents' responsibility for the behaviour of students.
Caput, the and
supreme
administrators
deans. disciplinary body, is composed exclusively of
Ascording to Campbell, the report seeks to get away from the ambiguous
definition
the university's
that asis purely
implicitacademic
in "in loco
Instead, it ofdefines
the role of thefunction
university
and parentis".
conceives
or the students and faculty as being equal participants in this process.
The report advocates the establishment of a systyem of disciplinary
procedures based on these definitions. It recommends a similar disciplinary
system for faculty and students. Academic misconduct and penalties should
be flexible enough, it says, to take into account minor transgressions so as to
not endanger rapport between students and faculty.
Professor Michael Grapko stated that vaguely defined rules of conduct
and flexible disciplinary procedures would become so diluted over time that
they would become meaningless.
Sydney Hermant, vice-chairman of committee, disagreeed with Grapko.
From left, Joyce Denyer, vice-president Jack Sword,
John EvansCommittee
and SMCmeeting.
president John Kelly listen attentively at yesterday's
Planningpresident
and Resources
"Broad principles are what we are concerned with," he said. "When you
four more."
you create
solve,while
contract research for private corporations. He said this tryCampbell
for eachthatproblem
to codify things,
By HEATHER - JANE SANGUINS
emphasized
certain you
crimes,
not deemed
serious by
lype of research will likely require increased emphasis civil courts, are
taken
seriously
by
academic
authorities.
He
cited stealing
The Planning and Resources Committee of the in the future due to demand.
John Crispo, dean of the Faculty of Management essays, theses, and exams as examples of such misdemeanors.
Governing Council met yesterday afternoon in Simcoe
recommendations
the report's
CampbelLexplained
Hall to hear presentations from three faculties.
Studies, urged the committee to recommend the ex- responses
to both peaceful
and violent
demostrations concerning
on campus. university's
According
pansion of academic facilities for his faculty. He to the report,
Chairman J.D. Lewis asserted that topics such as
if a demonstration
only
campus
on
called
be
should
police
suggested
constructing
a
building
for
the
joint
use
of
interferes
with
the
educational
functions
of
the
university.
"problems in enrolment", changes in undergraduate Management Studies and Department of Extension.
in all such cases, however, mediation concerning the grievance at the
admissionboroughand
the university's
relationship
to Scar-by
and Erindale
Colleges would
be reviewed
He saidbuildings.
that he was "green with envy" over York's source
used. of the demonstration should be tried, before coercive methods are
business
the Planning and Resources Committee.
Lewis announced that the committee would be
Arts and science dean Bob Greene told the
Chairman Cadario questioned the logic behind requiring mediation fo
committee that the enrolment ceiling has been reached making a presentation to the provincial Committee onf disputes
before calling police on campus.
in his faculty. However there are dramatic shifts in University Affairs on November 28.
regular
grievance "should go throughbetheaddressed
He asked why a group withwilla ensure
The purposes of the brief to the.CUA are to report channels
course choices from year to year, he said, as shown by
that its grievance will
when a disruption"
on
the
implementation
of
the
university's
new
govrning
this
years'
heightened
interest
in
natural
rather
than
social sciences.
structure and problems of both U of T and all by the university.
Hermant commented, "that's not the rule of law; that's the rule of
Dean of Engineering J.D. Ham raised the issue of universities.

anarchy."
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Students
Beginning today, Ontario
undergraduates will be voting on
whether to support Ontario
Federation of Students' demands
about the financing of postsecondary education and tactics
proposed for the eventuality that
the government
not concede to the studentdoesposition.
The referendum may well be
the first province-wide sampling
of undergraduate opinion on any
topic. The topic is well| suited to
that distinction, critically affecting
the future of post-secondary
education in the province.
Last spring's government
moves to increase postsecondary tuition and decrease
the amount of funding available
to assist students financing their
own education represents an
attempt to limit accessibility to
post-secondary education and to
deplete the ranks of postsecondary students, and most
crucially affects students from
low-income backgrounds. On the
one hand, the government denies
this effect; on the other, it admits
that the changes may likely effect
this result.
The cutbacks most seriously
affect students of community
colleges. A relatively recent innovation, the colleges offer
vocation-oriented courses which
appeal more heavily to students
reluctant to invest a considerable
sum of money on a university
education which may leave them
unemployed. While most postsecondary institutions (U of T Is
one of the few exceptions) have
suffered major enrolment drops
since the government changes,
community colleges have been
the hardest hit.
government's
posture
thisThematter
belies a lack
of un-in
derstanding ofthe social benefits
of post-secondary education.
Opportunistically, it has sought to
satiate theeducation
taxpayers' budgets
demand for
tighter
by
slashing its post-secondary
programs rather than responsibly
trying to explain why the government should subsidize postsecondary education.
The manner in which the
changes were Implemented —
with out .con sulfation of any of the
affected parties, slipped Into the
spring budget as one of Its costsaving moves — reveals a blatant
example of the worst In centralized, onn participatory
decision-making. A decision as
consequential as this one should
never have been made In an
opinion void, but only after adequate consultation with those all
concerned.
Furthermore, the decision was
certainly premature, coming as It
did, in advance of release the
opportunity for ample public
comment on the soon-to-bereleased, final report of the Commission on Post-Secondary
Education, a commission whose
recommendations will potentially
drastically alter government
education policy.
And, if students are sincerely
committed to their legitimate
demands for a repeal of the fees
hike and amendment of the Ontario Students Award Program to
facilitate greater accessibility to
the program, they should be
willing to cross the threshhold
from theory to practice and do

Editor Alex Podnlck
"Gutless and spineless people deserve
Office 91 St. George St., 2nd floor whet
case hasIn theso
often they
been get,
to bewhich
merelyIn our
playthings
Phone 923-8741, 923-8742
—
A.M.fl.
Lower
writing In
hands of other nations."
Advertising Manager Bob Brockhouee
My
First
Seventy-Five
Years
Phone
923-8171

should

support

Rand Corporation expert
something
concrete to back up
their demands.
That's what active student
support of the OFS position —
not only on referendum day —
represents. Action In January

referendum

The Varslly, a member ol Canadian
University Press, was founded in 1B80
ministrative Council theol theStudents*
University
is published
olandToronto
and isbyprimed
by DoisonsAdPress Ltd. Opinions expressed In this
newspaper are notAdministrative
necessarily those
Councilol
orthetheStudents'
administration of ihe university.
Formal
complainis
about
the
editorial
or business operaiion of ihe paper may
be addressed
to the Chairman.Varsity
CamBoard pusof Relations
Directors.Committee,
91 St. George St.

position

Robert Thompson began International Studies Program series on counter-insurgency Thursday.
affirmatively
(witholding the $100 tuition In- other public groups, and an- the
ballot. to all questions on
crease) toInsist upon withdrawal
nounces further tuition fee inof the fees hike. Action next fall if
creases and additional detrimenTo paraphrase a one-time SAC
the government ignores student
cliche, "It's time that the governtal changes in the OSAP.
protests, protests supported by
ment started taking the students
All
eligible
students
should
Opposition political parties and vote In the referendum, replying
seriously."
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Fee hikes do
h urt a ccessi b ility
Much discussion has taken place
during the last few months regarding
the
government's
increasein
oT provincial
tuition Tees
and changes
OSAP. These discussions have inevitably dealt with the question or
accessibility to universities, given
the recent governmental actions.
Accessibility, in this context is
primarily a question of the financial
availability
of post-secondary
education to those
who fulfill the
academic qualifications of such institutions. Accessibility has
inidiiionuly been thought of as a
matter most affecting those students
who uorrte from families with low
incomesUhose families who are unable tocontribute financially to their
child's
education. Thea desire
general not
publicto
has demonstrated
allow financial barriers to prevent
those who are intelligent enough
from attending post-secondary
institutions.
The provincial government
claimed in the study paper
"Accessibility-1970"
appears from recent datathat
that "It
the
under-representation of the lower
income groups at the post-secondary
level has changed significantly over
the last 10 years."
The study went on to claim that
post-secondary
has
become accessible education
to the various
income divisions of the general
populace.
Unfortunately accessibility to
universities in the province of Ontario has not been as representative
as the government would have us
believe. The government figures
used to rationalize the true
accessibility situation have several
serious Raws.
First, the data used was collected
on a volunteer basis from individual
students with the result that the
figures such as family income are
not necessarily very accurate.
Therefore, the proportion of
students attending post-secondary
institutions coming from higher income families could be much higher
than the government figures would
indicate.
The isgovernment's
accessibility data
unintentionally
misleading concerning the representivity of universities in relation to
similar family group incomes within
the province at large.
Second, the data used failed to
differentiate between university
accessibility and accessibility to
community colleges. Whereas community colleges appear to be a fairly
representative institution as far as
social class is concerned, the
amalgamation of community
colleges accessibility figures in a
total post-secondary accessibility
study make university accessibility
appear much more representative
than il actually is.
Raising tuition fees and
increasing the loan portion of
OSAP. thereby increasing a
students' indebtedness,
disincetivc
lo studentsis anwhoobvious
need
financial assistance for their education. The government has fully
recognized this, admitting in a confidential Treasury Board report
that' discourage
: "Increasingpoorly
the loanmotivated
portion
will
students on one hand, but it will also
affect students from lower income
groups."
The off-hand manner in which the
government is prepared lo dis-

enfranchise students whose families
are not in a position to provide
financial assistance, is inexcusable.
It is no secret that increasing costs
and subsequent increases in indebtedness, provide a significant
deterent to students from lower income families.
High tuition fees and loan
oriented aid schemes do little to
make the image of post-secondary
education one of being very open to
lower class students referennce:
(Clark-Cook Report).
The recent government actions
have a potentially wider effect on the
question of accessibility than simply
the availability of a university
education lo students from low income groups.
First, as tuition fees increase —
and there is every reason lo believe
thai there will be further $100 increases next year (or perhaps the
$1000-1500 tuition recommended in
the Wright Report — , the number
of students who must look foi
government financial assistance in
order to attend university will also
increase substantially. Therefore,
financial accessibility barriers will
become meaningful for more than
just the lower income groups.
Second, accessibility is a real
issue for those who are presently in
university. Students who intend to
be al a university again next year
may be prevented due to lack of
funds or at least significantly discouraged due to the prospect of
increased indebtedness. Those who
were able lo make ends meet this
year may not be able to next year.
How many students could afford a
further $100 fee increase. More
important how many students could
afford a further $200 per year debt
which would be the result if the
government implements last years
suggestion
the loan ceiling be
increased lothat$1000.
Accessibility is not solely aquestiion fo the availability of a
university education for students
from lower income families. The
recent OSAP changes and increases
in tuition fees have made the question fo financial accessibility a subject which must be of concern lo all
students.
Ross Flowers
McNie

that are inhibiting free access to all
classes of people to our postsecondary educational institutions.
He mentioned the SACU tests as a
prime culprit. He granted that there
were problems of evaluation in admissions offices, but he still lamhasted SACU. Exactly how this
matter related to the question of
increased financial expenditure is
beyond my humble realm of comprehension. When he did get back to
discussing finances, he stated that
the government made up 80 per cent
of (he cost of post-secondary education, the student only 20 per cent.
His source for these figures was the
tuition: costs ratio of spending.
However, I would have to agree with
Eric Miglin (SAC president) that
there are other expenditures that
enter into the picture and in fact,
the student's
moneywhenproblems
by
no
means over
he paysare his
$650.
Lastly, Mr. McNie stated thai we
spend as much on education as any
country in the world. True, but this
does not lake into account that our
student population is triple to that of
the countries that he named. And so,in Tact, we spend one-third proportional y of what our fellow
developing countries spend. Mr.
Walter Pitman, one-time education
critic for the NDP, said during his

analysis

gets challenged
As a member of the dismayingly
small audience al Convocation Hall
on October 10, I would like lo offer
a few comments on statements made
by Mr. McNie. the Ontario
Minister of Colleges and
Universities.
In his opening address, Mr.
McNie made four points, by my
count, pertaining
"the
government's
educational to
cutbacks.
Number one, he stressed the population aspect of the problem.
Enrollment in Ontario universities
has gone up fantastically in the last
decade. This, of course, is true, but I
can't
buy the
the sudden
Anybody
who idea
wouldthat look
at population figures for the span of 19485.1 would notice the baby boom that
occurred at this time. I have not
noticed any strong efforts by either
the federal government or the
provincial government to curb population growth, the problem behind
the problem, as il were.
The second point, Mr. McNie
mentioned that he didn't think that a
$ 100 increase would seriously bother
a lol or university students. He cited
an example of Sweden (which he
recently visiled) where education is
government-subsidized, Said Mr.
McNie, even they have access
problems. Maybe so, say 1, but I'll
bet they're
not imagination,
as serious asa ours.
Given
a fertile
man
can find problems in any given
situation, regardless of how Utopian
it may be.
Mr. are
McNie's
point was
that
there
more third
important
matters

speech that the government was
slowly but surely changing its
philosophy and attitudes towards
education and that this change was
reflected in their actions of the past
few years. Mr. McNie, in rebuttal,
denied tithat
tude as tothethegovernment's
importance at-of
education had changed. And then,
lo my complete confusion, he turned
around mentandhad decided
stated that
the govern-its
to redefine
priorities, and education, in effect ,
was the loser (my words, not his). I
asked him how these two contrasting forces could co-exist and he
said no, lhat the withdrawal of
monies had nothing lo do with the
government's
and toconcern.
He refused attitude
absolutely
agree
with my theory that the monies
allotted lo the universities was a
barometer of the government's concern. He said
that notion
at all.he wouldn't accept
When I grow up, I want to be
smarl just like Mr. McNie. Maybe
then. 1 can understand his
reasoning.
Michael Freeman

'Force' letter is
denounced as lie
KKK program
1 am writing to answer Ihe
In regard
to theinterview
once- assertion made by Mike Edwards of
scheduled,
now cancelled
Socialists
that thehasCanaof KKK Grand Dragon Roy the Young
dian Liberation
Movement
been
Frankhouser, who is also a member replacing debate wilh force.
of the militant and armed U.S.
This assertion is a lie. CLM has
fascist Minutemen organization been debating and organizing to
(Varsity, October 4), we wish lo over
light athemonth.
student surcharge for well
correct the false and timorous attitude of VUSAC as reported in Thererore, Edwards' invitation to
debate is irrelevant and diveryourOurpaper.
organization did not say we
sionary. We do not intend to waste
time by having debates in a
would "peacefully picket" the our
vacuum.
We will, however, continue
program; we said emphatically lhat
the program would be slopped. lo carry on as we have in the pasl,
Whether or not there would be explaining and defending our
violence was not up to us.
positions on all things.
Free speech in Canada is not the
In orderwe to
can refute
look atEdwards'
the two
law of the country. It is a custom of assertion,
the Canadian people and has examples he cites in his letter: the
forum last Wednesday and the
definite limitations which the Cana- SAC
dian people have enforced; such as Nixon visit last spring.
the incident in Allen Gardens early
He neglected lo mention that,
in the 1960's when 5000 people during the forum, there was not
gathered to stop a Nazi from limii to the open date that went on,
speaking. True, the right to free where two YS'ers and one Old Mole
speech is included in the Canadian spoke. One person from the CLM
Bill or Rights, bul the Bill of Rights spoke twice. He also neglected to
has not been confirmed by a single mention that it was he who said we
argue about who was an
parliament
since iltheis shouldn't
aprovincial
constitutional
mailer andin which
imperialist power, but should plan
tactics
for
the fee hikes.
provincesinfinda jurisdiction
it has So,no
status
court of law.
He neglected lo mention that it
was he and two friends who came
over lo us at the 85 Canadian Quota
Campaign
"discussion" literature
that ensuedtable.
was The
not
ahoul ihe fees hikes (student surcharge), but was an attack on the
quota
this attack,
Edwardscampaign.
accused During
us of keeping
him
off the Governing Council, because
he is not a Canadian citizen.
He neglected to mention that it
was hetion while
who hepushed
me in his frustrawas complaining
about
(he Governing Council.
Finally, it was only after he
swiped me in the face with his
newspaper
sciifile
brokelhatout.I retaliated and the
This is ample proof, I think, to
show thai there was indeed free and
open debate, and the scuffle which
followed was not an attempt to force
Edwards into accepting our argument. Ilwas simply retaliation.
The truth of the matter is that we
in CLM were trying to let the
denionslralors know that they had
been duped. The YS and the VMC
had been advertising for months
about a stration
"Confront
where in factNixon"
they haddemonnever
had any intention of carrying it off.
The YS buses arrived in Ottawa
the same time as the CLM buses.
The CLM actually did confront
Nixon, and had a demonstration
that
that There
we did can,
not
want clearly
him inshowed
Canada.
therefore, be only one reason for
their not being there when Nixon
was — that the YS did not want to
confront Nixon in the first place.
They even had a paper mache' dumtherefore, the Canadian people have
whole thingleader
was toplanned
my orfrontthethe imperialist
"conthe righl to go on enforcing free from the very beginning.
When
we
attempted
to
go
to
the
speech
and future
it's limitations
the
present and
as they haveindone
front and speak, we met a solid wall
in (he past.
of Trolskyite marshals. Where was
Iheir
for "openIn debate"
then?
Not
only
is
Frankhouser
a
fascist
In thedesire
US embassy?
this instance,
who spreads the ideology, theory, 100.
a scuffle broke out.
and practical
application murder,
or racism,he 1 think that these facts will show
haired,
and methodical
lhat ihe CLM wished to have open
is furthermore an American fascist debate, and it was not until we were
and agent of U.S. imperialism which attacked lhat we retaliated.
is taking over not only our country All in all. I think lhat from
but all facets of Canadian life. This Edwards' very own examples it can
man would not miss an opportunity he shown thai the CLM has not had
lo
organize
his murderous
a history of trying lo force people to
country.
Minulemen
ir allowed
into this its
way of thinking. 1 might just
repeal that in the light of this, 1 see
it is shameful (hat VUSAC has no reason lhat we should set up a
taken such a cowardh attitude and special debate. In the struggles that
backed down from the fight to
up. the YS will be either on
prevent Frankhouser from entering come
our side or against us. If they are
Canada and contaminating our againsl us, I see no reason why we
way.
can't carry on the way we did at the
country's
or concern
for theandCanadian people
bul on fear
fear forum last Wednesday, with one
alone.
exception.
After the
over,
Edwards should
leavedebate
well isenough
alone
and
continue
on
in
his
own
VUSAC
judge
yourselves
as
others now judge you.
Canadians Against Fascism
Peter Havers, CLM
Planned

to stop
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Strikers want equal pay for women

back
chains
food
Major
By CANADIAN
easy way of getting what they want hut more fundamentally the exUNIVERSITY
PRESS
provided they show sufficient
istence or the union itself. Dare
"Don'i Dare" — a slogan
management
makes no effort to
Violence
and
property
damage
conceal
this fact.
appearing on an increasing number resulted when Dare brought in the
"It
is
not
a
legal
requirement and
of lapels and bumpers lately — is the force."
bailie cry of Dare Cookie workers in Canadian Driver Pool, a group in- we are determined that it will never
famous for its breaking of unions he necessary that you have to be a
Kitchener who have been on strike
and strikes, often through the use of member of any union to work for
Tor over three months.
The slickers and buttons plus the illegal tactics.
Dare Biscuits." one company statepicketing of local stores are part of a
campaign to boycott Dare products
and back the union in its long, hard
struggle against the company.
A union official in Toronto,
Norm Wilson, said last week that no
contract meetings have been held
since August 22 and no meetings are
planned for the immediate future.
He said, however, that a boycott
of Dare products is becoming increasingly effective since, what he
called, the "more responsible
employers in the food distributing
industry"
their
respective have
unionsagreed
not towith
purchase
Dare Koods cookies. He named A &
P. Steinberg's.
and
IGA as beingDominion,
among theLoblaws,
chains
boycotting Dare products.
Wilson said that cookies are being
sold by such stores as Safeway, Red
and While, and small groceterias
while cookies are being shipped to
the U.S. and Manitoba.
The union has gained the support
of the Ontario Federation of Labour
and a wide range of labor unions.
in the
bookhveryhasstrike-breaking
heen used to trick
undermine
the power of the workers — court
injunctions, tactics
strike breaking,
and 377inlimidalion
— since the
members of Local I73 of the United
Brewery. Flour. Cereal, Soft Drink,
and Distillery Workers of America
Since the damage to the plant and ment said.
It was to ensure that cookie sales
(UBW) voted to strike May 27.
removal of CDP from active participation inthe strike. Dare has would not be hurt and to break the
By a vole of 97 per cent, the
membership rejected the 25 cent offered ihe following settlement:
union that the Canadian Driver Pool
hourly wage increase offered to both
No rel roaclive pay (at one time, it
called in by executive viceihe men and women.
was to be 30 cents per hour); no was
president William Thorn.
In reply, they demanded an eight check-off of union dues making it And. it was with the
hour day rather than an eight and very difficult for the union to collect commencement of the Canadian
one-half hour day; a wage increase them: no union shop; the union must Driver Pool activities that violence
of 40 cents an hour for each year of pay S45.000 damages to Dare broke out.
ihe contract and parity between men properly and products; a wage in- ! Damage to the CDP-driven
e of45 cents over two years for ^trucks and Dare property was exand women; belter working con- women creasand
55 cents for men and a
tensive and the union found itself
ditions including removal of
working stalsupervisors,
in- half
continuance
the company. CDP. and the
hour day.of the eight and one- llghling
ation offans to lower and
the I30
Kitchener police department.
degree temperature in the plant; and
At the heart of Ihe strike is not
On
June
the Dare management
the lermi nation of occasional nicrelv the current union demands called off its7, forces,
but was able to
production
The strikersspeed-ups.
demanded that relief
people be brought in when a worker
is absent or on a break. Before the
strike, this relief work was performed byforeladies and foremen.
Other demands included sick pay
after four days of illness instead of
after eight days; company health
plan contributions regardless of increases inpremiums; and more understanding from the immediate
supervisors, especially for women
with children.
Dare has taken a tough stance and
NICKELODEON
blames
279 Yonge at Dundas Sqiu
troubles. the union for the worker's
In the June 10 KitchenerWaterloo Record, an advertisement
staled:
"It would
workers
do nol seem
have a that
serioussomeinterest intheir jobs and are willing to
be influenced by forces within ihe
union that feel going on strike is an
WHAT DOES THE
FUTURE HOLD?
ANDRE

KOLE

KNOWS

Dare

boycott

secure an injunction from the
Supreme Court of Ontario
for the moveprotection
providing
ment of finished
products.
The strike quieted down for a few
weeks but through a letter and
phone
calls, theto company
induced
some workers
return. With
the
appearance of the first scabs on
July 6. violence on the picket line
broke out. Each morning as the
scabs arrived they were escorted by
Dare supervisory personnel and the
Kitchener police force.
The renewed violence prompted
ih»
of a only
secondfourinjunction
whichgranting
staled that
strikers,
half of them women, could picket
four entrances of the Dare factory.
The court order, which look effect
paved theTowaydate.for Dare
an influx
ofJulyscab14. labour.
has
been able to atlracl 150 workers —
enough for one shift. About 39 of
the union membership have broken
ranks to return to work.
The rest of the Dare workers have
refused to pay heed to the
management's
phone calls
and
letters
which attempt,
through
demoralisation and promises of
higher
return towages
work.to attract strikers to
The
protection
afforded
the scabis
workers bv ihe court
injunction
not the only thing contributing to
their increasing numbers. The local
manpower
centres have been
factory.
referring job-seekers to the Dare
A company letter date June 21
promised job security, improved
benefits, and wage increases
averaging 30 cents an hour. This
meansclassified
that a as"packer"
are
packers) (all
will women
receive
S2.75 per hour as opposed to the
per hour she was given before
the strike.
The letter ended with a hope of
unity and brotherhood. "We look
forward
for us."
As Tar toashaving
Local you
173 work
is concerned.
Dare has been bargaining in bad
faith for many weeks by the use of
intimidalion tactics.
Ads in the K-W Record have been

a significant part of the Dare
strategy to discourage workers,
break their morale, and make the
union look ineffective. Scabs are
made to think the plant is working
normallyditionsandoutlinedthatby theThorn
working
in the conads
are acceptable.
The Aug.
8 letter
inviting
workers
to return
to work,
playedDareon
workers' friendships.
"The majority of the people
working in the plant are people who
you know have worked for us prior
Phone calls to workers threaten
and are.
stress how good working
tofirings
the strike."
conditions
Although the Ontario Labour
Relations Act states that "the
employer
is free tosoexpress
on union mailers
long ashishe views
does
nol use coercion, intimidation,
threats, promises,
fluence," Dare Foods orstatedundue
in an inad
June 19. "the union has not helped
either ihe company or its employees
over
the past few
and its
interference
can years
no longer
be tolerated.
We have reason to believe that
many employees do not agree with
compulsory membership as a conSo. asdition ofthe
economic hardships of
employment."
a prolonged strike and the
demoralizing tactics of the company threaten lo weaken the union,
supportersboycott.
are hoping for a
successful
Oh Dare was a place
That kept women in place
By
On raising
the belts.the pace
The women complained
They were hot and they pained
They called
insane
Because
they Dare
fell angry.
strikers' poem

TRUST
1. At least three awards of a possible value of up to
$500 are being offered to students, graduate or undergraduate, ofany faculty who served or whose
father or grandfather served in the University of
Toronto Contingent, COTC, during the period 1913
to
1967. Awards will be based, primarily on high
standing.
2. Letters of application should be addressed to the
Office of Student Awards, Room 106, Simcoe Hall,
and should give the following information:
(a) Name and date of service in COTC of self or of
parent or grandparent. In the case of parent or
grandparent give fullest possible details.
(b) Faculty, course and standing obtained in the
1971-72 session.

(c) List of scholarships, bursaries or POSAP loan or
grant received during the present session.
3. Final date for submission of applications 1 Novem"MOROCCAN
SEPHARDIC
JUDAISM'
ber, 1972. The announcement of winners will be
THUBS.,HILLEL
OCT. HOUSE
12, 8:00 P.M.
?
made by the Selection Committee on or after 15
s
December, 1972.
FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY
4
186 ST. GEORGE
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Date set for founding conference
National
OTTAWA (CUP) — A date has
been finally set for the founding
conference of the proposed new
national student union, while
provincial students unions have
already
cast
and been
west formed
coasts. on Canada's
The national conference will be
held in Ottawa November 2-5.
Despite suspicion from schools in
the Atlantic provinces, the conference wil probably see the formation of a new national organization.
Canadian students have been
without a dominion-wide union
since the demise of the Canadian
Union of Students (CUS) in 1969.
Meanwhile, students representing
five post-secondary institutions in
Nova Scotia look preliminary steps
toward establishing a Nova Scotia
Union of Students last weekend.
The decision to set up the
provincial body came after a
meeting between student representatives and the minister of education. Universities present were
Dalhousie,andSt. Acadia.
Mary's, The
MountNovaSt.
Vincent
Scotia College of Art was
represented
by St,by Acadia.
Mary's and
College
Ste. Anne
Another meeting is scheduled
October 18 in Halifax at Dalhousie
University to complete plans for the
union.
British Columbia student councils
have also established their own
provincial organization.
Representatives from four post-

student
union
may
secondary institutions met at Prince students.
George last weekend to establish the The now-defunct B.C. Union of
B.C. Association of student Students failed because it was too'
councils.
structured. Ball claimed. She said
Teri Ball. External Affairs Officer the new association will have a
of the University of British Colum- procedure
informally. manual and operate
bia's student council, said one of the She said the new association will
association's
student
bill offirst
rights.goals will be a give voice to the smaller colleges,
The association's aims are to claiming that students on smaller
pursue matters of concern for B.C. campuses will not be recognized by
students, create greater com- the proposed national student union.
munication between campuses, and
Ball said B.C. will be represented
allow use of resources by other as a block at the upcoming national

Learning

soon
be
conference, with schools working in
co-operation.
When the Nova Scotia union is
formed, it will join the New
Brunswick Union of Students (Union des Etudiants Nouveau
Brunswick) to form a Maritime
Union of Students. Student councils
in Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland wil be asked to join,
according to University of New
Brunswick student council president
July.
Roy Neill. UENBUS was formed in

experience

formed
"A Maritime union would give us
a strongercouncil
voice,"president
said Dalhousie
student
Brian
Smith.
This would be valuable with the
advent of a national union, he
added. "A number of us question
the validity of a national student
"Ontario and Quebec are the
'haves' while the Maritimes are the
'have-nots', and the former tend to
dominate any national organization
of universities," Smith said.
union."

is merely

playing with ideas, says Fuller
"Mathematical concepts assume
By PAUL McGRATH
forms such as the straight line/.
The renowned futurist Buck- There are no straight lines in the
minster Fuller Destroyed the basic universe, but we talk about them as
precepts of mathematics, physics, if they're easily observed."
He described his theory that the
architecture and education in a lively two hour meeting Monday night tetrahedron was the "minimum funat Convocation Hall.
ctional stable structure in the unDemonstrating his faith in the
iverse." The tetrahedron is a structure with an equilateral triangle at
"almighty
he did not its base,
sketch his imagination",
ideas on a blackboard,
with three equilateral
but described his concepts with such triangles based on these meeting
above.
clarity that the structures could be
Fuller has been in the vanguard of
virtually seen forming inside every
head in the hall.
creative and functional design for
approximately 50 years, and he is as
Taking exception
to in
today's
educational
experience
the fresh today as he was in 1927 when
teacher-student form, he described he presented the first pre-packaged
his learning experiences as just home. His ideas still provoke
applause and astonishment.
playing with his own ideas.
More Varsity's
Years ago he pioneered the idea
"I've become extremely
to be dropped
a letrahedronal city that floats.
encouraged by the resources for of "We
have learned that the most
The Varsity has upped its thinking we all have, and the power
circulation due to reader demands. to arrive at concepts. Thinking is stable structure is the tetrahedron,"
Persons knowing of drop-off points dismissing the macro and he has written. "Following this
where not enough papers are being microcosmic irrelevancies and design-science we find that a
dropped or where too many are, are arriving at the center of the tetrahedronal city, to house a
Kook or genius? Fuller mystified crowd at Monday night meeting.
million people, is both economically
asked to relay this information to
and technologically feasible. Such a
the Varsity Circulation department.
He
dismissed
mathematics
as
"a
vertical tetrahedronal city can be
"Salvage of materials from
Please phone 923-8742.
problem."
nice
game, but it doesn't work."
constructed so that all of its 300,000 obsolete buildings on the land can cargo
transfer
within the city's
calm
extraordinarily
increasing
families have balconied outside produce enough of these floating harbours,
the efficiency of distribution of the
ideas to have relays of them in world's
apartments. All of the organic various
raw and finished materials
sizes around the centers of
operative
within the machinery
tetrahedron.can be housed the earth. It •.vill permit mid-ocean as well as aiding passenger traffic,"
he continued.
The Japanese are already
interestedfetched itmay
in theseem.
idea, however farspoke onwithfreedom
for a while,
butHe ended
a typical
terse
HILLEL is getting together a "CHALIL ENSEMBLE"
summation.
to teach you how to play this instrument and to per"The universe is not get-outform as well. A chalil is a recorder and is humanable," he said.
powered by blowing into it.
6950
s
at
Co
Opinions
on Fuller run from
Come to the first Practice. The instructor may be
de
Sue
"crackpot" to "genius". If you
helpful in purchasing one if you have not one.
thought he was either of these two,
TRIM) Coats 7950
Sheep (FULLSkin
our opinion
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 11
hanged
after thewouldn't
evening.have
Eitherbeenhe
7:30 - 8:30 P.M.
vears
ahead
of
his
lime.
i
an
impractical
oddball
or
he's 50
»rom 1 000
Sheep
SUEDE ANDSkin
LEATHERRug.
FOR CRAFTSMEN
HILLEL HOUSE
SKIN AND BONES
(2 Blocks South of Bloor)
ASK FOR STUDENT DISCOUNT

Superior
Optical
Prescription
Eyeglasses
Frame styles
to compliment
today's youthful
fashions
in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60Metal

Styles Available

4C for students
XEROX
Impress
(nearSat.
Yonge)
9 to 12-5,
6. Mon.
- Fri.
7 Charles
St. W.
967-1110

Interested in Spending a
Shabbat with a Jewish Poet?
HILLEL HAS JUST THE OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU

Impress is now offering after-hours j
copying at 4c per copy This service is !
call!|
| by
beforeappointment
6:00 p.m., oneonly.day Please
in advance.

POET DANNY SIEGEL
WILL BE SPENDING A SHABBAT AT HILLEL HOUSE
OCTOBER
20 DC,
- 21IN 1944 AND STUDIED
DANNY SIEGEL WAS
NORN IN WASHINGTON,
BOTH AT THE COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF COMPERATIVE LITERATURE FOR
HIS B S. ANO THE JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY FOR HIS M AC HE
ALSO
SPEND HISMUCH
IN JEWISH
STITUTIONS.
FIRST TIME
BOOK INOFISRAEL
POETRYTEACHING
SOULSTONED
HAS BEENINWIDELY READ BY JEWISH GROUPS ON VARIOUS CAMPUSES IN THE
U.S.
DANNY SIEGEL WRITES ABOUT LOVE, RUSSIA. RABBI AKIVA, THE
HOLOCAUST,
THE DANNY
BEATLES,SIEGEL
THE LATE-COMING
A SHABBAT with
at Hillel House.MESSIAH Come Spend
COST: $4.00 FOR 3 MEALS.
Register: by Tuesday. October 17th at 923-9861.

JINGLES JINGLES

S - PHOTO - PALACE - \^\ |
i~* Pho
Attractive
tography
;?
Models
3 Required
| for Nude
CALL: 964-1742
279 YONGE ST.
JINGLES JINGLES
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candidate
Woman
candidate in St. Paul's riding added,
by GRETCHEN ROEDDE
kind of co-operation will be
If women want to end the "This
domination of the House or Com- essential to fight for the issues we
Kay Macpher- believe
men,havesaysto work
"Dr. tn."
Margaret McCready, the
son, "wemons bywill
very hard
to get to the House, and form a NDP candidate in Wellington
the need for comcross-party women's caucus to once South, stressed
munity health centres, and family
we get there."
day care centres staffed by senior
Speaking to a forum of women citizens of the community. This
candidates in the federal election would resemble the old pattern of
last week sponsored by Women for grandparents caring for young
Political Action, the independent children, she suggested.

calls for
The only female Liberal
candidate running in the Toronto
area, Aideen Nicholson (Trinity),
agreed, speaking from her experience as aorganizer.
social worker and daycare centre
Women's rights are a key issue to
Aline Gregory, running as an independent in Rosedale. Mary
canNDP issue
St. Paul's
the considered
Boyce, didate,
this a minor
compared with the need for a
socialist government. "The election

caucus
all-party
of the NDP is the most important democratic rights, particularly in
issue at this time," she said.
the right to strike.
The Communist candidate in St.
Paul's, Elizabeth Hill, agreed that Probe needs you
sex
discrimination
you areone,
an eco-activist,
want
economic
capitalism.is one element of lo Ifbecome
this is your orchance.
Volunteers are needed to help with
runningin an independent project to cowho isParty
Bizzell, ist
forMaggie
the Commun
ordinate community recycling and
Spadina, stressed the importance of re-use groups throughout the city.
ending Canadian complicity in the I f you are interested, contact
war in Vietnam. She also expressed
concern over the recent cutbacks in Pollution Probe at 928-6476.
Canada

aids

fascism

federalist head
By JULIA ELCOCK
Canadians
are apathetic
their country's
role atin the
worldOntario
politics,Studies
a six
member
audience
decided attowards
a Thursday
night forum
in Education.
The topic at the forum, sponsored by the World Federation of United
Nations Associations, was "Canada's role in the U.S. vis-a-vis those
countries
up to ofthethebasic
covenants
in the U.S."
Janet
Rosenstock,nol theliving
president
Toronto
branchratified
of WFUNA,
cited South
wAfrica as a prime example of the Canadian double standard. Canada morally
condemns South Africa's apartheid policy, yet is increasing trade with this
£ country, for example, in sugar where South Africa enjoys commonwealth
tariff preference.
Harold Head, a South African journalist at one time editor of Contact
Female candidates from several parties met last week to denounce the male domination of parliament.
magazine, called
AfricaSouth
a "pigmentocracy"
confusing
policy South
towards
Africa with a and
copyillustrated
of the Canada's
Anglican
Churchman. He called the paper a strong anti-apartheid paper, yet on the
back page there was an advertisement for a tour of Africa including the
over
still simmering
Controversy
South African cities of Johannesburg and Cape Town.
Rosenstock mentioned Greece as a "police state" in which human rights
are being ignored, yet Canada sits with Greece in NATO and continues to
job classifications
socio! worker
conduct trade with her. She said that there are other countries are ignoring
By JOHANNA BERTIN
[fa Ryerson social work graduate
thaf'we've never said that the U.N.'s bill on human rights, such as Uganda, Brazil, Portugal and
A number of social work teachers can fill a job designated for a Master slated equal
lo the M.S.W. Our
have claimed that their main con- of Social Work, Bourke said he we're
said the purpose of the series of forums is to promote public interest
graduates work under the guidance in She
personally
feels
that
government
foreign affairs.
cern in pressing for "professional
Spain.
Concerning
unemployment,
"close
down
every
school
of
status" for social workers is not to should
of
an
M.S.W."
The WFUNA
hopesask totheeducate
"non-partisan"
work tomorrow, because they Culcher, added that until last year hoping
set up a hierarchy with the Masters social
that they will
federal voters
electionwithcandidates
questionsinformation
on foreign
of Social Work as the elite, but would represent the biggest fraud "there was no problem in hiring".
rather to ensure that the workers ever perpetuated on society."
This year there is "a tight job policy.
Farina said that U of T social situation and greater numbers of
providing services are qualified to do
so.
work students are "presumably graduates," he said.
The proposal to have bachelor educated to ask questions, to deal in
He feltof that
didn'ttheyget had
the
and M.S.W. graduates designated principles and priorities.". For that variety
job "people
offers that
"RadicaMudaism"
reason our graduates are not the last year". He admitted "a few
"professional
social
workers",
says
W.A. Bourke, past president of the most comfortable employees to students have had problems getting
1st
Session
Tomorrow,
Ontario Association fo Professional have", he said. "They are not
Social Workers, is to indicate a trained lo work as an employee of
According
to
Bourke,
there
is
distinction in the use of the title and an agency, but to question that
Thurs.
"continuing interest in having peoto place a "reservation"
on the
ple with M.S.W. qualifications, and
qualifications
of a professional
A.C.
Cutcher,
of
the
Ryerson
employment opportunities are
social worker.
agency."
Department of Social Services,
Oct.
Bourke,
a
professor
at
U
of
T's
12.
expanding".
Faculty of Social Work, says that
jobs."
there
is
"no
empirical
evidence
to
show that an unqualified person can COULD YOU DEFEND YOURSELF?
1 P.M.
do as good a job as a professional
LEARN HOW WITH HUPKIDO KARATE
social
Both feel
he and
Sid
Professorworker."
AJ.O. Farina
that
Rm. Smith
3045
by Master
K. YEO, Korean
7th Degree
Black Belt
social workers prove themselves
(Foimef
Instructor.
Police
Academy)
through practice, not through
o HUPKIDO
is the best art of sell-defence, physical
credentials.
(itness. self-confidence,
o In 3O0
the basic
art of HU PKI0O, there are more than
techniques.
WHOLESALE
o Learn new techniques every day!
O'S
FASHION
WAREHOUSE
ONT
TOR
UNIQUE
o Modern spacious gym. New floor mats.
Drop In or phone
PAPERBACK
If no 923-8700
answer - 489-891 6
CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS
Bookstore
C.C.B. HUPKIDO KARATE ACADEMY
ON
1170 Yonga St. (Just below Summerhlll Subway
Station. Free Parking) COME, SEE, LEARN
TWO
LEVELS
BLAZERS
classified
by subject
SMOCKS
well-informed
GOWNS.
helpful
£M1 pAlfr lift ?^ it-S? <|fc M\ lr!f'
staff
v BLAZER SUITS w/BAGS
"Nation shall not lift up sword
* MEN'S SHIRTS „
against nation nor learn war any more"
| says

210
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707 YONGEST
Below Bloor
923-3551

|
™

"Jewish Eschatology"
THURS., OCT. 12, 8:00 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE
186 ST. GEORGE

SPADINA
(BELOW DUNDAS)
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;
SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

AVE.
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every
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And anybody with money to invest really
owes it to his bank balance to find out a little
more about this economic explosion.
And how the European Brazilian Bank
has been newly-formed to help Europeans take
advantage of the tremendous investment
opportunities.
An economic explosion.
Brazil is the stablest country in Latin
NCrS THOUSAND MILLION
America.
The present
government has
controlled the
destiny of Brazil,
unchanged, for
over 8 years.
What have

A growth in
the National
Economy of almost 50° u over the last 5 years.
What's more, it is a steady growth (1971
saw an 11.3% rise).
Exports are booming. Last year they
jumped by 17%. They are confidently
expected to maintain the same rate of
expansion this year. And next year. And the
next decade.
Brazil sells watches to Switzerland.

Instrumentation
Shoes to Italy.

to West Germany.

Computer parts to the U.S.A.
Investing in Brazil today is as shrewd as
your Great, Great, Grandfather investing in
England at the start of the Industrial
Revolution.

It's a business revolution. An economic
miracle.

they achieved
besides political
security?

latest

America.

South

The greatest revolution ever to take place
in Latin America is happening in Brazil.

the

The European
London.

Brazilian Bank

Limited -

The European Brazilian Bank opened in
London in April 1972.
Shareholders : Banco do Brasil S. A. ,
Brasilia, Bank of America Limited, London,
Banque Ameribas S.A., Luxembourg,
Deutsche Bank A.G., Frankfurt, Union Bank
of Switzerland, Zurich.
Capital : £4,000,000. £2,000,000 Paid up.
It's objective is to help and advise
investors interested in taking advantage of the
booming economy in Brazil.
All you need to commit is time.
Obviously, Brazil is a lot more than coffee
beans and Pele.
And, obviously, you will
want
a lot more specific
advice^
and information
on Brazil.
Why not 'phone or write to
Rik Verhagen, Managing Director
of the European Brazilian Bank for
an appointment. Tel. 01-623 8281.
At this stage, all it will take up is
an hour or so of your time.
It could be the wisest (and most
profitable) hour you ever spent.

The European
Brazilian
Bank
Limited.
(Shareholders: Banco do Brasil S.A., Brasilia, Bank of America Limited, London, Banque Ameribas S. A., Luxembourg,
Deutsche Bank A.O., Frankfurt, Union Bank of Switzerland, Zurich).
St. Helen's, 1 Undershaft, London EC3A8HN. Telex: 887012/3
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The recent Brazilian boom is founded on the
(
government's basic policy of creating ar^investor's Utopia whatever the cost, i he
has included
program,of therefore,
government's amount
on in thea
state participati
tremendous
an
building
of
purpose
the
for
economy,
infrastructure (highway development, hydroelectric projects, steel works, et cetera) which is
considered as a minimum dowry for any
economic minister requesting the hand and
favour of the international financial and business
community.
But, of course this is not all. The so-called
■'Brazilian model" comes with other standard
features. In addition to formidable tax incentives,
e profit- remittance
credit facilities, and favourablwhat
any capitalist
laws, the investor receives
in the Third World)
if he operates
(especially most:
social and economic security.
cherishes
Yes, in fact, as the advertisement Inboasts,
Latin
Brazil has been the stablest country
America for the last eight years. No dangerous
irritating
or
Marxism a la chilena (like in Chile)
nationalism a la peruana, (like In Peru) slmmu
"order and progress": the positive's paradw J,
Social security has been attained by what is
now recognized as one of the principle
This concharacteristics of the Brazilian model.
sists of establishing a horrendous regime of
torture and organized violence, determined on
g any form of opposition to the regime.
suppressin
In recent months, the Brazilian government has
represthat political
the impression
to andgive
tried sion
This campaign
have subsided.
torture
censorship,
strict
takes on many forms, Including
legal charades, and forced confessions. News
about political repression is banned from all
Brazilian media.
But, despite all these impediments, reports
and
the country's
goes on inside
what
on
torture chambers
do manage
to leak Jails
out and
provide concrete evidence of the truly barbaric
and ruthles nature of the "gorilla's" regime.
The mainstay
economic
security ofis the
the military's
fostering guarantee
of a strongof
local
market
for
luxury
and
semi-luxury
goods.
This is achieved primarily through an incomes
policy which literally takes from the poor to give to
the rich. As a result, the portion of the na*nal
income gathered by the wealthiest 20 per cent of
from 65 per cent to 72.5
the
per population
cent in the increased
10 year period from 1960 to 1970,
while the percentage going to the poorest 50 per
cent of Brazilians fell from 15 per cent to 12.5 in
the same period.
This policy, achieved mainly through freezing
wage levels, has the added advantage of
providing the economy with an extremely cheap
labour force, at a time when North American
corporations are desperately seeking cheap
labour to withstand Japanese and West German
competition.
Large international corporations did not
delay in taking advantage of the generous
Brazilian offers. A wave of take-overs and
Brazilianhit thethefrailwaters
immediately
bankruptcies
owned industries,
and when
had
receded, what remained was an impressive
industrial structure almost totally controlled and
owned by foreigners. The meagre and optimistic
national bourgeoisie
after another,
smothering
embracefell,ofoneforeign
capital.'Pihe
The
national entrepreneurs were becoming Brazilian
managers
North it.American and European firms
before theyof knew
Brazilian industry is no longer Brazilian, and
the Sao Paulo-Rio area, where most industry Is
concentrated, has become an integral part of the
North American capitalist system.
The most dynamic sectors are naturally
those which attracted most foreign Interests. And,
these very sectors — automobile, electric
appliances, petrochemicals, et cetera — provide
the main contribution to the high economic
growth rates.
While, growing
for instance,
the automobile28
industry
has been
at approximately
per cent foodstuffs,
per annum, clothing,
the "traditional
textiles,
et ceterasectors"
— have—
been petering along around the 1 per cent mark
Need it be said, that it is also in these foreignowned dynamic sectors, that production is mos(
sophisticated
technologically,
and totherefore
tributes lit le more
than nothing
deflating conthe
country's explosive unemployment rate.
Very few Brazilians really understood the
significance of the present regime when \\0)yo\>
power in 1964. The coup did not occur because
the armed forces were intent on defending the ole
agro-ex porting oligarchy allied with the I9tr
century-style imperialism. On the contrary, th*
military dictatorship (although it protected thest

groups from a reformist movement intent on their
jjestruction and offered them a path of forceful
adaptation) viewed its mission as that of
modernizing the economic, social, and political
structures so as to clear the way for international
and
national
monopoly
capital.
regime's
violence
and politics
of force
were The
not based
on
its caudillos (military bosses) and on the
demoralized strength of the old latifundios,
(estates) although they did not refrain from using
them, but on the modern and efficient police and
armed forces of the contemporary monopoly
state.
The essence of the Brazilian model, then, is
the maintenance of an extremely high concentration ofincome in the upper 20 per cent of
the population, providing an excellent middle
class value-oriented market for the dynamic sectors of the economy which, In turn, churn out
incredible numbers of automobiles, stereo sets,
televisions, and the like. The middle class is
invited to "step into the ruling class", as an
advertisement for the Brazilian-made Dodge Dart
outs It.
Although this market represents
total
people and(Brazil's
20 million
approximately
population Is about
100 million)
Is likely to
provide the necessary stimulus for some years to
come, ths government has done all it can to foster
exportation of these goods to reach the other
'upper
20 per cents'
throughout
the Carribean,
and Southern
Africa.Latin America,
Foreign exchange has also been sought
through fostering the exportation of goods
As was
"traditional
the rate
produced
noted the by
growth
of thesesectors".
portions of the
economy are negligible compared to the dynamic
sectors under foreign ownership. Therefore,
increases in the exports of these goods are bound
to have repercussions on the internal consumption patterns. The most revealing example is
that of beef, 18,500 tons of which was exported in
1964 and 79,000 in 1970. This large export
by restrictions on domescapacity was facilitated
tic consumption, brought about ny an increase
in government-controlled prices, while the price
of beef on world markets dropped considerably.
f> The political counterpart of this need for
foreign markets, consists of an aggressive foreign
form of "sub-imperialism" is suppolicy. This
ported by the officially sanctioned doctrine of
"ideological frontiers", as expounded by General
Golbery do Couto e Silva, principal ideologist for
president of Dow
the "Brazilian revolution" (and
Chemical do Brasil), which allows for intervention
of Brazilian troops wherever the country's
"ideological security"
is threatened.
This was the case when Brazilian forces, in a
joint opeation with those of the United States,
" to
invaded the Dominican Republic in 1965
Brazilian
restore democracy". More recently, relatively
the
of
complicity in the overthrow
progressive Bolivian president Juan Torresfact.in
1970 is now an open and accepted
Furthermore the anxiety over the possible victory
"Allende" in last year's elections
of a Uruguayan
have gone farther than military exercises
would
had the centre-left coalition
border
the
along
won.
candidate
In this sphere of foreign policy, one must not
forget to mention the close relations between the
Brazilian government with that of Portugal, which
has gone so far as to produce a treaty by which all
citizens of each country are legally also citizens of
the other. Need it be said also that the Brazilian
government provides complete support and
military cooperation with the Portuguese
colonio--racist policies in Angola, Mozambique,
and Guinea (Bissau)?
The Brazilian armed forces have
experienced a tremendous growth in numbers,
and by the beginning of this year had reached the
200,000 mark. The maintenance and supply of
this enormous body — apart from eating up 17
per cent of the national budget — provides for a
very important source of demand for the deveof heavy industry, armaments, aeronauticslopment
, etcetera.
What else is new? Indeed, the high level
attained by these Industries is reflected in the fact
that ever since 1965 Brazil has been supplying
military equipment the Saigon war effort.
The very cosy relations between the military
and industry has allowed for the creation of the
r Permanent Group of Industrial Mobilization
formed "to achieve" as one member put it, "the
interlinking of the industrial standards and the
needs of the armed forces". The president of this
remarked that in "co— operating in the
group
extermination of the Viet Cong (Brazil) makes use
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of the idle capital in her factories and allows for disease are all living and flourishing for any tourist
the creation of another 180,000 jobs. We fight willing to deviate a few miles from the beaten
communism and our unemployment problems track of post-card Brazil.
The next few years will see a growing effort
simultaneously." Doesn't that sound familiar?
on the part of the military government to seek
The high and Increasing level of some sort of legitimization for the regine as it
militarization in Brazil, therefore, serves various
essential purposes. It provides an important battles with the effects of the deepening conitis fostering. Any move to "restimulus for a large portion of Brazilian industry; it democratize"tradictionsthe
political process is bound to
gives the industrialists effective support in their supply the government
with programs as it will
search for foreign markets; and finally it maintains reflect the level of increasing
opposition it faces in
the
country
so
that
no
significant
or meaningful
the
"peacefullove atmosphere"
and security
businessmen
so much.
step can be expected In that direction.
It is very likely, however, that legitimacy will
It must be said, however, that the
government is a lot more sophisticated than one be sought through an increased emphasis on an
would imagine. The program of maintaining social aggressive foreign policy in combination with
and political peace involves a lot more than pure attempts to unite the nation in a corporative style.
The militarization of Brazilian capitalism is
brutal repression. The other principal weapon In neither
accidental or circumstantial. It is the
this context has been very effective smokescreening socio-economic contradictions by necessary expression of the monstrous logic of
fostering nationalistic sentiment. The regime sells the system, just as Nazism was for Germany.
vanity to the middle class, and Illusions to the Brazil is heading toward a period of crisis, in
which the only possible solution the military
lower class majority. "Brazil, I love you", "God
dictatorship will find consists of the creation of a
must be Brazilian", "Brazil, you're unbeatable", fascist
state.
and "Brazil, love it or leave it" are only some of the
This state, which is already in an advanced
slogans
windshields.one sees on every other car's embryonic stage, will be distinct from the classical
and Nazi models only insofar as its
And, of course, the impressive performance fascist
nationalism will be directed solely against other
of Brazil's soccer team in Mexico two years ago dependent, capitalist Third World nations. Brazil,
was exploited to the extreme by the government,
Nazi Germany, does not have the
with the obvious intention of identifying the unlike
autonomous technological and industrial base
athletes' skill with the government they live under. necessary to challenge the pillars of world
No doubt Emerson Ffttipaldi's talent on the capitalism in North America and Europe. It is
world's speedways will also be exploited as a inconceivable that the Brazilian version of fascism
would carry with it a strong tinge of economic
booster to the gorilla's regime.
Politically, of course, the government never nationalism because of the extreme level of
ceases to point out through their considerable dependency on external technology and capital
is $6 billion dollars in debt) and the almost
machinery the Internal and externa! (Brazilforeign
propaganda
domination of the economy.
threat
of communism. In fact, the climate created total Brazil
is then destined to become a colonial
of last November's
at the timeelections
the presspresidential
by
Uruguayan
guaranteed fascist power, operating in the interests of world
The inUnited
States need
no longerby
public support for military intervention in the capitalism.
embarassed
the international
community
neighbouring country had the outcome not been be
having to send her marines to straighten things up
favourable.
they get out of hand in any part of Latin
The big Brazilian boom has not arisen from when
America. Brazil will do it for her.
the
process ofOn solving
the country's
contradictions.
the contrary,
the basis internal
for this
businessman's revolution extracts its energy from
aggravating these socio-economic conflicts. The
poor become even poorer as the 900,000 at the 77?fe article was prepared for The Varsity by a
apex of the social pyramid usurp a greater income
national attending the University of
than the combined income of no less than 72 Brazilian
Toronto and cannot, for obvious reasons, include
million people. Misery, squalor, poverty, and
a byline.
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in unions
for change
crusades
leader
Scab
Labour.
He said that unions needed
SLOTNICK
By LORNE
He trained
study". not
anotherd strikes,
businessin administration
and doshortene
"go back
could provide
labour said
psychology. graduates
Richard
Grange, founder of the Sam Fox, of the Amalgamated thatRickyouMcDowell
, a U,"ofheT said.
firm
his
strikebreaking firm Canadian Clothing Workers, charged that a relations teacher, said he did a study lengthened them.
Grange
was
askedifwhy
he did notto
In
an
interview
after
the
taping,
Driver
Driver Pool, has launched an ex- majority of Driver Pool's employees of strikes in which Canadian
work with unions
he wanted
said that
pensive "crusade for responsible have long criminal records. Grange Pool was involved, He
middle
and
"lower
that
said
improve
them.
He
replied
they
these strikes lasted two to three Grange
unionism."
want him, but,
"if they
replaced. union officials must wouldn't
The media crusade began Sunday retorted that it was only a "small times longer than average, and wage bemanagement"
them."
.
.
v
asked. 1 would probably work with
ts averaged the same as
nieht with the taping of a Channel
Grange'hes settlemen
"These guys just aren't educated
d which
t l reviewe
percentage1'.
One l panelis
those in companies not using enough,"
history,
crimina
1 1 show "Crossfire" featuring persona
verdict on the unionists on the
he complained. "How can His place."
includes involvement in a strikebreakers.
Grange facing an 1 1 man panel. Theis said
they sit opposite an industrial their
Mafia-connected car-theft ring, and
panel
was
that he had "put them in
aired this week,
be
to
program,
ll
McDowe
that
ed
suggest
Grange
similar to Under Attack.
concluded that Grange has always
relations expert?"
still is connected with
After the taping, Grange said he been and
Unclassifieds
has sold all his companies to release criminal elements.
Grange said he no longer provides
A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
our case to actual
enough money to "take have
strikebreaking service.
about
the people".
Collegein St.and (Clarke
Come
see ouf Institute)
monthly 924-5937.
special.
$100,000
to use,He hewill
claimed.
runs a "consulting serCanadian Driver Pool specializes Instead,vice"heto companies
with labour
WHY
FREEZE
THIS
WINTER?
Used
(ur
securisuch as
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
in providing services drivers
He said he believes in the right to
and problems.
ty, watchdogs,
Spadlna
betweenof funQueen
and 8-1Dun-B,
das.
Good Ave.
selection
furs sizes
photographers to companies whose strike, except in the public service,
363-6077.
9-6 Mon.-Sat.;
8:00
Cleaning
(fur and fur tilfabric)
Thurs. andandopen
Fri.repairs
employees are on strike. Several of but also believes in a company's
its employees, including Grange, right to keep operating during a
strike.
BEN'S
MENS HAIRSTYLING
have been convicted of illegal ac(specializing
in long hair)250 InCollege
the ClarkeSt..
tivities connected with
Sam Tugham, a management
Institute of Psychiatry,
strikebreaking.
spokesman from G.H. Woods and
Tel, 924-6811, Ext. 560
The 27 year old Grange remained Co., said he received a letter from
HOUSING A PROBLEM? Furniture rental
calm throughout the program as he
services before
can solve It. Complete apartment or just
union outlining
contract his
came up. He said
and his employees were charged aGrange
THURS.,
OCT.
12,
7:30
P.M.
the pieces you need. Ideal for two or more
with breaking almost every law on he refused the service because it
HILLEL
HOUSE,
186
ST.
GEORGE
sharing. As low as $10.00 per month.
the books. Many panelists based always left scars long after the disMarty Millionaire Furniture Rentals. 485
their evidence on a mammoth study
Queen St. TUTORING
W. 368-8051 need
or 366-6433.
pute
was
over.
FREE
JEWISH
UNIVERSITY
PRIVATE
any help?
"The true cost of using your
of strikebreaking prepared this year
Private tutoring in first and second year
for the Ontario Federation of service is greatly above the saving
physics, mathematics, Sudhlr Josh I
sure and successful.
(M.Sc.) 35 Howland Ave - 925-0203. Be
SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.
out of business after 42 years.
Going
Pearl Furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind
hall). 363-0965. Will deliver,
new city Bargains.
Bargains
FOR
LADIES: Massage - pedlcur-faclal by
cosmetology. R.M.S. Parviainen. 713
Spadina Ave. (2nd floor) for appointment
924-3022
3,23
YEAR OLDSluxuryWanttownhouse.
someone to share
tour
and bedroom
York Mills, air-conditioned,Bayview
quiet
Sin/monthor 449-2961.
including phone, utilities.
449-8219
couple, wanindividuals
2 PERSONS,
ted to share large
4 bedroomor house with 3
students. 5 minutes from campus, 177.
Harbord
St. approximately
531-6638. Available
immediately. $70/mo.
HANDYMAN
WANTED
time Callfor
renovations on house nearpart
campus.
Foster 921-1358
GSU PRESENTS ■'Joe", with Peter Boyle.
Weds.,
Oct. Admission
11, 7 and 9$1.00pm., Med. Sci.
Auditorium.
WIN FREE TICKETS to the Rock and Roll
Revival, Vol. II, Oct. 20 at Maple Leaf Gardens, bProductions.
y listening
'Grease"Courtesy
Wed. Oct.of
11,8
on Radioto Varsity.
CYMBAp.m.
WANTED - Mature bassist and drummer
(or tasty, original group. We have it
together. Must be well-seasoned. Vocal
helpful. Phone Scott 922-5041
FREE - SHARED accomodation for girl
willing
to do house-cleaning for bachelor
0563
operating rooming house. Phone 921-

in the course of a game,
your skate is punished
by sticks, skate blades
and pucks. So you need
a...skate
that made
can ta'ke
a skate
by it
Daoust.
Daoustfamous
protection
The
Daoust boot
is made ot high quality
materials — iike finest
Kangaroo
chosen for leather
strength— and
durability.
Inter-lined
with ballistic nylon mesh
and lined with English
kip leather provides
all-round foot protection.
The rigid box toe is
guaranteed. And on top
of all this ... the Daoust

Daoust performance
Just as a player must
perform under pressure,
a skate must perform
under punishment . . ,
and Daoust skates do
just
that. An National
example 300is
the Daoust
— illustrated above.
Before this skate leaves
the
plant inis Montreal,
the blade
tested for
strength
and resistance
on the Rockwell
scale.
It must register a reading
of 58ing tothe DAOUST
60 — guaranteeof excellence. standards

With over 75 years of
experience,
DAOUST has
created an impressive
line of skates — ranging
from the superb National
300 to the rugged Junior
Pro . . . the skate for the
future superstar.
The DAOUST line
also includes
lady'ssolidskates.
m~—
*«Wjbw%«4 01construction
and elegant look, this
model
— thetopIce seller.
Ballet —
is a Daoust
The otticialHockey
skate League/
of the tkMEJf§_t%A
National
Players Association. (-

HOMECOMING PARTY at Phi Oelta
Thela
165 St.Saturday.
GeorgeOct.Si. 14,(2
blocks Fraternity,
north of Bloor)
8:30 to 1.00 Bar and Band. Everyone
welcome.
YOUNG, out-of-town professor wants
friendly,
Toronto oninexpensive
weekends. place
967-1620to slay In
CALCULATOR Commodore AL1000 wllh
square
root. memory
32 step and
programming
and
four exlra
accumulating
registers,
programme
to
do
statistical,
engineering or business compulations
automatically. Price $750. Phone 444-7840
MICROSCOPE TASCO STEREO zoom.
Perfect
for dissection
fine technical
work. Retail
Price S600.andSelling
for only
S345. Phone 444-7840
THE LAST OF THE ORDER by Richard
Banner. A play ol wild humour and
outrageous
theatricality.
to Sat. 8:3030
Sun. at 2:30.
TarragonTues.Thealre,
Brldgman Ave. Bathurst and Dupont 9648833.
SKIS FOR SALE, used metal, Head
Masters (205 cm.), Fischer (195 cm.).
Gresvig (195 cm. with binding) Erbacher
2169
(wooden, 195 cm.), phone after six 481ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE %
These,
essays-French,
Latin-experienced
typists-electric
typewriters,
713 Spadina
Ave. (south Bloor) 922-7624
FLAT RATE computer programming Free
estimates.
2826. 24hr. Low
service.student rates. Call 222-
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Unemployment
hits l out
of
cent of the respondents to the
By JONI SEAGER
said thatpandithe
economy
"isn't
exng fast enough to absorb the questionaire got jobs which were
About one quarter of 197 1 U of T
to them. Three quarters
of young people in the job1 satisfactory
graduates had not found jobs seven number
of these were within 50 miles of
market."
He
added that prospects Toronto.
months later, according to a Placement Centre survey.
for employment this year are "about
The Placement Centre appeared
as last year.
The results of the survey, which theThesame"survey
showed that 80 per to have been a positive factor in
consisted of 4250 letters sent out to
graduates (excluding law and
medicine) became available last
week.
Of the 1900 who replied 52 per U.S. troops tricked by
cent had gone back into academic
By DIANA WEST
appeared on the television program
study while many graduates looked
for work. Of the latter only 75 per
The United States "suffers from a Crossfire, to discuss the "morality
cent were successful.
in democracy,"
according
Dee Knight,
the editor
of theto of Hedraft-dodging".
Placement Centre director David crisis
cited the use of "lies and
Currey, who released the study, says magazine, American Exiles in deceit" by the U.S. government to
that most of those who obtained Canada (AMEX). He explained that force men to fight in Vietnam as one
meant that the Americans are no example
of the breakdown in
employment got full-time jobs, helonger
in control of their democracy.
although some may have been only
When Knight was asked by a
temporary.
government.
Commenting on the results, he
Knight, a draft-evader himself. panelist whether draft dodging was

jsljoe ptjoppes

4 grads:
finding jobs, as 89 per cent of the
with its help.
graduates
receiving job offers did so
Currey said on-campus
interviews, which tend to be for
more traditional, conservative jobs
are quickly losing their importance.

survey
Although the Placement Centre is
serving an ever increasing number of
students (2,600 graduates registered
last year, as opposed to 1,500 the
year before) the emphasis must be
tains Currey. own initiative, mainon a student's

government:
dodger
fiar to those who had already died, deserters were bad citizens in their
he answered, "their loss was a great homeland and would be the same in
waste" but the U.S. government was Canada.
responsible for their death.
reply, Knight pointed out that
Those who died. Knight said, theIn Canadian
government had
were "tricked and forced into their opened its doors to dodgers and
deserters
in
I969,
after disdeath" by the government's unfair
crimination against them had been
reporting
of
the
war.
Concealment
brought
to
light.
of the real situation allows the
government
to continue the war, he "The question of good or bad
added.
citizenship
he stated.to
He added isthatdebatable,"
he was willing
dian
people.
leave
that
question
up
to
The
CanaHe
suggested
that
"deserters
are
among the bravest men in the
world". Those men had gone to
Knight amnesty
affirmed for'support
Vietnam and had the courage to universal
all draftof
follow their convictions after they dodgers. Draft
dodgers, he said,
had seen what it was like.
One woman attacked Knight, simply knew that "the war was
"WORLDS
claiming that draft dodgers and
wrong".
IN

THE
WEDS.

PtK-UP

OCT. 11

A Theory of
THE SCIENTIFIC

7:30
p.m.
HILLEL HOUSE
186 ST. GEORGE

BIBLE
of
Velikovsky
CHAOS"

FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY
The New College Social Commission
PRESENTS A:
FRANK
FILM

Navy
Hanra Shoe Corp.

In High Wedge
leather with walnut
stripes . Red leather with wheat
stripes . Tan leather with black
stripes
Only $20.00

Open Thursday and Friday Miles
C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored
Fairview Mall
262 Yonge St.
Oshawa Shopping Centre
1475 Yonge St.
Adams Apple Boutique
101 Bloor St. West
126 Bloor St. West
774 Yonge St.
Shopper's Wolrd, Brampton
Shoe Shoppes Ltd."
Villager
the
of
Canada
in
'Design and Word Trade Marks

CAPRA
FESTIVAL

WED., OCT. 11
IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT
- CLAUDETTE COLBERT - CLARK GABLE
THURS., OCT. 12
MR. DEEDS GOES TO TOWN
- GARY COOPER - JEAN ARTHUR
FRI., OCT. 13
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
- JAMES STEWART - JEAN ARTHUR
All films are FREE to U of T students.
ROOM 1016, WILSON HALL, N.C.
7:30 p.m. every night

RABBI

W. GUNTHER

PLAUT

WILL SPEAK ON HIS RECENTLY ANNOUNCED CONCEPTS CONCERNING THE FUTURE OF REFORM JUDAISM. A NUMBER OF
MONTHS AGO, WRITING IN THE C.C.A.R. JOURNAL RABBI
PLAUT INDICATED THAT REFORM RABBIS MUST BEGIN TO RETHINK THEIR ANTIPATHY TO HALAKHIC JUDAISM OF THE
INTHIS WOULO MEAN THE POSSIBLE
SHULKHAN ARUCH.
RABBIS
TRODUCTION OF ORTHODOX PRACTICE BY REFORMMARRIAGE
AND
CONVERSION
LAWS,
INCLUDING
AND
DIVORCESHABBAT
PRACTICES.
RABBI PLAUT WILL PRESENT HIS VIEWS
AND ENTERTAIN QUESTIONS.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15
8:00 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE
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Munro

cites high living standards

Smiling health minister John Munro defended Trudeau's
Sunglasses
that get
darker
as the sun
gets brighten

says
inept
By STEVE SHARRATT
government's
The entLiberal
managem
of the economy
was
defended last Thursday by National
Health and Welfare Minister John
Munrosion show
on atan Victoria
Under Attack
College.televid thathadCanada's
Munrod contende
risen
of living
standar
•'dramalically" during the Trudeau
administration and produced a
barrage of statistics as proof.
Real incomes, he said, are up 30
per cent since 1968 and savings are
up 50 per cent. About 240,000 new
jobs were created last year making
Canada's labour participation rate
the
the cost"freeof
world".fastest
At thegrowing
same timein the
living rose only three per cent, one
of the lowest increases in the industrialized west.
When student panel members
charged
pensionersthat
wereCanada's
not sharingOldin Age
the
benefits of this prosperity, Munro
claimed was
that doing
in "abetter
relative
Canada
thansense"
most
Tree world countries with its $150.00
per month
grants tohowever,
single pensioners. He admitted,
that
this
income
would
place the
policies.

not

Government

»

OPTICAL

•QNSULT 1H1 VELLOW

PHOTOSUN

FREE

minister
Liberal
recipient well below the poverty Hamilton area had been cut when
level established by Statistics recipients had become so outspoken
Canada.
as Heto "polarize
community".
was then theasked
to state his
Panel members then charged that position on the removal of penalties
its
used
has
nt
governme
the Liberal
s as a political for marijuana possession. Munro
program
welfareMunro
lever.
admitted that, in one explained that he and his department
not prepared
to recominstance, a Local Initiatives
mend thewerelegalization
of pot,
Tearing
d to thebe that such a move would lead to an
Program d project
terminate
several schedule
weeks before
increased use of the drug.
October 30 election was extended
until two weeks after the election. He said he believed that
marijuana
leads dangerous
to the use
However he flatly denied any of
harder useandoftenmore
politica. l motivation for the
extension
use "onthreat
a con-to
health.stantandbasis" that
poses itsa serious
He also admitted that funding of drugs,
a welfare rights group in the
MAKING MONEY
FOR YOURSELF & YOUR FRIENDS
IS EASY
WHY NOT BECOME A SUB-AGENT FOR THE 1972/73

Canada Savings Bonds
Male/Female Sub-Agents Required Immediately. You Wil
Build Up a Following of Satisfied Clients Over a Short Period
of Time.
CAMPAIGN ENDS ON NOV. 15/72
For more information, complete sales
kit and help in organizing your sales
Call - C.B.S. Dept. 863-1811 Ext. 216
C.J. HODGSON SECURITIES LTD.
ROYAL TRUST TOWER SUITE 1205
TORONTO - DOMINION CENTRE
STOCKBROKERS SINCE 1912

X-RAYS

CHEST

The University Health Service, in co-operation with the Provincial Department
of Tuberculosis Prevention, is once again sponsoring The Annual Chest X-RAY
During the next two weeks
around the campus

a mobile van will be stationed at various points

and we invite all members

of the University community

to take advantage of this opportunity to have a CHEST
chest

x-rays

1 . Medical
2. School

are required

4. Dental
ALL FIRST AND
THE

MOBILE

PROTECT

for the

Students

FINAL YEAR

following:

Students

Medicine

Students

X-RAY.

in All Years.

of Nursing

3. Rehabilitation

SURVEY.

in Their
STUDENTS

ARE

in All Years.

Students
Final
URGED

in All Years.

Two

Years.

TO ATTEND

THE

VAN WILL BE STATIONED ON THE EAST SIDE OF THE
CAMPUS NEAR THE LIBRARY ALL THIS WEEK.

YOURSELF

PROTECT

SURVEY.
FRONT

OTHERS
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UAW

leader slams student critics

to
threat
no
present
Internationals
an American union, pursuing the objectives of successfully with multi-national corporations.
By STEVE SHARRATT
Dennis McDermott, Canadian director of U.S. labour leaders, and thus cannot repre- An independent Canadian union, he felt,
sent the best interests of Canadian workers.
only serve
labour to
the
powerful
Union
McDermott dismissed these allegations as would
the advantage
of theto co"fragmentize"
rporate establishment.
(UAW)
deniedUnited
chargesAuto
that Workers'
his international
union was a threat to Canadian independence "nonsense," stating, "we are not an American
He claimed that Canadian workers have
at a taping of the television program Under union, we are an international union. There's received
more out of the UAW in terms of ra
Attack last Thursday.
He claimed that labour organization on an ises and benefits than they have contributed in
A largely hostile student panel and a difference."
international
level
was
needed
to
bargain
audience charged that the UAW is essentially
dues.
COLLEGE OF JEWISH STUDIES
BETH TZEDEC CONGREGATION
1700 Bathurst St.
ACADEMIC YEAR COMMENCES
WEDS., OCT. 11
Courses:
TALMUD

Rabbi B
6:20 - 7:00

MODERN JEWISH
THOUGHT

Prof. Emil Fackenlteim
7:00 - 8:15

EHCOUNTER OF
Prof. Arnold Ages
JUDAISM
8:30
- 9:20
CHRISTIANITY
THROUGH THE AGES
A small registration fee allows you to register for all
courses. All courses meet Wednesday evenings.

Canada
Discussing the right of public employees to
strike. McDermott contended that society
does not have the right to deny collective
bargaining
procedures
any bargaining
segment of theis
labour force.
And tosince
meaningless without the recourse of a strike
to back including
up labour's demands, he felt, all
workers,
■be
allowed to strike.police and firemen, should

Maoists,

Guardsmen
fail to show
auditorium .
materialize.
By PAT REDICAN
The first night of tapings for the A Maoist organization and the The Rockwood show was
Under Attack television show began Western Guard were rumoured to be superficial and repetitive with every
on schedule Wednesday night ready to square o ff.
question terminating in a flurry of
evening when demonstratio ns by <3n Tuesday the taping of a show often-contradictory biblical
two rival political groups failed to with a Ku Klux Klan grand dragon quotations. Most of the audience
had been cancel! ed by Victoria
College for fear of violence. The laughed
asserted atthatRockwood's
"long hair isviews.
a commieHe
left-wing Internationalists and the plot"; Christ did not have long hair
CARAT
rightist Western Guard, who had and social justice should not be an
DIAMOND RING met in a bloody clash earlier this area of interest to organized
year, were rumoured to be ready to religion.
disrupt the program.
"Pierre Trudeau is a communist,"
The guests who were scheduled. the pastor added.
Radio Pastor Perry F. Rockwood, a The Guccione show was only
fundamentalist, and Bob Guccione,
^Set$295°0 editor Penthouse magazine, a slightly better received. It centred
topic ofquickly
women's became
liberapublication similar to Playboy, around tion,thebut again
provided a dull night for the students repetitive and appeared to bore the
who crammed the Victoria College most of the audience.
Your
ol twenty-live
eicilingIn.I,!'..choice
Yellow
or white
gold.
eludes:
—band,
diamond
ring, appraisal
malcWng
wedding
registered
certificate and insurance.
20% Student Discount
HUGH PROCTOR & Co
'1430 T0NGE
ST.
jewellers*
Gemmologiits
PATIO 0E0R0 PLAZA • 921
Just South ol St. Clair

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE
EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES
904-7328

(at Bloor)

qca 7O0D 752A Y0NGE

The chill tingle of a crisp autumn afternoon lingers in the air.
Sunlight falls softly over the bulging sacks of stone ground
flour, and sparkles gaily on the coloured glass jars. You
discover the open barrels and baskets of fresh organicallygrown fruits and vegetables, black beans, chick peas, brown
rice, mung beans and popping corn. All the warmth and the
healthy, down-to-earth stock of a country general store in the
heart
Life. of cosmopolitan downtown Toronto. It's called the Tree of
At the Tree of Life, you'll find Toronto's largest selection of
Natural Foods. We have all the staples of a healthy, balanced
diet and great eating, including: fresh fruits and vegetables,
four different kinds of brown rice, wheat germ (2 lbs. for 25c), a
wide variety of nuts, dried fruits and honey, and a refrigerator
and eggs. We also carry a comloaded with yogurts, cheesesfoods.
plete range of macrobiotic
If your tastes run toward the exotic treat' yourself to a real
Oriental wok for $1 .99, try a soy bean bread or stock up on
Tamari Soy Sauce.
We also have an up-to-date, well stocked library of books on
natural food cooking and diets.
And if there's a vitamin or dietary supplement that Adelle
Davis recommends - the Tree of Life has it.
the atSo come in and browse. We're sure you'll - enjoy
low prices all at the Tree
of Life. mosphere, the wide selection and the

o

TUBE LIMITED
©F LIFE
Nutrition Centre, 83 ST. NICHOLAS ST. Toronto 5, Ont.
(416)923-5071

First Time Voters Meeting
WED.-11 OCTOBER-8:00 P.M.
HURON ST. PUBLIC SCHOOL
541 HURON STREET
SPEAKERS: Liz Hill
Condldale
foi Communiil
at Canada
SI. Paul] patty
Maggie Bizzell
-Candidal* evertbddV
lor Communulwelcome
Part, ot Cuudi
TORONTO YOUNG
CLUB COMMUNIST LEAGUE
Sponsors:
FO LKSINGEB
REFRESHMENTS
Inlormatlon ■ 922-B3Q9 or 934-4435

A STRANGE CONFRONTATION
THE UNKNOWNUNMASKS
ANDRE
REVEALS KOLE
THE TRUTH
BEHIND THE OCCULT
DEALING
PRODUCTION
STAGE
FULL
A
IN
WITH
THE FANTASYWORLD.
AND REALITY OF THE
SUPERNATURAL
£

CONVOCATION HALL (University of Toronto)
p.m.
13 - 8:30
Friday,
TICKETS Oct.
AVAILABLE
Price
$1.50AT DOOR
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DUM

REFEREN

ONTARIO
WEDNESDAY.

FEDERATION

Oct 1 1 , 9 a.m.
THURSDAY.

OF

STUDENTS

till 4 p.m. plus 6:30 p.m. till 1 0 P.m.

October

OFS DEMANDS
1. AH tuition fee increases in post-secondary institutions for
1972-73 be deferred until full consultation has been held
with affected groups, and, in particular that no increase
be approved until full public discussions have been held
on the Wright Commission Report.
2. Regulations governing the Ontario Student Awards
Program be amended to facilitate greater access to the
to $800.00
program; that the loan ceiling recently raised$600.00;
that
be lowered to a maximum absolute level of
part-time students have access to the program; and that
the age of independence be reduced.

1 2. 9 a.m.

till 2 p.m.

QUESTIONS ON THE BALLOT
1. Do you support the demands made by the OFS/FEO to the
Government of Ontario?
2. Will you support witholding your tuition fees in January if
OFS/FEO negotiations with the Government of Ontario are
unsuccessful?

all of your 1973-74 tuition
3. Would you support witholding
fees if the Government of Ontario announces further
tuition fee increases or further detrimental changes in the
Ontario Student Awards Program?

BALLOT BOXES will be located in Architecture, Dentistry, Engineering, Erindale, Faculty of Education,
Food Science, Forestry, Hart House, Innis, Lash Miller Law, Medicine, Music, New College, New Physics,
Pharmacy, SAC Office, Sid Smith, St. Michael's, Scarborough, Trinity, University College, Victoria,
Zoology. On Wednesday, October 11, Ballot Boxes will be located in the evening in most Residences and
in Sid Smith, Lash Miller, New Physics and Zoology for Part-Time Students.
VOTES win be counted at 2:00, October 12, in the Dritt Hall, 119 St George. Poll Clerks and Vote
Counters are urgently required- Contact your local Council or the SAC Election Office, 928-4911.

SACircuit

Information
Volunteer
Services
Corps

The S.A.C., through the Services Commis ion, ishelping in recruiting people for
various volunteer service organizations. One
project presently being organized is the High
School Tutoring project that is being coordinated with the Big Brothers of Metro
Toronto. Anyone interested in tutoring a high
school subject for two hours a week, leave
your name and phone number at the S.A.C.
office. For further information on this and
other projects, contact BILL STEADMAN,
Services Commissioner, at 928-4911.

SAC is running an
extensive information
service for students,
operative daily from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. (4:30 on
Fridays). This is
available to any
student facing
bureaucratic problems
or other difficulties on
campus (asformwell
as ination on campus
events). Come in to the
office (12 Hart House
Circle) or call 9284911.

STUDENT DIRECTORY
Anyone who wishes his name deleted from the
student directory should notify the SAC office no
later than 22nd September.
U of T Info Needs You
The Communications Commission of SAC is currently
investigating Ihe possibilities for implementing for a computerized information service called U of T Info. We are
looking for people who would be interested in working on
putting this into practice. Computer experience is not a
necessary prerequisite. If interested, call John Helliwell in
the SAC office or leave your name and phone number with
the receptionist.

SACircuit
SACircuit will be a regular feature of the SAC Communications Commission to keep you informed about
what's
at SAC. Your comments and
criticismshappening
are encouraged.
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your

decis

BOYCOTT

1

ion;

ONTARIO-WIDE
THE

STUDENT

DEMANDS:

THE

t. All tuition fee increases in post-secondary
education for 1972-73 be deferred until full
consultation has been held with affected
groups, and, in particular that no increase be
approved until full public discussions have
been held on the Wright Commission Report.

QUESTIONS:

1. Do you support the demands made by the Ontario Federation of Students to the Government
of Ontario?
2. Will you support withholding your tuition fees
in January if Ontario Federation of Students
negotiations with the Government of Ontario
are unsuccessful?

2. Regulations governing the Ontario Student
Awards Programme be amended to facilitate
greater access to the programme; that the loan
ceiling recently raised to $800.00 be lowered to
a maximum absolute level of $600.00; that parttime students have access to the program and
that the age of independence be reduced.

WHAT

REFERENDUM

3. Would you support withholding all of your
1973-74 tuition fees if the government of Ontario announces further tuition fee increases or
further detrimental changes in the OSAP
programme?
CAN

I DO?

If you've already paid all your fees, you can't withhold
made by the
anything. But you can support the demands
Ontario Federation
first question.

If you

are

prepared

of Students

to withhold

support the negotiations
to the second question.

with

by voting

second
concrete

YES -to the

term

fees

action,

and

vote

YES

has hinted at further detrimental changes
The government
in 1973-74. A YES vote to the third question is an explicit
plans
threat of future action if the Government
become

a reality.

TODAY

and

THURSDAY
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s in the Canadian sloop
pion
Kingston
n'screw for soiling cham
. ship
UBC
s Clubdefe
Blue
organizedQuee
around remaining
U of T Sailing
captured firstat
take
races
final
The
Next
weekend,
the
Blues
take
on
finals
the winner of this race also
day.
the
for
place with a low score of 14 points in member Jay Nicholson, with John place al RMC on October 21 and CM R McGill, and Trent at goes to— Fort
Worth.
the Canadian Intercollegiate Sailing Lazier and Peter McBride the 22.
held in Kingston crew.
this
the other
was
regatta
the
Championships
Hobbs
in
Brian
ting
Participa
skippers.
last weekend. The event was hosted
weekend were sailing clubs from
by RMC.
Early Monday morning the U of RMC, Universite de Laval, McGill,
T team broke a mast while sailing in McMaster, Queen's, Trent,
CURLING
Queen's was
Toronto's
closest winds gusting up to 40 mph. This Waterloo
, U of T and College
competitor,
finishing
with 16 points.
also
then
forced
the
race
committee
to
were
Teams
Royale.
Militaire
The other participants were far reevaluate the team's position; they
Mens' Intercollegiate Curling Club to start soon.
expected from Memorial University
behind.
decided to cancel all further racing in
Come into the Athletic Office, Room 101 and sign up,
Newfoundland, Bishop's, and
The sailing championships began
at 921-2011.
or phone Dave Kennedy eveningsthere
were
races wind
will be a
Saturday but
Depending on degree of response
to hazardous
due Sunday's
cancelled
I
Touch
Football
Intramura
conditions.
week to week league play or a knock-out tournament.
Friday October 6
Wednesday October 4
Meeting to be called at a later date.
Gophers 18 vs. Gonads 0
Sunday's
inclement
weatherto
forced
the race
committee
Jocks 46 vs. Pure Crap 12
Dodgers
1
2
vs.
Yankees
7
Selects 13 vs. W2 Associates 6
reschedule — thus upsetting ToronRhits 28 vs. Slackers 13
Tuesday October 10
team showing. andBlues'Ian skippers
Jim to'sSchoenhardt,
Brown,
Jocks 28 vs. W2 Associates 6
Thursday October 5
and one crew, Bruce Buttimore,
Athletic Supporters 13 vs. Skule 7T5 6
FREE
Skule
7T5
32
vs.
Wycliffe
7
were unable to sail Monday due to
Monks 7 vs. Canucks 7
Nads 32 vs. Idiots 6
Gofers
32
vs.
Heat
It
&
Beat
It
0
unbreakable previous commitments.
Stompers 26 vs. Nummies 6
JEWISH
However, a substitute team was

********:*#**************^

UNIVERSITY
WEDS.
OCT. 11

HEADQUARTERS
FOR
UNIVERSITY of TORONTO
JACKETS
LEVI'S and LEES
BLAZERS and CRESTS
'f

/1

CRESTED

SWEATSHIRTS

8410 P.M.
*
*

TALMUDIC
DIALECTIC

HILLEL FILM INC.
PROUDLY PRESENTS FOR YOUR PERUSAL
GARDEN

OF THE

FINZI CONTINIS
WITH DOMINIQUE SANDA,
LINO CAPOLICHIO

401 YONGE ST. (at Gerrard) TORONTO 200, ONT.
PHONE 368-7729

When everything becomes clear.
Suddenly you realize the meaning of belonging. You and
someone special are together. . .today, tomorrow, forever.
If your plan includes a diamond ring, Birks can help you be
very practical. Our volume enables us to sell diamonds at
lower prices. Whatever your budget, you can choose your
diamond in one of Birks' many qualities.
And we promise that your
diamond will be the best
value available.

HILLEL HOUSE
186 ST. GEORGE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14th
8:30 P.M.
Room 202, McLennan Physics Building
Corner of Huron and Russell Streets
Admission $1.00

GSA THURSDAY EVENING CINEMA
Presents 2 films by COSTA-GAVRAS
THE

CONFESSION7:30

SLEEPING CAR
MURDERS

9:30

THURSDAY OCT. 12
OISE AUDITORIUM
252 BLOOR W.
$1.50 BOTH SHOWS
$1.00 AT 9:30

NEW COLLEGE STUDENTS
Individual
Tutoring
IN
Physics & Chemistry
Monday — Thursday
3:30 - 5:30
ROOM 125
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Blues
lose
lead-and
game
to Gee-Gees
30-13
By PAUL CARSON
grabbed a 10-0 lead lhaks to a nine- blocking rules, awarding the ball to humiliation, running back a pass
refereescancompletely."
yard touchdown pass from Wayne Ottawa. Blues were totally dumb- interception late in the fourth [heBlues
still achieve that
Despite their 30-13 loss last Dunkley to Brent Elsey, plus a Mike
founded and before they recovered
coveted
playoff berth with a win
Friday to the powerful University of Sokovnin convert and field goal.
Saturday.
Smith
had
scored
again
and
Gee"We
played
very
well
in
the
first
over
Carleton
at
the Stadium on
quarter.
Ottawa Gee-Gees, the football Blues
However, Blues then got careless Gees were ahead to stay.
half, but then went lo sleep for about
could wrap up a playoff berth this and wasted several additional
len
minutes
in
the
third
quarter
and
offensive unit just couldn't
weekend thanks to an unexpected scoring chances that could have put gelBlues'
1 n olher games this past weekend.
untracked
and rushing
Gee-Geesgamestuckto assistant
that cost coach
us the game,"
commented Western
Dave Copp.
to their
powerful
assist from their Homecoming op- the game out of reach.
defeated Waterloo 35-8,
ponents. Carleton Ravens.
At one point, Varsity had a first maintain
field
position
and
run
out
lost Lutheran
to Windsorinjury-riddled
36-22, and
"That bad call on the short kick Guelph
While Blues were floundering in down on the Ottawa one yard line, Ihe clock.
Waterloo
the mud Friday at Lansdown Park, hut look a foolish holding penalty
Halfback Conrad Cozak made it really hurl but, realistically, we had McMasler suffered another setback
Ravens were preparing for what and came away empty-handed.
Ihe hands of Waterloo Lutheran,
on yel another short run and enough chances to win in the first al29-17.
In spile of ihe steady downpour 23-10
Wayne Terry added the final half and didn't, so we can't blame
turnedset, a26-23
into thesqueaker
season'sover
biggest
upQueens and sloppy field conditions, Dunkley
Saturday afternoon right in managed to pass with continual
Kingston.
accuracy but his receivers developed
As a result. Blues could clinch itchy fingers, Passes were dropped,
Blues lose to RMC
and
second place this weekend if they and dropped, and dropped and two Rugby
defeat Carleton while hoping that apparent touchdowns went
Ottawa also beats Queens. Should figuratively down the drain.
Gee-Gees made the most of these
both Blues and Gaels win, the
now
1 and 3
playoff herlh will be decided in the unexpected Varsity blunders, and York; record
season finale in Kingston October narrowed the score to 10-3 with a
21.
field goal in ihe final minute of the
By DUDLEY CARRUTHERS
pressed hard on the RMC goal-line, lines. Officious refereeing slowed
hut each time Ihey lacked the finesse down what could have been an exBlues had enough chances to win half.
lo
hil the scoreboard.
The
U
of
T
Rugby
Blues
Ottawa
took
the
opening
kickoff
citing game. Instead, a contest
Friday's butgame
the with
firstonly30 and systematically plodded down
hetween rival place kickers
However, near the end of the developed.
minutes,
could inescape
experienced
the
"agony
of
defeat"
on Iwo recent occasions, losing lo game RMC again scored an una 10-3 lead. The coaching staff ihe field until quarterback Dan boih
York's Mario Rapponi clearly
the York Yeomen and the
evened Ihe score on a short
decided to stick with the unique Smith
spectacular try, making the final
RMC Redmen.
had the edge, scoring fifteen points
shotgun formation that confounded run.
score
8-0.
The Blues seconds surprised even from considerable distances. Blues'
Last Saturday the club travelled
players and coaches think
Queen's
and iheVarsity
Rick Hodder, responded
game was decided on ihe next lit Kingston to avenge the defeat by themselves by downing their RMC kicker.
for most inof thethe previous
first halfgame,
the GeeC.ees were in a similar predicament. play when Gee-Gees tried a short the RMC team in the season's counterparts. In a close-fought with nine points, leaving the final
Varsity maintained excellent field kickoff and the game officials ap- opener. However, the Toronto game which marked the reactivation score al I 5-9.
In general, the home learn
of Graham Wynne, ihe scratch team
parently became confused about the squad was defeated 8-0.
position during the first half and
The Varsity team paid the price of
displayed great determination,
Toronto
gained
a
well'earned
inexperience by giving away an early from
victory, scoring Iwo picture-book lackling well and continually thwartry through an error in defense. The tries, while playing short-handed for ling the hetter-drilled moves of the
SPORTS SCHEDULES
RMC cadets played a spoiling much of the game.
Yeomen.
The Blues second team displayed
game, capitalizing on every mistake,
In
last
Wednesday's
closelythe same traditional spirit, upsetting
WEEK OF OCT. 16 to 20
fought
game
on
the
back
campus
and
tackling
as
if
their
lives
dependend on if!
field neither Toronto nor York were their rivals by a score of 6-3, Neil
SOCCER
On three occasions the Blues able lo cross their opponents' goal- Sorbie scoring the crucial try.
vs Vic
Mon.
Oct. 16 12,15 North PHE
Robinson
Cappe
12.15 South Law
vs Dent
York'sa only
resulted
from
penaltycompensation
goal.
4.15 North Erin
vs St. M.A
Homatidis
Sialtsis
Irtnis vs Eng. Ill
Tues. Oct. 17 12.15 North
Despiteenthusiasm
the Rugby
Bielecki
Trin
Emman vs Trin.B
12.15
record,
and Blues
morale I-3is
BASKETBALL REFEREES
Ho
4.15 North Knox vs Wye
still high and flourishing. This
Pharm vs For
lerullo
4.15 South Jr.Eng
ATTENTION
Saturday al 1:30 pm, the team meets
vs Trin. A
Oct. 18 12.15 North
Wed.
Sialtsis
Simmonds
vs St.M.B.
4.15 North Sr.Eng
GET YOUR APPLICATIONS IN NOWrivals field.
from Queen's
U.C.
ontheirthetraditional
back campus
vs Scar (provided by Scar)
4.15
INTRAMURAL OFFICE, HART HOUSE.
PHE
4.15 atal Scar
(and Erin)
vs Erin
Efin
lerullo
Thurs. Oct. 19 12.15 North Trin.B.
vs Eng.lll
FIRST RULE CLINIC IS SCHEDULED FOR MON4.15 South For
vsvs Pharm
DAY, OCT. 16th AT 7.00 p.m. IN THE FENCING
Dragonieri
Simmonds
Med
4.15 North New
ROOM, HART HOUSE. ATTENDANCE IS MANDO THE DEAD
DATORY FOR ALL WOULD-BE OFFICIALS.
Homatidis
North St.M. A. vs Sr.Eng
Fri.
Oct. 20 12.15
Zakaluzny
12.15
Emma
Carline
4.15 South
North Arch
Scar vs
Robinson
vsvs Vic
4.15 South Wye
RETURN?
Innis
HOCKEY REFEREES
RUGGER
16
vs
Law
East
Wye
Mon.
ATTENTION
1.15
Oct.
1.15 West St. M. vs Eng. I
ANDRE KOLE
FIRST CLINIC IS SCHEDULED FOR OCT. 23rd. AP17 1.15 West Scar vs PHE.A
Tues.
Oct.
Wed.
PLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT INTRAMURAL OFOct. 18 1.15 West
Eng. II vs PHE.B.
FICE. HART HOUSE.
Thurs. Oct. 19 1.15 West Wye
vs Eng. II
KNOWS
4.30
St.M. vs Scar
at
Scar
Oct. 20 1.15 EnEastg
Fri.
vs
Trin,
A
PHE.A
LACROSSE
vs PHE.A
Tues. Oct. 17 1.00
Trafford, Cuthbert
6.30 Erin
Bullock. McGuey
vs Dev.
vic Hse
vs
St.M.
Bullock.
8.30 Dent vs PHE. B
18 7.30
Bullock, McGuey
McGuey
6.30 U.C.
Wed. Oct.
Tamm. M. MacNeil
vs Innis C
7.30 Knox vs PHE.
Michie. Sorichetti
8.30 For
vs Trin
Michie, Sorichetti
Thurs. Oct. 19 6.30 PHE.A
rrafford, Cuthbert
vsvs St.M.
Eng
7.30 Vie
Traltord,
Cuthbert
8.30 Erin
Trafford, Cuthbert
vs Dev. Hse
TOUCH FOOTBALL
16 12.15 East Ball Carriers vs Canucks
Zendel
12.15 West Boulter Goldensvs Slackers Wagdin
12.45
vsvs Heat
Rhits It
Dodgers
Wagdin
Tues.
17 12.15 West
Easl Arrythmia
vs Team 50 Andryjowicz
12.15 West
Tachyards
Castillo
Pure Crap
vs Wycliffe
12.45 East
Doret
Terrific vs Maulers
12.45 WestTeam
East
Selects
vs Gofers
1.15
Doret
vs Stompers Andryjowicz
18 12.15 East Jocks
Wed.
12.45 East Yankees
Plastina
vs Monks
19 1.15 East Idiots
vs Pharmacy
12.15 East W.2 Associates vs Athletic Sup. Grittani
Castillo
12.45 East Gonads
Kliman
Doret
vsvs Dodhers
Nads
12.45 West'Skule 7T5
Montgomery
1.15 East Coppers Lig. vs Nummies
VOLLEYBALL
Tues. Oct. 17
PHE. vs Eng. I Leshchyshen
Bodnaruk
Erin
Dent vsvs Knox
Bodnaruk
Med.
A rare rabilia
new adorns,
collection
memo-an
the wallsof and
engaging mixture of patrons raise
Oct. 18 5.00 St.M. vs Law
Mojsiak
SPEED
READING
Melnyk
6.00 Pharm vs Eng. II
their glasses. Lunch from noon
CLASSES START OCT. 16, 17, AND 18
7.00 For.A
New
'til
3. And from ihen 'til closing, a
Melnyk
ON CAMPUS
delightfully different daily special.
Surrounded by The Sutton Place,
Register al the SAC Office
Thurs. Oct. 1! 4.30 Music vs Vic
Lansdowne
on Weltesley at Bay.
vsvs Wye
For.B Malicki
8,00 Trin
or
phone
928-4911
for
9.00 Emman
Malicki
information
The Bull and The Bear
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sport

ns
team in interfac
other undefeateddow
Undefeated PHE met the onlyPHE
football's Division I — St. Mike's — and came out on top 17-0 yesterday.
PHE has now played three games this season, without allowing a single
point.
For the most part the game was a crunching, defencive battle, although
the score was not indicative. St. Mike's seemed to come out of the game in
with one player suffering a shoulder separation and another
worse position,
limping
off the field.
PHE again relied on its rushing attack, although some evidence at
aerial power was shown when Keith Bagg caught a noticeably long pass late
in the second hair to put PHE within striking distance of the St. Mike's
goalposts.
St. Mike's also played along the ground, but making little headway
there, they attempted to resort to a passing game, only to be stopped again.
PHE could have been on the scoreboard earlier were it not for a poor
call by the referee. Late in the second quarter, Keith Bagg intercepted a St.
Mike's fumble and ran 20-odd yards for an apparent touchdown.
Unfortunately, the referee whistled the play dead too early. However, the
Phys Ed squad regained the ball where Bagg had picked it off, and on the
next series of plays Ed Matchett went across for the touchdown. Terry
Nedoszytko converted to make the score 7-0 at halftime.
In the third quarter a determined PHE team quickly added to the score,
with another touchdown, this time by Stan Gal. Nedoszytko again added a
single. Nedoszytko rounded out the score with a field goal early in the fourth ^
quarter.
^
St. Mike's
looked
impressive late innce.
the game, but were unable to ^<§
go beyond
a solid
PHE most
defe
In effect, the game turned out to be a letdown to the expected "close acontest" between the two strongest teams of the present interfaculty season. J
Elsewhere — In Division II play last week it was Meds over For 21-14, £
and Scar defeated Trin 9-0, both games last Thursday. Today, For meets
UC, while on Thursday Trin goes against New, and Vic goes against Eng.

St.

Mike's

17-0

Keith Bagg (PHE in foreground) heads over the St. Mike's goal-line for disputed touchdown.
to

Soccer

Blues

By JOHN COBBY
In their best performance of the
season-the soccer Blues visited London Saturday and defeated the
University of Western Ontario
Mustangs 2-0.
Prior to the match both teams
were tied for first place in the
OUAA Western Division, both unbeaten in three games. The match
assumed great importance for the
Blues, coming as it did after a loss to
Buffalo in exhibition play.
The early play was mainly
confined to midfield as both teams
sought out weaknesses in their opponents' down
lineups. Many
moves broke
in the promising
face of a
tricky wind which, aided by a dry
field, made ball control difficult.
However, on two occasions the
Blues were able to direct penetrating
passes to Peter Hillier, whose constant running made him an excellent
target for the quick break. Breaking
clear on a through ball from Ron
Misurka. he slotted a pass to Mario
DaRosa who took the ball in full
stride, but was halted on an offside
decision.
The Mustangs also decided that
the darting run, rather than a series
of inlerpassing plays, was the way to
create scoring chances. Midway
through the half they tested
goalkeeper Jack Brand severly with
two hard shots, one along the turf
and another heading for the top
corner of the net. Even so neither
team could expose any weakness in
the opposing defences.
The one apparent weakness on
the field was the officiating, with the
referee demonstrating an
astonishing ability to see infringements that were more imagined than real. For a while this
appeared to unsettle the Blues, who

earn

first place,

were finding it hazardous to make
tackles of any credibility.
The irony of the situation was
exemplified by a sortie started by Ed
Carter, who centred the ball to
Misurka. He, in turn, attempted to
place himself for a shot, but was
crudely treated by three Western
defenders who accurately realised
that his effectiveness when spread on
the ground would be nil. This incident was indicative of the game.
The Blues were playing their best
soccer of the season, with the
offence a considerable menace, as
Hillier foraged ceaselessly and
sprayed accurate passes to both
wings. Meanwhile, in defence, Tim
Burns was cooly collecting the many
misplaced Mustang passes, as Herb
Dubsky's efforts disrupted much of
the home offence.
team's attempt at an
organized
Perhaps the half time break
disrupted the Blues' concentration,
for Bob Cazzola was strangely hesitant in cutting out a through ball.
The Western shot from five yards
brought
forthfroman Brand.
incredible
handed save
Suchone-an
individual effort inspired the Blues
— particularly Giuseppe D'Antoni.
On two occasions he moved with
speed and verve past his opposing
fullback only to see one shot
grabbed by the Western goalkeeper
low at the post, and a second drift
just
over the angle of the post and
crossbar.
The harassed Mustangs then
conceded a free kick thirty yards
from goal. Fittingly, when Bruno
Bruni hit the ball hard and low, it
was DAntoni who darted from the
set position to deflect the drive into
the corner of the net, giving Torento
a 1-0 margin at the 60 minute mark.
However, the Western squad

win

immediately showed the character
expected of a team high in the league
standings. First, a cross from the left
was headed narrowly wide, then a
well executed passing play left an
attacker with only the goalkeeper to
beat; he blasted his shot high from
only ten yards out.
But the Blues were not to be
denied. Phil Oldfield moved the ball
down the left to D'Antonio who
again rounded his unhappy defender
before placing a pass in the path of
the onrushing DaRosa. He made no
mistake, and obtained a just reward
for constant effort, continuing his
record of scoring in every game.
Soon after that 70th minute
goal, an incredible series of incidents
occurred. A Western attack was
halted on a routine tackle by Oldfield, who conceded a corner. The
referee, possessing eyesight that
would make a hawk burn with envy,
decided otherwise from his vantage
point half a length of the field away,
and
awarded a penalty shot to the
Mustangs.
The dived
joy into Blues'
Brand
save thecampshot when
was
soon dispelled when the linesman
decided that the Toronto team had
infringed the penalty area before the
kick was taken. Amazingly, Brand
also saved the second penalty shot,
only to have the linesman-repeaLbis
previous performance.
The referee, either realising that
Brand was unbeatable or in
deference to the pride of the twice
thwarted Mustang penalty taker,
ignored the linesman and allowed
play to preceed.
However
longfromBlues'
captain
Burns before
was ejected
the
game for protesting, another
refereeing decision. The adversity
enable the short handed Blues to

2-0

over

demonstrate a coolness in play and
to control the game up to the final
whistle, for the final ten minutes,
they wereprising ofthe
more entertwo fitter
good andsquads.
In this game the Blues showed a
purposefulcomingspirit,
deservedlyandoverstrong opponents
the
frustations of inconsistent officiating. Coupled to the spirit was
an excellence in play that suggests
the team could repeat
last year's
championship
performance.
Leading the league, the Blues need
only fear overconfidence.
Blue Chips — defenders, such as

Help

Western
Ed Carter and Joe Varelas, who
play lyquiet
butjusteffective
games, rareacclaim
Misurkareceiveenjoyed
beating his Ron
old
team Ian Harris and Eugene
Konarsky are suffering from sore
ankles next game is today at
Guelph
whilstdelighted
Bob Cazzola
would have been
to score
against Buffalo, the caption below
last Friday's apicture
indicated
goal should
by have
the
visitors Saturday's victory was
particularly notable, being the first
time
the defeated
past five games
Blues inhave
Western.that the

Needed

Although
so farstaff
this from
year this
has been
mainlysports
due tohasthebeenhelp"adequately"
of only a few covered
of the loyal
last
year. We now need people to cover most interfaculty sports — lacrosse,
soccer, rugby, football, hockey, and basketball.
Women reporters are needed for basketball, volleyball, and field
hockey, as well as general information from the Benson Building.
Scarborough and Erindale Colleges should also be represented if
anyone in the east or west is able to contribute.
We also need several reporters — no experience required and very
little training involved — for the following intercollegiate sports —
volleyball, basketball, gymnastics, wrestling, squash, fencing, and water
PHE students and former players are especially welcome to add
their experience.
The Varsity relies on its readers for contributors. Without your help
we will not be able to cover all sports this year. If you care at all please
come and discuss reporting with no necessary obligation.
polo,
The office is located at 91 St. George St., second floor. Drop in
today from noon to 5 pm, Thursday from noon to midnight, or Friday
from
pm or, phone 923-4053 and leave your name and phone
number.noon to 4Sincerely,

Students

vote

yes

to

OFS

With over half the results in from a two-day province-wide referendum,
Ontario students have overwhelmingly sanctioned the use of a January fee
strike to protest a S 100 tuition increase and cuts in student aid.
Seventy-six per cent or students voting who have paid only their first
installment say they will withhold their fees in January should negotiations
between
the Ontario Federation of Students and the provincial government
break down.
Ninety per cent voted to support the demands hammered out by the
OFS this summer and presented to an unresponsive provincial government
The demands called for an easing of the province's stringent student aid
program, and an embargo on this year's and future fee increases until the
government has consulted all "affected groups".
About two-thirds of those returning to post-secondary institutions next
year
said financially.
they would withhold all fees if the government further harmed
students
A fee strike could cost Ontario post-secondary institutions an estimated
$10 million — approximately 10 per cent of their annual operating budgets.
Al press time last night, 33.000 out of an estimated 77,000 full-time
university and community college students from II institutions had cast
ballots, a turn-out unprecedented in recent campus elections.
So far. only one university, Trent, voted against a fee strike.
U of T students turned out in droves during the two-day referendum.
Out or 2 1 .000 undergraduates. 1 1,600 cast ballots, while 450 part-time and
250 graduate students voted in simultaneous polls.
Graduate students are not members or OFS, while the Association or
Parl-lime Students and SAC are members.
U or T undergraduate returns matched those across the province almost
to a lee. Ninety per cent supported the OFS demands, 74 per cent agreed to
withhold fees, and 74 per cent said they would support a total fee strike next
year, should the province hike the price of post-secondary education.
OFS will take the referendum results to the province before they meet
to decide what to do next.
But, previous approaches to government ministers on the issue of
student aid and fees have had cold receptions.
A Wednesday night meeting between new Colleges and Universities
Minister Jack McNie and members of the OFS executive produced only a
re-ileration of the government's intention to maintain the present fee
increase.
_ But. OFS treasurer and U of T SAC president Eric Miglin said McNie
| was receptive to complaints about the student aid program. McNie told U of
^ T students Tuesday that he is "confident" fees will not be raised next year,
*f Students are asking that the government reduce the present loan ceiling
|T from SHOO to $600. make part-time student eligible for student aid, and
5 reduce the age of independence from the present 24.
OFS general coordinator and returning officer Craig Heron announces the referendum results.

'Professors
By PAUL MCGRATH
A committee set up to examine
academic requirements for history
courses has decided the present
policy on exams is suitable.
The question of whether exams
wil be required in courses will thus
be handed back to the department
council al its meeting today.
Three of the four committee
members agreed last week that the
present system, with the decision on
exams left up to the individual
professor, is sufficient.
This non-decision is expected to
dismrb some members of the
department who fee! that policy on
exams should be the concern of the
a whole, not indepartment
dividual asprofessors.
Committee, members W.J.
Callahan and Kenneth McNaught
of the staff. Steve Speismann of the
Graduate Student's Union, and Jim
I on go oT the History Students
Union, were asked to prepare
positions on first, second, third and
fourth year exams.
Callahatn decided that the present
svslem is desirable. "I prefer the
present flexibility, rather than
making
a sweeping
policy,"called
he said.
McNaughl
originally
for
first year exams in seminar courses
alter the lecture portion of the
course, exams in all second year
courses, and flexibility in third and

*~aid will
The hepresent
loanfirst
ceiling
students
for student
awardedhightheir
$800means
in loansthatonly,
beforewhotheyapply
are eligible
for
government
grants.
Student
leaders
argue
that
this
discourages
low-income
students from attending university.

The age of independence refers to the upper limit of parental
contributions. In other words, a student under the age of 24 is assumed to be
supported by his parents, whether or not he actually is.
Even iT the government continues to cast a pallid light on student
demands, a provincial-wide strike will not result automatically.
still to decide exams'
will accept the report without any
Referendum results will be studied by individual campus student
fourth year courses.
Later he amended his position to discussion of the dissenting HSU councils who will decide if they will support a strike. If enough do, they will
position? "I have a feeling it will be gather within the OFS fold to plan joint action.
agree with Callahan's.
bounced around," he said. If it isn't,
Speismann also agreed with the discussion.
I'm going to stand up and force a wouldAnd.he Miglin
repeatedly told last night's press conference that no action
present flexibility, although he
exhausted. considered until the negotiations with the government are
One
amendments.
few
a
suggested
The council will nmeet
Ramsay
this
such
amendment called for exams to
"But. we'll take a hard look in late November if the government
he more informal to make them less aflernnon at 3 pm
sirenuous for the students. However, Wright room 432.
appears to be stalling," he said.
he later decided to go along with the
faculty committee members and not
press his amendments.
threat
Jim Longo. on behalf of the Leftists dismiss Guard
undergraduate students, presented
ningham declared. He complained that the Western
By KIM RICKETTS
ihe onlyvocated
differing
He adRadical campus groups have generally dismissed a Guard has never attended a left wing meeting with the
abolition of opinion.
exams, agreeing
with most undergraduate history Western Guard threat to disrupt leftist meetings as "the purpose of presenting their views, but only to disrupt it.
attempt or the ultra-right" to intimidate the administration
Cunninghamor anyconsiders
the
left.
students, who voted almost un- standard
campus itbody"a tomistake
buckle intofortheir
animously against exams in an HSU
In
a
typical
reaction.
Bill
Getty
of
Students
for
a
poll two weeks ago.
The Young Socialists' reaction was similar,
Democratic Society described the Guard as "an insignificant loud group of fascists, amounting quan- although
"It's hard to judge a student on
military
than the the
CPC'sgroup
(M-L).intends to
Not less
at all
intimidated,
material that is basically a
titatively tonothing but qualitatively to even less."
continue meeting. Having had experience with the
sources
secondary
The
threat
is
a
direct
result
of
last
week's
of
regurgitation
threats."Guard on past occasions, they say they know
cancellation, because of rumoured violence, of the Western
lectures," says
the professors
to expect, and will set up a defence guard should
or
of a television program featuring a Ku Klux what
He added that he feels laping
l ongo.
ihe
necessity arise.
A Western Guard member later anAnother
campus left group, the Old Mole,
writing an exam is "such a stress Klan official.
nounced the group intends to disrupt all campus considers the issue
to be important but has not yet
meetings featuring Marxist or black speakers.
situation,"
reached an official position. One member said,
Longo feels the HSU dissenting
The
Communist
Party
or
Canada
(Marxist"Historically
the
correct
way to fight fascism is through
will probably be tacked onto l.eninist). who have clashed in the past with the Guard,
opinion
end of the report as presented to also thought the threat was not worth worrying about. united action by the organizations of the working class
ihe
ihe department.
A CPC (M-L) spokesman declared that "fascists
ils leadership."
president Eric Miglin defined the Western
The department council can have no right to speak in Canada." Smash fascists and SAC
accept the report or send it back for through active resistance was their solution to the Guard as a ■•small determined rough crew of people
more concrete proposals.
to resort to violence."
problem.
Frank Cunningham of the U of T Communist who "1havedon'tbeenknowknown
how seriously we can lake them," he
Department chairman J.B. Club dismissed the threat as "no big deal", but rather said, but he feels it necessary "to have people around
Conacher declined comment until he an assertion that the Western Guard intends to continue
arc prepared
to deal withasked
them."to sponsor leftist
is occasionally
sees the report.
previous policies. "They've been blackmailing campus that SAC
Longo is worried the department groups ever since they've been in existence," Cun- meetings or obtain rooms Tor them.
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NOW

AND

HERE

Admission: $1 (free with 7 pm movie). Med
Sci Auditorium. SATURDAY
Varsity Christian9 amFellowship requires
people
to helpIn hand
out pamphlets tor
Homecoming.
front
4 pm of Hart House.
"A Turnabout In Aesthetics to
Understanding",
the Inauguraluponaddress
Or. Calvin G. Seerveld
his ap-of
pointment othe laculty
of the Institute
for
Christian Studies.
Convocation
Hall.
7 pm
TODAY
7 am
Varsity Christian Fellowship October
It's a friends
hayrlde and
out in the country.
If you have trouble getting up In the Social.
Please
morning
and youJohnlive Meet In bring
front of Hart
7:30 House.
pm cars. Cost: $1.
on campus,— andthenwholetdoesn"t
Archie —Hunter.
Varr andnings on URobof TGregory
wake you up mor- St. Michael's College Film Club presents
residences. Radio 820 AM in campus Francois miTruffant's
Wild atChild".
s ion: $t. Carr 8:30Hall."ThepmAgain
10 pm.Adnoon for Hillel supper
Last day to reserve
Monday and Tuesday.
movie nite: "Garden of
1 pm 186 St. George.
theHillel
Finzi presents
Contlnls".
room 202. Admission: $1. Physics
Steven H. Comforth will address Building,
Homecoming Party at Phi Delta Theta
students interested in a career in Fraternity
withSt.barGeorge.
and band. Everyone
Charteredmission
Accounting
with
regard
to ad-of welcome. 165
requirements
and
the
nature
SUNDAY
work involved. MLellan
Physics,
room
203.
4 pm
10 am
Varsity Christian Fellowship float The Newman community Is open to all
building for the Homecoming Parade.
Bring a bag luch for supper. In front of Hart
House.
GSU Wine and Cheese Party. 16
Bancroft.
Heap to reveal
7 pm
Dan Heap, an aldermanic
Innis Film Society presents Edgar Allan candidate
in Ward 6 in the
Poe's The Raven". Admission: S1. Med Sci
Auditorium.
December 4 municipal election, has
7:30 pm
reversed an earlier position and
Frank Capra Film Festival: "Mr. Smith decided that all donations to his
Goes
Admission free. campaign fund will be made public.
Room to1016,Washington".
NC
In an interview yesterday. Heap
St. Michael's College Film Club present
Francois miTru
Wild atChild".
that he had changed his position
s ion: $1. Hart's
Carr Hall."TheAgain
10 pm.Ad- said
because opinion at a Citizens Forum
9 pm
two
weeks ago was in favour of
Yorga byVampire"
Friday
the"Count
13th thrills
the Innis special
Rim Society.
publishing the names of the donors.

Effective with material submitted
for
in Wednesday'sfor Here
and inclusion
Now, announcements
this
column will only be accepted if they
are submitted on the forms provided,
typed on a 64-character line. The
new forms are now available in The
Varsity editorial offices, second
floor, 91 St. George Street.

SMC

FILM

CLUB

PRESENTS
a film by FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT
f#f€y
wild
(ENGLISH SUBTITLES)
d"
chil
CARR HALL

Friday, Oct. 13

who wish to share In exploring and expres ing beliefare
in a University
day Masses
at 10 andsetting.
noon.Sun-St.
Thomas Aquinas Chapel.
11 am
"How doat thewe HartknowHouseGod?"
discussed
service.will Yoube
are invited to |oln fellow students in
worship. Hart House.
Worship service in the morning; Dinner
at 5:30 (60 cents); and a panel discussion:
"Genetic
Chapel, 610Engineering".
Spadina.2 pm University Lutheran
Meeting186 lorSt.a George.
choir3 pmspecializing In Jewish
music.
General meeting for supporters of Dan
Heap's
AldermanChurch,
in Ward7366.
Bathurstcandidacy
Street forUnited
Bathurst.
7 pm
St. Michael's College Film Club present
John Ford's "The Grapes of Wrath", with
Henry
7:30
Carr Hall.Fonda.
AgainAdmission
at 9:30pm pm.by series ticket.
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew.
186 St. George.
Sunday Evening8 pmConcert: The Czech
String Quartet. Great Hall.

donor names
Originally
donors
wouldhe had
havedecided
their thai
namesall
made public except those who
specifically requested to remain
anonymous. This, he said, was
because publishing their names
might prove
due to the
nature
of theirawkward
employment.

MEAL tor
TICKETS
are available
use at luncheon and dinner in the Great
Hall. Enquire at the great Hall
cashier.
$30 for 24 meals.

HART HOUSE
ART GALLERY
WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE

CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT
Cahill
andJohn
members
of the
TORONTO SYMPHONY
Sun., Oct. 15, 8 p.m.
Great Hall

Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Weds. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
REVOLVER CLUB
Monday and Wednesday
Revolver
RifleClub
Range- 7 p.m.
Rifle Range - 8 p.m
Safety Instruction

SPADINA
CANDIDATES
MON.,
OCT.
DEBATES

BLACK HART PUB
OPEN EVERY TUES., WEDS., AND THURS.
FROM 12:00 NOON TO 11:30 P.M.

HART

HOUSE

INVITES

SPADINA
VOLUNTEERS
MEN AND WOMEN
URGENTLY REQUIRED TO
WORKCHILDREN
IN INNER-CITY
WITH
5 TO 12
YEARS OF AGE,
APPROXIMATELY 3 HOURS
PER WEEK.
CALL CENTRAL
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE
925-4363
FOR APPOINTMENT

RIDING
MEETING
16,
ROOM1 P.M.

CANDIDATES

YOU

TO A

RIDING
MEETING

1 P.M. OCT. 16
DEBATES ROOM, HART HOUSE
BOB BEARDSLEY
NEW DEMOCRAT
MAGGIE BIZZELL
COMMUNIST
PERRY RYAN
PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
PETER STOLLERY
LIBERAL

Saturday, Oct. 14
7:30 & 10:00 pm
Admission

M.00

50

SPEED
READING
CLASSES START OCT. 16, 17, AND 18
ON CAMPUS
Register at the SAC Office
or phone 928-4911 for
information

Making the most of a good thing. That's Bacardi.
A private place. Free time. Maybe someone special. And definitely Bacardi rum.
You sec, Bacardi white-dry is a natural for cola, tonic, orange juice,
tomato juice, even dry vermouth.
So you can really make the most of it.
Best of all, since anything goes with Bacardi, Bacardi goes anytime.
BACARDI rum
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Biggest furn-out in province

Ten:one
By EDWARD PODGORSK1
By a margin of over 10 - 1,
University of Toronto students
have given overwhelming supporttario
to theFederation
demands
of the On-in
of Students
its campaign against higher
tuition fees.
Students also stated that they
would withhold fees in January
by about 3 - 1 if OFS is unsucces ful in negotiating with the
provincial government.
Members of the Students' Administrative Council, which includes all full-time undergraduate students, had over a
50 per cent turn-out. This was
the highest percentage turn-out
of any referendum.
university in the provincewide
The Association of Part-time
Undergraduate Students, which
is also a member of OFS, voted
approximately 8 - 1 in favour of
the OFS demands.
Following the trend across
campus, graduate students also

Liberals

position
OFS
backs
U of T margin
Association of Part-time Unvoted 10 - 1 in favour of OFS For the boycott were 6,637 ,
Flowers
wonders whether
dergraduate Students showed
2,612 against, and 1,958 said very
concerned."
demands.
Since
the
Graduates'
that tedextension
students strongly,
supporstudents
who
said
they
were
Student Union is not a member they would not be attending next
the OFS demands
prepared
to
withhold
their
fees
of OFS, graduate students
but
either
were
not
able
or not
in fact do so.
This came as a surprise to in January will
balloting is regarded only as an
decision on whether willing to back them up.
SAC vice-president Ross to Abackformal
opinion poll.
year.
On the demands question, Flowers. "Students must realize meeting. a fees strike will be made
Support for the demands was
10,599 SAC members were in that students who don't pay by
SAC at next Monday's and
indicated
329 voting "yes"
favour of the demands, with 936 tuition
only 41by against.
fees
can'
treally
register.
The
poll
held
by
the
Students
must
be
very,
against.
Studentsquestion
also saidwhich
"yes" toasked
the
second
students to withhold their
tuition fees in January if OFS
negotiations with the Ontario
government prove unsuccessful.
Favouring withholding fees were
5.372, 1,790 against, and 4,386
had
tuition.already paid their full
In response to question three,
students unexpectedly supported
withholding
next goveryear's
tuition
fees ifall
the ofOntario
nment announces further fee increases or if there are further
detrimental changes in the Ontario Student Award Program.

stick

with

tactics
unemployment
Volunteer workers count the results of U of T's referendum on the fees strike yesterday in the
By PAT REDICAN
Drill Hall. As on other campuses, U of T undergraduates strongly backed the CFS demands.
he
that
night
last
admitted
The Liberal candidate in Spadina,
was "as puzzled as Mr. Trudeau" about the recent rise in unemployment, but assured his audience that "the Liberal party will go on
to meet this crisis.
been doing"
what is has speaking
doingPeter
to about 75 people at an all candidates New
Stollery,
Vic pres not pro-student;
residence in St. Michael's College, urged
the St.Joseph's
meetingtoat"look
voters
to the future" on election day.
happy
Statistics Canada announced that the seasonally adjusted unem- tries to keep everybody
recor-he
highestsaid
cent, the
7 .1 per Pierre
up toMinister
req uirements for federated
wentPrime
e inInOctober
t
a
r
t
n
e
m
y
o
l
p
Trudeau
response.
1962.
ded since
student.
There
fede tol obfor
requirements
to meetfunding.
in order
There wereonon colleges
student.
theology
ENDO theology
TDtLir*NTi?
four
reoresentatives
ByEERN
tain increased
However,
By
EERNENDO
four facultv
faculty
representatives
TRAEICANTE
was "puzzled" by the rise.
His opponents including incumbent Conservative MP Perry Ryan Goldwin S. French, chairman of the committee, four from the Hodgetts expects the government
Bear- the history department of nus.
Board of Regents and one alum- to clear the issue up soon, so that
(who won as a Liberal in the last election) NDP candidate theBobLiberal
active consideration of restrucMcMaster University, has been
sdlye, along with two Communist candidates, blastedsellout
regents ratified the choice
turing can resume.
the
of
the
and
inflation
t,
government on unemploymen
appointed
Victoria1 inTheAugust
but it was not
University president
effective ofJanuary
French
comes to his position
released,
according
to
Hodgetts,
but succeeding John Hodgetts.
the Conservatives have "no platform",
eCOnSteJlery
because they wanted to find a with impeccable academic
the counto offer any solutions to the economic woes oftry.
himself charged
failed
credentials.
He holds three
Although known as conser- good picture of French to go with
. .
vative, French has a reputations the official announcement.
degrees from the University of
Beardsley criticized both Liberal and the Conservative policies of being
well liked by his
appointment comes Toronto and is a winner of Victo the Americans."
economy
Debra Lewis, VUSAC at French's
which he said allow the "sell-out of the Party
a time of financial crisis for history. toria's Regents' gold medal in
and,Mitchell Bornstein students.
Both Maggie Bizzell of the Communist
vice-president
and
a
member
of
federated colleges t>f the
of the Communist Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist) agreed that the search committee which the
After teaching for 17 years at
University of Toronto. Efforts
of the country^
this was the factor basic to all the economic problems
to
overcome
inadequate govern- MacMaster, in 1964 he became
recommended
him
said
"He
does
and
States
with the United
Ryan asserted that better relations
not
take
a
strong
student
stand,
ment financing have pre-empted chairman of the history departGreat Britain were the solution to this problem diplomatic relations but he tries to keep everyone restructuring
Victoria College;s
never worse".was irrelevant
now, hethesaid,"were
these countries
government,
says Hodgetts. ment.
with Bornstein
He also presently holds imporparliamentary system
charged that
A report on restructuring, the
French
was
chosen
by
a
13positions on historical
the
"bring
to
candidates
fielding^
is
"Mini - Commission on Univer- bodies,tantincluding
CPC(M-L)to the people"
person
search
committee
which
and said orthatthe the
the chairmanrevolution
included
four
students,
one
of
message
happy."was an Emmanuel College
hip of the archives
for a coalition of anti-monopolist forces including whom
Bizzell calledparty
sity Government"
tabled the sUnited
Church committee
of Canadaof
awaiting
provincial was
government
the communist
and the NDP, create a socialist state..
with
the
United
Church).
(Victoria College is affiliated
of
Degree
By RANDY ROBERTSON
The New Program Review
Committee agreed yesterday that
emphasis on tutorials in arts and
science courses is not as great as
the Macpherson Report had
recommended. It could not
agree, however, that the proportion of couses with tutorials advocated by the report actually
could be or should be achieved.
The committee met in the
Pharmacy Building to discuss to
what degree the recommendations of the Macpherson
Report had been implemented in
the New Program.
The 1968 Macpherson Report
urged sweeping changes in the
structure and methods of
teaching in the faculty. A large
number of its proposals were imintime for the 196970 academicplementedyear.
David Warren, a recent arts
the
graduate and researcher for that
review committee claimed are
there
money
of
due to a lack
not enough faculty members and
graduate students assistants to

on tutorials
emphasis
supply instructors for tutorials.
But, chemical engineering
Political economy professor Paul professor Robert Jervis said that
Fox said that the best graduate students were not getting what
students were not available to they were paying for. He said
teach because they had accepted that there were very few actual
fellowships or research grants. "contact hours" for students
Associate arts dean James with members
deserve, ofhe the
said,faculty.
10 or
Cruise said that differences bet- Students
12
hours
a
week
with
their
in staffween
departments
student ratios forced some professors.
UC English professor Frank
to conduct their Watt
departments
said that "in English at
courses entirely by lecture.
least,
the value of tutorials died
Graduate history studentif with the disappearance of
Bruce Bowden wondered
students." Attention in
students were capable of the honour
old program was devoted,
tutorial system (sic). He said the
through tutorials, to honours
that students were not perpared students,
he noted. The quality
to do the day-to-day assignments. of the teachers
and students, and
tutorials
necessary for good
the
shared
because
Since the students often have no the studentsbackground
were
in the same
background knowledge, he year and had taken the same
claimed the tutorial turns into
meant that "you could
"either a mini-lecture or a courses,
do Innis
things"
with student
these students.
College
Ronald
doubHe
e".
ignoranc
of
pooling
ted that students were respectful Struys suggested that different
d
of other students and wondere teaching methods might be apropriate todifferent
years. He
others' said that psince
if they ever
the groundwork
opinions
and listened
learned toanything
from them.
was being done in the first and

undecided
second years, lectures might be
more
appropriate in them than
in tutorials.
Fox said that there was a basic
lack of rooms in the university
for tutorials.
The committee considered the
relationship between attendance
at classes and wich method of
teaching
used. that it was
Warren isclaimed
possible to document a decline in
the past few
years of despite
regular the
attendance at lectures,
fact that the number of lectures
per week has been reduced as the
Macpherson
recommended. He said Report
thet students
were
doing the necessary work, but
not going to the lectures.
Theded Macpherson
Report regarlectures as an unsatisfactory
way to transmit information.
Yet, they are used for this puras they
were posine in thetheNewold,Program
one committee
member said. If lect ures do .not
change,
are rather
irrelevant, hethey
suggested.

is the author
andHe Politicians
:The ofRole"Parsons
of the
Wesleyan Methodists in Upper
Canada and the Maritimes from
1780 to 1855" and is completing another
work. a year
Hodgetts
is retiring
before his term was due to expire. He explained
the caused
reason
was "acute
schizophrenia
by teaching and performing an
administrative
He intendsfunction"
to continue
Varsity
teaching political
science.
talkathon
Talk,ORCUP.
Talk, Talk.
Talk
about
Talk about
things you want to do with
The Varsity's sports policy.
And,
we'ii
talkwant
aboutto
anything
else you
talk
about.
So, come to the staff
meeting in The Varsity office
at 91 St. George St. at 1 pm
this.
today, and let's talk about
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Editor Alex Podnlck
Office 91 St. George St., 2nd floor
Phone 923-8741, 923-8742
Advertising Manager Bob Brockhoute
Phone
923-8171

Monday marks the second
anniversary of the Trudeau
government's
War
Measures Act tousedealofwiththea supposed "apprehended insur ection" inQuebec.
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The Varsity,
ol Canadian
University Press, wasjmberlounded
In 1680
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ihe
University
and
is
published
by
ihe
Sudanis'
ol Toromo and is primed by DalsonsAdPress Lid. Opinions expressed in ihls
newspaper are notAdministrative
necessarily ihose
Councilol
oriheiheStudents'
administration ol Ihe university.
Formal
complaints
aboul
ihe
editorial
or business operation ol ihe paper may
be addressed to Commitieo,
the Chairman, CamSoard pusol Relalions
Directors. 91 Si GeorgeVarsitySt.
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Writer documents
Brazil torture
In Wednesday's
Varsity article
Brazil,
only brief reference
is madeon
lo the terrible torture practised by
the present government of that
country. Details of 1,08 1 cases of
torture, carefully and critically
eross-cheeked, have recently been
published in a 91 page report by
Amnesty International.
The Amnesty report is based on
signed depositions and letters from
prisoners, accounts by direct
witnesses, lawyers, journalists, and
churchmen, and stories in both the
Brazilian and international press.
The report details repeated instances
of severe beatings, electric shocks
administered to the sexual organs of
male and female prisoners,
simulated executions, near drowning
and suffocation, pentolhal injections, psychological torture, use
of the "pau
tortureandof
children
in frontde ofarara",
their parents
or parents in front of their children,
and other violations by Brazilian
interrogators of Article 5 of the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. The report notes that torture
goes on in practically all Brazilian
prisons and lists the main centres. It
names not only tortured prisoners
and witnesses, but also the more
notorious torturers and members of
the Death Squads.
All previous approaches lo the
Brazilian government by Amnesty
International and by other inlernalional bodies seeking an investigation into the allegations of
torture have met with a negative
response from the Brazilian government. Following the publication of
the Amnesty report, the Brazilian
government prohibited all mention
of Amnesty International by
Brazilian newspapers.
David Savan
member, Amnesty International
Gov't exploits
labour: Breton
Earlier this year, in a speech

rjtOUinil
rAoHlUN

praising the Liberal federal government. Mitchell
Sharp said,
"We
have sought
to preserve
the quality
of our environment for present and
future
Canadians."
For thegenerations
people ofofCape
Breton,
however, these are empty words.
This northernmost portion of
Nova Scotia has been one of the
traditionally exploited regions of
Canada. Unemployment is very
high here, the existing jobs are
usually tedious and exhausting, and
ving costs are exhorbitant. A quart
of milk, for example, costs 37 cents
home-delivered and from 40 cents to
46 cents in the store, thanks to
processing industry-inspired price
fixing by the Liberally-appointed
N.S. Dairy Commission.
What is worse, the federal and
provincial Liberal governments have
joined forces lo exploit the labour of
Cape Bretoners for profit while exg the region's
non-renewable
resourceshaustinand
poisoning
our air,
water, soil, and food.
Some years ago the provincial
government took over the Sydney
Steel Corporation (Sysco). The
federal government, through the
Cape Breton
"Development"
poration (Devco),
look over the Corcoal
mines and coke ovens here. The coal
mines bore deeper and deeper under
the ocean floor, while the coke ovens
and
mill make
Sydney's air the
moststeel
polluted
in Canada.
Instead devices,
of installing
smokeoontrol
the Liberal
politicians in Halifax and Ottawa
have chosen to create additional
bureaucratic smokescreens:
departments of the environment.
With election lime approaching, the
governments have also sponsored a
series of environment hearings in
preparation
for a do-nothing
resources conference.
The air over Sydney, Cape Breton
is cleaner for the moment, but only
because the sleelworkers are on
strike. Their provincial employers,
Sysco, refuses to give in to their
wage demands, and air pollution
hasn't even been discussed yet.
Nova whose
Scotiaecology
isn't isthe
only
province
suffering
under a partnership of Liberal
governments.
home province, Quebec,
is continuingTrudeau's
with its
plans lo flood vast areas of Indian
hind around James Bay in order to
sell hydro-electric power to the
United States. Meanwhile, the
federal government has issued a
scries of postage stamps honouring
the Plains Indians.
These are just some examples of
what has become a standard Liberal
ploy:
appear concerned while
backslabbing.
Walter W. Plaut

WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS

(BELOW DUNDAS)
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;
SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

Did Lady Godlva Memorial Band occupy Slmcoe Hall? Their prank was pre-arranged with
administration, writer says.
vitriolic in your condemnation of silent after ihe first yell. The other SAC reps, your distortion of the
this caper. In ihis letter, I would like was, not too kindly, hooted down by events of ihe inauguration caper was
to question some of Ihe points and ihe Band. Yet. out of an estimated too rank to have gone unchallenged.
observations made.
100-500 Italians in Ihe audience, the
M. Vasilkovs
You begin your treatment of the only ethnic group who have any
Ind. Eng. M
right to feel offended, no voices were
caper
implying
that we had
ollcndedby and
inconvenienced
the
platform
party by This
delaying
licnl reee:::aundl.
wouldthebeof-a
rather tenuous conclusion lo draw
from vour editorial since in the next
sentence you state, accurately, that
the caper
with Simcite
Hall. was
Sinceprearranged
this is the case,
how
was ihe official parly supposed to
have heen inconvenienced by a
scheduled event?
The editorial continues by
erilici/ing the caper for "poking
irreveranl
at doiheyoupresident".
What
ihe hell,funthen,
call your
zz- rr
own cenlrespread of the same issue?
Export
A
You also seem lo charge that the
CANADA'S
FINEST
CIGARETTE
caper wasits"politically
irrelevant",of
ignoring
primary purpose

COLLEGE

NEW

WRITING

Room

. BLAZER SUITS w/BAGS SS S3£5M - s30
*5 3/-$12
.'MEN'S SHIRTS
SPADINA

raised. (My sources tell me that the
most determined "orator" was not
Italian.) If, however, any Italian has
felt him/herself offended by our
caper. I invite ihem to write me, in
care of Engineering Stores,
Haullain/Mill Building lo arrange
for a personal apology, in two
weeks. 1 will report on how many
people have laken me up on this
offer.
While I realize that the main
thrust of your editorial has been in
criticism of the letter from the five

FACILITY

• Individual advice on written expression.
e is intended to assist students with the presentation of
This programm
work for all departments.
written
• This programme is also available for those writing in French

• BAG PANTS
JEANS &&
.TOPS =!
.BLAZERS
v SMOCKS
.GOWNS

210

entertainment. In ihe petulant context from which this quote is taken,
one gathers that the whole Goddamn world should shut up unless
whatever is being said fits your
particular constraints of political
relevancy. One detects the scent of
rampant holier-than-thouism.
One of the most shamefully
distorted aspects of the entire affair
has heen the point of spontaneous
audience protest. As a participant, I
recognized no more than two district
voices of protest, one of which fell

Engineer offers
prank apology
Let me begin by stating that not
only am 1 an engineer, but a participant in the presidential inauguration caper (limousine, slide
rule, "Mr. Big", et cetera) that
seems to have provoked a flurry of
criticism, primarily from your
paper. In your editorial of October
2. you have been particularly

121

New

928-5157

AVE.

Regular Hours:
Monday 2-4
Tuesday
Wednesday 10-6 10-6
(French, 2-4)
Thursday 10-6 (French, 2-4)
Friday 2-4

College
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business
from
money
more
of T will seek
questioned the cost of running such
assess
what
appeals
should
be
made
canvass
from
private
corporations
By BRIANE NASIMOK
ficiency ofsuch a body, feeling that
organization.Walter J. MacNeill
to the private sector, establish and business only, and would not the individual approach would be an Chairman
more
successful.
The External Affairs Committee priorities as needed, provide policy inlerfere with research grants given
compared
the board lo the United
of the Governing Council adopted a guidance and help to ensure co- lo the university.
Appeal, eliminate
a combinedduplication
appeal. Thisof
report Wednesday that recommends
Fvans
questioned
the
role
of
the
o
r
d
i
n
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
appeals".
would
President
John
Evans
suggested
the establishment of a body to solicit The external section will try to
board, wondering how much it
that
some
people
in
the
university
appeals
lo
one
firm
in
a
short space
should be a policy body, or an actual
greater private financial support for secure the "maximum potential supthe university.
mav have doubts about the ef- fund raising group. He also of time.
port
from
the
private
sector"
with
a
The hody. to be known as the core of volunteers. The report cited
Fund Board as an exUniversity of Toronto Private Sup- the Varsily
cellent example of what it proposes.
port Board would be split into two
sections, internal and external, and The Varsily Fund, the York will clamp
on thieves
down
would be chaired by the president of organization which collects and adservice to fight crime at York. He hopes to use
York University's administration has decided that security
U ofT.
ministers money donated by the if a person
Ihe service not only at dances and pub nights but also to
is found committing a crime on campus he check
Ihe campus at night for any vandalism or theft.
II' passed by the Governing will
university's
alumni,
except
Trinity's,
will he subject to arrest and prosecution.
not
be
affected
bythis
report.
Student council president John Theobald said
Council, the internal section's main The Private Support Board would
Previously, problems with criminal activities were
function will be to "consider and
referred within the university to a college master for Wednesday that he was in agreement with the policy of
"counselling", according to administration student hringing police on campus lo deal with crimes. It was
liaison officer John Becker. Now they will be referred "simply
a .reaffirmation of the laws of the land", he
here
speak
may
Seale
Bobby
directly to Metro police, a statement released in siiid. He refused lo comment, however, on the volunteer
September says.
Bobby Seale, national chairman California.
sludenl security force proposal beyond saying that there
■ John Dunn, head of security at York, says that were
of the Black Panthers and a member
speech will precede a twoseveral people working on it.
of the national steering committee daySeale's
York
"was
slow
in
reaching
this
point"
but
that
it
was
a
cross-country
conference
of
the
Use of police on campus is a major component of
of National Peace Action Coalition Student Mobilization Committee, a necessary step because of a "substantial amount of
the University
disciplineCommittee
policy now ofbeing
(NPAC). has agreed to speak in co-ordinating body for the anti-war theft on campus.
reviewed
by theof Toronto's
Internal Affairs
the
Toronto on November 3.
In a similar move, Rodger Shute, McLaughlin (ioverning
movement on campuses and high
Council.
Seale is best remembered for the schools.
College president wants to set up a volunteer student
part he played in the 1968 Chicago
anti-war protests and the subsequent
"conspiracy"
He awaiting
spent a
number
of yearstrials.
in prison
trial on charges that were eventually
dropped or dismissed.
A letter has been written to the
Minister of Immigration asking that
work
it£ not
Seale he allowed lo enter Canada
turn
let'sligh
ing.
ts.
the
off
for ihe speaking engagement. He
will he talking on the war in Vietnam and black liberation struggles.
Seale has disassociated himself
from ihe Democratic Party and the
MeGovern campaign. He is presently running for mayor in Oakland,
U
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Elton
with

■flHHMHMflHHHU^MHHH

John
raw

crackles

electricity

concert
al
at monument
firmly black football helmet with a white pompon
Elton John has always beenfavorites
entrenched as one of my musical
and black and white penny loafers. That
but after his premier Toronto appearance song was appropriately followed by an
that
able
unbelievable version of Can I Put You On,
last Thursday it's unimagin
anyone could overtake the number one where Elton kicked away the piano asstoolhe
a frenzy,
position that he so deservedly won that and worked the crowd tostage
to the other
night.
from one side of the
From the moment he came on stage, in ran
to pound the keyboard as he
returned
and
knelt before it.
an unlikely outfit of a red, blue and silver
striped and sparkled top hat and tails, with
The concert passed the one hour mark
outJohn
shoes, Elton
he'd
matching flankedplatform
d. Elton said
expected
the wildest expectations of the asbe thebackcrowd
what everyone
for thundere
after a quick costume
finale
audience of more than fifteen thousand.
the
be
would
Seated at the keyboard of the grand piano change. He reappeared in about two
his first two, self-accompanied songs, Tiny minutes to do a freaky version of Singing
Dancer and Daniel, were completely tojuxRain with "Legs" while a painted
taposed intheme and atmosphere his InladyThe threw silver sparkles into the
. But that was not the end.
outlandish attire. With the introduction of audience
the band complete, all hell broke loose.
got as caught up with his act as
Elton
that
performer
As the utterly complete
the crowd did and he never held back his
audience
the
what
exactly
knew
he
is,
he
enthusiasm. His
obvious pleasure at theirbringing
wanted to hear and he gave that and disbelievi
him back
kept
fans
ng
more. Most artists have to be coaxed, as the concert stretched to a phenomenal
usually for the encore, to play their best two hours and fifteen minutes. Apart from
known pieces. But not Elton John. He put his earlier moments of commanding stage
down at least one song from each of his
the last few songs stood out as
five albums and the crowd was, in fact, presence,
monumental displays of raw electric
stunned when he gave them Your Song, energy
as he crackled through turned-on,
so early in the concert.
versions
stops-out
His backup group, included Dee Murray Hercules.
finally
The PilotLottaandShakin'
Take Me ofTo Whole
on.
Going
on bass, Davey Johnstone on guitar, banjo
and mandolin, and Nigel Olsson drums.
With the house lights on, Elton was
Olsson's percussive display rivalled the
down to his shirt and now wore
exquisite gut-thumping standards on stripped
red and white striped socks and winged
Elton's studio albums. The overall sound boots as he broke down all inhibitions with
was remarkable, not just for Maple Leaf his stange antics. His hands on the
Gardens but for any rock hall In this city. keyboard and his face contorted in
Every instrument as well as the vocals, grimaces of intensity, he kicked his feet
were sharp and clear and very expertly straight out back into the air as he shouted
balanced. A number like Rocket Man was out Bernie Taupin's lyrics. The Gardens
performed with more delicacy than I revelled in glorious waves of climax after
thought possible, outside of the confines climax, as Elton John lept upon the
Steinway and hurled himself across the
of the studio. Davey Johnstone's Slide stage.
guitar was a marvel to listen to as it
weaved through the crowd and hearalded
When the last note triumphed through
the chorus with a stinging clarity.
the air, the audience and performers were
When Elton got to the rinky-tink break at the ,JOint of complete exhaustion. Peoin / Think I'm Going to Kill Myself, a certain
ple fll'sred onto Carlton Street smiling and
"Legs" Larry Smith, long-haired and shak ng their heads in amazement.
mustachioed tap-danced onto the stage
I think everyone got their money's
wearing a strange outfit that included a worth.
THIS WEEKEND
WORLD'S BIGGEST MULTI-MEDIA SHOW

9

SONG
A

& SCRIPT
AND

&

M
RECORDS
are celebrating our
10th anniversaries
SPECIAL OFFER ON THE
LATEST CAT STEVENS AND
LORENCE HUD ALBUMS
CATCH BULL AT POUR

9 BIG PERFORMANCES
ST. LAWRENCE EXHIBITION PAVILLION
(Directly Across From St. Lawrence Market - 95 Front East)
FRIDAY, OCT. 13- 8 P.M., 10 P.M., MIDNIGHT FREAK SHOW
SATURDAY. OCT. 14- 3 P.M., 10 P.M., MIDNIGHT SHOW
SUNDAY. OCT. 15- 8:00 P.M., 10:00 P.M., AND MIDNIGHT
ADVANCE TICKETS S3.00 AND $3.25 AT THE DOOR: $3.50
ADVANCEANDTICKETS
ALL RECORD
EATON'S MAN
ATTRACTIONS
AT SAMAT THE
LOCATIONS OUTLETS

LIMITED QUANTITIES
OUR REGULAR PRICE $4.29
ANNIVERSARY PRICE $3.98
SONG
98 Bloor St.&W. SCRIPT
(next to University Theatre)
923-3044

(with this ad}
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Sensitive to the
Jesus does not seeOrder"
unintentional the altar and he was unthe uselessness of it
Last
lacks
inspiration
fortunately hisrole shackleddivine
him transition caused
movement
in the streets of
and rock the
all. He has faith that some day
derstandably unable to bring it to
Ardon Bess as the mad live.
and roll religion in the musical some one will come along to be a with too much nobility and laughter.
sometimes re- matador had a role that was as
theatre, straight dramatists are novice and continue the work of dialoguequired himthat
Rob Martin
to shift from earth to
showing an increasing interest in the order. In the meantime he has
the relationship between God sacrificed his life and all his heaven with such rapidity that the paper-mache as the Christ above
and man. It is unfortunate that worldly possessions in support of
this interest cannot be shared by the poor - seemingly a very unthe audience In its relationship
Dance
program
ambitious
poor for they
won'tthanks
even
with this play.
come togratefulchurch
to give
with a film sequence and electronic music
"The modern dancer is not interested
Richard Benner's The Last of for their pastor's generosity.
to
create
the sensuousness of the river by
in spectacle, but in the communication of
the Order, which opened at the
the oldin priest's
night. Again we see four characters, this
emotional experiences, Intuitive percepanswered
the formprayers
of a
Tarragon Theatre Tuesday, Is a areFinally
time stereotyped in the oriental dramatic
perfect example of a work that matador whose concept of
tions, and elusive
This is thewhich
final
tradition— Boatman, Warrior, Woman and
statement
from truths".
the quotation
has forgotten what It was that sacrifice consists of Impaling
Priest. They dance out a fantasy of sexual
appears at the head of the program given
made shows like Qodspell. others on the end of his sword.
desire, temptation, struggle for power,
out
at
performances
of
the
Toronto
Dance
successful. Their secret lay in the
The concept of ultimate
and, inevitably, murder in the space
Theatre. Judging from the first of three
playing, not In the preaching. sacrifice that is wrapped up in
around their boat. The content is not
Godspell went light on God and Abraham's supposed martyrdom
programs offered by the company of fourteen dancers, they do not always live up to
heavy on spell-binding enter- makes very questonable
convincing.
live up to hisTheexoticchoreographer
subject matter,doesn't
and,
their credo. There were moments, in fact,
tainment. Everyone got the theology. A martyr by definition is
during the varied program of October
this being the case, the aid of other media
message - everyone knew that a man who does not want to die
fourth, when spectacle seemed to be
creates a "spectacle" of the genre the
anyway - not from the content of but who, being forced, makes of
company seems anxious to avoid.
replacing communication.
Ihe show but from the style, which his death as much of a full,
The most explicit of their compositions,
Their Baroque Suite, featuring music of
was lightning fast.
perfect, and sufficient sacrifice,
Pachelbel and Corelli, suggests to us
thematicalfy, is The Amber Garden. In a
oblation and satisfaction for his
Not
so
Mr.
Benner's
opus.
Two
certain
moods without being overly
stylized setting which defines the space
and a half hours, not counting sins as it is possible for a mortal
specific. David Earle, the choreographer,
quite liberally by means of a stool, a
intermission, Is a long time to man. Abraham is just too willing
revolving bench, and a single, suspended
opens the number with a very fluid solo. In
watch three characters, even if to die. Having sacrificed
his blue silk costume, he seems to slither
window — all In white — two couples
they are brilliant In a play with everything, he falls to make the
become
entangled
in
romantic
Intrigue
around the stage expressing both peace
dialogue that cracks like a whip. ultimate sacrifice which is to conand joy. As the lights dim, he is still in
tinue living when everything is
The
form
reminds
one
of
Anthony
Tudor's
Benner's
whip
Is
sometimes
limp
eternal motion. The number which follows
dance-melodrama, The Lilac Garden, a
and there are long passages on lost. Playwright Benner unjustly
favorite
with
the
National
Ballet,
but
the
a lament, changes the mood to one of
the qualities of suffering and murders his hero for the sake of a
emotional states dealt with, come closer to
heaviness of spirit, thorough the slow,
sacrifice during which one can dramatic ending that is reminisdragged and agonised movements of the
cent
of
the
firl
Beckett
and
ends
a
choreographed
version
of
R.D.
Laing's
only
shuffle
one's
feet
and
wish
seven women, clad in sumptuous, long
Knots. Each dancer portrays a particular
for more pleasant things. After with a tableau that is a steal from
emotional makeup, with enough detail in
gowns.suite.A more energetic duet concludes
all, one can hear such sermons in a badly painted thirteenth station
the
the choreography to avoid boring
church for free and usually at less of the cross in which the dead
The least valuable work on the program
stereotypes.
There
is
a
particularly
senChrist is mourned by his mother.
length.
was a solo performed and choreographed
sitive
study toof attract
the playgirl-troublemaker
Part of the feeling of being
There were some light
whose
need
sets
off
an
unhappy
by
Peter Randazzopreached to comes from the fact moments that provided blessed
monotonous
visual effectStarscape.
whereby theA
chain reaction, and who finishes alone,
that the play Is set in a deserted
from the otherwise singledancer
moved
slowly
about
the
stage with
church in Mexico. The church is relief
caught
in
pitiless
self-examination.
Milton
minded pursuit of a very heavy
four strings joined to his waist and
run by an old priest who is the last theme. Helen Hughes was often
Barnes'
musical
score
for
string
ensemble
suggests the intensity of the emotions
stretching out towards the infinities of the
member of his religious order,
as Abraham's
throughout the changing moods of the
the Brotherhood of the Sacred delightful
housekeeper.
Lucy. Sheearthy
did
stage crew above, gave us another exsolos,
duets,
ensemble
numbers.
house
work
in
the
middle
of
Hands. His congregation has long
ample of "spectacle" for its own sake.
Thus, if we are looking for thematic
deserted him and he is left with mass, sang silly ditties of the
Program Three, which plays until the
content and the communication of
fourteenth, promises intriguing fare in the
only one follower, a woman he Jesus saves his money in the
emotional states, The Amber Garden is
way of themes. The Last Act, and Los
wronged long ago who Bank of Montreal variety and
their most successful offering.
Sencillos . .The Simple Ones) both deal
nevertheless remains with him brought ecclesiastical Latin to
with a play within a play, and The Silent
and acts as his altar boy during new lows in lines like "Dominus
Very interesting production-wise,
Feast features Salome, John the Baptist
though more ambiguous from a thematic
mass.
and beat it".
and a host of other biblical favorites. More
point of view, was another newly
She is an increasingly unwilling vobiscum
J.B. Douglas
occasionally
ambitious undrtakings by a company that
choreographed work. Soar, River, Moon.
servant as she recognizes the brought humanity to an otherwise
The set consists of the boat and moon in
is learning through experimentation.
futility of celebrating the saintly role especially in scenes
question, again stylized constructions,
Eleanor Coleman
eucharist for a non-existent con- during which Lucy reminded him
gregation. Abraham, the priest, of his very mortal failings. UnLE CERCLE FRANQAIS
DE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

WINE

AND CHEESE PARTY
musique dansing

Mercredi,
JCR

le 18 octobre
20h

University College

Southe
Join
the fun on the rn
S.S. SouthernComfort:
Comfort. The party takes off any
night and the only baggage you
need is some Southern Comfort,
ice, and mix.
See you on the levee.
Arrivals from the South:
Cold Comfort
Pour lya ounces of Southern Comfort
over crushed ice. Add a twist of lemon.
Comfort Screwdriver
Pour IVi ounces of Southern Comfort
over ice. Top up with orange juice.
Comfort Collins
rn Comfort
Mix V/2 ounces of Southe
a lime.
quarter 6fwith
with the juiceice.ofFilla the
glass
Add some
lime drink.
lemonTry thwe, too:
Comfort 'n' Cola,
Comfort and Tonic,
Comfort Daiquiri, etc., etc.

WrCftf
3
CLASSES Wednesdays
8:00 P.M.
UNITARIAN CHURCH
175 St. Clair Ave. W.
(near Avenue Road)
For further intormation
Tel. 929-0930

it's the

Colonia
203 Vonge St.
THIS WEEKEND
DR. MUSIC
in the Meet Market:
Chickoree

only

way

to travel.
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The Implication was. . .
Marjoe (Mary-Joseph) Gortner started his
amazing career as preacher-evangelist at the age of
That's a
I've done.
something
scene.WellI've that's
done that
with my that
own money.
That was just
three-and-a-half. By the age of four, he had performed
a
scene
to
show.
.
,
this
after that
ceremony.
his first wedding
changeduntilto state
law was(It wasn't
that California
wedding
Was there any money made during the sermons
the legat age for ministers conducting weddings should shown on the film?
be 21.) From four to 14, he was taken on tour
Oh,
And yeah.
what happened to that money?
throughout the States by his domineering parents,
It went in my pocket.
for Jesus,
regular Bible circuit saving ofsouls
the
hitting
and collecting a sum in the region three million
You don't feel. . .
dollars. At 14 he decided to quit. After a while he took
What about the money I made before the film?
up living with an older woman, subsequently married,
What
difference does that make? I didn't collect any
of
Short
job.
fathered a daughter and drifted from Job to
money 'till after it was over. You can go on. Ultimately I
money, he returned to the circuit a couple of years back
gave
it up.People
If I wanted
make themoney
nevermoney.
made
and began again to make a name for himself. He
the film.
say youtomade
film toI'dmake
needed the money but also wanted out and the
Well
that's
not
true.
I
made
it
for
two
reasons
which
opportunity came when he met Howard Smith, a get into later. Ultimately, to make money, I'd haveI'll
columnist from The Village Voice, who suggested a stayed right where I was at, baby, because I could have
been into the big penthouse.
life and "business".
on Marjoe's
movie based gave
for good and Heis
up Bible preaching
subsequently
say you
you made
don't before.
know what happened to that
now trying to make it as a straight actor and singer.
three You
million
No.
The movie Marjoe, now playing at the New Yorker,
makes an impact on two obvious levels. One is the
Your father did show up In the film.
exposure of the evangelical con-game that literally
a churchWhen
in' San
He will
takes millions from the poor and naive every year.
aboutHemy haschildhood.
I askDiego.
him about
it, ornottalktalkto
him about it, he just says he has a heart condition. He
Marjoe quite openly says that at no point in his career
did he believe in God or think it a miracle that he doesn't want to relate to those years. He says he'll have
a heart attack.
preached. He was in it for the money — pure and
simple. He believes that the majority of evanglical
Have you met anyone who was In one of your
preachers think the same. This might shock some
meetings and has seen the film? What are their
depending on how they feel about religion.
reactions?
The second aspect of the film is more disturbing.
I've never met anyone. I've received letters. The
It's the man
himself who andcouldtreatcoldly
people who have written to me say they'll pray for me.
money
from Marjoe
his congregations
it as collect
if it werethea
That's too bad. There's one lady who wrote: she said
mere Sunday school prank. The incredible repression
and guilt which he was laying on these people is that no matter what 1 said, that 1 had God in me when I
preached. She'll always know that and will pray for me
washed over with a smile and an "oh well, if I didn't do it, now
that I've gone astray.
someone
else
would".
The
power
this
man
had
is
no
So you've never actually met anyone who was In
less frightening though on a much smaller scale, than
your Person
meetings?
to person?
Hitler's.
Consequently, when I went to interview Marjoe, I
Yes.
expected a high-powered manipulator, ready and on
No, only through letters. The way I could do that
the defensive. Surprisingly, instead I met a tired, very
doing. be to go back to the church; which I don't plan on
would
relaxed, pleasant person, soft-spoken and immediately
likeable. Although he was obviously fed up with
interviews, Marjoe answered all questions in a sincere,
What are your feelings to those people now?
straight-forward manner. He had done a lot of thinking
What I've just said. I feel sorry for them. Not sorry
about his past and it was definitely behind him,
tor them, but it's too bad these preachers only give
although he constantly slipped into the present tense
them this temporary high, don't give them anything as
when talking of his preaching days, probably due to
far as social issues. They don't get them to register to
fatigue more than anything else. He had thought of the
vote, don't get them involved in poverty programs or
aspect of power and repression but never went deeply
things to help them In their lives right now. It's always
into
it.
The
basic
attitude
was
what
is
past
is
past,
so
let
pie in the sky. When you die, by and by. So you're going
it die.
get a reward
someandday,
. . youbackknow,
is someday,
theyyou're.
keep coming
for
Do you feel the film Is an honest representation of toeverything
what you were doing?
more.
I
think
it's
too
bad
that
that's
the
only
thing
they're
Yeah.
getting. That keeps all middle America in the state of
depression.
Time magazine said the film was a rip-off, that you
set up those meetings, then took the money.
So you think that It's a very repressive force?
I didn't
the film.
Supressed, oppressed, depressed and repressed.
the time
of thebook
film any
I wasspecial
booked meetings
two yearsforahead
on theAt
Did you ever preach to an audience In a different
gospel circuit. Except for the summer. I was taking the
way,
or was your patter always the same?
film crew to meetings that already existed, that were
It varies. Did you notice in the film it was different
booked anyway. There was nothing in the film that
with the black church than the white church?
didn'tDohappen
anyway.
very, very
Yea, the black church was obviously more ajl ve.
you feel
that Itthewasfilmall ended
up real.
making a
Because they answer back and there's an organ in
mockery of the people you were filming?
the
That'sbecause
why I like
for say
the
Absolutely not. I really feel sorry for anyone who
blackbackground.
people the best,
they preaching
respond. You
sees it that way, because you're looking at a piece of
yea and they say yea. Back and forth. It's a good energy
culture. The people are in a state of ecstasy. They're
type of thing. In a white church you've got to get them
havingbelieve.
a goodI wastime;verythey're
getting
going more; you've got to work with the people harder,
they
surprised
that off;
whenthey're
the filmjovial;
first
because they're not as free to begin with. Black people
opened that a sophisticated, very hip New York
are loose; they're walking up the street; they're loose,
audience could laugh at the people. There were lots of
more
ready more
to go.energy
Mid-American
funny things in the film, like the guy preaching about the
give much
to go with white
you. you've got to
Cadillac. But to laugh at the people per se, they're part
What
did
you
do
In
that
period
that you stopped
"of
more toat.be The
observed
preaching? — : ,
whatAmerican
they areculture;
rather they're
than laughed
ones weas
That's the period where I really got saved, so to
wanted to get to were the preachers. Those guys who
speak. I studied a lot of different religions; I travelled; I
are using those people and doing that to them.
was
an auctioneer; I worked at a boardwalk, a pin ball
What about the money that you actually collected
thing. I was involved in the antiwar thing. I did a lot of
during the film?
What, the money counting scene on the bed? That
travelling. A lot of different things, that's what squared
my head away from all the rest of the garbage.
was not my money, that was the film's money.

God

how

tc

What was your purpose of making the film, that Is
If you had one purpose In mind?
£A
1 had two, that's what I started to talk about.
Number
one,
when
the
Idea
came
about.
.
.I've
always
wanted. . .I've sat at these revivals, If these people only
knew what was going on behind the scenes, how these
preachers are. . .what the whole scene Is really like, If
there was just a way to tell them it would be so fantastic.
But how could you do it? So I saw the film immediately
as a vehicle to do that. . .the younger kids who are being
caught in it, who I feel are being brainwashed, and sort
of see the thing and something will trigger In their minds
and they will get out. Number two, it puts the whole
thing definitely behind me. it's not that easy to give
something
done behind
since me;
you itwere
years old. It upputsthat
the you've
whole thing
opens four
an
acting career so I can do something else legitimate and
I don't think that's bad.
Do you think that the evangelism game has been
exposed In your film; are we seeing the whole thing, or
just some
cases?definable. There are some cases where
Well that's
they're down-and-out types, but there are many cases
where there are a lot of these preachers who are really
believe.andTheyto live
believe
it's houses.
right for them
tosincere
have and
theirtheyCadillac
in big
They,
work for God and when you work for God you're goin^
to prosper. They really believe that it is right for them to
do that.
So it'sis not
that screwy.
they're insincere; it's just that
their
thinking
a little
men. So not necessarily all these preachers are conOh no. The preachers you see in the film believe.
Hey, they believe in God, they pray every night, I
guarantee
you. woman
It's what intheyDetroit.
believe,I bet
the she
pattern
of their 1
thinking. That
believes.
don't know. Only God knows. Right?
You really did hope to reach those people you
were preaching to?
Absolutely. That's why I'm really glad it's the film
showing in the south. It's showing in Texas now, in
Georgia.
And aI'mlot really
it's down
because I know
of thoseglad
kids; that
my name
is fairlythere
well
known there and I know a lot of those kids will go out
and see it.
reactions
a poorBut boythe gone
astray.In those letters were that you're
Those were from the older people. Eighty per cent
of the mail I've been receiving Is positive, "it's fantastic^.,
sort of critical reaction have you been
what What
you did".
getting?
Devil-possessed. That the film is a rip-off. I made It
for the money, which to me is ludicrous because the
film would have to make zillions of dollars for me to
make money out of it. It's not that kind of a film; I mean it
will show and do well, but I'm not going to make lots of
money out of it. Maybe for my career, but if it was
money 1 wanted to make I would have stayed right
where I was at, like I said before. I really think In five or
six years 1 would have made it to the top, because I was
a good preacher.
You had that style.
Right. I could have continued on and on; no one
would have known the difference. I was at the point
when making the film, of really getting into the big time
or get out. I had a five storey office building that was
given to me in Texas by two ladies, just handed to me.
But I would have had to get into magazines or radio, the
big time or get out. So that's why I knew I had to get out.
Who do you consider the big time?
Oral Roberts, Rex Humbard.
Have you ever met these people?
I've met Rex. Of course Oral Roberts was a tent
preacher when 1 was a kid. We had bigger meetings
than he had when I was small. Course then when he.m
made his money he sort of turned on the poor people
and joined the Methodist church and elevated himself.
Now
the bigincome
university
But allhe'shis gotoriginal
came andfromfancy
the T.V.
reallyshows.
down
people.
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■■■^ The money people were giving to you, you were
asking lor big bills at one point. Do you think these
people were taking from their savings or kids?
To a degree maybe so, yeah. I try to justify. . .1 just
took once in a night. Sometimes I'd be In town for a
week;
two or that
whatever.
justify I'dthattakein one
my big
owncollection,
head by orsaying
a lot I'dof
preachers took four or five in one night. I never asked
anyone to give up their coats or anything. But 1 took
offerings of course. But again if I just preached and
didn't take an offering and ask for those bills. . .people
are taught
give when thing
they is;
receive
a blessing;actually
that's
the
way theto Christian
the donation,
them giving is a part of the release of their final orgasm.
So It's yeah.
part of the show?
Yeah.
When you were doing your preaching, did you
believe It was a therapy tor the people?
In a way. It was a way for some very hostile people
to get it oft actually. A lot of them who are sick were
healed; their sickness was psychosomatic and they
were healed and that was very good. I mean to see
someone
come down
to saysickness
I'm better,
me feel fantastic.
And their
was I'm
real,wellbut made
I just
knew
it
wasn't
God
or
Jesus
but
just
the
energy
believing. . .strong enough at the moment. I was sayingin
rf~
that's such ora beautiful
qualitynowbecause
if you
hadore athatheadache
backache
and were
complaining and I said to you that I'd pray for you and it
would go away, you'd probably say "are you kidding".
And
sit there
wholea believer
rest of the
day pray
with
your you'd
backache,
but ifforyouthewere
I could
for you and you'd believe that it would go away because
you'd believe it; you'd conquer it with your own mind.
So that's
a far employ
out quality
have.
Did you
otherto gimmicks
besides those
shown In the film?
Oh, such things as pray hankies, miracle oil, like
blessing water — used to keep that in a coke bottle.
That's about it.
You said that you copied styles like Mick Jagger
and others.
Yeah, that's been taken way out of context in the
movie
It's not
I really copied
but doI really
said is though.
that certain
rock that
performers,
what they
and
perform is very much like the preaching. I would think a
lot of time being on stage. . .the more I would jump and
run the aisles the more people would say, God is really
blessing him tonight. . .the way he is running it has to be
God. And I would be thinking in my head, those very
sT,ie people, let them watch Mick Jagger or Alice
Cooper or someone like that and they would say the
devil is possessing that man, that's the devil. And I
would
be doing
that the
and same.
that's God, although the
movements
are much
Do you see that as a correlation between your act
and someone like Mick Jagger?
I see it In terms of a performance it's the same,
yeah. It's strange, those kids, they can dance and fall
out in the aisles and that's the Holy Ghost; that's
beautiful. Let them dance at a rock concert and they're
demon-possessed. The whole thing's strange.
So they're related but. . .
Yeah, on different levels. Another statement. I
think a Billy Graham crusade Is the same as what I do
on a more intellectual level. The people don't dance;
they don't run down the aisles but I sort of see It as a
hype. They come down and give their hearts to Jesus
and get promised eternal life. But it's more low-keyed,
more professional level. But I don't think ultimately they
get the help they need. He should speak out and say
something about the war or talk about racism or
poverty or that. He could do so much more than he
does.
Did you ever feel that you could have done that
yourself?
I tried to. I went back and tried to do It, but it didn't
go over. When I went preaching, I didn't go back to do a
$\ iv, but I went back because I was in the anti-war
thing. I went to preach sermons relating Christ as a
revolutionary character who changed things in his times
and people who are good Christians should want to do
the same. I wrote all this, what I thought were beautiful
Philosophical sermons, getting people Involved in

today, but relating to the Bible. But It bombed. I went
down to thirty people one night from a crowd of five
hundred. The minister cancelled me out. I was booked
for two weeks, shut me down in five nights. I made no
money, and he said when are you going to preach on
hell; when are you going to preach on fire and
brimstone; we don't want to hear political speeches in
church,
don't some
worry day.
about the world because we're
going to weheaven
You found this the attitude of most of the people
who ran the churches?
Yeah. The kids were receptive. They came up and
said "Wow! I would like to hear more of that" but it was
put down by the ministers who ran the church and the
older people in the congregation. So after about three
months of doing that, and failing miserably at it I said
well what they want is a performance and a show and I
changed and started doing the other things and started
to get successful at it.
Do you think that you can get successful at this
sort of thing through your recording and future acting?
to now.leader
Strange
thing, whenor whatever
a person
tries I'm
to benot atrying
spiritual
or preacher
and
his incomesooner
has toor come
very
bad because
later youfromhaveit Itothink
say that's
something
that cops yourself out or you sell out. Remember when
meditation came along, a long time ago. It was a
beautiful thing. Then all-of-a-sudden it was very commercialized and he was in a Rolls-Royce making
millions of dollars and it was a big business. A lot of
people
say. because
why don'tpeople
you gowould
out now
say whatof you
do believe
listenandbecause
the
movie and everything. Yeah, they would listen, but
promoters would get a hold of it and I would be sold and It
would be very commercialized. But I think if I wait a
couple of years and income comes in from film or
records whatever happens and I want to speak out on
an issue because I believe it and I'll say it, just say it,
and there'll be no ulterior motive and someone wants to
pick
it and itorhelps
to comemy
back uptooncollect
sell them
ticketsfine.to I don't
hear have
me give
philosophical viewpoints. I mean say things in songs
that
but I'm not trying
I meanpeople
I'm more
less Iintobelieve
the performance
of It andto. have
have ora
good time, not trying to communicate spiritually.
Was this attitude deliberately left out of the film,
because there Is no mention of these things?
Right. The
Againmovie
In 88
put
everything.
coversminutes
pretty you
much can't
a broad
range. You see the element for what it Is. I was mainly
interested In the movie and people seeing that element
of Americana, what those preachers are like, how much
control theyMy have
over thethoughts
people. That's
what's
important,
personal
not so.
What sortownof audience
was It? are
A low
Income
group?Middle to tower class.
Mostly black or mostly white?
In my meetings it was about 70 per cent black. I
was one of the few white preachers who was accepted
in black churches, 1 preached in a lot of all black
churches. 1 carry papers of The Church of God in Christ
which is an all-black denominational. I sort of preach
that style so they just accept it.

What about children, were there a lot In the
audience?
Yeah,kidsyounger
kids, that's the
Younger
being brainwashed
into depressing
that, hearing part.
that
night after night after night.
Like you were presumably?
As a kid, yeah, but I was on the other side of the
table watching the money come in.
What do you think of the recent Jesus craze?
I think it's really horrible. In a way. That's a rash
statement
gettingthrough
tired. I think
person gets
off
heroin really.
or hardI'm drugs
Jesus,if afantastic.
No
matter
what
it
be,
because
that's
a
drag.
Hard
drugs are
really bad. What is bad is the guys who are running
the
Jesus movement right now. The guys who are running it
at the top are the same bigoted, red-necked, biased
guys who seven years ago would take a person with
long hair and throw them out of church. Would say it's
ungodly to come into church like that "this is a house of
God;
go clean
yourself
up, thenwasgetgoing
saved".down.
Then Allall-ofa-sudden
church
business
the
denominations were off. The missionaries in Africa and
Haiti had worn out. So the new thing was "let's reach the
hippies".to evangelize
And so they
started ingetting
in millions
dollars
the hippies
the streets.
So theseof
preachers grew their hair a little bit and instead of
saying
"hallelujah",
it's at. And
these Jesusthey'd
kids saywill "far-out".
come up That's
to you onwhere
the
streets; it's really sad; they're being duped in the same
way. . .the philosophy, the belief, no sex before
marriage,
going now;
to gojustto Heaven
or to Hell.
Don't
worry
aboutyou're
the world
win the people
to Jesus
because we're all going to the sky. Same trip.
Do you equate what you've done to the straight
preachers
Yeah. as well? Catholic or Protestant?
Do you think they're the same?
On a different level. I'm not trying to put them in the
same bag, but it is the same type of hype. The Catholic
church does get involved in more social things but I
think they've done more to screw up people than any
other denomination. I accept parts from different
religions.
So you're not totally disillusioned with religion per
I'm not disillusioned.
86? You sound pretty bitter.
Bitter? I'm bitter towards organizations. Why did
they take so long to come out against the war? Imagine
if six years ago Billy Graham had come out and said,
that God told him. spoke to his heart that every Godfearing American would write to his congressman
protesting
this war,haveif he'd
think
that would
helped,doneor that
mightsixatyears
least ago
have I
started something. But that's organizations. Otherwise I
say whatever works. Like if In the Catholic church
someone is happy, then, great, 1 wouldn't tear that
down, If you're happy in that and feel content and at one
with
think that'speople.
great. AI
think yourself,
different I don't
things putcanthatworkdown,for Idifferent
person should ultimately find themselves because you
are God; I think every person is God. They should
elevate themselves to the highest level they can,
Wynaham Wise
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Kael
Pauline
The Citizen Kane Book; Little-Brown,
$15 hardcover, $5.95 paper.
You don't hear too often anymore the
old canard that research or close analysis
somehow spoil our enjoyment of a poem
or symphony
it's an old,
romantic
notion,orandnovel
quite —unrespectable.
Film buffs, however, are still liable to come
out with statements of this sort, and it's
easy to give their arguments an indulgent
ear. Movies, after all, are the most entertaining art (if the most erratic and
adolescent) and it is ludicrous to think of
trundling a knowledge of American fiction
or Hemingway's novels to a showing of
Howard Hawkes' To Have and Have Not,
or to puzzle out the imptausibilities in
Strangers on a Train.
The Citizen Kane Book will convince
any
scoffers.
Here isthata volume
going
to add,
solemnly,
overused{I'mepithet
"indispensible")
that
makes
watching
the
movie an even greater pleasure. Citizen
Kane has a huge following; whenever it
comes to a revival house here, the lines
start curling around themselves hours in
advance.
These fans, I suppose, have some
inkling of who William Randolph Hearst
was, and may realize that Orson Welles
arrived in Hollywood, at twenty-five an
enfant terrible, determined, against some
very nasty opposition, to make the
greatest movie, ever. But there is so much
in the film, and in the furor that
surrounded it, that has slipped away from
us, that is no longer part of the equipment
we carry with us to the film. Kane is
stupendous enough to succeed even
without
more wedecoding,
know aboutbut it.it's even better the
The shooting script, by Herman J.
Mankiewicz and Welles, is printed, along
with extensive stills from almost every
scene in the film. Except for a few
passages truncated or suppressed, the
script is a faithful and easily read
narrative. and
(What various
with Welles'
dialogue
levelsoverlapping
of sound,
some of the brittlest dialogue can escape
us even on the second or third viewing;

COMPUTING

"

Pizza House
925-1736
Dining
Room OPEN 11 AM1SUNAM 3MON-SAT
PM1
TAKE- OUT ANDAM DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM 5 PM-1 AM

O.I.S.E.
TUESDAY EVENING CINEMA
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17th
BERGMAN

OUT

WITH

7 30 The Touch
Elliot Gould
Bibi Andersson
Max Von Sydow

THE

9:30
COMPUTER

CENTRE?

MANUALS?
CLUB EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair

CALL US, WE CAN HELP.
S/370-165
(HASP, HSJS, GPJS)
S/360-65
(Interactive Systems)
Information Office
(General Information
and Manuals)
AND

Skammen
(THE SHAME)
Liv
Max Ullman
Von Sydow

at the O.I.S.E. auditorium
252 Bloor St. W. at St. George
admission $1.50 at 7:30 (both shows)
$1.00 at 9:30 (1 show only)
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of Kane
in expose
goes muckraking
along
with or be laughed at.)
"before
workingAmerican.
on a portrait of Hearst
called simply
this book clears up any muddy parts.)
The script of Kane stops just short of
y
continuit
cutting
the
y,
unusuall
libel,
but
earlier versions were apparently
Rather
Late In the thirties, Little Orson Annie,
is reproduced as well. This ofIsthea the prodigy whom old Hollywood despised astoundingly blunt. Mankiewicz's
stenographic record of the print a brief and mocked, arrived. Welles and alcoholism had made him a pariah, he had
footage information,
film, giving
drifted together, two for- never before,
done anything
remotely
In Kane'she
and he must
have known
account of what is on the screen, and the Manklewicz
midable men each who thought he could class
the sound handle the other. They settled on the would never get a chance this good again.
other sounds on demandi
dialogue anor irritating
ng
,
choppy,
with absolutely nothing
track. It's
assembled
ex- toUnderstandably,
document, chock-a-block with technical Hearst project,
lose, he refused to dilute or veil his
traordinary acting and
technical some
talent and
possible
It's
went
to
work.
Despite
a
cloak
of
secrecy,
help
its
writing
a
bit
—
It
was to be as hard and
with
but
trackion,down some particularly daring word got out what they were up to.
toinformat
cutting
as
a
diamond,
and Hearst-Kane
virwould
be
fragmented
brilliantly
through
some
ting dialogue,
It's hard now, when we hear of how
use oftuosointersec
piece of cutting.
Hearst
did
everything
he
could
to
get
Kane
the
screenplay.
It
wasn't
revenge,
It
wasn'tof
The introduction (misleading word — it stopped, (and pursued his vendetta years even healthy spleen (he was quite fond
Marion
Davies,
for
instance,
who
was
constitutes most of the text and a great
after
the
film's
release),
to
think
of
this
as
deal of the excitement of this volume) was
Susan Alexander Kane's prototype), It was
supplied by Pauline Kael. Devoted fans of anything but a pompous old man's vanity a madman's determination not to compromise on this one job. He even went so
far as to include incidents that were embaras ing tohimself — Jed Leland, in a
drunken slumber over the typewriter that
held a cutthroat
on Susan
debut,
is liftednotice
almost
Intact Kane's
from
Mankiewicz's
as drama
the
New York own
Times.daysIt was
just toocriticgoodon
to pass up.
Peter Bogdanovlch, the sycophant, has
recently attacked Kael's apportioning of
the
script's
credit. Wellesexcept
did everything,
shreiks
Bogdanovlch,
maybe for
NEST
the crumbs of credit he casts out In moods
LOVE
or of largess. It's really Impossible to
choosesions;intelligently
between theirrely,ver-of
both Kael and Bogdanovlch
necessity,thirtyon years
people'sold,recollections.
Kane
and no memories
this extraordinary critic would almost pushing him to ridiculous lengths. Kane, isareovermore
tendentious and self-serving
rather read her writing than go to movies. after all, was not portrayed as a pervert, or
Her long essay Raising Kane is not an fascist, or even a particularly dislikeable than Hollywood
memories. about
Kael'sIt Ireconstruction has a plausibility
would
academic critique, but in the spirit of Kane man (current rumours were far darker be reluctant
to
challenge
—
but you pays
itself, is a gossipy, muck-raking in- than anything the movie contained — your money and you takes your
choice.
vestigative report of how this unlikely film there were even whispers of murder). But
Kael may be wrong about a few facts,
came to be made.
Kael's digging around in the past proves
may
be
wrong-headed
about
certain
She starts with the talented just how malicious Mankiewicz's script she
newspapermen in the thirties who went was. The writer was on the fringes of the issues. Her account remains one of the
richly detailed, and inwest to become screenwriters and Hearst-Marion Davies coterie at San Si- most fascinating,
tellectually substantial accounts of
alcoholics, among them Mankiewicz —
and he hador anandinsider's
details Hollywood yet published. It is a
scandals
embarassing
accident-prone, fired from all the major about meon,
studios, cynically brilliant. It had been his episodes that he could not resist in- "prismatic" biography of a great, maybe
greatest, movie. It Is controversial, it
corporating into his screenplay. (There the
dream
a long figure
time to(John
do aDillinger
"prismatic"
has as
axesKane
to grind,
and it is almost
as much
itself.
Bill MacVlcar
study offora public
and were pointed and humiliating references fun
Aimee Semple McPherson were rejected) to Welles, too, that the director had to go
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.
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APPEARING
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928-4990
928-4991
STARTING MONDAY:
ATLANTIS

SEA
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Cheap

f

thrills
Deliverance is a repulsive movie. Teeth are Jiggled
around
in a corpse's
a man'spinkleg barnacles.
Is torn openThese
and
the muscles
push out mouth,
like delicate
and equally grisly moments are "what did happen on the
Cahulawassee
ad teases.
it is Iahadbit
unethical to giveRiver",
it away asasthebaldly
as this, While
I wish that
been forewarned. Instead, I went to Deliverance innocently, avolunteer, and I've come back a veteran
pacifist,
the that
veteran
"Don't go".
It is with
not just
I am pacifist's
squeamish,message,
or that Deliverance
Is a violent picture, it Is that Deliverance is a dishonest
violent picture.
Since bloodshed has become the staple at the
Hollywood and the Uptown (as it has always been at the
Downtown and the Blltmore), it has become possible
(and necessary) for the Uptown audience to develop
some of the Downtown audience's discrimination for
horror. We apply our home aesthetics to a love scene
and
squirm between
or laughan ifhonest
It ringsandfalse,
but webeating,
don't
distinguish
a phony
since it isn't something we really want to linger on. A
friend pointed out that the violence In A Clockwork
Orange
"wasn'tit that
reallyway,so bybad",
and itlong
wasn't,
Kubrick made
cropping,
shots,because
music,
caricature victims. Clockwork was biased for Alex
as the wartime Hollywood movies were for the French
Resistance.
Deliverance takes the opposite approach and where
Kubrick offered sensational sex, John Boorman gives
sensational violence.
are no
rolesI willin
De/fVerance.)
The killed(There
die slowly
and women's
graphically.
spare the examples.
Nor does Boorman have Kubrick's moral squint,
hypocritical though it can be at times. His hero, an aging
young businessman on a weekend canoe trip, has even
less moral choice
thanDogs.
Sam Dustln
Pecklnpah's
mathematician
in Straw
Hoffman beselged
at least
had the option of giving up the fugitive he was
harbouring. For John Volght It is kill or be killed, which
leaves scant room for consideration, his or ours.
Boorman also shares with Peckinpah a faith in the
currency of the old-time Hollywood villain. The hillbillies
who assail innocent John Volght {whom, as we have been
shown, can't even shoot a deer — and thank God for that)
are such goons that hanging Is too good for them, as it
used to be put. That they are hillbillies is crucial: as poor
NOW APPEARING:
KING BISCUIT BOY
AND
HEARTACHES RAZZBAWP
APPEARING OCT. 16-21
GREASE BALL BOOGIE

*

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
SPADINA AT COLLEGE
TWO ROOMSTWO DANCE FLOORS
NO COVER-NO MINIMUM

P [TYPEWRITERS]
ADDING
MACHINES

N[
T

TV'S
STEREO
TAPE
RECORDERS
A
STEREO
RECORD
L
PLAYERS

c

SDANFORTH
698-2589
TYPEWRITER
2940 DANFORTH AVE.
FREE DEUVERY
Theses & Essays
Typed
CALL 698-2589
or 261-9218

John Voight, as a soft businessman on a weekend canoe trip, Is menaced by a sadistic hillbilly.
soutnern whites
("white audience
trash") they
are as ominousjungle
and
fearsome
to an urban
as drum-beating
tribes, war-painted Indians, large-penlsed blacks or shlvcarrying Puerto- Rica ns. White savages avoid the accusation of racism white retaining all racism's emotional
advantages.
It is this corner-cutting, automatic shock that makes
Deliverance so effective and so short-lived. The clutching
hands of the dead, the prolonged showdown (straight out
of Vera Cruz), the camera drawing back from the hero
and dollying through the woods, lingering behind a tree
just that extra moment (is there someone watching?), the
water-logged hand rising out of the river, only afterwards
revealed as a dream — these are stock tricks, as
standard as a shadow that turns out to be cast by a
house-cat.
They work, but they don't build. They affect
like pornography.
There might have been a purpose in Deliverance.
The businessmen seek deliverance from their fears and
inadequacies by escaping to the wilderness, at least for
the weekend. The wilderness people, on the other hand,
are trapped in their poverty and self-reliance, any hope
of deliverance gone with their teeth. There are traces of
this, of dignity in other words, in peripheral scenes:
around a boardinghouse dinner-table, in James Dickey's
portrayal of a local sheriff, in a blank-faced child's

NORMAN PODHORETZ
editor-in-chief of COMMENTARY
will speak on
Monday, October 23:
"Jews in North America Today"
Tuesday, October 24:
"The Rise and Fall of the American Jewish Novelist"
4:30 p.m., room 2158
Medical Sciences Building
Sponsored by J and G Schwartz Memorial Lectureship

the fest & inexpensive
eating place
fordovvntown people
BLOOR &
BLOOR
YONGE 9, BLOOR
ST. GEORGE
& BAY

A Very Special Offer

E^i^m* , i I I\K \ p0" and pre~ I
^■^r
of the three Mr. Zum's locations.
a full 50C disCOUPON You willcount onreceive
any sale of $1.50 or
over. One coupon per sale only. Valid any dayJ
after
2 p.m. and all day Monday.
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 1972 iy diiei

rejection
handshake.
traces, lostof ina city-man's
a sea of cheap
thrills. But these are just
Since there is no moral point to Deliverance, except
the unintentional anti-poor white racism, any justification
must be in the characters and relations of the four canoetrippers. But, while it is true that they are not matinee
stereotypes (loyal and oblivious), they are still
stereotypes,
au courant.— So
machismo is just
cold more
and uninviting
but Burt
why Reynolds'
is he like
that? Where does he draw his energy from? Reynolds
performs with an incredible stiffness, but then he is given
little reason to do otherwise.
Movie-making, more than any other art, is a
corporate medium, so that it is difficult to individualize
credit and blame. Somewhere in the background of
Deliverance there was genius. We catch glimpses of it
before and after the plot gets going, in enticingly jumbled
dialogue, in snatches of vernacular poetry. (Reynolds
roars ahead of a local guide to find the Cahulawassee
River, driving at break-neck speed into a garbage dump.
He drives back to the main road where the locals chide
roars
off.)the biggest damn river in the state". Reynolds
"it's only
There is, however, one place where credit is
unmistakeably due and that is with cinematographer
Vilmos Zsigmond (McCabe and Mrs. Miller). Bob Bossln
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child

i was
I'm because
somewhere
deepWhatand was
longimportant?
ago this week
my
father is in the hospital and, for a while, I
thought he was dying. "Smell the air," he
would say after a rain. "Look at the stars."
"Listen to that wind." "See how the little
tree is growing." "There's a bee's nest in
the lilac bush. Come and listen." It was a
world where I was free enough to feel
things, and I was grateful for that. But it
was also a world In which my father and
my mother were still fearful. Full of the
Depression. Hollow fear. The fear of hardworking people who were careful with
their
feelings,
way they
knew how to because
survive. that's
Thrift,thepoliteness,
morality, discipline. When my father
punished us it was always "something that
had to be done." No one wanted it; it was
out of his control. No one asked "Says
who?"
"Why?"
Schoolor was
like that too. An unpleasant
necessity. The important things were the
other kids. Tapping maple trees. Picking
wildflowers. Collecting tadpoles. Having
recess. Going home for lunch. Skipping.
Marbles. Boyfriends. We went to school In
a four-room brick schoolhouse, where the
principal was authoritarian and
worshipped brains and gave the strap. But
he also believed in children learning all
they could take, which was nice for me. . .
in the beginning at least. Because I liked to
learn, and I was eager for everything.
Eventually the reward became important
too, and about the fourth grade I grew
anxious to learn. Not eager, anxious. My
parents' fear got to me too.
But itwhat
didn'tI get
to me atthoroughly,
and aI
began
thought
the time was
pretty liveable double life. Polite, quiet,
smart at school and at home, I was smartalecky, seductive and daring with my

peers. I was terrified of getting the strap
and terrified of failing in school. But in the
schoolyard and the backyard, i bullied the
little kids, wrote blatantly provocative
notes to the boys I liked, led daring
snowball attacks on the tough kids
everyone else was afraid of, read forbidden books behind the chesterfield, and
introduced my friends to the delights of
the senses.
I was eleven years old when I started
high school. I turned twelve at the end of
September. I was also very small for my
age. I had no breasts at all, only
tenderness where I ardently expected
them to be. I knew what being In love was
like and I thought about boys and my

There was a railway track with a path
running along beside it through deep
grass, which we used as a short cut from
school in the daytime and where we flirted
outrageously
with the boys In the
evenings.
I played dolls with my friends quite
passionately. That was a strange changing
time. We moved easily and naturally, and
just as passionately, from dolls and
making little dresses for them and playing
house to dressing like teen-agers with
Veronica Lake hairdos, shoulder purses
filled with used lipsticks, combs and empty cigarette boxes. . . to paper dolls that
wore the most suggestive clothing, that
dressed and undressed each other,

h
physical self and sex most of the time.
That was nothing new. It had been going
on for years. But that last summer before
high school I remember vividly. It was the
last of something. Something I lost trying
to be a member of society, and something
I'm trying to get back to.
I grew up in a little village on the
outskirts of Ottawa. Until I was fifteen or
sixteen that village hardly changed. My
friends stayed the same, and when we
moved that summer when I was eleven, we
moved two blocks away.
There was a river we walked to barefoot
at least three times a day all summer.

postured and finally fucked. . . to erotic,
quite realistic drawings of people
screwing and saying lewd things to each
other complete with gigantic penises and
marvelously hairy cunts. . . to hot afterno ns in a friend's attic wearing the wild
costumes from her mother's theatrical
trunk, painting our lips and our little
nipples with bright red greasepaint,
blueing our eyes and taking turns dancing,
discussing each dance and its power to
excite and seduce, matching breasts and
counting pubic hairs and talking about
how we would treat our husbands when
we were married.

To all outward appearances we were
gangly, freckled little girls. We even wore
pigtails and bows occasionally. But our
playing and even our playing house had
taken a quite different turn from our
appearance. Our fantasies included boys
or "husbands." And our games slid back
and forth from pretend to reality. We
fought once because two of us wanted the
same real boy for the same pretend husband. The boys were never there, understand. Only In the evenings were they
really there, but in our games we were
playing to them. We looked forward to
growing up. Because it would mean all
those things which were so important to
us, which we desired constantly and
talked about so openly— sex and having
babies, wearing seductive clothes and
perfume,
We had and
one soplaceon. where we sometimes
shared these feelings with two or three of
the boys we had grown up with. We used
to meet spontaneously in a little patch of
scrub and bush in plain sight of several
houses and two streets. We sat under one
very large, tangly bush and talked and
displayed ourselves and handled each
other quite seriously. I remember our
seriousness with amazement, and our
honesty. "How does that feel?" we would
often
you follow
like that?"
honest say.
answer"Dowould
and weandwouldan
try
something
else.
We
didn't
make love. We knew all about attempt
it, but weto
weren't too sure about babies and anyway
the boys we felt comfortable with sort of
put us off that way. They were too familiar.
What got killed, of course, was our
honesty. We already led a double life in
relation to our parents and our school
teachers. Some of our drawings got found,
and we acted out being abashed and
ashamed while our mothers acted out
being horrified and stern. They actually
had a good laugh over them, I could tell,
and perhaps there was even a hint of
admiration in their faces when they lectured us. But for a short time we kids were
straight with each other. About what we
wanted. About what we felt. About what
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things had nothing to do with school or
jobs. For the girls, being desired was
important. Being beautiful. And touchingly
enough, we were certain that we were
We weren't
shy aboutto ourbe bodies
orbeautiful.
our looks.
We expected
movie

stars someday.
don'ta think
we were
we I had
mistaken
idea wrong.
of reality.I don't
We think
were
reality.
It had something to do withour growing
up, our childhood. We ail had a lot of
freedom. Freedom of space. Freedom to
play and to be with each other without the
interference of adults. But the adults were

there. We knew their names and
faces and their weaknesses, and
didn't change
away.dayGardens
fields
remainedor move
Just that,
after
and houses were always there the
morning.

their
they
and
day,
next

But that summer when I was eleven and
a child, alive and growing, it changed for
me. I went away too soon, too fast. And
"everybody," the adults, egged me on.
Nobody stopped me as I went to High
School.
Being a teen-ager was terrible.
Especially one that was only eleven years
old, four feet, eleven inches tall and flat-

PlMSOCEiy
presents
J
MACABRE MASTERPIECE

chested.
My high school was on the outskirts of
Ottawa, the city, and I had to leave my the
child
familiar village to go to it. On the terrifying
brink of being Judged and judging myself
as a potential woman, I found myself Home Ec. and Phys. Ed. and get good
completely alone and friendless In a huge, marks.
confusing building filled with hundreds of The most Important things to me and to
strangers— non of whom were eleven the other kids were still basically the same.
More painful maybe and more secret, but
years old, four feet, eleven Inches tall the
same. How we looked. What the other
and/or flat-chested.
I was not prepared for this devastating kids thought of us. But there were imchange in my life. Nor did anyone around
portant differences too. How we looked
me appear to understand It. I was terrified. the year before had concerned my face,
Literally. My heart pounded, and my my hair, and my naked body. How we
became a little more dishands the
and auditorium
knees shook.
where
was. I Ididn't
sat Inknow
the looked hnow
o
n
e
s
t
.
I
t
was
dressed. orWe notdidn't
wrong section of seats. The teachers and agonize much how
aboutwe whether
we
the principal sitting stiffly on the stage knew the countries of Europe or the date
were a far cry from Miss Davis and Mr. of the American War of Independence,
Stiles winding a gay march out of the old until it came to exams and marks and then
victrola In the main hall as we filed by. we agonized a little. What we were conNobody smiled at me. And the glamorous
stantly tortured about, however, what we
older students who knew where to sit and were anxious about all those hours of this
and
that,
was how we looked. Whether or
what
do breezed
wouldn't
caughtto dead
speakingbytoanda ninth
grader.be not our stocking seams were straight.
Of course, there was a morning ritual in Whether or not our clothes were "right".
or not our skirts were tight
assembly, and by the time it was done and Whether
no one had explained it to me, and I had enough or our hair In place. Whether or
stood up and sat down at all the wrong not Bill Dickson was looking and liked me
times and gotten lost again on the way to and would he ever ask me for a date.
my home room I felt immeasurably guilty. I Would I ever have breasts like Elizabeth
dared to peep around me only after I Purdy? They sort of turned up at the
found a seat and discovered one of my points. Did she fuck? The boys seemed to
brotherly loves of the house in the bushes. think she did. And even the male teachers
We had seen, stroked and discoursed on allowed a gust of whistles and suggestive
each other's genitals, but now we only laughter when she walked up to the front.
nodded to each other distantly. The class There were dirty girls and girls who
was silent. The teacher talked at us. We weren't. Mary White, for Instance, fainted
copied our timetable from the board. He in Home Ec. and some of the girls were
told us we were class 9A. vaguely where to laughing afterwards. Was she pregnant?
go next, what his name was, read ours And what about Nell? He never speaks to
from a list, and ticked us off unsmillngly as me any more. Has he told the other boys
we acknowledged our own presence. about us sitting in the little house in the
There were about twenty-five of us. From bushes showing ourselves to each other?
that day on, we spent all day, every day, My stomach would shrivel at the thought.
together for a year, moving from class to Sex was all-powerful, most Important,
class. We had English together, Math blatant in everything we laughed at, were
together, History, French, Latin, Music. afraid of, in every motion and gesture of
Home Economics or "Shop" together, the class but never acknowledged openly.
We cared desperately day after day
Phys. Ed. together. We undressed in the
same room, smelled each other's sweat, what the others thought of us. We never
thought to ask. Asking was unheard of.
used
each but
other's
ate each toother's
lunches,
we combs,
never talked
each Talking was unheard of too. Particularly
other. Never as a group and only rarely about sex, about ourselves. We became
one-to-one while we were at school. And more and more afraid of each other sexwe separated when the school day was
ually. And sex became a weapon. I was
over. We had no desire to be together. We used to boys and liked boys, but simple
never got to know each other. I spent five horseplay or joking or any kind of open
years with at least ten of those same courtship was a source of laughter. Of
course, we laughed away our own fears
young
peoplewithandthemdidn't
feel any
comfortable
five years
later more
than and our own desires, our uneasiness. But
I did the first day of school.
then, and
then,thatwe there
didn't was
know anywhatother
we
The most important things, according to were
about,by nor
the adults in my life, were attendance, way to be or to feel.
We created rules of behavior as we
marks, what I was going to do when I "got
out" of high school, whether I talked in went along. Oh, there were already rules
class or not, whether or not I did my imposed on us. No talking. Ask to leave
homework, whether or not I was late for the room. No chewing gum or swearing.
school,
not I could
"do" Music.
Math, No horseplay. No physical affection disHistory, whether
English,or Latin,
Science,
played inthe halls or the classrooms. But
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i was
our own rules were tighter and fiercer.
They had to be. and the punishment more
devastating.
We judged each other by the clothing
we wore. We loved by the rules of dress
and rejected by the same rules. We
classed and labelled each other by dress. I
realize now that it was the only way we had
of judging, of making contact. Visual contact was allowed. No other form of Interaction was. Significantly enough, the
desirables in terms of dress were the
cleanest, the neatest, the most conventional, and the least sexual.
Gone were my dreams of Veronica Lake
hairdos and sensual shrugs and tossing;,
of my long, silky hair. If I wanted to be
where it was at, some changes would have
to be made. God knows I tried. By the
beginning of my third year I looked just
like everybody else. I even had breasts.
But I knew It was a He even If nobody else
did; and I could never quite bring it
off—I now
beingled bright,
sterile.of
a doubleand lifeclean,
even and
in terms
clothing. Banished to utter privacy about
my feelings, not daring to share with any
friend who might use my sexual honesty
against me, 1 painted provocative faces on
myself In the bathroom mirror, postured
nakedly (not without guilt) before the long
mirror in the hall when my parents were
out and wore red blouses with deep Vnecks. I also did not have dates, was not
desirable socially, and had no one to ask
about it, and because of this I began to
suffer severe doubts, about ever being
loved or even liked.
The-feeling of separation was immense.
In terms of where I am now In the present I
know It was not just because I started out
too young. I wasn't the only person I knew
who felt alone. But I can't remember
witnessing one expression on the face of
any teen-ager I knew of love, fear, anger,
loneliness, though we suffered these

things
all theNot time.
It wasn't
anywhere.
at home,
not atallowed.
school, Not
not
even two by two.
We had an accepted language that we
spoke, derisive about our own feelings as
well
as thedaring
object
them.moved
I don'tby
remember
to beofvisibly
anyone or anything past the age of eleven,
unless it was death.
On most things we exaggerated our
feelings to the point of being ludicrous.
"Isn't he cute!" Sight Sigh! A dialogue out
of a comic book, but it was standard,
acceptable behavior. And the boys,
though I would have to guess at their
dialogues, postured and derided in much
the
same way.
fall stutter
heartbreaklngly
in love,Didn't
and weblushall and
when
know the
it tobeloved
hear it.walked
Or see by?it? You'd
Poetrynever
was
mush, handholding was a signal for loud
hoots and hollers, desire was a dirty joke,
and we avoided being alone. The girls
protected themselves with a gaggle of
girls and the boys were sternly guarded by
boys.
So afraid were we of our bodies and our
desires, we were vulnerable to and
hounded
by the most deadly feelings of
embarrassment.
Far from being understood or
reassured by the adults in our lives, our
fears and our vulnerability to embarrassment, both physically and
emotionally, were used to manipulate us
to perform intellectually. There was no
worse threat than being singled out in a
class
by a teacher
"joked."pertaining
The jokesto
were always
derisive,who always
physical appearance or affectionate
behavior. We accepted it. We even liked
the
who and
"joked"
the best.
we teachers
could laugh
relieve
some Atofleast
the
tension. We accepted the most outrageous ridicule and violations of our selfrespect as our due. No wonder we practiced the same disrespect on ourselves
and each other.
Feeling it out, how it was back there, i
wonder how on earth the whole school
didn't explode. So much violence and

love. Such a force of brand-new sexual
feeling. The intellectual activity, the
charade of learning, was paper-thin. So
many dreary hours of sitting In rooms with
dreary people to talk to us about dreary
subjects. While we lived in deep fantasy,
not allowed a richer, more real outlet, and
all that violence and love burnt itself out.
Worse still, we never knew. No one ever
told us we were brave, or honest, or
creative,
beautiful.
to tell eachor other.
EitherAndwe weweredidn't
smart,dareor
we weren't. And we racked our heads and
hearts at the ages of thirteen and fourteen
with what "we would do" when we finished
school. That counted. Every year we made
decisions
"what day
we would
do"
and every affecting
year the fateful
got closer.
We
didn't
get
a
chance
to
practice
any
the activities we were choosing as ourof
"vocation" or talk to anyone involved in
those activities. It seems incredible now
that so much pressure was put on us at
that time to clearly decide what we would
spend a life-time doing. With so little
information to go on and with so much of
real importance was denied us. Like the
simple
other. Oropportunity
of just being.of talking to each
The pressure we put on ourselves to
perform socially was just as incredible.
Somehow we knew there was a real world
to reckon with. It appeared to be a place
where having a "vocation" and having
someone to love you and be loved were of
tremendous importance. It began with
having
was more
important"dates."
than Having
how you"dates"
felt about
the
person you went out with or how he made
you
The person
didn't exist.
Clothes
did, feel.
or looks,
or intellectual
or physical
prowess, and the real catch was the one
who had them all. We simply bought and
sold each other.
A teen-age dance was like being up for
auction. It was also the first step out of the
gaggle and away from the guardians. Oh,
they were there, but no longer offering
safety or protection. I wanted to be
wanted. I wanted to dance, but 1 felt like a
robot and somebody had lost the key. I
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wanted
be asked,
the
answer. toI wasn't
even butsureI didn't
I had have
a voice.
And the moment 1 stepped out of it. the
gaggle would pronounce judgment on me.
1 wore lipstick and powder, and my hair
fell accidentally over one eye. and my
sweater bumped out where it was supposed to and it was the right shade of
blue. The room was dark, and sexual
expectation dense. If you danced, you
would kiss. If you kissed, you would pet.
You had changed
physical
contact and
before
you and
exnames. Nervous
sweaty
ungainly as hell I danced and flirted with
boys I didn't know, might never see again,
and found physically repulsive. I allowed
them to touch me, hold me, press their
faces into my hair, and I came back to the
gaggle a heroine. My soul rebelled. (My
soul always rebelled.) It rebelled against
the humiliation of standing along the wall,
of looking eager, of acting eager in the first
place, let alone being handled by
someone I didn't know. And how many
souls rebelled along with me? But I never
dared to express it and neither did they.
And I never dared to stay away or refuse.
Neither did they. We all came home from
dances and from frantic dates with
stomach-aches, bragging about the
wonderful time we had.
The next step out of the gaggle was the
group of four or six couples, and more
rigid
sexualfromand thesocial"expectation.
The
movement
group to a one-to-one
relationship was a jump. There was no
courtship; it wasn't allowed. There was no
space or time to explore ourselves. We
made our love choices visually and
jumped. When we got there we hugged
and kissed and petted. What else could we
do? Love and desire were still dirty jokes
unless you were married, engaged or
going
to "fallthein
love" steady.
before Wewewerewereobliged
allowed
questionable relief of declaring our affections openly. Hopefully we still had some
feelings left to express.
Gall Aahby
reprinted from This Magazine
Is About Schools, Vol. 3, Spring 1969
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one's
Sundaything.
Worship 11:00 A.M. "Doing The Best
Things in The Worst Times," sermon on doing
Sunday Eve Panel Discussion on "Genetics: To
Play
of medical
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FatherGod?"
SomtaiDr.of Simonovich
Regis College.
United Church
Chaplain Eilert Frerichs, U. of T.
Dinner 5:30 (60 cents) Speakers 6:30
Lawrence E. Martin, University Chaplain
and Pastor of University Lutheran Chapel
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383 Huron street;
EVERY SUNDAY EVENING AT 7.00 P.M. DURING EVENSONG
FROM OCTOBER 15th TO NOVEMBER 26th
In Which Direction God?
Bishop W.R. Coleman. Professor of Humanities, York University - 15 October
The Theology of Exponential Growth
- 22 October
Philosophy.
Rev. R. McMurray.
Rumours ofof Angels
Hints of Transcendence
and Professor
Culture
in theUniversity
Analysis ofof Guelph
Rev.
B.S.
Alton,
Professor
of
Religious
Studies,
Trinity
College
29
October
God in the Third World
November
5
College
Trinity
The Christian
Powles, Professor of Church History,
C.H. Politics
Rev. and
Rev. R.F. Stackhouse. Professor of Philosophy of Religion, Wycliffe College - 12 November
The Sensuous Community
J. Reed, Professor of Pastoral Theology. Trinity College - 19 November
The ModernRev.MindE. and the Ancient of Days
Rev. W.N. McKeachie, St John's College, Oxford University - 26 November
EACH SERMON IS FOLLOWED BY DISCUSSION AND COFFEE
IN THE PARISH HALL
For further information, call 922-4747
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Cabaret is good, though not quite as
good as its notices. It promises to be
subtler than it really is. and Liza Mlnelli
played the role before in The Sterile
Cuckoo. But it's a stunningly nasty
musical — the first one, ever. At the
Glendale; $2.75,

Art Gallery of Ontario: To complement
the coming exhibit, Toronto Painting
1953-1965,
the gallery
is hosting
tures. The one
this week,
Octoberfive19,lec-Is
given by Clare Bice, on the Influence of
artistic organizations and Institutions on
the developing arts in Canada. The lecture
begins at 8:30 pm.
Erlndale College: In addition to the
The Canadian Opera Company finishes shows mentioned here last week, an exup Its season this week with Tosca tonight
hibit of John Matter's paintings, drawings

HOW THE OTHER HALF LOVES: At a
time when everyone seems to be trying to
some heavy
your Morley
mind, it'sat
alaypleasant
relief message
to watch onRobert
the Royal Alex playing a man who is
completely
out the
of his
mind and
care less about
problems
of thecouldn't
world.
How the Other Half Loves is a farce, pure
and simple. There is sex since that is the
principle motivation of people who are not
hungry but the affair that starts the plot
rolling has occurred before the curtain
rises and what we see are the resultant
complications.
There are three couples involved. One
half of each of the first two couples has
been involved in a dalliance with each
other and the third, completely innocent
couple is, of course, blamed for all the
hanky panky.
The dialogue is frequently very witty and
the actors fill in those necessary but
possibly dull narrative sections with some
excellent mugging. Our only objection was
that the cast frequently allowed insuf icient time for laughter to subside so
that whole paragraphs were lost.
Playwright
Alan theAyckbourn's
conceit
of combining
homes of thebasic
two
major couples, thus providing
simultaneous coverage of both guilty party's attempts
to coversuccessful.
up their guilt,
original
and highly
After isa both
very
brief period during which the convention
is accepted, the constant contrast
between the two life styles presented —
upper crust and lower class — provides
many visual laughs in addition to the
dialogue. (Rob Martin)
BACKDOOR THEATRE WORKSHOP:
Two original Canadian one act plays by
Eugene Benson are the current fare. Joan
ol Arc's Violin is a squawky piece that
says little and does a poor job saying it.
The Gunner's Rope is a longer, more
complex and generally superior play in
which two tramps discuss which one will
die so the other may receive the extra
pensionexcept
money.
all very Waiting for
Godet
that It's
these two have given up
waiting. (Lilian Mershein)
GODSPELL: Summer is long gone but
Godspell lingers on at the Playhouse.
Victor Garber, the original Toronto Jesus
clown, has left to do the film version, but
most of the original cast remains and
incredibly enough, appear to be able to
maintain the high voltage energy level
required by the rather demanding production. (Sandra Souchette)
AND THEN THERE'S: Hart House
Theatre opens its season Thursday with
Moliere's The Misanthrope Mlrandolina
by
Carlo Goldonl Is at the Colonnade
Threatre.

Grumbles, 71 Jarvis above King (3680796). is presenting Ellen Mcllwalne
tonight and tomorrow. She's Nashville
born and was raised In Japan till the age of
fifteen. During her college years in the
States she developed the unique guitar
and singing style which she boasts today.
Her music touches on folk and rock with
jazz overtones. Accompanying herself on
an acoustic Guild with a pick-up, her
guitar playing relies strongly on tunings
and an aggressive rhythmic style, Her
voice is powerful and gruff with gentle
overtones, sounding much like Julie
Driscoll. Ellen also has an interesting
album out called Honky Tonk Angel

(Polydor). One side is live, and more
intense than the other, studio, side. She
especially shines on Isaac Hayes' Toe
Hold. Hendrix's
Up From The Skies, and
Wade
In The Water.
Next week at Grumbles will be The
Good Brothers and La Troupe Grotesque Admission is still $2.50 and coffee
and other drinks are cheap at 25*.
Fiddler's Green Coffeehouse, near
Yonge and Eglrnton (489-3001), has
folksinger David Levlne tonight. The
Tuesday night set with Gordon Bok is
already sold out.
The Rlverboat, 134 Yorkville {9226216), features Sonny Terry and Brownie
McGhee till Sunday night. Next week
beginning Tuesday you can see Canadian
folkie Murray McLauchlan.
King Biscuit Boy is at the El Mocambo
Tavern, Spadina below College (9612558), tonight and tomorrow. Grease Ball
Boogie and Flying Circus take over next
week.
Alice Cooper's pre-recording days
were made up of concert dates that were
unusual, to say the least. Cooper and the
'boys' were usually dressed and made up
so as to put their sexual genders in
question and their act included bombarding the audience with live chickens,
feathers and even watermelons. They had
a loyal but small group of fans and worried
about the transition of their music and
spirit to record. However, they never
succeeded
in preserving their original
theatrical flavour.

It's a good week for films, among them
Sounder at the Hollywood South. Today is
the last day for the Canadian film awards
showings at the St. Lawrence Centre. A
mixed bag of movies all day long, but you
had best phone and make sure there are
seats empty.
Also tonight
Olivter'sTheOthello
shows
at Cinema
Lumiere.
film
features Frank Finlay's definitive lago,
generally agreed to be the best lago of the
century. Still tonight, the Roxy is offering
six hours of the Russian War and Peace
for just 994. And as if that wasn't enough,
St.
Mike'sTheis Wild
running
civilized
ChildTruffaut's
tonight fine,
and
tomorrow.
Monday you can choose between
Investigation of a Citizen Above Suspicion at Cinema Lumiere and a sleeper
called Pretty Poison at the Roxy.
Wednesday, Losey and Pinter's
Roxy.
brooding,
meticulous Accident plays the
Thursday, Murmur of the Heart is at
Cinema Lumiere. Louis Matle's film is
gentle and joyous, one of the best ever.
Jerry McNab of the Toronto Filmmakers Co-op offers
monthly film
calendar as a remedy totheir
keeping track of
the many film showings we complained of
not having room to list. The calendar
hasn't got them all, notably missing campus showings, but it is a great help. You
can order it from the co-op, room
Rochdale, 341 Bloor Street West. It201,
will
cost about five dollars to cover a year's
printing ifandyou postage.
co-op,
like. You can also join the
Frenzy: Alfred Hitchcock, In the full
flower of his malice, returns to ply his own
brand of affectionate sadism. He lets thefilm just stop, and you squirm; he races
through a cadenza of cutting and camera
angles, and you squirm. Hitch is less
interested in his characters' actions than
in his audiences' reactions. This one is
about a sex-murderer, an aspiring
gourmet cook, some rather foolish
women, and the City of London. At the
Hyland; $2.75.

Ellen Mctlwaine sings at Grumbles.
at 8:15 and La Boheme tomorrow at 2 pm and prints will begin October 16.
and Alda at 8:15 pm.
Carmen Lamanna Gallery: Robin
The Faculty
Music's artist in Collyer, Phil Mosowltz, "Tube Tuk", until
residence,
Katharineof Wolpe
(Anton Kuerti October 26.
is away this year) gives a free concert, no
Artarlo: A project of the Ontario Arts
tickets required, this
Wednesday at 8:30
a 21 -piece expm. Her concert is an interesting and Council is sponsoring
avaganza by Canadian artists.
varied one: Drel Klavlerstucke by Duplications of treach
piece will go to make
Schubert and three more piano pieces by up 500 shows across
Canada, one of
Schonberg: Sechs kllene, op. 19, the opus which will be at Trinity Square
dally from
noon
on.
11
and opus 23. Schumann's popular
Kreisleriana
{from E.T.A. Hoffman's
Hart
House:
William
J.
wizard) is the last work on her program. Retrospective, until October 29. Wood
Isaacs Gallery: William Kurelek,
The Festival Singers
at Lawrence paintings,
to October 30.
Park Community Church areat 8:30
pm {the
Roberts
Gallery: William Roberts, an
same day and time as the Wolpe un- 21.
of water colours on paper and
fortunately —just another example of the exhibit
increasingly blase attitude of concert acrylics on canvas or board. Until October
schedulers to the already fixed dates of
Picture Loan Gallery: George Rackus,
other important concerts in the city).
Aluchromle: recent works In anodlzed
26.
aluminum, until October
Zubln Mehta is conducting the Israel 29.Shaw-Rlmmlngton Gallery: John
Philharmonic at Massey Hall this
Street, recent serigraphs. Until October
sday, October 19. The last word isThurthat
there are still a few tickets
at $3 and $5.
Photo Gallery: "Fever'' by Shin.
The program comprises symphony no. 2
by Tal. Ravel's Daphne and Chloe Suite,
Editor
no. 2 and Dvorak's masterpiece symphony
Ulli Diemer
no. 7 (the old no. 2). The latter has
Assoc. Editor
Bill Macvicar
everything to offer that the ninth does
rob
martin
except its very expendable familiarity.
movies
theatre
art
bob bossin
allan mandell
The Faculty of Music is hosting a lecture
pop
in the Concert Hall this Thursday at 2 pm:
ian scott
scott
ian
music
"On the 100th Birthday of Vaughan
Isabel le peacock
dance
Williams"
by
Doctor
Derek
Homan,
no
tickets, no charge.
bill macvicar
books
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Water

Polo

Blues

ride

again

Blues' new team practised last night for tomorrow's tournament at U of T.
The exotic sport of water polo, played by
Returning from last year are Ed Hanna, Adam
enthusiastic young gentlemen on horses with water
(iesing. Fred Poulter, and Peter Gagnon. Henning
wings, is currently being resuscitated on the U of T
Wiebach and David Martin are additions to the
campus.
team from Winnipeg, while Chris McNaught - a
The Varsity squad under the leadership oCcoach
shining light from a bygone water polo era - is also
back.
Sieve Ttiboiku is anticipating a thrilling season,
beginning with a round-robin tournament at Hart
Others performing for the Blues in their series of
House tomorrow at I lam. The tournamment
four meets will be Wayne Phillips, Bob Heatley,
tiesing.
Jim Butler. John Gibson. Brian Hobbs, and Vitold
features teams from York, Ottawa, and Queens, in
addition to the Blues.
Those unfamiliar with the sport will find it rivals
Besides this weekend's meet, the water polo
football and hockey in excitement, while providing
team goes2X. to
October
21, York,4.
October
and Queen's
is back atonhome
on November
for the aficionado of sport an unparalleled exhibition ofdevious rule-bending and rugged play.
The
OUAA
Championship
takes
place
at
York on
November 1 1 .
Despite the loss of veterans Alex Fedko, Lyle
Makosky
and
Brian
Barras,
the
team
is
rounding,
Toronto
has
not
won
the
Hershorn
Trophy
since
into form.
l%8. Last year McMasler took the championship.

sportalk
The football Blues face a clutch homecoming game tomorrow against the
Carleton Ravens. They defeated Carleton 14-6 earlier in the season but the
Ravens downed Queen's 26-23 last weekend In the OUAA Golf
Championships last weekend in Ottawa the University of Waterloo won the
Ruitan Cup for the third time in four years. Warriors Tim McCutcheon
recorded the lowest score (146) for the thirty-six holes to earn the McCall
Trophy as the best individual performer. Waterloo's total was 603, with
fifth (631second(6l3).
).
Queen's
Western third (624), Carleton fourth (628) and U ofT
Western will hold the fourth Annual UWO Invitational Track and Field
Meet this afternoon beginning at I pm. The invitational is the last test before
the OUAA championships at Windsor on October 21 The first crosscountry invitational meet takes place at York tomorrow In OUAA
Tennis Western won the team, individual, and doubles championships in the
Western Section. In the Eastern Section eliminations at York last weekend
U of T won the team championship while Keith Porter and Steve Segal
teamed up to win the doubles. York's Tony Pospicil captured the individual
championship.
York's Pospicil
travel Association
to Western
tomorrow to Western.
compete Toronto,
for theandCanadian
Lawn will
Tennis
Cup the second rowing regatta of the season takes place tomorrow when
Trent holds the second annual Head of the Trent rowing regatta for eights
and singles. Western will return to defend the championship it won last year.
All together there will be approximately 400 competitors from 35
universities, rowing clubs and high schools the standing committee for
irtterfaculty hockey held a meeting yesterday to decide upon the composition
of the league. There will be two championships and two division. Division I
consists
A (Vic
I, Sr. Eng. StI, Med
Mike'sA, A,UCPHEI, New
A, LawI) sections.
A. and Erin)
and IIB
. .Trin A.of Fac
of Educ.Scar
Division
also consists of two sections - A. (Dent A, VicII, For A, Jr Eng. St Mike's
B. Devonshire House. Innis I, PHE B) and B (Grad Stud A, Law II, Scar II,
Knox, Music, Pharm A. UC II). Division I will have a home and home
schedule, plus one round of interlocking games, while Division II will only
play home willandplay
homeoff.games. The top four teams in each secion of the both
divisions
The intermediate league will likely consist of two divisions with six games
played by each team. Teams defaulting the first scheduled game are
withdrawn from the league, while a team must earn six points to qualify for
Niivember
the
playoffs.6. Inlerfac League starts November I, and Intermediate League
BASKETBALL REFEREES
ATTENTION
GET YOUR APPLICATIONS IN NOWINTRAMURAL OFFICE, HART HOUSE.
FIRST RULE CLINIC IS SCHEDULED FOR MONDAY, OCT. 16th AT 7.00 p.m. IN THE FENCING
ROOM, HART HOUSE. ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY FOR ALL WOULD-BE OFFICIALS.

Try

me.

HOCKEY REFEREES
ATTENTION
FIRST CLINIC IS SCHEDULED FOR OCT. 23rd. APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT INTRAMU RAL OFFICE, HART HOUSE.
NEW COLLEGE STUDENTS
Individual
Tutoring
IN
Physics & Chemistry
Monday — Thursday
3:30 - 5:30
ROOM 125

COULD YOU DEFEND YOURSELF?
LEARN HOW WITH HUPKIDO KARATE

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale
Do you know what you're missing?

by Master
K. YEO, Korean
7th Degree
Black Belt
(Former Instructor,
Police Academy)
o HUPKIDO is the best art ol self-defence, physical
fitness, self-confidence,
o In 300
the basic
art of HU PKIDO. there are more than
techniques.
o Learn new techniques every day!
o Modern spacious gym New floor mats.
Drop In or phone
II no 923-8700
answer - 489-8916
C.C.B. HUPKIDO KARATE ACADEMY
1170 Yonge St. (Jusl below Summorhill Subway
Station. Froe Parking) COME, SEE, LEARN

1
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Hockey

dies

in

By NADIM WAKEAM
The American colonization ofour to escape the American anti-trust
national sport has caused the death laws.
of hockey in Canada, said Bruce
K icld in a speech Wednesday night.
Speaking to a meeting of the West
Metro Waffle, he said, "The death is
apparent to us all after watching the
eighlKidd,gamea Cornier
Canada-Russia
series."
NDP provincial
candidate and Olympic track
runner, spoke with deep feeling on
ihe American exploitation of hockey
in Canada today.
Not only has our economy
become dominated by the U.S., but
"our so-called national sport has
become colonized as well," he
continued.
He pointed out how the NHL had
gained control of past Canadian
national learns through threats of
bribing team players lo join the
NHL with high salaries. He cited as
examples players such as Ken
Drydcn and Gary Dineen who subsequently did join NHL teams.
And. he continued, last spring
Russia agreed lo play a Canadian
professional learn, but the NHL
permilled only those players who
had sinned NHL contracts to play.
Tins excluded players such as Bobby
Hull and Derek Sanderson, who had
signed with the new World Hockey
Association.
"The whole Team Canada
experience has this 'made-inU.S.A.' feel." he said.
operation coris in
the"The
handswholeof (NHL)
a multi-national
poration largely controlled outside
Canada.""
He added isthein only
reasonis
NHL headquarters
Montreal
Third shut-out in five games
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053
J^M

Canada,

thrives

in

U.S

As a result of the
as a spechas lost its excitement and The decline ofthethefirstgamemoment
it is
commercialization of hockey, the iporl
ikillful character. Kidd continued. boughttacleandbeginssold
as a commodity, he
slated.
The decline of the sport was
exemplified in the Russian scries
when Canadian players began enticing fights and using dirty ladies,
he said.
"The consequences of Ihe NHL
monopoly of the game is that we
have lost sight of ihe game as it was
game played
I930*s
andThe players
such inas theM auricc
Richard before."
and Jean Beliveau are explayed
amples oT an older and more skillful
typeInstead
of hockey,
he maintained.
of playing
the game for its
own sake, the NHL feels hockey's
purpose is to win "no matter how
youKidddo also
ii". heattacked
said. the complicity
of the press in failing to criticize
NHL thehockey.
this is
thai
press The
has reason
simply foraccepted
the press releases from NHL head
offices, he said.
Kidd concluded his speech with an
exhortation to Canadians lo form
lheir own league controlled by
Canadians,
nationalization
of ihe sporl,through
if necessary.
"We do have a chance lo bring
hockey
hack alive,"
he said.fans and
He called
for hockey
parlieipanls to regain control of
Canada's national sport and develop
a new type of hockey based on
sportsmanship
He outlines andhisskill.
views on his
proposed new league in a book just
published entitled The Death ol

Hockev".

Soccer
Blues
fie Guelph
in lacklustre
gome
By IAN HARRIS
wingers. D'Antoni and Misurka slopped by the Guelph goaltender on allempt at penetrating a tight few redeeming features of the Blues'
Guelph defence.
gelling inside the fullbacks a good save.
The Blues returned from Guelph were nol hillier's
On ihe whole the Blues were
Bruni came close to scoring,
Despite the result, coach Nicol
running ineffective. beating
last night after a disappointing niaking
have been extremely satisfied
three men in midfield, but unfortunale not to come away with a should
However, on one flurry of attack,
play.
goalless draw in a game Ihey Blues'
win.
hut
they
never
really
looked
wiih
ihe performance of the four
shut
just
wide
of
the
upright
from
Jim Varelas hit the crossbar thirty yards out. Next corner on the like scoring.
defencement.
dominated for long spells.
some good work on the right by left was hit low to the running
Early play was rather erratic due and
Credit must be given to the
Burns broke up Ihe few Guelph
Da Rosa also culminated with a Hillier.
lo Ihe slippery playing surface after wide.
whose shot on goal was Guelph learn for a tremendous allacks coolly and with authority.
shol
—
one
which
went
narrowly
a heavy rain. Both teams took a
kicked
away
by
the
Guelph
righl
defensive
effort.
Their
strong
runBob
Ca/Aila and Herb Duosky
while lo settle down; the ball was
ning and workman like ability did tackled accurately, and Eddie
Ciuelph's was
onlya reply
toaway
the not allow
Hillier found D'Antoni with a hack.
the
Blues
lo
foray
deep
in
spinning
awkwardly
making
control
Blues
pressure
break
Carter played one of his better
difficult.
good pass and he gol Ihe belter of down ihe middle. Keeper Brand was Guelph territory.
games, negating ihe Guelph's left
The Blues were ihe first to make iwo defenders, ending the move with called upon lo make his best save of
Blues'
midfield
players
failed
to
was lurned for a coran impression From a throw - in on a sholner.which
game on this play.
dominate the all-important centre of wingertive pass.and playing the mosl effecFrom the kick Bruni skimmed theFifteen
minutes inlo the second the field until Oldfield entered the
ihe left Ihe ball went to Bruno Bruni l he crossbar.
The Blues travel lo Waterloo
half, a cross from Ed Carter on the game. His running of Ihe ball and tomorrow hoping to repeal their
who shol narrowly past ihe upright.
earlier
victory over the Warriors.
Guelph, now mastering the tricky The Blues' attack was sporadic, righl produced the Blues best skilful distribution was one of ihe
conditions, hit back with a series of hardly posing a real threat lo the scoring chance. The right back's
breaks down the wings, followed by Guelph goal. There was no sustained
dangerous crosses which keeper pressure from either side and the 0-0 pass
.4
towardsfound
goal,D'Antoni
and withrunning
only thein
OUAA Soccer
.lack Brand deall with adequately. halflime score was not surprising, keeper to beat, the winger headed
On ihe next play Brand made a loronlo's midfield was showing lit- ihe ball into Ihe goalie's hands.
Western Section Games Won Lost Tied For
tle of the tenacity it displayed Shortly afterwards Misurka
diving save al the feel of Stevens, the against
McMaster
Western. Forwards lended squandered another golden opGuelph centre forward.
Agst
6
4 1
1
Toronto
62 Pts98
lo
bunch
and
failed
lo
penetrate
the
portunity
ballooning
the
ball
over
Generally. Toronto's defence
5
3 0
2 13
Waterloo
played competently, being well lighl Guelph defence, although, Ciuelph's crossbar from only six
Guelph
7
3
Western
0 13 21 6
drilled by captain Tim Burns. After Blues" defence was once again out yards oul.
4
2 1
1 18 ,6 5 ;
Sustained pressure by ihe Blues in
breaking down a Guelph attack standing, with Cazzola and Burns
Laurentian
6
2 2
2 9 10 5
the final phase oHhe game produced
Burns slarled a counter attack for playing particularly well.
Brock
2
1 1
0 324 5 4
the Blues with an astute through ball In the earlier stages of Ihe second at leasl seven corner kicks, but the
Easlern Section
5
0 5
0 3 28 0
lo Ron Misurka who then shot over hall . ihe Blues continued to forwards were unable to capitalize.
ihe lop.
dominate most of tne play against a
Wiih
only
minutes
remaining
Phil
intercepted a Guelph pass
Ryerson
4
2 1
1 8 9 5
However, ihe Blues' attack was Guelph squad showing a definite Oldfield
midfield and combined wiih Peter
York
4
2 1
not playing cohesively. The wings defensive straegy. A dangerous inHillier.
1 12 7 5
whose
firm
shol
narrowly
through
ball
by
Misurka
to
Da
Rosa
Trent
were inadequalely served by the
3
2 0 1 5 72 25
the largel from 25 yards.This
niidficld while centre forward Da was hil oul by Ihe Guelph defence missed
Carleton
4
0 2 2 3
lor a ihrow-in. From the Ihrow-in lasi dilch effort by the Blues was
Ros;i was
held by The
Guelph's
3
0
2 1 2
Queen's
centre
hack.weljMahabir.
two Dahsky hil a shol, only lo be undoubtedly the most skilful
'5 v 1

Rejects

referendum

McNie
By RANDV ROBERTSON
Minister of Colleges and
Universities Jack McNie said
yesterday the results of the OFS
referendum will not convince him to
advocate repealing the fees increase.
However he stated that there will
he no fee increases next year,
claiming that this had been government policy before the referendum.
He added Premier Bill Davis had
said at York University a week
before the referendum that the fees
would not ~be increased. He said !fe
himself'had
said this
Convocation
Hall just before
the atreferendum.
In fact, although a report of what
Davis :--.iid at York was never denied
by government sources. McNie
would not confirm on October 7 that
it was government policy not to
Late

results

stands
increase fees in 1973-74. At Convocation Hall last Tuesday, the
ministerthere
slatedwould
he was be"confident"
that
no fee
increases.)
Hxplaining why the government
would not defer the 1972-73 fee
increase. McNie compared the
referendum to a "vole in front of a
supermarket asking the customers if
theyOFSwantgeneral
lower co-ordinator
prices."
Craig
Heron, when told of McNie's aliunde said,claimed
"it doesn'tthatsurprise
McNie
there me."
had
never been any negotiations between
the OKS and the provincial government. "Negotiating — this is a word
the OFS has been using," h e said.
Heron said this was "not strictly
true." The OFS, he said, has not
been "negotiating" in any formal

returns

confirm

firm
labour relations sense with the
government because it does not exist
as a bargaining unit. He cited,
however, a meeting with former
colleges and universities minister
CiCorge Kerr two days after the
formulation of the OFS demands, a
meeting planned with former Social
Development Minister Darcy
McKcough — who resigned before
il could lake place, and a meeting
lasl Wednesday with McNie
himself. Il was "rather hard to meet
with a constantly shifting adtion." Herodocumentation
n said.
McNie calledministrafor
of the hardships the OFS charges
the fees and loan increases are
causing. He said the combination of
increases in tuition and decreases in
grunts is causing some hardship, but
he demanded the presentation of
Ontario

students
oppose
fee hikes
fee
hikes,
the return of the OSAP loan ceilings to
complete returns
last week's
fees
[heir 1971-72 level and the tax burden being placed
strikeMorereferendum
have from
confirmed
Ontario
on
"those
who can afford it, that is the
students'
financing. opposition to government cuts in student
Of the one quarter of the Trent student body
After Lakehead. Waterloo and York
corporations".
which voted. 251 opposed a fees strike in January
Universities reported Ontario Federation of
if
OFS
negotiations are not successful, while only
Students figures reveal more than 35,000 students
91) supported it. However, 71 per cent supported
have voted, with two thirds of them supporting the
holdingto aprotest
province-wide
in Queen's
OFS demands of the Ontario government. Ottawa
Park
the cuts demonstration
in student financing.
University, St. Patrick's and Fanshawe comAt
U
of
T,
the
fees
strike
was
supported
by
munity colleges have not yet reported.
Of the accurate totals, which include 33,710
SAC"
fees-paying
students 5.140
"yes"
votes
to1
l.d(H)
no.
votes
seemingly
more
than
3
to
voters. 22,940 voted to support the OFS demands.
support.
However,
3,958
said
they
had
already
On the crucial question of the fees strike, 19,217
paid Asall SAC
iheir services
fees. commissioner Bill Steadman
voted "ves", while 8,857 had already paid their
Ices Of the close to 34,000 students voting, 21,167
said
in
an
interview
many of those who
said they would withhold all their fees next year if paid all their fees in yesterday,
one instalment disagreed with
further cuts in studenl financing were announced,
ilic
Ices
strike.
Their
neutrality
or support in the
while 6,017 will nol attend their institution next
same proportion as those who voted yes or no
year.
cannot be assumed.
Trent University students were still the only
"I personally don't feel there is a strong
ones to vole against the fees strike. But
mandate,"
Steadman
C oncerning
SAC says.
support of the fees strike at
surprisingly, they supported their own student
council'sported demands
more strongly than they suptonight's meeting when it considers the referenIhe OFS demands.
dum, he said "I have a feeling it won't go through
While f»7 per cent supported the OFS demands,
S5 per cent wanted permanent rescinding of the

on
fees
jusl"Students,"
Ontario, McNie
specific instances.
he said,stated.
"would be
Heron said OFS has not
more
credible
if only they had a
documented hardship cases but that
some of the university student
1 f theyperspective."
can move the federal
councils have done so. He added broader
that OFS could do so itself without government to action, students will
be
improving
the lot of students in
any difficulty.
poorerhe provinces,
But. he said, more important to own.
thought. as well as their
ihe issue are
we can't
The minister added he is
document
— thethose
casescases
of those
who interested
in a system through which
have not come back to university students
could pay back education
because of the fees and loan
increases.
costs through a geared-to-income
McNie asserted that Ontario has tax surcharge. This would have to be
negotiated
with Ottawa, he said.
the best student aid program in
Heron charged that McNie is
Canada. He called for a Canada- "shifting
the blame to get the
wide review of provincial student aid
systems, involving the federal pressure ofT himself." Students have
government suggestions and action. been pressuring the federal government, he claimed, but federal ofStudenl pressure of financing
will he more effective if it is applied i hem. ficials have refused to meet with
lo the federal government instead of
Speeding readers may stop
SAC and the promoters of the first campus speed reading course offered
in three years are slated to meet this morning to try to iron out difficulties
which could prevent the program from being instituted.
Communication Services promoter Elwood Lemon approached SAC
services commissioner Bill Steadman this summer with a proposal to start a
speed
reading course.1
Shortlydeveloped.
after SAC accepted the offer, a serious
communications
breakdown
Steadman could not reach Leomon by telephone all last week, and Lemon
failed lo show for a Thursday meeting. This morning's meeting will try to
unravel
SAC the
has difficulties.
several serious complaints about the way Communication
Services are handling preparations for the course.
Without receiving permission from SAC, the promoters have printed
SAC's name on their advertisements and application forms.
They unilaterally decided to hold three of the five classes at seven
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday evenings. However, the university has no
SAC.
i screen available at that hour, according to
facilities with a projector and
Communication Services also instructed course applicants to make their
cheques payable to SAC. Although SAC agreed to collect the money,
Nleadman noted, it did not give its permission for the cheques to be made
Steadman said there was no reason SAC should be stuck with all the
payable to for
it. running the profit-making course.
honkwork
The London-based corse operators claim a three - to 10- fold increase in
reading speed without loss of comprehensin. All of this can be done in eight,
easy lessons and costs only $35, according to Communication Services'
promotional
Meanwhile, material.
SAC is advising persons registered for the seven pm classes to
contact the 'SAC office. 928-4911, after noon today lo find out the fate or
their course. •
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HERE
TODAY
7 am
Let Radio Varsity get you up in the
mornings! Monday through Friday from 7
to 10 am, U of T Radio will wake you up with
music, news, weather and sports. 820 AM
on your campus dial.
noon
Last day to reserve tor Hlllel suppers this
Wednesday and Thursday.
1 pm 186 St. George.
All
candidates
meeting,
Debates Room, Hart House.Spadlna Hiding.
Representatives
tromscience
the careers
Federal
Government
will discuss
offered
to
graduates
in
the
"Federal
Government Bio-Physical Sciences
Programme". McLennan Physics, room
203.
4:30 pm
"Synagogue
Ffee
Jewish
University.andBBYOCommunity''.
Budding. 15 Hove
St.
5 pm
Karate, open to everyone. Hart House
Fencing Room. 7 pm
SAC general meeting: discussion of
referendum results. Moot Court, Faculty of
Law.
7:30 pm
Organizational mealing for GSU sports
activities. Those interested in Intra-mural
sports, both men and women, should attend. Itis imperative that those wishing to
play intra-mural hockey attend. At 16
Bancroft.
U of T Film Board General Meeting: new
membersMichael
welcome.
If youat 742-8732.
can't makeHartit,
contact
Baptiste
House, Film Editing
8 pmRoom,
CUSO information
on Africa
interested
in workingmeeting
overseas
lor two—
years. Come and chat with returned
teachers, etc. ISC, 33 St. George.
"Chavurat186 St.Zemer",
University.
George. Free Jewish
"Report Irom Britain: Mass Strikes and
Left-Wing
Muddle",ISC.with33 St.LynGeorge.
Marcus.
Discussion follows.
8:30 pm
'The Jewish Woman", Free Jewish

AND

NOW

University. 186 St. George.
"Dissent in186Jewish
History". Free Jewish
University.
St. George.
TUESDAY
1 pm
"Judaism
and
Marxism".
Free Jewish
University. Sid Smith, room 3045.
Representatives
from
the
Federal
Government will be on hand to discuss
opportunities of employment for Engineers
in the "Federal Government Applied
Sciences
McLennan
Physics, roomProgramme".
202.4 pm

Last day to1BBreserve
pmfor Danny Stegel'e
Shabbaton.
St.5:30George.
Ukrainian Students Club Executive
Meeting.
Arbor Room,
Hart House.
An Informal
Eucharist
and supper.
Newman Centre, 897 pmSt. George.
SAC communications commission,
discussion
RV Budget and more.
New
membersof survey,
needed.
7:30 pm SAC Office.
"Aesthetics of Jewish Prayer". Free
First of three lectures by Or. Colin Jewish University. 8186pm St. George.
Morris, on "The problems of emerging
"A Tarn186FunSt. George.
Honlg", Free Jewish
natrons andBuilding,
the role Vic.ol Christianity". New University.
Academic
U of Wat

Fed

pres

quits

WATERLOO (CUP) — .University of Waterloo Federation of
Students president Terry Moore resigned Saturday.
the presidency,
wantednotto just
see "aa student
unionWhen
that first
wouldelected
reallyto mean
something Moore
to people,
student
L'Cl
government."
Moore says he found himself becoming a full-time bureaucrat in order
ngs done that other people were not willing to handle.
The council. Moore charges, "wasn't interested at all in anything, but
perhaps becoming stage crews for the concerts and saw itself as a 'board of
directors' that sanctioned the decisions of the executive every couple of
weeks, rather than a working body."
Moore doesn't put the blame on the student body, saying that "the
students" aloofness is most likely a result of the whole university structure."
But. he also contends, "There does come a point at which the individual
students have to assume responsibility if they expect the Federation to
continue to represent them all."

r
all the i
latest in |WV.
fashion '
and
I
custommade
eyewear W

AUDITIONS
For a New full-length play
MOST

CHILDREN

HIS
OPTICAL
2HROUL.HOUT
OPTICAL MORES
METRO
'ONSUL T THf ItLLOW P-U,l:

AGE

by Graham Jackson
VICTORIA COLLEGE
150 Charles St. W. - Wymilwood
Weds., Oct. 18 - 12:30 - 6:30 pm
Thurs., Oct. 19 -7- 10:00 pm

SUPER

/

Technical People Needed Also

SPORT
INTRODUCES SUPER TOURING
WE WOULD LIKE TO MEET YOU AT OUR

OPEN

"
SALE
gE
WS
HOUS
E

AND SATURDAY
FRIDAY
OCT
. 20th. and 21st.
DUCATI

CH4PM/1N
BROS.
t)

750 SPORT
FIRST CANADIAN
SHOWING

LAVERDA
lOOO cc FIRST CANADIAN
SHOWING

DISCOUNTS UP TO $300 OFF LIST
ASK ABOUT OUR WINTER LAY-AWAY PLAN
217 DAVENPORT RD. AT AVENUE RD.
CALL NOW - 961-1141

Our
classic solitaire, modern
Society
beautiful, S400.00
Registered Jewellers American Gem
we sell diamonds

e*-P««m BROS LIMITED. 261 Yung, St. (sQuih of Duhdas) 364-7664 Dh
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First

use

of

MONTREAL (CUPI) — Bill 51,
Quebec justice minister Jerome Choquetle's .answer
lo theMeasures
expired Public
Order
(Temporary
Act),
appears to have been used recently for the
first lime in Quebec.
Today marks the second anniversary of
the
Trudeau
government's
the War
Measures
Act which invocation
preceded theof
I'O (TMA).
The offices of lAgence Presse Libre du
Quebec (APLQ), (he Movement for the
Defence of Quebec Political Prisoners
(MDPPQ) and a moving co-operative, all
Iticaled in the same building in Montreal,
were nivsleriously broken into October 6.
The unknown thieves entered without
forcing the doors of the building. At
APLQ. they made off with almost a
thousand files (200 of them on popular
movements and unions), administrative
catalogues, addressograph plates, lists ol
ail dresses and address booklets,
bankbooks, and mail. At the MDPPQ and
the Co-op deministraDetnenagemenl.
the adtive files and lists of theallmembers
and their addresses were seized.
After the robbery, the doors were
carefully shut again and none of the equipment was damaged or even disturbed.
"The confiscation was selective,
systematic and neatly carried out,"
an APLQ
spokesman.
"We which
have
anrevealed
electronic
typewriter
worth S700
wasn't even
touched.
Obviously
what
interested them were the files and our information on unions and popular

Quebec

no
warrant
ramifications and the persons involved to
After the break-in, APLQ wrote to the the extent prescribed by the Lieutenantmovements."
RCMP. le Surele du Quebec, (the Quebec (iovernor-in-Council whenever he has
Provincial Police) and the Montreal police reasons lo believe that in the fight against
department asking the three forces if they organized crime or terrorism and subwere involved in the thefts. Choquette was
version, itis in the public interest to order
also asked whether the raid was carried out
such
an
inquiry be held."
by officers acting under Bill 51.
Neither the police nor Choquette replied
io these requests, and APLQ held a press
conference last Friday to denounce the
police and lo declare that Bill 51 was
unconstitutional.
"I am convinced that this is one of the
first applications of the infamous Bill 51,
the law on organized crime and subversion
brought in by justice minister Jerome
Choquette."
lawyer there
Georges
Lebel.one
According said
to Lebel.
is only
plausible hypothesis lo explain the theft: a
police raid. The lawyer explained thai in
accordance with ihe Choquette law on
organized crime, terrorism and subversion,
Ihe police have the right of seizure al all
times and places wilhout any warrant
other than Bill 51 Itself.
Quebec justice minister Choquette
The hill, supposedly set up to deal with
organized crime, was rushed through the
Article two allows Ihe police
Quebec National Assembly in July, just
commission lo search and seize documents
before the summer adjournment, and came
into force July X.
without
a warrant.
The termit merely
"warrant"
used in the
law, although
meansis
It contained a lillle publicized addition
which may account for the raid on the authorization from an administrative
Montreal groups. The first article of the polite body, nol the courts, effectively
giving the police authority to grant
hill slates:
(Quebecan Police)
sion shall "The
also make
inquiry Commisinto the themselves warrants.
Lven this formality can be dispensed
activities of an organization or system, its

law
cited
with:
"in case
of urgency,in when
a warrant
can nol
be obtained
due time,
any
person authorized to make an inquiry by
the commission may exercise wilhout
warrant
in the
preceding the
iwo powers
sections. provided"
These regulations
provide the police with almost the same
sweeping powers of the War Measures Act
tWMA).
Bill 5 1 also created agents auxiliaries —
an auxiliary police squad — to aid already
existing police units.
However, bill 51. goes beyond the
WMA because tl is permanent. Hearings
may be held in camera and testimony given
intit that
case "shallof bethe confidential
Ihe discretion
commission subject
to use
for its report the information so obtained,
which, shall nol. however, be connected
v\iih
the witness
so heard." Thus secret
accusations
are legitimized.
The right to defend oneself before the
commission is nol automatic but granted
only
at thebefore
commission's
discretion.
one called
Ihe commission
has No
Ihe
right lo refuse lo answer questions.
The attack on "terrorists and
subversives"
into organizedunder
crimetheis guise
similarof toinquiring
events
during
the imposed
"October supposedly
crisis" when
the
WMA was
to fight
terrorism, ll was also used to legitimize the
arrests or more than 400 people and more
than 2000 searches aimed nol at terrorists,
but al various progressive and democratic
groups
in Quebec. charged.
None of the arrested
«ere subsequently

Election due in only six weeks

enumerated
sf ill not
residences
college
Three
M. H. Seaman both
New Colleges said that as far as they, And al a fourth. Victoria College, of the October 30 federal election, dean oftheywomen
By JULIA ELCOCK
would try to get the
With Toronto municipal elections knew there had been no municipal only four persons out of more than for which enumeration was done at sisaid
at their residences. 500 living in the buildings were about the same lime as the mien is who wanted to vote
lillle more than six weeks away, at enumeration
least three colleges at U of T have Porlers at the same residences had enumerated. The enumerators had municipal elections. Also, this is the enumerated. .
first time that students in residence
earlier indicated that no municipal started.
still nol been enumerated.
SAC services commissioner Bill
had come lo the apparently been around before term have been eligible to vole, and the
In Friday interviews the deans of enumerators
buildings.
There is some confusion because firsl lime too that the voters lists Steadman said thai he was unaware
residence al Trinity, University and
have been made up by enumeration. that the residences had not been
The Trinity. UC and New College enumerated Tor the municipal elections. He said lhat he would ask the
deans did nol know that their
provincial
government, which is
students were eligible to vote.
responsible the
for residences.
the voters list, to re"None or us (at Trinity) have enumerate
much
enthusiasm",
said
Trinity's
Canadian
students
adian
h-Can
Dean of Men G. A B. Watson, and over IX are eligible to invoteresidence
lack of Frenc
Abysmal
in the
ihe other deans seemed to share his municipal
They can still
opinion. New College Dean of register by elections.
the Toronto
W omen Audrey Taylor said she had Assessment writing
Office atto 2221
Yonge
in university courses
content
beenAsked
"so keen
the federal
if theyon were
going list".
to do Si. giving their year of birth
residential status (owner,
anything about the sloppy enumera- .religion,
permanent or temporary tenant),
tion, the majority of the deans citizenship
and sex. They can also go
replied thai ihey didn't plan to do
professors
Carleton
charge
loHalltheandCityswear
Clerk'soutoffice
at City
anything.
"It'sCollege
up lo the
students",
an affidavit
said
the
new
dean
of
men,
"preventing
many
Cana-to
OTTAWA (CUP) — A survey of Canadian universities", the report students,
containing
the
necessary
dian
students
from
access
Larry Kurtz.
information.
24 Canadian universities (including says, thus discouraging all but the
However Taylor and St. Hilda's
iwo bilingual institutions) by Carle- hardy from persevering to find and material of their own country."
ton University professors Robin understand something of the Canasurvey of courses — French
Matthews, Donald Smith, and 'diitn (and French Canadian) andTheFrench-Canadian
— did not
Sinclair Robinson reveals an ap- identity.
include
those offered by other surveyed "offer a significantly si ud en is _wou Id take a minimum of
palling lack or French-Canadian
departments
because
most
students
content in Lnglish-languagc courses
The report also criticizes French seldom have the freedom to take different pattern in French- courses; French-Canadian literary
tin French literature and culture.
departments for leaching 19lh and cours e in other disciplines, and Canadian studies in French Students then would be able to
in one of the areas, the
20lh century literature mainly, as if [hose courses are rarely given in departments."
TheytheareUniversity
the Univer-of specialize
sity of Ottawa and
The survey, entitled "Frenchreport says.
Canadian Studies and their place in Canada doesn't exist. "Such courses French.
Saskatchewan. Regina campus. The The model language courses
by major
ommis-in
University French Department: A prepare
sion. to students,
believe that
work done
Regina campusFrench
offers department
about one- would
Critique and Model for Change in
The
highest
percentage
of
to develop the
students'
third
linguistictry competence
lo the
same
not 'serious' work es- offerings devoted to French- coursesof ils
in French-Canadian counterparts.
l.nglish Canada", was released last Canada ispecially
level as their French-Canadian
when French-Canadian Canadian studies was 25 per cent, materials, the
week.
highest proportion i n
literature is barely offered or ihe lowest four per cent and the
outside Quebec.
The report criticizes the
average was 14 per cent; the anyTheuniversity
University of Ottawa, a The model's French-Canadian
demeaning altitude most English- limited."
Courses in language and professors' model calls for 46 per bilingual
language university French linguistics
institution, shows a good litcrarv hludic-: have a maximum of
limited both cent .
departments take towards the in number areandseriously
thirteen courses, French literary
the report
with
17
or
listed section
in the studies
porporlion
in57 itscourses
"Francais"
leaching of French-Canadian adds. In most scope,
;i maximum of sixteen
The
University
of
Alberta
is
cases, French
language, culture and literature.
l'J72-7.1
calendar
involving
Frenchcourses
and studies in language and
lauded for its program in French- Canadian studies. But the French
departments
are
heavily
oriented
towards literature; where language Canadian language and literature
jiave a maximum of six"In togeneral.
departments courses do exist, the language taught which is separate from French section for English-speaking linguistics
teen courses, not including the auxseeni
considerFrench
French-Canadian
language and literature. This uniqe -.indents has only three of 23 courses
i
l
i
a
r
y
o
r
peripheral
courses.
literature and civilization marginal, isheeois
"international"
and
not
QueFrench. Thus students are 1 ngli;:h Canadian university deficiencies
offered, thusof reflecting
"the
and French-Canadian language an
French-Canadian
program
allows
students
lo
unfortunate corruption of a pure ill'prepared both on the linguistic specialize in French-Canadian studies prevalent in most English- number
The report
admits
of courses
offered"Ihein total
each
and cultural- level "for any real literature and language, although
tongue." the report says.
area wou Id depend upon the
eonlacl with ihcir French-speaking the program does not treat the Canadian universities."
Like studies of English-Canadian
resources
of
individual
universities,
studies as fully as it could, the report
The researchers' model of course but a ratio close to the one presented
language studies
and literature,
FrenchFrench departments were also says. However, ihe report adds, it is offerings
Canadian
are not considered
neighbors."
English-English(46 per
cenl) should
taken lo task for limiting French- by far the best solution yet seen in an language for
university French inhereorder
worthwhile. "An attitude of in- Canadian
to provide
a fullbeandretained
open
studies to I nglish-Canadian university.
departments
has
three
basic
areas
of
tellectual colonialism, both con- honors and/orliterature
Onlv two universities of those concern. In each area, majoring program of offerings that is fair to
senior undergraduate
scious and uncoscious. has pervaded
the integrity of each area."
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Alex Podnlck
91 St. George St., 2nd floor ■'Working people of Quebec, begin today to
teke
923-8741, 923-8742
take back what belongs to you; know
You alone
yourselves whatyourIs yours.
hotels,
UM
your
Brockho
machines,
Bob
your factories,
Advertising Manager
do not welt
universities, your— unions;
your
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923-8171
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tor a miracle organization."
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dissidents

surveillance
government
still under
Two years ago today, the Trudeau government
a first for peaceinvoked the War Measures Act — the
FLQ crisis.
time — to supposedly deal with
Introduced under the guise or restoring order
and security to Canada, the act was used for its real
HAV£* ThjZ
LhzST
oF
round-up, detenpupose: the ruthless,n wholesale,
tion, and interrogatio of dissidents within Quebec.
Proclaimed at 4 am to catch its prey unaware,
the act abrogated all civil liberties in Canada. More
than 400 people — separatists, municipal election
candidates opposing Montreal Mayor Jean
Drapeau's party, journalists, entertainers, labour
intellectuals — were imleaders, students, and periods
of time and denied
prisoned for extended
traditional rights of the accused': the right to
counsel and to contact one's family.
Martial law dominated the province. Everywhere
soldiers, RCMP, provincial, and municipal police
prowled, able to search, inconvenience, and detain
without recourse.
Freedom of speech and association, the
foundations of democracy, no longer existed in
Canada. The Varsity, for example was censored
three times by its then printers when it tried to
publish material pertaining to the police state
measures in force in Quebec.
With time and the release of the FLQ's British
diplomat hostage, James Cross, the War Measures
Act was replaced by the less rigid yet powerful
Temporary Measures Act. And eventually, despite
the protests of Quebec premier Robert Bourassa
and Drapeau, the latter act was allowed to expire.
Although many of the trappings of the police
state may be gone and the political atmosphere
may appear less volatile, Quebec is still under tight
control by local and national federalists.
The Quebec government's new Bill 51 gives the
provincial police arbitrary powers of search and
seizure when investigating "organized crime".
And, the secret army files leaked to the Parti
quebecois last month, prove that the federal
government is keeping dessidents under
surveillance.
Quebec has been turned into a police state
because the government knows Quebecois are
increasingly and justly dissatisfied with their
status.within a foreign nation.
Even vendu Pierre Trudeau, who used to insist
vehemently that the Quebecois would never
choose independence, is now talking about that
possibility and what he would do.
Quebec is a separate nation with a culture and
tradition of its own. It is the home of a people who,
contrary to decades of Anglo-Canadian arrogance,
need not and should not be forced to fit the
Canadian mould.
Whereas Canada is primarily exploited by
foreign influences, Quebec gets hit doubly hard,
under the economic and political thumb of both the
foreign giants and the managerial AngloCanadians who refuse to acknowledge the Quebec
fact.
While the English prosper, the Quebecois live the
less affluent life. Contrasting with the showplaces of
the corrupt, vendu governments, are the slums in
which thousands of Quebecois live in abject
poverty.
In a land where Quebecois are the majority, an
Sufficiently removed from the governmentEnglish minority refuses to learn the language and
Instead, Canadians should focus their attention
forces the majority to assimilate and adopt its created hysteria of the FLQ- crisis, even the
the future. We must recognize the Quebecois'
language or be perpetually confined to subordinate strongest supporters of the War Measures Act. now on
futureless jobs.
concede that the action was all out of proportion, right to determine their own future — and not try or
condone
government's
And, when Quebecois complain about their and criticize it.
them into the
accepting
federalism.attempts to coerce
plight, the federalists drag out the myth about all
But that does no good. It's all well and good a/id
That's
what
Bill
51
and the use of government
the benefits of federalism, benefits which the article perfectly innocuous to recognize one's errors after
spies
in
Quebec
are
aimedto continue.
at doing. And it's
the fact.
on the opposite page proves to be non-existent.
something we cannot allow
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Quebec government report proves it

Quebec
By GERARD GODIN
QUEBEC-PRESSE
(MONTREAL) — Far from
benefitting financially from its
membership in Confederation,
Quebec is losing millions of dollars
yearly, according to a pamphlet
released by the separatist Parti

loses
millions
as
quebecois recently.
provincial
election
when
some
surveys suggested that the PQ might
Cost of toFederalism,
iheTitled
hooklet"Theis intended
embarass sweep the polls.
Ihe Trudeau government just before
The key document quoted in the
this
month's
federaldistributed
election. Thea PQ publication is the March, I970
federal
Liberals
Morin report, prepared for the
cost analysis pamphlet claiming Quebec Department of
Quebec gains by being part of Intergovernmental Affairs at the
C anada, prior to [he 1970 Quebec request of the Union nationale
government.
The Morin report, named after its
author Claude Morin (a deputy
minister for eight years who recently
delected from the ranks of the
Quebec Liberals to join the Parti
quehecois) Has calculated what
Quebecment in taxes
pays toandthethefederal
amount governwhich
it receives in benefits.
Although the report was
completed before the provincial
election, the government did not
release it. It was leaked to a Mon1970. treal daily. La Presse, in October,
The conclusions of the Morin
report are clear: Quebec is losing
SI I million per year, and if the worst
conies to the worst, it loses $200
million per year while
remains in
Confederation.
The it difference
between the (wo figures originates in
the utilization of two methods of
raiher complex calculations.
If one calculates what Quebec
derives from Confederation with the
method of the benefits received. tKat
is to say. in calculating money,
goods, and services which Quebecois
receives,countwithout
where thesetaking
goodsintowereacproduced and where the services
wcr-e rendered, one arrives at a
llgure of SI I million deficit per year.
The deficit is evidently due to the
taxes and imposts paid by Quebecois
to the federal government.
The other method deals with the
flow of money. It consists of
evaluating sums of nroney actually
spent in Quebec, without taking into
account where the beneficiaries live.
For example, this calculation
includes Ihe total amount spent by
the lederal government in Quebec
for the ment,
purchase
of militaryof equipeven if citizens
other
provinces profit equally from the
protection given by this material.
According
this method,
Quebec's
deficit
was toaround
$200 million
per

part of Canada
and that if Quebec leaves allowances. Quebec will recover a
Confederation it will l ose million
revenue persurplus
year. of at least $11
everything, beginning with oldage
pensions and family allowances.
In addition to the Morin
in which the data stops at
In reality, these pensions and document,
year 1968, the (PQ) pamphlet
allowances are paid from the taxes the
1971.
contains
new
satistics from 1968 to
of Quebecois, After independence,
paying the same pensions and

The PQ says these statistics were
published with one objective in
year.
mind' to put an end to the great
proclamations
of thewhich
federalstate
government such as those
that
is it Ottawa which supports Quebec,
Quebec profits by being in Canada, Pierre Trudeau claims. However, Rene Levesque's Parti quebecois proved otherwise.

year
1963- 64
1964- 65
1965- 66
1966- 67
1967- 68
TOTAL:

The cost
federal total
$1,156,000,000
1,294,600,000
1,482,100.000
1,633,700,000
1,869.500,000
$7,465,900,000

of federalism in figures
Quebec total as %
Railroads
$221,500,000
276,800,000
Ontario's share
Quebec
322,800.000
(in 1965}
9,900 miles
5.200 miles
357,400,000
The
Quebec
rail
network
comprises
1
1
per
cent
of
the
total
number
of rail miles in
404,600,000
Canada, at a time when the population of the provinces is 28 per cent of the
$1,583,100,000
national total.

Deficit forwhich
Quebec:
relative to Quebec's contribution to federal
revenues
Is 25 ofper3.9centperof cent,
the total.
Expenditure for the exploitation of natural resources
as%
Quebec
All of Canada
(millions $) Quebec's part
(millions S)
142.7
14.2
agriculture
1,003.0
8.2
401.0
forests, mines.
33.0
fisheries
4.5
7.6
waters
169.0
energy
1.4
1.9
75.8
11.2
184.7
Total
1.649.7
Quebec has a deficit of more than $200 million dollars
National Research Council per capita grants
Canadian average
$2.40

Ontario's share
$2,90

Francophone
Quebec
$1.10

The cost of grain
Western provinces
Quebec
65 cents per bushel
1 .35 per bushel
In 1971. Denmark bought grain in Montreal at a cost of 80 cents per bushel.
Farm credit
Western prov.
1929-1972

billion
$1.9
Averange annual Income
Ontario
1970 $3,584,00

1 billion
100 million
Francophone
Quebec
$2,574.00

Quebec
197 10%
million
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tonight
brief on discipline
sen
pre
SAC
in September
1969.tthe long-awaited its terms.
taken against
ind incorporates
guidelines
esDisciplinary actionto
tablished inthe legislation,
to ensure
The highest disciplinary body in
University of Toronto Campbell Report was released,
anyonehaveby the
carriedtesout".
isreitera
justice
l
"natura
the
compliance
wilh
Ontario
law.
been thrown out in court, recommending sweeping changes in the university now is the Caput, that
could
SAC
lo
report
consists of all deans and His
Campbell report
if the provincial government had not disciplinary procedures. The most which
divisional heads. It includes no principles of the
siimificant
recommendations
would
exone-year
special
a
granted
suiilenls
and
meets
in
secret.
n.
have given
concmplipn from new tylegislatio
trol over students
classroomsignificant
and course
SAC universi commissioner
Caput and faculty councils
John Creelman said yesterday procedures, and recognized the canTheestablish
rules and enforce
rulings could be "deemed illegal by legitimacy of some "non-violent dis- them. Both the Campbell report and
ihe proposed SAC brief call this an
demonstrations".
any court, in Canada", if not for the Dspileruptive
SPORTS
exemption
pressure
from students and injustice, and recommend separate
some faculty members the report tribunals
to
judge
cases.
MEN AND WOMEN
Creelman's commission will was
shelved. Most faculty members
present a brief lo SAC tonight, that
The new provincial act demands
would try to legitimize the system strongly opposed the inherent threat
GRADUATE STUDENTS
open hearings unless the tribunal
vsilh a combination ofthe provincial to their powers.
But the recent passage of the decides otherwise. Judgments must
regulations and ihe three-year-old
given in writing along with the
Campbell report on campus Statutory Power Procedures Act has hereasons
for decisions. Defendenls
discipline.
more pressure on the university are guaranteed
the right to see
HOCKEY, VOLLEYBALL,
II acee pled, ihe brief will go to the put
lor discipline reform. The Act evidence \yhicn would
question their
governs disciplinary procedures in character must be
(ioverning
Council's
Internal
Afpresent
fairs Committee which is reviewing pnwineiully chartered institutions
BASKETBALL, BADMINTON
;ind self-governing bodies. U of T throughout ihe hearing.
discipline.
Creelman says the act ensures
Following a major discipline crisis received a one-year exemption from
Meeting to Discuss Formation of Teams for
These and Other Sports on Both Informal and
Intramural Levels
s
scab
onal
essi
prof
aids
Law
Time: 7:30 p.m. Monday, Oct. 16, 1972
t
iden
pres
cil
coun
labour
ges
GRADUATE 16 STUDENTS'
char
BANCROFT UNION
Metro Labour
Council president espionage .
days, he said almost three times as
long as the average strike in
Donald R. Montgomery charged
Montgomery also pointed out Canada.
Lists for these sports are at the GSU
Canadian Driver Pool is
Friday that professional that seven large cities and most
Information: Phone 928-2391
being used at Dare Cookies, whose
strikebreakers are given police suiies in ihe United States have workers
have
been
on
strike
since
protection while they break laws. banned sirikebreaking. Canada,
if You Can't Attend
He made ihe accusation during an Montgomery said, is one ofthe few Ma> 27.
The executive committee
appeal to ihe-Melro Executive Com- industrial nations that has no such responded
lo ihebyLabour Council
mitlee to support proposed provin- legislation.
rcquesl
by passing
a motionto review
to ask
cial legislation to ban
Montgomery
differentiated ihe
Ontario
Government
between
scabs
and
strikebreakers.
sirikebreaking.
The cilv of Kitchener, where Dare
The 500 Ontario Hydro Ihe rights and obligations of unions
strikes, including how to
Cookies is currently struckbound, employees who have continued to during and
deal with professional
asked for support for its resolution work through the current strike are deline
strikebreakers.
against strikebreaking.
scabs, according lo Montgomery.
Pnifessional ■ strikebreakers,
He named Canadian Driver Pool
THE DEPARTMENT
OF SLAVIC
LANGUAGES
AND LITERATURES
Munlgoniery asserted, work mostly which provides services to
THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE
Uir small firms in Metro's "in- struckbound companies still
STUDIES
dustrial ghettos". He added they operating, as an example of
Presents a PuDlic Leciuie
pro
rcssi
anal
strikebreakers.
The
have "army-type recruiting
APOCALYPSE
involving this comprograms"
and use and
"wiretapping,
Duberman pinschers
industrial averagepany untilstrike
July of this year lasted 50
Professor Heinrich A. Slammler
Dtporlmenl or Univtnitjr
Sl»iic Linguigei
and Lilaomin
AT HILLEL
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Day
care
By ELAINE FARHAGER
Day care should not be considered
eh aril able, but a Fundamental
right,"said
Sam Fox, manager
the Amalgamated
Clothingof
Workers or America, at a Saturday
conference on industrial day care.
Delegates from unions comprised
mostly of women attended the
meeting sponsored by the Labour
Council or Metropolitan Toronto.
According to the council, the only
industrial day care in Ontario is
provided at the Riverdale Hospital
lor the children of the staff. The
conference was aimed at educating
union members of the need for
industrial day care and the necessity
ofpriorities
pulling init future
high onnegotiations
unions' listswithof
industry.
Panelist lona Samis, vicepresident of the Ontario Federation
of Labour expressed puzzlement
thill nothing had yet been done
about day care "although it has been
begged
for the that
last 15"now
to 20weyears.".
She stressed
must,
have action".

Is fundamental
Mary Lady,theheadManitoba
of the Women's
hureaii~fo
NDP
government, described how that
province has attempted to provide a
variety of day care facilities. She
disagreed with industrial day care
being close to the factories where the
mothers work.
"Day care should be where people
live, not in ugly industrial areas.
Children should not be compartmentalized and split up according towork anplace"
she said.with
She described
experiment
industrial industry
day carewhich
in Winnepeg's
garment
was begun
in order to stop the high turnover of
women workers. Eventually she
said, the project was abandoned and
ils money donated to smaller nearby
centres. She recommended that
local unions initiate day care in the
community.
Julia Shultz. representing the
Metro Social Planning Council
stressed the social implications of
day Itcare.wnuld not be looked on as
"glamorized baby-sitting" she said.

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE
ICE HOCKEY
Try-outs begin on Tuesday, October 17th for
the Women's Ice Hockey Team.
Special Ice Times

Tuesday, October 17th 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, October 19th 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 24th 12:30 - 1:30 p.m.
Thursday October 26th 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 31st 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 2nd 4:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Regular Practice Times

y 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
and Thursda
Tuesday (beginning
November 7th)
COME OUT AND TRY FOR A
POSITION ON THE TEAM.
PUBLIC

LECTURE

"RELIGION AND THE DILEMMA OF
SOCIETY"
MODERN TECHNOLOGICAL
SPEAKER
Dr. George ignatieff
PROVOST, TRINITY COLLEGE
OCTOBER 23 - SEELEY HALL
8.00 P.M.
TRINITY COLLEGE
SPONSORED BY
THE CAMPUS MINISTRIES FOUNDATION
89 ST. GEORGE ST.
FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

^
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"DISSENT

■v

JEWISH

-1
1c

TORY"
HIS
Mon.
Oct. 16,
8:30 P*m-

HOUSE
HILLEL
186
ST. GEORGE

right

It must take into account the
"changing dimensions of human
development"
mustoftenprovide
stimulation whichanda child
lacks
fromPanelist
a "home-bound
Melmother".Bourne
administrates five child health
care centres in the U.S. for the
Amalgamated
Clothing
America, a union
whichWorkers
has an 80of
per cent female membership.
The five centres are the first of
their kind in the U.S. Bourne said
thai it look a long lime for the
centres lo gain acceptance and
licenses. "In the U.S., if something
is union sponsored, then everyone
thinksBourne.
something is wrong with it"
said
One delegate complained that the
children pictured in slides of one
centre
"over-supervised"
and thatseemed
not enough
attention
seemed lo be given towards enindividualneatly
initiative.couragiManyng achild's
slides showed
dressed
co-operative-looking
children in rows or circles.
The centre's Board of trustees has
no parent representation on it. It is
Peter's
SportST.Centre
606 BLOOR
W.
TORONTO 4, ONT.
(Near Palmerston)
Tel. 537-3813
10% oil lor U. ol T.
STUDENTS (with card)
General Sporting Goods
LEVIS
ADIDAS
TRAVEL BAGS

says

unionist
made up of seven union members continued. The solution must come
and seven company representatives. from ;ilt levels of government and
A delegate criticized this, but Sam
Gordon McLellan, Executive
Kox said the priority now is getting
Director.
Divisomething set up. "then worry about society".
sion of theChilden's
Ministry ofServices
Community
told the concontent
participation.1'
Bourneandspent
most of his time :md Socialference lhatServices,
unions could expect
discussing the huge financial
harriers that had to be overcome nothing
in from
the waytheof provincial
day care
financing
before the centres could be set up. It
costs, he said, approximately one government.
million dollars per year to run the The province does not directly
five centres, the largest of which provide day care but merely subsidizes municipalities.. In I97I, one
cares for .100 children each day.
The money comes from two per third of day nurseries were receiving
cent of ihe gross payroll, negotiated public
funds. Subsidies are available
by ihc union at the last contract to individual children but their
talks. This means that some money parents must first be subject to a
thai would have gone towards a pay means lesl. in which the criteria for
increase was forfeited by every need are unclear and variable.
Kox called the means test
worker, rgardless of whether he or
she had children, to go towards the "humiliating and degrading", He
said (ieorge Brown College wanted
selling up of day care centres.
Kox said lhat workers must be lo set up a day care centre for the
convinced that this sacrifice is children of garment industry
necessary and that this issue is worth workers, but the cost would be
prohibitive for the pa rents .-seven
a long hard struggle with the cor- dollars
per child per day. Thus the
porations. But "the
union or industry
can resources
only make ofa
project"hecollapsed
"because",
said,
would not
subject thehe
pin prick in the whole problem" he union workers lo any kind of treatAl the
stressed that the
ment as aend.
meansForxtest."
conference was not concerned with
4C lor students
"crystal-clear" solutions and
strategies.
first step though",
XEROX
he said, "is"The
. lo influence
our own
9 to 126, -Mon.
Fri.
I
5,
Sat.
Impress
(near Yonge)
Bui ihe public must also be
7 Charles
St. W.
people, ihesinceunionists".
educated
the problem can only
967-1110 ! be solved in conjunction with society
Impress is now offering after-hours I as a whole. "There must be no
"The
copying at 4c per copy. This service is | make-sliifl
problem mustsolutions"
be solvedhe bysaid.working
by
call |I through
beforeappointment
6:00 p.m., oneonly.day Please
in advance.
changing optimisticaly
the law.
He and
concluded
"There is nothing so powerful in
hislorv as an idea whose time has
TORONTO'S FINEST

ATE
TERCOLLEGI

IN

WOMEN'S
BADMINTON

TRY-OUTS
UPPER GYM TUESDAY

lUaterhads
o WARANTEED
mattresses from $22.50
o SAFETY ENGINEERED
frames from $37.50
come."
o COMPLETE BEDS
FROM $95.00
RD.
liars 594
and MT.flowPLEASANT
Fnurrjirnsnis
489-7711
JINGLES JINGLES

OCTOBER 17th 5 7P m
PRACTICES TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
LE CERCLE FRANQAIS
DE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

WINE

AND CHEESE PARTY
musique dansing

le 18 octobre
20h
University College

Mercredi,
JCR

s
« Attrac
Modeltive
-PHOTO -PALACE- '<
« Photography
|^ for
red
RequiNude
42
1|
CALL:YONG
964-17
E ST.
279
JINGLES JINGLES
»

Vz CARAT

DIAMOND RING

"THE FUTURE OF JEWISH IDENTITY

IN CANADA"

WEDS., OCT. 18, 1:00 P.M.
SID SMITH 2133

Your choice Ol twenty
-fiveset$29500
excitingIn
slyles.
or wnite
gold.
eludes Yellow
rr diamond
ring, matching
wedding
band,
registered
appraisal
certificate and insurance.
20% Student Discount
with ATL card
HUGH14 30PROCTOR
TON GE ST. & Co.
Jewellers ■ Gcmrnologisri
PATIO OEOftO PLAZA 1 921- 7702
JusI Soulh ot SI. Cla
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What

is big and
on

soft

and

the

inside,

handle

outside,

the

hard

warm
and

on
can

5,000

students

a day?

Answer:
the

John

P. Robarts

Library.

- overheard in men's
washroom, Simcoe Hall

This vast room on the eighth floor was included at the request of the Ontario
government. However, the government
wants to do hasn't
with It.got around to deciding what It

By LINDA McQUAIG
and TONY USHER
What does lie behind the forbidding exterior of the
Robarts Library complex on St. George Street? On
Thursday, a dozen SAC and student media representatives
pot a sneak preview of the new library's hidden delights,
chaperoned by U of T vice-president Jack Sword and
building
managercomplex
M. E.opens
Malcolm.
Afterproject
the Robarts
(by next September),
Malcolm predicts it will become the focal point for U of T
campus activity, much as City Hall has brought new life into
downtown
and months,
will become
its "people
Within Toronto
a few short
the John
P. Robartsplace".
palace
of pleas ure-eum -cathedral of knowledge will be complete
and consecrated
with twostairways
million leading
books. You'll
be ableglassto
climb
those imposing
to massive
dours a) St. George and Harbord or St. George and Sussex
(sorry, no entrance from Huron Street).
It's September 25, 1973, and you're on your way to
harrow
first book that
you can't
in the the
Sigmund
Samuel the
undergraduate
collection.
Oncefindthrough
doors
and onto the second (entrance) floor, you'll see on your right
what Malcolm calls "the prime space in the whole building",
a pttblie reading room for 200 to 300 which will be the only
space in the building not requiring U of T identification or
special permission to enter.
Unless you're heading for the public reading room,
you'll have
your bycoat.
Those passe
self-service
hangers
have tobeencheck
replaced
an attendant
operated
service
for 4.000 coats. You may spend quite a bit of time here at
11:45 on winter evenings.
Also featured on this floor is a cafeteria for 200
featuring the finest pfe-packaged foods that vending
machines have to offer. The cafeteria was a compromise
between the large demand for food service and the
librarians' credo that food and books don't mix. The result
may be few opportunities for intimate dining in a cafeteria
which will require three shifts to handle library staff alone.
Looking out the windows on this and the fourth floor,
you may notice balconies accessible through doors which
will only he unlocked to allow maintenance staff to sweep off
snow. These balconies, described by Malcolm as an
"architectural feature", will remain inaccessible, according
to the builders, to avoid such probable abuses as students
discreet
lv throwing books to fellow conspirators waiting 40
feel below.
However, your book still awaits. Escalators arc ready
lo uhisk you through the air-conditioned comfort of the
plush, colourfully carpeted, Hyatt House-like interior to the
fourth and main floor. Here the catalogue room, intended as
the building's hub, dominates. The fifth floor ends in a
balcony surrounding it; thu,s the room is two storeys, highueilingcd. impressive. "There are very few places you can
find equalling this in quality," boasted Malcolm.
If you are an undergraduate, this will probably be as far
asrequest
yon .canThe go.callYou'll
mainappropriate
desk with stack
your ^^
slip willproceed
be sent touptheto the
floor (nine through 1 3) and a page will find your book, place
it in a plastic tray, and place the tray on a loading
mechanism which will deposit it on a conveyor belt system
which runs through the building.'

I
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m
The sepulchral Interior of the Rare Books library, 56 feet from floor to celling.

The designers anticipate five to seven minutes to deliver
our hook to the main desk, barring breakdowns of (he
mivcyor belt system which may stretch delivery lime to five
o seven hours. You'll be able to sit down and await your
'»iok in air-conditioned comfort, watching for your number
o he Hashed on an electronic panel above the desk.
IT you are one of those fortunate enough to be admitted
0 the upper sanctum by a formula yet to be worked out by a
ioviirnjng Council sub-committee, the stack floors will
■rovide a dour contrast to the public areas downstairs. The
)<mrs are low-ccilinged and jammed with shelving, with the
mlk (ofarrcls
the building's
carrels and
aroundefficient,
the perimeter.
are compact
while more
omfortitble than those in Sigmund Samuel, yet they have
me drawback: monastic windows less than a foot wide. The
raiangultir design of the library was intended to provide the
Hgimum perimeter length in proportion to the floor space,
lowcver. ifyou are cramped in a carrel with the feeling that
on are peering through the slits in the wall of a medieval
"rlrcss. waiting for the Mongols to attack, you may begin
L1 question the advantages of triangular design.
I f you are part of the seething hordes of undergraduate

Philistines who will probably be forbidden from profaning
l he altar of the stacks, you will have the alternative (maybe)
of studying on the first (basement) floor primarily designed
for graduate students from other Ontario universities.
The John P. Robarts government (not to be confused
with the .lohn P. Robarts library) stipulated that the building
was to provide sufficient space for 10 per cent of all
graduatesa attending
Thus, and
the first
floor
includes
circulation"other
desk universities.
for these visitors
a reading
room primarily intended for their use. This room will seat
(»()(). making it the largest reading room on the U of T
campus. But. its low ceilings avoid any feeling of
spaciousness, substituting for it the claustrophobic atmosphere ofa lunchroom in a 40-year-old factory.
The rare hooks collection, now housed in an office
building east of Yonge Street, is one of the least known and
least used parts of the library system. It may get more
attention after it moves during the next few weeks, into the
small building at the corner of St. George and Harbord.
The rare books building is at first sight the only feature
of the library complex more attractive than it is pedestrian
or boring, l ive stories of shelves surround a long, narrow

centre well: no sunlight nor bright lights can strike the
hooks. The atmosphere is dim, hushed, reverent, sepulchral,
and the architecture impressive without being overpowering.
You may wonder, then, what the Trojan Hose-shaped
lower atop rare books, best seen from Hoskin Avenue,
contributes to this building. The tower, apparently, contains
nothing.
is, according
to Malcolm,
"architectural
feature". ItWhy?
"To provide
balanceanother
against
the larger
l ibrary
Science
building
at
the
other
end
of
the
The Varsity pointed out that the complex iscomplex."
so vast,
with so little setback from the street, that a complete vista isinipossible except from Slop 33 atop the Sutton Place Hotel.
"A building has to have balance. Every fine building in
Toronto has balance," countered Malcolm.
t an a building so massive in scope, "apex to apex the
length of soa football
as Malcolm
if repeating,
building
carefullyfield",
oriented
towards isa fond
hierarchy
of usersa
with the undergraduate majority at the bottom, still bring a
sense of community to its users and the university?
We'll
see. thinks so. Once it opens, "There'll be people
Malcolm
streaming in and out of here with a good feeling," he says.
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expert
of anti-guerrilla
choice
Prof defends
United and
Nations
secretary-general
Thompson was heckled at the Although he is not in complete NORAD and thai Defence should Than!
By DIANA WEST
headed
the UN peaceU
seminar by students who opposed agreement with remarks made by he a major cabinet ministry.
lu.S7. in Sinai and Gaza in 1956 and
The professor who arranged a his
force
defence
of
the
Vietnam
war.
He
lecture last October 5 by a British
Thompson.of study
Gellnerat stated
that is"theto (iellner plans, in further seminars,
university
that there is a strategic essence
eou nler- insurgency expert defended cmneedp ha tosizedcontain
lo present guesl speakers with opcommunism
and
po sing viewpoints lo that of
his choice of the speaker last week. claimed that communist executions lookGellner
Thompson.
was
appointed
in
at
the
whole."
Visiting professor of International
that Rikhye's
far exceeded the toll from September as a visiting professor at The head of the Peace Academy will(iellner
be in feels
complete
oppositionviewsto
Security Studies John Gellner said have
American bombing and massacres the International Studies Centre, in New York. General Rikhye, is those of Thompson. He also hopes
Sir Robert Thompson, who helped such
as My Lai.
succeeding Robert Cox, who last one of Ihe invited speakers. Rikhye thai "not everyone will agree with
plan the strategy to suppress the Gellner,
who is responsible for a year organized seminars on the was the military advisor to former
Malayan
revolt
from
1
948-60,
"is
series
of
interdisciplinary
graduate
theme
of trans-national society.
worth hearing if for no other reason
After serving with the Royal
seminars
on
"Armed
Force
and
Canadian
from I940 to
than to oppose."
said:
"My agrees
stan- I45X, he hasAirbeenForce
WHOLESALE
For several years Thompson National dpoinSecurity",
uinu
rjio
t
i
s
.
whether
anyone
a
free-lance
N
nlU
WAREHOUSE
rAo
worked for the Nixon government with Sir Robert Thompson or not, and lecturer, mainly on politicalwriter
and
as an advisor in South Vietnam and let him speak, if only for the sake of military subjects. He has lectured
was an instrumental figure in the
Rikhve."
extensively at Military schools and
able to argue with him.
CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS
planning of a defensive strategy for being
Thompson had been making a nave a course on "War in the
Mekong River hamlets.
of Canadian unWorld" at U of T in 1970.
While American military lecture lour
iversities. His offer of a lecture at U Modern
A frequent contributor to the
authorities claim the plan has
Globe
and
he urged in a recent
of T was "gladly" accepted, said article thatMail,Canada
successfully prevented a wide spread (iellner.
remain in
takeover of the Mekong delta and
ilic Saigon region, British experts
have described
ac» BLAZERS
tivities us an utterThompson's
failure.
Centre for the Study of Drama
t SMOCKS
>
GOWNS _
HART HOUSE THEATRE
O'S
NT
RO
TO
UE
IQ
UN
PRESENTS
. BLAZER SUITS w BAGS s22-s30
PAPERBACK
> MEN'S SHIRTS ™, *3-3/-,12
e
or
Bookst
ON
THE MISANTHROPE
210
SPADINA
AVE.
TWO
by Moliere
(BELOW OUNDAS)
LEVELS
Translated by Richard Wilbur
classified
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;
Directed by John Wood
by subject
SATURDAYS FROM 9-6
well-informed
October 19 - 28 at 8:30
helpful
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
staff
Tickets $2.50
Box Office 92B-8668
Students $1.25
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sudenl subscriptions still available $3.00 for 3 productions
THE JEWISH WOMAN
<
JUDAISM CONFRONTS WOMAN
t
(FOR WOMEN ONLY)
Weds. Oct. 16, 8:30 f
HILLEL HOUSE
CLASSIC
186 ST. GEORGE
The Installation of
BOOKSHOPS
707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
George ignatleff M.A.. LLD.
- LOYALTY
923-3551
as Provost and Vice-Chancellor
of Trinity College
Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!
on Wednesday. October 18 at 8:00 p.m.
in Convocation Hall. University ot Toronto
Public Invited
OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

COPIES
MADE
ON

COMMUNITY
"~ in co-operation
AFFAIRS with~^
Community School Workshop
•VT «F THb
»*LL*S
MUft
WOMEN'S
FIGHT
FOR EQUALITY
IN THE SCHOOLS
HOWREFLECT
00 TEXTBOOKS
SEXISM?
HOW ARE
EDUCATED
FOR GIRLS
PASSIVITY?
WHY ARE WOMEN IN EDUCATION
"ON THE BOTTOM"?
Open Film,
Discussion.
Slides Panel,
WED. OCT. 18
8:00 P.M.
FREE ADMISSION
ST. LAWRENCE CENTRE
366-1656
ILL..,

76 CHARLES ST. W.
923-8115
85 EG LINTON AVE. E.
486-8663
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR LEGAL.
3 HOLE PUNCHED AND COLOURED PAPER
CERLOX BINDING
FREE COLLATING
WHILE-U-WAJT
OR OVERNIGHT
QUALITY GUARANTEED
REDUCTIONS
CHARLES ST., W.

XEROX
EQUIPMENT
' 1stEACH
thru 5th
copy per original
EACH
eih thru loth
copy per original
EACH
11th and additional
copies per original
STUDENT 20%
DISCOUNT [TOXVSTUDENTS
70
STUDENT WORK)ON
NOTE:
FEDERAL (12%) NAD PROVINCIAL
IS%] SALESON TAXES
APPLICABLE
ALL WORK

Maximum original size 24" x 36"
HOI IRQ- M0N--THURS. 8J0 AM 9:

the fast & inexpensive
eating place
fordowntown people
BLOOR &
BLOOR
YONGE & BLOOR
ST. GEORGE
& BAY
A Very Special Offer

E^^^fc
l {iThV } po^ and preof the three Mr. Zum's
^L^M^L^V
cashierlocations.
ai any
VII count on any sa!e
of $1 5fJ Qf
d,s5°c
,u|1
over.
One coupon per *ou
salewi"only.receive
Valid aany day afte
day Monday.
p.m. and allON
2COUP
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 1972
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New

By LORN E SLOTNICK
The route chosen for the new
norlh-west subway route does
not ;ippear lo be viable unless the
Spadinn Expressway can be
revived.
Metro's decision on the route
was made just a month ago, over
a year after the expressway was
vetoed by Premier William
Davis. But many Metro
politicians are still dreaming of
the expressway, and so the choice
of a pood all-round subway route
was subordinated to saving their
pel project.
Metro Council's choice for the
subway line is almost exactly the
route originally planned for when
the subway and expressway were
to he a package project. Subway
stations in the middle of the
I edarvale and Nordheimer
ravines are included in it. None
are
at St.TheClairchoice
or Eglin-of
lon planned
Avenues.
routes is sure to be appealed at the
Ontario Municipal Board by at
least three groups — the Cedarvale Ratepayers Association, the
Borough of York, and the
Confederation of Residents and
Ratepayers Associations
(CORRA),
When Davis slopped the
Spadina Expressway, it was obvious that the subway route
would have lo be re-examined. A
study was done by the Joint
Technical Trasporlation Planning Committee (JTTPC), which
consisted of experts from Metro,
Mil-Theprovince,
the TTC.
JTTPCandstarted
with 18
routes, but quickly narrowed the
choice down to five "technically
acceptable"
Thesewhich
five
included tworoutes.
routes
followed the expressway alignment closely, and three which
slaved closer to Bathurst Street.
All routes considered followed
the
Spadina Avenue
"ditch" as. far south
as Eglinlon
Each route was evaluated
according lo 15 factors under
three main vironmental
groupings:
eneffects, cost, and
construction and operating
efficiency.
When the JTTPC study was
completed and released this past
January, one of the three routes
near Bathurst Street came out on
lop. South ofEglinton. this route
would run through Cedarvale
Park, cross Bathurst south of
Si. Clair Avenue and go down to
Bloor one block east of Bathurst.
Al Bloor. the subway would turn
east and link up with the YongeUniversily line al the St. George
station.
This route was chosen over the
other two Bathurst routes
because it was judged to be least
destructive, particularly lo the
ravines, and its cost was less
($K/J million), because it would
lake less time lo construct time
and disruption would be

HART

route

subway

HOUSE

minimized.
The iwo routes which followed
the expressway alignment closely
were rejected because they would
have been too destructive lo the
Cedarvale and Nordheimer
ravines, would Tail lo stimulate
"desirable redevelopment", and
wouldn't mesh well with existing
and future subway lines. These
factors were judged more important than the savings in cost
and construction lime that the
Spadina routes would permit.
The only fault the JTTPC saw
with the route it selected was the
necessary acquisition of 1 50
properties
buildings. and demolUon of 85
However, the whole JTTPC
study made several errors which
prevented it from selecting the
optimal route.
Eirst. the study could have
examined a route which wouldn't

CANDIDATES

include

even more inefficiently than it
does now.
Another major error made in
Ihe JTTPC study was its failure
lo evaluate expected ridership for
each route.
In order to break even,
financially the new subway line
must run through an area where
it will he used all day, not just
during rush hours. But the joint
committee completely ignored
expected ridership.
The most important mistake
made by the JTTPC was the
assumption that every route had
to follow the expressway path as
far south as'Eglinton. The only
possible reason for requiring the
subway lo use this route is to save
construction costs. However, this
eosl could be recouped by increased ridership if the subway
was located near population and
business densities.

expressway

route of the original 18 that the
JTTPC considered. It was the
same route lhat the JTTPC
favoured, except that it would
run directly under Bathurst south
tif Davenport. Although it would
cause traffic disruption during
construction, it would prevent
the
demolition of the 85
buildings.
Immediately, expressway
supporters
complained
choice, because
they about
knew thea
Bathurst route would bury the
expressway forever. North York
Controller Paul Godfrey pleaded
lo The
"keep recommendation
our options open." then
went lo Metro Executive Committee, which passed it on
without comment to Metro
Council. By then, both the
Toronto and York municipal
councils
roule, had endorsed a Bathurst

Bathurst Street has been proposed as the site of a new subway route to link north Metro with
downtown.
require ihe demolition of 85
huildings. namely a route directly
under Bathurst St.
This roule did not qualify as
"lechnically
acceptable",
only
hecause it would
have disrupted
iralTic loo much during
construction.
Metro Transportation
Committee eventually
recommended the route directly
under Balhursl Street, but this
advice was later ignored by
Metro Council.
The JTTPC also only
considered roules that would run
into the Yonge-University subway line at the St. George station. This link-up would mean
"Y" St.inforever abandoning
terchange al Bloorthe and
George. Extension of the
Balhursl subway to the lakefront
which will probably be needed
when Metro Centre opens, would
be made more difficult. As well,
different levels of use would
make ihe integrated YongeUniversilv-Balhursl line operate

INVITES

SPADINA

may

YOU TO A

RIDING

If it were not for the Spadina
Expressway dominating
politicians'
minds,
the tomost
logical
routewould
for
a besubway
the
norlh wesl
directly
up
either Bathurst or Dufferin
Streets, as far as Wilson Avenue,
or beyond.
But hecause of the expressway
alignment and ditch, the JTTPC
ihoughi the subway had to be
routed through ravines and up
the dilch north of Eglinton, certainly no centres of population or
husiness. While expressways
should be buill away from population centres to minimize disrapid transit
close lo ruption,
where
peopleshould
live andbe
work lo encourage use.
These mistakes suggest the
need for another study, which
will probably be urged by the
liroups appealing the route at the
OMB.
When ihe Metro
Traspnrlalion
Committee
sidered ihe JTTPC
studycon-in
August, il recommended Ihe best

Al Ihe Metro Council meeting
September 8, ihe TTC admitted
itwould
thought
a Bathurst
route
be best.
But suburban
politicians
like Godfrey
and
fellow controller
Irving Paisley
made
il clear lhat
theybest
weren't
all interested
in the
route,at
hut
only
the
route
that
revive the dead expressway. could
And so, by an 18-8 vote, Metro
Council picked almost the exact
Spadina expressway route.
Suburban politicians combined
with the city's
entire mayoralty
executive
committee
(including
candidates David Rotenberg and
Tony
to votealdermen
for the
route. O'Donohue)
Only five city
and ihree York politicians voted
against
ihe Spadina
The reasons
of thoseroute.
voting for
the expressway alignment were
not covered up very well. Amidst
talk of strminimal
cost, conuction lime and disruption,
the
main reason shone through. The
result was the choosing of a route
lhat scored worst or second worst

DEBATES ROOM, HART HOUSE
NEW DEMOCRAT
BOB BEARDSLEY
COMMUNIST
MAGGIE BIZZELL
PERRY RYAN
PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE
LIBERAL
PETER STOLLERY

Hope.
He says
thinking"
on itIheis just
part"wishful
of expressway
supporters
lhat the expressway cantobeassume
added
later.
The OMB hearings should
provide a forum for all routes to
he evaluated, not jusl ihe ones
considered by the JTTPC. The
hearings probably will not take
place until early next year
hecause of both the civic elections and the fact that William
Palmer, will he taking over from
retiring chairman J. A. Kennedy.
York's oncasetheirat
theTheOMBBorough
will beof based
contention thai a proper study
was never done of a route directly
up Balhursl Street to Lawrence.
A hastily prepared TTC study
used al Metro Council said that
Ihe Balhursl route was impraclical.thatbutnorlh
onlyof because
insisted
Lawrence,it
Ihe subway should return to the
expressway route.
The Cedarvale Ratepayers
Assoc; toilion
"confident
vicry" a; theisOMB.
says ofacting
president Ray Oster. They will
challenge the subway route
because of environmental
damage.
Cedarvale also wats a full-time
subway,
line, whichnot itjustfeelsa commuter
the route
through the ravines would be.
Osler says the JTTPC and Metro
with the dilch.
politicians
have an "obsession"
As well as CORRA and the
Borough or York. Toronto City
Council may also fight the
the OMB.
Cproposed
ouncil's route
Public atWorks
Committee last week recommended
that the city should threaten to
light the alignment unless Metro
agrees to reopen discussions.
The battle over the subway
roule is far from over. Perhaps a
sensible alternative may yet be
chosen, instead of a route lhat is
jusl an excuse to revive the
Spadina Expressway.
TERMPAPERS

FOLK/ROCK

JEWISH

MUSIC

MEETING

1 P.M. OCT. 16

according to most of the
JTTPC's criteria. The
politicians*
made clear
when
al Iheintent
samewasmeeting
they
voled to pave the Spadina Expressway down to Eglinton
Avenue.
Ironically. Ihere is real doubt
from a technical standpoint as to
whether ihe expressway could
ever be buill above ihe subwayAccording lo Alderman Ying
Hope, an engineer, it would be
"difficult or impossible" because
in Ihe area south of St.Clair, the
subway alone is planned to be
built on a higher elevation than
would a combined subway and
expressway.
The subway could be built at a
lower elevation, but not with the
$154 million estimate d by the
JTTPC for that route, says

CREATE IT!

"CHAVURAT ZEMER"
FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY
MONDAY, OCT. 16, 8:00 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE

PAPERS
ON FILE
SERVICE
$1.85 per page
FOR REFERENCE AND
RESEARCH ONLY
Our Termpaper Service Is
Quick And Highly Professional
A well Qualified Staff of
College Graduates
Research,
Write And Will
Type
Your Order Cost
At Reasonable
PHONE
Suite638-3559
906 CRT.,
12 WILLOWDALE,
GOLDFINCH
ONT.
A Canadian Company
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drops.
lm—en
ro
EnON
An t
(CUP)
under contract for varying periods
LOND
will
nt
enrolme
time.
of
low
unexpected^University of Western
force the
of graduate students
Ontario to trim about $2.7 million isThealsonumber
down from official
year.
this
budget
g
from its operatin
will predictions.
Only ll.l.W undergraduates
placed on
r 1, the Williams said athefreeeze
be registered on Decembe
or budget in July
Official count day Tor government $1will.25havemillion
into cuts,
d
translate
be
to
d to a pro, compare
grant purposes
of about 12,000 and a further drop of $700,000 in
jected enrolment
is necessary. The
when the university expenditures
limiergrads
original budget had already
htidgcl
was prepared.
and
n predicted a deficit of $734,000wanted
UWO president Carlcto
said the university
was quick to assure there toWilliams
\\willilliams
break even, producing the $2.7
be no faculty firings.
in necessary cuts.
"It's not the faculty's fault ii million
-It's
hard to think of any item
said.
show up,"forheabout
students don't
80 that won't be scrutinized," Williams
haculty. who account
said. He hoped the university
of ihe guniversit
cent operatin
per
budget,y'sare$50.6all wouldn't have to dig into a $2.5
million
V-P
Regina gets new
RKilNA (CUP) — To the surprise of no one. Dr. E. B. Tinker was
Campus of the.University
Regina .
of theek
named "vice
wan principal
Saskatche
last we
u«™»«of
Harvey
Ray
principal
vice
former
when
vacant
became
position
The
of the newly created Saskatchewan
deputy minister
appointed
was
Education.
Continuing
of
t
Departmen
The committee which chose the new vice principal was comprised oi
of governors, the untvers.ty
boardbody.
university
of the and
"members
iwu
the student
the faculty
administration, each
on the committee but were
ion
representat
equal
demanded
Students
hirned down on the grounds they already had "parity" with the three other
!"r HI Before the selection was made,' the student
council took a vote the
on
boycotting the committee which was stacked against students. Howevereleven
council decided to propose a candidate of its own and approached
to
people with this objective in mind. Only one student allowed his name
stand.
...
students did not
At one point principal John Archer told a meeting
had cdme to htm to tell
two delegations
that names
and the
this student
rcallvso.support
of these students.
to release
He refused
him
Throughout the procedure the concensus among students was that
in spite of the students' opinions and this prediction
be chosen
Tinker
last week.
a reality
became would

to budget
forced
UWO
million reserve fund built up from
Adlinglon admitted the
A. K.
Vice-president finance expense
s administration would have to imAdlinglon said salary
surpluses.
pastAreas
affected most by the July would
prove its method of projecting
be reduced through attrition
s.
freeze were the Council for Univer- and non-appointments with no staff enrolment
the In- being hired to fill vacancies. are He said governments will not be
Art, libraries,
sity Theatres
structional MediaandCentre,
of "There
any assistance.
Construction plans
has been so much
University
Centre.
Computing
ns comment in the press about
expansio
for plant
proceediinngprogress,
Research Council.
Physical
Plant, alrcadv
said,
n
Adlinglo
Information Services and University although actual building may be overgrowth and the disenchantment
universities that the more fuss
Publications, the Alumni Depart- impossible. An addition to the with
Administra- shelved
ng.been we make the better the politician
has
General
spri
the
until
the
ent
ment
and
departm
ry
chemist
tion Account.
likes it." he said.
richer?
students
Referendum:
During the student presidential
DOWNSVtEW (CUP) — enough student volunteers to look
race for
lasttheyear,
the paid
s in um.
Student polling clerks at York
station
polling
after
first polling
time of— clerks'were
50 cents an
received $1.75 an hour Wednesday-Thursday referend
University
hour.
Charges
from the student council during the Waterlo
o doesn't pay its poll irregularities were made, election
including
workers.
last week.
OFS referendum
twoThedaycouncil.
stuffed ballot boxes and unattended
of the York
Council
worked
students
York
Twenty
on,
Student Federati is already over a 24 hour stint to run the polling stations.
$30,000 in debt.
a general desire to "tighten
campus. up"It was
the dum
around
stations
polling cost
procedures
"1 don't think I could have gotten Total
was council,election
referen
of the
decide
to raise thethatpaymadefor
— almost double the cost of
the people working for me that I did $500
polling
clerks.
Anstey
dum
s
and referen of other
that the said.
traditionally
if they hadn't
beenKevin
paid."Anstey.
said York election
\ears, Anstey claimed spreading the lowHeleveladded
returning
officer
of
student
participation in
University of Waterloo Student referendum over two days caused
Federation president Terry Moore pari of the extra cost, but he ad- affairs at York made it "essential to
mitted that salaries for the polling pay students if the referendum was
resigned Wednesday in part because
of his council's inability to find clerks had increased costs.
to be reasonably run".
O.I.S.E.
TUESDAY EVENING CINEMA
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17th
BERGMAN
7:30

9:30

The Touch
Elliot Gould
Bibi Andersson
Max Von Sydow
Skammen
(THE SHAME)
Liv
Max unman
Von Sydow

at the O.I.S.E. auditorium
252 Btoor St. W. at St. George
admission $1.50 at 7:30 (both shows)
$1.00 at 9:30 (1 show only)

COLLEGE

NEW

WRITING

FACILITY

• Individual advice on written expression.
This programme is intended to assist students vyith the presentation of
written work for all departments.
• This programme is also available for those writing in French
Room

Cigarettes
and
Cigarette
Tobacco

1 21

New

928-5157
Regular Hours:
Monday 10-6
2-4
Tuesday
Wednesday 10-6 (French, 2-4)
Thursday 10-6 (French, 2-4)
Friday 2-4

College
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chosen

Strangway

North

head
as geology
Geology students will have the D.W. Strangway was actually
opportunity next year to study under appointed as chairman of the U of T
the present chief of the U.S. geology department as of July 1,
National Aeronatucs and Space Ad- 1972. However, since he is on one
ministration geophysics branch.
year leave of absence in order to
finish his work with NASA, he will
not assume the position until 1973.
In an interview, Fawcctt said that,
as far as he knew, there were no
sweeping program changes in the
department for next year under
Strangway's
According direction.
to Fawcett, Strangway
was chosen "in the normal manner"
through
mittee. the dean's search comy received his BA from
LJ of T in 1956, his MA in 1958
theStrangwa
and his PhD in I960. Hetythen
worked at the universi of
Colorado as an assistant geology
professor. In 1968. he was appointed
of T. professor of physics at 'the
11associate
SYNAGOGUE
A CRITIQUE
COMMUNITY"

till

Monday, Oct. 16, 4:30 P.M.
BBYO Bldg.. 15 Hove St.
FREE JEWISH UNIVERSITY

FREE

of

Vief

U.S.
soy
Bv LINDA HALL
A delegation of Catholic priests
and laymen from North Vietnam
pleaded Tor support last Wednesday
to protest the Vietnam war which
they called "very brutal and cruel".
The delegation which participated
in it forum at Hart House, had
recently attended
International AssemblytheofSecond
Christianity
held in. Quebec City over
Thanksgiving. Father Nguyen The
Vinh said the conference had "supported the struggle of the people of
Indochina", condemning the Vietnam war as against the interests of
"peace,
justice andof mankind".
One member
the delegation.
Father Dinh Van Thu, linked
American involvement in Vietnam
with the difficulties of the Catholic
Church in North Vietnam.
"It is the American Government
that tries to destroy our religion in

Catholics

is main
North Vietnam, but not the Communists," hesaid.
He called the migration of
Catholic bishops to South Vietnam,
ordered by an archbishop after the
Geneva agreement of 1954, a
"forced evacuation" designed by the
Americans to lead Catholic priests
and laymen out of North Vietnam.
The homhing of North Vietnam,
which has destroyed more than 100
churches, is also a major factor in
t he difficulties of the Catholic
Church, he said.
Father Harry Bury, an American
'who recently visited North Vietnam,
sCatholics
ii pported and
the Communists
view that the
are
being
"brought
against
llic common
enemy,together"
the Americans,
"In bombing
of Norththe Vietnam,
Nixon
has destroyed
religious
differences" he said. "The real
struggle is the struggle to survive."

enemy
In response to questions, both the
Vietnamese and American panelists
dismissed
rumours thatareKissinger's
efforts
result inatannegotiation
end to the war.about to
Masie Bui Thi Cam, a North
Vietnamese lawyer, contrasted Nixon's claims of "desire for peace"
with his saturation bombings all
over the
Referring
to Nixon's country".
promises to end
the war,
she
said. "We hope this will come to our
country, but we do not believe in
Bury called the rumours a
"smoke screen to overcome the efforts of the peace movement to bring
the war before the American
Bury said he saw evidence of
bombing dykes in North Vietnam.
Bombs fell "close to and on dykes",
he said, in areas where "there was
nothing around but the dykes".
".
peoplehim."

unionists for damage
scabs. city government and a gang
ternational representative
of theplant
un- ofihinking
ion, and Andy
Diamond,
WATKRLOO (CUP)— The most
chairman of local 173.
recentDaredevelopment
in thethe20-weekIn addition to the suit, the
old
strike has been
filing of
The Dare management filed the company is attempting to have a
acompany.
1.6 million dollar law suit by the
suit because they say the damages court injunction granted in order to
the boycott of Dare goods.
occurred during the strike were halt
Being sued are the Ontario that
Union officials assert the court
Federation of Labour, local 173 of willfully
workers. caused by striking union order
sought because
the
the United Brewery Workers, and
boycottis isbeingbecoming
increasingly
four labour
officials.
Those
inThe
company
does
not
realize
effective.
dividuals named in the suit are the that physically violent acts can erupt
Just a reminder:
when buy
you get
the
president and secretary-treasurer of when workers must confront low 'munchies
for cookies,
a bag
the OFL. David Archer and Terry wages, an unjust legal system, an
trillion!
the
Dare
label.
Meagher. Lou Daunter, in- arrogant management, an unDare

sues

X-RAYS

CHEST

ent
The University Health Service, in co-operation with the Provincial Departm
X-RAY SURVEY.
Tuberculosis Prevention, is once again sponsoring The Annual Chest
LOCATIONS:
THIS WEEK THE MOBILE UHIT WILL BE AT THE FOLLOWING
MONDAY, OCTOBER 16*>>
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE,
17th
SOUTH-WEST CORNER OF ELMSLEY HALL
R
OBE
OCT
Y,
SDA
TUE
GALBRAITH BUILDING, NORTH SIDE.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18*
EAST OFF ST. GEORGE ST., JUST NORTH OF COLLEGE
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19th
FACULTY OF DENTISTRY, NORTH-WEST CORNER OF BUILDING
PRIDAY, OCTOBER 20th

chest

x-rays

1 . Medical

2. School

following:

in All Years.

Students

ol Nursing

3. Rehabilitation

4. Dental

for the

are required

Students

Medicine

Students

in Their

in All Years.

Students

Final

in All Years.

Two

Years.

ATTEND THE SURVEY.
FINAL YEAR STUDENTS ARE URGED TO
unity
We invite all members of the University comm
a CHEST X-RAY.
to take advantage of this opportunity to have
OTHERS
PROTECT
YOURSELF
PROTECT
ALL FIRST AND
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Vic ground staff handle security
Affiliated

colleges

MARK BOHNEN
U of ByTs three affiliated colleges
dii not allow U of T police on their
campuses unless the colleges
specifically request their services.

Security at Victoria College has
been generally handled by the
•■maintenance and g-ound staff"
said Victoria president J.E.
Hodgetts in an interview

New

candidate

lib
Bv rar
CLARK y,
PARSONSday
Arthur Downes an executive
director of the St. Andrews-St.
Patrick Conservative riding association and a director or the board of
Doctors' Hospital, has declared his
candidacy for alderman in Ward 6
in the municipal elections.
This is the second lime Downes
lias run for alderman in the ward. In
IW*. he received 624 voles to finish
eighth out of ten candidates. June
Marks, who is expected to run
again, got 4738 votes, while 2810
voted for runner-up Horace Brown.
Dan Heap, who last year almost
defeated Conservative Allan
Grossman in Ihe provincial election,
Unclassifieds
FAN DO AND LIS. an hilarious play by the
modem Spanish
writer FredthruArrabal.
Admis ion Fre , Wednesday
Salurday,
8:30
p.m.
UC
Playhouse
79a
St.
George
St.
TOGETHER
WOMANwith tothree
shareothers.
coed semicommunal house
Own
room
and
study.
Broadview
- Danforth
Area 463-6256.
FRIENDLY PERSON to make dinner (or 3
motherless ones. 4 nights a week tor 3
weeks
923-6106beginning
eves. Ocl. 31. S15 per week.
UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER 1958 standard manual new ribbon, elite type $40
cash. TYPEWRITER CHAIR, black, adjustable S5. Cash.
CAMERA ITopcon-L
with
carrying
filter, inslnjclion
manualcase,S25.lightmeter,
cash. Call 921-6526.
RESPECTABLE FRENCH speaking girl
(20) desires to meet male companion (or
social activities Reason for ad I am new
here
5681. and know no young people. 636FOR SALE - 1 brand new Peugeot bicycle
- demi-course 10 speed-never used phone
920-4551
FOUND Pair of silver-lramed men's
glasses in Queens Park. Call Rena 9224369
U. OF T. -FILM BOARD. Announces Open
Meeting
new members
welcome.
Ocl. 16 Editing Room
Hart House
7.30 p.m.
INTERESTED IN MAKING some spare
money? Varsity needs somebody with a
car or limes
van lo adeliver
three
week. Varsity's
Pick-up tofromErindale
York
University area. Call 923-8741.
PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
help you. Campus Birthright, 469-1111.
Cad or come
- 4:00 p.m., Monday thru
Friday,
89 St.1:30George.
POLITICALLY
progressive
but sanelovely
coavailable. Large,
houseop has inroomsBroadview-Danforth
area.
Reasonable rent 466-1733 anytime.
A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
College St. (Clarke institute) 924-5937.
Come in and see our monthly special.
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used lur
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina
betweenof funQueen
and Dundas. Good Ave.selection
furs sizes
8-18.
Cleaning and repairs (lur and fur fabric)
363-6077,
open
9-6
Mon.^Sat.;
til
Thurs. and Fri.
BEN'S
(specializing MENS
in long hair)HAIRSTYLING
In ihe Clarke
Institute
of
Psychiatry,
250Special
Collegehaircut
St..
Tel.
924-6811.
Ext.
560
$2-00.
SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale.
Going
out of business
years.
Pearl Furniture.
29 CenlreafterAve.42 (behind
new
city
hall).
363-0965.
Will
deliver.
Bargains Bargains.
FOR LADIES: Massage • pedi cur-facial by
cosmetology. R.M.S. Parviainen. 713
Spadina
924-3022 Ave. (2nd floor) for appointment
THE LAST OF THE ORDER by Richara
Benner. A play of wild humour and
outrageous theatricality. Tues. lo Sat. 6:30
Sun. at 2:30. Tarragon Theatre. 30
Bridgman Ave. Bathurst and Dupont 9648833.
FLAT RATE computer programming Free
estimates.
2826. 24hr. Low
service.student rales. Call 222-

in Ward

care open
and resident-group activist Rose
Smith have already announced their
intentions to contest the aldermanic
seats.
Downes favours a university open
In the surrounding community. He
approves of a university-sponsored
to noncentre open
care mothers
day
university
and feels the
Robarls Library, as well as other
university facilities, should be open
lo ihe public.
I n an interview, Downes
suggested that, if elected, he could
provide students with a voice on
council in matters of direct concern
to i hem which they have not
previously had. The university is
located in Ward o. and this will be
the lirsl municipal election in which

ce
campus and poli
wont
don't
lite manager of building
to seek outside services.
he forced
he could though
Wednesday. He added that these security,
strongly opposed
staff were "not security officers in "the presence ofhe uniforme
d people He said that, according to Ihe
college
formal sense".
theHodgetts
conceded that, in the
assistance"constitution,
could only be "outside
sought at
campus".
police, he said, have been the "tail end of proceedings" in the
Metro
even I of a "genera! mass situation" onrarely
in
event that an extreme situation
employed and only
arises. He added that he considered
to criminal
campus.acts committed Ihu'l
I he college
onresponse
prospect unlikelydismissed as Metro police are generally given
Hodgells summarily that,
6 favours
at one authority on campus only in
groundless a rumour
situations involving criminal acts
a televiofpromine
taping
the
point,sionbefore
such as serious vandalism. Watson
nt said.
a
g
featurin
program
He felt there is no lack of
conto public
member,a hefootball
Ku MuxsideredKlan
vole.
Victori
the
using
students will have the opportunity to team for security in the event of a security, adding thai the existence of
the I l of T police is always "in the
flare-up.
Downes. a black, has been possible
The taping was cancelled in a St. Michael's College president
bach of our minds".
for Metro
on lectures
workingrecently,
Police
at their request, in join! decision of the show's John Kelly, who two weeks ago
producers
and
Victoria's
president
admitted
thatsaid
SMC thai
was his
in acollege
finanan attempt lo improve relations and because of threats of violence.
cial crisis,
liaison belween police and the comagency.
,
Hodgetts said that he felt security lured
bandits
security
through
a
private
com- needs al Victoria College were being
munity,
especially Ihe black
munity. He emphasized;
however, well met. Should he ever seek the coformerly, night watchmen were
thai he is noi running as "the black
operation ofU of T police, he said hired,
butcontinuedihewhen itpractice
was dis-to
they would be glad to help.
proved difficult
In general Downes says he is
retain them. Neither Metro or U of
candidate".
policies". Trinitv College dean of residence T police are allowed on the SMC
opposed
He opposesto ihe"anti-people
Spadina expressway
securilv Watson
has been said
handledthatbyTrinity's
himself campus unless by invitation.
as presently constituted, feeling it (i.A.B,
would adversely affect the Annex
region, but thinks some sort of
Interested in Spending a
expressway will eventually be
necessary. He is opposed to a
a Jewish Poet?
ShabbatHASwith
referendum on the issue.
HILLEL
JUST THE OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU

NICKELODEON
279 Yonge at Dundas Square abnw tli<- 1- i i.il s

POET DANNY SIEGEL
WILL BE SPENDING A SHABBAT AT HILLEL HOUSE
OCTOBER
20 -DC, 21IN 1944 AND STUDIED
DANNY St EG EL WAS
NORN IN WASHINGTON.
BOTH AT THE COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF COMPERATIVE LITERATURE FOR
HIS B.S. AND THE JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY FOR HIS M.A.C. HE
ALSO SPEND STITUTIMUCH
IN JEWISH
ONS. HIS FIRST TIME
BOOK INOFISRAEL
POETRYTEACHING
SOULSTONED
HAS BEENINWIDELY READ BY JEWISH GROUPS ON VARIOUS CAMPUSES IN THE
DANNY
U.S. SIEGEL WRITES ABOUT LOVE. RUSSIA, RABBI AKIVA. THE
HOLOCAUST,
THE DANNY
BEATLES,SIEGEL
THE LATE-COMING
A SHABBAT with
al Hillel House.MESSIAH. Come SpBnd
COST: $4.00 FOR 3 MEALS
Register: by Tuesday, October 17th at 923-9861.

Heidelberg
Brewed

And

fidm pure spring

that's

the

water?

truth!
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Blues get off to shakey

Teamwork

and

effort

By JOHN BARCLAY
Teamwork and effort led the University of
Toronto Rugby Blues to a 25-12 win over a
strong
side onafternoon.
the back campus
playing Queen's
field Saturday
Following two successive losses in league
play to York and RMC, the Blues faced a
learn who had scored 54 points over Trent
only a were
week theearlier.
Furthermore,
Gaels
unbeaten
champions Queen's
of the
Ontario intercollegiate league last year.
The Blues got off to a shakey start as
Queen's
scoredfroman aunconverted
in the game
scrum drive.try very early
However, within minutes the Blues had the
bull upruck,
to therookie
Queen'spropfiveBobyardAlgie
line.picked
From the
loose
the
hall
up
and
ran
through
several
Queen's
defenders for a try to lie the score at 4-4. The
conversion was missed, but minutes later Rick
Hodtlcr kicked a successful penalty goal to
pui the Blues ahead 7-3. From that point on,
the Blues never gave up their lead.
Track team places well in Western

give

start

Rugby

During inthemostfirstof the
half.scrum
Queen's
had
supremacy
play. The
team's
big,
strong,
experienced
pack
won
most of the tineouls and set scrums. However,
iheir hacks were unable to penetrate the Blues
defense. When they kicked through, fullback
Graeme Wynn seemed to be always in the
right spot to break up the Queen's attack.
Before the half was over, Hodder added two
more
goals to give the Blues a 13-4
lead alpenalty
half time.
In the second half, the Blues scrum worked
harder and played as a more cohesive unit. As
a resultin set
theyandmatched
the Midway
Queen'sthrough
scrum
evenly
loose play.
the second half, winger Rick Phillips caught
ihe hall on the bounce near the sideline and
ran 40 yards to score the Blues second try.
Hodder converted and added two other penalgoals, for a personal total of 17 points in
Ihe lygame.
Queen's scored twice in the second half,
once by their winger, and then by their scrum.

talk

cond consecutive year. The team
members were Keilh Porter, Steve
Segal. Murray Flock, Bob
Bergman, and Ross Saldon. In the
individual
Segal
and
Porterdoubles,
teamed U uptot T's
to defeat
Western. 6-7.6-3 and 6-4. The second doubles team, consisting of
Flock and Saldon won 7-5 and 6-4.
In the singles. Segal won against
Western's Doug Tough 7-6, and 7-5,
Porter downed John Turner 6-4 and
6-4.
numberFlock
three defeated
man in threeWestern's
sets, and
Bergman overcame Graham Senst
d-4 and 0-4, In the singles,
Western's Tough defeated York's
Tony
and 6-2 toof
win IhePospicil
individual6-3,6-3.
championship
ihe OUAA The U of T Rowing
Club is not competing this year due
lo a scarcity of participants.
Although the team was able to
recruit four or five members, the
loss of Coach Burgon who passed
away unexpectedly seemed to comboatmen's demise.
11 isplete iheunbelievable
that in the

Neither
Ihe
gamewerefor converted,
a 12-point and
total.Queen's finished
The Blues' win was due primarily to
leamwork. but certain individuals played exceptional y wel : Algie, Smith, and Sorbie in
backs.
the forwards, and Hodder and Wynn in the
The seconds game was markedly even.
Defensive play on both sides was so strong
thai neither team was able to score a try.
Queen's
game 3-0in following
a dropkick fromwontheirihe standoff
the first half.
The Blues' seconds had been doing
exceptionally well this year, having won most
of their games to date with little trouble.
The Blues next play Trent in an away game
on Saturday. October 2[st. One week later
they meet
Queen's once
a return
match
in Kingston.
The again
rugby inBlues
now
stand won 2 - lost 3 in their division, and in
ihird placeSection
w'uh 3 games
remaining.Western
In the
Western
this weekend
defeated Guelph 12-9 (the only other reported
game as of last night).

wins
York
Invitational
discus, javelin).
At Western, Toronto placed within second in the 44-440 in 59.5.
placed third in the 4 x Other universities which
the top three positions on IS of 19 1 10Toronto
yard relay in 43.76 (Spitz 1 1.6.
events. U of T placed first in five Johnson
Howes 10.0. DeGroot participated in ihe York Invitational
events, second in five, and third in 10.8) ;md I 1,3,
second in the 4 x 440 in included Queen's, Brock, Windsor,
3:22.48 (Johnson 52.4. Aguanno I aurenlian. Waterloo, Western,
eight.
York. McMaster. and RMC.
In the sprints Bob DeGroot 50.6. Colherl 49.9, Feeney 49.3). Toronto
placed well and the team
finished third in the 100 yard event
should
be a strong contender in the
with a time of 10.3, while in the 220
In ibe jumps. Dave Barrett
finished
llrsl
in
the
pole
vault
event
yard Dave Howes also came in third
Field inChamin 23.8. Dace Colbert was first in the with LV6", and Dave Rudichuk tied OUAA Track
pionship me t thisu'nd
Saturday
WinWestern's Scol! While for the third
dsor. Windsor wo n ihe cham440 with a time of 50.5.
In the middle distance runs. Gerry position
with
I3'0".
Mike
Boyle
onship in I971_ — Western might
came in second in Ihe high jump Track piMarks
Fcenc\ also placed first in Ihe 650
not he a true indication of the
yard (noi 660 yards) run in 1:18.8, ((■"()"). while Hung Der placed third slrenglh of the Toronto team. Many
while Frank Aguanno was third in also
in thecaplured
long jumpihe(20'6.
Toronto members stayed home because
first 25").
Iwo positions
ihe 880 in 1:57.2. John Sharpe
classes and lo prepared for the big
finished second in ihe mile in 4:22.7, in the triple jump. Dave Walt came meet
next weekend.... John Sharp
while Brad Morley and Luther llrsl (46" 1 1.25") with Keith McKen- (ihe Ontario junior champion in
Holton ended first and third respec- /ic second (43*5.5").
cross-country in 1972) and Paul
livelv in ihe Ihree mile distance
As might be expected from U of Glynn did not participate in the
(14:52.1 and 15:42.0).
T's record up to this point in the York invitational on Saturday.
the high
Andy Higgins feels both look
<\voIn Alho
finishedhurdles,
ihird inToronto's
the 120 season, no Toronto team member Coach
good for ihe OUAA Championship
ihe lop
three(shol
positions
vard event in a lime of 16. 1, and placed
in the wilhin
throwing
events
put.
Hockey

In waterpolo at U of T on
Salurday. Toronto defeated York
12-9
lost to Queen'sgames
9-8. The
other biniwoiournament
saw
York over Ollawa (a new team in
ihe league this year) 10-7, while
Otlawa was also defeated by
Queen's 18-1. In Ihe Queen's Toronthe Queen's
ly tonunmulchp into
the pool coach
in the decided
middle
of the game. He then appeared to
climb onto the back of Blues' Chris
McNaughl apparently attempting lo
defend
goalie,hit whom
McNaughlhishadteam's
apparently
in the
face. What Ihe coach neglected to
see was that the Kingston goalie had
already kicked McNaughl. The
Blues' game became more defensive
alter the loincident,
and Queen's
managed
win by scoring
within
ihe las 16 seconds of play. Bues*
Vilold Gesing played well in
goal In ihe OUAA Tennis
Championships at Western this
weekend ihe Toronto team defeated
Western to win Ihe Canadian Lawn
Tennis Assocaition Cup for the se-

win

Invitational

Cross-country
team
and Al Van Geyn was 63rd
U of T's "A" cross country team inin 37:34.
41:46. All were members of
placed first out of six competing
Ontario universities at the York In- Toronto's "B" learn.
York's Ken Hamilton finished
vitational on Saturday.
learn was second
in a fieldTheof "B"
four llrsl in a time of 31:15.6.
"B"
teams.
Western
and learns
WithininIhetheothersixcontending
"A
school meet,
Waterloo
onlyBoth
entered
one learn
Waterloo was second (55), Guelph
each.
The
Toronto
"A"
team
was
first with a score of 44.
ihird (5N). Queen's fourth (100),
Of ihe Mi contestants from the six >ork fifth (125). and RMC sixth
universities. Toronto captured four (185).
Of Ihe "B" teams, Guelph was on
of the lop 10 positions.
Peler Pimm was second i n a lime lop wiih 214. Toronto followed was
Of 11 34. .loe Sax. third, in 31:59. (245).
ncxl (227).
and RMCfollowed
(256). by Queen's
Bob Knuekv. fourth, in 32:08, and
The
only
other
Bra d Morley. sixth, in 32:13. ((All invitational will be heldcross-country
at Western
were members of ihe "A" team.) on October 28. followed Ihe by the
Chris Beardsley, also of the U of OUAA championships al Guelph
Saturday.
Tor "A"
35:05.learn finished 29th in a time theAtfollowing
the fourth Annual Track and
John Cartwright came 33rd in Field Invitational held at Western on
35:15. Doug Garfield was 42nd in Friday, U of T also made a good
36:09, while Dave Smith placed showing; however, the meet was not
52nd in 37:22. Mark Podell was 54th scored.

spar

Blues

largest university in Ontario, no one
was billing lo participate on the
rowing learn Canadian University Press, London, reports the
following: "Do-gooders joined the
n^ks lasl Thursday at the start of a
1500-mile hitch-hiking bonanza to
raise money for the much-maligned
United Appeal. And for good
measure Colin Brown, the organizer
of a campaign against drug-pushers
has jumped into ihe act. The
students are members of the UWO
Musiang Marching Band and have
been sponsored by fellow students
on a per - mile basis. Brown,
organi/er
of London's
Turn toinpayA
Pusher campaign
has offered
relurn fare by train for the band.
I IP was endorsed by UWO student
council president Robert Stikeman
but angry
protest from
studentsto
forced
the embarrassed
Stikeman
withdraw his support. The RCMP
Marilimes branch, the Ontario and
Quebec Provincial Police forces
have reportedly offered their
assistance in the hitch-hiking
ventura."

hits the table;

kickback to NHL?
MONTREAL (CUP) — It could be the zaniest sporting event of
the
year. Hven zanier than the time Alan. Eagleson got floored\ by the
KGB.
It's Ihe first-ever Canadian table hockey tournament scheduled for
Montreal October 29.
Table hockey is one of those rainy-day games most Canadian kids
The game with metal player figures
plaved in their grade school days.move
to move the players. Doubtless,
attached lo sleel rods which you
way into the pockets
some of ihe proceeds from their sales found their game
manufacturers
of several NHL owners, as a pay-off for allowing
lo painl their players in actual team uniforms.
Al any rale, about 60 people over the age of 18 are expected for this
hockeyof
tableflashes
the "World
duringa CBC
eve'nl. Last
gala
crew turned up and
camera Championship"
in Newyear,York,
tournament
now
time Canadian TV. Who knows,
the lourney were shown onno. prime
ihal the Molson family longer controls the Canadiens, it may look
elsewhere for its sporting investments.
The Montreal tournament is being organized by the city's
Miniature
lable
hockeyHockey
palyers.League (MHL), allegedly Canada's best group of
Mosi participants are expected to be college students and other
voung people. Organizers have received entries from McGill, Sir
George Williams University, Carlelon, Loyola and the University of
Western Ontario along with enquiries from Victoria, BC.
The lop eighl contenders will not participate in first round
compclilion. The remaining 52 will play five, five-minute games each,
and from the standings the first 24 will join the top eight in playdowns.
These 32 will be grouped into eighl divisions and each play a round
robin in Ihe division.
Top divisional palyers will advance to the quarter finals. The
i|uarier-linals and semi-finals will be two-game total point affairs, and
the survivors will meet in a best-two-out-of-three five-minute periods.
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play wasue
indicatives
of the
So
By cc
JOHN COBBY
trend of the game; the Blues
The soccer Blues earned a 2-0 dominated
the
exchanges
by
victory
over ihe Warriors Saturday of Iheir superior midfield skill,virtue
in Waterloo.
but
unable to force the goal they
The win was the first by a visiting were
needed.
leam Ihls season. To now the
When the Waterloo player-coach,
Warriors have defeated all comers Hans
Weisner. made a weak back
on home ground, including league
leading McMaster Marauders.
pass. Ihe Warriors' goalkeeper made
From the start the Blues took the a diving save at Peter Hillier's feet.
initiative, determined not to allow However, ir the ball did elude the
as on one goalmouth
the disadvantage or playing against goalkeeper,
a defender almost
li strong wind force them into a scramble,
miraculously
to clear the
defensive posture. It became quickly ball from the appeared
goal-line. It was thai
noticeable that the Waterloo
sort
of
game,
and
the
scoreless
first
defence was shaky on its right side,
so the Blues concentrated on hall' was a poor reflection or the
comparative abilities of the teams.
Perhaps the Blues were not pursuing
supplying
many
passes.Giuseppe
On one D'Anloni
set up by with
Phil "lost*"
balls with the aggression
Oldficld and Bob Cazzola, D'Antoni necessary to unsettle a packed
swept in on goal only to see the defence.
Warriors'petent savegoalkeeper
As ihe second hair commenced,
on a trickymake
shot. a com- Duhsky
and Old field continued to
In spite or the considerable initial win
the ball in midfield and set up an
pressure by the visitors, it was the almost
barrage on the
Warriors who. at 15 minutes, had Waterloo constant
net. Da Rosa, suffering a
the clearest opportunity to take the thigh injury,
was
replaced by Ian
lead.
Harris after ten minutes.
Harassed by the attentions of the Almost immediately Hillier hit a
Waterloo left winger. Tim Burns hit
25 yard shot which was not
a weak back pass to goalkeeper swerving
held by the goalkeeper.
Jack Brand. The winger darted in cleanly
Harris
look
rebound and with
lor an interception and shot low and his first kick the
of the game, forced a
hard Tor the left side of the net. rising
past the helpless
However, alert to the danger, Caz- goalkeepershotto finally
give Toronto a
zola was in position to deflect the 1-0 lead.
hall away for a corner.
The goal acted as a tonic to the
Blues'decisive.
reply wasTheimmediate
andThealmost
ball was Blues, encouraging them to press
more fiercely. Now the ball was also
skilfully moved out of defence by being
smoothly passed down the
Burns and Bruno Bruni to Ron
right
Hank as Ed Carter and Bruni
Misurka on the right wing. Misurka were making
space and taking time
wailed on the ball while Herb to direct ihe ball
to Jim Varelas. On
Duhsky made his forward run, and the other side of the
field Hillier and
then released the ball to the overlapD'Antoni
were
causing
defensive
ping defenceman.
Dubsky's
subby their intelligent
sequent centre found Mario consternation
switching
of
positions.
DaRosa, whose powerful drive was
On one such occasion, when an
acrobatically saved by the Waterloo
goalkeeper at the expense of a errant pass was collected by the
corner.
Warriors' centre back, Weisner, it
Blues
down
By STAN CAPPE
..Varsily Blues' 15-9 homecoming victory
'over ihe Carleton Ravens here on Saturday
must have left spectators wondering.
How eould the Blues — showing as little
offensive power as they did — win? By the
same token how could the Ravens, who
showed such a good offence, come up with
only nine points?
The answer to these questions is that the
Blues won the contest on the strength of their
defence. Technically, two touchdown bombs
by quarterback Wayne Dunkley to Brent
I Isey and Cor Doret provided the winning
margin. However, the game was won not by
how much ihe Blues did but rather by how
much ihey slopped the Ravens.
Ottawa gol into scoring position no less
than eleven times during the game. On eight
of these attempts they were forced to walk
away empty-handed, due to ihe fact that the
Blues lightened up on defence when the
Ravens penetrated within the Toronto 20 yard
line.
Once Carleton came within scoring range
Blues' updefenders
an uncanny
abilitytime.to
Lome
with theshowed
right play
at the right
In the first quarter the Varsity front four
twice sacked Ravens' quarterback Dave Montugano lo put down scoring threats deep in
their own territory.
In ihe second quarter the Blues rorced
Raven back Joe Colvey lo fumble just short of
a touchdown. Next, defensive back Bob
Billmghursl snuffed out another Carleton
drive with an interception in the end zone. The
leum only allowed the Ravens a single point in
ihe first thirty minutes.

over

Waterloo

2-0

Blues DaRosa (9) goes after corner kick by Misurka In front of Waterloo goal.
While the Blues have not been a excellent balance between offence
was D'Anloni who appeared at centre field. Pressuring Weisner into an high scoring team (although they and defence.
should he capable of scoring more
Blue Chips — Herb Duhsky must
indiscrete back pass. D'Antoni was often
than they do) their record of have
covered every inch of the
quick
intercept
second togoal
into anandopenscorenet. Blues' only two goals conceded in six lickl.... MacMaster beat Western 70
last
week.... Phil Oldfield played
games
-indicates
why
they
are
the
The goal had resulted from the
unbeaten squad in league play with distinction in his first starting
constant overall pressure on a jittery onlv
defence and. more importantly, a ihis season.
assignment
next game is
Bob Nicol was pleased Wednesday at Brock.... Tim Burns
refusal to accept a defensive in- withCoach
learn effort displayed in the has given the Blues defensive stabiliterception asthe end of a fruitful win. ihe
He considers the fine defensive
ty with National
his play inChampionships
the middle
record to be. Iruely a team effort, C I All
Bines"
goalkeeper.
Brand,
was
a
play.
virtual spectator, handling the ball instead of a credit to the defence have been rescheduled for
The apparent difficulty found November 1 1 at York University.
only when Burns became concerned alone.
in scoring a large number of goals The OUAA playoff between the top
for his survival in the chilly wind. (which
has nol yet been necessary) is learn in the Eastern and Western
By now the Toronto team were
a reflection or the play of Sections lakes place on November
completely dominant, and a similarly
In the only other reported
catalogue of the attempts at the [he whole team, rather than just the X
Waterloo net would be unecessarily forward line. The 15-2 goals for and game this weekend it was Queen's 4,
(arlelon
I.
against
record
would
indicate
an
repetitive.

Carleton

Blues' Doug Bell Intercepts a pass
Carleton marched down the field six more,
tunes in Ihe second half but the team was only
able to get on the scoreboard twice. Early in
the fourth quarter, a seven yard plunge by
Rob Harber culminated a 70 yard drive, to
score
ihe Ravens'
only touchdown.
Following
the touchdown
they maintained
ihe momentum and charged down again,
having to settle for a single point.
Minutes later the Carleton learn found
itself on Toronto's 7-yard line. Once again the

T 5-9;

tied

for
second
Varsity's offence did all that it had to in the
light of Iheir codefensive
acmplishment. They scored counterparts'
two touchdowns,
bolh off the shotgun rormalion. The first
strike from Dunkley to Elsey was a 23 yarder
thai sustained
completed drive.
what passed for Toronto's
only
The second major-was an out and out home
run
play lo— Doret
a 65 yard
passfirst
and play
run from
Dunkley
on the
from
scrimmage in the second half.
Those were the only noteworthy offensive
accomplishments. For the most part, the
aerial game was unimpressive and not very
effective. Dunkley had a lot of trouble finding
Ins receivers, and the receivers displayed some
problems in holding on to the ball.
Meanwhile. Ihe running game was used
sparingly.
Allhough Ihe regular performers for the
Blues' had trouble in getting on track, the
offensive line did their best to make up for it.
Theyhisgave
iheir quarterback a lot of time to
gel
be sackedpassestwice.away and only allowed him lo
intended for Ravens' Harber (22).
The Blues' win forced a three way lie atop
F.aslern
the OUAA.
Queen's,
Blues' defensive unit held out, with Bob ihe
and
Ottawa assection
well asofToronto
each share
3-2
iiioxham providing the key play, breaking up records
after
the
weekend.
The
Gaels
edged
a third down touchdown pass attempt.
on Friday night 18-17 to force the
Perhaps the biggesl defensive play was out Ollawa
This means ihe playoff spots will not be
supplied by a member of Ihe offense. Forced lie.
seliled
until
next week's season finale when
lo punl deep in his own territory. Varsity
iravels to Kingston and Ottawa meets
kicker. Mike Sokovnin lofted Ihe ball for 65 Varsiiy
(arlelon.
yards against (he wind and put the Ravens out
In ihe Western section this weekend it was
of striking distance for the remainder of the MeMasler over York 22-13, Lutheran
game. From that point on the steam was downed Ciuelph 35-4, and Waterloo was
laken right out of the Ravens1 attack.
defeated hv Windsor 22-5.
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SAC

TODHMTni
I UKUN I Ul

rejects

immediate
for

a

fees

action
strike

By LINDA
HALL
The results of last week's
fees referendum
can be interpreted as
support for a fees strike if Ontario Federation of Students
negotiations with the provincial government to increased student
financing are unsuccessful, SAC concurred Monday night.
Although 5140 students voted to withhold the second instalment
of their fees and 1600 voted no, UC SAC rep Bob Anderson pointed
out that the number voting "yes" were in the minority if those who
had paid their fees in one instalment were added to those voting
"no".
The vote
full tuition
fees. indicated that 3958 students had already paid their

Members of the Service Employees International Union local 204 — the men and women
responsible for maintenance work on all campuses — are deadlocked in their
with theto gouniversity.
tonegotiations
decide whether
on strike.If the impasse is not resolved by Friday, they'll vote Saturday

Negotiations

deadlocked,

strike vote
to take
union
Seven hundred and seventy U of T maintenance added.
"We're not selling out for a nickel an hour," he
workers will lake a strike vole Saturday if their
One last-dileh negotiating session is scheduled for
ifoiitniol Herniations with the university remain
deadlocked.
Friday afternoon, but the strike vole will proceed if
no
settlement is reached.
The only issue in dispute is wages, but U of T
manager of industrial relations John Parker said
II I wasn't optimistic 1 wouldn't he involved in
industrial relations," Parker said in an interview
\cstcrdav
the
two
sides
were
"quite
far
apart."
Under the old contract which expired June 30, the yesterday: "I would certainly hope there won't be a
minimum hourly wage was $2.45 for women and strike hut I ean'l say for sure there won't be. We
$3,09 fur men. Negotiators have already agreed that certainly
haven'tcannot
abandoned
hopes."
The workers
legallyourstrike
until 16 days
rales will he equal for women and men in the new
contract. Parker said.
after
a
conciliation
officer
reports
"no
settlement"
TliO union, Local 204 of the Service Employees io lite provincial government. Parker said the officer
International Union, is holding fast lo-ils demand now meeting with the two parties may report to the
after a Friday's
iij' $3.50 per hour basic wage for cleaners, business government
fails to produce
settlement.negotiating session, if he
agent Don Barclay said yesterday.
Both
labour
and
management spokesman refused
"The workers are saying 'we're going to go" this
how far the university's latest offer was
lime Barclay said. The union's bargaining com- lofromreveal
the union's demands.
mit e is"100 per cent solid" behind their position.
Retroactivity of wages and benefits covering the
"1 he strike would be a first for the union, which
since the contract ran out is another disputed
has not walked out on U or T in the 20 years it has nine
area.
represented workers.
Three weeks ago. what appeared to be the most
since the contract serious
on
dragged
have
Negotiations
obstacle to a new contract was overcome
ran out on June 30.
when
u settlement was reached on the issue of
Tlie most recent negotiating session went until 4 contracting
union work out to commercial firms.
am lasl Friday morning without making significant
However, final ratification of even that part of the
at
slightly
shifted
position
university's
The
progress*
agreement depends on the favourability of the wage
that time. Barclay
held firm.said, but the union's bargaining ucuotiations outcome.
committee

Vice-president John Helliwell replied that "the people who
already paid their fees indicated "non-eligibility rather than
opposition"
to the
January opposed
fees boycott.
Fewer than.
five possible
representatives
the motion interpreting
the referendum results as support for a strike, if negotiations are
unsuccessful.
SAC rejected a motion calling for immediate action in
organizing a fees strike. The plan, proposed by observer Peter
Havers of the Canadian Liberation Movement, would have set up a
trust fund in which second instalments could be retained by SAC in
case negotiations with the government fail. The Graduate Students
Union is suggesting a similar action for its members.
position
at the general
the Ontario
Federa-in
tionSAC's
of Students
this weekend
will bemeeting
that OFSof should
meet again
Into November, to decide whether or not negotiations with the
government have been successful. No action on a fees boycott should
be taken until then, it will recommend.
University Commissioner John Creelman supported the
recommendation because the referendum asked students if they
would withhold fees "if OFS negotiations with the government of
Ontario are unsuccessful".
"It would be betraying the intention of the referendum if we
were to actsaid.as if the negotiations have already broken down,"
Creelman
SAC also approved in principle an amendment to the
constitution which would allow SAC to grant money to groups
"within the university community where such funding is for a project
of university-wide benefit". This is a reversal of a principle adopted
at last year's constitutional conference which eliminated grants to all
groups outside SAC. That conference decided that SAC can only
allocate money to activities or speakers if it undertakes to sponsor
the event through one of its commissions.
In an interview, vice-president John Helliwell explained the
reversal as the result of a realization that the 'no grant* position was
loo restrictive. He said that approach had been adopted last year to
alleviate the problem of repeated requests for money from outside
groups.However, he felt that was an "abdication of responsibility" and
that SAC should be prepared to establish priorities for giving grants
it is unconstitutional".
because
"not for
on that basis,
and refuse
to the Internal
submission
prepared
on discipline
A briefgroups
Affairs Committee of the Governing Council was referred back to
the University Commission for reworking.
St. Michael's College rep Michael Steinberg expressed
dissatisfaction with the briefs treatment of demonstrations. The
commission's recommendation on demonstrations does not require
that the university negotiate with demonstrators and notify them
before calling police in to deal with them.
This requirement was recommended by the four year old
Campbell Report, on which the Internal Affairs Committee is
proceeding to formulate its own proposals.
"There are no guarantees of the rights or the people involved,"
whose
Steinberg said. University commissioner John Creelman,received
commission had prepared the brief, said that he had
the individual is to(i
be
tri
ions on "where
ed"
about its recommendat
.
complaints
hassles
jurisdictional
"avoid
to
He said the brief was designed
in which the
individual be tried by theto division
by advocating that an Objections
were raised the possibility that a
offense is committed.
tribunal in arts and science might try an engineer who had
committed an offense in an arts class, and could recommend his
expulsion from the Faculty of Engineering.
Creelman said the solution would be satisfactory "if each
in theto other
jurisdiction
university .commission
ask thejurisdiction"
decided
councilfaith
However,hadtheenough
considered again at
be
to
it
for
time
in
brief
the
reformulate
to
SAC's budget meeting next week.
SAC also supported "in principle" a proposal to bring black
militant Bobby Seale on campus to speak on the Vietnam war and
black liberation.
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HERE
Effective with material submitted
for inclusion
in Wednesday'sfor Here
and
Now, announcements
this
column will only be accepted if they
are submitted on the forms provided,
typedforms
on aare64-character
The
new
now availableline.in The
Varsity editorial offices, second
floor, °1 St. George Street.
TODAY
7 am
Mornings
jus!
seem
be a Mile
brighter
on U of T Radio! Join toArchie
Hunter,
Rob
Gregory,
and
John
Karr,
weekdays
to 10 am. For (he morning show, 8:20(rom
am In7
campus residences.11 am
The Divine Principle Movement presents
a talk covering such topics as: "Spiritual
Phenomena and You". "The Ideal Family".
"Christianity's
to the Dialectic".
Room 1091. SidAnswer
Smith.
12 pm
Synergetics 73-Arclic Policy, discussion
olhighway
the proposed byMackenzie
Valley
pipeline-of
S. L. OsierBuilding,
a member
Pollution given
Probe. Galbraith
Room
120.
HartKarate,
House.open
Till 2topm.everyone, upper gym
"Violence
in
Testament".
A talk
with Reverend the
EilertOldFrerichs.
SCM ottice.
Harl House.
Jazz concert in the East Common Room,
Hart House.
Demonstration against Mutual of
Omaha's "racist"
ol injuredAve.immigrant workers.treatment
500 University
Sponsored by Students tor a Democratic
Society.
1 pm
Hart has
HouselostDebate:
"Resolved
this
House
confidence
in the thatcurrent
federal
government".
Speakers;
Perry
Ryan, M.P. (PC, Spadina), Peter Stollery
(Lib. candidate, Spadina). Bob Beardsley
(NDP candidate. Spadina) Debates Room,
Hart HouseFree Jewish University discusses "The
Future 2133.
of Jewish Identity in Canada". Sid
Smith
Representatives trom the Government ol

AND

NOW

Canada will discuss careers for university
graduates
In the federal
auditing
& accounting
program-government
Till 2pm.
At McLennan
Physics Building,
Room
203.
4
pm
The Christian Science Organization at
the U ol T Is sponsoring a Iree lecture
entitled In"Today's
by Mr. room.
Joseph
Heard
the Hart Prophet"
House debates
5 pm
Anyone music
interested
In playingto classical
chamber
Is welcome
join the
7 pm
Music Club.
SAC Finance Commission meeting. SAC
Office.
"Our Foster,
Role In World
Development"
John
a member
of the—
Churchmen's
delegation
lo
UNCTAD
1 1 1 1n
Santiago, Chile, will be discussing
UNCTAD poinrtance ofthegeneral
and
the
specific
imrecent
7:30 pmconference.
Student's International Meditation
Society presents an introductory talk on
transcendental
and Ihe scientific studies now meditation
being
8 pm done.
Israeli dancing. Hillel House,
SpanishCentre,
Conservation
club, Inlernational
Studenl
33 St. George
St.
The University of Toronto Homophile
Association will hold its regular meeting in
the upstairs
Lounge ol the GSU. 16 Bancroft St. All Welcome.
Le Cercle Francais of University College
invitesJCR.you to a wine and cheese party in
Ihe
Win Iree tickets to the Rock and Roll
Revival. Volume 2 at Maple Leal Gardens
this Friday night by listening lo Radio
Varsity.
GreaserockShow"and offers
three
hours of"The1950's
roll every
Wednesday
night. B:30Phonepm request line, 9641484.
"Fando andbyLis",
a play byGuild
Fred inArrabal,
isPlayhouse,
presented
the UC
79a UCSt. Players
George St. Free.
THURSDAY
7 am
Let Radio
Morning
wake
you
gently,Varsity's
weekdays
from and
7 Men
to 10Archie
am.
Rob upGregory,
John Karr,
Hunter will start your day off right with
music, news, weather and sports. 820 AM
in campus residences.
11 am
Tryouls for Graduate Students Intra-

mural hockey at Varsity Arena. Players
should have full gear. Must have helmet. All
graduate students 1 welcome.
Information:
pm
GSU, 16 Bancroft 928-2391.
Two
veryEngineering
different Placement
InterviewersSeminars:
will discuss
methods
ot
preparing
for
Interviews.
Sanford Fleming Building, Room 135.
Christian
sponsorsandJ.
N. Varsity
Anderson,
authorFellowship
of Christianity
Comparative Religions at Hart House
Debates Room. His topic will be "Law,
Morality
the Secular
Society."
It you areand deciding
whether
or not to go
to Graduate
school— you"Graduate
can't afford
the
"Career Talk"
Schoolto miss
and
the
Go"3 pmMcLennan Physics.
RoomFunds
103 tillto2 pm.
Committee meeting,
3rdStopfloortheinnlsCutbacks
College.
3:30 pm
Professor J. N. Anderson, will lecture on
"Law
MoralityMusic
In a Secular
the Hartand House
Room. Society." At
Basics ol Christianity with Reverend
Eitert Frerichs. SCM5:30 Office,
pm Hart House.
General meeting of the Hellenic society
at the Student International Center 33 St.
George. Nominations tor a new executive
and account
last year's
bycouncil
the council
will 7bepmo( dealt
with. activilies
SAC
University
Commission
consider linal draft of the SAC meeting
Disciplineto
Paper
SAC
Olfice.
Eucharist with Reverend James
Cunningham,
House chapel. Chaplain of Hart House. Hart
8 pm
all Ugandan
Come toto
the"Rescue
SDS Forum
at 33 St. Asians"
George -Streel
hear speakers Irom different campus
groups
on this issue.
Dr. Pointing
will present an exciting
discussion all about spider behaviour.
Yummy refreshments
vited—Ramsey Wright.afterwards—
Room 432. all in"Defend the Ugandan Asians. Stop
Amin's genocidal plans. Demand Canadian
government
rescue the refugees."
Public
Meeting atlor International
8:30 pm Student
Students
a Democratic
Society. Centre.
UC Players Guild present a free
perlormance
of Fred 79aArrabal's
"FandoSt.and
Lis". UC Playhouse
St. George

ART GALLERY
WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE
EXHIBITION
Monday to Saturday, 11 a m
Wednesday,
5 p.m.2-66-9p.m.p.m.
Sunday,

Friday
GALLERY CLUB
Open from Monday (c
Luncheon 12 noon - 1.45
Dinner
p.m.the- 7.30
p.m.
Licensed6.00under
L.L.B.O.
Hart House membership required.

Sunday STRING
Evening QUARTET
Concert
CZECH
Sunday,
at 8 p.m.
in October
the Great22Hatl.
Tickets available to members
at the Hall Porter's Desk.

HartWednesday
Pub
every Black
Tuesday,
and Thursday
12 noon (o 11.30 p.m.

Noon Hour Jazz Concert
Today,
12-2 p.m.
East
Common
Room

Table Tennis Club
Tonight.
Eveningareplayavailable.
7-10 p.m.
Memberships
Everyone is welcome.

Contests
- Tug O'War.
Wood sauna
Chopping,
the square
Hammer-Throw,
noon
22 at 12,00AllIndian
oct.
sun,
FAIR
FARM ANNUAL
HOUSE
HART
baths
and
Iree
olWrestling
charge.alsoMealCider-pressing,
Tickets (Optional)
are available
al dancing.
the Hart House
Graduate
Otlice
for
$1.00,
also
Directions
and
Transportation
Information.

shoe &©uT»^ue

There are no customers at your credit union.
It's the Real people place.
A credit union is people. It's owned by people. own
the action.
They're
ownersa piece
of theirof very
own credit
union.memberIt's operated
people.theCredit
union
people. byYourpeople
creditforunion,
Real
It's
people
saving
and
getting
reasonable
peopleandplace,
It's people borrowing at reasonable
want
need.still has that personal touch you dividends.
interest
rates.
It's
people
who
receive
A credit union is factory workers, and office insurance benefits at no additional cost. great
workers and construction workers. It's clerks
If you'rethepresently
a customer
and secretaries. It's students and housewives. consider
advantages
of being somewhere,
a memberIt's farm people and city people. It's young owner.
Be
a
joiner.
Join
us at your~~credtt"
people and mature people. It's people who union.
The Real people place—
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO EMPLOYEE'S CREDIT UNION
199 College St.
928-3220
it Serves you right.

In a 12" high Rocker Sole Boot
Brown Antique Leather
Black Leather
only $44.00
Open Thursday and Friday Ntes
C O D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored
262 Yonge St.
Falrvlew Mall
1475 Yonge St.
Oshawa Shopping Centre
101 Bloor St. West
Adams Apple Boutique
126 Bloor St. West
Shopper's World, Brampton
774 Yonge St.
Design and Word Trade Marks In Canada ol the Villager Shoe Shoppers Ltd,"
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Faculty position frozen
Low
enrolment
makes
Ryerson
trim
The
financial
situation
of the
extraordinarily
reluctant
to
replace
TORONTO (CUP) — An enrolhas not been made public
ment shortage of about 600 students position.
The hudget cuts may mean that any people who may resign or institute
for tiver a year , he said. He added
will Force Ryerson Polytechnical Rverson is about to enter a conInstitute to dismiss 50 teaching staff linous cycle of poorer education and
Total non-renewal of contracts, that although a budget has been
requested
this year, it has not been
lower
enrolment.
he
estimated,
would
affect
50
and an unknown number of administrative staf .
All vacant faculty positions at
Rverson president Donald present and in future will be frozen,
provided.
Fcrgusson also charged that the
retire."
Mordell announced Monday that as
Mordell
saidstill
he seems
was "perturbed"
present financial difficulties of
will salary increases. As well, people.
thai
Ryerson
to
have
a
Rverson
could have been predicted
because of the low enrolment, Ryer- Mordell urged strict limitations on surfeit of small classes.
son would have to pare $ 1.25 million sabbaticals to instructors entitled to
and.
overcome.
He
added
that
it
is
imperative
that
from its budget.
them, and encouraged staff to find careful reviews in class sizes be
Demographic figures, he said,
The
projected paving positions if they took sab- made and the possibility of merging clearly
showed the baby boom was
enrol
menl. institute's
on which budgetary
b
a
t
i
c
a
l
s
s
o
that
Ryerson
would
not
sections
of
classes
be
discussed.
over
and that accordingly
calculations were made, based on a have to pay their salaries.
decreased
enrolment was in the ofLimitations of options and electives
per-siudent
provincial
grant
of
about $1X00. was 7800, However, " Rverson workers will also suffer in students' courses must also be
fing.
The
SI.
25 million deficit "was
only 7200 students registered, with from the measures the president considered for next year, he said. not that unpredictable."
he said.
Faculty Board of Governors
lite largest proportion of absentees annouced.
As
well,
he
the Ryerson
member Blair Fcrgusson declared administration accused
from senior years.
"It
goes
without
saying,"
he
of
not
doing
an adeMordell announced 12 measures slated, "that we expect to reduce alter an informal faculty meeting
quate survey to estimate enrolment
that must be effected immediately, stall in non-leaching areas."
yesterday that the faculty would not this vear.
"The present indications are that cooperate in holding expenditures
in an effort
to reducehowever,
this year's
the institute hired
deficit
H is expected,
that we will he unable to renew any down unless the administration dis- .'XConsequently,
teachers and at least an equal
slmri-term
contracts for (leaching)
closes the complete story of Ryerson
oitlv further paring for next year will
number nf support staff, to handle
bring Ryerson back to a break-even staff". Mordcll said, "and we will be financing to the faculty.

council rebate
Scarborough
withholds
SAC
SCSS rebate will not undermine the
Asked whv il was necessary to blame for the loss lo both SAC and
By DOUG HAMILTON
The SAC rebate to the solvency oflhe Scarborough College lake such a drastic measure in the Scarborough student council, he
Students Saeictv ".aid SCSS presi withholding the rebate. Creebnan asserted that SAC was negligent in
College
uScarborough
will be vvithold
untilStudent
a $6,000Sociedebt dun
| David Onley in an interview replied thai " the local council really the handling of ihe event.
The Varsity yesterday.
to SAC is settled to SAC's satisfac- millAccording
"SAC said here's the money...
lo Onley. Scarborough wasn't dealing with financial
tion according to an executive decireceives a rebate of four dollars per problems — its debts — very and
llowcrv
forgotcontinued.
ahoul il (the carnival),"
sion
ratified
at
Monday's
SAC
meeting.
student — a sum of over $ 8.000.
He added lhal the outstanding
may release Ihe rebate funds
SCSS treasurer Paul Corby told SAC loan was "one - or a large in SAC
University commissioner John
SCSS as soon as negotiations
( reclman and vice-president Ross The Varsilv last night that the coun- number ofllchls thai the council was to the
pay back the loan get underway.
flowers (both, surprisingly, from
cil "ran out of money during the quickly."
(
reclman
said.
Scarborough moved at a September summer" and .ihe loan from SAC
Flowers suggested that it was
flowers
said that negotiations
I executive meeting "to wilhold all was used lo "pay some summer
been stalled temporarily for
Scarborough College rebates except bills", including one for a Gestelner "mil in Scarborough's interest lo lei have
two
reasons.
SAC has been
ihis
debt
continue."
facing."
the grant to Radio Scarborough photocopy machine.
ihe losses caused by involved withHethesaidreferendum
and
lie asserted that if the SCSS had theI Icw described
until the matter of the outstanding
inter
carnival
as
"a
real
SCSS debts lo SAC is settled to not lost money staging a winter tr igelh and charged il was due to the "finance commission has been
pnioecupied with collecting budgets
SAC ;atisfaclijn
carnival these hills could have paid ""financial irresponsibility."
However the witholding of the tlllFiltu the summer.
While flowers attributed the from the various commissions."

budget
ihe expected enrolment increase
fcrgusson claimed.
In a memo to the administration,
weMordell
tlo oursaid
heslittowaspareessential
expenses"that
this
year and even more urgently,
prepare to operate more cheaply in
ihe
following
so thaithat
we canwe
correct
ihe years
imbalance
The extent of the bell-tightentng is
such i hat no new books will be
presently
purchased have."
for ihe library and there
will he a very light limitation on the
use of overtime by administrative
staff. Other cuts will also be made in
the administration budget.
In spile of library, faculty, course
and support service cutbacks,
Mordell students
claimed that will
"one thing
sure,
not fmbe
sacrificed."
He
explained
later
lhal
he meant academic quality would
pot be sacrificed.
The deficit "makes our work
more
stimulating,"
added. exciling
He did and
not like
the situationhe
described
as a "crisis".
The president
said he thought the
shortage was due lo a feeling of
being
"lUpper-year
urned off students
schools. of
Fergusson
isn't so that
hot."
agreed
perhaps ,"our product
Rverson is the second Toronto
post-secondary institution in a week
to announce hudget cuts because of
low enrolment.
York University was forced li
reduce its operating expenditure by
two million dollars because enrolinenl figures fell 1700 short of protections. This followed
another two
million dollar
cut last spring.
The University of Western
Ontario has also had an enrolment
shortage, close Lo 900 students less
than
million
must predicted.
he trimmedSome
from $2.7
its budget.

Tells mob that he is coach of the country

I am

the

best,

says

By GREG McMASTER
Pierre Trudeau compared the Liberal Party
lo the winning Canadian hockey team, and
said lhal no other parly leader could do the
job as coach that he could, Trudeau spoke at a
Liberal rally staged last night at Maple Leaf
dardens to a crowd of 20,000.
"Be sure to relurn these if you're not going
to use them," one lucky recipient of tickets
was told by a Liberal canvasser. "We don't
wanl any empty seats."
Barely ruffled by sidewalk demonstrators
demanding jobs and a liberal response to
Canada's
involvement
in the young
Vietnam war, economic
faithful Liberals
and curious
people mingled in the cavernous hall, to the
entertainment of ethnic dancers and marching
hands. Periodically, they were roused to
screaming, sign-waving excitement by a
Liberal master of ceremonies.
"Mv name is Jim Fleming (scream) and
I'm the next Liberal M.P. for York West
(scream)"
introduction
bar, whosebegan
excitingthe music
brought fortheCrowmost
hysteria ihe crowd could muster all night.
[I was like a Rolling Stones concert with a
different audience
After several speeches, Trudeau was
introduced by Energy and Resources Minister
Donald McDonald. Following a spectacular
!• spollit entrance, the prime minister drew
^ laughter and applause with his hockey
I metaphor. The rest of his speech painted an
picture of Canada's
vague government.
H"T optimistic,
future under buta Liberal
^ "We're not uncertain about our destiny,
^ and we're not hesitant about pursuing our
He referred to his latest election
20,000 people flocked to hear Prime destiny."
Over Minister
plum for Toronto mentioning the plan for the
Trudeau speak last night.

PAA

to

party

creation of a waterfront park.
The evening closed with a cheerleading
People

faithful

speech by the elder statesman of the Liberal
Party, former Prime Minister L. B. Pearson.

turned

away

at

rally
Trudeau
mammoth
By TOM WALKOM
lo the freezing crowd' "Hello
About 700 people were left in the cold quipped
In what observers saw as ihe most
outside Maple Leaf Gardens last night controversial
Liberal policy statement of
although
held "tickets"
to a Liberal
tilesports
campaign.
Trudeau said Maple Leaf
Piiru rallytheyfeaturing
Pierre Trudeau.
and Gardens
fans."
is the
too small.
the rock group Crowbar.
"That's
only thing wrong with
Ihe tickets." issued free by Liberal
said the Liberal chieftin.
pari \ organizers throughout Toronto, Toronto."
••Wind about Gay liberation? yelled
resembled regular hockey tickets. Each someone
from die crowd.
10 he 11 reserved
appeared
what
listed
"I'm
coming to that." chuckled the
seci
ion
number
m
the
lop
left-hand
Prime Minister.
corner.
Organizers look no chances lhal the
Trudeau also did nol talk about the 7. 1
Gardens
chartered
unemployment rate, which he
,i licet ofwould
busesbe loempty,
bring undin the
party perHecent
didn't.
Faithful from all over the city.
hasInstead
staled lielitefindsprime
"puzzling."
minister, who
One Toronto Transit Commission refered
to himself inside the Gardens as
official estimated the number of buses "the
coach", spoke about the election as
chartered
al X7.
game.had ,t couple of innings inside
Irate ticket-holders
were turned back a bigW e've
Lit all entrances of the Gardens by squads come.
there
tonighi.
Bui the big game is still to
offorces.
Metro police backed up by auxiliary
"I hope you can all show up for the big
• I here's no room left, and the show i-anic.
It's on October 30."
harriedout Liberal
allegories are a favorite this
lias begun."
official
as he. said
shooedonepeople
of the vearSporting
among North American incumbent
arena
lobby
politicians. Richard Nixon, the
lint Trudeau was determined to bring
Vmcrican president, likes to be called
Iho show outside— for at least a few "'the quarterback."
brown
a
in
Viler TriHicau's five-minute speech,
dressed
Sportity
minutes.
leather coal with a red carnation he one woman had a hear! attack.
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immediately to rescue all the Ugandan Asians, it will come to power
over the bodies of thousands.
stop support
Canada'sthe Students
complicityfor ina
thisTocrisis,
Democratic
Society's
demandsthatthatall
the
government
guarantee
Asians are rescued by November 1\
that Canada initiate world-wide action against Uganda and its allies by
imposing a total boycott on all
Ugandan goods; and that Pierre
Trudeau publicly apologize to the
Ugandan Asians for his racist
remarks. You can do this by demonstrating policy
against theat government's
immigration
1 .30 pm on
Saturday, October 21 in front of the
Immigration Department, 480
University Avenue, by writing to
Stanfield, Lewis and Trudeau expressing your concern, and by
asking the candidates in your riding
their
opinion about Canada's role in
this emergency.
At the SDS forum on Uganda,
Thursday, October I9th, at 8 pm at
the International Student Centre (33
St.Georgc), speakers will include
one of the first of the Ugandan
Asian it) come to Canada in the
present crisis, and a Tanzanian
student.
John PownalMTrln. I)
Students
Society for a Democratic

OFS

will keep

opponents out
At each province wide conference
of the OFS, motions have been
raised to limit speaking rights to
student council delegates. In the face
of past failure, this motion was
again issued, in secretive form such
that it was presented to the SAC
Monday night to be voted on,
without adequate prior debate. This
action denies the possibility of
anybody from voicing opposing
views to the OFS as a whole.
Therefore, we urge you, the
delegates to take a clear and firm
position against such exclusionism.
This is necessary, not from the
abstract realm of democratic rights,
with which we are sure you all
concur, but for maximum unity
against the fee-hikes, and overall
reduction of education standards
that confront us. Such unity can
only be based on involvement not
exclusion.
Students can only gain by having
the most thorough discussion of all
questions affecting them and by the
OFS considering all views. At no
lime has there been a problem of
space or excessive debate. There
seems to be only one reason for such
motions — to censor certain views
and silence those who do not on all

society,
living Jesus Christ who really
changes men who in turn change
It seems that our fellow vocal
students have had disappointing experiences with some form of
Christianity and are reacting from
their own emotional hang-ups as
opposed of
to honestly
claims
Christ. examining
How manythe
students are willing to follow what
they discover to be truth no matter
where,
it leads?
Anyone
who thinks we do not
have answers is invited to peruse the
thousands of pages at the booktable,
but.... we suspect that the real hindrance keeping most from Jesus
Christ is the same that caused the
of own criticism "We
multitudes
cry outthisinMan
Jesus'to time,
will notto have
reign
Oh brother! The Varsity accuses
the Christian World Liberation Front
The
Christian
World
Liberation
Front of "boiling down a major
religion
vaguetoplatitudes"
and
then intoturnsa fewaround
boil down
S explains
our alternative into a small vague APU
over us."
paragraph! (Varsity, September 18)
We agree that most of the talk
about revolution at U of T is OFS fees vote
rhetoric, and we thank the writer for I quote Varsity (October 13):
poll held by the Association
recognizing the difference between "The
Christendom
and Biblical for Part-time Students showed that
Christianity.
extension students supported the
It is rather evident that either the OFS demands slrongly, but either
author has never come to the were not able or not willing to back
booklable and talked to any of us or
fact ihal we had a response to
he is not being honest. We share a theThereferendum
constituting some 25
per
our maximum eligible
themcent
up."ofstudents
Mite,
would
appear are
to indicate
that
part-time
no happier,
about fee increases than any other
sector of this university.
Besides this extra uninvited
financial burden, we were excluded
from break
the federal
$50
lax
earliergovernment's
this year, and
u ere never eligible for student loans,
no matter what our financial
situation.
Our unwillingness to act to back
our
protest stems from two possible
circumstances:
1 1 that our fees must be paid in full
before we ever set foot in a
classroom of this university. If
they are not paid, we are simply
not U of T students, part-time or
2 1 any
V\e are not part-time students
■ »u i oflime.
some sense of perversity or
because we like it, but because we
have no choice. For example, for
a part-time student slogging
through a degreee at a rate of two
subjects a year (figure that one
out), a lost year makes quite a
difference. If one happens to bea
single parent (as many of our
students are), one more year of
finding and paying babysitters,
payinga exlra
holding
down
menial fees,
job. and
is obviously
one more year best avoided.
Put simply. I think we have
reason to protest, and I am proud of
the number of part-time students
who were aware and concerned
enough lo cast a vote.
Susan Geason
Administrative Assistant

occassions agree with the demands
and tactics of the OFS leadership.
Such attempts can only benefit the
government, not the students of
Ontario.
If Varsity readers are concerned
enough on this issue to take action,
we invite them to attend the OFS
conference this weekend in
Waterloo or better still write Th e
Varsity. Young Old
Socialists
Mole
Marty Stollar
Dack
Bob Phil
Anderson
Varsity guilty

Canada complicit
in Asian crisis
General Amin of Uganda has
ordered ftO.000 Asians expelled from
Uganda. Those still left after
November 7 will be rounded up and
pot in detention camps. They face
almost certain death. Less than half
of the Asians may receive permission to immigrate to Canada or
other countries.
Atnin has said he admires Hitler,
and that "Hitler had the right
solution".
just as thousands
lews wereAnd turned
away fromof
Canada, the U.S., and other countries to be sent back to Nazi concentration camps, countries around
the world are refusing the Ugandan
Asians.
The Soviet Union and the African
Arab nations have been quick to
support Amin and his genocidal
tactics. India, dependent on Soviet
aid, has made woefully weak efforts
on behalf of the Asians, many of
whom are her citizens. The United
Kingdom, torn apart with racial
bigotry, has done little to help.
Julian Nyere, president of Tanzania,
and one of the world's most famous
anti-racists, signed a peace agreement with Amin and already it is
rumored that plans are in effect to
expel the Asian minority from Tanzania. The United States and China
have been conspicuous in their
silence.
Consider how many of your
ancestors came to Canada during
the Irish potato famine in the I840's
and during the huge world-wide
depressions in the late nineteenth
century; how majiy left the
Hnplisli midlands when the giant
textiles mills closed down? How
many were left homeless by the two
World Wars and came to Canada?
Today, quota
thesystem
government's
immigration
(the point
system) is being used to limit the
number of Ugandan refugees to
Canada to less than 5.000. The
government selects the ones it finds
most suitable and rejects the poor,
the unskilled, and those it deems
"undesirable".
will
allow only the Therich,government
the educated,
and the young to escape their
homeland by November.
The rest are left to die.
Even for those who are admitted
the Prime Minister has announced
in St.Culherines that:
"I hope the Asians will pick up
jobs Canadians
We
bring
Jamaicans indon't
for ourwant.
tobacco
crops and we bring West Indians in
to He
work then
in ourasked
houseshisas maids"
audience,
"Docs anyone here want to be a
maul in Ottawa?"
Herein lies the beliefs of a party
that calls itself liberal. The Prime
Minister expects to use the Ugandan
refugees as a source of cheap labour
as maids and tobacco pickers. This
is racism identical to the philosophy
nl the southern USA a century ago.
This is typical of the present adimmigration
and thousands ministration's
may die
in policy
death
camps in Uganda because of it. The
other leaders have been almost as
bad. David Lewis, who himself im- fmigrated from Poland in the I920's, ^
has supported with his silence the J
inane belief that the Ugandan |
refugees will
from -gI
Canadians;
whilestealBobjobs
Stanfield,
confronted by members of SDS, j=
said, "Canada is doing its fair
Twenty-five per cent of APUS students voted in last week's fees referendum, according' to letter writer.
share". Unless the government acts

APUS
Elections officer
gives
hisof thanks
On behalf
the Ontario
Federation of Students and the
Students' Administrative Council, I
wish to thank the students whose
interest and participation made last
week' referendum so successful.
Almost 12,000 U of T students
voted in the referendum, by far the
greatest turnout in any Toronto
election.
I wish to express my personal
thanks to the local returning officers
and the many members of SAC and
the local councils who worked so
hard to make this referendum possible. Special
the
students
who gratitude
volunteeredis due
theirtolime
to handle the thankless jobs of
postering, ballots.
serving as poll clerks and
counting
Paul
Carson
Chief Returning Officer
Students' Administrative Council
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According to Rabbi Rosenberg

Industrialization
creates
capitalist
mind
the Jewish layman was not equipped
To be successful, a revolution yesterday.
Prior to the industrial revolution "to
change, in what Marx termed this as
come to his own conclusion of
needs to change not only the basic
the
economy
of
the
Jewish
comRosemberg
explained
that
"along
revolution,"
the Torah." the Old Testament. He
structure ofsociely but also its super with the physical attack" there must a "bourgeois
Rosenberg went
on to explain the
m
u
n
i
t
y
a
s
well
as
the
Catholic
comexpected, says Rosenberg, to
structure, stated Rabbi Stuart he "an intellectual attack to change effect of the industrial revolution on
munities were "organized around was
rely on the interpretations of his
Rosenbergon atMarxism
a Hillel-sponsored
the Jewish community and the land". Though there was no "class rabbi.
the mindsthereof would
the bemasses".
seminar
and Judaism Otherwise,
no real L'mwth of Marxism.
difference" Rosemberg continued,
Therefore, "the good Jews" was
"theWithloyaltheJew."
industrial revolution,
sa vs Rosenberg, there was a
Legal aid program
is more
popular with
"change in the production centre
fromIndustrialization
land lo factory."
brings aboul a
"capitalistic
mentality"
explained
community
than students, says director
Rosenberg, in becomes
which "the more
individual
conscience"
imThe llrsl outside financing SLAS
this program as much as expected. foundation building at Eglinton and
By DIANA WEST
portant lhan loyalty.
SI. AS deals mainly with traffic Yoiige Streets, in Regent Park, and has received is a $5000 grant from
The Student Legal Aid Society
"The ideal state of capitalism is a ^
and small claims cases, in the Neighbourhood Information the Federal Justice Department,
(SI AS) is used more by the com- <notations
Post on fierrard Street. A complete ('homul hopes this moeny will go to one lo one relationship, without
munity than by the student body, haniul said, hut has also dealt with list
of
clinics
can
he
ohtained
from
social
or political difference between
landlord and tenant cases, welfare
necordiug lit iis director.
hire one or two lawyers to review
and unemployment in the Spadina Si. AS.
their
files,
'Mi is becoming more apparent to area.
Students Legal Aid is prohibited
law faculty and the
In such a society, the rabbi added,
I inforiunately. Chomut said, this
us thai the student body doesn't even OntarioHolhl egalthe Aid
Plan refer cases In law from going into court with praiil will be given only once. Next "everything
individuals." has to have a use and
know we exist," said director Ken lo SLAS.
ClionuU in ;tn interview Monday.
anything except a small claims case. year SLAS will have to come up
including
[n the hope of involving more law
The free legal aid program,
The agency's main duty, Chomut with another financial source to function,
Thus, the
liberalreligion."
minded Jews
iifTcred through the Faculty of Law students in the program, SLAS has says, is to "act as an agent would," retain these lawyers.
evolved
from
the pressures of the
is operated by about 60 volunteer widened iis service by establishing in trying to negotiate rather than
SI
AS
has
in
past
years
received
a
lii.w students.
eight clinics around Toronto.
-rant of $.1000 from SAC, solely industrial revolution and capitalism.
prosecute cases.
With any case that is to go into used lor office e xpenses and theTheindividual
( homul explained that the
liberal minded
"SI. AS has been successful
shouldJewdo feltwhat"thaiis
however. SLAS opens a file maintenance. This year that grant
outside of the student body." says operation of these clinics is basically court,
(hoimil. "hut students don't feel "taking people off the streets who on ii. The (lie is then reviewed by a has been raised lo $5000 so that the
"This means,"
says Rosenberg,
budget is $10,000.
meaningful
to him."
the) need legal ;iid until they're up needThe help
to make
of advice."
has taken lawyer
the right
steps.sure SLAS" total
1 he head office of SLAS is "lhal
clinics
deal with family case (|iiahlied
a liberal
minded Jew will
lorSIsomething
like
stealing."
In llie past, lawyers have offered located at -14 St. (ieorge Street, and argue more with his rabbi than an
\S was set up three years ago work, which involves juvenile
to sive legal advice and assistance to offenders, separation, and at times. io do this without payment, but, ts open from II am lo 5 pm daily.
c\
en
divorce
cases,
as
well
as
those m both the student body and
says C'hoimil, "this is not going to
orthodox Jew."
i lie community who cuuld not
work out much longer." He said
compensation.
otherwise afTord such a service. So workmen's
lawyers are unwilling to offer their
'Ihrcc
of
the
SLAS
clinics
are
far. however, students have not used located in the Addiction Research services free indefinitely.
INFORMAL DEBATE

Ex-Panther
By GREG McM ASTER
Kor the third time in recent
monlhs. an American political
refugee faces extradition from
Canada.
Added lo the cases of Karlton
Armstrong, antiwar militant, and
Humberto Pagan, Puerto Rican
Independenlista, is lhat of Edwin
Hogan. a former Black Panther
Parly member.
Hogan and his lawyer, Charles
Roach of Toronto, are scheduled to
appuar this morning at an lmmigralion Appeal Board hearing to contest a- deportation order issued
a^rinsi him.
* Hogan has been unable to
continue his political activities since
his arrest and conviction in
September. 1969 in Cleveland, Ohio
on a charge of "murder while
perpetraling a robbery". This does
not mean Hogan is considered lo
have committed a violent act, since
Ohio considers a person guilty of

TODAY
'Resolved that this House has lost confidence in
faces deportation
the current federal government.
murder if he is even remotely con- could intercede in the case at his
speakers:
occurs. nected with a crime in which a death own discretion to have Hogan sent
to The
any committee
country willing
to takemoney
him.
PERRY RYAN M.P.
is raising
Last summer Hogan was granted
(P.C. Spadina)
an unguarded leave from jail. He lo pay for legal expenses and for an
fled to Toronto, where he was anticipated mailing campaign to
PETER STOLLERY
(Lib. Spadina)
arrested by the RCMP on July 27 of Mackasey. as well as other possible
this vear. Despite his honour status Tonus of agitation. This will have to
BOB
BEARDSLEY
(N.D.P. Spadina)
in prison in Ohio and his lack of wan until, negotiations are completed with several countries, such as
resistance to arrest, he is heing held
Hart House Debates Room
Tanzania, Cuba, Algeria, Uganda
under
security in Toron-"
1:00 p.m.
lo. withmaximum
constant surveillance
by two accepting
and Libya,Hogan.
which may consider
guards.
Arrested as an illegal immigrant,
because of his criminal record in the
U.S.A. Hogan has been denied bail.
According to the defense, he has
heen offered bail money, a job earweek and a place
lo livening ifover heS200is per
released.
NEW
COLLEGE
The Immigration Department
wants Hogan deported lo the United
Stales, but a defense committee of
concerned individuals is preparing
lo put pressure on Minister of Immigration Bryce Mackasey. who
WRITING
FACILITY
• Individual advice on written expression.
This programme is intended to assist students with the presentation of
written work for all departments.

Superior
Optical
Prescription
Eyeglasses
Frame styles
to compliment
today's youthful
fashions
in metal and shell
BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

• This programme is also available for those writing in French
Room

1 21

New

928-5157
Regular Hours:
Monday 2-4
10-6
WednesdayTuesday
10-6 (French, 2-4)
Thursday 10-6 (French, 2-4)
Friday 2-4
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as CIA agent

Angry
McGill
Maoists
shout
down
U.S. prof
MONTREAL (CUP) — Shouts
Several "interested" persons from the red flags and dashed them to the from the hall, Brzezinski, who Vietnam", began his speech.
the audience then leaped to the stage SroundBehind him, the plainclothesmen
of "Hitler had the right to speak" and
during the disruption had
attempted to halt Wallace. As
guarded
the doors and surveyed the
and "Go back
to Moscow"
and thea
all the students participating read a book entitled "Hopescalmly
audience.
and
expulsion
of several
students ended
ihe crowd mingled around the front in Once
Ihe demonstration were cleared Kears of America: a chapter on
demonstration against Professor of the auditorium, wilh McGill
Zbigniew Br/e/.inski at McGill security guards joining the slated
speakers and two MSM members
University last Monday night.
The shouts came from vocal on the platform, members of the
members of the audience opposed to audience began to shout "get him Russian
born, ex-UN
delegate
the McGill Student Movement's out of here".
More MSM members then
(MSM) attempt to disrupt a speech
by Brzezinski, a former U.S. State approached the stage carrying red nam
ed
to head
Department advisor, under flags. As ihe MSM members
Trinity College
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, shouled "Death lo imperialism",
By BARBARA SHENSTONE!
Michael's colleges as well as Trinity political science from Trinity in
and now a director of the Columbia some of the audience chanted back
"Decisions in life are made there has been some fear that Trini- 19.16 is a Rhodes scholar. He will be
University Research Institute on "We want the speech". Brzezinski alone", said George Ignatieff, the
ty will have to forfeit its in- the ninth
Trinity's century and a provost
quarter inhistory.
Communist Affairs.
dependence within the U of T, as
joined in chanting with the audience. new provost of Trinity College on
He is the first layman and the first
well
as
its
ties
with
the
Anglican
Monday
at
a
press
conference.
He
McGill
principal
Robert
Bell
Brze/inski's books have gained
in order to qualify for full non-Anglican to be appointed
him a reputation as an antiWallace at one point that stressed the importance of acquiring Church,
provost, although he is a member of
provincial financial support.
communist and his institute on com- heinformed
some
sort
of
critical
"judgment",
as
was
being
summarily
suspended
the Russian Orthodox Church,
well as knowledge, in a university
In fact the ties with the Anglican which
munist affairs has been connected from McGill and would be arrested education.
he says is similar to the
with CI A funding since its inception. if he appeared on campus. He then
Church
are
"tenuous",
according
to
Ignalieff said that it is with this Norman Simpson, chairman of the Anglican Church.
The demonstration began when look the microphone and com- fundamental
philosophy in mind executive committee of CorporaIgnatieff was born in
Bub Wallace, a MSM member,
mented "1 regretus this
interruption
Petersburg. Russia and came lo
lhat he is taking on the duties of
tion. Secularization is not really a Si.
interrupted a speaker from the which reminds
of
the
events
of
Canada
as a small child just after
provost of Trinity College. He will cause for concern he said, with the
Polish institute of Arts and Science
ihe
revolution. His father was
Nazi
Germany
in
the
1930's."
be
ofik-iallv
installed
tonight
al
new
provost
in
agreement.
who was introducing Brzezinski.
Wallace was dragged to the floor Convbciiion Hull
Ignatieff added that it is much Minister for Education under AlexWallace slated that Brzezinski
set upon by several security men
Ignalieff jokingly described the more important at the moment to 1917. ander Kerensky's government in
should not speak because he "is and
and
members
of
the
audience
who
work out the role of the colleges as
stained by the blood of the Viet- roughed him up and carried him out ofjob theof provost
college. as "general manager" independent
The new provost joined the
communities.
the
back
door
of
the
auditorium.
namese
people".
As
chief
administrator,
[gnatieff
The purpose of the federated Department of External Affairs in
Wallace then look the stage and
Other MSM members were also wil have to deal with the important colleges, in regard to both the un- 1940. and has served abroad in
denounced Brzezinski as a CIA hustled
out thai door with much question of Trinity's independent
provincial govern- London, Washington and
agent.
ment ivmustersity abend thedetermined.
pushing and shoving by the security status as an affiliated college.
Yugoslavia. He later became Assismen.
Because of the current financial
tant Under-Secretary of State for
the issue of tenure, Ignatieff External
Affairs in Ottawa.
Several audience members tore up crisis, keenly fell by Victoria and St. feelsOn that
there
should
be
far
more
Unclassifieds
"lateral movement" of faculty I n 1966 he was appointed
members among departments, Canada's ambassador to the United
FOH SALE: Two melal desks. Best oftar.
TERMPAPERS
Nations and was president twice of
Call 921-135B.
colleges and universities, particulari- the
LITHUANIAN
UN Security Council.
UNLIMITED
ty to avoid
"'stale"
teaching.
BATHURST
LAWRENCE
Typing
at
However
some
sort
of
job
security
is
Ignatiefr has just returned to
home wanted. Short run duplicating sernecessary, he continued, if a Canada from Geneva, where he was
OF TORONTO
STUDENTS
vices also available. Special student
Canadian Ambassador to the Office
COMPLETE
rates. 781-5050.^
professormersed"isinhistofield.be "totally im- of the UN and lo the conference of
WINE AND CHEESE PARTY
EDUCATIONAL
CO-ED RECREATIONAL Broomball
the
Committee on disarmament.
ignatieff, who graduated in
League, starts Nov.. at Varsity Arena. MidRESEARCH
night lo 1 am. weekdays-Leave Team or
Fri.,
Oct.
20
9
p.m.
Individual Entries in Room 106, Hart
SERVICES
House (Intramural office) with Name and
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
33 St. Goerge
Phone
Numbers
Add'tl
Info.
Phone
Ken
DE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
964-0405.
adm.: $1.50 (incl. wine and cheese)
GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
WINE AND CHEESE PARTY
today for tree booklet "The Day You Buy
964-7328 752£ b^GE
aYonge
Diamond".
H. Proctor and Co.. 1430
musique dansing
St., 921-7702.
Centre for the Study ot Drama
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses,
HART HOUSE
THEATRE
Mercredi, le 18 octobre
PRESENTS
essays-French,
Latin-experienced
electric typewriters.
713 SpadinatypistsAve.
20h
(south Bloor) 922-7624.
THE MISANTHROPE
ABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL
JCR University College
Moliere Directed by John Wood
REFERRAL service sponsored by Translated by Richard byWilbur
Women's
and
Thursdays Liberation.
7:30 to 9:30Clinic
at U ofTuesday
T Advisory
October 19 - 28 at 8:30
Bureau. 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
phone 533-9006 any time.
TOGETHER WOMAN 10 snare coed semiTickets $2.50
Box Office 928-8666
communal house with three others. Own
HALLOWEEN DANCE
Students $1.25
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
room
and
study.
Broadview
Dan'nrin
Sudent subscriptions still available • S3.00 for 3 productions
Area. 463-6256
FOR SALE - 1 brand new Peugeot bicycle
PRIZES FOR COSTUMES
-920-4551
demi-course 10 speed-nevei used phone
WHOLESALE
The Graduate Students' Union will
INTERESTED IN MAKING some Spare
WAREHOUSE
FASHION
money? Varsity needs somebody with a
hold a Hallowe'en Dance on Saturday,
car
van to adeliver
October 28. There will be FREE ADthreeor limes
week, Varsity's
Pick-up tofromErindale
York
University area. Call 923-6741.
MISSION and PRIZES for those who
CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS
PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
come in COSTUMES. Naturally,
help you. Campus Birthright, 469-1111.
Call
- 4:00 p.m.. Monday thru
EVERYBODY is welcome. Watch for
BAG PANTS
Friday,or come
69 Si.1 :30George.
more details.
JEANS bl
A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
College St, (Clarke Institute) 924-5937.
Come in and see our monthly special.
TOPS
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
BLAZERS
coals from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Demand Canadian Government
Spadina Ave. between Queen and DunSMOCKS
das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 6-18
Cleaning and repairs (lur and lur fabric)
CRAZY T-SHIRTS
363-6077,
Thurs. and open"
Fri, 9-6 Mon.-Sat.; til 8:00
RESCUE
ALL
GOWNS
BEN'S
MENS
(specializing
in long hair)KAIRSTYLING
In the Clarke
BLAZER SUITS w/BAGS
Inslilute of Psychiatry, 250 College Si,,
_$5*3/.*ia
UGANDAN
MEN'S SHIBTS
$2Tel.00 924-6811. Ext. 56!J Special haircut
SALE SALE SALE used lurnllure for sale.
ASIANS
Going out ol business after 42 years.
Peari Furniture, 29 Centre Ave. (behind
new city hall) 363-0965. Will deliver.
210
SPADINA
AVE.
Bargains Bargains.
SDS FORUM
33 ST. GEORGE ST.
THE LAST OF THE ORDEH by Richaro
(BELOW
DUNOAS)
Benner. A play ot wild humour and
outrageous theatricality. Tues. to Sat. 8:30
OPEN
MONDAY
TO
FRIDAY
FROM
10-3;
Sun. at 2:30. Tarragon Theatre. 30
THURS., OCT. 19, 8 P.M., I.S.G.
SATURDAYS FROM 9-6
Bridgman Ave. Bathurst and Duponi 964-
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Labour

By ANDREW PHILLIPS
adapted
The Chevron
from Theby McGIII
Dally
There must be times when Quebec
premier Robert Bourassa feels about ready to
his wife's jewelry
shirtsfor and
pack updowna fewsouth
head
a permanent
vacationandin
Nicaragua. Times like October, 1970. And
revolt" of
the "May
fact,prove
like lastagoMay.
times
five months
may Inwell
in the long run
to be a more significant episode in developing
Quebec struggle than even the more
celebrated FLQ crisis.
The massive walkouts, demonstrations,
and occupations which erupted all over the
province
in response Front
to Bourassa's
repression
of
the Common
of government
employees are the most important indicators
so far that traditional nationalism is being
replaced by class consciousness among those
struggling for real change in Quebec today.
The April and May actions directly involved
hundreds of thousands of workers and placed
the economic demands of the Common Front
in a clearly political context, that of the
government's
subservience
foreign
and domestic
capital.to the interests of
Since May, the focus of labour activity has
shifted from intense external struggles to internal study and consolidation. While the
negotiations
on through
"final"in
deadlines, thedrag
unions
have beenseveral
engaged
thinking through the experience of the strikes
and in coming to grips with some of their
weaknesses.
For several reasons, these recent trends
have been the most marked within the CNTU. It
is the largest of the three Common Front
centrals and has been in the forefront of union
politlcisation for the last several years. Its fortyfifth convention this June enabled it to begin
resolving
problem
direction that ittheshares
with ofthefuture
Quebecpolitical
Federation
of Labour and the Quebec Teachers'
Corporation.
But, most importantly, contradictions
within the CNTU itself came into the open
during the May revolt with the defection of its
right wing to form a new union federation, the
Centrale des Synicats Democratiques (CSD).
The formation of the CSD marked the
culmination of a long ideological struggle
within the CNTU bureaucracy. Ever since the
federation's 1968 convention, at which Marcel
Pepin announced the opening of a "second
front"
of political
distinct
had become
clear action,
within thetworanks
of thefactions
union
officials.
Those favouring increased political study
and action were led by Pepin himself and
others such as Michel Chartrand, white the
traditional "bread-and-butter" men were
represented by the "three D's" of the CNTU's
five-man executive: Paul-Emile Dalpe, Jacques Dion, and Amedee Daigle.
These men led the defections that
seriously weakened the CNTU's resistance to
the government in April and May.
The internal dispute stayed below the
surface until last fall, when the CNTU issued
several study documents which presented
radical analyses of the situation of workers in
Quebec, documented the iron grip of
American capital over our economy, and condemned the government for defending those
who own wealth against those who produce It.
As vigorous debate sprang up all over the
province on the ideas presented In the studies,
the three
no time recruited
in attackingPepinthem.
Dion, D's
who lostpersonally
into
the labour movement In the early sixties, and
Daigle, who headed the CNTU's first shortlived political action committee in 1955, dismissed the documents as "unrealistic" and
expressed faith in "tried and true" remedies to
the workers' problems.
It was left to Dalpe, who has apparently

principal spokesman,
toemerged
forwardasa themoregroup's
comprehensive
rebuttal to
the Pepin group.
He claimed that the documents run
counter to the CNTU's Declaration of Principles because they recommend a
"preconceived socio-economic system",
federation's
donamely
in factsocialism.
bar it from Thecommitting
itself principles
to such a
system. Quoting John Kenneth Galbraith, the
former CNTU vice-president maintained that
is now managed by "neutral"
since capitalanyway,
technocrats
matter
whether
they are paid itbydoesn't
private really
stockholders
or by the government.
Then, as If to top off his legal and
economic arguments with a bit of off-the-cuff
philosophizing, Dalpe revealed his own solution to the workers' plight: "It must be possible
know of
exactly
beca'use It's basically
a(I don't
problem
moralhow conscience)
that the
capitalists as well as the workers come to
realize the social meaning of their actions."
The three D's arguments were repeatedly
rejected
CNTU's support
various from
rulingseveral
bodies,of
although bytheythereceived
the
industry-wide
federations
and
from
a few
executive members of the Quebec Central
Council. It was generally believed they were
heading for defeat at the June convention until
they opted for a pre-emptive strike during the
April-May crisis.
Their first move was to torpedo resistance
to Bill 19. As soon as the bill became law April
21,
vetoed Pepin's
recommendation
defy they
the government
and called
a snap vote toof
the entire Common Front membership. With
only a minority of strikers able to vote at such
short notice, and faced with the implacable
opposition
of the three
their friends,
the front leadership
calledD'sforanda return
to work
over the strenuous objections of shocked
union militants.
The rebels then lay low until the
government had locked up Pepin, their main
rival. As the wildcat strikes escalated and the
front leaders refused to appeal their
sentences, the three D's started denouncing
them
in language
that even
Montreal'sfound
mostit
conservative
(Gazette)
editorialists
hard to match.
Accusing Pepin of "odiously
misrepresenting" the workers, Dalpe declared
that the CNTU president "preferred, to the

struggle
detriment of negotiations, the easy oasis of
After the three D's had led a meeting of
over a thousand dissident union officials in
calling for the formation of a new federation,
they were suspended from their executive
prison".
posts
CNTU's
Confederal
Council.
AtbythetheCSD's
founding
convention
June 810, the three D's denounced Pepin and his
"clique of intellectual anarchists" for leading
the workers astray into "dreams and Illusions
of the big time" instead of keeping to the
straight and narrow of contract negotiation.
Dion, as treasurer, proposed a budget
based on a projected membership of 45,000
by the end of the year, considerably less than
the 80,000 the CSD had been claiming the
week before.
The CSD received almost all its support
from three of the CNTU's federations, those
representing textile, clothing, and construction
workers. However, a number of the construction federation's locals immediately
pulled out to remain with the CNTU, despite
the
vociferous
president,
Renaldsupport
Carey, that
gavethethefederation's
CSD.
By the end of the convention, it was
apparent
rebels' main strength
coming fromthatthethemiddle-bureaucrat
level, was
and
not directly from the rank and file, confirming
the view of the CNTU's official organ, Le
Travail,roots
that phenomenon,
"the three D's dissidence
grass
but rather awasn't
mattera
of tiredness
prematurely-old
leaders".
CSD'samong
real
becamethe
clearer
as it The
denounced
the character
CNTU in much
same
language used by the more reactionary
elements of the commercial press, and started
receiving support from such friends of the
workers as the Conseil du Patronat (the
Bosses'
and theparties.
leaders of the UniteQuebec Council)
and Creditiste
At its own convention (held immediately
after that of the three D's), the CNTU played
down the defections and held no special discus ion on the subject. Although the conclothing workers'
federations struction,
weretextile,notandrepresented,
many of
their locals were.
Throughout late June and July, the status
of many CNTU unions was brought into doubt
asanti-CSD
internalfactions.
struggles raged between pro- and
The Saguenay construction union

Quebec
labour

since

the
may

revolt

providespro-CSD
a case president,
study in
ion's
called
a
meeting
for
affiliation. Although June
only :
members were present, Trt
the meeting pass final Judg
tion. When overruled by th
for a referendum, Trerr
issued a personal statem
pression
along. that he had desire
On the night of Augus
almosttheallexecutive
the union's
from
offices,me
way
to
make
up
a
comprehlist, this left the door open f
for disaffiliation and then
quired absolute majority h
A week later, the un
voted to throw out four m<
executive for channeling
before a disaffiliation vote
August 14, the Saguenay
firmed that the consti Tttior
the CNTU, but the memb
been able to express its vt
A special
conferen*
Workers'
Federation
voted
out all pro-CSD executiv
construction workers su
referendum on July 17 wl
port for the CNTU by
members.
A common CSD ta
persuade
transfer itsthefeesexecutive
to the riveo!
strength
of a pro-CSD
vote
membership.
A particular
occurred in the Quebec
whose executive accepte
unionists to declare disaf
has over 1600 members,
require that an absolute i
federation.)
vote to approve dlsa
In several cases, the
criminal charges against ir
the three D's. In H ^ a
official discharged for si
persuaded
CNTU's local the
box postmast
number,
union dues from the CN
Quebec superior court rule
to the CSD of the Le Garde
Union in Joliette was illei
minority of the membershi
change.
By late ofJuly,
membership
over the
20,00(CS
growing
suspiciousthreat
tactics,andthe th
launch a provlce-wide coi
At a July 25 confer*
labelled and
the CSD
the "eit
labour",
announced
tion
Consolidation",
determine actual CSD tosu\(
information campaign
challenging
regulations. the CSD's v
In a special
of L
is time
that theissuememb
authority",
CNTUtreach
cha
D's are usingthe "lies,
are "playing the game
enemies".
!i
The CNTU admitted
with its policies, attributing
of information about th<
goals. pro-CSD activity
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confusion. The unAtmas Tremblay,
?6 to discuss union
150 Of the 2000
imblay tried to have
ement on the ques9 workers' demand
iblay immediately
ent giving the imd a general vote all
it 6, the dossiers of
mbers were stolen
Since there was no
anslve membership
ar a minority to vote
claim that the read chosen,
ion's
jmbersAlma
of thesection
local
funds to the CSD
could be taken. On
Central Council afCion is still part of
ership has not yet
ill.
:e of the Metal
on July 7 to throw
es. The Rimouski
ccessfutly held a
lich
supI898 indicated
out of 2121
ctic has been to
CNTU union
il; afederation
on theto
by a minority of the
ly glaring example
dLabourers'
the vote union,
of 17
filiation. The union
(Union regulations
najorlty of a union
(filiation from a

CNTU has pressed
dividuals acting for
^Instruction union
ipportlng the CSD
ar to change the
thereby withholding
FU. On July 28, a
d that the defection
jr Hospital Workers
jal because only a
p had approved the
ID was claiming a
i. In response to this
e CSD'sdecided
variousto
CNTU
inter-off enslve.
ince, Marcel Pepin
lemy of organized
he start ofof polls
"Opera-to
;onslst
iport,
a
large-scale
, and law suits
iolatlons of labour

e Travail
entitledtheir"It
ers
reaffirm
rged that the three
ary, and fraud" and
! of the workers'
0>
ocal dissatisfaction
much of it to a lack
i federation's real
ts by some local

leaders, and misconceptions about alleged
"special attention" given to workers in the
public sector.
"Where the leaders respect the rules of
democratic debate, the defections are negligibleThe
or non-existent,"
the CNTU
true strength
of thepaper
CSD claimed.
is now
generally put at about 18,000 out of the
CNTU's
totalstillmembership
battles are
being wagedof 240.000.
in many Internal
unions,
but the situation should become much clearer
this month, with affiliation votes due in several
major federations.
Another
breachby InAugust
labour's
solidarity
became
apparent
14 when
the
executive of the 30,000 member Quebec Civil
Servants Union (SFPQ) voted to withdraw from
the
Common
Front.Breuleux,
Althoughhasthedismissed
union's
president,
Jean-Paul
all suggestions of leaving the CNTU entirely,
pro-CSD as well as anti-Common Front forces
within the SFPQ are rallying around him in
preparation for a general referendum
September 25.
On August 17, the "CNTU committee of
the
(formed ofat the
the civil
initiative
of fourunion)
proCNTUSFPQ"
executives
servants
held a press conference to denounce the
Breuleuxtaken"sabotage"
and union
announce
being
to keep the
In the measures
Common
Front. The committee is publishing a weekly
newspaper, The 30,000, and last month conducted aprovince-wide Information campaign
aimed at ensuring a pro-CNTU vote.
But, the with
CNTUcombatting
hasn't been
completely
preoccupied
the splits
in its
ranks. At its June convention, the federation
took a further step towards clarifying its
analysis of Quebec society by debating and
adopting Marcel Pepin's lengthy "Moral
Report" — written in Orsainville Prison —
entitled
Vaincre
("To Overcome").
The Pour
report
summed
up the economic
critique developed within the CNTU over the
past months by condemning the stagnating
effects of American imperialism and the impotence of all levels of government.
Pepin
the CNTU's
total
opposition to expressed
the present Quebec
government:
"This marks the first time that Quebec finds
itself with a regime that functions on American
money on the one hand, and the Canadian
army on the other. The Bourassa regime
operates above all as a foreign government on
hostileDismissing
soil." armed revolution as a suitable
course of action at the present time, the CNTU
president instead psoposed the establishment
of People's
Committees in each electoral district, that would:
• unite all workers In the area,
• support or propose a candidate in provincial
elections
while fighting
all Liberals
"Support
for
a candidate
will depend
mainly— upon
the
formal endorsement by the candidate of the
economic and social positions of the three
parent unions, but more particularly on the
formal condemnation of capitalism and
economic liberalism",
• "exercise permanently the political vigilance
necessary so that the state cuts the ties which
attach it to the worthies who are defending the
domination of American investors over the
workers, and starts to represent the population", and
• maintain union independence by "resisting
the
temptation"
to formone.a new party or formally
support
an existing
In the only changes the convention made
to its president's report, the specific condemnation ofall Liberals was changed to "any
political party attempting to crush unionism
and the workers", and "Marxism" was added
to "capitalism
economic liberalism" as the
troika
of officialandevils.

Instead of advocating Marxism (which the
CNTU automatically equates with the
bureaucratic regimes of the Soviet bloc countries), the CNTU committed itself to working
out the contents of a "form of socialism" which
would 'apply to our situation in Quebec the
great principles of socialism: forms of
economic organization which respect the
collective ownership of resources, real planto needs,
tionning
in theaccording
decisions
of their workers'
workplace;participain sum,
a realMost
democracy."
of the
convention's
on the tactics
of political
action debate
rather centred
than on
its general goafs as presented in Pour Vaincre.
A number onof electoralism
delegates criticized
the report's
emphasis
and questioned
the
effectiveness
of
the
committees'
control
over
their candidates.
The first People's Committee was formed
in Trois-Rivieres in mid-July, uniting all union
centrals
withfounded
citizens'on and
groups.
Another was
Auguststudent
29 in Quebec
City with the support of similar groups.
On has
the been
federalto urge
levelvoters
the CNTU's
only
initiative
to spoil their
"merde" back
or "fuddle-duddle"
onballots
them heby"towriting
Trudeau
for some of the
insults
haspayfired
at us.
The Common Front negotiations were
resumed on May 25 and have gone through a
seemingly patternless cycle of breakdowns
and near breakthroughs. The provisions of Bill
19 were altered by the National Assembly on
June 30, empowering the government to impose settlements anytime between August 3
and a new "final" deadline of September 15.
By mid-August the government and the
Common Front announced agreement "in
principle" at the central bargaining table, but
were hung up over future bargaining of
specific contracts at the sectorial tables. The
government
an unconditional
tension ofthe wanted
negotiations
until December ex15,
while the Front insisted on formal agreement
on principles at the central table and an
extension only until October 15. On September
7, the two parties agreed to keep talking until
October 15, but did not make public any
further agreements.
On August 30, Pepin announced to 800
members of the civil servants union that the
government had acceded to a major Common
Front demand — the $100 minimum weekly
wage — to be implemented by July 1974.
At the same meeting, Roger Desloges, the
union's treasurer, claimed that the civil servants were railroaded out of the front by their
executive without the possibility of a
democratic vote.

At the present time, then, the CNTU has
managed the not-uncommon trick of drawing
reformist solutions from radical analyses. But
the adoption of a radical social critique during
the past year is itself an important step
forward. These ideas seem now to be
accepted by a large majority of the CNTU
membership, especially since the departure of
the three D's. The formation of the CSD can be
looked on as in some ways a positive thing,
since as long as it remains small it will merely
isolate those who would have fought all the
CNTU'sThe progressive
politicalwithin
initiatives.
coming debate
the labour
movement
on the
specific
contents
of a "form
ofcrucial
socialism"
for
Quebec
will
be
even
more
than that which led to the
formal
condemnation of capitalism and imperialism at
the June convention.
As the unions begin to probe deeper into
the problem of economic alternatives, the
contradiction between their official endorsement ofa radical analysis of the present
situation and the official condemnation of
Marxism as a possible option will become
more and more glaring. It is at this point that
the
nature will
of the
CNTU'sapparent.
commitment to
socialrealchange
become
The most hopeful sign pointing to
continued development of the federation's
political position is the widespread grass-roots
militancy that fueled the April-May actions.
The CSD-Gazeffe picture of these actions as
those of an anarchist minority leading the rank
and file by the nose into murder and mayhem
against their better inclinations is belied by the
fact that the membership has been consistently more willing to continue strike action
than the unfon bureaucracy itself.
However, the CSD defections were made
possiblealienation
by a considerable
degree
baselevel
in certain
key oflabour
groupings, largely attributable to a lack of
political information. This indicates that the
political debates of last fall and winter did not
reallyits penetrate
all
federations.all the CNTU's unions or even
The Parti quebecois might have been
accepted as an alternative only a short time
ago, but union actions since last fall have
increasingly widened the gap between the PQ
and the workers' movement. Obviously
worried about spots on the political mantle he
hopes to inherit from Robert Bourassa, Rene
Levesquelivehasin taken
to exclaiming
that inhe'da
"rather
a banana
republic than
Quebec dominated by the rantings of union
leaders", and Michel Chartrand has
denounced
PQ asleaders
"traitors"
the with
May
revolt. If thetheunion
makeafterpeace
Levesque and try to present the PQ again as a
"mass party", it will amount to a betrayal of the
workers.
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British

workers

Political theorist Marcus Lyn (right) said Monday that the British
working class is the most militant in Europe.
The Installation of
George ignatlefl M.A., lld.
as Provost and Vice-Chancellor
of Trinity College
on Wednesday, October 18 at 8:00 p.m.
in Convocation Hall, University ot Toronto

theorist
repression:
In order lo hoost the economy, Britain and forcing a British coaliBy ELAINE
FARRAGHER
Political
theorist
Lyn Marcus, Nixon will demand sizeable trade
tion government
"for thewould
national
chairman of the International concessions from the European interest".
The coalition
take
repressive measures against the
Caucus of Labour Committees, capit.ili;;t countries and Japan. workers,
he
claimed,
who
would
These
countries
will
be
forced
to
predicted increased repression of the
tolerate such action under
British working class by the begin- grant concessions, Marcus claimed, never
leadership. happens,
ning of next year.
because they don't want the U.S. (heirHui present
unfortunately,
This, he said, would be the result economies
eeoncmv lo are
collapse
since
their
cwn (he Labour Parly isif this
based
on
the
U.S.
incapable of
dollar.
lit' twots ofvariables;
the near monetary
bankrupinking power "in terms of setting up
[he international
a
workers'
slate",
said
Marcus. The
Marcus class
predictswillthatnotthe accept
British
svsicin. and the exceptional militan- working
parly is unwilling to govern against
,cy Marcus
of (he British
labour
movement.
capitalists.
was speaking Monday at attempts by "the British the 'Since
they lack the will, (if they
the International Students Centre bourgeoisie"
to save the economy at seized power) they would eventually
on the labour situation in Britain their expense.
return the country back lo the
alter the recent wave of strikes over
BritishLabour
workersParty,
are which
led "byhasthea capitalists,
lints demoralizing
the
the Industrial Relations Act and the British
Hniisli workers
as they were
jailing of live dock workers for lot of lighting instinct," he said. The demoralized
afler
the
uprising
in
I abour
Parly is "much
left ofof
delving a relurn-to-work order.
the
Communist
Party toin theterms
Marcus
said
that
he
completely
The
British'
labour
movement
has
been more militant than continental action ". The Trades Union lacks faith in the present left groups
European labour, he said, and has C ongress. which he says controls in Britain, lo provide an alternative
won
from twothe decades.
govern- labour, is also "the most militant in such an eventuality. The other left
nicnl many
duringgains
the last
in thepredicts
capitalistan world".
Marcus
increase in groups, he said, are centrist, unclear
Bui Marcus says that although the union
Mage level has risen, the actual militant strike action, paralyzing in their "revolutionary perspective".
purchasing
or "real
has
declined,power,
in Tact,
to awages"
great
|V2ft."
extent in Britain more than in any
INTERESTED IN
other capitalist country.
At t he beginning of next year,
DAY
CARE?
Britain as well as the other Euroand Japan
The Students' Administrative Council will be
«ill bepean capitalist
forced countries
to drive down
real
making mit ane on Programmes"
appointment totor thethe "Advisory
wages even further, he claimed.
UniversityComDay
British workers will be hit with
Care Centre.
The Advisory Committee is composed equally
poorer housing, a higher cost of
living and unemployment caused by
of representatives ot campus organizations and
govern
parent-users, and will be responsible (or the acinflation.me nl attempts to hall
tual running of the day care centre.
Marcus predicts it will happen at
Applications
ted in writing to torthetheSACposition
office must
beforebe5:00submitP.M.
ilns lime because it will be right
Thursday,
October
19.
Applications
should
after t he American presidential elecc
l
u
d
e
a
statement
of
interest
and
past
andinIi<iiis.. Nixon will try to boost his
present
activities,
and
should
be
addressed
to
Bill Steadman, Services Commissioner.
sagging economy, which, says Marcus, has been kepi going "just
barely" by a huge influx of "funny
SAC SERVICES
face

ilioncv".
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SCIENCE

GRADS

THE FUTURE UF JEWISH IDENTITY
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

IN CANADA"

WEDS., OCT. 18, 1:00 P.M.
SID SMITH 2133

Interviews begin in November. Some employers are prescreening. Others
have direct first come first served sign-up.
*
Prescreening applications must be submitted to the Centre AT LEAST
THREE WEEKS before a company arrives on Campus. Deadlines for submission of prescreening forms are as early as OCTOBER 20TH.
Direct sign-up begins the Monday TWO FULL WEEKS before the employer interviews on campus. Details available at the Centre.
NAME OF
Food Gen. Micro
Geo.
EMPLOYER
Chem.
Sci.
Sci.
Bio.
Pharm.
Phys.
Biol.
Geo.
Phy. Bact. Fstry.
(Asterisk
denotes
prescreening)

U.C.

Amoco Canada
Bio Physical
Sciences

Lit

is now accepting applications
for the position of
GARGOYLE

EDITOR

an honorarium of $25
per issue accompanies this position
Applications should be submitted
to the U.C. Lit c/o the Lit Office
U.C. Junior Commons Room
by Oct. 20/72
INTERVIEWS TO FOLLOW

Chevron Standard

X

X

X

X
X

X

* Eli Lilly & Co.
International
Nickel
McMillan Bloedel
Mobil Oil

X
X X
Additional Companies interested in hiring Science grads will be on campus January 4th and 5th, 1973. The deadlines for prescreening applications tosuch companies is NOVEMBER 21, 1972.

Career Counselling & Placement Centre
581 Spadina Avenue, (Across from New College)
9
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Move

to bring back finals quashed

Profs
to decide
on
fate of history
exams
too extreme.
overwhelming support of history
A possible move to re-establish \\ to decide the needs of their exaggerated by The Varsity.
students,
was
not
a
defeat.
He
said
courses.
Some professors staled that they
Jim
l.ongo
of
the
History
compulsory final exams m all
accept anysuggested
alternativeby
history courses was quashed Friday C'onacher feels that the recent Students Union felt the tabling of thai some of the faculty, who un- would
form
ofnotevaluation
the student demands of abolition of
when the history department voted concern of students, and the ap- exams,
animously supported the committee
demands
that
had
the
students
to
lake
the
place
of exams.
report, fell abolition of exams was
hi leave final exam policy up lo
parent faculty split has been greatly
individual professors.
A student attempt to have exams
abolished was tabled.
I caving i lie present system as is,
with professors being able to decide
on exams, was recommended by a 'Quebec
women
the same
as other women',
committee delegated to examine
academic requirements.
History department chairman says civil servant, but speech
disagrees
.I.B. t'oiuichcr said yesterday the
uliu
hud
never
worked
outside
their rights lo her property. This was due
how
Quebec
women
have
been
By AGI LUKACS
department's
main concern
seltiii(! up the committee
was to indecide
home was 27 per cent, compared largely to a patriarchal tradition still
more*
than
EnglishAlthough she claims "all women <restricted
in French Canada.
whether or not adequate evaluation
anadian women by religion, with
Women.II percent of English-speaking strong
thedepartment
same problem",
a federal
This tradition was reflected in the
nl students could he done without have
labour
civil
servant
also
culture,
and
Quebec's
own
exams.
In all of Quebec. Poliquin reaction of high school groups in
claims that Quebec women arc more Ieg islam re.
only 34 per cent of the Quebec lo which Poliquin recently
lie said there appeared lo be oppressed than their EnglishUntil recently, she said, French- continued,
14)62
labour force was female. At
general satisfaction among council Canadian counterparts both legally Canadian women have been enShe reported that while one young
t
r
e
n
c
h
e
d
i
n
the
roles
of
mother,
nun,
that
time,
this
was lower than every
and
culturally.
members with the eventual decision,
man whose mother worked thought
or school teacher. Political or province outside the Mari times. On- spoke.
iiid added that he fell evaluation
Speaking on women in French economic
lhal it was hard for women to
life was considered to be
needs are different for each course. ( auada lo a class at the faculty of
tario's labour force, for example, succeed
in less traditional jobs,
men's work, which "women just was 40 per cent female.
The
department's
curriculum
I
ducal
ion,
Helen
Poliquin
said,
"It
another
that a woman today
committee can intervene in any doesn't matter if they are French- didn't understand".
1 Urn ever. Quebec's involvement could he fell
a scientist with no trouble
professor decision, P/iid Conachcr t anadiau or Hnglish-Canadian."
[■■'veil in 1969. the proportion of with public life hasn't always been marrying.
However, her speech illustrated Montreal f rench-Canadian women so insignificant,
Poliquin
un- — if, of course, she refrained from
but generally the policy allows faculderlined. Infact, before
the British
This account drew a laugh from
look over in 1763, women were
largely female audience.
deeply involved in government, thePoliquin
noted that it is difficult
commerce and industry, combat
for
ihe .10 per cent of Quebecois
limits,
ami clearing
land. Because
ihci owned
properly,
voting whose family income is less than
darker
peculations which recognized only 57.(100 to work, since they cannot
women.
day care.
properly holders did not exclude afford
as the sun
Another problem raised was that
lew
women
who made it into inBut. al ter Quebec women had lost
gets brighten y
teresting and well-paid jobs —
many of their societal roles, they
in media or in business —
were slow to regain them, she con- whether
tinued. By lei:i::latrjn
passedmenin helped other women to get there.
I9()9'.
'"white"
men
and
Indian
Poliquin
was instrumental in
PHOTOSUN
legislation which a year ago
could vole, bul men "of Mongolian drafting
descent "cludedand
were that
ex- gave rights, such as maternal leave,
. Itwas allnotwomen
until 1940
STUDENTS
in women working for federallyTHE NEW COLLEGE SOCIAL COMMISSION
INTERNATIONAL
companies. Her talk was
Quebec women gained the vote regulated
PRESENTS A
third in a series of 12 weekly
«(some
omen).time after Hnglish-Canadian the
MEDITATION SOCIETY
public lecture series sponsored by
And. it was not until 1969 that the i he 1 nierdisciplinary Women's
LICENSED DANCE
course.
Quebec woman gained full legal Studies
With Two Really Big Groups
TIMOTHY
AND
ABRAHAM
how much? All New College Members - $1.00
Everyone Else - $1.50
where? Wetmore Dining Hall, NX.
when? Saturday, Oct. 21 8:30 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.
BOTTLED BEER AND WINE
LIQUOR

35c.
50c.

Introductory Lecture on
transcendental meditation
Weds.,
18-7:30
Han HouseOct.
Debates
Room
LECTURE GIVEN BY
LARRY
Scientists
are findingKURLAND
that transcendental
meditation
tical lite by improves
allowing allthe aspects
individualot toprac-exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
a
unique
state
of
alertness" which rejuvenates
and"restful
normalizes
the lunclionlng
of the nervous
sytem
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
For further information
964-2742

to

HEADQUARTERS

at

FOR
UNIVERSITY of TORONTO
JACKETS
LEVI'S and LEES
BLAZERS and CRESTS
CRESTED

SWEATSHIRTS

©ft

20-21

tfoffi

bo tbttmr£t ~ sauerkraut * steins?
401 YONGE ST. (at Gerrard) TORONTO 200. ONT.
PHONE 368-7729

» gtsimsSton

$15Q «
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Californians
vote

to

may

legalize

month
next
grass
LOS ANGELES (CUPI) - A collect sufficient signatures for a
Californian referendum in the place in the 1974 state ballot.
November 7 election must attract
CMI has not only achieved what
about four and a half million votes
with
as "impossible"
regarded
manyactual
initiative,
but in the drive
tostale.legalize use of marijuana in the the
to register voters they trained 411
Nine million registered voters are deputy registrars and registered
expected to either narrowly approve more than 20,220 voters.
or defeat proposition 19 — to . Karlier this year, people were
and thought they would
•'decriminalize"
sion, and use of production,
marijuana. posses- "paranoid
be arrested," said Skinner. But,
Number 1 9 has an excellent working
within the law this time has
position on the 22-position ballot — avoided any bother from police.
wedged between a number of A sign on the steps up to the CMI
referendums expected to return office pleads with visitors to "leave
positive replies.
stash has
outside".
Californian acceptance of the vourSupport
come not only from
proposition could have far-reaching the underground media, but also
effects within the United States, and from two television stations —
in countries which have expressly KNBC in Los Angeles, a network
outlawed marijuana under affiliate and KP1X in San Francisco
^ which have broadcast editorials
American pressure.
Latest state-wide polls show 33 condoning tolerance of marijuana.
Skinner predicts a number of
per cent in favour of the proposition
hut surveys in Los Angeles and San police officers may also lend supKrancisco show support from as
port. The initiative has already
received support from the police
many
as 57 per cent of those cities' officers
inhabitants.
for justice and the San
The Californian Marijuana Francisco deputy sheriffs coalition.
Initiative (CM1) is described by Los
The campaign has spent a total of
Angeles County co-ordinator 5X0.000 on the initiative, and plans
the same expenditure during the
Lawrence
most
ideal Skinner
solutionsasfor"one
one ofof the
the final two weeks on a last burst. Part
of the money will be spent on radio
greatest
problems indoes
recentnottimes."
The proposition
affect spots. Most of this has come
present laws governing the selling of through small private donations,
marijuana.
with an additional grant of $15,000
"it does not deal with the from Amorphia, the marijuana
complexities of trafficking mari- foundation. The remainder should
juana." Skinner
"and people
avoids he covered from showings of the
the problems
fearedsaid,by many
film is aMadness".
splendid rendition of
thai marijuana will eventually be filmThe"Reefer
advertized as being sexy or early anti marijuana propaganda in
the U.S.
something similar.
But, the private donations still
'"Some insupporters
believe
approval
the referendum
will that
give count — a leather bag hangs in a
police a mandate to concentrate on corner of ihe Los Angeles office
trafficking of marijuana and collecting blue chip, green trading
and postage stamps.
narcotics."
The heart of the campaign still
Of a total of six marijuana
initiatives in the U.S. this year, only remains with those who struggled to
ihe California one showed the sup- collect signatures through the
port necessary to achieve a position paranom of the early days.
tin the ballot.
Attempts failed in Washington,
Oregon. Arizona and Florida, but
Michigan initiative may be able to
GSU INVITES
4C for students E
XEROX
i
9 to 6. Mon. - Fri.
127 Charles
- 5, Sat.
St. W.
Impress
(near Yonge)
96
7-1110 j
Impress is now offering after-hours I
copying at Ac per copy. This service is !
by appointment only. Please call I
before 6:00 p.m.. one day tn advance. |

p \/2 CARAT
DIAMOND RING

Ccinncibi/
con/umcr/

uovve

been

/hcifted
By all ihe Political Patties (n Election 72. Tne government knows the mariniana Question touches the lives
of millions ol Canadians. They allow the courts and |aits to be over-crowded with young people who have
possessed
or soldlo'tunes
a weedat tnethe government
proved andto betheharmless
Money leaves the country Real
criminals make
expense ol 'axhas payers
rural economy
Here
is a multi-million
dollar industry.
who's cultivate
bi- products
ot rope otandIhe smoking
mixturesusedmake
it a valuable
crop tor subsistance
farmersA weed
Russians
two-thirds
worlds hemp
to
produce a linen-like fabric.
Novice
farmers
should
not
be
denied
Ihe
benefits
of
a
legal
mariiuana
market:
supporting
a
unique
Canadian collage industry.
We can't afford to ignore the value of this plant Canibus Sativa is an Election Issue
(the heart of this campaign is in the minds ol honest men everywhere
Reproduce Itiis ad., and pass Ihe word I

ALL

STUDENTS
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An a hoc group of cannabis fanciers have charged that all
political parties have ignored the marijuana question in their
election campaigns. In California, on the other hand, voters in
the November 7 presidential elections will get a chance to
decide whether to legalize the use of marijuana. Californians are
expected to either narrowly approve or reject it.
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University
As one student found out to his
dismay, its expensive to drop out of
university more than two weeks
after the term starts.
S. Lloyd Yamada (SMC IV) was
charged $180 after withdrawing October 4, during his fourth week ad

clips students
who
drop
out
university.
of T student receives on (he cost of fees are pro-rated (per week) for this charge for withdrawal. After that
period academic fees are charged at
Yainada said he was surprised droppint out is in the small print on
the rate of $25 per week for the
because he knew very little about the the back of her or his fees form purpose.
college
and $3.50 per week for the
breakdown he of the fees he paid or which is mailed out in the summer. College
According toaccountant
St. Michael's
John university Tor the first 20 weeks.
This informs students that only a Mahoney chief
the price of withdrawing at certain
at
one
time
there
was
After
that
there can be no academic
dales.
portion of their fees is refundable
given in the calendar but it rebate.
The only information that any U upon withdrawal and that academic notice
has been omitted due to lack of
of a students
fees
areHalf
refundable
during incidental
the first term
if
the
student
drops
out,
but
inMahoney
said
(he
fees
breakdown
space.
works as follows: during the first thereafter. cidental fees are not returned
two weeks of school there is no
JINGLES JINGLES

SUPER

NOW APPEARING:
Grease Ball Boogie Band
AND
Hertaches Razz Band
2 NoRooms
Floors
Cover ■ -2 NoDance
Minimum
EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Spadina at College

- PHOTO - PALACE
Attractive

SPDRT
INTRODUCES SUPER TOURING
WE WOULD LIKE TO MEET YOU AT OUR
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
OPEN HOUSE SALE
OCT. 20th. and 21st.

<g Models
u> Photography
|^ for
Nude
Required
S%
CALL:YONGE
964-1742
279
JINGLES JINGLESST.

LAVERDA
1000
cc FIRST CANADIAN
SHOWING
and
DUCATI
750 SPORT
FIRST CANADIAN
SHOWING
DISCOUNTS UP TO
$300 OFF LIST
ASK ABOUT OUR
WINTER LAY-AWAY PLAN
217 DAVENPORT RD. AT AVENUE RD.

CALL NOW - 961-1141

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY

OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY
"Medical Discoveries by Students" by William C.
Gibson, M.D., F.R.C.P., Faculty of Medicine,
University of British Columbia. 2.10 p.m.. Medical
Sciences Auditorium, on Friday 20th October.
Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.

GRADUATE

STUDENTS

HOCKEY
All graduate students who wish to play hockey on a
GSU team should attend one or both of the following
workouts at Varsity Arena:
THURS., OCT. 19-11:25 AM
WEDS..
25 -and 9:15
You should
have fullOCT.
equipment,
you mustAMhave a
helmet.
Information: GSU, 16 Bancroft, 928-2391

AUDITIONS
For a New full-length play

MOST

CHILDREN

HIS

AGE

by Graham Jackson
The t&uchonlyof important
a hand. Andwords
"eachin other"
become '
the world.
A diamond ring may be part of your discovery. If so,
Birks can help you get the same value in a diamond
that you expect from life. Because we buy and
sell a lot of them, our prices in each of our many
qualities
find elsewhere.
Lower arethanlower
whatthanmanyyou'llcatalogues
call
wholesale prices.
have the look of love.

VICTORIA COLLEGE
150 Charles St. W. - Wymilwood
Weds., Oct. 18 - 12:30 - 6:30 pm
Ihurs., Oct. 19 ■ 7 - 10:00 pm
Technical People Needed Also
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of

U

T

Hudson

wins

Regatta
The U of T Sailing Club captured
the J. L. Hudson International
Regatta for the first time last
weekend. The regatta was sponsored
Detroit.
by Wayne State University in
However, Toronto finished fourth
in the Canadian Intercollegiate
tion sloop chamSailing. Associa
weekend
pionship in Kingston on the
In Detroit, Toroto had a
substantial lead with six first place
finishes after 14 races held in strong
winds on the first day.
the windsU ofwereT
morning however
and shifting;
lightSunday
started the day with a first and a
second.
In l he overall results Canadian
universities placed extremely well,
taking Tour of the five lop positions.
final tabulation
The Toronto
and
lied for had
first Queen's
with 57

The tie was broken in Toronpoints.to's favour.
U of T's winning crew consisted
of John Lazier with Richard
Zimmerman, and Charlie Colman
with Joanna Kidd. Ewan and Celia
Swan came second in A division for
Queen's,
while finished
John Reidshaw
Diane Smith
second inwithB
division for the Kingston school.
Individual skipper honours also
went to Lazier.
With eleven schools competing,
third place went to Notre Dame,
followed by McMaster and RMC.
Toronto's team now qualifies for
the North American Intercollegiate
Sailing Championships, lo be held in
Chicago on November 20.
U of T did not fare as well in
Kingston. The crew won only one of
four races lo finish fourth with 14

points, Football
Intramural Touch
Wednesday October 1 1
Monks vs. Rhits - postponed
Team Terrific 25 vs. Wycliffe 13
Pure Carriers
Crap 0 vs.13 Athletic
Sup 13
>
Ball
vs. Pharmacy
6
Thursday October 12
Gonads 18 vs. Arrhythmia 13
TAchyards
3 vs.Maulers
Idiots 76
Skule
7T5 26 1vs.
Nummies 7 vs. Dodgers 26
Selects 20 vs. Stompers 12
13 50 3 1
Boullon Friday
GoldensOctober
0 vs. Team
Arrhythmia
7
vs.
Rhits
Yankees 32 vs. Slackers 1912
Monday October 16
Bail Carriers 27 vs. Canucks 0
Boulton Goldens 0 vs. Slackers 32
Dodgers 19 vs. Rhits 12

RUSH!

THE

AVOID

NOW
X-RAY
CHEST
FREE
YOUR
GET
The Chest X-RAY Survey Continues For Another Week And The Mobile Unit Will Be At The Following Locations
NORTH SIDE OF THE
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18th
GALBRAITH BUILDING
19th
THURSDAY, OCTOBER
FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

MONDAY,
TUESDAY,

20th

OCTOBER 23rd
OCTOBER 24th

x-rays

1 . Medical
2. School

Students

ALL FIRST AND

FINAL YEAR
All members

COLLEGE, MARGARET
HALL DRIVEWAY.

following:

Students

Medicine

Students

VICTORIA
ADDISON

in All Years.

of Nursing

3. Rehabilitation

4. Dental

for the

are required

OF DENTISTRY

WEST SIDE OF HURON ST.
IN FRONT OF THE TEXTBOOK
STORE.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25th
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26th
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27th

chest

FACULTY

in Their
STUDENTS

ARE

in All Years.

Students

Final
URGED

of the University community

in All Years.

Two

TO ATTEND

YOURSELF

THE

SURVEY.

are invited

to take advantage of this opportunity to have a CHEST
PROTECT

Years.

X-RAY.

PROTECT

OTHERS
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interfac

report

PHE

in front
midway
through
season
By JAY BERNHOLTZ
PHE gave up their first points of the interfac season Monday, defeating
Vic I4-6 on the windswept back campus field.
Even though
conceded
points,Thethestrong
team'swinddefence
consistent,
playing PHE
the major
role inthethe sixvictory.
was alsowasa
telling factor in this very defensive- minded game.
At the close of the first quarter, Vic had pushed PHE back to its own
five-yard line, aided by a wind-blown punt. However, PHE was about to
punt just as the whistle ended the quarter, and the team now gained the
favours of the southerly winds.
Graced by the fates, the PHE punter lofted one for some 85 yards (roll
included),
defensive
down snap while
sailedtheerrantly
into squad
the endthenzone.held for two plays. Vic's thirdLater in the game, Vic was again stopped as their punl-returner failed
to connect with the ball. PHE quickly rushed into the end zone to smother
the ball for another six points. The Vic defense, strong throughout the game,
I hen rose to the occasion and blocked the convert.
In the next series, after allowing the PHE squad to march to its 25-yard
line, the Vic defence blocked the field-goal try.
Questionable refereeing led directly to the next PHE score. Vic suffered
an 1 1 vard penalty with a loss of down, forcing the team to punt. The bait
failed to pass from the Vic centre to the punter, choosing to sail over his
head. The punter was able to rctreve the ball only to be tackled on the Vic 5.
PHE then had first down position and Malchetl went off tackle to
quickly add six points.
However, Vic refused to roll over and die. A rough play call put the ball
on the Vic 45, and, on the ensuing play, the team scored on a touchdown
pass and run to Hoirum, Vic was back in the game.
However, the PHE defence showed its past form, holding three Vic pass
plays to minus two yards.
Late in the fourth quarter, PHE counted their final points as the Vic
punier was forced to concede a safety on yet another high pass from centre.
Vic flurried in the final minutes, aided by the referee, to mount a drive,
only to be foiled by the stout PHE defence which carried the play away to
preserve the victory,
In other games during the past week. UC downed Med yesterday
afternoon 24-3, while last Thursday Vic defeated Eng 7-3. and New lost to
Trin 6-1. Last Wednesday, UC won against For, 38-20.
Vic passing plays were unable to overcome PHE defence in Monday's game, losing 14-6.
to 27
SPORTS SCHEDULES - week of Oct. 23
SOCCER
Jr.Eng
vs Law
Mon. Oct. 23 12.15 North
Sialtsis
12.15 Trin
Eng. Ill vs Trin.B Barbosa
lerullo
4.15 North
vs
Arch
Pharm
4.15 South
vsvs Trin.
For A HoHomatidis
Wye
Tues. Oct. 24 12.15 North
U.C.
4.15 North
vs Knox Ho
Innis
Ho
Dent
Wed. Oct. 25 12.15 North
vsvs New
Eng. Ill Cappe
12.15
South
Arch
Robinson
4.15 North
St.M.A vs Vic
Med
vs St.M.B Homatidis
Thur. Oct. 26 12.15 North
12.15 Trin
Emman vsvs Pharm
Bielecki
lerullo
4.15 North
vs Sr.Eng
Wye
Erin
Sialtsis
Trin.8
4.15 South
vs Knox Robionson
Fri.
Oct. 27 12.15 North
For
PHE
4.15 At Scar
vs Scar (provided by Scar)
RUGGER
PHE.B
Mon. Oct. 23 1.15 East
Law
Trin. A vsvs Scar
4.30 at Scar
vs Eng. I
PHE.A
Tues. Oct. 24 1.15 West
Trin.B
vs Eng.ll
Wed. Oct. 25 1.15 West
vs Law
Thur. Oct. 26 1.15 West
Eng.ll
vs Eng. I
Fri.
Oct. 27 1.15 West
Scar
LACROSSE
Mon. Oct. 23 1.00
PHE.B vs PHE.C
Tues. Oct. 24 1.00
vs PHE.A
6.30
vs Oent
Innls
7.30
vs U.C.
Scar
Trin
vs Knox
8.30
c'
Vi
Wed. Oct. 25 6,30
vs Engin
St.M.
Erin
vs Dev.Hse
7.30
8.30
vs PHE.B
Trin
Thur. Oct. 26 6.30
vs Innis
PHE.C
7.30
vs Scar
Dent
8.30
vs For
Knox
VOLLEYBALL
Mon. Oct. 23 6.30 (at Erindale Secondary School) PHE vs Erin
otticlal to be provided
vsvs St.M.
Newby Erin.Mojsiak
8.30
Scar
Mojsiak
Pharm
9.30
vs Eng.l Leshchyshe
Tues. Oct. 24 8.00
Dent
9.00
Med. A vs Knox Leshchyshe
Lansdowne
Wecj. Oct. 25 1.00
vs Law
Eng.ll
Trin
7.00
vs Music Melnyk
Muiznieks
vsVic
Thur. Oct. 26 8.00
Emman vs For.B Melnyk
Med.B
9.00
TOUCH FOOTBALL Schedule will be
mailed to teams concerned.

Soccer

lead

decided,

2-0
St.M
Erin downs
In a Monday afternoon soccer the smaller Erindale team. Time hall and punched it into the nel.
match, the two front-runners of after lime, SMC altackers drove
3 minutes later, Paul Li
interfac soccer met to establish the medium range shots at the Erindale lookLessa lhan
perfect pass, slipped by a
league leadership. In the crisp, well- nel. only to be foiled by the defender, and rocketed the ball just
pavtd contest Erindale capitalized goallender. The Erindale defence 2-U
on the wind factor and superb was light enough to prevent SMC underlead.the crossbar, giving Erindale a
from getting in close enough to
goaltending
to emerge
win over St. Mikes
A. with a 2-0 score, and at the end of the half it With Erindale substituting in the
SMC pressed gamely
0-0. the wind with them in the dying minutes,managed
(ioing into this game at the mid- wasWilh
a goal. Erinseason mark. St. Mikes (3-0- 1 ) led second half. Erindale began to carry and almost
dale tightened up, ran out the clock
Erindale (3-1-0) by only a point in the play and force the SMC defence and emerged
with
their
the Division I standings. !t was the into making mistakes. The technical 'the league leadership. victory, and
first time this year thai the teams superiority of the small Erindale
In other Monday games. PHE
had met.
forwards continually threatened to
In the first half. SMC took produce a goal. Finally, at the 15 and VIC drew l-l. while the Division il leader Denl beat Law I by a
advantage of the wind and their minute mark, Ismail Moola outforwards aggressiveness to dominate raced the SMC goaltender for the score of '4-v».
Interf acuity Soccer
Division I
Tuesdav October 3
PHH2vs.Scar I
Thursday October 5
Si. M A 3 vs. Scar 2
Erin 5 vs. Vic I
Fridav October 6
Sr. Eng 3 vs. PHE 1
Wednesday
October 1 1
Vic 0 vs. SrEngl
PHE 1 vs. St M A 3
Thursday October 12
Sear 0 vs. Erin 3
Mondav October 16
ErinPHE2 vs.1 vs.St Vic
M AO1

Division 11

Division III

Tuesday3 vs.October
Kno\
Lmman 32
Wednesday October 4
New 1 vs. Trin A 0
Thursdav October 5
- UCWvs. Dent 3
Tuesday
New 0 vs.October
St. M B 101
Thursday
October
Med Ovs. Dent 1 12
Friday October 13
Trin A 2 vs. Law 1
.IrEngOvs. UC I
Monday
Law 1 vs.October
Dent 216

Tuesday October 3
Kno\ 3 vs. Emman
Wednesday
October 24
\\ vc4 vs; Eng ill 1
For 5 vs. Arch 0
Thursday
Innis 5 vs. October
Emman 51
Friday2 vs.Oclober
Knov
Pharm 6 1
Tuesday October 10
For 2 vs. Emman 1
Trin B win vs. Arch default
Eng Ml 4 Oclober
vs. Knox 121
Thursday
Pharm vs. Innis - rescheduled
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Women
marginal

play a
role

in sports
By JACK SCOTT
". . . In sports the end in view is not
success independent of physical
equipment, it is rather the attainment of
perfection within the limitations of each
physical type: the featherweight boxing
champion is as much of a champion as is
the heavyweight; the woman skiing champion is not the inferior of the faster male
champion; they belong to two ditfernt
classes.
— Simone" de Beauvoirin The Second Sex
It is, the old wisdom suggests, on the
playing fields of America where young
boys are made into men. It never happens
that way, oi course, but it is supposed to.
But since athletic competition serves as a
masculinity rite, it is not surprising that
women who participate in competitive
sports are faced with a degree of discrimination and oppression that at least
equals that which women encounter in any
other area of American society.
The woman athlete, no matter how high
her level of athletic skill may be, is never
fully accepted in this milieu with all its
male mythology. Nothing could be more
devastating for a male athlete than to be
defeated by a woman; and at the same
time, the qualities of aggressivity and
muscularity required for athletic success
result in women athletes often being ostracized byother women.
Because she is perceived as a threat by
both men and women, the woman athlete
is often a lonely, marginal person, never
fully accepted by either group.
Marie Hart, a prominant woman
physical educator, succinctly describes
this dilemma: "American society cuts the
penis off the male who enters dance and
places it on the woman who participates in
competitive athletics."
Mildred "Babe" Didrikson Zaharias was
described by Paul Gallico, one of
America's most distinguished sports
writers,
as "probably
talentedin
athlete, male
or female, the
ever most
developed
our country".
She encountered
ficulties suggested
by Dr. Hart theon difan
arm'ost daily basis throughout her athletic
career
lastedherfrom
early cancer
1930's toin
shortly that
before
deaththe from
1955.
Zaharias won national and international
titles In nearly every sport open to women
during her 25-year career as a competitive
athlete. Before turning to golf during the
later years of her career, where she won
every amateur and professional title
available to a woman, she was a star in
track and field at the 1932 Olympic Games
and
was a perennial All-American in
basketball.
Though she stood only five feet, six and
one-half inches and weighed no more
than 125 pounds, she was constantly portrayed by the male sportswriters of the
time as having a boyish appearance. She
wore her hair short for convenience but
she was an extremely attractive womon.

Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923^053 ■

The final step in the Catch-22 of
women's sports is that those women
athletes who do totally dedicate
themselves to sport are invariably labeled
as being masculine by the male-controlled
sports establishemnt.
The shortness of their careers is due to
to
referred
Cardboard maleness
always
other circumstances: the tremendous
Despite this, she was
to Gallico.
as a tomboy, and according
All the desirable qualities athletes must socialfactpressures
mentioned,
and alsoin
one of the favourite jokes of the male
that only I've
a handul
of colleges
possess if they want to achieve a high level the
was that athletic promoters
sportswriters whether
the
entire
United
States
gives
even
to assign her to the of success have been made synonymous athletic scholarships to women. partial
never know
our cardboard concept of
room when she with
masculinity.
locker
Compared to men, the opportunities for
men's or upwomen's
showed
for a competition.
to be supported while competing
This point was brought home to me women
It is of course true that there are some
in
athletics after high school are almost
women athletes whose size and when, in a Sports illustrated article, the non-existant.
Additionally, most women
qualify them as being male diving coach of Micki King. college physical educators attempt to
appearance
"unfeminine" according to traditional America's, and perhaps the world's, finest steer women students away from highly
Western standards, but, as was the case woman diver, attempted to compliment
competitive athletics.
with Zaharias most women athletes are
treated the same regardless of their actual
physical appearance or behaviour.in sports
to this occur
that(Theareexceptions
characterized by graceful
movements and little physical exertion,
such as ice skating, diving, gymnastics,
skiing and similar activities, where a
woman can participate without being
typed as "masculine".)
Feminine consciousness
Nor surprisingly, most women who
participate in competitive athletics are
extremely consious about looking
"feminine". Vicki Foltz, a 27-year-old
married woman who is probably
America's finest woman long distance
runner, was asked in a recent interview
whether she had any "feminine hang-ups
about
Sne running".
iesponded, "Yes, I have lots of
hangups.
wouldn'tnicebelieve
it. I always
worry aboutYoulooking
in a race.
I worry
aboutt my calf muscles getting big. But
mostly I worry about my hair.
"The morning before my last big race it
was hailing and blowing, but there I was in
the hotel with rollers in my hair. I knew the
rain would ruin my hairdo, but I fixed it
anyway.
it's because
people
have"I suppose
said women
athletes solookmany
masculine.
So a lot of us try, subconsciously maybe,
to look as feminine as possible in a race.
There's always lots of hair ribbons in the
If an attractive, mature married woman
races".
with children like Vicki Foltz feels this
pressure, one can only imagine what it
must be like for younger women athletes
such as the female swimmers who often
Canada's Greene and silver-medal winner Tanner after 1 968 Olympics.
participate in the Olympics while still in
their early teens.
Double standard
King by asking he knew early in her career
Marion Lay, for instance, participated in that she was going to be great because
If a woman does survive all this, she
the Tokyo Olympic Games when she was "She dives like a man".
only 14 years old. By 1967 she had
My immediate reaction on reading that faces a double standard even after
developed into one of the finest female statement was that she sure as hell achieving a sufficient skill level to participate in national or international level
swimmers in the world, and she won four doesn't dive like me or any other man I
silver medals at the Pan American Games have ever met. In fact, she doesn't dive competition.
This past track season the AAU barred
like 99 per cent of the men in America.
that year.
She won a medal at the 1968 Olympic What she obviously does do is dive one of our most prominent female track
stars from international competition
Games and also served as captain of the correctly.
of "unladylike" behaviour on a
Another myth that the male-dominated because
Canadian
women's
team despiteOlympic
being only
18. Butswimming
in many athletic
world works to perpetuate about foreign tour the previous summer.
ways her career was frustrated.
Her
"unladylike"
behaviour Involved a
women, especially the female teenage
The only coaches available to her were swimming sensations who began their member of U.S. men's international team
men, since in swimming, as in nearly all careers at the age of 12 or so, is that they that was touring along with the women's
other sports, it Is next to impossible for a invariably retire when they get to be about team, but this individual was not even
woman to advance in the coaching profes- 17 because they have become interested reprimanded.
The frustation of the woman athlete is
sion, Marion found that nearly all the male
boys and no longer have time for further
compounded by her inability,
coaches and officials she met refused to in
competitive athletics.
because
of basic differences In speed and
accept the fact that she was as dedicated
Conveniently ignored is the fact that
to swimming as any of the male athletes. most male athletes are not known for their strength, to ever achieve success according to male standards.
The attitude of male coaches and sexual abstinance. If male athletes have
officials seems to be that women are time for girl friends, there is obviously no
Hopefully, our society will come to the
somehow incapable of being as dedicated reason why female athletes could not also point where women will not only be given
opportunity to participate in sport,
to sports as men. whereas in reality the continue
dating. to participate in sports while equal
but will not be made to feel that they are
opposite is often true.
somehow
inferior athletes because they
Being a marginal person, as I pointed
run 100 yards In 10.5 rather than 9.5.
out earlier, the female athlete often
dedicates herself to sport with a fervor
The foregoing is adapted from
unmatched by male athletes, since athletic
success is one of the few satisfations
Ramparts magazine, February, 1972. Jack
Scott
Is Director of the Centre for the
available to her. Unlike the case for male
Study of Sport and Society at Oberlin
athletes, athletic prowess does not assure
College in Ohio.
a woman of social status.

Mayor

seekers

attack

board

The Metro planning Board came under heavy fire from all three city
mayoralty candidates last night during an architectural alumni sponsored
debate on urban form.
The Planning Board, which makes recommendations to City Council
on subjects such as development, was criticized by Ward 1 1 alderman David
Crombie Tor its role in development planned for the Yonge-St. Clair area.
The Planning Board rejected a proposal of several citizens groups from
the neighbourhood affected by the proposed development to implement
traffic control before any development began.
Although these groups considered traffic control "vital to the
preservation
of these meeting,
communities",
CrombieBoard
said,rejected
and recommended
it
700-3
at a gcneneral
the Planning
it 7-3.
Crombie suggested that the Planning Board was the "worst of both
worlds", since it represented neither the experts nor the politicians. Rather,
itmunicipal
was a "semi-autonomous
body" composed mostly of aldermen and other
politicians.
Budget chief David Rotenberg agreed with Crombie on the board. He
suggested that one solution might be ad-hoc citizens-experts groups, such as
the task force formed by the citizens groups in the Yonge-St. Clair
community.
Executive alderman Tony O'Donohue suggested that the planning
board be retained, but that it should consist of "people other than
politicians".
All three candidates embraced the Toronto Centred Region Plan, which
stresses the decentralization of population growth in southern Ontario. It
sees Toronto as the centre of a 60 to 100 mile radius suburban area.
Crombie was the most insistent of the three that any such change must
involve more participation by the municipal government.
He cited the Spadina Expressway decision as well as the waterfront
park announced Monday as examples of the paternalistic attitude the
provincial and federal governments take to civic politicians.
O'Donohue said he thought the park was "a good idea", but
emphasized the importance of consultation in urban affairs. "The people in
Queen's
Park andalsoOttawa
idea of our problems", he said.
Rotenhurg
supportedhavethenopark.

Evans
By BOB BETTSON

O'Donohue (left), Rotenberg and Crombie. Moderator (second from right) isn't in the running.

ignores
SAC
to pick
Council and SAC heavy Paul letter to president John Evans
Cadario to represent un- protesting the selection of Cadario
dergraduates without consulting as the delegate from U of T without
The Students* Administrative
Council has protested president SAC. the administration is con- consulting SAC- In the past, SAC
in the apJohn Evans* unilateral selection of
the Graduate
Students" has been consulted
the undergraduate representative to Union sulting
about
the graduate
pointment of student
the Association of Universities and representative.
The meeting, to be held in representatives.
Colleges of Canada (AUCC), an- Toronto
ReplyingJackto SAC
Evans,thatviceNovember 1 and 2, will be president
nual meeting and the fact that the
Swordfor said
the
meetings will not be open to restricted to delegates, guests and student representatives on the
observers.
the press.
Governing Council are now the
Although Evans chose, Governing
In late September, SAC sent a logical choice to represent the
Security

is

By GREG McMASTER
Heavy security was the highlight
at the Immigration Appeal Board
on Wednesday and Thursday as the
hearing of former Black Panther Ed
Hogan's
againstAfter
a deportation orderappeal
continued.
Hogan
arrived at the eleventh-floor offices
in chains, spectators were allowed to
enter, one at a time, to be searched
by one of about 20 police.
On Wednesday a spectator who
responded with sarcasm and a
profanity to the somewhat
overzealous search of his clothing
was asked for identification, and
when he refused, was ordered to
leave the "open" hearing and to "sit
outside".Charles
On Thursday,
Hogan's
lawyer,
Roach_entered
into
the record a protest against this
violation of openness.
Hogan, who allegedly was an
accomplice to a robbery in Ohio in
1969 while he was a member of the
Black Panther Party, was arrested
this year as a illegal immigrant to
Canada. The Immigration Department wants him deported to the
United States, and Hogan is
appealing this.
If unsuccessful, he hopes
Immigration Minister Bryce
Mackasey will intercede in the case
to have him sent to a country of his
own choice. At present Tanzania,
Cuba and Algeria are considering
offering him sanctuary from the
American judicial system.
The defense is hoping to have the
deportation order, if not quashed, at

student
delegate
students. He told The Varsity that at issue.
"with a unicameral method of (In fact, Miglin wrote a
government we have to rethink the controversial letter last summer
recommending Cadario for the
process
consultation."Eric Miglin chairmanship of a Governing
SAC of president
Council.
declared, "We would like to make it
very clear that the student governors
Sword's letter indicated, however,
should not replace SAC as represen- that the GSU was being approached
atives of thehestudent
He about the appointment of a graduate
added tthat
was inbody."
no way
student to the ten-person U of T
since the conference was
questioning
Cadario'sof selection
competence
hut thai the method
was delegation,
on the topic of research, which is
more directly related to graduate
students than undergraduates.
However Evans has sent a letter
to A UCC asking for enlargement of
heavy
at hearing
of Ed Hogan
the U of T delegation. He said that a
least delayed long enough to request treated as the other Black Panthers charged with 3 bank robberies, and broad range of people should be
who was out on bail within a week. represented.
Mackasey'stime
intervention
and to in prison have been.
Evans also added that in case the
allow
to complete
Hogan has yet to receive bail.
Roach
said
that
the
Board
should
arrangements with another country.
delegation
is not enlarged,
Roach
said
that
searches
of
student
delegate
has agreedoneto nonstep
not be used as "the cat's paws of
The arguments
the hearing
centred
not around atwhether
Hogan some foreign government" that witnesses and supporters outside the down in favour of a student.
as well as the refusal of SAC also made a strong plea to
is an illegal immigrant (which the doesn't even bother to make an hearing,
request, and he listed legal aid (Roach is working for Evans "to consider withdrawing the
defense admits), but around the extradition
various
instances
of
obstacles
placed
nothing)
constituted intimidation. U of T delegation unless the AUCC
nature of the situation he will be
faced with if he is returned to Ohio. in Hogan's way because of pressure The original location of the executive
committee reverses its
proceedings was the Toronto Jail hasty decision and opens the
I f the defence can prove that Hogan from Ohio and Canadian govern- (formerly
the Don Jail).
ment
officials.
Hogan
claimed
to
will face punishment for "activities have seen a letter from a Canadian
to all interested observers."
The defense urged the court to sessions
of a Ohio,
politicalorcharacter"
Although AUCC officials
to
that he upon
willreturn
face official urging that Hogan be denied reject such intimidation, to refuse to maintain
that sessions in the past
aid for the present appeal, even return Hogan to Ohio and to stop
"unusual hardship", the Board can legal
have been closed, vice-provost
though at that time no deportation treating
him
as
a
dangerous
quash or delay deportation.
last tonight
Many Black Panthers have been order had been issued. He gave hoodlum. Hogan said that the very Robin Ross
iversities wersaid
e allowed
send un-an
killed by police bullets in the past, several other examples indicating fact political refugees seek out indefinite number of observers. At
including Fred Hampton, who was thai officials considered the deporta- Canada should be a compliment. "I
tion aforegone conclusion.
last year'sopen.meeting, sessions were
murdered while asleep, and the
am but one runaway slave from a virtually
defense suggested that Hogan would
According to Hogan, friends of plantation of millions." Roach
be subjected to similar attacks. his in New York were harrassed by described Hogan as a great credit to
letter notalsoconsent
states bythatsilence
"the
When the crown attorney said that i-BI agents who told them "we are black people for "failing to cow U SAC's
of T should
determined
to
have
him
sent
back
such killings occurred in two-way
to the deceptive and ill-considered
the authorities".
"shoot-outs" Hogan responded that here one way or another". Hogan before
The
Crown
attorney's
summation
decision
the meetings."
SAC
waslo notclosesatisfied
with the
"most
evidence
is
to
the
contrary"
that "the myth that Canada is said that Hogan would not suffer
but he admitted that Panthers would added
sovereign and free from American "unusual hardship" in Ohio; ie that AUCC explanation that the sessions
he would be treated no worse than are being closed because of fear of
shoot back "if attacked".
has this
beenwasshattered."
Roach said that
only an any other escapee. He claimed as a disruption.
Hogans suggested that his life was domination
at stake, and that "justice in immigration hearing, and that precedent the appeal against the Sword said that while he favours
America means 'just us' who are Hogan did not even want to stay in deportation of Puerto Rican the principle of openness, he could
rich or white". His lawyer added Canada. "If it's not an extradition, Independentista Humberto Pagan, understand the decision because of
that anyone in the U.S. with radical why not let him go (elsewhere) considered earlier by the Appeal "the confused and ineffective
views about socialism and the
Board (and now under appeal to the nature" of last year's conference,
economic order is "doomed to voluntarily?"
Supreme
Court). Pagan's appeal which was disrupted.
Hogan
charged
there
was
an
persecution,
imprisonment,
and
death in some cases. Who would "ugly, ominous and obvious collu- was rejected by the Board because
He said in a letter to SAC that the
any danger to his life in Puerto Rico AUCC board including the three
protect him there? Prison and contrasted
sion ifnot conspiracy
against
me",
was
not
"unusual";
ie
no
different
to
his treatment with
student members had unanimously
authorities?
it." to this that of a recent escapee from any other Independentista there.
The CrownI doubt
responded
year'sof
meetings
delegates,thisguests
legal islically, saying that there is no Millhaven Penitentiary, who was
A decision is expected in two or agreed loto restrict
AUCC and the press.
concrete proof that Hogan will be recaptured in California and three days, according to Roach.
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NOW
AND
10 am
8:30 pm
"Fando
and
Lis"
—
a
play
by
Fred
The
Newman
Centre
to
Arrabal. Presented by UC Players Guild. creallve worship within an Isopencommitted
Admission free. UC Playhouse, 79a St. atmosphere. Sunday Masses atcommunity
10
and
12
George SI.
noon. St. Thomas Aquinas Chapel, Hoskfn
9 pm
The Lithuanian Students are organizing and St. George, 11 am
a wine and cheese party at 33 St. Geoige
St. (International
Admis"How canat wethelakeHarta House
day off?"service
will bein
sion S1.50 (wine Student's
and cheeseCentre).
included).
discussed
SATURDAY
connecllon with the Sunday-Sabbath question.
The
sludent
community
Is
invited.
noon
Repeal issue
Abortion
Rally —elections.
on the MapService
Room,in Hart
House.Vic Chapel, Victoria
abortion
and Laws
trie lederal
the Old
Federal candidates will be present. 21 College with the national president of the
McGill St, At 4 pm march lo City Hall. Student Christian Movement, Brian Ruttan,
Sponsored
Ihe
Canadian
Abortion Law byRepeal
Coalition. Women's speaking on "The
1 pm Gospel and Ihe
1:30 pm
Demand Canadian government rescue Election".
"Shutdown", a rally on layoffs,
all Ugandan Aslans-SDS
at unemployment
and foreign ownership.
7:30 pm demonstration
Immigration on University
Ave.
Sponsored by Ontario Waffle Movement
for
an
Independent
socialist Canada.
St, Michael's College Film Club presents Monarch Pk. S-S-, 2 blocks
south of Danlorth
at
Coxwell.
George
Lucas'
"THX
1138".
Admission;
$1.
3:30
pm
Carr Hall. Again 8:30
al 10 pmpm.
"FandoPresented
and Lis"admission
— a play
Chamber Players of Toronto directed by
Arrabal
free byfor Fred
your
Viclor Martin perform works by fioccherinl,
enjoyment
by
the
UC
Players
Guild. UC Vivaldi,
and Gllck. Guest artist: Christopher
Playhouse.
79a
St.
George
St.
Weail of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra,
Coffee House. 186 St. George.
will
play
Fasoh Bassoon Concerto. Meeting
all day
SUNDAY
Place, Scarborough7 pmCollege. Free.
Free Sunday Special at the Hart House
Farm: Cider, dinner ($1.00), SquareSt. Michael's College Film Club presenls
Dancing.
GrandeCarrIllusion".
Admis-at
Hart House.Inquire al9 amthe Graduate Office, Jean
sRenlor's
ion by series"Laticket.
Hall. Again
9:30 pm.
"Trial and Arrow": Archery with Ihe Bloor Street United Church Young
Outing Club. Meet behind Science Centre. People's Group meets every Sunday
Weapons
& food provided.
Details?midnite.
Phone evening to enfoy the friendship of each
Allan, 920-1997,
before Friday
other, plan future events, or get involved
Cost? Approx. $1.50.
helping from
others.OCE.Bloor Street United Church,
across
7:30 pm

HERE
TODAY
noon
Last day to reserve (or suppers for
Monday
and
Tuesday.
Hillel, 186 St.
George.
2 pm
Institute tor the History and Philosophy
ot Science and Technology presents
"Medical
Discoveries
Sci Auditorium.
4 pmby Students". Med
Fantastic Wine and Cheese Party at the
Graduate
Union,right!
this Bring
and every
Friday. StartStudents'
the weekend
your
Iriends!
Lasts
until
seven
p.m.
16
Bancroft
Ave.
6 pm
Comeshabbaton.
and drop 186by tor
Danny Siegal's
poetry
7:30 pmSt George,
Meeting of a meditation group of guru
Maharaj Ji. New members welcome. Free.
67 Lowlher Ave.. 2 blocks north of Bloor on
St George St.
St. Michael's College Rim Club presents
GeorgeHall.Lucas'
Carr
Again"THXat8 10pm1138".
pm. Admission 51.
Oebate — between the Young Socialists
and Ihe Old Mole on "How should socialists
defend
Vietnamese
Vanguard theForum,
334 QueenRevolution?"
St. W.
Good grief! Innis Film Society presents
"Candy".Scl. Showings
8 and 10 pm$1 inat the
Med.
Auditorium.at Admission
the
door.
First In a series of 6 open feclures on
Hungarian history sponsored by Ihe
Hungarian ofStudents'
Association.
settlement
the Hungarians
In the "The
Carpathian Basin"Rm.by 1022.
Dr. Veronica Gervers.
Sidney Smilh
Free talk on Christian Science: "The
Spiritual
Basis of 196Health".
First Church of
Christ, Scientist.
St. George.

Czech String Quartet. Great Hall, Han
House.
186Intermediate
St. George. Conversational Hebrew.

A ROBERT A GO.DSTON - OTTO PLASCHKES PROOUCTON A LAflRY REERCE FILM
ASEFWWEPEA3E
FRED SEGAL m w. »« ™* b, JOHN KNOWLES
p-oouowb, ROBERT A. GOLDSTON LARRY PEERCE
STARTS TODAY UPTOWN 3
DAILY FROM 1:30 P.M.
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

ART GALLERY
WILLIAM
WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE
Monday EXHIBITION
to Saturday, 11 a.m.
Wednesday,
5 p.m.2-56-9p.m.p.m.
Sunday,

THEINAUGURATES
ART COMMITTEE
ITS
WEEKLY FILM FESTIVAL
Every andMonday,
12 noon
1:00 p.m.
in Ihe music room
Monday,ArtislOct.DUNCAN
23, FilmGRANT
on
British

Sunday STRING
Evening QUARTET
Concert
CZECH
Sunday.
October
22
in the Great Had.al 8 p.m.
Tickets available to members
at the Hall Porter's Desk.
CLASSICAL CONCERT
LESLIE
Piano
ALEX AD KINTON,
AM AN, Cello
YOUNG DAI- PARK, Violin
TUES.,
24, 4:00
IN THEOCT.MUSIC
ROOM P.M.

Black Had Pub
every Tuesday,
Wednesday
and Thursday
12 noon lo 11.30 p.m.
HOUSE CLOSED FOR
OKTOBERFEST
FRIDAY,
OCT. 20
SATURDAY, OCT. 21
FROM 8 P.M.

noon
22 at 12 00Indian
sunthe oct.
FAIR
Contests
-alsoTugCider-pressing,
O'War,
Wood sauna
Chopping,
Hammer-Throw.
FARM ANNUAL
HART HOUSE
Wrestling
balhs and
square
dancing. All tree
ol charge. Meal Tickets (Optional) are available al Ihe Hart House
Graduate Ollice for $1-00, also Directions and Transportation information.
FASHION

WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

A RALLY ON LAYOFFS,
UNEMPLOYMENT
SPEAKERS
INCLUDE: & FOREIGN OWNERSHIP
KARI LEVITT: author of SILENT SURRENDER
DAVE MONIE: President, UEW Local 531, Bramplon
ARCHIE
WILSON:exec,Plantoltlcer.
chairman,
DALE WATKINS:
O'DELL: UAW
Local wafller
199, St. Calherines
CEC TAYLOR:
LocalUAW1005,Local
Sleel1967
Workers Hamilton MEL
economist,
LYN TRAINQR: Physicist; member North York Board ot Education
SPONSORED BY
ONTARIO WAFFLE MOVEMENT FOR AN INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST CANADA
SUNDAY, OCT. 22, 1972 AT 1:00 P.M.
MONARCH PARK SECONDARY SCHOOL (2 BLOCKS S. OF DANFORTH, W. OF COXWELL)
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Trinity

glitters

as

Michener and former Liberal Prime
Minister Mike Pearson on the
platform.
Also present at the ceremony
were Senate House Leader Paul
Martin, Minister of Colleges and
Universities Jack McNie, U of T
president John Evans and chancellor
Pauline McGibbon.
C. Malim Harding, chairman of
the Governing Council, Trinity
chancellor and former Anglican
Church primate Howard Clark and
Toronto Mayor Bill Dennison
rounded out (he list of dignitaries at
the installation.
The line-up was, in some respects,
at least as impressive as the platform guests
Evans'
stal ation thrate weeks
ago. own inIn his address to the packed
Convocation Hall audience,
Ignatieff stressed the role of education in developing "versatile and
integrated individuals". To best
achieve this, he said, "a learner
largely
be alone
a self-learner,
unafraid has
to beto left
with his
■» hook, his own experience or his own
© imagination."
■o
The provost ordeplored
"the
« bureaucratization
centralization
| of universities, which I regard as a
jg-diversion
from scholarship IandwouldinC tellectuul accomplishment.
> prefer that the visions of a
|C bureaucratic Nirvana should remain
George Ignatieff likes his Job. unfulfilled."
Ignatieff stressed the role of

By FERNANDO TRAFICANTE
Amid the traditional pomp of
formal university ceremonies,
George lgnalieTf was installed as the
ninth provost or Trinity College
Wednesday evening.
The man who U of T professor
James Eayrs has predicted will be
the next Governor-General took up
his official duties with present
Governor-General Roland

new

provost

colleges such
Trinity in forces
"combatting the asdestructive
threatening civilization, through the
development of a cultural continuity." To achieve such a conhe continued,
"Thisbetween
means
not only tianuity,close
relationship
teachers and students, but participaThetion bygreatest
students."challenge facing the
new provost is the college's financial

is installed

problems and the need to obtain
increased government funds. U of T
president John Evans said that
Ignatieffs diplomatic experience in
the United Nations and Geneva will
"provide extra impetus to relations
withWiththe anprovincial
government."
operatinggo budget
of $1.2
million, Trinity has gone $500,000
in debt since 1968. In an attempt to
forestall any further increase in the

debt, the college is planning to cut
its leachingand staff
by 10thefull-time
members
to reduce
size of
the part-time staff in the next five
However, Norman Simpson, the
chairman ofof Corporation,
Trinity's Executive
Committee
said at
years.
the
ceremony.
"There
isn't
the
slightest possibility of Trinity going
out of business."

Roland Michener (left) and John Evans (far right) watched Provost Ignatieffs installation.

silence
admin
policy reached by the Governing explained that the demonstrators
Council's Internal Affairs Com- wanted to "break the silence of the
mittee, and one, the co-op, is still
occupying an unused university administration after three weeks".
huilding after six months.
Apparently
realizing
coop will not give
ap itsthat
threetheyear
the administration
Co-op parent Bob Davis struggle,
tentative moves
three weeks agomadeto
ease the problem by renting the
group
house.realBecause
under a the
divisionthis ofcomesthe
university,
and
not
the Governing
stack access
to decide
Library committee
Council's Internal Affairs Comrecommended its establishment.
itdoes policy.
not violate the council's daymit e ,care
I 'mlufgratttiate
Association and two
By NAD1M WAKEAM
quired to demonstrate "academic
students
The students on the subcommittee each
However, the administration has
year.{male and female) from
U or T's Governing Council
tire
Academic
Affairs
committee
Other
issues
it
will
deal
with
are
yesterday agreed with no debate to
not yet found a house which can be
establish a subcommittee to deal I be settlement of any complaints member Brian Morgan. Kalhy Feldleased lo the group without
Sludenl membership wilt be difficulty.
arising
out
of
the
administration
of
man
(
I
aw
),
graduate
student
M
.
withThe"library
problems"..
elected
un." rules, to examine opera- I vans. Governing Council member appointed ordergraduate
needpass
committee
will take over slack
association.byThethe lotal
A suggested house on Sussex
tion
of
the
rules
and
to
consider
Street cannot be rented to the co-op
membership
of
the
new
eouncil
has
(
lance
Hensehel
and
part-time
stupolicy
1'imction
of
the
now-defunct
been
increased
from
41
to
52.
recommendations
of
the
report
of
because final plans for the Innis
1 ilrrary Council, which last year
Thedent L. Ayoub.
(ioverning Council also
turned down student demands. for the Advisory Committee on the
building are not expected
The (ioverning Council also College
for about six months. Although the
open access to the slacks at the Sigimmd Samual Library collection. unanimously passed a motion ratified
the
appointment
of
broadening representation on the Professor P. P. M. MeinCke as vice- college will likely retain the house, it
Robarts library.
Tile
composition
and
membership
of the School oT Physical
The committee will develop and of the committee was ratified at the council
need it for other purposes.
provost,
effective
November
I. mayAccording
luul Health Education.
to Davis, Innis
recommend policy on specific council meeting as well.
Mcinckc.
associate
dean
at
ErinThe
nc»
council
will
include
all
The 15-memher subcommittee
dale,
has
been
appointed
for
a
onenut
Iters-such
as
"guidelines
for
the
principal
Peter
Russell the
toldhouse,
the co-it
determination of academic need in includes lour faculty members, three professors, five non-professional \ear term hut can be re-appointed
op that if Innis needed
connection with stack access to the deans, one principal, one librarian, stuff and nine students, where each year. Meineke graduated with is willing to relocate the day care
alumni representative and five previously ihere was only one stu- a Phd from U of T in 1963 and has centre. But it would not be willing to
Robarts
Library."thatLaststudents
spring, who
the one
dent. The student members will in- taught since 1967 in the department pay for renovations to the new house
Senate decided
students. It will report to the counclude [be president of the PHE of physics.
lo make it legally acceptable as a
cil . Academic A f f-u rr which
wanted stack access would be rePresident Evans said Meineke will centre.
The co-op is prepared to pay for
be able to make communication initial
renovations to a first house if
easier between the academic comit
can
obtain a long-term, lowinleresl
loan.
rmiiiiu
the council's
executive.by
I vansandclosed
I he meeting
Vic in 'critical' position
The
other
mentioned by the
afford
to
leach
any
more
courses.
Each
course
costs
announcing that he had set up an university as house
By JONI SEAGER
a the
possible
for theof
from $6000 lo $12,000.
advisory committee to study centre
is
on
northsite side
Borrowing from endowment funds plus using the problems arising from the influx of
Victoria College is in a critical financial position,
Washington Avenue slated for use in
and has been for the last three years, says bursar F.C. extra revenue from Vic's portion of the $100 tuition fees Ugandan
"We mustrefugees
respondto toCanada.
these people Faculty of Education expansion.
Stokes.
increases
have
reduced
this
year's
projected
deficit
to
$300,000,
Stokes
says.
Otherwise
the
college
would
$435,646
Because of a deficit of $400,853 last year,
so far as thev affect U of T." he
said.
in 1971, $154,672 in 1970 and $285,490 in 1969, it is have lost $IS0.000 more.
One
possible
solution
to
alleviate
financial
Members of the committee Free course!
says.
Stokes
broke,
go
may
possible that the college
pressure would be secularizing and severing ties with appointed to dale are from the
President J.E. Hodgetts was unavailable for the
Yet another weekly staff
United Church. Stokes maintains that this is not faculty, but SAC has also been
comment.
at present.
meeting
is threatened for this.afterasked
lo
name
someone
to
the
The outlook for the next three years, Stokes says, beingTheconsidered
church contributes only $60,000 per year. committee.
noon at 1 pm in The Varsity offices.
depends mainly on hoping for a change in policy by the Stokes said,
which
fails
even
lo
cover
the
costs
of
its
Topics
to be discussed are so top
l ater in the meeting, discussion secret that
-affiliated post- theological college, Emmanuel.
At present, church
not even the editor
Ontario government.
of the grants
part
only
receive
knows.
centered
on
puhlic
participation
at
institutions
secondary
Because of the tight financial situation, several Governing Council meetings. At
that secular institutions do.
However,
he promises the
a more projects have had to be postponed. For example, plans
Stokes also said that Victoria is asking for
non-members can speak meeting will be short so all staff will
and tuition fees within had been drawn up for a sizeable new student union upresent,
ofgrants
distribution
favourable
hen
introduced
by
the
chairman,
if
be
free
to
attend
the newswriting
U ofT.
- building, parts of which were to extend underground. thev inform the chairman of their meeting.
seminar
he's
giving
right after the
Stokes
also
pointed
out
that
student
bursaries
had
to speak ten minutes
Simcoe Hall receives part of Vic's grant, arehe not been seriously reduced. He added that the teaching intention
before the scheduled lime of the Make your day complete. Attend
students
college's
the
of
many
since
staff
have
been
more
affected
by
the
financial
squeeze
explained,
is
the staff meeting and
enrolled in non-Vic courses. But the university
than students, as they had to accept salary increases of meeting or if they are introduced by both
newswriting seminar.
unwilling to relinquish this money until Victoria starts only three per cent this year.
a member of the council.
teaching more subjects, he says, and the college can't
Co-op demonstrators
Thirty-five demonstrators by Campus Community Comarched outside Simcoe Hall
operative Day Care Centre Number
Wednesday morning to remind the 2.
Only one senior administrator,
administration that the day care
issue is still not settled.
vice-president Jack Sword, entered
The demonstration was organized the building during the demonstra-

try to break
tion. However,
junior staff
administrators and support
employed in Simcoe Hall passed
through
the demonstrators'
Both major
campus-relatedlines.day
care groups are dissatisfied with the
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campaign
Cannabis
in California
Wednesday's Varsity described an upcoming referendum
from a Canadian
on the legalization of marijuana and ran an advertisement
election.
federal
the
in
issue
an
legalization
group seeking to make
The case for making the possession of grass legal is obvious. There are
no known harmful effects from smoking marijuana or hashish. (And at any
do have known harmful effects, such as cigarettes and
rate, drugsare which
alcohol,
freely available.)

reveals

"Suffer yourself to be blamed, imprisoned,
condemned: sutler yourself tois benot hanged;
a right,
but publish your opinions, it
— old Varsity masthead quote
but a duty. "

distorted

The Varslly, a member of Canadian
Universiiy Press, was founded in 1B80
ministrative Council iheof theStudents'
University
and
is published
ol Toronto
and isbyprimed
by DatsonsAdPress Ud. Opinions expressed in this
newspaper are notAdministrative
necessarily those
Councilof
ortheiheStudents'
administration of ihe university.
Formal
complaints
about
the
editorial
or business operation of ihe paper may
be addressed to Committee,
ihe Chairman. CamBoard pusol Relations
Direciots. 9t St. GeorgeVarsitySt.

priorities

The sale of cannabis through a government-regulated agency such as
uniform quality
the Ontario Liquor Control Board would help to guaranteeactivity
millions of
an
and quantity in the product. It would also mean thatcrime.
a
considered
be
longer
no
would
in
people engage
But. to suggest that this question should be a major election issue, as the
sponsors ofthis advertisement do, is to display a distorted sense of priorities.
At a time when unemployment is running at 7. 1 per cent, when inflation
is pushing up the cost of living at a frightening rate, when there are massive
shortages of low-cost housing in thdxities, and when American domination
is threatening the very existence of Canada, the legalization campaign
should not be a major concern for anyone.
Indeed, it may not be too far fetched to suggest that the government
might be only too happy if more people could be led to forget the problems
facing the country by grass-induded highs. Certainly, there are indications,
such as the LeDain report, that politicians are overcoming their inbred
purilanism on this question, and moving to the acceptance of dope as a fact
of lire.
Alter all, there need be nothing threatening or revolutionary about
getting stoned.
can.1 do it to escape from his problems, to forget
.
.L_. Anybody
.1
, temporarilyIt.. that
they are there.
And, it seems apparent that the sponsors of this campaign are not
interested in dealing with the problems that exist in the capitalist social
order. In fact, if anything, they are interested in perpetuating and
strengthening the status quo.
In their ad, they hold forth the prospect of "a multi-million dollar
industry" and "a unique Canadian cottage industry". Growing cannabis is
sold as a potential money-making operation; the appeal is to greed, not to
any desire for social change, a topic which is not even mentioned in the ad.
Beyond given
that, prospects
it is directed
to the "freak"
are by
implication
of dropping
out and community,
smoking up, who
presumably
while living on their cosy rural communes, supported by the profits made
from selling their cannabis crop.
It is a rosy picture, and one that is appealing primarily to counterculture people, with their middle-class backgrounds and life styles, their
relative exemption from at least the most pressing economic problems facing
most
Canadians,
and their desire
"do relevance
their own tothing"
withoutworking-class
^worrying about
social problems.
It has tolittle
most
Canadians, whose problems are larger and more urgent.
It is unfortunate that Marijuana, which was once touted as a
revolutionary challenge to a repressive social order based on property and
profits, should now function as a safety valve for that society, as a means by
which attention is distracted from the material and psychic brutalities of
capitalism.
Cannabis, it seems, is becoming an opiate of the masses.
Council reverses backward

Bad trip?
step

SAC
amends
constitution
to allow
more
grants
The Students' Administrative Council move to re- democratically decentralizing power to the ephemeral "grass
The hadConstitutional
and before
last year's
instate council grants to groups within the university roots", the majority was SAC in the very narrow role of (which
lo ratify the Conference
new constitution
it went SAC
into
community deserves support.
provider of university- wide services and co-ordinator of effect) took the easy way out. And, it was a wrong decision.
related
local
council
efforts.
In
short,
as
little
more
than
a
Last Winter's Constitutional Conference, which rewrote
Requests for SAC money should be dealt with on their
the SAC constitution, took a retrogade step when it sought to source of money.
own merits. And, thai will mean difficult decisions about
Their action lumped cultural services, important in their funding worthwhile projects rather than giving in to
gel itself off the political hook by eliminating all external
own right, together with political and community activity and
grants, both to campus and off-campus groups.
made both virtually unfundable by SAC.
supposedly apolitical "service" groups.
As
the
council's
constitution
now
reads,
SAC
can
only
The council left itself the right to gel involved at the
SAC's attempt to amend the restrictive grant qlause is
subsidize organizations and activities which are sponsored by
one of its commissions. Under the old rule, SAC funded faculty or department level when individual students are necessary. But, it mustn't slop there.
numerous political and social action groups. This activity was unsuccessful in gaining support from their local councils.
As it now stands, the constitution prohibits council from
To equate the Student Health Organization of U of T giving money lo groups operating exclusively outside the
the focus of much criticism of council priorities by
conservative students and their college and faculty councils. (SHOUT) and the Student Legal Aid Society with groups like university community, no mailer how worthwhile their cause,
Students are not removed from the outside world.
The Constitutional Conference's willingness to adopt the the former U of T Chorus (now merged with Ihe Hart House
no-grant position berayed a lack of social consciousness on Glee Club in the Hart House Chorus), for example, is pure Consequently, the council representing them should not lock
nonsense. The former two groups operate within the itself up in the university ghetto, ignoring the possibility of
the part of those supporting it.
Although many pretended (and probably a few sincerely university and surrounding community to provide services
political
and financial support of non-campus
movements
and activities.
helieved) that shifting responsibility for funding political and vital to their clients' lives; the chorus traditionally manages to holh
social actions groups onto college and faculty councils was pry money out of SAC by singing at the SAC budget meeting.
Lei's reverse the move backwards.
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sizzles as
Waffle
By PETER MAT1LA1NEN
"The Ontario Waffle has launched a parallel
campaign in this federal election because none of the
political parties were debating the real issues or offering
Canadian
any real Ualternatives."
With voters
this statement,
of T economics professor
Melville Watkins made his first major pronouncement
since the Waffle conference in August. He was the
keynote speaker at the first meeting of the Waflle
Movement for an Independent Socialist Canada held at
York University yesterday.
The speech was the second statement by Waffle
MISC people this week in what looks like a concerted
drive lo inject more radical and political issues into the
election campaign.
In a prepared speech, Watkins introduced the
issues around which he and MISC leader Jim Laxer
were going lo wage their "counter-campaign". Focal
points for the Waffle campaign are Canadian independence; Quebec (its relationship lo English
Canada);
wage-price
women's
rights. by
Watkins releasedcontrols;
recent andfigures
calculated
movement researchers which were an extension of the

Real

election

nears

study completed last year by the Ontario Federation of
Labour.
The OFL documented the number of plants (for a
period from terminations
July '70 to orJune
'71) aswith
employment
layoffs
138,extensive
with 76
heing foreign-controlled. Of the 16,224 employees laid
off, 63.5 per cent were in foreign-controlled plants and
36.5 in domestic plants.
Watkins' figures covering July '71 to September
'72, almost matched these figures (110 plants being
affected) with unemployment from foreign-controlled
plants being only slightly less than Ihe previous year.
Watkins feels
"the isphenomenon
of a high
of shutdowns
and thai
layoffs
a feature built
in tolevel
the
structure
economy."
Duringof the
the contemporary
question periodOntario
afterwards,
Watkins
made it clear he ihought that union leadership in the
NDP did not represent rank and file. There was a need
for an independent labour movement because of the
growing cleavage between Canadian and U.S. workers.
He felt serious work in union and workers' councils was
not on give
the support
"agenda"to ofworkers
the left,
but Waffle MISC
would
on strike.

Draft

Mel Watkins speaks at yesterday's Waffle MISC meeting. Wafflers
will try to make their presence felt in the election.

Brew!
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Canada

Candidates Beardsley (left), Blzzell, Bornstein at meeting.

will

Quebec,
By JULIA ELCOCKS
"Without Quebec there will be no
Canada", said Liberal candidate
Peter Stollery Wednesday.
He was meeting
speakinginattheanGSUallcandidates
building. The only candidate not
present was incumbent Conservative
MP Perry Ryan, who was in
Ottawa.
Another all-candidates meeting
advertised for the same time by the
Hart House Debates Committee
drew
despite the
fact up.that
none of17 people,
the candidates
turned
Stollery went on to declare that as
a member of the Liberal Party he
was committed to Canada and the
f federal system. He said that the
§"
be reworked
S constitution
suit Quebec andmustto make
Canada anto
= attractive place in which to live,
inhere is a legitimate majority in
Quebec in favour of separation, he

vanish

Peter
says
said, then Canada has failed.
NDP candidate Bob Beardsley
said "there is a thrust in the NDP
towards federalism" but thai in
feelings
party members'
Spadina, separation
are "more
towards
radical than in other ridings".
"a
Canada must be made into
stay in",itselfhe
e place
more butattractiv
said
iT Quebec
doestodeclare
independent, the NDP would not
prevent Quebec from separating. He
agreed with
that the
conmust be changed
stitution Stollery
to meet
Quebec's
needs. candidate Maggie
Communist
Bi/zell considered "Quebec to be a
nation with a right to selfdetermination", but she said that
she would prefer to have Quebec
remain in Canada to fight "the
Mitchell Bornstein of the
Communist Party of Canada
monopolies".
(Marxist-Leninist) said that he sup-

most profs ore not Canadians
Study shows
By DIANA WEST
"can virtually
wipe inoutfivethetoconnot require its citizens resident regulations, so that American
science of a nation
ten does
Fewer than half of all professors
outside the country to pay taxes, professors pay taxes as they earn
in English were
Canadian
post-secondary
professors get a windfall money, but get a rebate after retureducation
Canadian
citizens in He explained that Americans American
ning lo ihe U.S.
teachers
said. ofU.S.
gain. Lord
1971, a study by Carleton teaching history, literature and received
an average
$10,170 from
Lord
thai all a professor
mathematics professor James Steele philosophy
Canadian government over a has lo docharged
years." in Canada "means we the
is to "get
an American
shows.
iwo-year
period,
he
staled,
by
summer
address,
and move
back to
produce our own culture."
Results of the study, based on don't
declaring they would return to the
The
Canadian
government
has
government surveys, were released failed in an attempt to close a Slates after two years.
Canada
once
he
has
his
rebate."
The 85% Canadian Quota
Lord estimated about 1000
at a press conference held by the loophole in its income tax laws, said
was organized two years
85% Canadian Quota Campaign
Americans in Ontario have Campaign
ago
inintoToronto
and has
expandedIt
Lord.
Wednesday.
since
a national
campaign.
benefited
from
"the
deal",
most
of
The Canadian government has whom have not returned to the has been endorsed
The proportion of Canadian
by
the
Council
teachers. 49.9 per cent, has dropped allowed foreign professors a two- Slates after two years. Instead, they Canadian Unions, student councilsof
from 75 per cent in 1961, said year income lax exemption if they
campaign national director Barry come to Canada to avoid double hegan paying taxes the third year. in both Toronto and Thunder Bay
Lord.
In September, the Canadian and the Canadian Liberation Movetaxation from their own counment. Lord said.
changed the
Only 25 per cent of the professors
try. But since the U.S. government government
hired this year were Canadian, he
INTERESTED
IN
said, a drop from 75 per cent seven
ST. CLAIR AVENUE
THEATRE
years ago.
BAPTIST CHURCH
Lord charged that Canadians tend AND BOOSTING YOUR
PRESBYTERIAN
ANDREW'S
ST. CLAIR at WYCHWOOD
SI SI
BANK ACCOUNT?
to hire "American professors first,
JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
(1
Block
West
of
Bathurst)
Canadian
professors
second."
Canadian universities are being Toronto Workshop Productions
KING
ST.
W. AT SIMCOE ST.
WELCOMES YOU
WOULD LIKE YOU TO
run by American dominated boards,
11.
A.M.
PROMOTE ITS 1972- 73
IAN BROWN - Minister
he stated. "Canada's future is to be
SEASON.
SUNDAY
AT
11
A.M.
DR.
H.DOUGLAS
STEWART
the
backyard
of
the
U.S."
iT
"HUMAN PROBLEMS
FOR FURTHER DETAILS
American domination continues.
■A CHURCH HOME
AND REMUNERATION CALL:
"Canada,"
said
Lord,
"must
IN URBANSERIES
CULTURE"
maintain a sense of Canadian
FOR STUDENTS
RUTH BATEY,
heritage."
American
dominated
Tel.:
925-8640
JOIN US
boards and departments in Canada
AWAY FROM HOME'

C
EKl:
WEl
I AMTHIS A
203 Yonge I
J|Ur|Vv%||
STARTING MONDAY:
John Lee Hooker

JONES

JEWISH COMMUNITY CAMPS
OF MONTREAL
CAMP D'NAI BRITH— CAMP WOODEN ACRES
OFFER THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS
FOR 1973
Section Heads
Head Specialists
Senior Counsellors
Specialty Counsellors
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO OFFER?
If Interested Request An Application Form From:
JEWISH COMMUNITY CAMPS OF MONTREAL
c/o MR. MARTIN RUMACK
16 FOREST WOOD
TORONTO 305, ONTARIO

(Huron Street south of Bloor)
ST. THOMAS'
SUNDAY OCTOBER CHURCH
22nd
11 a.m. THE VERY REV. G.A. ffrench-Beytagh,
formerly Dean of Johannesburg, South Africa
(There will be opportunity for discussion with
Fr. ffrench-Beytagh following the service)
7 p.m. UNIVERSITY SERMON SERIES
Preacher: THE REV. R.M. McMURRAY,
Professor of Philosophy at Guelph University
Subject: THE THEOLOGY OF EXPONENTIAL GROWTH
(Coffee Hour and Discussion after the service)
ALL ARE WELCOME
FREE

JEWISH

UNIVERSITY

PRINCIPLES
JEWISH

IN

without

Stollery
ported "the national liberation
struggle in Quebec". He added he
"to subany attempt
would oppose
jugate the people
of Quebec
by
Bcarsley said he opposed taxing
armed
student force".
grants. The large OFS vote
in favour of the fee strike was "quite
anider accomplishment
when were
you from
conthat many who voted
conservative small towns in Ontario", hesaid.
"This says a lot about the
measure
students. of frustration" of the
He* added that the NDP advocates
a free education for all, even to the
school.
point of paying students lo go to
Bi/zell said that unemployment
and inflation were two main issues
in this year's election. The federal
government's solution of "pumping
money inintothe corporations"
resulted
companies using has
the
money to buy new machinery which
puts more people out of work. She
saw unemployment and inflation as
a "crisis of capitalism increased by
an American domination of our
Both the Liberal and
Conservative parties have a
economy".
"complete misunderstanding of imperialism", she charged, which
results in their "selling Canada's
economy to the States".
STUDENTS!!
EXTRA CASH
H you know people who are
buying
Bonds thisCanada
year, why Savings
not act
as
a
Savings
Bond
agent!? We will pay Subthe
commissions
possibleor
tohighest
students
whose friends
relatives purchase bonds
through them as our
representatives. Interested?
Call
Andy Spiece,
364-2231.
Bell Gouinlock
and Co.
Ltd.

interiors
form
free
featuring
<^J~lalc\jon waterbeds
Complete Units From
9 7/"/
2110 Yonge St.$79.95 489-7600
UNIQUE
ACSK
RBO'
PA
RONT
TOPE
ore
Bookst
ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified

well-informed
by
subject,
helpful
staff

LAW

BASIC CONCEPTS IN HALAKHIC
PROCESS OF RESPONSE
MONDAY OCT. OCT. 23 AT 1:00 P.M.
SID SMITH 5020

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707 YONGE ST
Below
Bloor
923-3551
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Women
studied
more
now,
By ALEXANDRA MERCER
points out that experimental results
She asked if parents tend to talk
are determined by normative to girls and physically handle boys
Free will is the only problem judgments and that the female in our because they have found out that the
ignored by the standard schools of society has been the main victim of female is more responsive to verbal
stimuli, while the male is more
pyschology, a York associate psy- psychological role-casting.
chology professor said Wednesday
Assuming that there are innate responsive to the physical. Or, she
behavioural
sex
differences
which
asked, do parents respond to
nighl.
Speaking to a meeting of the are exacerbated by conditioning, predetermined definitions which
Stewart says there is no way of they then impose upon the children,
women's
course
at
the
Faculty
of
Education, Stewart claimed that knowing to what extent these in turn conditioning them.?
differences are due to "nature or to
She described the Tina Horner
the women's
movement
generally responsible
for thewasfact
that
which elucidated for the
female sociaization experiments are nurture".
For example, the higher level of experiment,
the achievement motivanow being carried out. Before activity attributed to men could be first lime
tion
conflict
in North American
feminism, she said, psychologists due either to androgyen (a male sex women.
has agreed with Freud that the hormone) or to a social equation of North America today is an
female was nothing but a truncated masculinity and activity and femini- achievement-oriented continent, she
man with two choices:to be inferior
ty with passivity. If the causes, were
or to be deviant.
known. Stesart claims, social and said. For men, achievement and
Recent experiments now cast educational policies coul be geared masculinity mean the same thing.
aspersions on the Freudian view, she so as not to aggravate the
Women, however, are caught in a
said.
differences.
double bind. The North American
A study entitled "Pygmalion in Stewart labelled as "a chicken ethos pushes them toward accomplishment, but their
the Classroom" discovered that and egg argument" the reasons why
teachers gave children higher grades girl children lend to be verbally "femininity" is incompaible with
if they were told that the child was aggressive while boy children are accomplishment.
exceptional. Naomi Weinslein physically aggressive.
Defining herself as a feminist and a

ALLOW

US

TO

says
psych
prof
Christian, Stewart said she was an "Social science does not change
"an li -psychologist psychologist" society," Stew,art says "Society
who deplores pretensions to value- stereotyping
Sex rote
children and
disfree analysis. At. the same time that changes socialincriminatscience."
ion at work were insocial science has "become the new
vestigated bysocial scientists only
feminists aroused the interest
religion",
she stated,
social scientists
do
not lake
any responsibility,
for after
of the public in such matters, she
directing society, but merely claim said.
to accummulate data.
Arts union
The students of the Faculty of
Arts and Science will soon have a
new union. The draft constitution
has been approved by all the college
councils
approached
well as
the student
caucus soof farthe asGeneral
Committeecreditedand
two
of
the
five
accourse unions.
Three quarters of these bodies
mustTheapprove
the union. has been
constitution
unanimously or near-unanimously
passed by the New and Innis college
councils, VUSAC, The UC Lit and

INTRODUCE

nears
SAGE at Erindale. The Political
Economy Course Union and the
Math also
and ratified
PhysicstheCourse
Unions
have
constitution.
Trinityhaveand notSt. yet
Michael's
Student
Union
considered
the
constitution, nor have course unions
in anthropology, geography and
history. SMC is the only one where
difficulty is expected in ratification.
Constitution drafting committee
member Dave Freedman said the
constitution will go next week lo the
SAC education commission.

OURSELVES.
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Candle

The owl hid his eyes
under his hands
He hid his hands
under his feet
He hid his feet
behind his ears
He hid his ears
between

his toes

He tucked his toes
under his belt
And completely
disappeared
by Penelope Rosemont
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Free

cour

writing

Essay-wrltlng is a matter ot determination.
Procrastination is a matter of genius.
This conclusion must become evident to
anyone who has ever taken the pains to
compare the way in which students avoid
doing essays, with the quality of the final
product. Impressively more sheer
resourcefulness and ingenuity — often born of
the genius of desperation — seem to go into
the art of procrastination than into the supposedly cerebral and creative activity of writing
undergraduate papers.
Recently however, there has been a trend, at
this university and at others, to attempt to
combat the unhappiness which students feel
with their educational experiences. This has
'free",
establishment
the formandof the
taken
unstructured"
'liberated'
courses, ofdealing
with
issuesmoreof 'relevance
today's world',
allowing
autonomy toto students,
as wellandas
the loosening of structures in established
courses, cthrough
increased
on disus ion, and on essays
ratheremphasis
than exams.
The results seem to have been
disappointing to many. Recently, there have
been indications that the professional faculties
do not like to accept students with credits in
what
are considered
courses.
And more
surprisingly,'Mickey
there Mouse'
has been,
to ail
appearances, little change in the nature of the
learning experiences which take place in the
'free' courses. Writing essays, for example,
seems to call forth the same kind of ingenius
procrastination as always.
It seems puzzling. Young, long-haired,
professors who lived through the heady days
of the sixties when alienation was rediscovered
and when the university was exposed to
everyone as a barbarous monstrosity in a
brutal society, mutilating all those in it, are now
setting up courses which are supposed to be
liberating experiences. (The courses, it is true,
are born not only of a fascination with attempts
to transcend inhuman human relations, but of
guilt on the part ot young academics who have
to rationalize teaching in an institution they
once criticized so uncompromisingly.)
But still. They teach their students about
alienation, about repression. Marx and Laing
are on the reading lists. (And naturally, the
readings are not compulsory; the student
should read them because she feels a genuine
urge to do so.) Emphasis on the necessity of
authentic
courses.) experience is the order of the day.
(Not universally, of course, but only in the 'free'
And yet. The failure of so many of these
courses is so utter that even the faculty offices
are beginning to notice. And on their own
terms, in their attempts to create unalienated
learning experiences, their failure is an open
secret.
There is a problem with teaching about
alienation, with studying Laing. Alienation exists. And studying it makes a student more
aware of the fact. She becomes aware of it, but
does not know how to go beyond it. But being
conscious of the fact without knowing how to
go beyond it makes school, more oppressive,
harder to bear. She realizes that she Is
powerless to change the situation.
Writing an essay, for example, becomes not
merely something she dislikes. It now
becomes something to be hated, and hatred
pre-empts more of her emotional resources
than essays formerly did.
Writing essays, she realizes, is a ritual, a
game, but a massively vicious one. It is a
matter of concealing ignorance from the
professor or TA, of trying to fit into an externa!
external^
of pre-set product,
standards.but The
say may bemould
an intellectual
It is esnot
her thing, she does not feel like an intellectual.
The problem is no easier in 'liberated'
courses, with their stress on the students' right

c

to determine course cor
discussion, informal
classroom, and lack of str
and reading lists for on
people
in search experlenc
of easy t
the
educational
provide, based on cor
discipline,
they were
on commitment
and setsel
even under the best 0
students who have alwaj
external discipline) beo
difficult. Often courses
along
comfortably
withoutfairly
really
facing thetl
course outlines promises
the
activity
bation,
whereamounts
peopleto grs
ideas formulated— often
they
eveY came
the ccV
the others
in the tocourse
an ear. The amount of re
challenging Ideas in the
rather minimal.
The professor, who
'leadership' role in semi
the
'free'often
course.
TJjs r<
groups,
is reluctan
commendable relucWlcc
pie. But the result tends t
and says nothing. Or, alt
manipulate (often witho
drag his point of view oul
questions. (And so win'
anyway
that is
because and
it is one
less obvlou
course, would be for stu
to exchange ideas on a
that superior authority wc
be associated with the p
again,
is
students theare bother
not in fact
or, more importantly,
neither can, nor should
Beyondexamples
that, the offreeY
classic
What does not exist in tl
freedom to act creatively
relationships between r.
experiences, behaviour,
and growth could oca
merely because swet
(try not observing
dvei
conventions
and see
because
itin isan impossibl>
liberation
oppress!'
this
Is importantly
true
people
involved
are
dead emotionally and airir
creating more satlsfyinespecially
the rest
leading andwhen
drainius
as

'free new
courses'
helpIndeed,
to develop
forrr
new ways of cracking th(
degrees of freedom, it
variety in the forms ol
emerge
the classroo
however, instudents
still g
same kind of authority re
may no longer be aware
The more Indirect
authority are deceptive. I
professor and student c
they are in a dialogue, :
ofpeople,
learning
occuring
even isthat
a new
viable as long as the
what happens solely In
But the world
goi^remoi
authoritarian
reality
the demands of the
themselves. Deadlines, 1
because ultimately the t
trol over both teache

assays

on

ilienation

itent, on far-ranging
0 ations in the
uctured assignments
e thing, they attract
;redits in droves. And
;e they were set up to
nmltment and selfup to provide, based
r-discipline, (difficult
f circumstances for
s been subjected to
imes all that more
such as these drift
irough an entire year
i problems that the
to deal with. Much of
Imultaneous masturoove on expressing
incoherently— before
<urse, ideas to which
sten with at best half
al communication of
se courses is often

ordinarily plays a
nars and discussion
t to take that part in
;ajpn is generally a
on back
peo0 *be Jaythattrips'
he sits
srnattveiy, he tries to
ut meaning to) and
of other with leading
Jsharder
up 'laying
trip'
to deala with
3.) The alternative, of
dents and professors
basis of equality, so
iuld not automatically
rofessor's
views. But,
that
professor
and
equal, in knowledge,
in power. And this
ae, forgotten.
courses operate as
spressive
tolerance',
lem, of course,
is the
, so as to evolve new
■eople in which new
meaning, education,
ir. (This is true not
'1 £iould
not allow
%\e simplest
socialit
what happens) or
a to evolve forms of
le society — although
— but because the
eady themselves too
naginatively, to begin
3 forms of learning,
of their lives are as
before.
are a fad that often
is of authoritarianism,
) whip. The increased
is true, allow greater
behaviour that can
Tt. Underneath It all,
3 on experiencing the
latlons (although they
' of them).
and subtle uses of
n such a setting, both
n come to believe that
tat they are equals as
ind revolutionary kind
And these myths are
participants perceive
arms of appearances.
i.^nd the underlying
ains. In the long run,
university assert
)ssays, grading occur
>ureaucracy had con' and student. And

whether they like it or not, both professors and
students must live up to the demands of the
institution.
Essay time helps to produce a situation
where some of the contradictions Inherent in
'free courses' ofhavelackto ofbe structure,
faced. For despite
despite all
pretensions
all
drift, despite everything, this time of year
produces dilemmas. Like it or not, the
professor must hand in marks by a certain
date. They must be real marks, marks that a
computer can digest. No amount of protestation about how the quality of an educational
experience can't be measured will do any
good. The student must put something down
on paper. No matter how good she may have
felt about her experience in the course, no
matter how bad she might feel about having to
hypocritically ignore her own beliefs, it must be
done. Otherwise the professor, be he liberal,
sympathetic, radical, feely, or simply
traditionally authoritarian, will be pissed off.
And who can blame him?
It's allTheinnate
repressive
course.
studentin can
feel freetolerance,
(as can theof
professor, with perhaps more justification) but
when
the crunch,
she isn't.herself
It's justto
that nowit comes
she is tosupposed
to motivate
conform to the external authoritarian structures, rather than have to be forced to.
R.D.
guru ofit asthefollows:
'unstructed'
courses, Lalng
might aformulate
There
are rules. You must live up to the trust put in
you by producing academically acceptable
work. You must do this because you want to.
You must not recognize the existence of a rule
that says you have to do it. You must not
recognize a rule that says you must want to,
whether you want to or not. You must not
recognize the existence of these rules. . . etc,
etc., . . .
For many students, the conflict inherent in
the situation, the contradiction in trying to act
out freedom within a structure where is impossible, makes itself most clearly felt in
writing essays.
The student chooses an essay topic that is
relevant and interesting, something that she
herself wants to do. But, so often, the same
problems develop as before: chronic
procrastination,
and ofwriter's
block. provides
Why? a
Marx's definition
alienation
useful framework here: "Map's powers
become an object, assume an external existence, exist independently, outside himself
and alien to him and stand opposed to him as
power."to When
autonomous
tel ect, hor ability
think the
and student's
to organizeinIdeas, becomes subordinated to the production of essays, things defined by deadlines and
marks, the situation is no different than If a
worker's ability to work, his labour-power, is
sold to a capitalist. The fact that the essay Is
written 'voluntarily' — that the student has
chosen the topic — is irrelevant. She must
write about something, produce something
that can be marked. In that there is no choice.
Nor does the fact that the essay topic may in
itself be interesting change the situation. The
point is that
that determines
it Is not the if'innate
of an
activity
It will benature'
alienating,
but the context in which it occurs. For example,
a factory, or teaching, are
working inalienating
typing,
not in orthemselves
activities. They
only become such when they are performed
because the worker has sold his ability to work
to someone else.
In the context of the university, where the
student is not freely choosing his learning
essay-writing must be alienated
experiences,
activity.
And understanding of the nature of
educational institutions and relationships does
not thereby transform them. The problems
cannot be analyzed out of existence, they cannot be made to disappear through acts of will.

through the attaining of consciousness.
Effectively, what happens to the student
when she is writing an essay Is that she spits
into three parts. One part of her personality
rebels against the task, because it is externally
imposed, not self chosen. Another part of her
personality is mobilized to repress what she
considers
'alien' reactions
to the task which
(such
as boredom,her tiredness,
rebelliousness)
are perceived as somehow being external to
her 'real'
Intellectually
defines
them.
Sincepurposes
in fact astheseshe reactions
are actually
rather powerful manifestations of her personality, containing formidable vigour, imagination, and intelligence, it is evident that an
enormous amount of psychic energy must be
expended in act of repressing and denying this
aspect of the self. This leaves a third part of the
personality to accomplish the actual task of
writing the essay.
When one understands that some of the
best parts of the individual are engaged not in
writing the essay, but are In fact actively
opposing it. then one can begin to understand
why persons who clearly have much intel igence, wit and vigour often function so
absymally in 'learning' situations of various
kinds. The life-powers are being expended
elsewhere, leaving the educational environment very much a realm of death. The
irony of the process of alienation is best
exemplified by the fact that the most vigourous
parts of the personality are condemned and
opposed as being not of the self, while the
parts of the personality are condemned and
crushed in the socialization process, and actual y in the service of external impositions
(doing the assigned essay) are identified as the
self.
Again. It should be pointed out that
consciousness of this process does not cause
it to disappear. The problems, after all, are
real. Meanwhile, the frustration caused by the
situation surfaces as agression directed
against the environment, others, and the self.
Consciousness in fact, can even worsen the
situation. The conscious person realizes that
the causes of her anger, guilt, frustration, etc,
are not immediate persons or situations. The
professor who assigned the essay had no
choice in the matter. He is responsible to the
chairman, who is responsible to the dean, the
government, the voters. . . Obviously, then, it is
foolish to react angrily against the immediate
object of irritation, ofr it is not the real obstacle.
TheWithproblem
is theof 'system'.
this kind
reasoning, the conscious
person constructs an abstract model of his
own
others' anger
oppression,
opposes
with anand abstract
that canandvent
itself init
practice only in biow-ups over petty
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frustrations, or against the self. Paradoxically
then, tion
analysis
the situafunction and
also understanding
as a neurotic ofdevice
for
avoiding strong feeling.
So it is possible to choose an essay topic in
which one Is deeply interested, and still find
completion Impossible because of an inability
to
'put it together'.
problem
is thatto
unconscious
attention isThe
dfrected
elsewhere,
the conflict between being aware of alienation
involved in doing an essay, and the necessity
of doing tt anyway. Because the problem is
unsolved, it tends to remain in the front, as it
were, of the consciousness, and other
problems, for example, the intellectual work
involved in writing the essay, must recede into
the background.
As a result, the unconscious attention,
directed elsewhere, must be actively
repressed. But the repression cannot be
successful, since the problem remains unsolved. Since what is involved is failure to
utilize powers because they are dangerous or
tacking an outlet, the energies must find an
outlet elsewhere. Consequently, the individual
often becomes deeply involved in activities
which are trivial and not really deserving of the
full attention of an alive human being. Small
trivial tasks are then sought out constantly
(procrastination) because, first of all, they are
chose,
imposed,for secondly,
they
provide not
an excuse
not doing thebecause
other thing
(the essay) (and help to keep it out of mind)
and thirdly, because it reduces awareness of
the oppression involved in being forced to do
the essay. Attention Is fixed on one part of
actuality (or many parts) because in doing so,
it can avoid another part of the actuality, which
Is unplesant.
On another level, the problem is that there is
an unfinished situation which needs to be
completed before the personality can move on
to other things. The unfinished situation is of
course the awareness of the alienating nature
of the essay in particular, and the university in
general. The bother, however, is that the
conscious part of the self has abandoned the
situation not only because It was too painful,
but because it was insoluable. Thus, there is
no prospect for finishing the problem off, and
consequently no apparent way to overcome
the problem of inability to concentrate.
Ultimately, of course, the essay usually gets
done. But while the university remains what it
is, essays will remain forms of torture, not
forms of liberation. And 'free' courses will
remain
caught But
up inin the
theirareownno
contradictions.
this, morass
after all,ofthey
different from the educational experiences to
be had in any course in the university.
Ulll Dlemer

THE SUPREME COURT SAYS

IT IS LEGAL
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stifles

Flummery

ainmen
Entert
going thto atAn the
lant
MacMil
For InElizabe
Theatre on October 12, I admit I
was not as easy-going and as
open-minded as Elizabeth
been before
probabloney would
of herhavemany private
any
chamber masks. I confess I found
ting
myself pre-judging It, fabrica
rtem analysts
thing had failed to
the pre-mo
how me
ofa grueso
come off, and finally anticipating
the event with a crude, black
.
em is that
delight
ce
Royal audien
was aprobl
Elizabeth The
what she
getting
of One, used to
wanted and eminently so.
I am a critic, period, and used
to nothing but variety and
variability. As a critic I was
probably too prepared, too
suspicious ofcumberedthewith pre-conceptions
foreign, too ento sit cooly and comfortably in the
stylized Elizabethan world for
even one evening. But when there
is art or value in a thing, the hardnosed
has can
the
lowest approach
tolerance (which
for tripe)
usually register
should
never beit. Rigorousness
mistaken for
unreceptiveness.
The fact is, I really wanted to
like An Entertainment for
Elizabeth, although I suspected I
would not. Any one who has
fallen under the spell of
Praetorius' bizarre little dances
from "Terpsichore" knows how
buoyant, and at once stark, haunmysterial
Elizabethan
music tingcanand be.
And although
I had
never seen Elizabethan dancing. I
had a loose but not wholly inac urate idea of how it might be
done well. John Hollander is
famous for both his own poetry
and criticism which bridges
music and poetry, so I felt
justified in expecting his miniplay, or the text of the mask, to
verbally
enhance the music and
choreography.
Even if all this critical fore-play
chilled pre-curtain enthusiasm, I
Roberta Senn, In her accoutrements as Elizabeth I, poses with friends from Pro Musica's ornate mask. believe the New York Pro Musical
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EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Spadina at College

ST. MICHAEL'S PRESENTS
COLLEGE FILM CLUB
Visit the future
where love
is the ultimate crime.

art
(which
was courtiers
divided into
musicians,
and
maskers)
would
many
down-to-earth want
and asprecise
evaluations as they could get.
Their foray into the staging of
such an entertainment is unique
hereabouts and has garnered
rave reviews. In some way, I
wanted to prevent swelled heads
and treat the effort as the initiation of a type of modified
musical drama. Not as a tensecond drag race which Is fun,
climactic,
tireshredding — nerve-and
in short, a novelty,
and
over
before
we
realize
how
shallow the whole thing probably
was.And was the Entertainment
shallow?
was
as Well,
brazenevenas theif sub-tide
It were
something on the midway:
Renaissance Spectacle which
suggests
that the audience
was in
for
an artified
and genteel
equivalent of a hockey game. In
other words, when your goal Is
art,
you wantthat
your goal
effortstotowards
achieving
be as
diligent
as faithfulafteras all,
possi-by
ble. Artand
entertains,
conquering
the
obstacles
it
for itself. I think the New York sets
Pro
Musica
began
with
entertainment
and flecked it with art so It was art
only incidentally. I could not find
it entertaining because art was
used as the sales pitch for a
clunker oi a product.
Unfortunately, this practice is
all too common in both theatre
and opera today. Mawkish
lyricism and most of all, a huffed
up graciousness is made to play
the roletion ofof Tosca,
art. The for
recentexample,
producsloshed the audience with wave
after wave of histrionic gestures,
with motiveless motion all over
the stage during arias, and martial duck-strutting when an innocent amble would have done.
None of this is even whipped
cream to the cake — it is vapid
old Lucky Whip. It is pseudo-art.

New York Pizza House
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and Infuses the whole production, whether the performers
know It or not, with childish
pomp.
The ProtheMusica's
suffered
same production
fate. The
group expected their pomp and
festlveness to carry their art, but
they only bounced and bandied It
around so carelessly that you
soon felt it to be incidental, a
lacey frill blending in with the
stylized decor and costumes.
The whole affair smelled of
ornateness.
The singing was probably the
least objectionable Item- in fact
tenor Ray De Voll as Pattern gave
us something
very midst
easy-going
and
artful in the
of a
generally uninhibited put-on. I
thought some of the madrigals
were well-done too, and It was
Interesting how the ingenuous
mood of these bits of forthright
art clashed with the flaunting
temperament of the rest of the
show.
John Hollander's text was the
most unexpected disappointment
of all. Basically the plot of the
mask has Variety, an evil courier
of chaos, enchain Terpsichore,
the muse of the dance. And the
maskers through their dancing
and lyrical charms free Ter-

e, strip andthebanish
ty. After thepsichormask
queen VarieJoins
the maskers in dancing. Now, I
know for the sake of authenticity
we do not want a darkJbsenian
drama of soullessness and selfdestruction. Neither do we want
tortuousBut Shakespearian
blank-to
verse.
if a director is going
make the mask as prominent a
part of Elizabeth's
"entertainment" as William Woodman
the stage director does, then I
think it should be made to speak
to us modern sophisticates. Yes,
subtly,
so asandnotin toa be
unElizabethan,
stylized
fashion, but still in an up-to-date
and engaging way. Otherwise,
leave the mask with its archaic
format in the background. Do not
give sickly Augustan heroic
couplets to Variety, to be
declaimed by one Arthur Burrows
with a "Help! Ho! They Murder
Caesar!" bombast. Do not give
flights of Shirley Temple oratory
totwitter,
Marshaas IfDavis"
Terpsichore
she were
giving anto
Elizabethan twist to the dumbblonde stereotype. Do not give
trivial dumb-shows to the two
pages, so they may have an opportunity ofmaking us wince with
their under-rehearsed and
under-nourished vaudeville.
The acting generally was

Subversion!
classic and monotone. Everyone
overacted, except perhaps for
Ray De Voll as Pattern and
Roberta Senn as Elizabeth (who
never spoke or sang). Even the
extras were embarrassing. I am
always surprised when I go to a
play
comesor toopera
mind —— again
and seeTosca
the
extras trying to pretend to make
inaudible small talk with one
another. Because it is usually
done so lamely and ostenta iously, itattracts most of
our attention and the brunt of our
irritation,
if thecenter-stage.
"stars" are
bellowing even
fiercely
These
things
have
to
timed and rehearsed sobe asso notwell-to
be obtrusive that I'd suggest
directors discourage their actors
from engaging in any pretended
small talk at all, unless realism
demands It. In this case It did not,
since the mask was already as
glutlnously stylized as one could
stand.
I'm not really sure what to say
about the dancing. I could say the
research into exactly what dance

steps were employed is so recent, maybe it is unreasonable to
expect anything near balletic
proficiency with them. Even if I
admit this, I will still say the dancing seemed corny and dried up
without a hint of fluency. What is
probably more important, this
skimpy and tawdry heel-kicking
took up center-stage most of the
evening. It was so obviously
merely cute and folksy, yet was
capitalized upon as a novelty. The
male dancers had the fancier
steps, and like precocious
children they thumped and
lumbered about when they
thought they were flitting and
pirouetting
elegant
Sometimes, like
I know,
they birds.
were
supposed to thump soldierly,
and, if it is any consolation, they
did. The extended rlng-aroundthe-rosy dance was mawkish and
straight
fromTheTchaikovsky's
The
Nutcracker.
phony, baroque
and genteel manners as of a
grand ball during some dances
were too much in force, I thought.
Again, contrived elegance was
made to serve as art.

And finally, the music. It should
have been the backbone of the
production
afterMuslca.
all, theySome
are
the
New York— Pro
of the pieces were very wellplayed, especially
accompaniments- to songs and
madrigals. But there were
galllards (which are fast and
tricky dances) which seemed to
leave the cornetto and recorder
player still fumbling through the
first few bars, white the other
musicians were rounding off the
piece. None of the players gave
enough
their
playing. "presence"
That is, a tobright,
standing-out soloism, which is
very effective in chamber and
especiallystrumentalRenaissance
inmusic. I wonder if they
had been paying more attention
tomerrymaking
the playing than about
to the pseudothem,
perhaps
they
might
have
more time to deal with the had
fast
runs in some pieces and with the
enough) obtuse
of(oddly
the MacMIllan
Theatre.acoustics
But I'd like to think of the New
York Pro Musica as precocious
children who couldn't do anything
because they tried too hard, than
as
botchers
do
anything
if theywho
tried.couldn't
Ian Scott

Procul
Harum
cuts
a slick, appealing
disc
Rock
music
needs
more
people of
Procul Harum Live, (A ft M)
Procul Harum has combined with
Gary Brooker's talent.
the 52 member Edmonton Symphony
Orchestra and the twenty-four voice Da
Camera Singers In November 1971 to
Lighthouse Live, GRT
The tremendously well received
produce a fine live album. The final
Lighthouse
concert at Carnegie Hall
result of this effort at merging a small
this past winter was fortunately
rock group with a lull orchestra is a
recorded and put on a two album set.
remarkably slick, well put together
recording.
The recording captures the 12 member
The polished quality of the album
group at a musical peak. The vocals are
flawlessly clear and most of the solos
is a tribute to the Edmonton Symphony
are clean and interesting.
and Gary Brooker of Procul Harum.
Brooker and the group never miss a
Lighthouse's amplified string
section used to have a definite plastic
cue in recreating some of their most
aura
about them which has been
difficult pieces, including an ambitious
corrected on their last GRT releases.
19 minute version of In Held 'Twae In I.
The two live discs include only 10
The complexity
of Brooker's
score
songs, of which only one. Eight Miles
staggering.
His music
is far removed
High
was neither written by the group
from the simple melodic essentials of
members or found on their preceding
other rock ensembles. The recording
two albums.
itself is so well performed and mixed
The material is still a bit immature
that, were it not for the introductions
but the group is constantly trying. Paul
and applause, each number would be
Lighthouse
Hoffert
on keyboards and Skip
good enough for a studio take.
Each of the five songs included (who has since left the group) is hard to imagine how less imposing
Prokop's percussive wizardry are worth
fascinatingly close to that of Robin lyrics could match Brooker's mood and special merit The extended version of
has been arranged as close as possible
complement his musical comolexity so Howard Shore's You and Me has some
to the original studio versions. One can
Trower, andbeen
Matthew
lines
capablyFisher's
handledorganby perfectly.
good moments but the flute solo is too
appreciate the tremendous amount of Chris have
Cropping.
An essential departure from the long and lacks polish. Also the choice
rehearsal that was undoubtedly
of Insane as an encore was in very poor
The lyrics by Keith Raid are original versions has been in the mixing
necessary to make the record possible.
Procul Harum has undergone several esoteric and often heavy-handed. His of a somewhat louder percussion part. judgement, as it's definitely the worst
It's
a
small
fault
that
interferes
with
the
personnel changes since some of the own writing reveals, "the words which I
they've
the lestandwhile.
at times but is overshadowed by song Still
this recorded
is a fine inalbum
the
songs performed were originally cut. use are pretentious and make you music
The guitar work of newcomer Dave Ball cringe with embarassment". But it's the high standard of musicianship.
cheap price is a bonus.
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society
to its troubled
fiction responds
Quebec
Jacques Ferron Tales from the stories are not simple reflections Toronto team. When a Toronto factory, for instance, Philibert
booknotendsof
a note ofCarrier's
despair,
Uncertain Country (Anensl, of that tradition — they are too player hooks Maurice Richard to begins to imagine himself being on Ultimately,
iconoclastic, too sympathetic to prevent him from scoring, transformed from a man into a decisiveness. The possibilities of
paper, $2.95)
Roch Carrier Is It the Sun, the ordinary flesh and blood Philibert steps onto the Ice and boot. He quits this job as he does comradeship and transformation
Phlllbert? (Anensl, $2.50)
failings and strengths of human punches him In the face, a daring so many others, but not before are only glimpsed, not grasped.
Recent Quebecois fiction has beings. His stories seem to ex- act of patriotism that wins him the delivering an eloquent appeal to Yet he has brought us a long way
an urgency and clarity rarely
in this trilogy — almost up to the
press an underground spoken delightful taste of warmth, his fellow workers:
matched in the rest of the coun- tradition of rural unorthodoxy friendship and solidarity from
"When we get to the Pearly present. And while It is important
try, where novelists appear to be that went unacknowledged and people around him in the stands. Gates Saint Peter's going to ask for people to understand the
that lies behind them, it is
sunk deep in the dominant mode unpublished during the
But Carrier's novel is much us. What did you do with your historynecessary
of iistiessness, confusion and
for novelists like
of strict clerical con- more than a nationalist docu- lives? and we're going to answer, also
trol over culture.
despair. The explanation of this generations
ment. In the description of I made boots. If he's got any Carrier to begin to indicate the
difference is mostly to be found in
For English Canadians, Philibert's various Jobs we get a brains he 'II tell us to go straight to kind of history that has yet to be
the experience of acute social perhaps the most interesting clear glimpse of what life is like hell, because it's one hell of a made. That's the challenge that
crisis which Quebec as a nation stories are those in which the for the ordinary working people serious sin, spending your whole he will now face.
has been going through in the English appear as strange foreign of Quebec. Working at a shoe lite making boots."
David Frank
last decade. At a time when creatures, inserting strange
values and institutions are being
like "ouiquene" (weekend)
challenged and transformed, the words "cuiquelounche"
lunch) into the language. (quick
creative artist plays the crucial and
Yet for all its admitted charm Canadian poet ventures intobarren novel
role whole
of expressing
the
crisis inthea meaning
thoughtfulof" this coilection of stories remains
Is tedious, coming as it does from individuals for
and entertaining way. Not onfy dated. They are, as the title inSurfacing, by Margaret Atwood.
McClelland and Stewart, $6.95
does he have important things to
whom liberation is to curse and rut and squabble
d
i
c
a
t
e
s
,
t
a
l
e
s
from
an
"uncertain"
Surfacing demonstrates two aspects of a like sewer rats.
say, but he also has an eager and country, and in the years since
attentive audience.
Laced with this side of the story are elements of
they were written that country has contemporary paradox. The paradox is seen in the
The combination of social become much more certain of vociferous criticism of present society by certain the narrator's past. She was brought up in this
crisis and a creative talent which itself.
groups and individuals, contrasted with the Quebec bush setting but left at first opportunity and
responds to it makes for good
A stronger and clearer note is feckless existence ted by the very individuals henceforth evaded her parents. Her mother is
literature, it seems. The House of struck by the third bookin Roch loudest in their accusations.
dead; her present return was initiated by her
Anansi has, with two new titles, Carrier's trilogy (La Guerre Yes
father's reported disappearance.
It is these and other Incidents that underlie the
continues its work of making the Sir, and Floralie Where Are You?
literature of Quebec available to are the two previous books, both
action
book's that
last quarter.
primitiveof the
sketches
suggest The
her narrator
father's finds
final
English Canadians. As the available from Anansi). Here we
encounter
an
urban,
industrial
insanity.
Further
search
however,
shows
he was
translator
of
Carrier's
books,
Sheila Fischman, comments, this civilization, as experienced by
studying Indian rock drawings. This leads to covert
literature probably describes Philibert, the farm youth who
dives by the narrator in an attempt to find the
Quebec better than government deserts his parents' home from
rocks, now covered by floods. Puzzling events stir
the big city.
reports ever can.
some interest in this part of the story, but failure to
The collection of short stories
Carrier has a very precise and
resolve them leaves this part of the novel as bad as
by Ferron is long overdue for incisive way of writing which
the first. Exactly what revelations the narrator
receives are completely obscure.
English publication. The 18 tales enables him to sum up a great
here are drawn from books deal in each of the episodes in
A work of art is the consideration of some aspect
originally published in 1962 and the novel without losing the fine
of life, either to clarify it or to present it in some new
1964. For his first collection balance between what's funny
and profitable perspective. The point is to finish
with something that is a degree or two more lucid
Ferron's distinctive touch was
what's tragic in Philibert's
given recognition by a Governor and
experience.
Margaret Atwood, poet turned novelist.
than what you started with. The narrator says, "/
Immediately on his arrival in
General's Award.
didn't want there to be wars and death, I wanted
Montreal he is confronted with
First, the quartet of characters in Surfacing fit them not to exist; only rabbits with their colored
Ferron's taies are steeped in the
presence of rich people who this formula perfectly. Second, and at the more im- happy.
time-worn tradition. In style they
egg houses, sun and moon orderly above the flat
are basically folktales — moral do not understand his language.
portant level, Atwood fails to contribute anything earth, summer always, I wanted everyone to be
statements expressed through a Desperately cold and hungry, he artistically. Hence she negates any claim to
whimsical dreamworld of talking clears sidewalk after sidewalk of worthwhile social criticism.
Hence the contradiction, one inherent in so
animals, earthbound angels, old snow, only to have the door shut
The first three-quarters of the book is a shallow
ofandtoday's
of taking theartwarthatandin
men and old women. Most are set in his face by the un- account of four shallow people. The narrator much
death
lesserart.ills,Instead
and producing
in the small rural settlements of
comprehending English. Or, at returns to a rustic childhood home with her lover some small measure re-establishes the order of
tight family ties and much the legendary Montreal Forum, and a married couple. They make trite comment on the sun and moon, too often 'he artist produces
religiosity that have been so Philibert joins an enthusiastic most of today's opular themes and myths; urban something whose obscurity and distortion renders
much a part of the orthodox pic- crowd to cheer on the Canadiens pollution,
French-English Canadian relations, it worse than its inspiration. Surfacing is such a
ture of Quebec. But Ferron's as they skate circles around the American tourists, and many more. The comment novel.
Hugh Cowan
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Kurelek paints us as surreal city

Toront
o's urban pastora
The "message"
paintings (as
l nooks
scene.
genre of surrealism urban
the artist
blight
If a city
is more than a random
Commandment" theplay
true pastoral against
what is clearly meant to Kurelek himself refers to them)
geometry of streets and
Typically, Kurelek is drawn to vision is represented as a produces
buildings, its existence Is guaged the undeveloped refuges of the plateau, the sides of which are be his vision of the apocalypse, utterly fail through a lack of comby our experience of It. The city is city in his most representative being eroded by the horrors of "Harvest of Our Humanism
plete insight into the numerous
different for everyone.
work. The pastoral is sought in
— parking lots and televi- Years" — certainly the most issues he seeks to confront
Artist William Kurelek is "Early Spring on the Scarboro city live
sion sets. On the plateau, which Is preposterous work of art ! have simultaneously. As is usual with
currently exhibiting his version of Bluffs" and "Indian Summer on situated mythically in the heart of ever seen . A grim flow of self proclaimed humanists, he
Toronto, Kurelek has etched (to refugees streaming to City Hall to attempts to engage his imagined
Humber";farmyard
even a excites
children's
our
at the30 Isaac's
Gallery,a the
amusement
his accompany an image of Man and die, an H bomb suspended enemies by dehumanizing them.
until city
October
and although
Muddled ideas create
sensation fo familiarity will be an rural Imagination in "Late Woman}"Multlply and fill the overhead, rampaging students
muddled art. When not wrestling
important dimension of these Summer at Centre Island."
burningland
"Legislative
Authority",
a with
earth and make it yours."
waste
peopled
by
isolated
however,
paintings to those who share the
In certain facets of his work
Christ appears in "Toronto, television sets, hippies being Kurelekapocalypse,
succeeds.
same geography, all must enter Kurelek
on the steps of Old City
strives for an ambiguous Toronto"
metamorphosed into green
The union of the artist and the
Kurelek's Toronto as strangers. mystical effect. In this there is the Hall unheeded as a hippie leans snakes,
crevices opening to confused prophet has its unthe cenotaph and streetThe artist's previous work has unmistakeable influence of Lon- against
reveal
rows
of
revolutionary
fists
settling effect; we, the tourists in
car "1984" rolls by. A grim harbeen fundamentally rural, his imdon Ontario artist, Jack
vest of humanity is reaped in the in salute (the denizens of Hell ), Kurelek's Toronto, must conclude
agination pastoral. When he Chambers. With its difuse study
applies his talent to the portrayal of direct light, "Foggy Morning at city imaged as a wall of Yonge the university feeding the it to be a schizophrenic, perplexof a city an inevitable conflict the Beaches" and the intriguing Street sexploitation in "He Gloats holocaust: These are only a few of its hallucinatory
ing city. Its rusticity
cohabits with
dread.
the mediocre delights offered us
arises':
rage at "Cold Water Scene From Ontario OverLeaping
Our Scepticism"
in this bizarre panorama.
into
an
unoriginal
materialismhis andmoralist's
the dehumanlzaDavid Bauer
tion which he sees in urbanized Place"
ed by the(significantly
lake, not thebackgroundcity) come
society must accomodate Itself to closest to this goal, although he
his desire to reveal at least some fails to attain complexcomelements of the city in which he plex level of perception. Gorky
transforms nature into cryptogram
has lived with a degree of
All the paintings so far
compassion.
The exhibition of over thirty result of this period of Cubist on the edge of a major discovery.
mentioned
reveal
the
conflict
in
The result of this double- seeking the pastoral in an urban drawings by Arshile Gorky (on discipline, the freest of the later
And in fact, after 1940 his
edged Intent Is that each work In zone,
at the Dunkelman Gallery paintings retain a sense of order. previously repressed emotion
but if this tension Is in- display
this series may be classified In
In 1940 there was a turning seems to be released and fully
October 14 to 28,) represents a
two categories in its vevitable
major coup for a private gallery; point two of the drawings, No. 14 expressed in the pieces. The
to Series?whyWhythennotpaint
heada 'Toronto the some
of
these
works
have
never
statement— Kurelek despises the country
catalyst may have been the
where he would be most before been on public display.
urban, but treasures those
summers Gorky spent in those
scenes within the city that give at ease? The answer, I'm afraid, is Gorky, transplanted from his
years
in the Virginian countryside
that
Kurelek
has
a
"message"
to
native
Armenia
to
America
in
promise to his pastoral sensibili- deliver unto us, and although this
drawing in the fields.
1920,
forms
the
link
between
ty. The 'urban'
is surreal, flavour is in only one third of the
For what is most exciting in
verging
on theworkgrotesque,
it unavoidably con- Picasso, European Surrealism
these laterbination drawings
comwhereas the more favourably In- total work,
stitutes the main impression of and Abstract Expressionism. The
of nature andis theabstracshow, which covers 20 years of
spired paintings, such as "Windy the exhibit.
tion.
his work, allows us to witness the
Nightto seem
In Rosedale",
Nature is apprehended in such
not a city, make
but aToronsmall
Kurelek's talents
are emotions
seriously struggle of this painter as he tries
undermined
when his
a
way that its structure becomes
town.
to emancipate himself from the
overcome
his
artistic
sensibility.
In his desire to be a humanist
expressive
of Gorky's
own psyfo the European
chic pressures
and processes.
moralist, he rages against influence
masters.
Kurelek is at his best. "Balsam Athestern
age.
For example, what begins as a
In
certain
drawings,
such
as
Avenue
Heavy successful
Storm" is Without control or subtlety his Untitled No.5 Cubist devices are
simple floral shape in one of the
perhaps After
the a most
pictures, quickly becomes
work of the series, playfully statements descend from art to much in evidence. Interlocking
evergrown with new layers of
evoking a surging, positive sense propaganda. "Our My Lai, The complexes of curved shapes ocmeaning and association.
of community as the residents of Massacre of Highland Creek
cupy the same type of space that
a city street shovel themselves presents us with mutilated, dls- typifies a late 1920's Picasso.Yet
Suddenly the flower is
transformed into a strange soft
out of a snow storm; in their m e m bered e m b ry os scattered it is also apparent in this piece
organism, with suggestions of
common purpose they have time over the pink-tinged snow. The that there has been an abandonment ofthe Cubist reference
Gorky's untitled No. 5.
for an amiability that would not embryos are being dumped from
bodily parts,
intestinal
folds andall
sharp
toothlike
projections,
otherwise be permitted In their garbage cans labelled "Hospital to real objects. Instead we are
morning routine. The same Waste" and "Scarboro faced with oscillating organic and 15, a haunting imagery softly pulsating among abstract
vibrant feeling of community is Centenial". Another load is on the shapes, reminiscent of the appears, that is almost com- planes and colors. As Andre'
Breton has commented, for the
pulsive innature. The embryonic first
Absurdly, streaks of red biomorphic image then
colourfully conveyed in "Hot Day way.
time Nature appears to the
paint stream from the painting employed by Arp and Miro. protuberances, and piercing artist
in
Kensington
Market"—
the
as a cryptogram.
country fair atmosphere totally itself.
These paintings are crucial for eyelots produce a disturbing tenobliterates the fact that this Is an
sion and we feel that Gorky is just
In "We Misapply The Primeval Gorky's Jater development. As a
Sandra Wolfe
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the fast & inexpensive
eating place
for downtown people
BLOOR
BLOOR &
BLOOR&
YONGE
ST. GEORGE
& BAY
A Very Special Offer
A rare new collection of memorabilia adorns, the walls and an
engaging mixture of patrons raise
their glasses. Lunch from noon
'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a
delightfully different daily special.
Surrounded by The Sutton Place,
on Wellesley at Bay.
The Bull and The Bear

Clip this cousent to the
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THE LAST OF THE ORDER by Richara
Benner. A play of wild humour and
oulrageous
theatricality
to Sat. 8:3030
Sun. at 2;30.
TarragonTues.Theatre,
Bridgman Ave. Bathursl and Dupont 9648833.
CO-ED RECREATIONAL Sroomball
League,night tostarts
Nov.,
at Varsity Arena.
weekdays-Leave
TeamMidIndividual1 a.m.
Entries
in Room 106,
Hartor
House (Intramural office) with Name and
Phone Numbers Add'tl Into. Phone Ken,
964-0405.
ABORTION AND
CONTROLby
REFERRAL
serviceBIRTH
sponsored
Women's Liberation. Clinic Tuesday and
Thursdays 7:30 to 9:30 at U of T Advisory
Bureau, 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or
phone 533-9006 any time.
TOGETHER WOMAN to share coed semicommunal house with three others. Own
room and study. Broadview - Dan forth
Area. 463-6256.
PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
help oryou.
469-1111.
Call
comeCampus
1 :30 - 4:00Birthright.
p.m.. Monday
thru
Friday. 89 St. George.
A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
Collegein S"t.
Come
and (Clarke
see our Instifute)
monthly 924-5937.
special.
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fi
coats from S10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina
betweenof funQueen
and 8-18.
Dunnes. GoodAve.
selection
furs sizes
Cleaning and repairs (fur and lur fabric)
363-6077, open 9-6 Mon.-Sat.; til 6:00
Thurs. and Fri.

BATHURST - LAWRENCE Typing at
home wanted.
Short run Special
duplicatingstudent
services also available.
rates. 781-5050.
BEN'S
MENS HAIRSTYLING
(specializing
in long hair)250 InCollege
the Clarke
Institute
of Psychiatry,
St.,
Tel. 924-6811, Ext. 560 Special haircut
S2.00.
SALE SALE SALE used lumiture for sale.
Going Furniture,
out of business
years.
Pearl
29 CentreafterAve.42(behind
new
city
hall).
363-0965.
Will
deliver.
Bargains
Bargains.
UNDERGRAD
WOMEN! Need a place to
live? Large double rooms in sorority
house
at
very
reasonable
8346 between 7:00 - 9:00 rates.
p.m. Call 921PART TIME: Cook dinner for University
family Rosedale.
- 3 p.m. - Phone
8 p.m. 920-0626.
S2.25 per hour.
South
FOR SALE: Traynor custom special amp.
with a 4-12" bottom 9-yr-o!d Gibson 12string
guitar$400witheach
hard orshell.
531-1632.
condition.
best Immaculate
bffer. Call
AUSTIN CAMBRIDGE STATION WAG ON,
1964, for sale.Runs$350.well,Stickgoodshiftbody.4-speed
Saturday).
transmission.
3308
or 636-0277 (except Friday night 928and
LOST: athesilver
with initials
across
front.ringIf found,
please "E.J.U."
contact
EHen,
STUDENTat 787-0355,
- free roomafterand5 p.m.board in exchange for room
babysitting.
smallchildren. Own
and bath. Two
Lawrence
Bayview area 485-3710.
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purchases space in the memory. Jules
and
Jim other
improves
Catch-22,
on the
hand,every
not year.
only failed
but
wasted some of the richest ground a
movie might have occupied. (Film rights
work so that no-one else can get a crack at
dicey.)
it for a generation, and even then it is
Even the ambitious pictures that
succeed ail demand some forgiving. You
overlook the schmaltz in Fiddler, the plot
devices of The Go-Between, the
lumbering parallels in Cabaret, the
camera tricks in Midnight Cowboy. The
bestbig movies are great but always a little
rough, never quite as clean as the good
little movies.
The trouble with good little movies is, of
course, they are so small. They rarely
thrill, which is what movies do best. Art is
boring like the art gallery. Movies are fun
like Saturday afternoon. Ask me who is the
best-ever director and I can answer "Truffau" without even having to form the
thought.
But that
doesn'tjuststop
wishing
that he made
pictures
a bitmemore
like
The Guns of Navarone. Sounder, at the
Hollywood, is not like The Guns of
Navarone either, but it is good, clean,
perfect and, what makes it so special, it is
Best of mass
also thrilling. Tick off the categories: John
Alonzo's photography, Martin Ritt's direcMahal's
music, particularly
the script byCicely
Lon
Elder tion,III,Tajand
the acting,
Tyson as farm,
a sharecropper's
holding
art shown
in
together
family and selfwifewhile
her
husband goes to jail. All are first-rate. A
movie this good leaves little to say. The
thrilling moments will be apparent when it
is seen, without a guide.
The one note that might be added,
black film
however, is that Sounder is a general
release or "family" picture. The book it is
taken from is a children's story; producer
Movies seem to get better as they get Radnitz' previous films are A Dog of
smaller. Mon Oncle Antoine quietly Flanders, Mysty and The Little Ark —

children's movies. With Sounder, Radnitz
and Rittption thatchallenge
the public
marketeers'
assumthe general
demands
the
bad art and the pointless stories foisted on
it in its own name. This family film pulls no
punches, social or aesthetic.
Sounder chastizes not only smug
executives, but also smug artists. Too
much heavy-handedness has been excused as "reaching the public", too much

failure of nerve has gone down in the
name of sophistication (or, less charitably,
snobbishness). No-one is saying that
production of sophisticated pictures for
specialized audiences (say, Sunday,
Bloody Sunday) should cease, but too
many have been saying the opposite: that
there can be no such thing as mass art.
There can be. Sounder, for example.
bob bossin

Sounder, the coon hound of the title, accompanies
his master to search for father in prison camp.

The Hlllel Graduate Student
Discover
the
freedom of
CONTACT
LENSES

SHADDOCK
OPTICAL
170
925-8720
2917 St,BloorGeorgeSt. W.St. 233-2611
CenienaiY Plaze 282-2030
Bayview
VillageSTORES
Centre 222-5791
12THROUGHOUT
OPTICAL
METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

SUPER

And Alumni Association
invites you to hear
DR. J. BERGER,
SPEAKING ON ASPECTS OF THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SEXES.
psychiatrist
OCT. 22, 1972
8:30 PM
H1LLEL HOUSE, 186 ST. GEORGE ST.

SPORT

OPEN

INTRODUCES SUPER TOURING
WE WOULD LIKE TO MEET YOU AT OUR
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
HOUSE SALE
OCT. 20th. and 21st
is very enTGRTflimnG
How appearing in
the Lounge

KAWASAKI
900 Zl
DISCOUNTS UP TO $300 OFF LIST
ASK ABOUT OUR WINTER LAY-AWAY PLAN
217 DAVENPORT RD. AT AVENUE RD.
CALL NOW - 961-1141

BflSSGL'S
RGTRURflnT
fl PART
OF TOROnTO
SIDC€ 1929
On Yonge 5t. a! Gerrard
l_

368-3503
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Saviour-director

looks

John

Wood

backstage

This mishap is the type of thing you chortle over in
Amateur theatrics. A million laughs. Two million
tears. There was the ttme I had to wear panty hose to your dotage, sipping port before the fire. It's
considerably
more serious when the director of a
Imitate
eighteenth
century
stockings.
Half
an
houran before
curtain
timepeasant's
the costume
mistress
production drops out two weeks into a five week
decided to wash them. I went on freezing cold and rehearsal schedule. This is what happaned to The
soaking wet to the waist. The audience must have Misanthrope, the play that opened the season at Hart
wondered why my teeth were chattering In the middle of House Theatre last night. New York made director
a sunny town square.
Donald Davies an offer he couldn't refuse and by mutual
and, it Is claimed, amicable agreement, left for the
greener pastures of the south.
Fortunately, Hart House was able to come up with
another director on short notice, John Wood, a man of
considerable and varied theatrical experience. Since his
graduation
from Bishop's
In 1961, hecompanies
has sung
in summer stock,
acted In University
several reperatory
in England, produced public affairs radio programs for
the CBC, and worked behind the scenes in a variety of
capacities for companies several including the Royal
Shakespeare, the Manitoba Theatre Centre and the
Shaw Festival. His most recent directorial experience
was the staging of the children's musical, Pinocchio, for
Stratford's Third Stage.
John Wood In person is a cool drink of water who
looks much younger than his 34 years. He wears blue
jeans over cowboy boots and a blue denim shirt with a
suede vest that give him a decidedly western
appearance. In fact, he moved to Calgary only last year
from his native Toronto. He still retains his eastern accent
along with a mop of curly black hair and a neatly trimmed
beard.
Wood appears to be completely calm about
assuming control of a major production almost half way
through rehearsals. He says, "There isn't enough time to
do a play like this even with five hours of rehearsal a day,
New Hart House Theatre boss prods real talent there.
five days a week for the full period. I've gone back and

simplified things, rebtocked some of the stuff. The real
difficulty Is with the language of the play.
"It's made up of incredibly long speeches. There
can be a tendency to harangue the audience so we're
working with the text as long as possible to counteract
Of his inherited cast of 11, Wood has replaced only
one. "I'm very pleased with the cast. They're a little
amateur in that
they're inexperienced.
up in
comparison
to professional
actors but That
they shows
understand
the play and they're learning to perform in this kind of
play. There are a couple who, if they worked their asses
off, could
make it."
this."
Wood really
is unusual
among professional directors in
that he is as much interested in the educational process
of the production as he is in the end product.
"It's important that the Drama Centre (the graduate
department that is the ruling body of the Hart House
Theatre) do things like this. Where else will students get
the opportunity to investigate a text in this manner, Half
of our rehearsal time was spent in talking about what it
means. After all, there are five weeks of rehearsal but
only ten days of performance.
Despite this interest in meaning, Wood promises a
very theatrical performance. He is a professional and
leels that it is ideal to have a few professionals around.
"People's attitudes become more professional and
their work becomes more professional. A person
working in the theatre goes about doing a play differently
from an academic. I find academic theatre very boring. If
you have an academic production, it's not really
Varsity.
The Misanthrope will be reviewed in Monday's
theatrical."
Rob Martin

Centre for the Study of Drama
HART HOUSE THEATRE
PRESENTS
THE MISANTHROPE
by Moliere
Translated by Richard Wilbur Directed by John Wood
TONIGHT at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Tickets $2.50
Box Office 928-8668
Students $1.25
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sudent subscriptions still available - $3.00 tor 3 productions
CUT
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the-maklng recordings of It have been
made by Dietrich Fischer-Dischau. Tickets
are $3.50 and $4.50, which are a bit steep
to my mind for the Town Hall, only
because we have come to expect first-rate
artistry, often Canadian, at lower prices.
Phone,
The 366-7723.
United Church Choirs Festival
takes
the way,
this pm.Sunday at
Metro place,
United byChurch
at 7:30
Scarborough College Is hosting an
impressive series of fall concerts. The first
is this Sunday at 3:30 pm and admission Is
free. The Chamber Players of Toronto are
the attraction. Their program is works by
Boccherlni, Vivaldi and Canadian composer and radio producer, Irving Glick.
The
guest artist is Christopher Wealt and
the
as
known
better
Heron,
Mike
and
he will play the Fasch Bassoon Concerto.
Incredible String Band. Admission is
$3.50.
Bruce Cockburn, brings his
personalized brand of gentle, wooden
Mark Volman and Howard Kaylan (The songs
to the Massey Hall stage. Sunday at
Phforescent Leech and Eddie) could never
Tickets are $3 to $5.
have been accused of taking their music 8 pm.
Play?about
New the
House:
O'Casey's
The
for the two Cat Stevens 1926Old play
Irish Sean
Rebellion,
The
too seriously at Massey Hall last concertsdates
are November 11 and 12. Plough and the Stars, opens the UniversiWednesday.
The
band,
through
its
spontickets are steeply priced at $4 to
Alumnaepermanent
Dramatic Club's
taneous and irreverent wit made humour Although
home, firsttheseason
Firehallat
they will probably be snapped up itstynew
seem as natural and integral a component $7
Theatre, 70 Berkeley Street at Adelaide.
quickly.
Mall
orders
are
now
being
of the rock concert formula as the in- accepted at Massey Hall and tickets go on When first presented in Dublin, there were
evitable decibel din.
riots in the Abbey Theatre because the
Volman and Kaylan, both currently sale at the usual locations on Monday.
providing
the lead
zany
Mothers
were vocals
aided inonFrank
stageZappa's
by two
other Mothers fugitives, drummer Aynsley
Dunbar and Moog and keyboard man,
Don Preston. But the music was usually
secondary to the fun by choice or by
chance as Volman, fuzzy haired, bespectacled and fat of frame, dominated the
stage from the first note. With his chest
and tummy bared he scattered barbs at all
the super self-righteous rock groups,
doing split-leaps in the air and playing his
guitar in a parodied windmill-style of The
Who's Peter Townsand.
The vocal combination of Kaylan and
Volman was more distinct and penetrating
than their album sound. In fact, they sound
more like reincarnations of their old alma
mater, The Turtles, on the Flo and Eddie
album, than they did on stage. When you
could get your attention away from the
magnetic Mark Volman, Dunbar's drums
and Preston's Moog were clearly musical
pearls.
Most of the songs presented were from
the
recently released
album
and group's
were unfamiliar
to the first
audience,
though
seem to matter
had
come tothatseedidn't
the headlining
Englishwhoband,
Wishbone Ash (they were mediocre and
boring). The group finished with the Turtle
hit Eleanor and was recalled for an encore. Encores are rare for a warm-up act
but Kaylan and Volman are rare even for
this purpose.
The Downchlld Blues Band, with the
special addition of four horn players, will
be hosting a concert at the St. Lawrence
Centre tomorrow night at 8 pm. The
Toronto group will be introducing famed
American blues artist, Robert Junior
Bowl sculpted by Stephen Hogbin.
Lockwood at the performance. Lockwood
Irish flag — the plough and stars — was
is the son-in-law of blues great Robert
brought into a barroom. A similar reaction
Johnson, and two duet albums with the
is unlikely now that flags are frequently
late
Otis'
Spann
to
his
credit.
An
added
used as a substitute for toilet paper.
attraction is the weird (but wonderful)
The theatre itself is worth a round of
singer and guitarist, Leon Redbone.
applause. As the name implies, its a
Tickets are $3 in advance (available at
Andre Segovia said of English guitarist firehall, old No. 4, which the City of
Grossman's
Tavern, 379 Spadina) and
in a rare moment of humanity
$3.50
at the door.
John Mills, "his playing shows musical Toronto,
and good sense, decided to use in a
sensitivity,
and
purity
of
technique".
The
Toronto's
newest 7).TVbroadcasts
station, CITY-TV,
that would benefit the community
channel
79 (cable
a show Guitar Society of Toronto is hosting him in mannerpreserve
an historic building instead
on Sundays at 8 pm devoted to folk and a concert at the Unitarian Church $2 for and
of
having
it torn down for yet another ugly
rock music. The taping sessions provide students, at the door, or phone 487-0536.
lot.
tomorrow at displaying
8:30 pm. The
an opportunity for some free enter- It's
The Misanthrope:
Hart House Theatre
their Faculty
progengyof parking
tainment. The program is taped on Sun- music isisproudly
billed as a concert of ensembles also opened this year's season last night
day afternoons from 3 to 4 pm. An in— what
with
the
classic
by
Moliere
about a man
a variety of instruments in various
audience of 50 persons is allowed into the combinations.
be in the who pays his dues for hating people.
studio (99 Queen St. East) at 2:30 pm. This MacMillan TheatreThisat will
Mirandolina: Why do people insist on
2 pm Thursday
week's guest Is Dr. Music.
the work of Carlo Goldoni? He
The second of Hart House's producing
At Grumbles, 71 Jarvis above King afternoon.
is incredibly difficult to play successfully
Sunday
Evening
Concerts
is
to
be
held
(368-0796), entertainment abounds October 22 and features the Czech String and frequently the results are not worth
tonight and tomorrow with the appearance Quartet, which is to return after Christmas the effort expended. Both these elements
of The Good Brothers and La Troupe for
a six-part series exposing the develop- of failure, a turgid production and a
Grotesque. Canadian folksinger, Valdy Is
ment of the string quartet through their dreary product, are on display at the
next week's headlines Admission Is $2.50. choice of works — from Haydn to Colonnade Theatre until the end of this
The lowest priced folk club in town Is Janacek. This Sunday's program is long and unseasonably cold month.
still
Fiddler's
"Green,A near
and Mozart's quartet in G Major, K 387,
Egtinton
(489-3001)
CeilidhYonge
(musical
in F major. opus 95 and Ravel's quartet
gathering of friends) is planned for Beethoven's
tonight. Admission is only $1.
Baritone Victor Braun wilt sing Die
Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee are Wlnterreise at the Town Hall, October 23.,
held over at the Riverboat, 134 Yorkville accompanied by Paul Helmer. I'm glad
(922-6216), until Sunday. Next Week: the someone wants to sing Schubert's famous
If on the whole this year's Friday and
English singing duo of Robin Williamson song cycle after (and before history-InSaturday showings at St. Mike's are more
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flash than art, their Sunday series of
French and American classics is terrific. It
appears
to buy a16season
ticket at to$3befornecessary
the remaining
films,
available at the door. This Sunday it is
Jean
Renoir's
and 9:30
pm. La Grande Illusion. 7:30
Also this week: Sunday at 2 pm at the
Revue there is Alexandre Nevsky,
Eisenstein's classic with score by
Prokofiev. $2, or less If you buy tickets for
other films In the Sunday afternoon great
directors series.
Monday the Roxy shows Mllos
Forman's shot at America, Taking OH. It is
fairer to the kids than to the parents, but
still keeps the Czech gentleness. Very
funny. 99<t at 7:30 and 9:30 pm.
And this week, Clnemalumiere ended
the to.repertory
It pioneered in ToronThanks to policy
Bob Huber.
Ontario Institute for Studies In
Education: The story goes that when they
were finishing OISE, they had an excess of
tinted glass, so they used some for the
projection booth windows. I checked, and,
sure enough, there was the source of the
bluish look OISE movies seem to have.
The screen Image is fuzzy as well, to say
nothing of the sound, as if the projector
can't
it to the othersharp
end ofand
the
hall. quite
The make
Go-Between,
bleached at the York, came out hazy, and,
in Accident, shot largely at night, faces
were constantly lost to the shadows. The
solution would be to schedule twice as
many showings and only use the upper
half of the auditorium. Unless this is done,
we
at OISE:up
the don't
film recommend
is almost screenings
sure to turn
somewhere more sympathetic to it, and
we will let you know.
The Avenue Cinema, on the other hand,
is a lovely little place. It is housed in the old
Silent Cinema, and Brian, who takes
tickets, runs the projector, books the films
and
makes itminutes
quite cozy.
hold cleans
the filmup.a couple
for youHe'llif
you really must smoke. Coming up is a
Scarlett Pimpernel double bill. This week
it's Bogart and Lupino in High Sierra, plus
Bogart and Bacall in The Big Sleep. $2.
And, not to be outdone, the Roxy 994
impressarios are getting into door prizes
and give-aways, like the free beef
strogonoff
at the
showing
of War(Lipandton's)
Peace.served
They promise
free pumpkins to the first one hundred on
Hallowe'en, but I am holding out for an
intermission yo-yo contest.
Note: we still welcome notes,
complaints, letters, alternative revues. Is
anybody out there?

I

Stephen Hogbin, a young artist from
England, is showing an exhibit of recent
works at the Craft Gallery until October 28.
An award-winning craftsman, Mr. Hogbin
has also taught at Sheridan School of
Design and the College of Education since
coming to Canada, in addition to his freelance work.recent works strongly reflect I
These
natural forms, the individual pieces
echoing
An effect.
interesting
method isorganic
used to shapes.
achieve this
The
pieces are turned on a lathe, cut into
cross-sections, and reassembled, so you
see the action through the cross-section of
the piece, and complex structural inlining
forms are created with the grain working
in several directions. Other pieces are
crafted of formed metals and plastics.
John Matter is a Guelph artist
employing traditional techniques In an
exhibition of paintings, drawings and
printsat attheErlndale.
still
college William
and theKort's
3000 prints
Years areof
Chinese Art closes on October 25. At Hart
House,
Wood's 29.littleWedrawings
on showWilliam
to October
feature arean
article on the Kurelek exhibit at Isaacs
Gallery this week, and the paintings are
there until October 30.
Ulli Diemer
Editor Editor
Assoc.
Bill Macvicar
rob martin
pop
theatre
movies
bob bossin
allan mandell
art
ian
ian scotl
scott
music
isabelle peacock
dance
bill macvicar
books
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For

scrapes

in Division

by Trin

13-12

II football

By LAWRENCE CLARKE
Forestry barely escaped a fourth
quarter charge (o scuttle Trinity 13 12 in Division II football
Wednesday.
In I lie first lialf. Trinity scored
first on ;i short run to complete a
sustained drive. However, the team
missed an important convert when
the bull bounced off the crossbar.
I ale in the second quarter,
lorcslry capitalized on a Trinity
fumble lo establish good field position, and on the next play, connected
Martin Onrof &B.C fiedfer presents

i»u ;i .14 yard touchdown bomb.
Trinity, down 7-6 just missed
unit; it on the last play of the half
with a quick kick.
In the second half, both teams
bogged down in cenlrefield with a
succession of fumbles, interceptions,
and turnovers. Trinity began to sag
noliceahly as the Forestry offence
improved.
I inally. Vierra out-dueled two
"I rimlv defenders in the end zone to
snare his second long touchdown
pass lo hand Forestry a 13-6 lead. A
determined
convert. Trinity rush blocked the

sportatk

Queen's University is the centre
for university sports in Ontario this
weekend in honour of homecoming.
The weekend will be highlighted by
a sudden
death "semi-playoff"
football elimination
of either the Gaels
or the Blues. Both teams are tied
with the Ottawa Gee-Gees for first
place. Should Ottawa lose to
Carlelon this weekend in Ottawa,
Toronto would be in first place and
Ihe eastern playoff would be at
Varsity Arena next Saturday
between Queen's and U of T. If
In the last three minutes of the Ottawa and Toronto capture the two
lop positions, the elimination game
game. Trin gambled on third down will
be played next Saturday in
bui lost their long yardage on a Ottawa....
unable to be in
fumble near the Forestry goal-line. Kingston forForthethose
game. Radio VarsiForest) could not advance and had
ty is broadcasting live from
to putlt. When their kicker hobbled Kingston
starting at 2 pm. RV is 820
Ilie ball 1 rmilv s Coster stole it and AM in residence,
and 96.3 FM on
lied untouched lo score.
Rogers
Cable
FM
picking
With less than a minute lo play, Ihe Blues to finish After
third in the
and (loWn 1 .1-1 2. Trinity gambled on Eastern Section this season, I'm
a 2 point convert, and tried to run it ready
my printed words
nver forestry flallened the play a should lotheeatteam
finish in first
foul -.hurl nf the line, and then ran place.... in Western Section football
out the clock for the win.
this weekend McMaster is at
Iriuilv's record is now one win (iuelph, York visits Waterloo, and
and
Iwu losses, while Forestry has a Western hosts Lutheran.... WaterM total
polo is scheduled lo begin at 1 pm
MARTIN ONROT
preienti

tomorrow in Queen's Physical
Education
Centre Judo Queen's
also
hosts
an OUAA
Invitational
on the weekend....
Queen's is field
also
hosting
a Sr. Invitational
hockey
tournament
this
weekend.
Teams from McMaster, Toronto,
Guelph. Waterloo, Laurentian and
Queen's will participate in the twoday competition which begins this
afternoon
on Queen's
campus. Uat of3 pm
T finished
first west
last
year, with Waterloo second and
Queen's third. The results should be
closer this year. Toronto has lost
several players through graduation,
and Waterloo's Athenas have a
good record so far this season. On
Thanksgiving weekend the Waterloo
team played eight games in four
days, winning five and tying one
against United Stales teams. The
match will be important for the
Toronto squad, since the team has
not been defeated in field hockey
since the association was formed.
Queen's has a 4-2 win-loss record so
far ihis season... The U of T
women's archery team shivered and
shot their way lo a narrow OWIAA
viclory last weekend, defeating
Queen's
3953 to 3838 atinGuelph.
the Out-U
dooor Championships
of T's Anne Chalmers (currently
Canadian women's champion) won
the individual competition with a
score of 1 106. Queen's Janet Spence
4C for students
XEROX
9 to 12-5,
6. Mon.
- Fri.
Impress
(nearSat.
Yonge)
7 Charles
St.
967-1110 W.

bruce
cockburn
This Sunday at 8 p.m.
MASSE Y HALL
Tickets
$3, Hall,
$4,Box$5Ofttce
available
at Massey
AN ENCORE
PRODUCTION

THIS MONDAY - 8:30 p.m. - MASSEY HALL
TICKETS $4, $5, $6 plus tax
Available at Massey
Halt BoxOffice - 178 Victoria St.
AN ENCORE
PRODUCTION

DOUBLE

BLUE

PRESENTS

OKTOBERFEST
AT

BRENNAN

HALL

TODAY

4:00

PM

to

Midnight

FEATURING

THE

RHEIIf LANDERS
Admission

DOOR

PRIZES AND

50*
CONTESTS

Impress is now altering after-hours
copying at 4c per copy. This service is
by
beforeappointment
6:00 p.m.. oneonly.
day Please
in advance.call
WORLD PEACE
SUNDAY
First Unitarian Congregation
Toronto
175 St. ofClair
Ave. West.
Rev. JOHN MORGAN
President Canadian Peace Congress
11.00 a.m.
PEACE IN THE WORLD
OR THE WORLD IN PIECES
afternoon forum 2.00 p.m.
LET'S GET CANADA
OUT OF THE WAR GAME
ROBERT KAPLAN M.P.
DR. URSULA FRANKLIN
KAY MACPHERSON
JANET ROSENSTOCK
panel
Chariman:
RALPH
ALBRANT

was second with 1062. The OWIAA
Indoor Championships are slated
for Queen's January 26-27.... In the
OWIAA tennis
at Queen's
last
weekend
U of Tfinals
finished
first with
38 points, followed by McMaster,
26. Western, 20. York/Waterloo,
16, Carleton/Laurenlian, 10, and
Queen's I0. In the individual events,
Anke Bonsels (York) won the first
singles,
Toronto'ssingles.
KathyToronMorton wonwhile
the second
to's Vera Koman and Anne Marie
Lyn won the first doubles, while
Charlotte Heinrich and MaryMargaret Fox won the second
doubles. This makes three years in a
row that the Toronto team has won
the championship.... interfaculty
basketball has been delayed again
this year. Because the Hart House
gym
is being
used for practices
interfaculty
lacrosse,
the basketball
are
severely restricted.... Curling is also
finding it rough to organize this
year. The only available hours left
open at Varsity Arena are after
midnight.... Western won its second
consecutive championship in the second annual Head of Trent rowing
regatta in Peterborough last
weekend. In the open club event,
two
teamsrowing
fromclubToronto's
Argonauts
placedsculls
second and third.
The single
competition was taken by John Tise
followed by Jim Stewart and Chris
Leach of Trent Interfacully/Volleball got under way this
week, with enough teams for two
divisions. Division I will consists of
teams from Knox. Eng I, Dent, Med
A. Erin, PHE.
JINGLES JINGLES

w

-PHOTO
-PALACE- fi
Attractive
ModeU

« Photography
|£ for
Nude
Required
0
CALL:
964-1742
1 279
YONGE
JINGLES
JINGLESST.
Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
Hundreds of
Poplin, Nylons,
Leathers, Meltons,
Corduroys, Jackets

SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95
WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT
CANADIAN NOVELTY
SHIRTST.AND
SPORTSWEAR CO.
2462 YONGE
TORONTO
PHONE 486-0997
486-0999
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Inierfaculty Lacrosse

;-

Division 1
Tuesday October 3
PHE A 6 vs. Vic 5
Eng 2 vs. St. M 4
Erin 8 vs. Dev Hse I
Thursday October 5
Eng 8 vs. Vic 13
Erin II vs. StM 3
PHE A 6 vs. Dev Hse 2
Wednesday October 1 1
Vic*) St vs. St M 2
Erin 3 vs. PHE AO
Thursday October 12
Eng 0 vs. Dev Hse 2
Tuesday October 17
Eng 2 vs. PHE A 13
Erin 5 vs. Vic 1
St M f> vs. Dev Hse 3
Division U
Wednesday October 4

PHE B3vs. Innis !
UC 1 vs. For 5
Scar 7 vs. Knox 2
Denl5vs.Trin2
Tuesday October 10
PHE B 3 vs. UC 2
PHE C 3 vs. For 3
Innis 5 vs; Scar 1
Dent 1 vs. Knox 4
Wednesday October 1 1
For 2 vs. Dent 3
Thursday October 12
Scar default vs. PHE B win
Trinlvs. PHEC4
Friday October 13
Knox vs. UC - postponed
Wednesday October 18
Innis 10 vs. UC 4
Knox 7 vs. PHE CO
PHE B 1 vs. Dent 2

Erin topples Eng 11-3
Geraghty (2) from scoring in Division II game last
Engineering's Munro {9) stops Erindale's
night. Erindale remains undefeated this season, while the luckless Engineers are winless.

Gael-licked?
be
Blues
Will
Stadium
and
now
on
the
rebuilt
field
near the Queen's College passes per game and using the running formations only on
By PAUL CARSON
of Education.
obvious short yardage situations.
It's
an
old
script
with
a
new
setting
as
the
football
Blues
Varsity can advance to the playoffs with either a win or a
and Queen s Golden Gaels settle the muddled OUAA Eastern
Blues certainly won't have the element of surprise with
lie: barring a Carleton upset over Ottawa Gee-Gees, the Gaels the shotgun
Section playoff picture tomorrow in Kingston.
that was so effective in past games; Gaels have
will need a victory. With Varsity, Queens and Ottawa locked now
seen it three times and lost twice, so Frank Tindall-will
Every
year
since
Varsity's
last
championship
in
1967,
the
in
that
three-way
tie
for
first
place
with
identical
3-2
records,
Blues and Gaels have gone down to the wire and resolved anv one of the teams can be first or out of the playoffs after definitely have a special defense ready.
either the league championship or a playoff berth in one key to-morrow's action.
the
predicted
this weekin the
publicity
game and Blues have lost every time. Last season was perhaps
Couch Ron Murphy will undoubtedly stick with the Gads A canQueen's
shotgun,"ifthey
on Dunkley
pressurerelease
get good
the most painful as Varsity blew a 16-point lead before explosive shotgun offence that produced 380 passing yards in can
if the offense makes Toronto
particularly
him.
heat
eventually falling 28-25.
Queen's formations
game. Blues athadthe a beginning
suitable running
attack respect its passing game."
Blues should be rated the favorite on the basis of their the
fromearlier
the standard
of the season
Gaels have good reason for optimism in quarterback
earlier 4f>-l8 triumph; however. Varsity always has trouble bul little has been seen of it during the past three games. Tom Taylor, an accomplished passer, and flanker/split end
winning big games in Kingston, first in the old Richardon Quarterback Wayne Dunkley has been throwing about 45 Sm Lang — one of the finest receivers in college football.
In poor

effort,

Soccer

Blues defeat Brock 2- 1
In their poorest effort of the season the ground, and a Brock forward spurted by,
soccer Blues defeated Brock 2-1 Wednesday leaving all three defenders standing.
in St. Catherines.
Brock's
luck at defenders
this time seemed
during
the first ten Blues'
minutesconstant
of play pressure
was the
three Toronto
making great,
gross
only lime the team showed its true calibre. with
mistakes. But more was still to come.
From that point on the pace changed to a
Brock winger, with two players to
slow walk, with the ball going up and down pass The
to, played the ball to Blues left back Bob
the field to no one in particular. The weather Caz/ola
Jack
conditions — snow and freezing temperatures Brand whowhoalsoleftleftthetheballballforforgoalkeeper
Brock forward
— may have had some effect on the erratic John
Koosistra
who
put
the
ball
in
the
net.
play and lack of effort by the Blues, but it
However, all was not lost. Midway
seemed their attitude of "Let's get the game through
second half a brock defender
over with and go home" was also a reason. (obviouslythefeeling
the Blues) decided
This attitude almost cost the Blues the to hit the ball withsorryhis forhands
in the penalty
area
to
give
away
a
penalty
shot. Bruno Bruni
game.
Ih the first half the Toronto squad had unhesitatingly blasted the ball into the corner
several good chances to score, mostly from of the net.
dead ball situations. One, free kick by Phil
this goal the Blues withstood what
Oldfield. rebounded to Bruno Brum whose couldAfter
be considered the Brock attack and
shot was deflected for a corner. Guisseppe came out with a win.
severalbut opportunities,
Officiating was the usual for out of town
inD'Antoni
from lefthadwing,
was unable tobreaking
find the
net on his shots.
games. Both linesmen were unaware of the
rules, and nowhere near the play. On one
occasion a goal by the Blues was dissallowed
Blues'
firstBruno
goalBruni
cametookafter
minutes
of play.
a low thirty
hard bv the referee on the grounds that the ball was
. Shot mi a free Lick. Brock goalkeeper John kicked out of the goalkeeper's hands. Since
Jones had the ball bounce off his chest over the goalkeeper was six feel away at the time,
he must have had very long hands.
his
the the
Blues'ballstriker
therehead,
to blast
home. Ian Harris was
Tomorrow is a decisive game for the
Immediately after half-time Brack came Blues. They meet McMaster at Varsity
Trin beats For in 2 games
back. On a Brock throw in. Blues centre backs Stadium
I pm. The winner of this game is
John Cobby and Herb Dubsky moved away assured ofat first
place
in
the
OUAA
Western
Trinity
defeated
B last night in two straight games 15—5, and 15—6 In Division II
from the centre to join Ed Carter on right Section. Hopefully Blues will put a little more play. The game Forestry
down the
interrupted briefly to retrieve the ball which hadis rolled
wing. The ball bounced difficultly on the wet effort in this game than they did Wednesday. track and droppedwas into
the lacrosse game below. Hmm, how large that gym?
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Workers,

This playground may go
If a developer's
plans areStreet
approved,
a rowTenants
of storesIn may
be builtbuilding
on thisstrongly
playground
children
of the Charles
residence.
a near-by
opposefor the
the
Lawyer

pressures

Ottawa

to make

quick
decision
on leading
AAeszaros'
By DOROTHY
WIGMORE
intellectual and defender of civil case
rights. He fled
Two motions in the continuing story of the the country when the Russian Stalinists regained
immigration
department's
attempts
preventin
Meszaros applied March 24 to the Canadian High
Hungarian professor
Istvan Meszaros
from toworking
power.
Commission in London for landed immigrant status
Canada will be heard today.
One is a defense motion to quash an inquiry into but was refused in a letter July 24. On September 19, he
the status of Meszaros, who was hired to teach at York flew to Toronto as a visitor and launched a new
University and then refused landed immigrant status. application through the Orillia immigration office.
The professor was refused landed immigrant status
The other is a government motion to dismiss the
application for a writ of mandamus recently made by for unknown "security" reasons. The government has
so
far
refused to specify what security risk Meszaros is.
Meszaros*
lawyer, toPaulmake
Copeland.
The decision
writ wouldonforce
He has taught in British universities since 1959 and
the
government
a quick
the
has held British citizenship since 1965. Earlier, he had
professor's
application
landedhereimmigrant
made in Canada
after hisforarrival
Septemberstatus
19. been cleared by both^British and Italian security
Ordinary proceedings could mean a decision on following his departure from Hungary.
Meszaros has stated he came to Canada to force
granting Meszaros landed immigrant status would take
a long time. Both Copeland and Meszaros claim this the government to open his case and clear his name. If
long wait is part of a subtle government tactic to he leaves the country before a decision is made on his
application to remain here, there can be no appeal.
psychologically discourage the professor.
The government wants to stop the application However, if he is still here, he can make appeals up to
the Supreme Court. Immigration Minister Bryce
because Meszaros' lawyeron refused
cross-cross-examination
Octoberto 16submit
beforehimIvanto Mackasey is now reviewing the application for landed
immigrant
status.
Whitehall of the civil litigation section of the federal
Support for Meszaros is increasing across the
department of justice. Copeland had earlier agreed to
Academics have appealed to Prime Minister
the cross-examination on the basic facts of Meszaros' country.
Pierre Trudeau and Mackasey lo either reconsider the
application as submitted in an affidavit October 6.
charge
Meszaros
is a security risk, or to substantiate
At that time, the hearing on the writ of mandamus
was put off until today, following the application, also the claim.
made on October 6.
York professors will demonstrate outside York's
Copeland refused to let Meszaros be cross- Keele Street gate to day while Meszaros is in court.
examined because just before proceedings began, the They are meeting off campus at noon to dramatize the
professor was served with an appointment for collateral fact the professor cannot appear on campus without
charges of working for York in contravention of
deportation proceedings, in view of this action by the risking
laws.
government, he said the cross-examination should not immigration
Besides
the demonstration, a faculty meeting last
proceed because the government would have an unfair
Tuesday decided a delegation of senior faculty will meet
advantage in the deportation inquiry.
York president David Slater to press for a public
The collateral deportation proceedings were with
announcement
of strong support for Meszaros within
launched
if Meszaros was a bone-fide the
York community.
visitor whento hedetermine
entered Canada.
Slater
personally
appealed to Mackasey on
The inquiry began Thursday, but Copeland and
Meszaros walked out of the proceedings before they October 4 lo make a special investigation of the case.
began. Copeland had filed a motion to quash the Two days later, he wrote Meszaros saying he thought
chanceswouldfor come
exoneration
perdirective ordering the inquiry, and therefore said the professor's
ostay inbestCanada
through anda direct
Meszaros should not submit to the inquiry before this appeal tomis ion tthe
minister.
motion was heard.
at York and the University of Toronto
The motion to quash the inquiry, will be heard sent Professors
a letter in September to Mackasey asking for a
today with two others.
"comprehensive
review" of the case in light of
The government has filed a motion to dismiss the
Meszaros' anti-Stalinist actions in the 1956 Hungarian
writ application because Meszaros refused to be cross- uprising
his subsequent security clearance by both
examined October 16. The inquiry itself is also lo Italian andandBritish
officials. It was signed by seven U of
continue today.
T and 14 York faculty members.
Copeland plans to start with the motion to quash
Theassociation
University isofalsoBritish
Columbia
executiveto
the inquiry. If he is successful, Meszaros will be cross- faculty
considering
protesting
examined before the hearing on the writ of mandamus Mackasey
in
the
name
of
the
Canadian
Association
application is held. If he fails, the writ application is University Teachers Committee of Academic Freedomof
invalid and proceedings will continue with the and
Tenure. UBC associate history professor Jan Bak,
inquiry into Meszaros' status when he a colleague
government's
of Meszaros in Budapest, personally sent a
entered
the country.
petition
with 30 names to Mackasey in early October
the
of
Ironically, today is (he 16th anniversary
Hungarian uprising, in which Meszaros was active as a and since then has added at least another 50 names to it.

U

of

T

reach

agreement:

strike

averted

By PAUL McGRATH
A strike by University of Toronto cleaning and maintenance workers
was narrowly averted this weekend when workers voted to accept a contract
that was negotiated just a few hours before.
The workers, members of the Service Employee's International Union,
Local 204, voted 334-35 Saturday to accept the last-minute agreement
worked out Friday night between U of T and union negotiators.
Negotiations
had been
session and a further
stalemate
would have
meantunsuccessful
a strike voteuntilby Friday's
the union members. At that
time the union was asking for 20 per cent, 66 cents for heavy cleaners, over a
two-year period, and the university was offering 40 cents to the heavy
cleaners.
Late Friday night the university negotiators agreed to the 20 per cent
raise, and the strike was avoided.
The settlement increases the basic wage for service workers (cleaning
and
labour) intothe$3.75
years, and provides for equal pay for
men heavy
and women
sameoverjob twocategory.
Light cleaners' wages will go from $2.45 to $2.97 in 1974, while
shipping supervisors wages will rise to $5.02 per hour.
__ The first phase of the increase, 10 per cent, is retroactive to last June 30,
when the ofprevious
average
$200. contract expired. This gives each member of the union an
The contract also provides for job security among the cleaning staff by
insuring
the local'sbe 770
workersin another
laid off job
due with
to theequal
contracting
out
of workthat byanytheofuniversity
retrained
pay. As
recently as this summer, the university was planning to contract work out to
commercial firms to save money.
The security clause in the new contract makes this economically
impossible during the life of the contract.
Free uniforms, job-vacancy posting and a meal allowance are also
provided for in the contract.
Don Barclay, head negotiator for the union, conducted the union
meeting, describing each clause to the workers. However, there are at least
five different languages spoken among the union members, and getting an
idea across seemed to be extremely difficult.
"Some of these people don't know whether they're getting a good deal
or not," commented a union steward.
Barclay added, "some of those no votes may have been people who
thought
were appeared
voting against
ratheragreement
than for, asratification."
The they
workers
happya strike
with the
they left the
auditorium, most with smiles on their faces.
"It beats a strike anyday," said one.
Some still had grievances to air. One worker outside the auditorium
complained to Barclay that the university had cut his staff from ten to four
men, and the work load had increased.
"You get paid for eight hours and you work eight hours. If there's work
left over and they start pressuring, tell them to forget it," Barclay replied.
Another complained about the increase in his duties and said, compared
to two years ago, the floor space he had to clean had been doubled.
"It works out I'm doing the work of two men," he said.
He added that workers were often afraid they would lose their jobs if
they complained about conditions to the union steward.
University officials were relieved at avoiding what could have been a
long Vice-president
strike.
of Business Affairs Alex Rankin said last night: "We
haven't had a strike in 2l) years, and when you look at them you notice that
before itthetends
workers
strike, them,
a fewandcentsit takes
is important.
strike,
to polarize
a lot more Butthanoncea fewthey're
cents onto
get them back together again."
Comparing the settlement to other standards, he said that the
agreement brings pay up to the average for similar work in the city.
"Looking at the community pattern, the university is not at the rear,
although it is certainly not at the front," he said.
To better theuniversity
worker'selections.
bargaining
to run
They power,
already thehaveunion
plans plans
for elections
inrepresentatives
Scarborough inCollege.
Barclay would like lo see more workers in the union. He thinks there
are still a few groups around the campus that need union bargaining power,
specifically the secretaries. In their last negotiation with the university, they
settled for a 5.75 per cent wage increase, he said.
"Basic wage for them is $2.40," says Barclay. "They could do a lot
better than that.
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HERE
Announcements for this column
will only be accepted if they are
submitted on the forms provided,
line. The
on aare64-eharacter
typedforms
new
now available in The
Varsity editorial offices, second
floor, 91 St. George Street.
TODAY
9:30 am
Five informative minutes created tor you:
today Melelection.
WatkinsOn onRadioeconomics
and theat
federal
Varsity. Again
3:30 .
noon
Last day toOctober
reserve25 forandsuppers
'for
Wednesday,
October 26, at Hillel, 186 St. GeorgeThursday,
Street.
12:30 pm
Have lunch with Norman Podhoretz, Sid
Smith Room 4034.
1 pm
Free Jewish University: today,
"Principles in Jewish Law".
Careers"
is "Medicine
the topic and
(or aHealth
seriesRelated
of career
talks
whicrt begin today. Dr. Horde of the Faculty
of Dentistry will discuss careers in the field
ofMcLennan
DentistryPhysics
with Bldg.,
interested students.
4 pm 203. Till 2 pm.
CDE special council meeting. Rooms B,
C. D, Upper Brennan.
4:30 pmSMC.
Norman Podhoretz on "Jews in North
America
Set, room 2158.today,
Free Today".
JewishMed University:
"Synagogue
and
Community".
BBYO. 15
Hove Street. 5:30 pm
Ukrainian Students Club executive
meeting. Souih Sitting Room Hart House.
7:30 pm
■'Set Sitting
Them Room
Free -Committee"
South
Hart House. meeting.
"Spiritual encounter with the Greal
Religions
of the World".of Investigate
the
BAH A ' I Principle
revelations.
At Hart House. progressive
South Sitting
Room.
PUBLIC LECTURE
"RELIGION AND THE DILEMMA OF
MODERN TECHNOLOGICAL
SPEAKER SOCIETY"
Dr. PROVOST
George
TRINITY ignallelf
COLLEGE
OCTOBER
- SEELEVCOLLEGE
HALL
3.00 P.M. 23 TRINITY
SPONSORED BY
THE CAMPUS99 ST.MINISTRIES
GEORGE FOUNDATION
ST.

AND
Spm

NOW

Dr. George Ignalleff, Provost of Trinity
"Religion
the subject
will speak ofonModern
College,
and
the Dilemma
Technological
Society",
by Campus
Ministries
Foundation.sponsored
Seeley Hall,
Trinity College.
186FreeSt. Jewish
George University:
Street. Chavurat Zemer.
: The Jewish
UniversityStreet.
Free Jewish
Woman.
186 St. George
Hillel Drama Workshop at 186 St.
George Street.
8:30 pm
Free Jewish University: Dissent in Jewish
History
Glen Parkat Board
Road. bf Jewish Education, 22
TUESDAY
7 em
Let Radio Varsity gel you up in the
morning with the sott sound of music,
news, weather and sports. Every weekday
from
am. U John
o< T Radio's
Men, 7Robto 10Gregory.
Karr andMorning
Archie
Hunter start your day off right!

various programs offered at the School of
Hygiene, academic
quirements for admissionandandother
areas re-of
employment within each field. McLennan
Physics Bldg., 202 till 2 pm.
Jewish University:
andFreeMarxism".
Sid Smith today,
Room "Judaism
3045.
4:30 pm "The
RiseLecture
and byFallNorman
ot The Podhoretz
American onJewish
Novelist". Medical Science Building, Room
2158.
Informal Eucharist and supper In the
White Room of the Newman Centre, 89 St.
George Street. 7:30 pm
Organizational
Student
Council
tor SovietMeeting
Jews. forNewthe College,
Classic Ave-,- entrance in the pit.
Mahatma Parlokanand. disciple of guru
Maharaj Ji. will explain the way all people
can experience the source of life. Hart
House, Music Room.8 pmFree.

ART GALLERY
WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE
EXHIBITION
Monday to Saturday,
5 p.m. 11 a.
Wednesday, 6-9 p.m.
Sunday, 2-5 p.m.
CLASSICAL CONCERT
LESLIEA DAM
KINTON.
Piano
ALEX
AN, Cello
YOUNG OAI-PARK, Violin
TUES.,
24, 4:00
IN THEOCT.MUSIC
ROOM P.M.
SQUASH NIGHT:
INTRODUCTORY
LECTURES
SLIDES.
DEBATESANDROOM
THURS., OCT. 26 7:30 P.M.

THE ART COMMITTEE
INAUGURATES
ITS
WEEKLY
FILM FESTIVAL
Every andMonday,
12 noon
1:00 p.m.
in the music room
TODAY FILM ONBritlsh Artist DUNCAN GRANT
onOPEN
Oct. 29SUNDAY
between
2:00
andIn 4:00
p.m.
Tea sarved
Iho
Irom 3:00 10 Gieal
4:30 Ha
Noon Hour Concert
WEDS., OCT. 25
GROUP UNDER THE DIRECTION OF
ROBERT READ
In the 12Eastnoon-2
Common
p.m. Room

Five Informative minutes created for you:
today
Professor
Carr Again
on economics
Toronto1 andCitizen's
Forum: Room
TonightNo. on1.
the lederal
elections.
at 3:30 pm.and Wards
3. Committee
1 pm
CityFreeHall. Jewish University: A Tarn Fun
Career Talks: Dr. Barron will outline the Honig, 186 St. George Street.

GALLERY CLUB
Open p.m.from Monday to Friday. Luncheon 12. noon-1.45, Dinner 6.007.30
Licensed under the LLBO. Hart House membership required.

Get Involved For Soviet Jews

NORMAN PODHORETZ
editor-in-chief of COMMENTARY
will speak on
Monday, October 23:
-Jews in North America Today"
Tuesday, October 24:
• The Rise and Fall of the American Jewish Novelist"
2156
room Building
4:30 p.m.,
Sciences
Medical
Sponsored by J and G Schwartz Memorial Lectureship

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

BLACK HART PUB
Every Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday. 12 noon lo 11.30 p.

Centre for the Study of Drama
HART HOUSE
PRESENTSTHEAIRE

Tues. Oct. 24 - 7" P.M.
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR SOVIET JEWS
THE

MISANTHROPE

byWilbur
Moliere Directed by John Wood
Translated by Richard
OCT. 21-28 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Box Office 928-8668
Tickets $2.50
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Students $1.25
Sudent subscriptions still available - $3.00 (or 3 productions

is very enTERTflininG
I. H I
W

I■

Plow appearing in
the Lounge
KflR€n & DRVID
G

BASSGJS RGTflURflnT
R PRRT OF TOROnTO $11X6 1929

(JUST NORTH OF DLNDAS)
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Yonge St. at Gerrarcl
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Unionists
endorse
call to occupy
factories
By GREG McM ASTER
Wilson led militant strikers at
His speech urged building the
A meeting of about 350 people Douglas last year in defying a back- Waffle movement, and advising
yesterday endorsed almost un- lo-work
order from Leonard Wood- workers to occupy plants that are
animously acall for factory occock of the UAW's International faced with shutdowns or mass
cupations by workers to oppose (Detroit)
headquarters and from layoffs.
plant shutdowns. If owners refused Dennis McDermott,
the Canadian
U of T professor Melville
to operate companies, workers UAW director.
Watkins gave a detailed analysis of
would demand public ownership and
Canada's aerospace industry, said the harmful effects of American
management
by workers'
councils Wilson, formerly employed 40 - ownership of Canadian industry,
and
the surrounding
community,
50.000 workers, but now can only
criticized the major political
according to the position adopted. handles 10 - 15,000. He blamed this and
for refusing to deal with the
The meeting was called by the decline as well as the coming layoff parties
problem
as an election issue.
WaffledentMovement
for antoIndepen1800 at Douglas, on the lull in the
Socialist Canada
discuss orAmerican
aerospace industry.
"No
political
party" is willing to
mass layoffs and plant shutdowns
Followjng the speech by Cecil
job of "restrucbeing faced by Canadian workers. Taylor, an executive officer of do theturingnecessary
the economy"
prevent
both
Most speakers blamed the high Hamilton's Steelworker Local 1005, unemployment
and theto loss
of Canalevel of American ownership of the meeting voted to support his call
dian energy resources to the U.S., he
for a resistance campaign against
a "militant and inCanadian
industry for butCanada's
rampant unemployment,
United the present offensive of shutdowns, said. Only dependent"
labour movement can
Unionists (left to right) Cec Taylor, Archie Wilson,
Electrical Workers Local 53 1 presi- layoffs and possibly wage controls, provide nathe
and Dave Monie blamed the unemployment
necessary
tive, he added. socialist alterdent Dave Monie implied that the being directed at Canadian workers.
on U.S. ownership of Canadian industry.
£ problem is more general.
He described the squeeze being
put on his fellow workers at
Northern Electric co. which is
owned primarily by Bell Canada, in Developer
threatens
Charles
St. playgr
turn Canadian-owned.
residence quarters. He charged that storey area adjacent to the planned $10,000 a year ound
By RANDY ROBERTSON
to OSHC for 35
In the past two years, nearly half
the
proposed
stores
will
increase
the
Charles Street stores. But this,
An
outdoor
playground
at
the
rooftop
playground,
the employees of Northern Electric Charles Street Married Student already high traffic volume and thus renovations would be extensive
required. Scadding said, would only replace
at Brampton have lost their jobs, he Residence will be replaced by a row increase the danger to children.
Renovation costs of this building, the revenue lost if the four
said, resulting in less militancy, of stores if the plans of a developer
Tenant June Thibault declared presently containing four apartments were destroyed for the
and therefore, less union strength are carried out.
that there is no consumer need for apartments and a recreation room, nursery school area.
and confidence at bargaining time.
have to be borne by the The tenants have no decisionRevenue Properties Corporation any more stores, as the apartment would
He blamed this on the conscious Limited
intends to build a one- buildings are one block from Bloor tenants in the form of increased
making powers in OSHC
OHC. Nevertheless
they hopeor toin
policy of the new company presi- storey commercial development on Street and very close to Yonge rents.
dent, John C. Lobbe, formerly of the playground site, and is presently Street.
The rents are already pressure OHC into rejecting the
International Telephone and
Ontario Housing Corpora"We will not patronize these unrealistically high, Scadding says, developer's
Telegraph (ITT), whom Monie seeking
pointing out that 10 per cent of the The tenantsbid.are seeking a meeting
tion approval of its plans.
stores
if theyProperties
are built,"has sheproposed
said. apartments
in the two buildings are with the University of Toronto,
John Keith, a tenant who is Revenue
described as a "professional
vacant.
which jointly owns the residences
gunslinger"
and that
"hatchetman".
building a playground on top of the
He charged
Northern has organizing against the development stores
Revenue
Properties
has promised along with OSHC, to ask it to apply
Scadding asserted this
that the OHC "will clearly would but
laid off over 5,000 people since the charged
to bear the cost of the construction pressure on OHC.
not
compensate
for
the
be
siding
with
business
against
new president took over, while
removal of the present facilities. of the new playground, Scadding
U of T assistant vice-president
ifapplication.
it accepts the "Revenue Effective
profits have risen from $9.3 million tenants"
but has not promised to pay Frank Stone said in an interview last
use of the remaining says,
nursery.
in 1970 to $16.5 million in 1971. He Properties
for
interior
renovations
for
the
ground-level
area
around
the
OHC can only refuse the
week that the developer's proposal
added. "We must demand the application on "reasonable building would be limited since it
was "not attractive". He declared
Revenue Properties already his
would
also
be
used
by
the
public.
nationalization
of
Bell
Canada"
support for the students and said
he
noted.
But
the
grounds
before more Northern Electric and grounds,"
operates
the
stores
on
the
ground
refusal do exist, he contended.
Scadding noted that the groundthe university is "exploring all
(0 Bell Canada workers lose their jobs. forThe
floor
Tower
Nursery
School,
at
35
floor
of
30
Charles
Street.
Acpresent site is the only
Archie Wilson, the UAW plant
othe original contract with Scadding hopes to bring up the
which married students St. Charles Street would be directly U of Tcording tand
chairman at Douglas Aircraft, playground
OSHC in 1970, it issue in the upcoming municipal
behind the stores, facing onto an
have
for
their children. According to alleyway.
charged that Canadian workers are tenant Steve
possibilities".
"rented"
these
stores for one dollar election
and a meeting with all the
Scadding
there
are
made to suffer the consequences of close to 400 children in the two by If the nursery moved from this a year for 50 years.
Ward 6 candidates has been called
crises in American capitalism.. buildings which comprise the undesirable location to the second
The developer proposes to pay for November 15.
Relies on traditional Liberal votes

Trudeau
With this profile of Liberal
Peter Stollery. The Varsity begins a
series on the federal election in the
riding of Spadina.
The boundaries of the riding,
Sherbourne Street on the east.
Palmerston Avenue on the west and
Bloor Street on the north, encompass most of U of T s
St. George campus.

Stollery: Trudeau disciple or
maverjck?

is leader
By LORNE SLOTNICK
Peter Stollery is relying on a
combination of traditional Liberal
votes
a "mod"
his bid
lo win andspadina
ridingimage
in theinOctober
30 federal election.
The former world traveller is
Irving lo cultivate the image of a
free-thinking maverick, but it appears that he has few disagreements
wilh the policies of Pierre Trudeau's
government.
Stollery says Trudeau is the
"leader that the country needs," and
a man who doesn't make decisions
for political reasons alone.
"He's a politician that's
different", he claims.
Spadina has been represented
since 1962 by Perry Ryan, who was
elecled as a Liberal, but them
switched to the Conservatives in
1969 because he thought the
government's
foreign policy was loo
radical.
This lime Ryan faces Stollery, the
NDP's Bob Beardsley, Communist
Borns-of
and MitchellParty
Maggieof Bizzell
lein
the Communist
Canada (Marxist-Leninist).
Stollery is confident of winning by
uboul 2000 votes, and says he has
bel a "considerable" amount of
nionev on the results. He believes a
greal
majority
of Ryan'srather
voteslhanin
1968 were
pro-Liberal
pro-Ryan.

Canada
In 1968. Ryan got 58 per cent of
the
17.000
wilh Ihe NDP's
Dan
Heap votes,
and Conservative
Vic
evenly.
Bagnalo splitting the rest fairly

needs:

Stollery

ihe main opposition is. He says,
"we're strong right across the
riding", but admits it's a three-way
race.
His campaign is costing about
The riding runs south from Bloor,
2.000 of which $5,000 is his own
belween Yonge and Dovercourt SImoney.
He says he started planning
south of College, and to Grace
Slreel north of College. For many to run just after Ryan switched
years il has been populated heavily sides. One of his slogans is "Stollery
bv various immigrant groups, and won't switch... he'll stay Liberal."
Stollery believes that the most
this year aboul half of the 30,000
eligible voters are new Canadians, important task to be accomplished
in the election is the defeat of the
mainly
Italians. Portuguese, Chinese and "forces of reaction". The reactionaries include critics of unSlollery speaks Italian and
insurance, social
French, and his campaign literature welfare schemes,employment
and immigration.
is written in six languages.
In addition to counting on the
The "forces of reaction" mainly
in the Conservative Party.
"ethnic" vote. Stollery is also "pret- reside
B"ul "even in the Liberal Party", he
ty
sure"
that
he
will
win
the
U
of
T
vote, estimated at 4,000.
admitted there are less than
progressive elements.
says neglected
Ryan was an "absentee
He boasts that the present
MP"HeLiberal
who
its
association,the soriding
when andhe government is "the most radical
left ihe Liberals, he took very few since MacKenzie King" in social
workers wilh him. Stollery says he policies, and denies thai Trudeau is
has rebuilt ihe Liberal organization
pandering to the "welfare
over the past two years,
He says he realizes lhat Trudeau
Stollery joined the Liberal Party sometimes
less than four years ago shortly after backlash". contradicts himself on
Trudeau came to power. In the 1969 social issues, but forgives him,
municipal election, he ran as a saying, "he has to say something".
Liberal and narrowly missed
The NDP is just another
becoming Ward 6 alderman.
conservative parly, in his view. This
Although Slollery is confident of is because the NDP's policy on any
winning this lime, he is not sure who mailer is "predictable", just like any

Conservative position. Only in the
Liberal Parlydependent, hesays.
can a person be inAsked loabout
the government's
response
U.S. domination
of the
economy, Slollery first replied that
ihe Liberals
had this.
takenFor "practical
steps'"
lo mitigate
example,
a screening agency lo review foreign
takeovers of large Canadian companies was established. Then he
thought for a moment and added
lhal he "would have liked to have
seen stronger
measures."couldHe bedidn'tinspecify
what
sliluted.
but measures
said he felt greater
action would come in the future.
On the subject of Quebec, Stollery
called Parli quebecois leader Rene
Levesque aabout
"creep",
and termed
discussion
self-determination
TorAQuebec
a "non-issue".
two-thirds
majority in a
referendum would be needed for
separation,
He said Act
the
■1970.
invocation of hethe said.
War Measures
was unfortunate but justified
because ofil the"brought
the
drama"
events ofhome
October
Slollery lists his occupation as a
free-lance journalist, although he
hasn'l done any writing for some
years. He is a member of one of
Toronto's oldest families and is a
former managing director of the
Frank Stollery clothing store at
Yonge and Blooi .
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Editor Ale* Podnlck
Office 91 St. George St., 2nd floor 'There are two ways of conquering a
foreign nation. One is to gain control of its
Phone 923-8741, 923-8742
people
by forceof itsof economy
arms. The byother
Is to
gain
control
financial
Advertising Manager Bob Brockhouse
— John Foster Dulles
923-8171
Phone
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means."

dissidents
American
punish
helps
Canada
A distressing trend to use Research Centre in a blast
the Canadian government which killed one technician
and its agencies as an arm of when th,e bomb went off four
the American government in minutes early. Armstrong was
its world-wide hunt for ordered deported even
political opponents has though fellow dissidents I
developed of late.
testified to the political nature
It all surfaced with the of the bombing. A reasoned
revelation a few years ago that student campaign against the
on-campus military activity,
Canadian immigration of- which
failed to influence the
ficials were turning American
draft dodgers seeking refuge university administration to
in Canada over to their close the centre, preceded
American colleagues. At the the bombing. Armstrong was
same time, the Royal Cana- ordered deported.
dian Mounted Police were
And now Black Panther Ed
discovered to be harrassing Hogan is before the courts. i
I1
draft dodgers resident in
>4t
time, the Americans
Canada and on occasion This
didn't
have
to
act.
Canadian
shipping them back across immigration authorities acted
the border.
to extradite Hogan because
The last year has seen the he entered Canada illegally.
The government wants to
Canadian
government's
plicity centre
within our comcourt send him back to the Ohio jail
system. Within recent months, to which he didn't return after
three activists sought by the being given an unguarded
American government have leave last summer. Should he
been dianbrought
returned, Hogan will have
courts. before Cana- tobe finish
out his sentence for
1969 robbery in which he was
Puerto Rican independen- alleged
tista Humberto Pagan, Want- accomplice.to have been an
ed by the Americans for the
alleged killing of the AmeThe cruel and unjust
rican colony's riot chief and persecution of the militant Canada got its first taste of catching American dissidents when RCMP hanrassed draft dodgers.
his role in anti-government Black Panthers is legend. paws of some foreign ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■^■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■^■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■^
students activities, was hunt- Many have been killed by
ed down in his Canadian exile
bullets, often in sneak government".
Canada should offer
should
have
and brought before the courts police
attacks upon unsuspecting sanctuary to the politically op- Evans
to face an extradition case. members.
Similarly, Black
pressed rather than aiding the
Although the county court Panthers have little reason to
refused to turn him over to expect fair treatment from corrupt
resisting. states they are
consulted
undergrads
American authorities, the American courts, courts
Supreme Court later gave the against whose oppression of
Every
individual
has
the
US permission to appeal the their people they have fought. right, nay the duty, to oppose
AUCC
case.
case todrag's
out,
rep
government. By about
Pagan Aswillthehave
live from
The Pagan, Armstrong, ahd unjust our
courts to be used
day to day uncertain whether Hogan defences have been toallowing
return political dissidents to
President John Evans' failure to consult any undergraduate
he will suddenly find that he found not on grounds of the imprisonment
and possibly student representatives about his choice of the undergrad member of
has been ordered extradited alleged "crimes", but on the worse
the
U
of
T delegation to the Association of Universities and Colleges of
more for their
to an almost certain death at basis of the political nature of views fates
Canada annual meeting is deplorable.
than
their
alleged
the hands of the corrupt Puer- their the activities for which crimes, we become complicit
In the past, the Students' Administrative Council has been
albeit indirectly, in the selection fo the undergrad member
to Rican government.
the three have been charged. in the oppression and repres- consulted,
of
the
U of T delegation, with the president being automatically
Canadians
should
demand
About the same time as the
sion perpetuated by these selected. This year, Evans and his fellow
administrators chose Cadario
that
our
government
stop
Pagan case, the American
as the undergrad — without consulting any undergrads.
agencies, in- regimes.
government sought the ex- allowingcluding thits
Replying to a SAC letter protesting the unprecedented lack of
Canada must not be the
e courts, to be used,
tradition of Karleton Arconsultation, vice-president Jack Sword, writing on behalf of Evans,
policeman of the States or any said
mstrong for allegedly blowing to quote Hogan's lawyer other
the Governing Council student representatives (who have taken
government.
up the US Army Mathematics (Charles Roach), as ((the cat's
office for the first time in the interim between last year's meeting and
now) were the logical choice to represent the students. "With a
unicameral method of government, we have to rethink the process of
consultation," he told SAC.
Yet, Evans
even bother
poll the
Governing
undergrad
caucusdidn't
to determine
their tochoice
for the
delegationCouncil
seat.
U of T shouldn't
This despite the fact that a precedent for such consultation exists. The
go to closed
new U of T Act, which created the Governing Council the
administrations is trying to use to justify Its failure to consult SAC,
meeting;
openness
essential
the council's
undergradCommittee.
student members to elect their
On a national level, the AUCC's decision to
representative
on the Executive
Although he said he favoured an open requires
close its general sessions to the public cannot be conference, Sword said he could understand the
Nor
did
Evans
consult
any
committee
or the Governing Council In
overlooked. After years of struggle to gain board's decision in light of "the confused and making his appointment, shattering any illusions
that the student was
openness on university bodies, students can be ineffective nature" of last year's conference.
being chosen as a GC rep.
forgiven move
if they're
a littleunofficial
surprisedobservers
by the AUCC's
AUCC Ottawa says the meetings are closed
And, interestingly, Evans opted to consult the Graduate Students'
sudden
to keep
out of because
of limited space, although the con- Union for their choice to join the U of T delegation. The excuse for this
their
deliberations.
discriminatory
f
e
r
e
n
c
e
s
a
r
e
held
at
large
hotels.
action— the graduate students also having Governing
The AUCC public relations office in Ottawa
reps— was
that the
insists that the sessions have always been
More likely sounding is Sword's comment Council
directly
related
to grads
thanconference's
undergrads.theme, research, was more
restricted to delegates, official observers, invited about the disruptions which occurred at last year's
However, a university's research policy significantly affects its
guests, and the press. The U of T Students' conference. Undoubtedly, dissident student and undergraduate
teaching program and reflects much of how It regards
non-student groups which oppose current un- its social responsibility.
Administrative Council says they've been open.
And, comments by U of T conference attendees
iversity research policy — research often serving
What Evans seems
wholeconsulting;
consultation-no
suggest that they thought they were open. In fact, Canadian and American military interests — might- consultation
is that tosomebe saying
studentsbyarethisworth
others
be expected to make their views known at the are not. And, game
vice-president Jack Sword wrote SAC that
the
not
surprisingly,
those
denied
the
right
are those who
AUCC
meeting
it
the
sessions
were
open,
whether
AUCC board had unanimously agreed to restrict
may not end up rubberstamping Evans' choice in the required
or not they had the right to speak.
this
year's toattendance
the conference,
therebyin
appearing
SAC has demanded that U of T withdraw its manner.
imply thisat represented
a change
The AUCC in itself is of relatively little importance. That is not
AUCC policy.
delegation unless the general sessions are thrown
is at point here. The principle is that Evans has denied
At the very least, there is sufficient confusion open. We agree. To do any less is to condone a what
undergraduate
students their right to have their elected
to make one believe that if the ruling existed before policy of secrecy which supposedly has died on representatives decide
who should represent them, rather than having
it was not enforced. This year, It apparently will be. most Canadian campuses.
to settle for the administrators' choice.
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Performances inspire optimism

M

isanthrope
plagued
by schizophrenic
desi
a as it was in Moliere's
Schizophrenic Is perhaps the only single Acaste and Clitaridre are ever the twin fools remind us of the age of Moliere, whereas
time. Space, gn
in fact, has
modern sofa and shiny leather chairs put the been used imaginatively, both in the leveis
adjective
that
could
describe
The
in
their
bright
checks,
and
Ororrte's
outcreated on the set and the blocking of the
Misanthrope as we see it this week at Hart
setting in a sort of contemporary limbo.
rageous
vanity
is
properly
reflected
in
his
House. The production is so divided from slick ensemble. However, this kind of
The playing space has been informally play's action.
within that one wonders if any effort was costuming does not justify changing the time divided Into Celimene's salon upstage and a
Harry Lane, obvious choice for the role of
made to present Moliere's text from an period, especially when the properties and narrow strip downstage which Is outside the Alceste, gave us a passionate and lovable
original angle. From the strangeness of the constructions have no consistency of style house. The performers are confident enough main character. He used facial expression,
in their entrances and exits to make this exaggerated gesturing, and vocal inflection
whatever.
production's
this
was the design,
intention.one would guess that
A few pillars and backdrops vaguely arrangement as acceptable for the audience to create an Alceste who was often clownish
in expressing his misguided idealism. He did
Directors'
do not
always
produce
coherentintentions
results whether
the producnot
have asTheversatile
Davies'
Celimene.
coquettea match
could inhaveRitasparkled
student-run
or "professional"
rapidlytions belosing
its magic
appeal). What(a term
the
much more, above all in the series of portraits
Hart House production has turned out to be is
she gives of her "friends". Here is a virtuoso
a more than tolerable, simple rendition of
piece for an actress to exploit with all her
capabilities. The lacklustre result In this
Moliere's
comedy,
a
comedy
unfortunately
instance can be blamed as much on the
set in a confused, visual hodge-podge that
carefully avoids simplicity. It is a pity that
director as on the actress. On the other hand,
this clutter has to be endowed by a cast that
Robert
Joy managed
to give somea character
verve to theto
bland role
of the confidante,
obviously worked hard and long to do justice
to the text.
which
Moliere
gave
a
very
limited
range of
reactions.
A change in the decor and costuming
intended or implied by the author must have
The supporting performances were all
some guiding thought behind it. The inmore than acceptable. Elisabeth Engelen
congruity ithe
n design one sees here might
gave us about as much depth as can be given
best be expressed by the Image of Celimene,
to Eliante; her well-timed speech on love
dressed in black bell bottoms and a tailored
made us genuinely disappointed when
shirt, pouring tea from a silver tea service.
Celimene bundled her off. Arsinoe came alive
The use of modern elements is too inin
Irene Slum, whose appearance, manner,
consistent tobe fathomed.
and
voice were ail d'eliciousty detestable.
What can we assume from Celimene's
These performances give us reason for
outfit or from Alceste's business suit? That
optimism as far as student-run productions
her behaviour belongs to the woman of the
are concerned. When we consider inseventies or that he can be identified with the
terpretation asit is realized through design,
grey flannel suit mentality? Both ideas are
however, let us hope that future productions
far-fetched.
will be moreshould
"together".
Ibsen ofanda
In the costuming of supporting characters,
provide enough
the caricatures intended by the contemporary Pillars and backdrops remind Hart House audience of Moliere's time modern Shakespeare
challenge
there.
outfits are easy, painfully easy, to see. furniture doesn't.
BnnrCoImn
THE CENTRE FOR RUSSIAN
AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES
IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
presents a leciure on
FRIEDRICH

ENGELS

by Alfred G. Meyer
Allred G. Meyer, Professor of Political Science at the University of
Michigan, is an outstanding specialist on Marxist theory and Soviet politics,
and the author of Marxism. The Unity ol Theory and Praclice (1954),
Leninism (1957). and The Soviet Political System (1965).
DATE: Wednesday, October 25, 1972
TIME: 4:00 P.M.
PLACE: Room 202 (Council Room) Galbraith Building
35 St. George Street all interested students invited.

INTERESTED IN
THEATRE
AND BOOSTING YOUR
BANK ACCOUNT?
Toronto Workshop Productions
WOULD LIKE YOU TO
PROMOTE ITS 1972- 73
SEASON.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS
AND REMUNERATION CALL:
RUTH BATEY,
Tel.: 925-8640

4C for students
XEROX
9 to 12-5,
6. Mon. Sat.
- Fri.
7
Charles
St.
W.
(near
Yonge)
967-1110
Impress
Impress is now offering after-hours I
copying at 4c per copy. This service is ■
by
call I|
beforeappointment
6:00 p.m., oneonly.day Please
in advance.

HART
HOUSE
PRESENTS A

XER0XING-5c
Reductions
100.
SAC
PRESS In andthe 1-1/2c
basemenl
of the SAC
Building. 923-6720
TYPING OF ESSAYS, theses. Fast, accurate work. Bay and Bloor. Grammar and
spelling corrections for an additional
charge.
evenings. Phone 923-8615 mornings,
VANTAGE: five Informative minutes
created for the University You. This week,
concise analysis of crucial election
Issues. Heard Weekdays 9:30 a.m. and
3.30 p.m. on Radio Varsity.
"THE SKI GROUP-Skl Mont Ste.-Anne
Dec. 27 to Jan.
1/73.accommodation,
Trip includes;
transportation,
lows,
lessons. Price
S128.00.
For meals,
information
call 889-7677
TYPING, theses, essays, letters, elc. neat,
expert, tree pick and delivery at St
George Campus. 40c/page. Call Sheri ai
920-1566 alter 10 p.m.
FLAT FOR RENT: 2 bedroom, 2d. floor
Renl-only $90.00 per month in exchange
lor baby some
sitting,evenings
primarilyforbetween
p.m.
old.3-6
Near and
Yorkdale. Ride
available 1to 6andyr trom
U. of T.daysdally.928-4911
Call Krys 781-8919 or at
SAC
SOLOMON 505 Competition Ski Bindings
(1971), like new, $40.00 I need the money
920-9687
A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
Collegein St.and (Clarke
Come
see our Institute)
monthly 924-5937.
special.

WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used !i
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina
betweenof funQueen
and 8-18.
D-.mnas. Good Ave.
selection
furs sizes
Cleaning and repairs (lur and (ur fabric)
363-6077,
Thurs. and open
Fri. 9-6 Mon.-Sat.; til 8:00
GIRL LOOKING FOR ROOMATE 2
bedroom llai, 2 tloors. lurnished, BloorBathursi area, 62.50 mo. each call Rory
532-0650 - 973-6945
BATHURST - LAWRENCE Typing at
home wanted. Short run duplicating services also available. Special student
rates. 781-5050.
BEN'S
MENS
H AIRSTYLING
(specializing
in long hair)250
InCollege
the Clarke
Institute
ol Psychiatry,
St..
Tel. 924-6811. Ext. 560 Special haircut
$2.00
SALE SALE SALE used furniture fot sale.
Going
out ol business
years.
Pearl Furniture.
29 CentreafterAve.42(behind
new city hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.
Bargains Bargains.
PART TIME: Cook dinner for University
lamily • 3 p.m. - 8 p.m. $2.25 per hour.
South Rosedale. Phone 920-0626.
FOR SALE: Traynor custom special amp.
with
a guitar
4-12" with
bottomhard9-yr-old
Gibson 12string
condition.
$400 each
orshell.
best Immaculate
oiler. Call
331-1632. - Iree room and board in exSTUDENT
change (or babysitting. Two small
children. Own room and balh. Lawrence Bayview area. 485-3710.

MICHAEL GOONEY
71 JAHVIS ST. 368-0796

TEMPERS
SERVICE
PAPERS
ON FILE
$1.85 per page
FORRESEARCH
REFERENCEONLYAND
Our Termpaper Service Is
Quick And Highly Professional
A well Qualified Staff of
College Graduates
Research,
Write And Will
Type

CLASSICAL
CONCERT
IN THE MUSIC ROOM

unclassified

aGELMELES
listening chamber ol musical delights
THIS WEEK:
NEXT WEEK:
VALDY

y, October 24 at 4-00 P.m
on Tuesda
Featuring LESLIE KINTON, piano;
ALEX ADAMAN, Cello;

Your Order Cost
At Reasonable
PHONE
Suite638-3559
906
12 GOLDFINCH CRT.,
ONT.
AWILLOWDALE,
Canadian Company

YOUNG DAI-PARK, Violin
Free Jewish
University

in
basic jewish
concepts in
Halakhic process
of Response.
. with

principles

mon.

o'clock
rabbi kerzner
one
oct. 23

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

law

n

ses s\o
rm. 5020
sid smith

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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Hydro won't let potential tenants renovate boarded houses before sale to OHG is completed.

Talks

delay

occupancy

saved

of

houses

l condition th<
that 12 of the houses are in good structura
and 26 require major repairs. Only three were ins
houses are two-<i jr
Most of, the
ble.structures
ed irrepalra
consider
between
roughlywitness
rey brickTheir
and three-sto
to trie tia
bear
faults
old.
years
100
and of the past few years.
wii
neolect
and an
Diamond
of
According to Jack Diamond
OHC hired as planning con- wcGr
Mvers. the
block,tsall the houses along Beverley and
for thearchitec
sultants
It is debatab e an
most along Baldwin will be saved, though
Henry will remain Av
whether the frame houses alongalready
drawn up a in
standing. The architects have
ne
k.
preliminary plan for the bloc
It is chiefly through Diamond and Myers that the we
committee will Influence OHC's eventual acworkinq
tions The consultants hope to receive a com- Be
bl<
which
' desires
of the residents
summaryin" relation
prehensi
ities, tr<
possibil
to physical
willveconsider
they
in|
and then draw up a cli
OHC policy, Diam
potential costs,forand
ond.
detailed plan the block, said
were bl<
Hired three months ago. Diamond and Myers good
th»
and have
previously known in the Grangecommitte
having
e,
communication with the working and having similar mipr
meetings
participated in some of its
d that final
desires for the block. Diamond predicte
op- 1£
"- Anyrowredevel
community
local
the
"mirror
will
plans
housing to
low-cost,
low-rise,
of
ment will be in terms
in m
slight inincrease
and blend
be someall Infilling
will
there
while
with ^ f
meant to
the block's density,
pr
present housing, said Diamond.
and the plan
Once the negotiations are completed OHC,
under f0
developed by Diamond and Myers, a Technic
al H'
Grossman's direction, will establish
ne m
determi
and
plans
the
Steering Committee to review
pment.
redevelo
block's
the
of
nature
actual
the
d<
the
to
addition
in
Priorities, funding, and rental prices
. But, any th
physical effects will have to be considered
ion, clearing, or con- a(O
rehabilitato.
toward
movement
dr
.
Hy
with
the outcome of the negotiations
must await
struction
According to Kay Parsons, the GPRA hi
representative on the working committee, the com- m
government's tv
munity has been "told all along" sincewasthe made.
OHC's p,
quickly
how been
decision
take no responsibility for r£
it cantransfer
that the
position has
the b
markedly rehabilitating the houses atsaid
opening
moment orbecause Hydro still owns thecanblock,
make no tv
Parsons. Hydro has indicated that it
while negotiations are in tr
houses
the
to
changes
progress.
z<
When Hydro negotiator L. McMurtry was n<
questioned about the present situation, he denied that S|
there is any stalemate and insisted that the transfer g
to McMurtry,
should be completed shortly. According
OHC spent the winter and spring deciding on their jr
options and making an appraisal of the propel ff
their first offer in mid-summer. o
beforeThepresenting
Hydro and OHC valuations of the land 0
approximately agree, stated McMurtry. The original p
owners of the houses sold "readily" to Hydro, he said, 0w
often getting inflated prices for their homes; pricesforrose
the a
ended by paying over $2 million
and
block,Hydro
an average of $60,000 per house. But, Hydro p
doesn't want only to recover the money it spent a
to recoup the losses
It also desires
assembling
in revenue thethatland.mounted
during the time It has h
maintained the houses. Thus, what McMurtry called, d
"overheads and incidental expenses (for some d
rehabilitation,
guards,
land price.
taxes, et cetera), " are being riB
added to Hydro's
asking
McMurtry said the stumbling block in the c
negotiations
is "should
OHC pay forarethese",
maintaining that
such considerations
a matterwhile
of dn
normal transfer operations. "An exercise of internal m
accounting"
labelled it. between government departments, he s

So, foralthough
two
million"
the offer
block,OHC
theretheis iswilling
still a Hydro
20to perpayIscent"about
variation
between
this
and
price
requesting,
By STEWART GOODYEAR
Then in August of last year, the Ontario
said McMurtry. Then, he restated that both sides >e
Alan Grossman,
"rapidly homing in on a final figure".
led by Revenue Minister
A short walk south of the U of T, a series of government,
told
block,
Hydro
the
OHC negotator R. Beasley was less willing to talk,
containing
riding
the
for
MPP
Beverley Street houses stand empty, becoming
Its
for
site
another
find
to
have
would
it
Hydro
"privileged
negotiations
saying
OHC hasthemade
an offer, hearesaid,
and is nowInformation".
waiting for
weather-beaten In disuse, their windows
transformer
.
Grossman
ordered
that
the
land
be
sold
boarded.
to OHC which would rehabilitate the block in a form
Hydro's reply. The offer covers more than the
appraised value of the block. Beasley stated. He added
compatible with its surrounding low-rise, residential
Although there's a shortage of low-cost
that he is "very optimistic" the transfer will soon be
context. A committee of local citizens' groups would be
housing
to theunoccupied
city's centre,
these
residences close
will remain
until Ontario
completed.
given
Both McMurtry and Beasley asserted that all the
block. the opportunity to guide OHC's policy for the
Hydro completes their sale to the Ontario
of the negotiations will be available to the public
Represented by these events are the issues of facts
Housing Corporation. Only then will rehabilitaonce
the transaction has been completed.
expansion,
development,
and
arbitrary
planning
versus
tion and eventual full occupation of the block be
the retention of viable neighborhoods, community
Grossman stated emphatically that the
possible.
organization, and control. The present situation of the
negotiations
"shouldn't
have taken
this tolong".
He said
A year has passed since the provincial government
he has been putting
pressure
on Hydro
complete
the
Hydro block may be seen as a victory for the latter,
ordered Hydro to sell the houses to OHC rather than
although the negotiations drag on.
deal.
The
transfer
should
be
completed
"any
day
now"
tearing them down.
and if not "there'll be hell to pay", according to
During the past year, a Working Committee of the
Bounded by Beverley on the west, Cecil Street on
Negotiations should be completed at the
variousthecitizens'
groupsis located
of the have
Grange
area toin Grossman.
latest within two weeks, he concluded.
the north, Henry Street on the east and Baldwin Street which
Hydro block
comePark
together
on the south, this land is known by both negotiators and
help plan the future use this sector of their community.
Perhaps Hydro's belief that it should be
local residents as the Hydro block. The area has been a
The purpose of this committee Is to analyze and reach a reimbursed by the government through OHC for the
revenue and trouble taken by the Hydro block
contentious issue for over three years.
consensus on their desires for the block. The Grange
By the summer of 1970, Hydro had assembled the Park Residents' Association (GPRA), a number of
problems
uponfutile.
a feeling that the government
made theseis based
expenses
land, intending to tear down the houses and replace
groups asserting the interests of the local Chinese comthem with a massive transformer and switching station
Hydro
assembled
the
houses quietly to avoid
nity, the services
UniversityforSettlement
providesmusocial
the Grange),House
and (which
the present
public pressure, beginning in the summer of 1969 and
tocentral
serve core.
the power
needssurrounding
of the city'scommunity
rapidly expanding
But, the
is a low
completing the task within a year. It had chosen the
residents of the >tydro block sit on the committee.
block for its major inner city transformer for four
There are 41 houses on the block, 24 presently
rise
area realized
and the community's
residents
reasons: it would be close to the centre of downtown
city residential
planners both
how incompatible
with and
the
occupied. 17 boarded up. Half of those occupied have
existing district and detrimental to it the transformer
been taken by Metro Social Services as emergency
expansion and could thus enable secure deliver, of
and lower costs for cable; the land was cheap
would be. At first the city Planning Board attempted to
housing. Some are rented by their original owners. All power
relative to other possible sites; the street pattern was
of the houses Hydro has rented out have been
stall
but by the
of 1971
they
suitable for cable routes and contained none of the
decidedHydro's
to allowplans,
construction.
Therespring
was little
residents
rehabilitated
to
minimum
city
standards.
could do.
underground interferences that would be met closer to
A City Housing Inspection Report last winter stated

h
yp
^
v
£c

'
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the city centre; and the Grange area was zoned for
institutional
use under
the city's
official plan.
But, Hydro
neglected
to consider
the effect its
r nsformer could have upon the surrounding residential community. Not only would the huge, 16-storey
windowless, concrete-sided structure be an unpleasing
and stark spectacle totally alien to its context, but it
would also devour a block which residents of the
Grange had considered a buffer between their homes
and the high-rise, institutional buildings on University
Avenue. Fears were that it would lead to further
intrusions of massive development into the
neighbourhood.
Before Hydro could demolish the houses to make
way for construction, It had to apply to the city Planning
Board to have a lane running through the centre of the
block closed. But, the planning staff realized the
transformer was incompatible with the community
interests and in April, 1970 said the lane would not be
closed until Hydro proved the necessity of using this
block. It was suggested that Hydro search for a site in
the industrial area south of Queen where redevelopment could Incorporate structures such as the
proposed transformer.
I
Since Hydro would not begin construction until
1972 and couldn't clear the block, it became committed
I to renting the houses, taking with this the expense of
i maintaining them. Many had already been boarded and
» C owed to fall into misuse, so there was also the
problem of renovations,
i
At this time, a co-operative of local residents
r formed and approached Hydro offering to rent the
I Hydro block houses, doing their own renovations and
> maintenance.
But, In June, 1970, Hydro turned the co-op offer
s down flat, saying their proportion was unworkable and
t that It would require $100,000 to put the plan Into effect.
Co-op members then attempted to confront Hydro
s administrators over the decision, to no avail.
Hydro subsequently decided to refurbish 24
' houses at a cost of $80,000 and make them available to
Metro Social Services and to general tenancy. This had
' two drawbacks: the cost was almost as great-as that
' projected by Hydro experts for the co-op venture, and it
neighbourhood
fears Hydro
of a "welfare
> raisedNegotiations
between
and theghetto".
Planning
I Board continued and resulted In a meeting between the
> two in October, 1970. Here Hydro continued Its protests
' that
compatible
with the area's
zoningtheandtransformer
would not was
necessarily
be detrimental
to the
5 neighbourhood. But, the planners held their position,
f stating a view that the Grange might perhaps best be
r given a residential zoning.
During the following winter. Hydro half-heartedly
r investigated two other sites nearby, one in HuronB {jssex, a second on Simcoe Street in the south-east rn
corner of the Grange. A feasibility study was done on
i only the latter. In spring, 1971, Hydro approached the
il planning board once again, arguing that the expenses
I. of moving to any other site would be too great. Over the
e winter. Hydro had continued to lay underground cables
e at the Beverley site, showing little inclination to stall its
o plans and perhaps hoping to force Planning Board
>t acceptance.
s
In early May of 1971, the Planning Board gave In to
s Dennis
Hydro's Barker
desires. summarized
A letter to CitytheCouncil
by chief and
planner
i.
negotiations
the
e dilemma of the need for both power supply and the
9 rentention of low-cost, inner city housing. The Planning
Board had already begun a Part 2 study of the Grange,
e considering the possible rezoning to halt the spectre of
]e drastic development In the community. Although other
couldn't be passed until Part 2 was
major projects
al
Barker proposed that the tranie finished
sformer and
stationapproved,
be accepted.
Therefore, the obstacles before Hydro appeared to
'O have been removed. The land could now be closed and
>n preparations for the construction that was to begin this
9. year could be made. A meeting between the
the issue
Hydro, and
'fi {wasimmunity,
set for August
30. city officials to discuss
k. People continued to protest that when the
"- disruption of a residential area was at stake a
or government Instrument such as Hydro should waive its
ie desire for economy of expense. But, they realized the
Kl actual decisions had already been made, that the forum
>e would merely be a formalityThen, In late August, Grossman, with the support
ie of Premier Bill Davis, stepped in to order Hydro to
lie relocate in a non-residential area.
According to Grossman, he took action to stop
ne Hydro as soon as the situation was brought to his
lid
by residents'
The development
was
he attention
halted because
it wouldgroups.
have destroyed
a downtown
«" neighbourhood which must be preserved, he said. He
to described his reaction to Hydro's plans as one of
he "outrage".
Grossman met with representatives of GPRA,
be informing them that the Hydro block was to be sold to
he OHC and maintained as a residential area. He was
ck receptive to their proposals and agreed that if local
snt groups could form a viable and representative working
committee they could advise OHC.
jid Once the election was past, Grossman's tone
nd changed from one which praised the potentials of
he citizen Involvement to one which stressed that the gov>ur ernment must make final decisions and that economics
wn Jfjust guide policy.
of %" This led citizens to feel thethatelectors
Grossman
before hadan
a policythanof supporting
iap followed
/as
election rather
one based on values,
'the
to said. Grossman denied it. "People always say that," he

But, the development of the working committee
continued with OHC meeting local organizations in
October to establish communication.
According to working committee and GPRA
member
residents' groups.
association
was that
the
leader in Parsons,
uniting thethecommunity
Finding
more conservative Chinese organizations wanted a
formally recognized council. Parsons approached the
Social Planning Council to gain Its support and
legitimize the committee. June Rowlands of the SPC
became its chairman being non-partial and thus acceptable to both Chinese and non-Chinese groups.
By late April this year, the committee was in
operation, meeting every two weeks. The OHC has
sent a representative to a few of the meetings, but has
played no active role. The Planning Board has been
represented by Alan Dean, who has drawn up the Part 2
report for the Grange.
The committee is presently studying the results of
a questionnaire distributed to residents of the Hydro
block during the summer, hoping its conclusions will
help them to reach the detailed consensus Diamond
and Myers
Accordingin tothisParsons,
mittee hasrequire.
been hindered
becausethe itcomhas
received no cost guidelines from either the government
or OHC.
But, some concrete advances have already been
made. When the leases on the Hydro block ended in
July, Hydro offered month to month extensions.
Dissatisfied with this, the working committee approached Grossman who assured residents they will be
given
six month's
being required
vacate.a The
committeenotice
has before
also received
a promiseto
from OHC that those forced to vacate their homes when
redevelopment occurs will be given first priority in
obtaining residence on the block once construction is
completed.
The consensus so far developed by the working
committee indicates the following desires: to retain as
many houses as possible; to have various types of
tenancy (co-operatives, family housing, rooming
houses, housing for the elderly) and perhaps some
ownership if residents may buy homes back from OHC;
to have a few commercial properties on the block; to
construct a local meeting place and community centre;
perhaps to include a day care centre; to assure that any
redevelopment will be low rise and low cost; and to
leave part of the block as a small park.
Diamond and Myers hope to receive a full report
within four weeks so that the actual planning of the
block may be completed before winter. Committee
members are optimistic about satisfying this requirement. According to Rowlands, the committee are
now working as a unit, discussing their wants freely and
making progress, though it took a long while to
establish this ease and co-operation. Rowlands also
praised Dean, whose activity as a member of the city
planning staff has given a firm base of knowledge to the
committee's deliberations.
Dean's presence on the working committee
reveals wider possibilities for community action in the
Grange, for all developments there must be seen in the
context of the Part 2 plan. Finally, the community will be
zoned a low-rise, residential area to be maintained
against the encroachments of massive development.

Th»V»r«lty7
Developers have already bought up large portions of
land there. But only in the south-eastern section of the
Grange, along Queen and McCaul Streets, labelled the
allowed. zone" on the plan, will any great change be
"transitional
The Part 2 plan will be presented to the residents
by the Planning Board on November 9. Dean hopes
community reaction to the presentation will lead toward
future meetings, refining of the plan to suit community
needs and the organizing of the people along similar
lines to the Hydro block working committee to take part
in and guide the planning of the entire Grange.
Grossman described the incident as a victory for
the philosophy that the life style of people is important
and that progress "is not to be measured in terms of
concrete". He called It "another evidence of government taking people into consideration in planning"
while
stressing the
that block.
a "practical" method must be found
for converting
Noting that communications between him and
OHC, Diamond and Myers, and the working committee,
have been good, he said the final plans should "meet
general
So, acceptance"
what was to from
have the
beenGrange
a largeresidents.
development,
the first of a probable series of developments moving
from the line of massive buildings along Queen and
between University and McCaul to the centre of the
Grange, devouring entire blocks of homes, may have
led to the saving of the community. The city Planning
Board and the province have thrown their support to
the residents, voicing their belief that the city must keep
neighbourhoods
the restrictions
Grange. Grossman's
precedent and thesuch
new aszoning
will make
any
new development In the heart of the Grange
unlikely.
The Hydro block issue has also catalyzed the
organization of the community as a co-operative unit,
bringingmittee.different
the working
The successgroups
of thistogether
venture inshould
lead to comgood
communication and rapport between the segments of
the community, allowing the residents to take a unified
stand against future threats to their neighbourhood.
There are many reasons for saving the Grange.
The
low costtohousing
the city's
centrehomes
offers for
an
alternative
life In aclose
highto rise,
provides
people unable to pay high rents and gives the city
greater variety. The Grange is becoming the centre of
Toronto's Chinese community, containing a culture
which adds greater character to the city. It offers a
gathering place for immigrants where they may find
cultural support and may adjust to Toronto gradually. It
has been argued that such residential neighbourhoods
in the centre of a city reduce its crime and humanize its
nature.
Therefore, the saving of the Hydro block
represents not only the rentention of some needed
housing and the defeat of one developer, but may lead
to the stabilizing of an entire inner city community. It
may lead to the residents taking an active part in the
planning of their neighbourhood.
But, whatever the eventual future of the Hydro
block, there will be no concrete results from the
community's efforts until Hydro and OHC have finally
completed their transaction.

College

LI

Baldwin
ii

i r

Hydro block houses were slated for demolition for transformer and switching station until residents acted.
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expelled Asians
Amin
A Ugandan Asian charged
According to the Asian Amin
Thursday night that General Idi allied himself with Libya, which
Amin expelled thousand of Asians helped persuade him to expet Asians
from his country to retaliate against with British citizenship. Later he
Britain Tor terminating economic extended this policy to all but about
aid programs.
'Verified"
who had
7.000 Asians
One of the first Asians to arrive in Ugandan
citizenship
papers.
Canada, he was speaking to an
At present 15.000 Ugandans do
SDS-sponsored meeting at the not have citizenship papers. These
International Students Centre.
people have been threatened with
He asked that his name not be detention
in camps if they do not
made public because of reports of depart for another country.
retaliation against families of those The Ugandan Asian said that the
who have criticised Amin after Asians with citizenship papers may
no want to remain in Uganda under
leaving the country.
The speaker suggested that Amin the prese.nl austere conditions.
He accused Amin of being both a
overthrew1 the government of Milton
Obote because he was about to be racist and a profiteer. He questioned
caught misaproprialing military Amin's sanity, stating that Amin
funds. After the coup, Amin based his political decisions on
promised to step down within six dreams.
months and call democratic elec- The Asian believed that Amin
tions, the Asian said, but this has fabricated the earlier Tanzanian
not happened.
evasiondan Asians
as a pretext
forcecountry.
Uganto leaveto the
Great Britain, an Ugandan ally
during the coup, later became an Under the alleged threat of invasion.
Amin set up road blocks at which
enemy
aid. in Amin's eyes.after it cut off fleeing Ugandan Asians were

to hit back
"robbed" of their possessions.
The speaker suggested that
more danger
UgandantheAsians
leaving
countryfacedthan staying in
it.
He also staled that countries such
as Britain, France, Japan and
Canada have voiced concern about
Amin's actions, because they represent a threat
the countries'
economic
holdingsto within
Uganda.
He pointed out that Falconbndge
Nickel Mines of Canada has significant investments in Ugandan mines.
A Ugandan
Africanin Uganda
in the
audience
said Asiains
were in an dominant economic
position.
The Asian countered that he knew
of manv jobs available to Africans
that were not filled. Some high-level
KINGSWAY
DRUGS
Hot Combs
Dryers
Setters
Up to 50% off
Suggested list price
The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.
700 Yonge andSt., at St. Mary

DID YOU KNOW THAT WHILE
SHAKESPEARE WAS WRITING IN
ENGLAND AND PIRANDELLO IN ITALY
WHILE STRINDBERG AND IBSEN
WERE CREATING IN SCANDINAVIA
JEWS WERE ALSO WRITING DRAMATIC WORKS.

GROUP
May try some of these works with you
MONDAY, OCTOBER 23
8:00 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE

A

presents

MdCOENI
in concert |
TONIGHT! - 8:30 p.m. - MISSEY HALL
TICKETS $4, $5, $6 plus tax
Available al Massey Hall Box Office - 178 Victoria Si.
AN ENCORE PRODUCTION

3HROUGHOUT
OPTICAL STORES*
VETIJO
ONSULT IHl M llOVV P

made
customeyewear

FEW

refugee
speaker that the Asian Indians in the
Indies enjoyed much economic
power, which they misused by discriminating against blacks.
that
thisThewasAsian
not theUgandan
case in retorted
his country.
A member of the Canadian Party
of Labour
blamedmainthefactors:
present condition on three
Asian control of business which
lead to exploitation; Ugandan
economic problems, and imperialism, mainly British, Israeli
Libvan and Soviet.
MARTIN ONROT

all the
latest in
fashion
and

THE HILLEL DRAMA

ONLY

at British:
jobs were in fact already held by
Africans, he asserted.
speaker suggestedllythat
The will
Uganda
be hurt economica in
of Amin's
because
the future
said ac-he
an African
However
tions.
believed that native Ugandans could
takeAsked
up thehowchallenge.
long animosity has
existed between Asians and Africans
in Uganda, the Asian replied that
tense relations always existed
between the two groups.
A West Indian black told the
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Victoria College - North Off Charles
Street West Just East of Queens Park
In The Market Addison Hall Driveway.

24th

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25th
West Side of Huron Street
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26th
In Front of The Textbook Store
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9.00 A.M. TO 4.30 P.M.-(CLOSES AT NOON ON FRIDAY)
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'Sick to death of King Pierre
NDPer

fashes

By JOHN CAMPBELL
Eleanor Pclrine, NDP federal
candidate in Eglinton riding, lashed
out at the Trudcau government's
abortion policies at a meeting Saturday held byAbortion
the Women's
to Repeal
Laws. Coalition
Statingof that
was "sick
death
King shePierre
and histo
henchmen", she called the
"'immediate repeal of abortion laws
long overdue".
TORONTO'S FINEST
LUaterieds
O WARANTEED
mattresses from $22.50
o SAFETY ENGINEERED
frames from $37.50
o COMPLETE BEDS
FROM $95.00
IHsia and Inui f iiiiii 1 11 : i<%
594 MT. PLEASANT RD.
489-7711

out

The meeting was called in order to
elicit direct responses from Metro
area federal candidates on the abortion question as part of a larger
program
"inject" campaign.
this issue into
the presentto election
Of the seventy-one candidates
invited, only seven showed up. All of
these were strongly in favour of
removing the clauses on abortion
from the Criminal Code and implementing other proposals —
Toronto
Hadassah Bazaar
Wednesday.
October
25. 1972
Automotive Building.
Exhibition
Park
9:30 ADMISSION
ajn. to 11:00
pjm.
31.00
Pre- school child ten lee
Featuring Designers'
Choice
Pie-owned
couturier fashions:
Boutique
MaliSpecial
ValuesMensat Mini
Prices
Bargains Follow
Galore,Bazaar
Old Tyme
on Movies
CHIN Radio - 1540

NICKELODEON
279 Yonpe at Dundas Squ£

NILLEL LECTURE SERIES
PRESENTS
RABBI

DR. DAVID
ON

FELDMAN

"ABORTION & BIRTH CONTROL
ABOUTINTHEJEWISH
LECTURER: LAW & THOUGHT"
widely before community, univerwritten for and spoken
Rabbi Feldman hasgroups
concerning topics of Jewish Law and medicine. He
and medical
is thesityauthor
of "Birth Control in Jewish Law" and also of "Marital Relations,
of JewishandLaw'.
Classic texts
forth in theUniversity
ion as set Columbia,
and Abort
also
of Illinois,
degrees
graduate
holds University
HeContraception
Yeshiva
and the from
Jewish Theological Seminary.
of theand Rabthe Lawof Committee
ofInstitute
a member
isandcurrently
Rabbi Feldman
Society, Ethics Life
binical Assembly also a Fellow of the
Sciences. His most recent appointment is as Consultant to the President s
Future.
America's
and
Growth
Population
Commission on
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 29
8:30 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE
HE VICTORIA COLLEGE MUSIC CLUB
will hold AUDITIONS for
Hs MAJOR MUSICAL,
99
"LITTLE

byMNeil
ESimon
IN THE MUSIC ROOM AT WYMILWOOD ON:
Vic Students Only
Tuesday, October 24-11 a.m.-2 p.m.
p.m.
Wednesday, October 25-1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Thursday, October 26-1 p.m.-4

Open Auditions
Thursday, October 26-7 p.m.-10 p.m. (Terrace Room)
Friday, October 27-11 a.m.-3 p.m.

at Liberal
derived from the report of the Royal
Commission
on the Status of
Women.
The four NDP candidates who
arrived, Pelrine, Mary Boyce (St.
Paul's),
Centre) andMike
Bob Copeland
Beardsley (York
(Spadina),
restated the party position on
women's issues, which includes the
establishment of industrial day care
centres.
Aline Gregory or the Women for
Political Action Party, running in
Rosedale. spoke against workplace
day care because it would make
female workers too dependent on

Dispute
speeding

abortion
their employers.
Besides the candidates, a panel of
experts addressed the audience,
which was largely sympathetic to
repeal
abortion
laws.forA Life
few
membersof the
of the
Students
Movement, who oppose abortion,
participated
in the dis-to
cussion, butbriefly
then departed
demonstrate outside the building.
Panelist Stan Gershim, director
oT the Abortion Counselling
Association, criticized those who
opposed abortion law repeal for not
being
with otheror
issues equally
such as theconcerned
war in Vietnam,
what he termed the possible im-

resolved

by

laws
pending "environmental
Dr.
Esther
Greenglass of York
catastrophe".
University,
who abortions,
is studying declared
women
who have had
"any law which discriminates
against
women outshould
changed".
She pointed
that bepresent
laws
permit abortions only under certain
circumstances
and
only
if
a
commit e of three professionals agrees.
This. Greenglass asserted, was a
form of "treating women as
children",
thai moral
women and
are
incapable implying
of making
practical judgments on abortion.

SAC,

readers
to get course
available.
By ANN E SCHULTZ
The company also instructed
A dispute which threatened to
prevent the offering of a campus course applicants to make cheques
If you have the time we
might have a job for you!
payable to SAC without first getting
speed
reading course
seems to have SAC's
been resolved
satisfactorily.
Part time work available
permission. The council had
merelyhandle
agreedthetobookkeeping
collect cheques,
The
original
difficulty
arose
days, daysevenings
and
Saturnot
and
for men as drivers,
when a London
company,
Communications
Services,
unilaterally
banking
for Communications
helpers and warehouse
Services.
assistants. We also have
decided to hold three of the
AccordingBilltoSteadman,
SAC services
scheduled five classes at seven commissioner
need ficeofclerks.
male and female ofSAC
o'clock on Monday, Tuesday, and is no longer doing
the
bookkeeping
Phone Mr. A. N. Fitzgerald
Wednesday, SAC, which was for the profit-making course. Two of
handling arrangements for the the classes have been dropped
at 366-9357
courses, discovered the university because of insufficient enrolment, he
had no projection facilities said, while screens and projectors ha
ve been obtained for the remaining
classes.
COPIES
WADE
Approximately
students
are
enrolled
in the course,95while
another
25 were turned away after Steadman
tried for a week to get in touch with
promoter Elwood Lemon to iron out
XEROX
the difficulties.
ON
EQUIPMENT
It is possible that the course
may be offered again in the new year
1stEACH
thru 5th
coiieqe
man says. interest is shown, Steadif enough
copy per original
1/2 CARAT
copu
EACH
6th thru 10th
DIAMOND RING
copy per original
76 CHARLES ST. W.
EACH
923-8115
11th and
additional
85 EGLINTON AVE. E.
copies
per original
486-8663
20%
STUDENT
DISCOUNT (TOSTUDENT
*WSTUDENTS
/OWORK)ON
Your choice ol twenty-live exciting
C£fU-OX BINDING
NOTE;
styles. Yellow
or while
gold InFREE COLLATING
cluband,
des: — diamond
ring, appraisal
matching
FEDERAL (12%) NAD PROVINCIAL
wedding
registered
WHILE-U-WAIT OR OVERNIGHT
certificate
and
insurance.
(5%)
SALES
TAXES
APPLICABLE
QUALITY GUARANTEED
ON ALL WORK
20% Student Discount
REDUCTIONS
originalMON.-THURS.
size 24" x *30
36" AM WM
HOURS:
CHARLES ST., W. Maximum
FBL, SAT 830 AH - 6PII
with ATL card
"1430YONGEST.
HUGH PROCTOR & Co.
GemmologisK
PATIO Jewellers*
DE0R0 PUZflo
921 7702
Our Rote In World Development
Just South ol St. Ciai
SERIES HELD AT THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE
33 ST. GEORGE ST.--7:00 P.M.
Oct. 25; Mary Fletcher, from the Department of ExterRECYCLE
CIDA andt. Canadian'
speakingin about
nal Affairs,
world developmen
t policies
governmen
YOURSELF
Nov. 8: Grant Wanzel, CUSO, a critical look!
Nov. 15: Dr. K. Hockin, from the Ecumenical Institute,
WHO ARE YOU?
speaking about the Church's role in world development.
THE QUESTION!
Nov. 22: Prof. Helleiner, from the Department of
spend lunch with ns
T. A critical look at Canada's
U of nt.
Economy,
Political
role
in world
developme
and we'll present a
new avenue of attack.
by
Broken
World
"A
of
author
Bryant,
Darrol
29:
Nov.
Unshared Bread", speaking on world development
SID SMITH ROOM 1091
from a theological perspective. (To be confirmed)
WED. 11:00
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Divine Principle Movement
PLEASE PHONE 923-9727
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UNITED APPEAL
Members of the University may make
contributions to the 1972 United Appeal
campaign
cil offices: at the following student coun-

SAC Building 12 Hart House Circle
on second door of
NEW Location
EngineeringIheStore
Building south of
Old Press
old Physics
Erindale SAGE
Office on King's College Road
Scarborough SCSS Office S303F
Student Union Office Brennan Hall
SI. Michael's
Victoria
VUSAC Office Wymilwood

SAC

COMMISSION MEETINGS
SERVICES Today 7:30
FINANCE Tuesday 7:30
SAC Office

SAC ComAdditional members are needed on all
missions. . . ,
Contact the SAC Office if you're interested.

ABBIE

HOFFMAN

taping of
Anyone interested in going to an Under Attack
can't get into Canada)
Abbie Hoffman in Buffalo (cause he the
Office
SAC
at
name
your
leave er Bill Steadman at SAC. or conOct. 25Commission
on Wed.
tact Services
SAC.
A bus will be chartered if there is sufficient response; you
will have to pay part of the cost.
BUFFALO

OCT. 25

SAC

Council

Meeting

Wednesday, October 25 7:00 p.m.
MUSIC ROOM
HART HOUSE
Agenda: Discipline
Bobby Seale Speech
Constitutional Amendments

NOTICE TO ALL CAMPUS GROUPS
Meeting, the SAC ConAt Wednesday's Councilpropose
a formula whereby
stitution Committee will
that have been
Clubs
University Groups and
Commission may
recognized by the SAC University
receive SAC financial grants. This formula, which has
NOT yet been approved by Council, provides for a
strict procedure in applying for such grants, including adetailed budget submission to the appropriate SAC Commission and the Finance Commission prior to consideration by the entire Council.
For additional information contact either Ross
(Finance
Flowers (Vice-Presi
er). dent) or Vince DeAngelo
Commission

LEGAL AID
On the second floor ot 44 St. George St. is located the Campus
from the S.A.C.,
Legal Aid Centre. The centre, run by fundsand obtained
advice. One of the main
of legal counsel
wide range
providesof aconcern
areas
is
the
landlord-tenant
acl.
since
many legal The
difficulties eminate from Ihe abuse ot this piece of legislation.
centre is run by student volunteers from the Faculty of Law, whose
time and dedication allow the programme to continue to operate.
Never fee! that any ditficulty is too minor to handle. In fact, much of
their work is processing legal torms for various purposes. In an effort to provide
service
commis ioned toaid added
the centre
for a this
(ew year,
hours aperlawyer
week. isSuchbeingan effort
will provide added expertise to the facilities already available.
If ever you need legal help, the Campus Legal Aid Centre is here
tomakehelpfullyou.use Anyof this
student
a legalservice.
problemII isis encouraged
SAC with
sponsored
on the secondto
floor ot 44 St. George St. The Phone number is 928-6447.

CHRISTMAS
SAC FLIGHTS
LONDON, ENGLAND
Dec. 15-Jan. 3
Dec. 21 -Jan. 7
If booked
Nov. 1
$169 before
RETURN
($179 after Nov. 1)
BOAC
VANCOUVER
Dec. 20-Jan. 3
$129 RETURN
CP
AMERICA
Stopovers in Panama,
Columbia, Ecuador, Peru, and
$390 RETURN
For further information
contact AOSC
44 ST. GEORGE ST.
962-8404

SAC
Phone
928-4911

SACircuit

Information
volunteer

STUDENT DIRECTORY
Anyone who wishes his name deleted from the
student directory should notify the SAC office no
later than October 27.

Services
Corps
The S.A.C., through the Services Commis ion, ishelping in recruiting people for
various volunteer service organizations. One
project presently being organized is the High
School Tutoring project that is being coordinated with the Big Brothers of Metro
Toronto. Anyone interested in tutoring a high
school subject for two hours a week, leave
your name and phone number at the S.A.C.
office. For further information on this and
other .projects, contact BILL STEADMAN,
Services Commissioner, at 928-4911.

SAC is running an
extensive information
service for students,
operative daily from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. (4:30 on
Fridays). This is
available to any
student facing
bureaucratic problems
or other difficulties on
campus (asformawell
as intion on campus
evenfsT~Cdme
to the
office (12 Hartin House
Circle)
or
call
9284911.

U of T Info Needs You
The Communications Commission of SAC is currently
investigating the possibilities for implementing for a computerized information service called U of T Info. We are
looking for people who Would be interested in working on
putting this into practice. Computer experience is not a
necessary prerequisite. If interested, call John Helliwell in
the
office or leave your name and phone number with
the SAC
receptionist.

SACircuit
SACircuit will be a regular feature of the SAC Communications Commission to keep you informed about
what's
at SAC. Your comments and
criticismshappening
are encouraged.
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Soccer
Blues stop McMaster
1-0
But.
with
Herb
Dubsky
playing a
defence gave indication that the
By JOHN COBBY
The soccer Blues returned to league's leading scorer, Brian Pirie, very effective spoiling role, ihe
team survived the period of
Varsity Stadium Saturday after a was to have a frustrating day against Toronto
four game road trip and proved once the close marking of Blues' captain assault with their lead intact.
Tim
Burns.
more to be unhospitable hosts by
second half started similar to
Indeed, all members of the theThefirst,
defeating the league-leading
with Blues attacking. A
Toronto rearguard gave their op- right wing cross from DaRosa
MacMaster Marauders 1-0.
The contest was the most exciting
posite numbers little time or space in skidded near the Marauder goal, but
of the season, pitting the irresistible which to operate effectively. Only on neither Hillier nor Harris could get
when the ball
force (the Marauders - 40 goals one occasion,
to the ball. Under pressure,
(harmlessly, it turned out) a foot Salciccioli
scored) against the immovable ob- skimmed
gave up the ball to
off the head of Ed Carter, was there Mac's
ject (the Blues - only 3 goals con- any menace to the home team in the D'Antoni, but his shot was slightly
ceded). The old conundrum was
resolved in favour of the immovable opening passages. Bob Cazzola was high.
on hand to clear.
The Marauders, desperate for a
object.
At the twenty minute mark a goal,
The Blues, smarting from their
pushed forward but found the
poor midweek performance at canny through ball from Ian Harris home defence in an uncompromising
Brock, pressed immediately, well put DaRosa in the clear, but mood. If they tried attacking down
aware of the need not to allow the Marauders' goalkeeper intelligently the wings, the forwards found Cazready to deal with
potent Marauder offence an op- left his goal to narrow the angle and them zolainand Carter
a merciless, but clean
p
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
y
t
o
organize.
severely
limit
the
forward's
chances.
Bruno Bruni hit a free kick to Nonetheless he was happy to con- manner. If they ventured down the
cede a corner from the solid shot. middle neither centre striker could
Mario DaRosa, who shot narrowly
the play. was now beginning to carry escape the attentions of Dubsky and
wide, tangible indication of the Toronto
Burns. With Bruni working very
vitality in the Blues' own forward
After 37 minutes a Marauder hard lo harrass and disrupt the
line. Giuseppe D'Aantoni was flying defender
fouled Cobby 25 yards McMaster midfield, the only shots
down theecutedleftstrategic
wingcrossfield
and Hillierruns,
exfrom
goal.
Brunithe struck
low post
free Toronto keeper Jack Brand had to
kick
towards
right agoal
deal with were speculative and
opening
up
gaps
in
the
McMaster
which proved to be loo much for the lacked conviction. Despite the
defence.
keeper
to
handle,
and
Harris
was
on
pressure, ihe visitors were unable to
Early in the game, Oldfield found
to sliptimehomein the
rebound.
For create any real chances.
himself in one such gap, but elected hand
the
third
as
many
games
to pass when a shot may have been Bruni and Harris had converted a However all the play was not in
more useful. For all the pressure and
kick into a goal in identical one direction by any means. Harris,
enterprising play, a quick goal was free
fashion.
skilfully playing a deep-lying role on
not
forthcoming
against
the
quickPolo Blues win 2 games
The McMaster squad, known for the right wing was ihe spingboard
tackling McMaster side.
The
Marauders
inevitable
broke
its "never-say-die" attitude and from which Blues set up several
Waterpolo Blues downed York 14-9 and Ottawa 18-9 at
free of their early chains to attack. ability, reacted to the setback by sharp counter-attacks. On one break
Queen's Saturday.
Blues'
Chris
McNaught
was
the
pass to Hillier was relayed to Vito
outstanding Toronto player.
But these initial trials on the Blues' launching a series of offensive raids. aPolera
who ran 20 yards before
hilting a powerful drive past the
near post. With DaRosa able to hold
the ball against one or two
league record defenders, the Blues were potentially
Blues beat Trent; even
Rugby
U orT centres Rick Hodder and dangerous at all limes.
The Rugby Blues team evened its period of relatively scrappy play Toronto scoring after outrunning
Trenl defenders for a loose ball in Rodger Wright played with the The last part of the game settled
league record at 3-3 with a 28-4 win followed.
Ihis general patterns with the
Toronto was ihe first to recover the in-goal area. Hodder again con- Universities' A Team against On- into
over Trent in Peterborough
Blues' defence absorbing every
Saturday.
verted. Trent then managed a late
tario Select. The match produced threat,
its
poise.
Blues'
Davis
Amborski
despite frantic changes of
In a demonstration of strength
from a maul inside the lr\ lo make a final score of 28-4. some superb rugby as the defending
and balance, the Blues scored six emerged
personnel by the opTrent 25 yard line with the ball in his The Blues second team brought inter-provincial champion Ont?no position and
the final whistle a very
tries, three each by the backs and the arms and green-shirted followers their league record to 4-2 by team
managed a 26-0 win over the frustratedposition. AtMcMaster
team left
universities.
forwards.
defeating
iheir
Trent
counterparts
trailing behind. He lunged across the
Toronto
with
no
goals
to add to
While the team's play was at line to give the Blues a 12-0 halftime McClure
The margin was wide, but the their fine record.
17-6. In theshed
first several
hall", standoff
tacklersScottto collegians
limes brilliant, the consistently well- lead.
acquitted themselves well The win puts the Blues in a
As the second half began, open
disciplined good play which earned
the scoring. Duncan Taylor
converted.
against aperienclarger
and U more
ex- powerful position to retain their
Amborski
scored
again
—
this
time
last
week's
win
over
Queen's
was
not
ed side. Former
ofobvious
T capin evidence.
Western Division championship.
Trent coach Paul Wilson a former lain Geoff Ellwand
from a shorl penally in the shadow
was
the
However, potentially costly of Ihe Trent goal posts. Rick U of T athlete of the year, kicked a
Even though it has defeated its
outstanding
player
among
the
Onmistakes and unnecessary penalties Hodder converted.
closest
rival,
must still
tario Select forwards.
penalty goal to make the halftime
were loo much in evidence.
careful
not to the
take team
opponents
lightlybe
The Blues forwards has solidly score
6-3.
in
ihe
remaining
four
games.
Toronto quickly opened the established themselves in ihe first
The Universities'
B
Team
The plav moved quickly from end defeated
Ontario Under 23
scoring. Strong rucking by the hiilf. taking vigorous command of lo end for the majority of the second Select Teamthe 9-3.
Toronto players
Blues' forwards won the ball near scrums, rucks and mauls.
half,
and
ihe
game's
outcome
was
NOW APPEARING:
In the second half the backs came uncertain until nearly full time. were John Barclay at second row,
the Trent goal. The ball then moved
John
Drummond
at
scrum-half and
quickly out the back line lo the into their own as they returned to However, a try by Michael Eldred
wing, and Richard Brooks powered the aggressive straight-ahead run- and a penalty goal by Taylor put the Ian Lindsay at sland-off.
Wayne Cochrane
his way in for the First try.
game was marked by flashes
ning which has been the hallmark ot game out of Trent's reach. Wilson of The
hriltianl individual effort, but also
kicked a second penally goal for
Shortly after, James MacDonald their past successes.
and His
Rick Hodder scored a diving try Toronto, and a final Toronto try by by considerable scrappy play and
lathered up a loose ball after a
Bob Oourlav frosled the cake.
tackle
near
the
Trent
goal-line
and
on
a
strong
run
on
the
blind
side,
imprecise
• • • •
C.C. Riders
dove in for the second score. A and Rodger Wrighl concluded -the
forward Neilkicking.
Sorbie, Blues'
playing wing
with
Hive U of T players were selected the Under 23\s was a standout with
2
Rooms
- 2 Dance Floors
Ontario learn.
to plav with the two Combined iheThe
WHOLESALE
Blues next game is EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Universities all-slar teams for
WAREHOUSE
FASHION
games played in Varsity Stadium Wednesday night at 7.30 in Varsity
Spadina at College
against a team of seasoned
last Wednesday night against On- Stadium
U of T Old Bovs.
tario all-slar teams.
CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS
0ISE
> BAG PANTS «LYETOC-M.WOOLPUIS
aiCXD SO**O SIS
■
TUESDAY EVENING
i JEANS 3«L
_*5.50-*IO
CINEMA
AMERICAN
v TOPS
Tuesday, Oct. 24
7:30 SOUL TO SOUL
V BLAZERS
AFRICA
•• Ike
and Tina Turner
V SMOCKS
Santana
Where It All Came From
• Roberta Flack
CRAZY T-SHIRTS
Get It With
• Wilson Pickett
i GOWNS
Wilson Picken
in Ghana
i BLAZER SUITS w/BAGS 35 X»$M - *30
Ike & Tina Turner
9:30
ZACHARIAH
> MEN'S SHIRTS . *5»3/-$11
Santana
SPECIAL - PLAID BAGS w&*5
OISE AUDITORIUM
252 Bloor St. W. at St. George
AVE.
SPADINA
210
Admission:
$1.50 at 7:30 (Both Shows)
$1.00
at
9:30
(2d Show Only)
AS)
(BELOW DUND
SPONSORED BY
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;
G.S.S.A.-O.I.S.E.
Bonds Tightly Tied - Musical Fire- Sound To Sound
SATURDAYS FROM 9-6
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s
port

s

face
win;
ues
Bl
and Mike
By PAUL CARSON
Parrack. and tackles Jake Lipsetl
Dorel.
, , o .and
.
in opened wide holes for Castill
Sokovn
gained
Blues
football
The
—
KINGSTON
drive by breaking
capped the 49 yarddriving
a berlh in the OUAA Eastern Section
Doret
inlo the end
and
with a 27-13 victory Saturday over a tackle on thea one
playoffs Golden
courageous second effort.
with
Gaels.
Queen's
zone
Varsilv will meet University of Ottawa
Four minutes later Blues were back and
Gee-Gees this Saturday since Ottawa clinched quarterback Wayne Dunkley used a play
Esteban Anbv outlasting Carleton 31-14. Ot- action fake to spring tight end
first place
touchdown
14 yard
tawa gains home Held advantage by virtue of drvjowicz for an easyruined
the convert but
snap
two victorie.es over Varsity during the catch
Tumbled
A
its
regular schedul
after eight minules Blues led 13-0 and seemed
Blues ended four years of frustration at lo be turning the game inlo a rout.
Richardson Memorial Stadium with a solid
However, on the nexl Varsity series rookie
l and innovative flanker Mark Ackley dropped an apparent
display or basic footbal
about
for
ming
Queen's cornerback Joey
coaching that ruined homeco many of whom touchdown pass and
fans,
Pal intercepted Dunkley on the next play.
Q.000 shivering Queen's
um and exdeparted before the final gun. elected to take Suddenly Queen's had moment
cellent field position and it seemed like an
Varsiiv coach Ron Murphy
revised
Blues'
the wind in the first quarter and
last year's
ng replay
agonizisquande
t lead.game when
red ora 16-poin
game plan immediately produced results. The
the Blues
tive first
rallied off three consecu
Gaels
coaching staff had decided to discard
produced downs but Blues defensive line of ends Jim
on that favor
shotgunthreeformati
e result
explosiv
of a Nicolelli and Walt Dudar plus veteran tackles
weeks ago in
ihe 46-18
with the Jim
Blainev and Jon Dellandrea stopped the
more conventional T-alignment,in butmotion
on
men
two
of
wrinkle
added
al the Varsity 14. Queen's had lo settle
drive
almost everv play.
Tor a Doug Cozac field goal but immediately
"The new formations gave us almost the threatened again when Castillo fumbled on
ended.
as the shotgun plus the the next plav as the quarter his
same passing options
With the wind now at back. Gales
ability to have two running backs when we
ground," Murphy
ck Tom Taylor went to the air but
wanted to stay on the dressing
room after quarterba
linebackers Hartley Stern, Bob Bloxham,
explained
the game. in the Varsity
Markobfada and Guido lantorno
"We assumed that Queens would have Alex
and Queen's
pass field
a keyforscreen
stopped
goal. had to
a Cozac
carefully prepared a defence for the shotgun again sellle
d Dunkley on the
so we gambled on using a formationtriedtheyto Alex Morris intercepte
nexl series lo sel up Gales at the Varsity 22
haven't seen. As it happened, they
pick up the motion and left themselves but halfback Doug Ball immediately
to our running attack."
vulnurable
turnover, picking off Taylor's
In fact, Gaels did stick with five deep backs cancelledpass.thatPeler
Queen'sto
McNabb onstopped
and runback
next drive with an intercepti
io counter Blues passing, so Varsity went to errant
for 182 the Varsitv 35; an exchange of punts left Blues
40 times Castillo
game, rushing
the ground
vards and 18 first downs. Libert
on their own 10 yard line but the defence had
to only three points during
limited
"provided
118
yards
on
20
carries
and
Cor
rushes.
12
the first Queen's
twelve minutes of the quarter.
Dorel added 53 more from
defence,
new
a
developed
also
Blues
Dunkley reversed the pattern of the entire
sending Castillo out
essentially five linemen and two linebackers to quarter on the next play,
plus of the backfield and straight up the middle of
running a attack
powerful
Queens
slop
to
halfback
with
had not used
teaming
Varsity
another linebacker
the field on a pattern
stop Gaels' flanker Stu Lang.almost textbook defenders
situation.
game
any
in
previously were still looking for the Queen's
run as
Both units played to
two Dunklev hit Castillo with a perfect pass and
the first held
scored
offence
as the
perfection
the fullback rambled 84 yards to the Gaels 16
times it had the ball and the defence
longest pass and run play in the OUAA
Queens to but two field goals for just over 57 —thisihevear.
minutes. When Gaels finally got a touchdown
effectwas
game
the
quarter,
ly, finished the drive
late inivelythealreadyfourth
withCastillo,
a short appropriate
touchdown run over left tackle at
over.
Queen's refused to pass against the brisk 13:54 and Varsity led 19-6.
wind in the opening quarter and Blues
Taylor went lo the air in a desperate
tenacious defence forced a series of 25 yards attempt to score before halftime but an illegal
punts that gave the offence excellent field motion penally stalled the drive. Cozac's field
position.
goal attempt hit the left goal post and
Varsity's offensive line was quick to bounced awav.
Al halfiime Blues had that 19-6 lead and a
capitalize on the opportunities as center Rein
Enno. guards Charlie Wright and Bruce 259-173 advantage in total offene. However,

Ottawa

next

Blues' Billlnghurst (18) and Bloxham (50) bring down Gaels' Hadden (27)
lantorno was lost for the season with torn
Taylor and Gaels backup quarterback
knee ligaments suffered late in the second Raoid Serebrin iried to pass Queen' sback
bul McNabb's third inGaels decided lo give Blues the wind to into contention
terception and,an unsuccessful third down
quarter.
their
that
gambling
margin. Halfquarter,
third
open thecould hold Varsity in check until the eamblebackmaintained
GeofT Hamlin Varsity's
finally ploughed
over
defence
Blues'
goal
line
at
12:08
but
it
was far too
would have thed little and much too late.
when Queen's ely
final period Blues
co-operate
up interceptions to Darryl
Dunklev served unfortunat
asadvantage.
Castillo and Dorel provided key yardage
first three
Blues
on
Cozac
and
Penner. Morris
ihe short kickoff and Blues successfully
series. However, with rookie Chris Sammut after
ran out the clock amid ecstatic cheering from
replacing lantorno, the derence stopped a group or about 150 U of T students and
Queen's attack cold as Bob Billinghurst former Varsity players.
recovered a fumble and McNabb made his
second interception.
Queen'srushing
enjoyedfora slight
edge toin
Offensively, all Varsity could produce was theIronically.
final statistics,
195 yards
Mike Sokovnin's 56-yard single and Gaels Blues 182: Taylor and Serebrin completed 15
entered the fourth quarter with the wind and of 29 passes for 193 yards while Dunkley was
trailing only 20-6. Al that time, two 10 of 23 for 212. Andryjowicz led all receivers
touchdowns did nol seem like a very com- with 97 yards from five catches, while Lang
fortable lead.
evaded his double coverage Tor five receptions
However, unlike his Queen's counterpart, and 64 yards.
Dunkley was willing to pass against the stiff
Each team gained 24 first downs and both
wind and immediately connected with An- punters
fiveGaels*
the
to
down
despite
theaveraged
wind. a respectable 32 yards
yards
60
for
drvowicz
yard line. Dunkley snuck over two plays later

frock
OUAA
captures
Toronto
The University of Toronto won the OUAA track and finished fourth with 70 points, York fifth (57), McMaster
field championshipSaturday in Windsor. It is the first time sislh (39.51. Windsor seventh (20), Laurenlian eighth (13) and
sice 1967 that a U of T team has won the Tait McKenzie Brock ninlh (10).
Trophy.
The rollowing are the results or the first, second, and
Toronto's Bruce Simpson won ihe Hec Phillips Trophy third place finishers in each event.
as the meel's mosl outstanding individual. Simpson set a new
lOOmetres:
Hugh Peter
Fraser,
U of T,1.ll.I;3.
Spitz,Queen's,
U of T. I0.9;2.
11.4 Bob
OUAA
record wasof I7'2.25".
the trophypoleforvault
Toronto
Bruce KiddThe inlast1962.person to win DcGroot.
200
metres:
1.
Hugh
Eraser,
Queen's,
21.9;
Terry
Members of the Toronto team won six first, Tour second,
Western, 22.5; 3. Dave Howse, U of T, 23.0.
and seven third place finishes in scoring 160.5 points. Western Rotondo."
400 metres: 1. Tony Powell, York, 49.3;2. Dave Walter,
was second with 126, and Queen's third with 88.
Windsor. 49.4*. 3. Gerry Feeney, U of T, 49.5.
800 metres: 1. Frank Aguanno, U of T, 1.53.8; 2. Larry
Toronto coach Andy Higgins said yesterday that "the
enthusiasm of the team was tremendous". He said that the all- Revnolds. York, 1.54.2; 3. Walt Sepic, McMaster, 1.55.5.
1500 metre: 1. Grant McLaren, Western, 3. 54.4; Walker,
day rain in Windsor affected the meet, "especially the
ihrowjng events". "People were sweeping water off the Waterloo. 3.58.4: 3. Paul Glynn, U of T, 3.58.5.
throwing area", he added.
3000 steeplechase: 1. Brian Stride, Brock, 9.16.0; 2. Joe
Higgins said thai " with all the conditions considered it Sax. U of T. 9.19.2; 3. Jed Chinneek^estern, 9.20.1.
was unbelievable that we did so well". He credited mainly the
5,000 metre: 1 . Grant McLaren, Western, 14.43.5; 2. Ken
team's spiril in overcoming the adverse conditions to capture Hamilton. York, 14.51.4; 3 John Sharpe, U of T, 14.54.5.
10.000 metre: 1. Ken Hamilton, York, 30.01.3;2. Dave
Toronto's
first
championship
in
six
years.
Waterloo
has
won
the championship for the past four years. (Windsor did not Northev.
Waterloo, 30.06.5; 3. Peter Pimm, U of T, 31.06.0.
win
ihe
championship
last
year,
as
reported
here
on
October
110 metre high hurdles: I. George Neeland, Waterloo,
16.)
Of the nine teams competing at Windsor, Waterloo 14.8:2. Dave Jarvis, WQueen's, 15.0; 3. Price, Queen's, 15.7.
400 metre high hurdles. 1. Dave Jarvis, Queen's, 53.6; 2.

championship
Moses Kigara. York, 56.4; 3. Avo Albo, U of T. 56.8.
4 x 100Howse.
metre DeGrool),
relay: 1. Queen's,
Toronto
Johnson.
42.9; 3 3.42.7;2.
Western,
43.5. (Spitz,
Colbert,
(Johnson,
4 x 400 metre realy: I. U of T
3.22.4.
Aguanno. Feeneyf, 3.20; 2. Queen's, 3.22; 3. Western, Harvey
Tadman, 153'5,5", 2,
I. GrantI44'll.5";
Discus: Western.
Barkauskas,
3. Derek Doidge, Windsor,
Shot Put: 1. Grant Tadman, U of T, 50.10.75"; 2.
I34'8.5".
Harvey
Barkauskas. Western, 47*8.75"; 3. John Ongarato,
Javelin:
I. Glenn Arbeau, Waterloo, 223.1; 2. Folgo Dlla
Queen's.
44'8.5".
Vedova. Lauretian,
197.1; Al Norlhcott, Western, 192.3.
U ofHigh
T. 6':Jump:
3. ErikI . Ray
LittleAnthony,
U or T.Western,
5*10". 6'; 2. Dave Watt,
Pole Vault: 1. Bruce Simpson, U of T, 17*2.25"; 2. Dave
Good. Western. 13'0":3. Lavell, McMaster, 12*6".
Long Lindley.
Jump: I.Waterloo,
Willy Clark,22'2.75";3.
Western, 22.Brian
22' 10.25";
Bob
2. Bob
Anderson,
Triple22'5".
Jump: 1. Dave Watt, U of T, 47'3.25"; 2. Willy
Western.
Clark. Western.
46'4.75"; 3. Bob Lindley, Waterloo, 45'6".
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says
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Sigmund Samuel Library worker Dave Owen was fired
the day after he became a union steward.

work
cause
By DOROTHY WIGMORE
Sigmund Samuel Library worker Dave Owen has charged his recent
dismissal as a probationary worker was for union activities, and has filed a
grievance
to that effect.
i
The Canadian
Union of Public Employees
(CUPE) local 1230is holding
adiscuss
specialhismeeting
today
at
5:15
in
the Hart House south sitting room to
dismissal.
Owen was given a letter of discharge signed by Deputy Librarian
(Personnel) Michael McCahill about 5 pm last Wednesday. Effective that
day. He received five days pay in lieu of notice, local 1230 president Audrie
Nichols says. Ordinarily, probationary workers receive two weeks notice.
was fired unjustly,"
Owenreason
told for
The hisVarsity,
adding he thinks his
union"I involvement
was the real
dismissal.
The CUPE local executive met Monday to discuss the dismissal and
decided to hold a meeting on the issue. They also filed a grievance with the U
of T manager
Parker,
Owen's
behalf
yesterday.of Inmanagement-labour
the grievance, Owen relations,
contends John
the firing
was inonviolation
of article 6.01 of the present collective agreement.
That article says the employer "shall not discriminate against an
employee because of membership or activity in the union or the exercise of
Owen rights."
was chosen unofficial steward for the catalogue maintenance
his lawful
library workers at the union elections the night before his dismissal.
Owen began working in the library August 3 1 as a filer, grossing $388 a
month. Like all probationary workers, he had to complete a 90-working-day
trial period before he could be hired.
Filers catalogue cards at a rate of 95 an hour until 1 pm each day, a
level
management.
made setfromby the
checks. Revisors check filers' work and judgments are
There
have
"lots offilersintimidation,
of tests,"
the first week of been
October,
were checkedlots every
day Owen
for thesaid.
wholeDuring
day.
Revisors said this was the largest amount of testing ever done at one time,
Owen added.
On October 6, the end of the testing week, Owen said his supervisor,
Carol Rappeport, told him his work was satisfactory and his probationary
period would continue.
Rappeport had told Owen September 28 his work would have to
improve or his job was "in jeopardy".
"IThecontested
Owenhe added,
"I justa argued
point withHe her."
eveningthat,"
before
attended
union themeeting.
thought
Rappeporl's
morning following
was more
coincidence.
Owen hasreprimand
talked tothesupervisors
several times
about than
problems
facing
filers but never thought his job was in jeopardy.
Tom Bribriesco, newly-elected chief steward of local 1230, told The
Varsity
has not fired.
encountered anyone in Owen's department who thinks he
was not heunjustly
"All his colleagues feel the firing was unjust. And they feel that
healthough
said. it is hard to prove, Dave was fired because he didn't buckle under,"
Owen approached the head of technical services, Donald Smith,
Thursday. Smith told him the case was out of his hands, Owen said, but "he
activities." He was told to
of union McCahill.
I wasn'tin fired
me thatlibrarian
reassured
see
the deputy
chargebecause
of personnel,
Owen says McCahill virtually said "as a probationary employee, you
He added
have ofno therights."
the union.
in the context
are a thenon-person
that
deputy librarian
said heof would
informYouOwen
reasons for his
dismissal by the following Monday.
Last Friday, McCahill told Owen the decision would remain the same
and "to tell the story would require a book," Owen said.
McCahill had a "big file on me," he added. This was pulled out and
the second
him thatand"during
as the librarianwithtolda revisor
to, Owen I said,
referredof October,
her on
questioned
was argumentative
week
name.
revisor's
the
told
not
was
and
that,
denied
He
ihe filing."
"The administration feels they can get away with this kind of stuff
because the union up to now has followed ail the legal and necessary
procedures for these situations," Bribriesco said, referring to recent layoffs
in the library heandorOwen's
were optimistic about reaching a satisfactory
Owen case.
Neither

Hogan
'kidnapped'
involved have been notified before
by mail, oT manpowerappeal
and immigration
By DEE KNIGHT
A former member of the Black he said.
Bryce Mackasey should resign.
Panther Party who was fighting
The only explanation for the cannot
Borovoy tolerate
said "In this
Canada
kind weof simply
action
speed of the immigration
deportation
was
"kidnapped"
Monday by immigration officials and department's "enforcement" of the taking place and rendering the
turned over to the FBI, according to decision,
was that the government proceedings and remedies of our
his lawyer, Charles Roach. Ed office must have received its mail departmental
laws a nullity actions.
through Thehigh-handed
only way
Hogan, whose militant organizing earlier than Roach did, according to
lo restore the integrity of our legal
activities in Cleveland ended when the official.
As soon as he heard that the processes is to get at the responsible
he was convicted by an all-white
appeal
wasstructed hisdismissed,
Roacha newin- parties and insist on their immediate
jury,
was
"spirited
away"
before
his
clerk to file
lawyer was officially notified of the
deportation decision. Roach said. appeal to the federal court. Soon resignation."
This incident occurs at the same
Hogan was removed from the after this, he received a phone call
as other summary deportations
Toronto (formerly Don) Jail less from Hogan who was by then in lime
than two hours after being informed custody at the FBI offices in are being carried out against black
people
ImmigraBuffalo.
of the deportation order, in what
tionsuspected
Department byof theentering
the
Roach described as an illegal move.
Hogan appeared in a Buffalo country illegally.
There is by law a 15 day appeal court Monday on a charge of taking
Roach said that there were
period, and immigration department flight to avoid confinement, with
numerous strong grounds for
policy has been stated as allowing at bail set at $100,000.
least 24 hours before a deportation
The case was adjourned to
order is executed.
October 30.
The deportation hearing was
Hogan intends to fight his return appeal.
Leaders of Toronto's 70,000improper in the first place, he said,
strong black community im- to the Ohio prison, according to his since
the aim of the proceeding was
mediately protested. Civil liberties U.S. lawyer, Samuel Green.
to return Hogan to the custody of
lawyers called for an investigation,
Paul Copeland, Toronto lawyer U.S.
authorities — not simply to
and the resignation of the respon- regarded as an expert in im- get him out of Canada. This should
sible government officials, including
m
i
g
r
a
t
i
o
n
l
a
w
,
has
released
an
ofextradition, not deportaManpower and Immigration
ficial letter signed by former im- be donetion, thebylawyer
since in an
Minister Bryce Mackasey.
migration minister Allen extradition hearingargued,
the defense can
Hogan's deportation hearing MacEachen, stating that depart- challenge the original decision.
ment policy is to allow at least 24
ended Thursday with a "reserved
Roach accused the Immigration
judgment" by the Immigration hours before the execution of any Department of using deportation agreement.
Owen's first-line supervisor Rappeport was reluctant to comment.
Appeal Board panel. The decision to deportation order, after a decision instead of extradition as a matter of
"He was a probationary worker and they are required to prove
deport was made later the same day, has been communicated officially to
and according to Immigration a detainee and his counsel.
policy against "political themselves on the job during that time," was all she would say. "It's an
internal matter," she added.
In Ottawa yesterday, Mackasey
Department officials, communicated bymail at the same time refused to comment on undesirables".
lo all parties.
McEachern's letter. However, he
But both Hogan and his lawyer said in future he would endeavour to
Roach were contacted by an en- see that deportees' lawyers were AAiglin to contest AUCC
board
forcement officer of the im- informed before deportation took
Communications commissioner Debra Lewis said the
By
BRIANENASIMOK
migration department before they
SAC president Eric Miglin has accepted a executive was concerned only with the amount of time
were officially notified by the board
what towasmovedone,"
said."I approve
The boardof said
as fasthe nomination to the Board of Directors of the Miglin would spend on the board. "Eric is already
of its decision. The enforcement place.
Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, heavily comitted," she said.
officer came to Roach's office at as possible, he observed.
SAC vice-president John Helliwell, agreed with
SAC has protested the fact that the annual
10:10 am Monday with an order
With the case of a "convicted although
Lewis, concluding
it waswasa a"petty
Neither
saying that "arrangements will be murderer", he added, "that means AUCC meeting will not be open lo the public.
seemed
upset that that
Miglin
memberissue".
of his
own
Several theSACnomination.
executives are opposed to Miglin's nominating
made as soon as practicable" for as Inexpeditiously
as said
possible."
committee.
future,
he
he
would
accepting
Hogan's
deportation.
In late September, the SAC executive protested the
Miglin. along with U of T vice-president Robin Ross,
Hogan was visited by
lo see
that deportees'
lawyers would
be informed
before was a member of the committee that chose nominees. administration's selection of the undergraduate
immigration officials with the same endeavour
representative,
Paul SAC.
Cadario, to the AUCC conference
deportation
took
place.
Ross seconded Miglin's nomination moved by student without consulting
message at 9:30 Monday. By the
Civil liberties lawyers and representative, Peter Elcombe.
lime
his
lawyer's
office
received
mailed notification two hours later, representatives of Toronto's 70,000If the question of the nomination is brought up at
"I have not withdrawn," Miglin said, even though
community con- members of his executive have expressed disapproval, tonight's SAC meeting, Miglin said that if anyone were
"he
was Roach
alreadysaid.on his way" to member demneblack
Buffalo,
d the move by the Immigra- due lo the amount of lime ihe job may take.
likely to bring it up, Cadario would be the one.
tion Department and the RCMP as Although Miglin is against the AUCC position on
A spokesman for the immigration
been stirring up most of the shit", said Miglin,
meetings, he said he would rather be on the who"He'sadded
Appeal Board said that all parties to shocking, improper and scandalous. closed
he did not understand Cadario's
motivations.
board,
instead
of
a
student
representative
who
would
for an inquiry to deteran appeal are supposed to receive They called
mine who was responsible for support closed sessions.
Cadario
could
not be reached last night for comment.
notification of a board decision "at removing
Hogan from Canada
(The present student members of the board
about the same time". It would be
Asked if he agreed that the board meetings would
the
motion
for
closed
meetings
when
the
contrary to this procedure to inform before his lawyer could file an supported
take
up
loo
much
time, Miglin replied that there would
AUCC decided on the move.)
the immigration department about
Alan Borovoy, general counsel of Miglin said that the SAC executive discussed the only be three or four meetings before his term of office
its decision before notifying defense the
appealCanadian Civil Liberties matter, "quietly", with most members feeling that
counsel, the official indicated. No
expired.
The vote on the board of directors will be taken at the
Association,
said that if Roach's Miglin did not have the time to spend on the board of AUCC
one iscomesupposed
to
know
the
outconference a week today.
of a hearing until the parties allegations are borne out, minister directors:
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NOW
AND
HERE
THURSDAY
Future No.
ol Jewish Identity in Canada" at Sid
the fifties
occupation of Innls
9:30 am
College.to the Tet offen- Smith
Career 3045.
Talks: McLennan Physics
Five infofmaiive minutes on Radio Clubsives In1968.
de
Conversaclon
Espagnol.
Reunion — Cada Jueves. Para Todos.
building.
Room of 203Medicine
— Or.will Stelner
Varsityoncreated
lor you. Today.
Professor
Associate Dean
discuss
Meltz
unemployment.
Again
at
3:30.
Free
Jewish
University
presents
the Career of Medicine and admission
noon
"Moroccan
Saphardic
Judaism"
at
Hillel
8:30
pm
requirements to University of Toronto
Bap with students on Governing Council. House, 186 St. George Street.
Upper Lounge. GSU.1 pmTill 2 pm.
The PLS and the Ben Jonson Medical School. 4 pm
" Victoria College Music Club is holding a
The Victoria College Music Club will be
until six.
holding auditions (Vic students only) (or Conference
Reconciled to present
Virtue, a Jonson's
17th CenturyPleasure
mas- dance workshop in Wymilwood $1.25
for
with dinner following.
que
with
music
and
dancing,
at
the
Univerparty
their
major
musical,
"Little
Me"
by
Neil
Simon, today and tomorrow from 1 pm to 4
sity College Playhouse, 79a St. George members,
non-members.
for
cenls
50
Dr. Donald Melchenbaum. a
pm in the Music Room at Wymilwood.
Slreet,sionThurs..
Fri.,
and
Sat.
at
8:30.
AdmisFre .
of
Free Jewish
psychologist from the University
TODAY
Judaism"
at SidUniversity
Smith No.presents
3045. "Radical
9 am
a talK on "Cognitive
will givemodification:
Waterloo,in behavior
(actors
Modifying
Engineering
Placemen!
Seminars
—A
talk
givenlo onfill Personal
lor atGraduate
Intra- Smith
say to1069.themselves."
what clients
Formswillandbe how
them out toInformation
your best Tryouts
Hall, Room
Sponsored Sidney
by the
mural hockey
Varsity Students
Arena. Players
advantage. Civil, Mech., Ind., Eng. Soc. should have full gear. All must have helmei. Committee.
5 pmStudents Colloquium
Graduate
Psychology
Sanford Fleming 3:30
Building
—
Room
135.
All
graduate
students
welcome.
Inpm
formation: GSU, 16 Bancroft. Telephone
A studyFrerichs,
of the Basics
Christianity,
with 928-2391.
Anyonein small
interested
9:30 am
Eilert
in the ofStudent
Christian
Music
groups inIsplaying
welcomeClassical
to join
Five informative minutes on Radio the
Movement oflice. Hart House.
Music Club at7 International
Students
pm
4
pm
Varsity
created
for
you.
Today,
Professor
Cenlre.
Informalion meeting for those interested Bucovetsky on corporate welfare bums.
in Canadian Crossroads International, a Again at 3:30 pm.
Mary Fletcher
the Department
short term volunteer programme in Africa.
Affairs willfrombe speaking
on Cana-of
noon Course Union External
Asia, West Indies; Pendarves Lounge. ISC. The Political Economy
dian government
policies
on
developing
presents Professor Christian Bay speaking countries,
33 St. George Street.7 pm
at the International Studenl
"Academic
the Student"
inon Room
2135 Freedom
Sid Smith.andDiscussion
and Centre.
Table Tennis instruction featuring
Open
auditions
for
"Little
Me"
Victoria
coffee
will
follow
in
The
Poli-Ec
Lounge
SS
College Music Club, Terrace Room of Room 3037.
Canadian Women's
7:30 pmChampion, Violetta
Wymilwood.
Noon Hart
Hour House.
Jazz Concert. East Common Nesukaitis. Fencing Room, Hart House.
Celebration
of
the
Lord's
Supper,
with
Room.
the Rev. Vince Goring using a Japanese Students for a Democratic Society Free public lecture enlllled "The Family
lilurgy.
Historical
held
7:30 pm
demonstration at Mutual ot Omaha, 500 AntheStudents
Faculty offorPerspective"
Education,
Bloorwill andbe Society
Huronat
as Democratic
University Avenue. Confront the Mutual
Free
Jewish
University
presents
"Jewish
with petitions and demand an general meeting at 46 Robert Street.
Libido'' at Hillel House. 186 St. George executives
Street.
explanation, for their refusal to pay The German Club of Trinity and St.
8 pm
Guiseppe
Sgotto.
Michael's
Colleges207willBeverley
meet at theStreet.Austrian
Edelweiss,
CUSO Information Meeting: Positions lor Synergetics 73: George Thompson, of Club
Chalil Workshop 8atpmHillel House, 186 SI.
Medical Personnel in CUSO. Location: APEO
will
speak
on
"Engineering
ethics
Pendarves Lounge, International Student about
and responsibilities".
Have youto thought
it? All are welcome
altend. George Street.
Centre, 33 St. George Street.
Meeting of the University ot Toronto
SMC Italian Film Club presents Galbraith Building, Room 120.
Homophile Association. Guest speaker:
Cutbacks
Antonioni's 1, Aventura at Carr Hill. In thirdStopdoorthe Innis
College.committee
After OFS,meeting,
what? Peler Maloney,
of Education
canItaliansionwith
English
subtitles.
Single
admisdidate for Ward Board
6. Upstairs
lounge. GSU.
S1 series tickets also available.
Called by Old Mole.
12:30 pm
Bancroft.Jewish
All welcome
Free Jewish University: "Jewish 3 seminars on Courts and Trials. Faculty 16 Free
University presents
Eschatology"
al Hillel House, 186 St. of Law, Falconer Hall.
"Talmudic Dialectic" at Hillel House. 186
George
Israeli Street,
Dance Workshop at Hillel House, Seminar on Courts and Trials: Anthony SI. George Street.8:30 pm
186 St. George StreetDoob. on "Psychology and the Law of
Showing ol award winning film The Year Evidence". Faculty 1ofpmLaw, Falconer Hall. in Free
Jewish atUniversity
Chaos"
Shaarei presents
Tefillah,"Worlds
3600
of the Pig. Antiwar movie detailing the
history of the Vietnam War from the French Free Jewish University presents "The Ealhurs! Street. Room 4

ART GALLERY
WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE
EXHIBITION
Monday to Saturday, 11 a.m.
Wednesday,
5 p.m. 6-9 p.m.

DEBATE
ors: Team
The BrilishHonorary
UniversityVisitDebating
Debate: ol the
InMultinational
view Question
ot Corporation,
the forexistence
concept ol
national soveieignty is an theillusion.
DEBATES ROOM 8:00 p.m., Tubs. Oct. 31

TABLE TONIGHT
TENNIS CLUB
Evening play 7-10 pm. Fencing
Room. Memberships availableEveryone welcome.

SUNDAY
onOPEN
2:00Ocl.and 294:00between
p.m.

INTRODUCTORY
NIGHTr
SQUASH SLIDES.
LECTURES
DEBATESANDROOM
THURS.,
OCT. LESSONS
26 7:30 P.M.
PRACTICAL
will be arranged at this meeting

NoonTODAY!
Hour NOON!
Concert
GROUP UNDER THE DIRECTION OF
ROBERT READ
In the East Common Room

GALLERY CLUB
Open p.m.from Monday lo Friday. Luncheon 12. noon-1.45, Dinner 6.007.30
Licensed under the LLBO. Hart House membership required.
BLACK HART PUB
Every Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday. 12 noon to 11.30 p.i

Superior
cal
Opti
Prescription

Frame
styles
Eyeglasses
to compliment
today's
fashions youthful
in metal and shell
236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116
60 Metal

Thick Crepe Sole and
Heel in Black
or Brown Leather
Only $32.99

patrons jucv—
Open Thursday and Friday Niles
C.O.D. orders accepted. Credil and Chargex cards honored
262 Yonge St.
Fairview Mall
1475 Yonge St.
Oshawa Shopping Centre
101 Bloor St. West
Adams Apple Boutique
Shopper's Wolrd, Brampton* 126774Bloor
St. West
Yonge
St.
"Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

Styles Available

unclassified
VANTAGE: five informative minutes
created for ihe University You. This week,
concise analysis of crucial election
Issues. Heard Weekdays 9:30 a.m. and
A-A
LA PAGE
3.30 p.m.
on RadioBEAUTY
Varsity.-'SALON 250
College
Come in St.and (Clarke
see our Institute)
monthly 924-5937.
special.
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used lur
coats from 510.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina
betweenol lunOueen
and Dundas.
Good Ave.
selection
furs sizes
8-18.
Cleaning and repairs (lur and lur fabric)
363-6077.
open
9-6
Mon.-Sal.;
til
8.00
Thurs. and Fri.
GIRL LOOKING FOR ROOM ATE 2
bedroom
tlat, 282.50
floors,mo.lurnlshed,
Bathurst
each callBloorRory
532-0650 area,
- 973-6945
BEN'S
MENS HAIRSTYLING
(specializing in long hair) In Ihe Clarke
Institute ol Psychiatry. 250 College' St..
Tel 924-6811, Ext S6(J Special haircut
SALE SALE SALE used furniture tor sale.
52.00.
Going
oul of business
years.
Pearl Furniture,
29 CenlrealterAve.42[behind
new
city Bargains.
hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.
Bargains
PART TIME: Cook dinner for University
lamlly - 3 p,m. - 8 p.m. $2.25 per hour.
South
Rosedale.
FOR SALE:
TraynorPhonecustom920*626.
special 'amp.
with a 4-12" bottom 9-yr-old Gibson 12siring guitar$400witheach
hard orshell.
condition.
best Immaculate
ofler Call
-S31-1632.
STUDENT - free room and board in exchange lor babysitting.
small children. Own
room and balh. Two
Lawrence
Bayview area. 485-3710

WINTER ON WARD'S
Island
beauiilul.
Wanted
to share
warmis furnished
house with2 girls
1 other,
own bedroom.
S45 or
S60. 363-6718 after 6 p.m.
HELP AN INNER-CITY STUDENT lo
finish high school. Volunteer to tulor a
student who has asked tor help. Phone:
Riverdale Youth Projecl II 465-8106
HELP! We need a woman who knows
fashions for part-time work. Thurs. and
Fri. nights
all day Saturday. Call 3624809
- Sid. and TYPING
ASSOCIATED
Service ■ Theses,
essays - French, Latin - experienced
typists - electric typewriters, 713 Spadina
Ave. (South of Bloor) 922-7624
THE ARAB STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
invites Arab students to an acquaintance
meeting. Refreshments
served and
students
introduced. AhwillIanbe Washahlan
Oct. 27. 6:00 p.m. I.S.C.
RECENTLY SEPARATED MALE Grad
student (mid-twenties) seeks serious
lemale companionship. Mail particulars
to: "Varsity Ad", 30 Charles St. W. 808,
Toronto 189. All genuine inquiries answered.
ABORTION
CONTROLby
REFERRAL AND
serviceBIRTH
sponsored
Women's
Liberation.
Clinic
Tuesday
and
Thursdays 7:30 lo 9:30 al U ol T Advisory
Bureau. 631 Spadina (al Harbord) or
phone 533-9006 any time.
PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
help
you. Campus
469-1111Ihru
Call
- 4:00Birthright,
p.m.. Monday
Friday,or come
69 St.1 :30George.
XEROXING
/Ze Reductions
loo.
SAC PRESS -5cin andthe 1-1basement
ol the SAC
Building. 923-6720
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Bell curve may be applied

Geography
students
may
face
final exams
member of the curriculum
Amendments to the recommen- exams worth a maximum of 50 per student
This will ensure that some
By NADJM WAKEAM
committee,
charged that in effect,
dations
have
been
proposed
cent.
"the
decision
These
amendments
and
the
has already been
assessment
can
be
made
"of
each
Geography department faculty
the students on the
made.
Several
courses have comhave recommended instituting com- student after he has reviewed the by
original
recommendations
will
be
Undergraduate
Curriculum
pulsory exams and evaluating marks material of the whole course" and Committee.
voted
next Geography
Monday.on at the
mannerclass
whereby
according to a Bell curve in all first "in
lied tothese
proposals".month," he
Council meeting on
the awhole
will the
be work
markedof One amendment would allow Departmental
"Thisp"It's
happened
and second year courses.
said.
called alastmemorandum,
to petition for exam exThe recommendations were systematically, rather than in terms professors emptions.
However,
Hans
Mikolay,
a
Another would make the
but it's already been put into effect."
adopted at a staff meeting and are of small groups".
now being dealt with by the
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, composed of three students
and two staff.
The plan will then be sent to the
St. Michael's
reject
Geography Departmental Council Trinity and
for ratification. The council, com- proposed
constitution
of
arts union
posed of 13 staff, five graduate
students and five undergraduates, is
ByJONI SEAGER
an advisory body to chairman P.D.
Trinity
and
St.
Michael's
Kerr.
the constitution of the proposed college
Arts and student
Science councils
union. last night rejected
The memorandum sent out to the
SMC student union vice-presidident Tom Hamer said that though the
curriculum committee members
union rejected the constitution, by a large margin, "we support the principle
contains recommendations, based
of co-operation across campus". He added that the constitution was loo
on statistical studies carried out last
summer.
formal, and "they(SMC union members) could see no point in establishing a
bureaucracy
to coordinate
bureaucracies".
Bell curve grading and
Hamer maintains
that a other
less formal
proposal would probably have been
compulsory first and second year
heller
received.
exams were recommended because
Phil Dack, a former field worker with the Arts and Science union, said,
"threeandyear's
show course-tothat (for
"II certainly wasn't unexpected lhal St. Mike's would reject it. They have
arts
sciencerecords
students)
been against the idea for over a month now".
course variation in average, grade,
Dack said that St. Mike's fails to see the need for structural reforms
and proportions in each grade
within the university, and the need of structures through which students can
category have increased over the
have a voice in university functions.
He said that one of the possible reasons for rejection was because " they
period."
"Thus," it continues, "it is
see such criticism, as from the left, not the right."
desirable to have consistency in
Trinity's
the Board of Stewards, also rejected the draft
constitution,student
by a 14council,
to 4 margin.
standards between courses."
Specifically, the recommendaTrinity Head of College Geoff Seaborn said thai the consensus on the
tions call for a final grade disboard was that the union was going to be another body that wasn't needed
tribution based on the Bell curve. A
and
the faculty.
way of "streamlining". He explained that there are too
manywould
bodiesget inin ihe
"general model of reasonable
He
also
emphasized
that this did not indicate a lack of support for course
grading
practice"
would
have
the
majority of marks in the B and C
unions, but that "the general feeling" was that the proposed arts and science
range and a smaller percentage on
union wouldn't be effective.
either side.
All course and college unions have now voted, excepting the anthropology
union. The other four course unions and the student caucus of the General
Five to 15 per cent of students
enrolled in a course will fail if the
Committee have accepted the proposals, as have the other college student
report is implemented unamended.
unions. SAC will be asked to formally approve the union tonight.
The memorandum maintains this
Hamer admitted that there was a need for coordination of information, but
there was no need for a huge bureaucracy to handle it
would result in "a positive step
"We've managed this far without one; our council has, anyway", we don't
towards
consistency" in
standards achieving
between courses.
feel that the arts and science students are a homogenous enough body to
It also recommends that final
fully
benefit from such an organization.
examinations worth between 40 and
"There
a lotamong
of interplay
is not as
much
senseis ofsuchunity
arts andbetween
sciencefaculties
studentsthatas inthereprofessional
60 per cent be instituted in each 100
and 200 series course.
SMC decision surprised Phil Dack of the Arts and Science union.
faculties."

Rejects opposition form U of T, UWO,

and Queen's

OFS
calls for province-wide
fees demonstrations
portion of Ontario stu- and Queen's to cooperate.
WATERLOO (CUP) — in thedentloan
for Nov. 25 when they will
awards.
The three schools produced the gathering
Rejecting the advice of its largest
regulations
consider action if negotiations with orprovincial
T. Western)
attracted(Queen's,
the mostU
university members, the Ontario But student council repre- largest
voter
turnout
in
the
Oct
10have not succeeded. opposition to the government.
sentatives from the University 12 referendum, in which Ontario theButgovernment
Federation of Students (OFS) last
in
private
conversations,
most
Meanwhile, the schools with finanvoted overwhelmingly to
weekend voted lo organize province- ■ of Toronto, University of Western students
indicated they felt a fees
cially poorer students generated less
withold second term fees if the delegates
strike was not feasible because of anti-government
wide demonstrations against the On- Ontario, and Queen's University government
reaction.
refuses to reverse its what they consider generally poor
strongly opposed the idea. However
tario government when the provin- some
"Oh, what has happened to
U of T reps say they will
cial legislature opens next month.
turnouts
in
the
referendum.
(TurDelegates to the general OFS
The demonstration will protest organize a demonstration. OFS of- policy.
nouts set records on many cam- student militancy," he mourned.
tuition fee increases and an increase
ficials are attempting to get Western meeting scheduled another
puses, but other university and OFS delegates also ordered their
college student councils were executive
to investigate the feasibilidisappointed).
ty of establishing
a trust fund
students
theirofinto
se-a
Delegates opposing the which
cond term fees could
in thepayevent
November demonstration pointed
out that the schools most adamant strike.
National
Farmers'
Union
may
be
for the idea displayed the poorest The OFS executive met with
voter turnouts.
Colleges and Universities Minister
MacNie Monday night, but the
certified by PEI government
The action had been endorsed by Jack
meeting broke up after one hour
students
at
Trent
University
where
when
McNie refused to say if the
The NFU has been attempting to obtain collective
(CUP) —has National
council opposed the se- government will support OFS
UnionSASKATOON
president Roy Atkinson
called on theFarmers'
Prince bargaining rights for Canadian farmers for several the student
cond term fee boycott and instead demands. He said any changes in
Edward Island government to pass legislation certifying vears. No provincial government has yet seen fit to pass
the NFU as the bargaining agent for PEI potato legislation that provides the legal structure under which posed thenative.demonstration
as an alterwould budget
not occur
voters followed
the government
until the nextpolicy
provincial
was
farmers, following a plebiscite last weekend.
farmers could bargain collectively for a fair price for advice, but Student
only about 25 percent brought
down next spring.
The plebiscite, supervised by the PEI government, their produce.
PEI Premier Alex Campbell has indicated that the actually
askedtion potato
farmers
whether
they favoured
The mainvoted.demonstration will take Government officials said they
of the NFU
as their
collective
bargainingcertificaagent. government will have to study the results of the
whether the surplus in the
They voted for the NFU 415 to 233.
plebiscite before deciding on any action. Campbell said place at the Queen's Park legislative doubted
awards budget would be
that less than half of the eligible voters cast their ballots buildings in Toronto, with sup- student
"PEI
potato
producers
have
given
the
utilized
to
increase the amount of
government a clear directive. It now requires passing, at in the plebiscite so the government is in no hurry to act.
porting actions in other cities.
dispensed. They asserted that
PEI farmers, protesting a government
the next session of the legislature, legislation certifying
Peter Warrian, a former president itmoney
would
probably
used to defray the
the NFU as bargaining agent for PEI potato "development plan" for the province's agriculture, of the Canadian Union of Students,
launched massive tractor demonstrations in August now a University of Waterloo large provincial deficit.
producers," Atkinson said.
OFS coordinator Craig Heron
"The vote has given the NFU a clear mandate to 1971. The government's reply came when NFU presi- graduate student, addressed an OFS
dent Atkinson was arrested and charged with con- plenary last Saturday and pointed
prepare on behalf of producers the necessary adslated taken
in an tointerview
steps wiha''
ministrative arrangements for effective bargaining and
set up a that
meeting
spiracy tointimidate.
out that the universities with the been
The charges were dropped several months later.
least lo lose through the tighter • Ontario premier William Davis.
marketing of the 1973 potato crop," he added.
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justified
't be
can
kidnap
Hogan
The complete disregard
for law and justice revealed by
Department's
the Immigration
virtual
kidnapping
of Black
Panther Ed Hogan Monday
shocked many Canadians.
Recent events make it
evident that the Canadian
government and its agencies
have become increasingly complied in American attempts to
IVE
SAID
5IK1-'-!
reclaim and punish political
YES ALWAYS
dissidents.
CANADIANS ARE M\6rlTY
But, few suspected the
0BLI6IN6 FELLOWS1--'-'
government would be so obvious in its service of the
American government that it
would ignore federal law and
secret Hogan away before he
could launch an appeal against
the
appeal
deportation
order
or board's
even contact
his
lawyer.
That decision — that
public flaunting of Canadian
law — has drawn bitter criticism
from an enraged public, not just
from radicals, but also from
liberals who believe in the "rule
of law and order".
We shouldn't have been
surprised, though. The law and
courts exist to support the
status quo — that's the people
in
power.
not about
bend
overThey're
backwards
aboutto
legal niceties when it comes to
doing something politically
expedient.
Immigration Minister
Bryce Mackasey confirmed the
government's position by supporting the Hogan kidnapping.
"I approve of what was done."
he said yesterday.
Continuing, he referred to
Hogan as a "convicted
murderer" and said Hogan
could get his chance for justice
from an American court.
That's exactly what was in
dispute. Hogan contended, with
good cause, that as a member
of the militant Black Panthers
he had been convicted not for
his supposed crime but for his
dian law. The petty bureaucrats
legal extradition, Mackasey
political activity. And, the very justification.
Nothing less than a full- in this department regularly encourt system which Mackasey
must forget
be forced
resign. (Let's
force their own biases, not the not
that toMackasey
was
cited as the potential source of scale public enquiry into the
Hogan kidnapping is accep- spirit of the law. Unnecessary the chief culprit in the attempt
Hogan's justice was the intable. Not that government en- difficulties for immigrants to to get Hungarian professor
strument of punishment in his
quiries — usually whitewashes whom they're unsympathetic Istvan Meszaros to give up his
political trial.
—
will
prove
we didn't and sneaky attempts to get fight for landed immigrant
Similarly, a person does already know anything
or alter the sup- around fair resolution of im- status in return for a special one
not sacrifice his right to justice portative role the legal system
migration appeals characterize year permit to stay and teach.)
this department.
because he's been convicted of plays.
What it might do is force
another "crime". Mackasey cerAnd then, maybe immigratainly knows better than to extion officials will be a little less
to recognize the arAs the minister responpect to excuse himself and his Canadians
rogant indifference immigration
sible, especially in view of his quick to due course of law in
department with that feeble officials display toward Canafuture instances.
failure to repudiate Hogan's il-
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Shuns
party
label,
Ryan
relies
on
personality
By PAT RED1CAN
that, for ten years by a Liberal. For one thing there is a large section
large,
(about
8,000
in
30,000
voters)
MP Perry Ryan sees elections in it has in past been solid: it largely "This riding has a history of loyalty of Italian and Portuguese imterms of personalities. To him the has gone to one candidate. Since to a particular candidate, not a
migrants, traditionally Liberal
voters,himwhoto the
are Tories.
unlikely to switch
election is a battle among the can- l%2 that candidate has been Ryan. particular party," he says.
wiih
didates on the riding level and
Ryan is on record as saying that
Ryan'scanwhole
to the
among the leaders on a federal level; Trudeau will "turn this country over election
be seenapproach
in this light.
He
Peter Stollery, the Liberal, has
policies and parties play a very small to the communists" and that "we discounts all-candidates meetings as been courting these consliluencies,
role.
are in danger of replacing being "unproductive: you meet too as well as Ihe Chinese, with the same
Personalities are a very significant
few people". As the Toronto Citizen tactics that Ryan himself has used:
with maocracy".
factor in the campaign in Spadina democracy
One question
iri the campaign, put it "He prefers an unchallenged banquets, parades, and community
then,
is
how
much
will
the
China
platform
for electioneering meetings. And both have spent a
riding;
politics this
will year
be putRyan's
to the personality
test. Ryan, policy affect the Chinese vote?
large amounl of money in signs to
who has represented the riding as a Which ever way the Chinese vote
It's also true that Ryan comes keep their names before the public.
Liberal since 1962, is running under goes, it is unlikely to effect any across
poorly in large gatherings.
Thus, if Stollery and Ryan are
the Tory banner.
tends to be long and disjointed,
change in policy, under the Liberals Hepurposes."
the threat becomes
the Conservatives.
sometimes confused or confusing on deadlocked,
Ryan's reason for changing or But
who is considered to have
the real factor in the issues and at all-candidates meetings aBeardsley,
parties cover a wide range of subsolid
core
of
about 30 per cent of
jects, but they can all be boiled down campaign has to be the man versus he consistently comes off worse than the vote. Beardsley,
an effective
to one word: Trudeau.
the party: which do people vote for? NDPer Bob Beardsley and Com- campaigner, could possibly
slip
munist Maggie Bizzell.
Ryan has won the seat irr four
"I did not like the way he ran the
through Tor a victory.
party caucus. Before, under Pear- consecutive elections (his first vicRyan campaigns in the old style:
son, you could get up and complain
On policy matters, Ryan is vague.
tory was at the expense of Conser- he meets people, shakes hands with
vative candidate John Basselt, then them, says a few solicitous words, On one hand, Tor instance, he admits
aboutwhatwhatthe you
didn'twas likefor. —Under
that
was
caucus
owner of the Telegram). In 1968, he and hands them some literature, or that the "corporate welfare bums"
theme or the NDP campaign has
Trudeau
weren't
to say amassed 58 per cent of the vote. This perhaps a "Perry Ryan" pen.
anything. youI felt
I wasallowed
being frozen
time, Ryan is confident.
To say this method is effective is "something in it", on the other
He points out that the riding was an understatement, considering the hand, he speaks vaguely of inout."
centives tobring more U.S. capital
for ten years by a Conservative results in past but it may not be
"[ don't
likeourTrudeau's
iso- held
PC nominee Perry Ryan.
lationist policies:
relations with
before he was elected, and, before enough to win the election this lime. into Canada.
Britain and the United States have
never been worse than under
Trudeau."
think Trudeau
us on No decision
reached
on fate of libraries
the"Irecognition
of Redbetrayed
China. When
he was elected it was on a two China
voted
to
limit
stack
access
to
the
By BOB BETTSON
important part of college life." marked by the confusion and
policy (recognition of both Taiwan
recommendations new Robarts Library to those who isan
He onesaidof that
the items
LaidlawthatLibrary
the few
the U C" procedural wrangling that were
and the People's Republic of China). thatControversial
would amalgamate two college canThis
r>rovenecessitated
"academic setting
need." up an college council can get its teeth reminiscent
"the good
days"
When he found out that this wasn't and two
according loof former
SAC oldcultural
departmental
libraries
in
an
Mao over,
wouldn't
Affairs Commissioner Symour
hepossible,
simply thai
switched
That have
wouldit, enlarged Sigmund Samuel un- enlarged Sigmund Samuel collecprincipal Donald Kanowitch.
dergraduate collection did not come
tion as a predominantly un- IveyNewsaidCollege
never have happened under
The General Committee has led a
it would be more
dergraduate library. The Robarts reasonable that
to a vote Monday as the General
Pearson."
if
only
parts of the four chaotic existance for the past few
It is evident that in Spadina, with Committee of the Faculty of Arts Library was planned as a research collections
were moved because it years, being the main focus for
into*'.
primarily for graduate was
its heavy concentration of Chinese and Science bogged down on a library,
student demands for parity
important that a circulating defealed
and faculty.
relatively undisputed report from its students
voters, recognition of the Republic Committee
collection
remain,
especially in New with faculty on decision-making
Classics Professor R.M.H. College.
on Standing.
of China is a major consideration in
Chairman of the
bodies.
Discussion of the amalgamation Shepherd,
Ryan's switch. Ryan claims that "a
After a rambling hourlong
Academic Affairs Committee of History chairman Jim Conacher.
of the libraries was limited to 30 Governing
debate,
a recommendation was
lot
of
people
around
here
weren't
however
said
he
"regretfully
Council,
said
the
loo pleased with that. It seems to me minules as the meeting degenerated
passed which deleted the proviso
thethe recommendations
that as ihe Chinese vote goes, so into a series of squabbles with a amalgamation would ultimately accepted"
because
with
future
division
of
that
a
student
could not enter
by his comgoesWhile
ihe country"
he adds.
small group of conservative faculty have to mitteebe andapproved
subsequently the full books between the Robarts and courses not offered to first year
this may not
be true, it is once
again
crying
for
the
students unless he or she has comSamuelslack
libraries
"we need
certainly an important factor in the maintenance of the "academic stan- Governing Council. However, he aSigmund
large open
collection
for
added that " we do want to find out
riding. Not only is the Chinese vote
programof ora first
has
dards" of the faculty.
standingpleted ainfirstfouryearcourses
what the faculty thinks since the
Shepherd,
while
stressing
that
he
COMMUNITY
recommendations
are
of
most
conA presidential advisory
with an overall
wanted
to remain neutral, said that year program
undergrads."
committee advocated the
of 60 per cent.
cerCn lo artsprincipal
and science."
"il is easy to get emotionally average
Conacher charged the change
U
Archie
Hallett
amalgamation
of
the
New
and
lower the standards of the
AFFAIRS ~S University College, and political immediately moved that the U C worked
up
the issue." had
He "would
thatabout
no consideration
New Program when we should be
economy and history libraries. The Laidlaw Library be deleted from the regreted
committee was established at a libraries lo be amalgamated, been given to reorganizing the
libraries because he said the making
Studentstandards
rep Phil more
Murtonstringent."
however
March 20 Senate meeting which claiming that "college libraries are college
declining use is due to their limited challenged
Conacher and the other
collections.
Alderman
faculty
members
to
define
what
they
Centre for the Study of Drama
The debate on the report of the all meant by academic standards. No
DAVID CROMBIE
faculty
Committee
on
Standing
was
faculty
replied.
Alderman
HART HOUSE
PRESENTSTHEATRE
TONY ODONOHUE
INTERESTED
Alderman
THEATRE IN
COMMUNICATION...
THE MISANTHROPE
DAVID ROTENBERG
DEVELOPMENT
AND BOOSTING YOUR
by Moliere
Moderator:
CANADIAN CROSSROADS
BANK ACCOUNT?
Translated by Richard Wilbur Directed by John Wood
LARRY SOLWAY
INTERNATIONAL
tor a summer
ot service overseas
OCT. 21-28 at 8:30
Toronto
Productions
WED. NOV. 1
WOULDWorkshop
LIKE YOU
TO
CONTACT:
(No performances on Sunday or Monday);
8:00 P.M.
ELIZABETH PATERSON
PROMOTE ITS 1972- 73
Tickets
$2.50
Box
Office
928-8668
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT
CENTRE
FREE ADMISSION
Students $1.25
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
SEASON.DETAILS
ST. LAWRENCE CENTRE
33 ST.
GEORGE
FOR FURTHER
Student subscriptions sHIl available - $3.00 for 3 productions
428-2038
AND REMUNERATION CALL:
366-1656
RUTH BATEY,
INFORMATION MEETING:
Thursday, Oct. 26. 4:00 p.m.
Tel.: 925-8640
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE
p> Vz CARAT
IDIAMOND RING
8^295°°

Salon

Regis

Hairstylists

STARTING NOVEMBER 4 - 8-30 p.m.
Edward Johnson Building- Concert Hall
NEW

MUSIC

CONCERTS

Park Plaza Hotel
Your choice
of twenlyflve
excitingIn
Wyles.
Yellow
or white
gold.
eludes;
—Daruf,
diamond
ring, appraisal
matching
wedding
registered
certificate and insurance.
20% Student Discount
with ATL card
Jewellers • Gemma
PATIO OE'1430
0R0 rONGE
PLAZA •ST.
- Just Souln a I St. CI

170 Bloor St. W.
924-2153
Haircut Blow-Set Color
Have it done by professionals
15%0

Discount to
U of T Students

presents the first performance ot its
second season
-composers
whoseVivier,
worksGlobokar
will be played include-Beckwith,
Bedford, Hawkins,
-artists trom Canada and abroad will be featured - Jean Laurendeau
Mary Morrison. Canadian Brass, Robert Aitken, Nexus, Toronto
Winds
and North
Les Solistes
1'ORTF and New Phonic Arts in one of
their first
Americande performances.
Tickets: 481-3371
Adults: $2.00
Students: $1.00
Series subscriptions are available. A series brochure with complete
program
request.$5.00
Adults: details
$10.00 for the season will be mailed upon
Students:
Tickets may be purchased evening ot performance
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workers. He estimated that
to Work."
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He said
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protectionist
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natural
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Developm
lo pul Canada
Lewis for his campaign
to meet the capitali
able David
been "the
resources ofisthegeared
have notthat
policiesslating
Liberal's sm."
demands
U.S.,
he
said,
as
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yment and in- against
jobs.
bums,"
welfare
said "corporate
that Lewis put
the workers
the case of ihe Mackenzie Valley lo solveflatiounemplo
n, and indeed never were in- but
boat
same
the
in
monopoly
and
Kashlan charged that high and
"Trudeau," he said, "is erroneously by saying his party
pipeline.
of
enormity
the
unjustifiable "defence spending, and attempting
tended to." to mask
Kashtan"fairer
said taxation
that beforelaws."
workers
in Canada by saying wanted
continued participation in unemployment
that 5 per cent unemployment can even withdraw their services
Ihcy out
mustlowait
their while
contract
said runs
do sountil
legally,
big
employment."
equalsif thefullgovernment
really Hewanted
thai
business
can
raise
its
prices
as it
wishes.
take
could
it
unemployment,
end
to
s
ker
assails social wor
iwo simple measures.
Teacher
One would be the reduction of He also contended that "the right
main-40 to strike should be fundamental"
32, for
weekly
y
bod
t
tis
tawork
ining the samehours
rate toof pay
and lhat "any limitations on lhat
as eli
association
reducright are lo the detriment of the
hours. The other would be the
Emerrett
Nemeth,
a
teacher
of
tion
of
the
retirement
age
and
inBy MARK BOHNEN
field."
any
in
ans
charlat
He said that if standards are set Social Services at Seneca College,
working class."
A Ryerson social work teacher up, they cannot be established mere- and former member of the OAPSW,
Associaof academic criteria. said that there could be "noinuniform
basis
Ontario
the
ly
on
the
that
charges
social
tion orprofessional social workers is The setting of such a standard, he educational standard
an "elilist" organization attempting said, should involve "employers and
U.T.A.A.
lo establish an elilisl college.
"Social work", he said, "is not
as well asalsoprofessionals."
based on science. It is not like
Russell Jolliffe and a number of educators,
a teacher of work".
Cutcher,
Andy
other social work teachers in- social work at Ryerson, felt that
He said that while he was
the Association's social work is "too nebulous and medicine".
GOLF
CLUB
attempt to find
allempl toterviewedselopposeup a college to poorly defined
withof the
sympathetic
esto
practice"
a
ty
e
h
t
h
s
i
l
b
a
t
definite
superiori
of
some
standard
competence
in
the
associaThe
profession.
regulate the
approachthat
to theloo
field.many social agencies, he did not feel lhat
MEMBERSHIP - $2.00
classified as "semi- anyHeone added
tion wanls jobs and
Masters of Social Work are
autonomous"
better to be
INSTRUCTION - Classes Begin October
restricted to university graduates in
necessarily
more
competent
than
have "a workers without degrees.
professional organizations
30th. Register Now At The Intramural Office,
about academic
social work, "professional social hang-up
"I have seen excellent workers
Hart House. Series of 6 Lessons. See Your
workers".
Il is not a well established fact, he without an MSW and very poor
"There are too many streams in requirements."
Swing
On Video-Tape.
social work to reserve a professional said, that BA's in the social services, workers with one." he said.
PRACTICE - Facilities available Daily For
clause lo Masters of Bachelors of without any previous training in
He criticized the OAPSW for
social work, have a lower level of
Social Work, says Jolliffe.
Club Members.
of the comgraduates
He added that at least three competence in Ihe field than social excluding munity
colleges from their
THE BEST DEAL ON CAMPUS!
work
university
graduates.
quarters of Ontario Social work is
professional association.
He
fell
lhat
the
establishment
of
"I
don't
agree
thai
this
profession
by "non-professionals." the proposed college of social work should be a closed shop, like
donedismissed
being
Jolliffe
as "bullshit"
contenlion
of the OAPSW
that ittheis by the OAPSW would probably be a
YORK UNIVERSITY
1972-73 Gerstein Lecture Series
important to set up a college of regressive step for the profession.
It could become a kind of medicine."NOW APPEARING:
social work lo govern the profession.
The constitution of OAPSW said "fraternity" of graduate students, he
Creativity
Wayne Cochrane
Jollirfe, refuses "to define what fell, which exerted its influence
AND HIS
social work is. How can you protect through agreements with various
agencies.
a profession lhat you can't even social
C.C. Riders
and the university
Culcher felt that organization of
define?"
JollilTe admitted that there was social workers should represent
NEXT
WEEK:
some need to apply a standard of more than one group in the field.
Mordecai Richler
Crowbar
competence within the social ser- "It is time", he said, "for a
1 November
PLAYING THE CIRCUIT
vices, but, he said, "there are reconciliation of old wounds".
Andre Fortier
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f— — — — —
-!
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By ZOYA STEVENSON
speaking
wasli
Kashtan
cito-ian
mp
co
is audienc
da
Ca
Williamna
Kashtan,
national leader
e of 1 50 al Harbord
of the Communist Parly of Canada Collegiate In a meeting attended by
contended Sunday night that after Ontario's 15 Communist Parly canelections in the United Stales and
Comof running
. The goal
is apparently
election
mudniisdtastiensthe
Canada. Iheir two newly elected
to the left, at a lime
"get downof theto towhen"turnthe politics
governments
threat of a turn lo the right
business
withoutwould
the mandate
le,"
is formidab he said.
Canadian people."
three
referred
s speech
He added "a good neighbour areas
Kashtan'
werelo being
he said
which
for American imperialism is
policy
in essence, the way by which the ignored in the election: Canadian
of selfU.S. gets itself out of the hole of the independnation
ence, the
and
Quebec,
for right
internal and external crises created determi
welfare.
economic
and
social
by capitalism, and brings the CanaKashtan said that examples of
dian working class into Ihe hole."

HILLEL LECTURE SERIES
PRESENTS

EVERYONE
is invited to come to a meeting
of the UTDU.

RABBI DR. DAVID FELDMAN
ON

"ABORTION & BIRTH CONTROL
ABOUTINTHEJEWISH
LECTURER: LAW & THOUGHT"
Rabbi Feldman has written lor and spoken widely before community, university and medical groups concerning topics o( Jewish Law and medicine. He
is the author ot "Birth Control in Jewish Law" and also ot "Marital Relations,
Contraception
and Abortion
forth in theUniversity
Classic texts
of JewishandLaw".
He holds graduate
degrees asfromset Columbia.
of Illinois,
also
Yeshiva University and the Jewish Theological Seminary.
Rabbi Feldman is currently a member of Ihe Law Committee o! the Rabbinical Assembly and also a Fellow of the Institute of Society, Ethics and Life
Sciences. His most recent appointment is as Consultant to the President's
Commission on Population Growth and America's Future,
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 29
8:30 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE

A rare new collection of memorabilia adorns, the^ walls and an
engaging mixture of patrons raise
their glasses. Lunch from noon
'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a
delightfully different daily special.
Surrounded by The Sutton Place,
on Wellesley at Bay.
The Bull and The Bear

What is the UTDU?
Often talked about, but rarely understood, the U of T
Debating Union is a small, informal debating group
that has small, informal debates and represents U of
T at out-of-town tournaments.
Thursday, Oct. 26 at 7:30 p.m.
BICKERSTETH ROOM, HART HOUSE
Resolved: that freedom
and tree speech are incompatible.
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By GORD MOORE
reprinted from The Chevron
While it is difficult to generalize
about the problems of poverty in
Canada, two things remain clear. For
one thing, poverty is the leading
contradiction of our affluent society.
In tolerating widespread poverty and
inequality of opportunity, the
capitalistic system has shown no
effort to live up to the set of
democratic ideals placed before
society. For another, considering the
total volume of resources, we have
the means to solve the problem of
the poor
minorityandthrough
redistribu-of
tion of money
readjustment
the process of production.
A valid argument explaining why
the problem remains unsolved has
been succinctly stated in The Peal
Poverty Peport:
"... the whole structure of elitist
control in our country undercuts the
basic premise of democracy. All
energies are directed toward the
maintenance of a political power
structure that closes its eyes to the
brutalities and irrationalities of an
economic system in which the increasingly powerful tools of science
and technology are utilized chiefly
for private interest. The result is that
the needs of society as a whole are
ignored. And the needs and
demands of the poor are treated with

habitants but become in turn
breeding places for crime and
delinquency. Poverty affects even
the ability of children to learn well at
school and to develop those skills
essential
for future progress and a
sense of dignity.

Myths about
the poor
The myths and stereotypes
people have employed in the past
indicate that the poor have been
largely misunderstood. In general, it
was felt that the poor deserved their
fate and were only paying a fair price
for their sins: laziness, lack of ambition, indifference, wasteful habits of
living, idleness, and extravagance.
During most of the nineteenth
century and early in the twentieth,
men and government insisted poverty was good for the soul, that it had a
"purifying and toughening effect on
the moral fibre of man". Probably
most important of all, poverty of the
working classes was viewed as a
necessary condition for economic
growth. equAs
a result,andtoday's
ality ofearnings,
even toin-a
great extent inequality in education
and skills, are the result of inequaltiy
of power in industry, business, and
the economy as a whole. Corporations are sovereign while unions
are fragmented. Minorities are
systematically excluded from the
contempt
..."of the to"facts
of poverty",
labour market, or kept at the bottom
we Because
have come
realize
that the
levels of the work ladder.
poor cannot be expected to improve
Many believed (and some still do)
themselves through their own efforts
alone. The poor could be assisted in that the poor should be left to "make
such ways that they, or their
it the hard way like I did". This
children, will gradually find
primarily
that Yetthose
don't
"makeassumes
it" are lazy.
manywhoof
themselves off the relief rolls and on
the poor are moonlighters trying to
the payrolls being gainfully
make ends meet; and as a result
employed.
But because they have been poor
they rarely have enough time or
for a long time, many of the poor see
money or energy to take advantage
no way out of their poverty, no way of of education programs which would
fulfilling their needs and longings
improve their skills, wages, and unduring the course of their lifetime,
derstanding ofsociety. Almost twothirds of poor persons in 1967 were
they see themselves
especially when
in family units whose major source
enveloped
in a culture of poverty
of incorrte was either wages and
which seems to have its own reasons
for being. Most children of poor
salaries or income from selffamilies can expect to remain poor; a employment;
one
and approximately
third
of low-income
family heads
large percentage of the poor
worked
full-time
during
the
year.
Out
presently receiving aid come from
families which also received aid. of all the family heads who are
year round, one in
Considerable sociological and psy-a working full-time
These are the
poverty.
amidst
are
10
chological literature indicates that
childhood in poverty may produce a working poor.
A myth was born in inNorth
an acceptance
that can
the
and worthlessness
defeat syndrome",
especially molded
of"poverty
America,
lock a . child, and eventually his United States, the myth of the "selfmade" man. Although the "rags to
children, into poverty forever.
riches" myth may have been true to
now, we should
Moreover, by to
large
a
have
the idea prevailed
understand that
a minor
that
those extent,
who were poor had simply
number of poor is not only unbeen unable to survive in the
neces ary, but endangers our socie- "natural
struggle" among men for
ty as well. Poverty breeds a mental
But,
position.
power,
en- there
wealth,is no
diseaseof which
l health
and physica
idea today
for this
basis and
the entire
dangers the
to
jobs
where there are not enough
community. Poverty breeds slums
which not only infect their ingo around.
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'Any

poverty

line

arbitrary'
is only
Those who receive welfare are, in overwhelming 57 per cent of their
the main, nor people who do not income in taxation.
more
People with incomes over $10,000
want to work. In theof 1960's
low-income
per cent or more
year pay only about 38 per cent
than 75 had
per
wage
one
families
of their incomes in taxes. The total
mathe
tax system is regressive in that it
earners in the family. Also,
jority of those who receive welfare taxes lower incomes more than
the
are outside the work force — the higher ones up to the level of that
ped, widows, andof average living standard. Above
aged, handicap
s
become
level, the total tax system
mothers who are single heads
families.
the
at least for
progress sive,
slightly
These myths are usually lower bracket of the affluent. The
beyond
poor are taxed considerably
combined with the "working and their
ability to pay . There are no
saving" ethic that tends to persist
today. Such an ethic is increasingly
and only token exadjustments,
irrelevant since much of our saving
emptions, for family size, although
is forcibly generated through the number of people dependent on
government and corporative policies an individual income greatly determines just how far that income will
such as unemployment insurance,
Canada Pension Plan and company
security.
Today, it is generally believed that
and old-age ry
pensions,more,
Further
machine
and
is poor
a percentage of the nation
because of a combination of social
technology have practically
ances.
c
Yet,
eliminated the dollar value of and economi circumst
go. atory government and corphysical labour. In the end, the poor discrimin
are not likely to have anything to
porative policies have effectively
save, nor any real desire to save it. limited jobs and educational opportunities that should be open to
The free enterprise-capitalistic
system that has been accepted does them. Behind the social concessions
not provide for equal opportunity made to the poor, one will find a
delicate balance between giving
among the poor. Instead, Canadian
power politics and western society, enough to take the steam out of
create, sustain, and aggravate the social unrest and leaving the distribution ofpower undisturbed. It is
causes of poverty through inequalities built Into the system over little wonder, therefore, that the poor
the years. Particularly in the area of cannot break out of their
income and taxation, the poor ex- predicament.
perience an inequality of the tax
burden. The poor in Canada (those Invisibility
with incomes, before government
transfer payments or taxes, of $2000 of the poor
or less) pay, on the average, an
The main reason the poor are out
of mind is that they are not seen.
Theytralinhabit
housing
of the cencore or thetherural
backwaters
and
are increasingly isolated from contact with anybody else. The affluent
majority live in the suburbs and send
their children to suburban schools.
Living out in the suburbs, it is easy to
assume that ours is indeed an
affluent society. Nor do they want to
think about the poor, whom, they
say, do not have the will to succeed.
A good number of the poor, being
65 years of age or better, are immobile. The aged members are
often sick and cannot move, staying
close to a house in a neighbourhood
that has completely changed from
the old days.
The poor are also ignored by the
. resources
political proeess
- since theypower.
Tack
and economic
Furthermore, they are fragmented
across the country, most not
belonging to unions, political parties,
or fraternal organizations, and
therefore lack a legislative program
and a common voice. Politicians feel
they can safely ignore the poor for
the immediate future; and when
the poor begin to complain, urban
renewal and slum clearance can be
restored to for relief, although this
effort tends to squeeze more people
into existing slums.
Moreover, when seen, the poor

may not necessarily look poor. They
may not be wearing rags, and may
even have a radio or television. Still,
the poor are subject to constant
thievery, major or minor, that is
inevitable in a society controlled by
corporations: misleading advertising, ravenous finance practices,
exploitative prices, and shoddy
manufacture. The affluent have the
resources to protect themselves
against this kind of swindling and
tend to see consumerism as a game
between customer and producer.
Entire business entities are set up
specifically to exploit the difference
in purchasing power between the
poor and the affluent. Corporations
are essentially free to charge the
prices they care in the market,
severely victimizing the poor. Conis considered ansumption,
index unfortunately,
of respectability
and personal worth in North
America, and, for the poor, the only
route to consumption is through
credit. The -poor - are exploited by
finance companies and revolving
retail loan plans. The prices they
finally
pay for goods, The
creditreason
included,
are astronomical.
the
poor mortgage their future for a
piece of satisfaction is because their
future promises nothing worse.
But the core of their problem, and
the
core of that
the consumption
nation's problem,
the illusion
is goodis
in itself. Advertising, in its creation of
spurious need, is the source of that
illusion. Since the power of advertising is the power of the corporation, the solution lies in catching
the robbers.

Counting the poor
and measuring
poverty
The poor do not have an adequate
enough income to allow them to
participate fully and equally in society. Equally ofimportant
for theof
existence
poverty reasons
lie in lack
access to opportunities (employment and social), lack of education,
and most importantly lack of control
over the process of production. As a
consequence of these inadequacies
the poor are not allowed the stature
to developcreative
as well-informed,
mhterested,
and independent
citizens.
Although the idea of poverty does
not yield itself to any commonsense
definition, it Is highly important in
affecting the design of programs
used to eliminate it. The most widely
used and publicized procedure for
measuring the extent of poverty is to
establish poverty income levels
known aslines"poverty
lines".a passing
So far,
poverty
have made
bow to the idea of relativity, leaving
out
an escalator that would keep the
of living.
poverty line in step with the standard
If a poverty line is to be of
relevance, it must be drawn relative
to the general standard of living. Yet
the Economic Council of Canada
(ECC), in an attempt to establish a
cut-off point at which poverty ends
and affluence begins, has produced
a poverty line based on a notion of
subsistence. Their estimate **^s
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based on the assumption that any
family
has toon spend
70 perof
cent ofwhich
its income
the basics
food, shelter, and clothing is trapped
in an almost permanent state of
poverty. Application of this criterion
suggested that government
minimum average expenditures for
non-farm families would be as
follows:
Single person
$1,500
Family of two
$2,500
Family of three
$3,000
Family of four
$3,500
Family of five or.more $4,000
Incomes below these levels, It has
been thought, would enable
classifying families as being poor.
On this basis, using 1961 Dominion
Bureau of Statistics census returns,
the number of poor was set at 4.7
million people in 1968, roughly 20
per cent of the total population.
^Alternatively, if a level of 60 per cent
Expenditure on basics is used, we
find 6.6 million living In impoverished circumstances. An increase of little less than $10 weekly
cannot possibly free an individual or
a family from poverty.
Furthermore, John Porter proved
in 1961 that middle-class life style
didn't
begin for
the individual
until hereally
received
$8000
per year.
From income data, he calculated
that at that time only four per cent of
all Canadians received that amount
inmiddle-class
annual income.
In 1970,
income
line Porter's
would
amount to almost 18,000 dollars per
year.
Also, the Canadian Labour
Congress showed in November 1969
that because of inflation, an urban
family of four required a minimum of
$1 1 ,000 per year to make ends meet;
the average yearly income in
manufacturing during the first half of
(£1969 was $5,723.
Any poverty line drawn across
society, therefore, should be
recognized as arbitrary. Families
living just above the poverty line face
the same realities as those at the
line. There may be special circumstances, such as large families,
unusual illness, or the need to care
for aged parents, which may contribute to their poverty. Much also
depends on what a given amount of
money will buy at any given time.
The 4.7 million estimate by the ECC,
therefore, must be considered a
highly conservative one.
Nevertheless, the ECC concept of
poverty lines is used by established
media and semi-offlcially by the
government. This is a dangerous
consequence because it creates the
illusion that as incomes alone rise,
©poverty will disappear on its own.
But the same proportion of the population remains in the same state of
relative deprivation as long as the
distribution of money does not
change. And, as the total population
grows, so will the number of poor.
A relative poverty line, drawn at
one-half the average standard of
living of Canadians, is somewhat
more realistic than the ECC concept.
Under this notion, which emphasizes
relative deprivation, people are
living in poverty if their income
provides them with a standard of
living that is 50 per cent lower than
the average standard of living of
society. This poverty line, likewise
delineating a stop-gap measure in
fighting poverty, indicates that a
family of four receiving an income of
$4,800 would be below the accepted
standard of poverty.
Despite the fact that we really
cannot form a definite estimate of
, the extent of poverty, there can be

no doubt that substantial poverty
exists in Canada. Whether poverty
affects 15 or 20 per cent of the
population is less relevant than the
fact that radical policies have not
been undertaken to effectively combat the causes and inequalities.
The elderly poor
The nature of work in an urbanindustrial system is radically
different from autonomous and
irregular work in such occupations
as agriculture. Capitalistic enterprises, employing the majority of
urban workers, require functionally
independent, increasingly skilled,
and technologically regulated
labour. Corporative thinking has it
that to reap profits from rapid
technological progress, the worker
must be highly mobile —
geographically as well as occupationally. In addition, a young
age means that investments in job
training can be fully repaid.
The implications are clear. The
elderly necessarily come to bear the
brunt of technological change in an
urban setting. In our society, the
position of the aged tends to worsen.
The long-run decline in death rates,
signifying greater longevity, coupled
with the inability of older persons to
compete for jobs, and the steady

lowering of the age of retirement,
expands the unproductive period of
their lives. The need for mobility by
the young makes living with their
children a highly unlikely alternative
to the elderly. The divided family is a
universally observed urbanindustrial phenomenon.
Thus, the elderly are alone. An
older person has a chance for a
fruitful existence if he is married and
living with his spouse, but many of
those 65 years of age have no
spouse, and widowhood increases
with age at the rate of 20 per cent
with each decade after 65. An older
person has a chance if he Is still
working, but most of the aged do not
work. Today, only a third of persons
65 years of age or older are in the
work
compared
twothirds force,
at theas turn
of the with
century.
Escape from poverty is possible if
there is no loss of income, but data
show a drop of as much as 50 per
cent in income after retirement. Most
of the aged also are prone to a high
incidence of illness, thus facing the
high expenses of drugs and medical
care. The chance of a man having a
favourable rating on all four of the
above counts is seven in 100; for a
woman over 65, one in 100.
In the absence of adequate
savings and public transfer
payments then, this group becomes

a major component of the urban
poor. Also, the market places of an
urban economy cater to those with
resources. Housing units are built for
the young
who Thecanelderly
generate
tive demands.
poor effecmust
adjust to the sub-marginal opportunities of slums or use their
scarce resources to secure accommodation more spacious and
more expensive than they require.
It is sometimes urged that older
persons do not need as much as
younger ones because the aged
spend less for clothing, housing, and
food. But, the aged spend less only
because they have less. The fact is
that those aged who do not sustain a
loss in income do consume as much
as anyone else in their income level.
No doubt the aged would be worse
off were there no social security
payments. Yet a large percentage of
social security beneficiaries still require public assistance, mainly
because the benefits are too small to
maintain them at low levels of
subsistence.
The same urbanization process
that has affected the elderly also
affects other groups. Female heads
of families are immobile in the
absence of an adequate system of
day-care services, and large families
render the head occupationally less
mobile. Furthermore, the unemployables,
dicapped particularly
and chronicallytheill,hanare
being forced out of the changing
urban economy.
Promoting
middle-class
style of life
Poverty is closely connected to
the urbanization process. The
problem of the poor, and especially
the urban poor in Canada, has been
that neither they nor the public institutions capable of acting on their
behalf have been able to adapt to
and benefit from the rapid,
widespread, and irreversible
changes. Equally important is the
conditioning of children by
promoting the middle-class style of
life. Such a style of life is a
commitment to self-promotion, exclusion, and evasion of human
problems,
highin aturn,
valueis
on our own placing
comfort.tooThis,
nourished by a search for status. In
middle-class life, people of similar
background and circumstances are
drawn together in neighbourhoods
which have systematically eliminated
the "less worthy". In promoting this
life-style and cutting off those people
whose needs, are most acute, the
poor pay a totally unnecessary price.
At the same time, the media and
the politicians supported and
determedia
by the and
protected
mine the shape
limitsdaily
of public
outcry. In documenting the syminand the
ptoms of poverty
adequacies of existing
social
programs,
well as hailing
each
new band-aidas program,
the general
population remains apathetic
towards the exploitation and inequalities ofour economic system.
rporation-governThementmedia-co
manipulation of the idea of
democracy is allied with Sartre's
"have
who alteraof the toaffluent
on power
descripti
produce
it in their
tions for the better, but instead work
assiduously to perpetrate swindles
while professing humane goals".
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sought
representation
More
of the school, Juri Governing Council meeting.
By KIM RICKETTS
director
new
The original proposal to
The recent restructuring of the
council of the School of Physical Daniel.
of the changes,of restructure was made by Daniel at
approval
Final
and Health Education was initiated which increased the number
the final meeting of the old council
in the hope "of malting the council a students and junior teaching staff on where it received the strong support
the
little more representative" says
the council, came at last Thursday's by the faculty members. The

Brief

Committee

to Works

wants

for PHE
proposals
were rather
submitted
his initiative
thansolely
studenton
pressure,
Daniel
said.
Daniel is concerned that PHE
instructors ranked below assistant
professor at Hart House and the
Benson Building, who have
previously been represented only
through their two directors, be given
a greater voice.
He is also concerned about
students whom he considers generally to be "non-participants."
"I've
impressed
uponit them
important Ifeel
is forhowstudent
representation," he said. "I think
this will g:ve them the opportunity
participate.'"
voice andcouncil
h3ve astudent
to PHE
president
was imhe
said
Young
Wayne pressed
with the general concern
expressed for the student voice by
the present administration.

council
members,
from
eachEightyear,student
one male
and onetwofemale,
plus the president have been allowed
full voting rights in the council.
Previously there was only one student on the council.
"It is an attempt to instigate
better rapport between student and
"I think
declared. The
Young
staff
great
hastaken
itfaculty."
have
thepossibilities.
first step; the responsibility now lies with the students.
PHE SAC representative Dave
Barrett feels it is important that the
students be involved. He feels the
physical education students "are
concerned
before (the
mostly apolitical
and change)
weren'tabout
that
theLinda
school Page,
and how
it
functions."
the female council
representative for fourth year,
defined the move as "a step in the

streetcars preserved
Toronto
A brief prepared for presentation vehicles on the already crowded
mission's short-term financial loss
to the Toronto Public Works Com- street would increase 24 per cent. of two million dollars.
mittee endorses the preservation of Over the long term, the initial TTC commissioner Karl
streetcars as an economical and
be lost Malletle, who has been a vigorous
buses would
capital saving
efficient means of mass transport. because
of theirinshorter
life span and proponent of the Spadina ExThe Streetcars for Toronto extra labour costs required to
the streetpressway,oncongratulated
car committee
its research
and
Committee brief argues against a operate more vehicles, the brief
transportation network based soley states. "Arter 10 years, the initial initiative. He assured the group that
on subway and buses.
cost difference would be made up by its brief would receive serious
attention.
At issue is the fate of the streetcar
cost differences".
right direction."
in Toronto, and in particular, the opeating
Mike Filey,
a local historian,
Toronto Transit Commission's stressed to the gathering that streetcars are an integral part of Toronto.
proposal to remove the car lines on
St. Clair Avenue, Mount Pleasant They are a good form of in- U of 7, York faculty call for
Boulevard and Rogers Road.
termediate transit, he said, between
At a meeting of the committee high capacity, flexible subways and
last week, U of T child studies low capacity, inflexible buses.
testing
weapons,
ban on atom
professor J. R. Biemiller exlained
Except for Cleveland, Boston,
Eighty-three
faculty
members
of
the
University
of
international
the financial and operational im- San Francisco and Toronto, street- Toronto and York University have appealed for total symbol
the ofnuclear
arms race.opposition to nuclear testing
are almost non-existant in prohibition of nuclear tests and for an international ban and The
Toronto faculty letter, according to U of T
plications ofchanging
street- NorthcarsAmerica.
cars to diesel
buses and from
trolleys.
In another city. on the use of nuclear weapons.
assistant mathematics Professor Stephen Salaff, who
The Toronto Transit Commission New Orleans, he pointed out,
appeal, and
"unmistakable
condemns"
Their appeal came in a letter sent to the "Lucky initialed
argues that the switch to buses slreecars are tourist attractions.
"reckless"theAmerican
French nuclear
testing. the
Dragon Preservation
a group
of peace
The incidence of the Luck/ Dragon was the third,
would mean greater operating ef- One speaker from the audience, movement
activists andCommittee",
religious leaders
in Tokyo.
The
ficiency and a short term capital referring to the TTC's emphasis on letter coincided with the annual mass antiwar demonafter tionHiroshima
and Nagasaki,
Japanese
saving in costs of new buses over the short-term profit rather than longby U.S. nuclear
weapons. ofAlso
injuredvictimizaby the
strations held throughout Japan last Saturday.
more expensive street car.
radioactivity
were several hundred inhabitants of
term cial
planning,
questioned
provinThe
entire
crew
of
23
of
the
Lucky
Dragon,
a
100islands
near
Bikini.
spending priorities on ton Japanese fishing trawler, was seriously injured by
Biemiller pointed out at the
The disaster initially sparked a mass campaign
radioactive fallout from the H-bomb test conducted by accumulating
meeting, however, that streetcars transportation.
36 million Japanese signatures on a
If
the
province
can spend $ 10 the U.S. at the Bikini Atoll in I954.
have 1 .6 times the carrying capacity
The vessel was discovered at berth recently in petition against nuclear weapons.
ofwould
buses. result
The TTC's
St.Clair
plan
million
on
a
"Disneyland-like"
ride
The
supportive
letter sent to Japan was originally
in a decline in for the Canadian National Ex- Tokyo Bay, and the Preservation Committee is now
hibition, he reasoned, then surely seeking world-wide support of its effort to restore it as a drawn up by U of T sociology professors Alan Powell
passenger holding capacity of 17 per
cent, while the number of transit they could Support the transit com- lasting monument to all nuclear disasters and as a and Janet Salaff. and Stephen Salaff.
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Riverdale
activities
to hold
mass
meeting
organization in Riverdale according
By GR ETCH EN ROEDDE
to the convention planners.
Because power has been solidly
While traditional party politicians
wage campaigns for upcoming established at the community level,
municipal and federal elections, east citizens can be mobilized quickly to
end activists are preparing the combat city hall and other
organizations.
Riverdale
People's
For example, last summer
which
promises
to be, Convention,
according to
co-chairman Rev. Harold Jackman, residents of Jones Avenue
demanded
and later secured TTC
"an historic event for Canada."
It may be the most impressive bus service on their street after a
prolonged struggle. Recently, RCO
demonstration of citizen-based stalled
Bramalca Consolidated
power and solidarity yet seen in
Toronto, and will be held November developments' plans to erect a
highrise complex in the area.
12 at Monarch Park Collegiate.
Riverdale extends from the Don
RCO successfully aided
River to Coxwell Avenue, and from
Family Rights' fight to
Danforlh Avenue to the waterfront. Operation
procure free or reduced-cost drugs
It is a working class area exploited for family benefit recipients.
bv many groups: slum landlords,
"People getting involved; that's
industries, and developers. Com- what this organization is all about,"
says
Donna Wolten, a student who
munity groups have complained that
attempts to solve their problems at is working with RCO as a volunteer.
the legislative level have generally "We are -not out to block every plan
proved to be ineffective, due either proposed by the city, but to demonstrate that as residents in the city, we
to indifference or the inability of
bureaucrats to understand them.
have the right to influence decisions
For the past three years, an
lives." relationships
In fact,ourimproved
increasingly strong community affecting
organization has developed, aimed between different groups in the community, and greater accountability
at creating a better environment in
will take place in this old store. RCO news lines the windows.
Riverdale, and deriving its power of industries and agencies to the The Riverdale People's Conversion residents,
but when they successfully governments", one organizer said.
from direct citizen participation and citizens have resulted from the RCO, organizers drove taxis and
Perkins
stressedwhich
that "it
is thepeople
focus
growth of community organizations. worked night shifts to support their blockaded Sunnybrook from truck on
issue-oriented action.
action
pulls
access,
he
met their demands.
In 1969 the East Don Coalition
"Involvement with the families while working with RCO
together;
we
are
not
out
to
create
organization
has
increased
the
during
the
day.
Successful
anti-pollution
action
was formed — a co-operative of credibility of the agencies as staff
three churches and a ratepayer
A recent grant from the Canadian was taken against Canada Metal, an power structures but to solve
association. This group hired a Saul become instruments of public will", Mortgage
and Housing Corporation industry which now co-operates ful- The present focus oF activity is the
Dale Perkins, a United
ly with residents.of the community convention, organized by seven
Alinsky-traincd Canadian com- explained
for
research
into Riverdale's
Church
minister
working
in
the
munity organizer, Don Keating, to
problems has temporarily
relieved hasRecognition
also recently come from the committees established at a
mobilize the people. In I970 the area.
financial pressures.
Toronto Department of Parks and September mass rally. The conThe 'professional'
community
The
strength
of
the
organization
original Coalition became the River- organizers
ference leaders who have been
are taking a background has even won the respect of the Recreation. After long negotiations, elected reflect
dale Community Organization, exthe diversity of the
ihe department agreed to loan the issues."
panding to include several role in the convention, stressing that powers against which actions were old
different
groups
in the community.
Dunlop factory site, at Blake
neighbourhood and school the strength and power of the move- taken.
and
Slralhcona
Streets,
earlier
They are from the Panhellenic
ment is derived from popular
associations.
For
example,
RCO
charged
of Canada, an Italian
RCO has now become the participation.
Sunnybrook Packers with illegal use slated for redevelopment, as a park Organization
working class organization, the
Greater Riverdale Community
Two years ago, when government of a backlane for parking its trucks, for neighbourhood children.
"Direct action of this kind gives black community,
the Chinesegroups,
comConvention, and includes, every agencies suddenly cut off grants to and for improper disposal of water,
munity, two neighbourhood
people the dignity of using power
bloodv from carcasses, which would the
a church and a rehabilitation centre.
to
make
changes,
not
handing
over
occasionally flood back streets. The power to unaccountable
The convention will be selfowner refused to meet with
THE CENTRE FOR RUSSIAN
financed with each delegation of
fifteen
members paying twenty
AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES
dollars. Some local industries have
IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
JEWISH COMMUNITY CAMPS OF MONTREAL
co-operated
by buying ads in a
presents a lecture on
Convention Book.
CAMP THE
B'NAIFOLLOWING
BRITH— CAMP
WOODENFORACRES
OFFER
POSITIONS
1973
Section Heads
Head Specialists
FRIEDRICH
ENGELS
TERMPAPERS
Senior Counsellors Specialty Counsellors
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO OFFER?
UNLIMITED
AND
MARXISM
If Interested Request An Application Form From:
OF TORONTO
by Alfred G. Meyer
JEWISH COMMUNITY CAMPS OF MONTREAL
COMPLETE
Alfred G. Meyer. Professor ol Political Science at ihe University ol
EDUCATIONAL
c/o MR. MARTIN RUMACK
Michigan,
is an outstanding
on Marxist
theoryandandPractice
Soviet politics,
and the author
of Marxism,specialist
The Unity
of Theory
(1954),
RESEARCH
16 FOREST WOOD
TORONTO 305, ONTARIO
Leninism (1957), and The Soviet Political System (.1965).
DATE: Wednesday, October 25, 1972
SERVICES
TIME: 4:00 P.M.
752A YONGE
PLACE: Room 202 (Council Room) Galbraith Building
964-7328
(at biooo
35 St. George Street ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS INVITED.
FASHION

WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE

UNIQUE
ACSK
PA
NTO'
RORB
TOPE
Bookstore

CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS
BAG PANTS
JEANS ssa_JT
TOPS
BLAZERS
SMOCKS

CRAZY T-SHIRTS $4 or 3^*10
$10 ■ *20
1 GOWNS
t BLAZER SUITS w/BAGS SE 2&*M • *30
*5 3/-$l2
. MEN'S SHIRTS
SPECIAL - PLAID BAGS w=o*5
210

AVE.
SPADINA
(BELOW DUNDASt i
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;
SATURDAYS FROM 9-6

the fast & inexpensive
eating place
fordowntown people
BLOOR &
BLOOR & BLOOR
& BAY
ST. GEORGE
YONGE

A Very Special Offer
V irT^4> P°n "to The
^^Uil£/ cashier at any
I m MW M 0f the three Mr. Zum's locations.
a full 50c disCOUPON You willcount oreceive
n any sale of $1.50 or
over, One coupon per sale only. Valid any day arte
l 2 p.m. and all day Monday.
^
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 30, 1972

_J

TWO
ON
LEVELS
classified
well-informed
by
subject
helpful
<£
staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707 YONGE ST
Below Bioor
923-3551
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. ADVERTISEMENT -

ents:
Commitm
ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE: Fifty-eight percent of
We suffer no lack of challenges in Canada today. We do suffer,
of
part
the
on
manufacturing industry is foreign controlled,
ent
Canada's
commitm
of
lack
serious
a
opinion,
in my
with
talk
have been almost as many foreign takeovers since
to
like
there
and
would
I
government to meet these challenges.
Mr. Trudeau took over as in the previous ten years.
you now about four I feel to be most urgent.
Mr. Trudeau's recent legislation does not begin to meet the
JOBS: Right now, more than half a million Canadians are
the
in
rates
oyment
unempl
it fails to correct a situation in which it is easier for
highest
the
problem:
of
one
jobs^
without
in
jobless;
is
eleven
in
one
Quebec,
In
world.
industrialized
foreign than for domestic corporations to effect takeovers;
further, it fails to increase a Canadian presence in existing
Newfoundland, one in nine; among young Canadians, one in
subsidiaries, and fails to provide for full financial disclosure by
five; among our native people, three in five. Well over two
those subsidiaries.
million people are directly affected.
the
make
would
nt
governme
My
better.
Canada can do
My government would enact the changes necessary to make
creation of jobs its first priority.
this legislation truly effective. Beyond that, we would revise the
Bank Act to make certain that venture capital was available for the
My government would immediately reduce personal income
taxes, to stimulate consumer demand, to create jobs. We would
expansion of existing Canadian firms, or the creation of new ones.
eliminate the 11% Federal sales tax on building materials to
My government, in concert with the provinces, would develop
We
jobs.
means
tion
construc
because
tion,
encourage construc
new programs to ensure the rapid growth of our entrepreneurial
and managerial talent pools.
would encourage the further processing of our raw materials
here, because that means jobs.
And we would, again together with the provinces, establish
and define key sectors of the economy which are to be considered
My government would expand the retraining opportunities
reserved for Canadian ownership.
available through the Department of Manpower, and make that
agency much more aggressive in searching
NMENT: Half of Canada's
ENVIRO
THE centres
urban
with populations of a
out job vacancies.
thousand or more lack any sewage treatment,
My government would insist on greater
and
a further third have only the
ing
job-creat
long range planning of special
activities— such as summer youth
most rudimentary equipment. The Trudeau
employment-so that the communities to be
government's Ministry of the Environment
served could be involved from the outset,
is not really a ministry at all, since many of
and so that jobs could be found for those
its regulations are enforced by a variety of
whose need is most pressing.
other government agencies.
Further, my government would act to
We can, and absolutely must do much
more to protect Canada.
strengthen out job-creating potential for the
future. We would increase direct
My government would first of all create
an Environmental Council to monitor, and
government investment in research and
technology, and expedite the process by
disseminate information upon the quality of
which Canadian innovations can be
our environment, and recommend measures
marketed around the world.
to parliament.
PRICES: What cost you five dollars four years ago right now
My government would encourage the development of largescale anti-pollution industries in Canada.
costs you six. The poor people of Canada, the elderly and those
..on fixed incomes, have suffered most from this kind of inflation,
It would, together with the provinces, act to stiffen the
but clearly it affects the earnings and savings of all Canadians.
penalties for all forms of environmental neglect, whether to our
air, soil, or water, international waters included.
And, because it makes Canada's exports less competitive,
inflation affects a good many jobs as well. The government I lead
It would use a variety of financial incentives to assist industry
would tackle this problem directly.
to invest in pollution control equipment.
First of all, my government would calculate its tax revenues
It would create a co-ordinated Department of the Environment.
in terms of constant rather than inflated dollars, so as ^o
I would say again that we face no lack of tasks, no want of
challenges anywhere in this land...in our cities and towns, on our
eliminate the Treasury Board's vested interest in inflation.
We would strengthen the role of the Auditor General,
small farms, and across the open reaches of our north.
We can meet none of them if we cannot create jobs, if we
so that unproductive government spending, which
contributes not a little to the inflationary cycle, might be
cannot protect the savings of those who work, cannot assume
revealed and reduced.
greater control over our own economy, cannot live in harmony
with nature.
We would support the cost-of-living escalator formula for
those receiving old age and guaranteed income security benefits.
I am confident that we can do these things, and a great many
And, should the need ever arise, my government
more, if we are wisely and honestly led.
would be prepared to use temporary wage and price controls
My government will strive to provide that kind of leadership.
to combat inflation.
You have my word

A

P.C.

government

can

do

Sponsored by the Youth Committee to elect Robert Stanfield.

better.
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UC

French
chairman
attacks
Two
interdisciplinary studies
By DIANA WEST
purpose
is to "stir
The report
says upthatreactions."
only four dealing with Quebec and one course
The chairman of the UC French French-Canadian
content courses dealing with English and Frenchdepartment, Pierre Robert, are offered out of a total of 45 Canadian literature are also offered,
defended his department in reply to French courses available on U of T's
"In fact," said Robert, "Toronto
a recent report criticizing the lack of St. George campus. This does not is the only English speaking university that has a study program in
French-Canadian content in English include three open topic courses, the
language French courses in an in- report notes.
terview Monday.
However, French department theU French-Canadian
of T is a pioneer inlanguage."
the study of
The report is a study of 24 offers more French-Canadian con- French-Canadian culture in English
tent than the critique, indicates.
Canada according to Robert. For
universities made by Carleton
Beside the four French-Canadian the past several years, the university
University professors Sinclair
Robinson, Donald Smith and Robin studies the report refers to the has sponsored visiting professors
Mathews. The study found that the department offers two courses in from French-Canadian universities.
The French department has
average French-Canadian content in which about half of the literary
English-speaking undergraduate works studied are French-Canadian, promoted French-Canadian culture
French courses is 25 per cent.
as well as three independent study by its efforts in such programs as the
Festival quebecois held last
"The critique," Robert said, "is courses in which students study November
at U of T. The festival
completely unrealistic." Its main French-Canadian works.

SAC

Council

Wednesday,
MUSIC
Agenda:

Meeting

October
ROOM

HART

25 7:00 p.m.
HOUSE

Carleton
attracted about 7,000 people to its
French-Canadian
exhibits, lectures
and
concerts.
Robert added that the U of T
probably has one of the best library
collections in French-Canadian

report
literature in Canada.
"We would add courses," he said,
"if we had more students." In the
past two years he explained, the
enrolment figures in French courses
have dropped off considerably.

Enrolmenf
Student enrolment at Ontario
universities fell about 9,100 short of
projections
submitted by the schools
last December.
A preliminary enrolment report,
released Friday by the Ministry of
Colleges and Universities, showed
an enrolment of 133,853 full time
undergraduates. This represents an
increase of about one per cent over
last year's figures as against the
projected
per centacross
increase.
Graduate eight
enrolment
the
province actually dropped by 559
students this year.
This is the second year in a row in
which the growth
Ontario's
universities
has rate
beenof seriously
overestimated. An increase of 10 per
cent was estimated for the 1972-73

plunges
academic year, but actual enrolment
rose only five per cent.
This year only the University of
Guelph
Toronto's
Regis
College, aandchurch
related school,
exceeded their projections.
The University of Toronto
showed a fall enrolment of 19,413
undergraduates on the St. George
Campus.crease ofThis
constitutes
in529 over
last yearan and
about 100 under last December's
An increase of about 200 students
projections.
was
reportedcampus,
at theabout
university's
Scarborough
130 less
than expected. The Erindale campus, however, Tell only three
students short of meeting its projected growth of 391.

Discipline

Bobby Seale Speech
Constitutional Amendments

Sunglasses
that get
darker
as the sun
gets brighten a

mm
OPTICAL

ONSULI IHt YtLlOW PAtil '

PHOTOSUN

MALCOLM

MUGGERIDGE

AUTHOR
FORMER EDITOR 'PUNCH'
BROADCASTER
COMMUNICATOR
& CRITIC

CONVOCATION
When love happens
AH at once you know it's real. A thousand words rush to your
heart, and you find you don't have to say one of them.
If a diamond ring is part of it all, let Birks hel|
you. Our diamond prices are genuinely lo\
. . . lower than what some merchants and :
catalogues refer to as wholesale prices.
And at Birks you'llour getpromise
this added
that nocomfort:,
matter]
what grade of diamond
you buy little
... noormatter
how
how much

HALL
OCT. 27 i 30.
1-2 pm.

To Whom Shall We Go?
FRIDAY 27TH
What Is Life About?
MONDAY 30TH

VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
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BENSON
TIME
ft ft A — _»
8:00 a.m.

ASSOCIATION

ATHLETIC

WOMEN'S

BUILDING

- 320

HURON

25
■ OCTOBER
REGISTRATION
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
n^nr*o
UdllL" Pnmnn^itir»n
UUIHU.UwHlV" - RR
Dance Composition - DS

ST.

FRIDAY

9:00 a.m.

Tennis - Rec. - SG
Badminton - Rec. - UG

Dance Composition - DS
Tennis -Rec.-SG
Badminton Rec.-UG

Contemporary Dance I - DS
Tennis Rec.-SG
Badminton Rec-UG

Dance Composition - OS
Tennis Rec. - SG
Badminton Rec - UG

Contemporary Dance tnt - DS
Tennis Rec - SG
Badminton Rec-UG

10:00 a.m.

Tennis Rec. - SG
Badminton Rec. - UG

Ballet 1 - DS
Fencing Int. - FG
Tennis Int. -bu

Ballet I-DS
Tennis- GCBeg. - SG
Gnlf

Contemporary Dance Beg - DS
Fencing Beg. - FG
Tennis Int.-SG
Slim & Trim -LG

Ballet II - DS
Tennis Beg.-SG
Golf-GC
Synchronized Swim - Pool

Goif-GC
Slim & Trim -LG

Contemporary Dance Beg. - DS
Fencing Beg.-FG
Badminton Beg.-UG
Golf-GC
Archery
- AR
Figure Skating
to 12:30 - Arena
Junior Swim -Pool

Ballet Beg.-DS
Fencing Beg.-FG
Badminton Beg.-UG
Golf-GC
Synchronized Swim - Pool
Slim & Trim -LG

Ballet
DS
FencingI - Beg.-FG
Badminton Beg.-UG
Self Defense -Beg.
to 12:30- FG
Golf-GC
Archery - AR

Tennis Int.-SG
Golf - GC
Slim & Trim - LG

Fencing Int/Adv.-FG
Tennis Int.-SG
Golf-GC
Ski Conditioning - LG

Contemporary Dance I - DS
Badminton Int. -UG
Tennis Int. -SG
Golf-GC
ArrhPru - AR
12:30 -Figure Skating
to 1:30 -Arena
Slim & Trim -LG

Contemporary Dance Int. - DS
Fencing Int/Adv. - FG
Tennis Beg.-SG
Golf-GC
Slim & Trim - LG

Contemporary Dance Int. - DS
Badminton
- UG Beg
12:30 -Self Int.Defense
to 2:00 - FG
Golf-GC
Archery - AR

Tennis
Golf - GCBeg.-SG
Ski Conditioning - LG

Contemporary Dance 1 - DS
Badminton Int. -UG
Tennis Adv. -SG
Golf - GC
ArcheryuA Trim
- AR - 1LUfi
^lim
OImII
1 Mill

Jazz Dance I - DS
Badminton Int. - UG
Tennis Beg.-SG
Ski Conditioning - LG

Jazz Dance II - DS
Tennis Int. - SG
Archery - AR
Gym Judging -LG

Jazz Dance I - DS
Badminton - Int. - UG
Tennis Beg.-SG
Slim & Trim -LG

Scottish Country Dance - DS
Fencing
BadmintonInt.Int.- FG- UG
Tennis- Adv.- SG
Golf-GC
Gym Judging - LG

Badminton Beg.-UG
Tennis Beg.-SG
Archery - AR
Junior Swim -Poo!

Contemporary Dance Int. - DS
Fencing Int. - FG
Archery
Non-Swim- AR- Pool

Contemporary Dance Beg. - DS
Badminton Int. -UG
Tennis Beg. -SG
Golf-GC
Archery-Figure
- AR Skating
2:45
to 4:30 -Arena
Junior Swim - Pool
Apparatus - LG

Fencing Int. -FG
Non-Swim- AR- Pool
Archery

Contemporary Dance 1 - DS
Fencing Beg.-FG
Badminton Beg. - UG
Junior Swim -Pool

Tennis Beg. - SG
Golf-GC
Archery
Non-Swim- AR- Pool
Diving - Pool
Stroke Correction - Pool
Slim & Trim - UG

Contemporary Dance I • DS
Fencing -Beg.-FG
Junior Swim - Pool

Contemporary Dance Int. - DS
Tennis Beg.-SG
Golf-GC
Archery
Non-Swim- AR- Pool
Diving - Pool
Modern Gym I - LG

Fencing Beg.-FG
Tennis Int. - SG
Junior Swim - Pool
Spacial Aquatics - Pool

Ballet Beg.-DS
Tennis -Int.-SG

Scotting Country Dance - DS
Golf-GC Rec. UG
Badminton
Tennis Rec. - SG

Jazz
Dance Beg.
Self Defense
Beg.- DS
to 5:30 -FG
Golf-GC
Modern Gym II - LG
Badminton -Rec.-UG
Tennis Rec. - SG

Jazz Dance II - DS
Fencing Int. - FG
Golf-GC
Diving
- PoolRw -llfi
Rarlmintnn
Tennnis Rec. - SG

4:30 - Self Defense Ree.

4:00 p.m.

Jazz Dance II - DS
Fencing Int. - FG
Golf-GC
Badminton Rec. - UG
Tennis Rec. - SG

5:00 p.m.

Contemporary Dance Club-OS
Fencing Rec. -FG

Ballet
II -DS Int. -FG
Self Defense
Slim & Trim - LG

Co-Ed Folk Dance - DS
5:30 -Self Defense Rec. to 6:30 - FG

Ballet III -DS
Table Tennis Rec. - FG

6:00 p.m.

Contemporary Dance Perf-DS
Fencing Rec. - FG

Jazz Dance Perf.-DS
Self Defense Int. -FG
Jazz Dance Pert. - DS

7:00 p.m.

Contemporary Dance Perf-DS
Self Defense Adv. -FG
Modern Gym Club - LG
Badminton Rec. - UG
Tennis Rec. - SG

11:00 a.m.

1 Cm . UU noon
IIUU1I
17-0(1

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Table Tennis Rec. - FG
Co-Ed Folk Dance - DS
Co-Ed Ballroom - LG
Gal & Guest Badminton - UG
Tennis Rec.-SG
Co-Ed FoIRTJahce - DS
Co-Ed Ballroom - LG
Gal & Guest Badminton - UG
Tennis Rec.-SG

Self Defense Adv. - FG
Badminton Rec. - UG
Tennis Rec.-SG

Table Tennis Rec.-FG

Table Tennis Rec.-FG

- Archery Range: SG - Sports Gym: DS - Dance Studio: UG - Upper Gym: FG - Fencing Gym: LG - Lower Gym: GC - Golf Cages: Pool - Pool

TODAY

- 9.00am

- 4.30

pm

Badminton
to Rec.
6:30Rec.
Tennis
--FG
SG - UG
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Intramural Touch Football
Tuesday October 17
Arrythmia i 3 vs. Heat It & Beat It 0
Tachyards 26 vs. Team SO 6
Pure Crap 20 vs. Wycliffe 6
Team Terrifies 33 vs. Maulers 6
Selects 1 3 vs. Gofers 6
Wednesday October 18
Jocks 7 vs. Slompers 6
Yankees 26 vs. Monks 0
Idiots - win vs. Pharmacy - default
Thursday October 19
W2 Assoc. 13 vs. Athletic Sup. 26
Gonads 6 vs. Dodgers 26
Skule 7TS 12 vs. Nads 19
Coopers Lig. 27 vs. NummiesO
Monday October 23
Boulton Goldens default vs. Monks win
Heat It & Beat It default vs. Team Terr, win
W2 Assoc. vs. Wycliffe double default
Jocks win vs. Idiots default
Nummies default vs. Team 50 win
SPORTS SCHEDULES - Week of Oct. 30 to Nov. 3
SOCCER (Note 3.00 p.m. start owing to Standard Time)
Mon. Oct. 30 12.15 North
Dent
vs St.M.B Bielecki
12.15 Trin
Pharm
vs Innis (Re-Sched) Ho
3.00 North
Law vs U.C Carline
at Erin
Vic vs Erin (ret provided by Erin)
PHE
3.00
Tues. Oct. 31 12.15 North
vs Sr. Eng Homatidis
12.15 South
lerullo
Eng.
Ill vsvs Emman
Sr.Eng
3.00 North
St.M.A Basta
Scar
Wed. Nov. 1 12.15 North
Robinson
vs Vic
Innis
12.15 South
Homatidis
vsvs For
3.00 North
Trin.B lerullo
Knox
Wye
3.00 South
Ho
vs Arch
Thur. Nov. 2 12.15
PHEEng Homatidis
ST.M.A vsvs Jr.
12.15 North
New
South
Carline
3.00 North
Trin .A vs Med
Bielecki
RUGGER
Wye
vs Trin.B
Mon. Oct. 30 1.15 West
Law
Wed. Nov, 1 1.15 West
vs Trin.B Gueli
Kitchen
PHE.B Engvs Wye
Thur. Nov. 2 12.45
Wickens
Trin.
Sorbie
1.15 West
vs
PHE.
A
vs
West
LACROSSE
Vic
Mon Oct. 30 1.00
Brykman
vs PHE.C McGuey.
9.00
Mac-Neil. Tamm
Scar
vs Trin MacNeil,
Innis
10:00
Tamm
Oct. 31 6.30
PHE.A vsvs Dev.Hse Orlando, Cuthbert
7.30
Orlando, Cuthbert
Knox
vs PHE.B
8.30
Cuthbert
Erin
vs St.M. Orlando,
PHE.B
Nov. 1 6.30
Michie. Sorichetti
vs
7.30
For
Michie, Sorichetti
Trin
Dent
vs Scar
Eng
Michie, Sorichetti
U.C.
vs Vic
St.M.
Nov. 2 8.30
6.30
Traftord, Cuthbert
7.30
Dev.Hse
Trafford,
vs PHE.A Trafford, Cuthbert
Cuthbert
Erin
vs U.C.
Nov. 3 1.00
PHE.C
McGuey, Brykman
"
30
HOCKEY
8.
Vic.l
Wed. Nov. 1 12.30
vs St.M.A
New
1.30
Law
II vsvs U.C.I
4.00
PHE.A
Sr.Eng
8.15
vs Scar.l
Erin
Dent.
A
vs
9.30
Vic.ll
vs Innis I
Thur. Nov. 2 12.30
Trin.A
8.15
Dev Hse vs Med.A
9.30
Fac.Ed
KnoxEng vsvs Music
10.45
Jr.
Fri. Nov. 3 12.30
vs St.M.B
1.30
U.C. II vs Arch
Law
1
1
3.45
4.45
For. A vsvs Scar.l
PHE.B I
Pharm. A vs Grad.A
6.00
TOUCH FOOTBALL
Mon. Oct. 30 12.15 East Ball Carriers vs Boulton Goldens Fearman
1.15 East Cooper's Lig, vs Gonads(Re-sched)Wagdin
Tues. Ovt. 31 12.15 East Tachyards
vs Skule 7T5 Castillo
vs Maulers Castillo
12.45 East Stompers
12,45 West W.2Associates vs Nads Doret
1.15 East Nummies vs Monks Castillo
1.15 West Gofers vs Wyclitte Doret
Wed, Nov. 1 12.15 East Heat It And Beat It vs Team 50 Wagdin
Team Crap
Terrific vsvs Pharmacy
Canucks Bernholtz
12.15 West Pure
Wagdin
12,45 East
vs Slackers Plastina
12.45 West Gonads
vs Yankees Wagdin
1.15 East Idiots
Thur: Nov. 2 12.15 East Athletic Supp vs ArrythmiaFriend
vs Rhits Bernholtz
12.15 West Skule 7T5
vs Dodgers Andryjowicz
12.45 East Jocks
1.15 East Selects
vs Copper's Lig Kliman
VOLLEYBALL
Law
vsvsFor.A Malicki
Mon. Oct? 30 8.30
Scar Malicki
9.30
Pharm
New
St.M.
Tues Oct. 31 8.00
For.B Mojsiak
Music
Mojsiak
9.00
vsvs
Wed. Nov. 1 7.00
Eng. I vs Med.A Bodnaruk
Bodnaruk
8.00
Erin
vs Dent
PHE
Knox Bodnaruk
9.00
vs
vs Wye
Trin
Thur Nov. 2 8.00
vs Med.B Kalvins
Kalvins
9.00
Vic

report

AAeds

moves

into

second

place

By narrowly defeating New
College 10-6 yesterday afternoon,
Med dropped the team into last
place in Division II.
The game turned into a defensive
battle tent.although
the inBoth teams that
passedwasn't
throughout
the game on the wet muddy field; as
the rain started to come down both
teams predictably headed for the
sidelines on most plays in order to
make a first down.
All major scoring came within the
second half of the game — in fact, within the final twenty minutes.
Med scored first on a touchdown z
by Ed Russel. The six points came a
off an interception and return, but ■>
the convert was missed. The TD was iy
especially costly to New. While Med ^
attempted to score, the second New f
player to be injured in the game was &
helped off the field. £
"do or contained
die" final Med
quarteron
NewIn the
effectively
the
laller's
half
of
the
field.
New offensive came too late.Bui the
Carlson scored midway through
the quarter to put New into the
game
again. little
But hope
when remained
the convertfor
was missed,
the
NC
team
to
play
catch-up
football.
In the first half. New was
attempting to punt the ball and

Carlson's touchdown late in the fourth quarter of yesterday's game
was not enough for New, which lost to Meds 10-0.
New's defeat yesterday drops the
inadvertently passed it ten feet over team
into last place, well out of
the kicker's head. Med picked up its contention
for the fourth playoff
first point. New did come back
however, containing Med in its half position. Med has one game left —
for almost all of the second quarter. against Trin — and will likely end
unable up in second place behind UC. In
to New
earn kept
any kicking
points.butMedwas players
other play during the past week St.
Howcroft and Watchorn added Mike's shut out Eng 37-0 last
and New scraped by Scar 7singles and J. Russel rounded off the 6Friday,
on Wednesday.
scoring with a safety.

Scor leads Div I rugby, 3-0-0
unsuccessful.)
By NEIL SORBIE
ease. verted both tries with considerable
Law was under pressure in its end
PHE A defeated
Eng I 12-0 in
in the second half due to accurate
inlerfacully
Fugby yesterday.
Monday's rugby game, also kicking and good pursuit of the
Although both teams looked marred by the wet, muddy con- PHE forwards. However, PHE was
ditions of the back campus field, unable to get the ball across the line
strong in the first few minutes of
play, the pace of the game was matched
hrought
togetherLawtwo-B defeated
evenly- 0.and the game ended with the score 4teams.
ofhampered
the field.by the terrible conditions PHE B 4-0 to eslablisch itself in first
Thus far in the season Scar leads
in the second rugby division.
As the first half ended Phys Ed's place
In the first half Peter Ballem Division I with a 3-0-0 record, while
squeezed
out the
first effort.
'try" blocked a kick and followed a PHE A is second (3-I-I) and Trin A
ofMelnvk
the game
on a great
second
In the second half Brian Prettie rolling ball into the PHE goal area third (2-I-I). In Division II Law
showed strong open field running for for the only scoring play of the leads (4-0-0). followed by PHE B(3the second PHE try. Filinski con- game. (The conversion was 2-0) and Trin B (l-l-O),

win streak
SMC
Pharmacy
put an ofendthetothird
St. Mike's
10 game evening.
winning lost the ball and it dropped down in front of the net on
streak
in overtime
game Monday
theAfter
St. Mike's
the gameside.SMC Perchal said that Rumak was
Pharmacy defeated SMC I2-I5, I5-I0, and l5(-2) - 15.
the
team's
player but that " he needs more practice
in the first squad
game with
a solidto — the wholebestteam
needs to practice".
teamSt Mike's
effort. looked
Howeverstrong
the Pharmacy
was able
SMC and Pharmacy now both have a l-l record this
come within three points of winning the initial game season.
and also displayed considerable skill.
Mike's
game. andSt. lost
the second
took around
quicklyfucked
Pharmacy
the
too much
said "We
Perchal
Phar

ends

Another slammed
reason might
lie with
Rumak SMC
who
repeatedly
the ball
too SMC's
hard, causing
several losses of serve. When Rumak did not follow his
grand slam style (especially when he was close in to
he played well. He appears to be SMC's
strongest
net) player.
the game."
Pharmacv was the come-from-behind team. Through
the second game the team appeared weaker, yet the St.
Mike'ssive action.
ineptitude enabled them to win through defenIn the rubber match the SMC team made a valiant
catch-up effort, but their momentum had already been
lost and they never really returned to peak from.
With the score 14-14 the teams continually lost serve.
At one point when the SMC team was behind, one of
the team members said "Isn't this game supposed to be SMC suffered a setback Monday night, losing to
played
untilwith
eightboth(points)
then wecautiously,
switch sides?"
Pharmacy
II play. the
St. Mike's
Finally,
teamsandplaying
SMC
won 10in Division
straight before
loss. had
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923^1053

s
sport

Swim

Blues

season

begin

tomorrow

By PALL CARSON
Ask most followers of
intercollegiate athletics which Varsity teams have won the most championships inrecent years and you
usually get the standard reply:
"Hockey".
Thai's not a bad guess since the
icemen have won eight consecutive
league titles and five straight
national championships, but in
terms
of winning streaks they're not
even close.
On the women's side, by far the
most spectacular record is held by
the field hockey team, which went
into the current season with the
amazing statistic ofnot having lost a
single game in the past ten years.
men'sconsistent
intercollegiate
theInmost
winnersathletics,
are the
swimmers, who have amassed no
less than twelve consecutive league
championships and five out of six
national crowns.
Coached by 27-year old Robin
Campbell, the Swim Blues are again
prohibitive favorites to retain their
OUAA title. But to Campbell, winning iscertainly not the paramount
objective
of Varsity's extensive
aquatic program.
and
the"Participation,
development ofteamthe spirit,
individual
athlete as an accomplished swimmer
areThanks
the key togoals,'
he saidgovernment
recently.
federal
scholarship programs and the construction ofmore first-class facilities

college swimming in Canada has
developed rapidly from the days
when Cambel! and five teammates
could win a national title in the midsixties.
"A sign of the tremendous growth
of college swimming would be the
simple fact that we won seven years
ago with just six top swimmers;
todav
that fifth
number
lucky towithfinish
at theyou'd
CIAUbe
meet," Campbell said.
Following the extensive
graduations
from lastto year's
1972 was expected
be a team,
transitional year in Varsity swimming,
but Campbell and diving coach Jim
LaCasse have benefitted from the
arrival of several talented newcomers tocomplement a good crop
of veterans. Perhaps the most important addition is Shane Larri
who's already bested most of the
record
posted Mike
by last
year's
freestyletimes
workhorse
Guinness,
now
doing
graduate
work
at
Indiana.
Versatile Alex Fedko, freestyler
Chris Rockingham, and breastslroker Barry Bowerman are the
main losses through graduation, but
Campbell expects to have several
proven rookies trying out in all four
strokes— freestyle, butterfly, breast,
back— plus the individual medley
and the relays.
"In 1971-72 we won several key
dual meets because Mike Guinness
could double up on the 100 and 200-

Interfaculty
Rugby
Division 1
Monday October 2
Scar 10 vs. Trin A 4
Tuesday October 3
Eng 10 vs. PHEA 16
Friday October 6
Trin A 18 vs. St M 4
Tuesday October 10
Eng I 0 vs. Scar 7
Wednesday October 1 1
PHE A win vs. Su M default
Friday October 13
Trin A 16 vs. Eng I 0
Monday October 16
St. M default vs. Eng I win
Tuesday October 17
Scar 24 vs. PHE AO
Friday October 20
PHE AO vs. Trin AO
Tuesday October 24
PHEA 12vs. EnglO
Division H
Tuesday October 3
Trin B win vs. Wye default
Thursday October 5
Law 4 vs. PHE B0
Tuesday October 10
Trin B0 vs. PHE B6
Thursday October 12
Eng HO vs. Law 8
Friday October 13
WycOvs PHE B 26
Monday October 16
WycOvs. Law 30
Wednesday October 18
EngliOvs.PHEBlO
Thursday October 19
Wye default vs. Eng II win
Monday October 23
PHEBOvs. Law4

yard freestyles," Campbell explained, "but this year 1 think we
will be able to win with our tremendous depth — you might call it bench
While swimming is often a
difficult
strength."sport to predict, since many
athletes train so as not to reach their
peak until the finals in February,
Varsity would appear to have at
least two and in some cases three
highly rated
event.
The competitors
first real intesteveryof
Campbell's "bench strength"
prognosis
won'tRelays
comenextuntilmonth
the an-at
nual OUAA
York; with
this nois byscores
agreement
meet
kept buta "fun"
every
coach uses the races as a gauge of
where his team stands compared to
the other OUAA powers, especially
Toronto.
"The Relay meet is always
interesting for both swimmers and
spectators,"
"Theof
swimmers gelCampbell
iheir first said.
real test
actual competition against their
possible rivals in the league finals,
and spectators will be able to see all
the top swimmers in the province in
races that are run only at this particular meet." have added that the
He mighl
coaches also get into the act, testing
their ability to plot and scheme
strategy against one another as they
attempt
particular races
with theirtobestpackathletes.
"Often two or Ihree coaches end

up packing the same races, in which
case the spectators gel a great afterWhenno n ofswimming,"
the dual meetCampbell
season said.
starts
in earnest, after Christmas, Varsity
will have a varied home schedule
hosting Waterloo, Western, Kent
State.
Ryerson,
Ottawaby and
Western,
coached
Bob Guelph.
Eynon,
isfinal,
usually
runner-up
the leagueof
and boasts
the indistinction
being the only school except Toronto to win a championship since 1957.
Evnon relies on Olympian Bob
Kennedy and a host of good
freest ylers.
Kent State is one of the belter
U.S. tawacollege
swim teams,
and Othas embarked
on an extensive
swimming
program
in
its
new
metre pool under the coaching 50-of
Fouad Kamal. who ended Blues
siring
of five CIAU lilies last year
with McGill.
The other meets will be frankly
lopsided as Campbell uses all of his
athletes in preparation for the
OUAA final when he must cut thepresent 26 to a learn of 18, including
divers.
Blues' hopes in the freestyle rest
on captain Jim Adams, winner of
both Ihe 50 and 100-yard free at the
CIAU. Adams, a native of Brazil,
also holds the OUAA record in the
100 at 48.8 and shares the mark in
the 50 of 22.2 with former Varsity
standout Theo Van Ryn.
Bob Peeling is back for his second

season at Varsily after some good
years at McMaster. Peeling doubles
inholdsthethefreestyle
and butterfly, and
the 200 lly.OUAA record of 2:02.5 in
Veteran breaststroker Ross
Ballantyne is back for another year
along
Roltman still
fromholds
the
1970-71wilhteam.NickBallantyne
the league mark of 1:03.4 over 100
vards. one of the few Ontario
records to have survived since 1970.
Campbell is uncertain whether
former swim
Olympicanother
finalist Jim
wilt
yearShawof
.backstroke
but
he
has
two-year
vetran Russ Farquhar in any
case,
plusBlues
some excellent
rookies.
also benefit from the
versatility of John Twohig, a
freestyler and butterfly— specialist
who's looking good after a sub-par
vear in 71-72, and sophomore
Wayne Phillips who combines
freestyle and breaststroke.
Swimming is perhaps the most
physically demanding
any in-of
tercol egiate sport, since offractions
a second spell the difference between
champion and also-ran. Presently,
almost thirty hopefuls are working
out in the Hart House pool, and
many ningparticipate
both the morand afternoonin sessions.
It's a punishing, often lonely grind
but the talent and dedication are
there, and come February 25 in
Waterloo, it should add up lo Title
Thirteen.

Exfra fee for golf facilities
Beginning Monday the Athletics activity. In order lo form a golf club musl be constantly supervised. The
Department (through the intramural the facilities available are nol net was broken last year and was
office) will be offering golf lessons allowed to draw on the already unavailable for use during the
for Ihe second consecutive year for limited athletic budget.
summer.
Someone
the lost cost of $2.
throw
javelin toeven
inCopp.
the"wanted
fencingto
room", aaccording
However, there appears to be
some confusion on the part of the
The problem is one of space. The
fencing room is used for, among
Department of Athletics as to who is
to be allowed to use the facilities.
other purposes, lectures, golf, and
fencing. The net is on a sliding track
The $2 fee is quite reasonable for
which must be continually run back
the six week course, but in order to
use the golf facilities available at
and
small forth
size. because of the room's
Hart House a member of the university community must join the golf
Nevertheless, classes begin
club and pay the $2.
October 30 and January 15. They
will consist of six lessons in each
The men's
fee per
for year.
Hart JJ
House
is S20 athletic
per student
term; participants will be able to
view i heir swing on videotape.
The Department of Athletics paid §
Clinics will include guest instructors
for
$400_net.
to use it one
and films. The net remains up every
mustthe"also
pay anyet additional
$2,
afternoon and club members may
whether or not one wishes lo lake
borrow clubs and balls by inquiring
the lessons.
at
the key office.
When asked why the additional
fee was required Dave Copp, co- Copp practises off-season golf.
Anyone
to pay theathletic
$2 for
ordinator of inlramural athletics,
the lessons wishing
or the additional
said that the problem lies with the
According to the intramural fee in order lo use the departmentlack of funds available in athletics office the golf net, located in the owned facilities should contact the
for this type of mass participation small fencing room in Hart House inlramural office (928-3087).
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Budget

squeeze

may

cut

experimental
courses
whose decision Innovative Fund is."
Interdisciplinary Studies chairman Geoffrey
Payzant had hoped for action on the briefs
Payzant charges thai unless the department's
recommendations by the end of last month.
1973-74 budget is substantially increased, it will
have to cut in half the number of experimental
The Innovative Fund "should have been set
courses offered and will be unable to fund new
up by the end of September to be effective for
courses next year.
1973-74," he says.
He explained that present alternate financial
However, U of T vice-president and budget
chairman Don Forster indicated yesterday that
sources arc virtually "drying up".
Payzant's
fears were
well-founded andStudies
that
Colleges which have up to this year donated
with
the present
budget.notInterdisciplinary
teachers for interdisciplinary courses have said
could continue to operate all its existing courses.
that this cannot continue.
In addition, the university has not given
"I don't think that's what Professor Payzant
permission for Interdisciplinary Studies to hire
meant,"
said, inof response
to the charges.
The Forster
whole future
Interdisciplinary
Studies
"moonlighting" professors next year.
is unclear.
Payzant explained that the department pays
Teachers in the department sent a proposal lo
some teachers to teach more than their contracted
expanddent JohnInterdisciplinary
Studies
to
U
of
T
presiload. They are paid, he said, approximately oneEvans last July, when Evans took office.
half the salary of cross-appointed professors,
Copies of the report were also sent to other
which allows Interdisciplinary Studies to mount
university officials, yet no one knows who is more
courses than it normally could with its
responsible for a decision on the report.
budget.
The university feels, according to Payzant,
Forster said that the report could be
considered by the Governing Council, or by the
that
all
such more
"moonlighting"
used
to hire
professors. stipends should be
budget.
its
of
Faculty of Arts «nd Science as part
Other sources of money, which Payzant said
Arts and Science dean Bob Greene said that
he was not at liberty to reveal, have also withdrawn
he had not included the chief recommendation of
support.
the report, establishment of an Innovative Fund to
Interdisciplinary Studies presently sponsors
expand and co-ordinate interdisciplinary courses,
23 courses, with a total of about 1 100 students
university's
the
to
delivered
report
his budget
inbudget
enrolled.
committee yesterday. He added that the
arts faculty cannot afford to set up the fund this
Payzant said earlier this week that
year.
Interdisciplinary Studies does not yet know
Although he said he had sent the report to the "within plus or minus 50 per cent what we can
Presidential Advisory Committee on the New
afford
spend on courses" since its budget has
not beento established.
Program, Greene admitted, "I do not really know

Arts
for

won't

weigh

professional

'Send mora New Democrat* to Ottawa!"

courses
faculties

The Faculty of Arts and Science has turned
down a request from Medicine to rank its courses
according to their difficulty.
[, Bob Greene said yesterday that "it is neither
possible
courses. nor desirable" for the faculty to rank
Earlier this fall, Innis registrar David King
visited several college classes to warn students that
Innis and some sociology courses might not be
given full credit for admission to medicine and law.
Medicine's dean of admissions J. W. Steiner
said yesterday that the request to weight arts and
faculty evaluate canto helpto themedicine
science dcourses
idates for admission
is the result of
"too many first class applicants for too few
places".
"Ideally we could rely on the transcripts if
he added, "however we
courses werethatweighted",
there is a difficulty involved in
recognize
weighting non-science courses."
Steiner said that as a result the faculty is
methods
party" Heto examine
a "workingstudents.
setting upassessing
added that other
of fairly
g
interviewin
include
could
probable methods
as well as taking
students and collating references
experience.
work
summer
into consideration
He stressed, however, that the faculty was still
primarily interested in the "distinction of students
on academic grounds."
When asked how the admissions committee
as those
has regarded unstructured courses such
claimed that
offered by Innis College, inSteiner
no problem the past but one has
there had been
this year.
developed
the admissions committee to
want
"I don't

jump to conclusions or pass judgment on any
courses,"
added. he said. So far it hasn't done so, he
He claimed that "we are just practising
preventative
medicine,"
reviewingbeingthedropped
admission procedures:
Another byprocedure
is the controversial psychological tests which
questioned
applicants'
politicalandviews
well theas
probing personal
attitudes
viewsas on
medical profession.
One major change effective next year will be
that students who have graduated will have an
equal opportunity to gain admission to medicine.
In the past, second year students had a much
greater chance for acceptance.
A proposal that members of the faculty of arts
and science be co-opted to serve on the meds
admission committee was opposed by Greene who
felt that no single person in the faculty could have
sufficient information about the more than 1500
courses it offers.
Dean of Medicine A. L. Chute stressed that
students hoping to enter medicine should not take
science subjects exclusively if that is not their
interest.
He said that it is not necessary to take any
science courses other than the four prerequisite
subjects to qualify for admission. He added that
the faculty is interested in training doctors who are
interested in humanities and other fields.
The Varsity beats readers to the polls with its
federal election comment. Gory details on
page 4.
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HERE
TODAY
9:30 am
Five Informative minutes created tor the
university
you...
today
Protessor Blair
giving'Vantage'
a political...forecast.
Again at 3:30 pm. 10 pm
The Innls Film Society presents "The
King of Hearts"
and
Genevieve
Buioldwith atAlanthe Bates
Med-Scl
auditorium. $1-00.
11 am
The Victoria College Music Club will be
holding open auditions for their major
musical.
Me" byRoomNell atSimon,
today
till 3 pm in"Little
the Music
Wymllwood.
It's your last chancenoonso please come!
Last day to reserve lor suppers tor;
Monday and Tuesday1 pmOct. 30 & 31.
Career Talks: A talk regarding
Rehabililation Medicine is being given (or
students interested in careers in Physical
and Occupational Therapy, as well as
Speechnan Physics
Pathology
203. and Audlology. McLenMalcolm Muggeridge. former editor
"Punch", author, broadcaster, critic, will
speak
at Convocalion
Hall on students
the topic, and
"To
Whom
we go?".
faculty areshallinvited
to come.All Sponsored
by
Varsity Christian Fellowship.
2 pm
There will be a basketball practice for
anyone interested in playing for University
College
House. in the lower gymnasium at Hart
School of Graduate Studies and
Graduate Department ot Music present
Professor
RogerIn Stravinsky,
Shattuck onSartre
"Making
Time: Studies
and
Proust".
Edward
Johnson
Building,
room
215.
3 pm
Innls College Forums presents Sean
O'Toole former
Irishman
and leadereditorot theof the
IRA. United
In the
Lounge and don't forget
Innls
Pub.
4 pm
Graduate Students' Union Wine and
somethingwines!!
you'veas
allCheese
been Party,
waitingthisfor:weekImported
well as our regular brands. 16 Bancroft
Ave. Everyone welcome.
6 pm
Listento forIhe your
chance asto welt
win asa pair
tickets
Yes concert
a copyof
of their new album 'Close to the Edge' and

AND

NOW

the J. Gells Band Live. Tonight and every
night tillArabMonday
Radio Varsity.Invites all
Studenton Association
theTheArab
students
to an acquaintance
meeting.
Refreshments
be servedAhlan
and
the executive
committee willIntroduced.
Wasahlan.
The
International
Student
Cenler.
7 pm
Kelly Jay of Crowbar raps about the
Hall
Massey
group'srock groups and concert,
dlan
Trudeau.otherOn Cana-Radio
Varsity - 820 AM in residence - 96.3 on
Rogers Cable FM.7:30 pm
Movieat entitled
"A Married
willFreebe held
the Medical
SciencesCouple"
Bldg.,
Room 3154. This movie is sponsored by
Interdisciplinary Studies and Is open lo
everyone!
Toronto Polish Students Association —
Annual
Election Centre
Meeting— 33at St.theGeorge
Internalional Students
7:30 pm
St.
St. Michael's College Film Club present
"Play Misty
tor Me", directed
by and
starring
Carr Hall.Clint
AgainEastwood.
at 10 pm. Admission; S1.
8 pm
Back by popular demand, the fabulous
picture
of
love,
war,
and Insanity.
"The King
of Hearts" starring
Alan Bates
and
Genevieve Bujold. sponsored by the lovely
and
insane
Innls
Film
Society.
Med-Scl
Auditorium. $1.00.8:30 pm
Varsityweststalf otpartySpadina
at 145 Robert
St., oneof
block
just north
Harbord.
9 am
The only way
to startfromyour
Weekender!
Available
9 am Saturday
to noon at•
820 AM on your radio dial from U of T
Radio.
your Strategy
kind ol showl
StudyIt's and
Conterence on
Vietnam — to work towards a Gospel —
motivated involvement In the anti-war
movement. 229 College Street (fourth
floor). All-day leach-in. Sponsored by the
1 pm for Social Action.
Evangelical Committee
Workers Action Movement
demonstration for "30 hours work tor 40
hours
pay". Meet Conservative.
at Bloor 8. Christie. March
lo Liberal.
NDP
headquarters. 7 pm
Latvian students! Sveiks tautiel!
Seminars riko Jauniesu tzbraukuma balli

B10 SPADINA AVE.

TORONTO 4, ONTARIO

berzalne. Atbrauc un atvleglo izpumpeto
smadzeni! TuvakaSaturday
InformacIJa pie arna
gublna - 767-1398.7:30 pm
Two documentary films on China, one by
Chester Ronnlng, one on preventative
medicine.mis iPlace:
Medical Auditorium.
Adon S1.0 . Sponsored
by the Chinese
Students Association.
St. Michael's College Film Club presents
"Play
Misty forEastwood.
Me", directed by and
starring
Carr Hall.Clint
Again at8 10pm pm. Admission: $1.
Dance — "Sarand" Rock Band — Bar
and Buffet — Admission: S1-50 — Costume
may be worn — Sponsored by the Dentistry
Students,
at International
9 TIMpm 1 am. Student Centre, 3 St. 74,George.
Halloween Dance at the Graduate
Students' Union, 16 Bancroft. Draught!
Pizzal Apple-bobbing! Featuring: Fergus
Urban
FantasyFull{fmlycostume...
Fergus andFreelFlash).No
Admission:
costume... 50c Prizes
Sundayfor best costume.
Everyone Welcome. Till 1 am.
9:30 am
Your Weekender,
way to a bettertheSunday
here!
uniquemorning
morningis
show
on
U
of
T
Radio.
620
AM
In
selected
residences, from 911amam to noon.
Sunday, in1 1connection
am "Being a bastard"
willcom-be
discussed
mandment. Join others with
of thethe fifth
university
community
at the Hart House
service. in worship
1:30 pm
Jewish Choir Session will hold its firs!
seculardish, amusic
In Hebrew.
Yidnd English.singsong
Place: Edward
Johnson
Building
Room
116
(corner
ol
Royal
OnMuseum) Auspices:
186 St.tarioGeorge
St. 4pm Hlllel Foundation,
Open House at University Lutheran
Chapel. 610 Spadina Ave. (across from
New College). A Service of music, address
byThemes.
Dr. HerbReception
Richardson
Reformation
followson with
supper
(free), display
ol unusualis Protessor
Reformationol
materials.
Dr. Richardson
Theology of Culture.7 pmSI. Michaels.
St. Michael's College Film Club present
Allred Hitchcock's,
"ShadowTheresa
of a Doubt",
starring
Joseph Cotten,
Wright.
Admission by series
ticket. Carr. Hall.
Again at 9:30 pm.7:30 pm
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew at
Hlllel House 186 St. George St.
present
rerunChinese
ot two Students'
China tllms.Association
Medical Sciences
Auditorium, Admission $1.

ART GALLERY
WILLIAM WOOD
RETROSPECTIVE
EXHIBITION
Monday to Saturday, 11 a.m
HOI
5 p.m. 6-9 p.m.
Wednesday.

DEBATE
Honorary
Visitors:
The BritishQuestion
University
Debating Teom
tor Debate:
InMultinational
view ol Corporation,
the existence
ot iheol
the concept
national sovereignty is an Illusion,
DEBATES ROOM 8:00 p.m.. Tubs. Oct. 31

ART COMMITTEE FILM
Mon., Oct. 30 - 7:30 p.m
in the Music Room
Rim on Gertrude Steln

SUNDAY
onOPEN
2:00Oct.and 294:00belween
p.m.
Tea served
In theto Graal
Irom 3:00
4:30 Hall

GALLERY CLUB
Open
Irom Monday to Friday. Luncheon 12. noon-1.45, Dinner 6.007.30
p.m.
Licensed under the LLBO. Hart House membership required.
BLACK HART PUB
Every Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday. 12 noon to 11.30 p.m.

Martin Onrot presents:

YES
ALSO SPECIAL GUEST STAR

BAND
J. GEILS
THIS TUESDAY, 7:30 P.M.
MAPLE LEAF GARDENS
$3.50
$4.50
$5.50
Tax Amhinl
ivo.tobls olOutTICKETS:
Som't•* l»—da-nteon,
Eaten
A.T.O.,
It of Gordsni
Bo* OHktPlusft agsrKMi,
Pharmacy.
n — Underground
RaRwayMopl.
Laiatiem.

FESTIVAL OF THE
REFORMATION
Morning Service: 11
"Athiests and Saints"
OPEN

HOUSE
4 P.M.

t

Service of Music and Preaching
DR. HERB RICHARDSON,
Institute for Christian Thought
Prot, Richardson has written tor dozens of journals, and is
author of two important books: "Toward an American
Theology;" and this year's publication "Nuns, Witches,
and
titudes.Playmates," a statement on contemporary sexual alFollowing the Service at 4 P.M. , a brunch will be served
(free); also display of Reformation materials and art.
The Lutheran Church numbers 10 million souls in North
America and 76 million throughout the world. This is
nearly half theof thefirstworld's
Although Lulherans
represenl
historicProtestants.
Protestant
followingof
Manin
Luther we continue
to embraceChurch,
the richness
Christian witness trom the previous centuries.
This is the Church ot Dietrich Bonhoetfer. Paul Tillich,
Martin Marty, Jaroslav Pellkan, Jurgen Mollman, Wolthart
Pannenberg,
theologians. and a host ot olher renowned writers and
The campus and community is invited.
THE REV. LAWRENCE E. MARTIN,
University Chaplain

Making the most of a good thing. That's Bacardi.
A private place. Free time. Maybe someone special. And definitely Bacardi rum.
You see, Bacardi white-dry is a natural for cola, tonic, orange juice,
tomato juice, even dry vermouth.
So you can really make the most of it.
Best of all, since anything goes with Bacardi, Bacardi goes anytime.
BACARDI rum
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SAC

votes

By BRIANE NASIMOK
The Students' Administrative
Council Wednesday night voted to
help build momentum in support of
, i day of protest against fee increases
that it has refused to endorse.
As a consequence of SAC's
opting out of ihe proposed provincewide protest against the Conservative government's student finanU

of

hikes

T may
to

be

yes

and

cing culs. Ontario Federation of
Students general coordinator Craig
Heron said the decision may cause
cancellation of the proposal.
SAC voted by about a 3 to 2
ratio against the organization of a
"mass central demonstration at
"Queen's Park" to coincide with the
opening of the legislature next
month. The motion would have encouraged simultaneous local demonask

fee

shelved

By JULIA ELCOCK
The Academic Affairs Committee of U of T's top governing body has
unanimouslyTee called
university
increases.for the provincial government to cancel this year's
In a stand almost exactly similar to one taken by the, Ontario
Federation of Students, the committee deplored the actions of the
Conservative government in imposing simultaneous tuition fee increases and
decreases in grant assistance.
The motion, which must go to the Governing Council for final
approval, saidqualified
that theindividuals
government's
actions or"maycontinuing
likely deter
many
academically
from entering
with higher
education".
It demanded that:
•• this
increase
be withdrawn,
any year's
futureformula
formulafee fee
increases
not be imposed without full public
discussion of the Wright Report, especially with those groups affected,
• the Ontario Student Award loan ceiling be reduced from $800 to $600,
and
0 the age of independence be reduced from its present 24.
Student committee member Brian Morgan called for the committee to
make a public statement on the issue, saying that "such a statement carries
more power than any other opinion". He added that lower income groups
were deterred from continuing in university not just because of the "cost of
university fees, but because of living expenses and loss of income".
Committee chairman R.M.N. Shepherd said that he had been informed
by the University College registrar that "an exceptionally large number of
students"
the fee
beginning
academic year,
in only onehador withdrawn
two cases since
was the
increaseof athecontributing
factor.but that
He said that if many students, withhold fees, it will be the university and
not the government that wilt suffer.
U of T student awards officer Patrick Phillips stated that the
government believed that no serious student would be deterred from
persuing higher education as a result of the fee increases. He added that any
such incidences would be hard to document.
He reported that the government last year allocated $42 million for
student grants, of which only $29 million was spent. This year $32 million is
budgeted for the awards program.
He said that he saw the cutback as an attempt by the government to
"balance
their books".
He attributed
the underuse of the allocated grant money to the stringent
regulations governing the awards.

airing
The all new Varsity distribution box got Its first public
was Installed between Sir
when a wooden andmock-up
ThursdayWilson
the Bookroom. Supplied by the
residence
Daniel
find a
university, 50 metallic boxes, worth $1500 In place, willwill
be
St. George home this year. Eventually, the campus
blanketed by 150 of them.

no
to fees
demonstration
slrations for campuses not able to that was similar to passing the third need for a physical protest, to
participate in the Toronto action. clause again. But meeting chairman demonstrate the extent of support lo
However, the council narrowly
Perkins announced that he the government.
passed the third clause or the first Craig
University commissioner John
OFS motion, which committed it to was "not going to try to fix up any Creelman
stated that of the three
more
stupid
errors",
and
went
on
to
universities
thai most strongly supthe next item of business.
attempt
"to obtain
active support
from endorsement
a broad rangeandof
De
Angelo
asked
the
secretary
to
community groups, labour record his opposition to the motion, decided ported
notthe loreferendum,
get involvedQueen's
in the
associations, high schools and all after which UC rep Seymour proiesl and
Western was awaiting
SAC's
decision
before
deciding
Kanowilch reminded DeAngelo that ihemselves.
post-secondary
This clause institutions."
was later defeated he voted in favour of it.
SAC president Eric Miglin
after finance commissioner Vince
Debate tration
on planned
the for
mass the
demonslhat "If well run it could
day commented
DeAngelo realized the inconsistency
be
effective, but it could also get out
of passing only the third part of the of protest focused on public reacof
hand."
He
concluded that SAC
tion,
and
the
amount
of
time
motion
who votedandinpleaded
favour ofthatthesomeone
motion organization of it would take.
should either support the protest or
"wash its hands of the whole thing
ask to reconsider it.
Heron
reportedto make
OFS ahasstatement
"asked
However. SAC went on to
government
endorse the second OFS motion, the
on our demands, but they refuse to
Miglin abstained on the motion,
"that the OFS initiate the following commit themselves until the budget completely.".
while most
Ihe restit. of the executive voledofagainst
momentum building actions in the comes down in the spring." He was
referring to OFS meetings with
Engineering
Cliff
communitystitutionand
in
educational
ins prior to the day of protest: colleges and universities minister Taylor said herepresentative
wondered about
Jack
McNie.
province-wide newspaper disstudents*
public image Heif there
mass
demonstration.
askedwasif ita
tribution, and campus educational
went on to say that if the U would be better to sit back and
efforts, with the goal of maximum of Heron
T voted against the protest, it
participation and decentralized decinegotiate, attempted
for more "credibility".
unsuccessfully
likely
would
staged.a "If
T
drops
out not
it willbe cause
hell Uof ofa to Sloller
sion making."
haveil wasthe defeated.
question reconsidered
When
this carried UC SAC lot of damage", he said.
after
He concluded by stressing the
representative Marly Sloller said
Renegade
will

attend

Governing Council member Paul
Cadario and SAC communications
commissioner Debra Lewis have
decided to attend Ihe Association of
Universities and Colleges ofCanada
annual meeting next week, opposing
SAC policy.
A motion moved by UC SAC rep
Seymour Kanowitch, passed by a
narrow majority Wednesday, slated
thai no member of SAC should
attend the AUCC conference, or sit
on any of its bodies. Kanowitch said
he moved ihe motion because of the
policy of closing meetings
toAUCC's
observers.
SAC president Eric Miglin said
lhat he would comply with the SAC
decision and would not attend.
M iglin, who has been nominated for
the AUCC board of directors, said

students

defy

SAC;

closed meeting
SAC decided to withhold any
yesterday
will body.
also withdraw his financial
name fromhelhat
support from bringing
noted
Black Panther Bobby Seale
Cadario,
lasl
year's
finance
commissioner, said lhat he would on campus in November. The last
SAC meeting decided to support
attend sion.
regardless
the SAC bydeciCadario wasof chosen
the Seale's visit but a services commission meeting Tuesday decided
administration as representative
U of T's
un- against spending
without
any money on the
consultation ofdergraduate
SAC.
visit.
SAC executive later protested the UC SAC rep Bob Anderson said
unilateral decision in a letter to lhat SAC was committed to
president
John Evans. commissioner bringing Seale to Toronto and supCommunications
ported spending $1000 on the
Debra Lewis said that she was a
member of the Victoria University
Finance Commissioner Vince
delegation, and not representing un- DeAngelo said that he hoped lhat
iversities' undergraduates.
project.council would not "waste
the
Miglin
questionedandwhocalled
Cadarioon money" on the visit. He did,
was
representing,
Eric Miglin's
a 25 centmatch
contribution
to help offer
pay
meeting. and Lewis not to attend the ofhowever,
Cadario
ihe costs.

Sewell
"bad decision"
in runningrun:
because
n't
should
ie
Cromb
close to Sewell's during the past
By LORNESLOTNICK
David Crombie
was mistaken in athe isCityforfeiting
a surealso"reform"
seat three years, but he is known as more
Hall. He
complained
enteringtest, andthehisToronto
campaign is abcampaignmayoralty
thus farconhas thai Crombie's
Crombieandannounced
a compromiser
"conciliator".his
sorbing financial resources and of Since
workers that could be used in decision to seek the mayoralty, there
nol justified
his
candidacy,
according toAlderman John Sewell. helping to elect more reform has been a great deal of pressure on
The Ward 7 aldeman told a aldermen.
him lo withdraw, but Sewell adWednesdy night Innis course on city
that now Ihetheredecision.
is "nothing we
Crombie's voting record has been can do"mit edabout
politics thai Crombie had made a
Sewell was disturbed lhat
Crombie in his campaign has
"refused to make any distinctions
between himself and the other
worker
Union backs fired
Wednesday.
people" {David Rotenberg and Tony
The Canadian Union of Public
O'Donohue) who are running for
Nichols said if the union is not mayor. The task of ihe reform group
Employees Local 1230 is fighting to
with his reply, it will lake now, Sewell said, is lo pressure
get fired
library worker Dave Owen satisfied
back
his job.
Ihe case lo an arbitration board.
In that evenl what the union will Crombie into "defining the issues."
The local met Wednesday at Hart
Sewell has previously
forecast
House lo discuss the abrupt dis- need, said Moynes, is supervisors O'Donohue
win the mayoralty,
mis al of ihe Sigmund Samuel who will say under oath at an ar- and has alsowill said
that
Crombie
Library card filer. A grievance has was satisfactory.
bitration hearing that Owen's work doesn't have a chance.
been filed with the university.
Owen was fired the day after he
altended a union meeting as a
representative for the workers in his
department, said local president
What's this all about?
Audrey Nichols. Owen, who had
completed half of his three month
Done any slumming lately?
No?
probationary period was told his
"unsatisfactory"
work was the
If you're a Varsity staffer you can drop around to do yours at Ihe
reason
for his dismissal.
weekly staff meeting today at I pm in the second floor of 91 St.
George
. Prospective staff are welcome too.
The
local
contends
that
Owen's
work was satisfactory and that he
pictures of Alex Boxnik's new newspaper
was dismissed for his union
as admiring
well can
As
about whether they want to send anyone to the
talkUniversity
staffers
pox.
activities.
national
Canadian
Press conference.
Grievance procedure requires the
Money will also be discussed.
university to reply to the union by
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Monday, a listless, unexclted electorate
will tramp
Voting
won't
to theShorn
polls oftotheelect1968Canada's
29th Parliament.
Trudeaumania
phenomenon, this
year's election suffers all the more from the major
parties* traditional refusal to discuss the key issues
facing the country. Instead, they hide behind personalities and meaningless slogans.
"The land Is strong," the Liberals proclaim.
Apparently unaware, unemployment has soared to 7.1
per cent. And, an incressingly large number of
Canadians have concluded that foreign domination is
threatening to erase Canada from the world's atlases.
"We canone domight
better,"
betterof
for whom,
ask. theTheyTories
offerinsist.
little Better,
in the way
policy initiatives and that which they do propose reeks of
pandering to a gullible electorate. On foreign ownership,
for
example, the
they've
Toronto (Star
Star director
editorial and
support
by adopting
Walterwon Gordon
CIC
celebrity) — Committee for an Independent Canada
formula (inadequate even for their limited goals) of
creating an independent, capitalist Canada.
PC's talktheaboutattraction
putting welfare
everybodyoffers
back potential
to work
and The
eliminating
employables. But, they know little about, and consequentely offer no adequate solution for, the real
causes of poverty.
The self-styled socialists' election target is more
modest.the "More
new Democrats,"
signsappears
plead. toBut,
even
New Democrats
have wagedtheirwhat
be
a one-issue campaign, fighting the "corporate welfare
bums". Toosociety
bad, they
aren'tof really
radically
changing
instead
being serious
content about
to tinker
with
the
(Let'stried
not toforget
Ontario
NDP taxation
did whensystem.
the Waffle
rock what
their the
moderation
boat.)
And, when the public dares to question the parties'
policies, it gets the run-around or a glib put-down. Asked
AN

ELECTION

Editor Alex Podnlck
Office 91 St. George St., 2nd floor
Democracy substitutes election by the
Phone 923-8741, 923-8742
Incompetent many tor appointment by the
corrupt lew.
—George Bernard Shaw
Advertising Manager Bob BrockhouM
923-8171
Phone
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min
isuaiive
Council
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Ihe
UniversityAdand
Is
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ihe
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in ibisol
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Students'
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reason to, accuse them
of having such an Inclination.
produce
change
about
his government's
unwillingness
do muchsocial
Elections perpetuate a perverted notion of
enemployment,
Prime Minister
Pierre toTrudeau
toldabout
his
democracy, that all democracy entails is people flocking,
questioner
to "fuck off'.may have handled the question to the polls once every four years or so and doing
Other politicians
more tactfully, but they would have done little more to nothing in between. During his first premiership,
alleviate the unemployment crisis.
was
up. relished telling opponents that If they didn't
Trudeau
None of the major parties advocate programs that like his policies they could throw him out when his term
would make substantial advancement toward solving the
major problems facing Canada, although the NDP might
personality-centred, electoral politics rule out
make more of a dent in this direction (without touching policyBeing
considerations. Voters choose people to make
the root causes) than either the Liberals or decisions for them rather than making the decisions
Conservatives.
themselves. And, brokerage politics — whereby parties
Even if there was a party championing the compete for support of the same, unrelated interest
necessary measures, they would soon discover that groups (to secure the necessary seats to form the
assuming office is not the same thing as taking power. government) by offering them appropriate favours — has
Much of the real power is elsewhere.
not been successfully avoided In the electoral jungle of
Many of the most pressing problems are economic, the western world.
and economic power rests primarily with people who
That kind of non-ideological approach leaves the
don't sitof indirectors.
Parliament but instead on corporations' voter III informed about how the parties will respond to
boards
variousin office.
Issues which may confront them during1 their
(And, coincidentally, most of this economic power term
accrues to foreign interests, interests who use their
Even on the occasions when parties have charted a
power to influence Canadian political decisions. The definite course of action should they be elected, there
Tories and NDP offer myopic solutions for the problem, have been no Canadian Instances of anywhere near an
the Liberals ignore it.)
entire platform being implemented. The prospect that
Structurally, unemployment and inflation, for one or two of the more innocuous items may find their
example, are part of the capitalist economic system. Only way through the parliamentary maze is more likely.
by changing that form of ownership can these problems
And, asthatTrudeau
nothingaccording
much youto can
until thesays,nextthere's
election,
the
be eradicated. And nobody, not even the supposedly do about
socialist NDP, is suggesting such a change.
rules
of
the
electoral
game.
(He
doesn't
hasten
to
add
Even were a government to try to abandon the that most voters have short memories and accept their
band-aid approach and implement the necessary, major powerlessness, becoming alienated from a process that
social changes, the class that possesses the real has such a crucial effect upon their lives,)
Consequently, electoral politcs in Itself cannot
economic
power wouldn't
awayandwithConserit that achieve
meaningful social change. Such change can only
easily. (Capitalists
control let
boththem
the get
Liberal
vative parties, and people with relatively like mentality come about by people directly taking control of their own
lives.
populate much of the NDP's top echelons. So, there's no
MESSAGE
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Ryan sends stand-in; Stollery late

All-candidates
meeting
lacks
candidates
Only Communist Maggie Bizzell assurances the U.S. wanted a fully MPs were needed, Beardsley said, above all else, and refuse to aid new
No-shows and part-shows
predominated at a Spadina riding and NDP candidate Bob Beardsley independent Canada. The audience "Usually Bornstein is here and calls enterprises.
"Why has there been no talk
all-candidates meeting held in New stayed to face the 120 students pre- applauded loudly.
me a fascist; then there's no about
the environment in this camsent for the entire meeting.
College Wednesday night.
Said
Brennan,
"Beardsley's
a
He
noted
that
many
immigrants
Communist Party of Canada
Beardsley began by quoting a good mathematics teacher, but he
paign?" astudent
asked. guilty to
Beardsley
pleaded
from
Eastern
Europe
seemed
to
feel
(Marxist-Leninist) candidate 1958 Trudeau statement asserting knows
nothingdevoted
about economics".
Brennan
his opening that the NDP and the Communists ignoring this issue, but said Spadina
Mitchell Bornstein failed to show at that a country dominated by
all, while Conservative Perry Ryan foreign-owned business could not speech lo a denunciation of NDP were the same; this was a problem riding contains people mostly insent businessman John Brennan to hope to control its own economy. leader David Lewis* book on cor- forproblem."
the party, which the Communist
erested in "bread-and-butter"
are, he said,
substitute for him. Liberal Peter He contrasted this with a 1971
porate welfare bums, asserting il to Parly was not alleviating by sup- issues. tThey
Stollery arrived 45 minutes late and Trudeau quote, in which the prime be nonsensical and dishonest.
porting the NDP. (In ridings where "frightened
and
insecure".
He
later
asserted
the NDP is
left half an hour early.
"Lewis says tax deferral schemes the Communist Party is not running
minister beamed at Richard Nixon's
more in gross national
in Canada provide no jobs," said candidates, it supports the NDP.) interested
"Ryan substitute" Brennan happiness than in the gross national
Brennan,
"yet healso
also asays
U.S.
DISC scheme,
tax thedeferral
stressed centhe
PC business.
program of in- Stollery said he was fully in
University of Toronto
tives for small
program, is stealing jobs from
favour of an Arctic pipeline up the
"What good will this do to product.
Beardsley denounced the Liberal repatriate the Canadian economy?" Mackenzie Valley. In response to
Canadians."
a student. "What can a bunch questioning, he said he had seen
party's refusal to reveal its sources asked
convince
him that capital
the $10
ORGAN
RECITALS
of campaign funds. "They will not of corner-groceries or dry-cleaning nothing
billion toinflux
of foreign
domuchthis,"
he
said,
"because
they
get
stores
do
in
the
face
of
huge
multiof (heir funds from the same
necessary to build it would raise the
October 30
CHARLES PEAKER
In an interview
after the meeting, price of the Canadian dollar and
national corporations?"
people who receive large grants and
DOREEN WINKLER, soprano
result in fewer exports and greater
Brennan
was
scornful
of
proposals
loans under the "DREE (regional
CLEMENT C. CARELSE
November 6
to buy back the economy. The real unemployment.
incentives)
program."
JANET
MacFARLANE
November 13
He noted representatives of problem, he suggested, is lack of Stollery asserted Ontario can get
ALISON MELVILLE, recorder
corporate recipients of such grants entrepreneurial initiative and along without foreign investment,
other provinces still wanted it.
willingness to invest risk-capital on but
had predominated
al $50-and-$100And Ottawa had to take their views
a-plate
Liberal campaign
dinners. the pari of Canadians.
MONDAY AFTERNOONS
into
account.
The NDP gets seven cents a
"Canadians buy more life
insurance than anybody else on Ryan is spending around $25,000
at 5.05 p.m.
month per
person
from
unions
affiliated with the party, while union earth", he said. "They buy savings on his campaign, said Brennan. Of
members have the choice of opting bonds, and decline to risk their the $14,000 Stollery is spending,
CONVOCATION HALL
half comes from his own pocket, he
out.
money
in newbanks
businesses."
Canadian
are the worst of said.
Asked
about
Bizzell's
assertion
$6,000. campaign will cost
that both NDP and Communist all, he added. They want security about Beardsley's
CUT OUT
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COMPUTING
COMPUTER
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KING BISCUIT BOY

report

but it doesn't bother MP
Wahn
to immigration problems
Trudeau regime has conclusively solution
By VALERIE ROSS
St. Paul's Liberal candidate Ian decided against wage and price con- was to set up better application
Wahn admitted yesterday that the
trols as methods of controlling the screening agencies overseas "using
Trudeau government has been spiralling cost of living.
the same non-discriminatory obHe
also said that the long term
dragging its heels in protecting the
jective questionnaire we have now."
Canadian economy from multinational corporations.
But, he staunchly refused to
publicly criticize
the government
shelving
his report
recommendingfor
This Woman's Place Is In The House
51 per cent Canadian ownership of
The House Of Commons
Canadian industries.
Wahn was speaking at Holy
Trinity's Thursday Noon on the
Square meeting in place of Energy,
Mines and Resources Minister
Donald MacDonald.
The House of Commons Standing
Committee on External Affairs and
Defence brought down the Wahn
report in 1970, only to find it speedily ignored bysaid
the government.
Wahn
the federal
government's
proposals
to institute
screening which
procedures
that
would
determine
industries
should
be Canadian-controlled, was a move
in the right direction.
The screening
modified
version
of another bill,
report,a the
Gray
Report
or
1972,
died
with
the
end
the last session of Parliament. of
The Liberal incumbent said the
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Struggling
Most students at U of T who vote
downtown
in Monday's
will be casting
their federal
ballots election
in the
Spadina riding.
With only three days to go before the
big day. The Varsity presents profiles oj
four candidates in this riding. Two
others. Progressive Conservative candidate Perry Ryan, and Liberal runner
Peter Stollery, have been covered in
previous issues of The Varsity.

Beardsley
appeals

to

powerless

BEARDSLEY...
...the big push
By LINDA McQUAIC
Spadina riding has long been
recognized as fertile ground for the NDP.
Wiih its heavily immigrant, working
class and student population, it is an area
where a sense of individual powerlessness
can easily lead to sympathy for a platform ofgreater local autonomy.
And it is to this sentiment that NDP
candidate Bob Beardsley is appealing.
As a founding member and former
chairman of the Sussex Area Residents'
Association, and as co-ordinator this
year of SEED, a democratically-run free
school, Beardsley has long been an advocate of greater local autonomy and
more active citizen participation in all
levels of government.
It is the stress the NDP lays on this as
much as its actual policies, that attracts
him to the party, Beardsley says.
This has left him open to the criticism
that he is more interested in the
mechanics of power than in ideology. He
says this is a fair judgment.
He would support, for example,
parents running schools even in cases
where ihey opt for a more authoritarian
approach
favors. to education than he personally
As co-ordinator of SEED, Beardsley
has left almost total control in the hands
of the students, calling them together
with staff for formulating policy, even in
the traditionally taboo area of
budgetting.
His belief in individual participation
and dissent led him to tolerate, if not
sympathize with the left-wing nationalist
Waffle faction within the party, and to
oppose
expulsion from the provincial
NDP initsJune.
Although he claims to support some of
their aims, he criticized the Waffle for
being loo narrow in scope. He also says
that although he would like to see
nationalization of resource industries, he
could not support wholesale nationalization asthe Waffle suggests.
He claims he does feel strongly,
however, about foreign ownership, and
feels this has been undepressed in the
,NDP campaign, although he blames
much of this on the press.
At the NDP leadership convention in
197 1. Beardsley supported middle-of-theroad candidate John Harney. After
Harney's elimination, Beardsley backed
Waffle leader
James Laxer rather than
^David Lewis, although he says he sup-

for

a

place

ports Lewis as national leader now.
Beardsley sees the sense of
powerlessness of the people in his riding
as one of his major problems in getting
elected. They vote Liberal because they
associate it with government, and
government with authority, he says.
"But a lot of people are turning to us
because they say they've tried Liberal
and they've tried Conservative and don't
there's much
difference," he said in
anfindinterview
this week.
The immigration of Ugandan Asians is
a major stitworry
of histougher
conuents who fear totheymany
will face
competition on the job market, he says.
Beardsley, who supports the
immigration, tries to convince residents
in Spadina that their jobs would not be in
jeopardy since most of the Ugandans are
shopkeepers by trade.
He maintains, however, that too large
an immigration would not benefit the
immigrants themselves, since "they
would be forced into doing low-level
He attacked Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau
for his could
"arrogance"
suggesting Ugandans
take jobs tooin
unpleasant for Canadians.
jobs."
Although
Beardsley has tried
unsuccessfully to capture the Spadina
seat as the NDP candidate four times
before, he is considered to have fairly
good chances this time round in the tight
three-way competition.
The riding is difficult lo predict since
former Liberal Perry Ryan who has held
the seat since I962 this year is now
running as a Conservative.
Beardsley, however, has been building
support at the grassroots level for years.
Whereas he saw his earlier attempts as
throw-aways to establish the NDP in the
riding, he is campaigning seriously and
thinks his chances are good.
In his belief that a community should
control its own fate and not be at the
mercy of developers, Beardsley says he
would ideally like to see all land publicly
owned so that there could be no land
speculation. Residents would own their
homes, but control of the land would rest
with the neighbourhood.
"There is just not enough land for
people lo own it privately," Beardsley
said.
He also favors plans to rehabilitate
established neighbourhoods with government grants and low-interest loans. He
says he was impressed with a Liberal bill
advocating this policy earlier this year.
The bill died with the end of the session
of Parliament.
Beardsley says that he does not have
an answer lo every problem. In fact, he
says he would like to look to the
academic community for some answers.
"I'm not one to formulate policy," he
says, seeing his strength instead in
pressing for greater dialogue, and enindividual. couraging a sense of power in the
Whereas Pri me Minister Pierre
Trudeau recently compared himself to a
coach of a hockey learn, and U.S. president Richard Nixon describes himself as
a quarterback, Beardsley sees himself as
a "referee".
Communist
forces

the

issues
By GREG McMASTER
The Communist Party of Canada is
forcing the other parties to deal with the
issues in Spadina riding, says CPC candidate Maggie Bizzell.
The major thrust of her party's
program is aimed against what she calls
ihe stranglehold held on this country by
both Canadian and American monopolies. Liberal and Conservative candidates
"have absolutely no idea what the hell's
going
on" aboutshe thecharges.
issue of Canadian
independence,

in

the

sun...

The Communist Party supports the
election of a and
largeNew
"progressive
Communists
Democratsbloc"
whichof
would be a step towards a coalition
government of anti-monopoly forces,
says Bizzell.
While the NDP position demonstrates
lack of understanding of Canadian infailing toat call
for govern-of
ment controldeptoendence,get
the structure
monopolies, she says her presence in the
Spadina race has forced NDP candidate
Bob Beardsley towards a more militant
position than that of the NDP leadership.
Conservative Perry Ryan changes his
position "depending where he's
speaking", nowhere
and Liberal
Peterissue,
Stollery
absolutely
on the
Bizzellis
charges.
Bizzell, who has worked with the
underground Communist Party of South
Africa, is not running on a personality
basis, but rather on the strongly issueoriented, CP platform.
She defends it from leftist critics who
call it too social democratic, saying that
Lenin warned communists to properly
analyze the stage of struggle at any one
time. She says the majority of the people
of Canada believe in the electoral
process, although communists must
engage
extra-parliamentary work at
the samein time.

for women to relate to working class
Vietnam.and to the questions of Quebec and
issues
Bizzell said that self-determination for
Quebec and Vietnam should be important election issues, and claimed she
was
the onlymeetings
person toin raise
them at allcandidates
Spadina.
The Communist Party platform
includes calls for a freely negotiated new
confederal pact between Quebec and
English Canada, for recognition of the
Provisional Revolutionary Government
of South Vietnam, for free postsecondary education
women's
economic
equality. and
The forparty
also
proposes laws against strikebreaking,
nationalization of monopolies, banks and
the CPR, and equal rights for native
Bizzell's
literaturein calls
land
ownedcampaign
by developers
Spadinafor
people.
riding
to
be
expropriated
and
used
for
low-low-cosl housing.
Bizzell claims her campaign in
Spadina
is costing
$1000, being
in contrast
her estimate
of $40,000
spent byto
Ryan, the Progressive Conservative
candidate.
A spokesman for Ryan said his
campaign is costing between $20,000 and
$25,000.
Votegetting
unimportant
to

BIZZELL...
...a progressive bloc
Rather than ideological opposition to
all capitalism, and repudiation of the
traditionally anti-communist, socialdemocratic NDP, she predicts that
"there will be socialism in Canada" with
the help of a coalition anti-monopoly
government
will "eatbothawayU.S.at and
the
power of the which
bourgeoisie,
She attacked the rival Communist
Canadian".
Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist) for
an "unbelievably idealistic platform", for
having no contact with any broader
people'sclear about
movements
for being unwhy they and
are running.
Addressing herself to the university,
she said that "students are going lo have
to fight like hell against the cutbacks",
and she supported the upcoming demonstration against
fee increases.
She added
thatthisas year's
many students
must
be involved as possible in the stop-thecutbacks campaign, and criticised the
Trotskyist
council at Trent
University forstudent
successfully campaigning
against
a
fee
strike
for a mass
demonstration. The Trentandstudents
felt a
fee strike acould
be against
interests,
position
which students'own
Bizzell calls
divisive in view of other campuses' support of the proposed fees strike.
Bizzell comes out strongly for extraparliamentary action to advance the
liberation of women, saying "we totally
support
movements".independent
However, shewomen's
added,
working
class
women"
from such movements. have been absent
She said that Kay Macpherson,
running as an independent in St. Paul's
on
women's
would
havea been
wiser rights
to run platform,
for the NDP.
She criticises other independent
women's candidates for denying the need

maoists

By ELAINE FARRAGHER
A party which considers elections a
"sham
perpetrated
by inthe Spadina
ruling class"
running
a candidate
in theis
federal election
Monday.
The Communist Party of Canada
(Marxist-Leninist), which in past has told
voters
vote, they're
all theBornstein
same,"
is ihis "Don't
lime running
Mitchell
for the seat now held by Conservative
Perry Ryan.
Bornstein, a U of T graduate student,
explains his candidacy is a result of his
party's increased maturity gained from
pastBuiexperience.
CPC (M-L) is not running a
typical win-lhe-election campaign.
"At this stage we can use the electoral
system
against
capitalist
says
Bornstein.
He theargues
that class"
the other
parties have set themselves up as leaders
who know the solution to Canada's
problems,cause
"but how
the parties
who
helped
the can
problem
possibly
provide
Bornsteina solution?"
says that these parties are
"attacking the people" through the elections so his party must use the electoral
system as a forum from which to expose
the true nature of these parties to. the
Bornstein says that his party does not
wish
people "more electoral
people.to giveHe theclaims
illusions".
his party is not out
lo get votes since electing a CPC (M-L)
government would do nothing towards
liberating the people of Canada.
must and
take overthrow
their destiny
into"Thetheirpeople
own hands
the
capitalist system," says Bornstein. "The
party
it for them."
Thuscannotthedo thrust
of Bornstein's
campaign is towards educating the people about the source of their oppression;
the monopoly capitalists.
CPC (M-L) campaign literature
stresses this: "The monopoly capitalist
class forms the ruling class of Canada
and Quebec. The majority of the ruling
class are the lackeys of the foreign
imperialistsperialists.especially
the U.S.of this
imWithout the overthrow
moribund and backward class there can
be no genuine peace, harmony and order
amongst the working people of Canada
Bornstein says that not only does he
and
Quebec..."
not expect
to get many votes, he does not
consider that important.
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BORNSTEIN...
...education about oppression
"The consciousness of the workers is
the consciousness of the ruling class after
years
of propagandizing,"
he predicts
the workers will henotsays.
vote Thus
for a
communist parly.
"But at the same time the sentiment of
the
is forparties
change,"
"For
105 workers
years these
have henotsays.
provided
change and they are not going to in the

®

ST
ANDREW'S
PRESBYTERIAN
JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.
11. A.M.

DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART
A CHURCH HOME
FOR STUDENTS
AWAY FROM HOME'

for

CPC (M-L) campaign literature
includes
Communist Manifesto for
," "The Elections",
fut
the ureFederal
which contains
13 "revolutionary struggles". They say
that a vote for CPC (M-L) is not a vote
to elect them to a parliament which they
consider to be anti-democratic, but a
vote "to develop the 13 basic
revolutionary struggles."
The CPC (M-L) is running 52
candidates across Canada, including two
from the Partisan Party in Vancouver
and 18 in the Toronto area. The campaign, mustand the
$200if hedeposit
didate
forfeit
or she each
wins canless
than half the winning candidates' vote, is
being financed by the CPC (M-L) candidates themselves and by friends and
supporters, Bornstein says.
party's bycampaign
has not press.
been
wellThereceived
the established
Bornstein
asserts
that
the
CPC
(M-L)'s
platform
the
media.is either ignored or distorted by
Law enforcement agencies, however,
are paying Bornstein
some attention
to thetheparty's
campaign.
says that
party
has been harassed by police, with three
CPC (M-L) members and 30 supporters
being arrested since the campaign began.

HURRY UP FOR PRE-XMAS
SALE OF
POTTERY
seconds up to 50% off
Wooden Toys
from Europe and China
JUST ARRIVED AT
OPEN WINDOW
HANDICRAFTS
585. MARKHAM ST.

WINNER OF 3
CANADIANincluding
FILM AWARDS

Spadina

election

Rochdale
PhD
on

"freedom". This may be a reference to
his recent arrest on a charge of possession of marijuana. The case comes up in
court next week.

runs
freedom

Syd Stern, the independent candidate
for the KNOW Party in Spadina, says in
a press release that he is not running for
Parliament. He is walking.
The holder of a PhD from Rochdale
College, Stern claims that he, unlike
most
Rochdale
earned other
his degree
throughdegree-holders,
study.
Rochdale
PhD's are available
normally
for $100.
At a press conference last Friday,
Stern stood around chatting with friends
and members of the press, in a haze of
marijuana smoke. When a photographer
from The Star arrived, Stern requested
that his picture be taken along with two
good-looking females. When asked if
they were his harem, he replied "No, I'm
Included in his election platform is

STERN...
...in a haze of smoke

theirs."

WILL LEAVE
1972 AUDIENCES
IN WIDE-EYED
AMAZEMENT!"

/// wmrnm
Donald Pleasence Carol Kane
and Doris Petrie
(Best Supporting
In ColourActress)^-,^*
ADULT INTUTAINMINT
INTERNATIONAL
NIGHTLY AT 7:00-9:00
YONGf AT MANOA RO 3800 SAT.
AND SUN. AT 2:20-4:30-7:00-9.00

Hard

to

put

down.

THE P.L.S. AND THE BEN JONSON GONFERENGE
PRESENT
JONSON'S

Pleasure Reconciled To Virtue
A 17TH CENTURY MASQUE WITH MUSIC AND DANCING,
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, OCT. 27, 28 AT 8.30 P.M.
AT THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE PLAYHOUSE
79 A ST. GEORGE ST.
ADMISSION IS FREE.

A
Export
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale
Do you know what you're missing?
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spy
red
calling Meszaros
denies
check
the
security report.
the
denial.
He
claimed
it
was
the
York
University.
Mackasey was speaking during an
"But this unexpected comHe is now in Canada where he
"central issue" in the Meszaros
interview on CBC radio.
plication arose," Mackasey said,
He had earlier been reported as dispute.
applied a second time, but the
referring Heto implied
Meszaros'he refused
arrival toin
The Hungarian-born Meszaros Trudeau government is trying to Canada.
having told two reporters that
Meszaros was a Russian spy, but the was rejected by Canadian have him deported.
the case while the professor
Mackasey said he had been review
two newsmen later denied the story. authorities when he applied for
was in Canada.
Mackasey spent as much time as landed immigrant status last June, willing to go to England where
he could on the interview repeating after accepting a teaching post at Meszaros has been teaching, to
"I was prepared to let him stay
here forcellent
a year
becausemade
of theon exrepresentations
his
behalf by members of the academic
community for whom I have the
good (sort of) : professor
power
Student
greatesl
he said.
"I don'irespect,"
particularly
care if he's a
Bay said that faculty members
By LINDA HALL
be made jointly by students and "should
fully
individual"
in
the
sense
of
not
be
so
concerned
with
manu'Sl
scholar.
That's
a question of
University hierarchies should be being "responsible to human values teachers.
the individual comes to choose
However, he made the evaluation
broken down, although academic that
tenure retained as a right, says the
he said. freedom of the of students' academic performance protecting their status".
former chairman of the American freely,"
The academic
an exception to joint decisionphilosophy."
Political Science Association.
student depends on the academic
making. "I want to be able to pass
Speaking on academic freedom at freedom of the faculty to adopt this judgment without being accountable
FILMS
colour a meeting sponsored by the Political "subversive approach to education" to anyone else" he said.
Economy Course Union Bay suggested.
CHINA,
Bay rejected the validity of
a documentary filmANDby 1971
Chester Rennlng
Wednesday, U ofT professor Chris- Stating that "hierarchy is faculty-student parity and one
tian Bay said tenure provides incompatible with education". Bay man, one vote decision-making as
FAREWELL TO THE GOO OF PLAGUE
causing students and faculty to vote
"enclaves in which progressive peo- called for a "beginning of each
other down in blocks.
a documentary film on preventive medicine In Chinese countryside
mutuality" so that decisions could
ple are protected".
PLACE:
Medical Auditorium, U of Toronto
"My own
is in support
tenure,
not asposition
a privilege,
but as ofa
DATE:
October
26, 29 (Sat. -and.75 Sun.)
- 7:30 p.m.
ADMISSION:
$1.00 (non-member)
(member)
right", he said. As a corollary, he
CHINESE
STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION,
U
Of
T.
supported
for everyone
the sense of"tenure
a guaranteed
annual,in
Hundreds
of
income."
Academic freedom for the student
Poplin, Nylons,
requires that education be seen as
Leathers, Meltons,
human relations. Bay said. EducaCorduroys, Jackets
SACPRESS
tion should "make the student more
cheap
xeroxing&
Unclassitieds
printing
SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95
WANTED: Tulor tor 2nd year Accountancy sludem for weekends. Mutually
convenient time can be arranged. Phone
WHY PAY MORE!
fast
787-1905
QUIET GIRL, over 21 lo share extra large
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT
apartment (2 bedroom) in triplex, with
S^
friendly
CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO.
same. Bathurst - St. Clair. S8S(mo. 651close
4639
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO
PAUL
JOHN
ROOM FOR RENT in a co-ed house. ExPHONE 486-0997
486-0999
cellent location at Bloor-Sherboume, 3
minutes from subway. November 1 occupancy $80.00 a month. Call 651-2407,
We're in the basement of the
9:00-5:30 p.m.
LIFT YOUR VOICES IN SONG !
LOST - Crown radio-tape-recorder (briefSAC building, across from
case toim)2:15 p.m.
in Newand College,
Rm.on 65Wed.,
betCome join a new choir under the direction ot
Hart House and University College
Octoberween 18.
Briefcase 3:15
has p.m.
Air Canada
on
it, Rewatd of S10 lor return or information
leading to recovery. Please contact
Open from 9:30 to 530, Monday
Nador.
GORDON
KUSHNER
-3467 73 St. George St., Rm. 375; tel.: 928
to Friday, or phone us at
HELP an unwed mother - take her kittens.
of the Faculty of Music and the Royal Conservatory of
5923-7288
weeks old. Mother part Persian. Call
Music
923- 6720
Help build a group that will sing sacred and secular
FOUND Call- 1928-3463
excellentbefore
pair 10of a.m.
running
shoes.
Ask
music
in
Hebrew,
Yiddish
and
English.
for Was
(You might even learn to sing at sight)
WOULD THE GENTLEMAN who picked
up my material in a manilla envelope in
TIME: Sunday, October 29th, 1972
Harl
House
reading
room
please
return
it
1:30 p.m.
to lha porter at Sir Daniel Wilson
residence as soon as possible.
PLACE:
Edward
Johnson Building
GIRL LOOKING FOR ROOMATE 2
(near RoyalRoomOntario
116 Museum)
bedroom flat, 2 floors, furnished, BloorBaihursi area,
82.50 mo, each call Rory
Auspices: Hillel Foundation, 186, St. George
532-0650
- 923-6945
APARTMENT
FOR RENT:
Interesting
bedroom furnished
apt, in older
house onBon
Lowther Ave. (near University) including
™*
691 Yonge St.
parking.
Januaryper through
or August.
wholesale:
Deposit S180
month, June
925-1892
TRE
CEN
IC
MUS
MT$3
's
warehouse
FASHION
RECENTLY SEPARATED MALE Grad
an
m
r
TORONTO'S
NEWEST
Sh
.e
RECORD
STOREFULL-LINE
student (mid-twenties) seeks serious
4
9
female companionship. Mail particulars
lo: "-Varsity Ad", 30 Charles St. W. 808,
Toronto
CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS
WEEKEND
swered. 189. All genuine inquiries anABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL
REFERRAL service sponsored by > BAG PANTS
ItOQl OLE*D_
SPECIALS
Women's
and
Thursdays Liberation.
7:30 to 9:30Clinic
at U ofTuesday
T Advisory
Bureau, 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or f'JEMSsL.
phone 533-9006 any time.
DOOBIE BROTHERS
.TOPS
PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
help you. Campus Birthright, 469-1111.
Call
or
come
1
:30
4:00
p.m..
Monday
thru
VBU2ERS__
Friday, 89 St. George.
i'SMOCKS.
HELP! We need a woman who knows
- Toulouse Street fashions lor pan-lime work, Thurs. and
Fri.
nights
and
all
day
Saturday.
Call
362HERBIE MANN
4809 - Sid.
CRAZY
T-SHIRTS
*4°
3
o
*io
A-A LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
gowns
*io - $ao
College St. (Clarke Institute) 924-5937
Come
in and seeTHISour WINTER?
monthly special
WHY FREEZE
Used fur
BLAZER SUITS w/ BAGS VZ : t s22 - *30
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs. 502
- Mississippi Gambler Spadina Ave. between Queen and DunMEN'S SHIRTS *S-3/**t2
jas. Good selectjpn of fun furs sizes 8-18.
Cleaning and repairs (fur and lur fabric)
SPECIAL - PLAID BAGS w=,*5
363-6077.
- Switched On Bach Thurs. and open
Fri. 9-6 Mon.-Sat.; lil 8:00
PLUS OTHERS
BEN'S
(specializing MENS
in long hair)H AIRST
In the YL1NG
Clarke
210
SPADINA
AVE.
Institute
of
Psychiatry.
250
College'
St
Tel. 924-6811. Ext. 560 Special haircut
S2.CXJ
(BELOW DUNDAS)
SALE SALE SALE used furniture lor sale.
CLIP THIS COUPON FOR 50c OFF
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;
Going
out
ol
business
after
42
years.
ANY REGULAR PRICED ALBUM.
Pearl Furniture. 29 Centre Ave. (behind
SATURDAYS
FROM
9-6
new
hall). 363-0965, Will deliver.
(SALE ALBUMS NOT INCLUDED)
Bargainscity Bargains.
Mackasey
OTTAWA (CUP) — Manpower
and Immigration Minister Bryce
Mackasey today denied he called
maritist scholar Istvan Meszaros a
Russian spy.
He again refused to elaborate on
the tycharge
risk. that Meszaros is a securi-
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'Corporate
bums':
muckraking
Canada's
Big Shots",
doingto
markets are already populist
Louder Voices:
The Corporate Welfare industries whose
government
assisted industries
ac- at
research
that "50
left David
Lewis free
tually been influenced
on their had
location
Bums, by David Lewie. James Lewis A saturated. As a result of this market
elaborate a hard strategy for building a
Samuel, $1.95.
saturation, the infusion of grants for new decisions by government largesse. The socialist
movement on the basis of the
Financial Post's Philip Mathlas, in his book trade unions.
Most people go from the cradle to the plants is, as often as not, responsible for a Forced
also provides case studies
decline In employment on an Industry of how Growth,
grave thinking that the welfare state Is wide
ineffective funding led to forced
level.
It is this tradition which gives the book
about the money they pay in taxes and
In other cases, government grants are growth, orchestrated by the sour notes of its hard-hitting character. It Is this tradition
reap from Mothers Allowance, Ontario
poor decisions, enormous distortions of which is best revealed in the chapter on
going to industries which are capital rather economic
Health Insurance Plan and Unemployment than
logic and human waste and
labour intensive. Thus It came to pass
Insurance. They think of the welfare state
Sudbury:
— TwoandWorlds",
three million dollars in grants to the despair. Finally one of the government's city
of the "One
workingCitypeople
the citytheof
as something approaching the golden that
own,
Boris
Celovsky,
deserted his job with the fat
cats.
industry was responsible for the
rule, applied by advanced social workers textile
creation
of
451
new
jobs
and
the
loss,
But
to
transcend
the
level
of
a morality
DREE (Dept. Regional Economic Exand sophisticated Keynesian economists.
pansion), taking ample evidence of play, it will be necessary for Lewis to
technological unemployment, of
But somehow, it seems, the golden rule through
government decisions with him to his new integrate analysis with a plea for justice.
concept of the welfare state has been 450 old ones! In short, the job argument is job
as NDP research director.
an adequate defense of current
distorted to mean: "he who has the gold, hardly
This Is the hard side of the Lewis He lyadmits,
"baregovernment
policy.
exploredfortheinstance,
edges thatof hethehascomplex
makes the rules". Somehow, while
In the broadest sense, the basic pedigree: a side which reflects dis- interrelationship
between government and
millions applaud or jeer at the obvious
e
n
c
h
a
n
t
m
e
n
t
w
i
t
h
the
technical-economic
manifestations of the welfare state like philosophy of David Lewis also stands up
the corporate sector. There is so much
its opponents. The Star, in Its search for viability of the government's strategy for
Local Initiatives Program or un- toa rationale
economic
growth.
It
is
a
side
of
his
to
oppose
the
NDP,
has
argued
In his
policy recommendations, he is
employment insurance, others have been
more
to discover."
argument which attempts to encompass sometimes
reduced, as he puts it in his
silently manipulating the real levers of the that Lewis' attacks violate a basic principle dissident
but
farsighted
sections
of
the
welfare state.
of social tervedemocracy-government
inone concession to bllingualism, to a posin
t
i
o
n
i
n
the
economy.
In
response,
capitalist Iclass.
Like the proverbial silent hog of western
of "reculer topour
mieuxplanning
sauter". as the
It istion possible
see poor
folklore — the silent hog that eats the swill
— certain people with strategic locations
source
of thethangovernment's
policies. ofButmany
Is It more
an error of
in the Canadian economy have been
quietly gorging on the advanced social
judgement that grants and tax allowances
favor capital rather than labor intensive
work notions of the people who run the
Industries? Or is It possible that this Is
federalmentgovernment's
economic developinherent In advanced capitalist countries,
programs.
where individual capitalists are forced to
These are the people that Trudeau
pass the costs of renewing rapidly obrefers to as the "vested interests", noting
solescent plants onto the public? This is
that:
"I suppose
participatory
the opinion of internationally respected
democracy
there willinalways
be some
Marxist
economist
Ernest Mandel. Mandel
whose voice is louder than others." These
distinguishes between state aid to industry
are the people that David Lewis has been
in developing capitalist countries and
slingshoting with the rather unpleasant
turnIn ofonephrase-Corporate
Welfare
Bums.
state
mature which
capitalism:
"the
of the best contributions to
formeraidis under
the forceps
facilitates
birth; the second is the scalpel which
Canadian muckraking since Gustavus
removes a tumour that reappears with
Myers"
The History
Canadianan
Wealth, expose,
Lewis wades
his way ofthrough
It would also
be worthwhile for Lewis to
disturbing
regularity."
alphabet soup of government agencies
consider other dimensions of the corand peers through the loopholes of the
Canadian (ax structure to reveal a ripoff of
porate rip-off. Aside from taxes, corunprecedented artistry.
porations also have a built-in rip-off of
Acting as the James Bond of the NDP
their work force — the extraction of surset, he has been travelling across the Lewis clarifies his own definition, one that
plus
value
— which comes to them in the
is also the "soft" side of the book
is basic to social democracy as opposed (toThere
form of profit. This is a far more
borrow
a
term
from
Richard
Hofcountrydian uncovering
a
Who's
Who
of
Canafundamental
characteristic of capitalism
corporate villains who are ripping off to state capitalism: "Welfare is for the stadter), a dimension which draws more
the Canadian taxpayer through enormous needy, not big and wealthy multinational from traditions of which the NDP is the than the tax dodge. Secondly, capitalism
inheritor. Government economic policy has a tendency to arrange social and
grants and tax concessions. The exBut for David Lewis, who until recently has been traditionally judged not only in economic priorities in a way that benefits
tractive industries are extracting grants, corporations."
the land developers are enveloped in has been sharpening his lance against the terms of hard economic critiques of in- profits rather than human needs.
Both of these aspects of the corporate
vestment patterns and growth
them and the industrial capitalists are Waffle dragons in his own party, there are
capitalizing on them. This book brings certain limits to the analysis and solutions mechanisms. It has also been judged as rip-off are neglected in Lewis' analysts.
together the information he has been he proposes. Although the issue is part of a larger morality play whereby "the "The government must dare to go It
making headlines with over the past somewhat of an echo of the old Waffle interests" fatten off the people.
alone," he towrites,
privatelarge-scale
capital is
months.
unwilling
move "where
In without
voices, Lewis draws his major inspiration
have always
In terms of the major polemics his from Eric Kierans, whose recent con- with. Yes,us, these
even in"interests"
Canada. They
were withbeenus handouts from the public treasury. Crown
version tothe NDP is essentially a pat on in the days William Lyon Mackenzie corporations are not only the most
attacks have set off, the book seems to
denounced the Family Compact. They suitable instrument of achieving social
stand quite firmly. Lewis particularly takes the back for plagiarism well done.
issue with what he calls the blackmaft
Kierans presented many of the were with us in the days the Canadian goals in many areas; they are just as
approach of Liberal cabinet ministers who essentials for the book in his June, 1971 people paid for the fortunes of the capable of competing in domestic and
argue that the government is making speech to the Canadian Economic railroaders. They were with us in the days foreign markets as any private
when tariff walls were raised to protect the
offers it can't refuse. Both Turner and attacked
Association's
meeting atof St.
the distortions
the John.
economy,He inefficiencies and profits of Canadian
This concession to the socialist logic of
Sharp have been adamant in insisting that
manufacturers and to draw in American his attack derives from the major
the
stimulants
to
American
investment,
whole Industries and towns would be put
on the welfare rolls it it were not for the inflationary direction and Increase in branch plants. "Protection whereby in- corporation."
dynamism of the book. It is a book which
government subsidies to free enterprise. personal income tax; all of which were
the appetite for more information
leans onputtheit people",
was how whets
and invites the search for alternatives to
Lewis is convincing on the point that related to the government's carefree grant Edward dustryPoritt
in one hardhitting
book at the turn of the century. It was with current government policy. Of the various
these grants are responsible for exporting policies.
unemployment to other areas rather than
The pedigrees for the book also include us when militant farmers lashed out at the instant books being put out for the election, this is one of the few that does that.
eliminating it. Given the chaotic pattern of David Springate whose Harvard PhD CPR monopoly. It was with us In the 1930's
the handouts, grants are often extended to thesis concluded that only one-third of 31 when
the CCF brain trust was striking out
Wayne Roberts
TYPEWRITERS
ADDING
MACHINES
TV.'S
STEREO
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Arch-bigot turns unloveable

Bunkers
ramming
the
The Bunkers have become a keep
North American Institution. The
thing about Institutions is that
■
they are rather remote, quite
respectable — and they take
themselves very, very seriously.
There was a furor over All In the
Family when It first crept Into
prime time in the dead of winter
two years ago, a replacement' for
some vapid show that failed. It
was a move of desperation;
nobody at CBS thought that the
series would catch on. The best
they hoped for was that It would
quietly finish out the season
without "alienating" too many
viewers.
That barren season when It
arrived on our screens, it was a
bracing, garlicky breath of life
amidst all those Impeccably
sanitary, genteel families with a
missing parent and microscopic
moral dilemmas (a perennial one
is that some sugary eight-yearold is inconsolably brokenhearted because daddy told a fib
or broke a promise). Edith and
Archie were so startling because
they actually looked and talked
ilke a real family. They were a
little broad, yes, but they started
from something genuine and
familiar. They even lived In a
dump, a duplex where things
didn't
and ail
youthrough
could
hear thegettoiletfixed
flushing
the house. Everybody loved
them.
But the furies descended.
Professional anti-bigots like
Laura Z. Hobson (who wrote
Gentleman's
twenty
years
ago) cameAgreement
out of seclusion
to denounce the show in the New
York Times. They were tncencsed; up comes television,
which nobody takes seriously,
and steals their thunder. The gall. biggest thing to hit TV since while it succeeded almost wholly
Bigotry should not be made at- Bonanza, and if anything is true in as a tongue-in-cheek comedytractive, they maintain, people the American way of life, it is that drama about blue-collar life. The
equals respectability. If a political, racial and sexual
will follow Achie's example. If he's success
a bigot, he must also be a scoun- show tops the Neilson ratings and howlers were howlers not
drel, and a miserable one to boot. gets Time cover stories, well because of their cutting-edge,
The fact is that there are nice then, it can't be controversial, can but because they were so novel to
Not In any potentially TV screens (though so utterly
people and kind people who are it?
to the people who
bigots. Their bigotry is dangerous way, at any rate. The familiar TV).
deplorable, of course, but jt is not "dingbats" and "meatheads" fly watched
So Lear and company kept
usually symptomatic of a about, now as wholesomely
cancerous soul. What Hobson patriotic as "America the ramming their lessons home and
and the rest want is the sort of Beautiful". Even President Nixon to helf with the domesticity.
Instead of the hit-and-run attacks
tidy morality-play where watches Archie, presumably to on
social cliches, Archie and
wrongdoing is unfailingly get ideas he can pass onto crew
were marshalled week after
punished — like the operas Spiro's speechwriters.
week
to battle for enlightenment:
where courtesans died of conThe paradox is that All in the
style. The Bunker
sumption as if this were apar- Family has gotten steadily worse. liberal
Norman Lear, the producer, household now grapples with
ticularlyease. In efficient
venereal
disother words, TV could couldn't leave well-enough alone. society's problems more frequently than does the House of
deal with bigotry if they were They attributed the show's popartistically dishonest about it.
ularity (which they probably cabinet.
Representatives
or Nixon's
But now All in the Family is the called notoriety) to the "satire"
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it's the

old
message
home
recently, and it
What Is wrong
is that in the pro-Nixon religion
too late to change Archie.
eagerness to cover every damn wasEdith
is
distorted,
too. This
issue, the upstairs gang has
forgotten all about consistency. poor, feckless woman is not
Archie used to call the president allowed to have one tiny little vice.
Now and then she parrots one of
"tricky Dicky" — a rank-and-file her
husband's inanities, only to
democrat's
the
series catchphrase.
advanced, andBut theas reverse her stand as soon as the
scriptwriters nudged Archie wrongness of it is pointed out to
further to the right (it makes her by Gloria or Mike (who hand
everything so much tidier that out a straight, If simple-minded,
way) he became a fervent Nixon liberal line). She's wonderful to
man. Not just the shallow op- watch,
butshewe exists.
don't for(Penelope
a minute
portunist who supports believe
Gilliat
wrote
that
she
seems
to
whoever's in office, either. In one
belong more to a TV studio than a
episode, Archie is revealed not to street;
true). Extraordinarily
have voted in '66, despite his incurioushow about
what goes on
protests that he did too vote for
Nixon. Edith reminds him that he beyond her doorstep (and I don't
voted for "the Kennedy Nixon, not mean Vietnam or bussing, I mean
street's scandal and
the
Nixon". union
Now the
Archie,Humphrey
a dyed-in-the-wool
scuttlebut),servient tmasochistically
subo her husband (who
man, is as unlikely a Republican
as he Is a civil libertarian. And exploits her like a coolie) Edith is
when was he calling the guy tricky a caricature of a middle-class
Dickey? Back in 1952? If Archie Queen's housewife so appallingly
ever switched allegiance it would misaccented as to make her
have been to vote for the General. bafflingly hollow.
Ask almost anyone to name
Only affluent Hollywood liberals
could make this sort of blunder. their favorite episode and
"Edith's
problem" will be your
Or there's
Archie
defendsgunin control,
reply to which
a TV answer. This episode won an Emeditorial. The Bunkers are city
my last Spring, and the
folk to their bones, and gun con- producers (no doubt) preened
trol proponents are usually coun- paid off and ran
thathome
theirto "daring"
think up
try boys, or a generation or so themselves
away. And if the availability of more taboos to shatter. What
firearms is anywhere they wouldn't realize is that
acknowledged to be related to Edith's problem — menopause —
hardly as shocking as the
crime
in the streets, it's in New was
York City.
fact that in this one episode Edith
But even if we grant Archie an screams back at Archie; for those
thirty minutes she had stepped
aberration
on that
this one
issue, hie
it's gloriously down from her dotty
hardly
likely
he
would
himself off to a television studio saintliness.
to broadcast his views. Archie,
It doesn't seem that the
after all, is painted with a craven producers much care about
anything
but the message and the
stripe; he has that astute sense of
jolts anymore. As long as they
camouflage
and
selfpreservation common to his kind. have a hot Issue to put in the
mouths of the cast, and a few
Real-life
fall into bawdy
zingers to spice things up,
dangerousArchies
tiffs don't
by bazooing
no matter about honesty, or
before
they've
scouted
out
the
enemy. This Mr. Bunker, for the plausibility, or even a sense of
sake of an easy laugh, is reduced fairness to the characters they
to a blithering dolt, numb to have created.
And in the process they have
hostile
vibrations.
have lasted
long inHeNewwouldn't
York sold out {unwittingly or no?) to
the sour moralizers. In their lust
City, that way.
Archie, we all know, is a WASP to move up from comedy to
— But how seldom is Protestan- "satire" they lost sight of entertism mentioned. Whenever the
tainment. So that nobody will
script needs religious humour miss the point of their little
and/or relevance, there is some parables, they have turned
pretext to drag in a Catholic. (Last Archie into a crabbed, miserly
week Edith went off to consult a
priest rather than talk to her own curmudgeon;
deprived him of thethey've
comfort even
of his
minister.) Perhaps the writers family, which even men worse
consider Protestant clergy too than bigots enjoy. Laura Hobson
bland to give snappy lines to; or should be happy; the message is
more likely, Catholicism has finally coming through.
Bill MacVlcar
shaped up as the blue-collar,

only

way

to travel.
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Elvis Presley In 'G.I. Blues': The halycon
In a few days, most of you reading this
will vote for Pierre Trudeau. I do not
mention that with any thought of swaying
you:
I don't
care twho
for as and
long will
as
it is not
for me.
vote you
crankvotemyself,
probably go Communist this time, just to
keep the HCMP a bit" paranoid and on their
toes. 1 introduce Trudeau's reelection—your support for him— because
that is the pivotal thing for a real, gut
understanding of the blacklist, of
McCarthy ism, and of fities culture. And,
that is a sizeable chunk out of understanding ourselves.
Jim Harding at one time pointed out that
there
were two one,
(English)'Canadian
cultures,
a Canadian
northern, rural
and
agricultural; and, superimposed on it, an
American one, urban, seasonless, and
monopoly-capitalistic. His point at the time
was to remind us that the pure Canadian
culture really did exist. Now, the pendulum
has swing a bit, and my point is to remind
you that the American one exists too, as a
bona fide Canadian way of life. It is the
culture I grew up in. I preferred the
American Howdy-Doody with Buffalo Bob
to the Canadian one with Timber Tom. I
craved Snickers and Three Musketeers
(cultural domination), but they were not
available (isolationism). (As an aside,
Snickers and Three Musketeers are now
available (imperialism), but I no longer
want them (anti-imperialism).)
My afternoon cartoons were pre-empted
by the army-McCarthy hearings, no fun to
watch, just as, a generation later, the House
Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC)
was pre-empted by the cartoons of Abbie
Hoffman and Gerry Rubin.
In between Tom and Jerry and Abbie
and Jerry was the quarter- century of
HUAC's heyday,
a stolid,
effective
institution
that unjoyful,
created pwerfully
and was
created by a stolid, unjoyful, and powerfully
effective culture. It is now standard, since it
is now safe, to look at HUAC as a sideshow, but as Eric Bentley points out, the
purpose of the side-show is to lure people
into the main tent. We have been pulled in:
you and I, our sexuality, our ideology, our
music, our dancing, our patterns of
thought, even our plans for escape.
MR. ICHORD: Mr. Counsel, the chair
has |ust received a message from Mr.
Gutman relaying a request of Mr. Rubin to
be permitted Into the hearing room. The
chair has been Informed that Mr. Rubin Is
attired In a Santa Claus costume. It Is not
the purpose of the c .alr to direct that Mr.
Rubin attire himself 'n a certain manner or

ail-American
culture
U.S. may have atoi
avoid a Japanese
to do the butterfly at rest somewhere.
Russians,
might sou
MR. DOYLE: Yes, but please, when you
one says anything
have the urge, don't have such an urge to
put the butterfly at rest by putting money In assumptions differer
the Communist Party coffers as a result of speller, one often j
often gets paranoid.
that urge to put the butterfly at rest.
— HUAC Hearing, Oct. 14, 1955. Laing's alternative c
America, including urban Canada is a paranoia when it is
nation of merchandizers. Long Island was Laing writes, "have (
"bought" from the Indians, a transaction of
It is paranoid to c
equal validity to signing over the rights to
the sun. The Intolerable Acts that brought election is rigged,
on the American Revolution were largely one party has much
intolerable to the colonial merchants. And opportunity
persecuted."to handso on. In Toronto, the stain-glass mural time,
doggtes,andcallplace,
the ele
pc
requisitioned by the city elders is of The
Marriage of Commerce and Industry (in venient locationir Yo
which Industry got Fucked). Only in the last different from the m
a ballot box.
few years have non-property owners been stuffing
So, when I spe;
enfranchized for Toronto elections. Property ownership is the cornerstone of the class/government/m
temple;
"Private Property, No Trespassing" propaganda campait
the
inscription.
aged as all the riches
The temple has been periodically ful men gathering in
threatened ever since It replaced basement board rooi
feudalism. But the French Revolution was Pentagon Papers, t
more for property than against it. The some merit in the im
(relatively) universal franchise turned out to people maintaining j
they know.
Is,#1I th,
be more The
of a cooperative
technicality, movement
as did women's
Richard"It Watts
suffrage.
never wrote
really caught on. And even the union
days of the fifties: 'Doln* the best I can'.
take other actions In regards to his body,
but It Is the responsibility of the chair to
maintain order In these hearings. The chair
has exercised Its prerogative of excluding,
and I have so Instructed the police to
exclude Mr. Rubin from the hearing room,
because It Is the determination of the chair
that such a dress could only add to the
possibilities of disorder.
— HUAC Hearing, Dec. 4, 1968.
The sixties' culture, the counter-culture,
contrasts mightily with the dominant
culture. The counter-culture is Dionysian,
colourful and reckless. The parent culture
is thrifty. On the one hand there is the orgy,
and on the other, the cadet corps, on the
one, the head shop and on the other the
shopping plaza. The one, Like a Rolling
Stone, the other, Tea for Two. It is easy to
trace the roots of the counter-culture, from
Baba Ram Dass back to Leary. back to Mr.
How many lower corr
Wizard — salvation through technology:
In this picture? lean
from the Stones through the Beatles back
As It was In the beginning. . . —Nixon
to Elvis — rhythm and release; from the challenge, after a long bloody struggle, sion to believe tha
new Old Left to the old New Left and back relaxed into the A.F. of L., and the status makers are, as t
to Holden Caulfield, James Dean, and Mar- quo. But Russia, China and various little malicious or studioi
lon Brando as The Wild One: "What are you away.
places actually fell to Communism, and the
towards
Undeniably
they arere1
rebelling
against?"
holdings of the elders were actually taken titude
"Whadaya
got?"
furtively, on the sic
The counter-culture is at base effusive
This, not totalitarianism, purges and order, but it does n
("when you got nothin' you got nothin' to occupations is the source of American anti- anti-revolutionafpjbi;
lose"). The parent culture is retentive: of
Russia fell in 1917 and the to realize that it fs th<
family, prestige, authority and property. Communism.
box-office rati
And, retentive in culture, retentive in Palmer raids began in America in 1920. the
depression raised the spectre and fear malice... In their hes
politics, anal in politics, anal in culture. I do The
well before the believe, intended to
not compose this as idle theory. Test it. of American of Communism
Stalinist cruelties. That it is
Turn your body-awareness to your anus. Is knowledge
approximation of ha
it tighter than it needs to be? Can you relax credited the other way round is liberalism, they can
just as it is hind-sight that happens that all ol
it a bit? It is the purpose of this writing to anachronism,
trace that tension back to the ass-holes on pretends that the Second World War was vestments, all of the
HUAC.
fought to stop the German extermination and legions of dece
camps. I do not deny either set of atrocities, clubs,
all their dream
MR. JACKSON: Mr. Chairman, may I I merely point out that they were not causal
a
great
industrial wo
say that I can think of no greater way to pa- in the way it is now claimed.
instincts and emoti<
The New Deal — limited interference consciously
rade one's political beliefs than to appear
the exp
under the auspices of Mainstream, a Com- with private ownership of industry — was the side of impossil
munist publication. . .
the American alternative to Communism, scheming villains. Tr
MR. MOSTEL: I appreciate your opinion and even it was loudly decried as "Com- defenders of a syst<
HUAC was formed by New Deal them to buy those
very much, but I do want to say that — I critics, and munistic".
the Committee began its public
don't
know,and
you maybe
know — ItI still stand on my hearings in 1938 with a successful attack tennis courts."
grounds,
la unwise and
The most political
unpolitlc of me to say this. If I appeared on one of the New Deal programs, the
there what If I did an Imitation of a butterfly Federal Theatre Project. It was an appack up your troubli
at rest? There is no crime In making
propriatewasbeginning,
sinceto the
Committee's
prime target
always
be the
means of
anybody
sta
witnessesto sut
at me. laugh. I don't care If yo you laugh moulding public culture. The Committee whoThe wanted
was terribly successful. The means of blacklist named the n
blacklist.
(The
black
digest of HUAQpsji^
MR. JACKSON: If you Interpretation of a retention squeezed tighter.
butterfly at rest brought any money Into the
anti-left fisting s
Just
because
you're
paranoid,
doesn't
coffers of the Communist Party, you con- mean you are not —being
followed. maxim Channels.) The nam*
Revolutionary
tributed directly to the propaganda effort
of the Communist Party.
I want to side-track for just a bit to say a traveller, dupe or libs
MR. MOSTEL: Suppose I had the urge word about paranoia. To suggest that the put
The it.Mss
abound,
not loss
of life,
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t)f un-American
om bombed Japan to absurd, and can be found by the dozens in
3e surrender to the
by Ring Lardner
Jr.", Alvahor Bessie,
,und paranoid. In fact if writings
Millard Lampell,
Lillian Hellman
in Eric
ig out of ideological Bentley's compendium. Thirty Years of
snt from the ones in the Treason. Nor is the period over. Pete
seems paranoid. One Seeger is still barred from big network
i. But there is also R.D. television (as Phil Ochs is from AM radio),,
concept, metanoia, i.e. and as you probably recall the only show
that ever balked and featured Seeger, The
si delusions
right. "Many
of notpeople,"
being Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour, was
cancelled at the end of that season.
The crucial thing, however, is not what
declare
that
Monday's
despite the fact that was disallowed, but what was left, because
h more money, plus the that is what we grew up to. The movies
j-out community boon- became universally bland, and our critical
lection at a convenient facility became the facility to distinguish
)olling booths fn con- between good and bad blandness. The
o rft* only the image is retentive, up-tight studio head hired a
man in the trench-coat neutered writer who created plastic
x.
characters; then thousands or millions of
eak of a propertied- dollars was spent to bring the puppets to
nedia censorship and life. These were our models.
Television — a new medium — became
aign, it needn't be imast, fattest, most power- the vast wasteland, the private terrain of the
n a secret oak-panelled sponsor and the empressario. (John
om, although, given the Bassett controls a band of your air-waves!)
there appears to be True, the ratings show a public predeliction
mage yet. I just write of for sit-coms, but the ratings came after the
as best they can what programs among which the raters choose.
think, a great mistake," And high ratings did not help the Smothers
5 Jr., during the depres- Brothers or This Hour has Seven Days.

mmunlsts can you find
in find eleven.
lat the California filma rule, intentionally
ously unfair in their atevolutionary themes,
e heartily, if sometimes
<ide of the established
not make their definite
sia^ny more pleasant
he result of instinct and
ither than intentional
sarts they have, I firmly
0 go in for the closest
larmless, mid-Victorian
*n hit upon. It merely
of their handsome inieir fears of censorship
:ency and the women's
ms of being big-shots in
/orld — in fact, all their
tions — make it subsible for them to be on
iploited They are not
fhey are just instinctive
stem that has enabled
1 swimming pools and
il song I ever heard was
)les In dreams.
— Pete Seeger
jbpoenaed by a HUAC
oynames
off that
theirbecame
industry's
the
;klist vas, effectively a
,,,n* published in an
service called Red
ned Communist, fellowoeral suffered as Brecht
e, but loss of livelihood.
, frustrating, touching,

activities
more thoroughly ingrained than conceits of
humanism. What remains to be seen is if
we are any better.
MR HAYDEN: If you think you have had
militant people before you In these
hearings, you have yet to see what the
seven and eight year olds are going to
bring you over the next five or ten years.
You have taught them to have no respect
for your authority by what has happened In
the city of Chicago. And that Is a victory In
the sense that committees like yourselves
are now through. You exist only formally;
you exist officially: but you have lost all
authority... you have lost, period. That Is
why I have been quiet. That Is why these
hearings aren't disrupted, that Is why noone comes to these hearings to picket
anymore. The Job has been done on HUAC
and the Job has virtually been done against
politicians.
—HUAC Hearing, Dec. 3, 1968.
The halcyon days of 1968. The nice thing
about Bentley's thousand pages of HUAC
excerpts and memorabilia is that it ends on
such an up-beat. One passes through the
years of fear until there Is Mark Rhoades
answering, "Were you ever, or are you now,
a Communist" with "I certainly am!" (This is
not meant as a criticism of the more timidly
responding Hollywood Ten, of Seeger,
Miller, Mostel; it would be foolish to try and
interpret courage across time and
cultures.) But unfortunately, the up-beat is
a function of publication date and not of
history. The war goes on. According to a
recent Harris poll 55% favour continued
bombing, 35% oppose and the rest are
undecided. McGovern loses supporters
daily. (Incidently, McGovern has written the
introduction to another recent book on
all.)
HUAC, Robert
Vaughn's
Only Victims.
After
several
readings,
I stilf cannot
understand
how McGovern managed to say nothing at

conspiracy against the government.
Because of this, measures had to be taken.
Like McCarthy's 57 Communists in the
State Department, no conspiracy was ever
unearthed. In the meantime people were
jailed without evidence or trial; it became
illegal to have been something that used to
be legal; it became a crime to shelter kin.
The leading oppositional spokesman in
Quebec were jailed for months, though
later
of all party
charges.
FRAP acquitted
urban reform
was Montreal's
smeared,
some of its candidates jailed, and Mayor
Drapeau's party swept to re-election. The
remaining opposition was called by the old
McCarthyist
"bleeding-heart
liberals".
The
press wastermhysterical,
and internal
and
external censorship was imposed. A
producer friend at CBC was not allowed to
air an interview with jailed singer Paulene
Julien. The Varsity was censored by its
printer, fearing that the government would
confiscate its presses. Etc.
I remember thinking at the time that they
had gone too far and it would be obvious.
Then the polls were announced: 88% in
favour. (To be fair, Quebec has shown itself
to be much more aware of what was going
on than English Canada.) Two years and all
the evidence later, it appears that Trudeau
is in for a cake-walk on Monday.
So I do not share Tom Hayden's 1968
optimism, although f find some hope and a
good deal of joy in the alternate culture. I
do not believe that a knowledge of history
makes reliving it any less likely. I befieve a
Saint Joan must be burned every generation for people of shattered imagination,
there are so many precedents. You, if 1
correctly guess your tacit support, and I, in
my safely verbal criticism, have our
precedents
before
that. in the fifties, and long back

Years of Treason: Excerpts from
That is why I began with my assumption Thirty
Hearings
before the House Committee
that you will vote Trudeau. It has been only of
Un-American
Activities, 1938-1968,
two years since The War Measures Act. selected and edited by Eric Bentley, Viking
The parallels to McCarthyism are un- Press, 1971.
avoidable: the government announced,
Bob Bossln
and the press accepted, the existence of a
"I shall return." — MacArthur
Music was shaped in the same way. Just
as there is a Tin Pan Alley tradition {the
tradition of Pack Up Your Troubles in
Dreams) there is a folk tradition (of Joe Hill.
Woody Guthrie, Ledbelly, Pete Seeger).
This, we were not given to hear. Topical
calypso continues in the mainstream of
Carribean music because it was never
outlawed.
The melody lingers on.
My children have caught him lovingly In
a nickname, he Is always "Nlxle", the kind
and the good ... I have a vtvld picture of
him, In the blackest hour of the Hiss case,
standing by the bam and saying In his
quietly savage way (he Is the kindest of
men)
the American
people
the real"Ifcharacter
of Alger
Hiss, understood
they would
boll him In oil."
—Alger Hiss, 1952
My dad was sweet, kind, and likeable. He
was also political, voting Conservative on
the grounds that the Liberals were a bunch
of crooks (a rather astute observation for a
man unschooled in Canadian history. But
he hated Communists. I doubt he had met
very many.
An uncle, also kindly and goodhumoured, became one of the Hollywood
witch-hunters. So it goes.
If that seems paradoxical — and it
certainly does to me, and in a strange and
tearful way — the explanation is obvious.
Lincoln was wrong: you can fool most of the
people most of the time. Not that the
wasn't.
dad certainly
people are
are
what they
tend toMy believe
just fools.
People
comculture.the
the
in
told. Imprisoned
forting reliance on authority has been much
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Engineering:

learning
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not

how

why

Prologue:
Andrea: The fear of death is human.
Galileo: Even the Church will teach you
that to be weak is not human. It is just evil.
Andrea: The Church, yes! But science is
not concerned with our weaknesses.
Galileo: No? My dear Sarti. in spite of my
present convictions I may be able to give
you a few pointers as to the concerns of
your chosen profession. In my spare time,
I happen to have gone over this case. I
have spare time. Even a man who sells
wool, however good he is at buying wool
cheap and selling it dear, must be concerned with the standing of the wool trade.
The practice of science would seem to call
for valour. She trades in knowledge, which
is the product of doubt. And this new art
has enchanted the public. The plight of the
multitude is as old as the rocks, and is
believed to be as basic as the rocks. But
now they have learned to doubt. They
snatched the telescopes out of our hands
and had them trained on their tormentors:
prince, official, public moralist. The
mechanism of the heavens was clearer,
the mechanism of their courts was still
murky. The battle to measure the heavens
is won by doubt; by credulity the Roman
housewife's
milk thatwill this
always
lost. Word is battle
passedfordown
is of nobe
concern to the scientist, who is told he will
only release such of his findings as do not
disturb the peace, that is, the peace of
mind of the well-to-do. Threats and bribes
fill the air. Can the scientist hold out on the
numbers? For what reason do you labour?
I take it that the intent of science is to ease
human existence. If you give away to
coercion, science can be crippled, and
your new machines may simpty suggest
new drudgeries. Should you, then, in time
discover all there is to be discovered, your
progress must become a progress away
from the bulk of humanity. The gulf might
even grow so wide that the sound of your
cheering at some new achievement would
be echoed by a universal howl of horror.
As a scientist, t had an almost unique
opportunity. In my day, astronomy
emerged into the market place. At that
particular time, had one man put up a
fight, it coufd
have tohad
widethatrepercus ionshave
. I come
believe
I was
never in any real danger; for some years I
was as strong as the authorities, and I
surrendered my knowledge to the powers
that be, to use it, no, not use it, abuse ft,
as suits their ends. I have not betrayed my
profession. Any man who does what I have
done must not be tolerated in the ranks of
science.
(from Galileo, a play by Bertolt Brecht)
"Out
of creating
men... whoof would
refuseoftofearsubmit
to the discipline
a too
narrow task and to the industrial hierarchy
the effort has been made to stunt them
from the beginning. They were designed
to be competent but limited, active but
docile, intelligent but ignorant of anything
outside their function, incapable of having
a horizon beyond that ofAndre
their Gorz,
task." 1967
Engineers feel threatened by radical
ideas, radical politics and radical people.
Towards such people an engineer is
truculently silent or defencive and. if
pushed, actively reactionary attitudes of
engineers, must be understood. To
become angry and accuse them of
criminal immorality in designing and
manufacturing napalm is like attacking
blacks for living in a ghetto.
The student who enters a university
engineering school has already behind
iim roughly half a dozen years of
training. Heandhassciences
shown
an3ngineering
ability for-type"
mathematic
s
earlier, and has gone through the
mathematics-sciences-engineering

stream in high
school. that
Here,problems
he first can
encountered the attitude
essentially be solved with a slide rule and
the proper handbook, that history,
languagesercises forand
the like
exthe brain
and are
not simply
really very
useful. This disdain for the arts is reinforced into a fine contempt during the first
year at university through "banding
together
artsmen"
organizations toandfight
revellingthein the
fraternal
spirit of being an engineer.
Knowing little about what working
engineers actually do, engineering
students generally accept the dry courses,
solve the never-ending problems, and
perform the drudgery of non-creative
labs. They place faith in the myth that they
are preparing themselves to take up their
rightfulispositions
the "technostructure",
which
to be the inkingpin
of our technical
society. Although they cannot quite see
what the use of a certain course might be,
somebody
"up there"
requiredit,
and he obviously
knowssaysmoreit's about
so...
This mis-education is a means to an
end, however. The report of the Goals
Committee of the American Society-for
Engineering
primary
goal ofEducation
engineering states,
education"Theis
to prepare the student, ideologically, for
constructive participation in a competitive,
profit-motivated
Thus, when a economy..."
radical demands of an
engineer a human use of technology, he
demands something alien to the
engineer's
when the
the
capitalist experience.
system is Further,
threatened
engineer perceives a threat to technology
and his supposed freedom to function
within that technology. An engineer feels
that a request that he make some
judgements about how to use technology
is not a viable question to ask. He has
been taught that what can be done should
be done
so...
on tobecause
Mars! that's how we progress,
He has been presented with nothing but
the use of technology inside a capitalistic
profit-seeking frame of reference, and an
attack on that frame of reference becomes
an attack on his whole conception of how
technology and he as a technologist function. Remove that system, remove his
profits, his authoritarian work situation
and his concomitant ability to shrug off
decisions as to how to employ his skills;
remove his profits, his authoritarian work
situation and his concomitant ability to
shrug off decisions as to how to employ
his skills; remove his neat little barriers
between science and humanism; and you
negate the only career and Identity of
which he can perceive. So, of course, he is
hostile.
But, how can such a horrid situation
exist in engineering education within a
university? The 1968 report of the Cox
Commission on Columbia University says,
"A university is essentially a free community of scholars dedicated to the pursuit of truth and knowledge solely through
reason
While andthiscivility."
is not quite the way things
really are within the university,
engineering training is the field furthest
removed from this traditional "pursuit of
truth
and knowledge."
mightandbefindnoted
that some
engineers do (Itseek
the
truth, which turns out to be E=m2 and
F=ma.) The application of science is what
engineering deals with, and engineering
schools take the vast bulk of scientific
knowledge as given from on high like the
Ten Commandments. From this, one
derives the formulae, tables, charts, et
cetera which become the englneer's-tools.
The search for truth, the enquiring
mind, is not vitally important here. As
described by John and Margaret Rowntree, the student Is "expected to produce
himself both as a robot and as a thinking
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man." The educational system attempts to
explosions In secondary schools and universities. This happens very seldom in the
engineering schools because of the
deliberate de-emphasis there on education, self-direction and self-determination
for engineering students. That ts, this
robot-man contradiction Is not apparent to
most engineering students because the
man half is missing!
But, this is necessary, of course.
Capitalism could not function with aware,
humanist, class-conscious technologists
for
"submit
of athey
too would
narrownottask
and toto the
the discipline
fndustrlai
heirarchy."
The harnessing of the educational
system to the service of private profit and
the corporate state, Including the
ideological preparation of students to
serve these masters, Is as much achieved
by ommisslon as commission. There Is no
need for a university course like "The
,and
Engineer
and Capitalism"
the ethics
attitudes
necessarysincehave
been
already Inculcated In grade and secondary school.
engineers would defend the
Many
omission of such a topic. It is not felt to be
"engineering",
but "politics" or
"sociology" and, therefore, not
of immediate concern to engineers. While
such a defence Is easily shown to be
based on a perverted view of engineering,
it can be shown that topics of undeniably
to engineers are also igvital concern
nored. Take, for example, the problem of
pollution.
admitted that this is one
areaIt isingenerally
which our technology has lagged
behind and had better catch up pretty
quickly. Yet, • In our undergraduate
topic, If not comengineering schools Isthisgiven
short shift. To
pletely over looked,
Illustrate: In the engineering faculty at
Queen's University there Is not one single
and
course dealing with Industrial some
municipal pollution. There is usually
graduate
minor pollution research at theamong
the
level {about 22 projects spread Engineeri
ng
Chemical
of
ts
departmen
In18 Canada).
a
lack:
Again, there is a reason for this
thorough discussion of pollution would

man." The educational system attempts t
build a self-directing man and then cause
him to direct himself
to the system's
requirements.
This freely
contradiction
within
make plain to all concerned the rape-forproflt attitude of industrial managers, the
pay-off-the-local-populace method of
covering up pollution sources, the corporate lobbying to make up-coming pollution control legislation as painless as
possible for them, the attempts to have
pollution treatment facilities built at public
expense for Industrial use, the callous
disregard for public health on the part of
auto manufacturers, and so on. In short,
expose the greedy rapacity of corporate
capitalism. Such an expose seldom fails to
produce a fine rage, and such an attitude
in an engineer towards his bosses is
obviously not to be desired by those
bosses and their cohorts at the university.
Apart from simple anger, such a
process would also bring to the engineer
an awareness of his position vis-a-vis the
corporate managers, an awareness that

he is essentially part of the working class.
The unwillingness to discuss pollution
causes and control is indicative of another
facet of engeeering schools, (and of other
parts of the education industry as well):
the compartmentalization of knowledge,
"L.A. Woods, Director of the U.S. Air Force
Office of Space Research smugly asserts,
"Now why is water pollution regarded as
an engineer's problem? Isn't It a social
problem... more a matter of social-political
Indeed, the pollution problem
absolutely requires social, political, and
economic as well as technical action. But
activity?"
God forbid that engineering students be
encouraged to study in these fields and
integrate their knowledge, for the docility
of the engineering department would be
goneThus,forever!
the attitude "this Is engineering,
that
is
not,
to integrationIfsofpolitics"
knowledgebuilds
and upthebarriers
insight
thereby available. They are also barriers
to awareness and actions that can en-

danger corporate economic control and
There is an outward appearance of an
attempt to overcome this lack of
profits.
humanities and social studies in
engineering training. Many engineering
schools now require students to take
several "arts options" on their way to a
degree. This is mainly a sham. "Liberal
Learning
for the Society
Engineer",
report of
the
American
for theEngineering
Education's Humanistic-Social Research
Project, exposes the scheme when it says,
"In the university, the engineering school
usually has very little to say about the
kinds of courses which are offered by the
liberal arts college, and even less about
the kinds of faculty members the liberal
arts college employs... (In universities)
where structures are controlled by the
engineering school, it Is possible, in most
cases, for the school to exercise some
control over the content of programs as
well, not obtaining special courses for
their students but by pre-selecting those
courses which will contribute most to the
liberal objectives they
(Recommendation
27) envision."
In the university, the engineering school
should seek to establish overall
frameworks
exercise a preselective controlandoverto courses.
It is assumed that the engineering faculty
will not itself bias selection...
The "arts options", already preselected
by the engineering school, are seldom
related to technical courses, and viceversa. Thus, while some dabbling in other
yards takes place, the fences remain. That
this system works, that courses exist but
integration of course content does not, is
apparent from discussions with and
among the
engineering
"Golden
Words",
newspaper students.
of the Engineering
Society
at Queen'sof University,
on
an analysis
engineeringcommented
students
similar to the one contained in this paper:
"The entire argument against engineering
students and engineering education Is
based on this single premise (that
engineering students are unsure of what
an engineer actually does, believes In the
"technocracy" myth, abhors artsy things
because
he doesn't
understand
them,
lacks confidence
and abstract
coneptual
ability). Golden Words repudiates (this).
We Todon't
premise)." schools
sum believe
up, the(thisengineering
produce a narrow, variously competent,
docile technician having little understanding oftechnology's role in society. He is unable
deal withhethatIs society's
problems
largelyto because
unaware
of them.
the effects
his
own For
work,they,havealongbeenwithkept
from hisof
consciousness.
It Is a rare engineer who has broken
through the massive Indoctrination effort
and become aware of the contradictions in
our society, In his chosen profession, and
In his education. To condemn the unaware
engineer as an immoral reactionary simply bewilders and angers him. Organization
through revealing the perversion of
Galileo's ideals is what is Chuck
required.Edwards
Chuck Edwards was an engineering
graduate student at Queen's University.
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Two books of non-essays a letdown

an
Canadi
, by Mordecal,
Shoveling Trouble
Stewart
and
and
Rlchler. McClell
$5.95
The Time le Never Ripe, by H.G.
Classen. Centaur Preae.
Bookstores are flooded with
volumes of things that look like
es read like esessays, sometim
says. They are no such thing. The
ional
circumlocution "occas
e
used to describ
pieces" is oftencollecti
ons. These
such rag-tag
or
one
reviews,
few
a
usually
are
two pieces very like essays, and ina
length,
lot of things, of varying
ss territory in
the
.
betweennamele
There Is nothing really wrong
with this, other than that there are
so many of them. Some, Theof
course, are quite welcome.
brevity of the short form extracts
from some writers their best
work: Mary McCarthy, Gore
Vidal, Brigid Brophy. The
shrewdest film criticism, too, is
still to be found in individual
reviews, not yet in book length
studies or histories. In recent
months two such books of pieces
published by Canahave dianbeen
writers. The Time is Never
Classen is, strictly
H.G.
Ripe by
at doing esspeaking,says.a Hiscrack
diligence is
but I don't think
praiseworthy,
you'll
be setting
in the sameor
bookcase
with him
Montaigne,
even Joan Dldlon.
Classen's scope is partly his
undoing. Glance down the table
of contents and you'll catch the
following smorgasboard: On the
Nature of God. On Sex, On Latin
Americans, On the Origin of the
Atomic Bomb, On Art, On History.
all right.
what he
hasWell,
to offer
on thatLet'soldseeperennial,
sex. First, he raises several
promising questions about just
what activities properly constitute
sex: nocturnal emission? sadomasochistic acts not involving the
genitals? But these are just
teases; Classen drags out that old
dead horse — the Catholic
Church's sex-for-procreation
stand — and flogs it once again.
(Note this absurdity, see that inconsistency; hardly new stuff.)
Then he whisks us off on a
whirlwind tour of sexual customs
through the ages (look at this
harvest-festival, pay particular
attention to that folk-custom).
Now and then he drops off an
opinion: the birth-control pill is
misnamed, and should be called
a conception-control pill. Not
much more enlightening than the
rest of the piece.
It's really too bad. Classen is an
obviously well-read man and a
thoughtful one. He has a huge
storehouse of anthropological
and historical curios (though
often from third-hand and unreliable sources) and you can
imagine him as an endlessly absorbing conversationalist.
But Classen has neither the
solid authority of the expert, nor
the daredevil caprice of an undisciplined, but first-rate, mind.
When he is Instructing us, we are
aware that there are better
sources for our information.
Moreover, wit and elegance are

literary

celebrity

bares

his

ugly side
stature? Isn't It just a little too
easy to annihilate these
One wonders
lightweight books?
why
this oneRlchler
at all bothered
— why, attoanyreview
rate,
he wanted to see his review
preserved. If you're turning Into a
seems you'd
to
hidebully,
the Itcorpses
of want
your
literary
puniest victims. (By the way,
Shovelling Trouble Is studded
homosexaboutreally
with little
uality.barbs
Does Richler
find it
so offensive? If so, his revulsion
did not keep him from accepting
room and board from an affluent
Paris homosexual whenever his
own cash ran low; he relates this
in his memoir "A Sense of the
Riciculous". More likely, Rlchler
just considers homosexuals an
easy excuse for some low-grade
jibes.)
There are even more
objectionable sides to the writer,
and Richler is not the slightest bit
"The Ger-to
bashfulmans areabout
still anthem.
abomination
me", he begins in the collection's
heavyweight
the
crash ofpiece.
each"I rejoice
Germanin

Mordecal Rlchler, wearing hie Govemor-General'a medal and Indulging aome ol hla favorite vices.
inconspicuous in his prose, and
often a preachy whine creeps in.
"There is much in his book that is
good,
that Is new"In
begins andan much
old put-down.
Classen's case what is good Is
not new, and what little is new
could be much more engagingly
Mordecai Richler's Shovelling
put.
Trouble is a skimpy round-up of
some odds and ends from the
last several years. Somebody
must have been pretty desperate
for a book, since most of these
pieces have already been overpublished, and some should have
been
shredderputlongthrough
ago. the paperNot that everything is so bad.
"Bond" takes Ian Fleming to task
for the anti-semitlsm which

Richler finds in his stories; the
whole of British adventure fiction
has this nasty underside, argues
Richler. True enough, but the
genre is generally xenophobic,
and not narrowly anti-semitic.
Fleming, in this regard, is small
beer compared to Sapper and his
smug,
priggish
hero Bulldog
Drummond.
Still, Richler
makes
his case with skill and passion,
though he fails to convince us
that Bond should be consigned to
the locked cupboard along with
Mein Kampf.
There are reminiscences of
being down and out in Paris in the
fifties; thoughts on writing; some
gentle
apologies
for "having
made
successful
comes it".out Every
with something
ofwriter
this
sort sooner or later. Others have

done it better, yes, but it makes
pleasant enough reading.
The rest of the volume needs
some quick talking to justify it. In
two or three pieces Richler doles
out succulent little tidbits about
the New York literary factions.
Oh, he Is affectionately
patronizing about the whole
business of jealousies and feuds,
but passes on the gossip Just the
same. Elsewhere, Richler amuses
himself by having some fun with
rather indifferent books. "The
mind
he exclaims
readingboggles"
that female
sexualityon
differs from male sexuality, in a
study of homosexuality.
Very clever. But if Richler
wants
be arch, why doesn't
attackto something
of somehe

This Is the solemn, sombre
"The
of the volume,
starfighter."
copestone
Holocaust
Is a
Jew, and toandJewsAfter".
their Richter
six million
dead must be the central datum
ofhatethe with
century.
He articulates
his
candour,
and many
would
candour ItsIs
a moralpraise
neutral.this;Likebut courage,
worth is dependent on the ends
to which it is put. Here it Is
pressed into the service of
intolerance.
We can understand how
deeply
this flourish.
hatred is But
rooted,
it can still
therehowis
nothing admirable or loyal, there
is nothing worthy in propagating
that
The Nazi holocaust
musthatred.
be remembered,
yes,
remembered vividly. But not in
order to nourish this savage
bigotry.
It's hard not to think that this
sort of truculence (Mailer does It
too),
thisis loud-mouthed
Philistinism,
meant to pass as
some sort of sensitivity. Writers
are finely-tuned, precocious
oracles (the argument goes), we
must allow them opinions we
won't tolerate in other people.
But why not? Being an artist
doesn't exempt one from the
obligation to think and be
reasonable.
antiteutonism is noRichler's
less despicable
than
Pound's
anti-semltism.
holocaust, in the long run, Is notThea
mitigating
circumstance.
Rlchler must
know this. Can he
be
such
a
pecksnlff
about antisemitlsm
in secret-service
and yet take
comfort fromnovels
the
deaths of Germans not even born
in 1945? I don't think so; It's
puzzling how naively Richler has
left himself open to attack on this
point. But no more puzzling than
why he bothered to paste
together
selection
of writings
the sole this
effect
of which
is to
present its author as a man we
would probably pass up a chance
to meet.
Bill Mac Vicar
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Greek
Andreas Papandreou is the leader of the
Panheltenlc Liberation Movement (PAK), now living in
exile in Canada, where he teaches at York University. He
was Interviewed about the Greek situation by members
of the New Democratic Youth (NDY). The following is a
transcript, corrected by Papandreou, of part of that
interview:
First InofGreece.
all could you give a brief history ol the
situation
The point ol origin was the German occupation In
October,
The occupation lasted in Greece, after a
'44. bitter 1940.
very
war, for about 4 years, until the late summer of
During the 4 years, there developed In Greece a
very powerful resistance movement which was called the
National Liberation Front, EAM, which was the first
liberation front anywhere.
The movement had two very Interesting
characteristics; it was very powerful, it included ZVt
million Greeks, roughly, in a population which was at that
time less than 8 million. It included practically the totality
of the youth, thafs my generation. It was a populous
movement looking to the overthrow or the repulsion and
expulsion of the occupation forces. And then the building
of a Greek society along lines that correspond very
closely to radical thought today. That is to say socialist,
democratic, in the sense of decentralized, not necessarily parliamentary, but highly decentralized regionally and
otherwise.
Another of the features of this movement even
during the occupation, was that in the villages there was
substantial autonomy because while the Germans were
in Greece, the movement actually controlled all of the
Greek countryside during those years and the big cities
were in German hands. So there was some experience,
in fact, In running the country.
The one feature that turned out to be the undoing of
the whole movement was that the leadership was in the
hands of the Greek Communist Party which was tied up
absolutely to Moscow, to the orthodox Moscow line. Now
this had some tragic consequences.
Stalin turned over Greece to Churchill In October of
1944, after liberation. They made a deal and they split the
Balkans. This is on paper signed sealed and delivered.
Churchill took Greece and in return for that gave Bulgaria
and Rumania to Stalin. They agreed that Hungary and
Yugoslavia would be 50-50. So Bulgaria, Rumania to
Moscow, Greece to England. That was a pretty cynical
deal and Stalin lived by it That is to say he made no
move to help the Greek Liberation Front. Not only that,
but he actually discouraged others from doing that.
The one major supporter of that movement was Tito
of Yugoslavia and this is really what kept the movement
going after the return of the government, the Greek
government from exile.
In '44, Greece was liberated. There was a temporary
peace. But civil war broke out in Greece in the late '40s.
Civil war broke out in Greece after '44 and lasted to '49,
between a British sponsored government and the
National Liberation Front led by the Communists and
supported by Tito of Yugoslavia but not by the Soviet
Union.
The British could not quit© make It so In 1947 they
turned over the whole operation to America. This is how
the Truman Doctrine was bom. America stepped in to
take over from the British. They sent General Von Fleet to
guide the anti-guerilla operations in Greece. They used
in Greece for the first time napalm bombs. The first
Vietnam was Greece. In fact It looked very much as Is the
case today In Vietnam; it looked as If the Greek guerillas
would win or at least would not be defeated. The
Americans were orientated towards political solutions,
very much what is happening today in Vietnam.
When Tito broke with Moscow, that's one little event
'48 to "49.
Moscow InParty,
to mention,
I want that
When
happened,Titothebroke
GreekwithCommunist
which
was In the lead of the Guerilla movement, instead of
siding with Tito who was supporting them, sided with
Moscow which was hostile to them. Tito Immediately
closed the border, the civil war came to an end and after
that, Greece became basically an American satellte with
decisive role in the political and
America playing
economic
affairs Ina Greece.

tragedy

the 50's
were States
years forof which
conservative
rule thein
GreeceSo under
the United
Greece was
first experiment, in fact, in overseas intervention. I'm not
talking about Latin America which has a longer history of
course.
After the civil war, the forces of the left and generally
the democratic forces, broadly speaking, were badly
wounded and could not really effectively challenge. They
weren't
bad ofelectorally
effectively
challengedoing
the rule
the right but
thatthey
had couldn't
the backing
of the
great super power.
But as we that
moved
into the 60's,forces
therecould
developed
new optimism
the democratic
make it.a
Greece was a semi-police state right through that
period with police files on every 'subversive' citizen. If
you were 'subversive' you had difficulty getting employment. You had difficulty getting a passport, you had
difficulty getting into university. It was an overt seml-

" We too have troublemakers who
don't appreciate authority"
police state. On the surface, there was freedom and in
fact there was freedom for every citizen except those who
had a file. Who had a file? All the members who had been
in the resistance movement. There were, I would
estimate, half a million youth who had been marked
because they were in the resistance movement, who
could really make no go of life. It was a very, very subtle
oppression, but at least there was the possibility of
political debate, elections, challenge. The newspapers
were quite free to write and in fact they were writing all
kinds of powerful things.
Finally the democratic forces managed to gather
together to form a coalition which became a party under
my father, George Papandreaou which won in 63 in a
major electoral confrontation, and once again, immediately thereafter in 64 and the majority that we had in
64, that's vote,
when anI was
myself majority.
active InVery
the party,
absolute
absolute
unusualwithin 53%
any
context to get that kind of a clear mandate. We started on
a reformist path which I can compare very much to your
Manitoba NDP.
The agricultural sector were really the
dls-established, excluded people in Greek life. Greece is
an agricultural country. Greek agriculture Is the Greek
hinterland. And, therefore, quite poor in comparison to
Athens. I would say that the average Income per capita,
per head was probably, In the days I'm talking about, in
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the
60's,countryside
about maybewas 400lessdollars.
capitaearlyIn the
than oneThehalfincome
of that.perIn
mountain villages you had not much more than 70 dollars
per head per year. You have to go to India to get
comparable figures. But Athens itself which was very
close to one quarter of the country was a cosmopolitan
centre with substantial wealth and It looked very much a
European city. The contrast was very sharp.
We found a country In which education was
restricted to the really better off part of the population,
expensive, given the pocket books of the Greeks, and
basically unavailable. So we took off then for very basic
reforms on the education front and made education free
across the board to all levels. But beyond that we also
gave fellowships to the better university graduates for
studies abroad. Almost as many as could win on some
competitive examinations would be guaranteed up to five
years abroad on full support for studies.
We introduced really a major measure which was a
free lunch for all school children. In a country where
poverty was basically rampant, at least in the
countryside, a solid meal everyday was a major
achievement. And this had other positive dimensions: the
meal was not prepared by the school authorities but in
fact the citizens of the community had to take turns to
cook for the children.
So that there developed in fact, more than that, a
community involvement, a new spirit of doing something
clearly for the collectivity. For the farmers, the best thing
we could do was guarantee them higher prices and
eliminatethe interest
past duethem
loans.and Wededucted
didn't
forgive
loans butonwetheir
consolidated
all
interest
charges
which
was
quite
a
significant
move
at
the time.
And then we moved towards another front which I
think you'll understand
quiteanda bitcontract
here. There
major
investment
arrangements
from were
the United
States and other foreign powers in Greece that we had
considered exploitive and colonial in character. We
proceeded to renegotiate those.
Then we confronted the United States which was
subtly always in power in a number of ways, and this is
where I personally come in very sharp conflict with the
American establishment. There were four levels at which
we came in sharp conflict. One was the business level
where the U.S. embassy become quite upset over our
renegotiation with Standard Oil.
Two, they were actually using our own governmentcontrolled radio to propogandize through the Voice of
America against the policies of our government. They
had been given this right of half an hour a day. So what I
did was to deny the Voice of America the right to use our
own station. They had their own very powerful radio
transmitter so there was no reason to use our own
transmitter to communicate the American criticism of our
policies.
This front
they ondidn't
bit.
The third
whichlikewea confronted
them was the
intelligence front. It turned out that during my first phase
in government, I was In charge of the Greek intelligence
services as minister, supervisor. I discovered to my
amazement that the Greek intelligence services were
administered not by us, but by the CIA and were financed
by the CIA, that is, left over from the civil war period, So,,
while I raised the question, I was not successful in
bringing about a change and I went on to a different
ministry, Economic Planning and Economic coordination.
The fourth one was Cyprus. Johnson, following the
Acheson Plan, had determined in 64 that Cyprus should
cease
independent
in the United
Nationsbe
but bebeing
split anbetween
Turkey nation
and Greece
and thus
forced into NATO because if Greece took a part and
Turkey took a part, then the country would all be in
NATO. So Johnson invited both the Turks and us to
Washington and I spent three days in the White House
along with the Prime Minister and the Minister of Foreign
Affairs in which we were subjected to fantastic
brainwashing. And when we said no, we would not
use Greek arms to kill Greek Cypriotes so that we could
occupy partWeof were
Cyprus,
the Turks,
were
threatened.
told along
that thewith
Turkish
airplaneswe along
with the Turkish forces would invade, would burn our
villages, would burn our towns. I mean the cynical
language of Johnson and MacNamara and Rusk is really
unbelievable, you have to hear it to believe it. I have it on
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record ot course and ! have written about it. I had never
been denied because it was official and we have minutes
of it. So, we said no, and I still remember my father
saying to Averell Harriman and to George Ball and to
Adlal Stevenson that in 1940 we said no to Facism. tn
1964 we say no to the 'great democracy' across the
Atlantic.
After that we were through with the United States,
this kind of behavior from a satellte they had not seen
before and they were not prepared to accept it. So the
process ot our undoing began. it involved the charge that
I was the head of a leftist military group that was about to
take over Greece, to oust the king and declare Greece a
socialist republic, the Nasserite type. Now this blew up
and blew up and was called the Asplda conspiracy.
And in 65 the king, Constantine, had the final clash
with my father, and despite the fact that we had 53% we
were forced to resign, actually ousted from government.
The king struggled then to develop a parliamentary
support for puppet governments without going back to
elections.
to do this
to buy man
M.P.'s.Papas
The
CIA came Inin order
very handy,
and hebighadbusiness
(fronting for Standard Oil and the CIA) visited our MPs
and offered them money. So they managed after months
of effort and millions of dollars to get a majority by one
vote in Parliament for their puppet government.
Then we took to the roads, we took to to the farms,
we took to the countryside, we took to the cities
campaigning for new free elections. We called this the
second unyielding campaign. Finally we won In principle
because finally the king yielded and said, "All right,
there'll be elections on the 28th of May, 1967".
In February, 1967, Mr. Rostow called a meeting, Mr.
W.W. Rostow who is the Kissinger of that period,
President Johnson's advisor, called together the security
council. {CIA, Pentagon, State) and he said, "Well, look,
Papandreou's
win. Centre
Union's ofgoing
to win
the
election andgoing
this isto against
the interests
the United
States and then charted a course, for the military takeover.
The men who made the coup in 67, on April 21 were
a bunch of basically unknown, junior officers. Of the
five men in the charge, Papadopoulos was the key man,
the present dictator. Most of them were in the Greek
intelligence service which means they were members of
the CIA and Papadopoulos was the official ilasion
between the CIA and the Greek intelligence service, that
was his job for many years. So, no doubt, the coup came
from within the CIA, it did have clearance from the top in
the United States.
The big question is; How do a couple of junior
officers take over a country? Well this puzzle will be
resolved when I give you the next bit of information. All
NATO countries have what is called a Contingency Plan.
Contigency Plan Is a plan completely operational and
completely ready to go for a military takeover to combat
fifth column activities within the country in case of
involvement in war. Suppose Greece came into a war
with the Soviet Union. Then this plan would have gone
into effect. The plan in Greece was called Plan
Prometheus, ft was a plan put on tape, completely
operational and the tape had been revised a few months
MORE ON DAVID...
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morning al ien to len
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)
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/tudcnt fellow/hip
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Get a new look
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before the coup, In Washington. This plan provided for a
military takeover, for the immediate suppression of all
telephone communications, for all travel out of the
country or into the country, for the arrest of 8.000 Greeks,
one whom was myself, all the political leadership, the
Union leadership, the youth leadership, everything was
picked up the first night. All of this completely
computerized, that is to say, as you push the button, out
comes the man to be arrested, his address and the
officer to arrest him. Everything was very nicely worked
out. Since the Greek armed forces were trained to
respond to this, they knew of course, what the signal was
and of course when the signal came, played their role out
to the hilt.
One thing about this Plan Prometheus which is
worth mentioning to you from a political point of view Is
that the Greek government was never aware of its
existence, that is to say It was in the military club, that is,
the Greek military and the American military knew about
it. But the Greek government did not know about it nor
was the signature of the Prime Minister or the Secretary
of Defence, or the head of State necessary for the
implementation of the plan. It was just sufficient that the
Chief of the Armed Forces, the Chief of the Army, not of
the Armed Forces, push the button, that was all.
So it came about then that a coup was not only
undertaken but succeeded and the wave of oppreslon
that
was quite
spectacular.
think you
have followed
any idea from
the press
of the extentI don't
of it. There
has
been an investigation by the Council of Europe that
lasted for two years, and the Human Rights Commission
of Europe, And on the basis of the evidence collected,
Greecehavewas documented
ousted In '69a sample
from theof Council
of Europe.
They
250 torture
cases.
The extent of oppression in Greece is quite spectacular.

TWO - THEATRE PIECES
An evening of theatrical presentations dealing with the interrelation ot painevening.ting, music, dance and sculpture. Two "theatre" pieces are presented each
Performances held In the Art Gallery of Ontario at 8.30 p.m. on Wednesday and
Thursday October 25 and 26 and Wednesday and Thursday November 1 and 2.
Tickets priced at $1.50 (.75c. for students) are now on sale.
ART GALLERY OF ONTARIO
DUNDAS WEST AT BEVERLEY STREET, TORONTO
TELEPHONE: 363-3485

We guess that over a 100,000 Greeks have gone through
the process of Intimidation by being dragged Into police
stations,
exiled ortortured
tortured. We don'trunknow
how thousands.
manyimprisoned,
peopleThe have
Into
the
250 been
cases reported butare they
hair raising,
the
Is quiteInvestigating
detailed andcommission.
they're not byThey
us buthaveby
the report
European
managed to get themselves about 100,000 Greek Informers and In a country of poverty It Is not so difficult to
recruit informers. They use modern gadgets to follow
people, to pick up conversations, even In the streets.
has absolutely
popular
and After
I don'tfiveneed
prove It that,
the proof isnothere
for usbase
to see.
yearsto
martial law in Greece has not been lifted despite
international pressures. Of course there is no talk of
elections. Even under their own racist constitution they
don't dare to hold elections. So, this regime has remained Immensly oppressive. Has It been, during this
period at least, sensitive to the needs of the people? You
know, some dictatorships may be, they be undemocratic
but at least they may be populist or they may be
nationalist. This regime has neither of those attributes.
It is not nationalist because it has turned Greece
over lock stock and barrel to the Americans to use as a
military camp. There are seven major military facilities
now. Greece is studded with nuclear weapons. Even the
beautiful island of Cozfu, a peaceful, beautiful island
where the people are one of the most gentle people of
Greece, Is now being turned into a naval NATO base.
Everything Is militarized. In addition to that, American
business is not only welcome but is rampant. That Is to
say, there is no longer., effectively speaking, what you
might call a Greek capitalist class. There are Greek
intermediaries and front men, but foreign capital which is
primarily American. And I think the most cynical

coxy
THEATRE
4C1~24€1
Eanfcrtli at
Greenwoed subway
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statement I have heard, and this Is In the New York Times
so you can look It up, was May 1971 when the United
States Secretary of Commerce went to Greece and was
treated by the Junta to dinner and there were many
ministers of the regime present. At the end of the dinner
he said toforthem,
want to1) express
gratitude,
our
gratitude
two "Ithings;
nowhere myIs our
American
investment safer than in Greece, and 2) no where have
we gotten as decent terms for our Investment as we have
gotten
In Greece".
This wasthe Inidentification
print, Just incredible.
order however,
to confirm
between theIn
U.S. and Greece, Vice-President Agnew of Greek orlgon
has Just now been in Greece a) to congratulate the Greek
regime for Its good work, for Its role in protecting the free
world and b) to assure the people of the United States
that this sincere man Papadopoutos Is doing his best to
return Greece to parliamentary Institutions.
So, this is the story. For us, its an American
occupation, its not an Internal problem. It's an
occupation supported Indirectly, unfortunately, through
Inaction and through fear by NATO. That Is to say, the
NATO countries, especially some of them such as
Denmark and Norway and non-NATO countries such as
Sweden in the West, have been quite vocal against the
regime. But they cannot go so far as to confront the
United States within NATO and block aid to Greece and
oppose the regime because they are fearful for
themselves, because they are being blackmailed by the
United States. And this I know, and I speak from
knowledge and not from guess work. And NATO by
silence, by Inaction, by lack of courage, by lack of power,
NATO countries, are more or less being dragged along
by accepting the occupation of Greece by the United
States as a fact of life. So, for us the task Is one of
liberation. Of course we wish to get democratic
institutions but in the order of things, the first part Is to
liberate our country because democratic institutions are
quite meaningless If you are not boss In your own home. I
mean abuse
they'reby important
of thethanIndividual
from
the police. forButprotections
we want more
that, we
want effective popular sovereignty and effective popular
sovereignty can not take place if we are an occupied
country. For us, there is no compromise, our
commitment is to get the Americans out of Greece.
But there has not developed yet In Greece what you
would call a mature, well structured resistance movement. Itis not that the Greeks accept. But you know, for
those who have carefully looked at resistance
movements and liberation movements, there are two
ingredients that are needed for the development of a
liberation movement one is desperation, two Is hope. You
must be both desperate and hopeful.
Now desperate we are, we must become a bit more
hopeful. To become a bit more hopeful we've got to have
ties
with needs.
some Because
allies. Them
we've does
got tonotmeet
some
material
liberation
just come
out of thin air, you have to have allies, you have to have
support, you have to have the material meeds for a
confrontation. The trouble with us is that In general
during this period there has been a recession of the
liberation effort In the world. With the development of
these centres of power, these super-powers, with the
games they play. For Instance the Soviet block has
turned Greece over to the American block, its not their
business.
They now
have settled
In Europe
want
to disturb
the apple
cart. I could
go onandon they
this.don't
The

other super power, China is now moving in itself in the
arena and quite conceivably, In order to reduce the
threat from the Soviet Union in the Eastern
Mediteranean, China may welcome the presence of
American forces In the Eastern Mediteranean as a
counter balance to the Soviet Union. Big Power politics is
very much against the small guy. Its a major task for us to
develop a base of support outside, to develop this base

— Defendant, have you anything
to say for yourself?

among political parties, youth groups, hopefully
governments,
that is very hard and it hasn't
happened to thisbutpoint.
The task of our movement, the Pan-Hellenic
Liberation Movement, Is two things. Abroad we are
basically a political Instrumentality for mobilization of
Greeks and all the allies we can get. But inside Greece
we are an active resistance movement. While we don't

like to identify exactly, our people, unfortunately the jails
are quite full with our members and this has not broken
our spirit we have a fantastic popular base potentially in
Greece provided that we have the means to really
effectively organize for the tasks of the liberation war,
and
free nothing
Greece. short of a liberation war in Greece is going to
Is this movement In Greece e socialist liberation
movement?
Our movement Is socialist, yes. Our position Is very
clear, we want a socialist Greece. We want a Greece out
of NATO.
Would the socialism of Greece be along the lines of
Sweden or would H have a more radical, Marxist bent?
I myself would not use the word marxist. Not
because it scares me but because it has unknown
connotations. I would say that we believe very strongly
ourselves that socialism has to fit the cultural patterns
and the traditions of the country in which it is attempted.
That Is to say, you cannot have a universal mode. Our
vision of socialism is not Swedish. It Is closer to the
Yugoslav
modelWe butdo notnot quite
this weto haven't
out
entirely.
wish and
to have,
Identifyworked
social
property with government property. We are quite
"decentralist" In our orientation. While we believe in
planning that has to be on a national level, our first task
will be to regionalize Greece. These regions will be
responsible for their own socio-economic development
within a national plan which will consist of a bargaining
process and that will work within a set of constitutional
rules by the eleven regions. This Is a complex notion. The
central state will not have a police force and we even look
for a decentralized army of the guerilla type as the
Yugoslavs now know. The most effective type of defence
is a citizens army and we are thinking of a highly
decentralized army structure. Men and women to be
included on equal terms.
In the countryside we do not intend to take the
ownership of land from the farmer. The land will be
divided fairly but each man will own his piece of land, but
he won't work it. He will have his ownership claim but we
will do everything conceivable to really develop a
collective exploitation of the land through production and
marketing co-operatives. Only a foolish man would
choose to operate his own land. But we want to work with
incentives on the farm because everywhere, where it has
not
way, collectivist
with one exception,
Mao's China,in
it hashappened
failed. Thethis only
socialist experiment
the country side that has not failed is the Maoist one.
Everywhere else it has failed. So, this is a warning signal.
All industry, as we understand it will be socially
owned which means, however not quite the same thing
as government owned. And it does not mean also, for us,
workers management as in Yugoslavia which has tended
to develop many of the weaknesses that we observe in
the Western world, including unemployment. What we
are thinking of here Is something which is unexplored
and very interesting. The regional unit, the proper level of
the regional unit being the municipality or the region, or
the nation as a whole, would own something depending
on its scope. Only those that must be at the national level
will be owned by the state. The others will not be owned
by the state, they will be owned collectively. The main
objective is to avoid the development of establishments
that
are beyond their reach of the citizen and beyond his
knowledge.
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at
retrospective
Visual, historical, and educational are the
Wood
aspects which best describe the WilliamHartJ. House
Retrospective presently showing in the
Art Gallery. Just who William Wood was and whatin
his accomplishments were are In part answered
this exhibition. However his recognition on the
Canadian art scene has been just recently brought
to light. William Wood was born In Ottawa In 1877
1904-in
the years
Colborne.
up at Port
and
of Art
Central InSchool
at the
he studied
1905 grew
Toronto under G.A. Reid and William Cruishank.
He also studied In Boston for a short time.
of thehe 1900's
yearsIn 1910
the opening
moved heto
Ontario and
in Northern
lived During
Orillia with Frank Carmlchael to work as a carriage
p with
his relationshi
painter. mItlchael was
that
nt Carof developme
early years
inthesethrough
Wood gained most of his encouragement and
inspiration. In the autumn of 1912 he was proposed
and Arthur Lismer as a
Heming
by the latent A.E.
non-reside
member
of the Arts and Letters Club.
And it was also during this period that he was
urged to submit some of his etchings to the
Canadian National Exhibition.
In 1913 Wood moved to his permanent
residence in Midland, Ontario. In 1920 he became
a non-resident member of the Society of Canadian
Printers and Etchers and finally in 1933 he became
Beautiful but empty film
a founding member of the Canadian Group of
at
Painters.
Wood, who sought neither fame nor
showing
now
The new film by Jean Paul Almond, Journey,
continued to work as a rather insular entity
films coming from established fortune,
weak
of
wave
the
in
another
is
CineCity
until his death in 1954.
filmmakers.
Over 70 pieces of work, spanning a period of
society
A promising beginning examination of a rural communal
almost fifty years, have been amassed through
natural
its
at
is rapidly followed by cliched symbolism. The commune,
private
collections, the National Gallery of Canada,
almost documentary realism. Almond's
is depicted
level,
to a storywithline to justify the film becomes a rehashing of and the Art Gallery of Ontario. Comprised ofandoil
progression
paintings, etchings, gouaches, watercolors,
an outsider's intrusion Into a closed society.
old line about
every Genevieve
this retrospecBujold and John Veron are the only professional
acting pen-and-ink
tive reflects and
the charcoal
versatilitydrawings
and scope
of William
actors in the film, but even they never raise the quality of the all
the
receive
Woods' artistic career. In conjunction with the
above that of the non-professionals. They cannot
works
on
the
wall
are
two
display
cases
containing
good
inspires
way
no
in
dialogue
the
as
blame, however,
various elements of historical and aesthetical Inperformances from any of those involved.
terest such as letters from the Group of Seven,
provide an effective
Bad dialogue combined with the weakandacting
Luke
of
voice
fine
the
etching plates, drawings and small paintings, a
contrast to the beautiful photography
Gibson. Whatever else that can be said about Almond it is impossible photograph of William Wood, and a display of the
to deny his sense of visual brilliance. The surprise (?) ending even artists etching tools and carrying case.
creates doubts as to the validity of his photographic style in regard to
Upon entering the gallery one is drawn to the
Fernando Traflcante larger and more colorful oil paintings which,
this film.
William

Wood
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Put
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House
Hart
although by no means the highlight of this
exhibition, possess a certain charisma through
thefr irridescent treatment of surface and form.
This quality is evident in such works as the Axe
Grinders and the Ironing Lady, but perhaps most
notably in a painting of 1919 entitled Memories
Melodies. For in this work the orchestration of hues
transforms into a luminescent softness which hypnotizes the viewer with the musical qualities portrayed. Otherofpaintings,
such ofas 1945
the
Beach Scene
1938 and however,
Cicada Sings
influences of Imdisplay the pres icomponent
onism and post-impression, and lack the
sensitivity of feeling projected In earlier works. In a
still later painting of 1950 entitled Landscape the
treatment is fauvistlc and rendered in heavy
impasto.
This ambivalence in approach in regard to oil
IdentificaWoods' struggle
indicates
painting
tion through
this particular
medium. for
Whereas
In a
painting like Memories Melodies his sensibilities
are projected, in a work like Cicada Sings they are
almost totally lost. It was through the medium of
etching that Wood found himself and developed his
own personal style; one which endured constant
redefinition and refinement throughout his lifetime.
Canadian art critic Paul Duval said of Wood in
the foreward to his book Canadian Drawings and
Prints that he was one of the most original of the
pioneer fgroup
of etchers.
"Early has
undercontinued
the inluence of Anders
Zorn, Wood
throughout
his
long
career
to
redefine
his
que into its present abrupt and economical technistyle.
Wood's handling of the etching needle is almost
violent in its brusqueness but the resulting proofs,
despite haphazard printing, remain among the
most
arresting
produced
in Canada."
retrospective
provides
visual testimony
of this.This
Altogether the William Wood Retrospective
displays the genius which Wood possessed In the
areas of composition and design, and historically it
represents one of the many talented graphic artists
who have for so long been swept under the
dominant mainstream of the Group of Seven. Over
forty years ago Duval made a plea that Canadians
were ignoring the work of these individuals
and this
exhibition is a response to that plea. Chris Ralph
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Highest
The Czech Quartet, which hei
visited Hart House before, will be
muslcallzlng the development of
the string quartet from Haydn to
Janacek beginning January 7,
1973 In a series of six quartets.
Last Sunday evening, It was a
pleasure to attend a concert
given at Hart House by the Czech
Quartet, quartet-in-residence at
MacMaster University. Since their
last engagement here, they have
acquired Milan Vitek as first
violinist and the ensemble
reflects a new-found vitality,
perhaps as a result of this
association.
The programme Included
quartets in G major by Mozart, In

calibre
F minor by Beethoven and in F
major by Ravel. The encore, also
in F, was the last movement of
Dvorak's "American" quartet.
Their approach to the Mozart
Quartet was interesting —
dynamic yet respectful. The Andante in particular showed
masterful handling of thematic
content with fine balance among
the voices. The Beethoven
Quartet, subtitled "Serloso" was
begun vigorously and dramatically. This quartet, the last of
Beethoven's middle period,
poses a problem of contrast
between movements: each movement Is marked Allegro or

Czeck
Quartet
to return
Allegretto and players should diminished seventh coccoon, and listening more and by their extherefore make the most of the Czechs attained a thrilling
ample drawing us into the gently
effect here. Within this movement sketched impressionistic lanquieter and slower subjects. The the
players
must
beware
of
dscape of this work. A small
opening cello scale of the second
movement was somewhat quick dotted notes tumbling over break in mood occurred in the
hurried rather than the un- each other. There is no fault in opening of the second movement, marked Assez vif. Tres
pretentious introduction it should this as long as the longer notes
be. Again, the fugato theme are "sat upon", weighted by con- rhythme. By overly accenting the
t
r
a
s
t
.
I
n
this
performance,
one
last
two
notes of the opening
begun
viola was
a little
hurried byand thestrident.
One cannot
got the frustrating sensation of phrase (which are already
shooting
at
a
constantly
moving
feel the chromatic exploratory
emphasized by Ravel, since he
nature of this theme unless it is target. The second theme of the changes
harmonies on both
taken a bit more timidly. It is Scherzo must also offer contrast, these notes), the more subtle
a little slower and more pastoral syncopated parts were thrown
that with
the listener's
isimportant
"imprinted"
this thememindso in nature than it was played. The into shadow, and the continuity of
he can appreciate its return, in finale is Beethoven in one of his this circular theme was broken.
"stretto" fashion, later on. The laconic minor moods. Although However, to dwell exhaustively on
Scherzo (Allegro assal vivace) marked "agitato", this is more in small details is tantamount to
erupts, in a flash, out of its phrasing than in tempo. The admitting that the whole
Czech Quartet's overpowering programme was of highest
approach here seemed to stifle professional calibre, perhaps
the quiet, almost breathless climaxing with their encore selecagitation of this movement.
tion from Dvorak's Quartet in F.
Unpolished
performers
weaken
The Ravel Quartet, beautifully We look
forward to the return of
chorda! and expansive, this fine ensemble in January
demanded an abrupt change of when they will give a series of six
from the Beethoven. The concerts illustrating the history of
impact
The Firehall Theatre opened
of ItsO'Casey's
shows, perhaps only the produc-topical
play and still managesplay
to upstage pace
Czech Quartet was at its finest the string quartet.
tion itself is of interest here.
first season last Thursday with
everyone. Nora Clltheroe (Doris here, seeming to play less but Tony Jahn
Patricia Carroll Brown, the
the
of Sean
O'Casey's
The staging
Plough and
the Stars.
The director, designed and Cowan)
most of isthecaught
conflictsdeadof centre
the play,in
christening of this new theatre engineered a colourful and and hence is the central dramatic
was of social as well as of cultural vibrant production, well-suited to figure. Ms Cowan carries this
significance. Flocks of brightly O'Casey's diction and dramatic load successfully to a point, but Is
dressed socialites seemed to en- style. A creditable approach to upstaged in her climactic mad
joy exploring the splfflly the Irish dialect releases the full scene, of all places, by another
renovated firehall and sampling
of O'Casey's poetry. stock character Bessie Burgess
the various exotic beverages flavour
pacing and strict attention (Morna Wales), the cynical,
before and afterwards, as much toQuick
detail were two other features earthy woman upstairs. As a
as the production itself. The of Brown's directing which allow result, the dramatic line of the
theatre has more quaint and cosy the play to live.
production is weakened
lounge facilities than any other
She has an ambitious, if considerably.
Toronto theatre, and this, as well somewhat unpolished company
as the successful adaptation of a of actors to work with. George
However, the political line of
stage, gives grounds for op- Truss, as Fluther Good, comes the play is its saving grace, estimism to the organizers of the across very strongly, although he
pecially because of its topicality,
Peter Hlgglnson, Peter Stead and George Truss
season, the University Alumnae isn't really the central character. and it glosses over the
In a scene from The Plough and The Stars.
Dramatic Club. The whole event As a carpenter, a common weaknesses. A forerunner to
was topped off with champagne, Irishman, he approaches life in today's Irish Republican Army
a formality quite superfluous with an offhand manner, and takes schemes, against steep odds, to idealistic course, or to grasp at between the stars and the
the alarming number of things as they come. He is, on overthrow the British oppressors, the reality of the situation, and plough, that supplies motivation
to theplay.
characters, and meaning to
thoroughly bottled patrons about. account of Truss's exuberant ac- and ultimately to rise out of their draw off whatever advantage they the
But since free champagne will not
ting, astock character who deftly poverty. The characters must can from it. It is this choice,
be a feature of subsequent avoids the tragic crunch of the decide whether to pursue this between ideals and reality, Mark McAllster
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Now on exhibit In the Library showcases
at the Ontario College ol Art are pieces
done In the 1920's and 30's from the OCA
Collection. The OCA PerPermanent
manent Collection came Into being with
the discovery last year of several brown
paper bundles which had been in storage
in the college for over 40 years. The OCA
is obviously more than playing its part In
Canadlanna
generating
faithfully
for
an eager
public. authentic
Ian Carr-Harrls, the college librarian,
has a one-man show on now at A Space
Gallery south west of the Charles
Promenade.

Yes keyboard man Hick Wakeman, In concert at Maple Leaf Gardens.
student concert is this Thursday.
November 2, and a series ticket for three
concerts is five dollars. Victor Feldbrlli
conducts Weber, Beethoven's fourth
Kodaly's
lighthearted, concerto
sometimes and
frivolous,
Hary Janos
Godspell resurrected: Two. weeks ago piano
the hand of God was visited upon the Suite.
The November 2 Thursday Afternoon
Playhouse Theatre and it knocked the
front part of that Godless institution into free lecture series presents the "Pianist's
Bayview Avenue. Unrepentant, the Paradox" in the concert hall at 2:10 pm. A
followers of Mammon have restored their reminder that October 30 is the date on
temple and are once again presenting, for which tickets for the November 18 (Saturday) U of T Orchestra concert go on sale.
profit, their blasphemous bastardization of
the Gospel according to Matthew. willThebe shown
Oxford November
Quartet's 1970
taped torecital
5 on Music
See
Idolaters are invited to attend at the risk of
on
channel
5,
cable
6
at
5
pm.
CBC-FM
excommunication and eternal condemnation tothe fires of Hell. Pleasure presents a Ralph Vaughan Williams profile
Reconciled To Virtue: Don't let the pansy prepared by Boyd Neel on October 31 at 8
title fool you. This little sex farce comes
direct
and the
court offromLiz London's
I, or was West
it JimEndI? Memory
falls.... This opus from the pen of the pm.
notorious Ben Johnson, master of
bedroom bedlam and degenerate
doggerel, will be lain not too gently to rest
John Mattar, the Guelph artist is still at
tonight and tomorrow at 8:30 in the
University College Playhouse. Admission Scarborough along with William Kort. The
Pollock
Gallery, until November 16, has
to this group grope is free.
three shows going: Norval Morrlseau, an
Ojibway artist, has ten years worth of
paintings on display. Eleven of his pieces
have been purchased by the Royal Ontario
Museum. The east gallery has International pieces: Calder, Riopelle, Paul
Fournier and Thelma van Alstyne — two
The School of Graduate Studies and the Toronto
artists. Third, an Albers exhibit of
Graduate Department of Music are graphic is on the second floor; half of the
presenting a lecture in room 116 of the exhibit is comprised of the framed plates
Edward Johnson Building at 4 pm entitled from the artist's "Formulation"Sounds of Instrumental Music at the Articulation". At the Aggregation's gallery
Court
XIV". with
Marjorle
Yates, one, are gallery artists using various
associateof Louis
first flutist
the Toronto
In gallery two is Chris Hayward's
Symphony is giving a concert in the media.
paintings:
Concert Hall at 8:30 pm, no admission recent
the Isaacs
gallery"Folded
which canvases.
presents OnJohnto
charge, no tickets required. Her program Ivor Smith's "New Sculpture" beginning
includes Image, a flute solo, by Eugene Sunday to November 14. David
Bozza, sonata for flute and piano by Verne Rebinow Itch's steel sculptures will be on
Reynolds, and Discussion, by David view at Carmen Lamanna this Saturday to
Amram. An Improvisation is promised November 16.
and Miss Yates will be assisted by John
The Toronto Gallery of Photography is
Wyre, Robin Engelman, percussionists, seeking to make its non-profit exhibition
and Monica Gaylord piano and William function and bookstore more widely
Findlay cello.
known to its prospective public. It is
situated at 11 Charles Street. A
The first
the Toronto
series
B/B1 ofconcerts
is thisSymphony's
Tuesday, photographic loan service is offered In
October 31, to be conducted by Sell! conjunction with the Picture Loan Society
Ozawa and requiring the services of and they hope to provide well-equipped
Rosalind Elias, mezzo-soprano; George darkrooms for the publjc by late
Shirley, tenor and Victor Braun, baritone December. Emmet Gowin is presently
as well as the Toronto Mendelssohn Choir. exhibiting at the gallery.
The Morton Gallery will have four
The only work is Berlioz' Romeo and Canadian
artists exhibit their paintings
Juliet, a very Interesting selection, especial y for Berlioz revivalists. The first from this Monday to November 10.

of harmonies and complex orchestrations
that probe the senses with fingers of
multllevelled
a groupon
that
take time awareness.
and care withThey're
their sound
stage as well as on record. The desire to
recreate their studio quality In concert
should make their appearance in Toronto
on Tuesday night a special treat. Also with
Yes, at Maple Leaf Gardens, Is the J. Gelis
Band, a very together, funky blues and
R&B band. They worked with B.B. King on
his LA Midnight album and that should
indicate the quality of music you can
expect on Tuesday.

The Great Dictator (by
and starring
ies
ov
better folk- ICharlie
mChaplin)
Canada's
Is worthwhile,
even if for
ofo
Almost alt been
p
the
In
ated
concentr
have
singers p
very few minutes of genius. This
just a slap
Toronto-Ottawa-Montreal ared. The surest satiric
at
Hitler,
antl-semltlsm
(and,
Incidentally, Mussolini) was made long
sign that the deficit in the west is being
a
of
music
the
in
found
is farmer named Valdy.
made up,r Island
before Auschwitz and Buchenwald
Vancouve
entered our vocabulary; you might squirm
first a little with hindsight, but not too much.
Is Valdy's
(A ftandM) he
Country
has every
attempt
ng Man
recordi
Ignore the mawkish parts where Chaplin
reason to be proud of it. Nine of the twelve plays a gentle Jewish barber and watch
songs are Valdy compositions, which offer his creation of Hynkle, dictator of
rustic Tomania. There are some glorious
man's nature.
into theanding
a carefulandinsight
his vinderst
lifestyle
moments: a hysterical address to the
air of peaceful "sons
The album has a gentle The
and daughters of the Double Cross"
simple (Chaplin's
contentment about it.
variation on the swastika) and a
arrangements are perfect settings for few moments of breathtaking poetry when
Valdy's natural flowing poetic lyrics and Hynkel bubble-dances with a balloon
Jim Gordon's excellent percussive work globe of the world to the love duet from
move the Trisan and Isolde. At the Egllnton and
and Brett Wade's guitar
melodie
overbearsing.along forcefully without being Uptown Backstage.
Revivals: The St. Mike's Sunday Night
Valdy's- lyrics reveal a concern for
preservation of the planet. A song called Film Club is showing Hitchcock's Shadow
Mm-Mm-Mm-Mm (inspired by the L.A. favourite
master's
it is the perhaps
Sundayhis— films,
among
of a Doubt this
when cities
is a look into the
because it was one of the most human.
smog)
are dome-covered
and future
the people
are You'll
have to buy a series ticket for three
frightened by the sight of the sun which bucks, but there are tots more good
has become extraneous to their en- movies coming up. Some Like It Hot
vironment. But Country Man is really what
scaling
Valdy is about. Images of the simple life, (which
"the trueBrigid
— the Brophy
dizzying lauds
rococo for— heights
close
and thethecity.
"real" things of true bad taste") is at the Roxy, Danforth
make toyouthelongearth
to flee
subway, Tuesday OcValdy is at Grumbles, 71 Jarvis Street, and Greenwood
tober 31; only 99$ and free pumpkins for
the first hundred arrivals. Bonnie and
tonight
and
tomorrow.
On
stage
he's
a
personable messianic figure who exudes
will be there the following night.
a sense of honesty and serenity. The Clyde
Deaths: The New Yorker Cinema has
audience were completely relaxed and
passed
reincarnating
The Tlvoli.
receptive to his captivating natural quality. Tivoli isaway,
a very
alluring asCopenhagen
Occasionally stomping along in time with pleasure-garden,
but this Tlvoli will be
his big work boots, he went through most
showing very nasty and sadistic horror
of the original songs from his album. He's films _ not the good, masterful ones, but
a fine
you shouldn't
miss him.a the mingy ones that show up at suburban
Nexttalent
week,andGrumbles
is featuring
drive-ins. I don't get the connection (Mac).
Mariposamis ion favorite.
is$2.50. Michael Cooney. AdFree Music. You can hear the
Downchlld Blues Band at the taping of
Ulli Diemer
Editor
CITY-TV's Music City show from 3 to 4 pm
Assoc. Editor Bill Macvicar
theatre
on Sunday. The studio is located at 99
eleanor coleman
movies
Queen Street East and an audience of 50
bob bossin
persons is admitted at 2:30 pm.
allan mandell
Yes has developed into the most
ian scott
musically inventive group in rock to date.
music
pop
ian scott
Their music encompasses an element of
books
bill macvicar
drama and surprise. It's a delicate filigree
art
Muggeridge
speaks
today
"Education is the great mumbo- Christianity as a very dynamic and
jumbo and fraud of the age... which personal relationship with God, and
for the most part only serves to criticizes the institutional church as
enlarge stupidity, Inflate conceit, much as any devout atheist. Visiting
(and)
enhance comments
credulity." such as this the
Provocative
of "non-event"
Churchesof the
in World
1968,Council
Mr.
will no doubt fill Convocation Hall
Muggeridges'
judgement
was
that
the
today and Monday at 1 pm as delegates "could agree on about
Malcolm Muggeridge speaks on "To anything, because they believed in
Whom Shall We Go", and "What is almost nothing". The crux of the
matter to Muggeridge Is simply that
LifeMuggeridge
All About". is as interesting and the
institutional
has abanunusual as his
name suggests.
doned Its doctrinalchurch
foundation,
that
Schooled at Cambridge (an ex- Jesus Christ is "alive and very truth",
describes as "consisting
of boredom,perience hedissatisfaction,
and misty and has "compromised with the
promoters
of a heaven
on earth".
because
of this here
betrayal,
the
afternoon
walks".),
Muggeridge
has And
had a career in a variety of jobs,
church
is
now
In
"total
disarray,
and
including edlto of Punch&nd rector of
decomposing, to the point
the University of Aberdeen. Though a vlsibily
short of a miracle, it can never be
success in fife, he has never been that,
satisfied with it. Right from childhood, put together again with any
credibility".
A socialistof order
In hisor younger
days,
Muggeridge has had the sense that he semblance
is a "stranger in a strange land — a Muggeridge looked forward to the
displacedsolutions
person".to his
Having
tried coming of the new heaven here on
various
alienation
earth. Today, he no longer has faith In
(including suicide) Muggeridge has, socialism
(or any other ism) because
recently
opted
for
the
Christian
he believes that "all purely human
alternative.
fraudulent, as their realizaMuggeridge Is not, however, your hopes tionarein purely
human terms must
stereotyped Church-goer. He sees always prove deceptive." Q Adams
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Blues
The football Blues
go into Ottawa
tomorrow afternoon marked by
many observers as definite underdogs in their sudden-death
OUAA Eastern Section final with
University of Ottawa Gee-Gees.
Based mance,ontherethe
season's
should
be noperforcom■parison between the two teams,
as Ottawa won handily by 17-point
margins. 24-7 in Toronto and 30-13
in Ottawa.
However, scores can be deceiving.
Granted. Blues were totally flat and
inept inhadtheenough
season'schances
openerto win
but
Varsity
in the first half during the second
game and simply failed to capitalize.
Coach Ron Murphy does have
one offensive problem as Blues
prepare for their biggest game in
three years — the element of surprise he exploited so successfully
against
Queen's won't be available
against
OttawaOttawa.
coach Don Gilbert will
undoubtedly use the four players
whose eligibility was belatedly ap-

"do
die"
in Ottawa
proved by league or
officials after
a triple threat tomorrow
Varsity's defensive
been
halfback Neil Lumsden statistics as Doret placed second outstanding
in the pastunittwohasgames,
controversial investigation that still who
lead the division in scoring with with 21 catches for 363 yards and and
was
definitely
the
decisive
factor
Castillo
sixth
for
15
receptions
and
48 points and in rushing with 530
satisfied
officials theat Queen's
orhasn't
Toronto.
Apparently,
four are yards from 85 carries. The Toronto- 201 yards. In fact, Doret produced in the key victory over Queen's.
total vards than Lumsden, 605 Veteran linebackers Hartley Stern
all registered in Ottawa's schooled rookie also look top more
and Rob Bloxham have deservedly
"preliminary year" program for honours in punting with a 39-yard to 555.
students lacking Grade 13, and the average, collected eight field goals,
Esteban Andryjowicz and Brent received most of the attention, but
Elsey also placed among the top excellent performances were turned
and handled Ottawa's kick-offs.
Gee-Gees' quarterback Dan eight pass receivers, but the key in last week by two rookies, corner
Smith completed only 26 passes all improvement in Blues offence has Chris Sammul and safety Rick
season but picked his spots well to been the line play, The interior
Kick-off has been moved back to
produce five aerial touchdowns and linemen have something to prove Jeysman.
20 first downs. He is a veteran of Saturday after their horrendous dis- one o'clock and the game will be
play in the opening game.
carried on Radio Vac.ity — 830
college play and an excellent option
in residences.
On defence. Blues picked off 15 AMTickets
runner
who
played
on
McGill's
are available at Hart
championship team in 1969.
to Ottawa's
nine. House all day today and at LanBlues took passes
fewer yards
in penalties
Blues' offence should center opposition
sdowne
Park
Saturday morning. (If
around quarterback Wayne (381 to 455) and coughed up fewer
score.)
Dunkley and his twin halfbacks. Cor fumbles
you're
not
near
an RV outlet, call
(three
to
Gee-Gees'
six).
Doret and Libert Castillo. Dunkley However, games are won by people, the station at 964-1484 for the latest
not
statistics.
was the top passer with 83 comMurphy takes Blues to Ottawa
pletions and I2I8 yards good for
tomorrow for eastern finals.
but he also sufOUAA brass decided that this eight touchdowns,
fered 15 interceptions. Castillo
satisfies the rule that all players finished fourth in rushing with 293
must Jjc registered in a programme yards and Doret was eighth with
their important ver"leading
recognized
degree." is 242. However,
satility isreflected in the passing
One of tothe a four
players involved

sportalk
In Western Section football play
last weekend. Western Mustangs
continued to ride high, defeating
Lutheran 16-7 for the first playoff
spot. Windsor hosts Western this
Saturday in what could be the
deciding game for the first playoff
spot. In the only other game
between the two teams this season
Western downed Windsor 27-14.
Windsor has a 4-1 record after the
weekend. McMaster ended a
frustrating season on a winning
note, trouncing Guelph 23-3.
McMaster finishes with a 3-3
record. Waterloo kept its playoff
hopes alive by defeating the winless
York "Yeomen 27-0. Waterloo plays
Lutheran tomorrow in the deciding
game for the third playoff position.
One of the two will play against the
winner of the Toronto-Ottawa contest. In the only other weekend
game, Guelph visits York Sunday
(CNE).... correction on the in-

tramuralthe
golf phone
numberBlues— are
it's
928-3082...
waterpolo
in a tournament
tomorrow at
York.... Rugby Blues travel to
Queen's
their 3-3tomorrow,
record hoping
so fartoinbetter
the
season.... Soccer Blues have two
games on the weekend. The team
hosts Guelph tomorrow while four
points is up for grabs on Sunday
when Laurenlian arrives.... The
team is now in first place, one point
ahead of McMaster with one game
in hand. Blues and York are the only
two teams in the OUAA who have
gone undefeated so far.... last Saturfirst women's
footballday, thetournament
took inter/faculty
place with
teams
from
New,
PHE,
Mike's,
Scarborough. Trinity andSt. Victoria
playing.
the
finalsPHE13-6.defeated
In the St.firstMike's
round,in
PH E met Scar winning 12-6, and St.
Mike's defeated New 6-1. The
second round had Trinity beating

Scar 1-0, while Vic defeated New 86. In the semi-finals, St. Mike's
downed
Trinitythe7-0,Ontario
and PHEPinball
beat
Vic 6-0.
Championship will be held in the UC
common room tomorrow at I pm.
Players from the United States and
Ontario will participate.... women
reporters needed. Drop in at 91 St.
George.... Benson Building is
holding an athletic injury clinic
Wednesday evenings from 7-9 pm,
October 25 - November 29.... U of
T's
judolastteamSaturday
won eight
of ten
events
at RMC,
Kingston. Thirteen Toronto comwere successful
score. Thepetitorsteam
had eightwithfirsta 47place10
finishes, two seconds, and three
thirds.

Allegheny

Field

hockey

U.T.A.A.
GOLF CLUB
MEMBERSHIP - $2.00
INSTRUCTION - Classes Begin October
Intramural Office,
30th Register Now At The
Hart House. Series of 6 Lessons. See Your
Swing On Video-Tape.
PRACTICE - Facilities available Daily For
Club Members.
THE BEST DEAL ON CAMPUS!

2

By MATH1LDE VERHULST
The U of T women's Intermediate Field Hockey team won two of
three games in Kingston last weekend.
Fridav afternoon the women played Laurentian and won 2-0.
Saturday morning Toronto held the play against Queen's but the Gals
managed to slip in a goal in the last five minutes, to win 1-0.
In the afternoon game against McMaster, Toronto proved to be the
stronger team, defeating the Mac squad 3-1 . Coach Daniel said the girls
definitely played as a team rather than as individuals.
Next weekend, both Senior and Intermediate teams will play here at
U of T in the final tournament. Participating universities include:
Guelph.
McGill. Queen's, Laurentian, Western, Waterloo, McMaster, and
presently hasaheadalso inwonthe two,
Intermediate
Division with two
wins Queen's
and a tie.is Toronto
but lost one.
Part I of the OW1 AA Field Hockey tournament will be held at York

Airlines

helps you beat
the waiting game
SKI
Meeting for all men interested in skiing
for Mens1 Intercollegiate Team, Alpine
and Nordic, to be held Monday, October
in Bickersteth Room, Hart
30th,
House.7.30 P.M.

wins

And saves you up io 25%.
Allegheny's Young Adult Cord lets
fly whenever you want lo (even
holidays) and still gei advance
reservations.
If you're
between
12
and
22, what
are you
waiting for? Stop by any
Allegheny ticket counter
and purchase your
Young Adult Card.
Allegheny also accepts
all other major airlines
Young Adult Cards.

ALLEGHENY AIR SYSTEM
We have a lot more going for you.
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Kidd

advocates

community

hockey
The Death of Hockey
by Bruce Kidd
and Joho Macfarlane
New Press, Toronto
$5.95
"The decision to limit Team Canada to only those
players who had signed NHL contracts was made by
Hockey Canada's Board of Directors on August 2. The vote
was 9representatives,
to 2. Voting in Lou
favourLefaive
were theandfederal
two
Sam government's
Weston; the
NHL's two representatives, Clarence Campbell and Harold
Ballard; the CAHA's three representatives. Earl Dawson,
Joseph Kryczka and
Juckes;andthetheNHLprovincial
players'
representative,
AlanGordon
Eagleson;
government's representative, William Clark. Voting against
were Father Bauer and John Wintermeyer."
"...Despite Prime Minister Trudeau's well-publicized

plea to Clarence Campbell to allow Bobby Hull to play in
the Canadian-Russian series (notice, he petitioned
Campbell, not Hockey Canada), the federal government did
nothing to intervene." —The Death of Hockey, page 91.
The collaboration of Bruce Kidd and John Macfarlane
has
produced "The
Death hockey
of Hockey".
book is—notallonlyof
an exposition
of where
is at inTheCanada
hockey from the level of the five-year-old player to the pro
— , but also a subtle attempt to convince the reader that
what is needed is a national hockey league in the true sense
of theKidd
wordand— Macfarlane
a "nationalized"
hockey league,
that is.that
have developed
the theme
"hockey is a national religion". They then embark upon an
extended essay to show how the "average" Canadian has
been excommunicated from the religion.
Indeed, in years past, hockey was a "community"
religion — sustaining Canadians in the small outporls of the
country through the winter when nothing else was available.
As theinauthors
out, "There
have been two
hockeyis
traditions
Canada,point
of which
the commercial
tradition
just one. The other is the community tradition. At one time
or another, in hundreds of Canadian towns and cities, people
chipped in to build a rink and ice a hockey team, and many
of these teams were as good as any in the commercial
leagues."
"... Community hockey was built on love of the game
particularly,
love of sport generally, and community loyally.
for
Commercial hockey capitalized on these sentiments
private profit."

Kidd and Macfarlane successfully trace the beginnings
ofwarsprofessional
in the I880's
how priceto
and league hockey
wars eventually
starvedandoutshow
competition
make the NHL the monopoly which it is today.
Since the end of World War II, the NHL has owned
hockey in Canada. Kidd and Macfarlane reveal how this
happened
was theForNHL's
thirtieth
and
it had cause. "1947
to celebrate.
all intents
and anniversary,
purposes, it now
owned hockey in Canada. It had eliminated its major source
of competition, the senior community leagues, and it now
managed most of the junior clubs that produced the
country's
youngconsistent
players." with the mood of the book, the
However,
authors are not content merely to expose the sordid history
of the rise of the NHL American empire. They also take a
position: "The issue is whether hockey, which is a part of our
culture, should be operated as if it were just a business, like
the manufacture
blades. Theget answer
When Kidd ofandrazorMacfarlane
around istono."specific
recommendations in their final chapter, they have already
interwoven
fact with
,toquitemakesuccessfully
the alternatives
so obvious
that theanyreader's
Canadianemotion
must
reply: "Damn it, they're right!
nurtured by generations of Canadians has
been "Asoldgame
to Americans....
'To stay in business,' Clarence Campbell likes to say,
'you place your operations in places that will keep you in
To save hockey, Kidd and Macfarlane make two
recommendations:
that the government separates the Canabusiness'."
dian Amateur Hockey Association from the National
Hockey League, and that a Canadian professional hockey
league is created.
a league isownership...
dependent
on twoFurthermore,
assumptions."theThesuccess
firstofissuch
community
Professional hockey should be operated as a public utility...
The single biggest cost in operating a professional hockey
learn is salaries, which brings us to our second assumption:
that it is not necessary to pay hockey players $100,000 a
year. Community-owned teams could afford to pay salaries
between $25,000 and $30,000 a year, which would put the
playersThein second
the lop recommendation
5 percent of Canadian
shouldwage
not earners."
be scoffed at.
Kidd and Macfarlane have demonstrated how teams were
once financially supported by communities.
Other recommendations include the building of more
rinks so that everyone of all ages may participate, the
establishment of a national hockey institute to develop
skills, strategy, and training mmethods suitable to Canadian
conditions and experience, and a national coaching
The emotional tenor of the book is set in chapter I.
program.
"The game is a national puberty rite, performed by wobblylegged kids for congregations of rink-side parents": and
"hockey as a unique expression of our culture, is also a
vessel for its values, passing them from father-to-son from
one
lo the next".
boy learns
our generation
attitudes towards
team Through
play, fair hockey,
play, and"a dirty
play,
towards winning and losing, tolerance and prejudice, success
and failure."
"If hockey is a metaphor for what is right with Canada,
it is also a metaphor for what is wrong. Hockey has come to
symbolize our capitulation to the economic realities as
severely as it does our triumph over the physical ones. We
live inWhile
a country
we noof longer
the theme
the bookown."
is what must be done to
rediscover hockey is Canada, there is considerable attention
paid to the how and why of the hockey disaster.
Television is a key factor in the downfall of hockey in
Canada. Hockey has become the vassal of the television
networks (and multi-national companies who do the adverBecauseof anof event
advertising,
Night forin
Canadatising isfor games.)
less a report
than an "Hockey
advertisement
As Kidd and Macfarlane reveal, "The fans are being
used". And,
"unfortunately,
the NHL characteristics
sets Ihe style offor the
all
hockey
in Canada.
The undesirable
one".
professional game are emulated in neighbourhood rinks and
arenas, where
hockey isonnotthea business".
The for
medium
has
become
the message
junior level
legalized
violence. "None of this is lost on the kids. They see dirty
play rewarded so they assume it is one of the skills of the
game, like skating and slickhandling."
and Macfarlane's
chapterofonanthe aspiring
"child buyers"
must Kidd
reading
for every parent
NHLer.is
Whereas with TV the fans are being used, with the "child
buying"
philosophy
prevalent
in thetheNHL
and permeated
down through
its lower
tentacle,
Canadian
Amateur
Hockey Association, the parents and players are being used.
say, "Hockey
should itbebrings
fun, aplayers
game
playedAs forthetheauthors
excitement
and satisfaction
while they are playing it and the delight it brings spectators
while they are watching it. The joy of hockey is of the
The NHL's lack of talent development is directly
moment."
criticized — talent is only discovered. There is no school of
hockey talent, and other than innovations such as the
goallender's much
mask, less
thereestablish
has been a noschool
attemptfortohockey
refine
equipment,
equipment safety.

Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923^1053
Here too is an account of the systematic killing of the
"National Team idea" in Canada by the NHL, with the
CAHA complicit and the federal government playing the
role of the ostrich with its head in the sand.
Kidd and Macfarlan also detail how the player's life is
affected by the "business of hockey". "The players accept
(heir
(fans') admiration
and then
turn itandto having
selling red
convertibles.
It is like going
lo church
the
minister try to sell you a refrigerator". However, the
"tradegy is that the player-businessman is an antiThe book has something for everyone — and in
particular
"cheerleaders".the "gentlemen" of the press — the
sportsman."
Owning an NHL hockey team means never having to
spend a buck on promotion. The press flogs the game for
nothing".
press also
refusesclubs
to flog
the
game
if, for(Theexample,
the NHL
are some
able toaspects
persudeof the
"house-man" reporter not to give WHA coverage.) Indeed,
poor
reporting
been an accomplice
to hockey's
demise"
for "sporl
is alsohastechnique,
strategy' and,
no less than
any
other aspect of our lives, ethics. These the sports reporters
bv and large ignore... In the absence of criticism, sports
reporting
becomes
little more thanandfreethorough.
advertising".
The book
is well-researched
If the idea
behind writing the book is to shock, the content will do that,
but it may fail to carry that shock wave through to the
appropriate government level because of the tone. The ripple
effect
done. of discontent may dissipate before anything positive is
The book also leaves a vacuum with regard to the
hockey equipment lobby one might find in Ottawa. There is
no analysis as to how the manufacturers have created a need
for protective gear and have been complicit in going along
with the "consumer is king" philosophy.
Recently, one well-known equipment manufacturer
made it known that the "cage-type" goaltender mask was
safer than the "flush-on- face" mask. Yet, when asked why
(he company was manufacturing the other mask ( the cage-

type has been on the market longer), the response was a glib
"kids see NHL goaltenders with the flush face mask and
want it instead of the cage mask." Also, what about curved
hockey sticks and ski skates with ski-boot type buckles? A
child
tear his face open. Questions
such asplaying
these hockey
leave theis apt
bookto wanting.
Kidd and Macfarlane also can be criticized for their offthe-cuff statement that kids quit hockey because the of the
"spirit
of theandage".
It "is peace,
hedonism,
and
individualism,
the example
of hockey,
the cheap
unsportsmanlike play in the NHL, the frenzied compulsion
lo win in the little leagues, is alien to these values. The kids
play the game for a few years as a ritual, and then happily
quit. " For every Canadian boy possessed by the "spirit of
the age", there are a dozen whom parems or coach or
television
the
businessare ofencouraging
hockey. to "gel ahead" and "get on" with
No other hockey expose has come along in recent years
to compare have
with loopholes
this work.or Even
the authors'
arguments
can ifbe some
provedof wrong,
their
philosophy is correct. The detail is all here.
As Kidd and Macfarlane say "We play hockey to win,
we play hockey to make money, but we have forgotten what
it is to play hockey for fun. That, more than anything else,
signals the death of the game".
There is hope. "We can clean up the game at the
neighbourhood
It is our game. If we want it back we
will have to takerink.it back?
Bob Gauthier
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Church
should

Is this scientist conducting research for the American armed forces? More than hatf the U.S.
grants to foreign institutions go to Canadian universities and organizations, says a
military
McGIII survey.

Canada

receives

$34

million

colleges
get

more:

leaked
report
By LINDA McQUAIG
St. Mike's, Victoria and Trinity Colleges will get a boost in their
long
with the provincial
governmentEducation
for badly-needed
when struggle
the Commission
on Post Secondary
makes itsfunds
final
report later this year, The Varsity has learned.
A detailed outline of the unpublished report, given to The Varsity last night, reveals the government-appointed commission will
recommend
that, should
subjectbetoeligible
a few forminor
qualifications,
"church-as
affiliated colleges
the same
financial support
secular colleges" now receive.
The vanced
original
the commission's
reportJanuary
on the future
of adeducationdraft
in ofOntario,
released last
amid heavy
criticism, made no recommendations on the problem of financing of
church-affiliated colleges.
St. Mike's, Victoria and Trinity have been in serious financial
trouble for many years due to a system of financing which provides
church -affiliated colleges with only half the grant per student that
other colleges receive.
The financing of the three colleges has long been a controversial
issue, with the colleges making continual, but unsuccessful subscheme. mis ions to the provincial government for a more equitable grant

What weight the commission's recommendations for such a
scheme will have is not clear, however, since the body is only empowered to advise theis not
government,
not formulate
policy. policyThe commission
entirely removed
from government
making, however, since its chairman, D. O. Davis is also chairman of
the Committee of University Affairs, a branch of the Department of
Colleges and Universities.
Vic and Trinity have survived the financial squeeze only by
digging into their endowments, which were built up in the days when
religious training was considered an important part of education, and
affluent members of the United and Anglican Churches provided the
colleges with generous financial support.
St. Mike's, although lacking in endowments, has managed to
scrape through by relying on priests and nuns to teach for little or no
money, SMC president John Kelly said in an interview last night.
The three colleges may have gained some ground in the struggle
this summer. After years of approaching the government with their
requests, this August the province finally approached them, to discuss
financing of the colleges.
Kelly says he has not yet heard of any positive results of the
meeting but adds that the government at least "showed a willingness
to rethink
this thing."
The financial
situation of the three colleges has become increasingly worse since 1966, when the federal government abandoned
its former
program its
of supporting
all colleges
direct government
grants. Instead itchannelled
education funds
into a with
provincial
scheme that discriminated against colleges with church affiliation by
giving them grants half the size of those given to secular colleges.
The colleges have argued that their religious affiliations do not
affect or influence their teaching of non-religious subjects, and
therefore should not be counted against them.
"The government hasn't a leg to stand on". Kelly says.
The commission's recommendation for equal financing stipulates
doctrination. . ... inthat public funds are not to be used for the purposes of religious
in religious
Kelly admits that some of his staff who teach courses
studies do have a bias in topics like the existence of God and other
traditional Catholic beliefs. Religious courses are not compulsory,
however.
He also pointed out that the three colleges do not discriminate
on the grounds of religion in their admissions policies, which was
made by the commission in their recommenanother datiostipulation
n for equal financing.
St. Mike's was in debt about $650,000 this summer, but Kelly
estimates the present debt, after receiving tuition payments, at
$350,000.
He has faith, however, that the college will be financially
rescued.
"I believe in the orovidence of God," he said.

finds
survey
Pentagon,
from
self is also very extensively in- called neutral countries as
MONTREAL (CUPI) -- The Penvolved in the war industry, sub- Austria, Finaldn, Sweden and
tagon gave Canada $34 million
for research during 1967-71,
sidizing production of material Switzerland, along with Bolivia,
destined
for use by U.S. forces in Brazil, France, Greece, Israel,
more than half the amount granted to all foreign educational Indochina. The study shows that Japan, South Korea, South
and non-profit organizations, a the Department of Trade and Africa, Spain, Taiwan and the
report on Canadian involvement Commerce awarded a total of United Kingdom.
with the American military says. $458,643,906 to 154 companies
After Canada's $34 million,
And some 348 companies in in Canada "to develop and Norway tops the list with nine
Canada received direct military sustain its (the defense in- million dollars in grants.
During their research, project
contracts from the U.S. Departdustry's) technological capability
ment of Defence (DOD) during for the purpose of defense export workers discovered that
that time.
sales arising from that classified Canadian data is
available publicly in the U.S.
Entitled "How to Make a
Twelve days after that press
Of the 154 companies receiving
Killing",
study wasat capability".
conducted theby 250-page
seven students
owned conference, and 33 days after the
American
are
45
grants,
McGill University under the and they obtained $224,492,428 group mailed their original
direction of political science or 47 per cent of the total.
request for information to the
professor S. J. Noumouff. The
Thus, not only does the Canadian Department of Trade
Industry and Commerce, the
fund
group calls itself Project Anti- Canadian government
war.
American companies for war department sent the research
The report quotes a U.S. Air research to be used in the U.S., group a list of 211 companies
Force publication as saying but it also pays one half the costs which it had previously withheld
"Granted funds are always used of equipment used for plant on the grounds that such action
would harm the "competative
maximum con- modernization.
to achieve
tribution tothe new knowledge
Canadian government positions of the companies inThe
essential to the continued also prints two catalogues listing
The letter accompanying the
e from
superiority of the air force military supplies availabl
Canadian list explained
conoperational capability, and it is Canadian industry.ditie
tainsvoled' .the names "this
of alllisting
Canadian
s is
prin- Defense Commo
assumed that grantees andalways
companies
who
over
the
past
six
cipal investigators will
Department e,of years (1966 - 1971 inclusive)
d by the and
publisheIndustry
Commerc
Trade,
end".
this
to
efforts
their
direct
unclassified contracts
McGill University received and Canadian Defense Products received
defence equipment through
5 from the Pentagon is printed by the Department of for
$831,411967
the Canadian Commercial Corfrom
to 1971 and more Defense Production.
which came under the
The Production Sharing Han- umbrella poration
than $663,000 was for prime
of Canada/U.S. Departdbook, also published by the
military contracts. The rest went
ment
of
Defense
or any of its
basic scientific in- Department of Defense Produc- branches." The new
toward
listing investigation.
inforexplicit
tion,
provides
cluded-111 companies which the
mation on how to obtain
In developing the study,
to American DOD contracts. Most group had not even found in its
Project Anti-war referred
govern- contracts are placed with own research.
American and Canadian
to
wrote
and
ment records,
Canadian Commercial Corcorporation
private corporations, inquiring which actsporation,asaCrown
an intermediary
had received Penwhethertagonthey
governcontracts.
the AmericanCanadian
between ment
Report varies little from draft
and the
Pour companies who replied
A detailed outline of the Commission on Postto do with producer.
at school."
that they had nothing ment
ce while
maintenan
provide
specific on
is more
however,
Secondary
Education's
final
report
reveals
that
The finalhis report,
were
Project Anti-war, pointing and
out there
the defence depart contract
will
be
few
changes
made
from
the
original
them
restricting
grants,
such
for
eligible
is
whom
s.
preliminary
is
study
its
have
that
to
draft
in
the
area
of
financing.
fact
found in
of
maximum
a
to
up
earn
to those whose parents
These include Canadian, only indicatessaysminimum
churchthat
other
tion
$15,000
(by
1972
standards).
the
North amounts awarded,
Apart from a recommendafor the same finanGeneral Electric,
The loan system originally proposed still
colleges be eligible
awarded by affiliated
American Rockwell and 30 million dollars to
cial support as secular colleges, the report to be recommends a program open to all students with a
foreign
Canadian Westinghouse whose the Pentagon non-profit
litvaries
government
the provincial
presented
draft.
tle from itsto original
ies do extensive educational and
parent compan
repayment plan based on the individual's "ability
by the
work for the DOD, and organizations for researchbetween
recomthe
in
made
draft, however, the commission
were
only
In the final
changes
Minor
department
defense
which
mendation for a new student loan and grant
helicopters,
Okanagdan contrac
that the loan be forgiven only after
ts valued at 1967 and 1971 went to 56 other scheme. The commission still advocates "awards torecommends
receive
pay".
after the original 15 proposed
of
instead
years,
30
$23,000.
countries.
and in the draft' report.
The Canadian government it- The list includes such so- large enough to pay the student's tuition fees
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HERE
TODAY
all day
Leave
your
name
SAC tfHoffman
you are
interested In the atAbble
appearance In Buffalo which has been
postponed until November
0:30 am 9.
Five Informative minutes created for you.
Today
Dr. Hose,
Dean election
of the Issues.
school Onol
Social Work,
on human
Radio Varsity. Again10 amat 3:30 pm.
Blood donor
Building for—
Common
Room clinic
— 3rdGalbralth
floor. Primarily
Architecture,
Forestry.
Nursing.
Engineers.
However all are welcome.
noon Till 4 pm.
Last day to reserve for suppers
at Hlllel
House
Novemberlor1 Wednesday
and 2.1 pm and Thursday
Free Law"
Jewish University:No."Principles
in
Jewish
will
not be heldIn Sidthis Smith
week. 5020. Class
Career Talks: Dr. A. Blemiller of the
Institute of Child Study will talk about
courses and admissions procedures. Two
former students will discuss fhelr careers.
McLennan Physics, Room 203. Till 2 pm.
representativewillfrom
theHospital
Ontario Careers:
Hospital A Association
talk
about various careers for science students
in hospitals, as well as training programs
which certain
hospitals
terested students.
Sidneyconduct
Smith, forRoomIn2106. Till 2 pm.
Malcolm Muggerldge, former editor of
"Punch",at author,
broadcaster,
will
speak
Convocation
Hall on critic,
the topic.
"What isareliteinvited
all about?".
students andby
faculty
to come.All Sponsored
Varsity Christian Fellowship.
4 pm Till 2 pm.
CDE General Meeting, Upper Brennan,
SMC.
4:15 pm
The Latin American Studies Program
sponsors
a
lecture
by Sr.novelist
Jorge. Icaza.
renowned Ecuadorean
and
dramatist, on "Expreslon de lucha en la
literalura ecuatorlana". Sid Smith 1069.

AND

NOW

4:30 pm
Meeting
of
all
graduate students in
French
to organize
138 University
College.course union. Room
Free Jewish University: "Synagogue and
Community"
15 Hove Street.being0:30heldpm at BBYO Centre,
Hlllel Kosher Supper at Hlllel House.
pm Question. U of
Election 72: The 0Trudeau
T Radio's coverage ot the vote starts at 8
with spot announcements giving the
current
from around begins
the country.
Full radiostandings
news programming
at 11
Free
Jewish
University:
"The
Jewish
Woman" at Hlllel House 186 St. George St.
University:
"ChavuratSt.
pm.Free atJewish
Zemer"
Hlllel House
186 St.heldGeorge
Drama
Workshop
being
at Hlllel
House 186 St. George St.
Tony
Chaltkln,
candidate
for
mayor
New York City (1973). on the content of ofa
socialist electoral campaign, In contrast to
current
populist
campaigns
NDP/McGovern.
International
Studentol
Center, 33 St. George St. Sponsored by
Toronto
Committee.
CUSO Labor
Information
meeting held at ISC,
33welcome.
St. George Street. The topic is Asia. All
8:30 pm
Free Jewish University: "Dissent In
Jewish
at Hillel House 186 St.
George History"
St.
TUESDAY
10 am
Blood donor clinic Sir Daniel Wilson
Residence — Junior Common Room.
Primarily for New College and University
College. However all are welcome. Till 4
1 pm
Free
Jewish
University:
Marxism" at Sid Smith No. "Judaism
3045. and
pm.
Representatives from U of T, York
University and OlSE will discuss possible
careers (or people who hold an M.A. In
Psychology.
202. Till 2 pm. McLennan Physics, Room

1:10 pm
Jerusalem: a bone ot contention. A talk
bystudyJoseph
Ryan change
S.J. of InthetheCentre
ol social
Arab forworld,the
Beirut Lebanon. Sponsored by the
Chaplain
to Hart House
Campus
Ministries Foundation.
DebatesandRoom,
Hart
3:15 pm
House.
The Commerce & Finance Association Is
having
an informal faculty-student
gathering
Room, 3rd atfloor,HartWestHouse,
Wing. Bickersteth
Until 5 pm.
Free coffee. 5:30 pm
Christian G.Fellowship
This
weekVarsity
hear Reverend
Griffiths ot —Calvary
Church
who
will
be
speaking
on
"Law
and
Grace"
Wymllwood's music room.
Everyone Inis welcome.
6:30 pm
Hillel Supper. 7 pm
HebrewSt. George
class begins
HlllelBeginners
House 186
Street.today at
Services Commission Meeting at SAC
Office.
8 pm
Free atJewish
University:
"A tarn Fun
Honlg"
Hlllel House
8:15 pm186 St. George St.
Advanced Hebrew Class begins today at
Hlllel House 186 St. George St.
Vz CARAT
DIAMOND RING

INFORMAL DEBATE
QUESTION FOB DEBATE: EXTREMISM IN PURSUIT OF
WOMEN'S
THURS.. NOV. 2RIGHTS
- 2 P.M.IS- JUSTIFIABLE
DEBATES ROOM
DEBATE
WEDNESDAY CONCERT
Honorary
Visitors:
The
British
Unlverslly
Debating Team
HERBIE SPANIER
Ouesllon lor Dobalo:
In
view
ol
the
existence
ol theof
WEDS,COMMON
NOV. ROOM
1 - EAST
Multinational Corporation, the concept
national sovereignty is an Illusion.
12:00 NOON
^^B^rjjy^O^gO^^^Juo^Cg^
SUNDAY EVENING
TELEVISION
CONCERT
WILLIAM
SHOOKHOFF
WILL
BE AVAILABLE
- VOCAL QUARTET IN
ON THEMON,MAPOCT.ROOM30,
Sunday,TicketsNov.Available
5 - Great FieeHall At- 8:30
The p.i
ELECTION DAY
Hall Porter's Oesk
BLACK HART
EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
TUCK
ARBOR SHOP
ROOM- 12- 5NOON
P.M.

20% Student Discount
with ATL card
HUGH PROCTOR & Co
Jeweller**
Gemmologisls
1430 YONGE
ST.
PATIO DE 0R0 PLAZA • 921-7702
-"j.i South ol St. Clair . }\

WHAT'S

DOOBIE

YES
ALSO SPECIAL GUEST STAR
J. GEILS

HP NWN

THE TUN

^
*

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

BROTHERS

- Mississippi Gambler
- Switched On Bach PLUS OTHERS

WYNNE
CLIP THIS COUPON FOR 50° OFF
ANY REGULAR PRICED ALBUM.
|
(SALE ALBUMS NOT INCLUDED)

BAND

TOMORROW! 7:30 P.M.
MAPLE LEAF GARDENS
TICKETS: $3.50 $4.50 $5.50 Plus Tax
Avalael* el Meel* l.al Gord.ni Bel OKk*

- Toulouse Street HERBIE MANN

!

PUB
AND THURSDAY
5.30 PM.
- -11:30
PM.

Martin Onrot presents:

MUSIC CENTRE
maSt.n's
rYonge
he691
TORONTO'S
NEWEST
RECORD
STOREFULL-LINE

D
H.Hil
SU
SI

ART COMMITTEE FILMS
"ABOUT PELLAN"
"PAS DE DEUX"
MON.
OCT. 30
"KURELEK"
12 NOON7 P.M.AND■ DEBATES
1 P.M. - MUSIC
ROOM ROOM

m sets29500
Your choice
ol twenty-live
excitingtn
styles
Yellow
or white
gold
eludes:
diamond
ring, appraisal
matching
wedding —band,
registered

NICKELODEON
279 Yonge at Dundas Square alMtvt'lhc Knur s

ART GALLERY
MALCOLM
OPENINGBATTY
WEDS. EXHIBITION
NOV. 1
MONDAY TO SATURDAY
5 P.M.6-9 P.M.11 A.M. WEDNESDAY
SUNDAY J-S P.M.

ft
(JUST NOKTH OF DUNDAS)
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Members

'wont to be more free'

Meetings
of Food
Science
committee
Assciate dean of Arts and more effective as a committee it
By JONI SEAGER
The
Implementation
CommitA committee examining Senate
tee on the Faculty of Food Scien- Science James Cruise, chairman
recommendations on the future
hei added that the
ces, set up by the Governing of the committee, explained that theyHowever,
were closed."
of the Faculty of Food Sciences is Council on the recommendation the meetings were to be closed committee had decided that the
holding closed meetings to ex- of the Academic Affairs Commit- because "the committee decided "sense of the discussions" did
held its first meeting two that they would feel more free in not
need to be treated as conpedite reaching agreement on a weekstee,ago.
their discussions, and therefore fidential.
report.
Any documents received by, or
generated by, this committee will
be confidential as much of their
Students
to enumerate
residences
work
"has all since
kinds ofthere
political
ramifications,
may
the enumeration manual "5th and October 10th", you are well be forthcoming changes
A "mini-enumeration
is
planned for all campus residences prepared by the assessment of- eligible to vote on December 4. recommended which would
As a last resort, prospective
this week to make up for a poor fice.
This manual, which was voterscari go the appropriate mean changing utilization of
municipal enumeration carried
out by the province.
seemingly later repudiated, polling place on election day, resources,
Cruise said.including personnel,"
Pete Raybould (Trin III) and stated that students living in a declare the required information
Theirpletedreport
due January
to be com-31
SAC have organized teams of college or university residence, or to the deputy returning officer
not later isthan
students to distribute ap- in an apartment without a and vote, according to section 54 next year
to
be
given
of
the
act.
However,
the
plications to get on voters lists
were voting
to be rights
con- declaration, particularly the president Don Forster, viceand
for the December 4 election to all signed lease,
sidered as having
to the Academic Afstudents in residence. The period only in their 'home' district, place of residence, must be throughfairshim
Committee.
when names will be accepted by presumably where their families established "to the satisfaction
live.
Brian
student goverthe City Clerk expires Friday.
the deputy returning
nor onMorgan,
the Academic
Afairs
Voters lists, according to the
However, according to the of Raybould,
with helpofficer."
from Committee,
said
yesterday
that
municipal clerks, were posted ■Municipal Elections Act passed SAC, has distributed leaflets ad- unless it was specified otherwise,
last week in each poll. Eligible by the Ontario Legislature
vising students in residence of he presumed that the meetings
voters can be chcked to see if earlier this year, persons may their rights. This week, he and a
their names are on the lists vote in a municipality if they are team of volunteers intend to visit would be open.
either by finding the posted list "resident in such municipality." all residence to sign up students
However, Forster, contacted
last night, said
it was Heup toadded
the
or byficecalling
the City
Clerk's9 amofA persons' residence is defined who wish to vote.
committee
to decide.
at 367-7800
between
by the actmanentashome"his
true,
fixed,
perThis
can
be
done
on
an
"Apor lodging place to
plication for Preliminary List of that it was not a precedent for
and 9 pm each day this week unwhich whenever he is absent he Electors," which either the such a committee to decide itself
til Friday.
Raybould decided to try to has the intention of returning." prospective voter or an agent ac- whether its meetings would be
have more students enumerated
A further qualification states
or hisClerkbehalf
can Hall
sub- open or closed.
after it was discovered that
mittingto ontheher City
at City
Asked if he approved of the
that
"the resides
place where
Trinity, New and University family
shalla person's
be his before 9 pm this Friday.
committee having closed
Volunteers to distribute and
Colleges had not been residence unless he takes up or
enumerated. At Victoria College, continues his residence at some collect statements are asked to meetings, Forster replied, "I
them."
only four persons of over 500 in other place with the intention of contact Raybould at 928-3282 or wouldn't
Morgan know;
stated it'sthatup heto felt
the
residence managed to get on the
Paul
Carson
at
SAC
(928-4911).
meetings
should
be
open,
remaining
Thus a there."
student would be
SAC will collect statements that approval from Academic and
preliminary voters list.
AfAn official in the provincial eligible if she or he were willing and take them to City Hall for
fairs should have been sought
assessment office, which was :o declare that the residence was those who are missed by the before the meetings were closed.
teams. Blank applications will
responsible for the enumeration, the permanent residence.
"If theyI feel
are that
notit open"
said that the poor enumeration
Advertisements placed with also be available at the SAC of- declared,
should hebe
was "probably due to a Toronto papers by Metro fice.
brought
up
for
discussion
at the
somewhat less than ad- Toronto clerks, responsible for
According to Raybould, the
revision to the voters lists, last supervisor of elections for Metro Academic Affairs Committee."
ministrative
decision."
Clerk Pat Carberry said that week suggest even more lenient Toronto, F.H. Matthews at first There are two students on this
the enumerators responsible for grounds for eligibility to vote insisted in an interview that committee; Irene Miller, an undergraduate, and graduate
the college residences probably municipally.
students in residence had to ap- student Susan Stoddart,
both in
pear in person at City Hall to
decided the residences weren't
These ads indicate that "if you
worth enumerating.
are 18 years old, a Canadian have their names added to voters the Faculty of Food Sciences.
However, it is more likely that citizen or other British subject lists. However, Matthews later
the enumerators were simply and resided in your municipality relented and allowed agents to
following instructions printed in at anv time betw*1**" September bring the forms to City Hall.
Rents
charge
By RANDY ROBERTSON
Married Students' Residence
tenants Steve Scadding and Rick
Merrill yesterday claimed that
the Ontario Housing Corporation
is charging students unrealistic
rents for apartments.
Rents went up about seven per
cent this fall. For example a two
bedroom 11th floor apartment
which rented for $167 in 1968
and $176 in 1971 now costs $188.
Two bfedroom apartments rent
for $179 - $194, one bedroom
apartments for $157 - $170 (550
square feet) or $149 - $164
(500 square feet), and bachelor
apartments for $125 - $138.
Scadding said that the rents
are comparable to other apartments "with the same lack of
facilities' ' . Nevertheless they
were
"out
he asserted.of line for students",
"No married student couple
can afford to live here," he said;
"usually
is working.
Either thatoneor spouse
the couple
is being
parentally subsidized."
Scadding
claims
that itquestioned
is not takingOHC's
any
profit from the two buildings on
Charles Street. He asserted that
its policy
"full arecovery"
is, in
the
long ofrun,
profit-making
policy.

are

too

closed
Miller, who is also a SAC rep
for food science students, said
last night that she did not object
to the meetings being closed.
"Because of the deadline
. . . there's so much dirty laundry, it's best that they be
closed,"
she said. She
describedas
the three-month
deadline
"ridiculous", saying she feared
the report would be pushed
through unless carefully
examined.
The other committee members
are: Professors F. A. Sherk
(Assistant Dean of the
School of Graduate Studies),
George
Connell(Medicine),
W.Harrington
(Social Work),
Maurice Wayman (Engineering), George Beaton
Hygiene),
M.Leitch (Management
(Food Sciences) and J.P.Siegel
Studies).
The recommendations that
they are reviewing are those
made by a Senate committee last
May. The Senate committee was
set up after faculty, students and
alumni protested a recommendation by vice-provost (Health
Sciences) John Hamilton that
the faculty be phased out.
The Senate report recommends, among other things, the
development of two strong undergraduate programs, one in
household sciences and the
second in food chemistry and
nutrition. These programs,
Cruise said, would utilize
"special talents that would be
found, let's say, in hygiene,
through
cross-appointments."
The second
main recommendation of the Senate
committee
is for the development of a
strong graduate program offering
MA and PhD programs in food
chemistry and nutrition.
The aim of the Senate report is
to encourage high calibre
students to enter these faculties,
and to produce high quality, type
Ateachers.
certificated high school

high,

married
students
OHC is not taking an the apartment buildings and is
operating
profit from
rent only now beginning to realize it.
revenues. However
it willthereceive
"They wanted a married
the increased equity of the students' apartment building for
building and the land when the nothing, "Scadding said, " and
mortgage is paid off. Scadding so they made this deal."
said that when the rents have
Underin the1968terms
"tnis deal"is
paid off the mortgage, the signed
- theofuniversity
students will, in effect, have committed
to absorb any deficits
OHC incurs. Yet the university
bought the building for OHC.
no control of the operation of
Tenants who staged a rent has
strike in the spring of 1970 the buildings. It controls only
student the
admitted.
demanded that OHC gear rents the type isof nothing
students
so that the value of the building canThere
do
about
the
rents
and that the land would be con- move out, which many -ofexcept
them
sidered as assets in determining have done.
costs. The strike failed.
Ten per
cent two
of thebuildings
713 apartThe building is amortized for
ments in the
are
50
years.
Merrill
suggested
that
vacant,
Scadding
said,
costing
if OHC would be willing to pay OHC over $10,000 a month.
for the building and the land
"You can see why the univerover a longer period of time the
sity has been advertising all over
rents could be lower.
he said.
Scadding said that these theTheplace"
has also
buildings are the only student relaxed university
its
admission requireresidences in Ontario other than ments.
Law entrance students and
those
at Queen'sland.University
not medical
students who are
on university
Hence they
do not fall under the provincial registered in U of T, though they
tax exemption for university actually work and study in Few married students can afford to live in this residence vacant.
various hospitals around the
of the tenants. Ten per cent of the apartments are , claim some
property.
About 25 per cent of the in- city, are being admitted. Tenants
coming revenue goes to no longer have to be full-time
students, Scadding said, exmunicipal taxes.
plaining that school students are
Scadding claimed that U of T
made a bad deal with OHC for now allowed to rent apartments.
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students
ignores
SAC
Contradictory
U
of
T
students.
did itself moves have not benefitted them and will have a
The Students' Administrative Council out
Moreover, SAC seems relatively disinterested in the
evening as it managed to hit a new record detrimental, non-egalitarian effect in the long-run.
Wednesday
fact that its decision practically kills the possibility of
inconsistency.
for
The students wouldn't have been the first to demon- other
universities and community colleges being able
strate peacefully and attract positive public opinion in to mount
Just weeks before, U of T students had voted overthe demonstration.
the
process.
It's
only
in
the
minds
of
the
indifferent
that
of Students'
Federation
of Ontario
inconsistant SAC voting pattern on two other
aid demonstrations automatically court negative reactions. OFSThe resolutions
to student
accessibility
increased
demands forwhelmingly infavour
tied into the rejected demonstration
And, what other project more justly merits the time
schemes, full consultation of all concerned before any
effort of student councils than righting post- clearly illustrates the ludicracy of the SAC position. A
further detrimental changes to post-secondary finan- and
motion
calling
for
the seeking of endorsement and supeducation policy in the best interests of the
$100 secondary
of last sping's
and inrepeal
port from various community groups for the demonloan ceiling.
the student
and raise
hike occur,
tuitioncingfeeprograms
council's student body and the community in general?
passed council and was subsequently
But last week, SAC virtually scuttled plans for a mass
The decision proves SAC isn't seriously interested in wiped outstrationtoinitially
the relief of the embarassed councillors.
demonstration of Ontario secondary students students and student aid.
Another,
however,
instructing OFS to initiate momenThe opposition campaign and referendum were fine
scheduled
to Ontario
greet MPP's
attending
month's
tum building actions in the community and educational
opening of the
Legislature.
They next
managed
that while they lasted, but council members don't want to institutions
prior to the day of protest never got erased
get themselves inadvertantly caught in any situation from the minutes.
feat of provincial co-operation by refusing to par- which
might have some political punch to it. Instead,
ticipate inthe protest. As the largest member institution
and headquartered around the Legislature buildings. U they're content to have OFS continue chatting with
Council also widened its credibility by refusing to
of T would have been relied upon to play a key role in government officials until it's too late to affect anything
help finance the visit to campus of Black Panther
else the government might have up their sleeves.
the
organization
and
implementation
of
the
demonBobby Seale after giving the visit its support in prinstration.
Many members
of thistelling
year'stheir
council
were elected
ciple only the week before.
of stopping
constituents
what onto
SAC backed down from the protest because it feared a platform
negative public reaction, and was reluctant to invest do and instead starting to find out what they want their
SAC's
flippant attitude to the request for financial
the amount of time and organization required.
reps to do. SAC's rejection of the referendum results support further indicts it for its active policy of nonAs for public opinion.the OFS blueprint for action certainly doesn't represent such an attitude.
involvement. Unfortunately non-involvement won't get
called for an educational campaign which would conNor did U of T's opposition to all actions proposed at SAC or the people it's supposed to be representing
tinue to show the community that the government's last weekend's OFS general meeting reflect the will of anywhere.

Losing
A year ago today, The Toronto
Telegram folded up shop and
published its last issue.
Money was the reason for
closing down
Toronto's
ternoon paper,
publisherotherJohnafBassett told his readers, but he
didn't
a centstood
by the
move.at
In fact,loseBassett
to net
least $7 million by locking up
shop.
The Star,
competition forBassett's
the afternoon
market, paid the Tely $10 million
for a subscribers' list it didn't
really need (after all, there was
no other afternoon paper to
which readers could turn) and
couldn't
practical
terms.
And,
in a use
movein that
later turned
out to be a lifesaver for the
gremlin-struck new Star
presses, the Star kicked in
another $2 million or so for a
two-year lease on the Tely
building. Those transactions
wiped out the Tely debts, losses
incurred not because of rising

money,
Bassett
gains;
city
labour costs or insufficient since the Tely folded.
increased advertising
feadership, according to a Tely- alsoBut,means
increased editorial
commissioned study, but
because of poor management at space in the newspaper game.
the top.
And, the Star, whose journalistic
After the bills were paid, standards were already plumBassett cleared the approximate
meting before the Tely death,
$7 million The Globe and Mail has gone nowhere but down,
paid to buy the Tely building. aware that no matter how bad it
Not too bad lor somebody who gets a readership weaned on an
was supposed to be irretrievably afternoon paper won't give up
in debt.
on buying its wares.
Eliminating its major competition was worth the money to Religion has come to the Star
has become more and
The Star. But, has the creation by way of five or more truncated, vative,
more arrogant. When the Star
morning
articles
reporof a monopoly in the Toronto af- Monday ting
sermons by gospel talks, everybody had better
ternoon newspaper market done
anything more than bolster the unknowns. And, so Honderich listen, it reasons.
knows what's doing below his
(Star publisher
When the Liberals wouldn't
harbour-front windows, each
derich
empire? Beland) Hon- Star
the policy,
Star's Honderich
Canadian
what wonderful endorse
Besides throwing 1,200 Tely goods records
nationalism
are stored aboard the and gang got
employees out of work, the ships which
They
have come into switched politicalrevenge.
allegiance
closing
birth tosheet.
Toronto's
tabloid gave
sensation
The
ter 50 years of Liberal
supportafWith no one but the relatively and reluctantly endorsed the
Sun, and forced Star advertising minor
league Globe and Sun to Conservatives. Interestingly, the
revenue sky high. In fact, the port.
Star has successfully weathered compete, the Star's editorial Tories the next day released a
policy,
increasingly conser- foreign ownership policy which
two steep advertising rate hikes

Not satisfied
with settlement
The Service
nationalEmployees'
Union here atInterthe
University of Toronto is little
more than an extension of the
university's
ment. This personnel
was provendepartonce
again
at
the
union meeting on
Saturday.
At our last meeting, last June,

we voted that the union would
settle for nothing less than a "No
Contracting Out" clause. This
was the key issue. The university
intends to get rid of most of the
unionized workers on campus
and hire non-union, minimum
wage contracting firms to do the
work.
In The Varsity last spring, the
new president, Evans, said this
was to be his policy. The university has hired the son of Gordon
MacEachern, owner of the big
contract cleaning company to
head their cleaning staff.
Last year, York University
began by giving a large wage increase in the last contract instead of a no contracting out
clause. Then they contracted out
cleaning in their new buildings.
Slowly they are easing out the
unionized workers. Once this
processU begins
it's veryto hard
stop.
of T intends
do theto
same
thing.
"Our" union's business agent,
Barclay, began the meeting Oc-

tober 21 with an outright lie. He
began by saying that the union
had won the big demand, "No
Contracting
Out", andbut nail
that fortheyit.
had to fight tooth
Here is what the union actual y got by their own summary:
"1. Job security - It is agreed
that any employee who was employed bythe employer with two
years of service or more shall not
be laid off by reason of the employer contracting out the work
being performed by such employee. However, in such event,
the employer agrees that the employee will be placed in another
job with a similar rate and be
retrained. Further, it is agreed
that all employees with one year
of service at the date of signing
this agreement will be afforded
the above mentioned job
All this amounts to is a plan to
security."
keep
some of the staff as they
begin laying off the rest. When
some of us brought this up in the
meeting -- there were no floor

suffers
incorporated some of Star director Walter Gordon's long-time
proposals although
siderably short offalling
the conStar
Not content with merely shifposition.
ting to the PC's,intothe major
Star turned
its conversion
news,
playing it up all over the paper.
Had
folded,have
it's
less the
likelyTorytheTelyStarnotwould
changed bases. And, other
media would have paid less attention to the performance.
As for
Sun,andit'sadded
taken a the
worst
of thethe Tely
bit
more of its own to do tittle if
anything
to
improve
the
morning
market.
Meanwhile, John Basset the man whose paper boasted,
cares"
basks
in"Thethe Telegram
glow of his
Tely -profits,
undoubtedly with few regrets
about transforming Toronto into
a one afternoon paper town.

mikes in a big hall -- Barclay union dues and send more
said that that was our opinion, money to Washington, the union
but university
that he didn't
thing.
thattwois until
the
would believe
do suchthata headquarters,
all gone in about
years.we're
The
time
to
stop
this
process
is before
And, anyway, that was the it starts.
Greg Keilty
best that they could get. Why do
Claude Brown
you
suppose
the
university
Derrick Towneend
fought this issue so hard? Now,
Mr. Barclay
sold
us out. is no fool; he simply
'Contracting out' was the first
thing on the agenda. We then
ished?
te poln't
spent two hours discussing 27 quo
Regardingwas
the verb used in the
Why
other small items from the con- initial
comment
attributed
to me (in
there tractarethat nowon'tjobs.mean a thing if last week's sports story "Pharm
believe
By now many had forgotten ends
fuddledSMC
wouldwinmorestreak")
suitablyI express
the details of the first item, con- the sentiment expressed. Regarding
tracting out, and only 35 voted
comment, it was quoted
against accepting the contract. In the second
of context. Rather than being a
The Varsity last Monday, Bar- out
on the player's ability, it,
clay said that these were people comment
a defence of the player in view
who didn't understand what was
of
the
criticism
extended by the
they
voting for - probably
didn'twerespeak
W. Perchal
English.
reporter.
SMC coach
The union hails this as a victory. Now they can raise the Ed's Note: The quote was accurate.
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Struggle
By ELAINE FAR RAG HER
The conflict in Ireland is not a religious
struggle,
said Sean
of the
official wing
of theO'Toole,
Irish head
Republican
Army, on Friday.
"The terms 'Catholic' and 'Protestant'
have a different meaning in Ireland than
elsewhere in the world", he explained.
"The
'Protestant'
loosely
describeterma person
who isis inused
favour
of theto
connection with Britain".
He said that the split in the north was
originally cfluaed by the Protestant
bourgeoisie who used religious sectarianism to put Protestant workers
against Catholic workers.
O'Toole
described
the present
rights
struggle
as a necessity
in ordercivilto
unite the northern Irish working class,
presently split by religious sectarianism.
He told his Innis College audience that
civil rights were the real issue in Ireland,
not bombings, which he described as a
disastrous tactic.
The civil rights struggle is extremely
important in Northern Ireland says
O'Toole.
The polarized
workingand class
must be brought
together again
this
can only be done by winning a section of
them their equal rights with the other.
He .maintained that if religious sectarianism could be ended in the north,
and a bill of rights established, the
Unionist party would be defeated because
the basis of its cohesiveness would be
gone.
"Civil rights", said O'Toole, "cuts
across class lines."
O'Toole
traced themovement
developmentbeginning
of the
Irish
independence
with the formation of the Home Rule
Party in 1911, a bourgeois party which

must

to

IRA

leader;

unite

Ulster
working
class
seats in an Irish parliament, not in Weststruggle of the Home Rule Party.
minister inEngland. O'Toole said that
The popularity of the movement was
such that Britain was forced to placate this election was actually a plebecite for
independence.
Nearly 80 per cent voted in
the people by promising that the tariffs
would be implemented but only after the favour of a republic for Ireland.
first World War had been won, because it But England would not accept this verdict, said O'Toole. Between 1918 and
needed troops from Ireland.
1921 the Irish fought a guerilla war of inMeanwhile,
said
O'Toole,
north
and
dependence. In 1921, the battle-weary
south forces for and against home rule Sinn Fein government
a British
were being organized and armed. In the settlement that severed accepted
Northern Ireland
north, the Ulster Volunteer Force was for- from the rest of the country.
med to oppose it and in retaliation, the
National Volunteer Force was formed in But, said O'Toole, many Irish
republicans considered the signing of this
theInsouth.
addition to these armies in the south treaty a sell-out and refused to recognize
was the Irish Republican Brotherhood it. Thus began the civil war of Ireland.
(IRB) which was pledged to gain indepen- Under threat of the British to declare the
dence from Britain by armed force and treaty void and indulge in full-scale war,
proceeded to infiltrate the Home Rule if the violence continued, the Sinn Feinnationalists. There was also the Irish controlled "free states" bombarded
Ireland's "Four Courts" occupied by the
Citizenmed inArmy
militia for-by rebellious
republicans. By 1923, the
1913 toICA,fighta worker's
against lockouts
industry, and led by James Connoly, who republicans were defeated and there was
was determined to fight for Irish peace
the south,
but, not said O'Toole,
withoutin much
bitterness.
socialism and independence.
Meanwhile
in
the
north, a unionist
O'Toole said the IRB and the ICA
parliament subject to Britain was set up
decided
to
take
advantage
of
England's
Civil rights' fight Is major Issue: O'Toote.
preoccupation with the war to start the and began to function. In 1926, it passed
demanded that stringent tariffs be set up "Easter uprising" of 1916 which, lacking the "Special Powers Act" which, said
between England and Ireland in order to popular support, was put down by the O'Toole, gave the government absolute
British Army in- Dublin. But, said power over any citizen in Northern
aid the growth of Irish industry.
He said that the bourgeoisie of north- O'Toole, the otherwise apathetic Irish Ireland. It was effectively used against
turned
militant when 16 leaders of the the nationalist community in the form on
eastern Ireland, what is now "Northern
without trial.
were executed. The public internment
Ireland", opposed the demand of the uprising
For 50 years little changed in Northern
Home Rule Party, since they alone outrage which followed the executions Ireland.
O'Toole said "It has taken the
already had a developed industry which marked a turning point in the struggle for Irish republicans
a long time to discover
was highly integrated with the British. home rule.
and
react
to the discrimination against
In
1918,
the
last
general
election
held
"Thus", said O'Toole, "they would
have suffered severely had they been by England in Ireland demonstrated
guerilla war gampaign waged along
separated from Britain by a wall of tariff "once and for all" the desire of the Irish theA border
barriers.
Northern Ireland from 1957
for independence. The Sinn Fein Party to 1962 hadof little
public support.
O'Toole went on to describe the promised that, if elected, it would take its
them."
Commit
fee
ELAINE KAHN
The ByEngineering
Society last
week voted to set up a committee
to study the society's paper, the
Toike Oike, in response to mounting criticism of its content.
The decision to set up the committee came after a long
"discussion" between Engineering Society president
Scott Joliffe and Toike editor
Ron Jamieson. Joliffe later said
he was reacting to complaints
that had been made to him
about the Toike.
Engineering dean James Ham
also spoke to Joliffe and
Jamieson, again relaying complaints he said he had received.
Ham suggested that the
philosophy behind publishing the
Toike should be examined.
As an example of controversial

2 0 CICA*£TT£S

i

j
M

Cigarettes
and
Cigarette
Tobacco

to study Toike Oike
content, Jamieson cited religious Toike is to provide a lightnewspaper for students,
jokes in a recent issue. He stated hearted
that they were printed because of to publicize engineering society
activities
and to keep engineers
their
satiricpeople.
value, not in order
to offend
informed on subjects of interest.
The philosophy behind what is Jamieson said that the Toike
printed in the Toike is the cen- has changed in recent years and
tral issue, said dean of that many people like to rememengineering James Ham. Though
as it was this- "dull".
But
in the spirit
he feels the paper has printed "we'reber it attacking
"some pretty pornographic of"There's
cooperation",
Jamieson
said.
no major confronstuff", his concern is not with
what
but with the
"ethos"is ofprinted
the paper.
Ham and Joliffe both agreed
Joliffe agrees that it is a that the purpose of the committee is not to censor the Toike or
tation".
question
the Toike's
He posedof the
question:standard.
Is the restrict editorial policy.
Ham
rejected any image of
standard one of "mere
grossness" or is it standard of dean"
himself and
as being
statedthethat"puritanical
"Clipping
quality?
He stated he feels that there type censorship is anathema to
me.
Every
editor
should
live by
appears to be no standard at all.
He said the purpose of the
Joliffe said the public is not
awareconvictions."
of how editorial policy is
his
arrived at, but it knows that the
Engineering Society publishes
INVITATION TO THE
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
the Toike so most complaints
4C tor students
come toto the
it oreditor.
the dean, rather
of the
than
XEROX
Accordingly,
the
committee is
9 to 126, -Mon.
- Fri.
also studying the relationship of
5, Sat.
Impress
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Wednesday, The Varsity looked at the real nature of poverty
and some of the reasons it exists in capitalist society. Today,
we conclude our study with an examination of why existing
anti-poverty programs are ineffective, and consider some
alternative suggestions.
By CORD MOORE
reprinted from The Chevron
The Real Poverty Report went
somewhat beyond the personal attributes and description of the individual
poor, but with its limited conceptual
framework barely analyzed the structural
relations producing exploitation and impoverishment. Of thein the
reamsreport,
of in-Its
formation contained
study
of thewelfare
federal programs
goverment'swas bandaid social
particularly illuminating as to the futility of
dealing with the symptoms of poverty.
Included in the report's over-view of
public services and "the poor", were the
following:
Concerning housing needs for the
poor, the authors of The Real Poverty
Report said these needs are not being
met because the current government
housing policy is primarily directed at
producing housing for the middle-class.
In March, 1969, the Central Mortgage
and Housing Corporation (CMHC)
produced a report which showed that
during 196B the families in the lower
third of the income strata — those earning less than $5,751 per year — made
up only 6.5 per cent of all borrowers
under the National Housing Act, legislation which was created specifically for
low-income groups.
Out of the existence of the tight
market on low-rent housing in Canada
has come the development of "urban
renewal" and "public housing", with the
purpose of urban renewal being primari"upgradehas the
urban theenvironment".
Thely toCMHC
stressed
elimination
of conditions generating slums, and the
provisionaccommodations
of "decent, safe,thatand....sanitary
housing
are fair
and reasonable having regard to the
incomes of the persons to be
dispossessed".
The report quite rightly saw that the
prime motive of this program is not an
attack on poverty, although It was firmly
believed by those who instituted it that
the poor were made better off by this
discomforting process.
In addition, the authors put their
collective finger on a government policy
that propheslzes it enough houses are
built, the affluent will move into newer
units, leaving supply to "trickle down" to
"the
poor". and
This inplanfacthashasproved
Ineffective,
workedto bein
reverse. The rich merely use more space
and a down.
negligible amount of housing
trickles

What the report failed to stress is that
"adequate
public housing"
solve the problems
ot poor alone"will
families. not
All
too often such units are located where
land is cheap and where the neighbours
will not complain, and far from places of
employment and shopping.
The search for low-cost units has led
to extremely dense development in large
centres, aggravating social tension in
the neighbourhood and creating class
ghetto situations for residents. Also, they
have often been managed as if the
property were more important than the
persons
using of
it sentimental and
Outside
symptomatic descriptions of what it is
like to be out of a job, especially with a
family to support, The Real Poverty
Report concluded that unemployment
can be "directly traced to the federal
government
has failed
to overcome the lack which
of demand
in the economy
through the misuse of the stabilization
policy". They mildly argued that the
government should "abandon its practice of fighting inflation by creating una dwelling
that certainly
could
have used someemployment",point
on.
Professor David Sewell, an assistant
professor
of economics
at Queen's
University, recently
shed more
light on
the nature and fundamental causes of
unemployment In Canada. He contends
that quite often educational attainment Is
used as an artificial barrier to entry into
particular occupations.
Sewell further maintains that use of
education as a screening device results
In a re-distrlbutlon of income from the
less highly educated to the more highlyeducated. Also, individuals are enand the lesscouraged to"over-invest"
educated are, inforeducation
artificial
reasons, kept out of occupations in
which their productivity would be
highest.
Hypnotized
liberals
As for direct government programs,
The Real Poverty Report Indicated that
"the most successful demands for financial support and subsidies In Canada
have come from the business community, while other groups, notably the

workers, have been less lucky in
stimulating the charitable impulses of the
government.ministeredAidthroughtoa messy,
the needy
is adungenerous
and contradictory network of welfare
systems .... with direct payments coming
in the forms of: old-age security pensions, the Canada and Quebec Pension
Plans, youth and family allowances,
workmen's compensation, and unFrom this employment
point,insurance."
the report engages
in a lengthy discussion of the inadequacies, victimization, and mistaken
principles of these programs, all the
while relating the benefits in a relative
sense and concluding in almost every
case that each form of direct payment
should be expanded to provide more
social
for "the poor".
Fromwelfare
the
appears
that report's
increasingconclusions,
numbers ofit
middle-class liberals are being
mesmerized by the promise of social
legislation found in the language of the
Welfare State. Meanwhile, the possible
success of such legislation is continually
nullified by the re-organization of private
property into larger concentrations of
corporate wealth and power without
ownership, by privileged consumption
for the family as well as the individual
from achieved and inherited status, and
by the growth of legislation in favour of
certain groups and classes.
Relative power
and privileges
In a paper
entitled "Incomes.in
Disparity,
and Impoverishment
Canada
since
World
War II",ofcompleted
earlier this year by University
Waterloo
history professor Leo Johnson, the
proliferation ot studies which carefully
catalogue the dimensions and consequences ofpoverty was duly noted. To
Johnson, this deluge of studies has
"itemized the nationality, age, sex,
education and location of the poor, but
few, except in general terms, come to
grips with the underlying processes of
capitalism and the consequences of Its
development
Canada".
Dwelling on Inthis
point, Johnson goes
on
to
state,
"The
in average
income and per rapid
capitarise and
family
purchasing power have caused attention
to be directed away from the more fun-

damental tendencies such as the Imwhich are at work.poverishment oAsf low-income
a result, evenworkers
such
a perceptive study as The Real Poverty
Report concentrated on 'relative poverty'
or Johnson's
income disparities."
conceptualization of
poverty Is concerned with the idea of
social classes, long derived as an
attemptsent tocapitalistic
explainorder.
historyTheandconcept
the pre-is
firmly
economicof and
socia'
realitiesbased
— the onownership
the means
of production combined with the relative
power and privilege* in one's social
Middle-class liberals, being physically
removed
from the average working man
position.
and woman In society, tend to deny the
existence ot the working class in
studying
poor".
Yet, an ofaccurate
description"theof the
conditions
the oppressed groups in society always inthe analysis
the power structure volves
and its
modes ofof operating.
Returning
to Johnson's
this
thought
in mind,
we learn paper
of the with
danger
of concentrating on the relative poverty
of individuals rather than examining the
fundamental causes of disparity:
"First, attention is aivenea trom me
processes by
which which
peopledisparities
are impoverished or within
arise. Since these processes are still at
work, solutions aimed at current or short
term conditions of individuals rather thar
the underlying causes are unlikely to
prove effective ir) the long run.
"Second, concentration on poverty
rather than the political economy of
capitalism allows the analyst to focus
exclusively
the problems
of thethan
Individual whon
o is currently
poor rather
to observe the continuum between those
who are poor and those who are not yet
poor but are being impoverished. The
end result of such an approach is to
divide the interests of the poor from
those who are taxed for welfare
and to set up polarizations between
thosewho are taxed for welfare
programs and those who receive
benefits; between the employed and
unemployed; the 'hard hats' and 'welfare
"The most serious consequence of the
relative poverty
lies In aspects
Its concentration ontheapproach
psychological
ofbums'.
poverty rather than the dynamics of
social re-creation and economic exploitation. When The Real Poverty
Report argues that .... poverty Is relative

working class, when It struggles to Improve its conditions, has everywhere
strived for conditions which would make
social workers unnecessary, not to increase them." systems encourage
Welfare
dependency, reinforcing the cycle of
poverty, and social workers use the longterm chronic welfare recipients and
other victims of the system to rationalize
calling for more of these programs.
These recipients are the ones who are
being "caseworked" and "rehabilitated"
inuseless
what hasefforts
been that
aptly keep
termed the
"all social
those
workers
as
a
profession
alive".
The chronic long-term recipients
themselves are removed from any
working class context in that they do not
work; they prefer to fight the system as
individuals. The welfare recipients who
have not worked for a long time forget
the
"normal"
working
conditions:
tremendous
pressure
to produce,
rigid
supervision and humiliating regulations,
poor wages, and constant fear of being
laid off or actually fired.
Repo has descriptively portrayed
these chronic welfare recipients:
"From the assumption — supported

to the living the rest of society enjoys ....
It falls into exactly the same difficulty of
relativism which traps the liberal class
analysts.
"To follow this line of reasoning, it
would be necessary to assume that In a
society where average incomes were
very low, so long as no one was
sufficiently below average income that
he was deprived of what was deemed
necessary for a 'stable and productive
»?'
he wouldtherefore,
not be poor
.... The
conclusion,
Is that
wherelogical
the
perception of poverty does not exist,
thenAndpoverty
not exist." Johnson
mostdoesimportantly,
concluded by sketching and
reiterating the profound consequences
derived from using the relative
poverty approach:
"It has diverted attention from the
effects of the capitalist labour market on
the incomes" of workers, and has
retarded study and understanding of the
structure of their exploitation and impoverishment. Until the proper attention
and analysis of these phenomena is
undertaken, we are unlikely to progress
far in bringing about their permanent
Reinforcing

the

fcycle of poverty
And, the longer such an analysis goes
unaccomplished in attempts by
"concerned"
like the
that behind
Real Povertygroups
Report,
larger The
the
numbers grow who are hypnotized by
the "reforms" brought about by social
welfare legislation. Of prime observation
in this report Is that the working class
views the provision of social welfare for
"the
stance.poor" from a considerably divergent
Marjaleena Repo, editor of
Transformation magazine and a Toronto
social worker, described working class
welfare concerns in an article early last
year:
"It can be stated quite clearly that
nowhere, at no time, has it been in the
Interest of the working class to have its
dally
life 'administered"
'organized'
by a multitude
of social and
agencies,
all of
whom act (despite the subjective wishes
of individual social workers and agency
employers) on behalf of the ruling class
of that society. On the contrary, the

by their establishment and middle-class
friends that they are the worst off in
society, welfare recipients In their
organizations start making demands that
do not show the slightest consideration
for the rest of the working class. They
want more money per child, more
benefits, special allowances, et cetera —
all demands which create real resentment among the working poor.
"The
poor since
have athey
validlivereason
for this working
resentment,
next
door to the long-term recipients, and see
things that the middle-class activists fail
to see; that some of the people who are
supposed to be worst off in society are
the same ones who take taxicabs to beer
stores .... who dress better than most
working people.
"They also watch with disbelief how
these same people get up In public
meetings (I have seen this happen frequently) and talk about how horrible it Is
to be on welfare. And, the disbelief turns
Into cynicism after reading yet another
sobIn story
about the
people ononorganizing
welfare."
concluding
her study
working class people, Repo put forth a
sensible and workable program of action
with its basis of organization being in the

neighbourhood. She feels this is the
essential footing since no more than 30
per cent of the working population are
unionized and unions (with extremely
rare exceptions) have long since ceased
to be political organizations functioning
in the interest of the whole clan ("they
sometimes benefit their own members").
Such an organization, she believes,
should include "working and nonworking people of all shades of collar,
colour, and language. People who are on
welfare and who by necessity have to
struggle with various bureaucracies, can
easily form a separate committee within
the overall organization, but should in
every other respect, when dealing with
issues like health, education, housing,
family life, youth problems, and
neighbourhood issues work with other
members
of theideal
class."
An obvious
In organizing is to
remove the dependency on welfare. As
long as welfare is used as a pretense to
smooth out the wide fluctuations In Income, the longer the growing disparity
and accelerating impoverishment
among income earners will go unrecognized bythe public.
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Maoist
charges
all capitalist
parties
Major
group of capitalists should hold inevitable outgrowths of a capitalist
Later he complained that his To accomplish this Bains urged
By STEVE SHARR ATT
economy. Since the Communist party's 52 federal candidates have members to begin immediately to
"organize
and propagandize" for
Hardial Bains, leader of the power in Ottawa.
been ignored by the Canadian the
1976 elections.
Canadaactively
(M-L) isseeks
the only
All of the major parties, he said, Party
Communist Party of Canada
party ofwhich
the media. As a result he felt, the party
"At
least,
" he said, "we can
(Marxist-Leninist) Saturday night including the NDP, are committed overthrow of capitalism, Bains said, itself must work to publicize itself as make communism
a trend that
a radical alternative in Canadian
attacked Canada's major political to a capitalist Canada. Even the itof alone
represents
the
real
intereststhe Canadian worker.
parties for failing to present a rival "treacherous and revisionist"
radical alternative to the electorate Communist Party of Canada has
everybody discusses."
reinforced the capitalist character of
in today's election.
politics.
the elections by urging support of
Bains, himself a federal candidate NDP candidates in ridings where the
in Eglinlon riding, addressed a pre- CP is not running.
election forum sponsored by the
can't runargument
Szoboszloi Noel
The federal court of rules
Canada ruled allegiance
CPC(M-L) attended by about 75 He claimed that the major Court
to the queen when he filed that thesaidBNASzoboszloi's
act is illegal was
problems facing the Canadian Friday that Zoltan Szoboszloi can- his
people.
nomination
papers.
When
"muddled"
in throwing out the reworking class today, unTerrence
Mott,
returning
officer
for
not
be
a
candidate
in
today's
federal
q
u
e
s
t
f
o
r
a
court
order.the Canadian
He charged that the only question
employment, inflation, and the election in Spadina riding.
Spadina, refused to accept the
Szoboszloi says that
Szoboszloi refused to swear papers,
before the people is exactly which foreign domination of industry, are
Szoboszloi sought a court "democracy is like a one party
system.
one may,
swearsas allegiance
order requiring Molt to accept his the
nomination.
queenIf one
Perry Ryan,to
Szoboszloi argues that the British cross from one party to another
North America Act is illegal
because it has never been recognized perfectly legally and without the
SAC
approves
discipline draft
Ryan,having
the Conservative
candidate
by
the Canadian Government. people
any recourse."
ment was also signed by then acting time", because it was too involved Rather,
Last week's SAC meeting
he says, it recognizes the in Spadina, was elected as a Liberal
with the Ontario Federation of
Don Forster and Students.
approved the final draft of the dis- vice-presidents
in 1968. During the past session he
queen as the final authority.
then. Board of Govercipline
prepared by its un- Robin norsRosschairman
left the Liberals to sit as an inHowever it did vote to send two
Bill Harris and
iversitypapercommission.
He
argues
that
the
elections
act
is
dependent, and then joined the Tory
therefore
illegal.
caucus
in 1970.
The paper had been amended several other top administrators.
representatives
to thein union's
ference, to be held
Ottawa conthis
Associate
Chief
Justice
Camil
recommendations
now
go
since it came up the week before so to SAC's
the Internal Affairs Committee of week. Vice-presidents John
thai if implemented, the U of T
Helliwell and Ross Flowers were
administration would be required to the Governing Council, which is chosen
by a substantial majority,
expected to recommend a discipline
undertake negotiations with demon- policy
defeating Mike Edwards (Innis),
by
Christmas.
strators "concerning the specific
Internal Affairs chairman Paul Vice DeAngelo, Mike Steinberg and
grievances which led to the demon- Cadario,
also a SAC member Alice Anjo, all all from SMC.
stration"
before
police
are
called
on
because
he is a student governor,
SAC gave first reading to
campus to evict them.
on the motion approving constitutional amendments allowing
Calling police on campus has been abstained
the brief.
council
to make grants and loans to
a contentious issue recently, esIn other business, SAC passed in groups inside the university.
The amendments would allow
last year's
the draft of the Arts and
president pecially
Jacksince Sword
twice acting
called principle Student
Union constitution grants to the university groups if two
police to evict persons from campus Science
in
order
that
the
first
meeting
of
the
thirds
of the council members preproperty.
sent are in favour, and if notice of
union could be held this week.
is vGRy enTGRTRininG
After the first occupation of SAC also decided it would be motion is given. No grant would be
Simcoe Hall last March in support unwilling to join the proposed made unless the group is sponsoring
Plow appearing in
of open stacks in the John Robarts National Student Union "at this a universitv-wjde function.
the Lounge
Library, Sword agreed to "get in
touch
with" student
future demonstrators,
or at least
leaders, before
having them forcibly evicted.
New president John Evans has
slated he does not feel bound by this Malcolm Mugger
idge
irecedent. although Sword's stateAuthor, Journalist, Critic
FIREHALL THEATRE
SEAN O'CASEY'b
tragj-comic masterpiece
THE PLOUGH

TODAY,

October

1-2

p.m.

CONVOCATION

AND THE STARS
until Nov. 4 at 8.30
Students $2 Tues-Thurs
364-4170
No. 70 BERKELEY ST.

30
BRSSGL'S RCSTflURflflT
R PfiRT OF TOROnTO SinOE 1929
On Yonge St. at Gerrard
368-3503

HALL

"What is the reason for living"
presented by Vanity Christian Fellowship

HART

HOUSE

Tuesday

DEBATE

, October

31st

"Resolved that in view of the existence of the
multi-national corporation
the concept of national sovereinty is an illusion".
SPEAKERS:

For the aVes:
Bernard Torbik II SMC

David Brown, I Trin
Hart House Debates Room
8:00 p.m.

For the noes:
Simon Gould, University College, Cardiff
Nicholas Davidson, Cambridge

BRITISH

University

UNIVERSITY
DEBATING
TEAM
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Media

builds

fantasy

copy per original
EACH
6th thru 10th
copy per original
76 CHARLES ST.
923-8115
85 EG LINTON AVE
486-8663
EXTRA CHARGE
FOR LEGAL,PAPER
3 HOLENO PUNCHED
AND COLOURED
CERLOX BINDING
FREE COLLATING
WHILE-U-WA1T
OR OVERNIGHT
QUALITY GUARANTEED
REDUCTIONS
CHARLES ST., W.

EACH
11th and additional
copies per original
STUDENT OAO/
DISCOUNT XV /O
(TOSTUDENT
STUDENTS
WORK)ON
NOTE:
FEDERAL (12%) NAD PROVINCIAL
(S%).SALESON TAXES
APPLICABLE
ALL WORK
Maximum original size 24" x
HOURS:

SUMMER JOBS
WITH THE
GOVERNMENT
•
•
•
•
•
•

OF CANADA

CAREER - ORIENTED EMPLOYMENT
Administration
Computer Science
Engineering
Economics
Architecture
Library Science
Forestry
Historical Research
Archeology
Bio-Phys. Sciences
Art History
Social Sciences

Detailstionsre:are available
educational
requirements
brief NOW!!!
job descripat the
Placement andCentre
GENERAL EMPLOYMENT: ZoTcai'
Eligibility: students who are returning lo University in the
school year 1973-1974, Canadian citizens preferred.
Submit a P.I.F. application form to the Placement Centre as
soon as passible. Closing date for applications is

December 31, 1972.
Career Counselling and
Placement Centre,
581 Spadina Avenue.

world
says
By BOB BETTSON
"The media have constructed a world of fantasy in
which people
cutting themselves
off from Malcolm
reality,"
charged
notedlive,broadcaster
and author
Muggeridge Friday.
Speaking to an audience of 1,000 people at
Convocation Hall, Muggeridge asserted that "only
through Christ is it possible to grasp reality and live in
terms of reality and not fantasy."
He lamented that there is no escape from the
present society although he wished and believed that
there was. Muggeridge compared contemporary society
to the Roman Empire which confronted the early
Christians. The Romans pursued material ends, exploited violence and eroticism, he claimed.
Muggeridge warned that "if our society continues
to move away from the Christian way of life there will
soon be no order, social, political or economic." He
described the human condition as "manacled in a dark
cell. Only Christ tells us how to escape."
He said that if everyone gave their lives to Christ
they
couldattainable.
find "an Theenlightenme
nt and
otherwise
truths Christ
spokeserenity
answer notall
human dilemmas, give love to the loveless and hope to

Mug
idg
e
Asked why ger
he suddenly converted
to Christianity,
Muggeridge replied it was in fact not a quick change in
attitude but a long process. (He was formerly an
athiest.) "The weakness of the 20th century mind is the
scientific view that everything has an explanation," he
proclaimed.
In reply to a question on how pacificism relates to
Christianity Muggeridge claimed that the "position of a
pacifist is a position of humbug. In that we are
dependent on society for worldly security and daily
bread, we must be involved in the affairs of society and
not shelter behind other men."
Although
fascism,
he washe fought
now notagainst
sure Hitler
that ittohadsuppress"
been
exterminated.
"We live in an age of the breakdow
civilization," he said. "The last 50 years have beenn theof
most murderous, brutal and destructive years in all
human history. What lies around the corner could be
age."about the state of Christianity in
another
Whendarkasked
"communist" countries, Muggeridge said, "though the
church should
have died as a result of brutal
suppression, I would say that there are more true,
utterly dedicated Christians in communist countries
than anywhere else in the world."

Neufeld
gets new
Ottawa
post
macroeconomics at U of T for about Simon S. Reisman, Neufeld will be
By JOHN CAMPBELL
said, inwiththethe.areaInter-of
University of Toronto economics 10 years, and is considered one of working,
"Canada's herelations
leading experts on
professor E. P. Neufeld will be Canada's
national
Monetary
Fund, the World
monetary
policies.
He
will
work
in
appointed next January director of
international finance, a newly Ottawa only part-time for the first Bank, and the question of the
until his students com- floating
created post within the finance six months,
exchange rate".
A longtime
critic of the
plete their courses in the spring.
■government's
economics policies,
department.
As
assistant
to
deputy
minister
Neufeld has taught courses in
Neufeld charged Trudeau with
overreacting to the new economic
measures introduced by President
Nixon in August 1971. His appointment, then, has been interpreted assignalling a change in
Ottawa's economic thinking.
However, when asked for
and
comment on Thursday, he stated the
sensitive nature of his post did not
him toof express
his own views
onpermit
matters
public policy.
Neufeld has previously been a
consultant for the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce and a
frequent media
economic
policy. commentator on
mm
LECTURES
fcJHEMASSEY
19Z2
Dr. Pierre ofDansereau,
Professor
Ecology
atdu the
Universite
Quebec
a
talks about theMontreal
present environmental
/ between
disorder-ecological
ihe difference
harmony
anddisaster.
He is as concerned
with
mscape-human
perception
ofand
environment
-as
Ihe
landscape
man's impact on nature.

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses !

■t-J^OO
-MONDAYS, 10:30PM
jfjoOQ ON CBC-AM
CBC-FM-WEDNESDAYS,
10=03PM

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

TUESDAY EVENING FILMS
AT OISE
TUESDAY, OCT. 31 HALLOWEEN PSYCHO-SPECTACULAR
7:30 WILLARO
9:30 THE BIRD WITH
THE CRYSTAL PLUMAGE
OISE Auditorium
252 Bloor St. W. at St. George
Admission: $1.50 at 7:30
(both shows}
9:30
(second$1,00
showat only)
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Idea nof viable, say parents

6 trustees call for parent-run schools could be stabilized by cutting back
Ward
By ALEXANDRA MERCER
time community organizer, providing maintenance ministexpenses
be "complete
rators back into theandclasssending
room. adAll
Pasternak,
a formerparent
publiccontrol".
school teacher full
Five prospective Ward 6 trustees and an should
information, access and focus for people
incumbent agreed last week that schools and university administrator thought Mar- concerned about schools".
were against cutting the student-teacher ratio,
should be run by neighbourhood councils tyniuk's suggestion of complete parent coru
Noting from his past experience that opportunity class and New Canadian
including parents, children, administrators, trol was "unrealistic". He would prefer "government
imposes change from above".
provincial and board of education officials. neighbourhood councils to make decisions as Spencer felt strongly
Single taxpayers would benefit more, said
that "trustees can only Martyniuk,
programs. if education were not packed into
The five, Bob Spencer, Don Leckie, Don to what items they wanted to control.
facilitate
the
desires
of the community".
one
stage of life. The first time around, those
"Nor
is
the
idea
of
a
trained
community
Leckie, concerned that the school was an people
Martyniuk,
Peter Maloney
and were
Harryspeaking
Paster- worker who would identify issues and
who only wanted to learn the
nak, and incumbent
Ben Rose,
"alien
institution"
creating
a
"cultural
gap"
rudiments of reading, writing, arithmetic
to about 25 people at Orde Street Public volunteer solutions far fetched," he said. He between parent and child, suggested parents could
leave
school after learning them and
School.
stated that education was now being in- be brought into the classroom more often to
return when they wished to expand their
K. Dock Yip, the other incumbent, thought workers. troduced to hire community education bridge such gaps.
education.
that the principal should be in charge of the Peter Maloney, a former professor and
told of hisat wife's
experiences
Yip added that cost-sharing with the federal
as Yip
a volunteer
a schoolbeneficial
but parents
in the
school but that "principals should learn to provincial
Liberal candidate, saw the trustee audience and on the panel claimed that they government would further cut costs. Inlisten to parents".
cumbent Rose complained that Ward 6 was
as
an
animator
and
resource
person.
At
the
had
not
been
welcomed
as
volunteers
in
their
Three parents in the audience doubted that
fighting a rearguard action against the federal
this was a viable plan. But Yip asserted that same time, he felt that "community in- children's schools.
government
just to protect the programs they
volvement can't be spontaneously generated".
he had "never seen a more harmonious
Responding to an audience question have from being cut.
relationship than that between the parents and
concerning
education
taxes
paid
by
single
Leckie felt that local school organizations
Spencer, his
last former
year's SACeducation
presidentcomand
teachers and administrators of Ward 6.
DanBob Leckie,
"access to budgets". All canpeople in the ward. Yip declared, "I am the should have
missioner, -offered to work full time for the keeper
didates concurred.
Martyniuk complained that "schools are
of my brother's
children".
All candidates
suggested
that the tax base
inaccessible to parents". He felt that there $3600 salary if elected, seeing the trustee as "a
Unclassifieds
■SKt-6 DAYS' • ONLY J5B" - Ski Mont.
Ste.-Anne, Dec. 27 to Jan, 1 73. (Newto man
be alien
may
family
Nuclear
Year's) Trip includes: transportation, acoften
considered
property
By AGI LUKACS
out that North Americans Chinese army, and women in India
commodation. 'Optional' extra - meals,
burnedting witches.
The modern nuclear family is not themselves, Gough observed.
lessons,
carrying bricks on their heads tows,
7609 after
6 p.m.for information call: 783But
the
slate
which
has
oppressed
necessarily natural to man,
(which
are
thought
to
be
harder
than
women were required to women has only existed for 6000 of men's) as examples.
SKI AUSTRIA - Two weeks In Innsbruck
anthropologist Kathleen Aberley wearMuslim
veils and stay in their homes. several
S299. all inclusive. Feb. 10-25. Call Bernd
In Oceania, she said, most 261-4176.
Gough said last Wednesday at a European
million years of human
women
had
more
freedom
meeting of the interdisciplinary of movement, but still were forced to history. Gough feels the state is cooking and child care is done by PRIVATE TUTORING. Is your prof, talking
women's course.
Greek to you? An experienced tutor in
wear chastity belts when their becoming obsolete.
men.
physics, malhematics and statistics can
Gough, who was ousted from husbands went to war.
future is pretty much what
help.
636-6279.HELP? I am
Simon Fraser University in a 1968 European fathers had the right to we "The
PLEASECall -Oded
CAN at YOU
make it," she feels.
purge of radicals from the Political kill their daughters, Gough claimed,
desperate for English speakers to help my
UE
IQ
UN
Even inof thelabour
age_ofalong
modern
states,is
pronunciation. If you can spare 1 hour
Science and Anthropology depart- adding that marriage was often division
sex lines
ment, isteaching on a temporary
weekly, phone Christos 964-2271 after
SK
NTO'
RORB
TOPE
for
a
girl
while
she
was
still
AC
not
always
prevalent,
she
said..
She
basis at U of T. She discussed the arranged
PA
a child.
5:30. LOOKING FOR ROOMATE 2
pointed to the women fighting in the
UIRL
family from a historical viewpoint.
bedroom flat, 2 doors, furnished, BloorBookstore
Upper class women in India were
"There have been so many kinds married
Bathursl
area, 82.50 mo. each call Rory
often young, and when their
ofunitsfamilies,"
noted, and
mentioning
ON
532-0650
with oneshewoman
several husbands died, they were expected
HELP! We- S23-6945
need a woman who knows
men, or the reverse, as examples. to burn on the funeral pyre beside
lashions for part-time work. Thurs. and
TWO
Other variations of families, she them, Gough said. But burning
Fri.
nights
and
suggested, include convents and women is not a practice foreign to
4809 - Sid. all day Saturday. Call 362LEVELS
monasteries.
XEROXING - 5c and 1-1 /2c Reductions
North America, she stressed, poinclassified
foo. SAC PRESS in basement of the SAC
GRUMBLES
Whenever loose bands of people
a listening chamber erf musical
Building. 923-6720
Author-Explorer
became organized in a more comwell-informed
A-A
LA PAGE BEAUTY SALON 250
by subject,
plex state, Gough asserted, there
College
helpful
Come
in St.and (Clarke
see our Institute)
monthly 924-5937.
special.
was a sharp decline in the status of
Norman Elder
staff
women. This was due to the primary
WHY
FREEZE
THIS
WINTER?
Used fur
will
speak
on
organizing principle of the state, the
coats from S10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
class system.
SEX CUSTOMS OF
Spadina
Ave.
between
Queen
and
Dundas. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18.
Although the class system can be
Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)
PRIMITIVE PEOPLES
camouflaged, it always divides com363-6077,andopen
Wednesday, Nov. 1, 8 PM
Thurs
Fri. 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00
plex society into one class of those
few who own substantial amounts of
G.S.U. (upstairs);
SALE
SALE
SALE used furniture for sale.
16 BANCROFT ST.
property and another of those who
Going
out of business
years.
MICHAEL
COONEY
sponsored
by
U.
of
T.
Pearl
Furniture.
29 CentreafterAve.42(behind
don't.
system
worked
CLASSIC
Homphile Association
71 JARVIS ST. 368-0796
against This
women,
she usually
stated, because
new
city
hall).
363-0965.
Will
deliver.
BOOKSHOPS
they did not normally own property.
Bargains Bargains.
ROOMS - Campus CO-OP has both
In fact, historically, women were
707 YONGE ST
single and double rooms available,
YES— CLOSE TO
cheap, close to campus, more than just a
THE EDGE
Below Bloor
923-3551
or 964-1961
Once
again surpassing
orplacecometo live;
to ourPhone;
main 922-5495
office at 395
Huron.
TERMPAPERS
themselves,
YES have
created
a Irulyalbum.
original
SERVICE
and
beautilul
Built around two
PAPEftS ON FILE
extended selections
$1.85 per page
each parts,
sub-divided
lour
the groupinto
FOR REFERENCE AND
rHonlUli
warehouse
LESALE
projects
a shimmering
CACUIflM WHO
RESEARCH ONLY
molif of sounds.
The
Our Termpaper Service Is
most
effective
and
wellQuick And Highly Professional
inlegrated
YES to dale.offering from
CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS
A well Qualified Staff of
College Graduates Will
fe
Research, Write And Type
BAG PANTS
w
Your Order At Reasonable
JEANS ^
Cost
PHONE 638-3559
Suite 906
BLAZERS ss
MAPLE LEAF 6ARDENS
12 WILLOWDALE,
GOLDFINCH ONT.
CRT.,
SMOCKS
OCT. 31
A Canadian Company
CRAZY T-SHIRTS
GOWNS
all the
latest in
fashion
and
custommade •
eyewear

If
BRADDOCK
OPTICAL
13 OPTICAL bTOfUS
THROUGHOUT
METRO
I ONSULT T HI ULI OV, PAiil

BLAZER SUITS w BAGS
MEN'S SHIRTS _
SPECIAL - PLAID BAGS

210

SPADINA
AVE.
(BELOW DUNDAS)
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;
SATURDAYS FROM 9-6
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U of T Waterpolo Blues intopolo
5-3
Queen's
defeat
corner of the Gaels'Blues
net.
defeated York (8-3),Water
Ottawa (13- The the
In the
York-Toronto game, the
again."
Queen's goaltender didn't here
Blues came from behind a 3-2
1),
and Queen's
McNaught'
from move
about onfifteen
feet out.s shot deficit
at York
to stay (5-3)
on topSaturday
in the even
to eventually defeat the
Eastern Section.
McNaught added another goal York squad 8-3. Wiebach scored
later in the quarter to make the six times for U of T, with John
Although
Blues'
Chris
McNaught and Ed Hanna final score 5-3 for Toronto.
Bigson and Dave Martin adding
blocked well in the early minutes
other two.
The Queen's coach, who two theToronto
defender Ed Hanna
of the opening quarter of the weekend's
ago jumped into the
helped to produce the first York
Toronto-Queen's
pool from
to "defend"
one goal
Kingston team scoredgame,
first onthea Hart
of hisHouse
players
McNaught,
when he was ordered out of
goal by Rich Zajchowski.
the Queen's" polo the pool for his overlyLater in the quarter Henning demonstrated
spirit ofthe"winYork-Toronto
at any cost". aggressive
Hanna'sfigured
defenWiebach tied it up for Toronto. team,
sive play.
lapse also
(During
Due to a foul on the Blues, one game earlier in the afternoon, predominantly on the final York
goal, butsome
he latereffective
settled down
Queen's
constantly
Queen's
given a net.
free the
shot onplayer
the wasToronto
cheered
on theplayers
York squad,
and make
checksto
Goaltender Vitold Gessing easily booed the Blues.) Several times against the Yeomen. (McNaught
he stormed around the pool deck did not play until the second half
stopped the shot.
During the second quarter shaking his fist at the referee.
of the game, eliminating some of
When asked why he had jum- Toronto's effectiveness.)
Wiebach got Blues' go-ahead
In the Toronto-Ottawa game, 2
goal, only to see the score evened
into thethatpool,
coach pedsaid
a U oftheT Queen's
forward Wiebach again figured- J
by Queen's Jack Muir early in (McNaught)
had kicked his predominantly, scoring six of the g
the
thirdsoonquarter.
U of the
T's seesaw
Adam
Gesing
furthered
goaltender and also punched Blues' 13 goals. Duvall and Bob |
him
in
the
face.
At that point he Heatley were the other high |j
battle by making the score 3-2
had decided to jump in and get scorers, each with two goals. Jj
Queen'stinuallyplayers
were
conharrassing Blues chief between the two players, he said.
Other scores from Saturday in- £
threat (so the Gaels believed), As he came out onto the pool elude
Queen's 15, York 3;
McNaught (who was playing deck in shorts he said "I'm ready Queen's 14, Ottawa 0.
With Blues' McNaught in the slot Queen's goalie blocks a shot.
with a strained shoulder). The
Gaels continually forced him toshoot from far out, with most of
his shots going either wide or
over the top of the Queen's net. Queen's
loses again fo Rugby
Blues, 18-11
Queen's final marker was adcessiveter, thepenalty
shortlyforty
afded in the fourth quarter by Ar- forRugby
Blues defeated
Queen's
'IT feM 'ARD THIS HALS LADS
the
second
consecutive
time
second goals
from some
chie Nesbitt to once again tie the this season 18-11 in Kingston
-THEfRE
THEENEMV.'
THEY'VE
BURNED NER tHiSE, PINCHED
score (at 3-3).
yards
The out.
final try of the half came
YER BRASS, MA&E LOVE V YEB
McNaught finally shook free of Saturday.
after a long tactical kick from
Blues
led
by
a
10-4
score
at
the
supped
me
beer?
MISSUS
AN*
SUPPED
YER
BEER'
the
Queen's
defenders
and
the
centres.
The ball landed
half.
Rick
Hodder
added
to
his
whchoneV
flicked a classic unexpected
narrowly in play and made a
backhand shot over his shoulder impressive total in the season
downfield
bounce
which fooled
thus far by making the first try,
Old
Blue's fullback Chris Leppgood for four points. The convert
mann.
was incomplete.
Blues' backs Rodger Wright
Blues next try came from stanand Rick Phillips gave Leppdoff Ian Lindsay, with Hodder
mann no chance to recover. They
converting. Before the half
dribbled the ball down the side
Blues' Peter Ballam was able to
line and Phillips dove on the ball
add another
four; again the convert was uncompleted.
inhalfthetimein-goal
scorearea
14-0.to" make the
Queen's ended the half with
In the second half, the Old
four points conveonrted try. Dave Walter's unBlues moved Geoff Ellwand
In the second half good team
from his spot in the centre to
second
row. The complexion of
play also
led towent
Gregunconverted.
Sprick's try. The convincing 18-4 win over a group entirely to the Blues. Though the game
try
now changed conof Old Blues in Varsity Stadium. considerably outweighed, the U
Queen's
Warren
Smith
added
siderably.
Old Boys'
forThrough
well-disciplined
and
of
T
forwards
were
able
to
comanother four points on a try, and cohesive rugby the contemporary
led by TheEllwand,
hurtled
mand more than a fair share of low and wards,hard
into the rucks and
Dave Murley added a penalty Blues overcame the clear edge in the ball,
through
coordinated
secured a considerable edge in
goal for an additional 3.
size and experience held by their play. Early in the half they won loose play.
Blues' seconds
• •lost 24-0.
predecessors. The awesome array the ball from a ruck near the Old
The Old Blues' backs had
Blue's goal-line. The ball was repeated
Last Wednesday night the of U of T'ssuch"giants
of theas past"
Queen's
to run
notables
John side.
then
moved
quickly
to
the
weak
ref thecoach
finger.gives
with
the opportunities
ball, but vigorous
Blues Rugby team produced a included
McKenna and Marris Apps in
tackling
by
the
Blues
three
the pack, and Paul Wilson and
Two surprised defenders were quarters and good cross-coverage
Geoff Ellwand in the three- left to contend with three advan- by the forwards stemmed the
cing Blues who took immediate
quarter line.
The game's first half belonged advantage of the overlap. Neil aged
The tide.
Blues were no longer in
APOLOGIES
Sorbie received the ball on the control of the game, but the everflank
and
sliced
into
the
corner
THIS WEEK:
accurate kicks of fullback
for the first try.
Graeme Wynn repeatedly won
Rick Hodder's conversion at- them good field position. From
The Varsity extends its apologies to the GSU for
the
line out, after one such Wynn
tempt
from
near
the
side
line
having inadvertantly dropped two GSU ads from
was unsuccessful. However, he kick to touch, the Blues won the
CROWBAR
passed
has
dance
Hallowe'en
The
Friday's paper.
added six points on two suc- ball and sent it quickly out the
amends, but here's the other,
El Mocambo
back line to winger Phillips.
can't makebelow.
and we reprinted
nicely
Phillips turned the ball back in
Tavern
KINGSWAY
towards mid-field. The Blues
no cover - no Minimum
moved the ball rapidly to the opDRUGS
posite and now openslidsideintowhere
two two
dancebands
floors
John Drummond
the
Hot Combs
end final
zone virtually
unopposed for
Spadina at College
the
try.
Graduate Students
Setters
Dryers
Late in the half, after holding
the ball in the Blues end for a
Up to 50% off
BASKETBALL TRYOUTS
considerable time, the Old Boys
Suggested list price
FOR INTRAMURAL TEAM(s)
managed their first and only
The Colonnade,
and 131 Bloor W.
score. Marris Apps powered his
score
Hart House Gym: 4 p.m.
lfl-4.
way across
the goal line on a
700 Yonse St., at St. Mary
Oct. 30
short penalty to make the final
E
WELCOM
TS
WHO ARE YOU?
ALL GRADUATE STUDEN
TORONTO'S FINEST
Information: 928-2391
ADVERTISEMENT
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llaisrftads
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o WARANTEED
NEED
A
JOB?
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from $22.50
and well present a
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be reliable greeting
with good
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FROM $95.00
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

Soccer
The Soccer Blues clinched the
chamWestern Section OUAA
pionship with a pair of wins over
(3ian
Laurent
and
(3-0),
Guelph
1) on the weekend.
into
The victories put Blues home
the
the OUAA playoffs at winner
on
the Eastern
ofNovembe
r 8. Section
ons
conditi
ground
us
Glutino
at Varsity Stadium, owinghan-to
no
torrential rain, proved
team. dicap to the play of the Toronto
The course of Sunday's game
'71 Canadian Chamagainstpionsthe
, the Laurentian Voyageurs,
was a reversal of the previous
although the Blues
day's game,
again
won handily.
oftheir best
Torontofensive, formshowing
of the season,
swept
down on the torpid visiting
defence from the initial kickoff.
ng of the
The sloppy
tian coveri
Lauren
rearguard was
brutally exposed when a huge
swerving kick from Brand, in the
Blues goal, squirted past two
embarrassed defenders allowing
DaRosa a clear run through to
goal. He compounded their
misery by slickly rounding the
advancing goalkeeper and slipping the ball into an open net.
This early lead provided all
the inspiration the Blues needed
to tear the languid Voyageurs to
shreds.
Directing wave upon wave of
attacks down the relatively wellgrassed wings, Toronto supplied
D'Antoni and Ron Misurka with
abundant opportunity to show
their skills. Crosses from both
flanks caused consternation in
the mire at the heart of the
visitor's defence.
A succession of corners conceded by the harried Laurentian
backs, led to near panic in a
crowded penalty area with Peter
Hillier and John Cobby going
close on several occasions.
Indeed, it was from a corner
that the Blues scored their

position
East playoff
capture
Blues
second goal {after twenty
). Hillier's hard low
minutes
drive, relayed into the middle by
Misurka at the near post, wasby
deftly turned into the net
comDaRosa, who had beenIt left
pletely unmarked. was his
goal in succession during
fifth
the space of ninety playing
minutes.
The odd Laurentian sortie
to cross the halfthat managed was
summarily
way line
intrandismissed in the oftypical
sigent manner the Blues
defence. There was no effectual
Blues'
the demone from which
respit
g W
aggressivestrated offence,
y,
both verve and dexterit
g
revealin
in
ball,
the
off
on and
the fundamental inertia in the
visiting rearguard.
The inevitable third goal
came, not surprisingly, from yet
corner. His acanother curateHillier
lofted cross was met by
the head of Ian Harris who
the ball into the
adroitly
far
cornerflicked
of the net.
Laurentian showed little more
second half.
spark inthe the
However,
three goal lead and
their complete superiority led the
Blues to indulge in overBlues show Laurentian the defensive skill that has enabled the team to win 10 straight.
complicated interpassing
more direct methods
might when
have tian's Zorbas to nip in and score
Only after 21 minutes of the explosive shot past the
Guelph goalkeeper.
doubled the score.
a quick low shot past second half were Blues able to despairing
Bob Cazzola (overlapping at with
pry open a packed Guelph Once again this season the
Brand's
hand. from
Coming
fullback) and Polera often did
two right
minutes
the asendit defence. A slack clearance, inter- margin
of the Blues'
victory
was
an inadequate
reflection
of their
showed good understanding in the goal was insignificant, except
overall
footballing
cepted bymediately
D'Antoni,
im- actual
slotted pastwasseveral
creating
dangerous
situations
from
a
statistical
vietpoint.
supremacy.
down the left wing. When the
to DaRosa
in themoving
cenSaturday, against Guelph, defenders
tre. The centre
forward,
Dubsky's contribution, along
ball did reach the middle from theOn Blues,
confronted by an
with the rest of the defence struck
a
low
drive
such raids, many chances were ultra-defensive formation, at- tobackhisintoright,
the
left
hand
corner
of
Cazzola, Jim Burns and Carter missed
over-elaboration
tacked continually throughout
been a major cause of the
and thethrough
treacherous
surface.
the first half with no tangible theTennet.minutes later DaRosa, put has
Blues' undefeated league record.
To everyone's surprise, the reward.sion ofMario
DaRosa's
converin
the
clear
by
Vito
Polera,
have been cona through ball from coolly lifted the ball over the Only four
ceded in tengoals
games.
conVoyageurs solationgleaned
by being some
the only
In these two crucial games the
D'Antoni
was onrushing goalkeeper to give
disallowed by the
referee because
visiting team to score on the Giuseppe
Blues have played better soccer
Blues at Varsity Stadium this of a pushing offence. The solitary Blues a comfortable 2-0 lead.
than at any time throughout the
season. The unexpected threat to the Blues' goal resulted
DaRosa, position
exploiting
a tired opdefence,
picked
up
season.
This augurs well for the
from a speculative cross which
loose clearance three Ontario Championship final
generositywhen
by theHerbBlues'
occurred
Dubskydefence
was slid from Jack Brand's grasp. Ed another
minutes
from
the
end
of
the
where the pressures will be even
Carter was on hand to clear the
caught square at the edge of the danger.
game and, from 25 yards, hit an
penalty area, allowing Laurengreater.

loss to Ottawa
in 28-13
best
second
Blues
about midfield and went nowhere.
yards down the sidelines with an intercepted pass.
By PAUL CARSON
Ottawa had a total offense of 315 yards compared to
The Varsity football season ended in frustation amid
Blues
couldn't
get
untracked
early
in
the
game
and
Varsity's 290scoring
but neither
the rain and mud of Lansdowne Park Saturday after- fell behind 10-0 after less than five minutes of the consistent
drives. team was able to mount any
no n as the Ottawa Gee-Gees outlasted the Blues 28-13 opening quarter. Lumsden's single at 12:24 made it 11-0
in the OUAA Eastern Section final.
but two plays later Dunkley connected with Cor Doret
Thetackweather
and Ottawafavoured
coach DonGee-Gees
Gilbert powerful
made theground
most ofat-it
However, in spite of the Gee-Gees, the weather, and for a spectacular 85-yard pass and run touchdown. (The ordering
50
running
plays
that
netted
252
total
yards.
play,
on
which
Doret
swings
out
of
the
backfield
and
some inconsistent officiating, Blues held a slim 13-12
lead in the fourth quarter until, in the final ten minutes runs straight up the middle, covered one yard more As expected, Blues relied on the passing game, and
of play, Ottawa exploded for a short field goal and two than the former season record - Dunkley to Libert Wayne Dunkley completed 15 of 28 for 208 yards despite
touchdowns.
the poor playing conditions.
Castillo - set last weekend against Queen's.)
Blues' specialty team then exploited a weakness in
Ottawa now advances to the league semi-finale, and
Taking over on the Varsity 51, Gee-Gees amassed
three quick first downs and their all-purpose halfback, Ottawa's right tackle to block two consecutive Lumsden
will
Waterloo Lutheran, which captured third
Ken Hussey led the first charge that stop- place play
Neil Lumsden, eventually kicked a 14-yard field goal at kicks.ped Rookie
in the Western Section by demolishing across-thean
Ottawa
drive
on
the
Toronto
51.
5:18 to give Ottawa a 15-13 lead. (A Toronto march
Veteran linebacker Rob Bloxham, playing his final road rivals Waterloo, 44-8.
from a itsmost
own debatable
one-yard lineroughing
to the Blues'
51 was another
stalled game
Blues Noles - It was the final university game for Rein
blocked
the second
by
call, while
suedofthe college
ball intofootball,
the Ottawa
end zone,
and fellpunt,
on itpurfor Enno, Alex Markobrada, Jim Blainey, Jon Dellandrea,
questionable penalty helped the Ottawa team gain the
three successive first dowris.)
Blues' second touchdown at 11:32 of the second quarter. and Stew MacSween in addition to Bloxham and Russ
Blues gained about 160 yards in the second half but Mitchell (who wasn't dressed). Dunkley, Doret, and
Gee-Gees took a 22-13 lead three minutes later when failed
to add to their score and Ottawa finally took con- guard Bruce Parrack all graduate but may return next
tailback Conrad Kozak returned a Varsity punt for 65
trol of another game Varsity could have won.
again outgained Lumsden in total yaryards and touchdown, thanks to several openfield blocks
Blues
were unable to gain three first downs on any yeardage 102-96,Doret
Lumsden's
valueblocks
was in punting
and
34.7butyards
despite real
the two
Mike loose.two apparent clips near midfield that sprung him series in the entire game, while Gee-Gees managed it averaging
only once. Ottawa did put two consecutive first downs Sokovnin suffered a painful ankle injury in the first
Ottawa's
rookieDanquarterback
Jim Colton,
playingafter-in together on four occasions compared to only two minor quarter but managed to hobble out for 10 punts and a
place
of veteran
Smith, polished
off a good
drives, but in the end each team managed only 31 yard average . . . .rookie Rick Nakatsu, the lightest
noon for the Gee-Gees by scampering 42 yards on a Varsity
offensive touchdown. Most of the scoring came - player in the league at 130 pounds, exemplified Blues'
rollout with less than three minutes remaining in the one
dedication by wiping out two huge Ottawa linemen on
one way or another - from the kicking game.
game.
Gee-Gees main advantage was field position, taking the final kickoff . . Varsity again suffered from inconsistent officiating and took 86 yards in penalties to OtIt was a sad ending for Blues' defensive unit which possession in Varsity territory no less than 11 times.
again played an outstanding game, holding Ottawa to The entire fourth quarter was played inside the Blues'
tawa's 45 . . .in other games, Windsor defeated Western
63 yards passing and one offensive touchdown.
18-17.
Both
teams now have 5-1 records at season's end,
54-yard line.
but Windsor takes first place by virtue of its defeat of
Lumsden's
feet
produced
79
yards
rushing
and
10
Varsity
offensive
players
touched
the
ground
in
Otvaluable points from two field goals, two singles and
Western
in
the only game between the two teams thi
of the field on only three occasions during season.
. . . Guelph finished in last place, defeated bv
two converts. Gee-Gees other major score came early in the entiretawa's halfgame
Doret on his 85-yard pass and run York 30-17.
the first quarter when linebacker Wayne Terrv ran fiO touchdown, and- Cor
two short-lived drives that started
J

may

UWO
LONDON (CUP) — Western has
become the first Ontario university
to publicly acknowledge that
students will be penalized for participating inthe second term fees
strike.
University president Carleton
Williams announced Friday to the
university's Senate
studentsas
withholding
fees in that
January,
proposed by the Ontario Federation
of Students and approved by in a
province-wide referendum in October, would suffer 'academic
sanctions'.
Although vice-president (finance)
A. K. Adlington has stated the
sanctions would go only as far as
withholding transcripts, student
leaders fear the psychological effect
on hesitant students may seriously
I affect support for a possible strike.
Academic sanctions could go as
far as expelling a student from the
university.
Williams last night denied
rumours that the COU planned to
advocate witholding the second
instalment of OSAP cheques until
students paid their fees in full.
He complained that the universities "have no defences" against
either the government's unilateral
fees boost or the students' strike
threat. They're like the "ham in
the sandwich", he said.
Williams, who is also chairman of
the Council of Ontario Universities
prefaced his remarks by describing
how the university would cut in a
squeeze play.
"This is not a problem of the
university's choosing, but it is the
body that stands to lose," he said.
He estimated that more than $2
million will be affected if those
k students who have yet to pay their
- full fees withhold those payments in
January.
Williams also referrred to a letter
drafted by the Council of Ontario
Universities April 10 that protested
the fee increase by the Ontario
government.

Grad

(

k
™

act

against

strike

The letterwhich
'strongly
increase,
wasprotested'
seen asthea
deterrent to enrolment. It advised
that an accompanying increase in
funds available to students should
have been made.
Williams added that the fee
increase had been carefully discussed and although the loan portion of OSAP is up. "It's still a
bargain".
Williams was referring to other
provinces that do not contribute any
funds to the federal awards
program. Instead of a combination
of loans and grants, their students
receive their funds in straight loans
up to $1,000 a year.
Addlington said that a fee strike
would have an impact out of proportion to normal years due to the
university's deficit budget. He explained the university would not
only lose the interest on the funds,
but because of the tight money
problems, may have to borrow
money to cover operating expenses.
"Are students going to fight the
government until the last university
(goes
"I
think under)?"
it's
aboutWilliams
time"thatasked.
students
started
thinking
about
aspect,
he concluded.
The University of Toronto
administration has said it will not
penalize students to who participate
in the fees withholing campaign.
Student reaction to the "academic
penalty"
Williams students
is now
forming. move
The byuniversity
council was to debate the issue at
last night's meeting.
Student leaders conceded that the
university was in a poor position,
but the issue of the students was with
Students marched on Queen's Park last March to protest educational cutbacks.
the Ontario government and the
only weapon they had was the
A similar tactic is planned as part of this fall's OFS campaign.
withholding of tuition fees.
fees strike if negotiations with the
At a meeting Sunday night, OFS
in thousands of com- was in the uncomfortable position
government fail.
executive member Ross McGregor studentsplaintwrite
letters to McNie was to be between the students and the provincial
Preparations for a trust fund to hold
and OFS delegate Steve Fuerth and brought to council last night.
government,
the
students
would
like
fees, pending negotiations
The three also stressed that to have the university fighting with students'
continuing.
Larry Bradley discussed upcoming
with
the government, are
although their complaint was with them.
However, they did not rule out the
plans.
A proposal to have Western the government, and the university

union

By NADIM WAKEAM
Ontario graduate student unions
yesterday created an organization
whose only purpose is to distribute
information to one another across
the province.
This left no active grouping of
graduate unions in Ontario, as the
Canadian Union of Graduate
Students decided on Monday that it
would act merely as a coordinating
body for the provincial groups.
The Ontario Graduate Students
Association, according to chairman
Colin Isaacs, of Western will circulate information such as comtuition fees across
parativethe
graduateactivities
Canada and
of specific
graduate student unions.
The association will not act on a
the Onstrikeof until
proposed
tario fees
Federation
Students has
decided what it will do.
Nor will it concern itself with the
formation of labour unions for
graduate teaching assistants.
York and U of T have already
unform theircanown form
stepsOthertouniversities
taken ions.
their own unions without association
support, said Isaacs.
The Ontario members will not be
leaving the Canadian Union of
Graduate Students as was expected
at one point in the summer, but
merely associating together in the
association,
"I don't know where the idea we
were going to break away
fromIsaacs
the
unionwerecamesomefrom,"
national
said.
"There
universities
that did break away because they
felt the national union wasn't doing

to

anything,"
said. and several
Waterloo,he Toronto
other graduate students councils
dropped out of CUGS in order to
divert their money and efforts
available for interaction with other
councils to a smaller, but more
active group of Ontario graduate
councils.
However, after several meetings
last spring and summer of councils

Vic council
The Victoria Council
College (VUSAC)
Students'
Administrative
executive has decided to take
over from SAC the task of trying
to organize a demonstration
against tuition fees hikes.
The demonstration against the
ent to be oflimed
provincial governm
the
to coincide with the openingapprove
d
legislature this month, was
ion of
Federat
Ontario nearly
by the October
two weeks
Students
ago by a vole of 12 to 3.
However, SAC voted against the
demonstration at the OFS meeting,
and last week the council agreed
thai even though OFS as a whole
wanted it, SAC would not
participate.
VUSAC president Gord Barnes
said yesterday, "We are really
Acdecisionto. take
SAC's
angry" withcordingly,
VUSAC decided
on itself the job of coordinating and
organizing U of T students so that

information
The only way things get done is
questions," he said. "It doesn't even when a university student union acts
address
questions."
Askeditself
if tohe theknew
what the by The
itself,GSU
he added.
is in the process of
Ontario group was trying to ac- forming a teaching assistants labour
union.
It
is
also
action on
complish, Hoffman replied, "I have the fees hike proposing
to its members,
The Ontario group will not split suggesting that they pay $100 of
from the national union, Hoffman their second term fees, the amount
charged,
"they'repalatable
trying toto of the hike this year, into a trust
no idea."
make
theirbecause
organization
fund.
the deans" of their schools.

fees
interested in an active group, it
became
to GSU executive
assistantapparent
Larry Hoffman,
he says,
that few of the councils were serious
about forming an active Ontario
union.
He commented yesterday that the
association is evading the issues of a
fee strike and the formation of a
teaching assistants labour union.
"It doesn't answer any of the

to organize
the demonstration will occur.
OFS general coordinator Craig
Heron said last night that the
demonstration is definitely on, with
or without U of T participation. He
told SAC last week that the
withdrawal of the largest student
body in the province, in addition to
Western
councils, mightandhaveQueen's
scuttledstudent
the plans.
Barnes is sending a letter to all
student councils on campus, asking
them to "commitl' yourselves to this
action to the greatest possible extent
thatTheyouletter
can."states Barnes feels "U
of
T's participation
in suchanda
demonstration
is a necessary
integral and necessary component of
the province-wide fees action." He
declares that the fees issue is "simply the most critical to confront the
university
students that
. . .today."
Barnes andindicated
initial
reaction lo VUSAC's proposal has

fees demonstration
been favourable.
In an interview last night, George theMike
at all."College
time. ofNot Innis
presentWalker
Strathy, Law SAC representative said he had not yet been contacted
Barnes and could not speak for
"indications"
there were
that would
Ihe
be discussed
again by
statedmatter
the college al present.
by SAC and a new vote taken on the "But personally I tend to support
question
of participation.
He described
his own support for the demonstration. I can't say more
1 find out more about
it."
the demonstration as "fairly tillSupport
expected
groups.fromA
political
other campusis also
"It's not just fees," said Strathy. spokesperson for the Stop-the-Cut"It's
strong".the whole question of govern- backs Committee said that the
ment attitude to students. . group has already gone on record as
loans
bit." he said, supporting the demonstration and
Talks. . the
withwhole
government,
efforts. that it will aid VUSAC's
were"I getting
nowhere.
think the demonstration is predicted
Barnes charged the SAC decision
necessary to keep student interest in was a "copout". In view of this, he
the matter alive,"
continued.is said, VUSAC will "coordinate and
"Something
more hedramatic
"We will give students
needed," he continued.
T".a chance to
at U ofBarnes
organize
help with
said he
feet."
their
vote
Scarborough College Student was
"fairly optimistic we can get a
Society
president
David
Onley
said,
turnout
that
will
give
government
"We will not be a part of any
indications of how students
demonstration at Queen's Park-at. some
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HERE
TODAY
all day
The upcoming U.S. presidential election
isalsoveryforImportant
not
lust tor interested
the U.S. butin
Canada. Students
canvassing
for
Senator
George
should call 489-5762 and askMcGovern
tor Mrs.
Gordon. Trips will be made Into Niagara
Falls every Sunday10 andam on November 7.
Blood donor clinic upper Brennan Hall.
Primarily all(orare St.welcome.
Michael's
However,
Till 4 College.
pm.
noon
Synergetics 73: City Engineering Is the
topic tor this week. Mohammed Atsan.
planning engineer. City ot Hamilton will
speak onment, thethepublic
problemandof the
servingprofession.
governGalbraith Building 1- pmRoom 120.
Free Jewish University: "The Future of
Jewish
No. 2133.Indentity In Canada" at Sid Smith
Careertalk: James Sutherland. Assistant
Director of Mothercratt will talk about
careers In Day Care; representatives trom
GeorgementSrown
HlncksInTreatCentre willCollege
discussandcourses
Child
Care. Till 2 pm.
6 pm
People orInterested
canvassers
shit workers working
In the ward as6
Board of Education elections tor Dan
Leckie and Bob Spencer meet at 14 Albany
Street at 6 pm. 6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher Supper.
7 pm
Table Tennis Instruction featuring
Canadian Women's Table Tennis ChamVlolettaLadles
Nesukaltls.
Hart House, Fencingpion,Room.
7:30welcome.
pm
Appearance:
Malcolm
In Last
an Informal
question
periodMuggerldge
designed
especially
Auditorium. for the student. Med Scl
Free public lecture
Family:
Present
Future"entitled
will be"The
at the
Faculty and/or
of Education,
Bloor
andheld Huron.
Sponsored by the Interdisciplinary Studies
Department. Sixth In a series entitled
"Women:
Oppression
Guest lecturer:
Kathleen andGough.Liberation"
Chalil ensemble workshop at Hillel
House, 166 St. George St. Student
Council For Soviet Jews Is presenting
biochemistry professor Murry Freedman to
speak on "Life in Russia and the Plight ot
Soviet Jews". The lecture will take place In
THIS WEEK:

AND

NOW

New College Room 1017.
Malcolm Muggerldge. author,
broadcaster, communicator, critic, former
editor of Punch, will be speaking at the
Medical Sciences Auditorium, his last
appearance
U ot T students.
Topic:
■■Malcolm toMuggerldge
Answers
8 pm
Questions".
Meeting of the University ot Toronto
Homophlle Association Author-Explorer
Norman Elder will speak on "Sex customs
oflounge.
primitive
peoples". GSU, upstairs
All welcome.
Free
Jewish
Dialectic" at Hillel University:
House. 166 St."Talmudlc
George
St. U ot T Flying Club will meet In the
Debates Room ot Hart House at 6 pm. The
will be Herb Cunningham
guestthespeaker
from
Find out Experimental
about learningAircraft
to flyAssociation.
at reduced
rates.
8:30 pm
UC Players present a new Canadian
play. "Old Friends". UC Playhouse, 79a St.
George.
Free Jewish held
University: "Worlds In
Chaos"
Room 4, being
3600 BathurstatSt.Shaarel Teflllah
Conversational Yiddish Workshop at
Hillel House, 186THURSDAY
St. George St.
Blood donor clinic10 amTrinity College - The
Buttery.
PrimarilyMusic.
for Law,However,
St. Hilda's,allTrinity. Wycllfte.
are
welcome.
noon
A discussion-encounter with Justin
Thomas, who has written a thesis on stress
and identity (a step by step (ourney through
Inner space from group to rebirth as a
1 pm
person.)
Careertalk: Representatives from the
GET

Ontario government, a hospital and a
private
social service
agency and
will discuss
Social Service
Environments
careers
Involved
Vic VCFtherein.
meetsTillIn 2thepm.Woodger Room
(basement
Old Vic).
All are seminars:
welcome. the
Engineering
Placement
CentrePlacement
will conduct
a seminar
on the method to fill out a Personal
Information Electrlcals,
Form to your
advantage.
Chemicals.
Metallurgy,
and
Geology. Sanford Fleming Building - Room
135."Radical Judaism" at Sid Smith No. 3045
4 pm
sponsored by Free Jewish University.
"Politics in China After The Cultural
Revolution". Professor Chun-tu Hsueh,
University
Maryland.Building.
RBcentSponsored
visitor to
China. 202 ofGalbraith
6:30 pm Programme.
by International Studies
7:30 pm
Kosher Supper at Hillel House.
Kane
at Two
7:30 films
and byTheOrson
Trial Welles.
at 9:30.Citizen
Admission
$1.00 at 9:30 the OISE auditorium, 252
Bloor West.
"JewishSt. libido"
at Free
Hillel Jewish
House, University:
186B St.pm George
Free Jewish University "Jewish
Eschatology"
George St. at Hillel House, 186 St.
Dance Workshop
at Hillel House,
186Israeli
St. George
St.
Free Jewish University: "Moroccan
Sephardlc
at Hillel House, 186
St. George Judaism"
St.
Vietnam: Anatomy ot a Sellout.
CanadiannationalParty
ot Labour
8:30
pm 33 St.forum.
Student Centre.
GeorgeInter-St.

GALLERY
MALCOLMART BATTY
EXHIBITION
MONDAY 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

GALLERY CLUB
open tram
Mon.-Fri.p.m.
Luncheon
126-7:30
noon-1
Licensed Dinner
underrequired.
LLBO. p.m.Hart Houm
membership

INFORMAL DEBATE
QUESTION FOR DEBATE: EXTREMISM IN PURSUIT OF
WOMEN'S
THURS NOV. 2RIGHTS
- 2 P.M.IS- JUSTIFIABLE
DEBATES ROOM
WEDNESDAY CONCERT
HERBIE
TODAY! SPANIER
IN THE
EAST 12:00
COMMON
NOON ROOM
SUNDAY
EVENING
CONCERT
WILLIAM
- VOCAL SHOOKHOFF
QUARTET Sunday,TicketsNov.Available
S - Greet FreeHell At- 8TheJO p.i
Hall Porter's Desk

TABLE TENNIS CLUB
TONIGHT
Evening
play Room
7-10 p.m.
Fencing
Memberships
Available
Ladles Welcome
In it ruction
Ien Women's
Chomp leaIon,luring
VioletCanle adNeeukaltle

BLACK HART
EVERY TUCK
TUESDAY,
SHOP WEDNESDAY
- 12 NOON
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M.

PUB
-AND5.30 THURSDAY
PM.
- 11:30 PM.

"Old Friends". UC
UC Players79a present
Playhouse,
St. George.

YOUR

OHYCiOt
SAMPLE PAGE;
there's f

BOM

COMIC

but
Business
ALL
VERY wfLL
OH Y£*r
THAT'S
tfe>R£
EFFICIENTLY,
caw fill that 6flP

CROWBAR
COMING SOON:
FULL TILT BOOGIE
BAND
NO COVER-NO MINIMUM
TWO ROOMS- TWO DANCE FLOORS
EL M0CAMB0
Spadina at College

Mom skillfully,

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
Hot Combs
Dryers
Setters
Up to 50% off
Suggested list price
The Colonnade, 131 Bloor W.
and
700 Yonge St., at St. Mary

YtSSIR, FOLKS f l*> COR FIR^T VCftR k>e FfWT TC GROS$
$600,000 A^t> N*tT $200,000 AFT6R TAX£S Or°
CHILD-CAR6.
f'M fcJOT KlDDIUif
TH E1^ K>\C£
TH'WG,
a&out
EpuovnarU
Bosioesi
Y0O RifrKT
<xCJ
HOWfc^thelU FROWT.YOU
SHCLU
CASH FLOW
A^YT

CARAT
DIAMOND RING
s29500

Your choice
ot Iwenly-live
excitingin
styles.
Yellow
or while gold
duOes"
—oand.
diamona
ring, matching
wedding
registered
appraisal
'-<-• :aic -ind insurance
20% Student Discount
with ATL card
HUGH PROCTOR & Co.
Jewellers • GemmologiiTs
1430 YONGE ST.
PATIO DE ORO PlAZA»921-7702
Just South ol SI Clair rfjj WH
m

TCfJ fnCKIW, MAfcA-Zllue
M E'AO OF
iw lARRou's
"werjtiwoi
girl ,*«..* auo-reo y
JuL«f 5t« 1171. ' {%
16 PAGES, ONLY 15 CENTS

UNIVERSITY
SCM

BOOKSTORE

BOOKROOM

The first short, highly
readable run-down on
the entire day-care
problem.
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Spadina,

Stollery

gfl

Stoltery would rather fight than switch. Ryan of the PCs
lost by over 3,000 votes.

crush es opposition
university polls to Stollery "hurt us more than anything
By BOB BETTSON
Bucking the Conservative
tide in Ontario, Liberal else. I could understand the immigrants voting for
Peter Stollery defeated incumbent Conservative Perry
Beardsley appeared to rule out another try saying
Ryan
election.by 3,000 votes in Spadina in Monday's Federal "probably next time the party should get another
He called his win "a victory for the Liberals and a Stollery."
Ryan was unavailable for comment but a campaign
vote of confidence in Trudeau." He added that it
worker said that Ryan "had defeated himself by
represented three years of hard work on his part.
According to Stollery, the major issue was whether changing from Liberal to Conservative. He's been such
an MP can get elected as a member of one party and a good Liberal for ten years and this area is a mainly
switch to another as Ryan did. Ryan joined the PCs man".
Mitchell Bornstein, candidate for the Communist
because he disagreed profoundly with Liberal foreign Liberal
Party ofarea."
Canada (Marxist-Leninist), said that despite
When the Stollery victory became apparent New his low vote total of 1 14, "the election has been very
policies.
successful,
we accomplished what we wanted by making
Democrat Bob Beardsley went over to the jubilant
Liberal headquarters on Dundas Street to concede communism and the party a topic of discussion."
defeat. He told the crowd that though he came to
He said that the CPC (M-L) will run in future
congratulate Stollery Jie really felt more like crying. elections to provide a revolutionary alternative to the
Beardsley, who finished third by winning 5,558 votes established parties.
to Stollery's 8,509 and Ryan's 5,599, told The Varsity
Communist Maggie Bizzell said that she "obviously
he was "bitterly disappointed. I can't adequately would have liked to get more votes" but that she wasn't
surprised by her low vote total of 263. She felt that jobs
express
it
without
it
sounding
like
sour
grapes."
He had earlier told his campaign workers that he felt and inflation were the main issues in Spadina.
Independent Syd Stern, who at least triumphed over
very badly because they worked so haTd. It was his
Bornstein with his 184 votes, was unavailable for
fourth election attempt in Spadina.
comment.
Beardsley said he thought that the narrow loss of the

postponed
sfrucfure
discipline
on
The
committee
also
approved, by The university administration is
Professor Trevor Lloyd, the Campbell report.
chairman of the Campbell Program
"We don't want anarchy," he a vote of 4 to 3, an increase of two not prepared
to subsidize
the increase incost necessary
to maintain
and Implementation Committee, said. "We have to take some action dollars to $12 for the health service
its present
level,
comsuggested that before the Internal and take it now". However, the fee for next year, instead of the the servicemitteeas chairman
Paul Cadario
Affairs Committee could set up a committee refused to set up a struc- alternative of a cutback in health
indicated.
ture prior to agreeing on principles. services.
discipline structure they would have
to decide "to what extent you want
to use the Campbell Report as what
youHe want
work problem
on". with the
said toa major
discuss foreign students
Campbell report was its assumption Grads
By
CLARK
PARSONS
it is possible without much difficulty
rep Pete Flinn stated things only 97 Canadians in Oxford and
The Canadian Union of Graduate Alberta
were fine as they are now.
to treat the university community as
Cambridge, and far fewer
Students declared Wednesday that
Mohammed
Adam, also of U of Canadians in U.S. universities than
members of the general public.
when
enrolment
ofCanadian
and/or
"If the university were regarded
A, suggested that most of the there are Americans in Canada. So
students must be limited, foreign
as part of the city of Toronto, the foreign
students
selection
should
be
on
the
basis
of
problem?"
It wasthenoted
that graduate student
the were
VietnamAmericans
war is what's
university could not decide whether academic and not financial and because
or not to invite the police on cam- considerations.
ending, they would now be going fees are not uniform across the
country, which was considered an
pus", he said.
Virtually no solid consensus was home.
There appeared to be a lack of undesirable situation. Again, no
Lloyd objected personally to the reached
on any other issue at the solid
information
upon
which
to
was about
reached
university's giving up its special Hyatt Regency Hotel meeting, base a serious discussion of most agreement
should be done
it. on what
status, suggesting RCMP officers attended
by graduate student meeting.
urge uniform fees," said
might
attend relationship
lectures. "I don't
from 12 universities. matters raised during the three-hour one"Ifrep,we "governments
will simply
the special
withthink
the representatives
The issue of foreign graduate
The bread-and-butter issue of raise all fees to the level of the
police, the special relationship with students
in
Canada
aroused
conthe outside world, should be sursiderable controversy.
money for graduate students seemed
Another urged
that fees be
un- highest
About half of graduate students in to be the keyof theconsideration
r
e
n
d
e
r
e
d
,
h
e
said".
abolished.present
"Gradefees."13 is free," he
points discussed said.
derlying most
Schiff endorsed the structure of Canada are non-Canadians but in
there be fees for
the Caput, the top disciplinary body, engineering departments, the figure during the meeting. Now that funds Grade"Why14?should
The reasons are
as it has existed in the past. It has no is around 60 per cent. Ontario are drying up across the country for
historical;
there's
no
rational basis
students on it.
of
the question
graduate programs,
spends $100 million per year "foreigners"
was raised
as an issue "It's political suicide to pass a
"The reason the Caput has not educating foreign graduate students,
been functioning is not that they according to Doug Pritchard of among the Canadian graduate stu- resolution like that," said Hetzel.
everywhere are screaming
U of Waterloo rep Fred Hetzel "People
can't deal with the questions," he No agreement was reached, asserted:
dent representatives'.
"There are only two ways about education costs as they are
said, "but that no one will bring the however,
on what, if anything, of limiting
the number of foreign
the Caput".
should
charges before
Queen's.be done about this. Universi- students. Either raise their fees and Adam urged the formation of
chairman
, viceCommitt
Hermant
ty of Victoria representative Terry let those with money come, or set a graduate
it."student labour unions, to
ee,
of Sydney
the Internal
Affairs
forassociated
with the Canadian
recommended that the Caput be Peace stated that it was "high quota which m turn will admit only be
Union
of
Public
Employees. faculties
bloody
time"
fees
were
raised
for
those
with
the
highest
academic
tuted
reconsti
and modified by the foreign students, while University of
It
was
suggested
"lure students in"some
with sweet
committee to handle difficulties in
other
no
There's
qualifications.
salaries for the first year, then cut
No firm agreement was reached these the second year. "Once you're
on this question, however. Some there,
you're helpless," said one
representatives voiced a fear that Berd Rima of McMaster said that
structure
union forms new
such action would limit op- representative.
Grad
now."
Lastcare year
they were
were 17doing
about dayportunities forCanadians in foreign graduate
McMaster
Students decided
The Canadian Union of Graduatesformal
centres. allThere
reps washeretalking
from universities
already hadstudents
bargainingat rights.
ies.
universit
ation
organiz
its
with
e
dispens
to
Wednesday
all
across
Canada.
We
were
meeting
right
on
U
of
T's
d
structure designe doorstep, and
One delegate stated, "There are
ana they
iney sent
scm nobody.
nuuuuy.
and set up instead an informal among
the member
informa
disseminate
merely eto student
Under the new format, CUGS will have six regional $@£j|e tO Speak here Sunday
. tion
graduat
councils
*
ay"
from membeWr
gatherandinformation
coordinators inwhotheirwill area
e to take universities
exchange it with other
The new organization says it will be availabl
required.
Black Panther Boboy Seale will be speaking this Sunday at
action, should the members decide it is not
universities.
member
thus
and
coordinators,
Convocation Hall at 1 p.m.
is a member
Toronto's Graduate Students Union
Colin Isaacs of Western,
arethe Daem,
ngly did not attend the Anne
Coordinators
second day of a cross-Canada
of CUGS and accordi
He is the feature speaking of the Student
Woakes
of
University
of
Calgary,
John
Reid
last summer
Mobilization Committee
T
of
U
the
by
conference. The GSU pulled out of CUGS other
sponsored
being
conference
Croucher
Melvin
Brunswick,
in Vietnam.
New
of
war
no
University
liberation
of the
Onta,
on the latest situation in the
of
in hopes, later not realized", ofin joining
University
the
of
Thompson
Elaine
and
McGill,
of
of permission to visit
letter
al
special
a
provinci
with
armed
a strong
Seale will arrive
.
councils ion
student zat
graduate ani
org
. . , Manitoba.
to the SMC
by Immigration Minister Mackasey, according
issued
Canada,
Each
coordinator
receives
$10
to
cover
photocopying
SAL
an explained
There was some doubt earlier about whether Seale could appear.
assistant Larry Hoffm
GSU executive
do
they
and
mailing
costs.
All
to give any
ation.
refused
later
meeting in principle but
the
support
to
that CUGS is "a nonsensical organiz
agreed
Said Hoffman "It's a waste of $10:" The GSU used financial assistance. In addition, SMC organizers feared that the
is talk about academic standards."
pay $300 dollars per year to CUGS before Immigration Department would not let Seale in the country, even as a
to
ng threats
withdrawing.
involvi
. to educati
issues
ed
rt
se
he "They
asignore
. on,
The
has no formal budget. National V'Slt°sreveral other speakers will attend, the conference including York
University meetingsnewareCUGS
Said Jean-Paul Daem of Simon fas"
to
be
held once a year, with local University political economist Gabriel Kolko.
self-styled "super-secretary of CUGS/ 'Although U of individual graduate schools or student councils paying
Security will be heavy at the meeting, according to SMC organizer
T is a very big university, it tends to be pretty for travel costs.
Kathy Dalton.
parochial."

Decision
By LINDA HALL
The Internal Affairs Committee
postponed making a deciyesterday
sion on setting up a university discipline structure until they have
considered what issues are at stake
and what alternatives are available.
The committee is reviewing the
university's discipline policy, and
a final recommenhopes todation tosubmit
the Governing
Council by
Christmas.
Members of the committee
disagreed as to whether principles of
be esought to should
disciplinarytablishedaction
before a structure
be set up. Professor Stanley Schiff, a
member of the Program and
Implementation Committee for the
Campbell Report on discipline,
suggested to the committee that
"the principles should come first
tribunals". by
only thenwerethe recommended
andTribunals
the Campbell Report, which was
never implemented, to deal with
cases involving individuals.
Internal Affairs member,
Professor Michael Grapko, supSchiffs view.
must beportedrelated
to the"Therulesstructure
of the
university"
he
said.
"We should decide what are the
basic rules for the university. Then,
if there is a breakdown, we can
decide what kind of structure will
the need".
meetCommitte
e member, Gus Abols,
up the court
disagreed. "First set decide
what
system and then
jurisdict
asserted. ion these courts have," he

4 The Varsity
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Alex Podnlck
91 St. George St., 2nd floor "Student councils are the Invisible
923-8741, 923-6742
occupation of the campus by the university
— gems walls
ot wisdom
the
of ThefromVarsity
Advertising Manager Bob Brockhouee
authorities. "
923-8171
Phone

councils
Local
Too often, students, denied
leadership by their elected
representatives, sit back and
passively accept their fate.
So, it's encouraging that some
local college councils have
refused to have their constituents' wishes and interests
Ignored by the
ministrativeStudents'
Council. SAC Adlast
week decided not to participate inthe Ontario Federation of Students' demonstration plannedof forthethis Ontario
month's
opening
legislature.

may
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mi niBitIs alive
Council iheol iheStudenis'
University
and
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ot Toronto
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by DaisonsAdPress
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In ihls
newspaper are noiAdministrate
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Councilot
orihetheStudenis'
administration oi the university.
orFormal
businesscomplaints
operaiionaboutol iheihepapereditorial
may
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to Committee,
ihe Chairman,Varsiiy
Campus
Relations
Board ot Directors. 91 Si. George Si,
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SAC

Victoria University StuAdministrative
Coun-in
cil hasdents'
taken
the lead
canvassing fellow colleges to
determine if there's sufficient
interest to support sending a
U of T contingent to the
demonstration. And, according to Initial response
from the councils, it appears
that they may be somewhat
more sympathetic to the
plight of the student community than this
university's
senior student
government.
The demonstration, based
on the strong mandate
students gave OFS in last
month's
wide
referendum, provincehas been called
to impress upon this
province's legislators the
students' dissatisfaction with
last
$100 intuition
fee
hike spring's
and increase
the Ontario Student Award Program
loan ceiling. These arbitrary
moves have reduced
accessibility to postsecondary education and
drastically depleted university
enrolment.
SAC decided not to take
part in the demonstration
because of possible negative
public opinion {what about the
negative student opinion of
their council which last week's
decision earned?) and the
time and energy required to
organize U of T's participation. The local councils apparently disagree. They think
it's worth the effort. And, if
SAC won't get off its ass and
reverse its position, they'll
organizetingent
thethemselves.
U of T's conThe councils' attitude
represents a refreshing
change from past years when
college councils devoted
themselves to organizing
social activities and sitting on
useless committees doing
nothing and going, nowhere.
Perhaps the opposing
opinions about the merits of
the students' cause
represent a shift, leaving
SAC in the Irrelevant position
and the local councils in the
fore.

The Students' Administrative
Councilmay voted
againstU ofparticipating
T contingent.in the fees protest, but local
organize
councils
We don't think the councils
should revert to their former
role. But, more Importantly,
SAC should not be content to
let them take over its rightful
role — advancing the student
position on the provincial and
national scene and organizing
action
issues. on campus-wide

Birth
further

control

helps

imperialism,

but limits
Today's centre-spread discusses the
United States' attempt to Impose birth control
Aware that its decision has on
Latin America in return for foreign aid.
met with such disfavour, and
The way the story goes, according to the
that other student councils Americans, is that uncontrolled copulation in
the
Third
World makes It impossible for the
have felt ticSAC's
refusal to par- underdeveloped
ipate inthe demonstration
nations to supp|y_enough
represents such an affront to food for their citizens and If only the
their constituents that they inhabitants took proper precautions the situation would be much improved.
must step into the gap, SAC
should reconsider and
Well, that may be the way they'd like us to
reverse Its position at next see it, but it's not true. It's American
exploitation
and corrupt local governments
week's council meeting.

necessary
which keep Latin Americans in misery and
poverty.
However, the reprinted article perhaps
passes over the need for educational
programs about birth control too lightly. While
much of the need for a limited population may
be the product of American imperialism and
estimates based on wasteful Western eating
habits, there still is a point beyond which this
planet cannot support life. And, even If the
entire world goes socialist, It'll be necessary
for people to understand the necessity to not
overpopulate the planet.
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that pushed Eric Miglin and the
rest of the executive to throw out the
funding of even
Bobby though
Seale's visit
campus,
it isto this
the
recognized policy of SAC to support
such a visit.
It is evident that with SACs
assistance the students on campus
don't need the Western Guard to
"protect"
radicals
and
blacks. The them
WesternfromGuard,
a small,
right-wing sect, recently ^laimed
that
they would disrupt any such
meetings.

SAC

behaviour

It is equally true that the current
provincial government can also
breathe more easily knowing that
Eric Miglin, Ross Flowers, and
John Hclliwell are all on their side in
keeping the students isolated and
powerless while they carry on the
sham of "negotiations".
Is this to imply that the SAC
executive is an unconscious agent of
aforeign
power?hasI embarked
think not.onThean
SAC executive
isolationist and defeatist path. They
call
on lastThespring's
electionof asthisa
mandate.
foolishness
path is now evident. I call for their
resignation so that the students can
re-affirm or deny the rationale for
SACs current dead-end policy.
Mike
Edwards
InnisSACrep

It is beyond our comprehension
how any person who attended that
Under Attack program could come
to the conclusion that the student
critics got "slammed" unless of
course they are biased and prejudiced in favour of International
"American" branch plant unions.
I also attended that session and if
anybody
slammed
it was Dennis
McDermottgot not
the students.
In using that tired, old, worn out
argument that as long as you have
international companies in Canada,
you must have international unions
to fight them. McDermott proved
once again that both he and his
union are scraping the bottom of the
barrel for reasons to justify their
being
in Canada.
What hein didn't
say
was that
every country
the world
have American companies, but they
don't have American unions.

myth ofhethetried
to shove
downAnother
the throats
students
was
proves need
that his union puts more money
back
into
Canada
than
they
lake
out
The absurd positions taken by the
just does not hold water either. If
SAC during their last meeting are
Steve Sharrott had checked the
aggravated by the critical need of
latest issue of the Corporations and
effective student leadership at this
Labour Unions Returns Act, he
time. SACs position is not simply
would find that this is a deliberate
incorrect and foolish, it is criminal.
untruth to say the least. Needless
The government has decided that
to say the students didn't swallow
it wants to limit the availability of
this.
higher education, and thereby save
And then as if to add insult to
money. It reduces the number of
unemployed graduates by reducing
injury and insult the intelligence of
the number of graduates. The OFS, Story unlikeable; the audience by saying that his union
is not an American union but is an
in coming to grips with the
international union upon being
overwhelming sentiment against the
fee hikes, has recommended that must be biased
questioned as to where else in the
world other than Canada his union
there be a provincial demonstration
Have just read an article in The is situated, he was stuck for an
atconcept
Queen'sandPark.
SAC
defeated
this
in so doing ruined the
under the heading of "USW answer.
chances of other students being able Varsity
Leader slams student critics" —
This article clearly is the most
to organize effectively.
"Internationals present no threat to biased,
the most prejudiced and
It was this upside down decision
most one-sided piece of journalism I
Canada".
have read in a long time and we hope
you will give our views as expressed
here equal coverage.
The University of Toronto Faculty Association has been
asked to appoint a member ot the faculty as a member of The
Ralph Ellis
Varsity
Board
of
Directors.
The
Board's
constitution
requires
Ed's
Note:
The
Varsity
story
merely
that application for this position be solicited in The Varsity
and the University Bulletin. Applications for the Faculty
reported what
happened
at was
the not
enc
o
u
n
t
e
r
.
T
h
e
news
article
Association's
appointee
to
the
Varsity
Board
of
Directors
nor
should
it
have
been
intended
to
should be sent to the Faculty Association office. November
get into a public debate with the
23, 1972 will be the closing date for applications.
speaker. That is the role the television program in question assigns its
student panelists and audience.

Want technology
• I am a third year mechanical
engineering
student writing
in
to free
response
to Chuck"man
Edwards" article
in last Friday's Varsity on
"Engineering: learning how but not
According to Edwards, we as
engineers
mindsonlyof
our own. Welackaresouls
robotsandwhose
interest is preserving the
why".
"technostruclure" and in proving
the validity of mathematical
formulae.
The writer and many other
students on this campus are
dreamers if they think we are
non-individuals.
"programmed
We enjoy
loud, fraternal
gatherings, not for any deep psychological reasons, but simply
because they are fun. Many of us do
not postulate that the study of
"history, languages and the like are
simply exercises for the brain and
not very
useful".
Our belief
is notbe
that
unbridled
technology
should
our nation's primary goal, but
rather that it should serve man by
Freeing him from mindless tasks,
improving his environment and
enabling
interests. him to pursue his real
The strangest
thing is thatdegree,
Mr.
Edwards
has an engineering
Having found the "truth", he wants
to
show usthat poor,
technicians"
we, like "docile
him, may
become truly enlightened
individuals.
Robert Stelzer
Mech III
'SAC decision
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We would hope that SAC would
realize its serious error in passing
the above mentioned motion. In
SAC.
more than
this, thethatyearcouncil
of theshould
"decentralized"
ever
recognize
the
rights
and
responsibilities
universities. of the federated
We would strongly assert that no
such incidents should occur in the
future. We have the right, the duty,
and the ability to make our own
decisions. We will not allow the
SAC
to impose upon
us itspertain
wishes onto
matters
directly
Victoria which
University.
VictoriaAdministrative
University Students'
Council
French chairman
corrects details
I should be very grateful if you
could make the following corrections inyour article
entitled
"UC
French chairman
attacks
Carleton
report" in The Varsity of October

I am quoted as saying Toronto
has the only study program in the "
25.
French-Canadian language. It
should read research programme
instead
of study.
bounds7
of Council
out
The Victoria
Universitystrongly
Students*
Administrative
opI
am
as saying enrolment
poses the position
by theofSACthe in Frenchquoted
courses dropped off. It
last week
that notaken
member
SAC should attend the conference should read in French-Canadian
of the Association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada (AUCC).
Victoria University is entitled to You omit to mention graduate
given by the University of
send a separate delegation from the courses
Toronto. (Miss West has a list of
U of T to AUCC and has endorsed them).
Debra Lewis, VUSAC viceP. R. Robert
president,
conference.
chairman, Department of French
Ms. Lewis tois attend
also a the
member
of the

THE CHINESE INSTRUMENTAL GROUP
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
IN A

HAVE

SAC. Her appointment was ratified
with full knowledge of the above
information. We feel that the SAC
has seriously overstepped its bounds
in attempting to impose its wishes
on this council. Ms. Lewis is attending as a member of this council and
in no way represents the SAC or the
University of Toronto as a whole in
this endeavour. It is a serious breech
of protocol and an insult to the
integrity of this council that the
SAC should suggest that we do not
have the right to choose our own
student delegate.

HILLELWEEN
COSTUME
PARI

Letters to "Write On" should
becharacter
typed, double-spaced
on a 64line,
tributionsand
may besigned.
editedConfor
space reasons. Letters are
published
according toof space
available, immediacy
topic,
and relevancy. Mail letters to
The Varsity, 91 St. George
Street, Toronto 181 by campus
or regular delivery or bring your
letter to The Varsity editorial
offices.
Remodelling and
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Preventive

By BONNIE MASS
reprinted from McGIM Dally
Today,In the"explosive
populations"
portrayed
United States
as one of are
the
world'sFrommostthecritical
problems.
level of propaganda aimed at
lower class women to the highest government
discussions of population, the alleged connection between poverty and population Is continually stressed. Demographic explanations of
poverty have provided the giant capitalists with
a smokescreen to mask their own role in
creating misery.
While the U.S. Government Is now
manipulating the essential right of every woman
to birth control so as to carry out preventive
genocide against the women of the Third World,
revolutionary Cuba regards birth control as a
matter of Individual choice.
Fidel Castro explains that with socialist
economic development, Cuba could support a
considerably larger population:
CubanTherevolution
not blindly
birth "The
control.
size ofIs the
family against
Is the
Individual decision of the husband and wife as
part of their human rights. It is the duty of the
state to furnish them with the adequate means
for having as many or as few children as they
want. The revolution is not scared by population
Increases
not worried by a temporary
drop in theandbirthis rate.
"There are some countries
pretend
that birth control Is the solution, that
but the
only
ones who are saying this are the capitalists, the
exploiters, because no one who understands
what humanity can achieve through science
and technology sets out to impose limits upon
the number that can exist on the earth. This
would be especially out of place In a country like
ours where there is enough land to take care of
a much greater number of people."

Within the U.S. State Department, the
Nixon Administration has established a population "office" which is now responsible for coordinating ef orts of embassy officers, the Agency for International Development, the Peace
Corps, and the U.S. Information Agency to
"encourage less developed countries to focus
on population
The State matters".
Department Itself, attributes all
manifestations of misery In the world to
numbers — "For the vast majority of families in
the
"less developed
possibilities
of improvement
of thecountries"
welfare the
of parents
and
children
are
submerged
by
sheer
numbers."
During the past four fiscal years, the State
Department's
fund-giving arm,
Agency the
for
International Development,
has theIncreased
budget
for
population
control
from
$10.5
million
to $250 million.
In addition to dispensing population control
dollars to dozens of governments, AID pumps
money
Into that
a number
of "philanthropic"
organizations
operate throughout
the world.
One of the biggest recipients Is the International
Planned Parenthood Federation, whose trustees
include Lammot duPont Copeland of the
DuPont Chemical Corporation (Copeland
recently gave $2 million to Harvard University
for Its Population Center), Eugene Black, former
chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; and
George Kennan, cold war theoretician.
During the 1960's, the present IPPF
president, Dr. Alan F. Guttmacher, bluntly
described his fears of Third World revolts:
"Reckless
growthfor without
parallel
economic population
growth ... makes
a constant lowering of the standard of living. Such a
decline, with its concomitant mounting poverty
and hunger inevitably delivers a population to

some kind of -Ism. whether It be communism,
fascism, or Pan-Arabism, and weans them awayideas have been expressed by
from Similar
democracy."
American president Dwlght Elsenhower who
explained
his own support for population control as follows:
"Once as president, I thought and said that
birth control was not the business of our federal
government. The facts changed my mind.
Today, with former president Truman, I am
honorary chairman of Planned Parenthood
(IPPF) because I have come to believe that the
population explosion Is the world's most critical
Hugh Moore, a wealthy manufacturer,
successfully brought the population issue into
NATO and later founded the Population Crisis
Committee,
problem." the Campaign to Check the Population Explosion, and the World Population
Emergency Fund. Today, he Is chairman of the
Association onfor the
Voluntary
colleagues
boards Sterilization.
of these andMoore's
other
agencies Include figures such as Eugene Black,
General William H. Draper (former Secretary of
the Army),secretaryand
ofstate).Will Clayton (a former underIn recent years, both the American
government
"philanthropic"
such as IPPF,andhavetheexerted
continual agencies
pressure
upon Latin American nations to reduce birth
rates. A celebrated case In 1969 was Bolivia,
which
GulfdensiOil's
holdings.hasWhenrecently
Bolivia, nationalized
with a population
ty of less than 4 persons per kilometer, refused
to
institute
programs,
the
World
Bank,"family
underplanning"
American
pressure,
threatened to withhold all development loans.
Another type of pressure has been
conducted by the "Food for Peace" programs.
Since
1968,mustfivebe per
cent of toallprograms
"Food
assistance"
consecrated
for reducing population. The Foreign Assistance
Act now authorizes American presidents to
"consider the extent to which the recipient
country is ... carrying out voluntary programs of
The efforts
population
control."of the State Department are
reinforced
by
pillars of imperialist
as the Ford andsuchRockefeller
Foundations,"charity"
which
operate their own population control programs
throughout the Third World.
Between 1952 and 1969, the Ford
Foundation had distributed $115 million, more
than any other public or private agency. In 1968
alone, the Rockefeller Foundation distributed
$1 8 million or almost twice as much as the State
Department's
population control
outlays.
The Interconnections
between
agencies
Indicate the pitfalls of attempts to examine
"family
planning"businessmen
within a vacuum.
Just andas the
most powerful
In the U.S.
the
leadership of such agencies as AID and the CIA
have developed complex strategies for maintaining economic and political control of "less
developed countries", they have sought to
develop strategies for keeping the world's future
populationthe within
limits" insystem
order toof
forestall
crisis "acceptable
that a multi-national
exploitation will surely produce.
Robert S. McNamara, current World Bank
president, and former Secretary of Defense, has
been a trustee of the Ford Foundation and
president of Ford Motors. He explained:
"All activity (concerning population
matters) arises out of the concern of the bank
for the way In which the rapid growth of
population has become a major obstacle to
social and economic development in many of
our member states. Family planning programs
are less costly than conventional development
projects and the pattern of expenditures involved Isnormally very different. At the same
time, we are conscious of the fact that
successful programs of this kind will yield very
high economic returns."
Today, McNamara's statement Is paralleled
by American policy. "Costly development prohave beenas drastically
In the have
last
seven jects"years
populationreduced
allocations
multiplied.ulationBetween
1966 and 1969,
control appropriations
rose AID'S
from pop$11
million to $18
million. But, In education and
manpower training, funds were reduced by
almost $6 million. Health programs were cut by
$49 million.
Neo-colonlallst strategists such as
McNamara, when they expound the neoMalthustan theory of numbers as an obstacle to
economic development, conveniently omit the
rape of the Third World by foreign capital. Large

year's Inie
asportions
profitsof oneachforeign
foreign loans.
In this way, "dev<
continually
of fi
for
domestic deprived
capital expi
where foreign exploitatic
years,
Americansi
slstentlyNorth
maintained
During
the
1950-60
vested $3.8 million, butpc
$11.5Since
billion.1960 and tf
called "Alliance for Pro;
in Latin America hasfalli
rising. For example. In
exports
have contlt-dir,o
people's
per
cent Inconsumption
the past 10 yc
animal protein increase
world as a whole, It fe
America.
Despite the Latin
provoked by picture
Americanshe
world-wide
Malthuslan
cries
"The food problemof alarr
In ti
likely to be surpluses th
Boerm, former Food ar
butter, warned
and dry that
sklmmei
(FAO),
tions that
led to "exo
serl
world's total markets."
land area iI
commodity
"More
cording
to thedramatic
UN repoi

techniques,
strainseq
one ton of food
nitrogen
worth of 14 arable acre:
been growing one and I
fast asMass
population
since c
starvation
Insufficient quantltlstpf <
Rico where
obi
case
in pointinvestors
Is the*m(
on
invested
capital
(twlo
while the average war.
industrial worker Is on
NorthAtAmerican
the samelevel.
time,
Puerto Rico Is 25 per ce
agriculturally very rich,
pineapples, tomatoes, le
these same food-stuffs f<
greater cost. Fourteen p
at different periods has
the U.S. to reach 40.00C
As early as 1936, th<
upon arebellious
strategy ofpopula
redui
tially
Family
Planning
Associe
affiliate of IPPF, has opei
the island. By 1954, oni
child-bearing age had I
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genocide
;ports are tunneled out
jstment or Interest on

opingthat countries"
are
ids
could be used
islon. In Latin America
i goes back a hundred
capitalists have coniggerlng profit rates,
iod, they directly Inhere able to withdraw
i Initiation of the sofood production
ness",
Incredibly,
Instead of
Vfpentlna, where beef
,'K-dn, the Argentinian
beef has dropped 50
its. While the supply of
i 12 per cent in the
18 per cent In Latin
American food crisis
luper-exploltatlon, the
ply contradicts neo. According to the UN,
s near future is more
n starvation." General
1 Agricultural director
S3 supplies of cereals,
milk reached proporus problems In the
nly one-tenth of the
; under cultivation acttlll are what new
and fertilizers can do;
als in production the
Food production has
iree-quarters times as
ihe
jes mld-1950's."
not result from
aoitallst distribution. A
ifcLta colony of Puerto
In a 26 per cent return
as high as In the U.S.)
) of a Puerto Rlcan
i-half lower than the
the cost of living in
t higher. The island is
iroducing sugar, fish,
luce, but re-Importing
r local consumption at
rr cent unemployment
caused emigration to
yearly.
United States decided
ng theSince
Island's
lon.
then,potenthe
ion of Puerto Rico, an
ited clinics throughout
■sixth of all women of
sen sterilized, and by

in

1965, one-third.
Today, Puerto Rico Is used by the U.S. as
an artificial showcase of capitalist development.
While
it Is pretended
that "Operation
(1945-55)
Industrialized
the island. Bootstrap"
It Is also
pretended
that
"family
planning" since
1936 brought prosperity.
In 1964, the Fourth Western Hemisphere
Conference was held In San Juan, Puerto Rico.
One of Its many themes was how to win support
or "tolerance" from the Catholic hierarchies. It
was widely advertised that priests in El Salvador
and Uruguay had publicly endorsed "family
planning". Heavy emphasis was placed upon
Individual governments' co-operation with the
family planning programs of the Organization of
American States.
In order to convince Latin Americans that
"familypeople
planning"
agencies
the Interests
the
at heart,
the have
confidence
of theof
masses must be won. North American Protestant organizations had long been a willing Instrument Inpromoting the necessary trust for
wide-spread acceptance of U.S. programs.
The Church World Service, with support
from AID and other agencies, has Initiated
"family
programs on
a world-wide
scale. Itsplanning"
activities particularly
emphasize
selection of "leaders" through training conferences
and seminars for public officials. Another specialty of theInCWS
Is creation
of "experimental"
programs
villages
and urban
slums often
through Latin American universities. Guatemala
has had its own national CWS program.
Another major International agency
created to mobilize private wealth and power for
sharing public policies is the exclusively ruling
class Population Council, which was Initially
established by the Rockefeller family. Today Its
leaders Include such industrial magnates as
Henry Ford li, Richard Mellon, Stewart Mott.
The Population Council serves mainly to
finance research Into such topics as attitudes of
poor women in El Salvador toward contraception orthe study of male attitudes towards
fertility control by the School of Politics at
University Sao Paulo In Brazil. In Trinidad, the
Population Council has supported programs for
clinically testing the IUD. In 1953, Ford Foundation appropriated $14 million for expansion of
the Council's bio-medlcal laboratories used in
fertility research.
The Pan-American Health Organization
(PAHO) organ of the World Health Organization
of the UN helps furnish existing programs with
medical knowledge and necessary materials.
PAHO has assisted government programs In
Trinidad and clinics In the small towns and rural
villages of Costa Rica, as well as other Latin
American countries. Although under UN
auspices, PAHO Is also supported by Ford,
Rockefelfer, Population Council and others.
One of the largest centers for training
"family planning" personnel and processing

Latin

America

data has been CELADE (the Latin American
Demographic Center) in Chile. CELADE had
instituted the famous KAP surveys (Knowledge,
Attitude, and Practice) which "demonstrate the
demand for goods and services, In this case,
birth control". Population
The project Program
was Initiated
at theat
International
Center
Cornell University In New York. Interviews are
conducted with questions concerning health,
fear of Infidelity, effects of contraception on
pleasure, and the effects on male authority.
CELADE has also engaged In projects In
the Central Valley of Chile, demonstrating the
IUD. There are smaller sub-centers of CELADE
such as CESPO In Costa Rica. In Nicaragua with
a population density of less than 10 per square
mile, CELADE has supported fertility control
efforts of the social welfare offices.
Hundreds of family planning clinics
throughout Latin America carry the title
Association Pro Blenestar de la Famllla — IPPF
affiliates. AID not only funds these clinics, but
maintains many of Its own. In Jamaica there are
122, and in Honduras, with one of the lowest
population densities In the Western
Hemisphere, there are 60 clinics.
Another front for AID'S enormous
expenditures Is the Pathfinder Fund which supports IUD experimentation and helps supply
almost every country In Latin America with free
or low cost contraceptives. Pathfinder Is known
for 'pilot' projects such as the series of
"simplified
experiments carried out In
a rural areamedicine"
near Caracas.
As shown previously, private foundations
were the early backbone of 'field-testing' and
general
propaganda
in thehas'family
planning'
field. Ford
Foundation
contributed
generously to such projects as the study of sideeffects of contraceptives In Puerto Rico (one
million dollars), and to Mexico for International
training In Culdoscopy a quick and Inexpensive
method of sterilization.
In Colombia, the Rockefeller Foundation
has put large sums into the ACFM program
(Association of Colombian Faculties of
Medicine) for Its population center, concentrating work at the University Del Valla. The
Catholic newspaper, El Slgle wrote in a 1965
article that 40 thousand Colombian women had
been sterilized under the ACFM program. Small
money payments, promises of free medical
services, free lipstick, and artificial pearls were
offered.
In Bogota, the headquarters of the
Population Reference Bureau Is also supported
by the Rockefeller and other business
magnates. For 40 years, it has been concerned
with distribution of educational Information,
focusing on elementary text-book, high school
publications, and regular bulletins. Trustees
include Frank Abrams (Jersey Standard) and
Lawrence Wilkinson (Continental Can). The
Bureau has organized "population dialogues"

for high level
newspaper
wealthy Industrialisofficials,
ts, and labor leaders.editors,
In Brazil, American Protestants were
actively
to the
peasants peddling
and Indians"family
as earlyplanning"
as 1962. Medical
students from the University of Golas discovered that Presbyterian missionaries had undertaken mass Insertions of the IUD In the
underpopulated area along the Belem-Brasllla
highway. Northeast Brazil has had a population
density of about one per square mile and an
extraordinary high infant mortality rate of 465
per thousand. Yearly per capita Income In the
state of Plaui has been $77.
The area is one of the largest well-watered
regions In the world that has not yet been
heavily settled. In 1961, American investors and
rachers had been buying up enormous tracts of
land,
and programs
discoverycreated
of thea scandal
missionaries'
sterilization
which
led to an official government investigation, conAmericans.firming the genocidal activities of the
Ten years later. In October 1971, a similar
scandal erupted. The daily O Estado de Sao
Paulo ran a condemnation by the Medical
Association Guanabara (AMEG) of BENFAM, an
affiliate of International Planned Parenthood
with 41 clinics throughout Brazil, 28 of them
'pilot'
In Universities.
Speaking of
BENFAM,clinics
the doctors
wrote:
"The great propelling motor of the
programs of this entity are the funds coming
from the IPPF whose offices are In New York
cited agreements signed by the
and AMEG
London."
state
governments of Rio Grande de Norte and
Espiritu Santo with BENFAM.
"BENFAM Is using deceitful terms."
"You only have to use the pill or the IUD to
resolve your family's financial difficulties."
Mariois Pacheco
as we
know Dr.there
no countryargued,
In the "Asworldfar where
povertyOn has
been erased
control."
December
2 of the bysamebirthyear,
the same
newspaper ran a headline entitled "One million
sterilized
AMEG,
between 1965inBrazil".
and 1972, According
BENFAM hadto sterilized
a mlllfon women. The secretary-general of the
National Conference of Bishops, Don tvo
Lorshelder, signed the protest, abhorlng the
BENFAM".out "Its
Dractice
of"criminal
abortionphilosophy
methods ofIs carried
against
the
poorest classes and Is against the interests of
the
country."Ramos
The claimed
Bishop that
of Belem,
Alberto
Gaudenclo
in the Amazon
Region, foreign missionaries had also been
working with BENFAM. A statement the
following day called upon all Brazilians to expel
the 'depopulators'.
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monopolies
news
of forming
Irving accused
Irving October 24.
The
case
is
said
to
be
the
first
in
sons
when
he
left
the country. (He of Defense
Costello
has
been
the
principal
FREDRICTON (CUP) — New
Lawyer Gillis introduced
involving daily newspapers witness so far. The industrialist an- cited recently-passed succession
Brunswick is saturated with news- Canada
copies
news stories and features
duties as the reason for his from theof Saint
nounced earlier this year he was no departure).
papers owned by the K. C. Irving in combines charges.
John papers to refute
The trial, being heard before the
Company, a combines trial was told
resident,
charges they slant or distort news or
last week.
New Brunswick Supreme Court, longer a New Brunswick trial
Costello
also
gave
unclear
from
the
for
gave evidence
and present
Howard Coutts, vice-president of was ordered last July, following his
critical
of Irving's—
residence in Bermuda.
testimony on criticism that Irving- ignore eventsArticles
on pollution
the Chicago-based Audit Bureau of preliminary hearings and more than
The publisher identified and read owned papers make about Irving enterprises.
one mentioning the Irving
Pulp and
Circulation
(ABC) saidhouseholds
about I45,of work by federal com- notes, seized March 31 by federal enterprises. On October 23 he said Paper mill in Saint John as one of
000
New Brunswick
are two years
bines investigators into the produc- combines officers, which said that he could not recall an editorial in the the
biggest offenders, and another
tion, supply and distribution of New Irving bought the Fredericton Daily Saint
served by six daily papers. All ex- Brunswick
of Mr.John
Irving.papers "directly critical on an Irving barge which caused an
newspapers.
cept the French language Moncton
Gleaner
in
1968
"in
the
public
oil spilldealt
— were
produced.
Other
"When Irving interests have been exhibits
Gillis has tried to prove the Irving
L'Evangeline are owned by comwith strikes,
accidents.
On Wednesday October 25 involved in news events, they've been Tires and labor problems at Irving
panies belonging to New Brunswick newspaper empire is not as harmful
industrialist K. C. Irving.
a monopoly as other newspapers in interest".
Costello testified the two Irving- reported on extensively," the
Irving-owned papers reach some Canada. He introduced ABC cir- owned morning papers in St. John publisher
claimed.taken last June in Maritimers have been upset for
In evidence
culation reports, and Coutts testified and Moncton lose money but are
108.000 of those households, acsome time about Irving's
numerousin
cording toRalph Costello, president the circulation of Nova Scotia's kept operating as a public service. Bermuda, and introduced October holdings
monopoly
of the New Brunswick Publishing principal dailies — the Halifax Under cross-examination, however, 23, Irving said his business empire much of theandNewvirtual
Brunswick media.
Company which produces the Chronicle-Herald and Mail Star — he admitted the New Brunswick received no special treatment from plants.
The trial has been adjourned until
was 115,810, compared to the Irving Publishing Company, which
Telegraph-Journal
papers. They were treated worse
6, when it will reconvene
Times in Saint John. and Evening papers' 108,000 combined produces one of the financially- his
than others, if anything, he declared. inNovember
Moncton. Some New Brunswick
"I don't think that he's been sources
Coutts later told defense lawyer circulation.
troubled papers, showed a profit of
have
speculated the case will
Donald Gillis circulation rates of The implication was that the $260,000 last year.
treated any blacker than others, but
Scotia dailies published by the
Costello said he thought Irving it would be the position of the papers eventually end up in the Supreme
New Brunswick dailies are "lower Nova
deciHerald have a larger should have sold the Gleaner. to lean in that direction tf there was Court sionofcouldCanada,
affect because
the threethe major
than most" major daily newspapers Halifax
in other parts of Canada. He also monopoly than Irving papers. No Reading from copies of notes he any suggestion we were giving him
mention
was
made
of
the
fact
K.
C.
agreed, after looking at a list he
made in 1968, he said "this (sale) favorable treatment," Costello said newspaper chains in Canada.
prepared
of all Brunswick,
papers with there
circula-is Irving Ltd. has been lied rather will take the sting out of the charge
tion in New
loosely with the Halifax Herald you (Irving) want to control public
WHOLiSALE
"certainly a variety of points of view Ltd., which publishes the city's two
WAREHOUSE
"Tf New Brunswick can support
opinion.
dailies.
Lawrence
Daley,
Irving's
FASHION
expressed."
The New Brunswick Publishing lawyer in Nova Scotia, is vice- five daily newspapers, it is difficult,
Company, the Moncton Publishing president and director of Halifax if not impossible, to argue that all
Company Limited, and University Herald Limited and is on the boards five should be owned by one man,
CHECK THESE GREAT BARGAINS
Press of New Brunswick in of several Irving-controlled com- who also has radio and TV interests
panies. He also has a controlling and is interested in so many other
Fredericton are charged along with
K. C. Irving Ltd. on four counts of interest in a Halifax radio station.
New Brunswick
life." 26,
On of Thursday
October
forming mergers and monopolies. No conclusive evidence has yet been facets
produced to show Irving has a con- Costello told Gillis that Irving once
trolling interest in the Halifax suggested a foundation should
Decision reached company.
Gillis also referred to papers in operate the five Irving-owned daily
BLAZERS S
The University of Toronto has Windsor, London, and Edmonton papers in the province. The newsreached a decision on the grievance which he said were the only sub- people ofpapersNew
would beBrunswick
"given to
the
SMOCKS
3S
or
the
Tiled by Tired library employee Dave
stantial ones published in their students of New Brunswick, or the
Owen.
respective cities. The number of universities of New Brunswick".
CRAZY T-SHIRTS *4° 3'° $10
No mention was made of the fate
However, John Parker, U of T's copies circulated, and the number of
Manager of Management- Labour households in their retail trading of that suggestion. Irving
.
GOWNS
$10 - $20
Relations would not release the deci- zones are larger than those of the transferred the ownership of his
sion until union steward Tom Irving dailies, he said.
. BLAZER SUITS w BAGS S£ IVJ22 ■ '30
publishing
companies
to
his
three
Bribriesco had been informed.
. MEN'S SHIRTS ... 55 3/ s12
A letter containing the decision
went out to Bribriesco, yesterday
SPECIAL - PLAID BAGS «=D$5
afternoon, Parker said.
YOU'VE
GOTPRICES
IT COMING
TO YOU!
LOWEST
DISCOUNT
ON
Owen was Tired October 18, the
* HI-FI
STEREO
EQUIPMENT
GIVE
US
MAKE
SANSUI,
PIONEER
KENWOOD.
day after he attended a union
210
SPADINA
AVE
SONY, DUAL,TV TELER1NKEN ETC.
* COLOUR
meeting, as a representative for
AND MODEL...
ZENITH. RCA, ADMIRAL ETC.
workers in his department.
WE
DO
SELL
(BELOW
DUNDAS)
' CAR-RADIOS
AND TAPEBLAUPLAYER
Although he was told he was fired
FOR LESS!
ALL
INCLUDING
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY FROM 10-9;
AM-FMMAKES,
AND STEREO
MODELS. PUNKT
for
"unsatisfactory
work".
Local
1230 of the Canadian Union of
SATURDAYS FROM 9-6
LOOK
AROUND
FOR
YOUR
BEST
DEAL...
Public Employees contends he was
THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE
dismissed for his union activities.
KROMER RADIO Ltd. 910-6700
112 HARBORD ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OH bh-ADINA) CLOSE TO U OF T
ADVERTISEMENT
NEED A JOB?
Weekend
part-time evening
positions, and
lor waitresses,
kitchen
help, cashier and greeting hostess.
Must be reliable with good appearance. Ap ly in Person:
FRAN'S
332 Yonge Restaurants,
St. at Gould
2275 Yonge St. at Egiinton
Peter's
SportST.Centre
606 BLOOR
W.
TORONTO 4, ONT.
(Near Palmerston)
Tel. 537-3813
10% off for U. of T.
STUDENTS (with card)
General Sporting Goods
ADIDAS
LEVI'S
TRAVEL
BAGS

BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!
—National Board of Review
of
Roman filmPolanski's
MACBETH
«.»,«:.J,mlim-h.|[,ml.-*.,i Annn.M.uIii.Sh.«
■* tvjn liomani. William
l*ol<inski.„.iKerinelhTynan
Shakcs|>e<irc
. ,t^.„
HughBraunslnTH
M. Hefner
Andrew
i>...-.ii..iinman Pulanski
W«l, ni^n|larlkind|ih.w«*IilnT^IA()ii5 [§)
Starts FRIDAY Nov. 3
Won., Tuea., Thurs., FN. at 6:30 and 9:05
Wed., Sal., Sun. at 1:30. 4:00, 6:30 and 9:05
FOR SPECIAL STUDENT
GROUP RATES AND SHOWS
PHONE
362-2504
WEEKDAYS

Sunglasses
f
that get
darker
as the sun
gets brighter y

PHOTOSUN

AT
MUSIC CENTRE
n's
^KKW S
T
691 m
Yonge
aSt.
er
TORONTO'S
NEWEST
h
RECORD
STOREFULL-LINE
IT'S NEW:
CAT STEVENS CATCH BULL AT FOUR
3.99
IT'S NSW:
CAROLE KING RHYMES AND REASONS

3.99
M
CLIP THIS COUPON FOR 50° OFF
ANY REGULAR PRICED ALBUM.
(SALE ALBUMS NOT INCLUDED)
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Ottawa

to

set

up

science

Alberta U boycotts Kraft
LETH BRIDGE (CUP) - Continued student pressure has persuaded the
administration to remove most Kraft products from the University of
Lethbridge cafeteria.
Food services director Bob Powesland announced that all tines but one
are being replaced by non-Kraft products.
said. He has been unable to find a replacement for Kraft salad dressings, he
Powesland said the decision came only when it became apparent the
issues wouldn't "blow over".
Successive articles in the student newspaper, the Meliorist, contributed
to the move. The first was a lengthy feature on the national Kraft boycott by
Canadian University Press. A later Meliorist article dealt specifically with
the Lethbridge cafeteria.
A kraft sales representative told Powesland that agitation at the
University of Calgary and the University of Alberta had died down, and the
administration did not move against Kraft products at either campus.
The National Farmers I Inion is in the second year of its. nation-wide
boycott against Kraft Foods Limited. The NFU is seeking the right to
bargain collectively with Kraft and other large food corporations to secure
higher prices for Canadian farmers.
Kraft refuses to negotiate.

research
centres
Dr. Aurele Beaulnes, secretary
Colleges
of
Canada
(AUCC)
in take.
OTTAWA (CUP) — The federal Toronto Nov. I .
of the Ministry of State for Science
government is seeking a new
(equivalent to depuThe sessions so far have been andtyTechnology
research policy that will increase
minister) across
wants the
centresto tohelpbe
research and development done in described as consultative meetings distributed
Canada
Canada.
fight
regional
disparity.
toviewssolicit
the
scientific
community's
on Canadian research policy.
The results
government's
concern
from the growing
almost
But opposition to such plans
The most concrete suggestion
complete lack of research work from the meetings is that "centres of would likely
tablishedcome
universitiesfrom
from thewhichesbeing carried out in Canada by excellence" should be established to
the expertise for the. . .cenforeign multi-national corporations. carry out scientific research. The most tresofof excellence
are likely to come.
Officials from the Ministry of centres actually would be research
State for Science and Technology establishments which would deal The realities of faculty empire
make it highly unlikely that
have scheduled meetings with exclusively with one subject area. building
large influential universities like
various university representatives. They could investigate such broad the
McGill
or
of Toronto
as northern development, would allow University
moves to diminish their
The government officials have topics
mass
transit,
improvement
of
influence
without
a
fight.
already met with university agricultural productivity, or such
presidents and deans of engineering. specific areas as the development of The government's target date for
A meeting with the representatives a non-polluting automobile.
completingis its
reof graduate schools is scheduled to Officials are still discussing the evaluation
the research
end of 1973.
coincide with the annual meeting of
Legislation
is
already
being
planned.
the Association of Universities and form any of these centres would
Liberal

edge in
U oil polls
University
students
divided of
their Toronto
support
among the three major parties
in
withMonday's
Liberalfederal
victorelection,
Peter
Stollery having a slight edge.
The pollCollege
which included
the
Victoria
residences
provided Stollery's largest
plurality
he polled 1 15 votes
to Newas Democrat
Bob
Beardsley's 46 and Conservative Perry
Ryan'swon 62.
Stollery also
narrowly
the
poll which included Trinity and
Devonshire Place residences as
well part of UC's, polling 69
votes to Ryan's 68 and
Beardsley's 35.however, won at
oneBeardsley,
of the New College Polls,

shoe &ouTm(U6

Student support was split among the three major parties.

WEDNESDAY
^

shot sljoppcs

Open Thursday and Friday Nites
C.O.D. orders accepted
Credit and Chargex cards honored

Falrview Mall
262 Yonge St.
Oshawa Shopping Centre
1475 Yonge St.
Adams Apple Boutique
101 Bloor St. West
126 Bloor St. West
Shopper's World, Brampton
774 Yonge St.
•Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada or the Villager Shoe Shoppes Lid.1

MOT!

WALLBAN&ER'S

Steak

Rust Leather.
Black Leather.
Only $55.00

ha

gaining
85 votes
Stollery's
and Ryan's
54. Heto also
narrow-56
ly
won
at
St.
Mike's
votes to Ryan's 66withand68
Stollery's
Beardsley56. also carried polls
at the Married Students
Residence on Charles Street
and the Graduate Students
residence on St. George, but
only by small margins.
WASHINGTON
- A
Army
can't(CUPI)
count
New
1965 England
to take newspaper
seriously decided
Pentagonin
body counts in the war in Vietnam.
In September, it was able to
announce the end of the war.
Accordingand tostatistics
the dispensed
collected
information
byU.S.thehasDepartment
Defense,
killed everyof man,
womanthe
and child in Wr
the Lf
Democratic
f
Republic of Vietnam.

Dinner

4 PM TIL. CLOSING
You get: a Wallbanger rib-eye steak,
baked potato or french fries, tossed green salad
and hot buttered roll all for 99c. (from 4p.m.)
HOW'S THAT FOR HONEST VALUE?
j
6
e
se

STEAK EMPORIUM
204 BLOOR ST. WEST (across from the Museum)
Open daily from 1 1 :30 a.m.
(FULLY LICENSED BY THET.LBO)
: f
Bl

met
CONTACT LENS
CONSULTANT
FOR BETTER VISION
2875 BLOOR ST. W.
233-7273
TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE
EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES

8 7™ ™«
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Caffs for bi-national state

Marxist
says Quebec
Canada,
Restructure
per cent to 14 per cent, of the
"Trudeau has chosen to ignore
this occured, he said, "initially in
ByZOYA STEVENSON
and Quebec
a "sea of ofpoverty"
economy, and secondary
both ration
a setting of colonialism, which today acreated
Marxist scholar Stanley B. those dimensions," he continued.
immense
"concent
industry fell from 37.1 per cent to
Ryerson, said last week that he Ryerson contended that the 1867 is aHesetting
of corporate
monopoly."
figures demon- 36.9 while the tertiary sector rose
He showed
described
the
two
stages
in
the
wealth."
tion "pretended there was
a discrepancy between from 38.5 per cent to 45.9 per cent.
stratingwide
believed
as a restructured
bi-nationalthatstate"onlyis there
a possibility confedera
two Quiet Revolution and the "ex- the average family incomes of But he said this was irrelevant to
an arrangement between
was
and
ties,
that the French and English Canadians in the situation faced by workers today
national communi
of HeCanada
"I960's plosion
beganscholaire"
with bythesaying
impertinence
was working."
speaking at a graduate structured so that the province of of
of Quebecois
The range
the
Catholic
priest
who Quebec.
Quebec.amount of automated
earnings is from in The
Tamilies average
sociology seminar on social change Quebec became a state for the challenged in a book, the authority
compared production in Canadian industry as
year
per
$6,000
to
$4,500
in contemporary Quebec.
Quebec existed in an of the Church and ended with the
yet
,
Quebecois
to $7,000 and $17,000 for English- a whole is small, Ryerson claimed.
Ryerson is the author of a number overall federal system which
of Quebec.with a Thus the question of the structure of
residents
of economic history books, in- accepted bi-national ity in terms, but popularization and radicalization of speaking
He said
he agreed
Quebec history in Leandre
cluding The Founding of Canada denied it in substance."
social relationships is whether or not
and Unequal Union.
He said one result of the d'Histoire
that there is a discernible development
Bergeron'sde Quebec.
Le petit Manuel questioner
takes place to the adshift accompanying expansion of
Ryerson argued against constitutional ambiguity is that
vantage ofall.
which enables a society "For the
first time in its history,
prominent Canadian historian today people see Quebec in the The author continued that the production
of dominion-provincial "explosion scholaire and the rapid to maintain greater proportions of the question of socialism and inDonald Creighton's position on bi- framework
(service) type work. He
relations, instead of as an equal growth of radical ideas are part of tertiary
culturatism.
"Quebec
nationalism
dependence are on the agenda of the
viewed as a hoax, the product of partner and constituent of Canada. those things that have coerced the noted that from 1951 to 1961
powers
that
be
along
with
the
need
primary
industry
dropped from 22 trade unions in Quebec."
political salesman, as Creighton
He stated that "it is precisely the for a modern industrialized
contends," he said, "denies the relationship of dependence to
English capitalists which has
state."
the Canadian
duality
STARTING NOVEMBER 4 - 8.30 p.m.
Ryerson said the growth of
"Evenof Lester
B. Pearson," he aggravated and will continue to students
enroled in school from
Edward
Johnson Building-Concert Hall
noted, "made the subersive observa- aggravate national resentment in society."
665,000 in 1945 to 2 million in 1967
tion that Quebec was in a way, the
could
be
attributed
to
the
changing
homeland of a people, and thus At the nexus of the "phenomene
NEW MUSIC CONCERTS
recognized the need for a new way of Quebecoise"
Quebec." was the late I8th cen- and complex needs of industry. He
looking at French- English relations
tury "intersecting of in- cited a report which co-related the
dustrialization inan expanding in- rate of profit in industry to the
in The
Canada."
author said he favoured the
dustrial corporate society, with growth of quality in education.
positions put forward in the competition including the owners of He said that the explosion
Bilingualism and Biculturalism New France, New England, New scholaire resulted in the restructuring ofthe school system
WW
Report initiated by Pearson, saying Holland and New Sweden, in a
through the creation of the CEGEP
presents its first exciting performance
it was "an encyclopedic expedition competition signalled by the English (community
He noted that
of Henote."said the B and B Report victory in the Seven Years War." instead of 70colleges).
STUDENT SINGLE TICKETS ONLY $1.00
cent entering the
"The other component of the labour market per
through
the technical
looked "not only at the dimension of evident
phenomenon,"
he
said,
"becomes
when the evolving national schools, only 30 per cent did, thus
ENCHANTRESS (R. Murray Schafer) SOUND POETRY presented by Ihe Four
linguistic inequality of Quebec, as
Horsemen - by Nicho. R. Barretto-Rivera. Paul Outton, Steve McCaflery.
Mr. Trudeau would have us believe, community and interaction among making an implicit criticism of a
PROLIFERATION (Claude Vivier) GRAFFITI (Walter Hekster) SEQUENCES
but also at the dimension of the social classes have intersected in a society which encourages only one
(John Hawkins) - world premiere - work for two chamber ensembles.
social, economic, and most particular way historically speaking, English Canadian out of three
French Canadians to go to technical
Featured artist: Jean Laurendeau (Odes Martenot)
significantly, the political dimension to create the dilemma of the French- school.
of the inequality of Quebec."
Canadian nation."
Ryerson claimed that the
Tickets: 481-3371
industrialization of Quebec had
or at the box office, evening of performance
For a series brochure on all the New Music
Trosf runs for mayor
Unclassified^
Concerts performances, please call the ticket
number, Monday to Friday. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
The Young Socialists and the League for Socialist Action Friday BABYSlTTEH-lo care for, enjoy, and play
announced that Jacquie Henderson will run for mayor of Toronto on a with 2 boys, 18 mos. and 4 yrs. while I
work. 4 afternoons a week - live out
socialist platform.
Although Henderson stated in a campaign speech announcing her decision Bloor-Dovercourt 536-1035 after 6
VARSITY ARENA HOCKEY
to enter the race "City Hall is now dominated by the friends of the devolpers SKI AUSTRIA - Feb. 10-25 - two weeks in
Innsbruck,
incl.
flight,
transfers,
meals
and the corporations", most of her speech dealt with women's rights.
specialinformation
S299 (applicable
until Nov.Brian
30).
More
call (evenings):
Day care, abortion facilities and women's rights highlight her platform.
VARSITY GRADS vs VARSITY BLUES
266-1368
or
John
267-4166
or
Bemd
261"I'm
the
kind
of
feminist
who's
a
fighting
feminist,"
she
said.
She
added
4176
she particularity likes feminist demonstrations.
FRIDAY NIGHT. NOVEMBER 3rd 8:00 P.M.
The YS-LSA also announced that U of T political economy graduate EXPEDITIONS: Overland London to
TICKETS $1.00 ON SALE NOW
student Ellie Kirzner will run for alderman in Ward 8. Kirzner ran Yucatan:
Capetown: Eastern
TorontoIsland:
to RioSolar
de Janeiro:
AT ATHLETIC OFFICE, HART HOUSE AND VARSITY ARENA.
Eclipse.
unsuccessfully for the SAC vice-presidency in I969.
The
Trekkers:
2453
Yonge
St.,
Suite
No.
7,
U of T student Cliff Mack will run for education trustee in Ward 6 on the Toronto
slate.
ROOM AVAILABLE: 3rd floor Vladimir
House,
Co-ed
Residence}65.1as Spadina
of Nov. 6.(Innis
If interested
please
phone
928-2512
Innis
Residence
W.A.A.
COME HEAR A FIRST-HAND REPORT
Office
ASSOCIATED TYPING Service - Theses,
ON
essays - French, Latin - experienced
typists - electric typewriters. 713 Spadina
FIGURE SKATING
Ave. (South of Bloor) 922-7624
ABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL
REFERRAL service sponsored by
"LIFE IN RUSSIA
Intercollegiate Figure Skating
Women's
and
Thursdays Liberation.
7:30 to 9:30Clinic
at U ofTuesday
T Advisory
Bureau, 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or
PRACTICES BEGIN TODAY
& THE PLIGHT
phone 533-9006 any time.
PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can
help oryou.comeCampus
469-1111.
WEDNESDAYS 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Call
1:30-4:00Birthright,
p.m., Monday
thru
at the Terrace Club
Friday, 69 St. George.
(Mutual at Dundas)
"THE
SKI
GROUP"-Ski
Mont
Ste.-Anne
JEWS"
EVERYONE WELCOME
Dec. 27 to Jan. 1/73. Trip includes: tranOF SOVIET
sportation,
accommodation,
meals,
lows,
BY
lessons. Price $128.00. For information
call 889-7677
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used tur
PROF. MURRAY FREEDMAN
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
HILLEL FILM SERIES
Spadina
betweenol funQueen
and 8-18.
Dundas. Good Ave.selection
furs sizes
PRESENTS
FACULTY OF PHARMACY
Cleaning and repairs (lur and fur fabric)
363-6077,
open
9-6
Mon.
Sat.;
til
8:00
PROF. FREEDMAN RECENTLY RETURNED FROM
Thurs. and Fri.
THE INTERNATIONAL BIOPHYSICS CONGRESS IN
SALE SALE SALE used (urniture lor sale.
MOSCOW. WHILE THERE, HE MET WITH JEWISH
Going
out ol business
years.
ACTIVISTS WHO SUFFERED GREAT
Pearl Furniture,
29 CentreafterAve.42(behind
DEPRIVATION IN THEIR ATTEMPT TO GAIN
new
city Bargains.
hall). 363-0965. Will deliver.
Bargains
FREEDOM FOR THEMSELVES AND THEIR FELLOW
STARRINGPOPPA?
WHERE'S
SOVIET JEWS.
ROOMS - Campus CO-OP has Doth
George Segal and Ruth Gordon
single
and
double
rooms"
available,
cheap, close to campus, more than just a
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
or 964-1961
Sunday, Nov. 5
orplacecometo live;
to ourPhone:
main 922-5496
onice at 395
Huron.
8:30 p.m.
QUEBEC SKI TOUR - $55. Dec. 27^an 1,
7:30 P.M.
5accommodation
days skiing at with
Mt. Ste.
Mclennan physics bldg.
healedAnne.indoorExcellent
swimROOM 202
ming pool. All transportation
included.
ROOM 1017 NEW COLLEGE
For information
write: CANADIAN
SKI
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
ADMISSION 75c
(CLASSIC AVE. AND HURON)
phone Gord Allan. 247-2339.
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Touch Football - Standings
win loss tie
Gofers
6 0 0 12
6 0 6
Tachyards
10
Jocks
5 1 0 point
Team Terrific
5 1 d 1012
5 0 0 10
Dodgers
8
Ball Carriers
4 0 0
8
4 2 0
Stompers
Yankees
8
4 1 0
8
4 2 b
Cooper's
Ligaments
6
3 1 0
Rihts
6
Selects
3 3 0
6
3 3 0
Arrythmia
6
Team 50
3 2 0
Nads
3 2 ' 00 . 6
6
3 2 0
Athletic Supp
5
2 3 1
Monks
4
2 3
Slackers
2 3 0
4
Skule 7T5
4
2 4 0
Pharmacy
2
1 4 0
Gonads
2
1 5 0
Maulers
4
0
2
1
Wye Iiffe
5 0
2
Pure Crap
4 0
2
Idiots
4 0
2
Heat It and Beat It
2
W2 Associates
5 0
1
Canucks
t0 2 1
0
Boulton Goldens
5 0
0 6 0
0
Nummtes
Each team with six or more points makes the playoffs
SPORTS SCHEDULES ■ WEEK OF NOV. 6 to 10
SOCCER (Balance ofNorth
league schedule)
6 3.00
Mon. Nov.
Wye vs For (Re- sched) lerullo
rues. Nov. 7 12.15 North
Pharm vs Eng. Ill Homatidis
3.00 North
Arch vs Knox Carline
Wed. Nov. 8 1.00 North
Scar vs Sr.Eng Basta
U .C. vs New Carline
3.00 North
Emmanvs Wye Ho
3.00
Thur. Nov. 9 12.15 South
Dent vs Trin.A Homatidis
North
3.00 North
Med vs Law Bielecki
2.00 at Erin
St.M.A vs Erin (ref provided by Erin)
Vic vs phe Robinson
Frf. NOV. 10 12.15 North
12.15 South
Eng. Ill vs Emman (Re-sched) lerullo
RUGGER (Balance ofWestleagu xhedule)
Mon. Nov. 6 1.15
Eng.il
vs PHE.B Sorbie
Tues. Nov. 7 1.15 West
Law vs Wye Kitchen
Wed. Nov. 8 1.15 West
Eng.l
vs Trin.A Gueli
Thur. Nov. 9 1.15 West
Wyc.vs
Eng.ll
at
Scar
PHE
vs
Scar
(ret Wickens
provided by Scar)
4.00
Trin. B vs PHE. B Kitchen
Fri. Nov. 10 1.15 West
TOUCH FOOTBALL
Playoffs start Mon. Nov. 6 and schedules
will be available at Intramural office on Nov.
2. All teams with 6 or more points have
qualified and managers should double
check with office.
VOLLEYBALL
Mon. Nov. 6 6.30 at Erin
Med.A vs Erin (ref provided by E
Rear vs Law Bodnaruk
8.30
9.30
Wye vs Trin Bodnaruk
Tues. Nov. 7 8.00
Eng.ll
9.00
For.A vsvs St.M.
Pharm Kalvins
Kalvins
Emmanvs Music Melnyk
Wed. Nov. 8 7.00
Med.B vs Vic Melnyk
8.00
Dent vs PHE Leshchyshen
Thur. Nov. 9 8.00
Knox vs Eng.l Leshchyshen
9.00
SQUASH
Tues. Nov. 7 8.20
Trin.A
vs Med.A
9.00
ViC.I
vs SGS
Wed. Nov. 8 8.20
Dent
vs Law A
Trin.B
vs Vic.ll
9.00
9.40
Med. B vs Massey
Thur. Nov. 9 8.20
PHE
vs Eng
9.00
Law B vs St.M.A
Law C vs U.C.
9.40
LACROSSE (Balance of league schedule)
vs Eng
Traftord, Brykman
1.00 PHE.A
9.00
vs U.C. (Re- sched) Orlando, MacNeil
6.30 Knox
ratford,
(Re-sched)T
Trin
vs
For
7.30 Vic vs Erin Trafford, Cuthbert
Cuthbert
8.30
St.M. Trafford, Cuthbert
6.30 DevHsevs
vs Innis Orlando, TammTamm
7.30 For
Orlando.
Scar (Re-sched)
vs
Dent
vs PHE.B
Orlando,
Knox
8.30
Orlando, Tamm
Brykman
1.00 St.M. vs PHE.A
Trafford, Cuthbert
6.30 Dent vs PHE.C
Trafford,
Cuthbert
7.30 Dev.Hse vs Vic
Trafford, Cuthbert
Eng.
Erin
MacNeil, Brykman
Fri. Nnv. 10 8.30
U.C. vsvsvs Trin
1.00 Scar
Mon Nov. 13 9.00
MacNeil. Orlando
For
10.00 Innis vs Knox
MacNeil, Orlando
HOCKEY
vs Arch
7.30 Grad.Stud.A
Mon
Nov.
6
8.30 Pharm. A vsvs U.C.ll
12.30 Trin. B
vs Eng.5
Dent. B
Innis
II
1.30 PHE.C
9.30
vs
St.M.C
10.30 Med. B vs Eng.4
7.30 Sr.Eng
vs Vic. I
r
Nov.
9
8.30 PHE.A
vs Erin
vsvs Med.
12.30
Eng. 3
9.30 Dent. A
4.30 Knox
vs Med.A
Law IID
vs Jr.Eng
10.30 Law I
vs St.M.A
For.
A
7.30
vs Med. C
Tues.1.30 Nov. 7
7
8.30 Eng.
PHE.B
vs St.M.B
vs St.M.D
Fac.Ed.B
9.30
4.30 New I
vs
Trin.
A
vs
Vic.lll
Dent.
C
10.30
7.30 Scar. I vs U.C. I
Nov.
10
j vs Eng. 6
8.30 Music
vs
Scar.ll
12.30
9.30
Innis I
Grad.Stud.B vs Law III
1.30 Mgt.Sludie
10.30 Fac.Ed.A
Dev. Hse vsvs Vic.ti
vsvs U.C.I
5.00
Trin.A
6.00
PHE.A
Sr.Eng
Wed
Nov. 8
St.M.A
vs Law I
8.00 a.m. For. B vs Eng. 1
7.00
12.30 Eng. 2
vsvs Scar.l
vs Vic. V
9.00
Erin
8.00 Med.A
Vlc.l
1.30 New II
vs U.C. Ill
vs Dent.A
4.30 Vic. IV
10.00 New I
vs Scar.lll

Intramural Touch Football
Tuesday October 24
Arrythmia win vs. Pharm default
Tachyards win vs. Slackers default
Pure Crap 1 2 vs. Maulers 14
Thursday October 26
Tachyards 19 vs. W2 Associates 7
Selects 6 vs. Arrythmia 12
Monks 0 vs. Nads 20
Team 50 19 vs. Maulers 0
Cooper's Ligaments 13 vs. Athletic Supp 12
Friday October 27
Jocks 6 vs. Gofers 20

Skule 7T5 win vs. Pharm default
Pure Crap 7 vs. Yankees 4
Team Terrific 26 vs. Selects 20
Monday October 30
Cooper's Lig. 12 vs. Gonads 6
Tuesday19 October
Tachyards
vs. Skule317T5 0
Stompers win vs. Maulers default
W2 Associates 19 vs. Nads 18
Nummies default vs. Monks win
Gofers win vs. Wycliffe default

Interfaculty Lacrosse
Division I
Thursday October 19
Erin 11 vs. Eng 3
Vic 2 vs. Dev Hse 2
Tuesday October 24
Vic 2 vs. PHE A 6
Wednesday October 25
St. Mike's
Erin 6winvs. vs.
Dev Eng.
Hse default
1
Monday
October
Vic 1 vs. Eng 9 30

Bishop's
LENNOXVILLE (CUP) — A
spokesman for Bishop University
said today suit for S2, 280,191.46 in
damages has been filed against the
university on the half of a former
student who sustained a serious injury a year ago as a member of the
university's football team, the
Bishop's Gaiters. Harold (Butch)
Voce has been paralyzed from the
neck down since he broke his neck

Division II
Tuesday
October
Innis 3 vs.
Dent 224
Scar 4 vs. UC2
Trin 2 vs. Knox 2
Wednesday
OctoberB 1 125
Trin 0 vs. PHE
Thursday October 26
PHE C 2 vs. Innis 1
Knox 10 vs. For 2
Monday
Scar 5 vs.October
PHE CI30

football
player
sues
"sub judice" and
this precluded any
tackling a member of the Georgians
furlher comment. Voce, who is
of Sir George Williams University recovering
in Queen Mary Hospital
during a regular season game at in Montreal, has jusl acquired a
Bishop's in October 1971. Alex K. special electric wheelchair which he
operate using his neck and
Paterson, Chairman of the Ex- can
ecutive Committee of the Board ol shoulder muscles. He is taking a
sociology course at Champlain
Governors
filing Regional College, on the Bishop
of the suit ofin Bishop's,
Sherbrooke,addedQuebec,
University campus in Lennoxville,
superior court meant the matter was by means of tape recorder lessons.

Paul's
candidates flop inthe St.
Women
left, and the fact that three
Ron Atkey's
victory Monday for
women
contested
the seat.
the Conservative Parly in St. Paul's
The
combined
votes
of the women
riding,cidedunseating
Ian
Wahn,
coinwith a national trend against
candidates amounted to only one
the Liberal government, and also
fifth
or
the
total
vote.
dealt a blow to the Women for
"People wanted a change, but Felt
Political Action movement.
a switch to the Conservatives to be
Atkey defeated Wahn with 14,571
the safest Dorothy
way to Martin
achieve atthis,"
votes to 1 3,646 in an upset. Indepenexplained
the
dent Kay Macpherson finished with
Macpherson committee room.
1,905 votes, well behind NDP canAtkey yesterday attributed his
didate Mary Boyce'sElizabeth
3,965. Hill
success to the high number of unCommunist
decided voters (44 per cent- on the
garnered 136 votes, compared to
Thanksgiving
weekend)decisions
who seemed
i)
to
make
last minute
in his
Social
Credit
candidate
John
Bilan's
101 and Communist Party of
favour.
Kay
Macpherson
Canada (Marxist-Leninist) can- as well as NDPer Boyce.
He also mentioned his last heavy
didate Crawfordformer
McNair's
49. of
Macpherson,
president
Campaign workers at the canvass of the riding in the week
the Voice of Women, had not ex- Macpherson
committee
room at-of calculated
prior to the
was hea
tributed her failure
to splintering
risk,election.
but it paid"Itoff,"
pected towin, but had hoped to do
announced cheerfully.
Atkey added he was glad
Macpherson
run inof this
election.
"She
kept thehadlevel
debate
at a
TENNIS
Boyce
commented
yesterday
she was "very pleased" with that
her
showing,
since
the
NDP
share
of
the
EXHIBITION
vote
increased about 50 per cent
highhadlevel."
compared
to 1968.that people who
She added
ONTARIO'S BEST
wanted to vote against the governBarb. Bravkovsky
ment normally chose the second
place candidate,
which was the
Conservative
last election.
Vera Komar
showing.
Boyce was not surprised by either
Wahn's victory or Macpherson's
Sports
Benson
2nd Gym
floor 320
HuronBuilding
St.
Macpherson
what I would
Tuesday 2.00 p.m. Nov. 7th
expect
from an"gotindependent
who
ALL WELCOME
campaigned
a year," and
she said.
Demonstration of strokes, tactics, etc.
Wahn, Hill,for McNair
Bilan
were not available for comment.
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Interfaculty Football
Division I
12
win lost tie points
PHE
St. Mike's
Vic
Eng
Division II
UC
Meds
Trin
Scar
New
For
Remaining games: Today: Scar vs. UC 3 pm
Tomorrow: New vs. For 3 pm
Games last week: Wednesday October 25
Eng 7 vs. PHE 21
Thursday October 26
9 7 vs. For 0
Vic 14 vs. St Mike'sScar
vs. UC 14
Friday October 27 Trin 1015 vs.
Vic 6
Tuesday October 3lEng
Meds 12 vs. Trin 13

tnterfac

report
Interfaculty Lacrosse
Standings (October 30)
Division 1
Division il
Erin
6 0 0 12 PHE B 5 1 0 10
7
Vic PHE A 4 1 0
8 Dent 3 1 1
7
6 Knox 3 1 1
St.
32 4
2 01
6
Vic Mike's
4 Scar 3 2 0
5
3 Innis 2 2 1
Dev House
1 A 1
5
2 PHE C 2 3 1
Eng
1 6 0
3
For
12
1
1
October - PHE A vs. St. Mike's T""
0
3
1
0
UC
0 4 0
- not reported
October 28 - Dent vs. Scar
- not reported

Game

Scar
Scarborough defeated PHE C 5-1
Monday night in a lacrosse game marked by
rough play on the part of PHE.
Scar'soffensive
superiorenabled
passingtheskills
constant
team andlo
dominate the first half, just as their defensive
play gave them the balance in the final 20
minutes.
Well-ex
ecu led
passing
helpedaheadScar's1-0
Bowyer
to put
the east
end team
early in the first period. Bowyer's goal came
shorlly'after
Nakamura's
breakaway shot was
slopped by PHE
goalie Malchett.
Five minutes inlo the game Smith made
il 2-0 for Scar.
However, late in the first period PHE got
back inlo the game on an angled shot by
McGoey from the left side of the crease. Scar
goalie Brian Nash was beaten cleanly even
ihough he moved to cut down the angle. The
goal was assisted by D. Taylor.
Scar widened the score again on a

PHE
wins over SMC, 10-7
PHE's closest game of the season was won by Dave Mellach's field goal In the closing minutes
of the game. MacConnell scored SMC's only touchdown In the second half.
marred

defeats

PHE

'"triangle
the second
period.
Nakamura play"
scored,early
withinCotter
and McBride
assisting. The goal came with PHE a man
short, D. Taylor serving a penalty for
highsticking. With Taylor still out,
Nakamura almost scored again after taking a
pass from Cotter; but this time Nash stopped
him.
Scar's Bowyer got his second goal of the
game late in the second period, while D.
Taylor was serving his second penalty, this
time for tripping. Bowyer snapped the ball
from centre court and Nash didn't even see it
goScar,by. again
One minute
made itcourt.
5-1 for
with a later
shot Smith
from centre
Scar played defensively in the second
half,
protectaround
their four-goal
PHE trying
sprayedto shots
the PHE lead.
goal
crease, but few found the goal area.
The Scar team checked consistently
forcing the PHE players to get the ball away
quickly and preventing any goals from being

by

C

penalties

in

Division

set-up.
Bowyer
leastduring
three
hard shotsScar's
on goal
from blocked
a PHE atplayer
the third period.
PHE outplayed
tryinga
to knock
Scar "over-aggressively"
players rather than play
passing game. What passing they did do was
disorganized and sloppy. On the other side,
Scar used court-long passes to advantage to
put them ahead.
PHE's goals.
rough The
play PHE
and penalties
cost
the team
team hadalso eight
penalties
to Scar's
(oneforofhaving
the Scar
penalties was
a bench four
penalty
too
many men on the floor).
The other Scar penalties went to
McBride for roughing and highsticking, and
to Smith for highsticking.
For PHE Tessaro was high man with
four penalties — two for highsticking, one for
roughing, and one for charging. D. Taylor
was sent off for highsticking and tripping and

II

R. Taylor also received a highsticking
penalty.
PHE's McGoey spent a good portion of
his time on the floor trying to knock down
Scar players, rather than play lacrosse. In one
instance, with Scar ahead 2-0 in the first
period
down Scar'sto
McBridehe systematically
and Bowyer, knocked
and attempted
"check" Serio to the floor, but instead fell
himself. PHE's D. Taylor was the second best
brawler
on thethe floor
team;on heoneknocked
March
occasionScar's
but
received toa penalty
for it.
At halftime PHE's McGoey was told the
score and replied "We'll kill them this half."
They didn't. At one point PHE's R. Taylor
attempted to fight with Scar's Bowyer, dropping his gloves and stick to the floor and
wailing for Bowyer to do the same.
Scar's McBride was given a penalty in
the third period for taking a swing at a PHE
player,
threwto hisservestickhisagainst
the wallandas hehe casually
walked over
time.

Rotenberg

likes

Hall

Paul Rimstead (right) and Jacquie Henderson are considered underdogs in mayoralty race
against David Rotenberg (left). David Cromble and Tony O'Donohue (unseen) are also
contenders.

Dropouts
OTTAWA (CUP) — Poor
employment prospects were cited as
the major reason full-time undergraduate enrolment has skidded
to a halt, according to information
released by Statistics Canada.
A government lelphone survey of
most university registrars indicated
that the actual increase in enrolment
is .5 per cent for the fall term. It is
expected that by the end of the fall
term, drop-outs will reduce the
growth rate to zero.
The survey discovered marked
regional differences. Universities in
Western Canada had marked
decreases, while Ontario universities
experienced a slight increase,
Quebec universities enjoyed a fairly
large increase of five per cent.

question
Preliminary figures of another
Statistics Canada study indicate the
major reason students dropped out
of university was the lack of employment opportunities after graduation.
Dr. Miles Wisenlhal told CUP
the survey contacted students who
had not returned to complete their
degree courses. The students
overwhelmingly said that the major
reason for not returning was that
they could not see going deeply into
debt to obtain something (a degree)
that was of questionable value.
The survey also indicated that a
higher proportion of young people
coming from low income families
dropped out of university.
This clearly shows that, despite
eovernmenl claims of promoting

Universities
By PAUL McCRATH
Canadian universities, if they wish
to avoid government interference,
must make a group effort to clarify
and consolidate research policy in
the near future, according to a
report released by the Association of
Universities and Colleges of Canada
Wednesday.
The authors of the report, retiring
AUCC president, Louis-Phillipe
Bonneau, former vice-director of
Laval University, and J. A. Corry,
of Queen's Univerformersity,principal
think a clash between universities and government on the
subject of research is possible.
Corry said in the keynote address
to the association's annual meeting
being held this week in Toronto at
the
Hotel: there
"For has
the
last Hyatt
two orRegency
three years,
been looming on the horizon a likely
collision between the two legitimate
and even indispensable principles of
action.
"First, the health, vigour and
effectiveness of university research
requires freedom for the researcher,
which means resources to do what
he wants to do in the way that seems
right to him. Second, it is the
legitimate and indispensable principle of constitutional government
that governments must account for
the expenditure of public money and
give satisfactory assurance that

degrees
universal accessability, the poor
simply do not have the same chance
to obtain post-secondary education
as do the children of the better off.
The study also showed that
Quebec students were more militant
and
"anti-establishment"
than
students
Wisenlhal from
said. other provinces,
Some 25 per cent of those polled
were back in the educational sphere
either as part-time students or in
community colleges.
Statistics Canada has reached
agreement with universities to conduct a survey to determine ifthere is
any
regional
to drop-outs
and the
reasonspattern
for their
decision.

warned

significant public benefit will flow
for the appropriations to particular
"We have said elsewhere that the
universities,
purposes." generally speaking, lack
an explicit policy on research. Actual y, they have had for many years
an implicit policy, to push research
in the general areas which these
three
support." that each
The councils
report recommends
university set up its own objectives
in research in co-operation with
other universities and governments.
It hopes
that co-operation
will
avoid
situations
the commission
often found: research attempts
scattered and lacking in imagination, and duplication of effort.
"Resources are widely scattered
over many institutions and persons,
much of them put into small projects
too many of which are open to
serious
question," theestablishing
report states.a
ll recommends
library of information about ongoing research all across Canada to
avoid the duplication and noncentralized research.
Also recommended for an experimental period of time is closer
scrutiny by the funding agencies of
implications for research grants to
see that they fit into the desired
Since an increasing amount of
pattern.
lime and money goes into research.

to

J. A. Corry, co-author of report.
Provincial governments, through
educational grants and the federal
government, through federal funfor research.
ding agencies, provide most funds
The report referred to the three
agencies most responsible for funding research within
the universities:
the National
Research
Council.lhe
Medical
Research
Council
and the
Canada Council.
"They therefore have had a large
influence on the policy or the
universities.
post-graduate
levelResearch
takes uponan the
increasing
part of

record

Mayoralty candidate David Rotenberg Wednesday defended the record
of the City Council in the last three years, while others attacked it for being
blindlyRotenberg,
pro-growth.
a Ward 1 1 alderman and budget chief for the city, told over
600 people at St. Lawrence Centre that "our present city council has made
Toronto
exciting place
live.'11 1 and the "reform" candidate, David
His anco-alderman
for toWard
Crombie, agreed with Rotenberg that "Toronto must be kept special and
liveable", but interpreted it differently.
"The has
preservation
neighbourhoods
is the key,"groups
he declared.
Rotenberg
consistentlyof voted
against neighbourhood
opposing
high-rise developments, which threaten to break up their communities.
Alderman Tony O'Donohue, who has supported development almost to
the same extent as Rotenberg, also had a vision of Toronto as a "beautiful
city ofA vocal
parks,critic
mallsof and
flowers."
Rochdale,
O'Donohue emphasized that a strong family
fe is the foundation of any community, and must be strengthened. He also
statedQuestioners
that policefrom
shouldthe beaudience
supported
heavily"whatever
criticizedtheythe do."
present council for
its record of poor attendance, conflicts of interest and compliance with the
destruction of neighbourhoods.
League for Socialist Action candidate Jacquie Henderson, a feminist
who insistedbums
on being
corporate
out ofcalled
city "Ms.
hall. Henderson", declared it is to time to kick
She attacked council members for being consistently pro-development,
suggesting as an example that 18,000 of the 19,000 acres of land near
Toronto needed for construction of houses is owned by three developers.
Toronto Sun columnist Paul Rimstead also joined in the chorus of
criticism of present councillors, asking why council takes so much time to
approve subways and expressways when it requires little time to decide on
70-storey buildings which are a major cause of heavy transportation
expenditures.
Rimstead, who was introduced by moderator Larry Solway as a
"tongue-in-cheek candidate" for mayor, surprised the audience by
situation."
(racial)
He hastened
to addof that
he believed
Toronto
had good black
a black-white
the possibility
suggesting
communities and "bad" white ones as well. He did not elaborate further, but
may
referring to conflict
fears among
Toronto's black community
leadershavethatbeena significant
may some
come ofabout.
Crombie emphasized citizen involvement in decision-making.
"I want to keep this city growing in a way that supports
neighbourhoods", he said. "City hall must be kept open and the people must
be involved
Rotenbergcontinuously."
also backed some degree of citizen participation, advocating
"mini planning boards" to be composed of "responsible citizens". He
emphasized that these people were to be "not interested in confrontation but
in constructive
O'Donohue, involvement."
an engineer, said the way to control cars in the city is to
require clean fuels to be used in them. He reaffirmed his support for the
Spadina Expressway.

reappraise

the commission felt that research
could do a disservice to the university and the community, if it is
unfavourable to the report".

City

research

the educational grant dollar.
Government in addition to feeling
that much of this money might be
wasted, is becoming increasingly
aware of its own research needs,
such as urban studies and investigations ofpipeline possibilities
Corry.
in the northland, according to
He said the late 60's were a time
when "governments took alarm at
the escalation of university costs
generally
and when their
in the universities
wasconfidence
severely
shaken by the turmoil within the
Bonneau stressed at a press
universities." that most universities
conference
thought that "more (research)
meant better", adding that they
couldn't be blamed. "It's the way
ourCorry
civilization
works."
added that
the reasons for
as "defects"
described
he
what
research are connected
to thein
ma: : ive growth of the universities in
theThus,
last decade.
the report suggests that
before the governemnl takes strong
action, universities and colleges
should clean their own houses.
Corry said after delivering his
"sensed
that he was
on theof report
speechtemper
the
the meeting
not
done atctionsthewithin expense
of
other
the university. fun-

"We add that frontier research (to
be distinguished from reflective inquiry, which is the research of facts
already known) competes in the
minds of considerable numbers of
university staff members, and leads
that to concentrate on it at the
expense of teaching," the report
It recommends that universities
says.
revise their policies on promotion
and salary increases to give equal
weight to undergraduate teaching.
The commission feels that the
governments — both federal and
provincial — should give special
attention on a national basis to
building up centers of specialization
in limited fields. For the middlesized universities, this will nourish
both quality research and regional
aspirations.
The report also recommends that
funding agencies put aside a portion
or their money as research risk
capital, to insure emergency surplus.
The authors suggest that AUCC
encourage iversidiscussion
withinin un-an
ties and governments
attempt
to
define
the
research needs of both. critical
The flow of funds to the
universities should be more strictly
regulated, the report advocates, to
ensure that each one makes the best
use of scarce resources.
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HERE
Effective Monday, Here and Now
will Include listings up to and Including
events scheduled for the morning of the
next paper. Activities held before noon of
the next Issue (for example, Wednesday
noon for a Monday paper) will be
published In the previous paper and not
repealed In the eubaequen! paper. This
change has been made In response to
reader requests.
TODAY
9 am
Blood donor clinic school of dentistry.
Primarily
lor
dentistry.
welcome. Till 3:30 10pm.am However, all are
"New Perspectives on the Chinese
RevolutionUniversity
of 1911".ot Professor
Hsueh,
Maryland.Chun-Tu
Recent
visitor to China. 202 Galbraith Building.
Sponsor: International Studies
Programme.
noon
Last day lo reserve lor suppers for
Monday and Tuesday November 6th and
7lh.
12:30 pm
Come and pray with Vie VCF. Vic
Chape!. (Old Vic 2nd1 pmdoor).
Representatives
from theProtessional
School of
Social
Work will discuss
Social Work Careers. Non-Pro!esslonal
SocialnanWork
be discussed. McLenPhysics willBldg.also4Room
pm 203.
Wine and Cheese Party as usual at 16
Bancroft
Ave. Theto announce
Graduate Students'
Union
is pleased
its fantastic
success last week, wethatwilldueonceto
again
al (he beGSU.serving imported wines. See you
6 pm
Arab Student Association holds its
weekly
informal
meeting.
Everybody is
welcome.
7 pm
SMC Rim Club presents "Two Lane
Blacktop''and starring
Wilson
WarrenatJames
Oates. Taylor,
Carr Hall,Dennis
admis ion S1- Again
5 pm10 pm.
Listen to Varsity Blues hockey on Radio
Varsity. Follow the Blues at home and away
with
live play-by-play
coverage.
the Blues
play the Grads.
Radio Tonight,
Varsity,
8:20Third
am. 96.3
FM
on
Rogers
Cable. on
in a series o! lectures
Hungarian History sponsored by the
Hungarian
Students'
Borbely — "The
era otAssociation.
enlightenmentSteven
and
the post-Napoleonic era". Sid Smith, rm.
1069.
8:30 pm
UC Players present a new Canadian play
-"Old
Friends",
UC
Playhouse, 79a St.
George.
CUT

COMPUTING
COMPUTER

SATURDAY
6:30 pm
A Roller Shating Party sponsored by
Varsity Christian Fellowship! Meet at 6:30
pm in7:00
fronttoof9:00Hart pmHouse
with cars.
(rom
at Mimico
Arena,Skating
then
Chapel 7:30
for cocoa
Allto Hilltop
are welcome.
pm and fellowship.
SMC Filmstarring
Club presentsTaylor,
"Two Lane
Blacktop"
Wilson
and
WarrenatJames
Oates. Carr Hall,Dennis
admis ion $1. Again
8 pm10 pm.
Annual Hlllelween Party will be held at
Hiltel House 186 St. George St. Bring
costumes and il not
8:30 come
pm as you are.
UC
Players
present
"Old Friends". UC
Playhouse. 79a St.midnight
George.
SMC FilmwithClub
presents
"Don't Knock
the
Bill Haley
Carrflock"
Hall. Admission
onlyand49S.Little Pilchard.
SUNDAY
11 am
"God is atpro-lile"
be discussed
celebrated
the HartwillHouse
service for andthe
university community.

Toronto with
Mayoral
Candidates
— Panel
discussion
Aldermen
David Crombie.
Tony
O'Donohue.
and
David
Rotenberg.
Auditorium. First Unitarian Congregalion,
175 St. Clair Ave. W. (near Avenue Rd.J.
Public welcome. 7 pm
SMCLowerFilm Depths"
Club presents
JeanRabin.Renior's
"The
with Jean
Carr
Hall. pm.
Admission by7:30series
pm ticket. Again at
9:30
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew at
Hillel House 186 St. George St.
Again,under
the choir
ol Bloor otStreet
United
Church
the direction
Rev. Donald
Gillies
Is
presenting
a
musical
treat
Schubert's Mass In G and other works by—
Bach. Flnzi and8 pmVaughan Williams.
Students will be welcome at this event.
Knox College
"A Newin
Celebration
For Allmode.
Topresents:
Sing",
service
the
contemporary
Knox a Chapel
59
8:30
pm
St. George Street.
Hillel Film Series presents "Where's
Papa?"
room 202.Admission 75 cents. McLennan,

Opponents

hopeful

election

■ siVtMi '^ssVps^Ma mm
LART
M
T
HOU51
ART GALLERY |
GALLERY CLUB
MALCOLM BATTY EXHIBITION I
open
from
Mon.-Fri.p.m.
Luncheon
12 noon-1
MONDAY
p.m. 1
Dinner
under 6-7:30
LLBO. p.m.Han House
Sunday 112-5a.m.-9
Tuesday-Saturday
11p.m.
a.m.-5 p.m. ■j Licensed
membership required.
SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
WILLIAM SHOOKHOFF
- VOCAL QUARTET SUNDAY, NOV. 5 - GREAT HALL - 8:00
Tickets Available Free At The Hall Porter's Desk
BLACK HART PUB
EVERY TUCK
TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY -AND5.30 THURSDAY
ARBOR SHOP
ROOM - 12- 5NOON
P.M. - 11:30 PM.
PM.

airport
IS V€RY enTGRTAimnG
flow appearing in
the Lounge
BILL HARRISON
Folk Artist
9fTlonday
P.M. thru
to
BRSSOJS RGTflURflnT
A PART OF TORORTO SlIICC 1929
On Yonge St. at Gerrard
368-3503

OUT

WITH

THE

CENTRE?

MANUALS?

CALL US, WE CAN HELP.
S/370-165
(HASP, HSJS, GPJS)
S/360-65
(Interactive Systems)
Information Office
(General Information
and Manuals)
AND

kills

Opponents of the proposed Pickering Airport are optimistic that
Monday's federal election means the end of the plan, or at least, an adequate
study before it goes ahead.
Both Conservative leader Robert Stanfield, who may well turn out to be
Prime minister, and NDP leader David Lewis, who holds the balance of
power between the Liberals and Conservatives, have gone on record as
saying that there is no proven need for a second large airport in the Toronto
area.
In addition, a survey of Metro area candidates carried out by People or
Planes, the chief anti-airport group, shows that most of the MP's present are
opposed to the plan.
there theis nootherproven
slated while
surveyed,Only14 returned
24 ridings airport.
five
is a need,
there who
five said MP's
need Offor
undecided or unavailable for comment.
eithera second
were
If a need for a second airport is shown, nine of the elected candidates
said they were not satisfied with the Pickering site, with only three replying
that ihey were. Nine others were undecided.
Tim Lash of the Metropolitan Toronto Airport Review committee and
closely
connected to proceedings
"People or toPlanes,"
hopeful"
that
present expropriation
acquire says
land hefor isthe"very
site will
be stopped
because of the election.
"We're really pleased that so many people want a sensible approach."

NEED INFORMATION,
ASSISTANCE

NOW

SAVE

928-8599
928-3787

Allegheny

Airlines

helps you beat
the waiting game
And saves you up to 25%.
Allegheny's
Adullto Card
fly whenever Young
you want
(even lets you
holidays) and still get advance
reservations.
If you're belween 12
and 22, what are you
waiting for? Stop by ony
Allegheny ticket counter
and purchase your
Young Adult Card.
Allegheny also accepts
all other major airlines'
Young Adult Cor-oW-

928-4990
928-4991
ALLEGHENY AIR SYSTEM _
We have a lot more going for you.
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'Conflicts have hampered progress'
Chinese

power

struggles

held
not
By GREG McMASTER
The power struggles in the Chinese
bureaucracy do not represent any important
policy differences, according to University of
Maryland professor Chun-tu- Hsueh.
Chun-tu, who spent a month in China last
year said he was "very impressed by the
stability or the society in the area of business"
during
his visit. the details of the power
He described
struggles and ousters from power since the
cultural revolution in terms of personal bids
for control of the Chinese state.
He claimed the "good job" in improving
foreign relations and increasing production is
unrelated to the positions of the different
factions, whose struggles have been
hampering the
of the state Party
superstructurerebuilding
and the Communist

Chun-tu Hseuh spoke yesterday on China after the Cultural Revolution

Dean

advocates

more

Canada.
A former chairman of the Defense
Research Board and chief science
advisor to the federal cabinet, Uffen
said he was "stunned (on his return
to the university) by the preoc upation ofpeople with graduate
and frontier research".
He said that any research where
secrecy is involved "has no place on
campus". He attributed the growing
drive to "integrate social needs and
scientific
arousal ofresponsibilities"
social conscienceswithin"the
the

ideological
the cultural revolution was really removed
power theby Chairman
tofromplacate
army. The Mao-Mao-tse
army opposedTung
the
left wing of the bureaucracy, led by Chen.
Meanwhile, said Chun-tu, Mao was
planning to curb the military's power and to
remove party vice-chairman and army leader
Lin Piao. who had personal ambitions of
becoming chief of state. Mao is the party
leader, but the head of state position has been
vacant since the cultural revolution.
Chun-tu said it is "quite conceivable that
Lin Piao
tried a coup d'etat", but premier
Chou
westernEn-lai
visitors.has not mentioned this to any
Chun said that Lin tried to flee to the Soviet
Union either because a coup attempt failed or
because he was about to be ousted.
Chun said that "as long as either Mao or
Chou is alive the political situation is under
control",
leadership succession would
apparatus.
Policy differences are "rather secondary in be decidedbutby that
struggle between three political
factions:
the
Maoists
in the Communist ParmyHeopinion",
suggestedhe said.
that Chen Po-ta, of the
ty, the government
administrators
Central Committee, who was officially held bureaucrats,
and the army
generals. and
responsible for the "Red Guard excesses" in

undergraduate

and confrontation which is
late sixties". Now, professors want debate
to "explore practical problems not well suited to the laws of
through
Uffen mission-oriented
staled that each research".
university
Uffen predicted that budget
should decide on its own research austerity
will continue in university
policy based on community and research for the next few years
nature".
regional needs.
because
"clear
benefits" are not
to the public.
He was challenged from the floor obvious
He also predicted growth of
by Peter Gunther from Mount research
in the social sciences and
Allison University who charged that
humanities
at the expense of natural
"universities
should
not
get
too
involved in local research because it sciences and engineering.
example of this expansion
makes them parochial, especially intoAs thean field
of human behaviour,
small
universities".
he
cited
studying
behaviour of
Uffen said that the new trend in airline hijackers tothedevelop
prevenresearch is that the federal and
tive measures.
provincial governments are demanHe said that when prevention
AUCC
wants
further
ding "rewards" in return for the would involve restrictions on
high cost of funding. He added that freedom, at that point it became a
these
through the
of political judgment which
use of"rewards"
science andweretechnology
for hematter
saw as completely separate from
research
on research
national objectives.
the technology developed by
He said that though basic scientists.
By BRIANE N AS1MOK
Asked if research sponsored by
The Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada decided scientific research is an important
the Defence Research Board conyesterday that a report on research it had commissioned needed more study input
to
government
decisionma kin a. "decisions are made by
by both governments and the universities.
tributed tothe United States' war
The final session heard reports of workshops which discussed various
topics
included ofinuniversity
"Quest for
the Optimum",
AUCC's issues
reportto onits
rationalization
research,
but left all the
substantive
board of directors.
ShortS...
University of Manitoba president Ernest Sirluck said a majority of his
workshop on planning research accepted the necessity for more planning of
One of the workers affected, when
research in universities, as suggested by the report.
asked what his union could do about
"A less substantial majority found the report was not workable in large Varsity discipline the layoffs, replied, "Not a fucking
established universities," said Sirluck.
Another discussion group, on research and teaching in graduate studies
and the humanities, recommended research funding be examined by the straightened out
federal government.
article on
that the peer The Varsity's
A workshop on social responsibility in research agreed
Internal
Affairs Comas former Trent Wednesday's
system is still the best way to evaluate research. But,
mittee
meeting
inaccurately
said thing."
more
University president T. H. B. Symons reported, the groupandthought
thea decision
committee
"postponed"a
on research that
on alternative methods evaluation,
needed
was
making
on
establishing
study
Staff meets to
structure, guidelines, and procedure.
university disciplinary structure until the principles involved had been
Erindale political economy professor Donald Smiley, in a speech to considered.
body talk paper
another workshop, agreed with former U of T president Claude Bissell's
view that "the government overcontrols the university".
Actually,
this
week's
meeting
was
McGill
chairman,
its
to
according
workshop,
The consensus of that
not slated to make a structure deciIn response to repeated requests,
could not be adopted
sion, and, in fact, the committee the editor turned The Varsity
that the report's conclusionsspecific
president R. E. Bell, wasbecause
.
needs
own
its
has
"each
building
over Wednesday to a survey
universities
the
by all
Wednesday
set priority.
the structure decision as its first
company sampling consumer
report, said, "There is a
I Alexander Corry, a co-author or the research
response to different varieties of
the report was not
butquantity.
presently,
hieh quality
beer. He drunkenly explained the
but" the
presenton quality,
assess thegoing
ned ofto research
commissio
policv asto oneThe designed
have "leaned a little against the Douglas workers
bodv"
Varsity. to give "more
He suggested that the reportbemay
would rathec hard on them than be 'accused by the
es", but hehing".
universiti
public of white-was
The I'Hcbdo editor, on the other
Louis get election gift
Quebec vice-president (research)between
In summary. University ofco-ordinat
hand, says that the move will result
research
on
discussion
e
must
Just two days after the federal inmembers
a "watered-down"
Other
Berlinquet said the AUCC
or the staff paper.
had varying
the universities, governments, and funding boards.
election,
Douglas Aircraft laid off
100
workers.
reactions,
from
those
who
said
it
the
that
meeting
the
after
said
Cadario
Paul
uate
U of T undergrad
considered priorities in
conference
research. was "valuable", but that it should have
"smoother"
would tomake
A series of lay-offs totalling 1800 reading,
those for
who said
the paper
announced last summer, but
with the low number of student participants was
he was3 1upset
added that, only
very few were carried out until now. was becoming "wishy-washy".
at theHeconference
of 290 delegates.
Douglas has received
meeting has been called
y, agreed with Cadano In the past,
job-creating grants from forA 1 staff
Debra Lewis, representing Victoria saidUniversit
she d.d not find the frivolity at subslantial
pmother
Friday
to discuss this, as
that the conference was worthwhile.ofShein the
the
federal
government.
well
as
matters.
past.
the conference people had talked

By BOB BETTSON
"Canadian universities must
revise their research policies and
devote the same attention to undergraduate teaching and reflective
inquiry as they do to frontier
research and graduate teaching,"
according
Engineering toR. Queens'
J. Uffen. Dean of
Uffen was speaking yesterday at
seminar on "Research and Social
Responsibility"
the annualof
meeting
of the atAssociation
Universities and Colleges of

teaching
effort, Uffen said that the board
doesn't finance any research except
for defencive purposes.
He added that the Suf field
chemical and biological research
station cerned
in withAlberta
is "only
condeveloping
protection
against nerve agents ... and things
Uffen claimed that decisions on
utilization
of research "are not up to
the
like scientist.
that". These are made by the
government.
"We are trying hard to convince
people that charges that we do war
FormerareSACnot vice-president
Phil
research
true."
Dack, a delegate
Ontario
Institute
of Studiesfromin theEducation,
charged that social sciences were
indeed playing a more important
role in research "when the chairman
of political
U of T gives
his
staff economy
a memo at concerning
applying for grants to study the use
of armed forces for internal

security."
Voters addicted
to post gazing
Today is the last day persons left
off the preliminary voters list for the
December 4 municipal election can
be enumerated.
I f you want to determine whether
or not you have been enumerated,
check the posted list of electors near
vour residence or call the city clerk
at 367-7800.
Forms until
to get
available
two onpm the
todaylistat are
the
SAC office. SAC has guaranteed
that signed forms will be taken to
city hall on time.
U of T hides
Panther in COE
Black Panther Bobby Seale one of
the Tamed Chicago Eight, will not be
permitted to speak at Convocation
Hall Sunday for security reasons.
U of T campus co-ordinator Lois
Reimer said last night that Seale
EducaCollegeoneof quarter
in the about
speak
must tion
auditorium,
the size of Convocation Hall,
because the hall was "too vulnerable
The talk, a part of a two day antiwarat conference,
a building."
dav
1 1:30 am.will take place Sun-
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Educational

Government
A recent Statistics Canada
survey has given the lie to the
government's
provincial
that
increased
tuition claim
costs
didn't adversely affect university enrolment.
More students from low
income families than from the
middle income range
dropped out of university, the
survey discovered.
Saddled with uncertainty
about whether they'll be able
to find a job — any job — after
graduation, less affluent
students have been unwilling
to go further into debt to pay
for a potentially useless
degree.
And, Students
they've not
alone.
frombeenall
backgrounds told Statistics
Canada that poor postgraduation job prospects and
rising tuition costs persuaded
them to drop out.
"A significant
those
who droppednumber"
out saidof
they failed to return because
of lack of money, according to
the survey.
The report's revelations
shatter the liberal myth about
"equality of educational op-

n Canada. being
Obviously,portuthenity" ipeople
shafted most by the
government's
are low incomepenny-pinching
students.
Statistics Canada
education division director
Miles Wisenthal admitted to
the Association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada that
the survey proved educational
equality is not a fact in
Canada.
The provincial government
should take note of the
Statistics Canada findings
when they consider the Ontario post-secondary
students' demands for repeal
of the $100 tuition hike and a
return of the Ontario Student
Award Program loan ceiling to
its former, lower levei.
That's what students from
across the province will be
demonstrating about when
the legislature reconvenes
November 21.
As University of Western
Ontario president Carleton
Williams said, the government
should look for more
equitable criteria for reducing
enrolment if that's the pur-

Social

be

key

The universities are getting
scared that the governments
are about to move in to
regulate research more closely. And, they're
to do
something
to sootheouttroubled
federal and provincial nerves
to moderate this possibility.
the message
behind
theThat's
Association
of Universities
and Colleges of Canada
report on university research
policy released earlier this
week.
Governments have been
sending out warning waves
about dissatisfaction with university research policy for the
past few years. These signals,
inspired
AUCC's year-long
study
The appointment of Alistair
Gillespie as the federal
government's Minister of
Science and Technology
made things more politically
accute. Gillespie had long ad-

should

equality

reverse

myth

dies

post-secondary

vocated improving Canadian
research and development,
but in a way that would
harness it to Canada's industrial development as the
parent to Canadian multinational companies.
The universities don't
particularly relish that
prospect,socially
not because
doing
relevantthey're
work
that might be jeopardized by a
change in government
research funding policy, but
because they're afraid the
people from outside the ivory
towers might not groove on
some of their more academic
explorations.
Researchers need freedom
(spelled money) to do what
they want in the way they
choose, the report says. And,
it acknowledges that
governments have to be able
to assure their constituents
that tax money has beer\used

policy

Government policies have decreased university enrolment.
pose of the adverse changes
in the financing of postsecondary education. They
should stop hiding behind the
excuse that the changes were
made solely to have students
pay a bit more of the cost of
their education.

By imposing a limit on the
number of students populatingiverstheitiesprovince's
unvia the financing
changes, the government has
struck out most strongly at
low income students and
further reduced accessibility

relevance

to
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research
for public benefit.
governments'
is The
not to
be sneezed attitude
at, as
most research funds come
from government agencies.*
The universities' concern is,
therefore, understandable.
However, there is legitimate
doubt about whether research
priorities should be left as
much as suggested up to the
universities.
all, there's
little
more After
justification
for
useless, acadaemic research
than there is for subordinating
intellectual endeavours to the
demands of the industrial
market.
Then, too there's the whole
question of the role research
does and should play in universities. The study concedes
that teaching has suffered at
the hands of research
priorities. It suggests that universities should revise their
promotion and salary policies

to post-secondary education.
If limits on the number of
post-secondary students are
in fact necessary — and we
are not yet ready to concede
that point — , then eligibility to
attend should not be determined by economic rank.

should

policy

to afford equal weighting to
undergraduate teaching.
We'd, go should
further. beUniversity
research
secondary to learning.
Research's
role comes
into play
when it
complements the
researcher's
abilityimproving
to contribute toward
society and increases his or
her value as a resource
Those criteria would rule
person.
out a lot of the research being
done in our universities, including the high level of war
work being done on Canadian
campuses. For example, a recent study showed that of
$831,415 McGill University
received from the U.S. Pentagon from 1967 to 1971,
more than $663,000 went for
prime military research.
Closer government
regulation wouldn't eliminate
that type of grant. In fact, it

would probably increase
them. And, that's the type of
research the public should
insist universities get out of.
Let's stop helping destroy
lives and get into the business
of making this world better for
those of use who are still
around to improve it.
Clarification and
consolidation of university
research is needed, as the
report says, but it must be
taken further than that. It's not
enough to say universities are
going to be more carefully
scrutinizing their research
If these
policies.
really
serve theprojects
people are
payingto
for the funding, the Canadian
people, then all members of
the university community —
not just the researchers and
administration — and the
public must play a key role in
setting the guidelines for the
future.
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TORONTO'S LOWEST PRICED NIGHT CLUB

WW
II
The Sorrow and the Pity is a documentary
examining the German occupation of France from 1940
to 1944. Made by Marcel Ophuls for French television,
the film was never shown; it was decreed that the people
of France were not mature enough to see their war-myths
shattered. On Wednesday, November 8, The Sorrow and
the Pity will be shown on CBLT, Channel 5, from 7:30 pm
until 1 2:06 am. If you don't have a television, start calling
up friends who do, and Invite yourself over.
Documentary is a misleading term: The Sorrow and
the Pity Is no narrative rehash of the period spliced
together from wartime newsreels. Its preoccupation Is
with people, not with events. About twenty men and
women are Interviewed, adroitly yet searchlngly, and the
film keeps returning from newscllps, from the historical
data, to these participants: Anthony Eden and Pierre
Mendes-France among the prominent, a socialist farmer,
a wealthy ex-fascist, a woman hair-dresser who had her
head shaved by the resistance among the more obscure.
They bring different, sometimes contradictory points of
view to the events they recall and comment on. It Is a
revelation (and a caution) that the same events could
father such a diversity of recollections and
Interpretations.
This is an essay on history and what constitutes It,
and It demands engagement; you can't Just sit back and
let ft entertain you, the way you could enjoy "audiovisual" presentations of the war in high school, where
there were spectacular but remote bombing raids for
excitement and those ridiculous dictators duck-strutting
around like vaudeville toffs. Ophuls, though he has
edited
arranged
presume and
to gloss
it for us.hisWe material
judge the artfully,
charactersdoesn't
of the
interviewed witnesses, noting their evasiveness, or
eagerness, or spite, and we evaluate their evidence in
that light, it is an exhilarating intellectual task — perhaps
a unique one. The film makes no concessions, no
attempt to entertain (though there are delicious bits of
unconscious and deliberate humour through It), no effort
to tidyFour-and-one-half
things up with easy,
hoursor easy-to-take,
Is a long time,answers.
even at
home in an easy chair. So It might be in place to prepare
you.
you're togoing
movie,Yourof
course,Howis going
dependto onrespond
all sortsto ofthisthings:
Interest in history, your capacity for mental exercise, your
willingness to have preconceptions or Ideologies
challenged, even your ability to sit relatively still for so
long. Nonetheless, you might have a better chance with
the film If you have some guidelines.
The Interviews are dubbed (particularly well) and the
English
over the and
speakers'
first this isIs heard
disconcerting,
ft takesoriginal
a while language.
for your earAt
to separate the sounds. (Once you become used to It,
hearing the original inflections becomes a wonderful tool
in Judging the speaker). The cutting between interview
and newsreel seems Jumpy and bewildering at first; you
haven't yet Isolated the various characters or picked up
the film's particular rhythm.
The best thing to do is not to approach this movie
with a cowed, wide-eyed attention, not to try to file each
fact and opinion in Its proper place. Just watch and listen
for theIt.first
half-hour
or so,to absorb
and don't
about
The film
will begin
you, think
and bytoothemuch
end
of the first hour you should have everything sorted out,
and your mind will be anticipating speakers, seizing each
new datum. There are a few dull stretches, but once
you're
Into would
It, the have
four-and-one-half
hours gobecause
by fasterit
than you
Imagined. Perhaps
doesn't play down the difficulties, doesn't talk down to us,
WINNER:New York
1970
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we don't find it tedious, tt isn't all on the same Intellectual
wave-length, either. We hear the views of Nazi and
Englishman, of collaborationist and member of the
underground, of poor, powerful and bourgeoisie; we
hear naive, fumbllsh self- justifications and perspicuous,
candid confessions. There are moments too of respite,
fascinating ones, like a film of Hitler riding In a jeep
through an eerily deserted Paris: past the opera, around
the Arc de Trlomphe, through the Place de la Concorde.

Ctormont-Ferrand Is a small industrial city In the
middle of France. It is In the Auvergne, home of one of
the largest and most Intransigent resistance movements,
and it is only 50 kilometers from Vichy, where on June 1 0,
1940, Marshal Petaln ended the Third Republic by
proclaiming his authoritarian regime. "I make France the
gift
of my speech
person"of hesurrender;
intones hein the
righteous
had unctuously
formed the selfonly
government In Europe which was to collaborate with
Nazism.
"Times like this you get to know what people are really
like" recalls an old schoolmaster In a beret, "how fear
takes over,
with very few without
exceptions."
At thisorearly
stage,of
there
was Intimidation
the words
actions
Intimidation; people Imagined what might happen to
them, and did nothing.
And how was the German presence felt? The owner
of a hotel where the troops were billeted recalls that the
Germansto old
"wentpeople
out ofandtheirsowayforth.
to beHelmut
nice, Tausand,
giving theira
seats
Wehrmacht
officer
stationed
in
Clermont-Ferrand,
who still wears his Nazi war decorations on occasions (and
like
his
daughter's
wedding)
says
his
troops
arrived
In
the
Auvergne to find the people braced as If for a barbarian
Invasion but, finding out they were nothing of the sort,
came to accept them. Tausand Is a genial man,
expansive
with the
wedding's
winehisand
good-will;
seems unaware
of how
selectively
memory
appearshe
to work and the camera catches his tolld wife shooting
apprehensive glances from the Interviewer to her garrulous husband, and his son-in-law su pressing a smile at
the inadequacy of his explanations.
Another German soldier, wearing lederhosen In a
Bavarian beer-hall and looking scarcely older than he
must have been In 1944, recalls being abused by the
townspeople
late he
. In thinks
the wartheandFrench
how should
he couldn't
understand this;
have
treated him as they would want their prisoners treated In
Germany. But his face brightens as he recalls his French
girlfriend to whom he considered escaping. Then, returning to his beer, he muses that Germany's defeat was
probably
best: occupation
"Who knows duty
that InevenAmerica
today weor
might be forstillthedoing
Africa?" The vision of a world-wide Reich might have
movednow.him as a young man, but he Is happy In his beerhall
Men who fought In the Resistance, of course, have
different stories, stories In which the occupiers, to a man,
are uncivilized and sadistic (though some are cheerfully
blunt
their reasons;
man couldn't
see whywhenhe
had toabout
do without
meat andonetobacco
and chocolate
the Germans got all they wanted). Tales of atrocity, often
second-or-third-hand, underscore their memories.
"They our
told doubts
me..." begins
a usual
Gestapoof such
yarn, horrible
and we
have
about the
reliability
stories, but the possibility that It might be true Is too
much for us. The most terrible moments In the movie are
these bald statements, In carefully dispassionate voices,
of tortures and executions. So specific and personal are
they
that they're
Immeasureably
than theof
mountains
of emaciated
corpses more
we seepowerful
In newsreels
Buchenwald, pictures so surreal that we find It hard to
put them In a context of human behavior or
responsibility.
If the resistance bore any semblance to a cohesive,
dedicated movement, It Is not apparent from the
interviews In this film. Everyone speaks of his own
and you can't link
reasons for opposing the Germans,
an elderly, soft-spoken
them together. Dennis Rake,London
apartment. During
man, sits stroking a cat In his
one of the bravest
the war he was a spy, and was cited asasks
why he chose
questioner
His
men to have served.
such a hazardous mission. "I really don't know" Rake

answers,
obviously
by the question.
was
to prove
that asstartled
a homsexual
I could be "Iassuppose
brave asIt
other men."wine is red and so am I" asserts a peasant
farmer"Mysitting
around his dlnlngroom table with brothers
and nephews. (His wife, her chair placed resolutely in the
door
ot
the
kitchen
show whereor shout
she belongs,
doesn't
hesitate to correct herto husband
out a comment.)
In this one man we get a glimpse of a romantic, moviehero rebellion against fascism. He talks with peppery good
humour about the war, and you can tell his commitment
was the most forthright and simple one Imaginable: what
right did the Germans have to tell me what to do on my
own farm?.
The film deals just as unsparingly with the
powerful as with the obscure. The son-in-law of Pierre
Laval (who was Petains chief of state) struggles desperately toclear the man's name, looking stubborn but
ashamed the the facts are ready of Laval's deportation of
Jews to German concentration camps. Pierre MendesFrance, later president of the Fourth Republic, was tried
for desertion and sentenced to six years hard labor; his
crime, of course, was his Jewish blood, and his attorney
recalls him stating to the court, "I am a Jew, I am a
freemason, but I am not a deserter."
Mendes-France talks about antl-semltlsm, refusing
to believe that It was an aberration, something that could
not happen again. France, after all. Is the country of
Dreyfus, only the most notorious victim of a chain of antisemitic acts that runs through French history. Cuts are
shown from a Franco-German propaganda film "Le Julf
Suss", a timental
simplemelodrama
minded
somehow Jewterrlfylngly
sen-a
about buta lecherous
who vllates
Christian girl and Is hanged. What Is interesting about
antl-semltlsm is that it is truly adaptable; what Is
anli-semitism is that it is truly adaptable; what is traded
upon is not primarily social or economic offense, but a
general assumption that Jews are swinish, sub-human.
Perhaps this particular manifestation of racism Is so
durable because it is common (and valuable) currency to
denagogues of left, right and centre.
Some of the most Inspiring moments In the film
come from the unlikely figure of Anthony Eden. When he
first appears (speaking impeccable French) you think he
is going to dish out the Allied propaganda line. But he
speaks with Intelligence and compassion of the events
which he helped to set in motion, and It Is a glorious
moment of humility when, asked his opinion of the
collaborationist premier, answer with startling firmness
that
it Isofnotthe fordozens
an englishman
judge wePetrain."
only one
of flashes oftoInsight
get Into IttheIs
speakers and, through them. Into the occupation and the
war. Only cinema could have caught the quick looks of
surprise, the hesitancies of narration, the cadences of
shame or arrogance or apology. Norman Mailer once
wrote that there Is no history without nuance, and The
Sorrow and The Pity corroborates this. It is in these
nuances, unavailable to the most rigorous and inclusive
written histories, that make this film a great essay in
history and a great work of art.
A film unflinchingly honest and exhaustive as
The
Sorrowtheyand
an ordeal.
One'sdoespolitics,
whatever
are, the
are Pity
left InIsdisarray.
Ophuls
what
is so seldom done (presumably because it is considered
uncritical to do so): he ignores the causes of war, the
philosophical debate about obligations to fight or resist,
the rights and wrongs of European realpolltic. People
who
much ofcare,
one waystates.
or the
caughtreally
up Indon't
the battles
sovereign
Theyother,
profitareor
suffer, or just endure, for reasons which have very little to
do with the issues putatlvely at stake.
Most viewers of this move, I suppose, will begin with
the presumption that the collaborationists are either
craven or fasclstlc; that the resistance fighters are the
heros, (American and British wartime movies, from the
expliclty propagandists ones down to sheer romances
like Casablanc have created our own myth of what
in France; even if we realize that Hollywood
happened
trafficked in simplifications, we may not be aware with
how tenuous and wavering a line the division was drawn
between petainiste and free French).
The case, or at least the excuses, for collaboration

are scrutinized first. Quite decent folk, people with
families, for instance, had perfectly sane reasons to
cooperate with the Germans or at least to maintain a
Swiss neutrality. A pharmacist, surrounded by his sons
and daughters who must have been infants at the time,
tells of riding along a country road late in the war and
meeting a German whose motorbike had broken down.
The pharmacist, nominally pro-French but actually a
scrupulous neutral, recalls thinking how easy It would be
to kill this pathetic, fat old man. He could never be found
out, so there was no risk, but it could be his claim to glory
Ifrealizing
France was
couldn'tridiculous
bring himself
do it,
that liberated.
to kill thisHesolitary,
figureto could
only demean himself. This is neutrality which rises above
partisan passions, an apolitical act, if not of heroism, at
least of virtue.
There were other, stubborn reasons for not fighting.
Chief among them was the fierce loyalty to "Le
Marechal."
So manythispeople
saw Petalnbestas the
France; whatever
man deemed
was saviour
best, hisof
followers stoutly maintain to this day. (After all, as one
leftist acerblcally comments, he had made the country
the gift of his person). We tend to marvel at the devotion
this pompous, platitudinous man commanded, and
forget that In Canada and Britain and the U.S. equally
uninspiring
statesmen
find thebedrock
support
masses
of citizens
who see
very virtues
of a among
nation
incarnate in such men.
When we come to understand what led men to
become collaborationists (though we remain uneasy
about It: the reasons are just a little too good), the film's
focus
to the "Free
The shifts
resistance,
again, French."
was a curious phenomenon.
The people with the least stake In French society —
students, radical leftist farmers, misfits — these were the
bulwark of the movement. Such convenient lables as
patriotism or valour certainly do not fit, and to lump the
resistance together on under the rousing banner of antlfasclsm Is too easy. Perhaps Pauline Kael Is right In
suggesting that there is something special about the
nature of intransigence, which puts It beyond the grasp of
documentary; The Sorrow and the Pity, despite a valiant
attempt, falls to explain the movement.
Even the value of the resistance movement comes
to seem dubious. Would there have been less suffering
and death had everyone quietly endured the occupation?
Or would there have been other manifestations of French
frustration, such as a redoubled frenzy of anti-semltlsm?
We have the benefit of historical hindsight that allows us
to approach these questions; Ophuls makes the point
that our easily-acquired hindsight can blind us to the
realities and dilemmas of those times.
When survivors of those years recount, In those
quiet, steady voices, committed barbarities committed
on both sides, we feel that nothing, no regime, no
Ideology could ever justify them. Just hearing these
deeds makes us believe, If only for a few moments, that
pacifism is the only sane way to live; we will excuse the
most pusillanimous and vacillating of neutrals.
There Is just too much In The Sorrow and the Pity to
absorb — for one thing, It's Just to massive and Important
to grasp, for another there Is so much Implicit In even the
most peripheral detail. Certain turns of phrase, a shrug of
indifference betray a cynicism, a knowledge of the
realities of human motives so immense and undeluded
that it threatens to undermine everything we have come
to believe. We may not, ultimately, change our way of
thinking, but we must certainly reckon with the witness
this film brings to the history of those years.
Finally, there are two moments which I would like to
record for those who might miss the movie. Pierre
Mendes-France, In escaping from prison, scaled one of
the
high under
walls. theHe tree
meantbeneath
to jumphim down,
but girl
couldn't,
because
a boy and
were
arguing: he wanted her to come home with him. she was
reluctant. After an eternity, she consented, and MendesFrance was able to jump to freedom. "I would like to meet
that man now, if he is still alive," he muses, "and tell him
how Amuch
middleI went
aged through
man, whowithin him."
1940 was a member of a
fascist group, sits In his opulent drawing-room and talks
unsparingly of his views and how he came to change
them. "There were many reasons why 'weANDyoung men
turned to Fascism; as a rebellion against the
Bill MacVlcar
conservatism of our parents."
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Ottawa

Things fall apart, the centre cannot hold
Mere Stanfield is loosed upon the world
Kicking his way through the broken sprockets and flywhe ls ofthe Liberal machine, Energy Minister Donald
Macdonald, a man likely to be assigned to try to put
it all together again, proclaimed the dreaded "backlash."
It was "... a Tory redneck attack on Quebec," said
Mr. Macdonald. "It was an attack on the Government's
bilingualism policy, even though it didn't concern most
of Macdonald,
Ontario." the dispenser of favours and collector of
dues for the federal Liberals in Ontario, had just spent
a humiliating evening in his Toronto Rosedale constituency fighting off somebody named Beamish. He
warmed to his subject: "Immigration was also an issue.
They [the voters] were against immigration, French
Canada and better social justice . . . that seems to be
theSimiliar
mood inthoughts
Ontariosprang
and it's
jnood."
froma pretty
the lipsugly
of other
Liberals.
Gerard Pelletier, for example, put the Liberal defeat
down to greed — the rich provinces got tired of sending
money to the poor ones. Thus we are to believe that
the election was a classic confrontation between niceness
and charity, and nastiness and greed. The bad guys won.
It is a neat theory, and it partly explains what happened .
Robert Stanfield, cast in the mould of earnest incompetence, did provide shade for the weirdest assortment of
people — from the Nazi-minded Kupiak running in
Toronto's Lakeshore (he proclaimed that his victory
would embarrass Brezhnev more than both Bobby Fischer
and Team Canada — fortunately we were all spared)
— to the blimpish Lt.-Col. (Ret.) Strome Galloway (big
on discipline up there in Ottawa-Carleton).
It was not only the strange cast the Conservative party
chose, but the lines it gave them to speak, including
the platitudes of the leader himself, that lend credence
to Macdonald' s charges.
The election in English Canada was fought by the
Tories in a manner calculated to pander to latent racism.
Peter Reilly, the successful Conservative candidate in
Ottawa West, sensed it early in the campaign. "There
is a good deal of racism being given new life in this
area," he said. "It masquerades as being concern for
went on to say that racism "will
public servants."inReilly
not be tolerated my campaign." He then campaigned
of bilingualism;
against the federal government's anpolicy
Clair Balappears
passageGlobe
the following
four in the Toronto
and inMail:article by
should be the
"But he [Reilly] repeated that merit service
career,
sole criterion for success in a public
regardless of language.
the
"He added the problem is so serious that only
program to be fair. to public
be to slow the
may van
solution
ts.
ser
"That form of fairness to the English-speaking means
, he was
being unfair to French-speaking Canadiansyou
rectify
reminded. He shot back: 'I've never believed
"
one.'
second
a
ng
perpetrati
by
injustice
one

der
This supplement was prepared by Nick Auf
s, Robert
Maur, Ken Bolton, Drummond Burges
Sharon
Chodos, Nick Fillmore, Dennis Forkin,
Eric Hamovitch,
Gray Dennis Gruending,
Richard Liskeard, Brian McKenna, Terry Mosher,
Rae Murphy, Malcolm Reid.

Serthio, Le Devoir
Bilingualism and biculturalism and the federalism represented byTrudeau were inventions of English Canada
to stifle separatism in Quebec without dealing with the
issue. What happens now, when even the empty gesture
is withdrawn?

s eam
eau'dr
uden
Trok
br
Prime Minister Trudeau didn't fare too well at a
Chicoutimi rally only three days before the election. A
bunch of hostile students greeted him with the. slogan
"Le Quebec aux Quebecois" to which he replied "Le
Canadawhoauxwere
Quebecois,"
the fearswasof
those
concerned thus
that confirming
the prime minister
engaging
in "outright
Canadianism,"
a phrase from
DouglasFrench
Alkenbrack,
Tory MPto borrow
for the
eastern- Ontario riding of Frontenac- Lennox and AddingI0n — heavy Loyalist sentiment there.
Whether Trudeau knew it or not, part of his 1968
mandate came from English Canadians who were fed
up with the antics of disgruntled Quebecois and felt that
at last here was a man to put them in their place. After
all, he was pretty tough on separatism, and he could
be tough with the separatists in their own language, no
mean feat. Besides, what harm could a few Frenchmen
do in Ottawa?
Trudeau has been tough on separatism — he delivered
a double whammy to some 497 law-abiding opponents
of the regime in October 1970. He has also engaged
in the tactic of sweet reason. (His reason may not have
been sound, but it was sweet.) By allowing Frenchspeaking Canadians to communicate with and work in
the federal civil service in his father-tongue (his mother
is English-speaking), what Trudeau regarded as the frustration which gave rise to Quebec nationalism could
largely be siphoned off, or so he reasoned.
Trudeau seems to have lost on two counts in his efforts
to bilingualize the civil service. On the one hand, he
misinterpreted the recommendations of the B&B Commis ion toread that all civil servants' should be bilingual:
by jeopardizing the advancement of those who could
not speak French and by thrusting language courses upon
thousands of unwilling subjects, he alienated a substantial

?

number of Ottawa's deeply- ingrained English-speaking
civil
to theservants
Tories). (the Liberals lost two Ottawa-area seats
On the other hand, his policy has failed to produce
substantial positive results. A report leaked to the
nationalist Montreal daily Le Devoir (and picked up by
the Toronto Star — strange ally — and other Englishlanguage papers across the country) shows that the proportion of French-speaking people holding high posts in
the federal civil service has not increased appreciably
since Trudeau came into power.
The report says that 71 per cent of those hired to
fill such posts are unilingual English Canadians, that
only 5 . 2 per cent of civil servants in Ottawa are in Frenchlanguage units (1.1 per cent if you exclude language
services such as the overburdened translation bureau),
that only 8.1 per cent of those who take language courses
follow them far enough to obtain proficiency in French
(it costs $29,000 to make an English-speaking civil servant bilingual), and that there are no French-language
unitsThe infederal
the prime
own department.
civil minister's
service recruitment
office in Quebec
City, which has by far the largest number of qualified
and experienced French-speaking civil servants of any
Canadian
city, The
was 1975
closedtarget
as date
part for
of full
Trudeau's
1969
austerity drive.
bilingualism
in the civil service cannot possibly be met.
Yet mentthere
prevails among
Canadians
senti-a
that somehow
TrudeauEnglish
is turning
Canadathe into
French country in which English-speaking citizens are
gradually losing their rights, and that the Quebec ministers in the federal government are sub-Canadians.
Late in the campaign Robert Stanfield admonished
two of his candidates for using advertisements that had
racist overtones. An ad for a Tory candidate in Thunder
Bay read, ' 'John Erickson knows that we need a Canadian
(Continued on page 2)
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The cartoon in La Presse summed up what the French
newspapers and radio hot lines were saying the day after
the deluge. Pierre Trudeau and three Quebec ministers
— Jean Marchand, Gerard Pelletier and Jean-Luc Pepin
— are depicted in a lifeboat, looking melancholy and
the boatToutis "French
name isofsaying
The man
wearing
Power." lifeAndjackets.
the tiller
Vmonde
debarque .
The 32-year-old executive assistant to another Quebec
minister had trouble disguising his tears as the final results
from the west rolled in. "The bastards," he spat out,
"the bastards gave it to Levesque on a silver platter.
We sell Quebecers on the idea that French Canadians
car. participate in federalism and play an equal role in
running the country. And just when it's starting to work,
English Canada kicks us in the teeth."
"It's a victoryfromfor wealth
and bigotry,"
added a Liberal
backbencher
a Montreal
working-class
riding.
"And never mind the Tories or the NDP. A lot of the
Liberals who went down in Ontario and the West will
blame their defeat on noihing but the backlash to French
power. It's obviously a victory for Levesque and what
he's been saying. 1 almost hope Trudeau lets Stanfield
form a government. I think we would be very interesting
in opposition, especially since the only French cabinet
minister the Tories would have would be that pig
Wagner."
Quebec independentists were gleeful with the results,
calling the Conservative showing a "triomphe orangiste,"federalism.
and a crushing
brandwillof bicultural
"Thisblow
showsfor usTrudeau's
that Canada
never
accept a strong French presence in government and the
Ottawa bureaucracy," said Camille Laurin, Parti
Quebecois leader
in thecanNational
Assembly.
"The only
conclusion
Quebecois
draw from
this is simple.
The
only government we can ever call our own has to be

(Continued from page 1)
Cabinet and a Prime Minister that will represent all Canadians." Jack Horner, re-elected with a huge majority
in the Alberta riding of Crowfoot, advertised against
overexpenditure of federal money in Quebec.
In most parts of the country though, anti-Quebec feeling was not expressed quite so explicitly. British Columbians regard French as a foreign language, making the
Ottawa government seem all the more distant and alleviating the need for any explicit reference to the "French
issue."of The
same is true, to a large extent, for other
parts
the country.
Trudeau's
most spectacular
duringofhisthetimeWarin
office
was undoubtedly
his move
invocation
Measures Act in the absence of war or insurrection.
He told a Regina audience sarcastically that the opposition would also have taken a stand against the FLQ,
but "somehow the War Measures Act would have been
different.
have beenrallygentler."
Liberalhadminister
Otto Lang Ittoldwould
a Saskatoon
that Trudeau
shown
himself to be "strong in that he would not be bullied
or blackmailed."
But one of the big surprises of the campaign was that
Trudeau did not play this up any more than he did.
Had he done so, he would likely have lost far less of
the anti-Quebec vote.
Trudeau's
Quebec
has been
two-pronged,
gualism
on the
one policy
hand and
the War
Measures bilinAct
on the other. He could have run on the WMA part,
but
didn't;
he didn'tDefending
run the bilingualism
anti-Quebec campaign
manyhe had
expected.
became a
bit
difficult
after
that
report
was
leaked, -but he stuck
to it.
Trudeau was supported in 1 968 as a good Frenchman,
a credit to his race, so to speak. Now people aren't
so satisfied he's such a credit.
Of course, the racism implicit in the campaign against
the "privileged position of the French" was not all.
There was the cooked-up scandal over immigration: was
Canada's
beingAndundermined
by people
uncontrolled
immigrationpurity
policies?
the Canadian
were
also told that they were victimized by (he unemployed.
In the Toronto riding of Scarborough East, the elected
Conservative was doused with champagne while he sliced
into his victory cake. People are fed up with the welfare
state, he told his cheering supporters. One of his chief
2 / Last Post Special Report

Rene

Levesque

of- Pequistes
all stripes noted
in 'Quebec.
that not only was over half the Liberal
representation in Quebec, but that many elected outside
the province
were from
areas, likepartsthe offiveOntario
Acadian constituencies
in NewFrench
Brunswick,
and St. Boniface in Manitoba. Only one candidate in
Quebec was endorsed by Rene Levesque and that was
Roch LaSalle, an independent who defected from the
Conservatives. Levesque even did some campaigning
for LaSalle in Joliette. In 1968 the nationalist MP was

of 172 votes as a Conservative.
margin
electedtimebyhea won
This
by 5,000.
Quebec'san
results underscore
is that
The feeling
and will provide
of Canada
rest the
from the
isolation
enormous amount of fodder for the PQ propaganda
machine. "We're going to say, 'you tried Trudeau's
road to Ottawa and it's a dead end'" explains one PQ
strategist. "The only road left is the road to indepenThe Pequiste explained that the party is gearing for
of disappointed and disenchanted federalists.
an
"Thisinfluxfederal election has turned out to be the greatest
imagined."
have fearful
recruitment
Left-wing program
unionists weare could
somewhat
that an influx
of dence."
disillusioned federal Liberals will further prevent the
PQ from becoming a party of the left.
As for the Conservatives, they were all but demolished
in Quebec, losing almost 10 percentage points of their
popular vote, mostly to the Creditistes. Claude Wagner,
was supposed to have built a solid
appealin the
popular base
whose
Conservative
province, barely scraped in in
St. Hyacinthe, winning by some 700 votes. The rest
of the Tories' Quebec caucus is composed of Heward
Grafftey, who is not on speaking terms with Wagner;
in fact, they loathe each other. Grafftey managed to
get elected by the simple expedient of never mentioning
either Stanfield or Wagner in his speeches or his campaign
literature.
The Conservatives had trouble making third place in
most Montreal ridings, usually losing out to Creditistes
and NDPers. The Liberal vote was so all-encompassing
in the 30 Montreal area seats that a grand total of only
two opposition candidates managed to save their deposits.
However, voter turnout, especially in the Pequiste
strongholds in the east-end working-class areas was very
poor. In some areas it was not even 40 per cent.

campaigners, an Ontario cabinet minister, gushed that
"mothers were concerned about the direction youth was
taking
with government
handouts."
Meanwhile,
the defeated
candidate. Labour Minister
Martin O'Connell, blamed his defeat on an "irritable,
grouchy" electorate. "The underlying issue," he said
"may well have been that middle income people were
not prepared to accept any more of the burden of the
justThe... mean,
or moremiserable
equal society."
and reactionary campaign that
the Tories waged seemed to merge with the bitchy mood

abroad in the land. But then who created the national
grouch?
really haven't
in CanadaThings
for a number
of years.been working out right
An honoured place in the body of Canadian political
mythology is occupied by something called "traditional
voting patterns."
Theseintervals,
patterns coinciding
are supposed
recur,
comet-like,
at regular
with togeneral
elections. Their one function in life is to "reassert themThe problem with the concept is that there are almost
no voting patterns in this country that have remained

located
in Quebec
City reinforced
and not Ottawa."
Laurin's
view was
as he stepped into a
taxi the morning after the election. ' ' Hey' * said the driver,
"they told us they don't want us in Ottawa, eh, M.
Laurin. was
i guessshared
we'lloverwhelmingly
have to go withbyyouindependentists
guys." This
attitude

selves."
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BELAND HONDERICH'S ADVICE
On foreign ownership, the Conservatives say
in a policy statement they would require that Canadians be allowed to participate in the ownership
and management of foreign controlled firms.
But Stanfield has said little about this program
or how it would be accomplished and, in fact,
has made statements recently which suggest he
would do little or nothing about foreign ownership.
He apparently is not prepared to establish a screening board and without a review board his policy
on foreign ownership is not credible.
The easy way for a newspaper, as for a citizen,
would be not to support any party in this election.
But this is not a responsible course for a citizen
in a democratic society — or for a newspaper that
believes it has a responsibility to provide comment
and opinion on the issues of the day.
We have concluded, therefore, that on the basis
of the two issues that concern us most — unemployment and Canadian independence — we must withdraw our support from the Liberals ... Of the
alternatives, both of which are unattractive, we
prefer the Conservatives.
— Beland H. Honderich, Toronto Star
stable for long enough that they could be called "traditional." British Columbia, for instance, will return
pluralities of Liberals, Conservatives or New Democrats,
depending on its mood.
Ontario oscillates back and forth between the Liberals
and the Tories. Newfoundland, once solidly Liberal,
then
at all.became solidly Conservative, and now isn't solid
The only pattern that seems to be stable is a continuing
instability. Five of the last seven elections have produced
minority governments, and three of them have been
totally inconclusive. Only twice in the last 15 years has
there been a countrywide trend of any kind, and only
once has there been a genuine sweep. John Diefenbaker,
in 1958, took a majority of the seats in every province
except Newfoundland. He won two thirds of the seats

The

in previously Liberal Quebec. He shut the Liberals out
in all except four provinces.
Pierre Elliott Trudeau's election in 1968 was a majority
of a different order. The Liberals took fifty seats fewer
then the Conservatives had ten years earlier. Large parts
of the country resisted Trudeau's appeal.
Newfoundland, bucking the tide again, voted Conservative out of dissatisfaction with the provincial Liberal
regime. In the Maritimes it was Robert Stanfield's coattails, not Trudeau's, that were the decisive factor. The
prairies were still Diefenbaker country, and a large propftheNDP
peoplerather
who than
driftedLiberal.
away from
the extent
Conservativesortion owent
To the
that
there was a sweep, it was concentrated in the three large
provinces of Quebec, Ontario and British Columbia.
And yet, in the context of 1968, the Trudeau victory
was a landslide. The country had had minority governments for the previous six years, and the happy political
certainty of the Louis St- Laurent era was evidently a
thing of the past. With Quebec crawling with separatists,
the west mad at the east, and campus-based radicalism
at its height across the country, a majority of any sort
was not to be sneezed at.
The man who achieved it had unquestionably struck
a popular chord. He would put us on the map, keep
the country together, give us some elan. It was 1968,
the year after Expo and the centennial, and in the Canada
that elected Pierre Elliott Trudeau, all things were possible.
There were two overriding promises in Trudeau's 1968
campaign, one of them explicit, and the other implicit.
The implicit promise was to do something about Quebec;
the explicit one was to do something about regional
economic disparities. "If the underdevelopment of the
Atlantic provinces," Trudeau said during the campaign,
"is not corrected — not by charity or subsidies but by
helping them become areas of economic growth — then
the unity of the country is almost as surely destroyed
as it would be by the French-English confrontation."
The Quebec policy was not the only one to have problems; the regional development policy ran into snags
too. The first snag was the Liberals' sorry weakness
in the Atlantic provinces, and the improbability of winning any more seats in that region so long as Robert
Stanfield was leader of the Conservatives; it made the
electoral motivation to show results in the area somewhat

bored

It is one of the more distasteful aspects of our parliamentary democracy that general elections afford the national
press the occasion to display by far its shoddiest wares.
Usually, it does little harm to be intermittently
reminded of the moribund state of political writing in
this country, which can be laid at the doorstep of incompetence, the generally inferior character of the public education system, and the fact that newspapers are, after all,
owned by the same class that operate used car lots, erect
tenements, and appear at weekly Chamber of Commerce
gatherings.
A country that has made Charles Lynch the highestpaid reporter, and Peter Newman the most respected
political analyst, has much to answer for.
that
. It is people like these, it must be remembered, affair
brought us Trudeaumania, the Gerda Munsingerskilfully
and
and intermittent reports of Soviet infiltration,
the
guided a troubled nation through the dark nights of perMeasures Act with restraint, fortitude and keen
War
spicacity.
Rarely, however, has such spontaneous consensus
from the Ottawa Press Gallery's Tower of Babemerged
ble .as during the months of September and Octobers
t set of alternative
immediately past. A deeply thought-ou
outlined for a people who after all, needed to have
were
the problems defined for them:
Check one.
Pierre Elliott Trudeau is:
— arrogant
— cloistered in an ivory tower
— unconcerned
.,
— a man who never had to work for a living
— a crypto-socialist.
Stanfield is uncharismatic but:
Robert
— honest
— diligent
— solid

leading

CLAUDE RYAN'S ADVICE
In the last four years, the image that we had
of the Conservative party has given way to a different one. Mr. Stanfield remains the worthy man
we thought we had discovered in 1968. However,
as one goes west, the team that surrounds him
includes a high proportion of people who have a
conception of Canadian unity even more rigid than
that of Mr. Trudeau. Mr. Stanfield has shown that
he is open on the question of bilingualism: nevertheless, the fiercest opposition to this measure, which
is only the beginning of a real solution, has come
from his group. On the more difficult question of
relations between Quebec and the rest of Canada,
Mr. Stanfield has unceasingly reproached Mr.
Trudeau for his rigidity. Each time he has been
pressed to say what he would do himself, he has
generally repeated in different terms the position
defined by Mr. Trudeau ....
Where the quality of its candidates warrants it,
electors wishing to cast an independent vote Monday should support the NDP.
— - Claude Ryan, Montreal Le Devoir
less urgent than it might have been.
Quebec, on the other hand, was not only a centre
of Liberal strength; it was an area of the country that
tended to act up, and there were distinct political advantages to keeping it quiet. More than had been expected
ofnewthe department
industrial incentive
grantseconomic
handed outexpansion
by Trudeau's
of regional
went
to Quebec, with correspondingly less for the Atlantic
provinces. More important, the grants program showed
little sign of being of much value anywhere, if we ignore
for the moment its value to plant-owners.
Byicy was1971coming
, the government's
regional development
under heavy criticism,
notably from polthe
areas it was supposed to be developing. It was criticism
of the way the government was proceeding, and not of
(Continued on page 4)

the

— a man who deserves a chance.
The— government
technocrats is full of:
— bureaucrats
—— autocrats
hippies
— Frenchmen.
weary is:
The—— country
disillusioned
searching
—— angry.
Mr. Trudeau has many faults, but one of them is
not his contempt for the press.
press Pierre
believesElliott
— andTrudeau.
perhaps And
it hasthea press
point has
—
thatTheit made
been scorned. Hence it has the right to unmake Pierre
Elliott Trudeau. This is, if not acceptable, at least inevitable. The national press, however, went beyond.
"I know that one way to get a story onto the front
page this time is to make my lead somebody saying
there
are nolastissues
lamented
month.in this election," a Toronto reporter
And the word spread. From the first week of the election, the editorialists — all failed grammar school
teachers — proclaimed this is a dull election, an election
with no issues save what Mr. Lewis was raising, an
election with no meat in it.
In 1968, Pierre Elliott Trudeau was bragging that he
conducted an election campaign making "no promises."
ThatButis 1972
code had
for more
"no issues."
issues than the last three federal
elections combined. Housing policy, pipelines, regional
disparity policy, the tax system, welfare, immigration
policy, Quebec, dying farms, wheat prices, fisheries policy, industrial development policy, local initiatives policy, youth policy, northern development, language pol-

bored

icy, civil service, unemployment, food prices, wage-price
controls, strikes, pensions ....
The press, however, was bored.
More than that, the press did two things: it consciously
and systematically avoided serious coverage reflecting
the debate over these issues, so as to give the public
the impression that nothing of any substance was being
debated; and it decided on its own what the real issues
were.
Of course, traditional lip-service was paid to unemployment and inflation as the key issues. That being
despatched, the Toronto papers decided that the awkward
influx of Caribbeans, and the excessive spending on unemployment insurance cheques, were the issues that the
government was ignoring. The Toronto Star boldly
declared
on
frontsuch
pagea that
the unemployment
ance situationits was
scandal
that it was the insurmain
issue in the election.
Few Canadians are really aware of the domination
of the Toronto press over what they will read in Saskatchewan papers or see on Newfoundland television stations.
Because much of the Ottawa "commentator corps" is
employed or syndicated by the Toronto media, and
because Canadian Press carries lightly rewritten stories
from the Toronto papers on its service a great deal of
the time, the power of the Toronto claque is amplified
through CP, and Broadcast News, the CP service which
forms the basis of most private radio and TV newscasts.
Tied to the Toronto claque of the Toronto Star, the
Globe and Maclean's, is the Ottawa claque of Southam,
FP and CBC, which boast such hearties as Charles
Lynch,
and task
Ron of"No-Problem"
Collister.
It is the
these men, knit
even more tightly
by
being
on
the
campaign
trail
together
time, to tell us when to be bored, and whenduring
to beelection
angry.
Sensing their true calling, they achieved the former
magnificently.
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Trudeau expressed his joy that the farmer was getting
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meetgives
it.
taxpayers
'
hard
-earned
dollars, accepts unema better price — he wasn't, but that was just another
ployment and breeds
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enwill
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courage
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there
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piddling question. And so the Trudeau procession rolled
alder is dividing the country
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War Veterans and other and Income
With the exception of David Lewis, who took a leaf
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from George McGovern's campaign book
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He iS (Or - our Parliamentary heritageitswithdemocratic
Capitalism,
enough.
homosexuals, drug addicts, U.S. Army deserters and draftits dignity ond
dodgers, as the Trudeou government is now doing.
processes.tury-old traditions,
things began to go wrong. Trudeau seemed (at
"Presicon iinsm "theondTrudeou
republ
the "creeping
leastYetto the Toronto Globe and Mail) to swagger, and
-tendencies"
He iS agaillSt
evident
are
which
idential
He iS for - o Canada which accepts its role in the administration, end completely un-Canadion.
want a prime minister who
if the Canadian people didn't
W„,U -« o trustworthv member of NATn ond the UN
then Trudeau had had it. Simple.
swaggered
And Trudeau was vulnerable. He was locked into a
federalon hisTimebrandwasof growing
were notcentred
which was
set of ism,policies
holding.
Strome Galloway was big on discipline up in Ottawa Carleton
and the centre
short.
A bitter Bryce Mackasey, with an obvious allusion
to his Ontario cabinet colleagues, blamed the Liberal
policies.
loss on a lack of courage to defend government attack
on
the benefit of Trudeaunomics, had roughly the same But
what was there to defend? The essential
(Continued from page 3)
thing, but voters have always held their governments the government came from the right, while it was itself
was
it
but
policy,
the concept of a regional development
was for
a heavy
one. of the economy and Trudeau's moving toward the right.
the state
responsible
criticism nevertheless and Jean Marchand, the minister burden
the problem is not so much that Trudeau deserved
that the presence of Pierre Elliott to Thus
clear
became
it
As
be defeated and in fact was. the problem is how,
responsible for the program, didn't like it.
lead
not
would
Office
Minister's
Prime
the
in
critics,
Trudeau
effective
deserved
one of Marchand's
mid- 1972Provinces
Council, had toned to miracles, the perception of him as a man changed why and by whom. True enough, the Liberals
Economic most
theByAtlantic
we seem to have
everything they got. But in the debacle
down, fearing its attacks might help kill the scheme too.
that?
deserve
to
do
we
to reckon
the streak of arrogance and aloofness in his personality gotten Stanfield. And what did
entirely. But there was another phenomenon
with
noticed
plants
1968-was
in
Ontario
their
down
overlooked
shut
been
had
corporations
that
with: several
and moved to the Maritimes, to escape high wages and
western
man'whowhoasked
He wastheirthe wheat,
frequency.
said oppositroublesome unions — and collect a government regional increasing
should sella hundred
he nobodies
whywere
farmers
from the House
yards
MPs
tion
government
the
development
of sellinghelpits plan in Ontario. of Commons, who told the Lapalme Guys to eat shit
lask didn't
difficultThat
much with the grant.
and Newfoundland Conservative MPs Jim McGrath and
It was the two rich provinces of Ontario and British John
Lundrigan to fuck off.
Columbia that were to cost Trudeau his majority.
The regional development program, and the Trudeau
government in general, also had the misfortune to be
around at a time when the economic boom of the sixties
was coming to an end. Liberal governments, prepared
to use only a limited range of measures, can have only
a partial effect on the state of the economy in the best The piddling
of circumstances. In Canada, tied to the United States
m
so that its economy is at least as sensitive to changes
in American policy as it is to anything Ottawa does,
the government is almost totally at the whim of circum- questions
The Canadian
His four years were running out. He wanted to wait
stances beyond its control.
Still, what the Trudeau government actually did only until the economic situation improved before calling an
newsmagazine
but the economic situation didn't improve. He
aggravated the situation. It perceived inflation as the prin- election,
cipal problem, and in order to fight it took measures tried to patch things up with business, usually Liberal
In the December issue:
to slow down the economy, with the inevitable consequ- but
• The Strikebusters: the story of Canadian
tives.now reported looking longingly toward the Conservaence of increased unemployment.
Finance Minister Benson had displeased business with
Driver Pool and how it works with police and govThe result, after three years of the policy, was high
ernment tobreak strikes.
inflation and unemployment. The United States, without his
of tax assumed
reform (which
amount tohemuch
whentalkit finally
the formdidn't
of legislation):
was
• Canada's plan to attack the U.S.: the story
of Col. J, Sutherland Brown's Defence Scheme
replaced. Labour Minister Mackasey had displeased business with his reform of the labour code: he was replaced.
No. 1.
• The Hockey Brain-drain: the story of how
Corporate1 Affairs Minister Basford had displeased business with his competition act: he, too, was replaced.
the
hockey
national
sport.barons are destroying Canada's
A May budget included substantial tax concessions for
business; the long-awaited foreign-ownership policy
plus:
news
ClaudePage.Balloune's Last Pssst,
RAY GUY'S ADVICE
reviews andbriefs,
The Last
turned out to have all the power of a popgun.
First the election was going to be in April, then in
The best vote in this election is no vote at all.
Make sure you get your copy
June; Trudeau played on the developing anticipation,
No matter how you look at it.
Subscribe
but always chickened out before it was too late. There
if they see get
there's
no votes
comingus
was still little sign that defections from the Liberals would
in They
from might,
Newfoundland,
excited
and send
1 year (8 issues) subscription:
be massive (perhaps only because of the weakness of
down bigger parcels of money.
the opposition), but the 1972 election would clearly not
(institutional
Better still, they might go about their business
$4.00rate: $7.00)
be another 1968. When Trudeau finally bit the bullet
and leave us alone.
as August turned into September he did not walk, in
For what little entertainment we got out of this
the immortal words of Peter C. Newman, "into the
election none of these birds deserves a Vote. That's
the only thing you get out of elections in the long
future,
with front,
hope."toldHePeter
was Desbarats
scared to death.
Address
He putburdened
on a brave
of the
run — a few laughs while these nut cases are dashToronto
Star
that
he
hoped
people
would
listen to him
ing about cutting each other's throats.
this time, presumably not just-adore him. He also menYou seven
may feel
it's worth
just to get
at least
of these
jokers the
out ofeffort
Newfoundland
tioned that he saw the election as "a catharsis, as a
and settled away in a nice house in Ottawa.
bath
of
fire inquestions
which you're
purified,thisandlittle
you thing
settlewasall
the piddling
of whether
Send cheque or money order to:
But they won't guarantee us they'll stay away.
Last Post
Chances are that in a few years' time they'll
rightAndor sowrong."
be back here inflicting themselves on us again.
he went among the masses. "The Land Is
430
RoomKing101 St. West
Strong,"
he sloganized.
He said
that
"the could
onslaught
Don't vote — it only encourages them.
of
dissatisfaction
and
disbelief
that
Canada
even
Toronto
135, Ont.
— Ray Guy, St. John's Evening Telegram
stay together lour years ago has been dissipated." He
4 / Last Post Special Report
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sexual

mores

pilloried in Fruet's film
It seems fashionable now, and has been
She learns, soon enough, his real
lor the past few years, to accept that intentions, when he rapes her on her own
sexual morality has changed, that we are parlor couch. And the ensuing pregnancy
much more "liberated" about dealing with leads Into the pitiful plan to bury "the
our bodies — the new morality. But shame and disgrace she has brought
somehow
It doesn't
ring sexual
true, liberation upon this house and family" In a marriage
For all our
so-called
to her father's old World War I drinking
buddy, Sandy Cleo Phillips.
we
still
hold
many
of
the
mores. Like our parents, repressive
who made "old"
sex
The story Is set In wartime, a time when
secretive and dirty, we too are often too men are actively trying to prove their
afraid to discuss sexuality openly. masculinity at every turn — and there are
for some
cometo plenty of opportunities.
to"Liberation",
mean chalking
up awomen,
drunkenhasrape
Of course there is the war. Dad Dougall
seduction
—
"It
was
my
own
fault";
for reminisces constantly with his old war
some men it means taking for granted the
buddies at the legion hall about first world
woman Is using birth control, so sexual war experiences — reliving every precious
exploitation has no obligations.
moment when they were glorious and
So where Is the change?
honorable and, perhaps, had some worth,
Wadding In White, at the International if only as canon fodder, defending "the
Cinema, Is a film about the so-called "old Empire". And since It Is wartime again, the
greatest pride to the Dougalls is their son
morality".
in thetoforties
Canada,
has many Setthings
say Inabout
Northit in the army — even though he hasn't been
sent overseas, yet.
American sexuality today.
The Dougall family is a poor white
But, as in every war, and any time when
working class family struggling to make people aren't allowed to live and work and
ends meet during the Second World War. relate normally sex becomes a compulThe film deals primarily with this family
sion rather than an expression.
trying to handle that oh-so-contradictory
It
Is Ironic that the story of Jenny's
morality: sex Is dirty, but it's great for the pregnancy is an exact rerun of her own
men.
mother's
position during the former war.
The women suffer silently.
at least l married you," Mr. Dougall
And Jenny (Carol Kane) the daughter, "But
protests
to
his wife.
suffers the most from this contradiction
This perceptlveness In the film implies
and confusion. A self-consciously plain that these two women are not exceptions,
and naive girl of sixteen, she Is caught up that this story happens often to other
in the romance and glamour of movie women — even today, with the so-called
stars — a sharp contrast to her own "new morality" which pressures women In
existence.
subtler forms of rape and men Into more
She constantly compares herself with complex masculinity tests.
The film Illustrates how the family (the
her "worldly"
girlfriend,
Dolly, and
(Doriswell-llpstlcked
Petrle) always Dougalls) only serves to reinforce this
coming out the inferior. Insecure and repressed sexuality on all Its members,
lonely, she is a prime target for any man not only the children.
with the right words.
The mother recalls how she "was taken
When her brother brings home an army before
the wedding" — and not exactly
buddy, Bill (Doug McGrath), on leave, she willingly.
Her husband can only reply, "!
is all too eager to believe his advances are don't remember
It that way."
The daughter-victim is accused of being
sincere. "I think he likes me," she tells
Dolly In her constant competition to out-do the perpetrator of her own downfall, called
her glrlfrled.
a stut and tramp by a furious father who

Sexual compotltlvanoss among young girls It a thorn* of Wedding In Whit*.
attempts to beat her for her victimization
— he can't believe that a "soldier — a man
of honour" could be the one to blame.
But this dual morality that seems to
serve men, Is not gratifying for them
either. Dougall's long time WWI buddy,
Sandy, drowns his regrets about never
marrying and
having
a familystupors.
in Innumerable beers
and drunken
And Dougall Is more than eager to be his
drinking mate. Drunk, they can forget the
alienation of the present and live In the
WWI romance of "Mademoiselle from
Strangely enough, in some of the most
Armentiers."
poignant
and pitifully sad scenes of the
film, the audience broke into (nervous)
laughter. The concepts of potency,
masculinity and repressed sexuality exist
today for many people much as they did In
the '40's and perhaps it touched a few
people too close for comfort.
After all, the whole portrayal Is very real.
The acting Is superb. The roles are very

demanding, but the players seem like
naturals. Like many recent films (The Last
Picture Show, Mon Oncle Antoine,) the
actors are not glamorous or even particularly attractive — they are real people.
Special praise must be given to Donald
Pleasance, who to me, has always been a
"what's-his-name-I've-seen-him-somewhere" actor. He exemplifies the sadness
and alienation of a man whose only identity isin the past.
The other outstanding quality In the film
is Richard Lelterman's photography. An
NFB veteran,
of Qoin'
Down
the Road,and hephotographer
captures visually
the
dramatic mood set by the screenplay and
actors. Just prior to the rape scene, as
Billy approaches Jenny lying on the couch
in the half-light of the parlor, his shadow
creeps over her body, eventually covering
her. These techniques, plus Lelterman's
skillful angle
shots contribute
to and
'he
general
this sad
passionate Intensity
film. of Harriot
Kldockol
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The
Tiresfas, who had been both man and
was asked, as Ovid's legend goes,
and
mediate a dispute between Jove
towoman,
pleasure
Juno as to which sex got more
ingly
unhesitat
from love-making. Tlreslas
answered- that women did. Yet In the
between
interveni
been
y has Ovid's
mytholog
own, ayears
and ngour 2,000
time
holds the oppositean
built up which not onlymade
this belief
to be true, but has
g Ideology dictating the quality
relations between the sexes.
ofunswervin
Woman's sexuality, defined by men to
benefit men, has been downgraded and
perverted, repressed and channeled,
denied and abused until women
themselves, thoroughly convinced of their
probably
sexual inferiority to men, would
be dumfounded to learn that there Is
Indeed
was
Tlresias
that
proof
scientific
right.
The myth was codified by Freud, as
much as by anyone else. In Three Essays
of Sexuality, Freud foron the Theory
mulated his basic Ideas concerning
feminine sexuality: for little girls, the
leading erogenous zone In their bodies toIs
the clitoris; In order for the transition
womanhood to be successful, the clitoris
must abandon its sexual primacy to the
vagina; women In whom this transition has
not been complete remain clltorlallyorlentea, or "sexually anaesthetic", and
"psychosexually
■The tact thatimmature."
women change their
leading erotogenic zone In this way (Freud
wrote) together with the wave of repression at puberty, which, as It were, puts
aside their childish masculinity, are the
chief determinants of the greater
proneness of women to neurosis and
especiallyminants,totherefore,
hysteria.
These related
deterare Intimately
to the essence of feminity."
In the context of Freud's total
psychoanalytic
of womenbeings,
— that they
are not wholeview human
but
mutilated males who long all their lives for
a penis and must struggle to reconcile
themselves to Its lack — the requirement
of a transfer of erotic sensation from
clitoris to vagina became a prima facie
case for their Inevitable sexual (and moral)
inferiority.to become
In Freud's
who
struggle
what logic,
they arethose
not must
be inferior to that to which they aspire.
that heI hesitate
could notto"escape
the Freud
notionwrote
(though
give it
expression) that for women the level of
what Is ethically normal Is different from
what It is In men. .."We must not allow
ourselves to be deflected from such conclusions bythe denials of the feminists,
who are anxious to force us to regard the
two sexes as completely equal In position
and worth."

politics of female
Freud himself admitted near the end of
his life that his knowledge of women was
Inadequate. "If you want to knowte more
your
about feminity, you must Interrogapoets,
turn to the moreor
own experience, or can
you
give
wait until science
d
information," he said; he also expresse
alysis
female psychoanfind
the hope that himthe would
out
to
able
be
who followed
more. But, the post- Freudians adhered
rigidly to the doctrine of the master, and,
as In most of his work, what Freud hoped
would be taken as a thesis for future study
of canon law.
became instead a kind ans
While the neo-Freudi haggled over
Freudian bible,
the
of
the correct reading
watered-down Freudlanlsm was wending
via
its way into the cultural mythology
popular
Broadway plays, novelists, marriage
scientists,
social
magazines,
counselors, and experts of various kinds
who found It useful In projecting desired
Images of women.
The superiority of the vaginal orgasm
was particularly useful as a theory, since It
basis for
provided a convenientwomen
were
clitoral
categorization:
deemed Immature, neurotic, bitchy, and
masculine; women who had vaginal
orgasms were maternal, feminine, mature,
and normal. Though frigidity should
technically be defined as total Inability to
achieve orgasm, the orthodox Freudians
(and pseudo-Freudians) preferred to
define It as Inability to achieve vaginal
EdIn 1944,
definition,
by which
orgasm,
mond Bergler
adjudged
between
70 and
80 per cent of all women frigid. The
clitorial versus vaginal debate raged hot
and heavy among the sexologists —
although Klnsey's writings stressed the
Importance of the clitoris to female
orgasm
tics — butandit contradicted
became clear Bergler's
that therestatiswas
something indispensable to the society
in the Freudian view which allowed it to remain unchallenged in the public consciousness.
In 1966, Dr. William H. Masters and
Virginia E. Johnson published Human
Sexual Response, a massive clinical study
of the physiology of sex. Briefly and simply, the Masters and Johnson conclusions
about thevation ofand
femaleInterviews
orgasm, with
based487onwomen,
obserwere these:
"1) That the dichotomy of vaginal and
clitoral orgasms Is entirely false.
Anatomically, all orgasms are centered in
the clitoris, whether they result from direct
manual pressure applied to the clitoris,
indirect pressure resulting from the
thrusting of penis during Intercourse, or
generalized sexual stimulation of other
erogenous zones like the breasts.
"2) That women are naturally multi-
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HaleySPECIAL
in *
"Don't Knock the Rock" • only 49c.
or come at 10:00 Saturday and see both
TWO LAKE BLACKTOPfor and
only DON'T
$1.25 KNOCK THE ROCK

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!
*mW^

"WW

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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orgasmic; that Is, If a woman Is Immediately stimulated following orgasm,
she is likely to experience several
orgasms in rapid succession. This is not
an exceptional occurrence, but one of
which most women are capable.
"3) That
whilethey
women's
not
vary
In kind,
vary Inorgasms
Intensity.do The
most intense orgasms experienced by the
research subjects were by masturbatory
manual stimulation, followed In Intensity
by manual stimulation by the partner; the
least intense orgasms were experienced
by women during Intercourse.
"4) That the afemale
orgasm isentity
as realas and
Identifiable
physiological
the
male's;
it
follows
the
same
pattern
erection and detumescence of the
clitoris,of
which may be seen as the female
equivalent of the penis.
"5) That there is an " Infinite variety of
female sexual response" as regards Intensity and duration
of orgasms'
To anyone
acquainted
with the body of
existing knowledge of feminine sexuality,
the Masters and Johnson findings were
truly revolutionary and liberating In the
extent to which they demolished the established myths. Yet six years after the
study was published, It seems hardly to
have made much of an impact at all.
Certainly it Is not for lack of Information
that the myths persist. Human Sexual
Response, despite Its weighty scientific
language, was an Immediate best-seller,
and popular paperbacks explicated It to
millions of people In simpler language and
at a cheaper price. The mythology
remains Intact because a male-dominated
culture has a vested interest In Its
continuance.
William Masters had searched for a
woman co-worker for his research
because, as he said, "No male really
understands
Before
Masters and female
Johnson,sexuality."
female sexuality
had been objectively defined and
described by men; the subjective experience of women had had no part In
defining their own sexuality.
And, men defined feminine sexuality in
a way as favourable to themselves as
possible.tainedIfthrough
woman's
pleasure
obthe vagina,
then was
she was
totally
dependent
on
the
man's
erect
penis
to achieve orgasm; she would receive her
satisfaction only as a concomitant of
man's seeking his. With the clitoral
orgasm, woman's sexual pleasure was
independent
of the male's,
and she couldas
seek her satisfaction
as aggresslevely
the man sought his, a prospect which
didn't tionappeal
to toofeminine
many men.sexuality
The defini-as
of normal
vaginal, In other words, was a part of
keeping women down, of making them
sexually, as well as economically, socially,
and politically subservient.
In retrospect, partfclarly with the
additional perspective of our own time,
Freud's theory of feminine sexuality
appears an historical rationalization for

the realities of Victorian society. Culturebound in the Victorian ethos, Freud has to
play the role of paterfamilias. Serving the
ethos, he developed a psychology that
robbed Victorian women of possible
politics.
Freud's theory
envy,
the
penisIn functioned
as theof penis
unalterable
determinant of maleness which women
could symbolically envy Instead of the
power and prestige given men by the
society. It was a refusal to grant women
acknowledgement that they had been
wronged by their culture and their times,
according
woman's
had not beento Freud,
conferred
upon lower
her by status
men,
but by God, who had created her without a
insistence on the superiority of
penis.Freud's
the
vaginal orgasm seems almost a
demonic determination on his part to
finalize
Victorian's
repression theof
feminine theeroticism,
to stigmatize
remaining vestiges of pleasure feit by
women, and thus make them unac eptable tothe women themselves. For
there were still women whose sexuality
hadn't beenby one
completely
evidenced
Dr. Issac destroyed,
Brown Baker,as
a surgeon who performed numerous
clltorldectomis on women to prevent the
sexuat excitement which, he was convinced, caused "Insanities", "catalepsy,"
"hysteria,"
"epilepsy,"
and othertodiseases.
The Victorians
had needed
repress
sexuality for the success of Western industrialized society; in particular, the total
repression
of woman's
sexualitySo was
crucial to ensure
her subjugation.
the
Victorians honoured only the mate
ejaculation, that aspect of sexuality which
was necessary to the survival of the
species; the male ejaculation made
women submissive to sex by creating a
mystique of the sanctity of motherhood;
and, supported by Freud, passed on to us
the heritage of the double standard.
When Kinsey laid to rest the part of
the double standard that maintained
women got no pleasure at all from sex,
everyone cried out that there was a sexual
revolution afoot But, such talk, as usual,
was deceptive. Morality, outside the
marriage bed, remained the same, and
children were socialized as though Kinsey
had never described what they would be
like when they grew up. Boys were taught
that they should get their sex where they
could old
find assumption
It, " go as far that
" as they
could.were
On
the
women
sexual creatures, girls were taught that
since they needed sex less than boys did,
itrestraints.
was up Into whatever
them to impose
sexual
sex. education
adolescents did manage to receive, they
were told that men had penlses and
women vaginas; the existence of the
clitoris was not mentioned, and pleasure
in sex was never discussed at all.
Adolescent boys growing up beglng
for sexual crumbs from girls frightened for
their "reputations" — a situation that
remains unchanged to this day — hardly

constitutes the vanguard of a sexual
revolution. However, the marriage-manual
craze that followed Kinsey assumed that a
lifetime of psychological destruction
could, with the aid of a little booklet, be
abandoned
aftershould
marriage,
and that
husband and wife
be able
to make
sure that the wife was not robbed of her
sexual brlthright to orgasm; just so long as
it was vaginal.
The effect of the marriage manuals of
course ran counter to their ostensible
purpose. Under the guise of frankness
and sexual liberation, they dictated
prudery and restraint. Sex was made so
mechanized, detached, and intellectual
that it was robbed of its sensuality. Man
became a spectator of his own sexual
experience. And, the marriage manuals
put new pressure on women. The swing
was from repression to pre-occupation
with the orgasm. Men took the marriage
manuals to mean that their sexuality would
be enhanced by bringing women to
orgasm
again,own
co-opting
feminine
sexuality and,
for their
ends they
put
pressure on women to perform. The endorsement bythe marriage manuals of
vaginal orgasm Insured that women would
be asked not only, "Did you come?" but
also, "Didceptiyou
to Freud'smature
conon of a conform
psychosexually
woman, and thereby validate my
Rather than being revolutionary, the
masculinity?"
present sexual situation is tragic. Appearances notwithstanding, the age-old
taboos against conversation about persexual This
experiences
haven't
broken sonal
down.
reticence still
has allowed
the mind-manipulators of the media to
create myths of sexual supermen and
superwomen. So, the bed becomes a
competitive arena, where men and women
measure themselves against these
mythical rivals, while simultaneously trying
to live up to the ecstasies promised them
by the marriage manuals and the fantasies
of the media. ("If the earth doesn't move
for
me, I must
missing
reasoning
goes.)be Our
societysomething,"
treats sex the
as
a sport, with its recordbreakers. Its
judges, its rules, and its spectators.
As anthropologists have shown,
women's sexual response Is culturally
conditioned; historically, women defer
to whatever model of their sexuality is
offered them by men. So the sad thing for
women Is that they have helped make the
vaginal orgasm into a status symbol In a
male-dictated system of values. A woman
would now perceive her preference for a
clitoral orgasm
a "secret
nominious Inthe aseyes
of othershame,"
women igas
well as those or men. This internalization
can be seen In the literature: Mary
McCarthy's and Doris Lessing's writing on
orgasms do not differ substantially from D.
H. Lawrence's
and de
ErnestBeauvolr,
Hemingway's,
and
even Simone
In the
Second Sex, refers to vaginal orgasm as
the only " normal satisfaction."

Rather than working to alleviate the
pressure on them, women have increased
it Feeling themselves Insecure In a competitive situation, they are afraid to admit
their own imagined Inadequacies, and He
to other owmen about their sexual experiences. With their men, they often fake
orgasm
appear "goodphysical
In bed"burden
and thus
place anto Intolerable
on
themselves and a psychological burden
on the men unlucky enough to see
through
ruse. that has made this
One thefactor
unfortunate
possible
Is Ignorance: thesituation
more subtle
and delicate
aspects of human sexuality are still not
fully
For example,
abilityunderstood.
to attain orgasm
seems atowoman's
be conditioned as much by her emotions as by
physiology and sociology. Masters and
Johnson proved that the orgasm experienced, the misnamed vaginal orgasm,
did not differ anatomically from the clitoral
orgasm. But this should not bee seen as
their most significant contribution to the
sexual emancipation of women. A
difference remains in the subjective experience of orgasm during intercourse
and orgasm apart from Intercourse. In the
complex of emotional factors affecting
feminine sexuality, there Is a whole panaply of pleasures: the pleasure of being
penetrated and filled by a man, the
pleasure of sexual communication, the
pleasure of affording a man his orgasm,
the erotic pleasure that exists even when
the sex Is not terminated by orgasmic
release. Masters
an Johnson's
contribution was to stress
and "infiniterealvariety
ofbe female
sexual
response."
One
should
able to appreciate the differences,
rather than impose value judgements on
them.There Is no doubt that Masters and
Johnson were
fullystudy
awareto ofthethesexual
implications oftheir
liberation of women. As they wrote, "With
orgasmic
physiology
the
human female
now hasestablished,
an undeniable
opportunity to develop realistically her
own
responseseems
levels."naiveFourandyears
later sexual
this statement
entirely too optimistic. Certainly, the sexual
problemsuntilofthere
our society
will unfeigned
never be
solved
Is real and
equality between men and women. This
idea Is usually misconstrued: sexual
liberation for women is wrongly understo d to mean that women will adopt
all the forms of masculine sexuality. As In
the whole issue of women's liberation,
thafs
not the
aspire really
to Imitate
the point.
mistakesWomen
of mendon'tIn
sexuat matters, to view sexual exs as conquest
ego-to
enhancement,perienceto
use other and
people
serve their own ends. But If the Masters
and Johnson material is allowed to filter
womanthe atpublic
long consciousness,
last will be allowed to then
take
into
the first step toward
her emancipation,
Susan Lydon

HART HOUSE SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
WILLIAM SH00KH0FF
VOCAL QUARTET
Sunday, November 5 at 8 p.m.
IN THE GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE
Tickets Available At The Porter's Desk
HILLEL FILM SERIES
PRESENTS

POPPA?
S
WHERE'STARRING
George Segal and Ruth Gordon
Sunday, Nov. 5
8:30 p.m.
Mclennan physics bldg.
ROOM 202
ADMISSION 75c

UNIQUE

DEADLINE
SPECIAL
GRANTS TOIS GSU.
15 NOVEM- *
BER.
SUBMITFOR YOUR
ESTIMATE
16 BANCROFT AVE. - 928-2391

ACSK
PA
NTO'
RORB
TOPE
e
or
Bookst
ON
TWO

STARTING NOVEMRER 4 - 8.30 p.m.
Edward Johnson Building-Concert Hall
NEW

MUSIC

LEVELS
classified

CONCERTS

weil-informed
by
subject,
helpfui
staff
presents its first exciting performance
STUDENT SINGLE TICKETS ONLY $1.00
ENCHANTRESS (R. Murray Schafer) SOUND POETRY presented by ihe Four
Horsemen - by Nicho, R. Barretto-Rlvera, Paul Dutton, Steve McCaftery.
PROLIFERATION (Claude Vivier) GRAFFITI (Walter Heksler) SEQUENCES
(John Hawkins) - world premiere - work lor two chamber ensembles.
Featured artist: Jean Laurendeau (Odes Martenot)
Tickets: 481-3371
or at the box office, evening of performance
For a series brochure on all the New Music
Concerts performances, please call the ticket
i number, Monday lo Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

d
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551
®
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THE

GRADUATE

ASSISTANTS

ASSOCIATION
was comprehensive survey of the wages
Last spring the GSU published the GA REPORT. This report
marker employed by
workingty. conditions of every teaching assistant, demonstrator, grader and
and Universi
the
The major findings of the report were:
a) Although there was a provincial
wage ceiling of $1800, ONLY 30% OF
ALL GRADUATE ASSISTANTS WERE
EARNING THAT AMOUNT. Despite
the fact that the ceiling has now been
increased to $2400, THERE HAS
BEEN NO INCREASE IN PAY!
b) The average wage
was less than $1000.

paid to GAs

c) 28% of all graduate students are
women, but they only comprise 16%

WHAT

CAN

The findings of the GA Report convinced a large
number of graduate students that a union for
graduate assistants was necessary. The GSU
supported this move and has supplied some
funds and office assistance to get the GAA
started. The union is open to all demonstrators, teaching assistants, graders, markers,
post-doctoral fellows, and fourth-year students
who are employed by the University of Toronto.
In July we asked the University for voluntary
recognition; this was refused. This left us with
no option but to form a legally certifiable union.
Once we are certified, the University is required,
by law, to enter into bargaining with us. Further-

WHAT

YOU

Already a sizeable number of GAs,
from a variety of departments, have
joined the GAA. You too can join the
GAA. At present, the GAA has no formal existence. By your joining, you
can create a well-functioning GAA,
direct its future course, and formulate

All

GAs

are

of the total of gas.
d) Although close to 40% OF ALL
TEACHING IS DONE BY GAs, they
have virtually NO REPRESENTATION
OR VOICE IN ANY POLICY-MAKING
PROCESSES WHICH AFFECT THEIR
WORK. They have little voice concerning classroom size, content of the
course or student-teacher ratios.
Furthermore, there is no formal
representation of GAs on any governing body of the University.

BE

DONE

more, according to law, they are required to
bargain in good faith.
As a union, if successful in our bargaining,
among the gains we can win are:
a) Medical and fringe benefits. GAs are the
only University employees who receive no
medical or fringe benefits.
b) Job security and seniority rights. Most GAs
do not know from one year to the next whether
they will be working. We can change that.
c) Higher pay.
d) A voice in the classroom regarding content,
structure, and student-teacher ratios.
e) Office space and office supplies.

CAN

DO

its policies.
There will be a series of meetings at the
GSU, 16 Bancroft Ave, on November 7,
8 and 9. The meetings are scheduled
from 4-6 on those days. The meetings
will be both informational and
organizational.

urged

to

attend

For more information, contact your department's GSU representative or call the
GSU at 928-7057, 6233 or 2391, and watch VARSITY for future announcements.
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Yes
concert
is marred
by unendurable
sound
ctuated by a firefly array of classically flavoured Mood For A brilliant and ovblously an esThis past Tuesday night was a the home of the Maple Leafs
time for ghosts and goblins, the hockey team Is designed for lighted matches. An orchestrated Day. The band came back to
sential part of the Yes sound.
annual drag parade up Yonge
began to with
swell the
and mellotron
meld Into Fragile for Heart of Sunrise and Playing 5 keyboard instruments,
the subtleties
of Yes' tape
a crossover
brand of but
music.
So the audience
Street and colncldentally this anything
then went into their epic. Close to including grand piano, electric
year, a Yes concert at Maple Leaf had to wait for about an hour and drums as the lights unfolded the Edge. Rick Wakeman's piano, organ, mellotron and synkeyboard solo was then followed
Gardens.
while the stage was carefully set the group on stage.
thesizer. The wizard-like
The concert left me In an up. As It turned out much of the
The concert (and likely the next by Roundabout. For the finale, Wakeman was always in motion
ambivalent mood. There was dis- session was made unusable album) was largely composed of Yes responded to the standing and never erred In his lightening
because of some very annoying previously recorded material In- ovation with a new song Yours is transitions.
ap ointment atthe butYes'therelackwasof buzzing
absolute perfection
caused by Interference
cluding al the selections from the No Disgrace.
of thewithnight's
still an Immense of respect for the between the recording lines and new Yes album Close to the Edge
Yes were remarkably true to The essence came
the
level of true musicianship and the PA system. Like almost all and some parts of Fragile Begin- their recordings, especially on disappointment
quintet's
best
song-assemblage,
the
material
from
Close
to
the
seriousness that was conveyed Gardens' rock concerts the
ning with Siberian Khatru, the
Roundabout. It was lacking the
by the knitted brows of the intent volume was far above an en- concert flowed into a lilting drum Edge. That was, In fact, a driving force of former drummer
durable level probably because phased, All Good People, remarkable feat considering the Bill Bruford but it also suffered
group and conveyed in sound by
the kinetic vibrations that the sound engineers have some followed by And You and I. Then complete, cinematic nature of from bass lines that were not as
throbbed through the audience. grave hearing deficiencies by Steve Howe took the spotlight their music. All the dramatic chunky and crisp as they could
For some unknown reason, now.
with some solo acoustic guitar changes were right on cue, In
been. But
band's
acheivements
werethenontheless
Yes chose the Gardens to tape
The concert opened in the work that featured an impressive tune and confident. The music Is have
their next album. The acoustics of blackness of the arena pun- (but flawed) version of the Interdependent on each amazing considering the demanmembers' talent and deftness,
artful editing of the music.
and It was a treat to see such Most ding,rock
bands would have
difficult sounds mesh together
enough
trouble
tryingstudio.
to put Yes'
with complete precision.
Rick Wakeman was especially music together In aAllan
Mandsll
BRADDOCK
Discover
OPTICAL
the
170
GeorgeSt. W.St. 233-2611
925-8720
freedom of
2917 St,Blooi
Centenary
Plaza
282-2030
Organ Recital
Bayview Village Centre 222-5791
CONTACT
12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
LENSES
interior/
CLEMENT C.
featuring
cfreefbrm
CARELSE

cuon waterbeds
Complete Units From

Monday,
at 5.05 Nov.
p.m. 6
Convocation Hall

2110 Yonge St.$79.95 489-7600

WINNER OF 3
CANADIAN FILM AWARDS

The

ale

you

say,

Donald Pleasence Carol Kane
and Doris Petrie
In ColourActress)*--,^*
(Best Supporting
INTERNATIONAL
CINEMA
NIGHTLY AT 7:00-9:00
SAT. AND SUN. AT 2:20-4:30-7:00-9.00
YONGE M MANOR

The University Library announces that
the Department of Rare Books
and Special Collections
including University Archives
WILL BE CLOSED
FROM MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1972
until it re-opens in its new premises at St.
George and Harbord Streets not later than
January 2, 1973. If it is possible to bring forward the opening date this will be announced later.
Molson Golden
A good smooth ale
Do you know what you're missing?

In urgent circumstances, the Library will
attempt to continue services from these
collections during the move. Please call 6107
(Rare Books) or 2277 (University Archives)
for details.
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Ravel. Arthur Rowe plays Bach, Chopin
and Ravel and Andrew Galllardl plays
Schumann, Griff and Rachmaninoff
(preludes).November 5 the Baroque
On
Orcheetra of Cologne performs at the
MacMlllan Theatre at 8:30 pm. The
program Is Handel's Concerto grosso 2 InforD
major, Carl Stamltz' Concerto No
concerto
cello and orchestra. Telemann's
us
s unfamo
and soHaydn'
E major
In
It and
adows
oversh
88th
(because the mention the 89th did
he
the 87th not to 86th
symphony. A limited
even write one?)
number of tickets are still available at last
s and $4 for others.In
count, at $2 for student
tor Studies
The Ontario Institute
ing an evening of
sponsor
is
on
Educati
BathursL subway station, beginning at 1 Chinese choral and Instrumental music
504 at and has decided not to rent Maple Leaf
pm. Advance tickets are only
Etherea (In Rochdale), while admission Is Gardens for the event. In fact, the admisdoor.
the
at
$1
and It's at the OISE auditorium
mm
Adam Mitchell, the former lead singer at 8:30.sion Isfree
Cantonese music and Chinese folk
"Toronic,
psychedel group, The featured
songs .plus Instrumental ensembles are
Early November finds us shoulder of theto'slong
answerdefunct,
to the Beatles"
multiweek
two
A
s.
deep Inculturalpremiere
theatre festival Is being held at the
St Lawrence Centre Town Hall, November
5 through 19. Toronto's various ethnic
groups will have the opportunity of
plays In German, Ukranlan, Yidsampling
dish, Czechoslovaklan, French and even
English. Incidentally, if you missed the
n
du Petit Bonheur's fine productio
Theatre
rs,
of Jean Barbeau's two one-acte
there
it
can catch
and Goglu,
h. Theyousame
company will
the fourteent
onSolange
offer its second production this year starting November 9 : Les Bonne*, by Jean
Genet, whose plays are a rare experience
in the poetry of theatre. More St. Lawrence
Centre tare: its repertory company opens
November 7 with a dramatic adaptation of
Two
Franza Kafka's The Trial. Creation
presents Midway Priest, a new Canadian
Novembe
starting
Actor'sAlexStudio,
Goatr
features
Theatre
9.play,Theat Poor
9 until
Betti from November House
Island by Ugo Its
December 2. designer is Hart
Theatre veteran Stephan Katz.
Speaking of artists In our midst, Nancy
Reason, a third year Englsh major from
University College, has written Old
Friend*, finishing Saturday at the UC
playhouse.
The setting: The
an oldcharacters,
lake-side
hotel
In Switzerland.
Laura, Muriel and David. Sounds like our
old friend, psychological drama.
The OKeefe Centre will finish off its
National Ballet stint minus Nureyev.
Tickets are available, needless to say. You
can see Michael Redgrave in John Mortimer's play A Voyage Round My Father.
However,
if youpockets,
aren't Inyouthe could
mood tryto
empty your
Noogenesli, a new musical playing the
3,4,10,11,17,18,14 and 25 at the St. GllesKingsway Presbyterian Church In
Islington. It claims to treat the themes of
"love, death, the youth cult, unemployment, loneliness and man's search
for meaning." Furthermore, "following the
performance
coffee willvalue?
be served." How's
that
for entertainment
Eleanor Coleman

There should be enough folk music
around the city this week to keep most
fanatics fairly busy and broke.
Toronto based folkslnger Murray
McLaughlan Is back at the River boat, 134
Yorkville (922-6216), till Sunday. Murray
has a new album out and should be doing
a lot of material from It. Next week, from
Monday through Saturday, Tom Ruth will
be appearing. This is one of his few
appearances this year so tickets are
available mis iInon is$3.50.
advance from the 'boat. AdMichael Cooney is a Grumbles, 71
Jarvls above King (368-0796), tonight and
tomorrow. Next Week is "Canada Week"
with a different performer appearing each
night. From Monday to Saturday the
lineup is, Alan J. Ryan, Ken Tobias,
Dancing Bear, David Eealg (a London
area blues guitarist). Heartaches Razz
Band and Alexander Zelkln respectively.
"One should
of the bemore
promising
events
the Guy
Fawkes weekend
celebration to be presented by Thog on Sunday.
Eleven hours of theatre, music and other
fantastic happenings will take place at the
Bathurst Street. United church, 736
Bathurst Street, Just south of the Bloor-

Victor Feldbrlll conducts the U of T Orcheetra
Paupers Is appearing tonight at Fiddlers
Green, near Yonge and Egllnton (4893001). Mitchell has been more Involved
with production than performing lately and
this, his first surfacing since Mariposa,
might be interesting. On Tuesday the
guest artists are Debbie Dunlevy and Ted
Richards. Admission is $1.

The St. Lawrence Centre's Town Hall
Is where the
five young musical
contest
winners
willCentre's
be proffering
evidence to prove they deserve their
laurels, tonight at 8:30, tickets $3.50.
Sollne Dussault-Senart, soprano, will sing
Handel, Brahms, Faure and Berlioz;
Caroline Tamlin, soprano will sing
Mozart's ItInvigorating
(because
Is too much and
fun, neglected
no doubt)
Exultate Jubilate: Angela Skala will play
violin pieces by Morawtetz, Webern and

(not ahown), aa conductor-ln-resldence
Still on November 5 will be Franspeter
Goebels in a recital of harpsichord music,
old and new. Goebels Is appearing at
Scarboro as part of a North American
tour. The time Is 3:30 pm and as usual the
admission is free. Not to be outdone, Hart
House has brazenly decided to stage the
Vocal Quartet wlthWIIIIam Shookhoff at 8
pm. Limp satire aside, this will not actually
conflict with the Scarboro concert, but It
will
Baroque one
Orchestra's
concertto
whichwithIs anthe Important
and deserves
monopolize that one evening. In fact,
Metro United Church Is having its next
Chancel concert at 8:30 the same evening.
No matter who Is to blame, I think It may
be assumed that the Toronto audience Is
mature enough to be eclectic In Its musical
interests and would want to hear for example, the Vocal Quartet as much as the
Cologne Orchestra. Four concerts on the
same day, three of which whose times
conflict. That's really an unnecessary
situation, although It's true that It Is difficult
to place blame.

On November 9 The Performing Arte
of Korea, a dance and musicians group
Ilwill stage a concert
from Korea,al phases
and
of Korean court and
lustrating
military
,
Confucian
music.
chamber
Buddhist and folk music. Charge Is $2 for
students, and it's at 8:30 pm.
An Interesting program on the CBS
am
nt attng10:30Award
Sunday
AM
State Broadcas
Ohio Suppleme
features
evocation
an
In
s
winner David Humphrey
of the times and particular circumstances
of Beethoven
promises 'sto
program
ng the Thewriting
surroundi
Solemnls.
Missa
be a boradcastlng tour de force, with a
theatre-like portrayal of a sad,sadsadIn
Beethoven— and or course he was
1814, and very often after that.
week What'sup
of lastQuartet,(
correctio
and It Is
The nsOrford
in order:
are Two
Orford, not Oxford as we have assiduously
be on
not
will
Issues)
printed It the last few
CBC television this Sunday. They told us
there'sed.no
announcItement
towordkill onthewhether
will bebutreschedul
concert
next
the
Secondly, the tickets for
go
don't
Orchestra
y
U ofatT Symphon
ofon thesale
because
ed
announc
all as
they're free. You can pick them up at the
box office now.

Art Gallery
Ontario
presents
an
exhibition
of moreof than
80 prints,
largely
from
gallery's own
on view
until the
December
3 In collection,
a show entitled
French Prlntmakera of the Nineteenth
Century. There are works by Delacroix,
Mucha, Toulouse-Lautrec and Daumler. A
for exand RodinMuseum
by Ingres
few pieces,
ample, are from
the Metropolitan
of Art In New York where the exhibition
first appeared.
Eric Frelfeld, painter and instructor at
the Ontario College of Art, will have a
showing of 25 of his paintings from
November 11 to 25. It is his first
commercial show, although he has had
many one-man shows across the country.
His style is said to be divided between
direct watered ou ring, carried out with
expressionist bravura and what he calls
'sustained drawings' heightened with
watercolour and worked on in most cases
for several years.
A Malcolm Batty Retrospect continues at
Hart House until November 24th.
It will be our policy henceforth to note
sou
issue only.
one L'Hebdoi
openings (and closings) inp

Tonight: Little Big Man, (Penn) 7:30 and
10 Roxy, 99c. I'm not a cook, but soups
have turned out to be easy and Impressive. Chop up your old vegetables
(limp celery,
browning
seeds
leftover salad,
root lettuce,
vegetablepepper
tops)
add salt and slow boil about fifteen
minutes, (so as not to kill vitamins). Let
stand awhile, strain and throw away
vegetables.
Sunday: The Lower Depths (Renoir), St.
Mikes,simmer
8 pm. bones
If you and
are ameat
meat-eater
can
scraps inyoua
covered pot. Vinegar and salt help release
minerals. Let this go on for hours, as there
are no vitamins to burn up. Uncovered
rapid boiling
at the end will get rid of any
tell-tale
vinegar.
Don'tTV,miss
andWednesday:
the Pity, on CBC
from The
7:30 Sorrow
on. My
split
pea meat.
soup goes
over best,
use any
Buy cheap
dried and
spiltI don't
peas
at Oaala, on Harbord, Just West of
Spadina: Steve needs the business. Cook
In leftovers water until peas are soft. It
takes about three-quarters of an hour.
After awhile add carrot and potato chunks,
later onion chunks. Tabasco or ketchup
livens It up. Try various spices, but not too
many In any one soup, or the taste gets
confused. Don't be afraid of chill or other
hot things. Do it to taste.
Editor
Diemer
Assoc. Editor Ulli
Bill Macvicar
theatre
eleanor coleman
art
pop
bob bossin
movies
allan
mandell
ian
music
ian scott
scott
books
bill macvicar
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sportalk
U of T finished in first place in the
initial round of the Ontario Senior
Intercollegiate
Women'sat Field
Hockey
championships
York
University last weekend. The closest
game of the three played by the U of
T team was the Saturday afternoon
game with York — Toronto won, 20. In other games on the weekend,
Toronto defeated McGill 3-0, and
Queen's
four teams
competed6-0.at While
York, theanother
four
participated at Waterloo. Waterloo
finished first, defeating Guelph and
McMaster by 1-0 scores, and tying
Western, I - 1 . The second half of the
championship will be held today and
tomorrow at Scarborough College.
The Intermediate Championship will
be decided on the downtown campus Women's Senior Volleyball
will participate
the tomorrow....
Queen's invitational inTournament
Also last weekend, the Women

Smiley

Fencers
participated
in the Queen's—
Invitational
Fencing Tournament
their first competition of the season.
The A and B teams, coached by Ken
Wood, placed third and fourth in a
field of seven.... In football play this
weekend, the two. teams for the
OUAA championship will be
decided. Western Mustangs play in
Windsor, while the Gee-Gees host
Waterloo Lutheran Golden
Hawks. .. the football All Star teams
were announced this week. Toronto
placed II members — the highest
number of any team in the OUAA
— on the Eastern All Star team.
Toronto was represented on the
offensive team by Rein Enno, centre. Bruce Parrack, guard, John
Lipsett. tackle. Brent Elsey, end.
Cor Doret, halfback, and Wayne
Dunkley. quarterback. On the
defensive team it was Jim Nicoletti,
end. Jim Blainey, tackle, Guido

invokes

By HAT REDICAN
U of T political economy
professor Donald Smiley yesterday
called for autonomous social
research in Canadian universities in
order to ensure independent and
effective research.
Smiley, speaking at the annual
meeting of the Association of
Universities and Colleges of Canada
at Toronto's Hyatt House, said that
governments'
to guarantee
the relevance ofdesire
social research
often
led to a "crude utilitarian approach
to Smiley
higher stated
education".
that he thought the
governments'
was toto
see that the only
moneyconcern
funneled
research in universities was used for
public purposes.
"Government needs for research
are larger, more specific, and more
urgent
ever before."that it was
Whilethanacknowledging
importantmissionthat
com-in
research governments
for their own use
order to function reasonably, Smiley
said that it was also important to
allow for a continuing, independent,
critical analysis of the political
economy. This could only occur, he
added, if the government adopted a
laissez-faire altitude to university
research.
Smiley said the lack of good
critical analysis in other sectors of
society accentuated the need for
university involvement in this area.

iantorno and Hartley Stern,
linebackers, and Peter McNabb,
defensive halfback. (In spite of the
large number of all stars on the
team, the Blues lost to Ottawa GeeGees last weekend, to eliminate any
playoff chances.) The team was
selected by OUAA coaches who
nominated players from their own
teams; lists were then circulated to
all coaches in the league. Coaches
voted on players from their own
section but were unable to vote for
players on their own teams.... the
Ontario Pinball Championship was
won by Seymour Kanowitch of UC.
Second place went to Danny Davis,
Toronto, and third place went to Russ Rayner, George Brown.
Teams came from as far away as
Chicago to participate.... Soccer
Blues meet Western tomorrow in
their last league game of the season.
Game time is I pm. Next

autonomous

He cited journalism as being
"depressing in its superficiality and
its
triviality" concerning these
matters.
Smiley also stated that many of
the government's projects could be
better
by "in-house"
research, served
the investigation
of public
policy by distinctly government
agencies.
He referred to "rapid and abrupt
change
in government
priorities" as
one reason
for this development.
Douglas Murray of the Canadian
Social Research Council which
funds social research, said in reply
to Smiley that the government may
be forced to consider alternatives to
university research.
He criticized the laissez-faire

social

approach, insofar as it left many
areas which needed investigation
uncovered.
He pointed out that no books are
presently being planned on the 1972
federal election and that, in fact,
only one book has ever been written
on any Canadian election.
Murray said he felt that agencies
like the Research Council, which is
independent of government, supported byuniversities and individual
university teachers, may be forced to
recommend a government- con
trolled agency to finance social
research.
Science and defence research is
already extensively funded by
government controlled bodies, the
National Research Council and the

Wednesday the Blues play York at
York for the OUAA championship.
The
Queen's un4-1
last Yeomen
Saturdaydefeated
and remain
defeated champions of the Eastern
Section. The winner of that game
will advance to the first national
CIAU championship game. Next
Thursday, Alberta plays the winner
of the Maniloba-Lakehead game,
which will determine the western
representative. Memorial University, St. John's, Newfoundland, will
represent iveastern
Canada's
ersities, while either
Loyola un-or
Laval will come from Quebec. The
CIAU championship will be held at
York from November 10-12
Waterpolotomorrow
Blues play
Queen'sHouse.
and
Ottawa
at Hart
The
U
of
T-Queen's
game
decide who represents first placewillin
the Eastern Section. The top two
teams (likely U of T and Queen's)

will participate
the OUAA
finals
next
weekend at inYork....
the OUAA
Cross-Country championship will be
decided tomorrow in Guelph....
Olympic Trust of Canada reports
that "recent major donors" include
the following multi-national corporations: Standard Oil, Coca-Cola
Ltd., and the City of Montreal....
interfaculty and intramural touch
football playoffs begin next week....

research
Defence Research Board.
Smiley agreed with Murray that
there were general trends in research
that had to be corrected. Among
these, he cited the "indefensibly
small proportion of projects which
areSmiley
specifically
Canadian". the need
also emphasized
for co-operationnature
in projects
of an
international
(for example
physicsduplication.
or philology) in order to
avoid

Unclassifieds
SKI AUSTRIA - Feb. 10-25 - two weeks in
Innsbruck, incl. flighi, transfers, meals special
$299 {applicable
until Nov. Brian
30).
More information
call (evenings):
266-1368
or
John
267-4166
or
Bernd
2614176
EXPEDITIONS: Overland London to
Capetown:
TorontoIsland:
to RioSolar
de Janeiro:
Yucatan: Eastern
Eclipse.
The Trekkers: 2453 Yonge St., Suite No. 7.
Innis supports fees demo
Toronto 483-9080
You learn
Innis College Student Society Thursday threw its support behind ABORTION AND BIRTH CONTROL
something
REFERRAL
service
sponsored
by
Victoria
College's attempts
to organize
and new every day
Park demonstration
SAC refused
to join.U of T participation in a Queen's Women's
Thursdays Liberation.
7:30 to 9:30Clinic
at U ofTuesday
T Advisory
The
November
2
1
demonstration
spring's Program.
tuition fee hike Bureau, 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or
and detrimental changes in the Ontarioprotests
Studentslast Award
phone 533-9006 any time.
Vic student president Gord Barnes attended the meeting to solicit
financial and moral support for the U of T effort. Innis contributed $50 to PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? We can One of the wonderful things
the cause.
help oryou.comeCampus
Birthright, 469-1111.
up is Yoga.
trying And
different things. Like
SAC vice-president John Heliiwell, a former Innis student, explained Call
Friday, 89 St, 1:30-4:00
George. p.m., Monday thru about growing
whv SAC voted against participating.
forming
your
own
opinion
about
Heliiwell said he expected council to reconsider its negative decision at WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur all your new learning. Another
coals from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202 part of growing up is finding out
its next meeting.
Spadina
betweenof funQueen
and 8-18.
Oun- about sanitary protection.
das. Good Ave.
seleclion
furs sizes
Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric) Maybe
WANTED
you're oldyou're
enoughwondering
for Tampaxif
363-6077,andopen
VARSITY ARENA HOCKEY
Thurs,
Fri. 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00
Unemployed Masters
tampons. If you're of menstrual
SALE SALE SALE used furniture for sale. age,
probably old enough.
Ph. D.'s
Going
out o( business
afterAve.42(behind
years. Manyyou're
in and
all disciplines
start right off with
VARSITY GRADS vs VARSITY BLUES
Pearl
Furniture,
29
Centre
Tampaxgirls
tampons.
to form a
new
city
hall).
363-0965.
Will
delivei.
Bargains Bargains. Only three days left! encies:
They come
in three
absorbRegular,
Super
and
TONIGHT 8:00 P.M.
LOCAL INITIATIVES
ROOMS - Campus CO-OP has both
single
and
double
rooms
available,
[unior.
There's
one
to
fit your
PROGRAM
TICKETS $1.00 ON SALE NOW
cheap,
close
to
campus,
more
than
just
a
contact:
needs. And they're easy to use.
ANDY TANG
AT ATHLETIC OFFICE, HART HOUSE AND VARSITY
or 964-1961
orplacecomefo live;
to ourPhone:
main 922-5496
office at 395
Huron. Just follow the simple directions
1a Dale Ave., No. 205
ARENA. STUDENT SEASON TICKETS WILL BE ON SALE
QUEBEC SKI TOUR - $55. Dec. 27^Jan 1, inside
every package.
BETWEEN PERIODS.
learn something
new andYou'll
sim5accommodation
days skiing at with
Mt. Ste.
or call:Toronto
925-9640
heatedAnne.indoorExcellent
swimplify yourinterest
life. is protecting you.
ming pool. All transportation
included.
For information
write: CANADIAN
SKI Our only
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
Canada
Has
COLD
Winters
GRADUATE STUDENTS
phone
Gord AAllan,
WE HAVE
HOUSE247-2339.
(near campus) to
you ofcana winter
halve the
cost
coat
share
with
a
warm, active person who
50% i
BASKETBALL TRYOUTS
wants something more than just a room.
Approximately
920-2138 Decembei
for GSU Teams in Intramural League
SKI MADONNA,$90/mo.
VERMONT
HSPECIAL!!
24th - 29th inclusive, S120 includes - actryouts: Monday, Nov. 6
com dation,full
5 days of skiing, all lifts,
Hi rise baggie pants
shuttle service and return transportation,
2MARTIN
meals GUITAR
per day. 016CallNew489-8715
Scrimmage: A Team vs. B Team Monday, Nov. 13
Yorker perfeel
condition with hardshell S275. or will
129 Spadina Ave., 3rd floor
Hart House Gym: 4-5 p.m. both days
trade tor Martin 018 or 0018. Call Ken 964- TAMPA X TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
Open Mon-Thurs. 11-3, Sal. 9-3
Information: 928-2391 - 868-0863
CANADIAN BARRIE.
TAMPAX ONTARIO
CORPORATION LTD.,
2510 after 6:00
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

win
18-3
with
seasdidon
ue
Bl
York
receive
the
ball
out
of
the
The Rugby
Blues s
finished off en
a scrum.d
conthe
made
Rick Hodder
successful season Wednesday by
gave the Blues much
to bring the score to 6— 0 scrum
vert goodthrough
of Ihe line:
edge this
in play.
halfway
the initial half.
defeating
York
Yeomen
18—3.
It
The team also successfully picked
Yeomen received another setback
was ihe first defeat for the Yeomen
this season. However, York, in first before the end of the half when Rick off its share of the ball in lineouts,
place is assured of representing the Hodder went over the York line to getting it to the backs, who then
Eastern Section in the OUAA finals touch the ball down for Blues' se- quickly carried it up the far side of
November 1 1 at York.
cond try. Hodder also converted the the field.
The seconds did not fare as well try.
During the beginning of the
York
finally scored early in the second half York came back strong,
on Wednesday, losing 18—9 in a
closely-Fought contest. The last lime second half on a penalty, goal. The taking the offensive for the first time
the seconds played York they York score came after the Yeomen in the game. However, Blues persistent checking was able to hold the
narrowly
won team
6— 3.went ahead early had harrassed the Blues throughout
Blues first
the latter part of the first half.
stanYork's goal)
to
team
doff (whothree
scoredpoints.
the penalty
Blues successfully prevented a try
inRickWednesday's
game play
on aresulted
try by
Phillips. The
by the league-leading Yeomen played a strong game until he was
from strong up field movement and through constant effort and strong helped
half. ofr the field in the second
good ball passing to the backs from scrumming. On very few occasions
York continued lo press. But
when Graeme Wynn touched down
ihe ball ror the team's third try,
OUAA Rugby
during the final minutes of the
game, the Yeomen were forced lo
accept their first defeat of the
s tie for
Eastern Section
games7 win6 lo;
season.
50 14
1 0 126 agst
York
Barclay attributed Blues poor
RMC
7 4 2 1 77 57 9
Toronto
start
87 52 35 0 137 7895 104
(three this
lossesseason
in the tofirst"inexperience"
four games).
0 125 190 1
He said the team would be well
1
37
s
n'
Trent.
7
0
6
ee
Qu
developed
by
next
season,
even with
Remaining games November 4 Trent at RMC York at Queen's
pts16
the loss diof
such Ferris,
important
v
i
d
u
a
l
s
a
s
Steve
GraemeinWestern Section
Wynn.
and
Rick
Hodder.
Hodder
0
208
8 8 0
Western
10
finished
theindividual
season withscorer
65 points
8-5 3 0 140
Guelph
the
best
in the—
Waterloo
8 4 4 0 93 26 8
OUAA.
(Barclay
will
also
not
7 2 5 0 28 54 4
McMaster
return in 1973).
7 0 7 0 0 206
10974 0
Brock
Blues finish the season with a 5-3
Remaining game: November 4 McMaster a Brock
record, while the seconds finish even
Blues skill in the lineout helped them defeat York Wednesday.
at 4-4.
against
season
open
Blues
Hockey
Shammes from the Wawa Travellers. The Detroit Red Wing will be on the ice as will
By PETER DUX
Jones, now coaching Ihe Ryerson
Blues have also picked up Gary Innes, who Brian
The hockey Blues begin their 1972-73 will
share the nels with Durno. He played the Rams.
season
tonight
against
the
Varsity
Grad's
—
a
collection of ex-Blues all stars selected by
McMaster
his defec- Steven
Coaching
Grad'swithwillthe beBluesDr.in Dave
tion couldyears
makefor the
U of Tandgoaltending
who lasttheplayed
1959
coach Tom Walt. Following this game, the past four
learn will participate in a Hockey Canada combination a strong one.
but who is presently ihe assistant coach of the
tournament in Kitchener tomorrow and
Sunday.
This year's
may year
misswith
sometheoflosstheirof
offensive
prowesslearn,of last
John Wright. Watt has appointed Gord
Davies as captain, and Bill Buba and Warren
Anderson as alternates. Eleven veterans are
returning for the season.
Returning at centre from last year are Bob
Munro. who along with Buba lead the team in
scoring with 19 goals last year. Ivan
McFarlane and Dan Pagnutti who did their
share or penalty killing last year are also
back.
Gord Davies Bill Buba, Kent Runke, are on
wing
and, after a layofr of one season — Nick
Holmes.
Returning defencemen include 205 pound
Rick Leroy, Warren Anderson, and Al
Milnes. The experience of these three should
insure a stable defence.
Tending the net for this second season will
be Bruce Durno who last year had a 1.66 goals
against average in league arid playoff games.
Rookies have been practising and are
anxious lo prove themselves in a game. At
centre will be Bill Fifield who played al
Michigan Stale after a Junior B stint with
Mark ham.
*
7
The left wing position will be filled by Neil
Korzack, coming directly from the OHA
Blues scrimmage last nighttournament
for game tomorrow.
against Waterloo in Hockey Canada
Peterborough Petes with 43 points last year,
and Doug Tate, captain of Waterloo Lutheran
last year, who led the team with 31 points.
Right wilh
wingers
includeToronto
6'2" Harry
formerly
the OHA
Marlies,Sems,
and
Tonight's
Grads returning
will see leam. A number of other players will be
Bruce Herridge who also played for the Bobby
Bauergame
and with
Brent theSwanick
returning for tonight's game but the final
Marlies and the Guelph Royals. The Blues from last year's team lo play for the grads. lineup will not be known until later today.
now play.
with the NHL Vancouver
have secured Mike Keenan. ex-captain of St. Also returning from the 1971 team will be John
CanucksWright,
will not
Lawrence College (Canton, N.Y.) who also Tom Little who wilt man the nets along with
played for the Oshawa Generals.
Wrigley and Terry Parsons, Bill Season's tickets will be sold between
Two new defencemen have been added to John
Arena. during tonight's game at Varsity
LHeureux, and Terry Peterson. Sieve periods
the rosier — Rick Cornacchia, who played Monleilh, who has played on the Canadian
with the Dixie Beehives last year, and Albie National Team and brother Hank, an cxTomorrow at 2 pm, the Blues will play in

Grads
Kitchener in one of several regular tournaments under the auspices of Hockey
Canada.
Their opponents
be the will
University of Waterloo,
and thewrllwinner
play
Sunday at 8 pm against the winners of the
Waterloo Lutheran-McMaster game. The
first place finishers in each region across
Canada will meet at Christmas to decide the
national champions.
Waterloo Warriors head coach Bob
McKillop
FridayToronto.
"We lookTheyfor have
our
usual toughsaid
gamelastagainst
■their usual strong team. In talking to Tom
(Wati) he says that he had only two positions
to fill. For those two players he has eleven
players wilh Junior A experience, plus a
couple
of players
fromhe Europe."
McKillop
said that
had three solid, wellbalancedof thelines,offensive
"each capable
of a carrying
share
and defensive
load. Ourits
goaltending, especially with the addition of
Jake Duputs (last year with the Guelph
CMC's)
seemswould
to be stronger
than last
"Defense
still appear
to season.
be our
problem," he continued. "We are still
carrying eight defensemen. However, with
some added work in that area we should be
able to improve. Peter Paleczny, who had
been seeing action at right forward in
workouts to datei may have to take the odd
seasn will begin next week with
shiftTheonregular
defense."
17 games tohome
be played,
along series
with additional
exhibition
and home
wilh Sir
George Williams and Loyola and a January
game
Cornell.
Waltathopes
lo finalize Ihe arrangements for
an exhibition scries in Poland this Christmas.
The league is divided into 2 divisions.
Toronto,
Queen's, willLaurentian,
Ottawa,
Carleton. York,
And Ryerson
make up the
east.
The Blues play each team in their division at
home and away for 12 games. They also play
five games, home or away against the west
division
Windsor, Waterloo
Lutheran,.including
Waterloo, Western, Guelph,
McMaster and Brock. The season runs until
Feb. 27 followed by the playoffs with the
CIAU championship game at Toronto this
vear.

MONDAY, NOV. 6,1972 TORONTO
Panther
stresses
of mass
By STEWART GOODYEAR
Black Panther leader Bobby Seale
asserted yesterday that extensive
community organizing leading to
mass action and the raising of
peoples'
is necessary
to bringconsciousness
down the U.S.
power
structure.
Speaking at the Faculty of
Education as part of the two day
Student Mobilization Committee
anti-war conference, Seale labelled
the American capitalist system as a
force of oppression throughout the
world.
Over 500 people packed the
hear Seale,
"a memberas
ofauditorium
the Peaceto Action
Committee
well as the Panthers, deliver an
impassioned and well-received
address.
Pointing to recent intensification
of the war in Vietnam and to disagreement over the terms of the
proposed ceasefire, he declared that
U.S. president Richard Nixon has
no intention of ending the war.
Seale stated that many promises
to end the war have been made and
broken in the past. He compared
present peace negotiations to President Lyndon Johnson's pre-election
promises in I964 to not bomb Vietnam and to wage a war on poverty.
No matter who is elected
president tomorrow, there must be
continuing massive action to demand the war's end, Seale said. He
announced that massive demonstrations wil be held in major U.S.
and Canadian cities on November
18th to support these demands.
Considering Senator George
McGovern's candidacy, Seale again

Seale
role
action
referred to broken promises made
by liberals and stated that he will not
offer McGovern his support. But
during a press conference prior to
his speech, Seale said that four more
years of Nixon would be four more
years
"fascist
oppression"
and
that theofBlack
Panthers,
by repeated
denunciations, have attempted to
force Nixon out of office.
According to Seale, the fact that
the anti-war movement works in the
heart of the American capitalist
system,
"in theit, isbellyveryof significant.
the whale",
as he called
But the anti-war movement must
remember that its accompanying
themes are to oppose the present
system in matters of poverty, pollution and capitalist expansion. The
entire system must be "transformed
out of existence", said Seale, and
replaced by one with humane ends.
This would include the redistribution ofwealth and inadded. tegration inthe seats of power, he
"Broader insight" into the
purposes and means of this system
must be developed, he said. Using a
personal parable of influencing and
liberalizing a red-neck guard during
his lime in prison, Seale asserted his
beliefsuccessfully
that people's
consciousness
can
be raised.
He also cited a marked change in
perceptions of police and government among blacks and young people during the last decade.
Seale then deplored the reactions
of apathy, escapism and dropping
out of the system, saying they are
futile.

Black Panther Bobby Seale yesterday called for continued mass action
against the Vietnam war.
he said, tracing the history of their
Earlier, Seale mentioned some of among them.
the methods his organization of the During his speech Seale attacked philosophy
from "black nationalism
community will follow — some use the media's attitude that his cam- to black socialism to proletarian
of electoral politics, efforts to bring
internationalism"
to their present
p
a
i
g
n
f
o
r
Oakland's
mayoralty
is
a
awareness, and repeated mass joke, which he said is indicative of viewpoint.
While
the
Panthers
support
action.
the establishment press. While sen- nationalistic socialist will
movements
sationalizing the militancy of the
The most important consideration
Ihey
are
ultimately
against
the press has igin politics today, he stated, is com- Black noredPanthers,
creation of health clinics nationalism Seale added.
munity control on a city-wide level. and their theirefforts
lo
provide food for He stated that when he and Huey
Seale is presently running for
Newton organized the Black
mayor in Oakland on a Black- iheHeurban
calledpoor.
the Seale
presentaccused.
philosophy Panthers both realized that "the
Chicano
slate,
hoping
"those
in
the
system
of government and police
liberation struggle can occupy the of the Panthers, "revolutionary insupporting
the U.S. capitalist
lercommunalism",
a
view
which
city's
seals
of
power".
Asked
what
chance he had of winning, he said conceives of the world as a matrix of system" would attempt to destroy
communities and accepts all races. ihem. He accused this "machine" of
the majority
of Oakland's
both Malcolm X and Martin
ulation are poor
Blacks popand The Panthers have never been op- killing
posed loall of the white community. Luther King.
Chicanos and that he has a firm base

Quebec, Atlantic delegates walk out

body
student
national
greets
future
Uncertain
OTTAWA (CUP) — Delegates from about 40 Canadian
Loyola, which introduced the proposal, wanted all NUS National inUnion
The purposes.
word "association" was
Frenchof forStudents.
translation
universities and community colleges yesterday established a delegates to be appointed by regional student unions, with all retained
new national student union, but not before representatives five regions of Canada having equal voting power. They were
They also adopted the Declaration of the Canadian
from Quebec and the Atlantic provinces had walked oul.
especially adamant that their representation come from the Student, which formerly served as part of the Canadian Union
Creation of the National Union of Students/ Association growing Front des Etudiants du Quebec (FEQ), rather lhan of Students constitution.
Nalionalc des Etudiants (NUS) followed three days of from individual institutions.
The declaration includes the clause "the Canadian
The Loyola proposal drew on the example of FEQ in student has the right to be free to continue his education
protracted, and sometimes tedious debate on a cdnstilution
proposed by a four-member steering committee, set up at a which Quebec is divided into six regional government bodies. without any material, economic, social or psychological
previous conference at Windsor, Ontario, last May.
The regions elect a maximum of 100 delegates to a general barriers, created by the absence of real equality of essential
but representation is not based on population.
But the fledgling organization's future is uncertain assembly,
Montreal has about 60 per cent of the students, but only
Delegates beat back an attempt to cut the number of
because potential members must conduct referendums on
general NUS meetings from two to one per year by a vote of
their campuses before being allowed to join. Although a few- 30 assembly delegates, and other regions have at least 1 1
16-28, with 18 abstentions.
student councils had already authorized their delegates to join
The Quebec delegates contended that the method conditions."
the new union, only Simon Fraser University has conducted prevents one power bloc from controlling the organization.
In a controversial move, they added a by-law which
the necessary referendum.
Each region must meet before an assembly meeting to develop requires one-half of all NUS standing and special committees
positions
scheduled
for
discussion
at
the
assembly.
be composed of women. The vote was 24-16. with such
Delegates
the from
"central
committee"
executive
of NUS authorized
to solicit grants
potential
members 01to
The proposed constitution called for representation from traditionally conservative student councils as University of
finance its formative stages. The only •commitment made at individual institutions based on two votes per school, but it Saskatchewan (Saskatoon campus) and York University
the conference was a grant of $1000 from the University of was amended -to a modified representation by population voting for it.
British Columbia student council.
Schools on record as approving the constitution and
formula after the Quebec-Atlantic provinces walk-out.
The Atlantic province participants wanted representation indicating interest in joining NUS were UBC. Simon Fraser.
The conference was perhaps the largest gathering of
from
provincial
organizations,
with
each
province
having
equal
Canadian student council representatives since (he dissolution
University of Victoria, Columbia. Caribou, Vancouver City,
or the old Canadian Union of Students (CUS) in 1969.
voting power. They feared the organization would become Camosin. Douglas and Capilano Colleges, New Caledonia
The Quebec-Atlantic provinces walkout occurred after controlled by Ontario and Quebec under "representation by College of British Columbia, the University of Saskatchewan
delegates reached a bitter impasse over methods of population", resulting in insufficient attention to Atlantic (Saskatoon and Regina campuses), University of Manitoba
membership in the new union.
and Winnipeg, the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education.
Glcndon and Atkinson Colleges, Lakehead, Carleton. Trent
Quebec representatives, who came from the English- problems.
They
also
claimed
representation
by
institution
would
and York Universities and the Universities of Ottawa,
result in too unwieldy a body,
speaking universities
some Englishrepresentation
and French CEGEP'S
The delegates changed the proposed name of the Windsor a*id Guelph, along with the U of T APUS and
(community
colleges)anddemanded
based on
region.
orcanizalion from National Association of Students to Chum-plain CEGEP from St. Lambert. Quebec.
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AND

HERE
Effective today. Here and Now
will include listings up to and including events scheduled for the morning of the next paper. Activities held
before noon of the next issue (for
example, Wednesday noon for a
Monday paper) will be published in
the previous paper and not repeated
in the subsequent edition. This
change has been made in response to
reader requests.
TODAY
11 am
Blood donor clinic Medical Sciences
Building
main
(loor.FoodPrimarily
Medicine. Emmanuel.
Sciences,for
Graduate Studies. Innts. Knox, Pharmacy,
Victoria
College and P.H.E. However, all
are welcome.
Noon
Last day to reserve (or kosher suppers
lor
Wednesday
and
8th and 9th. At Hlllel Thursday
House. November
Lecture
Hedva Woman:
Ish - Shalom.
"The
status
ol theby Israeli
The Modern
Jewish
Woman's
Liberation".Stale
At SidConfronts
Smith
No.
2106.
1 pm
Dialogue: Come and have a talk with a
member
ol theSitting
Jehovah's
lunch. South
Room, Witnesses
Hart House.over
Free
Jewish
University:
"Principals in
Jewish Law". In Sid£30 Smilh
pm No. 5020.
Norman Bethune Club Talk: What is
Marxism cus i•on. At theLeninism?
Followed by disG.S.U.
4:30 pmlunch room.
PrincipalJerusalem,
John Wilkinson
College,
will speakof St.in George's
the Lecture Room of the Planetarium on "The

NOW

Tomb
of Christ:
History".
Sponsored
by the ATSTStructural
and Archaeology
Oept. of ROM. 6:30 pm
Hlllel Kosher Suppers Reservations
should be made by7 pm
5 pm. at Hillel House.
U ol T Progressive Conservative Club:
annual meeting - everyone welcome. North
Dining Room; Hart 8 House.
pm
Baba Ram Dass (Richard Alpert) tape
will be played starting at 8 pm. At the
Advisory
Bureau,refreshments.
631 Spadlna Ave. at
Harbord. Bring
Drama Workshop
at Hillel House,
186Hillel
St. George
St.
Free
Jewish
University:
Zemer" at 186 St. George St. "Chavurat
Free Jewish
University:
0:30 pm 186 St."TheGeorgeJewishSt.
Woman"
at Hillel House.
Free Jewish University: "Dissent In
Jewish
the Board
ot Jewish
EducationHistory"
at 22 atGlen
Park Road
near
Glencairn Road. TUESDAY
11 am
Blood donor clinic Medical Sciences
Building
main
floor.Food
Primarily
Medicine, Emmanuel,
Sciences,for
Graduate Studies, Innls, Knox. Pharmacy,
Victoria
CotlegeTill and
are welcome.
4 pm.pmP.H.E. However, all
4:30
Free Jewish University: "Synagogue and
being inheld
in future Building,
sessions
atCommunity"
York University
the Atkinson
Room No. 304. 5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship general
meeting at 5:30 pm in Wymilwood Music
Room,
6:30 will
- 7:30be
pm. Thissupper
week break
Rev. G.fromGriffiths
speaking
on
the
topic
"Law
and
Grace".
Come and have fellowship with Christians
on campus. Everyone is welcome.

6:30 pm
Hlllel Kosher Supper. Guest lecturer
Rabbi Max Tlcktin will be speaking
following and
the Sons
supperInatModern
7:15 pmIsraelion
'•Fathers
Poetry".
Reservation
should
be made by
that afternoon the latest
7 pm at 5:00 pm. Cost Is
$1.50.
Hillel Guitar Workshop commencing
tonight for beginners only at 7 pm at Hlllel
House,
186 St. George
Conversational
HebrewSt. at Hlllel House.
186 St. George St.8 Forpm beginners only.
Toronto
Forum: Room
Tonight1, Cityon
Wards
7 andCitizen's
8. Committee
Hall.
8:15 pm186 St."A George
Free atJewish
University.
Tarn FunSt.
Honig"
Hillel House,
Conversational
Hebrew
for
Advanced
at
Hillel House. 186 8:30
St. George
pm St.
Hlllel Guitar Workshop commencing
tonight
for advanced
only atSt. 8:30 pm at
Hillel House,
186 St. George
KINGSWAY
DRUGS
Hot Combs
Dryers
Setters
Up to 50% off
Suggested list price
The Colonnade,
and 131 Bloor W.
700 Yonge si., at M. Mary

ART GALLERY
MALCOLM BATTY EXHIBITION
MONDAY 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

GALLERY CLUB
open from
Mon.-Fri.p.m
Luncheon
12 noon-1
Licensed Dinner
under 6-7:30
LLBO. p.m.Hart House
membership required.

"NOTES ON A TRIANGLE"
FILMS
"GAME
TODAY
"BRONZE"IN 21 POINTS"
CYCLES"
Tn
MusicnA
Room.V1-2 P.M."60 Debates Room, 7-8 P.M.
Noon Hour Concert
TUESDAY.
NOVEMBER 7
EAST12 NOON
COMMON- 2 P.M.
ROOM
BLACK HART
EVERY TUCK
TUESDAY,
SHOP WEDNESDAY
- 12 NOON
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M.

U of4-6T P.M.RIFLE
ASSOCIATION
MEETS
MON. AND WEDS.,
IN THE RIFLE RANGE
PUB
■ 5.30 THURSDAY
PM.
AND
11:30
PM.
•
COPIES
MADE

coiieqe

XEROX
ON
EACH
1stEACH
thru 5th
copy per original

shoo
COP
ALL COURSE

UNIONS

WE'RE TRYING TO FIND YOU.
WHERE ARE YOU? WHO ARE YOU?
The SAC Education Commission wants to
establish contact with all course unions, functioning, latent, or trying to organize. If you are
involved in or interested in a course union or
course evaluation, please contact George or
Krys - 928-4909.
A COURSE UNION CONFERENCE
ON NOV. 25. ARE YOU COMING?

76 CHARLES ST. W.
923-8115
85 EG LINTON AVE. E.
486-8663

6th thru 10th
copy per original
EACH
11th and additional
copies per original
STUDENT 20%
DISCOUNT /©
WORK)ON
(TOSTUDENT
STUDENTS
NOTE: (12%) AND PROVINCIAL
FEDERAL
ALL WORK
(5%) SALESON TAXES
APPLICABLE

CERLOX BINDING
FREE COLLATING
WHILE-U-WA.IT
OR OVERNIGHT
QUALITY GUARANTEED
REDUCTIONS
Maximum original size 24" x
CHARLES ST W.
HOURS:

WHArtyPMWNTHSWMi
Arts
and

Sciences

Final

Year

Students
Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one
of the most exciting roles in business management
He tackles complex and fascinating problems.
For the professionally-trained man
the scope is limitless
Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson. Gordon
representatives, on campus
Nov; 13, 14, 15 and 16
Appointments should be made through the
Student Placement Office.
If this time is not convenient, please contact us directly
Clarkson,
CHARTEREDGordon
ACCOUNTANTS & CO.
nlifax ■ Saini John • Quebec • Montreal • Ottawa - Toronto
Hamilton • Kitchener- London . Windsor ■ Thu.ider Bay
innipeg ■ Regina ■ Calgary • Edmonton . Vancouvur ■ Victoria

WINK
ft
(JUST NORTH OF DUNDAS)
NO (OVER CHARGE MONDAY-! HI US\)\\

*
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Author Claire Culhane (left) and professor
agpinst peace" in Vietnam.
Canada
complict
By GREG McMASTER

books
for Xmas
By RANDY ROBERTSON
U of T vice-president Don Forster said yesterday that the university
library system may be closed from December 22 until January 2.
The proposal to close the library for 10 days will be discussed at a
meeting tomorrow of the Governing Council's Academic Affairs
Committee.
Forster said the proposal came from the peronne! department. The
shut-down is to give library employees the benefit of the fact that
Christmas
respectively).and Boxing Day fall on weekdays (Monday and Tuesday,

The
give wasthe employees
"a bitwith
of a restricted
break", hehours
added.and
Last closing
year thewould
library
open, although
services, during most of the holidays.
Chief Librarian Robin Blackburn said last week that the closing
would not hinder the administrative operation of the library.
GSU vice-president Stephan Kogitz said yesterday he was opposed
to the proposal.
"The break is just too long: graduate students need these facilities,"
he said.
The GSU has not yet issued an official response to the proposal, but
Kogitz said that he had encountered no graduate students with opinions
contrary to his own. The executive will draft a reply to Forster early this
week, he indicated.
SAC communications commissioner Debra Lewis said that SAC
had discussed the proposal at an executive meeting last Thursday.
James Steele said Canada is guilty of "crimes
"We concluded it was unwise," she said, "and we sent a letter lo
Forster expressing our hope that the library would remain open during
APUS president Kurt Loeb said he was not opposed to the closing
the holidays."
and that he did not think other part-time students would be.
in Viefnam:
prof
"We can turn this into a positive thing," he said; "it means that
British-owned companies in Canada providing war books may be taken out longer. So long as people are notified in time, I
materials to the U.S..
don't think it's that much of an imposition."
A committee set up by the Academic Affairs Committee to examine
Clare Culhane, who has been an advisor to a library regulations last week almost unanimously "expressed concern" at
Canadian hospital in Vietnam, and who recently wrote the possibility of a library shut-down.
said that he had sought the views of the Graduate Students
a book on Canada's complicity in the war, warned ot Union,Forster
the Students Administrative Council and the Association of Part
the danger to the Vietnamese of Canadian Time Undergraduate
Students to the proposal. He said he had not yet
troops going lo Vietnam in the event of heard from these organizations.
a"peacekeeping"
ceasefire.

The Canadian government is guilty of "crimes
against the peace" in Vietnam by "facilitating the
escalation
of the war",
Professor James
Steele.according to Carlton University
Speaking at it Saturday conference of the Student
to End the War in South-East
Movili/ation CommitteeCanada
of violating the Geneva
Asia. Steele accused
Convention.
He claimed that when the alleged "Gulf of Tonkin
incident" was reported in the world press in 1965, then
prime minister Lester Pearson immediately accused
North Vietnam of blatant aggression.
Thus, said Steele, the former Nobel Peace Prize
winner lent his prestige to a world-wide propaganda
effort, which helped Lyndon Johnson convince the U.S.
Congress to give him the power to escalate the war at
will.
Steele said that Canada has been complicit in the
continuation of the war through its role in the
International
Control Commission.
The ICC's
tivities hecharacterized
as Canadian diplomats
such ac-as
Blair Seaborn acting as messenger boys in the
Americannamese togovernment's
surrender. efforts to convince the VietHe also suggested that the U.S. informed Canada in
l%9 of its intentions two months before it resumed
bombing North Vietnam. Steele accused Canada of
remaining silent when revealing the information could
have stimulated a world-wide campaign lo prevent the
bombing resumption.
The Geneva War Crimes agreements defined a
accused
peace".
against ofthe this
of "crimes
category
the Canadian
government
crimeSteele
for political
subservience to the U.S., as well as for the massive
Canada to the
supply
Americanof military
war effort.goods provided by
McGill professor Sam Noumoff reported on research
uncovering hundreds of Canadian, American and

She described as "inconceivable" the suggestion that
troops posescould
operate
for "peacekeeping"
purand said really
that any
Canadian
force would be used
quashed
to
prevent
the
right
of
self-determination
of
the Worker's grievance
Union chef
steward Tom
Vietnamese people.
By HEATHER-JANE SANGUINS Bribriesco
staled that there is a lot
The grievance lodged by fired of discontent
She referred to a 1969 Canadian government White library worker Dave Owens was over the decision.among the workers
Paper
on the question of "peacekeeping" troops, which, dismissed last week by the Universiworker. Owen
she
ty of Toronto. In a short letter, wasAsnota probationary
entitled to receive a warning
force.said, advocated an essentially anti-communist
reports miOwen,
dis- from the university before it ters ed his claimthethatuniversity
he was fired
because of his union activities, and
minated his employment "on
"There is no neutrality involved", she said.
refused to give back his job.
reasonable grounds", says U of T
manager
of management-labour
At
yesterday's
session
of
the
conference,
Tran
Thieu
Owen said yesterday that he relations John
Parker.
of the Association of Vietnamese Students accused the would
like the union. Local 1230 of Owen's grievance alleged that he
Nixon administration with full responsibility for the
was
fired
because
of union activities.
the
Canadian
Union
of
Public
prolongation of the war, and described the Saigon
Employees, to pursue the grievance Although only a probationary
government as "the instrument of aggression whose through
night before he was
all possible
At a local
meeting channels.
November 28, worker,Owenthe was
power rests on U.S. dollars and bombs".
unofficially asked
Owen's fellow workers will vote on tofired,
become
a
union
steward.
The ostensible
reason of
whether or not to take the case lo
His
pledge
that
"We
will
fight
on
until
victory"
was
greeted with a standing ovation from the crowd of 200. arbitration.
"unsatisfactory
work"
was
rejected
A representative of the Marxfst official wing of the
by Owen, since he reported thai
Asked about the support he shortly
Irish Republian Army, Sean Keane, accused Britain,
before
his
dismissal
Canada and the U.S. of cooperating to provide military
he'd receive, Owen replied told his work was satisfactory.he was
supplies and soldiers to a.ttack Vietnam as well as lo thought
that
it
was
gauge" asHishe Parker, who made the decision
didn't know"difficult
all of theto workers.
invade the "no-go" areas of Northern Ireland.
uphold the grievance, claims
lasted only two and a half not isto"neutral
as far as the library
Keane said that "the real terrorists in Ireland are job
months, before he was dismissed headministration
goes. He said he is
October 18. However, he fell that convinced there
wearing
British
Army
uniforms",
and
using
Canadian
was no distanks. He expressed support for both an independent the men in the filing section where
crimination
against Owen because
socialist Ireland and for "our revolutionary comrades
of
his
union
activities.
cent"
per
"100
hehind
him.
were
he worked
in North and South Vietnam."

According to Montreal professor
unions
Quebec
By ZOYA STEVENSON
Universite de Montreal sociology professor Jacques Dofny
contended Thursday thai "the recent federal elections prove
that there is no working class expression at the political level
in Quebec,"
He explained that in the absence of any organized and
"trade
workingthanclass,anywhere
to represent
partypolitical
political
effective
role intheQuebec
a greater
unions play
society
the
in
people
mosl
because
else in North America
belong to the working class."
lo a graduate sociology seminar on the political
social role of the labour movement in Quebec. Dotnyin
and Speaking
ation
argued that there were two systems of stratific
one for Quebec.
Canada, one for the country as a whole, andupper
or tlie
class
"Quebec is a class system without an
or the old premiddle class made upis no
upper class is an upper
indigenous
he said. "There
induslrial bourgeoseic."although
French Canadian society is an
industrial bourgcosi
industrial society."
He noted thai Ihe last census showed only 6.2 per cent ol
the labour force is engaged in agriculture.
-Therefore, what defines French Canadians is that they
are salaried people who don't own ihe means of production.

of workers
political voice
are
public
service
sector than English Canadian ones. He pointed
The position of French— Canada as a whole is not very far out the rapid expansion and modernization of the public
services
which
made them the natural target of union
he
said.
from being the position of an oppressed class in society,"
organizing campaigns.
Dofiiy did a study for the Royal Commission on
Dofny claimed that "there are very different types of
Bilingualism and Biculturalism comparing the roles of French
organizations for French and English Canadian
and English Canadian engineers in Quebec society. He said he workers'
workers
even onewhenorganizational
they work inmodel
the same
He said
could industry."
be found in Ihe
considered the French Canadian engineer to be pari of a "new
centralized unions where the "structure of power
working class" which has the potential to become a "national iscontinental,
such that power exists in greater degrees at the top than at
rallying
The point."
evidence was that "for the first time French the botlom, as in the Catholic and Anglo Saxon unions.
Canadians played an important economic and industrial role,
In this model "the money collected goes into the centra!
treasury, where in the other model, the money stays in the
nationalized
as didHe thesaidengineers
the studyin found
a sharp Hydro-Quebec."
statistical difference in hands of the federation, where regional councils have more
altitudes towards social and economic involvement in
The and
Montreal
authority
power."professor agreed with the thesis put
society between French Canadian and English forward
Quebecois
Canadian engineers.
by Pierre Vallieres in his book. White Niggers of
Sixty five per cent of the Quebecois favoured \meriea. saying that "the two most oppressed minorities in
unionization compared to eight percent of the English. Also, North America, the blacks & the Quebecois have begun to
would
the large majority of French Canadians questioned
figlit"The
for their
trade complete
unions of liberation.'''
Quebec are not only fighting for the
workers on strike iningother industries whereas a economic
supporf
welfare of workers, they are considering the
minority of their English-speak colleagues would.
problems
of
control
of
the
media, education, and industry
He attributed the differences largely to the facl that
ianv more French Canadian engineers are employed in the
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"What condemns the (Social Planning)
is Its studied
out of hand role
Council almost
Editor Alax Podnlck
in social
active
ol any
avoidance
Office 91 St. George St., 2nd floor reform. It is...
a status quo organization
establishment
so-called
the
reinforces
that
Phone 923-8741, 923-8742
when blatant social injustices must be
alleviated lest they set In motion forces
Advertising Manager Bob Brockhouae
Faculty of Management
reform."a memberdeenof
923-8171
leading to —fundamental
John Crisop when
Phone
the SPC advisory committee

on
Nix
sit glued to ide
the world willdsl
of people aroundlan
millions
Tomorrow,
their television sets and radios as they witness yet another chapter in
the great American tragedy: the re-election of U.S. president Richard
Nixon.

toon

't stop
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The Varsity, a member ol Canadian
Univarsliy Press, was founded in 1680
cil theof theSiudents'
and
is published
ol Toronto
andministratiisve byCounprinted
byUniversity
DalsonsAdPress Lid. Opinions expressed in ih Is
newspaper are noi necessarily those o I
the
Administrative
Council
or theStudents'
administration
ol the university.
orFormal
businesscomplaints
operationabout.
ol thethepapereditorial
may
be addressed
to Committee.
the Chairman,Varsliy
Campus
Halations
Board ol Directors. 91 St. George St.

war

In their quadrennial (ling with electoral madness,perilsAmericans
that lie
seem, lemming-like, determined to disregard the most
important
awaiting them and leave the fate of one of the
countries in the world in the hands of "Tricky Dick". Blinded by Nixon's
alluring suggestion of an "honourable" settlement In Vietnam and
frightened off by the initially radical-sounding type of Democratic
McGovern,
candidate
office.are prepared to disregard Nixon's
term inthey
in his first
performanceof George
unparalleled
The Nixon regime has been marred by almostUnder
Dick and
corruption and deceit in the highest American offices.
and killing
the indiscriminate bombing plans
vice-president Spirobeen(Agnew),
were
home
At
up.
stepped
ruthlessly
in Indochina has
be no
there'd And
that House.
to ensure
politicaltheopponents
toof harrass
made
—
chance them replacing Republicans in the White
only in America — , they managed to get caught in the act attempting
of
out
way
their
Party's national offices and talk
to tap the Democratic
it. sidetracking the trials of former White House associates implicated
in the escapade until after the presidential elections.
Four years ago, Nixon was elected on a platform pledging to
— admittedly
bring
misled the
has lied to and"honourable"
time, hecontradictory,
Nam. Since thethatevasive,
— to Viet
peace peace
American people and the world about why the United States hasof
peoples
prolonged
Nam. this cruel, inhuman, and unjust war against the
Viet
The peace prospect Nixon today offers Americans was as
possible four years ago as it is now — had he really believed in ending
the
war.Saigon
Instead.government
America's through
commander-in-chief
propped
up the
corrupt
four more years
of bloodshed
and non-democracy. Thousands more Vietnamese have tost their lives
and their homes, thousands of Americans have been added to the role
of the dead and imprisoned, and the Vietnamese countryside has
been destroyed. That has been the toll of this madness.
Despite the current overtures to Hanoi, there is no guarantee that
Nixon will pull American troops and support out of Viet Nam in the
near future, or indeed in his second term in office. In fact, as the
election draws nearer and Nixon becomes surer of winning a
resounding re-election, the American negotiators seem to have dug in
their heels, less anxious to conclude any rapid peace settlement.
In the last presidential elections, Nixon said Americans should turf
the Democrats out because they got America into the Vietnamese war,
a war he recognized most Americans wanted no part of. However, he
has
and still
is jeopardizing
in Indochina
and thetoVietnamese's
chance
to decide
their peace
own fate
by presuming
impose his
American face-saving peace settlement. Amidst all his talk of honour,
there is no consideration given to the injustice of an American
imperialism
which has plunged America gun-first into the country of
others.
It's unfortunate
that thethatcampaign
McGovern
has been
so clumsy
and hypocritical
he himselfof liberal
has virtually
eliminated
the
possibility of ousting the war monger from the White House. Nothing
dramatic — other than a rather rapid Viet Nam pull-out — probably
would have accompanied a McGovern victory, but that alone would be
worth the change and certainly much more than one could reasonably
expect from other electorial gladiator fights.

No severance

Acme

screws

"And, for my next trick. I'll win the election.

pay for 510 on production

line

workers
with
new
labour
laws
When
the
most
quickly
and
decisively
to
do
so.
recent
labour
legislation,
including
says thatof the escape clause exploited by Acme, was introduced in
It's time companies that are only too willing to
no intention"
LimitedFern"hasGuindon
and GearMinister
Screw Labour
Acme'Ontario
giving
severance pay to 510 production workers it fired the Ontario legislature, critics correctly pointed out that it harvest profits in good times
be forced to compensate
public for the negative effects of their policies,
when the company closed its Weston plant during a discriminated against labour in favour of employers. The the
including
plant
closings.
government
Despite
what Acme and
nonchalantly rejected the complaints, instrike. And. he continued, there's nothing the governsisting the legislation was fair
like them think, it ought not be a one-way street. others
to all concerned.
ment can do about it because provincial legislation
The
pure
nerve
of
Acme
in suggesting that its
requiring notice or equivalent pay before closing
large
should suffer continually for its financial
There wasn't much pubiFc^ouTcry against the employees
plants doesn't apply during a strike.
troubles
legislatio
is
astounding.
n,
either.
Other
The
governme
workers
who might get
nt
knew
it
had
an easy
Acme locked up its Weston plant's doors for good
Few ofpeople
get upset when labour's gettinq the sucked into a similar wage-freeze posture should think
when United Auto Workers local 284 wouldn't agree to a mark.
short
end
the
deal.
twice
about
the
implications
second 18-month wage freeze.
of the Acme experience,
Look at what they got for co-operating
once: tossed out
suggestion is that the union get help
The Acme incident presents concrete evidence ot on the street jobless when they wouldn't
from Guindon's
Canada lame
Manpower
follow suit a
to
find
new
jobs
for
the
unemployed workers. That seems to end the situation for one major loophole in the law. It needs eliminating, and second time.
Ah, the beauties of capitalism.
now. The next session of the legislature should act
him. Well, it shouldn't.
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According to Planning Board study

Development
By DAVID KENNEDY
Low income and family housing will be
completely displaced from central Toronto il
present Irends continue, according to a recent
report from the City Planning Board.
The disruption of inner city low income
communities as well as a further decrease in
low income housing may be evident in the
future.
Older houses in central Toronto "have been
demolished to permit the expansion of central
commercial and institutional uses, others have
been replaced by public housing projects and
by. private high-rise apartments, and others
have been converted into townhouses", the
report,hood,asays.study on a downtown neighbourThe effect of these changes has been a drop
ofin 15theper last
cent 20
in central
years.Toronto's
In this population
area, the
downtown core and surrounding area, the
population has declined 21,000 to 116.300 in
1971. [vlost
population
has been
displaced fromofthethecentral
core below
College
Street. Between 1951 and 1971, 13,000 people
Icfi this area.
A far more important change has been the
translocation of the class composition of the
neighbourhoods. In 1951 working class people
inhabited most of the central area. Since then,
redevelopment and rehabilitation in the
northern sectors has brought in the middle
class. The report says that townhousing which
first appeared in Yorkville and the Annex, is
now common from the Sussex area in the west
to Don Vale in the east.
Commenting upon this trend, Dan Heap, a
candidate for alderman in Ward 6, argues that
the simple reason is that the price of land has
been going up so high that only upper income
groups can pay for housing downtown. A
broader analysis must grapple with the fact
that low cost housing is in a state of artificial
short supply. Developers are not building low
cost housing. Heap points out.
"'Federal government loans are going for
middle
cost housing,"
public statements
fromsaysthe Heap.
OntarioContrary
Housingto
Corporation and the Canadian Housing and
Mortgage Corporation, which were supposedly created to help low income people, Heap
charged "they only help the builders and
speculators
get easy
financing".south of the
In the area
immediately
University of Toronto, there is a clear example of how this redevelopment process
works and, hopefully, how it can be stopped.
South-east Spadina, the area bounded by
McCaul and Queen Streets, Spadina and
College Avenues, was threatened by U of T
expansion plans seven years ago. Only after
the residents organized and protested against
the university were the plans dropped.

threatens
central
city housing
fear this may lead to further pressure election. Conservative MPP Allan Grossman
1 n anticipation of the university's leaders
the rest 'of the area.
the station was not a suitable strucexpansion. City Council approved the Plan- on However,
the current zoning allows a admitted
ture for a residential area. And during the
ning Board's
recommendation
most of density, of floor
south-east
Spadina
be designated that
institutional
space relative to land area, election, the provincial government directed
in the Official Plan. An institutional designa- twice as high as the existing structures. The Ontario Hydro to sell the land to Ontario
tion includes governmental, medical,
suggests two ways of sur- Housing Corporation, which is under
educational, and cultural uses as well as high Part II study
mounting this problem are possible; down- Grossman's
direction. But a year later, the
density commercial and residential uses. City zoning or height limitations.
houses have still not changed hands and there
Council had, in effect, designated this area for
The study realistically states these isthem.uncertainty about what will happen to
redevelopment. Taking this cue from City approaches may be unacceptable to the
Hall, developers and speculators began property owners because they "take away
Within the community, there is no
development rights which (the owners)
purchasing land.
over future use of the site. Some
Various members of the strong Chinese already enjoy. "The owners may want to reap unanimity
would
like an old age home, some would like a
community became fearful for the stability of the possible benefits of owning a piece of community
centre, and some would simply
their community. Under pressure, sitting valuable land close to the downtown core.
like to have the homes rehabilitated. A
aldermen Horace Brown and June Marks
Both private and public institutions have working committee has been formed of the
responded by pressing for a Part U study, a
a great
of money
into south-east
detailed Official Plan of south-east Spadina. sunk
Spadina.
Near deal
Sullivan
and Beverlev
Streets, interested parties to resolve these differences.
Hidden near the end of study on south-east
Spadina, the planners suggest reconsidering
the proposed widening of Dundas Street
between the Don Valley and Spadina Avenue.
Metro Roads and Traffic Department wants
to widen Dundas to six lanes.
"To make Dundas a six lane road would
change
the character
the community,"
Heap. The
south-east ofSpadina
area wouldsaidbe
split
in two ofby Toronto's
"another University
Avenue",
the centre
Chinese community
would tionbeor olddestroyed
by
the
necessary
homes and shops, likelydemolito be

The Chinese community's unique character may be destroyed by Dundas widening.
In February, 1971, City Council voted not to the Canada Trust Company owns more than a
pass bylaws allowing major physical change complete block, possibly a land parcel for a
to the area, such as redevelopment, until the high-rise complex. All the Planning Board can
do is urge Canada Trust to participate in the
completion of the study.
"Towards a Part II Plan for South-East planning process.
In addition to corporate holdings, different
Spadina", the report of the study examines
land use in the area. Land on the south-east governmental
and quasi-governmental
institutions are rooted
in the area. The Art
corner and on the south side of south-east
Gallery
of
Ontario
is
expanding
its
facilities
Spadina has been purchased and, in some
cases, cleared for redevelopment. The interior into Grange Park, which is not protected from
redevelopment. At Beverley and Dunof the area, although barely affected physical- furtherdas Streets,
the Metro Police Commission
ly, has been subject to some land assembly.
wants to build a new police station. So far the
report's
the
way of describing
The simplest
opposing
the required
destructhat it advocates a local tioresidents
proposals
n of houses have
not been
able to sway
the
onisof tothe say
situation. The quiet streets commission.
stabilizati
and homes in the interior would be included in
On Beverley between Baldwin and Cecil
a stable residential area, while the transitional
area, between McCaul Street and University Streets, Ontario Hydro owns a whole block
Avenue, would be left to high-rise buildings originallyformerpurchased
transstation. Duringforthea 12-storey
1971 provincial
serving various purposes. Some community
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replacedmercial
by development,
significantly
higher-cost
comand extra
traffic would
also accumulate around Spadina and Dundas.
Heap suggested the widening of Dundas
makes
"a mockery
planningoppose
process".
Archer,
Brown ofandthe Marks
the
widening of Dundas St. Brown said that it was
on his motion ov^r three years ago that City
Council first objected to this Metro proposal.
Archer also insisfs he was instrumental in
getting the council recently to register a
formal objection to the widening.
Both Brown and Marks stale that if they
gel re-elected, their first task will be to get this
matter re-opened at Metro. Brown said,
'"Metro can do nothing to force the city to
agree
the real
land confrontation
up for the widening."
This isto thegivefirst
between
Metro and the city, he added. It will have to
go tothethewidening.
OMB to be settled if Metro insists
on
Archer did not comment so much on his
opposition
as on insisting
thai
Metro wouldto the
havewidening
to pay dearly
for the land.
"The city must insist that there are financial
and physical efforts made to maintain comhe said. munities. Metro will have to pay the price,"
A public meeting with the Planning Board
focusing on the study this Thursday, at 8 pm
in the University Settlement House at 23
Grunge Avenue.

ASSOCIATION

Markers, Post-Doctoral
All Demonstrators, Teaching Assistants, Graders,
Fellows And Fourth Year Students Who Are Employed By The University
Are Urged To Attend The Founding Meetings of The Graduate Assistants
Association.

The Meetings Are Being Spread Out Over Three Days To Allow All
Graduate Assistants To Attend. We Have The Unique Opportunity To
Union Representing And Defending The Interests Of All
Create A Assistants.
Graduate
Time: NOVEMBER 7,8,9,
4 to 6 p.m.
Place: GSU, 16 Bancroft Ave.
all the
latest in
fashion
and
made
customeyewear

BRADDOCK
I.'OPTICAL
OPTICAL SIOHfcb
IHHOUliHOUl METRU
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"We who work in the university f
group that should carry its lull res
fortunate,"
Evansto noted.
™ or.
I
Warming
his subject,
principals, deans, directors, and
treating
Appeal:
United
departments,
the lowfrorrm
compared tocriticizing
the pledges
organizations. Last year, he pointed
the university's payroll did not autht
causes
t
roo
The president failed to recognizi
not
ls,
dua
ivi
ind
the university pays its non-unionizei
are
unionized),
leaving them in a po:
Researched by WAYNE ROBERTS
. So, our
assumed a more important role in the appeal's fund-raising
off than the poor souls he describes £
of their position and
Toronto's annual fund-giving spree, the United Appeal, has
community leaders have felt the heavy burden
agencies. "There are members of s1
this year's
to meet
risen to the cause, espousing considerable self-righte. ousness
fighting the
pursuit.
, ,, in its
17th campaign,
of itstarget
daysThat
entered the lastgoal.
as,
collectors
poverty level,"Council
administrative
nearly evaded
$14,120,000
Governing
meeting.staffSom're
The welfare of
Paton, a federal election
John Evans has seen the light. are
president
T
of
U
according to campaign chairman Norman with
university's
labour
management
relJ
physically
the
for
the appeal
the unfortunate members of our society who are unable to
and a province-wide telethon competed
Charity at U of T, Evans seems
beyond their control,
reasons
for
or,
public's attention and pocketbooks.
handicapped
As they have for the previous 16 years of the campaign,
support themselves, is the responsibility of all those who are able to
home.Echoes of Evans' plea resounc
and encourage others to give
everybody is pitching in to do their bit individual
whether their contribution can be large or small." he told the U of
help,
have
Bulletin.
T
Toronto's "First Newspaper", hasghs
contributions
smaller,
the
their "share". Of late,
sell newspapers, you know — and
dredge up stories of misery allevial'
tile crew's a bit out of shape from th
Fresh Air Fund and not yet ready to w
at theClaus
Crippled
finale,Looking
the Santa
Fund."Civlijar
Campbell, their man on the sorrow b
of what the United Appeal symbollz
the handicapped helping themselve
Grant Lennie, executive directot
Campbell, "We are trying to he)
supporting and tax-paying citizens
taxpayers, more than $10,400 each p
alon institution."
costs parolees,
10 per cer
offenders toIt only
supervise
concluded.
And, of course, no UA campaig
endorsement
the premier
1,500, Premier ofWilliam
Davis oftoldOntai
th(
in the city" had been invited, Pat
government can get too big and
responsibility for meeting all sot
supporting the campaign makes p
they've done their little bit to help tho
supports — and is in their own self
The UA public relations people
your heart strings and pull your r
compassion, and appeal to far-sit
version of the gambling casino's or
Competing causes havei.^bee
year's
bonanza.
Reform elemenof
povertyUA and
the inadequacy
increasingly vocal in their criticism
Typical of this attitude was tht
campaign by Bill Fisher, speal
congregation. Fisher knew what he
youth worker with the YMCA, a scl
social development officer with the
Fisher charged that the Unite
corporate executives are receiving
and their companies through a tunc
which belongs to the people anyv
hesitate to call this fraud, it is cert*
Fisher attacked the UA for dw
attempting sociological analysis of
come
way. "We tomust
resisthearts
the i
ability its
to evaluate,
let our
supporting
a 'goodof cruelty.
cause', as if to I
lead
to charges
"Why are they so loath to ente
conditions
their what
causes?",
challenged and
... (about
thr||woL. .
social conditions called for decisive
that
conditions
that ba<
or even
if that really
were aren't
so, which
it i;
priority must be to continue as t
hardship that would fall on their c
Discussing the various excuses
dealing with the real factors behind f
Despite popular claims that people
change."
temporary problems, facts and figur
are
only classified
individual ascases'unemployables'
and not social be
why do we have such high unemplo;
his audience that high unemployt
phenomenon but a recurring situati
If all that's needed to help the r
ing
and patience,
Fisher hewonders,
pensions
have? And,
continuev
arousing out of housing, environmi
control conditions"?
"If poverty is an economic probl
learn how not to be poor, what are
wealth?
Are between
we to pretend,"
relationship
unlimited Fishi
wea
Sixteenth century aristocracy found it easy to dismiss poverty, but even most j
wouldn't caricature poor the way their predecessors did.
f}
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ty are in the informed and privileged
esjjpnslbility in caring for the less

Or. Evans wrote the university's
ndnumber
heads ofofU the
of Tnon-academic
contributions
Dm commercial and industrial
»d out, 6,400 of the 9,000 people on
Ihorize UA payroll deductions.
lize the extremely low level of wages
zed support staff (only 10 per cent
position
whereby
little better
is as having
to rely they're
on UA-supported
I staff who are living just above the
rep John Parker told an August 31
ime only get $4600 a year, the
elation manager continued,
ms to be proving, doesn't begin at
jnd everywhere. The Toronto Star,
sharpened Its crocodile tears — they
nd assigned its sobbing hearts to
iated by the United Appeal, though
i the early summer days of the Star
0 writhe their hands over their yearly

Hans' store, Star staff writer Samuel
v beat, lauded it as "a good example
)tizes — people helping people and
Ives".
;tor of the John Howard Society, told
help ex-inmates to become selfis rather than men who cost us, as
h per year to maintain them in a pencent of the amount it costs to impris:s, a bargain in anybody's books, he
aign would be complete without the
itario. At a Toronto rally attended by
the guests — "every notable person
Paton informed the press — that
nd cannot be entrusted with full
social needs. And, he observed,
1 people feel better — they know
hose poor, unfortunate types the UA
ielf- interest.
pie know how to get their hands on
r money from your pockets. Guilt,
-sighted
socialbandits.
policy are the UA's
one-armed
eeCne only things cutting into this
ients familiar with the real nature of
of the UA approach have been
m of the cause.
the October first indictment of the
eaking to a mid town Unitarian
he was guidance
talking about.
He's been
school
counsellor,
and aa
he federal governement.
Appeal
verges onfor fraud.
"The
igitedpublic
recognition
themselves
jnd-raising drive mainly with money
lyway," he noted. "While I would
srtainly morally deceptive."
dwelling on case work rather than
of the personal catastrophes that
ie constant appeal to put aside our
ts rule our minds when it comes to
o be intelligent and reasonable can
iter into an in-depth study of socia
... hedo asked.
"In the past,
whenof
jou]t
if a reasonable
analysis
ve cnange) they have either claimed
oad to require fundamental change;
that because
their responsibility
and
>t isn't,
they do
of the terrible
r clients during any kind of major
ses the United Appeal uses to avoid
d poverty, Fisher discredits them all.
3le on welfare are just experiencing
jures prove that the majority of them
' by welfare agencies. "If there are
al conditions which create problems,
jloyment?",is not
he questions,
reminding
oyment
an isolated,
recent
lation.
e handicapped is more understandwhat effect do the paltry disability
lues, are there "no complications
imental, consumer, and population
oblem of certain people who need to
ire we to think of concentrations of
sher challenges, "that there is no
ealth and unlimited poverty?"
st affluent today

This inability to see beyond the surface when dealing with
social welfare policy is less confusing when one studies the
composition of the United Community Fund Board of Directors. (The
UCF is the organizational arm of the United Appeal.) Almost 70 per
cent of the Board is made up of senior business executives. The
president of Anaconda (Canada ) Limited; the president of Maple Leaf
Mills Limited; the vice-president of Transportation and Supply, Shell
(Canada ) Limited; the president of Confederation Life Insurance
Company; the executive vice-president (administration) of the Robert
Simpson Company Limited; the president of General Foods Limited;
the chairman of the board of the T.Eaton Company Limited; the
president of Consumers Gas Limited; the chairman of the board and
chief executive officer of the Simpson-Sears Limited; and the vicepresident of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company of Canada
Limited are among the members.
Corporations are in fact donating very little to the appeal,
although
gloat about sponsoring
the Out
weeklyof every
campaign
meetings they're
held in quick
plush tosurroundings
of fancy hotels.
$100
ahavelargegonecorporation
donates
to
"charity",
$68
of
it
would
otherwise
to pay taxes because of the tax rate paid by the companies
at the top of the profit scale, according to figures cited by Fisher. That
leaves a net "gift" of $32 per $100 for corporations, while the more
moderately taxed average wage earner pays about 20-35 per cent in
taxes,
greater making
than thatthe ofindividual's
business. contribution proportionately so much
UA campaign material lauds the lead some of the largest
corporations give by donating to the campaign who committed
themselves "to increase their corporate gifts by 20 per cent" this year.
The
doesn't innote,
Fisher observes,
cent UAincrease
tax deductions
under thatnewcorporations
regulations. won a 100 per
MajorTheycompanies
proudly quite
boastsoofblatantly
their employees'
contribution
records.
fail to publicize
the coercion,
like that
practised rather mildly at U of T, used to collect the money. The UA's
"Here's How You Can Help" pamphlet suggests companies arrange
payroll
deductions
and "encourage
'Fair Measure'
giving".
Recognizing
an easy touch
in new employees
unsure of their
job
security, the UA advises, "Approach new employees at the time of
their the
employment
to sign-up
through
deduction."
does
brochure discuss
the poor
wagespayroll
and relative
inabilityNowhere
to give
of the workers, or the proportionately poor showing the corporations
make in their donations.
Fisher's attack represented the culmination of three years of
increasing disenchantment with the UA by activist, professional
social workers. The malaise began with the formation of Just Society

Associates
(remember Trudeau's
promise
of a "justto society"),
number of radically-inclined
social 1968
workers
who wanted
participatea
in the struggles of the poor, to be on their side without dominating
their organizations. The social workers formed their own affiliate, the
Just Society, and picked their own project — the Social Planning
Council, a body which they considered the most vulnerable of the
various agency networks. The council was established to research
needs and recommend how agencies should be set up
tosocial
meet welfare
these needs.
The Just Society people shared the view that problems currently
being treated by welfare were social rather than individual. They
attacked statements by leading members of the Social Planning
Council which sought to ignore rising sentiment in favour of funding
for self-help groups aspiring to effect social change. The SPC Board,
for
late or1970politically
adoptedpartisan,
a reportor which
disavowed
actionexample,
which isinillegal
which may
seriously"anyor
permanently alienate large segments of the community as a whole or
those bodies which are responsible for and empowered to bring about
effective and necessary change".
To remedy the situation, the reformers proposed a policy of
social action leading to change, running a slate of candidates in the
1970 SPC elections to challenge the pro-establishment forces
dominating the council in an attempt to force a change in attitudes.
"The kind of program we envisage is the administration of SPC
resources to enable groups and organizations consisting of the
disadvantaged to have greater control over the conditions of their lives
such that they have been relegated to being disadvantaged", the
reform candidates told the SPC members. "Staff familiar with citizen
organization, and funds for stimulation directed to this end would
place the Social Planning Council in the forefront of social
development," they maintained.
After some initial, minor successes — their first forray into the
election arena netted 10 reform candidate seats — , they came up
against a brick wall. In February, 1971, the United Community Fund
threatened to withdraw its funding of the Social Planning Council
unless the
council stopped supporting the militant poor and other
activist
groups.
U of T political economist Stephen Clarkson unsuccessful Liberal
mayoralty candidate in the last Toronto elections and one of the SPC
reformers, wrote in a July, 1971 Star article, "Money talks in the
agency as loudly as it does in the corporate board room. It is the
(United Community Fund) that establishes the limits within which
agencies receive 'its' money are to be run."
"What the private sector fails to do under the bureaucratized
weight of fund regulations is encourage innovative on the grass roots
level and support community groups creatively interpreting the needs
of their neighbourhood," he observed.
And, Clarkson concluded, "If politics is too important to be left to
the politicians, welfare is too much a part of our social fabric to be left
to theEventually,
voluntary theagenices."
reform movement died out, largely due to a split in
the reform between those who believed the SPC was reformable and
those who, according to Fisher, understood from their experience that
big business control of the SPC was omnipotent.
Now, the Social Planning Council rests in peace, unbothered by
constituents or its staff. For others, the war has escalated to an assault
on the very concept of the United Appeal. The issues to which they
draw attention indeed offer a severe indictment of the UA. It is a
condemnation
goes to the roots of our society's treatment of
social problemswhich
and catastrophes.
The rich use charity to avoid widespread consideration of social
analysis and enourage, instead, non-rational sentimentalism. They
assuage their own guilt and relax in the self-righteous glow of their
good deeds, although they have created the very problems — by
poor wages,
laying off workers, etcetera — the charity bandaid
ispaying
supposed
to be treating.
By integrating their activities with government services UAsponsored agencies grab control of government agencies and put
themselves in the powerful position of determining overall social
policy. J. C. Thackray, 1971 United Appeal campaign chairman,
described government support for voluntary organizations as an
evolving situation such that all the sponsored agencies operate on a
"mix"
sources.of assistance from governments, United Appeal, and other fund
In its 16th annual report, the United Community Fund cited its
move toward establishing "formal relationships with both the
provincial and municipal governments" as a 1971 highlight.
The affluent have resisted suggestions that the state assume full
responsibility for these services, claiming the hand of government is
cold and impersonal while assuming (or pretending) an often similar
social service approach doesn't exist. More to their point is their
realization that government - provided welfare services funded out of
general taxation would significantly increase their tax bills beyond the
realtive pittance most of them donate to charity.
Their real complaint may very well be that these changes threaten
their definition of charity, a definition which buttresses their social

power.

Some business crows
Once formed a club.
And they met at noon
In a high-class pub.
They called each other
By their Christian names:
Charlie and Willie
And George and James.
And Our
they business
said: "Friend
creedcrows

Is to help the weak
And they
grand words
And spoke
all in need."
Of Attheirevery
lovedinner
for man
Whether saint or sinner.
But it's funny to note
Since the club was born
That the farmers around
Lost a lot more corn.
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ASSOCIATION
was comprehensive survey of the wages
Last spring the GSU published the GA REPORT. This reportrator,
grader and marker employed by
demonst
t
assistan
and working conditions of every teaching
the University.

The major findings of the report were:
a) Although there was a provincial
wage ceiling of $1800, ONLY 30% OF
ALL GRADUATE ASSISTANTS WERE
EARNING THAT AMOUNT. Despite
the fact that the ceiling has now been
increased to $2400, THERE HAS
BEEN NO INCREASE IN PAY!
b) The average wage
was less than $1000.

paid to GAs

c) 28% of all graduate students are
women, but they only comprise 16%

WHAT

CAN

The findings of the GA Report convinced a large
number of graduate students that a union for
graduate assistants was necessary. The GSU
supported this move and has supplied some
funds and office assistance to get the GAA
started. The union is open to all demonstrators, teaching assistants, graders, markers,
post-doctoral fellows, and fourth-year students
who are employed by the University of Toronto.
In July we asked the University for voluntary
recognition; this was refused. This left us with
no option but to form a legally certifiable union.
Once we are certified., the University is required,
by law, to enter into bargaining with us. Further-

WHAT

YOU

Already a sizeable number of GAs,
from a variety of departments, have
joined the GAA. You too can join the
GAA. At present, the GAA has no formal existence. By your joining, you
can create a well-functioning GAA,
direct its future course, and formulate

All

GAs

are

of the total of gas.

d) Although close to 40% OF ALL
TEACHING IS DONE BY GAs, they
have virtually NO REPRESENTATION
OR VOICE IN ANY POLICY-MAKING
PROCESSES WHICH AFFECT THEIR
WORK. They have little voice concerning classroom size, content of the
course or student-teacher ratios.
Furthermore, there is no formal
representation of GAs on any governing body of the University.

BE

DONE

more, according to law, they are required to
bargain in good faith.
As a union, if successful in our bargaining,
among the gains we can win are:
a) Medical and fringe benefits. GAs are the
only University employees who receive no
medical or fringe benefits.
b) Job security and seniority rights. Most GAs
do not know from one year to the next whether
they will be working. We can change that.
c) Higher pay.
d) A voice in the classroom regarding content,
structure, and student-teacher ratios.
e) Office space and office supplies.

CAN

DO

its policies.
There will be a series of meetings at the
GSU , 16 Bancroft Ave, on November 7,
8 and 9. The meetings are scheduled
from 4-6 on those days. The meetings
will be both informational and
organizational.

urged

to

attend

For more information, contact your department's GSU representative or call
the
GSU at 928-7057, 6233 or 2391, and watch VARSITY for future announcements.
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Aspiring
By LORNE SLOTNICK
Making
a "liveable"
is the mostToronto
important
issue in city
the
December 4 municipal election, according toAlderman David Crombie, a candidate for mayor.
Attainment of this goal is
dependent
peoples'
to put someon time
and "willingness
effort into
their neighbourhoods," he told
about 300 people in the congregation of the First Unitarian
Church yesterday at a panel discus ion with three Toronto mayoralty candidates.
Crombie said City Council alone
cannot make Toronto more liveable,
but quickly added that he could help
save Toronto from degenerating in-
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mayors
vow
to make
city liveable
to a city like Buffalo better than League for Socialist Action can- solution," Crombie said. He cited released.
O'Donohue said he would release
could his opponents. Aldermen
didate Jacquie Henderson were not the Quebec-Gothic and South of St.
David Rotenberg and Tony invited to the meeting. A spokesman Jamestown areas, both of which the names of his contributors, bul
O'Donohue.
claimed these two announced their were designated for high-rise not until after the election. Crombie
O'Donohue contended that the intentions to run too late to be development by the Plan but where called this proposal "a bit of a
residents fought to preserve the fraud", and promised the release of
main issue in the election is "what invited.
All three candidates came out in neighbourhoods.
the names of his financial supporters
we hand to our kids". He stressed
Both Crombie and Rotenberg before the election. Rotenberg anclean water and clean air, but did favour of ongoing dialogue with
not explain how the city could ac- citizens' groups and each suggested defended the recent 100 per cent pay "sucker list".
nounced he would not publish a
complish much in the fight against proposals for more accessibility to raise for aldermen, arguing that they
O'Donohue
continued his
pollution, which is mainly a provin- the mayor by the public. O'Donohue have a full-time job. O'Donohue
cial responsibility .
said
he
would
like
to
"get
on
televicalled
the
pay
raise
a
"rotten
campaign
to
"bring
respect for
Rotenberg voiced concern over
decision" and denied that he was the family". He isback
suitedheforis this
sion or radio every
role, he said, because
an
Rotenberg
praisedweek".
the Official playing politics in opposing it.
the maintenance of the "integrity of
All three said they would refuse "average, ordinary-type fellow".
City Council" so that council can Plan as an "umbrella of protection
He
also
emphasized
pollution,
"continue
implement policies" to over
campaign contributions from
all stable
neighbourhoods", but developers,
Crombie
disagreed.
improve theto city.
but there was disgot
Two candidates, Toronto Sun
agre ment on whether or not the claiming Hethatdid "I've
"The
Official
Plan
is
becoming
what the
the
columnist Paul Rimstead and part of the problem, not part of the names of contributors should be answers".
answers were, but notlatersayreaffirmed
his
support
for
the
Spadina
Hipressway.
Crombie called for a new
hallmark for the city: "a sense of
Socialist presents
program
for New
York
time and that
a sense
of place".
He
explained
buildings
should not
be lorn down without considering
A New York City mayoralty
to building liberal measures, because the elec- work by pulling together blacks, why they were built.
mass workingdedicated
class parly.
candidate says socialists must turn aorganization"
torate wil not believe such promises whites, welfare recipients, organized
Rotenberg
continue
being says
part ofhe thewants
processto
the coining mass ferment among
and unorganized workers.
Chailkin said thai next week's any more.
that
"has
seen
Toronto
become
This is especially true in a city as
workers into "a collective fist" of election result is a foregone conThese socialist ideas are explosive great". This greatness includes endisenchanted trade unionists, unclusion, bul the special cir- run-down as New York, which now,
and because New suring the protection of
organized workers and welfare
cumstances ofNew York City made Chailkin described as a cesspool, York ishe thesaid,
financial capital of the neighbourhoods
and old buildings,
rights organizers.
ihe upcoming mayoralty race a key with rolting garbage, decaying world, the implementation
of his he said,
Tony Chailkin, New York place for socialists to intervene and housing and "hundreds of thousands
Labour Committee candidate in- the "crystallize the interests of the of people unemployed". In such a programdations ofwould
the class.
founthe worldshake
capitalist
\91?< mayoralty race told 10 people working class", beginning a general situation, there is "no historic role
at the International Student Centre assault
The
Labour
Committee
strategy
of mass strikes against world for liberals in the U.S." asserted
Unclassifieds
last week that the campaign is more capitalism .
Chaitkin. He added that the old-line is to reach out Tor the few hundred TORONTO TRANSIT RIDERS and nonThe
international
monetary
crisis
Toronto
riders: Ihe overcrowded,
significant
than next week's will soon force bourgeois politicians Communist Parly is "running a genuine "fighters, militants" in detestableTransit
conditions are inexcusable
presidential election.
working class and welfare rights and all candidates
in the coming
The New York Labour lo introduce austerity programs,
He proposes using bond organizations in the United States.
Election must address this
Committee is part of the Inter- anti-strike laws and slave labour for sideshow".
payments, corporate property and Chaitkin called these people "the Municipal
issue.
Any
people
interested
parnational Caucus of Labour Com- people forced to live on welfare, said bank reserves to finance the recon- most valuable people of the human
ticipating ina pressure group toin force
mittees, described by Chailkin as a Chailkin. There is no further room
struction ofthe city, thus providing
planners, commissioners and politicians
to wake
this week
disgrace,
"revolutionary socialist cadre for promises of reforms and other
tact me inuptheto next
or so.please
Gord conBarnes,
928^3820.
IF YOU ARE CAPABLE on writing a top
university
essay: call: Essay Services 9231964.
race".
IFEssaysYOU lyingHAVE
quality dust,
University
aroundtopAnycollecting
they
are worth money.
year, any subieci.
Phone: Essay Services 924-9916.
RUSSIAN CONVERSATION lessons by
HILLEL SUPPERS
Russian-bom woman. Evening: 929-5920.
WANTED TO RENT-Cottage or farmNEW POLICY
house, by two{Dec.faculty
members,
winter season
- April).
Call S.forEddie,
928-3336
or J. Cohen.
284-3367.
FOUND: Gold
watch face
- ladieswith- expansion
* Millet will be able to serve supper to
bracelet,
hexagonal
numerals
all who come.
3,6,9,12
only
on
face.
Sci. Bldg. on Sidewalk,Found
end N.of side
MarchMed.or
* For those who reserve before noon
beginning o( Apri. Call 928-2725 - Dr.
Schonbaum.
NICKELODEON
TYPING: IBM Seiectric - prestige elite;
of that day, supper will be ready at
Greek symbols, 40c per page. CHEAP.
279 Yoiif>e al Dundas Sqiia
6:30 p.m.
Math and other work by arrangement or
time
- Ossington and Harbord - Phone:
* Those who come for supper without
Loree - 532-7291.
GESUCHT
WIRD: Anstaendinges. alleincalling, will have to wait an extra half
stehendes Fraeulein, zwecks Einrichtung
in gemeinsamer Wohnung (Naehe Bloorhour.
Yonge)Tel.:mil533-9979
jungemOderUniversitaetsstudenten.
967-1264 abends,
"SKI-6 DAYS' - ONLY $58" - Ski Mont.
spaet.
Ste.
27 totransportation,
Jan. 1 '73 (NewYear's)-Anne,
Trip Dec.
includes:
accom odation, 'Optional' extra - meals,
tows, after
lessons,
7609
6 p.m.for information call: 783Commerce
EXPEDITIONS: Overland London to
Capetown; Eastern
TorontoIsland:
to RioSolarde Janeiro:
Yucatan:
Eclipse.
The
Trekkers:
2453
Yonge
St., Suite No. 7.
Final
Year
Toronto
483-9080
ABORTION
CONTROLby
REFERRAL AND
serviceBIRTH
sponsored
Women's Liberation. Clinic Tuesday and
Students
Thursdays 7:30 to 9:30 at U of T Advisory
Bureau, 631 Spadina (at Harbord) or
phone 533-9006 any lime.
Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one
PREGNANT
AND DISTRESSED? We can
of the most exciting roles in business management.
help oryou.comeCampus
469-1111.
He tackles complex and fascinating problems.
Call
1:30-4:00Birthright,
p.m., Monday
thru
Friday,FREEZE
89 SI. George.
For the professionally-trained man
WHY
THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats from S10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
the scope is limitless.
Spadina Ave. between Queen and DunDiscuss career opportunities with Clarkson. Gordon
das. Good selection of fun furs sizes 8-18.
representatives, on campus
Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)
363-6077,andopen
Thurs.
Fri. 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00
Nov; 13, 14, 15 and 16
QUEBEC SKI TOUR - $55. Dec. 27-Jan 1,
Appointments should be made through the
5 days skiing at with
Mt. Ste.
accommodation
heatedAnne.indoorExcellent
swimStudent Placement Office.
ming
pool.
All
transportation
included.
For information write: CANADIAN
SKI.
If this time is not convenient, please contact us directly
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
phone
Gord A Allan,
WE HAVE
HOUSE247-2339.
(near campus) to
share wHh a warm, active person who
BASEL'S
R^TflURRHT
wants something more than just a room.
Clarkson, Gordon & CO.
A PRRT
OF TOROnTO
SIHCG 1929
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Approximately SSO/mo. 920-2138
On Yonge St. 31 Gerr=rd
SKI MADONNA, VERMONT Decembei
Halifax ■ Soml Jolm • Quubuc • Monlrci.il • Ottawa • Toronto
24th - 29th inclusive,
includesall -lifts,
acH;i mi Hon ■ Kitchener • London • WindSDi • Thunder Bay
com dation, full
5 days$120ol skiing,
368-3503 _ I
shuttle service and return transportation,
vVinni|»oci - Rc-ojna ■ Calvary * Edmonton • Vancouver • Victoria
2 meals per day. Call 489-8715
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UNITED APPEAL
Members of the University may make
contributions to the 1972 United Appeal
campaign
cil offices: at the following student counSAC Building 12 Hart House Circle
Engineering Store NEW Location on second floor of
the Old Press Building south of
old Physics
Ehndale SAGE
Office on King's College Road
Scarborough SCSS Office S303F
St. Michael's Student Union Office Brennan Hall
Victoria VUSAC Office Wymilwood

SAC

COMMISSION MEETINGS
COMMUNICATIONS
CONSTITUTION
SAC Office

Additional members are needed on all SAC Commissions.
Contact the SAC Office if you're interested.

ElecTor
MUNICIPAL ELECTION CENTRE
In conjunction with S.A.C. and Innis College, INI 206/306
has planned a municipal elections centre to gather and
disseminate information concerning the upcoming
municipal elections on December 4. The purpose of this
service is to both supply basic information and to act as
liason between candidates for office and interested individuals.
If you have any questions concerning the upcoming
municipal elections, feel free to contact us at 928-5456. We
exist to serve you.
63 St. George (Innis College)

SAC

Budget

Meeting

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 8
Alumni Hall
Victoria University
7:00 P.M.

NOTICE TO ALL CAMPUS GROUPS
At Wednesday's
Meeting,
SAC Constitution CommitteeCouncil
will propose
secondthe reading
of a
formula whereby University Groups and Clubs that
have been recognized by the SAC University Commission may receive SAC financial grants. This formula, which has NOT yet been finally approved by
Council, provides for a strict procedure in applying
for such grants, including a detailed budget submis ion tothe appropriate SAC Commission and the
Finance
Commission
prior toinformation
consideration
by theeither
entire Council.
For additional
contact
Ross Flowers (Vice-President) or Vince DeAngelo
(Finance Commissioner).

LEGAL AID
On the second floor of 44 St. George St. is located Ihe Campus
Legal Aid Centre. The centre, run by funds obtained from the S.A.C.,
provides a wide range of legal counsel and advice. One of the main
areas of concern is the landlord-tenant act, since many legal difficulties eminate from the abuse of this piece of legislation. The
centre is run by student volunteers from the Faculty of Law, whose
time and dedication allow the programme to continue to operate.
Never feel that any difficulty is too minor to handle. In fact, much of
their work is processing legal forms for various purposes. In an effort to provide added service this year, a lawyer is being commis ioned toaid the centre for a few hours per week. Such an effort
will provide added expertise to the facilities already available.
If ever you need legal help, the Campus Legal Aid Centre is here
to help you. Any student with a legal problem is encouraged to
make full use of this SAC sponsored service. It is on the second
floor of 44 St. George St. The Phone number is 928-6447.

CHRISTMAS
SAC FLIGHTS
LONDON, ENGLAND
Dec. 15- Jan. 3
Dec. 21-Jan. 7
If booked
Nov. 1
$169 before
RETURN
($179 after Nov. 1)
BOAC
VANCOUVER
Dec. 20-Jan. 3
$129 RETURN
CP
SOUTH AMERICA
Stopovers in Panama,
Columbia, Ecuador, Peru, and
Chile.
$390 RETURN
For further information
AOSCST.
44 contact
ST. GEORGE
962-8404-

SAC
Phone
928-4911

SACircuit

Information
volunteer
Services
Corps

The S.A.C, through the Services Commis ion, ishelping in recruiting people for
various volunteer service organizations. One
project presently being organized is the High
School Tutoring project that is being coordinated with the Big Brothers of Metro
Toronto. Anyone interested in tutoring a high
school subject for two hours a week, leave
your name and phone number at the S.AC
office. For further information on this and
other projects, contact BILL STEADMAN,
Services Commissioner, at 928-4911.

SAC is running an
extensive information
service for students,
operative daily from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. (4:30 on
Fridays). This is
available to any
student facing
bureaucratic problems
or other difficulties on
campus (as well as information on campus
events). Come in to the
office (12 Hart House
Circle) or call 9284911.

COURSE UNION PEOPLE
Anyone in any college, faculty, department, division, institute or wherever
who
is
doing
or
thinking
about doing anything related to Course Unions
and/or
the SACCourse
Office.Evalualions Is asked to contact the Education Commission at
Commissioner George Strathy. Fieldworfcer Krys DobrowoUkl
WHO ARE YOU? WHERE ARE YOU?
U of T Info Needs You
The Communications Commission of SAC is currently
investigating the possibilities for implementing for a computerized information service called U of T Info We
looking for people who would be interested in working are
putting this into practice. Computer experience is not ona
necessary prerequisite. If interesfed. call John Helliwell in
me
officet.or leave your name and phone number with
the SAC
receptionis

SACircuit
SACircuit will be a regular feature of the SAC Communications Commission to keep you informed about
what
criticis
s mshappen
ing atged.SAC. Your comments and
are encoura
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Blues
defeat
Hawks
9-2, win
ament
Monteilh, and tourn
Don Fuller.
U of T Blues won the Hockey
to the game. Blues' coach against
Pagnutli
scoring
Canada regional tournament last TomPriorWatt
the led
GradsBlues'Friday
nightattack
with
The Grads were able to stay in the highlighted
on the part ofbythepoorBlues,defensive
allowingwork
the
was
"rather
worried"
night, defeating Waterloo Lutheran hecause of the reports he had heard four goals and an assist as this year's game without showing signs of Grads
to score three goals. Tom
Golden Hawks 9-2. Toronto now about the Waterloo team. He was team defeated ihe former all stars tiring, although the team only had a Little played well in goal for the
advances lo the December finals in not surprised by Ihe Warriors' 10-6. Olher goals were scored by week lo condition itself.
Hamilton.
team'soutshot
somewhat
Blues look a fast lead in the first Grads,
strong showing but was satisfied Harry Sems, Neil Korzack; Kent
porous despite
defence.IheBlues
the
However Blues played their most that the Toronto team successfully Ruhnke (2), Ivan McFarlane, and period on Kent Ruhnke's goal at Grads
49-32.
impressive game of the weekend killed off the penalties without over- Doug Tate. Scoring for the Grads 0:55. Before ihe end of the period
Blues regular schedule opens with
Saturday afternoon, defeating
reacting to the. other team. Watt were Bob Bauer, Bob McLelland, the lead had been extended to 5-2. a game Friday evening against
Waterloo Warriors 4-3 in double
The second period was McMaster in Hamilton.
thai the team played "very Terry Petefman, Doug Jones, Steve
overtime (the game lasted for three added
well considering it was shorthanded
and three-quarters hours). Friday for 17 minutes more than its opponents — almost a full period".
night's Grad game, won by this
In Blues' undisputed win last
year's
comparison.team, was dull by night
Don Pagnutli, Ivan
In the Saturday afternoon game McFarlane and Harry Sems were
Blues goals were scored by Doug high scorers for Blues, each with two
Tate, Bruce Herridge, and Harry goals. Blues other markers came
Sems, while Mike Keenan scored from Mike Keenan, Bill Buba, and
l he winner for Toronto at two Neil Korzack, Kent Ruhnke assisted
minutes into the second period of on four goals, while Bob Tate assistovertime.
ed on two others.
Goaltcnders Bruce Durno and
Jake Dupuis (Waterloo), were theIvan
finalMcFarlane's
goal of the second
game goal
— was—
awarded two stars of the game — scored unassisted on a quick shot
the other went to Keenan for his from a faceoff.
winning goal. On the winning goal
Pagnutti, Ruhnke and Bauer were
Keenan carried the puck into the chosen the three stars of the game.
Waterloo end, slipped around the
The game was a well-played
defence, cut in front of the crease, hockey performance. Forwards
and dumped the puck into the net. backchecked well, the defence
The game was marred by poor remained solid, and although Durno
refereeing on the pari of Jim went relatively untested in goal comSandluck, chief referee in the
pared to Lutheran's
George
(Blues outshot
the
Kitchener area. Blues were given 25 Blinkhorn
minutes in penalties plus a ten- Golden Hawks 52-26), he was
Warriors' goalie Jake Dupuis goes down to stop a Blues" shot which missed the corner of the net.
minute misconduct to Tate, while capable when called upon.
the Warriors were only awarded
Bruce Herridge and Nick Holmes
eight minutes during the entire were especially effective in a
penalty-killing
capacity,
game.
Blues runners
win OL/AA
when Blues were
two particularly
men short.
Kropf (Lutheran
had no shots on the
runWarriors'
at Torontocaptain
playersRoger
throughout
a course approximately six miles in John Sharpe placed fourth, Joe
The U of T cross-country learn length.
Toronto net when Blues were
the game. Sandluck did not call any shorthanded.)
won the OUAA cross country
Saxe, llth, Paul Glynn, 14th. John
penalties on these occasions, but
64lh, Bob Knuckey,
penalized Blues players for
The U of T team placed five Cartwright,
This game was also marked by championship at Guelph Saturday.
Toronto
captured
the
Little
Cup
reciprocating. (There were several minor skirmishing with Blues capmembers in Ihe top ten. Joe Saxe 67th, and Luther Holton. 120th, in
tain Gord Davies being sent off for a with a low point total of 27. Western finished second (32:02), John
other instances of poor officiating.)
field of about 160 participants.'
However, Durno and Blues' ten-minute misconduct when he was second with 79, and Waterloo Sharpe, third (32:07), Paul Glynn, a The
University of Guelph was the
penally killers successfully wore asked the referee why he was third with 84. York placed fourth, firth (32:33), Brad Morley, seventh only olher
Canadian
away minutes when the team was making "insane calls". (John Alaski (88), Guelph, fifth (90), Laurentian, (32:47), and Bob Knuckey, tenth attend. The meet
was wonuniversity
by. Lehighto
shorihanded.
(33:09).
sixth
(I48),
and
Queen's,
last
(154).
refereed last night's game.)
Other teams participating (including
In a field of 55 finishers, Peter University of Bethlehem, PennsylBrock andcomplete andMcMaster)
were
in- Pimm, came in iwenty-first in 34:04,
THE HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
their
scores
were
not
'.abulated.
while Chris Beardsley was 45th in
37:09.
PRESENTS:
Dave Northey (University of Toronto advances to the
COLUMBIA
Waterloo) finished in first place, in a Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic
time of 3 1 minutes, 5 1 seconds, over Union finals at RMC this weekend.
UNIVERSITY
FREE
LIVE JAZZ
SCHOOL
GRADUATEOF
TUES. NOV. 7:
BUSINESS
TERMPAPERS
The- previous weekend the
Toronto cross country team decided
SERVICE
PAPERS
ON FILE
not to attend the Western In- MR. MORRIS ZAND will be on
Lenny Brau
vitational. Uof T travelled instead Campus November 8 to speak
$1.85 per page
to a meet at Canisius College, New with students from all
WED. NOV. 8:
FOR REFERENCE AND
York, where ihe team finished sixth disciplinas interested in a
graduate business education.
RESEARCH ONLY
out of 23 participating schools.
For details,
Our Termpaper Service Is
Placement
Oftice.contact the
Toronto was without Peter Pimm
The Ginni Grant Quartet
Quick And Highly Professional
(who was injured) and Brad Morley.
A well Qualified Staff of
Time: 12 NOON to 2 P.M.
College Graduates Will
PLACE: EAST COMMON ROOM, HART HOUSE
Research. Write And Type
THIS WEEK:
Your Order At Reasonable
FULL TILT
Cost
BOOGIE BAND
PHONE 638-3559
4C for students
Suite
906
AND
ESSAY SERVICES
XEROX
12 GOLDFINCH CRT.,
WILLO WDALE, ONT.
Snap, Crackle & Pop
Impress
(near Sat.
A new and complete TERMPAPER service.
9 to 12-5,
6. 967-1110
Mon.
- Fri.
A Canadian Company
Yonge)
7 Charles St. W.
Originality, quality, and security dictate our policy.
EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Phone: 923-1964
F^> CARAT
Spadina at College
Impress is now offering afler-hours
Two Rooms-Two Dance Floors
copying at 4c per copy. This service is
by
call
beforeappointment
6:00 p.m., oneonly.day Please
in advance.
|DIAMOND RING

FREE

TICKETS

CFTO-TV will be filming a one-man 2-1/2 hour play,
beyond comedy and tragedy, entitled "How I overcame my fear of " featuring Justin Thomas. The
taping will take place in our Agincourt Studios on
Thursday, Nov. 9th at 1:30 PM. This is. a non-stop
presentation with our lighting and cameramen "doing
their own thing".
For FREE tickets, please call
CFTO Ticket Dept. 291-9111.

m Set$295°D
Your choice
of twenty-live
excitingIn
styles.
Yellow
or white
gold.
eludes:
—band,
diamono
ring, appraisal
matching
wedding
registered
certificate and insurance.
20% Student Discount
with ATL card
HUGH
' 1430 PROCTOR
YONGE
ST. & Co.
lewellers
■ Gemmologisls
PATIO DE 0R0 PLAZA o 921 7702
Just South of St Ctai

&GPIMBLES
listening chamberNOV.of 6musical delights
7
ALANNOV.J. RYAN
KEN nov.TOBIAS
a
DANCING BEAR
9
DAVENOV.ESSIG
NOV.
10
HEARTACHES RAZZ BAND
NOV. 11ZELKIN
ALEXANDER
13-18 368-0796
DAVIDNOV. ACKLES
71 JAfiVIS ST.

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

IS*

*9

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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sports

undefeated;
Blues
Soccer Blues concluded a nearly faultless
league record by proving once more to be
inhospitable hosts, defeating Western
Mustangs 7-3 Saturday at Varsity Stadium.
However, Blues were taken aback by the
hard pressing Western offensive in the first
half of the game. Only after Western had
come within one goal of tying the game did
Blues begin to gain the upper hand.
From the start the game was a wide-open
attacking contest on both sides. Both teams
applied pressure constantly, but Western was
unable to capitalize on several scoring opportunities from close in. Blues defense was
not as tight in the initial stages orthe game as
it has been in other games throughout the
season.
Mustangs' defense blocked shots by Peter
Hillier and Vito Polera, although the team's
defensive coverage was similar to the Blues —
shaky. The Western team was slow to cover
and clumsy in clearing, offering the Blues
several chances.
Blues scored first only twelve minutes
into the game. A late tackle on striker Ron
Misurka resulted in a free kick just outside
the Western
penally area.
Tim Burns'
although
not strongly
hit, glanced
off the shot,
side
of the defensive wall and eluded the goal
Mustangs' captain Victor Jonz
posile corner from the right side, bypassing a
keeper.
sialic
Mustang
defence. Before half lime
speed
on Guiseppe
the wings D'Antoni
to create and
manyPolera
scoringusedchances
Misurka
was
put
in thetheclear
as the team pulled apart the Western defence, score again, and end
half byat D'Antoni
3-1, Blues.to
vainly struggling to cover the width of the
Blues
played
more
conservatively
in the
field.
stages of the second half, preserving
Blues then paid the penalty for squandering early
their lead. But as a result Western was
their chances when team captain Victor Jonz allowed to press forward more often.
converted a rebound in front of Blues' net.
were able to score their second
(Home keeper Joe Datlolico had just stopped goalMustangs
of the game only fifteen minutes into the
a Western drive on a fast break down
half. Two Blues' errors — a delayed
Mustangs right wing.)
The Toronto advantage was restored 35 clearance, followed by a badly misdirected
one
a Mustang forward clear on the
minutes into the game when (as on numerous right.— Thelefthard
cross from a Western player
occasions this year) the team used a free kick was
directed home by Dave Burroughs.
to good effect. From the left side of the goal
Faced with the clear possibility of an
Burns floated trie ball towards the far post,
while Misurka headed the ball into the op- equalizing goal at this point, Toronto decided

Blues

finis

Strong checking, good scoring opportunities, and Blues'
defensive
lapsesSaturday
enabled inQueen's
water polo team to defeat
Toronto 13-9
Hart House.
The win breaks a two-way tie for first place in the
Eastern Section. Queen's finishes first, having won two out of
ihree-games against Toronto, while the Blues end up second.
Both teams plav in the OUAA championships next weekend
< * at York.
The openigg minutes of the game set the lone for the first
half. Queen's got off to an aggressive start; the team was more
ihan ever determined to win after the previous weekend's 5-3
loss to Toronto. During the opening period the Blues seemed
disorganized, while the Gaels played as a coordinated unit.
Gaels' ended,
Jaychowski
scored team
the opening
beforeon
the period
the Kingston
had addedgoal,threeandmore
goals hy Neshitl. Patterson, and a penalty shot by Kasprzyk.
Wiebacb scored for Toronto and while McNaught added a
goal on a penalty shot. In the words of Blues' forward
McNaught "we lost our cool in the first half."
The second period saw the Blues still disorganized and
playing a reckless game. Queen's added three goals in the
periodforced
lo Toronto's
McNaught
and ofWiebach
were
to fire fromsingle.
some Both
distance
out because
Gaels'
close checking. Both shot high or wide when they might have
elected lo use up lime to pass. Neither scored in the period.
Blues'TheloneToronto
goal cameteamfrommembers
Adam Gesing
earlychecking
in the period.
were not
opponents closely, and goaltender Vitold Gesing, playing their
an injured finger, was not demonstrating the skill ofwith
the
previous weekend.
The Queen's defense, by comparison,
all over the
Toronto team as soon as it got into Ihe Gaels' was
end. McNaught
seemed (o he singled oul for the most cover. Even
though this
left Blues' other lop scorer. Wiebach, relatively unguarded, he
also failed lo score. Queen's Whately (high man for the Gaels
m [he game with Tour goals) scored one goal and added other
off a penally shol. while Howard made it 7-3.
Playing more cohesively in the third period Blues were
able in outscore Queen's for the first time in the game and
came out of ihe period with only a three goal deficit (10-7).
McNaught was able lo elude his checker for one goal and

second;

meet

York

(at left with arm raised) scores on kneeling
lhal attack would be the best form ofdefense.
In the muddy playing conditions, moves were
slickly directed down the wings by fullbacks
Ed Carter and Bob Cazzola.
Within a couple of minutes of the Western
goal Polera sent a cunning lob into the
visitors" goalmouth which the goalkeeper —
under pressure from John Cobby — was
merely able to palm away. As ihe ball
bounced out to the edge of the six-yard box,
D'Antoniintolunged
forward
a diving
header
the corner
of theandnetsent
to make
the
score
4-2.
Soon after, an interpassing play down the
right ended with Polera releasing a through
ball for Vince lurello, streaking down the
middle. Speeding clear, he sent the ball
beyond the keeper's outstretched hands.

lose

next

Joe Dattollco in Blues' 7-3 win.
By now the Blues had command of the
game, and D'Antoni scored his second goal on
an
individual
riding thetwoballbonecrunching
tackleseffort,
and slipping
inlo
the nel.
With four minutes left in the game Blues
notched their seventh goal as Polera scored on
a through ball from Hillier.
In the last minute of play Mustangs' Bill*
Hookafterheaded
Western's
net
a corner
kick. third goal into Blues'
Blues, unbeaten in regular season play, now
travel to York on Wednesday to play for the
OUAA championship (kickoff at 2 pm).
Wednesday's
will be (Yeomen
Eastern Division, winners,opponents
York Yeomen.
also
finished their regular season schedule
unbeaten.)

13-9

fired in another on a penalty shot. Pouller added Blues other
two goals, both on penalty shots.
Bines also missed what could have been a good chance on
a McNaught to Healley pass. Heatlcy didn't see the ball drop
behindThehimGaelsandcarried
a Queen's
it up. end of the
the ballforward
down topicked
the Toronto
pool andonafter
scored
Ihe Gesing
rebound.had slopped one shot Gaels' Jaychowski
Jaychowski also scored his second goal of the period
(third goal of the game) with goaltender Gesing out serving a
foul. Although a forward tended goal. Blues had no chance.

It was one of those games for Slues' goalie Vitold Gesing
as Queen's poured In 13 goals.
Queen's
was
the team's third goal of the
period. The learn fortunate
may haveon realized
that Gesing was not
playing well, since Nesbitl scored toward the end of the period
Iron two-lliirds of the way down the pool into Ike left corner.
Gesing didn't even move on the shot.
In the fourth period. Blues' defensive lapses made it
easier lor Gaels' lo guarantee a win. Forwards were not
ge'tlirtg hack Tasl enough and there was too lillle checking by
the Toronto players in front of their own net. Blues weren't
covering
their opposing man. On ihe few limes when

s to score Blues' only_other
ee
to
McNaught
ball hen'
was able
two
goals Qu
ofhadihethegame.
Blues losl a good chance to make the score 10-8 early in
the fourth period when Queen's goallender, Earle, slopped a
penally shol by Wiebach. Whately scored soon after to put the
game even further out of reach.
The hesi goal of the game came from McNaught in the
slot on a backhand shot after a pass from Hanna. Shortly
after. McNaught received his first of two personal fouls in the
period and Queen's Nesbitl scored his third goal of the game.
(McNaughi later scored again to add Blues' final marker!)
Queen'swasMuir
the Gaels'
McNaughi
servingscored
his second
personal last
foul. goal while
Blues coach said after the game that "the learn hasn'l
heen
losingzone
Ihe (in
ball from
too soon....
don't
lake checking.
advantage They
of thearefronl
of the and
opposing
team's net) to move around when the referee blows the whistle
to slopHe play."
admilled that "Queen's checking was loo light... and
the goals were very well-aimed from Ihe corners. It's the first
lime I've seen them do il thai way", he added. He also said
luck cnlercd into Queen's high score, adding that Ihe key goal
was
Wcibach's
missed from
penally
Queen's
was dominant
thenshot
on. in Ihe fourth period.
McNaught said the Blues is a young team and that
although the forwards were strong and experienced, the
defense
was relatively inexperienced. "The Queen's team has
added.
been playing logelher as a team for three straight years," he
In the Toronto-Ottawa game, wilh a substitute
goallender in for Gesing, Blues won 15-7. Ottawa led 4-2 after
Ihe first period, bui it was Toronto, 6-5 at the half.
In ihe second half Blues scored heavily in the fourth
ouaricr. with Wiebach and McNaught each scoring
three
times. (Wiehach scored seven of Toronto's goals in the game.)
Other scorers were Adam Gesing, Martin, Healley, and
Builer. For Ottawa il was
wilh three, Johnson, two.
and Hrassei and ZajchowskiDuncan
bolh wilh singles.
In
gamesin Saturday,
defeatedYorkYork 9-8 by
scoring
sixlO-fi.goals
Ottawa, other
ihe final Queen's
period, while
won over
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Nearly 100 people may be evicted from these Madison Avenue houses by a developer. See story, page 3.

Support
lukewarm
for
fees
demo
handle the fees increase opposition. what. It is timed to coincide with the been considered a faclor in the
The fees demonstration scheduled ways to deal with the problem."
New College council president opening of the provincial legislature, government's decision lo lower the
Grabb believes the proposed fee
for Queen's Park November 21 has
Fares Boulos doubts that many peo- lo make the maximum publicity age of independence for eligibility
so far received mixed support from strike would be more effective.
student councils at U of T.
ple will attend the demonstration, impact on a government lhat has so for OSAP awards one year. UniverShe stated thai the government
sities and Colleges Minister Jack
In attempting to organize the knows students oppose fee hikes, hul he believes New College will far budged little on its position.
McNie has also announced that
demonstration. Victoria University and fears the demonstration may be support it in principle.
tuition
Opposition
lo
the
increase
in
"I
won't
go
out
myself,
but
1
will
Students' Administrative Council image.
detrimental to students' public
ncxl vear.fees will not be raised again
has received positive support from
support
it; says
Boulas.something
"I am very tuition fees and aid cutbacks have
anxious
to
see
In
an
unusual
move,
Innis
College
the Graduate Students' Union and
Innis and University College.
principal Peter Russell has announced he will attend the
He is afraid that if nothing is done
St. Michael's College, Scarbo- demonstration.
now
there will be further fee hikes
happening."
Nursinghave
and voted
Medicinenotstu-to
dentrough,
councils
next
year.
He
is
not
going
as
a
"bannersupport the demonstration, while waving shouting participant", he
Library system
to
The
Slop-l he-Cut- Backs Commost others have not committed says, but to see that the student
mittee, headedPhilby Dack,
last year's
SAC
themselves.
demonstrators are not mis- vice-president
is preparVUSAC took the initiative after
represented bthe
y media.
ing a leaflet to explain the purpose
SAC decided not to support the
Erindale's SAGE, other than oHhe demonstration to students.
The committee is composed of
stay open
over
demonstration. It attempted to per- asking its SAC reps to try to ask
suade other councils to help SAC to reconsider its position, will various left groups, unaffiliated innot support the demonstration. The
dividuals and some college council
organize the protest.
VUSAC president Cord Barnes council feels there arc loo many activists.
councils against it for it to be
says
"We is are
Dack believes there is "no way we holidays, says Forster
certainly
a lotquite
more excited.
optimismThere
now effective.
(students) will ever turn public opiA proposal lo close the library system over ihe Christmas holidays has
Medical Society, according
nion in our favour. The demonstrathan after SAC's decision against a to The
tion will either have no effect or it heen dropped, U of T vice-president Don Forster said yesterday.
communications director Barry
demonstration."
Meanwhile. SAC president Eric Tepporman, voted against the will have a positive effect. I don't
The library system will be closed on Christmas Day, Boxing Day, and
Miglin and vice-presidents John
only. while
The Sigmund
Samuellibrary
Library
be open
nint
it will be thinks
negative." that the New
protest effective
because itmeans
was "notof thinkMiglin
Helliwell and Ross Flowers an- proposed
a particularly
lo fiveYear's
all otherDay days,
the extension
will bewillopen
for itsfromnorma
demonstrating
opposition
to
the
demonstration
must
either
be
supthat SAC'stonight.
decihours.
sion wouldnouncedbeyesterday
reconsidered
all beU held
of Tat all.
students*
or bynot
He is Forster"Reaction
the proposal)
would not Affairs
suggest Committee
thai it be accepted,'
He added that the society still councils ported
Support Tor the demonstration can government."
said al (to
a meeting
of the Academic
in Simak
he expected at least from SAC supports the OFS demands.
Hall.
getting
in
touch
with
college
councils to see where support lies; he
representatives of the councils which
The Scarborough College Student
There
of the impact
of theUnion,
closing,"the heSludenh
said.
are
aidingCollege.
Vic's effort, as well as Society voted unanimously against strongly doubts SAC will reverse its
Forsterwashada "misunderstanding
contacted the Graduate
Students
Erindalc
demonstration,
ac- position.
Administrative Council and the Association of Parl-lime Undergraduau
Miglin contends that there are Students
Miglin said earlier yesterday that supportingcording to the
president
David Onley,
for their reactions to the proposal. GSU and SAC were strong!)
he strongly doubled that SAC would because "nothing will come of it alternatives to a demonstration,
reverse its position.
except that it will harden the such as the proposed letter-writing opposed, while APUS president Kurt Loeb did not object.
campagin.
Innis College Council has
Forster, asked why he had not contacted any faculty associations for
' Student
Although SAC does not support
contributed $50, and the Graduate government's
The Faculty position.
of Nursing
reactions lo the proposal, replied, "1 was too busy answering calls from
Students Union $25 to the cam- Council also opposed the protest the proposed demonstration, it is iheir
members to call any faculty organization."
paign. GSU is behind the demon- unanimously. President Diane John- still planning the fee strike and other faculty
The plan to close down the library for 10 days system came from ihe U
projects
which
may
put
pressure
on
stration wholeheartedly; according
feeling the government to reverse the fee of T personnel department. It would have affected all U of T administrative
would the
not council's
be an effective
to executive assistant Larry thai sonit expressed
employees — except those involved in essential services.
Hoffman..
means of protesting the cutback in hikes.
Also supporting the demonstra- student aid, and the fees increase. notTwoto weeks
ago SAC's
decision
"The motivation was a good one," Forster said, "ll is common practice
participate
in
the
OFS
A
laclic
suggested
by
SAC
tion and encouraging . parin non-profit institutions and even in industry lo do this," he said.
province-wide
demonstration
led
to
tic pation isthe UC Lit. Last week, president Eric Miglin, that of doubts
Committee member and School of Graduate Studies dean Ed Safarian
that the demonstration could
lh/ Lit requested its SAC represen- writing letters to the government, be mounted
objected strongly lo unnecessary closing of university facilities on holidays
successfully.
tatives to ask SAC at its meeting was "far better" in her opinion.
and
weekends.
He stated there were students working in unhealed university
However, after VUSAC picked rooms on weekends.
tonight to reconsider its decision.
St. Michael's College Senate
OFS general coBut, president Vicki Grabb says, president Al Nigro said his council up the torch,
ordinator Craig Heron said the
opposed the VUSAC proposal
university has obligations to the people who work here." he said,
"I don't strpersonally
think aarcdemonation wil work. There
other because it was not a proper way to protest would lake place no matter "but "The
it also has its obligations to the students."
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NOW
AND
7:30 pm
en un acte de Michel de Ghelderode. II est
TODAY
9 am
prudent
de reserver. Singers with Garry
Free
public
lecture
on "TheForce"Changing
The Devonshire
AM exhibition: A collection of oil Role of Women in the Work
at
the
Crighton, Morrow
Peter Newton,perform
David madrigals
Walker and&
paintings by Indian artist Sbanu Lahlrl will Faculty of Education, Bloor and Huron. Aynslle.
Madeleine
Parent, Kayeby [oik songs, at the will
be exhibited
in Cumberland
Inter- Guest
Easlhampanelisl
and Carol
Lutes. Sponsored
national Student
Centre unlrl Hall,
November
Hart House Music Room.
10th. DropTillIn10 any
THURSDAY
Studies.
11 am
exhibition.
pm. lime to view this Interdisciplinary
"Our Rolearchitect
in World and
Development".
Grant
Blood donor clinic Medical Sciences
11 am
Wanzel,
former CUSO
Blood donor clinic Medical Sciences worker, will offer a critical look at CUSO. All Building
main
floor.Food
Primarily
Sciences,for
welcome. International Student Centre. 33 Medicine, Emmanuel,
Building - Emmanuel,
main floor.FoodPrimarily
Graduate Studies, Innis. Knox. Pharmacy,
Medicine.
Sciences,tor St. George St. 6 pm
Graduate Studies. Innis, Knox, Pharmacy,
P & OT, Victoria College and P.H.E.
1 pm Till 4 pm.
P & OT, Victoria College and P.H.E. CUSO information meeting: "SUCO. However all are welcome.
However all are welcome.
Till
4
pm.
CUSO'S French language overseas
1 pm
The Young Socialists will hold their
program".
Sponsored
by
Canadian
UniverThe Cutbacks In Education: The Marxist
campus meeting In room 314 at
sitydentServices
Stu- weekly
Innis College. II you are interested In
Centre, 33Overseas.
St. GeorgeInternational
St.
view. SpeakerBoomDon1084Tapscott
ol the Young
Socialists.
Sid Smith.
becoming
active In the antiwar movement,
Meeting
ol
the
University
ol
Toronto
4 pm
Association. GSU. upstairs women's
Ihe fight
Professor Jonathan Freedman, a Homophile
cutbacks, liberation,
or the student
led against
in general,the
lounge,
16
Bancroft.
All
welcome.
psychologist from Columbia University, will Si vous eles Interesse a travalller en comeVIC onVCFoul.meets in the Woodger Room,
Unlversitaire
talk on "The effects of crowding on man Afrique
Outre - lemerSociete
vous invite
a assisterCanadian
a une (basement of Old Vic), Guest speaker will
and
be Doug
Moran.Till Topic:
Why Rebirth? All
Room other
1069. beasts".
SponsoredSidney
by theSmith
SGS Hall,
and soiree des lilms et des discussions. 33 rue are
welcome.
26 pm.
St. Georges.
pm
the Psychology
Graduate
Students
Collo6:30 pm
quium Committee.
The Arab Student Association invites
All teaching assistants, demonstrators, P.L.S. presents The Assumption of Mary
to its weekly informal meetings. Af
graders, employed
post-doctoral
other and The Last Judgment. St. Thomas you
I.S.C.,
33Till St.8 pm.George Stree! in the Morning
students
by thefellows,
U ot T and
are urged
room.
Church,
385
Huron
St.
8:30
pm.
to attend to founding meeting of the Anglican
7 pm
Graduate Assistant Association. Meetings Admission Iree.
will be at GSU. 16 Bancroft Avenue. Till 6 U.C.Tonight
through
to
Saturday
Iree
at
Innis
College
Duplicate
Bridge Club:
Playhouse, 79a St, George: une soir6e Innis College, 63 St. George
St. Allat
pm.
welcome.
7 pm
poetico-theatrale.
Lavoustroupe
CAFE7:30
pm
THEATRE
de
U
of
T
divertira
avec
Table Tennis instruction featuring chansons, poesies, et sketches; ensuite,
by John Cassavettes;
Canadian
Women's
Champion,
les comedians du College St. Michel 7:30TwoandfilmsHusbands
9:30. S1.50 atFaces
7:30 orat
Nesukaitis.
Fencing Room,
Hart Violetta
House. presenter!!
CHRISTOPHE COLOMB, piece 51.00 at 9;30 at the atOISE
auditorium. 252
Ladies are welcome.
Bloor St. West.
The Academic Activities Committee is
sponsoring a talk by professor Richard Lee
onHouse,Anthropology
Imperialism. Hart
North Sitting8andpmRoom.
CUSO General Information Meeting
International
St.
PendarvesStudent
Lounge.Centre, 33 St. George
"Is
Canadian
immigration policy
- Forum at the International
Studentracist?"
CenSAC Budget Meeting
tre. 3 St. George St. Speakers include
lawyers
Paul
Copeland
and
Charles
Roach.
Baba Ram Dass (Richard Alpert) tape to
be played at the Advisory Bureau, 631
Spadina. above the bank. Occult thrills.
Bring
refreshments.
TONIGHT!
S.M.C.
Italian Film Club presents
"Teorema" (1968). directed by Pasolini,
(sub-titles.
Carr
Hall,
8:30 100pm St. Joseph Street.
11.00.
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 8
Alliance Francaise de Toronto presents
Mr. Robert
Escarpit,Ave.lecturing. Heliconian
Alumni Hall
Club,
35 Hazelton
Creation 2 presents a new Canadian
Play, Midway Priest, on Ihe media medium.
Victoria University
Actor'ssion S2Theatre.
. Students 390
S1. Dupont Ave. AdmisFRIDAY
10:45 am
7:00 P.M.
Anti-war demonstration called by the U
ol T committee to end the war in Vietnam.
All welcome. Hart House, under the clock
tower.
Interfac football noon
playoffs: U.C. vs New
Varsity Stadium.
HERE

GALLERY CLUB
open from
Mon.-Frl.
Luncheon
126-7:30
noon-1
p.m. p.m.
Licensed Dinner
under
membership
required.LLBO. Hurt House

GALLERY
MALCOLMART BATTY
EXHIBITION
MONDAY 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m.-S p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m. -5 p.m.
INFORMAL DEBATE
Thursday, November 9 -42 noon |
In the Debates Room.
Impromptu Topic.

SIMULTANEOUS
International
Chess Master
CHESS EXHIBITION

JAZZ CONCERT
THE GINNI GRANT QUARTET.
East Common Room 12 noon to 2.00 p.m. No tickets required.
Table Tennis Club
Tonight. Evening play 7-11 p.m
FENCING ROOM
MEMBERSHIPS
AVAILABLE.
LADIES ARE WELCOME.
BLACK HART
EVERY TUCK
TUESDAY,
SHOP WEDNESDAY
- 12 NOON
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M.

U of T RIFLE
MEETS
MON.
ASSOCIATION
4-6 P.MAND WEDS.,
IN THE RIFLE RANGE
PUB
-AND5.30 THURSDAY
PM.
- 11:30 PM.

ALWAYS A GIGANTIC CLEARANCE OF
SIKHS
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY — AT EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
all shoes

U*
$10
Reg,
to S25.00OF
ALL upKINDS
SHOES * BOOTS • PLATFORMS * SANDALS • ETC:
IMPORTS • FASHION • QUALITY
OVER 15,000 PAIRS ON DISPLAY
NOW MARKED DOWN
OFF
10%°50%
OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES OF *1 TO MO
ON WOMEN'S
GOLD EVENING
OR SILVER
PLATFORM SHOES
SANDALS
Reg. 19.95 Everyday low price $10
| CLOSED
TOE SUEDE
AND
LEATHER PLATFORM
SANDALS
Reg. 19.95 Everyday low price $10 NOW f
MEN'S tolei,BOX—
CALF side
LEATHER black
SHUES
Neolil*
Mode
in Spain.rubber
R«g. heels,
19.95, ourbuckle,
evrydqy lowor onfiqu*
ptk* $10.brown.
FALL AMDSPRIHGKNEEHIGHVINYL BOOTS
5 COLORS

Sunglasses
/
that get
darker
as the sun
gets brighten

PHOTOSUN

WOMEN'S (with zipper) NOW s6
WOMEN'S
ALSO A LARGE (without
SELECTIONzipper)
OF NOW $5
WINTER BOOTS S>F3S8g
ALWAYS NEW & DIFFERENT STYLES

HAPPINESS IS...
ATTENDING

OPEN
FACULTY

HOUSE

72

OF FOOD SCIENCES

WHEN: SATURDAY, NOV.
UNIVERSITY Of TORONTO
1972, s9 u,„
a.m. -4 p.m.
wbav, mov. KM,11th'ion,
WHERE: LILLIAN MASSEY
BUILDING, 157 BLOOR ST. W. TO 5
WHY:
C^EHM0^RVEC^0^^LNEUSTRm0N AN°
DOOR PRIZES

REFRESHMENTS

260 SPADINA AVE. — 1 SLOCK S. OF OUNOAS
MON. ■ SAT. 9-7 — THURS. & FRI. 9-9

9)

CORRECTION!
The seminar in the "Courts and Trials" series
Wednesday, Nov. 8 - "The Judiciary in Canada'son
Political Culture" by Principal Peter Russell, is to be
given in Falconer Hall, at 12.30 p.m. not at 2 p m as
announced in the U of T Bulletin of Nov 3

m
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Madison

Ave.

residents

fight

to

save
homes
By BRIANENAS1MOK
Residents of 10 houses on Madison Avenue and Huron Street are trying
o stop Amex Development Corporation from evicting nearly I00 people,
and halt plans for demolition until City Council has reviewed the situation.
The fight, led by the Annex Ratepayers Association, is attempting to
stop any demolition by getting the area downzoned, so it can not be used for
commercial use, such as for high-rises. Although there have been
difficulty.
applications for demolition permits, they can be obtained with littleno
The notice of eviction was given on November I with no warning. The
houses are north of Tartu College on Bloor Street and south of Lowther.
City Council's Building and Development Committee Monday voted to
citizens and Development Commissioner
set up a committee of five private
Graham Emslie to look into this situation, and the whole problem of downzoning and control of streets. The committee must be ratified by City
Council which meets this afternoon.
U of T political economy professor David Nowlan, an Annex
Ratepayers director and a nominee to the committee, said lhat Ar
properly
manager, D. A. Sewell would ■. ol agree to delay the evictions, .
Nowlan speculated
that if City Council ratifies the committee, Sewell would
co-operate.

Some tenants have to be out by Saturday, Nowlan said, but most have
until December
eviction
by Amex.30. He stressed the importance of an early decision on the
Nowlan elaborated on the significance of the committee, saying lhat in
the pasl municipal government was unable to '"come to grips, directly", with
A & S union
vefoes
fees demo
such problems. He views the Madison-Huron situation as a "test case".
By BOB BETTSON
"The houses are in excellent condition and house a lot of people,
Pack to "disseminate information up to $200 each before their budgets
The council of the new Arts and to all member bodies concerning the are submitted at the next meeting. A cheaply." he said.
contingency
fund
was
also
set
Science Student Union last nighl demonstration" passed un- $200
up.
Although the present zoning encourages Amex to develop the area,
animously, however.
decided n could not support the
Nowlan fell if condominiums and high-rises were erected in the area, present
November 21 fees demonstration or
A similar motion calling for The council Will meet again before tenants
could not afford to live in the area and would be forced to move into
oppose the planned amalgamation dissemination of information on the December X to discuss the budget, as the suburbs. The houses are also of historical significance, architecturally.
well as constitutional amendments.
of local university libraries into an library question was also passed.
The Building and Development Committee also passed a motion asking
On Monday the Trinity Board of
A five person temporary steering
enlarged Sigmund Samuel
collection.
committee was elected to carry on Stewards reversed its previous stand the city solicitor to look into the provincial government's policies on
and
ratified
the
ASSU
constitution.
delaying
demolition for 60 days.
the
functions
of
the
executive
until
it
The council's
meeting, is elecled at the next meeting, lis It decided that since union was
attended
by 30 ofinaugural
its approximately
Meanwhile,
another house at 37 Madison will be turned into offices by
45 members, sustained chairman mem he rs included G regory , going Id be formed no matter what lawyer Paul Copeland.
Innis professor Joe Medjuck, one of the
Kano witch. UC student Rick Trinity did then the college should tenants. Three families willsays
have to move.
Bob
Anderson's
rulings
that
these
motions were unconstitutional MacFarlane, History Students participate.
Copelandto Medjuck.
converted a Prince Arthur Avenue house into an office earlier,
because they involved the union Union executive Gus Richardson
The Senate
St. Michael's
Collegeor according
is the only college
and Hrindalc student Mike Scott. Student
taking a policy-making role.
A compromise resolution by The steering committee was given course union which had has not yel
If the fight Tor downzoning had been won, he could not commercialize
former SAC vice president Phil the right to fund course unions with ratified the union.
the house.
These Madison Avenue homes may be wrecked by a developer. Residents will protest at city hall loday.

Enrolment
ByNADIM WAKEAM
Long term enrolment projections
for all U of T campuses show an
increase each year from 1971-71 to
1977-78. However, full-time
enrolment on the St. George campus,
including only graduate and undergraduate figures is expected to
decrease from this year to next year.
A report on projected enrolment
compiled
by theanduniversity's
of Statistics
Records,Office
was
presented Monday to the Planning
and Resources Committee of the
Governing Council.
Hull-time enrolment on the St.
George campus this year is 21,909
and the 1973-74 projection is 21,840

the report states. Total enrolment
including part-time, graduate and
undergraduate stuents is expected to
increase by the equivalent of 306
full-time students next year lo 26,053. After that St. George enrolment
is expected lo increase steadily until
1977-78, when il is expected to reach
the
equivalent of 28,180 full-time
students.
(Total enrolments are given in
terms of equivalents of full-time
students, as the university uses a
formula to evaluate part-lime
students as full-time.)
The number of first year full-lime
students in degree programs is projected to deciease from 4136

Quebec students may strike
MONTREAL (CUPI) — Quebec community college (CEGEP) sludenls
may strike this month to protest provincial education laws.
issue Eludianl
is expecteddu toQuebec
be raised(FEQ)
at a scheduled
meeting'of for
the Quebec
general assembly
or iheTheFront
City Ihis
weekend.
The laws would result in limiting CEGEP enrolments to students who
could
term. afford it without performing oulsidc employment during the school
The Quebec government also wants compulsory weekly class time
increased lo 45 hours. It plans to reduce the credit given to humanities and
philosophy classes from two to one and increase the science credit to two.
The lime increase would force students working to finance their
education
their jobs. The move would limit enrolment to primarily
middle classto quit
students.

of the CEGEP's
original concept
resull would
The
education.which,
lo higher
universaltheaccessibility
towardcontradict
to move
was The
government now charges no tuition fees lo CEGEP students wheih results in
a solid working class student population.
Another government proposal would give CEGEP administrators the
they dislike. The proposal comes from students
exclude
right
strikeslolast
springstudcnls
after the general strike by the common from of labor
unions in Quebec.
days missed because
The Government wanted students lo make up the
al ihc
which included CEGEP teachers. Students
of the common front strikeMontreal
and the FEQ
protest
in
out
walked
Rosemonl CEGEP in
in
down
backed
government
The
organized walk-outs across the province.
ihc face of organized student opposition.

increase

students this year to 3860 nexl year.
First year enrolment after that is
also expected to increase until 1978.
Krindale and Scarborough
Colleges are expecled lo expand at a
greater rate than ihe main campus,
mainly due lo a projected increase in
full-lime enrolment.
Scarborough is expected lo have
3.719 full-time students by 1977,
compared to its present 1960. Erindale's 2166 will grow lo 4522, the
report says.
The increase in enrolment,
particularly on ihe St.George campus, is due to the large number of
new
part
students.forNextihe year's
part-time time
enrolment
main
campus is projected to increase by
the equivalent of 475 full-time
sludenls.
According to vice-president Jack
Sword, who presented the statistics
to the committee, there is an error
or margin of flexibility as high as
plus or minus 10 per cent.
He added, however, lhat "this
university's
very
accurate projections
lately, only have
havingbeenan
error
of
two
per
cent
at
most."
This accuracy, said chairman
.lames D. Lewis, was due to the
large number of sludenls who wish
to go lo U of T. allowing Ihe
university lo almost set its own
enrolment. He added that the size of
urban Toronto and Ihe favourable
economic location of U ofT permits
the error lo be small.
projections from 1971-72
ur Budget
1977-78
the
meeting. were also presented at
Projected operating grants based
on student enrolment will be increased by approximately five
million dollars next year. Grants
from 1974 to 1977 will also increase
but al a much lower rate, unlil the
total university operating grants (excludinc ihe three federated colleges)

forecast
reach approximately $ 104.5 million.
The projected grants are based on
Ihe
presentused"basic
income grants
unit", ona
measure
to formulate
a per student, basis remaining at
nexlHowever,
year's level
of $1825.
Ihe total
capital budget
projections, said Alex Rankin,
chairman of the U of T Budget
Committee, predict a deficit of $2.9
million.
The deficit will occur because
renn ovations, such those taking
place at University College and the
Wallberg building, will exceed Ihe
funds available for renewal of
buildings explained Rankin.
"We will come to a point where
we just can't do any more
renovations", he predicted.
Both the enrolment and budget
projections are backgraound for
reports that will be presented to the
Committee on University Affairs.
Every university in Ontario annually
informs
the Committee of its financial situation.
"Because of the debt, " said U of
T president John Evans, "it is imDavis

portant thai Ihe provincial comknow the problem."
The mitteePlanning
and Resources
Committee discussed in camera the
membership of the subcommittee
that CUA.
will present the U of T brief to
the
The priorities outlined by the
committee lo be stressed by Ihe U of
T to the CUA include an enrolment
analysis with reference lo high
school enrolment and curricula.
Part-time agd continuing
education will be examined with
respect tostudies.
integrating the two with
full-time
The
plight
faced with a offeesgraduate
increase students,
of $100
this year and nearly $300 next year,
while pay for teaching assistance is
expected to remain static, will be
brought
the attention of the
provincial lobody.
The nature and role of the
federated college system will be
stressed, as well as the problem of its
future relation to ihe university.
Federated colleges are in the midst
of a financial crisis because they do
no! receive full provincial grants.

to meet

OFS

reps

Premier Bill Davis has agreed to a 45 minute meeting with
executives of.the Ontario Federation of Sludenls on November 16.
five days before a mass demonstration scheduled for. Queen s Park.
co-ordinator
Craigasked
Heronforwasa meeting.
"surprised" lo hear
from OFS
Davis,general
two weeks
after OFS
Heron."I was beginning to think we'd never hear from him", ■-aid
Davis will speak lo six OFS representatives, one of whom will
"almost certainly" be U of T SAC President Eric Miglin, according
to Heron. He said OFS will discuss "things that sludenls are unhappy
about'',
increases.in particular student loan ceiling reductions and tuition Ice
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Part-time

easy

wages

prey

and

High school and university students,
anxious for any part-time work in these
jobless days, are easy prey for
businessmen who recognize the potential
cheap labour market.
five documents
one case
in Today's
which page
students,
mainly from
high
schools, labour under less than
favourable conditions. It isn't an exception. Talking to students with part-time
jobs, one quickly learns of the poor pay
and equally unattractive working conditions which characterize the positions
open to them.
Exploited by people operating
businesses (after all. a capitalist economy
is based on the employer getting the most
he can out of his workers), the student
workers are becoming increasingly dis-

Editor Ale* Podnlck
Office 91 St. George St., 2nd floor "Censorship ends in logical completeness
when nobody is allowed lo read any books
Phone 923-8741, 923-8742
—George canBernard
except the books nobody
read." Shaw
Advertising Manager Bob Brockhouse
923-8171
Phone
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The Varslly, a member ol Canadian
University Press, was founded In 1880
and
is published
iheol theStudents'
ofminisiraiive
Toromo
andCouncil
isbyprimed
byUniversity
OaisansAdPress
Lid.
Opinions
expressed
in thisol
newspaper
are
noi
necessarily
those
the
Students'
Administrative
Council
or ihe administration ol the university.
Formal
or businesscomplaints
operationabout
ol thethepapereditorial
may
be addressed
to Committee,
Ihe Chairman.Varsity
Campus
Relations
Board ol Directors, 91 St. George St.

workers
for

poor

conditions
content. But, what can they do about it? As
unemployment soars, confident employers can tell their employees to follow orders or quit, aware that replacements
won't be hard to find.
The students could organize to fight
management, but part-time employees
aren't
the beOntario
Labour
Relationsprotected
Act and bywould
easy picking
for disgruntled bosses.
A necessary first step seems to be
bringing part-time workers under the
protection of the act. And. some kind of
grouping of high school and university
labourers would probably be the appropriate body to agitate (or the necessary
legislation and simultaneously upgrade
their working conditions.

Don't punish
victims
Ever since Edmund Burkers disrupted a worried because the Western Guard,
spring, 1971 Convocation Hall meeting successors to the Burkers, had threatened
featuring leftist speakers, Simcoe Hall has earlier this fall to disrupt all black and
been nervously secreting away gatherings Marxist meetings held on campus.
Nonetheless, there can be no
which may be the scene for a replay of that
justification for living in constant fear of
afternoon's events.
disruptions. Byis
(The Burkers threw a mace bomb into right-wing
in to extremists'
them, the administration
the audience after they failed to end the giving
letting them know that they can decide
meeting by heckling the speakers. In the who
can speak where.
ensuing scuffle, windows in the front
doors to the hall were broken. As late as
This
abdication of the university's duty
last year, the university — in its strange to ensure freedom of speech for political
sense of justice — was trying to get the dissidents cannot continue. The university
has a campus security force; it can be
meeting's
sponsorsdid.)to pay for the damage summoned
their
opponents
to keep right-wing rowdies out
of campus meetings or eject them if they
Simcoe
Hall's
favourite
hiding
place
for
get
in
and
violently
disrupt them.
suspect meetings has been the remote
And, those who would not let others
Faculty of Education auditorium, seating speak
should be warned that renewed
less than one third the capacity of the
central Convocation Hall. Black Panther disturbances will keep them, not their
leader Bobby Seale was the latest speaker opponents, silent on this campus.
to get, -shunted to the Bloor Street exile.
The aggressors , not the victims, should
Perhaps, the administrators were doubly be penalized for their actions.
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What's he doing?
Contrary to Engineering rumour, The benring its name which may appear on
Varsity will not publish an "extra" this campus Thursday or Friday. Such a
no resemblence to newweek. The Varsity will not be responsible publicationspapersbears
living or dead, save the Toike
'or any clandestine publication almost Oiko.
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Gains from high unemployment

Sports
By BOB GAUTHIER
Collegiate Sports is one of a large
number of companies to benefit
rrorft the high level of unemployment byhiring high school
students and then subtly forcing
them to accept the company's
conditions.
Collegiate Sports — "the nobody
thai undersells
everybody"its— high
underpays and overworks
school staff.
To train the newcomers to the
system and its demands owner John
Lennox decided recently to run a
smiling contest for his employees
with $65 in prizes as the pot. To win,
all one had to do was have the best
"customer smile". H reminds one of
ihe Miss America contest — only
it's your mouth that counts this
lime.
Lennox and his managerial
underlings at the two stores, Ralph
Lmrncrson and Martin Bunting,
recruit their employees by word of
mouth, chiefly from the local high
schools near the stores. They then
proceed to (each them the basic
lessons of the capitalist system,
namely that business is run much
like an army — lines.
that is, along strictly
authoritarian
The management docs not
explicitly coerce its employees, bul it
does
leave them
or knuckle
under.little choice — quit
Collegiate Sports in some cases
narrowly brushes against the boundaries ofOntario labour law, and in
one law.
area may have already broken
the
Provincial laws require that an
employee receive a half hour break
every five hours (whether paid or
unpaid have
— atbeen
Collegiate
it's unpaid).
There
occasions
on busy
Saturdays when employees have
worked beyond the five-hour limit
without such a break.
The- high school students have
expressed among themselves
grievances about their hours. Some
said that the company was so persistent inrequiring them to come in
to work at its call, they often had to
decline in order to keep up with their
school work.
As for actual working hours,
students have no choice. No one is
allowed to work two Saturdays in a
row and hours are assigned,
although some effort is made to
compromise with employees
preferences.

Reader

disputes

feature's
facts
I am concerned that
the article
"Preventive genocide in Latin
America" (Varsity, November I)
could be taken by many readers as a
complete substantiation of the
author's claim that the imperialistic
U.S. government and ils cilizenry

store

Working conditions are also poor.
In the west end store there was no
soap in the washrooms for the
month of September, and the dust
and grime
struction (thefrom
inside ofsummer
the store conwas
largely constructed by high school
students during early summer) make
frequent
On onewash-ups
occasionnecessary.
when 1 asked
assistant- manager Bob Moeller for
a five-minute break during a par-

exploits
Collegiate does not like employees
work.
to turn down their "offer" of more
On a more recent occasion 15
minutes before closing time, assistant manager Tim Quinn informed
three employees, including myself,
that one of us would have to leave
early, instead of, as usual, earning
more money by slaying to help clean
up. The other two were in a car pool,
so there wasn't much choice. The

students

from person
to The
personpay— also
that varied
is, the starting
pay,
for doing the same job. Pay begins
for most employees at $1.50 and
"progresses" to $1.65.
During the fall Collegiate held a
series of five or six compulsory
meetings to train employees about
the product. Employees were paid
for attending but, astonishingly,
would not receive payment unless
they stayed until the "end of

Student exploiter Collegiate Sports pays $65 to the employee with the best "customer smile."
lieularly slack period, he replied no.
hut that I could lake a cup of coffee
onto the floor while I worked.
The terms
employee's
agreement
tend ofto anfluctuate
also,
according
to
management's
discretion.
Lor example, I had agreed to
work for the store during set times.
On one occasion i was phoned
before a big mid-week sale and told
that "itcomewouldin and
be appreciated"
if I
could
work extra lime.

point is that for the second time
within three weeks. Collegiate had
broken a verbal agreement with an
employee.
During the summer, high school
students were working all day and
into the evenings at "management's
request" to ofcomplete
the interior
construction
the warehouse
which
they were converting. Students were
allowed only a half hour break for
supper,
according to several of the
student employees.

are hent on destruction of the Third
World bv means of genocidal birth
control. There are certain criteria
which have not been mentioned and
some apparent misconceptions in
this article which should be considered in such an issue, the most
important of which I list here:
Many large industrialists are
involved in such organizations as
Planned Parenthood and the Hugh
Moore Lund for tax reasons. Their
large donations are duly recognized
by these organizations who put these
big names on their official
stationary to encourage further
contributions.
Population density, mentioned
consistently m the article \z not the
best means of determining whether
or not there is a need for birth
control as it does not lake into
consideration uninhabited, uninhabitable and non-arable land, or
any ability or the country for supporting its population. Population

growth rates are a more valid factor
in discerning demographic problems,
(Latin
America's
is the highest
the
world)
as is indigenous
opinion.in
Some of the organizations named,
particularly
o p u I a t'itoo an
Reference Bureau,,theare Pdevoted
broader spectrum of demographic
and population studies including
mortality and migration as well as
fertility, and deal mainly in research
and information, not birth control.
In a rapidly changing demographic situation, data from the '50's and
early '60's is of dubious value and
undated data is nearly always worthless.
Such sources as Catholic bishops
and Kidel Castro, as used in the
article, could well be held suspect of
a biased opi nion toward contraceptive practices and the United
Stales.
It is unfortunate that the double
standard of the author makes Fidel

are capped
by anreceiving
all-inclusive
lest,
with the offwinners
portions of about $150 of Collegiate
merchandise. The company felt it
was doing students a favour by
trainingpanythem
in students
fact the" comand notthewhenthe
will
benefit from
training.
The employees have been told
that anyone doing poorly on the test
would
not bewhether
"stayingoron".notNothose
one
mentioned
"laid off" would be paid for sitting
through the product training
meetings (lasting up to three hours
perHowever,
night). to smooth over any
discontent among the staff, it was
announced
two weeksa ago
nox was throwing
partythatforLenthe
staff hefore the heavy selling season
at Christmas began. Emmerson told
the employees: "It is strongly
suggested thai you attend."
Students were also forced to buy a
Collegiate "uniform" — two blue
shirts
erest" with
on thea Collegiate
front — allSports
for the "adlow
price of $4 each. Hair was not
allowed to go below ihe shirt collar,
regardless of how neat it was.
The final injustice came when
students: were compelled to sell Esso
home oil burners on the side. They
were told to wear a badge with the
"eye-catching" phrase $15 reward".
When the customer asked an
employee what the slogan meant,
the employee was supposed to sell
an Lsso home oil burner. The student would receive $5 and the
customer $15 worth of Collegiate
merchandise if he signed in the store
for the Esso package. Management
did not disclose what it received in
the deal.
But, as Lennox said recently to a
captive audience of his employees.
"Don't get me wrong, the place isn't

January"
to Bunting.
Earlier according
i had been
told by
Emrnerson
that
employees
"would a sweatshop."
receive the 'product knowledge
meetingappears
pay' toafter
There
be someChristmas".
confusion
among management.
On one occasion when boss John
Lennox saw some students silling at
a meeting without writing, he
ordered
and a pen.them to get a piece of paper
The product knowledge lessons
Castro's advocation of voluntary
birth control a noble sentiment and
such policies on the part of the U.S.
uovcrnment and various institutions
in New York and London unmitigatedfailed
genocide. lo consider that
The article
if the U.S. is to supply the means for
rapidly
cutting a country's
death
rate
(ie technology,
food, improved
health) it must also offer the means
ofkeepcutting
the country's
birth rate to
a balance
of population.
New agricultural
mentioned
in the article methods
as the
means by which larger populations
can be supported are constantly
being batted about by experts as to
their plausibility and efficacy and
their possible implementation and
success in the near future is doubtful
on both pragmatic and ecological

Hob Gttiithier is a former employee
of
last Collegiate
week after Sports
working whopart resigned
time at
tlie west end store for two months.
officials, industrialists, and misionaries are plotting
the annihilation of sLatin
American
cheap
lahour. I will not defend all of them
whole-heartedly, bul there is the
possibility that some are altruistic in
their intentions.
Hope A. Olson
Nobody

offended

byHerewith
Engin
I fulfill thecaper
commitment
I made in my letter published in
your Friday.
issue: feltto
report
on howOctober
many 13people
sufficiently offended by the caper
staged bv the engineers to mark the
zero.
inauguration
of Dr. John
Evans. is in:
After two weeks,
the count
M.Ind.Vasilkovs
Eng. II
Finally, 1 think it is unfair to
grounds.
assert
that all U.S. demographers,
more on page 6
medical professionals, government
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Keep cars off

main campus
Now is the time when most
campus radicals and other university
sweet-meats are putting away their
placards, closing down their
porlahle-radical-in formation- booths
and in general collecting political
chestnuts for what most Canadians
can assuredly predict will be a long,
cold, winter. Undoubtedly, most of
these campus
"tradrads" question,
will be
asking
the pertinent
"What causes will there be for
the spring — aside from the usual
hitbil of political fornication?"
The cause I am about to suggest is
not c\aclly what I would call
everyone's "cup of lea". It is one
that does not concern "'them", but
rather concerns "us'*. The "us" to
which I am referring is the collective
hndy of individuals who spend more
than five minutes a day in the university "environment".
"It's high time", to use a well
worn cliche, that we started taking a
look at the undesirable variables
that are contaminating these surroundings. Anyone, having any sensitivity, should by now be objecting
to the rather large number of
"motor-vehicles" {"cars" for any
visiting American) that pass through
the streets of the university, trying to
evade the rush-hour traffic along
Bloor and Avenue Road. Not only
should one object to the mechanical
cacophony, but also the presence of
the automobile, which does little to
enamour one's architectural sencampus. sitivity towards an already ugly
Most people, no doubt, find this
objection trivial. After all, [he

automobile is one of the more banal
facts of existence in the twentieth
century, is it not? "How?" they
argue,economy,
can onewhen
"rip itsthestaple
guts diet
out ofis
the
(he automobile?" This is, of course,
what such a movement would imply.
"After all, the university is located
inmetropolis,
the heart Toronto.
of Canada's
booming,
Besides,
how
would the City Council react to such
an frankly
outrageous
— andproposal?"
here i am playing
the role of the radical stereotype —
such arguments are irrelevant. They
ignore the basic meaning of such a
proposal.
I think,spentit'ssome
time time
that
people actually
walking
on
the
streets;
it's
time
that
they made an effort to examine the
architectural environment, rather
than wasting time hopping out of
one building into their Buick and
popping into another. They should
— and here my verbal imagination
fails me — become more aware of
their environment. The university
should, in a very real way, be contributing to — and here my
language fails me again — the
development of an environmental
consciousness.
To link such a notion to
something as trivial as making
professors and students alike walk
to their classes, even in the heart
of Toronto's
winter,abolished
simply because
cars
have been
from
the campus, might sound farfetched. And. I admit, that in the
light of North American suburban
-values it is. Bui, in the light of the
recent evidence re: pollution, the
proposal takes on a somewhat more
realistic appearance.
We have all the information aboul
noise pollution, and air pollution
Students tried to get busy Queen's Park Crescent closed to traffic last year.
that
Letter writer
neededweis need.
a bit ofNow
action.whal's
To putreally
the
suggests cars should be banned from all of St. George campus.
point very bluntly, and in phrase- turning out an Einstein in the near
ology that the avid tv watcher can future, it should take this proposal
SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE PROUDLY PRESENTS
understand. "It would be a small seriously. Any genius having the
in concert
step for the university and a giant notion that he could think his ideas
out while treading the green paths of
step for Ihe City ofToronto."
Practically speaking, the office at the U of T would have the odds —
TOM
RUSH
Simcoe Hall could still take out its I0-I — against him (or her) of being
with
garbage, as I am thinking of malls struck down by the TTC.
Besides, il would give me great
only on Hoskin, Si. George, and
Devonshire. And, there would be pleasure on the day in January,
Janine Locke
enough room on all streets, in the when Bill Davis has to pay a visit to
at
event of a polticial crisis, for a police John Kvans. to see him treading
paddy-wagon to make its way to Sid across the barren landscape of the
Sat. Nov. 11 8:00 p.m.
Smilh. But, the days of the University Circle billowing clouds of
"thruway" would be over, and for steam, and to hear him say, once
the first time it would be possible afely inside, sincerely, "It is a cold
Scarborough College
lor one to really see that new library day.
..Isn't it!
Fen Ha nip sun
The Varsily has for so long been
(401 and Morningside)
talking ahout...from a distance!
More on page 7
TICKETS: $3.00 available at:
If this university has any hopes of
Downtown U. of T. SAC Office
Shermans Music Centre 691 Yonge
or Scarborough College Student Council
more informat
Free bus leaves Convocation Hall al 7tt> pjn.ion: 284-3244

ARTS AND SCIENCE

STUDENTS
in Day Classes (full-time)

Must Confirm their Progr
of Studies
Between October 30th andamme
November 15th
at the Office of Their College Regist
rar
(Regular Students)
or at the Faculty Office
(Special Students)
This Procedure is Essential

SAC
the

SAC

Press

building

923-6720

Late Penalty $1.00
Per eDayAccur
After
Recorber
ds made
EnSur
a»e Novem
and
A"angement
uXa«m't0natlon
P^n?cer
LatP<Jth*
s may be 15th

W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary
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Silent majority
accepts no demo
In response to your editorial
regarding SAC's position on a
proposed Demonstration at Queen's
Park, I would like to correct one

m

(Victual error on the part of The
Varsity editorial board. The
"negative
opinion"
the
last week isstudent
non-existent.
The ofwhole
thrust of the editorial is based on the
assumption that the students did not
approve of SAC's decision and that
there has been great and unfavorable response. This is just not
the case. Aside from the YS and
some others who argued unsuc es ful y atthe SAC
there has been no response,meeting,
and I
would he forced to assume that
ilence implies consent, or at least
tick of flagrant and strong
disapproval.
VUSAC, of course, has the right
to take its own decision on the OFS
motion as they are a member in
their own right. But, that is the
decision of their own council and
should not be construed as morally
or otherwise binding on SAC. As Tor
a possible usurpation of SAC's
rightful place on this campus, I do

ii I'm ii ii ii

not see that as a justifiab
probable situation. Just as SACle hasor
no right lo overstep the prerogatives
»f VUSAC, so also VUSAC
other local councils do not have and
the
right to
p SAC's
prerogat
ives.overste
An attempt
to
organize Vic students is VUSAC's
right,
but in so far as they are
AdVictoria Universit
ministrativeyCouncil,Students'
they should
not organize a campus-wide student
position after the legitimatecampuswide student council has made a
decision.

Back to my original
t,
however, there was, is, complain
and I anticipate there will be no wide-spread
studenttion,oppositi
to SAC's
only theonlonely
criesposi-of
frustrated and dissapointed political
hacks
couldn't get their way in
the SACwho meeting.
Vince De Angelo

™

take a stand on the issue. We will
distribute the provincewide newby OFS later
produced
spaper heing We
this month.
are planning
letter
writing campaigns — highly effective
last
spring
in
changin
g the
government stand on Ontario
Scholarships — among students,
university personnel, alumni, university parents, and
educational groups like high allied
school
teachers and students.
So, certainly SAC is not ceasing
government's
fight theration,
Us effortsTheto demonst
actions.
we personal y fe l, has yet to be shown as a
productive effort in terms of our end
goals, hut we are open to enlightenment on this matter. But whatever
the decision on the demonst
ration,
our resolve
to continue campaig
ning
against the OSAP cuts and the fees
hikes remains.
Eric Miglin
John Helliwell
Ross Flowers

SAC hasn't
forgotten fees
Recent news stories and editorials in
the Varsity have apparently
the mistaken impression that conveyed
the SAC
has lost interest in fighting the
government's education cutbacks.
It is true that SAC voted against
the OFS call for a province-wide
demonstration at Queen's Park.
SAC members questionned the
effectiveness
of a demonstration as
an influence on the government; the
council was concerned that the
demonstration would negatively
affect public support for our aims. It
was fell that there would not be a
great deal of interest on the part of
U of T students, and the returns, in
terms of interest and influence
produced, were not felt lo be worth
the immense amount of effort involved in organizing a
demonstration.
VUSAC,and some
other college
councils,
The Varsity
strongly Not enough food
questionned the SAC decision. The
weights attached- to various factors,
especially thevolvement,expected
inwere criticizedstudent
by these to feed people
groups. In response to this reaction,
I am writing in response to your
which was not large but was quite importa
nt
page essay
active, S.A.C. tonight will reconsider "Preventive centregenocide in Latin
its decision on the demonstration.
America", which discussed the question of U.S. aid and birth control
Bui, the OFS demonstration measures
America. As the
aside. SAC certainly has not absence inin South
article or source
dropped ihe fight. Negotiations with references forthe
selected
makes
the provincial government continue, it difficult to offer any quotes
refutation of
and the OFS stand continues to have
specific points. I will confine myseir
vigourous SAC support.
to a general comment.
The organizational efforts
necessary to carry out a fees boycott
Latin America, in the I930's, was
are being planned, should the a major grain-producing area, but
boycott be called in late November. by the inid-1960's they were imgrain inhadfar greater quantities porting
than they
In addition to these obvious
ever exported it
efforts. SAC is working to develop (Man, Land and Food, by Lester R.
Brown).
The
population
growth rate
contacts in ihe public media —
newspapers, radio, and television —
Latin rale
America
per cent, ihe
for isany2.9 major
to present the student case and to ofhighest
world
defend the student position. We are region. Infant mortality in Latin
America,
much
of
it
due
lo
pushing Ihe Governing Council to
malnutrition, is amongst the highest
in the world (U.N. Demographic
Yearbook. 1967).
NOV. 14-18, 8:30 P.M.
f'm tosimple-minded,
butNow.
all thismaybe
suggests
me (hat there
are rather more people in these
countries than there is food lo feed
them. To use a dirty word, they are
overpopulated. Faced with these
facts, I find it gross that this serious
issue should be used so cheaply as a
football in the arena of political
ideology as was blatantly done in the
article. Such abuse of reason
henefils no-one, least of all those
living
World"(cynic
nations;
and I wasin "Third
left wondering
that
I am) whether those holding such
left-wing views really have the
welfare of ihe peasant as their top
priority.
eiitepfflple.
Eric S.Grace
PLS
presents

The Assumption
Available in
Black or Rust
leather,
only $30.00
Open Thursday and Friday Nites. C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored
262 Yonge St.
Fairview Mall
1475 Yonge St.
Oshawa Shopping Centre
101 Bloor St. West
Adams Apple Boutique
Shopper's Wolrd, Brampton
126774Bloor
St. West
Yonge
St.
"Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada ol the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."
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The University of Toronto, like ail the best governments in
the world, is fundamentally a constitutional monarchy; the grand
duchies (the colleges), the great earldoms (modern occupational interests), the marcher lordships (the Department of
Extension), and finally, the royal household (Simcoe Hall), all of
which comprise the academic kingdom of Toronto.

A great many people a
'analysis of what ByU v-of Tceo*
was,
certainly
isn't
that
now.
We
is by looking at the way it o}c
I 1
First, and most clearly
involved in the place, the ac
the essence of the university,
deals with money. It is prim;
money.At Inthe1970,
handled
cash.
same it time,
[t haj

"investments".
Of the $88 million inves
are in has
permanent
stockniggaim
iversity
a positively
its only major stock holding is
of Alcan, worth about two a
when the figures were last
1970.) $80These
million
In oth<
vestments.
investment
temporary use of the same S
They are 30 and 60 day
banks, like the Bank of Mor
(Dominion, and agents IiVa
money totuition
make payments,
then^ comSInt
student
investments, payments for ex
in doing research, but mostly,
government.
The province
system ofso formula
iversities
much perfinancint
head),
least $60 million in 1970.
But, that's not all. Money
value changes. Thus, when tr
an important factor in calcu
Toronto, the money is given
government
and intheturn$80
invest*
Now then,
mi

—Donald Creighton, 1958.

Money determines the vi
/ADMINISTRATION

double duty, serving the fir
academics. It comes into the u
of the university to become
returns to the university, with int
because it's given by the goven
is in perpetual circuit. Ifs relat
and. since it comes from the
province retains sor me^rt
portionIf this
of the
weregeneral
the casesocial
only c.
not matter much. But, this pro
provincial universities. Provinc
already created the much talkei
of Ontario as far as administrai
it's
of I
And.called
it dealsthewithDepartment
money. It not
university, but also influence;
ready cash available within the
live process. The U of T admin
branchThecampus".
university's
cir
dependable.
But. only cash
relatively
with the provincial cash flow a
interest rates, the university m
maximize its money position <
bankruptcy. The administratioi
maximum flexibility with its reso
do
what willflexibility,
make thehowever,
most
Maximum
attack on all time-bound relat
obvious time-bound relationsh
compels the administration to
staff in fixed areas, spelled tent
also means that all hiring and fir
in relation to the budget.
Here is the r
academic disciplines to the uni
money. In 1971, then Arts an
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ney
a constant.
n theisn'tmoney
arrives Itsis
ilculating its value. In
/en bi-monthly by the
ested by the university,
million budget does

a various relationship
formers

financiers and the
:e university, goes out
ne capital, and then
i interest. The money,
vernment bi-monthly,
elatively dependable,
the government, the
ftre of control over a
3l cash flow,
ily at U of T, it might
process occurs at all
vincial financing has
Iked-about University
;tration is concerned,
of University Affairs,
lot only bankrolls the
ices the amount of
the social reproducministration is only a
circuit is relatively
vely. Tied in, as it is,
w and a reliance on
i must always act to
>n or face imminent
ation, clearly, seeks
esources. It wants to1
►st money for itself,
er, means a direct
elations. (The most
nship is that which
to maintain a fixed
tenure.) Moreover, it
i firing must be done
fp of all particular
universal leveller of
and Science dean

Albert Allen admitted all classes
average a
certain size. The number of people must
who sign up to
take courses in a discipline determines
how much
money it gets. Consequently, the number of staff
inmusta particular
float. division must not become fixed; it
In turn, this floating puts tremendous
pressure on each academic division in that it must
seek both to attract people and keep its costs
down. In brief, it must do two
which
compliment job security. First, It things
must attract
people which means it must offer courses which
at least look interesting and socially relevant
(READ courses which proport to offer a
marketable skill). Second, it must keep costs
down although the first goal presupposes expensive equipment.
Capital has developed fairly sophisticated
tools, such as television and computers, which
are not cheap. The university must be able to train
people to use these tools if it wants people to be
interested in it. Furthermore, to develop the
research which will attract others, it must have
even more expensive equipment, like
microscopes. Finally, even for those divisions
which don't require specific expensive equipment, general things like classrooms, offices,
libraries, lighting, heating, must be provided. Ali
this requires a constantly increasing amount of
money, regardless of the socio-economic situafixed. tion. The costs cannot be cut. They are relatively
These costs cannot all be met by the
administration because it is, in fact, appropriating
basis of each division's ability to
money on tothepayments.
contribute
Therefore, the particular
divisions struggle among themselves for external
money sources (read grants). Success in landing

way uphowever,
or a way to stay where one is at. This in
individual academic: "publish or perish".
means that the students view the
the President's
Report for the Year Ended turn,
June In1969,
Part II, we find,
from pages 179 to 275, university in a social context. They certainly do
university.
aacademics.
listing of publications written by U of T not want to be punished for attending the
The range of these articles is staggering. Any
To get a good job, they have to get a good
attempt to master all the material published by education. Which means that they must master
vast
quantities of the newest information, inToronto alone would be totally overwhelming for
cluding information on how to handle the latest
there is a unbelievable quantity of information technological
devices that will be part of their
being generated. Even if new articles only repeat
They must be exposed to the absolutely
old content, they do so in new form and this must jobs.
latest
ideas
because
by the time they get out,
be counted as significant in keeping up with the these
latest ideas will be part of the daily life they
development of the particular academic depart- will
be directing. This, in fact, is what is meant by
ment. The intellectual has become an information
for the technocracy.
storage and catalogue machine, as well as a training
Seeking maximum marketable potential,
generator of new information.
There exists an information flood here. This students gravitate toward those academics who
most mastery of the most inflood is objectively large enough to raise the evidence the
These people promise instruction in
question as to whether it can be contained. what will be formation.
most
useful in daily life. These people
Universities have traditionally reacted to the flood
also tend to be younger, for reasons already
by
breaking
up
departmen
ts
and
increasing
But, there is another reason. Younger
specialization. For example, in 1926. the U of T cited.
people look more appealing. They
speak more
Department of Political Economy contained what appeallingl
y. They teach moreappeallingly. Being
are now the Departments of Psychology and more attractive,
this appeal, added to newer
Sociology. But. today, these departments have
information, is a rather strong punch at older
their own
association "method"
non-functiowhich
nal. renders their further academics.
U of T's New Program certainly helps
The flood of information also raises the
question of how to bring the results of the various students to choose what courses they think will
be most advantageous to themselves. However,
methods into some kind of
within the university structure.conceptual harmony that program does not go nearly far enough, and
only for institutional reasons. The New
This flood also raises the question of where not
Program encourages specializa
tion on the
the splitting up of methods stops. For example. American
rather than the English model. It perPolitical Economy is now divided into political
mits
the
intensive
study
of
a
single
idea over
science, commerce and economics.
disciplines, something not permitted
These in turn are divided into their various several
before. The hasty, reactionary action of certain
specialized compartments. All of which means
academics acknowledged this trend.
that the flood is not just about
but older
Indeed, the reaction takes the involuted form of
also involves method, so much soinformation
that method
becomes an object of information and we get an support for extravagant interdisciplinary
infinite regress.
programs and experimentation, in order to attack
The academics, then, have a problem. They specialization and "preserve standards". For,
early specialization is an attack on
intensive,
have to keep up with the times. But, there is not
privilege since it accelerates the inonly an information explosion but also an im- academic formation
flood. The New Program, raising the
plosion. The application of technology to this
flood has not lessened but rather increased the student's
hope
a freer educationa
l system,
instead intensifiesof pressure
to specialize
as the
torrent. We now have a Department of Computer
Science and an Institute for Culture and way to get ahead. This, in turn, puts the student
direct conflict with those who are attacked by
Technology. There are various courses training into
increased specialization — the academics who
people just how to handle machines. All this in hold
their position by reason of authority and
order to learn something from the information.
respect and deference and not by reason of their
But, what? Each intervention on the road to continued
productivity.
learning makes the information more dubious,
The student's
position over
becomes
one ofthat
greatto
not more certain. One has to put in more and uncertainty
and confusion,
and above
more time checking mechanisms to account for
be
expected.
The
student
is
told
to
try
out
and
test
errors — errors of all kinds, including ob- different areas of information. The student is also
solescence. Information technology qua in- told not to waste time. He or she is told to respect
formation technology cannot solve the problem.
enlightenment and ignore obsolete information.
Can specialization solve the problem? No. The
student is not counselled because there is no
Specialization implies regress. Why not have a way
to counsel. And, all the time, the student is
"science of the dynamics of the frisbie" or a reminded
that very soon he or she shall have to
special methodology for the study of "ant colonies "earn a living". This type of confusion has already
on the sidewalks of Timmins"? You can specialize manifested itself at U of T.
in the handling of any problem. This does not help
These manifestations have been erratic, and
cope with the flood, it only adds to it by removing
they have also been persistent. In 1969, the unrest
within
the
problem
one
step
more.
the
university
community,
according
to
student.
crisis"; students
But. what this flood does mean is that was political,a with
placethein"discipline
the administration
of the
academics are besieged. They are surrounded, by demanded
university.
In
1
970,
the
unrest
was
sexual, a direct
grants becomes an indicator of social relevance
their own products. The ivory tower keeps getting attack on patriarchy, with the day
care sit-in;
higher and the babble inside gets more and more students demanded an end to at least one
and a big attraction. And, grants can serve to buy
form of
certain equipment which will attract more
esoteric. The alleged movement toward unity of sex-economic
repression.
In
1971,
the
was
the sciences has only produced cross-disciplines academic-political; students demandedunrest
students
and
lower
the
university's
capital
outlay.
that
the
The question becomes: how do you obtain
which deal with special problems. The marriage dead wood be chopped away within the particular
of departments is producing a population ex- academic departments of the Faculty of Arts and
grants?
plosion whose children speak different
You appeal to industry. Industry, of course,
Science. In 1972. the unrest was academiclanguages.
does not want to throw its capital away. It must
economic; students demanded access to the
What does this mean for economic security? tools
have some assurance that it will get something
they required for getting the most inWell, it means that those people who have been
back for its money. Although not in all cases,
ormation the quickest way — directly. They
newly trained, who do not have to forget obsolete demanded faccess
industry is generally forced to depend on stanto a massive research library.
dards inmaking grants. One of these standards is information, and are specially trained in a crossIt is interesting to note the position of the U of
discipline are most in demand because they can T administration
the importance of previous work done by the
all of these situations. It
produce the freshest, clearest, and least- capitulated in 1969,in very
applicant. Another is the type of training that the
quickly. In 1970, it was
confused information, which can then be put to emotionally
applicant has received; yet another is the "moderupset,
but
it gave in. In 1971 and
good
social
use.
nity" of theAllapplicant's
— extant
1972. it, in fact, sided with the students. This is
The younger academic is, therefore, more
projected.
of these equipment
standards tend
to pre-or
because, in all instances, the interest of the
economically valuable and, in a flexible structure, administration
judice granting in favour of American or
in flexibility overrode its interest in
American-trained academics, because all of would be more secure.
authority. Economic considerations overrode
these standards are more readily met in the U.S.
A
recent
(American)
Kodak
ad
advised,
"At
political
ones.
Those same economic conthan elsewhere.
Kodak, toit'swinnottheunusual
for a 25-year-old
like Jim
siderations have the senior academics and all the
Carroll
title of senior
research physicist.
One of the ways, then, of reacting to the
Like any company involved in a lot of basic younger academics that they can intimidate into a
floating of financing results in the hiring of highly
defence ofirrational
what has
become
research, Kodak has felt the pressure of modern
mobile, young Americans. More important,
position,
to the
extentan of"irrational"
keeping
technology and the need for young, fresh students
however, is the fact that grants work to undermine
out of the library. Students, therefore,
thinking. So we hire the best talent we possibly have
the patriarchial structureII of U of T by seeking to
been
the
allies
of
the
administration
in
can, and then give them as much responsibility as
modify the harshness of financial flexibility made
working iverstowards
closer
integration of the unthey can handle. Whatever their age.
necessary by the economic integration of the
i
t
y
w
i
t
h
capitalist
society.
university with capital.
"We have departments and divisions, like
any
company.ideasWhat
havescienare
Secondly, the University of Toronto is the
preconceived
about wehow don't
an expert
teaching and research staff of the university, the
tist's time should be spent."
Ill
Vince Dolan attended St. Michael's
"academics". Academics are primarily concerned
Third, the University of Toronto is the College of the University of Toronto, and was
with two things, economic security and intellectual advancement. The two are far from
students of the university. The position of the Students' Administrative Council External
students is, in many ways, the easiest to Affairs Commissioner in 1970-71. He has
exclusive. In fact, economic security, in the
archaic guise of tenure, is very often a function of understand. They want a better life than they returned to the United States to continue his
the degree of intellectual advancement of the
could get if they didn't come. The U of T is either a education.

eas,accepted
Creighton's
just 12 years
ago. It
e can determine what it
it operates.
rly to those not directly
j administration almost
jity. That administration
imarily concerned with
3d about $80 million in
i handled $86 million in
ivested, only $8 million
investments (The unggardly stock portfolio,
ig is about 6,000 shares
o and one-half million
ist seen in November,
other, short-term inients are, in tact, just a
le $80 million in cash,
day deposits with local
Montreal and Torontoik^Ontario
The
nfes from fourHydro.
sources:
Interest on long-term
■ expense encountered
stly, from the provincial
ce works through a
cing (paying the unad). It gave Toronto at
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Quebec

minister silent on repeal

on Bill 5 1
word
awaits
Civil rights union
"We believe thai the police and
MONTREAL (CUP!) — The spring session, give a mixed police- passed and
the lackAssembly.
of real dis- declared.
parties with vague answers," Roy
cus ion inthetoNational
Quebec Civil Liberlies Union judieial commission sweeping
judicial powers should be separated"
Roy hopes to organize
The QCLU disagrees with the Roy said.
(QCLU> is awaiting an answer from powers of search and seizure against
The QCLU strongly opposes the
organized crime, terrorism and
Quebec justice minister Jerome "organized crime, terrorism and opposition to the bill in Quebec. He way
"sedition"
and other QCLU members will meet new law. are mixed together in the "anonymity" of the commission,
Choquctle on its demand for the
which
is allowed to carry out search
repeal of Bill 51, popularly known as sedition."
QCLU president Jean-Louis Roy,
leaders of Quebec's political
"The motivations behind these and seizure raids without a warrant,
who is also director of the French — with
parties
next
week
to
obtain
ex"la loi Choquctte" and the "per- Canada
program at McGill
which is "not obliged to answer
manent Warquickly
Measurespassed
Act."by the University,studies
planations oftheir positions.
"We three activities and their social im- but
said the QCLU objects arc firmly determined
not to come
The bill,
very have
different,"
said. any questions about its activities for
a socialRoyconcenNational Assembly at the end of the to the haste with which the bill was back from the meetings with the "You'llpact arenever
sus agreeing with organized crime,
"They are not even obliged lo say
hut you may find a concensus agree- it was their action," Roy pointed
"If they decided lo raid the
some the
terrorist
activities."
90McOill
days."
Heing withgave
example
of the out.
Daily and seize documents
"October Crisis" when the federal for
library links with
example,
they could do it, and
CoHege
government was saying terrorist
acts had some support in Quebec. nobody
could
ask raids
them have
why." likefy
The first such
"That is why it sent in the troops.
already
occurred.
tee
commit
at
stalled
Therefore the QCLU's position is The offices of Agence dc prcsse
Sig Sam
that "if the government wants to lihre
amendments, to omit the Laidlaw port of the Presidential Advisory organize
By BR1ANE NASIMOK
du Quebec, the Mouvement
a commission on organized
The General Committee of arts Library and the New College library Committee on the Sigmund Samuel crime,
it should be completely pour la defence des prisonniers
and science decided Monday to es- from the amalgamation when dis- Library, suggested the committee separate from permanent measures politiques au Quebec, and the
include (he dean of Arts and
cus ion was slopped.
tablish library
a
sub-committee, but
Cooperalive dc Demcnagcmenl
adjourned debate on the question of Russel said yesterday that Ihe Science, the librarian of Sigmund against
terrorismalsoandobjects
'sedition".
The QCLU
to the were all burglarized a few weeks ago
Samuel
Library, two faculty composition
amalgamation of some college and amalgamation was "an all or
of
the
commission,
persons unknown. Only files and
departmental libraries with the Sig- nothing proposition". He added members and three students which it believes creates "Even more by
political literature were taken:
mund Samuel library.
the college libraries can not do what (including
confusion
than
there
already
is
at
least
one
part-time
valuable
equipment was left unstudent).
A motion to amalgamate the UC they were designed to do, that is
louched.
If the
policefordid90 it.days.
they're
History chairman J. B. Conacher between judicial and police activities not
l.aidlaw Library (including the Innis supply all books needed for their
saying,
at least
collection) and the New College undergraduates, and therefore amended the motion to include
Library, plus the history, political would have to seek a new purpose. seven faculty, "representing the in Quebec."
lablished first.
economy and extension collections,
The establishment of the library departments in the faculty on the
hear that Conacher wanted
with the Sigmund Samuel Wallace sub-committee, "to advise and in- hasis of use", instead of two. to
The amendment was easily
broader
representation
and
Room collection was put off to the
form the library of the arts and Conacher said he was ready to
passed, after which the number of
suggested
that
nine
students
be
innext meeting. Innis principal Peter science needs", was almost un- accept an increase in the number of
cluded on the committee, instead of students was increased to eight. Two
animously passed, but the structure students, but did not want to choose the proposed three.
of these are lo be parl-lime students.
Russel's motion
to adjourn
debateon of the committee
caused lengthy how many at that time.
succeeded
in ending
discussion
Victoria College dean J. M.
Chairman Ken Byrden ruled
debate.
amalgamation.
Student representative Bob Anderson's
Robson felt thai Ihere was an undersuggestion
out
of
order,
Anderson
said
that
he
was
pleased
The committee was debating two The original motion, in the Rerepresentation of library staff, and
and
the be
question
numhersuggested
of students
discussedof moved that two other librarians be
after the number of faculty was added.
established.
After briefdebatc, the motion was
After student member Dave defeated 46-37.
York profs fight to save jobs
Chairman Brydcn said that the
Laughtonand challenged
the chair's
be struck as early
Atkinson College dean Harry presented to senate.
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — York
ruling
was defeated.
Inter- committee
the next could
meeting.
disciplinary Studies student as The
He later commented that "the
Crowe
told
the
senate
the
"data
University's
faculty
are
battling
to
General
Committee also
save some 200 members who may made available (by the board) on the logic of having to cut staff eludes representative Seymour Kanowitch decided to hold by-elections
for vasaid that although he agreed with
lose their jobs in the current York current and 1973-74 budgets had
cant seals before December 10, with
The university deficit is only Conacher he would have to vote nominations
budget crisis.
beenOthermostsenators
confusing".
opening aboul
S400.000 according to Rajagopal. against his motion, because the November
complained
about
20.
In a surprise move, the senate
faculty monies were cut, numher of students was not esand lack of credibili- Inhut 1972-73;
(composed of academics) has the ty"confusion
few financial cuts were made in
of, almost any of the data cir- the
refused to accept an administrative
administration.
culating onthe university's financial
report
York's financial
set-backsin"In times of crisis and panic, one
and hason launched
an intensive
The
senate
position". refusal to accept the would have expected the cuts to be
vestigation ofits own.
dis- mure uniforml
distributed," the
me." y said.
unclassified
The faculty reaction was sparked hoard'spleasedrecommendations
Slater. He told the members math
professor
"The budget
by a hoard of governors report that "it invited confrontation with data
availabl
is notional
- an
e
educated guess. Any figures with
suggesting a $ 2.7 million cut in the hoard".
ATTRACTIVE but very lonely male (21 (
academic opealions at the unHowever, faculty members argu- deficits at present are meaningless." seeks
SKI GROUP"-Ski Mont Ste.-Anne
in similar s cir-to "THE
of female
company
Tenured professors can be fired cumslance
iversity. York president David
ed the board had been blunt and
Dec. 27 lo Jan.
Trip includes:
tranfull particular
. Address
they had to be blunt in return.
with notice, according to a recent "Varsity ad,
sportation,1/73.accommodation,
meals, tows,
Slater
called
the
board's
figures
379 Huron"'. All honest lessons. Price
$128.00. For information
"not outlandish".
Firing staff seems to imply that statement by the Canadian Associa- enquiries answered.
call
889-7677
tion ofUniversity
(CAUT) RENT FREE 1 bedroom apt. Near College JAMAICA: bright active woman to share
■ In a special budget report in early people are reduced to the order of in response to Teachers
and Bathurst for studem couple in ex- my December invitation to a friend's Ocho
national budget 2796
Octoher, Slater stated the budget things instead of people being placed trends.
change for cleaning, supervising and Rios home, near beaches. Reply: Box 522.
The
association
is set up to minor repairs
deficit was S 4.1 million. This was ahead of things," mathematics profor rooming house - 920- Station Q, Toronto 7.
f
e
s
o
r
P
.
Rajagopal
told
the
adprotect
the
rights
of
university
later revised to $ 3.4 million and
academics.
ministration ina budget report he
FOUR MALE sludenls need a liflh person ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE finally reduced to $2.7 million after
for house al Bloor and Yonge. Own room, Theses, essays - French, Latin - experiena financial freeeze in faculty and
ced typists - electric typewriters, 713
S70 per month plus utilities. 923-9952
library budgets.
Ave. CAPABLE
(south Bloor)
922-7624
WANTED: Girls 18-25 for group IFSpadina
YOU ARE
on writing
a lop
discussion.
Must
use
any
form
of
conFaculty members tangled with
university
essay:
call:
Essay
Services
9231964.
783-3523 traceptive, except Pill. Call Mrs. Winchell
ESSAY SERVICES
administrators in three senate sesIF
YOU
HAVE
top
quality
University
sions during the last week of OcEssays
GETTING
ENGAGED?
send
or
phone
lying
aroundAnycollecting
A new and complete TERMPAPER service.
worth money.
year, dust, they
tober. Charges of "lack of financial
for free H.booklet
Buy are
Phone: Essay Services 924-9916.any sublect.
Originality, quality, and security dictate our policy.
AtodayDiamond"
Proctor"TheandDay CoYou. 1430
imagination", "confused slate of
Yonge
St.. 921-7702
information" and concern about
UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE, editorial WANTED TO RENT-Coltage or farmPhone: 923-1964
"the nature and reliability of the
training, experience, will type and/or edit
house, by two faculty members, lor winessays,
manuscript,
theses. 40 cents per
ter seasonor (Dec.
- April).28-UJ367.
Call S. Eddie
information
available"
were
lodged
against the board.
J. Cohen,
962-9938
6 p.m. Blectric lypewriter 928-3336
page, paperaftersupplied,
EXPEDITIONS:
Overland London to
FAST, ACCURATE
Capetown: Toronlo to Rio de Janeiro:
theses,
manuscripts, TYPING
etc. Free- essays,
carbon Yucatan;
Easter Island; Solar Eclipse.
The Trekkers:
copy.
45c
per
page.
Contact
Harvey
SchToronlo
483-90802453 Yonge St.. Suile No. 7
miedeke 6,at Ont.
465-9428, 144 Victor Avenue,
Toronto
CONTROL
LONELY JEWISH GRADUATE sludent ABORTION
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS ASSOCIATION
REFERRAL AND
serviceBIRTH
sponsore
d by
seeks the companionship
of
a
Jewish
or
Women's
Clinic
Tuesday
and
French-Canadian girl. Phone Marvin Ep- Thursdays Liberation.
7:30
lo
9:30
at
U
of
T
Advisory
All Demonstrators, Teaching Assistants, Graders, Markers, Post-Doctoral
stein, 921-7672
Bureau.533-9006
631 Spadina
(at Harbord) or
time.
any
phone
TORONTO
TRANSIT
RIDERS
and
nonFellows And Fourth Year Students Who Are Employed By The U niversity
Toronto
riders: Iheare overcrowded,
AND DISTRESSED? We can
Are U rged
detestableTransit
conditions
inexcusable PREGNANT
Associat
ion.To Attend The Founding Meetings of The Graduate Assistants
Birthright, 469-1111
you.comeCampus
help
and
all
candidates
in
the
coming
or
Call
Municipal Election must address this Friday. 89 SI. 1:30-4:00
George. p.m., Monday thru
WHY
FREEZE
issue.
Any
people
Interested
In
parTHIS
WINTER? Used fur
The Meetings Are Being Spread Out Over Three Days To Allow All
ticipating ina pressure group to lorce coats from
Paul Magder Furs.
202
planners, commissioners and pollllcians Spadina Ave.SlO.CO
between
Queen and OunGraduate Assistants To Attend. We Have The Unique Opportunity
to wake
(his week
disgrace,
Good and
seleclion
of
fun
furs
sizes
To
8-18
Create A Union Representing And Defending The Interests Of All
Cleaning
tact me inupiheto next
or so.please
Gord conBar- das.
repairs (fur and
363-6077,andopen
Graduate Assistants.
nes. 928-3820.
Frl. 9* Mon. - Sat.;fur tilfabric)
8 00
OUEBEC
SKI TOUR - $55. Dec. 27-Jan 1, Thurs.
Excellent
Anne.
Mt. Ste.
days skiingionat with
5accommodat
Time: NOVEMBER 7,8,9,
PLEASE
GIVE
US
A
HAND.
Earlscourt
heated indoor swim- community project
desperatetutors.
ly needs
ming pool. All transportat
ion Included.
4 to 6 p.m.
volunteer
math and science
For information
write: CANADIAN
Call
SKI
Alec:
S32-33Q3,
and
help
a
high school
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Or., Islington, or student make it.
Place: GSU, 16 Bancroft Ave.
phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.
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Aldermen
condemn
By BILL HUMBER
Ward 6 aldermanic candidate Dan Heap Monday nighl denounced
Metro
Council's decision to widen Dundas Street to a size of "expressway"
proportions.
Heap was one of several candidates in the December 4 municipal
election at a public meeting held to inform citizens of the effect of the
widening on local communities.
He warned the audience of over 50 people of the danger to the Chinese
community and said that the decision would have repercussions in
Kensington. The widening of Dundas lo six lanes between Bay Street and
Spadina Avenue would split the ward, which runs from Bloor to the
lakcfroni, in two.
It would also create greater traffic congestion at Spadina, Heap said.
He added that the long term effect would be lo intensify the demand for the
Spadina Expressway.
Karl Jaffary, running for re-election in Ward 7, stated that the most
important issue was the long term implication of the scheme. It casts doubt
on the stability of the area, he said, encouraging further downtown high-rise
redevelopment.
Jaffary doubted that Metro would attempt to expropriate land along
Dundas for the widening, but instead would wait for redevelopment.
Several speakers from the audience feared that this redevelopment
would only further the encroachment of big buildings and more cars into
residential areas. The effect would be to diminish the attraction of the
downtown area as a place to live and work, they said.
There is a need, said Heap, to begin organizing now and to challenge
candidates on issues like the widening during the current election.
Otherwise, he warned, Dundas Street would effectively be turned into a
"crosslown expressway".
Ward 7's against
junior alderman,
that ofthealllong
ofdowntown
organizing
the wideningJohnhad Sewell,
to be thestaled
removal
cars term
from goal
ihe
area.
Another candidate for alderman in Ward 6, William Archer, stated that
the widening would undermine a Planning Board plan to maintain the south
cast Spadina area as a stable residential district. He said that there is a need
lo widen public walkways at the expense of the roadways in the area.
No

mini

computers

for engineers
The Faculty Council of Applied efficient and compact, because of
Science and Engineering voted Ihe cost.
Monday not to allow students to use
students said thai Ihose
(heir own electronic desk calculators whoSeveral
could afford the machines
in examinations.
have a tremendous advantage
Some faculty, as well as the would
over other students during exams.
Committee on Examinations, sup- They
contended
poorer students
ported use of the machines, in spite would be underthatgreat
pressure to
of their 5100 lo $400 cost.
buy the machines.
"You
can't
slop
progress,"
said
Council supported the students.
Professor Rimrott of Mechanical
Engineering.
Geology professor E. W. Nuffield
However, student representatives was overheard after the meeting
on the council were mostly opposed expressing shock thai although
lo allowing use of the machines, "faculty supported Ihe motion,
which were touted lo be highly students voted it down."
BABA
wilt be played at the
Thursday. Welcome.

widening

RAM DASS
(Richard A! pert)
631 Spadina (at Harbord), 8 p.m.,
Bring Refreshments

ACT OF REMEMBRANCE

The widening of Dundas Street will promote further downtown development, said Alderman Karl Jaffary.

U.

S. student

body

campaigns

against discriminatory
migrants al contend such tests are
WASHINGTON (CUPl) — The
United States National Student culturally biased and linguistically
Association (NSA) is making a discriminatory," he says.
Many women think the
grass-roots assault on the discriminatory nature of standardized competitive nature of such tests,
added
lo an often mechanically
educational admissions and testing
oriented content, cause them to fare
programs
ihrough
nation-wide
than men because of patterns
public hearings, in an effort to worse
facilitate reform in American higher they have been traditionally taught
lo
follow.
education.
Hd Rosenthal, Director of the
Other groups, such as veterans,
NSA Kducational Innovations point to the difficulties of being out
school for some time, and
Dc :k ■ ays standardized testing a: it of
is now practiced, discriminates therefore removed from the
altitudes that condition
against a significant cross-seclion of schooling
students lo testing situations. Others
potential students.
"Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto
suffer from
functionl heywilhin
a rigidan inability
limed testto'
liicans. native Americans and im- ihink

SOLDIERS' TOWER, HART HOUSE
Friday, November 10, 1972
10:55 a.m. to 11:05 a.m.

Superior
All members of the University Community are invited to participate in this brief observance, consisting ofthe tolling of the carillon, the laying of a
wreath, the traditional Two Minute Silence and a
short prayer.
It is understood that no lectures will be cancelled
but perhaps they might be concluded sharp at
10:45 to make attendance possible for all who wish
to do so.
G. Walter Giles
President
University of Toronto
Alumni Association

cal
Opti
Prescription
Eyeglasses
Frame
styles
to compliment
today's
fashions youthful
in metal and shell
BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116
60 Metal

Styles Available

tests
situation.
"Bureaucratic
within
the testingincompetence"
programs,
resultingcor ecint test scores,
lost transcripts
has also and
been in-a
problem
raised. and combat such
To chronicle
cases of discrimination, the NSA, in
conjunction with student
governments in eight cities, will
sponsor
open hearings
testing
and admissions.
NSA onorgnizers
to "raise
ofhopetesting
abusethein issues
order tonation-wide
prompt a
national debate on the topic, to
collect dala on consumer altitudes
and experiences in order to prompt
further research". This will serve as
material for a class action suit, to be
used as a catalyst for change in
institutional admissions policies,
and lo awaken the broader
educational community lo the issues
in order to arrive at comprehensive
In conjunction with the public
solution.
hearings, NSA plans lo send
questionnaires to student
governments
of member
schoolsas well
and
select
non-member
schools,
ashearings.
instructions for holding individual
TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE
EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES
/52A YONGE
964-7328
(at Bloor)
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Public pressures

TTC to retain routes

streetcars
for St. Clair
granted
Reprieve
commission, Karl Mallelte, stated that the
By BILL HUMBER
harlier in the meeting. Ward 10 Alderman
Lacey's
motions
to
survey
the
market
for
favoured public transit and that
Yesterday morning the Toronto Transit Paul Pickett had summarized the views of a new or available slreetcars was passed, as was province
Commission reversed an earlier decision to cili/en group asking for the retention of a motion to study the use of trolley buses in Metro Council was prepared to absorb the
begin phasing out streetcar service in the City slreetcars. He said that there is a need to place of diesel buses.
costs of "common
carriers". agreed
A representative
of management
of Toronto.
Commission chairman Frank Young said extra
continue the present routes he suggested that
A motion was adopted with little opposition the TTC staff examine available streetcars to that the reversal of the decision did not with decision, saying that this new source of
funding was unavailable at the lime of
those worn out.
to "retain
streetcar service
on St. replace
indicate todispleasure
with out
management's
Clair
East theand present
West including
Mt. Pleasant
begin the phasing
of streetcar original economic survey of the streetcars'
Ward 6 aldermanic candidate Dan Heap proposal
service.
future.
.Avenue on the understanding that there is at expressed his concern to the commission and
Ward 10 Alderman William Kilbourn
present no definite plan for the removal of an audience of about 40 citizens that the
"We are not in disagreement," he said,
streetcars with the exception of the Rogers streetcar service along Dundas and Carlton "We have different views."
expressed
the hopebe that
TTC's reliance
on the
toll
box would
supplemented
by further
He explained that the management had lo
might he terminated. Commission member
Commission member David Lacey stated (iordon Hurlburl assured him that the whole operate on the basis of short-term costs, while government grants. The TTC is required lo
mule."
commission could take a longer view.
attempt to break even on operating costs
that "public
opinion"retention
had played
in his policy of curtailing streetcar service was under theAnother
member of the five man through fares.
decision
to support
of thea role
streetcar.
question.

Tfepow

a

■•Kegger" is an OktoberfestTap'n Kea with
Mini-Keg refills, and yoj^n ^u^ayTgood

Keggep.

h
IT rU" °Jt' jUSt drop in a Mini"Ke9 refill and
ReaT Draft Beer e'9h,"°UnCe 9'aSSeS °' C°°'

Okfcoberfest

Real
Draft
Beep
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According to Peter Russell

Imper
By PETER MATILAINEN
Russell stressed
as did all other
ialists
respo
The problemeof foreignfor
ownership
nsibl
that he did not support the is continental, not limited to Ugan"The
that isandmissed
manyof panelists,
method by which President Idi
in theby rest
Canada,
people inpoint
da. Ryan said. The government of
the world, is that the situation in Amin has attempted to gain control Tanzania has taken steps to change
by nationalizing a number of
Ug;inda is part of the class struggle of his country's economy by ex- this
that is evident in the developing
pel ing the Asians. What is ignored, foreign owned industries.
nations ofthe third world. Racism is he said, is that the problem
In this case. Ryan said they are
being used to turn attention away developed because of the way in attempting to develop "a socialist
society, not just one with another
which Britain colonized Uganda.
from the real struggle at hand."
This statement was made by an
The ancestors of the expelled
class."
observer at a teach-in held at York Asians, Russell said, were brought exploiting
impulsive action could
last week, on Uganda. The meeting, to Uganda as indentured labourers1 haveAmin's
serious
consequences for the
sponsored by the York Black to build the railways and act as Ugandan economy,
Ryan warned.
servants for British imperialists.
people's
movement,
was
called
to
Already
store
are empty
present views and information This led to the development of a, as Asians leavingshelves
the country congenerally not represented by the stratified society with Europeans on
vert their capital into commodities
western press.
lop, Africans on the bottom, and they -can
take with them. As this
U of T professor Peter Russell Asians in helween.
"mini-boom"
created by higher deYork political science professor
criticized the "imbalance" in North
mand ends, Ryan predicted unAmerican news coverage of the S. Ryan described Ugandan Society
employment wil hit many in the
Ugandan crisis.
as one with three tiers: Europeans labour force (mostly
Africans) who
"Haifa million Sudanese refugees control finance and agriculture, work for Asians.
were chased out by the Kharloum .Vj-tns fill' positions in the civil
government: one million blacks were service, retail trades and
Koreign capital is wary of dealing
expelled from Ghana. None of this professional occupations' and with African nations which have no
traditional
capitalist class. Ryan
Africans
are
left
as
the
labour
force,
ever
said. makes front page coverage," he
believed that Uganda will face 25 to
orbecome
as Ryan
the described
hewers of it.wood"theyandhave
the .10 years of serious economic
drawers of water."
KINGSWAY
problems.
DRUGS
Hot Combs
The
Dryers
Setters
Up to 50% off
Suggested list price
needs somebody to deliver papers
The Colonnade,
and 131 Moor W.
to Erindale College.
700 Yonge St., at St. Mary

ONTO'S
TORQUE
UNI
PAPERBACK
Bookstore
ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified
by subject,
well-informed
helpful
staff

It doesn't
pay ifmuch
- only to$3.00
a day - but it's
found
money
you drive
Erindale
by way of
York
University
Monday,
Wednesday,
and Friday
mornings.
Interested? Call 923-8741

Brewed

Amin's future also looks were "whitewashing" the facts.
Asian
s'
ted those present that
his Russell reassur
because pligh
precarious, he said,
erratic attacks on the Asians,
Amin's racism was not being vindicated.
althougdans,h willpopular at first with Ugansoon turn to widespread
Later, Asian students said they
disenchantment with
his regime. He understood the dilemma Uganda's
believed that only a massive plan for people
face, but thought the exmanpower co-ordination could prepulsion policy was being aimed solevent the collapse of the economy,
ly
at
their
race. to such questions by
Ryan replied
and that expulsions would not correct the underlying problems of
saying that "Amin can't expel
capitalist economy.
everyone allof atEuropeans
once." Heto begin
expectsin
Asian students present at the January.
expulsions
meeting claimed that the panalisls
Province

to make

students

pay admissions test fee
Exams for students wishing to enter Ontario colleges and universities
will now cost $ll instead of being free.
The number of applicants Tor these college tests, the Service to
Admission to Colleges and Universities (SACU) exams, are down
40 per
cent compared to last year.
The Ontario government, which instituted the fee, said it was costing
over $400,000 to administer the tests to any Grade 13 student who wanted to
lake them, whether or
secundary education. not the student had any intention ofgoing on in posiAccording to U or T assistant dean of Admissions Kelvin Andrews, it
may
lund hethat"theturnsprinciple
studentsof payment
off. for tests which the government refuses'to
He slated that the SACU tests are not absolutely necessary for gaining
admission but that they greatly "improve the chances of being accepted"
said that it was "incorrect to call SACU exams entrance
lusts Andrews
.
"They are considered relevant." he said, "in that they add an extra
dimension in judging applicants
by serving as a predictive instrument,
the actual emphasis at U of T upon SACU exams varies from faculty butto
faculty and from year to year."
Andrews does not expect any noticeable drop in the
of
applications at U ofT this year. He believes that the new test feenumber
the
only cause for the decreased number of applicants to take the tests,isbutnot that
"a number of factors" are involved.
There seems to be "a trend or change in attitude to university education
evident throughout the province," said Andrews.
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Dominated

by capitalists

studies
for management
council
forms
Crispo
By CETA
university neglected it, but there
proving the curriculum, he said.
RAMKHALAWANSINGH
Some of the business students existed a nucleus of competent people who have helped to turn things
similar
gave
Faculty of Management Studies who were present
advisory
dean John Crispo lias established a reasons for wanting the
Students
at the Faculty of
Faculty Advisory Council heavily council. They felt that their incourses
terms Management Studies do not seem to
dominated by lop corporate officers. would become morejobshelpful
around."
planning
in thedoes,
with such a ofplay
as large asa role
Earlier this year [he then - School of gelling future
curriculum
business
since
of Business and its director Crispo council advising them.
there
arc
two
students
on the
Crispo fell thai the student body curriculum committee.
emerged from the U of T Budget
ic" had changed quite a bit in the last
Committee as the onlyty "academ
Crispo thinks that they do not
conare more
subThey with
get
to
the universi
group in stantial
cerned, he said,
the social
they should,
financial increases. The five years.
a rolewhatas the
as large
play was
not sure
students
school was then elevated to a faculty responsibility of the business world. and
there
wanted.
If
anything,
he said,
and Crispo became dean.
"Preserving
book
the
to
pointed
He
The 40-member advisory council the Northland," which the students "they would get concerned at
courses
not
being
relevant
to their
chair- gave to Twaits after dinner. (Twaits'
W.O. Twaits,
by executive
is chaired
man and chief
or I mperial company
a. futures. They want more practical
exploring
currently
is
pipeline.)
Oil.ToCanada's
corporation. of norlhern
He feltThatthatisita wasmistake."
more important
With the establishment of the work.
celebratelargest
the establishment
advisory
council,
Crispo expects to to stress fundamentals and basic
comwith the business
link
this
niuniiv. a link which many maintain receive much more money from the concepts that do not change. "We
not want to concentrate on
has dominated the direction of most private sector than the school do
university programs, the Royal previously did. At present, one cor- market techniques that are obsolete
poration isfinancing one studies
Bank of Canada hosted an alumnithat get
the out."
people on the
time they
stiidenl-advisory council dinner at chair for the next five years, with by Hethe added
Marl House. Trie pre-dinner cocktail more help anticipated later this advisory terecouncil
are
not that
sted instudents merely
able in-to
a star-studded production
party wasreflected
Most■ of the research money is fill out balance sheets properly.
which
the composition of year.
want people who can plan,
the advisory council. The council lied to individual professors and "They
has 2°. members, most of whom are comes through the main university think and who will be in managerial
office.
Asked
about
a
report
that
level of Canada's
for anollongknowlime."
al the presidential
Crispo did
exactly how
lamest
corporations,
such as Crispo and Twaits were trying to positions
(ieneral Motors. Shell Oil. Slelco, raise seven million dollars to hire much money was being given to his
[nco, Abitibi Paper, Noranda away all the best business brains in faculty ment.byAs business
by theconcerned
governfar as heor was
Mines, Imperial Optical, Imperial North America, the dean denied
the
federal
government
contribution
that
there
was
any
truth
in
it.
Eaton's
Steel.
Oil. IBM. etc.Algoma
Simpsons,
A graduate of the Massachusetts was "peanuis". $25,000 Tor a
project on small businesses.
The four University of Toronto 'Institute of Technology, Crispo cites research
However, Treasury Board, deputy
W.O. TWAITS
representatives on the Council are M!T as one of the best business
secretary
Hartle
claims
lhat
the
Crispo. U of T vice-president- schools.
wishesso that
Toronto's
wasHelarger
that they
could reason he was invited lo sit on Iheir
Business affairs, vice-president Don school
look at alternatives.
advisory council was because he had
l-'orster
and
Ed
Safarian,
Dean
of
Graduate Studies.
"If the university were in a growth lo approve valuable research conImperial Oil boss W. O. Twaits will sit on Crispo's council
tracts for professors al the Faculty.
stage,
we
would
have
an
excellent
Representation
the "people
If management studies can get
Canada"
to thisof council
occursof and realistic case for a larger
withoul
studying ihe state of the students.
to inthrough the appointment of Govern- program." he says. "Right now we more money.
But women
he added,
"ThereI like
should
troduce coursesCrispo
which plans
will explore
ment officials: Douglas Hartle, have one of the highest studentstudents.
havingbe
was not any surprise to see very more
industrial strategy, resource in- TewIt women
deputv secretary of the Federal faculty ratios."
women around, but for all the wrong
al
the
dinner
who
were
d
u
s
t
r
i
e
s
,
t
a
x
programs,
and
social
His present goal is 50 faculty
Treasury Board: H. MacDonald,
business school students. There are
deputy minister of the Ontario members, about 17 more than there responsibility.
He wants to have a school which about 10 in full time attendance in Crispo's schemes lo expand his
Treasury, Sylvia Ostry {the only are now. He- also thinks there is a
reflects his view of the world.
said faculty
woman on the council), chief need for PhD's in management has a good balance between the the
Basically he believes in the capitalist
lhat two
he didyearnotprogram.
understandCrispo
why they
statistician of Canada, and pro- studies.
practical
and
the
academic.
"We
do
developer Toronto alderman David "For many years, the School of not want to be like the law schools do not apply and stated he did not reasons."
system, bul he admits "There are all
Rolenherg, who is running for Business was a dead place. The who are turning out all these lawyers intend lo actively recruit female kinds of things wrong".
mayor.
Crispo attempted to balance these
corporation-oriented
with two
labour men. Stanley VIP's
Little from
the
Canadian Union of Public
limployees and Henry Lorrain from
the Pulp. Sulphite and Paper Mill Regina profs try to block student reps
workers
formcouncil.
the "progressive"
block on the
Al the pre-dinner cocktail hour, REGINA (CUP) — A major fight Saskatchewan's Regina Campus, decision-making in their division. the motion for student representaprispo said that he had a wide range is hrewing in the Social Sciences where conservative faculty members
tion in all divisional departments,
The latest attempt came last
of people represented on the council. division of the University of are Irvine lo subvert democratic Friday
al ihe regular division representatives at the meeting
He added that the only drawback
meeting when more than 16 faculty decided to delay implementation
was the lack of representation from
members walked out, refusing to until the Faculty of Arts and Science
small businesses.
discuss two important motions.
on studentmotion
participaThe advisory council had already
tion. The delaying
was
One motion would prevent had reported
made several suggestions for imdepartments from refusing students passed with only three abstentions,
and
no
opposition.
THIS WEEK:
EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Ihe right lomaking.participate
in decisionDebate on the second motion was
The other would
give
464 SPADINA
ofT because many professors who
FULL
TILT
visiting
professors
and
others who cut
now serving lunches
would
have been affected by il had
have
been
at
the
university
two
years
Spaghetti,
roast beef,
corned
SKI
BOOGIE BAND
ormillees
more formerly
the right torestricted
sit on com-lo left. But some represenlalives
beef,
Italianchile,
meatball
sandwiches,
pointed out that visiting professors
hamburgers, and hoi dogs.
AND
lenured faculty members.
and non-lcnurcd faculty have been
Before the motions could be denied the right to participate equalSPECIAL-MONDAY TO FRIDAY
Snap,
Crackle
ft
Pop
considered, and even before the
QUEBEC
ly in the division because of inBUSINESS
MEN'S
LUNCHEONS
chairman could finish his opening'
EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
served from 12 lo 2
Ml STE. ANNE!
equitably applied by-laws.
remarks. Psychology professor Bill The conservative
faculty walkout
Every
day
something
different
Muir stood up and informed the appears lo be a deliberate attempt to
Spadina at College
Dec. 27/72 - Jan. 2/73
Two
Rooms-Two
Dance
Floors
SEVEN FULL DAYS
meeting he thought the motion deny Ihe validity of democratic
10% Discount with ATL Cards
dealing with student representation decision-making in the division.
Includes:
The denial of student
was not '"put forward in a serious
I34"
S
manner". He was not going lo participation contravenes a two-All lifts and tows.
"waste
the
taxpayers
money"
by
by-law optional
making student
—Two meals per day,
discussine
it, and he was leaving, he year-old
said.
membership
for
-Air accomodation.
departments.
GRADUATE
STUDENTS
—All transportation.
The walkout is part of .a
In an apparently pre-arranged
—New Years Eve party
move, more than 16 faculty
struggle bel ween the
HOCKEY
-Quebec style!
members, then lefi Ihe meeting. The continuing
division.
right
and left-wing members of ihe
meeting
continued
without
them.
■Live entertainment nightly.
The GSU has reserved one hour a week, Friday 11 a.m.- 1 2 noon, of
The remaining speakers agreed
Political science department
ice time at Varsity Arena for the whole winter. Graduate Students
-Night out in Quebec City
thai during ihe las! two years the chairman Joe Roberts said lhat the
who wish to play hockey in this lime each week should come to
the
first
session,
Friday,
Nov.
10,
so
that
we
can
formulate
a
plan
students' desire lo participate in the righi-wing's action demonstrates
LIMITED SPACE
decision-milking process had been lhat when a elite loses control of ihe
for the restterestofed, cal the
season.(GSU)
If you and
can'tleave
come your
on thename.
10th, but are in928-2391
F u rther information;
Unvaried by Ihe conservative tenden- democratic process, they wilt totally
cies of certain faculty members.
ihe institutions which former225-0151 NOW
Because of the serious impact of reject
ly gave them their power.
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tnterfac

report

Football
today

finals

begin

at stadium

Division I playoffs for the Mulock Cup begin this afternoon at 2 pm in
Varsity Stadium with a sudden-death elimination match between Vic and St.
Mike's. The winner will meet PHE November 15 (2 pm).
In Division II play, UC meets New Friday at noon while Meds plays
Trin at 2 pm. The winners will playoff November 15 at noon. (All games
take place in the stadium.)
In final games last week, UC enabled New to make the playoffs by
defeating Scar 20-6. For UC it was Young with 6, Pandi with 12, while
MeGillivray added 2. Henderson counted six for Scar. UC Finished first in
its. division with a 4-1 record.
For defeats Arch 5-0
Arch goaltender stops one of many shots aimed by For forwards. Sarafyn and Goodison
scored two goals each with Mason adding the other. Arch remains winless this season.
SPORTS SCHEDULES
HOCKEY
Mon. Nov. 13 12.30
1.30
7.30
8.30
9.30
10.30
Tues. Nov. 14 4.30
7.30
8.30
9.30
10.30
Wed. Nov. 15 12.30
1.30
4.30
7.30
8.30
9.30
10.30
Thur Nov. 16 12.30
4.30
7.30
8.30
9.30
10.30
Fri. Nov. 17 12.30
1.30
5.00
VOLLEYBALL
Mon. Nov. 13 6.30
Tues. Nov. 14 8.00
9.00
10.00
Wed. Nov. 15 7.00
8.00
9.00
Thur. Nov. 16 8.00
9.00
BASKETBALL
Tues. Nov. 14 12.00
6.30
8.00
9.30
Wed. Nov. 15 12.00
Thur. Nov. 1716 12.00
Fri. Nov. 12.00
6.30
8.00
SQUASH
Tues. Nov. 14 13.20
9.00
9.40
10.20
Wed. Nov. 15 8.20
9.00
9.40
10.20
Thur. Nov. 16 7.40
8.20
Thur. Nov. 16 9.00
9.40

- WEEK NOV. 13 to 17

Gal, Brykman
Eng. Sell vs St.M.E
Trin. C
vs Caven House Gal, Brykman
Eng.Sc.Grads vs For. C Herridge, Francis
Chem 7T4 vs Vic.VI Heridge. Francis
Wye
vs Chem.IV Herridge. Francis
vs Mech IV Herridge, Francis
Vic
9's
Music
vs Law II Anderson, Ruhnke
U.C. I
vs Med.A Barnhouse, Talwin
Innis I
vs Dev.Hse Barnhouse, Talwin
St.M.B
vs For. A MacFarlane, Johnson
Dent.D
vs Grungies MacFarlane, Johnson
PHE.B
vs Jr.Eng DesRoches, Ortved
Law I
vs Vic.l
DesRoches, Ortved
vs Emman Anderson, Ruhnke
Law IV
Scar. I vs New 1 Bielecki, Parrack
Scar. II vs Knox Bielecki, Parrack
Dent. E vs Pharm.B Branciere, Goverde
vs Med. E Branciere, Goverde
For. D
vs Sr.Eng Brown, DesRoches
PHE.
A
Arch
vs Pharm.A Anderson, Ruhnke
Erin
vs St.M.A Hamm, Toole
Dent. A vs Trin. A Hamm, Toole
vs Vic.ll Gollish, Lipsett
Fac.Ed.AF
Med.
vs Noombies
Grad.Stud.A vs U.C.II Hurlbert. Swanick
Trin. D
vs St.M. F Hurlbert, Swanick
Grad. Stud. vs II Chem Gilmour, Kolanko
at Erin Eng.lvs Erin
(ret provided by Erin)
PHE
vs Med.A Leshchyshen
Knox
vs Dent Leshchyshen
vs Wye Leshchyshen
Music
vs New Melnyk
Law
Vic I
vs For.B Melnyk
Emman
vs Vic II Melnyk
vs
Scar Lansdowne
Eng.M. II
vs For. A Lansdowne
St.
St. M. A
U.C. I
Med.
Sr. EngA

In the only other game at week's end, New squeezed by For 1-0 to put
the team into the playoffs. The win enabled New to tie Scar's record of 2-3.
New
fourth playoff position by virtue of its 7-6 win over Scar
earliergained
in the theseason.

Vic. I
Trin. A
Vic. II
PHE. C
Dent. A

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vsvs

New
Vic. Ill
Pharm
Wye
Vic. I
Dent A
Law
Trin. B
Law B
PHE
Vic. li
Law C

vs Innis
vs Med. C
vs St.M. B
vs Knox
vs Trin. A
vs Med. A
vs SGS
vs Med.
Eng B
vs Massey
vs U.C.
vs St. M.A.

Interfaculty
Division I
Wednesday October 18
Sr. Eng 2 vs. Scar I
Friday October 20
Sl.M AO vs. SrEngl
Scar 2 vs Vic 1
Wednesday October 25
St M A 0 vs. Vic I
Thursday October 26
Erin 1 vs. Sr Eng 2
Friday
October 27
PHE2v*.Scar2
Monday October 30
Vic 0 vs. Erin 8.
Wednesday November 1
Sr Hng 5 vs Vic.O
Thursday
St M A 3November
vs. PHE 12
Monday November ft
Erin 2 vs. Scar 2
Division II
Wednesday October 18
lr l-.riL! 2 vs. Tnn A 4
UC 3 vs. St MB0
Thursday
New 2 vs.October
Med 2 19
Tuesday October 24
UC 2 vs. Trin A 1
Wednesday October 25
Dent 0 vs.October
New 12ft
Thursday
Med 1 vs. St M B 1
Monday October 30
I.awOvs. LJC0
Thursday November 2
Trin A 2 vs. Med 3

PHE. A
SGS. r
Law A
PHE. B
New 1
St. M. B
U.C.II
Mgt.EngStud
Jr.

PHE
Division
Interfaculty rugby playoffs begin
next week in Divisions I and 11,
With the October 23 game
between Trin A and Scar unreported, PHE A and Scar are tied
for first place in Division I. PHE
defeated Trin November 2, 14-4.
For PHE it was Stan Gal with two

Soccer
Nol reported:
October 3d— Dent vs. St M B
November 2 — New vs. Jr Eng
lr. Fng disqualified.
Division III
Tuesday October 17
Emman
vs. Wye
Trin 0B 1
Knox 30 vs.
Pharm 2 vs. For 1
Thursday October 19
For Tnn
default
B2vs.vs. Eng
PharmI II0win
Friday1 vs.October
Arch
Emman 20 5
Wye 1 vs. Innis 8
Monday October 23
Eng
IN 31 vs.vs. Trin
Pharm
Arch B3 1
Tuesday
October
Innis 0 vs. Knox 242
Wednesday
Arch 1 vs. October
Eng HI 125
Thursday October 2ft
Emman
Trin B 30 vs.vs. Pharm
Wye 3 0
Friday
For 2 vs.October
Knox 271
Wednesday
November
Knox 1 vs. Trin B0 1
Wye 3 vs.
Arch 1 ft
Monday
November
Wye 0 vs. For 5
Nol reported:
October (7 — Innis vs. Eng MI
October 31 — Emman vs. Eng III

leads
I rugby

trys and a convert, while Randy
Filinski added the other try. Jeff
Turnhall provided Trin's only try.
In Trin and Eng 1 follow with a 22-1 and 1-5 records, respectively.
Law leads Division H with a 6-0
record, while PHE B is in second
place with three wins and two losses.

Trin B follows with a 1-3 record, :d
Eng II is last with one win and f ir
losses.
Law defeated Trin B n
November 1,14-0. Scoring for le
team was P. Ballem with a try ;d
two convert,
trys. while K. Watt sco> -d
one
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sports

By JOAN SCHWARTZ
r
Senio
The
women's Senior Volleyball
team opened its season last Saturday with un invitational tournament
;il Toronto
Queen's. emerged victorious with
1 1 wins and one loss. York and
McMastertied for second, each with
a 7-5 record. Waterloo came fourth.
The tournament was held as a
preseason warm-up with teams
trying out new players and
strategies. Each team played two
games against each of the others in
round robin competition. The learn
with the best win-loss record became
the undeclared winner.
Toronto teams won t he
championship in both divisions. The
win marks the I2th consecutive year
that the senior team has won the
OWIAA championship.
Six teams participated: Carleton,
Ottawa.
Toronto,
York fromQueen's.
the Eastern
Sectionandor
the OWIAA, McMaster and
Waterloo from the Western Section.
Toronto got off to a good start
with a display of accurate serving,
downing Waterloo 15-2, I5-6.
The team next went on to defeat
York 15-2 in the first game and
build up a solid 1 1-3 lead in the
second. Toronto began to lose
ground but slill managed to keep its
lead at I3-6 and I4-9.
Blues' defence slowed down, while
the offence became disorganized.
Toronto tried in vain to gel the last
point, but York rallied to a 16-14
win. Blues' seller Vera Kosinkova
explained the loss very succinctly,
"If you don't put your serves over
and can't pick theirs up, it's game
over."
Toronto returned to the courts- in
the afternoon for another three-andone-half hours of volleyball, meeting
Queen's,
McM aster. Carleton, Ottawa, and
first point
fromQueens'
Torontograbbed
but wastheconvincingly
defeated I5-I. 15-2. Blues then went
on to defeat Carleton 15-I, I5-3 and
Ottawa I5-5, I5-1.
The main competition of the
lorunament was expected from
McMaster, whose surprising wins
over Toronto in last year's OWIAA
lorunament pushed the Blues' out of
the'Thefinalsfirstagainst
Western.Mac went
game against

Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

Ihe winner 's
of the OWIAA
Drakieh and at
Vera KosinkovaQueen
from
to Toronto, 15-6, but only yball
after a season.
longVolle
match. Both sides rallied hard
Western has replaced wins
Waterloo as the Ontario Volleyball Association tournament will go on lo the
(o regain the service, but often failed Toronto's major rival. The loss of League as well as Fran Walmsley CWIAU finals at Dalhousie in
Manitoba.
to gain a point.
March. Last year teams represenhas left Janie from
ting ihe Atlantic, Quebec, Ontario,
McMaster managed to keep up severalr andkey Dispikers
The team is again coached by and Western
Scarffc as the nucleus
conferences came from
with Ihe Toronto attack for the first ofI- rasea largely
volleyball veteran, Marj Shedd. Dalhousie, Sherbrooke,
rookie
squad.
few points of the second game, but
Toronlo seems to be the only Also returning is manager Pat and Manitoba, respectively.Western,
the Blues opened a 9-5 lead and team which hasn't suffered from a Darlford.
increased it to 13-7. McMasler ihen loss
The squad plays Ihehalfother
their half,
gamesas Six meinhers of Ihe winning
of members through gradua- hefore
started lo gain ground.
CWIAU learn plus six others chosen
tion. Veteran spikers Julie well asChristmas.
the Waterloo Invitational from Ihe learns of ihe four con(Kueharchuk)
Andruchiw.
Halya
Blues*
spikcr
Halya
Slefaniuk
ferences wil travel to Moscow in
was lied lo ihe nel attempting to Slefaniuk and Roxsolanna Wan- and the OWIAA finals, in the first
kewycz, and setter Agra Alberts si*c weeks of ncxl term. Wankewycz August for the World Sludenl
block
spikes
and
lips
from
Mac's
Gale Lyons. Key serves were lost are back as well as Marg (Oakley) injured an ankle two weeks ago in Games.
All home games arc played in the
and poor receptions repeatedly sent (irieve, Lynne Shcaron, and Marion January.
practice and will not play until
the hall to Blues' setter Agra Thompson. New faces include Mary
upper gym of the Benson Building.
spiking defense.
wasn't able
toAlherls,
elude thewhoseMcMasler
Not
until Mac came to within 2 points of
Toronlo were Blues able to pull off
iheTheI5*-12
win. was successful in
tournament
pointing up Ihe strengths and
weaknesses of both Blues and their
opposition and emphasized ihe importance ofsteady, accurate serving.
!n each of the games in which
Toronto was challenged, Ihe failure
lo capitalize on key serving opliability. portunities was Toronto's greatest
The day's play was a capsule preview of this
competition. Aseason's
l Eastern OWIAA
Section teams
except Laurentian (which finished
lasl in 197 1-72) attended.
White York may prove lo be
Blues' stiffest competition, Toronto
has a good chance of reaching Ihe
OWIAA
February. finals at Waterloo in
Unfortunately, Western, the
strongest team in the Western Section did not participate. Western
took both the Waterloo Invitational
title and the OWIAA championship
from the Blues last season. Toronto
had held the Ontario honours for six
consecutive years.
Despite the untimely death of Joy
Taylor. U of T graduate and
Western volleyball coach for seven
years. Western look the national
title from ihe University of 5S
Manitoba last March in Sudbury §
Although veteran members JoAnn f
(iarrod and Ann Beattie ha
graduated, Marion Munro,
member
of the national
Mary Chisholm,
a memberteam,of and'
Ihe ^
Ontario team at the last Canada
Fran Walmsley spikes
York blockersSaturday.
In Senior Volleyball's
only losspastof two
the tournament,
Winler (James, are back for another

Field hockey
By JANICE McKELLAR
The University of Toronto hosled the OWIAA Senior and
Intermediate field hockey finals Friday and Saturday. The
Intermediate Finals were held on the from campus field
Friday. While all other games were played at Scarborough
College.
Participating learns- at the intermediate level included
McMaster. Queen's, Laurentian and Toronlo. Al the senior
level teams represented Western, McGill, Waterloo
McMasler. Queen's, York and Toronto.
In ihe intermediate division Toronto defeated Laurentian
2-1, McMasler 2-0 and Queen's 3-1
The crucial contest was the Toronto-Queen's game Since
Queen's
beaten U of T at the Queen's tournament ihe
previous had
weekend,
if ihe team had won the game onlhe weekend itwould have been the only undefeated
team. However
Queen's and McMaster tied 0-0. This meant that if Toronlo
heal
Queen's,
Toronlo
would win by virtue of her 2-0 win over
McMasler.
The game was wide-open with considerable spirit and
drive. The teams constantly drove the ball, rushed it and made
aShoslack
push pass.
Toronto's
threeThegoals
by Betly3
on penally
bullies.
final were
resultscored
was Toronlo
Queen's 1.
In other U of T games in the intermediate division
Toronlo beat McMaster 2-0 on goals byAnne Seymour.an
d
Laurenlian 2-1 on goals by Belty ShostackUsl year, Ihe inlermediaie team placed second behind

tea
Laurenlian
reta
xeculcd
. This
their „i„..
in
play ons
year,
in a more controlled
was posed
Pal
again, but cha
Laurenlian.
hip
il:. Williams
Thisms
vear. the
the challenge
challenoP
„^
,„ampi
:
,manner,
! whilegame,
and Pat Darlford
played
a close
foughthockey
checking
back play.
by an entirely new team, and a different v...
ofwas field
style continually
tying up their opponents. Dakin and Sue Scotl
particularly aggressive on ihe field.
The intermediate squad was made up of 13
learn wereA Tier
the game, coach Nancy Gossling said she was pleased
members — all beginners — with no experienced new
veterans.
However, the coach and women worked hard Tor two months with her team's play and added that everyone had pulled
together
to make the win a learn effort. She also
Ihe
_—determined
Ihree one-hour
and skilledpractices
learn. a week — to produce a slandard of hockey in the association had risen, slaled
therefore
making
il
more difficult to take Ihe championship.
The learn also developed offensively. A weakness of lasl
In other U of T games, Toronto defeated Guelph 7-0 on
year's
their inability
goals by Lorna Tanner (3) and Jennifer
score; Team
last yearcaptain
Ihey played
(4), and
more ofteama was
defensive
type of logame.
Daina
McMaster
3-0 on goals by Tanner, DakinDakin
and Dianna
Zukauskas said ihe intermediate team was very aggressive
Prentice.
Toronlo
also
defeated
Western
3-0.
and rushed well on offense, while the forward line was referred
The senior competition also saw a new Toronto learn.
to as
The backs helped the teamalong agreat team had lost all of its national team players, wilh The
Ihe
deal, "goal
carryinghungry".
ihe
ball
out
of
danger
rather
than
knocking
il
exception
of Tanner, and therefore was in a rebuilding
out. In addition, the halfbacks sustained the forwards well process. Victory
depended
not
so
much
on
individuals
but on
The most important game for Toronto's senior team was team effort. The learn
was unable to rely upon lasl year's
UsWaterloo.
2-0 win over an established team frorrrffie-University of national members, lo ensure
the championship, although il
did possess a great deal or
and potential.
Toronlo captain Pal DarUord said the game
most members were versatile andflexibility
could be moved aroundIndividual
lo fill in
exciling and climatic of those played because ofwasthetheaction
involved. The girls provided the spectators with a wide-open, positions.
At
the
end
of the tournament, eight women were invited by
fasl-paced game, despite the hazardous condition of ihe field the Ontario Women's
Hockey Association lo attend the trials
due to the cold, wet rain. Girls on both learns
were aggressive.
for
the
squad
to participate in the 1973 Canada
In ihe ail-or-nolhing game for Waterloo, Toronlo rushes Summer Games chosen
be held in Burnaby, B.C. They include
enabled the team to gain a two goal edge over Waterloo on Chris Crawford. toJudy
Bell. Pat Williams. Pal Darlford
Dakin, Howie, Sue Scotl,
shots by Jennifer Dakin. After Dakin's first goal. Toronlo Eleanor
Roslyn Shemilt and Jennifer
relaxed and played consistent hockey. The forward line
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Care

ultimatum

the

university
By PAT REDICAIN
Campus Co-operative Community Day Care has issued an ultimatum
to the U of T: either find the co-op "reasonable alternative space" within
two
weeks
or theyWest.
will "settle inlo" the building they now occupy, behind
351 Bloor Street
The demand came in a letter, dated Wednesday, lo president John
Evans. Copies were sent to campus co-ordinator Lois Reimer and viceprovost (student services) Robin Ross.
No official answer had been received from the administration usoHasl
night. Commented co-op parent Julie Malhien. "I don'l think they're
rushing to the
refusedof meetings
to commentall day.
on the letter last night,
saying .he had phone".
not seen Evans
it because
The letter said that a settlement must be reached "as quickly us

Soccer Blues defeated York 4-0 yesterday on a waterlogged field. See page 20.

SAC

Day

support,

"We will accept offers of reasonable alternate space any time within the
next fttwoontmued.
weeks.". Any initiative lo negotiate must then come from you
(■Evans)
there is ofno the
guarantee
we willthemoveMeteorological
after November
22."
possible."
The and
occupation
clubhousethat behind
Building,
which hegan after months of negotiating for ihe unused building or an
equivalent, is now in its eight month.
After the Governing Council rejected its request for a separate centre,
ihe group vowed to continue its occupation until a reasonable aliernative
was provided. The ultimatum is the latest move in a series of subsequent
nci:;:ti loiti-n.:
whichthebegan
when policy.
the administration offered to rent j separate
house
bypass
day care
Mathien said thai the ultimatum move came from a need lo establish
the program on "a more permanent basis".
If the co-op
site, "there
certain
major
renovations
that centre
have toremains
be made,at thebothpresent
lo comply
with Iheare Day
Nurseries
Act,
and
lo
provide
us
with
the
facilities
we
need
to
run
Ihe
centre
properly."
These renovations would include putting in new floors, and meeting special
fire regulations as well as providing some special facilities.
Reimer said that it was doubtful, even if the university could find a
building for the Campus Co-op group lhat it would be able to give il to them
al nominal
wouldpolicy
amount
universityAffairs
subsidizing
the daycare centre. rent.
Under"This
the new
from tothetheInternal
Committee
(of
the Governing
Council)
I
don'l
think
we
can."
The Governing Council agreed to set up a campus day care centre that
would include children whose parents are not connected to ihe university.
Campus Community Co-op Day Care Centre has about 40 per cent nonuniversity-related children.
co-op forrefused
centre because
does The
nol allow
controlto ofparticipate
the centre inbytheihe university's
parents, community
childrenil
would he excluded, and it would be more expensive.
Ross agrees with Reimer's estimation. "The idea of subsidized rent
would seem lo be excluded by the Governing Council's policy. Since ihe coop people refuse lo meet the Governing Council's standards of no nonuniversity
children,
the university
However,
as Mathien
pointed can't
out. (hesubsidize
universityit."has for more than two
vears
suhsidi/ed
the
rent
of
the
1
2
Sussex
Street
university's
care policy has heen in effect since September, centre.
with no Thesuggestion
that day
ihe
Sussex cenlre violates it.
According
"reasonable
space" mentioned
ihe letter
meanslo aMalhien
buildingthewhich
meets alternate
three conditions:
it musl hi.in
renovaleable: it must be provided al a nominal renl by the university and it
musl be given lo them on a long-lerm lease.
"There is a lot of liberal sentiment on ihe Governing Council thai say
thai we shouldn't be allowed to slay at 315 Bloor, simply because we look u
withoul
askingresponsibility
says Mathien.to provide
"On theusother
they think that it's tin
University's
with hand
a building

advises
a letter to your AAPP
After the defeat of the Lewis
By BOB BETTSON
allowing the roll call vote.
SAC has again rejected support of motion, chaos ensued as the meeting notThe
speaker's ruling was then
the Ontario Federation or Students turned to 45 minutes of procedural upheld
30-12. The rest or the Ross
fees demonstration November 21. battles with pro-demonstration Flowers-Hell
iwell motion for a lobforces moving reconsideration of bvin;. and letter writing campaign
despite
VUSAC's
efforts
to
draw
support for the demonstration.
supporting the demonstration.
was passed 21-4 after lillle debate.
The council Wednesday defeated,
Following the debate, Victoria
This move was defeated, as was
b v 26- !'7, amunications
motion
by
com<
'ollege
S \C rep Joyce Wilton
another
motion
by
VUSAC
educacommissioner Debra
tion commissioner Rick Gregory to resigned. In a letter read lo council,
Lewis to reverse a previous decision fund the demonstration.
she
charged
"it would
thai
council has shoved
aside appear
the primary
not to support the demonstration.
UC rep Marly Stollar added lo role of representing their conThe demonstration has been called
the uproar when he moyed that SAC
stituencies ;md would rather listen to
hv OFS lo coincide with the opening hold
its own demonstration on
make asses of themselves
of the provieial legislature.
November 21 lo coincide with the atthemselves
the
expense
of those who are
Instead SAC voted to support a OFS demonstration.
Irving lo get something
letter-writing and lobbying camSpeaker Bill Collier ruled the
paign lodividual
gain Memembers
the support
of inWhillon. who last spring resigned
of Provincial
Stollar
motionof was
"dilatory"
and accomplished."
thus
out
order,
but was
from the Miglin tickci in the SAC
Parliament.
Steinberg moved a roll presidential elections, said s"he could
The SAC rep for SMC, Michael challenged.
call vote on the challenge.
not "serve on a council where people
Steinberg,
warned
that
"if
we
don't
Amid much confusion, charges are out for their own amusement
support the demonstration, it will be
and
play . . . and turning council
a disaster.
and counter charges, council voted
"Given the circumstances we have 22-15 to suspend Robert's rules by into a personality clash."
no choice but to support the demonstration, hesaid. "Otherwise a lot of
people
have isarea afraid
bunch allofwe're
crazygoingTrotsto OFL resolution
backs siudent
fees fight
(Young
United Steelworkers of America the contribution Irade unions make
"It hasSocialists)
not been running
clinicallyaround."
proven OTTAWA (CUP) — The Ontario fee structure.
The federation also welcomed the representative Lynn Williams to the
Federation of Labor voted
I'm crazy,"
the development of society".
Socialist
Mike countered
Edwards, anYoung
Innis overwhelmingly lo support the On- OFS efforts to give part-time Governing Council. Williams took a to
localefforts
labor councils
loDelegates
continueurgedtheir
to get
students access lo the Ontario Stu- push
SAC
rep.
He
added,
"there
will
Uirio
Federation
of
Students
camleadingto role
labor movement's
expelinthethe Waffle
group from school boards to change "social
certainly be more than 15 Young paitn against increased tuition fees
Parly.)
dent '\ward Program. The change the
Ontario New Democratic study courses to include a more
and decreased student awards, at the would particularly help union
Socialists at the demonstration."
Finance Commissioner Vince De OEI. annual convention which members who are upgrading their
treatment
subject."on
The move
followedof the
a report
"I'm
concerned whether these balanced
skills and education through adult
here Wednesday.
Angelogiven
staledforthat
reason has ended
texts by the Ontario Institute
been
the "no
demonstration.
Supporl for the OFS position by education programs, an OFL state- people are specified by Ihe school
federations of labor or ihe labor lor Studies th Education called
ment said.
We must vote on whether we agree the 1200 labor union delegates
or disagree, not on whether some followed an earlier endorsement
The convention also called for an councils, or whether they are Liberal "Teaching Prejudice", which
from the OFL executive and the
prevalence of unpeople
are raisingrepshit."
of all labor ap- or Conservative hacks in the labor showed the stereotypes
Engineering
John Najbert Labor Council of Metropolitan annual meeting
in dispointe s tothe governing bodies of movement who get l heir ap- fa vou ruble
cus ions ofthe labor movement.
questioned the degree of support for Toronto.
pointments through political
Ontario universities and community
the demonstration among college
colleges,
OFL
policy
calls
for
the
abolition
pa iron age," John M item iI Ian,
councils.
In dealing
with theconr.trn,
OFL's
most pres.-ing
In its annual presenThe move is designed to develop Director of Organization for the possiblv
Vice-president John Helliwell said of tuitiontation tofees.
the Ontario government liaison between trade unionists ap- Canadian Union of Public delegates established a task force lo
only four councils have positively last July, the OFL pointed-out lhat
press
for
legislation
outlawing
I
inplovees,
said
in
an
interview
with
pointed losuch governing bodies by
strikebreaking in Ontario.
supported the demonstration: the increase in tuition costs would the provincial
develop
The emphasis was on a campaign
VUSAC. Innis. UC and Erindale. create hardship for many students. a program for government,
them
lo
follow,
and
"A
lol
of
investigation
needs
l
o
be
Lewis added that the GSU and
to
win municipal support for Ihe
OFL secret a ry-t rcasu rer Terry create a system of accountability. done," he said. "If these people got
the faculty reform caucus had also Meagher termed il grossly unfair lo
demand for legislation from ihe
on
ihere
through
political
patronage
The
government
has
recently
been
supported the demonstration.
expect all citizens to support the cost naming token labor appointees lo lliev have no responsibility to report
Delegates singled out Richard
province.
"Our greatest problem is that the of institutions of higher learning lend the appearance of represenlivi- back lo labor bodies. Many labor Grange
and his Canadian Driver
demonstration appears to have been through the present methods of tax- ly to the governing bodies, and blunt
representatives
on
city
councils
acPools
strikebreaking firm for paration,
yet
bar
the
door
of
these
charges
that
they
are
dominated
by
laken
over
by
outside
groups",
luallv
work
against
labor
behind
the
ticular
condemnation. A report
president Eric Miglin said. He institutions lo the children of tax- business interests. Labor bodies scenes," he said.
presented toin thewhich
OFL itrevealed
payers with limited incomes through have no power to appoint represenreferred
to
"problems"
with
the
YS
strikes,
c o m p athatn y
"
The CUP.
OFL convention also called
over speaking arrungmenls.
bigher
tuition
fees.
t
a
t
i
v
e
s
b
u
t
Ihey
can
suggest
names
on the Ontario Department of employed Grunge's goon squad m.tAlter the 15 minute debate,
The OKI. will ask all its affiliates
\ ices, lusted three times us long us
council passed 24-13 a motion by through Ontario's 50 labor councils, lo (ihe\t thegovernment.
theirthose
ap- strikes which did not involve
University
of
Toronto,
the
textbooks"inonly
Lngineering rep Cliff Taylor to cut to support the student unions in provincial government appointed Educationproved listtoof include
strikebreakers.
lhat offer an objective treatment of
(heir campaign against the higher
nil" debate.
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HERE
TODAY
all day
Elector
72
—
Municipal
election centreIhe
answers all your questions concerning
upcoming December 4 election. Innls
College, 63 St. George Street, tirsi floor, or
call 928-5456-7. 11 am
Blood donor clinic. Medical Sciences
Building, main Food
floor. Primarily
Medicine,
Emmanuel.
Sciences,lor Graduate
Studies. Innis, Knox, Pharmacy, P 8 OT,
Victoria College,
and pm.PHE, however, all are
welcome.
Until four12:30
pm
director
ot Professor
the CentreW. (orMichelson,
Urban andactingCommunity
Studies, speaks on "External Funds and
your Urban Research" or "Some Dry but
Basic
Inaugural
Coachhouse
Conlerence
RoomRemarks".
(room 111),
150 St.
George Street. 1 pm
Careerlalks: "Careers in Ihe
Government A ofrepresentative
Ontario" Is Irom
the topic
discussion.
thevarious
On-of
tario Public Service will discuss
jobs
available
for grads during the 1972-3
recruiting
season.
2:30 pm
The Norman Bethune Club ot the
Toronto Student Movement is giving a talk
on "The History ot Communism In
Canada". Graduate Students Union, lunch
room.
3 pm
There will be an information meeting on
the World University Service of Canada
seminar. This year WUSC goes to India. All
faculty and students welcome. Pendarves
Lounge. ISC. 7 pm
Walt Disney's
"Peter S1.00
Pan", includes
courtesy se-of
Innisllicks.
Admission
cond feature Absent Minded Professor,
with
Peter
flying
again
at
10
pm.
Med. Sci.
Auditorium. 7:30 pm
Beyond your mind, discourse with
explanation Ask your questionsl 76
Lowther
Street offAve.,
Bloor.2 blocks north on St. George
SMC
Film
Club presents
"The Hospital"
with
Hall. George
AdmissionC. Scott
SI. 00.andAlsoDianaat 10.Rigg. Carr
8 pm
Vanguard
Forum:andThisevolution
week's torum
willThediscuss
the nature
of the
Canadian feminist movement, how it will be
built, and its place in social change. How
do socialists view feminism? Hear Mary

ST.

AND

NOW

Trew,
leadingStreet
feministW. and Young Socialist.
334 Queen
The
Varsity
their 1972-73
OUAA hockey Blues
scheduleopentonight
as they
takety willon betheatMcMaster
Marlins.
the Hamilton ForumRadioto Varsibring
you
play-by-play
coverage
this
seasonliveopener.
Radio Varsity,
820 AMof and
96.3McLaughlin
FM on Roger's
Cable.York University
College,
holds a beerfest In the college dining hall.
Draft beer (125 gallons). Free beer steins to
the first 500 people to arrive. The
Oktoberlest Express Bavarian Band will
provide
fee. on
Fourthentertainment.
In a series otAdmission
six lectures
Hungarian history sponsored by the
Hungarian
Association.
Paul
— TheStudents'
Hungarian
revolution ofDr.ofethnic
1848
asBodya movement
for Ihe liberation
minorities. Sidney8:30Smithpm Bldg.. Rm. 1069.
The minded
original Professor",
flubber. Walt Disney's
Absent
Fred
MacMurray,
both follows, andstarring
proceeds,
Pefer Pan (7 and 10 pm). Brought to you by
your slsfersS1.00.
and brothers at Innls flicks.
Admission
Crealion 2 presents a new Canadian
play.
Priest", 390on Dupont
the media
medium."Midway
Actor's
Ave.
Admission
$2-00, Theatre,
students
9 pm $1.00.
Dance sponsored by the U of T
Homophile
House $1.25.
Music
Room. Beer Assoc.
served.HartAdmission
Everyone welcome.
all day
SATURDAY
Open House
at Faculty
of Food
Sciences,
Lilian Massey
Building,
157
Bloor Street West, on occasion of 70th year
ofrelreshments.
institution. Displays door prizes,
9:30 am
Conference on Women at Work and at
Home, Board of Education 8ldg., 155
College
Street. Sponsored
by Toronto
Wal(le Women.
Entertainment,
daycare
3 pm
provided.
Rally in support of Yuriy Shukhevych
and others imprisoned by Soviet
authorities, or awaiting trials in Ukraine and
other Soviet republics.
Phillips
pm Nathan
Square. Ukrainian 7Students'
Club.
Knox Young People's Society. Young
People's
meets torforfellowship
sports andandrecreation,
and
afterward
a talk or

THOMAS'
(Huron Street south of CHURCH
Bloor)
Sunday November 12th
11 A.M. THE RECTOR
7 P.M. UNIVERSITY SERMON SERIES
PrfcjClier: THE REV. DR. R.F. STACKHOUSE
Professor of Philosophy of Religion,
Wycliffe College
Subject: THE CHRISTIAN AND POLITICS
(Coffee HourALLand ARE
Discussion
after the service)
WELCOME

Bible Study. All students welcome. Knox
Church, Spadina 7:30
and pmHarbord,
GALLERY CLUB
ART GALLERY
1
open from Mon.-Frl.
MALCOLM BATTY EXHIBITION
SMC
Film
Club
presents
with George C. Scott
and "The
Diana Hospital"
Rlgg at
Luncheon
12 noon-1 p.m;
Carr Hall. Admission8 pm$1.00. Also at 10.
MONDAY 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
licensed Dinner
under 6-7:30
LLBO. p.m.Hart House
Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m. -5 p.m.
membership required.
Coflee house at the Hlllel House, 186 St.
Sunday 2 p.m.-5 p.m.
1
George
Come meet new people and
do someStreet.
shomizing.
8:30 pm
CLASSICAL:
CREATION 2 presents a new Canadian
ANDREW GALLIARDI, pianist, will be playing Beethoven. 1
Schumann and Rachmaninoff in the Music Room. 1:00 p.m.,
play,
"Midway
Priest",
on
the1
media
medium. Actor's
Theatre. $1.390• Dupont Ave.
Tuesday, Nov. 14
Admission
$2. Students
ANGELA Mc WILLIAMS, flautist, in the Music Room, 1:00 p.m.,
SUNDAY
11 am
Thursday,
November 16.
"Would onHester
get an Commandment
'A' today?" a
discussion
the Seventh
and the good things the Bible has lo say
about loving In the Hart House service. Join
FILMS
NOON HOUR
worship.
others of the university community In
CONCERTS
"DOODLE
1:30 pm
"ANGEL"FILM"
JAZZ:
TED
MOSES
ChoirJohnson
meets again
this weekend
IN THE
"JEU
SI SIMPLE"
at Jewish
the Edward
7:15 pmBuilding, Rm. 116.
EAST COMMON ROOM
Monday,
Nov. 13
2.00, Wednesday November 15
SMC Film Club presents Alfred
1:00 P.M. - MUSIC ROOM
7:00 P.M. - DEBATES ROOM
1.00
p.m.,
Thursday
November
16
Hitchcock's
"Strangers
on
a
Train"
at
Carr
Hall. Admission 7:30
by series
pm ticket. Also at
9:30.
BLACK HART PUB
Victoria Dr.College,
"The
NewChapel
Law —service,
olOldLove"
Alexandra
EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
Johnston
Vic, 2ndwithfloor.
Sponsored
TUCK
SHOP
- 12 NOON - 5.30 PM.
by Intermediate
the Student Christian
Movement.
Conversational
Hebrew at
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M. - 11:30 PM.
pm Street.
Hillel House. 186 8:30
St. George
An evening of recorded classical music
arranged by Mr. K. Lehrer. Come and meet
new
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 11 A.M.
Street.friends at Hlllel House, 186 St. George
Knox
Young
People's
Society
meets
tor
THE
RIGHT
AND WRONG OF UNIVERSITIES
fellowship and a talk with special speaker
A plea for a growing collegiate program
or Bible discussion. All students welcome.
Knox Church, Spadina and Harbord.
AN ADDRESS BY
10 am
MONDAY
Reverend John H. Morgan
of theArtsU ot and
T Committee
Stop
FIRST UNITARIAN CONGREGATION
theMeeting
Cutbacks.
Science toCourse
175 ST. CLAIR AVENUE WEST AT AVENUE ROAD
Union Office, East Lounge, second floor,
Sid Smith.

THE

EPI

MICROTOWER

ACT OF REMEMBRANCE

SOLDIERS' TOWER, HART HOUSE
Friday, November 10, 1972
10:55 a.m. to 11:05 a.m.

All members of the University Community are invited to participate in this brief observance consisting ofthe tolling of the
the laying of a
wreath, the traditional Two carillon,
Minute Silence and a
short prayer.

It is understood that no lectures will be cancelled
but perhaps they might be concluded sharp at
10:45do toso.make attendance possible for all who wish
to
G. Walter Giles
President
University of Toronto
Alumni Association

At last, a superb EPI speaker for only $65.
629

Spadina Avenue • 921 3500

IKO
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Lab workers
fight low wages
The workers in his department had, on their own. asked
By ZOYA STEVENSON
Forty-five newly. organized animal laboralory to be paid twice monthly, but the university refused.
technicians have agreed to Tight for the same basic collective
Previously, this man had signed a petition expressing
agreement recently negotiated for 770 maintenance workers. "unanimous strong opposition" to joining the union with
"Of course our proposals must be ratified by the another 1 1 workers. The petition had been initialed by a
technicians," says Service Employees International Union supervisor
unionization. who tried to prevent a vote in favour of
local
204 business
agentareaDonof Barclay,
win wage
rates in the
$3.61 per"but
hour weto are
$4.0!hoping
for theto
The worker said he signed the petition because "all of us
wanted a union, but I guess we were sacred of the boss and
He added that the local wants $3.81 per hour to $4.21 for warned to please him. When we went down to the labour
the surgical animal lab technicians who help al the operating board hearing, and talked to the union representative, we
majority."
table. Il is also asking for improvements in working and
our minds."
safety conditions, including the establishment of a safety changed
Another
worker, Stanley Gregory, said he was "all for
committee with worker representatives.
when I first heard about it"
The workers make $2.53 to $2.84 per hour at present the union
"being
as
poorly paid as what we are, 1 figure we can't
without lime and a half for overtime.
lose by joining the union," he said. "I'm single, live al home,
The technicians employed in a number of U of T's science and
wouldn't
think
about marriage or trying to raise a family
departments
voted 32 to 9 in favour of joining the union about
two weeks ago.
until I gel a higher wage."
He
also
expressed
worry about safety conditions,
The workers clean cages, and feed and care for animals
especially in the primate quarters where monkeys can carry
heing used for research. Most work in the Medical Sciences,
diseases
fatal
to
man.
He
said he feels the present safety
Zoology, Banting, and Dental Buildings.
precautions might be inadequate.
Barclay said he thought the workers joined the union
Dr. L. division,
R. Christensen,
Directorfatal
of'thevirus,
animal
"because they are sick and tired of having a minimal pay raise laboratory
said oneMedical
potentially
the
jammed down their throats without
being able to do anything Herpes Simiae
virus, does occur in monkeys. When
contracted by a human bitten by a monkey, the probability of
of the men on the negotiating committee said, "We
aboutOneit."
death is 85 per cent. Christensen is preparing a set of
joined
the union because we are practically getting no wage
for the university on monkey care with Canada's
U of T's lab workers want the same pay maintenance and can't live off it, getting paid once a month and with a directives
leading moneky expert. Dr. Michael Wolcroft of Connaughl.
employees won in their recent negotiations.
family and accumulated bills."
More
exams?
By DAVID WISE
The Geography Departmental Council Tuesday delayed
deciding whether or not to set up a strict evaluation system for
undergraduate courses.
A proposal which would have instituted compulsory exams and
bell curve
grading for 100 and 200 series courses was put off after
some
discussion.
The council's
automatically
department
policy, decision
as it is onlywillannotadvisory
body to become
Donald P.binding
Kerr,
chairman of the department. Kerr indicated at the meeting that if
the policy is implemented, the department would not rigidly
scrutinize each course and professor.
The council considered a brief written by undergraduate
secretary John Britton in response to "an increasing disparity in
grades between
courses
at theat same
level".level,
To one
illustrate
the
problem,
Brittonvarious
cited two
courses
the same
in which
there was a 90 per cent possibility of an A or B grade, while in the
other, only a 20 per cent possibility.
Britton'sin allmemo
advises
a standardized
policy of student
assessment
100 and
200 level
courses. It recommends
a bell
curve distribution ofgrades with 70 per cent established as the mean
and average grade. Between five and 15 per cent would necessarily
get "F"
failing recommended
marks.
The ormemo
compulsory final exams worth
between 40 and 60 per cent of the final grade in first and second year
courses. An amendment, however, was accepted at the meeting
stating that in special cases, with approval of the department
chairman, professors could use alternative methods of evaluation.
Kerr said, in any case that he would not try to enforce
guidelines.
"I operate
a position offrom
complete
in my colleagues...
If one
departsfromsignificantly
the trust
standard,
that is his
responsibility."
The student members on the council are expected to propose
further amendments to soften the impact of the policy.

Chorus
gets $1000
on
objections from Engineering SAC
By
BOBBETTSON
SAC Wednesday passed a reps several
Don Buchan
and Cliff Taylor
small items.
$244,500 budget including an allot- over1Finance
commissioner
Vice De
ment of $18,000 to SHOUT (Student Health Organization al the U Angelo said that "We (SAC) have
or T), $1,000 to the Hart House no control over individual amounts
Chorus and $5,000 to Campus Legal in the budget, Perhaps there should
Aid.
he some renegotiation with The
The Hart House Chorus grant Varsity Board. The present situation
was the first approved under the new
not desirable."
constitutional amendments on fun- is UC
rep Bob Anderson said that
ding external groups, which were "The Varsity is one of the few things
SAC
does
that all students are
given
second
and
final
approval
al
the meeting.
aware of. It would be suicidal to
The new policy allows SAC to
its budget."
The ofparta reduction
of the $2 ofeducation
levy
grant money only to groups of a think
university-wide nature after an in- that hasn't been spent on summer
volved certification process. Outside work in Arts and Science will be
given to the new Arts and Science
grants
prohibited.
Theare Hart
House Chorus Student Union.
Il and the one dollar campus
(formerly the U of T Chorus) had
received a grant of $ 3,500 as a SAC centre levy, for which there are no
group at the spring budget meeting. spending plans, were the object of
Since then they merged with the some discussion at the beginning of
Harl House Glee Club and with the
they were not menoned in the budget.
additional Hart . House funding debate tihecause
reapplied for a reduced grant of Dc Angelo explained that SAC
had little control over these two
S2.2S5 under the new regulations.
Council agreed to leave the items, and thus did not seem
$1X.000 grant to SHOUT in the necessary to put in the budget.
A move to reinstate the Erindale
budget, but deferred approval to the
next meeting. This was done on the student council rebate, which was
grounds that the group had yet to go
year'spresident
spring
through the required constitutional chopped
hudgel, by from
ErindalelastSACE
Paul Moran, was defeated with only
procedures.
The $5,000 allotment to Campus the Erindale reps voting in favour.
Legal Aid did not have to go Moran charged that SAC has gone
through the same procedure because
spirit of last"SACyear'sdidconit was accepted as a SAC project. against the stitutional
The largest item in the budget was reduce its fees asconference.
it promised to.notIt
SdO.59 1 for the office administration must stop pretending it can fulfill a
which along with executive salaries university-wide, role all the time!
of $10,305, OFS fees, and other
De Angelo replied that the
expenses made up the executive constitutional amendments clearly
commission budget of $ 96,603.
required all groups wanting to show
The next largest item, the budget Ihwt benefits from their activities
for The Varsity or $41,729 went extend to all three campuses. "The
through with no changes after some budeet won't take an Erindale
SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE PROUDLY PRESENTS
in concert
TOM

RUSH
with
Janineat Locke

Sat. Nov. 11 8:00 p.m.

BASSE'S RGTflURmT
fl PRRT OF TOROflTO SltlCG 1929
On Yonge ft at Gerrdrd
S_
368-3503 —I

Scarborough College
(401 and Morningside)
TICKETS: $3.00 available at:
Downtown U. of T. SAC Office
Shermans Music Centre 691 Yonge
or Scarborough College Student Council
more information: 284-3244
Free bus (eaves Convocation Hall at 7:00 p.m., Leaves Scar, for Warden at 11*0

sour note
reflate," he said.
Vice-president John Helliwell
then moved an amendment that any
rebate to Erindale be a direct rebate
to the students, and any change in
this
be made
by Both
a referendum
Krindale
students.
this and theof
main motion were defeated.
The Hart House Chorus was
granted S 1,000 only after two earlier
motions giving them $2,285 and
SI 500 were defeated because they
failed to get the required two thirds
majority.
Music SAC rep Marilyn Anthony
said that SAC had told the chorus in
the
springNow
to gowhen
out this
and had
get other
funding.
been
done they were threatening
withdrawal or the grant, she said.
De Angelo
the
chorus
was now charged
a differentthatgroup.
With a tight budget he said, he
couldn't see funding a Hart House
group.
Engineering
rep Donthe Buchan.
however,
supported
grant,
saying "the
chorus forshould
mended by SAC
goingbeoutcom-to
find money. It is one of the few
groups
has."agreed
He added
SAC hadthat
already
to fund that
the
group
far as I'm concerned
it's theandsame"as group."
The first motion for $2185 was
defeated 13-13 and the second for
SI 500, also failed by one vote to get
the required two thirds vote. Finally,
a motion for $1,000 won the support
of Bob Anderson, whose vote was
enough to get it passed.
The contingency fund was left at
$11,330 after a transfer of $2500
from the service commission
because there w*ere no specific projects proposed.
Communications
commisioner
Debra Lewis successfully moved an
additional $500 to the original $500
for funding college and faculty student papers to be distributed
of the budget,
camThepus- remainder
wide.
including:the education, university,
and communications commission
budgets, remained intact.
Bonus! Bonus!
As special bonus to those Varsity
staffers and transient youths who
attend today's meeting, rare
political coming
filmseditorial
concerning
the up-be
policy may
shown {negotiations pending).
"Today I am a Man", featuring
Varsity editor Alex Podnick may be
shown today at 1 pm, if it is flown in
from Owen Sound on time. Chicken
soup will not- be provided.
Staff is welcome to attend,
newcomers are encouraged.
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"Final stamp of approval"

Centre
Metro
with
exchange
land
City passes
By DOUG HAMILTON
consulted
when thethatcen-if
A motion lo defer decision on adequately
tre was planned,
and claimed
crucial land exchange agreement the bill was delayed, "the public
hetween the City orToronto and the would then have all the facts before
developers of Metro Centre was
defeated Wednesday by a vote of 14- Incensed by Sewell's attack on the
5 at City Council.
land deal. Alderman David
Last May, a land exchange deal Rotcnberg. who is running for
was approved in principle by the city
declared
"'the nonsense
;lnd the developers, Canadian ofmayor,
Alderman
Sewellthathardly
deserves
National and Canadian Pacific
"
.
t
i
Railways.
He denied council's endorsement
According to Alderman John ofa reply."
the hill could be construed as "a
Sewell. who introduced the motion stamp
of approval" and claimed
to delay approval of the deal until that Sewell
next .lanuary, when a newly elected the agreement.had "misinterpreted"
council meeTs the city will be trading Rotenberg insisted that Sewell
land parcels w-orth S88 million for was deliberately misleading the
railway land valued at $15 million. public by claiming the planning of
By approving the bill, Sewell said the centre was inadequate.
the council had done "a very, very notSewell,
"does
want loclaimed
help planRotenberg,
Metro Centre,
historic thing" because "the final
stamp
of
approval"
had
been
he
wants
to
help
wreck
it."
applied to the deal.
Rotenberg told Sewell, "just vote
indorsement of the bill, asserted against
it and don't mislead the
the Ward 7 alderman, "wraps up the
"If no development agreement
hind deal" and "wraps development takes
place, no land exchange will
public."
-procedures,"
Sewell claimed that the city is take
place"
Metro Rotenberg.
Centre will
nol
be
built, and
concluded
now "moving into the morass of
Voting
on
another
controversial
implementing
Centre."
He question of selling city land to
insisted
thai theMetro
agreement
with the
developers should not have been developers, council approved the
approved because major problems sale of Piper Street to the Royal
Alderman John Sewell, standing by model of proposed Hydro building, charged excessive
with the design of the centre have Bank. (Piper Street is a
not been resolved.
thoroughfare between York and Bay
development is a "total waste".
He criticized council for Streets, south oT Wellington.) The
hank intends to erect a 35 storey
"What we have downtown is too
approving the project loo hastily edifice
Toronto "is close to the New totally and utterly out of control,"
in the area.
and warned that "the consequences
York
situation",
declared
Sewell. continued Sewell. He said that the
much
development,"
said
Sewell.
He
asserted
that
there
was
a
Sewell again led the attack
He claimed
excessive
development
of this aagreement"
city authorities must take steps to
strous for Toronto. would be dis- against the project and the city's surplus of office space in the central constituted
ensure that large-scale development
"a total waste."
is conducted in a rational manner.
There is "inherent badness" in the decision to sell Piper Street. He core oTthe city, and cited a case in
"We
are
leading
ourselves
into
the
Metro Centre concept, said Sewell described the proposed building as New York City where a newly
"We can do this by holding on to
same death trap as New York",
an architectural monstrosity and erected 35-storey Manhattan office heveryexclaimed.
angrily. "The planning was not done claimed
the land we (the city) own in this
there was no reason why it lower had to be demolished because
in Hea satisfactory
manner."
should
be
constructed.
insisted the public was not
it was continually vacant.
Downtown development "is case. Piper Street,"
Radical

fighter

HALIFAX (CUP) — The man who
bitterly resigned the chairmanship
of
U of twoT'syearsDepartment
Sociology
ago rather thanof
agree lo democratization of departmenl decision-making has apparently been called in to quash similar
trends ;it Dalhousie University's
sociology and anthropology
department.
Distinguished Canadian
sociologist Samuel Clark was head
offromU the
of T'slimeSociology
it was splitDepartment
from the
Department of Political Economy
until his 1969 resignation. He quit
his tJ oT T post upset over student
and faculty demands for committee
vote counts and (he push for incrc-i::ed student participation in
department decision-making.
Clark went to Dalhousie with a
two-year visiting professor appointment inJuly, I972. And, when
the then current sociology head
decided to quit, Clark was seized
upon as the ideal solution, supposedly able to calm the troubled situation
in ihe department and restore good
Urdcr and peace.
During the pasl two years,
Dalhousie sociology and
anthropology chairman Don Clairiiio.nl has had lo weather two major
assaults
on ihe
chairman's
Disgruntled
faculty
allacked power.
Clairmoni fur unilaterally concluding

S. D.

Clark

"secret deals" with the university
;idminisl
faculty. ration about hiring new
And, in a struggle that dragged on
through all of last year, Clairmont
succeeded in re-defining student
representatives out of effective participation idepartment
n
committees
and meetings.
Clairmonl managed lo persuade a
majority of faculty lo rally to his
position on these two occasions,
offering them suitable inducements.
However, more trouble seemed to be
brewing for this year. Faculty have
been increasingly complaining about
erosion of [he "rule of discussion
before
while graduate
sludenls decision",
are highly displeased
about
new course requirements set after
they had accepted admission to the
deparlment.
Initial response lo news of Clark's
impending appointment — without
even the formality of the traditional
search for applicants within or
w'iihoul the particular university —
by faculty and students has been
cool. Dalhousie Gazette, ihe university's siudeni newspaper, exposed Clark's background in a
feature
printed
in this morning's
issue.
In 1969. Clark lold U of T
students and faculty thai he
"preferred trying lo work out

vars
TORONTO^
ity

makes

situations
without (forvoting".
"Theis
final responsibility
decisions)
the chairman's," he said.
"I hoped to avoid the issue of
voting because it can lead to
irresponsible actions like we saw last
Wednesday (when ihe sociology un-

good
at Dalhousie
""Decisions and recommendadergraduate curriculum commiltee
tions, and departmental responsibiloverrode
Clark's
objections
in
January, 1969 and ordered that a
ity for them must resl wilh an identifiable authority, one that be
vole be laken lo determine the committee's wishes about a decision he Clark
found —wrote
namely
chairman,"
in anthe April,
1969
had unilaterally made without con- memo.
sulting the affected parties).

Dare

threatens

Foods

prosecution

of student reporter at Glendon
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — Dare Foods has threatened a cancellation of contracts wilh food store chains.
Clendon College student with prosecution for contempt
The letter from Dare's lawyer, John Lang,
orcourt for a story about the Dare boycott published in continues,
"In my opinion it is unlawful and a breach of
the college newspaper.
the injunction
to do anything or say anything to any
Dare demanded fourth year political science person in an effort lo slop
or corporations from
student Bob Edwards make his retraction by November handling products sold bypersons
Dare Foods Limited."
Edwards poinls oul that his implicit suggestion
The company alleges Edwards violated
that consumers nol purchase Dare cookies until the
injunction prohibiting persons advised of ita court
from uiinp:iny grants a fair seltlemenl lo its workers
and
"attempting to induce breaches of contract" between allows a union shop does not fall under Ihe constraints
of
the
injunction.
Dare Edwards,
and "any however,
other persons
or
corporations"
A
shopper
reading
.
Pro
Tern,
has
no
says he has been advised
contracl to buy Dare products, he explained.
legal counsel that he is not in breach of the injunction.by
One union member who received the same letter as
He is nol contemplating making a retraction at ihis Edwards.
Andrew Diamond, has instructed his lawyer
The registered form letter accompanying the copy statements
to write Dare's
Lang, asking that the
retracted.
letter beJohn
in the lawyer,
ofpoint.
ihe injunction sent Edwards and some members
sinking local 173 of ihe United Brewery. Workersof
has raised
ihe point
that Lang'san
charges Dare has evidence indicating recipients of the IdlerDiamond's
posedof ihe
a lawyer
ihreal
as such
constitutes
Idler have been involved in efforts leading lo the infraclion
CriminalandCode.

Atex Podnlck
Editor
Office
appearing on page
91 St. George
St., 2nd floor four
Articles
Phone
923-8741,
923-8742
today are not editorials,
but regular news stories.
Monday.
Editorial comment returns
Advertising Manager Bob Brockhouie
923-8171
Phone

The Varsity, a member ot Canadian
University Press, was founded in 1680
and is published
ministrative Cbyouncil iheot iheSludenls
UniversityAdolPressTconio
and Is primed
by Dalsons
Lid.
Opinions
expressed
in misol
newspaper
are nolAdministrative
necessarily ihoso
ihe
Students*
Council
orFormal
the administrationabout
ot the university.
or businesscomplaints
operation ol thethepapereditorial
may
be addressed
to
the
Chairman,Varsity
Campus
Relations
Comminee,
Board ot Directors. 9T. Si. George St.
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Preset care blocks development

Mentally
Often, the presence of a
mentally handicapped person in
a family is a barsource
of em-a
as ment and shame,
matter to be mentioned as little as
possible. The affected person
may often by shunted into an
institution by his family.
In an effort to meet the needs
and acute problems of mentally
handicapped persons in a fundamentally different way, a group
of activists in Winnipeg set up, a
year ago, a "Sisters and Brothers
Collective" which attempts to link
change in this sphere with an
overall societal struggle for
liberation. The name of the
collective signifies participation
by blood sisters and brothers of
the handicapped people. It also
indicates participation by
socialist sisters and brothers who
actively identify with the nascent
liberation struggle of mentally
and physically
persons, their handicapped
families and
associates.
So far the collective's main
accomplishment
been involvement in the has
establishment
and running of a bi-weekly Saturday afternoon program for people with severe mental and
physical handicapps. The idea is
to provide enjoyable recreation
and wholesome refreshments
while promoting greater social
awareness among those enrolled
and providing relief for their
tamilies.
There are now 28 people
enrolled, mostly ranging from 9 to
eighteen years and coming from
all over Winnipeg. The program is
unique in Winnipeg in that it is
geared primarily to serving
families with the most difficult
problems. It is also unique in
providing one (volunteer) staff
member for each person enrolled
Bitml.ltaljlP

need
children
handicapped
which
it
is
becoming
a fetish.
related
to
the
mentally
as well as free transportation for handicapped.
The way it is applied to
particiants. The program is supmentally
handicapped
(including
An in-thing these days is
ported bythe Winnipeg
the Canadian
Associationbranch
for theof "operant conditioning" or autistic) people is the same as it
has long been applied in training
Mentally Retarded (CAMR). !t is "behavioural modification". It is animals.
Favoured behaviour is
run in a school made available by applied at institutions and taught rewarded
with treats, pats on the
in
university
psychology
the Winnipeg Parks and Recrea- departments, as well as being
head, hugs,pliments.
smiles andactivity
comtion
Board.
Six
of
the
program's
staff are collective members. promoted at various conferences results in withdrawalUndesired
of attention,
Most of the others are Faculty of tor educators.

Education students preparing to
teach
courses. "Special Education"
The collective intends to
investigate the history of institutions, agencies and
programs dealing with mentally
handicapped persons in
Manitoba. Some contemporary
themes are becoming apparent
as a result of analysis of various
conferences and programs

The basic theory underlying
this approach is the idea that
people respond to rewards and
punishment. When someone
-receives an unpleasant response
to an action, she or he wilt tend to
be discouraged from repeating it,
while if a favourable response is
gained the action will be encouraged. What is questionable
is the exaggerated way the theory
is being applied and the way in

scoldings,finement, slaps,
solitary
conorwithholding
of treats.
Desired behaviour is broken
down into many successive steps
with
"operanteachconditioning",
"reinforcing"
progressive
step, in order, until it is habit. As
in the regular school system and
places of work of capitalist society, "desired
externallybehaviour"
imposed rather isthan
being determined by those un-

freedom
dergoing training.
"Operant conditioning" is used
to make recipients fit in or conform to obviously inadequate surroundings. Its appeal is high in
typical, crowded
stitutions and impersonal
in common,Instrained family situations caused
by the pathetic
facilities
usefullackto ofthecommunity
mentally
and physically handicapped.
"Operant conditioning" does not
come
closeIt is tosimply
the
source ofanywhere
the problem.
more sophisticated, liberal,
humane, and successful than the
brutal traditional forms of dealing
with mentally handicapped persons. Itlends itself, for example,
not only to the teaching of good
hygiene, but equally easily (and
commonly) to the training of handicapped persons as a cheap
and docile supply of labour.
"Operant
appears
to be idealconditioning"
for training
people jutosting to basically
more comfortably
degrading ad-or
exploitative situations. A massive
assault on isolated, overcrowded, centered
understaffed
stitutions
aroundindemands for decentralized,
community-integrated facilities
would be the alternative. The reply to such suggestions, however,
when made to those in the field,
tends to be "But that's not our job
as psychologists; we are simply
offering
professional
service."
The alack
of community
facilities geared to handicapped
people discriminates particularly
heavily against working class
families with limited time and
resources.
A sharp alternative to
emphasis on "operant conditioning" would be emphasis on
the development of social appreciation through imaginative

IBmnMCum(nr>ilirwlfJ Br.ildi JM&ll [V,- - irr RfrnWttf hMr rr-jikuJ finira.i Cwcw°> Imrfrfl fcUfcd t, ISU Dclitu, Cfc lld.Cvuil.
THIS WEEK!
Colonial
203 Yonge St.

CHUCK

STARTING NOV. 20:
THE COASTERS

MANGIONE

Commerce
Final

Year

Students
Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one
of the most exciting roles in business management
He tackles complex and fascinating problems.
For the professionally-trained man
- the scope is limitless.
Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson. Gordon
representatives, on campus

— .... hi *mmtmmm^m m immiiii
Making the most of a good thing. That's Bacardi.
A private place. Free time. Maybe someone special. And definitely Bacardi rum
You sec, Bacardi white-dry is a natural for cola, tonic, orange juice,
tomato juice, even dry vermouth.
So you can really make the most of it.
Best of all, since anything goes with Bacardi, Bacardi goes anytime.
BACARDI rum

Nov; 13, 14, 15 and 16
Appointments should be made through the
Student Placement Office
If this time is not convenient, please contact us directly
Clarkson,
CHARTEREDGordon
ACCOUNTANTS & CO.
Hitlifnx • S;imt John • Guubec • Mom real • Ottawa • Toronlo
HiimiHpn • KUchomjr • London • Windsor • Thunder Bay
Winni|?f!(] . R^iin,) . Cnl<|.ity ■ Edmonlon • Vancouver • Viciona
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games and environments where
enjoyment is dependent on cooperation. Creating situations
where people can b>ld affection
and trust for others adds to their
all-round level of social responsibility and self-confidence. This
is turn should lead to greater
initiative and self-reliance. In contrast, exaggerated behavioural
modification may generally reinforce inhibitions and dampen experimentation and the overall
learning process.
In keeping with its philosophy,
the Winnipeg Sisters and
Brothers Collective has
broadened its interests to include
groups with over-lapping or
similar concerns as those of
families with mentally handicapped members. This has
brought it into contact with a
group of parents with children on
"Doman-Delacato" programs
(despite a complete lack of support from local doctors). These
programs have been developed
at the Institute for the Achievement of Human Potential in
Philadelphia. The supporting
theory rests on the idea that brain
cells pattern themselves in
response to external stimuli and
the development of muscular
functions. Practitioners are thus
concerned with treatihg the brain
just as one attempts to cure a
disease or non-neurological injury, rather than helping the handicap ed to adjust to their
handicap.
The programs generally
involve many hours a day, so that
when positive results appear it is
often asked if the key to success
was the method or simply the
heavy amount of special attention; there does not appear to be
a conclusive answer at this point.
In any event, families are offered
hope by the program and considerable numbers have

Sffi

benefitted while in it. Many
families using the DomanDelacato are doing so after being
told by the medical profession
that nothing can be done to
reduce the handicap which the
affected member of the family
faces.
In addition to facing different
theoretical and applied approaches to working with handicapped persons, the Sisters
and Brothers Collective has

become increasingly familiar with
the paternalistic, charity approach which engulfs
organizations such as the Canadian
Association
for the Mentally
Retarded.

analagous to what happens to
other sectors of the population
that are oppressed with the label
of inferiority: women, children,
racial minorities, workers, the unemployed, welfare recipients,
The very expression "mentally rural people, and the physically
retarded" is unscientific and pre- handicapped. In the case of menjudicial inthat it implies that mentally handicapped people this is
tal development is being delayed even more serious because of
or can no longer proceed. In fact, their more critical need to maximize their rate of mental
however, persons relatively handicapped because of brain injury development. Ideas associated
or genetic characteristics can with the term "mentally retarded"
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At a recent discussion of
"recreational Opportunities for
the Mentally Retarded", a panelist exclaimed "the most imgift you can give a
AMEN."portant
retarded
child is acceptance. Alt
too plain is the analogy to similar
comments that it is time to
acknowledge Indians, black people, or women as human beings.
The total inadequacy of such an
outlook should be apparent, yet it
seems to be the root of the CAMR
campaigns.
This is what their widely shown
film,
Over", ofis theall
about."Hi,The Look
centralMe feature
film is the parading of mentally
handicapped people in front of
the general public to be looked
over as candidates for comand "acceptance children
as persons".passionThe handicapped
shown are in what is considered
by the producers
to be
attractive
form. Theof thefilmfilmcentres
onToronto
the "Special
for the Olympics"
top mentallyheldhan-in
dicapped athletes from across
Canada. And those portrayed as
most successful are those who
have been most completely
moulded into conformity with
values glorifying individualistic
competition.
Of course, liberals sincerely
believe that they are doing the
most wonderful thing in the world
when
tryingas topeople
get "therather
retarded"
accepted
than
as monsters and demons. What
they are really doing, however, is
helping to replace an outlook
based on rank bigotry and fear
with one based on pity. The
liberation of the mentally hanrequires
much more. dicapped however,
Russ Rothney
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are not very far removed from the
ideas associated with the totally
dehumanizing reference, so common among children, but by no
means only among children
(where did
they learn the
attitude?) to handicapped
people
as Such
"mental"a or patronizing,
"retarded". and
dehumanizing attitude, makes it
easy for 'liberals' to identify the
"mentally needing
retarded"
fortunates
help,asjustmis-as
missionaries thought (and still
think) of "saving" the "poor people of India" or the inhabitants of
reservations in Canada. In practice, such an attitude leads easily
to complicity in the oppression of
"the less fortunate".
The pitying, charity mentality is
nauseatingly displayed in the
"Flowers of Hope" campaign in
which packets of flower seeds are
sold to raise money for the
CAMR.
The annual meeting of the
CAMR in 1972 was opened with
an "Official Retarded Children's
Prayer". Printed in blue on a
white card, it was distributed with
the annual report:
"Almighty
mosta common
merciful
Father,
we whoandshare
concern for the mentally
retarded, bring our desires and
hopes for them in confidence to
Thee.
"Help us to grow in
understanding of Thy plan for all
Thy children, so we may fully
serve Thee in leading them along
paths to happiness.
"Make us sensitive to their
inner struggles. Give us
eagerness to serve, and consistency inour hopes for every
child of Thy love. Grant wisdom
and patience to all engaged in
teaching, research, family care,
and auxiliary services. Fill us with
Thy grace that we may have fresh
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develop mentally just as well as
can "ordinary" persons.
Even worse, the term '"mentally
retarded"
connotes
accep-of
tance of anowfixed,
low stage
mental development and carries
the stigma of being "dumb". As a
result of this outlook the "mentally retarded"
not
taken
seriouslyregularly
and areare consequently discouraged from
developing their mental
capacities. This is in many ways
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A rendt
's keendecided
analysis
of political
ignores class interests
interview with Germancrises
writer
Crises of the Republic
which problems should
be solved.
by Hannah Arendt
Adelbert Reif), is that it fails to
And il denies what is common provide for political and legal
Longmans
that are independent
S3.75
knowledge
on Yonge
Street — ofinstilutions
the
existence
of powerful
the economic base.
"I'm going to Saigon next economic
forces
that
have
an
"What between
protects freedom
is the
week."
said theOil. driver, a geologist interest in the U.S. presence in division
governmental
for Imperial
Vietnam. These include not only and economic power, or to put it
There's oil in Vietnam then?
those companies interested in in Marxian language, the fact that
"Oh sure. The country's actual
resource extraction, like the state and its constitution are
floating
it."
Right.on Thanks
for the ride. oil. but the corporations who
Another casual bit of information have boomed since the second notAnd
superstructures."
Marxian ideologies, she
picked up in the course of hitch- world war on the manufacture of says in "Civil Disobedience", are
hiking down Yonge St.
war and war-related materials. actually counter-productive, esBut the amazing thing about And in the Politics of Heroin in
pecial y intheir tendency to disthis tid-bit. was not the fact of oil South-east Asia, Alfred W.
solvement.andShe split
the studentideology
movecan downplay
exploration in South-east Asia — McCoy suggests another highbecause
she
does
not
perceive
that's
been
documented
before.
that interest
may ac-in the movement to be working for
unt for an economic
Rather it was that this fact, profit cocommodity
although still diligently ignored by Vietnam.
radical politicial change. Instead
the Time-Life-Star axis, is on its
Notice that the latest peace she sees the anti-war activists
way to becoming common plans contain a provision for 'simply as inheritors of the
knowledge on Yonge Street.
heavy American aid to both pluralist tradition of voluntary
Enter Hannah Arendt (stage northern and southern Vietnam. associations.
centre).
And as part of the pluralist
A cynic might conclude from this
To Arendt, the Vietnam war is a
companies sub- tradition, would it not be possible,
moral abomination. And this that thesidizedsame
bythe American taxpayer she asks, to find a "niche" for civil
book, a collection of four essays, to destroy Vietnam will now be disobedience in the institutions of
zeroes in again and again on the subsidized lo rebuild the country.
In one of the more blatant
war as an illustration of fun- Or in an economist's terms, Nix- government?
damental weaknesses in the
suggestions for co-option. Arendt
on's
willingness
to
make
peace
American policy.
may simply prove we are at the seriously talks of giving civil
where the marginal rate of disobedience groups (draft dodThe Pentagon
don't point
provide
any new Papers
information,
profit on destruction has
gers, draft card burners, Black
diminished
the marginal Panthers. Weathermen??) the
Arendt suggests in "Lying in rate of profitto onequal
construction.
legal status of Congressional lobPolitics".
Rather,
they
show
the
extent to which the U.S. adIn short, there is enough
ministration ignored actual in- evidence to strongly suggest that byists.
Excuse me Senator — Mr.
But for those unfortunate
formation prepared by its own the U.S. interest in Vietnam has Rubin and 3000 associates are economic system dominated by
enough not to be steeped in
intelligence services. Even as the been lied to economic interests waiting outside to discuss an inequality of wealth.
those
of culture, and
American imperialism.)
Central Intelligence Agency of a specific class.
In her effort to escape who areperiodicals
considering buying the
American economist Paul
reports that bombing the north
Yet
Arendt's
practised
eye
historical
determinism.
Arendt
book,
here
is
a
point about
will have little effect on Viet- Sweezy is one writer who has does pinpoint weaknesses in the
mystification. The price listed on
thebetweenempirical
connamese morale, the bombs begin integrated this, data with analytic North American student move- neglects nections
economic
and
to fall.
ment (or what is left of it), par- political power, presenting us in- the book reads "$2.95 — slightly
theory. "The defence of the U.S.
In trying to figure out why
ticularly what she describes as its
stead with a concept of salvation higher in Canada". Actually, the
"free matter
world" foris
this could happen, Arendt uses empire,
literally a alias
life andthe death
price listed
by the a Canadian
"theoretical and analytical through constitutionalism.
tributor is$3.75,
whopping dis-27
the image-reality analysis. The a large number of the biggest
technocrats have a problem corporations," he writes in dullness".
per
cent
higher.
Which
is sort of
Arendt is at her best, in this
Two post-scripts: One of the
(pacifying Vietnam); they create a Modern Capitalism and Other collection, in her interview with four essays is a reprint of "On like saying the new Robarts
model to provide the solution Essays. "And for the entire ruling writer Reif. As the pair range over Violence", the others have Library is "slightly higher" than
Ibrush-fire wars, limited bom- class, massive (and growing) topics from socialism to student appeared in the New York Review Sidney Smith Hall.
Tom Walkom
bing, limited incursions, etc.). As government spending on the war power in Germany and America, ot Books and the New Yorker.
their models become more com- machine is the only acceptable the theorist spells out her posiform of surplus utilization on the
tion more concretely than in her
cated, the technocrats'
m them plibecome
more interest
vested. scale required to keep the U.S. specific topic essays.
The image of what should be economy from sinking back into
Civil liberty is her major
There is only ONE...
happening in Vietnam splits from the kind of stagnation and mass passion, and Arendt justifiably
the reality of what is happening; unemployment which chides the left for tending to disOFFICIAL
to reconcile this split, the characterized the years of the
miss freedom of speech and
technocrats suppress or twist in- Great Depression."
University
of Toronto
Yet Arendt chooses neither to assembly as "bourgeois
formation, causing the credibility
Her
answer
to
an
immoral
refute
or
support
the
theory
of
a
gap (or in Arendt 's blunter
freedoms".
language — the lie).
war dominated by class interests administration is the creation of a
So the technocrats become the and ignores the evidence, in- federated system of councils to
SIGNETand RING
real villains in Arendt's con"the States
goals govern a nation, a constitution
thethatUnited
ception ofthe war, continuing the pursuedsistingbyinstead
based on voluntary associations.
Hfe CREST PIN
conflict for the sake of an image. government were almost ex- Councils would consist of small
they are supplied only through
"The ultimate
groups of interested citizens,
the war)
was neither poweraimnor(ofprofit..
.the
Why sheclusively
doespsychologic".
this is not clear. chosen through a "self-selective
STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
goal was now the image itself." Arendt is certainly not ignorant of process". Those wishing to parS.A.C. Building
ticipate would do so, the rest
It's an attractive theory to materialist theory. Perhaps it is
suppose a major
war is the doing her reaction against Marxism wouldn't bother.
which causes her to neglect
of a mystified and mystifying economic
It's all very nice, except
EDWARDS
factors.
* A. EARL or
-- , bureaucracy, because it lets
Arendt's council system thatis
everyone else off the hook. But
The problem with the Marxist premised on true equality of op1534
Bayview
Ave
.
Phone
blaming the problem-solvers analysis, she says in "Thoughts
portunity, which historically has
(Office at rear, off Millwood)
483-4212
begs the question — who on Politics and Revolution", (an never been able to evolve in an
PLS
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Lasalle
plays
great
fugue
of late
Beethoven
If all art aspires to the condition quartet obliged with a recital of
Mozart's rather lyrical phrases
of music, as Pater said, then all this and two other works
into expansive Brahmsian sighs.
late Beethoven aspires to the November 2 at the Town Hall, as
(But,
sure sounded
diffr'nt.)geeAndpop,theit funny
thing is,
condition of the fugue. I really the first part in the International
Quartet
Series.
And
what
they
don't know if I want to defend this
just as you sometimes think
Brahms is going to fall off his
stately aphorism. I don't think had to say about Ludwig's fugal
Pater ever intended to defend his style, by means of their playing,
horse when the broad rhythm of
pronouncement (although he did was eloquent and telling —
his canter runs up against tonal
explain it) when he plunked it Beethovenian, in short.
and harmonic fences, so too I
squarely In the middle of his
The first movement is an
squirmed in my seat as the
adagio ma non troppo
essay an"School
of Glorgione".
Lasalle's lazy leaning into the
was
otherwordly
feeling heIt characterized by a fast,
piece very nearly led to total
and the other Oscar Wildes of the downward fragment which unzips
collapse of forces at the beginera had about art — all art — that the slow, inward-turning surning. think
I things picked up in
it constantly strives to alchemize
rounding melody. Beethoven,
the allegretto, and I really wanted
its matter into form, its narrative with this type of contrast, is
to The
ask them
play itwasagain.
secondto work
Gyorgy
thrust into pure dramatic thrust. nudging the fugue. This is
Well, Beethoven was trying to followed by a snappy n'er-lookLigeti's
second
quartet
written
do something similar with his back presto, and then an an1968. It is a tour de force of soundin
matter too, It was somehow too
dante. Here there are two groups:
effects, as was his eerie contribution to the movie 2007: A
volatile and querulous merely to While one tosses up and
be poured into an eighteenth athletically twirls the melody, the
Space
Odyssey;
(no, notmovement
the blue
century mold. It was not at home other plays with a version of the
Danube). The .third
there and always tugged or same, or runs off briefly in its own
exploits plucking of the strings,
pushed at the walls. We needn't little melodic games. The Lasalle
especially near the bridge of the
sound the clarion call of the brought off this back and forth
stringed instruments, and even
between the bridge and string
revolution, either, in saying that it intimacy very clearly — I found
one
ever
written.
And
the
Lasalle
making
entrances
with
vigour
"aspired"
my
eyes
and
ears
going
from
to
something
but ensemble to ensemble, depen- Quartet made the most of it. at- and staccato precision. They holder (as on a guitar) where the
not slicker or easier. On freer,
the conhigh fretacking its angular rhythms with rightly capitalized on the near notes arequencycrystal-clear
ding on who had the musical
trary — tougher and more ex"pings".
The
ensemble
furious
bows
—
and
I
mean
"ball".theAgain
work
here
was
first-rate.
The
acting, as when a chess fiend's with
of the movement's bizarre and in their own way
fugue.Beethoven is toying furious. I don't think I've ever insanity
frenetic self-absorption.
game-appetite is whetted finding
heard
horsehair
spit
and
growl
himself in an impossible situation
The ensuing alia danza
I feel I really owe my more- touching effects of this movement
fabricated by an incomparable tedesco has but one texture and more menacingly than in the favourable-than-ever apprecia- seemed to be exacted effortlessly
tion of the opus 130 to the Lasalle by the players from their inopponent.
of thisbecause
move- Quartet
won't push a fugue into it. The Lasalle's
for having so daringly
ment. Andplaying
that is alright,
And, for deaf Beethoven, his we
struments. This is not always so
adagio which precedes the
for
this
work
the
furioso
fugue
is
combined a very refined, in- in the piece. For example, some
health dribbling away, that Grosse Fuge (and it is a fullBeethoven's
answer
to
what
has
genuous
reading
of
the
earlier
fledged
fugue)
is
a
melancholy,
sustained
high-pitched
are
"situation"
the fugue.
I say almost despairing song. As gone before: The first five narcotic and serene passages impossible to intone notes
this flatly andwas disdain
argument.
smoothly
movements,
each
in
their
own
with a spit and fire attack of the and correctly, so amateurish
In fact I invoke Sir Donald Tovey someone said of Bruckner's sixth
They certainly presented it squeaks will be unavoidable, and
symphony, it is fatal to listen to
and
an "in- infugue.
all its delirious glory, and I was were in this performance. A small
said what
had I'mhe sure
livedhe towould
writehave
his when already depressed because way, are feeling
creasinglyforspiritualized,
then it could only drive one to dematerialized" ground. They are happy about their approach, if quibble, perhaps.
analysis of Beethoven's fugal drink.
trying to say the most abstract others might fear it was too
style beyond the first paragraph.
places rests
before
and
movements
and the
players
Beethoven seems to sense he but meaningful thing possible in raging and perhaps even tonally afterLegeti
The Great Tovey was always (and
studiously followed directions,
perhaps the first to do so) finding has said something very true but musical notes. I suppose you can ragged.
It is so easy to get caught up in their bows suspended in mid-air
unbelievably apt items from also very sad because he follows say it takes the fugue to finally set
it with the drunken exorbitance of the musical idea free, so that it the enthusiasm which Beethoven over
their instruments for some
Beethoven's
canon withSo which
bobs and sways unpredictably applied to his tremendous work, seconds. I think these (reminissell
his livejy theories.
I take asto the most famous fugue ever like
a kite.
that we forget two other works
the perfect illustration of my written, in name at least — the
c
e
nt of Cage) silences were very
But you never lose sight of were part of the same concert. effective.
point. Beethoven's quartet in B Grosse Fuge. Excepting the where
the
music
is
going,
which
flat major, opus 130. And not by
Mozart's D minor quartet opened
But again tough, hard playing
Bach's Btheminor
chance: The well-known Lasalle choral
Mass, itKyrie
is alsoofprobably
best is the fun of listening to a fugue — the evening. I really don't know characterized the Lasalle's
to see whether the free rein of the -what the Lasalle was thinking of overall approach to the piece,
theme and the strictures the form when they planned their in- which I think demands
terpretation ofthis fragile, trac- aggressiveness. They know only
imposes
along, even
like fatherdiscuss the opand
son. can
The getLasalle.
in the
tions Hart House
table piece of Mozartian Revela- too well what they are doing when
heat of the imbroglio, managed
tion. Isuppose it is alright to do
service Sundays,
to keep the voices individual, what they did to it, that is draw out they play modern music, and it's
11 a.m.
too
ensembles —can't
leastbadbe other
as adventurous
if notat
as expert. Various and ingenious
approaches to modern music
could very easily sell it, as they
have the classics. After all, the
Budapest Quartet was famous,
not for its dedication to
classicism,
but for the singularity
YOU'V
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America

or,

Yes,

there

at the

Apocalypse,

Virginia,

is a ruling

ideology

Writing on the 1961 trial of Adolph Eichmann in Jerusalem.
Hannah Arendt reflected on what she called the "banality of evil". The
phrase was a reference to the matter-of-fact, mildly puzzled way in
which the meek former bureaucrat explained his role in organizing the
murder of six million of his fellow human beings. The man in the
prisoner's morally,
dock during
trial was
monster,of grotesquely
deformed
but a that
terrifyingly
normalno product
the middle
classes of one of the most civilized nations on earth. His regret was not
for his acts, but for the fact that the failure of the Nazis had exposed
him to the vengeance of others.
It was the "banality of evil" that came vividly to mind when
Richard Nixon, the uprooted used-car salesman from middle America
came onto the television screens on Tuesday night. There was an
obvious, almost touching desire on his part that Americans listen to
and believe the vacuous platitudes about freedom and democracy and
peace that he was speaking, a sincerity that not even the ill-concealed,
self-satisfied smirk on his face could quite erase. And, of course.
Americans did believe him. That day, they had swarmed to the polls to
overwhelmingly elect him over McGovern, the anti-war liberal, who.
never radical to begin with, and only too willing to compromise his
policy platforms tor the sake of power, had nevertheless been
stigmatized as something of an extremist. On Tuesday night, when
America rejected the only-too-moderate Democrat in favour of the
clearly right-wing Richard Nixon, in spite of the endless string of
broken promises, in spite of the Pentagon papers and the Watergate
affair, in spite of abundant evidence of corruption in Washington, in
spite of the murder of countless Vietnamese, it was only too clear why
the
1933.German people were able to elect the government they did in
Perhaps the most galling thing for American liberals in these

post-election
has beenin 1936.
the comparison
of Nixon's
landslideof
victory
to that days
of Roosevelt
That Nixon, the
unsavouriness
whose record is perhaps unmatched among holders of the Presidency
(or is it just that it has been more publicized?), should be compared to
FDR, almost a saint to many who see themselves as being in the
tradition of progressive American liberalism — well, it is infuriating.
I sat at my desk and got on with my Job. — Adolph Eichmann
The grounds for their anger, however, are largely illusory. For
while American voters have been casting their ballots, and while the
vast majority of American intellectuals have been acting as apologists
for the American power structure, and for the ideological tradition that
nourishes them, a new breed of American historians has emerged.
And they have systematically, and thoroughly, cut the ground away
from under all the accepted interpretations of American history. The
old cliches are no longer valid.
A new generation of American revisionist and New Left historians
(although (hey remain a minority, of course, even among their peers)
has dedicated itself to demolishing the dominant myths of the United
States. Historians and critics such as Gabriel and Joyce Kolko (The
Triumph of Conservatism, The Roots of American Foreign Policy, The
Politics of War, and The Limits ot Power). David Horowitz (From Yalta
to Vietnam, Empire and Revolution, Containment and Revolution,
Corporations and the Cold War), Walter LaFeber (America, Russia,
and the Cold War), Gar Alperovitz (Atomic Diplomacy), Barton
Bernstein (Towards a New Past). Marvin Gettleman and David
Mermelstein (The Failure of American Liberalism). Noam Chomsky
(American Power and the New Mandarins, At War With Asia). Harry

Magdoff (The Age of Imperialism), Willia
American Diplomacy, The Contpurs Q
Domhoff (The Higher Circles), _ -jyd (5
New Deal Diplomacy), James Weinsteii
Liberal State and For a New America)
calibre, painstakingly researched and
nature of the American state. Their imp£
has been devastating.
Among the latest of these work:
published under the title of A New Histor
interestingly enough, by a New Left re
Radosh, and by a right-wing libertar
preface, the co-editors explain their coll
both reject the dominant liberal ideoloj
and are thus able
to "transcend
the ideol<c
corporations
to mask
their hegemony
And the statement turns out to be n<
essays in the book, covering the perioc
corporate state, the era from Wilson
American liberal capitalism made a
changing conditions, — while keeping its
yet another nail into the intellectual coffh
As well, the book maintains a high le
shared by most of the revisionist historic
and in marked contrast to an earlier tra
and radical historiography, — a cor
economic determinism — whic^prorf
generalizations and faulty documentatic
to discredit the left both intellectually at
The main focus is U.S. domestic p
authors
that 'corporate
Keynesianshow
economics,
on state welfare
interventc
regulation of corporations, its accept
involvement of the government in welfar
the rest, is not something that emerged i
old 'laissez-faire' business liberalism,
imposed by reformers against the unite
community. Rather, the new corporate \
that, while clearly a major adjustment ol
get established without difficulties and op
ly and logically from the old order, suppt
by the dominant political and corporate
differences, it becomes clear, were for th
of detail, or between the far-sighted and i
ruling classes. Decisively refuted is th
liberals,
in Arthur
Schlesinger'son the
wc
has been that,
ordinarily
the movement
society to restrain the power of the
conflicts, it is made clear, were within libe
the ideology of the dominant business c
have consistently favored state interventk
regulate and cartelize business activity."
Democrats and 'pro-business' Republics
accepted and supported all the h>i;ic tf\
capitalism.
Thus, Woodrow Wilson, so often poi
of peace, the spokesman for the individ
whom high ideals and practical shrev
consistent pattern of thought. As Wi
Secretary of State, said in explaining Wils
universal brotherhood is not sentime
philosophy." For Wilson, it meant a won

Will you never learn the fact t
governments
peacecircumstances.by theories? You acco

In such a world, peace would contri
people,
and, asmustwell,engage
would in.provide an op
the
America
And Wilson accepted the American b
large corporation was dominant. What he i
the U.S. had not adjusted to the chang
return to the old order of individual comf
are still meant for business done by indr
satisfactorily adjusted to business done I
we have got to adjust them." Wr. ft he %p
man", it was in the context of wanting to £
the corporate order.
The Wilsonian era, then, saw a conti
early years of the century, which, as Gaf
development of the control of major econ
"rather than political regulation of the ec
The administrations of Harding and C
no significant changes in the nature and
political economy. The basic structures a:
Theodore Roosevelt and Wilson remaineThen came the election of Hoov<
Depressioh. The accepted interpretation o
Hoover, unwilling to abandon laissez-faire
hoped that the Depression would natural
The truth, however, as Rothbard sho
he
says,
being and
an advocate
of la
precursor "farof from
Roosevelt
the New Deal,
leaders of the twentieth-century shift fi
capitalism to the modern corporate stati
stock market crashed, Hoover moved
government-business planning, fixing pric
public-works programs, incurring a deficit
Ihe budget. It amounted to massive, unpre
in the economy, and none of the rhetoric hi
in the election of 1932 could cloak that f;
Roosevelt and the New Deal, the
continued the already established trends c
before. With the New Deal. )he Ihfe c
responsibility for prosperity and thl
economy; "laissez-faire" and the "free ma
not wholly abandoning the belief that it was
of initiative to be on relief, the adm
responsibility to ensure that all citizens re
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am A. Williams (The Tragedy of
jrt American
History),
Williamof
I?dner
(Economic
Aspects
in (The Corporate Ideal in the
) and others have done highI documented studies of the
act on established scholarship
;s is a collection of essays.
ry Of Leviathan, and co-edited,
evolutionary socialist, Ronald
rian, Murray Rothbard. In a
laboration by stating that they
<gy and concepts of America,
logical myths that enable large
over
American
society." The
ot in the,
least pretentious.
d of the rise of the American
to the New Deal, in which
tremendous adjustment to
s basic features intact — drive
in that liberalism has become,
evel of scholarship, something
ans writing in the last decade,
adition of American "marxist"
mbination of moralism and
«ded by means of sweeping
m, and in the process helped
ind politically.
policy during this period. The
;apitalism'.
with its stress
tion in the economy
and stateon
tance of trade unions, the
re and social security, and all
in complete opposition to the
something that had to be
Jd opposition of the business
state emerges as something
if capitalism, one that did not
Dposition. developed gradualorted most strongly precisely
e leaders of the nation. The
he most part those of degree,
near-sighted members of the
ie dominant fallacy of U.S.
ords,
Americaof
e part "Liberalism
of the other insections
business community." The
Bralism. "Liberalism has been
groups and. . . these groups
on in the economy in order to
Bothhave
'populist',
ans
always 'progressive'
consistently
umptions of liberal corporate
irtrayed as the idealistic man
dual, emerges as a figure in
wdness were merged in a
illiam Jennings Bryan, his
son's ideas. "The doctrine of
entalism — it is practical
-Id rationally ordered and at
that you do not make
ammodate theories to the
— Woodrow Wilson

ibute to the well-being of all
ptimum climate for the trade
jusiness system, in which the
was concerned with was that
jing times. "We shall never
petition." they
he said.
laws
ividuals.
have "Our
not been
by great combinations, and
jressed
concern
"little
assure him
some forrolethe within
inuation of the trends of the
briel Kolko argues, saw the
lomic interests over politics,
;onomy." in the twenties saw
Coolidge
j direction of the American
is they existed in the time of
td intact.
/er and the onset of the
Dfe. Hoover's
is that
sat back four
and years
desperately
My disappear of itself.
3ws, is far different. Hoover,
lissez-faire, was In every the
I, . .he was one of the major
'rom relatively laissez-faire
le." Almost as soon as the
I into action, establishing
:es and wage rates, creating
it of almost sixty per cent of
Bcedented state intervention
le used to oppose Roosevelt
act.
revisionists argue, merely
on a much larger scale than
ernment openly accepted
proper functioning of the
arket"
were qualified.
While
s degrading
and destructive
ninistration recognized its
eceived some income.
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And the effect was to save American capitalism in the time of its
greatest crisis. As Barton Bernstein states, "The
reforms of the
New Deal did not transofrm the American system; liberal
they conserved and
protected American corporate capitalism, occasionally
by absorbing
parts of threatening programs. There was no significant redistribution
of power in American society, only limited recognition
of other
organized groups. . ."
What the New Deal represented was an important stage in the
evolution of American liberalism to fit the changed situation of the
American political and economic order. Laissez-faire had been the
liberalism which corresponded to the ideological needs
of the
governing classes during the era of competitive capitalism. Coming
into existence as a progressive reaction to the stifling hand of
government which survived from feudal and mercantile times, laissezfaire made possible the accumulation of wealth that could best occur
when the government interfered least in the internal workings of the
economy. In this period, the government acted primarily as an umpire
between business interests, making sure that the rules of 'fair
competition
were not transgressed openly.
Competitive laissez-faire capitalism, however, had inevitably led
by the end of the nineteenth century to big business, oligopoly, and
monopoly. The ideology of free competition now corresponded less
and less to the facts, although for a time the principles of the free
market, free enterprise, and individual initiative, while increasingly
were both useful shields for the monopolists'
more myths than reality,
power, and firmly believed in by them. It was the New Deal, more than
anything else, that marked acceptance by the corporate leaders and
politicians. The process, however, had been under way for
the
decades.
The executive of the modern state Is but a committee for
managing the affairs of the whole bourgeoisie. — Karl Marx
Perhaps one of the most enlightening essays in the Radosh and
Rothbard book is the one discussing James Burnham. an intellectual
who was a Communist in the 1930's, but who later moved to the far
right, and who argued in his Managerial Revolution, written in his later
period, that the repugnant features of the old capitalism had been
made obsolete by the separation of ownership and control in modern
corporations. Now, Burnham and others like him argued. — John
Kenneth Galbraith is the premier example of the 1960's —
corporations were controlled by men whose interests were the public
welfare, not profit.
On one level, the thesis has been refuted by writers who have
shown that ownership and management are in fact still very closely
tied in corporations, and that at any rate economic survival makes it
imperative that corporations try to maximize profits. On another level,
it is clear why radicals such as Burnham accepted and applauded the
society consolidated by the New Deal. What they rejected was the
anarchy of competition and the market, and the inhumanity it
produced. What they advocated was planning, doing away with the
unregulated market, stronger labour unions, welfare measures, and
state regulation of. and participation in, the economy, things they
associated with left-wing ideology. But precisely these things were
now being demanded by the leading representatives of the capitalism
system. Capitalism, it seemed was slowly evolving into socialism, it
seemed, and all without the excesses being reported from the Soviet
Union! A new social order, neither capitalism or socialism, it seemed,
was coming into existence. Thus the new corporate state capitalism
won the adherence of many of those who had been formerly among its
harshest critics. Liberalism claimed its own once again.
In the field of foreign policy, as well, revisionist historians have
fundamentally re-interpreted American history. They have shown that
the U.S. has a history of expansion, physical, economic, and military,
since its earliest days. It is only the form of the expansion that has
differed.
Thus, toin European
the 1890's,
the OpenwasDoor
Policy,
portrayed
opposition
imperialsim,
actually
an attempt
by theas
U.S. to break into markets controlled by the European powers who
held concessions there. The rhetoric of justice and freedom that
accompanied it was deeply and sincerely meant, but freedom for an
American quite obviously included freedom of trade, wherever
American business wanted to go.^
My department Is your department; the ambassadors, the
ministers and consuls are all yours. It Is their business to look
after your Interests and to guard your rights.
— William Jennings Bryan, SecretaryAmerican
of State,businessmen
addressing

Similarly, the "isolationism" of the 1920's and 1930"s was
opposition
to military involvement outside the borders of the U.S. But
in no way was it opposition to economic expansion; on the contrary, it
was assumed that only in a world where nations did not have foreign
entanglements would the optimum atmosphere for American business
abroad exist. Again, the liberal belief in an ordered, law-abiding
community of nations, free of military alliances,
in no way contradicted
the desire for trade and investment in all parts of the globe.
And when the Second World War propelled the U.S. into the role
of the world's leading military power, the nation did not hesitate to
accept its new position. U.S. military involvement extended
everywhere, protecting American investments and maintaining the
status quo against popular uprisings. The process was accompanied
by the rhetoric of anti-communism, but anti-communism came to have
a special meaning in Cold War America: anything the U.S. did
not
approve of, anything that went counter to its Interests, was
communist-inspired, and could legitimately be intervened in. It was
the U.S., not the Soviet Union, that was the instigator of the Cold War,
the revisionists have shown, and the impact of their impeccably
documented
evidence and conclusions is still being felt in intellectual
circles.
What can one say about a country where a museum of science
in a great city can feature an exhibit in which people Are
machine guns from a helicopter at Vietnamese huts, with a
light flashing when a hit is scored? What can one say about a
— Noam Chomsky
country where such an idea can even be considered?
In the light of this history, it is a little easier to see why the
comparison of Nixon and Roosevelt is not quite so outrageous as it
might seem at first glance.
Both lie squarely within the tradition of American corporate
liberalism; both accepted foreign involvements and intervention,
seeing them both as good for the world's people, and good for
American business; both accepted the basic tenets of state capitalism:
government regulation of the economy, planning, intimate
interlocking of government and corporate sectors. No fundamental
antagonism between them was perceived by either.
It was Roosevelt who presided over the working out of one phase
of the adjustment of American capitalism to changed conditions and
needs. It was during his term that the changing relation of the state
and business sector received a new definition, and that the U.S.
moved onto the world stage as the premier power, but one threatened
by the power of the Soviet Union.
— W. B. Yeats
Surely the second Coming is at hand.
And it is Richard Nixon who has presided over the working out of
a new stage in international relations. It is he who finalized the detente,
developing over the last decade, with the Soviet Union, and with
China. What it amounts to is a massive consolidation of imperialism a
stabilization of the world order that can have untold benefits for an
American capitalist class worried that its grip on empire was
threatened. The problems of international balance of trade and
currency have been confronted. And domestically, the lid has been
clamped on unrest, and the allegiance of a large part of the American
population to the new order solidified. What may perhaps be the final
phase in this new stage, the imposition of wage and price controls to
bring inflation and unemployment within manageable proportions,
seems to be under way.
If Richard Nixon can successfully complete all that he has set out
to do, he could well equal FRanklin Roosevelt in importance. For the
rest of the world, for those outside the new consensus within the U.S.
or without, it will likely mean what the period of American hegemony
has meant thus far: rivers of blood, and years of darkness. But the
previous adjustments of American liberalism, despite an immense
capacity to adapt, have not been able to prevent the contradictions of
capitalism
lies hope. from emerging anew, and with even greater force. Therein
A New History of Leviathan,
Ronald Radosh and Murray Rothbard,
Dutton Paperback,
$3.45
Ulll Diemer
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politics

oppression

through

of

housework

liberation

and

struggle

at home.

Women
find that
lives of their
own.they are trapped in their homes by housework, unable to get out and lead

Housework. What? You say
this is all trivial? Wonderful!
That's what I thought. It seems
perfectly reasonable. We both
had careers, both had to work a
couple of days a week to earn
enough to live on, so why
shouldn't we share the
housework? So I suggested it to
my
most
men mate
are tooandhiphe toagreed
turn you— down
flat. You're right, he said. It's only
fair.Then an interesting thing
happened. I can only explain it by
stating that we women have been
brainwashed more than even we
imagine. Probably too many
years
seeing
coming ofover
their media-women
shiny waxed
floors or breaking down over
their dirty shirt collars. Men have
no such conditioning. They
recognize the essential fact of
housework right from the very
beginning. Which is that it stinks.
Here's my list of dirty chores:
buying and
groceries,
them
home
putting carting
them away;
cooking meals and washing dishes and pots; doing the laundry;
digging out the place when things
get out of control; washing floors.
The list could go on but the sheer
necessities are bad enough. All of
us have to do these jobs, or get
someone else to do them for us.
The longertemplatedmy
husband
conthese chores,
the more
repulsed he became, and so
proceeded the change from the
normally sweet considerate Dr.
Jekyll into the crafty Mr. Hyde
who would stop at nothing to
avoid the horrors of —
housework. As he felt himself
backed into a corner laden with
dirty dishes, brooms, mops and
reeking garbage, his front teeth
grew longer and pointier, his
fingernails haggled and his eyes
grew wild. Housework trivial? Not
on your life! Just try to share the
burden.

things we're best at.'
goodMeaning:
at thingsUnfortunately
like washingI'mdis-no
hes or cooking.
What I dochanging
best is
a little
light carpentry,
light bulbs, moving furniture.
(How often do you move
furniture?)
Also meaning: Historically the
lower classes (Blacks and
women) have had hundreds of
years doing menial jobs. It would
be a waste of manpower to train
someone else to do them now.
meaning:
the
dullAlsostupid
boringI don't
Jobs, like
so you
should do them.
'I don't mind sharing the work,
but you'll have to show me how
Meaning: I ask a lot of
questions
have toI show
tome doeverything,
It.* and you'll
everytime
do it
because I don't remember so
good.readAlso,whiledon'tI'm trydoing
to sitmy down
and
jobs
because I'm going to annoy hell
out
you until it's easier to do
them ofyourself.
'We used to be happy!' (Said
something.)
whenever it was his turn to do
happy.
Meaning: I used to be so
Also meaning: Life without
housework is bliss. No quarrel
here. Perfect agreement.
'We have different standards,
and why should I have to work to
yourMeaning:
standards.If IThat's
beginunfair.'
to get
bugged by the dirt and crap, I will
say This place sure is a sty' or
'How waitcan foranyone
live likeI know
this?'
and
your reaction.
that all women have a sore called
guilt over a messy house or
DANCE
sponsored by U. of T.
Homophile Association
HART HOUSE
MUSIC ROOM
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that's
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Here are some of the high points.
'I don't mind sharing the
housework,
but I don't
well.
We should
eachdo doit very
the
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housework is ultimately my
responsibility. If I rub this sore
long and hard enough it'll bleed
and
outwaityou'll
you. do the work. I can
Also meaning: I can provoke
innumerable scenes over the
housework issue. Eventually,
doing all the housework yourself
will be less painful to you than
trying to get me to do half.
'I've the
gothousework,
nothing but
against
sharfng
you
can't make me do it on your
schedule.'
Meaning: passive resistance.
I'll
well please,
if atdoall.it when
If my Ijobdamnis doing
dishes
it's easier to do them once a
week. If taking out laundry, once
a month. If washing the floors,
once
a year. oftener,
If you don'tandlikethen
it, do I
it yourself
won't do it at all.
'I hate it more than you. You
don't mind it so much.'
Meaning: Housework is
shitwork. It's the worst crap I've
ever
done. forIt'ssomeone
degradingof and
humiliating
my
intelligence to do it. But for
someone of your intelligence. . .
'Housework is too trivial to
even talk about.'
It's evenis beneath
more trivial
to Meaning:
do. Housework
my
status. My purpose In life is to
deal with matters of significance.
Yours is to deal with matters of
insignificance. You should do the
housework.
'In animal societies, wolves, for
example, the top animal is usually
a male even where he is not
chosen for brute strength but on
the basis of cunning and inMeaning:tel igence.IIsn't that
haveinteresting?'
historical,
psychological, anthropological
and biological justification for
keeping you down. How can you
ask the top wolf to be equal?
'Women's Liberation isn't really
a political
Meaning:movement.'
The Revolution is
coming too close to home.
Also meaning: I am only
interested in how I am oppressed, not how I oppress
others. Therefore, the war and
the university are political.
Women's Liberation is not.
'Man'sdepended.on
accomplishments
always
getting have
help
from other people, mostly
women. What great man would

SMC

have accomplished what he did if
he had to do his own
housework?'
Meaning: Oppression is built
into the system and I as the male
receive the benefits of this
up.
system.
I don't want to give them
POSTSCRIPTS
Participatory democracy
begins at home. If you are planning to implement your politics
there
are certain things to
remember.
1. He is feeling it more than
you. He's losing some leisure and
you're
gaining it. isThehis measure
your oppression
resistance.of
2. It is a traumatizing
experience for someone who has
always thought of himself as
being against any oppression or
exploitation of one human being
by another to realize that in his
daily life he has been accepting
and implementing (and
benefiting from) this exploitation;

FILM
PRESENTS

that his rationalization is little
different from that of the racist
who
says don't
'Niggersmind
don't doing
feel pain'
{women
the
shitwork),
and that the
oldest
form of oppression in history has
been the oppression of 50 per
cent of the population by the
other 50 per cent.
3. Arm yourself with some
knowledge of the psychology of
oppressed peoples everywhere
and a few facts about the animal
kingdom. I admit playing top wolf
or who runs the gorillas is silly but
as a;last resort men bring it up all
the time. Talk about bees. If you
feel really hostile, bring up the
sex life of spiders. After sex, she
bites o^f his head.
The psychology of oppressed
peoples is not silly. Blacks,
women, and immigrants have all
employed the same psychological mechanisms to survive. Admiring the oppressor,
glorifying the oppressor, wanting

to be like the oppressor, wanting
the4.oppressor
like them. up.
Keep to checking
Periodically
who'sThese
actually doingconsider
the jobs.
things have a way of backsliding
so that a year later once again the
woman is doing everything. Use
timesheets if necessary. Al.so
bear in mind what the worst jobs
are, namely the ones that have to
be done every day or several
times a day. Also the ones that
are dirty — it's more pleasant to
pick up books, newspapers, etc.,
than to wash dishes. Alternate the
bad jobs. It's the daily rigid grind
that gets you down. Also make
sure
that youfordon't
have the
responsibility
the housework
with occasional help from him. Til
cook dinner for you tonight' implies that it's really your job and
isn't he a nice guy to do some of it
for you.
5. Most men had a bachelor life
during- which they did not starve

or become encrusted with crud
or buried under the litter. There is
a taboo that says that women
mustn't strain themselves in the
presence of men — we haul
around fifty pounds of groceries if
we have to but aren't allowed to
open a jar if there is someone
around to do it for us. The reverse
side of the tocoinbe isablethattomen
supposed
take aren't
care
of themselves without a woman.
Both are excuses for making
women do the housework.
6. Beware of the double
whammy.
won't did
do the
little
things he Healways
because
you're now a 'Liberated Woman',
right?
anythingOfelsecourse,
either.he. . won't do
I was just finishing this when
my husband came in and asked
what I was doing. Writing a paper
on housework. Housework? he
said. Housework? Oh my god
how trivial can you get. A paper
on housework:
Pal Malnardl

Men and women both have trouble staying afloat In the sea of troubles that capitalism
engulfs them In. At the same time, however, women are doubly oppressed, by men.
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A

vibrant

view

of Kafka's

universe

stuns
in Kurt
productionReis'
apart from theTrial
dialogue. Faced with
"Sure. I read senses
The Trial," a friend remarked
a new production of a translation of an
to me, after I told her I would be seeing the
adaptation of a novel which had an incredible
adaptation of the novel by Franz Kafka now
impact on the literary world (whew!), it is
playing at the St. Lawrence Centre. "I never
probably best to close the door to this Kafka-like
finished
it,
actually.
.
.
"
she
added
sheepishly.
maze
of preconceptions and concentrate on the
We then compared notes, for I, too, had to admit
that I had abandoned the protagonist Joseph K.
stage during the two-and-one-half hour play.
The first half of the play communicates in a
in some corridor before his final demise.
variety of ways the world of average, successful
There was no temptation to abandon
businessman Joseph K. as it is gradually being
Joseph K. as he was presented Tuesday night at
invaded by irrational forces beyond his control.
the St. Lawrence Centre. The production of Kurt
We see him wake up to the music of a clock
Reis assaulted the senses, titillated the imagination, and was thus, in every sense of the
radio and
an incredibly
toilette
beforeperform
an imaginary
mirror that "normal"
happens
word, a work exploiting the potentials of the
theatrical medium.
to
be
the
audience.
The
inane
"mood
music"
that emerges at different times contrasts
the
Its text, a translation of the dramatization by
jarring
bells
and
electronic
sounds
that
suggest
Andre Gide and Jean-Louis Barrault, gives quite
the
trial
that
alters
the
normal
course
of
his
life.
a direct, unadorned impression of Joseph K.'s
Briain Petchey stresses the petty vanity of
"arrest" and journey into the nightmare of
the young executive in a burlesque style of
bureaucracy, corruption, cruelty, suffering and,
acting which is echoed in his relations with
above all, illogic, from which he is destined
others. This exaggerated comic interpretation is
never to escape. It would be interesting to learn
found
above all in the sexual encounters. We
how precise the directions for actors and
meet the lecherous landlady, Mrs. Grubach
designers were, in fact, for only then could we
(Jennifer Phipps) whose eager arms are abanattempt to measure the ingenuity found in this

CENTRAL LIBRARY THEATRE
COLLEGE & ST. GEORGE
Arts
and

Sciences

Final

Year

Students
Today, the Chartered Accountantplays one
of the most exciting roles in business management
He tackles complex and fascinating problems.
For the professionally-trained man
the scope is limitless.
Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon
representatives, on campus
Nov; 13, 14, 15 and 16
Appointments should be made through the
Student Placement Office
If this time is not convenient, please contact us directly
Clarkson, Gordon & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Halifax ■ Saml John • Quebec ■ Montreal ■ Ottawa • Toronto
Hamillon • Kitchener . London • Windsor . Thunder Bay
Winmpeq • Retjina • Calgary . Edmonton - Vancouver . Victoria

The Czech writer Franz Kafka stands against Prague, the inspiration for his tales ol despair.
A Noranda group representative
will be on campus
November 15
to interview bachelor graduates
in the engineering disciplines.

SAC
Forum
MUNICIPAL ELECTION
DAVID CROMBIE

For further information, consult
your placement office.

JACKIE HENDERSON

THIS WEEKEND:
FULL TILT and
BOOGIE BAND
SNAP, CRACKLE, & POP
STARTING MONDAY:
DETROIT andWHEELS

TONY O'DONOHUE
PAUL RIMSTEAD
DAVID ROTENBERG

WHISKEY HOWL

DEBATES ROOM - HART HOUSE
MONDAY 2:00 P.M.

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Spadina
College
TWO atROOMS
TWO DANCE FLOORS
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doned for the frustrated arms of Miss Burstner
(Vivian Reis). In both cases, the protagonist is
the object of passion rather than the aggressor,
with comic results.
He is the passive victim, as well, in the initial
arrest and questioning, which seem a game for
which he has not been prepared. In his busy
office, admirably represented by a stream of
mechanized, gray-clad bureaucrats scurrying
through the different levels of the stage, -he
knows the rules of the game. The unexplained
arrest, at this point only a psychological and not
a physical fact, leaves him in helpless agitation.
Joseph
becomesuntilan heincreasingl
loses hisy
existence,
large part ofK.'shis trial
bravado in the second act, and admits that
perhapsThe heatmospher
didn't take
it seriouslyfromenough at
first.
e changes
one of
bizarre comedy to grotesque horror. Leni,
webbed-fingered nymphomaniac (where "accused men" are
the
residencebackof and
rodent at ,thescurries
forth like a little concerned)
decrepit lawyer, Huld, (Claude Bede). Huld is
also tended upon by an ancient, blind chief clerk
and a repulsive, accused man called Block
(Ronald Bishop) whose chief occupation is
kissing Huld's feet. The sense of strangulation
crescen-l
felt by the'protago
and dorepugnanc
with thenisthomosexua
during hise encounter
portraitist, Tltorelli, and his hoard of clinging,
taunting brats. The artist is owned by the law, as

French

groups

possibilities

on

is thenochaplain
finally convinces K. that he
has
hope of who
escape.
The performances are first-rate, From the
haunting chorus of the accused to the nonspeaking roles there is an amazing unity of style
in this production. Briain Petchey above all,
.carries his role sensitively, evolving from a
buffoonish victim of the system he incarnates to
a pathetic
wreckplatforms,
left to die multipurpose
"like a dog". metal
Multilevel
crate-like constructions with wooden tops serving as furnishings, a few long staircases, and a
rising underground level all contributed to the
impression of a labyrinth of the mind. Lighting
effectively defines the areas of the stage being
used, and makes transitions and rapports
among
the play.the various levels an eloquent aspect of
Kurt Reis has given a vibrant view of
Kafka's universe, and it makes for powerful
theatre. Orson
Welles treated the same theme in
film, and with the obvious advantage of film
techniques to distort reality, created a much less
human and engaging interpretation. He gave far
less emphasis to the sexual themes, and his
Joseph K. seemed obviously repressed and
guilt-ridden.
The Trial will probably inspire more
interpretations to come, but for sheer appreciation of effective theatre, I recommend this one.
Eleanor Coleman

campus

of more

There we were, Danielle, Michel et moi, (and
myself, I mean), sitting in a crowded Honey-Dew
restaurant, incongruous setting for a discussion
of French cultural activities on campus. Danielle
Zanna, instructor at Victoria College, and
Michael Macina, a fourth year French major
from tions
St.thatMichael's
are each
directing
productogether form
the Soiree
Poelico
now
seen at the UC Playhouse.
The two first described to me the content of
Soiree. It is delightful, cabaret-style enterproduction
of Christoph
Colomb by tainment.
the lateMacina'sBelgian
playwright
Michel de
Ghelderode is a light, humorous work, and
Mademoiselle
Troupe songs,
Cafe-Theatre
presents a seriesZanna's
of sketches,
poems,
and a one-act play by Jean Tardieu. The
atmosphere during the performance of these
modern works is warm and informal; the result
is fun for audience and performers alike.
Danielle, shaking her lioness coiffure, and
giving me the impression of a Barbra Streisand
"athe lachoice
francaise"
explained the philosophy behind
of material.
Danielle — Why should French theatre in a
university setting always be restricted to the
classics? Moliere is so overdone and complicated to produce, whereas the new works...
(She looks down suddenly at her order of
chicken-in-a-basket)... My God! How do they
expect sortie)
me to eat this? I've got to get a plate!
(Rapid
moi — Where do you find your actors? Aren't
there language problems — intonation and
pronunciation, for example?
Michel — We get people from all the colleges.
Mostly those specializing in French, of course.
(He looks thoughtful for a moment). Sure,
there's
a fairYouamount
with the text
sometimes.
need ofto difficulty
coach them...
Danielle — (In between mouthfuls of chicken)
Yes, but you know... in the past year of the
Troupe (the it),
tonetheof voice
and rolled
"r" seemtheirto
capitalise
members
improved
French fantastically. Its the way to learn the
lanquaoe. We work alot on phonetics... Listen, I

30 superbly
groomed (rails.
10accommodating
lifts
including
7,500 skiers per hour,
only gondola lift
OkunqaMtr* the
in Eastern Canada
Trice/a.fheir
vertical drop (It's a real kick)
bottom • 2050'
Beginner's slopes (Look at me!)
O
ak
pe
•• Season
5 day skifrom
week:November
use of lifls
$25., lifts & lessons $35.
to May
of Quebec
mont ste-anne Province
p-o . B0x4o,BeauPre,
phone
^ . Toronto ski reports
(418)692-0835
number (416) 483-4510

CLUB
EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair
NOW APPEARING:

explore

Quebec

works

have to have an express. Otherwise I will sleep.
Let's go, O.K.? (Michel helps Danielle slink into
her enormous sheep-skin coat. I don my leather
jacket, declining his offer of assistance. Ten
cafe).
minutes later we are "a table" in the Jack and Jill
moi — Have you considered working with
French-Canadian materials, Danielle?
Danielle — Oh yes, of course. I want to look
into the literature of Quebec, but to find the kind
of thing the Cafe-Theatre needs requires some
time... The Glendon campus has a large body of
Quebecois, both students and professors. They
are very unreceptive to French culture there.
Everything has to be pure Quebecois, you know.
But I am very open to material from French
Canada...
moi — (delicately) There really could be more
happening on campus in the way of French and
Quebecois culture, you probably agree... Do you
see any possibility of the various French clubs
getting together?
Michel — That's what should happen. The
clubs are incredibly isolated... Ca[hy Sumer
(president of the University College Cercle Francat's) thinks
that uniting
the clubs
good
idea. Nothing
has been
done onwould
it forbethisa
year, though.
Danielle — The Cafe Theatre performed at
the first meeting of the Cercle Francais you
know. Oh, yes! And I nearly forgot to tell you. We
will have a special place in Victoria College from
now on. Its a room next to the language
laboratory, and we will decorate with posters...
Moulin Rouge, you know... and flowers and pink
lights. It will be called Le Cafe Theatre. We'll
perform there in early December, I think. Oh,
God! What time is it? (Michael and I are
immediately on our feet).
Later on I was walking along Yonge Street,
trying to remember what John Evans (president
of U of T) had mentioned on the subject of
cooperation rather than competition among the
colleges.
hearing theI couldn't
melody think
Heurestraight,
Exquise.though. I kept
Eleanor Coleman

Hundreds of
Poplin, Nylons,
Leathers, Meltons,
Corduroys, Jackets
SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95
WHY PAY MORE!
WE PHINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT
CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO.
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO
PHONE 486-0997
486-0999

SPECIAL THIS SATURDAY
3 SHOWS
7:30 - 9:30 - 12 MIDNITE
REGULAR SATURDAY MIDNITE SHOWS WILL CONTINUE
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THIS

IS

MAN

BY

GUILTY

BIRTH

Yurij Shukhevych and his 2 year old son, 1972

Yurij Shukhevych,

Age

39. Ukrainian

age of 15, he has spent 20 years

political prisoner.

in Soviet

Since

the

concentration

camps.
Yurij's guilt: being the son of a man who led the Ukrainian
Resistance against Hitler and Stalin during World War II.

". . . They continue to persecute my mother. Many
continue to suffer imprisonment. All this happepeople
ns
under the resounding declarations about justice
and
legality ... I torn to you because it may
happen
that in a few months time a new crime will be
committed against me: they will again
fabricate a
new case to get me sentenced for the third time ..."
Yurij Shukhevych, 28th July, 1967
^ Camp 17, Ozerny, Mordovian ASSR.

°

On September 12, 1972. Shukhevych was again
sentenced at a
secret trial to 10 years in hard labour
camps and 5 years exile.

WHAT

CAN

HIS

SON

EXPECT?
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Arlo,

son

of

Woodie,

returns
to T-town
The first time Arlo Guthrie appeared in would think Arlo could retire by now.
Toronto was in 1967 at the age of 20.
But Woody's kid
really interested in
Having just begun his professional career, music, not the greenwasstuff,
and
the booking at the now defunct (and then writing and singing. His secondcontinued
out-of-the-way) coffeehouse, The Seven Arlo. featured self-penned materialalbum,
and a
of Clubs, was hoped to attract audiences couple of
tic-musical pieces in
who wanted to see the son of the the Alice'shumouris
Restaura
nt
vein.
third
legendary folk hero, Woody Guthrie. album was a break from the pastThethough.
Something must have clicked, 'cause Arlo Running Down The Road contained
was soon back in Toronto at the Riverboat, straight songs — comedy was out. And
and there wererumblings about his per- besides Arlo's own songs, which were
formance of a hilarious half-hour-long clearly several cuts above those on the
song.
premier album, he showed his hand at
Arlo cut his first album in the summer of musical interpretation of several
that same year and it featured his 18 artists' material. It's a likeable album other
even
minute version Alice's Restaurant side now, but there were a couple of thin spots.
one. There were few rock FM on radio
Unfortunately few record buyers knew or
stations around at the time (CHUM-FM cared that it existed.
Interest in Arlo Guthrie was renewed to
didn't change to a rock format until a year some
extent by his appearance in the
later) and AM stations wouldn't touch a
song of that length. There was. however, a Woodstock movie and LP, which gave
exposure
progressive station in Boston that did
to his dope smuggling song,
the entire song and it soon developedplaya Coming Into Los Angeles. Washingto
n
County,
released
about a year and a half
Alice's
following.
undergrou
large
nd Toronto
Restaurant hit the
airwaves ago, was a melodically mature collection
through the Ryerson station CJRT-FM on of Guthrie compositions augmented
the Joe Lewis Saturday folk show. But by few other tunes. It really proved that byArloa
then most radio stations were beginning to was a serious, very capable songwriter.
accept the reality of longer aibum cuts,
The latest album, Hobo's Lullaby, is
and criticism of the US draft system and aimed
in a new direction not musically but
the Vietnam war was no longer taboo. So structurally. Arlo has concentrated
on performing
and1 interpreting and has
Arlo's
even inmadetwo the
parts.CKFH playlist. significantly dimmed the spotlight
althoughsongusually
on his
It took quite a while, but Alice's composing talents
trimming the
Restaurant became a runaway hit. The number of his ownbysongs
to two.
humourous story line attracted the atten- Musicianship is most certainly maintained
tion of director Arthur Penn (Bonnie and at a high level with the backup talents of
Clyde and Little Big Man) who put the numerable well knowns including. Ry
ironical tale of Arlo's rejection from army Cooder, Hoyt Axton, Jim Keltner
service on film. All the principals in Arlo's
on Bangla
real life drama were in the movie, in- (Harrison's
Desh), Fritz percussion
Richmond, man
and Linda
Roncluding officer Obee, Alice and of course stadt. The sound is contemporary folk with
Arlo himself. The success of the 1969 film, some soft country undercurrents and sets
again boosted sales of the album so one the background for hobo journeys

A

LETTER

FROM

AVRAAM

Arlo Guthrie, star and writer of song and movie Alice's Restaurant.
through train yards, union halls, bars, and
Arlo's own tunes are good as any he's
written.
Days are Short is a quiet lyrical
prisons.
As he's done on the last three albums, reflection that gets driven along by Ry
Arlo
one of Woody's songs. The Cooder's subtle slide guitar complements.
1913 sings
Massacr
e is one of the elder But it's strangely a Steve Goodman composition, The City of New Orleans, that
Guthrie's more melodic pieces. Arlo
phrases with conviction and reverence attracts a lot of attention on the album.
recounting the harrassment of copper The song has become familiar to AM
miners and their families at a Christmas listeners and brought Arlo into the Top 40.
Hobo's Lullaby grows on you and a few
celebration, by "scabs" and "copper boss careful
listenings are most rewarding. If
thug
men" Thethat leads to the death of 73
children.
simple arrangement and you can get into it, you might note thaf Arlo
week.
vocal Inquality in Dylan's When the is slated to appear at O'Keefe Centre next
fresh Comes
Ship
makes that song too, billow
Allan Mandell
and come alive with a relevant vigor.

SHIFRIIM

(Russian-born
centrationAvraam
camps.) Shifrin settled in Israel in 1970. From 1952 to 1962 be was an immate of Soviet conPeople! You who live in cozy apartments, who eat three meals a day. You who don't know the terrors of arrest and the
distress
those and
who Angela
are leftDavis.
behind - family and children. You who express your indignation about the persecution of
Manolis forGlesos
I want to shout to your faces: where is your conscience?
Once again arrests are being conducted in the USSR, once again people are being thrown into jails, and yet you remain
silent. Your governments want "friendly relations" with criminals who tyrannize over their own people "We do not get
involved in internal affairs." How convenient! Let them oppress and murder the Czechs, Hungarians, Ukrainians Jews
and dozens
your and
conscience
call. sleeps. Yet, all the Glesoses and Davises can shout and you hear them - the
their -beck
are atnations
and TVof other
press

Whereas, in the USSR, my friend, Yuriy Shukhevych has just been arrested and he can't shout - they've sealed his lips.
I sat with Yuriy in the same concentration camp, and he had been there for 20 years. And now he has been arrested
again. Again the persecution of his family, again his children without bread.
The sole "crime" of the Ukrainian, Yuriy Shukhevych, consists in the fact that he is the son of General Shukhevych
who
the Ukrainians. The sole "crime" of Yuriy consists in the fact that he"
loves courageously
his country - fought
and in against
Ukraine theoneenslavement
cannot be a ofUkrainian.
And so, after 20 years of prison, Yura is once again in jail.
He is silent. You won't hear him. But I, a Jew, (who is) proud of being a nationalist, appeal to you, citizens of the free
world: Help Yuriy Shukhevych. Demand that the Soviet authorities let him go.
Jerusalem
Avraam Shift-in
May 18, 1972
SUPPORT YURIY SHUKHEVYCH! EXPRESS YOUR SOLIDARITY WITH THOSE
PEOPLE IN UKRAINE AND OTHER SOVIET REPUBLICS WHO ARE PREPARED
TO SUFFER TO OBTAIN BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS!

ATTEND

NATHAN
ON

SATURDAY,

RALLY

PHILLIPS
NOV.
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implications
of Professor
new
book
for the average
music Halsey's
lover. Should
prove interesting. Musicscope on Friday at
8 features Lois Marshall and Maureen
Forrester in a CBC Celebrity Recital.
itsub

movies
Last week Giant was on TV and I
watched as much as I could stand of that
fat, boring, stupid movie. The one thing
that kept me going was James Dean: his
part was just as dumb as the rest but he
presence
so realhavethatbeen
it hasn't
dated
ahadbit.a His
myth may
preserved
by hisgreat.
death,If but
wasn'tchannel
created29,by Rebel
it: he
was
you it get
Without a Cause is on tonight. It you are of
my vintage it should provide not only
nostalgia, but proof that we were right
about James Dean. Incidentally, had Dean
lived, he would now be in his forties.
It's an interesting week at the Roxy:
tonight
Brook's
Kingtheatre
tear.
Brook isthere's
perhapsPeter
the most
brilliant
person alive, but many found his Lear
austere to the point of boredom. I don't
like Shakespeare, so I didn't go. Saturday
there's
and political
Vanzetti, history,
not so good
movie, Sacco
but good
of thea
kind that has been almost universally
suppressed by the movies. Monday is One
(long) Day In the Life ot Ivan Denfsovitch.
Despite lovely little Solzhenitzyn absurdities (Ivan's sentence to Siberia is for
3653 days, the extra three days being for
leap years) the film is too excruciatingly
close to the real thing. Tom Courtney is
too convincing for pleasure. Tuesday
there is Pasolini's much considered
Teorema. I liked thinking back on it better
than sitting through it. And Wednesday it's
the greatest movie ever, Truffaut's Jules
and Jim. All showings at 7:30 and 10, $.99.
Sunday night at St. Mike's it's Hitchcock's
classic Strangers on a Train, and that
afternoon
at theMax
RevueOphuls
it's Maxis Ophul's
Lola Montez.
Marcel
Ophuls' (The Sorrow and the Pity) father.
The Kensington Cinema (65 565
College at Manning) is having a Rolling
Stones Festival this weekend.
Sunday
you can catch, from 3:30 pmOn on,
Ned
Kelly, T.A.M.I., Performance, and Gimme
Shelter, 99c a throw.
A few weeks ago we asked plaintively, is
there anybody out there? A. Brody is, and
wrote to confirm our criticism of OISE as
no place to go to a movie.

This Sunday's Music to See on CBC at 5
pm features
a concert of renaissance
music, songs and dances presented by
the noted Huggett Family. Selections will
be by Jacob Obrecht, Ockegem, Herman
Schein and Byrd. Over thirty performer
are to be involved in the production. s
At Scarborough College on November
12, the Canadian Wind Consort, will perform serenades and marches for oboes,
horns and bassoon with Christoph
er
Weait, Eugene Rittich and Melvin Berman.
The works are by Handel, J. C. Bach and
his brother, C. P. E. Bach. A work by Keith
Bissell receives its premiere at the concert.
The first concert in the Faculty of
Music's Sunday Afternoon Series features
duo-pianists Elyakl
m Taussig and
Kathryn Root. The concert
3 pm and
is $2 for students. The thingis isat suppose
to be something of a free-for-all withd
snatches from Merodach, Elizabethan virginal duets, Reger, Brahms,
anini. Brant Pao-a
Narclso Yepes will perform with the
Chamber Players on November
the
Town Hall. The chamber group 13willat first
play Joaquin Turina's La Oracion De
Torero, followed by the famous guitansl

playing works by Milan, de Mudarra, Le
Roy and J. S. Bach. The second half of the
concert will be made up of Vivaldi's conD major and Rodrigo's
Per Uncerto inGentilhombre.
Tickets areFantasio
$3.50
and $4.50, and the performance begins,
as tor all Town Hall concerts, at 8:30 pm.
The same day at 5:05 pm Janet
MacFarlane will perform organ works accompanied byAlison Melville on recorder,
at On
Convocation
Hall. 15,
It's free.
November
the Collegium
Muslcum along with Sharon Tuttle, harpsichord, and Robert Bid;, flute, will play
works by Bach, Blavet, Couperin, Handel,
Domenico Scarlatti and others at Trinity
Square at 8:30 pm. Single tickets are
$2.50, althdugh you can get this and two
other concerts left in the season for $6.
There will be a Hart House Noon Hour
Concert in the East Common Room on
November 16, 1 pm, with Angela
Mc Williams and her flute.
On CBC-FM, watch for Symphony Hall
this Sunday at 2:03 pm. Victor Feldbrill
conducts the Toronto Symphony in
Beethoven's fourth piano concerto, and
Sibelius'cond. most
popularat symphony,
seOpera Theatre
7 pm the samethe day
features Herbert von Karajan's version of
Mozart's LaandNozze
Figaro,Philharmonic.
with Teresa
Berganza
the dlVienna
Brace yourself, and tune into Afternoon
Concert on Monday at 1 pm. Pretend you
don't hear the ever-affable hosts and just
listen to Bruckner's greatest symphony,
his sixth (hopefully the Klemperer performance with the Philharmonia), and
music by Heinrich Schutz, the preBachian baroque master. Guitar fans
should tune into the Classical Guitar
program
at 6:30.
afraidof
you
will onhaveTuesday
to suffer
the I'm
hosts
Afternoon Concert again on Wednesday
to hear Charles Ives sonic tour de force,
his second symphony. That evening at
seven, Choral Concert features part I of
Handel's Samson, with Karl Richter and
the Munich Bach-Choir and Orchestra.
This is a must for baroque choral music
fans,
unless you already have the
recording.
Professor Richard Halsey of this
university has just completed a computerized study to find out what the most
popular and highly regarded works of
"classical" music are. He discusses the

Stevens concerts at Massey Hall
scheduled for Saturday and Sunday were
sold out early on the first morning that
tickets went on sale.
The distance between Stockbridge,
Massachussets and The City of New
Orleans is more than a few hundred miles
for Arlo Guthrie. Arlo will be in Toronto on
Thursday, November 16 to perform a solo
concert at O'Keefe Centre. Tickets are
priced from $3.50 to $5.50.

The friend with whom I saw Tom Rush
says Rush has American legs. The nice
thing about the Riverboat is that you can
come to conclusions like that. Even if youare in the 60 per cent of the house that
can't see his legs, you can touch him as he
The Aggregation gallery features Carl
goes
at least conceive of it. Massey
Hall isbysoorreverential.
Ray's
legends of the Sandy Lake Cree
Tom Rush, back at the Riverboat. is as drawings
beginning November 14 in
relaxed and aware as he used to be before gallery one. Gabriele Abel's recent paintings
and
drawings
will be in gallery two.
that stuff got swallowed in the concert
halls. Monday night he played mostly his The Merton Gallery is showing paintings
old songs: Galveston Flood, Who Do You by Joe Rosenthal from November 14 to
Love, Panama Ltd., which is like the December 2. His Leonardo and photoBeatles playing Twist and Shout. It was technique approach is interesting. Saul
nice to hear them again, and he played Field's engravings based on Ulysses and
them well, particularly Panama Ltd., his Finnegan's Wake are still showing at Scarborough. Fran Hollander is at Erlndale
old show-stopper. (People used to request itall the time.) Panama is a train beginning November 13 exhibiting
blues with all sorts of flashy guitar effects, ceramics until December 16. Shawbut Rush, this time more than any I can Rimmlngton Gallery Is showing Hanni
remember, caught the sadness. After ten Rothschild's macram6 wallhanglngs and
years he was right into the meat of the new ceramic sculptures, from November
song like a good actor, not coasting a bit. 13 to November 26. Helen de Lilaghi
The trouble with the Riverboat demi- opens an exhibit titled "Transcendental
concert policy is 'hat what you gain in Art Forms — Through Astral Projections"
intimacy you lose in length: 35 to 50 at the Church ot the Redeemer, at Bloor
minutes for $3 to $3.50. It is as if the and Avenue Road. Classes in etching and
silkscreen will be held from November 21
performers
realize
that the
turned
over didn't
after each
session.
Rushhouse
and through December 14 at the Open Studio.
his band of loyal Canadians seemed to hit Contact someone at 368-8238 or 964-1513
stride and disappear at the same time.
That they were cooking made the abrupt
bossin)
exit more unsatisfying. I felt teased, (bob
Tomorrow night at 8 pm Tom Rush will
be appearing (at length!) at The Meeting
Continuing this week at the St.
Place in Scarborough College. Tickets,
reasonably priced at $3, are available at Lawrence Town Hall, the Multi-Cultural
where you can hear EstoSAC and Scarborough College Student Drama nian,Festival,
Latvian. Italian. Polish, and even a
Society offices, and Sherman's Music play in English
Centre.
called How to Divorce an
There is a special event of sorts at Armenian (November 17)! Don't forget Les
Bonnes by Jean Genet at the Theatre du
Fiddler's Green Coffeehouse (489-3001) P'tit
and Ugo Betti's Goat Island
on Tuesday. Hamlsh Imlach — a sort of at theBonheur
Poor Alex. The Central Library
Scottish Ledbelty — will be making one of
has a production by the York
his very rare North American Theatre
appearances. Imlach is a brilliant Centennial Players of The Diary of Anne
humourist and a fine guitar player whose Frank, and the Colonnade Theatre is
style ranges from blues to Scottish folk featuring
Gabler. The Factory LabIbsen's
TheatreHedda
continues
with Esker
songs. The Toronto Area Bluegrass people are bringing in Cliff Waldren and The Mike and His Wife Agiluk. Kafka's or more
New Shades of Grass for a special concert appropriately Kurt Reis' The Trial lives at
tomorrow. Joe Grant will be in singing the St. Lawrence Centre since
Tuesday.
French Canadian songs tonight. Admis- |
sion is $1 as always.
Editor
Ulli Diemer
Grumbles continues its parade
Assoc. Editor Bill Macvicar
Canadian talent this week with the Hear-of
eleanor coleman
taches Razz Band tonight and Alex Zelkin
theatre
movies
bob bossin
tomorrow. David Ackles. a singerallan mandell
songwriter of note, who composed Road
pop
ian
scott
to Cairo (recorded by Julie Driscoll), will
ian scott
art
music
be in next week.
bill macvicar
books
File under "I told you so": Both the Cat

Truffaut's Jules and Jim plays Wednesday.
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SMC

defeats

By JOHN GILBERT
Vic's
dynasty
endedto
Wednesdayfootbal
as the team
lost 19-6
St.Despite
Mikes's Ihein weather,
the semi-finals.
both teams

Vic

unsuccessfully tried to establish a
passing game in the first half. This
was one of the reasons why the score
was only 6-0 for Victoria at halflime. Once - SMC returned to a

Interfac

b-ball begins
By JAY BERNHOLTZ
While on the intercollegiate level the Basketball Blues have a long way
to go to earn the sectional championship, the interfacully basketball league
looks bright.
Division I includes two sections, A and B. Section A contains teams
from
Erin, Law,
PHE Med,
B SGSNew,andPHEVic. A, SMC, and UC, while included in B is Eng
In the play-off situation, the top four teams in each section play, with a
cross-over between them (for example, A I versus B 4) to reach Ihe finals for
the Sifton Cup.
The following is a summary of the teams in Division I. Section A, and
how ihey will finish. Section B will be reviewed Wednesday.
• Law accentuating
— The defending
Sifton— CupSecond.
holders hope to repeat last year's
standing,
team play.
• Med — Returnees from last year's contending team should make the
doctors play-off calibre again. Height will once again highlight the
forecourt, but mobility is still a question. — Third.
• New —through
Last year's
finalistsOnlyare three
hurt veterans,
badly by and
the aloss
of Katz
and
rlelcherman
graduation.
dearth
of board
strength will make it a long season for the Gnus. — Sixth.
• PHE A — The squad seems to have improved overall, but so docs ihe
rest of the league. So any change for the better still leaves the team out ofthe
play-offs. — Fifth.
• SMC — Hard work and many imports are Ihe keys once again to
SMC's
hopes.has Ex-Blue
Trafford
veteran
Overdiscipline
sometimes Larry
hampered
individualheads
talents,a but
not thissquad.
time.
— First.

1 9-6

in

semi-final
football
sustained
drive
highlighte
d
by
one
of
passing game, continuously
running game, Vic was unable to
his receivers. This percontain the team. However, SMC the few completed passes in the overthrowing
sistence and the large number of
received a relatively high proportion game from MacConnel to George
gain.
yard
25
a
in
resulting
Hoo,
penalties
given
to SMC kept the
of the large number of penalties Aided by effective blocking, Romas
team off the score board in the first
handed out throughout the game.
Vic
the
to
SMC
brought
Kirlaviciu
s
In a kicker's dual during the first
half.Karly in the second half,
defence MacConnel
Vic's assisted
3 yardableline.to However,
half, Vic's Alec Zimmerman proved was
hold the team,
kicked a single and
superior
to
SMC's
kicking
duo
—
MacConnel and Engel. He was also by a five yard penalty against SMC. from that point on SMC went on to
St. Mike's tried desparately on third completely dominate the game.
effective at running the ball back for down
to score, with MacConnel
MacConnel got the first SMC
to the air. However, he touchdown at the 19 second mark of
Vic did the only scoring in the going
overshot his receiver and Vic took the fourth quarter. On a fake up the
first half at. the 5:50 mark on a over.
Vic,*'
middle, he kept the ball and ran to
touchdown by Richard ZimmerAlthough Vic was unable to the outside, adding six points. Larry
man. The play was set up by a poor
third down snap and the SMC sustain a drive, they earned a first Klein scored next with a run from
kicker elected to run instead of punt, down on a roughing-the kicker Vic's 33 yard line, asisted by effecbinding itself deep in its own penally against SMC in the second
tive blocking. SMC's Ron Charfery
territory SMC was able to hold Vic. quarter. The second quarter also drove the Vic punter back to the 5
SMC
intercept
a
Vic
pass
and
On the next exchange of punts, Vic saw
touchdown.
a Vic fumble.
yard
line to set up St. Mike's third
was able to run the ball back from recover
MacConnel was scrambling
St.
now goes on to meet
the 35 to the 3 yard line, allowing effectively
on third down situations, PHt\ Mike's
Zimmerman to go over.
Wednesday November 15 at 2
but
persistently
returned
to
a
St. Mike's came right back with a

sportalk pm.
Blues water Polo season ends leading rusher this year. The trophy team members from RMC last
tomorrow at York with the OUAA is awarded for sportsmanship both Saturday at Hart House, 1,000 to
U of T's J. Peeles was the
finals.... Women's hockey team on and off the field, character, and 920.
highest individual scorer with 266
T crossforcounhosts Queen'sto tomorrow
9 am and playing
try teamability....
travels UtoofRMC
the out of 300.... Broomball has finally
travels
Guelph atTuesday
evening.... Hockey Blues plays Cf AU finals tomorrow.... Jarvis heen able to find some ice time —
McMaster Marauders tonight at 8 Collegiate Institute hosts a basket- 1 1:30 to midnight. Monday to Thurball clinic tomorrow. Attending will
sday. The league begins Monday on
• UC — Eight repealers head this experienced squad. The problem will pm in Hamilton. Radio Varsity will be .lack
Donohue, recently ap- a co-ed. club basis. For further
once again be in allocating resources to needs (that is, good coaching and carry the game live.... In football
teamwork). — Fourth.
information
contact Ken Beaty
last weekend Waterloo Lutheran
pointed men's national basketball
Golden Hawks defeated Ottawa coach, and Windsor Lancers head through the intramural office, Hart
Gee-Gees in a sudden-death OUAA coach Paul Thomas. Bob Croft, House.... Intramural water polo
final last Saturday 23-10: while formerly of the Dallas Chaparrals presents movies in the fencing room.
Windsor Lancers lost to Western and the Kentucky Colonels of the Hart House, Wednesday, November
Mustangs 23-8 in Windsor. Western American Basketball Association 15 and 22. Films will be shown at six
goes on to play Lutheran in will ;ilso attend. Admission for the pm, followed
a round robin tournament inihebypool.
Waterloo for the OUAA cham- Metro High School All Star Game,
pionship tomorrow.... Cor Doret played at eight pm, is Sf. The clinic
was nominated as the winner of the runs from 9:30 am to six pm. Adis S6 for coaches and
Johnny Copp Trophy by fellow team adults, andmis ion foS2r it for
Our misteak
students.... U of T
members recently. Doret was the
was reported Wednesday that
Blues' leading receiver as well as the Rifle Club shooters were defeated by ForItdefeated
Arch in interfac soccer.
For in fact, defeated Wye 5-0.
In last Sunday's Blues - Lutheran
game, Harry Sems only scored one
win.
goal, not two as reported. Doug
Tate got the other goal in Blues* 9-2
unclassified

STUDENT HOCKEY TICKETS
Will Get You a Book of$4.00
Ten Tickets For The Home
Games of Varsity Blues in Varsity Arena This Year
1972-73 Schedule
Fri. Nov. 17 Ottawa Fri. Jan. 19
Fri. Nov. 24 Sir G. WilliamsWed. Jan. 24 Waterloo
Carleton
Fri. Dec. 1 Laurentian
Fri. Jan. 26 Queen's
Wed. Dec. 6 Western
Fri. Feb. 9 Loyola
Fri. Jan. 12 Ryerson
Wed. Feb. 21 York
ALL GAMES AT 8:00 P.M.
Tickets On Sale At
Athletic Ticket Office, Athletic Wing,
Hart House on
Tuesday and Wednesday, November
14th and 15th
From 9:00 A.M. to
6:00 P.M.

may purchase one adGU EST BOOKS: Each Student
ditional book which will admit a guest (not
necessarily a member of the University) to the
student section. Guest books are sold at the same
Athletic Memberprice, one only to each holder of ancard
- tickets canship card. Bring your Membership
not be purchased without one
- First Game - Friday, November 17 REMEMBER
against OTTAWA
41BA) AND ERIN. COLLEGE
SCAR. COLLEGE
AVAILABLE AT)
TICKETS
___ (RM. .S . , _ _ .
(PHVS. ED.ALSOSHED

RECENTLY SEPARATED MALE Grad
student (m id-twenties) seeks serious
female companionship. Mail particulars
to: ,,Varsity Ad". 30 Charles St. W. 608,
Toronto
swered. 189. All genuine inquiries snLIVE ON CAMPUS Places now available
in residence at New College. Women:
call: 928-8875. Men: call 928-2464
BABYSITTER: 3:30 to 7 p.m. Monday to
Friday for 5 and 9 year old children. Cook
simple dinner. Informal home. BathurstEglinton. S20. Call 783-9365 after 7.
FEMALE STUDENTS for boutique. Parttime -flexible hours - top pay. The Launching Pad, 114 Bloor
W., 921-9151
and
The Launching
Pad, St.Sherway
Gardens.
622-1325.
WARM-N AT U RED BABYSITTER wanted
several nights
weeklyandfor four-year-old
Bathurst
Eglinton area.litPhone:tle girl.481-2059.
SKI MADONNA, VERMONT December
24th - 29th inclusive, 5120. includes - ac5 and days
all lifts,
shuttle servicecom dation,full
returnof skiing,
transportation,
2 meals perSKI day.
489-8715.
QUEBEC
TOURCall- $55.
Dec. 27 Jan 1,
5accommodation
days skiing at with
Ml. Ste.
heatedAnne.IndoorExcellent
swimming
pool.
AH
transportation
included.
For information write: CANADIAN
SKI
TOURS.
25 Taylorwood
Dr.. Islington, or
phone Gord
Allan, 247-2339.

Discover
the
freedom of
CONTACT
LENSES

GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today
for free booklet
You 1430
Buy
A Diamond"
H. Proctor"TheandDay Co.,
PRESBYTERIAN
Yonge
St.,
921-7702
EW'S
ANDR
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE - SIJUSTSISOUTH
OF CAMPUS
Theses,ced typists
essays- -electric
French, typewriters,
Latin - experienKING
ST.
W.
AT
SIMCOE
ST.
713
Spadina Ave. (south Bloor) 922-7624
IF YOU ARE CAPABLE on writing a top
11. A.M.
university essay: call: Essay Services 923- DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART
1964.
■A CHURCH HOME
IF YOU HAVE top quality University
Essaysworthlyingmoney.
aroundAnycollecting
Yriey
are
year, anydust"sublect.
FOR STUDENTS
Phone: Essay Services 924-991 6.
EXPEDITIONS: Overland London to
AWAY FROM HOME'
Capetown: Easter
TorontoIsland;
to RioSolarde Janeiro:
Yucatan;
Eclipse.
The Trekkers: 2453 Yonge St., Suite No. 7,
Toronto
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
interim/
Spadina
betweenof funQueen
and 8-18.
Dun^reeform
das.
Good Ave.
selection
furs sizes
Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)
363-6077,andopen
If i ™- waterbeds
Thurs.
Fri. 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00 featuringKjTalcyon
PLEASE GIVE US A HAND. Earlscourt Complete Units From
communitymathproject
desperately
volunteer
and science
tutors.needs
Call
Alec:
532-3303,
and
help
a
high
school 2110 Yonge St.
student make it.
$79.95 489-7600

BRADDOCK
OPTICAL
170 7Si.BloorGeorgeSi. W.St. 233-261
925-87201
291
Centenary Plaza 282-2030
VillageSTORES
Centre 222-5791
12Bayviow
OPTICAL
THROUGHOUT
METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

s

t
spor

Blues
Soccer Blues stretched their
unbeaten streak into the playoffs
out Eastern Secshutting
yesterday,
tion leaders
York Yeomen 4-0.
Toronto wins the OUAA championship and regains the Blackwood
Tor the first lime since the 19686U("upseason.
The Blues go on to play
l Inivcrsity of Alberta Golden Bears
UimorVow at 12:30 pm at York.
However,
the Blues*
difficult
the mud
and rainwinon was
the
worst-developed
of
York's
four
adjacent playing fields put a damper
mi the game. Toronto was also able
ii> overcome the bad calls made by
substitute rcferree Enrico Toscano.
Blues )ed 2-0 at the half, on goals
hv forwards Mario DaRosa and
Herb Dubsky. DaRosa's goal came
from fortPipo
within D'Antoni's
the first fiveindividual
minutes ef-of
play. The York team was relatively
confused at the time and D'Antoni's
hurst up the left side at wing led to a
goal mouth scramble for the ball.
DaRosa stepped in to end the confusion, booting the ball from close
range to put the Blues ahead.
from
a Toronto's
corner kicksecond
to thegoalleftcameof York
poaliender David Paris. DaRosa
then headed the ball to Dubsky, who
immediately sent the ball into the
far right
net. Dubsky's
goal
was corner
scored of38 theminutes
into the
game.
\t the 10 minute mark of the
second half, DaRosa added his second goal of the game off his own
rebound in front of the York net.
\ssisling on the goal was forward
VUo Polera, who sent a quick pass
across the field to DaRosa.
Blues" Cobby had a good
opportunity
the score
soon after atlo 35makeminutes
into 4-0
the
second half on an Ian Harris pass.
I lowever, the goal post came to the
goalkeeper's
and the ball
bounced out of aid
bounds.
f inally, with eight minutes left in
the game. DaRosa snapped the ball
into the York net from 40 yards out.
A shaky Paris made an initial stop
on ihe ball, but it slipped through his
hands and dropped back into the
net.
However. Yeomen came back

splash
shut-out.
determine
were relatively
BluesBrand's
Although d theto ruin
slack in front of their own crease
during the game's closing minutes.
4-0
Brandlead.capably preserved the team's
The final score was in some ways
an inaccurate representation of the
game's actual play. The Blues
played largely defensive ball against
aggressive
York Thesquaddifference
for muchin
oran ihe
initial half.
score resulted from a combination
of cohesion (teamwork) on, the
Blues'Yeomen.
part, and disorganization by
the
York plavers were disorganized,
reiving on individual members to
carry the ball through for the team.
As has been the case all season.
Blues were able to form an effective
defencive concentration when
pressed in their own end.
downfallon
wasYork's
in its second
inability major
to capitalize
several good chances in the first
half. For example, the Yeomen had
a good opportunity in the first
minute of play on a fast break, yet
Tim Burns was back to stop the
York offence.
Blues showed their strongest
offeneive determination of the game
toward the end of the first half,
enabling Dubsky to score, as well as
hemming Yeomen in their own end.
Even York's twelfth man on the
field — a huge defencive puddle
halfway between the York goal
crease and centre line — offered
little aid.
But Blues also had their bad
moments. Although the forwards
got back to defend more often than
not. gaps in the backfield were
sometimes conspicuous. On one
such
Blues' forEd the
Carter
lone play.
man back
Blueswasoffthea
York throw-in from the sideline. But
he was able to prevent the Yeomen
from causing goalkeeper Jack Brand
any serious threat until other Blues
gotllowever
back. Brand himself was
outstanding in net. Impervious to
the mud, he smothered the ball
whenever a York player buzzed
close
On kickouts, enough
he oftento hissentcrease.
the ball
over
halfwav down the field into Yeomen

York,

win

The DaRosa to Dubksy combination
territory. On many occasions. Brand
sent the hall lo the teammate he
chose to, calling out his name at the
same time as he booted the ball.
Also noticeable was the atlrocious
refereeing. Blues almost lost their
poise on some of the calls. But,
completing the game was uppermost
in most minds, so the team continued. Even one of the linesmen
disagreed
invainof the— refs
fromcalls.
the
sideline with— some
The game was originally
scheduled for two pm Wednesday,
but the referee and officials failed to
show up for the OUAA final championship game.
In the Alberta-Lakehead game
late yesterday afternoon. Bears
Steve Odumah scored against
l.akehead within the last five
minutes of play to put his team
ahead 1-0.
If the Blues win this afternoon's
game, they go on lo play the winner
of the Quebec-Atlantic divisions
championship game for the CIAU
title. Although the game was
originally scheduled for York, it is
possible that last minute changes
will
see il played al CNE Stadium
Saturday.

OUAA

lve Blues their second goal against York Yeomen
yesterday.
- Final
OUAA Soccer
Loss Tie For
Games
18

Western Section
Toronto
McMaster
Guelph
Western
Waterloo
Laurentina
Brock
Eastern Section
York
Carleton

11 9
7
11 Win
11 5
11 5
11 4
6 2
1

0
3
5
7
4
10

2
1
2
1
0
0
0

31
45
28
18
14
2110

20
20 Pts.
Agst
7
12 15
34 U
8
15
4
45
2
12

0 1
7 6
2 2 19
6 4
8
7 2
3 2
4 1 10
7 2
not
played
5
4
7
0
2
Ryerson
Trent
October 22 - Carleton at York
November
Queen's 4 - Trent at Ryerson - cancelled because of
ditions.

Basketball
Blues
begin
against
Basketball Blues lip off another season tomorrow
Filinsji
(6'2")points.
was Blues'
scorerduties
last year,
evening with an exhibition game against McMasler racking
up 141
Filinskisecond
shareshighest
backcourt
with
Marauders in Hamilton.
outside
shooter
RudmikSkyvinglon,
(6'l"), whofifthtotalled
134rebounder
points laslin
year
and
44
rebounds.
leading
has notwhile
been theoverteam50 only
per cent
in a the OUAA in his rookie year last season, will pace the
singleTheone Blues'
of the win
pastrecord
eight years,
finished
forward line. Centre Ferguson, back after a season of injuries,
league
5X). champions once since the Second World War (1957- will enable Walt (6'5"), now in his third season, to fill the
Unfortunately, U ofT has certain factors working against other forward
position. Scott (6'4") and Annis (6'3") are the
veteran forwards.
Ihe building of a really strong ball club. As coach John other
Rookies give the team the bench strength it will need
McManus said. "It's hard to get a player lo come here with
the present facilities." McManus' statement is backed up by against top teams such as York and Ottawa which finished
first
and second respectively lasl year in the Eastern Section.
the
fact
that
only
one
of
the
members
or
this
year's
learn
lives
oulside the Toronto area.
Francis and Peter Oolup work guard positions. Bolh
Since the Hart House "gym" has barely enough room for steamBillfrom
school teams synonymous wilh basketball
hvo teams, let alone any spectators. Blues have lo play iheir supremacy — high
Oakwood and Cederbrae Collegiate respectivegames in the Benson Building. For unknown reasons, the
ly.
Tim
McGhie,
Doug
Baker, and Rick Hollowell complete
Benson gym is never available to the team for practices. In
other words. Blues practice on one floor and play on another. the well-slocked guard contingent. With rookie forwards
Rich Kurczyk
(6'4-'^,BluesBarker,
won't
The difference between this year's team and the 1971-72 Frankto Cress
look up(6'6")
to iheirandopposition
very often.
(Gerry
version can best be expressed in one word: experience. If it have
now teaching, is a noteworthy loss lo the learn.)
really
turns
oul
lo
be
"the
besl
teacher",
il
will
mean
more
wins for the Blues.
John McManus will hold ihe coaching reins for the lSlh
l ast year, the Blues wenl inlo the season with only two consecutive year. He'll try lo bring Varsity to its fi rsi
veteran players. For the 7 1 -72 season, the team has triple thai championship since 1957. McManus feels the Blues will need
number in the rosier: Dave Wall. Dave Ferguson. Randy a hustling and aggressive game. Wjndsor proved ibis true lasl
IHub
ilinski.
when the team came from fourth spot in ihe Western
\nnis.Tony Rudmik, Brian Skyvinglon. Glen Scott, and year
Section lo upsel a larger and more experienced Waterloo

31
5
13
11
21

13
10
6
5
2

field con12

Mac

tomorrow

squad. Windsor then went on to defeat favoured York for Ihe
OUAA championship.
But McManus is optimistic: "I'll say (his about (his
year'sBlues
team meet
— theyYork,
do hustle."
Ottawa, Laurentian, Carleton,
Queen's, and Ryerson in their own section (Eastern). If the
team manages to come out of those contests with al leasl a
fourth place spot, it'll eventually have to face the "besl from
the Western Section" — be il Windsor, Waterloo, Western,
McMaster, Guelph, Lutheran, or Brock.
The implementation of a new rule will help quicken the
game's
paceU.S.throughout
league this
year. Following
lead of Ihe
National theBasketball
Association,
the first the
six
non-shooting fouls in each half will not result in a foul shol.
Instead, the ball will be awarded lo the team fouled oul of
bounds.
the sixth foul, in the bonus situation, all foiils
wil resullAfter
in shots.
practice,
this means
delayslo the
in the
It's
hopedIn more
spectators
will be fewer
attracted
gamegame.
through
the
rule's
implementation.
(The
rule
also
applies
to
intcrfaeully games beginning this year.)
McManus indicated that he will try lo capitalize on the
new rule by utilizing more and belter out-of-bounds plays.
Everything is, of course, academic until ihe first game.
But,a ihewin.Blues
bounceeightintopm.McMasler tomorrow hungry
for
Gamewilllime:

Farm
workers
fight for rights
When more than 300 American farm workers were arrested for violating an injunction against picketing, the United Farm Workers Union switched its tactics to encourag
a lettuce boycott to continue the struggle for equal rights for labourers. Details start on page 7; editorial on page 4.
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HERE
TODAY
all day
Elector 72 - Municipal Election Centre
answers all your questions concerning the
upcoming December 4lh election. Al Innls
College,
928-5456-7.63 St. George St.. 1st floor or call
1 pm editor ot Our
Dlmitrl Roussopoulos.
Generation, will speak on "Revolutionary
Organization:
An Anarchist
Sidney
2106. ot Alternative".
Come Smith*
and meetRoommembers
the Process
Church
in
the
South
Sitting Room, Hart
House.
Free Jewish University: "Principals in
Jewish Law". In Sid2:30 Smith
pm 5020.
Michael Redgrave will be the guest of the
HaM House Library Committee at 2:30
today in the Music 4 Room.
pm All welcome.
Council
meeting,
departments Of English, BCDcombined
Upper Brennan.
SMC.
MilanStudent
Opocensky,
World
Christian secretary
Federation forwill thebe
speaking
on
Christianity
and
the chapel. Old Vic.4:10 pm Revolution" In
General council meellng of Graduate
French Association. All graduate French
students urged to attend. Budget and
year's activities discussion.
6:30 pm Room 122 UC.
Hillel Kosher Supper: please make
reservations by 5 pm7 pmtoday.
High School Orientation Program being organized
Education
Commission. Meetingbyol SAC
volunteers
Interested
in going to high schools to speak to
students.
North
Sitting
Room
In
Hart
House.
7:30 pm
Canadian Crossroads Internationa!
short-termformationworkmeeting, projects
overseas.
at International
StudentInCentre, 33 St. George Street.

AND

NOW

"'JewishStreet.
Woman"
at Free
HillelJewish
Huse, University:
186 6St.pm George
CUSO Information Meeting: Positions in
Latin America,
International StudentPendarves
Centre, 33Lounge,
51. George
Street.
Free atJewish
University:
Zemer"
Hillel House,
186 St."Chavurat
George
Street.
Drama Workshop meets tonight again
(or a session at Hillel House, 186 St.
George
CUSO Street
General Information Meeting, 33
St. George Street. Come see the film
"CUSO in the 8:30Caribbean".
Everyone
Welcome.
pm
Free Jewish University: "Dissent In
Jewish
History".of Jewish
22 GlenEducation).
Park near - Glencairn (Board
TUESDAY
1 pm
Jean Cottam, research director lor
Citizens for an Independent Canada, will
speak
on theIn "Threal
Independence,
the Light toof theCanadian
Recent
American
Elections".
AllRoom
students
and
laculry
urged
to
attend.
2108
Sid
Smith. Till 2 pm. 2 pm
"Islam In the Soviet Union: Recent
Developments". Lecture by Professor A.
Bennigsen,
d'Etudes,
Le Sor-of
bonne, Paris,Directeur
and Visiting
Professor
Russian and Turkish History, University of
Cfiicago. 523 New 4College.
pm
"The Mythology of West African
Economic
History".
Lectureof West
by Professor
A. G. Hopkins. Centre
African
Studies, University of Birmingham. 3050
Sidney Smith. 4:30 pm
Free Jewishat University:
"Synagogue
Community1'
Atkinson College,
Room&
304.
York University,
5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship — general

Degree value questioned
The value of a university degree, which was questioned recently by a
Slatistics Canada official in Toronto, seems lo be a less than positive asset
for alA least
someissued
jobs byin the
Manitoba's
bulletin
Manitoba public
Civil service.
Service Commission October
16 advertises three positions. A comparison of two of these reveals that a
better salary is earned by not having a university degree than having one.
A technical engineering officer, to earn $9,216 — $11,760 per year,
requires only grade 12 education, with three to five years of experience
related to the duties of the job.
In contrast, to earn $6,876 — $8,784, an applicant for the job of a lab
lechnician must have a diploma from a recognized college in chemical
lechnology, or a university degree in chemistry, plus "at least two years
experience in a chemical laboratory preferably in water and sewage
chemistry".
The third position offered was lo a doctor, paying over $20,000.

meetingRoom,
startingopenat to5:30all. inSupper
Wymilwood
Music
break
from 6:30 - 7:30 In the cafeteria. This week
Commissioner Wiseman, the head of the
Salvation Army In Canada,
will be speaking
pm Works.
on the topic Faith6:30versus
Hillel Kosher
reservation
by 5 pmSupper:
today. please make
7
pm
Guitar Workshop for beginners at Hillel
House, 186 St. George
Street. beginners at
HillelConversational
House, 186 St.Hebrew
George forStreet.
A meeting for all those who are
Interested in planning8 pma Winter Carnival will
take place In the SAC
office.
Fun
Free Jewish University: \St.TarnGeorge
Honig"
at
Hillel
House,
18
8:15
pm
Street.
Conversational Hebrew for advanced at
Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.
Guitar186Workshop
advanced at Hillel
8:30lorpmStreet.
House.
St. George
Feiffer's byPeople:
sketches
and
observations
Jules Felffer.
opens at new
Vic theatre,
new
academic
building,
Victoria College. Till Saturday. Admission
S1.00.
"Count Dracula", rises from the depths
of U.C. Playhouse. St. George. Directed
and adapted
by David
slon
is pay what
you Rotenberg.
can. NightlyAdmis-'
until
Saturday.
Friday and Special
Saturday. midnight shows on
WEDNESDAY
noon
African Studies Committee, ISP.
presents seminar on 19th Century West
African Economic History, by Professor A.
G. Hopkins, of the Centre of West African
Studies,
Galbralth University
Bldg. of Birmingham. 202
Jazz Concert: The Ted Moses Quintet,
East Common Room. Sponsored by the
Hart House Music Committee. Till 2 pm.

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses !

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

LIBRARY EVENING
GALLERY
Quest French:
speaker:Book
William
MALCOLMART BATTY
EXHIBITION
Reviewer (or THE GLOBE AND MAIL
MONDAY 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
8 p.m.
Weds., -Nov.
15
Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m. -5 p.m. I Library
ALL WELCOME
i Sunday 2 p.m. -5 p.m.
AFTERNOON CONCERT
ANDREW GALLIARDI - PIANO
Beethoven - Pastoral Sonata
Schumann
- Abegg
Variations
Rachmaninoff
- Preludes
TUES., NOV. 14 - 1:00 P.M. - MUSIC ROOM
INFORMAL
DEBATE
'RESOLVED THAT THIS
HOUSE SUPPORT
THURSDAY,
PROHIBITION'.
noon NOV.
In 16
The12 Tuck
Shop.

FILMS
"DOODLE FILM"
"ANGEL"
"JEU TODAY
SI SIMPLE"
1:00 P.M. - MUSIC ROOM
7:00 P.M. - DEBATES ROOM

BLACK HART
EVERY TUCK
TUESDAY,
SHOP WEDNESDAY
- 12 NOON
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M.

PUB
-AND5.30 THURSDAY
PM.
- 11:30 PM.

TODAY: MICHAEL REDGRAVE
2:30 P.M.-MUSIC ROOM
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 17 AT 4:00 P.M.
TO SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18 AT 6:00 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE, 186 St. George
SHABBATON
"I HAVE A PRECIOUS GEM IN MY TREASURE HOUSE - IT IS
CALLED
SHABBAT AND
IT TO OFYOU."
"AN EXPLORATION
OF THEI GIVE
MEANING
SHABBAT IN STUDY AND
Guests For Shabbat:
EXPERIENCE"Rabbi Yehudah Etiezri and Judy
What is a Shabbaton? A group of 30-40 spends Shabbat together at Hillel House
eating,
sleeping, prayingof andwhatstudying
there and in general concentrating on
gaining
and to anan appreciation
individual Jew. Shabbat can mean both to a Jewish community
TO REGISTER CALL: 923-9861
DEADLINE: Wednesday, November 15. Fee: $3.00
Bring Your Own Sleeping Bags

vie dfema club presents

feiFfera

people

SKd^tctsa-NaHohs by juteHeiffer
difecfed by
mr- jack medhurat
newyiciheatra
ve'dbria college

(nesday novl4 thboyk

fri'day i Saturday *■ $lx$
Martin Onrot presents
ARLO GUTHRIE
Thurs. Nov. 16, 8.30 p.m.
O'KEEFE CENTRE
TICKETS 3.50, 4.50, 5.50
Tickets available at: Sam's Downtown, Eaton's
offices
Amherst Pharmacy. O'Keefe Centre Box Office opensAttraction
Weds., Nov. 15
AN ENCORE PRODUCION

WYMEfT.
(JUST NORTH OF DUNDAS)
NO ( OVEIU HAKGF MONDAY-THl RSI)A\

1
1
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'Help us beat the anti-union management'

Union
steward
by ZOVA STEVENSON
Pauline Green, a shop steward representing workers on
strike against Kitchener-based Dare Foods Limited, urged
over 100 people at a conference on women in the work place
lo boycott Dare products.
"Help us beat the anti-union management, which
employed
an attempt
to break us,"in
she pleaded.Canadian
CanadianDriver
DriverPoolPoolin was
a firm specializing
providing strikebreaking services.
She was speaking in a wide ranging panel discussion on
Saturday with six other women, mostly trade unionists, on
organizing
womenconference
in the work-place
one section
of the
Toronto Waffle
held in theinBoard
of Education
Building on College Street.
Beverly Norris. another of the striking members of Local
173 of the Union of Brewry. Flour, Cereal, Soft Drink and
Distillery Workers, said the issues at stake at Dare were a 40
hour work week, wage parity for women with the men in the
plant, belter working conditions, and the removal of union
shop arid check off clauses from the agreement with the
company.
She said there was only one job category for the women
workers,
thoughpaidtheyforoften
without being
it. did a number of the men's jobs
Working conditions, though bad for all the workers were
worse for the women who had to stand for 8.5 hours without
silting, she said. As well, ihe men were allowed more mobility
within the plant, she said.
Norris informed Ihe audience that in their latest meeting
Blackburn

tells women
to
with the company, union members had been offered "no
retroactive pay and no discrimination between striking
workers ot the outside and scabbing ones on the inside".
She exclaimed that it was "some offer" because contrary
lo Ihe contention of no discrimination, "the company refuses
lo re-hire 10 of our union members for one year and is asking
S3X.000
fromArkell,
ihe union
so-called officer
damages".
Angela
actingin education
for the Canadian
Union of Public Employees Local 1000, described the
obstacles in organizing women.
"In the white collar areas, there's a fantastic amount of
hostility towards organizing women," she said, "because
Ihey're prestige jobs and women are made to feel Ihey have a
special relationship with their bosses."
Hilary Armstrong, a secretary with 10 years' experience,
agreed.
She waitress,
said the "special
relationship"
nursemaid,
and errand
girl to theconstitutes
boss. being a
"I don't think anybody is loo important lo do their own
shit work." she staled. "At one point you have lo stand up for
yourself and do the job you were hired to do."
"If all business
the secretaries
in Toronto
the entire
community
would went
grindon tostrike,
a halt,Iheyorsayal
least Mathild
an awful Blanchard,
lot of men would
not get
IheirCanadian
morning Seafood
coffee."
organizor
for the
and Allied Workers in New Brunswick said, "for Ihe woman
in the work-place, there is no happy medium; either you fall in
love wiih your boss, or gel pushed around."
Arkell added that "women tend lo be concentrated in
labour intensive jobs where their security is not likely lo be

boycott
Dare
threatened. They view their jobs as temporary and yet fear
replacement,
because
Ihe
unskilled
nature of ihe jobs makes
lhem easily replaced.
"Women consider their lack of skill a personal failure
and "Women
thus acceptarelower
wages than men. "
fighting
in the class struggle," she said,
"but business unionism also prevents them from seeing this."
Shirley Carr. president of.CUPE local I287.in Niagara
Falls, said thai she was totally opposed to any wage restraints
as long as government and private companies were making
the profits they did at the expense of the workers.
She said that women were consistently paid less lhan
men, bulequality.
thai unions on the whole had failed to flghl for malefemale
"If the present legislation is intended lo protect women
Ihe same as men," she said, "there should be one piece of
legislation for all of us as workers."
Blanchard said that the slogan which should be laken up
by
Ihe movement
"equallopaythe foroffice
all work"
because
workers
from the isjanitor
clerk are
equallyall
necessary lo the functioning of industry.
Florence Seychuk, president of the Office and
Professional Employees International Union Local 343,
emphasized that it was important to educate office workers,
most or whom are women, to their rights such as maternity
leave.
"In joining a union, al least you have a contract which
offers
said. vou some security and some say in your work " she

refuses

During the demonstration, police guarded main library.

to rehire
fired worker
that
he
was
dismissed the day after the lime delay and cost of pursuing
By HEATHER-JANE
SANCUINS
being unofficially elected a steward
in Canadian. Union oT Public
Later that spring, part-lime
While 15 people waited outside Employees Local 1230. The library,
his office Friday. Chief Librarian R. contended
library worker Tony Leah was
that Owen's
work
was
H. Blackburn refused lo rehire fired unsatisfactory,
although after threatened with possible dismissal
library worker Dave Owen.
lesting two weeks earlier Owen had by then U of T registrar (and now
been
found
satisfaclory.
vice-provost) Robin Ross for taking
According lo Students for a
pari in a disruption of a meeting in
Democratic Society spokesman
Parker upheld its decision, ihe struggle for student parity with
David Depoe, who along with Owen agreeing
that
as
a
probationary
faculty in governing
the Facultybody.of Arts and
and
another SDSthe"delegate"
spoke worker. Owen could be fired without Science's
to Blackburn,
chief- librarian
notice as long as il was not for union
"could intervene but doesn't wish to activity.
He union
foundactivity
there played
was noa Owen told the rally that "speedat this time, although he has the evidence lhat
up, lay-off, poor pay and inpari
in
[he
decision
to
dismiss
timidation" were common aspects
power
lo do so".Blackburn himself, The meeting with BlackburnOwen
However,
was of a library worker's job at the U oT
when interviewed later, staled thai preceded by an SDS-sponsored rally
T, especially
ihe lobby of the Sigmund Samuel budget
was cut. since the library's
herehire
doesn't
has thewaspowertakenlo inI ibrary
Owen.thinkThehe matter
attended by 30 people and
During the meeting with
oul of his hands, Blackburn four U of T policemen.
Blackburn, his office was defended
asserled. when Owen went lo the
J. B. West, and
plainclothes
U of T
Depoe told ihe rally the firing was by
union because the matter then
policeman,
a uniformed
became ihe responsibility of U of T one "in a long series of examples" of policeman with a walkie-talkie.
the "arrogant altitude" of Ihe
Personnel Director R. F. Brown.
library administration.
The press was barred enlry to this
The ex-library
worker's wasgrievance
meeting by Wesi. Subsequent
asking
for reinstatement
turned
In
early
lLJ7l
library
worker
Pat
(iarcia contended she was fired for library worker Walter Brooker was
down
week head.
by theJohn
university's
abour last
relations
Parker. refusing lo lake on extra work also prevented from entering
Owen had claimed he was fired without extra pay. She eventually because he wasn't a union steward,
for union activities, citing the fact dropped her grievance because of the policeman said.

Lawyer
charges
racism
practised in immigration
dept.
Canadian immigration laws, hour slopover in the airport," he
munist Party of Canada (MarxistLeninist) whom the government is
according to lawyer Charles Roach, said.
have become the tools with which
Copeland said competent Irving lo remove from the country
Ihe Canadian government practices immigration lawyers al ihe airporl under various sections of the Imracism.
migration Act and the Criminal
are one way to relieve some of the Code.
Roach and lawyer Paul Copeland, daily.
injustices lhat may be occurring
an expert on immigration, spoke at
The immigration laws, Copeland
a forum Thursday on Canadian
Copeland made il clear lhat warned, will be increasingly used in
immigration policy and racism al racism does not always determine place of normal deportation and
the International Student Centre.
whether the immigration laws will extradition procedures to gel rid of
Copeland asserled the problem of be used to prevent persons otherwise undesirables.
racism lies not so much with the eligible
to enter from coming lo
Roach, lawyer for former Black
whole immigration department, but Canada, He cited ihe case of Panther
Edwin Hogan who was
more with the application of the professor Istvan Meszaros, a marx- deported without being able to conlaws as determined, in many in- isl professor who is unable lo take
sult with his counsel or appeal his
stances, byindividual immigration up a permanent teaching position at deportation,
denounced government
officers,
York University because he is a interference in judicial proceedings
Officers gain this power through a "security risk".
carried oul by the Immigration
points system in which personal
New laws on Immigration
Board.
evaluations of applicants by officers procedures now make it difficult for Appeal
lie said interference by the
counts for up lo 15 of the 50 points Americans wishing to avoid fighting immigration
minister is a result of
in
the
Vietnam
war
to
come
lo
needed lo gain entry. Thus the oflies between his department
Iicers who have this pawer, he Canada before applying for landed close
and
the
appeal
board.
slated, have ihe power lo turn back immigrant status, he said. They
Much of the criticism of
people at (he border.
musl now file applications in immigration
policies has come as a
Copeland said he had witnessed Washington and wait for their
numerous eases in which persons papers lo go through what Copeland result of Ihe high level of unwishing to enter ihe country were
ploy men
in Canada,hopesslated
as the "incredible cmRoach.
The Igovernment
that '
given false information by the im- described
bureaucracy". y
migration officers, forcing them to
He also brought up the fact of the through lis "high-handed actions"
it will gain supturn hack. They got nothing for increase in the number of cases of againstport immigrants,
of the people at home, he I.nwyer Charles Roach described Canadian immigration laws as racist.
deportation -of political activists. He
iheir difficulties
exceptwith"a a $1600
round
trip to Canada
three mentioned 25 memhers of the Com- added.
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Shop selectively
After five years of hard work, the United Farm Workers of
America
right tothatrepresent
pickers. Itwonwas thea battle
succeededAmerica's
not only exploited
because ofgrape
the
dedication and sacrifice of the workers, but also because they
managed to communicate to American and Canadian shoppers
the justice of their struggle and the need to boycott non-union
grapes.
UFW -activity did not slop there, however. Within days, the
farmers' union had turned its attention to an equally exploited
groupLikeof farm
workers:workers
America's
lettucetheworkers.
the grape
beforenon-unionized
their settlement,
lettuce
workers have to work long hours at low wages to eke out an
existence.
And following in the footsteps of the successful grape
campaign, the lettuce workers are — justly — turning to North
American consumers for help in their struggle against oppressive
working conditions .and for the right to be represented by the
UFW.
When enough shoppers start boycotting non-union lettuce,
the profit-oriented agri-business interests which dominate most
American farming will be forced to grant their employees fair
working conditions and union representation. No longer will they
be able to survive by firing, trouble-makers and hiring students or
chronic unemployeds as substitutes for them.
Agri-business control of agricultural and the accompanying
adverse side-effects is not isolated in the States. Western Canada
farmers have been fighting to improve the inadequate prices they
get from the Kraftco interests that control most of the Canadian
dairy industry, seeking to get the National Farmers Union certified
as their bargaining agents. The NFU has organized a national
boycott of Kraft and Sealtesi (a subsidiary of Kraftco) products
and will be stepping up its eastern Canada campaign shortly.
Canadians should support their efforts.
Today, tomorrow, when next you shop for lettuce, replace the
non-union produce you may first grab with union lettuce. If your
regular store doesn't stock union lettuce, tell the merchant that
you'll
until union lettuce is in supply. And.
then, boycot
stick the
by premises
your word.

Shouldn't

The Varslly, a member of Canadian
University Press, was founded lr> 1360
ministrative Council theol theStudents'
University
is published
ofandToronto
and Isbyprimed
by DaisonsAd— Ibsen Press Ltd. Opinions expressed In this
"It is inexcusable lor scientists to torture newspaper are not necessarily those of
Administrative
Council
animals; let them make their experiments orthetheStudents'
administration
of the university.
on journalists and politicians."
orFormal
businesscomplaints
operationaboutof thethepapereditorial
may
he addressed
to Committee.
the Chairman.Varsity
Campus
Relations
Board ol Directors, 91 St. George St.

muzzle

Dare Foods has tried to intimidate Pro Tern reporter Bob
Edwards into retracting an article about the current Dare boycott
campaign.
The Glendon College student newspaper staffer is not planning
on fulfilling the request, having been advised by legal counsel that his
article did not violate the injunction prohibiting the striking union local
and others officially aware of the injunction from "attempting to induce
breaches of contract" between Dare and "any other persons or
corporations".
That Dare would attempt to threaten critical journalists — and
without apparent legal or apparent factual cause — is deplorable. But,
what is much more serious is that a company engaged in large-scale
commerce claimed to believe that it could get an injunction to silence
its critics and to prevent the striking workers from disseminating
information about their grievances.
Even most conservatives are willing to concede freedom of the
press. It would indeed be a sorry day when — rekindling memories of
the October. 1970 suspension of civil liberties in Canada — opposing
views could be legally gagged.
Over the past few years, there has grown an increasing hostility,
nurtured by the professional media, toward organized labour. In part,
this anti-union backlash has produced provincial legislation eroding
many of the rights organized labour won after years of hard struggle.
Consequently, the possibility of legislation being enacted to satisfy
business' desire to eliminate media coverage and effective worker
organization is not as remote as might have been assumed.
There can be no justification for muting the media to serve
corporate interests. A free press leaves the modicum of possibility —
albeit seldom utilized by the business-oriented professional media —
that
injustices
corrective
action.will be exposed and the public moved to demand
According to the Dare form letter, the company blames public
pressure and media coverage of the strike for cancellation of Ontario
contracts with several supermarket chains. This example of the
abuses corporate interests would like to see eliminated reinforces the
argument that such a move would betray the public interest.
Furthermore, increasing usage of court
to impede
striking workers cannot be justified, especiallyinjunctions
by governments
lamely claim they are not trying to destroy collective bargaining thatby
their imposing new restrictions on strike-related activities, but merely
seeking to modernize the collective bargaining process to best
accommodate the public interest.
Legislators should seriously consider overhauling any existing
laws which could allow abuse of labour's right to use its major
bargaining weapons in negotiations with management: withdrawal of
services and encouragement of public boycott of strike-hit plants.

Government

proof

of

provides

motives

Belieing its real objective in raising postsecondary tuition fees and decreasing the grant
portion of the Ontario Student Award Program, the
Ontario government has now taken further steps to
reduce university enrolment.
The latest government move was its imposition
of an $11 fee for the previously free Service to
Admission to Colleges and Universities exams.
Although not absolutely necessary for
university admission, the SACU tests improve a
student's odds of being accepted to the university
of his or her choice. Another piece of evidence on
which
to administer
university
administrators
woulda student's
probably potential,
say.
The government has tried to explain away its
latest swipe at post-secondary enrolment by pointing the guilty finger at the more than $400,000
annually it was costing to administer the tests to
anyone who decided to write them. And, the official
explanation continued, many of those trying their
hand at the exams had no real intention of
continuing on to university and were just wasting
theThere
government's
is much money.
reason to suspect that the
admission tests are relatively worthless, not really
telling the student or university anything useful.
Indeed, the Ontario government is reported to be
considering scrapping their use in the province.
Nonetheless U of T assistant dean of admissions

labour,

media

for

further
action

Kelvin Andrews last week told The Varsity that the
SACU exams "improve the chances of being
It seems quite understandable in these days
when a university degree far from assures one of a
accepted".
job
that students with serious doubts about the
merits of attending university may cover all bases
by taking the tests in case they eventually decide
on attending university.
In its folly, the government may pretend to
believe
who test-takers.
don't fork out(Howthe many
necessary
$1 1 werethatthethose
frivolous
high
school students do you know that like to sit through
gruelling exams just for the heck of it?) But, facts
and figures are proving them wrong.
The number of SACU applicants is down 40 per
cent since the charge was imposed, And, one
would
be safe
in hazarding
guess* thatbutthose
losing out
this year
are not thetheundecided
the
less affluent. As with its other disincentives to
university attendance, this tactic hits hardest at
those not who lack interest but lack sufficient
funds.
Something better be done soon to halt the
government's
full-scale assault
on university
dance and low-income
students.
And, attenthat
something
—
if
it's
to
have
any
effect
—
won't be
letter writing.

from

public
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National student
meet not joke
On Ihe weekend or November 3,
4, and 5 students from all across
Canada got together in Ottawa to
try to form a National Union of
Students. That is except for the
University of Toronto. The
representatives from the U of T.
SAC vice-presidents Ross Flowers
and .lohn Helliwell, spent no more
than an afternoon at the three day
meeting.
When I asked them what the
reason was for their apparent lack of
concern about the national union,
they said they didn't think the idea
was appropriate or practical at this
time. They thought the whole conference was a sham. Well, the way
they went about it, the conference

par

SAC president Gus Abols (anti-CUS) and predecessor Steven
Langdon (pro) debated national student union merits. CUS died
that year (1969). Now, some campuses are supporting revival of
new national union.
HILLEL LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS
RABBI IRVING GREENBERG

speaking on "A CRITIQUE OF MODERNISM
TOWARD RELIGIOUS UNITY."
ABOUT THE LECTURER:
HAS CURRENTLY BEEN APPOINTED PROFESSOR
RABBI GREENBERG
(N.Y.C.). HE
AND CHAIRMAN OF THE JEWISH STUDIES DEPT., CITY COLLEGE
BETH JOSEPH RAB(SMICHA) FROM RABBI
RECEIVED HIS OROINATION
HISTORY FROM HARVARD UNIVERBINICAL SEMINARY AND HIS PH.D. INFOUNDATION
AT BRANDEIS
HILLEL
DIRECTOR
AVIV
ANO TELUNIVERGHT AT OFBRANDEIS. YESHIVA U NIVERSITY
HAS TAU
SITYSITY ANDHE WAS
AND WELL RESPECTED
UNIVERSITY RABBI GREENBERG IS WELL-KNOWN
DIFON
WIDELY
LECTURED
STUDENT GROUPS. HE HAS CAN AO A AND ISRAEL. RABBI
AMONG JEWISH
FERENT CAMPUSES BOTH IN THE STATES,
OF
COUNCIL
RABBINICAL
THE
OF
MEMBER
A
ALSO
IS
GREENBERG
ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN HISTORICAL
AMERICA RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
A3
WELL
AS
ASSOCIATION.
HISTORICAL
JEWISH
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION,
BEING CHAIRMAN OF THE ADVISORY BOARD OF THE CENTRE FOR

PARTICIPATE WITH RABBI IRVING GREENBERG
COME HEARRAND
on Sunday Nov. 19 at 8:30 p.m.
AT HILLEL HOUSE

Southe
S.S. SouthernComfort:
the fun on the rn
Join
Comfort. The party takes off any
night and the only baggage you
need is some Southern Comfort,
ice, and mix.
See you on the levee.
Arrivals from the South:
Cold Comfort
Pour llh ounces of Southern Comfort
over crushed ice. Add a twist of lemon.
Comfort Screwdriver
Pour m ounces of Southern Comfort
over ice. Top up with orange juice.
Comfort Collins
ern Comfort
Mix IVi ounces ofofa South
a lime.
quarter ofwith
with the juice
Fill the glass
Add some
-lime ice.
lemon
drink.
Try these, too:
Comfort 'n' Cola,
Tonic, 1
Comfort and
Daiquiri, etc.
Comfort

prohably was a waste. I, personally,
don't
such athink
joke.that the whole thing was
The reason that this conference
was called was that there is a crisis
in education financing in the whole
of Canada. The surcharge on student Tees and the shifting away from
the grant system to the loan system
is intended to increase the cost of
education to students and to cut
hack enrolment. The situation in
Ontario is intended to apply to the
rest of Canada eventually. The
future looks dim for those students
who are short of money now, and
dimmer still as unemployment
climbs higher as more and more
U.S. hranch plants close down.
SAC's attitude to this crisis is one
of callousness. This is wrong. At a
time when there is an attack going
on against students in Canada, we
are
going what
to havewe tohave
join let
forcesaloneto
maintain
make any progress in improving the
Canadian educational system.
I also find it very interesting to
note that SAC will make a decision
not to make any positive contributions tothe organization of a
National Union of Students without
even letting students at U of T know
that the conference was going on.
Do they think that once they are
elected that they can ignore those
who elected ihem? Did they bother
to make a statement on why they
didn't want a National Union? Did
they ask the students at U ofT what
theyThisthought'.'
They did
not. when
same altitude
prevailed
over half of the undergrads at the U
of T voled in a referendum on
whether or not to have a fee strike in
January. When 75 per cent of these
said that they would strike, it looked
like a pretty clear mandate to me.
But, SAC is completely ignoring
this demand of the students. They
are taking no steps to even prepare
for a fee strike, something that
should
even later
if we on.don't need
to have hethedonestrike
I think that it is about lime that
SAC became a little more vocal in
its lack of action and explain to ihe
slu dents why it is not doing
anvlhing. iversity.As
demand
I a student
it. at this unPeter Ha>ers
Canadian Liberation Movement

Shouldn 't exclude
foreign grads
Please permit me lo comment on
the Canadian Union of Graduate
Students' stand on the issue of
foreign
students
in Canadian
unI).
iversities (The Varsity,
November
To isolate the central topics from
the report on the above discussion,
the CUGS (I) would like monetary
sanctions lo be used while admitting
foreign students, and (2) would want
'"academic" rather than "financial"
considerations to be the bases of
their enrolment. Now, I would not
want lo enter into a discussion of
these two points as I neither have
any means of varifying whether, as
alleged by Doug Pritchard of
Queen's, Ontario spends $100
million per year on fereign students
nor do I know if Canadian universities admit foreigners without
having regard lo their academic
eligibility. But. I do know that when
in doubt the graduate departments
do require foreign students to do
additional courses (which the latter
frequently do within the same period
of time in which a Canadian earns
his graduation) to get their degrees.
And, I have come across no evidence
thai graduate schools admit
foreigners on a come-one-comeall"
wonder
whetherprinciple.
foreignersIndeed,
are not Iadmitted
only to the extent that Canadian
nationals are nol available to fill the
available capacity. In that case, ihe
arguments of the kind advanced by
people like Pritchard could perhaps
he extended to the conclusion: all
foreigners should be barred and the
money they consume cut off from
the
universities'
appropriations!
However,
these are not
the matters I
sel out lo talk about — nor am
competent
to dowasso. to remark upon
My intention
the attitude working behind the controversy — as I saw it. I believe that
the controversy is part of the total
debate on Canadian nationalism.
No country can allow itself to be
taken over by others. When that
threat develops, the affected parties
doare assert
doing. themselves, as Canadians
However, I really seriously

NICKELODEON
■279 Yon^e at Dundas Sqi

it's the

only

way

wonder if the foreign students pose
any threat to I his country's identity.
Though
the sake
of profit,iheyit iscomenot here
any forillegitimate
sort of profit that they seek. As far
as I know, most of these students are
ihe brightest people from developing
countries where adequate facilities
are hot available for advanced work.
Most of these countries have been
the victims of European colonialism,
and have only now begun lo work
for their development. Without
having the resources to train their
personnel after
— which
of the
colonialists,
all, did anything
to develop education in its colonies?
They have either lo depend on the
'generosity'
Powersand orgelhave
their
nationalsof goBigabroad
the
necessary training. By enabling
these students to come here, then.
Canada lends a helping hand to
these countries in their own struggle
won
identity.and safeguard their hardto develop
to ignore
aspect
of Bythe choosing
case, indeed,
by notthisinviting
the foreign students lo present their
viewpoint, the CUGS conference
has done a great wrong to them. If
the delegates were driven by
nationalistic motives, I am afraid,
theirs was a very narrow motivation.
Kor, in today's world, there is only a
point up to which nationalism
-works. No country can survive fruitfully by simply shutting itself up
from everything external to it. And
there can be no area
ternationalismincan bewhichmoreindesirable than that of education.
This is one of the few areas where
genuine co-operation can be
These are rather obvious factors,
possihle.
hut ihe CUGS guys seem to have
chosen lo ignore them. Such people
need to think more deeply and see
more widely before they cheerfully
recommend the bulldozer as a cure
for every problem. The world is not
as simple as they made it out by
airily
the
problem?"saying
the"Sohave
issueswhat's
they more
confronted. Itotwould
been
appropriate
had ihey recommended
that while foreigners
should come
here for higher studies, they should
not seek to alter their status
afier coming here.
Alok Mukherjee ( from India )
Graduate Department of English
"ISLAM IN THE
SOVIET UNION:
Lecture by PROFESSOR
A. BENNJGSEN,
REGENT
DEVELOPMENTS"
DirecteurEtudes
O'Etudes,
des
Hauls
de leL'Ecole
Sorbonne,
Paris;
Visiting
Professor
Russian and Turkic History,of
University of Chicago. Tuesday,
November 14 at 2 p.m., Room
523, New College. Presented by
Ihe Middle East Sludies Com- ,
mittee of the International
Studies Programme.
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Future dentists say denturists don't know enough to be licensed.
Students oppose
denturist policy
On October 16. the Dental
Students formation
Society
an inforum in theheldauditorium
of the Faculty of Dentistry centered
around prospective moves by the
provincial government in delivery of
dental care to this province, especial y asit pertains to legislation
regarding
"denturists".
Speaking theforsothecalledOntario
Dental
Association was Dr. John Durran, a
dentist from Hamilton and chair-

man of the Social Development
Committee of the ODA.
It is now painfully aware to all
our fellow students that the present
provincial government is not interested in listening to any discus ion re; student concerns as
evidenced by their recent fee increases. This is also readily noticed
from their lack of discussion with
the dental profession concerning the
current conflict over the legalization

ALWAYS A GIGANTIC CLEARANCE OF
SAC
Forum
MUNICIPAL ELECTION
DAVID CROMBIE

i l l Mi l I *
ix L(5£enm£ chamber of musical ^li^hfai
This week:
JOE MENDELSON
Next week:
CHRISTOPHER KEARNEY
71 JARViS ST. 358-0796

of Despite
"denturists"?the three major
government commissions (Wells
report and Committee on the
Healing Arts, 1970 and the Task
Force on Dental Technicians, 1972)
and their recommendations that
"denturists" be under a dentist's
supervision, the premier and health
minister have chosen to introduce
provincial bill 203. This bill would
allow these self-styled "denturists"

appears
he a contradiction.
are
so toesse"'i!il
in ourprofession,
rolesIf weas
members
of a health
why is it that neither dentistry as a
professiontatives werenorconsulted
any of itsbefore
represensuch
legislation was introduced? Denlistry is more than willing to introduce new plans and programs to
increase the amount and quality of
dental care while lowering the cost.
However, the government has not
taken really definitive action on any
of these proposals as far as we are
concerned. These proposals from
dentistry include such thing as low
cost denture clinics, {some of which
are in operation without government
help) run by qualified clinics. Also
proposed: the usage of properly
trained and supervised prosthetic
therapists or technicians. The ODA
has proposed and requested
assistance in setting up a Dental
Health Care Plan especially for
children. The ODA also is trying to
decrease the incidence of denial
decay bywater
usagesupplies
of fluoride
municipal
and properin
in-sehool dental care training for
children.
What can we do as dental
students?, Really very lillle, except
to point out to the government both
our personal and professional views
and hope the government will wake
up and realize that unsupervised
denturists
are not in the publics'
health interests.
II the present trend of our
provincial
continues
with
unilateralgovernment
decisions being
made
in education, health, el cetera, wheih
are so one-sided and demonstrate
legislature's
Spending
thousands
of dollars weihe question
i>n a)Dental
Education
each year?
whatlacktypeof ofinformation,
leadership
can
they
offer
and
what
future use
b)
Planning
to
expand
dental
services?
they will make of our services when
we graduate.
fromc) Demanding
our denial higher
schools?productivity
It is really a problem for us as
D. K. Randell, president
students to comprehend what
Denial Student Society
or technicians to work directly with
the public without supervision or
proper
training.when
This anis
indeed adiagnostic
tragic situation,
apparent political whim overrides
the concern Tor the public's health. 1
keep
myself. have
"How anycan conthe
peopleasking
of Ontario
present fact
government?"
11 isfidenceaintheknown
that the
"denturists" do not have any
qualified ortraining
the diagnosis
diseases
other inconditions
of theof
soft and hard tissues of the mouth.
They know little or nothing about
the physiology
most body,
complicated joint inofthethehuman
that of our jaws. They have no
training knowledge of anaesthesia,
pharmacology,
surgery,of ora medicine
to
know anything
medical
nature about the area they claim as
home territory, it is also a known
fact that these so called denturists
learn how to fit denture s, or have up
.o now, by a guess and by-gosh
principle. If the government wants
to give these untrained individuals
'ree reign over one
of the most
dynamically
changing
and
challenging areas of the human
bodv. then
who performance
will take responsibility I past
is any
criterion, the government will not,
nor will these denturists.
The students who spend from five
to seven
years studying
Doctors of Dental
Surgery toarebe being
short changed.
If
the
health
department feels that what we must know
as dentists and how these things
they:
apply to a human mouth especially a
mouth with no teeth, then why are

SHOES
f OR I Hfc MURE FAMILY -AT EVERYDAY iflW MlCtT

JACKIE HENDERSON

TONY O'DONOHUE
PAUL RIMSTEAD
DAVID ROTENBERG
DEBATES ROOM - HART HOUSE
TODAY 2:00 P.M.

_ all shoes
SI*
$10
Reg, up to $25.00
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SHOES • IMPORTS
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10%
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&

RESISTANCE

A PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY CREATED BY YAD VASHEM, JERUSALEM
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THIRTY-TWO
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Chicano

fight

for

lettuce

rights

workers

whites

have

By DON University
HUMPHRIESPress
Canadian
In the coming months, Canadians will again be approached to
help the United Farm Workers of America (UFW) fight for fair wages
and living conditions.
The UFW has called a lettuce boycott against the big growers in
the south-western United States to back demands for recognition of
the United Farm Workers Union as the bargaining agent for lettuce
workers.
The same farm workers, led by Cesar Chavez, brought the grape
plantation owners to their knees after five years of continuous boycott
action. The issues involved in the lettuce boycott are essentially the
same as those in the grape boycott — obtaining the same basic
human rights
workers
have. for the Mexican-American (Chicano) workers as white
The lettuce boycott started more than two years ago in Salinas
County, California, which produces 74.5 per cent of all summer lettuce
shipped from California and Arizona.
The owners Brotherhood
had signed "sweetheart
with
the International
of Teamstersback-door
in late July.agreements"
But, on August
11, 1970, the Teamsters and UFW reaffirmed a 1967 jurisdictional
agreement giving the UFW jurisdiction over all agricultural workers.
The UFW called massive strikes against the lettuce plantation
owners on August 24, 1970. Some 7,000 workers walked out in Salinas
and Santa Maria Valleys to back demands that the UFW be their
collective bargaining representatives.
Because of the strike, one company, Inter Harvest, allowed a card
check
election supervisedsupported
by the Catholic
Committee.
The
workers
the UFW Bishops'
and the union
negotiated
a contractoverwhelmingly
with the company.
A company representative said, "The Teamsters had our contract
but UFW
has our workers."
The plantation
owners — mostly corporate interests — sought
and obtained an injunction prohibiting all UFW strike activity in the
Salinas area on September 17, 1970.
The workers refused to surrender to the owners and held a vote
to determine further action. They opted for the boycott.
of the ItUFWis their
meansunion
muchandto they
Chicanos
unionThewithexistence
a difference.
controlbecause
it. it's a
Before Cesar Chavez and the UFW appeared on the scene, farm
workers were the worst off of any workers in the United States.
A typical
example
be Jessica
family. she
Special
assistant
to Chavez
and would
co-ordinator
of the Govea's
lettuce boycott,
led
Toronto during the grape boycott organizing efforts.
Every member of her family had to work in the cotton fields in
survive on the low piece-rate they were paid. (Piece-rate
order to payment
involved
by the pound instead of by the hour.)
The family thewould
up'at worked
four am,without
pack a alunch,
one
six pm.
break anduntildrive
fields.get They
to
hour to get
Babies were put in boxes and left either in the car or at the end of
the row of crops their parents were picking.
There were no toilets or drinking water in the fields although
California law requires them.
If the foremen didn't like a worker or if the worker complained
would go on a
about the conditions, he was fired. The worker's name
blacklist and he or she couldn't get a job with any of the surrounding
plantations.
To be a farmworker meant to be continually on the move from
schooling, if
one job to another. The children could not receive proper
to learn English, and she
indeed they got any. It took Govea four toryears
was lucky. The children attend school six out of nine months. They
either fail or pass on to another grade without really learning anything.
No minimum wage for men exists in California. The minimum
hour, but it is not enforced.
wage for women and children is $1.65 per usually
consists of shacks
Housing provided to farmworkers
featured
Camp
Labor
Sunset
The
plumbing.
sanitary
without
the
builtinin"The
originally
was
It
is stilll in use.
Grapes of Wrath" movie
1930's by the federal government and was later sold to the county.
People are still living in those original corrugated steel shacks and
for them.came to the grape fields in 1962 with his family. He
rent Chavez
payingCesar
his
had finished grade eight after attending 38 different schools. Withother
Chavez worked
him,organizing
family beside
workers
who were
a union. in the fields alongside
Farm workers have been attempting to organize for more than 70
Every time they have tried, they have been thwarted by land
years.
owners and government.
American Indians were the first to toil as farmworkers in the90fields
of California. They were followed by Chinese (who comprised per
the farmworkers in the 1870's), Japanese. Philippinos. and
cent ofChicanos.
today
Farmworkers are the least protected of all American workers
covered by federal and state laws. They lack protected organizingor
cannot legally insist on union representation elections
rights and bargaining.
„ collective
5 Chavez organized in the fields for three years. Workers paid dues
their organization and slowly the union began to grow and
%| toof $3.50
serve into
its members.

Hansen Farms, Salinas during the lettuce strike,
guard at
Security 1
970.
August,
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right to represent all agricultural worl
on theThelettuce
boycottSupreme
began,Court
y. f
California

interests

Agri-business

got

courts

to

quash

People in the Chicano communities were being exploited by
The
"service
called with
Chicanos who operated outletsservice
educated
authorities
whitecentres".
centres essentially provided a liaisonSpanish
and were unacquainted
only
spoke
Chicanos
most
because
with the laws.
This service was provided — for a tee. Typical charges were $5 to
to get a motor licence.
make a phone call. $10 to write a letter, or $25
To end this exploitation, the union set up its own liaison centres.
The union centre does not charge tees, and it teaches people to solve
their problems without the assistance of others.
To counter the lack of medical care, the union set up free trailer
clinics. None of the local doctors would help, so doctors from Los
Angeles and San Francisco came to treat the farmworkers and other
poor people.
The union also set up credit unions to help eliminate loan shark
companies from sticking people with outrageous interest rates.
Even after these programs were implemented, people realized
they weren't changing the social and economic conditions under
which they lived. The workers were still being treated by the farm
owners as possessions to be held in utmost contempt. It smacked of
18th century wage slavery.
In September. 1965, grape pickers at a large rally in Delano,
California decided to withdraw their labour to support demands for
better pay and working conditions. At the time, the union had only $65
in the bank to serve as a strike fund.
Perhaps theto hold
most outimportant
workers'
determination
until theyaspect
had wonof thethe strike
same was
basictherights
that
white people enjoyed.
The owners imported workers from Mexico to break the strike.
Union supporters constantly had to persuade these people to quit in

first

boycott

support of the strike. Many did leave, but for those who did there were
always more poor, desperate Mexicans looking for work. ■
A Congressional committee came from Washington in 1966 to
investigate
the situation.
beeninheard
from tosince.the imported
The grape
boycott Itwashasn'tcalled
response
workers. Because the union did not have any money, people
hitchhiked to cities all across the U.S- to set up boycott committees.
After five years, the majority of grape growers signed contracts
with the union. Only days later, the UFW called the lettuce boycott.

The lettuce boycott has run into much more organized resistance
than the grape boycott did.
On October 6. 1970. Judge Gordon Campbell ordered the UFW to
stop all boycott action. Again, the owners were using the courts lo their
advantage. The move followed a September injunction prohibiting
UFW strike activity in Salinas County. The UFW appealed the decision,
maintaining it violated the American constitutional right of free
speech.
Campbell ordered Chavez to jail for refusing to call off the
boycott. The incident attracted American attention. Public figures,
including
Kennedy
and Coretta King, joined a 24-hour, workers'
protest vigilEtheloutside
the jail.
The California Supreme Court ordered Chavez released on
December 23, 1970, pending a final decision on the case.
On March 26. 1971. the Teamsters and UFW extended their
jurisdictional agreement for three years and reaffirmed the UFWs

Farm workers in Salinas demonstrate to the growers their demands
lor a resumption off the lettuce boycott, in September, 1971.

substantial portion of Campbell's be
guarantees
On May of7, free
1971,speech.
the first in aserit
and
a
growers'
committee
held to
The meetings dragged onwasthrough
growers' committee rejecting every c
by theTheunion.
purpose of the meetings
growers the time they needed to ha
without union interference. In Novemb
union offer and made it clear they int.
with the union.
It was also in November that th<
convention was held in Las Vegas, |
Valley lettuce grower and Californ
campaign
was elected
pre:
It was manager,
these patriotic
gentlemer
with
Moneystarsfromandsalesstripes,
of thisandscablab.elled
lettuce "|\
The Free Marketing Council (FMc
lettuce industry, began filing charges j
National Labor Relations Board (NLR
were filed In 13 cities across the U.S. ii
boucott.
In response to the FMC, NLRE
appointed
by NixonDistrict
in August.
197'
California Federal
Court again
Judge Crocker set the hearing for A|
As the UFW mounted a carrt|
officials, Nash sought negotiation
postponement of the April 6th hearin
On May 3, 1972. Chavez annc
agreement
with theletters
NLRB had
reaffirming
than 1.000,000
been v1
chairman Senator Robert Dole prole
actions. At the same time, Chavez
boycott.
While this little battle was takin
occurred. The AFL-CIO granted the Ul
organize a national union of farm wo
signed
a contract
with ItCoca-Cola
black citrus
workers.
representedco
Florida farm workers.
The threat the UFW now faces is
the threat
of government
The Arizona
legislatureanti-farmwc
passed a
remove
the
workers'
right to boycott I
and boycotts.
Chavez began a 24-day fast to
orgnized
farm began
workerscirculating
and for theJjoe'"<
The UFW
Jack Williams, who supported the bi
have been collected.
Duringannounced
his fast. hisChavez
McGov.ern
supportwasof t1
supporters not to eat scab lettuce.
On June 4. 1972, 6,000 people, n
Chavez to end his fast at Phoenix, A
launching of a campaign to obtain l,i
boycott. Some 200,000 signatures ha
In California, lettuce growers are
Arizona's passed by way of a refere
agricultural strikes and boycotts.
The growers employed a public i
necessary signatures to get an initiatii
initiative is similar to a referendum
becomes a law.
The firm. Blanchard and Assc
signatures. They gathered more than
initiative, called Proposition 22. on th
Since Proposition 22 was incli
protest
means. has revealed that signature;
California Secretary of State Edrr
more than into
5,000signing
affidavits
in w'^jn f
defrauded
the initiative
were would
told theset initi
wouldMany
lower people
food prices,
ar
or would be an action against high-p
People signing the petition we
attorney-general's
statement
describi
covered
different
coloured
statementsbyabout
the initiative
werecaff
Contrary to the law against using
were subcontracted by public relatioi
Many Thesignatures,
and supf
daU
UFW hasaddresses
been getting
Proposition 22.
AmongDemocratic
those opposing
P'roposil
bishops.
Party organized
Einer Mohn. director of the Western
To some peopleU.S.thearereasons
the south-western
obscurefor tf
the ownership of the kind of farms tr
The lettuce boycott is not beinc
family farmer. It is a direct challenge
farm and agri-business.
An outstanding example of U
Corporation.
control
western U.S. Tenneco
Its farmingownsand orland
da
in
1970.
It
also
received
$1.1
mi
governments that year.
Tenneco is the 34th largest <j|JLP(
involved in manufacturing, oil an?'<5s
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jrs. At this time, a moratorium
ruled unanimously that a
fcott injunction violated basic
; of meetings between the UFW
iiscuss
farmworkers'
he summer
and fallcontracts,
with the
mpromise attempt put forward
ecame clear. They gave the
vest the summer lettuce crop
■r, the growers again rejected a
nded to fight rather than settle
Western Growers Association
evada. Mike Schultz. Imperial
ident.
governor Ronald Reagan's
who sold lettuce emblazoned
e-elect the President Lettuce",
as used to help re-elect Nixon.
, the public relations arm of the
jainst the UFW boycott with the
) in December. 1971. Charges
an effort to head off the lettuce
•
general counsel Peter Nash.
filed a complaint in Fresno,
t the boycott on March 9. 1972.
ril 6.
aign to pressure Republican
with UFW lawyers and a
Imced the UFW had reached
le UFW's right to boycott. More
■itten to Republican national
ling the efforts to quash UFW
mnounced resumption of the
I place, two important events
W a charter, clearing the way to
ters. And, in Florida, the UFW
ering more than 1,300 mostly
he first contract ever won by
he biggest it has ever had. It is
ker laws.
aw on May 9. 1972 designed to
outlawed all agricultural strikes
remove the Growers Fear" by
lirit
in Arizona.
t£ ofto justice"
recall Arizona
governor
. More than 90.000 signatures
sited by George McGovern.
e lettuce boycott and urged his
eluding Joan Baez. joined with
izona. Chavez announced the
30,000 pledges supporting the
e been obtained so far.
(tempting to get a law similar to
dum. It would also outlaw all
Nations company to obtain the
; on the November 7 ballot. An
but if passed it immediately
:iates, paid people to solicit
53,000 signatures to place the
i ballot.
ded on the ballot, mounting
were obtained by fraudulent
md Brown Junior has received
hJteigners declare they were
Jtmon.
tive would help farmworkers.
mimum wage for farmworkers.
iced supermarkets.
e not permitted to read the
g the initiative because it was
s on which the misleading
inted.
ninors, children and teenagers
J agents to circulate petitions.
; were forged.
>rt from many sectors to stop
3n 22the are
California's
Catholic
is,
California
AFL-CIO
and
Conference of Teamsters,
e stiff opposition to the UFW in
Jt. one has merely to examine
■ UFW wants to organize,
carried out against the small
to the power of the corporate
3. agri-business is Tenneco
1 8 million acres of land in the
!'opment profits hit $22 million
'on in farm subsidies from
on in the United States. It is
1'ackaging. shipbuilding, life

insurance, and banking.
Tenneco became involved in farming in 1967 when it gobbled up
an old-style corporate farm, the Kern County Land Company. Kern
County
third largest land owner and has reportedly been
buying islandCalifornia's
In Saskatchewan.
Tenneco can plow its own land, which is fertilized and sprayed
with chemicals from its own chemical division, using its own tractors
which are fueled with gas and oil from its own wells and refineries.
This is what agri-business is all about: the complete control of
every aspect of agriculture. The production of food, its processing,
and the marketing of the final products is largely controlled by agribusines . Imeans
t
that large corporate farms hire people to produce
the food just like GM hires people to make automobiles.
(It is this type of agricultural society that the Task Force on
Agriculture, commissioned by the federal government, advocates.
Although the minister responsible for the Wheat Board. Otto Lang, has
officially claimed that the Trudeau government rejected
the report as

>

government
no attempt has been made to limit the growth of
agri-business.)
multi-nationalpolicy,
No one in the United Farm Workers Union is paid. Each member
receives room and board plus $5 a week strike pay. There are 150 fulltime boycott organizers working without pay across the United States.
But, what benefits would accrue to the workers if they could
bargain through the union of their choice?
Living and working conditions would improve drastically. There is
no excuse for 15 per cent of the farm workers showing symptoms of
pesticide poisoning. There is no justification for California farm
workers having an occupational disease rate twice the rate for all other
industries incombined.
sanitation
the fields. There is no reason for the lack of proper
The life expectancy of farm workers is 49 years. They have shown
their determination to extend their lives and the life of their union.
a union is not an accurate description. It is more a movement
or LaBut,
Causa.
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students

York

DOWNSVIbW (CUP) — Campus
action against Kraft food products
continued lo score successes last
week, with the decision of caterers at
York University to respect the
National Farmers Union boycott
against the American corporation.
l.yn Brooks, York manager Tor
Versafoods limited, said student
pressure caused him to eliminate
most Kraft products from York
cafeterias.
Kraft could supply some 50 to 60
percent of campus food needs,
Brooks said, but this will now be cut
back to 10 percenl.
Me claimed that individually
wrapped cheese slices, pre-packaged
I mis and jellies, and barbeque
sauces are not available from other
food manufacturers, so Versafoods
iinist use some Kraft products. He
said if the company can find effective replacements the boycott Will be
made complete.
(A spokesman for the Kraft
Boycott Committee said alternative
suppliers lor all these products are
readily available.)
Brooks said he was persuaded to
boycott Kraft when he read a letter
from York student council president
John Theobald in Excalibur, the
student newspaper.
Meanwhile, a member of the
l.aurentian University student council in Sudbury will ask council at its
next meeting to remove all Kraft
products from iis store. The store
continues to sell a large number of
Kraft products despite (he NFU

force

boycott.
\ council spokesman said this
was no indication that the management supports Kraft or that they
were unaware of the boycott.
"Students buy a lot of Kraft
dinners reeularlv. so La Boutede

caterer

(theBut
store) newly-elected
stocks it," he said.council
member Richard Woodley, who is
also new editor of Lambda, the
studentKraft
paper,products
said "'continuing
stock
is tantamountto
to supporting Kraft in their battle

to

drop

Kraft

with
the Canadian
' Woodley
hopes farmer."
the council will
pass the motion overwhelmingly.
The nation-wide boycott is now
well into its second year. The NFU
is seekingtively withtheKraft
right toto bargain
obtain collechigher

prices for farm products. Kraft
refuses lo negotiate and refuses to
discuss the issue publicly. All requests for speakers to present the
ofview are
referred
tocompany's
provincialpointmarketing
boards
and
the Canadian Dairy Council.

relations
John Parker refused to
union
ing
teach
By JULIA r
ELCOCKcool assistants
to were
He assist
saidagree
thatwithants'
hethe didn't
comment
on
the possiForste
was
less
than
$1000',
that
women
underrep
resented
"necessarily
conU of T vice-president Don
ble founding the
of a report
union, orsaying
lhat
s," but he pay
did isadmit
that
in
Horsier, while admitting there are among the teaching ranks and that some casesclusionthe
he
could
not
intelligently
give a
uneven for position until the university decided
"many inequalities in terms of they were virtually powerless in equivalent work.
course decisionworking conditions and pay "for departmentalmaking. Itand
Asked if he thought that what its policy is to be on Ibis
teachingming a union
assistants,
provement inallrecommended
these areas. im- assistants should have some say in matter.
is notsaysthethat
way for-to
The GSU's organizing campaign
Forster, speaking for the tutorial content and size, Sherk
accomplish their objectives.
underway with a series of
The Graduate Students Union is university turned the request down. refused to comment. He also said is
refused, in a recent interview, that he didn't intend to comment on meetings and other promotion in an
spearheading a drive to organize U to Heelaborate
lo convince leaching
on his views of the possible formation of the union. attempt
ofunion.
T's teaching
assistants
into a ihe formation further
assistants of the need for a union.
ofthe union.
Ihe Graduate
Assistants.
The "whole
picture
oT Graduate
Students
should
gel
a
good
support
School
of
Graduate
Studies
cent ofLabour
the TA'sRelations
sign up,
Association, with full bargaining
andI f 65the perOntario
assistant dean Arthur Sherk said he
rights.
Sherk saidhe did
that say.
he was not sure Board accepts the union as a proper
l ast spring, the GSU asked for hadn't "studied the (GSU) report package",
unit, it will bewith
granted
but from what he had lhat a union would achieve student bargaining
voluntary recognition of a TA un- carefully",
automatic certification,
full
ion, after a report it commissioned read, he believed the union had objectives.
bargaining
rights.
showed that the average wage of Ihe done "a good job on it."
U of T manager of labour
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styles,
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20% Student Discount
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ON
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classified
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Hoechst Research
Safety

Increases Highway

Early perception of danger
points and easy identification of
traffic signs so that their messages can be instantly recognized, are two of the greatest
problems of road safety.
The fluorescent colours now
used to mark highways often
fade after a short time. But
Hoechst research has developed persistent fluorescent
dyestuffs
which have
the valuable attributes
of maximum
lightfastness and striking visual
impact. The qualities of these
dyestuffsimproveidentification
of highway danger spots, men
working, traffic signs, railway
crossing and unlit roads. In fact
there is an almost inexhaustible
number of identification uses.
This is a major contribution by
Hoechst to future road safety.

thinking
Ahead through systems

Helping Build Canada
Products and ideas from
Hoechst have touched and improved the quality of people s
lives in every area around the
world, in a hundred countries
on six continents. As an affiliate
of the worldwide Hoechst organization, Canadian Hoechst
Limited has a full century of
research and achievement to
draw upon. In Canada, Hoechst
is an autonomous company
employing Canadians to serve
Canadian
Hoechst inneeds.
Canada' concerns
itself with supplying both the
present and future needs of
Canadians. The range of products and services covers the
spectrum
chemicals, through
dyestuffs,industrial
plastics,
printing plates, human and
veterinary medicines,
ceuticals, and textile pharmafibres.
Hoechst products and services,
Hoechst techniques and
know-how in these fields,
combined with a large international fund of experience, have
given the company a reputation
for expertise
stant striving which
to live takes
up to. conHoechst thinks.ahead.

The new fluorescent dyestuffs
are the result of Hoechst
know-how and experience in
many fields. They are the
product of collaboration between physicists and technicians engaged in research into
dyestuffs and plastics.
Systems thinking is the
Hoechst strategy. Research,
development and product experience inmany areas are
concentrated on the solution of
specific problems.
To keep ahead — to solve the
problemsmorrow of— Hoechst
today employs
and to1 0, 300 people in research and HOECHST
development with a research Canadian Hoechst Limited
investment of more than 1 50 4045
MontrealCote383,VertuQuebec
million dollars.
40Don Lesmill
Road
Mills, Ontario
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Shepherd
By RANDY ROBERTSON
Academic Affairs Committee
chairman R . M . H . Shepherd
suggested last week thai the committee should assume power relative
in the Governing Council.
At a meeting discussing the
chairman's
proposalsShepherd
on the role
Academic Affairs,
urgedof
the committee, in order to save lime,
to consider sending "more as information andCouncil.
less for approval" to
the Governing
All committees of the Governing
Council are now required to submit
all substantive proposals to the full
council for approval, and merely
to1 inform council of what is considered "implementation" of previously laid-down policy.
The "information" method was
used by the Internal Affairs Comto set care
up centre
the university's
proposedmit e day
under the
jurisdiction of previously defined
policy. However there were enough
objections to Ibis method ol
procedure at the council meeting
that Chairman Malim Harding
ordered a vole he taken on the
proposal.
Shepherd also thought the
committee should have the power to
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wants
more
power
for
committee
lo the appropriate
one of more clearly defined — if not by the
set up subcommittees without coun- much power we can wrest away referred
the 17 boards of studies of the ( ioverning Council, then by the
cil approval.
from
the
Governing
Council".
on.
Senate
for
discussion,
before
"This may cause a trauma in the returned to the Senate to be votedit Academic Affairs Committee ilself.
"The Governing Council," he
said,
"hasAffairs
the power
but the
The meeting decided lo set up a
Council,** another
Academic
Committee
has Governing
to establish subthe onus of responsibility to help the member said. "They will begin to This year a proposal is presented striking committee
it e s on admissions
and
what we're
up to." that lo a subcommittee and goes from il awards, and com on
Shepherd
complained
curriculum and
Governing
Council." the way wonder
lo
the
Academic
Affairs
Committee
standards.
He attacked
new un- for discussion. If il is approved, il
subcommittees are presently set up making decisions
icameral systeminoftheuniversity
Academic Affairs also added a
—Governing
only withCouncil.
the permission of the government is much harder than it goes to the Executive Council and full-time student lo an ad hoc subto the Governing Council lo
was in the old system, which had two befinally
com it e on extension education.
voted on.
substantive bodies, the Board of
"If we arc not ourselves,
competent what
to set areup Governors
subcommittees
and the academic Senate.
On the advice of U of T viceShepherd said that the Academic president
Don Forsler, the comwe competent to do — we, the
me," he said, "that it Affairs Committee has a backlog of
mittee recommended
to the adlargest standing committee of the takes'It bothers
too long to gel things done. business already. He warned that
tration that admissions
The idea of the unicameral system the committee's workload will be applications fromminisUgandan
Governing
miltee needs Council?"
this authority,Thehe com
said was to speed things up, 1 thought." "about
two or three times as heavy not he refused consideration refugees
if they
"How much more cumbersome as "'If
because
more
subcommittees"
are
it
is
now"
the second function
term.
are submitted after the deadline. It
we in cannol
needed and the Academic Affairs and slower our procedure is
also
decided
the
administration
Committee can set them up more already," he added, "than the expeditiously, what practical imshould ask the provincial governquickly than the Governing Council Senale procedure was in academic
ment to extend OSAP benefits to
do we have?"
he asked. of
Committee member professor M
He saidportancethat
ihe relationship
refugees waiving for one year
Israel described the committee as
Shepherd said last year a proposal the Academic Affairs Committee to ihe
"silling here trying to decide how coining before I he Senate was the (iovcrning Council ought to be residency and other requirements.
affairs."

Rotenberg
changes
policy on development
By LORNE SLOTN1CK
closer to his more liberal opponent wanted lo pay more taxes, speculative profit from the price of
In an apparent change from his David Crombie on the issue ol Rotenberg said. An owner wanting the land, and make housing
development al a policy speech to develop ihe land would have to available al lower costs, he claimed.
previousDavid
policy,Rotenberg
mayoraltymoved
can- ■ Thursday.
didale
The '"mini-planning-boards",
for an upzoning, at which time
Ward X alderman Fred Beavis, an apply
the city could place specific con- which Rotenberg had proposed
Old GuaYd stalwart, was one ol dilions on Ihe size and amenities of earlier during the campaign, would
about 250 well-dressed people who the new development.
ensure thai a neighbourhood would
crowded inlo ihe Regency Hyalt
Rotenberg claimed that this have a say in any changes taking
Hotel hallroom to hear the Ward 1 1 would ensure that the people of place in ihe area before the final
FACULTY, STUDENTS,
alderman deliver a policy paper on Toronto benefit from new projects stages of a new development.
urban planning and housing. The downtown, and denied thai il would
The proposals depart significantly
STAFF
proposals sounded quite different encourage more mammoth office from Rolenberg's usual image as a
towers.
The
developer
would
rather
Trnm
the
consistently
propm-developer candidate. Asked
With young children, interested in having
devclopmenl Rotenberg that city down/one than build in order lo what
developers would feel about his
their children learn about Jewish Culture
hall observers are familiar with.
avoid the extra taxes he explained, plans, he said lhat "they will build
and celebrate Jewish holidays,
In his first of a series of policy adding lhat demand for office space
whatever rules we set".
speeches, Rotenberg proposed thai will nol support many more massive under
Please call:
They are "very adaptable", he
added.
the city tax commercial property at developments.
The land stabilization bank would
riven though Rotenberg will have
the maximum of its zoning potenup downtown land as it came on enough money lo conduct his camtial, set up a "land stabilization huy
University of Toronto
market, which the city would
ihe basts
of personality,
hank", and set up neighbourhood the
have control over the use of under a said hepaign onwill
not run
lhat type heof
"mini-planning-boards".
Hillel Foundation
Taxing land at its full potential lease-back arrangement. The city campaign.
would force ihe owners of land would use its own money and federal
"Smiles and handshakes" are not
developed less than the maximum its mortgage
Rotenberg. loans for the scheme, said ihe qualifications needed for the
zoning
permits
to
apply
to
have
the
mayor
of Toronto, he said, in an
923-9861
land down-zoned, .unless they The land bank would eliminate apparent
Tony
O'Donohue,digwhoat isAlderman
running mainly
a personality
The platformcampaign
guests atforthemayor.
policy
reading were Bud Sugarman, a
Yorkville businessman; Edward
Dunlop,
presidentConservative
of the Toronto
Sun
and former
MPP;
and t.iheral Senator David Croll, a
former mayor of Windsor.
Dunlop said Rotenberg was a
man of "great intelligence, great
integrity, great humanity, and great
Brewed Mm
pure spring water?
sensitivity".
Tfiere is no private house in
which people can enjoy them
selves so well as in a capital
tavern
You are sure you
are welcome; and the more
noise you make, the more
trouble you give, the more
good things you call for, the
welcomer you are.
Dr. SamuelJolmsoH

at the
JARVIS HOUSE
Entertainment and
Dancing on 2 floors
JARVIS at RICHMOND
NO COVER - NO MINIMUM
THIS WEEK-CURIOSITY
FREE PARKING

And

that's

the

truth!
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activist claims

action
for mass
no substitute
are
She declared that the law in more important struggle which is in said. Also, if a woman commits maiden name. Social insurance, she
Canada discriminates against state.
;idultery her lover can be sued by her
also
woman's
women by defining what their lole is changing the whole nature of the husband for "criminal con- said,
married
name.goes itbyis nota illegal
Also, although
for
to he in society and using structures
versation" but a woman can not do
Perly
said
thai
the
law
has
couplein losuchlivea situation
common-law,
through which it enforces this defined marriage as an arrangement Ihe same if her husband is similarly awoman
has fewa
in which the husband supports the unfaithful to her.
definition.
"In this society." said Perly. a legal rights. Children resulting from
Perlv stressed that there was no wife financially, and she in turn
provides him with sex and domestic "man and wife" are "one under the a common-law union are regarded
active conspiracy on the part of the services.
Thus
if
a
woman
refuses
to
as
"illegitimate";
unless the
government
to discriminate against move where her husband moves, she law, hut the 'one' is ihe man."
father
submits and
a statement
women.
"Legally
a
woman
cannol
be
is considered legally as deserting raped by her husband since a man recognizing the children as his own,
he has no responsibility towards
"The law" she said, " is tied to the him.
has sexual rights over his wife. A thorn.
If a woman on welfare lives with a wife
ideology of the system and supports
cannot be charged with being
man, she can be cut off because it is
said thai although the laws
it, as well as being part of it".
afterafter
the hefact"
she arePerly
Thus she said that although it is assumed that he is supporting her. anhides"assessory
changing, many loopholes reher husband
has ifcomLikewise, if another man injures a
main thateffective,
make
changes
inmit ed acrime.
important to be concerned with
"Since thetheequal
pay act
wife in some way which
IT a man owes money to his wife
changing
small ways inwomen
which man's
the law the
discriminates,
makes her incapable of providing as well as to other people, and pays came into Ontario, no actions
should not become caught up in sexual and domestic services, the her back first, the money can legally againsl an employer have been
them and lose sight of the larger and man can be sued for damages, Perly be taken away from her to be paid to
successful
in court", the minimum
Also, although
his other creditors, she asserted.
in men
Nova andScotia
is nowit does
the
Perly said that although the law wager
same
Tor
women,
may not specifically force women to not apply if the person
is
underage,
live the way the system has defined
Party of
Mao/sf says Communist
for them, society has set up great or an apprentice.
Thus, she said, many women are
barriers through various other laws
which make ii very difficult for a hired as "trainees" for very low
wages, when
and Ihen fired a few months
woman lo do otherwise.
reformist
is opportunist
Canada
longer apply. the category may no
As an example, she noted that later
although
a
woman
does
not
legally
By GREG McM ASTER
derestimating thesignificance of the
crilical history of the Communist
"Ontario
The Communist Party of Canada Party at a Friday meeting of the British North America Act as an have to change her name upon is "Also,"
thinkingsheof observed
nol applying
the
flas been transformed by political Norman
Bethune Club. Bornslein instrument of neocolonialism, for marrvine she must stale her
minimum
wagee
lo
waitresses
who
married
name
on
her
passport
or
opportunism from a movement with ran in Spadina in the recent federal claiming that Canada was an imn clear understanding of the need to election as a Communist Party of
perialist power in its own right, and prove that she is known by her
establish
slate of workers'
(Marxist-Leninisl)
for
"utterly
failing to see that the
into a areformist
party Soviets
whose Canada
candidate.
people of Quebec form a nation with reformism, leading to its increasing part
Describing
the
Communist
Party
of the parly program," said
an undeniable righl to self- tendency to see itself as a "benefit Bornslein.
program "sounds- like a" group of
Bornslein said thai the
Budhisis
prayingionfor was
peace."made by in the I920's as "a parly which had
society"
calling
for
band-aid
This accusal
culmination
of this process was in
He iraced the party's history solutions.
reverencenoted
for bourgeois
legality" determination."
Mitchell Bornslein. who presented a noBornslein
that the founding
gel tips."
when the parly program was
and 40's,abdicated
saying
In I937, at ihe eighth party 1954.
meeting of the party took place through
that the the
parly30'spartially
revisedoflotheinclude
"anli-marxist"
a timeof when
revoluillegally,
leadership of the working convention,
parliamentary,
contion was the"alorder
the day,
ihe ideas
Measures inActsecret,
was inwhile
effect.the War political
stitutional road lo socialism. During
class, overemphasizing economic
He said thai (he party openly
parly leadership was talking about the I950's, he charged, the CP
Radical
struggles bylo making
"demands"
solve problems
createdon building
called for a workers" repulic in capitalists
Bornsiein.membership." according to "refused to stand up and fight
againsl McCarthyism and Cold War
Canada,
nf armedembracing
revolution,Lenin's
while theories
al the by Oncapitalism.
the other hand, he gave the
editor
The party subordinated the class propaganda, and therefore "ceased
parly credit for being the leading struggle
lo
the
point
of
forgetting
it
same
lime
trying
to
"lead
the
be a force" concluded
in Canadianby politics.
saying
economic struggles of working force of the working class, for during the world war against lo Bornslein
here
fascism, he claimed. During the late that real change in Canada
people". Many members were denouncing
"ruling
class
justice"
al
a lime when striking workers and
and 50's ihe.CP changed from a ' "depends on ihe class struggle, not
A well-known Canadian radical, arresied munistsfor
atpublicspeaking
meetings.as Com- Communists were subject to arrest 40's
comparisons of Canada wilh the
in which reform of the present onSoviet
Dimilri Roussopoulos, will be
and shooting attacks by the police. party
Bornslein
said
"You
can
tell
how
Union and mystification of
system was
"no
longer
an
opspeaking
today
on
"Revolutionary
These
included
the
murder
of
far
ihis
parly
has
fallen
in
the
last
5
1
portunist
deviation
but
an
integral
organization: an anarchist
many
workers
in
the
thirties,
and
the
years" by its present program,
the question of the stale."
alternative".
cell attack on CP leader Tim
Rossopoulos helped found the which rejects the idea of smashing jail
Buck in ]934. Bornslein also
the
ruling
class'
stale.
The
program
radical
referred to the fighting efforts of Dr.
in 196 1 quarterly
with which"OurhejiasGeneration"
remained isforalsotalking
"a source
undying erashame"
of a ofpeaceful
at a N.orman Bethune and 1200 other
as an editor, and was active in the time
when
the
United
States
has
Canadians
in the defense of the
formation of the Canadian new left. attacked country after country and
Spanish Republic as examples of CP
He also founded Black Rose
leadership.
Books, a Montreal publishing house is "waging a genocidal war against
of radical books. He is the author of theBornslein
It was during
Ihe 30's. claimed
people of Vietnam," the
he added.
early Bornslein.
that opportunism
led to
"Quebec Labour" and edited "The Communist criticized
Party for un- the party's failure lo break with
New Left in Canada".
A frequent speaker and
unclassified
contributor lo theoretical journals,
Roussopoulos has also been active
in community organizing in
DEADLINE FOR SPECIAL GRANTS IS 15 NOVEM- ' HELP! We need a woman who knows "FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" First
^Montreal.
BER. SUBMIT YOUR ESTIMATE TO GSU.
fashions tor part-lime work. Tursday and English production of Michel Tremblay's
He is sf
Friday nighls
scathing but compassionate portrait of an
Smith 2I06.
16 BANCROFT AVE. - 928-2391
362-4809
- Sid.and all day Saturday. Call East-Montreal
family.30Nov.Bridgman
14 - Dec.Ave.10
Tarragon Theatre
XEROXING
5c.
and
1-1/2c.
Reductions
too. SAC PRESS ir the basement of the Bamursl and Duponl. 964-8833.
RECENTLY SEPARATED MALE Grad
KINCSWAY
SAC
Building.fair923-6720.
AN INDIAN,
complexioned. Aged 24,
(mid-twenties) Mall
seeksparticulars
serious
Centre for Ihe Study of Drama
new to Toronto wishes to meel some nice student
female companionship.
DRUGS
Canadian girl. Phone Billoo 690-3925.
to; "Varsity Ad", 30 Charles St. W. 808,
HART HOUSE THEATRE
Hot Combs
189. All genuine inquiries anDON MILLS RD. - EG LINTON. Sublet Toronto
Dryers
large 1 bedroom apt. indoor pool, sauna. swered.ON CAMPUS Places now available
ROSMERSHOLM
Child, pels, O.K. one fare zone. $178 in- inLIVEresidence
Setters
New callCollege.
cluding hydro. One month free. 429-3586. call: 928-8875. atMen;
928-2464Women;
Henrik Ibsen
Up to 50% oft
new translationdirected
bybyFrederick
Use-Lone Marker
FLORIDA: 2 good-looking chicks wanted "SKl-6 DAYS' - ONLY S58" - Ski Mont.
by David andGardner
Suggested list price
to
accompany
2
guys
going
sailing
in
ter 5. Dec. 9 - Jan. 1 Fred. 466-6311. Al- Ste. Anne, Dec. 27 to Jan. 1 '73 (New
Florida.
November 23 - December 2 at 8:30
Year's) Trip includes: transportation, ac(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
The Colonnade,
com odatiinformation
on, 'Optional' exlra call:
- meals,
MALE
GRADUATE STUDENT desperately 7609
and 131 Bloor W.
6 p.m.tor
lows, after
lessons,
783Tickets $2.50
Box Office 928-8668
needs
living
accommodations.
Near
Cam700 Yonge St., at St Mary
Students $1.25
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
pus,
own
room.
Will
share
everything
B/K, girlfriend, stash, vibes. Warm and GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
friendly. 961-6116, Howard - 961-6116. today for free booklet "The Day You Buy
Diamond" H. Proctor and Co., 1430
SKI bMT.
STE.
ANNE.-?30, includes
lull days, transporDecem- AYonge
St., 921-7702
er 24 lotation,
December
EXPEDITIONS:
London to
accommodation,
and Call
tow Capetown: TorontoOverland
to RioSolarde Janeiro;
all the
ticket. Fulltoday.
price
$134,00, meals
no exlras.
636-1038
Yucatan; Easter Island;
Eclipse.
latest in
The Trekkers:
2453 Yonge St., Suite No. 7,
Toronlo
483-9080
ROOM
(15'
x
16')
with
board
in
exchange
BRADDOCK
fashion
for
MondayRun-lo WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
Friday.babysitting
Old home, from
newly 4-7,
decorated;
OPTICAL
coals trom $10.00 Paul Magder Furs. 202
and
nymede-Bloor
subway.
Remunerallon
Ave. between Queen and Dun17THUOUGHOUT
OPTIf Al siontb
available
lor
exlra
dulies.
Office
863-0173: Spadina
das. Good selecllon ol fun furs sizes 8-18.
M[T"U
customhome - 766-1494.
Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)
CONSULT f Ht 1 f I. LOW
QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec, 27^an 1, 363-6077,
made
Thurs. andopen
Fri. 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; Ill 8:00
5accommodation
days skiing al wilh
Ml. Ste.
heatedAnne.indoorExcellent
swim- PLEASE GIVE US A HAND. Earlscourl
eyewear
ming pool. All transportation
included.
desperately
For information
write; CANAOIAN
SKI communitymathprojeel
and science
tutors.needs
Call
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or volunteer
Alec:
student532-3303.
make it.and help a high school
phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.
Reforms
By ELAINE KARRAGHER
Even though it is important for
women to fight for reforms in laws
which discriminate against them,
Ihev should never believe that it can
he a substitute for collective action,
says an activist who is assisting
other women to understand the law.
"Working on reformist issues
should only be done to create the
preconditions
Susan Perly,forwhofuture
worksliberation."
with the
Women's Bureau in Halifax, was
speaking yesterday to about 50 people at a Waffle-sponsored conference on "Women and their
work". Pcrly co-authored a book
entitled "Women and the Law in
Nova Scotia",
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Call for renovation of Toronto landmark

Citizens
The majority of 100 people al
meeting about the luture or Massey
Hall last Thursday opposed its
planned demolition. The audience al
Si. Paul's Church on Avenue Road
supported preserving and renovating
the old 'huilding,
structing anew hall.as well as conMassey
Hall'sa new
boardhalloigovernors
plan to build
in Metro
Centre, on land donated by the City
pttheToronto.
The auditorium
$19 million cost
new music
is ex-ol
pected lobe financed by the federal
and provincial governments and
from public donations.
The present Massey Hall, home
of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra
and host to many rock and folk
concerts, needs costly renovations to
make it a viable and safe hall.
The meeting, sponsored by Time
and Place, a group dedicated to
preserving historical and architectural landmarks, was called after the
acquisition of the Metro Centre site
for the new Massey Hall was
announced.
A Toronto landmark for 78 years,
the hall has outlived its usefulness
according lo Edward Pickering,
chairman of the board of governors
and past-president or the TSO. who
explained why the board decided on
a new hall, instead of extensive
refurbishing to the old.
He began by assuring ihe
gathering (hat "ihe governors have
made no decision about the potenuse of thelo hall",
they
have tialdecided
erect a although
new building.
He replied to Alderman John
Sewcll'sproceeds
questionfromthatthehesaledidof not
include
the
land, close to Queen and Yonge
Streets,
as
part
of
the
funds
for
the
new hall.
Pickering said he hoped for seven
million dollars from the provincial
government to match a federal
pledge, and five million dollars to be
raised privately.

opp
of Massey
Although ose
Pickering was destruction
Hall
"sentimentally attached to Massey
Hall",norshefoundandthet-hebasic
rest ofsystems
ihe goverand
services "obsolete" and thai large
capital expenditures Tor renovation
and installation of good heating and
cooling systems would be futile.
"Massey Hall has fine accoustic
properties in ihe auditorium, butalif
you change the structure, you run
the risk of losing the good
Pickerin
acoustic
areg notsaid.good"Theon
acoustics,s,"though,
stage, and one section of the
not hear
symphon
y canquality
The sound
of theanother."
hall was
the subject of most debate, because
the major rational for keeping it,
other than for historical and sentimental value, was because a ma- ■
jorily of the audience fell a new hall
could
not
the fine
acoustics of theduplicate
old.
Some of the younger members of
the audience asserted that the
building was "enjoyable" for
bearing pop groups in.
In conlrasl to other sentiments
expressed about the quality of the
hall. TSO bass player Sam Levine
pleaded for a new hall. Levine, who
has been with the TSO 22 years,
echoed the opinions or a majority of
the orchestra, "from the horses
moulh", he said.
■=
"One would think that orchestra
members would become quite al- 1?
inched to the place, but lhat is not 5
the case," Levine said. He verified i
Pickering's statement that one part jf
of the orchestra
can nol hear >
another, and said lhat the TSO had £
been"Wepromised "something better".
Massey Hall, a Toronto landmark for 78 years may fall victim to the wrecker's ham
live in a dungeon; [he
mer.
Architect Mandel Sprackman whole Metro Centre
washrooms are a disgrace," Levine reason , but Crombie was looking
"slinks" and the decisionproposal
for the
said. "We need a new hall."
suggested
ihe
building
could
be
for
the
"public"
rational.
He
hoped
Mayoralty candidate David that Massey Hall would not be listed s;ived. and showed slides or similar
Hall site does not happen in
Crombie said that he was at the as a building that "We used to structures which he had renovated. aMassey
vacuum. Sewell said he would be
meeting to see "why we should save
her age, she's in reluctant to accept "that type of a
A letter from another mayoralty good"Considering
Sprackman
said. gift"
from the
City of
the"Everyone
hall".
He condiiion,"
said the board
of governors
Toronto.(iheTheland)
municipal
government
has a personal candidate. Alderman David
may not have looked at all the only gives gifts like lhat to
Kolenberg.
said
that
he
was
"inTormed ihe decision to demolish possibilities. He suggested lhat they developers, he declared.
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION
would
Sewell said thai it was odd thai
have."not be made until the new hall consider using the space under street
ihe governors had been looking at
level for expansion or facilities.
was
Rotenberg
promisedcompleted".
to do all in his
power to U of T architecture professor alternatives for seven or eight years,
retain it for ihe public, or sell it to a .lames Acland, slating he was while ihe public had just found out
private
or group who would
about ihe situation recently. He
retain thecitizen
structure.
playingthe the
"devil's
asked
audience
to beadvocate",
absolutely charged ihe board "is representative
Art historian Douglas Richardson clear thai Ihey were not trying lo of big downtown business", and
presented slides showing ihe struc- save an "inefficient structure".
sirongly
suggested
lhat subscriberson
ture when il was constructed in
be
involved
inthedecision-making
He said ihe building was "'badly the
future
or
hall.
ISy4. and other structures based on placed"
required
wouldthaicost the
a great
deal. Some members of the audience
the Massey Hall design. He con- renovation and
cluded that to give up the acoustical A new runction might be found for then compared the board of governors lo the aristocracy, and
qualities or Massey Hall would be to Massey Hall, he suggested.
Sewell said thai he thought the demanded representation on it.
lose "a pearl or great price".
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FASHION
Is1 ANNUAL ONE-WEEK SALE
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SAVINGS
THE GREAT
ONE

COPIES
MADE
ON
XEROX
EQUIPMENT

ONLY

AT

WHIRL

210 SPADINA AVE.
OPEN MON.-FRI.. 10-9
SAT., 10-6
Chargex Accepted

76 CHARLES ST. W.
923-8115
85 EGLINTON
486-8663 AVE. E.

1st thru Sth
EACH
copy per original

iv
6th thru 10th
'
copy per original
i ft EACH
EACH
nth- and
additional
i copies per original
STUDENT 20%
DISCOUNT (TOSTUDENT
A STUDENTS
V /OWORK)ON

CERLOX BINDING.
FHEE COLLATING
NOTE: [12%) AND PROVINCIAL
FEDERAL
WHILE-U-WA1T
OR OVERNIGHT
(S%) SALESON TAXES
APPLICABLE
ALL WORK
QUALITY GUARANTEED
REDUCTIONS
Maximum original size 24" x 36'
CHARLES ST., W.

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
464 SPADINA
now serving lunches
Spaghetti,
roast beef,
corned
beef, Italianchile,
meatball
sandwiches,
hamburgers, and hot dogs.
SPECIAL-MONDAY TO FRIDAY
LUNCHEONS
BUSINESS
served
from MEN'S
12 to 2
Every day something different
10% Discount with ATL Cards

NOW
APPEARING
AAA/WVWvW
DETROIT WHEELS
AND
WHISKEY HOWL /
El Mocambo Tavern
Spadina al College
Two Rooms - Two Dance Floors
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According to Quebec

NIP

to public
dispensed
service
medical
Shoddy
schools was that they draw
Three lo Tour million Canadians
munity clinics in rural areas staffed amedical
areas".
He
said
that
this
tends to asserted, but "the medical profes"majority of students from upper make medicine an elitist profession,
are receiving no medical service at by paramedics and visited regularly income
sion has downgraded the importance
groups and il is hard to get
doctors. There is a need for
all said Heward Graffley at a taping bv
There
is
"wonderful
work
being
of
emergency services". He charged
l
hem
to
go
into
lower
income
of the television show. Crossfire.
paramedics lo supplement doctors,
done in Ontario in emergencies," he that red tape kills accident victims.
"People are dying and suffering he said.
unnecessarily." said Graff ley The time or the general
because "ihe (medical) syslem has practitioner is over, claimed
totally
collapsed
already."
pub proposal awaits word
Graffley,
a lawyer,
is the author Grafftey. It is "inevitable that we SAC
going there
into specialization",
of "'A Senseless Sacrifice: a Black are
a result,
is all the more butneedas
from UC residence
council
Paper on Medicine". He is one ol for paramedics.
Quebec'svativetwo
MPs andProgressive
a governorConserof a He castigated legislators for
By KIM RICKETTS
pouring billions of dollars into
Il may hebe indicated.
terminated at a week's notice if it is
A proposal for a SAC pub presented to the hopes.
not successful,
Quebec
expenses and income residents'
The proposed
hours oi operation are Friday and
Graffteyhospital."
concentrated his attack medical
council
University from
College
this Salurday
on the lack of service in rural areas. supplements for doctors and not week awaits a vote ofof confidence
the earlier
full council
from 6 pm to midnight.
devoting
more
money
to
ihe
training
He said that as general
and the approval of Dean E. M. Howarth.
lyan Cohen,
president
of the residents'
that minor
clarifications
be madecouncil,
in Iheis
practitioners disappear they are not of more dociors and paramedics.
The proposal is for a central university pub to be concerned
being replaced by paramedics in the (Iraffley said that he was more located in ihe junior UC common room under the proposition and thai SAC assume responsibilities for
rural areas. This leaves low income "critical of medical services in Kerguson dining room. A meeting of the executive of all damages. Negotiations on these terms will begin in
people and the aged without any general lhan doctors in particular", the residents' council has decided to present the earnest after the full council meeting.
service because of their lack ol but thai he blamed the medical proposal to Ihe full council on Monday.
Cohen is optimistic thai if the proposal is accepted
mobility.
SAC is willing to pay the cosls of furnishing the the pub will get "the patronage of the people in the
profession for lack of leadership.
He
also
advocated
the
room,
estimated
at
$500.
In
addition,
half
of
the
profits
He called this "a cruel hoax on
SAC service and communications worker Paul
redistribution ofdoctors throughout up to S50 has been offered to the residents' council as
these people".
residences".
said he was satisfied with the technical aspects
an area according lo population.
Above $50, one quarter of the profits would go Carson
He
his own area
of the common room. He is optimistic that the new pub
to the council.
Medical services run from "rent".
easterncitedtownships
as anin Quebec's
example
SAC is not concerned with making a profit, says will compensate for the outdoor pub proposed in
saying that seven years ago there excellent lo terrible, said Graffley.
were seven full time doctors, while The "general thrust of SAC services commissioner Bill Steadman. "The idea September bul refused a licence.
now there is only one. He said that consumerism"- has allowed the is to make enough money not to be spending money on
He is pleased that "SAC is going further into
there have been no compensating medical profession lo police
beer has been suggested as the most
He would like SAC to make enough money from studentBollled
local services, transportation to themselves. He said that medical
service".
local hospitals, paramedics or hoards should be sel up with some ils share of the profits to repay its initial $500 economic
beverage to sell, but Ihe final decision has not
heen
made.
clinics.
kind of public representation to investment.
Grafftey said that one solution define standards of practice.
The pub is lo be established on an experimental
"We hope for the lowest prices on campus," slated
would he the establishment of comGrafftey's only criticism of hasis about three weeks after acceptance, Steadman Carson.
Only radical action can cure family woes,
says prof
By AGILUKACS
Many unemployed men leave kind" — by the provision of food, not stunted if it is raised by a small a private enterprise society, and try
their families, in order not to be a shelter, and olher forms of number of loving adults. v
to become co-operating people".
"The heproblems
of ihe radical,
family burden,
while the welfare mothers maintenance.
cannot
solved without
(iough suggested several means of She predicted today's family will
perhaps revolutionary social left behind cannot usually have a Dependency both at work and
some of the problems disappear within 200 years, bul the
man around the house, for fear of home could be changed, Gough combatting
change."
said Gough.
anthropologist
seves must try to maintain good
staled, if the slate took serious she had raised.
Kalhlcen Aherly
last week being cul off welfare.
long-term interpersonal
measures
lo
ensure
equal
pay
for
f iough quoted statistics which
alKaeully
the woman's
course
lecture
at
the
She
suggested
that
women
try
lo
relationships in any case.
stale that more women are in ihe equal work, paid housework with
of Education.
off theboth
"slave"obedience
mentality" that
Gough was fired from Simon C anadian public work force now slate-paid pensions, unemployment cast
involves
and
In the meantime, she suggested
insurance
and
maternal
leave,
as
lhan
H)
years
ago,
while
there
are
l-rascr I other
Jniversilvradical
in 1968social
alongscienwilh relatively fewer men. This alters well as day care.
rebellion" toward their situation, that women organize for their rights
several
and
llghl
for
equality
instead.
working alone, temporarily, like
tists. She is now teaching lemporari- relations within the family, she said.
f iough emphasized that having
[y al U of T.
Bul on Ihe job front ilselT, women children . should be "one cultural
"We have to change oursevles, the blacks in the U.S. did. bul
are still performing jobs similar to choice oul of several, nol the inhave ihe
declined
psychologically
and sociologically."
in "Family
scope and relations
activity since
state the ones they did at home. They are
she insisted. Within
a marriage, for recognizing lhat "we can't succeed
was first created — about 5000 leachcrs. nurses, waitresses, or
evitable first
choice". time, we have the instance, which cannot be isolated
"
l
or
ihe
"We need badly the men who
saleswomen of clothes and technical possibility lo successfully
HV," she noled.
from with
ihe society
at large,
"let's doof
As production of goods was household goods.
away
the hostile
competition
sex
from
reproduction,"
1
1
ready
understand us."
transferred from ihe home to ihe Because of this, and because separate
(iough noted. This was considered
factory in the industrial revolution, ( anadian women earn an average of standard in primitive societies, and
co-operation
familyin fil) per cent of what their male "was always true for a large proporPeter's
SportST.Centre
decreased. The within
man wentthelo work
606 BLOOR
W.
tion of men, and for the small
counterparts earn, Ihe dependancy
WRITE ON
the factory, while his wife and of women on men is nol greatly proportion of women who were
TORONTO 4, ONT.
children became dependents.
decreased, (iough asserted.
7
Charles
967-1110St. W
(Near Palmerston)
Further, women allow this to (iough felt lhat single
The family has declined even
Tel. 537-3813
11 -S Sal.
further in Communisl-bloc coun- continue, by often regarding their parenlhood,
prostitutes". "which is now only a
Open 9 lo 9. M-F
10% off lor U. of T.
tries, as well as in Sweden and salaries as supplemental income to tendency, should become a possibiliSTUDENTS (with card)
Israel, Gough said. In these coun- their husbands'.
TERMPAPERS
public
— for
exCanada's
librarypage.ot Alsoprof-lested
tries, (here are more women in the Housewives are regarded as "pre- care.ty withample,
through support"
Ihe provision
of day
papers Iromlargest
Si .75 per
expert
General Sporting Goods
labour force lhan in North America,
capitalist workers in a capitalist
cuslom research' papers from £3.95 PER
page
Plus
TRANSLATIONS.
TUTORING
and more children in day care, society", (iough underlined, because
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
AND
"Public
day
care
has
proven
ADIDAS
PROGRAMS.
freeingown.the women for a vocation of the 30 lo 90 hours a week ihey spend successful in Sweden, Israel and
XEROX
FOR EDITING
STUDENTS.AND RESEARCH 4c
TRAVEL BAGS
their
working in the home is only "paid in China," she mentioned. "A child is
The Norih American family is
facing a crisis. Gough declared.
LEVI'S
The divorce rale is rising, there
are an increasing number of oneBAZAAR & AUCTION
parent families, and the changes in
sexual
'REVOLUTIONARY
and old.mores bewilder both young
Wednesday, November 15th, 1972
St. Lawrence Market (Front and Jarvis) 10 a.m. to midnight
ORGANISATION:
THE AFRICAN STUDIES
Child's portrait taken at
COMMITTEE
Bazaar
by reknown
"Canadian
ot the International Studies Programme
Baby
piM«nll a lecture and a Seminar by
PROFESSOR
AN ANARCHIST ALTERNATIVE"
A.G. HOPKINS,
Photographers"
of Ihe Centre of West African
BAG YOUR BARGAINS
Studies.
University
of
Birmingham,
one
of the leading young scholars in
TALK, WITH DISCUSSION, BY
West
New Merchandise - Almost new clothing - Antiques
ho story.African economic and social
Book Fair - Records - Poster
Tuesday, Lecture:
November 14,
DIMITRl R0USS0P0UL0S
Handicrafts by Baycrest Residents
Editor: OUR GENERATION
Handmade
knits - ponchos - toys
"THE MYTHOLOGY OF WEST
- Games galore
draws
free
Hourly
HISTOR
ECONO
AFRICA
MIC
Y"
N
3050 Sidney Smith at 4 p.m.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13
Wednesday. November 15, Seminar:
AUCTION BEGINS AT 7 p.m.
19h CENTURY WEST AFRICAN
1:00 P.M.
50c.
admission
with under
chance10 atfree$1500 lottery
ECONOMIC HISTORY,
Children
Room 202, Galbraith Bldg,
SIDNEY SMITH 21 06
Sponsored by Pioneer Women
12 noon to 2 p.m.
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pathetic Blues 98-49 in exhibition play
By the lime
which caught the Blues withtheir sounded,
By BOB PRITCHARD McMastei Marauders in exhibition "We couldn't do anything."
Bluesihehad final
turnedbuzzer
over
It would be difficult to attribute pants down several limes enabled Ihe ball 38thelimes,
The most appropriate summary p|av Saturday night was aptly staled
and
shot
an overall
MacM
aster
to
go
into
the
of the Basketball Blues 98-49 loss to by Toronto coach John McManus: one specific area of play to Blues'
27% from ihe floor (McMaster
hit
loss — there were too many of them. changeroom at halftime with a 45- 53%). The fact lhal the Blues hil
Toronto had trouble with the basics 25 lead.
100% seeing
from Iheas foul
Going into the second half, use.
of basketball: shooting, rebounding,
theylineonlywasn't
got much
there
offence, defence — the team was McManus said, "'We'll do better." twice
in
the
half.
Final
score:
98-49.
cold everywhere.
They
didn't.
Unfortunately,
McMaster
did.
Throughout the whole game the
Actually. Blues started the game
Mac eliminates Blues 13-4; playing
Blues bench remained stonely silent.
respectable basketball.They
problem
got the first jump and even scored wasWhereas
scoringearlier
after Blues'
snatching
the The only sounds came from coach
the first basket. Bui that was the last rehounds, this time they couldn't McManus, who eventually also
(he team ever saw of the lead.
wins OUAA
even get the rebounds. The hecamc quiet in frustration during
waterpolo
McMaster quickly changed the McMaster defence didn't even let (he second half. The Blues might
get close enough for a shot. have had little to cheer about, but in
McMaster Marlins captured the Hershorn Trophy Saturday at York score to 12-4 in their favour and ihcm
a gym full of McMaster fans, abench
little
University by virtue of their 10-4 rout or Western Mustangs in a sudden- never looked back. Marauders used When it did. Toronto was lucky to encouragement
death water polo final. The win marked the fourth consecutive OUAA water an efficient man-to-man press, hit the rim, evidenced by their 17% wouldn'l have donefromany the
harm.
polo championship for the Mac team.
making it difficult fo_r Blues to bring shooting average in the second half.
McMaster coach Bill Fowler was
the ball up the floor while Toronto
Any of ihe hustle lhat McManus
Toronto was eliminated in the semi-finals, losing 13-4 to the Marlins, guards,
merciful in his criticism of the Blues.
dribbling with their heads had talked about earlier was certain- "They
while Western's 5-1 win over Queen's also ended the year Tor the Kingston down,
were frequently tied up by the
hurried their shols and took
squad.
ly lacking.
wereof constantly
Hamilton defence. Blues tried to do beaten
down Blues
both ends
the floor. them off balance." He attributed his
Scoring for Blues were Chris McNaught with one goal in the first the
to Mac, but their guards They even slipped up on simple give
period and Henning Wiebach — one goal in the second period and two in the had same
to "tough,
Fowler
was righthard-nosed
on both defence."
counts.
lillle difficulty finding their way and go plays, which Mac was quick win
third. The Toronto team went scoreless in the final period.
should be given to
For McMaster it was Tomlinson with rive in the first half, Joudrie with through. Some good shooting by to lake advantage of. Some skilfijl iheConsideration
that this was Blues first
two, and Hart with three. Singles came from Steplock. Park and Pugliese. Mac\s Mark Waugh, who scored ball handling and dribbling by- game fact
(Mac had played on Friday),
twelve, pomts in the half, helped Hamilton's Herwig Baldauf, who and ihere
Toronto's
performance
Saturday
was
basically
a
repiliiion
of
Queen'swere eight rookies
scored
23
points
for
his
team,
inBlues games this season. Blues also came out on the losing end in that series increase
Marauders'
lead. half, the
creased the lead even more.
muiiing on and off the floor. The
Throughout
the first
by it 2-1 margin.
loss
of
Gerry
has turned out
were in control of the boards
In one play, while standing under lo he cosily, Barker
other teams — Queen's. Western. McMaster — apart from atBlues
and will put more
holh ends of the floor, as they out- ihe Toronto basket, BaldauT made a pressure
their What
Torontosetscounterparts,
is their ability to play as a team. Blues had only rebounded
25- 1 8. If fake lhat sent three Blues (lying into Kelinski. on guards Rudmik and
individual "stars" this season — , McNaught and Wiebach — and these Toronto hadHamilton
capitalized on the the air. While they hung there
individuals did most of the scoring and non-scoring. Goalie Vitold Gcsing
offensive
rebounds,
it
might
have suspended, he just stepped in Il would be unfair to judge the
was remarkable in his rookie year with Blues; he made up the third member
come out at halftime either ahead of between them for the two points, Blues completely on the basis of one
of the Toronto "team".
lo the delight and cheers of the game.
Future games
The extremely capable Marlins outlasted, oulchecked, oulswam. and Mac or at least close behind. Bui no much
Ihe BluesHowever,
lapse intoif inperiods
Hamilton fans.
of play
oulscored the Blues. Toronto was lucky to score the four goals it did, one could find the basket.
At
one
lime.
Blues
retrieved
four
exemplified
in
Saturday's
game,
it
although Mac goalie McLintock was outstanding.
The
only
lime
Blues
slowed
down
a rough season for the team.
Blues might take an example from Western Mustangs team. Cliff Berry- consecutive rebounds off the Mac ihe Mac offense was when they wenl will be offs:
Mac
also
defeated
York
was essentially the only strong swimmer on the learn, yet he acted as a hoards and missed on all of them. into a 2-1-2 /one defence. But by in Tip
exhibition play Friday at, York,
But the team wasn't able to score lhal time. Marauders were contenl
player-coach in the water, directing the team to its 5-1 win. Had McNaught
from close in — or anywhere else for lo pass the ball around and wail for H0-70. ..... Blues next game is
und/or Wiebach directed the team rather than gone for scoring records, lhal
matter. Blues only connected on a shot, which they invariably made. Saturday al 2 pm in the Benson
Toronto might have gone farther. The Toronto team members also appeared
to lack confidence in each other. There were too many individual players. 37% of their shots, compared with To make matters worse, Building against Laurentian. It's the
Marauders
51%. These factors com- Skyvington, Wall and Krczyk first league game and counts for
Perhaps next season rookie coach Sieve Tobolka will pul together a
bined with an effective fast break fouled
out of the game.
"team" in the true sense of the word.
- Final
poinls.
OUAA Waterpolo
16
For
Tie
Eastern Section Games Win Loss
UC,
AAeds
Pts
meet
in
Div II final
Agst
9
8 1 0 102
111
42
The score al ihe half was 12-12.
New returned the kickoff to their 37. Meds
Toronto
9
7 2 0
By BR1ANE NASIMOK
Queen's
were led by the fine running,
63
14
York
9
and running over,
In a hard fought game played in "boys"
3 6 0
65
125
I
n
order
lo
make
the
game
close
(the
91
of Doug
6
gave
a
6''i
point
Ottawa
spread
9
for
Waichorn who scored
0
0
43
0
Varsity
artificial
Friday, iheStadium's
UC Redmen
rolled mud
and UC. and the wise money was on the louchdowns (one in each half) two
and
Weslern Section
crawled to an 18-9 victory over the Redmen > 'the Gnus marched to the set up ihe third.
72
9
McMaster
New College Gnus, in quarter final UC 10-yard line with the help of two Once again ihe fourth quarter
9 0 0 146
29
18
Western
9
5 3 I
football play for the Mulock Cup — rough play and one pass interference proved disasterous as the doctors
59 11
Waterloo
9
2 6 i
scored eight
symbolic of interfac football penalties against UC.
29
86
5
ed points, to
The gun wenl off. and [he game snalch victoryunanswer
9
Guelph
1 6 0
supremacy and body odour.
37 no
from the Trins, who
2
The first half was highlighted by a ended with the Gnus bidding good- 20-18.
had come back to make the score
hye to their football dreams for yet
65-yard pass-and-run from the UC another
year, with the Redmen Also once again the Blue and
quarterback to fleet-footed Bruce
McGillivray to put the Redmen, awaiting the next step to football White marching band did not
STUDENT HOCKEY TICKETS
who by this time looked like supremacy.
provide a thoroughly entertaining
show
thai was not
brownmen, ahead 7 to 3 at halftime.
by all.
in (he second
half of Friday's
double-header,
Meds Meds and UC enjoyed
The major score came at 13:45 of foothall
play again
Ihe
first
quarter,
a
mere
59
seconds
defeated
Trinity
28-18
in
a
well14.00
Will Gel You a Book of Ten Tickets For The Home
after (iord Saikaleg lofted a 3 1 yard played match in front of an unpaid Wednesday, 12 noon, barring house
Games of Varsity Blues in Varsity Arena This Year
field goal lo give the Gnus, the attendance of nearly 50 fans. calls.
sentimental underdogs, a 3-0 lead.
1972-73 Schedule
Nothing of scoring interest
occurred in the second quarter.
Fri.
Nov.
17
Ottawa
Fri.
Jan.
19
Queen's
Afler
exchanging punts, along
Fri. Nov. 24 Sir G. WilliamsWed. Jan. 24 Waterloo
with ends in the third quarter, the
Fri. Dec. 1 Laurentian
Fri. Jan. 26 Carleton
Gnus were seemingly stalled at the
Wed. Dec. 6 Western
Fri. Feb. 9 Loyola
UC 52 when the Redmen got called
for roughing the kicker. From the
Fri. Jan. 12 Ryerson
Wed. Feb. 21 York
UC 38 yard line Ron Marijosiks was
ALL GAMES AT 8:00 P.M.
given
ball, and
he didn't
until
hethecrossed
ihe goal
line. Aleibadgo
Tickets On Sale At
snap
on
the
convert
resulted
in the
Athletic Ticket Ofquarler ending New 9, UC 7.
fice, Athletic Wing,
UC quarterback,
Genessee's
Hart House on
player
of ihe game.andDave
Rose,
Tuesday and Wedscored
9
—
count
'em/
big
points in Ihe fourth quarler9 to— give
nesday, November
the Redmen the win.
14th and 15th
With 6:35 lo go in the game, UC
From 9:00 A.M. to
got to the New 15-yard line, but on
6:00 P.M.
the ensuing play fumbled, and
recovered ihe ball on [he 22. Rose
GUEST BOOKS: Each Student may purchase one adhil for a 29-yard field goal to give g
ditional book which will admit a guest (not
the Redmen a narrow, if not slim. I
necessarily a member of the University) to the
one
point New
lead.
When
returned the kickoff £f
student section. Guest books are sold at the same
the
UC
defense
held, and the Gnus ^,
price, one only to each holder of an Athletic Memberacre forced to kick. The punl went g
ship card. Bring your Membership card - tickets canlo the UC 47, where the Redmen >
not be purchased without one.
look conlrol and eventually scored £
REMEMBER - First Game - Friday, November 17 on
by —to who
against OTTAWA
Davea 3-yard
Rose sweep
with 1:40
go. else\fler a two poinl conversion.
Queen 's downs U of T 3-1
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sports

Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

Mac
By PETER DUX
Hockey Blues won their first
ganje of ihc regular season 6-2
against McMaslcr Marlins ai the
Hamilton Forum Friday.
Blues broke a 2-2 tie with four
unanswered third period goals.
Toronto dominated the play, even
though Ihc team put on a poor
offensive showing in the first half of
the game. Shots failed to find the net
and Blues" frustration was evident
when they retired to the dressing
room after the second period with
the game tied up 2-2.
Blues oulshot their opponents 5315 overall. Most of Marlin goalie
Pat l.ange's
47 saveshamming
were routine,
although
he enjoyed
them
up in an attempt to excite the few
fans present.
Blues opened the scoring at 2:26
of tho first . period when Bruce
Herridge lipped
Warren "
Anderson
from inIhca shot
point.by Toronto
missed several other opportunities
With sloppy passes and unfinished
plays. Ovcrconfidence probably accounted in pari for the poor
showing.
The Marlins lied the score at
1 1:22 when Dave Ridley, from the
slot, lapped in a dumped puck which
had bounced off the boards and
landed in front of the Toronto ncl.
Blues" goalie
Gary himself
Innes had
chance
lo prepare
for theno
quick shot.
The McFarlane-Herridge-Davies
line fore-checked well in this
close checking 20 minutes. There
were very few good plays on either
side, while sloppy positional skating
accounted Tor disorganised play.
This "style" continued until
midway Ihrough ihc second period,
although Blues connected on
another goal by Anderson al the six
minute mark. The play was slarled
by Bill Buha. who carried the puck
in, fed il lo Anderson and then sel

loses
opener
6-2
to
Blues
up a good screen. (Unfortunately
Buha
assist.) was not credited with an
McMaster's alKen10:44Tylerimmediately
scored on
a breakaway
after
stepping
out
of
the
penally
hox.
The Marlins skated well this
period to try to stay on top of the
Blues, who were finally becoming,
goal hungry and began playing basic
hockey.
The second period still ended in a
draw,
and the
it wasn't
the
third that
Blues until
hard 2:17
work ofpaid
of as Herridge hacked in a puck
being juggled by goalie Lange doing
one of his stunts. The play was
begun on a rush by Gordy Davies
from his own end lo sel up
McFarlane for the initial shot.
Pagnutli. centring Bill Buba and
Kent Runke, was continuing his
. fore-check i ng, which proved
successful in pre-seasonplay. It paid
olTon Blues forth goal when, tied up
by two defenders, he goi the puck
pasl Lange.
Blues" fifth goal was scored by
Lange himself, who caught the puck
in his glove, and in trying to get rid
of il threw it into his own goal. The
goal was credited to Harry Sems.
The Buba-Runkc-Pagnulti line
addedBuba
Toronto's
al 11:05
wilh
scoring final
on a goal
centring
pass
by Runke. So far this season this
line
is Toronto's strongest offensive ij
threat..
Doug Tale was throwing his i
weight around Friday, especially in c
Ihc third period. He had brief skir- i
mishes with Bill Hope and Marlin I
captain Ken Tyler. Tate, who used '
lo play wilh Tyler said "He's a good *
player
bul doesn't
like Inness,
to get hit."
With
Blues'
(14) andAlthough
Keenan (oj
Toronto
goalie Gary
who
Pat
Lange
coversPagnutti
up quickly.
the parked
rest of inthefrontMacof histeamcrease,
ineffective.
came Marlins'
to his goaltender
aid they look
played Tor McMaster last year had a
Blues
play
their
Holmes on penalty
*killing, also against Ottawa first home game
good game and couldn't be blamed
Watl hasn't used a conslanl
Munro. Tale and Daviesbut often
Gees at Varsity
Tor either goal. "It feels good lo be power
4uses
Arena Friday atGee8 pm.
unit this year. He likes
in various combina
tions.
onInness
Ihc said.
winning side for a change." Leroy. playAnderson,
Korzack and

Alberta

defeats Blues 2-0; goes on to win
CIAU
forward to their mobile strikers.
Ihc latter a sharp chance, but his have cleared the danger left Chiu
With !0 minutes left in Ihe game.
shot was charged down.
with a simple chance from five yards Blues threw caution to the winds and
To add
Blues'player,
problems
their
own loin the
id field
Ian The Bears also had difficulty in oul. His unexpectedly weak goal- suffered the effects or their resultant
Harris, was helped off the field when achieving
w;irds
lap, which also would have vulnerability — quick countershots on goal as the been saved,
he turned quickly and sprained an defences clear
caught Brand off guard
at ack. A sharp tackle on Polera
dominated. All players and
ankle 20 minutes into the game.
ball genlly
rolled
off his leg broke up a Toronto move and
found it hard to find team-mates in into Ihe
the
corner
of
the
net.
Much down
of the
play was the open. Blues' Peter Hillier made
Odumah was quickly set free as
directed
Iheir Bears'
right wing where many
With forty minutes still lo play several Blues' defenders were
cross-field runs in order lo Toronto
Joss Binns used his speed and tenaci- draw
was Tar from beaten and stranded upfield. Although Odumah
Alberta
defenders
from
their
ty to take on both Bob Cazzola and
/ones, but they remained pressed forward vigorously, most of was met by Brand at the edge of the
Joh-n Cobby. However, few defensive
area, he was fortunate in
firm
and
well
organized. So despite the altack coming down the right penalty
dangerous situations resulted since
Ron Misurka and Vito Polera finding the ball run free: this left him
Binns was slow lo cross the ball. direction,
ihe run oftheihegameplaywasin scoreless
the Bears'at where
lesled
the defensive abilities
with a relatively simple shot into an
When he did Tim Burns had the
Hans Slrakan. He respondedof
lime.wasTheattributable
Blues' palpable
measure of Bears' centre forward hair
open nel.
resolulel
y,
allowing
the
forwards
lethargy
lo
their
Sieve Odumah and Toronto goal- strenuous efforts of the previous day little time for conirolled play.
With time running short Blues
keeper Jack Brand showed good ball when they won the OUAA chamattacked desperately, A rising shot
handling and positional sense.
And in
Ihc centre.
Jeff from Burns struck the post — pionship against York.
Salmon
permitted
DaRosaBears'
only rare
Bul instead of stifling ihe Alberta
lypical of And
the day's
for
Wilh ihe wind now in their favour opportunities. D'Anloni's effec- Toronto.
neitherfrustrations
the insertion
play in midfield. Blues were still Toronto
to reverse Ihe the close tivenes on the left was reduced by to ihe field or Vince lurello, or ihe
having to tackle their opponents pattern of looked
attentions or Wynne, who stage.
return of the injured. Harris was
play in ihe second half.
near their own penalty area, which Bul before they
settle the team was able lo defied the winger's -ahle lo swing the match al this late
further hindered their constructive conceded a vitalcould
first
goal.
concentration.
When
Blues'
pressure
difficulties. Many passes went
showed conThough jusi reward for their first did build up, MacKay
astray under pressure.
Alberta deserved its victory. As
the game
down
Nevertheless, the Blues were no! half efforts. Alberta's lead was the allow troliheby slowing
Bears
a-chance
to regroup.lo hard as the Blues tried, they Were
entirely unthrealening. Giuseppe .result of a "son" goal. A cross from
unable
lo reproduce their customary
ihe Bears" right, which seemed
Many scoring
D'Antoni was prominent on two dcsiincd
ties form. Il was unfortunate that Blues'
occasions
bul his dribbles toward
for Brand's hands, landed turned inio hurried snapopportuni
shols
as
a
firsl "flat" day should come in such
shooting range were halted with al the feci of lefi winger Peter Chiu. distribut
resuli ofionshortcom
ings in asBluest
an important game. Nonetheless,
rrom midfield.
well
owing toThea confusin
call
in
Blues'
g
vigorous
efficiency
by
Alberta's
the
record of only one
defence.
lack of communication as ihe tightness of the opposition defeatseason's
Derek Wynne. A measured pass when
best by a Toronto squad
for manyis theyears.
any of three players might defence.
from Mario DaRosa
to Cobby gave

Soccer Blues'
quest for
the
Canadian
inlercollegiale
Athletic
Union championship ended Friday
when the University of Alberta
Golden Bears won their semi-final
contest 2-0.
While Blues were always in
contention, they were definitely the
poorer side on ihc day. The western
side played full oul for its victory.
The Bears went on to defeat
Loyola University 3-1 Saturday
capture the first CIAU chartr-to
pionship. John Devlin scored two
goals while Steve Odumah added
the third. Richard Knopp replied for
Loyola.
Loyola had defeated Mounl
Allison of New Brunswick 4-0
Friday lo reach the final, with Jimon
( r ' scenng twice and Chri.^ Pohl
:'iJi
; .and Mike Evangelisia adding
singles.
In
Blues-Bears game
TorontoFriday's
was almost
immedial
the
forced onio ihc defensive since cly
learn losl the toss and was forced to
first
the
for
wind
strong
a
into
play
hair.
The Alberta mid field duo of Ike
Mackay and Frank Tassone were
able lo snuff
out any
Blues' offensive
moves
as well
as move
the ball

A student building, now in the planning stage, may be located near the SAC office. The Board of Governors allotted $350,000 for a
student area last June.
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TORONTO

Memorial

U

invade

admin

students

building

ST.
JOHN'S (CUP)
students atoccupied
the arts
and
administration
building —of Nearly
Memorial1500University
! pm today,
and they
appear
determined
to
continue
the
occupation
as long as necessary in order
to win their demands.
Their demands pertain to the unilateral decision of the university
administration
to discontinue collecting compulsory student fees for the
union. The decision, announced last Thursday in a press release, would
effectively put an end to compulsory collection of fees, as the union would
have no means of enforcing their payment.
The -students feel that university president Lord Stephen Taylor and the
administration had no right to make this decision unilaterally and without
any negotiation whatsoever. They feel that the decision as to whether union
membership
be compulsory or voluntary should be made by the students,
not
the administration.
Since the administration timed its announcement so that it was made
on the lirst day of the five-day mid-term break, students had to wait until
Tuesday before they could take fully constructive action.
The first thing they did was to organize a general union meeting
Tuesday at noon. About 3000 students showed up at that meeting — a
remarkably large number for this usually apathetic campus of 7500. At that
meeting, a strong majority of the 3000-plus were opposed to the
administration, and though a very small minority of students expressed
their opposition to the union and the decision to occupy the administration
building, more than 1000 students marched to the building to begin the
occupation.
The students occupied Taylor's office as well as the comptroller's and
vice-president's
amongfor others,
and they
waitedWhen
for Taylor
to returnhe
from a lecture heoffices,
was giving
engineering
students.
he returned,
was flanked protectively by 15 or 20 engineers, who said that they were
opposedsupported
to the council
hence
Taylor.of the students' union (CSU) in its present form, and
Taylor, said he would permit the engineers to be stationed in his office,
and would talk with demonstrating students two at a time. They refused such
an arrangmeent. and Taylor left the building.
From there on, there was a series of proposals and counter-proposals,
as administrators and student representatives tried to reach an agreement of
a means of negotiating the whole affair, Taylor, who first would allow only
two students in his office, agreed to meet with a four-man negotiating
committee of students, provided the students would vacate the buildings.
The students vociferously refused, and the stalemate continued past 6 pm,
with students saying that they were prepared to stay all night if necessary.
The bursar's office,
the administration
had toregistrar's
close their offices,
doors inandthenumerous
afternoon,other
thoughbranches
only theof
vice-president's office continued to be occupied for more than an hour or so.
Outside, the university's flags were lowered to half-mast.
There was no immediate action from the local police on the occupation,
though a couple of plain clothes men were keeping an eye on things. Campus
security locked as many rooms as possible, but otherwise did little to oppose
except observe the proceedings.

building

may

office
SAC
near
up
go
U of T President John Evans
puh. The SAC offices would then be
BOB Campus
BETTSON
Part ofBy the
as Campus slated last night that while he was moved into the new structures.
of the project, no specific plan The one dollar campus centre levy
Centre Project may be revived as a aware
approved.
new complex of low rise buildings has"Webeenhaven't
seen any proposal could be used to finance the early
next to the SAC office, according to
said.
SAC vice president John Helliwell. yet", he said. "Any proposal would planning stages of the project, he
Helliwell made this proposal last certainly be looked at.
Helliwell said that the project is
Other administrators were
night at a meeting of U of T student
unavailable for comment on the an immediate response to the Camcouncil presidents.
pus as Campus
the project
Development
west Centre
of St. Report.
George,
said the project was in which
no Hewaysaidbe that
construed
as a "can
campusin theHelliwell
the
report
recommends
is a
earliest
planning
stages
and
project.
centre
project."
referring
to original
plans for
a massive
student
union nothing in the way of design had long term project, he added.
Reaction from the few presidents
building. "It fully agrees with the been formulated. He conceives of present
was favourable. Trinity
principles of the Campus as Campus the project as an "indoor street"
Head of College Geoff Seaborn
Centre
a set of principles to designed for a heavy flow of approved
of the project.
replace report."
the old proposal.
traffic.
Helliwell said that there would be pedestrian
The proposal will be presented to Engineering Society president
space for services and activities in- SAC next week and calls for the Scott Jolliffe said the project was
cluding commercial outlets such as a
af a user's committee,
"just great", but added that it
includingup representatives
of all funding.
hank, or boutiques. He maintained setting
that space for these would be limited members of the university com- wouldn't warrant direct student
munity, but with students in a matothanmake
"go through" rather
"The project is an example of
jority. The temporary building next
"go this
to" aproject.
Financing for the project, he said, to the SAC building would be integrating the functions of the uncould come partially from $350,000 structure.
demolished to make way for the new
iversity inan experimental way",
which was approved by the Board of
Helliwell also revealed that maintained Helliwell. "It should be
Governors last June for a "student
to make
people's
movement through
the area
enjoyable,
area", with another $150,000 to though the SAC building will be an effort
preserved it might be turned into a interesting and stimulating".
come from "outside sources".
Geog
council studenis
resign
the past few years that he is not only unwilling but
By DIANA WEST
Nine graduate and undergraduate student members unable to deal with the issue of student participation in
of the geography council have resigned en masse in any way remotely acceptable to the students."
opposition to the appointment of Professor Jacob Spelt
According to Miller, the students' objection to Spelt
as the new chairman.
arises over his conservative attitude and the students'
The present department chairman, P.D. Kerr, general
feeling that he would consider issues from a
pointrecalled
of view".
received a letter of resignation just prior to Monday's "biased
Miller
that Spelt opposed opening the
meeting, signed by graduate students John Carline
(president of the Graduate Geography Students departmental
library
and comprothe extension oflibrary hours.to undergraduates
Although Spelt did
Association). Stewart Hilts, Jim Plewes, Ed Jackson,
mise to some extent in the end, he was a strong oppoas well as president of the Toronto University
nent throughout the debate.
Geography Society (TUGS) Hans Mikolay, and other
Spell said last night he considered the action of the
undergraduates Dean Miller, Caroline Kriesel,
students "immature". Students in the council had as
Lorraine Clarkson and Ian Morrison.
The 10th student member of the council Orman much say as the staff over departmental affairs, he said.
is unfortunate that the council has to be blamed
Ciranger. did not attend Monday' meeting but said last for "It
something
it had
said explained
Spelt.
night that he intends to resign as well.
Kerr,
resignno ascontrol
chairmanover,"in June,
The meeting, which was to examine the that artswhoandwillScience
dean Bob Greene has the
department's
not be called
of naming a new chairman.
because the exam
quorumpolicy,
of 16couldmembers
could tonotorderbe responsibility
A committee convened last spring to decide upon
reached. There are 20 members on the council, which is
the
chairman
then arts dean Albert Allen but it
advisory to the chairman.
failed to reach bya decision.
The letter explained that the students had
Carline, stated that Allen overruled a proposal to
"repeatedly asserted their opposition tp this ap- have a student member on the committee, because the
pointment" but that "the committee has chosen to Haist rules,
it. on which the committee is still proceeding,
ignore these requests, and in so doing reneged on a forbids
verbal agreement we had with the original chairman of
Allen did suggest, however, according to Carline,1
that committee."
that a "shadow student committee" be organized by
Theirvoice
resignations
were basedand onto "the
student
in this department
some lack
extentofona studenis for "full consultation".
However. Greene "just ignored it" said Carline, by
our reservations concerning Dr. Spelt as the chairman
sayingihei( would
hypocritical
to listen to the students
after
decisionbe had
been made.
of our
department."
the
letter
continued.
The letter states the student members of the council
As far as Carline is concerned, "the department
"will not support the appointment of a chairman who
was opposed by almost every student we have spoken council as of now is more or less defunct, because a
to. and has £iven every indication by his actions over quorum cannot be called."
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HERE
TODAY
11 am
"Spiritual answer
Phenomena
and you".
"Christianities
to the Dialectic",
and
"The
Family"
are Room
themes 1091,
ol a bytalktheto
beDivineheidIdeal
in
Sid
Smith
Principle Movement.
1 pm
Mike Polley
from
Manufacturer's
Life
Insurance
Co.
will
opportunities (other thandiscuss
sales)career
for 1973
grads interested in working with this large
insurance organization at the Medical
Sciences Building —2 pmRoom 3171 Till 3 pm.
"Chemical Abstracts Service — its
International Role" will be topic of lecture
Mr. Ralph Abstracts
O'Dette, Senior
olby Chemical
ServiceStallin Advisor
Lecture
Theatre. Street.
Faculty of Library Science, 140 St.
George
6:30 pm
please reserve
beforeHlliel5 pmKosher
today.7Supper
pmAt Hlliel House.
Table Tennis instruction featuring
Canadian
Women's
Table Fencing
Tennis Champion. Violetta
Nesukaitis.
Room.
Hart House.
Ladies
7:30welcome.
pm
Dr. K. Hockin from the ecumenical
institute will be soeaking about the Canadian church'sStudent
role inCentre.
world 33development.
International
St. George
Street.

AND

NOW

Chalil Ensemble Workshop at Hillel
House, 186 St. George
8 pm Street.
Meeting of the U of T Homophile
Association.
Upstairs Lounge, 16
Bancroft Ave. GSU,
All welcome.
Free Jewish University: "Talmudlc
Dialectic", at Hillel House, 186 St. George
Street.
8:30 pm
Vic drama club presents Feiffers People,
directed
by
Jack
Saturday
at New Vic theatre,Medhurst.
Vic College.UntilAdmission
S1.00.
Count Dracula rises nightly at UC
Playhouse, 79a St. George. Directed by
David Rotenberg. Special midnight shows
Friday and Saturday. Pay what you can.
Conversational Yiddish Workshop at
Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.
A recital by Sharon Tuttle, harpsichord
and the Collegium Musicum at Church of
the
Holy Trinity. Presented by Concertante
Canada.
THURSDAY
noon
The History
Union invites
students
to joinStudents'
in a discussion
with
Professor W. C. Barman on "U.S. Elections
in 72 — A Critique" in Room 1SS of Lash
Miller.
12:15 pm
"African Socialism in One Country:
Tanzania". Seminar by John Saul, recently

of the University ol Dar es Salaam. 3050
Sidney Smith. 1 pm
meeting21
to Slop-the-Cutbacks
continue planningCommittee
November
province-wide
demonstration
at
Queen's
Park.Smilh.
All welcome Second-tloor lounge,
Sid
Engineering Seminar: Staff of Placement
Centre will be available to review problems
in taking
Sir Sanford Fleming
135.
Till 2 interviews.
pm.
Vic VCF meets in the Woodger Room
(basement Old Vic). Speaker will be Penny
Tyndale.
Topic:TillWhat
are
welcome.
2 pm.Follows rebirth? All
Free
Jewish
Judaism" at Sid Smith
5:30University:
pmRoom 3045."Radical
The Hellenic
Society ofNewU ofmembers
T — • First
General
Assembly.
welcome.
Inlernatlonal
6:30 pm Student Centre,
St. George AtStreet.
Hillel Kosher Supper:
7:30 House.
pm Please reserve by
5 pm today at Hillel
Comrade Michel Chatrand will give a
lecture on the Palastinian-lsraeli Conflict.
AtUniversity
the Medical
of Toronto.Sciences Auditorium,
Free
Jewish
"JewishStreet.
Libido"
at Hillel House. University:
1868 St.pm George

The Canadian Committee for a Just
Canadian Policy Towards Africa presents a
Public Lecture on "African Responses to
White
in Southern
ProfessorControl
Gwendolen
Carter, Alrica"
Director byof
Women's welfare cut
African Studies Program. Northwestern
REGINA (CUP) — About 30 women students at the University of the
University
.
At
St.
Paul's
United
Church.
Saskatchewan Regina Campus have been cut off welfare benefits because 121 Avenue Rd.
they are taking the wrong courses.
Israeli Dance Workshop at Hillel House,
SI. George Street.
The women, mostly heads of single parent families, were receiving 185Free
Jewish University: "Jewish
payments from the Saskatchewan Department of Social Services for baby- Eschatology"
George Street. al Hillel House, 186 St.
sit ing and transportation costs while attending university.
Free Jewish University: "Moroccan
Bui provincial policy offers the subsidy only to students enrolled in a
two-year education course or a nursing program of similar duration. Most Sephardic Judaism"8:30 atpmHillet House.
of the women arc in second and third year arts and science courses.
Creation 2 presents a new Canadian
Play. Midway
Priest. Actor's
Theatre, $1.390
A department official said the subsidy covers teacher training "since it Dupont
Ave. Admission
S2. Students
is only a two-year course and provides an immediate and concrete vocational
goal.
"!l is felt that it is not the function of the Department of Social Ser- There is no private house in
vices in sponsor clients for a university education. Persons with a university which people can enjoy them
education tend to be in a preferred position and it is not intended lhat the selves so well as in a capita!
tavern ..... You are sure you
Department of Social Services place clients in a preferred position..."
are welcome; and the more
noise you make, the more
trouble you give, the more
things you call for, the
ALWAYS A GIGANTIC CLEARANCE OF
1 good
welcomer you are.
Dr. Samuel Johnson

HO

JAZZ CONCERT
The Ted Moses
in the EastQuintet
Common Room
Today from 12 Noon to 2 p.rr

$1>eg, up to 525.00
$10
ALL KINDS OF
SHOES • BOOTS • PLATFORMS • SANDALS ETC.
IMPORTS • FASHION • QUALITY
OVER 15,000 PAIRS ON DISPLAY
1
NOW MARKED DOWN

OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES OF >1 TO MO
10%°50%°
ON WOMEN'
S SHOES
CLOSED
TOE
GOLD
OR SILVER
PLATFORM
LEATHERFORM SANDALS
PLATEVENING
SANDALS
8
art.
Broun,
Nig. tlMS, E >ai ,dD,anala*p(|„
MEN S BOX - CALF v.up
LEATHER mamSHOES
or an- NOW
Hog buckle.
S19.9S, our"lackeveryday
S'lr'f..'?1 Spain
2eels' 5k)e
or an- < m
SAMPLE SHOES AND BOOTS TO CLEAR
Some boots pile lined, suedes and leathers regular up to $25.
MEN'S SIZE 8 I LADIES SIZE 6
—
*5 »« $10
$5 to $10.
FALL AND SPRING 5 KNEE
COLORSHIGH VINYL BOOTS
WOMEN'S twitmippa,) NOW $6 (without) NOW $5
ALSO A LARGE SELECTION OF
c

WINTER BOOTS
ALWAYS NEW & DIFFERENT STYLES

WaithoiLseShoellail
260 SPADIPJA AVE. - 1 BLOCK S. OF DUWDAS

THE CHRISTMAS TREE
IS COMING
DECEMBERS
THE ANGELA
McWILLIAMS
CONCERT
Scheduled
for
Thurs.,
IS CANCELLED Nov. 1 6

BLACK HART
EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
TUCK SHOP - 12 NOON
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M.

PUB
AND THURSDAY
- 5.30 PM.
- 11:30 PM.

Centre for the Study of Drama
HART HOUSE THEATRE
ROSMERSHOLM
Henrik Ibsen
new translation
bybyFrederick
Lise-Lone Marker
directed
by David andGardner
November 23 - December 2 at 6:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Tickets $2.50
Box Office 926-8668
Students $1.25
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

WHIRL'S
HIO
FAS
1st
ANNU
AL N ONE-WEEK SALE
IS ON RIGHT NOW!
SAVINGS

EVERYTHING

ON

IN THE STORE!

CHECK LAST FRIDAY'S
OR THISFORFRIDAY'S
VARSITY
MANY OF
THE GREAT SAVINGS
at the
JARVIS HOUSE
Entertainment and
Dancing on 2 floors
JARVIS at RICHMOND
NO COVER - NO MINIMUM
THIS WEEK-CURIOSITY
FREE PARKING

ONE

WEEK

FASHION

ONLY

AT

WHIRL

0 SPAD
21 OPEN
INA
MON.-FRI.
Charge*
SAT., Accepted
10-6

//^
i
WAREHOUSE
AVEAlN^irl

FRIDAY, NOV. 17
YORK

$l

_

International
Music
Room at Master.
7:30 p.m.

INFORMAL
DEBATE
'RESOLVED THAT THIS
HOUSE SUPPORT
THURSDAY,
NOV. 16
PROHIBITION'.
noon Shop.
in
The12Tuck

SUPER

uIIsImhvs

LIBRARY
EVENING
Guest speaker:
Reviewer William
for THE French.
GLOBE Book
AND MAIL
Weds., Nov. 15
Library
- 8 p.m.
ALL WELCOME
Lecture by
CHESS CLUB
Lawrence Day,

GALLERY
MALCOLMART BATTY
EXHIBITION
MONDAY
p.m. p.m
Tuesday-Saturday11 a.m.-9
11 a.m.-5
Sunday 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

UNIQUE

UNIVERSITY

WINTERS DINING HALL
7:30 - 1 2:30
PROCEEDS TO INNERCITY ANGELS

LAS VEGAS-STYLE ROTI
EQUE
DISCOTH
BAND
d mmmmmMmm
cashe
no cheques- ROCK
Alcoholic Beverages - Pizza Girls - Cigarette Girls
ADMISSION: $1 .00
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sent accommodations
before
U By of
has
house
for
co-op
monlhs to make way for their
new came from
position lo meet theit
ultimatum
PAT REDICANT says
a need to "establish their
November 22. no
building.
The
co-op
has
stated
that
issued
by
the
Campus
Co-operative
program
on a more permanent
U of T president John Evans has Day Care Centre lo find them a
In a letter lo the co-op group such an indefinite location would be
According lo Julie Mathien, this
indicated th;il he will not change his "suitable alternative" to their pre- dated November 10, last Friday, unacceptable,
since they want a would involve such major
Evans said that excepting 14 Sussex stable centre.
renovations as putting in sterilizaStreet there is.no "building owned
tion sinks and new floors, in order to
Daycare parent-spokesperson Juby the university which is presently
with the Day Nurseries Act.
vacant and can be made im- obvious
that we're
at a night
stalemate.
lie Malhien
said last
"It's comply
The
co-op has refused to say, in
Dr. Evans won't move. And we light
basis".
mediately
available."
of
Evan's reply, whether they
"In the meantime. . . if any won't alter our position either."
their stated plan of acDaycare's letter of last Wednesday will follow
suitablecant youraccomodation
becomes
vation.
Another daycare spokesperif a suitable alterrequest will certainly be indicatednativethai,
Peterson, said that no
was not offered before decisionson. Kathy
will be made until a general
Fourteen Sussex is owned by November 22. they would settle into Tuesday.
remembered."
meeting
of
the co-operative next
lnnis College and, according to their presently occupied location
f- vans, may be demolished within six behind 3 1 S Bloor West. The decision
Mayoralty candidate David Crombie (left) lashed out at public
housing, at a SAC sponsored meeting held yesterday.
Crombie

slams

public
housing
By RANDY ROBERTSON
municipal government is that
Reform mayoralty candidate
lying, more decepDavid Crombie yesterday there'stion, imore
n municipal
government."
declared his opposition to what
"A small
minority,
the rich,
he called the "affliction" of the convention centre people,
controls and runs the city against
public housing.
Crombie. speaking to about the interests of the majority - the
ISO people at a SAC sponsored working classes, the tenants, the
mayoralty candidates meeting in students, the women."
the Hart House Debates Room,
All candidates called for an
claimed I hat public housing increase in the development of
public
transportation.
"ghelloizes" the poor.
Crombie
called for the
extractsthea stigma
social price"
said,"It noting
attachedhe immediate development of the
to puhlic housing tenants.
Balhurst subway line and the use
"The poor don't want it," he of rapid mass transit in all its
said. "Only the do-gooders cry forms. He suggested that the city
inaugurate a dial-a-bus line
for puhlic
know
what housing.
it is; theTheypoordon'tdo such
asford those
in Pickering, Stratand Regina.
The Ward II alderman
Rotenherg said that a basic
know."
favoured co-op housing and a expressway system is necessary,
system of rent supplements to in addition to the development of
needy people inslead.
a rapid transit system.
He denied, however that he
League for Socialist Action
candidate Jacquie Henderson favoured the planned widening of
claimed that the present attitude Dundas Street to six lanes. He
of the Ontario Housing Corpora- admitted he supported building
is "if you're
poor,
you the Scarborough Expressway,
shouldtion really
suffer for
it every
but said there might be a better
than the one planned.
day
of yourhousing.
life" — in bad and route
Henderson called for a free
expensive
She called for public housing public transit system saying that
which would set the standard for it would pay for itself because it
housing across the city, in which would eliminate the cost of
rents should he no more than 20 building and maintaining
per cent of the incomes of the expressways.
tenants.
Rotenberg said as mayor he
David Rotenberg said that would do his best to discourage
since rents are tied to the car-driving in the city through
parking fees, taxing
economy and "can't be pegged", higher
lots at a rate relative
the citybusiness.
should go
the1 parking
housing
He into
proposed
their building potential and
that the city buy cheap land in creating major underground
downtown Toronto — land parking lots at suburban subway
presently /.oned for industrial use stations.
— and create new
But, he said, "it is just not
neighbourhoods there, "The democratic
to banRotenberg
the car." both
Crombie and
rents will be lower" he claimed,
"because the land will not have declared their support for an allheen so expensive in the first cili/cn police commission, free of
judiciary members, politicians
He suggested that these and cx-police.
place".
Henderson demanded an
developments
contain mixed
housing, with OHC renting, elected police commissioner,
some of the houses from the city while Clarke called for a police
and then renting the houses out force directly under the control
again with rent subsidies.
of a sub-council of City Council.
Nelson Clarke called for
Tony near
O'Donohue,
immediate rent controls, treating appeared
the end of who
the
housing as a public utility, and a meeting, said there were not
massive increase in the con- enough engineers running in the
struction ofpublic housing "with election. He explained that
rentsClarke,
workinga people
can pay".
Communist
Party engineers, like himself, have exmember, is running as an affairs. perience in environmental
independent.
"political attypeCity
of pollution"
"The Communist Party of is Apervasive
Hall, he
Canada." he said, "does not claimed, making it difficult to
believe that it is necessary to accomplish much. City Hall
inject partisan politics into should be run like a business, he
said.
municipal affairs"
Paul Rimslead
"It's exclaimed.
already there!" andIndependent
Henderson
Western Guard member Don
Andrews,
also
for
only thedifference,"
she
notcandidates
attend tilt
said,"The"beween
provincial and
ma j or,
federal governments and the meeting-

Controversy has developed over
Student
the question of whether name
philosophy
professor Charles Hanly, as chairman of a nominating committee,
lost a nomination submitted by
three students.
As a consequence, the committee,
set up to add student representatives
to the Planning and Resources
Board of (ioverning Council, has
heen asked lo review its procedures
by the Executive Committee.
The minutes of the Executive
Committee meeting of November 9,
which became public yesterday,
recommended the nominating committee's report be adopted, subject
lo the "review of procedures regarding the co-opted member from
If the committee decides its
Scarborough."
procedures were not correct,
nominations could re-open.
The search committe consists of

Hanley
and graduate studentinJohn prof's
vanishes
questionedmittee. byHanlyoffice
the Executive
Comcould
not remember
Morion.
The controversy concerned ihe whether or not it was submitted to
number of names submitted to Han- the committee, according to executive member Brain Morgan.
ly from the satellite colleges.
The selection from Erindale
John Morton, the other member
created no problem, as several of the committee could nol be
names were submitted to the com- reached, hut The Varsity has been
mit e , asrequested.
assured that Morion maintains the
Scarborough College principal nomination never received by the
Ralph only
Campbell,
sub- committee.
milled
one namehowever,
for the seat.
"A gross and terrible mistake was
Since nominations were solicited made."
Morgan said.
from the entire constituency of ScarHanly said last night the problem
borough, three college students,
SAC vice-president Ross Flowers, was"Wea "technical"
don't have one.a guideline for
university commissioner John
Creelman and Glen Conduit, a gelling nominations from academic
representative on the Governing units such as colleges." he said.
Hanly recommended
the by-law
Council Academic Affairs Com- committee
should set-up
apmit e , also submitted a nominee.
Creelman said that the
propriate by-laws, and felt that the
mailer was loa other
"nothing
nomination wasHowever,
handed to Hanly's
campusissue"
issues.in
secretarywhen comparison

Judge dismisses motion to drop occupation charges
Accordingly, he suggested, the has been charged with assaulting
Judge Charles Drukarsh
arresting the defen- police, was the only one around with
yesterday threw out a motion to police dantwerewhile not
out a lawful hare feet, but under questioning
drop charges resulting from the duty, whichcarrying
the laws of both accepted the possibility that there
break-up
last
spring
of
ihe
occupaassaulting
and
obstructing
police may have been others.
tion of Simeoe Hall.
Kearns said he had been told that
The occupation was in support of require.
the students were to be advised thai
At Monday's
session
of the
trial,
undergraduate and community Metro
detective
Kcarns,
the
first
they
trespassing, and thai they
access lo ihe John Robarts Library. policeman lo enter the Senate were were
to he arrested if they refused or
Defense lawyer Austin Cooper Chamher. testified lhat the students resisted.
He
not sure whether
moved thai on the basis thai there lurned down the invitation by the ihe orders werewas from
ihe university
was no evidence for the charges of police
obstructing and assaulting police withoul loarrest.leave voluntarily and or from his superiors.
against Mark Goldblatl, Ihe charges
Seleme-ofHe said he then entered the dis,Metro
who police
was constable
the second
ought
lo be quashed.
Chamber through a hole in
However,
Drukarsh quickly Senate
ficer
through
the
panel,
said
Kearns
rcieeled ihe motion, and the trial the door, landed on a table and was was kneeling
the ground,
rounded by10 onshouting
people. surpushed
or
jumped"
onto
the
went on with the defense. The trial, "eilher
floor, where he was punched
which hegan September 26, will "several
He then testified lhat he saw
times in the back" and held
continue on November 23.
down
by
Goldblatl.
Goldhlalt
"hold and
punch"slated
Ihe
Cooper contended that since then
kneeling Kearns.
Selemedis
Cooper had
suggested
Li of Thadacting
vice-president
K earns
landedto Kearns
on toplhatof lhat
ul'ler
he
restrained
Goldblatl,
Sword
testified
that he didJack
not Goldhlalt
and that the latter was the accused offered no resistance.
intend to have the occupants either
Metro officer Watson stated that
trying to help him up.
considered or arrested for actually
denied this.
he apprehended the other defendant.
trespassing and since Sword said he Kearns
The policeman also testified thai, Reynolds, '"kicking and punching",
could see thai the occupants thought while
on ihe floor he was from behind, another officer, who
they had a reasonable right to be in kicked heby was
in bare feel. He was occupied in subduing another
Ihe Senate Chamber, that they were staled lhatsomeone
Randi
Reynolds, who
nol in fact trespassing.
Quebec united student front to strike
rule as a government attempt to during the coming struggle.
QUEBEC
Community CITY
college(CUPI)
(CEGEP)— phase oul humanities departments
The Comite' executif national
within a few years.
students
in
Quebec
will
go
out
on
or executive committee was
strike later this month against tough
The regulations also compel (CF.N)
to co-ordinate
actionto
new government school regulations. students to allend 45 hours of empowered
among
various
FEQ regions
The decision to strike came at a classes weekly, automatically ensure athesolid
fronl.
general meeting of more than 200 eliminating students who must work
A delegate from Sir George
delegates to the Fronl des Etudiants The
part-time
finance theirtheeducation.
University pointed out
move tocontradicts
original Williams
du
Quebec
(FEQ)
held
here
last
private educational institutions were
weekend.
aim of the CEGEP program which subject
lo
the
repression as ihe
was lo provide some post -secondary CEGEPs. andsame
The FEQ is the provincial student education
called for solidarity
lo
people
who
formerly
union tionaffiliated
with Trade
the Confederaamong studentsiversities.
in colleges
and unMcGill University
of National
Unions. could not afford it.
Most universities and colleges in Students from both French and
called for close collaboraInglish CEGEPs united in opposi- delegates
Quebec belong lo it.
tion lothe regulations and called for strike.tion ,among all students and between
The strike is a response lo the new mass support lo demonstrate their sludeiHsand faculty in the upcoming
regulations, termed the "nouveau displeasure.
Members of the Anglophone
The FEQ in front
plansof ihea offices
mass
regime bypedagogique".
the latest
move
the Quebec asgovernment
from Vanier, Dawson.
toward complete control over Ihe delegation
John Ahhoit and McGill CEGEPs demonstration
of the Direction de I'instruction
stood in the forefront oflhe demand generale
el collegiale (DIGEC), ihe
( IThe
(il l's.regulations require arts for a general strike as soon as authority
which issued the new
indents lo lake several science and possible. The FLQ convention es- regulations. No dale for the demontablished continuing liaison between
stration has yet been set.
physical
education
courses
along
with their arts options. Many the French and Lnglish junior
Delegates
determined
the strike
Cl <-| l: professors interpret thi; collcucs to maintain communication would
slart before
December
1.
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-Justice is something that should go newspaper are Administrative
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crowd. "

100.000 jobs
The Montreal Star

Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa promis^JQuebecoislO^
on the i0D m poor r^r^^T^ZrF^Xhe
,r'ed hard ,0
Quebec united student front to strik
e

Quebec
unionists'
dismiJ^H PP8al Court iud9es Mon^y
Ip,h Marcel
m aPpea'
by three Qu6bec ^nion
leaders,
Pepin, Louis
Laberge. and Won
Charbonneau, sentenced to a year in jail last
o counselling hospital workers to ignore spring
injunctions ordering them to return to work court
The labourers had joined 200,000 of their colleagues inwalking off the job to protest poor pay
and working conditio
ns. The strike, which hit so
close to home for so many Quebecois brought
Quebec's economic life to a virtual standstill Strikers liberated 14 radio stations, suspended publication ofestablishment
rs, and took control
of the town of Sept-llesnewspape
.
The action represented the most
ive
manifestation of workers refusing toimpress
passively
accept the anti-labour attitude of government
They
would not be stopped by empty,
ic
speeches or discriminatory laws preventmoralist
ing them
from striking.
Before the strike was called off, Quebec
premier
Robert Bourassa had contemplated calling
m the army,
he later confessed.
In upholding the maximum contempt of court
sentences for the Quebec three, the judges insisted
that
accepta"no
ble. lesser penalty" would have been

judges'

dismissal

app
Never meal
Canada, or precise
reve
ly, In Quebec
als
had
we seen such a flagrant, concerted, and deliberate
challenge to the authority of law;never had we seen
citizens in positions of authority provoke civil disobedience onsuch a vast scale; never had we seen
the law turned to derision and the judicia
l power
abused
declared.with so much applomb," their judgment
Laberge denounced the vengeful sentences
saying they were directed against union represenfor
tatives who only wanted to obtain justice
workers.... earning starvation wages".

,h°Se Wh° "»

of

The judges'
commens
mot
confirm that the civil
ive
authori
ties could
not tstolerat
e actions
challenged discriminatory laws allowing thewhich
government to treat its public employees poorly
confident that they had no recourse to strike As
such, the government's
reaction and the
court s harsh sentences - panic
when viewed realistically — destroy the popular myth that courts and law
systems
exist to ensure impartial justice.

n,1QrJh(e j.Uudic[al sVsterri's raison d'etre is to
conflicts with justice, the law prevails- where
citizens
are so ^
*>mlrash as?"dto violate
of the
Pr°SpentV
unjus
nan oontira,6
laws
*prpTahHy Were,more than ven9eful. The sentences .udicary
the
end
that sins
System'themWnere
°n,°m,C
withswiftly
to punish
Conflict? acts
wouldriadreJ*?rate
lor theTr
challenge att.?mpt
!
t0
discou^ge
those
who
"law
and
order".
The
civil
authorities had been shocked by the workers
There can be little if any hope for a
willingness to risk imprisonment and financial subsequent
reversal of the sentences. And, there is
still considerable uncertainty
about the likelihood
ES nf ? ftrU"le 3 jUSt CaUSe- The 0l S
last May. 100,000 people left their jobs to protest
m,«iSer
3Cti0n t0AtPro,estthe imprisonment
The public servanISSUeby-^
ts had threatgenedits-advocacy
ongma, ab^Ur
^sentences).
^a^r
by their the
the least the people o
disreg
ard of laws designed to favour gover
nmen
management - to regain some control over Their their eyes to injustice revealed will recognize
the
work conditions, possibly ultimately forcing
the system.
mef L?nfAnd,th°Se
wh0 refuse" to close
government to conce
de to their demands as the
thatCanadians
in
itself,
is
a
significant
only way to restore economic stability.
™J TTry Plavs in our Political-economic
accomplishment. M dni
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praised the charming Avenue
Cinema. I appreciate what they are
trying lo do and feel ihis cinema
house should be given every
encouragement.
A. Brody
SAC

Critic's movie
view supported
Bravo to Bob Bnssin for his
column oT Friday, October 20. I972.
I first rioted his mention of
Cinema l.urtliere ending their repertory policy. A great pity. (Did you
know
Let's
follow that
whereBob heHuber
goes has
and left?
see what
he decides to do: whatever it is, it
willThen,
have I "standards"
was absolutely) astonished
lo note thul finally someone had
said something about the filming at
OISI I asl year, we had gone there
Inhadviewseen"The
King ofandHearts".
it before
wanted Wcto
view il again Not only was the film
"murky",
you never sawWhenanyonewe
above thehuteyebrows!
protested we were told "if wedid not
il. we could
This,
oflikecourse,
is not gotheelsewhere".
correct attitude,
but what particularly discouraged us
was that OISI: should have such
standards. And. everyone else in the
audience, mostly university students
and faculty accepted thi: without a
murmur. Hvcn the distributor, when
told of (he situation, was not dislurhed and has allowed this lo continue! That this gutless attitude
should be almost general was
astonishing.
Now. someone else has
protested...
last. Wedeciding
saw that
GoBetween and alAccident,
by now this appalling situation had
cleared up. It had not and again no
one protested! These films could
never be shown under such circumstances inthe L.atin Quarlier.
(Remember when ihcy rioled when
foreign films were dubbed? Il only
happened for one showing and the
cinema house had lo reverl to sublilies).
I was further delighted when you

THIS

WEEK

budget

shafts Erindale
This letler is intended as a
reminder to the present SAC lhal
the hudgel policies the council
adopts this year will be used as
precedents by following councils
havingil ul loion.work
const
This with
letlerIhewill"new"
also
serve as a warning lo ihe students of
Erindale College, especially those
eiihcr paying SAC fees or involved
in a group activity al the college.
Fuel: the new SAC constitution
introduced strict reform in granlgiving areas lo prolecl the budget —
supposedly in ihe interests of the
siudenls who pay SAC fees. The
council now gives grants lo U of T
groups which have a university-wide
function.
Inconsistency: Radio Varsity,
which is nol transmitted to Erindale
campus or Scarborough campus, is
still funded by SAC. MighnH e 11 i w e 1 1 - f- 1 o w e r s campaign
lileralure vowed lo amalgamate the
radio stations on all three campuses
to avoid this difficulty and to share
Ihe expensive facilities of all three.
No attempt has been . made lo
amalgamate
the a systems.
hrindale received
loan from Radio
SAC,
while Radio Varsity slill receives a
Fact: No olher recognized student
grant.
group from hrindale received a loan
from SAC.
Inconsistency: A large portion of
the SAC fee paid by Erindale
studcnls is subsidizing groups which
operate downtown, which are
downtown-oriented, for which Erindale students must travel downtown
lo gain anv use from them: Radio
Varsity. SHOUT. Hart House
Chorus, Legal Aid, the SAC
hureaucracy. Why?
Previous lo this year, SAC
rchuled to ihe Students' Admi nisi ralive (ic-vernmenl of Erindale (SA(iL) half or the fee paid by
hrindale students, so lhal the
"downlown-orienled" money could
he applied to Erindale-orienlcd
T students'
toneeds.
L> ofLiT ofstudent
groups.money
(We went
may

AT

S.M.C

FILM CLUB:
Friday, Nov. 17
CISCO PIKE
7:30, 10:00 CARR HALL
Sat. Nov. 18
CISCO PIKE
7:30, 10:00 CARR HALL
Sun Nov. 19
BAND OF OUTSIDERS
715, 9:30 CARR HALL
THEATRE:
Nov. 22-25 AT 8:1 5
"YOU KNOW I CAN T
HEAR YOU WHEN THE
WATER S RUNNING
U C PLAYHOUSE - FREE
DOUBLE BLUE:
in
LIAN FESTA'' -1:0
Nov. 17 ITA
0
L 8:00
BRENNAN HAL
for
nsed
50c Admission, Lice
WINE and BEER

beT.l oul
sight, therefore,
but we're was
still inU noof
The ofrebate,
way
contrary
to
the
spirit
oflhe
new
SAC constitution. For some reason,
lasl year'slo drop
SAC ihe
finance
decided
rebate.commission
I suspect
the "reason" was the convenient
source
of incomerebate being
$14,300 —(2200Erindale's
students
limes $6.50 or half the SAC fee lasl
The rebale was traditionally
viewed by Si. George SAC reps as a
year).
bribe for keeping (the olher half o(
ihe) Erindale (Tees steady income) in
SAC. This year's finance comr fe ls thatcannot
Erindale'
sludcnl groupmis ioneneeds
be mel
because SAC's budget "won't lake
an Erindale
ly. page 3). rebate"
Would his(Friday's
budget Varsistand
losing the entire Erindale sludenl Tee
— the fee which our students pay
with very pallry returns from SAC?
Previous lo Ihis year, SAC had a
commission which deallh specifically with hrindale and Scarborough
grievances. Now, we have merely
the option lo elect a vice-president
or an executive member — who
musi spend the majority of her or his
ISAC
line bureaucracy.
working downtown for the
Summarily. Erindale students
have no person or group with li me lo
uork on Erindale problems relating
lo SAC and ihe St. Cieorge campus.
(Our SAC reps musi spend iheir
Urne in m e e I in g s or reading
minutes.)
grind saltsympathy
into the
wound ofTodecreased
represenialion. SAC has purloined
l he only concrete service ihe
organi/alion ever gave lo the
siudenls on ihe Erindale campus —
money
paid students
by Hrindaleas SAC
studentsneverto
serve I hose
can.To ihe students of Erindale: SAC
has been singularly hostile in its
financial concessions lo our campus.
Are
worth?you
Thesegelling
policiesyour
are notmoney's
likely
lo change in following years.
Perhaps, you should consider
withholding your SAC fees....
Su Crowe
Erindale IV
U of T pay

make only $4,600.
lion. One can only wonder ir we are
it is good to see lhal we elected a really a progressive university with a
representative with the courage to fair and crflcienl compensation
speak oul and pul this on record, program.
even if it may nol make him popular
H. K. K. Schmidt
with some purls of ihe adminislra- Physical Plant

Metro voters go to the polls December 4 to elect the men and women
who will live here. Letter writer tells how to get vote.
Still time to
Metro
get
My allenlion
has beenvote
directed to
a short nole on page 3 of The
Varsilv of Friday, November 3,
concerning
getting 4onmunicipal
the voters'eleclist
of the Dccemher
lions. Il slates lhal "today is ihe last
day
for persons left off" to get on
theBecause
list.
il is important that every
person,
regardless
they may
vole, should
he eivenof anhowopportunity

scale revealing
On November f>. you puhlished an
article on the poor results of the
Uniled Appeal drive on campus. In
u. I read with interest lhal the Fears media's
represenlalive
of the administrative
outh 8 slan
staff
on (he Cioverning
Council. Mr. ant
Youri-y
November
front tpage
John Parker, had occasion lo com- arlicle reports lhal "in an unusual
ment in a council meeting on the sad
Innis College principal Peter
fuel lhal some of our colleagues move.
Russell has announced that he will
YOU'VE
GOTPRICES
IT COMING
TO YOU!
LOWEST
DISCOUNT
ON
* HI-FI STEREO
EQUIPMENT
GIVE US
SANSUI,
PIONEER.
KENWOOD.
MAKE
■ COLOUR
SONY DUAL.TV TELEFUNKEN ETC
AND
MODEL...
RCA. ADMIRAL
WE DO SELL
• ZENITH.
CAR-RADIOS
AND TAPEETC PLAYER
ALL
MAKES,
INCLUDING
8LAUPUNKT
FOR
LESS!
AM-FM ANO STEREO MOOELS.
LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL...
THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE
KROMER RADIO Ltd. 930-6700
CLOSE TO U OF T
112 HARBORD ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OF SPADINA1
HART HOUSE
MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

A

NOON

HOUR

CONCERT
THE
MOSES QUINTET

JAZZ
TED

WEDS.
EAST COMMON

NOV. 15
ROOM, 12-2 Pi

lo record iheir vole, I would like to
poinl
oul thaiina special
procedure is
available
the forthcoming
elections.
-\n elector who is qualified may
allend the polling station. The voter
Ihen completes a declaration thai he
is qualified and otherwise satisfies
Ihe Depuly Returning Officer that
heissued
is qualified.
ballot elector
can ihenwhobe
lo him.A Any
wanls lo know his polling sub167-7KIX).division can call Ihe City Clerk's al
William Alderman
L. Archer
allend
ihe (fees) demonstration."
Kor your
should
reporl readers'
that the information.
unusual move I
was io meanswer
your reporter's
asking
planned
10 allend call
the
lees strikeif I demonstration
on
November 21. I said 1 would allend
if only io have an eye witness viewpoint and not have lo rely on the
press description of ihe event. Your
reporter's misrepresentation of my
answer lo her telephone call indicates lhal press distortion is not
confined
lo our
city dailies. my fear
As for the
demonstration,
is thai il will he misrepresented by
Ihe press in a way that will
sirengthen the anti-youth, antiuniversity political sentiments to
hike
desicned
appeal.
whichis llie
Tory loGovernment's
fee
Peter H. Russell
Innis College principal
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Ottawa

with

has

housing

By WAYNE ROBERTS
With last June's introduction of the
federal government's
proposed
amendments
to the National Housing
Act,
the Canadian people are being treated once
again to a barrage of government self praise.
"The immediate and future influence of
these proposals will be profound and farreaching", the act's introduction states.

failed

crisis:

"New housing opportunities will be
opened up for many thousands of
Canadians. New tools will be available to
shape the process of urban improvement
and community development. And, new
avenues will be provided whereby the people most directly affected will have a voice
and a role to play in that process. The 1972
National Housing Act paves the way for a

to

deal

report

massive and concerted effort to maximize
the opportunities we have in Canada to
produce decent and enjoyable accommodation, ina quality living environment for all our
Housing, along with education and
other social expenditures, is one of those
items that capitalist governments never get
people."

around to solving. The roo*s of
deep in the nature^Jf tht ^cor
and
government
priorities
Government
attempts
to ati
d€
housing crisis have always
stinctively toward moral rituals
passify and deceive the people,
meager legislation sculpted tc
more enduring realities o
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economics. Urban Affairs Minister Ron to finance a project which had experienced based on devilish faith in the capacity of
Basford's proposed amendments are no difficulties under normal lending large corporations to lower housing costs
exception to this pattern.
through increased efficiency and a confact, they can arrangements.
only be appreciated in thatIncontext.
sequent distaste for removing
"The
report
says
Victoria
Wood
numfailed
to
The first major government study, Paul produce any significant low-income housing
bers of citizens from potential large
consumer
Hellyer's Task Force on Housing and Urban in the project. 'The number of housing units status in the private market. To this end,
Development, was shot through with the for low-income families produced by a Hellyer is even willing to go as far as a subsidized income policy!
rhetoric of passionate concern, urging that proponent with the
second largest single
housing as a right become a national priority loan {$13,774 million) of the special
The major government agency
program
for Canada. The stage it set for subsequent and on public (CNR-owned) land, cannot be concerned with housing, CMHC, has thus
government housing policy,
however, has judged to have
ly met the stated taken the lines of least resistance and conmeant little more than an opportunity for objectives of thesuccessful
fined itsrole to that of a lending institution. It
specials program.'
some idealists to engage their fantasies.
Similar statement
have been" made is through the crude tool of mortgage rates
The Hellyer report invited a sinister about the Ontario Housing Corporation's that
government actually intervenes in
policy of housing by headlines and detrac- Home Ownership Made Easy program in general housing
policy. Even that role has
tion from an awareness of the real axes Malvern, "the Malvern Mirage".
limitation
Although privates varying from its own imitation of
around
which
governme
nt
policy
has
originally
enterprise ("The federal
revolved.
in
"to encourage
and make designed
possible homepart
ownership among government," CMHC's Toronto manager
Since the task force completed its tenants of Ontario Housing",
John
McCulloc
h said of land purchasing
the
most
recent
study, housing has been treated as anything OHC press release
"As there will policy in Malvern, "is not adverse to making
but a national priority. On a per capita basis, be a certain amountcomments,
'pioneering' in the a buck")ment toanti-inflati
its earlyonaryvictimiza
tion. by governCanada spends about $8.63 on defence, $2 early stages of Malvern,ofwhich
is common in
measures
on
butter
subsidie
s,
and
all
17
large
The end result has been noted in a
cents
land
on
assemblie
s, it is not expected
housing.
that senior citizens or public housing will be report: "It seems at present that CMHC in its
Even Toronto development giant
dual role as banker and technical superviser
at the outset."
Cadillac Corporation president A. E. Dia- included
Costs and carrying charges on units is in a hybrid position which it has
simply
exclude those making less than $8,700 an- abdicated in clarifying the orientation
mond has stated that "if food productio
of
were treated like housing, we'd all ben
nually and account for OHC's portrayal of its objectives: that is, there is no policy geared
typical
HOME
family in 1967 Ontario to the needs of those people it is supposed
starving".
In 1971, according to the unpublished
Housing: the husband's income is $8,500
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation plus
s amendments intensify ail
"as much
overtime
as he
could get". theseBasford'
(CMHC) report on low income housing, 50 The project
warrants
the dry
problems by completing the retreat
comparison
per cent of Canadians — encompassing
one newspaperman to the Toronto Transitof from
serve."
to
housing. "They vindicate the
people on welfare to those making $6,500 Commission trying to solve the rush hour work ofpublic
the task force," Hellyer said. He is
traffic situation by purchasing a Volkswagen.
per
year
—
couldn't
afford
decent
housing.
amendme
right in seeing
nts as an
CMHC president H. Hignett stated that more
his approach
It is only after 1968 that the heart of amplicati
.
on of Basford's
Builders also appear to be happy,
than half a million Canadians are living in Canadian housing policy pumped out
overcrowded, dilapidated conditions and anything significant in the way of low-income although as John Hurlburt, president of the
paying more of their income than they can public housing. Until then, {while the home Toronto Home Builders Association, pointed
afford for decent accommodation.
ownership myth was still the bulwark of out before the announcement of the recent
In cities like Toronto, the problem is
policy), the stretching of amortiza- federal election: "Suddenly I find ... we don't
even more acute. Ninety-five per cent of housing
tion periods from 15 to 30 years had been have
an election. If we get caught with a fall
Torontonians, according to The Globe and one of the most significant reforms. In 1967, election,
these amendments won't take force
Mail, can't afford to buy a house. This public housing contributed .1 per cent of until well into 1973 ... That's
a longbegun
wait." to
housing
starts
since
1949.
After
1968,
the
Other groups have already
shouldn't
be surprising
average
Toronto house
costs more since
than the
$31 ,500.
For number of starts in public housing began to protest. Professor Joseph Baker told the
all the rhetoric, then, the housing crisis climb above six per cent to the 1971 figure of Canadian Council on Social Welfare that
remains with us in full force.
160,000 units.
government money will more likely reach the
developers than the poor.
Although task force analysis usually
But.
as
OHC's
waiting
list
of
20,000
plus
relates housing and poverty, it is clear that attests, the figures have not even begun to
"Progressive legislation without
the basis for the so-called housing crisis with
in Canada's
province.of adequate funding to implement housing
which the government is dealing is the keep
Public pace
housing
remainedwealthiest
the Cinderella
programs
becomes
deception,"
the Canainability of the market to deal with the Canadian housing policy.
dian Council
on aSocial
Development
housing needs of the middle class. As with
With the task force, Hellyer was already charged. "It is obvious that the presently
urban renewal — or. more aptly, urban sounding the alarm on the small moves planned scale of funding is insufficient to
removal — policy, it is the wealthy who are made in the direction of public housing.
come to grips with pressing accommodation
defining the terms of the debate. And, so it
The basic underlying reason for the problems being experienced by a great
has come to pass that the plight of the inadequacy of government housing policy as many low and moderate income
slumdweller from Toronto's so-called Cab- related to both total volume produced and
bagetown to the Yukon, treated so touching- availability to all sectors of the population is
These charges were made on the
ly by federal task forces, has been securing its subservience to private enterprise. The assumption
Canadians." of $457 million being available.
better mortgage rates for nice, young mid- 1970 CMHC Annual Report notes that "as an In fact, because many of the programs are
dle class suburbanites and developers.
institution, CMHC has spoken the language
optional, the amount available
In the fine tradition of philanthropy of private enterprise and also the language cost-share beor $100
million.
which casts aside that for which it no longer of social action in housing." OHC's former may AonlyToronto
workshop of tenant and
has use to the poor, housing will supposedly managing director Paul Goyette believes agency groups went to the heart of the
drip down once suburbanites have cheaper that public housing must not interfere with matter. Their summary report, prepared by
mortgages and land. And, so the (il)logical the free play of market forces, according to the Social Planning Council, attacked
debate goes, the crisis will vanish. Under this The Star.
Basford's attempts to substitute assisted
inverted system of government activity, the
The Hellyer report is notable for its home
ownership, building rehabilitation, and
government is practising socialism for the reliance on voluntary constraints in the now profit co-ops, for public housing. They
rich while preaching and enforcing private housing industry within the context of a few correctly point out that none of these serenterprise for the poor.
vices would benefit anyone with less than a
rationalizing
The best illustrations of this can be seen government-imposed
measures essentially geared to increasing $7,000 annual income.
in well-touted government sponsored pro- the viability and legitimacy of large developThere is no excuse for Canada's
jects like Malvern and Main Square in
ment corporations. In principle, Hellyer re- enduring
housing crisis. As the task force
Toronto. A March 24, 1972 Globe summary
jected a program of massive government report noted, "The low investment in housing
of the task force on low income housing intervention. Partly, this attitude is based on reflects the socio-political priorities of the
assessed Main Square thus:
a spurious analysis of many of the healthy nation, rather than an inat'lity to build good
"The report says there are no housing sentiments directed against the paternalism
units which are available to low-income of public housing management. For Hellyer,
The founding principle of the Ontario
Association remains true today:
levels that fall within CMHC's stated ob- this results in the recommendation that "the Tenants
housing."
jective of the $200 million innovative
federal government initiate a thorough "Two classes of people are interested in
program. The report says that Victoria Wood
research program into the economic, social, housing: those who live in it and those who
did not put any of its own money into the and psychological issues of public housing. live off it. The latter comprise developers,
project, but merely lifted the plan off the Until such a study is completed and realtors, landlords, land speculators, lending
shelf and persuaded CMHC that it was assessed, no new large projects should be institutions, and those governments which
worthy of the special innovation program
are all too ready to meet their wishes. It is
financing.
More fundamentally, however, his these institutions which are responsible for
undertaken."
hostility
to
public
housing
or
some
variant
of
the
housing crisis and they alone benefit by
"The special innovation program
offered this large developer an opportunity subsidized mortgage on housing rates is
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May prevent development

Grange
By STEWART GOODYEAR
Over 200 local residents and
businessmen from the Grange Park
favourably last Thursiirefl dayreacted
lo plan to stabilize housing
and prevent massive development.
The meeting at the University
Settlement House was called to introduce the City of Toronto PlanBoard's tentative
planbounded
from a
Part ning
II Study
of the area
hv Spadina Avenue and McCaul,
Queen and College Streets, known
as south-east Spadina.
There was general approval of the
planning study by residents, who
wanted improvements for their community and assurances that no unwanted developments will invade the
Grange.
A l'e«
businessmen
voiced
theirlocal
disapproval
both ofwho
the
new plan and of the old housing in
the Grange and of their desire to see
I he area developed were soon
shouted down.
Several people expressed
resentmentmission,ofwhich the
com-a
has police
assembled
block of land on Beverley Street
intending
to relocate
52nd divi-of
sion station
there. theProtests
residents that better sites could be
found, ones which would not require
the demolition of valuable housing,
have been virtually ignored by the
commission, though it may soon
meet with local aldermen to discuss
the issue.
Residents who live on a block of
land near Beverley and Sullivan
Streets assembled by Canada Trust
said they are afraid of having to
suddenly leave their homes. Renting
on one month leases, they desire
informationandabout
CanadathatTrust's
intentions
assurances
they
will receive adequate notice before
being required to leave.
There was also strong opposition
lo ihe proposed Dundas widening,
and belief that it will greatly harm
the Chinese community.
But the general feeling ofpleasure
with the marplan's
sumized hyAlbertproposals
Grossman,was owner
orGrossmanss
Tavern
and
long
resident of the Grange, who spoketimeof
the
importance
as an inner
city area's
community,
as a Chinese
community and as a source of variety
and character for central Toronto.
Grossman concluded that he
intends lo work with planning staff
committees, who will examine the
plan, to determine the future of his
community and urged others at the
meeting to do the same.
Kay Parsons, leader of the
Grangetion, alsoPark
Residents'
Associasupported
the committees
and asked for the establishment of
an on-site planning office in the
(irangc
cili/ens. lo work in co-operation with
City planning staff member Alan
Dean, who authored the study, said
.the creation of such an office is
likely.
A similar office has already been
set up in the area south ofCarleton
near Parliament Street, following a
similar Part II study presentation to
the Dontfale community. There also
ihe intention is to save inner city
housing from the inroads ofmassive
high-rise development.
Following the meeting; over 50
residents signed agreements lo work
KINGSWAY
DRUGS
Hot Combs
Dryers
Setters
Up to 50% off
Suggested list price
The Colonnade,
and 131 Bloor W.
700 Yonge St., at St. Mary

residents
on the future planning committees.
The policy behind the new
proposals stems from a growing
cuncerntion of Ihe
for the
quality andof life,
retenvariation
character
of inner city communities and for
the stabilization and support of low
income neighbourhoods among the
planning staff, said Dean.
The low
plan proposes
the lowrise,
density that
residential
neighbourhoods
forming
the
north-be
western two-thirds of the Grange
zoned against high rise development. The land along Queen and
McCaul Streets, where large tracts
have already been assembled by
developers, is left open in the plan to
construction which Dean hopes will
not
detrimental to Ihe resident
lial prove
community.
Re-zoning will be the major tool
in enable conservation of the
Grange. Presently zoned for institutional development and situated
near the city's core just wesl of the
line ofsityhugeAvenue,
buildings
along rapidly
Univerit could
disappear.
Specific proposals concerning the
community were that all viable
housing should be retained and that
"height limitations, design controls
maximum lot
frontages"
heand introduced
to set
limits toshould
new
construction in the north-western
section. Buildings of historical value
would he rehabilitated.
Dean suggested that federal and
municipal neighbourhood improvement programs be used as
means of conserving and improving
the area
as "a placeincome
where canpeople
low
and moderate
affordof

planning

like

board

study

Southeast Spadina is anwantold,massive
stable community.
However, area businessmen
redevelopment.

area by the expansion of Grange
Park through street closings and the
development
of "parkettes" in lanes
north of Dundas.
Proposals concerning major
streets centred on strengthening and
traffic on all local maintaining College and Spadina as
to Through
live". particularly
streets,
Beverley Street, commercial strips.
will he discouraged, said Dean.
Controls over the amount of land
According to his plan, more left as parking space should be
parkland could be created in the developed,
the plan advocates.
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION
as laught by
Maharishl Mahesh Yogi
A scientifically
verifiable
technique
which
Individual
adevelop
slate allows
oflulldo*pereevery
ralaxallon
and lo nehle
alive potential.
FREE Introductory
Lecture
TODAY: 7:30 P.M.
HART HOUSE DEBATES ROOM
TOMORROW, NOON
SOUTH Inl SITTING
ROOM,SocrelyHART HOUSE
I, ..J?
Pin. -if I Medilillion
19 M'.»

MICHEL CHARTRAND
WHO RECENTLY TOURED THE MIDDLE EAST, AND MET
WITH LEADERS OF THE PALESTINIAN RESISTANCE
MOVEMENT,
GIVES HIS VIEWS ON
THE PALESTINIAN ISRAELI CONFLICT
THURSDAY, NOV. 16 7.30 P.M.
PLACE: AUDITORIUM,
MEDICAL SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
SPONSORED BY THE ARAB STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION, and
CANADIANS
FOR JUSTICE
of T, WENDY LE BLANC,
THE MIDDLE
EAST,IN UPRESIDENT,
GSU, LARRY
HOFFMAN,
SEC, GSU,
GRADUATE
STUDENTS'
UNION, U of T COMMUNIST PROFESSOR EXEC.
A.A.
KONTOS, U
CLUB,MOLE,
YOUNG SOCIALISTS,
OLD
of
T, PROFESSOR
CUNNINGHAM,
U of F.T,
WILLIAM C. FOX,
REVEREND JOHN MORGAN, UPROFESSOR
of T, PROFESSOR TRENT
BRIAN MORGAN, GOVERNOR, BRADY,
U of T
lev*

ARTS

AND
We have something we'd jHttfto share
(IDEAS!)

SCIENCE

Readings from the Bible & the
Christian Science textbook

STUDENTS

. followed by testimonies of healing

(Full - Time)
LAST DAY to Confirm

WOODGER

your Programme at your
COLLEGE OFFICE
without penalty
Wednesday,
LATE

November
PENALTY

$1 .00 PER DAY

15th

OLD

ROOM

VIC" (Basement)
EVERY THURSDAY
AT 7.30 P.m.

Christian Science Organization U of T
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Editor

calls

left

Radical editor Dimitrlos Roussopoulos denounced the left i
dictatorial at a Monday meeting.

vie drama dub presents

feir fe6

people

Skekte^dm%eHoh5

by Jutes-£ fkc
deeded iP
by

rnr- jack rnedhurst
r\Gwyiciheai:re
Vidbda college

fcuesday novl4 throuyh
Salu(day rwiS^sopm
Friday , Saturday 5
THRILLING CHILLING
presents THEATRE
^ ^
COUNT
RACULA

somebody you won't foreret
A U.C. PLAYHOUSE
'">} 79A ST. GEORGE
8:30 P.M.
NOV. 14-18
NOV. 17 & 18
At Midnight
PAY WHAT YOU CAN

parties
"aut
hori
tari
munes would later federate to enable
He elaimed
lhat his theories
took an"
By ELAINE FARRACHER
Dimilrios Roussopoulos, editor of into account the present stage of planning.
In
way. Roussopoulos
Our Generation magazine and a capitalism in North America and asserled.this
the working class would
prominent Canadian anarchist, did not necessarily apply to the third
Monday condemned all left political world countries such as^Viet Nam, their
naturally
own take
lives. over the running of
which are "underdeveloped
parly
formations
as
"authoritarian"
and
that they could only technologically".
A member of the audience
lead toclaimed
dictatorship.
Since Canada is highly advanced
objected to Roussopoulos'
He was speaking to about 60 technologically, ihe population is strongly
theories, saying lhal Canada "unfortunately" possesses a strong, cenconcentrated in the cities.
people
at
a
lunch-hour
meeting
in
Sidney Smith Hall.
trally organized and armed ruling
"The
highest
achievement
of
our
Roussopoulos said that tightly
is the city" said
organized, hierarchial vanguard par- civilization
Roussopoulos. "It is where the ugly "Although it would be nice", he
lies, run according to the "demo- aspects converge and where revolt is said. "I can't see how you can fight a
cratic centralism" of the Leninist
centralized
level."
Another power
memberat the
of thelocalaudience
Russian Bolshevik parly were not seen the first. It is the foundation of asked
how different cities at
capable of carrying on a socialist the political economy of the dilfercnt
stages of development
revolution. Their only aim, he said,
He said lhat the whole question of could co-ordinate themselves sufis lo lake over the existing power
structures and use them for their private property comes to a head in
ficiently tocarry through a revolucountry."
tion in Canada in the same time
the cities. "The people who are
own purposes.
lighting urban renewal understand
"A vanguard party, a small elite
Roussopoulos. who appeared
which places itself at the head of a this ihe most," he said.
He argued that since ihe natural nervous, replied that this was "nitmovement, wants to take over the
of technology in capitalism
lop positions and introduce change istendency
to centralize in ihe city, ihe big period. picking" and that he was "not a
Roussopoulos said that urban
power
blocks
in the city must be communes
a party", he said, "will
from"Suchahove."
must have specific
necessarily become a mirror im- di ffused by setting up "urban characteristics. He said that
mage of ihe former (governing)
These communes would be counter-culture tendencies in the
bourgeois party after it has taken composed
communes".
six and eight form of cooperatives and compower." However, Lenin slated in people who orlivebetween
and work together, prophet".munes, lhat have arisen in the last
"Slate and Revolution" that who lead a socialist
life
and who five years, possess some favourable
the bourgeois state would not be
encourage others to do so by their characteristics but lack others.
"taken over", but smashed by a example.
He s;iid that they reject authorirevolutionary party, with a new
tarianism, middle class life styles
proletarian state being put in its By Ihe growth in numbers ofthese and the vanguard
of change,
urban communes, the big cities hut they are caughtmethod
up in materialRoussopoulos instead put forward would be broken up into smaller and
ism and egoism, and have not yet
place.
an alternative method of more manageble units, he claimed. learned
lo reject capitalist social
revolutionary change — anarchism. These urban revolutionary relationships.
Change, he said, must not come movements would eventually dis- "Even though they are part of the
from above but from below.
solve power in the cities. The com- new social forms, they are hopeless
in Urban
their present
said. life
communesstate,"musthe merge
styles
at
work
and
at
the
place of
residence, he said.
FACULTY, STUDENTS,
The members must know each
other before joining a commune and
he aware of the dynamics of group
STAFF
psychology,
stated.in They
must
also
become heinvolved
the politics
With young children, interested in having
of
the
community
and
lake
respontheir children learn about Jewish Culture
sibility for providing services lo the
and celebrate Jewish holidays,
revolutionary movement as a whole.
He
added
lhat the commune has
Please call:
an obligation to support and protect
its
members.
Alternative social
University of Toronto QOO
QQ
structures such as group marriage
must be explored, and men and
women must have equal responsibility for child care.
Ol
-yo
OR n *A*
ndatio
Hillel FouPROF.
J. KORNBERG
By
doingasserted,
thesepeoplethings,
Roussopoulos
can
"de-mystify the political priorities
928-3381 Day
925-8531 Night
of The
the authoritarian
left." would
urban commune
"encourage a new social form and
would he looked on as the basic
unit in the whole cloth of the
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 17 AT 4:00 P.M.
revolutionary
context.
TO SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18 AT 6:00 P.M.
The Bolshevik parlies still place
their strength on cells that are
HILLEL HOUSE, 186 St. George
hierarchically linked to the central
SHABBATON
"I HAVE A PRECIOUS GEM IN MY TREASURE HOUSE - IT IS
committee."
CALLED SHABBAT AND I GIVE IT TO YOU."
"AN EXPLORATION OF THE MEANING OF SHABBAT IN STUDY AND
WRITE ON
7 Charts* St. W.
Guests For Shabbat:
EXPERIENCE"
11-5
Sat.
967-1110
Rabbi Yehudah Eliezri and Judy
Open 9 lo 9. M-F
What is a Shabbaton? A group ol 30-40 spends Shabbat together at Hillel House
eating, sleeping, prayingot and
studying there and in general concentrating on
gaining
and to anan appreciation
individual Jew. what Shabbat can mean both to a Jewish community
Canada'sTERMPAPERS
capers
Iromtaigest
St. 75 perlibrarypage.ol Alsoprof-tested
expert
TO REGISTER CALL: 923-9861
custom
research'
papers trom TUTORING,
S3 .93 PER
page.
Plus
TRANSLATIONS,
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
AND
DEADLINE: Wednesday, November 15. Fee: $3.00
PROGRAMS,
XEROX FOR EDITING
STUDENTS.AND RESEARCH. 4c.
Bring Your Own Sleeping Bags

Sunglasses
that get
darker
as the sun
gets brighter .
PHOTOSUIM
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tion
zahieh-risc
■ new
,^ i. or
ih.,i ga
enrh ani
nrnriased
developme
Riverdale
spawns
declared winner.
proposed high-rise development at
that such
said
Marsh
De
support.
Pape and Gerard Streets, and
Procedural and electoral business
delegates
up thetoprocess
To speed
order.tionIt several
wasctoutIhe ofconstitu
others were left to the into revert
a standing vote suggestion
occupied much of the day, leaving decided
contradi
little lime for discussion of count. The ensuing presidential vote would
coming executive.lo have the next
earlier in the day, he said.
ratified
A
motion
proposals
for action.
of the Chinese
saw YokemunityChan
last a full weekend so
The convention,
defeat Linda
Torney comoft a Chan replied that "in the interestbes convention
thai resolutions would nol have to
would
constitution with only minor residents' group 179 to 178. Mel of ihe organization,"forhe the
he
referred
lo committees was
vicesettleensuing election,
revisions, after spending much of the Brown and Roger Saunders finished willing
ncy.totheIn the
presidewon
afternoon debating it.
third and fourth respectively.
esidency. accepted.
vice-pr
first
Chan
DeMarsh. in his opening remarks,
Debate on the next order of However, some delegates claimed
When the action program was
old the delegates, "You are shifting
business, the Action Program, was that observers in the audience had
sup- ipower
motions
considered,
again
from existing organizations
of- illegally joined in the vote. Others
to elect
a votenearly
porting groups struggling for day to the community
interrupted
level in an imthat the original rules care, better
ficers. Al thisby point
half the claimed
imstreets,
on
lighting
pres ive anknow
d important
delegates had left. Nevertheless the demanded a majority vote, which
proved bus services and an enquiry
"1
do
not
of
all manner.
community
convention moved to select its presi- Chan did not have.
inlo thepassed.
municipal tax structure had organizations in Canada. I do know
heen
dent, and area, interest, and cultural
anDeMarsh
Roy
n
thai
ihe
hest
one
I
know
of is in
Chairma
nounced that a second vote would be Resolutions asking for vehicular
vice-presidents.
However, a procedural dispute held. This time Torney defeated underpasses instead of street-level Riverdale.
can not deal with
over who should be president Chan 246 to 199.
rail crossings, increased family the"Governments
problems or communities if Ihe
threatened to disrupt the otherwise
benefits and recreational facilities
A
number
or
Chan's
supporters
and
more
community
input
into
a
walked out and it appeared that the
smooth-running convention.
communities are powerless."
The problem erupted when the organization would be split into two
convention voted to reverse its con- opposing camps.
stitutional decision to elect the presiChan spoke lo the convention
Martin Onrot presenls
saying that he did not think the
dent by polling
delegations.
Each
leaderthe was
to have verdict was fair because he had won
Then Torney anannounced the votes or his delega- the first nouballot.
nced that she would be willing to
ARL0 GUTHRIE
tion to the convention. The candidate with a, plurality would be share the presidency with Chan.
Thurs. Nov. 16, 8.30 p.m.
O'KEEFE CENTRE
TICKETS 3.50, 4.50, 5.50
O'KEEFE CENTRE BOX OFFICE OPENS TODAY AT
over Food Sci courses
roversy
Cont
teachers associations nave protested
11:00
By JON1SEACER
degree
and
most
ot
these
teachers
A controversy has arisen over the want only a three year course. But "loudly" lo the U of T about this,
AN
ENCORE
PRODUCION
hul
with
little
response
from
the
then, if they want lo specialize in university so far.
lack of "reciprocity" between the home
economics, they have to take Arts and Science dean Bob
Faculties of Food Science's and Arts
and Science's different practices in another year, on top of these three Greene refused to comment on the
yeiiKs. and yet are still only credited
crediting
each other's
While Food
Sciencecourses.
credits, and with
a type B teaching certificate.
of Foodhe did
Science's
However,
say heproblem.
had had
even requires some arts courses in its "They're really gelling screwed." merits
program. Arts will not credit any As well full-time students not in correspondence with the faculty and
food science courses.
Food Sciences who take Food had suggested that Food Science
Science courses will not be credited "make application the through the
The matterof came
up al Monday's
curriculum committee, the
meeting
the Food
Science with them for their degree.
Miller added that many traditional channel, lo make their
Implementation committee, which
Superior
is making proposals on the revam- professional organizations such as courses more available."
ping of the faculty.
Irene Miller. undergraduate
student on the committee, said that
cal
Opti
the committee is still in the process
Prescription
Father
of gathering information for
resource material, and that there
Frame styles
Eyeglasses
was "not much debate" on the issue
to compliment
Monday. However she indicated it is
GREGORY OAUM
anmittee.
important matter lo the comtoday's
fashions youthful
St. Michael's College
Arts and Science associate dean
in metal and shell
James
that "part
the
interest Cruise
in this said
problem
comes offrom
guest speaker
236 BLOOR ST. W.
the Tact that soon (by 1973) all
public school teachers will need
(AT VARSITY STA.)
Metropolitan united Church
degrees.
PHONE 922-2116
(Queen and Church)
Most of these teachers are getting
their degrees in the extension
program, he said, which offers
60 Metal Styles Available
degrees in only arts and science
11:00 a.m. Sunday
programs.
However, many of these teachers
November 19, 1972
want a degree in home economics,
arid as Cruise said, "the U of T
doesn't make it possible, at present
time,
for these
unclassified
take food
sciencepart-time
coursesstudents
and haveto
WE DIDN'T THINK MUCH OF YOU
them counted towards their degree".
EITHER,
UNTIL
WE
GOT
TO
KNOW
2 good-looking
chickssailing
wantedin
SKI MADONNA, VERMONT - December toFLORIDA:
Miller only
put itoffers
this away:four"Food
accompany
2 guys going
Science
year
24th.
- 29th. inclusive,
S120of includes
YOU BETTER.
Dec. 9 - Jan. 1 Fred. 466-6311. Afaccommodation.
5 lull days
skiing, all- Florida
t
e
r
5
.
litis, shuttle service and return transporta- QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27^Jan 1,
NOW APPEARING
tion. 2meals per day. Call 489-8715.
days skiing at with
Mt. Ste.
THE EXCELSIOR LIFE HAS
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, editorial 5accommodation
heatedAnne.indoorExcellent
swimtraining,
experience, will
ming pool. All transportation
included.
OPENINGS IN ITS CAREER
essays, manuscripts,
theses.type 40and/or
cents edit
per For information
write: CANADIAN
SKI
DETROIT WHEELS
page, paperaltersupplied,
electric typewriter. TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
DEVELOPMENT AGENCY FOR
962-9938
6
p.m.
AND
BABYSITTER (Bloor - Spadina) KIND, phone
Gord YOURS,
Allan, 247-2339.
MARIE-LOW" First
WITH EXPERIENCE - 2 or 3 Hours A Day - "FOREVER
SALES MANAGEMENT TRAINEES.
WHISKEY HOWL
Some
Weekends - Two Young Girls 964- English
production
of Michelportrait
Tremblay's
scathing
but
compassionate
of an
7840.
POSITIONS SALARIED AND OPEN
Easl-Monlreal
family.
14 - Dec.Ave.10
1 MALE OR FEMALE to share modern Tarragon Theatre 30Nov.Bridgman
El Mocambo Tavern
lurnlshed house 5 mlns. from campus. Bathurst and Duponi. 964-8833.
TO NEGOTIATION.
Own room, double bed, phone • with 2 RECENTLY SEPARATED MALE Grad
Spadina at College
grad. Students
929-9391
. - $80 mth. 100 Dupont St. Two Rooms - Two Dance Floors
(mid-twenties) Mail
seeksparticulars
serious
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE - student
CALL THE PLACEMENT OFFICE
female companionship.
Theses,
essays
French.
Latin
exto:
"Varsity
Ad",
30
Charle3
St.
W.
808,
AND ARRANGE TO DISCUSS THIS
typists - electric
typewriters
Spadina Ave.perienced (south
of Bloor)
922-7624.713 Toronto 189. All genuine inquiries snTERMPAPERS
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY WHEN THE
SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days, Decem- GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
(or tree booklet
You 1430
Buy
UNLIMITED
RECRUITING MANAGER VISITS THE
ber 27tation,
to Jen.
2, Includes
transporA Diamond"
H. Proctor"TheandDay Co..
accommodation,
meals and
to* today
ticket. Fulltoday.
price $134.00, no extras. Call EXPEDITIONS:
636-1038
OF T0R0HT0
Yonge St., 921-7702
CAMPUS.
Overland Londoni lo
TorontoIsland;
to RioSolar
de Janeiro;
COMPLETE
ROOM
(15' x 16') from
with board inMonday
exchange Capetown:
Yucaian; Easter
Eclipse.
lor
The Trekkers:
2453
Yonge
St.,
Suite No. 7,
EDUCATIONAL
Friday.babysitting
Old home, newly 4-7.
decorated; Run-to Toronto
483-9080
nymede-Bloor
Remuneration
FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
RESEARCH
NOV.
21
available lor extrasubway.
duties. Office
863-01 73; WHY
coats Irom $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
home - 766-1494.
SERVICES
betweenof funQueen
and 8-18,
DunHELP! We need a woman who knows Spadina
Good Ave.selection
furs sizes
fashions for part-time work. Tursday and das.
Cleaning
and
repairs
(fur
and
fur
fabric)
Friday
nights
and
all
day
Saturday.
Call
362-4809 - Sid.
363-6077,
964-7328 752£ J~
Thurs. andopen
Frl. 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00

MeByet
BILL in
HUMBERq
Lasl Sunday the Greater
Riverdale Organization was officially constituted means,
"to build,a bygrassroots
just and
democratic
organization representing all the
are educated
who live,inwork,
people
in, or worship
Riverdale, and to
implement the decisions of its
member
Over groups."
1.000 delegates and
observers attended the first annual
convention of the organization held
at Monarch Park Secondary.
School. Delegations of 10 people
each represented ratepayer groups,
churches, schools, neighbourhood
associations and all groups within
the boundaries of the Don River on
the west, the lakefront on the south,
Coxwell and Danforth Avenues.
The convention took several
months lo plan. The communitywide body represents the culmination of-overCommunity
two years' Organization
work by the
Riverdale
and other groups to create a truly
representative, broad based
organization with grassroots
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tnterfac

report

Soccer,

Med

over SMC

4-0: overtime

SPORTS SCHEDULES
WEEK OF NOV. 20 to 24
BASKETBALL
Nov. 20 12.00 U.C. I
vsSl.M.A Blinick, Maydo
Tues. Nov. 21 12.00 St.M. B
vs
U.C. II Obrascous. Heininger
8.30 Erin
vs PHE. B Hollingsworth, Ravensdale
Nov. 22 4.30 Pharm.A vs For. A Kleberg, Rotstein
6.15 Law I
vs New Kleberg, Boguski
(Prelimlo Varsity vs Guelph)
2.30 Vic. I
vsSr. Eng Dimarski, Maydo
8.30 SGS. I
vs Erin Rubin, Sherkin
Nov. 24 1.00 Law II
vs PHE. O Zendel. Bloxham
4.00 Scar
vs U.C. II Rubin. Rotstein
5.30 Vic. II
vs SGS. II Kliman, Trafford
7.00 Med. A
vsPHE.A Kliman, Trafford
Nov. 25 10.30 am Dent. A vs Jr. Eng Sterling, Mishevski
12.00 noon Med. B vs Innis I Sterling. Mishevski
VOLLEYBALL
Tues. Nov. 21 8.00 Eng. II
vs Pharm Mojsiak
9.00 Vic. II
vs For. B Mojsiak
Erin
Wed. Nov. 22 7.00
vs PHE. Bodnaruk
8.00 Eng. I
vs Dent. Bodnaruk
vs
Med. Bodnaruk
9.00
Knox
vs Vic. II Kalvins
Thur. Nov. 23 8.00 Trin
9.00 For. A
vs New Kalvins
SQUASH
Tues. Nov. 21 8.20 Trin. A
vs SGS I
9.00
A
vs Law A
9.40 Med.
vsvs St.
U.C.
WyeM
10.20 Eng
Pharm
Wed. Nov. 22 8.20 PHE
vs Trin. B
vs Law C
9.00
9.40 Innis
vs Med. C
10.20 New
vs
Vic. Ill
Thurs. Nov. 23 8.20 Vic. I
vs Dent
9.00 Med. B
vs Vic. II
9.40 SGS. II
vs Knox
10.20 Massey
vs Law B
HOCKEY
vs Vic. II Brown, DesRoches
Mon. Nov. 20 12.30
1.30 Jr.
Vic. EngI
vs PHE. A Brown, DesRoches
7.30 Med. A
vs New I Barnhouse, Johnston
8.30 Dev. Hse vs For. A Barnhouse, Johnston
9.30 Music
vs Law II (Red-sched) MacFarlane
Anderson
Tues. Nov. 21 1.30 Trin, B
vs
Vic. Vs Kamin, Hurlbert
4.30 PHE. C
vs
St.
M.
C
(Re-sched) Kamin. Hurlbert
7.30 Trin. A
vs Scar. I Hamm, Herridge
8.30 Knox
vs Pharm. A. Hamm, Herridge
9.30 Mgt. Stud vs St.M. D Francis, Gollish
10.30 II Civil
B Francis, Gollish
Wed Nov. 22 12.30 St. M. A vsvs Dent.
Sr. Eng Branciere, Blelecki
1.30 Innis I
vs
PHE.
B
Branciere, Blelecki
4.30 For. B
vs Law III Lipsett, Ruhnke
7.30 PHE. C
vs Med. D Gal, Goverde
8.30 Dent. C
vsCiv. IV Gal, Goverde
9.30 NewCCCP vs Med. C Kolanko, Talwin
vs
10.30 Eng.Scl. IV Fac. Ed. B. Kolanko, Talwin
Thurs. Nov. 23 12.30 Innis II
vs Civ. Ill Lipsett, Ruhnke
4.30 New II
vs II Chem Hurlbert, Kamin
5.30 Scar. II vsGrad.A Tworzanski, Toole
6.30 Arch
vs Music Tworzanski, Toole
7.30 U.C.I
vs Dent. A Ortved, Parrack
8.30 St. M. B. vs Fac. Ed. A. Ortved, Parrack
9.30 Indust. Ill vs Scar. Ill Whltehorn, Gollish
10.30 Vic. IV's vs Campus Co-op Whitehorn, Gollish
Fri. Nov. 24 12.30 II Elec
vs Indust. IV Swanick, Brykman
1.30 U.C. II
vs Law II Swanick, Brykman
5.00 Erin
vs Law I Hamm, DesRoches

rugby,

touch

football

reach semi-final playoffs
Injur faculty soccer playoffs Bell with a try and two converts, meill beperiods
timereplayed
periods are
are required the game
continue
while John Robinson and Ed Lovell
Divisions this
II andweek
III. and next in each
:d
scored a try. PHE B managed
Sixteen teams
d (six or
Division I was decided last week two trys. by Dudley Lansdowne and more points) for thequalifie
touch football
Dave Stuart, while Louis Sialtis
with
no
playoffs.
Sr
Eng
finished
playoff
s,
and
one
and
one-half
first, with Erindale second, and ST added a penally goal and a convert. weeks later four teams remain.
M A third. PHE and Scar tied for
In quarter-final games yesterday
There
was
some
confusion
in
lourih
Gofers
place,
and
defeate
Vic
ended the Division II regarding playoffs last
Cooper's Ligaseason lust.
ments. 14-12.dwhile
Arrythmia
week. Trin B. presumably out
In Division II playoff games so contention, defaulted its final gameof hmshed off Athletic Supporters 12far this week. Dent defaulted to New Friday to second place PHE B. Trin
l ast Thursday Tachyards advancyesterday and goes on to meet UC B went winless on the year while our
ed to the quarter-finals by defeating
show Eng II with one win - Yankees
tomorrow at I2:I5. In the other records
19-13, and Jocks won
quarter - final Med downed St M B IX-0 over Trin B. However, Trin B iwer
Dodgers 13-6.
4-0 in overtime yesterday. Frankel made ihe playoffs only to default in Bothihesemi-fina
l games will be held
and Saffery each scored two goals the quarter final to PHE A.
at 1:15 on the back camen overtime kicks, Med meets Law
Tomorrow. PHE A plays Law at tomorrow
pus
Held.
Gofers
play Arrythmia.
tomorrow at 2 pm.
Tachyards meet
Jocks.
1:15 pm in the stadium while Trin A while
Finals
In Division III semi-finals, meets
between
the
two
remaining
Scar
Friday
at
3
pm
at
Scaralthough Trin B defeated For 2-0
borough. Al playoff games are 10 teams will be played next Tuesday,
Thursda
Monday, the game will be replayed ntinule halves. Overtim
y,
and Friday with the
e will be
today at 12: 1 5. The other semi-final played if necessary. — one period of winner of the best of two games
game saw Eng III eliminate Knox 2- live
minutes. If more than two over- deciding the championship.
I Eng 1 11 goes on to play the winner
of today's
on
the frontsemi-final
campus Friday
field. at 12: 15
Inter fac basketball:
Inlerfacuhy rugby playoffs also
began this week with the quarterfinals on Monday. Semi-finals will Division I, Section B
be
II)
and phiyed
Friday Thursday
(Division (Division
I), with the
Ihe new division. However, Erin is
JAVBERNHOLTZ
final
game
next
Monday
at
either
We By continue
today with a troubled by a lack of team work in
Scarborough or the Stadium.
summary of interfaculty basketball. pre-season sessions. — Fifth.
In Ihe final Division II games last Division I. Section A. was looked at
week. Trin A was assured of a lasl Friday; today, Section B.
. • SGS — School of Graduate
playoff position by defeating fourth
• Eng — promises to be tough. Studies hopes to challenge for first
place Eng I 7-4. while Scar finished
place
andson el, have
front-line
perhwins
ut lack good
of depth
cut
the season without a loss, defeating Five men return from lasl year's inio ihe
over
Ihe could
arduous
inting season. Engineers season. Weaknesses
second place PHE A. 8-4 on Thurs- disappo
will
occur
preferr
the
old
sel
up
to
relain
day. Ken Sullivan scored Ihe lone traditioednal rivalries, bul the team
try for PHE. while R. Farquharson hopes
and age and conup on top due to the at guard position,
ditioning — or lack of il — will also
accounted
for Scar's
trys. first,
The acquisittoionendof several
new faces and
season finished
withtwoScar
a part. — Fourth.
PHF A. second, and Trin A, third. ;i hard training schedule. — First. play• PHE
Eventual champions
• Erindale— First place finishers ol DivisionB II— last
year. The team
Trin A went on to defeat second
place Division II finisher PHE B 16- in Division II last year; the team
hopes
to
improve
13 Monday. For Trin A it was Tom hopes to he in the playoff chase in players. PHE looks towith
a core"height"
returnees to join Division
I,ofandsix
Third.
hopes to finish in the top three. —
• Vic — Argo Mike Eben highSTUDENT HOCKEY TICKETS
lights asquad of several returnees.
They
hope B.to— hide
out as a sleeper
in
Section
Second.
Will Get You a Book of Ten Tickets For The Home
Games of Varsity Blues$4.00
in Varsity Arena This Year
Division II also has two sections
""^ A includes.
this year. PSection
1972-73 Schedule
RAT Dent
A, St M B. Trin CA,AManagement
Studies.
Vic
II.
UC
II.
Jr
Eng, PHE
Fri. Nov. 17 Ottawa Fri.
C: while Section B sees Innis I, For
Fri. Nov. 24 Sir G. WilliamsWed
A.
Pharm
A.
Sear
II,
Law
II, Med
Fri. Dec. 1 Laurentian Fri.
B.
and
PHE
D
in
competition.
Wed. Dec. 6 Western Fri.
Fri. Jan. 12 Ryerson Wed
ALL GAMES AT 8:00 P.M
DIAMOND RING
Tickets On Sale At
Athletic Ticket Office, Athletic Wing,
Hart House on
Tuesday and Wednesday, November
14th and 15th
m set$29500
From 9:00 A.M. to
Your
choice
ot
twenty
-fivegold
enciling
6:00 P.M.
sly'es. Yellow
or wMfe
eludes:
— diamond
ring, appraisal
matchingIn
wedding
band,
reg.sleced
cerhficate and insurance.
GUEST BOOKS: Each Student may purchase one additional book which will admit a guest (not
20% Student Discount
necessarily a member of the University) to the
student section. Guest books are sold at the same
with ATL card
price, one only to each holder of an Athletic MemberHUGH PROCTOR & Co.
ship card. Bring your Membership card - tickets canJewellers
• Gemrnolagists
not be purchased without one.
1430 tonge
sr.
REMEMBER
First
Game
Friday,
November
17
PATIO
0E
0R0
PLAZA*
921- 7702
against OTTAWA
Just Soulti of St. CI
225FS
ALS°
AVA,LAI»LE
AT
SCAR.
COLLEGE
(RM.
S
41BA)
AND
ERIN.
COLLEGE
(PHYS. EO SHED), ENGINEERING STORES, AND DENTS.
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

sports

Educate
In the following ankle an Ontario high school
physical education teacher reveals the area of
education that most high schools develop the
leaJ!i — [i,e education of the body. This
concept
of "bodyat education"
is alsolevel.
relevant
in the student
the university
Few
Ontario university athletic departments have
a philosophy or set of premises on which they
base sitytheir
"physical
The Univerof Toronto
falls education".
within this category.
By O. VONESOR
Reprinted from Community Schools
Two ihings to star! with:
First. I am a male physical education
teacher, and much of what I say is either
irrelevant or misrepresentative of female phys
ed. I would rather let a female phys ed teacher
define the problems oT female phys ed.
Aggression, for example, is a problem
which might be defined differently by a female
teacher, li is loo prominent a quality in male
sports. But a female teacher has pointed out
to me that many girls may need a greater dose
of aggression in their school sports, to overcome the weakness and timidity imposed on
iliem by sex-role conditioning.
Second, there are many good phys ed
departments and teachers. This article focuses
tin general and common problems these
departments may have solved. It is because I
am convinced of the value of phys ed that I
have written it, lo bring an awareness of what
educating the body can involve for more
teachers and students.
Incident 1 — I am silting around the locker
room wilh a group of men phys ed teachers
(football coaches) and students (football
players).
head forcoach
their
hotshot isThe
playing
them remarks,
after all, "So
eh? Well,
one good shot to his bad knee should finish
him
afternoon. We'll go after him right
from forthethestart.
Incident 2 — I am silling in the staffroom
having a coffee wilh the vice-principal. While
we are talking, a staff member who also
works as a professional athlete joins us and
begins lo lell about a drunken time laced wilh
call girls his team has recently enjoyed, The
vice-principal squirms a bit: he knows I will
mil approve of ihis conversation.
But Ihe code of maleness is not to be
contravened for fear of what some oddball
teacher might think or say, so the vice-princi,- 'pal somewhat reluclantly joins in. Before the
conversation
Ihe vice-principal's
whoring limes isas aover,
ball player
have been added lo the siring of tales.
Incident 3 — I ask a student in my phys ed
class why he always skips gym period. "I can't
stand
he replies. either
"I'm laugh
not a atgood
athlete itandthere."
my team-mates
me
or hate me because 1 ruin their chances of
winning."
I suggest that he come to gym class and
work on an individual program — running,
hody-building, whatever. He's not interested.
"I would like lo play wilh the others, but it's
justHeloohardly
competitive,"
ever attendshe gymsays.class.
Incident 4 — I am coaching a basketball
learn. The opposition's star player comes on
to the court lo warm up. Unprovoked, he
makes an obscene gesture at our team. I boil
inside. Bui no one else has seen the gesture,
and I lell no one. After all, it's just a game.

minds
as
well
as
bodies
—
a
new
awareness of the professional
phys ed talk turns in these directions.
heller companions for their boy friends. athlete's role which has been expressed by
Last year the Toronto Board of Education be How
many
male
sexual
identities
are
men
as
different
as Derek Sanderson and
set up a committee to discuss the place of threatened and destroyed because young peo- George Saucr. the NFL
all-star who quit profoolball in our schools. Was football
ple
do
not
have
the
athletic
ability
to
live
up
to
in disgust.
threatened? The papers were, full of letters the model of strong-man-athlete-hero-victor football
Who
questions
the
segregation
of the sexes
opposed to and (mainly) in favour of high held up by the schools and by society as a in phys ed? Who speaks for the bodies
of the
school football. This reaction, some of it sexual ideal?
"dogs", "runts", and "freaks" who turn off to
pretty violent, supports the idea that phys ed Incident 3 — Sports in schools and in phys
cd
in
the
schools
and
thus
perhaps
to the
— sports — schools combine to produce society are for the few. The many with their
effects lhal are too seldom considered by different
joys
offuture
"educating
iheirspeaks
bodies"for throughout
m
abilities,
sizes,
interests
must
subtheir
lives?
Who
the
bodies
teachers and by the community as a whole.
ordinate their bodily expression and develop- of the "slurs" — for Joe Namath's crippled
The phys ed teacher is usually an envied
ment toalhlelic programs designed to further knees or Gump Worsley's toothless gums?
member of ihe school staff. To teach phys ed the skills
of the highly coordinated minority.
Parents appear only to complain of a
is lo do with young people what is most And
this minority, ironically enough, is child's
failing phys
cd mark.
worebang
yellowon
"natural": run, play, grow strong, have fun skilled al pursuits which have almost no shorts
instead
of blue.)
Or else(He ihey
together, be outside, learn as young children
lo everyday productive life.
the
stands
as
their
boy
brings
them
vicarious
do — this with ihe body and the fence relation
Whv should anyone be proud to whiz glory on the playing field. Where is the
around Ihe school yard as the only limits.
Of course, ihe phys ed teacher, learns at around on Ihe top of frozen water wilh steel community of parents who want to find out
thingics
on hisinjuries
feel andare asocrutch
hand'? about Ihe education of their children's bodies?
foolball
commonin hisprecisely
teachers' college that physical education is And
"much more" than Ihis. We can teach skills, hecausc the game makes unusual demands on W ithin schools, the non-democratic use of
Wc have ihe responsibility of informing the
young about some of the basics of life: sex,
drugs, health, social habits. And we deepen
ihe
relationship
body —
the health
of the between
nation ismind
in ourandhands.
The reality can be very different. The envy
is understandable: il is easy to send the boys
out with a soccer ball. But bells, attendance
records, and curriculum requirements make
physical
Numbers education
of studentsother
stand than
around"natural".
listless,
uninterested much of the phys ed year. These
are the "la/y", the "dogs" every phys ed
dcparlmenl must deal with if the rest are
lo keep coming and lining up with their
And the health class — the excitement of
squads-. up, sex, the body? Hardly. Go lo any
growing
health class.
See the texts and notebooks with
their
"in
the
bottom
of the locker"
look, hear
the drone of
approved
films preaching
curricular morallies. The phys ed scene:
repetitive boredom of gym periods, waste of
classroom lime — apathy of students — these
point to the destruction of mind and body.
There are very basic problems here, There
are very wrong assumptions.
The above incidents are meant lo illustrate
some of these assumptions. Each contains a
significant value upheld by current phys ed
practise. Each points lo how deeply these
values are entrenched in ossified bureaucratic
structures whose members have forgotten
about other lives in their mad dash to further
iheir own careers.

Incident I — Competitive sports in the
schools contain too much competition, too
lillle sporl. Where is the fun in maiming an
opponent's
knee? The tostress
victory school
at any
cost was important
19thoncentury
teams in England where students were being
taught lo conquer the world.
The Cireeks slopped wars to compete
competitively. Our psychologists tell us young
phys ed teachers that sport is a good
substitute for the real thing. This is too close a
connection for my taste, especially with
Richard Nixon leading the continental
cheering section.
Incident 2 — Sports and male chauvinism
go hand in hand in our culture. The myths of
universal male aggressiveness, male
dominance, male superiority, are daily confirmed inthe practise of sport in the schools.
In others, principals 'who are
disproporlionately often ex-phys ed teachers)
urge listless students to worship school spirit
— school victory. Of course, it is the men's
teams, especially the football team, for whom
the whole school is to turn out.
Most important of all, male phys ed
teachers laugh their way through sex educaI have not selected these incidents at
tion, leaching a double standard so blatant it
random. They illustrate important, but often would anger ihe editor of a provincial newunrecognized, aspects of physical education
mosl conservative
I shouldspaper'sadd
lhal I havewomen's
heard a page.
female
in our schools. Thai they touch sensitive areas
is evident from the usually animated, phys ed teacher consider leaching girls footsometimes bilter, reaction people have when hall Id fill a Iwo-week blank. This so they can

theYelplayers'
schoolbodies.
learns dominate budgets, gym
lime, teachers, preslige in a completely undemocratic manner. The mass of students are
conditione
their in-front-of-the-TV specd lodangerous
tator futures
ly early. And within
phys ed departments, a teacher who can
produce good learns earns more recognition,
scrutiny, and ar1 -mce than one who produces
goodIncident
classes.4 — the whole of phys ed seems
filled with a spirit of bloated self-importance.
Friendly competition, cooperation, fun are all
loo-ofien jusl words. The defendents
established sports system will point outof the
the
character-building qualities of their contests
and drills. Exactly! What sorts or character
are we choosing to build?

facilities by MEN and TEAMS sparks no
opposition. The competitive community of
ATHLETES dominates a community of people who need and want to play — but not in
ways
facilities.acceptable to those who control the
If physicial education is to be for all people
and if il is to become the treasured and
natural part of life it should be, communities
of people (students, parents, teachers) will
have lo define its meaning. The old definitions
rule out too much. They permit control by too
few people. A new definition might start from
here:
Spend a Sunday afternoon at a public
playground. Watch young children playing
together. See their joy as they discover their
bodies and iheir new capabilities. In ten years, 0J
will ihey still run and jump and roll or will
they sit. others?
intimidated, in front of a TV
watching

Where does the community — or even the
idea of community — come in? Virtually
nowhere. Phys ed teachers
raise such
issues. Nor do they or iheir rarely
students discuss
Is a pseudonym for an Ontario
"ihe revolt of the athlete" in Norlh America O.highVonesor
school physical education teacher.

Students

occupy

Reg

in

a

office
Parity
layoffs
the

and
are

issues

REGINA (CUP) — About 200
students today occupied the offices
of the dean of Arts and Science at
the University of Saskatchewan
Regina Campus, protesting upcoming faculty cutbacks and action
against staff-student parity on
departmental committees.
The student action resulted
from a genera! meeting this
afternoon.
The students have presented
their demands and given the dean,
Sir Edgartimatum Vaughn,
24-hourwhichulto rescind aa ruling
disallowed a Divison of Social
Sciences motion which would have
guaranteed staff-student parity in all
divisional departments.
I f the dean does not rescind his
ruling will
by organize
noon today,
the student
union
a student
strike
_, for Monday.
»
The Social Sciences Division
Council consists of representatives
from the member departments.
Several departments have already
§• granted staff-student parity, so there
is a strong council.
student presence on ihe
S.£ divisional
Dean
Vaughn
to thea
division motion byresponded
circulating
A U of T policeman hauls away a woman protesting Michel Chartrand's speech supporting the right of Arabs to occupy Israel.
memorandum notifying all concerned that he, in consultation with
Regina campus principal John
Archer
and vice-principal Tinker,
Chartrand
speech
leads
to fighting
was overruling the motion.
Yesterday the Faculty of Arts
replied; "I would rather be a com- and Science council under promBy DOUG HAMILTON
Several scuffles betwen irate Jews
from Vaughn, ratified the
munist than a Nazi like
you." who dean's pting
Labour
leader
expounds
on
A well-dressed
woman
and campus police officers broke
decision. The faculty council
vociferously assailed Chartrand was consists of al! faculty members and
out last night at a meeting with
Quebec labour leader Michel
token student representation.
hauled away by police when she only The
social sciences motion
Chartrand.
pro-Arab views; denounced refused lo cease interrupting the
results
from a controversy over
Chartrand. general president of
meeting. A man who intervened in
the struggle between her and the staff-student parity which has exthe Montreal Central Council of the
Confederation of National Trade as 'murderer'
isted for years. Students now have
police
also removed.
by
100
Jews
The wasdissident
members of the no guaranteed rights and may
Unions, was speaking on the Palestiaudience were told by Chartrand receive representation in a departnian liberation struggle.
He visited the Middle East several
ment only by consent of the faculty.
that "you came to upset a meeting
like uncivilized, undemocratic Although some departments have
weeks bianagotrade atunionists.
the invitation of Araalready
granted students parity
people."beenHe loconfessed
he had representation,
About 100 Jews in a crowd of 500
others such as
never
such athaitumultous
assembly.
at the Medical Science auditorium
history, economics and
denounced the Montreal labour
anthropology
have
bitterly opposed
Asked why Arab governments do
not aid the Palestinian refugees such moves.
leader as a "muerderer" and
within their borders to a greater
oppostion lowhoparityopposed
comes
shouted him down so effectively thai
fromTheindividuals
he had to stop his speech several
extent,
Chartrand
replied,
"Most
limes to wait for order to be
students
getting
real
power
to
make,
Arab governments are not pleased
restored.
with the Palestinian resistance to say changes in the university. Staffstudent parity would effectively
Al one point friction was so
intense between the Jews and a
destroy the present power structure
< theHeleast."
|.denounced
many
of
the
and give students the long-awaited
group of Arab supporters that camArabinsisted
governments
as reacpus police had to be summoned lo
i?| present
tionary and
they exploit
and opportunity lo press for changes
from
a position of strength.
expel several spectators.
%_ oppress the working classes in their
"Is
that
the
democracy
of
the
states. . . our solidarity
-| respective
"Our sympathy.
Zionists you are experiencing? asked
Memorial University
Chartrand.
Michel Chartrand makes a point at a press briefing yesterday.
is with the Palestinians — " he
exclaimed.
"This is why Oriental Jews are
also
saw an occupation
A spectator, angered by this
discriminated
against in Israel," he World War. the Occidental world of Indians.
added.
remark,
purple
in
the
face
with
rage,
Incensed
by
this
remark,
the
a guiltyto admit
conscience"
this week.
Chartrand was referring to the "had refused
Jews whobecause
later Montreal union leader retorted, "I declared "I hale reds, hate filthy
fact that Oriental Jews from the they
would rather be an Indian with a
Details on page 3.
fell victim to Nazi ravages.
During the question period, a man
Middle East claim European Jews
(Western politicians) tried white face than a degenerate Euro- identifying
himself as a former
discriminate against them and to "'They
wash their hands . . by giving the
pean imperialistjeering
like you."interrupted British army officer who had served
Constant
reserve the top positions in the land of nation (belonging to the
Last year students in several
Israeli hierarchy for themselves.
Arabs) to another nation (that of the Chartrand while some Arab in. Palestine blamed British im- departments
conducted reviews of
members of the audience appealed
perialism inthe Middle East for the course content and demanded
Spectators punctuated Chartcurrent
Arab-Israeli
conflict.
for
order.
Chartrand stated there was symchanges. Their demands
rand's dissertation
with insults
"ireds."
am bitterly ashamed of the sweeping
were largely ignored because they
and sarcastic
comments.
They Jews)." pathy for the Jews around the
Shouts of "What about
mocked his accent and called him a world due to the injustices they had Damascus?
did not have parity in most
and
"They
(Arabs)
ble
conflict.
communist on numerous occasions. . suffered, but no one had any right killed my cousin!" rang out. part my
country British
played inimperialism
this terri- " departments and university
When the police arrived to "to give land lo the Jews."
Ignoring the disturbance, played Jewish nationalism against committees.
The other issue involved in
remove some screaming Jews, cries
"We {Arab sympathizers) this Chartrand said that the only solu- Arab
Arab who said that he had today's sludent action is a proposed
of "Where is the freedom of decision is immoral," he added.
tion tothe Mddle East conflict is "to livedAn innationalism."
Israel told the Jewish spec- faculty cutback for the upcoming
come 13 million people are get the Palestinians back to
speech?"Some
poured
down flailed
from out
the oul"How
of their home? This we do not Palestine.
gallery.
spectators
tators, "If you clearwe yourcanmindallofliveall year. Last week students held a
this
prejudice,
against the police.
successful teach-in on the cut-back
"The right to self-determination
issue and effectively laid the
Spectators wrestled with police
Chartrand accused Canadians of continued.
a fundamental right,'-1 he
accept".
However, a Jewish spectator who groundwork for today's action.
and a number of pro-Israel sym- being
accomplices to American is"Vendu!",
claimed
he
had
served
in
the
Red
Students now occupy the entire
some
spectators
pathizers were forcibly removed.
After the melee subsided, attempts "to steal the lands of the
Army
during the Second World first floor of the classroom building
together."
Chartrand continued with his
When a Jew accused him of being War asserted, "As long as Zionism steadily.
A heckler said that Chartrand
the dean's
office and
Iheir houses
numbers
are mounting
tool of communist terrorist exists as a theory, there will be no which
was no belter than Israelis because ayelled.
speech.
He asserted that after the second IheArabs."
French had confiscated the land movements, the fiery labour leader
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2 The Varsity
TODAY
all day
Elector '72 — Municipal Eleclfon Cenlre
answers coming
all your
3bout election,
the upDecemberquestions
4 municipal
Monday - Friday. Innls College. 63 St.
7.George Street. 1st tloor. Or call 928-545611 am
Placement Cenlre Is sponsoring an
information meeting regarding careers in
brandble.management
with Procterare &Invited.
GamInterested 1973 graduates
Bickersteth Room, Hart House. Until 5:30
pm.
The Dan Heap noon
Travelling Sound and
Light
with Engel,
Marg Altwood,
MichaelVariety
Ondatte.ShowMarlon
Graham
Gibson, Dennis Lee reading their own
works.
Sponsored
by
SCM.
Debates
Room, Hart House.12:30 pm
Visiting urban geographer Dr. R. A.
Johnston from the University of Canterbury,anNewVoteZealand
speaks
"The Intra— Does luncheon
II Have aonGeography?"
al an urbinformal
seminar in
Coachhouse Conference Room 111. 150
St. George Slreet. 1 pm
U of T Ukrainian
Students'long-time
Club is
presenting
Avraam Shifrin,
Soviet political prisoner, speaking on "The
of SovietCollege.
Dissenlers", Brennan Hall.
St.PlightMichael's
Vietnam a Veterans
Against theon
War:FromWinterthe Soldier,
tilm documentary
Vietnam, featuring testimony trom
American
Gl's. Speaker:
Barry MobilizaGodsen,
nationaltionchairman
oltotheEndStudent
Committee
theHart War
Southeast
Asia. Discussion:
House,In
North Dining Room.2 pm
Tired ot pollution? Vietnam? the
cutbacks in education? the oppression of
women?
capitalism?
Don't just andsit there
do something.
Gel organized
change—
the world! Check out the Young Socialists!
Weekly meetings: Friday, at 2. Innis
College, room 314.4 pm
CBC willlortapebroadcast
Christmasto their
messages
students
familiesIromin
the West Indies, Africa, Malaysia, Hong
Kong at Ihe International Sludent Centre,
33 St. George Street.
4:45 pmUntil si* pm.
Hillel Shabarton begins with evening
services at Hillel House. 186 St. George
Street.
5 pm
Wine and cheese party. Come help
celebrale
ISC's
sixth
Admission:
50 cents
at the welcome!
door —birthday!
aUntil
birthday
gilt tor
ISC
Everyone
seven.
7:30 pm
UdITDL Society invites studenls for an
introduction to a new way of life as
experienced
various2 blocks
people.northDiscussion 76 Lowtherby Ave.,
of St.
George subway. Free.
SMC
Film
Club
presents
"Cisco
Pike"
with Gene Hackman and Kris Kristotferson.
Carr Hall. Admission S1-00. Also at 10.
Casrno Night at York University, Winters
Dining Hall. Proceeds to Inner City Angels.
Gambling, discotheque, alcoholic
beverages, pizza, and cigarette girls, rock
Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses !

HERE
band. No cheques cashed. Until 12:30 am.
The Varsily Blues8 pmtake on Ihe University
of Ottawa Gee-Gees in exciting OUAA
intercollegiate
and Bob Clark hockey
will bringacllon.
you allRobtheGregory
action
starting
at
eight
o'clock
on
Varsity.
820FilthAM inand a 96.3seriesRogersof sinFM.Radio
lectures on,
Hungarian History sponsored by the
Hungarian Sludents'
Association.
Dreisziger
on Hungarian
foreign Nandor
policy
between1069.the two World Wars. Sid Smith,
room
Hillel Shabbaton with guest speaker
Rabbi Yehuda Eliezri and Judy Eliezri who
will be entertaining the studenls with
various topics ol Jewish learning.
Vanguard Forum: Tonight hear Vljaya
Wickrama, terspeaking
as part forof political
an innational defence campafgn
prisoners in Sri Lanka (Ceylon). The presentrising olrepression
there Hows Bandaranaike
from an upyouthin against
government
1971. 334Ihe Queen
St. W.,
near Spadlna.
Seminar on Sufism, Readings of the
writings,
poetry ot the great Sufis, by U of T
Sufi
readingStudyroom.Circle.8:30At pmISC, 33 St. George,
Count Dracula rises from Ihe depths of
UC Playhouse, 79a St. George. Adapted
and directed
Admission is pay whatby youDavidcan.Rotenberg.
For reservations,
phone
964-0370.
Feiler's People Drama
is being presented
Victoria
at the NewbyplaysIhe
Vic
Thealre. College
Directed by JackClubMedhurst,
until tomorrow al Ihe low price of S1.25.
Creation 2 presents a new Canadian
play, Midway Priest, on the media medium.
Actor's
sion S2. Theatre,
Students390
S1. Dupont Ave. Admissmidnight
Special presentation ol Count Dracula
will
be slaged
at UC notPlayhouse,
George.
Weak hearts
advised to 79a
attend.SI.
ST.

AND

Dracula reappears alltomorrow.
day Pay what you
can.
SATURDAY
Hillel Shabbat and— come
and participate
with
services
Hilleldiscussions
House, 186 St. join
Georgein withStreet.
Startsat
at 9 am.
11:30 em Is not over. The
The war in Vietnam
bombing continues, Ihe Vietnamese still
have not achieved
Ihe right
of self-lo
determination,
and Canada
is prepared
send
own troops.
Join inAssembly
protest withat
sludentsin itsaround
the worldl
Trinity
hall. Square, followed
5 pm by march to city
Knox Meet
Youngin front
People's
dinner.
ot the progressive
church at
Spadina
and
Harbord
by 5 pm — all
7:30
pm
sludents welcome.
Club presents
"Cisco Pike"
withSMCGeneFilmHackman
and Kris Kristofterson.
CarrInterviews
Hall. Admission:
Again and
at 10.Judy
with JaneS1.Fonda
Collins along with featured cuts Irom the
New Elephant's
MemoryCradoodah'Gazetle
album. That's Ihe
lor this
olline-up
Ihe air.
On week's
Radio Varsity,
820 AM in
residence.
96.3
on
Rogers
Cableguided
FM. by
Satsang, a spiritual discourse.
aoutlined.
perfect76 master.
Universal
philosophy
Lowther Ave., two blocks north
8 pm Free.
ol St. George subway.
Collee House is open so come and meet
newDance
peopleat atBrennan
Hillel House,
SI. George.by
Hall, 186sponsored
the
Ukrainian
Students'
Club.
Price:
S1Transition.
50/person,All welcome.
S2.50/couple.
8:30 pm Band: The
Count Dracula
be appearing
Playhouse,
79a St.willGeorge.
Pay whalet youUC
can Bring along spare blood.
Lasl chance to see Feiffer's people, ,

THOMAS'
(Huron Slreet south otCHURCH
Bloor)
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 19th
11 A.M. THE RECTOR
7 P.M. UNIVERSITY SERMON SERIES
PREACHER: THE REV. E.J. REED
Professor of Pastoral Theology,
Trinity College
Subject: THE SENSUOUS COMMUNITY
(Coffee Hour and Discussion after the service)
ALL ARE WELCOME

yourFbill
%/O showOF
25you
when
your student card.
77TORONTO
AVENUE ROAD
.FREE PARKING

T Y
COMING
7th TE
JANUAR
QUAR

GALLERY
MALCOLMART BATTY
EXHIBITION
MONDAY 11 a.m. -9 p.m.
Tuesday-Saturday 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m.-5 p.m.
THE

FILMS
ONCE"THEUPONDEVIL'S
A PRIME
TOY"TIME"
"GHOSTS
OF A RIVER"
MONDAY, NOVEMBER
20
MUSIC ROOM.1 P.M.

CHRISTMAS
IS COMING

BLACK HART.
EVERY TUCK
TUESDAY,
SHOP WEDNESDAY
- 12 NOON
ARBOR ROOM - 5 P.M.

TREE

PUB
-AND5.30 THURSDAY
PM.
- 11:30 PM.

Actuarial

for Mathematics Graduates

RHUGBKSuperb Italian
food at ridiculously
low prices.
Bring your date
enjoy an evening in
Italy then...
Surprise!!

Jules Felffer
Theatre. Vics byNew Academic
the New andVic observation
alsketches
by Jack Medhurst,
building. Directed
by Vic
presentedS1.25.
could youClub.lose.Cost: a
How Drama
minimal
9 pm
Ethiopian
StudentsdanceUnion
(Canadathe
Chapter)
fund-raising
to support
expelled
students
of
Halle
Sellassie
University and the student movement lighting
repression
In Ethiopia,
Admission
midnight
Larkin
Building.
Devonshire
Place, $1.00.
his week
of lerror
thisCount
witchingDracula
hour Inendsa special
performance
tor those with slrong hearts. Adapted and
directed by David Rotenberg. Admission Is
pay what you can, UC Playhouse, 79a St.
George. necessary.
Crucifices
wolfbane
1:30 pmare requested. No
SUNDAY
The Jewish choir
once
3:30 session
pmJohnsonmeelsBuilding,
more at the Edward
room 116.
Sunday concert. Concord Singers.

Wednesday, December 6

Careers

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

NOW

Madrigalsby byByrd,Purcell
and Morley.
works
Also Other
J. byS.
Bach's "Lobel den Stravinsky.
Herrn"'.
Sponsored
6
pm
Scarborough College and Musicians
Union.
International dinners are returning! This
Sunday
— Malaysian-style
served. Cost
is 757:15centspm perdinner
person.willISC,be
33 St. George.
SMC Film
Club
presents with
Jean-Luc
Godard's
"BandHall.
of Outsiders"
Anna
7:30
pm
Karirta,
Carr
Admission
by
series
ticket. Also at 9:30 pm.
Intermedlale Conversational Hebrew at
Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.
Oldest meditation, youngest guru. Guru
MaharaJ Jl's76devoulee
the
8:15 pm speaks
Knowledge.
Lowther
Ave., 2 onblocks
north ol St. George subway. Always free.
Knox Young People's "Introduction To
Writing
Teaching
ol John corner
Stott"
by BlakeandWalker
at Knox
8:30
pmAids Church,
Spadlna and Harbord.
All students
welcome.
The Wymilwood Concert Series presents
organist,Street
In concert
atFrederick
BurwashGeoghegan,
Hall, 89 Charles
West,
Victoria College.

Sun Life of Canada will be on campus to discuss
your future with you.
The life insurance industry today offers an
ng future to individuals
interesting andmentrewardi
potential.
with manage
Make your appointment now
at the placement office
to see Sun Life on
Nov. 24
Our booklet outlining opportunities as an
Actuary is available at the placement office.

LIFE
SUN
COMPANY
NCE
ASSURA
OF CANADA
The Insurance People with Ideas

HEAD OFFICE: MONTREAL

unclassified

BABYSITTER (Bloor - Spadlna) KIND
7840.
3 HoursGirlsA Day964-- 2 orYoung
WITH EXPERIENC
Weekends E- Two
Some
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE .
Theses, essays
French,typewriters
Latin - 713
experienced typists --electric
Spadtna Ave. (south of Bloor) 922-7624.
SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days, December 27tation,
to Jan.
2, includes
accommodaiion,
meals transporand tov.
636-1038Full
today.
ticket.
price S134.00, no extras. Call
ROOM
(15' x 161) from
with board
exchangeto
lor babysitting
4-7, inMonday
Friday.
Old home,subway.
newly decorated;
Runnymede-Bloor
Remuneration
available- 766-1494.
lor extra duties. Office 863-0173;
home
QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27Jan 1.
5accommodation
days skiing al with
Mt. Ste,
heatedAnne.indoorExcellent
swimming
pool.
All
transportation
included.
For Inlormation write; CANADIAN
SKI
TOURS,
25 Taylorwood
Dr., Islington, or
phone Gord
Allan, 247-2339.
^FOREVER
YOURS. of MARIE-LOW"
First
English
production
Michelportrait
Tremblay's
scathing
but compassionate
ol an
East-Montreal
family.
Nov.
14
Dec.
Tarragon
Bridgman Ave,10
Balhurst
andTheatre
Dupont,30964-8833
WHY
FREEZE
Used fur
coats from S10.00THISPaulWINTER?
Magder Furs.
202
Spadina
between
Queen
and
Dundas. Good Ave.
selection of fun lurs sizes 8-18
363-6077,
rtiurs. andopen
Fri, 9-6 Mon, - Sat.; til 8;00
£ST9 and rePairs
and fur fabric)
GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today tor free booklet 'The Day You Buy
A Diamon
H. Proctor
and Co 1430
St.,d"921-770
Yonge
2

EXPEDITIONS: Overland London to
Capetown:
ToronloIsland;
to RioSolar
de Janeiro;
Yucatan; Easter
Eclipse.
The
Trekkers:
2453
Yonge
St.,
Suite No. 7,
Doug,
Toronto 483-9080
ROOM IN CO-OP or family house wanted.
Baby-sitting considered. Phone 964-0773,
SKIERSI
WHY YOU
SETTLE
FOR SIX?
ONE
MOUNTAIN - WHEN
CAN HAVE
Five days skiing in Vermont and Quebec
January 1-6. Dependable snow, breakfast
and dinner daily, all accommodation (only
2 per room), taxes and tips, luxury voyageur
bus. group
rate on 698-4346
tow tickets.or 694$89.
8932.Quebec
Ski
Associates
MONTE CARLO NITE at Phi Kappa PI FraRd.
ternity Saturday
18, 8games
o'clock.for Re-all.
freshments, mNov.
usic, casino
Win or lose, you can bet on It. 85 Bedford
TYPEWRITER,
Smith-Corona
with case, 10 Inch
carriage, picaportable
type,
Ideal for essays, like new. 961-2183 Eveni
n
g
s
.
$
7
5
.
FURNISHED FLAT In Annex lo share with
someone congenial - hopefully starling 1
December.
$65.00 per month Including
utilities. 920-2733.
FOR SALE Canon 35 mm camera with 28,
50desent
& 135metermm $150.
censesAlsoandVivltar
vivltarenlarger
Incanwith
2
lenses
never
used
$50.
921-0762
AN
lairwishes
complexloned.
Aged nice
24.
new INDIAN,
to Toronto
some
Canadian
girl. Phone
Billooto meet
690-3425
"THE SKI GROUP"-Skl Monl Ste.-Anne
Dec. 27 to Jan.
Trip Includes;
transportation,1/73.
accommodation,
tows,
lessons. Price
$128.00.
Formeals,
information
call 889-7677
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Memorial
U. occupiers
seek
support
should rescind its decision of ThursSome support was forthcoming opposition.
Students printed and distributed
day November 9, and that the from faculty members. Many
decision should be made by the cancelled classes so students could about 10,000 flyers yesterday morning explaining
the issues and
generalto meeting.
student
body itself." is designed to attend
for support.
Others yesterday's
allowed students
address appealing
The referendum
The executives of the education
gain a mandate from the students classes and explain the issues behind
for their negotiators, and to prove the occupation.
and engineeringthestudents'
councils
occupation,
but
About 25 faculty members, bothfullopposed
that
supported
councils have yet to meet.
more thethanposition
just aissmall
group "byof drinking in the faculty club yester- the
Both
executives
appeared
to
support
day afternoon, left when they saw
trouble-makers'', one student
spokesman said.
Taylor enter, as a gesture of the demand for a free student union,

ST.
JOHN'S University
(CUP) — Students
Memorial
continuedat
their occupation of the Administration and Arts Building, and planned
a referendum for today to back up
their bargaining position for a free
student union.
Meanwhile, President Lord Stephen Taylor, who announced the
university would no longer collect
student union fees, refused to
negotiate directly with the
students and rejected compromises
agreed to by administration
representatives.
The occupation began Wednesday
after a general meeting of 3,000
students whichministrative
strongly
opposed
interference
with adthe
student union. About 1,500 students
occupiedof other
Taylor'skeyoffice
along with
those
administrators.
About 600 remained in the building
Wednesday night and about 400 last
night. They were prepared to stay as
long as necessary.
A general meeting yesterday
afternoon in the occupied area drew
about 1,500 supporting students.
Student negotiators yesterday
agreed to evacuate the building if the
administration would agree to allow
a student referendum to decide
whether student union fees would be
compulsory or voluntary. The two
administrator negotiators agreed,
but when they referred the proposal
to Taylor, the president rejected it.
Today's referendum asks all
studentstion. It asks
to backstudents
the occupiers'
to agree posithat
"the
president
and
Board
had no right to unilaterallyof Regents
alter or
interfere with the structure of the
students' body, that the board

Davis grants no letup
Talks between the Ontario when talking to government
Federation of Students and the ministers and bureaucrats. The
provincial government aimed at premier was the most sophisticated
loosening the money squeeze on and clever, but the substance of his
students, collapsed yesterday amid decision no different."
hints that student aid regulations
A full OFS meeting this weekend
may be tightened further next year. will decide whether or not to recomMembers -of the OFS negotiating
mend a provincial fee strike next
team told a press conference last term to its membership.
night that Premier William Davis
A province-wide referendum last
has refused to promise not to raise month gave overwhelming student
the loan ceiling on awards under the support for a strike to withhold
Ontario Student Aid Program next second-term fees.
U of T's Students' Administrative
Davis chatted with negotiators Council meets next Wednesday to
year.
yesterday afternoon in a cozy vote on support of a fee strike.
Results on the U of T referendum
Queen's Park tete-a-tete.
the largest voter turn-out in
"He repeatedly said he wouldn't brought
recent
student history with a nine to
give assurances about student aid,"
said OFS negotiator and University one
margin
of support for a fee
of Western Ontario student council strike.
Meanwhile, plans for an OFSpresident
McGregor.
the most Ross
negative
part "It
of was
the sponsored day of protest in Queen's
Park are gathering steam.
McGregor
According to demonstration comeeting."
but
firm. said Davis was smooth
ordinator Dave Moult on, 20
'We've encountered reactions busloads of students will flood into
from anger to annoyance before Toronto for the march on the

in vote
but
tactic.rejected the occupation as a
Taylor and the Board of Regents
apparently
actedyear,to because
suspend they
fee
collection next
claimed too large a proportion of
the union budget was going towards
administrative costs and salaries.
The largest cost of any university
operating
budget consists
of salaries
and
administrative
expenditures.

on hard OSAP
rules
legislative buildings.
groups
will
be
there, but we'll keep
"It will be a well-organized and
The OFS has called for a
enjoyable
Moulton. demonstration," said temporary embargo on present and
McGregor
hastened
disas- future fee hikes. They also want the
sociate OFS from
what tohe called
government to ease its stringent
control."aid regulations, which they
"splinter
groups" who might be student
at the demonstration.
acts to keep low-income and
"It's fair to say the splinter say
part-time students from university.

Two

killed on

U.S. campus
Two young men trailing fellow students evacuating an administration
building they had occupied earlier yesterday on the main campus of the
predominantly black Southern University at Baton Rouge, Louisiana were
shot down in a hail of police buckshot.
The students had taken over the building to press their demands for a
greater say in college affairs.
City police, called to clear the building, gave students five minutes to
get out. As the minutes ticked away, they lobbed tear gas cannisters at the
occupied building and people started running from it.
The occupying students issued a statement last night denouncing "the
wantonThe murder".
Students for a Democratic Society have scheduled a memorial rally
for 1 pm today in Sid Smith.

Conservatives
and reformers
seek seats in Ward
Six
All of the candidates except
By DAVID KENNEDY
Closely connected to the question expressway. Only for a short time in tax.
Metro
Centre
is
being
built
with
A clear conservative versus federal money through the CNR of redevelopment is the issue of I960 did he temporarily support it, Archer were in favour of the above
reformers division developed and the CPR, Marks said. "It is not whether or not more cars should be he said. The then Metro chairman, reforms.
Archer said he had consulted
Fred Gardiner, said that there would
between incumbents and challengers going to be a burden upon the allowed downtqwn.
Blumenfeld, a planner in the
for the Ward 6 aldermanic seats in Toronto taxpayer, she insisted. "It
Marks said she supported the be a socio-economic study before Hans
of Architecture at U of T,
front of 70 residents Monday night
the .expressway was constructed. onFaculty
Spadina
Expressway
because
more
the benefits of free public transit.
at Orde Street Public School.
willHowever.
help him".Dan Heap noted $80 than people must move. There are However, the study was not done
The incumbent candidates are
worth of public land was trucks, fire engines and ambulances, and Brown opposed the expressway. Blumenfeld, who supported the exHorace Brown and June Marks million
Heap said he opposed the
pres way, said free public transit
being traded off for a small return in she reminded the audience. The
from Ward 6 and Bill Archer from a land swap. Ward 7 Alderman John mixing of transportation modes in expressway before the lasl provin- would lead to an increase of only 15
cial election, in which he ran for the per cent in ridership, but it would
Ward 5, while the new candidates Sewell contends the city is receiving the Spadina corridor was a good
also mean a 10-12 mill increase in
are Arthur Downes and Dan Heap. land worth at the most $46 million thing, she said.
NDP. and he opposed it after the the
election.
tax rate. Therefore, Archer said
The division was clearest over and more likely, land worth only
"It's
up
to
the
province
to
resolve
what benefits Metro Centre would $15.5 million.
Downes said he was strongly it was "unreasonable."
the
problems
now,"
she
argued.
Archer
also argued against the
bring to the residents of Ward 6. Downes likened the Metro Centre
to ihe Spadina Expressway.
"If not. it is up to the municipality opposed
Later in the evening, the province assuming the full cost of
Metro Centre is a complex of deal to "the biggest rip-off" in Cathingsof our
going".
buildings on the waterfront where
residential streets candidates were asked whether or municipal services. Along with
nadian historywith
— thetheCPR'sMacdonald
original to "Agel lot
only vacant lands and railroad yards land deals
downtown
are
crowded,"
Archer not sitthey
tran- provincial
cial control,assistance
he insisted.comes provinand thesupported
abolition free
of thepublic
property
exist now.
Conservatives in the I9lh century. stated, addingjhal "an alternative"
must
be
found.
Though
he
did
not
None of the candidates opposed
"We should fix up Toronto's
his position on the Spadina
unsightly front yard," Brown said. redevelopment of downtown Toron- mention
Expressway, he is on record as being
to. Heap staled, however, that for
"Did
you
know
the
communication
it.
tower would be the highest in the Metro Centre is being built primarihistory professor
In contrast, Brown said he has Woman
world? The highest now is in
ly for the benefit of high-income
been a long-time opponent of the
Moscow".
people.
is appointed Uof Tvice-pres
She willRelations
become January
vice-president
Associate history professor Jill Internal
I. Conway was appointed the first
woman vice-president in the history
Conway has done extensive
of the University of Toronto research
into the position of women
in North American society, and
yesterday.
plans to publish a book on the
Long ata critic
positionalongof subject
April. She
is also chairwomen
U of ofT, the
Conway,
man ofthis
a standing
committee
of the
with three female colleagues last Canadian
Association of University
year
presented
the
provincial
Teachers
on
the
status
of
academic
government with a detailed report women in Canada.
outlining salary
promotion discrimination attheanduniversity.
She is also a member of the
faculty reform caucus, a group of
Varginal
professors pressing for a larger role
for students in university decisionmaking.

:umbent alderman Horace Brown is seeking re-election with a conservative record.

Conway, 38, was born in
Australia and has been a professor
of American history at U of T since
1964. She has long been popular
among students, receiving
favourable comments in course
evaluation questionnaires, chiefly
lor her responsiveness to students.

orgasm
The Varsity
holds an important
staff meeting at I pm today to
discuss the burning issues of the day:
who goes to national conference,
what to do about money, and Bored
business.
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Demonstrations

Viet

peace

will

Vietnam has become a cliche. agitators. This is a comforting
For over a decade, the brutal assumption for those who are
war in Indochina has been one of incapable of believing that large
the dominating facts of in- numbers of people could embrace communism of their own
ternational politics. During that
time, it burned itself into the con- free will, but it bears no relation to
sciousnes ofan entire planet. In the facts provided by the actual
the process, it served as a focus history of communist movements
for the emergence of a wide around the world, with their wide
spectrum of radical and critical diversities and internal disagreeideas, not only in the United ments.
States, but in all of what was once
Almost invariably, communist
called, by some, the "Free revolutions are not "foreign
World". The
contributedof aggression", but uprisings by
massively
to thewardestruction
local groups that believe in the
ideological myths, and, through ideology and principles of communism inone form or another.
incessant coverage in the media,
to the exposure of what can only They are based on the belief,
be called the utter barbarism of whether right or wrong, that comimperialism.
munism is good for the country
But, the ferocity with which the concerned, that this form of
war has been, and is being, economic and social organization
waged seems to have lost much is better than colonialism or
of its ability to shock, through the capitalism. The Vietnamese, for
endless multiplication of ex- example, have not been fighting
amples. And, in North America, at for 30 years against the French,
least, the current negotiations for Japanese, and Americans in
a ceasefire are being generally order to gain the privilege of
greeted with uncritical relief that turning their country over to
the war may soon be over, Moscow or Peking.
without much serious conAnd, perhaps, it should not be
sideration of the political im- too surprising that especially a
plications ofa settlement.
Third World nation, suffering unThis is unfortunate. Vietnam is
der incredibly low living stannot a reality that can be taken for
dards under capitalism should be
granted or merely invoked as a willing, without attack or "subverparticularly ugly example of imsion", to come
conclusion
perialism. The Vietnamese that some
formto ofthecommunism
developments must be fully un- would be preferable.
Nor, is it valid to claim, as the
dersto d, for they are one of the
central features of an entire U.S. sometimes does, that it ophistorical period.
poses revolutions because they
As an aid to such an
resorting "international
to violent means.order"
Whereby
understanding, The Varsity threaten
carries a summary of the a country is a dictatorship, such
historical development of the as "South" Vietnam, there are no
struggles in Vietnam on pages 8 "legal"
means for getting into
and 9 today. That history should power. Revolution becomes
the
not be considered in isolation. It only alternative. American independence, forexample, was only
stands as an example that can
illuminate the bases of American won as the result of a long war
foreign policy.
against the imperialist power
It should be realized, first of all, Great Britain.
that the conflict is not between
It is the inability of the U.S. to
the "Free World" and "com- realize that revolutions and
munist aggression". A "Free guerilla wars have their origins in
World" that includes such blatant wide-spread discontent that has
dictatorships
as Portugal, led it to view them as "subver"Greece,
sion" of freedom. The Vietand ofSouth
must haveBrazil,
a basis
unity Korea
other
than pure "freedom".
The explanation sometimes
offered is that these regimes,
"unfortunate" though they are,
must be
since
alternativesupported
is that of the only
rule. And, communism communist
it is taken
for granted, is even worse.
Authoritarian regimes and oppres ion incommunist countries,
it is assumed, is the natural
state
of affairs. It they occur in "free
world"
countries, aberration.
of course, they
are a temporary
Similarly with war crimes,
terrorism, or the killing of civilian
in Vietnam. When they are com-s
mit ed by the U.S. forces,
become "accidents", "isolatedthey
incidents", "unfortunate excesses".
If they are
attributed to communists, they become more proof
of their essenti
al wickedness.
Such a view of the world, and it
is still offered by many, assumes
as well that communism is a
monolithic conspiracy impose
on hoodwinked populations byd/
skilful foreign agents and

The unvarying reaction of capitalist
newspapers
to outbreaks
ol violence
labor
disputes
is to express
piousin
abhorrence ot the use of violent methods
and then to call upon the state to use the
militia in suppressing the exasperated
workers.
— Reinhold Niebuhr.
Moral Man and Immoral Society
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tomorrow

come

namese revolution, as I. F. Stone
put it, was plot,
seenand "simply
as a
communist
communism
as an occult conspiracy with
magical
powers whereby
a handful of infiltrating
agitators
can
'infect' a whole population with
Marxism-Leninism though these
same natives can barely read the
directions
can the
of soup."
The truthon isa that
freedom.
which the United States
professes to be protecting is
freedom of enterprise: the
freedom for U.S. capitalism to
invest in, trade with, and exploit
the rest of the "free (enterprise)
world". It is for this reason that
the U.S. aids any government, no
matter how reactionary or brutal,
that will ally itself with the U.S.
and its interests.
And, the U.S. has good reason
tototalpursue
imperialist
policies.
investments
abroad
exceedIts
ninety million dollars. Profit rates
abroad for U.S. subsidiaries are
about twice those domestically;
foreign sources of earnings account for about one-quarter of all
U.S. domestic, non-financial corporate profits. And, the raw
materials which the U.S. obtains
overseas are absolutely vital to
the functioning of its economy.
Thus, paradoxically, the U.S.
economy although the largest in
the world, is also very fragile,
because of its dependence on an
overseas empire.
For this reason, the U.S.
opposes reform movements as
well as revolutions, although it
may sometimes support minimal
reforms to head off worse trouble. Even reforms which, for extariffs or pass
restrictionsample,onraiseforeign
ownership
or effect land reforms can harm
the U.S. profit position.

with

victory

Anti-communism becomes a
rationalization for the protection
of the empire. But, then, communism or socialism really are
threats to the free enterprise empire, for there is much evidence
that Third World countries especially canonly
achieve
economic
development
by withdrawing
from the capitalist system.
For this reason, the U.S. was
willing to expend enormous
amounts of money and manpower in Vietnam, and to risk
nuclear war over Cuba. For if
Cuba and Vietnam succeed,
despite the opposition of the
U.S., in making economic and
social progress by withdrawing
from the world capitalist system,
they will set an example that
other Third World nations will be
tempted toto communism
follow. The could
"loss" beof
Vietnam
survived. But, the setting of the
example is what the U.S. feels it
cannot allow.
What "communist
amounts
to, then, issubversion"
that leftist
movements of national liberation
are by word and deed subverting,
the American empire by teaching
that it is possible for a nation to
make progress and set up its own
form of government without confusing freedom with free enterprise, by showing that national
self-interest differs from the interests of the U.S., and by
demonstrating that the United
States, for all its power and
might, is not invincible.

This has been the meaning of
the struggle in Vietnam. One
need not support all the policies
of Hanoi
NationalthatLiberation Frontandto the
recognize
they
represent
the
burning
determination of the Vietnamese people to
control their own future. They
have asserted this resolve In the
face of aggression
of unprecedented scale and barbarity
by the tion.world's
most powerful
naThey continue
to pursue
their ultimate objectives although
even their supporters — the
Soviet Union and China — are
now willing to at least partially sell
out the Vietnamese for the sake
of a detente with the U.S.
This Saturday, demonstrations
are being held to support the
right
of the Vietnamese
determination.
In Toronto,to selfthey
leave Holy Trinity Church at 1:15
pm, and proceed to City Hall.
They deserve full support, with
the understanding that peace in
Vietnam can only come, ultimately, through
establishment
of the
the selfNLF
Provisional Government in Vietnam, the reunification of the
country, and the complete victory
of the Indo-Chinese revolution.
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ALWAYS A GIGANTIC CLEARANCE OF

Candidates
When nominations closed
Monday, Five people were running
Tor the two aldermanic seats in
Ward 6, while nine set to joust for
two
trusteeships on the Board ol
Education.
The ward runs between
Palmerston Avenue on the west (two
blocks west of Bathurst Street) to
Sherbourne Street, and from Bloor
Street down to the lakefront. The
entire downtown U of T campus
south
ward. of Bloor is included in the
Incumbent aldermen June Marks
and Horace Brown, both running for
re-election, are considered prodevelopment on City Council.
Brown was refused endorsement by
the Metropolitan Labour Council
Monday on the basis of his voting
record.
Both face a strong challenge from
Dan Heap, a cardboard box press
operator who, as an NDP candidate,
finished less than I200 votes behind
Conservative Allan Grossman in the
197 1 provincial election in St.
Andrew-St.
the western Patrick,
half of thewhichward.occupies
Heap, who is running as an
independent, received the labour
council's
endorsement.participation
He supportsin
strong community
decision-making and has been active
in severaltheresidents'
struggles,
notably
fight against
the
Spadina Expressway and opposition
to massive developments in the
stable downtown residential areas.
The trusteeship race is a contest
between two teams and five
individuals.
Incumbents K. Dock Yip and Ben
Rose are running together, although
their views have diverged
significantly in past. Yip, the more
conservative of the two, is the senior
trustee.
Ward 5 alderman Bill Archer,
who is switching to Ward 6, is also
expected to be a strong contester for

Sffi

BLAZERS

descend
on Ward
Six
conservative of the two, is the
senior
one of the two seats. Facing a well- trustee.
respected opponent, Colin Vaughan,
Archer decided lo try Ward 6.
A team challenging them consists
He is well-known in the ward,
last year's UCouncil
of T president
Students
Administrative
having, as some residents groups of
noted, acted as its alderman in the and education commissioner. Bob
last few months. He was also heavily Spencer and Dan Leckie
involved in the promotion of respectively.
pedestrian malls in the ward.
Leckie, now a teacher, and
Archer ran for mayor in 1966, but Spencer, an assistant producer of
finished behind now-retiring mayor the
television show Crossfire, are
Bill
running primarily on a platform of
MPP Dennison
Phil Givens.and now-Liberal advocating
community-controlled
Arthur Downes, a former schools.
instructor at George Brown College,
Peter Maloney, who ran a strong
and an executive in the St. Andrew- campaign against Conservative
St. Patrick Conservatiave Associa- Allan Lawrence in last year's
tion, is not considered a major provincial election, is also trying to
threat. He finished eighth out of 10 become a school trustee.
in I969, receiving less than 1000
Maloney is an economist working
voles.
for the Toronto Stock Exchange.
Drama director Murray Starr,
The trusteeship race is a contest
David Low and electrician
between
individuals. two teams and five teacher
Dan Martyniuk are also contesting
incumbents K. Dock Yip and Ben the
two positions.
Rose are running together, although
U of T student Cliff Mack is
their views have diverge
running on the Young Socialist
d slate.
significantly in past. Yip, the more

Father
GREGORY

St. Michael's College
guest speaker
Metropolitan United Church
(Queen and Church)
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UNWIND!
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SERVICE
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There is no private house in
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are welcome; and the more
noise you make, the more
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Despite repeated calls from Har
Diem and the U.S. refused to allow
Diem organized a fraudulent referen
98 per cent of the total vote. The I
within three days and began to refer'
country.
At the same time, Diem stepper
Said
magazine,
a facof
slogans,Lifethere
is a grim"Behind
structure

Vietnam:

of

an

a

short

almost

A majority of the people of Vietnam are not old enough to
remember a time when their country was not at war.
It began
1880's when France conquered and colonized
Southeast
Asia.inThethe totalitarian
process that marked the arrival of the
white man's culture shattered Vietnamese society, warped the
economy, and seriously damaged the ancient culture.
Repeated moves toward independence met with little success.
Japan moved into the vacuum created by the French defeat during the
Second World War. The Japanese kept the French colonial apparatus
intact, installed a native
and used it for their own puppet
ends. emperor, Bao Dai, at the head of it.
But, they had not counted on the Viet Minh. By the summer of
1945, the Viet Minh resistance movement
large portions of
the nation, especially in the north, and were controlled
able to claim de facto state
power.
In August, the Viet Minh set up a government in Hanoi, and Bao
Dai abdicated; in September, they issued a Declaration
of
1776. e based, ironically enough, on the American declaration
ofindependenc
The Great Powers, who feared that the Viet Minh
be foo
independent, were shocked. They decided that themightJapanese
surrender should be taken by the British in the southern
of the
country, and by the Chinese Kuomintang in the north; ratherpartthan
by
the Viet Minh. who would thereby have come
into possession of the
Japanese weapons.
In the south, the British and
actually engineered a coup
against the Viet Minh government. French
the end of 1945, the French had
moved 50,000 troops into southernByVietnam.
In the north, however, the Viet Minh were able to acquire the
weapons
Japanese by the simple expedient of buying them from
the corruptof the
Kuomintang troops.
The Viet Minh now began to negotiate the condition
Vietnamese independence with the French. A first, major step wass theof
holding of the 1946 general elections which confirmed the Viet Minh
government led by Ho Chi Minh. An agreement was signed in which
the French recognized Vietnam as a "free state
having its own
government and its parliament, its army, and its finances"
However, within a short period of time, the French reneged on

history

endless

war

their promises, and in the tension that followed, fighting broke out that
rapidly led to full-fledged guerilla warfare.
In 1949, after two and a half years of fighting, the French formed a
local government of their own, headed by the former Japanese puppet
and collaborator Bao Dai. This government,
wrote Senator John F.
Kennedy in 1951, had "no broad, general support... among the
people". It was part of "the desperate effort of a French regime to hang
onto the remnants of empire".
In these circumstances, it was not surprising that by 1954, when
Dienbienphu fell, the Viet Minh controlled three-quarters of the
country.
A peace conference was convened in Geneva. Agreement was
reached providing for withdrawal of all non-Vietnamese troops from
Vietnam, the prohibition of the introduction of any new foreign troops,
a provisional division of the country along the 17th parallel for
purposes of administering the truce, and free elections to reunify the
country to be held within two years.
It is important to note that the United States officially supported
the provision for the reunification elections. It is also crucial to
understand that the division line along the 17th parallel was
described as "provisional" in the accords. At no time explicitly
the
documents refer to 'North' or 'South' Vietnam; Vietnam was onedidnation
in the eyes of everyone.
But, the U.S. was unwilling to abide by the
when it
became clear that Vietnam would have a communistagreement
-led government
And, of th.s, there was no doubt. As Eisenhower wrote
in his memoirs
'Possibly 80
Communist Ho per
Chi cent
Minh".of the population would have voted for
The U.S., therefore, began to work to prevent the holding of
e ecbons, .n co-operation with the new head of government in Saigon
Ngo Ding Diem, who had
in Bao Dai's puppet regime
under the Japanese. Betweenbeen1955premier
and 1959, the U.S. advanced $1 71
billion to Diem in military aid. Diem put the
aid to good use, beginning
a campaign of repression against all opponent
of his regime
especially former Viet Minh supporters, who had sbeen
ed
reedom from molestation by the Geneva Accords. At the guarante
same time,
the
U.S.
began
sealing
off
the south from the north and boycotting the
economy of the north, again
in violation of Geneva

In addition
and secret
police."to political repressii
reform". A maximum rent was set w
cent less than pre-war levels. The pr<
Minh had already earlier introduct
peasants complete possession of
entirely.
Diem'slandlords,
reform actual
land to theThus,
deposed
and
the landlords and opposed by the
country's small minority of European
of the basis of support for DiemYs gi
In the north, in 1956, mea. ihile,
in connection with the land reforms o
were condemned by popular tribunal
were executed; the rest jailed, most
As repression in the south inter
see that the promises of political
Accords were meaningless in South \
reached such a level that opponents ■
they must take action or face externr
groups arose in villages as villages a
persuasion,
including Vietminh suppi
defend
themselves.
It is important to realize that the i
a response to the actions of the Dierr
policies were not, as is sometimes b<
The Viet Minh had nothing to gain by '
give Diem an excuse for not holding
welcomed the holding of elections, wl
win.
Furthermore, as Phillippe Devillei
existed before the Communists decidt
simplyCommunists,
forced (by the
Diem's
attacksdidonnotth
the
initiative
grass-roots, where the people were lit
arms in self-defence." t
By stages, the resistance spread
up the National Liberation Front and
The NIF was (and is) a broad coalitk
members being non-communist, alth.
ant influence in the leadership. The L
label the NIF 'Viet Cong' (meaning Vi
however, they came to realize that labt
not harm them among the populati
Service organized a contest to find a r
that it didn't think "communist is the
amongAs the
the country's
resistanceilliterate
spread masses
and th
deteriorated, the U.S. stepped up its
carrying helicopters, and napalm. Nev
enjoying widespread popularity amor
per cent of the area of the south, holdin
It was clear to everyone that the
General Paul Harkins, head of the
guerillas obviously are not being rein
Vietnam, China, or any place else. .
weapons primarily on whatever they c
By 1965, in a classic Or^jllian^
claiming
that the"
the North".in aTheWhite
WhitePaper
Papertitleattempted
being supplied from the north, althougl
was legitimate for the U.S. to aid one s
for Hanoi to aid the other side. Or, whi
the south would have been aggressio
place since, after all, Vietnam was one
only through the presence of the U.S.
At any rate, the White Paper
"aggression", but its absence. Stati;
weapons came from the north reve
merely three per cent of all weapons I
communist-made. (Over 80 per cent ha
The White Paper tried to show that inf
from the north. It was able to muster
however, and of these 23, 17 turned
south! Altogether, the U.S. claimed. 1
place, and to counter the danger, It i
350.000 troops into Vietnam (upped t<
quite a tribute to the fighting power o
As the war went on and the situal
Diem, whom Lyndon Johnson had calle
to a head even among the ruling cliqui
by a military coup. He was succeed
governments — 10 regimes in the next
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anoi and from the Geneva officials,
iw reunification elections. Instead,
indum in the south which gave him
■ U.S. recognized his government
r to "South Vietnam" as a separate
ed up his campaign of repression,
icade of phtoographs, flags, and
of decrees, 're-education' centers,
sion, Diem also engaged in "land
which amounted to about 50 per
iroblem however, was that the Viet
ced land reforms that gave the
f the land and abolished rents
ally amounted to the returning of
j was consequently supported by
te peasants. Landlords and the
in-oriented Catholics formed most
government.
e, -ere were widespread troubles
of that year. Some 50.000 people
als, of which an unknown number
;t for short periods of time,
ensifed, political figures began to
i freedom made in the Geneva
Vietnam. By 1959, repression had
s of the Diem regime realized that
nination. Spontaneous resistance
and polticial supporters of every
porters, began to take up arms to
5 resistance in the south began as
tm government. Diem's dictatorial
believed, a response to rebellion.
/g "stirring
might
elections.up"Viettrouble
Minn which
supporters
which they were almost certain to

ers pointed out, "The insurrection
ded to take part, and. . . they were
them) to join in. And, even among
jt originate in Hanoi, but from the
literally driven by Diem to take up
d and by late 1960 the rebels set
d began full-fledged guerilla war.
tion, with a large majority of the
:hough communists had a dominU.S., nevertheless, proceeded to
Vietnamese Communists), Later,
belling the rebels communists did
ition. And, the U.S. Information
i new name for the'NIF, admitting
e type of name to inspire hatred
ss".
the position of the Diem regime
s aid, sending in troops, rocketsvertheless, by late 1962, the NIF
ong the peasants, controlled 90
ing 80 per cent of the population,
e rebellion was indigenous. Said
i U.S. forces in Vietnam, "The
inforced or supplied from North
. . . they apparently depend for
' can capture."
iC'.ove, the U.S. reversed itself,
was the
"aggression
from
3de "rebellion
to show that
guerillas were
gh it was never made clear why it
side in a civil war but illegitimate
hy indeed, attacks from Hanoi to
Ion even If they really had taken
ie country, artificially partitioned
S.
er succeeded not in proving
tistics purporting to show that
'ealed, on closer analysis, that
s being used by the rebels were
lad been captured from the U.S.)
nfiltration had been taking place
;r only 23 actual case histories,
d out to have been born in the
19,550 "infiltrations" had taken
announced that it was moving
to 550,000 within two years) —
of the enemy.
ation deteriorated, resistance to
led the "Churchill of Asia", came
ue. And, in 1963, he was ousted
.'ded by a rapid succession of
xt 20 months alone. The present

government has been the most long-lasting. It is headed by General
Thieu, who has distinguished himself by zealous persecution of all
opposition (for example, the man who ran second to him in the last
"election" — in which only government-approved candidates were
allowed to run — was jailed after the vote for advocating a cease-fire),
the filling of jails with political prisoners, and the closing down of most
of the country's newspapers.
The vice-president in the present regime, General Ky, was asked
an interview who his heroes were. "I have only one " he" replied
in"Hitler."
The summer of 1964^witnessed the Gulf of Tonkin incident,
which, it was alleged that Hanoi gunboats had attacked Americanin
vessels. Only several years later, with the release of secret Pentagon
papers, was the entire affair shown to be a deliberate fabrication
the U.S. As a result of the alleged incident, president Johnsonby
received wider powers to prosecute the war from Congress and took
the fateful step of bombing the north.
It was only in response to this bombing and deliberate — and,
under international law, completely illegal — aggression that Hanoi for
the
first time moved troops south of the 17th parallel, into "South"
Vietnam.
The severity of the fighting intensified, but the U.S. and Saigon
regimes proved unable — and still remain unable — to hold the
allegiance of the population except by actual military occupation. As
the Tet offencive of 1968 and the campaign of early this year showed
again and again, the Saigon-U.S. forces have secure control only of
the cities, and even some of these are held only very tenuously. The
NIF — now constituted as a provisional Revolutionary Government
(PRG) — controls much of the countryside, which contains most of the
population.
The ceasefire now being discussed would be a difficult one to
enforce since the control of villages is the main issue of contention.
Saigon controls them when its troops enter, but as soon as they leave,
control reverts to the PRG.
Nevertheless, the ceasefire represents a recognition by the
Vietnamese liberation forces that a military victory cannot be
immediately achieved in the present stalemate, when Saigon has a
U.S. -equipped mercerany army, when U.S. bombing missions are
continuing, and when the Soviet Union and China are slackening their
aid and support in the interests of a detente with the U.S.
But, the strategic and political goals remain. The PRG realizes
that the military route is not the only one to government power
inSaigon and eventual reunification of the country. It is willing to
struggle politically as well as militarily to achieve its objectives.
Ultimately he can still count on the support of the population of
Vietnam. For the war has been for the support of the Vietnamese
people and the revolutionaries have always relied on it, whereas
Saigon has relied on the military resources provided by the U.S.
By 1963, for example, eight million villages had been burned,
transformed into "strategic hamlets" — a euphemism for what
were in effect concentration camps behind barbed wire, under police

Without the cold and desolation of winter there could not be
the warmth and splendor of spring.
from a poem by Ho Chi Minn

control, with no elections even on the local level, and with intensive
indoctrination. The use of these "strategic hamlets" was justified on
the grounds that the Vietnamese had to be protected from
communism, and the use of force to get them to go into the hamlets
voluntarily.
was,
of course, justified on the grounds that the villagers wouldn't go
"It is certainly an ironic way to protect the peasant masses from
communism — to herd them behind barbed wire walls under police
control, to subject them to intensive indoctrination, to burn their
villages," exiled leader of the anti-communist Vietnamese Democratic
Party Tran Van Tung commented. Even the U.S. admitted publicly that
the "strategic hamlets" were "concentration camps" built by "forced
labour", but defended their necessity nonetheless.
Similar policies have been carried on by the Thieu government,
Thieu has answered charges that his jailing of all opposition and the
closing of critical newspapers are undemocratic by saying that "the
spirit of oriental democracy is not the same as the spirit of occidental
The results have been predictable. As Nguyen Thai Binh, another
democracy".
Vietnamese anti-communist put it, "The people cannot follow the
strange logic which decrees that they should be shot or
in
the name of freedom. Offered the very finest facilitiesimprisoned
for forced
labour, they rebel; installed in the newest concentration camps, they
protest. Showered with napalm bombs, they are so ungrateful as to
indiscriminate bombing of
The some
of a new(on government."
think
villagesin terms
in the south
the grounds that
communists may live
there) has hardened resistance to the U.S. As Bertrand Russell put it,
"In spite of the slaughter of their children, the peasants, incredible as it
may seem, still dislike the Americans."
This bombing, as well as the more recent bombing of dikes in
North Vietnam, are completely illegal under international law. German
military men convicted for similar acts in the Second World War were
sentenced to death at Nuremburg.
The use of terror has played a similar role in hardening
resistance. The reason that the Saigon government and the U.S.
engage in indiscriminate terror is that it is only through fear that it can
maintain any semblance of control over the countryside. The NIF,
however, must be careful not to alienate the peasants, for they can
survive only as long as they have their support. Therefore, they engage
in very selective terror. It assassinates only those persons who are
identified as enemies of the people: government officials, landlords,
military personnel, tax collectors. This tends to win them support
among the population, not alienate it.
The U.S. seems to have recognized that the war is unwinable and
is now moving to withdraw, to seek what gains it can at the conference
table. In the short run. it may be successful in preventing the
establishment of a communist government in the south part of
Vietnam. But in in the long run, rule based merely on military force, by
a fascist government opposed by the bulk of the population, cannot
survive. And the Vietnamese liberation forces are aware that this is the
case and are planning their strategy accordingly. uill Dlemer
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Robertson
another
The Manticore
by Robertson Davies
Macmillan — $6.95

Davies

conjures

novel
Canadian
more than a name in Fifth Business, and Magnus
Eisengrim, so vital to the earlier story, here hovers
somewhat bafflingly backstage.
The two novels are similarly structured — as
autobiographies of a sort. Fifth Business was the
memoir, from boyhood to retirement, of Dunstable Ramsay, the war-wounded schoolmaster with an eccentric
(and decidedly un-Protestant) bent for saints and
mystics. David Staunton's soul-searching is just as
perceptive and undeluded, just as fully the record of a
man's life. And it is utterly fascinating, as was Fifth
Business.
It is usually only high-grade trash — sagas of
glamorousme enterprises,
comicManticore
potboilersdid.— Itthatis,
absorbs
to the extentthrillers,
that The
most decidedly, nof trash, and I am perplexed (but
delighted) at the book's irresistibility.
Davies' calm, perspicuous prose (a paragon of
Dunstan Ramsay's plain style) doesn't lure us the way
Nabokov's or Mailer's does, with flashy metaphors and
outrageous comparisons. Clarity is its watermark, in the
most basic sense: through his writing we see the events
themselves as if through a glass so scrupulously polished we are unaware of it. Nor does Davies regale us with
peppery sex or extravagant hijinx (though there is a
disastrous attempt by his wife to take a death-mask of
Boy Staunton described as wickedly as the seduction in
Fifth Business of Ramsay by Liesl Vitzllputzli — which
curious
couple, by the way, seem quite domesticated in
The Manticore).

dazzling

"Among the Ethiopians" writes Borges, quoting the
ancients, "there is an animal found. . .the Manicore; it has
a triple row of teeth, which fit into each other like those of
a comb, the face and ears of a man, and azure eyes; is of
the colour of blood, has the body of a lion, and a tail
Its voice
of the ofscorpion.
ending
resemblesin athesting,
unionlikeof that
the sound
the flute and the
trumpet; it is of excessive swiftness, and is particularly
fond David
of human
flesh." dreams of himself in the unlikely
Staunton
guise of this mythical beast. Son of the illustrious Boy
Saunton (friend of Edward, Prince of Wales, philanthropist, Lieutenant-Governor designate of Ontario)
Davis is coming apart. Small wonder. From his childhood
he hadthebeen
occluded
father'she gigantic
even
solitary
night ofbysexhis which
enjoyed shadow;
(Boxing
Day, 1 945) was discreetly arranged by his father, and that
with
of the specializing
old gentleman's
discarded
mistresses.
Now, one
a barrister
in criminal
law, impressively
rich and entering middle age. he holds his life together
with
alcohol.
night BoyHarbour,
Staunton's
Cadillac
is foundBut atonethe November
bottom of Toronto
and
its drowned occupant was found holding a small pink
stone in his mouth. This notorious death — suicide?
misadventure?
murder? — into
throwschaos.
David'sOnedelicate
ture of accommodations
night, strucon a
Brobdingagian bender, he shouts from the balcony of the
Royal Alex is"Who
killed hisBoymodishly
Staunton?"
while Soiree
Magnusof
Eisengrim
presenting
malicious
Illusions. There is an uproar (during which an old family
friend, Dunstan Ramsay, suffers a heart attack) and,
belatedly, David hies himself off to Switzerland for a bout
of Jungian analysis.
Transcripts and a diary of that analysis constitute
the text of The Manticore. Readers of Robertson Davies
will recognize this as a sequel to his last, unmeechingly
praised novel Fifth Business. (Indeed, much of it is a
retelling of the prior book from the last page of its
precursor, and the characters are by and large the same,
though with a different pecking order: David was barely

up

is usually
described
humour
is usually
nothingWhatof the
kind, just
the sameas "dry"
old blunt
and contrived
ripostes delivered with a careless slouch. The wit that
crackles
through
novels ison truly
astringentand—
unobtrusive,
racily Davies'
apt comments
the manners
morals of the people of the Dominion. Though of
Maritime passed
stock, over
I am much
a new spiky
Canadian,
and I'm Davies
sure thathas I
blithely
observation;
athough
jeweller's
eye for a species
American
endangered,
can stillof beNorthtracked
down.which,
(He
seems not to have heard of the pine-tree and fishingvillage Utopia which has been, rather patronizingly,
created in recent Canadian letters.) Davies has it all
down: the hero-worshipping Anglophilia, David Staun-

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY

ton's arrivistethatstepmother,
the stifling
Protestantism,
peculiar Canadian
diffidencesmalltown
wedged
between American brashness and British vainglory.
The Manticore, like its predecessor, is up to a lot
more than a summary of its plot suggests. Robertson
Davies, like his conjuror Magnus Eisengrim, has the
knack of crafting the most tempting enigmas. I make no
pretense of having puzzled them out, or even of having
determined whether the big questions — Boy Staunton's
death, David's bizarre descent into a hallowed cave, the
dream of the manticore — are really anything more
substantial than the illusions of a literary prestidigitator.

U of T's own literary superstar, Robertson Davies.
And a couple of things bother me. I wonder how this
novel would read to someone unfamiliar with the strange
tale unfolded in Fifth Business; more importantly, I
wonder how that novel has been compromised by the
new (and somewhat startling) developments in its sequel.
But all I can say is that several friends, In Canada
and outside, have picked up Fifth Business not expecting
much and have put it down astounded. They will be
expecting a lot more from The Manti core and, as far as
I'm
Daviesmasterpiece.
has demonstrated that
Fifthconcerned,
Business isRobertson
not a solitary
Bill MacVlcar

$16.00 A COUPLE
DANCING TO

NEW YEAR'S EVE
AT HART HOUSE

BENNY LOUIS

TICKETS

TWO BARS

ON SALE

PROFESSIONAL
ENTERTAINMENT

AT THE HALL

"The Development of Science Policy in Canada" by O. M. Solandt, Former Chairman
Science Council of Canada. 4:10
p.m.,
Room 2117, Sidney Smith. Sponsored by
the Varsity Fund.

PORTER'S DESK
AND AT THE

BUFFET SUPPER

UNDERGRAD OFFICE

U of T UKRAINIAN STUDENTS CLUB
PRESENTS

AYRAAM

SPLASH PARTY

SHIFRIN

ii
THE PLIGHT OF SOVIET DISSENTERS"
AVRAAM SHIFRIN, a Soviet Jewish lawyer, was an inmate of Soviet concentration camDs
1970 eX'led ,0 Kazakhstan 1964-66; lived in Odessa 1966-70; emigrated to Israel

All faculty and students of History, Political Science and Slavic departments are oarticuH
larly urged to attend.
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Brennan Hall, St. Michael's College
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Yepes
masterfull
strums
classicalthey were
guita
r enable to juggle
Victor Martin and Spanish Yepes played the slow parts, in- yat the beginning
from sounding of waves.
ly perceptible
concentric
circles
trances and counterpointed
This piece
was followed
hollow
and
purposeless.
Yet
guitarist-friend Narciso Yepes
cluding
Adrien's
Le
Roy's
asides
with
the
dexterity
of
a firstdreamed up a terrific idea for a "Passamezzo and Branle", he Yepes has so mastered conrate string quartet.
concert.
by Rodrigo's
well-known "Fanseemed to be deliberating over,
trapuntal technique on the guitar tasio
Per
Un
Gentilhombre".
The
The Chamber Players are contemplating each note, as if that I have rarely heard such brass joined in, and were a
probably the most enticing group each were itself a work of art.
Yepes' encore was a carefully
scupulous and clearly-defined grateful tonal variation. But the modulated
and delicately inof musicians in the city. The
imperious shrieking of Robert
"Suite in E minor" to my counterpoint.
reason is that their small size mindBach's
Aitkins flute was out of place and
flected folk song improvisation. In
is not suited to the guitar.
lends itself to the performance of The dramatic bass runs lose their
The Chamber Players returned I found it embarrassing along some ways the whole concert was
all sorts of tantalizing tidbits from power on the guitar which has with Yepes to play Antonio side of Yepes' muted tone. And too subtle to appreciate in one
the baroque and rococo neither the depth nor the Vivaldi's concerto In D major. In even here Yepes did not bother hearing; something great and
smorgasbord, as well as to that of resonance of the piano or har- the middle movement, Yepes with technical fireworks. The complex has zoomed past us and
classical entrees of Mozart and
lingered over each reverberating orchestra had carefully thought corner
psichord. Evenguitar
Yepes'did note,
our caught
eye. it out of the
as if he were dipping out the balance and ensemble we haveofonly
Haydn. The first work of the con- augmented ten-string
Ian Scott
cert was perhaps an example of not prevent the fantasy-like runs pebbles in a pond to create bare- work beforehand I'm sure, so that
the type of twentieth century
music which suits the little
orchestra: Joaquin Turina's "La
Oracion Del Torero". It is a
strange little piece for strings
metam
orpho
modulationsking
of color, from lemon
to leap art
up from its
Robert Murrayrial
is unquestion-Q-dec
alone, and it draws on many Indust
the sculpture
from differing
sedwhich seems
into
early-twentieth century styles.
to a deep ochre. This perspectives, there is a constant semi-circular base over the H
ablytors.one ofHis current
Canada's exhibition
finest sculp-at yellow
interplay
between
the
solid
Most important of all, its easy
shape which is its main support,
horizontal plane also begins to
rhythms and mellow legatos are the David Mirvish Gallery pro- undulate in a soft curve, due to planes and the more fluid curves to remain delicately poised in a
right down the chamber
vides us with the opportunity to the large scale which creates a into which they dissolve.
plane,
parallel to the floor. This
not only his more recent visual phenomena similar to the
diagonal thrust is contained by
In "Capilano
musicians'
line. and
Th'eysharp
have edge
not yetof see
works, but some of the masterful paralax of a camera. As we view decking
is cut into 1969".
a narrowthestrip,Q- both a horizontal extension of the
got
the finesse
sculptures from 1 969.
decking at the top of the H-bar,
say, / Musici.
or Britten's
Chamber
Orchestra,
but their BBC
full,
Murray works on a grand
and the slight downward diswarm .tone is at home in this scale, and this reflects the influplacement tothe left where it is
ence of the industrial sites where
attached to the base. One has the
piece.
feeling of tremendous opposing
Signor Yepes followed with he fabricates the sculptures. The
four solo pieces. The first was implications of factory as studio
forces which are only brought to
are fully manifested in his choice
"Two
Pavanas"
by
Luis
Milan,
a
balance.
rest by Murray's superb sense of
Spanish Renassiance composer. of materials, his ease of handling
It is a quiet piece, blending the heavy sheets of painted steel,
"Massassauga
the
Spanish idiomatic touches with and the incorporation of readymostI findexciting
of the more1971"recent
Bull and Byrd. One realized from made industrially produced Qsculptures. This work relates to
the playing of this piece that decking in his composition, which
one of his earlier pieces,
"Breaker" in which two inYepes is no more interested in allows him to play with a unique
digital gymnastics for their own element of corrugated rigidity.
terlocking, reflecting shapes
seemed to evolve out of one
sake than Walter Gieseking was
example,
"Chilcotin
1969"
or than Julian Bream is. Both this is For
another.
In
this
sculpture, two
a huge yellow table with one
interlocking open V shapes pull
and the next piece, Alonso de sawhorse leg. an L-shaped
Mudarra's "Fantasia" are bridge, and post supports. When
against each other in a horizontal
epigrammatic, almost direc- seen from a distance, the Qdirection, and a beautiful hartionless pieces, but they allow decking which forms the table top
mony is maintained between the
Yepes to play as Debussy would presents an impenetrable barrier
single jutting solid column of one
want — that is, to read between to the viewer, and the whole
V and the more lateral shape in
the notes. Each note is given a sculpture seems ponderous and
the Q-decking of the other.
The show will be on until
carefully defined, scintillating life awkward. But as one moves
i seeing.
November 25. It is well worth
of its own, and this the guitar in towards the piece, the play of
the hands of a master can give light on the huge field of uniform
Sandra Wolfe
qenerously and elegantly. As ribs produces discrete
One of Robert Murray's grand-scale works at Mlrvlsh gallery.
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to gather and disseminate Information concerning
the upcoming municipal elections on December 4.
The purpose of this service Is to both supply basic
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a maternal y
attitude broo
towards her sister.
Les Bonnes ky
{The Maids), bysexu
Jean Genet alit
ds
isMur
an intimate sort of horror
tale. The When frustrated,
she bellows out her
action takes place in the boudoir of aggression in a long tirade. Claire
"Madame", where two sisters, the maids in (Michelle La Barre) is Interpreted as more
the title, act out the consuming hatred they subtle, more profoundly sadistic, and,
have for their mistress. Fantasy, above all above all, more lucid. It is perhaps this
in the form of role-playing, mingles with pitilessly lucid vision she has of their
themes of murder and self-destruction to situation that makes her appear more
create a psychological torture chamber haggard than Solange, and which makes
her take on the death of Madame through
for the two principal characters.
the final sado-masochistic act of the play.
The intimacy
of the tinyadvantage
Theatre duin P'tit
Bonheur
is a definite
this
The performances held the audience
production. As a spectator, I found myself interest, and there were some particularly
present in the boudoir, a sort of voyeur to fine moments. One occurred when
the strange ceremony performed by Claire Solange returns breathless from having
and Solange. The properties suggest "searched for a taxi for Madame", actually
rather than depict the sumptuous life-style a ploy to give Claire time to commit the
of Madame by means of a large bed murder. Their victim having escaped, she
covered with a silky material and sur- describes with exasperation how she
rounded by a transluscent curtain and a avoided the droves of taxis that she enfew other pieces of furniture, among these
countered on the street. It was one of the
few humorous moments, and the
table, the mirror which is trans- audience
a dressing
relieved its tension through
parent and faces the audience (giving the
two-way mirror effect used to observe laughter.
There were times, however, when I felt
criminals and psychiatric cases). It is an
austere set, perhaps less in keeping with the situation was potentially electric, and
the luxury and femininity suggested in the potential was not fully realized. The
moments, where Solange and Claire
Genet'sone notes
how to play Les Bonnes final
than
wouldon wish.
find themselves caught in their own web,
The plot is largely a framework for the seem rather drab. I didn't have enough of
sado-masochistic relationship of Claire an impression of the destruction of two
and Solange. That the two are involved monsters, which is what Genet calls the
sexually is specified by Genet in his notes, maids in his notes.
and this emerges quite clearly in the mise
Madame is not only an abstraction of
en scene of Michel Gelinas. This sexual the world of Solange and Claire, She is a
aspect is one expression of their battle for physical presence, represented here in
dominance over one another.
the masculine form of Hugues Sabri. It is
Solange (Carmelle Le Gal-Brodeur), is not a directorial whim that a male is being
the physically imposing, bullying type. She used to portray a female role; Genet
depends a good deal on her seniority to specified three males for playing Les
establish authority over Claire, and feigns Bonnes. What is intriguing is the fact tha;_

More
than anythingBetti's
else. Goaf Agata has mixed
certain interesting
Ugo
Island,
the newest drama
at the stoicism anda Irene
Hogan as Pla
Poor Alex, is a study in mixed is convincing as the frustrated,
genres. It touches briefly upon somewhat scattered sister.
the sultry melodrama of Marcella Lustig as the corrupted
Tennessee Williams, the un- virgin is just too chunky and understated implication of modern
graceful to play a role which
existentialist drama and the at- suggests a delicate flower-like
mospheric tension of classical purity. It is not the interpretation
drama. But alighting nowhere it of the roles as such which makes
becomes the victim of its own'
over-reach.
Ugo Betti. the playwright, is
considered one of the motivating
forces in the post-Pirandello
generation of Italian drama. One
can only conclude that his work
has suffered drastically in
translation. The play is constructed as a vehicle for classic
tragedy, heavily weighted with
mythic symbolism. Three women,
one strange and darkly widowed,
one brazen, the third young and
virginal (but knowing), are set
against the character of Angelo,
an archetypal intruder/seducer
come to claim his place in their
household.
Victoria Mitchell as the widow

vie drama club presents

Gene
Madame,
the most ugh
feminine of the three
but to t's
everything that play
Madame symthro
bolized, so that actual appearances were
characters, is the only one played by an
actor. I had concluded by the end of the unimportant.
Speaking to Michel Gelinas after the
performance that this difference of sex performance,
I learned that his object was
between to ignore sexual
differences
class
the
emphasized
differences, and stress
mistress and servant, and also that the two
maids reacted not to Madame as she was, that
characters but
werehuman
not men
"or
womentheparticularly,
beings.
Gelinas assured me, though, that one
could find one's own interpretation of the
play on the
production.
admitted
that basis
his miseof the
en scene
was muchHe
more of a personal experience based on a
text, than an interpretation of Genet. In
which case, I maintain that his use of a
single actor with two actresses
emphasized
sexuality rather than Ignoring
it.
Another element supplied by the
directora brief
was mime,
the framing
of Genet's
play
with
whereby
the actors,
disguised as clowns, dressed the set in the
beginning,
clownsense,
apparel at the and
end. redonned
The effect,their
In one
is to nullify the tragedy particular to
Solange and Claire. However, the idea it
communicates of a never-ending theatre
of which the two maids are only a small
part, has its basis in other works of Genet.
In The Blacks, a more colourful, poetic
work. Genet presents a complex ritual
whereby
blacks power,
impersonate
white symbols of colonial
and explore
their
situation through a series of violent
enactments. In the world of Genet, realrty
has many levels, its primary expression
being through fantasy. What I see in the
mime sequence is a reminder of this
"fantastic" universe, which has obviously
captivated the director. Eleanor Coleman
Hugues Sabrl plays "Madame'

to the conceptdownward
of demands; nor does his death
each
of these spirals
characters so add dimension
bag
dully
moral guilt
with which Betti
is deserve Agata's lifelong
forced and cliche-ridden but concerned.
penance. It is probably only the
Fluctuating
between
rather their lack of interaction.
The main fault lies with the different poses, but bringing naturalistic environment of
strength to none of them, he Stephen Katz's nicely-planned ^ 1
character of Angelo who sup- alternates
as a kind of weak set which gives this character any
posedly acts upon each of these
women and yet plays to none of Christ, light-hearted devil and reality at all. But none of the
satyr. His implausible people in this play have any
them. Laurence Rau, as this cen- wandering
tral motivating character, is too. seductions of the women hardly deeply felt actuality.
loose and youthfully exuberant to merit the trauma which the play
The ofplayconviction,
flounders inand
its own
lack
the
dramatic poverty of lines like,
"You'll get yours" and "I've had
it", reduce some moments to the
purely ridiculous. It verges on
becoming a spoof of itself . Had
the acting been just a little worse,
it mightmock
have tragedy.
turned into a rather
witty
As it is, the actors have
sufficient intervals of honest and
sustained effort to convince us of
their seriousness. Had director
Jace Van Der Veen not allowed
it to dissipate through the Isolating overplay of all of the roles, the
play est.
could
sustained
interInsteadhave
It spirals
downward
in a plummet of Sandra
lost energy.
Souchotte S '
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Polanski
The first thing that occurred to me when
I heard that Roman Polanski was directing
the movieand Macbeth,
Cinecity,
especially now
after Ishowing
saw it, wasai^
"Why
Macbeth?"
Many
serious
both actors and directors, want atartists,
some
time to try their own interpretation of
Shakespeare the great. But Macbeth has
to be littered
one of with
Shakespeare's
most
blood and plays
bodiesthatandis
witchcraft — consistently Polanski themes
(Rosemary's
Baby, Repulsion, Knife in
Water).
But after the horrific butchery of his wife
(Sharon Tate) and friends, one would
think Polanski would want to leave blood
and guts and the occult alone for awhile.
After all, according to Ed Saunders, Tate
had been marginally Involved in witchcraft
during the filming of Fearless Vampire
Killers, directed by and co-starring
Polanski. And Tate was killed by people
heavily involved in satanism and
mysticism.
It seems like more than strange
coincidence. Yet Polanski still dabbles in
what has been called the macabre, particularly in Macbeth, a movie about
witches and spells and lots of killing. In
true Polanski style, there is lots of gore,
but, admittedly, the artistry is superb, if
you can stand the blood.
Strangely enough, in a Playboy
interview (which, in retrospect, smacks
slightly of commercial promotion, since
Playboy
put Polanski
up the money
for Macbeth's
production)
flatly denied
that he
subscribed to superstition or the occult in
any form.
"I'm not preoccupied with the macabre
— I'm rather more interested In the
behavior of people under stress, when
they are no longer in comfortable,
everyday situations where they can afford
to respect the conventional rules and

gives

us

morals of society,"
PolanskilasttoldDecember.
Playboy
interviewer
Larry Dubois,
But why then do his "people under
stress"
always
involvedWhyin
mysticism
and become
the occult?
Rosemary's
Baby
and
Fearless
Vampire
Killers?
"You don't have to be superstitious to
enjoy a fantasy. If you are around me for
long you will see that I have no belief in the
supernatural
of any forkind.
just a
fashionable distraction
peopleIt's seeking
easy explanations to certain phenomena
they are otherwise incapable of understanding," says Polanski.
"Myself, I am down to earth in my
philosophy
he continues,
"very
rationally andof life,"
materialistically
oriented,
with no interest in the occult. The only
obsession that compelled me to make that
film (Rosemary's Baby) was my liking for
good cinema.
make the
a filmmurder,
about a ormurder,
you
have"If you
to show
do a film
about something else. If you use the
screen as a medium, then what you tell
has to be told by visual means.... When
you're
abouthis a place,
man who
a head telling
of statea story
to take
you kills
are
absolutely obligated to show the act that is
theMacbeth
culmination
of thedoes
wholenotplay."
certainly
scrimp on
the horrible death scenes, scenes not
included in Shakespeare's original. But
then Shakespeare
didn'tPolanski
have theuses
techniques of modern film.
his
medium to the utmost. The direction is
most obviously skillful in the filming
techniques — while Macbeth and Lady
Macbeth plot the murder of King Duncan,
the king himself approaches, the shadow
of The
his crown
falling on Lady
M's face.
hallucination
scenes,
where
Macbeth sees the ghost of Banquo at the
dinner party, or the "Is this a dagger I see

Macbeth lies in bed telling Lady Macbeth (Franceses Annls) of the murder plans.
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Macbeth

Macbeth (Jon Finch) holds Macduff
before
me" isscene,
are excellently
Macbeth
somewhat
of a witchy done.
horror
story
and
Polanski'
capitalizes
on
that
But he adds some of his own fact.
interp eta ion tothe Shakespearean original
as well.
Macbeth has usually been portrayed as
an elder statesman; however, Polanski
interprets the vitality and strong ambition
as characteristics of a much younger man
— and Jon Finch as Macbeth conveys the
image of a man not only young in years,
perhaps mid-twenties, but also young in
experience.
Francesca Annis, as Lady Macbeth,
also plays a different role from the classic
dominant and ambitious Lady. True to the
play, she must coax her husband into the
first murder — the king — so that he fulfil
his own ambitions as well as the witches'
prophecy. But thereafter, Macbeth takes
the initiative. He really gets into killing
without feeling — except for extreme
paranoia. Polanski's Lady M. seems
weaker
Shakespeare's
and his
Macbeth than
is madder.
Even though
the
actual script has not been changed, the
portrayal is certainly different from what I
learned in high school.
If you don't recognize the names Jon
Finch and Francesca Annis, it's no
wonder.
didn't Most
want ofbigthenames
upstage Polanski
the play itself.
actorsto
have had other experience, (Annis has
been with an English Shakespearean
company); their talents are obvious in this
movie. Finch has already played in
Hitchcock's Frenzy.
though, whose
the trueperfec"star"
of Without
this filma doubt,
is Polanski,
tionism and artistry have created a superb
version of the Bard's play.

(Terrence Bayler) at sword's point.
His blood and guts only embellish on
the Shakespearean allusions to them.
In response to critics who say that all
this gore and violence on the screen
results in more in the streets, Polanski
says, "They are full of shit."
"They should ask little children on the
street what causes violence and they
would become more enlightened,"
Polanski states. "For me, when I see
something violent happening on the
screen, I react against it; I think this is
most people's reaction," Polanski states.
I have to agree; I had to turn away in
some
of the
body andscenes
Macbeth.
The butchered
rolling heads
bloodyin
bodies were enough to turn any but the
maniacal away from bloody violence.
It's allor part
Polanski
touch.
Whether
not heofis the
involved
in witchcraft
and the occult; whether Saunders
allegations
or Polanski's
or real — who
knows? denials are true
Macbeth is a markedly Polanski movie.
The little Polanski (definitely not
Shakespeare) twist at the end proves it.
After Macbeth has been slain and
Malcom,
King the
Duncan's
is crowned
the
new king,
scene son,
switches
to the
rainy hillside where Macbeth first met the
witches.
Malcom's
brother, is
returning Donnalbain,
from England
and unwittingly
takes
shelter
by
the
witches'
den.
When thehe
hears their moaning-singing, much
same as Macbeth and Banquo did. he
goes to see who and what they are. There
the movie ends. It gives the feeling of the
constant presence of evil forces — quite a
change from Shakespeare's tidy morality
Harriet Kldeckel
play.
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The Great Railway
by Pierre Berton
McClelland & Stewart $17.95
The incredible fact of the Canadian
Pacific Railway was that it was completed
at all. In the face of angry doubts over the
necessity of having a united Canada, the
international financial finaglings which left
all the backers mortgaged to their rooftopsditions
and the
unbelievably
under which
the line frightful
was built,conthe
attempt was made and succeeded.
After confederation. Canada outside of
Ontario and Quebec was merely a series
of isolated communities. The threat of
American dominance prompted Sir John
A. Macdonald to foster the idea of a united
Canada — Pacific wedded to Atlantic and
sealed by a band of steel. In spite of
monumental difficulties it was also
proposed that the line be entirely within
Canada.
Sir Hugh Alan was the first choice of
Macdonald's
build untenable
the railway,owing
but thatto
choice
was tomade
overly-zealous political patronage; Alan
was disgraced
govern-for
ment dismissed.andIt Macdonald's
was unfortunate
Alexander Mackenzie's administration
that it bracketed a time of depression
where no progress could be made on the
railway
— SirthisJohntimewasseveral
returned
office.to
At about
men tocame
the fore with both capital and experience
from building railways in the states. ConCries of The"Monopoly!"
sounded instruction
the began.Commons.
CPR was
granted millions of acres of land and
millions of dollars in subsidies. The estimates ofthe cost, however, fell far short
of the actual expense, and subsequent
grants had to be forced through a reluctant, sometimes hostile Commons.
The Riel rebellion happened to be a
powerful motivation for the completion of
the railway. VanHorne Troops were
rushed from the East in a matter of days,
and there was a sudden interest in
creating a true nation out of this vast
territory.
a significant
account ofBerton's
an eventwork
whichis changed
the
idea of Canada from a parochial province
to a Dominion, from a wilderness to a
civilized state, from the nineteenth to the
twentieth century.
The text of this volume, of course, is a
rehash and
of Berton's
volume
opusabridgement
The National
Dream. twoFor
readers who are not passionate railroad
buffs, this might be the more readable
volume. Its main recommendation,
however, and a substantial one, lies in the
collection of sepia prints which appear on
virtually every page of the volume — the
prairie capitals when they were little more
than muddy roads with shacks along both
sides, for instance. It is a sumptuous, wellpresented volume, well worth the price to
people who like to browse through Canadian history.
Dougal Fraser

It is a real down to play to a house of six
people, two of whom are friends. But even
so. David Wlffen took it badly. He played
well enough, and his songs, at least some
of them (The Blues is the Name of the
Song, Driving Wheel, As Often as Not) are
among the best being written. I had never
heard his voice before. It is strong and
throaty like a sober Jerry Jeff Walker.

But we still left at the end of the first set
because we don't like being talked to like
that. It wasn't our fault that it snowed, or
that people don't want to pay $3 for
folksingers who aren't famous, it's not our
fault
came. We
didn't people
deserve didn't
to be come.
thanked Wemechanically
at the end of each song, as if we were a
dead microphone.
I remember playing one night, as a
matter of fact, several nights, where we
out-numbered the audience. We took a
couple deep breaths, introduced
everybody to one another, dropped the
PA and the clapping convention played
and talked and made the best of it. David
Wiffen, remember what Thumper's
mother said, if you ain't got nothin' nice to
say, don't say nothin' at all.
Wiffen'sin the
last face
night.of
EvenTonight
if he isisnotDavid
personalbe

presentingalsoFelffer's
New This
Vic
Theatre
until People
Saturdayat the
night.
show, according to its director Bruce Kjng,
is a series of sketches and observations
is best known
Feiffer, whoalthough
by Jules cartoons,
brilliant
he hasforalsohis
written another play Little Murders and
the screenplay for Carnal Knowledge.
Decor seems to be an intriguing aspect of
this production.
Rosmershofm will open next Thursday
evening at Hart House. Tickets will be
$1.25. Morenextdetails
production
week.on David Gardiner's
Also Theatre,
beginningLeNovember
23 at theby
Firehall
Temps Sauvage,
Van
Jean?)
it
is
(or
Hebert. John
Anne
Burek has already given an indication of
his considerable sensitivity to the work of
Quebec playwrights. The experience of
this production will most likely be well
worth the $2 for students (Tuesdays until
Thursdays, otherwise $3). The Firehall
Theatre is located at 70 Berkeley Street at
Adelaide. Reservations 364-4170.
Another English-language premiere of
a French-Canadian play. Forever Yours
Mary-Lou by Michel Trembley is playing at
the Tarragon Theatre, Tuesdays through
Sunday at 8:30, with a Sunday matinee at
2:30.The Poor Alex continues its run of Ugo
Betti'sdetails.
Goat Island. See this week's review
for
For Toronto's francophone audience,
Les Bonnes (The Maids) residing at the
Theatre du P'tit Bonheur, 95 Danforth
Avenue. (Exit at Broadview Station, and it

an underlying, shared sense of decency at
the same time as they rely on a cup or two
of fun violence to entertain. (In the Bogie
films the morality came with the
character's "code"; in the new films the
characters don't hold with codes, so the
decency comes in with scenes of the
grotesque
suffering
being killed.
sex not long
ago, ofbloodshed
can Likebe
grooved on and abhorred at the same
time.) These films somehow are all things
to all people.
are artistically
table, morally They
defensible
and can respecbe fully
enjoyed by the officials who order police
to open fire on hi-jacked airplanes.
construe this
heavily:
you'll
likeDon't
Bad Company.
I likedtooit and
M.A.S.H.,
The Candidate, and Butch Cassldy too.

will be
on Marjorle
view at thePtgott's
Robertswatercotours
Gallery beginning
November 22. The Albert White Gallery
opens an exhibit of Northwest coast Indian
carvings, featuring the work of Amos
Wallace and Frank Mercer, on November
18. The Art Gallery of Ontario continues
with its Toronto Painting: 1953-1965 exhibit. The second lecture complementing
the exhibit is to be next Thursday.
November 27 at 8:30 pm, tickets 75«; Luke
Rombout of the Canada Council Art Bank
in Ottawa gives it. entitled A Report from
the Bank Manager. Gallery Seventy-Six
hosts Hank
Lem'sBurton
paintings
November
25. Dennis
will be atuntil
the
Isaacs Gallery until December 4. Robert
Mackenzie's paintings are on view at
Carmen Lamanna Gallery from this Saturday to December 7.

The National Youth Orchestra is
looking for musicians for its 1973 season.
Audition application forms are available
from the NYO office at 76 Charles Street
West, Toronto 181. Submission deadline
is November 30. Last year 419 students
were heard and 110 chosen to make the
group larger
the New York Philharmonic (but onlythanlarger).
On November 19 the Concord Singers
directed by Peter McCoppin will perform
at Scarborough works by Purcell, Morley,
Byrd, Palestrina, Stravisnky, Nysted and
also J.S. Bach's
"LobetThisdenSaturday
Herrn".Victor
Free
admission,
time 3:30.
Feldbrill leads the U of T Symphony
adversity, he is one of the better singer- is located on the second floor of a building Orchestra in a concert of works by Weber
and Beethoven (his sixth). Two other
at the corner of Danforth.)
song-writers around. At the Riverboat.
Bob Bossln practically
Esker Mike and His Wife Aglluk works will be Dy Lang's Floating Clouds
completes
its
run
at
the
Factory
Theatre
and Carlos Chavez' Sinfonia India.
There isn't much going on musically in
It describes the inToronto these days and it'll probably stay Lab on Sunday.
habitants ofthe Eskimo town of Aklavik,
The famous Spanish soprano Victoria
this way until January. Quite a few interesting people were slated to appear but people whose livelihood is slipping away De Los Angeles performs this
have since cancelled out. The Riverboat along with their culture, thus treating a Wednesday, November 22, at 8 pm at
has some good singer songwriters, Steve much neglected aspect of Canadian iden- Massey Hall as part of the International
Goodman and John Hartford coming up in
tity inan dynamic though sometimes con- Artists Series. Minimum price for a ticket
fused production. See it on Sunday is $3. She will sing songs by Wolf, Strauss,
a few weeks. Beyond there are a few
Hahn, Roderigo. among others, and arias
possibilities, one being the El Mocombo evening
Souchette)and pay-what-you-can. (Sandra from
Lully and Gluck.
where Mitch Ryder and the Detroit
Wheels are appearing tonight and
tomorrow.
There's a cover
charge and
On CBC-FM this week, listen for the
beer is comparatively
high priced.
The next few weeks should see the
CBC Vancouver Chamber Orchestra conducted byJohn Avison in works by Mehul,
release of a lot of new records just in time
Pleyel and Dvorak. On Tuesday the New
for the Christmas rush. Jonl Mitchell's first
one
in
a
year
and
a
half
will
be
most
Bad Company, Uptown II, $2.50. "And Israel Quartet plays Schumann's quartet
welcome.
I", announces a senatorian old buffalo of in A minor, opus 41, at 11 pm. On
an outlaw, with great elan, "am the oldest Wednesday at 6:30 pm Mlrellle Lagace
whore
the block".
is a lovely
momentit plays Franck's chorale no. 2, Schumann's
even if onit comes
with a Itdotted
line around
on B.A.C.H., Schumann's and
for handy extraction. Benton and New- fugue
Bach's and Marcef Dupre's prelude and
man, the writers of Bad Company and fugue in B major, on the 1858 threepreviously of Bonnie and Clyde, manual tracker organ in St. Patrick's
in Montreal. Tune in at 7 the
Count Dracula rises each evening at the presumably had in mind the old prospec- Cathedral
tor who led Butch Cassldy and the Sun- same evening for Part II of Handel's SamUC Playhouse until Saturday night. David
dance Kid through the Andes. ("When our sonhero...).
Rotenberg's
adaptation
old
'(atthe end of the last episode, we left
theme
a new sense
ot life gives
— and andeath.
you're up here this long, ya gets... colourDoctor Van Hesling (Bernard Tellez) is
ful.") This isn't a put-down, realty: that Bad
Editor
well balanced against the powerful Company is pretty derivative doesn't
Dracula interpreted by Jack Wetherali an affect its enjoyment. It's rollicking even it
Diemer
Assoc. Editor Ulli
a bit unrespectable.
import from Stratford. The Sirens are it'sPictures
Bill Macvicar
like Bad Company, Butch
captivating, but somewhat anemic. Patient
eleanor
coleman
pop
„
theatre
movies
Renfield (Stan Lesk) holds the key to both Cassldy and M.A.S.H. are a genre, the
bob bossin
worlds. You can catch a midnight show on seventies equivalent to the forties Bogart
allan
mandell
Friday (Dan
and Lyus)
Saturday if 8:30 seems too movies. They are cleverly written, welltan scott
music
early.
art
made, teasingly sophisticated, inian
consistently tongue-in-cheek. They imply
The Victoria College Drama Club is
books
bill scott
macvicar
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The Ontario Universities Athletic
Association won the. Canadian
Universities Athletic Union1' cross
country meet in Kingston last Saturday. The OUAA finished with 36
points, while the second place
Western conference had 40. Thirtythree of the 35 starters finished,
while five U of T members on the
Ontario team ended the meet within
the first 18 places. Joe Saxe was
Toronto's
man, came
finishing
while John lowSharpe
1 Ith,fourth,
Brad
Morley 13th, Bob Knuckey, ]5th,
and Paul Glynn, 18th. York's Ken

sportalk
Hamilton took third place at the
meet. Toronto coach Andy Higgins
said Monday that no OUAA team
members ran exceptionally well.
This was the first meet where
regional teams rather than con-

ference champion teams represented
the conference. Higgins said that he
hoped the team would represent the
conference in the future. "The
CIAU meet has been run for many
years but this is the first time for all
stars," he added. The possibility
seems good, since "There is a un-

animous motion from alt conferences that it be returned to a
team-oriented meet," Higgins
said.... U of T women's fencing learn
captured first place in the Western
Invitational Tournament.
McMaster and Western placed second and third respectively in the

Centre for the Study of Drama
HART HOUSE THEATRE
Your

e

fAtC

Ato

CoLD

ROSMERSHOLM
Henrlk Ibsen
new translation
bybyFrederick
Lise-Lone Marker
directed
by David andGardner
November 23 - December 2 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Tickets $2.50
Box Office 928-8668
Students $1.25
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

TODAY
Debates

Room - Hart
12:00 NOON

The Dan
Put out the symptoms of a cold for 12 hours
with one Contac-C.

Sound

Heap
and

Marg Atwood

House

Travelling

Light Show
Graham Gibson

Michael Ondaatje
Dennis Lee
Marion Engel
Reading their own works

When
it

think

of pizzaThink of pizza

Export

A

CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

SKI TEAM

you

MEETING

All women racers interested in trying out for
the intercollegiate ski team come to meeting
Monday, November 20, 5:00 p.m. Lecture
Room, Benson Building. November 20 ONLY.
REMEMBER
Ski Club Registration - Monday, November
27, 4:00 p.m.

twice!

round robin tournament. Individually, U of T third
women(Maureen
gained first
(Lilit
Zekulin),
Selway),
and fourth (Anne Gutierrez). The
sectionals will be held in the Benson
Building November 2. 5
meanwhile the men's fencing team
won their first tournament of the
season last Saturday — a four-way
meet held in Buffalo. The team
downed teams from Rochester Institute ofTechnology 17-10, York
University 20-7, and University of
Buffalo 17-16. Foilists Oscar Wong,
Wing
and ex-York
convertNipWilliam
HenryUniversity
defeated
RIT 5-4 and York 6-3, but were
fenced out by U of B 4-5. Epee trio
Martin Humpheries, Paul Neheno,
and Lorenzo Licio, won against
York 6-3,. but were outstabbed by
RIT 4-5. and U of B 4-8. The
Toronto sabre team — Eli Sukunda,
Dave Brown, and Andrew Benyei —
won
the any
greatest
didn'tbydraw
bloodmargin".
with a RIT
9-0
decision
in
Toronto's
favour,
while
York and U or B walked off dazed,
losing 8-1 and 9-3 respectively....
Waterloo Lutheran Golden Hawks
upset defending champion University of Western Ontario Mustangs
Saturday 36-27 to capture the
OUAA football championship.
St.'Mary's
University
inHawks
the play
Atlantic
Bow! tomorrow,
while Loyola meets University of
Alberta Golden Bears in Edmonton.
Loyola won the Quebec title last
weekend, defeating Macdonald
College 50-6. The winners of
tomorrow's games meet in the
College Bowl November 25 at Varsity Stadium.... University of Ottawa plays the hockey Blues this
evening at H pm in Varsity Arena....
Basketball Blues will be looking for
a win tomorrow in their first regular
season game against visiting
Laurentian, Game time is 2 pm at
the Benson Building.... Volleyball
also gets underway this weekend
with a Gr. I and II tournament at
Queen's....
two women's
teams
travel to Laurentian
tomorrow.
Senior Basketball plays at 3 pm,
while Senior Volleyball goes against
the Laurentian team at 1:30 pm.
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053
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Mulock
for
7-6
bea
defence
recoveredts
the ball off a PHEPHE
fumble on the 33-yard line.
On the next play MacConnel
made the longest pass of the game to
Zetlel who deked around one sliding
PHE player to pick up ihe ball and
dash for the touchdown. The convert
was missed and again it was
anyone's
game. again picked up the
When SMC
ball the team eventually forced its
way to down
the PHEand 28-yard
second
six yardslineto with
go.
Just short of a first down, SMC
elected to try for a field goal with
3:34 left to play. Although the ball
wenl wide on the play an alert St.
Mike's defence was able to force
phys
ed to concede
game's all-to
important
single the{awarded
MacConnel).
PHE scored its only points late in
Ihe third quarter off solid rushing by
Ron Williamson. The team had
previously picked up the ball on
SMC's 20-yard line and carried to
the 18-yard line. Williamson
brought the ball up the middle to the
five-yard line, and with second and
four to go, he made it over the line.
It would be an understatement to
say thai the loss was disappointing
for PHE; however, the underdog
SMC squad
more determined on the appeared
field, especially
in the
second half with neither team on the
PHE's Ron Williamson heads over the line to score late in the third quarter.
scoreboard. PHE must have
wondered after the game whatever
happened to its offence.
Erin over
Vic
In the final game for the Division
II championship, UC narrowly got
by Meds 3-1 Wednesday. Meds Ray
13-9 in semi-final
Zaremba
put the doctors
aheadscore1-0
Erindale made a second half half-lime.
on a louchback
and the
k not for the
ErindaleErindale
goalie'sgotconsaves. When
the
remained thai going into the second
last night to win its semiOrlando scored in the third quar- breaks sistent
half, Dave Rose spoiled a Meds comeback
it merely used its offensive
final
playoff
game
against
Vic
13-9.
ter
while
a
man
short
to
put
Vic
into
Vic outchecked Erin in the first
shul-oul in the latter half of the
Ihe lead again; and Woods came off power to overwhelm a tiring Vic
game with a field goal and UC and third periods but was unable to his
only to intercept a pass
narrowly won its divisional title.
Erindale played poor defensive
prevent a strong rally by Erindale. for penally
a7-5.breakWoods
way scores
which once
madeagain
the lacrosse
in the first half and only
score
The
west
end
team's
goaltender
was
squad.
when
the score became even did the
also outstanding, sustaining the before Erindale applies pressure to
team, especially in the second half score
learn
fight
lo ckeck defensively and
four consecutive goals and
with Vic pressing and Erindale suf- take the lead.
preserve
its
lead — a lead which the
Erindale was fortunate to come team, relinquished
fering penalties.
once and tied
Women's
hockey
once,
only
to
lose it again.
out of the game with a win. Vic
Coghill
scored
Erindale's
winning
applied
more
pressure
in
the
first
In Division II play-offs Wedgoal loward the end of the third half (as the score indicates), while
loses 5-2 to Guelph
nesdaynnis
, 1 defeated
Dent 5-3.8period to make the score 9-8. Erindale appeared to have the 3. while PHE
By LINDA SCULLY
lost toMonday
Knox
(Coghill had previously scored the heller goalie on the night.
Innis now meets B Knox
at 9
The
women's
ice
hockey
Blues
lost
5-2
lo
defending
tying
goal,
capping
off
an
Erindale
Vic could have easily put the the
pm indivisional
a sudden-death
final game for
champions Guelph Gryphons Tuesday in the second of a twelvescoring
streak
of
three
goals
within
championship.
game schedule.
two minutes.) Early in the fourth came away in the third period were
In a game marred by slack officiating and rough play,
quarter Coghill scored two more to
Toronto oul-shot the Gryphons 30-23, but was not able to put the
put Erindale well into the lead by 108, and then 11-8 counts. With one
puck
Guelph's
than twice. Margi Goldsmith and
Anna pasl
Radecki
scoredgoalie
for more
the Blues.
Vic player off Rick Johnson made
the score 12-8 for Erin.
Saturday morning Toronto hosted Queen's at Varsity Arena
in Ihe first league game. Both teams were up for Ihe game as
Vic later came back for its only
Toronto captain Dianne Gilmoure played opposite her twin sister,
goal in the fourth period from
Debbie
{Gael's
captain).
Toronto
lost
3-1
in
a
fast,
open
game
Young,
which saw a number of offensive rushes and a few unsuccessful
finished offbulthe Erindale's
scoring to leaveWardthe
breakaways.
game with a 13-9 finish.
Queen's opened the scoring at the five minute mark or the first
The first half of the game had
period but Margi Goldsmith, Toronto's leading scorer so far this
belonged largely to Vic. Woods
season, tied it up a few minutes later. Queen's went ahead 2-1 in
opened the scoring for Vic early in
the -middle of the second period while
was shorlhanded,
the firsl period, but Erin came back
bul Gaels scored again in the third lo Toronto
defeat Toronto
3-1.
to tie Ihe score within one minute off
The Queen's team includes many veterans and has been
a shol by Michie. Johnson made il
fortunate in adding two former McMasler players.
2-0
after,after
but Vic's
Toronto, on ihe other hand, has a basically new team with
tied shortly
the score
drawingYoung
the
only six returning members and 12 recruits, mainly from last
Erindale goalie out of his net; he got
year's
inlcrfacully
league.
Team
back
to
make
one
stop,
but
not
in
veterans
include
Brioney
Caley,
Nancy Missouri. Allison McGeer and Judy Bell. Anna Radecki
lime for a second. The period ended
and
after another quick Vic shot, this
team.Dianne Gilmour are in their final year of eligibility with the
lime by Harl. io put Vic inro-rhe
Coach Bill Whiicombe (new to the learn (his year) along wilh
assi slant-coaches Mike Nicholson, Rod Brown and George NupleadErindale
3-2. had lo come back twice
pola have put logelher a Toronto team which hopes lo improve on
its sixth place finish last year. (The league consists ofseven teams.)
lo finally take the lead and stay
ahead. Vic's Philips and Young had
The Blues* next home game is al Varsity Arena, November 30
scored early in ihe second period lo
atToronto
7 pm and
against
McMasler.
In
exhibition
play
earlier
this
season
Mac lied l-l.
give
Vic a Coghill,
5-2 marginandwhenSorichetti
Erin's
Johnson,
Next Tuesday Toronto plays at York (7 pm).
lied the game up at 5-5 going into
Erin goalie makes one of many second half saves in 13-9 win.

SMC
St. Michael's College earned the
Mulock Cup Wednesday by edging
firsl-place Division I football
finishers PHE 7-6.
The last time SMC won the
interfacully championship was in
1948. PHE suffered its only loss or
the season.
In a "warm-up" for the midwinter snow scored
bowl game,
SMC'sSt.
Doug Zellel
the lone
Mike's touchdown off one of the
game's longest passes and one of
PHE's most
errors.
SMC damaging
quarterbackdefensive
Brian
MacConnel set Zettcl up for the
long down field pass with only 7:26
left to play in the game. SMC
missed the convert.
Odds-on favourites, PHE fumbled the ball too often late in the
game,
its 6-0
lead at and
the failed
end of tothepreserve
third quarter,
earned by a constant offensive push
which whittled down St. Mike's
defence to its own goal-line. PHE
missed the convert on the play,
passing instead of kicking. (Perhaps
the team was wary of the number of
converts already missed in regular
season play.) Anyway, the score
remained 6-0 going into the final
fifteen minutes of play.
defence thetoldPHEthe squad
story
of St.
the Mike's
game, holding
on crucial third downs and forcing
costly fumbles. On several occasions
the PHE team was almost within
field goal range but the SMC defensive unit pulled it out. MacConnel
was one of the mainstays of the
SMC offensive unit, coming back
into the game after an injury late in
the third quarter to set Zetlel up.
In fact the whole SMC team
refused to roll over and play dead
for the PHE offence. On
MacConnel's
Zetlel
got throughtouchdown
a hole in theset-up,
PHE
defence to elude his pursuers. PHE
had been on the SMC 35-yard line in
a one and 10 situation when SMC's

Fees
22

protest

tomorrow

busloads

to march
on

Davis
By GREG McM ASTER
As students are getting ready to
pour in from across Ontario for
tomorrow's
Queen'scutbacks,
Park protest
against education
new
support for the demonstration continues to appear.
Last week
council
voted the$50Erindale
to the students'
U of T
Slop-lhe-Culbacks Committee, and
the Association of Part-time
Undergraduate Students executive
unanimously supported the
demonstration.
In addition. York University
president David Slater has said he
will attend the demonstration, and
the York local of the Canadian
Union of Public Employees donated
$120
to pay for bus transportation
for students.
Organizers already expect up to
22 busloads of students from the
following schools: Guclph (2 buses),
Waterloo and Conestoga College (4
buses). York University (5 buses*
and cars). Glendon College (2 buses
and 15 cars), Seneca College (2
buses). Trent (3 buses), Carlton (2
buses). Brock (2 buses) and Laurenlian (2 buses).
Token representation is expected
from Toronto high schools and from
some other Ontario universities.
Windsor and l.akehead are having
their own local protests and teachins.
The contingents will join U of T
students in Convocation Hall at I
pm until all have arrived, and will
then
to Queen's
they march
will demand
thatPark.
the There
Davis
government cancel the education
cutbacks,
including
fee
increases, and
respondthisto theyear's
call for
free
and
universal
access
to
higher
education.
The government has been invited
to send a representative to speak to
the demonstrators but organizers
arc unsure if anyone will show up.
Last week, at a meeting with Ontario Federation of Students executives. Premier Bill Davis would
not grant any concessions on fees or
student loan ceilings, refusing to

Two

sponsored by the OFS. but since
many student council constituent
members of OFS refused to
Expected
speakers
at
Queen's
year.
Park include a representative of the organize at their own campuses, the
Ontario Federation of Labour, job has been done at these schools
which supports free tuition, NDP by ad hoc committees made up of
education critic Floyd Laughren, a individual student politicians and
member of the U of T Faculty representatives of various student
Reformfman Caucus,
and Larry
Hof- socialist groups.
of the Graduate
Students
At U of T. (he Stop-the-Cutbacks
Union at U of T.
is made up of the VicThe OFS demonstration com- Committee
Innis, Erindale and University
mittee is considering York Collegetoria.councils,
the GSU. the Old
President
offer to speakaboutas Mole, the Young Socialists, and the
well,
but Slater's
has reservations
Communist
Club.
SAC has not been
whether real student allies can be
demonstration planfound in university administrators involvedning,inbut the
has advocated writing
who now oppose the cutbacks.
Such people may support students letters to MPPs.
now. said committee member Barry
The Students' Administrative
of Erindale's decision
Weislcder,
but they
"renounce
and
undercut
the will
struggle
if it Government
to support the demonstration was in
becomes
more militant islater
on".
response ofto SAGE
SAC's said
inaction.
Tim
Conwav
that SAC
The demonstration
essentially
promise no further restrictions next
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members "weren't meeting their
responsibilily to OFS. We feel an
identity withthatOFSErindale's
as Erindale."
support
for Hethe said
Stop-the-Cutbacks campaign
was much stronger than support at
the St. George campus, as evidenced
by the "fantastic support" given by

hrindalians
month's
dum
on the tofeeslaststrike
lactic.referenInnis College principal Peter
Russell will also attend the
demonstration.
OFS organizers are now
expecting
2000 demonstrators
to turn up over
tomorrow.

stories
surface
on
loss of nomination
However. Morton stated last night that
By ERIC MILLS
Morton says that this was incorrect Erindale committee member was accepted by
A discrepancy has emerged between two during the whole of three meetings with procedure; that the secretariat should have Hanly played a part in his decision.
The Governing Council Thursday accepted
versions of whether a nomination was lost by Hanly. in which they considered both Scar- accepted the nomination.
After the deadline closed, the nominating Gooch's nomination, satisfied by Planning
borough and Erindale nominations, there was
a nominating committee of which professor
and
Resources chairman WJ.D. Lewis that a
Charles Hanly was the chairman.
never any mention of a second nominee except committee chose Gooch, a decision which was
According to Governing Council executive Morton's suggestion that Scarborough prin- approved hy (he Planning and Resources
review ofthe
carried
out. nominating procedures had been "
member Clarice Henschel, at the executive
cipal Ralph Campbell sit on the committee. Committee on November 6.
The minutes of the meeting state that
(Campbell declined the suggestion.)
meeting November 9 Hanley couldn't
to Hanly,
"the matterof
remember.
The controversy arose after the nominating Hanly "noted the need for some guidelines" hasAccording
been dealt
with tolastthenightsatisfaction
had chosen Scarborough assistant on nominating procedures.
"In effect, he (Hanly) said he couldn't committee
After the meeting, Morton was informed by However. Morion, while satisfied with the
Paul Gooch, who had been
remember" whether he had received a professor
nomination for a Scarborough College posi- nominated hy Scarborough principal Ralph Creelman that another nomination had been everybody."
appointment made, is still upset with
tion on the Planning and Resources Campbell and whom Morton thought was the made. He asked executive member Brian actual
the 'non-nomination' of Silverman.
Committee.
Morgan
to
question
Hanly
on
the
matter
at
only
nominee.
Internal Affairs chairman Paul Cadario
(According to Morton, Campbell the executive meeting November 14.
said."I still dislike the fact that the other
Thursday recalled he thought that Hanly told nominated Gooch after consulting only adAfter
Hanly's
reply
that
he
did
not
recall
a
ministrators and the leaders of the Scar- second nomination, the executive nomination was never brought forward, " he
the executive "he did not recall having
borough student and faculty councils. And, recommended that the nomination be
received the nomination".
certainly very messy It's hard for
However, planning and resources member says Morton, Hanly officially solicited accepted, "subject to the provision that the me "It's
to think that it wasn't intentional."
Search Committee review the procedures
John Morton, who along with Hanly as nominations only from Campbell.)
Henschel said Thursday that "there
However, Morion later discovered that which took place regarding the co-opted
chairman comprised the nominating comcertainly
seems toofbewhat
a discrepancy"
the two versions
happened. between
three Scarborough students, Ross Flowers, member from Scarborough College."
mit e to co-opt a member for Planning and John
Creelman and Glen Conduit, had tried
The "review" was, according to Morton,
Resources from each of the suburban colleges
to nominate Peter Silverman on September simply a reconsideration of the nominees, not
And one
said
uponhadquestioning,
said oflast Silverman's
night that the nominators,
nominators
a review of procedures. Hanly said last night Creelman
thoughtHanlyI toldtoldyouhimthere
been another"I 20.
will write a letter to the executive of the
Creelman said that he had turned the that the two names were reconsidered.
nomination".
During
the
review,
Morton,
after
extensive
And. Hanly said in an interview last night, nomination in to Hanly's secretary well
Governing
Council "expressing unhappiness"
what happened.
before the deadline for the nomination, after telephone conversations with administrators over
"it didn't disappear. It was treated in the having
been told by the Governing Council and faculty, particularly Campbell, was perThe letter will go before the SAC executive
usual manner."
ed to let Gooch have the appointment. (his
He later added, that "to the best of may secretariat that this was the proper way to He said suadthat
the fact that his choice for the letter.week, and may be sent as an executive
knowledge", Morton knew of the nomination. make a nomination.
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HERE
MONDAY
all day
ElecTor 72 — Municipal Eleciron Centre
answers allcomingyourDecember
questions
about theInnls
up41h election.
College. 63 St. George Street, 1st floor. Or
call 928-5456-7. noon
Stop-the-Cutbacks Committee. Open
meetingandto Science
plan (or theUnionlees Office.
demonslralion.
Arts
Second
floor east lounge Sid1 pmSmith.
Free Jewish University: "Principals In
Jewish Law", in Sid3 pmSmllh 5020.
Philosophy meellng of interested entities
in the Informal
Philosophydiscussion
Lounge.and315assorted
Huron
Street.
ideas are expected to be presented. Till 5
pm.
4:10 pm
Public Lecture: History of science, "The
of Science Policy In Canada"
byDevelopment
O.M. ofSolandt,
council
Canada.formerRoomchairman
2117, science
Sidney
Smith.
6:30 pm
Hlllel Kosher Supper reservations
should be made by7:305 pmpm , At Hillel House.
"JewishStreet.
Woman"
at Free
Hlllel Jewish
House, University.
1 868:00St. pmGeorge
Third World Studies Committee. First
meeting being held at the Morning room,
Inlernational Student Centre, 33 St. George
Street. Open to both Graduate and
Undergraduate
students who are Inter sted Inthis field.
Drama Workshop at Hillel House, 186
St. George Streel.
Free Jewish University: "Chavurat
Zemer",
186 SI. George
Street. at Hlllel8:30House,
pm
Free Jewish University: "Dissent in
Jewish
22 Glen Park Road.
Board ofHistory"
Jewish atEducation.
TUESDAY
noon
Fine Art Club Meeting. Anyone
interested in contributing art to, or helping
in the organization
aCampus
studentIs artinvitedexng to Smith
Reginaof room
to come.hibitAtion goiSid
4:30 pm 6030.
Free Jewish University; "Synagogue and
Ihe Community"
in Atkinson College, room
304,
York University.

AND

NOW

5:30 pm
Varsity Slreet
Christianwill Fellowship.
Lennard
speak on theThistopicweekof
"Discipline".
Have
supper
us atInland
6:30,
then at 7:30 hear about IhewithChina
Mission. At Wymllwood
Music Room.
6:30
pm
Everyone is welcome.
Hlllel Kosher Suppers. Reservations
should be made by 5 pm at Hillel House.
7 pm tor beginners at
Conversational Hebrew
Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.
Guitar Workshop at Hillel House for
8 pm
beginners.
Free Jewish University: "A Tarn Fun

8:15 pm
Honjg" at Hlllel House.
Guitar
Workshop
for advanced at Hlllel
House.
Conversational allHebrew
day for advanced at
Hillel House.
WEDNESDAY
ElecTor '72 — Municipal Election Centre
answers allcomingyourDecember
questions
about theInnis
up4th election.
College, 63 St. George Street, 1st floor. Or
call 928-5456-7. noon
Mico Kattal will present a lecture on
"Leftist2133.
Ideology in Israel" in Sid Smith
Room

Drinking

plan

hole

revised,

but SAC will set up pub
upaboveto 550that.and a quarter of the profits
By KIM RICKETTS
SAC has decided to accept
Steadman said that the services
revisionsofmade
by theCollege
residents'to commission had accepted the councouncil
University
cil's conditions at its meeting
their proposal for a central un- Wednesday night. The minutes of
iversity pub and to begin the meeting must be ratified by next
preparations Eo establish it.
SAC meeting for the pub to
SAC services commissioner Bill week'sformal
approval.
Sleadman said yesterday that he gelUC
residence dean E.M.
hopes the pub will open about Howarth, who must also approve
January 12.
the proposal, so that the basement
Although
the voted
residents'
councilof of Ferguson Hall can be used for the
meeting
Monday
in favour
pub, does
said yesterday.
long onas the
the proposal, it was concerned that pub
not have an"Aseffect
the
minor clarifications and a better residence
life in terms of noise or
financial offer be made.
disturbance, then 1 am quite
The "people at the meeting
thought aswe'drentbe than
safer SAC
with a hadset He pointed out that daily permits
sum"
from the Liquor Control Board
content."
proposed, said Ivan Cohen, presi- would also be required for the pub to
dent of the residents' council.
operate on Friday and Saturday
The fee
residents'
proposed
rental
of S25 council
a night plus
10 pera nights, as proposed.
cent of alloffer.
profits,SACto replace
SAC's
Students interested in
original
had proposed
the Rabbinate and
paying the council half of the profits
Jewish Communal Service
MEET WITH
Mr. Michael Sternfield
ON
Thursday. November 23
4:00 p.m. at Hillel
186 ST. GEORGE STREET
call lather
923-9861than for5:00an p.m.
appointment
today. no

FILMS
MALCOLM BATTY
EXHIBITION
ART GALLERY
Monday. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Tuesday lo Saturday, 11 a.m. -5 p.i

'Once'TheUponDevil's
a PrimeToy'Time'
River'at 1 p.m.
Today In'Ghosts
the Musicof aRoom
CLASSICAL
CONCERT
ANNE KEEPER,
FLAUTIST
In IhB Music Room
t p.m. on Thursday November 23.

ROCK withDANCE
Concert
Brutus
East Common Room,
Wednesday November 11
12 noon -2 p.m.
SUNDAY
EVENING
CONCERT.
[Catherine Root,
PIANIST
Grail Hall 8.00 Snndiy Natrtmbar 26.
Tickets available at lb* Hall Purler's Ouk.

INFORMAL
DEBATE.
Deabates Room on Thursday November
23. 2.00 - 3.00 p.m. Topic: Resolved
that the work othlc has no place In

modern society'
CHRISTMAS TREE
IS COMING
Wednesday, December 6

THE

SAC
GENERAL
MEETING
WEDS.,

NOV. 22

7:30 P.M.
ERINDALE COLLEGE
Special bus leaves Convocation Hail
for Erindale at 6:30. returns
to St. George Campus after meeting

Move it
down the Tube.
The Piccadilly Tube pub.
Relaxed and easy.
No place for uptight.
Come for pub lunches
6 days a week. Later on,
the music is good, and
live, the drinks are
reasonable,and there's
dancing,
evening
meals to nibble on. What
more could you want?
No cover charge Monday
to Thursday.

F

YOU

MISS

IT-

YOU'LL
HATE
YOURSELF!
THE TEXTBOOK
STORE

playing this week:
BANANAS
Mon-Thur.
Fri. only& Sat.
SWEET BLINDNESS

Piccadilly Tube. Yonge
just north of Dundas.
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Anti-Soviets, Moles speak, sloganeer

Mixed
bag
march
U.S. troops from Vietnam. The
By ELAINE FARRAGHER
About 300 people marched other marched behind the Old Mole
through the streets or downtown banner of "Victory to the InToronto Saturday to protest the dochinese
Revolution".
continuing Vietnam war.
The VMC, who at past anti-war
Joining in an international day of protests led demonstrators with the
protest, the demonstrators chanted shouting of their demands
U.S. troops" and
slogans such as "U.S. out now" and "Withdraw
Now" did not have their
"Victory
the NLF" (National "Peace
usual political dominance of the
l.iheration toFront).
Their contingent of
The march set out from Trinity demonstration.
about 150 people were often
Square, north on Yonge Street to overshadowed
by an equally large,
College Street, over to Bay Street
and south to City Hall. There, but more militant contingent, who
"Right on, take Saigon"
speakers from the main sponsoring shouted
"Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Minh, the
groups, a pro-Irish Republican Ar- and
is goingMakhno,
to win".
my group, the Committee in NLFMarco
the
Defense of Soviet Political Prisoners Committee in Defense from
of Soviet
and others addressed the crowd.
Political Prisoners, said that just as
There were two main groups of the Vietnamese were struggling for
demonstrators,
one led Committee
by the Viet- democracy and socialism, so was a
nam Mobilization
struggle for "real socialism" occur(VMC) calling for the withdrawal of inl in the USSR and Soviet-domin-

attacks
ated countries;University professor
York
Gabriel Kolko, who spoke to the
V MC before the start of the demonstration, stressed that a ceasefire
agreement
doesn't
mean hethatsaid,
thereis
will be peace.
Vietnam,
entering
a
new
era
of
sophisticated
warfare.
With a Saigon police force of
125,000 "paid
declared
there canfor beby nothefairU.S.",
electionhe
since this force will be used to
destroy any political opposition.
On arrival at City Hall, several
speakers, including candidates in the
upcoming municipal election and
representatives from various groups
who participated *in the march,
denounced the continuing war.
Liz Barkley for the VMC, Jackie
Henderson, a candidate for mayor
for the Leage for Socialist Action

Vietnam
(LSA) and Heather Thomson of the
Young Socialists emphasized that
the Vietnamese can only achieve self
determination if the American
troops
Vietnam. are withdrawn from
They attempted to link the war in
Vietnam to the daily lives of the
people of Canada by citing it as a
major cause of inflation. They also
called for Canadians to demand an
end to Canadian business supplying
the U.S. war effort.
Barkley said that "we must get
the war in Vietnam out to the CanaShe stressed
saw asdian apeople".
pressing
need towhat
buildshea
mass movement in Canada against
the war in Vietnam.
Heather Thomson stated the war
was a conflict of the forces of revolution with the forces of imperialism.
Peace could only be achieved by the
withdrawal of U.S. imperialist ar-

conflict
mies, she said.
Daphne
spokewasfornotthea
Old Mole, Derry,
said thatwhopeace
simple
matter of the withdrawal of
U.S. troops.
"The people of Indochina have
only one guarantee of peace and that
guarantee is the victory of their
revolution". She said that
Canadians who support the revolution must oppose Canadian
peacekeeping
who would
tervene inthe forces
Vietnamese
struggle.inSean Keane of the Toronto Irish
Republican Club spoke in favour of
the revolution in Vietnam and linked
its significance to what was
happening
in Northern
Ireland.
"Today it's
Saigon, tomorrow
it's
Derry
and
Belfast"
he
said.saying
The
IRC contingent carried signs
"NLF — IRA, workers armies all

the way".

Pickets
■ push

hit Dominion

Stores

for returnable

bottles

Nearly 20 people protested Friday evening Dominion Stores Ltd.'s
policy
of selling
only non-returnable
soft drink bottles at the company's
head office
on Rogers
Road.
The demonstration, organized by Pollution Probe, is one of a series
designedagain.
to publicize
Probe'sthecampaign
to force pop
Dominion
sell returnable
bottles
At present,
only returnable
bottlestoDominion
sells
are those containing its own brand of soft drinks.

3N0RL H Bill

A Probe statement given to employees and customers criticizes the
waste of energy and resources in using non-returnable bottles, the difficulties
caused
involvedbytothetheproduction
consumer. of a large quantity of waste glass and the costs
Probe asserts that a return to returnables would create jobs for
Canadians, because their recycling would require labour-intensive work. It
estimates
$50,000 yearly
were sold that
in returnable
bottles.could be saved by consumers if all soft drinks

Post-card
attack aimed
at Rotenberg,
O'Donohue
The South of St. James Town
South of St. James Town is a defence fund spokesperson Marilyn
Defence Fund is urging citizens to working class district bounded by Cox.
conduct a post card writing cam- Wellcsley. Sherbourne, Parliament
The post cards, shecolour
asserted,glossies
"are
paign against mayoralty candidates ;ind Carlton Streets. Meridian owns alternatives
most of the homes in the area and you can buy toin thethe basement
of City
Tony
berg. O'Donohue and David Roten- has evicted several tenants on Hall", which are largely devoted to
Bleecker and Ontario Streets.
prominent Toronto developments.
The defencefighting
fund isattempts
a citizens'by The defence fund is selling a The defence fund, said Cox, wants
organization
the mullimillion dollar Meridian series of four post cards which bear '"to remind Torontonians that
Building Group to demolish family photographs of houses blockbusted blockbusting is. something that goes
housing in the South of St. James by Meridian for 10 cents each. The
Town area to make way for high- proceeds from the.sale will help pay on every ^ay^'.^V/^*
rise development.
'are iJeVDonvale
on sale atComthe
legal cost:, incii/red in the campaign U The
or Tcards*
bodkrooTn,
against the developer.
munity Centre on Winchester §
Street, and various stores. Members §
are asking
send"Wea post
card to Torontonians
the (mayoralty)to of the fund hope to have 4000 cards J?
candidates demanding that they save sold before the election campign is
One of four South of St. James Town Defense Fund postcards.
Toronto's neighbourhoods," said over.
Varsity has
incorrect line
The Varsity incorrectly
reported Friday that Ward 6
alderman Horace Brown, who
is seeking re-election, was
refused endorsement last Monday by the Metropolitan
Labour Council.
In fuel, that
it was recommended
the council's
executive
non-endorsement of Brown.
This decision was reversed hy
the Cull
dav
niiiht.council meeting Thurs-

Geographers
to be polled on new
big-wig
for an interim chairman to be appointed until an improved procedure to
Geography students will be polled this week to see if they support the choose
the
chairman
with
significant
student
input is implemented. He
departmental choice of Jacob Spelt, as chairman.
would also like the relationship of the chairman to the department council,
Ten student representatives resigned from the departmental council last which
is
at
present
advisory,
redefined.
Mundav after protesting that the students had no say in the appointment of
the new chairman.
*
Carline suggested two tactics to pursue the matter are to raise it with
The
student
representatives
also
objected
to
what
they
consider
Spelt's
either president John Evans and the Governing Council, or with the Arts and
hard line on student inputs into decision-making.
A joint meeting of nearly 50 people of the Toronto University Science" Faculty Council.
Geographical Society (TUGS) and the Association of Geography Graduate
The poll will ask students if they are opposed to the choice of Spelt, and
Students (AGGSUT) in the U of T, the two student geography bodies, if they agree with the action of their representatives of resigning from the
decided to hold the poll aflcr hearing from their ten representatives.
One alternative, according to AGGS president John Carline, is to ask council.
It also will ask what steps, if any, should now be taken.
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Follow

referendum

Tomorrow afternoon, students from across
Ontario will march lo Queen's Park to take their
protest
against the education
government'sfinancing
detrimental
in post-secondary
directlychanges
to the
body Byresponsible,
legislature.
taking thethistimeprovince's
and effort
to mount the
protest, they'll be showing that unlike some — U of T
SAC among them — these students refuse to sit back
and passively accept moves designed to decrease
university and community college accessibility. They
know that letter writing will have no effect; little effort is
involved in penning a short note to your MPP, a brief
which will probably never find its way through the
bureaucratic maze to the MPP's desk.
And, they realize that sympathetic gestures by
some university administrators — "We're only the fall
guys, we're
mean
much. caught in the middle," they say — don't
thousandswill ofmake
demonstrators
massedThey're
in frontaware
of thethatlegislature
an impact.

Southern
The two murders at Southern
University's main campus in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana underscore the bankruptcy of an
American society which finds it
possible to accept police killings
— at Kent State, Jackson State,
and Attica prison before
Southern — relatively passively.
A country which re-elected
law-and-order Richard Nixon and
Spiro Agnew to its highest offices
hardly blinks when a university
president tells protestors to stay
put and then calls police to
evacuate them, with two students
being killed in the clearing
manoeuvre.
Middle America fails to
seriously question why so few
precautions are supposedly
taken when the loss of human life
may be the price of an "error" in a
country where the state governor
first denies — without anything
but faith to go op — that the
police could have shot the dead
students and.tfien jarrjely claims
that the fatal buckshot may have
been inadvertently loaded in the
officers' tendedguns
tear gas.instead of the inHardened by daily reports of
deaths from a senseless, unjust
war and by all too frequent police
killings of dissidents and innocent bystanders, many Americans have deprecated the value
of human life. Their indifference
human life. Thejr indifference
blisters their society like a
cancerous sore.
There can be no excuse for this
disregard for justice and
humanity; this mad passion to
restore acceptable social order at
any cost. Murders will not stop
popular movements; they will only strengthen them.
Sitting across the 49th parallel,
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No longer will government hacks be able to pretend
that the negative effects of their actions have not
seriously affected post-secondary students.
In the debate to date, the government has
claimed that the changes — the $100 tuition fee hike
and the increase in the loan portion of the Ontario
Student Award Program funds — were not imenrolment. plemented to adversely affect post-secondary
But, the effects of the changes — effects which
the government has not acted to counteract — have
proven the opposite. Enrolment at nearly all Ontario
universities except the University of Toronto has
plummeted. A Statistics Canada telephone survey last
month revealed that rising tuition costs and lack of
money were key factors inducing students not to
return to school this year.
Meanwhile, Ontario premier William Davis last
week refused to assure an Ontario Federation of
Students delegation that the OSAP loan ceiling

University

killings

action

wouldn't go up again this spring.
The changes have hit students from lowest lowincome families hardest, making equal accessibility
more of a myth than it was before.
The government's
disregard increased
for postsecondary
education callous
let it sacrifice
accessibility to a public over-concerned with
educational cost-saving. In doing so, it Ignored the
legitimatewhich
demands
province's
system
studentsuponmaythisjustly
make. educational
It is up to everyone of us to show the government
that we do care, that student councillors whose only
response is writing letters do not represent the
students of this university or this province. And, the
only way to convey that message is to attend
tomorrow's demonstration. The time: 1 pm rally at
Convocation Hall, 2 pm demonstrate at Queen's Park.
Be there; it's your education!

symptomatic

Canadians may too easily comfort themselves with the thought
that nothing similar could happen
here. It can.
As long ago as the 1 968 federal
election campaign, Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau warned Canadians that violence to the south
could spill over the border.
Events prior to and since that
election have proven that violence and counter-violence are
no strangers to Canada, as the
1970 October Crisis so ably demonstrated.
In the last few years, Canadian
universities, for example, have
been robbed of their claim that1
demonstrations and occupations
don't happen on their campuses.
And, during the last academic
year, dentU Jackof Sword
T's thenset acting
presia precedent
by twice using off-campus police
to help evict student and nopstudent occupiers. In the ensiling
■violence,- demonstrators wer& in'jured,
, though -thankfully 'none 1
seriously.
As you read this paper, students on two Canadian campuses are occupying university offices to press their demands for
justice. There has yet to be any
violence at either of them.
The use of police to assist
university administrators in imposing unjust and undemocratic
decisions should not surprise
anyone. The state and Us institutions — like universities —
uses its powers, including
violence, to enforce its rules.
If you don't like the values
they're
upholding,
talkingit. won't
do
anything
to change
And,
when you begin to act, you'd best
be prepared for firm counteraction. That's how it works.

The Visiting Professor
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Eighty-seven years ago

English-Canadian
racism
demands
Riel's death
On November 22, 1885, 50,000
Quebecois took to the streets of Montreal to protest the execution of a man,
Metis leader Louis Riel, whose major sin
had been to dare to struggle for -equal
rights for his people and other oppressed
peoples.
Riel's execution and the events
surrounding it chronicle one of the most
shameful manifestations of anti-French
racism this country's history holds.
Resisting English-Canadian ambitions
to annex the lightly settled, western extremes of British North America to
Ontario, Riel and his Metis comrades
enraged the Ontario expansionists. When
Canadian emissaries arrived to urge the
people of what would soon become the
province of Manitoba to submit to
annexation, Riel demanded they
negotiate with the Provisional Government the Metis had established to represent their interests. Months later, talks
concluded, Manitoba entered
Confederation.
But, all was not solved with creation of
Manitoba, the province in which Metis
rights were supposedly guaranteed by
law. Ontario immigrants flooded the new
province, harassing the Metis. Manitoba
lieutenant-governor Archibald wrote his
superior,
the and
French
halfbreeds have"Many
been soofbeaten
outraged
by a small but noisy section of the people
that they feel as if they were living in a
state of slavery." The Ontario newcomers, he observed, "seem to feel as if
the French half-breeds should be wiped
offPersecuted,
the face of the
the Metis
globe."headed further
Metis leader Louis Riel stands In Regina courtroom's prisoner docket, charged with high treason.
west, seeking a place where they can
spend their liv.es unmolested. Riel,
returned from his Montana exile in 1884, and an examination before a medical lawyers had claimed Riel was insane).
The attitude of the party journals
commission (despite his opposition, his
tostruggle.
accept Immediately
his people's call
But, all is in vain. Seven days after he was but little better. Ever since the
uponto hisorganize
return, the
he
finished his testimony, the jury returned a trial began the Globe showed an
had the support of the Metis, the Red
guilty verdict with a recommendation for almost fiendish delight in the anticipamen, and some of the whites.
tion of political capital to be made out
clemency. Unmoved, the judge later conRiel demanded recognition of the
demned Riel to be hanged. Futile appeals of the final event, whatever it might be.
Metis and property rights on all Metis
Scarcely
a word as to the personal
toBench
the Manitoba
the Queen's
lands, and proposed creation of the
and the Court
Privy ofCouncil
only innocence or guilt of the unhappy
provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan.
prisoner, not a single plea for mercy
delayed the execution.
Repeating its Manitoba ploy, the
Ontarions lobbied viciously for blood: or a single argument for justice, but
federal government tried to buy off the
Riel must be hung, they insisted. Prime column after column of what looked
Metis by offering their leaders jobs. In
Minister John Macdonald declared, very like horrid jubilancy at the
February, 1885 with the matter still
perplexity of the Government over the
"Riel must swing!"
unresolved, Riel organized secret
In Quebec, a campaign was organized
meetings to prepare his supporters for
On the other side, the Mail spared
to
win
Riel
a
pardon.
guerrilla warfare.
question.
effort to fix the whole blame of the
As the months passed, nothing no
March 17, 1885, Riel established the
changes. Then, on November 12, 1885, outbreak upon the Metis chieftain,
Provisional Government of
the serious responSaskatchewan at Saint Laurent, with
the
government
Riel's fate:
refused
to commutesealed
the sentence.
Fourit ignoring sibientirely
lity of the Government
in the
himself as president, Gabriel Dumont as
matter. The baseness of partisan jourdays later, he was hung.
adjutant. A day later, the rebel troops
nalism
was
never
before
displayed
in
His death could but please the Toronto
seized the church at Batoche and the
press. Even before his trial, one Toronto a more shocking manner than it has
conflict escalated.
been during the last few weeks by
Two months later, Batoche fell to the
paper advocated, "Riel should be these three newspapers.
strangled
with
a
French
flag."
And,
at
Canadian troops and Riel surrendered.
But it is said that a certain
the University of Toronto, The Varsity
Within a further 10 days, the rebellion
Methodist minister of this city
was
outraged
at
the
racism
evident
in
the
was crushed. And, the Metis leader was
dailies' gloating ovej_ the. Reel's dea^h-, , . .equalled the public journals in
charged with high treason.
On November ,ZI, n-, 87 years, ago + , grossness and inhumanity . Is it possiPreparations
for
Riel's
trial
made
no
tomorrow — the- paper -commented: ble, thatcalling
this rriari
'prostituted
his
attempt to camouflage what his eventual
sacred
as sovirtually
to offer
fate would be. He was tried by an English
public
thanksgiving
to
Almighty
God
In the name of humanity we protest for the certainty of the approaching
magistrate assisted by a French justice of
against the coarseness and brutality execution? This from a professedly
the peace before a jury of six men, all
of
the tone of several of the Toronto Christian minister, in this nineteenth
English colonists and merchants.
Defending himself, Riel described how
daily papers with reference to the century of civilization and enlightenhe wanted to make the West a free
tragedy
Regina lastof Monday.
might well make Humanity
The atallusions
the News, weep herment,eyes
country for all oppressed nations, not
out in bitter tears over
only for Metis and red men, but also for
anticipatory of the event, were in- the degradation of our city.
expressibly revolting. Race prejudice
the oppressed peoples of Europe.
and hatred were never displayed with
He recalled how the federal
more malignity. It could not have been
government schemed to buy him off, the
thought possible that in a civilized city
provocations of the North-West
the editor of a public journal would
Mounted Police, the promises to the
have dared to outrage all decency by
Metis that the government never kept.
The HistorybyofLeandre
Quebec: Bergeron
a Partiote's
Riel attacked the clergy for its complicity
and
gloating over
doomtwo ofora three
con- Handbook
demned man the
within
with the government and concluded with
published source
by Newmaterial
Canada forPress
provided
hours
of
his
execution.
valuable
this
feature.
a call for a trial before a complete jury
Regina monument to Riel's memory.
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Can ft take
library seriously
Perhaps ihose who were born and
bred here don't realize it but the U
of T library is terrible. The reading
rooms are crowded and uncomfortable and the hours are
unforgiveable.
Supposing
studyon ata
home,
where canonehe can't
go lo work
Saturday night or Sunday morning?
Not all of us are addicted lo booze
and ihe Bible, bul evidently the ones
who run the library are.
a reading
suchCouldn't
as (hat ofevenUniversity
Collegeroombe
left open at these times?
I'm beginning lo wonder what
we're paying $600 a year each for if
[he university
isn'l even
willingHowto
provide
ihe facilities
for study.
can anybody take this system
seriously anymore?
David Stanley

library reading rooms are crowded and uncomfortable, and have unforgiveable operating hours, according to student.
mit e on University Affairs again regard of two essential techniques: to hear our reasons for opposing rigged and we want a new sel of
without council approval. But, when logical thought and good com- Professor Spelt and our alternative rules.
SAC's inaction
over 90 per cent of the U of T
posit on,hope
i lhal the printing of proposals. Having been informed of The second misconception,
student body opposed the fee in- Mr. MacVicar's well written article student opposition in letters from fostered this time by Professor
elicits protest
crease and when most of the Ontario inaugurates a new- era of better the presidents of both the un- Spell, is lhal the resignations
The Varsity.
dergraduate and graduate student signified lhal the council was being
At one lime it was a standing joke universities supported a fees demon- writing inProfessor
Eleazar Birnbaum bodies, the search
stration the SAC refused to support
commitlee con- "blamed for something it had no
among U of T students that it was
the demonstration. When ihe SAC
sidered student opinion of so little control over". The council was not
necessary to be a socialist to get into made
the decision not lo help, it was
worth as to not only make a decision being hlamed for anything — it was
SAC. This mylh was unfounded.
contrary to that opinion, bul also lo simply being recognized as a forum
There were, of course, socialists in time to write a letler or protest.
the SAC al various times, but Here's hoping for a recovery of Rigged game not make ii without bothering to in- for ineffectual debate whose pervestigate the reasons for it or the
generally the progressive student student sanity in 73-74.Howard Levitt liked: students
would onlyparticipation
maintain "anin
alternative student proposals. And, decision-making.
illusion ofsistencestudent
leaders have dealt only wilh reforms
New College
finally,
after
the
announcement
of
in Ihe university attempting to help
I would like to comment on your
recommendation had been
students gain a greater measure of
Finally, we would like to prevent
article "Geography Council the
control over their lives.
made, personal pleas to Dean anyone from getting the notion that
students
resign"
(Wednesday.
Greene
lo
recall
the
committee
and
To that end. (he SAC became Prof praises
November 15, page I) which,
in any way. a personal vendetopinion were re- this taisagainst
Professor Spelt. He is
involved in numerous attempts to
despite the fact that it was in the listen lojected.student
The students made it ex- regarded as an extremely capable
secure greater student power in un- Varsity review
main
factually
correct,
may
have
plicitly
clear
that
the
search
comiversity decision-making and lo en(see pages 3 and 1 1 in
as to ihe cirwas leaving them little option teacher
sure thai the rights of students were
It is a rare pleasure to be able to misled your cumstreaders
Course Evaluation
ances and motives underlying bul to mitteebring
the matter into the "Geography
respected. During those years, and congratulate your paper on printing the student resignations.
1972") and a valuable member of
including last year, the SAC often an article which is bolh thoughtfully
arena
of
public
debate
which
might
First, while in general students are emharass Professor Spelt, a result staff. Any opposition to Professor
failed on even such basic issues as conceived and literately written. The opposed
Spelt is based on his view of facultythe appointment of
parity and library access. Bul, they long review, by Mr. Bill MacVicar, Professor lo
Spell as chairman of the the students did not want. This was student relations in the context of
did raise the issues and created the of the French documentary film geography department this is not the simply shrugged off by the dean and his candidacy for the position of
forums in which students could voice "The Sorrow and the Pity, paramount reason for our resigna- by Ihe departmental (faculty) departmental
chairman and on
their dissent.
on the commitlee. nothing else.
(November 3) has encouraged me to
tion from the departmental council. representatives
We
are
not,
therefor
e,
simply
For one reason or another, the hope that The Varsity's general A more
John
T.
Carline,
president
important factor in our
Association
of Geography
students of U of T elected leaders standards mighl improve.
picking up our marbles and going
resignation
was
the
way
in
which
the
win.
We
did
not
we
because
home
for 72-73 who were marked almost
I know that others have shared decision to recommend Professor
Graduate Students in the University
uniformly for their lack of in- my unhappiness about your news- Spell was reached. The search
of Toronto
com- are withdrawing because the game is
telligence, ineptness, corruption,
mittee
refused
lo
meet
with
the
paper's qualitypoverty
Tor several
years.of student shadow committee (formed
of most
and automatic squelching of any bill The saddening
which marks even ihe laint of being Ihe writing, which has become at the suggestion or Dean Allen, the
progressive or liberal.
almost endemic, the banality
COPIES
committee chairMADE
When. Miglin and his group thought and the virtual absence ofof originalman). Thesearch
search committee refused
gained power. I_expected a year of any sense of style which pervades'so to come to a general student meeting
ON
nothing being .done. Worse things
repdrts, has
editorial'
could happen. Cadario or Ross many of'its'
ments and articles,
madeComihe
XEROX
Flowers could be president. I thrice weekly reading ofThe Varsity
COMMUNITY
squirmed when Miglin and friends a boring chore. Would it be unAFFAIRS
recommended Cadario for chairEACH
reasonably optimistic to hope that in
manship of the Internal Affairs future the contents will be examined
coiieqe
1st thru 5th
In
cooperation
with
Committee of Governing Council on from a literary point of view, by a
THE TORONTO
official SAC letterhead as if it was staff writer with some literary flair,
THE CITIZEN
copy per original
policy without consulting SAC. and lhal inferior stuff will be either
When Miglin recommended his old rewritten lo meet higher standards,
NAKED
6th EACH
thru 10th
friend Cadario and campaign or, alternatively, filed in the
rfm\W.
manager Perkins Tor student seats wastebasket? Far loo much of what
copy
per
original
TRUSTEE
on the Ontario government's Com- is presently printed shows a disHAS SOMETHING GONE
76
CHARLES
ST
EACH
923-8115
WRONG WITH OUR SCHOOLS?
11th and additional
Centre lor Ihrt Study of Drama
copies per original
85 EG LINTON
486-8663 AVE. E.
•
Expert
Panelists
HART HOUSE THEATRE
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR LEGAL
• Open Discussion
3 HOLE PUNCHED AND COLOURED PAPER
STUDENT 20%/O
DISCOUNT
ROSMERSHOLM
WED. NOV. 22
WORK)ON
CERLOX BINDING
(TOSTUDENT
STUDENTS
by
Henri!-:
Ibsen
FREE COLLATING
8:00 P.M.
NOTE: (12%) AND PROVINCIAL
new translationdirected
WHILE-U-WAIT
by Frederick
and
Use-Lone
OR
OVERNIGHT
Marker
FEDERAL
by David Gardner
FREE ADMISSION
QUALITY GUARANTEED
ALL WORK
<S%> SALESON TAXES
APPLICABLE
November 23 - December 2 at 8:30
ST. LAWRENCE. 366-1656
REDUCTIONS
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
original size 24" x 3G
Tickets $2.50
CHARLES ST., W. Maximum
Bqx Office 928-8668
HOURS
MON.-THURS. 8.30 AM 9 f M
inE.
Students $1.25
27 FRONT ST.
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
FRL, SAT 8:30 AM - 6:PM
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Guards
leave
dying
prisoner
in blazing
cell
The Canadian prison system has been
confinement.born es , the guards placed him in solitary
under attack for some time due to the lack oj
discipline in institutions under its administra- Began fire to protest unexplained
Around 3 pm on the day Erickson died,
tion, poor conditions for prisoners, and shodreports prisoner Michel Latulippe, "I heard
dy security measures.
(prison) officer Belanger conversing with
Erickson. The latter said that he was absoluteThe progressive Montreal weekly Quebecsecurity prison
Presse has uncovered a case where a prisoner move to maximum
ly not going to be transferred.
Erickson
and
the
other
prisoners
they
hurried
felt forced to start a fire in his cell as a protest institution. They accuse the penitentiary
"Officer Belanger said to him that he would
against a transfer to another prison where guards of not taking Erickson's threats that into the maximum security section to activate be transferred by force if necessary.
poor living conditions prevail.
"At that time Erickson responded that he
he would start such a blaze seriously, and the automatic controls on the cell doors.
However it was too late. The flames had was going to start a fire in his cell in order not
claim that the authorities are guilty of
By MICHEL SABOURIN
to be transferred.
irresponsibility
and
negligence.
already
seriously
scorched
Erickson.
Acof QUEBEC- PR ESSE
assert that none of the guards wanted
cording to some prisoners, Erickson was
3:45 athat
guardhe would
named beMartin
came onto
MONTREAL — George Erickson, a prisoner to They
the burning cell to save Erickson, and transported by ambulance to Sacre-Coeur de tell"AtErickson
transferred
who was serving a five year sentence and who thatenter
he
was
left
to
burn
in
his
cell
for
a
period
the
following
dayy"
Carlierville
hospital
"in
horrible
agony".
died following a fire in his cell at the Saint- of 10 to 20 minutes before his door was
Erickson was to be transferred from Saintthe news, Erickson reiterated
Vincent-de-Paul Penitentiary, apparently did
The prisoners also allege that four Vincenl-de-Paul to a maximum security thatAfterhe hearing
not commit suicide as penitentiary authorities opened.
was not going to Sainte-Anne-desfire extinguishers on the floor were all empty. penitentiary at Sainte-Anne-de-Plaines. He Plaincs prison
hud implied.
that "he would start a fire in
not want to be transferred and made it
Four affidavits signed by fellow prisoners,
An inquiry opened by la Surete du Quebec did
known to his friends and to several guards: "I his cell" if it was necessary to prevent his
which were submitted to Quebec-Presse last (Quebec Provincial Police) the day after will
not go to Sainte-Anne, I will not go to departure.
week, state that Erickson did not kill himself Erickson's death considered two hypotheses:
No oneEvidently
apparentlyErickson
paid anystarted
attentiona minor
to his
threats.
that the prisoner committed suicide, and that
intentionally.
fire
he
started
in
his
cell
simply
raged
out
The four prisoners under oath affirm thai the
lire
in
his
cell
which
quickly
got
out
of
conThe
strongly-willed
Erickson
refused
to
that
contrary to the allegation that he committed of control.
trol. The guards were too slow in coming lo
complyhole."
with the formalities which a prisoner
The inquest found that as soon as the must undertake when he is to be sent to his
rescue
and
Erickson
died
later
in
the
night
suicide, Erickson started the fire as a protest
against a move to transfer him to another guards were alerted by the cries from another institution. Because of his stub- in hospital.

Sexism

in

McGill

engineering
paper
The issue attacked women, councillors Will Hoffman and
MONTREAL (CUPI) — An issue campus condemning the November
of the McGill University IS edition of the Plumbers' Pot as workers, homosexuals and minority Whitney Hardy as "super pimp and
his faithful companion super
engineering undergraduate news- blatantly racist and sexist. The peti- groups. It included:
tion demands the appearance of • A cartoon associating union
paper has raised widespread opposition on this Montreal campus. those responsible before a forum of building manager Frank Costi with
• An unsigned
members article
of the which
Gay
the Mafia and labelling student described
A petition is circulating the McGill students.
whore".
Society
of
McGill
as
"perverts",
and expressed surprise that
buildings and grounds workers —
"incompetents" -- could "even tie
Occupational
backed
91 percent
statement to the effect that
vote on Friday out of about 6, IOC Friday when many students normal- their• Ashoelaces".
ST.
JOHN'S
(CUP)
—
Students
at
Memorial University are continuing eligible students, despite the short
ly leave the campus. It was the the Students' Society is run by
their occupation of the arts and notice given the referendum, called largest single-day voting turnout in "fucking disgusting shitheads".
administration building, buoyed by only the day before. The number the student union's history.
• A picture of a naked woman
Students involved in the with the caption: "Ride with us,
a student referendum Friday which cent.
represented a turnout of 58.2 per
supported their position by 91 per
occupation are using the results as fuck
metro, sign
grabpointed
a bust".
cent.
metro thedirection
to theA
in their running battle woman's
The students agreed almost ammunition
crotch.
The students are protesting the unanimously
with
Taylor
who
refuses
to
negotiate
that the president and as long as students occupy the
In a statement released
administration's
refusalunionto continue
Board of Regents had no right to building.
collection
of students
fees next alter
or
interfere
in
the
structure
of
November
15, the Pot's editorial
year. President Lord Stephen the student union themselves.
The occupation started three days board recognized
that, "specific porbefore the vote, when about 3,000
Taylor announced the unilateral
t
i
o
n
s
"
o
f
their
paper were in "poor
Observers
considered
the
turnout
students attended a general meeting.
decision November 9 and the ocAbout 1,500 of them marched into
cupation began five days later.
Meanwhile, the petition circulatremarkable considering
the held
cir- the
cumstances. The vote was
arts and administration building.
Some4,12l students turned out to
ed hy the committee states that
Regina occupation still on
REGINA (CUP) — University of Saskatchewan students at the
Regina campus will decide today whether or not to carry on their fourand-a-half day occupation of the office of the dean of arts and science.
The students have given Regina campus principal John Archer until
this afternoon to reply to student demands to overturn Dean Edgar
Vaughan's veto of staff-student parity in social sciences departments.
Vaughan vetoed a decision of the social science council last week.
Archer has said he will not be able to respond to student demands
until he gets a legal opinion on Dean Vaughan's veto.
About 1,000 students voted in a general meeting Friday to disrupt all
administration business until the principal replies to their demands.
There about 3,800 students at the Regina campus.
In other political developments, the University of Toronto Debating
Union placed sixth out of 32 in the Princeton Debating Tournament
this weekend.
THE 1972/73
STUDENT
DIRECTORY
Is Now On Sale At The
SAC Office
50*

if you pay SAC fees

75*

if you don't

Part-timers
U of T's Association of PartTime Undergraduate Students has
unanimously
endorsed tomorrow's
OFS
fees demonstration.
Meeting last week the 12 member
executive agreed the demonstration
was one of the few effective ways for
part-time students to indicate their
opposition to the provincial
government's
cutting
financial support.
It alsobacksent student
letters
to all its class 'representatives, asking them lo1 ihfdrrh' their classes of
the demonstration.
However, APUS president Kurt
l.oeb said last night he did not
expect
of APUS
membersa large
at theturnout
demonstration
because most work during the day.
"Since we can't be there, moral
support Heis described
all we can
give," he
slated.
the provincial
government's
actions
in
raising
and cutting back student aidfeesas

WHITE ON
7 Charles
967-1110SI. '
Open 11-59 toSal.9. h
TERMPAPERS
Canada's
papers fromlargest
SI .75 perlibrarypage.of Alsoprof-tested
expert
custom
research
pape-s Irom TUTORING,
$3 95 PER
page.
Plus
TRANSLATIONS,
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
AND
PROGRAMS,
XEROX
FOR EDITING
STUDENTS.AND RESEARCH. 4c.

fought
attacks day'ssuch
as thosespecific
in yesterPot dividuals,
"against
women, gays, Jews,inItalians,iversity
political
and un-so
workers, mustgroups,
be opposed
thatThetheyissuewillisnever
again."at
similaroccurto events
the University of British Columbia
last spring, whensociety
the engineering
undergraduate
newspaper
there produced two issues containing racist and anti-semitic
articles.
Ten mathematics professors at
UBC refused to teach engineering
students. Their action was supported
by their colleagues in the math
department, who then voted to end
building.
the four-day strike and hold all
classes away from the engineering
The dean of engineering
demanded the removal of the student society office from the
engineering
building,
financial support
from andthe withdrew
society.

support
fees demo
taste'".
"madness,"
harder to meet lhan their lull"We've supported the OFS crease
time counterparts. Extension of the
Ontario
Student Awards Program
actions
all
along,"
he
added.
APUS
executive member Susan Geason,
to part-lime
students
also an OFS executive member (OSAP)
of
ihe
demands
is makingis ~neto
voted in favour oflhe demonstration the Conservative OFS
government.
atWaterloo
last month's
meetingThein York part-time students convincon behalfOFSor APUS.
administration to absorb
association felt bound lo abstain eighted their
of the S20 increase. A
from any support of the proposed similardollars
request
made by APUS to
fees strike, since its members would the U of T administration
did not
simply , not be able to register in meet a favburable response.
course:; if they failed, to pay their "In spile of the" fact that they could
lees. (I.ocb says that APUS is lob- not* participate in the main action
bying for part-time students to be planned by OFS at the time, a
able to pay their fees in instalments.) January
fees strike, nearly 400
Part-time students were hit about APUS members
voted in last
month's strike referendum.
asstudents
hard proportionately
as
full-lime
by the fees increases. Their
fees of S95 per course went up more
About H8 per cent of those voting
supported the OFS demands for
thanBecause
20 percent
they toareSI not15. eligible for rollbacks in the fees increases and
student loans and grants many part- improvements in the student aid
time students mav find the fee inprogram.
EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
EL MOCAMBO
464 SPADINA
SPADINA& COLLEGE. 961-2558
now serving lunches
Spaghetti,
roast beef,
corned
NOW APPEARING:
beel,
Italianchile,
meatball
sandwiches,
hamburgers, and hot dogs.
SPECIAL -MONDAY TO FRIDAY
OTIS RUSH
AND
LUNCHEONS
BUSINESS
served
from 12MEN'S
to 2
FLAG
Every day something different
TWO ROOMS - TWO DANCE FLOORS
10% Discount with ATL Cards

Monday, Nov
I
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Everyone

the

Hallelujah
adapted from Last Post
by The Chevron
and The Varsity
Elevated to the status of a native aristocracy,
possessed of one of the greatest fortunes in the
country, close to the seats of power, the Eaton
family and company are the object of a virtual
conspiracy of silence by the press.
To thismoreday,thana story
Eaton's
dealsClaus
with
anything
some ontrivia
aboutthatSanta
parades must be passed through the highest
editors of any of the English papers in Montreal,
Toronto or Winnipeg. Assignments to cover Eaton
events are generally assigned by the publisher or
managing
with the
addendum
"Must Go".
In theeditor,
Montreal
Gazette,
a reporter
who
wrote a humorous article on the 1967 Santa Claus
parade was banned by the then managing editor,
John Meyer, from writing any articles not directlv
assigned by the editors, and from writing any
features. He was informed that the article had
angered
Eaton's
that publisher
Charles Peters
had very
receivedmuch,
complaints
from two
Eaton's executives the day of the innocuous
article's appearance, and that "this causes the
Gazette great concern". Eaton's is one of the
Gazette's
The reporter was
fired three major
weeks advertisers.
later.
All Eaton's events, even the most trivial and
the most blatant publicity gimmicks, are mandatory coverage, particularly in the Montreal,
Toronto and Winnipeg press.
The
mentioning
Eaton's
any
unfavorablebanlightonextends
to the point
that inincourt
stories in the Toronto papers if a shoplifter is tried
for stealing from Eaton's, the store must not be
named, bat referred to as "a downtown department store."
Eaton's main Toronto store is right across
Only aa
Queen
murdered
man store.
a holdup main
whenSimpson's
ago from
few yearsStreet
finance company manager downtown and fled
into Simpson's
through
the dramaticin
in thethencrowd,
lost and
to getlobby
an attemptEaton's
and sensational flight was described in one
Toronto
a downtown
departmentpaper
storeasandbeing
south"through
across Queen
Street
into another downtown department store."
During startling testimony before the 1935
Stevens committee, all the Toronto papers
produced the most incredible record of
omissions in their coverage, coverage which bore
little relation to the actual testimony — not, at
least, the damaging testimony.
The files of the Toronto and Montreal papers
on Eaton's are replete with notices of their
"generous donations to charity", "sparkling party" and "the family beloved by Canadians". To
honour Eaton's 100th
anniversaStar
ry, ran
bothmultithe
Toronto
Telegram _and Toronto
part series on the history of Eaton's with sidelights
about the famiiy — a sycophancy rarely achieved
even in the Canadian press.
That was not surprising, since is commonly
known that a vast part of theit money
permitted John Bassett, publisher of that
Telegram, to keep the paper alive came from the
Eaton family, and that the terms succession the
for
the Telegram specified that afterof Bassett's
or retirement the paper shall be turned over death
sons of John Bassett and John David Eaton to the
Although the Star once allowed its ~excolumnist
Ron
(later with the Telegram)
to run columns Haggart
critical of Eaton's,
its series on
Eaton's centenary was substantially less critical in

real

kno

Sant<

its
Star ran on itself inEaton's
But, the silence that has reigned in the press
1968.outlook than the series the is
around Eaton's is far from being a new
An idea of Eaton's continuing labour policy phenomenon.
and the sycophancy of the Toronto press comes
After referring to R. Y. Eaton's attempt to get
from the following item which appeared at the end a retraction from the Telegram for noting Labour
of January, 1970 in New Lead, house organ of the Day marchers dipped their flags in passing
Eaton'sTimothy
WilliamBuilt,
Stephenson,
Toronto
Guild, the reporters' union:
that
writes: author of The Store
Does Newspaper
anybody care?
Eaton's fires 200.
"Thereafter, Eaton's dealings with the fourth
Is it news thai the T. Eaton Company Limited estate became virtually non-existent. Even journalists know to love and admire the firm found
is firing 200 maintenance employees?
The mighty retail chain is one of the biggest that they could not even interview the janitor.
advertisers in the country.
say beto said
the Canadian
What clout the ad dollar holds over local Anything
public, RY Eaton's
made it had
clear,towould
in its own
news media is debatable. But, the Eaton story
advertisements."
shows a tangible Toronto sensitivity to the departEaton's stands as an untouchable, not
required to reveal its assets, its business
ment store's power.
The first story written — and squelched — dealings; requiring a brown-nosing press to send
apparently was at the Telegram, not surprisingly. its reporters as low-paid public relations men to
The Eaton family — mainly the founder's newspaper
any event
Eaton'stheychooses
"suggest"
publishers
should tocover.
Even onto
great grandson — controlled a large chunk of the glorify
Tely and of Baton Broadcasting Limited, which the background of a Canadian press that has
never shone for its daring or public responsibility,
outlet).television station CFTO (the Telegram's tv this
owns
stands as a monument of silence.
Briefly, the developments are that 196
maintenance workers at Eaton's downtown and
College Street stores were to be taken off the
payroll January 12, 1970.
David
The maintenance work was contracted out to John
a private housekeeping concern, Consolidated
Building Maintenance Limited.
Eaton's with
wieldswhichthrough
its vast
According to Eaton personnel chief Gordon
wealth,Theandpower
the abandon
the company
it, is illustrated by its massive land deals
Elliott "10 to 20 per cent" of the laid-off exercises
employees would go to Consolidated — at lower over the past decades.
pay
than Marc
they were
making
In several
Eaton's land,
has amassed
large
reporter
Zwelling
wroteat Eaton's...
the story Tely
on segments
of vitalcities,
downtown
kept it unused
December
15,
based
on
local
labour
union
and
frozen
by
not
developing
it
until
it
suited
its
sources.
purposes, and when it finally did, forced the local
He describes his story as "an interpretive city councils into rezoning surrounding areas to
piece" that revealed a drive had started by the accommodate the company's needs.
The most glaring example of this corporate
Building Service Employees' International Union
to
organize the "new" Consolidated-Eaton
citizen's behaviour, which casts further doubl on
workers.
to the greatest number" myth,
is to"greatest
be foundgoodin Vancouver.
It also pointed out the reduction in wages its
and the loss of the 10 per cent Eaton employee
In March. 1948, Eaton's bought the old Hotel
discount suffered by the transferred workers.
the city's
main with
corner,promises
"and un-of
It touched on the last big union drive at Vancouverleashed itsonpublicity
machine
Eaton's in 1953 and speculated that attempts building a huge department store that would
the city center, ft demolished the anmight begin to carve out small bargaining units of transform
cient structure.
catalogue
warehouse workers, truck
drivers or employees,
restaurant workers.
For the next 22 years, the site remained a
lot, used for parking, a gaping hole like
"the first tip I vacant
got on"Oddly
the enough,"
story wassaysfromZwelling,
missing tooth in the centre of the city. For 22a
Tely management
Simultaneously. I picked up the story from other.
years, the downtown development
of Vancouver
was stunted by the presence of this huge parking
Two
days
after
he
handed
in
his
story,
sources."
lot on andGranville
Georgia.
powerwealthy andenough
to doEaton's
what wasalmost
Zwelling
no
had vetoedwasit. told the paper's "Eaton's censor" otherful corporation
in
the
country
can
—
hold
The Eaton dismissals did not die, however.
critical development land against all pressuresonto—
One of the fired caretakers, Irene Goncher,
public and otherwise — until it suited their own
went to see controller Margaret Campbell at her purposes to develop.
City Hall office on December 22 to try to enlist
Finally, in 1968, Eaton's
its developer put
Campbell's help.
Mrs. Goncher
it to the city of Vancouver: and
it would develop the
told the City Hall press corps that square
block if the city expropriat
ed the block
"500 employees" had been laid off...
the north and joined it to the Eaton complex. Thatto
Again a Tely reporter snapped at the story
block comprised ancient, family-owned
Jake Calder of the paper's City Hall bureau filed a businesses, small but not without charm. The city
piece as a hard news story, and it was quickly authorities were forced to go along with this
smothered.
economic
because Eaton's held that
By way of addendum, two days after New prime landblackmail,
threatened not to develop
Lead was distributed within the newspapers,
what ititwanted.
unless it got which
the
Star, obviously goaded, ran a brief item, with no Furthermore, Eaton's played its old game of
point of view of the workers quoted, on an inside announci
ng its splendid plans in the press
whip
up public enthusiasm, and then use that asto
Telegram
columnist
Ron Haggart, the
leverage against any city authorities who had silly
page.
journalist in Canada who has ever successfuonly
about planned downtown development In
lly ideas
1965, three years before the city-capit
put
Eaton's
under
a
ulated, the
microsco
pe
who
had
a
Vancouve
thing:
great deal of editorial liberty at and
r Sun ran a story seen frequently
Tely, also other cities
in
wrote a column on this incident. Thethecolumn
where
Eaton's
was
has
done
the same
killed by superiors.

i)
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$20 Million Tower
Planned unveiled
by Eaton'splans for a $200
In 1964, Eatons
million dollar shopping complex before a Toronto
City Council meeting.
The development was to be built on a block
of land owned by Eaton's, bordered by Bay,
Queen, and Yonge Streets. The plans called for
demolition
of the old City Hall and the closing
ofthe several
streets.
The proposed razing of City Hall incurred the
wrath of many citizens who wanted the
gothic building preserved, but city council historic
passed
the project when Eaton's applied pressure to civic
politicians.
However, Eaton's
out of the
when an economic surveybacked
revealed the venturedealto
be unprofitable.
Several years later, Eaton's again
approached city council with plans for another
project on the same block.
A $250 million dollar proposal was put
forward by the Fairview Corporation, a developer
which Eaton's had hired to construct the project.
old City Hall would be retained under this
The
scheme.
Almost immediately, the proposal ran into
heavy fire
Toronto's reform aldermen and
citizens
who byassailed
the shopping complex for
being too high and too dense. They also opposed
plans to close and sell several city streets to
Fairview.
They complained that the Fairview building
would dwarf the 150-year-old Holy Trinity Church
which
the middle
the developer's
OfficialslayofinTrinity
Church offought
the proposalpath.
for
many months on the grounds that the buildings
would
Trinity prevent
Square. adequate sunlight from reaching
The project was later revised by the
developer, and a compromise was reached with
the Holy Trinity congregation.
have notPaul
yet
been However,
approvedthebydeveloper's
city council.plans
Alderman
Pickett has complained that Fairview was
pressing the city to agree to a much-relaxed
"development agreement".
Fairview does not want to guarantee to build
to any rigid specifications the second phase of the
centre which will be erected on the Queen and
Albert Streets section of their property.
The second phase of the project will include
apossibly
pedestrian
a hotel.mall, a high-rise office tower and
If Fairview succeeds in forcing the city to
accept the agreement, the developer would
appear to be in a stronger position than the city
agreed to last August when the matter was before
council.
The debate on the issue has not ended. City
council wii! decide the fate of Eaton Centre this
Thursday.

Kingdom

How does It fit? A company that has,
admittedly, in the past led the way in such things
as shorter hours and pension schemes, yet
possesses a terror and hatred of unionism and
collective bargaining almost unmatched
by any
corporation in Canada.
A
family
that
has
distributed
millions
through
official charities, that builds churches and
monuments, and finances entire machine-gun
batteries for the war, yet used its financial
leverage to work against the public good, control
newspapers, and erect its splendid cathedral of
opulence on a mountain of poor wages and
arbitrary, dictatorial, and paternalistic
management.
A vast empire whose moguls steadfastly
refuse to allow any encroachment of American
capital, whose laird, John David Eaton, asked
about rumors that the firm might sell to an
American concern, declares expansively, "There
isn't Itenough
to buy
Eaton —name."
fits well.money
For here
is antheempire
feudal in
its myriad fiefdoms, in its stratified authority, its
vassals and satrapies, crowned with an allpowerful gilded royalty. It is an empire with an
ideology. Labour is not enough to earn the worker
his wages — loyalty is required. Wealth is divine
right, tt is not a company, but a "family".
(Employees
were apart
once from
calledbeing
"associates".)
Its charities,
convenient for
tax purposes, are gifts from the king and queen,
and the buildings and statues and church are
ofmonuments
their own erected
memory. by them to the propagation
The Eatons were not interested only in
making money. The Eatons wanted, and got,
power, influence, and — like all merchants who
their money
the most and
glamorous
field
ofmade
capitalist
endeavorin' not— prestige
status. Lady
Eaton is not an abberation, but the logical
development of what this empire was founded on.
Timothy Eaton built his empire on his life's
savings. He didn't inherit it or even exploit it out of
anyone — his first $6,500 of capital were, to use a
Calvinist
phrase, "reward
"elect".
another Calvinist
phrase,forthevirtue".
EatonsAnd,areto use
the
Profit is the prime goal, but not the only one.
And, once wealth is attained, as with the Carnegie
and Rockefeller fortunes, come the philanthropy
and sponsorship of the arts, and the titles. Above
all, rich and powerful, the Eatons wanted to be
respected, even loved by the little people of
Canada.
But. Eaton's
sight ofprestige.
the dollarIn alla
the while
the familyneverwas lostpursuing
manner that is truly mercantile genius, they
Eaton's area
has that
a parking
in the devised the career girls' clubs, the junior councils
heart InofMontreal,
the downtown
blocks lotseveral
of clean-cut high school boys and girls, the Santa
arterial downtown routes and leaves that area Claus
parades.
pee-wee
hockey.One wonders they never got into
useless for development. Its. development plans
have also gone askew, and a minor item in the
Eaton's has successfully resisted
Montreal Star in 1969 informs us that Cemp historyIn —places,
it built an empire entirely on indigenous
capital,
enshrouded
in a native Canadian
Development
is
suing
Eaton's
for
several
million
dollars.
nationalism that betrays some contempt for the
crass profit-making-only corporations that wiped
Another
example
of
Eaton's
hit-and-run
project tactics is to be found in Hamilton, Ontario. out all the other Eatons of Canadian commercial
There, in 1955, the company arranged to buy and industrial history. It also resisted the labour
Hamilton's city hall and some city land, on a union movement with a tenacity that spared no
promise to extend its store in two stages — one expense, and created its own internal welfare
by 1957, another by 1962. A special law had to be state. Collective bargaining would have destroyed
passed by the Ontario legislature permitting the intricate "family" structure within.
Like an ancient institution that history long
Eaton's to go ahead with his deal. But,
ago decreed should have died, or at least
unfortunately,
Eaton's
only
completed
the
first
transformed,
maintains its stresses within in
part of the bargain. So, the city passed another order
to resist itchange.
special
making it all legal and giving Eaton's a
six-monthlaw extension.
The oft-expressed proposition that "Eaton's
Even that extension didn't prove sufficient. In is Canada" is a facile caricature. But Eaton's is
1963, the city council passed another three-year something that grew in a manner peculiar to
grace period, putting the deadline back to 1966. Canada, and it stands as a Canadian institution,
Work on the old city hall site just got the highest development of Canadian capital. It is
underway in 1970.
a museum piece in a day of pleasant young men
Not even Canadian Pacific Railway, the from New York and branch-plant managers.
Those who today seek truly Canadian
second-largest employer in the country, has been
able to get away with keeping the grubby hands of institutions should not tarry before coming upon
public need and civic planning off its lands to the this monument to what our native wealth and
extent that the Eatons have with their leverage of power
discovery.had erected. And, may it be a sobering
wealth, influence, and power.
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charges
Candidate
By PHILIP STRAMBA
Ward 7 trustee candidate Joan Barrie yesterday charged lhat an official
of the Toronto Board of Education attempted to set down policy contrary to
provincial law on human rights, by circulating a memo asking school
principals to hire men teachers over women.
She said an assistant superintendent of the school system sent a memo
to all principals which said, in effect, "let's get more men into the schools."
She was speaking to a meeting at the Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education (OISE) of women candidates in the December 4 municipal
election, sponsored by Women for Political Action.
The women's
the board,
set up last May,
the matter,
Barrie committee
added. The orassistant
superintendent
has nowis investigating
retired, she I
indicated.
Ward 4 trustee candidate Mora Gregg advocated free day and after
school care for children. Along with these measures lo make education more
accessible,
be paid to working-class students over
16 to allowshethemsaid toallowances
continue should
their education.

school

board

likes

men

Gregg accused the educational system of streaming girls into courses
and programs that led them into being merely mothers and housewives.
She stated that educational decision-making should be decentralized to
permit greater community participation. Schools should be utilized more
freely after hours, she said.
Freedom of the press and free rights to assembly should also be granted
to high school students, Young Socialist Board of Education candidate in
Ward 8 Heather Thomson urged. Assemblies which deal with current
events, such as the war in southeast asia, should be encouraged.
Thomson condemned the streaming of women into home-making fields |
of study and advocated setting up women's studies courses. J
Expanded works study programs involving industries and schools £
should also be implemented, she said.
Paula Reddy, running for the separate school board in Ward 2, said
lhat educational facilities available to the separate schools should be equal
to the public
systems'.
time,curriculum
she advocated
integration
Catholic
religious
leachingAt the
into same
the whole
of thetheseparate
system,of
Some faces of women civic candidates include U of T's own Ellie Kirzner (not shown) and quite
a few other people. For explanation of why they are here read the story with this picture.
"not just a five minute period for prayer."
Ward 5 aldermanic candidate Erna Koffman, a vigorous critic of what
she sees as degeneracy in youth, told the audience of over 50 that she wants
tomoverepresent
in. the whole community, not just active and vocal groups that 'Powerful interests' want
city
She stated she thought the Spadina Expressway should be completed.
Juane Hemsol running for an aldermanic seat in Ward 10, said City to be like New
York
X:30 pm.
says Heap
Council should consult more than it has in past with area residents on
By MARK BOHNEN
changes affecting them. The Planning Board needs to be reformed so that it
He
explained
later that without a strong community
"A few very
powerful sointerests
to changeNew
the life at .street level,
reflects more the interest of citizens and less that of politicians, she said,. downtown
the crime rate would drastically
of Toronto
that itintend
will resemble
increase.
Margaret Bryce, also running in Ward 10 said the issues in the York",
warned Dan Heap at the Hart House Debates
Room
Friday.
December election were development, women and pollution. The heavy bias
City Hall's
acquiescence
on City Council leads to greater demands for transportation facilities, she
Heap, running for alderman in Ward 6, was speaking demands
such asconsistent
changing zoning
by-laws tomaydevelopers'
eventuapointed out, including both expressways and rapid transit.
atfeaturing
a promotional
"sound
and
light
variety
show"
ty
result
in
the
destruction
of
communities
in Ward 6
poetry and prose readings by Marg Attwood,, such as Grange Park, Sussex Ulster, and the
Annex
Marion Engel, Graham Gibson and Dennis Lee.
many professional
such as Chinatown, Kencharged
Ward"Too
I candidate
Lucile Griff.politicians
She added arethatrunning
she wasthenotcity,"
Heap, running as an independent, has supported said Heap.sington,Communities
running
as a
and Baldwin Street are currently being
"woman candidate" and hoped she would not lose due to being a woman. strong community participation in decision-making threatened by the proposed widening
of Dundas Street.
has been active in residents struggles, notably the
Young Socialist Ellie Kirzner, running for a seat on City Council in and
Heap
also
questioned
the
future
of
the University of
fight
against
the
Spadina
Expressway
and
opposition
lo
Ward 8, declared there exist "a layer of rip-ofT artists which is the same massive developments in stable downtown residential Toronto when developments like Metro
Centre and
Eaton Centre increasingly overload the transportation
layer that runs the city. "Their money comes from development, she said' areas.
corridors
University Avenue, St. George, Bloor, and
"the development of their pocketbooks."
Heap said that if City Hall continues its present Wcllesley ofStreets,
The only woman mayoralty candidate, Jacquie Henderson of the policies, downtown Toronto will become a
Decision-m
at City Hal! must no longer be
Young Socialists,
that women, students and workers have little say "wilderness" of self-contained apartments with ex- dominated byaking
a few businessmen, and those
who have
in City Council. Twodeclared
per
p
r
e
s
w
a
y
s
l
i
k
e
"moats
around
castles".
cent
of
Toronto,
businessmen,
run
the
council,
she
iinst
women
by
claimed; an important issue is the end of discrimination
If present trends
he said. He called for more residents'
he said the day could connections
City Hall.
come when no one willcontinue,
control
over
decisions
be able to walk downtown
affecting
their neighbourhoods.
after

ElecTor
1 1chainbcfr
HIOf nulsfc^J
1 1delights
S
a<listening
This wggK'
CHRISTOPHER
Next week:KEARNEY
Pearls Before Swine
71 JARVIS ST. 368-0796
Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

MUNICIPAL

ELECTION

CENTRE
In conjunction with S.A.C. and innls College, INI
206/306 has planned a municipal elections centre
to gather and disseminate Information concerning
the upcoming municipal elections on December 4.
The purpose of this service Is to both supply basic
Information and to act as Mason between candidates
for office and interested Individuals.
If you have any questions concerning the upcoming
municipal elections, feel free to contact us at 9285456. We exist to serve you.

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W;
924-2159

63 St. George (Innis College)

unclassified
irs COMING
(Med'sTheatre.
annual
review)
Dec. 12-16- Daffydil
Harl House
QUIET
arid~t>athhouselor young
man
exchangeROOM(or doing
sitting dutiesIn
Rosedale Close lo transportation WA 16571.
BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING (Specialising
InPsychiat
longry,hair) in the Clarke
Institute ot
Ext. 560. Hair250cut College
S2.25. St. Tel. 924-6811
ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old
essays? Do you need essays? Can you
MUSTANG sale. 1965 red hardlop
Completely tor
rebuilt.Ph°ne
Certificate
For new
ES93V. Servlces:
tires, etc.
96ie6650
0835
nighlsPCallCSSay?
toStephen
midnight.924-8895 days 967SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days. December 27tation,
to Jan
2, includes and
transporaccommodation
ticket. Full
price
S134.00., meals
no extras. towCall
636-1038
today.
QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27-Jan 1
5accommo
days skiing
Ml. Ste.
dationat with
heatedAnne. Excellen
swim-l
ming pool. All transportationIndoorincluded
lUURS, 25 Tayloroood Dr., Islington or
phone Gord Allan. 247.2339
GETTING
ENGAGED?
send or phone
TOLJH?«aT°n.
Wr"e:■TheCANADIAN
SKI
today (or tree booklet
Day You Buy
AYonge
Diamond"
H.
Proctor
and Co 1430
St.. 921-7702

EXPEDITIONS: Overland London lo
Capetown;
TorontoIsland;
to RioSolar
de JaneiroYucatan; Easier
Eclipse.
The Trekkers;
2453 Yonge St.. Suite No 7
Toronlo
483-9080
Doug.
ROOM IN CO-OP or family house wanted.
Baby-sitting considered. Phone 964-0773
SKIERS!
WHY SETTLE FOR ONI
MOUNTAIN - WHEN
YOU CAN HAVE SIX?
In Vermontsnow,and Quebec
skiing
days
Five
January 1-6. Dependable
and dinner daily, all accommodationbreakfast
(only
2 per room), taxes and tips, luxury
voya$89.
tickets.
low
on
rate
group
bus.
geur
Ski Quebec Associates 698-4346 or 6948932.
"FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" First
English
n ol Michelportrait
Tremblay's
scathing productio
but compassi
East-Montreal
family.30onate
Nov.Bridgman
14 - Decof antO
Tarragon
Theatre
and Oupont. 964-8833 Ave
Bathurst
WHY
Used fur
coals FREEZE
from $10.00THISPaulWINTER?
Furs
202
Spadina Ave. between Magder
Queen
and
Dundas.
Good
selection
ol
fun
(urs
sizes
8-18
Cleaning
repairs (fur and fur fabric)
363-6077.andand
open
Fri, 9-6 Mon, - Sal.; til 8 00
Thurs.
"THE
GROUP"-S
Ste.-Anne
Oec.
27SKIlo Jan.
1/73. k.Trip Mont
includes:
Iransporialton.
accommoda
tion,For
meals
towsn
lessons.
Price
S128.00.
Informatio
call 889-7677
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Lawyer faults sfafe with slayings

Rally paints
background
to student
deaths
By JULIA ELCOCK
Lawyer Charles Roach charged
Friday that the blame for the
shooting of three Louisiana students
Thursday University
"clearly lies"
with the
Southern
administration
fill
and the slate governor although he
conceded that the police may not
have shot the students.
"Dissent is caused
frustration," he told a Students forbya
Democratic Society memorial rally
attended by about 70 people. "It is
one of the symptoms that something
wrong." the lawyer for former
is Roach,
Black Panther Edwin Hogan who
was deported last month before all
avenues of appeal had been closed,
said the details have not yet been
fully revealed,
There are known facts, he
continued, a situation of protest had
existed since October 24 no action
had been taken by the administration to solve the problem, and on
Thursday three students were shot,
two killed and one wounded.
The student movement in
Louisiana had been in motion since
a strike was called October 24,
according to a S.D.S. pamphlet. The
students were demanding better
medical care, housing, transportation, food and better pay for
cafeteria workers, as well as more
student say in campus affairs.
On the New Orleans campus of
Southern University, the students
had already forced the resignation of
the president.
Lawyer Charles Roach tells a Sid Smith meeting the slaying of two Baton Rouge students was an example of U.S. racism.
According to the pamphlet the
students were occupying the campus Southern University students stated
The solution to racism. Roach
the applause of the audience.
that the death of the two students
racism".
The aSDStelegram
took upof support
a collection
lay in the formation of problem
and
were demanding
the president's
"It can ofhappen
here". Roach said. send
to theto
resignation.
Police were
called on was caused by a "racist political believed,
international connections. He urged "The establishment must deal with
campus and the students were given structure that is designed to keep the people to "get involved in the its own problems" he concluded to Southern University students.
five minutes in which to disperse.
from attaining that power
Immediately the police started to oppressedto attain
their own destiny".
throw tear gas bombs into the needed
Roach called attempts to fight
crowd, which the students threw injustices
through
the ballot box a Trustees clash over whether
back. The crowd was running away
from the police, an SDS spokesman "farce". The only way to change is
"to make our voices heard," he
said, when the police opened fire, continued.
killing the last two people in the
crowd.
He agreed with the methods em- their jobs should be full-time
None of the students were armed.
"technically
By BILL HUMBER
Church, she stated that only one of Board of Education is to allow
the students:
right ones....
the only
Friday night the two sherrifs they wereployed bythe
Ward 5 candidate for Board of the ward's present trustees, Fiona citizens to participate in the educainvolved admitted that there might ones".
This
drew
applause
from Education
the
audience.
Judith
Major
claimed
Nelson,
fulfilled this obligation.
tion process. If it were to become a
be a possibility that one of the
Thursday
thattime.the job of trustee
full time job (current salaries are
policemen had loaded his gun with
"What
goes
on
in
the
States
is
must
he
full
However the other incumbent less than $4,000). the advisory role
live ammunition by mistake. The reflected and controls our lives
Speaking to an audience of about trustee. Bill Charlton, who is also of elected citizens who occupy other
FBI the
is conducting
here".resist
Roachthesaid,influences
"we are toofweak
into
affair. an investigation to
the 75 people at a Ward 5 all candidates chairma i of the Toronto board, jobs would be lost, he stated.
meeting at the First Unitarian claimed that the purpose of the Nelson, the senior trustee, sided
A statement issued by some
with Major, stating that it had been
States".
a full time job for her during the last
three years at the Board.
"I sometimes received 20 requests
daily from teachers, students and
parents asking for assistance," she
stated.
A fourth candidate, John
Maxwell, applauded the efforts of
parents at Brown School who had
shared in the process of deciding
what type of community school
would replace- the old building torn
down in the summer. He only
regretted that his work at a comWe have at least thirty-one openings
munity collegein had
from
sharing
this prevented
process. him
in two categories. Both involve the
Major,School
who wasHomechairman
of the
planning and selling of life insurance
Brown
and School
programs, not just policies.
Association in 197 1 -72, joined with
Nelson in promising to work for
We are interested in interviewing
more parent involvement in all
any graduate from any discipline,
aspects of the education system.
Nelson claimed that her work on the
but only if you're at least
"Alternatives Committee" of the
London open-minded
enough to explore a
hoard had made her aware of the
need for diversity and greater comsales career. (If you're not, see
munity participation.
page 48 of the new Employment
A candidate
for the Separate
Opportunities Handbook. Available
School Board. Don Mulroney,
free at your placement office.)
agreed that greater community parsought. ticipation in education must be
While admitting there were some
differences countereind, hefeltthethatproblems
enboth boards
We will be on campus
laced the same tasks. Prime among
these is the job of confronting and
at U. of Toronto Dec. 4
r.nsmg current provincial budget
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Ward 5 candidate says

Toronto
transport
policy needs
major
revision
By MARK BOHNEN
Association, Vaughan said that four greater voice be given citizens'
meeting sponsored
in St. Paul'sbyAvenue
Road CNR
Ward 5 aldermanic candidate that the city's transportation policy Church
and CPR railway tracks, now
the Avenue
garbage
before
people".
groupsmust
and bead reversed,"
hoc task forces.
"The
used
lo transport garbage, should be roles
Road-Bay-Cottingham
Residents
Colin Vaughan charged last week "places
he said.
Speaking at an all-candidates
used for commuter transportation.
Most policies made at City Hall
are
destructive
to
neighbourhoods,
a former
chairman andof and many decisions are in oppositheVaughan,
Confederation
of Residents
tion to local residents, Vaughan
Ratepayers Associations
Kids may be bounced
in winter
(CORRA), said that Metro Council slated. He added that the decisionmust face the fact that the Spadina be closermakingto process
at City Hall people.
should
neighbourhood
Expressway
dead it.issue"
and
Erna Koffman, known for her
stop
trying lois "arevive
Vaughan
as U of T daycare plans plow on played a leading role in the later
stages of the fight to stop the ex- "professional
attacked
"subversives"
and
Ignoring threats by parents or the
iversity community will probably be
being Stop
built, Spadina
as a co- opposition to citizens",
Devonshire Day Care Centre to stay kicked out of the building if the policy.
The Campus Co-op chairman presswayoffrom the
ratepayers' groups as "not represenput until U of T finds them alternate timetable is applied, said Kathy representatives refuse to participate committee.
tative of thecan
community
at large".of
"How
you speak
space, ihe university administration Peterson, a representative from the in the planned centre because under
The city needs more emphasis on
is plowing ahead with plans to take Campus Co-operative Day Care the Governing Council's policy, north-south
rapid Iransil, he said. preserving neighbourhoods when
Centre.
over the building in January.
children whose patents are not
Asked what could be done to youIn polarize
Ihem?"
asked. of
letter losheresidents
A timetable outlining the time The Co-op has since last spring members of the university com- alleviate
the crowded conditions of Wardan open
occupied the previously unused
munity wil be excluded, parent con5, she denounced
necessary to renovate the building, clubhouse
off
Devonshire
where
the
the
Yonge
Street
subway,
Vaughn
an old clubhouse, was presented to university intends to set up its own considerably
trol will be lostraised.
and the users' costs
"professional
who use theirto
level formcitizens"
of confrontation
advocated expansion of the public slreel
the Governing
Council's Thursday.
Advisory day care centre. It intends to stay
Committee
on Programs
altack
in
an
altcmpt
lo
circumvenl
He calledof
As a first step in setting up the transit
there until an alternate site is found, centre,
for the system's
immediateservices.
construction
the advisory committee, Ihe
The timetable, drawn up by and
Balhurst
Street
subway.
has
warned
U
of
T
president
the
elected
process..."
committee chairman Paul Corey, John Evans that unless a suitable composed half of day care represenDavid Aslle took issue wilh the
day care centres
The ward's senior alderman, Ying sale of pornography on Yonge
is found by and halftativesoffrom four
with help
from thePlant,
U of calls
T's department of Physical
for the accommodation
representatives from Hope, defended his pasl record as
building to be open for use by the Wednesday, it may settle in university constituencies, decided to one favourable to ratepayers' Street.
Koffman, who along with Astle,
university March 23. Renovations, permanently.
advertise
to
obtain
names of poten- associations. He cited his successful advocates
Peterson
said
the
Campus
Co-op
the shut-down of
tial users.
say Corey, will lake approximately representatives were acting as adefforts
together
with
local
residents
ten weeks.
Rochdalein College,
called attitude
for "a
visors to the committee for the
A survey will also be distributed "lo contain and drive out greedy change
the
However, in January the children formation of the university day care to all parts of the university to get developers"
from Aura Lee and towards our waypermissive
Ramsden
Parks.
of living".
currently using the day care centre centre. But they do not consider information on potential enrolment
Manfred Schulzke,
a high school
who are not members of the un- themselves bound by university and desired policies.
Hope said that commissioners teacher, was critical of police policy.
"who are constantly working with "Too many policemen are
developers" are a major source of revenue agents for the city," he said.
regressive policies al City Hall.
He fell that crime prevention should
be their primary concern rather than
"They are the policy makers," cracking
'Can't
sit
on
bayone
By DON MOWAT
provos
t that "the Vaughan agreed. "Senior aldermen offences. down on petly traffic
nuclear stockpile, "all yout':
can do is Charter
Ignalieff
of themaintained
United Nations
has listen to them." He advocated that a
"The essence of diplomacy is the sit on it".
Ignalieff warned, however, that become the basic rulebook for the
restraint
of
power,"
said
Trinity
Provost George Ignalieff last week ihe dangers of nuclear arms
of international
affairs". else
So
in an address to a college debate at proliferation have not been conduct
il will remain
until something
eliminated.
He
stated
that
Japan
replaces
it.
Si.Ignalieff,
Hilda's College.
a former Canadian was one country which had not yet
ambassador lo the United Nations, signed Ihe nuclear non-proliferation There is no private house in
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
spoke following a lively debate on treaty, yet had territorial disputes
can enjoy themthe resolution: "The United Nations with the USSR and a long history of which people
selves so well as in a capital
FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
is no longer an effective peace- conflict with China. ■
You are sure you
In addition to the nations of the tavern
keeping
body."
BY-ELECTION
are
welcome;
and
the
more
The superpowers have learned Middle East, Brazil, South Africa
that "unrestricted power is no solu- and India are also in a position to noise you make, the more
To fill vacancies on certain Committees, as follows:
join the ranks of ihe nuclear powers. trouble you give, the more
tion lo modern
asserted.
Ignalieff problems,"
suggested lhalhe All of these countries have either
things you call for, the
this realization may well provide the territorial claims or disturbed good
welcomer you are.
Faculty Members
hasis for a revitalization of the relations with neighbouring lands.
Dr. Samuel Johnson
General Committee (1)
United Nations.
With regard to Soviet-American
Depl of East Asian Studies
The guesi speaker summed up the relations, the U.S. and the USSR
dilemma of ihe superpowers by have learned that "channels are
General Committee (1)
Dept. of Sanskrit and Indian Studies
saying
in formerwithtimes,
"you discussion
open in the United
Nations" for
of international
could dothatanything
a bayonet
except sil on it". Bui with the problems.
Depts. of Anthropology. Geography. Curriculum Committee on (1)
Political Economy and Sociology
Social Sciences
Note: Nominations and voting for General Committee are
restricted to Departments named. Nominations
INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
Curriculum Committee are restricted to Departmentsfor
named, but Faculty members from any Department
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
may vote.
AND TECHNOLOGY
Students Members
New College
General Committee (1)
at the
Innis College
General Committee (1)
TODAY
Erindale College
General Committee (1)
JARVIS HOUSE
Committee
Victoria
College
Entertainment
and
on Counselling (1)
New College
"The Development of Science Policy in CaCommittee on Counselling (1)
Dancing on 2 floors
nada" by 0. M, Solandt, Former Chairman
Trinity
College
Committee on Counselling (ij
JARVIS at RICHMOND
Science -Council of Canada. 4:10 p.m.,
Any College
Curriculum Committee
Room 2117, Sidney Smith. Sponsored by
NO COVER This- Weak
NO MINIMUM
on Life Sciences (1)
the Varsity Fund.
Extension
Curriculum Committee (1)
SOUTHERN COMFORT
Note:
FREE PARKING
on Humanities
Nominations and voting for all these positions are
restricted to the constituencies named. Students
nominated for the Committee on Life Sciences must
this session be taking at least three courses in Botany,
Psychology, Zoology and/or other Life Sciences.
all the
latest in
Nominations
fashion
I BRADDOCK
November 20 to 27 inclusive on nomination forms obtainable
and
at College and Faculty Offices. Deadline for receipt of
1.' OPTICAL
STOFUi
CAL
nominatio
n 4.001006.p.m.Sidney
OPTIWE1PO
customIHHOUUHOiM
Monday.
Jf CONSun
Office. Room
SmithNovember
Hall. 27 at the Faculty
THI MLLOft PAi.,ls
made
eyewear

Elections
Voting will be from December 4 to 7, 1972.
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Canodian

Phd grad claims

Canadians
convinced
U.S. scholars
best
"With the drying up ofare
job "security risk". Meszaros had been
Jean Cottam, research director
"Not a single Canadian has been develop its own personality if its
for the Toronto chapter of the Com- hired in my field in Canada since universities are controlled by oppor
American offered a position at York Universifor country
academitunit
cs in ies
their own
, they
mit e for an Independent Canada, 1969," she said.
ty, but was refused landed imsaid yesterday that the worst
"Canadians should receive foreigners."
Three-quarters of new are flooding here. If no action is
migrant status.
preferential
treatment
in
their
own
problem in attempting to
appointments in Canadian un- taken, Canadians in Canadian un- "Meszaros is a scholar with an
iversities in1970-71 went to non"Canadianize" Canadian un- country," she said. She indicated
iversities wil soon be a rarity."
international
reputation in Marxist
that by this she meant that where a Canadians, according to CIC
ithe
s "colonial which
mentality"
Only half of the professors in philosophy, but him we reject as a
of many iversitiesCanadians
see Canadian and an American appli- research.
Canada
are
Canadians,
she
said.
anything American as necessarily
"A Canadian cannot get a job at "Internationalism
cant had roughly similar qualificaCanadians have a double
is good, but security
superior.
tions, the Canadian should get the an American university with anything like the same ease that an this is ridiculous," said Cottam.
standard,risk."
she suggested, "whereby
"Many Canadian professors
received their graduate degrees from
Asians
and Europeans are con"Instead,
Americans
American can get a job here," said
She protested strongly the
sidered inferior to American imreceive
preferential
treatmentactually
here. Cottam.
"Canada
is
wide
open
to
American universities," she said, job.
of Istvan Meszaros by the
but the U.S. is almost rejection
migrants, whom we see as some sort
"and have been brain-washed into Many of the department heads are Americans,
immigration department as a
believing that the graduate of any American and Americans are closed to Canadian academics.
American university is better than numerous on hiring committees.
of master race."
the graduate of any Canadian Through the 'old boy' network,
university.
Americans have an advantage."
"It ts this obsequious attitude ol "Only immigrants who are
so many Canadians," she continued, committed to Canada should be
"more than anything else that we accepted as Canadians," she said.
"How do you tell if someone is
haveCottam
to fight."
is a graduate of Sir 'committed to Canada'" asked a
George Williams University in student in the audience.'
Montreal, with a PhD in Russian
"If he wants to become a citizen,
and East European history from U ihen he's committed," she replied. Writer says marriage
nothing
of T. She has been unable lo gain a
"The humanities have an
position in any Canadian university, ideological element which is lacking
and is presently working as an in- in fields like mathematics," said
surance adjuslor.
Cottam. "No country can dev
more
than "purchase
vagina"
By AGI
LUKACScontributed of
wantA itwoman
in someone
clutches."
"The law
has always
shouldelse'salways
have
inheritance
rights,
feels
Ginsberg,
toMarilyn
the oppression
of
women,"
lawyer
because
she
has
contributed
to
her
Ginsberg, who teaches a
husband's financial status through
course
on
women's
rights
at
Osgoode Hall, said last Wednesday child-care, and housekeeping.
She approves of the new Quebec
night.
She and journalist June Callwood law that allows a spouse to inherit 50
were the speakers at the Inter- per cent of his or her mate's property, on the death of the latter. She
open lecture ondisciplinary
womenDepartment's
at the weekly
Facul- also approves of the Quebec law
which
states expenses must be borne
ty of Education.
Callwood, who co-authored by each proportionate to each
"Canadian Women and the Law", spouse's income.
told the largely female audience that Changes in taw can improve the
status of women, Ginsberg feels, but
marriage is equivalent to "the only
with coincidental changes in
purchase
of
a
vagina".
social
attitudes. She cited the On"As long as a woman provides
Employmentfor Standards
this, she's got it made for life," which tario
provides
equal wagesAct for—
Callwood said. But if she doesn't
lake "this little apparatus" to Sud- the same job, regardless of sex —
bury, for example, when her and the Ontario Women's Equal
Opportunity Act which ended sex
husband's job transfers him there he specifications
in want ads as two
doesn't have lo support her ever
again.
She
is
considered
to
have
examples
of legislation which has
"deserted".
had little effect.
Similarly, if she is tranferred, by Aside from the fact that many
her employer and goes despite her women don't know about such laws,
Down
with
Golden.
husband's disapproval, she has also the reason they don't work is that
"deserted", unless she's the only employers
don't take them seriouswage-earner.
ly, she stated. can find different
Further, the buyer of a vagina is Employers
names for the same job to get
entitled to life-long rights.
A husband often has to support around the first law, and inform
the wife from whom he has become females that a job has already been
separated or divorced, but only if filled, to get around the second.
Ginsberg suggested raising
she remains
shedoesn't,
most
judges "chaste".
will cut offIfalimony
and "public consciousness", by the
automatic inheritance rights. > government, the media, and private
"Once he's bought it", Callwood
Callwood suggested letteremphasized, speaking of the vagina, groups.
writing campaigns, which are
"he's really bought it, and he doesn't tedious, she feels, but do work.

HART HOUSE MUSIC ASSOCIATES
PRESENTS
THE FIRST, THE ONE, THE ONLY.
NOON HOUR
"ROCK
Molson Golden
A good smooth ale
Do you know what you're missing?

CONCERT CUM DANCE"
(AND WE MEAN DANCE)
FEATURING: BRUTUS

BRING YOURSELF. YOUR LUNCH AND YOUR FAVOURITE DANCIN'
SHOES — BUT LEAVE YOUR MONEY BEHIND' CAUSE IT'S FREE!!
The
THE —MOVIN'
Will Happen
12 Noon
2 p.m.ANDIn TheGROOVIN'
Eaat Common
Room,Wed.,
Hart Nov,
House,22 From
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in 1 2-3
Gee-Gees
Blues ninth goalwin
came on a set-up
ze
free
s
Blue
McFarlane neatly
deflected it in. totally worthy of blame on most of managed to pop in two more goals. play by Munro who passed to Sems,
By PETER DUX
the goals from
which thethe face
Gee-Gee
defence
But Ottawa came right back, also watched
On
one
play
Al
Milnes
stole
the
Blues continued to win Friday
left
unguarded
in
the slot. Bill
off circle.
nighi. this time wiping out Ottawa scoring on their first shot on
puck from Doyle's glove and tipped Buba's goal came off a fancy
Gee-Gees 12-3. Blues look a 5-1 lead Gauihier's goal from centre ice One of the few plays that marred the net. Ruhnke scored his first of passing play originating with
in the game with a hard, ice Milnes' carrying play from the
in the first period and never looked which Durno misjudged. (Durno an otherwise competently-handled two
Toronto end of the rink. Buba also
back in their home opener.
looked shaky in the warm up and game was an altercation between level shot from right wing.
assisted on Blues 11th goal, putting
settle
down
until
just
after
this
Nick
Holmes
and
Dan
Hurtubise
in
Toronto completely outskated didn't
shift on Doyle and passing to
Ottawa in the first and third periods, first Ottawa goal.)
front of the Ottawa bench. Doug Hurlubise
Munro had
andsticks
Ottawa's
Dan aRuhnke
up
at
each
who easily put the puck
outshooting Gees-Gees by better
Blues' second goal was similar to Tate went into to separate the two, other when the Gee-Gee forward
than a 3-1 margin. However in the
first, with Korzack tip- so Holmes went after Paul Gauthier. didn't appareciate Sems slashing at away from close in.
second period Blues easied up and the team's
in Keenan's
shot, through
while theirby After a couple of blows both were goalie Doyle's pads after a save..
Ottawa outshot them 12-11.
third pinggoal
was carried
Ottawa's, third and final goal of
off for two minutes. (Majors
Munro
who
went
around
the defence sent usually
Blues Gauthier
captainoffGord
Blues' forward line of Munroreserved for serious checked
his feet,Davies
with the
gameallowing
came onDana Blues'
lapse
Farantdefensive
to slap
Korzack-Sems proved to be the at the line and tucked the puck are
fights in college hockey because of Gauthier suffering a separated the puck
in
from
the
slot atthe14:03.
behind Doyle with a well-placed the
most productive on the night, scor- shot.
automatic
game
misconduct
acAnderson
almost
blocked
shot
shoulder
on
the
play.
Up
to
that
ing
five
goals
—
two
each
by
companying them.)
but it careened off his shin pads
point
in
the
game
he
had
been
Sems and Korzack, and one by Blues went ahead 5-1 by the end
In the second period Blues played Ottawa's most effective forward.
centre Bob Munro. The tine also was of the first period, with the Munropast Durno.
top heavy with assists — a total of Korzack-Sems combination tallying hard
poorly.
Watt tosaid:
to Coach
expect Tom
the boys
keep"ICsup
Friday's third period was much a
ten for the game.
finished the scoring at 15:55
twice more. Sems scored on a tworepetition of the first, with Blues whenBluesTate,
on-one
break
with
Korzack,
while
again left alone in front
OtherRuhnke,
Blues' goals
a 5-1 missed
lead." some fine outscoring Gee-Gees 5-2.
of the net, unhesitatingly shot in
Blues
Kent
with came
two, from
Ivan Sems' aggressive play in the crease after
MacFarlane, Bill Buba, Al Milnes, bothered the Ottawa goalie and opportunities — Rorzack firing
Ottawa made the score 7-2 with Keenan's accurate pass.
Bruce Herridge and Doug Tate. For defence, allowing Korzack to fire a wide of an open net after being set Hurtubise firing the puck in on his
Gee-Gees it was Dan Hurlubise, goal from the wing with 15 seconds up by Munro, while Ruhnke lost a own rebound with Blues defence
Blues Notes: Blues next game is
left in the period.
goal the same way with Doyle out of elsewhere. Then, with Holmes tying Thursday against Ryerson Rams,
Dan Farant, and Paul Gauthier.
last
finishers in the OUAA
Varsity scored early in the game Ottawa goalie Gary Doyle played
Gee-Gee defence Bruce Her- EasternplaceSection
last year. The game
However, Gee-Gees were unable up the ridge
on theAnderson
team's firstblasted
shot well in net, despite allowing the five position.
scored
Blues'
first
goal
of
onat 18net.seconds
Warren
first period goals. He stymied to provide enough protection during the period, skating from behind the begins at 8:25 at Forest Hill Arena
the puck from the blueline and Davies on a breakaway and was not the period and Toronto still goal io poke the puck home.
(on
Eglinton
near
was announced FridaySpadina)
that Hockeyit
Canada cancelled the finals of its
college hockey tournament when
four of nine regional winners
Swim
Blues win 8 of 10 freestyle relays
withdrew. Blues couldn't make it
because of prior commitments to
Farquhar, and Jim Adams plus ease. Peeling, Laari and John Pelers showings by the freshmen, we have play Loyola College and Sir George
By PAUL CARSON
The Varsity swimming Blues and freshman Dave Wilkin took the were the other entries in the 400, al least five solid entries in the Williams
University in Montreal the
their perennial challengers, Univer- individual medley by less than a while Twohig and rookie Tom freestyle events, which just happen weekend of December 16-18. (Sir
sity or Western Ontario, made a yard. Farquhar and Twohig then Schonberg joined Adam and Peeling to account for seven out of 16 races George won its regional tourshambles of the annual OUAA joined Zvi Eldar and Bob Peeling to in the 200.
in dual meets and the national
nament.) Laurentien University
Relay Meet Saturday in the York win the butterfly by only one-tenth
withdrew after its offer lo play the
Western's outstanding divers championships," he said.
of
a
second.
Moscow Selects in Sudbury was
pool.Blues displayed depth in the After these two close calls, Blues Doug Darling and Dave Rock in- Blues
Saturday's
pre-seasonresults
ratingconfirmed
as once accepted
by ihe Canadian Amateur
victory string by
freestyle events, winning eight of ten were never in trouble, least of all in taking firstterruptedandVarsity'sthird
off
both
the
again
the
team
to
beat
for
the
Hockey Association (the two teams
races, while Western took the other the freestyle races.
one and three metre boards. OUAA championship, but will
play
December 17), while
two speed events plus two diving Rookies Shawn Laari and John
Lester Newby gained
University of Western Ontario and
Ihe somewhat
relays. The other competing schools Sebben appear to be the best in the Waterloo's
two seconds, and Blues duo of Campbellsidedfeared
results might
give lophis St. Mary's University of Halifax
scored a few good times, but were province al 500 yards as they veieran .Alex Lau and freshman swimmers a false sense of security. withdrew because of a conflict with
generally left far behind the two anchored Blues to a one-lwo sweep Tim Bean were a creditable fourth.
Sir George
"We would seem to be in good examinations
(raditiona! leaders.
Blues rounded out a successful shape for the team title again, but Williams made it clear earlier in the
of Sebben
the 800-yarddemonstrated
Crescendo.
his
As expected. Western coach Bob
the field with four there are about fourteen excellent
that its teamfinals,
wouldn't
Eynon entered his three top versatility by joining with Wayne meet by lapping
the tournament
citing show
their
in the 800-yard freestyle swimmers from the other schools atmonth
swimmers, Wes McConnell, Ken Phillips and Nick Rottman for an freshmen
whom we have lo somehow knock agreement with Toronto. One
relay,
using
Laari,
Wilkin,
Sebben
off the OUAA contingent qualifying Montreal sportswriter drew this
Fowler, and former Olympian Bill easy victory in the 300-yard breast- and Dave Chudder.
Kennedy, as a unit in four key events stroke, and Laari combined with
Coach Robin Campbell saw ihis for the national championships next analogy "In college hockey, playing
and managed to outlast Blues in the Adams, Peeling and Blair Christie pleasing and definitely unexpected meet.
the Canadian champion Varsity
400-yard medley and 300-yard for a relatively handy win in the 400- result as perhaps the key to several March," Campbell said after the Blues is like playing Carnegie Hall.
backstroke relays.
yurd
Crescendo.
"The winning times were nothing If you get the chance to do it, you
during the dual meet season
However, Blues went on to Adams, this season's captain and upsets
after Christmas.
to rave about, so there's lots of hard don't stay home to serenade your
produce narrow victories on the defending
CIAU gold medalist in "Last year our only consistent work
yet to be done," he added.
most exciting races of the day — the the freestyle sprints, turned in out- freeslylers were Adams and Mike
standing performances in ihe 200 Guinness (lost through graduation).
400-yard individual medley relay
and Ihe butterfly.
and 400-yard free relays as Blues However, thanks to the good
Veterans John .Twohig, Russ won both with almost ridiculous
College Bowl
KINGSWAY
sister."
DRUGS
Hot Combs
QUARTET.
Tickets
Dryers
Coming 7 January
Setters
Up to 50% off
SAT., NOV. 25 — 1:00 PM
Suggested list price
The
Colonnade,
131
Bloor
W.
LOWEST
YOU'DISCOUN
T PRICES
VE GOT
ON NG TO1 GIVE
IT COMI
YOU!
HI-FI J STEREO
US
700 Yonee andSt., at St. Mary
SANS
I. PIONEER,EQUIPMENT
KENWOOD
MAKE
SONY.
DUAL
TELEFUNKEN
ETC.
COLOUrf-TV
AND MODEL...
ZENITH, RCA. ADMIRAL ETC.
WE DO SELL
CAR-RADIOS AND TAPE PLAYER
ALL
MAKES,
INCLUDING
BLAUPUNKT
FOR LESS!
NOW ON SALE AT SAC
AM-FM AND STEREO MODELS.
DIAMOND
RING
}j>
W
CARAT
LOOK ASK
AROUND
FOR STILL
YOUR LOWER
BEST DEAL ~
THEN
FOR OUR
PRICE
KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
THE SPIRIT OF 1837 FESTIVAL
112 HARBORD ST. <1 BLOCK WEST OF SPADINA) CLOSE To u OF T
FEATURING:
Set$29500
2ACORN
CEDRIC SMITH & $
MILTON
of the Perth County Conspiracy
Your choice o! Iwentv-five excrlina
SATURDAY, NOV. 25, 8 p.m.
OCE Auditorium (Bloor & Spadina)
ckjdw.
-bana,
diamond
wedding
nng.
™,chin3
regis[«M
appraisal
certrhcafe and insufdnce
Tickets: $2.00 Advance; $2.50 at the door
20% Student Discount
Available at: Spirit of 1837 Tables
also at SAC Office A & A
with ATL card
Meat & Potatoes Round Records
HUGH'1430YPROCTOR
AND MORE. Call 964-1174 days, 962-7233
E ST. & Co.
Jewellers •0NGGemmologitrt
Sponsored by:
PATIO DE0R0 PUZAs 921- 7702
NICKELODEON
The
Anti-Imperialist Day Committee, Box 6088 Station A,
279 Yon^e at Dundas Square .it
Toronto.
Toronto;
Canadian Liberation Movement, Box 6106, Station A*
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

Laurent
ian
downs
By BOB PRITCHARD
Blues' press about fifteen feet to the
Basketball Blues lost their side of the basket, dropped in 24
opening game of the regular season points to add to his team's total.
Saturday afternoon 81-73 to the Although Varsity had tied the
at 47. another lapse in the
I.aurentian Voyageurs although the game
Blues' defensive rebounding, along
match was closer-fought than the with
Bishop's shooting,
score might indicate.
the
Voyageurs on top 61-56 at theputthreeToronto wasn't the same team quarter
mark
of
the
game.
which Tumbled its way to a 98-49
Therefore it was these "little
loss to McM aster last week.
had menHowever this time, it was "the little things" tionedthatwhich McManus
l he Blues. took the game from
things",
as
coach
McManus
put
it,
which stole victory from the Blues.
made some unnecessary
Varsity opened the game playing Toronto fouls
which gave Laurenas an effective team unit. Using fast but costly
tian
an
eight
point lead with five
breaks, and taking advantage of minutes remaining.
Not until this
good offensive rebounding, Blues late in the game did
mustered a 12-6 lead by the four change to a man-to-man McManus
defence.
minute mark of the game.
Even
though
the
Blues
kept
The team used a 2-1-2 zone huslling. their shooling
from
defence throughout the half, and in ihe floor and foul line —— both
let them
the early stages of the game it down. Whereas the team had stayed
seemed to work against the Lauren- almost even with Laurentian's
50%
lian squad. Voyageurs, however, average in the first half with their
soon acquired the right touch on the 49%. in the second half Toronto
ball
and proved
to 27%,
the Sudbury
accurate
shooters.to be a team of very dropped
squad stayed at while
50%. At the foul
line.
Blues
some important
After eight minutes of play points away threw
only hitting 30%.
I.aurentian had tied the score at 16.
The Blues began to show the Although Varsity threatened a
hustle McManus had credited them comeback as they came within four
with earlier, as they kept Laurentian points of the Voyageurs, Laurentian
constantly running. Unfortunately, was determined to hold the lead.
the Voyageurs countered again with When the final buzzer sounded, the
some Vetrie
deadly found
shooting.a defensive
Sudbury's scoreboard
Toronto 73. read Laurentian 81,
Guy
weakness, repeatedly popping in Undoubtedly one of the most
shots from the slot between the two exasperating factors Tor the Blues
Toronto guards at the top of the key
that they had to "run" for most
— both of whom left him alone to ofwas iheir
points, working plays and
shoot. Vetrie went on to pump in 16 driving in, while for the most part
points Tor his team in the first half. Laurentian swished in their points
Both Voyageurs and Blues stayed from the outside.
within two points of each other
A questionable decision by Mcalternating the lead for the better
Manus was the use of a zone depart of the half.
fence throughout most of the game
Some careless defensive rebound- against a team of such accurate
ing by the Varsity team, combined shooters. Perhaps Laurentian's 64with questionable foul calls by the 50 defeat of York, which used a
referees, put Laurentian ahead man-to-man defence, convinced Mc- „
41-36 with just over a minute left in Manus that a zone would be more &
the half. A good drive to the hoop by effective. However it's impossible to e
Blues' Frank Cress, who was fouled say for sure, since Toronto only 8
and made a three point play out of played man-to-man for the last few =
^
it, cut down the lead, and the teams minutes of the game.
went into the change rooms at half- The important point about this J
time with Voyageurs sporting a game was the vast improvement in E
45-41 advantage.
team's fiasco.
performance
since line
the *~ Voyageurs Dan Catpapan (25)
The second half began much the the
Hamilton
Blues' front
same as the first, with Laurentian in combined for 65 points, compared
with 39 in the first game. Filinski
a man-to-man defence, while Blues and
Rudmik showed much more shooling. enjoyed one of his best
used the /one. Toronto also added a
confidence
and accuracy, hitting 16 games with a 22 point total.
half court press, which gave the
and,
14
points respectively. Ferguson ■ TIP OFFS: Varsitypiays Guelph
Sudbury team a little more difficulty •
arid Skyvington used their height this Wednesday a( 8:15 pm.in Hart
suiting up their offence. But "once well,
pulling in rebounds and tipping 'House in exhibition play. 'The team
again I.au
shooling
kept renti
them anin 'sthe pinpoint
lead. Mel iti shots, and Dave Watt, exhibiting l hen 'travels fo King'sfo'n Vhfday for a
Bishop, finding an opening in the aggressive play and precise league game against Queen's, and

Blues

81-73

another. and Filinski (45) to the ball as Toronto
beats Blues'losesSkyvington
returns Saturday for another exhibition game against McMaster in
the Benson Building. ... Laurentian
finished last season in third place in
the Eastern .-Section of the OUAA
with an 8-4 rocord. Last year Blues
lost 96-73 'when Laurentian visited.

and dropped the return match in
Sudbury. 79-70. ... Guelph finished
the 1972 season with an 8-4 record,
second best in- the -Western Section,
but lost' to1, th;rd. place finisher
Western, 90-81. io-the quarter final
playoffs:

Women's
volleyb
Laurent
and thenall
had Laurentiandefeats
pointless as Schwartz served up the
ian
The with
women's
Senior
Volleyball
teamin opened
their
league win,
Blues' coach ofMarj
Shedd
impressed
the calibre
play
and thewas way
the3-0
teamwithworked
as a
second game followed exactly the same and consistency
schedule
a
3-0
win
over
Laurentian
Sudbury
Saturday.
Laurentian has finished last in the Eastern Section for the pattern,15-5.withTheToronto
winning 15-4.
unit,
especially
since
the
six
regulars
had
never been part of -1
the
same
line-up
before.
Laurentian hit the scoreboard first in the third game but
past three years and Toronto expected to have no trouble
winning.
Blues promptly came back 6-2. The play see-sawed back and
The weekend match took place as part of the official
forthscore reached
A serving streak by opening-day activiries in Laurentian's new multi-million
However, after arriving in Sudbury Blues found out that Thomsonuntilthenthe finished
the game 10-5.
at 15-5.
dollar
Benjamin F. Avery Physical Education Centre. The
York. Toronto's
strongest opponent
east,16-14,
had trouble
easy wins were the result of good all-round complex, attached to the old gymnasium, includes
defeating
a much-improved
Laurentianin thesquad
15-12, play.Toronto's
The
team
moved
well
offensively
and
defensively,
classrooms, laboratories, saunas, a library and lounge as well
15-10. The uncertain outcome of the Blues- Voyageurs match
accurately and covering up carefully.
lane Olympic-size swimming pool with facilities
was believed to be in jeopardy, since five of the stronger servingAlberts
and Thomson kept the play organized and gave aslor anoneeight
meter springboard diving and three, five,
Toronto players were unable to make the trip.
the spikers well-placed sets, while Grieve and Shearon seven andandoneihrec
half and ten metre tower diving.
(The reduced Toronto contingent consisted of regulars supported the Blues' attack with tips and spikes from the front
Agra Alberts, .loan Schwartz, Marg Grieve, Lynn Shearon, corners, dependable serving and key saves.,
The centre has a gross area of over 80,000 square feet and
Marion Thomson, rookie Fran Walmsley, and latecomer
I.aurentian coach Pat Pickard admitted that Walmstey's has been in the planning stages for four and one half years.
Peggy Duff.)
spikes from centre-front devastated the team's defence which
next matches are against Carleton this Friday at 7
Laurenttan had first service but Toronto took the first put up two and three-player blocks leaving large parts of the pm andBlues'Ottawa
am thegymfollowing
Both games *
will be played inattheI I upper
of the morning.
Benson Building.
two points and never looked back. Blues built up a 9-5 lead court uncovered.
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Fees

Ontario
confront

protest

fizzles

students
minister

at Queen'
By ARTsMOSESPark
About 400 students from across Ontario marched on Queen's
VOL. 93, NO. 31
_
Park yesterday
protest inPremier
tuition
fees and todecrease
student Bill
aid.Davis government's hike in
WED. NOV. 22, 1972 TORONTO!
The size of the demonstration disappointed organizers, but it
succeeded in drawing Colleges and Universities Minister John
McNie into open confrontation with ordinary students.
"We must ask how much higher education costs", McNie said
amid a chorus of catcalls. "This is a question posed by taxpayers
and students alike. It's not only a question of the number of dollars
we spend on education but also the amount of time students spend
not earning money."
Mi
»
"But there are no jobs," several students shouted.
Undaunted, McNie told the students that lowering tuition fees
is not the answer to stem the high drop-out rate.
mam
"The people who dropped out tended to be the best students and
they Asgot snow
jobs."flakes swirled around his head, McNie smirked when
the student heckling continued.
"Our loan program is better than in any province
the
we hope
country. But we are trying to get the program amended andacross
to do so in the spring. ...Any new scheme will involve repayment on
the basis of salary, which is only reasonable", he said.
McNie added he was impressed by proposals offered by an
Ontario Federation of Students delegation, which met him and
premier William Davis last week. He urged students to look to the
future and not the past.
committed
increase
for thisareyear,
but it's the
the
first "We
one inareeight
years... to.Butthe Ifeerealize
students
concerned
government make a committment to accessibility and excellence and
I make that committment." McNie then stepped to the rear of the
Queen's Park steps to another chorus of boos.
He was followed by New Democratic Party colleges and
universities critic Floyd Laughren, who said he doubted students
would win their demands.
"You don't have the public support you need because the
government has come across as being fiscally responsible," he said.
He warned students to be prepared to act after publication of the
final Commission on Post-Secondary Education report, which may
recommend a "Contingency Repayment Plan" for future student
aid.
would$2500
require
students
to pay the
the money
entire cost
their "CORSAP"
education (about
a year)
and borrow
from ofa
special bank, repaying a percentage of future salary. /
Ontario Federation of Labour Secretary-Treasurer Terry
Meagher told the demonstrators that the OFL goes further beyond
the OFS demands, and calls for outright abolition of tuition fees.
The march
Queen's Park followed a brief rally in
Convocation
Hall, towhich
at times degenerated into recriminations
over responsibility for the small turnout.
A favorite target was U of T Students Administrative Counci
President Eric Miglin, whose council refused to help organize the
action. Miglin rather sheepishly entered the hall amid a cluster of
people, and was challenged by Glendon College Student Union
president David Moulton to address the crowd. Miglin, who is also
OFS treasurer, ignored the invitation.
In an interview later Miglin said he was disappointed by the size
of the demonstration.
"I'm not surprised, but to go around saying 'I told you so, I told
you so1
be counter-productive."
Onlywould
a small
contingent of U ofhe Tsaid.
students attended the
demonstration. They were organizized by four college councils and
various political groups after SAC failed to support the protest.
Bus loads of students from ouside Toronto did not materialize
in the numbers expected. Two buses from York, one from Glendon,
one from Brock, one from Waterloo, and one from Carleton arrived.
Ontario Provincial Police barred the doors of the Legislature
Building to students during and shortly after the demonstration. A
student who requested permission to enter and speak to his MPP was
told the member was probably in the House and the public gallery
was full.
Miglin entered the building just before the main part of the
march gathered in front, because he and SAC services and
communications worker Paul Carson had gallery tickets. He had
asked Liberal leader Robert Nixon to ask some questions
concerning the fees issue during the question period, but Nixon did
not. The Liberal leader promised to ask them tomorrow.
Students at the University of Saskatchewan (Regina campus)
sent a telegram to the demonstrators, expressing their solidarity in
the fight. The Regina students are currently occupying the office of
the "dean of arts and science, demanding he reverse his veto of a
motion which would have guaranteed staff-student parity in all
departments
social sciences
division.Lakehead, Carleton s
Students ofat Regina's
other universities,
including
and Windsor Universities, held simultaneous demostrations on their I
campuses.
a
OFS general coordinator Craig Heron said he would withhold J
comment on the demonstration until the OFS general meeting this r
weckend in Toronto.
About 400 students from universities across the province converged on the legislature to
contront Colleges and Universities minister John McNie (at microphone). Although McNie
The meeting will decide whether or not to proceed with the
proposed second term fees strike, already widely approved by
said he was impressed with an Ontario Federation of Students' proposal, he insisted that the
Ontario students in a referendum last month.
government had reached a decision and is "committed to the fees increase for this year."
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2 The Varsity
HERE
TODAY
9:30 am
Five informative minutes tor you on
Radio Varsity. Today, Professor York, on
his work with moon rocks. Again at 3:30
pm.
11 am
"Spiritual answer
Phenomena
and you".
"Christianities
lo the Dialectic",
and
"The
Ideal
Family"
are
themes
o( a bytalktheto
be held in Sid Smith Room 1091,
Divine Principle Movement.
noon
Come dance, sing, stomp, clap, or
otherwise
join
in
the
hour danceconcert, featuring thefirstbossnoonsounds
of the
rock world's one and only "Brutus". Admiss
i
o
n
i
s
free,
so
bring
your
"brothers"
"sisters"
for a dose Room,
of midday madnessandin
the
East Common
1:15 pm Hart House.
Anthology is a play by Allan Ginsberg,
Kurt Vonnegul. T.S. Eliot and John Fowles.
atSt. theGeorge
University
79-A2
Slreel. College
AdmissionPlayhouse.
is free. Till
pm.
6:30 pm
Kosher supper reservations should be
made by 5 pm. at 7Hillef
pm House.
There will be a meeting of anyone
interested in starting an Avalon Hill and S &
T games club in Ihe Innis College film
room.
7:30 pm
Professor G. Helleiner from the U of T
departmenf ol political economy will take a
critical
look atISCCanada's
role inStreet.
World
Development
33 St. George
Free public lecture entitled "Women and
Medicine"heldpresented
by Interdisciplinary
Studies,
at the Faculty
of EduCalion.
Guest speaker
be Donna
editor
of Ihe willMcGill
Birth Cherniak,
Control
Handbook.
Hillel
Workshop
"Chalil
Ensemble"
at
Hillef House, 186 St. George St.
SAC general meeting at Erindale
College.
6:30. Bus leaves Convocation Hall at
Free public lecture entitled "The
Basis for Sex Roles",
byBiological
thement.Interdisciplinary
Studiessponsored
DepartAt the Faculty ot Education.
Guest
speaker
is
Frances
Burton
of
U
ot T's
Anthropology department.
Free public lecture entitled "Toronto
Women's
MovementStudies,
Today",andsponsored
Interdisciplinary
held at theby
ot Education.
Speakers and
from N.D.P.
Voice
ofFaculty
Women,
New Feminists
Women's Caucus. 8 pm
All Candidates meeting. Ward 6.
Algonquin Island Clubhouse, sponsored by
theMeeting
Toronto Islands
of UResidents'
ot T Association.
Homophile
Association. Guest speaker Wayne Thompson -founder ol Gay Alliance Towards
Equality in Vancouver
speak onWorld."
"The
Homosexual
and the- will
Business
GSU.
Welcome.upstairs lounge, 16 Bancroft. All
Free Jewish University: "Talmudic
Dialectic" at Hillel House, 186 St. George
Street.
8:30 pm
Conversational Yiddish Workshop at
Hillel House. 186THURSDAY
St. George Street.
9:30 am
Five informative minutes for you on
Radio
Festival Varsity.
Quebecois.Nigel Spencer, on the
1 pm
The Canadian Liberation Movement will
bec6ntrol
folding
a
meeting
to discuss
ot Canada and how
it affects"U.S.
our

AND

NOW

labour movement, controls our universities
and is forcing all Canadians to pay lor the
Nixon
economicmeetssqueeze."
Vic V.C.F.
in the New Academic
Building. Room 113. A film will be shown
called "The Parable". All are welcome.
Free Jewish
University: "Radical
Judaism,"
in Sid Smith
3 pm3045.
"STOL and Planning tor Inter-City Air
Travel", seminarStrategic
by D. H.Planning
Pratt, Ministry
Components,
Group.
Ministry of Transport. Room 5872 Murray
Ross monBldg.,
York
University
(Faculty
ComRm. east side).6 pm
The Arab Student Association invites all
interested students and faculty lo weekly
meeting in the Morning Room I.S.C. 33 SI.
George Street. 6:30
Kosher supper reservations should be
made by 5 pm at Hillel
7 pm House.
Hillel Student Council Mefeting is being
held tonight at Hillel House 186 St. George
Streel.
welcome7:30
to pmparticipate, in Hillel's
second AHsemester
program.
Two films by Mike Nichols: "Catch 22" at
"Who'sfor bolh
afraidfilmsof Virginia
at7.30#30andS1.50
or $1.00 Wooll?"
at 9:30
at the OISE Auditorium. 252 Bloor West.
Christian Science Organization at the
University of Toronlo weekly testimony
meeting. At Woodger Room. Old Vic
fbasement). Everyone is welcome.
Free Jewish University: "Jewish Libido"

at Hillel House, 1868 pmSt. George Street.
CUSO Information Meeting for those
pursuingsuchan asengineering
career,
town planners,or technical
foresters,
agriculturists,
etc.
Student
Centre. 33 SI. GeorgeInternational
St.
"Juslice
and
Ihe
Young
Adult
Offender":
lecture by Dr. John Spencer. University ol
Edinburgh. Medical Sciences Auditorium,
Followed by wine and
8:00 cheese.
All Candidates Meeting, Ward 6, at
Ryerson Public School. 190 Grange
Avenue, Electors.
sponsored by Ihe Association ol
Women
S.M.C.
Film Club presents
Pasolini's
Gospeltitles aAccording
Matthew.
Subt S.M.C, CarrS1.to Saint
Hall. 100
St. Joseph
Street. Admission
Free Jewish
"Moroccan
Sephardic
Judaism" University:
at Hillel House,
186 St.
George Streel.
Free Jewish University; "Jewish
Eschatology"
Hillel
Israeli Danceat Workshop
8:30 pmHouse.at Hillel House.
Creation 2 presents a new Canadian
play. Midway Pnesl. on the media medium.
Theatre. 390all day
Dupont Ave. Students
S1Actor's
admission.
FRIDAY
ElecTorall'72your- Municipal
answers
questions Election
about theCentre
upcoming December 4th election. Innis
College. 63 SI. George St.. 1st Moor Or call
928-5456-7.

MALCOLM BATTY
EXHIBITION
ART GALLERY
Monday. II a.m. -9 p.m.
Tuesday to Saturday. 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

INFORMAL
DEBATE
Topic: "Resolved thai the Work Ethic
has-noOebates
placeRoom,
in Modern
2:00 - Society"
3:0023p.m.
Thursday.
November

ROCK DANCE
Concert with Brutus
East Common Room.
Wednesday November 22
12 noon -2 p.m.

CLASSICAL
CONCERT
ANNE KEEFER,
In FLAUTIST
Ihe Music Room
.m. on Thursday November 23.

SUNDAY EVENING
CONCERT.
Katherine Root.
PIANIST
Great HaH 8.00 Sunday Novambsr 26.
Tickets availablo at Ihe Hall Porter's Desk.
TABLE TENNIS
TonightCLUB
- Fencing Room
Evening Play 7-11
Memberships
i p.m.
All Welcome

CHESS LECTURE
BRUCE AMOS,
INTERNATIONAL MASTER
Debates
7:30 23p.m.
Thurs. Room,
November
THE
CHRISTMAS TREE
WEDNESDAY.
IS COMING
DECEMBER 6

Union wins vital referendum
SACRAMENTO {CUP!) — The against California grapes, in a
United Farm Workers union successful attempt lo obtain collec(UFW) has won a referendum in
tive bargaining rights for underpaid,
California which could have overworked grape pickers, many of
Centre for thn Study ol Drama
stripped it of almost all rights to ihem Spanish-speaking immigrants
from Mexico. The union is currenfly
organize farm labor.
HART HOUSE THEATRE
With the support of Democratic sponsoring a similar boycott of letParty congressmen and the Califor- luce in a push for decent working
ROSMERSHOLM
nia Council of Churches, the in- conditions and fair wages for lettuce
ilialive was defeated 4,554,000 to workers.
Itenrfk Ibsen
new translation
bybyFrederick
Use-Lone Marker
.1.317,000 in the November 7
directed
by Davtd andGardner
eleclions.
CARAT
November 23 - December 2 at 6:30
The initiative, which if passed
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
DIAMOND RING
would have immediately become
Tickets $2.50
Box Office 928-8668
law, was promulgated by the Farm
Students $1.25
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Bureau, a national organization of
farm owners, the big local growers
and food conglomerates.
An extensive media campaign
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
pushed the issue, labelled proposition 22, as a bill to protect
FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
farmworkers'
would
have maderights,
illegalalthough
any unionit
Your
choice
ot
twenty-live
exciting
BY-ELECTION
election in which more than half the
stv'es. Yellow
or white
gold, in
eludes:
—band,
Diamond
ring, appraisal
matching
voters were migrants.
wedOing
registered
certificate
and
insurance
Under the proposition farm
To fill vacancies on certain Committees, as follows:
workers would have been liable lo
20% Student Discount 29500
criminal charges but the owners, to
Faculty Members
only civil proceedings in disputes, it
with ATL card
would have outlawed all agricultural
General Committee (1)
strikes and secondary boycotts, the
fiepl of East Asian Studies
HUGH PROCTOR & Co.
only weapons available lo
General Committee (1)
Jewellers
• Gemmologists
farmworkers in their struggles
Dept. of Sanskrit and Indian Studies
1430 V0NGE
ST.
PATIO
DE
0R0
PLAZA
t
9217702
against
California's
high
General Commitee (i|
agribusiness complex.
Oepts. of Anthropology. Geography.
J usl Soulh of St. Clair , fjjj 'Y*
The UFW is the group that
(Social Sciences Division)
Political Economy and Sociology
conducted the international boycott
Note: Nominations and voting for General Committee are
restricted to Departments named. Nominations for
Division are restricted to Departments
Social Sciences
named,
but Faculty
members from any Department
vote.
may
in
HILLEL GRAMM1E
STUDENT
Students Members
New College
General Committee
Innis College
General Committee
Erindale College
General Committee (ij
Victoria College
Committee on Counselling (Ij
DANCE
New College
Committee on Counselling (1)
Trinity College
Committee on Counselling (1)
Any College
Curriculum Committee
LIVE BAND
on Life Sciences (1)
Extension
Curriculum Committee (1)
SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER
26
Note: Nominations and voting foron allHumanities
these positions are
restricted to the constituencies named.
Students
8:30 P.M.
nominated for the Committee on Life Sciences
must
this session be taking at least three courses in Botany.
Psychology, Zoology and/or other Life Sciences.
WILSON HALL COFFEE SHOP
AT NEW COLLEGE
(ENTRANCE 40 WILLCOCKS ST)
$1.00 Members
$1.25 Non-members

Nominations
November 20 to 27 inclusive on nomination forms obtainable
at College and Faculty Offices. Deadline for receipt of
nomination 4.00 p.m.. Monday, November 27 at the Faculty
Office.
Room 1006, Sidney Smith Hall
Elections
Voting will be from December 4 to 7, 1972.
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Memorial
receive

students

support

of

union
fish workers'
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) — Richard over the people in Burgeo with
CifShin, president of the province- Taylor's "paternalistic and colonial
wide Fish, Food and Allied Workers altitude" toward students
Union (NFFAWU), threw solid
Cashin called upon Ihe elected
support Tuesday behind the students members of the Newfoundland
occupying the Arts and Administra- House of Assembly to take action in
tion building at Memorial this situation, saying that "now is
University.
the time for a reaffirmation of the
After holding a press conference principles upon which they were
in the NFFAWU hall in the mornMeanwhile, students from one of
ing. Cashin drew a standing ovation elected."
the university residences organized a
from about 600 students in a speech general
of residence
at the Little Theatre in the occupied students, atmeeting
over 90 per cent
building Tuesday afternoon. The of the 600 which
people
students are occupying the building voted in support ofthe inideaattendance
a twoto protest a hoard of regents deci- day strike by students.of Before
sion to discontinue collection of
calling
such
a
strike,
the
students
compulsory student union fees — a will 'hold a general meeting of
decision reached wiihout any con- students
al one pm to
sultation or negotiation with the discuss theWednesday
strike proposal.
students.
If support warrants such action,
Cashin accused university pre- students will picket the academic
sident Lord Stephen Taylor of buildings and stay away from classes
using "outlandish rhetoric and Thursday and Friday, in sympathy
principle of self determinaMcCarlhyite
tactics"
in defencewilhof with the
his
stand to refuse
to negotiate
tion espoused by the occupying
the students. Cashin pointed out students, and in an attempt to
similarities between the situation at "bring the issue to a head" and force
Memorial now and the one at the university to lake action to end
Burgeo — a small Newfoundland the stalemate. So far, only the
community — last year. In the latter students have shown any willingness
instance, the NFFAWU fought a to negotiate, the administration has
hitter battle wilh fish baron Spencer refused to get involved in any
Lake, and a strike immobilized negotiations unless the students
building first — a deLake's fish plant for months. Cashin vacate mandthe
the students are not willing to
comparedtitude,Lake's
patronizing
arrogance and
dominational- go along with.

Fees hike protest
Trent University students march denounce
from Convocation
Hall to Queen's Park to hear speakers
fees increase.
Monday night, faculty members was no word on whether the administration would be receptive to
refused to lake a stand on the situation surrounding the occupation, such an idea. Members of MUNFA
[hough they did offer to serve as (Memorial University of Newmediators. Students are to vote on
foundland Faculty Association)
this matter tomorrow, while there voted 70-50 against a strongly

worded resolution that would have
whole-heartedly supported the occupation while sharply criticising tht
board of regents. MUNF/*
represents
65 per cent ol
Memorial only
facultyaboutmembers.

Regina
principal
says
no
to student
parity
REGINA (CUP) — John Archer, right to be involved in decisions registrar's staff claimed Ihe un- a move to close down the entire received messages of support fron
iversity could no longer guarantee university. Students thus far have Ihe Saskatchewan Waffle, lh>
made relating to their academic
principal of the University of careers
and welfare. But 1 do not their safoly due to the student refrained from interfering with the Regina New Democratic Youlh
Saskatchewan's Regina Campus has
academic functions of the university. Saskatoon Campus Student Union
announced that the university ad- think lhal students pay their fees occupation.
Ihe Regina. Allied Printing Trade
The annual convention of the Council.
Students will hold a general
ministration wil not support and come to Regina Campus in
students in their struggle to obtain order to be given the task of running meeting today to decide what their Saskatchewan New Democratic
paTity on departmental committees. the university. They come to acquire next step will be. There is fear Party held in Saskatoon November
The Allied Printing Trade:
16-19 passed a motion calling for the declared in their press release that
At a press conference held knowledge and to learn the methods amongst ihe students that the ad- autonomy
of each campus (Regina "the university must be made u
ministration wil slall until
November 20. Archer said the un- and techniques whereby they may
December 6. when Christmas exams and Saskatoon) and equal represen- serve the needs of the people ol
said ihe
Archer.
iversity's Boardonly
of Governors
has continue
tation of students, faculty and the Saskatchewan, and until real control
Studentslo learn."
occupied
offices begin.
decided that
department
chairmen have the right lo change after arts and science dean Sir Edgar
community
on all levels of the un- of the university lies in the hands ot
Regina
Students'
Union
president
Vaughan vetoed a motion passed by Don Anderson said al Archer's
the composition of committees.
iversity's governing committees.
students, the community, and faculArcher would not comment on Ihe social science division making press
conference that he will support
The occupying students have
what steps the university would lake parity compulsory in the division.
ty, this shall not be possible."
lo end the occupation of the dean of Six out of eight departments in the
Arts and Science and the dean of division already have parity.
auditorium
use restricted
Graduate Studies offices. He did say
Archer denied any knowledge as Meds
Because of disruptions last Western Guard), was prohibited showing, and only last Monday dishowever, lhal in his opinion the lo why ihe university bookstore,
Thursday during a speech by from use by groups if there was any speaking. covered Chartrand would bt
occupation did not seriously inter- cafeteria
office,
office,
his burser's
own office
werea
fere with the functions of the uni- registrar's and
violence.
Quebec inlabour
MichelSciences
Char- danger
versity.
closed November 20.
The ofmost
recenl instance of When rumours of disruptioi
the leader
Medical
A memo circulated amongst the trand
"1 believe that students have the
ihreals wereReimer
discovered
Building auditorium, U of T will protection of Convocation Hall was afternoon.
said Wednesda'
it was tot
attempt in future to avoid two weeks ago, when Black Panther
Bobby
Seale
was
forced
to
speak
in
scheduling meetings there.
lale
to
move
Ihe
meeting's
Bul
under
a
clause
in
ihelocation
room
Faculty of Education allocation contract requiring
Campus Co-ordinator Lois Ihe
CEGEP students strike
auditorium,
which
has
a
capacity
of
Reimersaid yesterday that if there is less than 600. instead of the 1763- meeting sponsors lo pay for an\
any possibility that extra security seal Convocation Hall.
security the university deem
ihe federation was charg
"our
Reimer maintained that Con- ednecessary,
firsta meeting
Ihoughl will
will bebe needed,
to get them
over repressive regulations for
for approximately half the eigh
vocation
Hall
is
also
particularU of the
T policeman
ly vulnerable lo attack, although she over
at Dawson" and John Abbot CEGEPs
— Students
(CUPI) have
meeting. assigned to watci
MONTREAL Colleges)
voted lo stage a one-day strike between now
(Community
This would be done "if it looks conceded that ihe Faculty of Educaand December 1 to protest repressive government regulations.
like Ihere may be trouble," she lion Building at Bloor Street and
Another CEGEP, Vanier College will make the results of their vole explained,
"only Auditorium
because theis Spadina Avenue has at least as
next Thursday at noon, and French CEGEPs will announce their Medical Sciences
known
entrances
was ago.
renovated Aislin joins us
results Friday.
newer and more vulnerable to at- many
only three
or fourandyears
tack" than olher halls.
These developments result from numerous study sessions held bv
She also said that the Charlrand
Nationally famous politica
sludenls yesterday and Monday with the full approval and participation, in At ihe Charlrand speech, in which meeting
would have been moved cartoonist Terry Mosher. whos
most cases, of faculty members as well as students.
today.
elsewhere
had
the
university
known
he
explained
his
endorsation
of
Ihe
out."
lo
The strikes have been called by the Front des etudiants du Quebec
Palestinian liberation struggle, in lime both lhat Charlrand was work appears under the Aislii
announced by the several Jewish people scuffled with speaking
protest the Nouveau Regime Pedagogique, which wasoutlining
and that disruption threats signature, joins The Varsity staf
regime
Ihe
document
The
ministry of education several weeks ago.things,
after
continually
disexisted.
longer hours for humanities campus rpolice
other
aims al establishing, among science
upting the meeting.
"There seems to have been some
In the past. Mosher's work ha:
and physical education credits. Two
sludenls, as well as required
Reimer admitted lhat the
appeared periodically in The Varsi
been on iiuditdrium
Si Jean, have already
and Alma, in Lac cases,
breakdown
in
communication"
CEGEPS, Si Hyacinlhe
had
only
two
entrances,
to the
paper he'llon bi;
sludenls are in control of bul slill maintained it was a between the university's room contributing
ly. Beginning wilh
this issue,
strike for some time over ihe issues. In both
allocation department and the Arab regular
of Ihe CEGEPs lo a halt. vulnerable building.
basis through the Canadiai
their administration offices, bringing Ihe operation
Students
Federation
which
sponto
telegram
a
sent
has
Cloutier,
University
Press
cartoon
service.
The Minister of Education, Francois
sored the meeting, she said.
Mosher first began cartooning
The auditorium is the second
ihe directors general of all CEGEPs, asking them lo attend a meeting to be building
The
federation
did
not
say
what
wilh
Ihe
McGill
Daily,
later
moving
on campus to be protected ihe auditorium would be used for in
what he termed by the administration
minister intends to -clarify'
held today. The and
by
avoiding
to
the
Monlreal
Star
and
the
Mon>
both
ol
pari
Ihe
on
ons"
interpretati
abusive
"misundersta
treal Gazelle. He is also the resided
Idling il he used for meetings. Con- applying
sludenls
and ndings
faculties. .
il, although
the reason
for use isforrequired,
she staled.
The arlisl for the Last Posl.
v
o
c
a
t
i
o
n
H
a
l
,
after
two
meetings
in
this
Monlreal
in
eonlerence
regional
a
hold
will
meanwhile,
FFQ
The
1070-7 1 were violently disrupted by university later got the impression four.Today's Aislin cartoon is on pagt
for the strike, and to discuss a petition on the ihe
weekend to determine a dale
Edmund Burke Society (now Ihe lhat it was to be used for a film
Nouveau Reaime which is lo be circulated shortly.
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Don't
speed
mail
Only two days after it got a temporary injunction forcing striking
Toronto mail drivers back to work, the post office published full page
ads in the local dailies proudly heralding the arrival of its newest
wonder toy: postal codes.
Use of the code, they tell us. is going to speed our mail along
efficiently and quickly. (They offer no explanation, however, about why
all the various miracle drugs the Trudeau government has prescribed
for Canada's postal problems have only worsened the situation.
Remember the good old days — pre-penny pinching days — when the
mail used to be relatively reliable? As for the code itself, the post office
glibly passes over all the problems the new system (the third different
attempt at coding mail in recent years) will cause, including probable
confusion between letters and numbers that look approximately the
same.)
The post office ads don't point out, moreover, why they're really
introducing use of the codes: implementing the new system with its
rapid, automatic .sorting equipment will mean the government can
eliminate jobs and save money.
Although the post office is denying imminent worker lay-offs
following introduction of the code, it's been reluctant to put that in
writing. And, they admit to planning to relocate some mail sorters to a
new, lower-paying job category because their new sorting equipment
will simplify the workers' jobs.

by

lower

A
get

pay,

new

cutting

way#

to

mail

your

Postal

jobs

really

moving:

Codes*

If you haven't already received it, in
the next few days you'll be getting your
new Postalto look
Code at.in But
the itmail.
not very
exciting
is veryIt's necessary.
And it's really not as complicated as it looks.
After'Jtwo years of studying the
systems ofVCmost of the countries of the
world,
here's
how we developed Postal
Codes for
Canada.
The map sequence on the right
■vws just how accurate Postal Codes

K:
Canada was first
■ Ia re
each designated
chdi

- — '"licate your Postal r^ 3

K2:

Only a government indifferent to the plight of its citizens would
reduce employment at a time when unemployment is steadily climbing, having already reached intolerable heights. Similarly, there can be
no excuse for cutting wages while the cost-of-living continues its upward climb.
Automation, the government seems to forget, was touted not as a
way to cut costs but as the means by which workers could be freed
from their alienating jobs and provided with greater leisure time.
Efficiency does not mean depriving people of their livelihood or
increasing the hardships under which they exist.
The postal union is, naturally, resisting the cuts. As of yet. the
government has refused to concede the point, which may well be the
key issue in this year's negotiations between the post office and its
employees. Until the matter is resolved, the workers are asking the
public not to use the codes, which themselves will not become
mandatory until early 1974.
Complying with their request may slightly inconvenience you
(actually, all ifll do is not speed up your mail). More importantly, by
aligning yourself with the postal workers, you'll be showing the
government that — apparently having not already learned this lesson
from last month's federal election — the people of Canada aren't
ready to tolerate unemployment and cost-cutting at any price.
If that isn't enough to convince the post office to abandon its
money-saving manoeuvre, postal workers may once again
have to
strike to make it clear that their jobs shouldn't be the price of
increased efficiency. Already. Toronto postal drivers have struck —
only to be quickly forced back to their jobs by a temporary injunction
— to indicate their dissatisfaction with the slow pace of talks between
the government and the postal union, talks which have been dragging
on for months and months.

In the past, the government and its media buddies have ganged
on the post officer workers when they have to resort to strike action,up
stirring up public hostility about any interruption in mail service
dishonestly placing the full blame for any strikes on the union. and

It's an argument that sells easily. People rely on getting their daily
quota of mail goodies and they don't stop
to rationalize their resentful
feelings when they miss getting their mail.
(Anyway, the government is not really upset about the
interruption in household mail — they were the people who eliminated
Saturday mail, you'll recall — , it's the inconvenience to government,
business, and industry that bothers them.)
Even granted the minor bother not getting mail may cause
public, there is no legitimate reason to deny the post office workers the
the
same rights most other workers have. Should they suffer so that a
hardened government can get away with unfair work practices?
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Posties
ask
Ontario
labour
OTTAWA (CUP) - Canada's workers, and its unilateral decision
Cause of the fight is the Post
to
introduce
a
new classification for Office's
poslul workers are asking support
drive
for mechanization of
from local labour affiliates of the workers running the machines at a
supposedly to inOntario Federation of Labour in a lower wage scale. The workers now the mailcreaseservice,
efficiency. The use of two
campaign to boycott use of postal get 52.69 per hour, a rate 75 cents machines is central to the dispute.
codes until the government settles a lower lhatncustomed lo.the one they were acThe Bell-ITT Sorter was the first
dispute with the Canadian Union of
machine introduced into the sorting
Postal Workers (CUPW).
The union wants people to stop process. It is a two-stage machine.
The sorted first class mail is fed
The dispute- revolves around the using the new 6-digit mailing code
theirthe letters
until management into the first stage of the machine
Post Office Department's use of on
settles
dispute.
sorting equipment that replaces
and passes an operator. As the letter
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tothe operator
boyc
codes
passes,
reads theott
code
not abolished
consulted with
and thewa'nts
the
on the envelope, activates the keys was
position
workers
of the coding machine which im- receiving the same wage as before.
nts the code with fluorescent dye William Kidd, national director
on the prienvelope.
of education for the CUPW says the
The mail is then sorted by the union wants written agreements
machine's second stage which reads with the Post Office guaranteeing no
the dye code by electric eye.
change.
lay-offs because of technological
Once the dye is on, mail can be
run through any machine in the "An old Nova Scotia unionist
country. About $75 million worth of
these sorters are in use in Canada. once
saidthe verbal
aren't
paper agreements
they are written
The Post Office has now worth Kidd
quipped during an
introduced a new machine that will on."
interview.
eliminate the operator. It is an Optic The postal code system is already
Scanner (OCR) which can elec- in operation in eastern Ontario,
tronical y read a code typed on an
Ontario, Manitoba, Alberenvelope, automatically dye code southern
ta and Saskatchwan. The Post Ofthe letter, and so the final sorting.
fice plans to have it operational in
The Post Office has $25 million
the rest of Canada by 1974.
worth of this equipment.
A CUPW spokesman has charged
It claims there will be no lay-offs, that
a senior International
but
such written agreement has
been nosigned.
Telephone and Telegraph (ITT) official was recently appointed to a
The union has protested the Post
Office's unilateral decision to create senior position in the Post Office
a new position at a lower wage to department. The department is now
run the sorting machine. The union buying ITT equipment.

York
U budget
crisis eases
It round that the real deficit will
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — Projec- last week he knew throughout the
tions made earlier this fall of confusion thai the deficit was only he 51,057,000 on York's $41 million
a $4. 1 million deficit for York about one million dollars.
budget. However, about $350,000 of
"There was confusion over net this can be covered for by last year's
University have proved unfounded,
it committee studying the situation and gross input and output," he surplus.
discovered.
Over the 300 Basic Income Units,
explained.
Vice-president T. W. Olson
the provincial governA "crisis committee" reported to admitted that outdated figures and grants mentfrom
on a per student basis, worth
the
university
Senate
that
instead,
's
incomplete
data
were
used
in
almost
$600,000
were discovered by
the university will be only 5750,000 making the first projection of the
(net) in the red.
deficit last spring.
inthe a committee
computer. that had been "lost"
"It was basically a poor
The university has already
A "crisis committee" reported to
presentation of the case," he said. chopped over five million dollars
the university's
senate
that
enrolment miscalculations, financial conThe crisis committee was set up from its budget, by carrying out
fusion and panic in the administra- after mathematics professor P. Ra- administration, maintenance and
tion have been blamed for the jagopal three weeks ago disputed the academic budget cuts. Faculty fear Work
er's
massive error.
grievance
administration's estimate of the further decreases in their numbers
York president David Slater said deficit.
when the last $750,000 is made up.
was found trat
satisfactory. ion
won'
go U to
The uniont representing
of T arbi
library workers last week turned
The
university's
labour relations
Ottawa
a request by one of its manager, John Parker, two weeks
concludes
Meszaros
case, down
members to take to arbitration a ago rejected a grievance filed by the
union asking that Owen be reingrievance
for union claiming
activities.he had been fired slated. He said he found no evidence
firing. activity being a factor in
Canadian Union of Public of(he union
orders Marxist prof essor deported
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — The charged that Meszaros entered the can still be granted immigrant status Employees Local 1230 president
Owen then asked his local to take
Immigration Appeal Board last country illegally in September in on humanitarian grounds. Copeland Audrey Nichols explained yesterday
week ordered Marxist professor Isl- order to re-apply as an immigrant said the government, however, could that "we had no chance of winning the mailer lo arbitration, the next
prevent this if they issue a security
van Meszaros deported, concluding
slep in processing a grievance.
wasn't certificate
Card filer Dave Owen was fired
visitorthe ascountry.
he had Heclaimed,
against Meszaros.
several weeks of closed inquiries and afromtruewithin
A special meeting of the locai lasl
October
1
6
the
day
after
he
had
been
deliberations into his alleged illegal officials said.
on two taking
day's notice,
"And, if they do that, there's unofficially asked by his fellow Wednesday
voted 13-2 against
it any
entry to Canada.
Copeland said this argument going
to be a whole can of worms
further.
workers to become a union steward.
Meszaros will appeal his case. His illustrated one of the basic points of opened at the appeal."
He
claimed
that
this
union
activity,
Some disagreement at the
the case. "We argued that an
if they don't issue the certificate,
lawyer, Paul Copeland, said yester- employee
meeting arose
few
of the Minister of Im- Copeland said this would prove that and not unsatisfactory performance, members,
day that this may take several years.
while because
concedinga they
as
the
library
asserted,
was
the
real
migration
shouldn't
be
deciding
the
the
government
didn't risk
consider
"At present, there is a backlog of
would
lose,
wanted
the
case
taken
as
Meszaros
the
security
they
cause of his dismissal, citing a test far as it could.
K.000 such appeals and the departtwo weeks earlier in which his work
In spite of the decision, Meszaros claimed he is.
ment processes about 1,000
applications a year, Copeland
added.
case."
Meszaros, hired by York
University to leach undergraduate Ward
6 hopefuls
oppose
end to playground
and graduate political philosophy
By JONI SEACER
courses, applied from England for Four aldermanic
"can
be
beaten."
throughout the meeting that the city
with
the
green
space
here,"
he
candidates at a added. It is important not just ror
Dan Heap, who has fought in is for people. However, a summary
entry to Canada lasl July. He was
Ward
6
all-candidales
meeting
lasl
many
citizens'
group
battles
of voting records distributed at the
everyone."
refused
"security reasons".
the planned con- children, but Tor saying
that I'm all against City Hall, it."advised the meeting, taken from the magazine
The forImmigration
Board has week opposed
struction oTa row of stores where a Tor"Iwhatdon'tyoumind
wanl as it relates to (he tenants
to "insist publicly that you City Hall, showed that the three
children's play-ground now exists at nursery," said Ward 6 alderman have a right to full family ac- incumbents often vote against
the
Married St.Students"
June Marks. "You really have two
citizens' groups.
35 Charles
W. Residence at choices,"
ST.
MICHAEL'S
comodation he"I'm
re." glad that you
He added that
she told the tenants. "You
COLLEGE THEATRE
Archer and Brown voted
Revenue Properties Corporation could
try to buy back the option are pushing for family dwellings in Marks,
PRESENTS
of the developers in issues
is seeking Ontario Housing Cor- from OHC, bul then you are talking here. I will give you any support 1 suchfavour
as the Quebec-Gothic developRobed Anderson's
can in protecting the playground
approval of its plans to
ment, Metro Center and West St.
least $250,000
'You Know I Can't Hear You When build the poration
James Town.
"Theat other
row of stores and put the about
choice is toplus."
encourage
One
member
of
the.
audience
a
as
over
this
take
lo
T
of
U
the
playground
on
its
roof.
The
plan
The
Water's
Running"
facilitieswhyhere."
at University College Playhouse
The summary revealed that
would block off daylight from a day university building." (The building arc
asked
Toronto
79A SI. George St.
consistently
ugly. developments Marks voted consistently for
nursery on the first floor.
is owned by Ontario Student
November 22. 23.24. 25
Ward 5 alderman Bill Archer Housing Corporation, although the
development, for traffic downtown
Free Admission
and against supporting citizen
Archer
"Our weproblem
said, "It is important that facilities university does control admissions is the
very explained,
minimal control
(City groups.
Archer voted the same way
provided
here
for
students
should
policy.)
8:15 p.m.
Council) have over what happens 7S per cent
of the time, and Brown
include facilities for children."
The other Ward 6 alderman,
70
per
cent.
buildings in Toronto."
"It is important what ihey will do Horace Brown, stated, "I believe withBrown
commented,
"There
are
Heap emphasized the developthat putting slores in there would be many buildings which I call cereal
ment
become problem.
polarized"Toronto
between has
perhaps
a shame." He went on to say that "I boxes. We did ask the province for
don'l think that OSHC has a very architectural control, but nothing half a dozen super large developers
SAC
All four candidates maintained and most of the rest of the people
emphasized
goodHe case
at all." that City Hall. came
who need a place lo live.
of it."
"We have become captives of
GENERAL
these developers" who are demandMEETING
"monopoly
prices," who
he said.
is theing large
developers
call "It
the
MIC0
KAFTAL
tune
in
our
council."
WEDS., NOV. 22
TERMPAPERS
"LEFTIST IDEOLOGY
7:30 P.M.
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE
ERINDALE COLLEGE
EDUCATIONAL
Wednesday, November 22
RESEARCH
Special bus leaves Convocation Hall
NOON
SERVICES
9647328
(a( Bloor)
for Erindale at 6:30, returns
IN ISRAEL"
Sid Smith, Rm. 2133
to St. George Campus after meeting
QQA 79M 752A YONGE

Wednesday, Nc

Baton

Rouge

massacre
By Canadian University Pre
BATON ROUGE — The flurry of pi
killing of two black students at Sou
Thursday
studiously
and
the events
leadingglossed
up to theovermur<tin
Any analytical account would r
uprising was the result of deep
commanded the support of student
The actions were aimed agains
ruled with little student input, a presi<
powers, and campus facilities wh
inadequate.
On November 1, Southern p
closed the Baton Rouge campus aft(
protesting the State Board of Educ;
the students' most important demat
The demands includer" the^
Netterville and vice-presideru Emm
asked that their successors be s
executive
composed Under
of twc <
member orcouncil"
administrator.
president choses his own successo
Student grievences over the tw
State Board of Education's policy
president
universities. complete
Netterville control
reportedlyovern
system
as a retirement
"complete age,
monarchy
before the
Nett<
authority over hiring and firing of s
Students on the predominate!
Netterville
"Uncle area:
TonNew
OrleansandandBashful
Baton Rouge
over the past few years. Three ye£
nessed a Black Panther shoot-oul
tentment on the part of local militant;
Local feelings against the Pan
convictions
blacks frequent
— e1
out-of-state ofPanthers
have apparei
assist the Southern students.
While rejectiong the key dem;
State Board of Education did appro
maintenance of the campus r xi irrv;
The Board had originally refused fi
large march on the capital persuad
Immediately after Netterville
campus that day, students on the Nf
a sympathy strike and occupied th
Militant students ejected all newsm
from the building and hoisted the bl
black liberation to the top of the fIs
Other colleges around the st<
actions.

Students (left) peer out of bullet-r
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grievances
answer
s International
Students at the virtually all-black Grambling University in
university's
services. financial records and improved campus medical
Ruston staged a strike and class boycott. The boycott was 30
ss reports detailing the
per
cent
effective,
according
to
administration
sources.
The strike continued up to November 16 when students
ern University here last
Student organizers of the Grambling strike presented the
entered the administration building at Baton Rouge. Police
background to the crisis
administration with a list of grievences which included a lack of
ir.
ordered them to leave and advanced on the building. Police
ve revealed the student
claim a bomb was thrown at them, resulting in a 10 minute,
student voice in the decision-making, the administrationconfused
melee in which police hurled tear gas at the crowd of
imposed dress code, the lack of adequate medical
>eated greivances and
students outside.
across Louisiana,
facilities, and the lack of an effective telephone system.
an administration which
Administrators met with a committee of students and agreed to
When it was all over, two students lay dead of gunshot
work together to solve some of the complaints.
wounds in the head and shoulder. Police claimed no officer
mt with virtually despotic
h were outmoded and
discharged a weapon during the confusion, but Edwards later
Students, meanwhile, continuing their strike, marched to
the dining hall where they tossed tables through windows, went
said some officers may have mistakenly put buckshot-filled
sident Leon Netterville
to the student union building where they broke more windows,
shells in their shot-guns instead of the tear gas cartridges they
a student demostration,
were supposed to carry.
took
overthethestate
women's
dormitory,
blockaded
campusthestreets,
burned
and
federal
flags,
and
destroyed
press
on's refusal to consider
Police officials, however, had admitted earlier their men
Is for university reform,
boxes on the football field. A hundred and fifty state troopers
carried live amunition, although they denied it had been used.
nmediate dismissal of
used mace to disperse the students. The administration tried to
No weapons were found in the building or outside.
: Bashful. Students also
keep classes open, imposing a 10:30 pm curfew on the
Leaders of the student protest movement charged at a
campus.
lected
"university
news conference
November 17 they had been "set up" to be
itudents bytor aeach
faculty
killed
in the confrontation.
With
the
National
Guard
standing
by
throughout
the
state,
irrent practice the past
a member of the all-white, all-male Board of Education said
They said they were told by Netterville to wait in his office
November 6 that the Board "cannot allow revolutionaries to
until he returned from a meeting and could talk to them.
officials arose from the
Authorities
said they moved because the students were
dictateOn policies
to our9, schools
3f allowing a university
November
the action immediate
came, but action
not theis awaymust."
this
occupying the building.
the operations of the
gentlemen anticipated.
To avenge the killings, students set fire to three university
the Southern University
buildings that day.
Louisiana governor Edwin Edwards gave the students in New
Appointed three years
In the aftermath, Edwards warned that the state would
Orleans until 1 pm to vacate the administration building or be
ville reserves absolute
restore order to the two Southern University campuses when
ff.
evicted
"by
whatever
means
necessary".
State
police
and
National Guardsmen stood by, out of sight.
they re-open Monday following the American Thanksgiving
black campus consider
weekend, even if he has to station the National Guard on the
Some 90 minutes after the deadline had passed,
"-. Racial tensions in the
administrators
met
with
the
governor
and
emerged
from
the
campuses.
lave been unusually high
And, Netterville has fired two professors accused of
meeting with the resignation of vice-president Bashful.
s ago, New Orleans witVice-president for 14 years. Bashful said he hoped his
counselling the students. In letters sent to physics department
leaving general disconresignation would avoid any confrontations between students
chairman Joseph Johnson and assistant engineering professor
George Baker Junior, the university president said that by
and the
result officials
in loss had
of lives".
ers ran high, with court
The police
governor"thatsaidmight
university
been reluctant to
advising the students the faculty had helped disrupt the
n by black jurors. Many
ask for Bashful's resignation, but Bashful was determined the
university's normal activities.
ly come to Louisiana to
The American Association of University Professors
action "would be best for the university."
criticized the firings. It also opposed any settlement that would
The 150 students inside the building then left with fists
ids on November 1, the
give students a role in academic decisions.
clenched high in the black power salute, to the applause of
; others, including better
their fellow students. But, they vowed to continue a classroom
Governor Edwards has denied a Los Angeles Times report
wed classroom facilities,
boycott until all further demands are met.
that he plans to dismiss Netterville for being out of touch with
hear the students, but a
students and accede to all student demands short of allowing a
"If Dr. Bashful had not resigned, we were prepared to
d it to open its doors,
student take-over of the university. The paper, which stands by
osed the Baton Rouge
move them out this afternoon," the governor said. "We are very
grateful to resolve this without any damage to property and
r Orleans campus staged
its report
despite Edwards'
says thein governor
added
that
he welcomes
student denial,
participation
running of
the
university.
administration building,
injury
to
persons."
n and university officials
The students
also students
secured at"academic
amnesty"
for
themselves
and
the
9,000
the
Baton
Rouge
campus
Louisiana attorney-general William Guste Monday
;k, red, and green flag of
announced establishment of a commission to probe the
which was still shut down.
pole.
Southern
University killings. Six blacks, six whites, and two
Other
concessions
won
included
city
bus
service
direct
to
? launched supportative
students will sit on it.
the New Orleans campus, authority for student audits of the

University, Jackson State
dledaormno.y wm'dowsloVowing May. 1970 Jackson State National Guard attack which left nine blacks dead. Like Southern
May 4. 1970
lantjy blaTk university. National guard (nght) advances on Kent State. Four students were k.lled ,n the 1 0 second massacre
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Cites reformist economic

No

revolution

By BOB BETTSON
"Tanzania needs a more
comprehensive
policy",
contended
John socialist
Saul, a Canadian
professor who jusl returned from
Tanzania.
"There has.been loo litlle attempt
lo Saul,
restructure
economy."
speakingthe last
Thursday at a
seminar on socialism in Tanzania,
slated that "many important
economic choices have been preempted. Incalculable damage has
been done by Scandanavian
advisors."
"The redistribution of income has
been more randomly than
systematically
achieved,"
he radical
added.
"There
have been
too fewrevolution
risks taken.
Economic
has been pre-empted by reformism.
Man

trends

barred

in

Tanzania,

This started when there was compensation for the nationalization
Saul
stated
that Tanzania was
program in 1967."
caught between the capitalist and
socialist worlds and ran the risk of
stagnation.
"There are ambiguities in the role
of the petit bourgeoisie as leaders of
the economy," he said. "People
have"Atgot present
to keep there
an eye ison athestruggle
elite."
between the elements of the petit
bourgeoisie in Tanzania", he said.
"There is a paradox, in that the elite
needs the push of the masses and the
masses
leadership."
Saul need
emphasized
that workers
participation in the economy is important and charged that the present
government has "put down a lot of

from

running

workers' actions." Workers in Tanzania "have gone on from wage
demands
control," tohe (demands
added. of) workers'
"The
younger
Tanzania is the mostgeneration
articulate inin
developing a radical ideological
perspective. "There have been ambiguous results",student
he slated.
"Che
Che, a radical
newspaper,
hasSaulbeenconceded
banned."that Tanzania was
making a real attempt lo control Ihe
privileged elements of society.
"They have handled the Asians
differently by colectivizing Ihe small
business
sector." president Julius)
"(Tanzanian
Nyererre has attempted to root our
hetribalism
said. "Heand hasracialist
tried totendencies,"
strengthen

in Spadina

may appeal case to Supreme Court
A man who was barred from (retired), was planning lo run in
running in Spadina riding in the Spadina until he was told to swear
Szoboszloi lost a court battle lo
federal election will appeal the case allegiance lo Queen Elizabeth when force Mott lo accept his nomination
n." before the election.
to the Supreme Court if necessary, he filed his nomination papers. aCurfewtaidays
even though he could never become Spadina returning officer Terrance
This
he will appeal the
a Member of Parliament because Moll refused to accept the ruling atweek,
the Federal Court of
nomination.
he refuses lo swear allegiance to the
that the queen is a
He has said that when he left Appeal, arguing
Queen.
illusion".
Hungary to come to Canada he went "'paranoid
Zollan
Szoboszloi,
a
self-styled
"The only queens in Canada are
traffic summons consultant from "the Iron Curtain to the Limey
bikini queens and dairy queens",
hethe said.
His earlier argument was that the
British North America Act setting
Election info centre set up up Canada was never ratified by
Canadians. Thus he thought the
Elections Act was illegal.
A municipal election information and reference centre has been sel up Canada
Szoboszloi claims that he would
until the December 4 election by an Innis course in conjunction with SAC
have
swept
the riding had he been
and Innis College.
The centre is on the main floor of Innis College at 63 St. George Street. allowed lo run. He said the English
SAC has provided $500 to cover advertising and two phones (928-5456). opn voters would have given him his
greatest support because they must
from 9 am to 9 pm.
also hate England, or else they
Instructions on advance polls and voting procedure and a complete list would
not have emigrated.
or all candidates in each riding is available at the centre. Students may also
He was barred from running for
obtain information and sign up to work for any candidate.
the
mayor
Torontoa Canadian
in 1969
Most of the information is from various city newspapers and pamphlets because he wasof neither
of ihe candidates.
citizen nor British subject. One must
About 35 students are involved in organizing, contacting candidates swear allegiance to the Queen to
become a Canadian citizen.
and working in the centre.
HART HOUSE SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
KATHERINE ROOT, pianist
Sunday, November 26
8:00 p.m. In The Great Hall, Hart House
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
THE HALL PORTER'S DESK
THIS WEEK OF S.M.C.

WRITE ONSt. W.
7 Charles
n-5
Sal.
967-1110
Opm 9 Id 9, M-F
TERMPAPERS
Canada's
papers fromlargest
S1.75 perlibrarypaee.ol Alsoprol-lesled
expert
custom
reseaifch*
papers from TUTORING,
$3.95 PER
page.
Plus
TRANSLATIONS,
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES
AND
PROGRAMS,
XEROX
FOR EDITING
STUDENTS.AND RESEARCH. 4c.
FIREHALL THEATRE
English premiere

THEATRE:
YOU KNOW I CAN'T HEAR YOU WHEN
NOV. THE
22-25,WATER'S
8:15,
U.C.RUNNING
PLAYHOUSE
FREE!!!
FILM CLUB:
CLAUDE
FRI. NOV.
24 & JUTRA'S
SAT. NOV. MON
25, 7:30ONCLE
& 10:00ANTOINE
CARR HALL
JTALIAN FILM SERIES: THURS., NOV. 23, 8:00
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW
SOCIAL:
DOUBLE BLUE SOCIETY PRESENTS
COLLEGE BOWL DANCE
FEATURING:
SACRIFICE
FRI. NOV. 24.8:00- 12:30
ONLY 5001!!
A BELATED HAPPY
BIRTHDAY TO JIM AND LEO

ANNE HEBERT's
Le Temps
Sauvage
Nov. 23-Dec. 9 at 8.30 p.m.
Students $2 Tuss. -Thurs .
364-4170
NO. 70 BERKELEY ST.

charges

prof

the partyUnion)
(Tanzanian
African
National
by encouraging
ihcm
to thinkis inthrough
ideology."
Tanzania
a marginal
position
in international capitalism, he
slated. "It has experienced less of
the development of underdevelopment. The lack of certain
skills has necessitated more creativiCivic
face

ty. TANU's political development is
linked to popular aspirations."
slated that Nyererre's
role inin
theSauldevelopment
of socialism
Tanzania
can't
be
underestimated.
"Without him there would be less
opportunity for progressive

changes."
governments
crisis:

alderman

VALgovernments
ROSS
Metro Toronto and other Bycivic
face an uncertain future,
according to Ward 9 alderman Reid Scott at last week's "Noon on the
Square" forum at Holy Trinity Church.
"The Spadina decision shattered ihe Metro transportation plan, and
significantly affected our whole concept of Metro," said Scolt. "It will be
some Although
time before
Metroto recovers."
opposed
the Spadina Expressway, Scott is concerned lhat
the provincial government has too much influence in municipal government.
Premier Bill Davis* decision to stop ihe Spadina in June. I97l, outraged
many Metro politicians.
Scott agreed with Arthur Kennedy, retired chairman of the Ontario
Municipal Board, lhat the OMB should have ils powers reduced. The OMB
is a provincially
established
powers towhich
reviewrequire
city governments'
decisions
involving
rezoningbody
or with
expenditures
borrowing.
Although the board did not turn down the Spadina, it has upset many with
ils decisions in favour of citizens' groups over developers.
Scott feels that municipal decision-making power should be
redistributed lo give more voice to the federal and local levels. He mentioned
Alderman David Rotenberg's idea of neighbourhood planning boards as an
making.
example
of how citizens could be more involved in municipal decisionAsked how he would facilitate communication between the three levels
of government, Scott proposed a permanent Iri-level conference among
federal, provincial and local governments on urban issues.
"We must face the problem of the realignmenl of power to ihe cities,"
he said. "The cities are in bad shape financially. We need a tax
redistribution, for example... but in Canada, these changes won't come
Scott was a federal NDP MP from I962 to 1968 for Danforth riding,
overnight."
prior
to which
he had1969.been an MPP at Queens' Park. He has been alderman
for Ward
9 since
HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS
ANNE KEEFER. flautist
PLAYING FAURf , CHOPIN, BACH, DEBUSSY
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23
1:00 P.M. IN THE MUSIC ROOM, HART HOUSE
A REMINDER:
THE S.A.C. EDUCATION COMMISSION IS SPONSORING A
COURSE UNION CONFERENCE
FOR ALL PEOPLE INVOLVED IN OR INTERESTED
IN COURSE UNIONS AND COURSE EVALUATIONS
on
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 25th, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
JUNIOR COMMON ROOM, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
MEET TO DISCUSS MUTUAL PROBLEMS, GOALS
AND METHODS
COFFEE AND DONUTS AT 9.00 A.M. OPENING ADDRESS 9.30
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL GEORGE
OR KRYS AT 928-4909

Sunglasses
that get
darker
as the sun
/
gets brighten

PHOTOSUN

MAIN STORt
-'Ml)
BLOOn MSTOHIS
WIS! Sli.' .'0M
I-'THROUGHOUT
OPTICAL
MITRO
fONSUlt I HI YUIOW PAGbS
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Crombie
By PAUL McGRATH
David Crombie is number two
and
trying ifharder,
everyone's
wondering
he canbut get
to the
number one spot held by Tony
O'Donohue
for December
the day thai inmaytimemake
or break his4,
career in city politics.
Crombie has been criticized Tor
running for mayor of Toronto after
only one term as alderman, and
junior alderman (for North ToronWard ofII)public
at that,
and mayhis
relativeto'slack
visibility
have resulted in his being well
behind
10 some leader
polls. O'Donohue.
Others show accotding
his Ward
11 aldermanic mate David
Rolenberg as ahead of him.
The Globe and Mail has endorsed
him. but his campaign machine still
has a difficult task with less than
iwu weeks left lo hard-sell the
straightforward "concerned" Crombie approach over O'Donohue's "gee
whiz" Irish family politics and
Rotenberg's
normally
quickly liberalizing
views.hard, but
Three weeks ago today, oui from
under the shadow of the federal
election, the Crombie campaign
began officially at a liquid press
conference upstairs in Ihe headquarters in the oldest standing
building on Yonge Street, near
Rosedale Subway Station.
The office is a constant confused
flow of people of every description,
from students to old-age pensioners,
but with many from North Toronto.
Crombie"
from"Mayor
more corners
of thesigns
city shoul
every
day. The signs are instrumental in
winning the battle of getting Crombie's name known around Toronto
in an agressive manner, as his campaigner felt that lack of knowledge
of Crombie was the biggest obstacle
to overcome.
He's the youngest of the
candidates at 36, and only a threeyear veteran of City Council. And
he has certainly been overshadowed
byRotenberg,
Hmelightersbothlikesenior
O'Donohue
and
alderman,
BiCfdi RumW Piodixtd h Sect il ; j •/ • , • ■ i u •• ••■ Supr

fights anonymity
to become
wanl ihemayor
city to have a say in at least
(and thus Metro Councillors) and coopcafion between different levels groups and neighbourhood groups." says,
lo see lhat Ihe cily govern- how ihe goodies are wrapped." he
City Executive Committee □r government and the salvation of He plansment answers
to
any
citizen
commembers.
the downtown core as a place lo live.
Crombie is running on the
plaints once a week al a televised
"Developers have lo be told the
of Crombie's
forumTown Hall.
from Si. Lawrence Cen- informal pcople-over-buildings
is Thethe sign
mostcampaign
media-concious
and facts of life," he says. "I haven't open tre's
reform
ticket that has gained
visually attractive of the three, with taken a nickel from developers for
"If I'm going lo be in charge, I prominence in ihe lasl few years
Crombie looking extremely my campaign. Thai's because we've
with
John
Sewell and Karl JaTfary.
lo change the rules they work by want to hear the complaints."
agressive in his black pin-stripe suit. got
The breakdown of communica- Ward 7 knights in armour. The
slop giving them hunting
He has many supporters from and
tion between different levels of situation in City Hall is seen by
licenses. The only development we
people in artistic, musical and need
is the development ihe people government is another of Crombie's many, including Crombie, as a
theatrical fields, in an effort to both want."
he
says.
major concerns.
good-guy, bad-guy fighl with the
gain political support from a certain
The province and its quasi-judicial good
voting record and actions on body,
portion of the community, and fund- thisHisissue
the badguysguysslowly
slowlygaining
dyingpower
off. and
the
Ontario
Municipal
Board,
have
been
consistently
on
raising. Harold Town prints drawn
especially for the campaign are the side of neighbourhood groups.
oneBuilimeconsidering
considered Denison
an angry was
youngal
voled against development in the
selling for only $50. A benefit for the •He
radical,
who's
lo
say
where
Crombie
Quebec-Gothic
area
and
the
campaign at Town Hall last night
will be in a few years? One thing he
had various musical and theatrical widening of Wellesley Street. He has
docs hope lo prevent is the polarizapeople in attendance, including the mediated d.'sPules between citizens
of personalities
in thebycouncil.
and developers in Trefann Court
rock group Lighthouse.
He tionhas
been criticized
Sewell
the
area
surrounding
the
Eaton
Two questions in this campaign and
and Jaffary for throwing his hat in
come lo mind, as in all political Centre project.
the mayoral
and deserting
"Right now the mayor has to slop
campaigns thai use public enlerlower
echelons,ringwhere
they feel thehe
lainmenl figures for political sup- the shullering-up of Chinatown, the
would
have
more
erfeel
and a belter
boarding
up
of
Cabbagelown,
the
port. Why are these people so in- chainsawing of the maple trees and
chance of winning a seal, on City
fluential, and what makes them any
Council. They see the job of mayor
more politically knowledgeable lhan the demolition of the great old
as basically ceremonial and of Mule
a worker in Cabbagelown?
neighbourhoods,"
he
says.
importance, because as mayor,
He sees massive public
Crombie has been labelled the
Crombie would have still only one
transportation as a solution lo the
only
"reform"
candidate
running
vote ondidatecouncil.
[he canfor mayor, and if reform means increasing congestion and pollution,
sees the jobHowever,
differently.
redirection of priorities, il appears and he's pushing for the Bathurst
"We
don't
need
an
office
this is true in the case of the three subway line as a first measure.
manager. The mayor, sets the lone,
strongest candidates.
"I want a comprehensive
establishes priorities, and defines the
He is opposed lo the "higher, transportation system with a shift in
direction andof policy.
It's aAquestion
faster and larger" approach lo focus away from the automobile lo
altitude
leadership.
smile andof
politics regarded highly by the Old attractive and expedient public transport inthe inner cily. and I will lead
(iuard al Cily Hall. Mayor Bill
a handshake
is nolproblem
enough." facing
The biggest
Denison is on his way out, and what thai cause." he says.
Crombie's campaign is the feeling
A further aid in the solution or
appears for the first time in many
among Ihe public lhat the candidate
years is a clear choice between iwo this problem, he feels, would be
doesn't have enough experiance.
distinct roads (Crombie and staggering working hours, a plan
He's only
in politics
on an
Rolenberg), and one nol so distinct that is gaining wide support in
active
levelbeenabout
three years,
(O'Donohue).
clogged
larger cities such as New
Reform campaigner
York.
having
been
elccled
in
Ward
! I in
David Crombie
"The voting record of Ihe Old
J 969 on the Civic Action Party
One of Ihe bigger problems facing
Guard gives a good indication of
(CIVAC)
ticket
(the
same
one
that
their intentions, and I am any politician is the degree of aliena- can al present interfere in some
col Rolenberg elected in the same
tion separating ihe governing from municipal
diametrically opposed lo their view
decisions.
The
cancellation of ihe Spadina Expressway by ward.) However his political inthe governed, because, as Crombie
volvement goes back farther lhan
of His
Toronto's
plalformfuture,"
is one says
that Crombie.
definitely sees it. "once politicians get elected Premier Bill Davis raised the ire of that, as he has been a lecturer for
in
Toronto,
ihey
want
people
lo
stay
challenges the mainstream of City
many municipal politicians, seven years al Ryerson in political
Hall politics. He feels ihe big
although Crombie opposed com- science and urban affairs. During his
the way."
pletion ofIhe expressway.
problems lo grapple with are out"Iofwon't
have it that way," he
Crombie, like Rotenberg, would City Hall career he has been chairdevelopment, traffic congestion, says. I wanl to see the Old City Hall
man of the Public Works Combe
in
a
good
position lo help remedy
political alienation in ihe city. as a place for citizen groups, cultural
mittee and a member of the City
the city's poor relations with Bill Planning Board.
Davis'
government.
He
is
an
active
Conservative Parly member with In an interview about two months
excellent conneclions, although un- ago. he said: "It's unusual in ihe
Rolenberg,
"new like
wave"
Tories.he is one of the sense
there forlhatonenormally
term andwhen
also you're
at the
Crombie feels there is not enough age of 36. you don't run for mayor,
guidance from the cily lo show ihe bul I don't think either of these
what is required points should bespeak a lack oT
inotherthe governments
city.
experianee for the job.
"I love the so-called goodies '"We have lo lake hold right how
— .two years from now is too late.
Ottawa and Queen's Park want to This
is the right lime and I feel. I am
give us every so oflen — like CARE
packages at election time - but I
ihe right man."

William
R
ARCHE

for
Ward
It's Archer is the Alderman people call
William
on for help — they know he will get results!

Xote
FOR INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE
CALL 869-0033

ARCHER©
ALDERMAN Ward 6
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Sol
K.!A»:<:or s
ch.x..Lt remain
nmfiland
!ihl(* fnr t
fnreipfl
Canada, "T-i say
profitable
for
foreign companies to
Those
priorities
should
remain
"con- unchanged today, Solandt establish Canadian
f
y." Iscience
subsidiaries
sciously,knowinglintelligently
andis used
carefully,
but
with
greater
emphasis
wc will progress faster towards our suggested,
adexpertise.
vocated an alternative
systemHe used
using foreign
on environmental concerns.
Health care, development of the in Japan, which prohibits imSolandt listed six areas designated
energy supplies Tor the future,
ofa product
in the 1%0's by the science council north,
resource management
dustryportationbecomes
stronguntil
and antheninas requiring government action. integrated
opens
the
market
completely.
and
oceans
were
given
second
prioriThese included space, water, tran"The trouble with Canada's high
sportation, urban problems, comty rating byrejected
the science
council.tariffs technology
industry is a poor
Solandt
protective
puter and data management, and aid
foe
high
technology
industry
in
goals."
lo developing countries.
technological
base He
in thecriticized
country,"
Canada because they make it Solandt said.
Canadians for depending on U.S.
I experts lo deal with technological
The work of the science council
problems.
mers
refor
of evaluation
and standards.
ty
facul
e': at the
By ELAINE
course the choic
y KAHN
"shopping
period"
beginJustif
has
given Canadians
"a growingof
In a letter appended to the brief,
realization
of the importance
ning of the year, in which students
Students should perhaps be
science and technology in their lives
"shop around" before making the caucus said it hoped that "...
responsible for justifying the can
final course decisions until mid- great caution will be exercised in
and a growing understanding of how
coherence of their degree programs October,
should be reduced to two attributing a causal role to the
it works" Solandt said. He said an
sometime during their university weeks.
New Program with respect to any
"anti-science
feeling" can arise if
careers, according to a brief The calendar should be made into statistical
trends which may be
people do not understand how
presented by the Faculty Reform "an expertly designed information delected. .." of higher marks.
Caucus to the committee evaluating system", lo increase its usefulness lo Changes in enrolment was cited as a
Li science works, but "we are
the New Program. The committee is students.
factor which could influence those
free credited
of thai intheCanada".
§™ remarkably
Solandt also
Science
expected lo release its report at the To improve teaching methods, the slatistics.
end of February.
Council with establishing .the conbrief suggests that the Faculty of The bried stated that "standards
The Faculty Reform Caucus is a Arts and Science set up "a small can and should be safeguarded by
"major
programs."
If5 cepl
problemof area
is defined
and peopleA
group of liberally-minded faculty commission, office, secretariat or the instructor, the department, the
who originally banded together in resource centre" to pool ideas on Academic Standards Committee
p
in
the
Held
from
government,
in1970 to oppose the anti-parity teaching techniques, exchange views and the students. Students will "vote
universities
are calledto
IsJ dustry
logelherandlo work
out a program
(students with faculty) stand of con- among department and "establish with
Iheir
feet"
against
those
who
Ex-chancellor
O.
M.
Solandt
deal
with
it.
servative faculty.
seminars, conferences and mini- would debase the coinage of their
Coherence of a student's program courses on leaching,"
il claims.
The briefs discussion of certificates,"
iswithone [heof the
major concerns
Thechoice
brief also
contendedin that
Newcaucus'
Program.
free
of
courses
a Newthe
notes that "There is no
THE 1972/73
Though the briefsupports the idea evaluation
subject
in
the
terms
of
reference
of
Program,system,
which should
it says isgonearly
a
of free course choice, it gives the PAC on ihe New Program on credit
to
its
detailed suggestions for ensuring which debate will generate more logical conclusion and become a
coherence, such as using Old heat and less light than the question credit instead of year system.
Program structures for a degree,
STUDENT
thematic approaches and inlerdisciplinary courses at the college
THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
level. Il suggests that students lake
PRESENTS A PUBLIC
LECTURE
four to seven innovative courses in
BY
DIRECTORY
four-year programs.
Increased and more competent
Is Now On Sale At The
Professor Robert Forster
counselling in making a program
choice should be made available to
SAC Office
the students.
'FAMILY STUDIES OF ONTHE FRENCH NOBILITY.
However, the brief suggests that
50c if you pay SAC fees
AND PROMISE"
Time:PROBLEMS
2.45 p.m., Saturday
25 November
Jews For
Place: Upper Library, Massey College
75° if you don't
Jesus

*
policy
e
sci
No By LINDA
HALL enc chancellor of U of T, said "I am
doubtful
if
there is such a thing as
The realization that "there is no
such thing as a national science science policy". The use of science
designated inpolicy"
in Canada
as the policy cannotdependently, hbe
real
consensus
of theemerged
Science Counesaid.
cil of Canada, said O. M. Solandt,
Canada
needs
"an
attitude that
former chairman of the council on will pervade the policies
of the
Monday.
suggested.
Science and Solandt
technology,
he said,
Speaking to an audience of about government,"
70 in a Sidney Smith Hall
most powerful single tool.
classroom, Solandt, former isHe"man's
always uses it, often un-

Two Hebrew ChristiansFulfilled Jews-discuss
how they discovered
Jeshua - the Lord Jesus
Christ - to be the very
Messiah promised to
Israel long ago by Jehovah through the mouth of
His holy prophets.
Thursday
1 P.M.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

NTO'S
ROUE
TOIQ
UN
PAPERBACK
Bookstore
ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified
by subject,
well-informed
helpful
staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

HUM

in

Student Council
unclassified

Meeting

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23
7:00 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE
OPEN TO ALL - COME!!!

Superior
Optical
Prescription
Eyeglasses
Frame styles
lo compliment
today's
fashions youthful
in metal and shell
BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116
60 Metal

Styles Available

ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old IT'S COMING - Dattydtl [Med's annual
essays'?
you need
Can you review) Dec. 12-16 Hart House Thealre.
961- 6150
write
a topDo essay?
Phoneessays?
Essay Services:
SKI MT.ber 27 STE.
ANNE.2, 7 includes
full days. transporDecemto Jan.
tation,price
accommodalion,
and towCall
ticket. Full
S134.00.meals
no extras.
APARTMENT
TO
SHARE:
Bathufst-St.
Clair, Dec. 1, 2 bedrooms with one other 636-1038 today.
male. S65.Rm.SomeLibrary,
lurnish.evenings
requ'd 921-7142.
see Larry. QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27^an 1,
Wallace
5 days skiing at with
Ml, Ste.
MUSTANG tor sale. 1965 red hardlop. accommodalion
heatedAnne.indoorExcellent
swimCompletely rebuilt. Certificate. For new
ming
pool.
All
Iran
sport
al ion included.
For
information
write:
CANADIAN
SKI
tires,
etc.
Call
Stephen
924-6895
days.
9670835 nights to midnight.
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
Gord Allan, 247-2339.
ON TORONTO ISLAND - wanted: House to phone
rent. Any information please to Lynne GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
Mitchell. 928-5436 (day), 925-6008 today for free booklet "The Day You Buy
(evening).
A Diamond" H. Proctor and Co., 1430
Yonge St., 921-7702
CHRISTMAS
VACATIONS,
8
DAYS
7
NIGHTS all include lei airfare, hotel, BABYSIT In exchange for room and board.
transfers,
breakfasts
etc.
Acapulco
S199.
We
willOnly
accommodate
your schedule
with
Bahamas and Nassau $189. St. Lucia S269. ours.
cheery females
need apply.
4806.
Hawaii
(10
days)
S369.
Call
Robbie
782Commence
December
or
January.
4855033.
SKI MONT STE. ANNE - Sat. Dec. 30 to
Sat.
Jan. 6 triphotel,
Is 8 days. 6tows,
days skiing. ROOM FOR RENT - Bloor and Avenue Rd.
Includes,
a month
plus utilities. Share with
No extras. bus,
Call Robbie meals,
782-5033. tips elc. S60
students.
Call 923-8391.
BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING (Specialising "FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" First
the Clarke Institute of English production
in long hair)250 InCollege
of Michelportrait
Tremblay's
Psychiatry.
but compassionate
ot an
Ext. 560. Half cut $2.25. St. Tel. 924-6811 scathing
Easl-MonlrealThealre
family.30Nov.Bridgman
14 - Dec.Ave.10
Tarragon
and Oupont. 964-8833.
SKIERS!
WHY YOU
SETTLE
FOR SIX?
ONE Bathurst
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
MOUNTAIN - WHEN
CAN HAVE
Five days skiing In Varmonl and Quebec coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
January
Dependable
snow, breakfast
betweenof funQueen
and 8-18.
Dunand dinner1-6.daily,
all accommodation
(only Spadina
das. Good Ave.
selection
furs sizes
2 per room), taxes and tips, luxury voya- Cleaning and repairs (fur and fur fabric)
363-6077.andopen
geur bus, group rate on low tickets. S89. Thurs.
Fri. 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00
Ski Quebec Associales 698-4346 or 694ROOMS. Large house on campus (Sussex
8932.
- Huron) has two unfurnished rooms for
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, editorial renl.
or females welcome. Share
training, experience, will type and/or edit bath &Males
with Available
one other. now.
Large Phone
comessays, manuscripls. theses. 40 cents per 962-0429monkitchen
rooms, etc.
page,
paper
supplied,
electric
typewriter.
962- 9938 after 6 p.m.
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE - SKI MADONNA, VERMONT • December
24lh - 29th, inclusive.
$120of Includes
Theses, essays
French.lypewrllers
Latin - 713
ex- accommodation,
5 full days
skiing, allperienced typists --electric
Spadlna Ave. (south of Bloor) 922-7624. lifts, shuttle service and return transportation, 2meals per day. Call 489-8715.
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Knox
Knox stayed ahead of Innis long
enough to defeat the team 5-4 Monday evening and win the Division II
lacrosse championship.
Scoring for Knox were Benn with
three and Pandy with two, while
Boyd counted three and Waller one
for Innis.
The game was cleanly played with
only two penalties going to each
team. Shooting was often sporadic
but Knox led 2-0 going into the third
period. Innis gradually picked up on
the second half of the game and
Knox was twice threatened in the
second half with only a one goal
lead. Innis scored two of its coals on

report

defeats
Innis
5-4
in Div
II lacrosse
single.
Brown
with
6
goals
while M.
received
two
penalties
in
addition
to
breakway plays, both times with a
MacNeil
added
three,
and
L.
The referees handed out five
team mernber out serving a penalty. the game miscounducl.
to PHE and six to
Broderick popped in the other. For penalties
Erindale.
When
both
teams
weren't
knocking each other around, they Erindale it was D. Michie with four, The second game will be played in
In Division I PHE A defeated put on a good display of playoff R. Johnson and J. Geraghty with
Erindale I0-9 last night in a game lacrosse. Scoring for PHE were J. two each, and D. Ward with a Hart House at 6:30 pm Thursday.
marred by fighting. The game was
the first in a best of three series for
the championship.
Fighting between the two teams
has been a recurrent problem during
the season and both PHE and Erin
have been warned. Last night PHE
A's Bullock and Erin's Sorichetti
were barred from further play for
the remainder of the year. Sorichelli's
conduct Sports
will comeCommittee.
up before the"
Intramural
He

SPORTS SCHEDULES - NOV. 27 to DEC. 1
WATER POLO FOR INTRAMURAL TEAMS - Wed. Nov 22
6.00 p.m. Movies Fencing Room and 7.30 p.m. Round Robin
Tournament for teams.
BASKETBALL
Bloxham. Obrascovs
Nov. 27 3.00 PHE. B
Mon.
va Vic. 1 Sherkln.
9.00 Trln. A
Rubin
vs Scar
Mishevskl, Seldewand
Tues. Nov. 28 12.30 Jr. Eng
vs
Mgt.
Stud
vs New
8.30 St. M. A
Dymarski,
Maydo
Innis 1
Wed.
vs SGS.II Cappe. Helninger
Nov. 29 12.30
4.30 PHE. A
vsvs Lawl
Trafford,
Blinick
Med A Traftord. Blinick
6.15 U.C.I
(prelim
lo Varsity
PHE.
D
vs
For.game)
A Slerllng.Bernholts
Thur.
Nov. 30 12.30
Eng
6.30 Sr.
Rotsteln
vsvs SGS.I
PHE. C Kllman,
Kliman, Rotstein
8.00 Dent A
9.30 Law II
vsvs Pharm.
A
Montgomery,
Herllng
Erin
6.30 at Erin Vlc.l
Dymarski, Obrascovs
vs Trin. A Zendel, John
Dec. 1 12.30 U.C.II
Rrl;
3.30 Law 1
vs U.C.I
Kleberg, Trafford
6.30 Med. B
vsvs Vic.
Boguski
St.M.II A Kleberg.
8:00 Med. A
Maydo, Boguski
VOLLEYBALL
IMPORTANT — Division II league schedule ends on Dec. 4th. Teams
with 6 or more points will participate in a double elimination tournament starting
8th.
Nov. during
27 6.30weekat Jan.
Erindale -Knox vs Erin(Rel provided by Erin)
Mon.
8.30 Emm
vs Trin
Muiznieks
9.30 Wye
vs Vic. II Muiznleks
vs Pharm Lansdowne
Tues.
Nov. 28 9.00
8.00 Law
New
vs Eng. II Lansdowne
10.00 Vic.1
Lansdowne
vs Trln
Wed.
Nov. 29 7.00 Med
Dent (Re-sched) Leshchyshen
vsvs PHE
8.00 Eng. 1
Leshchyshen
vs Emm
9.00 For. B
Leshchyshen
Melynk
For. A
Thur.
Nov. 30 8.00
vs
Scar
9.00 Vic. 11
vs Music Melnyk
Bodnaruk
vs
St.
M
Scar
Mon.
Dec. 4 8.30
9.30 Wye
vs Vic. II Bodnaruk
SWIMMING - FALL TERM INTERFACULTY MEET - Thur
- 6.00 p.m Entries close Wed. Nov. 22
atNov.5.3023 p.m.
at Intramural Office where complete details are available.
HOCKEY
vs Chem. IV Gal, Bielecki
Nov. 27 12.30
Mon.
1.30 Trin. IIID
vs PHE. C Gal.
Bielecki
7.30 Law
PHE. A
vs
Scar. 1 Hemphill. Ortved
8.30 Knox
vs
Grad.
Stud
Hemphill.
Orlved
9.30 Dent. E
Gollish. Kolanko
10.30 Chem. 7T4 vsvs Noombles
Mech. IV Gollish. Kolanko
Tues. Nov. 28 1.30 St. M. A
Brown, Hamm
U.C.I A Bullock,
4.30 Law 1
vsvs Trln.
Swanick
5,30
Dev.
Hse
Bullock,
vs
PHE.
B
6.30 Fac. Ed
vs For. A Bullock, Swanick
Swanick
7.30 Law IV
IV Francis. Tworzyanski
8.30 Grungies vsvs Vic.
Francis,
Tworzyanski
For.
C
9.30
Lipsett
10.30 Eng. Sc.Grads vsvs IIWyeChem Goverde.
Lipsett
vs Jr. Eng Goverde,
Nov. 29 12.30 Vic.
Innis 9's1
Wed.
DesRoches,
Hamm
1.30 Vic. II
vs St. M. B DesRoches. Hamm
4.30
vs
Emman
Herrldge.
Anderson
7.30
Vic.
vsvs New
Dent. I A Barnhouse, Branclere
For.Eng1
Sr.
8.30
Barntiouse, Branciere
9.30 Med. F
MacFarlane
vs
VlcVfs
10.30 Eng. Sc. II vs Caven HouseAnderson,
Anderson. MacFarlane
Thur.
Nov. 30 12.30 St.M. C
Ruhnke,
Herrldge
vs
Indust.
Ill
4.30 Scar. II
vs U.C.II Ruhnke, Herridge
9.30 Erin
Med. A A Toole, Parrack
10.30 Music
vsus Pharm.
Toole, Parrack
Fri
Dec. 1 12.30
Vic.
Vs
vs
Mqt.StudiesTalwin,
Johnston
1.30 Trin. C
Talwln,
Johnston
vs
St.
M.
F
5,00 New II
vs Pharm. B Talwln, Johnston
SQUASH
8. 20 SGS.I
Tues. Nov. 28 9.00
vs Med. A
Dent
Eng
vsvs Trin.
Trin. AB
9.40 Law B
10.20
vs St. M.
Wed
Nov. 29 9.00
8.20 PHE
vs Vic. II
vsvs Vic.
Med. IllB
9.40 U.C,
Innis
Thur
Nov 30 7.40 Law A
vs Vic. 1
C
8.20 Med.
vs Wye
New
9.00 SGS.II
9.40 Knox
Massey
vs Pharm
10.20
vs Law C

Innis' Boyd fires in one of three goals Monday but Knox stayed ahead to win.

Soccer,
touch
The Division It soccer final
playoff game between New and Med
will be played this afternoon at 2 pm
in the stadium. In games last Thursday New eliminated UC 3-1 while
Med defeated Law 4-3 on overtime
goals. Med and Law had already
played two scoreless ten minute

rugby,

football playoffs
overtime periods and then went into PHE A defeated Law 9-0. Scoring
sudden death scoring chances, with for PHE was Brian Pettie with a try
Med scraping by on a one goal and Randy Filinski with a penalty
margin.
goal and a convert. Last Friday Trin
The Division ill soccer title was A lost to Scar
• *at Scarborough.
• •
won by Forestry last Friday when
In semi-final touch football last ,
the team defeated Eng III 6-1.
Scoring for Forestry were W. Thursday. Arrythmia and Jocks
Sarafyn and J. Duncanson with two
opponents
to the finals.
In theandfirstad-of
each, while M. Crewal and J. Mason defeatedvanced their
added
singles;
Ill's lone
goal. J. Trist scored Eng three final games for the cham• • • •
pionship Arrythmia
13-6 yesterday
in defeated
overtime;Jocks
for
Scar defeated PHE A 6-0 Arrythmia it was G. Tennebaum
Monday to gain the interfaculty with a touchdown and single and B.
rugby championship. Last Thursday Scherman with six more points.
Scitz scored six for Jocks.
In games last week Jocks defeated
Tachyards 18-0, while Gofers lost to
KINGSWAY
Arrythmia
The second20-6.game in the best of
DRUGS
three series between Arrythmia and
Jocks
noon will
on betheplayed
back tomorrow
campus afterfield, '
SOLARAY
while
the
third
game
(if
necessary)
is
scheduled for Friday.
HOT COMB
Only $9.98
Suggested list $16.95
The Colonnade,and 131 Bloor W.
700 Yonse St., at St. Mary

College

Bowl

Tickets

SAT.. NOV. 25 —

1:00 PM

NOW ON SALE AT SAC

Toronto's newest
watering
hole
We'll quench
thirst cheaply
heavy
Entertainment

but it ain't
your
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Jock
by David Whifson
reprinted from Community Schools
A female athlete who represented Canada at
been unable to repreOlympicsin has
the Munich
sent her school
Ontario university track
athletic
women's
competitions,hasbecause
department
yet to the
respond
to repeated
requests by herself and other interested girls that
the university enter a team in the OUAA events.
At an east Toronto high school with a
population of 300 boys and 1400 girls, the boys
athletic program is allotted about S300 more
thanAt the
girls'Toronto
activities.junior public school two
a west
in a staff-student
wished
who
girls
baseball game towereparticipate
discouraged. Although
female staff were taking part, the girls were told
that "Baseball isn't really a game for girls," that
"Girls can't catch well enough and it would spoil
the
finally,andthat,
playedgame,"
ball atand,recess
evenalthough
during they
gym
classes, "Girls shouldn't be playing in a REAL
game like
were friends.
advised to come and
watch
and this."
cheer They
for their
The above anecdotes reflect some traditional
attitudes about the place of vigorous physical
activity
the lifegirls
of afrom
youngenjoying
"lady" which
inhibitedinmany
athleticshavein
the carefree fashion that is deemed natural for
boys.
The attitude that all-out physical play is
"unladylike",
whenin itmany
mightquarters.
lead to
body contact, especially
still prevails
Even when robust play is ackowledged as
healthy, the association of COMPETITIVE drive
with masculinity creates problems for the girl
who wants to take part in the "real" games of
organized sport, or who expresses any commitment tolong-term athletic goals.
Not only is the serious female athlete likely to
be considered unfeminine among her peers and
associates' but she often encounters severe
limitations on her access to facilities and competitive opportunities.
Athletic programs for boys and girls have
been normally conducted on a separate basis,
and this has rarely been claimed to be separate
but equal. Mary Keyes of McMaster University
recentlyUniversity
told a Women's
York
that, Athletic Workshop at
The general pattern of separate
facilities, separate programs, separate
organizations for sports is symptomatic of
the distinction between sexual poses and
social roles within the society.
If we really begin to treat sport as
something
beneficial
human
beings, then that's
this whole
paralleltoseparate
structure is somewhat ridiculous in terms
of servicing the needs of human beings.
Community Schools attempted to find out
whether the Toronto Board is acknowledging
that to enjoy athletic participation and competition, tosimply with
enjoy rhythm
the sensation
of one'sis
body performing
and power,
equally natural for both boys and girls, and is
encouraging them to enjoy these experiences
together.
We talked with teachers and students in
public and secondary schools, as well as with
some of the physical education consultants
whose job it is to suggest philosophical
guidelines and help the schools implement them.
We talked about co-educational phys. ed. at
all levels, co-educational health, the different
kind of socialization inherent in such an approach and the readiness for this among
. students, teachers, and the community.
It was asserted that in most elementary
f schools,
mixedthephys.
ed. isteacher
a long-established
fact, because
classroom
takes his or
her class to the gym or yard all together. Too
often, though, this has meant that the teacher,
whose own acquaintance with physical education islimited to the more popular team sports,
has the whole class playing one such game.
Without alternatives and often without
preparatory sessions of skill building, such

and

Jill

games become dominated by the more skilled
boys who ridicule and embarrass the girls and
the less co-ordinated boys. In this atmosphere
neither boys nor girls learn to enjoy games
together.
A much more promising type of program was
instituted at Dewson School this year by Wally
that school's
is handling
Nahirniak,
phys.
ed. At who
the same
time that allhe integrated
the
comtraditional
awaytheirfrompotential for rough
moved with
program,petitivhee team games
play and embarrassment of the weaker players.
The activities concentrate on building
individual skills and co-ordination, and
challenge the individual to improve his or her
own skill level. Boys and girls appear equally
enthusiastic about this new (to them) kind of
class.
At Forest Hill Collegiate health education and
every other aspect of the program appear to be

co-educational in the best sense of that word.
Family planning is one of a number of options
students may elect if they choose. Considerable
time is spent in trying to develop an atmosphere
in which male and female members become
comfortable
in exploring
viewpoints. and
Birth control
informationothers'
is distributed
this and other issues are discussed in a way that
encourages
students to formulate and define
their
own values.
The athletic side of the Forest Hill program is
also completely co-educational in Grades 11 and
12, with a wide range of options offered in
successive units thoughout the year. Girls can
and do elect touch football and other boisterous,

in

Toronto

traditionally
male sports,
withoutto
self-consciousness.
Nor doandthetakeboyspartappear
feel the activity is spoiled in any way; the game
is played in a normal fashion without the special
rules and concessions which evoked complaint
from a boy at another school.
Girls and boys who do not enjoy this kind of
competitive activity can choose options like
archery or yoga, and the atmosphere in the
department appears to be such that the students
would feel no sexual stigma attached to the
choices they made.
activity hastheitsmale
placedepartment
and its value."
says"Every
Mr. and
Salisbury,
and
male
female students are
encouragedhead,to
develop their own skills in whatever sports
interest them, and to enjoy doing this together.
This is reinforced by men coaching women and
vice-versa. The success of the program is
evidenced by the act that in Grade 12, when

physical take
education
students
part. is optional, 180 out of 200
When this remarkable evidence of enthusiasm
is contrasted with the absenteeism from phys.
ed. classes and apathy towards athletics one
finds among students at many other schools, one
might expect this approach to spread.
My feeling was that success of the program at
Forest Hill owed a great deal to a relaxed attitude
In the department about competition in general
and inter-school competition in particular. While
maintaining that it was necessary and desirable
to facilitate inter-school competition as part of a
total program for those who desired this kind of
opportunity, the staff did not appear to feel that

their own prestige or that of the school was
threatened by the fact that Forest Hill did not
field a football team this year.
It is because I cannot imagine this sort of
equanimity in many other physical education
departments, that I doubt whether the quality of
experience for the individual student that I
sensed at Forest Hill is or will be achieved
elsewhere in the near future.
A truly successful co-educational program involves a
profound re-sociallzatlon. It hinges on everyone in- W
volved
of and streat
athleticwithcompetition
as first coming
and mostto think
importantly
struggle
oneself, a
struggle
develop
lo the limit's
ot one's enjoyable
own physical
potential,totoaboth
struggle
Is equally
and
natural
men andwhichwomen,
and which is in fad
completely
Irrelevantthisto sexual
To achieve
one Identity.
must be consistent
throughout tradictithe
entire
program.in The
conons areevident to students
a program
which tries to encourage these kinds of attitudes
during
physical
classes, andthe atsame
the
same time
at leasteducation
tacitly encourages
boys to go to any lengths of aggression to win a
football
afterwidely
school.publicized and heavily
When game
the most
funded aspect of the program equates masculinity with competitive success as the Vince Lombardimessage
tough-guy,
explicitly
does,
the
comes"jock"
throughimageclearly
and neither
boys nor girls can feel completely free to
approach sport in a healthy manner, as a
personal quest.
Consultantseducationalsayprogramsthey
coat allwant
levelstoandincrease
they point
to schools that are involved in these kinds of
programs as models to be copied elsewhere in
the system. They are proud of the steps made in if>)
these schools, and I think that they and the
teachers involved have a right to be.
It might be remembered, however, that
alongside Forest Hill there are many high
schools where the men feel quite comfortable
with the jock image and the women must accept
a small share of the budget while they encourage
their girls to sit on the sidelines of the playing
field and cheer their men on, as they are
encouraged
to do in so many other areas of their
lives.
It must also be remembered that beween Osier
and Earl Grey, which are making strides towards
co-educational health, there is one senior school
where an all-girl health class was warned this
fall that men still prefer virgins and another
(Kent) which
to desegregate
trances, muchhas
less yet
its phys.
ed. classes.its enIn discussing these differences and the
obstacles to more rapid or widespread change,
the consultants referred to entrenched tradition
and the social climate of which the schools are
onlyTraditions,
a part. however, can last only as long as those
concerned acquiesce in accepting them, and physical
educators can be an Important force for change in Ihis
area, if they so choose. Unfortunately, many
physical educators who have been raised as
jocks enjoy the separate empires created by
segregated
programs,which
and accept
as natural then
the
sexual stereotypes
their programs
continue to reinforce.
Newer ideas are becoming more acceptable In some
circles, but it a different kind of socialization, which
treats sport as a human rather than male or male female
experience. Is to gain any momentum. Ihey will have to
be disrespectful of tradition.
If not, traditional programs and traditional
social attitudes have a way of mutually reinforcing each other which will continue to deny
young men and women the opportunity of
sharing the joys inherent in athletic activity in a
natural
inhibition.way. free of sexist overtones and

David Whilson is a coach, competitor with the
University
of Toronto
with Community
Schools.Track Club, and a staff worker
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TORONTOI

frozen

A provincial government indefinite moratorium of post-secondary
capital construction may prevent future building at the University' of
Toronto's two satellite colleges for years to come.
Announcing the cut-off of construction funds yesterday in the Ontario
legislature. Minister of Colleges and Universities Jack McNie said it would
last for "years", and refused even to hint at its exact duration.
"Essentially, building projects will be limited to those already under
construction,"
Mc Nie
staled, commented shortly after the freeze
Government
officials
announcement
that it would
most colleges.
seriously affect the province's relatively
new
and undeveloped
community
U of T officials could offer little response to the government move
last night as they awaited further details.
President John Evans, partying at the presidential mansion, refused
even to come to the phone to discuss the development.
The moratorium will apparently not stop any currently planned St.
George construction. Vice-president - business affairs Alex Rankin and
Vice-president - institutional relations and planning Jack Sword noted that
U of T has no substantial space entitlement in the near future.
Universities receive a capital entitlement based on the number of
students enrolled in the institution. U ofT has used up its space for this year
and next, Rankin observed.
New Ubothof Tof building
projects
College and were
the Men's
Athletic
Complex,
which have
yet tolikebeginInnisconstruction,
never intended
to come out of the frozen government funds. However, the university had
planned toand"qualify
them during
as we planning
go" by and
consulting
with the
Ministry
Colleges
Universities
construction
so that
it couldof
claim their cost against future entitlements.
Consequently, Rankin does not anticipate there being any hall in the
already approved building programs. He was, however, concerned about the
effect the moratorium would have on future building programs at Erindale
and Scarborough Colleges.
"It's hard to tell for Scarborough and Erindale," he said. "They're at
a standstill."
He expressed relief that Scarborough's Phase II got in under the gun.
Sword was more anxious about the new policy's possible implications
for the university's major renovation programs for existing buildings, citing
University College and the Sanford Fleming Building as (wo needing
extensive work. (Work on UC began last spring and will last several years.)
The
government's
was unclear about whether its limitations would
apply to suchannouncement
repairs.
Erindale principal J. Tuczo Wilson observed his college could have
been "in worse shape". The college's main building is almost completed.
"We haven't ofanythe (immediate)
exceptnearly
for residences."
noted.
Construction
residences wasplans
approved
a year ago andhe tenders
for them have already been called.
the college's enrolment
come23 should
couldthan
a squeeze
he saidIt went
However,
per cent this year.— up more
to climb.
continue
Rankin suggested that the government called a halt to university and
community college capital construction because of the sharp decline relative
to projected increases these institutions experienced this year. Whereas the
province as a whole fell 5'/i per cent short of its estimated post-secondary
enrolment, U of T only missed its figure by 0.96 per cent, he noted.
At Scarborough, principal Ralph Campbell was concerned about his
library facilities should the freeze last long, and enrolment there
college's
also increase.
Eighteen thousand square feel of (inside) work still remains to be done
on the college's Phase II building. "I would hope thai since the building
itself has been constructed, it will be finished."
Cambell admitted that the college had "beeen anticipating that there
would be some problems", expecting, however, a delay as opposed lo the
potential years-long moratorium.
He noted that Scarborough has "a lot of space", in Tact 'enough
facilities lo handle double" its current enrolment. But, the stumbling block
is the college's non-existant library; it's slated for Phase ill.
"I guess we'll see what happens," he mused.

Regina
REGINA (CUP) — Students at the
University of Saskatchewan Regina
campus have suspended their octwo administration
fices for atcupation ofleast
one week whileof-a
negotiating committee takes up an
offer lo work for parity "within the
system".
The decision was made at a
general meeting Wednesday
attended by more than 800 students.
Regina campus principal John
Archer addressed the meeting and
asked students to call off the occupation. Inreturn, he would support areview of the nature and level
of student participation on the university's decision-making bodies
"with a view to ensuring that
students have opportunity to make
their full contribution", he said.
"I would welcome and urge a
review of the University Act and i

students
am prepared to discuss proposed
changes with faculty and students,
and lake steps to arrange a meeting
with the minister of education and
his deputy minister to pursue this
end."
Bui Archer
Archer said.
would not given even
students'
support
verbal
demands and did tonot the
explain
what
contribution".
by "full
he Themeanldeputy
minister of continuing
education in Saskatchewan happens
lo be Ihe former vice- principal of the
Regina
The campus.
students responded by
motionunderespassing a tfive-point
ablishing the conditions
which the occupation would end.
The points are:
•to accept the report of the
sludent negotiating committee on
discussions with the administration
and faculty about parity.

Finance
commissioner
consultsto withhold
his notesthewhile
at Wednesday's
SAC
meeting.
Members Vince
voted toDeAngelo
urge students
secondspeaking
instalment
of their fees.
Withhold

your

second

term

fees,
SAC
urges
students
withholding at the OFS meeting by the government of any future
By BOB GAUTHIER
changes in the financing of postThe Students' Administrative unless it andagreed
withaction
Helliwell's
that the
should
Council Wednesday decided to urge condiiion
education, and demand
reassessed at the beginning of secondary
U of T students to withhold their be
February.
participation
interested
parsecond
ticipants inof
decision
making,
January. term fees instalments in
The meeting at Erindale approved specifically sludenls and university
However, vice-president John the executives proposal by about administrators.
Helliwell indicated that if the On- two to one under the following
tario Federation of Students conditions:
Miglin said. "The government has
• Thai the immediate aim of the come oul with a strong statement
meeting this weekend does not back
fees withholding action be to press that there will be no fees hike next
the
boycott
province-wide
and
agree
that the immediate aims of the the Ontario government to publicly year. 1 am personally satisfied they
withholding are to press the Ontario commit itself on ils future plans with
government lo publicly commit respect to luition fees, the OSAP
added that the government
itself on future plans for tuition and loan ceiling, the age of independence wasHe"wishy-washy"
on the subject of
sludent aid, the executive may call under
OSAP and aid Tor parl-lime grants and loans.
an emergency meeting next week students.
which could rescind approval of the • That at the beginning of we Miglin
should recognize
added very
that "Istrongly
think
withholding campaign.
February, SAC evaluate the fees thai whatlater
doing is a fees
Similarly, SAC president Eric withholding
action and determine withholding we're
as
a
protest,
not
a
Miglin. also an OFS executive, said whether or not should continue.
won't."
he would not support the • That SAC demand notification
—See 'PROTEST', page 3—

for week
quit occupation
• to suspend the occupation of two
The Regina campus occupation
posed
of
one-third
students,
one
administration offices that began third faculty, and one-third
began one week after the dean of the
members of the outside community. faculty of arts and science vetoed a
Nov. 16.
• to make clear lo Archer that the The community members must be motion passed by the division of
sludenls are nol prepared to acceptable to the student and faculty social sciences, which would have
guaranteed staff-students parity in
negotiate the right to parity buLonly represent a lives.
all eight social science departments.
the implementation of it.
Students
plan
to
march
on
the
The
dean claimed only a department
•that failure lo recognize that Saskatchewan Legislature today
change the comdemand will result in further drastic and present their demands for chairmanpositioncould
ofa department governing
actions.
changes
in
the
University
Act
to
body.
(Six
of
the departments
•thai the negotiating commitlee Premier Allan Blakeny. The
report to a general meeting of demands are almost identical to a already have granted parity but it is
students within one week.
not considered the students' right.)
resolution passedNewby Democratic
this year's
The negotialing committee is Saskatchewan
On Nov. 16, about 200 sludenls
composed of six students — three Parly convention held last weekend. occupied
the dean's office
from social science, two from educa20
spreadandtoNov.
Ihe
The resolution calls for autonomy ofilcethe ofoccupation
tion, and one from administration.
the
dean
of graduate
Another commitlee will be for each campus at U of S and a new studies. Principal Archer claimed
cslablished to examine changing the governing structure with one-third throughout that the University Act
University Act lo provide more stu- representation on all university blocked any blanket guarantee of
dent, faculty and community conbodies for students, facul- parity, but he also opposed ihe
trol. The committee will be com- governing
concept itself.
ty and community members.
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HERE
Announcements for this column
will only be accepted if they are
submitted on the forms provided,
typedforms
on aare64-character
The
new
now availableline.in The
Varsity editorial offices, second
floor, 91 St. George Street.
TODAYpm
12:30
Luncheon seminar with professor J.
Gehl. School ol Architecture, Royal
Academy —Copenhagen,
HOUSES
Studies on Ihe"LIFEHumanBETWEEN
Use ol
Public
Urban
Spaces", room 111, 150 St.
George.
1:15 pm
AllanAnthology
Ginsberg,is aas play
well including
as works Howl
by T.S.by
Eltol,
Kurt
Vonnegut,
and
John
Fowles.
Admission is tree, al the UC Playhouse,
79a St. George Street.
3 pm
Colloquium: History ol Science,
"Heredity and Disease: Early 19lh Century
English
Views" byCollege.
Dr. Herbert Odom, Choir
Room, Massey
3:30 pm
Five informative minutes Introducing you
tothewhere
you're at. Today,
David Eslrin,'Van-on
Environmental
Law Association.
tage' on Radio Varsity.
4 pm
The GSU. 16 Bancroft Avenue cordially
invites everybody to the best way to finish
oH a week on campus: our famous wine
and cheese parties. This and every Friday,
you
welcome andto come
enjoy andthe
best areof imported
domesticand wines,
meet
an
interesting
group
of
both
and staff. See you there. Until 7. students
4:30 pm
Lichet Benchen at Hillel House, 186 SI.
George Street.
7 pm
Demonstration at the airport against the
government's
racistlor immigration
Meet at Sid Smith
transportation.policy.
7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Claude Jutra's
"MonAgain
Oncleat Anloine"
S1.
10. Car' Hali. Admission
The
Toronto
Association is holding Polish
its annualStudents'
general
meeting,
open
to
all,
at
206 Beverley
Street (corner ol Cecil). SPK.
Bar and
buffet.
Spm
Last in a series of lectures on Hungarian
history sponsored by the Hungarian
Students'
Association.of nationalistic
Dr. Andrew Ludanyl
on The developent
policies

AND

NOW

in EasternroomEurope
Smith,
1069. after World War II". Sid
Detachment
Women"
willThebe movie
shown"Redin room
3, New ofAcademic
Building. Victoria College. Admission free.
Sponsored
Canadian Liberation
Movement. by the
8:15 pm
St. Michael's College Theatre presents
Robert Anderson's "You Know I Can't Hear
You When
The Water's Running"
University College
St.at George
Street.
FreePlayhouse,
admission.79a Same
deal
tomorrow night. 8:30 pm
Creation 2 presents a new Canadian
play, MIDWAY PRIEST, on the media
■medium.
Actor's Theatre,
390 $1.Oupont
Avenue. Admission
S2. Students
The
Hamlet
Show
at
Erindale
College in
room 292, the preliminary building.
all
day
SATURDAY
A edcity-wide,
day-longChristian
teach-in Fellowship
sponsorby U of T Varsity
with Reverend John Stott. The topic is
"Jesus' Portrait
Jesus byPeople".
Threeat
expositions
will beof given
Rev. Stott
11 am. 3 pm.
an.Bloor
Street.and 8 9pmam at St. Paul's AnglicCourse Union Conference sponsored by
SAC Education Commission In the UC
Junior Common Room. For all people
involved or interested in course unions,
evaluations, or education projects. Discuss
problems, solutions, goals, methods. Let
us know i( you're 10:30
coming:am 928-4909. Until 5.
University ol Toronto Film Board holds a
Film
Film Boardwelcome!
Room,
Hart Workshop
House. Newin themembers
Budgets tor some 7;30scripts.
pm
Rim Antotne",
Club presents
ClaudeAdmission
Jutra"s
"MonSMCOncle
Carr Hall.
S1. Again at 10. 2 pm
The Cross and Crescent Bazaar, a
display and sale of Arab goods, will take
place at Ihe International Student Centre.
Everyone welcome!

8 pm
Coffee
house
open,
186 SI.newGeorge.
welcome to come and meet
faces andAll
friends.
"Spiritand ofCedric
1837 Festival"
featuring
Milton
Acorn
Smith of the
Perth County Conspiracy
will beW. held
auditorium,
371 Bloor
Ticketsat atOCEthe
door orCommittee,
phone 962-7233.
Anti-imperialist
Day
Liberation
8:30Canadian
pm
Movement
sponsors.
The Hamlet Show at Erindale College in
room 292 of the preliminary building. A
special bus will be leaving Islington Station
at 8 pm and will return to the station after
theCreation
perlormance.
2 presents a new Canadian
play, Midway Priest, on the media medium.
Actor's Theatre,
390 Dupont
mis ion $2. Students
S1. Avenue. AdSUNDAY
11 am
John Stott will be having ihe morning
service
Knox Church,
bord. Allat visitors
welcome.Spadina and HarHart
House
service
discusses
witness" and its 7opposite.
Join us"falsefor
worship.
pm
Ken Terhoven has the Knox service,
followed
coffee houseandat discussion
8:30 with
music by byIhea HACKAMU
with Mr. Terhoven.3:30Everybody
welcome.
pm
Sunday Concert with Norma Tetreau
(soprano),include
Frank Handel,
Tetreau Brahms,
(piano) In Britten,
recital.
Works
Haydn, and
Lizst.
Sponsored
by
borough College and6 pmMusicians Union.ScarInternational
Pakistani-style,
being
served at theDinner,
International
Student
Centre. Price per person: 75 cents.
Everyone welcome!7:30 pm
Intermediate Conversational
Hebrew at
pm Street.
Hillel House, 186 8:30
SI. George
Hillel graduate club is featuring a dance
at thesionWilson
Hall in NewandCollege.
SI. 25 lorAdmisnonmembers.S1.00 forLivemembers
band.

SUNDAY EVENING
CONCERT.Root,
Katherine
PIANIST
Greol Hill 6.00 Sundiy November 26.
Tickets available al Ida Hall Porter's Desk.
U OFT FILM BOARD
Film Workshop
FILM BOARD ROOM, 10:30 A.M.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

HART HOUSE
EVE BALL
DANCING
TO
NEW
YEAR'S
BENNY LOUIS
2 BARS
SPLASH PARTY
BUFFET SUPPER
TICKETS $16 A COUPLE
AVAILABLE FROM
THE
PORTER'S DESKOFFICE
AND
THE HALL
UNDERGRADUATE
CHRISTMAS TREE
THE
1$ COMING
WEDNESDAY.
DECEMBER 6

FACULTY

OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
BY-ELECTION
To fill vacancies on certain Committees, as follows:

Faculty Members
General Committee |1|
Dept of East Asian Studies
General Committee (1)
Dept. of Sanskrit and Indian Studies
General Commitee (1)
Depts. of Anthropology. Geography.
(Social Sciences Division)
Political Economy and Sociology

7 STYLES ON
DISPLAY TO SUIT
ANY DECOR OR BUDGET

Note: Nominations and voting for General Committee are
restricted to Departments named. Nominations for
Social Sciences Division are restricted to Departments
named, but Faculty members from any Department
may vote.

Freeform Interiors
2110 YONGE 4E
COMMUNITY
AFFAIRS
in co-operation with
The National Film Board

27 FRONT ST. E.

SHABON MclNTYBE
SOPRANO
DONPIANIST
TUSTIAN
MUSIC ROOM
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28
4:00 P.M.

JAZZ CONCERT
SNIDER
EASTGARY
COMMON
ROOM
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 29
12:00 NOON TO 2 P.M.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

WATERBEDS

CANADIAN FILM
FADE-IN OR
FADE-OUT?
Moderator:
GEMLfJ PRATLET • Ont. Rim Inst.
Panelists:
GEOBGE DESTOUHIS - Pres. Famous Players
WIUMM
FHUET -"Wedding
White"
JOHN HOFSESS
Reviewer inMiClwns
SANDRA GATHERCOLE - Tor, Film-Makers
Co-op
MICHAEL SPENCER - Exec. Dir. C.F.D.C
ALLAH
KING • "The Married Couple" &
"Warrendale"
PLUS FILM PRESENTATION
TUES. NOV. 28 8:00 P.M.
Free Atfnlssloa-Everyone Welnme
ST. LAWRENCE. 366-1656

MALCOLM
BATTY
EXHIBITION
ART GALLERY
11 a.m.1 1-9a.m.p.m.- 5 p.m.
TuesdayMonday.
to Saturday.

Cigarettes
and
Cigarette
Tobacco

Students Members
New College
General Committee (1)
Ifinis College
General Committee (1)
Erindale College
General Committee (1)
Victoria College
Committee on Counselling (1)
New College
Committee on Counselling (1)
Trinity College
Committee on Counselling flj
Curriculum
Committee (1)
Any College
on Life Sciences
Extension
Curriculum Committee (1)
on Humanities
Note: Nominations and voting for all these positions are
restricted to the constituencies named. Students
nominated for the Committee on Life Sciences must
this session be taking at least three courses in Botany,
Psychology, Zoology and/or other Life Sciences.
Nominations
November 20 to 27 inclusive on nomination forms obtainable
at College and Faculty Offices. Deadline for receipt of
nomination 4.00 p.m. Monday, November 27 at the Faculty
Office, Room 1006. Sidney Smith Hall.
Elections
Voting will be from December 4 to 7. 1972.
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should run a strong campaign for getting the figures from the comp- boycott
unsuccessful.
Monday.continue on each successive
strik
but
prote
says
their fees. st,
n
"I don'l believeethere's any
way peopleato withhold
troller's office as to how Migli
many
One part of the executive haven't paid,"
we can claim that the negotiations
he said.
The motion failed by 22 to 12.
have been successful. I think we are resolution was defeated — that the
Stralhyis asaid
the "feeidea.
strikeIt
SAC's support for the fees SACBrody
fairlythatbankrupt
lo besaid,
bound"Ibywouldn't
a motion want
that motion
committed
holdingthata fees
Helliwell tosaid
overstrike."
5,300 withholding action be contingent on the
affect the government or the
strike
be
called
off
if there's only won't
voted in the strike referendum to at least 4000 U of T students participating initial y.
3.99S
wait un-if university very much, it will affect
support a fees strike.
til the participants...
end of FebruaryLet's
lo evaluate
Erindale rep Arnold Brody won- the fees strike or less than 4000 week.
"Twelve thousand are eligible to
He compared
fees strikereading
to a
dered how SAC would be able to
boycott
of classesthe during
students"
withhold their fees," he added. tell whether
4,000 students had participants
iscommissioner
effective enough."Vice the
"Therefore, the 5,300 figure repre- - supported the fees
Finance
strike.
sents roughly one-third of who
DcAngelo disagreed with Helliwell
De Angclo said Strathy's idea of a
Helliwell
replied
"I don't and proposed that SAC hold a fees boycott
whoHelliwell
would participate."
but asked
maintained that SAC think there'll be anythatdiflculty
in strike with a deadline of February to "be a was
little"good",
bil realistic
about SAC
what
15.
we're
proposing
to
do."
Engineering
rep
Donald
Buchan
much more at ease with withholding failed to see how a boycott of classes
fees
a definite periodit of'might
time," hebe would do anything. Stralhy asked if
said.for Furthermore,
should put pressure on the
easier to negotiate with Simcoe Hall SAC
on the penalty for withholding the university, or "are we supposed to
fees", he said.
yes," Buchan
sit"At
back this
and dopoint,
nothing?"
UC rep Bob Anderson said that
he didn't like the idea of a limited replied.
Helliwell told the meeting that
duration to the strike. "If we are
using it for a bargaining tool, then boycotting classes was "no skin off
we haven't got a tool of any sort iheirThe(the idea
of a )trust
fund
government's
derrieres."
administered by SAC for withheld
Miglin
reported
he
had
fees
was
also
rejected.
whatsoever."
approached
of T vice-provost
SAC vice-president Ross
Robin Ross U informally
and that Flowers
said the OFS executive
"the administration's feeling was advised by letter that a trust fund
that it would waive the penalties.
"The administration is flexible to would be unworkable. An OFS sughat SAC establish a similar
a limited extent", Miglin added, trust fundgestion twas
dismissed by him as
"but the limited flexibility of from
"potentially
good" but practically
unworkable.
two
lo
three
weeks
was
implied."
Education commissioner George
Talk of a class boycott floated around the SAC meeting room in the event that the Ontario
government does not respond to the withholding of fees.
Architecture
rep Elliotstrike
Rovan's
Strathy proposed that if the appeal
for an went
open-ended
with
deadline
unheeded. Rovan
demands
the government
mit itselfthat
on tuition
fees werecomnot no
said that if the strike is supported by
99 met by the first Monday in SAC that it is up to the SAC
February, that there be a boycott of
"namely the
classes. If these demands were still administration,
president", to be extremely strong in
not met, he advocated that the support
and
keep
students
united.
"Cad
no Councilstud
Governing ario
Council student is
capacity as a governor
is inevitably
was Governing
chairman ent
rep
member Paul Cadario is once again Malim Harding's choice of Cadario seen by the public and by official
at the centre of a storm of con- to speak to the CUA at its hearings bodies as speaking on behalf of the
troversy — this time when he was for U of T next Tuesday.
university." on this
chosen as the only student from U of
Asked of tothe comment
The letter, of which a copy went students
Daycare
settles in
An ultimatum from Campus Community Day Care lo U of
T to speak to the provincial Com- to president John Evans, is signed by statement, Cadario simply said he
mit e on University Affairs.
student members Aron Goldberg, disagreed.
T's administration went past its Wednesday deadline for an offer
of acceptable accommodation for its over-two day care centre.
Morton complained last night
All seven of Cadario's student Norma Grindal, Joyce Denyer,
colleagues on the council sent a Clarice Henschel, John Morton, thai in the administration's "de facHowever,
neitherpermanently
side seemedin excited
by the itco-op's
threat
that
it may settle
the building
is presently
Brian
Morgan
and
Morrison.
letter last Thursday to chairman
to policy of choosing Cadario as a
Morgan said last night that if the student
occupying
on
Devonshire
Place.
Malim Harding asking that in
representative (to any imdo not receive a reply from
"Things are looking up as far as the administration is
portant body requiring one), our
future student members of govern- students
Harding, they intend to raise the (the student
ment delegations be chosen by the mutter
concerned," says co-op spokesperson Julie Mathien. She says the
caucus') opinion has
with the council. He said he
student caucus of the council.
group has been getting some "unofficial response" from the
administration.
consulted."the practice as
for some guidelines to be never been described
Although it is not referred to in hopes
reached on appointing represen- "anMorgan
"We're getting optimistic noises from them," she said
undercutthe bystudent
the administration
the letter, theliesrootin ofthethechoice
students'of
tatives for the university.
to weaken
voice on the
yesterday. "They've made no move to toss us out, and it doesn't
grievance
Cadario stated last night that he
seem as though they're going to at this point."
Cadario twice to represent the un- was not chosen to represent U of T
Co-op parent Cathy Petersen says that the appointment of
iversity without consulting the as a student, but as one of the council".
"The great danger," he warned,
professor Jill Conway as vice-president (internal affairs) at least
"is that the administration will pick
students on the council, according to
means
there is someone in the administration responsible for
Governing
student Ian Morrison.
chairmen. EachCouncil's
chairmancommittee
is from a students who represent the views
dealing with the situation.
Cadario was chosen by the different constituency of the theyMorrison
Conway
has already had some discussions with the co-op,
Petersen
indicated.
declared last night that
want heard."
administration earlier this month to university.
don't think that Paul and the rest
Renovations
to the occupied centre by the co-op are in
go to the annual conference of the "Members of the Governing of"I the
students I know have much in
progress, and Mathien says they will continue. She sees any further
Association of Colleges and Univer- Council chosen to represent the
sities as part of the U of T Governing Council should be chosen
moves as being up to the administration: "The onus is on them to
Cadario has more in common
delegation, in a move that angered insisted.
come Administration
to us, and they're
doingco-ordinator
more of that."
common."
U of T vice-president Don
campus
Lois Reimer indicated
SAC president Eric Miglin as well by the chairman (Harding)," he with
last night that the university is still looking for permanent
as the student caucus. SAC passed a The letter recognizes that Cadario Forster and Evans, he staled.
accommodation for the centre.
motion asking that Cadario not was chosen as a committee chairAs for forward
Cadario, tohe quipped,
lookine
going to"I'm
the
attend.
The university's
renovations
to the occupied
man by stating
that in"Any
clubhouse
are not on. a proposed
specific timetable,
she said.
The move that sparked the letter governor
speaking
an student
official

• fromnot
page one
It's
a
strike.
"Strike connotates a lever... and
we have no lever over the government." He said,
government
gives"Ia don't
damn.think
All the
we
can do with the fees withholding is
show our displeasure with the
government's
implementations."
In supporting
the fees
withholding, Helliwell noted that
last month's strike referendum
"called for a strike if negotiations
with the government were

dean
Meds
By HEATHER-JANE
SANCUINS
Medicine Dean A.L. Chute said
Tuesday that the "lack of a premedical course is causing a distortion ofarts and science courses."
Speaking at a special meeting of
the
and Governing
Resources Council's
Committee,Planning
he explained that prospective meds
students are inflating enrolment in
some coursesenteras "anartsestimated
l ,000
students
and science
courses annually and the enrolment
forAsfirst
year medicine
250." to
a result,
a brief he ispresented
committee members stated that the
750 students left out "then have two
or more years of university experience which may not be relevant
lo alternate career goals. It is
therefore urgent that the university
examine this problem."
St. Michael's College president

CUA."
course should be re-examined
says pre-med
Medicine Admissions Dean J,W. increase numbers ot new schools by use is up in all eight colleges,
John Kelly, a committee member, Steiner
ranging from 25 per cent at Victoria
lold
the committee that the
stated that if steps were not taken,
instead
con- lo 70 per cent at New.
faculty is considering using interest building tinued
Chute. ofHisexpansion,"
faculty could
there would be "the same problem and
motivations tests to replace the probably accommodate the
next year",knowing
that oftheymany
admission requirement of an suggested increase in the field of
enrolling
want students
to leave usual
A
average.
Staff democracy
after two years.
pure sciences,
he said, but
One solution, the brief suggests, is Chute also said that continuing create
major problems
in theit "would
area of
to set up an institute or college for medical education was "a large
in action today
Victoria College Principal J.M.
health sciences to develop programs burden" on most of the medical clinical
Robson teaching."
told the committee that
in The
pre-professional
instruction.
faculty.
1,700
doctors
attended
If youstaff
are and
a member
faculty also says in reply lo courses on campus last year and 30 only about one-third of the teaching Varsitv
would oflikeTheto
done by a federated college is to its spend v.:ur Christmas vacation m
the problem,
sub- visits by faculty groups were made own
students,
except
for
St.
scribe tothe "We
idea do,
that however,
there should
outlying centres lo give brief Michaels' College, which teaches a Winnipeg, you should come to
he multiple avenues for admission to lo
courses.
Ihe staff meeting in the Varsity
creator number of its own.
41 St. George St. The
One idea medicine is considering
An Ontario Council of Health
Robson suggested that new office.
meeting
will decide who will go
ismedicine."
a test plan this summer in which report has suggested that U of T colleges could be set up to acto
the
annual
Canadianin Universi20 first year arts and science increase its first year enrolment
Ihe sister
commodate studentslife.
who These
aren't new.
in- iv Press Conference
from 250 to 350 students. It bases
students will be accepted into first this
ted incollege
on a need for more doctors, colleges tereswould
occupy existing cityAlsoof Vladivostok.
year medicine, after only one year, evidenced
to
be
chosen:
a
person
by the fact that 60 per buildings such as Sid Smith Hall, represenl the staff on the Varsityto
Chute said. Ojnitling the normally
Lash Miller Building and the Hoard. The action starts today at
obligatory second year, they would cent
of
Ontario's
were ihe.
province.
lake a course over the summer in trained outside thedoctors
McLennan Physics Laboratory.
Robson also stated that library I pin so be there.
"The government is loathe lo
Organic Chemistry.
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Gosh ! The Surs
WHO WRITE THE T0SK&
HAVE A LOT OF FUN!!
ALL THEY DO IS DRINK
AND BEAT EACH OTHER
UP AND SCREW 6JW.S!,!
I BET THEY \
WAY ME.MOPE ^
HAVETHRU
FUN
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The
Varsity,P<ess.a member
of Canadian
University
was founded
In 1680
Alex Podnlck
Editor
m
i
n
i
s
t
r
a
t
i
v
e
C
o
u
n
c
i
l
ol
ihe
University
and
Is
published
by
(he
Siudems'
Adol
Toronto
and
is
primed
by
Oaisons
91 St. George St., 2nd floor "The problem with doing nothing Is that Pfess Lid. Opinions expressed in ihls
Office
Phone
923-8741, 923-8742
are notAdministrative
necessarily those
never know
you're Edwards
finished." at ornewspaper
—you Innls
SAC when
rep Mike
thetheStudents'
Councilot
administration
ol thetheuniversity.
Wednesday's SAC meeting.
Advertising Manager Bob Brockhouae
Formal
complaints
about
editorial
or business operation ol ihe paper may
923-8171
Phone
be addressed to Committee.
the Chairman, CamBdard pusot Relations
Directors, 91 St. GeorgeVarsitySi.

Boy-LOOKIT THOSE DIRTY
70KE5!SIRAND! THEY
THOSEKNOW
PICTURES-'
YES
HOW TO LIVE- FREE
AND EASY- THATS
THE LIFE OF AN
ENGINEER* BoYoW
BOY THATS fOK
ME-' YES-SlR.

Hey 8r>eyM wanna
HAVE SOME FUN WITH
i HEE
MftW HEE
y A REAL VTEE

DROP DEAJ^jCREEP!-1

Toike
should
re-examine
ecould
inforce amythical, degrading, sexist pur
In response to mounting criticism of paper's attitudes and coverage. The
Suggestionspos
that the Toike
its content, the Engineering Society article and this editorial were com- image of unthinking clods wandering offer this university an alternative view
mis ioned byThe Varsity staff not as around with slide-rules looking for the do not preclude continued publication
has established a committee to study
its paper, the Toike Oike.
an attack upon a potential rival, but as first "broad" to
As engineering of a satiric, creative newspaper. The
Dissatisfaction with Toike material an attempt to contribute to the im- students continue lay.
to attempt
to make Toike's recent take-off on The Varsity.
is not restricted to engineering this campus.provement ofstudent journalism on their contribution to society socially "The Varshity", was disappointing onrelevant {at least in their context), the
students. Increasingly, one-time Toike
ly in that it got caught in the typical
fans have been expressing conFutile attempts to dismiss serious Toike persists in pretending they are Toike trap of unfunny sexist, racist
sternation with the puerile, racist, sex- criticism of the Toike's material with indifferent morons who regard jokes rather than the clever humour
women as sex objects, and sneer and spoof for which The Varsity is
ist image transmitted by the paper.
claims that critics are over-reacting, contemptu
ously at ethnic minorities. such an easy target. Perhaps, The
Far be it for The Varsity to condemn and taking the racist and sexist comthis way, the society's own paper is Varsity takes itself too seriously and
ments too seriously betray more than Inmore
earthy humour or jokes of a sexual
anti-engineer than any sup- deserves to have itself brought down
nature. What we object to — and a lack of understanding of others'
to earth.
posedly anti-professional artsies.
It represents a refusal to
apparently what at least enough feelings.
others to motivate the study com- attempt to consider others and the
Hopefully,
the Toike's
will
The
Toike'
s non-journali not seriously
re-examine
its policystaff
in light
only disappoints enginesm
mittee's establishment object to — is implications of Toike policy.
ering
of
the
apparent
general
disstudents. It lets the entire campus
the Toike's self-appointed mission to
satisfaction with the role it playing
closed to reality down,
seek the most chauvinist, racist willKeeping
not makeone'sit goeyesaway.
by ignoring its potential role as on this campus rather thanis reacting
And, saying
humour it can find. Grossness rather that because they weren't
a
second,
cross-campus publication. hostllely and defensively — or worse
than humour seems to dictate the maliciously, Toike jibes don'twritten
hurt, Toike resources, both financial and still, indifferently — to the concern of
personnel, would allow it more than
offend,
and
insult
many
of
its
readers
paper's policys
is dishonest.
readership." Responding positively
any other campus paper provide a its
Today's I'Hebdo
and creatively, the
Toike can assume
real alternative to The toVarsity
on an
focusses article,
beginning on page 10, feature
,
an
its legitimate place as a forum of
The paper's
policy does
alternative that many students believe creative,
analysis of what makes the Toike tick disservice
alternate
viewpoints,
to engineers.
It tries,a bygreat
the should
making
exist.
and offers a reasoned critique of the stereotypes it perpetuates, to rea genuine contribution to this campus.
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Reading, writing are clearest indicators
School
trains
working
By JIM DAW
aren't
creating
into ina
reprinted from Excalibur
society such as people
our own,whointoeasily
workfilroles
Literacy Tor working class children is the which lhey-re asked in fact to work in
key to making changes in the schools, changes alienation, lo work for grades, or lo work for
which can'l be co-opted, but can finally be money or status."
"You can'l fil people into that sort of
linked
to u^according
larger revolutionary
political arrangement
movement,
to George Martell,
iT in their education they learn
how lo tell the truth about that oppression, to
editor or This Magazine is about Schools.
Martell told a York University course lell the truth about their particular human
feelings. In fact, the reverse happens, and they
Monday.
oppression
class
in the"The
schools
is shownof intheits working
clearest start lo gel together and oppose you.
form... (in the) reading and writing question.
"The business of radical teachers and
•'Reading
and
writing
ability
is
the
objective standard of the streaming process.
It's the Final factor
to in
determining
youradministrators
place in thepointschool
hierarchy. There is a direct relationship
between your class (your place in the socioeconomic scale), your stream in school, and
your reading ability. The lower down you are
in society and in the school, the worse you
It is the sociulizilion process in schools, he
read."
said, which is the prime cause of working class
illiteracy ii process which prevents working
class students from developing a "means to
describe the world". The kids are made
"dumb",
two-edged
word isinstupid,
English
meaning nota only
that a person
but
also that he can'l speak.
"The words lo be learned in school are alien
towords
the working
class." class
Martellarccontinued.
of the middle
the wordsTheof
mobility,
"words
that
blur
the opaque,
actual
mechanisms of society, that are
abstract, not very much connected to human
emotions
to individual
persons."
Me usedor the
example of
an intelligence
quotient lest in which children arc shown
pictures of four people — a policeman, a
butcher,
— and then
asked whata grocer,
all fourandhavea druggist
in common.
More often than not. he said, a middle class
to create
child
the "correct"
answer,
and working ditioclass
ns that willparents
enable isworking
classthekidscon-to
group willall realize
four under
the abstract
heading
read and write, to find their own words. It's an
"men".
working
class child,maymeanwhile,
absolutely revolutionary demand, though il
relating loA. his
own experience,
devise a seems
like motherhood," he said.
more active relationship: "the last three are in
Martell said that the first of a three-step
cahnols and the policeman is after them."
prouram would be to inform working class
"Working class kids use words of anger, the parents about the literacy of their children.
words
of theirareclass,"
"The ofwords
their class
aboutheIhcsaid.truth
humanof Thai itself involves political action; the information has to be pressured out. It's almost
oppression,
don't want
said, to get available inwords to gelandoutyoubecause
when those
you dokindyouof impiissible:formatihe
on on reading abilities in downtown

Non-academic
offers advice
Why doesn't the editor and why
don'l the feature article writers on
Varsity
out thetimeolderlo prepare
generalion whensound
it comes
an editorial or an article? Because of
inexperienced youth, the reasoning
often appears shallow, one-sided,
and way-out.
First, the double-page spread for
the article "Everyone knows the real
Santa
boughl"
(Novemberis20).Eaton's
An excellent
article,
but when writing about the planned
$250 million destruction and
rebuilding of a large downtown area,
the writer or writers failed lo ask a
salienl
"Whyprofits
doesn't
Ealon's queslion:
use loits build
excess
$250,000,000
factories nolof
only in the Melro Toronto area, but
in other distant parts of Canada as
well? Ealon's would thus be doing
something lo build up Ihe country
instead of just siphoning billions ot
dollars from ihe pockets of
Canadians and shipping Ihe lifeblood
foreign manufacturers
all. overlo thethe world.

No, Ealon's wants to go on
forever acting as a big distributor all
over Canada of foreign-made goods.
The one or two per cent of
Canadian-made goods that il sells at
premium prices, it buys from the
factories ai rock-boitom prices.
Nothing was mentioned about
Ealon's
five
centsbeing
or oneunashamed
cent changelo togivea
customer who buys an article
costing $499.99.
Second,
editorial
speed
mail the
by lower
pay. "Don'l
cutting
jobs" (November 22). Some good
points
were lhal
raised,
bul much Post
was
left unsaid:
the Canadian
Office is a copycat branch of the PO
Department at Washington, D.C.;
that our PO was supposed to be
"losing millions" every year (hence
rise of rates lo the American inflation levels), yet it has over
570,000,000 lo squander on the introduction ofcostly, American-built
machinery to speed the mails: that
to speed up the mails for a nation of
only 22 millions of people scattered
across an area over four million
square miles is the same type of
insanity as diesclizing the railways
and
steam throwing
locomotives,thousands
et cetera ofon A-l
the
scrap heap; that maybe ihe PO
Department has to introduce speedup machinery
greedy
Canadian
Unionbecause
of PostaltheWorkers
keeps demanding higher and higher
wages, plus ridiculous benefits (for a
job any boypieces
over ofgradeaddressed
7 could paper
do —
dropping
and magazines into ihe mail slots).
lust ihe same, it is wonderful to
see editorials and articles in The
Varsity
refuses lowhich
print thelestother
it lose"free
one orpress"
two
juicy advertising contracts. The
J.-llar :-:!pn reigns supreme
Non-Academic

class
for factory
jobs
schools for comparison with those in middle South of St. James Town, which has offered
class districts. When you do get the scores, no support to the embattled tenants there,
they show working class kids are two and although il could easily do so.
Bui, he said, the most important thing
Ihrce years behind their middle class peers.
Secondly, he said working class parents would be for teachers to build a strong
should then be made aware of the implications militant union interested not only in wages,
also in the quality of education, a union
of literacy. "IT their kids don't know how to but
thai would link with blue and white collar
readAnd,
ihey finally,
are doomed
the bottom
they tomust
begin streams."
the long unions on all fronts.
Martell said that the development of a
struggle lo create the conditions necessary for
strategy would not be possible unless
literacy. Every one of them involves a fight. serious
However, he stressed, the fights that take schools were looked at in the context of a
much larger framework.
He disagreed with Ivan Illich, "now the
darling
of liberal
education
ihe objective
primary
functiontheory",
of the who
schoolsaysis
ihrough consumption and the encouragement
of consumption to directly assist corporate
prolll-making.
Martell thought that was a secondary
function. He conceded that schools do fil into
ihe framework of monopoly capitalism by
absorbing such excess capital as electronic
equipment and construction materials; by
helping lo create demand by enforcing the
tendency among students to become passive
consumers; and by failing to question planned
ohsolescencc in construction materials.
However, the primary function of schools and
universities, Martell said, is to produce a
properly
Bui. he trained
explainedworkhe force.
did not mean training
in the sense of providing skills, because as
education critics in the 60's realized, students
are "taught a superficial hodge-podge ofpredigeste'd
materials
no ice Nofor
anyone. The
schoolsthatdid finally
nothingcutserious.
one actually functioned as a scientist, or
historian or a writer. What Martell stressed
was ihe socialization process in schools that
filled students psychologically for jobs.
Martell said also that schools serve the
function of reinforcing and preserving the
place
in
the
school
system
can't
be
isolated
present class structure by not providing
ones, as they often have been in the past. working
class children with adequate skills.
"Teachers are nol going to change society or
Working class kids are socialized, Martell
schools unless they link themselves with a
concluded,
so that they can move without too
larger working class political movement
which will develop the power necessary to much anguish into a factory job or a service
job or onto welfare. "Socialization
pushHe back
Ihc present
state system."
suggested
that teachers
could start to station
downalsoheaviest
class."
Martell
touchedon the
on working
the educational
develop links with Ihe working class by comes
becoming involved in these struggles and system's mylh of pluralism. "I don't know of
neighbourhood
preservation
battles.School
He men-in a single left wing social science or history text
tioned specifically
Winchester
in the public school system," he said.

Engin rep for
improved Toike
The following teller was sent to
the Special Committee set'Up by the
Engineering Society to examine the
objectives of the Toike Oike.
Opinions were solicited from
members of the Faculty Council of
ihe Faculty of Applied Science and
Engineering:
I am writing in response lo your
request for opinions on the Toike
Oike.
There is a real need for an
alternate campus newspaper, and
the Toike Oike has done a commendable job over the years of
arousing widespread student interest
and of maintaining a strong circulation outside the bounds of this faculty. The imaginative humour and
irreverent slyle of the paper have
been a good representation of the
engineering spirit.
I feel it is imperative that any
newspaper enjoy as much freedom
as possible to produce outrageous or
critical material, but, at the same
time, that it assume the responsibility for not making
discriminate at acks onwholesale,
any sectioninof the population. Criticism should
elevate, not degrade, and ridicule
should be aimed al particular
enemies, not at general readership. I
trust the Toike staff, as well as the
engineering student body, do not
consider Ihe female population of
ihe university to be their enemies. I,
therefore, see no need for sexisl
humour, for objeclification of
women (and men), for glorification
of the Playboy images of both
women and men, or for heaping
ridicule both on who upset
preconceived . ideas and (implicitly) ,

on male engineers who do not want
to play the
aggressive
conceited,arrogant,
chauvinistic role
demanded
of them by engineering tradition.
This engineering tradition has in
the past included the most blatant
racism against blacks, Asians and,
as recently as my own first year
initiations, Jews. I doubt if such
white chauvinism would be tolerated
today, and willI amnot besuretolerated
that male
chauvinism
in a
future when more and more women
are demanding a place in the
Toike Oike should anticipate
professions.
theThefuture.
There is a legitimate place for
serious reporting and sarcastic
political criticism of left-wing student
of theandwomen's
liberationpolitics,
movement,
of important
events with the APSC Faculty. The
Toike Oike should pursue these
activities responsibly and
persistently.
Greg McM
aster
Industrial Engineering
Graduate
Student Representative
APSC Faculty Council

not muckraking, counterproductive, and untrue, I would
publicly
invite she
Ms thinks
Crowe shein raised.
to discuss the points
The only thing ! would like to
remind Ms Crowe about is as
follows.
Fact: It is better to keep your
mouth shut and let people assume
you are stupid than to open your
moulh and prove it (as you have so
ably and completely done, Ms
Crowe).
Vince De Angelo
SAC Finance Commissioner

Indirect quote

upsets
reader
In your article
on (Michel
Chartrand's speech (The Varsit;
November 17, 1972), you refer to hi
speech as "supporting the right o
Arabs
occupy Israel".
Mr. toChartrand
very clearly sai>
the only solution to the Middle Eas.
crisis is "to get the Palestinians back
to Palestine". This cannot be termeo
an Arab occupation of Israel, except
Straight facts
by those who deliberately want tc
misstate the plain facts.
are championed
The person who wrote the cutline
in question is free to have any
This letter is intended as a political opinions he likes, but he
reminder to Ms Sue Crowe in regard should be honest enough when
to her letter in the November 15
H. Abo-Amer
issue of The Varsily. 1 would like to quoting others.
request of Ms Crowe that she
note: The disputed comment
attempt
her factsherstraight.
would liketo get
to answer
point byI Ed:s
was not represented as a direct
point, bul there are just too many quote.
It asmerely
soughtdid.to differenstatements of factual fantasy lo
tiate,
Chartrand
between
Arab states and Palestinians, and
answer. The only "inconsistency" is israe1 and Palestine. _
in llCti argumeats,. If the Idler were

College

Bowl

Tickets

SAT., NOV. 25 —

1 :00 PM

WINTER CARNIVAL
Representatives of the local student councils, as well
as any interested students, are invited to an impornival.tant planning meeting on the proposed Winter Car-

RKE
TE
TA
NU
MI

Thursday.
p.m.at Bickersteth
TentativeNovember
Schedules 30are 7:30
available
SAC Office. Room
For additional Information, contact Paul Carson at SAC

NEEDED

THE 1972/73
STUDENT

NOW ON SALE
AT SAC
$2

DIRECTORY
Is Now On Sale At The SAC Office
50*

ElecTor
MUNICIPAL

ELECTION

CENTRE
In conjunction with S.A.C. and Innls College, INI
206/306 has planned a municipal elections centre
to gather and disseminate information concerning
the upcoming municipal elections on December 4.
The purpose of this service is to both supply basic
Information and to act as liason between candidates
for office and Interested individuals.
If you have any questions concerning the upcoming
municipal elections, feel free to contact us at 9285456. We exist to serve you.
63 St. George (Innis College)

if you pay SAC fees

ALSO AVAILABLE
ENGINEERING
STORES
75° AT if
you don't
VUSAC OFFICE. SMC STUDENT UNION
LEGAL AID
On the second floor of 44 SI. George Si. is locaied the Campus
Legal Aid Centre. The centre, run by funds obtained from Ihe S.A.C.,
provides a wide range of legal counsel and advice. One of Ihe main
areas of concern is Ihe landlord-tenant act, since many legal difficulties eminate from the abuse of this piece of legislation The
centre is run by student volunteers from the Faculty of Law, whose
time and dedication allow the programme to continue to operate.
Never feel that any difficulty is too minor to handle. In fact, much of
their work is processing legal forms for various purposes. In an effort to provide added service this year, a lawyer is being commis ioned toaid the centre for a few hours per week. Such an effort
will provide added expertise to the facilities already available.
II ever you need legal help, the Campus Legal Aid Centre is here
to help you. Any student with a legal problem is encouraged to
make full use of this SAC sponsored service. It is on the second
floor of 44 St. George St. The Phone number is 928-6447.

SAC vices
requires
serofsomeonetheto take
Minutes at the SAC General Meetings. Those
interested in this position should apply in writstating previous
relevanting,experience,
to:
The President,
c/o SAC Office
Deadline: November 30

SAC
Phone
928-4911

SACircuit

Course

Unions

The Education Commission is sponsoring a conference of
Course Unions, to be held on Saturday, November 25th in the
JCR at University College. It is our hope that anyone who is
either involved in, or interested in forming a course union will
attend. The main purpose of the Conference will be to discuss
the concept of Course Unions, and what the purposes of such
groups should be and whether they are fulfilling that function.
There will also be a discussion of the Objects and Success of
Course Evaluations, including how to prepare and process a
Course Evaluation. For further information and pre-conference
material, please contact the Education Office, either George or
Krys.

PREVIEW

DAY

Another "Preview Day" for High School students is being organized by the Education
on this year
Volunteers will be required to goCommissi
to High Schools to
speak to students, and also to act as "guides" for students who would like to spend a day at the University.
Ads will be placed in the "Varsity" concerning these
matters in the near future - for information call the Education Office.

INSTRUCTIONAL
MEDIA

COURSE UNION PEOPLE
Anyone in any college, (acuity, department, division, institute or wherever
who is doing or thinking about doing anything related lo Course Unions
and/orSACCourse
Ihe
Office.Evaluations is asked to contact the Education Commission at
Commissioner George Stralhy. Reldworket Krys Oobrowolski
WHO ARE YOU? WHERE ARE YOU?

CWITTEE.
SAC will be making two
appointments to the
Board of the Instructional Media Centre.
Those interested in applying should submit an apinwriting to
DEBRA plicationLEWIS,
Communications Commissioner, SAC Office
DEADLINE:
November 30

GRANTS
Any campus publication which is interested in obtaining aSAC Grant (for one or more issues) should apply
in writing to Debra Lewis. Communications Commissioner, atthe SAC Office. A detailed budget, including
other sources of revenue, must be included. Any such
publication MUST be distributed campus-wide— at
least for the issues to which any SAC Grant is applied.

SAC

Financial

Statement

The 1971-72 Audit Financial Statements for
the Students' Administrative Council are now
available at the S.A.C. office, 12 Hart House
Circle. These are available for examination.
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LE CAFE THEAAATRE-OUVRE
le 30 NOV.
VICTORIA COLLEGE
ST.

THOMAS'
{Huron Slreet south ofCHURCH
Bloor)

11 A.M. THE REV. H.L. HERTZLER
7 P.M. UNIVERSITY SERMON SERIES
Preacher: THE REV. W.N. McKEACHIE
St. John's College, Oxford University
Subject:
THE MODERN MIND AND THE ANCIENT OF DAYS
(Coffee Hour and Discussion after the service)
ALL ARE WELCOME
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY:
WHERE ARE WE? WHERE ARE WE GOING?
A PUBLIC LECTURE
DR. G. R. LINDSEY
Chief of the Defence Research Analysis Establishment of the
Candian Defence Research Board, Ottawa
Monday, November 27, 1972
at 8:00 p.m.
IN ROOM 3154
MEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING
SPONSORED BY
THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAMME
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
DIVISIONAL MEETINGS
Fall 1972
All members of the graduate faculty of each Division, and all
graduate students enrolled in the departments, centres and
institutes constituting the Division, may take part in these
meetings, which will be held on the following dates:
The Governing Council Chamber (formerly Senate
Chamber)
Thursday, November 30, 1972 at 10:15 a.m.
Division I (Humanities)
Division il (Social Sciences)
The Council Chamber, Galbralth Building
Thursday, November 30, 1972 at 2:00 p.m.
Division III (Physical Sciences)
Division IV (Life Sciences)
The agenda for each meeting will include:
1) Report of the Dean
2) Report of the Associate Dean
3) Other business

The Paulists are helping to build the earth.
downtown
North American
on the campus
priests on the
move throughout
in the parish
Canada and
in the office
the United States.
building bridges
working with
For more Information write:
the young and old
Father Donald C. Campbell,
spreading the
Room 101 CA.
Christian spirit,
Raulist Fathers.
praying
647 Markham Street
celebrating
Toronto 174, Ontario
counseling

Manson
more

family

than

horror

insane

show

•

orgy

murder
sex, and
of magic,
horrifying
than
the
sensational
murder of a pretty
"There Is no pretense that this book Is the
final work on the Manson family. A scientific, blonde movie star. After all, we all know California
for crazies.
scholarly study, for Instance, Is needed on is a haven
But more and more people were seriously
techniques of psychedelic brainwashing and concerned
with my astrological sign; Jesus freaks
criminal behaviour under complex hypnotic
suggestion-patterns. Young people need to know began to interrupt my strolls on Yonge Street and
the techniques a guru or so-called leader might even to convert my friends; the media Increased
use to entrap them In a web of submission so that its coverage of witch cults. Most convincingly, I
found my own mind open to supernatural suggesthey —canSanders,
keep a Introduction
constant vigilto against
it."
The Family.
tion, especially black magic.
When a friend sat up all night, horror-struck,
/ For the past few years I have paid little
attention to all the media exposure of the Manson reading The Family, I decided to take a look.
murder cases, dismissing the Manson cult as just When I realized the book had been written by Ed
one more of the many aberrations evident in our Sanders, itsationalist
gained
credibility, despite its senappearance.
society. Insanity and murder, physical or psyEd
Sanders?
Now
in his early thirties,
chological, iscommonplace in Canadian and
American society, and I find things such as the Sanders turned on at age thirteen, was Involved in
strike-breaking tactics of Canadian Driver Pool or the pacifist movement, joining a continental
work conditions at Eaton's more shocking and march to Ban-The-Bomb, moved to New York's

m
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East Village in 1964 and started a magazine called
Fuck You: A Magazine of the Arts. He played and
wrote for The Fugs, who were involved in the
"Exorcism of the Pentagon" in 1967, who
recorded their Grope-In for Peace, using public
fucking as a magical weapon. Convicted on a
couple of obscenity counts, he then worked
(played?) with Abble Hoffman and Jerry Rubin as
they organised the Chicago demonstrations. So
Sanders at that point was using mystical formulae
in the political struggle against capitalism.
If Ed Sanders was concerned about Charles
Manson's
of occult,
perhapsFurthermore,
there was
reason. Thebrand
man had
been around.
his research for the book was extensive, with over
10.000 pages of data building a daily history of the
growth of the Manson family. Sanders hired a
private investigator and himself posed as a New
York pornography dealer and a Satanist to get
information. A few lines of investigation became
too dangerous when his sources were found dead
in car trunks, for Sanders says, "No book is worth
permanent
a tire."to be read by
The bookmeditation
Is clearly next
not towritten
people wanting scholarly, academfc analysis. It is
meant for youth and counter-culture people,
written
included.In slang
Read with
it asSander's
if Ed wasemotional
talking toreactions
you.
The Family tells the detailed story of the
growth
family. hisManson's
delusionsof the
as aManson
Christ-figure,
additionsgrowing
to his
harem of women, culminating in the Tate murders
in 1969. The story is one of interaction with
counter-culture and acid. Jesus freaks (particularly the Process Church), degenerating with
the demise of Haight-Ashbury into an almost
hypnotic whirlwind of Satanism, pornography
filrns involving animal and possibly human
sacrifice.
Manson himself comes from the typical
background of broken home and prison training
personalities'.
While hisin jail,
hegrounds
seems forto 'disturbed
have consciously
developed
still
unexplained powers of charisma and hypnotic
suggestion.
Sanders goes to great pains to point out the
many inexplicable facets of the Manson murders,
from unsolved murders in the California desert to
other unearthed Satanist plots to discrepancies in
the position of bodies in the 'solved' Tate
murders. Of course, great secrecy always surrounds the area of the occult and drug-dealing,
especially when, as mentioned earlier, murder
continues.
It might be easy to dismiss the entire Manson
cult as simple insanity, except for several disturbing and frightening factors.
Charles Manson established a strong
control
over thekids,
peoplemoving
in his around
'family', California
for the mostin
part ordinary
-search of lost answers. The Manson family, in and
out of jail, has for the most part, still not
repudiated Charlie. Despite his Christ delusions.
Manson was an authoritarian and sadistic leader,
with almost complete control over the people he
ruled and manipulated in his mad fantasy. The
women in Charlie's harem were treated, literally,
worse than dogs; the dogs were fed before the
women at Manson family feasts. The women were
not allowed to speak English, but only gibberish,
to the children, for fear of contaminating their
minds, and were, of course, distributed at
Charlie's
any male,
including
bikers. Howworddid toCharles
Manson
maintainvisiting
this
kind of control over people who seem to have
been only normally messed-up?
Sandersof blood,
traces sacrifice,
the family's
descent
into a
whirlwind
sadism,
satanism,
Skelter
Helter
of
preparing for the Armageddon
(picked
up from
Beatles' Whiteofalbum),
expressed
in a themumbo-jumbo
assortedall
magics, including Hopl Indian mythology. Charlie
predicted a Black racial revolution which would

Mon

FILM CLUB
PRESENTS

Claude Jutra's
Oncle Antoine
Canadian Film Awards:
8 awards Including
Best Screenplay
Feature Film
Best
Best Direction
7:30
&
10:00 P.M.
Admission $1.00

FRIDAY. NOV. 24
SATURDAY. NOV. 25
CARR HALL

come to the family for leadership. Blacks being
obviously incapable of self-government. He also
believed that the Beatles were waiting for word
from him. and attempted to call them.
Cloaked in revolutionary rhetoric, this mishmash of magic soon became a cult involved in
what seems an almost addictive blood bath. The
assorted forms of youth's rebellion against society had become a horror-show, a rebellion against
some
of man's
It seemsof
frighteningly
easy to deepest
get caught mores.
in the dynamics
Satanic gore.
Furthermore, the connections with society
on many levels which Manson and his friends had
developed make one wonder just how pervasive
the
cult ofThe
"blackfamily
magic"
become with
in North
America.
was hasinvolved
such
people as Dennis Wilson of the Beach Boys, Terry
Melcher, Doris
characters
and Day's
bikers.son,And.undefined
Manson underworld
and/or his
friends were closely connected with drug dealers
from Toronto, where MDA was first marketed in
1968 or 1969. Getting a bit too close to home to
dismiss as Californian madness?
to come.are Ifhigh
you that
walkyoudown
YongeThere's
Street, more
the chances
will
be stopped by black-cloaked emissaries, wearing
a cross and Satan badge, and asked, "Do you
know
about The
Process?".
Ed Sanders
wrote
that Charlie
Manson
knew about
The Process
Church of the Final Judgement. He characterized
The
mysticProcess
death astripsoneandof three
found "sleazo-inputs"
their influence onon
Manson
important
enough
to
devote
a chapter to
their history.
Sanders claims that The Process Church is
an English occult group professing belief in
Lucifer. Jehovah and Satan, and the unity of
Christ and Satan, with The Process advocating
violence to hasten the end of the world. The
Process, naturally, are chosen people. He says
that The Process involves a membership
hierarchy of six levels, with the upper levels
required to turn over all income to the founders,
Robert and Mary Anne DeGrimston. Sanders
continually makes connections of influence
between Charles Manson and The Process.
However, you will not be able to read
Sanders' view of The Process Church in the
paperback edition. After the initial release of the
hardcover book (Clarke Irwin & Co. in Canada,
E.P. Dutton. U.S.A.) The Process Church of the
Final Judgement sued Ed Sanders for libel. The
soft cover edition omitted almost all references to
The Process, and the case was settled out of
court. Since 1969. The Process seems to have
kept a low profile, as they say in the PR business,
but Sanders left me wondering how much and
what kind of influence they have in Toronto.
The Manson cult no longer seems the
isolated freak out of sensationalist murder it first
appeared to be. That orgy of blood and insanity
generated perialiby
"black"
imsm isonlyNazithirty
years mysticism
in the past.andThere
appears to be a rise in assorted mystic beliefs,
many of them pertaining to black magic. Are
Americans and Canadians retreating into the
mystic due to the pressures and contradictions of
their societies? Man is not a rational animal, and
needs some kind of faith to sustain him. But only
rationality, not black magic, can save us from
man-made
ecological
crisis
and theproblems
tensionssuch
whichas anare acute
structured
into
our social system, such as racism and wage
slavery.
Ed Sanders, The Family: The story of Charles
Manson's Dune Buggy Attack Battalion, Avon
Paperback, 1972, $1.95.
Delores Broten

C/kiinqahl/

30 superbly
groomed trails,
10accommodating
lifts
including
7,500 skiers per hour,

the only gondola lift
arfheir in Eastern Canada
vertical drop (It's a real kick)
bottom •• 2050'
Beginner's slopes (Look at me!)
•• Season
5 daypeakO
skifrom
week:November
use of lifts
$25..
lifts
& lessons S35.
to May
P.O. Box 40, Beaupre,
mont ste-anne Province of Quebec

Trice/

(418) 692-0835

Canadian
Public Figures
on Tape
A new audiotape series designed
for courses in Canadian Studies
interviews conducted by
Richard M. Alway with:
LESTER PEARSON: "We have got to come to terms
with our relationship with the United States, and retain our special Canadian status."
JOHN DIEFENBAKER: "No nation can be built on a
basis of disregarding the past."
T.C. DOUGLAS: "For the average Canadian, it
doesn't make much difference whether he is exploited byan American or a Canadian corporation."
WALTER GORDON: "When our business people
speak on behalf of Canadians, they sometimes have
an American idiom."
Tapes of Rene Levesque and Maurice Lamontagne
are now
preparation, with other interviews planned for thein future.
A "dialogue" tape between J.R. Smallwood and J.W.
Pickersgill describes with humor and candor the
struggles of Newfoundland to become Canada's
1 0th province; Canada's attitude was "They're starving; let's take them and feed them."
Available in reel-to-reel tape and cassette @ $6.00
each (Douglas
and tapes).
Gordon are back-to-back; the
others
on individual

OISE

Order from Publications
Sales
The Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education
252Bloor Street West
Toronto, Canada
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Sex

as

plumbing;

engineers

boors:

as

stereotypes

the
At nursing school the sex
education teacher told her class,
"The average male penis is about
five inchesnurselongstood
when uperect."
One
student
and said,
"My engineering boyfriend's is
seven inches before he starts." The
teacher snapped, "Miss Adamson,
please
keep quiet
I'm speaking
the necessities
of life,
and not theof
luxuries!"
— Toike Joke
Lunchtime. Thursday October 6, the
Med Sci cafeteria a friend and I, between
forkfuls of steak and kidney pie, were
pouring over the Toike Oike which had
appeared on campus that morning. Even
byissue
that was
journal's
gameywell-hung
indeed.standards,
After a this
few
pages we laid it aside (lunchtime. even on
one's tobest
days,thenotToike)
reallyandbeing
a gooda
time
savour
munched
while in silence. Finally my companion
remarked "Don't judge all the engineers
by Astheit Toike."
happens, I never did. My freshman
roommate in college, an engineer, used,
when I was out, to browse industriously
through my books; one evening I came
back to find that he had read through the
Oresteian Trilogy. He was eager to discuss
it,gotwhich
was todifficult
for me, I astalked
I hadn'tabout
yet
around
Aeschylus;
him a lot, to be sure, but actually reading
him was something of a chore.
There are similar anecdotes. A
professor of engineering had an apartment in my residence, to which he invited
us all every week for drinks. The talk was
literate and genuine, free of the pomposities that inflated conversations with
students and junior profs in disciplines
closer to my own. This was an internationally famous man, a Spaniard, a
genial host and a collector of artifacts.
Or there's
that roommate
again, whose
interest
in Greek
drama outlasted
mine.
As graduating seniors, we were finishing
off projects. I was dashihg off an honors
thesis on the Prometheus Bound, while he
was taking a humanities seminar and had
chosen to write a long essay on ancient
tragedy, which grandiose project I smiled
at as he described it to me. An engineer,
can you beat that, who didn't know a word
of Greek. Soon he began to drop over to
my place for advice, which was, it soon
became apparent, stupid of him: his paper
was infuriatingly more knowledgable than
mine, and immeasurably less pretentious.
. Whatever prejudices I held about
engineers, then. I soon disabused myself
of; they were as unsatisfactory as all the
other neat generalizations {I was pretty
naive) that I had set off to college with. It
was with some shock, therefore, when I
arrived four years later in Toronto, to find
the old stereotypes in full blossom. As I
soon learned, I was an artsie. There was
unceasing effort to brick the walls between
faculties higher and higher. An artsie.
imagine.
All this goes a long way towards
explaining why my lunch partner found.it

Toike

of

Oike

necessary explicitly to disassociate
himself from the works of the Toike.
Engineers, it seems, have not merely
chosen a vocation, they have chosen an
ideology, a lifestyle, a mystical and
boisterous solidarity. Or so the editors of
the
Toike would
have us ofbelieve...
It's all
somewhat
reminiscent
the giddiest
days of the late fifties. I remember an older
cousin, a girl who had just acquired a new
boyfriend,
interrogated;
"What'sa Phihe
like?" she being
was asked.
"Oh, he's
Delt," she replied. Period. All was
answered.
There is, let's face it, an archetype of an
engineer.
know it. I won't
belabor
the
point: You
the allhard-hatted,
beer-swilling
randy hulk, to be found at every home
football and hockey game, (if not
collapsed somewhere under the stands)
somewhere on the fringes of the Lady
Godiva Memorial Band, spoiling for some
nasty fun.
It's not a very good archetype, and it
never was. More engineers than not are
probably home painting the house or
doing thermodynamics problems. And the
crassness at Varsity Stadium/Arena is
catholic: artsie and engineer and dentistry
student writhe together in a veritable orgy
of Philistine hijinx.
Yet the mud sticks to the engineers; the
stereotype persists. There are of course,
the
with banner;
the Labatt's
Fifty homecoming
flag and the floats
Red Cap
with
such swashbuckling standards, no
wonder
when carted
we seeoutsomebody's
limp
frame being
of the stands,
we're as likely as not to mutter "Hmph.
Anoher rookie engineer who doesn't know
when
unfair for
them tohe'sbearhadtheenough."
brunt of Still,
such it'scomments.
But there's an insidiously effective
propaganda weapon that fuels such prejudices.mean
I
of course the Toike Oike,
which serves the image of engineers
about as well as Martha Mitchell serves
the cause of enlightened conservatism.

stitutional kitchens. He would speculate
on its provenance until he had succeeded
in turning the hardiest stomachs. His
pudgy cheeks would glisten with joy;
Delvyn belonged!
The years have mellowed me a bit, and
now I can understand poor Dell a little
better. He was sex-obsessed but neuter,
and the only fun he could see there being
in sex was to use his imaginatively foul
mouth to out-gross the rest of us. then
guffaw at conception
our discomfiture.
It's a peculiarly
warped
of virility,
this, the
equation of squeamishness with femininity, of sex with plumbingTwo items from the Toike come to mind
as 1 write this. First. The Ballad of Eskimo
Nell, a piece of doggerel so scabrous that,
if you read it, it's undoubtedly ripe in your
The Asecond
amemory.
cartoon Let's
printedleavelateit there.
last year.
scrawnyis
man stands naked, his just-spent penis
coiling tas(yes.
— suchon are
fanies of the coiling
Toike staff)
the the
ground.
Nearby sits an obese, scrofulous woman,
rubbing her great bushy twat with ecstacy,
asshe Henry
coos. Miller would say: That's my boy!
Well. Someone might point out that the
faisande. the tained and the downright
raunchy are explored on the other end of

Pa's out and Ma's out, let's talk dirt!
Pee-poh-belly-bottom-drawers.
— London Street refrain, quoted by
G. Legman in The Rationale of the
Dirty Joke

the sexual continuum, too, by the jaded,
the masochistic, the epicene. I know, I
know, but the Toike's verse is hardly
spawned by Rimbaud, nor its graphic art
by George Grosz. The true inspiration for
the Toike is the high school frat, the beerblast, the dare-you-to-do-it sprees: Dropping trou for passersby, slipping some
pressed ham against the car window at
traffic lights. (In fact, on one occasion —
December 18, 1970 — the paper ran a
photo of the Skule swim team throwing a
collective
moon at the camera.) All this is
forgiveable when the hormones are new
and heady, at about age 14. but most of us
get over it by early manhood. The Toike
seems to have jammed somewhere just
after the voice-breaking stage, bang in the
full bloom of acne. What's hard to take is
that they seem so damn proud of it.
Brigid Brophy one wrote that to her "the
two most fascinating things on earth are
sex andagreethe
with hereighteenth
choice ofcentury".
century,I disbut
otherwise the sentiment is forthright and
agreeable, I record that just to clear the
decks of any suspicion that there's some

Everytime I read the Toike (and I pick it
up compulsively, like I pick at hangnails) I
think of Delvyn Boldt. (That isn't, of
course, quite his name, but we'll leave it
there.) He was the most- universally disliked guy in the eighth grade, a fact he
remained happily unaware of. seating
himself staunchly at our lunchtable day
after
we ordidn't
dislike Delvyn
becauseday.he Now
was fat,
a shameless
suckup, but because he was one of those
misfits who sought to ingratiate himself
with the boys by talking dirty. Sex talk and
bathroom talk (Delvyn could never distinguish between the two) gushed from his
mouth as from a gutter-pipe during a
thunderstorm. The effluvia of the human
body were his obsession; his red-letter
days were those on which we were served
the slumgullion that is a staple of in-

kind ofping pecksniffery
that because
I'm drop- I
these sour littleafoot,
scruples
find the Toike objectionable on grounds of
old-fashioned moral turpitude — what
they
to fire high
school teachers
for
— orusedbecause
it outrages
some fey,
genteel
sensibilities
mine.thing about the
Decidedly
not. The ofbest
Toike is the robust bawdiness it brings, (a
welcome brace/) to this often drab campus. Everybody looks for the jokes, or
used to, before it became apparent that
most of them were filched from Playboy
and an odd. salty compendium called The
Rationale of the Dirty Joke. But bawdiness, however extravagant, is one thing,
rancidity is something elseDo the Toike editors. I wonder, realize
just how offensive they can be? And n^f '
just to the squeamish. Jibes at pious,
horny spinsters have been around for
centuries, and may be amusing or not, but
when you single out a specific institution,
Loretto College, and ascribe to it the
house-rule "Lights out by ten, candles out
by eleven" you are being patronizing and
vicious
basic changes
joke itselfonisn't.
Or when inyoua way
ring the
obscene
the
name Ceta Ramkhalawansingh because
you disagree with her politics and think
she has a funny name anyway, you're
verging into sort.
personal
invective
an unforgiveable
And when
you ofcompare
something
disagreeable
to "thebelieve
inside itof ora
Hindu's jockstrap"
— which,
not. was the "in" epithet for a while —
you've said something brutally racist.
Things like this are not funny, not at all.
We canto accept
the fact
that the loaded
Toike
seems
be printed
on presses
with estrogen rather than ink; we can skip
over the thousand-and-one dreary permutations along the theme sliderule
penis. If we can stomach it, even when that
paper gleefully plumbs the lower sexual
depths, it doesn't bother us the way their
thoughtless vituperation does. (Much of
this, of course, is on the Delvyn Boldt level.
Their reference to my co-editor and me in
The Varshity was that we were to "Imitate
anOut elephant
after a ofbreakfast
of beans".
of thequips
mouths
eighth-grade
boys
trenchant
cascade.)
It seems never to dawn on the editors
that, if you transgress certain boundaries
of taste and distance too often, you are
open to consequent charges. Sexism for
one, which probably doesn't worry the
Toike tooof anmuch,
fact that it's
sexism
almostdespite
feudaltheprimitiveness.
Racism for another, which, I hope does
bother them. (A note here about their
targets. What Ihey write about the peoples
of the Middle East and Asia (still stamped
with, the stereotype of docility as blacks
about
blacks.)
once were)
they wpuld hardly dare to write
Hell, we're not supposed to take this
seriously (I can hear them saying) we're
supposed
to go along withlastthe refuge
joke. "Don't
take it personally"
of the
wise-ass.
It's a prettyis the
transparent defend
mechanism, whipped out when something
unforgiveable has been said or done. It
masthead.
should be emblazoned on the Toike's
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Pavlov's dogs? No, just the annual engineer's stave auction with some light entertainment. {All engineers, however, do not drool.)
WHY DOES A WOMAN PREFER
AN ENGINEER
Because,
He plans his course of action
To give her total satisfaction
The circumference of the hole
To the thickness of his pole
With plenty of time
Using tangents and cosine
He calculates the angle
To prevent a mis-tangle
Using the sliding friction
For insertion without restriction
He calculates the maximum
strain
To prevent unnecessary pain
And considering the minimum
stress
lessHe gives enough — no more, no
All work is in fact energy
So using discretion lightly
He gives and gets total enjoyment
For a minimum loss of strength
Energy dissipates into heat
Due to the work between the
meat
Such heat women treasure
Because it is converted to
pleasure
Remembering an ENGINEER is
always in prime
At the end he's ready for the next
time.
COMPARE TO AN artsie:
An artsie man is really a sissy
And starts things in a great hurry
Knowing nothing about stress
and strain
He will cause a mess and
considerable pain
And if the tender hole is not at
stake
The artsie pole will surely break
Why it is indeed no wonder
An artsie only causes a blunder
'ENGINEER!
And a woman always prefers an
By Nurse Sally
— wisdom from The Toike

So what? So a clique of randy
pranksters, with a Boeotian sense of
humour, see fit to commit their scribblings
to newsprint? Big deal. But why should
The Varsity waste its newsprint in reply,
unless spurred on by wounded pride- The
answer must be that they were so
gravelled by the barbs aimed at them in
that low burlesque, The Varshity, they
were moved to counterattack, right? Cernly, by the could
dim belights
of thereason
Toike's—
editors, taithere
no other
anything else is rationalization.
But what in the Toike is there for The
Varsity to feel threatened by? At peak
efficiency, they put out one issue to every
nine of The Varsity- Right there, any claim
to serious rivalry is laid to rest. {So they
chide The Varsity for making so many
mistakes, on the grounds that we get so
much more practice than we do; with all
the time the Toike has to put together an
issue, it should be as impeccably edited as
the air-brushed glossies in their beloved
Playboy.)
But with
still, blue
the editors
all
their time
pencils,can't
whatspend
with
fluid mechanics labs and all. What counts
is what they do with their scant
opportunities.
Not much,
There's thelogo,cover,
usually
some alas.
coy ithyphallic
the
plagiarized jokes, a couple of (porno)
graphic cartoons, and some long,
pointless sex-yarn told, wittily, in
technological jargon. One never knows
what else might drift in; once there was a
straight article about crystals; no one was
more startled than the engineers I know.
In all fairness, the Toike has made
efforts to make itself respectable. There
have been good columns by somebody
named Spearchucker. and a plea even
went out this year for serious material. Of
course we haven't seen much of it —
respectable prose sits as uneasily on the
pages of the Toike as a Mormon in a
whorehouse.
too bad. the
The only
Toikerival
Oike,to let's
faceIt's it,reatly
is virtually
the
campus newspaper; every copy disappears soon after publication. Far from
denigrating its aspirations to compete,
The Varsity deplores the way it squanders
what influence it has. Competition, in
important areas, could only raise the
quality of both papers. Surely the editors
of the Toike (and those close to its

philosophical
find things
disagree with inheart)
The Varsity
(I do,to god
knows), have differing opinions on camcommunity
or nationalby issues.
neverpus,know
it, though,
reading You'd
their
paper,
but
you'd
soon
discover,
the
brusquest
Varsity. terms, what they thought inof The
Maybe the Toike has no opposition to
its "rival" on any substantial ground;
maybe it never dawned on the staff that
there is a true rivalry waiting to be utilized.
Instead, sort
they ofcarryrivalry,
on a jeering,
dumb, footballleague
making
faces, shrieking dirty names. They could,
of course, shake things up by scooping
The Varsity, or proving it wrong on the
facts of a news story, or publishing a
cohesive refutation of a feature or
editorial. (The closest they came was to
send somebody toddling across the street
to question a police chief about the guides
to law munity
and guidetoissue,
drugsonlyin L'Hebdo's
to discover comthat
all the information was quite correct and
legitimate.) Did it ever occur to them that
they might do reviews of books, movies, or
pop music? Engineer emeritus Norman
Mailer's book Of A Fire en the Moon

(never reviewed in The Varsity) was a
natural for somebody on the Toike; but not
a thing was done about it.
All that takes work, of course, and
thought and research and rewriting and
follow-through. Instead, you can turn out a
as insipid
and wrong-headed
asburlesque
The Varshity
(they parodied
Watsup by
calling it Catsup — missing the point
altogether that Catsup was the original
joke, never a very good one. Calling it
Mustard
parody). would have at least been true
Why bother? Why do anything more
ambitious when everybody picks up the
Toikea fewanyhow?
their readers,
for
minutesThey've
a monthgotanyway,
so why
rock the boat? Just keep shovelling out
the rancid sex and sexism; the appallingly
witless attempts at satire; the Billingsgate
aimed at The Varsity, at Catholic girls, at
virgins, at homosexuals, at artsies, at
Orientals, at whatever else strikes their
warpedAndfancy.
loveswhen
it, don't
they?
why Everybody
be scrupulous
you
can save yourself
a lot of trouble by being
scurrilous?
_
Bill Mac Vicar
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Feldbrill

conducts

students

Beethoven
through
way
slurs
Orchestra
the andante molto moto. The bird calls were well-played
Both can work depending upon the conductor. Diseased
I will not comment upon the University of Toronto's versions
by both strings and brass, notably the flute, In fact as well
of these ways of tackling the work are deadly —
playingwithof three
Weber'sotheroverture
Freischutz,
which
as on some professional recordings I have heard.
along
works totookDerplace
last Saturday.
end upor with
one treakly
of twoBeethoven.
extremes: weak-tea
The third movement allegro can be the most fiery,
November 18, in the Macmillan Theatre. I heard the we
Beethoven,
viscous,
ominous part of the symphony if tautly and powerfully
overture, but only through the doors to the lobby.
I'm afraid the orchestra served us the latter. One
played. Perhaps the orchestra realized they could not do
The second work is called Floating Clouds and it is could tell right from the beginning. The opening notes
justice because they mercifully omitted repeats in their
be barely audfble, ushering us into the woods with itrushed,
by David M.Y. Liang. Supposedly an attempt to combine should
unconsidered reading of it. The fourth movement
hushed
whispers
as
it
were.
Instead
we
were
led
in
Chinese and Western idioms, it is a tine if derivative
allegro,
a storm, was no storm at all, because again
The
climaxes
and
pianos
were
not
wellpiece. The orchestra gave it a handsome reading, the peremtorily.
climaxes
weren't well-focused — they were mushy and
modulated. The episodic nature of the movement
strings especially applying just the right amount of demands
sprawling — and pianos and crescendoes were all of one
that attention be paid to small changes,
varnish to the long sustained notes. But either the piece
middle-range voice. There were no Icy storm-swept
is very easy, or they gave their all in playing it, because especially in dynamics. I found climaxes and rhetorical
no hushed quavering whispers. Just the sound of
arpeggios or quick tripping phrases smashing into peaks,
the
next
piece,
Carlos
Chavez'
Sinfonia
India,
was
mediocrity between the two.
chased to death by the relentless hounding of loud smoother, quieter passages, which should have been
The
fifth movement allegretto is the tuniest part of
limpid and free-flowing but were limping and constricted.
strings and raucous brass. Part of the fault is with the The
the symphony. It also has the longest, most deeplymovement simply waddled along.
music. It is one of those flashy Hispanic pieces, lurid and
breathing phrases. The orchestra simply swamped It with
volcanic like Mexican food. Like YOnge Street, it
I don't think this is merely a function of the damp, turgid playing. There did not seem to be alacrity in
any bow, and here as much as anywhere I began to
advertises itself quite blatantly: "I am lively and delightful musicians being amateurs and orchestral novices. You
entertainment" it seems to flash. All the same, its final 6/8 can allow for the wrong note, the missed cue, because
wonder if there wasn't the misapprehension afloat that
tempo is hard to keep pace with, and the orchestra did these
this was a concerto for double-basses. The movement
things happen by chance within a group not used
not often fall behind or allow its separate forces to trip, to acting
like a group. But if sound is turgid and loudly simply drowned itself out, like feedback from an overover each other. They certainly did a lot of noise-making monotone, then remedying that sick sound should be loud loudspeaker.
though. After all, this is music, and those are violins. Mr. first
Altogether, the playing was like a tedious essay
priority of the conductor. In the playing of the first
Feldbrill, the conductor, would have done well if he had movement,
which uses the right words in all the wrong ways. The
I heard no evidence that this orchestra was
more
forcefully
reminded
his
musician-students
of
these
orchestra
could play the notes well enough, for the most
becoming
more
articulate
the
way
a
public
speaker
facts.
becomes more articulate the more he practices what he part and together at that, but never snappily or
has
already
committed
to
memory.
hauntingly — just ploddingly. I feel they can do better
After intermission, came Beethoven's Sixth
The second movement was a happier affair, I and. if lack of rehearsal is a problem, it still should not be
Symphony, the Pastoral. We are generally faced with two
assumed that Beethoven can endure any amount of
approaches to this work: the Mozartian trip-lightly ap- thought. Again it lacked subtle inflection but it moved
Ian Scott
proach and the more massive and teutonic approach. quite evenly and surely through the miniature dance of misplaying just because he is Beethoven.

sets
triangle
Love
Ibsen wrote Rosmersholm
in 1886 — a Gardner's.
"The play ismoods
set in a country manse
Theatre Officerdark
I first met Rosmersholm
Gardner in 1961 Vancouver Playhouse and's
play which paved the way for Chekov and, when he was adjudicating the BC Regional for the Canada Council. He is now an MA overlooking a small town on a Norwegian
later, Shaw. It is being presented at Hart of the DDF. Since then he has successful- student at U of T. A few days before fjord. Beside the house there is a stream
House in a new production of David
ly worked as the artistic director of the opening, I talked with him about the and an abandoned mill race. For Ibsen the
sound of running water is very evocative
production.
"This play is rarely done, and what may and it is a leit motif in the play. The house
seem like repetition is rather the in- has just finished being in -mourning for
teraction oftraditional devices. The only
Rosmer's
a name
difference between a student and an adult John
connotive
here. wife,
Also Beata
living —in the
houseveryis
cast is experience, and my main interest a young emancipated lady. Rebecca West,
as a director is not to create a few star who nursed Beata in her last illness. Beata
performances but to bring everyone up to committed suicide, and the reasons for
an
adequate
which rehearsal
is quite this and the motives become clear as we
difficult
as we standard
have had no— solid
go through. Also, the relationship between
times. We've had to work around com- Rosmer and Rebecca is subject to town
mittments. We've rehearsed about four gossip. In fact it is essentially a love
weeks, for three-and-a-half hours a night, triangle of Rosmer and the two women in
which, considering the complexity of the other
his lifenow— the
dead.one with him now and the
is more realistically only two weeks
ofplay,rehearsal.
"All this is set against a very real
"This is the third play I have directed at
politicalby situation
in the 1880's
Hart House, the others being Look Back in —Norwegian
personified
an ultra-right-wing
Anger and The Father. I have never done character, Dr. Kroll (foils) who is the
Ibsen before, although I have done principal of the local high school and a
Strindberg and Chekov.
young radical left-wing newspaper editor,
"Someone once described Rosmer- Peter Mortensgaard. leader of the party in
sholm as a magnetic field; the fortunes power. The key to understanding this play
shift constantly to an existential ending, an is that Norway was not then independent
aquarian ending. It has great subtlety, like of Sweden, with problems like many
a detective story. It moves forward and emerging nations have today. The theme
backward at the same time — an effect of of liberation echoes through the play,
mirrors.
which combines the elements of a conversational detective story and a Victorian
"It is a difficult and diabolical play, with
realistic and expressionistic overtones. I
have no desire to imprint my own image
Does this production succeed? A
on the play. It has a sculptural quality, like qualified yes. The performances vary from
hunt." and rather pedestrian efthe set, which is the complimentary setting ghost
heavy-handed
for the jewel of the play. All the parts are
forts to some delightful pieces of acting,
eminently actable: Rebecca has been such as Rod Beattie's Ulrik. Basically this
done by Duse. Ashcroft and Dame Edith, production has broad sketches which lack
Rosmer by Scofield and Porter, and finer detail, but the ending is a real fillip.
Brendel (a symbolistic cross of Don Quix- Gardner is a master of moods.
ote and Cyrano) by George Arliss.
Ray Conlogue as Rosmer and Marlta Robinson as Rebecca In Ibsen drama.
D.A. Fraser
There is only ONE...
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Tremblay
intertwines
present
and
past
Forever Yours, Marie-Lou is a jewel of a play, there is no doubt.
Yet
Michel
Trembiay's
penetrating
vision
of
a
Quebec
family
finds
such sensitive treatment in its first English production now at the
Tarragon
enthusiasm Theatre,
first. that one wonders just where to direct one's
Entering the already darkened theatre, one sees the play's four
characters in their habitual activities. Marie-Louise, the mother, is
sitting in her living-room chair, knitting. Her husband, Leopold, is
seated on the opposite side of the stage, contemplating the several
beers on the table before him. This couple, dead now for ten years,
has been placed, in Trembiay's words, "where they had been happiest
in life".
still acentre
living stage,
presencemechanically
for their daughter
who
sits
in a They
rockingare chair
fingeringManon
her rosary.
She is obsessed by the past. Only Carmen, her sister, is mobile during
the play, having returned to visit Manon and convince her to at last put
all the "shit" of their childhood behind her.
Tremblay presents two parallel conversations — one between the
sisters whose lifestyles contrast so sharply, and the other between the
parents, who never seem to have exchanged a tender word during
Carmen
conversation
uncovers and
the Manon's
tortured devastating
married life childhood.
of Leopold This
and latter
Marie-Louise
from
the naive optimism of their courtship ("forever yours, Marie-Lou", she
had signed on her photograph) through the reality of her disgust for
sex and hison resulting
struggle oftotaunting
support one
the family
imposed
them, and"brutality",
the morbidthe delights
anotherGodas
they. await deliverance from death or insanity.
Carmen and Manon tune in on their exchanges from time to time,
becoming suddenly the two little girls who overhear their parents
arguing. Immediately afterwards, Carmen returns to her present
surprisingly mature perspective, whereas Manon remains psychological y the child stimulated by the violent scenes.
The two dialogues reach a sublime level that often borders on the
poetic. When Marie-Louise mentions having read that a family is a
living cell, and then protests that it is more of a prison cell, one is
moved not only by the richness of the image but by the sight of Manon
in her rocking chair ten years later, a true prisoner of her family's past.
At one point, both conversations are concerning "peace", and it
becomes evident that these enstranged individuals share universally
human agonies. Pour individuals unable to communicate present
points of view that, again in the words of Tremblay, "merge, blend, and
intermingle to the point of becoming just one".
Toby Talnow and June Keevil In Forever Yours, Mary Lou at the Tarragon Theatre.
How does one stage a play that is based on psychological states
expressed
through
wordshasandnotnotwritten
action?a radio
Won't play.
it needIncredibly
some livening
up? After all,
Tremblay
(and I
don't
think
the
word
is
too
strong),
I
found
no
problem
visual Rich, intimate tone of Smetana Quartet
boredom, even though Carmen (June M. Keevil) is the onlyof person
who stands and walks during the uninterrupted two hours (with a
single
reveal). contrast
Her physical
in filling
the space
the tinyexception
kitchen isI won't
in dramatic
to theeaseother
members
of herof a welcome change from cold perfection
family who sit glued to their chairs as they are to their attitudes. The
After 27 years of ensemble playing, the this, rather a new side to the music, previously
distance between Leopold (George Sperdakos) and Marie-Louise Smetana Quartet has acquired a reputation for a hidden but now coaxed forth by kindred spirits.
(Patricia Hamilton) and the fact that they face the audience as they kind of intimate excellence that is quite in contrast
The Janacek Quartet No. 1 is a short work which
address each other are two stimulating visual factors. One becomes with the cold perfection of many American
opens with a sequence of rugged recitativos across
highly sensitive to changes in the positions of gestures of the seated quartels. On Thursday last week they played an all
four instruments. The dynamics of the instrucharacters. Manon (Toby Tarnow) marks time in her rocking-chair afternoon concert at Eaton's Auditorium, which by
ments ran the full range but never for the sake of
with such relentlessness that when she leans forward and stops my conservative estimate will have been about the contrast only. After all, coherence in music is not
suddenly, an immediate tension is created. Lighting helps define the three thousandth time they have publicly per- due to the abrupt juxtaposition of extremes
transitions from past to present as well as emphasizing the isolation of
formed. The program consisted of quartets by of the dynamic range (as some quartets would
the parents and children.
Beethoven, Janacek and Smetana.
have us believe) but rather to the invisible
One
of the glorious mysteries of music is the threads that link these and that enmesh the
In brief, Bill Glassco's production has drawn on the wealth of way that musicians
whole
performance.
will
continue
to
discover
new
psychological
Trembiay's
play without
to go beauty and pleasure in a composition which has
beyond it. He interest
has four found
gifted inactors
with whom
to createhaving
a stunning
The
work, Bedrick Smetana's Quartet No.
dramatic counterpoint. He seems to have favoured certain humorous been their close companion for a life time. Just as 1, subtitledlast"From
My Life"against
begins with
the viola in
instruments havetiecome their voices, so the dramatic declamation
a shimmering
moments, like a debate over the economic advantages of "smooth their
tapestry
of
sustained
minor
chords
in
the three
quartets
have
become
their
thoughts
to
be
expeanut butter" over "crunchy". Once or twice I sensed in Leopold the
pressed on the stage. It was an awesome
other
instruments.
The
quartet's
unique
approach
bellowing
style
of
Ralph
Cramden
(remember
"The
Honeymooners"?)
experience
to
see
the
four
musicians
appear
on
to this work became apparent in their flexible
which may indicate that in some instances Glassco has gone too far.
Both Tremblay and Glassco understand the relation between the stage, carrying no music except that within therrv tempos, especially in the Polka and the Largo. At
solemn like four priests about to celebrate mass. times the instruments would softly merge, as if the
comic and pathetic, at any rate.
And because the music came from within and not strings were of one source, only arbitrarily drawn
Criticisms? Well, sometimes Carmen sounded more like she had off
the printed page, one had the feeling that with up on four separate instruments. The music would
taken an introductory course in psychology than she did a singer at the
"input" half of the pathway eliminated, all precipitate the listener into the dizzying whirlwind
rodeos. I can't think of anything else. When all sorts of new thought and energy was directed outward, towards
of the dance, then caress him with a gently turned
the
listener.
productions
are
making
sensational
and
often
futile
efforts
to
"involve"
phrase. I felt not that the performers were following
the spectator, and one comes across a production which is engaging
I
found
it
interesting
that
the
Beethoven
the
but rather that both performers and
by virtue of being a genuinely human experience, does one have to Quartet Op.95 showed an almost Slavic persua- musicmusic,
were pursuing the golden thread of
complain?
sion, especially in the lilting phrasing of the last Smetana's creative thread woven through the
Eleanor Coleman movement. Yet the work was no less Beethoven for notes.
Tony John
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Poet-performers

strive

for

meaning

songs
in
The thing
that links John Prine,
Jackson Browne, Tom Rush,
John Hartford, Jennifer, Dory
Previn, Jim Messina and Kenny
Loggins is the importance they
(live their words. Not that they
always make it into poetry, but
they are at least looking that way,
while most pop/rock/folk settles
for sixties variants on moon and
Clocks
June. and spoons and empty
It's raining out tonight
What a wayrooms
to end a day
By turning out the light
Introducing John Prine at
John Prine
Mariposa, Shelley
Posen recalled
first
hearing
Prine's"Someone
record. has
"At
last", Posen said,
done it, recorded thirteen perfect
songs."
drawsOnea lothopes
of thatit
kind of Prine
praise.
doesn't kill him.
I don'tJohn
hear Prine
either (WEA)
of Prine's
albums
and
Diamonds in the Rough (WEA) as
perfect, but they each have more
poetry than one could reasonably
expect. Prine writes in the plain
hard-times style of Woody
Guthrie or early Bob Dylan, and
sings just as naturally (or badly).
The voice, melodies and
arrangements could drift out of
any Toronto country and western
bar. But not the lyrics: if dreams
were lightning, and thunder was
desire, this old house would have
burnt down a long time ago. Not
the images: make me an angel
that flies from Montgomery. Prine
sings ordinary songs about orpeople butHe without
ordinary dinary
cliches.
ought to the
be
played on CFGM. although he
It's heartening to find that ■
Diamonds
in the Rough is not all
probably isn't.
that different from the first album.
It takes a strong writer not to be
bled and confused by his own
success. Prine so far has
managed it.
Say, I'll sing you a song
about Vegas town
and Poor Old Howard Hughes,
Locked up in his hotel suite,
trying
find histo shoes,
Got soto much
lose,
Poor Old Howard Hughes,
And— John
all of Hartford
his blues.
John Hartford's new album
Morning Bugle (WEA) is a let
down after his last Aereo-plain,
but then that- Is like Magical
Mystery Tour not measuring up
towasSergeant
Pepper. four
Aereo-plain
incomparable:
virtuoso
musicians — Hartford on banjo.
Norman Blake on guitar, Vassar
Clemens on fiddle and old Tut
Taylor on dobro — ; impeccable
production (by David Bromberg);
and Hartford's simple but un-
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predictable composition and hip,
suburban poetry. (Hartford is one
of the only three full-time poets in
American pop music, Paul Simon
and James Taylor being the
others.)
Clemens and Tut Taylor are
gone from Morning Bugle and
missed, as if the songs, though
good, were still in rehearsal
waiting for the rest of the parts to
be figured out. The record is
relaxed and Blake and Hartford's
musicianship is impeccable, but
like the post-Beatles solo albums,
the ghosts of the others are loud
in their absence. We have been
spoiled.
The wind on very
the far
water can't go
Just 'round this
world
forever
The way that Ilong
love you can't last

his first album after switching
labels, Tom Rush) is a fine simple
love song. One just wishes that he
would limit himself to one or two
of his best as he did with Joni
Mitchell, James Taylor, Jackson
Browne or Murray McLauglan.
Rush has always been equally
comfortable in folk or rock, and
likes to shunt tempo and style
from one song to the next, This is
hard on more biased people like
myself, so I wind up playing Rush
albums less often than their parts
call for. Tom Rush (Columbia) is
no exception. Still it's tasty and
includes Jackson Browne's
Jamaica, Say You Will and a
haunting folksong called Gypsy
Boy by Bob Carpenter.
Don't confront
failures,me with my
I've— not
forgotten
them.
Jackson Browne
Just —'til Tom
this life
RushIs over
Jackson Browne is another
Tom Rush is now writing most
song-writer.
of his own material, which is a bit song-writer's
Shadow, Dream Song,
Jamaica
of a disappointment since his Say You Will and These Days are
all
Browne
songs,
not
hits but
taste in Not
others'
always
reliable.
that was
his own
songsso appreciated over the last four or
are bad: Wind on the Water (on five years. Word had it that

Right-on records
Many of the groups which rode the crest of British
popularity in 1964 are no longer with us some eight years
later. As with the Beatles, many musical combos
perished for a variety of reasons. Had the Hollies not
been the stable, yet refreshingly dynamic collection of
talents that persisted to evolve their inimitable style, the
departure of Graham Nash might have spelled finis to
one ofWhile
the the
princeling
groups
rock's hierarchy.
departure
of onein British
of the Brothers
Fogerty
from Creedance ultimately doomed that band Nash's
defection to sunny California was merely a stage in the
Hollies'
as rock tune.
innovators
supreme.
It wasdevelopment
a Creedance-style
Long Cool
Woman in
a Black Dress, which spiralled the Hollies into the focal
highlight of the all-important play-lists of the Top-40market radio stations. While departing from the high
harmonics and lyrically-crisp five and six-part vocals that
identified the Hollies as originators of such classics as
Bus Stop, Carrie-Ann and Look Through Any Window, it
managed to epitomize the experimentation which went
into the last three or four Hollies collections. Since the
success
He Ain't theHeavy,
He'sbecame
My Brother,
and as anof album,
Hollies
more asanda single
more
oriented toward what could almost be called a
symphonic flair in their arrangements of their own
material.
On Distant Light, (Columbia) as on Moving Finger,
their last album, Ron Richards, the Hollies producer
shapes many of the songs around some exquisite piano
and organ work by Bernie Calvert, and fits the harmony
in with lead vocalist Allan Clarke's more than adequate
voice. Such a song as Look What W'e We've Got, which
beings with a gentle piano introduction, works in a latefiftyish sax solo and some powerful syncopation through
BobbyHoldElliot's
On isdrums.
an out-and-out rocker in the manner of
Long Cool Woman, which changes tempo at the mid-way
point to bring in a typical Hollies touch evoked by a
driving acoustic guitar bridge. Plunging into a Beach
Boys opening on Promised Land, the vocal strength of

ROOT,

SUNDAY, pianist
NOVEMBER 26
8:00 P.M.
IN THE GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE. TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT THE HALL PORTER'S DESK

control and theatre, but her
words are anything but "Easy
Listening". I can't imagine where
she is played. Dory Previn sings
angst: family betrayal, making
love and getting fucked (literally),
being used and used up. Therapy
songs. The music, the ideas and
the lyrics are all tricky and clever,
a little too clever for my taste, but
it is nice to know that Streisand
music is being sabotaged just as
Prine is doing it to C and W.
Mythical Kings and Iguanas is a
little more disciplined than her
more recent album, Reflections in
a Mud Puddle.
And now you're
you're sweet,
slow and now
and still—I'llJennifer
turn you down.
Jennifer (Warren) is known
more on the West coast than
here. She was part of the Los
Angeles Hair company, and then
took off on her own, on the
strength of a flower-child manner
and husky, Lauren Bacallish
voice. Jennifer, the album, is like
many other first records, overarranged. And Jennifer

mumbles. But like Tom Rush, she
has a good ear for a new song
(Donovan's Sand and Foam, Jim
Webb's P. F-woman,
Sloan). The record
has grown on me.
Tell her she's the kind of a
Who sends you home,
Knowln' that you really been
loved.Messina
— LogglnsLoggins
and
Messina
unadulterated, big,
studio produce
rock, a
genre that usually strikes these
ears as dehumanized. Not on
Sittin In (Columbia). The lyrics
are sensitive and smart (a hard
thing to be in that medium), and
Messina,
as front,
producer,
has the
put
them
well out
safe from
intricacies of horn section entries
and rhythm changes. The music
is so tight and charged that it
works even on someone who
finds Delaney and Bonney a loud
bore. While it is a bit like a
cyclist's choice of gasolines.
Loggins and Messina are the
nicest rock I've heard since
Crosby. Stills and Nash's
first
record.
Bob Bossln

rote recognition , raves rock reviewer
the Hollies is made manifest, while again the lead guitar There's Tim Scott who plays the best rock cello since
filters in over that solid acoustic guitar framework that is McCartney's "Yesterday"; Ron Palmer is on lead guitar
almost as much a trademark for this groups as their tight and harmony vocals; long-time friend and boy soprano
vocalizing. Having taken their early vocal style right out of with a falsetto that just won't quit is John Wallace, who
the Everly Brothers Songbook and then tripled it, the thumps the electric bass. In addition to these three who
Hollies continue to evoke memories of the halcyon days join with Chapin's guitar to produce their unique stageof rock {before the psychedelic perversions of the late sound, the album gains not a little from the keyboard and
sixties), when vocal agility counted for more than a string arrangements of Steve Chapin and the percussion
Russ Kunkel (whose work with James Taylor and
Marshall
Grand Funkamplifier
concert.deafening the first thirty rows of a of
Carole King placed him in high esteem).
Listening to the "love. song" Woman Child — a moving
tale aboutthat"aChapin
two-hundred
dollar amishap",
the
If, as with modern poetry, pop music lyrics should feeling
could make
beautiful onesonggetsabout
reflect the kind of society we live in today, then the songs the carnage- of a Hanoi fire-bomb raid. Imagine how
of Harry Chapin on Sniper and Other Love Songs (WEA). beautifully Chapin can make a conventional song of
autumn and approaching winter chills unfold against an
are.
as they say. "right
contemporaneous
can on"!youForgetexample,
than a how
song much
aboutmore
the acoustic guitar and Tim Scott's subtle cello scales and
weirdo who mounted the tower down in Texas and you
have the poignant Winter Song.
played sniper until he had gunned down a collection ol
victims that wandered into his psychopathic sights?
Shredder (WEA), one of those albums that has flashes
Harry's testament to that madman is an imaginatively
contrived ten-minute song which probes the usual of greatness comes via the Montreal-based
reasons for such schizoid erratic behaviour— girlfriend Wackers — five guys who compose and sing their own
problems, paranoia, and parental rejection — not with the imaginative, yet hauntingly familiar songs. At times
the harsh, grinding guitar solos of J. P. Lauzon,
convoluted
prose oftempos,
a psychiatrist's
report,of but
with through
the Kinks seem to be lurking in the musical shadows, as
changing melodies,
and intensities
modern
rock music of the city.
on Puttin' Myself to Steep; on the acoustic-dominated
There are other "love songs" included — Sunday unorthodox harmonies and chord patters of I'll Believe In
Morning Sunshine has all of the happy bounce of a show- You,
the Beatlemania-album era of the Liverpool sound
tune such as "Mame" or "Hello Dolly" — And The Baby is called up; perhaps the closest one comes to pinpointNever Cries tells of a guitar-player's solace in the arms of
ing thetuallyWacker's
would of bea Badfinger
to point outnumber
that Evenhas all of thesound
earmarks
with
a young mother deserted by her "old man" who "just
all
of
the
inventiveness
that
Pete
Ham
and
company
utiltook
off
for
the
coast",
and
as
the
title
implies,
the
child
is
never much of an impediment. Burning Herself sounds
ize on their best efforts.
Not that the Wackers are merely imitative — the vocal
like something
right
out
of
Harry's
Haight-Ashbury
Handbook — all about a woman who gets off by putting lit of Robert Segarin, backed by Randy Bishop's vocals on
cigarettes against her skin.
Coming Apart
is proof give
of every
the quintet's
The trio of musicians who worked so well with Harry recognition.
The Wackers
indication claim
that theyto
at his recent Riverboat appearance are good enough to have the stuff of success— you may be hearing a lot more
withstand being replaced by studio cats in this session. from them.
Dick Loney

HART HOUSE SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
THE HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE PRESENTS
KATHERINE

Browne himself didn't record for
so long isbecause
he couldn't
sing.
There
still a husky,
flat quality
in his voice that gives credence to
the rumour, although Browne is
polished by comparison to John
Prine.
Browne's album (on WEA), put
out by star-manager Dave Geffin
(Joni Mitchell, David Crosby,
Graham Nash) is a disappointment. Jamaica is on it,
and
sad-beautiful'
calledanother
Something
Fine, but piece
there
is nothing in the rest that reveals
a poet'sis control
Browne
never shortor ofdaring.
ideas,
always sensitive, but here his
stuff comes out too bare of image, unarresting, too exas if he from
hasn'tfolkquiteto
survived theplanatory, move
rock.
Going home Is such a ride,
Going home Is such a ride,
Going home Is such a low and
ride.
— lonely
Dory Previn
Between bar stools is Dory
Previn. Her singing is in the
supper-club. Streisand mould, all
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I drove straight from The Go-Between
to my farm where I raved to everybody
about this rare and beautiful film. They all
went to see it and hated it to a man.
I concede that The Go-Between is
flawed, but it is still a masterpiece, the
product of two mature artists, writer
Harold Pinter and director, Joseph Losey.
Pinter can turn a round of formal introductions into a mechanical minuet by
human figurines screwed to some great
social Swiss clock. At the same time he
creates a boy who faces the mysteries of
sex with the sweaty fear of a real fleshand-blood person (in contrast to the
Summer of '42 kids who were strictly the
whimsical anecdotes of defensive old
men). Leo, the boy, may not know, but he
knows hehisdoesn't
know, wisdom.
and Pinter never
belittles
incomplete
Hurrahing Joseph Losey is more
dangerous. His is a grand, formalistic,
mannered style that makes an awful
splash when it flops. But, when it
succeeds, it is spectacular. His cricket
match is a master's cadenza. So is the
moment when Margaret Leighton answers
her daughter's request to go shopping
with
a "yes" inflected
a head-of-state's
declaration
of war. like
In this
one second
close-up, the plot advances half an hour.
With Alan Bates (once more the worthy
peasant) and Julie Christie (as ever, the
girl above his station). Roxy. 99$.
Science fiction lacks character, I say.
Even its superior practitioners seem to
blow their load on fantastic new
technologies, leaving the people dwarfed
— rudimentary bourgeoisie in turtle-neck
suits. A friend, however, says I have seen
the wrong sci-fi, and that some of the best,
most. socially conscious writers hid there
through the cold war, producing brilliant
political allegory. He cites Invasion of the
Body Snatchers.
I like the theory,
even Alphavllle,
if it isn't true.WarBodyof
Snatchers,
Seconds,
the Worlds, The Incredible Shrinking
Man, and Je faime, Je t'aime are among
the sci-fi classics being shown at the
Revue in an all weekend binge, starting
tonight.
for a weekend pass. Call 5354100 for $5times.
Also this week: Tonight and Saturday at
St. Mike's, Mon Oncle Antolne, Claude
Jutra's little classic about our neighbours
togreatthe movie.
north-east. Canada's only all-time
Thursday at the Roxy, another of
Truffaut's
hits, name
The 400andBlows.
Contest: greatest
Send your
phone
number and a list of your favourite movies
to CONTEST, the Varsity, 91 St. George
St. (Campus mail is free.) The prize is a
pair of tickets to more-or-less any movie
in town. The winner will be chosen on the
basis of correctness (your list checked
against one made up by the heads of
English departments of four Metro high
schools). Or on the basis of whimsey. You
may annotate your list, or otherwise try to
please me. It might work. My authority in
this matter is absolute. Entries should be
in by Wednesday. Intimates of the filmeditor ineligible for prize.

The second East York Symphony
concert will take place at Leaside High
School Auditorium on November 24 at
8:30 pm. and at the Church of the Holy
Trinity, November 26. at 8:30 pm. The
program is Morawetz. Ravell. Britten and
Brahms,is $2.his symphony no. 4. Minimum
price

Tomorrow, November 25. is the final
day of the Contemporary Music Showcase, which
a week-long
contests
to ispromote
new "festival"
music forof
teaching and performance, capped by a
workshop, which is tomorrow. The works
which the student contestants played have
been scrupulously selected from all over
the Western world, and are distinguished
by their high
valueas asbylistening
entertainment as well
their didactic
usefulness. The booklet of works played is
to be used as a handbook for music
teachers. For outsiders, the highlight of
the showcase will probably be the
workshop which is subtitled New Techniques for Performing New Music. Lukas
Foss, that exhuberant, knowledgeable and
imaginative pianist-conductor-composer,
will deliver the key-note address at 9:30
am. Music
Publishers'
view
from 10:30
to 11, exhibits
and fromwill11 beto on12

The Pollock Gallery hosts Cathy SenlttHarblson and Louis Stokes until
December 7. The former presents her
small paintings and "Chairs". Stokes
noon there will be discussion and/or performance arising from the keynote address—which implies, we all hope, Lukas
Foss will talk about and play some of his
own compositions. At 2 pm. slides and
tapes will be shown and played respectively, followed by, or intermixed with,
commentary by Samuel Dolin, Harry
Freed man, Lothar Klein and Harry
Somers. At 3:30 quite young students will
play a commissioned work by Gerhard
Wuensch,
Disguises", illustrating
variety of"Six conteporary
techniquesa
possible for student performers. At 8 pm
there will be a concert by the contest
scholarship winners. I advise you take in
this workshop selectively, giving
preference to the Lukas Foss address and
the panel presentation.
The University of Toronto Concert Band
gives a concert this Sunday afternoon at 3
pm in the MacMillan Theatre. Works
played are by Alfred Reed. Gordon Jacob,
Vaughan Williams, Paul Creston, Percy
Grainger, Brahms and Smetana. It is free
and no tickets are required.
' The same day, November 26, at, believe
it or not, the same time the -Toronto
Mendelssohn Choir and the National Arts
Centre Orchestra, fresh from Britain, will
present Handel's Solomon. Elmer Iseler
conducts, with Don Garrard (bass) as
Solomon. Charles Bressler (tenor) as
Zadok. Lois Marshall (soprano) as the
Queen of Sheba, Ricki Turofsky (soprano)
as
Bogle
and Solomon's
Roxolano Queen,
Roslak, Stephanie
(both sopranos).
Contact at Massey Hall 363-7301 for price
info, discounts for students. Tickets also
available at Eaton's Attractions ticket offices. Al who can, go to this concert.

Yet again, the same day, November 26,
sees another concert presented, at Scarborough at 3:30. Norma Lewicki Tetreau
(soprano)
and Frank
(piano)songs
perform in a recital
of ariasTetreau
by Handel,
by Brahmas and Britten, and of works by
Haydri and Lizst. It is free as usual.
We are here as on a darkling plain
where ignorant concert programmers
clash by night. Or so it seems, as there is
another concert programmed for this Sunday. Itis at 8 pm, but who wants to rush
from three hours at Massey Hall to have
dinner and sit through two hours of
Schumann works, however felicitously
played. Anyways, for those who want to, or
for those who intend to go to this concert
(heaven forbid). Kathryn Root, performs a
heavily researched Schumanneramma —
which
involves playing the man's works
and
other reading
things. from his love letters among
The Faculty of Music in conjunction with
the Goethe Institute is hosting Professor
Christoph Wolff of Columbia University on
Monday, November 17 at 8 pm in the ConHe willExcellentissimus
give a lecture titled
"Seculi Suicert Hall.
Musicus
— Critical Reflections On An Epitaph for Heinrich
Schutz". This will be followed by a program of works by Schutz performed by the
Faculty of Music Collegium Musicum, directed byProf. Greta Kraus. No tickets, no
charge.
The University of Toronto Concert
Choir, conductor Lloyd Bradshaw.
presents a concert of works by Holman,
Britten, Schafer, Somers. Ravel and
others, on November 29 at 8:30 pm. No
tickets, no charge.

shows his stainless steel and
monochrome flbreglass sculptures. Hart
House hosts James B. Spencer in an
exhibit entitled "Waves ".

Ibsen's Rosmersholm marks the
second Hart House production of the
season. (See article.) Prices are $2.50 and
$1.25 for students.
Erindale is presenting something lively,
itHamlet,
seems—Prince
The Hamlet
Show, "starring
of Denmark,
Ophelia,
Claudius, Rosencrantz & Guildenstern, the
gravediggers. the Ghost, Polonius.
Laertes, Poorformances Yorrick
and night
others."
Peruntil Saturday
at 8:30,
and there is a Saturday matinee at 3 pm.
Buses are available between St. George
and Erindale campus. Free.
St. Michael's College is presently
inhabiting the LLC. Playhouse with You
Know I Can't Hear You When The Water's
Running.
(Then tell Gous.)and find out what it is about.
La Troupe Cafe-Theatre, which was
seen at the UC Playhouse November 8-1 1 ,
has found its permanent niche In the subbasement of the E.J. Pratt Library. The
grand day,opening
will take8:30placepm.onYouThursNovember
see the best
of the30,UCat show
plus a one can
act
play,hand.
Edouard et Agripplne. Refreshments
on
Still playing to a full house is Forever
Yours, Marie-Lou, at the Tarragon
Theatre, 30 Bridgman. Tuesdays through
Sunday at 8:30. Sunday matinee at 2:30.
Also, Les Bonnes has its last two performances this weekend at the Theatre du
P'tit Bonheur, 95 Danforth. Goat Island is
into its final week at the Poor Alex, 296

Brunswick Avenue.
The little known Firehall Theatre is
featuring Anne Hebert's work, Le Temps
Sauvage, in its first English translation.
The theatre is located one block west of
Parliament at Adelaide, 70 Berkely St.
Students $2, Tuesday to Thursday.
Rats, (that's the name of the
production), "an unaccompanied musical
by the author inandthecomposer
is
participatory
sense ofofJustine"
The
audience will be fullrequested
tothehelpword,
the
actors build the set. Global Village, 17 St.
Nicholas St. Tuesdays through Saturdays
until December 9.
The Theatreon Passe
Muraille29.openForPlik's
Madhouse
November
the
benefit of those students unable to attend
theatre regularly during this burdened
time of the year, this is the only production
which has an indefinite run.

The Band is a well rehearsed, tight-knit
group that has until now tried to
reproduce album arrangements to the
finest detail in concert. Exacting use of LP
arrangement is fine for concert goers
whose enjoyment is reinforced by the
visual performance but on record the
same songs would seem to lack spontaneity and excitement while the studio
versions offer inevitably better sound
quality. So the Band has tried to save
something for the album audience by
deviating
from LP,
theirRock
usualof concert
format
on their latest
Ages (Capitol),
recorded live in New York City.
The vehicle for generating listener
attention is the novel addition of brass.
A five-man horn section was brought in
under the direction of Allen Toussaint
(who arranged the brass on Cahoots) to
freshen up some of the songs and The
Band occasionally shifted around a few
arrangements to accomodate the extras.
The new sound works well on some of the
songs,
Holland's especially
"Don't Do Holland-DozierIt" and the old
favorites,
"Caledonia
Mission"
and "W.Rob-S.
Walcott". On "Chest Fever" Robbie
ertson has even gone so far as to change
the vocal phrasings and rhythms to make
full use of the brass. But there are too
many times when The Band ignores the
other
five men ofon the
stage.horns
"Kingsounding
Harvest" asis
an example
though they were thrown in as an afterthought to the already coherent arrangement. The brass embellishments in "The
Night
Drove itOldwithDixie
Down"hornin pasfact,
serves They
to burden
flippant
sages rather than rejuvenate it.
The musicianship is generally of
excellent
and Theas Band's
own
production quality
is as succinct
their studio
efforts. But a few annoying mistakes
managed
to pop session.
up in theThose
course
the
hour-and-a-half
that ofstood
out most were: Garth Hudson's wrong
note
introduction
Fever"inandthe theorgan
flat horn
in the introto to"Chest
"Life
Is A Carnival". The trumpet was also
blirting when it should have had brilliance.
a Bandif fanatic
you'llto probably
wantIf you're
the album,
not, listen
the first
Ihree
LP's
again
because
Rock
of Ages is
songs.
basically a sampler with no important new
String Band, fronted by the down-home
voice
and magic
of I'Hebdo's
own
Bob Bossincan fingers
be heard
on Tuesday
night
at
Fiddler's
Green
Coffeehouse,
which is located behind the YMCA on
Eglinton east ot Yonge (across from the
York Theatres), Bob and the band have
been rehearsing diligently since their last
well-received appearance in the city at the
Guy Fawkes celebration, so try and get out
and see them. Admission is a paltry $1.
Cedric Smith, formerly of Perth County
Conspiracy and his Canadian poet mentor
Milton Acorn, are bringing "The Spirit of
1837 Festival" to the OCE auditorium
tomorrow at 8 pm. Advance tickets at $2
are available at SAC and Round Records
while admission at the door is $2.50.
Editor
Assoc. Editor Ulli
Bill Diemer
Macvicar
theatre
eleanor
coleman
bob
bossin
movies
allan
mandell
pop
art
ian scott
Ian scott
music
bill macvicar
books

•
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Boards
By RANDY ROBERTSON
Globe and Mail educational
writer Loren Lind called Wednesday
night for more confrontation
between boards of education and (he
provincial ministry of education to
"clarify
the speaking
issues". to an audience
l.ind was
of about 60 people at a panel discussion sponsored by the Toronto
Arts Foundation with the Toronto
Citizen on the role of the trustee at
St. Lawrence Town Hall.
Lind claimed there is a strong link
between bureaucracy and the
Ministry of Education — "a very

should
fight education
bureaucracy
secure link which needs to be
its imposition of ceilings on school laws allowing municipalities to
"Trustees
too
often
see
board
scrutinized. If school trustees want meetings as classroom situations board budgets. And the proposals of provide funds for schools which are
the Reville report on labour designed as community resource
autonomy, they may have to fight with the director of education as the relations
within the school system, centres. This was only logical in
their way through their own
Lind said that teachers in their she said, are putting teachers into an view of the declining birth rale, she
bureaucracy,"
he said.of Education
inferior
position.
Toronto Board
struggles
ministry,
"have to
assistant director Duncan Green teacher."
The report suggests teachers lose said.Nelson stressed the importance of
grasp the with
powerthethey
have available.
the right to negotiate their own a diversity of options for students in
Maybe
they
should
walk
out in salaries
angrilya asserted
that "no
with
conscience
livesofficial
with January. Maybe we should find
and fringe benefits. Nelson
educational system. "The
if we can do without schools forouta said "the proposals are only a short the
security".
tendency
the years,"
feel secure Heaboutalsohissaidown hejob.did not
"has
been over
to blame
the victimshe— said,
the
step
away
from
a
provincial
Lind said the ideal trustee will
Ward 5 trustee Fiona Nelson
student — for course failure.
Nelson claimed that the ministry
"We are realizing or we should be
organize the board on which he claimed that the ministry of education is deliberately centralizing is encouraging trustees to regard — that though our criteria may be
serves. "Trustees should gel
contract."
their trusteeships as unimportant standardized, they are not objective.
together. Too often they are decision-making
in its hands.
while."
She said it began the process with and part-time so that they will not We've hidden behind mumbo-jumbo
splintered," he said.
use the powers they have or seek any in previous years but now we are
others.
admitting we can't judge students
Trustees are currently paid S3, 500 objectively.
asetsyear.the The
ministry,
Nelson
noted,
"We have to provide students
salaries.
with course choices — matching up
Will politicians get to like
Green supported Nelson in these the school environment of the stucharges. "The ministry itself is acdent withsaid
his home
environment."
Green
that many
practical
ting against"sothese
officials,"
he said,
we elected
can't attack
the problems
need
to
be
solved before
mothers
as much
as roadways?
trustees
Nelson forsaidtheir
she failings."
did not see the job community schools can successfully
of trustee strictly in restricted be set up.perimentsHealways said
exBy EDWARD PODGORSKI
was low-key. Arthur Downes, run- for mayor, Downes, Heap, Hope, educational
end up"these
affecting
terms.
said the
Erna Koffman, aldermanic
and Vaughan
said they would trustee has to have someShe conception
n
i
n
g
i
n
Ward
6,
said
it
well:
"I'm
for
someone's
job,"
a
principal's
or
choose
David
Crombie.
candidate in Ward 5, claimed Mon- motherhood, provided mothers will
of social priorities so that he can
Greig preferred Tony decide
day night at an all-candidates that
Green
said
that
schools
are
only
educational priorities.
go 150
alongpeople
with had
it." gathered at the O'Donohue. "I'm for (he
"community
"floundering around" in attempts to
Government decisions which teacher's.
of Holy Trinitycontrol
Church.emanates out Friendship Meeting House to hear Irishman," he quipped.
involveleaching.
outside resource people in
might
affect
the urban environment class
the candidates for alderman in
Hope
thought
all
three
major
"They
go
ahead
and
try
to
control
Wards 5 and 6. Nine of the 13 candidates were fine men, but are the concern of the trustee, she
the people. A few people move in, candidates
were there.
said, citing her opposition to the
call themselves ratepayers, and put
preferred Crombie.
Nelson said "society has changed.
Expressway.
Completion of the Spadina
A firmStreet
"no" came
to thefrom
widening
of5 Spadina
In the I960's, students were sold a
theDan
pressureHeap,
on elected
personnel."
She said the trustee should not be bill
Dundas
Ward
candidate for Expressway was supported by
of goods on the advantage oT
alderman in Ward 6 (and a member Wilson Greig, candidate in Ward 5. alderman William Archer, running an arbitrator or an ombudsman. staying in school.
in
Ward
6,
Downes,
and
Hope.
Downes
stated
he
flatly
opposed
the
"He
has
a
more
general
role,"
she
of Holy Trinity's congregation), expressway.
"Students of the 70's have
All candidates promised to reveal said. "He should help set policies
countered,
are the
that staying screwed into
Instead, Downes spoke for a the source of campaign funds. Ward that will prevent problems from realized
small group."Developers
Communities
are
their
desks is not going to pay off.
trying to take City Hall back from better system of public transporta- 5 candidate Melania Gural. did
tion. David Astle, Ying Hope, and state, however, that she saw no point
Trustees, she said, have to ensure The students of the 60's who delayed
speculators who have controlled CiColin Vaughan, all candidates in in continuing to canvass for funds. that laws are applicable to the pre- their gratification never got it."
ty Hall forfora long
Except
this time."
brief exchange, Ward 5, agreed in short answers to a She thought the opposing candidates arising."
Today's students will not wait for
sent day. The provincial government, she noted, has now made gratification and cannot be condiscussion by the candidates for the
were too good, and predicted she
trol ed bythe work ethic, she said.
Asked who they would support would lose.
changes in the school administration
alderman's seals in Wards 5 and 6 question.

CONGRATULATIONS

TOEPI...

For some time, there has been a problem in loudspeaker design.
Either the loudspeaker sounded like a transistor
radio with a blanket over it...
Or it needed inordinate amounts of power, which
meant an expensive amplifier.
EPI (who are better known for some excellent
power-hungry speakers) have done something about
it.
The EPI Microtower. 5 watts rms is enough power.
$130 the pair is enough money. And that's enough to
earn our congratulations.
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manthedar
support:
d
nee
environment.in
fighters research
ution
studies
by
the
government
McNairn
stated
(
governments
"It
is wrong to blame industry for
Pollution
ByPoll
JULIA ELCOCK
of
efforts
the
d
he applaude
the understanding of longand other environmentally towards
Probe
selectively and that the
The federal government's
said International
term trends and said that it is the prosecute
problems of jurisdiction are pollution,"
environmental
minister told deputy
about concerned public groups.
overplayed to avoid taking action. Nickel Co. vice-president L. Rengovernment's
duty
to help provinces
ent's
200 people Wednesday to "keep on Assista
governm
l
federa
The
Lucas
responded
that
prevention
work
together
to
achieve
aims.
By
nt Deputy Minister of the
zoni'. industry speaking
is a "minor from
polluter".the
Renzoni,
hating us", sointo
that theacting
government
is the answer and prosectuion is only
pressured
againstis Environmental ,Protection edService, the I980's the results of the used
as a last resort.
K.C. Lucas defin the government's
work
will
be
apparent,
pollution.
audience,
said,
"Industry
has acsaid.
Co-operation between the federal
cepted its responsibilities— as a
R.F. Shaw, speaking to a government's position towards the Lucas
and
Ontario
governments,
McNairn
U
of
T
associate
law
professor
ment
as lying between two
symposium sponsored by the environ
When industry does meet the
extremes, that of taking immediate C.H. McNairn charged that the said, exists only as an exchange or matter of necessity."
he said, "perhaps the
on the government's
forestryin faculty
role
the environment
at the radical action, and. believing that response to pollution at both the information and not as a co- standards,
quality of the environment will not
operation oflegislation.
Medical Sciences Auditorium, said there are no technologically un- federal and provincial level was "not
area in which "we ought to Renzoni concluded that "it may
"the heat is off", speaking of public solveable environmental problems. adequate". He called many of the go One
decidedthatthatmueh".
we will accept some
further," McNairn said, is in the beimprove
pressure, but he called the public to This policy, Lucas felt,ions
government's responses "exercises "impact
"the
reflects
evaluation of provincial
values
and
aspirat
of
the
continue pressuring the government
in"convince
public relations"
in an attempt
the public
of theto and federal major projects", such as environmental embarrassments for
for changes.
highways, dams and pipelines, on the good of the public".
He stressed the need for more
"There is no local environmental
government's concern".
problem,"
he
said.
The
problem
of
people".
the environment must be attacked
forShaw
"the spoke
welfareofoftheall International
mankind".
told
Conference of the Environment held Learn about your own
bodies, women
in Stockholm last June, at which he
to
handle
such
surgical
control
over
what
was
happening
By AGlwomen
LUKACS
Doctors have always instruments.
been mostly
was a delegate, as "historyfindearly
thesestages
thingsas was preferable to the usual
When some
in a rap group very
while often
they arecan't
in their
male,
including in Canada, noted
making".
He said that he felt that in on sexuality found that they didn't well us you can, if you know what
a doctor'sdoctor-eyes
office. "Youto Cherniak. But, 98 per cent of nurses,
don't needin special
treating environmental problems, know much about their bodies, they your cervical area looks like most of procedure
94 per cent of dietitians, and 80 per
Cherniak insisted.
emphasis should be placed on the took their clothes off, and looked. the time," Cherniak indicated. see,"
She also showed slides of women cent of physiotherapists are women.
environment first and jurisdiction, This was the beginning oT an "This varies from woman to
Doctors often don't care about
seeing what menstruation or sperm
i.e. constitutional division of American woman's clinic called
patients,
feels. down to a
She asked the women in the look like in each other's bodies.
"Self-Help".
powers, second.
"I
see Cherniak
women lied
But she warned that you can run a
Donna Cherniak, a McMaster audience about the kind of treatHowever, the province has the
delivery
table,
sometimes
medical student, told this story to an woman."ment they had had from danger doing these things in a clinic. anyone around who speakswithout
major jurisdiction
in pollution
con- audience
their
of several hundred people
trol, asserted Ontario
Deputy
The female audience A woman
with "Self-Help"
has
indicted
for practicing
Minister of the Environment Everett — mostly women — who attended gynecologists.
indicated, by a show or hands each been
language,"
Cherniak
said.
Doctors
may
also
induce
labour
medicine without a licence, she
Biggs.
Wednesday'sby weekly
public lecture time,
of them
There must be controls enforced sponsored
known that
what most
to expect
on theirhadn't
first stated. Police seized instruments, sotheir
the evening
delivery doesn't
interfereplans.
with
the Interdisciplinary
or weekend
on infringements of jurisdiction, Department's course on women. visit, and weren't shown what the and seized even the yogurt which is "Women
take this in silence," CherBiggs felt, adding that the two Cherniak, who worked with Mon- examining instrument (a speculum) applied to a particular vaginal
niak argued,
theyjoyhaveof
treal's first abortion clinic and looked like before it was inside infection.
governments must work together on
been sold
the "because
myth of the
the problems of the environment helped produce the respected McGill them.
"Things feels.
haven'tIn 1322,
changedshe much,"
Cherniak
said,
a
handbooks on birth control and VD,
within their constitutional rights.
"That's not unrepresentative,"
Another aspect of medicine she
that women should commented Cherniak. "Do we have woman who practiced medicine
There is "no conflict with was emphatic
their bodies.
more successfully than some doctors criticized
have
Ottawa", Biggs said, as for any control
wc
never was
set upabortion.
decent, "Why
competent
angrily.
slides to illustrate to put up with this?" she asked at the University of Paris, was giving
servicesbirth."
for abortion? They might
progress to be made, "all agencies howShe a showed
woman
can
examine
her
"Happiness is seeing your own stopped
concerned must co-operate."
a witch. by them, and condemned as still be illegal, but they'd be safer
or someoneVD else's,
Biggs reiterated
Shaw'ssaying
call that
for cervix,
for infections,
sores,toorcheck
the cervix," she later quipped, "or hapindividual
participation,
And profession
"midwives began
reallytogotbe itphased
too". than"Weillegalhave
to- take
care of
abortions
are now."
isexamining your sister's." Their
"the spirit of Stockholm must live changes which occur with wereTheshypineswomen
"Self-Help"
about thiswith
at first,
she said, out when forceps were invented, ourselves," she insisted, "and of
on". It is impossible, he felt, to hire pregnancy.
enough people to do the job and so
"A doctor who doesn't see you but soon found that having some because only doctors were allowed
each other."
'HI
RL
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Denim, Plaid Cord, Dress

CHICK'S
PANTS
Denim,BAG
Cord,
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*5
♦10
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BLAZERS
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ALL $10
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Plaid
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SWEATERS
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SUEDE COATS
REG. $90 - $150
$45 - $90
VESTS
SHORT
LONG
SKIRTS

PALAZZO PANTS
*12 -*18
PALAZZO SUIT
WITH BACKLESS TOPS

GOWNS

$20
$25

SHORT
$13-15
LONG
$18
*8.00
SMOCK SWEATERS!

$10
-$15
DRESSES
LARGE ASSORTMENT
$5-$10-$15
SHRUG SWEATERS
♦5.00
$3-$4
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TOPS

- $7.00
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PHE
wins
Div
I lacrosse,
defeats
Erin 8-3
PHE finished the rout il started Sorbie was predominant in checking
Tuesday night in Hart House gym his man, forcing him to the sidelines
and overwhelmed Erindale 8-3 last on most occasions when Erindale
night to capture the Division I threatened.
Erindale appeared extremely
lacrosse championship and the
Da Toe Cup.
defensive throughout the whole
PHE ted 4-2 at the half on period and was very slow to check
goals by MacNeil, Sorbie, and two PHE.
Brown got three more consecutive
by Brown. For Erindale it was Johnson and Coghill.
goals in the third period to more
Erindale played a good first than put the game away for PHE.
quarter, holding the ball and One goal was a result of good PHE
working in a defensive formation to passing and bad Erindale checking,
enable Johnson to score the go- while another came off a bad Erinahead goal.
dale pass and was intercepted. Erindale continued to disintegrate in the
PHE before
caught theonperiod
to Erindale's
strategy
was over third "period and passing was very
and opened the game up, forcing the erratic
team. before a hard-checking PHE
west
kind ofcampus
lacrosse.team to play PHE's
PHE merely attempted to
Erindale, feeling intimidated, preserve its four goal lead in the
began to play a much more defen- final period keeping the ball and ~
sive game and lost ball control. killing time. An angered Erindale!
Sorbie's
goal was
for PHE
the team became annoyed on more than .§
first period
fired late
fromin just
one and
occasion
withoccurred
the delaying
a scuffle
which tacthe f£
insidea faccoff.
Erindale's side of centre line tics
off
referees handily cooled down. ji
Erindale's
the - At one point Erindale goalie P. «
score
at two-allCoghill
early inevened
the second
took a swipe at PHE's
period but was injured on the play. Geraghty
Fred Yonekura when he came "loo"
PHE's goalie stops another shot in last night's game, won by a hard-checking PHE.
Brown soon got the go-ahead goal close to the goalie's crease.
Tor PHE and put PHE out ahead to Yonekura kept his cool and popped say the least, as Tuesday's opener of add an element of tension but solid passing. (This is not to deny
stay.
best of three series, with both tempers were not overly flared. The that last night's match did have its
lo play.final goal with 30 seconds the
PHE appeared more confident in inleftPHE's
was won the hard way — exceptional moments.) Better "conteams conscious of game mis- game
and defensive play — while
this period and more aggressive;
trol" on the part of both teams
conducts. Erindale's frustration in checking
The game was not as "rough", to the latter halfof
the game seemed to Tuesday's was a better display of would be the best answer.
THE SPIRIT OF 1837 FESTIVAL
FEATURING:
CEDRIC SMITH & MILTON ACORN
of the Perth County Conspiracy
SATURDAY, NOV. 25, 8 p.m.
OCE Auditorium (Bloor & Spadina)
Tickets: $2.00 Advance; $2.50 at the door
Available at: Spirit of 1837 Tables
also at: SAC Office A & A
Meat & Potatoes Round Records
AND MORE. Call 964-1 174 days, 962-7233
Sponsored by:
The Antl-lmperlallst Day Committee. Box 6088 Station A,
Toronto; Canadian Liberation Movement, Box 6106, Station A,
Toronto.

sportalk
Women's basketball Blues
dropped their first game of the
season last Saturday in Sudbury,
losing 39-26 to Laurentian. Blues
also play again this evening against
Carleton at 8 pm and again
tomorrow opposite Ottawa at II
am, both games in the Benson
Buildingthe men's
opened
season volleyball
last SaturdayBluesat
Queen's finished first with eight wins
Defending OUAA champions
Queen's
with York
eight wins
and twofinished
losses,firstwhile
was
second with five wins and two losses.
Toronto
finished
with
a
4-2
record.
Two tournaments will be held
tomorrow; Group I plays at the
University of Ottawa, while Group 2

travelsvolleyball
lo Laurenti
women'sat
senior
featuresan...Ottawa
Toronto tomorrow at 1 1 am, while
Carleton plays this evening at 7...
women's intermediate basketball and
volleyball
the
first parttravel
of theto Queen's
OWIAA fortournament....women's ice hockey team
travels lo McGUI for a game
tomorrow
the Canadian College
Bowl game will be played tomorrow
at Varsity Stadium. Competing
teams will be Waterloo Lutheran
Golden Hawks who defeated St.
Mary's Huskies 50-17 in Halifax
last Saturday. University of Alberta
Golden Bears will be their opponents, byvirtue of their 58-6 romp
over Loyola College Warriors last

unclassified

SKI MT.ber 27STE.
ANNE.2, 7 includes
full days, transporDecemto Jan.
tation, accommodation, meals and tow
ticket. Fulltoday.
price $134.00.' no extras. Call
636-1036
QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27-Jan 1.
5 days skiing at Mt. Ste. Anne. Excellenl
accommodation with heated indoor swimming pool. All transportation
included.
For information
write: CANADIAN
SKI
TOURS. 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
phone Gord Allan. 247-2339.
GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today
for free booklet
You 1430
Buy
A Diamond"
H. Proctor'"TheandDay Co.,
Yonge St., 921-7702
SKIERSI - WHY SETTLE FOR ONE
MOUNTAIN WHEN YOU CAN HAVE SIX?
Five days skiing In Vermont and Quebec
January
Dependable
snow, breakfast
and dinner1-6.dally,
all accommodation
(only
room),grouptaxesrateandon tips,
2geurper bus,
S89.
tickets, voyatow luxury
Ski Quebec Associates 698-4346 or 6948932.
"FOREVER YOURS. MARIE-LOW" First
Tremblay's
of Michelportrait
English production
scathing
but compassionate
ol an
East-Montreal family. Nov. 14 - Dec. 10
Tarragon Theatre 30 Brldgman Ave.
Bathurst and Duponl, 964-8833.
WHY FHEEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats from $10,00 Paul Magder Furs. 202
Spadina
betweenof funQueen
and 8-18.
Dundas. Good Ave.
selection
furs sizes
Cleaning and repairs [fur and fur labrlc)
36S£Q77..open
Thurs. and Fn. 9-6 Moo. —Sal.; -W 8:00

WOMEN'S

SKI CLUB

5 evenings of ski lessons - Tuesdays of Wednesdays
starting January 9.

5 lessons, tows, bus + All equipment $25,00
+ Skis & poles or boots S20.00
+ No equipment $15.00
Come to registration Monday, November 27, 4:00 p.m.
Lecture Room, Benson Building. Bring Cash - No
cheques accepted.

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

^ OPTICIANS
—
J
Canadian every
Women's
coaching
Wed. Table
at HartTennis
House-Champ VIOLETTA NESUKAITIS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

f

ITS
(Med'sTheatre.
annual
review)COMING
Dec. 12-16- Daffydil
Han House
MUSTANG for sale. 1965 red hardtop
Completely rebuilt. Certificate. Four new
tires,
0835 etc.
nightsCalltoStephen
midnight.924-8895 days, 967-

■

I HAVE A TICKET FOR ENGLAND and
guaranteed return. Leave Dec. 15, return
Jan. 3, Asking S169 or best reasonable
otler. Cost S179 to book High! now. Call
Vince De Angelo a( 928-4909 lor details.
EXCELLENT SECRETARY available lor
typing. Reasonable rates. Call Liz 2617717 after 6 or 965-1664 during day.
FOUNDcat, near
UC lasi Thursday
- charcoalgrey
approximately
1 year old,
sleepy
disposition.
If It's yours, please phone 96466S6
FOR SALE: 1971 VW Beetle, second car.
Excellent condition; 5000 miles, radio, 7
tires, incl. 2 snows. S1900. or best olfer.
425-9821 alter 5.
WANTED ride 10 Boston or New York city
orsharevicinity.
Sat. Call
or Sun.
Nov, 25-26, 'Will
expenses.
922-5350
BICYCLE FREAKS: Ride the winter blues
away in comfort on CINELLI rollers. Used
one season only. Must sell. S50 o.n.o. Dan
day 928-2186; evg. 425-6390
TWO LARGE BEDROOMS at 1274 Military Trail, own bath, share large kitchenbus stop— 282-3012 afler 6:00
ROOM FOR RENT - Bloor and Avenue Rd.
S60 a month plus utilities. Share with
students. Call 923-8391.
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses, essays - French, Latin - experienced typists - electric typewriters 713
Spadina Ave. (south of Bloor) 922-7624.
InBEN'SlongMENS
hair) HAIRSTYLING
In the Clarke (Specialising
Institute of
Psychiatry.
250
Ext. 560. Hair cut College
S2.25, St. Tel, 924-6811
ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old
essays? Do you need essays? Can you
write.
a. top .essay.? .Phone Essay. Services;
961-6150

Saturday. Game time is 1 pm
for
those in the
the Waterloo
this
weekend,
Naismith area
Classic
begins today and goes on until
Saturday evening at the University
of Waterloo
intramural touch
football ended yesterday with Jocks
acting
come-from-behind
team
to take asthea second
and third games,
defeating Arrythmia 14-6 and 27-12,
respectively. In both games Jocks
overcame a first half Arrythmia lead
to win. In game I Tannebaum got
six for Arrythmia, while it was
Sternberg
and Finer and
with Seitz
six eachaddedfor
Jocks. Saltzman
singles Game 2 saw Saltzman with
12, Seitz with seven, Topp with six
and Sternberg with a single, while
Tannebaum and Munntngs scored
six each for Arrythmia...
recreational skating began last Sunday at Varsity Arena; this year the
program
is being26,offered
more often3,
- November
December
January 14, 21, 28, and February 4,
from 7:30 to 9:30 pm. That isn't
much time,
leastsingle,
it's
something.
Costbutis 50atcents,
75 cents, couple... more on the
OUAA swimming relays held at
York last Saturday. U of T won
overall with 260 pots, followed by
Western with 240. Waterloo placed
third
200 points,
Queen's
finishedwithfourth
with 160.while
Guelph
and
McMasler captured the last two
positions with 140 and 110 points
respectively... hockey Blues meet Sir
George Williams tomorrow tonight
at the arena. The two teams met in
the CIAU finals in Sherbrooke last
spring. Blues
Sir George
is 8-0 this season,
while
are 6-0...
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s
sport

Blues
By BOB PRITCHARD
It was, as one spectator put it,
"oneBut hell
a game!" Blues, winless
the ofBasketball
in iheir last Iwo games, came out the
best of it, as they toppled a tough
learn of Guelph Gryphons 84-82
Wednesday night in what will
probably be one of the best games of
the season. (Regrettably, it was only
an exhibition game.)
It was an impressive looking
Guelph team which came onto the
floor in Hart House in their warmup.
Led scorer
by 6'8"andWayne
Morganin the—
leading
rebounder
Western Section last season —
Guelph looked cool, confident and
capable of defeating the Toronto
opposition.
But once the game started.
Gryphons soon lost their air of
confidence, as the team carelessly
began to throw the ball away.
Gryphons seemed lo have difficulty
adjusting to the size of the Hart
House gym, turning over the ball
sixteen times in the first half.
' Showing
ballhandling
skill. considerable
Blues Tony Rudmik
set the Toronto offence in motion,
and using a number of plays against
Guclph's
defence.
Blues jumpedman-to-man
to an 1 1-4 lead
after
five minutes of play.
Shortly after, Toronto coach
McManus substituted three rookies
Tor his regulars, and it looked as
though Blues might lose sight of the
lead. Soon after Guelph changed the
score to 14-13 in its favour, and by
the 13 minute mark were leading 2520.
This, however, brought Blues
back lo life. Toronto's Glen Scott
picked up the knack of invariably
positioning himself in the holes in
the Guelph defence, and with some
alert and aggressive playing scored
14 points in the first half. But
Toronto was by no means a one man
team — quite the contrary. Blues
rookies Doug Baker and Avo Albo,
who have seen very limited action in
the first two games, showed they
were capable of more than just
sitting on trie bench.
Even though McManus kept his
starting guards off for the majority
or the half, Peter Oolup and Bill
Francis, two other Varsity rookies,
filled in adequately. With five
minutes left in the half, Toronto
regained the lead, 28-26.
Good heads-up ball and accurate
shooting kept Varsity ahead of the

Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923^053

84-82
win
Gryphons,
stuff
Gryphons. Guelph was essentially a
one man team with Wayne Morgan
using his height effectively to score
over half his team's points in the
first twenty minutes. But even his
performance
as the
half ended withwasn't
Blues enough,
leading 40-37.
The question was now, "Can they
Withit the
start of the second half,
keep
up?"
Guelph
settled down and began lo
work the ball around, taking only
the best shots. Their two guards,
Paul Allen and Chester Graham
combined for 26 points against
Blues, and with the score 68-58 in
Gryphons" favour three-quarters of
the way through the game, it looked
as if Blues had seen the last of the
lead.
Varsity had no such plans in
mind. In the following sixty seconds,
Blues scored six unanswered points,
and by the 13 minute mark were
leading
Toronto73-72.then switched from the
/one defence they had used all game
to a man to man defence. Some
pinpoint shooting by Rudmik, along
with a couple of tip-ins by rookie
centre Frank Cress, put Blues ahead
XI-7N with a minute and a half to go
in the game.
Those last ninety seconds were as
exciting as Hart House spectators
could have asked for. With 32
seconds remaining, Cress was fouled
by Guelph and put in one of his two
shots
it 82-78.
scoredto tomakenarrow
the Guelph
lead to then
two
points. With 15 seconds left. Blues
called a time out just in time to
prevent a jump ball (which would
have been between 6*1.5" Rudmik
andAfter
Guclph's
6'8*' almost
Morgan).lost the
Toronto
ball, the team got it to Dave Watt
Blues' Glenn
Scottwere
(42) also
gapesastonished
in amazement
as Toronto
basket
winsto the
game.
Gryphons
ason Blues
first lostgets
the alead
and and,
then yes,
pulledevenit out
go
who picked it off .and was then
and win.
fouled. Wall went on to hit both of
his shots with three seconds left in
mit ed loplaying their league games standard of play when they meet
the game. These two points turned behind averaging 47 per cent.
out lo be ihe winners, as in the last
Nine Blues shared the scoring in ihe Benson Building.)
Queen's tonight in Kingston for
honours.
Scoll
led
with
24
points.
Varsity has now shown it is indeed their second league game.
second
Graham
shot fromGuelph's
his own side
ofcentrelookand,a Watt had 19 and Rudmik 16. capable of playing on a level equal
TIP OFFS: Blues return to
Ferguson and Cress, while not hit- lo the top teams. This might work
muchballlo everyone's
ihe
through theamazement,
hoop. Yetputit
ting the high numbers on the against them, for if they fare poorly Toronto for an exhibition game
scoreboard,
made
a
valuable
conagainst
weaker
teams,
it
will
be
Saturday against McMaster in the
isn'l enough and Varsity held on lo
tribution tothe game by keeping considered second effort.
take the game 84-82.
Benson Building at 2 pm. Toronto
Toronto will have a chance to lost their first contest with Mac. 98If there was one Haw in Blues* Gryphons' Morgan in check holding
performance, it was once again him lo 1 1 points in Ihe second half. show ihey can maintain the same 49.
shots from the foul line, where they
After the victory, coach McManus was quick to point out
only hit 47 per cent. In games this
close, one point is a big factor. From that this was Guelph's first game,
the floor. Blues had iheir best and lhat for the first lime this year,
showing in three games with a 50 per the Blues were playing in ihe gym
cent average. Guelph was close they practise in. (Toronto is com-

Hockey
Blues over Rye High 1 5-2
University of Toronto Hockey Blues skated to a scoring even when the U of T squad had a two-man
lacklustre 15-2 win over Ryerson Rams last night in a advantage in the second period.
game faintly resembling a shooting gallery. Blues
Toronto goalie Gary inness was awarded an assist
outshot Ryerson 64-18.
on
Pagnutti's
secondwho goal
Toronto centreman
then after
carriedhe thepassed
puck loup Ihe
the
in last Friday's
Ottawa-Toronto
everyAsToronto
player came
away with game,
at leastalmost
one ice. dumped it toward the Ryerson net and saw it
point. High scorer for the Blues was Bob Munro with deflect off a Rams defenceman.
two goals and three assists.
Rams gradually improved throughout Iheir first
Kent Ruhnke totalled three goals and an assist, game against the Blues this season, achieving a more
while Don Pagnutti and Harry Sems each notched two respectable shots on goal balance in the third period —
goals and two assists. Bill Buba counted a goal and 18-7 in Blues' favour.
three assists. Other Blues scorers were Ivan McFarlane,
game consisted largely of a scoring spree,
Neil
Korzack. with two, Doug Tale, and Bruce each Blues'
team member — including defencemen — seeing
Hcrridgc.
how
many
points
could rack up against the hapless
Scoring for Ryerson in his first game was Walt Quart. Blues simplytheyoverpowered
a weak Ryerson learn
Coburn. Rams* other goal came from Mike Downey, much to no one's surprise.
wiih assists going lo Joe Pfaff and Dave Kelley.
night's game was relatively clean, but Blues
The first two periods were Blues' most active with were Last
awarded six penalties lo Rams' four. Rams
12 of their 15 goals coming in the first 40 minutes.
picked up three tripping penalties and a game
A first period goal by Toronto's Al Milnes hil misconduct which went to Dave Kelley, while Blues
Ruhnke
in the crease and deflected past Rams goalie suffered on high-sticking, charging, holding, and interference cal s.
Mike Quart, who, considering the slate of his defence,
played admirably. Quart also played well in penally
Blues'
next game is against Sir George tonight al 8
killing, as did the whole team, preventing Blues from
pm.

Med over New 4-1; tops Div II
New's goalie was the fall guy Wednesday as Med's Boyd scored two
penalty goals late in the game to increase the score to 4-1.

OFS
By CLARK PARSONS
The Ontario Federation of
Students is (entalively going ahead
with the proposed fees strike in
January.
The OFS general meeting
Saturday at Ryerson broke up in
disarray without reaching a decision
on the contentious struggle against
the
Ontario government's
in education
spending, cutbacks
but an
emergency executive meeting immediately after decided to go ahead
with it. Another executive meeting
yesterday began planning Tor the
strike, which must be ratified by a
majority of OFS members to
become an official OFS policy,
Duringfour Saturday's
chaotic
meeting,
executives, including
SAC president Eric Miglin, had
resigned because they thought ihe
Strike would fail, and were replaced.
As well, there were indications
that SAC may withdraw lis support
of the action, even though the OFS
position adopted is close to the one
SAC supported last Wednesday. An
emergency SAC executive meeting,
which may decide to call a SAC
council meeting Wednesday night to
reconsider its support, nas been
called for today.
Saturday's
general
meeting
terminated
in a chaos
of indecision,
disagreement, and executive
resign ill oris without establishing
anyjoffieial position on the proposed
strike over tuition fee increases and
raised loan ceilings on student
awards under the Ontario Student
Awards Programme.
Earlier a motion was passed 8 to 5
with 4 abstentions urging all Ontario
post-secondary students to withhold
payment of the second installment
of their fees in January, and that in
Februarythe"each
member council
evaluate
fees withholding
action
to determine whether or not the
action should continue, and report
its assessment to an OFS general
meeting".
The motion reaffirmed OFS
demands endorsed by an October
student referendum that tuition increases be deferred until after consultation with affected groups, that
OSAP regulations be changed to
facilitate greater access to the
program, that the loan ceiling be
lowered to the previous $600 level,
that part-time students have access
to the program, and that the age of
independence under OSAP be
lowered-.
An amendment to this motion
urging that the government clarify
its position on OSAP for 1973-74
was passed 7 to 5. This was one of
the changes recommended by SAC
last week.

endorses

fees

strike

After much procedural wrangling, the Ontario Federation of Students approved a January
fees strike to protest education cutbacks.
Following the original strike vote, "Compromise for it's own sake", would go along with the action since
The motion endorsing the fees
strike was later nullified when a those voting "no" had indicated "A one-month symbolic strike is it had been decided on.
After passage of the strike molion
motion to reconsider the strike vote they would do as much as possible in
Trent-Waierloo
was
The adverse reaction to this acarried
to make the fee strike a
was passed 8 to 3 with 3 abstentions. order
by a largemotion
majority,
success.
Immediately (he meeting was
proposal, together with the fee strike
bullshit".
However,
four
members
of
the
vole
(without
a
deadline
for
ending
resolving: "that OFS call a
prevented from reaching a position
province-wide moratorium on poston the strike when a quorum count OFS executive had already resigned it), apparently convinced the four secondary
education in the next
called showed there were too few due to "frustrations flowing from executive members to resign.
Jack Kushnier (Lakehead AMS), term following release of the
members left to allow the meeting to today's meeting". They were Shane
Roberts (Waterloo), John COPSEO (Wright) Report", with
continue.
Miglin, Geason, Ross McGregor
rallies, and conferences to
l.akehead delegate James Marsh, (Queen's) and Yvon Lachapelle Theobald (York), and Marolyn beteach-ins,
organized on that day to protest
Burnett (Glendon) were elected as
in calling for a quorum count, mis- (l.aurentian).
interim
members
of
the
executive
lo
cut-backs;
that administrations and
Asked
to
give
their
reasons,
takenly thought that if there were
faculties be asked lo cut classes on
McGregor and Miglin stated the fill the vacated positions.
not a quorum,
the
motion
to
reconthat
day;
and
that OFS encourage
The strike motion, later nullified,
sider would be nullified, unaware whole idea of a fees strike was
public discussion of university
that any motion passed before the "political suicide" considering what was
supported
by
Queen's,
U
of
T,
they felt to be the lack of student l.akehead AMS, Windsor, Western, budgets.
quorum count would stand.
Much of the discussion at the
SSS, Carlelon, and GlenOne less than the quorum of 15 support around the province, l.akehead
don. It was opposed by Ryerson, meeting centred around the legal
by the split vole in favour
members were present at this lime ofevidenced
the
strike.
l.aurentian.
Waterloo,
Trent,
and
and practical position of students
as several members had already left,
After Ihe first resolution had been York. Abstaining were APUS, and
l.aurentian and Brock were comuniversity
cerning OSAP administrations
grant cheques. conGuelph. and Fanshawe.
mit ed to return, home, and Toron- accepted, McGregor and Miglin Brock,
APUS
abstained
because
its
to's Association of Part-time presented
a proposalwithholding
for a "sym-of members are required to pay full to Only
Queen's
and Toronto
appearby
bolic province-wide
been given
assurances
Undergraduate Students delegate
fees before registering. Ryerson, theirhaveadministrations
Susan Geason also left.
tuition
fees
until
January
3l":*lhe
that
the
cheThe motion to reconsider had demands to be that there be "no Waterloo, Guelph and Fanshawe
ques would be released. Elsewhere
further" fee increases without con- voted against the motion at least administration responses vary from
been passed
in
order
to
reopen
dispartly because, as institutions on a
cus ion on the strike and. hopefully,
sultation and that there be "no semester
system, their students "maybe"
According
to Lachapelle of
to "no".
increase
inwas
the loan
ceiling"^
persuade some of Ihe anti-strike further
would
denied registration if they Laurcnlian,
This
proposal
greeted
by
a
delegates to change their vote, thus number of delegates with such failed tobe pay
who received the intheir
fees.
formation from his university presistrengthening
pro-strike
vote was
the
Informally, l.aurentian, Trent,
dent, U of T lawyers have prepared
second time thethe strike
motion
phrases as "Complete reversal",
"It's just students fucking around". York and Brock indicated they a letter for the U of T administration staling that the university is in
passed.
no, position to withhold the cheques
on its own. and that if there is any
question ihe cheques are to be
Memorial
students
win, occupation
ends
returned lo the government and ihe
sludenl is thereafter to deal directly
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) — Students at Memorial University have virtually won unions, including the province's largest one — ihe loggers union — and ihe with ihe government.
their fight over the checkoff of student union fees, following a 10-day non- St. John's trade council.
The lawyers accordingly urge U
violent occupation of their administration building.
The memorial faculty association voted November 20 not to support
A tentative agreement was reached early last Friday following the students by 70-50 with 100 abstentions. Students thought more pressure of T to change ils line —
co-operation — and return the
negotiations between student representatives -and representatives from the would have changed the vote in their favor.
cheques
government
university Board of Regents. Bui the agreement must still be ratified by the
student islonolthepaying
his fees.if the
Many faculty
members
are
upset
with
Taylor's
behavior.
In
fact,
last
board of regents on December 14 and by the students in a referendum. Wednesday,
a conservative faculty member began circulating a petition
Asked to confirm this yesterday,
The student referendum will be supervised by the university Faculty calling for Taylor's resignation.
Association, but no date has yet been set.
Following the negotiations, students decided to end their occupation on U of T vice-provost Robin Ross said
ilhe waswould
"not notfullystate
correct".
The agreement stipulates the university must collect the eight dollar and clean the building before they left.
what However
U of T
student union fee each semester, bul studcnl union membership will not be
Representatives of Ihe Board of Regents agreed no reprisals of any kind solicitors had said, saying that he
compulsory. However, the student union will be given all the money will be taken against any sludenl and the senate will be asked to consider (he did nol have all ihe salient incollected
and individual
formation infront of him.
situation for students wjio may have academic difficulties in the up-coming
sludenl union
members. student must decide if they consider themselves chrislmas
exams because of their participation in Ihe occupation.
Until the referendum, the administration will collect the fee.
Essentially, he said, il is up to the
The students were happy with their apparent vicolry. Bob Buckingham, government
to tell the university
The occupation, which began November 14 with about 1500 students, one of the four student negotiators, said.
what to do. OSAP cheques are
followed an announcement November 9 by university president and viceThey
decided
to
slick
to
one
issue
in
the
negotiations,
although
they
had
and theactsgovernchancellor Lord Stephen Taylor that the administration would not collect many grievances about the attitudes and decisions of Taylor and Ihe betweenment andtheihestudent
university
as an
the sludent union fees as of December 31. He claimed the Board of Regents administration.
intermediary only at the request of
was concerned that half the $140,000 collected for the union was spent on
administration, $42,000 of it on salaries.
"It started with checkofi" as the issue, but it became very much more the government.
than that," one student said. "It became a matter of whether we would said
"It'sRoss.all speculative at this point,"
Most student union budgets reveal a similar breakdown and about 80 continue
to be treated like high school kids, whether we would be good little
and
salaries
most university operating budgets cover
per cent of costs.
administrative
boys and nol annoy our teachers."
The
possibility of OSAP cheques
are angry with accommodation currently available to Ihe being withheld
is seen as a primary
Until last Thursday, Taylor had refused lo negotiate unless students studentStudents
union
in
a
university-owned
building.
They
have
put
forward
several
ended Ihcir occupation of the building. Bul Ihe Ihreal of a sludenl strike proposals for a new sludenl union building, a stadium and a student housing impediment to a successful fees
strike. At some universities a large
(scheduled for November 23-24 bul never held) and possible intervention by
Premier Frank Moores, apparently forced Taylor lo the negotiating table. complex.
majorityandof arethe instudents
are onto
For years students have collected money for a new student unipn OSAP
no position
Sludcnls from the negotiating committee called Moores because the building.
continue their studies without the
government had taken no official stand on the issue.
Taylor has always opposed this proposal and others. Ihe students say.
cheques.
I he students did receive support from most of Newfoundland's large
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HERE

TODAY
all day
ElecTor 72 — Municipal election cenlre
answers allcomingyourDecember
questions
about thetrims
up4th election,
College. 63 St. George Street, 1st tloor. Or
call 928-5456-7. 9:30 am
'Vantage'
Canadian
literature.
Today.
Josephinviews
Scvorecki
on the
role of
nationalism
literature.
Five
informative
minutes on Radio Varsity. Again at 3:30,
1 pm
pm.
Free Jewish University: "'Principals in
Jewish Law" in Sid4 Smith
pm 5020,
General meeting, combined departments of English. Upper Brennan. SMC.
6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher Supper: please make
reservation by 5 pm7:30today.
pm At Hillel House.
Free Jewish University: ','The Jewish
Woman" at Hillel House. 186 St. George
Street.
8 pm
Canadian University Service Overseas
information meeting (or those pursuing a
career in teaching. International Student
Centre. 33 St. George Street.
Free Jewish University: "Chavural
Zemer"
Street. at Hillel House. 186 St. George
All candidates meeting, Ward 6, at
University Settlement House.
Hillel Drama Club meets lonighl at Hillel
House. 186 St George
8:30 pmStreet.
Free
Jewish
"Dissent in
Jewish
' atUniversity:
the Jewish
Educaiion,History
22 Glen
Park
Road nearBoardGlen-nt
cairn and Bathurst.
TUESDAY
ell day
A poll ot studenl opinion concerning the
selection of Department of Geography
chairman
to be held in the following
geography
and
320F classes GGR 100, 101 , 220. 270.
9:30 am
'Vantage*
views Canadian
Today,
Dave Godfrey
on nationalismliterature.
in the
Canadian literary outlook. Five inlormalive
minutes on Radio Varsity.
I pm
Mayoralty candidates Paul Ftimslead
and Jacquie Henderson speak in the
Bossin Room at Innis
3 pmCollege.
seminar West
until
7 Feminist
pm OISE,counter-sociology
252 Bloor Street
caleleria.
The
beginning
of
a
weekly
series.
World University Service of Canada
information meeting about applications to
the seminar on international development.
This year WUSC goes to India. All students
and faculty invited4:30Pendarves
pm Lounge ISC.
Free Jewish University: "Synagogue &
in Atkinson College Room 304
atCommunity"
York Univeriiy
5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship — Please
note
that
there
will
meetingAl 7:30
this
week only Supper beis noslill5:30al 6:30

AND

NOW

come lor a time of singing and sharing. All
VCF general
are Everyone
held in theis
music
room almeetings
Wymilwood.
welcomes
6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher
Please make
reservation
by 5 pm.Supper.
7 pm
Conversational Hebrew for beginners at
Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.
Guilar workshop for beginners at Hillel
House. 186 SI. George
8 pm Street.
All candidates forum. Board of
Education Trustees, Ward 6, Alumni Hall,
Victoria College. Everyone welcome. Sponsored by VUSAC.
Free alJewish
University: "A Tarn Fun
Honig"
Street. Hillel House. 186 St. George
The
Varsity
Blues
York
Arena to lake on the travel
Yeomento intheOUAA
hockey action. Archie Hunler and John
Karr will provide live play by play description starting al 7:55 on Radio Varsity Call
the
latestSports
score.Action Line at 964-1484 for Ihe
All candidates forum lor school board
trustee candidates in Ward 6 al 150
Charles Streel West

8:15 pm
Conversational Hebrew: for advanced at
Hillel House, 186 St. George Streel.
House.
Guilar workshopall forday advanced at Hillel
WEDNESDAY
ElecTor 72 — Municipal election centre
answers all your questions about the upcoming December 4th election. Innis
College, 63 St. George Street. 1st floor. Or
call 928-5456-7.
Regisler
Porter'sTable
Desk,Tennis
Hart
House,
for atthe Hall
All Varsity
Tournamenl.
A poll of student opinion concerning the
selection
department
chairman lo be olheldgeography
In the following
geography
classes: GGR 100,9:30101,am 220, 270, 320F.
'Vantage' views Canadian literature.
Today. vivaMargaret
of 'Surl: A ThematicAtwood,
Guide author
to Canadian
Literature',
defines
Canadian
literature.
Five
informative
minutes
on
Radio
Varsity.
11 am
"Spiritual
Phenomena
and
"Christianities answer lo the Dialectic",You",
and
"The
themes 1091.
of a bytalkIheto
be heldIdealin Family"
Sid Smithare Room
Divine Principle Movement.

UBC

demand

students

parity on committees
VANCOUVER (CUP) — The University of British Columbia arts faculty
cancelled its meeting last week after about 150 arts students marched into
the meeting to press demands for studenl representation on faculty
committees.
A slim majority of the faculty (49-43) approved a motion to adjourn (he
meeting as soon as it was convened.
Students and about 40 faculty members remained to hold their own
public meeting, in which they passed a resolution calling on the faculty to
elect members lo a committee consisting equally of staff and students to
examine studenl representation.
The question of overall student parity on arls faculty committees was
not at issue in the meeting. Thai question is expected to surface when Ihe
sludent-facully committee makes its study public.
Students have yet to decide strategy for the next faculty meeting.
week's andmeeting
on its agenda
a proposed
new women's
studiesLastprogram
many included
faculty members
and students
are anxious
to see
it approved before the university calendar deadline of December 31.
Al their ad hoc public meeting, students called for an emergency faculty
meeting toa regular
discuss meeting
the resolution,
so the women's studies program could go
through
unimpeded.
If ihe emergency session is not held, students may be forced to invade
ihe regular
disrupting
women's
wait
for ihe meeting,
followingthusmeeting
whichdiscussion
would be oftootheclose
to theprogram,
end of theor
academic
year
for
any
student-faculty
committee
to
make
recommendations
for the following year.
A general meeting of arts students is planned for next week lo discuss
ladies for the next faculty meeling. Sludenls also have the option
delegating representatives to the faculty meeling to push student demands,of
rather than invading en masse.

Move it
down the Tube.
The Piccadilly Tube pub.
Relaxed and easy.
No place for uptight.
Come for pub lunches
6 days a week. Later on,
the music is good, and
live, the drinks are
reasonable, there's
dancing, and evening
meals to nibble on. What
more could you want?
No cover charge Monday
to Thursday.
Now playing:
BOND
Coming Dec. 1 1
SWEET BLINDNESS
Coming Dec. 18
GREASE BALL. BOOGIE BAND

Piccadilly Tube. Yonge
just north of Dundas.

JAMES SPENCER
EXHIBITION
OpeningARTWednesday,
GALLERYNov. 29
Monday. 1 1 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Tuesday lo Saturday, 1 1 a.m. - 5 p.

JAZZ CONCERT
SNIDER
EASTGARY
COMMON
ROOM
WEDNESDAY,
12:00 NOON NOVEMBER
TO 2 P.M. 29

SHARON
MclNTYRE
SOPRANO
DONPIANIST
TUSTIAN
MUSIC ROOM
TUESDAY,4:00NOVEMBER
28
P.M.

HART HOUSE

CLASSICAL
CONCERT
RobThursday.
Heard November
■ baritone
Mosle flown. 1:00 p.m.30
HART HOUSE
CHORUS CONCERT
Sunday,Hall,December
Great
8:30 p.m.3
■MUSEUM WITHOUT
ART
FILM SERIES
Weakly
JanuaryBeginning
15

EVE BALL
DANCING TO
NEW
BENNYYEAR'S
LOUIS
2 BARS
SPLASH PARTY
BUFFET SUPPER
TICKETS $16 A COUPLE
AVAILABLE FROM
THE
HALL
PORTER'S DESKOFFICE
AND
THE UNDERGRADUATE
HART HOUSE
CHRISTMAS TREE
MUSIC, CAROLS, STORIES
Bring A Blanket DECEMBER
Or Cushions6
WEDNESDAY,
GREAT HALL. 8:30 P.M.
TICKETS FREE AT
THE HALL PORTER'S-

EVENING DEBATE
Resolved Seen
"Citizens'
And NotGroups
HeardShould Be
Honorary Visitor
WALLS"
COLIN VAUGHAN
Wednesdiy. Novsnbir 29
DebalB Room. 6:00 p.m.

INFORMAL
Resolved DEBATE
That
Pragmatism
Is The
Ultimate Virtue
Thursday, November 30
Debates Boom. 2 p.m.
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$300.00in
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we sell diamonds

Chapman BROS LIMITED. 261 Yonge Si, (south ol Dundas) 364-7664 Diamond merchants for 5 generations. Come
vcsterda\\ dcaancc and low
diamond prices. Diamond engugemenl rings inIromlor §75.00
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May
scrap
Athletic,
Innis College
buildings
Contrary to earlier reports, new projects' funds are cut into.
Evans listed the Sigmund Samuel
construction of the new Men's
Athletic Building and a permanent Library (scheduled Tor major
home for Innis College may be renovations prior to its becoming
delayed or modified as a result of the university's undergraduate
library next summer) and the
last week'slo provincial
decision
impose angovernment
extended Wallbcrg Building as two examples
of
renovations which cannot be
moratorium on post-secondary indelayed.
stitutions'
capital
building
expenditures.
"These buildings will have to have
The buildings, both approved renovations," he said. The unearlier this year, were to be financed
iversity "just can't let them go
oul of general revenue rather than
Evans complained that the
from government space entitlement downhill."
never seems to decide
allowances. However, the budget government
more than temporarily on a building
freeze will mean that expected funds grant
scheme. He noted that the
lur renovation of existing campus
capital space formula,
buildings will not be forthcoming suspended
recently
accepted by both the unand, U of T president John Evans
iversities and government, was just
told The Varsity last night, money getting underway.
had
allocated for the two planned St. been covered by Renovations
cyclical renewal
George campus buildings may have
in be partially rechanneled to help grants.
"We will lohave
the
pay for these renovations.
government
comelo outpersuade
with some
The decisions to proceed with the policy, al least about renovations,"
Men's Athletic and Innis College he concluded.
Built in the 1920's. men may have io put up with Hart House athletic facilities indefinitely.
buildings "will have to be reviewed," Ivans said. "I hope they will be
able lo go ahead."
Hie university's
men's inathletics
facilities,
now housed
Hart Scarborough
may
establish credit system
House, have been overtaxed for
In an unheralded move, suggested calendar changes.
il converts part-time students
however, he admitted that "il is since
years. Innis College has been Scarborough
into full-time equivalents.
College
is
moving
without a building of its own for its towards establishing an academie
Scarborough's
curriculum
com- really
Campbell
slated
he
fully
supports
College
council chairman Ron
a
credit
system."
mittee
Friday
passed
unanimously
IO years of existence, it was first
syslem nexl fall instead of its ihe recommendation -of registrar the move to the new system. He Blair and another Scarborough
located in a temporary Hart House eredil
.noted
it
would
allow
students
who
faculty
member
contacted last night
year to year syslem for full J.D. King, who did a study of the
circle building now used by the present
students.
part-time jobs more flexibility said ihey had nol heard of the
system for ihe committee, lhat need
graduate aid office, and later moved timeA motion
in
working
towards
a
degree.
the new students "be permitted lo proceed
to ils current home al 63 St. George syslem. .whichincorporating
he said, it would blur
Blair appeared sceptical
until now has gone towards a degree al a rale of their theEssentially,
Street. Kno* College, owners of the
distinction belweenTull-time and proposal.
commenting
that "the world is
unnoliced
by
ihe
college's
Si. George building, need il for their almost
second motion limited the part-time students.
students, has passed Ihe committee ownA choosing."
overrun
wilhthe commillees".
own purposes by August, 1974 and stage
He
said
college
council would
maximum
number
of
courses
a
stuand
is
going
lo
the
college
There
are
"no
serious
obstacles"
have given Innis, long promised a council at its next meeting, expected
legally to the proposal he said, while likely meet in the week of December
dent
could
lake
without
petitioning
home
of
its
own,
notice
lo
leave
by
in December.
for more lo six in the normal. stressing the approvals still needed' II to 15.
then.
If approved, the proposal will acadamiG
year, and two in the there are only "questions to be Scarborough College Student
summer
president David Onley
have lo go through the Governing
The
university's
budget
allows
for
Students would likely pay fees Society
approximately equal expenditures
Friday hailed ihe move as a
Scarborough principal Ralph
Affairs
Comon new construction and renovation Council'smittee andAcademic
ihe full council before il Campbell in an interview last night according to the number of courses
answered." province's system of "progressive
of cvisling buildings. The can be implemented. The system if firsi avoided calling the proposal a laken.
It allows a move".
student "a real option
moratorium means renovation approved by the college council will credit system, preferring the term paying The
grants lo universities is in how his education is directed." he
money won't be available unless the be embodied in the college's "progressive accreditation". Later, already adapted to Ihe new system, said.

Students
launch
petition to support profs
By PETER M ATI LA IN EN
Duff, when contacted about the "for violating whal they stale is the departmeni for MAT 239 last year.
McQuillan is optimistic about
Undergraduate mathematics terminations, refused lo comment,
chances of receiving support from
of the "common front" of Salaff is receiving, he says, "100 all
students have launched a petition saying he was "not prepared to policy
undergraduates in the departper
cent
support"
from
his
present
This violacampaign to seek a review of the discuss the matter without ihe facultytion versus
consisted students."
of Salaff siding
with and former students who have been
ment, and plans to circulate the
denial of tenure lo professor David necessary information available lo his students against the final reached about 100 of an estimated week.
general petition at lectures this
Spring, and to protest the feared
marking system devised by the 150 so far.
dismissal of professor Stephen
Spring'sbecause
tenurehe was
refused,
Salaff.
appears,
did not
publishit
Salaff says his contract will likely ihe required number of papers
not be renewed by the department, during
him."the year. Salaff is not a full
since he has not received what would
councils asked
by OFS
member so that his ap- Student
be considered normal indications time staff pointment
carried no iob security.
that it wil be.
Kevin McQuillan (UC IV) slated
Spring was denied tenure, which lhat ihere is an underlying disprevents firing except in extreme satisficalion with the department letter to support fees strike
eases.last May. He interpreted this amongst students. He predicted thai
By GREG McMASTER
Helliwell objected to publicly advocating a "fees
asquit,a sign
was fulfill
"not wanted"
and the department would be "flexible"
ratherhe than
his contract,
After voting in favour of staging a second term fees strike".
Strike, he said, "is a nasty word."
ex- strike,
the executive of the Ontario Federation of
which would have ended this year. on the students'
aminations and their issue
worth ofsaying
The suggestion lo picket fee paymenl offices came
The students are circulating two "This is mainly an administrative Students decided at a meeting yesterday at Ryerson to from Jack Kushnier of Lakehead University, who
petitions one, to be signed by problem." However, he felt the send a leller lo all Ontario student councils calling for claimed that students at his school are required to pay
would meet a less them lo ratify the decision.
their tuition fees immediately at the office where they
Salaff's present and former other demands
response.
The letter will also suggest other means actions such receive their student loans. He recalled one student
students, describes him as "a highly favourable
He criticized ihe tenure as student picketing of university administration fee being chased around the campus by a security offices
competent
his retention.professor" and requests committee because of its secrecy. It offices, and one-day class moratoria in January to after escaping with his loan cheque.
The second is an open letter to be also has no students on it.
organize
leach-ins and further opposition to the educaOther suggestions included recruiting more ontion cutbacks.
senl by any math student who agrees
"No one knows who is on the
support from the Ontario Federation of
There was some examination of the role of the OFS campus
wilh il lo university president John committee," he said, and accordingLabour,
which supports free access to higher education,
Evans and math chairman George
executive in the campaign against the cutbacks, in the and the establishment
by student councils of loan funds
ly,
the
students
do
nol
know
where
Duff, calling for:
for students whose OSAP loans are delayed by
wake of including
Saturday'sU ofresignation
of fourEricexecutive
the opposition lo Spring and Salaff members,
T SAC president
Miglin. withholding.
•consultations on alternatives to comes
from.
university
administrations
retaliating against the fee
Dave Moulton, representing Glendon College,
ihe present "exclusive emphasis on
"The chairman becomes a very
examinations"
in marking, to begin
claimed there was a "real crisis of leadership" on the
Helliwell said that SAC should set up a loan fund if
at once.
figure inhethesaid.department" pari
of most ofconsistently
the previous onOFStheirexecutive.
kept necessary, but felt thai Ihe OSAP situation "should be
in this situation,
•ihe retention of both SalaTf and powerful
backtracking
positions"Theyhe :vdtd
A member of the math
clear"backat Uloans
of T.towhith
the administration
likely
Spring on the faculty, and the conthem councils
as beingOFS
"always
to the right" of most all
to hold
students
who join the feesnot strike.
the student
representatives.
sideration ofleaching ability as the department faculty considered the ofdescribing
There was some argument over the merits of a fees - OFS executive member Judy Lee of Guelph
prime factor in hiring and rule to relain the anonymity of ihe
promotions of professors with un- committee members as similar lo "a strike wilh a preannounced time limit, instead of Ihe cautioned thai OFS could collapse if it did not explore
dergraduate and graduate students hangman's identity being kept
unspecified time. Moulton said "We may as "new areas oT interest if the fees strike is a failure."
represented
on all hiring and tenure secret.'* In truth, he said, the body agrecd-on
hold 2 minutes' silence," but SAC vice-president Some suggestions included work on the problems of
bodies,
was more a representative of the well
lack of jobs for graduates, and ihe re-imposition of
Helliwell answered that any fees strike is "nothing exams
and other authoritarian teaching methods, which
•the improvement of policy "ruling clique" in the department. more than a demonstration." adding that "Il can't OFS coordinator
Craig Heron claimed is occurring all
concerning text books for the math
The petitioning students feel lhat work either." Mounton fell lhat a long-term fees strike over Ihe province this
year.
better
tactically."
courses, even if 1 his means produc- Salaff s feared termination has wasIl "far
The
nexl
OFS
executive
meeting was scheduled Tor
was
agreed
lo
produce
a
poster
simply
urging
tion of these books by ihe resulted from a reprimand Salaff
December
21-22
at
Glendon
College.
students
"Don'l
Pay"
in
January.
department.
received from department officials
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Gov't
freeze
steps
The provincial government
ed resources led the unhas taken yet another stab at
its men's
post-secondary education phys ediversity toeliminate
requirement,
and
with its Thursday an- Hart House's inability to accom odate al those innouncement that it was putting a freeze on capital
terested inparticipating in the
building expenditures for On- university's athletic program
has been an open secret for
learning.tario's institutions of higher years. Some knowledgable
The government has tried
U of T'sanmen's
to explain away the real estimates
athletic's place
facilities
unmeaning of its moratorium
ac eptable 20 years out of
decision by pointing the ac- date. Tight money meant that
cusing finger at declining even the currently proposed
had to be scaled
enrolment at the province's structure
post-secondary institutions. It down from original plans and
carefully avoids accepting will likely be inadequate by
responsibility for the decline, the time — if — it's finished.
preferring to overlook the
Innis College, the univerdocumented, negative effects
sity's poorofchild
to
some
the and
most parent
innoof last spring's detrimental
vative
courses
this
university
changes covering the finan- offers, has been waiting
for
cing of post-secondary
education.
Introducing the freeze, the
government implied that
buildings to accommodate
the unrealized student enrolment increase would be the
primary victims of the policy.
The University of Toronto experience seems to prove
otherwise. The Scarborough
College library, long needed
and apparently .now years in
the future, has nothing to do
with projected increased
enrolment. At present, about
50
per collection
cent of the
college's
library
collects
dust
in cartons for lack of shelf
space. U of T had planned to
provide Scarborough with its
long awaited library in Phase
III
of the
building
plans,
but college's
these plans
will
probably be put on ice indefinitely as a result of the
moratorium.
Ambiguity in the government'snouncement
moratorium
anleaves some
doubt concerning the future
of student residences at the
university's
Tenders
haveErindale
already campus.
been let
out for the complex, but
Minister of Universities and
Colleges Jack McNie said
Thursday
"building
projects will bethatlimited
to those
already under construction".
And, it now appears that
the long overdue Men's
Athletic and [pals College
buildings, both already given
the university's go-ahead
(although without government
funds at this time), may have
to be modified or scrapped
for the time being.
U of T president John
Evans told The Varsity last
night that cutting off capital
building funds would force the
university to review the
buildings' approved
expenditures. The amount
budgeted for them will have to
pay for these two buildings
and needed renovations to
existing buildings.
Despite U of T's stature as
Canada's largest university,
men's athletic facilities here
have been woefully inadequate for years. Overtax-
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up anti-university
further reduce accessiiversities and — the govern- turn,policy
a permanent home for 10
bility tohigher education.
ment
officials concede —
years.
It's
been
shifted
from
a
community
colleges
the
McNie admitted last week
frame building to rented hardest. Established within
space owned by Knox Col- the last decade, these in- that new provincial priorities,
and now
whether
stitutions vitally need facilities ambitious
including mass
the government's
of T lege
finds
the —money
to goU
transit plans,
ahead with construction of its they now lack simply to offer are placing increasing
their students an educational pressure on funds formerly
approved
not — environment equal to that available for the former
the
collegenewis home
to get orbooted
out of its rented home by provided by their longer es- favourite child, education.
tablished counterparts.
August,more
1974room.
because Knox
The Oavis government has
needs
apparently
decided that
These building projects
But, arguments about
is no longer immust be completed even whether particular projects educationportant inthis,
the supposed
without increased enrolment. are necessary or not are really
beside
the
point.
Exposed
for
"Province
of
Opportunity".
must
The
blanket its real intent, the government Students and taxpayers
swipegovernment's
at post-secondary
unite to show the government
freeze is really designed to that,
attractive
budget
cuts
capital
expenditures
doesn't complement the govern- not, dismantling of theor
acknowledge
this reality.
It seems probable that the
ment's rapidly unfolding straeducation program
tegy to discourage students province's
building freeze will be similarrather than improving it is not
from
attending
post
seconacceptable
(period).
ly unwarranted on other camdary institutions and, in its
puses. Itwill hit newer un-
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Trailing Crombie, O'Donohue

Rotenberg
By BILL HUMBER
Toronto mayoralty candidate David Rotenberg is attempting to project a progressive
reform image despite his identification with
the Old
City
Hall. Guard pro-development faction at
Rotenberg, a chartered life insurance
underwriter, has been a city alderman for 12
years. During the last three, in which he
represented Ward 1 1 as senior alderman and
was city budget chief, Rotenberg has generally been conceded to be the chief driving force
behind the majority of council supporters of
high-rise development. He was an original
advocate of and is a continuing supporter of
the city's Official Plan, which extended the
/one of permissible commercial and apartment development considerably.
Rotenberg says he wants to "make Toronto
apromise
place fortopeople"
backs this up with
initiateandneighbourhood
mini-a
planning boards. They would be modelled on
[he St. Clair-Yongc Task Force, notwithstanding the problems citizens faced here in
dealing with the Planning Board. (The
planners had walked out on the Task Force in
November, 1971 and it was not until last June
that the area residents, concerned about traffic and development, managed to get the
planners
reference.) to re-constitute official terms of
However andRotenberg,
a member isof confident
the city's
executive
Metro Council,
that these
mini-planning
boards
would
vent the conflict which has characterized prethe
last three years at City Hall. His goal is
summed up in the statement:
"I would aim for the smooth and efficient
functioning of the Corporation of the City of
Toronto."
The alleviation of conflict which Rotenberg
maintains is his goal will not necessarily mean
an end to the type of issues which have drawn
attention recently. On the issue of develop-

Arabs

dispute

admin's claims
In response to a recent article in
The Varsity, the Arab Student
Association would like to clarify its
connection with the new restrictions
imposed on the use of the Med Sci
auditorium. The article says that
"because the Medical Science
Auditorium is 'newer and more
vulnerable to attack' than other
halls, U of T wi|l attempt in future
to avoidrestrictions,
scheduling however,
meetings there."
Such
as the
article seems to imply, seems to
have
been caused
by "some
breakdown
in communication
between
the
university's
room
allocations and the Arab Student
Federation which sponsored the
meeting." The article further, explains the breakdown in com(a) "the
munication, intwo
federation did
not ways:
say what
the
auditorium would be used for in
reason
the
applying for it. although
(b) "the
for use is required"
got theandimpression
university
that it waslater
to be used for a film
showing, and only last Monday
(November 13) discovered CharSo. the
be speaking."
trand would
"had the university
article says
km' vn in time both that Chartrand
wus speaking and that disruption
threats existed, ihc Charlrand

tries

to

discard

guard

image

more parkland
lower
density. and low income housing and a
Rotenberg also proposes a permanent tax
commission of all three levels of government.
He wants to remove the present property tax
burden from the homeowner.
Nevertheless, he draws back from
endorsing any sort of free public transportation. "Nothing in life is free", he states.
While Tony O'Donohue draws support
from ethnic groups and David Crombie enlists
the resources of reformers in their mayoralty
campaigns, Rotenberg has relied to a large
degree on the financial support of large
business interests to finance his campaign,
admitted to cost over $70,000.
Consumer's Gas chairman Okah Jones has
introduced Rotenberg to a number of influential corporate representatives over the
last year with this purpose in mind. He also
has the support of a number of powerful
Conservative
work
within theParlyparty.members, earned by his
Rotenberg does not plan to make public
disclosure of his financial supporters, but does
state that he will not accept contributions
from developers or others who may expect
favours in return.
Both Rotenberg
and O'Donohue
favour
the interests
of citizens.claimLastto
Wednesday at Eaton Centre, Crombie, whose
voting record places him in the camp of the
reformers, observed, "as the campaign
progresses I hear three Crombie speeches, one
by myself, one by O'Donohue, and one by
Armed with the endorsement of the Daily
Star
and the Toronto Sun, Rotenberg faces
Rotenberg".
the dual
of overcoming
lead
while task
emphasizing
that he O'Donohue's
is a credible
alternative. If not, he may only succeed in
splitting the vote between himself and
City ofDavid
Toronto
strongman
O'Donohue allowing Crombie to sneak in as
Rotenberg
mayor.
iversity will be ensured an equal
change ihe room when it knows lhat these steps are clearly delineated, treatment
and an equal protection
Chartrand will be the speaker. The
of
misfrom
the university. That the
association called the Office of first any possibility
u
n
d
e
r
s
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
ruled
i
s
oul
or
at
least
Statistics and Records to see minimized and second all associations pay the price for extra
seems quite discouraging
whether that is possible, and if possi- organizations recognized by the un- protection
for the associations.
ble
let
it
be
done
'in
time'
three
days
If
some
people decide to break
before the meeting. The answer was
down a lecture, the association canvery negative. The university will
held aresponsible
for asthat,a
not cancel the meeting, .but it will Speaker would
unlessnot besuch
fee is meant
send two constables as the rewrite headline deterrent
to the associations from
regulations
Fromandthis,
expects thai sixsay.days
threeone days
activities
and lecl am grateful to your reporter. havingtures.further
Ifthis is what
it amounts
to,
for taking what 1 said then one hardly can aspire to have
ahead
couldanother
possiblydifficulty
be "in time'.
However,
is to atBoba Bettson,
recent seminar on socialism in any cross-cultural activities.
determine what "the university Tanzania
seriously enough to report
Ibrahim Najjar, president
knowing
in
time"
means.
The
term
it
at
length in The Varsity
Arab Students' Association
university is also vague and some
22). Nevertheless, he
people
may know before
and (November
the association
cannot others
be held
(and your headline writer) have
combined
to
subtly distort in imresponsible if some people of the
university did not hear about the
portant
respects
Cadario
pting to say and what
to makeI wasmy attemargumeeting at all.
Rhode
The association feels lhat the dimensional
ment appear
much
more
onethan in fact it was. Here
university impHcilety blames the
Engineering
Paul
to specific
forCadario, in hotstudent
water twice
association for not stating its pur- I am not referring
mulations or quotations
(though
pose at the beginning, but at the some of these
previously
with hisforfellow
too are a bit oversame time the university explicitly
dent governors
tripsstu-to
coup.
committees
and elsewhere,
simplified), butrather to the general
thinks lhat the responsibility cannot
conveyed.
hus pulled off yet another
be determined since there was a impression
Bettson has me first, and most
breakdown in communication.
The former SAC finance
Now, if there was a breakdown in salienlly, "charging" failure and oncommissioner and current
then "conceding" some successes
communication, no one is respon- to lyTanzania's
chairman
of the Governing
leadership in its pursible or everyone is responsible and
the association alone cannot be
suit of a socialist path to developCouncil's Internal Affairs
ment. My seven years experience in
Committee has snatched one
reproached even implicitly.
of two Ontario Rhodes
However, the association wishes Tanzania suggest a more nuanced
Scholarships,
perhaps without
to say that (here was no breakdown approach, however. I, therefore
of communication, but at the same achievements
the help of his Don
GC cronies
sought, first, toof state
the very(which
real
Tanzania
vice-president
Forster. or
lime does not wish to locate the
make
her's,
arguably,
the
most
moral responsibility on any par■ successful
snare the
Observerseffortsaidlo Cadario's
ticular person, Moreover, the progressive regime ill Africa) and
association keeps its letters and it only then to explore certain (also
scholarship
stemmed
from his20
resentment
at
a
November
contradictions
can
supportTheits claims
factualis very real)
main. The final
balance is which
a difficultreVarsity
letter
questioning
his
evidence.
point with
basically
utilitarian. Rather than trying to one lo strike and indeed there are
intelligence.
"I
don't
mind
blame each other, we would like to some grounds for concern and
being called corrupt, but i
pessimism. But, as I stressed,
suggest
that theshould
Officehaveof Statistics
object lo being called stupid
and Records
standard something ternational
or importance
to
inthe time.
is still in train
and
inepl." he commenied at
forms similar lo those of the Inter- in Tanzania, and,socialists
quite literally, the
The
scholarship serves as a
national
Students'
Centre
which
ought to be filled out by any struggle continues. Your headline
"No revolution in Tanzania,
Oxford
Cadario
organization wishing lo renl a room reads,
two-way University.
ticket to England's
on campus. Also, the university charges prof. Perhaps, a fairer
hopesmeetings
lo attend
year's
should have a clear policy con- headline zania's
would
been: "TanGC
by longnewtdistance
socialisthave
achievement
also
cerning the allocation of certain
telephone, collect, of course. .
rooms for certain purposes. Once reveals Haws, states prof!
John S. Saul

ment he says, "Where land is being assembled
it One
shouldexample
be keptof upconflict
to standards1'.
in recent years is
the Quebec-Gothic high-rise development. At
one point over 700 local residents appeared at
City Hall to indicate their opposition to the
proposal, but Rotenberg supported the project when it came to a vote.
The Confederation of Residents and
Ratepayers Associations and City Hall
magazine voting records show that Rotenberg
has been a supporter of all major developments in the last three years including Metro
Centre, Eaton Centre, West St. James Town
and, the Windlass development on McCaul
Street.
He voted against a motion to support the
Rivcrdale
request
for federalCommunity
funds. HeOrganization's
has voted for
the
Scarborough Expressway, and supports the
Spadina Expressway, unless some other
"viable alternative" is found.
As the city's chief bargainer with CUPE
workers, his
demands
lost rigid
him stance
a greatagainst
deal ofworkers'
labour
support.
Rotenberg has also proposed a land
stabilization program, in which industrial lots
would be purchased and held in perpetuity by
the city. They would be leased to small
businesses to encourage diversity and variety.
He has also stated that it would be possible
to prevent noxious gases from polluting the
area around the Ashbridges Bay Sewage
Treatment Plant. Rotenberg has been told by
engineers that for a cost of four to five million
dollars pollution from the plant could be
eliminated, freeing 200 acres of prime residential land, currently unused because of the
pollution, for development.
He proposes an international contest to
design
possible new neighbourhood in
downtownthisToronto.
However in the past Rotenberg has been

meeting would have beem moved
The Arab Student Association
elsewhere."
would like to clarify some of the
points mentioned above.
(1) The article implies that the
association specified the Meds
auditorium, but it did not specify the
purpose for
use of the
auditorium.
That the
the association
did
not specify
its
purpose
is
quite
obvious from its letter sent on October
23 to the Office of Records and
Statistics. But. the association also
did not specify any room to be
reserved in particular. It only indicated itsdesire "to reserve a room
on St. George's campus which will
accommodate
about 300sayspersons."
The article explicitly
that the
association should have stated its
purpose, but since the president of
the association is a new student, he
is not acquainted with the details of
reserving a room on campus. Certainly this is no excuse, but the letter
was especially sent on October 23,
three weeks ahead of time so that if
there is vagueness in the letter, there
was
plentyto the
of time
for the university
to write
association
and tell it
to state its purpose or anything else
before reserving the room. However,
had the university used any standard
forms to be filled by any organization wishing to use rooms on campus, there would not have been any
occasion for communication to
breakdown.
(2) The article says that the
university did not know in lime that
Chartrand was speaking. That it is
difficult lo define time in genera! is
very clear, whal is not clear in
particular is whal are the limits of
'in time"? That the campus coordinator was told on November 10
thai Chartrand was giving a talk
on November 16 in the Meds
auditorium is known both to the
CiSU. one of the sponsors, as well as
[he campus co-ordinator herself.
Also on November 13. when some
members of Ihc GSU drew ihe
attention of the association lhat it is
possible thai the university may

old

accused, particularly by Ward 7 alderman
John Sew ell, of not caring about
neighbourhoods and low income groups.
Rotenberg engineered the selling of city
land to the Metro Centre Development, which
many saw as a cheap sellout. As well, Sewell
claimed that a strong enough agreement was
not reached to meet the housing needs of low
income people; Rotenberg was instrumental
in steering a proposal through council which
rejected planning board recommendations for
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Dare

By GORD MOORE
reprinted from The Chevron
To choose to go on strike has never been an easy decision
for most working men and women. The economic decision for
management is a matter of a fraction of their profit margin; for
the
worker it is a decision involving his very economic
existence.
Yet, there is no replacing the right to strike. The strike has
been the means of achieving the 8-hour work day, a minimum
wage for a decent life, and tolerable working conditions. The
right to combine and, if necessary, withhold their labour is
only positive freedom open to those who work for others. the
May 27, 97 per cent of the members of United Brewery
Workers local 173 resoundingly rejected the 25-cent hourly
wage increase offered to both men and women by the
management of Dare Foods in Kitchener. The company
left female employees 10 cents an hour less in wage rate offer
male workers; the benevolence and generosity of Dare than
was
clearly apparent. In an ad in the June 10th K-W Record, Dare
went so far as to say the settlement offered was "a generous
one providing wages, fringe benefits, and working conditions of
which everyone could be proud." Dare also originally offered to
make all payments for the company's health plan, unless there
is an increase over the next two years, in which case the
workers would make
up the difference.
The issues which formed the core of the union's demands
during the summer were equal pay raises of 40 cents an hour
for each year of the new contract, an 8-hour day — an item
which many unions secured during the early 1950's — and
improved working conditions. The latter demand was part of
the
union's list because of the incessant assembly line speedups,
plant. working supervisors, and the oppressive heat
in theinsensitive
Over 80 per cent of the 377 members of local 173 are
women. At the time of the strike, all women were categorized as
packers" and received $2.26 per hour.
At the heart of the strike is not the current union demands
but the existence of the union itself. The Dare management has
made no effort to conceal this fact: "It is
legal requirement
and-we are determined that it will never notbe anecessary
that you
have to be a member of a union to work for Dare Biscuits."

strike

A
-made

DON'T

BUY

enters

ft
by scabs

DARE

COOKIES!

The Dare workers remain determined to win their strike
and to prevent anti-union management from killing their union.
Picketing workers expressed the feeling
"everyone is still
willing to stay out for as long as it will take.that
We plan continue
going from local to local and to consumer groups toto press
the
boycott more."
Applying financial pressure
After the third-week of the strike, the union instituted
campaign of boycotting Dare products and picketinqits
businesses which did any service for Dare's. At various times
pickets have appeared at Newtex Cleaners, Hertz Rent-a-Car'
Sanderso
n's Rentals.
Tire Service,
City Cab, Day and Ross'
and Riordan
LeafletsKresge's,
and buttons
people not to
buy Dare goods have been distributed urging
local stores. In
addition strikers have solicited support fromat other
trade union
locals throughout Ontario in order to strengthen the
On September 8, the Ontario Federation of Labour boycott
supported the strikers by asking the 50 labour councilsfurther
and

si

Dare strikers confronted police
management
try toto break
police were used
escort their
Cana <
the plant.

18,000 locals across the p
boycotting Dare products. Wit
the OFL working together. II
operation of some large Onta
the first company to agree no
on-hand stock had been sole
followed
Loblaw' D;
Market. Assuitforaretransporting
own drivers, Traffix Warehouss
H persist in driving across pic

The boycott has become
Dare products are now being
plant. British Columbia, and
Surrey,
distribution centre in Toronto,
obtain a court injunction in 0<
request, recognized as a tactic
organizations with threats of cc
workers realize that while scab
plant producing, a widely sup
necessary financial pressure t<
Latest offer rejec
Up until the attempt to obt
boycott, Dare Foods manae
throughout the various bargain
mediator from the Ontario D
Dare's latest contract offer. Th
based on the May 27 offer whi
go
onwere:
strike. Included
•demands
nooutunion
shop;
• no retroactive pay for the pe
• the company reserves the
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xth

month

employees who have been charged and convicted of offences
(so far, over 40 workers have been charged);
• the union will not discriminate against those who walked
across the picket line and the company will not discriminate
against those who stayed on strike;
• 10the
employee
will notto bethisrehired',
the names to be released
after
union sagrees
condition;
• 10 employees are to be suspended until May 1 1973 the
names to be released after the union agrees to this condition• no negotiation on these points, they being a condition to
any agreement.
*oQ 000
J«/?urn
for claim
which' andthe tocorTipany
to withdraw its
$38
damages
increase offered
the original wage offer
for female employees by 1 0 cents in the second
also
wanted a relations committee set up which wouldyearhaveDarea scab
represent the union. Dare strikers naturally found the "offer"
insulting and completely rejected it.
Meanwhile, the various injunctions and law suits continue
Early m October, the company filed a $1.6 million suit against
the OFL, local 173 of the UBW. and four labour officials David Archer, president of the OFL; Terry
secretary. treasurer of the OFL; Lou Dautner. internatiMeagher,
onal representative
of the union; and Andy Diamond, plant chairman
of
local 173
Dare launched the suit because they said the
that
occurred during the strike were willfully causeddamages
union workers. No mention was given of eruptionbys striking
due to
workers'
low wages, an unjust legal system, an arrogant
managem
ent,
an
unsuppor
tive
city
governme
nt,
and
a group of
strikebreakers.
The strikebreakers were involved in the strike during June
as they crossed legal picket lines in several attempts to
transport Dare goods out of the plant. Dare strikers did not
resort to violent means until Dare brought in Canadian driver
Pool, an avowed "strikebreaking" firm which over the last two
years has had numerous successes at breaking legal pickets,
intimidating
workers, and forcing them to accept
unsatisfactory union
settlement
s.
Prior confrontations with scabs have left a number of Dare
workers and their supporters arrested and/or charged with
various offences ranging from breaking a court injunction to
more serious ones of obstructing and assaulting a police
officer.

b last June, accusing them of helping
r strike, then two weeks old. Over 40
ladian Driver Pool strikebreakers into

province to participate fully in
'ith the Dare strike committee and
the boycott has gained the coiario food chains. Steinberg's was
lot to carry Dare goods after their
)ld. Other retail outlets that have
i&i^feo, Dominion, and Highway
Dare biscuits and candies, Dare's
ising Limited of Brantford and A &
ticket lines at the Kingsway Street
e increasingly effective, such that
g shipped from the plant in North
id from the Kitchener factory to a
o- As a result, Dare attempted to
October to halt the boycott. Their
tic to scare the union and several
court action, was not granted. The
labour can be used to keep the
ipported boycott might apply the
to wrest contract improvements.
cted
btain a court injunction halting the
agement remained intransigent
'hing sessions. On November 2, a
Department of Labour reported
rhe core of the "agreement" was
hich made the workers decide to
1 in the company's November
Period beyond the last contract;
e right to discipline or discharge

Thorn's movie
Last week saw the first of Dare's suits against the union
come to court. Dare vice-president William Thorn introduced a
two-minute, 8 mm, colour movie, taken by himself, showing
picket line violence at the Kitchener plant. Thorn stopped the
film several times to identify people in the crowded scenes.
Without knowing the persons involved beforehand, identification would be very difficult since the film was taken from some
distance and did not pan in on individuals. This was part of the
evidence in Dare's effort to have five strikers declared in
contempt of court. ■
Company lawyer A.M. Austin, using affidavits filed by Dare
representatives, maintained that three of the strikers — Andy
Diamond, John Home and Paul Pugh — had disobeyed court
injunctions prohibiting strikers from engaging in mass
picketing or interfering with scabs entering or leaving the plant.
While he asserted they should be jailed, he asked for "perhaps
something less" for Pauline Breen and Tom Scott.
Union lawyer Brian Dunn said applications against four of
the strikers should be dismissed because the company failed
to notify them of the court order. Dunn stated that the first
injunction was not advertised enough and that Diamond, as
chief picket captain and plant chairman, would be the only one
who knew the significance of the injunction. Dare's case is
specifically
harsh andDareundeserved
in Diamond's
case, though,
because it appears
assumes any
picket disruptions
took
place under his orders.
Justice Thomas Zuber, considering the seriousness of
Dare's
charges
and made
of the credibility
of the makers
of the Dare
affidavits,
said wary
he preferred
to hear evidence
from
witnesses and remanded the case until December 18. Still to
come
union's law suit against Dare Foods, set for a
Januaryis 26thehearing.
The present situation finds production tapering off at the
Dare plant. Scabs who have quit say that the warehouse is
"crammed with cookies in nearly every available space". The
impact of dwindling contracts has caused Dare to lay off 50
scabs in the past two weeks, so that 156 people are now
employed for both shifts.
The boycott continues to gain strength throughout
Ontario. Messages of support for local 173 come from as far
away as New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, and Quebec.
Additional fortification was given recently when the international of United Brewery Workers gave "further unconditional support for another six months".

Following clash between detained
police andbystriking
police. Dare workers, striker is

Dare Foods Ltd. -producer of Dare Cookies
has refused to negotiate with its striking employees
for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance
have characterized the company's approach to
the predominantly female work force.
Help Dare workers protect their union
and win a fair contract

DON'T

BUY

COOKIES!
DARE
{and tell your friends not to, either)

Local 173 officials Andy Diamond (left) and Lou Dautner (back)
are named in Dare's $1.6
millionofsuit
members
the against
OFL. the union and two
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WardCiti
6 aidermanic
incumbents
zens
June Marks and Horace Brown bore
the brunt of the hostility of about
100 local residents, mostly university students and public housing
tenants, at an all-candidates meeting
Thursday night at Ryerson School.
Marks, on the defensive against
charges of being a "developers'
tool", pointed
her past and
crusades
against
slum tolandlords
her
political selflessness, As a result of
her slicking her neck out for the
poor, she said, she has had to sell all
her possessions and was now
S1S.000 in debt.
Marks'
signs,
which
blanketdurable
the U masonile
of T area ward,
were, the alderman claimed, "made
hy her two sons in their spare time
in Heran sonuntil,Douglas
garagesetontheSpadina".
stage for
his
mother's
appearance
dnmatir.allv ambling from the backby
of the hall while interrogating
reform candidate Dan Heap about
Marks signs which, he charged.were
being lorn down by Heap workers.
As he supplanted Heap behind the
lectern, continuing his tirade, which
" CARAT
3IAM0ND RING

"developers'
ashad been
not havingtool
time to question the Old
ks
Mar
assa
Centre project
Heap
attemptedil
to refute,
the Eaton
in5
Ward
a
Archer,
William
cumbent who, fearing defeat by Guard incumbents in the short
meeting broke into bedlam and loud ratified 17 to 3, the majority incalls on the chairwoman of the reform group.
cluding several of the so-called more progressive candidates, has period
"If youallowed.
are going to come into our
Association of Women Electors,
moved to Ward 6, was in Montreal
which sponsored the meeting, to "Only Sewell, Jafrary, and
neighbourhood,
ask
us
how we wouldwhylikedon't
the you
meeting
funeral.
law's
father-inhis
attending
throw Douglas out.
Kilbourn voted against Eaton Cen- wentThe notbiggest
hand of the
to a candidate
but night
to a chairwoman.
tre." said Brown. The anti-Old
After the young Marks was
organized?", he asked the
shouted d o w n , his mother Guard audience applauded.
"Well, I see the Wafflers are here public housing tenant frustrated by
apologized for his behaviour, but
repeated the charges of vandalism in in full force," countered Brown, who
her own speech.
repeatedly charged Waffler Dan
Marks also attempted to soften Heap with "misrepresentation" of
voting record.
her pro-development record by his
claiming that she opposed any
Heap, who was much more
favourably
than were
tampering with the stability of the Marks and received
QUARTET
Brown, enumerated
Grange neighbourhood, where the
A new music series at Hart House
former RCMP building on Sullivan some of the ward's more pressing
Street is now boarded up and problems and called for greater
responsiveness from City Council in
appears to be ready for demolition. dealing
Starts Sunday, 7 January 1972
with them. Heap, who is
Ward 6's other incumbent,
Horace Brown, also came out running on an explicit antifighting against voting records com- development and residents' power
piled by citizens groups which program, offered to "represent the
people of this ward as exactly as
suggested
reformer. that he was not a possible... residents ought to control
He pointed out that he had just their aldermen."
COPIES
come from Cilv Council, where the
The fourth major conlender.
MADE
ALL CANDIDATES
BOARD

XEROX
EQUIPMENT
ON
C
1st thru 5th
copy per original
EACH
,
,.
EACH
w|e copy
6th per
thruoriginal
10th

FORUM
OF

coneqe

EDUCATION
Your choice
ol iwenly
livegold
entiling
styles
Yellow
or while
cluoes
—band,Oramond
ring, appraisal
matchingIn
wedamg
registered
certificate and insurance.
20% Student Discount
with ATL card
HUGH PROCTOR & Co.
Jewellers • Gemmolognti
1430 YONGEST.
PATIO DE 0RO PLAZA • 921- 7702^£J;
Just South ol St. Clair <jjv*i

TRUSTEES,
Alumni

WARD

6

Hall,

Victoria College

76 CHARLES ST. W.
923-8115
85 EGLINTON AVE. E.
486-8663

EACH
nth and additional
copies per original
STUDENT 20%
DISCOUNT
/©WORK)
NOTE:
(TOSTUDENT
STUDENTS
ON
FEDERAL (12%) AND PROVINCIAL
(S%) SALESON TAXES
APPU CABLE
ALL WORK

)C
■

CEHLOXCOLLATING
BINDING
FREE
WHILE-U-WA1T OR OVERNIGHT
QUALITY GUARANTEED
REDUCTIONS
original size 24'
HOURS:
CHARLES ST., W. Maximum

Tues., Nov. 28, 8:00 p.m.
Everyone Welcome

Centre tor tho Study of Drama
HART HOUSE THEATRE
ROSMERSHOLM
by Henrik Ibsen
new translationdirected
by Frederick
Li se- Lone Marker
by DavidandGardner
November 23 - December 2 at 8:30
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Tickets $2.50
Box Office 928-8668
Students $1.25
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

HART

HOUSE

DEBATE
k 36'

WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER

29th,

1972

-7,

"Resolved

that Citizens'

groups

should

be seen but not heard."

guest
COLIN

speaker:
VAUGHAN

Candidate

for Alderman

Ward

HART HOUSE DEBATES

7

ROOM 8:00 P.M.
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Heap
stresses
community
control
for War
6
With this profile. The Varsii\
togetherdunder strong
social democrat, band
for the developers." He cited recent andHehasisruna strong
play."that people will have to provincial
begins a serif.; an the five candidal.?.: shopHeapand feels
Tor
the
NDP
in
1968 leadership they can have an inlegislation
allowing
r alderman in Ward6. in which all engage in a power struggle with the publicly expropriated land to be sold federal election and the 1971 theprovine on City Council."
Heap'sfluenccanvasser
s are distributing
of thepus below
universit
down/own cam- developers if they are to retain con- to private interests.
cial campaign, each time significantBloory's Street
is located.
one of nine different leaflets on their
"What is required." Heap said in
trol oftheir neighbourhoods. "They
ly
increasing
his
party's
share
of
the
first, delivered
(the
canvass
second
(developers)
have
been
running
the
The
ward's
vote,
but
failing
to
win.
He
is
counboundari
es
people
that
"is
interview
recent
a
are
Bloor, city and intend to go on running it. control developers,, whether they are
Sherhmime Street, Palm erst
tings his NDP supporters to aid across the ward, is concerned with
A venue (two blocks west of Bathursion They
arc not about to share their
or developer
the
Street) and the lakefront.
with
dealing s").
a leaflet
areaof has"people
Eachissue
power with us and I don't think we
can
bother
sharing
power
with
problem
resident
local
s and
ial
By MARK BOHNEN
anticonsisten
the
attack
several
tly
Ward 6 aldermanic candidate
Heap has been critical of the
citizen group voting records of his
Dan Heap believes [here is only one "limited
Marks,
June
opponents
incumben
t
,
view"
ofbourgeois
resident
them."
major issue in the upcoming civic associations
such as the Annex
Bill Archer and Horace Brown.
election: Will Toronto be controlled Ratepayers Association,
that focus
The
Heap
campaign
will
cost
by citizens or multi-million dollar predominantly on saving t+iei r own
about S3. 600 which has been raised
development corporations? neighbourhoods
from
individual
donations.
All
by
pressuring
City
Heap, an Anglican minister who Council. Eventually the Annex,
donors and donations will be made
works full-time in a Continental which is above Bloor Street west of
Can factory, says that the working Avenue Road, will be detroyed. he
Heap, who claims that Ward 6
people of Toronto who have built has said, if it does not work with
residents are "poorly organized for
the downtown area are being pushed other neighbourhoods to identify
public.
the defense of their homes", intends
OUl Of their homes by developers and enemy.
and struggle against their real
to spend most of his time working
land speculators. They are unable to
closely
with them, helping them to
find any other worthwhile living
However, he also supports David
build a network of local democratic
accommodation he says,
(
rombie
for
mayor
and
his
aporganizations
if elected.
In a campaign speech given al a
proach of acting on behalf of
In the past few years. Heap has
A
Dan Heap claims parts of Ward 6 are threatened by developers.
workers' meeting, Heap character- residents associations.
been active notably
in a number
of residents'
ized the overall trend which he sees
Public developments, according private or public." Exactly how this his campaign.
struggles,
the fight
against
to Heap, can be as destructive to would
come
about,
Heap
could
not
occuring:
"A
new
city
is
being
huili
the
Spadina
Expressway.
He lives in
His
campaign
literature
encourin our ward, a city of apartments neighbourhoods as private ones. say. He indicated that ideas would
the
Kensington
area
and
has
been
people should
to get involved
in politand office towers, with glittering in— "Some of the worst block-busters in emerge as he worked with local
ics.agesPeople
support him
not acting chairman of the Kensington
Residents'
slilutions to serve the glittering this area arc the city police depart- resident associations.
Association.
because of what he alone would do,
Heap is
people who live (here, affluent execment, the RCMP. the school board.
Heap views his election campaign it says, but because "We know presently assisting to organize the
utives and highly-placed profession- Ontario Hydro. U of T... One might as being part of a continuous move- that
we
need
more
help
at
City
Grange Park Residents' fight
als, acity wc all are forced to build suppose some of these institutions to
ment of working people to take
against formeranstation.Ontario Hydro transand support, but in which most of us lie deliberately attacking residentia
control of the city from monopoly
l
Typical
is
the
leaflet
delivered
to
are losing the right to live. work. neighbourhoods to soften them up capitalism.
Heap believes that an alderman
the Kensington area: "When citizens should
vote the way the people of his
ward want him- to — even if he
disagrees with them. "The working
ANARCHISTS
people of this ward,
he hastogether
said, "arein
IN THE
capable
THIS WEEK AT SMC
decisions of
thatjoining
are essentially
good
Hall."
RUSSIAN
REVOLUTION
FILMS:
for all of mankind."
a lecture by
Professor Paul Avrich
Fit and Sat., 7:30 and 10:00, in Carr Hall
LA TROUPE CAFE-THEATRE deUofT
Professor of History at Queens College, City University of
SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION
New York. Author of The Russian Anarchists {Princeton
1967), Kronstadt 1921 (Princeton. 1970), and Russian
Sunday, 7:15 and 9:30
presente
BURLESQUEMENT
Rebels, 1600-1800 (New York, Schocken Books, 1972)au
IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT (1934)
VOTBE
edited works by Michael Bakunin (God and the State )
EDOUARD
Peter Kropotkin (Mutual Aid, The Conquest of Bread, and
In Russian and French Prisons), and Alexander Berkman
STUDENT UNION:
& AGRIPPINE
(What is Communist Anarchism?). At present is National
piece de Rene de Obaldia
Endowment for the Humanities Senior Fellow, working on
Senate Meeting: Wednesday, Nov. 29,
history of anarchism in the onUnited States
CAFE-THEATRE
7:30, Brennan Hall
VICTORIA
COLLEGE
Wednesday. November
29,
1972
Sub-basement of E.J. Pratt Library
at 4:00In p.m.
Jeudi
30
DOUBLE BLUE:
a 201i 30 (8:30Nov.p.m.)
Room 2106
A mourir de rire. . .
Sidney Smith Hall
Coming December 8
Riez mais rte mourrez pas.
sponsored by
the Centre tor Russian and East European Studies
"CHRISTMAS SPIRIT DANCE"

31

openings
We have at least thirty-one openings
in two categories. Both involve the
planning and selling of life insurance
programs, not just policies.
We are interested in interviewing
any graduate from any discipline,
but only if you're at least
London open-minded
enough to explore a
sales career. (If you're not, see
page 48 of the new Employment
Opportunities Handbook. Available
free at your placement office.)

We will be on campus
at U. of Toronto Dec. 4

aGRUMBLES
Listening dumber of musical delights
This week:
PERALS BEFORE SWINE
& HARRY MARKS
Next WALKER
week:
T-BONE
71 JABVIS ST.

368-0796

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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made
decision
No
t.aidlaw library is to University
By BOB BETTSON
No recommendation was reached
Wednesday on the proposed
"We can produce effective
College."...to provide for the students
amalgamation or iwo college and changes
two departmental libraries by a sub- in a better way," he said. "I percommittee examining library policy.
sonally believe some compromises
The subcommittee has been asked
to advise on a recommendation or a can be made."
Iveyle"suggest
report last spring urging that the rationa
be that
can ed
found afor"new
the
New and University College, and establishment of a college nonthe Political Economy and History circulating reference collection. This
departmental libraries be contradicts the finding of last
amalgamated with the Sigmund spring's Mueller report that there is
Samuel Library. The combination no alternative between total
would form an undergraduate amalgamation and the present
he added.
collection
the main
stack books after
are moved
at thelibrary's
end ol system,
' However, Erindale librarian H.L.
the academic year to the new Smith claimed that "the choice is
Kobarts Library.
between the existing situation and
The subcommittee, which reports the Mueller report. We have to
to the Academic Affairs Committee decide how to best serve the
of the Governing Council, is also
ty." a provocative non
expected to recommend by next universi
"Possibly
February what the Robarts course-oriented, non-research
Librarv'she. policy on slack access collection
should
added Dean could
of Arts heand established,"
Science Bob
New College Principal Donald Cirecne. "The needs of the students
Ivcv made strong objections to the extend beyond their courses."
librarian David Esplin
loss ofto hisgivecollege's
"Ipnicnlial
am loathe
up the library:
present maintained that a much larger
college library, it is an integral part collection is "absolutely essential.
of the college if the colleges are to The e\isling college collections are
remain academically based and nol inadequate as course-oriented
colleelions." He charged that "any
jusl social units."
charged
thai library
'"the existence
is bound Ihe
to fail."library
of Ivey
the New
College
is more compromise
'Why should
important to New College than the sugeesied by the Mueller committee

MINUTETAKER
NEEDED

WRrTE ON
7 Charles
967-1110SI. W.
on,
11-5 Sal.9, M-F
Izjfl'te, I Open 9 lo
TERMPAPERS
Canada's
largest
librarypageof Alsoprol-lesled
papers Irom
SI 75 papers
per
cusJom
research
liom S395eapen
PER
page.
Plus
TRANSLATIONS,
TUTORING,
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
AND
PROGRAMS,
XEROX
FOR EDITING
STUDENTS.AND RESEARCH. 4c.

amalgamation
the floor space needed was not
undergraduate library or find ex- said
available anywhere else in the
isting space for il.
Chief librarian Robert Blackburn building without taking over study
admitted lhat while ihe stacks would
The subcommittee also decided to
only
half fullopens
when next
the year,
new establish ils own subcommittee to
Robartsbe Library
space. on a formula for access .
decide
"we need space for expansion." He

library

on

necessarily be in Ihe present Sigmund Samuel Building?" asked
graduate school dean Ed Safarian.
"Sigmund
is not where
students are.Samuel
The library
should thebe
located on the west campus near the
He wondered
Robarts
Library."whether the cost of
renovating the Sigmund Samuel
library would be justified if it
became possible to build a large
undergraduate library on the west
campus.
Ivcv agreed. "It is more than just
a library problem."
The Mueller
committee
noted the decrease
in use
ofin the college
"But
last two libraries,
months heNewsaid.College
library has increased circulation by
Safarian said that a decision now
cent."
50 per look
might
"very silly"
vcars
if ihe universilv
could inbuildthreean
KINGSWAY
DRUGS
SOLARAY
HOT COMB
Suggested $9.98
list S16.95
Only
The Colonnade,and 131 Bloor W.
700 YonRe St., at St. Mary

all the

ElecTor
MUNICIPAL

CENTRE
In conjunction with S.A.C. and Innls College, INI
206/306 has planned a municipal elections centre
to gather and disseminate Information concerning
the upcoming municipal elections on December 4.
The purpose of this service Is to both supply basic
information and to act as Mason between candidates
for office and Interested individuals.
If you have any questions concerning the upcoming
municipal
elections,
5456.
We exist
to servefeelyou.free to contact us at 92863 St. George (Innis College)

jr

latest in |i
fashion
and
made
customeyewear

w

SAC requires the services ofsomeone to take
Minutes at the SAC General Meetings. Those
interested in this position should apply in writing, stating previous
relevant experience, to:
The President,
c/o SAC Office
Deadline: November 30

Brewed

fidm pure spring

water?

ONTO'S
TORQUE
UNI
PAPERBACK
Bookstore
ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified
by subject,
well-informed
helpful
staff

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707 YONGEST
Below Bloor
923-3551

And

ELECTION

that s the

truth!
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Senior
basketball
beats
Ottawa
45-31
Toronto also played well off the
Women's Basketball Senior Blues boards,
extended their regular season record
Novice Terry Knight netted
lo (wo wins and one loss this 14 while Chris Crawford added 15
weekend, defeating Carleton and
Ottawa.
points.
Overall, the team's performance
Blues Ottawa
upset last
division on defence and rebounds was
winner
45-31year's
for the first superior to last week's effort against
lime in five years. Although the close
I.aurenlian
game. when the team lost in a
Ottawa fast break and press
The Carleton game was much less
threatened,theGwen
coaching
enabled
guardsPowell's
to handle
the of a challenge as the Blues defeated
defence with confidence.
the Ottawa team 64-19. However,
the game gave Toronto a chance to
try out their half court press and run
a rotation orrence. Scoring was
evenly distributed as Terry Knight
was lops with 14 and Chris CrawINSTRUCTIONAL
ford and Leslie Mcintosh added 11
and 10, respectively.
The upcoming season looks bright
Tor the Intermediate and Senior
MEDIA
women's Varsity basketball learns.
Most veterans are back including
rebounders Cathy Cullis,
Crawford, and Trish Beck, whileChris
the
CMTTEE.
outside threat will be provided by
Sue Scott, Daina Zukauskas and
Leslie Mcintosh.
Newcomers include Terry Knight
SAC will be making two
Karen Edgar, while coach
appointments to the and
Powell anticipates extra speed and
Board of the Instrucspring Trom the team.
Intermediate team rookies
tional Media Centre.
include Maureen Benner, Janis
Goad, Anne Gordon. Liz Novachis,
Penny Redman, and Liz Wilson.
Those interested in apply( oach Sharon Wilson has recruited
ing should submit an apformer manager Kim Bull as well as
plication inwriting to
Sue Harrison, Rosemary
DEBRA LEWIS,
Mc< arney. Arlcne Poirier. Brenda
Uchimaru and Pat Williams, who
Communications Commissioner, SAC Office
"babyyear.Blue Bloomers" to the
led
finalsthe last
Both learns will be cared for by
Martha Williams (3) adds two points for Blues as Toronto defeats Ottawa 45-31 .
DEADLINE:
two new managers — Janice
McKcllar (Senior) and Pam Dunbar
(Inlennedialc).
November 30
fiven though the Senior Blues won
iheir weekend games the team will
need more work on passing before it
sportalk
faces
Kingston.Queen's next Saturday in
University of Alberta Golden Saturday. Scoring for "les Bluettes" McMaster, Thursday 7- pm at BenBears won their second Canadian were Allison McGeer and Margi
on. . inmen's volleyball
LaurenBlues aldefeated
university football championship Goldsmith. Toronlo had several lian sSaturday
Saturday by oulmuscling Waterloo good scoring chances on I.aurenlian 15-5, I5-5, and Ryerson,
Lutheran Golden Hawks 20-7 at breakaways, but... even so the team 15-5, 15-6, but lost in a close set to
Varsiiy
Stadium. . . the women's had lo come from behind twice to York, 13-15, 16-14, and 15-17. The
WOMEN'S
hockey team played lo a 2-2 eventually lie McGill. Next men's team doesn't play now until
SKI CLUB
draw at McGill University on women's game is against after Christmas; York hosts a tourJanuaryfirst
13... place
women'sin their
fen5 evenings of ski lessons Tuesdays or Wednesdays
teamnamentwon
sectioncingoftheOWIAA
Saturday by
starting January 9.
defeating
9-7 and Ryerson
3 in toilYorkcompetition.
Novice13-5 lessons, tows, bus + All equipment $25.00
Maureen Selway placed well with a
unclassified
+ Skis & poles or boots $20.00.
6-6 record. Team captain Anne
Gutierrez placed first with an
+ No equipment $15.00
STRAIGHT CONGENIAL PERSON wanted BEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING (Specialising Marie
11-1 record... women's intermediate
to share spacious furnished home in in long hair) in the Clarke Institute of volleyball
placed second in their first
Bayview-Eglinton
area withparking.
Iwo young
Ext. 560, Hair250cut College
S2.25. St. Tel. 924-6811 meet of the season at Queen's Saturmen.
All conveniences,
Rent Psychialry,
Come to registration Monday, November 27, 4:00 p.m.
aboul Sao per month, 425-4440.
for safe. 1965 red hardtop.
day. Toronto defeated Trent 3-0,
Lecture Room, Benson Building. Bring Cash - No
THE SKI GROUP. Ski Ml. Ste. Anne Dec MUSTANG rebuilt.
Certificate.
Four 967new Brock 3-0, Ryerson 3-0, but lost to
cheques accepted.
27 lo Jan 1/73 A tew seals still available! Completely
tires,
etc.
Call
Stephen
924-8895
days,
Queen's 3-2...
women's
Trip includes:
transportation,
accommodavolleyball
won both
series onsenior
the
tion, meals, lows,
lessons. Price
S128.0O. 0835 nights to midnight.
weekend,
defeating
Carleton
15-8,
For inlormation call 889-7677.
SKI
MT.
STE.
ANNE.
7
full
days,
DecemOttawa
Saturday...
15-2,
15-1
on
Friday
evening
and
ACAPULCO, READING WEEK, Sunday
ber 27tation,
to Jan,
2. includes
transporaccommodation,
meals and
tow
Feb. 18 - Sunday Feb. 25. includes air-fare,
hotel, transporl. etc. only 40 seats lett cost 636-1038
ticket. Fulltoday.
price $134.00. no extras. Call
3199 Call Robbie 782-782-5033
FRIENDLY BABYSITTER wanted for
SKI TOUR - S55. Dec, 27^Jan 1,
EL MOCAMBO
occasional evenings with one year old QUEBEC
5 days skiing at with
Mt. Ste.
SPADINA & COLLEGE. 961-2558
heatedAnne.indoorExcellent
swimbaby (evenings)
Call Paul, 923-6720 (days) or 534- accommodalion
5818
ming
pool.
All
transportation
included.
MERRY XAMS ESTOSI Teistest huvidest For information write: CANADIAN SKI
NOW APPEARING:
hoolimala toimub leisel dels. Tutvumispidu
25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
So you think you can sing, dance,
elvarmastajatele. Alates Ketla Kaheksast TOURS,
phone
Gord
Allan,
247-2339.
SAM & DAVE
Kuni?? Tanls. kivlmuusika ning suupisted
or play a musical instrument!
GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
muretselud. 28 Earl St, BYO!? 50'
DAFFYDIL - Come lo see the most today lor free booklet "The Day You Buy
AND
humerusTheatre,
show on campus Dec 12-16 Hart A Oiamond" H. Proctor and Co., 1430
ff Join George Kash and the Oktoberfest Express m
House
Yonge
St..
921-7702
FLYING
CIRCUS
STENOGRAPHER willing lo do a variety of SKIERS! - WHY SETTLE FOR ONE
Y
on AMATEUR NIGHT AT 0ld jBabaria V
typing for students. Fast, accurate typing MOUNTAIN
WHEN YOU CAN HAVE SIX?
and compete for cash prizes.
TWO ROOMS — TWO DANCE FLOORS
guaranteed.
supplied. Phone 691- Five days skiing in Vermont and Quebec
5103 alter 6 Paper
p.m. Alfreda.
January
1-6.daily,
Dependable
snow, breakfast
THREE
FEMALE
STUDENTS
are
looking
and
dinner
all
accommodation
(only
for a lourth female. Admiral and Lowther. 2 per room), taxes and tips, luxury voyaEvery MONDAY night from 8 p.m., with the same low
S80
geur bus, group rate on tow tickels. S89.
day-time prices at night for students. (No min. food
3652. per month. Phone alter 6 p.m. 961- Ski
EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
Quebec Associates 698-4346 or 694charge Mon. to Thurs.)
464 SPADINA
8932,
KIKUYUsired. SPEAKEH'S
acquaintance
deInterested in studying the language "FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" Fjrsl
now serving lunches
and will provide Iree suppers to anyone English production of Michel Tremblay's
Spaghetti,
roast beef,
corned
scathing but compassionate portrait of an
willing to talk Kikuyu to me. Please call East-Montreal
961-2644.
beef,
Italianchile,
meatball
sandwiches,
family.30Nov.Bridgman
14 - Dec.Ave.10
hamburgers, and hot dogs.
Theatre
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE - Tarragon
Theses, essays
French,typewriters
Lalln - 713
ex- Bathurst and Duponl. 964-8833.
SPECIAL-MONDAY TO FRIDAY
perienced lypisls --electric
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
Spadina Ave. (south ol Sloor) 922-7624. coats
LUNCHEONS
Irom $10.00 Paul Magder Pure. 202
CHRISTMAS VACATIONS, 8 DAYS 7 Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dunserved
from 12MEN'S
to 2
BUSINESS
NIGHTS
all
include
jet
airfare,
hotel,
das.
Good
selecllon
of
fun
furs
sizes
8-18.
transfers,
breakfasts
etc.
Acapulco
S199.
Every
day
something
different
Cleaning
and
repairs
(fur
and
fur
fabric)
Bahamas and Nassau St89. St. Lucia S269. 363-6077, open 9-6 Mon. - Sal.: til 8:00
5033
TO
5 ST. JOSEPH ST.,, TORON
10%
Discount
with
ATL
Carde
Hawaii
(10
days)
S369
Call
Robbie
782Vonge)
ol
Thurs. and Fri
Come block North ol Wellesley just West
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play
py
op
Sl
By BOB
PR1TCHARD
Basketball Blues had a black weekend, losing to
game and to McMasler
in a league play.
Fridayin exhibition
Queen's
both next
the
evening
game of the season
league
After losing their second
Friday night in
72-56 to Queen's Golden Gaels
to the Benson Building on
Kingston. Blues returned 76-64
to McMaster
decision
a
to drop play.
Saturday only
Marauders
in exhibition
told the
game
The second half of the Kingston
Varsity managed to
story of the Blues' loss. Although
slay right up with Queen's in the first 20 minutes, Gaels
half. In
secondoulscored
the they
put their
beganfirst"to five
the latterinhalf
minutesgameof together
the
34-29
of
score
halftime
the
changed
That
10-1
Toronto
(in Queen's favour) to 44-30.
the
of
rest
the
for
Blues
rattle
This was enough to
looking or
game. From then on. Varsity was always
moving the wrong way, bunching up on fast breaks and
checks in one-ondropping rebounds. A coupleDaveof good
Watt were wasted, as
one situations by Blues'
to make
following-up
man
extra
an
had
always
Queen's
the basket.
Even when the ball went out of bounds, it was
invariably off a Toronto hand, leg or back, as the ball
the Blues' grasp like a greased watermelon.
evaded
Blues' shooting was of absolutely no use tothethem,
as
only hit a shameful 18 per cent from floor.
they When
the buzzer finally sounded to end the
56.
to Toronto's
72 pointsimprove
had scoredto slightly
contest,
Although Queen's
Blues managed
their usual
poor foul shooting average with 57 per cent, the 15
points thai they missed would have resulted in a
considerably closer game.
hesitancy
to shoot who
the ball,
whichQueen's
kept theshowed
team aeven
with Toronto,
only
connected on 23 per cent of their shots. Only a sudden
burst by the Gaels in the last two minutes pul them
ahead to stay (34-29 al the half).
Top scorers for Toronto were Watl with 15, and
Filinski
and Skyvington
each. Queen's
best
were Swinnard
with 18, andwithPaul12 Howard
(for whom
the fans constantly cheered even for such minor feats as
grabbing a rebound) with 17.
Blues obviously learned something from the game,
as they returned to play respectably in the second half of
Saturday's game against McMaster. Unfortunately,
their play in the first half — which saw them down 47-
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games
more
two
Blues
costs
later
any
of
effect
the
out
25 at the half — cancelled
improvement.
Blues tightened up the 1-2-2 zone defence they use
frequently in their games. Mac worked the ball around
floor shooling.
well, but Blues restricted the Marauders'
defensive
in Varsity's play inwashairin atheirdozen
The real lapseMcMaster
more
rebounding. the Blues pulled
off Ihe Toronlo boards, and
rebounds than
out-rebounded ihem 25-18 overall.
The tall Marauders were usually quick to score a
basket after grabbing the rebound, and a quarter of the
the game, Mac was ahead 22-13. Although
way into
Blues managed to close the gap to four points, some
careless Toronto turnovers, combined wilh three conmade
secutive fast breaks by Hamilton's Bob — Nelson
teams' scores 22 points at
ihe difference
ihe
end or thebetween
first 20 theminutes.
In the second hair, both teams treated the
a quicker, even ir not
spectators in Ihe Benson gym to generally
improved its
ball game. Toronto
much orcloser
style
playing.
The team raised a first half floor shooting average
from 26 per cent to 31 per cent, while McMaster
to out-rebound
dropped
Mac, and from
even 42hitto6830.perBlues
cent managed
of their foul shots. They
actually outscored the Marauders 39-29 in the half. Bui
it was to little avail, as the visitors returned to Hamilton
with a 76-64 victory.
Rudmik and Skyvington led the Blues with 14
points each, while Watl added 13. Sam Kakneviciuf pul
in 20 points Tor McMaster.
Toronto coach McManus posed Ihe key question:
"How can a team be so hot one night and so cold the
Blues cannot seem to play with any consistency.
One night Ihey will be hustling and rebounding well, and
Ihe next night shooting well, but the two are rarely
round
next?"together. IT they are, it is only for hair a game, s
The only exception to date has been the game against f
Guelph.
againstbetterQueen's
or 3£
McMaster,ir Blues
their had
recordplayed
wouldas well
be much
than its
present 1-3. As put by one spectator, Toronto should I
"bottle up iheir good style or playing, and pour il out ~
evenlyThethroughout
time has the
comeseason."
for Blues to make a change i=>
somewhere.
They'll be looking for their first two points Blues' Dave Ferguson (54) typified Blues Saturday a ght as McMaster
when
grabbed the lead and took it to win 76
8:15. they play Ryerson in Hart House Wednesday al
64.

mistak
4-3
wins
SirDUX George
numerous attacks on Ihe Sir
George defenceman es
Mike Keenan in Ihe slot
high sticks, slashing, and
tripping ihe Georgians
By PETER
on their on
first shot on Blues'
Hockey Blues lost their first game abundant. Officiating was in- net al 4:14 with a hard blast from goal. Munro was allowed to walk for Blues' first goal.
this season against Sir George compelanlly handled by referee Zip the point. Up to then Georgians had inlo the Georgian end, circle the nel - The second period continued in
Williams University from Montreal Thompson.
failed to gel a shot on net, even with and lake a hard shot: only Wolfe'sthe style couldn't
or the first. Blues',
for
In contrast, the first period was a a man advantage.
in exhibition play. Blues were on the
nimble glove prevented the puck example,
during
from going in.
a penally to Cullinigetfora shot
tripping.
short end of a 4-3 score.
dull affair with little body contact
Toronto
didn'l
get
its
first
shol
Scoring for Blues were Kent and mosl of the action in the neulral away until the five minute mark.
On iheir nexl powcrplay. Watt
From then until Iheir first goal at
Bill Fifield, playing centre in his
Ruhnke wilh two, while Mike Kee- zone.
oul the Pagnutti - Buba Francois Ouimel connected for 11:10 Blues played well, with first game of ihe season, set up sent
nan added ihe other. Sir George
Ruhnke nectiline,
wilh rebound
Ruhnke lo conmarksmen were Mario Cuttini,
ng on a Buba
pul
Francois Ouimct. Mark Shewchuck
Blues
ahead
21
.
Varsily continued to apply
and Maurice DesTosses.
Blues held the offensive edge for
pressure
on iwoKeenan
occasions
defencemanbul Mike
was
the majority of the game, bul were
constantly stymied by the
caught up ice on a rush and Ihe
forwards didn'l cover his point.
Georgian's
who
stopped goalie,
44 shots.Bernie Woire,
Georgians
scored onscored
bolh occasions.
Mario Cuttini
al 13:25
The third period was the deciding
one with Sir George scoring the
wiih assists going lo Alan King and
second.
winning goal, even though Toronlo
had applied considerable pressure in
Rory McKay to notch Georgians'
order to salvage at leasl a lie. Down
Al 18:05 Maurice Desfosses
3-2 going into the period-Blues came
capitalised on a 3 on I rush when he
out skating with Ruhnke scoring of(
blasted the puck at Durno who
a goal crease scramble at 4:46 on a
trapped
his armSir
bul had itilrollpartially
into theunder
net, giving
power-play.
Blues kept up offensive pressure
George the lead going into the third
after the tying goal but simply
Blues were naturally dejected
couldn't find the mark. At 14:35
Don Atkinson stole the puck in
after the game and coach Watl
period.
wouldn't
Toronto's
passed the
to Mark
the
dressingallowroom.any reporters into
Shewchuckzonewhoandflipped
puck
Blues Notes... Francois Ouimel
past
Bruce
Durno
for
Georgian's
winning goal.
and Kevin Devereux looked imprcssivc on defence for Sir George...
Sir George
maintain
a sustainedwasn't
offence,able
savingto
< Ouimet was offered a "pro contract
much of their third period effort for
|. by a Philadelphia scout during a
the closing minutes, thus preventing
^a down,
regular counting
game lastonweek.
turned atit
Durno from leaving the net Tor an
moreHe money
extra altacker until the final 30
£. Ihe end of the season... tomorrow
seconds.
™ Blues iravel to York where they
The final 20 minutes were spoiled
!■ track.
hope lo get back on the winning
by chippy play on bolh sides, with
Georgians' goalie Bernie Wolfe once again foils Blues, this time stealing the puck from Pagnuttl.

0>

ft)

Old guard vs. reformers for council
The battle for the mayor's chair and aldermanic seats on Toronto City Council is shaping up to a battle between political traditionalists and community-oriented reformers.
Math

chairman

spurns

student petitions
Mathematics chairman George Duff suggested yesterday thai
students protesting feared dismissals should not be concerned with a
professor's employment problems, but should do their schoolwork
instead.
However, he added that he encourages students to voice their
dissatisfactions to him on policy and course matters.
He also warned that because of the students' protest, whose
demands include professor Stephen SalafTs retention on the faculty,
SalafF may have reason to be concerned about his future. Duff said he
thought Salaff may be behind the organizing of the protest.
A petition circulated by mathematics students, which now has
40K signatures on it according to student orgnizer Kevin McQuillan,
requests that Salaff and David Spring, who was denied tenure last
Mav. be retained on the faculty.
DulT refused, other than the brief reference to Salads future, to
Uilk about the two professors, saying, "It is not proper Tor me to
comment
the statushaveof not
an individual."
Some onlecturers
been sent notices of renewal of their
problems. Duff admitted this, stating
budgetary
of
contracts because
securebothemployment".
it
finding
are
individuals
"someHowever,
Salaff seemed to bedifficult
a specialto case,
because of the
recent protest and his actions last spring in supporting students who
objected to the marking system in a course.
The students also objected to Spring being denied tenure by a
committee which meets in secret, whose composition is also not
public, and whose reasons Tor denying tenure were never revealed to
Spring.
was not sure why the tenure committee's composition was
secret,Duffbut asserted that it "operates in a certain framework and that
the people on the committee take things very seriously".on with "the
dissatisfacti
the petition's
In response
courses, with its
year calculus
in firstexpressed
marking tosystem
present
a 50 per cent final".
including
,
examinations
on
emphasis
exclusive
Duff said thai if the students do their work, they would have little to
the tocourse's
pointed out
worry about.
keep up.monthly test and
students
the that
examHe encourage
Christmas
complaint in the
student
another
with
sympathised
Duff also
inadequate and "outrageously overtextbooks were difficult
petition, that
to resolve.
priced", but said it was very
He added that he was working to resolve the textbook problem.
Concerned students in the math department are circulating two
petitions.
s
Salaff as an "excellent mathematic
The first, which describes
been signed by
his feared dismissal, has McQuillan
professor" and protestspresent
says.
and former students,
almost I SO of Salaffs
It is m be presented to Duff at a meeting which the students hope to
',rr'l,Thclsecond. with 408 signatures alreadypresident
is a letterJohn
fromEvans
as many
and
math students who support it to university department
teaching
s
the
with
Duff expressinu deep dissatisfaction
a "primebe
madestudents
ability
that leaching
policies. inIt also
and bethat
professors,
and firing
hiringrequests
factor"
bodies.
tenure
and
represented on all hiring

CUA
hears
U of T assail cuts
He cited uncertain situations that
By PAUL McGRATH
remain in the university.
A 22 person University of theyRankin
pointed to the renovation made it difficult for a university to
Toronto delegation yesterday sharp- of University College already in totally plan its direction in
ly criticized the provincial progress, and the Wallberg and Sir budgeting, including "the changing
Fleming Building
(for courses) of students
government's cutbacks in student Sandford
renovations as examples of projects preference
financing andnouncement of last
week's
anno longer
sufficientmanner".
to just
a capital budget interrupted, by the decision. These in "It's
a seemingly
capricious
freeze for universities.
renovations involve about $15
prepare
staff," he said,
President John Evans, head of the million.
"but we tohavehiretonewbe constantly
shif"It is one thing to halt
U of T delegation to the annual
ting to new objectives as we become
hearingsmit e onofUniversity
the provincial
Com- construction of new capacity so that subject
new pressures,"
he said.
Forsterto told
the committee
that
Affairs, called
the government and universities can
year
were
more
infor "urgent reconsideration" of the re-assess their needs in the light of students terthis
ested inexperimenting with the
capital
on renovations
becausebudget
U offreeze
T has
many old changing
pattern,"
Rankin said.enrolment
"This makes
good New Program than dealing with
buildings which need repair.
sense but there is no logic to university governments.
He also opposed the prohibition
this with
the cessation ofof The New Program, a libeof new construction, saying that the coupling
renovation
or demolition
ralization of course structures
and marking
procedures
improposed
men's building
athletic would
facilitiesbe
plemented thre years
ago, is being
and Innis College
"The
cyclical
money
is
essential
affected.
reviewed by a presidential advisory
to
the
problems
facing
us.
They
committee.
buildings."
"We need longer notice of policy should
be continued and they should
Arts and science dean Bob Greene
changes heso stated,
that we referring
don't react
shock",
to thein be Vice-provost
increased (sic)"Don Forster also cited the new multi-media biology
sudden
week . freeze announcement last criticized the government's educa- program and the efforts of Pollution
cuts. when academic Probe as indications of the un"Attion spending
a time
iversity's new academic progress.
CUA is a government-established
restraints
are
declining, financial
liaison body which
makes re-to
Representatives
of Healthall Sciencom endations onuniversities
ces,
Law
and Dentistry
comrestraints
he said.
"It's
hard areto increasing",
build up enthusiasm
plained of an acute lack of funds
the government.
Both Evans and vice-president with the New Program with the forGraduate
special projects
and clinics.
school
dean Ed
business affairs Alex Rankin
stressed that the university was erratic
Rankingovernment
also calledpolicy."
for an increase Safarian accused the government of
an
"insincere"
attitude
to
graduate
doing its best to keep costs and a in value of the Basic Income Unit,
and pointed out that 45 per
minimum and increasing the ef- the per student formula that govern- studies
of all graduate (masters)
ficiency ofbudgeting, but they took
ment uses to give grants to un- cent
iversities. Hesaid that the increase students in humanities last year
sudden
recieved
no funding at all from the
government's
to
in
the
value
of
the
BIU
should
exception
moves.
"Our planning efforts are match the cost of inflation to the
certainly
eroded
govern- university, and cited salary increases government.
Graduate
ment makes
last when
minutetheunilateral
a major contribution to university president
WendyStudent's
LeBlanc Union
stated
decisions which destroy the basis of asinflation.
that
the
union
could
seepolicy
"no consistent
government
on
"There is every indication that
our
projection;
for
instance
the
reduction in Ontario Fellowships, under pressure of a much higher
graduate
studies",
and
complained
the increase in student fees, or the Consumer Price Index rise, the 1973 that some assistant teachers were
change in limitation on graduate settlements will exceed the 1972. We receiving as little as S500 because of
to press for a realistic
student urge
earnings"
Rankin
should
a longer
lead said.
time "We
and urge the CUA
She added limitations.
that unless government
in thesaid.BiU value for 1974- government
75." Rankin
more dialogue with the universities increase
policy
was
improved,
there towouldeitherbe
exodusuniversities
of students
In histheopening
Evans an
before action is taken."
lower-cost
in Canada, or
likened
efforts ofremarks,
the university
Evans
criticized
this
year's
fee
hikes, saying that access to higher to "innovations in a cold climate," foreign universities with higher fees,
education was slowly being removed reffering to the growing dis- but more government support.
CUA's afternoon session dealt
from those
can't enroled
pay for init. the
He
satisfaction inpublic and political
added
that who
students
increasing ap- with the problems of Scarborough
university should be assured that circles over proprithe
ations ofpublic money for and Erindale Colleges, which are
their fees will not rise for the time
significantly affected by the freeze.
post -secondary education.
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HERE
WEDNESDAY
9:30 am
This
week
'Vantage'DaveviewsGodfrey
Canadianon
literalure. Today,
nationalism in Canadian literary circles.
Five minutes on Radio Varsity. Again at
3:30 pm.
noon
Noonday Madness presents another
groovy,
live
Rock-Jazz
happening
featuring
The Gary Snider Quartet,
In association
wilh
Hunky
Funk
and
Jive"
International,
are pleased to announce that the moving weof
the body in time to the music will be
permitted and even encouraged. It all will
come together
room,
Har! House.in the east common folks
David Crombie and David Rotenberg,
mayoralty candidates, debate the issues on
Thursday Noon on the Square, at Holy
Trinity ofChurch,
south
Dundas, Trinity
west offSquare
Yonge).(2 blocks
Sims would like to invite all to come to a
free
introductory
talk and
on "The
Science of
Creative
Intelligence
Transcendental
Meditation", aa unique
simple, natural
producing
state
ottechnique
restful
alertness which allows an individual
to gain
deep
relaxation
and
full
access
to
creative abilities, Innls College, Roomhis103.full
The Latin American Studies Course
Union will be holding a general
organizational
meeting infortheallactivities
those In-of
terested inparticipating
the group. Room 2123, Sid Smith.
12:30 pm
Seminar on Courts and Trials:history
professor
Kenneth
McNaught, Faculty
"Politicalol
Trials
in HistoricalHall.Perspective".
Law, Falconer
1 pm
Milton Acorn will read from his new book
More Poems For People, in Hart House
Music Room. Sponsored by Hart House
Library Committee. 2 pm
SAC election
forumMusic— Room
WardHart6
aldermanic
candidates.
House.
4 pm
Protessor Melvln J. Lerner, a social
psychologist Irom the Universily ol
Waterloo, will give a talk on "Social
Psychology
and Juslice",
Sidney
Smith ofHall.Deserving
Room 1069.
Colloquium:
L. Psychology
Powley of Yale
UniversityProfessor
will speakTerryon
"The Hypothalamic Role in Feeding and
Obesity"Smith Hall,PaulRoomAvrich1069.on
Lecture Sidney
by Prolessor

AND

NOW

"Anarchists
the6:30Russian
Revolution" In
pm Hall.
Room 2106, inSidney
Smith
Kosher Supper: please make
reservation by 5 pm7 pm
today. At Hillel House.
SAC Communications Commission
meetingpus atsurvey
SAC and
olflce.second
Topics include
camnewspaper
7:30 pm
proposal.
Darrol Bryant, author o! A World Broken
byworldUnshared
Bread will
development
frombe a'speaking
theologicalon
perspective.
All
welcome.
International
Student Centre. 33 St, George Street.
Chalil Ensemble workshop at Hillel
House, 186 St. George
8 pm Street.
SAC Services Commission meeting.
SAC office. Lots of things to talk about like
Ihe SAC
wine
and Pub.
cheeseconcerts,
party. Winter Carnival,
Free
Jewish
Dialectic" at Hillel Universily:
House, 186 St."Talmudlc
George
Street.
Meeting of the U ol T Homophile
Association.
upstairs lounge, 16 Bancroft Ave. AllGSU,
welcome.
8:30 pm
Conversational Yiddish workshop at
Hillel House, 1B6 allSt. day
George Street.
THURSDAY
Register
at Hall
Porter'sTable
Desk.Tennis
Hart
House
for the
All Varsity
Tournament. For details, see notice under
the Hart House Bulletin.
9:30 am
'Vantage' municipal election feature.
Today.
mayoralty
candidateStephen
tor the Clarkson.
municipal '69Liberal
party,
speaks on the present
noon campaign,
Free tickefs available (or mime
Christmas
at Holy1 toTrinity
which runspageant
December
10. Church,
From 6
Trinity
Square,
2
blocks
soulh
of Dundas.
west off Yonge. 1 pm
Free Jewish
3:30University:
pm3045. "Radical
Judaism"
in Sid Smith
A study on the Basics of Christianity with
Frerichs SCM office 8 first floor
inRev.HartEilertHouse.
6:30 pm
First night of Channukah festivities.
Candle lighting ceremony will take place,
followed
music S-75
and
hot latkes bywillsingbe song
given with
out. live
Members

U.C. FILM

and non-members $1.00. Please call in by
5 pm Hillel House.7:30186pmSt. George Street.
"For a Workers' Republic of Quebec", a
u.i< by revolutionary socialist Kim
Cameron,
of Montreal's
Groupeby Marxlste
Revolutionnalre.
Sponsored
Ihe Old
Mole. Cumberland Room. International
Student Centre.
"JewishStreet.
Libido"
at Free
Hillel Jewish
House, University:
1868 pmSt. George
SDS Forum: Anthropology, Racism and
Imperialism.
Speaker:a member
Tony Crock.
University ofConnecticut,
of Universily
Action
Group
and
Anthropologists
Radical Political Action. Graduatefor
Students' Union upstairs lounge.
Joint meeting, Canadian Institute ot
Foreslryprofessional
and the Foresters'
Club, Learn
how
foresters manage
and
protect our forest resources: their alms and
aspirations. Public and professional
representatives.
dation Auditorium.Addiction Research FounFree Jewish University: "Moroccan
Sephardlc
Judaism"
at Hillel House, 186
St.Israeli
GeorgeDance
Street.Workshop
at Hillel House.
all University:
day
Free JewishFRIDAY
"Jewish
Eschatology" at Hillel
House.
Register
at Hall
Porter'sTable
Desk, Hart
House
for the
Varsity
Tournament.
For Alldetails,
see notice Tennis
under
the Hart House Bulletin.
9 am show on Radio
Listen Asto theIheCanadian
morning
Varsity.
recording group
"Ocean"
appears
live
John Karr.andRadio
Varsity, 820 in campus withresidences
96.3
Roger's Cable FM. noon
Hear Ihe socialist candidates, Jacquie
Henderson inlorWardmayor,
for
alderman
8 andEllieCliffKirzner
Mack for
Board
ol
Education
in
Ward
6.
speak
on
Strategy lor Revolutionary Change "Ain
Toronto
Hall and Canada". Hart House
BickerstethCity Room,
MILTON
ACORN
READS
HIS OWN POETRY
TODAY
1:00 P.M.
HART HOUSE MUSIC ROOM

FESTIVAL

JAMES SPENCER
EXHIBITION
OPENING TODAY
ART GALLERY
11 a.m. 11• 9a.m.
p.m. -5 p.
TuesdayMonday,
io Saturday,
CHESS LECTURE
GEORGE KUPPREJANOV
THURS., NOV. 30
DEBATES ROOM
7:30 PM.
CLASSICAL
CONCERT
ROB HEARD-BARITONE
Thursday. Hovtnbtr 30
Music (loom. 4:00 p m
HART HOUSE
CHORUS CONCERT
Sunday.
Greet Hell.December
8:30 p.m.3
'MUSEUM WITHOUT
ART FILM SERIES
Weekly
JanuaryBeginning
15

JAZZ CONCERT
SNIDER
EASTGARY
COMMON
ROOM
TODAY
12:00 NOON T02P.M.
HART HOUSE
EVE BALL
DANCING
TO
R'S
NEW YEA
BENNY
LOUIS
2 BARS
SPLASH
PARTY
BUFFET SUPPER
TICKETS
$16 A FROM
COUPLE
AVAILABLE
THE
HALL
PORTER'S
AND
THE UNDERGRADUATEDESKOFFICE

HART HOUSE
CHRISTMAS TREE
MUSIC. CAROLS, STORIES
Bring A Blanket Or Cushions
WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 6
GREAT HALL. 8:30 P.M.
TICKETS FREE AT
THE HALL PORTER'S-

EVENING DEBATE
Resolved Seen
"Citizens'
And NotGroups
HeardShould Be
Honorary
Visitor
WALLS"
COLIN VAUGHAN
TONIGHT
Debate Room. 9:00 p.m.
ALL VARSITY
TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
SAT.. 10DEC.
MAIN GYM.
AM. -42 PM.
At Hall Registration
Porter's Before- 25*Saturday
SEPARATE
WOMEN'S
TOURNAMEN"
EVERYONE
WELCOME

Resolved DEBATE
That
INFORMAL
Pragmatism
Is The
Ultimate Virtue
Thursday.
November
Debates Room, 2 p.m.30
CHRISTMAS GIFT
HART IDEAI
HOUSE TIES
NOW ON SALE IN THE
TUCK SHOP

Starts Mon., Dec. 4
URGENT
BONUEL!

2 MALE VOLUNTEERS
AS GROUP LEADERS
WITH INNER-CITY CHILDREN
TUESDAYS
ALSO3-6 P.M.

v

KUROSAWA,
NtftNK 4&
8:00 P.M., STUDENTS 50'. OTHERS M. 00

FLOOR HOCKEY REFEREE
YOUNG ADULTS
THURSDAYS 7-9 P.M.
Please Call 925-4363

U.C. PLAYHOUSE. 79a ST. GEORGE

NOT

ON

SOS

THE

VOTERS'
LIST???
You may still be eligible to vote in the

December

4 Municipal Elections
For additional Information contact the
ELECTIONS OFFICE
City ol Toronto 367-7036. York 653-2700, East York 461-1163. Etobicoke 626
4161. North York 225-4611. Scarborough 759-4747
ENUMERATION

72

SPONSORED BY THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

unclassified
FLIGHT TO LONDON — Return. Dec. 15 to
Jan 3 Asking$l69orbestoffer.CostS179
to book10 p.m
(light now. Call Sandy 636-6434.
after
MUSKRATMuskrat
COATjacket,
sizealso12-16
condition.
black good
Persian coat with black mink collar, both A-1
condition. Both size 12-14. HU-1-9222.
ROOM A KITCHENETTE — Adult home
Yonge S Lawrence, tor mature responsible
girl.
Abstainerawaynon-smoker.
Reduced
rent
toHU-1-9222.
someone
most or every
weekend
TYPING done on IBM Electric. Fast,
efficient.
35' per781-5050.
page. Duplicating service
also available.
INTERESTING FULL-TIME JOB available
for
personandenjoying
assisting
in historical
research
Inlormalion
relrieval
relating
to mathematics. Accurate typing essential.
Knowledge of mathematics, foreign lanhistory, Pleasant
helpful butconditions.
nol essential.
Flexible guages,
hours.
Call
Protessor May, 928-7391.
MERRY
XAMS
ESTOSI
Teistest
huvidest
hoolimala lolmub teisel dets. Kutvumispidu
elvarmastajateie.
Alates kella kaheksast
kunl?? Tanls, klvlmuuslka
murelsetud. 28 Earl SI. BYOI?ning50' suuplsted
OAFFYDIL - Come to see Ihe most
humerus
show on campus Dec 12-16 Hart
House Theatre.
THREE FEMALE STUDENTS are looking
for a lourth female. Admiral and Lowther.
3652
S80 per month. Phone after 6 pm 961KIKUYUsired.SPEAKER'
Interested S acquainta
the nce deand will provide Infreestudying
suppers tolanguage
willing
lo
talk
Klkuyu
to me. Pleaseanyone
961-2644.
call
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses, essays
French,typewriters
Latin - 713
experienced typists --electric
Spadlna Ave. (south of Bloor)
922-7624.

SEN'S MENS HAIRSTYLING (Specialising
in long hair) in the Clarke Institute of
Psychiatry.
Ext. 560. Hair250cut College
S2.25. St. Tel. 924-6811
MUSTANG for sale. 1965 red hardtop.
CompletelyCallrebuilt.
Certificate. Four new
tires,
0835 etc.
nights toStephen
midnight.924-8895 days, 967SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days. December 27tation,
to Jan.
2, includes
transporaccommodation,
meats and
tow
ticket. Fulltoday.
price S134.00, no extras. Call
636-1038
QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27-Jan t.
5accommodation
days skiing at with
Ml. Ste.
heatedAnne.indoorExcellent
swimming
pool.
All
transportation
included.
For information write: CANADIAN
SKI
TOUHS. 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.
GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
today
for free H.booklet
You 1430
Buy
A Diamond"
Proctor"TheandDay Co.,
Yonge St., 921-7702
SKIERS!
WHY YOU
SETTLE
FOR SIX?
ONE
MOUNTAIN - WHEN
CAN HAVE
Five days skiing In Vermont and Quebec
January
Dependable
snow, breakfast
and dinner1-6.dally,
all accommodation
(only
2geurper bus,
room),grouptaxesrateandon tips,
tow luxury
tickets. voya$89.
Ski
8932.Quebec Associates 698-<1348 or 694"FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" First
English production
of Michel Tremblay's
scathing
but compassionate
East-Montreal
family, Nov. 14portrait
- Dec,ol an10
Tarragon
Theatre
Brldgman Ave.
Balhurst and Duponl.30964-8633.
WHY FhEEZE THIS WINTER? Used fur
coats from $10.00 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina
betweenof lunQueen
and 8-18.
Dundas. GoodAve.
selection
fur3 sizes
Cleaning
and
repairs
(tur
and
fur
fabric)
363-6077, open 9-6 Mon. - Sal,: til 8:00
Thurs. and crl.
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Withhold

fees,

says

SAC executive
By BRIANE NAS1MOK
The SAC executive Monday recommended U ofT students
withhold the second instalment of their fees, in support of the OFS
executive decision last weekend. A meeting of council has been
scheduled for next Monday for full council ratification.
The decision comes after OFS general meeting last Saturday
came to no decision about the fees strike. After four executive
members resigned, including SAC president Eric Miglin, the new
executive decided to go ahead with the fees strike, which must be
ratified by member councils.
Although the OFS demands were not exactly those SAC
passed
last' Wednesday,
executive found them "compatible"
and decided
to support thethe strike.
Education Commissioner George Stralhy said OFS was
'■close enough"
to the council's position and felt that the campaign
should
start immediately.
President Eric Miglin suggested holding the meeting as early
as possible (Monday) and encouraging students to wail until
January 10 before considering paying the second instalment. (That
is the date of the first Varsity of the new year, which the executive
agreed to advertise in to inform the students of the progress of the
campaign.)
Monday's
will alsoon classes
considerfollowing
an OFSthe motion
supporting
a one meeting
day moritorium
release
ofthe thenextprovincial
report
on
post-secondary
education,
expected in
two months.

Academic

Affairs

passes

weak
fees resolution
students,
By
RANDY
ROBERTSON
The Academic Affairs Committee yesterday of •thetheincreases
hardship graduate students are facing because
unanimously
resolutionJohnon
tuition
fees andpassed
studenta aidwatered-down
prepared by president
• the difficulties poorer part-time students may have
Evans for presentation to the provincial government.
if they are not provided with financial aid, and
Evans' resolution "expressed concern" about the
• the present age of independence which is "arbitraand which "imposes strains" on some individuals
Ontario
education spending,
while a government's
motion earliercutbacks
passed inunanimously
by the and ry"families.
The
also demands that no further changes
committee "deplored" the Conservatives' action. in tuitionresolution
or loans be introduced unless four
Evans' statement replaced the earlier one proposed by conditions feesare grants
met:
student Brian Morgan, as the executive committee, in a
• Unless a contingency repayment factor is instituted
motion approved by the Governing Council, sent it
back to Academic Affairs.
as part of the loan system.
• "Unless a well designed transitional program is
Morgan's
effect endorsed
developed which will offset hardship consequent upon
demands
as themotion
OntarioinFederation
of Studentsthe issame
now change.
pressing on the government. It called for a rollback in
• "Unless prior notice of chance is given to enable
both
increases
tuition afeesreduction
and theinloan
portionthisofyear's
provincial
studentin grants,
the students and families to adjust their expectations and
age
of independence
undergroups
the OSAP
plans and
consultation
with affected
before raising
fees
• "Unless students already registered in programs
further.
are assured of continuation of support provided by
The resolution passed says the university committee current aid plans until ihey graduate or cease to be
is concerned about four issues:
plans.
• the hardship the simultaneous increase in tuition
Another member claimed that "teeth have been put
fees and decrease in grant aid are causing low income
in and only the body odour removed."
registered."

rules, CEGEP
withdraws
government
Quebec
The students have no guarantee
Cloutier also said the government and had taken over the administraQUEBEC CITY (CUPI) — The
tion offices, halting all CEGEP the government will not bring back
threatened strike by CEGEP (com- would try to consult students and
munity college) students in Quebec faculty before releasing new operations there. Students at the the same document or even one
English speaking Dawson and John more odious. Some students at the
has apparently forced the provincial regulations.
The controversial rules, entitled Abbot colleges in Montreal had
government to withdraw tough new
voted
to strike for one day before meeting termed the whole affair "a
Le
nouveau
regime
pegagogique,
regulations, at least until this spring.
The executive decided to send
The Comite national executif of would have increased compulsory December I.
committees
manoeuvre". to each of the six
the Front etudiant du Quebec (FEQ) weekly class time, eliminated several
Although
FEQ
executive
members at the Sunday meeting said regions in FEQ to determine student
voted last Sunday to call off the humanities requirements, and
strike. The decision followed receipt allowed school principals to expel strike plans are out of the question,
It had already sent questionnaires
students
and
then
force
them
to
rethey
indicated
the government not opinion.
of a tion
telegram
from Quebec
educa-by
to all CEGEPs asking if students
minister Francois
Cloutier
register, ifthey were considered acting in good faith.
The
government
will
release
its
would support the planned strike
the Directeurs-general ofthe various "troublesome".
Students at the Ste. Hyacinthe amended regulations in April nex* action. Some 13 CEGEPs answered
CEGEPs, advising them the new
rules would be tabled pending and Alma CEGEPs in the Lac St. year, when most students will be out yes, and seven answered no.
The executive will compile
further study.
Jean region were already on strike of school and unable to organize.

strike off
information received into a comprehensive survey.
The the
government's
marks
second timeannouncement
in one week
that militant action by students has
forced authorities to retreat. On
November 23, students at Memorial
UniversityfoundlandinendedSt.
John'soccupaNewa ten-day
tion of their administration building
after
to allowof
studentsthe topresident
determineagreed
the future
their students union. He had earlier
refused to continue to collect student
union fees in an apparent attempt to
destroy the union financial base.

Mayoralty front-runner

O'Donohue
By LORNESLOTNICK
Anyone who has heard at least one speech
candidate
by
knowsmayoralty
at least three
things: Tony
he is anO'Donohue
engineer,
an Irish immigrant, and a strong "family
man." It takes some hard listening, however,
lo find out where O'Donohue stands on the
issues.
Tony O'Donohue is the only candidate for
mayor who would entitle a part of his literature "Tony's Life, Loves, and Humble Beginnings." His campaign is based almost entirely
"issue"
personality, andof the
onis thehis strengthening
family
life. he presses
The image he presents is that of an
good-natured guy, a rustic who
ordinary,
came
over from Ireland to find the good life,
someone who is either above or below politics,
but certainly no politician.
came to
old byO'Donohue
The 39in year
1964 had lost in his
1956, and
Toronto
1966, he
in
But
seal.
first try at a City Council
and in
lopped the polls in the old Ward 5, present
performance in the He
1969, repealed the Action
candidate.
Party
Civic
a
Ward 4 as
was then elected to the Executive Committee.
Ward 4 is the type of area where he will get
in theupnext
of his support
bulk because
the
kind or
of theMonday's
it is made
election,
his appeal:
directs
he
whom
lo
people
Catholics, non-Anglo-Saxons, and working
of
people. Because Toronto has a majority
Bloor Street,
south of and
people, isespecially
such
has been
O'Donohue the front-runner,
g for the mayoralsince he started campaignin
ago.
years
ty, seemingly aboul three
To O'Donohue, politics means publicity.
Council, he has
Since being electedouttoofCitypromoting
various
made a career
'motherhood* issues and proposals which
effect, except to get
rarely seem lo have much
his name in the news. Pollution is his
the wellexample, thehe conducted
specially. For
into cause of death ofa
inquiry Island.
publicized
duck
at Toronto
Pollution, he says, is the reason he entered
he "wanted
politics in the first place, because
Danny,"
son
wife and
protect myO'Dono
to Another
rk. is his
tradema
hue
funcsocial
ethnic
every
attendance at almost

to
lion, appeals
building up his contacts. His name seems
to appear more often in the social columns of
the newspapers lhan in reports aboul city
politics. But none of the daily papers, which
have made his name so well-known, is supporting him in his bid for the mayoralty.
In his. literature, personality and family
items always gel first billing, and take up
about as much space as other issues. Details
include the lunch menu served by his wife
Aldona, and how she takes care ofTony, right
down lo "his unruly lock of hair that just
won't
place."about issues, it is usually
Whenstayhe intalks
from
an engineer's
of view. inAndthe while
the main
battles of point
City Council
past
three years have been fought over the development issue, O'Donohue's main platform is the
strengthening of family life, which, he says.

Tony
O'DonohuebustIs Rochdale
campaigningplatform.
on an
anti-pollution,

the issue of encouraging the use of
"willimmigrants
reduce the number of people on alcohol, was on workers
and drugs, and reduce the number on automobiles, which O'Donohue was less symO'Donohue
voted for such proposals as
Strengthening family life means more
pathetic lo. ofhasWellesley
widening
Street, giving votes
parks and hockey rinks, but also includes the
to
non-citizens,
but
only if they own property
closing
welfare."down Rochdale and getting tough with
"welfare parasites". One of the many and the controversial Windlass, QuebecGothic and Lionstar developments. The latter
proposals
rivals is theO'Donohue
cleaning uphasofborrowed
the YongefromStreethis was in his own Ward 4. He has said that much
4 is loo old to be rehabilitated and
"strip", originally proposed by the Western ofwillWard
have lo be bulldozed.
Guard's candidate for mayor, Don Andrews.
He voted against a motion urging
big strength
O'Donohue's
platformof Alderman Ben Grys to resign after a conflict
is The
pollution,
but he incomes
out in favour
of
interest case, against the granting of a site
completion of the Spadina and Scarborough
expressways, although he opposed the for the Wacheea tent community and against
Spadina until 1971. He says pollution is no a grant to the Riverdale Community
reason for stopping expressways because Organization.
cleaner fuels will soon be available.
He says that most people do not support
Since pollution control is mainly a residents' groups, and rarely involves himself
in
development fights.
provincial responsibility, there is a limit to
He has a peculiar habit of missing many
what O'Donohue can do to reach his goal ofa
clean environment through the municipal important votes, and has been known to slip
out of the Council chambers just before an
government.
In fact, it seems doubtful whether important vote is about to be counted. In fact,
O'Donohue could accomplish any of his as Ron Haggart says, it appears that
He admits that the O'Donohue is trying to confine his voting
as mayor,
policy goals
mayor
of Toronto
has little power, but says record to issues of his own choosing, in order
thai the mayor can create an image for the to make it look better than it really is.
O'Donohue does not plan to release the
city through his personality.
But O'Donohue is neither a good debater names of contributors to his 570,000 camnor a good armtwister, so it is unlikely that
paign until after the election. Despite the
look of the campaign, professional
he could swing enough votes in City Council grass-roots
Liberal
and Conservative bagmen are
not
did
aldermen
most
that
proposals
for
Part of his problem is his gatheringscattered
agree withfor already.
the money.
aroundTherethe arecity.six committee
disdain
details. He sometimes finishes a rooms
Despite the fact that O'DonohueConseris an
speech in Council with the phrase "... or active
has prominent
Liberal,
vatives aswell asheLiberals
working for him.
But if his
something
like proposals
that." are vague, his past
voting record is somewhat less so. The myth Campaign co-ordinator is Don Kirkup,
persists that O'Donohue falls somewhere marketing and research director for A. E.
between the pro- and anti- development Lepage real estate, and brother of the prodevelopment candidate trying to unseat
groups
City Hall.
But atvoting
records compiled by the aldermen John Sewell and Karl Jaffary.
Confederation of Residents and Ratepayers
Other prominent workers are disc-jockey
Associations, City Hall newsletter, and
Jay Nelson, former mayor and present
columnist Ron Haggart, all show that Jungle
Liberal MPP Phil Givens, pro-development
O'Donohue is just as much a part of the Old unionist Gerry Gallagher, former CFRB news
director and Conservative candidate Arthur
guard as fellow mayoralty candidate David
Lamport and Harnett, and former Ontario Trade and
Allan
aldermen
or
Rotenberg
Fred Beavis. The only important difference Development Minister Stanley Randall.
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MedSchooleitis
infects students
This year'sat Toronto,
crop of freshman
(and
freshettes)
as elsewhere,
has seen the continued propagation
of an insidious, degenerate disease.
No, epidemic,
I'm not writing
on the
world'sof
VD
nor the
dangers
"terminal" acne. I refer to A&Sc.
Infectious MedSchooleitis.
The Wannabash Medical Diagnosis Sourcebook continues the
symptoms list: Patient usually in
late teensnumber
or earlythat).
20's;Earliest
unseen sign
at 30is
(magic
enrolment in Bio 120, Chem I20,
Calculus, and Physics I. Carriers of
MedSchooleitis at this time usually
infect the other small per cent of
healthy, yet defenceless individuals.
Some, more imaginative types,
experience
Those andinflicted oftenverbalizations.
clear their throat
blurt, "ah-haa, uh-uhm". Rare, yet
still as indicative, are, "Take this
and see me in two weeks", or "Call
me Marcus", or even better "Call
Institute visit
reveals reality
Russ Rothney's Children
article (Mentally
Handicapped
Need
Freedom) in your November 10th
issue is perceptive and completely
right in its concern at the pitying,
charity mentality which has so long
governed the approach to mentally
retarded persons. The Canadian
Association for the Mentally
Retarded and its 350 local
associations across Canada is the
largest citizen/parent action group
committed to fighting this outmoded concept. We will be the first
to admit that even within our own
ranks, old attitudes die hard. But to
state that the "paternalistic, charity
approach engulfs the Canadian
Association for the Mentally
Retarded"
a generalization
far
removedis from
the truth to toolet
pass without comment. Fortunately,
he refutes his own sweeping
criticism by citing that CAMR is
supporting the Winnipeg activists
involved in the "Sisters and
Brothers
While Collective".
we welcome objective
criticism, we would encourage a
deeper look at our philosophy of
normalization and integration, and
at the programs of Citizen Advocacy and Comprehensive Community Service Systems by and
through which we hope to emancipate the mentally retarded.
We would encourage Mr.
Rolhneystitute ontoMental
visit Retardation
our Nationalto see
Inhow the philosophy he propounds is
being translated into reality, and to
share his ideas on how these efforts
can be improved. We would also
encourage him to visit the growing
number of facilities run by the
Metropolitan Toronto Association
for the Mentally Retarded and its
scores of volunteers, all of whom are
ready to welcome new ideas from
those who are prepared to carry
their inspiration into action.
W. A. Gamble
Managing Director
Toike committee

me InSteve".
advanced stages of the disease,
patients scurry during their second
year of university into a large examhall. Although this four hour congregation may remind one of the
lemming's mass suicide run, usually
nothing noteworthy takes place
here. Most individuals never congregate again.
Most frequent however, noticed
during the months of December and
April, is high anxiety toward,
academic work, nail-biting, tremor
in hand, lack of sleep, and
constipation.
Treatment of the infection varies.
Some should be given a simple kick
in the pants and all to be given
sympathy. Others not showing a
complete set of symptoms should
enter the hallowed halls of that
castle on centre campus for proper
therapy. Upon release, known as
graduation, the new person has a
brief stay in the isolated colony of
University Avenue, before settling
down for life in far-distant lands
(Etobicoke, Mississauga,
Scarborough).
On the more serious side of my
comment, I believe that many first
year kiddies should get away from
the television,
mother,
the sandbox. The world
doesandneed
more
competent physicians, especially in
low populated areas, and better
health services all round. I do not
deny this. But, when literally
thousands of middle-class offspring,
going through college COD (call on
dad), compete like beasts to climb
the status ladder (thanks. Jack) for
the sake of an imagined, yet
lucrative, heaven... that's sad! This,
policies the
and priorities
the Toike.
While
commentsfor and
ideas
received in response to the
Engineering Faculty Council cover a
wide spectrum, it must be
recognized
that percentage
the writersof'constitute asmall
the
Toike's
readers.
It
to think
that the committee iscannaive
recommend
anything without receiving some
feedback from the university
community.
As chairman of the committee, I
would like to invite any criticism,
ideas or comments to be sent to me,
c/o the Engineering Society Offices.
2nd floor, Engineering Annex.
To be conscious of the criticism is
one large step along the road of
change. Rjck Fletcher, chairman
Special Committee onCivilToike111
Feels SAC

has

deserted him
I have never been particularly
impressed with the calibre of student
politicians
of T,low.
but this year's
SAC has hitat Ua new
I have followed with great interest
your stories showing the gutless,
pussyfooting of Eric Miglin and his
council in their refusal to support
the fees
at Queen's
Park
last demonstration
week.
Although I am no heavy radical, I
am
the government's
new disturbed
policies onbystudent
aid, since I
have been dependent throughout
university on government support.
Under the new regulations my loan
is bigger and my grant smaller, so I
am forced to heap up an even larger
debt than the one I had planned for.
Believing that SAC really was
interested in protesting this, I, like
hundreds of other students, paid my
fees in two instalments, even though
it meant a $15 penalty, in the hopes
of a. fees strike in the second, term.
Now I find that, not oniy is SAC
wishy-washy in its failure to
organize any effective protest, but it
effectively killed the one that the
Ontario Federation of Students
organized by refusing to support it.
Then, toin discover
Friday's Varsity,
amused
that SAC1 was
has
watered down its original position of
advocating
a
fees
strike
to
prevent
wants feedback
this year's hikes from going into
One of the prime objectives of the effect, to asking only that the
special committee on the Toike has covernmenl come out with a public
been to attempt to establish some statmenl that things will not be

Writer cautions enthusiastic second year students against thinking Med school is all fun.
Kids' across the street, and stay
about her problems:
their only
driving force; the 'profes- Sick
for 24 hours. Watch for that day hypochondriac
out of bed at four am; telling a
sion' overlooked.
Medicine, as I see it, can be only ambulances scream in with those young father his child was still-born;
hard work throughout the five to 15 suffering, bleeding, asphyxiating... proctoscopy... and don't forget
year learning stage and usually more dying. Tell us how much fun it was. you'll havederstandinto
be warm,
ung, and legally
responsible.
so while in the practice. This voca- Cio right down to the failure-pit (the Let me not, however,
understate the
morgue)
and
explain
your
case
to
more than
"That's the pathologist. Watch an autopsy. satisfactions and joys, I'm sure,
-for me"tion requires
convmction,
with aa primary
only tosake,
a physician.
desire to simply help people. Let me Then, tell us it's always been for known
For .your
open up your
recommend something.
Life within the profession surely is horizons, some of you with the
For all members of the Doctors of
Tomorrow Club, feverish with the not all S20 bills and successful sur- Medical School Hang-up. There is a
field of interest within this world
sickness, and eager to make your
"hemostat...in sponge...".
yourself
the hundredsNowof that is really for you, and is really
fortune loo: go on a field trip. imaginegery...
March down to Toronto General unglorified jobs some doctors have:
listening to a chubby, persistent yours; find it!
P. M. Crawford
Hospital's emergency entrance or you.
way).
worse ment
nextwouldyear
(as ifassurance
such a statebe any
any
And, Miglin points out, the
withholding is a "protest, not a
I am disgusted with the weak,
cowardly, do-nothing SAC that I
am paying student fees to support.
strike."the Young Socialists really
Could
have been that much worse?
S. Henderson
Vic II

the pillars of a future Middle
Eastern international
Romanentity.
Hromnysky
Reader

(classof*58)
offers

pufylic
1 feel that thewarning
letter from the
Christian World Liberation Front
publishedis byto The
Varsity deplored,
in midOctober
be strongly
Concerned about as manifesting most of the evils of
lunatic-fringe Christianity. I wish to
have made public the following
Arabs, Israelis
about the group, that peoAllow me to comment briefly opinions
may be warned of the nature of
upon the address given at the the plegroup.
group seems
University of Toronto by Michel specifically to The
be:
Chartrand.
(a) anti-rational or irrational,
I share with any sincere person
concern for the welfare of the particularly in that the letter ina Christ' confusion
of 'the
refugees from the area of con- claims volveofs deplorable
with the claims
Israel and also
that both thetemporaryPalestinian
Arabsbelieve
and that the Bible makes for Christ.
riddledworship.
with an The
extremeBibleformis
the Israeli Jews should have the of(b)Bible
right
to
political
self-determination.
somehow
represented
as not
the
1 do not think, however, that the word of God, but the Word
of god.
interest of the currently dispossessed Most Catholics do not confuse a
Palestinians is served by turning crucifix with Christ (perhaps partly
their problem into a worldwide issue because of the Reformation), but
centering
role Union
of thein some extreme forms of ProtestanUnited Slatesupon
or thetheSoviet
put the Bible up as a worship
the world. A more effective and object.tism Bible
worship is, I am sure, a
fairer course would be, first, to very serious sin.
it is
influence public opinion in the ment that I canThethinkonlyoTfitforpunish-(
that more regard
in noa pseudo-Heaven
with a
beUnited
shownStates
for theso Palestinian
Arabs eternity
Bible
but
God.
than is usual at the present; and
(c) full of a silly, naive psychology
further to pressure the governments which they practise on others and
of both the United States and the which
can with at least as much gain
Soviet Union to neutralize the Mid- be practised on them. They argue
dle East, provide unconditional
it seems that others have "... had
technological assistance, and im- that
plement freer trade. It is not right disappointing experiences with some
for any political groups in form of Christianity and are reacting from their own emotional hangeconomically advanced societies to
ups. .", but have the authors of the
use the plight of people in the Third
had disappointing experiences
World for their political advantage- letter
and
are
they only finding some kind
Besides, despite the tragic
in the Lord' to cope with their
occurrences in Jordan, it is a mis- orown'joyhang-ups?
take to set the interests of the
Well, reading the letter was a
Palestianians apart from those or disappointing
experience (to say the
existing Arab governments. All need least) with something
someone
to be realistic. The goal of all must was calling Christianity.thatBut,
be to redress the effects of ex- enjoined to hate the sin and notI am
the
pansionist Israeli policies. But at the
a faith that attacks and
same time, the existence of a sinner;
Intelligence is destroying
modern
in Israelin istheof region.
poten- perverts
much of God's greatest gin, that
tial valuesociety
to everyone
which
separates
man from other
Whetherment isorsocialist
not theisIsraeli
govern-of animals and allows
a matter
him to understand
God
and
hisCalvin
works.Murray
opinion: the viability of the slate is a
SGS
fact of life; it could become one of

Toike should be
editor's elective
As you already know, a
committee has been set up to investigate the Toike, one reason
being the discontent of some
professorsin with
a) "raw"
content
the regards
paper
b)to "...
copies finding
their way
to some
high
schools" — the latter giving our
faculty
a
bad
image.
We discussed this topic during
one of our lectures with a committee
member and some of the following
points 1.wereTheraised:
editor's position is
filled by default. Most
ford the timecan't/
to dowon't
this job,
engineers
af-a
which
does require
modest amount of work.
2. As a result, only those
"apply" for the job who
are attracted by the
present format.
3. Toike's
An engineering
paper is
better than no paper.
4. The Toike does not
represent the views held by
the majority of the
engineers.
I feel that
each point mentioned
above many also be applied to The
Varsity — there is certainly wide
discontent about the content of your
In conclusion, my suggestion for
improving [he Toike is thus — make
the
positionthe ofperson
editor could
a free drop
elective,his
whereby
choice
paper. of a non-technical subject,
take over the Toike, and receive his
mark in his "course" (according to
his
performance)profs.
from a committee
of engineering
Congratulations
article
on the Toike.on a well written
Ihor P. Civil
Mychalczuk
Eng. IV
Ed's Note: Unlike the Toike, The
Varsiiv editorship does not usually
fall to anyone by default. Last year,
three persons with differing views
about how
would like'
see the
paper
run they
contested
theonetoposition.
The staff
nominates
of the
applicants to The Varsity Board of
Directors, the person they nominate
havingjoritytoofallsecure
mavotes an
cast absolute
by the staff
The Varsity editorship is a full time
fob and the editor is paid for his
folly.
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offer voters...
candidates
6 trustee
Ward
The following is adapted from of administration, against com- aware than those of his own day, He now teaches journalism at Sheridan
munity rights and access. He voted feels that the present balance of
I965 forto
articles by Fred Weihs in the Torony College.
he was
informationFromofficer
to CitizenmunityandSchools.Joan Doiron in Com- against allowing trustees (and thus, permissive and disciplined education Communit
should
he
maintained
until
exthe
Toronto
board;
he
left
this
posithe public) access to board information; hewas also against im- evaluated. periments like SEED have been allowtionSEHD
because ofthe
board's
refusalandto
use
of
facilities
mediate improvements in the downCommunity organizations in
support staff. He was also critical of
town "tindcrbox" schools, despite
Ward ft are only beginning to get on
Community control of schools is the
Board's
operation as a closed
fact
that
the
"reform"
trustees
Iheir feet. As yet, there is very little the
issue
on and
important
an
corporati
ran originally to
believes,
Yip
so strongly about this that they innot.the election, since people in the
community involvement ir^ the Telt
look
it
to
the
Ontario
Municipal
open
il
up
to
the public.
schools — and certainly no strong Board.
ward are largely not in favour of it.
Rose has made well-artieulaled
Another false issue, he feels, is the
community groups helping the
the role of a trustee as charge
schools reflect community needs and thaiYipof sees
that
downtown
children
are
pleas
at the loboardthe level
for "effective
resistance
(budget)
ceilings
"liaison officer between the streamed by the school system into
interests.
The schools which are closest to parent, the student, the teacher and vocational
courses, which, in his when they discriminate against the
their communities are on the fringes the board," and as someone who opinion, has no basis. He feels very Toronto board's program in the
board by in- strongly that the board should set up schools." He supports teachers'
of the Ward — the Island school and sets policyterpreatting whatthe
the people of the pre-school
Duke or York (which actually
programs run by rights loons andnegotiate
ward desire.
says he canworking
give 20 locon-30
relates more to Ward 7 than Ward entire
teachers, with parent aides, so that hours aditiweek
to the job.
Generally, he is satisfied with disadvantaged
ft). There is a small group of parents Toronto
Dan Leckie
children could
schools, since he finds
working at Church St., but the hard students much
develop
necessary
skills
under
the
more
articulate
and
core of schools — l ord L.ansdowne,
Leckie and Spencer
guidance ofa trained teacher.
Ryerson, King Edward, Orde,
Rose's views are not identical
Last year's U of T SAC president
Ogden, Jarvis, and Central Tech —
with those of his running-mate. Bob Spencer and his Ihen-educalion
are virtually isolated from their
Streaming of inner-city children commissioner Dan I.eckie are runcommunities (though at Ogden and
campaign based on the
does go on in the schools, he main- conceptning ajoint
Ryerson some attempts in this direcof community schools.
tains. Moreover, children of imtion are being made]. So our
Their main criticisms of the caumigrant parents often have
political aspirants can easily see
cus to which Yip anS Rose belong is
problems adapting to learning in
Ward 6 as a means of climbing up
the political ladder by becoming
English.
lhat
group's platform
is not and
one
of realthecommunity
participation
He sees these as the greatest control.
trustees, undisturbed by any comSince Ihe the trustees
munity groups demanding that Ihey
priorities
now
facing
the
board,
and
themselves have defined the issues
be accountable.
he suggests they may find a solution for Ihe community. Spencer and
In ihe I969 race in Ward 6, Ben
in
increased
community
inI.eckie contend lhat, although the
Rose ran first with 3,484 votes, and
volvement inthe schools. Two other content
of their platform may be
K. Dock Yip placed second with
problems Rose would attempt to fairly progressive, the process used
deal with are the lack of an effective lo arrive at il is conservative, a
3.329. Four other candidates polled
more than 7.000 votes for a total of
voice for teachers in formulating
13.002 ballots cast.
school policy, and the need to break typical example of "lop-down
Bob Spencer
up larger schools into smaller units decision- ma king,"
Rose and Yip
"Our major complaint with the
to create "a more human
and incumbent
Rose havetrustees
"joined inwith
they say, "is He
his the present school system has its
threeYipother
the
Both Rose and Yip suggest that traditional
relalionshiptrustee,"
to his community.
environment."
culture — while, Anglo-Saxon
formation of a caucus at the Board
the position of trustee should sees himself as a representative, and own
middle-class. When ethnic,
in Ward 6 represent alive democracy and
of Education.
probably
be
made
full-lime,
a
working
class children enter school,
change which would require greater is not satisfactory." The basis oTthe
According to Rose, the group
compensation for people who hold Spencer-Leckie campaign is that, if shock"
represents various points on the
they suffer
athekind
"culture-is
since
schoolof culture
the job. The salary is now $3,600. elected, they will work as full-time radically different
that of their
politicalon spectrum,
but willso "try
community organizers, attempting home. The result is from
agree
specific matters
we canto
either
little
Yip has been a lawyer in Ward 6 to give communities "meaningful success at school, or adaptationor noto
he more effective in battling the
for
25 years and is fluent in Chinese.
ihe new culture, which alienates
burcacracy."
in themaximum
group's
He has been conscientious in atten- Participation in the working of the ihem
platform
includePoints
ensuring
from their home environment
ding meetings and says he spends
economy and efficiency in the school
The
necessity
of
having
this
kind
and
creates
four
hours
per
day
at
meetings
and
system and not increasing the classly. Those whotensions
do not within
adapt the
are famioften
reading educational materials. He of trustee in Ward 6. they say, is lhat
si/e in elementary and secondary
voted against
increasing
adschools. The caucus says it intends
school."
ministrative salaries along with the
to generally vote as a block.
majority
or trustees and
might other
very
Rose and Yip also advocate the
well
be
influenced
to lake
provision of day care facilities and
"reform"
stands.
the involvement of parents in school
Rose worked for 21 years as a
curriculum and community use.
journalist for the Toronto Star and
K. Dock Yip
But from this point on Yip and
QUARTET
Rose differ markedly. On many
A
new
music series at Hart House
votes Yip places himself on the side
FIREHALL THEATRE
Peter's
Sport
Centre
606 BLOOR ST. W.
Starts Sunday, 7 January 1972
TORONTO 4, ONT.
IP M CARAT
English premiere
(Near Palmerston)
DIAMOND RING
Tel. S37-3813
ANNE HEBERT's
10% oft for U. of T.
Le Temps Sauvage
STUDENTS (with card)
Nov. 23-Dec. 9 at 8.30 p.m.
SetS295°°
Students $2 Tues.-Thurs.
General Sporting Goods
364-4170
SAC ELECTION FORUM
ADIDAS
NO. 70 BERKELEY ST.
TRAVEL BAGS
LEVI'S
Your
choice
ol rweniy-iive
exertingin
Aldermen
Ward
6
slyles.
Yellow
or white
gold,
dudes:
—
diamond
ring,
matching
wedding
band,
registered
appraisal
certilicate and insurance.
ANARCHISTS
IN THE
20% Student Discount
William Archer
RUSSIAN
REVOLUTION
with ATL card
a lecture by
Horace Brown
HUGH PROCTOR
Professor Paul Avrich
Jewellers • Gemmolog
Professor of History at Queens College, City University of
'
1430
T0NGE
ST.
PATIO 0E0R0 PIAZA*
New York. Author of The Russian Anarchists (Princeton,
Arthur Downs
Just South ot St. C
1967), Kronstadt 1921 (Princeton, 1970), and Russian
Rebels, 1600-1800 (New York, Schocken Books, 1972);
Dan Heap
edited works by Michael Bakunin (God and the State,)
Peter Kropotkin (Mutual Aid, The Conquest of Bread, and
In Russian and French Prisons), and Alexander Berkman
(What Is Communist Anarchism?). At present is National
WHITE ON
Endowment for the Humanities Senior Fellow, working on
7 CharlM 81. W.
history of anarchism in the United States.
on
967-1110
TODAY
Open 119-5toSrt.S, M-F
Wednesday, November 29, 1972
at
4:00
p.m.
TERMPAPERS
Canada's
librarypage.ol Alsoprot-tesied
Room 2106
papers Itomlargest
SI .75 per
expert
cuWom
rewafch'
papers Irom TUTORING
$3.95 PER
2:00
p.m.
Sidney Smith Hall
page.
Plus
TRANSLATIONS,
sponsored
In by
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
AND4c
PROGRAMS,
EDITING
AND
RESEARCH
MUSIC ROOM
HART HOUSE
the Centre for Russian and East European Studies
XEROX FOR STUDENTS
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...radical

and

traditional

unnecessarily streamed into opportunity classes and vocational
courses. The formation of decisionmaking bodies of ward residents,
teachers, trustees and students
would help schools respond to the
different racial, cultural and social
needs of the community.
On students' rights, they argue,
"that a clear code of students' rights
should lie established and every effort be made to decrease the gap
between the two lives of a student.
Students, parents and teachers
should discuss effective learning
situations and generate course and
study ideas. Throughout this
process, the trustee should act as a

Dan Martyniuk
guide and facilitator."
l.eckic now teaches an "alternatives in education" course
at Innis College, while Spencer is an
associate producer of the Screen
Cienis television show "Crossfire".
They have committed themselves to
working as full-time trustees. This,
in itself, is part of their platform:
"We see the trustee as a full-lime
community organizer providing m-

Peter Maloney
formation, access and focus for people concerned about schools."
Dan Martyniuk
Besides serving as president of the
Kensington Area Residents
Association, Dan Martyniuk has
participated in a number of other
community groups, including the
Kensington
Renewal Committee andUrban
the Beautify
Our
Neighbourhood Campaign, of which
he was chairman. He is a selfemployed master electrician.
Martyniuk believes that part of
the function of a trustee is to be like
afrom
"sponge
that absorbs remaining
informationin
the community,
constant
with theandgrassroots."
He has touch
five children
it is from
their experiences that he draws conclusions about the schools. He sees
the high schools as prisons with the
principals
wardens. playing the role of
Because of the complacency and
apathy that exist among people in a
community, Maryniuk believes that
it would be fairly difficult to gel a
group from the community to con-

education

::i:'.l;mtlv participate in the running
of its school. What he sees as essential, however, is the formation of
an arbitration committee composed
of students, staff and administrators
to deal with grievances.
There are a number ofchanges he
would like to see in the school
system. There must be a change, he
says, in the master-servant
relationship between teachers and
students which is based on punitive
measures. Another change would be
to make grades nine to 1 1 a time for
students to search around, when
school would be a resource pool of
information with no grading,
allowing students the freedom to
drop in and out. This is necessary,
he says, since these years are a very
confusing
in any person's
In 1966period
Martyniuk
ran for life.
the
Board of Hducation position,
placing third out of six.
Peter Maloney
Peter Maloney has said that he is
running for trustee because he would
like to hold public office and thinks
he would be good at the job. He
worked Tor the Toronto Slock Exchange until recently. Early this year
he declared bankruptcy, as a result
of a costly campaign he ran in the
l*)7l provincial election. Running
on the Liberal ticket, he finished
well back of Conservative Allan

views

Lawrence.
Maloney wants to experiment
with community control in ihe
secondary schools,
ministration over to handing
a board ad-of
students, teachers, parents and other
citizens. He thinks the ethnic and
class discrimination found in the
school system should be attacked by
a compensatory educational
program, and he advocates pumping
more money into downtown schools
for this purpose.
Maloney is presently a director of
the community
Association (CHAT). Homophile
He says that,
as a
homosexual, he feels a special concern for sexual liberation —

women's liberation and gay liberation — in the schools. He wants
changes in the sexual education and
guidance counselling programs.
David Low
David Low, a marketing representative with a life insurance
company, is president of the Ontario
Young
Progressive
Conservative
Association.
He believes that school facilities
should he more accessible to the
public, that more lay assistants
should be hired, and that the present
pupil-teacher ratio should not be
increased. He is afraid of comrunning
the
schools munity
andgroupsizactually
especially
worried
about "vocal minorities getting too

LE CAFE-THEAAATRE-OUVRE
le 30 NOV.
VICTORIA COLLEGE

Low has a full-lime job, but he
promises to devote "as much time as
isHe necessary"
job of who
trustee.
is suspiciousto ofthetrustees
say
"
ul.
erf
they
will
he
full-time
and
said
"You
pow
shouldn't make yourself a martyr
Cliff Mack
for the public."
Cliff Mack is a University of
Toronto student running on the
Young
YS Socialist
literatureslate.
states that the
schools "are run in the interests of
our future bosses — the liny handful
of corporation managers and owners
whoSchools
control should
Canada."be run democratical y bytheir students and
teachers, the YS believes. Student
rights they advocate include the
right to form political clubs and to
publish uncensored student newsAll cutbacks in education
spending should be stopped, and
students should receive a living
wage,
the YSandsays.labour
The truth
about
papers.
women's
struggles
should he brought into the schools
and the war in Vietnam should no
longer he ignored.
Mack is active in the Committee
to Lnd the War in Vietnam, and has
worked as a logger in British
Columbia,national
as a Woodworkers
member ofof the
InterAmerica.
Murray Starr
Murray Starr has just come out of
hospital
stay, and
thus
ran after
little aorone-month
no campaign.
He
says
he
believes
in
community
schools, in which students, teachers,
parents and principals have a voice.
However, he does not advocate complete control by these constituencies.
He helped start the Kensington
community school.
A self-described drama director,
Starr feels a main issue in the
election ismunication
"thebetween lack
of comthe people
and
the Hoard costs
of Education".
thinks
education
should be Hereduced.
Varsity photos by
Phil Stramba

YOU'VE
GOTPRICES
IT COMING
TO YOU!
LOWEST
DISCOUNT
ON
- HI-FI STEREO EQUIPMENT
GIVE US
SANSJI,
PIONEER,
KENWOOD.
' COLOUR
MAKE
SONY, DUAL.TV TELE FUN KEN ETC.
AND MODEL...
RCA. AOMIRAL
WE DO SELL
* ZENITH,
CAR-RADIOS
AND TAPEETC. PLAYER
ALL MAKES,
INGLUDINGMODELS.
BLAUPUNKT
AM-FM
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THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE
FOR
KROMEft RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
CLOSE LESS!
TO U OF" T
112 HARBORS ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OF SPADINA)

Did you ever

Girls, Women, and €kiys
to think how it all sot started?
Get some straight facts about the different methods
of birth control and some historical anecdotes in the
FREE "How-Not-To" booklet. Written in simple,
easy-to-read language. From Julius Schmid, makers
of quality contraceptives for men.
Ask for these well known brands at your drug store.
FOUREX • RAMSES ♦ SHEIK
r
JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED
32 Bermondsey Rd.. Toronto 16, Onl.
Please send me FREE "THE-HOW-NOT-TO-BOOK
jI iPrinl clearly)
Address..

YS-272

'
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SUPERwhoHAIRCUTS
want ABSOLUTELY FREE
Natural, soft
bouncy hair...
the
look."No-hairdresser"
By Superskilled
young haircutters.
(Shampoo
& Noblowerdrying
included)
No teasing.
spray.
Appointmentstheavailable
throughout
day
from Dec. 3 to Dec. 7.
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at 782-4473 for
anTheappointment.
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No
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Closing
milk
co-op
assists
agri-business
By DON HUMPHRIES
milk than the OMMB said it could. The
speciality cheeses such as skim milk
—
most
likely
to
one
owned
by Ault'shaveor
Canadian University Press
OMMB deducted the amount from this
Kraft. The extra pounds would
cheese or colby cheese is exempt from
FRANKVILLE — A farmer-owned cheese
allowed Plum Hollow to keep operating all
year's regional average.
Plum Hollow is owned by about 60 local
co-op near here will shut down on
This means the multi-purpose plants
quota.
December 1 and the farmers will probably
dairy farmers. They formed a co-operative
(Ault's
is
owned
by
beer
producer
John
owneduse byall Kraft,
Ault's,
and
Cow
and
Gate
be forced to deliver their milk to a giant can
Labatt Limited, which is also involved in the
the milk they want to make their
association, registered under the laws of
plant owned by Kraft Foods Limited.
year.
Ontario, and bought the plant from a
specialty products without cutting into their
chicken-raising business. Cow and Gate is
quota allocations. The arrangement lowers
The Plum Hollow Co-op in Leeds County
private owner in 1967. Since then the
a
wholly-owned
subsidiary
of
a
Britishabout 60 miles northeast of Kingston, Onthe regional average, providing less milk
owned corporation.
farmers have spent more than $60,000 in
tario will cease production because the
for plants such as Plum Hollow that
improvements to modernize the plant and
Kraft (Canada) Limited is a whollyOntario Milk Marketing Board (OMMB) has
produce only Cheddar cheese.
owned subsidiary of Kraftco, an American
meet provincial pollution standards.
cut the quota of milk the plant can receive
Because of this regulation, although
The Ontario government, through the
owned
multi-national
corporation.
Kraft
this year.
Ontario Milk Commission and the OMMB,
Plum Hollow is supposed to receive seven
controls 80 per cent of cheese production
in Canada. The National Farmers Union is
million pounds of milk this year, the
The OMMB has instituted "regional
refuses to apply all laws governing coregional average is only five million
currently urging consumers to boycott
operatives inthe case of Plum Hollow. The
averages"
assigns
milk quotas
region. Milkandfrom
all (arms
is dividedby
farmers are not allowed to deliver their own
Kraft,
until
it
allows
the
NFU
to
bargain
for
pounds.
among all processing plants in the region.
fair prices for farmers.)
The additional two million pounds of milk
milk to their plant but must sell their milk to
But, milk used to produce the so-called
it should receive will be sent to other plants
the OMMB and buy it back to run their
Last year, Plum Hollow used a bit more
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■less

IB said it could. The
ie amount from this
age. *
•ned by about 60 local
formed
ed undera co-operative
the laws of
it the plant from a
967. Since then the
more than $60,000 in
idernize the plant and
ition standards,
irnment, through the
ssion and the OMMB,
Ie oflawsPlumgoverning
coHollow. The
ed to deliver their own
t must sell their milk to
' it back to run their

plant.
The government is thus deliberately
forcing the jfarmers to close a local industry, owned and operated by local
producers.
Losing the two million pounds of milk will
force the plant to close for four months. All
employees and the head cheesemaker will
be thrown out of work.
The farmers give the cheesemaker a
house, but he is not eligible for unemployment insurance because he is
classified
He doesn't
know how ashe self-employed.
will support himself
until
April. The farmers may be forced to subsidize his living expenses because they
can't afford to lose him.
"Financially, we are not able to pay a
man for four months for doing nothing.
What business can pay a man for four
months?" Plum Holiow Co-op president
Barry Hagget said in a recent interview.
Haggetthesaid
he didn't
know how he could
appeal
OMMB
decision.
"We've written letters of protest to the
Ontario Milk Commission. They say to us
that it's the milk board that sets the plant
supply quotas. You go to the milk board
and
say you have
to theasOntario
Miik they'll
Commission.
This tois goabout
far as
you get with that method."
"Every year since they (the OMMB) gave
the quota, they've cut it," the co-op president said. "They've cut it more this year
than they did last year."
"Every
dropped andyear,
this the
is justregional
whipping average's
us. They
tell us to buy quota. Well, who are you
going to buy quota from? You have to buy it
from someone in your owp region. Who are
going to buy it from Ault's or Kraft? There is
nobody
to buy part
quotaof from."
Anotherelseintegral
this problem is
milk handling methods. The OMMB is encouraging farmers to modernize their
handling systems by switching to bulk
hauling instead of milk cans.
The OMMB offers an extra 10 cents per
hundredweight for producers who deliver
in bulk.
Last year, the marketing board promised
the Plum Holiow owner-farmers that if one
of their members went bulk, that milk
would go to Plum Hollow. Several farmers
switched to bulk but none of the milk has
gone to Plum Hollow. The farmers thus
made transportation cheaper and easier,
but the milk went elsewhere.
Hagget says that, given current trends,
he doubts Plum Hollow will ever see a drop
of milk from the farmers who turn to bulk
handling. Hagget is now installing bulk
facilities for his own farm.
"Theytheytellhave
us tois togetkeepmodern
and everyas
policy
us as antique
possible,"
he said.
The Ontario
government has a program
offering owners of small plants a "closing
out grant".
31,
1973. The program will end on August
OMMB Kingston official Moore has
already visited the Plum Hollow farmers.
He came totoclose
"remind"
$23,000
down them
their they
plant can
and getto
remind them of the August deadline.
The farmers rejected this suggestion and
are determined to keep their plant
operating.
"Our building would just stand as a ghost
building. It'sto athenice
little plantbutthat
meansto
something
community
nothing
the Ontario government," Hagget said.
"We want to operate as one of the good
little
making
good
productindustries
and is not that's
a liability
to this acountry
in any way."
"We've had reams of names put on
petitions. It doesn't mean anything to this
government,"
he said. 15, the OMMB
Effective November
stopped buying cheese from the nearby
Belleville cheese exchange, the central
exchange for Ontario cheese. The OMMB
formerly paid 63 cents per pound for
cheese, but now the price may drop to the
minimum federal supported price of 54
cents. Such
development
would54 becents
disastrous forafarmers
because
wouldn't even cover the cost of milk
needed to produce the cheese.
Another new policy involves the
diversion of milk from the production of

cheese to the manufacture of skim milk or
butter.
If atheplant
doesn'toperating
make butter
skim
milk,
farmers
it couldor truck
their milk to one of the plants that does and
get 25 cents per hundredweight for
handling the milk. If the milk was shipped in
bulk, they could obtain an additional 10
cents per hundredweight. The milk buyer
would
rentalhundredweight.
on the farmers'So
quota ofalso15 pay
centsa per
they coulddredweight
make
50
cents'
per hunabove the ordinary selling
price
of milk by transporting their milk to a plant
making butter or skim milk.
don't and
have given
quotato left,
theBut,
milkif isthejustfarmers
taken away
the
plants that will make the butter or skim
milk. and
The Gate,
plantsor will
Cow
Kraft.probably be Ault's,
The two million pounds of quota that
Plum Hollow cannot use because of the
regional average will be given to the big
companies for almost nothing.
"I said to the man at Cow and Gate 'if we
have quota,
quota the
you'llmilk
pay marketing
us and if weboard
haven't
got
will
take it away and give it to you anyway'. He
saidPlumyes,Hollow
that's will
right,"
Haggetselling
remarked.
continue
cheese
from its stockpile. The farmers hope they
won't
run out
before spring.
they do,
they
will have
to decide
to use Ifmore
of their
precious quota and hope it isn't cut again.

AUNTIE
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1
1
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The VarsllyA
There used to be more than 80 cheese
factories in Leeds County. Now there are
onlyThetwo. evidence reveals the Ontario
government is working hand-in-hand with
agri-business
to destroy
once
thriving local
industry.the remains of a
plantsuseowned
by Ault's,
Kraft,
or The
Cow large
and Gate
more than
one million
pounds of milk in one day.
So, why would
they want seven
Plum Hollow's
relatively
insignificant
million
pounds,
only
one
week's
supply
for
them.
Plum Hollow could hardly be called a threat
to their profitability.
Barry Hagget believes the answer is they
want to control all cheese production.
The evidence indicates he is right and
the corporations are receiving the cooperation ofthe government to establish
themselves in a virtually monopolisitic
Monopolies fix prices not through
position.
competition,
but based on their own profit
expectations.
In the last 10 years, about half of
Canada's farmers have been forced off
their land. That development is no
accident.
Unless this trend is opposed, the
production, processing, and distribution of
food along with quality control and pricing
decisions will be totally concentrated in the
hands of a few industrial oligarchs.

CRAFT'S

Homemade

Recipes

Original Mayonnaise
Teaspoon Sugar
Teaspoon Dry Mustard
Teaspoon
Salt
Egg
Few grains of Paprika

2 Cups Vegetable or Salad Oil
3 Tablespoons Vinegar
■ Combine first four ingredients in a bowl (small mixer bowl).
■ Add egg; beat well.
■ Add salad oil, a little at a time; starting with a teaspoon
and gradually increasing the amount; beating constantly.
■ added.
Add 1 tablespoon vinegar after 1 cup salad oil has been
■
■
■
■
Note:

Beat in remaining salad oil; Vi cup at a time.
Add remainder of vinegar; blend well.
Store in refrigerator.
Yield: 2Va cups.
Care must be taken to add the oil in small amounts at
the start so that it can be emulsified. This is the secret
to making a good smooth mayonnaise.
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Don't
P
amet
y!
The Ontario Government
has
with
representatives of Ontario students several times since
the October fees withholding referendum. The Government simply refuses to tell us anything about their plans
for student aid programmes. In particular, Premier Davis
refuses to say that OSAP loan ceilings won't go up again.
It's your future. If you object to the Government's
ref usal to talk, if you object to the form of their education
cutbacks of the last year then let the Government know.
Your fees are not due until January 15. By that time
the situation may have changed.
But at least until you're back in January, DON'T PAY
YOUR SECOND INSTALLMENT. The situation may
have changed by then, and the January 10th Varsity will
contain all the details.

(Students' Administrative Council, University of Toronto)

relies

on

image
guy
good
Archer's policies for Ward 6 are
By STEWART GOODVEAR
far more detailed, if questionable in
Many political
of hisa past
votingpriority
record.is
William
Archer isobservers
a capablesuggest
and theHecontext
feels that
leading
hard working alderman whose the need
to maintain low density
decisions are independent and
housing for families and low income
pragmatic,
yet can
an usually
old-stylebe politician whose vote
relied groups in the centre of the city,
particularly
in theSpadina
South ofareas.
CarletonHe
on to support-development interests. and
South-east
With much experience and also stresses
that Metro Centre and
knowledge of the dynamics of city the
waterfront must be effectively
government. Archer is skilled at
developed, "with emphasis on
accomplishing
what
he
sets
.out
to
do. This is evident in the success of
last summer's
mall, of
which
he was Yonge
the chiefStreet
architect.
Archer, a friendly man, has good
relations with most of both the Old
Guard and reformist elements or
council, and maintains he is a people".
member of neither.
While he frequently opposes the
stands taken by community groups,
his personal relations with them are
good. However, leaders of these
groups differ about his openness —
some saying
he hegivesstands,
no trueothersindication where
saying that he is very forthright.
They also question whether
Archer will help open the processes
Ward 6 campaigner Archer
of city government
to enable
munities tobecome more
involvedcom-in
decision making, and whether he has The need for "more effective
fully analyzed
and developed
framework
of priorities
concerninga control of private motor vehicles in
the needs and planning of the city. the city core" and for better public
But the great drawback against transit are included in Archer's
Archer is his voting record. priorities.
Archer also maintained that he
any attempt
widening toofkeep
Dundas
Although
vote will
Streetoppose
and will
the
in favour heof doesn't
any andhabitually
all developattractiveness oT Kensington
ment.
Archer
has
been
fairly
consistent inhis support of it.
Market, suggesting that it might
Despite working for compromises become a mall.
and offering amendments, he has
Archer's discussion of development centred upon distinguishing
cast his weight behind developments
which have received reformist op- when there is the need for it
position inalmost 80 per cent of and when it will disrupt a commucrucial votes, according to City Hall
nity. The amount of land presently
zoned Tor high density is now
magazine. Such contentious issues sufficient,
he stated, though more
as the Spadina Expressway, the
West St. James Town and Windlass apartment blocks could be built
developments have received his on appropriately zoned land near
the city. This would
endorsement.
An incumbent in Ward 5, Archer the centrea ofgood
of highhas become a candidate in Ward 6. lead ertoincome,
highvariety
rise dwellings
Critics have offered many reasons and the cheaper, low rise housing
for this; his fear of running against which is preferable Tor families, he
such tough opposition as Ying Hope claimed.
and Colin Vaughan; his running
Archer is a firm supporter of the
feud with Hope; his unpopularity
official plan, which he helped
north of Bloor due to his support of city's
to
draft in the mid-sixties. One
the expressway: his ambition to common
criticism of him is that he
become the senior alderman of a
ward and thus eligible to become a is reluctant to accept changes to the
member of the City Council
Archer asserted that in the past he
executive.
worked
to create
Toronto's
site
But
Archer
argues
that
he
now
development
and housing
identifies with the ward to the south standards.
Hecontrols
then defended
his
because of his concern for the voting record by arguing that for a
challenges of the central city and his plan.
few
major
issues,
the
amendments
"tremendous" communication with he has proposed have enabled better
Chinese and community organiza- public guidance of developments.
tions. When the city was divide
He also stressed his independence,
ed into different ward boundaries. adding
that he has made his votes
Archer represented much of what
is now Ward 6 for five years as for development "in the best interests ofthea vociferous
community".minority
In mostin
an alderman and three as a con- cases only
trol er. He also stresses that he affected neighbourhoods
have opworks and pays taxes in Ward 6.
posed has
development.
Archerof claimed.
Archer
criticisms
bot# ifie
When questioned on his priorities
Guard and reformers. He fee4s
for the city in an interview, Archer Old
that some members of each group
spoke
in vagueandterms
efficient" "vote like trained seals", without
administration
good, ofcontrolled
development.
He then stressed the control and .{rvirTg full consideration to their
direction of the urban renewal posftrons
an issue.andHisweighing
most both'
outspoken
sides" of
program and the need to improve criticism was of the reformers, part
i
c
u
l
a
r
l
y
J
o
h
n
Sewell.
Archer
also
Toronto's
"public
and
private"
transit systems.
stated that city council has been
Although Archer stated that the effective, if often "fragmented and
constitutional issue "is not at the incoherent", and that "stupidity on
fore atsuggestions
the moment",
he did offer
some
to improve
city both sides" has been the major
Archer believes the duty of an
government. There should be
smaller wards with single aldermen, problem.
alderman is "to get as much inpossible", making
he
said. He
the city's decisions onformation asknowledge
numerous
boardscriticized
and commissions
derived
the input oT his constituents
for causing the "fragmentation" of from
;ind
discussions
with
planners
and
government
that "responsibility and
should besaidgiven
back to administrators. Full information
elected
representatives.".
Archer should be passed on to the comfeels the city
executive is an effective
munity, he stated. The alderman
body
opposed to restoring the "doesn't impose his will, but inBoard andof isControl.
volves the people", said Archer.
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Satelliteactivis
reconnaissance, he said,
new states, answer
of nuclear weapons.
Expert
By GREG McM ASTER can't
be an important factor in the
Military technology expert G.R. This could bring about "a basic will
success
or
failure
of
the
Strategic
difference
in
the
world
stretegic
I.indsey spoke for two hours on "the
Arms Limitation Talks (SALT)
suite of the art" of weaponry Mon- situation", ha said, especially if between
the United States and the
day night, but could only answer "I "smaller irresponsible countries", Soviet Union,
which he described as
don't know" when peace activist "unauthorized people" or "huge
Kay Macpherson demanded to gangster outfits" were involved.
"an
attempt state
to retain
the balance
know when scientists like himself
its
present
without
spendingin
Hven now, he noted, in wars
will begin to examine serious world between large developed countries lots of money."
The most easily defended
problems like starvation and and" smaller undeveloped countries,
pollution.
the smaller forces "can succeed with weapons, he said, are missiles
I.indsey, chief of the Defense very clever tactics", especially if the mounted on submarines. In the
future, missiles may even be hidden
AnalysisdianEstablishment
of the CanaDefense Research
Board larger power "is not willing to lose "on the bottom of lakes or on the
in Ottawa, was delivering a seminar many
lives".warned that "A lot of the
I.indsey
he assured the audience
in the Medical Sciences Building on things
we're defending ourselves thatHowever,
"It looks as though outer space
military technology as the second of against
now
won't
be
the
biggest
the I eonard Beaton Memorial danger in a few years", but he did seabed."
is going to be a fairly peaceful
Lectures.
not elaborate.
He
contended
that
Canada's
world military role should be
"defense
the deterrent",
which
consists ofof three
missile systems
at Mac
which "happen to be based in the Parity wanted
United States. We have a responplace."
HAMILTON
(CUP)
—
The
student
council
at
McMaster
University has
of attack,sibility toprovide
he staled.warning" in case launched a concerted move to achieve equal representation for students with
This prompted Macpherson, a faculty on all departmental committees.
former head of the anti-war Voice of
The council established a committee to help "spur" students lo seek
Women, lo ask "How much longer parity, and to urge that faculty student councils organize students lo press
are we going on playing these for representation.
game;: issuming the Soviet Union
"if is only through a situation like this that the true voice of the
has any intention of blowing us up, students is heard," council vice-president Doug Lord said. "The university is
here for the students and they must have a voice in the decisions which affect
knowing
we'll
do
the
same
to
them?
When are we going lo lurn ourselves
The council has urged local student councils lo make the parity
to
morewhoserious
I.indsey,
has beenproblems?"
involved in campaign a major priority when Ihey draw up their budgets for next year.
them." pledged all possible assistance in the fight for equal
military research for 22 years, Members
replied that he did not know the representation.
Lord said the committee would coordinate the various student groups in
answer.
I.indsey had described the world a united attack on the present departmental committee system. He said
situation in terms of "mutual students would likely get much further by approaching the university as a
united group than they would be individually approaching their respeclive
strategic
deterrence",
in the event
of even aclaiming
limited, that
tactical nuclear war there would be departments.
"That would be much easier than 30 different societies going against 30
"'complete and almost instant different
faculties,"
the
universityhe said.
may respond that only individual departments can
destruction" of both sides. "What make Butchanges
in their internal structures. That was the story at the
happens depends on who gets there
University
of
Saskatchewan
Regina Campus where students this month
after the holocaust is over", he said.
The important question for the occupied the dean of Arts and Science's office when he vetoed a social
science
division
motion
guaranteeing
parity in ail departments. The
future, he suggested, is the "horizon- occupation was suspended pending negotiations.
___
tal proliferation", or acquisition by
Students

criticize

of course unions
By ULLI D1EMER
Most course unions seem to exist just to lurn out
course evaluations, a number of participants commented at a SAC-sponsored conference on course
unions held last week.
There was a consensus that course unions should
be trying to engage in other activities as well..
Discussion at the conference was directed at considering what the overall objectives of course unions
ought to be, and how they can be achieved, as well as
problems, including the producapproaches
tion of courseto common
evaluations.
The conference was attended by only 15 to 20
people, considerably less than had been hoped for,
according to SAC Education Commissioner George
Slrathy. Blame Tor the low attendance was attached to
the liming of the conference, which occurred during
peak essay-writing time, as well as to a general
disinterest in course unions on much of the campus.
Invitations were sent to all professional faculties, but
almost all those attending were from arts and science
departments,
or college
ference had been
slated unions.
lo go onAlthough
all day,Iheit conwas
adjourned by 2 pm.
According to participants, the low attendance was
a reflection of the problems that course unions were
facing: an inability to involve most students in bringing
about participation and change in the educational
process. Much of the day was devoted to Tar-ranging
but always inconclusive discussion of what role unions
could play in changing or improving education.
to former SAC education commisAccording
sioner and president. Bob Spencer who was invited
of course unions, too much emto givephasisa hadhistory
been placed in the past on attempting to
reach or influence higher levels of decision-making,
where power was presumed to lie. He advocated
working for changes "on the classroom level","asandan
where this technique was successful
using classes
example
to change
Spencer
alsoothers".
suggested collecting specific
complaints about individual courses, and compiling
them to present to the presidential advisory committee
now evaluating the New Program. The result would be
lo "build up a generalized critique through looking at
specific
Otherproblems".
speakers stressed the need to work for more
student power on departmental committees, as well as

Centre tor Iho Study of Drama
HART HOUSE THEATRE
ROSMERSHOLM
Henrlk Ibsen
new translation bybyFrederick
and Lise-Lone Marker
directed23 by- December
David Gardner2 at 8:30
November
(No performances on Sunday or Monday)
Tickets
$2.50
Box Office
Students $1.25
10:00
a.m. to928-8668
6:00 p.m.

ElecTor
MUNICIPAL

CENTRE
In conjunction with S.A.C. and Innls College, INI
206/306 has planned a municipal elections centre
to gather and disseminate Information concerning
the upcoming municipal elections on December 4.
The purpose of this service Is to both supply basic
Information and to act as Mason between candidates
for office and Interested Individuals.
If you have any questions concerning the upcoming
municipal
elections,
5456. We exist
to servefeelyou.free to contact us at 92863 St. George (Innis College)

Superior
Prescription
cal
Opti
Frame
styles
Eyeglasses
to compliment
today's
fashions youthful
in metal and shell

objectives
at conference
on the classroom level, and the need to improve course
content and teaching methods.
Some reservations were expressed about the
danger of "alienating people by pushing political ideas
at them". Others, however, charged that this would be
an abdication of responsibility, that course unions
should
change. not simply provide services, but present ideas for
Most people, according to Bob Bettson (Trinity),
"haveneedgivento beup convinced
hoping forthat
change
the university",
and
it is inpossible.
Course union bureaucracies, said Phil Murton,
editor of should
this year's
physics
course
evaluation,
try to maths
be more and
creative
and expand
their scope.
Too often, he said, course unions fall into a
"consumerist" trap, "trying to sell the value of their
product to students". This, he charged,
was
simplyat
directed
accepting the present educational values,
dimension
added
the
with
efficiently,
a degree were also being graded.
gelling
thai professors
Evaluations,
he said,system,
could butbe ultimately
"guerilla theatre"
directed at the grading
the goal
should be to do away with grading of both students and
professors.
Others added thai evaluations were often more
as a means of "involvement" of class
useful
representatives, and of entire classes ir they discussed
lisls". A problem in achieving
them, than as "shopping
this objective, il was pointed out, was that the power of
students afraid to discuss
made
often
professor
the
criticisms openly.
that evaluations
present feltcourses
Studentsin improving
were
and teaching,hadbut"some
influence"
aware of very few cases where they were of major
importance.number of the background documents
A
criticisms of
distributed at the conference offered other
course evaluations. These included their failure to
of "pseudoconsider course content itself, their usequestionnaire
s
scientific objectivity" and short-answer
the fact
lhat are incapable of raising alternatives, ofanduniversity
structure
overall
the
that they accept
education, seeking only to improve the way in which it
is presented.
These criticisms, however, were not dealt with
decided to hold
The participants
discussions.sometime
during theconference
in January.
another

ELECTION

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116
60 Metal Styles Available
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Food

Sci not

permitted

new professional
By ELAINE KAHN
The Faculty of Food Sciences may not be allowed
program
lo parlicipate in a new pre-professional
for Health Sciences and Arts and Science.
proposed
According to a letter from food science dean Iva
Armstrong lo the Presidential Advisory Committee to
Review the New Program in arts and science, the
Faculty of Arts and Science has been discussing
establishment of pre-professional program with the
division of Health Sciences. Food sciences has been left
out of these discussions.
Armstrong said in an interview her faculty has
been excluded because it has not received full
acceptance from the "very nebulous" Health Sciences
group.
She thinks the pre-professional program is planned
to include basic courses in subjects such as chemistry
which could be helpful to foods science students.
The basic science courses offered by arts and
science are often too specialist-oriented for these
students, the letter says. However, because Foods
Science has not been invited to the discussions,
Armstrong is not sure that the courses being planned
would be helpful to the faculty's students.
Info system
By 1 I AM LACEY
U of T Info, a computer information system for the academic community, should be operational in
early January according to SAC
vice-president John Helliwell.
This system will enable anyone in
the university even without previous
knowledge of computer programming to obtain information about
news events, movies, and pubs.
SAC plans lo install four or five
terminals in public areas such as
Tovers, lounges and lobbies. About
four account numbers will be made
available for public use.
SAC is hopeful of support from
Industrial Business Machines in
covering the cost of the terminals.
IBM already supports the university
in computer research and may
decide lo donate or rent the terminals at a low rate. Negotiations,
which began in late summer, are

program
The letter also argued against any suggestion that
food science courses do not have as much merit as arts
and science courses, because food science students have
to take six rather than five courses to complete a full
year's work. pointed out, it is not uncommon for a
As Armstrong
one or even two courses
professional faculty lo require
She suggested arts and science
five a year.
more
to consider medical or legal courses
he reluctant
would than
ortakelessmorethanoffullthem.value simply because a student must
Presently, arts and science will not give its students
credit for taking food science courses.
Timetabling is another problem faced by Food
Sciences.
Their students are allocated to arts and science
courses the same as arts students, and therefore are
dispersed through all sections of any given course. This
makes il difficult to timetable professional courses.
The letter concludes that the arts departments
concerned seem willing to arrange grouping all food
science students in a course in the same section, "but in
our experience
this plan breaks down in the arts and
science
computer".
^^^^^^^

to be set
going favourably.
The system was to be in operation
earlier in the year, but financial
difficulties had to.be ironed out and
a method had to be designed to
assure that the account numbers
cannot be used for other than information purposes.
Initially the Info system will be

elect
WM. STEADMAN
BOARD of EDUCATION

to enter

up soon
in on an experimental basis. After
.100 hoars of computer time worth
$1,000 donated by the University of
Toronto Computer Centre has been
used, SAC will evaluate its popularity and practicality.
! f the experiment proves
successful. SAC is prepared lo fund
ii to a "significant extent".

RESPONSIBLE
IMAGINATIVE
EXPERIENCED
LEADERSHIP
vote
STEADMAN "with EDUCATION In mind"
Hand bill portrays Steaman as dynamic, responsible.
ee Steadman?
SAC Trust
Services Commissioner to live in Sarnia, at least for now.
Bill Steadman is running for a He hopes to continue his U of T
seal on the Sarnia Board of studies and attend school hoard
Education.
every two heweeks.
Steadman, who comes from meetings
lire no indications
wilt There
resign
Sarnia, may win, because only his SAC seat.
nine candidates are running for Steadman frankly admits he is
seven positions.
But if elected, he does not running for the school board post
intend to quit school and return as a stepping stone to higher
political office.
for

THIS IS 1MER0 HO, BABY!
THE VERY FIRST NIGHT
OF CHANUKAH AT THE
UNIV. OF TORONTO WILL
BE CELEBRATED
AT HILLEL HOUSE

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS
HEARD
BARITONE
SINGING VAUGKAN WILLIAMS' SONG CYCLE
"WHEN LOCK EDGE"
THURS., NOV. 30, 4:00 P.M.
IN THE MUSIC ROOM

THURSDAY,
ON
NOV. 30 6 P.M.

ROB

MENU:
LATKES. SOUR CREAM
APPLESAUCE, PIZZA,
POP, SERVIETTES, Cost 75( card carriers
s1 .00 without card
MUSIC
ETOBICOKE

CHANUKA

ELECT

£

I

Saturday,

Hillel

Dec.

t.H. "PETE"
Controller

FARROW

2

House

Latkes, roulette, beer
&
music
ADMISSION: FREE FOR CARD-CARRIERS
O

50c FOR NON-CARD CARRIERS

Sunglasses
that get
darker
as the sun
gets brighten
PHOTOSUN

PLEASE DROP IN
AND DISCUSS YOUR
IDEAS OR TELEPHONE
239-1221

ELECTION OFFICE AT
S096 DUNDAS ST. W.
(JUST
EASTPLAZA)
OF SIX
POINTS

OPTICAL

■ECT I Mayor and 4 Controllers
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Ward 6 Incumbent June Marks has adopted a 'pro-people' stance.
Robarts'
rules
rigid
Rigid application of rules
continued are
at the Robarls
Library on
Monday, as a librarian informed two students that they could not eat their
lunches in the ninth-floor student lounge.
The same librarian was later spotted eating her own repast in the ninthfloor staff lounge, where eating is permitted.
Last year, about lOOOstudents occupied SimcoeHall over a threatened
application of other restrictive rules concerning access of students and
members of the public to the library.
Two years
university
decided that
students' and faculty's
elimination
habitsago,werethesimilar
and integrated
washrooms.

Marks
sheds
old
changed, l am against any form of
By BOB BETTSON
speculation. I was responsible for
"June Marks is for People", the
leveling of 700 houses which
proclaim a forest of signs all over were
gone, but I personally saw
Ward 6 appealing for voters to that thefar people
were housed through
remember
she
is
trying
to
retain
her
aldemanic seat.
the OHC (Ontario Housing
Marks, who lists her occupation
After serving as alderman, Marks
as businesswoman, is running for Corporation)."
for the Board of Control, the
re-election as alderman after a stor- ran
precursor
of the City Executive
my
eight
year
political
career
as
first
(Unlike members ofthe
alderman, then senior controller Committee.
executive,
controllors
(from 1966-69) and in the last term, on a city-wide vote.) were elected
alderman again.
After the abolition of the old
She is perhaps best remembered
for her crusades against slum Board of Control Marks decided to
landlords in the mid sixties in what remain in the new downtown Ward
isinterested
now Ward
7. "Iwhenfirstthebecame
6 despite
fact "IToronto
could ward
have
chosenthea North
in politics
people easily
on my block approached me about that would have been glad to elect a
getting a school crossing guard for a Marks feels alderman should
senior controller."
dangerous
an interview.intersection," she said in make decisions on a city wide basis.
"I hadon toI became
fight Citymore
Hall involved,
but from "We have many poor areas despethere
rately needing redevelopment.... mafirst becoming president of the
ny people knock proposed developWard 2 South Ratepayers. Then
ments but they don't provide any
when the ratepayers felt they were
not adequately represented at City Although, according to City Hall,
a reform magazine on city politics,
alternatives."
Hall,
to run." try, Marks Marks consistently votes with the
AfterI decided
one unsuccessful
Old
Guard on council, she contends
got elected in 1964 in what is now
"I amvoted
not with
part the
of either
faction.
the
part was
of Ward
6. "Myof have
reformers
when I
first eastern
achievement
an updating
housing standards and getting a their motions were acceptable."
judicial inquiry to hear my charges She called herself "a strong
against slum landlords and proponent of community groups,"
adding, "I have had more speaking
Marks maintained "I haven't engagements than the mayor and
speculators."

image
am constantly trying to encourage
people
lo form have
citizens'
groups."
"Ratepayers
always
hadwhenan
effect
at City Hall.
However,
two orsent thethree
get
together
to
reprewhole community, I believe
they are often small minorities, just
looking for issues. ...and causing
Despite her $6,500 campaign
which includes a leaflet, calendars,
pens, wooden
stickers,signs,
buttons
many
large
Marksandbelieves
that all election advertising should
beproblems."
banned. "We should go back to
the old style public meetings. The
issues haven't really been discussed
in Marks
this campaign."
has been attacked by other
candidates
ment" record.for her "pro developShe defends herself, saying she
refuses to support or oppose
development as a principle.
"Citizens
low density.favour
I voledevelopment,
on the meritif it'sof
I have voted for the retaining of
historical
each
project."buildings with the
reformers, she added. "However I
am proud of the Eaton Centre.
There will be less density than if they
hadn't come to us. Council is
demanding a high calibre oT
"I don't and
object
to it."
going to
development
getting
developers. Where would we have
got thetre, money
lo buildanMetro
Cenwhich provides
integrated
transport system and does away
approving
Centre, City
withIn thai
mess". Metro
Council
rejected
recommendations
from its planning staff that it require
a loWer density,
income
housing. more parks and low
However. Marks maintained the
agreements
reachedthat
were developers
good' "We
can't
demand
provide
public
housing."
The priorites she set for her next
term, if re-elected, include a new
transportation
policy,traffic.
with aHerdepartment for pedestrian
first
priority would be to stop the
threatened Dundas Street widening.

An active
William
It's
ARCHER
for
Ward 6

concerned

HART

HOUSE

DEBATE

experienced

. alderman.
. . . worked in Ward 6 for many years;

WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER

29th, 1972

... a family in Toronto, wife Gwen, and
daughter Janet;
. . . experience in both City and Metro Councils, planning boards and library boards,
and as TTC liaison representative;
...concern for major issues — transit —
anti-noise by-laws — obtaining parks —
7 day library service — more control of
new development — keeping low-density
residential areas;
... a deep concern for people and their problems. Bill Archer is ever-ready to assist
in housing, health and other matters, and
to clear away red tape for individual
citizens.
William Archer is the Alderman people call
on for help — they know he will get results!
We
FOR INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE
CALL 869-0033

"Resolved

that Citizens' groups should

be seen but not heard."

guest
COLIN

speaker:
VAUGHAN

Candidate for Alderman
Ward 7

ARCHER O
ALDERMAN Ward 6

HART HOUSE DEBATES ROOM 8:00 P.M.
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Infernal Affairs Committee

r
established
so
principles
then aeree
andt'
cces
, i,. ,i;.,.iniin,
....
suguiding
s on stam
^
pu
d e lo on
he
it would
be very
unwieldy, re
as manyac
make such a Ca
By tom Mclaughlin
be impossibl
would
t
shed ,in
en
establi
stanon
les
em
agree
princip
then
re
guiding
and
ne
ag
discipli
adequate
were
No
ee
ble
Caput
fair.
system
1955 for the
dards of disciplinety.applica
The Internal Affairs Committ
people would refuse lo serve, they " (ius Abols, a former SAC throughout
the universi
g Council last week felt.
the committee decided that these
bul
of the Governin
discussed without reaching any
said Then and only then could the principles should be updated before
However, any selection process
on the committee, were
on look place.
s for seemed lo he open lo the criticism president
accused by committee decide on the proper any
further discussi
rights of theprotected
that the
agreement on. severalofproposal
the committee decided
sufficiently
disciplinary that it would "politicize the process not
sm Tor choosing members on Intheaddition
mechani
choosing members
composition
of the Housing
agreed
y
tribunals, It was generall chief of selection", as Cadariod putthatit.the. Cadario's proposal and suggested of disciplinary tribunals, he said. Committee. Everyone
except
challenge system
Instead, he suggeste
a peremptory
that
ihai
that the Caput, the existing te
was
problem
the
present
At
A permanent member the tribunals could, for example, be Henschel agreed that no represenwas inadequa faculty council involved andcollect
be instituted.
disciplinaryits body
tative
from
local
ratepayers
should
that
wilh
sufficient
expertise
to
be
able
lo
includes
hip
students
and
members
comstaff
names of
because
with a sit-in and yet be
almost exclusively principals and names he randomly selected until advise members of the tribunal how faced
.
be
appointed.
students
The
committee
is
to
be
composed
of
partly
posed
"The
problem
has
been
in
the
past
presidents of colleges.
people were found who would agree to analyse evidence should be ap- that when sil-ins and occupations oT four students, two faculty
Three major proposals for to serve.
pointed, hesuggested.
two unwere
this would mean that When asked for his opinion, have occurred, vast bodies of members, iversity
members
an administrator,
tribunal
selecting
representatives,
contained in a discussion paper theHowever,
professor
Stanley Schtft, attending
tribunal would "likely to get a
students and professors did not i wo residenceresidencestudents
and a
the
thai
suggested
chairman
observer,
an
e
as
committe
by
to
prepared
selection"
very biasedHenschel
felt that it committee first define principles of Ihink
. She, according
were wrong."
Svdney
suggested the presidential appointee.
Cadario. They were: random Clarice
they Hermant
Paul
by
computer; selection
selection onby from
student and staff
nominati
by
selection
and
organizations;
nomination from faculty councils.
Everyone agreed, with the
exception of professor toMichael
sit on
compulsnotionbe applied.
Grapko,
the tribunalthats should
This seemed to rule out the first
possibility, or at least to imply that
Researcher
runs

WfeeR

goa

for

civic office
By DOUG HAMILTON
Scarborough College researcher
and lecturer Gary Hcighington is
running Tor alderman in ScarWard 2 on an antidevelopment borough's
platform.
Ward 2 is a predominantly
working class area in south-west
Scarborough. Although the ward is
zoned for low density family
housing, the Meridian and
Hcalhcliffe development corporations have bought up much of
the properly in the community and
have creeled several high-rise apartment buildings.
Meridian has been singled oul in
the City of Toronto by reform
aldermen for decimating the
Souih of St. James Town district.
Heighington claims that the
developers
"blockbusting"
several streetsare near
the Vjctoria
Park subway station and are beginninn to penetrate other areas of the
borough.
told The-Varsity
that
incumbent Healderman
Carol Ruddell,
running on an NDP ticket, has
"written the area off as
irreparable".
Ruddell is bereft of "new ideas"
and is a member "of the old group at
iHcighington.
he municipal offices", claims
Heighington has lived in the ward
lor 23 years and says he "knows the
area well". He presently
livesbuilding
in an
OHC
close tohigh-rise
the streetsapartment
where Hcalhcliffe
is demolishing houses to build
several new apartment towers.
He contended (hut "developers
have
all their
own way said
loo long"
in thehadward.
Heighington
he is
Tighling
for
"a
logical
alternative"
10 high-rise development and
helicvestown"fivehouseor sixprojects
storey represent
low-rise
and
huller accommodation for the people in the community.
Eschewing radicalism, Heighington emphasized that it is necessary
to "be(thereasonable
slop these
guys
developers)to from
what
they're doing".
"People should have a chance lo
live
way ihey
want lotheirlive"homes
and
not bethe forced
lo vacate
and move into apartments, he
dedared.
Rather than wreck many of the
homes which have deteriorated in
the ward. Heighington is telling
voters thai the borough council
should encourage renovating them.
He asserted that he is receiving
campaign contributions from no one
and "hasn't asked for any".

B.Y.O.B.

Bpiiig

a wiRRep.

Oktobepfost
Real imported flavour in a great Canadian

beer.
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Blues
come
back
in third to defeat
York
8-5 Avery
having a two man advantage
was stopped by Inness but the scored
University of Toronto Blues period goals in a come from behind
Less than two minutes later point
in a goal mouth scramble
puck
bounced
between
his
legs
and
rallied last night to score six third victory to defeat York Yeomen 8-5. goal.
McFarlane scored Blues' go ahead trickled over the goal-line before he after Blues had failed to clear the
Last night's game was mainly a
AlthoughYorkYork's
puck. York autshot Blues 20-H in
again brought
into Dunsmuir
a tie with caught on. goalie Greg Harrison the
battle of offensive lines. York's goal.
opening 20 minutes.
defence wasn't able to do much Blues less than one minute later, wasYeomen's
caught
on
a
much
similar
situaBluesof played
stronglyperiod,
in the first
scored at 5:06 of the period
Women's centre
better
Blues' when
but toDavies
half
the second
but
the Yorkthanforwards
held pressed,
the balance
put
Blues
ahead
to
stay.
Blues' first
goal (the
set up
Blues came out quickly in the first).tion onBuba's
opening
goalgame's
came collapsed towards the end. York
of play up to the final 20 minutes.
successfully
bottled
Toronto
in
its
Top
scorers
for
Toronto
were
Bill
third period playing their final 20 .JenkinsInness
stopped York's
MONTREAL (CUPI) — A
on ahadbreakaway;
Buba own end, with Blues' defence giving
minutes in a manner similar to after
women's
information
referral
centre
Buba
with
two,
and
Blues'
captain
picked
up
the
rebound
from
his
own
Gord
Davies
with
his
first
two
of
the
has been established in Montreal to
puck
away in itson own
as the
York's first 40. Up to then end, skated most of the way down the
concentrated
hittingend instead
Other markers came from Toronto
had used too much body the ice and drove a shot from the ofteamskating.
coordinate the city's many small, season.
Don
Pagnutti,
Ivan
McFarlane,
action
and
too
little
leg
work,
but
isolated
Harrison caught the puck
Blues Notes: Coach Walt has said
More women's
than fiftyorganizations.
women repre- Kent Ruhnke and Bob Munro. they revised their "system" and inbluehis line;
glovenet.only to see it roll out and the team trainers will allow
senting the various groups met Yeomen goals came from Gerri scored
five consecutive goals.
into
the
reporters into the dressing-room
in a community centre last weekend Greenham, Al Avery, Dave Right,
Blues' goalie Gary Inness made
Blues' defence played sloppily in after Blues' games... next Varsity
to discuss how to relay information Doug Dunsmuir, and Barry Jenkins. several
good saves in a game which
is Friday evening against
among themselves and in the comToronto was down 3-2 going into saw Toronto outshol by York 34-33 the first period. York's Holmes took game
Laurcntian Voyageurs at Varsity
munity atlarge.
the third period but came back 13 but looked puzzled on York's fourth a high-sticking call while serving Stadium.
Among the plans discussed was seconds into the third on Pagnutti's goal.
Dunsmuir's blast from the duty penalty-killing, and, with York
the possibility
printing
a women's
directory
withof the
addresses
and
telephone numbers of groups and of
people providing services and
emergency aid to women. Other
successful,
say socialists
groups are trying to establish a Campaign
library, emergency babysitting serlion" she said. In order to raise the
By ELAINE FARRAGHER
able to speak to many people about "break through" the illusions that consciousness
vices, abortion and birth control
of ihe people, the
Although it acknowledges that our socialist program".
have been built up. that mislead the LSA forms demands
counselling and pressure groups,
that try to
But
the
LSA
does
not
consider
working class.
and a drop-in centre.
victory
is
not
imminent
in
Monday's
involve
them
in
action.
But because most of the groups municipal election, the League for their campaign to be purely
They are attempting to do this by "The form mass
of
the
struggle
are dependent on federal grants Socialist Action is planning a "Vic- educational in purpose. "We are posing demands "that hit at the real determines whether it is reformist
or
from the Local Initiatives Program lory celebration" this Saturday. running a serious campaign", said problems thai people face".
which have not yet been approved, "Our campaign has been a success", Henderson. "A labour City Hall in Through struggle, for reforms, not," she said. "A reformist demand
said
mayoralty
candidate
Jacquie
Toronto
would
be
a
powerful
force
they did not discuss concrete
working people and women gain The
acceptsLSAthe believes
frameworkthat ofultimately,
society".
measures.
Henderson, "in that we have been in fighting for a Socialist Canada".
there must be a great upheaval and
She pointed out that the facilities o(
mass struggle to change society
City Hall could be put at the disof the workers.
struggles of students,
entrenched.
since
capitalism is so deeply
women posaland
SPORTS SCHEDULES -DEC. 4 to 11
IMPORTANT - SCHEDULES FOR FIRST WEEKS OF SPRING
The socialist slate, if elected, she
The LSA slate is running on a
TERM (JAN. 3 to 1 2) WILL BE PUBLISHED IN THE VARSITY WED.
added, could also use their position
platform run
of freeby and
democratic
DEC. 6th. COPIES WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE AT INTRAMURAL
schools
students
and
in City Hall to speak out against the
OFFICE.
teachers,
women's
liberation,
and
VietnamplicityWar
and
Canada's
comBE SURE AND GET YOUR COPY
in it and to help liberate
greater availability of public services
AS THIS WILL. BE YOUR ONLY NOTIFICATION!
such
as
housing,
transit
and
women
by
pressing
for
repeal
of
HOCKEY
abortion laws.
medicare.
"We want the Board (of
Henderson said that her party is
va
II Civil
Talwin, Herridge
Mon. Dec. 4 12.30
1.30 Trin.D
Education) to turn (he schools into
working to represent the 98 per cent
vs Civ, III Talwin, Herridge
3.30 For. B
vs St.M.C Talwin, Herridge
of the people of Toronto who she
instruments
for socialliterature.
change"
7.30 Law I
vs Vic.
Med.A9's
stresses their campaign
claims are presently not heard at
Barnhouse
Three members of ihe Young
8.30 Jr.
St.M.A
vs Dent. A Hemphill,
Hemphill,
Barnhouse
City
Hall. These people are still
Eng
vs
Dev.Hse Tworzyanski. Bielecki
Socialists are running on the LSA
9.30 Law II
voting for the "big business can10.30
vs Pharm. ATworzyanski. Bielecki
slate for Board of Education.
didates" because they have been
The LSA advocates the
"tricked"
and
lied
to
by
the
parly
Tues. Dec. 5 1.30 Law IV
Caven House Branciere, Gal
machines
that
are
run
by
big
expropriation of all private
3.30
vs Law III Branciere, Gal
4.30 Innis
business,
claimed
Henderson.
PHE. IIC
vs Scar. Ill Branciere, Gal
and ihe building of "top
9.30 Indust. Ill vs Campus Co-opAnderson.
"If we won the election", said LSA candidate Jacquie Henderson developers
Goverde
control
with rents
of nounder
moretenanl
than
quality public
housing"
vs Civ. IV Anderson, Goverde
10.30 Med. B
Henderson, "we would have a mangreater
insight
into
their
oppression.
d
a
t
e
t
o
kick
out
the
corporations".
20
percent
of
occupant's
net
income.
II
Chem
Ruhnke, Goverde
Wed. Dec. 6 8.00 am Grungiesvsvs
She said however, that it is "The struggle is more important The league's campaign literature
12.30 Trin. B
Indust. IV Ruhnke, MacFarlane
ihe hold thai big business
possible for workers to break out of lhan the gain itself" stressed stresses
1.30 New CCCP vs Vic. Vs Ruhnke, MacFlane
the
framework of bourgeois politics Henderson.
has
on Toronto.
"The present
big
vs For. A Parrack, Hamm
4.30 Vic. II
business
council continues
to dish
by establishing their own parly and
Henderson claims lhat the LSA is
5.30 Arch
vs Scar. II Parrack, Hamm
putting it in power. Such a party, mobilizing the people in the same out millions of dollars and
she noted, exists already in the form way lhat Toronto's first mayor, thousands of acres of land to big
oT (he New Democratic Parly. But William
vs Newli Johnston, Bielecki
Thur. Dec. 7 12.30 For. D
MacKenzie did when to ihe social
'developers'
regardof
needs of without
the majority
since the NDP is not running in the he led IheLyon
vs Fac.Ed
4.30 PHE. B
Johnston,
Bielecki
revolt against the Family private
Knox Toole, Bullock
election, [he LSA decided that it
7.30 U.C.H
citizens."
It
note
lhat
only
three
per
8.30 Grad. Stud vs Music Toole, Bullock
cent of Metro housing is publicly
Henderson denied that their owned.
should "pose the working class Compact.
9.20 Dent. D vs Emman Gollish, Kamin
alternative"
itself. must demands are reformist. "Reformisl
10.30 Eng.Sc.Grads vs Pharm. Et Gollish, Kamin
The LSA, bysaidrunning
Henderson,
demands shy away from mass ac- experience
Henderson,
1 1socialist
year's
Fri.
Dec. 8 12.30 St. M.B
Innls A1 Ortved, Branciere
VSvs Trin.
inistheawholeading
laborhasandmember
1.30 PHE. A
Ortved, Branciere
movements,
of
5.00 Erin
New 1 Hamm, DesRoches
the LSA. She has been active in the
6.00
vs U.C.I Hmm, DesRoches
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Sr. Eng- VSvs Scar. 1 Brown, Toole
Canadian Women's Coalition to
7.00 Vlc.l
presents an exciting evening of
Repeal the Abortion Laws and the
vs Dent. A Brown, Toole
7.30 Med.A
anti-war movement.
Med.C
Swanick, MacFarlane
Mon. Dec. 11 8.00
Dent.
B
8.30 Med. D
vs Med. B Swanlck, MacFarlane
9.30 Med. E
vs Dent. E Lipsett, Hurlbert
10.30
Dent. C
Dance
and
KINGSWAY
VS Med. F Lipsett, Hurlbert
BASKETBALL
Sr.
Eng
U.C.
1
12.30
Mon. Dec. 4
DRUGS
Blinck, Dymarski
vsVS PHE.AB Lansdowne,
3.00 SGS.I
New
Montgomery
movement
9.00
vs PHE.
Ferman. Trafford
SOLARAY
Trin. A
Heininger, Herling
Tues. Dec. 5 12.00
St.M.B
6.30 St.M.A
vsVS Sr.
Law Engi Maydo, Obrascovs
HOT $9.98
COMB
Only
vs
8.00 Erin
Plastina, Mishevskl
...program...
9.30 Jr.For.EngA
Mishevski, Plastina
Law
II
Suggested list S16.95
Wed. Dec. 6 12.30
PHE.C. Sialtsis, Bloxham
3.30 Innls 1 . vs Vic.
DANCE FILM
II
Montgomery,
Tessaro
The
Colonnade,and 131 Bloor W.
6.30
New
Blinick, Traflord
PERFORMANCE GROUPS
8.00 Mgt. Stud vs Med.A
Dent.A John, Ravensdale
700
Yonge St., at St. Mary
9.30 St.M. B vs Scar
John
RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS
PHE.A
vs U.C.I Ravensdaie,Kleberg
Thur. Dec. 7 12.30
6.30 PHE. D _ vs Pharm. A Trafford,
MODERN
JAZZ
Cappe. Tessaro
8.00 St.M.A
Erin
TERMPAPERS
Boguskl
,ve... CONTEMPORARY
DANCE
obser
9.30 Med. A
folk dance
vs Vic.l Maydo,
Boguski,
Maydo
12.00
PHE.A
Dec. 8
Kllman,
Sallzman
Frl.
PHE.B
UNLIMITED
3.30 Mgt. Stud vs St.M. B Bloxham, Herling
Trin. A
vs Dent. A Hollingsworlh, Bernholtz
6.30
participate:.. ballroom
of toronto
8:00 SGS.II
vs Med. B Bernhollz, HollinQsworth
complete
VOLLEYBALL
educational
BENSON BUILDING. 320 HURON
vs Dent Lansdowne
Tues. Dec. 5 8.00 Med
SOUASH
research
8.20 Trln.A
vs
Tues.Dec. 5
Law A
services
9.00 Med. A
9.40
SGS.
1
vs Vic.l
- 9 80 p.m.
Dent.
A
7
1
Dec.
8.20
Friday
Med.
B
vs
Wed. Dec. 6 9.00
PHE.
vs SGS.II
CO-ED* EVERYONE WELCOME • FREE
Med. C

™GE
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Law

defeats

Trin

4-1

in

I hockey
Division
By BOB BETTSON
Wright) with two goals. Law last
1 ed by John Wright (not the JohnA team
4-1. However, the game was
night defeated a shorl-starfed Trinity
two unanswered, breakscored
Law
when
minutes
10
last
the
in
only won
away goals.
only dressed nine
point with Trinity, which was
Play was close up until that
hampered by
I Law theteam.net Law
Divisionmissing
checkingmanythe shots
players effectively
.
altogether
atrocious shooting with
edge, building up a 2-1 lead with
in the first ten minutes Law had theBoth
goals were set up by former
by Ross Morrison and Wright .
goals
Blues" Bob Bauer. Ian Brown scored Tor Trinity when he drilled the puck
faceoff.
a
off
past Law goalie Mike Penman
but penalty
Trinity was shorihanded twice during the first 20 minutessheet.
Trinity
killers Brian Sykes and Paul Fenje held them off thethescore
line several
MikekeyWhitehead
goalie
saves. was outstanding stopping Bauer
limes with
laws' poor shooting prevented them from taking a larger lead by the
end of the first period. Both teams were plagued by an inability to end plays.
two penalties in the first 10 minutes of the second half
Despite taking
remained in control and finally broke through for two goals to clinch
Law win.
the
Whitehead made several outstanding saves on three goal mouth drives
by Bauer but finally was beaten by John Little on a point blank shot.
Wright followed that with another breakaway goal and the Trinity
goalie had no chance. He caught the upper corner with a hot blast.
Trinity's last hope for a rally died when Brown got a penalty for
tripping at 38:02 of the 40 minute game.
Stand-outs for Trinity included forwards John White, Ian Brown and
Andy Wilkes and defensemen Sykes and Bob Burgess.
As well as Bauer and Wright, Rob Hutchinson, Ross Morrison and
John Little played solid games for Law.
show.Both teams suffered from poor passing and shooting but put up a good
Kent Ruhnke said
iate Blues' member) on,
Trinity coach (an intercolleg
his "scrappers" put and added that
with theof show
he waswas pleased
that
the play.
not indicative
the score

■0

tnterfac

report

Knox
first

finishes

swim

Knox won the first inlerfaculty
swimming meet of the season last
Thursday scraping by Engineering
68 to 66. In third place was Law
with 48, while Dents finished fourth
(9sixthpoints),'
(3). PHE fifth (7), and UC
The swimming meet had five new
events in the eight event meet and
consequently five new records.
Records were set in the 100 breaststroke, the 100 free style, 100 back
stroke, 100 fly, and 200 free relay.
Several participants held a
distinct advantage in the meet —
Chris McNaught, (Law), Bob Heatly, (Law), and Gesing (Eng) are

meet

Trin
on

top

of

members of the intercollegiate
waterpolo team, while Jim Adams
(UC), John Twohig (Knox), and
Bob Peeling tercollegiate
(Dent) swimming
are team.
on the inlop standings in each event
areTheas follows:
400 free relay: 1. Knox A, 3:56.7;
2. Engineering, 4:56.00; 3. Law,
5:22.2.
100 brcaststroke 1 . Wayne
Phillips, PHE, 1 :07.9, 2. Bannerman
Eng. 1:11.1, 3. Chris McNaught,
Law," 1:16.1.
200 medley relay: 1. Engineering.

downs
in

season

1:58.5, 2. Law. 2:02.6, 3. Knox,
disqualified.
100 freestyle: I. Jim Adams, UC,
50.4, 2. Jim Twohig, Knox, 55.0, 3.
Bob Peeling, Dent, 57.0.
300 3:26.3,
individual2. Law,
medley3:54.8.
relays-"!"
Knox,
100 backstroke: 1. John Twohig,
Knox. 1:10.2, 2. Gesing, Eng. 1:34.4.
3. Brownridge. Eng. 1:14.6.
100 fly: 1. Bob Heatley, Law,
56.1.. 2. Bob Peeling, Dent, 58.5; 3,
Zvi Eldar. Eng, 1:00.4.
200 free relay: I. Knox, 143.6, 2.
Engineering. 155.1' 3. Law. 2:13.5.

Emman

2-0 Monday

Interfacu
Division I
Won Lost Tied
Ity Volleyball
E rind ale
12
6 0 0 Points
6
Games
1 0
10
Knox
5
6
Engl
8
4 2 00.
6
2
Dent
1 4
5
Med A
0
2
1 4
5
6
0
PHE
6 0 .0
Division 11
Section
A
8
Scar
4 - 03 0
4
Pharmacy
8
4
1
5
6
3 2
5
4
2 3 0
5
St.
4
For Mike's
A
2 3 0
5
2
New
1 4 0
Law
5
Trinity
0
2
1
4
5
Eng II B
Section
■ 1.0; 5 0 0
5
Vic
8
M usicI
4
1
5
6
3
4
1
4
Emman
Vic
II
4
2 2 0
2
Kor B
1
0
4
2
1 4 0
5
0
0 3 0
3
Wycliffc

Administrative

inaction

way
on
Interdisciplinary
Administrative inaction has
apparently effectively killed the uninnovative Interdisiversity's
ciplinary Studies program.
In a memorandum circulated to
his Interdisciplinary colleagues,
retiring chairman Geoffrey Payzanl
charges that failure to appoint a
successor
by the
ment would
havetimeto the
parrydepartwith
others in competing for available
leaching funds, in three weeks, rules
VOL. 93, NO. 34
out thement canpossibility
TORONTOI
exist next that
year.the departFRI. DEC. 1, 1972
Besides delaying selection of a
new chairman, the Faculty of Arts
and Science's curriculum committee
and two senior administrative ofA broader
role for colleges?
ficers have disputed for the first time
The decision to effectively shift responsibility for saved by eliminating the department go to colleges
Interdisciplinary^ departmental
interdisciplinary courses to the arts and science willing to sponsor similar courses. Some of the
status.
"Certainly
understanding
of allit ofhasus been
that the
we
colleges apparently emerged from discussions courses, he noted, are inter-literary and are already
were a department since July 1,
between college principals and university president taught by college staff. "We're attempting to work
John Evans.
1971, in all respects except that we
some way" to handle the non-literary courses,
he said.
Interdisciplinary Studies chairman Geoffrey out
do not make permanent apPayzant
confirmed
yesterday
that
he
had
heard
pointments,"therefore,
Payzant writes. been
Innis College principal Peter Russell interpreted
rumours about the meetings, but had not been Evans'
"We have,
message to the colleges as a call to develop
invited to attend. When he wrote the then arts and
working under a set of assumptions
programs.was The
president's
acscience dean Albert Allen wondering whether the distinctivecording toRussell,
which have been snatched from una pluralist
collegegoal,
system
der us, and there is small hope of our
principals and Evans might want him to attend
getting this straightened out in time
their gatherings, Allen instead suggested that in which students would pick colleges because the
offer correspond to the students'
Payzant and his colleagues continue working on courses they
for us to redesign our 1973-74
interests.
their brief examining the department's problems. particular
programme accordingly," he
continues.
Like
Greene,
Vice-president and provost Don
Payzant said he did not disagree with Allen's
Rather than abjectly licking their
Forster recognized that the language courses'
suggestion.
wounds, Payzant asked his teaching
Victoria College principal Jack Robson said worried
future arcabout
not "in
we're
are great
those jeopardy".
(courses) not"What
connected
colleagues to begin searching for
yesterday,
talked. . courses
. in the past
about thisIn
new homes for their courses within
(switching "We've
interdisciplinary
to colleges).
with departments," he said. "They're the things
the university's various colleges.
theHowever,
whole, I when
think wethe agree
with ofthe whether
proposal."this that might be squeezed out of existence."
"We've some control of what
question
Innis College's lean strongly to the innovative.
happens to our stuff if we act now;
year's
tight
budget
could
provide
additional
funds Russell described their courses as non-disciplinary.
none if we leave it (even) a matter of
Monday,
the college's academic affairs committee
to
allow
colleges
to
hire
Interdisciplinary's
days,"
teaching staff, he observed, "There's not a hope of voted to invite the resource people teaching three
yesterday. he told The Varsity
Interdisciplinary
courses — Alternatives in Educagetting
Interdisciplinary Studies, the
Arts additional
and sciencefunds."
dean Bob Greene, however,
ambitious but unconventional
Community
Involvement,
said last night that he would like to see any money Studiestion,
—
to
bring
their courses toandInnis.Women's
stepchild of the Faculty of Arts and
Science, has long suffered from inPresident John Evans had replied
at ention and hostility from the comment", according to Payzant. courses to complement students'
"It meant something that we were educations, he suggested.
"thoughtfully
and extensively" to
faculty's
more
traditional
Some students, however, have not Interdisciplinary's
departments.
June 14 draft,
Students, however, have been ignored,"
yesterday. Payzanl commented followed this path, making Inter- senior
promising
he
would
consult
his
advisors
aboutwith the
more enthusiastic about its "We had thought it was just busy
disciplinary courses central to their
offerings. Just less than 1000 administrators." Now, he could see program of study. "And, thai really department's plight, Payzant
students are presently enrolled in that there was more than apathy did terrify some of the traditional recounts.
involved.
department courses.
The Students'
Payzant
Still more
badnoted.
news for Council,
he pointed Administrative
out, made no
Alarmed by the prospect of only Some reactionary opinion within academics,"
getting enough money to Tund half the more traditional departments, Interdisciplinary came with the move until they got wind of the
its current offerings and now new Payzant reasoned, may have
department's imminent closing
government's
decision
courses next year. Interdisciplinary weakened the administrators' ability provincial
freeze capital
construction
grantsto yesterday morning. It has not taken
faculty last spring sent top un- to help Interdisciplinary Studies in for post-secondary institutions, Pay- any action yet. Others have still to
iversity administrators a brief out- its fight for life. These more
to the brief.
speculates.
doubtthat inzanlthe
events"I ofdon't
the last
few respond
Only Arts and science dean Bob
lining the department's "struggle for traditional departments view Inter- days,
Greene
"has
taken a great deal o(
Interdisciplinary
looks
like
a
survival". The brief was virtually
disciplinary's experimental courses
(rouble" to listen to Interignored, producing "not a ripple of as something to be tolerated as extra

out
disciplinary's problems and has
promptly
actedof onfinding
"all requests but
one",
that
successor, according to thePayzant's
retiring
chairman.
Greene told The Varsity
Wednesday, disc"The
Inter-in
iplinary Studies role
must ofbe put
the context of the colleges' contion toeducation."for presenting
Greene, triburesponsible
the various requests of departments
wilhin his faculty to the university's
budget
committee,
he had "no
information
yet" said
concerning
the
possible budgetary cuts.
The Facultycommittee
of Arts and has
Science's
curriculum
been
debating
Interdisciplinary's
status
with Payzant and has flatly stated
that
it is not does,
a department.
The
committee
however,
acknowledge that Payzanl has the
role of a department head.
Greene said, "There would be loo
many difficulties"
makinga departInterdisciplinheary Stuindifavoured
es into
ment. Instead,
having
colleges sponsor Interdisciplinary
courses.
Innis College's
affairs
committee
Monday academic
passed a motion
lo sponsorWorkshop
the "morein Community
subversive"
courses.
Involvement, Alternatives in Educaand the women's
"Ittion,doesn't
matter course.
who gives
them, as long as the kind of study is
maintained", Payzant said yesterday."The department as an institution isnot memorandum
important." also
Payzant's
suggested
that University College
might take over the Quebec courses
and Victoria College could combine
its
courses with
INX Communications
210.
"New course proposals are
probably
Course doomed",
teachers heandconcluded.
interested
staff and students are meeting at two
pm this afternoon at 97 St. George
to "save what they can, of their
operation", Payzanl said.
Interdisciplinary
when
Ihe FacultyStudies
of Artsevolved
and
Science's New Program was instituted in1969 so lhat it could offer
moredepartment
than the "same
old thing".
The
chairman
in its had
first three
years.different
It had
been favoured by then arts and
science dean Albert Allen who
channelled funds inlo the program.

luxury."

Elections
By ULL1 DIEMER
Charging
"fundamental
violalions of constitutional
and democratic
procedures",
sociology
chairman Irving Zeitlin has declared
the selection of all undergraduate
representatives to ihe department's
governing
"null andmeeting
void"
and called assembly
off an assembly
scheduled for Monday.
However, graduate and undergraduate spokesmen, including the
four student members of the
eight member executive committee, which is the department's
supreme
decision-making
between assembly
meetings, body
have
strongly
objected
to
Zeitlin's
action.
They have decided to go ahead
with the meeting as scheduled, in
defiance
it, calling ofonZeitlin's
all facultycancellation
and studentof
members to attend- the Monday
meeting on Monday at 7 pm as
origianlly planned.
And, the chairman or the
department's
elections
committee,
professor Ralph
Beals,
rejects
Zeitlin's accusations, and has subsequently resigned from the commit e inprotest. He told The Varsity last night that he considered the
original elections valid. He had
"formally slated", he said, that he
"disagreed with" Zeitlin's decision

arbitrarily voided
to disallow the undergraduate 1972-73 assembly. (Ironically, as a
representatives.
result of Zeitlin's action, they now
In a letter to assembly members, remain on the executive. Neither of
the department chairman states that them had sought seats on the new
"election
"forced"of executive, saying they wanted lo
him
to setirregularities"aside the selection
become "less involved" with the
undergraduate representatives and department.)
to cancel the assembly meeting. As a Richmond and Storey say that
result, if the decision holds, the ihey were co-opted onto instead of
assembly, which last met in elected to the elections committee
February, will not meet until simply to do "shitwork" and with
sometime in 1973.
the full consent of the other
Zeitlin refers to a number of members of the committee. This
necessary, they said, when a
"flagrant contraventions" of proper became
turn-over of students left the comprocedure in his letter.
mittee without any undergraduate
He
claims
that
"two
students
made basic decisions in the elections members in the fall.
of the executive, they
committee regarding the dis- wereAs members
available, and were asked lo
tribution of seals; these students
were not elected to this committee help out by administering the elections among undergraduates. They
by the assembly nor appointed by
the executive committee: the same point out that neither could have
acted as "electoral officers" in their
two students
acted
as
electoral
officers in the election for the own elections since they were both
assembly; the same two students acclaimed.
were successful candidates in the Other students, both graduates
and undergraduates, whose elections
election
which they
conducted."
The students
referred
to (but not have now been called into question
by Zeitlin's actions, were equally
by name), deny the substance of emphatic
in dismissing the charges.
Zeitlin's
A spokesman for the Graduate
Both ofallegations.
them, Lome Richmond
Toronto in question
Association (GSA), who
and Bob Storey, arc members of the Sociology
that his name not be published ■Old Guard', pro-development politicians clash with reformers
1971-72 departmental executive asked
reprisal, said
committee, which remains in office for fearSeeof'Student'
for power in Toronto politics. Inside.
page that
23 there
until a new one is selected from the
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This is the last Friday Here and Now
column for Ihe 1972 publishing year.
The final columns for this year
appear Monday and Wednesday of
next
Wednesday's
Here and
Now week.
will list
events happening
between noon December 6 and noon
January 10. The deadline for both
papers remains I pm the day before
publication.
TODAY
alt day
Elector '72 answers all your questions
about tiothe
December63 4thSt. municipal
elecn. In is College,
George Street.
1st tloor. Or call 12:30
928-5456-7.
pm
Luncheon seminar with Dr. L. Brown.
Department ot Geography, Ohio State
University, speaking on "A Discussion ot
Policy 111,
Relevant
In Geography'",
room
150 St:Research
1George.
pm
Ukrainian Students Club discussion on
"Multiculturalism and Educational Policy in
Ihe
Elections"commissioner,
with Dan Leckie,
lormerMunicipal
SAC education
and
presently
a
candidate
lor
Hart House Debates3 pmRoom.Trustee Ward 6.
Ce n'esl pas byla taute
Cartier.
lilm
340.a Jacques
Room
214,
UC.
Threesponsored
U.S. touristsINX cross
Quebec
and
prove the virtues ol instant French. A
humorous
at some ot Quebec's
sacred cows.look(72 3:30
minutes.)
pm
'Vantage' municipal election feature.
Today,
Alan
Powell,
editor
'The onCity"
and leader ol the Stop Spadinaot light,
the
present campaign,4:30 pm
Lichet Benchen this week at Hlllel House
is at 4:25 pm. 186 7St.pmGeorge Street.
Exciting dance participate
and plus
movement
workshop.
dance
lilm. Co-ed.Observe,
Benson7:30 Building,
pm 320 Huron.
U ol Tto tlnd
Divineout Light
Society
students
content.Invites
Lowther Avenue,
twoabout
blocksits north
ot St.76
George
subway.
Free,
The Faculty ot Food Sciences invites you
to a wine
and and
cheeseIhe party
sion 50 cents
wine andtonight.
bBer Admisat cost
prices
Folksingers,
cheese,
and
pretzels.
Located
at
Ihe
corner
ol
Avenue
Road
and
Bib or.
SMC Film Club presents "Sometimes a

NOW

AND

HERE

Henry
Great Notion" with Paul Newman,
Fonda,sion $1and
pm Carr Hall, admis. AlsoLeeal Remlck.
108 pm.
The varsity Slues play host toOUAAthe
in excitingand Bob
Laurenlian Voyageurs
Join Rob Gregory
hockey action. play-by-play
starcoverageVarsity,
live pm on Radio
Clark litorng al 7:55
at 620 AM and al 96.3 on
residences
Rogers Cable FM.
. 6:30 pm
- otl-off- Broadway
Americanour pieces
Including. America
plays ot At thelimeUC — Playhouse
89a St.
Hurrah,
UC
2.
December
lo
George,
Playhouse. SATURDAYFree. Sponsor:
10:30
am
The Toronto Chinese Christian
Fellowship meets at Newman Centre (SI.
George
andstudyHoskln).
Informal5/Gospel
gatheringot
and
BibleFollowed
on by1 Timothy
John.
lunch.
Everyone
welcome.
1:30 pm
Knox Young Peoples communications
leach-In,
Knox
Church,
Harbord. Seminars — drugs,Spadina
music, and
dramatic
approach,
graphic
art
wllh
Ken
Terhoven.
Ravi Zacharias, Dave Gasl, and others.
Cotlee house, supper.
2 pm Registration $1.25.
Unlil 11Anti-Imperialist Day March to celebrate
the revolutions ol 1837-39 In Upper and
Lower
revive Ihe there
Splrilwillol be'37.a
Meet atCanada,
City Hall. toAfterwards,
party at Ihe Don Vale Community Centre.
Anti-Imperialist
and Canadian Liberation Day
Movement.
7:30Committee
pm
SMC Notion"
Film Clubwilhpresents
"SometimesHenryA
Great
Paul Newman,
Fonda,sion $1and
Lee
Remlck.
Carr
Hall. Admis. Also at 10.
Salsang: a spiritual discourse guided by
guru
Ji. All welcome.
76 Lowther
Avenue,Maharaj
two blocks
north ol St.
George
subway. Free.
8 pm Night featuring
Channukah
Casino
lalkes. roulette, beer, and music at Hlllel
House, 186 St. George Street,
SUNDAY
10 am
Newman
Community
beginsat its10 Advent
celebration. Sunday masses
and 12
noon. St. Thomas Aquinas Chapel, Hoskln
and
St.
George.
Cottee
and
conversation
a Her each mass. 11 am
Greed and Its eftectswill be discussed in
Ihe Hart House service.
3:30 pmJoin us in worship.
Sunday concert. Telemann Ouartel:

THE CHURCH OF ST. STEPHEN-IN-THE-FIELDS
COLLEGE ST. AND BELLE VUE AVE.
Rector: The Rev. C.A. Russell, B.A., M.Th.
Organist and Choirmaster: Wayne Strongman, Mus. Bac.
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion and Breakfast
1 1 :00 a.m. Procession and Choral Eucharist
COMMEMORATION OF THE INDEPENDENCE OF BARBADOS
Preacher — The Rev. Basil Tonks
7:00 p.m. AdventALLService
of Carols and Lessons
WELCOME

NOT

ON

chamber eras.
musicSponsored
from theby Baroque
and
modern
Scarborough
College and Musicians
Union.
Erindale students4 pm pul on a special
perlormance
HamletStreet.
Show at UC
Playhouse. 79aol St.TheGeorge
6 pm dinner followed
There will be a Japanese
by a demonstrallon6:30 otpmthe Japanese tea
ceremony
Ticket S1.00.at International Sludents Centre.
Dr. Afne Slraala,' clergymanChaat University
psychologist
pel, 610 Spadina
Avenue,inLutheran
speaking
"Wholeness
of Persons
Time onof
pm alounge.
Destruction". In the7:15basement
SMC Film Club presents Frank Capra's
"II HappenedColbert.
One Night" Hall.
with Admission
Clark Gable.by
Claudette
series
ticket. Also7:30Carr
al 9:30.
pm

JAMES SPENCER EXHIBITION
ART GALLERY
Monday, 11 a.m. -9 p.m.
Tuesday lo Salurday, 1 1 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Victoria J.College
Chapel -service
Professor
Macpherson,
ProfessorwithK.
JoWIn and Mr. Wright FRCCO who will
interpret
the music2nd andfloor.poetry of Advenl.
OldIntermediate
Vic Chapel.
Conversational Hebrew al
Hlllel House, 186 St.8 pmGeorge Street.
Hillel Graduate Student Club is planning
awinter
Channuka
to planOpenfor
break executive
and Januarymeeting
semester.
to Hillel
all. informal
reception
after
meeting.
Film Series is featuring the Three
Stooges at Hillel House, 186 St. George
Street.
Admission
members.
8:30S.50pmnon-members. S.25

CHRISTMAS
HART
HOUSEGIFT
TIES IDF.A1 .
NOWTUCKON SALESHOP
IN THE

Erindale students put on a special
perlormance of The Hamlet Show at UC
Playhouse,
79a St,Peoples
George meeting
Street. after
Knox Young
evening service
tor Bible
discussion and
fellowship.
Everyone
welcome.
MONDAY
9:30 am
This
week
'Vantage'
literature. Today, Bob Logonviewson theCanadian
Poetry
otAlsoPhysics.
at 3:30 Fivepm. minutes on Radio Varsity.

CHRISTMAS TREE
MUSIC. CAROLS, STORIES
Bring
A Blanket DECEMBER
Or Cushions6
WEDNESDAY.
GREAT HALL. 8:30 P.M.
TICKETS FREE AT

Weekly Beginning January 15
NEW YEAR'S
EVETO BALL
DANCING
2 BARSLOUIS
BENNY
SPLASH SUPPER
PARTY
BUFFET

THE HALL PORTER'S-

TICKETS $16 A COUPLE
AVAILABLE FROM
THE
PORTER'S DESKOFFICE
AND
THE HALL
UNDERGRADUATE
ALL-VAHSITY
TOMORROW.
SAT. DEC. 2
TMIIE IEHIIIS TOURN'MtNI
MAIN
TODAY. GYM.10A.M.-4
UST flAVTO REGISTERP.M.
;5 M HALL COSTER'S DESK

DEBATEInfluence on the younger generetlon
Resolved lhat Santa Claus Is a subversive
HONORARY VISITOR: IAN M. DRUMMOND
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 5 - DEBATES BOOH. 8:00 P.M.
SAC

PRESS

in the basement
12 hart house circle
923-6720

unclassified
EL MOCAMBO
SPAOIHfl S COLLEGE. 961-2558

Chubby Checker
TWO ROOMS - TWO DANCE FLOORS

THE

VOTERS'
LIST???
You may still be eligible to vote in the
December 4 Municipal Elections
For additional Information contact the
ELECTIONS OFFICE
City of Toronto 367-7036, York 653-2700, East York 461-1163, Etobicoke 6264161, North York 225-4611. Scarborough 759-4747
ENUMERATION

HART HOUSE CHORUS CONCERT
]
Sunday.Hall.December
Great
8:30 p.m.3

CLASSICAL CONCERT
ELIZABETH PHILLIPS - MITCHELL
TUESDAY,SOPRANO
DECEMBER 5
MUSIC ROOM. 4:00 P.M.
ART FILM
SERIESWALLS'*
"MlfSEUM
WITHOUT

72

SPONSORED BY THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL , ; / "

, ,

SKI
STE. isANNE
Sat.
Jan. MT.6. Trip
3 days.Sal. 6 Dec.
days30—skiing.
Includestras...meals,
tows,
hotel
bus.
No
S139.00. Calf Robbie. 782-5033 exLOST
Salurday.
Nov. 25notes.
Sig SamReward.
StacksJ.
Brielcase with valuable
Langins 962-9593 Mornings.
THE TORONTO GALLERY OF
PHOTOGRAPHY
over 250
book lilies
in slock as well ashasprints,
portfolios,
and
custom framing services. 11 Charles SI. W.
922-2211
FOUND IN G.S.U. BAR: orange/grey/white
long-haired female cat wilh six toes on
front
paws.til 4:00
To claim
0559 (up
a.m.) please phone 964FURNISHEDVeryFLATcloseto toshare
with someone
congenial.
Campus,
just west
ol Spadina. Renl ea. S50/monlh. Peter
962-8771
THE FACULTY OF FOOD SCIENCE
invites you lo a Wine & Cheese Parly
tonight
Admission
.ind beer7:30(Bloor
fi Avenue504.Rd.)Pay for wine
LOST
MONDAY,
Nov. 20 Black
in foyer
Medical Sciences Auditorium.
binderol
of notes. Please call Michael or leave
phone number at 925-0533. 6-9 p.m.
DOORBREAKER
Office Room 1006 Please
Sid Smilhcallto alpickFaculty
up a
refund,
WANTED:
Third
girl
to
share
three
bedroom apartment. Furnished except for
own room. Bloor 8 Balhurst S60.00 Jennifer 928-8857 - 9-5 alter 5. S36-5S03
BAZAAR
Beth
Emeth BaisANDYehudaRUMMAGE
Synagogue.SALE,
100 Elder
St Ootvnsview. Tuesday. Dec. 5, 10 a.m.
Biilhursl/Wilmington or Oulferin bus to
Combe Ave. adm. 35c, Children tree, door
RIDER
WANTEDcall Los394-1079
Angelesin L.A.to Toronto
late
around
prizes.December
Dec.
20
WHY FREEZE THIS WINTER? Usea fur
coats from S10/J0 Paul Magder Furs, 202
Spadina Ave. between Queen and Dun.<tas.
pood andselect|on
fun furs
8-1B.
Cleaning
repairsol (lur
and si^es
lur fabric)
363-6077.andopen
Thura.
Fri. 9-6 Mon. - Sat.; til 8:00

OAFFYDIL - Come lo see the most
humerus
show on campus Dec 12-16 Hart
House Theatre.
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses, essays
French,typewriters
Latin - 713
extypists --electric
Spadina
Ave.periencedHAIRSTYLING
{south
ol Bloor) (Specialising
922-7624.
BEN'S MENS
in long hair)250 InCollege
the Clarke
Psychiatry.
St. Tel.Institute
924-6811al
Ext. 560. Hair cut $2.25.
SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days, December 27tation,
to Jan.
2, includes
transporaccommodation,
meals and
tow
636-1038
licket. Fulltoday.
price S134.00. no extras. Call
QUEBEC SKI TOUR - $55. Dec. 27-Jan 1,
5 days skiing al with
Ml. Ste.
accommodation
heatedAnne.indoorExcellent
swimming
pool.
All
transportation
Included.
For Information write: CANADIAN
SKI
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
phone Gord Allan, 247-2339.
GETTING ENGAGED? send or phone
for free H.booklet
You 1430
Buy
AtodayDiamond"
Proctor"TheandDay Co.,
Yonge St.,-921-7702
SKIERSI
WHY SETTLE FOR ONE
MOUNTAIN WHEN YOU CAN HAVE SIX?
Five days skiing in Vermont and Quebec
January
Dependable
snow, breakfast
and
dinner1-6.dally,
all accommodation
(only
2 per room), taxes and tips, luxury "oyageur
bus.
group
rate
on
tow
tickets.
$89.
Ski
8932.Quebec Associates 698-4346 or 694"FOREVER YOURS, MARIE-LOW" Firsl
English production
of Michelportrait
Tremblay's
scathing
but compassionate
ot an
East-Montreal family. Nov. 14 - Dec. 10
Tarragon Theatre 30 Bridgman Ave.
Balhurst XAMS
and Dupont. 964-6833.
MERRY
Teistesl
huvldest
hoollmata loimubESTOSt
(else) dets.
Kutvumlspidu
elvarmastajatele.
Alales kella
kaheksast
kunl??
Tants,
kivlmuuslka
nlng
suuplsted
muretselud. 28 Earl St. 8YOI7 50'
ACAPULCO READING WEEK
Sunday, Feb. 11— Sunday, Feb. 18
Includes
transfers,
etc. Still JetsomeAirlare,
room hotels,
lell. Price
$199.
Call Robbie, 782-5033
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a
says Australia
Aborigine
infant mortality rate of all
By FERNANDO TRAF1CANTE Struggles of Native Peoples," is highest
"Australia pursues a policy of designed to politicize white dominated countries with
cultural and racial genocide, a anthropologists into supporting the native peoples, he said. Also,
account for 20 per cent of
or the'pcoples
study. aborigines
policy
assimilation."
said Paul struggles
In addition
to Coe, ittheyincludes
Coe, aofleader
of the Australian
Australia's prisoners while they
Aborigine Black Power Movement representatives from such native comprise only one per cent of the
yesterday.
groupstionasFronttheandMozambique
Libera- population.
Rarihokwats, editor of the largest
North American
He also charged, "The Australian
Indian newspaper in North
associations.
government has been trying to Indian
divide aborigine peoples by claiming There have been attempts to wipe America, Akwesasne Notes, was
that the northern people are the only our native Australian peoples as refused permission to enter Canada
Lo participate at the symposium.
(rueCoeaborigines."
Rarihokwats is currently out on
was speaking at a news recently
punished asa 1939
tribe when
who "40
had police
been $2500
bail while awaiting the results
conference on the eve of a sym- declared.
stealing
cattle
to
survive,1'
Coe
of
a U.S. Immigration Department
posium of the American
The Australian government is hearing held on October 31.
Anthropological Association
John Mohawk, who spoke at the
meeting this week at the Royal York more repressive than that of South
Hotel.
Africa, he claimed.
press
in Rarihokwats*
said that,
in effect,
The aborigine people have the place,conference
The symposium, on "Political
"Rarihokwats was arrested and
charged with being editor of a
He was charged with "entering
newspaper."
the
U.S. for purposes of employment without obtaining an employlike for
all
staff ormentthecertificate,"
paper, healthough
is not paid
his work, Mohawk said.
The paper was originally edited in
Canada, but the offices were recently moved to the American side of the
Akwesasne reserve in New York.
Aborigine representative Coe said
that the goal of the Australian
aborigines is to regain some of the
land which was originally theirs.
There has never been any treaty
between whites and the natives in
Australia, he said.
In a recent attempt to regain
control of some land, aborigines set
up
an "Aborigine
parliament
grounds Embassy"
which theyon
closed after repeated arrests and
hospitalization of some of the
leaders.
The present objective of his
people,
said, of"isthe toNorthern
obtain
governmentCoeandcontrol
Territories
to make the area an
independent aborigine state within
Coe's objective in coming to the
Australia." is to establish contacts
symposium
with groups of other native peoples.

Paul Coe charged that Australian government
is trying to divide his people.

Students

oppose

A poll taken by geography
students shows strong opposition to
the appintment of Professor Jacob
Spelt asment, chairman
of the departand to the method
of his
—
appointment.
Among undergraduate students,
162 opposed the
of Spelt's
appointment,
mademethod
a committee
which included
noby students,
15
agreed with it, and 37 said they had
no opinion.
Of the approximately 2,000
undergraduate students who take
geography courses, 214 voted in the

student
poll. Toronto
Universityunion's
Geography
Society
(TUGS) president Hans Mikolay
said yesterday that six core courses
were
students could vote
in thepolled
TUGS andoffice.
Graduate students were more
emphatic, with 32 opposed to the
Spelt's
one
inmethod
favourof and
two appointment,
with no opinion.
There were about 55 eligible to vote
in this poll, said Mikolay.
The poll folows the resignations
of the 10 student members of the
Geography
because of theDepartment
appointment.Council
A letter of resignation signed by
nine of the students said their
were based
"the lack
ofresignations
a student voice
in this ondepartment
and to some extent on our reservations concerning Dr. Spelt as the
chairman
our council."
They alsoof objected
to Spelt, who
they
said
was
"opposed
by almostto,
every student we
have spoken
and has given every indication by his
actions over the years that he is not
only unwilling but unable to deal
with the issue of student participation in any way remotely acceptable
lo The
the students."
former council members also
based their resignations on the lack
of student
Spelt'scouncil
selection
and
the factvoicethatin the
had
Utile
power,
being
only
advisory
to
the chairman.
ffttc' 1 poll also revealed
Cun,sider,aj)le opposition & Spell.

The time of the Varsity's
-Last Staff Meeting of First
Term",
today. is upon us again,
But instead of For Auld
I.ang
Syne,
there'll con-be
stimulating
ferencesdiscussion
and editorial ofpolicy,
and.
lo a wellknown according
canine, mention
of a
mysterious social event.
As usual, the time is 1 pm:
the address 91 St. George,
second floor.

genocide

Indian was thrown in jail for editing paper, John Mohawk reported.

Election
between

'a baffle
minorities'

indicates

survey

upon us again

of

geography

chairman,

Varg meeting

land

Undergraduates voted 105 to 26
indisapproval of the appointment of
Spelt, while 83 said they had no
Graduates were more decisive,
opinion.
with 24 opposing Spelt, five in
favour and six saying they had no
opinion.
Students decisively backed the
actions of their representatives on
the council, and called for further
protests of the appointment and its
method. Undergraduates voted 166
to 8, and graduates 29 to 2, in favour
of continued protest.
Mikolay says the students intend
to raise the issue of Spelt's appointment, totake effect in June, at
the Governing Council level.
The
appointment
announcedby
several weeks ago, was approved
the Academic Affairs Committee
Tuesday with no opposition. It still
must be approved by the Governing
Council's
itself beforeexecutive
it is final.and the council
Planning further action on Spelt
is complicated by the fact that
TUGS' executive will change in
elections
However,nexttheweek.
graduate geography
student association has voted in a
general meeting
to T"make
represento U ofissue.
president
John
Evans ontations"the
And, faculty
support
is
growing,
TUGS
executive
member Dean Miller said yesterday.
The real issue is the powerlessness
of the departmental council, rather
'
than Spelt, he added; '

Aldermanic candidate Colin Vaughan at Hart House.
By VALERIE ROSS
Monday's municipal election was described Wednesday night by
Colin Vaughan as "a battle between two minorities one of which would
wrest power to keep it to themselves, and the other minority, who would
give Vaughan,
power to the
majority."candidate for Ward 5, was speaking at a
aldermanic
Hart House debate on the motion: "Citizen groups should be seen and
not heard." Admitting that only a small percentage of Toronlonians are
defended these
communitythe groups,
members of active
whole,
as a groups'
of the community
interests Vaughan
to represent
commitment
intei
they realize their
groups whenrepresentatives,
in activist
Peoplenot participate
he. said.
by their elected
being considered
are running
rests "I'm
in this election because five years ago I joined a
ratepayers' Mygroup
considerwitha City
development
community.
first to
experience
Council wasthreatening
to learn that our
my
alderman was representing the interests of the developer. . .
"City Council ignored our letters of protest and passed the
development. . . we got angry; we fought; and we slopped it at the
The Municipal
developer Board."
was Phil Roth of Meridian, best known as the
Ontario
company which developed the St. James Town complexes.
As a result of his first tangle with City Council and the
development industry, Vaughan went on to help found the
Confederation
of Residents'
Ratepayers*
Associations (CORRA).
incorporating over
30 citizen andgroups
across Metro.
Vaughan went on lo join the Stop Spadina committee, and play
a leading role in its eventual success in stopping the expressway.
"The present city government is not relying on an educated,
population who wish to take an active role in
and committed
intelligent,
city
government,
said Vaughan. Such groups should be encouraged, for
the hepefit of all." .
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Toronto City Council, once the hallowed
'Reform'
preserve of cigar-smoking, suspendersnapping Babbitts, has undergone
profound changes over the last three
years.
Reform aldermen have upstaged the
small businessmen, insurance salesmen,
and
developers'
lackies from
who wards
have
traditionally
been returned
across the city.
Since the 1969 election, council has
been polarized into two hostile camps: the
Old Guard who worship unrestricted urban growth in the form of mammoth
developments
and "continued
progress";
and the environmentally
conscious
Opposition who advocate development
planned
in
consultation
with
the
citizens
whom it affects.
The reformers are generally middle
class activists elected by citizens who
recognize the need for change at City Hall.
These citizens, often members of
ralepayers'
groups,
have interests
become arecognizant of the fact
that their
not
being served by old moss-backs left over
from another generation.
Since the last election, power has slowly
been slipping away from the Old Guard
and is being consolidated by the
reformers.
After are
Monday's
which
reformers
runningelection,
in all 11in
wards, the Opposition will end up with
more seats on council. They will no doubt
lack a majority, but they will be in a
stronger position to snipe at the remaining
fossils who managed to be re-elected.
Over the past months, while the civic
campaign has been conducted, many
progressive people have enthusiastically
lauded the merits of the reformers, especially David Crombie who is waging an
uphill battle for Ihe mayoralty against two
pro-development adversaries. Tony
O'Donohue
Crombie andandDavid
the Rotenberg.
other reformers
appear to be dedicated and sincere men
who have accomplished much at City
Council despite the inherently undemocratic framework of that body. The
Varsity has consistently supported the
reformers' strong
stand against theby
decimation
of neighbourhoods
avaricious developers. This paper supports the concept of community control
and policies which are based on the
collective heeds of all citizens.
However, The Varsity cannot issue a
blanket endorsement of Crombie or the
entire reform group. Many progressives
have overzealously thrown their support
behind the Oppositionists without adequately scrutinizing their platforms and
the credibility of their policies.
The Varsity believes there is one
paramount issue on the upcoming election: development.
Electing a reform mayor and several
reform aldermen will not halt the
operations ot developers. The reformers
are not capable of stopping blockbusting
by
passing innocuous 'resolutions in
council.
A council comprised predominantly of
reformers may slightly alter the ground
rules to the detriment of developers (for
example, they may restrict the use of
demolition permits). But. developers
being astute men, they will find ways to
circumvent burdensome regulations.
It is abundantly clear that if developers
are to be stopped, the capitalist system
must be replaced. One of the ways this
can. be done is by organizing at the
municipal level.
Virtually all of the reformers have
ignored one critical fact: developers build
tor profit. The type of development which
is blighting Toronto is a result of the
structure of corporate capitalism. The
multi-million dollar development corporations are controlled by a small group
of individuals who are responsible only to
their cronies in banks, trust companies.
I and construction firms, and not to the
I citizens of this city.
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Come gather 'round people and see,
What a neat thing our polsters have crafted.
Three aldermen, each thinking the mayor he'll be,
But come Monday, we know, two will get shafted.
Because they operate within the profit staunchest supporters of development.
Such a party could take root in several
Despite the pious platitudes of the Toronto wards where the working class is
system, they are not Interested in constructing inexpensive family housing. reformers who are running in Monday's politically conscious.
Rather, they want a quick return on their election, the public has not been given a
A socialist civic party in Toronto would
investment and high-rise towers con- guarantee that they can not be bought.
primarily action
concerned
with such
extra-as
taining thousands of middle-class tenants
Instead of an amorphous reform be
parliamentary
programs
are the only type of structures which can coalition, Toronto needs a mass-based organizing tenants, creating neighbourensure this.
hood clinics, and disseminating informacivic socialist party with a long term
tion in the form of radical newspapers
Toronto needs more than a group of strategy for constructive social change.
the drivel which appears in
reformers with different ideologies and
This does not Imply endorsement of the tothe counter
Toronto press.
different tactics tor social change. The League tor Socialist Action which is
coalition may not remain intact for much fielding a mayoralty candidate and a
It has toa create
local governments
— in
number of bourgeois students for
longer.
instance,
will John
decentralization
of the power
Sewell beForable
to workhowwithlong
a liberal
like aldermen who have no roots in the wards essence,
structure
at
City
Hall.
Community
control
where they are running.
Colin Vaughan?
must be more than a cheap cliche. If
Toronto has had reformers on council in
community control is to become a genuine
A~party(FRAP)
similarin Montreal,
to the Front
the past. William Dennison and June politique
wouldd'action
better alternative to the present system, power
Marks both gained notoriety for taking serve the interests of Toronto's working must lie with the working class and not in
the hands ot the bourgeois leaders of
principled stands against injustice. Den- class.
nison was once reviled by a Toronto
Although FRAP runs candidates for Toronto's present citizen groups.
electoral
contests,
its
main
function
is
newspaper as a communist. Who would
A party incorporating
trade unionists,
dare call him that today?
immigrants,
welfare recipients,
marginal,
organizing proletarian communities.
Its policies are shaped by working class and unemployed workers is the only
Marks earned a reputation for exposing
political
vehicle
capable
of
amplifying
the
who form Comites d'action politislum
the earlyshe1960's.
of those who so desperately need to
severallandlords
years onincouncil,
sold outAfterto citizens
ques (CAPs) or political action voice
be heard.
the Old Guard and Is now one of the committees.
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Anarchist
ByKRISSOSNOWSKl
"Anarchism is very much with us,
it is very much alive," says Paul
Avrich,
at Queen'sof
College history
of the professor
City University
New York.
Avrich, who is now working on a
history of anarchism in the United
States, lectured 6n anarchists in the
Russian revolution Wednesday
afternoon at Sid Smith.
"The Russian anarchists were
crushed, stamped out, and brutally
murdered, bul their ideals are
stronger
now than isthey
he said. "Anarchy
veryever
muchwere,"
with
us and isthevery
much
alive."
He
Bolsheviks for crushing
attacked
the anarchists.
Reading their literature of 19I7,
"one is struck by how perceptive and
the anarchists were. Their
prophetic
critique of Bolshevism and
totalitarianism is the best I've ever
read."
Avrich said that the political
anarchy which developed in the
years I9I7-I9I9 was basically a
reaction against the French and
industrial revolutions. He called it a
protesttion, against
centralizawhich was apolitical
consequence
of the
two revolutions.
The main role of the anarchists in
I9I7 was to drive out and abolish
the government. This was the
destructive side of the revolution,
bul there was also a constructive
side, to build.
Avrich referred to Prudon's

revival

quote: the urge to destroy is a
creative one. After eliminating the
old, it is necessary to create a new.
The Russian revolution was not
only a political revolution, but it was
especially a socialist revolution,
Avrich said,cultural,
"It wasand a military
social,
economic,
reaction against the centralized
According to Avrich, this social
aspect
system."of the revolution reached into
every
aspect of economically,
society. The aim
the anarchists,
was ofto
rid the system of the land owners
and bureaucrats. The anarchists
wanted to change the military
system which was composed of a
"chain ofto eliminate
ranks". Avrich
said theya
wanted
the epaulettes,
symbol of hierarchy in the military.
Avrich made three fundamental
points about
anarchists' theory:
"They
were thepro-decentralization,
anti-authoritarian, and antiHe added that the anarchists were
hierarchy."
not satisfied
with just
a political
(evolution which would
replacelhe
old
government with a new one, but they
wanted to "change the nature of
Avrich described the attempts of
society".
the anarchists to implement their
ideas in the creation of a new society
a "positive
social wanted
experiment".
The anarchists
to create a
new form of education because they
fell the old traditional methods were
authoritarian. They would have put

is here,

says

U.S.

prof

expropriated a house, and opened up
a garden and a school. Avrich
of the torevolutionary
referred
them as being philosopher
the "heirs"
Kropotkin.
The second group of anarchists
was the labour movement which
wanted to break up the large
strongholds of economic power. Accordingly, "the factory committee
was the instrument of workers'
The "individualists" were the
third
group.
Avrichand called
them very
the
most
intriguing,
said that
control".
little is known about them.
"Theywererejected
all organizations
which
permanent.
They were
suspicious
individualistsof all
wereorganization."
influenced by The
the
thought of the philosophers
Nietzsche,
Sterner,
and
Tucker,
he
added.

New York professor Paul Avrich
the students on an equal plane with
the teacher. They were interested in
"integral" education, which Avrich
compared
modern polytechnical
educational toinstitutions.
Avrich
broke
the Russian
anarchists into fourup major
groups,
the first being the "anarchist-

spoke at U of T yesterday.
communists"centralizewho
wanted a de-as
d form of communism,
opposed munism.
to central
stateformed
comMany of thisorgroup
communes, which, he said, "are very
similar to our present-day
Avrich
said that they
communes".

The "Tolstoyans" was the last
major
anarchists,Being
the
Christiansgroup
of theof movement.
extreme pacifists, many of them
were killed or committed suicide
when captured.
Another group discussed by
Avrich
called the
futurists. was
Its members
made anarchoa small
attempt to introduce a new culture.
In the process, a manifesto and even
asociety"
new language
"new
written.forthat
Thetheanarchofuluristswerebelieved
existing
culture was based on aristocracy and
centralized class, and therefore, "all
the old culture had to go".

meeting
trustee
ward
attend
Few
Chinese children who have been
Only IS people turned out for a and must be fought.
resource
person
and organizer who raised
or want," he told works with parents,
in the traditional matriarchal
students in need
the audience.
teachers and
Ward 6 Board of Education all- The community should be necessarily
candidates meeting Tuesday evening represented by courses on labour
Asked if he approved of giving
He plans toto"expose"
"culture
at Victoria College. Four of these history and women's studies, Mack financial control of schools to the students.
when theyexperience
go to school,
Spencershock"
felt.
fellow trustees
well- society
were candidates, two were the said, because a large percentage of community, Martyniuk said that the
But parents encourage school
success,
because
they
see
it
as
the
researched
"perspectives"
as
an
the
community
is
either
working
various
ethnic
groups
in
a
mixed
meeting's
administrators'
area would have trouble dividing up alternative
a reporter.co-ordinalors and one was class or women.
reports,
which to
wouldtheir
influenceannual
them Children
means
to
get
"upward
mobility".
who
do
well
at
school,
in
to
allocate
Most of the others were only there
Dan Martyniuk described himself the money, or working together.
because they had been assigned to as a man who had "participated in The most vocal community $120,000,000 budget more respon- the process become alienated from
sibly than they have done in the past. parents and community.
at the meeting were the
attend, as part of a course. "None of many dent,
community
teacher, andventures",
parent. Heas stuhas supporters
team of former SAC educational
us
can vole in this ward," one five children,
said that he and Leckie Cantonese
Spencer and
suggested
the use classes
of parentin
confessed.
at four different commissioner Dan l.eckie and last haveSpencer
Chinese canvassers who "let us aides
in school as solutions to this
Nevertheless, one candidate schools.
year's
SAC
president
Bob
Spencer.
know the Chinese community's
noted, this was the third best turnMartyniuk countered Mack's They are running together because, feelings" about schools.
out of all the meetings to date.
as
Spencer
said,
"You
can
get
lost
cynicism,
saying
that
"life
isn't
that
problem.
ClifT Mack, a first-year U of T
the boardis ifinyou're
by yourself."
"But some things need on Leckie
favour
of local
student, attributed the lack of stuTHIS WEEKEND!
financial
control.
He
wants
black,
dent turn-out to students' "isolation bad".
improvement,"
he school
added. year
He Chinese and Portuguese study
suggested
that
the
fromA decision-making".
member of the Young should be cut in half, to provide
if com- Colonial
Socialists, Mack said he is running facilities for twice as many students. programsmunitywithin
residents the
wantschool;
such courses.
203 Yonge St.
"to
raise
the
class
issue"
in
schools.
He
sees
a
trustee
as
a
full-time
"You're
learning
a
lot
you
don't
NEXT WEEK: Ch
One example of this is educational
■ ar
M J*fc le
■ ■ fls
spendingsistingcutbacks,
implied
that they havehe only
begun,inMARTHA REEVES LIOlU
GUYS! GIRLS!
SAC grants
Formerly of THE VANDELLAS
Earn $20 an hour
to two papers
Two college newspapers, the lnnis
Herald and Vic's Strand, got SAC
money Wednesday night to subsidizetributioninitial
disoftheircampus-wide
papers.
The communications commission
gave the Herald $ I00 and the Strand
S400, subject to subsequent approval
by the full council.
A Toike Oike request for funds
was tabled, pending
examination of Toikecommission
policies and
financial resources. The Toike
already has cross-campus
distribution.
An Inn is College literary
publication, the Writ, received $250
from the commission's contingency
allocation to subsidize its publication. Most Writ revenue comes from
public sources and sale of the
journal.
Responding to a suggestion by
Scarborough College Student Council president
the com-to
mission David
established Onley.
a committee
investigate the feasibility, if any. of
establishing
newspaper. a second campus-wide

in your free time!
Register now for model
assignment bookings in catalogue.
Earn $20 -$35 an hour.
(Currently a critical
shortage of new faces for Spring
cataloguesarenowneeded!
in shooting - and
students
orGuysover.— Girls
—be model
5' 10" size 7-12.
musttraining
Professional
available if required. Call now!

923-9895
The London of England Modelling Academy
17 Prince Arthur Avenue
1 block north of Bloor and west off Avenue fload.

ElecTor

MUNICIPAL

ELECTIUN

CENTRE
INI
In conjunction with S.A.C. and lnnis College,
206/306 has planned a municipal elections centre
to gather and disseminate information concerning4.
on December
the upcoming municipal elections
Is to both supply basic
The purpose of this service
and to act as liason between candidates
Information
for
office and interested Individuals.

If you have any questions concerning the upcoming
elections,
municipal
to servefeelyou.free to contact us at 928We exist
54S6.
63 St. George (lnnis College)
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dstrengthened his
of mankin
"benefit
Brown has
as his job as a writer for Ontario
Hydro, may have contributed to his reputation as an Old Guard canpoor attendance
of the
te bysome
tiondsiidnahis
term publicity-getting
on council. One ac-of
worst
on council, record,
althoughonerepeated
illnesses and a serious accident them was hitting Ward 7 alderman
earlier this year were also important John Sewell during a council
factors. A few of those who oppose meeting indicating, if nothing else,
his re-election recognize that he that he is not likely to fit in well with
including a higher number
cannot be faulted for being ill, but ofa council
aldermen. He also made
also point out that repeated bouts of the 'reform'
news by using reports that young
ill health, plus his tendency to often unmarried
women and men, and
leave council meetings well before
AmericanAvenue
draft-dodgers
they end for health reasons impair Gothic
houses to lived
argue inin
his ability to represent his
constituents.
favour of the Quebec-Gothic
Brown has supported consultation development that would replace the
of citizen groups on a number of houses.
issues, and opposed them on others.
Brown will have a tough race.
It is certain that he faces a hard
He callsthing
citizen
involvement
in the December 4 election. In
in city
politics, and"a fight
largely because he was considered to natural
I969,
he squeaked into office by less
be too pro-developer. Recently, I've tried to help it along. But the
100 votes
over some
third-and
however, it reversed its decision and same citizens seem to get involved in than
fourth-place
candidates,
2,000
he now has the endorsement,
votes
behind
June
Marks.
This time,
He
points
out
that
it
is
often
a
although it came on a 53-45 vote. small
he
faces
two
incumbent
aldermen,
clique of activists that Marks and William Archer, who
His administrative qualifications everything."
are fairly impressive. He has been dominate residents' groups, making has switched from Ward 5, as well
the chairman, at one time or another the groups unrepresentative of their as Dan Heap, a strong challenge.
during his 1 2 years on City Council, communities.
of all four standing committees, and
of the Toronto Board of Health. In
addition, he is on hospital boards,
the Board of Governors of George
Brown College, and on the City or Downes
wants
to
Toronto — U of T L.iason commit e , aswell as a long list of other
His other commitments, as well be middle
of road
posts.
By
PAT
REDICAN
C. Arthur Downes insists that he
he is vice-president of
is a credible candidate for alderman theAlthough
St. Andrew
- St. PatrickWard
6."Conservative
in Ward 6 and should not be con- for
Progressive
tion,
Downes
claims
he has Associano party
sidered "peripheral". Although he
has
only
53,000
and
50
workers,
he
connections
in,
this
election. His
feels he can win.
money, he says, comes entirely from
"The people who will vote for me
"I do donations.
not think that party politics
are the people who are totally dis- private
any place in City Hall. We
sutisifed
with the incumbents."
The incumbents,
Horace Brown have
should
be representing a comand June Marks, plus William
Archer,
who
has
moved
over
from
munity, ncommunity
ot a party." connections,
Downes'
Ward 5. are not considered to be in a are. however,
I Quinquaginta
limited; although he
weak position. As well, there is Dan was raised in the ward and now
■Heap,
a
well-known,
NDP-backed
works
and
has
many commitments
challenger.
there, he has no official connections
Downes, an assistant manager of with
community groups. Nor does
he really see himself as a community
candidate.
"Right now there are two forces
at city hall — the developers and the
community groups; I think they
haveAlltothebe same,
reconciled."
Downes' written
platform
is more community
than
developer
oriented.
He standsneighfor
"preserving and improving
bourhoods,
increasing
parkland,
Fiinfzig
increasing day care centres and
making more use of public facilities
— buildings, school libraries,
Development, Downes thinks,
"must be controlled". But, he says,
Toronto must have development to
Downes opposes the Spadina
Expressway and is in support of the
new Davis proposals for public tranhe says,
"Forwe transit
becomesit. But,really
feasible,
will haveto
grow.
Otven
gyms".public transportation more
toattractive
make
lo people. People need
C. Arthur Downes: better luck? roomDownes
believesvehicles".
that the system
on transit
a clothing store, an Anglican church of electing controllers across the city
warden, and a member of a hospital should be reinstituted, instead of
board, is going for his second shot at chposing executives from elected
a Ward 6 seat. In 1969 he finished aldermen.
eighth out of 10, with less than 800 "City Hall has been mayhem for
votes.
past three years. I came out
"This time I have more money, the
against the abolition of this office \ji
more
I'm taking
and I who
still has
believe
it." the
campaignpeople,
more and
seriously.
I believetheI 196XDownes,
emphasized
fact that he is a Negro in this
Downes' major complaint is
thinks he will do well
against the press, which has treated campaign,
popcan
ation inthesubstantial
west end ofblack
the ward,
him win."
as a secondary candidate; he among ulthe
feels he provides an alternative to where he grew up. He also expects to
Take
nevTS
the present aldermen.
well in the 'lalian and Chinese
Downes is running on a platform docommunities
west of University
that closely resembles mayoralty Avenue and south of College Street,
and in the student quarter near the
candidate
David Crombie's,
refuses to characterize
himselfbutas hea university.
reformer.
nevTf|KO\|r^
Downes" small campaign force "I do not intend to join one has forced to concentrate in these
if
factioji or another. I think that if areas. But he thinks thai this will be
I'm independent I can do the most enough to carry him to victory.

wn
Bro
According
lo the wife
of Ward 6 is running
Alderman Horace Brown, "There is
a force beyond which tells him there
is still some work for him lo perform
forBrown
the benefit
himselfof ismankind."
convinced that
he has a mission to serve on City
Council. His campaign literature
says
"to me,
greatestto
thing thatin life
to beit isoftheservice
others."
Although generally considered to
be a member of the 'Old Guard' at
Citycil Hall.
recordsomeon counindicatesBrown's
that, unlike
of his
fellow aldermen, he does not conceive of"service to others" as being
With four others running, Aid.
simply service lo developers. On key
issues, his voting record is among
the best of those who are not in the in favour of putting the proposed
police tower on top of the Imperial
'reform'
although from
it varies,
sometimes camp,
unpredictably,
issue Oil building instead of in Winston
to issue.
Churchill park. He also voted
He voted for the acceptance of the against building the Spadina expres way. On both these issues, as
Eaton Centre plan (although he had
as on a number of others, he
supported earlier amendments that well
took a stand at odds with that of
failed), for the Quebec-Gothic other
Old Guard aldermen.
development, and against a proposal
on citizen partito study the "architectural, social, His record
and community groups
and economic feasibility" of further is similarilycipationspotty,
is reflected
high-rise
development
in the can
down-be in the attitude of and
town areas.
All these issues
groups in the
community
to
him.
Although
considered as litmus tests of at- member of the NDP andhe isthea
developers
and
Brown titudes
votedtowardwith
the side— that
Counfavours indiscriminate development. Metropolitan
cil, the councilToronto
refusedLabor
to endorse
On the other hand, Brown voted Brown at a vote earlier this year,

for
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for
Unite
By GREG McMASTER
Nelson Clarke is running for mayor of
Toronto to attack the power of developers and
to convince Torontonians there is a basis for
"united
action labour
between movement,
ratepayers' and
groups,the
the
organized
student body at U of T".
Students, he says, are "concerned with city
life more than ever before". In the past week,
the issue Clarke has been "most concerned
about" has been the "brutal attack on
educational and health services" coming from
the provincial government. He also fears a
review of the provincial medicare scheme.
Accordingly, Toronto citizens need a mayor
who will defend their interests against the
Davis Government, which, Clarke claims, is
"acting
on behalf
This fight
he seesofasOntario
analogouscorporations".
to the local
struggle by citizens against developers.
Toronto's problems cannot be solved, he feels,
"until
developers'
hands for92
per centwe ofgettheback
city outlandof which
is available
housing". He proposes establishing land
banks
lo acquire He
land adds
"with that
no financial
gain"
to speculators.
expropriation
would be included in this process, but does not
rule out compensation to speculators.
Clarke feels that a handful of big
corporations,
Eaton's, CPR,
dian, Greenwinsuchandas Windlass,
controlMericity
politics. These companies have all proposed
massive developments in the last three years

Rimstead
By CLARK PARSONS
Is the Paul Rimstead mayoralty
campaign
a joke as most people
seem to think?
Rimstead, a columnist for the
Toronto
Sun,it says
talking to him,
is hard "no",
to doubland,
his
sincerity.
His three principal opponents
lake him seriously enough thai they
complained lo the Sun that he was
using his column to campaign. The
Sun responded by allowing each of
them to write several columns on
their own behalf.
Ahd when Rimstead was
interviewed by Pierre Berton for his
television program, his opponents
again objected that they should be
allowed equal time. As a result, the
program
was blacked oul in the
Toronto area.
Rimstead is bitter about ihe
rerusal of the Toronto newspapers to
take him seriously. His campaign,
he says, has opened his eyes to the
reality of Canadian politics: you =
to have money, you have lo>have contacts.
The Sun editorially endorsed
alderman David Rotenberg for
mayor.
"Rotenberg would not gel one
vote from Ihe Sun's editorial staff,"
says
Rimstead.
"That— from
editorial
came down
from above
the
people financing the Sun. We were
bitter
it." out dumbly,
"I about
started
idealistically running for mayor," he
says.
O'Donohucabout
and my
the
others"When
complained
column, I voluntarily did nol write
my column for a week, thinking that
would show my sincerity. Bui still
the major papers ignored me, So I
decided I would use my column as a
When Rimstead gets down to
platform."
issues, he has many ideas and very
few details.
"I am a master of generahaven'tI
he says. "Ibecause
talked aboutlization." specifics
don'l know enough about them."
The city's civil service has the
experts, he suggests; ihey are there
lodetailed
provideinformation.
the politicians with the
"How can anyone be an expert on
everything?"
asks Rimstead
rhetorically.
"Look,
it's
nol
be these
technical matters going
the toothers
arc
talking about that will determine the
future or the city; it's the social
issues. ATid I'm the only one talking
about them."

soys Clarke
of Toronto,
control
and their interests, he says, conflict with those
for Socialist Aclion is "playing into the hands
of the rest of the city populace, which consists
of right-wing social democrats" by openly
of working people.
running as socialists. He accuses their canWorking
peoplesuchinclude
-both manual
and
Jacquie socialism
Henderson,is and
of "creating
illusion didate,
of what
how you getan
mental
workers
as
university
graduates,
he said.
to it" by suggesting that a socialist municipal
government can really be established before
Lighting a cigarette with a David
the working class has state power in Canada.
Rotenberg matchbook, Clarke attacked
Western Guard candidate Don Andrews,
(Henderson's
campaign
call for the
"a
labour
but indoposters
suggest
saying,
quiteanda dangerous
promotion
ofhim.
racism"There's
from him
others running
with f
possibilitycityof hall",
socialism
onenotcity.)
Clarke feels
"the people
processes
I'm
Clarke is a former Saskatoon alderman and 8
advocating
here, ofthat'bringing
together
on issues they can be brought together on,
aa founder
of
that
city's
Labour
Council.
He
is
amember of the Communist Party of ^
leads to a great rising struggle against corCanada, but is not stressing this in his l
porations. This actually represents the road to
campaign. In contrast lo federal and provinsocialism
indefended
this country."
Clarke
the right or municipal
cial
elections,
he doesn't party
"think politics
it's helpful"
politicians to speak out on outside issues. For
to bring
wide-ranging
into 2>^
municipal campaigns.
example,
he
calls
for
the federal government
Nelson Clarke fears social cutbacks
to nationalize Bell Telephone, and for the
People are more prepared to come together
United Slates lo sign the proposed cease-fire
onandlocal
issues,battles
he feels,on andcommunity
"people uniting
winning
issues capitalist system and establish a working- agreement
with that
the Vietnamese.
He claimed
the conditions for the
learn in the course of that fight the success of Although Lenin denied that struggles for
state." can by themselves create victory of the Vietnamese struggle "for the
reforms
united action, that they can win bigger issues class
revolutionary consciousness, Clarke, in right to self-determination" were now more
on Although
the federalLenin
level".denied that struggles for denying
the usefulness of running as a com- favourable on the political level than on the
military level.
reforms can by themselves create
munist
candidate, claimed,not"Wejusllearn
lo from
curb
revolutionary consciousness, Clarke, in our own experience
Clarke added that he didn'l think much of
denying the usefulness of running as a com- profiteering corporations, but to abolish the the recently unveiled Davis government transportation plan. He called for ihe construction
candidate, claimed,not"Wejustlearn
our ownmunist experience
to from
curb capitalist system and establish a working- of a new subway line, "probably down the
Clarke
suggests
that
the
Trolskyist
League
profiteering corporations, but to abolish the class slate."
Balhurst Street route".

ignore him
newspapers
complains
asks. "Why did it take just two and pulling the brakes on im- Metro government, or at least a
lo the Board of Control.
weeks lo approve the 75-storey desires. Rimstead
like to gel return
morality isanotherwould
of Rimstead's
There's too much red tape now, he
Royal Bank -lower at the old Star
site when it's taken years oT rid of the Yonge St. "midway".
He favours an amalgamation of says. "Our problems are essentially
bickeringclusions ontoihe come
any conthe same; we're all one city."
Spadina toexpressway?
Why did the Eaton- Fairview
development
to come
up at ihe time'juslof happen'
the election
and
have to be approved right away?"
World University Service of Canada
Rimstead,Guarder
like O'Donohue
and
INVITES APPLICATIONS
Western
Don Andrews,
FROM FACULTY & STUDENTS
says
down. Rochdale should be closed
TO THE SEMINAR ON
"I'm not against draft-dodgers or
homosexuals," he says. "I see peo"Bui most of those in Rochdale
International Development
are pleonas people"
welfare and don't want
anything
Put anwillend goto thehome.
free
ride andelse.half
this year W.U.S.C. goes to India
Rochdale is an experiment which
forms available - Student's Awards Office
Simcoe Hall
has
failed."
future
lo involvefor some
sort of
His seems
suggestion
Rochdale's
for more info -483-1656
social meeting place.
"Many people in Toronto — men
and women easily.
— are lonely;
don't
socialize
Set they
up bars,
Sun columnist Paul Rimstead
insists he has little publicity.
something,
meet..."
Rimstead iswhere
not oneiheyforcandetails.
Rimstead sees "a black and white
Cleaning up Yonge Street, "the
situation'", a possible confrontation cheapest street in North America".
de\ eloping in Toronto. Five years
ago
only ahefewsays.
thousand
blackstherein were
Toronto,
Now
there are lens of thousands. If
UNIQUE S
Rimstead has serious suggestions to
TORONTO'
PERBACK
PA
"problem",
the
alleviate
to
make
however, they are not readily
okstore
Bo
apparent.
The Sun's board or directors
includes former national ConserON
Party chairman
Eddie GoodTWO
manvative
and directors
of Greenwin
and
Cadillac developers.
LEVELS
Most immigrants, he suggests, are
classified
people who could nol make it at
home, and so decided lo emigrate.
"Most of our immigrants now are
by
subject,
well-informed
coming from the West Indies or
helpful
Africa." says Rimstead, "But il's a
staff
federal mailer; Toronto can't do
anything
about it."
.Rimstead's
position appears
ambiguous.
"We're ihe fat-cals, let's face it.
warmcoldandand well-fed;
Inside, you're
outside,
others are
hungry.
Speaking morally, how can you
refuse
to let Rimstead
them in?" slates thai he
CLASSIC
Although
BOOKSHOPS
is "not at all radical — conservative
actually", his altitudes regarding
707 YONGE ST
development appear closer to those
One Contac-C capsule gives 12 hours of relief
Below Bloor
Of John Sewell than Rolenberg.
from the symptoms of a stubborn cold.
923-3551
"Why does everyone have to work
;ii the corner of King and Bay?" he
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Defender

of morality

Guard
- Westernconservative.
gration"
immi
d
"coloure
Stop
By ERIC MILLS
The Guard is running four
ty,million
but assertedvoters
thai voting
the pressure
of ration cards for room and board, about, he claims.
iwo
for
him
His major opponents in the candidates for alderman and three
Using the traditional rationale of
presumably so their money could
leftists of running in elections to would put considerable pressure on notjbe spent unwisely.
ihe Board of Education as well
race, David
O'Donohue,
Rolenberg and
Crombie,David
had for the
The fourth major plank of the mayoralty
federal government.
propagandize. Western Guard theClosing
mayoralty candidate in ihe
among them, ac- aselection.
down Rochdale College Western Guard is [heir desire, like lillle difference
member Don Andrews is camThe campaign will cost
cording toAndrews. All are waging about $850,
paigning for ihe City of Toronto has long been a concern of the Rimslead's, lo clean up the Yonge
Andrews said, with
mayoralty.
Western Guard, Erna Koffman Street strip, with its bars, expensive , campaigns of over another $400 donated
services.
The theme of the Andrews, (running for alderman in Ward 5), "degeneracy", lewd movie houses, $50,000 each, he pointed out, in- He said the electionin provides
a
d
i
c
a
t
i
n
g
t
h
a
t
there
may
be
some
and
above
all,
its
pornographic
campaign, as it has been throughout and Tony O'Donohue. Andrews sees
kind lopof job.
payoff involved in winning "wonderful opportunity" to
the stormy history of the Western Rochdale as "the symbol ofthedrug bookstores.
the
Guard (formerly the Edmund Burke culture"; its demise would be a These latter should have their
publicize
Guards'
adding lhat the
52.000
piecesplatform,
of literature
leaders of the NDP had had
Society), is "Western Christian "psychological boost to all anti-drug windows painted over, Andrews muchEvenin thecommon
been
distributed.
with
their
Liberal
culture". This is strongly reflected in The closure of the residence, said, be forced to put up "phony" and Conservative counterparts, he The trustee campaign is based on
their anti-drug, anti-welfare, antisigns, such
as "art bookprice.
store",
and said (Rotenberg and Crombie are advocating anmis iven s ,ndrews
perforces." it would merely move the charge
an admission
If these
"immorality" and pro-while views, although
A end to said.
all vigorously and forthrightly present population out of the measures did not drive the sex Conservatives, O'Donohue is a Although the Guard
would
permit
merchants
out
of
business,
at
least
expressed.
Liberal).
the rankan sex education to be taught, it would
example of Anfile ofOnly
the NinDPparts
can ofbe found
In an interview, Andrews said building,drew's isviews ofoneproper
tactics to be
that it be taught with
protect "the
women-folk and
ideological split with the major insist
that the racial problem in Toronto used against "pro-drug forces". they
and would
Ihe young,
impressionable
"Western
Christian
morality".
national parties, he said.
"Drug
pushers
and
all
who
take
was
his
chief
concern
in
Monday's
In
addition,
Andrews
said the
people",
he
stated.
Andrews
said
he
is
not
a
fascist,
in
Andrews seemed little interested
election. He pointed out that drugs should be harassed by the
Guard
would
like
a return to
in other, more typical issues in the ihe sense that of belonging to "the leaching basics, particularly
although Rimslead has been talking community," he says.
campaign. Developers Fascist Party". However, he said he and "practical things like reading
about
problem",
money
offered "the
concrete
solutions.only he has The 18-storey building could be municipal
have
emerged
as the major issue is in favour of the populism of
usefullyAndrews
turned intosaid,a senior
bank accounts". Greater parent
but onlycitizens'
after with most candidates, according to Alabama governor George Wallace, and
Mass immigration from non- home,
participation
in
the
schools,
are a small,
ad- and the "economic populism" of the allhough without control, is another
European countries — "coloured have
"a lotbeenof thoroughly
Lysol and applied.
insecticides" Andrews, miThey
t edly rich minority,
but not
early Italian Fascist Party. On
immigration"
— shouldthatberace
stopped,
he declared, worried
riots Another key Guard plank in the significant enough to be worried moral issues, he considers himself a Guard education plank.
is its belief that all ableare "a definite
possibility".
the election
Chinese
community
seems toOnly
be able
bodied welfare recipients should be
to co-exist with whites, he said, but forced to work in order to receive
support.
Andrews
"the hlack people are essentially any
lhat those
who could
work suggested
should be
more
added that
blacks violent-prone".
are not inferior Heto whites,
but required to spend one or two days a
week
doing
work
such
as
cleaning
have "a different nature".
The violent crime rale "will rise parks, or even "make-work projects", jcouraged
ust so fromthey
be dis-on
rapidly
the nextunless
year ormassive
two",
Andrewswithin
predicted,
beingwould
a drain
immigration of non-Europeans is society.
ended. He admitted that im- And, if Ihey qualify for welfare
migration was a federal responsibili- under his system, people would get
WINTER
73
Irishmen

will picket airline

top memberClubor urging
Tony O'Donohue's
approached
the Toronto
Irish "ARepublican
them to cancelteam"
a picket
of an Irish
Airlines
office planned for tomorrow, according to Republican Club member Sean
Keane.
Keane quoted the man, whom he did not name, saying that the picket
might hurt O'Donohue's election chances, and that "We all want an
Irishman to be mayor, don't we?"
Keane said the Republicans replied, "We don't give a shit who's elected
mayor because whoever he is he'll be representing business interests. We
don't Keane,
think the
be elected
an issue
such wing
as race."
who mayor
is also should
a member
of the onMarxist
official
of the Irish
Republican
said hethe"gotdemonstration.
the idea" that some of O'Donohue's people
may show upArmy,
lo disrupt
The picket was called lo protest the internment of Republicans in
Ireland,the"north
south", and Thethe collaboration
the Irish
governmenl
with
Britishandgovernment.
Official IRA ofdoes
not support
the
Provisionals' bombing campaign, but intends to demand the release from
internment of Provisional chief of staff Sean MacStiofain, at tomorrow's 2
pm
demonstration at the Acrlingus Airlines office al Adelaide and Church
Streets.

Beginning in January, Centennial College is offering the following full-time
day programs. Applicants are encouraged to apply NOW for programs
commencing January 4th, 1973.
PROGRAMS

OFFERED

Academic Division
General Arts and Science
Applied Arts Division
Industrial Editing and Book Publishing
Creative Advertising
Radio and TV Writing
Journalism
Hospitality Administration and Service
Fashion Services
Business Administration Division
Business Administration
General Business
Secretarial Arts
Engineering Technology Division
Architectural Technology
Civil Technology
Electronics Technology
Mechanical Technology
Pre-employment (20 weeks)
Classes begin January 22, 1 973.
Diesel Electric Mechanic
Air Cooled and Marine Engines Mechanic
College Preparatory
Classes begin January 8th, 1 973.
A program designed for students who lack the necessary educational
prerequisites for admission to a Post Secondary College program.
For further information and application forms write or visit the Director
of Admissions, Centennial College, 651 Warden Avenue, Scarborough,
Ontario or telephone 41 6-694-3241 .

For years, June Marks has fought for people—
their individual rights — their opportunities. She
will continue fighting with your continued
support.
june MARKS
Business Woman
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Stale

.'hebdo city politics issue
illustrates disagreements
of articles and
This week's L'Hebdo carries a number
one reflection of
topics. Their appearancethatis has
reviews on urban interest
marked the
in city politics
,he tremendous
the cities has been one o
scene in recent years. Conflict in economic
tions of
contradic
and
the major ways that the social
capitalism. have expressed themselves in the sixties and
seventies
The responses to the problems of the cities havelebeenOf
varied and confused. So it should be unde ^andab
m L Hebdo
the articles fundame
perhaps not entirely forgiveable) that on
ntal
some
commissioned lor this issue, are,
in this
express
views
The
other.
each
with
points at odds be consistent with one another, but ed
do at
they
issue may not
among
some of the debatesAt thego.ngsameon time,
leasl partially reflect
of
change.
those who seek to bringno about
for more thorough and
te
substitu
be
can
they
course,
searching analysis.
Much of the disagreement among those who consider
has
themselves 'progressive1 in the context of urban politics
questions of 'community control' and 'parcentered around
ticipatory democracy'.
out that they do
Critics of these concepts have pointed
of urban problems in a
not effectively confront theas sources
private
fundamental way. As long corporate enterpriseandandfinancial
of land or of industry
property,s, either
attempts at community
continue, they argue, power
institution
are elsewhere: in
control will fail, because the loci of
(a very elusive goa
the economy. Even progressive taxation
would merely centralize control of
thus far) they point out,
the hand of bureaucracies integrated in the
funds in state.
corporate
A further result of 'community control1, critics point out.
is the creation of divisions among working-class (blue or
of labourers'
is the support
example developme
people. An because
white collar)
jobs,
nt provides
for developers
unions
as private enterprise is
even while it destroys cities. As long
into
that
take
must
strategy
political
a
jobs,
most
of
the source
of dealing with such
consideration, and find ways
as
example,
Another
ignored.
be
contradictions. They cannot
the
Marjaleena Repo has pointed out, is the 'organizingandof "the
the working class1 . Organizing workers
poor against
divisions and
separately
poor11
deflects
struggle. , she says, perpetuates
has been the
A further effect of 'communityby ancontrol'
elite of middle-class
groups'
domination ofand'community
and
go to meetings, than
reformers who love toin these
do-gooders
situations
have moreclass.time and experience
who working
Ihe
At the same time, despite these negative results, thetoonlybe
alternative to the reform movement at present seems exists.
the pro-developer old guard. So a political dilemma
The articles in L'Hebdo should be regarded as material
as definitive statements.
for furtheronthought,
Comment
them is rather
invited. than

pedantry

and

eclecticism

The state of urban history
"To tell the story of a cjty the author of a recent CMHC
boy tradition of Canadian
historiography — skipping
and un- study on housing neatly over the ocean like a stone.
one mustderstand ilove
t. This is not a sidesteps the problems of
there isthrough
no unscience but a mystery and an defining need: ."Any attempt But, although
ifying thread running
define need takes us into a
art. Like loving and un- tocontentious,
the
diversity
of
comments
he
value filled area.
derstanding awoman, it rethan attempt such a makes, there are a definite set
quires sensual and emotional Rather
definition, it is more useful to of principles of analysis
the historian canreceptivity
beneath his doting eclectinot permit himself, and at best survey the historical cism.
success can be developments in the Canapartial
a
only
methodology is elitist
dian housing market to see if Hisorthodox
attained.
in the finext
"It is this personality of the a problem does indeed exist and
tradition
of Canadian history.
either the and if so what its broad concity which prevents
He feelsreflects
for instance
historian or the social scientist
as muchthatof "no
the
Activists, who want to make mirror
from understanding it The
complicated
life
of a city as
and
act
on
value
judgements,
one looks at the past, the
tours
are."
have a different appreciation does the press. "Would it not
for ofthethefuture.
other plans
curate records
past Acare of the historical contours of a be more accurate to take
working
invaluable, wise plans for the problem. In my own ex- housingditions aand
true
mirror?conTo
future essential, but the city
perience as a tenant activist, I be sure, s the
he
does
include
constantly
find
myself
looking
lives in the present — this
the poor ininstant of the here and now. In for precedents and models for descriptionstersperof
ith photos orof the
if history is, as they say. the Mendellsohn sed wChoir
the
this, too, it is feminineindex
of
men
born
too
soon,
it
con- is also an index of lessons. It Prince of Wales visit, but this
illogical, unpredictable,
tradictory — but with a fine is also useful to have a is an illustration of his ability
realism.
to include a wide variety of
aspragmatic
Wax Weber
said ofImmortal,
nations,
material rather than the
on thesodimensions of a problem
as to reflection
it has neither regret for the perspective
of an attempt at a
past, nor fear of the future. It more easily focus in on ap- People's History of Toronto.
propriate
target
systems
or
His
moralism
illustrates the
is — now."Vancouver, allies.
is as it Morley,
same eclecticism of the two
Alan
But
activists
will
look
in
vain
From Milltown to Metropolis to urban history as it is now handed liberal (on the one
The Uses of Urban History
for answers to their hand... but on the other... or
In studies of urbanization practised
problems. Although the city is give from the right, take from
and urban policy problems, at the centre of Canadian the left.) This is his assesscheaply coined insights on the historical development, the
ment of the depression:
focus of historical attention so generations
growing up "The
after
city as the ofinstitutional
framework
the Pepsi far has polarized around an the thirties living in an affluent
irrelevant dialectic. On the society and protected on
generation
are commonplace.
In this x version,
the city is a one hand we have a strong every hand by social security,
with the best of will,
process characterized by the bias toward antiquarianism, in cannot
the tradition of W. D. understood what disciplines
rapidity
and
effervescence
of
its constantly changing Lighthall's 1892 Montreal the depression imposed, how
to people werevirtues
driven —to orthe what
oldBut before succumbing to After 250 Years, "dedicated
present.
and Anti- fashioned
had once seemed to be
this characterization of the the Numesmatic
quarian Society of Montreal: virtues
of frugality and comcity as a corporate merger of My Friends and Fellow
petitive work. Perhaps its
present and future and before
in Pleasant
On the other
hand weFields".
have results were not all bad, for in
we dismiss tradition as an Strollers
important component of the urban history as national it grew up the men who wrote
future, it is worthwhile history writ small, which the name 'Canada' on many
remembering that the human focusses on urban history on- battlefields. "If however, the
dominated and
ly as it relates to stale national depression
body also undergoes a com- themes.
Rarely have we been circumscribed life in Toronto
plete change in its cells every
was not the sole subject of
seven years yet continues to offered studies of the city itconversation,
was it a
rest clearly on the structure which treats the city in terms barrier against nor
a wide range
and skeleton of its past.
of its own peculiarities,
The city's skeleton is too problems and dynamics. And of intellectual and artistic
often kept in a closet and rarer still are those who see
most of its monuments are urban history as a gateway to
And so it goes — from
destroyed lightly. But the constructing an entirely advances...."
consoling comments on
weight of its past cannot be so different version of our past, a poverty to the battlefields
men who had been
lightly effaced. Its past is people's up.history seen from the where
treated like scum died in glory
worth looking at for a sense of bottom
time and place and for a
The two books under and back to the warm salon.
perspective on the problems review here
il- This book exudes the moralustration ofhowserve
work as
in this
we face.
lism of the person who felt
Being present minded, field has progressed. sorry for poor people with
government-hired academics Glazebrook's is the more dif- no shoes until he met a man
ficult to classify since it is with no feet and then conuse the past only to evade the
tinued with his martini, armed
future. In a typical example. written in the Midnight Cow-
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those who are planning their
future.
Peter Goheens Victorian
Toronto, a study of the
changing
people lived
as Toronto ways
industrialized
into
its essentially modern form in
1900. differs sharply from
Glazebrook in method,
technique, orientation and
scope. The sheer sophistication and overpowering pedantry of the book work against a
critical, not to say a Sundayafternoon reading. -Here is a
partial explanation of his
methodological bombast:
"The analysis included
three principal investigations.
First, the relationships among
the series of variables were
studied using the multivariate
statistical techniques known
as factor analysis whereby the
matrix of correlations may be
reduced to a conceptually
more manageable form and a
series of index measures
derived which summarize the
correlations among the
variables. Following this inquiry, the distributional
properties
of these
derived
"factors" were
investigated

with his compleat cocktail planners are of no avail except to the extent that they
party animator The Story oi
lead governments to take wise
Toronto, while "in the room and
avoid
unwise action. A
women come and go, Talking ^
plan is not an end in itself; and
of Michelangelo."
The same can be said of his if it lulls the consciences of
treatment of the violation of government or public it
rights of free speech which becomes a liability. By cirhouseparaded under the banner of
culating draft plans tosmen
for
anti-communism. He heart- comment holdersandand busines
ging
by
encoura
rendingly ponders the issues:
the
s on them
public meeting
"The argument was not wholly planners
have gone some way
without validity but it did have
two serious flaws. One was to engage public interest but it
that the persons who were is probable that only a small
minority of citizens have ever
prevented from speaking seen
or read plans, or
comall
not
publicly were
munists. The other was to perhaps know that such
argue, that even if sedition things exist. The triangle of
were woven into communist planners, executive government and public is not easily
doctrine,
any " remarks
communism
were onin drawn. Between the first two
understanding and cothemselves seditions.
operation are needed. The
"...In
their
usual
pattern
the
electors
their part must
communists described their fulfill theirfortradition
al roles of
opponents as fascists, with no
referee to point out that, from encouragement and critithe point of view of human
Despite the breadth and
liberty, no difference existed scholarly
of this
between communism and book,
cism."it lullspretence
the conscience.
To
that
extent,
it
is
of little
fascism."
His final comments on city value to those who wish to do
more
than
encourage,
planning stand on their own:
"The hopes and skills of criticize or sip cocktails with

TORONTO 4. ONTARIO
610 SPADINA AVE.
ADVENT SERMON:
"REPENTANCE: FAITH'S GENIUS FOB HEALTH"

DR. ARNE SIRAALA
OF WATERLOO LUTHEHAN SEMINAHY
"Wholeness of Person In

t

sychologist, author ot
clergyman-p
a noted of
Dr SiraalaA IsTime
Destruction"
Voicemanof
oi "The that
authorpossibility
of journals;
Ina dozens
arlicles
Into
probe
provocative
Illness"
chooses his illness lo fit his family and |ob.
Dr. Siraala will speak 6:30Invitedp.m.
Campus and Community

analysis of the problems we
are facing. It strongly
suggests that the praxis of
community organizing is weak
if it attempts todependentlyorganize
inof the major
socialcity.and class outlines of
the
Unfortunately
awareness of this is anweakened
by Goheen's
mulation ofthe abstract
categoriesfor-at
work which
ignore
dimensions of social andthe political
power. "Industrial development, population growth and
the changing
system ofwereinternal transportation
three of the most conspicuous
agentsabstract
of change,"
he writes.
This
analysis
does
not distinguish Goheen from
the
work ofadvisor
Nixon'son urban
ultraconservative
affairs, Edward Banfield. Nor
does it elevate his insights

employing a method of mapping based on the calculation
of polynomial
expressions. trend
Trend surface
mapping is designed to
eliminate subjective bias from
cartographic presentation
through the use of exact
mathematical procedures by
which the recognition, isolation and measurement of
trends is computed. In the
third place, multiple regression mexpressions
forulated in order were
to decide
whether some variables
possessed predictive value in
describing the distribution
within the city of various
economic
groups."
Some ofandthisethnic
high-powered
technique can be excused
since a tight study of the
forces unleashed by industrialization onresidential
and work patterns is
warranted. What he is tracing
essentially is the transformation from a city characterized
by considerable
social and
land-use mix to one whose
class segregation is an important component of the
modern city. By 1900 both
occupation and landscape
were stratified by industrialization.
These are certainly important findings for the urban
critic, the conjuncture of industrialization and class oppres ion on a variety of levels
— residence, life — opportunities et cetera
sustains a certain
type —of

above the level of cliche. What
he ignores is the dimension of
inequality. It is precisely in the
concrete inequality created by
industrialism that its meaning
for the modern city is forged.
Further work on the city
should take up this point of
view. Then a fruitful dialectic
between the study and the
transformation of the city can
be joined. Until then we are
saddled with studies that
bolster hierarchy with pedantry, sufferingandwithpolarization
footnote
condolences
with smothering eclecticism.
P.G. Goheen, Victorian
Toronto 1850-1900, U. of
Chicago
Press, $5.00
G. Glazebrook,
The Story of
Toronto, U. of Toronto Press,
$13.75
Wayne Roberts
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PROGRAM FOR THEM COME TO A MEETING
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HILLEL HOUSE
186 ST. GEORGE
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Little Mao", inthat's
Richardhis Kirkup,
the
white "Big
hopeMaoof and
the developers
Wardhow7 sees
opponents
John Sewell and Karl Jaffary. In the idiom of the Archie Bunker
wing of the property industry, that's how the opponents of highrise development are seen. "Maoists, Communists, pinkos, left
wingersCampbell
and hamburgers"
Tom
flings about. are the labels Vancouver's Mayor
In Toronto these people are spearheading a reform
movement; that is, defining the central issues of the
forthcoming municipal election. Since last December 1st when
supporters of Community Organizing (CO) 72 packed St.
Lawrence Hall sporting rabbit buttons after Mayor Dennison
charged that citizens' groups are like rabbits in a swamp — a
lot of tracks but few rabbits — they have been multiplying
rapidly. They are now prepared to field at least one serious
contender for every ward of the city in opposition to the oldguard, pro-developer wing of City Council.
Family housing, neighborhood stability and local control
form
core toof the
And theof developers
at leastthe seem
agreereformers'
with themHolyon Trinity.
the centrality
the issues.
"Toronto
faces
one
fundamental
development
issue
—
whetherby
important planning decisions should be made centrally
elected representatives of the whole municipality or, as some
ratepayers
are saying,
basis by them",
writes
Allangroups
J. Scott,
presidenton ofa strictly
the biglocaldevelopers
public
relation's front, the Urban Development Institute of Ontario.
On the reform side of the line-up, a common stance on
certain key issues does seem to promise some measure of
sustained collaboration. However, there is no necessary reason
for feeling that they will hold together any more than the Civac,
Liberal or NDP slates of the last election. From Conservative
Hope to NDP Runge, from Sewell the polarizer to Crombie the
compromiser, from ex-Waffler Dan Heap who sees the
campaign as "a small part of the mobilization.. .to fight the
tycoons, Canadian and foreign, who control us", to Colin

of

the

Vaughn who seems to express the preference of the urbane
middle class to shop in funky areas like Kensington, they share
a common dedication to a contradiction — radical
conservatism. Quality of life rather than quantity of concrete
might be the salon battlecry but the rubber cement that binds
this coalition together is based on a philosophy of urban life
essentially geared to amalgamating a classical conservative
commitment to conservation and preservation with the radical
rhetoric of local control. Their points of disagreement, which
theorist Karl Jaffary sees as irrelevant to the urban scene, may
come to haunt them. Some day they may have to face the great
divide on the classical questions of the demarcation of political
alignments — international issues, economic development
issues and social development issues. The issues which
Toronto will face will not be permanently contained by the ties
of their tenuous alliance.
The viability of the alliance to this point however, is
testimony to the vitality of a new reform both in Europe and
America. Reformers of the 19th and early 20th centuries fought
eagerly for centralized authority as against local autonomy.
According to Mack Walker's study of German Home Towns for
instance,
slogan of rights
the "common
weal" communities
was used to destroy
the
narrowthecorporate
of integrated
in favor
of incorporating-them into the larger rational capitalist society.
Liberalism was the cloak for a class of bourgeois "movers and
doers" and their civil servant custodians. "For local self
government,"
writeswasWalker,
"in the individualized
the
communities,
a contradiction
of the goal ofcountry
progressof
through the unimpeded rational movement of individual and
impersonal commodities that was the concrete basis of
German bureaucratic liberalism. Free movement of persons
and
of impersonal commodities was a denial" of their concept
of community.
In North America the same forces were responsible for the
Kafkaesque Imprint of urban reform. Hostility to the wards and

refo

local control was their bat
study"office-seeking
of Toronto blamed
our
alderno
and other gratuities for
Commission
public money"investigating
which c6
concluded with the followi
division and representatic
condemning this system w
abuses andsystem
recommend
another
creatine t
representing the entire cit
and
7. The coioi
and prosperity.
coteries struggling
that they necessarily los<
Reformers were part
community."
forms of city governmer
Toronto's S. Mortey Wick€
of personal responsibility
monopolization
of Canadi
"fresh stage of developm*
a school of democracy th
are bound to do much t>
fields of political life. It rr
J.S. Woodsworth, tl
himself a centralizer. The
influx of new industrial t«
destroyingof atheGolden
bases Age
of c
visions
oversee morality across
from the ward heelers.
This wave of reforr
unchanged. In fact its cei
to the WASP homeowne
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Centralism was designed to enforce their morals and vision of
the
of Toronto" wrotehouses,
Middleton
"is incity.the "The
infinityprideof moderate-sized
nearlyin alltheof1920's
brick
and for the most part faced by wellkept lawns and flower
gardens.. .Undoubtedly there is no other city of comparable
size where the population is as homogeneous as in Toronto."
This dominance
of homeowners
1950's
and early
sixties. It formed
one of thecontinued
bases forinto
whatthepolitical
scientist Harold Kaplan, writing in 1967, defined as the highly
consensual, deferential nature of Toronto politics. But then
came the high rise on a big scale, rising like Pinocchio's nose to
give This
the liedevelopment
to the homeowner's
city. traditional
cannot beconcept
explainedof the
by the
cliches. Pollution Probe's Rules of the Game demolishes the
myth that the popularity of the high rise derives from their
provision of tax revenue to the city. On the contrary, they
probably eat up more in taxes than they provide. David Lewis
Stein in Toronto for Sale demonstrates that population growth
cannot account for the rash of high-rise development in the last
decade. The main population growth areas are in the suburbs
rather than the downtown areas most subject to urban removal.
From 1966 to 1971 when the number of apartment suites
increased by 22,832, the population increased by only 1,212!
One can understand this phenomenon only in terms of
class — classes moving in and classes moving out. The large,
low income families are being forced out by huge development
corporations catering to the high-rise singles swingers and cliff
dwellers who can afford the rent.
It is in this context that the proponents of conservative,
stable neighborhoods are forced to adopt the mentality of
beseiged garrisons. "The new apartment towers stabbing into
the sky and expressways threatening to cascade over settled
neighborhoods
creatingThata mood
confrontation"
the Star
wrung its hands arein 1969.
was theof year
that Dennison
was
still seen as a hayseed down-home New Democrat rather than
an agent of the developers.
Since then the hayseed is gone and analysis is now
colored in the tones of a class war morality play. "Before we get
down to details," writes James Lorimer in his new Citizens
Guide to City Politics, we need to be clear about one basic
issue; there is a fundamental, overriding conflict between the
interests of the property industry and the interests of the
ordinary citizens. The industry's basic desire is to have land
values, building prices and rents as high as possible at all
times, and to see property values going up as quickly as
possible, rents going up just as fast, and only as much new
construction and development as is consistent with their desire
to maximize their profits and wealth. The basic interest of
ordinary
But people
before iswe exactly
marveltheat opposite."
the recent conversion of the
genteel to class war politics, it is worthwhile examining their
of the developers. Can
feudalism
strategy for attacking the new
the ward system of organization, geared to electoral slates and
residential neighborhoods deal with the magnitude of the
issue? Or does it rather reinforce the interests of homeowners
who more naturally define themselves in terms of
neighborhoods against those of tenants, workers and the poor
province and even nationorgnize
naturally
who more
wide levels?
Is it more
than ona city,
coincidence that the founding
meeting of C072 was held the same evening as the founding
meeting of the Ontario Anti-Poverty Association? Ratepayers
frequently complain that apathetic tenants and roomers
groups
are not active in their associations. Perhaps it is not apathy but
insight that accounts for their boycott.

Can a Manichean analysis focusing on the property
industry alone provide sufficient insight into the processes at
work? In fact developers are representative of the entire
capitalist class. As last year's Guerilla series on the developers
pointed out: in"The
important
bank indirectors
hold
directorships
the lifemost
insurance
companies,
the important
investment trusts, and until recently in the big trust companies.
They also sit on the boards of the big conglomerates: Acres.
Power, Weston Industries, and so on. They control mining and
industrial
transportation
companies,
utilities,
departmententerprises,
store chains..
.and of course,
development
The reformers' insistence on seeing the developers alone
corporations."
as
the enemy leads not to the common charge of urban,
populism but the more precise charge of urban popular
frontism based on the union sacree of homeowners, small
businessmen and good capitalists. Not the least repurcussion
of their refusal to take on the broader issues involved is the
opposition of construction labourers to the reform slate. Do
labourers not have a place in a new coalition of reformers?
Should not a reform coalition address itself to their need for
jobs? Could not the demand for mass public housing under
tenant control serve the needs of both labourers and those who
need new homes? Or would that kind of demand jeopordize
their holy alliance?
The lawyers and professionals who take their seats on
council in the new term will have a number of problems to
confront. But if they are truly to represent the interests of the
majority of Toronto's citizens which includes a near majority of
tenants, an overwhelming majority of workers and substantial
numbers of the poor, they may well have to question whether
they have the tools for the task. Otherwise they will be in need
of a Cervantes to applaud and lament their quixotic tilting at
highrises.
Wayne Roberts

rulers

i cry. Pelham Mulvany in his 1882
lack of tourist-attracting parks on
n... allowed to waste on sidewalks
s grasping constituents sums of
d ^D\o parks. The 1909 Royai
'idespread corruption in Montreal
3 recommendations: "6. As for the
of the city by wards, all agree in
ch gave rise to patronage and to its
the citizens of Montreal.. .to adopt
council composed of aldermen
and working in unity for its growth
cil of today is composed of groups
with another with such bitterness
sight of the high interests of the
jlarly concerned with adopting the
to the new realities of industry,
worried about the weakened sense
hat went along with the increased
i industry. He therefore called for a
t",standards
breaking offrom
medievalism.
efficiency
it holds "As
up
/ards shaping ideals for the wider
ansmostbusiness
radicalbefore
of thepolitics."
critics, was
ome was being undermined by the
hniques and immigrants who were
an urban government. Revelling in
vherv Vigilance Committees would
'e ciV he would take power away
left Toronto's residential patterns
alising tendencies partially catered
who now call for decentralization.
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14 The Varelty
Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama

Clarkson's

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
vancmg to winy Louis
wo bars with professional entertainment
mjkt sapper - 3 sittings
splash party
fib. a couple
tickets available at uall porter's desk
or vndergraduate office

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
BY-ELECTIONS
NOTICE
As a result of nominations received last week
to fill vacancies on various Committees of the
Faculty Council, elections will be held for only
two positions.
Elections for General
Committee membership for
NEW

COLLEGE
AND

ERINDALE

COLLEGE

will be held from December 4 to 7, 1972 from
9.00 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. each day. Ballot boxes
will be located in the Registrars' Offices of
these Colleges, and ballots may be obtained
there. Only full-time students registered in
these Colleges may vote.

Liberal

panacea:

and party politics
Reforms
e" Davey, and the latter made an abortive attempt
a "madhous
Toronto'sty city
Item: personali
argument
and ispetty
clashcouncil
where
to replace Clarkson with Leon Weinstein.
"are
Previously, Davey had pressed Sam Kelner —
policiestheandoldpriorities
where
predominate,
. Among
guard who
debated"
seldom
lawyer linked with developers — to accept the
a
is "no semblance ofquoa nomination. But the contradiction of a reform
hold the power thereupholdin
g the status
of development
program" other than
representa
by a and
partytooledgreat,
Kelnertivewas forced to step
and serving monied interest. There is little was
had refused,
is
Davey
by
authority
little
preferred
and
Others
down.
expertise
mayor.aldermen,
held by theamong
and
having little faith in the municipal effort
police and plan- fearing that it could only be detrimental to their
Item: Transport, housing,
and
boards
nt
independe
by
ning areonsruledwhich are not accountable to political
careers.
commissi
summarizes the events as a clash
Clarkson
at city hall. between a "top-down, elitist" approach to
citizens, leaving a "policyisvacuum"
a disordered body leadership recruiting and a "decentralized,
Metro council
Item:members
represent local interests rather bottom-up"
. He
whose
approach to party organizationgrass
to being chosen as a reformer and
than working tor the city as a whole. The Metro admits
party
the
of
roots worker against the wishes
e diplomat
Chairman is chosen as a of"palatabl
were for election rather
desires
whose
.
machine,
s, instead the electorate
by his colleague
the than reform.
c". andMetro
"paternalistkeeps
OMB is purposely
Item: Thegovernment
provincial
and divided.
weak
Item: When elections are carried out in
since there
are "anti-democratic",
they representation
Toronto
and
by population
is no true
becausemine his avoting
man'spower.
property holdings can deterItem: The actual policy making and
administration of the city is carried out by a web
of "technocrats" who have no responsibility to
the people and who work in support of real
estate developers
struction industry. and leaders of the conThese are the accusations of Steven Clarkson
in City Lib, the account of his campaign for
mayor
1969. as leader of the municipal Liberal party in
Relating his campaign to the emergence of
the reform movement in Toronto politics,
Clarkson asserts his primary theme: that only
when governed by a unified party with a clearly
formulated policy will the city receive adequate
government.
1969 experiencing
election "put
theAccording
spotlight toon Clarkson,
a political thesystem
its
first
shock
wave
of
fundamental
change".
For
the new movement quality of life issues took
precedence over the desires for material
development which rule city hall, reformers
becoming deeply critical of a system which has
failed
growing "urban
and of totherespond
"inertia" toandthe "deadening
grasp crisis"
of the
Parties are the answer to the constitutional
old guard".
faults
of the city, says Clarkson. The electorate
could then link individual candidates to concrete
stands. Party
unity party
wouldputting
guarantee
effec-a
tivenes , the majority
into effect
policy for which citizens had knowingly voted.
Simitar problems emerged for CIVAC and the
Better communication could be developed NDP, conservative elements weakening the
between the city and the boroughs, since parties thrust for change. The former, being made up of '
would have co-operating members representing such differing men as David Crombie and David
all parts of Metro. Parliamentary debate of Rotenberg, was merely a set of loose ties
issues would take place in city council. A cabinet labelled as a party. The NDP chose not to run a
could be created, ministers being set in charge mayoralty candidate because the conservative
of various city departments, achieving expertise labour councils put their support behind Mayor
and taking control of the city back from Bill Dennison. Reformist members of the NDP
technocrats.
later supported the candidacy of Margaret
Constitutional changes were the central Campbell for mayor.
themes of Clarkson's policy, all being based thatViewing
this year's
statesin
the reform
coalitionelection.
which Clarkson
has emerged
upon andpartyworkable.
politics. The solutions seem clear,
fine
city council and among community
But Clarkson pays too little attention to a set organizations in the past three years forms a
of facts' which nullify his argument for a Liberal more viable unit now than a Liberal municipal
party could. Although he states his support for
government
Toronto.
Each of theofthree
parties which fielded a slate this
coalition — made up of such men as Karl
of candidates (C1VAC. the NDP. the Liberals) Jaffary (NDP), John Sewell (Independent). David
was beset by a basic contradiction: while being Crombie (PC) and Kilbourn — Clarkson mainpushed into the campaign by a movement of
tains that a Liberal party could govern Toronto
reform, each was split between reformers and on a reform
platform in the vague future.
those who upheld the status quo.
But the Liberal party would still contain the
The Liberal party decided to contest the conflicting interests. If party government is to
election in the face of opposition from many of
to this city in the form of unified groups
its Toronto based members, and this internal come
representative of the true conflicts in Toronto
conflict greatly hindered its campaign.
politics it will most likely emerge from the two
Candidates chosen represented both the opposing factions which have developed within
reformist and conservative wings. Nowhere is city
council. the fact that Clarkson and his
this more apparent than in the stands of the two
Despite
Liberal alderman elected In the city, Hugh Bruce
Liberals analyzed the problems of the
and Bill Kilbourn Rarely do they vote the same reformist
forseeing and foreshadowing much of the
way on an issue. Bruce being a member of the city,
present struggle, they had no chance of gaining
"old guard" and KHbourn being a leader of the a majority on council. Being a weak link of a
movement for change. At times they have national party which still appears to have no
refused to speak to each other. Here there is coherent urban policy and being split, they had
little indication of a party unified behind its little chance for effectiveness. Even if Clarkson
won the mayoralty, he would have been
policy.
The split was also evident In the events had
unable to push through his reforms against a
leading to Clarkson becoming Liberal mayoralty predominantly old guard council or by Incandidate. Not even considered for the job by
fluencingConservative
a
provincial government.
Senator Keith Davey who handled the task of
Yet a good organization and a comprehensive
finding
a
leader,
Clarkson
decided
to
run
only
platform
did
emerge
from
the efforts of the
when no other viable men were left. There was reformists who gained dominance
the
poor communication between Clarkson and municipal Liberal party. Their leadershipof conWmmmMmmm
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vention was held only 10 weeks prior to the
election, after a detailed policy had already been
formulated, so that policy rather than personality could dominate their campaign.
Both organization and policy were developed
in a decentralized manner. Focus was first put
upon building support within wards, meetings
and policyThediscussions
citizens'
groups.
attempt wasbeingmadeheldtowith
co-ordinate
city and borough organizations, a constitution
being drafted for the entire municipal party. The
final decisions of policy were made at a policy
convention, where consensus was reached on
most issues.
The policy centered upon reforming the
structures of city government. The electoral
system would be changed to one vote per citizen
regardless of land holdings, and to one alderman per ward (wards becoming smaller and
more numerous). Controls would be put upon
the financing of elections to stop candidates
becoming obligated to special interests. There
would be more unification of the city under
Metro council. The departments presently
guided by Independent boards would come
under the executive power of Metro.
There would be the attempt to listen to
community delegations on a "regular and
meaningful
and neighbourhoods
be given morebasis",
self-control.
Direct support would
would
be
given
to
citizens'
groups
the form of
budgets, staff and experts. Localin development
corporations would initiate neighbourhood
housing and recreation projects. Private
developers would be forced to relate more
responsibly to communities. Spadina would be
stopped.
city's relationship
with gave
the province
be There-defined
in a way that
the city would
more
power and made the policies of the two mutually
coherant.
Clarkson asserts that his campaign did centre
upon policies. He describes the difficulty in
putting these policies across through a media
which concerned itself with personalities (picturing him as the swinging young academic) and
issues (searching for the splits in the Liberal
party) and feared giving any candidate more
coverage than the others. Searching for issues,
the Liberals developed drug and pollution
policies. A press secretary bombared the media
daily with policy statements. Gradually Clarkson
came to feel that his intentions were coming
across to the public.
The effectiveness of his campaign with the
press was confirmed when the Star and the
Globe and Mail carried editorials endosing his
candidacy for mayor.
Clarkson also describes his the alienation he
came to feel when constantly campaigning,
becoming isolated as leader, worrying about his

Sewell

and
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financing and attempting to catch one of his
opponents long enough to debate an issue with
them (Dennison being particularly slick at
avoiding debates).
Then although he felt on election day that he
had a chance of victory. Clarkson ran third, with
only 20 per cent of the vote. He is undecided in
his analysis of this. Did he do well, having been
an unknown U of T professor three months
before? What had caused the upsurge for
Campbell? Had the Liberals failed in this election, or had they set off on the first step toward
governing
The readerthe iscity?
also left with indecision, at least
partly
because
of Clarkson's
failureandto camfully
analyze the personalities,
policies
paigns of Dennison and Campbell. It is
suggested that the other mayoralty candidates
ran without full policies, but with the appearance
of stability to the electorate. There is little
explanation why Campbell represented a viable
reform alternative to many voters. Perhaps
Clarkson felt the scope of his book should only
cover the Liberal campaign. But when
describing this campaign, Clarkson fails to put it
into perspective.
One major theme which receives insufficient
attention is that of development versus the
community. This issue has created more dissention than any other in Toronto during the
past three years, whether the development is
accused of devouring housing or whether the
old guard are accused of losing citizens' money
by giving
polarization of citydevelopers
council andconcessions.
the efforts The
of reformers
have come to centre upon this issue, with its
overtones of class conflict and injustice Here
the decisions about the quality of Hie which
Clarkson describes must be made.
But while the Liberals developed a policy
supporting communities and setting controls
upon developers, Clarkson makes only a cursoryment,analysis
of the determining
implications ofwhendevelopthe factors
it is
beneficial and when not. the groups who constantly support it and why.
Yet in his criticism and suggestions of change
for
city's constitutional
structure
an theequally
important issue
whichhe analyzes
may be
overshadowed
by
the
controversy
oversuggested
development. Itis obvious that many of his
reforms must be implemented before Toronto
can have effective and responsible government.
City Lib reads clearly and maintains interest,
describing from the inside the development of a
convincing policy of change and the dynamics
of campaigning in Toronto. It is an honest and
straight-forward book which can give many
insights for the understanding of our municipal
politics.
Stewart Goodyear
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Don't
Pay!
The Ontario Government has met with
representatives of Ontario students several times since
the October fees withholding referendum. The Government simply refuses to tell us anything about their plans
for student aid programmes. In particular, Premier Davis
refuses to say that OSAP loan ceilings won't go up again.
It's your
you object
to theof their
Government's
refusal
to talk,future.
if you Ifobject
to the form
education
cutbacks of the last year then let the Government know.
Your fees are not due until January 15. By that time
the situation may have changed.
But atSECOND
least untilINSTALLMENT.
you're back in January,
DONT PAY
YOUR
The situation
may
have changed by then, and the January 10th Varsity will
contain all the details.

developers:
(Students' Administrative Council. University of Toronto)

City Hall
to beat
Trying
It is difficult to describe John Sewell without a clear idea of the political priorities of the
And. powerful politicians are often
sounding like you're putting him down; honest, candidates.
in the mechanics of legal discommitted to his principles.- religious — virtue experienced
honesty: Alderman Wardte who as Chairman of
isn't in these days, especially among our
an Executive Committee, deliberately mispoliticians.
counted votes in favour of a motion he
In Up Against City Hall, Sewell gives us a
very revealing look at city politics, some per- supported, (at which point the losing politicians
sonal history, and the background of his political who
as a result
Wardle'sleft deception,
left sohadtherewon would
be no ofquorum
to dispute
involvement as a community organizer.
the
count).
conSewell
position.
difficult
a
in
He is
Alderman
Ben
Grys.
an
equally
corrupt
accountable to the people —
siders himselfview
at a City Hall dominated by politician, used his influence to push through a
an unpopular
politicians who are primarily out to defend their development which resulted in considerable
personal power, and to promote development, financial gain to his family because of properties
and consequently make important decisions held in his wife's name.
Many politicians, of whom David Rotenberg
without consulting the people. As an alderman
Sewell must also use his political power to is a notable example, derive considerable financial support from development corporations,
defend the rights of his constituents from the
Cadillac etc.. who are reimplans of developers, and therefore requires Meridian.bursed Greenwin.
for their support in the wide okay given
support from his fellow politicians.
to
development
plans
in the city.
Historically, the radical politician often
We are in a period of transition as the
compromises his principles, and finally defeats
himself by voting with the majority. Sewell bases of power shift from this kind of alliance to
describes several: June Marks, originally a broad-based community movements supporting committed and accountable politicians,
committed working class representative, Fred
Beavis, Mayor William Dennison. who tends to currently represented by Sewell. Jaffary.
diminish or deny his former role as a radical on Kilbourn, Chisolm. Scott. Crombie and
City Council, and Thomas Clifford who told
This book is a very important one. and
Sewell, "You know. I used to be a radical when I should
Eggleton.
be read by every citizen voting in the
get
didn't
just
I
found
but
younger,
was
municipal
It is a well-written book,
anywhere. I found it much easier just to keep although it election.
tends to assume a greater familiarity
crowd."
the
with
along
go
and
quiet Sewell has chosen instead to polarize the With municipal politics than many citizens will
is why it should be read, for it is only
Hall, the development- have. Thatcitizen
in City
two
participation and politiclzation
backedgroups
majority
and the smaller group of greater
and
the
election
of accountable politicians that
community-supported politicians, and to
is going to defeat the power of developers at
publicize this division in the media.
Power tends to protect power, for many City Hall.
Gretchen Roedde
reasons. Voters re-elect familiar names, without
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The

Jacobs

experts

destroys

but analysis
Few things are harder to see
than the obvious. Jane Jacobs,
simply because she has retained
her ability
to seeis atobvious,
least a fraction of what
and
because she is able to strip away,
for her readers, the veils of
mystification trorn many of the
economic processes that are
often made to appear needlessly
treatby orthodox
mysterious
ments, has written
a book that
is — at least in places — brilliant.
What makes the book seem
so new and daring is merely that,
unlike the vast majority of the
practitioners of the "dismal
science"is still
of aware
economics,
the
author
of the real
world, bases her theories on what
she observes in that real world,
and consequently, need not be
relegated
irrelevanceto that
that twilight
most zone
of herof
academic brothers occupy. In addition, she stands out because
she deals with her subject matter
on a large scale,
so that and
fundamental processes
dynamics become visible, while
the commonly accepted practice
— among the macro people as
much as anywhere — is to work
only on the level of technique and

dogma

is uneven
quantitative analysis, taking the
largereven
rangedefensible
as given: ina practice
not
theory,
since economic processes are
intimately linked to social and
political processes, and likely to
be disastrous in practice when,
as Jacobs suggests, the foundations are incorrectly understo d or even in danger of
actual collapse.
But latunfortunately,
reed to her ability toclosely
point out
that which is invisible to most
people
becauseit has
it is too
or because
beenobvious,
made
invisible by the myths of our
culture, is a tendency to
sometimes take that which is obvious, and present it as an
astounding new revalation. It is
this facet of her talent that the
reader encounters first, in the
form of a rather large red herring
labelled "cities first". Her thesis,
briefly, Is that it is cities that are
"basic", that are the origins of all
economic growth and change,
that are the dynamic element of
any economy, and specifically,
she makes the claim that cities
existed before agriculture. To
prove her case, she constructs an
interesting historical hypothesis
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look

urbanization

at

involving
a city which
she calls
New Obsidian,
supposedly
having existed on the site of the
ancient city Catal Huyuk, in which
she sketches how agriculture
might from
have a developed,
through
trade,
city originating
in a
hunting-and-gathering economy.
What she does not seem to
realize is that she does not need
toarfbprove
case withhypotheses
elaborate
ratherher dubious
based on scanty anthropological
evidence, for the case she really
wants source
to prove,of(ie,allthateconomic
cities are
the
growth),pend on not
only
does
the correctness notof deher
historical
hypothesis, bur is actual y atautology.
For Jacobs, cities are not
defined by their size, but by their
ability to generate economic
growth. Now, it is accepted by all
except a minute handful of
diehard Lockean evangelists that
men have always existed in
groups; that the notion of society
as consisting of individuals who
have come
From
this, ittogether
follows byis incorrect.
definition
that all economic growth has
originated from groups of people
living together. And since any
group
of people,
any qualifies
settlement,as
no matter
how small,
a city by her definition if it is
originating economic growth,
then, if one accepts her definition
of cities, and it seems to be a
good cedeone,
must conthat herthen
case one
is automatical-

U.C.

ly true. Since
were
settlements
beforethere
agriculture,
then it is a tautology that cities
existed before agriculture, and
that cities are the origins of
economic growth.
However, it does nor follow, as
she seems to think, that rural
work,
agriculture, ofcannot
the development
cities.result
Merelyin
because one has proved that
there were cities before
agriculture,
assume that one
othercannot
cities therefore
were not
produced by agriculture. One
need cite as counter-examples
only two ofcusses the
cities length.
she disat great
Manchester and Birmingham.
Both of these cities have their
origins tiinnued to grow
rural villages
con(see M. that
Bateson,
Medieval England) and eventually diversified to become
industrial.
This red herring aside, however, Jacobsworkgetsof dispelling
down to
her admirable
•many of the myths surrounding
city economies, and makes a
number of very valuable points.
She exposes, for example, the
sort of nonsense that people like
Walt Rostow and John Kenneth
Galbraith have turned into
orthodoxies in the area of
economic development
underdeveloped regions.of She
points out that further expansion
of agricultural staples will not
lead to development for these
countries, that it is the develop-

FILM

FELLINI'S
GODARD'S
DALI AND BUNUEL
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ment of city industries that is
needed, and that until this takes .
place, it is unlikely that
agriculturalficiency canproductivity
efbe raised and
by any
appreciable
amount.it clear that
She makes
economic development must not
depend on outside capital, for
this can only result in colonial
dependencies,
not dynamicon
economies, that concentration
a few large industries serves only
to
produce that
company-town
economies
inevitably
stagnate and fail to generate
growth,
that it isthat
a serious
mistake and
to believe
large
enterprises are efficient
producers of growth, pointing out
that many
underdeveloped
tries do have
a number ofcounvery
large, rich enterprises which,
however, fail to create growth.
She tales
goes that
on toapologists
demolish like
the
fairy
Galbraith
have woven
around the
large corporation, pointing out
that
large incapable
corporations
are
notoriously
of doing
creative work, ie, development
work. She makes it clear that
division of labour is not a sign of
efficiency, that many backward
economies have minute divisions
of, labour, and showing by
analysis of the relevant processes
how divisions of labour can serve
to prevent economic growth.
She makes a number of very
telling points in discussing what
future trends further develop-
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ment might bring; especially intriguing are her discussions of
pollution control {she points out
C that what is needed Is not less
production, but rather more
development that will Improve or
make obsolete present harmful
processes) and of the trend to
differentiated production, which
will supersede many of the present mass-production techniques. Insum, she makes a strong
case against the orthodox views
on the dynamics of economic
development.
But while her analysis of the
economy of cities carries with it
implicit, (and sometimes explicit)
criticism of the economic
processes of the present, Jacobs
nevertheless tends to overlook
some of the central implications
of what she is saying. Like
muckraking journalists of the
Vance Packard sort, she tends
sometimes to write In a polltlcial
and historical vacuum. (Historical
vacuum in the sense that she
(* ofdoesthenothistory
developshe theis implications
writing.)
Central here is that she fails to
differentiate between those
aspects of growth which are unWho

runs

iversal, and those which are
peculiar only to certain historical
epochs. This Is of great importance because the particular
aspectsriod do ofchange
production
of each pethe fundamental
nature of production and growth,
thus helping to determine the
nature of the economy of the
next period. In other words,
economic history is a progression
which Is irreversible, and the
nature of which changes from
onely,stage
another.
what thisto may
mean Specificalis that If x
centuries of economic development have brought us to the
stage of monopoly capitalism,
and if, as Jacobs says, this form
of economy, with Its overspecializatlon, overly large enterprises, etc., tends to produce
stagnation then it may be meaningles to say how further economic growth could, or ought
to, take place. It may be the
case, (and I would suggest
that the implication can be
derivedwefromhave,
Jacobs'
that
so arguments)
to speak,
reached the end of economic
history, because the growth
processes which Jacobs con-

our

cities?

Two books, many replies
sities. Density refers to the gross
"We shall start with a
hypothesis: the total urbanization floor area over lot area. An area
of society, a hypothesis which has that is designated '3' can have a
to be supported by arguments, building 3 times the lot area. If the
reinforced by facts. This owner wishes, he may only build
hypothesis implies a definition. on half the lot, but at double the
height. Zoning feeds right in to
We
an "urban
that shall
societycall which
resultssociety"
from high-rise.) Lay examined
total urbanization, virtual today, different reports on the zoning
but nowhere did he find
real
tomorrow."
argues
Henri scheme,
Lefebvre
in his La
revolution
a better explanation for how the
numbers were arrived at than
urbaine.
Alan Powell also argues that
the contributors to his collection, from a planner: "They're comarbitrary." by U of T
Two pletelypapers
The City, believe there is an urban revolution occurring. To sociologists, Jack Wayne and
Powell, The City is an attack upon Barry Wellman, argue against the
objective consciousness as it picture of the city as cold and
camouflages the reality of urban harsh. In "The Case of the
life. Instead of an emphasis upon Friendless Urbanite", Jack
objectivity, efficiency, and value- Wayne
argues found
that "participation
neutrality, Powell argues for an patterns
in the
approach to the city which is neighbourhoods are more than
more effective and morally com- the sum of the individual tendencies". The only exception is the
ed. The attack upon
of the bycitizens'
groups, mitreflected
many family-less
apartment building
of the authors, is creating where neighbourhood contact Is
counter-myths to 'the myth' of the low. From his view in "Who needs
three 'druids': and
the the
developers,
technocrats,
politicians.the neighbourhoods?",
man would argueBarry
that Wellwith
and technology
Richard Lay's paper, "The communication
these
friendless
apartment
Zoning Law
as Icon"
carefully dwellers may still have personal
explodes
the claim
of objectivity
of the zoning methods used by ties but scattered around the city.
While most of the authors
Toronto's
planners.are(The
various
areas of Toronto
designated
praise personal and community
for various uses and various den- ties, a critical reading of Anasta-
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no longerconditions,
can occursiders
undercentralpresent
and because the inertia of the
present structure
impos ible for it tomakes
evolveit into
patterns
that
could
be
productive.
It may be useful here to briefly
examine her formation
analysis
of the trans-to
from feudalism
capitalism. Her analysis, which
takes a good deal from Henri
Pirenne, is Incorrect In the fundamental respect that it is not
true that the development of
cities, growing outside the feudal
economy, and bringing with them
the enlargement of trade, was the
central factor in the collapse of
feudalism. In many instances, for
example in eastern Europe, the
growth of cities and trade actually
strengthened the feudal system.
It is true that the growth of cities
was a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for the developof capitalism.
But theIncentralmentcause
is to be found
the
development, or ripening, of contradictory tendencies within the
feudal economy Itself.
What this implies is the crucial
point that cities, while they are the

locale in which growth always
takes place, are not able always
to produce this growth independently, (regardless of what
is happening elsewhere). In other
words,mentthewhichprocesses
developshe isolatesof work,
but
they do not always work on their
own, they
sometimes
need external stimuli,
and pre-conditions
orhistorical
they will notsituations.
function inItcertain
may
therefore be a reasonable extrapolation of her analysis to
suggest that we have reached the
point where city economies are
no longer able to generate growth
because the favourable conditions for the operation of the
growth processes do not exist.
The meaning of this is that the
dynamic which she correctly
identifies is not a selfperpetuating
dynamic,
but that
one
that
tends to run
down, and
in fact has run down.
Connected to this is the fact
that Jacobs, because she is so
concerned with assigning the
central role to cities, fails to consider the complementary but
more passive role played by rural
and third-world areas in

sia Shkilnyk's, "Challenging an
Urban Myth: Chile's Unique Strategy for one
low-income
reminds
of the Housing",
limits of
community. Community can be
used by the powers that be as
well as by the powers that hope to
be. Poor people's participation in
Chile's housing strategy was a
good thing,
argues. Itleaders
generated new she
community
who when the time came would
help in the management. After
accepting this responsibility, the
community leaders would not
opt for political radicalism but
for legitimate reformism.
This reveals
criticismthe oflimitsShkilnyk's
article
of The
City in general. The papers do not
consider the roots of their bete
noir, objective consciousness.
Lefebvre argues that the urban
technocratic myths are a direct
outcome of the dominance of
industrialization over the City.
The City does not serve the needs
of the majority of the people, but
the needs of the industrial
process underneath it

very administrative structure of
CityIn Hall.
The Future of Canadian
Cities, Boyce Richardson
documents how private interests
dominate over public interests in
urban
affairs.for?",
His chapter.
"Who
is Downtown
examinesacross
how
the
development
process
Canada is forcing working class
people ofoutSt.ofJames
the central
The
South
Town City.
struggle
to preserve cheap housing in
Montreal re-appears as the fight
tofrompreserve
low-income
housing
Concordia
Investments.

Apologetically,
well alludes to thisProfessor
limitationPo-in
the
introduction:
capitalism is only "Modern
obliquely
referred to by most of the authors
as the primary source of urban
problems.
"Notable exceptions
this
generalization
are Susanto
Fish's article upon the market
bias of low-income housing in
Ontario and Graham Fraser's discus ion of how
the developers'
conceptions
are favoured
by the
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economic development. What
she overlooks Is that while cities
In the advanced countries of
western Europe and the U.S. certainly were the initiators of
development, they nevertheless
depended absolutely on rural
and third-world areas. Without
the immense exploitation of these
regions,neverthe have
growthhappened.
in the cities
could
This
may mean that in the present, her
analysis,
while ways
correct,
is irrelevant in many
because
the
preconditions needed before the
city dynamic can operate no
longer
What exist.
all this implies is that an
informed reading of The
Economy of Cities can lead one
to conclude that the dynamic
which she analyses so brilliantly
and thoroughly, and which was
historically valid, is no longer
valid because it has an innate
tendency to run down and
collapse, has in fact run down,
cannot be revived, and makes it
necessary to seek a new
Jane Jacobs The Economy of
Cities
dynamic.Vintage, 1970
Sarah Rothschild
And so on.
Since Richardson goes to the
root of the urban crisis, his
proposal
to insertinto aurban
publicplan-inningterestoffersdimension
solutions: Municipal
landbanking and lease-holding
are counterposed to land
speculation and Inflation.
Guaranteed housing subsidies
are proposed for people, not
builders. Free public transit is
urged to replace the dominance
of the car over the urban landyou thinkreadthese
solutisocnaspea.reIfUtopian,
Richardson's description of howthey are
applied
Thesein Sweden.
highly complimentary
comments about The Future Of
Canadian Cities must be
qualified. Richardson does the
qualifying for us by wondering
about the bureaucratic inertia of
the Swedish approach. However,
Richardson does not integrate a
critique of bureaucracy and its
rationality with his radical social
analysis. On the other hand,
Powell's The City, does not integrate aradical social critique
with his proposals for community
participation.problem
The practical
theoretical
is how andto
inter-relate the liberating potential of citizen participation with an
awareness of the power of
industrialization.
Alan Powell, ed.. The City:
Attacking Modern Myths,
McClelland & Stewart
Boyce Richardson, The Future of
Canadian Cities, New
David Press
Kennedy
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Annual
The Mendelssohn Choir may
red one of the
actually be conside
last bastions of choralIn abaroque
matter
and Handelian pomp.
"Halleluia
the singing
of weeks" will
burst from the
Chorus
in
choir's collective vocal cord
of The
their annual presentation
Messiah. Last Sunday Elmer Isler
conducted his group — 172
strong _ plus the National Arts
Centre Orchestra through a per-t
formance ofMessiah's grandes
rival, Solomon. In each work
there are big, sprawling choruses
of conand an amplesistentlynumber
fine arias with
d
nspire
miraculous, Bach-i
orchestral accompaniments.
ght of this performThe ancehighli
(which, unlike Sir Thomas
Beecham's version, contained
Marshanll'sof
II), onwasas Lois
Act ibuti
the Quee
contr
a
Sheeba. I thought she gave
flawless performance, her voice
ultly effortless, and gracef
perfec
ning of
ly nuanced from the begin
r,
anothe
of
end
the
to
e
phras
one
both connected by superb legato.
The first aria, at the beginning of
Act Three, asks for string and
flute accompaniment, and the
three parts blended beautifully in
ced counterthis subtly balan
point. Itis too bad there were not
more arias tor Miss Marshall to
a valuable
sing, although perhaueps orator
io is
baroq s
the
t
of
aspec
that it does not alway cater to the
virtuosity of the resident divas for
the sake of that virtuosity.
Stephanie Bogle as the first
woman begging Solomon to
return her baby, and Roxolana
Roslak, as the second, sung very
effectively, and the amount of
emotion they produced squared
well with the modest capabilities
of their soprano voices. Ricki
Pharaoh's
Turofsky as the
wife
Solomon'sinitially
and anyways)
daughter
(one
of them,
tried to be very expressive and
lyrical, especially in the orline of melody.namentation ofHandel's
The resultsimple
was
tremolo instead of vibrato, and
the low notes stiffened into inaudibility. And yet the one duet

oratorios
between the queen and
Solomon was sung forcefully, and
the comwith full tone. PerhapsGerrar
d as
petition with Don the flurries
Solomon and with
to
her
d
prompte
strings
from the
and heard
make herself heard
the
still
was
She
well in this duet.
disappointme
though. of the performance, nt
Don Gerrard has a warm,
broad bass voice and although
to do
there was not much for him
of theatrical
with it in the wayconfiden
tly and
arias, he sung
r was
Charles Bressle
clearly.intermitt
ently as Zadok, the
heard
I was reminded by a
High Priest.
Bressler fan his voice is closer to
that of a countertenor than ofanya
tenor, so I want to withhold
the power of his voice
criticism Inof fact,
itself.
he sang very
a sensitiveof
with
ly,
elegant
awareness of just what shade
s fits what
emphasi
emotion
note. and
energetThe orchestra played
ically and with an ample tone,
although on some slippery
quick-paced allegros, where
notes iump up and down the

season

classic
horror flick (minor)
Unobtrusive
indefensible.
of the Living Dead will
to the sado-masochlsts
But thisquite
dumb,
dilettantish panders
ts of Pitts- gratuitous,
in the audience.
It's a pretty ripe
on the outskirthe
closed by the time you read places, burgh)
haveNight
profesmovie
survives
faults
that would
lacks
it
and
this, but it rolls around now and
s
stinker
those
even
gloss
sional
have
ruined
a
bigger,
glossier
don't
leave
withright,
the but
gritty,we furtive
picture,it all
then, to the revival houses, and starring Vincent Price and Patrick production. One salvation is an feeling
that recent pictures in this
an eye Magee manage to attain.
wanttimeto itkeep
you
artist's sense of pacing, making black-sheep
genre
rub
off
on
its
comes.
it next
out formight
It's an odd case. Released in What is unusual in Night of the the film fluid and unpredictable, viewers.
A
few
last
words:
Night
of
the
Living
Dead
is
that
something
1968, it made the rounds of those clicks in an astounding way. disconcertingly
the studiothriller with unlike
its engineered
trafis about some peolittle cinemas which
dubious
and evenly dis- Livingple whoDead
fic in sex-and-sadlsm
shockers. Everything seems to work crescendos
take refuge in a deserted
t
r
i
b
u
t
e
d
j
o
l
t
s
.
You can find it in the handbooks together: the not-bad but notThe horror in this movie is not farmhouse on a night when corpof movies for TV, stigmatized by a good performances, the jerky
devour the living. All
camera work and uncertain the splashy terror of the special- right?ses riseSo todon't
single star.
make than
the itmovie
tries
Something happened, though, lighting, the too-flat script. It's a effects department. There is a into something more
to
be.
It's
a shocker, with no
and the movie developed a cult- gaudy word, and too often used grainy, utterly
banal,
somn
a
m
b
u
l
i
s
t
i
c
q
u
a
l
i
t
y
to
the
film,
the
stunning
perfollowing, which phenomenon to explain away imagination- prosaic but terrifying look of moral, noformances.
Nonetheless, despite
prompted Time magazine to seems
"verisimilitude"
starved totrash,
be thebut result
of all that nightmares. Don't get me wrong, everything, it happens to be one
review
it
three
years
late.
It's
easy
to see why people dismissed it. amateurishness. There are, to be there is also a grlmness of detail of the best horror movies ever
some blatantly misaccented
is quite appalling — but made. Don't go if you don't like
so to speak, unseen. Night of the sure,
moments, and the ending is a which
somehow cruciating
it'sinfliction
notof that
ex- that sort of thing. It's as simple as
Living Dead is nothing if not an cruel,
pain that
calculated zinger, totally
amateur movie (made, of all
that.
Bill MacVlcar

ALWAYS A GIGANTIC CLEARANCE OF
WINTER
FOOTWEAR
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
AT EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
UNLINED
LINED

Christmas
garnish
scale in legato leaps, I thoughtat
their balance
the strings
fallinglostbehind the snappy
times,
their tempo.
pace
and regularexcellentof control
over
Isler had
his
over
did
he
as
s,
dynamic
ra did very
chorus, so the orchestdepartm
ent.
difficult
well in this
The chorus was trim and
choruses
vigorous. Double
tossed offwereefseemed tofortles ly,beas if each
part
recorded separately and played
The— effect
other.
each
of
top
on
just
was not mechanical
comand
onal
professi
ly
supreme
bulk
weighty ofusedtheirby Isler
petant. wasThe carefull
sound
s
choruse
ous
boister
in_ thein huge,
other words he did not
his
of
weight
the
sly throwwhich is an easy
pointlesaround,
choir
temptation .with so much of it at
his disposal
was a wellHere, in short,ance,
and with
perform
polisheduncomp
licated sylvan
such
not ashamed to say it
am
I
music,
was a fun concert.
Ian Scott

MEN'S 10" ZIPPER RUBBER OVERSHOES

$4.00
$5.00
REG. UP TO S9.'
SALE CONTINUES ON WOMEN'S SHOES
10% to 50% off
OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
GOLD OR SILVER
CLOSED-TOE
PLATFORM SANDALS
PLATFORM SANDALS
BLACK, BROWN OR NAVY
NOW
NOW
Reg. $19.95
Reg. $19.95
CHOOSE FROM A WIDE VARIETY
OF SHOES-BOOTS-PLATFORMS-SANDALS
OVER 15,000 ON DISPLAY
IMPORTS-FASHION-QUALITY
ALWAYS NEW & DIFFERENT STYLES
SELF SERVICE
Wmthouse Shoe Marl
260 SPADINA AVE
1 BLOCK S. OF DUN DAS
MON.-WED. 9-7; THURS.FRl. 9-9; SAT. 9-6

Hillel Film Series
PRESENTS

"Three Stooges Night"
Sunday, December 3
8:00 p.m.
HILLEL HOUSE
50* NON-CARD CARRIERS
25' CARD CARRIERS

TRINITY
UNITED CHURCH
427 BLOOR W. AT WALMER RD.
Minister:
REV. J. HUBERT WATT. B.A..8.D.
11 a.m.
The Rt. Rev.
"THEM.PUTNAM.
CHURCH OF B.A.. D.D.
Moderator. The Presbyterian Church in Canada
LIVING GOD"
THETYPEWRITERS
ADDING
MACHINES
N

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
"Achievements of Natural History In Chinese
Culture"
Dr. Joseph
MasterPresident,
of Gonvllle and byCaius
College,Needham,
Cambridge,
International Union for the History and Philosophy
of Science. 2:10 p.m., Room 2158, Medical Sciences
Auditorium, Monday 4 December. Sponsored by the
Varsity Fund.

STEREO
TAPE
RECORDERS
TV.'S
STEREO
RECORD
PLAYERS

SDANFORTH
698-2589
TYPEWRITER
2940 DANFORTH AVE.
FREE DELIVERY
Theses
& Essays
Typed
CALL
698-2589
or 261-9218
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Revisionist
ie
ofHolidaygre
mirt-fifttoc bang
hann_
r- » mov
.._ _ gravity
.
^-"^
blu
talkingat
Jiminey Cricket
side-kick,
Conventions
are the
of else bio
esgreat fun,
does. I only heard
There was a mid-fifties
sin
fun whenger
it's good and
and-zap version of H.G. Wells' the movies, Since The War of the sing peripherally, and knew which is like perching a parrot on fun when it's bad. Credit for the
War of the Worlds. I saw it the Worlds, the pull has changed, nothing about her, but you don't a pirate's shoulder. Richard Prior good goes in large part to Diana
other night. Near the beginning, leaving those people from those have to know anything about her has a great time in the part and I Ross, the one-time Supreme who
felt like clapping whenever he makes her acting debut as Billie.
the American army had a saucer days walking on air. We cheer for to know that she was not like that came
on screen, but the Ross does not sing the blues, but
landing-site surrounded. "They'll the Indians (and the Martians) The movie Billie Holiday Is a laughterbackPrior
evoked could
now,
and
the
only
good
marine
is
sing with more versatiliprobably
attack
at
dawn",
an
ofwide-eyed
pickaninny
In
a
catnever completely drown out the shetydoes
ficer warned. It was true. At dawn one filled with remorse. I don't house who lands a singing job on creaking
than I ever Imagined. She is
and
clanking
of
that
also
a
fetching
and a joy
old
know how those sentiments will the basis of innocence, chutzpah vehicle.
the
Martian
to watch, a nubile,actress
gawky, wiggly,
tenacles
began ships'
to move.periscope"Hit 'em read In twenty years. In real life I and the singing style of a mature
Where
did
they
find
the
writers
artist.the(Such
movies.) for this period
with all ya got" ordered the of- am sure they will command On
greenwithstickPriorof shine
a woman.
basisis oflifethein the
singing
piece? Were they teasing
Her scenes
with
job retired
ficer. Nothing. Bounced right off. respect, if not attention. In the
studio hacks brought far more light than the picture
she
lands
a
man,
a
very
white
Then, slowly, a periscope turned movies, who knows?
black
sweetie
played
by
back
in
from
the
cold
as
a
favour?
Billy
until it spotted an American tank.
Dee
Lady Sings the Blues, at the
Mindtooyou,hard
one on
doesn't
want
the
Zap. Gone. No tank. In the Uptown is a show-biz biography, Williams. When he is away she Were they young Peter deserves.
makers toof be
a film one enjoyed. The
audience, a few people clapped. and it stands on that old con- turns to drugs. Presumably, if she Bogdanovitches, revering the director.
Sydney Furie has
The periscope turned on a
vention four-square, with its arms could have only recorded right in great days of Hollywood and
to keep them alive? calmed himself substantially
machine-gun nest. Zap. No folded, like the last heir to an old her kitchen, she would have been determined
And what of those real (or at least since The Ipcress File, and
machine-gun nest. Now we all line, which it probably is. In its
be. Never
cheered, the whole audience heart it was made in 1955. But It alright,
is. Whenbutheit wasn't
is awayto again,
she current) touches? Was this a bad shoots the cliches from their best
rooting for the Martians.
has an errant eye that keeps turns to drugs again. She is one script spruced up, or a good one angles. What has been acSeeing old movies really hips winking at you and an un- of those tragically monogamous watered down?
hasBob
beenBosaln
ac- '
verve.
Of course, no matter when this complished withcomplished
disciplined hand that periodically stars who, like spawning salmon,
you to what a separate reality
movies are. When, as a kid. you gooses you just to remind that die if separated from their mates. movie is spiritually dared, it is
noticed that the actors never went time is a two-way street.
The real Billie's lovers, other
to the toilet, you had the key to The title "Lady Sings the husbands and one-night stands
the Industry: we imitate them Blues"
have been jettisoned. This Is the
comes
from
Blllle
more than they imitate us.
revisionist Billie Holiday: more
Holiday's autobiography. Little sinned
against than sinning.
All this would be nothing to
remark onbut ifthey
the have,
moviesand hadn't
changed
even
this movie has, in all its nonessentials. Characters talk about
sex like they enjoy it. Whores
abound. People, Including Billie,
swear like Panthers. Racism is
acknowledged and railed at.
There is a lynching and Ku Klux
Klan violence. Some of the
dialogue
is quite
says Richard
Prior sharp:
when a "Shh",
bandleader is proposing a toast to
Billie. is"Whiteman
talking".
And
there
an absolutely
euphoric
shot of Billie, sitting on the can in
a bra and a tourniquet at total
ease on a heroin rush.
Lady Sings the Blues touches
home, but that is only one of the
bases. For the most part it reeks
of Broadway semitism, even to
the casting of Sid Melton, the
mensch club-owner from the
Danny Thomas Show, as the
mensch club-owner who discovers Billie Holiday. Was this an
in-joke? a reference to film
Blllle Holiday as Blllle Holiday.
Diana Ross as Blllle Holiday.
history? Billie is given a bop-

THE SOCIALIST CANDIDATES SPEAK!
WATERBEDS
7 STYLES ON
DISPLAY TO SUIT
ANY DECOR OR BUDGET
Freelorm Interiors
2110 YONGE 489-7600
WANTED
WOMEN AND MEN
WHO WISH
FREE HAIR CUTS-TRIMS
and BLOW DRYING
Tuesday through Thursday
Dec. 5 through Dec. 7
All styling by qualified Hairdressers who
are attending exclusive classes at
THE HOLIDAY INN. 69 CHESTNUT ST.
ItttilndClh/Hilll
JUST COME
ALONG TO THE
TERRACE ALLROOM.DAV3rd FLOOR

WRITE ONSt. W.
T Charloa
987-1110
Open11-5
9 loSal9, M-F
TERMPAPERS
Can ado'sfromlargest
ol Alsoprol-toslotf
papers
St 75papers
parlibrarypage.
custom
research
Irom TUTORING,
S3. 95expert
PER
page.
Plus
TRANSLATIONS,
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
ANOAc.
PROGRAMS.
EDITING
AND
RESEARCH.
XEROX FOR STUDENTS.

JACQUIE MAYOR
HENDERSON
ELLIE KIRZNER
ALDERWOM AN WARD 8
CLIFF IN MACK
BOARD OF EDUCAT
ION WARD 6
A STRATEGY FOR REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE
TORONTO CITY HALL ANO CANADA
FRIDAY, DEC. 1-12 noon
HART HOUSE BICKERSKETH ROOM
U. of T. YOUNG SOCIALISTS 363-9618

Hillel Graduate Student Club
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 3
8:00 P.M.
OPEN

CHANUKAH

EXECUTIVE

MEETING

Plan new programs for Winter Break &
January Semester (Social & Cultural)
Informal Reception (after meeting)
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Fireball's performance

LJAkn,. icHebe
nno nf Fr«nr.h
most renowned
ry
s poet
rt Canada's
up„ to
Canada'sher most
Anne Hebert
'f a
fans'^00poets
work inrenowned
to experience
chanceof French
and theis one
and novelists
rare treat Under the direction of John Van Burek, the Firehall Theatre
s
It
until December 9th.
Temps Sauvage",
her play, "Le production
is presenting
n with
when seen in conjunctio
especially interesting Forever
an
Tarragon
the
at
Yours, Marie-Lou, family life and a
Michel Trembla/s play.
Theatre Both plays deal with the ravages of time upon
figure.
centralized in the mother
particular kind of love/hateits bitterness
of an urban
family in the home territory
Forever Yours isolates on with
of Le
family
the
past and present, but
milieu for the confrontati
explicit isolation of a mountain
more
even
the
has
Sauvage
Temps
somewhere in northern Quebec,
has
Here in the wilderness, Agnes, the embattled matriarch,
children may
attempted to keep out the rest of the world so thatis her
an escape
grow up innocent and free. Her decision, though, really
committed long
from truth and a strange kind of justice for an offense She
back
brings
attend.
now
must
she
whose funeral
ago by herthesister,
again the past
daughter of her dead sister, and once sensuality
Isabelle
and
brings
isabelle
present,
the
manifests itself upon
and no
"nothe fruit
been
has
there
where
house
a
into
back
passion
consuming
flowers for a long time". The ingrownare tightness,
exposed and challenged.
mother,
protectiveness of house and themselves
children,
Avenues of escape presentrespond to thetopullthe oftwothe oldest
outside world.
who
Sebastien and Lucie,
sometimes
which
ent
embellishm
an
drama,
poetic
a
The play is
works against the realistic backwoods depiction of a family unexposed
to books or even the high language of religion. Anna Ferguson playsm
sional character, so steepedhow
Agnes as a strangeand one-dimen
martyrdom that it is hard to understand
histrionic bitterness
edge of this
she came to create a home and five children.TheTherestcutting
of the family are
character is dissatisfying and unresolved.
drone-like,
the
as
effective
is
Orr
Ian
felt.
more credible and humanly
emasculated husband Francois, who responds only to Isabellasof
character
a
into
lighter touch, and Susan Morgan builds Lucie
of the other
fascination and charm, interacting uniquely with each
Isabelle, cannot really be
characters in the play. Judy Darraugh, asas the
mysterious
and
young
miscast
seems
but
acting
her
for
faulted
interloper. Since she commandeers the second part of the play, this
presents a serious problem to its overall integrity.
llieiu's lighting
high praise.
mural
canvascreated
the abstract
and Doru
freeze tableaux
remarkableit deserves
severalTechnically
andand en-at
wilderness
of
illusion
simple
a
gave
set
the
surrounding
closure. The physical isolation of the family became very real and
times so did the emotional isolation of Agnes, Francois, notSebastien
sustain the
Lucie. Unfortunately the play in performance could
dramatic intensity to the resolto givebe aread
conflicts
build-upution.ofPerhaps
and not seen.
Hebert should
Anne necessary
Anna Ferguson a* Agnes and John TumbuH as Sebastian In Lo Temps Sauvage at Fireball Theatre.
Sandra Souchotte
Chinese
Toronto
Fellowship
Christian
Special Meeting — Dec. 10, 10:30 a.m
"CAN THESE WORDS LIVE AGAIN"
Speaker
MR. RAY HO
liom THE- NAVIGATOR
SPECIAL DEC.
X'MAS 24PROGRAM
Place:MEETING
Newno EVERY
Centra SAT. AT 10:30 a.m.
(SI. Gtargt — HotUn)
InlorPATBICUU 922-7538

ANDREW'S
S3 ST
PRESBYTERIAN
JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT S1MCOE ST.
11. A.M.
DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART
'AFORCHURCH
HOME
STUDENTS
AWAY FROM HOME'
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PERFORMS
Superb Italian
food at ridiculously
low prices.
Bring your date
enjoy an evening in
Italy then...
Surprise!!

8:30
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Canadian
Who Is the Chairman of this
Meeting?
Neewln Publishing Co., $2.50
Is this a country or an island,
and to whom does it belong?
According
Indian island
belief. called
"God
made this towhole
North America and in the middle

culture
seen through
eyes of natives
of it, he put the Indian. This was your mother. That was the way during a day someone asks what at their disposal. Time is subject
time it is, and then imagine a
them. book is an appeal to
supposed
Indians'to youWhowere issupposed
to treatofher."
country and tohe be
was the
supposed
the Chairman
this society without clocks. To the to This
live off the deer and live on this Meeting?, is a collection of es- Indians, there were good times speak to the white man, not as
white man to Indian, but as one
says written by three Canadian
land.
The land
wasn'tof really
bad times.
had "appointments with They
the earth,
with person to another. Here the Inown; God
just kind
loanedhisit toto Indians and one white man. and
dian states that only by retaining
the
sun.
and
with
each
other,
but
him. He was supposed to cherish
the essays, the Indians
this land like you would cherish Through
his very different heritage is he of
express what it is like to be Indian they kept them as a river flows value
to the white culture. They
rather than as a clock ticks." In
in a white
essay the'Time',
Mr. between
Pelletier are a separate, a distinct race of
try whereman'soncecountry,
they a counwere his
describes
difference
sovereign, independent peoples. Indian and non-Indian time. people, a race that wants to keep
Sometimes funny, sometimes "Non-Indians relate to ap- its separateness and individuality. The Indians want to
very sad, the book touches upon
pointments — which, of course, be themselves ~ a desire which
various aspects of North
American culture and reflects are always in the future. And this is a basic right of all human
these aspects back to us through creates anxiety. Indians relate to beings. White men have taken
right away from the Indian,
the eyes of Indians. Ideas most reality — which is only in the this
out have taken it away from
basic to our civilization become present. And this creates con- themselves
as well, and it is upon
viviality and contentment. I have
entirely different concepts when
observed that most non-Indians this issue that the Indian has
considered from the Indian's feel
subject
to
time.
Indians
tend
something
to say to the white
point
Lynda Hlebert
Thinkof view.
of how many times to feel quite the opposite. Time is man.
The
A tree enters and says with a bow:
1 am a tree.
A black tear lalls from the sky and says:
1 am a bird.
Down something
a spider's like
web love
comes
near
and says:
1 am silence.
But by the blackboard sprawls
a national democratic
horse in his waistcoat
and repeats,
pricking his ears on every side.
repeats and repeats
1 am the engine of history

CHECK

IT OUT FOR YOURSELF

Experience • Leadership • Record
IT ALL ADDS UP TO
DAVID

GROMDIE

FOR MAYOR
CORRA - Confederation of Resident and Ratepayer Associations
of citizens on 3 of 21 selected issues.
The three year voting record shows that Rotenberg voted onin support
on 11, took an Intermediate
against
groupscitizen5 issues,
with citizen
votedCrombie
O'Donohue
18 times
Against
on 18 of the 21 issues, was absent
groups
supported
times.
3
absent
was
twice,
stand limes.
three
Toronto Star, Editorial, November 23, 1972
at the image of the Toronto Crombie would create tor
"Certainly no Torontonian could help be pleased
distinguished visitors and for ordinary people concerned about housing lor the poor and environmental
Globe & protection.'"
Mail, Editorial November 18, 1972
"The man who could best serve the needs and desires of Toronto as mayor is David Crombie."
Toronto Life, Ron Haggart
Crombie's record was 90%. Tony
political concern. David
of social and attendance
selected issues "his
Voting on 26 was
record") and David Rotenberg's record was 21%.
abysmal
46% (noting
O'Donohue^ the three
candidates for mayor show up in three categories: David Crombie at the lop. Tony
"Significantly,
O'Donohue in the middle ground, and David Rotenberg among Ihe Old Guard."

THIS IS YOUR CITY-VOTE FOR IT!
NOTE: if you are not on voter's list - you CAN vote simply by attending polling station
to vote and affirm that you should be on voter's list.
SPONSORED BY:
Brian Nasimok,
John Helllwell,
Gord Barnes,
Rick Krever,
Geoff Parker,
Doug Carter,
Debra
Lewis,
Jim
Pauiln,
Owen Carter,
Stewart Skiar,
Sandy Maclntyre,
Murray Davidson,
Nell Mens,
Barb Deach,
Wayne
Stauble,
Duncan McEwan,
Cally Thompson,
John DeMarco,
Gary
Watson,
Kathy
McGlbbon,
Ed
Wagner,
Margaret Eaton,
Joan Mcintosh,
Doug Hawkins,
Richard Wright,
Allan Zwelg
!iMVV

Lessons
and
we all
love
and
courage
progress
the fighter's wrath.
and
Under
trickles the classroom door
a thin stream of blood.
For here begins
the
of themassacre
innocents.
by Miroslav Holub

r
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assumes, is supposed to pass for a useful
contribution to Canadian intellectual life.
Hugh
MacLenna
ntry n
Cross-Cou
Hurtlg, $5.95
David Frank

So much Is being said about the need to
enter" in betheignoring
involved
"get students
we might
tainment media that
conthat
ents
developm
g
intriguin
some cern
Canada's retired population. This
radical
a
ng
undergoi
is
important group
and fulfilled
change in image. Fewer active
over
people are allowing the fact of being
change in
sixty-five to dictate a depressing stereotyp
e
the
life-style, and giving in tograndchil
dren.
created by childrenof theandgrowing
interest in
One indication
their particular needs and tastes: CBC foris
a television series
planning to producedetailed
questionnaire
pensioners. In a
CBC ask
distribute
presently beinges they wouldd, like
to see
which personaliti
interviewed, whether they themselves
in such a show,
ng
participati
enjoy
would
and the like.
You've heard of Opportunities (or
haven't
though, theyouCanadian
Youth.
New Horizons,
heard ofPerhaps,
government's
program
senior
citizens. opportunity
It is run along
the samefor
lines as the youth program. Accordingly,
applications for funds are piling up as
groups are formulating their projects.
One ambitious project calls itself the
Jubilee Theatre. Here is a description of
its aim as presented in its application to
the government:
jTA Is to be a professional repertory
opportunities tor retired
group
actors, providing
writers and production staff to
utilize their knowledge and experience for
the benefit of both others and
themselves... It will develop and produce
a series of plays which will be available to
groups and organizations without charge.
At a later date some public performances
may be available to the general public at a
nominal charge.
This group is looking for original
scripts. The project's co-ordinator, Ann
Pollock,
that already
Moore'sis
playwritingsaysclass
at YorkMavor
University
planning to submit work. Both radio and
television networks have expressed interest inthe Jubilee Theatre project. (Parties interested in submitting work should
call Ann Pollock at 221-5262.)
So, if your parents or grandparents
have been asking you where the action is.
you might mention that things are looking
up.
Eleanor Coleman
The East Side Players open their new •
season with Brendan Behan's bawdy
three-act play, The Hostage. It will be
presented the weekends of December 1,
2, and 8, 9. at the East York Library
Theatre*.
170 Memorial
Ave. Admission is $2.50,
$1.50 for Park
students.
Factory Theatre Lab presents a gala
festival of short Canadian plays — thirteen
plays, thirteen directors, thirteen casts.
They will be presented in two different
programs opening December 5 and 6.
Program one will play Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, and program two
will play Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays. On December 1, 2, 3, 4 there will be
"pay-what-you-can previews" in addition
to the regular pay-what-you-can performances "every
Tuesday
and Reservations
Wednesday.
Otherwise,
tickets
are $3.00.
necessary.
If you're a Hedda Gabbler fan, or if
David
Gardiner's
Rosmersholm
has turnedproduction
you on to Ibsenof
(Rosmershotm plays until December 2, by
the way), not only has the Colonnade held
over the Classical stage production of
Hedda, but Toronto Free Theatre opens
its production of Hedda Gabbler on
Tuesday December 5. Performances are
Tuesday through Saturday. Sunday 2:30.

No admission charge.
Godspell still has The Playhouse under
student rush seats
its powers. There aretime.
1605 Bayview
before
just
Avenue,
southcurtain
of Eglinton.
Theatre Passe Muraille has just startedan
its run of Pllk's Madhouse, featuring
Henry Pilk: "Who
eloquent lunatic named
of mirrors?"theatres are
hall prosperous
real in thismost
is Toronto's
past triumphs. O'Keefe
housing
presentlyoffers
us the Sound of Music in "a
Centre
prices for
". Halfcitizens
production
new
glittering
on
students, children and senior
Wednesday and Saturday matinees. The
a presents Debbie
Royal Alexandr
in a musical comedy. Irene.
Reynolds
the UC Playhouse is
forget
we
Lest
featuring some off-off Broadway fare. The
theatre of Tom O'Horgan and Cafe ofla
Mama, New York, introduced a period
has upset,
experimental theatre which
s desecrated
violated, and sometime
theatrical traditions with such productions
as Tom Paine, Futz, and Hair.
At the UC Playhouse, audiences have
suffered much abuse in the name of
experimental
but Americapieces
Hurrah
is one of the theatre
more refreshing
we
are likely to see this year. If one may term
contheatrical
exciting
often
of
this series structions aplay, America Hurrah is a
director's
and strong
directingusesis
what it needs.play,Director
David Dowling
the eight actors to explore the internal and
external realities of human experience. He
reminds us how the theatrical medium can
effectively portray the many dimensions of
life.
Lyus. Through
Free Danadmission
as usual.Saturday evening.
Two French Canadian plays continue
their successful runs, Le Temps Sauvage,
at the Fireball Theatre and Forever Yours,
Marie-Lou at the Tarragon Theatre.

Only God and the Committee for an
Independent Canada will understand why
this hand-me-down (1949) collection of
magazine "think-pieces" deserved
republication. Every second essay consists of a string of familiar nationalist
homilies — "small thinking" is our national
curse;
the "stiff— white
collar"of well
too
well, etc.we adwearnauseam
the kind
worn platitudes most politicians can dress
up and deliver at the drop of an honorary
degree
banquet.
can onlyor help
build MacLennan's
a self-righteouspieces
dogooder's nationalism that is in the end
politically innocuous.
The rest of the essays in this volume are
the kinds of things that a successful
novelist writes in his spare time and sends
oft
magazines
clutter up
his tonovels.
Thereso aretheya won't
few perceptive
warnings here about the dehumanizing
menace of mass consumerism and some
nostalgic notes are struck in two pieces
about
author's
but
on thethewhole
the hometown,
essays are Halifax,
appallingly
disinteresting. For instance, in what might
have been a sensitive study of Yousuf
Karsh' portrait
MacLennan banal
can
summon
up onlywork,
a frighteningly
gaze of admiration for the "tense, lonely
men" who controlled the destiny of his
post-war world. Does he admire Stalin too
in the same way? Mussolini? Trudeau?
MacLennan has a properly earned
reputation as one of our leading novelists,
but this book — well-designed, handsomely bound and reasonably priced as
it Is — will only diminish his reputation. His
respectably jaded introduction to the
volume is no adequate excuse for the
naivete and mediocrity ' of what, one

When you've listened to any album five
times and still can't remember what songs
that something
knowRhymes
it, youKing's
are
& Reasons's
amiss.on Carole
entirely
an
of
kind
that
(A&M), ise just
forgettabl
record.
ntal
instrume
the
avoid
Choosing to
last album.
cliches consolidated in hermade
sparing
wisely
has
Music, Carole
use of her much over-rated guitarist Danfor
strived and
ar andof strings
ny (Kootch)
the addition
with Kortchm
subtlety
melodic
brass. But the soft touch, simplesamenes
s
their
structure of the songs toandmuzak.
The songs
reduces the mixture
are once again centered on the sadness
theme, that was so successfullyy. andButcomthe
pletely explored in Tapestr
missing.
feeling and sensitivity of that album is
will sell well
Rhymesit's &soft Reasons
(parents like that), none
because
"easy
are "bad" (just mainly
of the songs King
a "star" sandseason.
Ms the isChristma
listening"
because). it's
today almost two
Tapestry is still popular
release but Rhymes &
years
Reasonsafterlikeitsthe last LP, will probably
never be heard a year from now.
e, French -Canadian
Levellle
Claudecompose
r and singer will be in
author,
at Massey Hall on Sunday.
concert
December 3 at 8:30 pm. Leveillee gained
on through his associations
worldtherecogniti
famed French singer Edith Piaf for
with
whom he also wrote songs. His credits
also include film scores, stage and screen
roles and even a complete ballet. Tickets
are $3 to $5 and are available at La
Chasse-Galerie.

John Hartford
A 19 program series on women begins
Monday at 10 pm on CBC-FM. The daily
series will
deal with
women's asroles
society,
historical
perspectives
well asin
the treatment of women by men.
Also beginning on Tuesday is a 5 part
series of appearances by singersongwriter-guitar picker, John Hartford at
the Rive.r_bo.at (922-6216).

The Society for Ethnomusicology is
hosting a concert by the University of
Toronto Symphony Orchestra conducted
by Victor Fledbrlll In connection with their
annual meeting and relevant papers to be
read this week. Some of the works are

Lian Mtng-yueh's Floating Cloud, Carlos
John Welnzweig's
Chaves Slnfonla India,Yonder
(an Eskimo
the Lands
Tohunting
and
for mixed chorus)
song Over
Harry
Schafter andContempieces byThe Murray
subtitled.
Is
concert
Somers.
Based on2 atNon-Weste
8 pm andrnit
Idioms. Itporaryis onMusicDecember
discussion
A
required.
tickets
no
ison free,
the theme Contemporary Music and
of
Ethnomusicology is to follow.edSeveral
the composers represent on the
Lieber-of
. Fredric
will participate
programDepartment
University
of Music,
man,
Maryland, will chair the discussion.
Joanna LlndToronto-born soprano,
nal debut
her eprofessio
willSt.make
strom
for the
Centre
Lawrenc r
at the ng Arts
Performi
Decembe 1, 8:30 pm.
works
perform
will
The 24-year-old singer
and
Wolf
Brahms,
Purcell,
Haydn,
by
Obradors. Flutist Robert Aitken will accompany her. concert in the Faculty of
The second
Music's Sunday Afternoon Series takes
Featured
3 at 3 pm.violin,
place on areDecember
soloists
Lor and Fenyves,
and
piano as well as Vladimir
John Hawkins,
Orloff, cello, and Robert Aitken, flute. The
Student String Orchestra
Facultyalsoof Music
will
partlciipate. The program Is:
George Crumb's "Vox Balaenae for Three
Masked Players", Prokofiev's sonata for
op. 80,
violin and
fourth
violinpiano,
concerto,
K. and
218. Mozart's
Student
tickets are $2.
On December 3, the Scarborough
Sunday Concerts Series hosts the
Telemann Quartet in works from the
baroque and modern eras. Sandra Watts
Emily Rizner, flute, Nancy
plays oboe, piano
Antonacci,
and Margaret Weait,
cello. Concert is at 3:30 pm and admission
is free.
On December 3 at 2:03 pm on CBC-FM
Radio Symphony
Hall, Lukas
Fobs willin
conduct
the Montreal
Symphony
Mozart's piano concert no. 27, with Nicolai
Petrov (who was at the St. Lawrence
"Prelude to
Centre last night); Wagner's
Tristan
Question",undandIsolde",
Foss' Ives
own "Unanswered
composition,
"Baroque Variations on Themes by
In December,
Park Church on
Bach".
Scarlatti,theandDeer
Handel,
Christmasby
present willBach's
Oratorio.
be provided
will chorus
St. Clair The
the church choir; the orchestra is Victor
Martin's
chamber Shirley
players,Dillon,
and'soloists
are
Linda Culham,
Wolfgang
for
price
Student
Doglngton.
John o
Oeste, s
Saturday evening atu
8:30 p
is $2.

Garlic soup: yes, garlic soup. Very
simple, inordinately cheap, and people
will never know. Take two heads of garlic
(yes, heads of garlic, not cloves of garlic).
with
aSeparate
mallet orintothecloves,
side ofanda whack
cleaver them
to break
skin. Drop all those cloves into about four
cups of boiling water. You could use
chicken stock, but thrifty Provencal
housewives would make rude comments
about you if they saw. Drop into the pot as
well as a bay leaf, some parseley sprigs,
some thyme, a strip of orange peel and
maybe even a clove (a real clove).
Simmer that away for half an hour to
forty-five minutes. Meantime, put some
egg yolks in a bowl (three egg yolks are a
good number), beat them vigorously with
a whisk,
then, stillcupwhisking
like hell, dribble In a quarter
Strain
all the solid ofbitsolive
out oil.
of the soup,
taste It, and perk It up with salt, pepper,
and maybe a dash of cayenne or tabasco,
if you like truly Mediterranean verve In
your
Whisking
dribble
about suppers.
a cup of soup
Into theagain,
mayonnaise
mixture (that's the egg yolks and oil) then
reverse the process and whisk all that
back Into the soup. Pour over slices of
toasted french bread In bowls and
sprinkle everything with parseley. Good
stuff.
Editor
Diemer
Assoc. Editor Uili
Bill Macvlcar
theatre
eleanor
coleman
movies
bob bossin
pop
art
music
atlan
mandell
Ian scott
ian scott
bill macvlcar
books
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sportalk
Toronto women's badminton team
placed third with 25 points in the
OWIAA chamionships last Saturday in the second half of the first
round of the double round-robin
competition. Queen's placed first,
edging out Western 28-27. Overall
standings heading into the second
afterWestern
Christmas65, are:
Queen's
70roundpoints.
and Toronto
62 senior women's volleyball
travels
for Saturday
a game
scheduledto TorQueen's
4:30 pm
....women's senior basketball team
also plays
tomorrow....
OWIAA
Part Queen's
1 synchronized
swimming takes place at Guelph toow. . the men's
fencing team
is also moroff
to Kingston
this
weekend'for
a
combined
RMC Invitational meet.Queen's
...hockey—
Blues play host to L.aurentian
Voyageurs this evening in Varsity

Arena. Voyageurs finished in fourth
place last year after forfeiting two
games for using ineligible players,
l.aurentian's record so far in the
season includes a 6-3 win over
Carleton,
3-3 tie with
0 win over aGuelph
and aQueen's,
14-4 routa of3Ryerson. Spectators also will see
last year's netminder for the Blues,
Dave, Tataryn. L.aurentian handed
Blues their only loss in league play
last season University of Windsor
Lancers look the Fifth Annual
Naismith Classic basketball tournament hosted by University of
Waterloo last weekend. Lancers
took the championship by defeating
Montreal's Lutheran
Loyola Warriors
Waterloo
captured86-69.
the
consolation championship,
overwhelming Western Mustangs
76-58.
year's Western
first place Section,
finisher
in theLastOUAA
110BL00RW.
one
high flight
921-6555

NEW
JIMI HENDRIX

Hundreds of
Poplin, Nylons,
Leathers, Meltons,
Corduroys, Jackets
SLOPP SWEATSHIRTS AND "T" SHIRTS
SCHOOL SPECIAL-CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS $9.95
WHY PAY MORE!
WE PRINT ANYTHING WHILE YOU WAIT
CANADIAN NOVELTY SHIRT AND SPORTSWEAR CO
2462 YONGE ST. TORONTO
PHONE 486-0997

Championships in New Jersey last
weekend. ...a student-run, nonprofit, recreational ski club is being
organized under the auspices of the
Intramural Sports Committee this
year.
The proposed outings
club hopes
organize
lo Blueto
Mountainsix weekly
beginning Friday,
January 19. The club is chaired by
Marty Ahcrmae (UC) and has the
Following members serving on its
standing committee: Bo Sirota, Innis; Bill Ackeroyd, Medicine; Steve
Layton, Pharmacy; Bob Kosnick,
St. Mike's; borJohn
Dellandrea,Sirota,
Scarough, and Yaroslaw

Engineering. Enquiries may be
directed to them directly or else
through the Intramural Office.
Ticket cost is currently estimated to
run approximately
clude trasportation $7andandliftwill
ticket.inTickets will be available the week of
January 8-12. ...UC leads Division I
interfacully sports with 6,088 points
for the T.A. Reed Trophy (for allyear high point championship).
PHE is in second place with 6,020
points. Knox is in front in Division
II with 6,386 with Forestry second
(6,313).

Student say in staffing
from page one
the assembly to meet as soon as
to implement the last
had been no violation of democratic possible
meeting's decision to accept staffprocedures. He charged that Zeitlin student
on theanddepartment's
staffing parity
committee
to elect the
was
using "petty
constitutionalism"
to disallow
the election
because of student members. Students charge
that
the
fact
that
it has not met for
minor points which in no way
affected the outcome of the nine months represents an attempt
elections.
to prevent the decision from being
He viewed it as an attempt by
faculty conservatives and Zeitlin to implemented.
They point out that the action was
prevent theplementing
assembly
from byim-a taken unilaterally by Zeitlin,
decisions opposed
without ecutive
evencommittee,
consulting
the exwho, according
grouplikeofthe effects
faculty ofmembers
who dis- to the departmental
democratization
constitution are
on the department.
supposed lo make all major
The assembly consists of all decisions between assembly
meetings. According lo the students
sociology faculty and an equal on
the executive, the executive
number of students. It chooses the' meeting
called to discuss the agenda
members of all departmental comfor
the assembly meeting was
mit e s on a staff-student parity
basis, and is responsible for setting presented instead with Zeitlin's
letter unilaterally calling it off. The
Under university rules, however, action, according lo a member of
policy.
final responsibility for all decisions the committee, was presented as
accompli"; the committee was
madethebychairman.
a department
still rests
with
It was under
this "fait
not given an opportunity to endorse
provision that Zeitlin was able to or reject Zeitlin's decision.
told The Varsity lasl night
-call off the meeting. Although the thatZeitlin
as far as he was concerned there
assemblyquired to meet
is constitutionally
reat least three limes was "absolutely no truth" to claims
that his action was politically
yearly,
it methave
only been
twice pressing
in 1971-72.for motivated.
He seemed surprised and
Students

held up
annoyed
leaked out.thatandword
said ofthaitheasaffair
far ashadhe
was concerned it was "an internal
matter" for the department: "no one
else's
business".
refused to discuss the facts of
theHesituation.
Zeitlin said that Ihe executive had
"endorsed" his decision. When contacted, however, other members of
the executive all said that no vote on
the mailer had taken place. They
also pointed out that the executive
had as yet received no report from
the elections committee on which to
base its consideration of the

Waterloo, was eliminated in the
championship semi-finals, going
down to Loyola 72-67. In the other
semi-final Windsor overcame
Eckerd College (St. Petersburg,
Florida) set91-83.
Waterloo'sscoring
Mike
Mosher
a single-game
record scoring 37 points in
Warriors'
111-63 invictory
over
Carleton Ravens
an opening
round game.
Windsor's
Chris
Coulthard
was named
most valuable
player Preobrazenski
in the classic...
Chris
won .Toronto's
the light
heavyweight brown belt division at
the East Coast Invitational Judo

There is only ONE...
OFFICIAL
University of Toronto
CREST PIN

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

SIGNET RING
and
they are supplied only through
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
presents an exciting evening of

DANCE
...program...
DANCE FILM
PERFORMANCE GROUPS
MODERN JAZZ
CONTEMPORARY DANCE
observe.
' FOLK DANCE
participate... ballroom
BENSON BUILDING, 320 HURON
FRIDAY DEC. 1
7 - 9-30 p.m.

C0:ED,r EVERYONE WELCOME • FREE

The GSA spokesman suggested
question.
that conservative faculty were
pushing
the department
"to thehe
right". What
they wanted,
charged,mis al was
"the
complete
disof students from decisionmaking inthe department".
Effecanothertivelytwopostponing
months,the heassembly
said, wouldfor
helpZeitlin
ihem tighten
their hold.
has been
with the
department only since July 1. His
appointment as chairman was
favouredsideredbyhim relatively
students, progressive
who conThey now fear that they may have
made a mistake, but still hope that
he can be brought to reverse his
stand.

STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
S.A.C. Building
A. EARL EDWARDS
1534 Bayview Ave.
(Office at rear, off Millwood)

Phone
483^1212

CLUB
EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair
TONIGHT ONLY!
OCEAN
THIS WEEKEND:
BUXTON

KASTLE
, TORONTO'S LOWEST PRICED NIGHT CLUB

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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Blues
By BOB PRITCHARD
Basketball Blues picked up their
first two points of the season
• Wednesday evening, romping over
Ryerson Rams 99-73 in a game
spoiled by 52 fouls.
Not until the final 10 minutes of
the first half did Blues begin to
amass their 26 point game lead.
Blues started the game in a man
lo man defence against the Ryerson
2-1-2 zone. For the first time this
season ihe Toronto players had a
considerable height advantage over
their opponents and although Ryerson fought well under the boards,
the taller
quickly put an 8-2
lead
on theBlues
scoreboard.
However, some lapses in the
Toronto defence allowed Rams to
penetrate, and two minutes later
Ryersonmight
had have
takengonethe even
lead, further
12-1 1.
Rams
ahead had the team members taken
some shots when they had the
chance; but they passed or dribbled
■ the ball too often.
Soon after McManus brought in
his regulars but Ryerson still
managed to contain Blues for awhile
with Ihe help of its full court press.
Varsity began lo gain and picked
up most of its points by getting the
hall up the floor before Ryerson
could move into its regular defence
from the press. At the 14 minute
mark of the half Blues were ahead
36-25 and by the time the teams
went
into thehadchangerooms
the
halfToronto
increased the atscore
to 53-31.
Even though Blues were on the
better side of a 22 point lead going
into the second halfToronto was not
playing its best game. McManus
himself admitted that players were
"'off and on" throughout the game.
Varsity did hit an improved 41 per
Sjfcenl from the floor, but Ryerson hit
55 per cent by comparison. Toronto
oulrebounded Rams 23-12 in the
initial 20 minutes but that is understandable with the height advantage team players enjoyed. A
noticeable
improvement
performance from the was
foulBlues'
line,
where they hit .61 per cent.
Bui Toronto would have been
much further ahead of Rams had
team members kept their heads up
more often. On several occasions
Blues guards got tied up when
pressed,
becauseon they
• see the simply
open men
the didn't
floor.
Varsity managed to overcome this

99-73
Rams
bunt
situation against Ryerson, but it
wouldn't
have been so easy against a
better team.
The second half was somewhat
disorganized. Both teams moved the
ball
quicklytoo down
floor —in
sometimes
quickly,theresulting
turnovers. Blues put on a half court
press, condwhich
severalviolations
(10 seline) overledandto back
by the Ryerson team. When Rams
eventually managed to get the ball
into
usuallyby
found Toronto's
themselves zone,
closelythey
covered
two or three Blues.
Twenty-four fouls were called
and, combined with the enthusiastic
but noisy Ryerson fans, the game
sometimes got out of hand.
Ryerson coach Ed DeAmeron
was ofien annoyed by the refereeing
and finally became frustrated
enough
ref to
"quit
picking histonosetellandthewatch
the game
for a change."
But Rams never really threatened
Blues and the Ryerson club had to
be content with preventing Varsity
from scoring a century as Blues went
on to win 99-73.
fact was
that their
can't hustle.
be takenToronto
away
fromOne Blues
played a lough game under the
boardsthird
and orfrequently
wasn't onuntila
the
fourth iteffort
rebound that Blues scored.
Toronto's Brian Skyvington was a
good example, as he put in 24 points
with some aggressive play. Dave
Wall was good for 16 points, while
Glen Scott contributed 14. In fact,
all
but one Varsity player got on the
scoreboard.
Tip Offs: Blues meet Carleton
(fourth place finishers in the Eastern
Section last year) tomorrow at 2 pm
in the Benson Building. Ravens
finished four points ahead of Blues
in the standings last year.... Ravens
will have Lome Bowles — third
leading scorer in the east last year,
and member of the all-star team —
with then again this season... The
season is young and already Blues
are running into injuries, Bob Annis
is no longer with the team due to
back trouble and Rich Kurczyk
broke against
his ankleMac.in last
game
Rick Saturday's
Holloweil
Blues' Dave "the blur"
has only played one game due to
illness, while Randy Filinski, game) re-injured his leg in
playing with a heavily-bandaged leg Wednesday's game, and he might be
(but still averaging 10 points per lost
after Christmas if an operation

Varsity's Al Swett demonstrates form on the rings

Editor Bob Gaulhler
Phone 923-4053

Vpx

in

first

Watt puts In two points in Toronto's
is required.... Evidently Toronto
coach McManus was not overly
worried by the Ryerson ball club,

win

first win this season.
since four of the five team members
inusualthe starters.
opening lineup were not his

Gymnasfs
af York for opener
parallel bars) should add points in their
The Varsity gymnastics team begins its (rings,
events. Both Al Swelt and team captain
competitive season tomorrow evening al the York specialized
Gary
Wicks
re-designed
and improved their
University invitational.
routines for thehave
upcoming
competition.
This weekend Blues are matched against
On an individual basis, McMaster's Olympic
McMasler
year'sSection
national
team.
Torontoand isYork,
in the last
Western
of thechampion
OUAA competitor Steve Mitruik, Yeomen's Dave Hunter, and
Hans Frick will probably do battle for top
for gymnastics competition along with Western, Toronto's
McMaster, and Guelph, while the Eastern Section honours. A strong contender for membership on
Canada's
team
to the Student World Games this
includes Ottawa, Queen's, York, and Carleton.
spring, Frick is regaining his championship form after a
Julio Roncon will be coaching a full lineup of year of injuries.
gymnasts this year in all six events for the first lime in
The women's Varsity gymnastics team will also
several years. Only Al Forest is missing from the lineup compete
tomorrow against York and Southern Illinois
this year, but his continuous presence as coach adds lo Universities.
The York team has four Olympic gymthe unity and determination of the squad.
nasts as members, while the Southern Illinois team is
No less than four new gymnasts have gained the lop squad in ihe United States.
positions and the Tour senior members have all
The meet starts at 6:30 tomorrow in the Tait
improved during the summer. Rookies Rick Jeysman,
Brian Euler, and Arnold Bishop will compete in six McKcnzie building on York's main campus. Admission
price is $1 with a student card, $2 to the general public.
events
—
floor,
pommel
horse,
rings,
vaulting,
parallel
bats, and high bar.
hopes toyear.take his' team to
Brian Alcock (floor, vaulting), and John Kelly York
Europe couch
later Tom
on in Zivic
the academic

Interdisciplinary

rue varsity — Phil stramba
Marchers
1837

commemorate
rebellion

Members of the Anti-Imperialist Day
Committee met at City Hall Square on Saturday
to commemorate the 135th anniversary of the 1837
rebellion.
In December, 1837, the rebels, under the
leadership of William Lyon Mackenzie, marched
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down Yonge Street to liberate the city. Blacksmith
Samuel I.ounl and farmer Peter Matthews, both
represented in costume here, were subsequently
executed for their part in the uprisings.
The Anli-lmperialist Committee marched to
the graves of these two to lay wreaths.

TORONTO
committee

to

hear
student
demands
faculty of arts do the paper work
VANCOUVER (CUP) — In a six student representatives present and
then bring their proposals to the
general meeting dealing with arts will form the student portion of the
committee. The six students were he said. body to have it approved,"
students'
demands
for representation, University
of British
Columbia elected by 250 of the original 300 student
who attended the
(UBC) students elected six represen- students
A motion amending the ad hoc
tatives last Thursday to meet with November 30 meeting.
committee's
to include
the arts faculty in a special meeting
staff
members resolution
was also passed
by a
to discuss their demands.
Much of the meeting time was
spent discussing student parity.
large majority.
The students, three men and three
Students were justified in Another motion from the floor
women, will speak at a special facul- invading
the faculty meeting after called for approval in principle of
ty meeting December 13 called to
deal with the resolution on student receiving the run-around Tor two equal representation of men and
one student said. However, he women at all levels of decisionrepresentation passed at the recent years,
cautioned students not to spoil it by
making bodies. This motion
student-faculty ad hoc meeting.
being unreasonable.
provoked brief controversy but was
The upcoming meeting was one of Alma mater society treasurer later passed.
two called by arts dean Doug Kenny David Dick, speaking against parity,
to deal with business held over from
Work groups are being
students to disassociate power established
to prepare practical
the
faculty23. meeting cancelled urged
and parity.
November
solutions to the problems which
students
experience
to submit
"The faculty won't accept parity. ideas to the faculties,andAUS
(Arts
The meeting was cancelled
following the entrance of 150 arts Let's not cut our throats," he said. Loomes
Union ofsaid.
Students) president Brian
students who came to press for A large majority of students,
representation of faculty however, demanded the elected
committees.
areas of study are: evaluation
representatives press for parity, and of The
hiring, firing and tenure,
a vote on the question passed thestudents,
nature of students at UBC, the
A December 6 meeting will hear overwhelmingly.
classroom as being oppressive, new
notice
or
the
students'
motion
by
Anthropology Professor Bill Student senator Don Roberts programs, work load and erotic
Wilmott. His motion calls for stu- cautioned
students to .be aware of oppression.
dent representation at all faculty
of the students working on
since students are in theOnesub-committees
levels and formation of a student- "moderates"
said he thought
for
a
bargaining
session.
faculty committee to look into the
the
meeting
had accomplished some
question.
One unidentified student asked good and urged students to keep
I f the December 13 faculty the audience members to consider struggling against the ideological
meeting passes the resolution, the themselves a legislature. "Let the conditions at the university.

fights
back
Interdisciplinary Studies students and staff Friday afternoon decided to
fight for their department's survival despite administrative inaction which
may Bysoundso the
department's
deathretiring
knell. department chairman Geoffrey
doing,
they rejected
Payzant's proposal that they accept their fate and look for new homes for
their innovative
in the university's
Payzantthehadmotion
called andthe
meeting,
but whencourses
the crucial
vote came nocolleges.
one opposed
only
three
people,
including
non-voting
meeting
chairman
Payzant,
abstained.
The 80 people present proceeded to appoint a four-person committee to
work towards their goal by ensuring that administration of the department
continues and sufficient operating funds are obtained. Innis College
principal Peter Russell, sociology and Interdisciplinary Studies professor
Tony Smith, arts and science curriculum committee member Seymour
Kanowitch,
Interdisciplinary
Studies Women's course teacher Kay Armatage
were named
to the committee.
The students and staff debated the merits of various proposals for over
three hours before finalizing their course of action, but there never was any
doubt that they would resist the move to shut down the department.
The meeting agreed that before attempting to mobilize students and
staff to picket in support of the need for the department to exist, the more
acceptable lobbying path should be followed.
Payzant remained skeptical about prospects for success throughout the
meeting.
before without
positive
results, heefforts
told totheensure
meeting,the
reminiscentWe've
of histried
memorandum
detailing
unsuccessful
department's
continued
survival.
Payzant had concluded the department was doomed when Faculty of
Arts and Science dean Bob Greene told him that he had not yet established a
search
committee
to pick Payzant's successor because the department's
future form
was uncertain.
Payzant was doubly convinced that it would be impossible for
Interdisciplinary Studies to carry on because the new chairman, should one
be appointed, would be unnamed when various departments within the
faculty compete for the limited budget funds within the new few weeks.
But. that was not the only evidence on which Payzant and his colleagues
determined what was in store for their department. Just the week before, the
Faculty of Arts and Science's curriculum committee and two senior
administrativestatus.
officers had disputed for the time Interdisciplinary's
departmental
And, an Interdisciplinary Studies brief detailing the department's
"struggle noTorresponse.
survival", sent to top administrators last spring, evoked
virtually
Nonetheless, president John Evans Thursday night maintained that he
didn't "attach any symbolism" to the inaction which led Payzant to
conclude the program was to be scrapped.
Vice-president and provost Don Forster said that iji his opinion "this
area (Interdisciplinary
Studies)
will expand."
He wouldn't
whether it
would
do so as a separate
department
or within
the collegeguesssystem.
"Interdisciplinary Studies," according to a press release prepared by its
survival committee, "is important as it evaluates and co-ordinates course
offerings,
allocateswouldmoneynot among
competing
courses,"
committee andmaintains
be adequately
executed
if the functions
courses werethe
to be taken over by the colleges.
Political economy professor Abe Rolstein, a staff member for the
Interdisciplinary's Modernization and Community course, called Payzant's
proposals"Noto reasonable
merely seek plan
college
for the for
department's
courses
loo
hasty.
couldsponsors
be arranged
changing the
present
arrangement for next fall," he told The Varsity yesterday.
Rotstein
that the program
go ahead aswith
is forappropriate
the next
academic
yearsuggested
while discussions
about arrangements
safeguards to ensure continuation of innovative courses under any new
systemLikewentmanyon. of his Interdisciplinary colleagues, he feared inadequate
safeguards could mean that experimental courses would not continue if the
more traditional colleges and departments were given unfettered control of
the courses' future.
not ready for a "fire sale" of Interdisciplinary Studies yet, he
told We're
the meeting.
Russell was less concerned with the specific form the department would
lake in the future than with guaranteeing the continued existence of its
innovative courses. But, he maintains that "something has to carry on the
activity" Payzant's department was handling.
"I had the sense," he said, "thai unless someone spoke up soon
Interdisciplinary Studies would get much more of the (budget squeeze than
Russell suggests that Interdisciplinary Studies may well need
other However,
departments."
a base broader than that provided by the arts and science faculty. "One
facultydirectly
is too narrow,"
he noted, and innovative courses should be connected
more
to the colleges.
Victoria College philosophy professor Bill Harvey advocated fighting
to at least "hold the line" with Interdisciplinary Studies, arguing "on
groundsarguments.
of sanity". He conceded administrators are often not moved by
such
It
would
"pretty
damn difficult"
to insistmaintained
upon formalthe department
department
status while Ihebe arts
and science
faculty equally
never had it, he noted. However, Interdisciplinary certainly could point to its
"squatters' rights", he observed.
Harvey feared that Interdiscipliniary's innovative courses might find
themselves homeless should the department's courses be let loose for bidding
by the colleges. Quite possibly, he pointed out, these colleges steeped in their
vested
interests inofferings.
straight courses would just salvage the more traditional
Interdisciplinary
He saw some hope that the Inter-Colleges Committee, composed of the
principalsresponsibility
of the university's
colleges andInterdisciplinary
ihe university Studies.
president, might
assume
for co-ordinating
was quick
to observe, there'scourses
no waywithout
that theincreased
federatedprovincial
colleges
could But,lakehe over
the Interdisciplinary
funding. (Federated colleges receive substantially less financing from the
provincial government than the university and affiliated colleges.)
Arts and science associate dean James Cruise, chairman of ihe
Interdisciplinary Studies curriculum committee, told The Varsity lasl night
that no decision to scrap the department or cut off funding had been taken.
As for the budget, he said, the faculty has yet to find out whal money
it'll gel for Ihe next fiscal
(Although
university's
lop level,its
administrator-Governing
Councilyear.budget
committeethe has
finished drafting
recommendations, the budget ' sttll has lo wind its way through ihe
Governing Councils' Planning and Resources Committee, Business Affairs
Committee and Committee of the Whole before it's finalized.)
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HERE
Herefor and
NowWednesday's
will be the last
this
year. It will include events
happening between noon
December 6 and noon
January 10. The deadline for
Wednesday's
paper is 1 pmto
the
day previous
publication.
MONDAY
1 pm
Free
Jewish
University:
"Principals In
Jewisn Law." in Sid2 pmSmith 5020.
Samt-Denls dens le lemps, tilm
sponsored
by INX the
340, background
Room 204. ofUC.twoA
love story against
epochs:
the Quebec
that of
the turbulent
events4 pmotolthetoday1837 andRebellion.
Sociology
— Colloquiam
— Department
"The N O. P. otComes
To Power
In British
Columbia: Reflections On a Recent Provincial
Election"
Professor
Barry
E.
Asklnas.
Department ol Anthropology
and
Victoria. Ave.Room
ot Spadlna
Sociology,
229,
Borden University
Building,
563
6:30 pm
Supper. Please reserve by 5 pm
at Kosher
Hitlel House.

AND
NOW
6:30 pm
noon In Room 2115,
meeting College.
to7:30discuss
HallSACUniversity
pm tee strike. East Informal discussion
3 pmInvestigate
Smith. Topic:welcome.
Sidney Everybody
Till 1thepm.Baha'l
Sociotogy students (graduates and Fallti.
undergraduates),
especially
members
ot
World
University
Service
Canada
the Departmental Assembly, should attend information meeting about the ofseminar
a meeting in Room 229 ol the Borden International Development. This yearon
Building to discuss elections,
responses andto the
to India.
All faculty
and
anulllng
the W.U.S.C.
students aregoesinvited.
Pendarves
Lounge.
cancellationof otstudent
the Assembly meeting.
4:30 pmCentre.
International Student
U
ot
T
Divine
Light
Society
introduces
on-!ile meditation. At 76 Lowther Ave, 2
Jewish University:
"Synagogue
and
blocks north of St. George subway. All theFreeCommunity"
at pmAtkinson
College,
welcome. Free.
Boom 304. York 6:30
University.
Free
Jewish
University;
"The
Jewish
Woman"
8 pm 186 St. George Hlllel Kosher Supper: please reserve by
Street. at Hlllel House,
7 pm
The U.C. Rim Festival starts tonight with 5 pm.
beginners at
Felllnl's
Variety Lights
plus
NFB 506shorts.for HillelConversational
House, 186 SI.Hebrew
Georgefor Street.
Ustudents,
C. Playhouse,
79a
St.
George.
Guitar Workshop7:30forpmbeginners at Hillel
pm
S1.00 for8:00others.
House, 186 St. George Slreel.
Fieo atJewish
University:
"Chavurat
A disciple ot Guru MaharaJ Ji will direct
Zemer"
Hitlel
House.
186
St.
George
Street.
people to the experience
8 pm of God. Medical
Drama Workshop at Hlllel House, 186 St. Sciences Auditorium.
George Street. 8:30 pm
U.C. Film
Godard's
WindThe From
The Festival
East pluspresents
NFB shorls.
U.C.
Free History"
Jewish atUniversity:
"Dissent
Playhouse. 79a 6:15St.pmGeorge. 50* tor
Jewish
the Board
of Jewishin students,
Education,
22 Glen
Park
Rd,
51
.00
for
olhers.
All
Day
TUESDAY
Guitar186Workshop
for Street.
advanced at Hlllel
St. George
Geography Students: notice of election House.
All
day
Conversational
Hebrew
for advanced at
polls
in
Sid
Smith
Foyer
and
SS
594.
Hillel House,
Election ol Executive of TUGS.
WEDNESDAY
Students:Foyernoticeandot SSelection
pollsGeography
in otSidExecutive
Smith
594.
Election
of TUGS.

JAMES SPENCER EXHIBITION
ART GALLERY
1 1 a.m. 11- 9a.m.
p.m. ■ 5 p.m
TuesdayMonday,
to Saturday.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
ELIZABETH SOPRANO
PHILLIPS • MITCHELL
TOMORROW
MUSIC ROOM, 4:00 P.M.

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA!
HART
NOW ONHOUSE
SALE INTIES
THE
TUCK SHOP

"MUSEUM
WITHOUT
AfVT FILM
SERIESWALLS'
Weekly Baglnnlny January 15

CHRISTMAS TREE
MUSIC, CAROLS, STORIES
Bring
A Blanket DECEMBER
Or Cushions6
WEDNESDAY.
GREAT HALL. 8:30 P.M.
TICKETS FREE AT
THE HALL PORTER'S

DANCING EVE
TO BALL
NEW YEAR'S
2 BARSLOUIS
BENNY
SPLASH PARTY
BUFFET SUPPER
TICKETS $16 A COUPLE
AVAILABLE FROM
THE
PORTER'S DESKOFFICE
AND
THE HALL
UNDERGRADUATE

DEBATE
"RESOLVED THAT SANTA CLAUS IS A SUBVERSIVE INFLUENCE ON
HONORARY
VISITOR: GENERATION"
IAN M. DRUMMOND
THE YOUNGER
TOMORROW NIGHT, 8:00 P.M.
DEBATES ROOM.

DEC-4-6

NICKELODEON
279 Yongc at Dundas Squ
LECERCLE DE FRANQAIS

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SOIREE DE NOEL
Jeudi le 7 decembre
20h.
ELMSLEY HALL A
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
Chansons
danse rafraichissements

110BL00RW.
one flight
high
921-6555

The
aGEIMBLES
listiinirnl
of musical tknghts
DEC. 7,chamber
8,9 j ^ B
(JNE
Good Brothe
rs
WALKER
Advance Tickets for T. Bone Walker
on Sale at Sam's and Grumbles
71 JARVIS ST. 368-079S

Hart

House

Debate

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
BY-ELECTIONS

"Resolved
NOTICE
As a result of nominations received last week
to fill vacancies on various Committees of the
Faculty Council, elections will be held for only
two positions.
Elections for General

Claus

is a

that

Santa

subversive

influence

on

the

Committee membership for
NEW

COLLEGE
AND

ERINDALE

COLLEGE

will be held from December 4 to 7, 1972 from
9.00 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. each day. Ballot boxes
will be located in the Registrars' Offices of
these Colleges, and ballots may be obtained
there. Only full-time students registered in
these Colleges may vote.

generation".
HONORARY
VISITOR:
younger
IAN

M. DRUMMOND
Department of Political Economy

Tuesday, December 5, 8:00 p.m
The Debates Room, Hart House
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Beals
The resigning
chairman of the
sociology elections committee has
fully repudiated the charges of
departmcn chairman Irving Zeitlin,
who last week voided all student
assembly members' elections on
grounds of "elections irregularities".
In an open letter to sociology staff
und students, Ralph Beals states
SAC finance
By BOB BETTSON
Vince De Angelo resigned
Thursday as SAC finance commis ioner over a disagreement with
the SAC executive on the necessity
of hiring an executive assistant.
De Angelo (II SMC), said the
resignation would be effective
January 15 so SAC would have time
to find a successor.
He called the executive decision to
hire an executive assistant "a
ridiculous and ludicrous attempt to
rationalize a blatantly personal
decision"
in a members.
letter sent to his
fellow executive
At the centre of the controversy is
longtime U of T student politician
Paul Carson, who was hired by the
executive aftermunicatworking
ions and servicesas comfield
worker since September. Carson
had earlier been the executive assistant in the summer, before the job
was left temporarily vacant.
Carson had no comment on the
decision. However he said that the
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They were, therefore, Outraged
students, who originally
assails
Zeitlin's
election
veto
that as chairman of the committee
the elections committee Soc.
regarding classrooms).
eligible for nomination and elec- announced they would precede with
responsible for organizing elections and
the distribution
of (assembly)
seats"
acted
as
electoral
officers
in
an
the
assembly
meeting as scheduled
tion
to
the
departmental
assemto the department's governing election in which they ran and won.
in spite of Zeitlin calling it off, later
assembly, "I deny the truth ofall the
said
the
meeting
would be an open
The two students, Bob Storey and
letter counters that "the Lome
charges which were levelled" by twoBeals'
Zeitlin.
Richmond, had pointed out meeting of the assembly's sludent
students
charged
did
not
deterZeitlin had claimed that two
mine election committee policy, nor that since both had been acclaimed, caucus to discuss possible courses of
It will take place in room 229
students who were neither elected by did they serve as electoral represen- neither could have acted as "elec- inaction.
the Borden Building at 7:30 pm
toraltheofficers"basis
in theirof ownhis elections.
the assembly nor chosen by the
tatives
(those
responsible
for
the
tonight.
On
charges,
executive "made basic decisions in actual conduct of the elections in the Zeitlin had used his ultimate power
Beals went further in the letter,
as chairman to declare the elections explaining that he had resigned as
void without receiving formal ap- elections committee chairman "lo
my disagreement with the
proval from the assembly's underjine
commissioner
resigns executives.
charges."
However that
he students
asserted
bly:*
that
he
is
convinced
He
also
unilaterally
cancelled
the
job was not superfluous, because of 'reasonable and common sense' tonight's scheduled meeting of the should continue
lo
work
within
the
research assignments handed to him platform, 1 consider this type of assembly, which has parity represen- assembly even though Zeitlin had
overrided
its
process.
on Thursday by SAC president Eric added
tation from faculty and students.
letter.indefensible, " he
Miglin. De Angelo resigned the action ineventhemore
assembly met only twice in He added that "I can only thank
De Angelo charged that the (The
same day, after arguing against the
1972-72
and has not yet met this substantial
(Richmond lime
and andStorey)
move in the executive meeting.
energyforwhichthe
to "hiring
a per-to year, although
Carson also maintains that the decisionson, thenamounted
finding work
for him
must
meet
three itlimesconstitutionally
each year.)
necessity of finding someone to run
they. . contributed in good faith."
Miglin said last night that while
the SAC pub, along with the extra
work needed, provides ample he could "appreciate his being upset
justification for hiring additional about something being passed which
Our Misteak
staff. The executive has hired Ryer- do".
did not agree with", De Angelo's
son Student Peter Milic to replace heresignation
"appears
to
be
an
overA page one Friday Varsity story inadvertantly attributed
Carson
worker. in his old post of field
remarks by Innis College principal Peter Russell to U oTT viceThe reasons De Angelo advanced
presidenl
and not
provost
Don Fortser.
to
be
contradictory,
Miglin
Although De Angelo said that the seemed
reaction."
Russell,
Forsler,
had commented that the future of
resignation had "nothing personal thought. "It's hard to understand
Interdisciplinary
Studies
language
courses is not "in great
to do with Carson," he called the
Communications
commissioner
jeopardy." "What we're worried about are those (courses) not
he
resigned."
decision "dishonest, unethical and why
connected with departments," he continued. "They're the things
Debora Lewis, in a letter to De
blatant
pork-barrel
He saidact heof was
also upsetpolitics."
about Angelo, takes exception to his
thatForsler,
might inbecomments
squeezed deleted
out of existence."
from the article for space reasons,
several other office hassles and charges that the hiring was dishas said that in his opinion "this area (Interdisciplinary Studies)
honest and unethical. He might
procedural disagreements. De
He wouldn't
hazard ora guess
Angelo charged that SAC was being legitimately have contended the
sowill asexpand".
a separate
department
withinas lothewhether
collegeit would
system,do
■decision was unwise, she said last
"irresponsible"
suggesting arts and science dean Bob Greene would be the more
student
funds. in its allocation of night, "but saying it was dishonest is
appropriate person to queslion about that.
"For a ticket which ran on a
going loo far."
Development is key issue

Bitter election
fight ends
in Ward
7
across the city.
By DOUG HAMILTON
Jarfary
topped
the
polls
slightly
In
the
late
1960's,
citizens
in
the
The titantic struggle between pro ahead of Sewell. Rotenberg trailed Donmouni area at Dundas and
His candour at council meetings The Varsity
that heover"couldn't
have
much more"
the last three
and anti-development forces in 2,000 votes behind Sewell in third Broadview fought an attempt by the has disturbed and enraged most of done
years
and
asserted
that
he
to promote urban renewal. his pro-development colleagues who "generally happy with the wayis
Ward tion.
7 concludes
today'shaselecNowhere in with
the city
the spot.Ward 7 is a predominently City
After a prolonged struggle, the city constitute the Old Guard.
Ward 10 alderman Paul Pickett
fight between
bordered won and built some low- rise
Asked if his strategy would
more
hostile. the two camps been working class constituency
and Bloor Streets, apartments on the site after once implied that Sewell was an things areif agoing."
majority reform council
For more than a month. byLoganSherbourne
Avenue, and the lakefront. wholesale expropriation of ihe area. anarchist and former Ward 2 alder- change,
was returned, Sewell replied, "I
Citizens also fought the city over
urban renewal in the Trefann Court
districtmentofandtheRiverQueen,
Shuter,
Streets
block.ParliaThe
battle lasted for several years, but
the
city was aneventually
forced forto
formulate
area plan
redevelopment including provisions
for citizen participation in the planning process, but only after much of
the community had been destroyed.
The harsh treatment meted oul by
the city to Trefann residents
propelled Sewell into politics.
Working as a lawyer and community organizerconcerned
in TrefannoverCourt,
Sewell became
the
methods used by ihe city to expropriate homes, andwhoits tolerance
slum landlords
permittedof
working class com muni lies to
deteriorate.
When interviewed by The Varsity,
Sewell was reluctant to discuss in
depth his early organizing experiences in Trefann. "I've been
through that... so many times," he
sighed.
"It's
my book."
In his book, allUpinagainst
City Hall,
Sewell
states
that
he
"saw organizing
little hope John Sewell has lead the fight against high-rise development for the
Karl Jarfary is one of the most forceful reformers on City Council.
of any sort of further
last three years. He may top the Ward 7 poll.
being
worthwhile
unless
a .direct
aldermanic incumbents John Sewell For several years, middle class attack was made on existing
and Karl Jaffary have conducted a professionals have been renovating
He believes that an alderman man Allan Lamport hurled such won't have to use the tactics I've
running battle with pfo-developmenl homes in the area, thus displacing
using".
work-load
challengers Richard Kirkup and many blue-collar workers in the Don should
at him as "kook," "com- been
help organizers in the com- epithets
be moreHe said
evenlythe distributed
munist", and "cry-baby."
But. despite
his indulgence in could
Sam Rotenberg.
SeveralJaffary,
con- Vale district in the Parliament- politicians".
munity because
an elected
official
frontations between Sewell,
among
the
reformers
if
they obWellesley area.
can bestow
a mantle
of legitimacy
guerrilla
theatre.
ned amajority,
whereas
at pre-by
the de facto
leaderSewell
of the has
city been
hall
senttaimuch
of the work
is borne
and
Kirkupmeetings
have occurred
the Ward's north-west corner, upon them,
candidates
throughoutat allthe theInMeridian
building group erected
reformers
and
has
taken
most
of
the
"Being
an
alderman,
I
felt,
would
two
or
three
specific
personalities.
ward and many bitter words have the mammoth St. James Town overcome problems of legitimacy. I verbal abuse from developers and Although he claims lo represent
been exchanged between the three apartment complex which ac- as an alderman or some other their political collaborators.
com odates over 12,000 young, organizer who could say he was
men who hold radically different
His vociferous attacks on the Old working-class constituents at City
middle class tenants.
philosophies on urban politics.
working for me could go into a Guard have earned him several ex- Hall. Sewell has been assailed by a
Besides the race between the The inroads made by the
ions from council,
Ward 6 prominent Toronto unionist who
Brownandphysically
incumbents and the two paramount middle class and the developers has community with an almost built-in alderman pulsHorace
interests. him of neglecting labour's
assaulted
him
when
angered
by a accused
challengers, Sewell and Jaffary have provoked many bailies between legitimacy."
Sewell's dishevelled appearance,
Gerry Gallagher,
leader publicly
of the
been vying for the top aldermanic angry lenanls and homeowners in his sarcastic wit, and his theatrical Sewell remark.
labourers' union
antics in the council chamber have
post which brings with it a seal on City
Sewell believes his provocative fi.OOO-man
See 'unbeatable', page 6
Metro Council. In the 1969 contest, ward. Hall and on the slreets of the made his name a household word tactics
have been successful. He told
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Editor Alex Podnlck
a Communist That is a matter of
Office 91 St. George St., 2nd floor my"Yes,own/ ambeliefs
decisions.
say
now that milkandtherelore
Is mygoodownlorsuggest
children,thatwillIIitI
Phone 923-8741, 923-8742
anti-Communists
— Norman Bethune
Advertising Manager Bob BrockhoiiM
is not good?"
Phone
923-6171
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I MANIPULATE. THEREFOtEjAM.
Don't

can

Interdisc

whats
Nobody's admitting they know muchdays,about
but you can
happening to Interdisciplinary Studies these into
neatly
place
falling
be sure .that things aren't (ust
themselves
Hidden behind all those platitudes about caring about
drew
innovative and experimental courses are the minds that
g the Faculty of Arts andall
up the blueprints for dismantlin
Science's awkward stepchild. Tight budgets should hit
linary is
word's outforthattheInterdiscip
s evenly, buttothemake
departmentget
more traditional
way
chopped
about
courses.to
True enough, top administrators have encouraged the
university's colleges to take over the courses. Encouraged
might be too gentle a word; it's been suggested in the
university's academic haunts that the colleges were warned by
if theyAnd,didn'tso
prove theirnaryworth
that they'd
man similar
the topa fate
Studies.
of Interdiscipli
to thatbetter
want
goes, interdisciplinary courses might be just what the
talk
the
president ordered.
The colleges, cautioned or not, are in no position to take
The federated
department's offerings.
over many ofbeentheplagued
by inadequate financing for years,
colleges have
fiscal year.
coming
this
tougher
be
will
things
and, it anything,
only a dreamer
So, chance
taughtto byrushtheirat
courses about
own they're
of their that
some imagine
to shelve would
the
"new courses.
give a home
faculty tocolleges
own
the
frowned notat the
most oftenEspecially
whichto have
conservative
nary course offerings, only willing to tolerate them
Interdiscipli
because they had little choice.
Even were they to have the necessary money, the
unsympathetic colleges would almost certainly adopt the more
traditional courses, leaving the more exciting, innovating,
unorthodox ones homeless. And, these the courses which have
made
horizons.the greatest contribution to expanding the university's
Divided among the colleges, the Interdisciplinary courses
would not complement each other, nor, without appropriate
safeguards — safeguards which cannot be devised overnight
to meet the university's sudden desire to scrap the department
— , would there be any guarantee that the new and untried
would get a chance. Available financial resources would not
necessarily go to the most deserving, but to the courses which
happened to find favour with a college with the money to
finance It.
And, given that president John Evans apparently wants
the various colleges to develop distinctive personalities which
would attract students Interested In their offerings, what
provision would be made for the students who, wishing to
utilize the freedom granted them by the New Program, wanted
to sample a variety of relatively unrelated courses offered by
different colleges?
Interdisciplinary Studies staff and students have
organized
resistaction,
the administration's
death thelunge
at their
department,to Their
hopefully, will make
administration stop for a second and reconsider their ill-prepared,
unjustified plans to scrap the program. There can be no
justification for callously jeopardizing one of the most valuable
assets of the arts and science faculty.
If, indeed, the administrators think they have a case for
dividing; the department up among the colleges, then let them
have the courage to impose a moratorium on their plans until
they have tried to convince the staff and students of the merit of
their case, rather than trying to sneak it by. If they can't win the
students with
and thestaffprogram.
to their position, we'd argue they ought not
tamper
As associate arts and science dean James Cruise said.
"What we have to be sehsitive to is student need". Let's start
asking students what they want.
Just under 1,000 of them chose Interdisciplinary Studies
courses this year.

Zeitline

should

decision
repeal
Ironically, the man undergraduate and
repudiated
charges
in a department,
public letter
to
staff andZeitlin's
students
in the
graduate students unanimously endorsed as
their choice for sociology department head
resigning
from
the
committee
in
protest.
has become the person to suspend the
He
refutes
each
of
Zeitlin's
allegations
rights of the department's governing
assembly.
charge by charge as today's page three story
That's what Irving Zeitlin's unilateral action
Zeitlin concerned
owes his adepartment
and thea
shows.
in overturning the election of all unstudents
profound apology,
dergraduate assembly representatives and
guarantee that lapses into similar arbitrary
calling
today'sto. scheduled assembly
decisions will riot re-occur, and repeal of his
meeting off
amounts
unwarranted
actions.
Zeitlin claimed "fundamental violations of
If heGreene
doesn'tor act,
arts andpresident
science dean
constitutional
and
democratic
procedures"
Bob
university
John.
during undergraduate elections made the
Evans
should
step
in
to
remedy
the
situation.
undergrad
and elections
void".
The manreps'
whoelection
should"null
know,
wrong.be Justice
committee charman Ralph Beals, has
No Zeitlin
more isneed
said. must be restored.
Dare Foods Ltd. —producer of Dare Cookies
has refused to negotiate with its striking employees
for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance
have characterized the company's approach to
the predominantly female work force.
Help-Dare workers protect their union
and win a fair contract

DON'T

BUY

COOKIES!
DARE
(and tell your friends not to, either)
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The New Program: where it's at

Part ofI:
Acting upon a recommendation
the
Faculty
of
Arts
and
General
Committee, president Science's
John Evans
last
summer appointed a committee to review
the New Program. Introduced in the fall of
1969, the New Program replaced arts
and
coursesscience's
programsgeneral
with a and
more honours
flexible
course of study leading to either a three or
four year degreee. Reducing class size
and shifting emphasis to tutorials and
essays were among the principal objectives ofthe change.
The Varsity today begins its own study
ol the New Program: its strengths,
weakenesses, and how it's affecting the
people studying and teaching under it
The series will continue in the new year.
By ELAINE KAHN
Despite conservative faculty fears that
Introduction of the Faculty of Arts and

Critics
standards
Russell fell
stated that not all university
be resolved by bringing'suspect'
back the old specialization, with
someusedform
nonnumerical grading being
for hisof other
programs. Rather, she believes each courses.
education,
however,not isallprofessionallyThe associate dean says that a oriented because
students are
department has to become comfortable
100-point scale does not really convey using it for vocational aims. He defended
with the New Program and arrive at an useful
information, but that a grading the right_of the university to be innovative
understanding of the dynamics of
releasing the previous restraints on between, for example, an A and a B, Is a and said' that "a good calendar should be
reliable distinction.
evaluation and course selection.
Instituting the New Program brought a an Conway
She noted that some people are worried
exciting maintained
recipe book."that she would be
about a decline in standards because change from marks based heavily on much happier if she had the sense of great
exams
to
marks
with
little
emphasis
on
student
innovation
in planning individual
there is no point now where a department
sits down and looks at the entire pattern of exams, but much more on essays and
programs.
She
blamed
failure to
seminars.
In
many
courses,
exams
have
innovate partially onstudents'
conservative
the
student's
work to give him or her an been abolished.
overall
assessment.
academic tastes they bring with them from
Conway said the question of exams has
History department chairman J. B. resurfaced,
in large survey highSheschool.
feels five courses a year is too
Conacher,
last year's president
of thea Ukeyof courses, due especially
to increasing plagiarism of heavy a load. Students have no time to do
T Faculty Association
and formerly
figure in mobilizing conservative teaching essays. These courses are taught largely the essays and the extra reading they may
staff against student demands he saw as by graduate students who are unable, wish to do. Therefore, they tend to take
of the sheer size of the class, to courses which reinforce each other, rather
undermining the university's standards, because
get to know each student peronally and than branching out into new areas.
maintained
he's primarilyin worried
about thereby
Foley stated that interdisciplinary
determine whether or not the
this same anonymity
New Program
courses are one of the better things to
have emerged from the New Program
because topics of study that could never
have fitted into the previous defined
streams of study can now be offered.
Conway is favour of the interdisciplinary isapproach
but
feels there
greatto social
difficultyscience,
in setting
up a good course. People giving the
course should work with each other for
a few years to ensure the melding of the
information from their fields into a
cohesive informative unit. Often, the
students are presented with unrelated
chinks of information if the course is set
up too quickly. And, this is not truly
interdisciplinary. Russell agreed.
Conway said that it is unfortunate that
many of the interdisciplinary courses
which have tried to be innovative and have
not succeeded very well have also tried to
be innovative in their method of evaluation. This has ted to scepticism and a loss
of respect for these courses on the part of
both faculty and students concerning the
stringency of their evaluation. Conway
does not see any necessary relationship
between innovative courses and the
stringency of evaluation.
stated that many
in Foley
interdisciplinary
coursespeople
pay involved
special
attention to standards because they
realize the courses do not fit into some
people'
ideasthatof departmental
what is academic.
She feels
inertia, not
hostility, is the factor preventing these
courses from being integrated into regular
Computerized New Program Introduced myriad of course combinations. Arts and science timetables plastered walls of Sid Smith program structures. Departments under
the impersonal computer accompanied the change from honours- the old program had a clear idea of the
errorsto and
foyer. A tide of student complaints about timetablegeneral
New Program.
structure of their disciplines. Their past
histories made it difficult for them to
are genuine. Exams in these respond quickly to the potentials of the
Science's less orthodox New Program has evaluation. He suspects there has been essays
would subject everyone to the New Program, but Foley feels this will
sent U of T's academic standards on a some tailing off of standards, but admits courses
downward spiral, there seems to be no that this feeling only comes from im- same test.
change with time.
pres ions that are difficult to prove.
Russell felt that bringing exams back to Conacher
widespread support for a return to the
ses make agreed
sense, interdisciplinary
but maintained courthey
with the plagiarism problem is too
rigidity of the old honours-general course whether
Conacher
says inhestandards
doesn'tis dueknowto cope
this decline
distinctions. Instead, New Program critics
simple a solution. Exams produced should be based departmental^. He did
are apparently pushing for modifications the New Program or to something that students who crammed, regurgitated facts say. however, "Some of the courses seem
in the program that will overcome their caused the program itself. He does feel and a short time later knew nothing about very
doubtful
reports
he hasas university
been toldcourses."
that manyHe
objections.
the tendency to let each student "do the topic. Essays require a student to think students,
at the end of four years, find they
And, arts and science associate dean that
his
own
thing"
results
in
an
inevitable
a
problem
through
over
an
extended
Joan Foley pointed out, the facelift the loosening of standards.
period of time. He will learn and don't have enough direction and he
Innis College principal Peter Russell remember more. If he does the work suggested that a more structured device
faculty's
programs
stemmed
from
the
than the New Program is needed. He also
report of a committee committed to described a "world-wide mark inflation", himself.
raising academic standards and enriching though onetribution ofintelligence
Russell suggested a partial solution mentioned the "unhealthy" danger of
would assumeIn the
that populace
the diswould involve having smaller classes and the
overspecialization that is also contained in
the quality of university experience for has remained stable. Conway agreed.
students enrolled in general courses.
larger number of small, personal choice.freedom of New Program course
She stated that, when she came to the aassignments
The program broke down the
to enable the professor to
become familiar with the work of each
discriminating lines between honours and
Conacher stated that he was not
1964, person
it was "assumed
that student
only a very inspecial
would get first
general students and creates a greater university
essays. and determine the authenticity of suggesting that the university revert
mix of professors. Consequently, it has class
standing".
Very
few
firsts
were
given
to
the old program, but merely that
become difficult for students specializing out. However, there was a large group of
He said that students today are less
reconbe carefully fellows
report Program
in a particular area to concentrate as students with very high seconds. These passive about their education. They no the Macpherson
The New
students are now being given firsts and. longer have the "two-bucket notion of proposals sidered.
heavily as
their
honours
course
predelaid
down
in
the
Allen
Report;
cessors could.
Conway says, the difference in academic education" when they enter university, that the Macpherson report was its somewhat
Under the honours program, all excellence between these two groups of
are empty buckets waiting to be filled more rigid predecessor.
students in a subject area arrived at fourth students is negligible, so that no drop in they
the great knowledge of the professors.
by
Political theorist C. B. Macpherson.
standards
can
be
attributed
to
this
background
of
uniformity
a
with,
year
However, ideas
the outside
old- chairman
the committee that produced
fashioned
about theworld
areas has
of study
knowledge. This supposedly led to more change.
Macpherson report, was asked
erudite seminars in fourth year because
Because of society's demands that the that must be included in a university the
whether
he
thought standards have been
there was not the mix of backgrounds university provide "certified" people, education. Russell feels the university Is
however, she said that more than a pass- usually at least 10 years ahead of the affected by the institution of the New
found in New Program olasses.
Program. He said that it is difficult to judge
vice-pre- fail system is necessary for evaluation.
in its thinking.
U of T internal relations
Meanwhile,
he noted, students trying to because opinion seems to be based on
Foleytem is contended
thatinstitute
a pass-fail
sys- public
sident designate Jill Conway, however,
difficult
to
in
North
random
impression. Every effort was
stimucreating
credits this mix with
American universities because graduate get intoment, conservative
such as medicineareas
and oflaw;employplay it made in the proposals outlined by the
lating classes in her Topics In the schools
find
it
difficult
to
judge
admissions
of on this basis. They are not accustomed to safe by avoiding any courses that won't be report to prevent a decline in standards.
History of Women course. The conflict
'•My own impression after two years of
recognized as immediately valid by their
stimulation Is probascholarship toversus
central the issues surrounding the
employer or graduate school. teaching undergraduate courses under
prospective
New blyProgram.
She
suggests
pass-fail
could
be
used
it.
They do novative
notcoursesexperiment
the in- the New Program is that standards have
ofered at thewithuniversity.
Foley doesn't think the situation could for courses outside a student's area of
not gone down." he concluded.
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combination
Sewell-Jaffary
council is undemocratic and is council,ment._ where he has been one of
• from page three
denounced Sewell and Jaffary for "totally irrelevant in terms of debate the fiercest opponents or developtheir consistent anti-development
He believes in conserving the city
still holds the opinion he
stance. (Gallagher has endorsed on Hepolicy".
as a place for people.
Kirkup because he promises not to articulated
in
1971
that
"nothing
"Toronto must be preserved as a
such projects as St. James close to debate takes place there (in civilized
oppose West.)
place where people can
Town
council). It's a talking freak show
Sewell acknowledges that he full of sound and fury, signifying live," he said. "This can be done by
knows little about the operations of
strength to the groups who
If Sewell detests city council as a givingtrying
unions, but he claims that he will nothing".
to preserve valuable
worthless institution, he abhors his are
things such as historical buildings,
rectify the matter.
opponent
Kirkup
even
more.
neighbourhoods,
and even our street
He denied Gallagher's allegations He has written Kirkup off as a
and asserted that he was "heavily fraud,
He
was
instrumental
in the
a
political
charlatan
foisted
involved" with the Canadian Union
of Public Employees (local 43) on Ward 7 by the Meridian Building Trcfann Court struggle and fully
the concept of citizen parSewell's
enemy.to get endorses
during
the garbage
strike.been Group,
ticipalion in the planning of
"Kirkup
is notavowed
running
"Unions
haven'tmen'sreally
communities.
cars."
involved
city politics,"
lamented elected." alleged Sewell. "He's just "Citizens should be directly
the
juniorinalderman.
He contended
Over athename
last for
threehimself."
years, Sewell involved in the early stages of
that he would like to work with making
no one
labour in the civic arena. "Un- has worked well with his colleague neighbourhood
from the outside planning
will ever and
resolve
the
Together
for- problems
doubtedly, I'l start with unions that Jaffary.
of different interest groups
midible learn
which they
Kirkuparewilla find
he based in Ward 7," he added.
in
the
ward!,"
he
claimed.
difficult
to
beat.
Sewell's objective is to "change
Sewell and Jaffary are Contrary to reports in the press,
the whole process of decision- bothAlthough
the former has lost Jaffary maintains that he favours
making" in order to decentralize much lawyers,
interest
in it. Jaffary continues "good development." "My problem
power at City Hall. He feels the
to practice law and has an office in should
high-rise
not whereit isit
people in his ward must be given the
but iswhether
He has a keen legal mind concerningbe built
more say in how they are governed. and ward.
is one of the best debaters on suitable for people. In Ward 7, it
He believes the present city
fight ends
ed ending the occupation November
22, it had done so believing Archer
was negotiating in good faith.
"Principal Archer is sincere in his
feelings steering
about student
student
committeeparity,"
releasea
said.
"He
is
under
pressure
from
conservative factions in the faculty
who are trying to preserve their own

at U

of S

Democracy
REGINA (CUP) — All is quiet on
the University of Saskatchewan
Regina campus now as students
have returned to their books and the
struggle for a democratic university
has gone back to committees,
following a week of occupations of
adminisliative offices.
A negotiating committee, selected
by students at a general meeting
November 22 to negotiate with principal John Archer on the implementation of parity in two
departments, reported back to a
general student meeting last
Wednesday. Less than 300 of the
approximate 1,000 students who had
attended previous general meetings
were present.
Archer's co-operation would be
useful in stifling opposition to student parity from conservative faculsaid.ty members, the committee's report
When the committee recommend-

Archer has always supported
some
voting power, and
power."student
autonomy
for the Regina campus,
and said nothing basically different
from this during the occupations
and negotiations.
A motion demanding Archer sign
a statement saying he believed in
student parity was defeated at the
November 29 meeting, but another
motion calling for the creation of a
three party committee to consist of
students, faculty and the public to
present demands to the government

representatives
wasThe
passed,public
accepted by the students were: one
member
of theonesmalllaborer
businessmen's
association,
and one
farmer from the Wheat Pool. The
administration suggestion that the
worker be picked by the
Saskatchewan Government
Employees Association was vetoed
by the negotiating committee. Fears
that the Wheat Pool representative
would be an administrative hack
were quietened with the promise the
farmer would be a rank and file
member.
Although the somewhat more
radical
Farmers'
backed National
the students
during Union
their
struggle,
they
were
not
chosenof totheirbe
on the committee because
unacceptability
administration. The NFU tohadthe called
for a
democratic university to serve the
needs of the Saskatchewan people
when they supported the students.

BOOKS from GREECE
THE NEWEST EDITIONS OF
MODERN GREEK LITERATURE
DECAOCHTO KEIMENA VENEZIS
NEA KEIMENA
VASIL1S VASIUCOS
VAR11ALIS
TSIFDH0S
ETC.
MYRIVIUS
ORDER ANY OTHER BOOKS
676"ATHENA"
BLOORST.WEST
Between B o Ihurst and Christie
TEL.: 534-0331 - 923-0760
OPEN: oilf FRIDAY. SATURDAY. SUNDAY

EL MOCAMBO TAVERN
464 SPADINA
now serving lunches
Spaghetti,
roast beet,
corned
beet, Italianchile,
meatball
sandwiches,
hamburgers, and hot dogs.
SPECIAL-MONDAY TO FRIDAY
BUSINESS
MEN'S
LUNCHEONS
served from 12 to 2
Every day something different
10% Discount with ATL Cards

EL MOCAMBO
SPADINA & COLLEGE. 961 -2558
NOW APPEARING:
CHUBBY
CHECKER
STARTING DEC. 11:
GREASE BALL BOOGIE
TWO ROOMS — TWO DANCE FLOORS

KINGSWAY
DRUGS
SOLARAY
HOT COMB
Suggested list $16.95
Only $9.98
The Colonnade,and 131 Bloor W.
700 Yonge St, at St. Mary
TRINITY
COLLEGE CHAPEL
A SERVICE OF
LESSONS AND CAROLS
FOR ADVENT
Sunday. December 10
4.30 p.m.
Trinity College Choir
under direction ot
JOHN SIDGWICK, F.R.C.D.

PRE-CHRISTMAS TREE
DINNER
Chicken Tetrazzini $1.00
Roast Beef
$1.50
WineMINCE
50c PIE
a Glass
CHRISTMAS PUDDING
GREAT HALL. HART HOUSE.
4:45 - 6:30 P.M.
WEDS., DEC. 6

YOU'VE
GOTPRICES
LOWEST
DISCOUNT
ON
IT COMIN
G TO YOU!
HI-FI JSTEREO
EQUIPMENT
GIVE US
SANS
I,DUAL.
PIONEER.
KENWOOD,
MAKE
SONY.
TELEFU
NKEN
ETC
COLOUR TV
AND MODEL..
2ENITH. RCA. ADMIRAL ETC.
WE
DO SELL
CAR-RADIOS
AND TAPEBLAUPUNKT
PLAYER
ALL
INCLUDING
FOR LESS!
AM-FMMAKES,
AND STEREO
MODELS
LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL
THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE
KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
112 HARBORD ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OF SPADINA) CLOSE TO U OF T

is unbeatable
seems we need family housing more South of St. James Town
Homeowners' Association, he has
like to point out encountered
than"I wewould
need also
high-rise."
much opposition in the
that in the past three years Trefann ward.
At one, ail candidates meeting, he
got
approval
to
build
1
00
houses,
but at the same time Meridian has was hooted, jeered and denounced;
destroyed 1 50 houses. At this rate, for being a tool of developers.
Ward 7 is being destroyed faster "Meridian's mascot," yelled the
Jaffary.
than we can build," proclaimed residents.
He became embroiled in a bitter
Sewell Kirkup
and Jaffary's
main dispute with a local newspaper.
opponents,
and
Rotenberg,
Ward
7 News, when he used the
both favour continued extension of
the St. James Town apartment puper's logotype on campaign
The paper took their case to the
complex.
Rotenberg, a Parliament Street Ontario Supreme Court, charging
that usuage of the 7 News logo falsly
businessman and a long-time literature*.
Liberal party supporter wants more indicated that it supported Kirkup.
apartments because he claims many (The 7 News does not support him.)
of the downhouses
in therepair.
area are runAn injunction to hall distribution
and beyond
of Kirkup's material was granted by
He is, however, cautious about (he court.
proceeding with more projects like
He has denied publicly that he is
the $20,000 campaign
St.
James
Town
without
more
plan-" accepting
fund
which Meridian vice-president
ning.
"I
feel
that
no
more
wholesale
demolition should take place until Phil Roth
offered
to anyone
there is a joint approved plan by the aSewell
Maoist"
who would
run "except
against
and Jaffary.
concerned owner, the people in the
area, and the Planning Board as to
Kirkup
has
avoided
most
what will be built in its place after candidates meetings and is insteadall
demolition.
on a bill-board and
literature campaign.
Rotenberg places little faith in concentrating
local democracy, but he maintains
Two nominal candidates, Charlie
that
if he's elected
he wouldto Rolfe and Karl Von Harten, are also
hold occasional
public meetings
running. have
Both are
spending headquarlittle and
hear
grievances
of
the
people in ters.
neither
campaign
the ward.
Rolfe claimed-lhat unemployment
Some political observers insist
and a serious lack of housing are the
that Rotenberg's
strength
has
increased since the election began and
key"I issues
today's theelection.
would insupport
completion
helakemay
in atheposition
Kirkupbe for
third spot.to over- of Harbour City and ihe Eaton
Few
experts,
however
give
him
Jaffary.
much of a chance to beat Sewell and Centre developments because they
provide
for people,"
asserted
Charliejobsfavours
a decentralized
Kirkup refused to discuss his Rolfe.
campaign
with
The
Varsity,
a
camcivic
power
structure
and
insists
lhat
paign believed to be sagging badly. power must reside with people who
While he has the support of the will
work together to achieve goals.
ERINDALE

STUDENT

WANTED
For delivery of Varsity to Erindale Campus three times
weekly. Small honorarium. Will probably be of interest
only to students living near York University and driving
to Erindale.
Call The Varsity at 923-8441
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Between

a circus

and

an

insane

asylum

What'
In the 1971-72s
academic year, 74,765 Ontario with
students
It is understandable
the committee
"is aaward
show policies
in the sense
stude
nt
aid
not having
any real powerthat over
the student
of theof
received $35,291,089 in loans and up
$29,368,504 in grants from
the Ontario Student Awards Program. This year, the
Ontario
government.
With
respect
to
student
awards-,
"policy
making"
is a fancy way of referring to the decisions of how much money to
government slashed funds for the program, hiking the OSAP
spend and how to spend it. The former decisions are made by the
loan ceiling from $600 to $800, thereby decreasing the
cabinet
and can be influenced by OCSA in the same way that starting
maximum potential grant.
your car affects pollution. The allocation of monies within the budget is
Although official figures for 1972-73 are not yet available,
something that OCSA has and could have some effect on. It is not
unreasonable, for instance, to suggest that repeated urgings from
the government
that hike,
it's saved
three
million
dollars byhasthe admitted
loan ceiling
moneyfrom
whichone it torefuses
OCSA helped to effect the lowering of the age of independence from
25 to 24.
to pour back into the program but instead plans to use to help
There may also be some general political value in having an
reduceAnd,the theprovince's
$600
million
budget
deficit.
.official
government advisory committee pass motions such as the one
government, remaining indifferent to demands
passed
at its last meeting on September 29. 1972:
for repeal of the detrimental post-secondary financing changes
"That, in light
of theofnowindependence,
apparent financial
feasibility
strongly endorsed by a province-wide student referendum last
lowering
the age
and the
manifestof
October, has been unwilling to assure students that a further
decline
of
enrolment
which
would
appear
to
be
at least
increase in the loan ceiling is not lurking in the shadows for the
partially occasioned by reduction in student aid and the
next academic year. Some student leaders fear the loan ceiling
increased tuition fees, the Ontario Committee on Student
Awards wishes:
may be pushed to $1,000 this spring.
In 1967, then Minister of University Affairs William Davis
1. to reaffirm its recommendation that the age of independence be
lowered
to 23 immediately;
established a committee to advise the government on OSAP
2. that a pilot program of both loan and grant aid be inaugurated lor
and other student award policies. That committee, the Ontario
part-time students enrolling in courses beginning in January, 1973.
Committee
on articulation
Student Awards
"to attempt
The themotion's
to thethere
"nowwillapparent
financial
ensure a clear
by the (OCSA),
academicwascommunity
of theto
accepts
fact thatreference
it appears
be a surplus
in thefeasibility"
student
financial arrangements that will be required in the long-run to
awards
budget
this
year
sufficient
to
lower
the
age
of
independence
at
ensure that all students have the necessary resources to
least one and perhaps two years. There is no good reason to believe
that this motion will not join the long list of progressive motions which
undertake post-secondary education".
The 27-person committee includes four student members
have not only failed to be implemented, but either ignored or
recommended by the Ontario Federation of Students. Two of
responded to with only the barest of vague acknowledgements.
the four, Ceta Ramkhalawansingh and Wynton Semple, both U
Current and future areas in which the committee may have some
of T students who have been actively involved in the student
influence are the initiation of aid for part-time students, a voucher
system
of student aid, policy with respect to foreign and out-offinancing field, recently presented a report to OFS analyzing
province students, and reviews of appeals launched by students
the committee, and matters closely related to its workings.
dissatisfied
with their awards. It would be best to discuss these areas
Their reporrfollows:
more fully with a better understanding of the incurable insanity of
much of the committee's deliberations.
In choosing a metaphor to describe the OCSA, it comes to a
neck-and-neck race between a circus and an insane asylum. As with
consideration
the committee's
must begin
with itsAnychairman.
Here, weof have
a man who isweaknesses
inept, mendacious,
and
a circus, the committee exists largely as a show tor the public got up
ambitious. He is innocent of even the rudiments of ordering discussion
with clever artifices and fanfare. However, like any circus worth its salt
and continues to brazenly flout the express wishes of the committee in
it has a number of solid acts which may well, by themselves, be worth
a number of areas.
the price of admission.

—

—

—

High school students of the future may be assured they can
attend university if government introduces voucher system.
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someone primarily concerned with
islittlegoodmorereason
than tohalfbeof concerned
the doc^aa
1970-71 were Canadian citlzeno.
With respect to the OSAP pre
grant and loan money going to gr
landed immigrants and about Y
amongst landed immigrant undent
the
the 7,361
had fact
beenthatin ofCanada
five landed
or moreinhere for six or more years.
It is difficult to know what in
formation of government policy in
opinion amongst
distinction
should the
be students
made betwon
and th,th
countries,
underdeveloped
enrolment should come from
coming
from
the
States
where
scr
residents substantially higher tuitl
Furthermore, the problem of
the problem of foreign professt
incentive for Canadian students I
thoughtthatthere
academicnc
and
thesemightjobsbe would
simply
Aid for Pbecai
YV
graduate schools
themselves from those schools.
In 1970-71, 93,826 part-tin
students
attendedStatistics'
Ontario'sfigures
p'ovi
nion Bureau
former
OCSAof member,
indicate |
university students whose educatii
cent lower as compared with the
who had no interruption in their i
It is likely that legislation will I
the legislature establishing a pro
Most people's unprompted respot
will be "meagre". Chances are th
only and that interest will not be wj
needed,
our view,including
is directbaby;
sub;
attending inschool,
A more basic fault of the pre
component
different wouldto evaluate
do a betterit and
job. IIii
programsomeone
being established
when
decides to and
evalu;s<
have been collected for five years
programs been run from which cc
is an inadequate ex posf facto i
based on too much guesswork.
It is hazardous to make pr
welcomes the embarassmentRftvle
of

to suggestions.
bureaucrats to provide information and to respond which
beset the
The problems of personnel and structure
last few months by the
committee have been exacerbated over the disappearance
The last
.
perhaps,
imminence of its restructuring or.
behest.
chairman's
the
at
cancelled
was
committee
the
of
meeting
set tor the nextIn
typical fashion, no reason was giventhatandthis nois adate
the
formalization itof was
to suppose
It is plausible
meeting.
since
state of limbo in which the committee has existed
may have been too
had
minister
the
after
announced that it would be restructured
received two reports for which he is waiting.
One, from the Commission on Post-Secondary Education in
Ontario, to be released soon, will closely resemble its draft version
spoke of three co-ordinating boards but did not recommend a
which
zealous, single-minded representative
specifically with student awards.
It is difficultadvisory
to know body
what tothedealsecond study, being conducted by
folks who brought you the parental
Kate, Peate. Marwick (the same Student
Loans Plan) will recommend.
contribution table in the Canada
If they lapse into the cost-benefiteze dialect, as they are wont to do.
in their pursuit of
OCSA will probably become a non-thing.
Although the minister has very recently indicated that no action
will be taken in the immediate future and that the committee should
continue to meel. the fact thai it has met may reflect not only the
obtusity of the chairman but also the possibility that since the minister
preventing cheating
is new, policy is actually being made by his officials, not him.
Voucher System
However, while the there
chairman
constitutes
the
committee's
most
more
much
are
The voucher system is a proposal for delivering student aid at a
are two others which
dramatic shortcoming,
different time and in a different way. It has no necessary implications
important, The first of these is the tendency for members of the
for the amount of student aid. There is some evidence to support the
committee to see each other as adversaries. Students are there to see
that as many needy students as possible get adequate assistance.
notion, plausible In its own right, that OSAP money, available after
One would hope that faculty and administrators are there for the same
high school graduation, does not allay the financial fears of many poor
students since these fears have had their effect in grades nine and 10
purpose, but they cannot be expected to clear their minds ot the fact
when the decision was taken to pursue a course with an immediate
that money for student aid ultimately comes from the same pot that
vocational pay-off.
money for salaries and capital expansion comes from.
The student awards officers are in the awkward position of being
The voucher system would supply assurances of funding for
expected to critically examine a program administered by their peers,
post-secondary education to students at the secondary level as they
other student awards officers, and their managers, the bureaucrats in
jump through the academic hoops, thereby, hopefully, making the
possibility committee
of post-secondary
schooling
moreof credible.
A subthe Ministry
Colleges that
and being
Universities'
Student
Lest it beof doubted
a student
awardAwards
officer Branch.
is a truly
chaired by R. Jannsen,
a College
Applied Arts
and
professional occupation, it should be noted that they are no less
Technology
faculty
fellow,
has
given
the
idea
constructive
reluctant than doctors or stockbrokers to publicly criticize each others
consideration and Is now designing a program ot research to give it
further definition and evaluation.
performance. Their pretention to be a law unto themselves is well
illustrated by the practice of rigidly excluding any student
Out-of-Provlnee and Foreign Students
representatives from their annual meetings.
Those given to reflecting on the various motivations of
It may be objected that non-students are needed to offer advice
on preventing cheating, but experience shows that students
nationalists
will llnd'flie
Ontario
themselves are not lax in this regard. Indeed, in reading over past
foreign students
instructive.
OCSAgovernment's
was asked toforthcoming
recommend policy
policy onin
minutes of OCSA. the thought occurs that student members may have
this area with respect to student awards and has, therefore, had a
goodly amount of research material made available to it. One might
been too zealous and single-minded in their pursuit of this objective.
Furthermore, this need is met by those whose final responsibility it is
think that the place to begin for those concerned with cultural
to devise and administer the program. What is really needed is a
autonomy would be the high proportion of American professors
committee of students to advise on ways in which the program can
occupying our schools.
To begin with, foreign students, most of whom are from
best help students and would-be students. It would, nonetheless, be
helpful if this committee had a sprinkling ot student award officers and
underdeveloped countries, may be thought to bespeak the outlook of

Student

members

For the last three months }<X
meeting of the Review Board wh;
made against their award. One o
the others by student award offic
alternate between the universil
student, but is usually cast t
community college representati
rotated among student OCSA
attends a meeting once every si
Participation in the Review E
and difficult aspect of OCSA r
benefits of an appeal being hear
furnishes
workings the
of theparticipant
program,withits as
knowledge of the program is a r«
award officers and bureaucrats <
for reform to the government.
Experience on the Revie\
unfeasibiiity of having the OSAP
age at which people are in fad
effect of fancy in this regard is
parent
and child, inbutfactrather
to diii
are independent
but not
parents
or
elsewhere
or.
if
fortu
award may be appealed or^t
contribute,
extramoney.
assista
loan rather receive
than grant
Review Board participator
there is a tremendous disparity t
awards officers. While many £
incompetent. It is chilling to think
disservice to their students in otr
appeals for the Review Board.

Student participation oi
surreal, frustrating, and impi
about specific narrow retorn
need of increasing accessibi
above the level necessary fo
It will do nothing to meet the
aspect of overtly political act
own organizations.
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loney, not culture. However, there
out ministry figures showing that
stents in Ontario universities in
jram, approximately a fifth of the
duate students in 71-72 went to
ilf that proportion was divided
aduates. What is more striking is
migrants
OSAPof these
in 71-72,
ears and inmost
had 4,099
been

ut, if any, OCSA will have in the
(his area. There is a difference of
this issue. It is our belief that a
»n students from developed and
any diminution in foreign student
former group, especially those
iols almost invariably charge nonn fees.
ireign students is, to some extent,
s in that there would be more
i enrol in graduate school if they
graduate
jobs for them when they American
from
to people
segothose
doing the hiring are

s
tudent
3mfpand
120,930 full-time degree
cially-assisted universities. Domiesented by McCormack Smyth, a
nat the median family income of
n had been interrupted was 40 per
median family income of students
jucation.
= introduced during this session of
ram of aid to part-time students,
se to this non-give-a-way program
t it will provide for loan assistance
ved while attending school. What is
dization of extra costs incurred by
iting and time off work.
iam is its likely lack of a research
jicate whether or not something
may well be another example of a
t in cement for five years and then
e it, the information which should
s not there, nor have experimental
nparisons can be made. The result
valuation, and reforms necessarily
dictions but, in this instance one
eing proved wrong.
f Board
p
eafme student has attended each
h considers appeals students have
the four votes is cast by a student,
rs. The student vote is supposed to
student and community college
university
student
since theis
e a'seldom
attends.
Attendance
lembers such that each member
weeks.
>ard is perhaps the most meaningful
embership. Aside from the direct
by an extra sympathetic person, it
intimate knowledge of the actual
lecific faults and virtues. Detailed
il advantage in dealing with student
i the committee or putting the case
Board underlines the folly and
ige of independence other than the
independent of their parents. The
ot to strengthen the bond between
2pen
who
fancy themustchild's
borrowdebt.fromStudents
either their
iate enough to know that a student
e ijiunds of parental refusal to
ce.**most invariably in the form of
also apprises one of the fact that
;tween the talents of various student
e quite competent, too many are
hat this latter group may do_as much
x areas as they do in preparing their
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OCSA and the Review Board is
rtant. It can be helpful in bringing
It will do little to meet the basic
ty and raising material standards
bare subsistence ot the intellect,
a needs unless it is a subordinate
iity carried on by students in their

Ceta Ramkhalawanslngh
Wynton Sample
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Clark won 't
be chairman
Having been sent a copy of The
Varsity of November 10 containing
what purports to be an account of
at Dalhousie Univerdevelopments
compelled to set out the
facts siasty, 1feelfollows::
1. Professor Clairmont did not
"decideof office
to quit"comes
as youto suggest.
His
term
an end June
30, 1973, and because of that the
university set up a search committee
chairchairman. isTheProfessor
lo findman ofa.thatnewcommittee
Puccetli of the Department of
Philosophy.
2. The search committee
interviewed individually every
member of the Sociology/ Anthropossipology department.
ble exception
of one With
or, atthethe very
most, two or three members of the
department, the search committee
was urged to try to persuade me
to take on the chairmanship.
3. Had the committee succeeded,
its intention was to write to all the
members of the staff eliciting their
reaction.
4. When this expression of
interest in persuading me lo accept
to a
"leaked"
the chairmanship
graduate
student, was
he alone
(and no
one else as far as can be deterof unmined) among the body students
dergraduate and graduate
expressed
what
might
be
described
as concern.
5. There is no "troubled
situation"
One
member ofinthethestaffdepartment.
who has been
notorious in stirring up trouble at
Washington University, McMaster
University, the University of
(iuelph, and now here unfortunately
has the ear of the student newspaper

and thus is able lo convey the imprseastiiosnfaocftwidespread
ion among the faculty disand
students, Professor Clairmont enunqualified
joys the confidence and very
small
all but a
support ofofstaff.
number
the
offered
been
6. Since I had not
department, I
chairmanship of the
that I
found no reason lo indicate
accept it. However,
not
would
because of the stories appearing
simultaneously in The Varsity and
the Dalhousie Gazette, I have now
thai
to lei it beshipknownI would
compelled
iffeltoffered
the chairman
comso
have
1
it.
nol acceptmunicated lothe chairman of the
search committee, the dean of the
faculty,
and ogy.
the staff in sociology
and anthropol
S. D. Clark
McCullough
Professor,
Dalhousie University
MPSCU

exec

backs petition
It is our opinion that teaching
ability should be the principal
criteria in decisions regarding the
hiring, firing, and promotion of
we are conaddition,should
Instudents
professors.
vincedvolved thatin the
be indecisions affecting
their education; namely, those concerning the hiring of professors,
course material, and methods of
evaluation.
With these principles in mind, we
petition currently
support inthe the
fully
circulating
department which
calls mathematics
for:
1 ) student participation in
determining
equitable marking
schemes.
2) inggreater
ability inconsideration
departmentalof teachhiring
policies (especially with regard
toand the
cases
of
Professors
Salaff
Spring).
3) the improvement of textbooks.
We urge students ,to sign this
petition.
The Executive,
Mathematics and Physics Society
and Course Union

Math "common
front" enforced
The arrogance of the Department
of Mathematics and the ineptitude
of its administration is being directly
challengedculatedin among
a. petition
beingmath
cirfirst year
classes.
Or rather, a petition being
circulated in some first year classes.
r Mhida, it seems, feels
because he personally can agree
thatProfesso
or the petition, none
some
only
ofwithhis students should see it in his
class forum. After all, they might
up their ownOfminds!"
makePresumptious?
course But, this
is precisely the attitude causing
much of the malaise in the department. Something which the petition
hopes to redress.
that "the
Another professor feels
politics.n"
classroo
whenfor discussio
It is a msorryis nodayplace
is
concerns
student
e
legitimat
about
outlawed and the people voicing
their concerns are arbitrarily
labelled
"politici
Just what
are ans".
the issues and why
has the opposition to the
somathamalics
quickly? department solidified
I. Professor Stephen Salaff is
likely to be dismissed at the end of
The department
isthisanyear.
excellent
teacher. Pastadmits
studenthe
ratings find him enthusiastic,
energetic and, very talented. But, he
the "common front"
has broken
policy
mathematics
department.ofThisthe
incredible
policy requires
all members of the mathematics
faculty to take a united stand
against students in any disagreement
between the math department and
its students. Because Professor
Salaff has the courage to agree with
his students and challenge the inflexible marking scheme, he has
been accused of breaking the "common front" policy. He has received
strong indications that he will not be
re-appointed next year.
Professor David Spring, another
excellent and interested teacher, was
nol granted tenure last spring. The
secret tenure committee gave the
fact that the had published few
papers as its reason.
H is wellability
knownis that
leaching
nevera professor's
considered
when the issue of re-appointment or

depart-to
the mathconcern
tenure arises in primary
studentsment. An isareaofofno concern to this
department. Year after year,
F ratings
and are
D ons
rs given
professo
allowedin
evaluati
student
Ihe
to continue "leaching".
2. The math department places a
on the
full 50 per aminatcent
courses.exyear final
ions inits first
from
comes
cent
per
50
The other
term
one-hour
hard,
long,
eight
with
consultation
no
is
tests. There
and
this schemeothers
students regarding
it,
prefer
while some students
find it a nightmare. The large
is
math students
number
the
excuseof first
used year
to defend
the math
it
find
I
department'sthatinflexibility.
interesting
ment has been the
ablephysics
to copedepartvery
successfully
an equally
large
number of with
students
by keeping
the
with
communication
of
channels
students wide open.
3. The first year student is a good
after he has
judge of histhetext-book
completed course. There in lies

the 130
used inadmitted
that theOnebookprofessor
tothe metragedy.
course was not good. He apparently
fell no responsibility lo challenge its
use. What would a responsible
leacher do? Professor Salaff, for
one, has taken il upon himself to
write and distribute comprehensive
lecture notes a week before leaching
Ihe material covered by them. He is
responsible enough to write his own
book.
The "common front" policy
legislates against rationality, forces
polarization and can only lead to
confrontation.
The math department may be
offering
best political science
course on the
campus!
For those students whose
circulahave notinallowed
professors
tion of the petition
their class,
it is
available for signing at New
College, study room 154. Innis II
Mary Bridle

FILM FESTIVAL
STARTS TONIGHT
DEC. 4 VARIETY LIGHTS
DEC. 5 WIND FROM THE EAST
• DEC. 6 BLOOD OF A POET
USHER
OF
OU, HOUSE
CHIEN ANDAL
UN WEST,
AT THE CIRCUS
DEC. 7 GO
DEC. 8 THE SEVEN SAMURAI
FIRES ON THE PLAIN
DEC. 9 KANAL ASHES AND DIAMONDS
8:00 P.M., Students 50c, Others $1.00
U.C. PLAYHOUSE, 79A ST. GEORGE

U.C.

unclassified
CRASH WITH YOUR FRIENDS in a PeStalozziop roomapartment
andDec.ski10Ottawa.
availableT.V.,
- write
Jan. CoKitchen,dre* Gravely,
shower.
steieo
An-10.ot
c/o
Carleton
Univ.
School
Journalism, Ottawa K1SSB6
WE HAVE ROOM tor one more, we are
three females sharing a five b.r. house
near Queen & Broadview 60/month inc.
hydro & elec. 463-5823
LONDON
AT CHRISTMAS
turn Dec. 15-Jan.
3/Dec. 21-Jan.S179.00
7. BOAC.re66AOSC,lbs.44baggage,
tree
drinks.
St. George SI. Toronto Contact
5. Onl.
962-8404. AOSC belongs to students— use
TWO
rent, in house with stuit! " ROOMS
. & tor$75.00
533-5509dents S50.00
alter six. plus utilities, Phone
RIDE NEEDED to vicinity o( Chicago,
St. Louis, or Indianapolis on or alter
December 10. Will share expenses. Call
Alan 923-9952
APPLICATIONS
and students to theINVITED:
W.U.S.C. Irom
Seminar[acuityon
International
Development.
Forms
available in Student Awards Office. Simcoe
Hall; tor more info., 483-1656
ESSAV SERVICES Do you have Old essays? Do you need essays? Can you write
961-6150
a top essay? Phone ESSAY SERVICES
WHY FREEZE? Used tur coats (rom 510,00 i
Paul Magder
202 SpadlnaExcellent
Ave. (between Queen Furs.
and Dundas).
sel
e
c
t
i
o
n
o
f
new
furs.
Th'e
perfect
gilt363-lor
Christmas.
Full
exchange
privileges,
6077. Mon. - Sat. 9 - 6, Thurs. - Fri. (ill 8
p.m. (Used Raccoon Coats)
THE
Mt, Ste.stillAnne
Dec.
27 to SKIJan. GROUP,
1/73. A lewSki seats
available!
Trip includes;
transportation,
accommodation, meals, tows, lessons. Price $128.00.
For information call 889-7677.
SKI
MT.
STE. isANNE
J.in 6 Trip
8 days,Sat. 6 Dec.
days30-Sat.
skiing.
Includes meals, tows, hotel bus. No exIras. S139.00. Call' Robbie. 782-5033

LOST MONDAY, Nov. 20 in foyer of
Medical
of notes.Sciences
Please Auditorium.
call MichaelBlackor binder
leave
phone number at 925-0533. 6-9 p.m.
LOST
Nov. 25notes.
5ig SamReward.
SlacksJ.
BriefcaseSaturday,
with valuable
Langins 962-9593 Mornings.
BAZAAR
Beth
Emeth BaisANDYehudaRUMMAGE
Synagogue,SALE,
100 Elder
Si Downsview, Tuesday, Dec. 5, 10 a.m.
Bathurst/Wilmington
Dulferinfree,busdoorto
Combe Ave. adm. 35c. orChildren
RIDER WANTED Los Angeles to Toronto
lale December call 394-1079 in L.A. around
prizes
BEN'S20-MENS HA1RSTYL1NG (Specialising
Dec
inPsychiatry.
long hair)250 InCollege
the Clarke
St. Tef.Institute
924-68Hof
Ext. 560. Hair cut S2.25.
SKI MT. STE. ANNE. 7 full days, December 27tation,
lo Jan.
2, Includes
transporaccommodation,
meals and
tow
636-1036Fulltoday.
ticket.
price $134.00. no extras Call
QUEBEC SKI TOUR - S55. Dec. 27 Jan 1,
5accommodation
days skiing at with
Mt. Ste.
heatedAnne,indoorExcellent
swimming pool. All transportation
included.
For Information
write: CANADIAN
SKI
TOURS, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington, or
hone Gord Allan, 247-2339.
GETTING ENGAGED? send or phonefor free H,booklet
You 1430
Buy
AtodayDiamond"
Proctor"TheandDay Co.,
Yonge St, 921-7702
SKIERS!
WHY YOU
SETTLE
FOR SIX?
ONE
MOUNTAIN - WHEN
CAN HAVE
Five days skiing In Vermont and Quebec
January
Dependable
snow, breakfast
and dinner1-6.dally,
all accommodation
(only
2 per room), (axes and tips, luxury "oyageur
bus,
group
rate
on
tow
tickets.
589.
Ski
8932.Quebec Associates 698-4346 or 694THE TORONTO GALLERY OF
over 250
book titles
inPHOTOGRAPHY
stock as well ashasprinls,
portfolios,
and
custom training services. 1 1 Charles St W.
922-2211
ACAPULCO READING WEEK
Sunday,
11— Sunday.
Feb. 18
Includes JetFeb.Airfare,
hotels, transfers,
elc. Still some room left. Price $199.
Call Robbie. 782-5033
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Question who
controls courts
Why is Karl Armstrong still in
jail?
Karl's application for bail in
which he is acting as his own council has been pending for several
weeks. After several postponements,
it did in fact begin last Thursday,
but with a somewhat strange
procedure.
a "slight"In oversight,
wasDuenotto present.
submittingKarlhis
brief for bail, he had made it quite
clear to the court and Austin
Cooper,
the lawyerof thehiredU.S.tostate
repre-in
sent the interests
the Canadian court, that Armstrong
intended to act on his own behalf.
Despite this fact, the court order
necessary to have him transferred
from the Don Jail was never issued.

Usually in such proceedings, the
applicant opens the hearing with his
submission as to why he should be
given bail. The court noted that Karl
was absent (as if he could control his
own movements to and from the
jail). No explanation was sought and
none given as to why he was not
present and Mr. Cooper proceeded
with his reasons why Karl should
not be granted bail. The charade
once begun, would have continued,
the players being quite content to go
through the entire procedings, Karl
en abstentia. Unfortunately for Mr.
Cooper and his friends, one of the
spectators brought this obvious
sham to a halt by pointing out the
irregularities, an act which
prompted the judge to enquire why
Karl matter
wasn't ofpresent.
At that
the
the court
orderpoint,
was
brought to light and consequently
the procedings were adjourned until
Friday, December H when hopefully

Tfepow

Karl will be able to submit his
application
This case inlikeperson.
the recent one of Ed
Hogan, a Black Panther who was
wisked away to Buffalo and handed
over to the FBI in spite of his legal
right to appeal the deportation order
made against him, raises the whole
question of Canadian independence
from American political policy.
Karl's case will be before the
courts again on December 5, when
his
lawyersthatappeal
Waisberg'sto
decision
Karl Judge
be extradited
the U .S. for his alleged participation
in the bombing of the Army
Mathematics Research Centre in
Madison, Wisconsin. In spite of the
fact that the Canadian extradition
law states that crimes of a political
nature are not extraditable, the
courttion found
act of was
opposito the warthatin this
Indochina
not

ideologues of the ruling class to
perpetrate the myth of the neutrality
of buildings such as the AMRC, but
science and technology have become
the backbone of the U.S. military.
The U.S. is substituting an
automated battlefield for an army
which is collapsing, partially
because of internal opposition to the
war. Scientists and technocrats have
become the new and more inhuman
soldiers of the U .S. military
machine. If it wasn't clear after
Hiroshima, the myth of the neutrality of science has clearly been exby the efforts
of thein
Americanplodedscientific
community
Indochina.
The Army Mathematics Research
Centre on the University of Wisconsin campus is the prime example of
the devotion of scientific work to
military
Armstrong
case
and purposes.
others likeThe
it should
make
"a Itpolitical
act". for the courts and it clear — if it isn't already — that
is possible

a

A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
can enjoy anywhere, anytime. All you need for a
"Kegger" is an OktoberfestTap'n Keg with
Mini-Keg refills, and you're on your way to good

the Canadian state has assumed a
role of total subservience to U.S.
interests.
Karl Armstrong
Defence Committee
Unknown one
With reference to the self"god"(The
is calledChrist-fanatics
acknowledged
Varsity, October 18). here's a reply
tofound,
all those
seen,people
heard who,
of, etafter
cetera,they've
and
tasted
the resttheof"truth"
us: are trying to save
We, creatures of the moment,
seek for one higher-standing to
serve.
We elect the earthly one for
leader, the unknown one we
James-Demetrius Andrick
called "god"...
SMC I

Keggep.

times. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
draw another 16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, cool
Real Draft Beer.
Real
Draft;
Beep
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Mokes charges af meeting

is devious
Election
Old
By RANDY ROBERTSON e dividing City Council intoWhen
Ward 6 aldermanic candidat
and reform members.
June Marks charged last Thursday Guard
"crunch
the
vote,
final
the
to Centre was passed by
it came Metro
night that the municipal election has vote",
to one; Eaton Centre by 17
a rottento election.
"a devious,
beenMarks
over 100" to19 voles
was speaking
three.'?""Where were the reform
meeting
es
candidat
members
Brown asked. .
all
an
at
people
lster
the Sussex-U
sponsoreds* byAssociat
she was "for the
asserted
Marks
Lord
at
ion
Resident
l^nsdownc public school.
ons that she was
accusati
said
She
She charged that criticisms or her people." pockets with developers'
filling her
performance on City Council were
but lies."
moneysaidwereshe"lies,
debt
gone into
had nothing
n". She She
"misinformatio
based on the
the voting because
of her involvement in city
validity ofcompiled
questionedon develop
by
affairs.
ment
records
various. residents' groups.
attention to her antiShe drew
"Every development situation is develop
ment record.
she said. "No one did more than 1 did for
another,"
from
different
She was not pro-development just St. James Town North, she said. "1
because she had voted for various walked in on a situation that already
projects, she said.
I resettled hundreds of peoMarks explained that she had existed.
Toron1 went toacross
ple
personallyhigh-rise,
t
sign options.
voted for an apartmen
peoplethenotby-laws
for west St. James Weto urging
at the
instead of a park,senior
threw
citizens living
Town because
in the apartment building already developers."
Marks angrily denounced a
built had asked for another.
audience.
number of people in thepeople,
turn"They didn't want the park; ihey She claimed that these
she
mugged,"
being
s
of
were afraid
ing up at the candidate meetingss
said.
statement
making
"arc
,
regularly
The Gothic-Quebec development,
."
not asking
she said, had been encouraged by a andMayora
candidate David
lty questions
for the ward — Mary Crombie. making an unscheduled
alderman
past
Temple — since development was
was "commit
ce, said
residentitedal
in her ward in the Official appearan
on ofhe stable
permitted
lo the protecti
Plan for Toronto.
city."
the
of
heart
the
in
areas,
"Aldermen cannot be responsible
"must share in
rhoods
for the activities of other aldermen anyNeighbou
that is done for their
planning
in other wards," she contended.
ureas," he said. "No major changes
Horace Brown, supporting Marks' can be considered by City Hall until
charges claimed "every election the neighbourhood groups are heard
campaign has a phoney issue; from first." He suggested that
development is the phoney issue in developers should be made lo go to
the neighbourhoods before going to
thisBrown
one." questioned the validity of Citv
Hall.

says Marks
rotten
and
make his plans known.
The solution lo the threat of high- fight the "strategic specifi
c demoli
rade- Dan Heap said that he had been
Sussex-be
in the
tion of houses to downg
mentourhoo
rise develop
to show
d can
neighb
concerned in his campaiginn the
Ulster
by
,
usting
blockb
ds",
city
neighbgourhoo
permits the over-all pattern
countered by down-zoning it for refusin
demolition
issue
lo
Crombie said. in areas where the official plan wards. There has been a massive
single familythehomes,
residents to mount allows possible development until a change
housesareato high-ris
He urged
and thees St.in
the northfromJarvis
sufficient opposition Tor this to detaile
d plan is established Tor the .lames
pointed out.
he
area,
Town
d itself.
happen.
Crombie stressed the value of neighb
n William Archer
5 alderma
Wardourhoo
"wallo of ment
a Torontapart
s rise
highHeapllforesee
Sussex- to-wa
imposition in limit
that the38-foot
community
vote
economy organization.
politicians live"Inin, ittheis said
ative
—
specul
s
unles
height
ings"
build
a
of
Ulster
necessary for local groups to already in operation in some parts of development is replaced by develop
ment controlled by people in thewho
organize and speak from a position the
forcethatanyone
would over
city to— build
height to area which is to be developed.
of strength so that the community wanted
to." stated
will beof listened
interest
A member
the audience
that 90 per cent of the people in the
Sussex-Ulster region are living in
two- or three-family houses.
INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
"If the district is down-zoned to
single-family residences these extra
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
families
will
beikicked
out,"
he
said.
AND TECHNOLOGY
"Single family housing is all right
only
for
rich
swingers
from
Don
Mills who want beautiful downtown
"Achievements of Natural History In Chinese
s of the meeting
of GonThe organizer
Culture" by Dr. Joseph Needham, Master
situation
s
dangerou
a
that
e, President,
claimed
vllle and Calus College, Cambridgand
houses."
rhood. Houses
neighbou
the
in
exists
hy
Philosop
History
the
for
International Union
in the area are being bought up by
Medical Sciences
p.m., Room 2158,. Sponsore
of Science.m, 2:10
developers, they said, including two
the
by
d
Auditoriu Monday 4 December
of Major
the corner
s on Streets
propertie
Varsity Fund.
and
Harbord
owned by the
of the Cadillac Developsecretary
ment Corporation.
Crombie said that City Hall could
all the
latest in
fashion
and

MUSIC COMMITTEE
HART HOUSE PRESENTS

made
custom-

ELIZABETH

eyewear

BRADDOCK
OPTICAL
12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
MAIN STORE
280 BLOOR ST. WEST 962-2020

PHILLIPSSOPRANO
- MITCHELL,
SINGING
PURCELL, SCHUBERT, FAURFl
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5
MUSIC ROOM, 4:00 P.M.
Heidelberg

ESSAY

SERVICES

Biewedfidm

ptuB spring water:

A new and complete TERMPAPER service.
Originality, quality, and security dictate our
policy.
Phone: 961-6150

"THE
FACTORY"
730 YONGEFASHION
ST - IN THE CHARLES
PROMENADE
TOP FASHION LINES - AT FACTORY PRICES!
m FANTASTIC OPENING SPECIALS $$$
Reg.
to $C99
Reg. S
S14.00
U
Flip Skills
$14.00 8 88
Plains - Tweeds
Turtle Necks, dolmans, SHRINKS
f^gg SC99 BLACK Crepe Reg.
88
14
Body Shirts $12.00 0
Stretch Antrons - Knits - Cottons
520.00
PANTS
,$25 88 BAG
FREE PAIR OF
Blazer Suits s«.oo
Solids - Checks - Stripes
PANTY HOSE
"PRETTY
WINTER PLAID fl* $1Q88
WITH
EACH POLLY"
INITIAL
13
***
COATS
PANT
PURCHASE
OVER
ONE WEEK ONLY'5*
BAG PANTS
v3
Plaids - Tweeds - Plains
OPEN DAILY 9:30- 6 THUR. FRIDAY N1TE 9:30 -9 p.m.
And

that's the truth!
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Conservative voice returns

Committee
re-appoints
Duff
set over the lack of student parGeorge Duff has hen recomMorton charged that Duff had
t
i
c
i
p
a
t
i
o
n
i
n
decision-making.
mended for re-appointment lo the consistently opposed student input
a petition lo be presented to
chairmanship of the Mathematics at any level in the department. He DuffIn this
afternoon, more than 100
that the appointment would
department
for another five year added
term.
promote more conservatism in an present and former students of
professor Stephen Salaff object to
Duff, whose conservative views already conservative department.
Duff has come under fire recently his feared dismissal, which Duff has
have caused student opposition, was
confirmed by an all-faculty striking from students in the department up- admitted is Hkelv.
committee under the chairmanship
of arts and science dean Bob
(ireenc. No students can sit on
committees concerned with the
hiring of chairman of departments
under the Haist rules.
carnival
Duffs appointment must be Three-campus
A meeting of SAC people plus
The first winter carnival with
confirmed by both the Academic
Affairs Committee and the Gover- events on all three U of T campuses representatives oT the other parning Council before it becomes has been scheduled for next January.
ticipating groups Thursday night
official .
decided that the first three days of
the
carnival
would feature events on
Duff said yesterday he had
Co-operalion between SAC and
the St. George Campus, while
several
local
councils
plus
the
par"expected"
the
reappointment.
Greene confirmed that the
ticipation ofmany fraternaties and Saturday's activities would be
at Erindale and the final day
recommendation had already been the men's athletic department has located
made by the striking committee and produced
a lengthy
lisl on indoor would concentrate on the Scarand
outdoor
activities.
borough campus.
accepted
him lo pass on to
Academic byAffairs.
SAC will provide overall coprepare the
The carnival is set to begin and contributeordination,
Phil
Murton.
last
year's
vice
about
$1,000publicity
to the
president
of theUnion,
Math-Physics
January 24 wilh the
dent Course
said Duffstu-is Wednesday
Erindale and ScarVarsily-Walerloo hockey game and concerts at
borough. Local councils, athletics
"unacceptable even from a liberal conclude with an evening concert at
point of view. The department is run Scarborough College on Sunday and Ihc interested fraternaties will
January
28.
sponsor
the
other activities.
like a monarchy."

U
DAY

off

match
calculus courses. an
chairm
Another petition, to be presented
These are examples of the
to Durf and U of T president John department
not listening to students
Evans, protests not only SalafTs or considering
leaching a prime
position but also the denial of tenure
criterion
for
hiring and tenure, and
last springonbyita tocommittee
students
professorwithDavidno should be remedied, the petition
says. It has been signed by more
Spring, andontheexams
department's
emphasis
in firstheavy
year than 400 students already.

set for January
The men's intramural athletics several events at the college to
eveninglo get
concert.
department
will football
run the game
secondandan-a precede
nual Snow Bowl
"We'rethetrying
away from
rink will be made on the back ihe over-centralized type of Winter
skating.
campus for broomball and pleasure Carnival that ran in the past," SAC
assistant Paul Carson said
Several fraternaties have indi- executive
cated interest in running parlies yesterday.
"This time local councils and
afler ihe hockey games and other groups will be sponsoring
operating a casino night on Friday many of ihe activities. We hope they
January 24. Other activities on the will incorporate into the carnival
downtown campus include a chariot things like pubs, dances and movies
race, numerous pubs and a film that they will be operating that week
Weekend events include skiing
nighl.
and SAC communicaany tionscase."
and a car
rallywillwhile
Erindale's in Carson
student
council
be organizing
and services worker Peter
Milic will handle the overall planfinal
schedulening. Theyof hope
eventsto athavealla three
week. prepared within Ihe next
campuses

T

CARE

CENTRE
The University of Toronto Day Care Centre is scheduled to open within the next few
months for children aged two to five. This service will be available to members of the
University community on the basis of personal and financial need. If you think you
would be interested in using this service when it becomes available, OR in the future,
please complete the form below and send it to:
Secretary
Advisory Committee on Programmes
U of T Day Care Centre
Room 222
Slmcoe Hall
University of Toronto

nt

exciteme

E
G
Shaw
Colleges Taylor
IFashion
Merchandising
Course
could
PREST
be your Introduction to the
glamorous world of Fashion.
the-minute
trainingup-to...
Specialized,career
practical,
all the exciting
knowhow, fashion
facts, figures
wait
andDon'ttrends.
minute.another
Find
careerbuyer.
as a
Fashiona
yourself
co-ordinator,
Fashion
Fashion
consultant,
stylist,
designer,
fashion
couturier.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE NO
YOUR RELATION TO THE U of T
(please be specific)
NAME/S AND AGE/S OF CHILD/REN UNDER 5 YEARS

The level of fees has not yet been determined. Some parents will be eligible for
municipal financial assistance. The Centre also plans an active volunteer program to
lessen fees.
HOW MANY HOURS PER WEEK COULD EACH PARENT VOLUNTEER
AMOUNT ABLE TO PAY
(up to $100. per month, per child)

'. .

SHAW
puts it all together!
■" Mail this coupon NOW — •
□ Call or write for your •
Fashion
free
copy Forecast
of Career •
II PHONE:
ADDRESS:

IK * CO
2*36 LL
YongeEG
StreetES
}\j J AOMISSIONS OFFICE
Toronto 12, Ontario
• 481-M77
SHAW
1716fiiVT3lColleges
in Metro
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sex myfhs
monkey
challenges
Professor
The four monkeys involved were
By AG1 LUKACS
although Desmond Morris
the rolesareare".no Burton
emphasized.
But the female's role in child "There
biological
impera- too,
U of T anthropologist Frances all female. "Females are often more rearing
argues that only human beings do.
is often limited lo being the
Burton exploded some myths regar- aggressive than males, especially "milk machine", and lo cuddling the Self-conscious primates can But she was less positive that
ding sexuality in monkeys last
night.trainThethemales
the counteract some biological monkeys
Burton said.roles infant
naturallypracticed
homosex-by
ual. "I'vecanseenbe fellatio
Gibraltarat Iribe
young infrom
Femaleseachcanother",
take leadership
Wednesday in a public lecture toward
limitations as well, she said. For two male monkeys", she said, "but
arranged by the Interdisciplinary and are sometimes troupe leaders, birth on.
explained, although the
In the Gibraltar group, the oldest example,
tives". a student cramming for an this seemed to be more a symbolic
Studies department's women's Burton
course.
American concept that a leader, male in the troupe begins to exam can go without sleep, and a act of submission than a sexual act.
person can go And "mounting" often proves
She studied 2 1 primatographies- must be a bully doesn't apply to socialize the child, and then the poverty-stricken
descriptions of the behaviour of monkeys. Instead, the identity of the "sub-adult males" take over. The without food. Similarly, a woman dominance, rather than sexuality,
who
knows
she
will
be nervous she slated.
leader
is
determined
by
such
factors
eventhe
mother is only deferred to when
monkey groupings — for
during her period can lake steps to Monkeys use sexual positions for
as age and ability find a waterhole these other monkeys permit it.
ing's
lecture.
Burton disagreed with Lionel or ripe fruit.
This tendency in child rearing is calmAnddown.there is some evidence, such things as reassurance, too.
Tiger,
who Although the leader is often male, continually more pronounced as one besides
believes an
that anthropologist
females are naturally
the well defined social roles, Such positions often- don't lead to
his role as defender or the tribe is moves up the primatological ladder
less active politically and that the supplemented by the females, who — from lemur to New World that
monkeys
are self-conscious reproduction.
Most of the behaviour of
origin of this tendency is in give warning in times of danger, and monkey, then to Old World animals.
Burton feels, is a matter of
Burton said she had conducted primates.
monkeys.
will do battle, especially if the young monkey, then to ape. Man is the
cultural
She described an incident she had are threatened. Sometimes there is
which proved that truth. truth, rather than genetic
the ladder.
of a society what experiments
witnessed in Gibraltar which had more than one leader, or roles are so next"It'ssteptheonchoice
monkeys did indeed have orcasms.
led her lo disagree with this. One broken down that there are no
monkey succeeded in isolating leaders.
another monkey from a group over The female role is often that of
a long period of time, in order to "social adhesive". Burton said. The
form a relationship with that female often grooms troupe
members more than the male, and it
monkey's
companion
the use of frequent
a complicated
allianceby is through her that family ties are
system involving four monkeys in formed, because no biological father
tola!.
is recognized.
for union
sed
Policy role propo
the faculty.
strike ment.
haveThere proposed
amend-to
By
BOB
BETTSON
will also beihea move
A move will be made tomorrow
Although an earlier constitutional
Hillel Lecture Series
conference
rejected
a
policy-making
night
to
allow
the
new
Arts
and
PRESENTS
the cutbacks
in the inIcrdisciplinary
studies programme.
Science Student Union to make role for the union, the first meeting oppose
internal and external policy of the full council spent most of its Rick Gregory, VUSAC education
decisions.
time discussing whether the union commissioner and a member of the
RABBI AARON H. BLUMENTHAL
take policy positions.
The motion, a constitutional could
SPEAKING ON
that making
he exSeveral council members who interimpectsexecutive,
the internal said
policy
amendment already passed by the
interim executive, would allow the wanted the union to take positions amendment to pass but there will be
"A LEFTIST CONSERVATIVE
union to make internal policy on issues such as the proposed more debate on the external policydecisions as well as decisions on amalgamation of college and
making motion.
other matters affecting students in departmental libraries and the fees "We (the excecutive) don't want
ABOUT THE
SPEAKER TO JEWISH LAW"
APPROACH
to
force
people to adopt these
Rabbi Blumenthal was President ot Ihe Rabbinical Assembly (torn 1956 to
amendments. The council should
1966. He Jewish
was alsoWellare
Chairman
Commission
Chaplaincy
National
Board oifromthe 1959
to 1962. onHe Jewish
Is a vigorous
exponentot theof
decide,"
he
added.
the need tor change in Jewish Lite through Halacha. He has written many artiHe said that there would be a
c
l
e
s
o
n
such
topics
as
"An
Allyah
tor
Women";
Yom
Tov
Sheny";
"The
Three
move
to
make
a two-thirds majority
Weeks " (Irom Ihe 17lh ot Tammuz to the 9th of Av.). He Is presently finishing
on council necessary for policy
his book, entitled, "II lam For Mysell — the Story of Hillel."
decisions.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 10
The executive will report on the
So you think you can sing,
8:00 P.M.
financial stale of the union and its
ig,
dance.
&
rument!
«
HILLEL HOUSE - 166 ST. GEORGE
activities ofmorrow'sthemeeting.past month at toor play a musical instrument!
permanent
be Aelected.
Mostexecutive
memberswillof also
the
f%
Join George Kash and the Oktoberfest Express M
on
AMATEUR
NIGHT
AT
©Id
jBaOaria
Y
present
executive
are expected to
/
run for permanent seats, including
and compete for cash prizes.
(iregory, Seymour Kanowilch, Gus
I
Richardson, Mike Scott and Rick
STUDENTS,
Every MONDAY night from 8 p.m., with the same low
MacFarlane.
day-time prices at night for students. (No min. food
I
charge Mon. to Thurs.)
P \'z CARAT
PROFESSORS
I
IDIAMOND RING
! How to Assess the Moral
I Reasoning of Students
guide to the use of Kohlberg's stageI Adevelopmental
method/$1.50
I
Curriculum Theory Network
I
An international journal of curriculum that
includes the AERA Newsletter on Curriculum and Objectives/Subscription price:
$6.00 a year.
I
I

Manipulating Educational

Expenditure: Dilemmas for
I the 70s
Fattening fees is futile! What are the alternatives?^^

OISE

Order from Publications Sales
The Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education
252 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Canada

5 ST. JOSEPH ST., TORONTO
(One block North of Wellesley, just West of Yonge)

coiieqe
copu

76 CHARLES ST. W.
923-8115
85 EG LINTON AVE. E.
486-8663

COPIES
MADE
XEROX
ON
EQUIPMENT
C 1st thru 5th
per Horiginal
f copy EAC
EACH
G
€th thru 10th
copy per original
EACH
)C nth and additional
l copies per original
20%
STUDENT
DISCOUNT
WORK)ON
(TOSTUDENT
STUDENTS
NOTE:
FEDERAL (12%) AND PROVINCIAL
(5%) SALESON TAXES
APPLICABLE
ALL WORK

CERLOXCOLLATING
BINDING
FREE
WHILE-U-WAIT
OR OVERNIGHT
QUALITY GUARANTEED
REDUCTIONS
CHARLES ST., W. Maximum original size 24" x 36"

Your
o( twenty
-fiveset$29500
e»cltingIn
styleschoice
Yellow
ormwhite
gold
eludes:
—Band,diamond
ring, appraisal
matching
wedding
registered
certificate and insurance.
20% Student Discount
with ATL card
YONGE ST. & Co
HUGH' 1430PROCTOR
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Jus) South ol St. Cla
Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!
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gymnasts

finish

Toronto's Hans Frick performed individual
well on thestandings.
pommel horse and finished second In the
Few show
up to election meeting
Only 16 people showed up for a Brown's on development, explaining
"Arthur Downes will be there,"
S AC-sponsored Ward 6 all- that "we're providing a facility" for he Brown
declared;
won'ttheback
down."of
also "Idenied
existence
choice
by
permitting
highcandidates meeting last week in- housing
cluding four candidates, the rise construction. The views of the a reform caucus at City Council,
people may not be the same as those saying he was neither in nor out of
meeting's
reporter. chairman and a Varsity of citizens'troversial
groups
fighting
con- it. He pointed out that the "so-called
developments,
he added.
reformers" such
splitasonMetrovotesCentre
for
Incumbent Horace Brown, whose
development
Dan
Heap
criticized
the
other
record, according to the newsletter
what he called Fairview Centre,
City Hall, almost consistently candidates for playing down the and
to Eaton Centre.
favours development, told the small development issue, insisting that it a reference
SAC services commissioner Bill
was the key issue.
Steadman,
who
chaired the meeting,
gathering
that
development
is
"the
phoniest issue in the city of "It's not a question of whether, blamed inadequate
publicity for the
Toronto."
but what kind of development" is
Almost everything City Council needed, he stressed. A mix of poorSACattendance.
communicadeals with, including street repairs housing types is necessary, he said,
tionsservices
worker Pauland Carson,
who
;ind sidewalk construction, is a but not high-rise at the expense of organized
the
forum,
later
agreed,
the
destruction
of
local
development, he contended. The communities.
adding that
that al-an
University of Toronto, he pointed
derman June the
Marksfactrefused
out, is "the biggest development in Arthur Downes said that voters invitation to come also likely
theWard
city".5 alderman William Archer "must avoid traditional politicians" deterred some people. The
and instead support candidates who attendence also was "a sign of disdefended his record, similar to are "socially attuned".
interest" inthe election, he said.
Protestors
Chanting "No internment, North
or South" and "Victory to the
IRA",
50 demonstrators
the Toronto
office of Irish picketed
Airlines
on Saturday, before marching to the
British Trade Office building on
University Avetfue.
The demonstrators were demanding thesonerjelease
of politicalIreland
pris in both Northern
and the Irish republic, where new
measures passed over the weekend
permit the government to jail
anyone on "suspicion" of
membership
illegalRepublican
organization, such asinthean Irish
Army.
The demonstrators, who included
members of the Toronto Irish
Republican Club (representing the
Marxist Official wing of the IRA),
the Old Mole, and the League for
Socialist Action, were demanding in
particular the release of Provisional
Republican leader Sean MacSliofain, presently in prison in Dublin.
The Official IRA opposes

WRITE ON
T Charles SI. W.
967-1110
Open11-5
S toSal.9. M-F
Canada'sTERMPAPERS
laigesl
librarypage.of Alsoprol-teaied
per
S1.7S papers
papers Irdm
PER
S395expert
Irom TUTORING.
rosoarcrv
custom
TRANSLATIONS,
PIUS
page
AND4c.
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
COMPUTERIZED
RESEARCH.
AND
EDITING
PROGRAMS.
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third

at

The University
of Toronto
gymnastic
team finished
thirdmen's
with
188.8
points
in
the
York
Invitational
Saturday evening.
Queen's was second with 191.9,
while York came first with 213
(approximate).
The diate
Toronto
women'ssecond
interme-to
team finished
a strong York team.
The men's team placed a close
third behind Queen's and York with
Varsity and Queen's only separated
by three points. Hans Frick was a
key .member on the U of T squad
executing near-perfect performances
on high bar, vault and pommel horse
and gained a second place finish in
the individual all-round standings.
Team captain Gary Wicks
followed Frick in his team standings
with
all round
while aAl40.8Swett,
Brian point
Euler, total
and
Rick Jcysman gave commendable
performances in all events.
Although rooky Arnold Bishop and
floor and vaulting specialist Bryan
Alcock both suffered heel injuries
theyty displayed
and agiliexpected in the
top control
competition.
Toronto's main weaknesses were
demonstrated in the area of high bar
and parallel bars. Dismounts, a
most important part of any routine,
were not up to the difficulty and
performance
Toronto team.level expected from the
As predicted. Steve Milruik from
McMaster,
Dave
Hunter Frick,
finishedandfirst,Yeomen's
second,
and third respectively in the individual competition. However,
York University's
six manof
squad
finished 20 talented
points ahead
any other team.
The win by the York intermediate
women's team was partly aided by
the lack of all round competitors on
the Toronto women's team. Individually. Varsity's Cathie Pointing
gained first place on uneven bars,
with Helene Eisenberg placing second on balance beam and third on
bars.

denounce
repressive Irish laws
terrorist activities by the
Phil Hebert, speaking for the Old
League for Socialist Action
Provisionals, but supports them in Mole, expressed solidarity with the mayoralty
candidate
Irish
Republican Army.
Henderson attacked
BritishJacquie
control
opposing repressive actions by the
British army or the Irish state.
The IRA, he said, despite its of all of Ireland, and declared
Followed by a police car and failings, is a workers' organization, "solidarity with the Irish republican
photographer, the demonstrators both
North and South, and is "the
marched through crowds of Christ- only organization capable of serving Ireland
She compared
recent laws
to the WartheMeasures
Act inin
mas shoppers along Queen Street, the Irish people's interests by movement".
carrying
signs
calling
for
a
united
fighting
Irish
capitalism
and
British
Canada,
under
which
500
left-wing
socialist Ireland and for freedom for imperialism. The only possible solu- activists and innocent bystanders
tion providing full democratic rights were interned during the 1970
political prisoners. Some passing
motorists beeped horns in support,
crisis. She also criticised
the establishment of a workers' Quebec
Canadian business interests for their
while many bystanders muttered isrepublic,
a
united
socialist
Ireland."
obscenities as the marchers passed.
involvement
in British economic
Hebert pointed out that the Irish
At the British Trade office. government
and bourgeoisie have domination of Ireland.
Official IRA spokesman Sean now openly extended the struggle to The demonstration ended with the
Keane mentaccused
the Britishandgovernthe south, where they "serve the singing of "The Internationale", a
of encouraging
using interests,
British
of the world comreligious divisions in the Irish and
that a ofunited
IRA imperialism",
"must extend traditionalmunistsong
movement,
with on.police ofworking class.
ficers curiously
looking
their
struggle
to
the
south
as
well."
The real struggle is for socialism
and independence, he said, and the
Irish people welcome support from
anywhere. The IRA considers
business interests as "part of the
WOMEN'S
enemy",
they Englishhe oradded.
Irish,
Catholic orbe Protestant,
FIGURE SKATING
INTERESTED IN
ALL

GIRLS
For art
photography,
hostess service,
nude modelling
EXCELLENT PAY
PART TIME, FULL TIME
Call 920-3551
ANYTIME

York
Toronto's strongest performances
came
Morton
with first
place from"
finishesKalhy
in floor
exercises
and
beam and third in vaulting. Tirina
Reynolds gained a fourth place team
standingIn onthe the
women'sthe
events.
seniorfoiir
division,
University of Southern Illinois
women's team defeated York, their
onlyWithrivals.
over 50 competitors and a
gymnasium cluttered with nine
pieces
the competition
was at oflimeapparatus
overcrowded
and hectic.
But the first major meet of the
season demonstrated the need for
harder work and concentration on
the part of both Varsity gymnastic
squads.
FACT
OR
FICTION?
1
You should avoid exercise
during your period.
Fiction! The simple rules of
good health are always important, especially during
your period. Exercise, a
proper
and
good toward
night's
sleep
godietamenstrual
longa way
relieving
cramps
or preventing them altogether. And remember,
you're
So there's
no
reasonnot not"sick."
to follow
your
normal routine.
There's no odor when you use
Tampax tampons.
Fact. With Tampax tampons,
odor can't form. Odor is noticeable only when the fluid
is exposed to air. With
Tampax sorbed
tampons,
before it fluid
comesis ab-in
contact with air; therefore,
odor cannot form.
3
You should not bathe during
your
period.
Fiction!
Contrary to superstition, water can't hurt you.
Daily baths or showers are a
must throughout your period.
Shampoo
your yourself
hair, too. And
don't deny
the
chance to go swimming.
Tampax
are worn
internally,tampons
so you can
swim
anytime.

4

Single
tampons.girls can use Tampax
Fact. Any girl of menstrual
age who can insert them
easily and
discomfort, canwithout
use Tampax
tampons with complete conFollow the
easy direfidence.
ctions inevery
package.
Our only Interest Is protecting you.

TEAM TRY-OUTS?
Come to the
TERRACE CLUB
Mutual Street
Wednesday Nights
5:30-7:30

TAMPAX
MADE ONLYLTD..BY
CANADIAN TAMPONS
TAMPAX ARE
CORPORATION
BARRIE.
ONTARIO
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peck
Blues
By BOB PR1TCHARD
H look an extra five minute, period of
overtime to do it, but basketball Blues won
their second league game of the season Saturthe Benson- gym, nipping Carleton
Ravensday in 73-69.
A certain similarity existed between
Saturday'sGuelph
game byanda mere
the game
in whichIn Blues
defeated
two points.
both
games. Blues held the lead throughout the
first hair, then began to slump, only to come
back to win.
Toronto was leading by three points going
into the second half against Ravens, but by
the 1 1 minute mark Ravens had surged ahead
52-41 . Not until then did Blues decide to come
back. In the next seven minutes, Blues outscored the Ravens 18-5 to pull ahead 59-57.
Varsity almost gave the game away,
allowing Carleton to score two baskets to
Brian
Blues' player
61-59.a Carleton
regain thethenlead
Skyvington
outjumped
for a rebound, and scored to tie the game at
6 1. Next Ravens' Lome Bowles connected on
a shot to give the Ottawa club a two point
advantage
the clock. with only 20 seconds remaining on
Bui Toronto remained cool, and quickly
worked the ball up the floor where Peter
Oolup dropped in a bank shot to once again
tie the score. Carleton managed to get one
more shot on the Toronto basket, but it was
short
target and
a tie score of 63-63
forced ofthetheovertime
period.
Ravens managed to score the first four
points of the five minute period, but Blues
again tied the score, this time at 67.
Blues" Oolup then beat his man via
ihe "back door" of the basketball court, and
gave Toronto a two point lead.
In the
next couple
minutes,
Varsity's
Brian
Skyvington,
after ofpulling
the ball
in on
good
rebounding,
twice
threw
it
awaythatto
Carleton. It was fortunate for Blues
Ravens declined lo take advantage of these
opportunities, missing their shots.
With one minute remaining in the overtime
period. Blues Dave Ferguson sunk a basket to
make it awith71-67
ball ofgame,
but toRavens
countered
a basket
their own
once
again
reduce
Blues'
lead
to
two
With 30 seconds showing onpoints.
the clock,
Ferguson was fouled. He missed his shot, but
Skyvington made up for his earlier errors by
grabbing the rebound, allowing Toronto to
retain possesion of ihe ball. In desperation.

in
73-69
off Ravens
Ravens
once
again
fouled
Blues',
only
this
time they chose Dave Watt. Wall came
through with two big points, as he put Toronup, 73-69.
untilto the
buzzer That's
sounded.how the score stayed
Varsity started the game moving the ball
quickly up the floor with some fast breaks,
and finished the first half leading 32-29. In the
Toronto coach McManus
second tohalf,change
decided
from the man to man
defence Blues had used in the first half to a
zone defence. Carleton found this easier to
penetrate, and Varsity was soon forced to
revert to their original pattern. This contrasted with Blues' usual play, since the team
more often ends up playing in a zone defence
when it can't handle a man to man situation.
The Ottawa team opted to use a full court
press on Blues, resulting in several costly
Toronto turnovers. Carleton's Dave Montagano
developed
a "hot thehand"ball forfor his22 team
the second
half, sinking
points.in
It was largely on the scoring of Montagano
and team-mate Jon Love {who added 14) that
Ravens earned an 1 1 point lead before Toronto decided to get back in the game.
Half of Toronto's win must be credited lo
their defensive play. Blues tightened up their
man lo man defence, especially in the second
half, to make it difficult for Ravens to get
good scoring opportunities.
Varsity's Bill Francis, who only saw action
in the latter part of the contest, and Peter
Oolup both played solid games. With Randy
Flinski out of the game after his injured leg
gave out, McManus could afford to give his
other starting guard Tony Rudmik, a rest.
Francis and Oolup put pressure on the
Carleton
and still managed to keep
them low guards,
on scoring.
There were two areas where the Ottawa
team's easy
playing
Ravens
several
shotswason thefaulty.
Toronto
hoop,missed
often JJ
from directly under the basket. But the real I
lapse was in the area where Blues have, by ^
comparison,
im- z%
provemenl: foul shown
shooting.considerable
In the second half,
Ravens were 6 for 17 (35% from the foul line, *
while
Blues were good for 1 5 out of 20 (a 75% ^
average).
Jon Love's (50) labour was lost Saturday as
Varsity's top scorer was co-captain Dave
for Blues Saturday.
Watl with 18 points. Although not a par- hadTIP17 points
OFFS: Blues last game before
ticularly
"dazzling"
or
"colorful"
player,
Christmas
is
next Saturday in Sudbury
Watt is consistently a guiding force on the
Toronto line with steady performances. To against Laurentian. Toronto lost their first
with Voyagueurs 81-73. . . . Varsity's
dale, Watt is Blues' leading scorer with a 16 match
point per game average. Brian Skyvington first game in 1973 will pit them against

Blues' Brian Skyvington grabbed rebounds.
Waterloo Warriors, first place finishers in the
OUAA Western section last year. Waterloo
defeated Carleton 111-63 in the Naismith
Classic last week and the Warriors have an
impressive
the Benson line-up.
BuildingThatat 2happens
pm. January 6 in

Hockey Blues dump
nemesis
Laurentian
5-2
box, for two minutes.
By PETER DUX
a
penalty
for
slashing
while
Bruce
goallender's
dual with, for example,
Penrose were
and Hcrridge looked on and waved
Hockey
Blues established Voyageurs'
Blues' IvanBrian
McFarlane
Later on in onthe agame,
with Hotten
Blues' Tataryn robbing Anderson, and
penalty,
themselves in sole possession of firs! wrestling next to the crease. goodbye. At the same time Mike short-handed
Durno
stopping
two obvious trips on off a hard, quickJohnshotVanderburg
said something to Brian ignored
place Friday nigh I, defeating Unbelievably, the referee watched Keenan
from the
Laurentian
players by Toronto
Penrose,
and
Penrose
took
a
run
al
Blues
set
up
the
goal
but
failed
to
Laurentian Voyageurs 5-2.
Scoring for Blues were Bill Buba bother with the blatant altercation him precipitating Korzack and Fox penalty killers.
Blues Notes: Watt had his lines
Another noticeable incident saw
with iwo, while Nick Holmes, Bruce taking place around the goalmouth. into the melee.
switched around Friday. One exHcrridge and Gord Davies all added Buba scored Blues' final goal and
spectators
give
Blues'
Don
Pagnutti
Blues'
coach
Watt
had
lo
stop
his
ample was Buba playing on a line
second of the evening on a
singles,
l^urentian's
pair came
from his
from clearing, while a round of applause for ragging the wilh
Munro and Harry Sems.
Frank Hamill
and Brian
Penrose.
breakaway slapshot which slipped bench
point. Bob
puck
in
Voyageurs'
end
of
the
rink
Watt
felt
Munro could set up Buba
Voyageurs
made
no
move
to
jump
Blues won the game in the second through Talaryn's pads. Laurentian over the boards. The eventual out- to help effectively kill a Toronto on his forehand
passes easier than
period on a four goal rally after finished the scoring at 9:40 with
usual centre, Pagnutti. . . So far
come sawwarming
Penrose,
Fox
andpenally
Kor- penalty.
The first period turned out to be a his
Voyageurs had gone ahead 1-0. their second power play goal. Durno
zack
seals
in
the
this
season
Blues
have outscored
Frank Hamill scored on a power- slopped the initial shot by John
their opponents 46-14. . . Blues
play al 21 seconds of the second Globcnsky and the puck deflected
season
record
is
now
5-0, with
off Penrose on a shot by Bob Sidey.
period,
but Blues'oncaptain
Laurentian and Yiork in second
Davies connected
a slap Gord
shot Voyageurs missed another chance
place with 4-1 records... York
shortly after, with goalie Bruce Dur- on a two-man break; Durno was
defeated McMaster 10-t Friday
able to stop the initial shot by
nofavour
off theof icean onextraa delayed
attacker.penalty in Globensky and the rebound by Dave
night.
.Blues' finalis home
game
before.. Christmas
Wednesday
Laurentian goalie Dave Talaryn Morris before his teammates could
later stopped shots in the crease by gel back to cover up.
against
Western
...The
team then
travelsMustangs.
to Windsor
The second period saw a better
Warren Anderson and Harry Sems conditioned
Blues team outskate
for
a gameforFriday,
and then
on to16
bul Bill Buba lifted the puck over
Montreal
December
15
and
Ihe sprawling goalie before the what looked like a flagging Laurenexhibition
games
against
Sir
George
defence had a chance to clear.
tian squad.
Williams and Loyola. . .only the
porousVoyageurs's
and lacked defence
unity.
Davies set up Blues' third goal of appeared
Toronto - Western game on WedOfficiating was also notably
the
period,
picking
up
Anderson's
nesday will be carried on Radio
pas*, and then centring to Holmes lenient with referee Hotten ignoring
Varsity, starling at 8 pm. RV
obvious infractions. The result was
who
slapped
ihe
puck
into
the
lower
returns
with live play-by-play
short side of the net.
an outbreak of fighting with two
coverage for a home game with
Herridge pul the game away late minutes left lo play in the period.
Ryerson
on
January 12.
in Ihe period on a hard shot while Voyageur's Mike Fox was assessed
Voyaguer's Dave Tataryn stops Nell Korzack (7).

Day

care

may

finally

get

a

home

new

By PAT RED1CAN
The Campus Co-operative
Daycare Centre may be closer to
getting a permanent residence. The
most recent plans for the new Innis
College development allow the
possibility of Day Care using a 14
Sussex Avenue house and thus ending a nine month illegal
occupation.
The solution, according to newly
appointed Vice-president (internal
affairs) Jill Conway, depends on
discussions between Innis Residence
Co-op, and the day care group.
[nRes Co-op is a co-operative
housing group which is legally
autonomous but administered largely though Innis College.
Although the initiative to reopen
discussions between the daycare and
InRcs came from Conway, she
claims that university has no role in
the discussions. "Since both are
community groups, they have common interests"
suggested.
Innis
Principalshe Peter
Russell, an
ex-officio member of InRes Co-op,
said yesterday thai the college was
interested
in "cutting daycare
in" onlo
(he new development
According
Russell, the present Innis plans call
for "a small building for academic
and
sludenlhousing
union forpurposes"
as well
ashouses
co-op
thenorthexisting
now on the
side 14of
Sussex, This project would come
under the InRes Co-op and would
involve not only students but community people, according lo Russell.

Day said
Carethaispokes-person
Luxlon
14 Sussex wouldMegbe
acceptable if the renovations
necessary lo meet ihe requirement
of the Day Nurseries Act were
made.
Similar renovations to 12 Sussex
St., which presently houses the infant daycare, cost about $ 12,000 Iwo
years ago. The main problem would
be the financing of these
renovations.
According lo Conway the
University
will re-re-enter
pic- _S
lure if a decision
is reached. theAt that
point Ihe university would probably §
be called upon lo lease 14 Sussex, «
along wilh its other Sussex proper- £
ties to InRes Co-op. I
The co-op, if agreeable, would s
subsequently lease the house to >
Campus Co-op.
£
The ten month occupation of this Devonshire
to Russell "Ihere
may Avenue
get a newbuilding
home. may be over. The co-op day care centre
areBut,slillaccording
legal, architectural,
financial and organizational problems lo
be worked out. A lot of work, a lot
agreed upon because the university to the fate of the building in the new
14 Sussex Street had been offered was not able to offer it on a long Innis plans, which seems to have
of Luxton
talk." also emphasized thai any as a solution earlier bul had not been term lease. There was also doubl as heen overcome.
developments are "only in the year.
talking
stage". has indicated it
The university
wishes to use Ihe Devonshire site for
Fees
strike
its own, recently legislated day care
centre. It is presently petitioning the
City of Toronto rezone the site to
allow for such a move.
Co-op and intermittently
the university
haveCampus
been negotiating
OFS
progresses:
since the former group illegally occupied the empty building on
realizing that they cannol withdraw
ERIC MILLS
Brock and Trent Univer- iheir
fees autonomously.
Eleven ByOntario
university and members,
Devonshire Place in April of last
sities' student councils, have refused
community college student councils, to participate in the strike.
In addition, he questioned one of
including II or T SAC. are actively . The strike was called after the committee leaflet's statement
encouraging
their second
constituents
not to negotiations with the Ontario that paying fees into the fund conwithhold their
instalment
government asking them to roll use'" ofstitutesOntario
"legal proofStudent
thai theAward
'first
fees
paymenl
as
pari
of
the
Ontario
tuition fee rise imFederation of Students fees strike, back theposed thisSI00
year and lo return the Plan (OSAP) grants is to pay tuition
according ordinatortoCraigOFS
of OSAP awards back fees. Legally, students receiving
Heron. general co- loanlastportion
OSAP grants must pledge to use
year's S600
Ten of the institutions belong to tobroke
down.
OFS level
also from
wantedS800a them first to pay their tuition fees.
the OFS: the non-member is the pledge that no further changes in Rankin said lasl night that
student financing be implemented "obviously, paymenl to a third party
University of Ottawa.
Six other members of ihe until all parties involved are is in no way payment to the university," as required by OSAP
federation cannol participate in ihe consulted.
strike because their students are
VOL. 93, No. 38
An
October
province-wide
either part-time or operate on a referendum indicated that 76 per regulations.
The university is consulting its
WED., JAN. 10, 1973 TORONTO
semester system. Only two OFS cent of the students who paid their lawyers on Ihe question, he said, bul
fees in two instalments were willing he has not been advised of their
lo withhold the second instalment ii
the provincial
government
accede
to the OFS
demands.did not opinion.
He addedofthai
committee's
calculation
the the
balance
of fees
office
occupy Glendon
Students
Al U of T, approximately ihe owing is misleading.
proportion
of
the
7000
By DOUG HAMILTON
(The University of Toronto has undermines the whole fees strike." same
Stop the Sludenl Surcharge
More than 30 students occupied decided to turn OSAP cheques over
Moulton remarked bitterly that sludenls who voted on the question
Committee organizer Gail Dexter
the office of Glendon College to students even if they are par- Slater's action "shows our enemies supported the fees strike.
SAC president Eric Miglin said countered last night thai the comregistrar C.A. Pilley lasl night to
ticipating ina fees boycott. U of T
in the government, but yesterday
mit e 's legal advise was lhal payhe was encouraged by
protest withholding ofOSAP grant students will not be required to pay aren'tat just
into the fund,
thevice-presidenl
university." of student response so far lo the campaign to designatedmenl ofasfees
cheques to students who have not their second term fees instalment in alsoYork
it is as payable only to
lo
receive
their
OSAP
urge
students
lo
wait
until
at
least
affairs
John
Becker
spoke
lo
the
paid the second instalment of iheir order
money.)
the university,
does grants.
constitute "first
fees.
occupiers last night, saying that he Ihe end of January to pay their fees, use"
of the OSAP
The Glendon students have also had not made the decision lo hold although the administration has so
Shortly after three pm yesterday
At
Ottawa's
Carleton
University,
far
been
unable
to
provide
figures
on
afternoon students moved into the demanded that York University the cheques. Students complained
forced the administration
how- many
people have paid their students
waive
all
penalties
for
lale
payment
"that
he's
just
bullshitling
us
registrar's
office
and
decided
lo
fees
office
lo
stop
requiring
students
second
instalments.
remain there throughout ihe nighl. of fees.
locouldsignreceive
over their
fees
before
they
York president David Slater said
After Becker left. Students vowed
iheir
OSAP
cheques.
"A
group
of
people
gol
things
He saidoTSAC
has received
a letter
"fair
together and decided lo take the lasl nighl that OSAP cheques will lo continue the occupation.
number"
inquiries
aboul
its
By tearing up forms obliging them
lo all undergraduates during
place
over," exclaimed one continue lo be withheld from around."
A mass meeting will be held al mailedholidays,
undergraduate.
most of them to pay the fees on ihe advice of a
students who do not live up "to their one pm today at Glendon and a Ihe
favourable.
As
well,
a
large
number
Stop
Ihe mittee,
Sludenl
Only one security guard was on contractual
studentsSurcharge
frustratedComuniposter campaign has already been of students receiving OSAP grants
duty during the occupation, and
He added agreements."
that no penalties will be launched.
versity
attempts
to
force second
Flyers
outlining
the
posihave
received
their
cheques
without
instalments to be paid.
students inside the registrar's office imposed on students who are late in
tion of the student union and the
fees, he hashasbeenalready
told. Student councils al Carleton and
reported
second term in- reasons for the occupation will be paying
At one"nopointhassles".
70 lo 80 students paying their
The their
administration
stalments. Slater asserted, "We (ad- distributed throughout the college. tacitly
Lakehead Universities and the
were present, according to Glendon
supported
ministrators) areinnocent and symThe student union has placed bv reducing
College Student Union president
the feetheforsludenl
paying action
in two Universities of Ottawa and Western
Dave Moullon. A student union
pathetic
agents
in
this
affair."
instalments
and
cooperating
with
Ontario
have set up trust funds on
According to Moulton, the S2000 into "a special account" for
their own which lock students into
meeting was held at the office and decision lo withhold the cheques was students
"who are caught short" bj SAC throughout the fall.
Ihe students decided to continue lo made by Slater. He "followed the the administration's
And, vice-presidenl (business paying theiversities.
a union spokesman. move, asserted affairs)
money
to isiheir
However, this
done un-al
Alex Rankin confirmed last
occupation
"indefinitely".
Sleeping
policy
Mutton.of previous years", contended
Support
for
the
occupation
has
bags
weremitteesbrought
in
and
food
comnighl
that he intended to interpret the individual student's request, and
come
from
the
Council
of
York
established.
"rather liberally" until February the docs not require a majority vole, as
"We only found out about it
Students have issued two
presi- regulation that students lale in the committees' funds do.
decision) at three o'clock Sludenldent JohnFederation.
Theobald Council
has discussed
demands that will have to be met (Slater's
paying their fees not be required to al OSAP
this
afternoon
(Tuesday),"
added
are beingAt withheld
severalcheques
universities.
one of
before they will terminate the oc- Moullon.
the possibility of using similar lac- pay ihe normal SIS penally.
cupation. Frist, they want York to "The university's action is tics
these.
York
University,
ihert is
at
York's
main
campus.
A
CYSF
executive
meeting
will
establish a policy similar lo that ol jeopardizing our fees strike against special
concern thatalsostudents
mightSAC's
give strong speculation thai Ihe cheques
reiterated
ihe University of Toronto with the government's policy," said the he held tomorrow lo decide on theirMiglin
not be released unless sludenls
fees into the "Slop the Student will
respect to OSAP grants.
student union president. "The action future tactics.
Surcharge" Strike Fund without use them lo pay their fees.
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AND

HERE
TODAY
■ Ml
SAC
(or IheSACnew Office
employees
ofestablishm
Hiring
ent. Apply
licensed Wednesday
till
Thursday
and
Milic.
Pefer
lo pm.
4:30
1 pm
Surchargeto
The Slop the Studenl
a publicthe meeting
Committeethe isleeholding
strike
why leeit works.
discussfund was setstrike,up and
how
trust
by
House. Sponsored
Oebaies Room. Hart Surcharge
Committee
the Studenl
Stop Canadian
Liberation Movement.
and
4pm
C.H.
ProfessorOntario,
Colloquiuofm-.Western
Psycholot.gyUniversity
Vanderwol
AcElectrical
mpal
"Hippoca
on
speak
will
to Behaviour " Sidney
livity
Room 4.-101069.
Smilh inHail.Relation
pm
First meeting In U.C. 313 Poetry of
a non-for
ol Poetry,
physics and Physics
mathematical
introduction
to physics
humanists. Reading of poetry and
associated literature to bridge the gap ol
the
"TwoWood
cultures" with profs Bob Logan
and Art
630 pm
Hillel Kosher Supper, Please reserve by
5 pm al Hillel House.7pm186 St. George Slreet.
Attack"
'UnderBuilding.
the TVNewshow
Academic
occur alol Vic's
willTaping

NOW

creator and
Ul Abner or;
Capp. commentat
Guests are Alsocial
Arnold
anli-youth
of
author
Beichman,
"Nine
Lies ofaboutIhe
head
Levman.
Brian
and
America";
Church of Scientology in Canadaon welcome. Free
Audience participati
free and available
tickets
VUSAC
andThey're
SACGeneral
fromSAC.theneeded.
Meetingoffices.
Wednesday,
Hart House
In the
10, 1973
January
Debates
Room.
Tenlative
Agenda
Includes:
12.. Report
Granls onPolicyFees Boycott
3.4. Ratification
of minutes
Various financial
7:30 grants
pm
Divine
Light
Society
T InvitesJl.
students to find out about ofGuruU ofMahara)
New College, Wilson Hall. Room 2008.
Free.
all day
THURSDAY
d's
Macdonal
A.at Innls
for John
onsbe held
Celebrati
all day
will
birthday
Mowat
ld College
Macdona
the wish
George,in and
63 St. Come
the old boy a
house.
natal day. Bring your own
hearty
noise makers.
10 am
C.H.
ProfessorOntario,
Colloquium
Psychology
Vanderwolt, University ol :Western
"PharentitledActlvallon
will give a msecond
acological Studies oftalkConical

Farmers boycott A&P
SACRAMENTO (CUPI) — The grocery market. A spokesman for
the Farm Workers said that Ihe two
United Farm Workers has an- chains
have the economic power to
nouncednationwide
a
boycott of the
Safeway and A & P chain food bring about a change for the better.
stores.
"We feel that Safeway and A&P
The announcement is the latest are not innocent bystanders but
action in the nationwide lettuce have a moral responsibility to the
boycott that began in August 1970. farm workers who make it possible
Asking consumers not lo shop at for them to sell their fresh fruit and
Safeway and A & P is intended to vegetables," he said.
I n Los Angeles, a consumer group
convince the two stores lo cooperate
with the lettuce boycott by ordering has formed to follow up reports of
United Farm Worker lettuce or no violations of wage and price conlettuce at all.
trols, false advertising, and excessive
The boycott of the giant retailers fat content in meat in Safeway
follows a scries of meetings between stores.
representatives of the United Farm
The boycott of the chains comes
Workers and the heads of the two less than a week after a decision by
chains.
the International Brotherhood of
A&P and Safeway each have Teamsters to renegotiate lettuce
annual sales of S5.5 billion and contracts
1970. signed with growers in
control 20 per cent of the nation's

5:30 pm Sidney Smith
inHall.Relation
to Behaviour."
Room 51A.
Hellenic Society will meet today. Annual
cutting
of Ihe Students
Vasilopltta!Centre,
Please 33come.St.
International
George Slreet. 6 pm
Arab Students'
holds willIts
usualThe meeting.
A twentyAssociation
minute feature
6:30 pm
be shown.
Hillel Koshner supper; Please reserve by
S pm at Hillel House,7 pm186 St. George Street,
"Under Attack" taping originally
scheduled for tonight has been cancelled
due
non-appearance
Oavld loLewis.
Other Thursdayby NDP
guest leader
Brian
Levman
turns
up
Wednesday
nlghl
Instead.
Thursday tickets7:30accepted
pm Wednesday
evening.
Two films at the OISE Auditorium; "Play
"Gumshoe''
AlbertWoody
Finney.Allen''
$1.00 andfor
ii again Samwithwith
either film or S1.50
for both. OISE
8 pmWest.
auditorium, 252 Bloor
Israeli Dance Workshop starling again
this week at Hillel House. 186 St. George
Slreet.
will be -96
held Gerrard
this Thursday
NeilA meeting
Wycik College.
St. East.at
(Caleleria) The purpose Is to form a
January n20th
Coalilion.
An warInter-in
ational Day been
olAction
Protest
against
Vietnam
calledCommittee
lor Ihe Ihe20th.
The
Vielnam has
Mobilization
is asking
all interested
individuals
and
representatives ofgroups lo attend.
S.M.C. Carr
Film Club
8'-i at
S.MC.
Hall.presents
StarringFellinl's
Mastroanni.
Sub-titles.
OneMarcello
dollar
admission.
First ol lour lectures on Hungarian Folk
Art: The Folk Song, sponsored by the
HungariannationalStudents'
Associalion,
InterStudents Centre,
33 St. George
Street, (in Hungarian).

NOTICE
The Physic Department will be offering the half-course
Physics 305 again in the spring term, this time as a
reading course. Students wishing to enroll in this course
should contact Professor D. Paul, Room 129-E, McLennan Labs, 928-2971.

SPEED READING
Classes on Campus
Starts Jan. 22nd
Register
now at
SAC OFFICE

SUNDAY AFTERNOON CONCERT
CZECH
QUARTET
JANUARYSTRING14.3.00
p.m.
in Ihe GREAT HALL
NO TICKETS REQUIRED
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION ENCOURAGED

FILM SERIES:
MUSEUM 1-2WITHOUT
MONDAYS.
p.m. andHOOM7-BWALLS
p.m. In
Ihe DEBATES
JANUARY 15, PICASSO: WAR, PEACE and LOVE

LIBRARY EVENING
SPECIAL GUEST: DAVID LEWIS STEIN
JANUARY 11
HARTTHURSDAY.
HOUSEALL LIBRARY,
WELCOME 8.00 p.m.

CAMERA CLUB
WEDNESDAY.OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
JANUARY 10, MATERIALS
1.10 p.m.: AUCTION
THURSDAY. JANUARY
PRINTINGII. 7.30
CLASSp.m.: BEGINNERS
INQUIRE AT THE UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

HART HOUSE CHORUS
SECOND REHEARSAL: JANUARY 16 at 7 p.m. in the GREAT
HALL
TABLE TENNIS CLUB
TONIGHT. FENCING
EVENING ROOM
PLAY 7-1 1 p.
MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE.
LADIES WELCOME

MEETFILM-MAKER'S
JOHN VIDETTE. EVENING
PRODUCER OF
MONDAY. JANUARY 15. 6.00 p.m.
EAST
COMMONIN WHITE'.
ROOM.
WEDDING

THE GALLERY— JANUARY 25th??
Jan. 10- God - Rev. Harrv Robinson
Jan. 17 — Jesus Chiist - Ri. Rev. Lewis Garnswonhv
Jan. 24 - Holy Spirit - M<. Leslie Tarr

Razors

HAIRSTYLING

Wednesday • 8 pm
life
a series ol talks on the basics of the Christian faith designed to act as a
springboard for personal refreshment and renewal.

Downtown
(behind City Hall)
368-2963
1/3 off for students

GUMJHOE

KING OF HEARTS |Fr. '67)
by DeBrocca
WHO'S AFRAID OF Burton,
VIRGINIATaylor,
WODLFDennis
BILLION DOLLAR BRAIN Caine
GRAPES OF WRATH (US 40)
by Ford
C.Heston.J.Leigb.O.
Welles
A TOUCH OF EVIL
(US 'SB)

BLOW UP ('671
$1 .00 for either film or $1 .50 for both OISE, 252 Bloor W.

Avenue
n.40ofWestmoreland
Bloor - e. of Dufferin
Ross C Crighton, Rector

st. mrfs

NEW

COLLEGE

STUDENT

GSA'S THURSDAY EVENING CINEMA
presents
WOODY ALLEN in

JAN18ZAZIE DANS LE METRO
by Malle(Fr. '60)
JAN 25 CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
- Nicholsetc.Nicholson, Bergen,
Twiggy,
FEB 1 THE BOYFRIEND • Russel FEB 8 THE LAST PICTURE SHOW
by Bogdanovich
FEB 15 CITIZEN KANEJ. Cotton,
(US '41)0. -Welles
Welles
FEB 22 ZABRISKI POINT - Antonlonl -

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
JEAN BONHOMME, TENOR (PRESENTED
WITH inHARTthe
IN ASSOCIATION
BV THE C9C
HOUSE)
JANUARY
21, 8.00 p.m.
GREATAVAILABLE
HALL. AT
TICKETS
THE HALL POUTER'S DESK

towards
a
christian

CUT THIS OUT
JANUARY 11

and ALBERT FINNEY in

LOWELL JONES
EXHIBITION
ART GALLERY
MONDAY. 11 a m -9 p.m.
■TUESDAY-SATURDAY.
a.m.-5 1
SUNDAY. 2 p.m.-511 p.m.

COUNCIL

BURSARIES

(9:30)
(7:30)

LE
REPAYAB
NONGRANTS
AVAILABLE
APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE NOW IN
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE. NEW COLLEGE
APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Thursday, February 1st, 1973. 4.00 p.m
For further information call
928-2462
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Refused fo mop "clean floor"
worker's
oppose
toin regards
Service
By ZOYA STEVENSON union
(Gruev's supervisor)
to mopping says thaihadKorompai
washed il.did il only after Gruev
At a special hearing on Friday, the Service the corridor on the sixth floor of the Banting himself
Nonetheless,
Dr. Christensen believes that
Employees International Union will oppose
the dismissal, effective that day, of Damjon Institute."
Gruev says that he refused to mop the floor Gruev's
refusal ato valid
do jobs
disagrees
wilh
constitutes
reasonthatforhefiring
him.
he had mopped il a half hour earlier,
Andreev Gruev, an animal laboratory techni- because
and
saw
no
reason
to
do
il
again.
He
says
that
"Gruev
was
told
on
l wo
cian at U of T's Banting Institute.
U of T director of Laboratory Animal occasions that if an immediate supervisor
The hearing is taking place despite the fact'
that contract negotiations for the newly cer- Science Dr. L.R. Christensen contends that gives a man an order to do something, he
tified and unionized animal laboratory "Gruev has persistently refused to carry out
technicians have not yet concluded. In fact, duties lhal the other men do, sometimes
Gruev's letter of termination also stated
the union has applied to the government for leaving his supervisor to do the job for him." thai
must dohe il."had recourse to complain to
on another occasion when Gruev Christensen and another department head it
conciliation which is due to begin Tuesday. Further,
"But everything in the collective agreement apparently refused to mop the corridor, he disagreed with the orders given.
says that he did this, but lo no avail.
has been settled except for wages,"
says Don Christensen believes that Gruev said, "This is In Gruev
facl, he says that he received an assurance
Barclay, the chief negotiator for the SEIU a janitor's
work,
not
mine."
from
Christensen
lhat he would not lose his
Gruev
feels
lhal
the
sixth
floor
corridor
of
Local 504; "the university has agreed to
honour those parts of the agreement which [he Baniing institute should not be mopped by
Gruev believes that his supervisor acted like
lab technicians because he says thai no
pertain to Gruev's discharge, and the animal
who followed each of my steps
animals are kept in that corridor. He believes aand"sergeant
as others."
proceed
can
grievance
was never satisfied with the work that I
lhat
his
job
was
cleaning
cages
and
caring
for
The
letter
terminating
Gruev's
employment
ihe
animals.
staled that the immediate reason for his
even whenworker
I did init the
well."same department
Cruev agrees that his supervisor didAnother
dimissal was his "refusal on December 29 to didAlthough
wash the corridor a number of times, he job.
follow the instructions of Mr. U.B. Korompai
thinks lhal Gruev "wasn't fully clear about

dismissa
what
his work was supposed l
to be, and
possibly because of a language barrier
thought the supervisor was angry when he
wasn't because he didn't say please in giving
work lo the men under him."
same man judge
feels lhata person
Korompai
notTheintentionally
by his"would
personality; hewould lend lo judge them by their
work. Mr. Korompai is less authoritarian
lhan most people around here."
Gruev says
can convince
refusing
lo mop"no anone already
clean mefloorthaiis
enough
to befromfired."
Gruev reason
graduated
U of T last year with
a four year degree in Slavonic languages and
has had
five years'
experience
working
deaf
children.
He trained
for four
yearswilhin
Bulgaria and Poland lo be a teacher of the
deaf, bul could not find comparable work in
Canada, because of lack of Canadian experience and training.

fees stand
SAC
assails
committee
Surcharge
Yel SAC, Havers claimed, has U of T students over the holidays. set the trailer up," Havers said. "We
charge is going to be a symbolic
By RANDY ROBERTSON
been unwilling to work with the Havers said that this would have did. anyway. Five minutes later,
and screw
the students."
Stop Ihe Student Surcharge game,
giventhatstudents
choiceat Miglin. Flowers and Helliwell were
Havers
claimed
SAC vice- commillee or wilh ihe socialist and
Committee chairman Peler Havers president
il could freedom
have beenof done
Canadian
Liberation Movement
have
John Helliwell admitted at
over sel
here,it up.
telling us we shouldn't
an
Ontario
Federation
of
Students
no
exlra
cost
to
SAC.
which
set
the
committee
up.
Sludenls'
Ihe
thai
Monday
charged
"I'm
not saying thai the
Administrative Council is not op- meeting that "what SAC is doing is The Stop the Student Surcharge
SAC refused, claiming. Havers
posing Ihe fees increases strongly purely symbolic and lhal the cam- Committee asked SAC to include a said, thai inclusion of the pamphlel administration sent them over but
enough.
might lead some sludenls to think ihey were here jusl five minutes after
describing
paign run by the Stop the Sludenls' pamphlet
committee
has setiheup trust
for a fund
fees that it supported Ihe committee's
"SAC has decided," Havers Surcharge Committee is a real the
at onespoke
point toonus."Monday,
iheAsfeeswell,people
strike
in
the
letter
SAC
mailed
to
all
actions.
said, "its opposition to the sur- students' fees strike."
there were four U of T policemen,
SAC
not
only
refused.
"What
including
the
deputy
does
Haversof said,
"but about
pul a over ihe pickets. chief, walching
note itondo,"
the back
its letter
The commitlee holds the
ourHavers
trusl fund
locking
students
of the province responangrily
asserted
lhat in!"
ihe universities
sible for the fees increase and not the
trust fund "simply supports majority rule, and we all believe in government.
Havers charged lhat ihe
The
fund right?"
does not permit universities, to build their own emmajority
individualrule,withdrawals
of second
pires, are demanding more money
term fees paid into it because waslefully.
from ihe people of the province and
"students must stay together to using it less wisely and more
win." The strike will end when ihe Havers said that the Ontario
majority of the depositers vote lo Confederation or University Faculty
pay
ihe money
to the Associations has shown no support
university.
Until inthenthethefunduniversity
is forced to deal wilh all the students for student fees strikes. "They are
in the fund collectively.
funds forHavers
such
The committee intends to slop claimed,
hoping forwith
wage theincreases,"
"the
surcharge", thefees,SIO0by increases to come from, or to be
increasestudent
in undergraduate
freed
increases in student
Theby, committee
proposesfees. a
paying
into
the
trust
fund
last
year's
maximum
for
faculty
and lhat
adfees"The
less this
year's firstHavers
installment.
ministration salaries atmakea level
university."
said, would immediately
up
the
"canOncetaketheitmoney
or leaveis inil."the account
monies
needed
to
remove
the
"stuit can only be used lo pay tuition
dent surcharge". "The bulk of the
fees.
faculty," the committee says,
Guaranty Trust administers the "would not be affected by this maxFund for the committee. The inimum. Any professor who cannot
terest from the deposits will be used make ends meet on $25,000 should
first to pay its charges. Any money
remaining will be used to pay the The committee wants the laxes
go backbylo foreign
the U.S."professors who
expenses of the campaign.
Student Surcharge Committee picketed 21 5 Huron Street, site of U of T's fees office.
About a half dozen committee owed
illegally look a two-year tax holiday
members were picketing the fees while remaining in Canada for more
office al 215 Huron Street yesterday than two years collected. In Ontario
and Monday in an attempt lo urge this would amount, the committee
to ihe
about
million
students not to pay their second believes,
Vice-president
admits SAC
has
"which covers
student$ 10surcharge
instalments.
"No one can stop the students
forThe
all university
undergraduates."
committee
wants the
done
little on library issue
from "We're
payingjustiheirtryingfees,"
Havers university to cut wasteful spending.
lo convince
By BOB BETTSON
comment bul arts and science occupations, could have been gained said.
Havers
noted
that
al
Lakehead
them
lhat
it's
better
to
wait.
They
"Not much has been done aboui summer ficldworker Phil Dack said by writing briefs and making
University last year the cos! of long
ihe library question except talking "Steinberg had taken the position in representations
to
the
One
commitlee
member,
distance
telephone
calls
per
have a whilein ihe
yet." fees office itself,
informally lo several members of the summer. It was obvious quite administration.
stationed
professor
came
to
$600.
"This
represents
six
student
surcharges
per
,
Flowers
added
that
he
and
New
the
library
subcommittee,"
admitted
early lhal the sub-commiltee was
he had "who
slopped
"seven
or
SAC vice presidenl Ross Flowers.
College SAC rep John Ros^ had claimed
eight"
studenls
had
their
pens
goingGregory,
to producemember
any resulls."
Flowers, interviewed yesterday, nolRick
taken
over
responsibility
for
of the
Havers said lhat ihe University of
blamed ihe lack of any action on St. Arts and Science Student Union proposing a library position. He .said out,Thereadycommitlee
lo pay theirsetfees".up an Toronto has hired an efficiency
executive and Victoria College lhal they were going to meet wilh information trailer oulside the fees worker ("lo gel the workers to work
Michael'stativeCollege
SAC
represenMichael Steinberg who council education commissioner, Ihe Governing Council sub- office building Monday morning. harder"), an American, al $40,000 a
volunleered to chair a commitlee lo
committee deciding on slack access
"Some people came oul from the vear. "This represents 40 (sic) slu"ihe onSACthisexecutives'
produce
a
SAC
position on ihe charged
lack of lhal
concern
issue is this month.
library.
According to Flowers SAC has fees office and told us we shouldn't
indicative of their general concern
denl surcharges."
The library was sel as one of on the abominable stale of things in not taken any position on the
library, but he said that there will be
SAC's priorities earlier this year ihis university."
posiiion adopted
weeks.SACHe Varsity wants more hacks
and
SAC president Eric Miglin, vice- aadmitted
it wasin two
unlikely
which Steinberg's
never mel, wassub-committee,
supposed lo president
John Helliwell
and would be thai
Second term is here, and now lhat olher inlcrcsling and useful people
submitting
a
brief
to the
produce
a
position
by
the
end
of
Flowers
campaigned
last
spring
October.
Library Sub-commiltee.
you've mastered
art of inbeingyoura
university
sludenl,Iheindulge
against
the
Spencer-Dack-Lubek
areCome
needed, so don'l
wail. white
However, Flowers claimed, slate charging lhal their support of "We have nol played lhal much of desire lo work
for
The
Varsity.
Steinberg lefl to work on former Ihe two occupations ofSimcoe Hall a role." he conceded. "Bul I'm not
building atrighl
91 St.away
Georgelo St.,thesecond
prof."
Writers
—
of
news,
spons,
was
loo
extreme.
floor
(someone
will
be
there nearly
in favour of* just leaving it to the features and reviews —
SAC president
paign for Irustee.Bob Spencer's camnilIt'll
ihe help
lime)bothor you
call and
923-8741.
They said lhat open slacks at ihe sludenl members of the Governing photographers,
the paper.
layout
personnel
and
Steinberg was unavailable for Kobarls
Library, the aim of ihe
Council".
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Time

to support

fees
Withhold
An occupation at York of T administration is at least
University's Glendon College passively going along with the
is protesting that university's withholding campaign by
deferring assessment of late
refusal
over students'
Ontarioto turn
Student
Award
penalties,
paymentto frighten
Program cheques until they nothing
awaythere's
even
pay their second term tuition. the most timid, compliant
There is talk of similar action students.
on York's main campus.
Even were the university to
It appears students are resist the move — as has
finally starting to step up their been the case at York — there
opposition to the govern- could be no grounds for
ment's cutbacks in the financ- failing to act. Withholding fees
affect the governing of post-secondary educa- may only
ment in a very indirect way,
tion. It's about time.
but the tactic will make itself
Last October, Ontario post- felt at Queen's Park.
secondary students voted
overwhelmingly to protest the
As for student governments, their place is leading
government's
backwardlooking action. But, a month the struggle, not hanging
later, they and their student back, ever fearful of damaging relations with university
governments let a provincewide protest at the opening of and government administrators.
the provincial legislature fizzle. And, an Ontario Federation of Students' proposal for
The Students' Administraa campaign to withhold setive Council, initially a somecond term tuition fees nearly
what reluctant participant in
died in the planning stages the fees withholding cambecause member institutions
has made its present
were reluctant to endorse it. position paign,clear
in a letter mailed to students during the reActive support for the
cent vacation, urging them not
students'
— repeal to pay their fees. But, their
of the feesdemands
hike, amendment
in pursuit of this
of the Ontario Student Award activity
been less than vigorProgram to facilitate greater goal has
ous. Having made the deciaccessibility to the program,
to support the struggle,
and assurances of no further they sionmust
actively work with
unilateral government action students — especially those
— has .been little more than students still inclined to head
lukewarm on the U of T cam- towards the fees payment ofpus until now. And, now is the
fice — to ensure the greatest
time for students to prove possible
success for the
where they really stand: pay campaign.
their fees and support the
skeptics' contention that this
Withholding second term
struggle represents nothing tuition
is just the starting
more than a youthful
for the Glenrebellion, or withhold fees point.don Support
students and others conpayment and develop further
fronted
with
similarly
obaction to indelibly impress upstructionist administrations is
on the government's mind yet another element in the
students' unswayable
com- common struggle. Increasing
mitment to universal
must be placed upaccessibility to post- pressure
on the government as its mansecondary education.
darins put the finishing
this year's provinWithholding your fees won't touchescial onbudget,
a budget inwork any miracles. It's not
cluding
about
going to force-the government the financingkey decisions
of
post-seconto back down from its antidary education. And, should
university and anticommunity college policy that budget fail to take the
into acovernight. But, it will convey a students'count,position
action should
be
message, a very u n mistakeable message, a stepped up for the fall.
message vitally required at a
time when the provincial
The struggle is not for this
government still stubbornly or next year alone, but for the
insists that students do not future of post-secondary
oppose its policy.
education in Otanrio for years
to come. The die has been
And, considering that the U cast; it must be reversed.

principle

; begin

Don

the

't let

hike

Yesterday, Bell Canada began its annual
pitch to the Canadian Transportation Commission for increased phone rates. Operating in a
market
where there's
the Bellto
has
consistently
hiked noitscompetition,
rates while trying
cut down on service.
Today's centrespread feature proves Bell
doesn't need the raise. It documents how Bell
profits continue to climb, pointing out that the
telephone monopoly has other avenues open
to it to encourage any needed funding.
That won't come as news to Bell. The
telephone company is a gtantrin efficient, insatiable monopoly which sees no reason why
its profits should fail to climb perpetually
without regard for re-investment. And, to a
great
extent,withthe that
government
drastically
ambition. hasn't interfered
There can be no real justification for giving
Bell the go-ahead to raise its rates and cut
service.
no "compromise" hikes
should beAccordingly,
tolerated either.
Bell won't like that. Tough.
profits
make business
and plumetting service may Spiralling

struggle

Bell

bill

sense, but they certainly don't make common
sense.
Nationalization of Bell is long overdue. And,
that's
the solution
Transportation
Commission
shouldthe beCanadian
recommending
when
Bell's crying the blues in Ottawa this week.
Nobody should be given a virtually free
ticket
milk thethat
Canadian
public. And,couldit's
hard toto believe
the government
bungle
the
job
of
running
the the
nation's
telephone system much worse than
Bell.
Admittedly,
meanis
much
if all thatnationalization
happens is thatwon't
control
transferred from one group of bureaucrats to
another. But, there is the opportunity — one of
which the government should be pressed to
take
advantage
of giving
the way
Bell
workers.
Such a— move
wouldcontrol
go a tolong
towards humanizing the telephone system and
guard against government tendencies towards
cost-cutting at the expense of its employees.
An unlikely
unwarranted
one? scenario?
Definitely not.Perhaps. An
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Assistant didn't
speak for GSU
The Varsity article "GSU Slams
SGS
containsstatements.
a number Asof
false Report"
and erroneous
president of the GSU, I feel compel ed to set the record straight.
1 . The GSU memorandum to
SGS regarding graduate student
support was released by Mr. Hoffman without either the knowledge
or consent of the GSU Executive
Committee. The GSU did not slam
any SGS report. IT any slamming
was done, it was done by an
employee (not even a graduate
student) or the GSU. The GSU,
quite rightly, has not taken any
position yet, as there is no position
to be taken. Discussions that are
presently underway in SGS are of a
preliminary nature; no statement of
policy has come from SGS, and
hence, none from the GSU.
2. The report was neither
confidential nor secret. It was a
working paper presented to a commit e for discussion, and to myself
for comment. The working papers of
any committee are not normally
publicized. The memorandum of the
GSU Executive Committee was
merely a series of comments on
points raised by SGS regarding support of graduate students.
3. U of T Open Fellowships total
approximately six to seven per cent
of graduate student support, not the
three per cent reported by The Var-

sity. Itseems that a cardinal rule of
a newspaper, i.e., corroboration of
details, was totally ignored by The
Varsity. Throughout the article,
simple errors of fact could have
easily been checked.
4. Most of the article is devoted to
Mr. Hoffman's
simplistic
notions
of studentrather
support
and,
therefore,
reflects
a
subjective
opinion rather than fact.
Wendy LeBlanc, president
Graduate Students1 Union
Ed's Note: The erroneous three per
cent figure was taken from a November 29, 1972 brief submitted to
School of Graduate Studies dean
A.E. Safarlan in the name of the
Executive Committee, Graduate
Students'
The toVarsity
not feel it Union.
had reason
doubt did
the
GSU's
accuracy
in
a
matter
closely related to the interests of itsso
constituents.
Furthermore. The Varsity
assumed GSU executive assistant
Hoffman could be trusted to accurately represent his employer's
position.
Sleuths stumble
on wrong floor
The students in the "Robarts
Rules are Rigid" article, (Varsity,
November 29), were apparently suffering rather severe disorientation.
They thought they were in the
lounge of the as-yet unfinished and
unopened Robarts Library. It seems
more likely that they stumbled into
the Faculty of Library Science,
which adjoins
struction. Ifso, ittheseemsRobarts
difficultcon-to
imagine how they could have been in
the
floorninth-floor
building. lounge of a severnSince these students were
insufficiently perceptive to notice
the prominent identifying sign at the
entrance to the FLS building, I am
not reallylo ked anotice
surprised
they ofoveron thethatdoor
the
seventh-floor lounge, (posted by the
House Committee of the building),
requesting that students eat their

lunches in the lunchroom rather
than in the lounge. Since our own
students respect this request, it
seems
that not.
non-library
science unreasonable
students should
At the Faculty of Library Science,
we loo are concerned about the
future policies and regulations of
the Robarts Library; we will,
however, obtain correct information
before we make any accusations.
5. Yvonne MacDonald, president
Faculty of Student
Library Science
Council
Charismatic are
really Christians
To the politician, charisma is a
priceless commodity. Either you've
got it or you haven't. You can't buy
it likeit alikenewspaper
grow
a beard. ad.
The You
havescan't
get
elected. And the have nots decry the
"personality
cult" mentality
of the
public which resulted
in their defeat.
It'sBut.
part for
of theallpolitical
game.
the talk about
"charisma",
politicians
have the realthething.
Theirs don't
is a
pseudo-charisma.
At
least
this
is
the
conviction of a rapidly growing
number of'charismatic" students at
the University of Toronto and on
other campuses. These students will
be giving the campus an opportunity
to investigate this extraordinary
dimension of Christian religious experience during a series of lectures
and study sessions in late January.
These meetings, under the theme of
Charisma '73, are being sponsored
by
charismatic students on this
campus.
The phenomenon called the
Charismatic Movement or Renewal
has received considerable attention
recently from both the secular and
religious press. This religious
awakening, characterized by
speaking in tongues and other
strange manifestations purported to
be inspired by the Spirit of God, has
its foundations, according to the
helievers, in the experiences of the
early church in the first century.

These experiences reappeared in
scattered, small Christian groups
early
in theof1900".
markedcalled
the
beginning
what This
has been
the
modern
"Pentecostal"
church.
The recent wave of interest in this
phenomenon appears to have complete disregard for denominational
distinctions. They come from all
denominations and backgrounds,
both Protestant and Catholic.
Whatever name they give
themselves — Pentescostal, Full
Gospel,
PentecoslalCharismatic,
— the emphasisneo-is
always on a personal experience
with Jesus and on the direct leading
of the Holy Spirit. This teaching
aligns the charismalics very definitely withment, buthe
Movet not broader
all of the Jesus
Jesus People
would subscribe to charismatic
beliefs concerning spiritual gifts.
The charismalics are having an
increasing impact upon university
and college campuses. For example,
the fastest-growing religious club at
the University of Nebraska (Lincoln) is simply called Prayer and
Praise. This charismatic group
meets twice a week (often for as long
as three hours) and attendance
ranges
students. between 1 00 and 300
According lo a recent report in
the Daily Nebraskan by a reporter
who attended one of these meetings.
"20 minutes were given to individual

prayer. Some whispered their
prayers,
some spokearms,themmostoutsimply
loud,
abowed
few raised
their their
heads.
"One girl started singing a song of
praisewords.
lo GodAnother
— her did
own thetune,fame,
her
own
and eventually many voices were
raised
softly. in a strangely beautiful blend
of many songs and words. Several
present, bolh men and women, cried
"Then, after embracing friends or
clasping
theyspringing
wentandhome."*
of Prayer
Praise,
a>idMembers
similarhands,
groups
up on
campuses
across
Ihe
U.S.
and
Canada, all carry Bibles. They quote
extensively from passages in the
New Testament which speak of the
Holy Spirit andof Ihethe "gifts"
(Greek in-is
charismata)
Spirit which
clude the ability to speak in tongues,
prophesy,
workpresent-day
miracles and
heal
the
sick. Most
churches
believe these gifts were withdrawn
after the Bible was completed.
Members of these charismatic
groups do not agree.
These gifts, they feel, will remain
until second
"that which
is come"
the
comingis perfect
of Christ.
And
thatDoescoming
will
be
soon.
this charismatic thine have
anything to say to the U. of T.?
We'll know in January after
Charisma '73.
Charisma'73
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Appointed despite opposition
Students
are
cool to new
geography
head
refused lo meet a shadow student demands, is on good terms with ihe 10 student representatives attend and the sludenl members of the
By ALEXANDRA MERCER
The appointment of professor committee, or lo go to a general siudenls and wishes to remain on lo make up a quorum. Miller feels student representalives do not exlhal "ihe faculty members will be
Jacob Spelt as geography depart- sludenl meeting to hear the students' good terms with ihem".
pect any spectacular and immediate
jusl as happy not lo go to meetings, successes.
ment chairman has taken place in- reasons for opposing Spelt and their
According lo Miller, some hul eventually they will have lo go
spite of heavy student opposition. alternate proposals. Letters of com- members
of ihe faculty are also back to ihe negotiating table and
The newly elected student
plaint from presidents of the
Although students were active in.
will meel tomorrow
graduate and undergraduate student opposed to the manner in which the they want lo maintain the good will tbrepresentatives
opposing
Spelt's
selection,
they
map oul their strategy. However,
bodies
to
arts
and
science
dean
Bob
geography
chairman
was
appointed.
made no protest lo Ihe Governing
The selection committee only had a of ihe students".
Miller
felt
lhat
"the sludent
Council and the Academic Affairs Greene were ignored.
of geography faculty on it. Miller thinks that student representatives cannol find ihe time
Committee when the issue arose.
According to former Toronto minority
The 20-member Geography negotiations with the faculty and lo put the student participation issue
When student Governing University Geography Students Council
cannol meet until enough of administration will be a slow process
Councillor Ian Morrison, former (TUGS) president Hans Mikolay.
first and see it through".
Geography Council member asked the students have been told by
professor R.M.H. Shepherd of the various administrators that their
Academic Affairs Committee if stu- views would not be laken seriously
dent opposition had been laken into because they are "just passing
fails to
permanent Library amalgamation
account, representation
Shepherd slated had
that been
"no through"
members andof arethenotuniversity
official
community.
made."
support
Committee
According to Shepherd,
The student representatives of the win General
council responded to
"although anyone who read The departmental
administrative
indifference
by
Governing
Councils
Library
sub-commitlee as an inThe recommendation of ihe Mueller Committee to
Varsity was aware of the option ofihe debate
passed
bymajority
only onevoting
vole. against
45-44.
tion"; "I don'ton think
anyoneof "bringing the issue into the open"; amalgamate two college and two department libraries Siudenls dicawere
split
with
ihe
could take posiaction
the basis
polling geography students, sending inthe ansupport
enlarged
"undergraduate
library"oflhefailed
lo winof referring the minutes.
of
the
General
Committee
Faculty
a
letter
of
jirolesl
lo
U
of
T
Varsity
reports".
Debate on two other Mueller committee
Morrison
and other students later president John Evans, and resigning Arts and Science Monday.
recommendations on part-time students and periodicals
Dean Bob Greene moved immediately when the also
explained that students had not gone from the Geography Council.
was adjourned.
lo the trouble lo find out when the Dean Miller, a former student meeting started to adjourn debate permanently on the
The committee upheld a recommendation by ihe
motion because he said it was obvious the General
meetings which would deal with the member of the Undergraduate Committee
admissions
committee to reduce the eligibility age for
would not reach a consensus.
grcography chairman were Curriculum Committee doesn't
entry
for
students
who haven't completed high school
The
General
Committee
has
been
discussing
the
scheduled.
this year's group
of stu-in question since September and debate has been ad- from 23 lo 21 . Students
argued this would allow bright
in November, the 10 student think lhat
dent representatives,
elected
siudenls
who
quit chance
high school
journed several times.
representatives had resigned from November, will return to the
students
a
beller
for anor economically
education. deprived
History professor Kenneth McKnaughi angrily
Ihe Geography Council.
Geography Council until they have
The designation for these students was changed from
The most important factor in arrived at an agreement with ihe walked out offering his resignation when Greene's "mature"
lo "non-matriculani". lo clarify its meaning.
iheir resignalion, according lo John faculty guaranteeing students lhat motion carried, after lashing oul at the committee for
Conservative faculty leader J.B. Conacher opposed
Carline, president of the Association Iheir views will not be overriden by failing to make decisions.
of Geography Graduate Students at administrative forces.
McKnaughi said later that he felt that this decision ihe motion on ihe grounds thai it would lower the
the exams
faculty".to be remarked for
members would only showed lhal the "General Committee is not capable of "academic
the University
was "the be Thetna faculty
A sludent standards
motion toofallow
way
in which oftheToronto,
new geography
position to make such a making a decision on the library". He added lhal a five
dollar fee did not come lo a vole as time ran out.
department chairman, professor guarantee if they could present a libraries
are
"ai
ihe
heart"
of
the
faculty.
He claimed that because of ihe crucial nature of the The motion was amended, to have a fee charged only il
unanimous fronl to the administra- problem,
Spell,
was opposed
appointed."
The students
if the committee could not cope with it. it had the mark was nol raised.
were also
lo Spell
because
tion, says Miller. Although he was
An attempt
conservative
lo bring was
ihe
he is opposed to student participa- nol sure of such faculty unity, he no A"raison
d'etre".motion by Greene thai ihe minutes of motion
to a vole bybefore
il could be faculty
further amended
subsequent
t
i
o
n
i
n
decision-making.
defeated.
ihoughl
thai
"for
the
most
part,
The official search committee faculty is receptive to student previous debate on the library be referred to the
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level-. n'
over
con
ses
res
"methodslof reviewing
the hardships
exp
U of T'svGoverningCou
Council has
Edward
Dunlop, a government
ap-cer
nci
Go
There
was
little
debate
on the
pointe tothe council, noted in the
unanimously decided to "express ils and reduction in accessibility" from short debate
that perhaps it was too resolution other than on Denyer's
concern" about the raises in bolh the government's
action changes
be in- late for the resolution
to have any amendments, which would not have
stituted, and that no further
tuition fees and the loan portion of
student award grants imposed last in student financing be introduced effect on the provincial government. affected the council's urgings on the
The original motion, before being province, but would only have
until:
year by the Ontario government.
• a "contingency repayment delayed in the council's committee recognized in the preamble that the
The council'sa executive
was .intended by student Conservatives' actions were more
November
motion rejected
from itsin factor" is instituted as part of the structure,
mover Brian Morgan to be passed harmful did.to students than Evans'
Academic Affairs Committee which loan system;
• a transitional program is while the Ontario Federation of motion
would have deplored the Conser- developed:
Barry Coutls admitted
vative government's
actions.theAnd,coun-at • prior notice of change is given; Students was still negotiating with thatProfessor
"I am not opposing these
.its December
14 meeting,
the
government.
Unanimously
supamendments
because I disagree with
cil likewise rejected two attempt by • students already receiving aid
ported by the Academic Affairs
part-lime student councillor Joyce are guaranteed continued support Committee,
would
motion
Morgan's
have in effect endorsed the OFS
The Governing Council should
Denyer to mildly strengthen the new under the current plan until they demands,
make minor changes to
including a rollback of not
resolution drawn up by president either graduate or cease to be
resolutions,
he thought.
John Evans.
both
tuition
fees
and
the
loan
porregistered.
Professor
R.M.H. Shepherd,
The successful motion urged that Former Conservative MPP
tion of student awards to last year's
them."
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cut
chairman
Acai
chairman
of s
Academic
Affairs
which had earlier unanimously
passed a stronger resolution, opamendments.posed both of Denyer's

of the council
A largewasportion
held in camera, to
meeting
ity'sthe 1973-74
the univers
discuss
budgett
of bolh
budget. Copies
and the audited financial statemen
made
were
ity
univers
the
of
available to councillors, but not to
the press or public.
Debate on proposed bylaws and
rules of procedure for the council
was adjourned until next Thursday.
Copies of the proposals, drawn up
by University College principal
Archie Hallett and associate law
dean R.E. Scane, were also not
made public.

buying up farms, says NFU
CorporationsThe dilemma
The rather gloomy picture of the "waffled" on the issue of collective,
farmers are placed
By BOB BETTSON
TERMPAPERS
The Canadian family farm is in. Taylor said, is that despite the growing dominance of bargaining and ended up demanding
under attack from the federal high value of their land, their net agri — business and the destruction a 5 1 per cent majority of all farmers
A Carpflan Company
of
Ihe
family
farm
was
tempered
by
before
collective
barganing
rights
income is decreasing, and even if
government
large
SERVICE (Reg'd)
an altitude of militancy and deter- could be granted.
ti-nationaland
corporations,
says mulDon topeople
PAPEHS ON FILE
want
lo
farm
they
aren't
able
continue.
mination onthe parts of both Taylor
Kossick of the National Farmers
OR PAGE
$1.85 PER
Taylor said the NFU was moving and Kossick.
Union. "The NFU has just begun to towards
analysis of the The fight for collective bargaining
develop as a movement for change situation anofoverall
Custom
made
orders,
at reasonable
ihe
farmer,
who
is
in Prince Edward Island, Kossick
in Kossick.
rural Canada."
SPEED READING
cost, prepared by our staff ol college
national co — ordinalor threatened by agri — business, ig- said,
Classes
on
Campus
was
proof
lhat
even
the
federal
of the NFU Kraft Boycott, was
nored by governments and charged
Starts Jan. 22nd
speaking in Winnipeg to the 35th high prices for farm machinery.
graduates 638-3559
government
and could
its task
force'sif
Register now at
recommendations
be stalled
national conference of the Canadian
The solution she proposed was farmers
Sulla 90G 12 Goldfinch CI.
SAC OFFICE
University Press, held the week after setting up a network of farm com- bargaining.united to demand collective
Wlltowdale (Toronto) .,1211204. urn
Christmas. Aboul 1 50 delegates
munities retaining the individual
attended from 40 member university producer as the base. Collective
Under questioning Kossick said
and alternate papers across Canada. bargaining rights must come that the NFU was by no means
Kossick traced the development together with the limiting of ihe size propagating a socialist analysis,
CAREERS
"its taken us ihree years to gel a
of the N FU from ils beginnings as a of farms.
There are careers available in the fields of Jewish Social Work,,
collective
bargaining
formula
group of farmers staging tractor The problem of corporate farm
the Rabbinate and Jewish Education. Guest speakers from Canada and
protests to a national union fighting ownership is increasingly important passed", he said.
the U.S. will inform you on the where, why, when, what and how at the
for collective bargaining rights in despite statistics showing sorJewish Careers Symposium. Jan. 21. 1973. 186 St. George SI.
NDP
governments
in
Manitoba
the face of stiTf opposition from the porations own less than one per cent and Saskatchewan have been unRabbi M. Berglas, Rabbi I. Book, Rabbi M. Stroh, Prof. S. Wax,
food processing corporations and of Saskatchewan farm land.
Prof. N. Llnzer, Dr. A. Schiff, Dr. S. Green
r
e
s
p
o
n
s
i
v
e
t
o
NFU
demands.
She slated that large corporations
the government.
said. Saskatchewan
APPLICATION FORM
The NFU has organized on the such as the Canadian Pacific con- Kossick
Premier Allan Blakeney had
Since only a limited amout of private consultations will be available and the meeting
glomerate are charging prohibitive
questions of food quality and
groups
to a small
peopleReturn
who toreturn186 thisSt. George
torm by St.,January
1973 willwanthavelo befirstheldchoice
in rillingsize,thethosegioups;
Toronto,18,
marketing as they relate to the rents on lands purchased from the
Ontario.
consumer. It now has 25,000 government, to drive farmers out of
Include
me
on
the
list
of
supper
al
business.
members across Canada.
Unclassifieds
S1.50
which I enclose
Not interested
in supper □G
She said that one major American ANYONE INTERESTED in participating in
Norma Taylor, Saskatchewan
Please arrange a private meeting
farmer and organizer of the Kraft land company had opened head- a debate at the Royal Military College,
with
for me.
quarters inSaskatchewan to escape Kingston. Ontario on January 12 and 13
Boycott painlcd a vivid picture of
the realities of running a family the non-resident ownership laws. should
920-5361the Secretary
and leaveof their
I am interested in (please check all
name
andphone
number
one
applicable categories)
THE RABBINATE □
farm:
"Farmers
are moving
into
Harl House
DebateslorCommittee.
urban areas
and taking
other jobs.
JEWISH EDUCATION □ JEWISH SOCIAL WORK □
RIDE WANTED to New York city. Will pay
We don't want to go but we have to
eat." she said.
good money. Call Celia at 920-4469.
NTO'S
UN
ROUE
TOIQ
TWO MALE STUDENTS need third lo
BACK
SCHOOL "HILLEL
GOES WITH YOU"
K
AC
WORKSHOPS
share large 3 bedroom apartment in
PAPERB
TERMPAPERS
FREE JEWISHTO UNIVERSITY
Spadina-St. Clair area. Rent $85/month Inback
in
swing asThursday.
follows: January 11. 8:00
The
seventeen
courses
prepared
for
the
ore
cluding hydro & phone. 488-1485.
Bookst
ISRAELI DANCE.
UNLIMITED
spring
in the forweekdetails.
of January
Consultwillthebegin
brochure
Register15.
p.m.
al
Hillel
House
SHARE
BOTTOM
FLOOR
o(
house
with
2
OF TORONTO
ON
HEBREW
byfrommail,fhe phone
or at the fable in Sid Smith
House I!, Sundays, al 7:30 p.m., at Hillel
others, S65/monlh. Own room; living room.
COMPLETE
Kitchen.ChrisBeverly
— Dundas.
Phone 967HILLEL 8th-11th.
SUPPERS
HEBREW I i III. Tuesday, January 9 at 7:00
TWO
4253.
or
Christine,
(no
transvestiles).
and
p.m. at Hillel
Wil8. Callbeginin reservations
again startingbyMonday,
EDUCATIONAL
GUITAR,8:15Tuesday,
JanuaryHouse9, at 7:00 and
5:00 p.m.January
of the
LEVELS
LOST' Slide
rule inwritten
hard onleather
case.
RESEARCH
8:15
p.m.
at
Hillel
House 8, at 8:00 p.m. at
"Plaxton"
and
"4T2"
case.
Lost
day
if
you
wish
lo
come.
Cost
S1.50
DRAMA.
Monday,
January
classified
without Hi Del card; S1.25 with card.
Hillel House
about
Dec. Great
15, between
main library
SERVICES
TZEDAKA
LECTURE BY IRVING GREENBERG
and Hart1 pm,House.
sentimental
value.
by
subject,
Reward S10. Call 278-1627.
Put aside Sunday, January 14 for the topic,
Hillel
has beenin Israel
approached
support
well-informed
to a school
that seekslo lendto integrate
"A Critique of Modernism: Toward
helpful
Russian
Jews
into
Israeli
society.
The
WHY
FREEZE?
Used
(ur
coals
Irom
S1
0.00
964-7328 752£ BY™GE
Religious
Unity".
8:30
p.m.,
at
Hillel
House
COFFEEHOUSE
staff
Paul
MagderQueenFurs S - Dundas)
202 Spadina
Ave.
program
is directed
byinRabbi
C. lorPlato.yourA
(Between
Excellent
pledge
list
will
be
Hillel
Is
undergoing
physical
change
of
life
and
convenience.
selection ol lun (urs, trade Ins accepted.
will open on Saturday night, January 13.
JEWISH CAREERS SYMPOSIUM
WeThur-Fri
buy used
turs 363-6077. Mon-Sal 9-6
till 8 pm.
LECTURE
You will have heard by now ol our plans to
Sunday,
January
7,
8:00
p.m.
at
Sltaarei
bring
experts in andthe fields
ol social
WRITE ON
work, together
Jewish Education
the Rabbinate
Tefilah
Congregation.
Rabbi
Or
Bernard
FOUND: andwedding
band Call- In962-2333.
parking lot,
7 Charlei
SI. W
as careers. Consultations available. SunSussex
St. George.
Rosensweig
speaking
on
"The
Christian
967-1110
day, January 31, all day.
Threat to Jewish Survival".
Opon11-59 IdSat9, M-F
TYPING done on IBM Electric. Fast,
HILLEL
efficient.
35' per731-5050.
page. Duplicating service
CLASSIC
TERMPAPERS
also available.
BOOKSHOPS
Canada
sLornlargasl
librarypageol Alsoprol-.eslefl
papers
SI
.75
p^r
eipeil
PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION EXHIBIT
BEN'S
custom research papers [rom S3.95 PER
707 YONGEST
in longMENS
hair) HAIRSTYLING
in the Clarke (SpectallsmgInstitute of
COMPETITION RULES:
page.
Plus TRANSLATIONS,
TUTORING,
Below
Bloor
Psychiatry.
250
College
St.
Tel.
924-6811
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
AND
Ext. 560. Hair cut S2.25.
PROGRAMS,
Trie
purpose
of
this
923-3551
The best photos submitted will be
XEROX
FOR EDITING
STUDENTS.AND RESEARCH. 4e.
competition is to encourage
enlarged to poster-size and exhibited.
AMATEUR
photographic
In Jewish subject
materiel.work Prizes will be awarded subsequently
Mark photos carefully on the reverse
All
BSW andas color,
with your name and address. Submit
will photos,
be considered
long
Sunglasses
only
one photo
per envelope.
will ensure
its eventual
return This
to
asnature.
they are of a Jewish
that get
darker
Entries are to be mailed or handdelivered
as the sun
Toronto 5,toOnt.our office, 186 St. George
gets brighten
you. $100
FIRST PRIZE:
DEADLINE - MARCH 1, 1973
PHOTOSUN
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Zeitlin

lifts

By ULLI DIEMER
Sociology chairman Irving Zeitlin
has reversed his decision lo nullify
undergraduate elections lo the
department's
In a letter loassembly.
assembly members,
Zeitlin states that an investigation
showed thai while a "technical
irregularity" had occurred, there
had been "no violations of the constiluion in the actual procedures of
theEarlier,
electionsZeitlin
committee."
had charged that
"fundamental violations of constitutional and democratic
procedures"
occurredtheduring
the elections. had
He declared
elections void because two students running for office had assisted the elec-

Sociology

tions committee of which they were
not members, in holding the
elections.
However, the students involved,
Bob Storey and Lome Richmond,
stated that they had gjven their
services as a favour to the committee, and that no conflict was
involved in their own election, since
they
were was
both borne
acclaimed.
statement
out byTheir
the
chairman of the committee,
professor Ralph Beals.
Zeitlin now accepts this version.
He acknowledges that the actions
had been "'in good faith and with the
approval of the elections commilteee chairman", and that the
elections "were in fact legitimate

election

and in accordance with the
In what may be construed as a
constitution."
reply lo charges that his decision
was politically motivated, directed
at preventing an effective student
say in the department, Zeitlin
pledges portant
in the letter
that "noreceive
imattention as abusiness
resultwilloffailthistodelay,
If
necessary, more than the requisite
number of assembly meetings will be
scheduled lo compensate for the loss
assembly has not met since
laslTheFebruary.
of Bob
time."Storey, one of the students
implicated
in Zeitlin's
original
charges, welcomed
the reversal
as a

RETURNING
UndSti
GUESTS:

TO

UofT
TONIGHT

tack

veto

"good decision ." He added,
however, thai the decision "should
have
been made
in the firsttheplace."
If Zeitlin
had checked
facts
before acting, he said, the controversy ne d never have occurred.
With the question of the elections
settled, the first meeting of the
Monday. has been scheduled for
assembly

WRESTLING!
BEGINNERS MORE THAN WELCOME
DAILY 5:00 to 6:00 p.m.
men who competed on a Secondary
School level are urgently requested
to turn out.
COACH- JOE RABEL

U.T.A.A. GOLF CLUB
Lessons start Monday,
ALL CAPP, U.S. Cartoonist
('L'il Abner') and Social
Commentator

ARNOLD BEICHMAN,
Author of "Nine Lies
About America"— Exposing The
Falsehoods of The New Left

REV. BRIAN LEVMAN,
Head of The Church of
Scientology in Canada

January 15th, 1973
Registration for classes
at Intramural Office
The Joseph arid Gertie Schwartz Memorial Leclures
SHLOMO AVINERI
Chairman, Department of Political Science
Director, Levi Eshkol Institute
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Tuesday,at January
4:30 p.m.16, 1973
Arab and Jewish Nationalism;
A Comparative Analysis
Jewish Emancipation and Socialism:
p.m. 18, 1973
Thursday,at 4:30
January
Hess, Marx and Lassalle
Room 2156
Medical Sciences Building

INTENDING
TIME: 7:00 P.M.
LOCATION:

Sludenls especially look forward
lo ihe meeting with great interest,
for one oT the topics on ihe agenda is
[he question of the implemntalion of
a motion, passed last February,
calling for staff — student parity on
the staffing
ihe motion is put incommittee.
effect, theIfsociology
department would become the first
toof implement
this longtime ambition
student activists.

VICTORIA
BUILDING,

COLLEGE,
ROOM

ACADEMIC

3

FREE TICKETS AVAILABLE
AT SAC OFFICE AND VUSAC OFFICE
COME EARLY!
AUDIENCE
QUESTIONS
INVITED!

U""iftack

SPECIALISTS

IN ENGLISH, 1972-73
You must apply now to receive Specialist
Certification and to have the information
entered on your academic transcript. Forms
are now available from your instructors in
English 466, 467 or 469, or from 330 Larkin
Bldg./ Trinity College (928-3611).

HILLEL LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS
RABBI IRVING GREENBERG

speaking on "A CRITIQUE OF MODERNISM
ABOUT THE LECTURER:
US UNITY."
TOWARD RELIGIOAPPOINTEO
PROFESSOR
BEEN
GREENBERG
(N.YX;.) HE
STUDIES DEPT.. CITY COLLEGEJOSEPH
JEWISHCURRENTLY
OF THE HAS
CHAIRMAN
ANDRABBI
RABBETH
FROM RAB8I
(SMICHA)IN HISTORY
HIS ORDINATION
RECEIVEDBINICAL
VERFROM HARVARD UNUNIVERPH.D.
SEMINARY AND HIS HILLEL
8RANDEIS
AT
FOUNOATION
OF
DIRECTOR
SITY SITYHEAND WAS
AVIV
TEL
AND
UNIVERSITY
YESHIVA
BRANDEIS,
AT
TAUGHT
HAS
AND WELL RESPECTED
GREENBERG IS WELL-KNOWN
UNIVERSITY. RA8BISTUDENT
DIFLECTUREDAND WIOELY
HE HAS CANADA
GROUPS.
AMONG JEWISH
ISRAEL.ONRABBI
IN THE STATES,
BOTH MEMBER
FERENT CAMPUSES
COUNCIL OF
OF THE RABBINICAL
A
IS ALSO EDUCATION
GREENBERGRELIGIOUS
HISTORICAL
AMERICAN LAS; WELL Ao
ASSOCIATION,ASSOCIATION
AMERICA AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORICAL
ASSOCIATION,
Y.
_„,___„
JEOFWR
RUSSIAN
FOR
BOARD OF THE „CENTRE
THE ADVISORY
CHAIRMAN
BEING
WITH RABBI IRVING GREENBERG
COME HEAR ANDon PARTICIPATE
Sun., Jan. 14 at 8:30 p.m.
AT HILLEL HOUSE
—— —
j —
•..
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Bell

Canada

phone
By DAVID CUBBERLEY
reprinted from the chevron

bills,

ones,
s teleph
nation'the
control
an
people
Canadi
ingthebefore
, arewhoappear
Canada
Bell The
for
argue
to
week
this
(CTC)
ssion
Transport Commi
ses which will substantially hike phone
increa
rate
bills.
Canada
year, to be exact - that Bell
II wasn't long ago ^ last rate
increase past the CTC. a featBellwhich
steered a five per cent angeneral
was
revenue.
in
million
$47.2
netted the company additional

wants

reduce

fully go along with its request
at the CTC's
however,amounting
miffed,
millionto annually.
to $78refusal
increases
for
doorstep, again wanting new
CTCs
Now they've turned up on the it would
mean:» raising the base
way,
theirmonth;
rate increases.
from $5.40 Iftothey$5.80get per
rate
• doubling installation charges from $1 1 to $22;
• doubling of pay phone charges from 10 cents to 20 cents per call;
item
cents per calls
charge" of 25 caller,
"directory assistance number,
• creation of a case
or
blind
of anor unlisted
the a hospital
except infrom
hotel room; and
tendered
• increased service charges on long distance calls and on the per
minute overtime rate.
1

The

inside

view:

I'm that snooty person In the business office who duns you lor
want to
bills, hears your complaints and takes the order when you
change your telephone around. The company calls us Service
we all sound like recordings. I'd
(SR's).
Representatives
like
to give you my
side Youfor think
a change.
"doing myto 101's".
called
task the
Joyous
with the lor
day beginslanguage
Inform
customers
calling
That MyIs company
them that we are disconnecting their telephone that day lor nonpayment olthe bill. Most calls go something like this:
—Hello, Mr. Johnson? This Is Mrs. Carter from Bell Canada
calling. We are calling about your telephone account. Has It been
paid? Johnson, we sent you a letter last week to advise you that we
—Mr.
must have payment In lull yesterday...
—I understand how you teel Mr. Johnson, we don't want to take
food out ol your children's mouths. Alter all the telephone Is a
privilege. No, we cannot extend credit. There Is an amount ol $20
outstanding,
of ours... and you have not been a particularly good customer
—Well, I'm sorry but we will have to disconnect the service this
morning. When the account Is paid in full we will be pleased to
reconnect the service...
—I'm sorry you feel that way. Good-bye.
Sometimes It's worse. Sometimes you tell us your husband Is
laid
you JustIs 20gotmiles
out ofaway.
hospital
sick because
and the
nearestoff and
neighbour
1 knowandhowbaby's
you feel,
I've been there too. But, I still have to disconnect the service. If it
Isn't me, It's somebody else, and right now my baby's sick and my
husband's laid off, and we have to live somehow.
Most Thedayscompany
there areextends
five tocredit
15 calls
like this toonmake'
beforeof
nine ami
to customers
the basis
their
"ability
and
willingness"
to
pay,
that
Is,
their
class
rebelliousness. Class A customers are large companies and and
the
government; Class B is allowed to run a two month bill under S25
or a one month bill up to 10 times their local service; Class C Is
allowed $15; Class D Is allowed $10; and Class M Is asked tor a
"maintain credit", a deposit of $50 or more. The classification is
almighty.
with
Bell. It Is the sole determinate of a customer's relationship
The Bell never collects accounts, it "treats" them. This
treatment Is about one-third of the SR job. In most cases It Is done
by mall, with small blue and white notices. B customers get sent a
reminder notice; all others get sent a denial notice (saying we will
cut off their service II the bill Isn't paid within 10 days).
On the final review ol "risk" accounts, customers who still
have not paid are telephoned (the personal touch), and
arrangements are made lor payment ol the account. All customers
except
B customers
are "quoted
calls areA and
another
of the small
horrors ofD (denial)".
the job. The treatment
Every SR has about 150 to 250 risk accounts on her position
at any one time. Collection Is a never ending process, and the
schedule must be kept at all times. We are never given time to be
sympathetic or conciliatory. If and when an account Is
disconnected, the collection ol the 'final accounts' begins. "You'll
enjoy these, Mary," my supervisor told me, "they are so much more
Interesting."
This kind
calling nearby
telephone numbers
to tryofandcollection
get hold involves
of the customer,
calling
Long Distance parties he has on his bill to get more Information on
his whereabouts, and sending more notices. If all these measures
fail to bring results, the account Is sent to the Bell Collection

working

for Bell

Division for tougher
■ tactics.•
•
•
It you could catch an Information operator long enough when
she is leaving the office, and ask her to teli you a little about what
her day was like, she might say, "Well, there was nothing special
about today, except that I came In a minute and a half late because
some of the clocks around the building were slow and I followed
the wrong one. I put on my headset and my sexy voice with a smile,
and rushed to take my place at the Information board. Before I
could pick up my first call, a superintendent plugged In to my
position
Informedand mea hall
I'd late
been I could
markedhavelatebeen
— andon time,
that IIandI'd
only been anda minute
"How Mentioning
could we run
an
office
If
everyone
were
so
irresponsible?"
that her time would be better spent checking the
clocks rather than chewing me out would have constituted
Insubordination and I'd have been reported as having an attitude
problem. So I let It pass.
—Operator, can you give me the number for Radio Station CKEY?
—Have you checked your directory?
—Look, I?operator, If I wanted to do that, I wouldn't be calling you,
would
—Yes— well, the number is listed at the beginning...
—Operator,
number,
that's all, Just the number...
—..of the C's thein your
directory...
—Oh, come on— I know where it is— just give me the number...
—Yes, ol course, the number Is...
Sound familiar? You bet! And I'll bet you always thought the
Operator was Just giving you a hard time because it was a slow
morning and she had nothing better to do? Actually that whole
spiel about looking in your book is really part ol Ma Bell's
Directory Assistance Volume Control. Eventually (because It Isn't
going too well) you'll be charged lor calls to Information If the
number
Is listed
in theknow
book.thatYouevery
thinktimeyou've
Inlormation
operators
they got
ask headaches?
you to look
something up in the directory, they're phasing themselves out ol a
At the same time, each girl Is required to handle about 120
information calls per hour. That works out to a call every 30
seconds
or so. Objectives
were itsetwasby like
someone
who'dat
Job.
either lorgotten
or never like
knownthat what
working
information. It takes a long time to find some listings and once
you've
to make
that time
can stilllostmeeta fewthe minutes
objective.— Atit's allhardtimes,
even uptowards
the soendyouof
anher hour,
when
an
operator
knows
they're
doing
a
"spot
count"and onif
and she begins to get frantic, she still must be pleasant
she can't be friendly, at least sound sexy. This goes on, not Just for
one hour a week, but lor an operator's entire working day.
like to She
see her
girlsthatget IIbored,
then Mashe Bell
raisesdoesn't
standards.
Insists
some sogirlsnowIn and
the
office can meet them — certainly all ol us should — and then sits
back and watches all her little people scrambling to out-do each
other.
And so, Mr. Customer, this Is what it's like to be the bitch on
the other end. Some days I wish I could protect myselt like some of
the other employees do, and see the Company as always right and
the customers as either stupid or malicious. But I can't. All I know
ismuch.
that I hate Ma Bell too, and I just always wanted to tell you how
—written by Bell operators, excerpts adapted from Canadian
Dimension

J

to

l

sen
As a rationale for the applicatio
finance necessary expansion "profj
investment
money;" while the compE
returnBellon investment
is certainlyremains
more toohumt|0
commissioners than when it pr,
complaints. Due to its position in the
the hazards of competition, in return
fixing of telephone rates to the^ta
making
a profit, will
it isn't allowed
to*a
price
argi
hinge the
on traffic
the premisebear.
thatBell's
this com
unwarranted
disadvantage.
Bell Canada
controls some six n
the country. It is argued that moder
requires a good deal of capital each
can only partially be squeezed from
capital (an estimated $500 million ir
better than $600 million in 1974
maintenance of the profit margin \
suggest
is so
reasonablethatrate"itsofrate
returnof return
under exist
that the
company's
financial
strengt
Bell generalizes directly from t
smaller pool of funds for direct emplt
Moreover, and more importantly
reduce the company's stature on thi
toregulated
investors,profits
thus make
makingBellthemshares
unat r
method of raising capital through sh;
From this. Bell sees rate inc
telephone shares a more attractive
will merely "prevent deterioration
company"
for 1974
will '
the
ability ofwhilethe those
company
to raise
However Bell's "poor" financial. |
is not as certaiivas the company"?^
place Bell enjoys the unique status
This position guarantees the compa
to
loss through
service—
subject tocompetition
loss throughnor-e
economic solidity this situation bri
Bell's prices being subject to publii
financial toprofile
allows.Secondly
A briefBell's
submitted
the
Electrical, Radio, and Machine Worl
following
"Bell information:
Canada's net earnings
income, after interest, discounts and
declared to be $133,262,000. This fi
provision for depreciation of $183
through the corporate treasury f

concludes
and UEin our
view it"that
shouldthe beamour
moi
$317,112,000."
improve the technological compete
service, especially domestic service
the
net earnings
"h<1943factandthatin Bell's
the eight
years 1963Bell notes that the newly pro|£
to a level of 8.6 per cent return on
secure on the stock market. Withou
doubled."
that
there are other ways of raising
since these funds will ultimately ma
company, Bell should be expected
The most prominent of these n
of a depreciation reserve fund with
(as of 1970). Bell may well invoke th
is in reserve for depreciation on eqi
it is not illiberal to suggest that this
from
Bell can from
readilyprofits.
borrow
directlywhich
achievable
Marry this
with the knowledgi
American,
a monolithic
corporati
billions and a yearly profit of $2.5
wrath.
Bell's arguments prove thin on
of modern telephone technology—
sion systems
especially
— means If
vice.
Technological
improvement
creased
productivity
heralds
this regard UE has noted: better
"In 1957, Bell's peak empl'
handled a daily average of 18.6
reductionlongof some
336,000
distance2,000,
calls.were
In 19're
service
was pratically
were 35.4that million
local anddouble
790, OQIt

expanded
capability
UE suggests
"Bell's te"
decrease
rather
thanthat
anthrough
increase
No reductions appear to be in the
With nauseating frequency, E
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ike

ice

in order to
gell has noted that
must be sufficient to attract
beenest.rising "its
havee inter
•stoprofits
guarante
before the power of the
ers'ed small
>sses
from
is protect
onomy. ItsBellcustom
s the
privileBellge itis release
whichWhile
assured of
-rrmne for itself the maximum
ents in favour of increases anall
on places the company at
in
ion of the 9.7 million phones
ation of this massive network
ar _ money which Bell claims
this
ofits. The accumulation of and
972, $550 million in 1973
s hindered solely by public
l below the going rate. They
r below the level of a fair and
circumstances and conditions
d."
weakene
seriously Low
sposition:
profits mean a
nent in socially useful projects.
Bell ideologues, low profits
lock market— it is claimed that
der a lower than average yield
dive on the market. The prime
■ sales is thus arbitrarily cut off.
ases as "necessary to make
vestment." The 1973 requests
,( the profit position of the
iprove profit and thus improve
Dital."in the Canadian economy
i\\ion
ld*ave
us believe. monopoly,
In the first
a state-sanctioned
an ongoing market not subject
ue to the essentiality of the
itual product irrelevance. The
s more than compensates for
crutiny.
much better than the company
"Cs of last
March(UE)by provides
the United
America
the
1970 were $210,759,000. Net
emiums on long-term debt was
e, when added to the declared
3,000. represents a cash flow
thai year in the amount of
lentioned is a formidable sum
than enough to maintain and
p of the company in providing
Adding support to this idea is
;increased in every year since
|net earnings have more than
i >>$ eases will lift the company
vested capital, making it more
enying this, it can be suggested
itemization monies. Moreover,
possible a greater profit for the
|draw on these sources first,
fiods follows from the existence
the company of $1,039 billions
Corporate ethic to claim that this
nient currently in use. However,
ipunt forms a stable credit base
f balance of needed funds not
l)at Bell Canada is tied in with
Nth assets exceeding $49.5
f lions, and you have cause for
Ter levels, too. The development
l^anced switching and trasmisjexpensive, more efficient ser; ins more productivity and in3 urns on the invested dollar. In

ijent
year. telephone
41,363 employees
Ipn local
calls and
just over 39,000 employees, a
'|ed
to
look
after
a
volume
*' 1957. Daily averages for 1970of
4n9-distance calls."
ij'nWd
logicalearnings
advance growth
warrantanda
f'tes to domestic subscribers."
" "9 at present.
1 asserts that its increases are

year, the
merely intended to put it on a sound financial footing. Eachthings
out.
one that will straighten
requested increase is touted as the granted
must
and
request
its full
Some will argue that Bell is never
is
Bell
that
feel
commentators
Other
year.
reapply each subsequent
for aa
applied that
successfully
that it "has
the CTC andearnings
wise to the waysinofpermissible
expectation
the
in
level
given increase
amount."
for half the
compromise
for so long as
malaise
to the telephone
solution allowing
There willwillbe beno reached
the idea of a private corporation controlling a public service remains

acceptable. Despite the fact that we have nominal control through the
CTC. its power— even if the political appointees on it worked for the
of Bell. Refusal
the activities
curb provision
public's interest— could do little to the
wouldto
of reductions,
allow fee increases, not to say
existing theservices
quality toof procure
of thecontinue
lowering
a proportionate
produce
same
and improvements such that Bell would
returns.
to
So long as Bell reamins privately controlled it will continue call
the shots in a game in which only the Canadian public can be the loser .
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conviction
free, despite
Reynolds
Goldblatt,
Although both were found guilty for trespassing were later dropped grounds for laying the charges.
Conflicting evidence emerged in enough people fell strongly about
of assaulting police in the breakup when a second occupation forced the Although Cooper attempted to the testimonies of Westhead and two Bell Canada's monopoly and their
power to raise telephone rales, they
administration to give in to some of prove that each had "a fair and
of last spring's Simcoe Hal! occupa- the
feel
had a right to occupy
versation with Westhead
student demands.
reasonable supposition that he had a persons recording
con- might
Sword'sordering
tion, both Mark Goldblatt and Ranheadtheyoffice.
However, charges of assaulting right to be there" (in Simcoe Hall) him lo call in police. One of the Bell's
di
Reynolds
criminal
record. are free with no police were laid by police against which
under the Petty Trespass Act witnesses thought. Sword did not "On the Spadina Expressway or
The two were found guilty by Goldblatt and Reynolds and Bill would have meant they were not want any trespass arrests, while the
other and Westhead inferred that he people
any number
might offeelgoodtheymoral
had aissues,"
moral
Judge Charles
tlie con- Getty. Goldblatt and Tom trespassing, Drukarsh found that the did.
clusion or(he Drukarsh
long trial atDecember
defendents "knew they had no right
obwith
right
lo
respass,
he
said.
For incharged
were
McLaughlin
stance,
"I'm
keen
lo
see
the railways
structing police.
12. hut nine days later were granted
Sword's run for the consumer al low
ed not
Goldblatt was found not guilty of to Cooper
Drukarsh reject
tried to prove
"absolute
discharges"that
by Drukarsh,
be Sword
there"haddid also
"I am
who commented
the two obstruction by Drukarsh, who stated that
h his manner
not intend to have testimonpy,res ed witsaying
of giving im-il, Or, "if the University of Toronto
showed "zeal ... in pusuit of an that the accused did not understand the occupiers arrested for or the evidence he gave."
the outcome of this
what he was doing at the time of his trespassing, and had indicated so to
ideal".
No matter what Sword "thinks he was upsetif with
they occupy the court
The March occupation, in support arrest.
campus safety and security officer said. I find as a matter of fact he did case,"
cost
. . ." with- the law being exIn finding Reynolds and J.F. Westhead. Sword told the court
of open stacks in the new Robarts
building,
to them, the occupiers
Drukarsh
were trespassing." "would tended
Library for all students and ohe Goldhlal! guilty of assaulting police,
theyconcluded.
explicit
in- say
have undeniably felt the
structions wthat
ere thathisthose
in the
public, was broken up on its third Drukarsh rejected defence lawyer in September
The
judge
also
concluded
that
Senate Chamber were not to be each had assaulted police, as cam- judge would have held them outside
day when then acting president Jack Austin Cooper's contention that the "considered
or charged as
Sword called police on campus. two were not trespassing, which
pus and Metro police had slated.
Instead, he felt that since the
Charges against 19 people arrested would have denied police legal
Goldblatt "knocked" a policeman police
were called to clear a building
off
a
table, and Reynolds struck and
trespassers."
the occupiers
kicked at another policeman, he ofwereunwanted
necessarilypeople,
trespassing.
said.
law."
the
trial is slated to
of the wascrown
attorney's
finalMuch
summation
directed
lo the startMcLaughlin's
ontro mMonday
at 10Cityam Hall
in courissue
of
whether
or
not
the
occupiers
ks
consider
the
question
of
who
should
boo
3
1
of
the
Old
and
s'
While
the
fate
of
departmental
rad
The
use
intended
for
the
erg
und
rts
Roba
granted access lo the stacks of the thought
they
had
a
right
lo
be
in
the
and
college libraries
is still upgets
in the basement, "compact storage", heRobarls
continue
on
Tuesday,
while
Getty's
chamber.
will
begin
on
Thursday
and
Friday
Library.
Last
March,
over
would
have
to
be
foregone,
he
air. (he main undergraduate collecin the same courtroom. Both have
600 students occupied Simcoe Hall
tion of books nexi year will probably
in an attempt to win open access for in Heextending
be housed in (he Sigmund Samuel added.
they intend to conducl their
a "danger"
thetherePettywasTrespass
Act staled
libraryintended
"is allowed
all undergraduates and the public, in to allowthought
Lihrary.
to IfhetheusedRobarts
as it was
lo be addition
anyone feeling (hey had a own defense and emphasize the
to the proposed graduate moral right
The Library Subcommittee of the used, it will be fully used," he said. students and
political
issues involved in the
e.
to
be
somewher
He
faculty members.
Arls and science dean Bob Greene
suggested as one example that if occupation.
Governing
fairsCouncil's
Committee Academic
unanimouslyAf- suggested that (he purposes of the
decided at its December 6 meeting Robarls Library could be changed
to make the present main library the to allow more flexibility, but the
undergraduate library, when the new committee eventually agreed to
John Robarts Library opens (his house the books in the Sigmund
summer.
Samuel Library.
The subcommittee rejected The subcommittee is also
1 -2 P.M.
suggestions that because the present expected to recommend whether or
CAREERTALKS
library is no longer near the centre not the political economy and
you want to produce films?
Do
law?
practise
to
wanted
always
you
Have
of the campus, the main un- history department libraries, and the
Are you interested in teaching at a high school or an elementary school?
dergraduate collection oughl to be New and University College
closer to further west, in, for ex- Libraries should be amalgamated
ample, Sidney Smith Hall or the into the undergraduate collection.
FIND OUT AT THE JANUARY CAREERTALKS!!!
Robarls Library itself.
principal Donald
Chief librarian R.H.Blackburn IveyNewandCollege
the Political Economy
EDUCATION & RELATED CAREERS
told the subcommittee that the only Course Union, among others, have
McLennan Phy. 103
possible place in the Robarls publicly opposed the proposal.
Wed. Jan. 10 Elementary Teaching +
Library for the undergraduate
Education Programme at York U.
hooks would be a combination of The suhcommi !('■<' will also
McLennan Phy. 103
Thur. Jan. 1 1 Special Education:
the basement and first floor.
Physically Handicapped
SPEED READING
However the basement would have
McLennan Phy. 103
Fri. Jan. 12 Special Education:
Classes
to undergo extensive renovation if it
Starts onJan.Campus
22nd
were to be used, he stated, while
Mentally Handicapped
Register
now at
using the first floor would violate
Medical Sci. 3153
Mon. Jan. 15 Library Science
SAC OFFICE
"political and financial comMcLennan Phy. 202
Tues.
Jan.
16
'Non-teaching'
careers
mit ments to(he province."
in Education

NICKELODEON
279 YonEC at Dundas Square liIhivi- i hi- t- Hal *

Superior
Optical
Prescription
Eyeglasses
Frame styles
to compliment
today's
fashions youthful
in metal and shell
236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116
60 Metal Styles Available

URBAN RELATED CAREERS
Mon. Jan. 15 Urban & Regional Planning
Tues. Jan. 16 Careers in 'Environment'
Wed. Jan. 17 Architecture & Landscape Architecture
LAW & LAW RELATED CAREERS
Wed. Jan. 17 Law (Lawyer)
Thurs. Jan. 18 Law Clerks + Criminology
Fri. Jan. 19 Probation, Parole, Legal
Officer, etc.

Medical Sci. 3154
Medical Sci. 3154
Medical Sci. 3154
McLennan Phy. 103
McLennan Phy. 103
McLennan Phy. 103

BUSINESS CAREERS
Mon. Jan. 22 .MBA
Tues. Jan. 23 Sales & Marketing
Wed. Jan. 24 Management Training Programs
Thurs. Jan. 25 Careers in Finance

Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical

FILM & MEDIA CAREERS
Mon. Jan. 22 Film Production & Distribution
Tues. Jan. 23 Television
Wed. Jan. 24 Radio
Thur. Jan. 25 Advertising
Fri. Jan. 26 Publishing

Medical
McLennan
McLennan
McLennan
McLennan

NURSING CAREERS
Mon. Jan. 29
Tues. Jan. 30 On-Campus Interviews are over and
I don'l have a job... Now what??
CAREER

3153
2172
3154
3154

Sci. 2172
Phy. 202
Phy. 103
Phy. 103
Phy. 103

School of Nursing CODY HALL
McLennan Phy. 202

COUNSELLING

& PLACEMENT
581 Spadina Ave.

Sci.
Sci.
Sci.
Sci.

CENTRE
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Government

lifts ban

1 Marxist
finally
entry
that event, the to
board wouldCanada
have a position at York and resigned. But
September to force
the government secrecy,gains
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — Istvanprof
and use it as a club to which
Meszaros. ihe Marxist professor to open its files on the case. Im- Meszaros had no defense. He had no been forced to settle the Meszaros when he applied for landed immigrant status in Canada while still
Canadian immigration authorities
migration authorities declared him idea what evidence the charge had case on a strict question of law
London Canadian authorities
tried to exclude from a teaching post illegally in the country and he was been based on. Rumors floated that without any humanitarian con- in
siderations. Inappeal cases a board there refused and the battle began.
at York University on the grounds ordered deported by the Immigra- he was a Russian spy and at one
tion Review Board while Bryce point, Mackasey's executive assis- ruling can be reversed on
York University officials played a
he was a "security risk", has ap- Mackasey
tant Zarie Levine told a newspaper humanitarian grounds.
was still Minister of
n his eight-month
fight.
very low-keyed role in the dispute.
Meszarosparently woreceived
word January
Manpower and Immigration.
York president David Slater sent
Meszaros was "no statement
But more seen
important,
Andras'as telegrams
by observers
5 that he had been granted an entry The case received international reporter that boy".
to Mackasey but left the
Meszaros has proof theis government
visa to Canada. He had returned to attention and academics around the golden-haired
filed suit against Levine.
had no bulk
of affairs to arts dean John
With the help of New Democratic grounds for the original charge that
England December 29 after being in world rallied to support Meszaros.
Canada fighting his case since Under pressure, Mackasey to per- Party MP Ed Broadbent (Oshawa- Meszaros was a security risk.
In September Meszaros said he Saywell.
sonally review the case if Meszaros Whilby), himself a member of
When the original refusal of
September, he returned only after
Manpower and Immigration returned to England. Meszaros York's political science department, thought the label came from some Meszaros's landed immigrant status
Minister Robert Andras had refused because once out of the Meszaros got in touch with the new Canadian immigration official in application arrived in late June,
assured him he would personally country he would have lost his right minister, Andras. In a telephone call London who seemed to think all Saywell sent Meszaros a telegram
review the case.
December 24, Andras told Meszaros Marxists were security risks and
appeal.
offeringment, plusonean year's
as settleMeszaros will return to Toronto of Mackasey
offer tosalary
help Meszaros
throwers.
then withdrew a he would honor the promise of his bomb
Meszaros fled Hungary in 1956 gel his old job back at Sussex.
January 20 to begin teaching conditional offer to allow Meszaros predecessor lo review the case.
when
the
Stalinists
regained
control
to stay and leach at York for one
political philosophy at York.
Andras reportedly told Meszaros after the abortive uprising that year.
York originally agreed to pay
existed for his exclusion
Meszaros' lawyer, Paul Copeland yearTheonly.case is notable for the nofromgrounds
a noted civil rights advocate Meszaros his salary although he
Canada. The government inHe hiswas homeland
or Toronto, said the eight-month
but stopped payand served as an wasn'tment iteaching,
court and legal costs would be about question it raises about the review wouldn't intervene in the appeal,
n October and froze the bank
SH0D0, which he hoped to collect process in the immigration depart- Andras said, and Meszaros had the assistant to the cultural affairs account.
At
that
time Meszaros
ment. IfMeszaros had not come to benefit of all possible routes of minister in the short-lived
from York University. In a similar
couldn't touch the money and the
case two years ago, York picked up Canada, Copeland speculated it was appeal. The statement in effect revolutionary government.
He went lo Italy and then to immigration department could
the lab for the entry fight of Gabriel highly unlikely his case would have guaranteed the government
Britain where he later became a charge he was illegally employed if
Kolko, noted critic of American been favorably reviewed.
wouldn't
issue a security
certificate.
British citizen without any he did.
The
certificate
would
have
foreign policy and now a history
And theby government
using the "security
label,
was ablerisk"to
professor at York.
the appeal board from problems. While teaching at the
spent the four months
Meszaros came to Canada in blanket the flimsiest of evidence in prohibited
opening the security risk issue. In University of Sussex he was offered in Meszaros
Canada living with York
professors Ellen and Neil Wood,
studyingthatandtimewriting.
But hegame
said
Remodelling and
during
the waiting
Alterations
destroyed
his
concentration
and
he
- A Specialty was doing no constructive work.
STUDENTS'
JOB INTERVIEWS
Cleaners and ELITE
Tailors
PERMANENT
654 Spadina Ave.
922-4361
10% DISCOUNT
-ARTS-COMMERCE-M.B.A.-GEN. SCIENCEON PRESENTATION
of A.T.L.
cards
MEMBER
OF INDEPENDENT
CLEANERS ASSOC.
IF YOU HOPE TO JOIN THE WORKING WORLD IN 1973 AND ARE INTERESTED IN A CAREER IN BUSINESS, WHY NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE ON-CAMPUS JOB INTERVIEWS.

The following employers have already advised the Centre of their pending visits.
Check with the Placement Centre for further details with regard to pre-screening
and direct sign-up.
EMPLOYER
Babson College
Bank of Nova Scotia
Canada Life Assurance Co.
Canadian Laboratory Supplies
Datacrown Limited
Fashion Council
Ford Motor Company
IBM of Canada
Manufacturers Life
Insurance Co.
Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co.
Mutual Life of Canada
New York Life Insurance Co.
North American Life
Insurance Co.
Northern Electric Co.
Ontario Hydro
Ontario Public Service
R.C.A. Limited
Simpsons-Sears Ltd.
Wood Gundy Securities

■/T\I

\\J

CONTACT LENS
CONSLJ LTANT
FOR BETTER VISION
2875 BLOOR ST. W.
233-7273

ARTS
(GEN)

ARTS
(SPEC.)

C&F
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NO COVER
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X
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M.B.A. SCI.

X
X
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X

Come to
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NO MINIMUM
EVER

x

CAREER COUNSELLING AND PLACEMENT CENTRE
581 Spadlna Ave.
(at Spadina and Willcocks Ave.)

'Toronto's
authentic JBaoarian
JSierftall.
5 St. Joseph Street,
1 block north of Wetlesley,
Just west of Yonge.

SHAW
puts it all
together!
Now
you have
qualifications
... but academic
still lack
practical
business
realize it takes moreskills.thanYoua
degree and nerve to get past
that first job interview. Think
seriously
about the , other
of yourCareer
education
. withhalfa
Shaw
Course. . Become
a Legal Secretary, a Medical
Secretary The
or anABCExecutive
Secretary.
Course
(Accelerated
Business
Course)
is
a
fast
secretarial
Course
designed graduate
specificallyor
for
the University
student.
monthsnormally
. . . Vz
the timeJustit 6would
take.
Don't
forget
the
Taylor
Fashion Merchandising
Course
career in the
Fashionsforof that
Tomorrow.
A Shaw Career
Course could make
the BIG difference
DROP IN THE MAIL TODAY!

ADDRESS:.
PHONE:

fl-Jy ADMISSIONS OFFICE
2436 Yongo EG
StreetES
LL
(5
Toronto
Ontario
AW• 4B1-M77
SH
ill t2,CO
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Doctors
By G RETCH EN ROEDDE
Dr. Belte Stephenson, chairman
of the Board of Directors of the
Canadian Medical Association and
of the Ontario
past
Medicalpresident
Association, defended her
profession with a warm combination
of skill and humour, at a television
show taping Monday.
Fred Davis, host of the Screen
Gems program Crossfire,
questioned Stephenson on the
changing image of the doctor from
the kindly
familyis physician to thededicated
doctor who
more
mercenary than ethical, makes few
or no house calls, and is motivated
by the elitism of the profession.
Challenging this, Stephenson
explained that over eight million
house calls were made last year, but
because of changing needs and
demands, only medically expedient
calls were made, excluding those of
a social, supportive nature.
Countering the claim thai doctors
are greedy,periencshe
stated,money
"to myis the
exe, dear heart,
wrong motivation, because there
isn't
muchandin the
yourdemands
many years
training,
of theof
profession on your lime and energy
necessitate a strong ethical motive.
"Newspapers
aren't
objective
either; they
have entirely
to sell
newspapers. So, doctors are portrayed as cheating medicare
programs. Statistically this is a
small
Pal percentage."
O'Neill, an executive member
ofcharged
the Edgley
thatTenants'
doctors Association,
effectively
limit the number of students in
medical schools and therefore the
number of doctors. Disagreeing,
Stephenson retorted that attempts
by overworked doctors to increase
their numbers are ignored by universities and governments, the real
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says physician
system,
not abusing
the
doctor,
and the interdisciplinary
medical use of drugs, such as mariand
weaknesses
could
be
made.
policy makers in this area.
and hashish,
The McMaster program was set approach in medicine will improve criticizedjuanathem,
The problem of understaffed rural
primarilyStephenson
because of
areas, particualrly in the north, was up by Dr. John Evans, now presi- medical treatment and relieve some their negative effects
on motivation
dent of the University of Toronto. of the pressure from the doctor.
mentioned by Anne Ladouceur, a
and feltof they
Glendon sociology student.
Dorothy McClure, assistant Stephenson agreed, adding that and personality,
dicated the substitution
passiveinpreventivewouldmedicine,
"Basically this must be solved by professor at McMaster's School of clinics,
entertainment for internal
also be such
helpful.as baby external
regional centres which supply Nursing, argued that the nurse practitioner, acting in association with
Asked for her opinion on the non- resourcefulness and creativity.
medical services, and good transportation
links,"
Stephenson
commented.
The use of paramedics in
community centres could relieve
U faculty may unionize
some of the strain from doctors, and Manitoba
could limit their class elitism,
Lehrman said about 75 percent of the faculty
The Universiy of
suggested Janine Smith, a crafts WINNEPEGFaculty(CUP)
members belong to the associalion and that the
Association wants to make U of M
therapist at the Cecilia Smith Manitoba
unwith
speaking university
"a good
Remedial Nursery School.
Canada'sionizedfirstteachingEnglish—
organization
majority" of has
the collected
faculty tosignatures
support itsfromrequest
for
staff.
"Not without reducing the level of
has asked the university board of
association
The
recognilion.
No
teaching
staffs
in
English—
speaking
Canadian
medical treatment," countered governors lo recognize it as the collective bargaining
universities are unionized. But the faculty at the
Stephenson.
faculty
timeonly
full— not
M's lo1,080bargain
"If someone comes in with a agent
salaries
aboutmembers.
Universityiversitiofes arerepresented
Quebec andby atunion
manyorganizations.
American unIt wantsfor toU beof able
spending
headache, youif have
determine
this tois bea able
simpleto and working conditions, but over university
The
Graduate
Students'
Union
al
the
of Toronto is currently trying to unionizeUniversity
leaching
headache, a migraine, a tension priorities.
Jonas
professor
president
association
Faculty
assistants there wilh little apparent success. The
headache or a brain tumour. This Lehnnan charged that the rapid growth in the
Canadian
Association
of
University
Teachers
lakes the medical skill of the doctor. university's
student population over the past 15 years
(CAUT) is studying a proposal to affiliate to the
"It is also important for doctors has resulted in "the development of a centralized
Canadian Labor Congress, but many observers forsee
to have a hospital appointment to administration which has grown remote from the
a rocky road for ihe plan. Most local faculty
maintain professional competence
associations belong lo CAUT.
The teaching staff has lost control of university
through daily experience and
Elsewhere in Manitoba, the faculty associations at
said.
priorities because of the trend, Lehrman
professional contact with peers. Ac- faculty."
Brandon University and at the University of
The administration's growth is "out of allin
countability, the aim of the comWinnepeg say theu are watching iheir University of
munity clinic, is achieved daily in proportion lo growth at other universities, not only
Manitoba counterparts' efforts with interest. But both
the doctor-paiient relationship. It is just size, but in power... they're stronger here than at
are merely filing the agreements they have negotiated
necessary competence which is any Asotherexamples
universityof inmisplaced
Canada," priorities
he said. Lehrman
with their respective faculty associations wilh the
Manitoba department of labor for enforcement,
ciled the 26 percent cut in research grants last year
r:lher than seeking collective bargaining certification
The experimental approach of and the low budgetary allocation to the library, while
important."
for themselves.
administralive
costs
were
one
of
the
highest
in
McMasler
medical Canada.
Brandon University Faculty Associalion president
school,
whichUniversity's
offers a three-year
Bob Florida explained the group will simply send ihe
training program for family practice
University president Ernest Sirluek has denied the
labor board agreements signed in ihe last two years,
physicians, using innovative charges, claiming administralive costs declined last
and the labor board will enforce them. He said
leaching methods, was considered vear on a percentage basis.
university negotiators have not objected to the plan.
bv Stephenson as a necessary and
The faculty association has asked the board of
important experiment. She hoped it governors to decide whether to grant voluntary
The Brandon
boardasofthegovernors
"has bargains
voluntarilyfor
recognized
our group
body which
wouldn't be adopted by too many recognition by February 1. If the board refuses
the faculty. Manitoba never did so they have to go
schools too quickly, so that a good recognition, ihe association will lake its case to the
basis for comparison of its strengths Manitoba Labor- Relations Board.
through the certification route," Florida said.

COMPUTER COURSES
The University of Toronto Computer Centre announces aprogram
courses and
in computing
for the Winter
Sessionof non-credit
1973. The courses
seminars
are available free-of-charge to all interested persons.
For course descriptions and course registrations contact Miss Jenkins in Sandford Fleming room 112 or
phone 928-5270.
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING AND SYSTEM/370

FROM

THE

bowels
OF

THE

OS/370 INTRODUCTION
SOLVING MATRIX EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS ON
COMPUTERS
(guest speaker Professor C. Crawford from DCS)
MAIN LINE STANDARD FOR COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS
AND PROGRAM DESIGN
(guest speaker R. Charney of Charco Consultants Ltd.)
FORTRAN IV: INTERMEDIATE

bookroom

comes
ANOTHER

SALE

PL/I: INTERMEDIATE
ASSEMBLER: ELEMENTARY

FEATURING

JCL: ELEMENTARY
SOFTWARE LIBRARY FOR OPTIMIZATION METHODS
AND ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS
SPECIAL I/O
UTILITIES

torn

CRJE UTILITIES
SPITBOL: ELEMENTARY
VIRTUAL STORAGE
(guest speaker from IBM)
PL/1 COMPILER VERSIONS

and
and

things,

books

records.
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Swimmers
By PAUL CARSON
The men's swimming team began
a defense of its OUAA championship with the
a 84-29
exhibitionof
victory over
University
Waterloo Saturday in the Benson
Building pool. The competition was
firsl in a series of exhibition dual
meets leading to the league championship inlate February.
Blues were expected to win
handily Saturday, and a series of
outstanding performances from
some freshman swimmers indicate
Varsity must be regarded as an
almost prohibitive favorite to win its
I3lh consecutive OUAA title.
After the meet was opened by a
relatively slow 400 medley relay,
newcomer John Sebben provided a
sample of things to come by
registering his best ever career time,
winning the 1000-yard freestyle in
10:39.2. Waterloo's
depth in
freestyle
events failedreputed
to materialize.
Sebben later produced the match
of the day, erasing the former pool
and Varsity team record in the 200yard breaststrokc by almost five
seconds. Expected to provide only a
feeble
to former
recordholder challenge
Nick Rotlmann
and veteran
Wayne Phillips, Sebben recorded
2:20.6 in an event that rarely sees
records broken this early in the
season.
Another
rookie,withShawn
Laari,
also Blues'
came away
two
victories — first in the 200-yard
freestyle, spotting the other entries
almost a full body length after 100yards, and then a personal best of
2:1 I in the 200-yard breastslroke.
Varsity captain Jim Adams,
holder of national intercollegiate
records in the freestyle sprints, led
the veterans with two easy victories.
Adams clocked 22.1 in the 50-yard
second events
short
offreestyle,
his CIAUone-fifth
record.of aSeveral

FREE

splash
Waterloo
later he swam the 500-yard freestyle
in 5:08 despite a lack of any serious
competition
Waterloo.
Two otherfromfamiliar
names also
registered
victories,
swam his fastest careeras Bob
time Peeling
of 2:10
in the 200-yard butterfly and John
Twohig won a somewhat leisurely
100-yard freestyle in 53.5.
Nick Rotlmann, returning after a
year of ineligibility, joined the
parade of best ever times by winning
the 200-yard individual medley in
2:13.9, and Blues closed the meet
with an almost perfunctory display
The moral and practical question
that confronts tercollegiate
us is,athletics
"Areto inbe
measured in terms of what they do
for the morale or budget of an
institution? Or are they to be
measured in terms of what they do
for thedard tesparticipants
the stan-in
t we have used historically
evaluating amateur athletics? Are
they, in short, to be participant
— Jack Scott.
printed or spectator oriented?"
The Athletic Revolution
in the 400 freestyle relay, still
several jected
yards
Waterloobetter
entry. than the deLester Newby gave Waterloo its
only victory by taking the one metre
diving
but aVarsity's
came
back with
solid firstAlex
placeLaushowing
off the three metre board.
Varsity coach Robin Campbell
said after the meet that the
numerous excellent times probably
indicatedtensive
thetraining
success
of Blues'
exprogram
in Fort
Lauderdale during the Christmas

JEWISH

Nick Rottmann (second
holidays.
Most swimmers pace themselves
at this stage of the season so as not
to burn themselves onl prior to the
final championship meet. Consequently, Blues'faster
Saturday
times was
are
considerably
than what
expected and indicate Varsity might
even have an stronger learn than was
thought when Blues won the annual
OUAA relay meet last November.
"With Sebben and Laari plus
Dave Wilken and Dave Chutter
joining our proven veterans, we
seem to be
gooda trace
shape,"of
Campbell
saidinwith
understatement.
Blues may be headed for their
sixth national college title in seven
years with the aid of Olympian
Byron McDonald. McDonald
placed sixth in the 200-metre
butterfly at Munich and with the
retirement of Mark Spitz, he must
be rated among the top five in the

in

swimmer from bottom) went on to win
world for the butterfly. He has been
accepted into the MBA program
and should tercollegiate
be eligible
for this
incompetition by
weekend .
Blues next dual meet action is
Saturday at 2 pm against the
University of Western Ontario in
the Benson pool. The meet should
see McDonald matched against
another ex-Olympian, Bill Kennedy,
now swimming for Western.
The following is a summary ol
Saturday's
400 medleymeet:relay: i. Toronto (Wilkin,
Rotlmann. Peeling. Twohig): 3:58.7: 2.
Waterloo (Low. Munn, Jacyszyn,
Patterson):
4:08.0.J. Sebben, (T), 10:39,2:
1000 freestyle:
2. R. McEwan, (W), 11:20.8: 3. D.
Morden,
(T). DNC.I. S. Laari. (T). 1:55.8;
2(111 freestyle:
2. S. Taylor. (W), 1:56.1; 3. D. duller.
50 freestyle: I. J. Adams, (T), 22.1: 2.
T. RoekinEhain. (T). 24.3: 3. J. Peters,

1. LITERATURE OF THE HOLOCAUST — using selections from a
Holocaust Reader, Out ol the Whirlwind and the Artists of Terezln,
RICHARD MARCOVITZ. Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 24.
2. MAIMONIDES — a reading of the section, "Hilchot Yesodei Hatorah". the
ground rules of Jewish faith — in original and translated text. The "Thirteen
Principles"18.will be included, DAVID DREBIN, Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., starting
January
3. 'MITZVAH' IN CONCEPT AND CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE philosophy of the ethical imperative illustrated through selected problems
confronting Jewish Law (euthanasia, pot, civil disobedience), ZEV
HERSHTAL, Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 18.
4. JEWISH PERSPECTIVES ON CHRISTIANITY — the history of the rise of
that religion and the theological basts to it from Jewish sources, SAMUEL
KAPUSTIN, Wednesdays, 9:00 p.m., starting January 17.
5. ARAB— JEWISH DIALOGUE — an opportunity for Arab and Jewish
students to discuss mutual concerns without theatrics, posturing or
unreasons, DAVID SADOWSKI, Thursdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting January 18.
6. GREAT MODERN JEWISH THINKERS — the critical contributions of
Achad ha'Am, Simon Dubnow, Franz Rosenzweig, Rav Kuk, IRWIN
WITTY, Wednesdays, 6:00-8:30 p.m., starting January 17 (supper with
instructor available).
7. CHASSIDIC STORIES OF RAV NACHMAN — the mystical and
Flear's
and starting
Use of Buber's
Bartzlaver Rebbe.
of theSHIDLOWSKY,
emotional writings
anthologies,
CHARLES
Wednesdays,
8:00 p.m.,
January 17.
8. CONVERSATIONAL YIDDISH — continuing from fall semester, SAMUEL
MITZMACHER, Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting January 17.
9. THE SHTETL — Jewish life in the Diaspora (European) 1850-1939, CECIL

REGISTRATION

meet

200 individual medley.
201) indhidual medley: I. N.
Rotlmann. (T). 2:13.9:2. J. Twohig, (T),
2:15.9:
3. R. Robinson,
2:164.(W),
One metre
diving: I. L.(W),Newby,
202.35: 2. A. Lau. (T>. 180.60: 3. Hill.
(W)200141.15.
butterfly: I. I). Peeling. (T),
2:10.0: 2. Z. Eldar. (T). 2:11.5: 3.
Jacvszyn,
(W). 2:19.3.
IUU freestyle:
I. J. Twohig, (T), 53.5;
2. S. Tavlor. (W). 53.6; 3. J. Peters. (T).
54.0.
2IIII backstroke: 1. S. K Laari. (T),
2:11.9:
Robinson, 2:12.6; 3. D.
Wilkin. 2.(T),R 2:15.2.
500 freestyle: I.J. Adams. (T), 5:08,6:
2. R. McEwan. (W) 5:26.7; 3. D.
Chutter. (T). 5:38.4.
200 breaststroke: I. J. Sebben. (Tl.
2:20.6; 2. N. Roltinann. (T). 2:25.9; 3.
W Phillips. (T). 2:30.0.
Three metre diving: I. A. Lau. (Tl.
158.30: 2. L. Ncwbv, (W). 157.85; J.
Radiaan. (W). 144.55.
4110 freestyle relay: I. Toronto
(Wilkin. Sebben. Peeling. Adams).
3:27.7; 2. Waterloo (Knaggs, Murray.
Tavlor, Jacvs/vn), 3:37.5.

(T), 24.4. .'5
(T) 2:00

UNIVERSITY
COURSE

exhibition

SPRING

1 973

OFFERINGS

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

BATES. Tuesdays, 4:15 p.m. Rm, 118 Founders College, York University.
Starting January 16.
JOB AND THE PROBLEM OF EVIL — study of the text with reference to
the modern world. Use of primary and secondary sources, BEN MAYER,
Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 17.
EMOTIONAL AWARENESS AND BIBLICAL NARRATIVE — use of
games, SEYMOUR
group dynamic
techniques
to get 8:00
closerp.m.,feeling
to events
the
Torah,
EPSTEIN,
Thursdays,
starting
Januaryin 18.
MODERN PHILOSOPHIES IN JUDAISM — the thinking of Buber,
Rosenzweig, Rav Kuk, Kohler, Kaplan. Required Text: Contemporary
Jewish Thought: A Reader (ppbk). SOL TANENZAPF, Fridays, 1:00 p.m.,
Rm. 136, Winters, York University, starting January 19.
THE JEWISH WOMAN — a discussion/study group of women. Group will
decide format at first meeting. Continuing from fall semester,
Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting January 17.
THE MIDRASH- AND THE BIBLE — selected portions of the Torah
(Binding of Isaac. Exodus, Sinai, etc.) through the eyes of the great
Commentators and the Midrash, MEYER BERGLAS. Thursdays, 8:00 p.m.,
starting January 18.
THE JEWISH LIFE CYCLE — customs, ceremonies, laws and
philosophies
of birth,Wednesdays.
circumcision, 8:00
pidyon
JOSEPH
KELMAN.
p.m.,ha-ben,
startingmarriage,
January and
17. death,
MIDDLE EAST SEMINAR — series presentations on contemporary
issues in Israel and the Arab world. ALLAN MORGER, Mondays, 3:00
p.m.. Ross Humanities Bids.. Rm. S-307. starting January 15.
CHAVURAT ZEMER — the Jewish themes in rock, folk and Motown
sounds, Possible creating of new Jewish music, RICK KARDONNE,
Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 18.

AT

HILLEL HOUSE
186 St. George St., Toronto 5, Ont.
or call In
923-9861 Immediately

WOMEN'S

BUILDING

BENSON
DMIfiTR
TIME

ATHLETIC

ATION

- 320

HURON

JANUARY

!it.

10

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY
Contemporary Dance Composition

THURSDAY
Contemporary Dance Composition

9:00 a.m.

Badminton - Recreational
Tennis - Pecreational

Badminton - Recreational
Self Defense
- Beginner
Tennis
- Recreational

Badminton - Recreational
Contemporary
Dance Composition
Fencing
Intermediate
Tennis - - Recreational

Badminton - Recreational
Contemporary
Da"nce Composition
Tennis
- Recreational

m*nn
m
iu.uu ad.m.

Badminton- Recreational
- Pecreat lonal
Tennis

Badminton
Ballet I - Recreational
Fencing - Beginner
Golf

Badminton - Recreational
Distinction/Award
Fencing - Beginner - Swim
Golf
Slim t Trim
Synchronized
- Swim
Tennis
- Intermediate

Contemporary
Dance - Beginner
Fencing
- Beginner

Badminton - Recreational
Ballet
Bronze -I Swim
Golf
Fenc ing - Advanced/ In tet
Slim & Trim
Intermediate - Swim

11:00 a.m.

m

ASSOCIATIC

MONDAY

8:00 a.m.
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1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.
D:UU p.m.

Badminton
Coif * - Intermediate
Tennis - Beginner
Golf

Badminton - Recreational
Bronze Skating
- Swim
Figure
Golf
Intermediate - Swim
Slim 6 Trim
Tennis - Beginner

Api^aratus
-- gymnastics
Badminton
Intermediate
Ballet
Bronze -- Beginner
Swim
Jun
ior - Beginner
Swim
Tennis

Badminton - Beginner
Fencing
- Advanced/ Inter
Ski Conditioning

Archery - Gymnastics
Apparatus
Badminton
- Beginner
Ballet - Beginner
Figure Skating - from 12:30

Badminton — Beginner
Contemporary
Dance - Inter
Fencing
- Advanced/Inter
Slim & Trim
Tennis
- Intermediate

Badminton - Beginner
Self Defense
- Beginner
Tennis
- Intermediate

Archery
Badminton - Intermediate
Contemporary
Dance - Beginner
Fencing - Beginner
Golf - Advanced
Tennis

Badminton - Intermediate
Contemporary Dance - I
Golf
12:301 Skating {cont'd from
Figure
Tennis - Intermediate

Archery
Badminton - Intermediate
Contemporary Dance - I
Golf
Ski Conditioning
Tennis - Beginner

Badminton - Intermediate
Golf
Contemporary
Dance - Inter
Tennis - Intermediate

Badminton
Intermediate
Fencing - -Beginner
Scottish
Country
Tennis - Advanced Dance

Archery
Diving
Fencing - Beginner
Golf
Junior
Tennis -- Swim
Beginner

Badminton - Beginner
Contemporary
Dance - Beginner
Golf
Olympic
Gym
Judging
Leaders
{Red
Cross)
Non-Swim
Senior - Swim

Archery
DiBallet
vi ng I
Fencing - Beginner
Figure Skating - 2:45 - 4:00
Golf
Junior -- Swim
Tennis
Beginner
Olympic Gya Judging

Badminton - Intermediate
Non-Swim
Golf
Leaders (Red'
Senior
Swim Cross)
Tennis -- Advanced

Badminton - Beginner
Bronze
Jazz II - Swim
Junior
Tennis -- Swim
Intermediate

Bronze
Golf - Swim
Intermediate
- Swim
Tennis
- Beginner

Badminton - Recreational
Contemporary Dance - Inter
Distinct ion/Award - Swim
Golf
Leaders (Red Cross)
Stroke Correction - Swim

Bronze - Swim Dance I
Contemporary
Figure Skating
Golf
Intermediate
- Swim
Modern
Gymnastics
Tennis - Intermediate

Badminton - Recreational
Golf
Distinct ion/ Award - Swim
Leaders (Red Cross)
Tennis - Beginner

Badminton - Recreational
Fencing
- Intermediate
Jazz
Non-SwIIin
Senior
Swim
Tennis - Recreational-

Badminton
Diving - Recreational
Leaders (Red Cross)
Tennis - Recreational

Badminton
- Recreational
Jazz
- Beginner
Modern Gymnastics
Non-Swim
Self
- Beginnerto S:30
SeniorDefense
-- Swim
Tennis
Recreational

Badminton - Recreational
Fencing
- Intermediate
Jazz - Beginner
Leaders (Red Cross)
Olympic
Tennis -Gymnastics
RecreationalClub

Contemporary
Dance Club
Fencing - Recreational

Ballet 11
Slim & Trim

Folk
- Rec
Self Dance
DefenseCo-ed
- Beginner
Self-Defense - Roc.(cont'd)
(5:30-7:30)
Self Defense - Recreational
Jazz Performance
Self Defense - I ntermec iate 'Ad^
(5:30-7:301

Ballet III ■
Olympic Gymnastics Club

Contemporary Dance Per forma nee
Fencing - Recreational

Contemporary Dance Composition

Folk &Dance
Co-ed
- Performance Contemporary Dance Compos i 1 1 on
Contemporary
Dance Club
Performance Jazz Performance
Badminton
Modern Gymnastics
Self Defense - Intermediate. Ad Gal
Tennis Guest
- Recxeai_i.CTia
1
Self.
Defense
I
ntermed
iate/Adv
Self
T.efense
(cont'd
from 5 i 30)
7:00 p.m. Tennis - Recreational

8:00 p.m.

Badminton - Recreational
Ballet
II
Distinction/Award
- swim
Fencing - Beginner
Synchronized
- Swim
Tennis
- Intermediate

Archery

Archery
3:00 p.m.

Badminton - Recreational
Contemiorary
Dance - Inter
Fencing
Intermediate
Tennis - - Recreational

Badminton - Intermediate
Golf
Slim s Trim
Tennis - Intermediate

Archery
12:00 noon

11
& FRIDAY

Self DefenseIntermediate. 'Adv
Tennis
- Recreational

Folk t.Dance
Co-Ed - Performanci
Gal
Guest - Badminton
Tennis - Recreational

Golf
Badminton - Intermediate
Slim S Trim
Tennis - Intermediate

Ballet I
Fencing
Beginner
Tennis - - Intermediate

Self Defense
- Recreational
Tennis
- Recreational
Badminton - Recreational

E-'lf Defense - Recreational
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loss, 78-52
another
Blues
hand
Warriors
the lead to 52-24 after only
By BOB PRITCHARD
game, only managed to put in 29 in stretched
Basketball Blues started the new the first half, seven points more llian four minutes of play in the second
took complete conyear on the wrong foot losing to Blues with 22. Toronto's zone half. trolWarriors
of the First eight minutes of the
Waterloo Warriors 78-52 Saturday defence didn't allow Waterloo to
it gain the momentum Warriors' half, outscoring Blues 25-IO. After
,n the Bensom Gym. Fortunately,
coach Don McCrae says his team that. Varsity never got close enough
was only an exhibition game.
to threaten Warriors, who by the
It wasn't until the second half that
plays
with.
ButbeslWaterloo
succeeded in end of the game had increased their
Warriors began to dominate the
lead even further to make the final
speeding
up
the
pace
of
the
game,
not inun-a and with some quick baskets, score
game. Waterloo,
commonly scores 1which
00 points
78-52. did manage to put
Varsity
together a good defensive game in
:)
the first half. Using its standard but
effective 1-2-2 zone defence, Blues
OUAA Basketball
10
kepi the Waterloo team from
penetrating for any solid shots.
Games W n Loss For Against Points
Eastern Sertion
Blues also managed to control their
295
5 5 0 391 200
Laurentian
own boards, out- rebounding
4
2 1 216
Waterloo in the first twenty
Carleton
4
3 366 369
5
Toronto
minutes: and depriving Warriors of
2
60
l 1 0 14666
second
chances on their missed
Ottawa
2
2 1 1 323 139
shots.
Toronto also had a better
2
374
256
1
4
5
s
n'
York
Quee
shooting percentage in the half — 33
0
3 0 3 177 '231
Ryerson
per cent compared to Waterloo's 31
170
Western Section
perH cent.was largely the efforts of
4
2
2
0
186
Western
Waterloo's Tom Kieswetter that
4
3 2 1 254 217
Windsor
sparked
Warriors plsy in the second
4
I
199
3
McMaster
half. On defence, Kieswetter stole
2
86 20377
1 1 0
Waterloo
2
the
ball occasions.
right out of OnBlues'offence,
hands theon
3 1 2 188
Lutheran
several
62
94
0
1 0 1
Guelph
Waterloo guard was accurate on the
0
195
242
3
0
3
Brock
basket from almost anywhere on the
court,
with 18 leading
points. his team's scoring
Fortunately for Varsity, Warriors
were without the services of starters
SPORTS SCHEDULES JANUARY 15 to 19
Mike Moser, who scored 39 points
HOCKEY
in a game against Carleton, and
vs New I
Mon
Jan. 15 12.30
U.C.
I
exhibition
blocksgame.
a Toronlo shot in Saturday's
Steve
Ignatavicius, former all star at Waterloo's Paul Bilewicz (12)
Trin.
B
1.30
vsvs St.M.D
Arch
3.30
Toronto's
St.wereM ichad's
High
Law
II
School.
Both
sidelined
with
7.30
Toronto at Laurentian
Music
Mike
Zuwerkalow
vsvs Knox
Bilewicz
FdP;iu1Talaj
Dent. A
8.30 Scar.
Toronlo
injuries.
Toronto's
9.30
vs Dev. Hse
Brian Skyvington
Fac.EdI
still hothered
by a legRandy
injury,Filinski,
sat out
vs Chem.IV
10.30
the
second
half
and
Tony
Rudmik,
Pal
Woodhurn
Eng.
Sell
Tony
Rudinik
(iord
Wilson
1.30
Dave
Ferguson
NewCCCP vs Mgt. Stud
Tues. Jan. 16
havingtion,just
returned
from a vaca- Kd Drugan
Bill Kruneis
4.30
vs
St.
M.
F
also
did
not
play.
Sr.
Eng
Law
IV
Vic.
I
7.30
Tim Mcfihie
Tip Offs: Blues lost to Laurentian Phil Sehlote
Law 1A
8.30
St.M.
Bill Ross
Avo Alho
Voyageurs
74-A5
in
Sudbury
on
Erin A vsvs PHE.
9.30
December 9 in league play. That
10.30
vs Mech IV
Dave
Frank Watt
Cress
Dent.
E
Toronto
n
II
Elec
(ilenn
Seoll
gives Blues a league record of two Frank Cress
Wed. Jan. 17 12.30
vsvs Trin.D
Eng.Sc.IV
8.00 ar
wins,
three
losses
Tomorrow
7T4 vs Vic. VI
Brian
Skyvington
1.30 Chem
Seoll
night Varsity travels to Waterloo for Glenn
New
Peier Onlup
For. CII
4.30
vs Emman
an exhibition match against Avo
7.30
Alho
Lutheran.
Dan Caltapan
Laurentian
Law
II
Scar.
II
8.30
Grad.Stud vs Pharm. A
Mel Bishop
Bill Francis
<iuv
Velrie
9.30 Grungies vs Pharm. B
Scoring:
Waterloo at Toronto
Waterloo
10.30
l);ive
Randy Ferguson
Filinski
Eng.Sc.Grad
s
vs
Noombies
Mike
Visser
Tinii
Kieswetter
\i
vs
Jr.
Eng
Thur. Jan. 19 12.30
St.M. CB
Rave Watt
4.30
Trin.
Fine
Anderson
Boh
Smeenk
\'~
7.30 Vic.l
vsvs Vic.
New 1
8.30
PHE. B
vs For. 9'sA
9.30
vs
Arch
Dent. C vs U.C.I1
10.30
Dent. AD
Blues earn 3-0-1 record in Poland
Sr. Eng
vsTrin.
Fri.
Jan. 20 12.30
1.30
vsVic. II
Innis I
vs
Scar.
1
Hockey Blues ended their Polish lour last night on
5.00
Erin
Varsily hard-hilling
was determined
SQUASH
winning
note,
of Katowice, Poland, skating,
game,notbulto play
insteadGeorgians'
attemptedslow-to
4-2.
Blues
led
„3-0defeating
- after theBalidon
Tues. Jan 16
Wed. Jan. 1 7
-2.
Blues
led
first
period
and
7-0
after
the
skate
Ihe
Sir
George
players
out
of
the
rink.
Referee
8 20 SGS 1
vs Vic.l
8.20 Thn.A
vs Law
second.
Defenceman
Mike while
Keenansingles
led Blues'
against
Lome Wayne
successfully
slowed
iheteams
game'sin thetempo,
9.00 PHE
vsU.C.
B
vsSt.M
9.00
Trin
Balidon
with
two
goals,
went
to
Neil
awarding
numerous
penalties
to
both
lirsl
vs Law
vs Massey 9.40 Vic.l
9.40 Eng.
Korzack, Albie Shamess, Rick Leroy, Bob Munro, forty minutes. The situation became so confused that
7.40
Kent
Ruhnke.
Don
Pagnutti,
and
Bill
Fifield.
referee
Wayne
and
the
timekeeper
had
lo
hold
a
Thurs Jan 1£
vs
Pharm
Innis
New
8.20
meeting during the first intermission; players who wer.e
vs SGS. II
9.00
Vic.lll
vs Knox
VarsilyPolish
completed
ils four-game
tour tying
againsithe firstsupposed
versa. to be on the ice were in the penally box and
division
teams with
a 3-0-1 record,
first vice
BASKETBALL
Tues,
Mon. Jan. 15
Jan.
16
•6.30
same
overseas
and
winning
the
final
three.
Last
night's
12.30
12.30 Jr. Eng. vs St.M. I
win. however, was Blues most decisive. In other games
Toronto scored first at 5:32 of the first period off a
4.00 Innis I vs PHE. D
4.00 PHE. C Trin. A
Vic.
the learn defeated GKS of Kalowice 4-2, a second bouncing shoi by Rick Leroy from centre which evaded
Law EngII
8.30 Dent. A vs U.C. II
New II vs Sr.
Polish
learn
7-6,
and
tied
GKS
2-2.
goalie
Bernie Wolfe. Neil Korzack and Gord Davies
9.30 Arch vs Knox
C vs Music
added two more goals for Toronto in the second period,
8.00
9.00 St.M.
Dev.Hse
vs
Pharm.
B
In
Blues
2-2
lie,
GKS
Katowice
scored
both
its
goals
but Georgians' Mark Shewchuk and John Logan kept
10.00 Dent. B vs Vic. South Hse
with Toronto a man short; Blues also took all three the
game close. Bill Fifield and Bob Munro finished Off
Wed. Jan. 17
Thur Jan. 18
penalties
in
the
game.
Gord
Davies
and
Neil
Korzack
Blues' scoring in the third period and Georgians were
•7.30
12.30
12.30 Eng. Ill vs Trin, B
4.00
PHE.
D
vs
Vic.
II
scored
for
Varsity,
as
ihe
Toronto
team
oulshot
its
host
only
able to add a third goal by Dave Logan, to make
4.00 Mgt. Stud vs U.C. II
•9.00
II vsSGS.II
30-29,
In goals.
Blues' narrow 7-6 win Bruce Herridge popped the final score 5-3.
"7.00
6.30 Law
B vsPHE.C
Pharm.
A
vs
Innis
I
in
three
•65.00
.00 St.M.
M. A vsPHE. B
U.C. I vs SGS.l
•8.30 Trin.A
•7.30 St.
I vs Erin
The nighl before Blues had defeated Loyola Warriors
vs Mgt. Stud
9.00 Law
Toronto's only olher game in Poland saw a seesaw to win the Heidelberg Challenge Cup, presented anEmman vs For. B at Scar
New
vs Vic. I
fight
for
the
lead.
GKS
scored
first
early
in
the
opening
10.00 Eng. IV vs Wye
winner of the match. Varsity won the
Dent. A vs Scar
period but Neil Korzack tied the score. Although Don game onnual y to the
goalsMcFarlanc
by Don Pagnutti
Nick
vs Sr.Eng
Fri. Jan. 19 • 12.30 PHE. A
Pagnutli gave Blues a 2-1 lead in the second period, the Holmes, Ivan
and two (unassisted).
from Bob Munro;
VOLLEYBALL
Polish team quickly added the equalizer. However. for Loyola il was Doug Lynch with two, while Ron
Complete Playoff schedule
(or atDiv.ll
has beenoffice.mailed out. Extra copies Doug Tale and Mike Keenan finally put Varsity ahead Hansis added Warriors' other. One high point of the
available
Intramural
lo slaythe inteam
ihe third
game was Ivan McFarlane's penally shot, successfully
Mon. Jan. 15
give
a 4-2 period,
victory. and Blues' defence held to stopped
8.30 St.M.
by Loyola goalie Dan Fournier.
vsvs For
New A Kalvins
Music
Kalvins
9.30
Meanwhile,
on
the
Canadian
circuit,
Blues
broke
the
Tues. Jan. 16
8.00 Scar
vs Vic.l
Toronto's
only league games — the only ones to
Christmas
and
Channukah
season
jinx
that
has
plagued
Leshchyshen
Pharm
9.00
vs Trin
for points — resulted in a 5-0 defeat of the
Leshchyshen
the team Tor the past two years, winning two exhibition count
Wed. Jan. 17 6.00 & 7.00 Playoffs
University of Windsor on December 9 in Windsor and
Lansdowne
and
two
league
games.
Varsity
suffered
its
only
setback
8.00 & 9.00 Playoffs
an S-l rout of Western Mustangs at home on December
Bodnaruk
Thur Jan. 18 . B.OO Erin
wilh a 5-3 loss to St. Mary's in Halifax. (Toronlo also 6. Blues go into the second halfof their schedule leading
vs Eng. I Melnyk
tied
Si. Mary's 5-5 in its other exhibition game in up lo the OUAA championship with a 7-0 record.
Halifax.)
WATER POLO
Tues. Jan. 16 7.30-8.15
Brownridge
Varsity returns to the arena Friday evening for a
vs PHE
Blues defeated
Sir George
Williams
New
Bcownridge
8.15-9.00 Law
vs
Trin
December
16 in Montreal
to avenge
their Georgians
only defeat 5-3up game against Ryerson Rams. In ihe initial encounier
Wed. Jan. 17 7.30-8.15 Knox
vs Eng. I Hanna
between ihe two teams Ihis season Blues won 15-2.
to
lhal
point
in
ihe
season
(a
4-3
loss
by
Toronto
in
Radio Varsily wjll carry ihe game live beginning at S
vs U.C.
8.15-9.00 Scar
Hanna
Varsity
November
Georgians' exhibition
loss was Arena
their onfourth
straight 24).defeat.
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Marketing
how

U

athletics:

of T

pays

for

its sports program
Intercollegiate sport has
relations man to promote
become a business at U of T, public
and sports
offootball
T's men's
athleticin general".
department(U
according
to
several
men
involved with football in the athletic already employs Paul Carson as
department.
part-time publicity director.)
This is one conclusion that can
even goes so far as to
be drawn from a study prepared Copp
"athletic
that the
advocate should
last spring by two fourth year department
bring out their
undergraduate students, Stewart own newspaper to promote their
MacSween and Tom Loumankis.
"Publicto
Watt bebelieves,
products".should
The paper analyzes trends in papers
persuaded
attendance at U of T football cover more
college football. At
games, and its conclusions could present, intercollegiate teams
similarly be applied to in- have to compete with
tercol egiate hockey and basketteams." teams want
ball attendance — the so-called professional
Do intercollegiate
to compete with pro teams for the
"big three".
public's entertainment dollar? Is
Coaches Interviewed
that what university "physical
education"
is training
do?
One section of the paper, Athletic director
Dalt them
Whiteto said
containing the results of in- Monday, "I don't think they want
terviews with several people incompeteteams
at all.wantI don't
volved with football at U of T, touniversity
to dothink
any
shows a definite bias within the such thing. I think we're forced to
men's athletic department compete in order to earn revenue
favouring the opening up and to support our programs." (White
further development of the In- added, "We don't want to be part
of a feeder system to the pros.
entertainment.tercol egiate fo tbal "market" for There's very little co-operation
Football attendance has between the pros and colleges.
vacillated in the years since the As a result, the scouts haven't
Second World War. The high been too happy with us.")
However, all those interviewed
point of 25,589 spectators per
game in 1950 has since dropped are more than convinced that
to a low of 11,000 in 1971. {Until publicity is a major factor in
recent years. Blues hockey game opening up U of Ts potential
attracted full houses. Lately, the "market". Copp wants to "aparena has been left with empty
proach the business school to try
seats.)
and find the marketability of VarSeveral coaches blame the
football tickets". Watt. White,
drop on poor marketing of the and sityMcManus
all feel
there's
for a full-time
publicity
man.a
"product". Head football coach need
Phys
ed
professor
and
Former
Ron Murphy said, "Nowadays, intramural football player K.A.W.
you
have coach
to sellTomyourWattproduct".
Assistant
added
believes
a "public
relations man
is needed
to sell
that football is not promoted Wipper
enough. Another assistant coach, college football to the public that
John McManus wants a greater is worth their attention." White
adds, "We should sell the public
ticket
effort: to"There
are notdistribution
enough outlets
sell the excellent product that we
tickets; there should be an outlet have at U of T."
Have these men asked the
at Aeverypremise
college that
and faculty."
both the players? The Athletic Directorate
authors of the study and the peo- is "responsible for all athletic
ple interviewed appear to accept policy" according to a booklet put
is thatathletic
the "product"
by theandUTAA.
"All athletic
schedules
the appointment
the
departmentbelongs
to sell.to out
Granted, the coaches have of coaches and managers are
helped to package the product — made on the recommendation of
that is, the skilled player — , but the Director of Athletics to the
what gives them the right to sell it Athletic Directorate," the booklet
At present, the Athletic
— in this case another man's notes.
Directorate is composed of 20
labour
In the— for
1971gateto returns?
1972 season members, only seven of which
football income from fees, broad- are students. In 1971-72.
casting rights, programs and gate students' fees made up $201,901
receipts totalled $23,461; for of the total UTAA budget of
hockey it was $15,848, according 5254,089; yet, students have only
to the University of Toronto one-third
representation on the
Athletic Association Financial UTAA.
Statements.
Do the players who earn the Coaches' solutions
money for the athletic departThe coaches interviewed
ment have any more than a token
say in where the product of their offered various solutions to
labour goes, and what part of the alleviate the shortage of needed
athletic program it affects? Ac- revenue from intercollegiate footcording to athletic director Dalt
ball. For example, all people inWhite, the athletic department
terviewed believed television exposure can help attendance at
has spent more for football and
hockey (in at least the past two football games; no mention was
seasons) than it has brought in in made of the negative aspects of
revenue. However, what will television. Murphy said, "Exhappen in the future if the
posure of the game on television
"market"
up again?
The can only help (attendance)."
UTAA has picks
no statement
of policy
Copp commented,
"Television
exposure
of college games
might
or priorities.
Lack of publicity is also cited help to increase attendance if
as a factor causing decreasing used properly." Wipper said,
attendance. Murphy claims that
the
more peopleexposure
that see isthegood;games
lack of publicity and coverage by "Television
The Varsity and local newspapers the more will identify with them,
has affected attendance. A third therefore they may attend more
assistant football coach, Dave games." Watt concurred, "More
exposure of Canadian college
Copp,
people says,
do not"Physical
go out andeducation
adver- football might increase public
tise their product" and the un- interest."
However, profits from televised
iversity "should have a full-time

the Ontario
go toAssociati
college ofgames
ons.
Athletic
Union
V in
For example
OUAA $22,000
pays ,the CHCH-T
Hamilton
contract,to
per yeartheforCBCa three
paysyear$100,000
while
the Canadian Intercollegiate
Athletics Union for a 1 0-year contract. The money is used to subin play-offs
office at
publicity
OUAAparticipation
and the sidize
Waterloo. (The University of
Waterloo budget for 1973-74 has
a figure of $13,500 under the
"OUAA
column
income) The
playersforapparently
Offset"
have no say in where the profits
from their labour go and, much
even consulted.
they are notsport
less,Professional
has already
been considerably altered and
States
United
the
in
sport
collegebecome professionalized
has
with the help of big business,
including the media. Canadian
university sport is already sufof televig the initial effects
sionferin"interference".
For example.
CKCO-TV
Kitchener-Waterloo's
recently
entered into an agree-

ment with the University of
Waterloo to televise some of the
home athletic events during the
current season. University of
Waterloo men's athletic director
Carl
"It's our that
opinion
that Totzke
we havesaid,a product
the
viewing public will find quite
Another solution offered by the
interesting."
football people interviewed to the
problemdance involved
of decreasing
a campaign attento get
alumni out to buy tickets and help
fund the athletic program.
Murphy
our grads says,
to buy"Wemoreshould
tickets.push
We
must get out and sell college
football and other intercollegiate
sports
public."
Copp
believes tothe theathletic
department
"should hold receptions for the
alumni to get them more involved." McManus agreed,
"There
a place
alumni toshould
meet bebefore
and forafterthea
game — this would increase
those interested and the freattendance."
Most ofquency ofthe
people interviewed
saw the loss of old rivalries and
tradition as an important factor in
sagging attendance and getting
out the "market".. Murphy noted.
"Breaking up old rivalries hurts
us most with grads. With new
rivalries and the inequalities that
occur, we are bound to be hurt in
attendance." Varsity hockey
coachtion Tom
said thatto "tradiis very Watt
important
many
people; therefore rivalries can

Blues edhockey
only help."
dance has decreas
in theattenpast
two or three years. Coincidentalunbeen forOntario
havechampions
ly, Bluesiversity
the past
seven
years;
people
now
expect
winning team, so why go see aa
In the MacSween-Loumankis
study.
White ofobserves
the
"break-up
the BigthatFour
game?
(Queen's,
Western,
McGill.
Toronto) has had an adverse
effect (since 1971) on grads; they
came because they were familiar
the opposition."
with
McManus
and Wipper Both
said
breaking up old rivalries has hurt
attendance and "we must set up
new ones." forNewtheopposition?
"enemies"
team and New
fans
to collectively "kill" for their
school?
Alternative solutions
Ironically,haveMacSween
and
Loumankis
stated a major
factor indance athe
decrease
of
attent intercollegiate games.

However,
they further
by-pass analysis.
the real
point without
They
say,
"In
this
age
where
students are making strong
demands for recognition of their
individuality, their right of selfexpression,volvement iand
personalsports
innthe school,
today cannot afford to drag Its
feet by holding to old traditions
and crewcut
stereotypes.
Continued alienation
of the student
body may eventually find
students withdrawing their supfinancial
assistance
from theport andathletic
program
leaving
the undesirable situation where
programs will have to fend for
themselves."
intercollegiate
A number sports
of already
"minor"
have to "fend for themselves" at
this university. Why must inegiate sports atto the
sity of Torontotercolhave
sell Univeritself in
order to pay for its other athletic
programs?
The
administration
this university has not seen atfit
over the years to support the
"body education" of its students.
The government of this province
has left the university up in the air
about athletic facilities for the
past few years while it has supportedpenditurthee for a$42
million excontroversial
and
elitist "graduate" library. Even as
late
— over oneof
month asafterMonday
the announcement
the
freezeprovincial
on furthergovernment's
capital expenditures — Dalt White had no

idea of whether or not a new
men's athletic building would be
constructed.
The bureaucracy at the athletic
department
and the students
and
coaches involved
in physical
education appear to have
accepted the boundaries of the
system
and toit. have
work within
They chosen
have notto
organized to fight and persuade.
As a result, the athletic community at this university is apparently seen by Simcoe Hall to
berestseparate
and distinct affairs
from theof
of the educational
the university community.
The dollar-conscious mentality
of the athletic department has
been imposed on it by necessity
— to pay in part for other athletic
ofprograms
facilities and
— andtheit ismaintenance
maintained
through "tradition".
At other universities in this province,
the
university community as a whole
has decided that athletics is a
"good" if organized properly, and
the provincial government has
decided to foot the bill for ade-

quate athletic facilities. Ron
Murphy said at the time of the
football study that the University
of Toronto Athletic Association
has paid the University of Toronto
back money borrowed to build
the stadium and arena, so it
hasn't cost the university one cent
to run these facilities.
At other universities the
administration has made
athletics enough of a priority to
pay staff rather than have salaries
paid from student athletic fees
(as
at U of have
T). At control
other universities
students
over the
operating costs of their athletic
departments (operating costs are
equal to the number of students
times the per capita athletic fee of
each student). Elsewhere in
Ontario and Canada, co-ed
physical recreation is the rule and
not the exception and facilities
are combined for mutual use with
few
from students of
eithercomplaints
sex.
Should athletics at this
university
be left alone
die from
natural causes?
Shouldto students
have control of the money they
put into athletics (through a
university-wide structure), or
should the athletic bureaucracy
dictate its terms to students?
Should separate athletic facilities
continue to exist at U of T? Apparently, these are some of the
resolved.questions
many
which must be
Bob Gauthler

cheques
OSAP
on
yields
York
cheques, the university would not be
D0WNSV1EW (CUP) — At Yorkto
forced to give out information on
university, one occupationandrelated
students who didn't pay their fees.
another
the Tees strike is over
Slater said McNie recommended
continues. es began at Glendon
withholding marks or de-registering
The struggl
students
as penalties for unpaid fees.
College Tuesday and spread the next
But a 1970 York resolution passed
the
day to the main campus over stubyforsenate
forbids academic
to release
universdentity'saward refusal
non-academic
offencespenalties
in the
cheques without first
be
changed.
university.
Slater
said
this would not
fees,
tuition
ng
deducti
l
potentia
This action prevented a
At its final meeting before the
3 000 students out of 13,000 from
first term ended, the senate endorsed
taking part in the provincially
the
demands of the OFS which is
fee strike
organizedern
l. the =J
menagainst
uov
pressing
for a more equitable loan
But yesterday, in a complete §
program, a depenlower
ofpublic
inreversal or its original stand, York |
dence, and full age
andpolicy
discussion
of government
in
°j2
that all
ed will
announc
trators
adminis
be
post-secondary
education.
student award cheques
Glendon students began their
released without first deducting tui- J«
occupation 3 pm Tuesday when they
,ion fees. York president David
learned
that students were being
ed that fines for p Students at Glendon, where the occupations began over OSAP cheques, vote to stay overnight.
also announc
Slaterpayment
forcedtheirlo OSAP
pay theircheques.
fees in order to
have been waived whofor
late
gel
ihe term. At Glendon, students
order
in
fees
their
pay
to
forced
were
The occupation continued
will have the full
through ihe nighl with about 20
lo getoftheirtheirgrants
cheques returned to
sum
siudenls
sleeping in the liberated
lhem.
office and up to 100 students conDelegates from Glendon said this
outside. gregating there and in the halls
satisfied their demands and Glendon
students voted to end the occupaThe liberal-minded Glendon
tion. But students at the main cam-to
administration co-operated with the
asked the administration
pus
also
students.
In fact principal Albert
endorse the program of the Ontario
Tucker bought all the students
Federation of Students in its cuthacks campaign.
Glendon, the only college in
VOL.93, No. 39
Slater refused; "I strongly
Ontario wilh staff-student parity on
FRI., JAN. 12, 1973
support
improving
the
lot
of
TORONTOI
students. But I will not commit
hiring, firing and lenure committees,
pizza.
gave
of any action to
myself and the administration to
removeno thethreat
students.
40 students
he toldoffice.
your package,"
Tucker told a meeting of about
occupying
the
awards
The students later decided to stay
300 students Wednesday that Ihe
as the demand had been ratified at a
York University administration was
meeting of 250 students earlier in
caught
in the
middle between
Ihe afternoon.
siudenls and
the government.
A mass meeting is scheduled for
"This problem has resulted from
tomorrow to discuss further action.
an arbitrary
decision
withoutgovern
conAt present, the occupiers are asking
sultation byihe
provincial
other campuses to participate in
menl.
I
don't
agree
with
the
decision
solidarity with their action and in
but Glendon is bound by the policy.'
support of the OFS campaign.
he added.
Cilendon students said tonight in a
Tucker claimed the University of
press release that ihe administration's changed policy was
Toronto
is and
an "exception".
Laurention
Carleton are "Only
giving
"a small victory in attempts to bring
students OSAP cheques and
about major change in government
Carleton is already S80.000
policv. The occupation would never
behind."
he added.
have been necessary if York had
"Why should
the university suffer
York University president David Slater talks informally to occupying students yesterday.
been a democratic institution. We
when
the
burden lies wilh the
shall now continue with the tuition universities minister Jack McNie
"This position differs greatly
a 1969the government
direcfee strike and our fight in university told him in a telephone call yester- from directives we had as late as following
that said
"first call
the U of T SAC president Eric Miglin
morning that the universities vesterday afternoon". Slater said. fundstive issued
lo students
... onis the
finincing
structures."
Slater and
claimed
the reversal in coulddayrelease
called Ihe York administration
On
Tuesday.
Slater
called
the
un"as
if
the
payment
of
outstanding
fees
owed
to "chicken".
government?"
policy on OSAP cheques came from students receivingcheques
cheques have, or
iversity "the innocent and sym"The universities must stand up to
new direction from the provincial will, make arrangments for payment
pathetic
intermediaries
in
the
OSAP
Slater
also
asked
McNie
for
Ihe
institution."
government. Slater said colleges and
relationship." He said York was assurances that after releasing the ihe government," he said.
of their fees."

Faculty
By MARK BOHNEN
The continued existence of the Faculty of
Food Sciences at U of T will be questioned in
a Monday meeting of the Food Sciences
Implementation Committee.
At thai time, the committee will be voting
on a scries of motions concerning proposals
for ihe future of the Faculty of Food Sciences
and its various subdivisions. Associate arts
dean James Cruise, chairman of the committee, would not reveal the content of the
motions.
Meetings of the committee are closed, but
Cruise told The Varsity in October that "the
sense
discussions" did not have to be
treatedof astheconfidential.
Cruise would not predicl whether or not the
final recommendations of the committee
would call for the abolition or the faculty, but
admitted "1 would rather consider this as one
»r a number of possibilities,"
In an interview, Cruise said that the "strong
possibility" that the faculty would be
abolished has existed ever since vice-provost
of health sciences Dr. John Hamilton
recommended its phasing out over a threeyear period.
said;"The reasons haven't changed much", he
"There are not many students taking the
home economics courses." He cited Guclph as

of

Food

Science

an alternative centre for this area of studv.
In January 1971. Hamilton proposed that
the faculty be phased out. He claimed that
there was an insufficient demand ror
graduates, lhat there was a high cost for the
university to maintain the faculty, and that
Ihe faculty was superfluous in view of the
availability of similar courses elsewhere in the
province.
However, an investigating Senate
committee later found that, contrary to
Hamilton's opinion, there is a demand for
dieticians, nutritionists, food chemists and
school teachers of
secondary
high quality
home
economics.
It also found that the
university could combat the high cost.
The implementation committee was
charged with examining the feasibility of the
dations and the
report's recommen
mechanisms required to carry them out.
Food Sciences dean Ira Armstrong and
olher members of the staff were critical of the
role they saw the committee playing in
possibly
the faculty.they are really
"One abolishing
wonders whether
implementing these motions or their own
ideas," Armstrong said.
criticism, Cruise stated,
to ethisexamined
the feasibility of
commiitle
"OurReplying
implementation, and if anything (in the
Senate report) is not feasible, we make

may

be

Irene Miller,
another
report". Food Science student on the
committee, made it clear however, that the
faculty would not disappear at the campus
level. She saw the role of the committee as one
of "slrenglheing and generating enthusiasm
forCruise
ihe courses".
indicated that the form of abolition
of the faculty may be a recommendation that
"streams of specialization" in the faculty
would be organized under the Faculty of Arts
and Sciences and other faculties as well.
Even - if it decides on retention or the
faculty, the committee may recommend that
other faculties.
parts
"Partsof ilofbethemoved
Food toSciences
are seriously
as physically,"
well
as
academically
isolated
Cruise said. "They would have ihe advantage
of being more viable ir realigned with other
Miller, who is also a SAC representative,
agreed.
courses"."The courses will be good and strong
level."
the universityutilization
andSherecognized
upheld aat "maximum
of
increased
and
resources"
university
present
operation, as forces in different programs
are
brought togelher. She also praised the increasing stres or the committee on a "cross
fertilization
number or Food Science
However, ofa resources."
faculty members view ihe reorganization of

on

line

the death
faculty's
its
knell.courses under other faculties as
"We wouldnl like it," said professor C.
Dunkley. "The base from which to work is
lost,Sheandfeltthelhalprogram
only ifdisintegrates."
the courses remain
under the present faculty will the budget, staff
and resources remain strong.
One committee member who preferred to
remain anonymous said, "The Senate report
gave
our facultyis atrying
clean tobillbreak
of health.
ihe committee
it up. Now
Why
break up something that is a recognized and
viable entity?"
out that
the "Faculty
of The
Foodmember
Sciencespointed
is closely
integrated.
If we
separate food and nutrition from the faculty,
it's like cutting off a thumb."
"This faculty is the only one where the
three basic needs, food, shelter and clothing,
are integrated under a general philosophy."
Regarding ihe use ot facilities, Cruise spoke
aboul Ihe possibility of a polling of resources
ofSchool
Food ofChemistry,
Hygiene. Medical Sciences and the
He could not say whether the university
might someday use the food sciences building
for other purposes. The property it occupies,
al Bloor Slreet and Avenue Road, is exiremelv valuable land.
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HERE
FRIDAY
all day
Workshops in yoga, transcendental and
practical, including raising awareness.
Healing,
meditation,
relationships
— to diet,
be male-lemale
given In
evening—
interesting
and
Interested? Call Peter Mllic aten)oyable.
the SAC
office, 928-4911. 1 pm
Careertalks: Education Week continues
with the fourth subject. "Special Education:
Mentallyding Handicapped".
Informationretarded,
regarwork with the trainable
emotionallydicap disturbed,
perceptually
hane
d
,
a
n
d
learning
disability
problem
childrenMcLennan
will be ottered
field.
Physics by103,experts In this
FILM!! "Investment
Life" — bya
filmFREEon respiratory
diseasesin caused
smoking,
el
cetera.
Come
and
bring
your
lunch. Pharmacy Building,
2 pm room 105.
Innls
College
Students
Society
Education Committee is meeting lo discuss
the
course evaluations
Innispossibilities
courses. olInterested
persons aretor
asked lo altend Innls College, 63 St.
George, Bossin Room.
3 pm
Auditions Uniil
for a six.new play, "System". UC
Playhouse.
Colloquium.
History ol andScience.
"Infiniteol
Numbeis,
Infinitesimals,
the History
Science"ment of Mathematics,
by Stephen URegoczei.
Departof T. The Round
Room, Massey College.
4:48 pm
Licfiet Bennchen this week. Hlllel House
186 St. George Street.
6 pm
"The Nunnery",
a new SAC-sponsored
licensed
eslabllshmenl
opens. In the
Juniot Common
of Sir Dan's. 79 St.
George
SI. Room
7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Peter
Bogdanovichs
"The Last
Picture Show"
with
Timothy inBolloms.
Ben Johnson.
Leachman
Catr Hall.
AdmissionClorisSI.
Again at 10
8 pm
hockey at Varsity Arena:
BluesIntercollegiate
versus Ryerson.
Intercollegiate
hockeyas action
returns toof
Radio
Varsity tonight
the University
Toronto
Blues
take
on
the
Ryerson
Follow the Blues both at home and onRams.the
road with
coverage andon
Radio
Varsity.live 620play-by-play
AM in residences
96.3 FM on Rogers
Cable.
SATURDAY
2 pm
Men's
intercollegiate
swimming: Varsity
versus Western. Benson
2:30 pm Building pool.
Cuban film on Vietnam: "Third World.
Third
World
War". Film
travelled in
North
Vietnam
DMZ crew
recently,
as it went.
Cinemaand Lumiere.
SI. filming
8 pm
Edward Bear at "The Nunnery." Sir
Dan'sThe Howard
Ferguson
Licensed.
Hillet Coflee
House Hall.
re-opens
at 166
St George Street.8:25 pm
The Varsity Blues travel to Waterloo to
take on the University of Waterloo Warriors
In exhibition college hockey. Radio Varsity
will
thereArchie
to provide
actionbe with
Hunler liveandplay-by-play
John Karr.
Call
the
U
of
T
Radio's
Line at
964-1464 for the latest Sports
score. Action
Radio Varsity

AND

NOW

820 AM on campus and 96.3 FM on Rogers
Cable.
SUNDAY
pm a meeling for
Hillel's Grads are7 planning
discussion on creating new programs lor
the new semester. All welcome
to par186 St. George
Street. ticipate, Hl lel House,
7:15 pm
SMC Film Club presents Jean Luc
Godard's
"Weekend"
sion by series
ticket.
9:30.Admis7:30 Again
pmin CarratHall.
Intermediate Hebrew classes begin
again at Hillel House. 166 St. .George
Street.

U

of

T prof

6 pm
First meeting o! participants In Survival
Theatre, an exciting adventure
Into
theatrical
Conducted
lamous Jimexperiment.
Garrard. University
Collegeby
Playhouse, 79a SI.6:30George.
All wanting to
participate welcome. pm
Hlllel lecture series Is presenting Rabbi
Irving Greenberg at Hlllel House. 166 St.
George Street
who will betoward
speakingReligious
on "A
critique
of Modernism
MONDAY
10 am
Trials ol Tom McLaughlin and Bill Getty
1Bth.courtroom 31. Old City Hall. Uniil January
alUnity".

elected

LOWELL
JONES .
EXHIBITION
ART GALLEflY
MONDAY. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
TUESDAY—
SATURDAY.
a.m. -5 1
SUNDAY.
2 p.m.-511 p.m.

SUNDAY EVENING CONCEHT
JEAN
TENOR (PRESENTED
BY THE BONHOMME,
CBC IN ASSOCIATION
WITH HART
HOUSE) JANUARY 21, B OO p.m. in the
GREAT
HALL.
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
THE HALL PORTER'S DESK

SUNDAY AFTERNOON CONCEHT
CZECH
QUARTET
JANUARYSTRING
14. 3.00
p.m.
in Ihe GREAT HALL
NO TICKETS REQUIRED
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION ENCOURAGED

SERIES WALLS
MUSEUMFILMWITHOUT
MONDAYS.Ihe 1-2DEBATES
p.m. andBOOM7-B p.m. In
JANUARY 15, PICASSO: WAR. PEACE and LOVE

board head
LIBRAHY EVENING
FILM-MAKER'S EVENING
MEET JOHN ViDETTE. PRODUCER OF
and sharing of facilities and
SPECIAL GUEST: DAVID LEWIS STEIN
By SANDY BOGART
THURSDAY.
JANUARY
11
U of T physics professor Lynn
MONDAY, JANUARY 15, 8.00 p.m.
HART HOUSE LIBRARY. 8.00 p.m.
A third task force would form a
Trainor was elccled chairman of ihe personnel.
WEDDING
ALL WELCOME
EAST
COMMONIN WHITE'.
ROOM.
North York Board of Education, liason between the North York and
separate school boards in order to
decentrastressing
while
3.
January lization as a major concern.
increase co-operation between the
HART HOUSE CHORUS
and the sharing of facilities.
In his inaugural address. Trainor boards
SECOND REHEARSAL: JANUARY 16 at 7 p.m. In the GREAT
Another area to be examined,
added thai he intends to maintain
HALL
said, was "the relationship
the
spirit" while
of theconstructing
individual Trainor
hoard"free
members,
of public education to the needs and
a coherent programme of education aspirations of various language,
religious, and cultural groups in
Trainor intends to set up task
THE GALLERY— JANUARY 25th??
goals.
CitingYork."
the Italian and Jewish
North
forces of board members lo in- communities
in North York as exvestigate six major areas which he
amples, Trainor voiced the desire
personally feels need attention.
thai schools apart from the public
The first deals with long-term education
system would be able to
education perspectives. Trainor have a closer
relationship with it if The Czech String Quartet Returns
cited investigating the viability of
ihe 15 year kindergarten to grade 13 ihe system were "sufficiently flex- To The Great Hall This Sunday
i
b
l
e
.
"
H
e
suggested
a more toflexible
system, lo see if and how it could be curriculum as central
this
"telescoped" into a shorter time concept.
As QUARTET Continues
period.
He added that the role of With emphasis
on proposed
decentralization, Trainor
secondary schools should be ex- a fifth task force to examine the
amined bolh in terms of postbetween the North
secondary education and the relationship
York and the Metro Toronto The
TET Afternoon
ARSunday
employment
plus the provincial minister QUNew
Trainor saidmarket.
a second task force ofboards,
education.
Series At Hart House
would examine
adHe expressed concern over the
ministrativelong-term
organization designed
ceiling
imposed
by
the
provincial
lo achieve "greater grass-roots par- government, which limits the Sunday, January 14, 3:00 P.M.,
licipalion"
in organizing
of money which may be
educational programmes
and amount
spent per student in Toronto. He Great Hall
priorities.
thesedetrimental
"brakes oneffects
spending"
He mentioned the new "family of said
have
on the Admission Free, Without Ticket
schools"
institutedareain may
system, such as increased class sizes.
Seplember.concept,
which grouped
senior high schools with junior and
elemeniary schools. This, he said,
provided more local autonomy, a
Anyone interested in helping with new programs
greater education
continuum,
creased contact between
teachers.in- Razors
for the new semester — A meeting is planned
for Jan. 14/73 at 7:00 p.m. at
N.

York

Edge

Hillel House
186 St. George
Refer any questions to Sylvia
781-5057

The best medicine for a bad cold is Contac-C.
Each capsule gives 12 hours of relief.
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debate
fees
to force
occupied
meeting
SAC
and
they
refused
to
leave
the
room
issue
and
was
trying
to
embarrass
and they have "no option as an
SAC
rep
Marty
Stollar
is
consiELCOCK
council discussed the fees council.
dering laying assault charges until
For BytheJULIA
first time
in Students
individual
to gelsaidoulthatof heil".has il on
General
confusion
ensued
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council to discuss the strike. Scuffles assistant. SSSC charged that this attakenYork
university over the fee meeting after the adjournment and
was an attempt to continue the fees
broke out after SAC members discussion
without their presence strike. Havers claimed. He also agreed lo "make a statement to Miglin yesterday denied these
attempted to leave the room and UC
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fact, 1
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Directorate chairman Dr. G. E. open." munity, the minutes only reveal
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no
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Wodehousc said yesterday that the what decisions are made, not why was using procedural methods to it did sland
not endorse the trusl fund set
are made. When The Varsity keep the fees issue from discussion
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relation
the InternaltheAffairs
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agenda for the next meeting, and
added, "'As far as I know the next Ross said "I don't think it's been Decision on end of departmental
meeting won't be open: the one after clearly
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whether he knew if
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will be."directorate is and when the matter ofthe UTAA's
The athletic
by committee
accountability
university libraries postponed
responsible for all athletic policy. would come uptoforthediscussion
Subcommittee chairman and
in
No decision was reached safe lo say that bolh departments
All athletic schedules and the appointment ofcoaches and managers Internal AffaiPs, Ross replied, "I Wednesday by an advisory com- were "reconciled" lo the Mueller history professor Millon Israel said
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a
recommendation
that
the history situation was different.
recommendation.
know. At present, it's not, to
the director of athletics to the my knowledge,
on the agenda. I the political economy and history
He claimed ihe course union was He staled ihe history branch was
athletic directorate, which is com- would personally expect that it branch libraries be amalgamated nol representative of alU students only
materialpolitical
written
a new enlarged undergraduate taking Political Economy courses. beforegood1950,for unlike
sed of 20students,
members, only seven oi would come up by the end of the into
collection.
whom poare
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mainly
current
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on the
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save
ihe
political
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"openness is on the agenda for the Internal Affairs, said yesterday. "If
Council'sappeared
Academiclo Af-be library?" Over 600 signatures were necessity lo keep Xerox copies of
fairs Committee
next athletic directorate meeting." the athletic directorate decides at its Governing
current
articles
available
at
Sidney
He added that one professor ap- next meeting, it doesn't want to have moving lo a polarization on the collected, according to Stein.
pointed to the directorate had open meetings, then this is some- question. Student members Kathy The PECU brief charged Smith Hall where most of history
spoken against openness at
economy courses
thing I'd be prepared to have the Feldman and Brian Morgan Blackburn with already having andThepolitical
will meet.
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moved to close the library before the decide thesubcommittee
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tion,
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Cadario, most of its meetings would be open. Bob Greene and UC principal newThisbookhaspurchases.
the
Galhraith
however,
was not able to remember
been
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by
Archie Hallett called themselves
"advocates" of the Mueller report, Political Economy librarian Francis open to everyone.
which recommended the Eastman, who was unable to comment further because of her position
amalgalion.
Interdisc head chosen
an employee
library. an Trio of firsts
A brief submitted by the Political as SGS
dean ofEdtheSafarian,
Economy Course Union came out economics professor, said that while
By BR1ANE NASiMOK
Arts and science dean Bob Greene announced Monday that he has strongly against any amalgamation. he was sorry lo see the library go, he set for gathering
Il stressed the convenience and ex- believed ihe Mueller recommendachosen someone as the new chairman of Interdisciplinary Studies.
However, he told the General Committee of arts and science that he
cellent service of political economy's
Today's Varsily slaff meeting is
could not make the name public, since the person has not yet accepted the tolibrary
was and
in "the
rightwhodirection".
Hallet
Greene,
served on going
which il said was "essential" lion
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Greene said last night that his nominee has not yet accepted or rejected
lhal Ihe proposed move was purely saving
lo be held
The first—
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DeMarco
and
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They
ad-on Si. George St. in 1973. The
members Howard Stein and for academic
thought.
mitted
lhal
it
was
not
based
Bob Beltson also stressed the fact financial or convenience first! — meeting ofthe slaff afler the
Students were not consulted in the choice. Greene explained to the that
circulation this year is up, considerations.
Winnipeg CUP Conference. The
committee that arts and science considers Interdisciplinary Studies to be a
ihe downward trend of ihe Feldman and Morgan argued that firsl!— meeting of 1973 in which
program, not a department as its chairman Geoffrey Payzant contends. reversing years.
slaff democracy will be relieved.
Thus, not even a committee to select the chairman was required, leaving the laslThefiveMueller
committee had used if finance and convenience were not at 1 pm.
power lying fully with Greene.
The only
that It'shasn't
ihe
declining
use
of
the
branch
factors,
then
ihe
case
hadn't
been
Several student committee members seemed upset at the lack of student
changed,
really, thing
is the lime.
still
libraries to justify ending what ihey made.
input into the decision.
The executive of the Arts and Science Student Union wrote Greene in termed "the arbitrary nature of service" they provide.
"regretting
the fact
that there will be no students directly involved
Chief Librarian Bob Blackburn
inDecember
the choosing
of a new
chairman.
circulated
Ihe latest statistics that
They recommended
they feltP. would
"capable St.of showed increase
in circulation for
competently
occupying six
the people
post; who
Professors
Fittingbe (French,
the lasl two months in 1972 of 20-30
Michael's),
Chris
Plowright
(Zoology),
Ben
Shek
(French,
University
percent
for
bolh
history
and political
College), Tony Smith (Sociology), J.L. Turk (sociology) and Ken Walker
-made by scabs
^ W
(Sociology).
economy Branch libraries.
He
claimed
lhal
part
of the
In late November, Payzant called an emergency meeting of increase was due to professors
Interdisciplinary Studies staff and students, fearing that the department idling
students to use the
might be on its deathbed because Greene had failed to find a replacement for libraries the
more in order to save them.
Payzant, who is retiring.
committee as a whole seemed
Payzant was also afraid that the budget for Interdisciplinary Studies to The
to hear representations from
would be inadequate to maintain il at its present level. Subsequently, he has thewantfaculty
and students of both
been assured that funding from arts and science would continue at
DON'T BUY DARE COOKIES!
approximately the same level as this year, but outside funding will be cut off. departments. But Greene said il was
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Hey
Women

kids!
cards

your

Collect

own

cards

women

are the craze.

They're fun to play with and trade,
and taste almost like the
real thing.

You can even trade them
on the market.
Just cut out around the
dotted lines.
ad designed by
walkom-mcquaig associates

Cave-woman began this fine tradition.

This card is illegal to collect.

Mona made it into enigmatic tradition.

Mary actually turned it into a cult.
Varsity doesn't endorse its advertisers

All forms
of capitalism
The above satire Varsity has run this year,
critical and economicomes disgustingly close is not unique. This paper
cally impractical for
to a real ad published on has published numerous The Varsity to attempt
page 1 2 of today's paper. such ads in the past, ads to assess relative
The ad in question
moral accepexploit womens' political tabilor
invites readers to send which
ity of ads submitted
bodies to market a particular commodity.
away for their very own
for publication in its
pages. Most advertising
playstamps of nubile, unThe
Varsity
doesn't
clad women sex objects. print those ads because is designed to sell comcapitalist
It appeals to readers' it finds them harmless or economicmodities inthe
system, a
basest instincts, callous- inoffensive. But, in order
ly objectifying women in to publish, the paper system which this paper
its quest for the almighty must earn revenue by rejects. Capitalism, in all
dollar.
accepting paid its forms, is equally as
That ad, while perhaps advertising.
oppressive and exthe most exploitative The
ploitative as any parIt would be hypo-

are

oppressive

ticular category of objectionable adstoo,
.
Practically,
any
attempt to rate the
acceptability of advertising is unfeasible. The
Varsity would need a
permanent censor sitting
in its advertising office to
watch out for all the ads
with which the paper
would disagree
politically.
The only ads which the
paper
rejects
are to
those
which are
known
be

patently misleading or
likely to result in students
forking out money for
goods or services they
will not receive.
The Varsity, however,
does reserve and indeed
exercise the right to
editorially criticize any
advertisers it deems
deserving of such
attention.
Varsity advertisers in
no way influence the
paper's editorial policy.
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discipline
Campus
By DAVID WISE
The Internal Affairs Committee, which is in the process of reforming
of theplan.university, Monday tentatively chose to
proceduresmodel
disciplinary
the
work with a centralized
affiars) Jill Conway,
The plan, submitted by vice-president (internal college
level to try to
or
provides for standing committees at the divisional
If
handled at the departmentalthelevel.
mediate problems that cannot be cannot
matter
here,
reached
be
mutual consent by both parties
composed
court,
university-wide
a
or
jurisdiction
the
to
shifts
automatically
equally of student, staff and faculty representatives.
plan" represents
her "centralized
thattowards
Conwayfromacknowledged
. a
university decentralization
the overall trend
departure
which placed
Vice-provost Robin Ross submitted an alternate plan
more jurisdiction in the hands of the local committees. According to his
to the university court, an- appeal
could beby presented
plan, before
would
have toa becasegranted
that body, or the lower one.
plan had the advantage of
Conway's
that
reached
was
speedA andconsensus
efficiency over Ross.
Concern for the rights of non-unionized staff employees under either
system was expressed by John Parker. He suggested that in order to prevent
employees be granted an
"management",
arbitrary policies
ombudsman
to whomby they
could air theirthese
complaints.
Vice-provost (research administration) Sidney Dymond, a staff
for
would provide "differentshe courts
against a system whichcrimes"
employee, spoke rather
exclaiming that "literally ■
dirrerenl
the implementation of such a plan.
at the prospectthanof different
red" people
saw
in Dymond's
validityjudged
some people
that ofthere
conceding
Conway,defended
by bodies ,
havingwasaccused
the policy
complaint,
faculty by faculty). She
dominated by their colleagues (students by students,
staled that a university needs a different legal system than society because it
at large."
itself as discharging
"seesConcerning
by the new
be affected
wouldsociety
that than
of cases duty
the numbera different
reached the
cases
40
yearto "around
last
the
in
that
staled
Ross
system,
disciplinary
divisional level". In the 10 years prior 1969, theandsupreme
college principals,
body of the university. Caput, composed of deans
since."
idle
been
said, "and has
"dealt with perhaps 20 cases." heCadario,
an engineering student, said, "The
Committee chairman Paul
to out-of-court settlements. Mediation
mediation process can be compared
decisions will not be binding nor will they prejudice the final decision by the
court."however, that emphasis must be placed on this procedure so
university
He added,
by cases."
not be overwhelmed
"university
that Hethe said
to present its final
would be able
the committee
that will
he hopedcourt
recommendations to the February meeting of the Governing Council.

New

gov't immigration

policy gets
Last week, about 150 people,
including a number of U of T
students, demonstrated against
Canada;',
Parliament immigraticn
Hill during thepolicy
Openingon
of Parliament.
The protesters were members of
the newly formed Committee
against the Racist Immigration
Policy, a coalition of student and
community groups from Toronto,
London. Montreal, Hamilton and
Kilehener.
They were in Ottawa to demand
that the government rescind its
November 3 ban on internal immigration applications.
At a meeting with the Assistant
Dcputv Minister of Immigration, a
four-person delegation presented
evidence that several thousand
would-be immigrants who arrived
before November 3 arc exresult of the periencing
new severelaw.hardship as a
One or the delegates. .1. S. Bajwa
ofi\. Toronto's
ShromanithatSikhhis Societold the official
group
knew of over 500 people from India
in difficulty, many of whom had
spenl their life savings to fly to
Canada in the expectation that they
would he able to apply for landed
status. They were now stranded
here, unable to work.
"They are unable to go back to
India now. Many of them have
people at home depending on
Iheni," he said. Mark Hallman, a
of the USociety
ofT's Students
for
amember
Democratic
(SDS), and
one of the organizers of the committee, presented petitions containing several thousand names
collected since November 3.
The delegation also included a
lember of the Haitian Committee
of Montreal, many of whom face
political repression and jail if they
are forced to return to their
homeland. The committee says that
"anywhere from two to 10
thousand"
people warning
were trapped
Canada without
by whatin

protested
amounts to "retroactive
legislation".
people whooffices
were
lined up in iheEvenimmigration
at noon on November 3 were told
that their applications would not be
accepted, he said.
Later, while the throne speech
ceremonies went on, the demonstrators heard Toronto civil rights
lawyer Charles Roach characterize
the whole of the government immigration policy as racist. He said
that uneven distribution of visa offices around the world (there are
none in Africa or Latin America,
lour in Asia but 66 in Europe and
Great Britain) amounts to a whitesonly policy.
"The America.
only way people
Latin
Africa,fromandAsia.
the
Caribbean could really come here
was to enter as visitors and then
applv for immigrant status," he
"Now. not even this- procedure is
possible, and when they come as
visitors they are harassed and lorced
to post bonds. This is completely
illegal,said."and we must build a huge
movement against this kind of
The committee has drawn support
from
a number of campus and comracism."
m n n iIv groups including the Iranian
Students Association, the Arab
Students Association. SDS, Black
Education Project, the Canadian
Parlv of Labour, the Sikh Society,
the "Kensington
Legal Advisory
Committee,
the Universal
Negro
Improvement
Association
and the
Italian-Canadian
Democratic
Association.
Foreign students are affected
since they cannot apply for student
loans unless they are in the country.
As a result a number have joined the
committee.
Further broadening of the
committee
more militant
actions will beandundertaken
before the
forthcoming parliamentary debate
on the changes in the immigration
policy.

is likely

to

be

centralized

Internal Affairs Committee members and friends peer off at distant centralized discipline.
Nation-wide
union
VANCOUVER (CUP) — A chance". Ball said.
meeting ofexecutive
the National
Union upof So far, only Simon Fraser
Students
here broke
University andCollege
Prince have
George'sgranted
New
Friday without making final Caledonia
decisions on the membership and membership.
referendum approval of NUS
fees problems facing the organization since its inception in November.
The UBC student council has
The meeting of the five person
executive, postponed from the used a legal loophole to become a
founding
member of the NUS
Christmas holidays due to ad- without having
to use a referendum.
ministrative problems, failed to set a
"The
referendum
of the
membership
the even-is NUS constitution is provision
contained in the
tual size of fee
NUSbecause
membership
unknown at this time.
bylaws which
invalidNUS
until lawyers
the NUS have
has
Ten Ball of UBC, member at declared
large of the executive, said until a been incorporated.
rough idea of the number of NUS
WithCalidonia
UBC. Simon
and
members is known there is no way of
havingFraser
founding
deciding how big the fee should be or New
member
status,
the
NUS
needs
only
uponBallwhatsaid
basistheU should
be divided.
more to incorporate.
eventual
NUS twoUBC
will remain an NUS
membership
will
not
be
known
until member until
a fee is levied. Then
later this spring.
a provision m the UBC Student
Eighteen
institutions
have
constitution will require a
scheduled referendums on NUS Society
referendum whether or not the NUS
membership as required in the does.
organization
referendums willby-laws.
have to beAllvotedtheseon
Appeals have gone out to
without students knowing what the prospective
for additional
eventual membership fees will be. financing. Atmembers
the moment,
the NUS
"Thev'll have to take that is operating on a thousand dollar

in works
grant from UBC. but says Ball, a
lot more money will be needed in the
near future to carry on effectively.
The makeup
of the facing
executive
indicates
another problem
the
NUS — a national base. Ofthe five
members of the executive three are
from BC universities and one is
from the University of Manitoba
and one from Lakehead University
in Thunder Bay. Ball said it i: hoped
assi.iblc
the this
organization
will change.becomes more
The next national general meeting
will be held in May. Ball said the
next
of the though
executivedatewillandhe
held meeting
nexl month,
place have yet to be established.
Last week, the UBC student
councildumpostponed
NUS referenscheduled foritsJanuary
17 at
least until March and maybe later
At Carleton University, a student
council meeting Tuesday dissolved
lor lack of quorum before a NUS
referendum could be reconsidered.
The Carleton council already rejected the idea of a referendum in
December, feeling the new organizaviabletion lacked the membership to be

pre-med come back?
Will masked
ELAINE KAHN
of A's.vearsB's and
in eachto department
over
High schoolBy students
planning on entering percentages
the last three
were F'sgiven
the committee
denlistrv or medicine should be registered in one of two yesterday.
pre-Heallh Science programmes in the Faculty of Arts
The grades are fairly constant from one year to the
and Science, states a subcommittee report submitted to nest, [hough some increase is indicated.
Preliminary data from questionnaires given to
the Presidential Advisory Committee reviewing the
New Program.
facultv and students regarding the New Program was
The new courses, one each Tor medicine and given to the committee.
denlistrv. would be two-year courses. Students enrolled
One of the questions asked for preference in
in them would "be considered to have been... gradine systems. Over half the students favoured the
provisionally admitted to the corresponding Health present system, though many students suggested their
own systems, usually combining several methods of
Science
faculty."
Though
the report says this would not be a return evaluation.
of the studenis wanted retention of
pre-medicine and pre-dentistry, marksThree-quarters
the old program of Medicine
toit recommcnds'thal"-.
in some form, either letter or numeric grades.
and Dentistry
continue
to admit students from outside
these pre-Health
Facultv opinion was evenly divided, with a total ol
Science programs" but "that, except in unusual cirper cent desiring some form of pass-fail system.
cumstance^ other undergraduate students in the Facul- Onlv five per cent of students wanted pass-fail.
the
The subcommittee report also recommended
ty dI Because
Arts and many
Scienceofthenot new
be admitted."
courses offered since the establishment
of courses and departments which cut
inception
of
the
New
Program
"have
reflected
the
studies
boundaries, independent
across departmental
research interests of individual staff members rather courses,
which would count for a maximum of three
than .i ruiional approach to planning an undergraduate
It also wanted 400-senes
course
20
a
in
credits
curriculum."
report Departments
recommends that
these urged
coursesto courses to be taught asdegree.
seminars whenever possible.
be reduced inthenumber.
are also
n of the Old
^introductio
that
savs
report
The
their course offerings and weed out duplication
the
than good.wasAmong
harm however,
do more
ofreduce
material.
Program would
listed loss
Program,
New
ofthe
downfalls
Many briefs submitted to the committee have of conradeship among students, such as that found
sugucsled that hecause departments are allotted money when all students in a subject area take the same
per student
a course,in there
is keen have
competition
lime. Another hazard was
•.indents
and instandards
some courses
gone down.for courses at the same
overspeciali/alion by some students, under New
The
report
recommends
that
"where
evidence that a department has lowered the there
level ofis Program freedom of choice.
difficulty of some of its courses, the dean exclude any
The report finds "regrettable" the fact that many
prefer students with
resulting increase in enrollment from consideration in , students, when many employer's
or many subjects instead of specialists, do
knowledge
determining
the
department's
total
budget."
are much different than those
programs
Statistics showing the average grades, and available
not designunder
the oldthatprogram.
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Canada
Canada is a nice country,
American author Arnold Beichman
u>ld students watching l lie taping of
the TV program Under Attack at
Vic Wenesday.
The remark, one or the few
definite statements Buchman could
he moved to make during the course
of the evening, brought him a round
of applause from the audience.
Canada was nice, Beichman said,
because it was democratic and his
wife came from British Columbia.
Beichman. who looks a lot like Lome
Cireene. confided that he and his

is

nice,

wiTe still had links with B.C.
Beichman is the author of Nine
Lies About America, in which he
that the biggest threatfromto
argues
American democracy comes about
the left spreads
lies
the
book is an elaboraAmerica.an The
tion of earlier article Beichman
wrote, entitled Six Lies About
more lies were
America. (Three
uncovered
after the article went to
press.)
Beichman. who stayed at the
luxurious Holiday Inn and received
;m attractive fee for his per-

American
formance, was reluctant to actually
answer questions while on the show.
He prefers to respond to
about
retorting, "What
questions
Russia?", natibyve'and
yournervous
alter.'" He may"what's
have been
about the show, for he changed his
shirt
taping. both before and after the
Beichman recently returned from
England, about which he wrote a
book. It is not known whether he
will write a book about Canada
on the plane back to Boston.

declares
author
up bystudents
moderator
who
Beichman did not reveal how told
that Bill
theyWalker,
could start
much money he was making from their own mass-circulation newhis books." but he did assure
spapiners ifonly
initiative
goingthey
out showed
and tryingmoreto
questioners
they could
money.
much access that
to media
as hehave
did, asif earn
they wanted. In this he was backed
Student

health

fees

rise is recommended
reaffirmed
the Internal Affairs Committee
In a closed meeting onMonday,
Council that the student health
recommendati
anfeesearlier
be raised
from $10 to toSI2.the Governing
Its earlier recommendation had been referred back to the committee.
Paul Cadario. the increase is
According to committee chairman
by budget deficits in the current expenditure for University
necessitated
Health services.
The Committee along with its recommendation added a statement that
"stronger attempts must be made by the university to collect from OH IP in
the future in order to maintain the quality and low cost of the university
Cadario explained yesterday that the discussion was held in camera
health
because"services."
some budget committee material was used in the debate.
All budget deliberations and documents have been kept secret. The budget
Council's December meeting, but has not
was decided on at the Governing
because not all faculties and divisions have received proper
been made public
notification
of their budgets, said Cadario.

Honours for U of T profs
Trent University of Peterborough in Ontario. Coburn was educated at
U orT and Oxford University.
will
degreesprofessors,
on two UniversiCoxeter served as editor of the
lv ofconfer
Toronto
author
Canadian
Journal of Mathematics
Kathleen
Coburn
and atmathematician H.M.S.
Coxeter.
its spring for nine years and was president of
h convocation June 1.
the Canadian Mathematical
%3 Lleralure
Coburn, ataTrinity
professor
of English
from 1965-67. He has
College,
is best Congress
throughoutas Europe
and
North America
a visiting
? known for her work on Coleridge, taught
o She has been, awarded many professor and was a professor at
s" fellowships including an FRSL Cambridge until 1936 and at U of T
,« (Fellow of the Royal Society of since that time. Coxeter was born in
* I Literature) and a FRSC (Fellow of Cambridge.
England and educated at
the Royal Society of Canada). Born
FROM
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Export
A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

bookroom

C
SPEED READING

comes
ANOTHER

COURS
SALE

FEATURING

Six classes to choose from:
Monday. a!Tuesday
or Wednesday,
4 or 7 P.M.

torn
and

and

things,

"ST

books,

records.

First classes start on Jan. 22
Fees $35.00
(including books)
Registration: SAC Off ice
Sponsored by SAC
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material
U.S. war
speeds
customs
Canadian
students",
he continued.
with a smile, "but if someone decides to slop,
By AG1 LUKACS
to end lhe~defense
agreement.
"And now (South Vietnamese president)
Franklin suggested
that a better
way of he sould put a small ad in a Florida paper
If an air force base in California needs government
brooms, and a Canadian businessman can creating Canadian jobs would be to improve
has convinced ihe U.S. of a 'two
Another
why hepanelist,
slopped." Donald Wilmoll. Thieu
naiions' idea, which repudiates ihe Geneva
provide Iherti quickly, American customs cross-Canadian trasportalion systems, so saying
officials can forget about applying the usual thai Canadians can gel to know each other. chairman or Glendon College's Sociology accords and an October I972 agreement
Dave Monie, president of Local 53 1 of the Department, warned that Canada, a possible which promised one Vietnam."
tariff, according lo Voice of Women
member of ihe peacekeeping force which the
United Electrical Workers, agreed vice-president Ursula Franklin.
"Nixon will repudiate his pre-election
"Canada makes the U.S. war machine U.S. wants lo oversee a ceasefire agreement, promises
Franklin, a U of T engineering professor,
a Vietnam
treaty",
should
remember that international forces predicted, about
"until there
is enough
pressurehe
toid 300 people at a St. Lawrence Centre run", he insisted, "and Canada can make it
didn't fulfill their neutral role in the past.
forum on Vietnam Tuesday night that Canafrom
within
and
without."
"There is a lot of work to do."
He praised the recent refusal of British
dian government officials expedite the
After the 1946 Japanese surrender, "under
The ad hoc committee which called the
process. They inform Canadian businessmen Columbia dockers to unload some American the umbrella of a British-Chinese in- forum
approached federal party leaders in
of the need for their goods, help arrange ships,
and
the
B.C.
NDP
government's
supternational
peace-keeping
force",
the
slop."
French were allowed lo re-take the southern December, calling for an end to the Defense
financing to fill the order, and even help fill in
port of theunion
action.
Trade
action can eventually cut off part of Vietnam their former colony.
the necessary forms.
Production Sharing Agreement, and nonrenewal ofNORAD.
All (his occurs under the umbrella of the supplies of nickel and copper, he suggested. election^hich
The French elected
ignored Hoa I946
Vietnam-wide
Chi Minh
with a 90
Defense Production Sharing Agreement,
" Trade union members should organize
Although External Affairs minister
which was instituted under former prime peace movements", he urged, "even though per cent turn-out, and " set up a puppet Mitchell
Sharp prefers what one panelist
minister John Diefenbaker. who claimed it
quiet, diplomatic apVietnam.
may not
be popular
at first".
himself
represented
his union at a regime
full-scaleinwarSouthagainst
North "They
Vietnam,wagedwhilea called "aproach", friendly,
was a solution to Canadian unemployment ihisMonie
the committee
feels
that theirprotest
stand
HO
per
cent
of
their
costs
were
paid
by
the
influenced
the
government
to officially
recent
82-country
assembly
held
in
Paris
to
problems It illustrates how Canada is in- work on ending the Vietnam war.
U.S.
President
Eisenhower
said
that
the
American
bombing
in
Vietnam.
The
volved insupporting
"Canadian Union leaders who were area's raw materials must be protected."
effort, she
pointed out.the United States' war
mittee, which features public names suchcom-as
Again, after ihe I954 Geneva accords, the former finance minister Walter Gordon,
"The agreement covers everything from anti-American lost voles in the past," he
international peacekeeping force — broadcaster Pierre Berlon and numerous
explained, "but now ihe Canadian Labour new
brooms
said. lo anti-personnel bombs," Franklin Congress
hard-hitting peace resolu- Canada, Poland and India — failed to hold officials ofbolh the United Church and Trade
"There is a Ion of Canadian nickel in every lions." Thehave
UEW was recently permitted lo the Vietnam-wide elections called for in the Unions, suggests a strong letter-writing
accords. "Eisenhower was informed in 1956 campaign.
B-52"
bomber, onshetheadded.
are rejoin
20 yearstheago.CLC after being expelled over — when ihe elections were supposed lo occur
no restrictions
sale of"And
such there
rare raw
"We have to work on as many levels as
Unions should work together with — that 80 percent of the populace favored Ho possible." they feel.
materials lo the U.S.. although export of
people. intellectuals and Chi Minh's government," explained Willmott
copper and nickel to other countries is middle-class
"The war isn't all black and white", says
students lo end the war, Monie feels.
in "Instead,
a quietly cynical
restricted."
Southlone.Vietnam has has a Willmoll. "bul genocidal firepower doesn't
"The excuse is that the U.S. hasn't offi- audience,
Another urged
uniona boycott
official, ofa woman'
from
the
"More bombs
have now been dropped on
American goods, succession of corrupt governments, which
problems".
cially declared war."
The-audience
responded to this information and an end to Canadian tourism in the U.S. reversed early land reform attempts, and solve
Vietnamany than
were used during all of World
"Not all of us go lo Florida", said Franklin suppressed dissenting Buddhists and
hy voling unanimously to urge the Canadian
War II."
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SAC

INVITES

you to

tjjeeto

(Licensed under the L.L.B.O)

LIBRARY CARDS REQUIRED
- DANCING CHEAP REFRESHMENTS - LIVE ENTERTAINING Y)
SATURDA
NG
APPEARI
t
(EDWARD BEAR n
h
g
Mid i
Friday 6:00 p.m.
79 St. George St.
Saturday 8:00 p.m
n's
Basement, Sir Da
}

SACircuit

SAVE ON THEATRE
Fees
Boycott
Trust
Funds
THE S.A.C. IS
NEITHER SPONSORING
NOR ENDORSING
ANY TRUST FUND
FOR THE JANUARY
FEES BOYCOTT.
Several trust funds or similar
arrangements are being organized by
other groups. BE CAREFUL TO
INVESTIGATE THE TERMS OF THE
TRUST BEFORE DEPOSITING ANY
FEES.
Al leasl one ol Ihe trust lunds will
"lock
in" - thatilisa your
moneyof canthe
only beyoureleased
majority
dopeopleso. with money in Ihe fund vote to

Benefit Concert
with Perth County
Conspiracy. Friday,
January 19, 8:00 p.m.:
Convocation Hall.
Tickets on Sale starting
Monday.

NEED MONEY
The S.A.C. is hiring students to work
in a new SAC sponsored licensed
establishment opening January 12th.
Anyone
working night
the
occasionalinterested
Friday orinSaturday
can contactformatthe
SAC
for
further
ion. Positions are open to bothinfemale and sidmale
applicants
eration being given
to thosewithwithcon-a
genuine financial
need.Mtlic.
Contact Peter

TICKETS
The S.A.C. has acquired
from Famous Players
Theatres tickets at a 20%
discount good at any one of
their affiliated theatres. The
tickets have a face value of
$2.50 and can be purchased
at the S.A.C. office for $2.00
apiece. If you are planning
to attend any one of the
theatres affiliated with Famous Players why not drop
in the S.A.C. office and pick
up some tickets. If the box
office price is more or less
than S2.50 the cash
difference is payed either by
the student or the box office.
The S.A.C. is presently
negotiating with Odeon and
Twentieth Century to provide
U. of T. students with this
same discount at their
theatre outlets.

SPEED
READING
long 8 sessions, one
DURATION:
per week I-V2 - 2 hours
Classes available on Monday
Tuesday or Wednesday at 4 p.m. or ;
Classes start week of January ZZ
p.m.PLACE:
Classes held in Sid Smith
FEE: $35.00
FURTHER INFO: S.A.C. office

ONTARIOON WOMEN
CONFERENCE
On January 26, 27; 28 the
Ontario Federation of
Students, Victoria University
Students' Administrative
Council and the Association of
Part-time Undergraduate
Students -are sponsoring a
province-wide
women. SAC conference
will send ona
number of interested students
free (normal charge is $2.00
for city ditional
delegates).
adinformation For
contact
Debra Lewis at SAC.

COMING
JAN.

24

- 28

Winter
ponsored

^

and

your
)

or faculty

Carnival
by

local

SAC
college

students

council

INTERESTED
IN DOING
SOMETHING?
The S.A.C.
has several appointments
to- Bookslore
make lo theAdvisory
followingCommittee
committees:
- International Student Centre
Advisory Committee
- St. Andrew's Day Care Centre Board
Apply in writing to the S.A.C. office
Tuesday.IromJanuary
Furtherby NOON.
inlormatton
Eric 16.Miglin,
President

SAC
Phone
928-4911

There'll

always

be

an

England...
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tive government in Thus the Anglo-American "special relationship" became
The Edward Heath Conserva
era in British history. On one
the cornerstone of British foreign policy.
Britain has pioneered toa newundersta
that the Tones are
short term, the
nd
t
its apparent success in the the
level it is importan
m at the AtlanticDespite
resources of
to exact a heavy toll on a global
was
tryinq to solve the problems of British capitalis
policy
role in
is
it
,
correc
maintain
class. But. while thisnt isand tells us British capital. The attempt toweakened
expense of the working capitalist
base of
home
the
terms
governme
military
and
equally true of everydifferentiates the present Conservative economic
and the United Sta es
British capitalism. BothcostsBritain
nothing about what
of the world-wide imperialist
Labour and assumed
both
overhead
ssors
the
predece
its
from
.
regime
ive
vat
ser
Con
, . „ system from which their capitalist rivals also benefited
a Britain bore some of the cost of maintaining international
With Heath the Conservative Party yhasand produced
y law
coherentl
effectivel
defend
to
and order without the danger of developing into a
leader who promises
new
a
develop
qenuine rival of the U.S.
the interests of British capitalismFarandfromto abandoni
the
ng
process.
commitment to maintain the
political formula in theliberal democracy. Heath intends to
And by the 1960's athevaluable
for
first line of defence
framework of Britishin carving
sterling acted aswas paid when
pound
British
for
course
ve British
new
a
out
use its resources
the dollar. The price to deflate the successi
cut
of
and
ness
economy
backward
the
jettison
to
forced
intends
were
nts
capitalism. Heath its sentimentalism about old friends and governme
to protect the pound and to maintain
social services
British politics of the British overseas
expenditure.
customs - and to exploit the backwardandnesspolitical
caution.
tarism
was left to a Labourits
working class - its parliamen
Appropriately enough,thisit miserabl
e logic to
the General Election of 1970,
to pursue
From the early 1940*s to capitalis
government
an
,
externally
assumed office, the
was,
regime
m
Wilson
the
When
n.
British
of
conclusio
basis
the political
and
sm as a junior partner, the rationality in the Atlantic/imperialist formula for British
alliance with U.S. imperiali
via
But instead of
on of the working class
m had certainly seeped away. formula,
internally the integrati
Wilson
unions. Indeed the Labourin capitalis
with a new political
up
Labour Party and the trade role
come
to
g
attemptin
tives
Conserva
the
as
technical
a
purely
atto thefoster
the problem
to solve were
Party played as important
sought
y
andlevel.to
technolog
by
rewarded
created
was
and
ent
ministries
New
arrangem
whole
the
devising spells in office for its efforts.
periodic
complex new tax schemes were
plan the economy,
introduction of announce
— there was no political complement to the
The Anglo-American alliance and the course,
already technical dnostrums,
public relations, moral
only
more ambitious social policies were, ofgovernmen
t. The exhortation and rhetoric. endless
introduced by the Churchillintocoalition
was,
world,
post-war
the
n
policies
these
of
extension
The entire Labour leadership, despite its desperatio
however, wholly the responsibility of the Attlee ofLabour
image, was at bottom deeply and
c
technocrati
a
assume
to
great
option
political
society
government and representit edwas a predictable in its general sentimentally attached not just to British bourgeois Atlantic
also to the obsolete
importance even though
with all its eccentricites, buthelped
outline.
the
Hence
devise.
to
had
they
which
formula
Essentially it meant that the waning force of British fixation on "the Commonwealth" and the United Nations.
the
in
American
and
least
at
British
y
preserved,
respectivel
for
partly
words
be
Labour code
imperialism
a comprehensive deal with U.S. imperialism.
run, by could
short
to forestall
attempt role.
costly military
the long and
Henceto maintain
imperialismn. and
Hence
a global
The Labour government took the initiative in founding
devaluatio
the
of
Vietnam.
in
NATO which gave expression to the ascendancy
genocide
U.S.
for
support
craven
the
offered
U.S. within the imperialist camp. Within this framework the
be
Not a single major economic reform could
into a neoa colonial empire
in turning
best it could do was
experiments
first
up to Labour's social base — edthe liberal
colonial
empire could
be successfully
undertaken.
for the
reforms
half-heart
few
a
with
up
come
relative industrial superiority vis-a-vis
At home Britain's
such as divorce — all of which
on questions
middlethe class
Europe could temporarily be used to finance
war-devasted
advantage of not costing anything. So
enormous
had
the renewed export of capital abroad and to provide at far as the organised working class was concerned, the
home more comprehensive social services. Between 1945
more effective
trade unions had become an infinitely
and 1964 British capitalists devoted no less than 2,000
for economic leverage than the Labour Party.
million to direct overseas investments — more than the Soinstrument
Labour Party
the
concerned,
was
class
as the ruling
of all the continental European capitalist was farceasing
capital
integrating
to be an effective instrument forstate;
combined.
countriesexport
hence
to the bourgeois
the working class and tying itthemselves
more
state
the
that
to
mean
not
did
on
unions
the
link
to
decolonizati
need
the
political
Moreover,
the real economic sinews of Empire were in any way
directly by legislation.
that
revealed
Malaya,
in
tin
unions
and
the
by
rubber
Wilson
of
Africa,
In 1 969 the defeat
abandoned: gold in South all preserved intact. But for
oil in the Middle East, were
government was unable to carry through the
Labour
the
of
British imperialism to bring oft this strategy, the support
defeat
Labour'sthe"surprising"
changes.
of the political
bankruptcy electoral
registered
the dominant imperialist power was absolutely essential.
1970 merely
innecessary

U.K.

suffer

w,

as

Tories

Europe

which the
formula it represented — a bankruptcy byof rising
unmasses were continually reminded
as well as by the
inflation
rampant
d
n
a
t
n
e
m
y
o
l
p
m
e
blankness of Labourist ideology. Everyone had known for
had no asstrategy
Labour almost
long ittimehadthatbecome
a1970
clear for
thatsocialism
they had— noin
strategy
for capitalism
It was
probably either.
more less inevitable that the
government would seek to discover a new
Conservative
course for British capitalism, but Heath certainly set about
the task with considerable efficiency and a complete
absence of that sentimentality which had displaced
national bourgeois politics under the Wilson
administration.
Heath can draw on the greater self-confidence ot
Britain's major bourgeois party that retains some dim
memory of the time when Britain did have a foreign policy
of its own. While the rise of the Labour Party was the epoch
of the decline of British imperialism, the emergence of the
modern Conservative Party was in the epoch of
ascendancy of that imperialism. It is thus not so surprising
to find Heath quoting Palmerston: "We have no eternak
allies and no perpetual enemies. Our interests are etern#>?
to follow."
it is our duty during
and perpetual
The policyandofthose
the interests
Heath government
the
international financial crisis rounds out the picture of a
basic shift in British foreign poltty options. The
placed the narrow national interests of British
government above
capitalism
loyalty to the United States. Instead of
it aroundit
taken'to
steps were
the pound,
revaluing
the
old parity:
the lowering
of bank
rate keep
discouraged
from floating upwards. Insofar as policy was coordinated
with
other capitalist powers it was with the Europeans, not
the Americans.
As a recent report in The Times Business News put it:
"There is a strong suspicion in American minds that, as the
price of British entry into the Common Market, Mr. Heath
promised Mr. Pompidou British support for French antiAmerican monetary policies and that pressure from Downing Street and the Foreign Office is preventing the British
Treasury from playing its usual constructive role in the
It is not necessary to argue that in forging its new
Group
of Ten."
orientation
the Heath government was possessed of any
very ambitious vision or Grand Design. Heath simply
applied ordinary capitalist criteria to British foreign policy—.
a sortdiscovered
of cost-benefit analysis
of the Atlantic orientatio™
and
untenable in thesethat
terms.it was hopelessly irrational and
Equally
European
was obvious
enough
as anHeath's
alternative
to the orientation
Atlantic orientation.
His
achievement, which was to see that it could only be carried
through by means of a proper political deal, was only novel
in the dismally mediocre context of British bourgeois
Whereas De Gaulle sought to outflank U.S.
politics.
imperialism on the "left" we should expect Heath to do so
on the "right". The French were reacting against the
inflexibility
U.S. imperialist
leadership
in the 1950's
the
British ofagainst
the faltering
and bungling
of U.S.—
imperialism during the 1960's. The British ruling class is
evidently anxiouthinking
that with
the the
U.S.Communist
administration
s to make deals
powersis overin all
areas
(Asia,
Europe,
the
Middle
East,)
and
has Needless
foolishly
relaxed cold-war ideology through lack of nerve.
tocomplain
say. Britain's
large armaments
industryin foreign
is unlikely
at this aspect
of the new course
policy.to
Heath's major speech at the United Nations were he
warned that domestic civil conflict was the main danger of
our epoch is the most eloquent general statement of
British
the U.S.foreign
ruling policy
class. and was an explicit attempt to firm up
So far I have concentrated on the main areas of
foreign policy in assessing the nature of the Heath regimeCertainly it has been able to transform the orientation c%
policybeenin this
area onmorethe simplly
and immediately
than has
yet
possible
home front.
The most intractable
problem of all being of course, Northern Ireland where the
institutional structure of the Conservative Party tied as it is

miry ,2,1973

irkers

Heath's

its room for
he Northern Irish ruling class, reducesProvisional
IRA
ma ->euvre drastically. But although theBritish
government
to embarrass the not the
cieai ly has the abilitystrong
as
same
pressure, this is
and place it under
going to
having a stretegy for winning. Heathandis kinnot ateasily
So
be persuaded to abandon his kithcan count on Stormont.
the majority
lonq as the British government
Protestant
the
including
North,
the
in
population
of the
as they can work with the
working class, and so longreactionary
regime in Dublin,
Church and the miserably
m being dislodged
mere is no chance of British imperialis
been forced
from Ireland. However, the fact that Heath has shows
that it
round-up
internment
to endorse the vicious
faces a political as well as a military threat.the government
policy
domestic
In the major fields of
faces the same syndrome of backwardness which has
defeated its predecessors. The main feature of the
to the
s economic policy is unsparing ofresort
government'
capitalist
most savage weapons in the arsenal
elimination
the
rationality: unemployment, backruptcies.
of "lame ducks", etc.
But just as important as the use of capitalist market
is the
ftfies to prune away deadwood in Britishgiantindustry
commercial
ment of the
complementary encourage
I banks to expand the scope of their operations. As Thea
is to set up
I Economist puts it: "What Britain is now doingmost
banking
competitive mammon-will-reward-the-fore
The
controls.
anti-trust
America's
of
any
without
system
when
time
a
at
opens
law
jungle
of
rule
admirable new
around... There
there are a lot of hungry beasts stalking many
astounded
could conceivably be much blood and
as the hunt now
on tooth and claw,
squeals, muchall redness
starts from sides for both new depositors and new
methods of lending."
has introduced in
The changes which the government
will
conduct of commercial banks
the code covering theenormous
(more than 12
resources
Iree much of their
more
for
accounts)
deposit
and
current
in
pounds
billion
employment than the purchase of government
exciting
bonds and bills. The effect will be to create fierce
competition for the traditional merchant banks and to start
industry climbing towards Gerbank financing of British
man and Japanese levels. The essence of government
capitalism
policy is thus to simultaneously expose British
entry into
to strong competitive forces (especially via the sectors
of
strongest
potentially
the
foster
to
and
the EEC)
to advantage
could well turn
capital. ofThisBritish
monopoly
Wonejtishof the
find
to
tries
it
as
capital
strong points
inter-imperialist rivalry —
era of intense
its way intheanrelatively
large size of the major British
namely
companies.
policies
Though the
will certainly
not Heath
producegovernment's
some magicaleconomic
reversal of the
decline of British imperialism, they are more likely to
eliminate the grosser irrationalities than were the incoherent compound of subsidies, bureaucratic mergers
and exhortation employed by all previous Labour and
Conservative governments.
The fate of Heath's economic package is very much
dependent on its general success in waging the domestic
scale struggle. There has been a perilous collapse in the
rate of profit in British industry over the last decade. An
assault on the workers must be part of any ruling class
strategy for breaking out of the present impasse. It seems
that the core of Heath's policy in this area, is to use the
political strength of the British bourgeoisie to help
liquidate its economic weakness.
The domestic policy of the Heath regime certainly
promises a drastic sharpening of the class struggle and
'he abandonment of attempts to go very far in conciliating
the
organised
workingwithinclass.
If any Labour
half-waymovement,
adequte
Political
force existed
the British
lnen this might be a dangerous policy. But the
Conservative government knows that the only two political
organisations
that have
any realof implantation
organised
*oour are quite
incapable
furnishing aninaggressive
leadership for the working class: namely, the Labour Party
and the Communist Party. In the past the German and
Japanese bourgeoisies have been able to use the relative
economic weakness of their workers to wage successful
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imperialist rivalry.
it has performed without much credibility.
The brazen capitalist rationality of the new col se and
In the coming period we may expect the British and
the weakening grip of traditional mystifications will not
American bourgeoisie to attempt to use the relative
lead in the first instance to any mass working class revolt
political backwardness of organised Labour in their counbut they certainly furnish ideal conditions for decisively
tries to recoup their positions. They know that they have no
radicalising
advanced
militant
workers.
George Meany and Vic
from Jack
fear from
political
These
workersthearemost
emerging
from and
a period
in which
they
Feather, challenge
or for that tomatter
Jones and Leonard
Woodcock.
won significant gains in economic class struggle. Even
now, with unemployment rising to the million mark, the
The present government clearly understands that the
trade unions are still growing numerically, an ununderlying political loyalty of the working class gives it
considerable scope for attacking the economic leverage
precedented combination which reverses the situation of
the late '20's and '30s. More important still, British workers
exercised by the trade unions. This loyalty may have
are discovering new methods of struggle which will enable
waned somewhat in recent years but there is still more
them to greatly extend the arc of class struggle.
than tionenough
legislaand the popular
majesty reverence
of the lawforto parliamentary
make an aggressive
Indeed it is parly because of the relatively strong
strategy the most tempting option.
economic organisation of British workers that the ruling
It should be added that a British government can
class is shifting the terrain of struggle onto its home
wage a vicious campaign of repression without in any way
Although
opinion".
ground:
abandoning liberal democracy. Indeed to begin with the
there is nolegislation,
likelihoodlegality,
of the "public
trade union
bureaucracies
government will exploit for all it is worth traditional
themselves
responding
aggressively
and
creatively
to this
reverence for the trappings of parliamentary democracy,
shift in the locus of combat, this is certainly not the case
the sanctity of legislation, the majesty of the law, the
militants who have
determined
more
and
younger
the
with
supposedly impartial institutions of state power. The
agreements"
"gentleman'sThey
the dispensation.
no nostalgiaof for
capitalist media will give a unanimous chorus of approval
"procedure"
the old
do not wantandto
and the Labour Party will play out the familiar role of Her
put their foot inside the door of the mansion of privilege;
Majesty's
loyal Opposition.
its enormous
midriff.not
in thewillowner's
want to putsuchthea boot
they However,
ideological most
and material
resources Given
the government
has
reaction
initially flabby
be confined
every chance of winning its first engagements with
just to a minority but to a very small minority of the most
active and class conscious. That is the real flaw in the
organised labour.
otherwise intelligent and coherent strategy of the new
The new course for British bourgeois politics opened
course. The great advantage which the British capitalist
last —
which — at among
situation ina bridgehead
createcana establish
up by Heath will
class at present enjoys is one that will tend to disappear
revolutionary
politics
precisely to the extent to which it is fully exploited. British
the mass of the working class. This is both because of the
imperialism can no longer provide an ideological and
reaction that the government will provoke amongst the
material emollient to the domestic class struggle. In these
most militant and advanced workers and because the bold
conditions the political loyalty of the workers will be not
steps that it has taken are bound to shake many of the
just used but also used up. The rulers will be forced to
pillars
of
bourgeois
Britain:
among
them
precisely
those
we have mentioned above.
expend political capital to defend economic capital.
It is most unlikely that the British Bourgeoisie really
Thus entry into the European Community will
understands (his. They naturally see the moderation and
undoubtedly throw somewhat out of gear the traditional
reformism of the British working man as an eternal fact of
ideological and political defences of bourgeois rule. It will
tend to undermine traditional national fetishes and
nature. They will allow that the British worker has many
defects but he is after all British and thus shares the
ideologies: above all it will further weaken the already
national reverence for compromise, common sense,
waning power of Parliament. From a bourgeois point of
view those who argue against entry on the grounds that it negotiation and respect for all duly established authority.
These national traits are not seen as transient and
or lack
of Britain's
integritycorrect.
sap theperfectly
will
of ourof
historically determined entities which history, especially
many of the rest
Like "constitution",
one.
more arebackward
and depressed national industries, the
the experience of imperial decline and of the new course
Labour Party might also be very adversely affected by the
itself, is in the process of eroding. The British bourgeoisie
post-entry political climate. We have shown above the way
has successfully
occasions
when
British workersforgotten
failed tothose
conformregrettable
to type: that
is why
in which the Labour Party helped to pioneer the whole
Atlantic orientation of British capitalism and was thus in a
it will be prepared to risk provoking them. Moreover the
fact
that
the
first
few
times
its
expectations
will
probably
be
good position to claim the dividends of audacious class
confirmed can only fortify it in what will ultimately prove to
collaboration. Things may be rather different in the
be its fatal error.
Labour has chosen
dispensation.
approaching
Robin Blackburn
for
itself the European
comparatively
modest role of being the
chauvinist reaction to the new course — even this function
Adapted from the Red Mole.

Vestiges of the old Britain still remain, but fundamental changes are producing a new order
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a vintage year for movies: McCab
Ritt
Though directed by Martin of
Go-Between,
and Mrs.Miller, The
, Murmur
Sounder, Pete 'n' Tillie reads like
Sunday BloodyMonSunday
Oncle Antoine,
picture" that directhe "serious
of the Heart,
films
Two
tors ofcomedies and action make
Ann and Muriel (now retitled nt),
g toenough
promisin
always
are
Contine
on the
English GirlsFiddler
realized
when they have
the Root,
Ktute. plusVenice and,on for
some,
from their hack work. Few
Death in
them ever do It, and even when
ofmoney
t.
Cabare
and
Orange
ork
Clockw
sing. All the
is embarras
they do.in itpursuit
year it's famine. Only asThea
This
of the easy have
hours
Sorrow and the Pity ranks rest,
very vision
their
rubbed off, and
masterpiece and of the only
has become so saccarine that
Sounder seems to be the
revived. (This
"serious"
few sugar,
film likely to be Godfat
"serious
like
stuck ina the
characte"rs means
her and
leaves out The
Pete
cake.
wedding
a
which
on
of
figures
the
on
solely
better
fares
Tillie
'n'
nts, neither
The Emigraseen.)
The Candidate
I have
the best
would have to be one isof the
part.
Tillie's
of
strength
thirties
her
Tillie is well into
year.
films of the year, suching the good
when she meets and sleeps with
for extract
time medioc
It is a Ihe
re.
wise-cracking
from
Pete, a defensively er.
research (Whether
market
The massive influx of holiday
Pete
is
actually
supposed
to be
the
s
confirm
season releasesI hear that Chtoe
funny a la Neil Simon Is,or wenotareis
trend. To be fair.
fact
The
is
say.
hard to
in the Afternoon at Cinecity
conditioned to laugh at the mere
gone
I haven't Claire's
quite good.
sight of Walter Matthau, and we
at s film
asleeppreviou
I fell r's
because Roehme
do.) Pete and Tillie marry and
Knee.
with their sit-com
was also quite good. I also
which
have a child,gradual
ly being
Red-as
problems
intenda tolotseeof Robert
don"t kill
indians
ford
replaced
have.
audienceordinary
weby inthetheserious
that
kind
Jeremiah Johnson.. The scenery
It is an interesting plan, to take
isone.supposed to be pretty in that
our comic icons and turn them
quasi-tragic. Carol Burnett, as
bunch,
the new Marvin
My favourite isof King
■■■■■■I™
Adventure.
Tillie.
pulls it off magnificently,
of
hands downat the Odeon York,
Gardens
grace and depth I never
with
Dern,
for
an
FM
radio
station.
He
is
Bruce
guessed she had. She was given
see why it isly.get-It called by his estranged brother, Bob Rafelson's previous film,as Carnal Knowledge.
although l canalmost
coach a touching, full, well-conceived
l grossly
basketbal
universal
things
the
sees
played
who
ting panned
Gardens
Marvin
in
Drive,
He
said
Is
a
it. Matthau
is very much like Drive, He said) Bruce Dern, a small-time, vague- pretty bleak. It is crammed full of
she enriches
and does
Pete
his best.
ly illegal entrepreneur who lives a
Bur- aspartBut
of emptiness, absurditthey underrated actor, and EHen Karen
(produced by the same company
that's
as
far
as
it goes, as
e and menage a trois with Ellen Bur- details
as
in
ve
another personal favourit
impressi
always
as
is
styn in Five Easy Pieces.
Ritt and writer, Julius J. Epstein
Both are more film styn. a fading procuress, and her and decay,
of a Black
critical flop.
und or backgroundsubtler.
Some
year
I
would
like
to
see
a
sketches
than films: you have to developing replacement, Julia foregro
like Polanski only
it on the
cidentals. For example,
Tilliein-is
infer a lot to make them make Robinson. They keep a pistol in shot,
Marvin Grdens is not as funny as festival of great film failures. keep blowing
the point of in-of the same drawer with their water- Five Easy Pieces which is likely Brewster McCloud would be called to have lunch "like civilized
sense, even toscenes
left out
pistols. Dern hopes to be
venting whole
Pete'sovermis-a
reception has been so there and Drive, He Said and — it women" with
Usiastic.
tresses. She one
goes,of and
the movie. But, that done, the reunited with Nicholson through why
unenthus
— so would King of Mar- drink tries to make the best of the
vin Gardens.
appears
characters become rich and the a South Sea gambling resort
Still
I
found
it
exciting,
playful
Pete *nT Tillie on the other hand time by asking the girlfriend what
observations and nuances quite scheme he has concocted. The
andplaydemanhas been selling out nearly every she
merry)
finds so attractive In Pete.
deft
(thoughding. Al not
of
the
leads
at
top
whole
thing
takes
place
in
Atlanform — Ncholson definitely up performance at the Odeon "You should know." the mistress
Jack Nicholson plays an
tic City, off-season.
introverted late night monologis!
Like Five Easy Pieces, director from his loud mate chauvinist in Hyland. It is pretty good, all things
replies a trifle petulantly, "he's
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PLAYSTAMPS
of the world
EACH SET CONTAINS 18 SEDUCTIVE PLAYSTAMPS • 3 Different Poses
PLAYSTAMPS, P.O. BOX 2071, LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA
Please send me the following PLAYSTAMPS:
D Italy □ France □ Wales □ Holland DSweden □ Greenland
1 HAVE ENCLOSED 98« FOR EACH ENVELOPE or $2.45 FOR
3 DIFFERENT (SAVE 494).
(ONTARIO RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 5% SALES TAX)
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
MORE FUN THAN "TRADING" STAMPS

He should at least be clued up
on birth control. To get the
facts in plain language send for
the FREE How-Not-To booklet
by Julius Schmid, makers of
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Sold only in drug stores.
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BOOK

JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED
32 Bermondsey Rd . Toronto 16, Ont.
(Pnnl
Please clearly)
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else I can think of, as she
kind, has a great sense of anyone
steadily strips herself of jewellery
pistol."
a
he's
.
.
.
and
Humour
to be given to her grandchildren if
"What?" asks Burnett.
doesn't make it. There are
••You know", says the mistress, she
some classic lines suitable for
"a Atpistol".
the end of a very short lunch framing ("If you don't go on, her
Burnett gets up to leave and the death will have been
meaningless.")
the necessity
plot has
mistress
lovely linksandto the
pete andasks.
me, "Ifwhyyou doknowyouabout
stay some
of the genre: since the ship turns
with"H'shim?"
overwomen
at midnight
Eve,
a pistol" Burnett replies.
are allNew
caughtYear's
wearing
In between those exchanges — the
long
dresses
they
must
shed
in
Rltt
—
terrific
are
they
I think
and
climb the ladders
has the
mistress dfop her contact order todown
(up) to safety,
lens into her martini. Very funny. leading
Pefe 'n' Tittle does that too often necessitating a great number of
for comfort. Burnett keeps it leggy shots from the bottom of
It's also
moving, but she has to work the
turn ladders.
the upside
downgreat
setsfunrightto
overtime to do it.
side up, either deductively, or by
I'm hoping someone else will
your head sharply to the
see and review Travels with My turning
The movie is dumb macho
Aunt at the Uptown, the film of side.
and
adventurous,
and it isn't true,
Graham Greene's comic novel. It despite the note tacked
the
is in the grand style of high- titles saying that it is onthe toway,
ceilinged hotels that serve tea in
does anyone
the ship's
the lobby, a style for which I am captain
is theknow
same if actor
who
singularly unsuited. I kept
salty talks on how to grow
thinking how much things cost. gives
in rocky soil with the
Alex McCowen is quite human potatoes
and ungrotesque as the stuffy help of the Bank of Montreal?
Bob Bossln
bank-manager nephew who
After bangs, Bing's: Burnett and Matthau as Pete 'n' Tillie.
becomes international escort for
his crooked old Aunt Augusta.
Smith is either fabulous
orMaggie
excessive as the aunt and I
suspect the film was quite funny, A
City
the Eternal
whirl through
mad
but you would do well to await the
Rome
—
across
the
Ponte Sisto,
verdict of one who knows more
overripe
whores.
Interminably
we
any hope for Fellini? scenes. And I think I see why he
the Piazza di Spagna, up
about such things. It is certainly a HereIs there
is a man. one of the brilliant chose a work as remote and see people wolfing down pasta, tothrough
the
Piazza
Barberini,
and off
pleasant-spirited movie.
post-war Italian filmmakers unusual as the Satyricon: kids sticking out tongues or sit- into the desolate countryside.
Lastly, there is the Poseidon whose early works — / Vitelloni
ting
on
potties,
an
amateur
show
'abeven
or
endure Satyricon
Adventure at the Carlton, the and Nights of Cabiria especially becausestract'realistic,
movies could no longer of no-talents being heckled by At I could
I was anxious to see
product of fifteen Oscar winners — were masterpieces of a sort; hold the visions he wanted to put the wags in the audience. Terri- because
ble. There is a fashion show of what Fellini was going to do with
with the sensibilities you would here is a writer-director with on film.
and nuns and bishops that odd old story, I was able to
expect of fifteen Oscar winners. A compassion, humour, and a
But while his imagination has cardinals
wearing such get-ups as copes, Roma.
muster up somelivedaffection
for
couple thousand people are prodigious imagination. His ballooned
to
the
size
of
a
dirigithere and
trapped when a tidal wave turns decline began with La Dolce Vita;
gaudily —piped
with flashingtableau,
neon wanted Ito once
his discipline has dwindled. tubes
an ingenious
their ocean liner upside down. 8% managed simultaneously to Fellinible,stuns
see
how
he
would
reyou,
in
the
Satyricon,
create that fascinating city. But
Ten or so set out under the be brilliant and boring. Then the with his images of gargantuan, but
palls long before
Fellinitheletsjoke
iit drop.
1 don't recommend the movie, unleadership of Gene Hackman to precipitous drop, ending in the
until ofhe petty
unfind their way up to the bottom ot gloomy depths of Fellini haunting dercutsobscenity
Despite all this, no one can
less youfollies,
have a particular
them with ones
as well interest
as the
Fellini when it comes to in the
the ship. Six. we know from the Satyricon.
smuttiness,
making
you
wonder
if touch
of
good
directors.
ads. survive. What I liked best
Not that these movies were he can tell the difference.
stunning us, not even Kubrick successes,
Fellini,
1
think,
should
stop
was the ending: Not more than utter trash, any of them. Perhaps
(whose career is beginning to
five minutes after number seven I was able to tolerate Satyricon —
making movies altogether, move
In Fellini's Roma, he finally inparallel
Fellini's).
So,
embedded
this
movie
is
a
traffic
jam
to Hollywood, and hire himself
gets it, the six get rescued and most of my friends walked out — discards altogether the pretenses
out as a consultant. Then he
the movie ends, just like that, this
of plot or characters, leaving us during storm,
a
gothic-novel
thunderPetronius'
knew
I
could devote himself solely to
because
more
like
the
apocalypse
is an adventure and that's it, no picaresque sketchs of Imperial with
a
director's
bag
of
tricks.
The
turning out his weird, stupendous
pretense about it. (Actually, an Roman decadence. This movie is supposed to be a very
Godard'stripin through
Weekend-theThere
is a stealthy
city, effects. And for once they might
aficionado said Poseidon was a familiarity in no way altered my personal view of Rome, and I than
little on the preachy side, and he judgement of the movie — guess it is though much of it dark and silent but for the eerie function organically in a work of
preferred Airport.)
been filmed in Mon- blue flicker of a buzzing tram. art, instead of floating loose
non- could have
sense _ but self-indulgent
at least I had some
treal Fellini is obsessed with And. at the movie's close, a through
theatres like unanchored
There is some fun along the portentous,
with gluttons, with obese, hoarde ot night-riding motor- dreams.
way. Shelley Winters plays a idea why Fellini was getting up boors,
Bill MacVlcar
cyclists tears ominously through
better Jewish grandmother than those grandiose, nightmarish prancing ecclesiastics and
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about
Sad
predicted
Almost two years ago Esquire
and dismissed Mudslide Slim, James
record, as "the
post-fa
Taylor'sof first
ion". meEsquire is a ratheran
inspirat
wane
nasty magazine that way, Sobutwithit has
impeccable eye for trend. One ManTaylor:
Dog,
from Sweef Baby James to steeply.
the slope has been down,
Taylor blames having to writesongto onrecord
One
one
company demands. Only
But You (Everybody
Man Dog, Nobody
hang
who likes to
knows that I'm just a Joe prior
deadline.
around . . .) was written 1 knowto likes.
The
It is the only one anybody
cuts are prerecord'sof eighteen
the snatches
rest of fabs,
Taylor style grafted
pressure.
together under hascompany
suffered less than the
The music
words. The settings are bigger than
plenty of
style, with
Taylor's old folkish
and scratchy
horns, background voicesinstrumen
ts. It is
South American rhythm
done,
not to my taste, but it is carefully not
Since the tunes itareamountsas
funky and jazzy.they
were,
once
discernable as
to a whole album of excellent vamping.
It's sad about the worlds. One Man Dog
is the first Taylor album without a libretto.ofI
Many
expect Taylor was embarrassed.
the songs read like self-parodies, full of
"W'oh I don't know babe"s but without that
any
of the quietly schizophrenic imagery
the
Round
Knockin
powered Sunshine,
Rain,
Zoo. Carolina in may Mind, Fire and
to
jungle
From
etc.
Sweet Baby James,
desert.
on
season
It seems to have been open
cover of
James Taylor since he made the
sudden
Of course thehardly
Time Magazine.
his
were
ure
fame and over-expos
fault. Still, it made it harder to get excited
about him and, evidently, it sapped his
vitality as a writer.
On the other hand, fame has been grist

Dog
Taylor's
Jim
words...
the
I find it their nicest and
folk style.
Englishtuneful
for Joni Mitchell's mill. There was
since .Sweet Child, though
most
Mitchell's
to get if you have not
one
the
about
still
is
that
us
somethi
Blue and
records, but with
sfoc/tingenuo
pre-Woodng
us think it wasby
and success
A number
already.album
got itbest
now For the Roses her pain
the
ever ofproduced
ly compelling.
anybody.
have become absolute
Mitchell has never been the complete
Taylor was. Her
third,hasBoomer's
Cooder'sI know
song-writerare James
out.RyNo-one
been ableStory
to putis
often obscure, her words
melodies
style
her
current,
too
often too many and
work likeis Into
why it doesn't
the
finger onValley.
The -formula
their
the Purple
always comharsh and keening. She's
old mid-American funk, but some
same,
time, she is
plaining. But. at the same underivat
elan
is
lacking.
Better
to
replay
Billy
the
ive.
nally
daring and orexceptio
Kid, The Taxes on the Farmer Feeds Us
Every verse two, every song or two.
y eleccrazily, stunningl
there is somethinbyg somethin
All,
etc.
Steeleye
Span have
finallythe been
g else I wish
tric (followed
released
in America
with Below
Salt.
wasn't there. Mitchell is a musical Brecht..)
They
are
one
of
the
English
folk-rock
biography
Mitchell's
Joni
read
can
You
Covention ——
Fairport Comfort
from album to album. For the Roses is
groups on the
Mathew's
Southern
but a shade morebut resigned,
similar to Bluea shade
Fotheringay tree. The stress is on
stronger with less
the woman
traditional songs with strong choral harher lovers
I prefer her memories of She
fight.
mony, backed by simple spare, very
wears
to her thoughts on her career.
rhythmic rock. I prefer Please to See the
her successes arrogantly; her failures are
King,
as
yet unreleased here, but Below
open and touching.
I like about half the album to the point of
the
Salt
is
a good introduction.
Hart's
liner
notes
a prize: room
"SoTimthere
particularly You Turn Me On,
addiction,
was sitting deserve
in the dressing
when wein
I'm
a Radio, an A.M. radio evocation of
comes
this
guy
with
glasses
and
he
says,
A.M. radio, and Woman of Heart and
'Oim afraid youse got de wrong toitles for
Mind, a regal, moving, even important
de toons,' and then he goes and rattles off
a woman
that begins.
song mind,
hands ofandheartno
with time"I amon my
and
amake
wholeout,loadso weof Garlic
we couldn't
gets thewhatroadies
to see
child to raise, and you come to me like a
little boy. and I give you my scorn and my
himAnd
off. Handy
things roadies."
the
Incredible
String
Band
praise." After a half dozen years it is
released Earthspan which is as you would
a life-long
bewhich
will
Mitchell
that may
apparent
allows
not be)
artist (Taylor
expect.
James Taylor, One Man Dog, WEA
plenty of time to work out the bugs.
Joni Mitchell: always complaining.
Joni Mitchell. For the Roses, WEA
Among other releases for the Christmas
Messina's
Loggins and Messina, Columbia
market: ofLoggins
performed together. Evidently.
album
happy and
articulate
rock, second
called they first and
well Pentangle, Solomon 's Seal, WEA
Messinathey arewere,notor asas they
Logginsas I assumed
Loggins and Messina. Theirs is a very known
Ry Cooder.Span.
Boomer's Story,
studio, big band sound, with country deserve to be.
Steeleye
Salt,WEAWEA WEA
Incredible StringBelow
Band, theEarthspan,
somewhere
back
in
its
history.
It's
as
newest,
their
with
out
came
Pentangle
refreshing as Crosby Stills and Nash when Solomon's Seal, in their usual accoustia.
Bob Bossln

A LECTURE ON COPERNICUS
"NICHOLAS
MODERN13, 1973
SCIENCE"
8:15 p.m.,COPERNICUS
SATURDAY,ANDJanuary
In Convocation Hall
Speaker'
WILHEIMINA
IWAMOWSKA, Director, Agronomical Institute. Nicholas.
Copernicus DR.University.
Torun, Poland.

BRAZIL:
An Underdeveloped and
Industrialized Country
Firsl of Two Public Lectures by
PROFESSOR MILTON SANTOS
Latin American in Residence, University ol
Toronto, 1972-73
On
Wednesday. January 17. 1973
at 4:15 p.m.
in Room 2117, Sidney Smith Hall
SoonioreO bi lh« LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

NOTICE
The Physic Department will be offering the half-course
Physics 305 again in the spring term, this time as a
reading course. Students wishing to enroll in this course
should contact Professor D. Paul. Room 129-E, McLennan Labs, 928-2971.

SponsoredResearch
by the Royal Canadian Institute, the Royal Astronomical Society ot Canada, and Ihe
National
Nicholas
Copernicus.Council, as part of the celebrations of the 500th anniversary ot the birth ot
The Department ol Astronomy invites all interested stall and students and the public to attend
this lecture. '
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highlights drab holiday theatre season
Shakespeare
or missed the plays altogether. cond Evening" and can
Toronto theatre continued to final humiliation casts a shadow
tre of theroom,
Factory
Theatre still features guarantee it as a perfect way to
flourish during the Christmas over the play's comic resolution. ceilinged
to be Lab's
viewedlow-on TheTarragon
Stag King, one of many plays usher out the holiday season. The
two
sides.
I came expecting the trio of
season without the remarks of the
In some cases. I felt that an aimed at Toronto's child pop- overall theme: there is no hope.
Varsity reviewer to prod it on. In Sir Toby Belch, Sir Andrew intriguing
ulation. Ipurports
t
to appeal to all The first work, Permutations and
text was passing me by
fact, this reviewer managed to Aguecheek and Maria to steal the because the
actually,
andlight,
succeeds,
short space of time ages,
provessecond.
this toEating
us in
attend a mere smattering of what show as they so often do in
minute detail; the
one
is
seeking
divertingif Combinations
was, for Toronto, a remarkably Twelfth Night. I found myself was packed with action and a Christmas entertainment.
the
Ocean,
seems
to
dare
us
to
non-realistic,
obscure
text.
In
the
varied program.
laughing, yes. but with feeling
Twelfth Night promised to be a that the characters' vitality was case of Cowboy Island, I felt that Providing the lush array of laugh anyway. Permutations and
Christmas treat, and certainly it only adequately being realized.
Combinations is "an apocalyptic
was
Shakespeare's
than Sir Andrew, the empty-hv ded
cantata dfor
actors."
It is conucted likefour
a piece
of music
and.
not anmore
inspiring
one. The success
fop. seemed particularly dt Md
judging from the way rhythm,
interest. Orsino resemblea a
was more Shakespear's than oflethargic
pitch,utilized,
quality,it speed
varietya
swinger from the fifties
Leon
Major's,
are
seems and
as much
the theatre,
I wasthough.
surprisedEntering
to see and Olivia a hysterical spinster,
musical work as a literary one.
the basic design (or The Trial. It both — for me, at least — unseemed, soon after that, that a
sympathetic types.
It is an organic work, the form
It all points to an unnecessarily
trace of Kafka had been left in the
reflecting the content as in the
air as well. Feste the clown had sober Twelfth Night, though there
become a sophisticated prophet are laughs in spite of it all.
opening
Technique. sequence
There, the entitled
quartet
Then there was the gala festival
of doom, specializing in unembodies the spirit of technique
hummable songs (courtesy of of short Canadian plays at the
in its regular rhythms and the
Harry Freeman).
Factory Lab Theatre. Two nights.
symmetrical distribution of parts.
A mournful group of hippies, The nights were long and the
including musicians, stood seats were hard. The impressions
Much
later, the
in the
called Future,
voice"sequence
becomes
around looking uncomfortable were mixed — no surprise since
operatic, parodying some
for most of the play, signifying... the content ranged from the
one wonders what.
charming spoof of an amateur
of theout canprattle
on in send-up of 1927 play musicaltata, suchconventions
as the drawing
of a
The modern dress neither production of an obnoxious 1927 Carole Galloway and Irene"A Hogan
Day
with
Peggy."
final
syllable
in
the word
play called A Day with Peggy to a
spoiled
nor
enhanced
the
com"tomorrow".
It
is
didactic
and
edy. Suede suits for Viola and her brief, thoroughly empty nude
repetitive in its text, which can be
twin brother were predictably ap- piece, Made by Man/Woman.
one
viewing
could
not
afford
a
colours,
textures
and
shapes
thatone has learnt to expect from irritating, but then it is a work
The most intriguing aspect of
propriate. The rest of the
of prepared
the play'sto designer Mary Kerr, it is a tasteful obviously designed to disturb the
costumes were not particularly the festival was the manipulation comprehension
themes, but I was not
nattering to the characters.
of the acting space. In What Was dismiss it (as I did some others) spectacle. The acting style used
Even so, the night I was there, Really Said, the different stage as self-indulgent garbage. It is a by the stereotyped characters spectator.
Eating the Ocean is a
and the L-shaped playing dilemma that has occured in draws upon the exaggerated
Shakespeare's comedy survived levels,
area gave one the sense of the modern orchestral music: some gesturing of the eighteenth cen- depressing, laboured black comadmirably.
Domini
Blythe's
Viola
edy which
hit the
Cana-It
was sweet and effervescent, im- streetcorner where Father listerners screamed "garbage" at
tury Italian theatre, the epoch of
Way oftries
Life towhere
it hurts.
proving markedly as the play Claudius solicits passerby the sound of Schoenberg's later the original play. Unfortunately is toodiandisorganised
to
make
its
countless
times.
In
the
Great
progressed. Robert Benson
works, whereas other recognized
pace is slow, and needless
well. The ending is a
created a detailed, sympathetic Canadian War in the Pacific, a a thematic design too intricate to the
repetition of lines and gestures point
spinechiller
all
the
same.
Malvolio, the tight lipped servant, wide playing area backed by a
from a single listening. dilutes what could be another
and earned applause for his first blank movie screen provided a be reaped
of the thirteen works will genuine Tarragon triumph.
Soon to come — the Hart
smile. The cruelest aspects of setting for the play's symbolic Some
Tonight is your last chance to. House
production of Hamlet. Out
likely be repeated in the next few
characters. In Forthcoming Wed- months, providing another experience Creation Two's Four with the old and on to the new! (?)
Malvolio's
experience
are
stressed in this production, and
ding, the bourgeois living room is
for those who could not
by Louis Capson. their arEleanor Coleman
the pity one feels for him at this sparingly represented in the cen- glimpse
face an extra sitting in December Plays tistic
director. I attended the "Se-
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16 The Varsity
Pollock has another Pre-Columbian show
composed
of piecesand from
Coasts of Mexico
date East
from and
300 West
B.C.
to 800 A.D. We're going to try to review the
Hart
House soexhibit,
but thatas won't
next week,
you might
well seebe ituntil
on
your
own
—
as
if
anyone
uses
art reviews
as a guide anyways.

spell, and live through the claustrophobia,
the
schizophrenia
of the character." It will
be
performed
February
3. between January 18 and
The York Masquers, up at York
University where a fine arts faculty is
thriving, present The Killing of Sister
George, January 18th through 20th at
Stong Theatre, 4700 Keele Street. Having
seen an excellent production at the Royal
Alexandra a few years ago. I recommend
the play.
was far more subtle and human
than
the Itfilm.
Recently opened: The Mandrake, by
Machiavelli. playing at the Colonnade
Theatre until the 27th. (see review); Sir
Gawaln and the Green Night, at the
Firehall Theatre Stage Two, finishing
January 12th. 13th. 14th. Anne Tait has
based the drama on the writings of the
Gawain poet, a contemporary of Chaucer,
as wellnae Dramatic
as directing
Club inthetheUniversity
venture. AlumIt will
include dancing by the York Court
Dancers and period music performed by
the Toronto Consort.
Regular admission is $2.00. Last of the
recent openings to be mentioned is Factory Lab's Strawberry
Fields,
Mike
Hollingsworth.
This is their
first byoffering
since the festival of short Canadian plays,
which ran into difficulty over a dispute with
Actor's Equity Association. No details on
the
content, but
pay-what-youcan play's
performances
are theWednesdays
and
Thursdays this time.
You can still se Hey Rube at Toronto
Workshop Productions, 12 Alexander St.;
Toronto Free Theatre's Hedda Gabler until
January Night
21st,ending
The Lawrence
Twelfth
this SaturdayCentre's
as is
the O'Keefe Centre's Don Juan In Hell
(worth seeing half-price for the Saturday
matinee), Tarragon Theatre's The Stag
King (try the
termis ion!) anapple
d, closer cider
to homeduring
CreationinTwo's
Four
Plays
by
Louis
Capson
and tomorrow at U.C. Playhouse. tonight

Andres Segovia is in town again this
Sunday, January 14. His concert is made
up of works by S. Weiss, F. Torroba.
Handel, M. Ponce, Turrina and Albeniz.
Prices range from 3 to 8 dollars and if you
want to sit on the stage it'll also cost you 8.
On Sunday
the Souvalran,
Edward Johnson
Concert
Hall atPierre
David
Zaler, Victor Martin, Kathy Wunder, and
Vladimir Orloff will perform two quintets
by Dvorak
and student
Franck.recitals
Students
are pm.
$2.
There
are four
at 8:15
no tickets, no charge January 15, 16, 19
and 23. The second recital in the St.
Lawrence's
pianoMonday
series takes
the
Town
Hall this
too atplace
8:30in pm.
Garrlck Ohlsson plays works by Thomas
Tomklns, Ludwlg, Schumann, Granados,
Louis Welngarden, Scrlabin, and Franz
Liszt (the ridiculous, overplayed, underinspired,
Waltz
— andfinger-flicking-good
God knows why theMephisto
cheap
thing is on such an otherwise disprogram.)116,
At theJanuary
Edward 15.Johnson Building,tinguished
Room
at 4
pm Professor latvan Anhait, head of the
Music Department, Queen's University,
will giveTonight
a lecture,
"Words
and
for
free.
at theCentre
Townconcert
Hall,Music"
the
third
YCP St. Lawrence
features
Andrew Dawes and Jean-Paul Sevilla in a
program of works by Ludwig, Schumann,
Murray Adaskin (his sonatine Baroque for
solo violin) and Ravel. Dawes is first
violinist of the Orford Quartet. Christopher
Parkenlng is at the Eaton Auditorium this
Monday at 8:30 pm. and tickets range
from $2.50 to $5.50. His program is made
up of works by Dowland, Bach, Scarlatti,
White. Sor, Ravel, Debussy, Poulenc. Villa
Lobos and Castelnuovo-Tedesco.

physics
The platitudes flocculant wallowing
between
shat the rearrangement.
Know surety
falling we tantalize, sprightly, haltingly
a porpoises fettered love.
Or corrode this molasses
pachydermatously green
They glanced
Cunningly, rapidly... that table
blue
mutilated
If on the other hand
adjudicate
the platypus whips
disparingiy
nuclear
he learns
unreasonably,
runs,
harmoniously the treehouse muscular
but glared dollar bludgeoning this
squirrel swings
fondly clarifying
then
Activate!
The above poem was composed by the
students of the Poetry of Physics and
Physics of Poetry Class last year as Clare
Fuller was presenting a seminar entitled
Entropy and Art in which he was discussing randomly created art. The class
decided to write a poem by choosing the
words more or less randomly An ordering
of the parts of speech was adhered to,
however. The reader is invited to create
other poems from it by altering the punctuation, the phrasing, or even the word
order. Art is a two-fold process involving
the creativity of both the artist and the
Coffeehouse closed its doors for the
viewer. By minimizing the role of the artist
last time. Owner Neil Dixon made the
we provide the reader the opportunity of
decision to end the three year operation
exploring more fully the role of the viewer.
after efforts to obtain a liquor licence
The Poetry of Physics and Physics of
failed. Dixon is currently negotiating the
Poetry class offered for credit last year will
sale of the Jarvis Street premises and
be presented again, as a half course in the
spring term by the Department of Physics
reports that there is a strong likelihood of
a new folk club opening in the Grumbles
and University College wilh professors
location under new management.
Bob Logan (Physics) and Art Wood
With Grumbles closed, the Riverboat
(English). Any students interested in the
course are invited to attend an
becomes
the only "name" folk club in the
Hart
House
has
a
new
exhibition
of
organizational meeting which will set the
This week's fare is Jonathan
times for the course on Wednesday, paintings, prints and drawings by Lowell city.
Edwards,
song, "Sunshine",
might
has just released
January 10 in room 313 University College Jones. This is until January 26. The On- be familiar.whoEdwards
his second album. Honky-Tonk Stardust
at 4 pm. or contact Bob Logan at 928-8632
tario
College
of
Art's
student
gallery,
or 964-2114.
Gallery-76, finishes its Mitre Line exhibit Cowboy (WEA). Like most of the new wave
this Sunday
continues
its three- of folk singers that have surfaced in the
friend
exhibitandwhich
openedwith yesterday,
second
doesn't
matchfourup years,
to the the
quality
of theLPfirst.
The
until January 21, The friends are T. last
Jarema, M. Naunheimer and E. songs are too melodically simple and
McLaughlin. The Isaacs has an exhibition lyrically unrefined: more bits of countrified
century Japanese wood- fluff than well-written tunes. So maybe
The opening of the Irish Arts Theatre of nineteenth
block prints until January 23. Finally. The while he's in town we can hope Edwards
season on January 16 promises to be a
rare treat. Siobhan McKenna will present
Here are Ladles, an array of dramatic
heroines from Irish literature. The place is
West Park School, at the south-east corner of Bloor and Dundas Streets. For more
intormation and reservations, call 4837623.
Also beginning the sixteenth, A Delicate
Balance by Edward Albee will be showing
at the Central Library Theatre. It will be
interpreted by the Menagerie Players, and
runs until the twenty-seventh.
Remember 1837? If that date doesn't
ring a bell, you can start wondering about
your Canadian identity. Theatre Passe
Muraille has created a new play, 1837,
based on the subversive activities of
William Lyon Mackenzie, and the first fight
for national independence. It opens
Wednesday, January 17.
Toronto's French-language theatre, le
Theatre
Bonheur,
new
year withdu LeP'titFou
et Lagreets
Nonne,the (The
Madman and the Nun) by Stanislaw
Witklewicz. a forerunner of the avantgarde theatre.
subject:that "Fantasy,
theatre
magic areThe
the terms
come to
mind, but this wou'd be too simplistic. One
Neil Young at Maple Leaf Gardens Monday
has to let oneself fall under the play's

will do more of his older things.
There should stilt be tickets available for
Nell
concerton appearance
Maple Young's
Leaf Gardens
Monday. Youngat
will perform with his studio band, the Stray
Gators, heard on his last album. Harvest.
This will be the first non-solo concert
Young has done in Toronto.
Just prior
to Christmas,
new
"album"
became
available inYoung's
the Toronto
area.
You're
lucky
if
you
weren't
impulsive
and didn't run out and buy it. Journey
Through the Past (WEA) is a soundtrack
(in the strictest sense) of a film made by
Neil Young that should be released in
Toronto in the next month or so. It is not a
new Neil Young album. Most Young fans
will be highly disappointed by this set of
two albums. All the music is available on
other records. Journey begins with some
snatches of Buffalo Springfield tunes
which were taken from live pefomrnaces
and TV appearances. Then there are a few
tunes by Crosby Stills Nash and Young,
followed
songsGators.
from The
Young's
LP with thebyStray
fourth Harvest
side is
a conglomeration
a brief religious
discussion and whatof sounds
like a high
school
band
and
choir.
Most of the tracks on Journey Through
the Past are poorly produced, sounding
like flawed recording sessions and much
of the music is briefly interrupted by
talking. The album is a ripoff.
Gary U.S. Bonds is at the El Mocombo
(961-2558) until Saturday. Bonds is being
backed by a four-man New York rock
group (Newspaper
mixes some
current
tunes in Taxi)
with and
nostalgia
rock.
Although the sound system needed
reworking in his first set, it was plain that
Bond's voice has mellowed drastically
over the years so that his memorable
raunchy songs of over a decade ago,
"Quarter to Three" and "New Orleans",
were
exciting
on recordThethanmusicBond's
presentmorelifeless
treatments.
this
week doesn't merit the two-dollar cover
charge and the high beer prices.
Peter Mathlesson, a contemporary
ragtime songwriter, will be playing at the
Stanley Steamer tonight and tomorrow
(Neil Wycick
College
Gerrard
Street, one
block■ basement,
west of Jarvis).on
And
lastly,
Sunday
is
THOG's
monthly
all-day
music, United
food andChurch,
vibrations
at Bathurst
one festival
block
South
of
Bloor.
It's
a
benefit
this
time,
the
voluntary donation of $1.50 goingwithto
T.A.N.C.

I had a suspicion that King of Marvin
Gardens might have been deposed at the
York by the time we could run its praises
So it turns out. Sic transit gloria mundi.
Meanwhile, Friday, Saturday and Sunday
atEnglish
8:30 atGirls,the neeRevue,
it's Truffaut's
Two
Ann and
Muriel, a very,
very beautiful film (visually) about the
trials of international romances. $2. Saturday night male
at thechauvinist
Roxy it's Woody
pleasant,
Play It Allen's
Again,
Sam for 994. This week's showing in the
St. Mike's Sunday series is Godard's
frustrating,mis ion byfunny,
season brutal
ticket,Weekend.
but they Adare
cheap. Tuesday and Wednesday at the ole
99<fc
Roxy it'sCentre
The Conformist
If... At
the FScience
Wednesdayand Arthur
Hitler will be present to show and discuss
his The Americanization of Emily, which I
liked in 1964. For connoisseurs, Thursday
night the TPL Learning Resources Centre
at 666 Eglinton Ave. W., is showing
Douglas Fairbanks' Thief of Bagdad with
Charles
Hoffman
And
the same
night,at atthe5:30piano.
and 8.It'sthefree.
Art
Gallery of Ontario is showing underground
movies
of theyouforties.
go unlesslimited
you
know what
are in Don't
for. Seating
to 100, first come basis.
CONTEST: This is your last chance to
enter Contest No. 2, define art. Entries
must be st the Varsity office. 91 St. George
St. by noon Wednesday. The prize Is two
more or less free tickets to more or less
any movies
Editor in town.
Ulli Diemer
Assoc, Editor Bill Macvicar
eleanor coleman
theatre
movies
bob bossin
pop
ian scott
allan
mandell
music
ian scott
art
books
bill macvicar
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Sees no role for ward councils

amalgamated
wants
Crombie
Mayor
By BILL HUMBER
city atbacksuchfromtimes,
he staled,
but nol been well protected in the
to the downtown, the city is in- drew
endorsing
any sort
terested in preserving its
"Local government is not
public's
interest.from the audience
of delegate democracy.
A speaker
coherent to people in terms of what neighbourhoods.
asked
if a recent
statement by
Crombie
does
nol
favour
Crombie
fell
that
in
view
of
these
the
and Metro
argued conflicts there were two things one aldermen voting in terms of what Minister of Urban Affairs Ron
DavidCityCrombie
yesterdaydo,"at Trinity
could do, "either assume Metro will their constituents demand, whether Basford calling for the removal of
Square.
Amalgamation of the city and go away, or meet them head on. The at City or Metro Council, but feels all rail operations from city centres
nol jeopardize the Metro
Metro boroughs offers a means of city is clear as lo what it wants to do they should listen lo Iheir would
Centre deal. Crombie said he would
and so is Metro. The city must get constituents.
attaching responsibility to one's into
Crombie
does
not
see
ward
take
up
Metro
on
an
amalgamated
Toronto's
solicitor. the mailer with the city
representatives.
elected
newly elected
mayor staled
that basis so that we can work with councils
playing
a
role
as
yet.
"The
The Scarborough Expressway,
time
is
nol
here;
even
John
Sewell
under the topresent
city's suburban politicians and allow them had trouble gelling the residents of Crombie felt, was a different type of
delegates
Metrosystem
do notthealways
to
understand
us".
A citizen from East York St. Jamestown and those South of expressway than the Spadina. "The
represent the best interests df the
wondered if amalgamation might
city.
cars into the
"In Ward
II there are varying Spadina just dumped
He cited as an example the not mean the end of the citizen Carlton
Scarborough Extogether."
neighbourhoods and inner city.pres way oThe
n the other hand links up
pundas Street widening. Despite the participation residents of his kinds of
borough now enjoy.
doubtful,
con- withTheHighway
city's
oppositiondidtonotthevote
proposal,
councilhewould
mayor stated
401." that despite his
city aldermen
againsttheit Crombie said that, on the problems"cluded, lhItal a isward
unanimously when it came to Metro contrary, amalgamation and citizen solve these issues.
support
from
the Scarborough,
favoured
a
review
of the proposal.he
Crombie
said
developments
Council,
participation would go hand in
On the proposed Yonge Street
Crombie pointed out that the hand. There would be no adverse passed by the past City Council
suburbs still desire development affect on the presently growing would each have lo be approahced in cleanup. Crombie exhibited some of
neighbourhood participation, he a unique way. Metro Centre, for
whereas the city is now more in- said.
instance, has already been passed by
terested inredevelopment.
Secondly, the Dundas Street
On vote blocking by the city in the the Ontario Municipal Board and
URGENT!
widening dispute indicated that the present Metro Council, Crombie fell legally exists as a development.
Volunteers
(male and female)
boroughs view transportation in a that only where the city's position
Bui. the Quebec-Gothic devedifferent light from the city. While was clear should this occur. City
creative
lopment is still
awaiting
children. work with inner-city
the boroughs want improved access aldermen have a responsibility to the approval and
Crombie
felt thaiOMBthe
developers were willing lo sit down
3 hours a week
with local citizens, iheir ward
afternoon
evening PleaseCentral
call
aldermen, and planners to work out
Ann orBowman
an acceptable solution. The Eaton
Two library trials starting
Centre
was
another
project
which
he
Neighbourhood
Hoouse
After a long series of delays during the fall, the trials of two people said requires some discussion, parSimcoe Hall occupation will
ticularly concerning the west side on
925-4363
nrrested
week.police break-up of last spring's
hegin nextin the
police, will be tried on Bay Street, which he thought, has
obstructing
with
charged
Tom McLaughlin,
. Old City Hall. Bill
Monday and Tuesday, starting at 10 am in courtroom at31 the
same place and
HILLEL LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS
police, will be tried
charged withand assaulting
(icily,Wednesday
Thursday.
lime
RABBI IRVING GREENBERG
Each was arrested in March after occupying Simcoe Hall in support of
to
due
lo all students and the public of the new Robarts Library,
open
speaking on "A CRITIQUE OF MODERNISM
open slacks
at the end of Hits academic year.
Randi Reynolds and Mark Goldblatl were found guilty or similar
ABOUT THE LECTURER:
TOWARD RELIGIOUS UNITY."
If Getty and
"absolute
with face
but wenttheyfreecould
in December,
charges
RABBI
GREENE
"RG
BEEN CITYAPPOINTED
Tines.
jail ordischarges".
are convicted,
McLaughlin
AND CHAIRMAN OF THE HAS
JEWISHCURRENTLY
STUDIES OEPT.,
COLLEGE PROFESSOR
(N YC ) HE
The two are inviting all interested people to attend their trial in support
BETH JOSEPH RABFROM RA8BI
(SMICHA) HISTORY
HIS ORDINATION
RECEIVEDBINICAL
of them. They promise il will be interesting.
FROM HARVARD UNIVERPH.O. IN
SEMINARY AND HIS HILLEL
AT BRANOEIS
OIRECTOR AT OFBRANOEIS, FOUNDATION
AVIV
AND TELUNIVERYESHIVA U NIVERSITY
HAS TAUGHT
SITYSITY ANDHE WAS
RESPECTED
IS WELL-KNOWN AND WELL
RABBI GREENBERG
UNIVERSITY
DIFON
WIDELY
LECTURED
HAS
HE
GROUPS.
STUDENT
JEWISH
AMONG
ESSAY
IN THE STATES. CANADA AND ISRAEL
FERENT CAMPUSES
COUNCILRABBIOF
IS ALSOBOTHA MEMBER OF THE RABBINICAL
GREENBERG
AMERICAN HISTORICAL
ASSOCIATION,ASSOCIATION;
SERVICES
EDUCATION HISTORICAL
AMERICA RELIGIOUS
AS WELL A3
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION
AOVISORY BOARD OF THE CENTRE FOR
OF THEJEWISH
CHAIRMAN
BEING
RUSSIAN
JEWRY.
A new and complete
COME HEAR AND PARTICIPATE WITH RABBI IRVING GREENBERG
TERMPAPER service. Originalion Sun., Jan. 14 at 8:30 p.m.
AT HILLEL HOUSE
ty,tatequality,
and security dicour policy.
Canada'sIromlargest
librarypage.ol Alsoprol-lesled
papers
St.
75
per
expert
custom
research
papers
Irom
S3.95
PER
page. PIUS TRANSLATIONS.
TUTORING,
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
AND
Phone:961-6150
PROGRAMS,
XEROX
FOR EDITING
STUDENTS,AMD RESEARCH. 4c.
EbEGTIONS
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE
GUYS!
Earn $20

GIRLS!
an hour

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Student Members - Five to be elected
NOMINATIONS

in your free time!
Register now lor model
assignment bookings in catalogue.
Earn $20 - S35 an hour.
(Currently a critical
shortage of new faces for Spring
cataloguesarenowneeded!
in shooting - and
students
Guys
must —be model
5 10" size 7-12.
or over.— Girls
Professional training
available if required. Call now!

923-9895
The London of England Modelling Academy
17 Prince Arthur Avenue
1 block north of Bloor and west off Avenue Road.

NOMINATIONS
NOMINATIONS,TO WHICH
CUST BE OfIN THE
WRITING,
SHOULD
BE DELIVERED
IN PERSON
THE
DIRECTOR
CENTREAND/OR
AND NEED
INCLUDE ONLY
THEHE NAMEOR
OFORSHE EYTHEMA*MAIL
PERSON
NOMINATED
AND AN NAMES
ADDRESS
BE REACHED
• NO OTHER
OR SIGNATURESPHONEARENUMBER
REQUIRED.WHERE UPON
_
RECEIVING
EACH HIS
NOMINATION,
CONTACTANDTHEHISPERSON
ANTEESD TTOO ACCEPT
VERIFY
OR HER ELTHEIG IBDIRECTOR
IL ITYNAMEFORWILL
ELECTION
ORACCEPTS
HERNOMINWILLINGTHE
NOMINATION,
THE
OF
EACH
PERSON
WHO
NOMINATION "ILL EE POSTED IN THE MAIN HALL OF THE CENTRE i
VOTING
THE 1972-73 WINTER
students status.
wishing voting
to vote kill
fust take
produce
an inatlthecardmainor hall
other proof of
student
place
international student centre at the following tihes: of the
, 4975 9,00a.m. - 10,00p,k.
Vi, 1973 9.00a.m. - 2.00p.h.
THE EACH
COMPOSITION
OF B\THE THEADVISORY
IS AS FOLLOWS:
STUDENTS ,
ONE
NOMINATED
STUDENTSCCM-ITTEE
ADMINISTRATIVE
COUNCIL,EIGHT
THE STUDENT:
GOAOUATF.
STUDENTS
UNION ANDwITHIr.
THE ASSOCIATION
AND
THE CENTRE. OFTWOPART-TIME
TEACI ING UNDERGRADUATE
STAFF; Two REPRESENT
.HIVESFIVEFROMELECTED
THE OUTSIDE COMMUNITY.
THE ADVISORYINCLUDING
COMMITTEE
HILL
5EI OFTHEPROGRAM
DIRECTORFUNDS,
OF THETHE CENTRE
ONFflCILITPOLICY
MATTERS,
THE
ALLC
USE
OF
■ PROVIDED
BY THE CENTRE.
THE FIVES
IES, AND STUDENT
NATURE OFMEMBERS
SERVICE! HON
ELECTED
EY THEMSELVES
AS TttE CENTRE
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
AND WILL,nil1 .PONSIBLE
PLANNING,
OPERATING
ISC S PROGRAM
ILL
JOIN POLICY
THEFOR OTHER
SEVEN ORGANIZING
MEMBERS OF ANDTHE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
TO DEAL
■EnERAL
OUESTIONSi

Toronto
the wil which won him a measure of
support in the, recent election.
statement
that thePierre
state hasTrudeau's
no right
Paraphrasing
in the bedrooms of the nation,
Crombie
felt
"the
bedrooms
nation should nol be involved ofin the
the
Crombie agreed that any attempt
lo clean matters
up Yonge
St. liberties.
involved
delicate
or civil
Sex shops appeal lo only one segment of Yonge
Street'sbepasserbys,
and though
one should
aware of
the
old
axiom
"different
different folks", Crombie strokes
felt il wasfor
important
public."lo achieve a compromise.

Cross-country
the
new craze.skiing's
Everything
is different. about
From theit clothes
you wear right down to
your skis. Just the sport
for a girl like you. One
who's eager to try
something new.
Tampax tampons
give
you the
be that
kindfreedom
of girl.to
They're worn internally
to give you dependable
protection. There are no
bulky
to chafe canor
irritate. pads
And nothing
show. Not even under
your slim cross-country
knickers.
With Tampax tamthere'stonever
reasonpons,not
ski —a
country.
downhill or crossThe Inlomal proteclion more women bn»t

MADE ONLY BY
CORPORATION
TAMPAX ONTARIO
CANAOIAN BARBIE.
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program
defends
head
Scientology
was revealed that they were not part
of the Scientology contingent.
Government subcommittees in
Grcr.1 Britain Australia. Uniied
Stales and Canada have investigated
the methods, of Scientology, but
Levman said thai the church had
been cleared from all charges.
Levman said Scientology was
being aiiaekcd because ils work
"was encroaching
the psychiatric business. Heon"added
that
since people were used lo living in a
suppressed
who Iries lo civilization
give freedom"anybody
will be
A panelist asked Levman why
atiacked".
pamphlcl promotion for Scientology
had
a "get to'emit. while
hot"
almosphere
Laler. they're
an audience
member added that pamphleteers
wereLevman
"a nuisance
street".
played ondownihe ihis
charge
and said lhat people who were truly
inlcresied in Scientology had no
problem
joiningwere
the church
and that
all
donations
of a voluntary
naiure. Jokingly. Levman said, "We
haveLevman
nol assimilated
everybody".
said. "Scientology
is for
people who arc able but want to
The head of the Church ot Scientology in Canada came Under Attack Wednesday at U of T.
improve ihemselves". People learn
tioned Narcanon, financed by
lo handle their problems ihrough cancer could he spiritual, as Christ lion program
i drug rehabilitaSmenlolosiv.
saidScientology
death couldclaims
be spiritual".
Scientology training, he claimed.
lo
be
able
to
This training uses the process of
U.T.A.A. GOLF CLUB
IQ. Levman conLevman said lhat Scientology was
"E meter", raise a firmperson's
andianetics.
electrodeemploying
device. Thean information
edcan't
this but said.
"Some
peoples'
for
people who wanled to improve
IQs
we
raise
except
with
a
gathered
from
the
E
meter
helps
Lessons start Monday,
counsellors ireal the individual by Levman believed that Scientology Ihemselves, bul "never to cure a
crane perhaps".
"locating
of spiritual stress", is "in the forefront as for as social physical illness". Levman added,
he Levman
stated. areas
January 15th, 1973
also said, "the causes Of work was concerned". He men- "They are sent right to the church's
Registration for classes
at Intramural Office
business
open for doe lor".
Nunnery
SAC
After a series ofdelays, SAC has Entry to the pub is via the door lo ;i|l-universily Pub will be successful
succeeded in obtaining permission Howard Terguson Dining Hall, on on ihe downtown campus,1' said
for an experimental pub on the St. tlie norlh side of the U C SAC communications and services
George
campus.called the Nunnery, Quadrangle.
assistant
Peter Milic.
isn't
lo compete
with "SAC
the various
The pub,
The pub will continue on an out
basis from 6-midnight college
opens men!
lonight
the base- experimental
pubs".
The
Nunnery
is
in-to
fended
lor
students
who
want
common at"6
roompm ininUniversity
Fridays, and from 8 till midnight on
Saturdays.
College's
"We're Irvine lo find out if an meet people from different parts of
Residence. Sir Daniel Wilson
wine and food will be
iheBeer,
university".
available.
ESS COPY CENTRE
7 CHARLES ST.W. 967-1110
Opening nightFullentertainment
is
YOU'VE
GOTPRICES
IT COMING
TO YOU!
MOW. • Ffll, 9 9 ; SAT., 12*
LOWEST
DISCOUNT
ON
motown
* HI-FI STEREO EQUIPMENT
and notedgroup
CanadianSleam
rock Ahead
group
MAKE
GIVE
US
SANEJI.
PIONEER
KENWOOD,ETC.
1-dward Bear is set fur Saturday.
SONY. DUAL.
' COLOUR
TV TELEFUNKEN
The I.LBO refused to issue a
AND MODEL...
ZENITH,
RCA.
ADMIRAL
ETC
licence in September for an outdoor
WE DO SELL
* CAR-RADIOS
AND TAPEBLAUPUNKT
PLAYER
ALL
MAKES.
INCLUDING
FOR LESS!
pub atuniversity
Sid Smithofficials
but government
AM-FM AND STEREO MOOELS
and
are fully
unclassified
satisfied with Ihe Nunnerv facilities.
LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL
Milic said.
THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE
ACAPULCO FOB $199.00 (8 days] ONE-THIRD of Davisville Mansion is yours
Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Study Irom Jan. 15 lor S60 monthly and conKROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
CLOSE TO U OF T
Weeds)sport,
fromaccommodalion
Toronto, (doubles),
includes jetparties,
trantribution tooccasional
frivolity. Call 485112 HARBORD ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OF SPAOINA)
1400 or 928-4899
(Duncan)
discos. Cohtact AOSC 44 St. George St., MODERN Apartment 3rd floor, quiet
PRESBYTERIAN
Toronto S, 4 16-962-840-1 or your Student house, one bedroom. Call 533-5417 Fri or
'S
Council,
SST
JUST AND
SOUTH REW
OF CAMPUS
EUHOPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO lo Sun.
LOST
Brielcase
from
textbook
store
KING
ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.
WRESTUNG!
LONDON from S79 one way or S155 return Monday - brown Ventura - contents urgenl11. A.M.
- Take a dependable charier. Contact iy required - no questions - reward for
AOSC. 44 ■ SLor your
GeorgeStudent
SI.. Toronlo
5BOOK
416- return. 964-2378 evngs.
962-8404
Council.
BEGINNERS MORE THAN WELCOME
DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART
ROOMS
AVAILABLE
campus.
EARLY AND SAVE
S80 - S85/mo.
for room- close
and toboard,
call;
'A CHURCH HOME
TRAVELLING IN EUROPE Campus
DAILY 5:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Co-Op. 964-1962, 922-5496.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, stu- FOR SUBLET,
2 bedroomroom.apt.Directly
Pool,
FOR STUDENTS
dent railpass. car rentals, cheapest and sauna, recreationLarge8 exercise
men
who
competed
on
a
Secondary
most
camping44 olt campus. Feb. 15 - Sept. S254.00/mo.
School level are urgently requested
lours dependable
elc. all availablecharier
now (lights,
Irom: AOSC.
Call
Mrs
Bos.
965-5893.
AWAY
FROM HOME'
to turn out.
St.(TheGeorge
Si., Toronto 5 - 416 • 962-8404. ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old
Do
you
need
essays?
Phone
studentSludenl
Council)Travel co-op owned by your essays?
COACH -JOE RABEL
Get a new look
QUEBEC WINTER CARNIVAL, March 24. ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150.
Round Irip transpoilatlon
MENS
HA1RSTYLING
(Specialising
com odation. S31.0 . AOSC,and44 ac-St. SEN'S
at life with
in long hair) in the Clarke Institute of
George St. 962-8404
Ex! 560. Hair250cutCollege
$2,25. St. Tel. 924-6811
Contact Lenses!
The Joseph and Gertie Schwartz Memorial Lectures
TWO YOUNG FAMILIES desire 3rd to Psychiatry.
discuss
co-op livingexperienced
arrangement.and Prefer
FREEZE? Used fur coals from 510.00
parents university
small WHY
Paul MagderQueenFurs & - Dundas)
202 Spadina
Ave.
SHLOMO AVINERI
children.
We envision home with
some
Excellent
Chairman, Department ol Political Science
family privacy, some Shared lacilities. (Between
selection
ol
fun
furs.
Irade
ins
accepted.
Director, Levi Eshkol Institute
Desire sharing problems and joys ol child WeThur-Fri
buy used
furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
till 6 pm.
rearing,
in general.
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
discussionurbanand living,
creativelife arts.
No freeEnjoy
sen
Arab and Jewish Nationalism:
Tuesday. January 16. 1973
Call
531-8897. TYPIST Available lo do work
EXCELLENT
at 4:30 p.m.
A Comparative Analysis
ACAPULCO READING WEEK
attheses,
home,etc.specializing
in
reports,
essays,
Jewish Emancipation and Socialism:
- Thursday.at 4:30
January
Call 889-8456
5unday.
Feb.
11—
Sunday,
Feb,
18
p.m. 18, 1973
^OPTICIANS
Hess,
Marx
and
Lassatte
Jet Airfare, hotels, translers.
LOST Slide rule In hard leather case. Includes
etc
Still
some
room
lell.
P'ice
$199
"Plaxton"
and
"4T2"
written
on
case
Lost
Room
2158
70
BLOOR ST. W.
C;ill
Robbie.
782-5033
about
Dec, Great
15. between
main library
and Hart1 pm,House
sentimental
value.
Medical Sciences Building
Reward S10. Call 278-1627.
924-2159

Canadian
Bryan Levniiin. head of tlie
Scientology Church of Canada was
confronted Wednesday by a panel's
views thai he was "a Colonel
Sanders" or Scientology, that people involved in Scientology were
moulded by Ihe "applied religiuos
philosophy",
and that Scientology
was run by misfits.
Levman was being questioned at
Victoria University Wednesday
night at a taping of the television
program Under Attack.
Lasl year. Levman was asked to
appear on Ihe same program but
refused. At thai time, he felt he
would be on the program.only to
defend
L. Ronfor
Hubbard,his Church's
and said founder,
it was not
him to defend other people.
But. Wednesday night Levman
said. "To defend Scientology. I had
lo appear"
behecause
asked unqualified
to appearpeo-on
Underple mayAttack.
for Levman's
on program
A conditi
ce on the
appearan
was the
reservation of a special section for
Scientologists, who made their supof him well-known. Two peoples
were portasked
lo remove themselve
from ihe reserved section when it
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Blues

drop

another

exhibition
game,
88-65
careless turnovers. At one point in
By
BOB
PRITCHARD
Waterloo Lutheran Golden ihe game. Varsity took control of
ball four consecutive limes, only
Hawks made Varsity basketball the
before coming up Ihe floor.
Blues look like doves, handing them to Inlosetheit words
ofCoach McManus,
an 88-65 loss in Waterloo Wenesday
night.
Again
Blues
were
saved
by
the
Blues
were
"just
ou thus tied".
fact thai it was only exhibition play. Although Toronto played
lably in Ihe early part of the respecgame,
As
in
Saturday's
match
against
the Warriors of the same city, it was in the latter half the team slowed
the second half that decided the down to a walk. Lutheran, on the
other hand, increased its momentum, despite a somewhat broken
After staying fairly close to the
Hawks — evidenced by a 40-34 game which saw 53 fouls.
score in Lutherans at favour half • A member of lasl year's all-star
game.
lime — Blues decided to roll over team Lutheran's Rod Dean, put in
an impressive perfomance. acand playAfter
deadfourin minutes
the second
minutes.
of play.20 counling for 30 points. Dean, a fine
handler and deadly shooter, was
Waterloo
had jumped to- a 52-38 hull
lead.
Hawks" driving force.
Bui that was only the beginning.
Despile Toronto's poor team
perHawks, having proved themselves to showing, somcgood
formances cameindividual
from Dave
be accurate shooters in the early
who
scored
17
points
while
moments of the game, excelled in Ferguson
the second half. Toronto can hardly Dave Walt counted 14.
be blamed for the fact thai Lutheran
Tip Offs: Blues next game is
has a fine shooting team, bul Blues Wednesday
January 17, when they
doHawksdeserve
toBadgers
Si. Catherine's
lo meet the
run in "credit"
and retrievefortheirletting
own travel
Brock
inolherOUAA
rebounds, lipping the ball in for easy games Wednesday Guelph
defeated
Brock XX-56. Windsor won over
Unfortunately, there was no one Western
lt)f>-74.
and
Rvcrson
losl to
keeping siatistics at the game, but York 59-41.
points.
the results as far as rebounding is
concerned would have proved em- Scoring: Toronto at Waterloo
barassing
the Blues. to pour in Lutheran
Lutheranto continued
Toronto:
points,
scoring
Dave
Ferguson 1714
the floor, whilealmost
Varsityeveryhadtimeto upbe
Dave Watt
content with scoring once every
Brian
Skvvinglon 1 1
three
or Tourzone.times they entered the
AvoAlbo
6
Waterloo
Randy
Filinski 45
Again, Toronto played a stronger
Frank Cress
game in the first 20 minutes than in
Tim McCihie 2
the
secondopted
half.toToronto
Doug
Baker
McManus
use a mancoachto
Peler Oolup
22
man defense to begin with, although
Tony Rudmtk 2
Blues did change lo a zone later in Lutheran:
the
game.
Lutheran
used a 2-1-2
Rod Dean
30
/one
defense
throughout
the
exhibition.
MikeCleary 23
Rich
Thomson
12
Although Blues were down by 10
Ben VanCook 8
points al one stage in the half, they
Dave
Lockharl
6
did manage lo come within one
Neil Hcgcman 6
?: even
point taken
of Lutheran.
They
might
have
Irv Slernhun: 3
ihe lead, if not for some

Omnibus

gripe

Blues' Avo Albo (33) attempts to block a shot by Lutheran high scorer Rod Dean.
at Loyola

sportalk

Women's 5 aticeVarsity
hockeyArena,
last played
December
losing
5-4 lo Western ... In two other
matches the same day evening the
women's senior volleyball team
defeated
York 3-1 andteamthe defeated
women's
senior basketball
York 51-23. Scoring Tor the women
were Chris Crawford with 21 points,
while Terry Knighl and Leslie
Mcintosh added nine apiece. Senior
basketball is in firsl place with a 4-1
record in ihe Eastern Section of the
OWIAA going into the second half
orplace,
its schedule.
is in secondin
followedQueen's
by Laurentian
third. Western is in first place in the
Western Section, while Waterloo
follows in second. The senior team
hosts Walerloo for an exhibition
malch in the Benson Building this
evening al 8pm U of T's Joe
Keency won ihe junor boys 600
meiers evenl with a time of 1:22.5 at
'he Ontario trials indoor track meet
atMikethe Harl
CNF won
lasl ihe
Saturday.
juvenile Varsity's
boys 50
meter
hurdles
(7,1)
... Uhisof own
T's
Bruce Simpson erased

Canadian open pole-vaulting record
earlier in the monlh by clearing
I7'4" at ihe Saskatoon Indoor
Games.
was 17'of
2.25" . . .HisJohnformer
Shales,markmember
Uwonof T'stheintercollegiate
squash
team
U.S. Intercollegiate
Freshman Singles Squash Championship in New York City,
December 2d-28. Shales played the
number two man from Princeton
University in the finals. Parlicipating in the lournamenl were
represent alives form Princeton,
Harvard, two naval academics, two
Detroit universities and Penn Slate
University. Shales also made the
semi-finals in the U.S. Junior Open
Tournament on December 18 in
Fxeler. N.H. The eventual winner
was Ian Shaw who plays out of the
Toronio Cricket Club. Shales is the,
number two man on the Granite
Club learn more on the
Loyola College basketball team: The
University of Quebec al Montreal
athletics department advised the
Quebec University Athletic
Association lasl month that it will

not eompeie against Loyola in
basketball this season. UQAM was
scheduled lo play Loyola January 23
and February 13. The university is
ihe third QUAA member lo refuse
lo play the Warriors because of
Loyola's extensive recruiting of
American players. Earlier in
December.
of Sher-in
brooke and University
Laval University
Quebec City announced thai they
would not play Loyola. The
Warriors, who have relied on
American lalenl in recent years,
have
on iheir 12-on
man only
rosier.oneTheCanadian
only Canadian
the learn is a second-siringer after
starling
the 1971-72
season . . .during
Blues hockey
plays
lonighi at the arena againsl Ryerson
and [hen iravcls lo Waterloo for an
exhibition game againsl the
Warriors tomorrow
Western's
swimming
and wrestling. . .teams
come
tu Toronto tomorrow lo compete
with their U of T counterparts, while
llic
YorkU ofT
for a volleyball
meet. team travels lo

MONTREAL (CUPI) — Attempting lo increase sludent
involvement in university government, studenl leaders at
Loyola College have initialed prolests against a new
registration scheme, faculty opposition to course evaluations,
poor food service and inadequate library resources.
As he initiated the "Too far lo turn back" campaign,
siudenl association president Peter Fcdclc said, "Sludents have
always
worsttakeendplace
of anytoday
deal andon athismoratorium
campus."
He said heen
a foodgelling
boycottthe will
oninitiate
ihe library
nexl
Wednesday
The
students'
association
discussions on course evaluation and will holdwilla
referendum on a proposed four-day school week.
The campaign, aimed primarily at increasing public
awareness of the issues thai have been troubling student leaders
for ihe pasl iwo years, is also iniended lo embarrass Loyola
officials and pressure them lo change their policies.
Protesting the lack oflibrary facilities, the students plan to
hold a mock according
auction of loa copy
of Michaclangelo's
"David" to
dcmosiralc.
sludcms'
association vice-president
Don Boisvert, lhal "aesthetic value is no good if you have no
resources," Boisvert said ihe Loyola library is operated on only
S350.000 while the school athletic complex receives much
more. The library apparently receives ihe lowest per siudenl
grant of any Quebec library.
Students will protest ihe lack of library resources by
boycotting the library for a day. attempting lo promote
discussion of ihe apparent lack of facilities, and by circulating a
petition lo he presented to university officials and ihe Quebec
mimslr> of education.
Attempting lo initiate negotiations for lower prices and
heiter quality wiih Cara-Beaver foods, the holders of the
Iol n\ university
ola food vending
cafeteriasfranchise, sludents plan u one-day boycott
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

a him to too
Canad
involve
Revolu
The"Athle
Athletic Revolutiontic
and weekends watching
exciting He says,s"The primary
sideration in the foreseeabletion"
require
train just
by anyaspar-a
ticular method,
sibility ofuniversity coachesresponis to
sports events. As professor Harry be educators,
future" he says.
by
Jack
Scott
not developers of professor cannot force a student
Collier-Macmillan Canada Ltd., In analysing 'Sport, Edu- Edwards says. 'If there is a
study in any particular
Toronto
religion in this country today it is Olympic medal winners. If they to
Society'.
hard cover $6.50
to put sole emphasis on manner.... If coaches believe they
points out cation,
that andmany
collegesScott
still sports.' (Edwards, a former want
have
the only correct method,
developing
national
champions,
soft cover $3.65
basketball
and
track
and
field
use the profits from lootball and athlete teaches sociology at
they should leave the university they are wrong scientifically. And,
basketball to finance the so- UCLA, Berkeley.)
Jack
Scott's
The
Athletic
it
they
know they do not have the
and the security of a regular
Revolution represents a called 'minor' sports — nononly correct method, but .still
breakthrough in sports writing. paying intercollegiate athletic ac- controversial
One of topics
Canada's
most
force
students
to train under their
Intercollegiate sport is
at this time
tivities. He adds, "In a classical
However, the book suffers
non sequitur. athletic directors — the hosting of the 1976 Olym- described as a conservative force direction, they are being sadistic
because it is more appropriately use
example of benevolence
directed toward the student as a this
pic games — is indirectly
linkedits salary."
in societyof inprotesting
Scott's book:college
"The andScott
are morally
also wrong."
discusses the
efforts
rationale for justifying their to intercollegiate
sports and
movement in the U.S. in the late
professionalized
football and purpose. Scott says, "Today, with students are directed toward important and related status of
1960's, and since it is now dated
He believes the previtality often measured
basketball
programs."
He also abynation's
by two years.
society,individuals
while the whoef- the amateur.
sent concept of an amateur is
forts of those
points out that
most universities
the accomplishment of its changing
Scott's
work
is
valuable
tor
two
unrealistic
—
"a luxury only the
presently
run
our
intercollegiate
today
have
to
rely
upon
student
youth
in
the
international
athletic
reasons. First, it spurs one to subsidization through athletic arena, college athletic programs athletic programs are directed
wealthy can afford". In its place,
think about intercollegiate fees
to
keep
their
programs
toward
preserving
society
without
are
being
used
as
training
athletics and its part in our afloat.
he proposes
that be"amateur
athletes
would not
paid for
groundswould
for the
changes. Consecapitalist social system; second,
be development
called athleticof any significant
While Scott does not delve as what
competing,
but
they
would
have
quently
the
authorities
take
a
it provides many starting points deeply
enough into the gladiators.— One may justifiably hard-line.... stance with regard to the right to earn their livelihood in
for further research and inprotestors
while
at
the
sociological aspects of in- question, however, why our student
v
e
s
t
i
g
a
t
i
o
n
i
n
t
o
university
manner
they inchoose."
remarks
a footnote
tercol egiate sport as one would colleges are concerned with same time they adopt an anyScott
athletics.
to see. he is perceptive preparing for international sports 'anything goes as long as you that Canadian "Bruce Kidd..:
Although the mood of the book like
makes
a
distinction
between
get caught' position with
is set by its total involvement with enough to reveal in some detail competitions, especially when don't
this preparation usually conflicts respect to coaches, athletic professionalism
U.S. college sport activity, it is throughout the book the with
and
mercialism in athletics. comKidd
espoused educational directors
possible to extract the basic "drugging" effect spectator sport
and theircoaches
supporters."
Scott believes
should views professionalism as ensocial commentary that Scott provides in a capitalist society.
accommodate
every
student
who
Scott
directly
attacks
the
tailing
nothing
more
than
He
says,
"A
dull,
insignificant
job
provides and apply it to our can be more easily endured if present coaching system and the wants to try out for the university allowing athletes to be paid for
similar Canadian society.
thus enabling
them to
There is the danger, however, one is able to spend evenings men embedded within its cocoon. team, and "he has no right to competing,
devote full-time
to developing
that in reading the book, one will
their athletic skills. Commerfail to adequantely distinguish
goals."
cialism, on the other hand, inbetween the two universityvolves the ownership and control
college athletic systems of two
of a sport, and this is where
still somewhat different societies
{that is. Canada and the United
abuses arise... ' Kidd — and I
THE
would
with him — sport,
is in
States). ofScott's
bookhappen
is moreherea
favour ofagree
professionalizing
warning
what can
given time, lack of major change,
but is opposed
and the involvement ol free entermercializ ng it.This istoquitecomobprise in athletics.
usly aradical proposal..."
However, there are major
In the vioconcluding
section of the
sections
collection otof
ATHLETIC
book.theScott
"As weif
essays thatin doScott's
offer reflections
enter
1970's,remarks,
what is needed
athleticdianprograms
in
some
Canathe athletic
movement
is
universities. Scott believes,
tinue to grow and eventuallyto conhelp
nevertheless,
that
athletics
canto bring about significant
not be divorced from the rest of
changes
is
for
ail
athletes
to
the educational system. In the
begin working
together
preface of his book, he writes,
solidarity.
Throughout
history,in
REVOLUTION
"Athletic toprograms
one of the main tactics opallowed
exist if would
they didnot notbe
pressors have used to maintain
reflect a value orientation that
their power is to keep the opmet with theministrapproval
of
adfighting must
amongbe
ators, alumni, and boards
themselves. pressed
Athletes
of trustees. Consequently, those
aware of this tactic and not allow
by Jack
Scott
individuals struggling to
the sports establishment to
humanize athletic programs
manipulate them so that they
futilely waste their energy and
.should
realize
that
it's
unlikely
that there will be any real
time fighting among themselves.
changes in athletics without fun"A program of athletics for
damental change throughout our
athletes cannot be outlined in
educational structure on all
specific detail, for the one thing it
levels. Simply put, there cannot
would not be is a preconceived
be athletics tor athletes without a
system established in advance by
concomitant emphasis on educaa single individual. Such a
tion for students."
Scott sees our present attitude
program would
in a
democratic
manner beand run
all those
towards athletics as being
individuals involved in it would
derived from one of two traditiqns
have a tosaythe— -athletic
from director.
freshman
which he traced back "prior to the
athletes
sixth
centuryathletic
BC." "There
two main
traditionswerein
"High school and
Greece; the Spartan tradition
intercollegiate athletic programs
which emphasized the militaristic
are
the ideal areas in which to
value of sport and the Athenian
experiment
with
genuine student
tradition which emphasized the
involvement
in education.
What
artistic
do we have to lose by giving
sees thevirtue
Spartanof athletes."
tradition asScott
the
A
FREE
PRESS
young people a meaningful say
one
over athleticperspective,
policy? From
today. prevalent in our society
educational
the mostan
PAPERBACK
ORIGINAL
"The
Greek
(Athenian)
dire
consequences
would
be a
tradition of athletics for athletes
few rather unorganized athletic
has had no sufficient impact on
contests.
Student-athletes
should
FP
the growth of physical education
have a significant say in all policy
and athletics in American
decisions such as the scheduling
(Canadian) education.... A few
of games, the hiring of coaches,
humanistic physical educators
and the allocation of resources.
are still espousing the Greek
The athletes themselves would
ideal today, but so far their efforts
suffer the consequences of any
have usually been to no avail, and
there is little indication that their
irresponsibility...." Bob Gauthier
ideas will be given serious con-

Western
at
win
Students
manded
Davis
speak
to
them
at
voted for the move. First on
N (CUP) — Militant meeting
LONDOaction
minds were the actions on the the occupied office, but he refused,
in the Ontario fees Iheir
student
two York campuses, and they suggesting another building. The
strike scored another victory last decided
students refused and they marched
the tactic.
Friday, when the University ol When totheemulate
students entered the over to the business administration
Western Ontario agreed to release
student aid money to students who huilding. officials suspended the building where Davis was addressing
of fees, which had been the P.C.'s. There the students
their second tuition collection
haven't paid
him most
in somequestions
discussionabout
but
proceeding until early in the engaged
instalment.
dodged
The administration concession evening, and UWO vice-president he
education
policy.
(administration
and
finance)
A.K.
followed an all-night sit-in at the
Some 2.500 students have
L1WO fees office by about 40 Adlinglon came and spoke to the
students, advising them they could reportedly not yet paid their full fees
students.
at UWO. Observers say if the ad- VOL. 93, No. 40
The action followed similar stay the night.
ministration had agreed to release
UWO president Carleton
successful moves at York University
TORONTOI
cheques at the beginning of the MON., JAN. 15, 1973
and
York'searlier
Glendon
where Williams spoke to student leaders, the
week
rather
the end, the
students
last College,
week occupied
to York president David Slater who- number would than
have
been
closer
to
"The letter really psyched out a
to
pick
their
way
through
them.
administrative offices and convinced had given in to identical student 6.000. About 12,000 students attend
"Business was normal," fees lot or people," rederalion president
officials to release student award demands the previous day, and to
Jack McNie. Minister of Colleges UWO full-time.
Joseph Schiller said. "In fact council
cheques.
Peter Beach toadmitted.
Beach's
organizebelonging
the fee
Universities. McNie advised
The struggle suffered a setback at official
Both the York and UWO actions and
better
than
U of O without
Ader
a Tewnormal."
minutes the occupiers strike at tried
the
university
of
Windsor
only
Williams
to
release
the
student
aid
were the first displays of student
to the Ontario Federation oT
minutes after the UWO occupation decided to leave.
militancy on those usually staid money but give students a note had
succeeded Friday. About 20 The University of Ottawa Students which organized the
saying the money was granted on the Windsor
campuses in recent memory.
students occupied their fees Students Federation has called off
The UWO administration had condition tuition would be paid office
of O
withdrew from OFSstrike.
in theU summer
and chained the door also the strike on its campus because province-wide
taken the hardest line against with it.
demanding
release of student aid only 14 students paid their fees into when other schools refused Beach's
releasing student award money until The occupying students voted to money hut theabout
later the rederalion-sponsored trust fund, demand for a September full fees
second term fees had been paid, continue the sit-in through the the chains were 15cutminutes
by campus rather than pay to the university. U strike.
although five other universities had weekend until Ontario Premier
Meanwhile students at York and
of O administrators sent stern letters
officers.
agreed last month to release the William Davis appeared on campus security
to
students
warning
them
of
late
fees
The
occupiers
remained
sealed
UWO
are planning a moratorium of
yesterday
to
address
a
convention
of
cheques.
deregi strati on procedures classes Thursday to discuss the fee
The UWO students occupied their the Ontario Young Progressive across the doorway but students and
should
they
fail
to
pay
tuition.
Conservative
Association.
wanting to pay their fees were able
fees trailer last Thursday evening
hoycoll.
On Sunday the students deafter an ad hoc student council
Evans
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committee
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to examine

York

students

may

moratorium
stage
to endorse the aims
dent demands, York president orthirdthedemand—
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — Students
fees strike through a public
David
Slater
first checked with the statement.
ai York University ended their twoStudents
at York first
day occupation
over theaward
un- provincial government and said he said they would continue to occupy
conditional Friday
release of student
was
told
he
could
give
"the
most
cheques, and are now moving to a liberal interpretation possible" to until that demand was met, but later
broader base of action of the the directive. He then said the con- agreed they should direct their
tract was between the students and energies in gelling mass-based supprovince-wide fees strike.
The occupation began when the
port for the tees strike.
York administration refused to the government
would takeandthe that
view the
that unthe A steering committee was formed
release student award cheques students iversity
had or would honour that after a mass meeting Friday, but so
without first deducting tuition tees. contract,
far it's mainly the 40 to 50 occupiers
It ended Friday when the adSlater also lifted all fines for late who have taken part in organizing.
ministration agreed to the unhave called
for a Faculty
moratorium
conditional release of both un- paymentmum fineforisthis$10.term.YorkThehasmaxi-no They
on classes
Thursday.
and
dergraduate and graduate cheques.
The awards cheques, originally academic penalties for late payment students have been invited to speak
to a 1970 senate out against the provincial governheld on the grounds of a 1969 according
ment in its policy of cutbacks in
government directive, will be resolution.
The administration refused a post-secondary education.
released today. In agreeing to stu-

academic
appointments
U of T president John Evans said last night he is in the process of
in the university.
setting up a task force to examine academic appointments
According to Evans, the terms of reference of the committee have not
yet been finalized, but it will deal with "appointments, procedures and
policy".
It will not have "major student representation", he stated.
The proposal will likely be reported to the Governing Council as
"information"" on Thursday.
Morgan, when
Student Governing Council executive member Brian
to both the structure or the
contacted last night, said that he objected
voice.
student
strong
no
have
to
is
it
that
fact
the
and
committee
If the Governing Council is just a deliberative body, it will be sapped of its
major strength . . . initiation", he declared.
Paul Cadario, chairman of the council'* Internal Affairs Committee,
said in an interview that he expects the task force to study the "nature, effect
appointments, with a "heavy emphasis
and possible changes" oftheacademic
of academic incourses."
maintenance
on theTenure,
relation to tenure would
full professorship
and the ofstatus ofquality
also be considered, he thought.
the formation of the
approved
Committee
Resources
and
The Planning
as a presidential advisory committee
committee at its January 4 meeting,
Committee. Both Varsity
Council
house
open
Governing
a
of
subcommittee
a
rather than
PAC's and task forces would be set up by and directly report to the
subcommittee structure would instead fall under the
president,an while
council,
electedthebody.
Planning and Resources chairman James Lewis explained that his
Evans' proposal as a PAC because it was "a very urcommitteething"approved
gent to "examine very quickly the contractual arrangements of
the faculty."
faster, he fell. The "facts without
and report
gel under
A PAC could
debate*"
needed,
he said,wayalthough
he emphasized there was no attempt
to slide arc
debate.
Although Lewis indicated that the task force would primarily be
gathering facts, he added that it would "bring all the alternatives to the
Governing Cuncil."
Morgan charged last night that the task force is one aspect or a "power
of the
struggle"
university. between the administration and the elected governing body
terms of reference
he said. The
formation,
detailed policy
Power' lies inexamining
and theof
its composition,
appointments,
academic
U committee
empowered to elected bodies, he felt.
specific people on it should all be Council
and its committees is to develop
"The work or the Governing
asserted.implement it, not just approve proposals submitted to it," Morgan
policy,
He added that the issue or academic appointments did not seenm to be one
or time. A Governing Council subcommittee
in terms
that
in any case, he said.
set up quickly
couldwasbe "pressing"
president Eric Miglin said last night he did not object to the task
SACstructure.
force
However. "I feel very strongly that there should be at least two
students" on the task force, he declared.
From discussions SAC has had with Evans on the matter, Mighn said
of about eight or nine
he thought the president was contemplating a body
argued that another
on it. SACary
people with one student
. student was ,
ess
nec
Morgan^ stressed
students,
to
teaching
Because of the importance of
n."
have major student representatio
that it is "absolutely vital to matter
really look like this when
at the Governing Council's Thursday
to raise the
their chance to see If the paper's offices
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readers
VarsityVarsity
, he added.
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The
you
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paper, the afternoon will Introduce
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In
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have
While Miglin thought the tasksaidforcehe thought
might
you
it would have eight
People will be here to explain all about
ionts by June, Lewis
recommenlad
to all the things we do to publish The Varsity.
months
to report.
circle
So,
layout.
and
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review
and
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sports,
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Affairs, Academic
by the Business
that date and time: Wednesday, January 17, 1 pm. Who knows, the people in the picture
consideredCommittees,
will likely
reportPlanning
Lewis added.
and beResources
AffairsIts and
might even be there.
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NOW
AND
8 pm
Smith Lounge. 1 pm
TODAY
all day
CUSO General Information meeting
Free Jewish University Registration at Pendarves Lounge. International Student — Stop
the cutbacks,
fee hikesAll
meeting
lo discussrescind
future thestrategy.
Hillel House, 166 St. George Street.
Centre, 33 St. George Street.
Hillel Drama workshop begins Its welcome. Film Room,2 pmInnls College.
Persons
Interested
In
applying
(or
French Government Teaching Posts session again this week at Hillel House.
At- "Grease" has slid from Wednesday to An open meeting ot the Mathematics
ot Student
Office Hall.
contact106.theSlmcoe
should room
Deadline: Monday. For three hours of the greatest In Department
Curriculum
Committee forto MAT
dislalrs,
cuss organization
1 950's Rock and Roll listen to Grease every 130, 134.
January
17.
1 pm
will and
be heldcurriculum
In Sidney Smith
Varsity.FM 820
AM in Hall, Room1351069.
Studenls Invited.
residenceson andRadioat 96.3
on Rogers
All students willing to help build the Monday
January 20th International Protest against Cable System. TIN S11pmpm.
pm sings Haydn.
Oebora Taylor, 4soprano,
Nixon's war in Vietnam, come to a general The life and hard times of Norman Faure,
Debussy,
and Wolf In the Hart
meeting
ol
the
U
ot
T
Committee
to
End
House
Music
Room.
The
4:30 pm
1950's specimen.
1072. War in Vietnam4 pm— Sid Smith, Rm. Numnolz-Select
Tonight's
Teenage
- thea
story
ol howepisode
NormanOn• tries
toVarsity
makePain820
It with
Shlomo
Avlnerl,
Political
hot
cheer-leader.
radio
AM
All graduate students In French are in residence and 96.3 on Rogers Cabte FM. Science Department, chairman,
Hebrew University,
urged
attendAssociation
the meeting
the
"Arab and Jewish Nationalism: A ComGraduatetoFrench
in Roomol 138,
TUESDAY
parative Analysis,"sponsored
Room 2158, Medical
UC.
noon
5:30 pm by Schwartz
Memorial Building,
Lectureship.
Auditionsnoonhour
— lor "Orison",
a onePlayhouse
act two General Meeting of the Political Sciences
hander,
show.
U.C.
Economy
Course
Union.
All
students
79A St George. Also needed taking one course In Political Economy are Varsity Christian Fellowship The General
sound/lighl/stage 6:30technicians.
Topics: Saving the Political Meeting this week will include Tony Tynpm Till 6 pm. members. Library.
Putting outns. aPolitical
News- dale who will speak during the first half,
Hillel Kosher supper. Please reserve by Economy paper,
Course Evaluatio
from 6:30 will
to 7:30discuss
in the
5 pm at Hillel House. 186 St. George Street. Economy Lounge.
Third Floor, Sidney followed
caleteria.by supper
Bill Scadding
Lelghton
Ford's
visit.
In
Wymllwood's
Music Room. 6:30 pm
Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama
Hillel Kosher Supper. Please reserve by
HART HOUSE THEATHE
5 pm at Hillel House,7 pm186 St. George Street.
HAMLET
Guitar Workshop ior beginners starts
Directed by Martin Hunter
again this week at Hillel House, 166 St.
George Street. 6 pm
First 1973 meeting of the University of
January (Ho25pBrformincBS
-February
Toronlo Debating Union. Guest Speaker
on Sunday or Monday)3 at 8:30
be Marty Stollar, UC SAC Rep. Topic:
Box Oflice 928-B668 will
Tickets £2.50
"Is the buying ol Termpapers morally
10:00 i.m. la 6:00 p.m. justifiable?"
Students $1.25
North Sitting
House. New Members
Welcome.Room Hart
HERE

NEW COLLEGE
WRITING

LOWELL JONES
EXHIBITION
AHT GALLERY
MONDAY. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
TUESDAY— SATURDAY. 11 i.m.-5 p.i
SUNDAY 2p m -5 p.m.

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
JEAN
TENOR (PRESENTED
BY THE B0NHOMME,
CBC IN ASSOCIATION
WITH HART
HOUSE) JANUARY 21, 8.00 p.m. in the
GREAT MhLL.
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
THE HALL PORTER S DESK

CAMERA CLUB
Print-mounting
Retouching Clm
1:10 p.m.. Wads. Jan 17

STARTS
TONIGHT
FILM SERIES:
MUSEUM 1-Zp.m.
WITHOUT WALLS
MONDAYS,
lh« DEBATES andROOM7-8 p.m. In
TONIGHT
PICASSO: WAR,
PEACE ind LOVE

LIBRARY EVENING
SPECIAL B.GUEST:
RICHARD
WRIGHT
Tun., Jin. 23
Hart House Library. SI CO p.n
ALL V/QLCOME

FILM -MAKER'S EVENING
MEET JOHNVtDETTE. PRODUCER OF
'WEDDING -8:00
IN WHITE'.
TONIGHT
P.M.
EAST COMMON ROOM.

TELEVISION

IN THE MAP ROOM

HART HOUSE CHORUS
SECOND REHEARSAL: JANUARY 16 at 7 p.m. In the GREAT
HALL

THE GALLERY-JANUARY

25th??

Razors

FACILITY

announces
New Hours
Mon 10-12
Tues 10-6
Wed 10-6
Thurs 10-6 (French 2-6)
Fri 10-12

Edge
HAIRSTYUNG
Downtown
(behind City Hall)
368-2963
1/3 off for students

NICKELODEON
279 Yonpe at Dundas Square iilmvc [hi- hi i.n s

Room 121 New College
WANTED

928-5157

by Arts & Science
PAID
awpivWN
BROS.

Abunked
glistening
centre diamond
by two shoulder
stones in
aRegistered
modem line-cut
Jewellers setting.
AmericanS300.00
Gem
we sell diamonds

0Kopman BROS LIMITED. 261 Yongir St (suuih ot Dunlins) 364-7664. Dilimond mervriunls
fur 5 generations.
yesterday's elegance and low
diamond
prices. Diamund
engagementComCrings infromfor $75.00

Student

Union:

PERSONNEL

Applications are now being received by the Arts and Science
Students' Union for paid full-time and part-time position. The
position entails research and organizational work in the following
areas: course unions, faculty council and colleges. Salaries will be
reasonable and concomitant with the responsibilities assumed.
No experience in this kind of work is necessary, though some
familiarity with the ASSU and the faculty in general would be
desirable. The term of employment begins February 1 and ends
April 30, 1973. Application in writing should indicate convenient
times for an interview. Applications can be mailed to:
ASSU
~c/o Mike Scott
Rm 2097
Sidney Smith Hall
University of Toronto
100 St. George St.
Toronto 5, Ontario
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Position
Long-lime student politician Paul
Carson has resigned from his position asSAC executive assistant, just
in time to avoid a possible rejection
or his appointment
council
meeting. at Wednesday's
In a letter to the executive
meetingson saidwhich
yesterday,
Carhe met
wished
to avoid
divisiveness on council.
There was strong opposition to his
appointment at last Wednesday's

threatened,
SAC
meeting. Carson was not available
Carson was executive assistant
for comment yesterday.
last summer, but was shifted to
Carson, a part-time theology services and communications
student who has been on campus worker early in the fall until reapmore than 10 years, has in recent
pointed assistant in November by
years worked for SAC, the U of T the executive.
Athletic Association, Radio Varsity
Both he and his replacement Peter
Milic had to be approved by a
;ind
The handbook
Varsity. Heandhas run
co-edited
student
variousa general council meeting.
other services for campus
However, two meetings in
organizations, even down to keeping December failed to do so for lack of
statistics on hockey games.
a quorum. And, last Wednesday's

assistant
meeting could not discuss the appointments asthe Stop the Student
meeting.
Surcharge Committee disrupted the
The disruption, in fact, was
promptedto discuss
by a motion
to move in
camera
the appointments,
which SSSC members construed as
an attempt to prevent discussion of
the fees strike.
The mover of the motion to go in
camera, former
education
commissioner Marty Slollar,
explained
last
night thaiforthereMilic,
was but
"littlestrong
but
enthusiasm"
opposition
to
Carson's
appointment.
of Laboratory Ani- grievance
them. The issue of determining
UThe grievance
of ofTa U hears
worker's
of T worker staff, director
Carson, he said, was a "very
Science Dr. L.R. Christensen. job
fired for refusing to wash a floor was who malfired
classifications is making strong
Gruev,
and
one
of
his
element"goalsin the
the negotiating more complex.
relalabour
fice.divisive
One of Carson's
was of-to
heardtionsbyofficeruniversity
entrench
in office, according
staff
and
Korompat
attended
the
John Parker Friday.
SEIU business agent Barclay said to Slollar,himself
which meant that he
hearing.
Ciruev
was
accompanied
by
Parker's decision on the case of
ofhis union, including yesterday
demands arethatthe the
same union's
as they wage
were formed "divisive" allegiances within
Damjon Andreev Gruev, an animal two members
agent Don Barclay.
in November, when it asked for the executive.
laboratory technician, is not ex- business
Some of Carson'sto actions,
pected until early this week. He has "We feel he's got a good chance $3.61 to $4.01 per hour for the Slollar
detail, which
were
beingsides
reinstated,"
until Friday to rule on the dispute. of Both
of affected workers. At "several declined
have agreedBarclay
to abidesays.by majority
times brought up at the
present
the
workers
earn
$2.53
to
Gruev filed the grievance,
S2.S4
an
hour,
provisions of the union's master
claiming he was fired for refusing to the
Slollar said thai the level of
mop a corridor he had washed just a agreement with the SEIU on uni- The two sides are 50 cents apart,
versity
employees,
although
no
conhalf hour before. He also mainopposition
executive."
tract for the animal lab technicians says Barclay.
was difficultto toCarson's
predict,appointment
but he was
tained his supervisor. V.B. Korom- has yet been signed.
Union
and
management
are
far
hopeful
lhal
il
would
not have been
pai. acted arbitrarily and harshly
The
unit
of
45
technicians
was
enough apart that they will meet
towards him.
Mostaroundofthetheoffice
SAC seemed
repreorganized by the SEIU, and with a provincially appointed con- approved. sentatives
"No one can convince me that isrecently
ciliator tomorrow in an attempt to to disapprove of Carson, he said.
still
negotiating
with
the
unirefusing to mop an already clean
Communications commissioner
versity on the issue of wages. Both settle their differences.
reasonlastto week.
be fired," sides had already agreed on the
Parker
says
he
is
anticipating
a
Debra
mohefloortoldis enough
The Varsity
tion Lewis
to move seconded
in cameraSlollar's
to discuss
other provisions of the contract, to
Gruev was not permitted to bring he the same as the SEIU's other 75C settlement soon, but Barclay is not the appointments and former
university employees.
finance commissioner Vince
optimistic.
his
lawyer
Parker said Friday that the The university's offer, al- DeAngelo is recorded in the minutes
Parker
said into
it wasFriday's
a matterhearing,
betweenas
Gruev's union, the Service Em- what
union'sourwage
demands are"areunder
beyond
has "not
improved "some- of the executive meeting which apcapabilities
our accordingwthhaot"u,gtohisitstill
pointed Carson as "strongly opployees'theInternational.
Barclay. acceptable",
local 504 and
employer,Unionthe
posed" to the move because he
"I
don't
see
any
quick
university.
felt the office didn't need an extra
However, he added "I don't know
Parker and two members of his how
employee.
serious" the union is about
hudget."
settlement."
Affects Gothic, St. James Town, Windlass

resigns
Internal Affairs Committee
chairman Paul Cadario,
automatically a SAC member by
being a student governor, was
suggested
both Slollar
and presi-to
dent EricbyMiglin
as opposed
Carson's
hiring.
However,
Cadario
refuse to comment in an interview.
There was speculation lhat one
executive member might have
resigned
if the Stollar
executivestaled.
assistant
was not ratified,
Vice-president Ross Flowers said
last night he was sorry lo see Carson
go. "I have a lot of admiration for
Miglin. who although unable to
attend yesterday's executive meeting
had
been decision
informedto ofresign,
Carson's
Thursday
commented. "I think Paul did a good
However, he admitted that
Carson had given rise lo "some
Paul." of executive
differences
opinion". member
Erindale
Arnold Brody said thai ihe executive
accepted the resignation without
debate,
as requested
by "without
Carson's
letter.
The
bitterness",
heletter
added,wascommenting
lhal some new members of SAC this
year
"just assistant.
didn't get along" with the
executive
He
said
he hadCarson
"no idea"
any
move lo reject
would ifhave
succeeded.
The executive does not intend to
immediatelyjob."replace Carson.
Insiead, teitntions will
conlhal theresee wasif earlier
not enough
work for the job are true.
Flowers indicated SAC would
wail al least one week, and more
likelv two. hefore deciding.

City Council
may
repeal
development
bylaws
neighbourhoods will come today. project in March 1971, even ihough. and cultural interests.
lo
further
high-rise construction.
By DOUG HAMILTON
Il is also ripe territory for the land
If this plan were adopted, the
The surprise election of a The city's application to re-zone 1.500 residents in the area signed a development
industry.
northern
and
western sections of the
petition
denouncing
the
Quebec
and
Gothic
Avenues
to
per"reform"
on City forCouncil
Windlass Holdings Limited neighbourhood would be preserved
in Decembermajority
has recreated
many
mit the construction of a town-house development.
moved
into
the
Chinese
community,
as
a
lowrise
residential area.
The
conflict
at
Quebec-Gothic
and
apartment
complex
will
come
people hope of preventing massive before the OMB.
created a great deal of unfavourable and succeeded in gradually buying However this would necessitate City
unwanted developments from infor Cadillac; not only did up and demolishing 42 old Victorian Council downzoning the district or
truding on their communities.
The city may ask the OMB for an publicityresenl
ihe tactics utilized by houses on the east side of McCaul the imposition ofheight restrictions.
For council can, although perhaps adjournment of any board hearings citizens
the
development
consortium, but by the fall of 1970.
Dean's plan is being discussed at
with some cost, repeal their ap- on
the
bylaw
until
the
solictor's
ihey
were
angered
by the land deal
Windlass then applied to build public meetings before a decision is
is made available.
proval of some of these large report
negotiated
between
the
companies
made
it. The Varsity that he
The
Quebec-Golhic
district
is
a
three high-rise towers called Heapon told
apartments if ihey have not been
residential area adjacent to and Alderman Ben Grys.
"Grange Village" on the site, which
approved by the Ontario Municipal quiet,
required not only a rezoning, but Windlass,
Grys' wife
purchased
Gothicof also
favours "ameaning
secondthatlook"
Board, which must agree with all High Park. It is presently zoned Avenue
in 1962
for the50 sum
he mayat
a redesignatton of the block as endorse
only for low-level, low-density fami- $14,250 and
zoning changes.
repealing it.
in March 1971 sold to
ly housing, but its designation in the Blithe Investments,
Three of these contentious Official
However, he maintains the legal
a firm which partIn ofearly
1971, core.
the city planning
the city's
Plan (which itself has not
1 situation is not clear at present.
developmenls,
by last project
year's been accepted by the OMB)would assembled land for Cadillaccouncil include passed
the Cadillac
staff
recommended
Windlass'
Blithe paid her $105,000, desired changes, and although large The OMB hearings dealing with
high-rise. Its proximity to the Greenwin.
at Quebec and Gothic Avenues near permit
figure which residents in the area numbers of the community's in- Windlass
February 6. will commence on
park and a nearby subway line make aclaimed
High Park,
the
Windlass
developwas
grossly inflated.
habitants objected at public
it
an
ideal
location
for
apartments.
ment on McCaul Street, and the
ST. JAMES TOWN WEST
In 1971, the Cadillac and Avenue
Gladys inGrys
the sold
same 92yearGothic
for meetings, Cily Council complied
Meridian
Building
Group's
bid
to
Greenwin
development
corporations
For
many years the area bordered
wilh
the
developer's
wishes.
erecl a new extention to their pre- began to assemble land on the two $90,000. a figure vastly exceeding
Bleeckerto
although the OMB byand Sherbourne,
sent St. James Town complex.
Bloor StreetsWellesley,
was considered
the price she paid for the house in hadSubsequently,
slreets.
They
slowly
bought
out
not
approved
it,
the
city
conAl a January 5 meeting, council homeowners until they had amassed September 1954.
be
one
of
Toronto'
most
shabbiest
ihe area from
rezoned
and exasked City Solictor William Callow sufficient property to build on the On May 10, 1971, Ben Grys at the
cludseiddetrheed block
the planning
backwaters, a rooming house district and a haven for single transient
to prepare a report outlining the site.
Committee on Buildings and area known as south-east Spadina.
legal ramifications and the financial Greenwin-Cadillac then approach- Development moved that the bylaw
However, as a concession to area men.The district was plagued with
penalties ihe city might risk if it
approving the development residents, council approved a freeze
ed City Council and asked it to draft
repeals a bylaw dealing with a re/one
the zone change be approved. on further development in the area slum landlords, drunks and petty
the area for high-risedeve- andWard
development.
aldermen John Sewell until a part 1 1 study of the area was criminals. Cily Council sighed with
consisting
of a re- and Karl7 Jaffary
when (he multi-million dollar
denounced Grys completed. This study was intended relief
Al present, ihe city has the power lopment. Acreationproject
centre, four
lownhouses,
Meridian Building Group put forth
to repeal a bylaw, bul it may face and 2S-storey apartment lowers was for notterest declaring
a
conflict
of
into
solicit
a
response
from
ihe
comand took the matter before the
the possibility of being sued by the proposed for ihe council's approval.
munity on developments in South plans to erect several apartment
developer if his project is prevented However, in order to erect the courts.
in theyears
late I950's.
late 1971, the Special towers
towers and the townhouses, 100 The Supreme Courl ruled that EastIn Spadina.
from going ahead.
A few
later, Meridian
tirysitdiddid violate
the anyMunicipal
Act Committee on the Chinese Com- completed the massive complex
According to Ward I Alderman existing homes were slated for bul
nol
affix
penalty.
which
is
now
known
as St. James
munity was established to study the
by the developer.
Elizabeth
Earys,for Callow's
reportas destruction
In theGrysDecember
1972defeated
civic
The community solidified when election
may
be ready
presentation
Town,
a
concrete
and
glass
monolith
was
soundly
which
houses
12,000
people,
planning
The Marks
city's
representatives
onreport.
the June
community
early as Wednesday. She believes Cadillac-Greenwin's proposal was
were
Ward staffs
6 aldermen
siliualed
on
the
Parliament,
the
solicitor's
findings
will
indicate
by
Swansea
ratepayers'
leader
put
before
council.
A
citizens'
group
Horace Brown, and Ward 1 1 Wellesley, and Bloor and Bleecker
that ihe cily can legally repeal the was formed and residents made Elizabeth Earys. Since her election, and
bylaws without incurring financial seemingly endless deputations to Earys has called for the repeal of the alderman David Rotenberg, all block.
penalties,
Bv 1969. Meridian had bought
bvlaw.
avowed
supporters of development.
both the Building and Development
WINDLASS
Ifcouncil can successfully prevent Committee and City Council.
Although area residents protested oul most of the properties on Sherthe
incursions
of
developers
into
bourne and later razed them. An
Citizens battled politicians and The Grange district of south-east their district, council paid them no
the construction of the three projects, the efforts of many citizens Ihe developer for over a year, but to Spadina, has been the first home for heed.
application
to the cily to permit the
construction of two apartment
who foughl relentlessly against them no avail. After several tumultuous newly-arrived immigrants for
will have born fruit.
lowers of 31 storeys and one of 30
meetings (at one meeting, several several generations, and it nows completed
City planner
Alan
Dean
has
a tentativethe part
II planof storeys SetQUEBEC-GOTHIC
was filed —in page
late 1971.
hundred people poured down from provides Toronto's ofChinese
identity,popuand which acknowledges
presence
Although "O'rrthey did not at9 that time
The firsi lest of the council's the gallery lo interrupt proceedings), functionslation withasa asense
focal
point
of
social
the
Windlass
project,
but
calls
a
halt
sincerity lo preserve local council approved ihe controversial
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make
a library
not
should
committee
A
already been tried and conA year ago, students began
victed, although granted abmobilizing their support for a
solved discharges stripping
to open the stacks
campaign
of the John Robarts Library to
them of any criminal records.
Another two, Tom McLaughlin
the community rather than
and Bill Getty, come to trial
going along with administrathis
week.
tion plans to close the forStudents cannot risk letting
tress' stacks to all but faculty
and graduate students.
the
incorrectly assume
that public
their commitment
to the
cedented numunpre
In bers,
students
rallied to the
issue
was
only
a passing fanthan
more
g
sendin
cause,
cy. They must — as many did
4,000 petitions flooding into
during the initial trials — show
demanoffices
The Varsity
up in court to demonstrate
their support by their
ding open stacks. Another
3,000-plus signed other
presence and strengthen the
petitions for the same cause.
link
between
year's
And, an Open the Stacks
struggle
and this
the last
one
lies
ahead for
year.thatWhen
Committee co-ordinated student efforts to present their
McLaughlin
comes
to
trial
case to the administration.
Monday morning at 10, Getty
Wednesday at the same time,
But, all this — and the
support of various community
they should be assured that
the issue which brought them
labour ungroupsions andincluding
Toronto City Council
to trial has not been
— failed to convince the adabandoned.
After months of inaction,
ministration heavies, including an intransigent chief
the
Students'
librarian. Logic fell by the
Council
last weekAdministrative
finally owed
wayside as first the Library
up
to
some modicum of
Council and then the
responsibility, establishing a
academic Senate refused to
committee to prepare a brief
on the library issue.
open the stacks to undergrads and the public.
But, that's not enough.
The conservatives claimed
Vigorous
the
issue
whichadvocacy
more thanof7,000
to fear large-scale undergrad
looting of the stacks despite
students championed last
an extraordinary electronic
year is the least that can be
theft prevention system. They
expected from the council.
insisted the library was never
They claim to represent their
designed to house large
constituents;
stituents spoke their
clearly conand
numbers of people rummaging through the stacks,
unmistakeably last year.
although the architects told a
And, if the Governing
national radio audience that it
Council's com it e library
had been designed for comisanything submore
than
another
subterfuge,
it will
munity
access.
So
the
excuses ran.
seriously
reconsider
the
exConvinced that rational
isting policy
and undergraduate
opt for and
un'Well! We built the damn thing. Now I suppose they'll want us to find some books to put in it.
restricted
debate and argument could
.mean little to an administra- Then acting president Jack studying for exams or away
community access to the
Just asto they've
tion which rejected student Sword and his top advisors on summer vacation, the waste
Library when it
proven time.
themselves
be ex- Robarts
reopens, not six months or a
demands with such un- agreed to most student Senate reconvened to apclusively
devoted
to
their
unsubstantiated allegations,
self-interest the
on year
later. The administration
including all but
and conservative
faculty have
the Governingenlightened
Council,
students finally resorted to demands,
prove the Library Council's
stack access for recommendations,
recomconservatives
never
once
occupation of the Simcoe Hall unlimited
mendations
which
favoured
proved
themselves
unable to
undergrads
and
the
general
Senate Chambers in an
stack acess permits stopped to consider serious- marshall any convincing
But, conservative granting
attempt to force the university public.
ly
the
students
or
the
public.
arguments
in
defence
of
to
undergrads
and
grads
on
faculty who dominated the
to deal justly with the issue. Senate
reacted bitterly to the basis of "academic need". Their main concern — one restricted access.
Attempts
the
Overreacting, the admi- what they regarded as a sell- It leftmic need
definition
by top libra- stacks
to alltobutclose
a select
for othersof toacadeplay sharedrians — equally
nistration called in police to out.
wasnew toresearch
keep the library
mammoth
In
the
meeting
called
to
academic few betray the adwith, although few doubted
evict the unsuspecting stuvocates' class bias: they wish
dents two mornings later.
this euphemism would culty.
the administration's
In the ensuing melee, 54 ratify
concessions,
they indignantly become the instrument sacred (or graduates and fa- to reserve access to information for themselves and
Metro and campus police assailed administrators who for the administration and the managed
Again this
to keepyear,
the they've
library
brutally ended the occupa- would give in to force, never librarians ecucharged
with
its
exdeny
it
todergraduamere
unissue
in
low
profile,
delaying
tion to favour graduate
tion, arresting 19 people, really listening to the
tes and the public
arguments in its favour. The and faculty use of the stacks. action by pointing to the whose millions paid for confollowing
a
re-occupation,
of
struction ofthe controversial
ie Senate Chambers the next tactics reluctantly employed
The Senate effectively kill- Governing
Council'spolicy.
intended
review of library
But,
ternoon by more than 600 had blinded them to any
ed a key issue in the strug- as the initial meetings of the library. Knowledge, they
udents who refused to give rational discussion. "I don't
gle — community access to
to realize, is indeed a
to the use of force, the think I'm qualified to vote on the stacks — by instructing council's library sub- appear
weapon.access begins
committee show, this review is powerful
If
unlimited
Iministration agreed to drop what's
the
Library
Council
to
leave
or wrong
tonight,"
Crispo,
then resolution of that matter to unlikely to provide any sub- to prove troublesome — and
i trespassing charges and intonedrightJohn
stantial changes to the ex- we doubt it ever will — access
ess the Crown to drop the School of Business acting the incoming Governing
policy. Unlikely,andthattheis, should be limited on a firstsault and obstruction director and a harsh critic of Council at some time "after unlessistingstudents
arges. The Crown refused, the students. He later voted there has been sufficient
come, first-serve basis — with
the the
only criterion being to
isting it would proceed with on the motions, anyway. In the experience with the opera- public
issue to refuse
continue toto allow
be buried.
avoid overcrowding.
assault and obstruction end, the Senate rejected the
tion of the Robarts Library.
concessions,
referring
the
Faculty
conservatives
had
now, the trials of the
'ges
of the matter back to the Library managed to avoid dealing fourUntiloccupiers
Libraries and the question
j piersagainst
and four
reluctantly
charged with
them,
pping the trespassing Council which had earlier with the issues by constantly assault and obstructions of access servto
atives wil be
sorrycon-to
'ges only because the unl- proved it had no interest in pushing their consideration following the first occupation
will not disappear jus?
stty would not press them. listening to the merits of- off into committees dominated have been the only reminders learn,
The second occupation
by their partisans, committees that there is a library issue. because one academic year
the stacks.
sobered the administration. opening
Then, while students were which did little more than Two of the accused have has concluded and another
begun.
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Harvard ato protect
and he doesn't
want
reputation
as a
troublemaker. Jill Conway, the vicepresident of Internal Affairs,
graduated from Harvard and could
make trouble for Miglin.

SSSC defends
fees trust fund
At the U of T 75 per cent of the
students who had paid only their
first installment voted to have a fees
strike in the second term. The Ontario Federation of Students did
nothing to organize the fees strike
except print up a bunch of posters.
U of T SAC, led by president Eric
Miglin plotted to sabotage the
strike.
Miglin will tell all students who
are merely withholding their fees to
pay them to the university at the end
of January. That is why he calls it
the
"January
The
university
wantsFeesto Boycott".
avoid student
eruptions like those at York and
Glendon, so it gave out OSAP
cheques and deferred the late
penalty, knowing full well that
Miglin would do as he was told
and gel the students to pay their fees
by February.
Why would Miglin do this?
Because he has a scholarship to

One of theMiglin's
main onKskscampus
is to
discredit
only group
that is really fighting to Stop the
Student Surcharge. The Varsity
reported on Friday, January 12 that
Conway had admitted meeting with
Miglin and three SAC reps outside
215
HuronwhereStreet,the theSSSC
Comptroller's
Office,
had their
strike trailer and picket line. She
said that they agreed that Miglin
should put up signs dissociating
SAC from the trust fund. Why does
Miglin have toministration tbeoputtoldup bysigns?
the No
adstudents told him to do so. The
SSSC has been taking these signs
down, and have been told by the U
of T police that they have orders to
protect them. The administration is
protecting SAC signs from the
students.
The trust fund that Miglin is
attacking is the only way that
students can win the fight to Stop
the Student Surcharge. It was set up
to give maximum strength and maximum protection. The trust fund
organizes students into one large
powerfuliversitybody
and allforces
the untodeal with
the students
at once. This is the strength of the
whole thing. We have nothing to
fear from our fellow students — the
main enemy is the university and we
must unite to Tight it.
Students who join the fund pay a
portion of their second term fees

HART HOUSE
AFTERNOON

CONCERT

Debora Taylor
Soprano
Sings music by
Haydn, Faure, Debussy and Wolf
Music Room
Tuesday, January 16
Time will be posted in Hart House

NEW

COLLEGE

STUDENT

COUNCIL

BURSARIES

NON- LE
REPAYAB

into it. The money stays in the fund
until the majority of the depositors
decide in a referendum to pay the
university. The money will either,
stay in the fund or be paid to
university — it is for the students to
decide. IT the money is not paid to
the university by January I, 1974, it
will be returned to each student.
Cheques are made out directly to
Guaranty Trust Company Trust Account T8678, so only the Trust
Company can cash your cheque.
Before joining the trust fund, all
students are required to read the
contract. This is to protect you.
The taxpayers of Ontario refuse
lo pay any more money to grasping
university administrations, and
students cannot afford to pay
endless surcharges. Our demands
eliminate both of these alternatives.
First, administration and faculty
salaries should be set at the level
which will pay Tor the surcharge.
This would still leave a very healthy
salary. Second, all back taxes should
be collected from foreign professors
who took the two-year tax holiday
and stayed in Canada longer than
two years. Third, the tax holdiay
should be eliminated. Fourth, we
should eliminate wasteful university
spending. At Lakehead University
last year, each professor spent an
average of $600 on long distance
phone calls alone!
The Stop the Student Surcharge
Committee calls on all students to
deposit count.their
fees toin pay
the trust
acWe intend
only last
year's
amount,
so
you
deposit
only
that amount which, when added to
this year's first deposit, equals last
year's
fees. The
fees strike
headquarters
has been
set up trailer
at 215
Huron Street and there will be
someone there to answer your
questions. The SSSC also wants you
to come and join the picket line
outside 215 — there will be hot
coffee in the trailer for all those who

Exec didn Y try

to stifle strike
At a meeting of the executive of
the SAC held on Sunday, it was
decided that a clarification of our
position
on last
council meeting
was Wednesday's
in order. Because
the issue of the fees boycott is a high
priority of the council this year, we
are particularly concerned that our
stance may be misunderstood by
some students.
The SAC has endorsed and
supported
withholding
and
ivas anxiousthe tofeesdiscuss
the matter
further last Wednesday evening. The
meeting's
consisted
ratificationagenda
of minutes,
grantsof
policy, grants, Tees boycott, war in
Vietnam, other business. The agenda was passed by the council at the
beginning siderable
of thediscussion.
meeting
conAfteraftercouncil
had voted
to
move
into
closed
session to discuss a motion from
minutes of an executive meeting, the
members of the Stop the Student
Surcharge Committee refused lo
leave andcussion.
disrupted
further
disWhen assuredany that
the fees
boycott
could
not
be
discussed
while
council was in closed session and
that it would receive the complete
attention of council after the
minutes had been dealth with, they
still refused to allow the council
meeting to continue. The disruption
made it impossible to procede and
after more than a half an hour,
council adjourned. The members of
the SSSC then blocked the exits of
the meeting room lo prevent the
council from dispersing. Several
members of council, upon attempting to leave, were physically
prevented from doing so by
members of the SSSC.
The SAC executive wishes to state
unequivocally that it cannot tolerate
obstruction of its meetings and
get cold. Stop the Student Surcharge physical threat to its members.
groups within the university
Committee Surely
can meet to rationally discuss imBRAZIL:
AnIndustrializes!
UndvdmloptdCountryand
First of Two Public Lectures by
PROFESSOR MILTON SANTOS
Latin American in Residence, University of
Toronto, 1972-73
Wednesday.at 4:15
Januaryp.m. 17. 1973
in Room 2117, Sidney Smith Hall
iloirt by me LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
Anttiroposoptiical Society In Canada
Invitation
to a
Public onLecture
'Individual and Community"
Rene Querldo.16th, 6.00 p.m.
Time: 252Tuesday,
Place:
Bloor St.January
W. Room 301 (parking
Arthur.)
under the building enter (rom Prince
Admission: SI .QO/Studerib 50-

WRITE ON
T CharlM SL W.
11-5 Sat
Open ear-mo
9 to 9. M-F

by

Canada'sTERMPAPERS
la/gesi
notarypage.ol Alsop rot-leaexpert,led
papers
S1.75papers
per
cuslom from
lesearcti
trom S3 95 PER
page.
Plus TRANSLATIONS,
TUTORING.
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
AND
PROGRAMS,
XEROX
FOR EDITING
STUDENTS.AND RESEARCH. 4c.

porlant issues without resorting to
potentially dangerous disruptions.
of the SAC
will
beTheheldnextonmeeting
Wednesday,
January
17th. Wc propose to propose to
continue with the agenda as
planned, that is, minutes, grants and
grants
fees allboycott,
business.policy,
We invite
membersotherof
the university community to attend
and discuss the fees boycott. We
hope that it will be possible to do so.
The Executive,
Students' Administrative Council
Varsity prefers
to keep ad junk
The Varsity's
squirmingadvertising
over the
question
of exploitative
("All Forms of Capitalism are Oppressive",OurJanuaryeditors
12th, 1973)
has a
familiar ring.
are clearly
uncomfortable with some advertising junk they
publish.
like
some others
afflicted
in our But
society,
ihey prefer to keep the junk and pass
the buck. To betheyjustplead,
a bit would
more
discriminating,
mean less money for The Varsity.
To make some careful distinctions
would involve practical difficulties
and some impossibly hard decisions.
Poor Varsity! Trapped in the barnyard of capitalism,
can way
blameto
our editors
if they pushwho their
the trough? We are even promised
some snorts of. . . . criticism.
The distinctions
Varsity's editors
make
betweencannot
the
qualities of oppression under
capitalism; it's all the same to them.
Maybe that's because they're not
mean oppressed.
there are no But
distinctions
to be
very
this doesn't
made. and
Rape anis adworsefor than
a sexist
snub,
Termpapers
Unlimitedlenses.
is worse than an ad for
contact
watching
Editors.you! your readers are
Michael R. Marrus, professor.
Department of History

UNIQUE
ACSK
PA
NTO'
RORB
TOPE
Bookstore
ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified
well-informeti
by subject,
helpful
staff

HOUSE
FOR SALE
$32,500. 3-bedroom. semitached, Davenport
with private fruit-treed
garden.
426defrom
Rd., 16
min.
walk
Robarts Library.
481-1774

CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

GRANTS
AVAILABLE
APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE NOW IN
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE. NEW COLLEGE
APPLICATION DEADLINE:

Thursday, February 1st, 1973, 4.00 p.m.
For further information call
928-2462

The Joseph and Gertie Schwartz Memorial Lectures
SHLOMO AVINERI
Chairman, Department of Political Science
Director, Levi Eshkol Institute
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Arab and Jewish Nationalism:
A Comparative Analysis

Tuesday,at January
4:30 p.m.16, 1973

Jewish Emancipation and Socialism.
Thursday, January 18, 1973
at 4:30 p.m.
Hess, Marx and Lassalle
Room 2158
Medical Sciences Building

ific
"Our profession must arouse itself from its scient
ly
social
e
becom
and
tion
and intensely personal pre-occupa
mic
econo
from
health
of
ty
minded, realizing the inseparabili
security " us abandon our isolation and grasp the realities of
"Let
ng beneath
the present economic crisis. The world is changi
wrecked.
be
or
tide
the
our verv eves.... We must go with
— Norman Bethune

Bethune

gets
of

gl

reco

By DAVID
top guns in the federal
of theFRANK
Last summer, three
cabinet — one in Ottawa, one in Gravenhurst, and the
third in Peking — summoned up their political gumption
words of high praise for a Canadian
and spoke Dr.
Norman Bethune.
Communist:
In Gravenhurst, then Trade and Commerce Minister
Jean Luc Pepin toured a rambling, green house and
"fitting recognition" of the building where his
promised
newly
discovered hero was born.Minister Mitchell Sharp,
In Peking, External Affairs
pledged that
on an important trade-boosting mission,
Bethune would be made a Canadian of national historic
significance.
And, back in Ottawa, politicians congratulated
themselves on their fine diplomatic efforts and rubbed
markets
their hands in gleeful anticipation of the vastCanadian
which were opening up for Canadian grain and
goods inthistheuniversity,
world's most
populous
country.
remains an all
Bethune
however,
At
does not brag
The university
graduate. alumnus,
but forgotten
except when visiting
about its world famous
that's anin
the campus. Even
tour performance.
delegations
Chinese
Questioned
over past
improvement
A.L. ChuteAll Iconfessed,
of Medicine
U of T's Deannothing
1970, absolutely
know is that"I
about him
know
Bethune
that
he went to China." Chute wasn't even aware
during
school
medical
T's
of
U
from
graduated
had
World War I, thinking instead that he had been a McGill
four
university's library has TheonlySword
graduate. And, the biography,
The Scalpel,two of which
copies ofby Bethune's
Ted Allan and Sydeny Gordon, Biological
written
and
are tucked away in the stacks of the
Medicine library and the other two in the Victoria and
Trinity libraries.
Canadian Communists are not normally honoured
What makes Norman
government.
by the Canadian
Bethune
such an unusual
exception? The answer lies in
embarassments Canadian officials and
political
the
businessmen have met in the two years since Canada
emand trade
Republic ofto China
People's campaign
recognized
barked on the
a strenuous
build up
between the two countries. Whenever a group of Chinese
have visited Canada — be they journalists, students, ping
representatives
— they always
ask
topongbe players
taken orto trade
the birth
place of Norman
Bethune.
Whenever Canadians have travelled to China they have
always been struck by the love and respect accorded
Bethune by the Chinese people. Of course, the Chinese
hosts ask, this great man is suitably recognized in
CanadaThe too?
answer — that a conspiracy of silence has
attempted to wipe out the memory of a great Canadian
revolutionary — has been politically embarassing. A
national hero in China, Bethune has been practically
unknown in his native land.
But if today Bethune's name is useful diplomatic
currency, he remains a much different kind of hero to
both Canadian and Chinese working people. In making
the once scorned Canadian revolutionary into a national
hero, the Canadian government has not made much
effort to draw a full and accurate picture of Bethune's life.
For their purposes the man's name is enough. The
substance of Bethune's life — that he was a staunch antianti-capitalist who gave his life in the International
struggle for socialism — will continue to be concealed.
When,to forrecognizing
example, Bethune's
birthplace
got
around
him, speaker
afterfinally
speaker
sidestepped any reference to his politics. Bethune
biographer Allan finally embarrassed the assembled
pointing had
out what
all chosen
tohometown
ignore throngs
— that byBethune
beenthey'd
a Communist.
Afterwards, local MP Gordon Aiken hastened to assure a
CBC Interviewer that he was sure Bethune hadn't really
been a Communist, that he Joined the party "as his way of
expressing opposition to the way things were at the
time". italism and
Cap
the Doctor
Long before Bethune went to China in 1938, he had
become an unusual kind of doctor. As a general
practitioner in working class neighbourhoods, Bethune
refused
to place
patient'scare.
abilityNotto having
pay for cash,
help ahead
of his need
for amedical
many
patients
would
pay
the
doctor
with
goods
and
services
meat from the corner butcher, repairs to his second hand—

finally

timer

nition

ture from other neighbours. Bethune came to
□nize the social roots of many diseases under
laiism — tuberculosis which could not be curedup
jut complete rest and quiet, babies who grew
( because of malnutrition, children suffering from
acquired crippling disdiets, workers
equate
whichwhocut their lives short.
[n industry
,s
came to think of
Bethune
i#ssionate and skilled,
trained workman.
self as nothing more than a highlyconsidered
himself a
<e so many of his profession he
iber of the working class.
On the basis of his experience Bethune lashed out
of his profession, calling
ily at the hypocrisy of most
ioctors to take private profit out of health care. He
=aled to colleagues again and again, in speeches,
ates, writings: "Let us make it disgraceful to enrich
of our fellow men."
at the expense
;elves
■■Medicine,"
Bethune argued, "is a typical, loosely
inized, basically individualistic industry in this 'catch
catch'
system,
. . Inabilityas toa
basis.operating
private profit
on acapitalistic
lopoly can'
distribution."
poor
with
combined
is
;hase
On the basis of this analysis Bethune condemned
a "luxury trade" and worked to
italist
g aboutmedicine
socializedas medicine in Canada. His strategy
lo turn the system of health care completely upside
in:
"Medicine must be entirely reorganized and unified,
jed into a great army of doctors, dentists, nurses,
inicians and social service workers, to make a
ectivized attack on disease and utilizing all the
sent scientific knowledge of its members to that end.
us say to the people not — how much have you — but
f^est can we serve you?"

oining the ranks
In Montreal in the 1930s, Bethune became
ognized as a brilliant surgeon, a specialist in
leering thoracic medicine and the inventor of dozens
medical instruments, many of them still used in
dified form to this day. Politically, he continued to
lure and develop. Outspoken in his defence of
ialized medicine, Bethune continued to agitate
ong fellow doctors, insisting that they play their part in
struggle against the effects of capitalism.
Bethune became a familiar figure on the breadlines
Depression Montreal. Treating the poor for free, he
ked with unions and groups of unemployed workers,
his period of mass unemployment and intense class
jggle in Canada, Bethune came to definite political
iciusions about the capitalist system he had always
trusted for the way it promoted sickness and ill health
ong the working classes. He saw an alternative. In
J5, he became a member of the Communist Party.
A demonstration of unemployed workers in
n( al which Bethune witnessed deeply affected the
:tor. The episode was recalled In verse by Joe Wallace
The Saga of Dr. Bethune:
Lawrence Street towards the river runs
nd there and watch the well fed men with guns
ten as they charge and watch the street turn red.
J Wood of gangsters? No, of the unfed
>n who had helped to make our country great
d soon, would save it from a fascist fate,
watched Bethune, and with an angry eye,
are lay his neighbour and he passed not by.
tead the famous surgeon joined their ranks
dgave his all to all. . .

■JO to
d'
un
wo
lnhe
February,
1936.
thede
Spanish
people elected a
Jvernment made up of ,an alliance of Socialists,
Ommunists, and other left-wing groups. At once, the
^rnocratically elected government found itself faced
j,h the threat of a right-wing military coup. Supported
jboth Hitler
Generalgovernment.
Franco's armies
Glared
war and
on Mussolini,
the republican
The
'auish Civil War erupted. The fascists saw Spain as an
testing ground for the war they would launch within
ree years. German and Italian troops, arms, tanks and
3nes poured into the divided country, while Britain and
ar>ce stood idly by. proclaiming their neutrality in this
"ernal"
conflict.

An international working class movement sprang to
the defence of the Spanish Republic, sending money,
food and medical supplies, war materials to the Loyalist
forces. Thousands of class conscious workers from
around the world fought as the International Brigade of
the Loyalist Army. Among these were some 1200
Canadians who formed the Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion ofthe Internationals; almost half of these men gave
their lives in this heroic prelude to World War II.
Canada's Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy,
which co-ordinated Canadian support for Spain, invited
Bethune to head up a medical unit which was to be sent
to Spain. Bethune took up the challenge, even though it
meant interrupting the important progress he was
making in finding new ways to treat tuberculosis. The
situation was urgent. The fascist troops were only 10
miles from Madrid, the Spanish capital, when Bethune
arrived in December, 1936.
In Spain, Bethune earned an international
reputation for the unique mobile blood transfusion service he pioneered. With a couple of battered trucks,
some portable butane refrigerators and a handful of
dedicated co-workers. Bethune organized the first
battelfront blood transfusion service in history. In doing
this, he was simply putting into practice one of the basic
tenets of his medical philosophy — get to the sick and
injured as quickly as possible. "Doctors." he wrote, "go
to the wounded. Don't wait for the wounded to go to you."
Bethune

"...if I say that the
people need bread, does it mean
that they don't, simply because
the man who says it considers
socialism the most equitable, the
highest political and moral form
of human society?
"I am sure that if Christ
walked the earth again,
preaching the brotherhood of
man. He too would have thrown
at Him the label of Moscow
— Norman Bethune

in

Nova
Scotia
After six months in Spain, Bethune returned to
Canada to spend another half year tirelessly touring the
country,
mustering speaking
support for about
the cause.theHeLoyalists'
came to Novastruggle,
Scotia
in September, 1937.
Bethuneorganizers
stayed atof ahischeap
hotel Inon Sydney,
George Street,
meeting"fleabag"
recall.
In spite of his reputation as a medical man, not a single
doctor in Sydney came to visit him during his stay.
Attempts to have Bethune appear on the local radio
station were foiled by the owners who told him he was
"too controversial". But, while respectable society
shunned him, a huge, enthusiastic audience packed the
Strand Theatre in Sydney to hear Bethune.
His speech was preceded by the showing of a film,
The Heart of Spain, which showed Madrid under siege,
German planes bombing the city, the poorly-equipped
Loyalist forces at the front, various medical units,
including the Blood Transfusion Unit, at work. Then
Bethune spoke.
"The immediate cause of the war in Spain," Bethune
told his audiences, "was that the bosses wanted to get
control of the government which had been set up by the
people. On the one side there were the Loyalists and
Democrats, opposed by the Rebels and Fascists on the
Bethune went on to attack the Canadian
government
for its "neutral" role in the war. While the
other." placed
government
obstacles in the way of volunteers for
the International Brigade and refused to help ship
medical supplies and equipment to Spain, Canadian
businesses had told $1.7 million worth of war materials to
Franco's armies.

'Where
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the

need

In spite of heroic efforts and wide support, the
democratic
forces test
in Spain were
by Hitler,
" crushed
is
Mussolini,grea
and Franco.
The Spanish
Republic was a
tragic victim of poor equipment, Inexperience in war and
of international diplomacy. In 1938 Bethune's inalism ledhimTungto China,
where back
a people's
army
directed by MaoternationTse
was fighting
the invasion
launched by Japanese Imperialism. "Spain and China
are
of the because
same battle,"
Bethune
decided,
"I amis
goingpartto China
t feel that
is where
the need
greatest;
where I canMaobe most
There,thatheIs convinced
to letuseful."
him establish a
mobile operating unit which could treat wounded
soldiers at the front lines of the guerilla armies. He
worked almost without rest — marching with the army,
setting up his field hospital, operating for hours on end,
and then moving on to the next location. He taught
skeptical fusions;
Chinese
peasantsnurses,
the value
bloodmedical
transtrained doctors,
and ofother
personnel; helped establish the first modern hospitals in
China; worked on a training manual for field hospitals;
and when he (ound time wrote lengthy letters to North
America describing the situation, appealing for equipment and supplies. Under the most primitive of medical
conditions, Bethune performed wonders.
In November, 1939, Bethune planned a trip home to
raise money and buy supplies. The Canadian government, eager to establish Bethune as a super-patriotic
Canadian, has given out the story that Bethune planned
to leave China for good and join the Canadian army.
However. Bethune biographer Allan says the story is a
complete fabrication and an attempt to make Bethune
seem more respectable.
Shortly before he was to leave, Bethune was
operating in the Buddhist temple of a small village when
Japanese forces began to advance on the location. In the
hectic rush to complete the operation and retreat.

Bethune, operating without surgical gloves because of
the lackhireling'."
of equipment, cut his finger. In his exhausted,
weakened condition he contracted blood poisoning. On
November 13, 1939, he died.
Shortlywhobefore,
"Here Iofhave
found
comrades
belonghe tohadthe written,
very hierarchy
humanity.
They have seen cruelty, yet know gentleness; they have
tasted bitterness, yet know how to smile; they have
endured vast suffering, yet know patience, optimism,
quiet wisdom. I have come to love them; l know they love
During his brief eight months in China, Bethune
made a permanent imprint on the Chinese revolutionary
movement. No Chinese citizen is unfamiliar with
me
too." life; he is a symbol of selfless dedication, and
ofBethune's
revolutionary
internationalism. When Bethune died,
Mao wrote of him:
"What kind of spirit is this that makes a foreigner
selflessly
the cause
the ofChinese
people's
liberation asadopt
his own?
It is the ofspirit
internationalism,
the spirit of communism, from which every Chinese
communist must learn. Leninism teaches that the world
revolution can only succeed if the proletariat of the
capitalist countries supports the struggle for liberation of
the colonial and semi-colonial peoples and if the
proletariat of the colonies and semi-colonies supports
that of the proletariat of the capitalist countries. Comrade
Bethune deeds,
put thistoo,Leninist
line into practice."
ChinaIn today.
Under Bethune's
capitalism,lifeoneis commemorated
invariably finds ina
severe shortage of doctors because capitalist doctors
work together to limit the entry of competitors into their
"guild". The length and expense of medical training, and
the
doctors' where
skills are
this.
Undermystification
socialism, ofhowever,
this used
vestedto dointerest
does not exist, it is possible to work out a solution to this
traditional problem. In 1970 China, there were more than
one
foot" training
doctors on— how
peopleto deal
who
have million
receivedso-called
intensive"baremedical
with common illnesses and injuries. Far from being
medical experts, these para-medical workers ensure that
proper health service is immediately available
throughout the country. In this way, socialist medicine,
whose motive is not personal profit but the maximum
possible
for people's
health, theis able
to fulfillas
Bethune'scareobjective
of reaching
sick toandworkinjured
soon as possible.
Of course the surest way to combat sickness is to
prevent it, to reach the patient before he or she Is ill.
While para-medical personnel are able to spread
knowledge of healthy conditions and practices, it is when
the social roots of disease are attacked that the best
guarantees
established.
Bethune
worked and
for
socialism andare Bethune
foughtThus,against
capitalism
fascism.
He

was

on

the

the wrong
side
The story is told that when then U of T president
Claude Bissell visited China, the Chinese head of state,
Chou En Lai, questioned the academic about his
university's most famous graduate. "I imagine you have
many buildings and monuments named after Dr.
Bethune,"
Chinese
leaderwereasked.
Bissell
had the
to reply
that there
none. Shamefacedly,
There are still
none at U of T. York University, on the other hand, has a
Bethune College.
Bethune was not the kind of man that buildings are
usually named after in Canada today. He was on the,
wrong side. His life was one that offers rich examples for
the Canadian working people of how a man who loves
and respecls life can participate in the struggle to build a
world where life is genuinely valued.
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year
next
evaluation
will have
rebuilds,
PECU
DeMarco
said
that
they had not
course
unions
in
the
university,
is
By BOB BETTSON
published in 60 xeroxed copies.
stacks movement in the onlyThese,
been invited to sit on
The Political Economy Course open
according to faculty now rebuilding. A structure of decision-making
Robarts Library conflict,
committees.
Union, after failing to produce a Most of the course union member Jay Siege!, were intended departmental decision-making
limited student participation
He disagreed with a brief that
course evaluation this year, intends executive had resigned and SAC for senior faculty and for libraries, with
undergraduate secretary Peter
to try again next year.
He said the department was unable was
press
was
unable
to
publish
the
scrapped
by
the
union
in
fall
1971
as
tokenist.
Silcox
had sent to the Social
finance a larger printing.
Last year PECU fought with the booklet soon enough to be used by to However,
Sciences Curriculum Committee of
PECU obtained a copy
department over the form of the student pre-registering in the spring.
evaluation and each vowed to put
of the open ended comments and
The department thus continued the arts and science General
out iheir own booklet.
The department later printed decided to print them out of their with the previous system which in- Committee.
cluded some student participation in Silcox had alleged that students
surplus
budget.
department's
effort, statistics and published thousands of PECU. once one of the strongest curriculum
didn't feel they were ready for
decisions.
a However
booklet ofthe statistics
of student
copies.
Students'
comments
were
However
this has not worked out. representation.
responses to a questionnaire, was
poorly received and course union
and departmental representatives SAC will meet on Wednesday
met this fall to work out an
agreement.
ative
Students' Administranother
week's
n of last
disruptio
of the SAC
The result is a questionnaire with CouncilBecause
yesterday to.schedule WVl
decided day
executive
meeting, forthe Wed
nes
meeting
tn
25 questions agreed to by both general
AUDITIONS
again until next week, but its inability to
meet
to
departmental
and
student
represenexpected
not
was
Council
STUDIO THEATRE,
tatives with printing partially conclude important business at last week's meeting has meant that the whole
financed by the department.
Meetings are now scheduled for
bechanged.
to
had
meetings
of
schedule
According to PECU chairman every two weeks starting Wednesday.
John DeMarco students will have
from going in camera to
GLENMORRIS ST.
week's meeting was physically theprevented
control over the course critiques and discussLastofr.ee
hiring by the Stop Student Surcharge Committee.
staff
ihe department is partially financing SSSC founded by the Canadian Liberation Movement, refused to leave the
THE INTRUDER
the booklet in return for printing the discuss it in cam
era
either not.to discuss the. fees strike or to
room.'claiming that SAC intended
statistics in the back.
Last year both the department
tense hour of arguing between SAC
After atheconfused
SALOME
meeting and
was sometimes
adjourned.
and the course union planned and SSSC,
booklets but the union was unable to
Hall at
tentatively scheduled for Brennan
meeting,
s
Wednesday'
complele theirs. Chairman Tom St Michael's College, will, barring disruption, discuss the fees strike, office
DON PERLIMPLIN
McLaughlin and other executive hiring, grants policy and specific grants, and ratification of commission
members were participants in the meetings.
DREAM
THE AMERICAN
all the
NIGHT
ENCHANTED
latest in
BRADDOCK
fashion
OPTICAL
MONDAY, JANUARY 15
and
12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
custom3p.m. - 6 p.m.
made
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
THURSDAY, JANUARY 18
MAIN STORE
eyewear
280 BLOOR ST. WEST 962-2020
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Today

is the

due

date

for

installment

your
of

second

term

fees

In the October referendum, you voted in favour of withholding fees if negotiations with the government
failed. Now is the time to back up that action.
There has been at least one trust fund set up for the fees withholding. SAC NEITHER SPONSORS NOR
ENDORSES ANY TRUST FUND. If you put your money in such a fund you may not be able to retrieve
It except upon vote of those in the fund. If you are considering participating in any trust fund, be sure
you are aware of its conditions.
For further information on any aspect of the fees withholding, contact SAC, 12 Hart House Circle, 9284911.
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freer"
formerly of the Western Guard,
says
their objectives se
in the Cultural"getti
By JOHN CAMPBELL
Lawye
describes himself ng
as "a third generaand r
that they enjoy
"freedom from Chine
lhatof trading
China opium
has toa
'The question of freedom in China hunger, freedom from un- Revolution, which he characterized lion Chinese." His grandfather had suggested
deliberate
policy
was a hoi issue during Ihe taping of employmcnt 3nd free access to as an attempt by the Chinese to deal originally gone to China to do missionary
work,
and
his
father.
Dr.
their
2,000
year
old
a iv show on Saturday in which medical treatment. They are getting with
bureaucracy.
.lames Endicotl, had worked briefly the west in order to "demoralize
Norman Endicotl defended the freer every day."
Endicolt refuted this idea, and the
as an American
In response to questions on wiih
revolutionary state against a ring of The show, which has an
War Ihe
U. Chinese
officer during World broader charge that China actively
question and answer China's altitude toward Canada, he intelligence
largely anti-Communist oppo- unstructured
formal, touched on nearly every staled lhal Canada "is not impromotes world revolution abroard.
nents.
linked his sympathy America".
China he staled, wants to lay to rest
portant in the Chinese scheme of Theihelawyer
Clutching a copy of Mao's Little aspect ofChinese and foreign policy,
Chinese directly to his early the domino theory in an effort to get
Red Book, the controversial Toron- from the Great Proletarian Cultural things." Overwhelmingly, the with
to lawyer who is secretary of the Revolution to China's relations with Chinese "prefer foreigners from ihe family experiences on ihe mainland. ihe United Stales out of Vietnam.
Since leaving there, he has made
Canada-China Society, claimed Canada.
The vigorous
by the greatarguments
ideological
Endicotl,
visils as a represen- stimulated
According to Endicolt. the Third
World."who was born in China several tativreturn
thai "the Chinese people are Chinese
differences between Endicotl and his
e of an importing firm.
achieved only 20 percent of and spent his childhood there,
jiiTiongsl the happiest in the world".
On some points the guest and attackers continued in the halls of
panelists could not agree on the the studio after ihe taping had been
"facts". Panelist Paul Fromm, completed.
CELEBRATE

WITH

US
City

at the

'71

CENTENNIAL
BALL

Friday,

January

Hart

It's just
the

House

a dance;

biggest
ever

on

just

campus

an evening

residents'

Dennison.
• ctin tinned from i
have permission toopposition
build. Meridian
Despite
the sodirectors ordered all homes in the called
reformopposition
caucus at from
Cily Council
area destroyed.
and
antipathy
from
residents,
counFor two years, several acres of
cil, with the Old Guard in the maland have been rendered useless,
jority, voled on September 18, 1971,
gathering litter and garbage.
10 approve ihe project.
Meridian's proposed extension to Sewell accused the Old Guard of
their present St. James Town com- being in the pay of Meridian, and
was given aand
roughDevelopment
ride at both assailed the Labourers International
ihe plexBuilding
Union which consistently supported
Committee and City Council.
the development, of signing a
Ward 7 aldermen John Sewell "sweetheart" contract with
and Karl Jaffary bitterly attacked Meridian.
the project because the elimination
However,
the recent
of old family dwellings lo make way election, and since
the assumption of
for high-rise units "is destroying power hy a reform
majority, ihe
future of Si. James Town West
Jaffary
claimed
the
extra
1130
appears
lo
be
dim.
According
to
suites thai Meridian was planning to
build would be destined for middle Sewell. a move will be undertaken
Toronto".
today atmenttheCommittee
Buildingto andrescind
Developclass
the
families.tenants, not working class
Tenants from Bleecker and
If
the
members
of
ihe
committee
Ontario Streets, to the south of the
proposed development voeifenously agree,
the Cily Solicitor's
on theandfeasibility
of repealingreport
the
project.
opposed
Severalwereresidents
is favourable {which Sewell
shouting andit.heckling,
expelled bylaws
believes
it
will
be).
St.
James
Town
during council and committee Wesl. like Windlass and Quebecmeetings when their overzealousness
displeased former mayor Bill Goihic. niav never be built.

but

a dance

We've got 5 bands
all of Hart House,
of wild

19

ignored

and
plus

full

entertainment

Tickets on sale at the Engineering
Stores and at the SAC Office - $7.00
Dress: Semi-Formal

unclassified
ACAPULCO FOR S199.00 (8 days)
Oeparlures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Study
Weeks) sport,
fromaccommodation
Toronto, (doubles),
Includes Jet trandiscos. Contact
AOSC 44 St. Georgeparties,
St.,
Toronto 5. 416-962-8404 or your Student
Council.
EUROPE
SUMMER
LONDON from
S79 one 73way TORONTO
or S155 returnto
- Take a dependable charier. Contact
AOSC, 44- St.or your
GeorgeStudent
St., Toronto
962-6404
Council. 5.416BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE
TRAVELLING
IN EUROPE
TIONAL STUDENT
I.O. card,INTERNAstudent
railpass. car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable
charter
flighls.
camping
etc. all available now from: AOSC, 44toursSt.
George
Toronlo
Sludenldent St..
Travel
co-op5, 416
owned- 962-8404.
by your (The
stuCouncil)
FOUND al Trinity College, brown medium
sized Thursday
part collie dog with
black-tipped
ears,
claimed
(his
Thursday. Ihemorning.
HumaneII not
Society
will pulby
[he dog lo sleep. Contact James
McDonald, 926-2534.
CANOE-TRIPPING
Adventures
Irom 2 to 8Klpawa
weeks InWilderness
length go
and
norlheasiernPhoneQuebec,
lo Temagamt,
488-5424
watershed.
Bay
James
the
for a free brochure.

S10 Mo.
and Willcocks
PARKING: Spadlne
Call
5:00
p.m.
l Tues.
LOST922-7276
REWAHDllafter
January 9th 9:10
a.m.
al
University
Textbook
Store
Brown
Leather chemistr
attache y,case physiolo
containinggy,: genetics
book,
Botany
notebooks. Call: Sid 781-3526

ROOM & SMALL FLAT wanted by
graduate student
- U ofprelerred.
T locale —Contact
"free"
co-operative
situation
Barry after 6:30 p.m., 621-3616
PRIVATE
mathematics, for 1stTUTORING
year llnd Physics,
year students
S.B.
Joshi (M.Sc.) 35, Howland Ave. 925-0203.
QUEBEC WINTER CARNIVAL, March 24.
Round trip transportation
com odation, $31.0 . AOSC.and44 ac-St.
George
St.
962-8404.
EXCELLENT
TVPIST Available
work
at home, specializing
in reports,to doessays,
theses,
etc.
Call
889-8456.
LOST - Briefcase Irom textbook store
Monday - brown Ventura - contents urgentreturn
964-2378
ly required
- no evngs.
questions - reward lor
ROOMS- S65/mo.
AVAILABLE
to campus,
S80
lor room- close
and board,
call:
Campus Co-Op. 964-1962. 922-6496.
ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old
essays? Do you need essays? Phone
ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150.
LOST' Slide
rule inwritten
hard onleather
"Plaxton"
and "4T2"
case. case.
Lost
about 1 pm, Dec. 15. between main library
and Hart House. Great sentimental value.
Reward S10. Call 278-1627.
WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from $10.00
Paul
Magder Furs & - Dundas)
202 Spadina
Ave.
(Between
Excellent
selection olQueen
fun furs, trade Ins accepted.
WeThur-Fri
buy used
furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
till 8 pm.
BEN'S MENS HAIR STYLING (Specialising
In long nair) In Ihe Clarke Institute ol
Psychiatry.
Ext.
560. Hair250culCollege
S2.25. SL Tel. 924-6811
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UNIVERSITY

JEWISH

FREE

SPRING,

1973
9. seen
THE thru
SHTETL—
Jewish Thursdays.
lite In the Diaspora"!
1850-1939.
Its literature.
4:15 p.m..European)
Room 118,
Foundersas
College. York University, starting January 16. — PROF. BATES
10. reference
JOB ANDto IheTHEmodernPROBLEM
EVIL — andstudysecondary
of the text
wilh
world. UseOFof primary
sources.
Wednesdays. 8:00 p.m.. starting Jenuary 17. — BEN MAYER
11. EMOTIONAL AWARENESS AND BIBLICAL NARRATIVE —
use ot games
and groupThursdays.
dynamic 8:00
techniques
a closer feeling for
events
In the Torah.
p.m.. lo getSEYMOUR
EPSTEIN ■
12. MODERN PHILOSOPHIES IN JUDAISM - the thinking of Buber,
Rosenzwelg. Rav Kuk Kohler. Kaplan. Required
text:
Contemporary
136. Winters.
Jewish Thought: A Reader (ppbk). Fridays, :00p.m..RABBIRm TANENZAPF
York University, starting January 19.
13. THE JEWISH WOMAN — a discussion/study group of women.
Group will decide formal at first meeting. Continuing from fall semester.
—
Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting January 17.
14. Torah
THE (Binding
MIDRASHof Isaac,
AND Exodus,
THE BIBLE
- selected
portions
the
Sinai, etc.)
through the
eyes olot the
great Commentators and the Midrash. Thursdays. 8:00 p.m., starting
January 18.
- RABBI BERGLAS
LIFE CYCLE — customs, ceremonies, laws and
THE JEWISHot birth,
15. philosophies
circumcision, pldyon ha-ben, marriage, and
death. Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 17. — RABBI KELMAN
16. MIDDLE EAST SEMINAR — series of presentations on
contemporary Issues In Israel and the Aab world. Presenters from
S.Z.O., I.S.O. and others Mondays, 3:00 p.m.. Ross Humanities Bldg.,
Rm. S-307, starting January 15.
— ALAN MORGER
17. Motown
CHAVURAT
ZEMER
—
the'
Jewish
themes
in rock,Thursdays,
tolk and
sounds. Possible creation ol new Jewish music.
8:00 p.m., starting January 18.
— RICK KARDONNE

COURSE OFFERINGS
1. LITERATURE OF THE HOLOCAUST - using selections from A
Artists ot Terezln,
the Whirlwind
Out o!starting
' Holocaust
Wednesdays.Reader,
8:00 p.m.,
January 2*and -(heRABBI
MARCOVITZ
2. MAIMONIDES - a reading o( the section. "Hllchol Yesodel
and
- In original
the Jewishwill faith
rules otPrinciples"
' Hatorah". Ihe ground"Thirteen
Thursdays,
be included.
translated text. The
- BAB8I DREBIN
8:00 p.m.. starting January 18.
PRACTICE
3. 'MITZVAH' IN CONCEPT AND CONTEMPORARYthrough selected
Illustrated
— philosophy of the ethical imperative
civil disobedience).
(euthanasia,
problems
Thursdays,confronting
8:00 p.m.. Jewish
startingLawJanuary
18. pot, — ZEV HERSHTAL
PERSPECTIVES ON CHRISTIANITY - ihe history of
JEWISH
4. the
rise ot that religion and the theological basis, to It from Jewish
sources. Wednesdays. 9:00 p.m., starting Jama^^£L KAPUsTIN
DIALOGUE — an opportunity for Arab and Jewish
5. ARAB-JEWISH
students lo discuss mutual concerns wilhoul theatrics, posturing or
unreason. Thursdays. 8:00 p.m.. starting January
— DAVID 18.SADOWSKI
- the critical conlributlon
JEWISH THINKERS
MODERN Simon
6. ofGREAT
Dubnow, Franz Rosenzwelg, Raw Kuk.
Achad ha-Am.
with
Wednesdays, 6:00 - 8:30 p.m.. starting January 17, (supperWITTY
instructor evallablel -iheRABBI
and
mystical
7. CHASSIDIC STORIES OF RAV NACHMAN—
and Flear's
of Buber's
ol the Bartzlaver
emotional wrillngs
' anthologies.
Wednesdays.
8:00 p.m.. Rebbe.
starting- UseCHARLES
January
17.SHIDLOWSKY
- continuing from fall semester
8. CONVERSATIONAL YIDDISHJanuary
17. — MR. MITZMACHER
Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting

please note that the courses begin with the
COURSES WHICH DO NOT
you can register at the fj.u table on j
ION PROCEDURES:
REGISTRAT
I TAKE
OF JAN. 15. COURSES WHICH DO NOT
WEEK
CALL
CAN
YOU
THAT,
A LOOK THROUGH THESE
FAILING
toor, CAMPUS OR,
r^r^
REGISTRATION WILL NOT
HAVE SUFFICIENT
THE 5m
TITLE(S)
LISTINGS AND JOT DOWN H™
IN THIS INFO. TO THE F.J.U. OFFICE AT 923-[ TAKE
™ I
p|_ACE.
YOU'D LIKE TO TAKE.
Free Jewish University
186 St. George Street
TORONTO 5, Ontario
WOMEN'S
TIME
8:00

Spaces
MONDAY

Still Available
TUESDAY
S*l f Eofeima - Beg,

9:00
10:00
11:00

ATHLETIC

Badminton - InUCBtd.
(2>lf
Tennis - Jntomodlfttu

CynftsatiCfl
&og inner

frota SiOO

aiimi nton - Bog.
Coif
Olyap. Gya Judging
Senior - Svia

3:00

Conuqj.
Danca
OlaGolftine t/Xnard
Fencing - Inters,
Senior- Swln

"
5700
7:00
o"
8:00To

FRIDAY
Ballot II
Diatlnct/Awud - Swift
Coif
Synchronized - Svia

Fencing - Adv/Int
Golf
Tennis - I n corned La to

Fencing • Begin

Bo-dainton - Int
Golf
Ski Conditioning

=ing - Beginner

Register

Cqx> temporary Dar

Btopto ■ Swla
Golf
Into med Into -

2:00

Jm

In The Following Activities
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
Centra porn ry Dan
Fenclo?
Coif - Bag loner
Slin t Triii
sywhroniHed
- Svln
Tannin
- rntarnadlnt

12:00
1:00

ASSOCIATION

Fencing
Golf - Bcginnor
Olyop. Gyn *Judging
SwLn

Leaden (Red Croon
-Svin5t00.
Senior
Tannin(2.30-- Advanced
Distinct
Award Loaders
(cont'd[Padfroacraa2i
Fencing - Interned.

Soli Defanie - Ben.

Olyop. Gya club

Folk Dane* Co-id - Farforn.
Golf™P
In Room

230

—

Benson

Building

320

Huron

Street

at Waterloo
exhibition
win
Blues
play.)
By comparison, the final period
provided a fine exhibition of hockey
with end-to-end rushes and superb
goaltending on both ends of the rink.
Both sides exerted pressure on each
other with play see-sawing back and
forth.
Blues overpowered Ryerson 16-1
on Friday night before a sparce
crowd. Rams did, however, attempt
to stay in the game in the first
period,to's scoring
goal to led
Toronthree. RononeWatson
the
Rams in dealing out crunching
checks,
but
Blues'
Rick
Cornacchia,
Rick Leroy, and Nick Holmes
retaliated.
The last two periods saw Blues
take control with the defence
tightening up and the forwards control ing the puck almost continuously inthe Ryerson end. Varsity
managed
56 -shots
on net in the
Blues" Davies and Buba sandwich a Warrior out of the play.
final 40 minutes
of play.
for a few goals and then relaxing play Queen's next Friday night at Nicholson R 14:02. Coburn R 14:57,
Goalie John Granton's quick out
the arena and then travel to Ithaca. Pagnutti T 18:45
glove kept Ryerson in the game in Tor a while. Twice Ihey scored three N.Y.
Third (Holmes)
period 1:29
an exhibition against 12) Toronlo. Davies
in approximately three CornellTorSaturday.
the first period, but after Blue's 14th goals
minutes,
and
at
one
point
Tired
in
13) Toronlo, Ruhnke (Pagnutti,
goal
he was lifted in favour of Rams' three within 16 seconds.
Toronto 16 Ryerson 1
second
Korzack)
1 1:45 Pagnutti (Keenan,
First Period
Armstrong. goallender. Trent
Toronto,
Blues Notes the win over 1) Toronto, Holmes
(Keenan, Munro) 14)
Blues scored in spurts going all Ryerson counted in league play
Korzack)
1:55Herridgc(Davies) 12:01
15)I ii) Toronlo,
making Toronto 8-0-0 for the 2)1:40Ryerson, Nicholson (Ramsay) 6:33
Toronlo. Sems
14:25
year.
.
.
.
injuries
look
their
toll
in
l7)Turonto.
Buba (Sems) 18:19
3)
Toronto.
Ruhnke
8:13
Waterloo with a number of players 4)10:33Toronto. Munro (Sems, Keenan) Penalties — None
Shots
on-goal
by
requiring facial repairs from flying
YOU'VE
GOTPRICES
IT COMING
TO YOU!
LOWEST
DISCOUNT
ON
Penalties
—
Holmes
T
2:15,
Korzack
T
* HI-FI
STEREO
EQUIPMENT
Rverson
7
3 7 — 17
sticks. . . . Cam Crosby, Warriors' 17:27
SANSJt,DUAL,
PIONEER,
KENWOOD.ETC.
GIVE
19 30 26 — 75
MAKEJS
SONY.
TELEFUNKEN
policeman,
satbroken
out Saturday's
game
5:04, Watson R 10:03, Cornacchia T Toronlo
with
a
hand
in
a
fight
last
COLOUR
TV
Toronto 5 Waterloo 3
AND
ZENITH. RCA, AOM1RAL ETC
week against Lutheran. ... a
Second Period
WE DOMODEL...
SELL
First Period
• CAR-RADIOS
AND TAPE9LAUPUNKT
PLAYER
number of Toronto players padded 51 Toronto. Herridge (Davies, Fifield) 1 ) Toronto, Holmes
(Sems, Tate) 0:26
ALL
MAKES,
INCLUDING
FOR
LESS!
AM-FM AND STEREO MODELS.
their scoring records Friday — Kent 0:40
2) Waterloo Ellioit (Slubel. Hawkshaw)
6)
Toronlo.
Fifield
(Keenan,
Herridge)
Ruhnke managed to fire in four
LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL...
3) Toronto, McFarlane (Davies, Leroy)
goals. ... the Varsity record is 7| Toronlo. Korzack (Pagnutti) 3:40
2:45
THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE
J: IK
shared by him and captain Gord 5)1:22Toronto, Ruhnke (Korzack. Pagnutti) Penalties
— McFarlane T 3:20. Davies T
Davies. . . . defenceman Al Milnes
KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
(misconduct)
9:15, McFarlane T, Gui112 HARBORO ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OF SPAOINA) CLOSE TO U OF T missed Friday's game with the flu 4:55
9)15:38Toronlo. Leroy (Herridge. Fifield)
mond W 1:58, Tate T 12:10, Guimond W
and was nacchia.
replaced
by
Rick
CorSecond
period
Ivan McFarlane sat out 10) Toronlo, Fifield (Leroy) 16:01
Friday as well but attempted to play 1 1 ) Toronto, Ruhnke (Anderson) 19:02 4)14:45.
Toronlo.
Korzack
(Pagnutti, Ruhnke)
— Stroud R 2:13. Holmes T
Saturday. He was too weak and left Penalties
9:21.
Ruhnke
T
12:42,
Anderson
T.
Field Hockey Camp
5)
Waterloo,
Hawkshaw
(Elliott,
the game after one period.... Blues
Guimond) 6:30
Penalties — Morris W 1:10, Slinson W
Maine
7:25. Anderson T 9:58. Munro T 15:05
HART HOUSE A THLETICS
1st Week in September 73
2:25 )'*Third period
6)
Toronlo, Davies (Milnes, Fifield) 9: 13
Are you interested?
7) Waterloo. Stinson (Barnes, Porter)
AQUATIC PROGRAM: FREE!
9:50
You don't have to be a skilled
S) Toronto. Shots
Davies (Holmes)by 19:55
player to go
Penalties — Keenanon goal
T 12:56
REGISTRATION WILL TAKE PLACE OUTSIDE THE POOL
Come to the meeting and find
out all about it
FROM JAN. 15-20 FOR THE FOLLOWING COURSES:
Toronlo 13 10 14 — 37
Walerloo 13 9 9 — 31
LEARN TO SWIM
Wednesday 17 January
BRONZE MEDALLION
8:30 a.m.
SPEED READING
AWARD OF MERIT
Benson Building
Classes on Campus Register
LEADER PATROL
Thursday
Friday ol this week
Study Room
Sidney Smithor Lobby
DISTINCTION
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:
HARRY DEBES 924-1201 (evenings)
ROBIN CAMPBELL 928-3949 (days)
ESSAY
SERVICES
SKIING!
A new and complete
TEHMPAPER service. Originaliour policy.
So you think you can sing, dance,
ty,tatequality,
and security dicCHEAP!
or play a musical instrument!
Phone: 961-6150
Join George Kash and the Oktoberfest Express
At Blue Mountain,
on AMATEUR NIGHT AT ©Id JBaOarifl
and compete for cash prizes.
Get a new look
A.M.
at life with
7:15
19,
Jan.
Fri.,
Every MONDAY night from 8 p.m., with the same low
Contact Lenses!
day-time prices at night for students. No cover, no
admission, no minimum any night. Mon. to Sat.
Tickets: $7.00

Hockey
By PETER DUX
Blues Hockey team won Iwo more
Ryerlames iliis weekend, routing
Waterloo 5-3
:on 16-1, and edging
play.
Saturday night in exhibition
Saturday's game, in what oois
ly called theuntil"Waterl
-ommonwas
the last
iurn". undecided Gord
Davies
when
seconds
five
with
net
;COred into an emptyDupuis lifted
Jake
goalie
Warrior
lor an extra attacker.g that the only
Waterloo, realizin
Blues is through
my to slow the
out with
Hard checking, camestyle,
along
;lbows flying. Their
rabid
with the small ice surface and game
ran support helped keep the
close.
Toronto scored first in the
on a goal by Nick
opening period
Holmes hut Waterloo quickly
Elliott's goal. Blues
retaliated
McFarlanewithscored the winner at
2:45. Warriors came close to tying
the end of the period
ihe game
when
Innessnearwas called upon to stop
;, breakaway by Ron Hawkshawwith.
was sloppy
(The second period
both defences showing lapses. Muchthe
of ilie action was between
hluelines with many stoppages in

(includes low and transportation)
Pay in advance at SAC Office

U of T Ski Bums Anon.—

5 ST. JOSEPH ST., TORONTO
(One block North of We llesley . just West of Yonge)

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

complex
athletic
opens
Scarborough
The student body actively helping
Scarborough College will offer (f>00 square feet), four regulation
several special events throughout size squash courts, one men's and to run athletics is the Scarborough
this week to introduce its new one women's sauna, a physical College Athletic Association,
recreation complex lo the college fitness training room, and two ex- formed with a constitution in March
ercise rooms. The recreation com- 1968. (However, this constitution is
community. The athletic week will
enable students to participate in
plex itself was designed for a capaci- presently under revision.) The
several tournaments and clinics, as
ty of approximately 5,000 students. SCAA controls approximately 10
well as some spectator sports.
There are about 2,300 students per cent of a 540,000 budget
Construction on the building was presently enrolled at Scarborough. (approximate).
Men and women at Scarborough
The athletic area was planned
begun in June 1971 and completed
last month. The construction costs with flexibility and multi-purpose pay a total of $22 in athletic fees.
amounted to S4.3 million, although use in mind. Folding partitions can Sixteen dollars go to the athletic
the final cost, including equipment, he used lo divide the main large gym office, run by the college but largely
totals over $5 million. The building into either two equal areas of 120' x financed by students. However, the
also contains 18,000 square feet ol 72", or into three areas, one of 120' x college administration pays the
unfinished undergraduate lab space. 72'.
and two of 60" x 72'. The salaries of Director of Physical
The remaining 70,000 square feet leaching studio can also be par- Education Taimo Pallandi, Assishouses food services, cultural, and
tant Director Mary Anne Prettie
titioned into twobleachers
areas of 30'
academic facilities.
Collapsable
foldx 50'.
into and a full-time secretary.
The new building consists of one area of the walls, and the gym
The college also maintains the
167.000 square feet of floor space, floor contains four volleyball courts, building, paying janitorial staff and
with athletic facilities totalling 40,- or three indoor tennis courts, or most normal maintenance costs. Of
remaining six dollars in the
000Included
square infeet."the athletic section is eighi badminton courts, or two the
fee, two dollars is paid to
The athletic
Harl House, two to the UTAA, and
gvm floor iscourts
covered(94*withx 50').
synthetic
a gymnasium with 17,280 square basketball
feet of floor space, a leaching studio "tartan."
two go to the SCAA.
The budget of the athletic
department itself pays for coaches
and coordinators' salaries, trasportalion.service
and equipment.
The the
shuttle
bus
to and from
St.
George campus is apparently inadequate for transporting
inlerfaculty teams
and the college
must pay to rent buses for travelling
purposes
unscheduled hours.
The onScarborough
College
Athletic Association handles special
events, tournaments, and banquests.
Every undergraduate
studentis
enrolled
at Scarborough
automatically a member, and the The other half of the gym Is behind the folding partitions at the left. It
official body is composed of seven
further separates into two smaller gyms.
executive members, all students.
SCAA president Bob Sasaki said
that there are no conflicts between and is one branch of Scarborough's might be because of the low student
(The complex was
the student body and the athletic new Cultural Affairs Committee enrollment.
designed lo be used by 5,000
department. According to Sasaki composedversityofcommunity.
members
of
the
unistudents.) Consequently the building
ihe college is still small enough that
is operating on reduced hours. The
problems
be solved
withthea The building was apparently athletic
minimum ofcantrouble.
He said
wing was scheduled to be
designed lo be used by some comSundays, but Pallandi was
munity people, although up to now closed
"athletic department books are community
use is restricted to successful in renting out the gym to
always
open, Sasaki
there's didno problem."
However.
admit that groups and not individuals. Director groups to gain revenue to keep the
of Physical Education Pallandi said other rooms and facilities open and
the
SCAA
is
still
only
the
Scarborough's newweighlliftirtg room Isn't fully equipped yet.
mouthpiece" The SCAA "students'
reports to thai revenues are not as high as they available for students on that day.
Swimmers
meet
Mustangs,
set new
records
retirement of breastslroker swimming the eventual oulcome thai gave the team a comfortable
By PAUL CARSON
missed a second record by one-ienth sudden
Ken
Fowler.
margin Tor ihe remainder of the
of a second in Ihc 100-yard freestyle.
really
in looupmuch
doubt."
Blueswasn't
wrapped
the meel
with a race.The swim learn next meets Kent
swimming
"Fowler and Kennedy might have victory
Western's two other wins came
a The
secondmen'svictory
in the team
dual added
meet from
in
the
concluding
400-yard
given
Western
another
13
to
15
McConnell
in
the
200-yard
season Saturday afternoon with a breaslstroke and and Sebuski's se- points", said Blues' coach Robin freestyle relay highlighted by Dave Slate
Lhtr: Friday al 7:30 again at the
78-35
of theBluesUniversity
cond diving win, this time off ihe Campbell, "'bul ihe way we were Wilkin's 50.1 second leadoff split Benson Building.
Westernrout
Ontario.
won nine ofof three-metre
board.
13 meets.
for the spectators
Freshman accounted for four of at Unfortunately
ihe Benson Building, the meet
Varsity's
nine
victories
as
John
Wrestlers
lose to Western
between
farmer
Olympic comSehben let! Toronto to two first place
petitors, Toronto's Byron
finishes in both the 200-yard
By
JOHN
GILBERT
Len Gang go against an obviously heavier
MacDonald failed
and to
Mustangs'
Bill
The University of Toronto wrestling team opened Toronto's
freestyleShawn
and theLaari200-yard
breastmaterialize.
opponent,
andpulling
although
he wasshow.outscored 20-0,
stroke.
won both
the Kennedy,
its
schedule
al
home
this
season
losing
to
Western
28.5
succeeded
in
up a strong
Kennedy was scratched from the lo 16.5, Salurday in Hart House. However, Toronto
500 and 1000-yard freestyle events. meel
Although
Toronto
forfeited
three matches, Roman
after
suffering
pulled
ligaments
forfeited three matches giving Western 15 points.
Sebben's best ever lime of 1:53.1
Preobra/enski substituted for his brother Chris lo
a basketball class.
in the 200 freestyle plus a strong in However,
Doug Lake, representing Toronto in ihe 177 lb. wrestle
in
an
exhibition
heavyweight
match.
new
recruil
MacDonald
second place finish from Dave
class, lost by three points in the first match of the Preobra/enski did exceptionally well, pinning
afternoon, while veteran Ken White dominated his
Wilkin settled Western's fate after shattered
both
pool
and
Blues'
team
in the 200-yard fly with a mulch in the 126 lb. class for ihe first Toronto pin of the round.
Western's leading heavyweight in the third and final
only three events. Mustangs had records
expected to win the 200 free with lime of 2:02.2. The former mark of meel. Bob Moore continued Toronto's brief winning
Blues' Harold Smilh also wrestled in another
former high school swimmer Wes 2:04.4 was registered by former Var- streak, defealing Al Walter in the 134 lb. class, 14 to 1.
sily coach Bill Yorzyk in 1958.
McConnell but he finished third to
TorontoWictor Brunette succeeded in pinning his exhibition malch. eventually winning it 1 1-9. Smith was
MacDonald
also
clocked
well
in
leading
in points but found himself in danger of being
put Blues well into the lead.
Western opponent in Ihc 150 lb. class, although not
and had to struggle exceptionally long to effect
Western, perennial runner-up lo his leg of the 400-yard medley relay until the final seconds. Brunette had fallen behind 22 to anpinned
escape.
Toronto at the league cham- but his 52.5 seconds in the 100-yard reverse
4 and only
a strongof the
lasl match.
minute effort enabled him to
Elsewhere on the weekend Johnathon Davis and
the trend
pionships, did manage a slight com- butterfly will nol count as a record
Chris Preobra/enski finished first in the 177 lb. and
eback when Blair Shepperd took the heeause of the six-tcnlhs ofa second
Western's
Jim
Basset
broke
Varsity's
win
streak
50-yard freestyle and Larry Sebulski thai must be added to compensate pinning Waller Crignan. Crignan losl the match after a heavyweight classes, respectively, at the Queen's
for the advantage of a relay start. yell from Basset brought a foul call against the Toronto University Invitational.
topped the one-metre diving.
Blues had simply loo much depth
Varsily captain Jim Adams broke
wrestling team is scheduled to meet Guelph
Blues'him.Dave Tanner losl his nexi The
malch onImmediately
a foul calledafter.against
the pool record, clocking 2:05.2 in in the freestyle events for Western, player.
for an inviiational match (al Guelph) on January
One of ihe last matches of the afternoon saw 27.
the 200-yard individual medley, and which was also hampered by ihe

City to repeal St. James Town bylaw
The City of Toronto buildings and developments committee agreed Monday to repeal the St. James Town West high-rise bylaw. Above, blockbusting in St. James Town

on
won
Parity
irregularities.
ByULLl D1EMER
In the face of protest from
Sociology students scored a major
breakthrough Monday night when students and from faculty involved
Ihey won parity representation on in running the elections, however,
held an investigation which
the mi department's
staffing Ziellin
com
t Lee.
established that his contention that
The victory came when the the elections had violated the constitution were unfounded.
assembly, the department's
decision-making
body, votedsupreme
by the At the time, some students
narrowest possible margin to give suggested that Zeillin's action in
calling orf the Assembly meeting,
students mittee
an equal
say onfires,
the comthat hires,
and (which had not met since last
promotes staff. Fifty of the 74 February, in violation of the
assembly members present voted in departmental constitution,) was
favour in a secret ballot — the politically motivated, designed to
minimum number necessary for the prevent implementation of the staftwo-thirds
required for a
fing decision.
constitutionalmajority
amendment.
Sociology becomes the only U of
Students already have parity with T department in which students are
faculty on all other committees, allowed a formal say in staffing,
including the executive and those
a number of others have
that set curriculum, as well as on the although
unofficial student committees that
policy-making assembly.
state their preferences to all-faculty
The rule in staffing, long seen by
Students
maincommittees.
without any real
power,restudents as crucial for long-range staffing
however.
planning, had been approved in principle by the Sociology Assembly in
Allen's
dean prohibit
formery rules
Nowthatthatuniversit
February. Implementation, claim
however, was held up by opposition student involvement in staffing
frtiim then department chairman Jim decisions has apparently been dis(iiffen and by retiring dean of arts
previously rejected demands
and science, Albert Allen. Since for a carded,
similar role in other
'hen, however, both Giffen and Al- departments will likely resurface.
ien have been replaced, and their
Although approval in principle
successors. Irving Zeitlin and Bob had been given in February, the
f'reene. seem willing to accept
al Monday's
implementation
s'udents in this area of decision- meeting
as a surprise
lo both
students came
and faculty.
making.
The mailer was originally
A constitutional amendment
'■i-'heduled lo come up al a meeting in requires one meeting's notice of
December,
a month's
was motion, and notice had not been
taiisud
whenbutZeitlin
voideddelay
student
given. However, a previous motion,
Sections to the assembly, charging calling for four students to be given

committee
staff
Soc
an unofficial advisory role on the amendment to the original motion decision, the contention that uncommittee, was on the agenda.
thai in effect turned it into the full
iversity rules forbade it, was
Student representatives, wanting parilv, full power motion lhat removed when department chairman
Zeitlin
told the assembly that
students
favoured.
Although
the
full, parity
on the and
seven-member
staffing
committee,
full power motion would have been disallowed he understood from Greene that no
rither than an advisory position, had it been introduced on its own, it legal obstacles existed.
A precedent was set in sociology
was permitted by the speaker as an
requested
the motion. permission
This would tohavewithdraw
cleared
last vear when three students were
the road for consideration of a new amendment.
Debate on the principle of the elected as "advisors" to the three
motion was relatively brief, perhaps faculty members who provided
motion
Assembly.at the next meeting of the because
it caught assembly members the names of potential candidates
However, a number of con- hv surprise. Speakers on both sides lofor thea Dean's
Search Committee
new chairman.
Although
servative faculty, in what turned noted that the major arguments had
out lo be a major faux pas, denied already been made many times students were critical of the posithe unanimous permission required before. Sociology students have
tion
they
had
on
the
committee,
il
lo withdraw a motion.
heen pushing for a role in staffing was believed that their unanimous
for
a
number
of
years.
At this
point,introduced
graduate astudent
support for Zeitlin was a factor in
Chris
Huxlev
major
The major roadblock to the his selection.
Students
occupy
Brock
The students at the meeting administration
Citing budget
ST.
CATHKRINES
(CUP)
—
had sent cuts,
terminationthe
About 200 Brock University decided that the way to inform ihe
noticeslecturers.
to five full-lime and 1 1 partstudents yesterday occupied the administration of their decision was lime
Board of Governors chambers and to occupy the 13th floor of the
Brock Tower which houses the The occupiers decided against
loungesto surrounding
the president's
office
protest the firing
of faculty president's and other administrative occupying the lower's lobby and
mem hers.
prevenling ihe use of ihe elevators.
offices.
"The occupation began after a
generalattended
meetingby ofaboutthe600students'
union
Brock
Doors open at Varsity
students ofdecided
to "condemnin ihe
the
actions
the administration
The Vursily doors are open today, lor people who w'ant to learn
liov. ihe paper is produced.
firing
and demand
• thaiof faculty"
the t6 faculty
be rehired,
Open House, which begins at I pm al 91 St. George, will explain
tofeature
peopleandw horeview
might writing;
want to photography;
work on the paper
news, sports,
editingall about
and layout.
and■ that the admin:::trati jr. JKEure
the university that there will be no
Fascinating
are sure
further attempts to cut back any
vou are
intcresiedinsights
in helping
out. to be offered, so be sure lo come il
areas of staff or courses at Brock."
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HERE
TODAY
all day
Sludeni Marshalls needed lo help
supervise in Convocation Hall during Perth
County
Concert,
oldce andConspiracy
ask lor Peter
Mlilc. Phone SAC
Tickets are on sale lor Concerts a(
Convocation Hall. Perth County, Friday
19th. JohnOrchestra.
McLaughlin and the
Mahavishnu
10 am
Trial of Tom McLaughlin, charged
following
last
spring's
busl ol Slmcoe4 pmHal!In
library
courtroomoccupation,
38, Old continues
City Hall, until
studenls are
encouraged lo attend to show their
support.
Trial ot Bill Getty, also charged In Ihe
library bust,
morning continues
and conuntilstarts
4times
pmthisintoday;
tomorrowtinuessame
courtroom 31, Old
City Hall, studenls are also encouraged lo
attend Getty's trial.
noon
Hart House Music Committee presents
the
noonSextet.
hour concerl
the
RusslirstLittle
Admissionof 1973
Iree.— East
Common Room, Hart1 pmHouse.
Careerlalks: Architecture 8 Landscape
Architecture — Two faculty members will
discuss Ihe myth and reality ot being an
Architect.
3154. Law —
OnMcLennan
becomingMedical
a lawyerSciences
Physics
103.and Practising Law,
Nobel Prizewinner Dr. Dennis Gabor will
lecture on "TheHall,Next
Years".YearIn
Convocation
for theHundred
Centennial
of the Facully of Applied Science and
Engineering.
welcome.
Till 2 All
pm. students and staff
2 pm
The Ukrainian
' Students'
sponsoring
an
exhibition
ot youngClubUkrai-Is
nian painters at 620 3 Spadlna
pm Ave. Till 5 pm.
Auditionsnoonhour
— for "Orison"
act two
hander.
show. U.C.a oneplayhouse
79A St George. Also needed
sound/light/stage 3:30technicians.
pm
Dr. J. Gordon Parr pasl Chairman of Ihe
HART

HOUSE

AND

NOW

Committee
on University
cuss the role,
plans, andAffairs
futurewillof disthe
committee. OISE, Room
N201. All student
4
pm
political hacks should attend.
Auditions for an experimental
production
be performedof-athenewlirstplay:week"Theof Library"
March, toat
University College Playhouse. 78A St.
George; Till 6 pm.4:15 pm
"Brazil: an Underdeveloped and
Industrialized
Country".Milton
First Santos,
of two Public
Lectures
Latinot
Americanby InProfessor
Residence, University
Toronto. 1972-73. Room 2117, Sidney
Smith. Sponsored
Ihe Latin American
Studies
Committee. byI.S.P.
5:30 pm
of therepresentatives
U of T Studenls fromFor
A Fust
Free meeting
Greece wilh
Ihe York and. the newly-formed, Ryerson
chapters.
at I.S.C., 33 St.
George. Morning 6 Room
pm
SupperUniversity
with Rabbi
Jewish
SeminarWittytill and
8:30 Free
pm.
"Great
Modern
Jewish
Thinkers"
House, 186 St. George
6:30 pmStreet. at Hlllel
Hlllel kosher Supper; Please reserve by
5 pm. At 186 St. George
7 pm Street.
SAC General Meeting at Brennan Hall,
7:30 pm
St. Mike's.
Tom Murphy from Pollution Probe will
oe speakingvironment intheon SCM
Politics, City and the EnAll Welcome. 8 pmolfice in Hart House.
Meeting ofGuestthe speaker
U of T PaulHomophlle
Association.
Pearce
will
speak
on
"Gay
Liberation
as Bancroft.
Life-Style,
GSU.
upstairs
lounge.
16
Everyone welcome.
Free Jewish
University: "Chassldic
Stories
Rav Nachman"
186 St. ofGeorge
Street. at Hiilel House,
Free Jewish
Yiddish"
at HiilelUniversity:
House. "Conversational
Free Jewish University: "Job And Ihe
A THLETICS

AQUATIC PROGRAM: FREE!
REGISTRATION WILL TAKE PLACE OUTSIDE THE POOL
FROM JAN. 15-20 FOR THE FOLLOWING COURSES:
LEARN TO SWIM
BRONZE MEDALLION
AWARD OF MERIT
LEADER PATROL
DISTINCTION
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:
HARRY DEBES 924-1201 (evenings)
ROBIN CAMPBELL 928-3949 (days)
O'KEEFE
FRONT & YONCECENTRE
363-6633
JANUARY 20 - FEBRUARY 10
"HILARIOUS AND LOVELY POP MUSICAL!
I HAD A GREAT TIME!" — cuve barnes, n. y. times

k
AfJStOL
LOW PRICED SPECIAL PREVIEW SAT. JAN. 20
SAT. JAN. 20 8:30 P.M. S5.00, S4.00, $3.00, $2.50
MON-THURS. 8:30 P.M. $7.50, S6.00, $4.50.53.50
FBI. & SAT. 8:30 P.m. S8.50.S7. 00. S5.00.S3.50
OFFICE
WED MAT 3:00 P.M. S6.00.S4.50, $3.50, $3.00 BOX OPEN
SAT. MAT. 2:00 P.M. $6.50, $5.00. $4,00, 53,00 11 A.M.— 9 P.M.
Half
prices foral anystudents,
appliesnumberto matinee
discontinued
time as _ltiis
a limited
of seals performances
is available. only. This olfet may bi

Problem of Evil" at Hiilel House.
Free atJewish
Cycle"
Hlllel University:
House, "The Jewish Life
Free Jewish
Woman"
at Hlllel University:
House. "The Jewish
Education:students
speakerinvitedOr.
JohnInterdisciplinary
Evans. All Interested
to attendcus ion aand
participate.
Informal
disnd refreshments following. Sponsored by theMedHealth
Science Faculties.
Room 3153
Set9 pmBuilding.
Free Jewish University: "The Jewish
Perspectives on Christianity" at Hlllel
House.
1 pm
THURSDAY
"Why we should support the
Indochinese byRevolution":
public discussionby
presented
Old Mole.
Vietnam
veteran
Tom Presentations
Heffernan and
former NDP provincial executive member
Jackie Larkln. North Dining Room, Hart
House,
First second term meeting of the U of T
Young
Socialists.
Women's
Liberation?
the Interested
anti-war Inmovement?
Fighting Come
the education
Socialism?
to the meetingcutbacks?
and check
us out. Innls College: third lloor,
Clerks Involved
& Criminology
— ^Careerlalks:
If you want toLawbecome
In the
field
the President
of the LawstepsClerkto
Societyof Law.
will explain
the necessary
take. Or inlisten
to a FacultyMcLennan
member Physics
outline
Careers
Criminology.
103. Till 2 pm. 1:10 pm
Public Lecture:
History of Science.
Prehistory
of the Pendulum:
A Problem"Thein
the
Intellectual
History olof NewScience"
byat Bert
Hall,
State
University
BufBuilding.falo. Room 2172,2 pmMedicalYorkSciences
The Ukrainian Studenls' Club Is
sponsoring
youngTill Ukraipm of Ave.
nian paintersanat exhibition
620 3 Spadina
9 pm.
Auditions for an experimental production
of a new the
play:first"TheweekLibrary";
to be
performed
of March;
University
College
Playhouse.
79A St,at
George. Till 4:30. 4:30 pm
Shlomo Avinerl, chairman, Political
Science Department, Hebrew University,
will speak on "Jewish Emancipation and
Socialism:
and Building.
Lassatle."
Room 2158, Hess,
MedicalMarx
Sciences
5 pm consultations lor
Deadline lor arranging
"Jewish
5:30Symposium"
pmStreet. at Hiilel
House. 186Careers
St. George
1st Meeting ol "Universitarlo":
The
Portuguese-Brazilian
Club of 33U ofSt.T.George
Place:
International
Student Centre.
Street - Pendarves Lounge. Refreshments,
music and slides from Portugal and Brazil.
Everyone Welcome.

LOWELL JONES
EXHIBITION
ART GALLERY
MONDAY". II a.m. -9 p.m.
TUESDAY — SATURDAY. 11 a.m. -5 p.
SUNDAY, 1 p m -5 p.m.
UNTIL JAN. 26
TODAY. 1:10 P.M.
Print-mounting
CAMERA CLUB
and
Rolouching Class
MEMBERS ONLY
LIBRARY EVENING
SPECIAL GUEST:
RICHARD
Tues.. B.Jin.WRIGHT
23
Hirl Houm Library, B:l
ALL WELCOME
TELEVISION

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
JEAN BONHOMME, TENOR (PRESENTED
6Y THE CBC IN ASSOCIATION WITH HART
HOUSE) JANUARY
GREAT 21,HALL.6,00 p.m. lit Ihe
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
THE HALL PORTER'S DESK
FILM SERIES:
MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS
MONDAY. JAN. 22
GOYAROOM
DEBATES
1-2 P.M.97-8P.M.
HART
FARM
WINTERHOUSEFESTIVAL
DetailsJAN.
and Reservations
27-28
albefore
the Graduate
Tues., Jan.Office23
IN THE MAP

ROOM

THE GALLERY—
JANUARY 25th??
p. ID
CLASSICAL CONCERT
MAHYPIANIST
KENEDI
PLAYING
Ell.
BEETHOVEN. KAYO
SCHUMANN
MUSIC
THURS.,ROOM,
JAN, 1 '18P.M.
THE

FIRST
NOON-HOUR
CONCERT
OF 1973
Russ Little Sexlet
17
EASTWEDS.,
COMMON
12:00 JAN.
P.M. ROOM

72-73 808 RevuC
BY

FREE
WILL
and
MICHAEL
GORDON

Jan. 18, 19,20 New Vic Theatre
Tickets at the door or VUSAC Office
THURS. — 75<f FRIDAY & SAT.— S1.00

CAREERS
There are careers available in the fields of Jewish Social Work,
the Rabbinate and Jewish Education. Guest speakers from Canada and
the U.S. will inform you on the where, why, when, what and how at the
Jewish Careers Symposium, Jan. 21. 1973. 186 St. George St.
Rabbi M. Berglas, Rabbi I. Book, Rabbi M. Stroh, Prof. S. Wax,
Prof. N. Llnzer, Dr. A. Schlff, Dr. S. Green
APPLICATION FORM
Since only a limited amount of private consultations will be available and the meeting
groups want to be held to a small size, those people who return this form by January 18,
1973 will have first choice in filling the groups: Return to 186 St. George St., Toronto,
Ontario.
NAME.
-—
Include me on the list of supper at
$1.50 which I enclose □
ADDRESS
Not interested in supper □
Please arrange a private meeting
with
PHONE
for me.
SCHOOL Nr
I am interested in (please check all
applicable categories)
JEWISH EDUCATION □ JEWISH SOCIAL WORK □ THE RABBINATE □
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Buildings

may

be ready

for next

fall

Scar,
Scarborough and Erindale
Colleges recently
approved
extraordinarily similar
residences,
both of which may be in operation
next fall.
Each residence is in the form of
townhouscs, containing about 250
beds built on college proprcty. Each
lownhouse will be fully equipped
and contain four or six beds, accom odating inall slightly more
than 10 per cent of the colleges'
enrolments.
The residences will cost between
$l and SI. 5 million dollars each.

Erindale
to
get
residences
Like Brodie, Flowers began
Brodie
served,
continued to work on
mostly financed from a large Cen- tired
tral Mortgage and Housing Corpo- said. of the idea of high-rises," he the planned residence during 1971- working on the Scarborough
There is one other similarity in 72. The entire year he said was spent College residence in the summer of
ration loan repayable over 50 years.
Because the money will come from ihe two projects — both of the chief arguing with the Ontario Student 1971. He later chaired a planning
arc executives of SAC, Housing Corporation, which committee, which, like Erindale's,
the
not organizers
residences for On- produced a bare outline of ideas for
affectedfederal
by thegovernment,
capital budgetit'sfreeze
vice-president
Rossmember
FlowersArnold
and handlestariostudent
executive
residence.
Housing Corporation, which in the
imposed by the Ontario government Erindale
turn dealt with CMHC.
Brodie.
After 1 1 contractors responded to
in November.
Both residences are expected to be
According lo Brodie, who helped
Finally, a long-term OHSC loan a call for proposals, the committee
chose one submitted by John Vroom
controlled by a committee, a ma- draw up the proposal during the was
promised,presented
and lastitsfallideasthe onusers'
the Company, which had placed second
summer of 1971, a government committee
jority of which will be residents.
in the Erindale contest.
to
a
meeting
of
interested
Erindale student council president report on student residences residence
Paul Moran attributed the extensive
The cost, says Flowers, will be
against
building con- contractors.
ventional student
accomodation.
Universal Construction Company approximately $ 1.25 million, of
similarities between the two projects recommended
90 per cent will be an OHSC
A users' committee, on which won the contract in a contest of over which
to "coincidence". "Both colleges got
10 proposals and is expected to grant. The remaining 10 per cent
produce working drawings soon. will again be the college's land, in a
Municipal servicing should begin "heavily wooded area" south east of
next month, Brodic says, and the the main parking lot in the same
project may be ready for occupancy area as the main college.
Scar
may
set up credit
in August.
Flowers hopes the monthly cost to
Dean Peter Robinson says the sludent will be under SK0 although
occupancy
in the first few years may
proposal
has
cleared
the
college
system:
students
to proceed
council and believes it also has be subsidized, he said.
Governing Council approval.
The Vroom proposals received
According lo Erindale director of college council approval December
at own
speed
toward
degree student
affairs Mike Lavelle, the 50- 13 and construction should have
The proposal will be presented to separate from the Faculty of Arts year loan from OHSC is for already begun early this month.
Scarborough College has moved
$900,000, expected lo cover 90 per However, Flowers is still hopeful
one step closer to implementing a the Academic Affairs' Committee's and Science at U of T that measures cent
of the construction costs. The that the residence will be ready for
sub-committee
on curriculum and could be taken lo implement the
credit system next fall.
other 10 per cent is ihe value of the occupancy by October I, if not by
At a meeting preceding the standards today before it proceeds proposal. King explained.
land, near the north entrance lo the ihe first day of classes next fall.
Christmas break, the college council to Academic Affairs. The proposal
"It's my impression that the college.
unanimously agreed that a student must gets its final approval from the students
Like Erindale's, the Scarborough
would welcome the
Brodie says the college will also residence is expected
3 lo be run
of Scarborough be permitted to Governing Council.
he said.
pay
Tor
municipal
servicing,
proceed towards a degree at a rate of Scarborough College registrar change,"
primarily
by its residents.
v Ralph
Scarborough student council architects' fees, furniture and other
Scarborough
principal
his or her own choosing.
J.D. King said yesterday that the president
David Onley said that the equipping costs in addition to the Campbell has appointed an advisory
The motion passed by the college
college is almost un- implementation
oT
a
credit
system
committee,
chaired
by Flowers, lo
council said that a maximun of six feeling of the
animously infavour of the idea. The
roughly estimated one million dollar
full courses during the winter session college would like to implement the would be a "major step forward for eosl.
help set it up. Although Campbell
and two full courses in the summer
The cost of carrying the will have the final decision on adfor theof 1973-74
he said.
university."
session can be taken for credit. A system
The idea
a credityear,
system
for this"There's
nothing sacred about mortgage, says Robinson, is about
ihe largest
residence,possible
"I'll
student may take as many years to Scarborough College first gained five courses a year. That isn't $300 per bed per year. Brodie hopes he influenced minilostration ofthe
cost to students will be under $70 extent by ihe recommendations of
complete a degree as he or she approval in 1967 but it wasn't until neccessarily the essence of athemonth.
wishes.
last July I when the college became education," he said. ■
the committee," he said yesterday.
Israel's
By ELAINE
KAHN
Moral and legal justification for
continuation of the Stale of Israel
should not be based on (he past.
Professor Shlomo Avineri of the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
told a atpacked
in a ieclure
the auditorium
Medical Sciences
Building yesterday.
Avineri, an internationally known
Marxist, lectured on Arab and
Israeli nationalism.
Avineri staled lhat there is no
point in going back to the 15th
century lo justify claims to Middle
East lands. The present battle arises
from modern secular nationalism
thai has its roots in the 19th and
20lh centuries.
The central - issue is lhat both
Israelis and Palestinians accept the
facl that nationalism now exists.
Avineri
prime
minister said
Goldathat
MeirIsrael's
has recently
accepted this fact.
He said that the Arabs have not
directed internal criticism towards
the question of social reconstruction
within the Arab nations. They have
preferred instead lo concern
themselves with a political and
highly military nationalism that has
not succeeded as well as Israel's
Labour Zionism, which is sociopolitical.
He pointed out that military
government in Ihe Arab world does
not imply military dictatorship, as il
does in the Western world. The
Arab nations, except when under
foreign domination, have always
had military governments. In facl,
the Islamic religion upholds the
soldier and ultimately the ruler as an
ideal.
Avineri said Ihe Zionist
movement is the only one in history
that has attempted lo create
downward
social mobility in a nation.
This was necessary for tht
construction of the state of Israel, he
said, because immigrants from
Europe lo Palestine were primarily

legality
based
on past: Marxist
of nalionalily
who they
middle
class. There werecan't
no in terms be
peasants or working class people were.
and these in fact had lo be created
For example, could a Jew be a
by a total overhaul of the social true Frenchman if he felt yearnings
for
a re-cslublishment of Israel?
system.
Avineri feels chances for peace Again, a group of rabbis in France
and reconciliation in the Middle were
asked if they felt a closer bond
East will increase once the Arabs lo fellow Frenchmen or to Jews
living
in England.
undertake some parallel type of reevaluation.
This kind of question about
He said that the two nationalist allegiance is still commonly asked.
movements arc the answers that
The questioning led to an increase
were found to one common of national consciousness among
Jews. Hebrew language, literature
problem,
the
problem
of
increased
-secular nationalism prompted by and history were revived and evenWesternization of ihe Middle East.
tually an Israeli slate was
Christian Arabs under Turkish established.
Avineri said that the present
rule, liberal as il was under the 19ih
century Ottoman Empire, Avineri righting in Ihe Middle East,
staled, were second-class citizens. resulting from awakened Arab
To ameliorate the situation, nationalism and the renewed efforts
American missionaries in Beirut for Israel lo rebuild, were foreseen
a book published in Paris
began lo stress secular Arab in
This writer predicted that
nationalism,sciousn.raising
an Arab
con- inthe 1905.
Tale of the whole world might
es that rose above
religious
di fTercnces.
hinge on the resolution of the
struggle.
Shlomo Avineri called for Palestinian state on West Bank.
Onlyinterested
Egypt remained
more
in its own slightly
affairs
than pan-Arabic matters.
However,
by iheprominence
1920's, Islamic
Arabs
regained
and
there is still an Islamic bias in Staff question legality of Food
general
Arabic
thinking,
Avineri
said. But the more extreme radical
movements, such as the Popular
according to food
science professor C. Dunkley, also a
powers
Liberation Fronl in the Arabic Science
committee's
By MARK BOHNEN
member.
world continue to be led by ChrisIn response to a challenge on the extent of the committee
The committee had earlier been charged with the
tian urban intelligentsia. The El Food Science Implementation Committee's powers, the
feasibility of implementing recommendations made in
Monday decided to delay making a decision the
Fatah, another Arab guerilla move- committee
Senate report concerning the future of the faculty ol
ment, consists mainly of Moslem which could mean the end of the faculty.
A letter signed by ihe whole staff of the Faculty of Food Sciences.
peasants.
Although the content of these motions have not
Israeli nationalism arose out of Food Science questioned the legitimacy of a series of
motions
thethe committee
had drawn up concerning the been made public, according lo Dunkley, two of them
the highlysciousnes ofthe
nationalistic
confuture
of
faculty.
have
advocated the reorganization of the faculty.
European nations
The motion was expected to be voted on at Courses and streams would be integrated into other
in the I9lh century. The question
faculties.
was one of allegiance, Avineri said, Monday's meeting, included the possibility that the
The Senate report had not recommended the
as il ultimately was for Christian faculty may disappear as an entity.
or weakening of the Faculty of Food Sciences.
Arabs.
However proceedings were delayed in response to abolition
Food science dean Ira Armstrong yesterday was
Even with ihe persecution a request made by the letter that the committee
suffered by the Jews in Europe postpone the vole, and clarify its position on the 10 reluctant lo lalk about the letter sent by faculty
recommendations in an earlier Senate report. discuss
before IKOO's. there was still a place specific
asserted that the content of the motions members,it. saying "I don't feel the time is ripe" to
for them in European society. Euro- drawnTheup jetler
by
ihe
committee
beyondSenate
the terms
nationalism
forcedsaid,the toJewsdefine
for reference as defined
signed it.she confirmed that the faculty's "whole
in anwentearlier
report.ol staff"However,
the firstpean lime.
Avineri
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"For one to be . . . a revolutionary
there mustendeavour,
first be a lorrevolution,
individual
alt Its purity and
ideals,
is
of
no use,
desire olto
sacrilice an entire
litatimeandlo the
the noblest
ideals inserves
If one lighting
works
alone
some nocornerpurpose
ol America,
against adverse governments—CheandGuevera
social
conditions which prevent progress."
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problem
't solve
doesn
me
Bo
Locking undergrads and
As for the UC and New
In the ok
aftermath of thega
yet to resolve the issue finally. to do with saving money or Libraries,
public out of the Robarts
their duplicate the
decision to exclude un- But, as elsewhere, there convenience.
collections complement the Library stacks is no solution to
dergrads from unlimited seems to be little opposition
That, in itself, should be a study areas housed under the university's library
access to the stacks of the to the plan except from
roofs and offer a more problems, and neither is robRobarts Library, the ad- students. Everybody else damning enough admission their
bing otherundergrad
libraries tolibrary.
fill the
ministration has hit upon the won't be directly affected, to kill plans to move the intimate atmosphere for makeshift
research
and study.
collections
to
Sig.
Sam.
idea of converting the existing anyway.
Chief Librarian Robert
main library into a central unBlackburn has championed
dergraduate library.
There's a hitch, though. The amalgamation, insisting the
books to fill the stacks of the branch and college libraries
a
have
new research library have to were underused. Now, faced Students
should
come from somewhere. And, with a return to greater use of
that somewhere — at least for the branch libraries, he disover 900,000 of them — is the
misses the figures, mainstacks of the Sigmund
taining that profs with an in- bigger
say in staffing study
terest in preserving the
Samuel Library.
So. anxious to placate department libraries are enmitment to the betterment of university
It's disappointingly
ironic thatAssembly
at about was
the
couraging students to use same
students irritated at their extime that the Sociology
education.
clusion from the new edifice them to produce a trend formalizing
In response to this performance (and,
structures giving students equal
and just plain fill all that empty which would forestall their weight in department
staffing decisions the admittedly, often militant student demands),
space, the librarians have scrapping.
president of the university was putting the students have been seated on senior goverBe that as it may, students finishing
devised a master plan: move
ning bodies of this university and others
touches on a task force to study the
the collections of the Universi- are rediscovering the con- same
matter without "major student across the country. Consequently, Evans'
venience and utility of the
ty and New Colleges and the
decision to downplay the student role in a
branch lending libraries smaller collections. Having representation".
committee whose recommendations will
(political economy and history most of their classes in the Sid
As the persons most familiar with and most seriously alter the future character of this
are the largest) into Sig Sam, Smith area, political economy directly affected by teaching, students have university flies in the face of this trend and the
closing down the branch students, for example, have more to offer in assessing professors' relative evidence which motivated it.
libraries and converting the little incentive (nor should merits than someone whose principal disHis specific proposal, rumoured to include
college libraries into reading they) to take a trek across
tinction isthat he or she has also obtained
only one student on a body of about nine,
rooms.
campus to the main library for faculty status.
would be a step backward at a time when the
The Faculty of Arts and books which can be easily
economically housed in
Conservatives always claim that students quality of university education requires many
Science's General Committee and
gave up trying to reach agree- Sid Smith. Both the dean of are transients with little commitment to the steps forward.
ment on the plan after months arts and science and the prin- university when faced with arguments in
We believe the weight of logic should
of inconclusive debate about
cipal of University College favour of giving students a role in staffing encourage the president to reconsider his
have
admitted
that
the
push
unwise
decision and significantly upgrade the
decisionsBut
experience
tells
a
different
it. And, the Governing Council's library subcommittee has for amalgamatipn had nothing stdry. Many students have proven their com- level of student participation on the task force.

office
Post
Strange thing arrived in The
Varsity mail yesterday morning. A multi-colour,
promotional calendar from
our very own post office.
Strange because this
unsolicited gift came from the
very
trying topeople
cut backwho've
on staffbeen
and
salaries because they say
they're losing money.
The calendar's not-sohidden message seems to be
"Use your post office". It's
good business to want to encourage business, but why the
post office would resort to so
costly a promotional campaign when they have no
competition eludes us.
Unless, of course, the
campaign is designed to
bolster the post offic
sagging public image. And,
we'd
theyproblem
could
better suggest,
deal with that
by humanizing their approach
to the postal service. It might
work wonders with getting the
mail out on time.
we'reevensureif
no Asoneforwillcalendars,
go without,
the post office gives up its gift
giving.

sends

strange

gifts

in

mail

WELL
Vs/ADDVft KNOW*
LOOKS LIKE THESE
CALENDARS REM_lY ME
GONNft SPEED UP THE MML

t3j. URR£tTl-r1
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Super-Sunday at the Super Bowl
CBC

adds

By PAUL HOCH
It was Super-Sunday at the
Super Bowl, and our super CBC
broadcasters were on hand to
televise
show.the "On
in spirit the
onlybigsince
only hand"
thing
they were actually televising was
the American network broadcast of
the game. And, what a telecast it
was. Canadian CBC viewers were
treated to a pre-game show with
America's
ball hero Joeleading
Namath,lover-boy
followedfoot-by
the Pledge of Allegiance to the
American Flag (as rendered bv
three clean cut and fortyish US
astronauts), followed by a squad
of well-trained black school kids
leading everyone in the American
National Anthem, followed by
assorted plugs for "Dick Nixon's
favorite
team", bespeculations
Nixon might
sending inthata
special play — all interspersed
with the usual militarized half-time
show, the supersenttmentalism of
Andy Williams, and the now
familiar drunken locker room
celebrations after the game. It was
all there, from American superpatriotism to militarized drum majoret es toDick Nixon. Quite a
show.
Less clear, however, was what
it was doing on Canadian television. No doubt, the CBC would say
that it was "just giving our fans
what they
want"by (or
have been
trained
to want,
promoters
who
pass themselves offas "sportswriters").
that
the ability But,
of theevenUS conceding
media to train
Canadians to demand American
products produced a big demand
up here for the Super Bowl, could
the CBC not have at least supplied
a little commentary and interviews
of its own?
It did, of course, manage to
supply some Canadian advertising
(some of it by Canadian subsidiaries ofUS corporations). And,
with advertising rates for the
Super Bowl running at a couple of
hundred thousand dollars a
minute, the CBC made itself a tidy
bundle. Which is perhaps what's
it's ail about, anyway. The huge
advertising costs are then passed
on to all of us in higher consumer
goods prices; so, we all end up
paying the bill. But, what are we paying for?
"The world-wide enthusiasm for
sports events," writes British
sociologist
Alex Natan,of the
"brings
mind the decadence
Romanto
Empire when similar physical exercises formed a circus spectacle
which whipped up the tired nerves
US
spectators."
of paying Emanuel
Congressman
Celler has
said that "pro football provides the
circus for the hordes". A sort of
blown-up version of the gladiator
shows tthat
ained inthe kept
Romaneveryone
coliseum.enterNew York University professor
Roscoe Brown has called it "the
new opium of the people" Perhaps,
"opium"
too strong
for
all this.seems
But what
else cana word
you
call it when 50 million North
Americans profess more concern
over who will win the Super Bowl
than over the bombing of Vietnam?
What else can you call it when a
hundred thousand fans pack Into

commercials

to

American
escapism
Allende
at
the
industrial workers are often so
United
Nations?
the Los Angeles colliseum for the only a few hundred turned up to
big game while only a week earlier hear Chilean president Salvadore What else can you call it when rabidly involved with the fates of
their
heroesto thethatexploitive
they're
perfectlysports
oblivious
conditions in their own factories?
In thisto connection
it's perhaps
useful
recall to what
extent
North American pro sports have
traditionally been aimed at potentially restless or disadvantaged
minority groups and factory
workers. Hockey, for example,
grew up in the mining and factory
towns of northern Ontario and
Quebec, and still gets many of its
best players there. American football players have disfrom the coal
and steel townsproportioofnately comePennsylvania
(Joe
Namath's
original
territory).
And, English soccer too grew
up in
the shadows of the factories.
These sports were generally considered byfactory owners as a
fitting
outlet
for their Anworkers'
produced tensions.
outlet jobfar
more suitable — at least from their
point
of view — than militant trade
unionism.
American
basketball, too, has
^^^^ I
long been the sport of the big city
ghettos, with a sizable portion of
the top professional players comNew holds
York'strueHarlem
ghetto.ingThefromsame
for boxing
and professional wrestling.
Indeed, with stereotyped heroes
and villains for every ethnic group,
the pro wrestling burlesque is
experiencing quite a renaissance
among Toronto's
impopulation.offexploited
And,
helps
take theirmigrantminds
theirit work.
Which is perhaps no small thing
when dollars
you're anbeing
less thana
two
hourpaid
for turning
screw on an assembly line all day.
The trouble with the
entertainment and escapism of
professional sports, though, is that
it provides no escape at all. The
problems
workday
on
just ofas one's
before.
The lifeonlygo
difference is that so much time and
energy is absorbed in watching
sports and boning up on the fine
points of that
every little
game orthatno ittime
almostis
ensures
available for solving the real

ff

CBC offered viewers tinsel heroism of American super-football heroes and astronauts Sunday.

problems.
For a few hours on SuperSunday,
consume Canadian
the tinselworkers
heroism canof
American
super-football
heroes
and astronauts, can bet almost
S400.000 on which set of
gladiators
the big
tacle, inshortwillcanwinescape
to aspecfairy
dreamland in which men are Men,
and God
side.
And,isthealways
next onday,ourallteam's
of us
fans can return to our boring,
repetitive, uncreative, often
bureaucratized jobs. It seems to be
as good a drug as any other. The
new opium of the people.
A
former
candidate
at the post-doctoral
University of
Toronto, Paul Hoch lectures
on the political sociology of
sports
Oberlin
College. at
He isOhio's
the author
of a
recently released Doubleday
book
Rip
Off
the
Big
Game:
The Exploitation of Spoils by
the Power Elite.
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Transport Commission has always
sided with this business monster,
and against the peopfc of Canada,
Either way, Bell cannot lose, if by
the
or God.
this grace
time side
with thethe CTC
public.should
Ma
Bell has other tricks to pull out of
the hat... tricks which will bring her
more millions than increased
telephone rates. This has been going
on go for years and so Tar nobody
has come to the defence of the
telephone users.
Non-academic
Wear wires out

Solution: break

by calls: Bell?
Sooner or later, if given enough
rope, big capitalist enterprises like
Bell
Telephone
and bile
the dust.will hang themsleves
Il was good for the soul, and for
[he mind, to see The Varsity
(January 10) lake up the cudgels on
behalf of that vast number of
customers Oust take a look at thai
huge Metro Toronto telephone
directory) being squeezed for
another round of increased rates by
the billion dollar corporation, Bell
Telephone.
Most users of this public service
are lifetime customers, yet they
never gel a discount, never get a
reduced rale, nor anything.
It appearsthat
to this
Bell
customer
thislong-lime
avaricious,
monopolistic company must gel a
huge cut in income taxes for its
equipment depreciation. It is quite
evident thai Bell assumes that the
wires gel worn out by the talking
that goes through them- Is this
really possible'.'
can't and never will
believe
such an I assumption.
In the editorial "Don't let Bell
hike
bill", "nationalization
is suggested
as a remedy and ofthisBell"
is a
good idea; but to suggest "giving
control
to the Bell workers"
as a
better alternative
is absolutely
wrong, (iiving control to workers
never created an ulopia (look at
Russia, Cuba, et cetera); they have a
nasty habit of creating hell on earth.
Sure, a fewministrathigh-salaried
adors would be thrown out,
bul the workers would keep on
demanding higher wages till all
received the wages of the former
administrators. Isn't it the workers
who are forcing Bell to keep on
increasing ihe rates?
Actually, the workers don't want
the ownership and the administration jobs with all those worries, bills
to pay. and a had case of ulcers. Oh,
no. They just want the gravy, and to
rush home in Cadillacs on the stroke
ofwivesfour andor rive
theiro'clock
colourtotvtheir
sets.loving
-same
Regarding
the
two-page
spread,
issue, why was no mention
made to urge the public to make less
use of long distance calls? Although
trained at terribly high educational
costs to read and write, the majority
of the public is too damn lazy to
write and mail a letter for eight cents
and prefers to dial a long distance
cull.
two orIn anthreeaffluent
dollarssociety,
for a what's
three
minute call?
Nor was the public urged to be
satisfied with plain, black
telephones; to do without all those
extensions in private homes and
other frills. Oh, no, nothing was said
about the public denying itself many
of the extra services that Ma Bell
has to offer.
In the past, the Canadian

Bell's monopoly
The attack against Bell Canada in
The Varsity. January 10 is another
example of cock-eyed, leftist
analysis that is matched in its
stupidity only by its bclligerant lone
of moral self-righteousness.
The Varsity editorial states it has
prm>r (!) that Bell needs no rate
increase, thai prolits are spiralling,
and service plumeiling. It concludes
that nali.<nalizali:;n is bng overdue
that the workers should control it,
that thetinygovernment
run The
the
svsicm
worse than can't
the Bell.
Varsilv and the writers of. the
rcprinlcd articles fail to realize (dl
to ideological blindness) the coavJ
plctc idiocy of Ihis analysis and the
utter assininily of their proposals.
However, they are right that Bell
is a slate-protected, coercive
monopoly, and therein lies the
problem.
written
letters to theI myself
editor ofhavenewspapers
with complaints about the Bell and
have even received an unsolicited
letter of apology from them for one
nastv Idler of mine printed in the
Scarborough Mirror a couple of
vears ago. So. I have no reason to
defend the Bell.
In theory,socialism
there is one
between
and difference
fascism.
Under fascism, the means of
production are privately-owned; under socialism,
they theare state
slate-owned.
However,
in fael,
in both
cases possesses control which is the
essentia! factor. Fascism is more
convenient for the government
hecause il allows the government to
enjoy the advantages or property
ownership without the responsibility
of worrying ahout' production and
profit. If for example. Krupp had
decided not to produce munitions
lor Hitler, he would have anyway.
Hitlers Reich had control. There is
no need to nationalize if you can
force co-operation. Hitler would
nationalize only if necessary.
Remember, he was the leader of the
National
Socialist(or Workers'
Bell Canada
A T & T)Party.
are
similar examples in oursemi-fascistsucialisl West. Bell is a privatelyowned company; but it is not
privately
controlled.
Other Pacific
Canadian examples
are Canadian
(air and rail transportation) or all
television and radio stations who
must please Big Brother in the

TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE
EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SERVICES
964-7328 ™

™GE

NEW
WRITING

CRTCsion(Canadian
Commission) ifRadio
to be
wantTelevithey and
n
Bell
operate.
to
permissio
given
Canada must cow-low to the CTC
n) to operate.
Commissio
(Transport
Now, The Varsity proposes
nationalizing
accomplish? it. What will -this
1. It will violate the rights of all
stock-holders of Bell by confiscating
their property. Such actions by the
way-, make il morally easier for
governments to expropriate other
people's
propertyet (such
Pickering Airport,
cetera).asWhenfor
ihe rights of some are violated, the
rights
are threatened.
2. It ofwillallresult
in the Bell running
ai a loss rather than a profit. The
Post Office is a shining case in point.
This
publicdegenerated
monopoly's severalfold
service has
steadily
over the years while prices have
skyrocketed. And. it still loses
millions a year! Does ihe Canadian
taxpayerI have
wantto Bell
the
same?
laughtoatbecome
your naive

of Canadian socialist-fascism (they
are
in practice).
do wesynonymous
make it more
responsiveHowto
public
Take needs?
away-ils monopoly status.
Permit free and open competition.
Abolish Bell's
contracts
and special
subsidiesgovernment
wherever
they
might
be.
Of course,
most
competitors will start
fairly small,
although 1 can sec some larger
companies getting into the market
fairly
(suchaloneas isCanadian
Pacific).quickly
Bul. size
not the
governing factor over efficiency and
service. Big corporations often gel
lazv. When put on a free and equal
hasis
with competitors, monopolies
will crumble.
With competition. Bell will not
only have to improve service and
keep
but itbetter,
will alsoor have
to [realcostsits down,
employees
they
will leave for competing companies
that offer more attractive benefits.
This transformation would not take
place overnight, bul within a couple

HI, WE'RE FROM THE TELEPHOHE CUMPNEY
tAN' WE WANNA...AH. .CHECK YER PHONE.
m

demogogucs at The Varsity just for
once take off your red-coloured
glasses and try to propose realistic
Bell
and objective evaluations? Scott
Scar IV

Premier didn 't
dodge questions
In The Varsity's usual manner of
inaccuracy, il reported that Premier
William Davis "dodged most
questions
about education
policy"
the Progressive
Conservative
Cam-at
pus Association's
the
University
of Westernmeeting
Ontario.at This
blatant fabrication could not be
farther from the truth. He spent a
number of hours replying to
questions asked of him. While not
agreeing
to abolish
the $100 the
fee
increase,
the
premier
siudenls that
the levelsreassured
of payment
would not be increased next year.
Other questions were also answered
dirccily and at great length to avoid
any conTusion. Before replying to
tain thai what Mr.
was asked
him cerwas
any question.
Davis ofmade
understood.
he may
not havehe
satisfied the While
students
demands,
certainly did not attempt to dodge
hanging.
any queries or leave his questioners
Perhaps in the future The Varsity
might check the accuracy of its
statements before publishing what
purports to be truthful. Sal Badali,
U of T Progressive Conservative
Association
Keep quiet out

assertion lhal government can run
the Bell as well as the private owners
can. (iovernment ownership is synonymous with economic disaster.
The slill
problem
will not be Only
solved.it
Bell}. will
be a monopoly.
will he even more unresponsive to
ihe requirements of the public.
In short, the assertion that
nationalization will cure our
telephone
worse than
naive. (I is Ihesystem
insane isconclusion
of a
political bias lhal is completely
hankrupl and bears no relation to
reality: socialism (or Marxism).
So, what is my panacea, you have
every right to ask. Quite simply;
capitalism. Bell Canada is a symbol

COLLEGE

poor editorialmanners
practice, not to
ofIt isgood
say hypocrisy,
tisement (and Iheto accept
fee thatanygoesadverwith
il)
and article.
then parody it in a main
feature
When The Varsity accepts an
advertisement through financial
necessity it should keep quiet out of
good manners. However, if it is
difficult for The Varsity to reconcile
ihe dollars brought in by an advertisement few
a inches square with its
resulting reeling of guilt (or fear of
Women's Lib?), the ad should not be
accepted.
The advertisement you say,
"appeals
to theas reader's
basestwouldinsiincls". Not
much, one
think as advertising professor-tested
term-papers for sale (such as
cheating)
makes swappingnude stampswhicha relatively
edifying

of years. It would increase service,
keep costs
down, increase
employment and revenue.
Nationalization
would
decrease
service,
sky-rocket
costs, make no significant change in
employment,
and result
in a losstaxof
revenue. Instead
of getting
money from Bell, the taxpayers
would have to pay to support it.
Why don't you little political pastime.
French

Judith Peacockc

Government

Teaching

Posts

Deadline: Today - January 17
Apply: OfficeRoom
of Student
106 Awards
Skncoe Hall

FACILITY

announces
INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
New

Hours

Mon 10-12
Tues 10-6
Wed 10-6
Thurs 10-6 (French 2-6)
Fri 10-12
Room 121 New College
928-5157

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
"The Prehistory of the Pendulum: A problem In
the Intellectual History of Science" by Bert Hall,
State University of New York at Buffalo. 1:10
p.m., Room 2172, Medical Sciences Building,
Thursday, 18 January. Sponsored by the Varsity
Fund.
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Dying student
movement seen
When the wind is blowing
correctly, you can often hear the
faint notes of the death knell ofwhat
such men as Reich. Roczak, and
century's
A Goodman
last hope todescribed
prevent asa our
spiritual
and
intellectual confine. Perhaps, rather
than waiting for historians, the present isripe for a study of the student
movement, now in the throes of dire
trouble, if not rigor mortis. This
study can be justified, much as that
of a Rcnnaissance church, not only
Tor its intrinsic merit, but for what it
says about its creators (or the forces
which produced its rise, forces which
unlike those of that church are still
compelling). This movement acts on
one level for greater rights and for a
greater say, by people, in the running of their own lives. It acts, as
well, on another level. For the creation oT an environment conducive to
the development of thinking,
creative individuals rather than the
present one which objectifies man
and stultifies his potentialities
(abilities to respond, feel, and
think). As such, the student movement has attracted many of the most
intelligent of North American youth
who have been able to feel and
£ that
perceive
their around
own innerthem,depthandandto
of those
trace the specific societal causes ol
this and how they may remedy
them. The reason why this
phenomenon is now dying out can
also be elaborated.
One cause is the decline of the
university's
as asociety
criticalwhereinstitution role
isolated from
fcee thought and discussion should
and did reign. The ludicrousness of
this proposition what with the close
ties between the university and other
institutions (devising means ofsocial
control) and oerforming

technological (war) research and
with
the university's
domination
a conservative
Governing
Councilby
keeping light pincers on the political
persuasions of those whom they
hire, is seir-cvidenl.
Another constraint on student
diseunlenl is the current flare-up of
a careerist mentality amongst
students because of the declining job
market. In this forum of bitter
competitiveness for the few jobs
remaining, there remains little time
or initiative to question the value
and values of that which is causing
so much lime and worry.
Perhaps, the quietude of the
progressive sludenl elements is just
part of the rational — anti-rational
cycle. dent
In leaders
the early
I960's, and
the stupatiently
intelligently pointed out to students
exactly what society was doing to
their minds and lifestyle, in terms
quite comprehensible to them. But,
as the sludenl movement became
larger and more politically
sophisticated, they began to divide
on issues of tactics which not only
weakened them politically, but
removed them ideologically from
ihe majority of students.
In the 10 years since the student
movement became strong, society
has learned to change the forms of
iheir institutions to make them
appear less contradictory to what
people feel to be right and to co-opt
many of the people who at one time
would have attacked them. Society
has also developed flexibility in its
institutions, the flexibility required
10 contain these attacks without
changing
the essential functions of
these institutions.
The more overt signs of somaking ciety's
less ofcontradictions
an impactseem
than toin thebe
past. Al one time, someone would
join the Peace Corps, for example,
with an initial heady idealism, but
wouldtion wasquickly
theirsofunclo pacifyfindthethat
natives
that
American interests and its comparatively spiritually bankrupt
culture could gain ascendancy. At
this point, Ihe person would begin to
look around and see what else (and
find much toelse)
wasn't there
what appears
it was
supposed
be. Now,
to be an almost built-in parameter
bp frustration, almost intrinsic in
North American youth, fortressed
by the realization that the attempts
by the student movement lo gain
control for people over their own
lives has been met by the almost
insurmountable opposition of vesled

interests with the power and desire
lo retain things as ihcy are and
maintain their ascendancy. An example of this can be seen here at the
U of T with a new student passivity
after their spirited protests or last
year Tor open access to the new
library. Now, nary a whimper is
heard, thejustSenate
many met"I over
told the
you spring
so's"
while
to legislate closed access and our
"representative"
forms thea
committee or two(SAC)
to handle
library situation, a committee with a
member
of lastopposed
year's presidential
ticket which
the library
strike and another, a relatively unknown SAC rep with a record of
ingratiating himself
ministration, col udinwith
g with the
them ad-lo
help stifle what a majority of
students have lei it be known what
theyPerhaps,
wanl. a renewed examination
or the artifacts
of the progressive
student movement will uncover
some findings and arouse some
thoughts which may well be worth
considering, if not adopting.
Howard Levitt
A&S Faculty Council rep

May get staff
ombudsman
On December 14lh, I introduced a
motion calling for the appointment
of an ombudsman to deal with complaints and grievances of staff
members of the University of
Toronto. 1 was pleasantly surprised
when I received a number of
telephone calls and inquiries on that
motion. I might add that there
seemed to be a strong feeling of
support
members
whom
Ifrom
spokethoseof staff
the need
for anto
umhudsman.
Since I 'have had a number ol
questionsticularasked
this parmotion andabout
especially
the
definition of staff member. I would
like lo point out thai my view of the
definition of a staff member for the
purposes of this motion would be
restricted sonneltoof the
"all University
non-faculty per-of
The motion itself was a simple
one. the text of which follows:
Toronto".
Whereas: There does not appear

to be a proper mechanism for
dealing with complaints and
grievances
staff members of
the Universityof the
ofToronto.
Be It Resolved: That the
Cioverning Council of the University
of Toronto consider the appointment ofan Ombudsman whose
function and duty it shall be to
resolve complaints and grievances
made lo him by the staff of the
university concerning administrative
procedures, practices, and decisions.
John H.Parker
Letters to "Write On" should
becharacter
typed, double-spaced
on a 64line,
tributionsand
may besigned.
editedCon-Tor
space reasons. Letters are
published
according toof topic,
space
available, immediacy
and relevancy. Mail letters to
The Varsity, 91 St. George
Street, Toronto 181 by campus
or regular delivery or bring your
letter to The Varsity editorial
offices.

Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama
HART HOUSE THEATRE
HAMLET
Directed by Martin Hunter
January [No25p&rfornunces
-February
on Sundiy or Monday]3 at 8:30
Tickets S2.50
10:00Box a.m.Olliceto 928-8
6:00 1
Students SI. 25

Superior
Optical
Prescription
Eyeglasses
Frame styles
to compliment
today's
fashions youthful
in metal and shell

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116
60 Metal Styles Available

Writer doesn't think old have been forgotten despite useless, wasteful "New Horizon" program.
— only
needs. the — are comparable lo those who are
Some people are provide
The luxuries
difference
between
always seeking lo gel rather than
"haves" and the "have-nots" usual- give,
juding
by themselves.
the exorbitant
salaries
they allot
never satisfied
ly
is
that
Ihe
"haves"
have
exercised
brain and brawn, energy and
This is to say that I den t think
ll is the people who labour and
the elderly have been forgotten diligence, to accomplish and those
who provide ihe wherewithal
achieve,
while
the
"have-nots"
have
to
labour thai arc the life-blood of
dozed,
played,
and
squandered.
financially, although the "New Both should be treated equally in ihe
the
nation,
and who should be enHorizon"
program
is
useless,
redundant, ridiculous, and wasteful. Some mailer of old age pensions, instead
couraged and induced to do so — for
people are never satisfied with what oftest.penalizing the thrifty by a means the benefit of ajl — instead of being
hindered by unions being allowed to
ihey get
wages, asking
pensions,Torrelief
but
are —always
more.—
Those engaged in governing — enforce their demands. L. Pratt
Ciovcrnment handouts should never usually
doing more harm than good

MUSIC COMMITTEE
HART HOUSE PRESENTS
MARY KENEDI, pianist
PLAYING
HAYDN— SONATA IN E FLAT MAJOR
BEETHOVEN— EROICA VARIATIONS, DP. 35
SCHUMANN— VARIATIONS ON THE NAME ABEGG. OP 1
THURSDAY, JANUARY 18. AT 1:00 P.M.
IN THE HART HOUSE MUSIC ROOM

WRITE ONSt, W.
Charles
967-1110
11-S Sal.
Open 9 lo 9, M-F
Canada's
largosl
ol pro Meexpert
sled
papers TERMPAPERS
Irom
SI 75papers
perlibrarypage.
custom
rosea/ch
irom Also
S3. 95 PER
page. Plus translations,
tutoringAND
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
PROGRAMS,
XEROX
FOR EDITING
STUDENTS.AND RESEARCH. 4c
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"These

^

men

Bethune's
poisoning
Shortly before his death from blood
doctor Norman
In November, 1939, revolutionary Together
with a
Bethune wrote this manuscript.
short list of Instructions for his replacement, It was
t Bethune asked to be passed
the
on. only documen
''Everything I have to say," he assured those
close to him, "is In them."
The kerosene lamp overhead makes a steady
buzzing sound like an incandescent hive of bees.

^

make

the

— —^^^g^

wound

testament
last
muscles like a hot stream; wounds, expanding
Mud walls. Mud floor. Mud bed. White paper
outward, decaying orchids or crushed carnations,
windows. Smell of blood and chloroform. Cold.
terrible
flowers of flesh; wounds from which the
Three o'clock in the morning, 1 December, North
dark blood is spewed out in clots, mixed with the
Army.
Route
Eighth
the
with
Chu,
Lin
near
China,
ominous gas bubbles, floating on the fresh flood of
Men with wounds.
the still-continuing secondary haemorrhage.
Wounds like little dried pools, caked with
Old filthy bandages stuck to the skin wWs
black-brown earth; wounds with torn edges frilled
blood-glue. Careful. Better moisten first. Through
neat wounds, concealing
with black gangrene; their
depths, burrowing into
the
Pick What
the legkindup. ofWhy,
it's like Aa Christmas
big, loose,
beneath the abscess in
red thigh.
stocking.
stocking?
muscles like a dammedand around the great firm
stocking.
Where's
that
fine,
strong
rod
of bone
back river, running around and between the
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now? In a dozen pieces. Pick them out with your
fingers;
dog'sleft:teeth,
and Yes.
jagged.
Now, feel.white
Any asmore
Yes, sharp
here. All?
No.
Here's another piece. Is this muscle dead? Pinch it.
Yes,
it's dead.
Cut itonce
out. soHowstrong,
can that
can those
muscles,
now heal?
so torn,Howso
^ devastated, so ruined, resume their proud tension?
' Pull, relax. Pull, relax. What fun it was! Now, that is
finished.
Now we are destroyed.
Now what Now
wilt that's
we do done.
with ourselves?
Next. What an infant! Seventeen. Shot through
the belly. Chloroform. Ready? Gas rushes out of
the opened peritonea! cavity. Odour of faeces. Pink
coils of distended intestine. Four perforations.
Close them. Purse string suture. Sponge out the
pelvis. Tube. Three tubes. Hard to close. Keep him
warm. How? Dip those bricks into hot water.
Gangrene is a cunning, creeping fellow. Is this
one alive? Yes, he lives. Technically speaking, he is
alive. Give him saline intravenously. Perhaps the
innumerable, tiny cells of his body will remember.
They may remember the hot, salty sea, their
ancestral home, their first food. With the memory of
a million years, they may remember other tides,
other oceans and life being born of the sea and
sun. It may make them raise their tired little heads,
drink deep and struggle back into life again. It may
do that.
And this one. Will he run along the road beside
his mule at another harvest, with cries of pleasure
and happiness? No, that one will never run again.
C How can you run with one leg? What will he do?
Why, he'll sit and watch other boys run. What will he
think? He'll think what you and I would think. What's
the
of pity?
would ofdiminish
his good
sacrifice.
He Don't
did thispityforhim!the Pity
defence
China.
Help
htm
in
your
arms.
Why,
he's
as
light
as
a
child!
Yes, your child, my child.
How beautiful the body is; how perfect its
parts; with what precision it moves; how obedient;
proud and strong. How terrible when torn. The little
flame of life sinks lower and lower, and, with a
flicker, goes out. It goes out like a candle goes out.
Quietly and gently. It makes its protest at extinction,
then submits. It has its say, then is silent.
Any more? Four Japanese prisoners. Bring
them in. In this community of pain, there are no
enemies. Cut away that blood-stained uniform.
Stop that haemorrhage. Lay them beside the
others. Why the're alike as brothers! Are these
soldiers professional man-killers? No, these are
amateurs-in-arms. Workerman's hands. These are
_ workers-in-uniform.
*
No more. Six o'clock in the morning. God, it's
cold in this room. Open the door. Over the distant,
dark-blue mountains, a pale, faint line of light
appears in the East. In an hour, the sun will be up.
To bed and sleep.
But, sleep will not come. What is the cause of
this cruelty, this stupidity? A million workmen come
from Japan to kilt or mutilate a million Chinese
workmen. Why should the Japanese worker attack
his brother worker, who is forced merely to defend
himself. Will the Japanese worker benefit by the
death of the Chinese? No, how can he gain? Then,
in God's name, who will gain? Who is responsible
workmen on this
for sending these Japanese
murderous mission? Who will profit from it? How
workman
was it possible to persuade the Japanese
to attack the Chinese workman — his brother in
poverty; his companion in misery?
Is it possible that a few rich men. a small class
of men, have persuaded a million poor menmento
attack, and attempt to destroy, another million
as poor as they? So that the rich may be richer still?
Terrible thought! How did they persuade these
the
poor men to come to China? By telling them had
have come if they
truth? No. they wouldDidnever
these
tell
to
dare
they
« known the truth.
raw
^workmen that the rich only wanted cheaper
materials, more markets, and more profit? No, they
told them that this brutal war was 'the Destiny of the

Race', it was for the 'Glory of the Emperor', it was
Tor the 'Honour of the State', it was for their 'King
and Country'.
False. False as hell!
The agents of a criminal war of aggression,
such as this,,must be looked for like the agents of
other crimes, such as murder, among those who
are likely to benefit from those crimes. Will the
eighty million workers of Japan, the poor farmers,
the unemployed industrial workers — will they
gain? In the entire history of Wars of Aggression,
from the Conquest of Mexico by Spain, the capture
of India by England, the rape of Ethiopia by Italy,
have
the workers
'victorious'
countries
ever been
known ofto those
benefit?
No, these
never
benefit by such wars.
Does the Japanese workman benefit by the
natural resources of even his own country, by the
gold, the silver, the iron, the coal, the oil? Long ago
he ceased to possess that natural wealth. It belongs
to the rich, the ruling class. The millions who work
those mines live in poverty. So, how is he likely to
benefit by the armed robbery of the gold, silver,
iron, coal and oil of China? Will not the rich owners
of the one retain for their own profit the wealth of
the other? Have they not always done so?
It would seem inescapable that the militarists
and the capitalists of Japan are the only class likely
to gain by this mass murder, this authorized
madness. That sanctified butcher; that ruling class,
the true state stands accused.
Are wars of aggression, wars for the conquest
of colonies, then just Big Business? Yes, it would
seem so. however much the perpetrators of such
national crimes seek to hide their true purpose
under the banners of high-sounding abstractions

orman

and ideals. They make war to capture markets by
murder; raw materials by rape. They find it cheaper
to steal than to exchange; easier to butcher than to
buy. This is the secret of all wars. Profit. Business.
Profit. Blood money.
Behind all stands that terrible, implacable God
of Business and Blood, whose name is Profit.
Money, like an insatiable Moloch, demands its
interest, its return, and will stop at nothing, not even
the murder of millions, to satisfy its greed. Behind
the army stand the militarists. Behind the militarists
stand finance capital and the capitalist. Brothers in
blood; companions in crime.
What do these enemies of the human race
look like? Do they wear on their foreheads a sign so
that they may be told, shunned and condemned as
criminals. No. On the contrary, they are the
respectable ones. They are honoured. They call
themselves, and are called, gentlemen. What a
travesty of the name! Gentlemen! They are the
pillars of the state, of the church, of society. They
support private and public charity out of the excess
of their wealth. They endow institutions. In their
private lives they are kind and considerate. They
obey the law, their law, the law of property. But
there is one sign by which these gentle gunmen can
be told. Threaten a reduction in the profit of their
money and the beast in them awakes with a snarl.
They become as ruthless as savages, brutal as
madmen, remorseless as executioners. Such men
as these must perish if the human race is to
continue. There can be no permanent peace in the
world while they live. Such an organization of
human society as permits them to exist must be
abolished.
These men make the wounds.

Bethune
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little good
do
may
whaling
on
Ban
When the whaling ban was announced,
By ANNE MARTELL
Ihe 4th Estate
Karlsen was quoted in the Halifax daily newA cemetery of whales:
ement came as athe
shock.government's anspapersnoausncsaying
in a snowy graveyard
He said he had agreed with a catch limit of
instead of crosses
53 Fin whales and 70 Sei whales and also that
their own bones stand.
there should be no quota on sperm whales.
Theyteeth
could't
"I advised the minister that these quotas
are betoo gnawed
soft. by teeth;
would
permit the company to continue an
Theypotscoutdn
't
be
used
tor
soup:
economic operation and that we were very
are too shallow.
anxious to have scientists carry out the
The straining wind bends them.
but they keep their position,
necessary research in order to enable them to set
rooted in ice,
annual quotas commensurate with the
arching like rainbows . . .
Althoughyield."
South Shore PC member of
Who playfully clicked a camera?
sustainable
parliament Lloyd
Crouse also criticized the total
Restrain your photophilia.
whaling ban on the grounds it was caused by
Let's leave the whales in peace,
"uninformed social pressure," scientists have in
it only after death.
—Yevtushenko
fact
studyingyears.
the whale population in this
area been
for several
In the 1600's, more than 4tt million whales
Will
Canada's
ban
be effective in its attempt
vastness.
the ocean's
roamed had
peacefully
to VhIn
to replenish the declining whale stocks? Unlike
been reduced
1930, the number
that
of
the
US
Food
and
Drug Administration
end of 1972, it had been reduced
By the350,000.
which banned whaling and the importation of
tomillion.
less than
whale products in 1970, the Canadian ban is not
What has been responsible for this
inclusive.
man — and his
decimation? What else butworld
Mullally said the subject of whale imports
riches.
her
of
insatiable urge to exploit the
and
blubber
of fisheries'
whales'
the
from
obtained
Oil.
not fallbutunderunderthethatdepartment
does
jurisdiction,
from spermaceti in their foreheads, lit the lamps
Trade and Commerce.
He didof the
not Department
know whetherof
of eighteenth century Europe, while the baleen
that deparment was considering such a ban for
plates — whale bones on either side of the
Canada.
whales' upper jaws — made possible the
Until Canada does ban the importation of
pinched waist of the nineteenth century.
whale products, it will continue to support the
Whale meat found an additional use in the
slaughter,
twentieth century, as its high protein content
Nor doesalbeittheindirectly.
ban extend to whaling on
provided mink and fox furs with the deep gloss
Canada's
West Coast. Although no whaling
the fur industry demands. Whale oil came to be
in women's
ingredient the
Canada'sof
used
carried onof ainscarcity
Pacific
area have
since been
1968 (because
operations
— asaswella basic
as lubricating
machinescosmetics
created
whales), Mullally admitted if the whales were to
by twentieth century technology.
make a comeback, operations would be
But, the whales, the great lords of the ocean
resumed.
and
possibly
man's
superior
in
intelligence
had
no use for technology in their evolution and
Hopefully, the ban will be more effective than
the International Whaling Commission, eswere, therefore,
terrible
onslaught.helpless in the face of man's
tablished in1946. has been. This body, comThat she blows!
posed of 17 whaling countries, was set up
ostensibly
to protect the threatened species and
WhereComecan on,we lads,
hide?let's get 'em!
tolittleregulate
the hunt
in fact, it has been
more
than
a front— but,
for whalers.
But you're broader than space!
two years. Add to this the fact Norway, Japan, operation established at Blandford by Karlsen, a
The
quotas
set
by
the
commission
on whale
The world doesn't hold enough water
and Russia are continuing to take 39,000 whales
have ben higher than the stocks could
tor you to dive under.
1940's. to find species
the latestudies
immigrant,
"We didn't
make anyin special
from the oceans annually and the chances turn Norwegian
stand;
the
regulations
forbidding
the
killing of
You Athink
God?
into an impossibility.
Blue Whales, Humpbacks, and all species of the
risky you're
bit of impudence.
about stated
the quantity
of whales
in N. knew
S. waters,"
Canadian waters have been the scene of out
Karlsen
in
1962.
"Our
ships
there
One harpoon, smack in the flank,
Whales came too late — at a time when
whaling for many years. The Basques used Cape were some from sighting them on trips around Right
rewards enormity.
they were threatened with biological extinction.
—Yevtushenko Breton and Newfoundland as bases for their the And
In other words, the whaling companies were
eastern
seacoast."
the
Nova
Scotia
government,
in
constant
operations throughout the sixteenth and
as long
as there feasible.
were sufAnd, so they died — by the millions. They seventheenth centuries, as did the British and readiness to welcome new industries — guaranteeed
ficient whalesprofits
to prove
economically
were confronted with a cannon which fires a French. The waters then fell to the flourishing regardless of their outcome — welcomed the
Nor
can
the
commission
always
enforce
its
harpoon attached to a line into their body. Once Nantucket industry of the eighteenth century.
possibilities of whaling with open arms.
regulations. Many so-called pirate ships, flying
WHALERS SCOURED THE COASTS
inside, a bomb explodes which spreads the
"Other nations are getting out of whaling," under flags of convenience, scour the oceans for
In the late 1700's, as a result of the American said
Nova tremendous
Scotia fisheries
official, in"butNovawe whales, ignoring both the regulations which set
harpoon's
the whalewithwilla revolution,
possibilities
not
escape.barbs
And,apart
they towereensureconfronted
a whaling community made a brief think oneit has
and those which protect certain species.
second harpoon which fills them with com- appearance at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, com- Scotia." Besides being a lucrative source for oil quotas
It is estimated that more than 2.000 whales are
posed ofAmerican whalers attempting to export for industrial
pres ed airto prevent them from sinking. Finally,
purposes,
the
provincial
governtaken
annually
in this manner.
ment saw in whales a potential market for pet,
they were confronted with the modern factory their catch into Britain under her colonial
Then, there is the case heard by Nova
ship which permits the whaler to process his preferential rates. But, because Britain's policy poultry, and mink feed, as well as in human Scotia's
courts last month. The Karlsen Comcatch on board, so as to cut down dependency discouraged colonial whaling (for it detracted consumption.
pany was charged on six counts of taking
Thus, in April 1962, the Karl Karlsen undersized
on shore stations, and thereby allows a greater from her own), the venture was short-lived and
whales during the first five weeks of
time at the hunt.
eventually
in co-operation with the provincial
1972 season. By the Whaling Convention
Wales. was transferred to the shores of Company,
government, began whaling operations on an the
Canada's
decision
to
ban
whaling
on
her
Act,
the
company
was liable to a fine of up to
East Coast because of declining whale stocks
basis. By 1964, the experiment had
Duringcoast
the 1800's,
the waters
off Canada'sof experimental
comes as a much needed respite to the seriously eastern
were scoured
by hundreds
proven itself profitable and the Blandford plant 510,000.
But,
the
courts,
judgement on the
threatened mammals and as a relief to the whalers from all over the world. The result was expanded to include whaling on a permanent first two cases, ruledin inpassing
favour of the company,
scientists, concerned citizens, and Farley the near extinction of the Blues, Rights, Fins, basis.
Mowats of this world.
At the same time, that greatest of Canadian finding that there
was (This
"no intent"
involved intothea
Sperm, and Humpbacks. But, the whalers were
catches.
is comparable
not easilyof the
discouraged
andin they
turned
tofresh
the opportunists, Joey Smallwood, was fostering the undersized
On
December
21,
1972,
Canada's
ruling that the driver who passed through a
waters
Antarctic
search
of
a
environment minister, Jack Davis, announced supply.
re-emergence of whaling in Newfoundland court
red
light
at
60
miles
per
hour
is not guilty
waters. Envisioning an island-wide mink ranch
the termination of East Coast whaling — an
the action was not intended.)
Whaling was revived temporarily in industry, Smallwood encouraged the killing ot because
action which spells closure for three Canadian
the act stipulates that to measure
whaling plants. One is at Blandford, Nova Scotia Canadian waters during the 1920's, but because potheads, small-toothed whales, for feed. By the Moreover,
catch, a tape, attached to a pole stuck into
and the remaining two are at Dildo and of a slow replenishment of stock, it collapsed 1965, more than 50,000 of the species had been
the
warf
at
the
whale's head, be stretched the
Wiliiamsport, Newfoundland. The former once more in 1930. The advent of the Second slaughtered.
of thehowever,
whale's body. Theof concrete,
wharf at
employs about 100 men while the latter each World War gave the whales a brief respite, as
The second stage of the Newfoundland length
Blandford,
halted his oceanic hunt to wage war on his operations opened with Smallwood offering precluding the possibilityis ofmade
employ 50 for the season, which runs from mid- man
driving
a
into
own kind. But, as Mowat points out in his generous subsidies to foreign whalers stationed it. It did not matter that the whales werepole
May to the end of November.
at least
In a telephone interview, John Mullally, "Whale for the Killing", the war also took its in his province. Eager acceptance of the offer five
feet
under
the
legal
size.
What
mattered
in
assistant to the minister, said compensation share of whales — for many thousands un- resulted in the re-opening of the Wiliiamsport the courts was the missing pole.
would be forthcoming to both employers and
by the Japanese and the enlargement of
doubtedly perished by anti-submarine torpedoes factory
Unless
naturefour undergoes
a drastic
the Dildo Plant by a combination of Japanese change
employees, and alternate employment would be through cases of mistaken identity.
duringman's
the next
years, the remaining
provided if possible. But, no plans are available
The Norwegians re-established commercial and Norwegian interests.
species of the great whales will be virtually
at the present time.
whaling off the East Coast in 1945 and operated — The number of whales taken by these three eight
But, business is business and profit is
from bases in Wiliiamsport and Hawkes Harbour,
the can
1964-71
colossal.
The extinct.
profit — and as long as whaling continues to
of theMullally
ban. was non-commital about the length Newfoundland until the collapse of the whale plants
Blandfordoverplant
boast span
1,458isFins,
654 Seis,
prove economically viable, the hunt will
stock six years later.
Sperm, and a number of Minkes and continue.
will inbethelonger
Nor were the remaining whales to be left in 64
years"Of. . course,
. probablyit more
vicinitythan
of 10fiveor
Humpbacks — while the two Newfoundland Theywithout
lived, these
offensewhales,
to people,
peace.
For
once
the
Norwegians
departed,
the
plants
racked
up
a
total
of
2,114
Fins
along
with
15 orHe 20."
in infantile simplicity,
spoke in terms of the whales reaching whales around the U.S. Navy base at Argentia several hundred Sels, Sperm, and Minkes.
sustainable yields, at which time the ban might became targets for the Navy's anti-submarine
The significance of these figures becomes
in theirballownot fountains,
be lifted and whaling resumed.
training program. The number of whales which apparent when they are compared with the whitereveling
the crimson
the sun
But, the chances that the whale population lost their lives "in the name of democracy" is numbers of Fins remaining in the world's oceans. danced in a torrent ot rays . —Yevtushenko
..
will reach healthy levels in one or two decades beyond conjecture.
Scientists say only 3,000 Fins are left in the
North
Atlantic,
and
of
this
number
the
1972
"TREMENDOUS
POSSIBILITIES"
' are
slightperiod
indeedof —a whale
considering
the and
average
gestation
is one year,
that
return to Nova Scotian waters in quota of 360 must be subtracted. In terms of an
once born, the baby whale nurses for an 1960Thewaswhales'
noted eagerly by the Karl Karlsen ocean-wide population, the Fins are estimated to
Anne
Martell
a staff memberof Halifax'
less than 60,000.
additional six months, and in some species up to Company, a sealing, scalloping, and tishing number
Econology
Actionis Centre.
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Citizens cite "criminal element"

City orders
Annex
housing
crackdown
By DOUG HAMILTON
mit e also requested a review and a report on on buildings operated by absentee landlords. evict them.
"The community should get together and
There has been "nothing but failure," she
The City of Toronto Buildings and how huilding and zoning standards could be claimed.
try to find a solution to this problem," he
updated "to give more rigid and immediate
Developments Committee forwarded a mo- effect
Gibson
complained
to
the
committee
that
emphasized. "1 don't think eviction is the
toward will
enforcement
tion to City Council Monday night ordering a
be conductedof regulations."
in conjunction "dreadful
things" and
were happening
in Madisona
crackdown on absentee landlords in the withThe !hereview
Avenue houses
cited as evidence
A city official intervened and said stricter
zoning
and
planning
committee
of
Arjnex area.
the Annex Ratepayers Association and is also murder, and a major drug raid carried out by enforcement of housing regulations would not
the pi>l ice. both oT which occurred last year. necessarily rid the area of drug users.
to
be
completed
for
March
30.
Prompted
by
citizens'
requests
for
stricter
enforcement of zoning bylaws governing
He said the lifestyles of people who rent
The committee's
swift theactiondouble
was suicide
provokedof She said some houses on Madison are "a solution."
rooming houses, the eommittee approved a
outrage over
shameful disgrace to the city."
Annex houses "are their own business".
motion by Ward 5 alderman Ying Hope bytwocitizen
Madison
Avenue
suspects
wanted
in
move by Ward 7 alderman John Sewell
"There
is
no
one
running
them,
no
one
in
which would require the Commissioner of concclion with the murder of a Metro charge of these places . . . These kids just pay to A have
housing inspectors responsible to
Buildings to enforce the zoning bylaw which policeman who was gunned down on Amelia the money and they don't know who they pay citizens was shot down by city budget chief
stipulates that the owner or lessee must be a Street lust Thursday.
;tnd Ward 4'ulderman Art Egglcton,
resident of any rooming houses which he
Nadinc Nowlan, who co-authored The Bad
He asserted that city inspectors should not
"Evidently there is a criminal element Trip,
owns, and that he be responsible for all living
charged that developers are using drug have "more than one master" (other than
in
the
Annex",
Huron
Street
resident
users to blockbust Annex houses.
Samuel Levinc told the committee.
City
Hall oriiciulsl.
"illegalities
and
irregularities"
committed.
on
the premises.
developers buy houses and
However. Ward 5 alderman Colin Vughan
He asserted that the invasion of "drug thenSherentclaimed
The Annex is the area north of the addicts
called
for task force comprised of citizens,
who run
speed freaks" into the area was themit 10."
down them
and tothus"speed
providefreaks"
the developers
St.George campus, between Avenue Road causing and
aldermen.
Hall officials, and the police
deep
concern"
for
the
homeowners
of
to
study
theCityproblem.
the
district.
witli
good
excuse
to
wreck
them.
and Bathurst. extending from Bloor Street to
Nowlan
stated
that
a
developer
involved
in
Duponl.
He asked for tougher enforcement of drug
"I would like to see a much more
holding companies had moved onto her
Hope's -motion
the Housingof laws by the police and stricter enforcement of seven
comprehensive motion (than Hope's) brought
Inspection
Branch ofordered
the Department
housing standards by the city in order to street. Admiral Road.
councilmotion
in thisputregard."
A second
forth by Hope to set
Buildings to enforce housing standards par- "clean up known drug houses."
She urged "City Hall to lake a close look at herorc
ticularly on Madison Avenue, Huron Street,
Betty Gibson, a Madison Avenue the way he operates."
up
a
"Special
Joint
Citizens
Committee"
and Spadina Road.
of rooming
housesto
homeowner, said Annex residents had
Rochdale resident Bob Allan told the examine the conditions
the
city
was
referred
to
the
Urban
The commissioner was ordered to report on received "no cooperation" from the Housing committee that Rochdale had a problem with throughout
his investigations by March 30. The com- Inspection Branch when they filed complaints speed addicts and the college was forced to Renewal Committee.
Photos used as evidence
Police
confirm
McLaughlin
was
at occupation
hv displaying a photograph
up of the Simcoe Hall occupation I f McLaughlin is convicted, he could prosecution, university chief security arrested
By ELAINE FARRAGHER
hini standing beside the arresting
officer Ciordon Huff described at ofofficer
last March. The occupation was in face a jail sentence or a fine.
"Have you ever tried to remove support
outside the building.
open stacks in the new
your own appendix on a kitchen Robarls ofLibrary.
In greeting McLaughlin this way, length the events around the occupaHowever, when McLaughlin also
tion leading up to the arrests, and
Cloney was commenting on
Two others, Randi Reynolds and
table'.'"
With this remark. Judge Cloney
tried to submit photographs of other
during Hall.
the up.police
defen- the activity
vasion of Simcoe
He couldin- arrests
welcomed to his courtroom Tom Mark Goldhl.nr were found guilty of McLaughlin's
to illustrate that undue force
ding himselfandinsistence
not hiring ona lawyer.
hud
been used hv the police. Cloney
not
remember
seeing
McLaughlin
at
similar
charges
in
December,
but
McLaughlin who is being tried for
The injudge
volunteered
to
"aid
12
the
day
the
obstructing police during the break- went free with "absolute discharges" him"
ruled thai they were irrelevant since
following court rules and
the proper procedure for questioning
ofT
However when McLaughlin
tempted
to
describe
the
arrests
id convictions of other people.
Huffs superior,
W
and
had been given
Reler Rosenthal sit beside him and
:events
concerning
discuss
the
proceedings
with
him,
en
U of T
IMPORT CAR SERVICES
hul finally agreed with repeated il he brought up. and should president Jack Sword acting
that
thetopeo-be
"regrets" that Rosenthal who is a
ple
in
the
building
were
Detective Brown of the Metro
M.G.VOLVO TOYOTA
U of T math professor, "was not
: deputy
DATStIN SPECIALISTS
itification Bureau cona professor
McLaughlin had been
The firstof law".witness for the
5% DISCOUNT
FOR STUDENTS
WITH A DATSUN
chief J.C Irwin
not
went that
by after
H it IT cave his
83 Richmond St. W.
the Senate
doors. the
364-9077
g before
towards
10 stated that although
Jan. 17 - Rl. Rav. Lewis Bimsworthy on "Jssus Chrisi"
in the Senate Chambers
Jan. 24 - Mr. Losile Tirr on "Holr Spirit"
a
Jan. 31 - Rbv. Wirren Ellng on "Worship"
leave and blockaded the
christian
in the reception room
the hall "left quietly of their
Wednesday • 8 pm
life
AUDITIONS
Lome Ainis of the
explained
a series of talks on the basics of the Christian faith designed to act as a
STUDIO THEATRE,
e force
Chamber
door theby
springboard for personal refreshment and renewal.
le
the
police
tried to
GLENMORRIS ST.
r open, the panel
40n. ofWestmorland
Avenue
BJoew - & of Duffertn
st. mrfs
Ross C Gig fiton. Rector
THE INTRUDER
SALOME
DON
THE

PERLIMPLIN

AMERICAN

ENCHANTED

MONDAY,

DREAM
NIGHT

JANUARY

3p.m. - 6 p.m.
THURSDAY. JANUARY

15

The Joseph and Gertie Schwartz Memorial Lectures
SHLOMO AVINERI
Chairman, Department of Political Science
Director, Levi Eshkol Institute
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Jewish Emancipation and Socialism:
Hess, Marx and Lassalle
Thursday, January 18, 1973 at 4:30 p.m

18

1 p.m. -3 p.m.

Room 2158
Medical Sciences Building
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Occupation

trial

continues

as witness
to call Sword
McLaughlin
.ludge
Charles
Drukarsh. Drukarsh manner of giving it, or the evidence
By EDWARD PODGORSKI
students
lo the ground and that
and Mark
Chamberon police
said.
"I
am
not
impressed with his
Aims.'s hegan
constableGoldblall
A policeman who noted Bill assault
Kill
shouting, "Kick him.
Detective William Reams
(iellv's presence
the occupation
Hold him hostage." Other
brSimcoe
Hall lastinspring
yesterday testified that it was U of T police him.
shouting "Don't hurl
were said.
studentsKearns
could not identify Getty in the deputy chief J. C. Irwin who had him."
courtroom.
"told the police to break down the
called its last
on ay.
SPEED READING
The prosecuti
On lhe second day of the trial of
yesterd
Today,
y oT T chief security officer witness
Tom McLaughlin, charged with obhis
in, who is acting as
McLaughl
Huff "staled that the own
structing police duringpolicethe constable
break-up (iordon
doors." were
defence in his provincial court
tfC the occupation,
students
trespassing and should
be
removed
from
the
Senate
lo call
trial, plansJack
Saiamcdis quoted from his notes
of the
one acting
Swordlast asyear's
president
taken shortly lifter which listed Bill Chamber."
Kearns
said.
According
defence
witnesses.
in Kcirns. Detective Lyiner has
(Kelly; Inter charged with assaulting warned
Sword gave the order to Huff lo
the students that they
police, as among those present.
However, when asked to Identify "would he given (he opportunity to call police in.
gave."
In the trial lasl monlh of Mark
Getty in ihe courtroom by Judge leave on their own accord and no (ioldhlan
and
Randi
Reynolds,
bolh
C'lnncy.
could not.
be laid."
kearnswould
testified
thai on entering charged with assaulting police.
Other Saiamcdis
crown witnesses
described charges
ihe police entry into the Senate the Senate Chamber he was pushed Sword's testimony was rejected by
City

has

two

weeks

to make

Fees
c
thi
decision on Quebec-Go m :nci.illv liable tf it repealed its
$
Toronto City Council has two Grecnwin development, but instructed <,itv ::::licitor William permission.
weeks to decide whether or, nol it
The
OM0
35.00
February
?
as
the
wanU to permit a massive develop- Callow to report back by February 1 new di r hearings should the city
ment itisi north of High Park.
on council's decision on ihe bylaw. decide lo proceed.
Six classes to choose from: Monday, Tuesday or
Hie Ontario Municipal Board Two weeks ago the city voted to the development, on Quebec and
Wednesday, at 4 or 7 p.m.
Monday acceded to a city request to request a delay in the hearings while Gothic
near ihe High Park
Us solicitors were lo discover subway Avenues,
delay hearings to approve the re- whether
station,
was
opposed
by
or
nol
Ihe
citv
could
be
Register tomorrow. Friday or
quired re/oning on the Cadillac1 .500 residents of the
Monday.
18. 19.Lobby.
or 11.
neighbourhood. They objected to
at SidneyJan.Smith
old houses heing destroyed for more
huge apartments in area shere there
is already extensive apartment
Sponsored by Students' Administrative Council.
wship won't be cut
Fello
Ontario Graduate Fellowship Program will be continued next year development.
The
and
million dollars. Minister of Colleges
funding level hasor three
at its present Jack
McNte announced. This at leasl temporarily slows a
I inlversilies
trend in recent years in which the funds have been cut back by 52,000,000.
Sunglasses
are intended Tor Canadian citizens who are residents of
fellowships
The and
that get
will he awarded lo holh prospective and continuing graduate
Ontario
darker
per cent ol" new applications at each university may be
lo 10 immigrants.
students. loUp landed
awarded
ago. ihe province funded ihe fellowships with five million
years
Two
as
the sun
dollars. However, in a series of financial austerity moves, it decreased the
UHal sum to S.1.5 million lasl year and three million dollars ihts year.
gets brighten
McNie also staled lhal the new graduate scholarship program
recommended by ihe provincial Committee on University Affairs has nol
vel been considered by the government.
PHOTOSUN

unclassified
TYPING—
Need any typing done? Call
Vickie
Phone! Potler.
698-37159 Crescent Place, Apt. 1115
STUDENT WANTED lor baby silling and
light
Clair. housework
482-6506 allernoons. Subway St.
LOST—
one plaidbetween
scar! and
oneandblack
glove
somewhere
Trinity
Sid
Smith
about
Jan
10.
Call
Bob
928-3282
Room 132.

EUROPE
SUMMER
LONDON Irom
S79 one '73way TORONTO
or S1S5 returnto
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC. 44 St. your
GeorgeStudent
St., Toronto
962-8404
Council. 5.416BOOK
EARLY AND- or SAVE
TRAVELLING
IN
EUROPE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student
railpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable
charternowflights,
etc. all available
from; camping
AOSC, 44toursSt.
George
SI..
Toronlo
5.
416
962-8404.
Travel co-op owned by your (The
stuopera
SINGER trom8 experienced
teacher Studentdent Council)
with diplomas
Vienna & Budapest
FOUND at Trinity College, brown medium
gives
singing phone
lessons.no,Bus.lor Phone
928- sized part collie dog with black-tipped
3797 Leave
Mrs. Hajdu
ears, Thursday morning. If not claimed by
or 922-4577 evenings.
this Thursday. Ihe Humane Society will put
VICTORIA COLLEGE PRODUCTIONS Ihe dog to sleep. Contact James
McDonald. 928-2534.
presenls
an
original
Musical
Drama
by
Scolt
Last Resort.
REWARD!!! Tues. January 9th 9:10
availableWillows—
at VusacThe Office
or at theTickets
door LOST
a.m. at University
Storegenellcs
Brown
S1-25.
January
18,19.20.
New
Vic
Theatre
Leather
attache caseTextbook
containing:
8:30 p.m.
book,
chemistry,
physiology.
Botany
notebooks.
Call:
Sid
761-3526
FAST AND EFFICIENT Dictaphone typist
required
Part-timeIBM 10Eleclrlc
Hours PRIVATE TUTORING Physics, mathemaa week forJ-2
days orweeks.
evenings.
tics, for 1st year llnd year students S.B.
provided,
il
need
be.
Phone
920-1988
Joshi (M.Sc.) 35. Howland Ave, 925-0203.
Mondays to Thursdays only
QUEBEC
WINTER CARNIVAL, March 24.
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses, Round trip
transportation
com odation. S31.0 . AOSC.and44 ac-St,
essay,
French,
Latin—
experienced
typists
— electric typewriters, 713 Spadlna Avenue George St. 962-8404.
(south ol Bloor) 922-7624
ROOMS- 585/mo.
AVAILABLE
to campus.
TWO YOUNG FAMILIES desire 3rd to S80
for room- close
and board,
call:
discuss
co-op
living
arrangement.
Prefer
Campus
Co-Op.
964-1962.
922-5496.
parents
university
experienced
and
small
ESSAY
SERVICES
Oo
you
have
children, We envision home with some essays? Do you need essays? Phoneold
lamily
privacy,problems
some shared
ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150,
Desire sharing
and joysfacilities.
ol child WHY
FREEZE? Used fur coats Irom S10.00
rearing,
urban
living,
tile
in
discussion and creative arts.general.
No treeEnjoy
sex. Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.
(Between
Excellent
Call 531-8897
selection olQueen
lun furs,& Dundas)
Irade ins accepted.
ACAPULCO
FOR
$199.00
(8
days)
We
buy
used
furs
363-6077.
Mon-Sat
9-6
Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Study Thur-Frl mi 8 pm.
Weeks)sport,
tromaccommodation
Toronto, (doubles),
includes Jetparlies,
tranBEN'S
MENS
HAIRSTYLING
(Specialising
discos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St., in long hair) In Ihe Clarke Institute of
Toronto 5. 416-962-84^4 or your Student Psychiatry,
Ext. 560 Hair250cutCollege
S2.25. St Tel. 924-6811
Council

WANTED

by Arts & Science
PAID

Student

Union:

PERSONNEL

Applications are now being received by the Arts and Science
Students' Union for paid full-time and part-time position. The
position entails research and organizational work in the following
areas: course unions, faculty council and colleges. Salaries will be
reasonable and concomitant with the responsibilities assumed.
No experience in this kind of work is necessary, though some
familiarity with the ASSU and the faculty in general would be
desirable. The term of employment begins February 1 and ends
April 30, 1973. Application in writing should indicate convenient
times for an interview. Applications can be mailed to:
ASSU
c/o Mike Scott
Rm 2097
Sidney Smith Hall
University of Toronto
100 St. George St.
Toronto 5, Ontario
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Prof cites "disgusting scenes'

Porno
complaint
brings
cops
Police were called onto Erindale things growing out of peculiar not obscene" legally.
campus Monday after a classics
Lapierre's
are hung ofin the
the
roomworks
and corridors
professor complained that an art "UN not the nudity that I think is common
exhibition at the college was obscene, " he staled. It is college.
obscene.
places'*. scenes".
The professor called police after
However, the police could find "disgusting
Mississuuga police detective Erindale principal Tuzo Wilson and
nothing obscene in the exhibition of Lawson yesterday confirmed that the
complaint.deans would not act on
work by Tom Lapierre.
police officers investigating the com- his college's
Detective Lawson said that the
plaint found the art was not obscene,
Professor Tom Elliott explained
yesterday that he objected to pic- in fact, "no worse than Playboy or principal's permission Tor police to
come on campus was not needed
portraying "carved
animalsin Penthouse."
Elliott says the police told him "We'll act on any type
and tures
dummies,
(and) upnudes
peculiar positions with peculiar "they thought it was garbage, but that we have jurisdictionof complaint
over," he

to Erindale
would unilaterally call police before
Erindale dean Peter Robinson seeing if there was some other way
Of solving which
the problem.
The college
called the whole
thing incident "un- council,
fortunate" yesterday.
could have
taken
He snid he told Elliott before he action, was meeting that afternoon.
Elliott says he does not intend to
made the complaint that "I thought
persue the matter further; only if his
he Lapierre's
was being rather
silly."
"workmanship
was "colleagues" or the students voice
objections
will the exhibition be
superh. although the subject was ended,
he thought.
somewhat bizarre," Robinson
"We'll just have to suffer for the
thought. .
He foundof itthe"unfortunate
that any
member
college community
nextThefewexhibition
weeks." ends February 10.

Montreal
U brings
MONTREAL (CUPl) — us continuing campaign against student militance.
L'universite
de Montreal gets17, itsin Some
.IS students and campus
day
in court beginningjanuary

campus
workers
revelation about the hiring o(
by U de M maintenanceto The court
workers are charged with "mischief strike
workers in October 1971.
goons was provided by Les Metallos
toalleged
privateincidents
property",
arising
from
during the bitter The trouble began when the (United Sleelworkers of American)
university hired professional district director Jean Gcrin-Lajoie,
strikebreakers at S96 a day. The who is also a member oflhe U de M
action hardened attitudes in what to administration.
that point had been a peaceful
Quebec
university curbs boycott, strike.
Students formed a strike- On Fchruary 19, another group of
support committee to urge people U de M students go to trial charged
not to cross the picket lines and to with
"mischief offence
levelledthebysame
the university.
assist the strikers.
sets late registration date
While
performing
night
patrol
MONTREAL (CUPI) — About 4000 students who Ontario where students are being urged to boycott
Ahoul 20 students are accused of
boycotted the December registration at FUniversite de second term fees, the refusal by The University of duly, the strikers who are on trial occupying
the International Centre
were attacked
thugs.by 50 helmeted, club- ofMay.Comparative
Criminology last
Quebec a Montreal (UQAM) must show up for a late Western Ontario and York University to release stu- wielding
registration before January 19.
dent aid money before fee payment led to brief The U de M faculty association
The boycott had been organized to protest what was occupations of university offices last week before the thugs.
The centre is notorious for giving
opposed the university's use of these aid and advice lo police and military
considered the administration's use of economic administrations gave in.)
blackmail. The university had declared November 7
The UQAM students also wanted students to be able About 900 maintenance workers, forces in fascist and quasi-fascist
that students must pay all debts to the university by to discharge their debts according to acceptable members of le Syndicat canadien de regimes in the third world, such as
February 15 or face cancellation of registration, schedules, which could extend up to three years after la function publique THE Brazil, Iran and the Ivory Coast. Its
removal of records from university files, and possible their entry onto the job market.
CANADIAN UNION OF main source or funds are the Ford
cancellation of government bursaries.
the Canadian
On January 8, The Students' Provisional PUBLIC EMPLOYEES) stayed on I-mindatiunnationalanddevelopment
agency. InterThe students wanted the university to consider them Organization Committee (COPE) formed picket lines strike for ahout six weeks before
legally registered after paying only the $7.50 registra- and distributed information at registration asking reaching a settlement with the un- The occupation took place on the
tion fee, and they demanded all loans or bursaries students to pay only the S7.50 registration fee, and to
a criminologv symposium at
Monlof Stc-Adele.
most of iversity.
that Classes
lime.were shut down for eve
without the condition of immediate fee payment. (In refuse to pay a SIO fine.

FREE

JEWISH
SPRING.

1
COURSE OFFERINGS
1. Holocaust
LITERATURE
OF
— using
selectionsol Terezin,
from A
Reader, OutTHEol HOLOCAUST
the Whirlwind and
the Artists
Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 24.
— RA8BI MARCOVITZ
2. MAIMONIOES — a reading ol the section, "Hllchot Yesodet
Hatorah". the ground rules ol the Jewish faith — In original and
translated text. The "Thirteen Principles" will be Included. Thursdays,
8:00 p.m., starting January 18.
— RABBI DREBIN
3. 'MITZVAH' IN CONCEPT AND CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE
—problems
philosophy
of
the
ethical
Imperative
illustrated
selected
confronting Jewish Law (euthanasia, pof, civilthrough
disobedience).
Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January IB.
— ZEVHERSHTAL
4. JEWISH PERSPECTIVES ON CHRISTIANITY - the history ol
the rise of that religion and the theological basis, lo it from Jewish
sources. Wednesdays, 9:00 p.m., starting January
17. KAPUSTIN
— SAMUEL
5. students
ARAB-JEWISH
DIALOGUE
an
opportunity
(or
Arab
and Jewishor
to discuss mutual concerns without theatrics, posturing
unreason. Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January
— DAVID 18.SADOWSKI
6. GREAT MODERN JEWISH THINKERS— the critical contribution
ot Achad ha-Am, Simon Dubnow, Franz Rosenzweig. Rav Kuk.
Wednesdays, 6:00 - 8:30 p.m., starting January 17, (supper with
Instructor available) — RABBI WITTY
7. CHASSIDIC STORIES OF RAV NACHMAN - the mystical and
emotional writings
of the Bartzlaver
ol Buber's
and Ftears
anthologies.
Wednesdays,
8:00 p.m.. Rebbe.
starting— UseCHARLES
January
17.SHIDLOWSKY
8. CONVERSATIONAL YIDDISH - continuing Irom tall semester.
Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 17. — MR. MITZMACHER

.x*&

UNIVERSITY
1973

?oi-ra ft)

9. seen
THE SHTETL—
Jewish Thursdays,
life in the OlasporatEuropean)
1850-1939.
thru its literalure.
4:15 p.m., Room 118.
Foundersas
College, York University, starting January 76. — PROF. BATES
10. reference
JOB ANDlo theTHEmodernPROBLEM
EVIL - andstudysecondary
of the text
with
world. UseOFof primary
sources.
Wednesdays. 8.00 p.m., starting January 17. — BEN MAYER
11. EMOTIONAL AWARENESS AND BIBLICAL NARRATIVE —
use of games and group dynamic techniques lo gel a closer leeling for
events In the Torah. Thursdays, 8:00 p.m., — SEYMOUR EPSTEIN
12. MODERN PHILOSOPHIES IN JUDAISM - the thinking of Buber,
Rosenzweig, Rav Kuk Kohler, Kaplan. Required text: Contemporary
Jewish Thought: A Reader (ppbk). Fridays. 1:00 p.m., Rm. 136. Winters,
York University, starting January 19. — RABBI TANENZAPF
13. THE JEWISH WOMAN — a discussion/study group of women.
Group will decide format at first meeting. Continuing Irom fall semester.
Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting January 17.
—
14. Torah
THE (Binding
MIDRASHof Isaac,
AND Exodus,
THE BIBLE
Sinai, etc.}- selected
through Iheportions
eyes ofof thethe
great Commentators and Ihe Midrash. Thursdays, 8:00 p.m.. starting
January 18.
— RABBI BERGLAS
15. THE JEWISH LIFE CYCLE — customs, ceremonies, laws and
philosophies of birth, circumcision, pldyon ha-ben, marriage, and
death. Wednesdays, 8:00 p.m., starting January 17. — RABBI KELMAN
16.contemporary
MIDDLE EAST
of presentations
issues inSEMINAR
Israel and -the series
Aab world.
Presenters fromon
S.Z.O., I.S.O. and others Mondays, 3:00 p.m., Ross Humanities Bldg.,
Rm. S-307. starling January 15.
— ALAN MORGER
17. Molown
CHAVURAT
— Ihe Jewish
in rock.Thursdays,
Folk and
sounds. ZEMER
Possible creation
of new themes
Jewish music.
8:00 p.m., starting January 18.
— RICK KARDONNE

please note that the courses begin with the
YOU CAN REGISTER AT THE F.J.U. TABLE ON
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES:
WEEK OF JAN. 15. COURSES WHICH DO NOT
CAMPUS OR, FAILING THAT, YOU CAN CALL
TAKE A LOOK THROUGH THESE COURSE
HAVE SUFFICIENT REGISTRATION WILL NOT
IN THIS INFO. TO THE F.J.U. OFFICE AT 923LISTINGS AND JOT DOWN THE TITLE(S)
TAKE PLACE.
9861.
YOU'D
LIKE
TO
TAKE.
L„„„„„.
* Free Jewish University
I
J
186 St. George Street
TORONTO 5, Ontario
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Urge Nixon to moke

peace

Evans,
CP
chief, sign Vietnam
petition
Other U or T notables
U of T President John Evans' ministration
terms" and toto urge
thetheNixon
ad-, now Ward 6 school trustee Dan the message. Elizabeth Eayrs, Dan
sign
October
name on the same petition as ComHeap,
Ying
Hope,
Anne
Johnston,
Leckic.
Presidenl
Eric
Miglin's
were
Trinity
povost
amoing
the George
"greats"
name was not on the list.
Bill Kilbourn, Michael Darcy hobnobbing
munist Party leader William peace agreement.
Former U of T President Claude
However, the SAC executive Gotdrick and Colin Vaughan all Ignat ieff. political economy
Rush I an '.'
professors
James
Eayrs,
Donald
Bissell
was
also
among
the
defeated mayoralty canyesterday endorsed
an- agreed with
Yes. it appeared publicly in a New
ti-Vietnam war demojisttheration
didate Nelson Clarke that the Oc- Smiley and C.B. MacPherson, and
signaturs.
along arts
with andvice-presiYear's
Day
ad
placed
in
the
Globe
dent
.lack
Sword,
science
history
professor
Kenneth
planned
for
this
Saturday.
tober proposals to end the war McNaught.
and Mail urging Prime Minister dean Bod Greene, social work dean
U of T economics prof and should be implemented.
Trudeau to protest the renewed U.S. Albert Rose, sociology chairman Waffler
Mel
Walkins
also
appeared
bombing of Vietnam.
and several on the list with two political
The tjames of several other Irving Zeillin,
enemies, NDP leader Stephen Lewis
from that department.
prominent II of T administrators professors
Several
SAC
notables,
present and United Auto Workers director Day care needs volunteers
were there too, along with many and past, were also on the list:
Do you have a morning, an afternoon or two or three hours a week?
last Dennis McDermott, who helped exnot-so-natural allies like Kashtan.
Cooperative Community Day Care needs volunteers to help to
pel the waffle from the Ontario Campus
year's
president
Bob
Spencer
and
spend
some lime with their little people.
NDP.
The petition called on Trudeau vice-president Phil Dack, this
Seven
Toronto
aldermen,
all
part
Phone
for information — 925-7495 at 12 Sussex for children under two,
to convey Canada's opposition to the year's vice-president Ross Flowers
bombing "in the strongest possible and former SAC commissioner and of the "reform" group, also signed l)24-7075 at Devonshire Place for children over two.

Throw

a

A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
can enjoy anywhere, anytime. All you need for a
"Kegger" is an Oktoberfest Tap'n Keg with
Mini-Keg refills, and you're on your way to good

Keggep.

times. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
draw
another
Real Draft
Beer.16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, cool

Oktoberfest

&
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Argentina
is a police stofe, soys
activist
By BOB BETTSON
detained four days in the United Political Prisoners, a non-partisan are over 1200 political prisoners in explain that the second killing was
■'Argentina is governed under a Stales where he was threatened with group.
Argentina. "These people are being at an isolated naval base. Why
Hec;ime lo this country to expose held in special prisons under in- would they try to escape if there was
by immigration
stale oT seige," said Argentinian deportation
officials.
human conditions. Brutal torture is
the
oppression
perpetrated
by
the
political activist Daniel Zadunaisky
one nearby also
to helpstated
them?"
that the
in an interview with the Varsity last Zadunaisky was brought to military junta which has ruled being used including electric no Zadunaisky
Canada
bv
the
Canadian
Committee
week.
Argentina since president Juan
press was heavily censored. He cited
He arrived in Canada after being for Justice to Latin American Peron's exile in the early 1950's.
"Many have been murdered by the ease of" an editor who was jailed
"We are conducting an ihe government." In one instance Tor criticising the government and
international campaign to free these Zadunaisky
said that escapees were only released after continual
CHINA NIGHT 1973
murdered by guards after being cap- pressure of public opinion.
political prisoners. There is no legal needles."
tured.
The
official
story was that
When asked about the terrorism
defense
in
Argentina.
We
must
bring
AN EVENING OF CHINESE
they had tried another escape.
used by guerillas, he charged that it
outside influence," he added.
was
compared to the
Zadunaisky
charged
that
there
"The official explanation doesn't numberinsignificant
CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT
of kidnappings carried out
by "In
the government.
TIME:
Saturday
one case a worker was
BADMINTON
murdered by police and when they
January 20, 1973.
(the
police)
admitted it no action
8.00 p.m.
was taken. They are still free. The
PLACE:
Ryerson Theater,
worker
was tortured
Tryouts
for the Men's
BadmintonJanuary
Team will
in theto
On the
subject loof death."
upcoming
Benson Building,
320 Intercollegiate
Huron St. on SUNDAY,
21st befromheld1:00
50 Gould St.
Argentinian
elections. Zadunaisky
5:00
p.m.
Please
come
into
the
Intercollegiate
Office,
Room
101,
Hart
House to sign up.
said hetions had
illusions.anything.
"The elecADMISSION:
$2.00 each
wil notnochange
The
Tickets available at door
military will remain in power by its
three
commanders
retaining
their
oratl.S.C, 33 St. George St.
CHINESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
He denied he was sponsored by
GRADUATE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
cabinet posts."
STUDENTS
any partisan
political
group. "Ibutam I
active
politically
in Argentina
can't talk about my activities or I
SPORTS SCHEDULES - JAN. 22 to 27
"I came here lo try and gel
HOCKEY
might get deported."
HOCKEY
solidarity
from Canadians, not to
Mon. Jan. 22 12.30 PHE.A
New I Ortved, Branciere
1.30
Law
I
U.C.I Ortved, Branciere
7.30 Med. A
he
maintained.
take
pari
in
any factional struggles."
Trln.
A
Desroches,
Barnhouse
All graduate students are invited to play hockey at Varsity Arena
Vic. II
8.30 Innis
Dev. EdHse Kolanko,
Desroches.Goverde
Barnhouse
Zadunaisky
said
since more
1969
Fac.
every
Friday,
11
a.m.
12
noon,
brought
to
you
by
the
Graduate
9.30 For. BI
Ihe
situation
has that
become
Med. D Kolanko, Goverde
10.30
Students'
Union.
critical
Argentina. "There
have
Tues. Jan. 23 1.30 St. M. B
PHE. B Bielecki, Johnston
been country
massin worker-student
uprisings.
7.30
II
Music
Ruhnke
The
has been paralyzed
by
Knox Parrack,
8.30 Scar.
Parrack,
Runhke
Law II
strikes. The cost of living is up 75
Med. C Toole. Francis
Indust.
IN
9.30
- 10.30 Denl. B
per cent with wages only increasing
St.M. C Toole, Francis
II Civil
Wed. Jan. 24 8.00 Jr.am Eng
Campus
Co-opGoverde,
Francis
12.30
For.
A
Hamm.Gal
He claimed that ihe economy is in
Trin.C Hamm, Gal
1.30 Trln. B
.10 pertrouble
cent." and the situation rapidCHARISMA
deep
PHE.A
4.30 Sr.
U.C.I Brown, Lipsett
Eng
ly deteriorating.
Brown, Lipsett
5.30
Scar.
I
Trin. A Hamm, Ortved
3counterfeit
genuine Christian
Thur. Jan. 25 12.30 St. M. A
spiritual alternative
experience
4.30 Sr.
U.C.IIEng
Pharm.A
Herridge,
MacFarlane
7.30
Med.
A
Toole,
Parrack
ESSAY
8.30
E
II Chem Toole, Parrack
9.30 Med.
a lecture andwith
Med. F
SERVICES
Wye
Anderson, MacFarlane
discussion
10.30 For. D
Caven
HseAnderson,
MacFarlane
Fn.
Jan. 26 12.30 Law II
Civ. Ill Kamin, Talwin
4.30 Arch
Grad.Stud Hamm. Branciere
A new and complete
5.30 Erin
GEOFFREY SHAW
Dent. A Hamm, Branciere
TEHMPAPER service. OriginaliSQUASH
and
DAVID
ARGUE
Wed. Jan. 24
Thur. Jan. 25
our policy.
ty,tatequality,
and security dicvsvs Massey
Law B
8.20 Med. A
vsvs Wye
Trin. A
8.20
Med.
B
9.00 Med. C
9.00
U.C.
9.40
Eng
— Friday, Jan. 19,
vs Vic.ll
vs Trin. B
9.40 St. M.
Phone:961-6150
1:00-2:00 p.m.
FRI. JAN. 26 1.00 p.m. WEATHER PERMITTING
2nd ANNUAL SNOW-BOWL GAME AT
— Room 3163 M.S.B.
TERMPAPERS
VARSITY STADIUM
THE FOLLOWING TEAM REGISTRATION LISTS HAVE NOT BEEN FILED AT
A Canadian Company
INTRAMURAL OFFICE. THESE MUST BE TURNED IN FORTHWITH.
Eng, Jr.BEng, U.C.I, U.C.II, Music, Dent. B, Dent. D, Innis II, Scar. Ill,
SERVICE (Reg'd)
sponsored by U. of T. Charismatic Students
For.HOCKEY
D, New• Sr.II, Pharm.
PAPERS ON FILE
II BASKETBALL - PHE. 8, PHE. C, PHE. D, TR1N.A, St. M. B, Scar, U.C.II, Denl. A. Law
$1.85 PER
OR PAGE
BASKETBALL
Custom made orders, at reasonable
Mon. Jan. 22 M2.30 PHE.A
vs SGS.I Bllnick, Dymarski
cost, prepared by our staff of college
Rotstein, Zendel
4.00 Mgt.Studies vsvs PHE.C
Med.B Rotstein, Zendel
8.30 PHE.D
vs
Dent.B
graduates
Rotstein, Zendel
638-3559
9.30 Eng.IV
vs Scar Sialtsis,
Eng
SutlB 906.(Toronto)
12 Goldfinch
Wllensky,Kliman
Herling
vsvs Vic.ll
Tues. atJan.Scar23 '7.00
12.30 Jr.
SGS.il
Wlllowdile
M2R2C4.CI. Onl.
Wye
Rubin, Loberto
5.00 Innis II
SKIING!
Prelim 6.15 U.C.I
vsvs Vic.
I Trafford. Blinick
Toronto
8.15 York
vs Trin. A Maroosis. Cappe
Wed. Jan. 24 12.30 St.M.B
vs Vlc.South HseMaroosis. Cappe
4.00 Emman
COMMUNITY
* 6.30 PHE.B
vs Erin
Dymarski, Fearman
CHEAP!
andAFFAIRS
the Advisory
* 8.00 Med. A
vsvs Med.
SGS.I Ill YrMarrosis,
Dymarski. Cappe
Fearman
Committee. Toronto Arts
9.30 Eng.lll
vs Vic. I Trafford, Maydo
Foundation
Thur. Jan. 25 '12.30 Sr. Eng
vs Trln. B Rubin, Loberto
4.00 Arch
vs Pharm. B Rubin, Loberto
At Blue Mountain,
6.30 St.M.C
MACKENZIE
vs Music Wilensky. Tessaro
7.30 Knox
Wilensky. Tessaro
8.30 Pharm.A vsvs Med.B
VALLEY
For. 8 Wllensky, Tessaro
9.30 Dev.Hse
Kliman
vs Scar Sialtsis,
at Scar *7.00 U.C.II
Trafford.
Maydo
A.M.
7:15
PIPELINE
19,
Jan.
vs
Law
I
Fri.,
Fri.
Jan. 26 "6.30 New CARNIVAL TRIPLE HEADER
Arthurmoderator:
Milonoy Q.C.
Jan 27 WINTER
Sat
Boguskl, Blinick
•10 00am.StM.APHE.A vs vsU.C.IMed. A Saltzman.
:
Tickets
$7.00
Sternberg
•1130
vs Dent. A Saltzman, Sternberg
The Hon, Donald S. Micdonald
* l!oO Jr. Eng
Eric Klinns
Diy.l)
scheduleBodnaruk
league
of
(Balance
LL
ProfProf.panelists:
Douglas
Plmlolt
VOLLEYBA
vs Eng.l
Mon. Jan. 22 8.30 Med
vs Med Leshchyshen
(includes tow and transportation)
Tues. Jan. 23 8.30 Erin
Mr.
Win.
Wilder
WATER POLO
Tickets available at box office
Pay in advance at SAC Office
Tues. Jan. 23 8.45 Scar
U.C. Brownridge
WED. JAN. 24.8:00 P.M.
Brownridge
vsvs Vic
9.30 Med.A
free AdmiBintt-Evwyiiiii Wdcona
Wed. Jan. 24 7.30 Law
vs PHE Hanna
ST.
LAWRENCE. 366-1656
Hanna
vs Eng.l Stillwell
8.15 Knox
lire
— U of T Ski Bums Anon .—
II
9.00 Med. B vsvs Eng.
Med. A Hobbs
Thur. Jan. 25 7.30 Knox
27
FRONT
ST. E.
vs
Trin
Hobbs
8.15 New
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Interfaculty Basketball
Win Loss Tie Poinls
Division 1 A.
Games
7
6 1 .•0: 12
6 2 0 12
8
UC 1
5 2 0
7
Med A
8
4 4 0
8
PH E A
3 4 0 106
7
Law A
2
0
6
1
7
New
B.
10
0
2
5
7
Vie 1
8
4 3 0
7
Erin
6
3 3 0
6
2
0
7
]
g
PHh H
2
I 5 0
6
SOS
Division II A.
8
4 2 0
6
Si. M.B.
8
4 2 0
6
Trin A
6
0
4
3
7
UC 11
6
0
2
3
5
PHEC
5
2 1 1
4
Vie 11
4
0
4
3
7
Den I A
2
0
4
5
1
Mgl
2 5 0 102
7
lr EngSi ud
B.
5 1 0
6
For
7
3 1 ]
5
InnisA 1
6
3 2 0
5
Scar
6
3 2 0
5
Pharm A
4
2 2 0
4
PHED
2
0
1
4
5
Law II
2
4
1 3 0
Med B
0
0
0 6
6
SOS 11
(From November 14 to January 15)
Interfaculty Volleyball
Games Won Lost Points
Division I
16
9
8 I
Knox
14
8
7 1
Erindale
8
5
3
10
Eng i
3 4
6
7
Med A
PHE and Deni have defaulted out of Ihe league.
Division II
Section A
8
6 2
New
6
5 1 10
St. Mikes
4 1 128
5
Sear
4
2
8
6
Pharm
6
2
1 5
Law
Eng 11 defaulted out of the league.
Section B
7
6 1 12
Trin
5
4 1
8
Music
Vic I
4 1
8
5
3 4
6
7
For B
2 3
4
5
Vic ii
2 4
4
Emman
6
0 5
0
Wye
5

at Waterloo
second
places
volleyball
Senior
With Thomson serving, Mary
Mac
15-4..
By JOAN SCHWARTZ
second game 1 5-6.
pion. Unfortunately,
relaxedby Drakich and Andruchiw at net,
schedule wasBlues'
negated
Blues overpowered Dal 15-1 in Ihe Saturday
Despite
of 15-8,
women's
volleyball
in itsdeceptive
next seriesscores
Toronto
had first semi-final game with accurate the closely-contested second game Toronto performed capably, and in
teamThe came
close senior
to regaining
the 15-2,
Waterloo Invitational title last some difficulty overcoming a deter- serving and good court coverage. against Dul.
exceptional
displayBluesof good
allmined Ottawa defense. Blues look Co-captain Julie Andruchiw served
Toronto seemed to have the anround
weekend, but lost to Western in a
volleyball,
grabbed
nine poinls before Dal hit the championship in hand, taking seven points from a frustrated
hard-fought,
three
game
final.
three
complete
service
rotations
—
The invitational allowed Toronto 19 tries in all — to come out scoreboard, while Mary Grieve Western 15-8 in the first game of the
contingent. Both teams had
to meet some of the stronger teams victorious in each of the Ottawa added six more for Blues. A tight hest two out of three final. Western, Western
fought through
longmake
hard rallies
but
Toronto
only one
from the Western Section, giving
defense
and
a
well-organized
attack
on Blues' pitiful display mistake tohadbe todefeated.
them some extra practice and a games.
On Saturday, Toronto defeated clinched the win for the Toronto capitalizing
A strong
of
serving,
look
the
second
game
156. Western then went ahead in the
preview of their OWIAA Carleton 1 5-5. 1 5-3. and Queen's 15However, the easy win was not to third game and though Toronto spike by Western ended the game,
competition.
7. 15-5 in morning play, and sailed squad.
and Toronto's
for final
this year's
he
repealed.
In
the
second
game
Dal
The tournament was organized as past Waterloo Lutheran 15-1, 15-3
title, hopes
with the
score
played than
well. four
Blues points
couldn'tbefore
gain Waterloo
jumped ahead and Toronto was more
Wesiern 15. Toronto II.
a partial round-robin. Each team alter lunch.
played two games against each of Finishing with a 16-0 win-loss hard-pressed to gain Ihe lead. The Wesiern had piled up 14. At one
Despite
the
loss,
Toronto
had
live other universities, and the four record. Blues had a bye before the
point Western had seemingly won
see-saw24 back
inspired volleyball and shown
forth continued
with Bluesto taking
turnsandat the match 15-4. but a Halya played
teams with the best win-loss record semi-final round. At the end of play
wilhoul the services
competition Toronto service to win the game 15-10. Poor Slefaniuk spike that landed oulside potential, even
then proceeded to the semi-finals. round-robin
Agra Alberts
and setter
Toronto had a relaxed round- and Western were tied for first, serving as well as poor service recep- the hack court was disputed, and the ofVeracaptain
Kosinkova,
who could
not
tion were chiefly responsible for game poini called back because the make the trip. With halftheir league
robin schedule, opening Friday York was third and McMaster and
Dalhousic
tied
for
fourth.
games with 15-0. 15-2 wins over
bull-had been lipped at the net by a games yet lo play, Toronto will have
Varsity's difficulties.
Guelph. An hour later. Blues
However, Ihe first place finisher
Western's 2-0 win over York set Weslcrn player.
chance Championships
to meet Western atat
downed McMasler 15-7, 15-0. The could nol he decided by the poinls- ihem against the Blues in the final. The jubilant Western squad was another
the Ontario
Toronto.- Lauren ti an game against record because Toronto had Western had just played three con- quieted down and ordered back into Waterloo in five weeks, with a trip
secutive matches against York and
scheduled immediately afterward won two games by default and
toDalhousic
the C'WIAU
Eran Walmsley
at slake.nalional finals at
was forfeited because Laurenlian Blues and Western had not played Laurenlian at ihe end of the round- position,
replaced Toronto's
Grieve,
was
sent while
in Tor Marion
a tired Next weekend Toronto travels lo
against all of the same teams. The robin and then against York in the Thomson
had not yet arrived.
In its first game after dinner, flip or a coin put Toronto first, semi-finals. Tired or not. Western Roxsolanna Wankewyc/, who had Ottawa for league games against
Blues met a highly-competitive Western second, while fourth place had ihe psychological advantage ol nisi returned after a two and a hall Ottawa and Carleton. Next Blues'
Waterloo
it 16-14.
decidedwithby aDal
singleDefeating
sudden- being last year's invitational winner* month lay-off with torn ankle home
Blues thenteam,
wentdefeating
on to take
the spot
Eebruarv.games are not until early
deathwasgame
and nalional intercollegiate cham- ligaments.
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Vic

postpones

decision
By ELAINE KAHiN
Tlit Board oT Regents of Victoria University were forced to table a
report on academic tenure until February 15, after Victoria University SAC
rens claimed
that passage
would
be virtually
illegal. of the report at yesterday's Regents meeting
The Ontario Statutory Powers and Procedures Act passed last spring
requires all documents concerning tenure to be submitted to its Rules
t oniiiiiltee before the document can be passed by the institution submitting
il. However, the report recommending the establishment of tenure has not
vet been presented to that committee.
Hmmanuel College principal W.O. Fennell complained that this act
undermines the autonomy of the university. However, the committee has the
power neither to approve or disapprove of the report, Vic president Goldwin
l-rench wanted the regents to pass the report and then amend it, should that
be necessary after the Rules Committee examined it.
However, the report was tabled under the guise that it contained
redundancies, after further student pressure from VUSAC president Gord
Barnes.
VUSAC vice-president Debra Lewis stated that the entire tenure report
should be lahled until results ofa task force established by U ofT president
John Evans to investigate academic appointments are known. Evans
announced formation of this committee, to make a preliminary report by
June,
yesterday's
Lewisat staled
that theGoverning
question Council
of tenure meeting.
is being considered in universities
ncross the country and fell the regents should not pass "a system which locks
the university
into aJ.M.R.
system Robson
which isrebutted
obviouslythatantiquated."
Vie principal
it was highly unlikely that
the new task force would decide to throw out the Haisl rules on tenure,
whichHowever.
are presentLewisU ofT
Vic's atenure
on those
rules.
was policy.
nerely using
systemreport
of logicis based
instituted
by French
at the beginning of the meeting. In his maiden speech to the Board ol
Regents. French said he did not reel it necessary to discuss a report on
Victoria's government
stateof development
of universityandgovernment
throughout
the university because
is still in the
a slate
flux.
In a move VUSAC reps found unexpected, the board agreed to put
discussion
Vic's report
universityreport,
government
next month's parity
agenda.on
This report,of known
as the onmini-CUG
calls foron student-staff
Vic'sLastgoverning
February,body.
former Vic president J.E. Hodgetls promised VUSAC
that the report would be the first item of major business discussed at a Board
nl Regents meeting. The report was then tabled and has not subsequently
been discussed.
VUSAC education commissioner Rick Gregory says French has
indicated to him that he does not support parity. In his speech yesterday he
said that he was hesitant to discuss mini CUC at this point because it is not
;is urgent an issue as economic matters.
He said he found "it' difficult to understand what we are likely to
accomplish"
in practice
this time" isbystillchanges
in Vic'sHegoverning
when the entire
U of T atgovernment
developing.
suggestedstructures
Vic wail
in sec what does develop.
French also said that there is now an "unfavourable climate in the
legislature towards universities" and suggested that a private hill to change
Vic's
constitution
Vic's February
economic 1974
immunity.
claimed
lull could
be draftedmightby jeopardize
no earlier than
and theHe lime
spenta
drafting it could be better spent on more important considerations.
On the other hand, he supported deciding immediately on a tenure
pnlicy because in times of uncertainty, "faculty, our most valuable resource,
imr
most valuable
possession"
to stabilize
their and
futures.
He called
the university
a humaneshould
place,be notallowed
a business
institution,
said
H was not in the business of making profit.
The Board later passed a motion by Robson urging the province to
review its student grant-loan policy and provide more help to academically
gifted students. The minister of education is to be made aware of this
Miggeslion, which is in the form of an amendment to a Governing Council
million deploring the government's tuition fee increase.
Gregory objected to the amendment claiming that iT implemented, it
uuuld'draw
students
and C-plus averages
who already grant
have support
enough away
troublefromgetting
loanswith
and Bgrants.
Students"
with
higher
averages
are
eligible
for
a
scholarships, besides being eligible for OSAP under the large
existingnumber
system. of
illegal

Peter Havers and SSSC friends disrupt their second SAC meeting in two weeks.
Fees

strike

issue

provokes

another
SAC
meeting
The meeting rapidly became as
By JULIA ELCOCK
For the second successive week, a stormy as the previous meeting,
SAC meeting was occupied although it was not marred by any
Wednesday by members of the Stop
Havers accused Miglin and
ihe Student Surcharge Committee
and was unable to conclude the fights.
Helliwell of "deceiving the students
business on the agenda.
the fees withholding".
that Helliwell
had admitted Hethatsaida
The meeting was adjourned after about
a long period of shouting by SSSC fees boycott was only a symbolic
members because SAC failed to gesture and he said that at a recent
accept their demand that the fees OFS conference Miglin had moved
strike be endorsed indefinitely until surcharge.
in secret a motion to accept the Tees
ihe SI00 luilion increase is repealed
by the provincial government.
Miglin was then on the OFS
Much of the verbiage was SSSC executive
and the proposal signed
demands that SAC president Eric was by the executive as a whole. The
Miglin and vice-president John motion included the statement:
Helliwell resign from council "This assumes that we may have to
fee increases already imhecause hytheyfailing
hadto "sold
students
supportout"the accept posedthefor 1972—1973,
but that we
lees strike strongly enough.
demand student input into the
Last week's SAC meeting ended decision- making process about
in a general melee of confused
government actions". The
shouting and pushing after SSSC future
prevented council from moving in proposal was labelled "Confidential,
not
for
public after
consumption"
and
a strong hostile
camera to discuss office ap- was withdrawn
pointments. They refused to leave reaction ensued from OFS
the room until after SAC discussed
Havers also accused SAC of not
the fees strike claiming SAC would delegates.
refuse to discuss it otherwise.
performing its duly and telling the
students about the deferment of the
At
this
week's
meeting
in
St.
Mike's Brennan Hall, the fees late penalty for fees payment, saying
that this showed that they did not
boycott again was on the agenda and care
ahout the students. He said that
SSSCissue.
attended
force "action" on
the
Haversto said.
the SSSC is the "only group of
When it came up for discussion, students
to seriously fight the surSSSC Chairman Peter Havers
charge" and accordingly demanded
presentedcouragea students
motionto that
SAC their
en- Miglin's and Helliwell's
withhold
second term instalments until the resignations.
Although
it rejected
Havers*its
motion,
Council
did reaffirm
$100 "surcharge" is removed.
SAC had previously endorsed the stand "calling for and actively supboycott
with the
the situation
reservationat thethatendit interrupted
porting OFS demands".
They wereby
would review
several times
shouting and heated exchanges
of January.
Council
members
pres ed fears that if they
supportedex- between members of SSSC and of
Havers' motion, they might be com- SAC.
indefinitely.
mit ed to supporting the fee strike
FrindaleGovernment
Students'president
AdministraPaul
The
SSSC
motion was defeated Morantiveread
an open letter of
almost unanimously.
censure to SAC "for its lack of

Brock students rally behind occupation
meet in emergency session
ST, CATHARINES (CUP) — unofficial moratorium despite the resulting in the firing of some 15 will
faculty members and ihe removal of Saturday. The Board reportedly
More lhan X00 Brock University renewal of classes.
many courses from the calendar.
indents attended a day of seminars
moratorium followed
Provost Alan Earp said the sympathizes with the student
lo discuss cuts in faculty and course a Yesterday's
general student meeting administration
Students have formed committees
sympathizes with the demands.
offerings yesterday, while an oc- Wednesday
attended by more lhan student position
and therefore to distribute petitions in the St.
eupulion or administrative areas I. .100 students
— a number un- cancelled classes. Today, sludenls Catharines
community supporting
continued.
on the usually quiet will meet with administration of- iheir position lo present lo the
The moratorium climaxed with precendented
Brock campus.
ficials
before
holding
another
provincial government. Already,
nnother well-attended general stuOn Tuesday, about 200 studentss general meeting. The students several
community groups have
dent union meeting where students
over the Board of Governorthe appear determined lo remain in the olTered their
support, although the
voted overwhelmingly to continue took
to
offices
until
their
demands
for
ihe
accessway
the
and
Chambers
students
have met with strong, but
the occupation and moratorium.
revocation of the firings and course predictable opposition from the
on the 13th floor cuts
The administration cancelled president's office
are met.
Brock tower.and moratoriums
ultra-conservative St. Catharines
classes Tor the moratorium, but of the occupat
The Brock Board of Governors Standard,
ion
the daily newspaper.
ludav the students will attend an areThedesigne
d to protest budget cuts

yet

disruption
faithPartinoftheihesludenls".
letter was submitted as
molion calling for SAC commitment to the "struggle against
cutbacks" and demanded that it call
"a meeting of all students concerned
lo work was
out future
The
molion
carriedstrategy".
with little
During a period of quiet SSSC
opposition.
memher
George Huczek moved that
SAC negotiate with ihe U of T
administration to have the SIS
penally for late payment of fees
removed. Many members of council
expressed their feeling that
removing the late penally would
make the fee strike pointless, but the
motion was carried.
Attempts
carry byonSSSC,
with
business
were tothwarted
who
continuedMiglin
to demand
resignation.
refused toMiglin's
resign
and cited the SAC constitution req
u
i
r
e
m
e
n
t
t
h
a
t
a
president
can
forced to resign from office only ifbea
petition with 2000 signalures and
accompanying sludenl numbers is
If this occurred Miglin said that
presented.
he would resign and run against any
candidate from SSSC. SAC
members called for Havers to set up
a petition but Havers said that
Miglin must resign of his own
volition.
St. Mike's rep Alice Anjo
resigned as a result of a heated
exchange. SSSC members charged
her with not having performed her
duty to the student body by informing them that their OSAP
cheques
could be collected.
In an interview,
she said that she
had heen Irving to resign since
September and that this was the best
opportunity
She
also
said thatsheshehadwouldhad runyet.again
and
"probably
win
because
I
know
more about ihe students than they
Acceptance of her resignation was
tabled by the council, as it fell she
mayThereconsider
laler. into such
meeting dissolved
confusion
was called. that a ten minute recess
"It's a big joke." Miglin
commented.
can'l believe
do". any group"Ion just
lhat
campus can be so
Havers reiterated earlier charges
and claimed SAC has a deal with the
infantile". The deal, he said, is that
university.
SAC will prevent any united action
on ihe fees issue and in return the
universityandwilldefer
give out the OSAP
cheques
until January
3t. the late penalty
contended.
"Ifs a phony fee strike," Havers
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HERE
TODAY
noon
The Basics of Chflsilanlly — A Bible
study
with
Rev.
Eilert
office. Ail welcome. Frerlchs In Ihe SCM
12:30 pm
andLuncheon
ProfessorSeminar:
R. RiceProfessor
from IheR. Wollf
Joint
win discuss
Transportation
in
Program
■■Development for Research in Transportation." 150 St. George Street, room
111.
1 pm
Careertalks: Probation. Parole, and
Legal
Officer.Services
Staff from
the Ministry
Correctional
will discuss
variousof
law related careers within Ihe Ontario
Public Service. McLennan Physics 103.
Free film: "Odyssey
of Doctor Society
Pap" — a
tilm
Canadian
room by105theof the
PharmacyCancer
Building. BringIn
your lunch.
An opportunity
io Investigate
the modern
Charismatic
Movement,
particularly
as it
relates to Ihe student world. A lecture and
discussion
by
Geoffrey
Shaw
(member
Board of Governors, Memorial University.ol
St. John's. Newfoundland) and Dave Argue
(director
Assembliesof Campus
of God). Ministries.
Will be heldNebraska
in the
Medical
Sciences
Building
3163. Everyone
is welcome,
2 pm
The Ukrainian Students' Club Is
sponsoring
an
exhibition
ol young Ukrainine. nian painlers at 6204 pmSpadlna Ave. Until
Auditionsnoon— hour
lor "Orison",
hander.
show. UCa one-acl,
Playhouse.two
79a St. George. Also needed,
sound/light/stage technicians. Until six.
GraduatethatStudents'
to Theannounce
we haveUnionbegunIs pleased
a new
season of successful wine and cheese
parlies. Come to 16 Bancroft Avenue for
the
way from
to endfoura toweekseven.on campus.
EverybestFriday
4:56 pm
Lichel Bennchen at Hlllel House, 186 St.
George Street.
pm Centre. 33 SI.
The International 5 Student
George,
is
sponsoring
a wine and cheese
party in Until
Pendarves
welcome!
seven. Lounge. Everyone
Pub "The Nunnery",
basement. Sir
Dan'sSAC Residence.
7:30Untilpmmidnight.
Intercollegiate
Swimming
Kent Slate. Benson Building Blues
pool. versus
SMC Film Club presents Sam
Peckinpah's
Dogs" with Dustin Hoffman. Car HaJI."SlrawAdmission
8 pm $1- Again al 10.
The Sufi Study Circle will meel every
Friday
The night
Varsityin room
Blues2008.playNewhostCollege.
to the
Queen's Golden Gaels in OUAA college

AND

NOW

hockey. Radio
broadcast
crew willVarsity's
provide liveplay-by-play
coverage of
all the action, 620 AM In campus
residences and at 96.3 FM on Rogers Cable
'system.
VanguardZadunalsky
Forum: special
speakeron
Daniel
willguestspeak
"Political
Repression
In
Argentina"
as partof
of an international campaign In derence
Zadunalsky Is
prisoners.
political
Argentine
aAiresthirdandyearwill medical
student
also speak
on theIn Buenos
general
in hisHall).
country.
334 Queen
St.political
West situation
(Vanguard8:30
pm
Perth County
Convocation
Hall. S2.00Conspiracy
tickets al SACconcert,
or at
all
day
door.
SATURDAY
Intercollegiale volleyball at Ryerson
Gym.
Intercollegiale
squash and fencing at
York's
Steeles campus12:30 pm
Demonstration In solidarity with Ihe
Indochlnese Revolution, march from Metro
United Church (Queen and Church),
arriving
Dundas) atat U.S.
two. Consulate (University and
International demonstration against
Nixon's conlinued war in Vietnam. The
sponsors
ol this NDP.
protestFarleyInclude:
Lewis, the Ontario
Mowat, David
Paul
Copeland,
Neil
Wycik
Co-Op,
Innis
Council, Dennis McOermott (U.A.W.),College
and
many
7 pm Melro United
Church more.
(Queen Assemble:
& Church).
Intercollegiale Baskelbali: Varsity versus
Queen's. Benson 7:30
Building.
pm
SMC Film Club presents Sam
Peckinpah's
Dogs" with Dustin Hoffman in Carr "Straw
Hall Admission
8 pm S1 .00. Also at
10.
"Breathless' featured at SAC Pub "The
Nunnery".
Basement, Sir Dan's Residence.
Until Midnight.
The Varsity Blues return to Internationa!
hockey tonight when they meet Cornell
University. The Redmen are America's top
college hockey
broadcast
team ofteam.
ArchieRadio
Hunter.Varsity's
John
Karr, and Rick Michelak will provide playby-play
coverage
ot
all
ihe
action
live
from
Ithaca. New York. 830 AM In residences
and
at
96.3
FM
on
Rogers
Cable.
Call
9641484Coffee
tor IheHouse
latest isscore.
All welcome.
pmopen. Street.
Located al 186 St.10George
T posigraduale
HochFormer
will beU ofinterviewed
about student
his book Paul
Rip
Off the Big Game: The Exploitation ot Sport
by Ihe Power Elite, by (otmer U of T star
football player Premier William Davis. The
interview will be on Norm Perry's Saturday

Night show on CFTO,
SUNDAYchannel 9,
am
Members of Ihe11 university
community
are Invited to join in worship at the Hart
House service, Bible
12:30 pmpassage this week:
Joshua 4.
Professor Solomon Wachs of Brandels
University
be discussing
Jewish education atHillelwillHouse.
186 St. George
Street.
All welcome.
1:30 pm
Dr. Alvln Schllf, director of New York City
Board ofcussingJewish
Education,al Hlllel
will beHouse,
disJewish education,
2:30 pmAll welcome.
186 St. George Slreet,
Private atconsultations
members
Hlllel House. with
186 St.individual
George
Street as part 3:30
of thepm Jewish Careers
Symposium.
Berglass,
spiritual leader
theRabbi
ShaarelMeyerTefilah
Congregation,
will beof
discussing Hlllel
the rabbinate
In186Orthodoxy.
All
welcome.
House,
SI.
George
Street.
4:30 pm
Rabbi Michael Stroh of Temple Har Zlon
will be discussing the rabbinate in the
reformism
All welcome. Hillel
5:30 pmStreet.
House, 186 perspective.
St. George
Rabbi Ira Book of The Pride of Israel
Temple
will be Hlllel
discussing
Conservatism.
House, the186rabbinate
St. GeorgeIn
Street. All welcome.6 pm
Enjoy antheInternational
Oinner
Style"
international
Student"Armenian
Centre,
33 St. atGeorge
Slreet.
6:30 pmPrice: Si. Everyone
welcome.
Hillel's Kosher Supper, lor symposium
participants.
Hlllel7:15House,
pm 186 St. George
Street.
Film Club presents
Frank Capra's
"Mr.SMCSmith
Washington"
James
StewartGoesin CarrTopmHall.
Admission withby
series ticket. Also7:30al 9:30.
NelsonTalks:
ClarkeDefeat
speaksor Victory
on "The(orParisthe
Peace
NLF?" at the GSU, 16 Bancroft Avenue.
Sponsored
by IheConversational
U ot T Communist
Inlermedlale
HebrewClub.at
HillelProf.House,
St. George
Norman166 Linzer,
assistantStreet.prolessor
al Wurzwelller School ol Social Work, will
be discussing social work. Hillel House, 188
St. George Street.8:30All pmwelcome.
Green,dean
professor
of Social
WorkDr. Soloman
and assistant
of Wurzwelller
School
ot
Social
Work,
will
be
discussing
social work. Hillel House, 186 St. George
Slreel. All welcome.

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
JEAN BOfJHOMME, TENOR (PRESENTED
BY THE CBC IN ASSOCIATION WITH HART
HOUSE) JANUARY
GREAT21.HALL.8.00 p.m. In ihe
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
THE HALL PORTER'S DESK
FILM SERIES:
MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS
MONDAY. JAN. 22
GOYA
1-2DEBATES
P.M. 7-8ROOMP.M.

LOWELL
JONES
EXHIBITION
ART GALLERY
11 a.m. 11-9 a.m.-5
p.m. p
TUESDAYMONDAY.
— SATURDAY,
UNTIL 2JAN.p.m. 26
SUNDAY,
-5 p.m.
CLASSICAL CONCERT
CHRISTOPHER
(CZUKOR)
soprano
BRUCE UBUKATA
Porlormliig
Richard
Strauss.Dowland.
DBhussy
Music
Tuesday.RoomJan.1 p.m.
23
pianist
LIBRARY EVENING
SPECIAL 8.GUEST:
RICHARD
Author WRIGHT
ot
■TheTues..
Weakand
Jan. Man"
23
WELCOME8:00 p.m.
Hart HouseALL Ubnry.

HART HOUSE FARM
WINTER FESTIVAL
27-28
DetailsJAN.
and Reservations
at the Graduate Office
before Tues.. Jan. 23

YOGA CLUB
OUTlllG AT THE HART HOUSE FARM
SAT.. JAN. 20 I SUN.. JAN. 21
Starting 10 i.m. Saturday S3 CO par
could
numberslhalwhoweekend
will havepleas*
an
tvillible
telephone 928-2447 and leave lltalr
person
THE GALLERY
OVERLOOKING THE GREAT HALL DINING LOUNGE FOR STUDENTS
JANUARY 25!
TELEVISION
IS AVAILABLE
IN THE
MAP ROOM

one
high flight
110BL00R
W.
921-6555
SPECIAL THIS WEEK

GRATEFUL
3 RECORD SET DEAD $6.49
THE

DOUBLE
SPONSORED BY

BLUE

UNION

STUDENTS'
ST. MICHAELSPRESENTS

Tonight
Rusell

'THE

featuring
N
INTH

Benefit

PERTH

Concert

COUNTY

CONSPIRACY
DOWNCHILD
BIG BLUES
(WITH 4 PIECE HORN SECTION)
at Brennan

Hall

FRIDAY, JAN.
8:00 — 12:30
Admission:

BAND
Convocation
8:30
Tickets

TONIGHT
19

SMC — $1.09
Other — $1.49
PUB WILL BE OPEN!

8>

Hall

P.M.

$2.00

or $2.50

(your choice)
(no reserved seats)

tickets at SAC
and at the door

e
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The rich get richer...

By'Monopo
GREG McMASTER
development of Latin America,
and
due to the restrictions placed on the
lies
provider of services to the comimpover
Brazilian
by ish
theGermany
United Slates,
Briworkers'
by the poverty of the
tain. France,
and Japan,
creates dependencies on the in- primarily
" He added that result
variousin market
Brazilian masses. This is a result of
International monopolies controlternational economy, entwining lie said. Such specialization, he tariff and taxpanies.arrangements
countries
such
as
Brazil
in
what
countries financing the rich the dynamic of the Brazilian
Brazil's economy
represents "a division
new stage ofin "poor
lylingproduce
economic simultaneousgrowth and Santos called "dependent added,
the international
countries*', and noted that many economy, he said, and will lead to
goods
produced
by Brazilians cost the state being "forced to adopt a
"more acute impoverishment for imperialism".
Those countries which have
Foreign capital {and local capital less in New York than in Brazil. great power policy without regard
and more
people",
according
tomoreprofessor
Milton
Santos,
a
Braziachieved
some
industrialization,
multi-national corEconomic expansion by Brazil is for the impoverished masses."
lian economist.
labour." pby
such as Brazil and Argentina, will controlled
orations) iscentred in dynamic,
The solution to Brazil's problems,
Santos was speaking Wednesday soon reach the limit of their home high-profit sectors of the economy, necessarily impending, said Santos,
said tSantos,
will require
to 200 people in Sidney Smith Hall. market, he said, and will either have explained Santos, and it controls
ion ofthe present
industrial"modificaproducBacking up his arguments with to stop growing or to look to other both the direction of national
tion
structure."
Since
the Brazilian
countries
for
markets.
statistics showing the changing
growth
and
political
factors
such
as
slate
represents
"forces
opposing
proportions of shares of national
"looms as a "public opinion on important
popular
will require
income going to different classes, Thus, Brazil
"rupture"interests",
of the this
present
system,a
with interests
Santos outlined the dramatic growth privileged
throughout country",
South America.
This is Santos challenged the view held
leading
to
a
change
in
"the
nature
of
true
in
spite
of
the
67
per
cent
by many economists that the major
of Brazil's gross national product,
issues," of underdeveloped counand chargedofthateconomic
"a series of conforeign ownership
of Brazil's
Santos
claimed
thai
"the
masses
ditions
un- economy
and such level
disparities
as 50 problem
tries was difficulty in achieving the
are hecoming more restless and anxderdevelopment are aggravated by per cent of the population receiving primitive accumulation of capital.
the slate."
less of the national income than the He claimed instead that the central
every day." and
He would
be
economic
growth."
moreiousspecific,
claimednot igHe suggested that economic lop one per cent receive.
problem
lies
in
the
fact
that
the
norance when questioned about the
Santos claimed that the interests of those who control the
growth in Latin America has been
present
for the benefit of the propertied
are at odds with the
in Brazil.state of revolutionary forces
of monopolies
is per- corporations
classes, who have organized the "penetration
interests of balanced economic
mit ed as much
by international
He did comment that Brazilian
continent into "national economic considerations.
historical conditions" as by local
trade unions do not have the right to
Santos accused the state of
units", through
wherebymonopolistic
companies control
can fix Brazil has a highly specialized, growth.
prices
strike,
and "do not have freedom of
to the aid of monopolies,
Economist Milton Santos
of markets. This retards the full technological economy, owned coming
saying "the stale is the principal
says
movement."

Police attacked
By PAUL McGRATH
third day of his own trial
A person found guilty last month Wednesday about what happened
police entered the Senate
ofSimcoe
assaulting
in lastbreak-up
spring's after
chambers March 12 to end the
Hall police
occupation
was himself kneed and kicked by occupation in support of open stacks
three policeman, according to Tom in the Robarts Library. The trial,
McLaughlin.
hearing a charge of obstructing
McLaughlin was testifying at the police, will resume Monday,

York forms demands
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — York University, scene of an occupation last
week that forced its administration to release OSAP cheques, held a one-day
moratorium on government cutbacks in education yesterday.
Students participating in the moratorium advocated free and universal
access to university education. They formulated three demands:
year; • Stop the cutbacks, repeal the fee hikes that were implemented this
• Lower the loan ceilings to last year's level of $600;
• Lower the age when students are considered independent of their
parents.
Organizers of the moratorium, the York Cutbacks Committee, called it
a success, describing the 300 students who attended the morning mass
meetingtheiras aeducation.
sign that students were seriously interested in decisions that
affect
Members of the committee are planning to send representations to the
Ontario Federation of Students, whose executive meets this weekend to call
onendorse
OFS their
to organize
province-wide
list of ademands
on the demonstration
government. at Queen's Park, and to
The students rejected cutbacks in services staff and faculty as responses
to enrolment drops, and called on students at other universities to unite with
other groups on campus that are being affected by the cutbacks.

Goldblatt, McLaughlin
January 29.
left in Simcoe Hall when the maUnder .juestioning from Crown
jority ofthe occupants left to go to a
Attorney William Donaldson, meeting at the Medical Sciences
McLaughlin testified that he saw Building. It was after this meeting
one officer, identified as P.C. Annis, that the students returned to occupy
holding Mark Goldblatt, by the hair the Senate Chambers.
and kneeing him in the head. He
It took the Crown Attorney 10
also testified that he saw two officers minutes to ascertain that
heside
"kneeing
and kicking" McLaughlin had no idea how many
GoldblattAnnisabout
the chest.
people had remained.
Goldblatt was found guilty of
at least twice had to
assaulting police at a December askMcLaughlin
to repeat questions
trial, hut was given an "absolute whichthehe Crown
found
were often confusing
and
irrelevant.
discharge",
leaving
him
with
no
criminal record.
The Crown attempted to discover
McLaughlin's testimony was
constantly interrupted by often how many of the people in the
repetitive questions from the Crown. chambers had known McLaughlin
McLaughlin is conducting his own
the occupation, and for how
defence, and has no legal before
long. McLaughlin testified that
background. Judge Cloney was about
were known to him
quick to rule on any objections the before sixthepeople
occupation.
Crown had about the possible
The trial will continue on
irrelevance of evidence, especially
early in the session when Monday. January 29, possibly with
the
testimony of U of T viceMcLaughlin attempted to givesome
Jack Sword and Don
of the political background sur- presidents
Forster.
who waited outside the
rounding the occupation of the
courtroom
Wednesday,
cha mbers.
called as witnesses. but were not
Other evidence concerned
Bill Getty, charged with
proceedings before the police
arrived, in an attempt by the Crown ussaujting police the same morning
to clarify how many people had been found that due to administrative

slip-ups. his trial did not proceed
Wednesday as expected. After being
delayed several months, it is now
slated for February 5 and 6.
Gelly said yesterday he finds the
delays "very frustrating".
Staff CUPs run
Our CUP (report) runneth
over...
meeting,from
that last
is. week's staff
Due to the tremendous,
intense interest shown in other
suhjecis
week's staff
meeting,atthelastlong-awaited
report on the recent Canadian
Universily Press conference did
not maieriali/e. Such an oversight will not occur at this
week's A meeting,
have
vowed.
discussion ofweeditorial
suggestions for the upcoming
say.
week ofwilla happening,
also happen.you It'll
sort
mightbe
So come. Test your
endurance. Match wits with the
best.
St. The semi-fortnightly staff
meeting: today at I pm in The
Varsity office, 9 1 St. George
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Major

issue

not fees hike
I have no wish to overly belabour the issue
ofmeeting.
what The
lookcarnival
place atanticsWednesday's
SAC
of Peter Havers
and his fellow members of the Canadian
Liberation Movement Slop the Student
Surcharge Committee are belter forgotten.
However, since ihe CLM SSSC fell that their
messianic mission of liberating Canada gave
Ihem the authority to deny SAC members
their constitutional rights of freedom of
speech and freedom of intelligence. I feel
obliged to atlempt to respond to a number of
the less mindless points raised by Canada's
version of the "Hitler Youth". In the first
place. I quite agree lhal the SAC has taken
100 passive a role in the entire fees boycott
venture. In fact, a large number of council
members have insisted for some time that
SAC should have taken a far more active role
inmeeting,
organizing
ihe boycottWednesday
however,
convinced
me thatnight's
SAC
has failed in another important respect — it
has failed to properly inform the students of
whal is really involved in the entire "fees
issue" aItpolitical
became observer
painfully and
obvious
that if anso
astute
so incisive
economic analyst as Peter Havers could so
totally fail to comprehend whal this whole
issue is about, then it is quite likely that many
students on this campus have also missed the
point.
( ontrary to the contention of the CLM
SSSC. the major issue is not the $100 fees
hike, (iranied, this issue is significant, but it is
undoubtedly the least significant feature of
the entire student financing problem. Mr.
Havers seems to have forgotten that when the
government announced the SI 00 cutbacks
(thereby effectively forcing universities lo
'raise their fees — yes, Mr. Havers, forcing!)
it simultaneously raised the OSAP loan
ceiling from $600 to $800. And, Mr. Havers
also seems to have forgotten lhal in a
referendum conducted this fall students voted
overwhelmingly to condemn both of these
measures.
Mr. Havers seems lo be blessed not only
with a poor memory, bul also with limited
powers of analysis. For, to see Ihe SI 00 tuition
hike as Ihe primary concern is to totally
mystify the real issue involved, The real issue
is that, through the changes previously cited,
Ihe provincial government has moved to
further restrict university access, to make it
even more difficult for students from lowincome families to attend university. This is
the real issue!
Consider: Whom does the $100 fee hike
really affect? Surely not students from upper
and upper-middle class families, for whom Ihe
$100 increase goes virtually unnoticed! And,
surely not students from middle class families
for whom ihe increase may mean only Ihe
cancellation or a European holiday or prevent
the acquisition of a new stereo! If an effect is
felt, then it is felt by that group for whom
every adverse change in the financing system
causes new hardships — self-supporting
students and students from low-income
families. These are Ihe students for whom ihe
fees slrike is a major issue.
Or are they? How can one atlempt to
persuade
studentpaywho$544
doesn'tfor have
sufficient
funds to a even
tuition
much
less -$644 — how can one believe that for such
a student the S100 fees hike is the primary

Alex Pod nick
Editor
Office
91 St. George St., 2nd floor
923-8741, 923-8742
Phone
Brockhouse
Advertising Manager Bob
923-8171
Phone

issue?!! Mr. Havers claims to have talked to
great numbers of students about ihe fees
boveoti I wonder if he's talked to anyone who
can have
carries a part-time job so oflhal$5.he/she
If Mr. Havers
food allowance
ahas.weekly
then how can he possibly be so naive as to
claim that the $100 dollar fees hike is the
me
then letexist.
hasn't,
major concern?
students
him lhalAnd.manyif hesuch
assure
more
little
a
do
should
Havers
Mr.
Perhaps.
listening and a lillle less shouting.
If he did. he might realize lhal for most
students, and most potential students, the
changes in OSAP — and the traditional
inadequacy of lhal program — are the major
issue. He might realize that the present sludenl aid program is designed primarily for
class and lower-middle
from Itmiddle
students
class
homes.
is utterly inadequate in terms
from low-income
enabling
of
families
to financestudents
their university
education.
Has Mr. Havers given any thought lo the
disincentive provided to such a student by the
prospect of having to accumulate $3,200 debt
upon graduation — graduation, I might add,
inio a jobless job market?
The real issue, I say again, is that the
government's
have for
further
restricted
access lo higheractions
education
students
from
low-income families (as well as selfsupporting students). The $100 fees hike is
merelyin athe"red
herring",
has importance
only
context
of an llutterly
inadequate
system of student aid — like OSAP.
'(idling thenext$100
fee hike
accomplishes
to nothing.
Grantedcut ilback
may
provideuries,some
students
with
a
few
more
luxhul ii does nothing for the student who
can't even afford lo pay $544. And, it does
nothing lo get at the roots of the problem
behind students living on a $5 a week food
allowance.
The heart of Ihe problem lies with the
OSAP — not with the fees hike. Personally, I
would be pleased lo see tuition fees raised to
SI. 500 a year — so long as such a move were
accompanied by an intelligently-managed,
well-funded student aid program which
provided Ihe necessary grants to students
receiving no family assistance or whose family
cannot afford to finance their studies, such
lhal no student would be forced to accumulate
a huge debt in order to pursue a university
education. Such a system would allow for
greater university access lo students from low
income
would who
save can
"the afford
taxpayer"
money byfamilies;
forcingit those
it to
bear a greater burden in the financing of
higher education; it would free funds for the
improvement of library facilities, for the
operation of day-care centres, for the improvemen! of public transportation, for the
cleaning-up of pollution — areas in which
those funds are badly needed.
Mr, Havers seems lo have been doing a
greal
wonderdealif ofhe research
has beenintoableHarvard
to tear lately.
himselfI
away from perusing its list of alumnae long
enough lo notice some other feature of that
university. I wonder if he has noticed thai
Harvard — that stronghold of the blueblooded idle rich — has a far higher
percentage
families than ofdoesstudents
our ownfrom
belovedlow-income
U of T.
And
yet.
Harvard's
tuition
is
the
neighbourhood of $3,000 per year —in and
climhing! How can this be? Quite simply.
Harvard offers a very comprehensive, intelligent, well-funded system of student aid
such lhal no student is prevented from attending the university simply on ohe grounds that
Letters to "Write On" should
be typed, double-spaced
64character
line, and signed.on aContributions may be edited For
space reasons. Letters are
published according to space
available, immediacy of topic,
and relevancy. Mail letters to
The Varsity, 91 St. George
Street, Toronto 181 by campus
or regular delivery or bring your
letter
offices.to The Varsity editorial

•'. . . the most important and valuable
Kelly,
resource ot this university—Father
■ - .is John
the faculty"
SMC principal

he cannoi alTord it.
themselves, are
aeain.Thetuition
is onein of the financing
issue fees,
the issrue.
notOnce
. Only one
general
in
on
educati
of higher
political myopia
Mr. Havers'
iffected with thai
hike is the
fees
$100
the
claim
could
affected
so
one
only
foe
And,
is thecould
issue.
which
ty
major
universi
ihe
is
H
claim that
efforts against
in Ihis mailer. To directin our
a
is
,
instance
this
the university, which,
intermediary ing,theis
relatively powerleofsseducati
onal financin
broader problem
to misdirect our efforts and. by doing so, to
ty is not the
universi
The
guarantee failure. in this matter
lies at
culprit — Ihe power
Queen's
On withParkihe! fees boycott, by all means !
forget who we're really fighting
us nolwe're
—Bul.andlei why
fighting them!!UC SAC Rep
Marty Stollar
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It is interesting the CLM should disrupt
two SAC meetings rather than take any
militant action themselves.
Lasl year, the Open Slacks Committee, of
which I was a member, look direct action and
occupied Simcoe Hall. We had akeady
mobilized sludenl support by petitioning and
talking lo real students as well as earlier
occupying
Sigmund hasSamuel
Library. ol
The CLMtheobviously
no conception
who wields power in this university. It is not
iheAsStudents'
so-called Administrative
socialists, they Council.
seem to forget
Ihe university is an integral part of the
capitalisttrol ed byeconomic
It is stillfaculty
conan alliance system.
of conservative
and corporate
executives
from
the
multinationaliscorporations
that independent
control Canada.
If Canada
to become
and if
the university is to become an agent for social
change, il won't be accomplished with limited.

SSSC chairman Peter Havers harangues last night's SAC meeting.
one-issue campaigns such as the Tees boycott
and the 85 per cent quola campaign.
Phony concern
The only time that will come is if the
working
peopleeconomic
oT Canadasystem
and Ontario
reject
ihe capitalist
as oppressed
people are doing all over Latin America,
disrupts SAC
Asia, and Africa, and replace it with a
I wish to publicly repudiate the phony socialist
economic system. Such a system is
concern that the Canadian Liberation Move- ihe only one in which people have control over
ment is showing for the students of the their own lives.
The CLM should work out its frustrations
University of Toronto in its so-called Stop the
Student Surcharge Commiltee.
some
meetings.other way than by disrupting SAC
These juvenile national-socialists have no
right to say they have any support from the
Theirof so-called
trustwhofund hasis useless.
any student
paid intoI don't
it.
ordjnjiry
U of T student
narrow chauvinism
has beenpopulation.
reflected inTheir
the know
The
Miglin
administration
can
criticized
mindless K5 per cenl quota campaign. Now, il for a multitude of faults, bul theirbeactions
on
has been extended to the hysterical tirade the fees slrike have been among their positive
against SAC. Though I am not among the attributes. More organizing could have been
supporters of the present SAC, I do have to done.
admit Ihey have done a creditable if unBut. on the other hand, the reformism of
the CLM is enough to make any legitimate
exciting job onhave
ihe done
fees boycott.
They could
more, but ihat is at socialist sick.
leas! partially due to council and not the
Bob Bettson, executive member
executive.
Political Economy Course Union
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Discontent and social unrest
World
must
Dennis Gabor, winner of ihe I97I Nobel
Prize in Physics warned packed Convocation
Hall Wednesday
that left
"therewithinmay thenotnextbe any
industrial
civilization
I00
years."
"Discontentlikeis the
seething
not onlyNegroes,
in the poor
minorities,
American
but
also among the well-paid industrial workers,
and among the young people, most conspicuously among university students," he
said. "This manifests itself in social unrest,
which if it spreads further, will wear out the
foundations of our free economy and of our
free society."
(iabor is best known as the inventor of
"holography",
technique
that and
led
(he way lo threean optical
dimensional
imagery
dala storage. He is equally interested in social
problems and is a devoted student of the
future. He was speaking at the first in a series
of Centennial lectures sponsored by the
engineering faculty.
He pointed out that the extreme
materialism oT industrial civilisation i!
"ruthlessly
earth'sis resources
The economyexploiting
of rich the
countries
based on
downright waste," he said.
"If ihe whole world consumes at the rate of
ihe United Stales, the world's resources will
be exhausted in about one generation," he
warned.
He attacked present-day technology, saying
that il continually impoverishes the earth, and

change
or
is culling its own foundations. "Can we create
a new technology which exploits only praclically inexhaustible resources or. self-reGabornewingisones?"a optimistic.
approaches
problem with"Anthe inventor
belief thatnever
it is
insoluable."
Bui,
he
added
that
technology
alone cannot solve the problems of industrial
society
reforms. without thorough institutional
"We must change our childish ways," he
recommended. "We must go back to previous
generations!"
It is only
that
makes people discard
cars social
as soonpressure
as they can,
Gabor said. Cars should not be changed
unless there is a significant lechnica
improvement.
(iabor rejected the argument that
unemployment will follow. More people could
be employed in the service industries such as
transportation, education, and personal services. This would increase our standard of
living, he maintained.
Lahour can follow the example of Sweden.
He explained that if anyone is in danger of
losing a job, the government supplies a
retraining program. "In Sweden, labour is
effective
said. and strikes are extremely rare," he
Gabor also recommended that Americans
rebuild their cities. "If you compare an
Austrian or Swiss Village lo an American
one. Americans ought to be ashamed", he
declared.

perish:

Nobel

winner

A Nobel winner in physics, Dennis Gabor is a futurologlst as well.

St.
union
and a 12 foot
would a new staircase
Baird. who
sal on a union com-unveils
By FRAN Mike's
JOHNSON
centre
the campus and to the restcampus
of the Canadian climate. Ramps
plan
also be made to provide easier sundeck would be built in front of
A campus centre plan unveiled by
mittee working on the campus cen- university.
access
to
all
buildings
for
the
tre plan, estimates thai it will cost
The major change involves handicapped.
the proposed Elmsley Square, at the
the
Michael's involves
College noStudent
UnionSi. yesterday
major less than S250.00O.
top of Elmsley Place. The square
the present
gateofat theQueen's
construction, but instead is a large
The cost will be shared by the moving
The major changes in this stage would
become an informal meeting
Park from
the centre
Pon- include
alterations to Brennan Hall, place with a small astrolurf square.
tifical Institute and Teefy Hall to
nlmiher of minor changes.
administration of ihe college and ihe
either end. This would then make it the only building to receive such This would be done in the third
Accessibility of various parts of students, Nigro hopes.
The union may ask for 50 per cent plausible to move the present stop attention. This would include a new stage, as well as roofsundecs being
the SMC campus and appearance
are stressed in the three-stage rehale of the one dollar SAC cam- light down so il would be halfway door for easier access to the Coop made for the boiler room and
proposal, which also includes
pus centre levy to help finance the between Victoria College and SMC. from Si. Mary's Street. Both the huildings.
Elmsley lounge, both flat-lopped
creating an informal meeting place project, raising about $1000. Il may
and the lounge would be
students would then cafeteria
uses.
also
hold a referendum next year to haveThe onecollege's
divided
into
three
parts
for
different
immediately south of Brennan Hall.
safe crossing
at Queen's
The student union is now waiting
According to union president Al raise money through a special St. Park, rectifying
a problem
SMC
the students react lo the
Nigro. the plan is not formal yet, Mike's levy earmarked for the cam- students have complained about for The upstairs ballroom would be loideaseeof how
these alterations. There is no
altered
to
have
better
lighting
and
hut later "may amount to a formal
definite
time
when all the proposals
acoustics
so
that
it
could
be
used
as
Thepus centre..
first stage of the plan begins
During Stage 2 the new gates
proposal."
Reaction from SMC president with "elaborate maintenance", years.
would be completed: it is an onwould receive roofs to provide a theatre.
Oulside
in
front
of
Brennan
Hall.
which may be completed within 18 shelter during the often unpleasant
going process. Nigro suggested.
John
Kelly "seemed
says Nigro.
Kelly hasenthusiatic",
asked the months. Nigro suggested. This stage
union lo prepare a cost analysis.
includes moving walkways to
Architecture professor George provide more direct access within
No Vietnamese
peace
even with
MP

calls

for

probe

into(CUP)natives'
rights
OTTAWA
— The New
Democratic
Party's
first MPinlofrom
the North West
Territories
has called
for a special
inquiry
the
aboriginal rights of Indian and Eskimo people.
Wally Firth has given notice of a motion lo establish a special
House of Commons committee on the subject,
"The question
aboriginal rights
has been
Liherals
and the ofConservatives
for years,
and ignored
1 hope bymy both
motionthe
will receive quick passage so that years of neglect can be turned
inlo a future marked by respeel for aboriginal rights," he said.
"The motion
reads: "That
a special committee
Commons
he established
lo investigate
all aspects ofof thethe House
questionof
of aboriginal rights of the native Indian and Eskimo people of
Canada with powers lo report from lime lo time its observations,
opinions and recommendations ihereonr
■"That the committee be empowered to send for persons, papers,
and records, to sit during sittings and adjournments of the House.^
to adjourn from place lo place, to print from day to day such
papers and evidence as may be ordered by the committee, to
appoint from among its members such subcommittees as it may
deem advisable or necessary, and lo delegate thereto all or any of
its powers, except ihe power lo report directly to the House, to
employ
it mayto deem
advisable
or necessary."He was
Firth such
is thestaff
firstasMetis
be elected
to Parliament.
elected in the previously Liberal seat because of hie popularity iz i
worker
with Len
nativeMarchand
peoples' from
organizations.
nativeto
MP. Liberal
Kamloops,Canada's
B.C. has first
refused
he identified as a fighter for specifically native causes, despite his
Indian background.

ceasefire, says American
war vet
omake clear lo Canadians American hombing and by lack of
Even if a ceasefire agreement is "what thestration lnature
of the termination full support from Ihe Soviet Union
reached in Indochina, "there's no of this war is" and "what the real and
China.
doubt the to
fighting
continue",a role of Canadian troops will be."
Heffernan noted that American
according
Tom willHeffernan,
"We
shouldn't
be
under
ihe
veteran who fought on the United
of ihethe south
impression thai Mitchell Sharp will bombing
hailed during
recent was
delaysneverin
States"
side in who
the mid-1960's.
HeTfernan,
now describes send .150 unarmed Canadians to negotiations, which, he claimed,
himself as a revolutionary socialist, Vietnam", said Flexer, The U.S. is were intended lo give Thieu and the
pressing for thousands of armed U.S. the chance "to kill as many
said thai "the nature of dual power troops,
"lo make sure that any communists as possible" before a
will determine how Ihe struggle will
oul right",
he said. treaty is signed.
Flexer turn
added
that Canadians
Even if control of different areas elections
He suggested onthatbargaining
Thieu has more
been
iscontinue."
divided between ihe National should oppose any role Canadian concentrating
l iberation Front and the Thieu troops might play in "strangling the over the powers of his secret police
government, he claimed, Ihe NLF is forces of the Viernamese peasants and over the extent, of releases of
well implanted in every province, and workers", and that the antiwar
prisoners than with
over the
his
including ones such as Quang Ngat, movement must do all il can both to political
future relationship
directly aid ihe Vietnamese and to Provisional
Revolutionary
Government (PRO).
which
forces. could
In spilebe ofgiven
years toof Thieu's
trying, inject political content into the
these areas have not been movement, so as lo raise the level of Any arrangements to partition the
struggle in this country. country between the two
"pacified", he said. "Except for theHeclasssuggested
thai, instead of
Saigon there are no areas thai could
will fail for Thieu, said
settle down under the Thieu simply raising the slogan "End governments
Heffernan. "unless the NLF can be
Canada's
Complicity"
lo
labour
uprooted" should
throughout
the country.
Heffernan was speaking yesterday leaders, the movement should have Canadians
do whatever
ihey
atgovern
a Harl
menl."House meeting held to been organizing "political strikes" can lo support Ihe NLF and prevent
an
American
victory,
he
urged.
discuss why Canadians should sup- role
by
workers
lo
actually
end
Canada's
port the Indochinese Revolution, effort. in supplying the U.S. war
Tomorrow's march begins al
sponsored
Old Mole.figure in Flexer stressed that the present 1 2:30 al Metropolitan United
Joe Flexer,hy the
a prominent
Church, at Church and Queen, and
have been forced on the
ihe Left Caucus in the NDP, urged .negotiations
al 2 at ihe U.S. Consulate on
National Liberation Front by ends
University Avenue.
people lo join tomorrow's demon-
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University Affairs chairman agrees

do not experiment
schools
Post-secondary
to changes
in comParr also advocated substantial was largely
By DON MOW AT
tire
question
"a
debatable
OISE.deputy
was minister
"perfectlydid,valid".
mitteeduemembership
and frequent
I n a prepared speechissue".
which disclosure
on the part of the
The chairman of the provincial at The
however,
turnovers in the position of
Committee on University Affairs emphasize the fact thai ex- preceded the question period. Parr Ministry of Colleges and Univer- recent
perimentation was largely up to called for public disclosure of
sities to the CUA concerning the Minister of Colleges and
agreed Wednesday that postsecondary educational institutions individual universities. CUA had differences between the government former's plans and intentions for Universities.
CUA. He exfail to experiment.
not vicled
this areawithas ituniversity
"would and theplainadvisory
He cited as an example of this
ed that since the government post-secondary
ish toininterfere
J. Gordon Parr, recently made not
the public couldeducation.
assess the "Then
com- lessened influence the 1972-73 tuiDeputy Minister of Colleges and
mittee's
effectiveness,"
he
stated.
did
not
necessarily
take
the
CUA's
tion fees hike, which was instituted
advice,
the
committee
could
nol
be
Parr asserted that in the last two
Universities, admitted a criticism aulon
Parr 'my."
parried Dack's charges that
to the recommendation of
made by former SAC vice-president the CUA had failed to improve blamed for shortcomings in the years, "the influence of the CUA on contrary
the
committee.
Phil Dack in a question period held leaching quality by terming the en- government's educalion policy.
the government has lessened." This
Canadian

they told Margaret Atwood she should write in her kitchen.

artistic

traces

development
century
By LORNESLOTNICK
Israel is a society with a "strong
socialistic
ingredient,"
Shlomo Avineri
told a Professor
Medical
Sciences Auditorium audience
yesterday, and is different from
"social
democratic welfare states"
like Sweden.
The internationally famous Hebrew University of Jerusalem professor lectured on "Jewish Emancipation and Socialism: Hess, Marx,
and Lassalle."
Although he said he would
"hesilaie"
to callthat
IsraelIsrael
socialist,
Avineri added
was
"closer to Hess than lo Herzl",
referring
of theMoses
ideological
founders toof two
Zionism.
Hess
was also a prominent socialist.
Most of the lecture was concerned
with Ihree I9th century German
Jewish socialists — Karl Marx,
M oses Hess, and Ferdi nand
Lassalle. and how they came to
terms with their Jewishness.
Hess called Marx "my
communist
Avineri
labelled him rabbi",
the fatherandof German
social democracy. He is honoured in
Israel, even though in his early
writings he identified Judaism with
the cult of money and his message
was the disappearance of Judaism.
Hess had rejected his orlhodox
Jewish upbringing, but later underwent alotal transformation.
Avineri said thus was. primarily

is

sexist, says Atwood
greatly
but "Ihey just
AGI people
LUKACSthat I want- female reviewers, wilh a "she can liberation texts,
produced by the
"When ByI told
cook tive.
for NowfiveIheandbiaswriteis. less
too" obvious.
perspeced to be a writer," said poet MargaBut when a man's book is bad, it Most female writers who are
ret Atwood, sarcastically "they used
to say: "How nice, dear; you can do is oflen described with female published
weren't
movement."now made il on their own,
a woman's
it inAtwood,
your kitchen."
opposition because "writing
is good, andit iswhen
described
with book
male against
a well-known Canadian epithets
time away from"Their
ironing personal
shirls,"
poet and writer, was speaking to terms, she claimed providing ex- was
lives wereAlwood.
oflen wrecked. So
their
amples. Female epithets include: claimed
about 500 people in the Medical
Sciences auditorium Monday as vague, subjective^ confessional, satisfaction is a little grim when
part of the Interdisciplinary tremulous and weak, while "male" women's liberation comes along and
include: clear, objective,
Department's course on women. She adjectives
lells"This
them thai
they werebecause
righl." a
hold, forceful, and strong.
is partly
staled tisticthatworld ismuch
sexist.of Canada's ar"Ascribing sex lo minds is successful person refuses to
"Women started to write before wrong",want
feelstheirAtwood.
"Female recogni/e her group's oppression
work evaluated
they started to paint or play an wrilers
because she doesn't need to
instrument, because writing really is
But most
female writers in
withoul
bias."
asheprivate
and
anonymous
thing,
"
Alwood's position seems to be
Canada,
including
herself,
also
said. Thus, while women were
denied entry into all but a few public refuse lo be formally associated with closer
lo open
of women's
liberation
than espousal
other female
writers.
identify."
the women's
liberation
movement.
professions - domestic service, Some
Her
poelry
and
her
fiction are
of
their
books,
such
as
prostitution
and
acting
they
were
allowed to write.
Laurence's The Fire emphatic about women's
Until recently, explained Atwood, Margaret
Dwellers, could be seen as women's
female writers' work was always
oppression.
reviewed in the women's pages, by
Gay

Avineri

world

of

1 9th

Jewish
socialists
because he realized that Jewish translated into Hebrew until I965,
emancipation in Europe had not but on Ihe other hand, it is the only
worked — there was still a "Jewish early Marxist writing translated into
problem"
Arabic. One of Marx's daughters
He alsoin bourgeois
saw thesociety.
increasing laler
spoke of her father as a "great
racialism of European nationalism Jewish
said Avineri.
and concluded that there was no "WhatSocialist",
Marx would have said, I
chance of incorporating the Jews do not know," he said.
inlo the new Germany.
Bui, holh Lassalle (who organized
Hess thought of Judaism as ihe first mass working-calass movement inEurope) and Marx failed to
inherently socialist after his conversion to this "secular national come lo terms with their Jewish
tradition
and identity like Hess did,
conception
of
Judaism",
said
Avineri. Judaism had no social said Avineri.
classes and bourgeois morality-was
He said that the creation of Israel
alien lo it, Hess believed.
1948 gave a sense of security and
He concluded lhat a Jewish inbelonging
homeland was needed, and predicted countries. lo Jews living in other
that the new society would be Avineri admitted that the gap
organized on socialist principles. He
the rich and the poor in
called on ihe left lo lake up the "last between
Israel is "tremendous, but
nationality
problem",
as
he
referred
lo it.
narrowing," saying, "We have to
Avineri said that Marx was aware deal
with a 95Jewish
bourgeoisie."
per cent
of land in
of his Jewish background although, Nevertheless.
unlike Hess, he had no Jewish Israel is publicly owned, and a maj
o
r
i
t
y
o
f
industry
is
publicly
or coeducation.
Marx's buttwo hisgrandfathers
owned, making it
were both rabbis,
father had different from operatively
Swedish-style
social
to convert lo Christianity in order to democracies.
practise law.
He said
Israel'swas treatment
Marx's l K43 essay "On the Arab
minority
not ideal,of butits
Jewish
Question"
has been Itwidely
interpreted
as anti-semitic.
iden- argued thai lew count ries-havetified Judaism wiih capitalism, and Ireaied a minerily as well when
Avineri, a Marxist, called it a "pret- there was an external threat from
people. inArabs
ty nasty piece of wriling". But, lhai
high minority's
political positions
Israel,holdhe
Marx's message was really "a said.
he added, there will nol
plague on both your houses", said soon Bui.
Avineri.
be an Arab Minister of
He nxHcd thai the essay was not. Defence in Israel.

as

lib not

same

homophile

By MICHAEL O'KEEFE
Homophile organizations are
more limited than gay liberation
organizations, Paul Pearce told the
U of T Homophile
Association
Wednesday
night.
Speaking to about Iwo dozen
people
ihe Graduate
Students*
Union, atPearce,
a former
staff
member of the Community
Homophile Association of Toronto,
noted the historically significant role
that homophile associations have
played
stressed theandimportance
of iheirandeducational
lobbying
activities.
He disapproved, however, of what
he sees as a tendency for homophiles
lo define themselves solely in terms
of their sexuality. Pearce described
gay liheralion as better equipped lo
assist in the development of the total
personality of the gay individual.
Pearce explained thai gay lib grew
out thement andwomen's
movelhat it wasliberation
not an offshoot
of the homophile movement.
As he described il, gay lib
attempts to break down the structured roles of homosexual

groups

relationships
too often
reinforced by thai
such are
socialall groupings
as ihe homophiles. He cited experiments ingay communal families
and group marriages as examples of
Ihe dynamism of gay liberation.
The speaker warned against l\
dangers of an institutionalize
homophile
cited theas
emergence movement.
of the gayHe ghetto
evidencement andofcalled
stagnation
the movefor theindestruction
of the degrading
isolationism of the
homophile
community.
Pearce told the audience of his
own transition from homophile to
gay lib and credited the latter for its
emphasis on ihe humanity of the
homosexual.
"Like "gay
women's
lib,"
Pearce explained,
lib wants
moreIn ihe
lhan discussion
a mere sexual
periodidentity"
which
followd it was obvious thai the
memhers of the UTHA were in
general
wilh Pearcc's
remarks. agreement
While emphasizing
ihe
educational and social functions of
iheir organization, the members of
Ihe UTHA seemed intent upon
avoiding thelhatpitfalls
homophile
nss-jcmlian
Pearceof outlined.

Snowf lake keeps kids warm
24 hour day care centre available to students is operating just south
of theA university.
The Snowflake Day Care Centre at 228 McCaul Street is able to provide
regular, parl-timc or irregular care for infants up lo two years old.
The cost is 75 cents per hour, although as it is a licensed centre,
Snowflake's parents are eligible for provincial subsidies. All lime
volunteered
by parents lo help run the centre is subtracted from the lime
their child uses.
Snowflake, which can be contacted at 925-7256, is an incorporated nonprofit cooperative. Authority rests in regular meetings of parents, staff and
volunteers.
The centre was originally funded by a LIP grant,
now selfstisiaimnp. Il is trying to sel up a centre for children overbuttwois years-old.

Those who take the meat
From the table
teach contentment.
Those for whom the taxes are destined
Demand sacrifice.
Those who eat their fill speak to the hungry
Of wonderful times to come.
Those who lead the country into the abyss
Call ruling too difficult
For ordinary men.
Bertolt Brecht
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Technology
a new

needs

revolution

critic
says French
concept and practice of self"It hardly need be recalled that theanswer
to the problem of the
management constitute an original
socialization of the means of production posed by Marx, and that this
concept and practice are unaffected by the difficulties which, since the
time of Marx, have arisen with respect to authoritarian and centralized

Concerning the Infanticide,
Marie Farrar
Mane Farrar. born in April,
No marks, a minor, rachitic, both parents dead.
Allegedly,
to now without
police record,
Committed upinfanticide,
it is said.
As follows: in her second month, she says.
Wilh the aid of a barmaid she did her best
To get rid of her child with two douches,
Allegedly painful but without success.
But you. I beg you. check your wrath and scorn.
For man needs help from every creature born.
She then paid out. she says, what was agreed
And continued to lace herself up tight.
She also drank liquor with pepper mixed in it
Which purged her but did not cure her plight.
Her body distressed her as she washed the dishes
It was swollen now quite visibly,
She herself says, for she was still a child,
She prayed to Mary most earnestly.
But you, I beg you, check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help from every creature born.
Her prayers, it seemed, helped her not at all.
She longed for help. Her trouble made her falter
And faint at early mass. Often drops of sweat
Broke out in anguish as she knelt at the altar.
Yet until her time had come upon her
She still kept secret her condition.
For no one believed such a thing had happened,
That she. so unenticing. had yielded to temptation.
But you, I beg you, check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help from every creature born.
And on that day, she says, when it was dawn.
As she washed the stairs it seemed a nail
Was driven into her belly. She was wrung with pain.
But slill she secretly endured her travail.
All day long while hanging out the laundry
She racked her brains till she got it through her
head
She had to bear the child and her heart was heavy.
It was very late when she went up to bed.
But you, I beg you. check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help from every creature born.
She was sent for again as soon as she lay down:
Snow had fallen and she had to go downstairs.
It went on till eleven. It was a long day.
Only at night did she have time to bear.

And so. she says, she gave birth to a son.
The sun she bore was just like all the others.
She was unlike the others but for this
There is no reason to despise this mother.
You. loo. I beg you. check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help from every creature born.
Accordingly I will go on with the story
Of what happened to the son that came to be.
iShe says she wil hide nothing that befell)
So let it be a judgment upon both you and me.
She says she had scarcely gone to bed when she
Was overcome with sickness and she was alone.
Not knowing what would happen, yet she still
Contrived to stifle all her moans.
And you, I beg you. check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help Irom every creature born.
Witt: her last strength, she says, because
Her room had now grown icy cold, she then
Dragged herself to the latrine and there
Gave birth as best she could (not knowing when)
But toward morning. She says she was already
Quite distracted and could barely hold
The child for snow came into the latrine
And her fingers were half numb with cold.
You too, I beg you, check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help Irom every creature born.
Between the latrine and her room, she says.
Not earlier, the child began to cry until
it drove her mad so that she says
She did not cease to beat it with her fists
Blindly for some time till it was still.
And then she look the body to her bed
And kept it with her there all through the night:
When morning came she hid it in the shed.
But you, I beg you, check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help from every creature born.
Marie Farrar. born in April,
An unmarried mother, convicted, died in
The Meissen penitentiary,
She
bringsbearhomepleasantly
to you allbetween
men's sins.
You who
clean sheets
weight
And give the name "blessed" to your womb's
Must not damn the weakness of the outcast,
For her sin was black but her pain was great.
Therefore, I beg you. check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help from every creature born.

There is only ONE...
OFFICIAL
University of Toronto
CREST PIN
or
SIGNET RING
they are supplied only through
STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
S.A.C. orBuilding
A. EARL EDWARDS
1534 Bayview Ave.
(Office at rear, off Millwood)

Phone
483-4212

It seems that no matter how much governments, political groups,
and
various other groups that define goals for people mystify our
planning."
social reality, the basic problem of who controls our lives remains. We
are subjected to calls for an end to technology, a vulgar sort of
nationalism, religious faith in the latest nut group that turns out bread,
and even faith in faithlessness.
Henri Lefebvre uses the general social and political upheaval
which swept over France in 1968, to put forward an analysis of
revolutionary social change in the highly bureaucratised,
technologized capitalist countries.
If Marx said that the urban proletariat was the class whose
inherent relationships with the capitalist mode of production implied
that they would be the instrument of its destruction, he did so by
analyzing his concrete reality, by examining the social forces active in
his time and place. There have been vast changes in the form of
capitalism since his time, and later theorists and political leaders have
successfully developed a new analysis and strategy corresponding to
them.
Letebvre looks at the state in France and examines its role in
preserving the social order.
The spirit which brought about the rapid and unexpected events
in France in May 1968 was one of a complete transformation of
society, not of nationalizations, of central planning, not that which is in
effect more efficient alienation of the masses. Both the revolutionary
groups in 1968, as well as Lefebvre, attack the Communist Party for its
essential conservatism, for its refusal to lead the huge masses of
workers they have in the seizure of power. But he points out that they
could not be expected to take part in a universal transformation of
society:power.
they accept as legitimate assumptions those of the absolute
state
Lefebvre develops the notion of contestation, which seems very
much like a phenomenon which we here on this continent have
labelled as apolitical.
For himof itexperienced
is a "refusal"andto anticipated
be "integrated",
"all-inclusive
total rejection
forms anof
alienation".
It
is
anti-specialist
and
anti-reductive.
It
examines
realityall
qualitatively rather than quantitatively. Youth find that they are
related to the world in a similar way — does this mean that they are a
'class'? In terms of a strategy for revolution, this is not Lefebvre's view.
Although it would be silly to think that young people entering
positons of ownership and control will be part of a movement of
revolutionary contestation, we can no longer think of revolution, of
meaningful social change, as occurring only in the factories. In
Canada the post-war boom has left us with a mass of young people
who have high expectations and few possibilities for action. While this
has developed, the ideology of American might and John Wayne-style
democracy and freedom have lost all semblance of validity.
In the end, power menas material control. To achieve this, those
who work must wrest it from those who own and control. This must be
done on all fronts.
"Recent history is marked by old contradictions that have been
poorly resolved or even become sharpened. There is a crucial
contradiction between private ownership of the means of production,
their management in the interests of a class, and the social (collective)
character of production. Far from disappearing, this contradiction has
assumed new forms. The state has been consolidated in appearance
only. It has taken on economic and social functions, but has not
ceased to establish its power over the entire society . . ."
Henri Lefebvre,
The Explosion,
Monthly Review Press
Ken Hanson

CHINA NIGHT 1973
AN EVENING OF CHINESE
CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT
TIME:
Saturday
January 20, 1973.
8.00 p.m.

PLACE:"

Ryerson
50
Gould Theater,
St.
ADMISSION:
$2.00 each
Tickets available at door
or atl.S.C, 33 St. George St.
CHINESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

PROFESSOR
BERNARD C0HN
Department of Anthropology
University of Chicago
"Is will
Theregivea Newa PUBLIC
Indian LECTURE:
History?
The Uses and Abuses of Social
Science in Historical Studies"
22 - 4 Building
p.m.
RoomMonday,
21 0B,January
Sidney Smith
and a SEMINAR:
"Sovereignty and Legitimacy In the
British Raj - Legal Theory and Myth in
the Exercise ot Imperial Power"
Tuesday,
a.m.
Room
3050.January
Sidney 23Smith-10Building
Sponsored by the SOUTH ASIAN
STUDIES COMMITTEE
ot the International Studies Programme
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Halberstam, Vietnam

foe,

pens political potboiler
ten year's reading about the
"It all Schlesinger
began in the oncold"the sighs
Arthur
first from
war. Halberstam has done is
page of A Thousand Days, his runWhat
together a boxful of spiky
book tionon which
the Gore
Kennedy
VidalAdministracalled the little
biographies
Johnson,
Harrimen,
the— Bundys,
best political novel since
MacNamara,
Rusk,
assorted
Coningsby. The novelization of
history is nothing new — Tacitus military and state department
was a master of the art — but functionaries. They are frank
examples of the genre taken from sketches. At a Cabinet meeting
recent history
par- after the Tonkin Gulf Resoticularly crasshave
and been
cloying.
lution, Lyndon Johnson leaned
Now there is the much-touted to his neighbor and said "Not
The Best and the Brightest by only did I screw Ho Chi Minh,
super-journalist
Halber- anecdotes
I cut his demonstrate
pecker off".not Such
only
stam, one of the David
best Vietnam
correspondents. This one kicks the president's notoriously gamy
off with "After the assassination, language — a trait Americans
in their chief exand all the pain. . ." and you can find endearing
ecutives — but the brutalizing
almost hear the muffled drum.
But that elegaic opening is a instrument that his mind was.
dissonant note. Halberstam has More often, though, the
written an historical melodrama, evesdropping is little more,
than the tid-bits in a
like Robert Graves' / Claudius. significant
This ais one
it took show-biz column.
me
weekheftyof book
fairly— diligent
After you've burrowed into this
reading to get through it — and book, you begin to grow a little
wary;
biographies are rolling
though itI don't
the along the
a little too smoothly. Each
time,
does think
keep it'syouworthgoing.
is reduced to a single
Gossipy trash novels are so much character
more alluring than reverential characteristic — intellectual
a poor boy's
need —to
biographies,
like Schlesinger's.
This may seem
a flippant way arrogance,
excel, un-human
efficiency
until, in the mid-sixties, it is seen,
tothe talk
about
a
book
that's
gotten
red-carpet treatment from the
minute way, to contribute
New York Times and the big into some
the making of the Vietnam
newsmagazines. But The Best morass.
pure Aristotle
— a
particular
excellence
and the Brightest is just another man's It's
book on the Vietnam thing, in the which becomes his tragic flaw.
sense that it has nothing new to Ingenious, but a little too neat.
This book is thick with
say. Except for some Airport-Wke
glimpses into the workings of cynicism — in fact the author
government councils and some takes an almost ghoulish
startling eavesdropping, there satisfaction in recalling how
isn't much that the alert reader
supercilious
wouldn't have already picked up super-impeccable,
McGeorge Bundy was so disastrously wrong about the most
important task of his career.
There is a perverse pleasure in
the humiliation of all those "hardInsider
exposes
of grad-school
Hello, reader. I am
Aziz, the These sizzling
should addpassion
one more little bit of nosed" liberals Kennedy brought
women, dear reader;novel
who
smug in their and
cer" facing the information. Mr. Moore has told to Washington,
virile Pakistani! Mr. MacVicar, needs them! Mr. Moore may have biting,
"Theysqueezing.
were both
tainty that brainwork
your editor, has allowed me this stretched the truth in telling of her screen, watching the movie, me that he really enjoys to listen ruthlessness
would
sew
up
Vietopportunity to tell a little of my reconciliation wtfh the impotent along with having intercourse. to stories like mine, and that if
nam for the West in no time. But
sexciting story (Loving Wrongs) fool, but then I forgive him! Judy soon found that she had to someone I knew had something Halberstam's
book, with its
to you in these pages. It is my Because he saw that I am a beast, close her eyes to find maximum to show and tell, he or she should biographical
method,
collaborator, Mr. Moore, in truth, and
know What it is to please a pleasure out of coitus, but Aziz get in touch with this estimable no other notion
than entertains
that the
lady.
whose words you should read,
kept watching the movie as well. author. Where? Oh, around this shortcomings and arrogance of a
Lei me quote you some of his Judy spent the whole evening in university; like me, he is a few dozen men were the sole
when you want to know more fully
what kind of man can satisfy four passages; they would never do in his lap, though he had two con- graduate student, and will be only causes of this war. As fiction, this
sum ations oftwo long acts of
or five normal women in a single a Walt Disney movie! (I think,
to tell your story to an works. But when you file these
reader, that Mr. Moore idolizes copulation. When the film was too glad public,
night!
for a small pages under history, they do
Thrust! Bite! I have told to him me a little; he could not find a about to end, she silently eager
consideration.
Isn't it time that
my story, and goodness me, publisher for my tale, so he paid wriggled out of his lap and,
Okay,
reader;
see
you in the seem inadequate.
opposed to the war
reader, it is instructive to see
nothing else to clean halls! Remeber; always wipe people
put it are
out. Isn't
flattering?) having
stopped
praising
every damn
thethatpassages:
herself with, she used her panties Loving Wrongs,
what comes of me in my affair toHere
book that does nothing
more
with Judy, the flat-chested "Aggressiveness on the part of for this purpose. Aziz laughed yourself clean!
than
let
them
gloat
over their
graduate student. Oh, the bitch. Aziz provoked aggressiveness in when she gave him the panties to Vantage,
New
York,
by Philip Moore,
own
rectitude?
We could have furgled. as I had her. And then the moment of final wipe his genitals clean. "
The Best
and the Brightest
Great stuff, reader! And even
though, endlessly, but then she ecstasy came, the moment of
byRandom
David House,
Halberstam
left me for her ridiculous hus- orgasm tor Judy. 'Ahhhhhhhh. . ,' more fun to experience, as I 1971.
$11.95
band, who could not satisfy her. — while Aziz was still thrusting. assure you I have, many times! I $4.95. (Ted Whlttaker)
Bill MacVicar
SMC FILM CLUB

FREE

COURSE

U. of T. Computer Centre offers a course in APL —
an interactive programming language. APL is a
language for describing procedures in the
processing of information. APL is available from
UTCC Interactive Services and is accessible from
any remote typewriter terminal.
The course consists of one terminal familiarization
session and six lectures, to be held over a three
week period, starting January 25th.
Please call Miss Simm, 928-3787, to
register.
FRIDAY, JAN. 19 & SATURDAY, JAN. 20
7:30 & 10:00 P.M. CARR HALL $1.00

WRITE ON
7 Charlas St. W.
967-1110
11-S
SaJ.
Open 9 lo 9, M-F
Canada'sTERMPAPERS
large si library of protested
papeis from
S1.7Spapers
per page.
Also
custom
research
from TUTORING,
S3.9Sexpert,
PER
page
Plus TRANSLATIONS,
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
AND
PROGRAMS,
XEROX
FOR EDITING
STUDENTS.AND RESEARCH. 4c.

PRESBYTERIAN
'S
ANDOFREW
SSI
JUST SOUTH
CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.
11. A.M.
DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART
'A CHURCH HOME
FOR STUDENTS
AWAY FROM HOME'
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Faculty

dig

Students

Course

Fight

in.

yawn:

unions

impotence

Student demands tor Increased power In decision-making often met with stiff faculty resistance.

A campus-wide conference on course unions held:
in November was able to attract less than twenty peopj*
to its deliberations. The turnout was perhaps as good a
comment as any on the current state of course unions at
U of T. Small, disorganized, with unclear goals and
directions, they are flounderingly struggling to avoid total
irrevelance.
Today, if a student is interested in becoming
involved in course union activity, well-nigh the only
concrete thing he or she can do is distributing and
tabulating course evaluations. This has become the main
function of most unions; for many, it is the only function.
Students who put them out hope to influence the
faculty by showing them how students feel about course
content and presentation. As well, evaluations give
students — it is hoped — guidance about which courses
might be worth taking.
Such a modest set of objectives is a sad comedown
from the high hopes with which course unions were
launched on this campus about five years ago. Once
seen as a vehicle for mobilizing students against
irrevlevant and mystifying educational experiences and
against undemocratic and alienating structures, they
have become a means for marginally influencing course
content, for having at least some input; however indirect,
into staffing
But evendecisions.
this does not correspond to the acti$))
stiuation. If quality of teaching were a significant factoMn
the hiring and firing of professors, evaluations might
have some value. Unfortunately, however, this hasn't
been anlikely
important
consideration
and Staffing
doesn't
seem
to become
one inin the
the past,
future.
decisions seem to be made totally independently of any
teaching ability, or lack thereof, that the professor
concerned may have.
As a result, course evaluations function only as a
shopping list for students. Increasingly, they are a
consumer's tool, the catalogue for the buying and selling
of educational products that goes on at the university.
Nor do evaluations seem to fulfil the other purpose
for which they are sometimes touted — that of
encouraging students to think about their course, to
stimulate critical discussion, and to thereby contribute to
consciousness or action.
For this, the evaluations are entirely too
individualistic and personalized. The process guarantees
anonymity. Evaluation sheets are handed out with a few
words of introductions; students obediently and hurriedly
fill out the forms and return them. The questions fit into
the short-answer format of pseudo-scientific "objectivity" that is a hallmark of modern
questionaire-worship.
The results are simply published and never
discussed. The professor is never actually confront^)
with the combined student opinions. And the evaluations
are never the occasion for collective action or even
discussion. They become simply a guide for choosing
between existing alternatives.
Attempts at changing this state of affairs have begun
atPolitical
Saint Michael's
course (PECU),
unions such
the
Economy College
Courseand Union
whichas are
considering in-class discussions.
But can course evaluations ever be improved
enough to become effective while the numbers of
students actively involved and interested in improving
their educational experience is so insignificant? Course
unions have certainly never had massive student support. Infact, one of the major flurries of activity occur with
the beginning of each school year when there begins
another scramble to involve a few interested students
who will do enough shit-work that will make possible
another
activity committees.
in writing up course evaluations
and
sittingyear's
in endless
There seems to be little continuity from one year to
the next. The student leaders who led the fight a few
years ago and who were the political inspiration to
radicalize or at least liberalize the university are gone
now and kettle
the ones
different
of fish.who have taken their places are£\
The purposes and directions of course unions are in
a constant state of flux from year to year, with no clearly
defined program or strategy, no unity of action.
Thus, some student leaders see the only purpose in
their activities in course unions as trying to "increase
communication
faculty."of Others
who actually
want to change with
the the
structure
the university,
must
content themselves with sitting on committees and
drawing up course evaluations, having been thwarted in
every attempt at actual and effective participation.
The present situation reflects both confusion over
basic objectives
and failures in finding stragegies that
would
realize objectives.
One major current in the formation of course unions
was a desire to win co-management for students in the
running of the university and the educational process.
This was tied to a desire to bring about educational
reform.tance oFundamentally,
it implied an accepf the basic nature however,
of the university.
Another current was represented by the
revolutionary left, which saw course unions as an
instrument for organizing students around common
concerns against the capitalist university and bourgeois
education. Student power was seen as something that
could lead to "red bases" in universities, along the model
of Simon Fraser University, where students in the
Political Science/Sociology/Anthropology Departmefj
had, for a brief period, equal power in all aspects of the
department, power which they used to turn it into a
centre of radical education. In this view, course unions
were an organizing tool that could lead to mass action;
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co-management was seen as a dead end that resulted in
^the
co-option
and deflection
student demands,
something
that could
not lead to offundamental
change.
The objectives of students were seen as basically
opposed to those of the capitalist university and the
academic status quo.
When course evaluations originally appeared, they
were seen either as guerilla theatre, turning the
grade-oriented system back on the professors
themselves, or as an attack on the sancity and exclusive
power of the professor over the educational process. The
shopping-list function was seen as at most a minor one,
directed at enabling students to choose among bad
alternatives until the educational experience itself would
be transformed.
But the original conceptions were blurred in
practice. In some cases, course unions were created
from what had been course clubs, associations of
students in various disciplines which were social in
nature, and directed mainly at bettering relations with
faculty
throughthere
tea-and-cookie
like. toIn
other cases,
was tension socials
betweenandthethedesire
challenge the power of the faculty and administration,
and the desire to share in the running of the academic
establishment. Especially in a situation where a
revolutionary minority were trying to involve a reformist
najority, there tended to be a blurring between different
conceptions of course unions.
A major problem was the fact that the
co-management conception was workable with small
numbers students willing to sit on committees. The
revolutionary conception required, to be effective, the
involvement of large numbers of students committed to
confronting established power. But in a university where
the allegiance or identification of students was not
primarily to a single discipline — most students take
courses in a number of different disciplines — course
unions were not a natural focus for student organization.
An emphasis on committees allowing for the
involvement of student activists.on the other hand, drew
in a number of students to the activities of the course
unions, giving them at least the semblance of activity. As
abentresult,
co-management
of the the
unionscommittee-oriented,
was reinforced.
This, in turn, lessened their usefulness as agents of
large-scale student involvement. Committee-sitting
was not a major interest of most students, goals of party
and structural reform were too abstract.
This, combined with the division of students
between course unions and other levels of student
involvement — SAC and the like — made it almost
inevitable that course unions remain, except for times of
crisis when larger numbers were temporarily drawn in
f wer specific issues, the preserves of small cliques of
activists or student bureaucrats, with little contact with
their supposed constituencies.
As a result, many course union activists are
relatively cynical about student desire for change. Some
have more faith in the ability of professors to change than
they do in that of students. But, then, they have plenty of
reason for their cynicism.
For example, parity committees in Anthropology
and Linguistics are often left without full student
representation because few students are interested in
sitting on them. These departments tend to be fairly
liberal, open to student opinion, and structurally
democratic. Parity on the curriculum committees was
achieved with practically no effort at all on the part of the
students. Other changes too have been accomplished
with relative ease.
Although hiring and firing is still without student
representation except in Sociology which only this week
implemented parity on this committee, student leaders in
the other departments show little desire to fight for it.
They
say they
they had
it so wouldn't
why exertknowthe what
effort?to do with the power if
Students in Sociology received representation with
elative ease. The former chairman of the department,
S.D, Clark, one ruled the department with an iron hand,
not even faculty having a say in decision-making. In a
strong reaction to his power, the faculty in effect voted
non-confidence in him, and Clark resigned. Subsequently, aparity student-faculty committee was set up
which recommended parity on every committee except
hiring and firing. Thus, changes still being fought for in
other departments were basically handed to students.
The
activities
Sociology students
Students' within
Union these
were
directed
mainlyof tothe organizing
structures, seeking the establishment of better courses
and the hiring of more radical faculty.
The three departments of Anthropology, Sociology,
and Linguistics are unique in the university in that they
have had relatively less traditionalism and authority to
fight against. This however, meant that students in them
had no rocks to sharpen their teeth on and consequently
seem to have gone soft. Since they were given virtually
everything they wanted in the way of power, they had no
challenge to rise. to. They have not had to develop a
comprehensive analysis of their stiuation as students
since they had no need for a long-range strategy. They
seem content, for the most part (Sociology is perhaps an
exception to this) with their departments the way they are
and see no need for a damaging student-faculty
confrontation. Some professors In these departments, in
fact, would be delighted if their students took more of an
0 'nterests.
these battles
"easy conquests"
there inhave
been Inthecontrast
rather todifficult
of the students
the
History, Political Economy and Geography departments.
Their history is far more complicated and involved.

The History Course union grew out of a SAC
committee in 1967 to set up course unions. The staff was
strongly opposed to student participation and managed
to co-opt the more determined students onto a
student-staff committee which served primarily to sap
energies and waste time. A student request for a single
representative
on the library and curriculum committees
was
turned down.
A course evaluation put out by the union shocked
the department a bit but did little concrete to influence it.
In the fall of 1969, two ad hoc committees with equal
student-faculty representation were set up to study
parity. But all proposals put forward by the committees
were voted down by the department.
Finally parity was achieved on all committees except
the policy committee and the Department Meeting, the
highest governing body which had on it only 14 students,
a token representation when put against the entire
faculty.
The term 1969—1970 saw the peak of the History
Students Union. In order to get more students involved,
the union became service-oriented, offering films and
seminars. For the first and possibly the last time,
elections were not for the most part a series of
acclamations. Determined to press forward, the graduate
students attempted to get parity on the Department
Meeting as a whole. In response, the department,
somewhat aghast, set up a structures committee,
which, meeting through the summer became a miniature
version of the Commission on University Government
(CUG), in which all the issues of student power were
debated.
The summer of 1969 marked the beginning of a

college councils, and student representatives on the
Faculty council. It is making no attempt to try to fo. nulate
plans for future action or to study the causes of
present ills in student organization. In short, it is largely
irrelevant. Unless it makes an attempt at formulating
policy or strategy, the purpose of its existence is
questionable. Yet its unrepresentative nature and its
distance
students makes it a dubious choice for
formulatingfrompolicy.
Saint Michael's College has given up course unions
as a lost cause and has also rejected the present student
council and its strategy (or lack of it) as completely
inadequate. The student council of SMC has refused to
join the Arts and Science union saying that Arts and
Science, as a faculty, has no relevance to students in the
way that, say, the Faculty of Engineering or Medicine has
to its students, They say that students in Arts and
Science identify far more with their college than they do
with their faculty, and even if some of them do not, it is far
easier to build that sort of identity on a college level than
it is inSMC
the spread-out
Arts and Science.
student buildings
council ofpresident
Pat Redican
stresses that the main purpose of his student council in
running operations normally run by course unions is to'
work on the grass roots level to get students involved and
subsequently raise their consciousness.
Redican regrets that SMC's differences with the rest
of the university have forced his college into isolation. He
does not think that his student council can do anything
substantial if cut off from the rest of the university. But he
claims that the new strategy has been well worth it. Active
membership in the student council has leapt to 50 from
the mere dozen or so it once was. Redican says that it the

Course unions often find that their hard-won seats on committees remain unfilled.
faculty backlash and the decline on the History Students
university had a more credible SAC, with a centralized
Union.
and ongoing strategy, the results might even be better.
All these unions have repeatedly come up against a
This year (1972—73) the union has only about 10
active members, some of whom are carryovers from last
common, unresolved question. Why is the student body
so massively uninterested in what they are doing? This
year. Gus Richardson says that he and his fellow
members are spending their time going to department
question is especially galling when it comes from hostile
meetings and sitting on committees. He says the union is
faculty whose arbitrary power makes even student
suffering from a lack of a cause. The goal of student
unions look responsible and representative by compariparity on the department meeting has been given up as a
son.
lost cause, at least for the time being. Changes have
Perhaps blame could be attached to choice of
issues, which are often far too abstract and
been so scarce, in fact, that Richardson is pleased that
the faculty have agreed to keep track of student ratings
structure-oriented. Parity too often means something
of professors in the chance that they will be taken into
only to aspiring student bureaucrats; it does not raise gut
issues for students.
account
whenup.decisions such as those granting tenure
are
brought
Course unions are so set up and structured that they
PECU struggled in much the same way for
can completely ignore or be oblivious to the students
set thelselves
up to serve. Unions
don't have
rely
representation but didn't get as far. Tom McLaughlin,
ontheytheir
student constituencies
for existence
sincetotheir
PECU's
the union students
ended upto
money
comes
from
the
Arts
and
Science
Union
(and
with onlyformer
minor president,
concessionsnotes
such thatas allowing
formerly SAC).
hand in essays a day late. Today, PECU is plagued by low
membership and lack of enthusiasm among the
And again and again, struggles and energies were
deflected into committee after committee which sapped
students. In an attempt to get more students involved, it
commitment and enthusiasm.
is planning a February referendum on priorities of the
It may at this time be both too late and premature to
course union. Negotiations for student representation
fight for power in departments as unions have spent
have come to a halt, having made not even the slighest
their time in the past. What has not been won up to now
progress since they were started in 1969. The union still
probably will not be won in the forseeable future, unless
does not officially recognize Stefan Dupre as department
faculty or administrators choose to grant reforms for
chairman because he was appointed without conreasons of their own. Most unions seem to recognize this
sultation with students. But nothing is done about this.
up. it appears that the struggle has largely been given
since
Although PECU this year has an issue on which to fight,
that is, the threat of extinction now facing the Political
The record of the past seems to make it clear that
Economy branch library, this has not been enough to
tinkeristic reforms in the form of demands for
attract more students to activity. News letters and public
lectures have been tried to make more students aware of
participation for students in the status quo, can
accomplish little except legitimize the status quo. Token
PECU's existance but these have not had a great impact.
and minority representation on decision-making bodies
Today, the course unions that struggled against
is often welcomed by the department establishments
formidable odds to get power in departments and the
precisely because it does nothing exceptdefuse student
unions that simply accepted what was given to them by a
demands.
benevolent and concerned faculty, differ little in terms of
Demands course unions have made in the past have
the number of empty student seats on the various
not fundamentally challenged the educational system in
departmental committees. It may be expected that
its entirety.
then, such
struggle might have given student leaders in the tougher
plish lit le if itButis merely
verbal,a confrontation
unaccompaniedcanbyaccompower
departments a greater amount of political sophistication,
but if that is true, it makes little difference since these
expressed through the mobilization of large numbers of
students
—
the
very
thing
unions
seem
poorly
equipped
students are no longer around. At any rate, the mass of
to produce.
the student body has remained largely unaffected.
Activists in the past have failed to solve this
The central student bureaucracies have made few
dilemma. Unless they can do so in the future, it seems
attempts to remedy the situation. The Arts and Science
unlikely
that course unions can remain a significant
union which has taken over the financing of course
vehicle for bringing about change in the university.
unions from SAC through an educational and political
Elaine Farragher
rebate has substantially no relevance to developments of
course unions or student power. It functions merely to
Varsity photos by Frank T. Rooney
co-ordinate the activities of existing course unions,
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violence.gotten
on abhorring
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Pecos. It ends on the rider, grand old whores
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despicable, but then those are was ... but it's the way it should'a Uptown Theatre the other night
exthose merry
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Huston's career dates thought about Vietnam? I am not
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screen and
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Deliverance.
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deny his talent or than was sought, by the way total
don't
I
it.
off
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g the
couldn't help recallin
Boy Bean is not preten
to whitedon't want
has futility
America
of almost a decade of my
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macho, or so racist, it is just learned to take its killing pretty own efforts to make a dent in the
al. It em- casually, and the men who made masses of killings in South-east
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to be a moral critic. the
Westerns have been key Asia. Huston, on the other hand,
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to see killings and maimings still murderer, to call a spade a me off.
and, even
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Of course, underneath thec
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to say that the
right by. Eliot
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meaning
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was
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the heros
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that the shoot-o at the end of
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cheap and unnecessary. ofWithin
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■n'
I read Pauline Kael's. in
which she pointed out how phony
Carol Burnett's marriage and lifestyle really were. ("If there is such
a thing as a consciousnessthis is it"). It had
g movie,
lowerinright
gone
by me.
So Huston's
failure in The Life
and Times of Judge Roy Bean is
to distract.
essentially a failure obviously
Judge Bean
fashioned
after is
Butch Cassidy
Butch's
but hewashlacksa bear
can't
the charm.
way ButchHe
could ride a bike. Butch Cassidy
were sheer
and Sundance
anachronism,
our men in the old
They yelled "shit"We when
West.
they jumped
them
like we offliketheus.cliff.
Roy Beanlikedis
funjust vicious, not modern, thenot lines.
have is able to
doesn't
he justPaul
The ny:best
Newman
do for him is make him stiffthe
and iswrong-headed:
necked
best Huston
able to do for him
rest of the movie
is people thepunier
characters.
with even
(Huston's treatment of women, by
is not much different
the way,
than
Sam Peckinpah's.) Only the
reminder
any last
photography
that
the samegivesman,
time
round, made Fat City.
Perhaps it is unfair to go after a
mindless piece of fluff like this,
even if it is a piece of fluff with a

lms
shard fi
of glass in the middle
in the middle. In
glass
of
shard
from
stems enterveheme
myI went
part
Bean
to nce
shock: tained, to see
Butchto beCassidy
I hadandmy bynosean
again. Instead
rubbed
in blood,
expert.
On the weekend I came across
an early 1969 issue of The New
Yorker in which Pauline Kael took
on a violent,
forgettable
boiler of the day.
I think pother
conclusion is worth reprinting:
This kind of movie can be
"effective" even when it is poorly
done, because it hits below the
belt. And to be violently teased
simply
isn't Itenough
reason torto the
go
to a movie.
is not enough
aim
be to "grab"you
and ofholda movie
your toattention.
It that is
the only aim it offends even if it
succeeds, because you resent
the manipulation. I resent the
assumption that we are so bored
and corrupt that we will be
pleased whenever we are not
bored.
I am whynot should
bored outside theSince
theatre,
I go
in to see a movie whose only
purpose
is to keep
from being
bored?...!
haveme been
very
harsh on this movie and perhaps
this is overkill, but movies, along
with the other arts, can open us
think
should applaudand thisI don't
kind
up towecomplexities,
of infantile, primitive regression.
Bob Bossln

Why wait for tomorrow?
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Artist fails
with Getaway
It almost seems as if Sam
Peckinpah has a built in selfdestruct mechanism. He
achieved a modest success with
Ride the High Country in 1962,
then followed with Major Dundee
in 1965. In 1966 the New Yorker
super-critic, Pauline Kael, called
him "one of the most talented
young
Hollywood,"
but the directors
Hollywood inestablishment
would have none of him and vice
versa. His forceful character, foul
language and abrasive behaviour
(it is reported he threw one
producer into a river) led him to
be effectively barred from further
work. In 1969 the producers of
The Wild Bunch took a chance on
Peckinpah and hired him on as
director. The film achieved wide
critical success (I personally think
it is the best western since John
Ford's Stagecoach),
moderate
financial one. ifSoonly
oncea
again he was established as one
of
bright asstars.
He
wasHollywood's
acknowledged
a true
auteur and he followed with The
Ballad of Cable Hogue, again a
critical rather than financial
success. In 1971 he completed
Straw Dogs, which is, to date, his
most financially successful film. It
drew a lot of publicity for its
scenes of violence and an ending
that
fascist.some people interpreted as
Seemingly Peckinpah had
struck it big. His name drew top
billing above Dustin Hoffman
(remember those ads: a man with
a deep, resounding voice saying,
"Sam
Peckinpah's
Dogs....
etc., etc.).
He wasStraw
interviewed,
photographed, hated and hailed

Discover
the
freedom of
CONTACT
LENSES

as America's
film genius
ad
nauseum.veryYet,own surprisingly,
his next film, Junior Bonner,
passed through Toronto practically unnoticed. Now his latest,
The Getaway, which opened
amidst the Christmas rush, is
bound for the same fate of instant
obscurity.
McQueen's
name is usedSteve
as the
drawing
card,
not
Peckinpah's,
whenit
talking to people about and
the film,
seems that AM McGraw's
atrocious bit of non-acting is what
is remembered most, not that it is
a Peckinpah film.
The turning point in
Peckinpah's
Straw
Dogs. Heresurrection
claimed thatwashe
was told to do the film but hated
the script and considered only
the ending to be decent
material. This has always been
an easy way out for directors who
want nothing more to do with a
finished film, but the Hollywood
system being what it is, I tend to
accept this explanation. The film
in many ways was no more than a
well-worn western theme
transplanted to the Devon countryside. Had the story been set in
the mythical west during some
timeless
period
wouldn't
caused half
the itfuror
it did.have
But
set, as it was, in contemporary
England with a theme that was
imperfectly realized, it was Immediately dubbed
"controversial".
Such a billing is of course the
ticket to a commercial success.
Witness the rise of such directors
as Ken Russell and Stanley
Kubrick, both of whom have
made "controversial" films, but
never great ones. (Works of true
genius, on the other hand, seem
to be passed over just because
they are brilliant. Everyone
knows,
if they're
marginallyeven
interested
in film, only
that

Orson Welles is a film maker of
true genius, yet I wonder how
many people have seen or even
know of A Touch of Evil as opposed to the number who praised
Kubrick's A Clockwork Orange.
Welles is now broke and can't get
backing for his films while
Kubrick makes his multi-million
dollar "statements on contemporary Dogs,
society".) Peckinpah
After Straw
directed Junior Bonner, a
beautiful, well-tempered film
about a down-and-out rodeo
cowboy who wants to make the
one final big win. A typical
Peckinpah film, — opposed to
the
atypical
Strawaround
Dogs the—
Bonner
revolved
theme of encroaching modernization on the old ways of the
west. If sense is to be made of
Peckinpah's
himself
such
films as whoring
Straw Dogs,
then onit
must be seen in the light of
enabling him to make films like
Bonner.
The Getaway also can be seen
as a result of the huge popular
and financial success of Straw
Dogs. Fed up with all the
questions
the "meaning"
Dogs
and about
its scenes
of violence,of
Peckinpah vowed to make a film
with no message or "social
significance".
he
has done With
what Thehe Getaway
said he
would — a film with a gun, a guy
and a girl, nothing more or less.
Steve McQueen plays an excon who, with the help of his
girlfriend, Ali McGraw, and a couple of other hoods plan a bank
robbery. The heist goes badly
and McQueen is double
crossed. With money in hand and
McGraw in tow he is chased
across southern Texas by the
"mob" and the law. The chase
culminates in a shabby border
hotel with a bloody shoot out,
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McQueen blasting everyone In
sight with a powerful shotgun.
The film starts slowly, catches up
during the heist and just after,
falls off again during the endless
chase,
thenout.moves will into the
final shoot
The Getaway neither has the
continuity of Bonner, nor the
gripping
of The
Bunch, butpower
it does
have Wild
fine
moments. In an attempt to elude
the law, McQueen and McGraw
hide in one of those huge garbage containers only to be lifted
into a truck and subsequently
spend the night buried under a
couple of tons of garbage. In the
morning the truck unloads its
contents, and them, in a dump
miles from anywhere.
Miraculously they survive and
spend the next
templating theifew
r fate,minutes
sitting conatop
the pile of garbage. Images of
Beckett and Godard come immediately to mind, but, understandably, what this scene
comes closest to is another like it
in The Wild Bunch.
The outlaws, having chosen
sanctuary of a dead end Mexican
village as their only refuge in a
world that wants no more of
them, decide to face the army of

Mexican rebels and certain death
rather than continue to live in the
shit and garbage that are the only
remains of their shattered
dreams. Similarly, McQueen and
McGraw, atop the pile of garbage, decide to stick it out
goether as the only means of
survival. theIn Peckinpah's
world,
loner and romantic
outsider,
shat upon by the rest of the world,
would rather take his fate in his
own hands and stick it out to the
end rather than give up. In The
Wild Bunch this works better
because it's out as slightly corny
because there is no unified
whole.
The Getaway is a good film by
any standards, its got lots of
action and Steve McQueen, but
Peckinpah, in his self-defeating
manner, hasmercialism forsubstituted
comart. There seems
to be a pattern emerging in
Peckinpah's work. He is alternating between
mercialism. quality
Cable Hogueandwascomexcellent, then came Straw Dogs.
Junior Bonner equalled Hogue,
now
Getaway.
next
film, ifit'stheThepattern
holds,Hisshould
be worth the wait.
Wyndham Wise
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Poco,

Raspberries,

America:
tromThePocolong-awaited
substantiatesalbum
the
notion that this country-rock,
good-timing collection ot
pickers
easily retain
tion of authority
atoptheir
the posifastgrowing ranks
of countryflavoured
rock groups.
Latest
result
of Richie
five
man assault
on the Furay's
market first
activated by the long extinct
Buffalo Springfield is a
gathering
nme isbalanced
tunes, one of
of which
the title
tune of the Poco release A
Good
To Know.
It's Feelin'
been two
albums now
since Jimmy Messina
departed pafor
comnionship of KentheUoggins.
but his replacement. Paul Cotfits
in fineton,—has displayed
three of thethattuneshe are
Paul's, and he's now tailored
his style
the harder
rock
of hisawayalmafrommater
group,
the Illinois Speed Press, into

good

stuff

for
nostalgia's
sake someon
of the
songs included
Ridge Top capture the
Youngblood magic of
yesteryear.
features
J.C.'s"Dreamboat"
voice as it
should here
be, andisa notable
addition
a closely
orchestrated horn section
working with the always solid
Banana and the bunch.
"Speedo" is an experimental
number which goes for several
minutes on voice mixes before
the instruments are phased in.
It rocks, as does the treatment
of McCartney's "She Came In
Throughdow" by Banana.
The Bathroom WinRevivals are the large part
of this collection, including
Richie Valen's old mexirocker, "La Bamba" and the
Also given
the
flip that na".
classic
single, "DonYoungblood's treatment are
Dylan's "I Shall Be Released",
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For the first time in Canada, professional dual slalom
skiing. See the world's best skiers competing against
each other for total prize money of $20,000.00. The
Benson & Hedges 100's Pro Ski Classic at Blue Mountain Park, Collingwood, Jan. 26, 27 and 28. First round
eliminations start Saturday and Sunday at 10:00 am.
Admission for adults is $2.00, good for all 3 days.
Children under 12 are admitted free with adult. Tickets
are available at Collegiate Sports Co. Ltd., Margesson's Co. Ltd., Norwegian Ski Shops, Streeter and^
Quarles
Sporting Ltd.,
Goods.Harry B. Kennedy Ltd., and Young's

flu
PRO SKI CLASSIC.
mm BENSOMHEDGESIOO'S
Blue Mountain ParkColbngwood.
January26,27and28.

Raspberries.
the happier, easy-picking style as well as Johnny Preston's
of Poco. From Paul there's the novelty
"Running
Bear" — vehicle
all of which
are
toe-tapper "Keeper of the treated
straight, without any
Fire",
and
"Ride
the
Country",
one of the best cuts on the set.
except for the narra"Early Times" is a slower tune clowning,
tion by Jess in "Donna"
whichof
of the type
about a band whose right is reminiscent
word
play
kibitzing
of
the
hand themanexpected
"took toresult.
trippin'",
with
stage willact.in
Banana and the bunch
Richie Furay puts out a trio Youngblood's
of songs as well, with Tim all probability continue to
Schmit checking in with two, record, and word has it that
plus there's a revival of the Jesse's already picked up
Stills-Springfield classic done three musicians (some of
played on his Together
up Poco fashion — "Go And whom
so the prospects of a
Say
Goodbye".
A balance
achieved
between
the twois album),
cormore plaintive compositions new Young-centred
from Tim Schmit, and the up- favourable. poration of sound are
tempo pair from Richie — the
The album is titled Fables
title
Settlin' and it's by England Dan and
Down"tune,
(whichandPoco"Andperformed
John
Ford Coley. Not exactly
on
recent late-night TV two names
which set the
pilotthe
for ABC).
music business afire, to be
The news of the split-up of sure, but England Dan and
Jesse Colin Young from his John Ford Coley have one of
namesake Youngbloods the most tuneful, impeccable
marks the end of one of those albums to be heard. Aided by
groups
heavyweight
skyrocketed which
into the bignever
time, some
talents such
as pianiststudio
Larry
but which commanded a cult- Knechtel (of Bread), Jim Gorlike following —Westparticularly
don on drums (who works with
the American
Coast, andon
all, from Presley to
in Boston where Jesse played them
the old Unicorn Club in the Cocker), as well as
early years of the past decade. everybody's
Blaine,theirDanownanddrummer
John guitar
fillHalin
Youngblood fans have, by all with
rhythm
indications, just two final backins, all the while singing
albums awaiting their throb- some very close harmony on
bing ears — the second last nine of their own songs. "What
collection, High On A Ridge I'm
Doing", features a vocal
Top,
has with
recently
been mix faintly reminiscent of early
released,
one more
Seals and Crofts, while
taping
held last
for what
will "Simone" and "Casey" prelikely being
be the
of the
sent first Dan and then John
Youngbloods
on lead vocal, displaying the
individual voices which are
Internal problems associa- blended throughout this exted with choice of material
tremely impressive, yet sadly
prompted
to seek obscure collection.
out a new Jesse
set of C.musicians,
It's a bit paradoxical that
abandoning Banana, Joe album
sales on the two
Bauer and Mike Kane; but
W£:r::>::*::>::::^^
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America albums have perhaps
been hampered by the selections chosen for introductions
to the sound of the group on
AM radio markets. Listeners to
either America or their latest,
Homecoming, realize that
"Horse With No Name" and
"Venture
Highway"
tainly not the
premier arecutscer-on
either collection. Homecoming
is perhaps typified by the circular repetition of the melody
line of "To Each His Own", with
its slight connections with "I
Need You" from album one.
Some of America's compositions manage to call up
memories of portions of Neil
Young's work — on such tunes
as "Moon Song", or even "OnYour ofHeart"
thereYoung
is a
faintly Intouch
the Neil
mood on his Harvest album.
The soft opening on "Till
The
Up Again"
buildsSun
into Comes
a soft-rocker
which
intros an entire side of the
sound that America has
developed, incorporating that
rich acoustic guitar flow (aid
on electric guitar, and occasional y some electric piano.
One significant change on this
second LP from the first
America release is that
whereas on it all songs except
"Arecorded
Horse With
No Name"Studios
were
at Trident
in London, England, Homecoming is a Californian product with perennial studio
adjuncts Hal Blaine and Joe
Osborne sitting in on drums
and bass respectively. As
usual, all guitars are handled
by the three members of
America — Dan Peek, Gerry
Beckley, and Dewey Bunnell.

hard to imagine
likeIt's Bread
becominga group
any
better than they are. But to
look back one album to their
Baby I'm A Want You release,
they added as full-time
member one of the most truly
versatile of all studio
musicians in the business. The
advent of Larry Knechtel
taking on the Bread-wrappers,
so. to speak, meant that
this group had surely arrived.
Now, the latest album Guitar Man, incorporates the
Knechtel sound into that of the
former dynamic trio of David
Gates, James Griffin and Mike
Bolts. The new gathering of
twelve Bread offerings, including two hits — "Guitar
Man" and "Sweet Surrender"
— is a perfect blend of tempopacing and hard and soft rock
sounds as were prevalent on
the previous four Bread
albums. If anything, however.
Bread is at its best in the softer
rock disciplines of the title
tune,
or the beautiful
"Aubrey"
or "Didn't
Even Know
Her
Name",
with
that
high
baritoneon
that David Gates utilized
"If" and "It Don't Matter To
Me". This is a well-paced,
creative, and meticulously
produced album, and it may
just be the right combination
that vaults Bread out of the
soft-rock underground status
into full, and deserved
recognition at long last.
Cleveland Ohio, that midAmerican urban bastion, has
never actually been identified
as the rock music centre of
North America — but, if the
recent emanations of a
musical nature from that hub

continue to evolve, Cleveland
may justLiverpool,
be thedisguised
North
American
and reclining in its halycon
days before the big shock.
From Cleveland has come the
group named Raspberries,
and in case the name doesn't
jolt you, think back about
three or four months to that
AM Radio goodie that had that
haunting presence commonly
called the Early Beatle Sound
— Raspberries hit it big with
"Go All The Way", (complete
with oo-oo's, and a bridge
styled on the "Please Please
Me" classic from 1964), which
was tucked away on their first
Capitol LP called, strangely
enough, Raspberries.
Now, with a new set of ten
songs, one of which has been
culled for constant air-play (I
Wanna Be With You),
Raspberries latest release is
titled Fresh. Despite
derogatory claimants that their
sound is reminiscent of the
Fab Four, there are certainly
many other groups to whom it
would be far more injurious to
be compared. Fresh is just
that — a fresh, inventive selection of sixties style Beatleoriented rock and roll which is
more than redeemed by the
infectious arrangements which
are predicated on some exblends. cellent vocal harmonies and
Poco.
Good Feelin' To
Know. AColumbia
England Dan and John Ford
Coley. Fables. A & M
America, Homecoming, WEA
Bread. Guitar Man, WEA
Raspberries, Fresh, Dick
Capitol
Loney

"Aunt"
Travels
with My Aunteis one hams
Maggi
is a posh hotel". up as veryThere
specific
of those life-is-a-banquetare. inweaknesses.
fact, whole
Maggie Smith is allowed to stretches of this movie when I
and- most- poor- snns-ofoveract outrageously.
wondered
if
I
had
strolled
into
bitches-are-starving stories. Granted,
the part is not one for
Such movies are justly popof Miss Brodie" or
subtletiees — a 70 year old "Mother
ular bits of escapism as well as former
some other attempt at a secourtesan and
marvellous showpieces for
quel. The speech cadences,
veteran actresses to sashay Modigliani model who keeps a the worldly
put-downs, even
through. When I heard that black man around to "supply the tearful reveries
— all are
Maggie Smith would play the frivilous
her wants".
Now,
this
is
a
eccentric created for lifted wholesale from Smith's
lead in this film of Graham
splash, and so lacks
Greene's
book, I comedy,
expected ana maximum
It's un-at
any ballast, any groundings in Oscarwinning derrole.
superior, offbeat
standable that Smith,
Auntie Mame with real style. reality, that might give Smith first, would want to stick to a
some clues as to how to play
Ever since
But it'slikea
thought
SmithHotwasMillions,
terrific; I've
the her. Miss Jean Brodie, another winning
mystery combination.
why an old hand
last thing I expected was that madcap, was a psy- Cukor
let Maggie Smith get
chologically detailed character away with this hamming.
she would ruin Travels with my whose eccentricities
covered
Aunt.
Bill MacVlcar
Travels satisfies the
requirements of the genre.
Alex McCowan plays the poor,
life-starved schnook — a Neil Young reaches bottom
bachelor whose passion is
A hangup with customs that sustained at a deafening level
cultivating dahlias — who
meets up with his black- resulted In Neil Young's Mon- that encouraged Young to
overcome his accompaniment
starting
sheep-aunt Augusta at his an hourday evening
and a concert
half late was
the by screaming out of tune. It
mother's
funeral.
hours,
needless
to say, Within
his life beginning of an off-night for was one of the worst shows ol
is turned topsy-turvy, what
any lasmajor
in Toronto in
return of Scott Young's son the
few star
months.
with loose sex, grass-puffing, tothe Toronto.
There was a continual
The concert opened with
foreign intrigue, and the disof laziness exhibited by
covery that he is a bastard
Young alone on stage ac- feeling
{literally). George Cukor,
companying himself first on Young in reaching for the
whose last film was My Fair accoustic guitar
and then on higher notes (which resulted in
piano. The tunes delivered their being broken or flat) or
Lady, directed, so the ex- were
a mixture of old and new, articulating the ends or words
travagant plot is propped up
with terribly chic sets and what
lo save breath. "Southern Man
including
The Way "Journey
Home", proved
the writers take to be terribly
lo be a painful con"Tell MeOn Why",
arch dialogue. All in all, I supclusion to the was
show.empty
Young's
Through The Past" and a 1968 guitar playing
and
pose, this is a reasonably
"L.A." feature mechanical and the singing
entertaining movie, though
The called
most consistent
song
(lead
and
background)
was
everything
about it is second- of the performance was blatantly out of tune and
rate.
Young's inconsistency. At uncontrolled.
Aunt
Augusta's
for regular intervals he would
Instance, consists old
of aage,
henna
cloud a seemingly fine effort showman.
Neil YoungHe justneeds
isn't athevisualinrinse through her hair and a with sloppy guitar work or
timacy and accoustics of
set of permanent-press vocals, being particularly Massey Hall,
vastness
wrinkles. She speaks con- careless on his instrumental ol the Grdens.notSotheif you
misstantly asthough her lips were introductions. The first half of
sed Neil Young this time
starched. The make-up artists the program was reasonably
and set designers seem to balanced at a tolerable volume because you couldn't get the
have been assigned to tell with Neil's voice booming tickets, time or money, don't
us such facts as "this is a clearly across the Grdens. But feel
because you didn't
miss bad.
anything.
vain old women" and "this the later rock portion was
... Altai Mandall

MARTIN ONROT & U. OF T. SAC PRESENTS:
THE
MAHAVISHNU
ORCHESTRA
featuring
john Mclaughlin
William Cobham, Jerry Goodman, Ian Hammer, Rick Laird
Fri. Jin. 26 8 p.m. Convocation Hill U . of T.
Tickets $5. Available at Sam's downtown
Eaton's
Amherst
Pharmacy,
FOR U. of T.A.T.O.,
STUDENTS
- LIMITED
NUMBERSACOF Office.
TICKETS
AT S4.00 AVAILABLE AT SAC OFFICE
AN ENCORE DONALD K. DONALD PRODUCTION

JESUS

ON

TRIAL

Dr. Leighton

Ford

Speaks
Wed. 24 Jan.
Convocation Hall
Thurs. 25 Jan.
1:00 -2:00 P.M.
Fri. 26 Jan.
What

then

with Jesus
called

shall I do
who

is

Christ?"

virginal
(or sackbut specialist)
player
If specialist
you are a avirginal
player
lover of beckettor ora sackbut
balzac a
freudian cartesian or keynesian if you are
turned on by spenser or toynbee sausages or
sauerkraut einstein eisenstein skinner or shaw
miller marcuse muller or marx if your bag is
limnology ornithology or campanology if you
are an existentialist dadaist or hedonist male
female hermaphrodite or hobbit any or all of
these we would like to talk to you somewhere
sometime
you may think we are putting you on that its
out of the paradiso into the inferno that we
will pour you into pin stripes and pack you
into a suburban box for your nightly death or
that we will hedge you in with corporate
controls management theory rubber plants or
daily dogma well you may get a plant but
forget the rest
at least give us a chance to tell you more we
dont care what subjects you studied or what
your marks were whether you can start in the
spring or want an indefinite holiday first
whether you turn up to interviews in your best
suit only suit or no suit if you want a chance
a challenge a stimulus a highly charged and
demanding environment problems to solve and
people to motivate then talk to us and tell us
we will be on your campus for interviews
and we will hope to see you. but if you cant or
wont make it why not call mike polley at
928-4345 area code 416 and arrange to meet us
sometime at our toronto head office the
manufacturers life insurance company
200 bloor street east toronto 5 for further details
of our campus visit contact your placement
centre or career counselling service
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Violin outdoes piano at Town Hall

concert disappoints
programed
Irreproachably
I have to retrace my critical tone was boring and I suppose he was a fine choice because it is That's not an awful program, stylish with the Schumann, but
piece escapes me, as does
steps here a bit, because I have wished he wasn't missing the Beethoven, not often played and but it left me with a hankering the
elsewhere sneezed at the Superbowl.
suitable for a duo, such as that of after something more central and the Ravel sonatine, also finely
Andrew
Dawes,
violinist,
and
relatively spiceless programming
imposing.
Andrew
Dawes
played
Kathy Wund, a first-rate Jean-Paul Sevella, pianist, the
so I don't but
feel apologize
encouragedto
do anything
ot some recent concerts. For the scholarship
so beautifully, I wish {as with toplayed,
student,
was splendid on her viola.
The Franck
calls performers for the evening. Ro- Adele Armin last season) he had enthusiasts for my curtness
Faculty
of
Music's
Sunday
Scholarship concert, as I confess for much chordal lashing of the
these works and the renbert Schumann's piano sonata, chosen a Bach unaccompanied towards ditions
they received.
is always the case, was viola, and she proved her as Chopin's preludes or Schu- sonata or partita. These six
In the final Ravel sonata, for
bert's sonatas, has a relatively monoliths, as grandiosely
irreproachably programmed: strength here. She played with select and
content following, but
and got what anyone
as anything Bach wrote,
Franck's quintet in F minor and confidence
want from her instrument because I am not part of it, I was sculpted
are at once the test of, and stunt violin and piano, Andrew Dawes
Dvorak's opus 81 A major would
again malplayed
sun after{i.e.a disindifferent to the programming of arena for, a great violinist.
and dullthedrizzle,
the
quintet The first is a demonic — a rich, swelling tone.
But to take them as they were Ravel sonatine). Nippy pizzicati
Dvorak, perhaps because he the early G. minor. Murray
thing, condensing lifetimes of
Adaskin's
sonatine
baroque
for
and
nervous
itching
of
the
strings
was
partial
to
the
cello,
gave
the
Byronic energy into forty minutes,
came off
and leaving you and your senses lion's share of the string portion solo violin is eloquent and brief — played, the Beethoven
impeccably
bowed. The
Andrew Dawes
truncated
and clambering
his bow so- well-trained
that hasits were
emotionally spent. The latter is a to this instrument, and both it and which means so, unfortunately, spectacularly.
catchy fluid piece, with not quite Ihe piano begin lyrically the first was our enjoyment of the only tone melts from the harshest,
enough of anything, coming after movement. Vladimir Orloff unaccompanied piece Andrew fiercest growl to a lambent in- second
especially
movement,
sawof"Blues"
mainthe Franck.
ease of a volume rhythms,tained
the accuracythe
their
guided hisand
instrument
with Dawes performed. Maurice control. timacyAndwith theLudwig
Pierre Souvairan on piano sternness
mature tone
written-in
drunkenness,
thanks to
Ravel's sonatine for solo piano is to talent of this level inishisgenerous
ripping
played with honesty and lots of through the whole piece.
spiritless, trashy and brief. On the finale.
involvement. Unfortunately, I did
great
ensemble
work.complement
These twoBoth quintets set the other hand, his sonate pour violin
musicians
obviously
not hear him all the time because instruments on their own in- et piano is a wealth of interesting
Jean-Paul Sevilla is a modest one another very well.
virtuoso
as
he
showed
in
the
violinistic
effects
and
rhythmic
dividual ways, and so balance
the quartet rather played on their
So, all in all, mediocre fare
can be a difficulty. But everyone tricks. It is important Ravel, but Beethoven, and except for an
own
they'reI sitting
front — ofafter
the all,piano.
say thisin seemed to know where the other on the larger historical canvas, a ounce or two of over-pedalling, served in Ritz-Carlton fashion.
tableau
of
technical
but
marginal
offered
fine
accompaniment.
He
tongue in cheek, of course. was going, so their paths crossed
Generally I was pleased with the at just the right moments, and Significance.
was obviously diligent and even
by Ian Scot)
dynamic
levelandof the
each other off accurateDavid Zafer
Victorquartet
Martin,— theyly saw
and with professional ease.
violins. Kathy Wunder, viola and This was especially noticeable
Vladimir Orloff, cello. I think Ihe
delightful in the Franck, first
tumultuous emotional level of the and
movement, when the piano Machiavelli's
play "Mandrake"
Franck demanded plenty of bitter lyrically re-works the matter the dies in Colonnade
production
attack. At the same time, strings have passionately torn
The mandrake is a very strange secular and religious, mother, priest, false doctor,
Souvairan was very well-paced limb from limb.
and runs came off as impeccable
This is the kind of concert I like hermaphroditic plant credited with the powers of lover and husband all conspire to bring about the
an aphrodisiac or of death-dealing. It is said to seduction. Against such odds virtue naturally wilts
ripples. I still wonder how the most of all: one that tells an utter
a human shriek when pulled out of the earth. and joins the unregenerate.
problem of dynamic balance exciting and meaningful story in a The Mandrake
is also the title of a Machiavelli play
The conclusion is long foreseen, the
between the two "Instrumental' keen voice and eloqent style-.
currently
in production at the Colonnade Theatre. characterizations are studied and confined (as is
colours" might have been solved
With
such
an
aura
surrounding
it,
the
play,
It has been voiced before, but
the staging) and the comedy bolstered by false
without sacrificing either the pasone of the greatest works of the Italian spirit. It is however what could be called an
the strings
Souvairan's the St. Lawrence Centre's "Young considered
Renaissance,
has
the
potential
for
equal
measures
adequate production and gives us a glimpse of yet
gentlesion ofand
precise orphrasing.
Victor Martin allowed his violin Canadian
concert lastPerformer's"
Friday is Second
reason of eroticism and degeneracy. But weighted down another seldom seen "classic". Although this
a strong singing tone, while David enough to reiterate the dis- by the playwright's opportunistic expectation of presentation does not develop either a sinister or
comedy dealing with a far- decadent, a ribald or mirthful atmosphere to any
Zafer was generally unsatisfaction with much program- man, it feistched ploat tojoyless
seduce the virtuous young wife of an extent, it has a few cagey moments end tells the
impressive, especially when he
ming of current local concerts.
took over the lead from Martin for Beethoven's sonata for violin and aging lawyer, Messer Nicia. Demonstrating story with brevity and occasionalSandra
bravado.
Souchotte
the Dvorak. He looked bored, his piano in C minor, the first work, Machiavelli's preoccupation with corruption, both

Br&wed

fidm paid spring

wat&C

100% whole wheat bread
a delicious health loaf
the original wheatdonut
birthday and special cakes
"(conventional or liberated!)
and other good things from
Harbord Bakery
(NEAR MAJOR)
922-5767
UNIQUE
ACK
RBO'S
PE
ONT
PA
TOR
Bookstore

ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified
well-informed
by
subject,
helpful
staff

C
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707YONGEST
Below Bloor
923-3551
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Lowell Jones exhibits his
Lowell Jones is a young American artist technologized Eskimos, except for the
who last year set up a lithography more abstract and lyrical drawings and
workshop with some Eskimos in Cape
Dorsett, Baffin Island, in the North West prints.
The most fanciful paintings are lightly
Territories. He is now exhibiting some of toned with spray paint in a somewhat
his paintings, lithographs and drawings at Cubist fashion, but they are by no means
Hart House. It is hard to see how his abstracts. The predominating figure, resubjects might interest even the most
positioned and blown up in a different

paintings at Hart House
shape from picture to picture, is a fleshly abstraction, you'll want to turn to the
female from the forties, presiding over, fewer-tone prints and drawings, which are
diving into, playing around with or doing not exactly establishing any new frontiers,
something in, amidst, or over, of all things, but are very good nonetheless. I did not
a cow herd. It is really quite cleverly done, get a chance to ask Jones about his
in these drawings or prints but it
and in one style of today's op — perverse technique
but homely. Its style is its amusing con- looks as if his methods are varied and
tent, so if you like line and amorphous meticulous. Ian Scott

New York
WINNER:
1970
ANNUALMORNING
TORONTO
PIZZA1STAWARD
AFTER SHOW CBC
STAR WEEK'S JUNE 71
PIZZA CONTEST

WANTED
by Arts

& Science

PAID

Student

Union:

Pizza House
Dining
Room 925-1736
OPEN 11 AH1 AM 3MON-SAT
SUN
PM-1 AM
TAKE-OUT
AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM
5 PM-1 AM

O'KEEFE CENTRE
FRONT & YONGE 363-6633

PERSONNEL

Applications are now being received by the Arts and Science
Students' Union for paid full-time and part-time position. The
position entails research and organizational work in the following
areas: course unions, faculty council and colleges. Salaries will be
reasonable and concomitant with the responsibilities assumed.
No experience in this kind of work is necessary, though some
familiarity with the ASSU and the faculty in general would be
desirable. The term of employment begins February 1 and ends
April 30, 1973. Application in writing should indicate convenient
times for an interview. Applications can be mailed to:
ASSU
c/o Mike Scott
Rm 2097
Sidney Smith Hall
University of Toronto
100 St. George St.
Toronto 5, Ontario

JANUARY 20 - FEBRUARY 10
"HILARIOUS AND LOVELY POP MUSICAL!
I HAD A GREAT TIME!" — cuve barnes, n.y.times

GENfLbWEN
OFiNERONk
MJSOL
LOW PRICED SPECIAL PREVIEW SAT. JAN. 20
SAT. JAN. 20 8:30 P.M. S5.00, $4.00. S3.00. S2.50
MON-THUBS. 8:30 P.M. . S7.50.S6.00.S4.50, $3.50
S7.00. S5.00. S3.S0
FBI a MAT.
SAT 8:30
WED.
2:00 P.m.
P.M. S8.50.
$6.00, S4.50. S3.50. $3.00 BOX OFFICE
SAT. MAT. 2:00 P.M.
$6 50, S5.00, $4 00, S3 00
11 A.M.OPEN
— 9 P.M.
Hall
prices forat anystudents,
applle.;nu-Tiberto matinee
discontinued
time as this
a limited
of seats performances
is available. only This offer may be
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The third and final production of the
season of the Graduate Centre for the
Study of Drama opens at Hart House
Theatre this Thursday. Hamlet, directed
by Martin Hunter, will run for eight
evenings until Febraury 3, with no performance January 28 and 29.
If
you
haven't
managed
to see Heytonight
Rube
at Toronto Workshop
Productions,
and tomorrow night will be your last
chance for a long time. It was first
produced in 1961, and played again in
1967 with even more success. It is a
brilliantly entertaining show. Humour and
pathos are partners in the well-paced
sequences portraying the on-stage and
off-stage tribulations of a dying circus
troupe. In the beginning I was wary of
cliches about those grand people In show
business; in fact, I was quite prepared to
be irritated. Hey Rubel swept me along all
the same with its colour and confusion. As
for the performances, sometimes I felt
there was too much theatrical yelling. In
general, though, the whole production is
so well balanced that certain less inspiring
moments are absorbed and easily
forgiven.
Come and find out about Survival
Theatre at the UC Playhouse, it is based
on the premise that the performer has the
freedom to act as he pleases in the
theatre. The audience may come and go
as it wishes. The group which has been
working on this concept of theatre invites
you to come to their rehearsals (for lack of
a better word; they are not shows) around
8 pm January 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 27 or the
afternoon of the 21st or 27th.
Two Gentlemen of Verone opens at the
O'keefe Centre Saturday night. The
award-winning Shakespearean musical
has its musical score composed by Gait
McDermott (Hair). Student matinees are
half-price.
Prices are not so reasonable for Henry
IV by Luigi Pirandello. Rex Harrison is the
Royal
Alexandra
Theatre's
crowd-drawer
this time.
Pirandello
is a modern
Italian
playwright who
was
tortured
by
life's
termingling offantasy and reality. He in-is
rarely performed in Toronto, a pity considering the relevance of his works.

religion
"The Soul can be watered so that it will
grow divinely — free from the thorns of
lust."
This is the message of a book which,
according to its own introduction, was
dictated by Almighty God to Eugene
Changey. Changey, who identifies himself
asproduced
God's son,
the process,
which
the explains
book. From
Thy Creator:
with- Love, as follows: "I try to keep my
mind a total blank. My Father's Voice is
heard above a void. My Father speaks
very rapidly. I write His Holy Words as fast
as I can. Thus we have a new concept in
theA publication
of this toHolyprovide
Book."a clue as
dedication seems
to why the book appeared mysteriously
and possibly miraculously on L'Hebdo's
review
GOD.and I
dedicate table:
this Holy"AsBookAlmighty
to the Editors
Publishers
in
the
newspaper
industry."
In a biographical sketch on the back
cover, Mr. Changey is identified as "a
bachelor
his life"education..
who "with . a. has
merea
Junior Highall School
Master's
Degree
in
learning
from
Letters
and Books dictated to him by his Father,
Almighty GOD." No further information is

p
provided about the other Author, nor is it
made clear why Mr. Changey and Mr. God
have different surnames.
However, the book itself contains more
information from Mr. God about his son
Eugene, who evidently functions as His
secretary
as well:of"Man.
. . must(sic).
have That
the
companionship
a Savior
Savior (sic) is My Son, Eugene, in whom I
Am well pleased. My blessed Son,
Eugene, is really Jesus. Though he says
does not want the responsibility, he will
believe Me when he has left his earthly
domain." (p. 14)
While the book, despite Mr. Changey's
Master's Degree, suffers from numerous
grammatical errors, it does contain interesting passages. Beginning with a
statement that "As Almighty GOD, I
welcometinues wiyou
to Our latestobservations
Book", it conth philosophical
and
advice, some evidently for the general
public, but some seemingly only for Mr.
Changey.of Love
Thus,is statements
as "The
Grace
not denied such
fruitlessness,
if it is endangered by the Hope of
selfishness" and "Holiness is next to
cleanliness and a sinner shall not go
unpunished"
clearly of with
wider advice
interest.to
But. they are are
interspersed
Mr. Changey such as "Honesty is the best
policy, Son" (cf. Lord Chesterfield, Letters
to his Son). (This evident reprimand, incidents, Ismore than made up by the fact
that Mr. Changey's degree is awarded in
the
course
of this book: "A Master's
18)).
Degree in learning is yours, My Son." (P.
Nevertheless, the overall quality of the
book is somewhat uneven. (This may be
attributable
previous bookto byMr. Mr.Changey's
God, Thework;
Bible,a
dictated to a committee of prophets, was
much better-written. Mr. God himself
writes only in Hebrew, although he speaks
other languages.) Is it possible that the
shortcomings Mr. Changey displays could
be attributable to problems which seem to
be hinted at in a rather cryptic piece of
advice from his father: "The Soul is want
for gain but the ardor of romance dulls a
keen-witted
brain"?With Love;
From Thy Creator:
by Almighty God, as told to
EugeneYork;Changey;
Carlton Press,
New
1972; 23pp.
__„_ di

Monday the 29th, your bestest. Student
tickets are $1.50. On January 25 there is a
2:10 lecture by Rudolph Blng, past
General Manager of the Metropolitan
Opera. States".
New York. Thetickets,
title is no"Opera
in the
United
the
concert hall.NoThere
are twocharge,
studentin
recitals on Tuesday, at 5:15 and 8:15 — no
tickets, no charge, but confirm on the day.
Deborah Taylor, soprano and Maurice
Pelletier, violin, are the two performers.
Another student recital is on Friday, Mary
Halpenny, cello and Hilary Everett, piano.
The recent Jacqueline du Pre Toronto
Symphony Concert is on CBL-FM this
Sunday at(Act2:03
pm. Siegfried
Furtwangler's
Walkure
III) and
(Act I)Dieof
the Radio Italiana is on Opera Theatre at 7
pm Sunday.
Judy Loman
CBC
Radio Celebrity
Recital performs
on Februaryin a1
at 8:03. On Wednesday January 31
Maurice Bejart, founder of the Ballet of the
Twentieth Century, presents his Messe
pour
channelle 5Temps
(cable Present,
6) CBC. at 9:30 pm on

Pauline Kael (this is her fourth mention
in today's I'hebdo) called Straw Dogs the
first fascist work of art. I can't quarrel
aboutsoitsmany
fascism,
but respect
I haven't itanlikeinkling
why
people
they
do.
It's
the
story
of
a
mathematician
finds his manhood by killing a gangwhoof
working-class nasties, and of his wife who
gets what she deserves, and wanted all
along. Life according to Sam Peckinpah.
Somewhat
sanguine.
and tomorrow,
$1. At St. Mike's tonight
Also tonight, La Vrale Nature de
Bernadette, the highly regarded Quebec
film, opens at Cinemalumiere. Monday at
the
it's Eisenstein
classicRoxy,Alexandre
Nevsky.and99c.Prokofiev's
For lovers of MGM musicals of the early
fifties, Seven Brides for Seven Brothers
shows at the Science Centre. Wednesday
at 8. Saul Chaplin, music director at MGM
during that period will be there to discuss
it.
There may be other good things
showing at the Revue or the Kensington,
but
Hell they
with haven't
them. sent us their lists, so to
Nextdocumentary
week, by theaboutway,lifeMax
Ophul's
great
in occupied
France, The Sorrow and the Pity will be
screened twice at the Science Centre,
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings at
7:30. Definitely worth the 4Vi hours.
CONTEST: Our first two contests
averaged four entries each. Then the
complimentary tickets donated by
Famous Players turned out to have a 504
per person
charge,
whichTo
sounds
to me "service"
like an outright
rip-off.
Hell with them.
None of the three entries guessed the
true nature of art. although Marie-Lynn
Hammond deserves honorable mention
for "Art is when you hear things in Chinese
restaurants
reviews
and and
such such
like, like
like and
they put
were'emyourin
very own." However, she was disqualified
for beginning a definition with when. Of
the remaining two entries, one was too
Festival of Hits - Mahler (DGG 2538 serious and the other was lost. A settlement concerning the latter will be made
188.
) Mahler's loneliness,
his isolation
and
his spaciousness
are admirably
captured
in this sampler. In his Symphony Number privately when it Is found.
1 there is a heritage of folk melodies as in
Beethloven's Sixth. In his Fifth and Eighth
there is a breakdown of the normal partitions of a symphony as well as
passionate contrasts in the best Romantic
tradition. To initiate a listener to Mahler,
This is a relatively sparse weekend for
good live music. One of the better
this is a very satisfactory disc.
Festival of Hits - Brahms (DGG 2538 possibilities is the Perth County Con189. ) Although he is considered to be a
spiracy concert at convocation Hall
very serious composer, Brahms did have tonight at 8:30 pm. Tickets for this benefit
a lighter side — witness the Academic to raise money for their lighting man in jail
Festival Overture composed of German in Morocco, are $2 or $2.50 available at
beer-hall drinking songs. Here also are SAC or at the door. Perth County last gave
the Intermezzo in A Major, The Ballade in a concert in Convocation Hall almost exG minor, String Quartet no. 2 and the
actly one year
the useago.of Iftheyouhalldon't
in thewant
future,to
Serenade for Orchestra no. 2; un- jeopardize
fortunately, this disc was marred by it is strongly recommended that you don't
several annoying blips on the second side light matches during the performance.
— an occurence rare with DGG records. A
Bluesman Buddy Guy and his band are
worthwhile investment nevertheless.
town charge
at the Leis Coq
Streeta
Oougal Fraser inCover
$1.50d'Or
and onbeerYongeis $3.10
Everything seemed to happen last week mug. Guy is one of the best blues
and caught me rather unprepared — two guitarists around and shouldn't be missed
if you strip".
have the cash to sustain yourself on
important quartets went unannounced. "the
Verdi's important opera Falstaff is to be
Flngerwood will be playing at the Meet
presented by the Opera Department here
on January 24, 26, 27 and 29. It looks as if Market, downstairs from the Colonial, this
the last three dates are your best bet, and and the following two weeks.

At Erindale College is an exhibit of
illuminated Manuscripts from the fifteenth
century.
The bigof attraction
fameda
Book of Hours
Jean, Dukeis oftheBerry,
beautiful paradigm of the late Gothic style.
This is until January 26. Also at Erindale
until February
10 isAt Tom
realist paintings.
the Laplerre's
Art Gallerysur-of
Ontario the planned exhibit of Toys by
Artists is cancelled.

tv
"And now. Jack ... is back," shrilled
Peggy
Cass.
And,
so was launched
the
most heralded comeback
in television
history.
You'd
think
Shakespeare's
ghost
had returned to dramaturgy, the way the
entertainment writers were trumpeting the
news: After an eight year absence, Jack
Paar had returned to kick off ABC's latest
nighttime
Trouble venture.
is. the press has a shrewd eye
for how things will go, but they tend to
confuse prognosis with criticism. The
prognosis on this one is that, discounting
Paar's severe one-week-a-month handicap. Paar will out-draw Carson. The king
is dead, long live the king.
right.fascinating
Dick Cavett
onceThey're
called probably
Paar the most
man
on television. When the original Tonight
show was on, back In the early 60's my
father wouldn't miss Paar. while my
mother couldn't stand the man. The mark
ofextreme
a hot reactions.
property is that the engenders
I looked forward to Paar's second
debut. Last
time wee
around,
chatter
in the
smallI wasn't
hours, bigbuton I
remembered
of Paar's shows
just
about thea couple
only interesting
thing onas
television back then.
Things have changed. Watching Paar
last week was like being at a party where
one person has had much too much to
drink and is making a fool of himself. You
squirm with embarrassment.
A large part of that first show centred
around Paar's constant remarks about
how
Hawn'smovies.
breastsGranted,
were.
Then, small
there Goldie
were home
his home movies are better than mine
or maybe even yours, but still.
Wednesday, Paar wheeled out a
Broadway starlet who stood at his side
giggling
five-minute
monologuewhileon hethe conducted
enormity ofa her
breasts.
"You don't need a brassiere, you need a
It's as if the last decade never
happened.
this poor
cargo
net."
woman
wasI couldn't
standingbelieve
there,thatpathetically
grateful to be ogled like something in a
sideshow.
But this, it seems, is Paar's secret. He is
going to pretend
that
theold 60's
happened.
thoseshow
faces never
withon
old names All
fromweek,
the old
flashed
our screen: Jonathan Winters, Genvleve.
Mimi Hines (a cabaret singer who does
Bugs Bunny imitations). Films of young
Jack Kennedy. Jokes about long-haired
menTheyand were
big bosoms
("or then,
is it bazooms?").
cozy times,
when Paar
used to get moody and raunchy and often
brilliant
in ourusliving
that's Paar's
tack, taking
backrooms.
to the Ifgolden
age.
put
my
money
on
him.
His
heart-on-his-sleeve shows have desultory,
that odd,
cozy kind of appeal. If the talk shows were
in prime-time. I think the ratings would be
significantly different. But, Paar fits—mac
into
those sleepy, quiet hours in a way that the
gelid, intellectual Cavett. or Carson, with
his
can high-voltage
be an appallinghijinx,
man, just
yes, don't.
but he Paar
has
an uncanny feel for his hour and his
audience.
Editor
Assoc. Editor
theatre
pop
movies
art
music
books

Ulli
Bill Diemer
Macvicar
eleanor coleman
bob bossin
allan mandell
ian scott
ian scott
bill macvicar
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Section
I interfac
basketball
upsets
the usually efficient lawyers
In inferfaculty basketball action has come on to sweep UC off the and Mark Dziemianczuk added 12 Although the hallmark of Law's turned
inside out as they completely look
in their championship last charge
this week, three underdog teams floor (Xl-46), and lose a close game each. For the PHE B squad, it was success
of the game.
(70-69) since the beginning Cor Doret with 21, Rick Ward with season was its coolness under
staged
two upsets and
"near"of toof SGS
The Erindale tandem of Alex
winter term. With the playoffs a 12, and Gary Boguski with II. pressure, Erindale succeeded in Nakrosius
upset. Employing
zone onepresses
with 29 points and Wally
scrambling the team up in overtime.
for New (only four teams
varying
descriptions
(usually ateams
3-I- mirage
referree's
sweater
from each of Division IA and IB (Boguski
Law. al the moment out of the Feasby (17) spearheaded Erindale's
to don the shed
PHE hiscolours
and lead
the
I). the usual
toll of favoured
charge.)
Replying for Law, Allan
was taken.
make the playoffs), look for New to
playoff picture (the learn is currently attack.
• ■ •
playing on one good leg,
several teams over the
Early Tuesday evening New surprise
firth), ran up a 37-20 halftime lead Sternberg,
remainder
of
the
schedule.
scored
33
A second game Wednesday saw only lo succumb to Erindale in contributed points,
College seemed to be whistling in
1 1. while Rick Pirie
• • •
the dark about its impending game
Law overturned by Erindale. overtime. Erin's pressure defense
with the taller, more talented Sr Eng The higgest upset of the three
team. However, aided by Us own games almost occurred Wednesday
hustle und some questionable sub- when St. Mike's, first in Division
stituting by the engineers, New IA. played PHE B, tied for fourth
broke to a 2 1 -° lead and was content spot with SCS in Division IB.
to play Sr Eng even from there on Down by seven points at halftime,
in.
PHH B*s the
pressgame
and around
hustle suddenly
For New, Marc Sherkin, changed
sportatk
so that
possessing a green light to shoot any with one minute left to play the
lime he had the ball, scored 20 score was tied 69-69. SMC's Larry
points. The other two members of TnilTord, a refugee from Varsity
Volleyball Blues will likely finish field learn and lo organize workouts
Terry Knight added 19, and
New's "iron horse" triumvirate — Blues, then went on to score a out of a playoff spot unless the team every Tuesday, Thursday, and while
Edgar,won 9 one... ofbasketWolski and Mendelsohn — scored basket, steal a pass, and set up comes through with a surprising day Friday at S am on Hart House the rookie
BluesKaren
(finally)
their
13 and 1 2, respectively. Ron Gratz another two points to ensure a St. tomorrow at the Ryerson tourna- upper track . . . U of T men's fen- hall
exhibition
games
— againsl Brock
led the plodding Engineering attack Mike's victory.
ment. Blues were defeated by York
cing team hosted RMC last Wednesday in Si. Catharines,
75-65.
with 12 points.
led all St. Mike's scorers University last weekend in a tour- weekend. Toronto emerged the Scoring for Blues were
Winless before Christmas, New withTrafford
nament at York, 15-6 and 15-11. overall winner, taking matches Dave Wall (21), Brian Skyvington
16 points, while Tom O'Conner
Swimmers and divers from U of
all but won
the RMC
'A' foil (1 1). Randy
Rudteam, which
5-4. Varsity
T's women's teams participated at against
(8), AvoFilinski
Albo (8),
(8), Tony
and Doug
the fourth annual invitational swim defeated the'B' roil team 8-1. Blues' mick
meet al the University of Waterloo won 5-4 in the epee match and 6-3 in Baker (2) . . . Bruce Kidd is
last weekend. Merrily Stratlen, a (he sabre meet. Varsity fencers will leaching a half course on "The
member of the U of T team and compete tomorrow and Sunday in term
Political
of Sport"boardihis
in theEconomy
Benson Building
unclassified
room at II am Monday and 12
participant in the 1972 Olympics, an invitational meet at
placed second in both the 100, 200, York . . . women's senior basketball noon Tuesday. Anyone interested in
400-yard free style learn defeated Waterloo 51-36 in an
MUST
the course the
shouldphys
contacted
FOR $199.00 (8 days) and
events
... the women are trying to exhibition match last Friday nighl. auditing
ReceiverSELL!
with Webcor
built In Stereo
stereo Multiplex
cassette ACAPULCO
Kidd through
Departures
every
SUNDAY
in
Feb.
(Study
recorder with 2 spkrs. used 2 mos. St 50. Weeks) Irom Toronlo, Includes jet Iran- form an intcrcollegiale track and Chris Crawford scored 13 points. department . . .
ViKIng stereo cassette recorder with 2 sport, accommodation (doubles), par';3s,
spkrs.
S70. Both still under guarantee. 633- discos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St.,
8854 evgs.
Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 dr your Student
PERSON NEEDED lo transcribe songs Council.
EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO lo
Irom tape.
Can
pay
S5/song.
Approximately S150 Involved. Contact Wanda at LONDON Irom $79 one way or $155 return Changes
are likely for Spadina
932-0692.
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
to the CPR tracks above Dupont,
Boundary changes proposed for
44
St.
George
St.,
Toronto
5,416ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses, AOSC,
and wesi lo Dufferin below Queen,
- or SAVE
your Student Council. BOOK Spadina federal riding will probably
essay, French, Latin — experienced typists 962-8404
EARLY
AND
and
lo Grace and Gore Vale above
reinforce
Liberal
strength
in
the
—electric typewriters, 713 Spadina Avenue
(south ol Bloor) 922-7624
TRAVELLING IN EUROPE INTERNA- riding and move the NDP into a
TIONAL
STUDENT
I.D.
card,
sludent
The Annex area is heavy Liberal
WARM, responsible student to care tor rallpass, car rentals, cheapest and most strong second spot.
intant part-time. Hours flexible, near cam- dependable charter flights, camping tours
territory, with lan Wahn getting 43
Under the proposed redistribution
Queen.
pus, reterences. 925-7864.
elc, all available now from: AOSC, 44 SI. of electoral boundaries, Spadina's
per
cent of federal
the voteelection,
there ineven
las
Octoher's
George St., Toronto 5. 416 - 962-8404. (The northern boundary will be extended
APT. TO south
SUBLET
- large
Travel co-op owned by your stu- lo include the Annex, area north of
though he lost to Atkey. The NDP
Spadina
of Bloor.
Also 1-bedroom
some fur- Studentdent Council)
also received a substantial vote in
Bloor Street.
nishings Ifwanted. Call 962-7282.
the Annex, even though ihey put on
VICTORIA COLLEGE PRODUCTIONS PRIVATE TUTORING Physics, mathematics, (or 1st year llnd year students S.B. include
presents
an
original
Musical
Drama
by
St.
Paul's
riding,
which
used
to
a
minimal campaign. Bob
the Annex, would be moved
Scott
Willows—
The
Last
Resort.
Tickets
Joshi
(M.Sc.)
35,
Howland
Ave.
925-0203.
candidate,
says
a goodSpadina
campaignNDPin
available at Vusac Office or at the door QUEBEC WINTER CANiVAL, March 2-4, north lo include parts of the present
Beardsley.
last year's
Si. 25. January 18,19,20, New Vic Theatre Round trip transportation and ac- Eglinton riding, which is
8:30 p.m.
the new Spadina riding could make
disappearing.
c
o
m
o
d
a
t
i
o
n
.
$
3
1
.
0
.
AOSC,
44
St.
il a winnable riding for his party.
FAST AND EFFICIENT Dictaphone typist George St. 962-8404.
Conservative Ron Atkey, who
required
Part-time
Hours
a week fordays1-2 orweeks.
evenings.
IBM 10Electric
WHY FREEZE? Used lur coals from $10.00
Conservative
Trinity
riding is Paul
another Hellyer's
one to
upsetyear,
Liberalbelieves
lan Wahn
in St. Paul's
provided,
need be.only.Phone 920-1968 Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave. last
the changes
will
Mondays toIfThursdays
disappear in the redistribution, and
(Between Queen & Dundas) Excellent convert
il is uncertain which riding he will
the riding into a ConserESSAY SERVICES Oo you have old selection of fun furs, trade ins accepted.
vative stronghold rather than a
move to. The absorption of the
essays? Do you need essays? Phone Thur-Frl
We buy used
furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
till 8 pm.
ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150.
Annex area into Spadina seems to
marginal riding.
all but eliminate the possibility of a
Public hearings will lake place on
Conservative
win there.
the recommendations of the inToronlo public hearing on
dependent commission which drew The new map may look like this. theTheredistribution
proposals will
up the proposals but no changes to
Ifiem are expected especially since
take palace on February 5 at Court
Spadina presently runs north to No.2,
Federal
Court
none of the three major parties is Bloor.
and west from Yonge Street University Avenue, of Canada, 330
dissatisfied with the suggested riding
to
Grace
of College and
boundaries. The redistributed boun- Dovercourt north
of College. The
daries would not take effect until new boundariessouthwould
take it north Prize set up
late this year.
THIS WEEKEND!
BADMINTON
Tryouts
for the Men's
BadmintonJanuary
Team will
in theto
Benson Building,
320 Intercollegiate
Huron St. on SUNDAY,
21st befromheld1:00
5:00
p.m.
Please
come
into
the
Intercollegiate
Office,
Room
101,
Hart
House to sign up.

WINTER FESTIVAL
Hart House Farm
January 27 - 28
WINTER FUN
SKATING
MEALS & TRANSPORTATION
RESERVATIONS AT HART HOUSE
UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE BY JAN. 23

lolonia
Colonial
203 Yonge St.
NEXT WEEK:
JAMES COTTON
BLUES BAND
COMING SOON:

Koko

Taylor
AND

Whiskey

Howl

GOTPRICES
IT COMING
TO YOU!
LOWEST
DISCOUNT
ON
* YOU'VE
HI-FI STEREO
EQUIPMENT
GIVE JS
SANS J I. PIONEER. KENWOOD.
SONY, DUALTV TELEFUNKEN ETC
COLOUR
MAKE
VND
MODEL...
ZENITH, BCA. ADMIRAL
ETC PLAYER
WE DO SELL
* CAR-RADIOS
AND
TAPE
ALL MAKES.
INCLUOINGMODELS.
BLAUPUNKT
FOR LESS1
AM-FM
AND STEREO
LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL...
THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE
KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
112 HARBORD ST. (1 BLUC*. WEST OF SPADINA) CLOSE TO U OF T

for
excellent
teaching
The establishment of awards for
excellence in university teaching has
heen greeted with enthusiasm by the
chairman
Association,of the U of T Faculty
Professor S.M. Uzumeri says that
unlil now teaching skill has been
passedandoverlhatinthefavour
skill,
awards,of setresearch
up by
the Ontario Confederation of
University Faculty Associations,
will be "a excellence
positive influence"
in
encouraging
teaching.
The awards, about 20in per
year,
will have no monetary value, but it is
hoped
thai betheyan will
have a inprestige
value will
influence
hiring
and promotions.
Both students and professors will
participate in the choice of the
recipients of the citations, who will
include, as well as individual
teachers, groups of professors who
curricula.
have developed effective new
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923^053

Negative

effects

of

ss, aggrestraits as obsessiveandruthlessne
success as the only
sion, chauvinism,
measure of one's worth. examines the
Another chapter
membership of the International Olympic
Committee, which is probabile correctly
the "Bluestcharacteinrized
all the
Almost Blooded
the asworld.
Club"
members are independently wealthy,
ly of royal
socially prominent (frequent
blood), citizens whose perceptions of life
own distheir
by
effected
are inevitably
tinctively luxurious backgrounds sonsthatof
motivatio
the
of
nding
understa
their
lass
working-c
from a use
average athlete political
the
of sport in
background or the internati
onal affairs of
both internal and
nts are generally totally
governme
some and
unrealistic. There has been a
naive
tacitly using the prinIOC
history of the
ciple of sport being above politics to
political regimes. The
support
two American Jewish sprinters
of theabhorrent
case
the U.S. relay team in Berlin
left inoff point.
isbeing
a case

presents t>
would be proud. Kamper
faithful record of every Olympic event held
between
Games
Olympic
modern
at the
six placelisting the firstcountry,
1896 and 1968,
and
the time or distance,
getters,
in addition, the number of competitors thein
and
the event, number of countries
date on which the competition was held. In
isteamlisted.events every team members' name
an feat of dedicated
This ipgargantu
took Mr. Kamper nearly forty
scholarsh
a life's
as almostis demonso emerges
and extent
years The
of his labours
work.
lists
strated in the bibliography which and
hundreds of official reports
from twenty-si
publicati
footnotes
with 678x countries.
is studded
text ons
The
comment on any kind of irregularity,
which
when
to the length of informing thehasreader
been spelt
some contestant's name
e.
programm
wrongly in the official
The entire book is printed slde-by-side
in three languages — German, French and
English. This can be a little confusing to

revealed
Olympics
qualify ofasthetrue-blu
All that Glitters Is not Gold: The Olympic
allowingrs."them
Game ■■amateu
nationale
Also,tobecause
ed,
involv
by William 0. Johnson, Jr.,
pride and honour to promote most
and
G.P. Putnam's Sons,
ents are eager
governm
Games,
of the Olympic
subsidize athletes through scholarships,
Encyclopedia
by Erich Kamper,
abroad.
trips
and
s
program
training
McGaraw-HIII,
aware
champions are idolizaMany Olympiandc the
$25.00
subsequent
their feats
that
Olympic
be skillfully
can
ty
the Munich that
publici
and
tion
In the yearwasof inevita
this translated into financial or even political
ble
Games, it
would inspirethea
sport with
orgy ofdealing
quadriennial
of Johnson
The latter
portrait'ss
these,
gains.consists
of short
series rds
of a two-thi
book
number of books
the
modern era, and of outstanding Olympic champions ofuent
XXth Olympiad of inthegeneral.
After all, an modern era, tracing their lives subseq
with the Olympics
faced
on of a rather romanticdal-in to their Olympic victories. Many aareresult of
obscure obsessi
ly eccentric French baron has explode
with psychological problems as
years into a gigantic
75
of
space
the
ng
sporting extravaganza involvi
almost
thousands of participants from watched
every country in the world, and
of television specof millions
by hundred
ide hook-up.
tators in a sworld-w
Baron Pierre de Coubertin, thethefounder
quaint
of the modern Olympics, had
idea that a regular festival of sport of the
by the ancient Greeks was an
type held
ideal means of promoting internationalas
friendship and understanding, asthewell
n in world
allowing the best sportsmeheights
through
io achieve their greatest
a
spinled competition. It does not require
to discover that by
ot insight
deal was
great
originally conceived as a
1972 what
noble contest of skill and endurance in
quest of international harmony has
become an enormously expensive
business enterprise that frequently acts as
the vehicle for personal and national
aggrandisement.
The Baron's idea of participation for its
own sake has been perverted to win at any
cost for oneself or one's country. Each
country deifies its winners and ignores its
losers. Journalists and television commentators lionize the narrow-minded concern of the champion who has dedicated
himself from childhood to win, win, win.
Parents are praised for "creating"
and supinspiring
Olympic porchampions
ting this approachby and
shielding the
dis"outside
prospectivetractiochampions
ns" such as living, from
learning,
relating
to people. Instead of "the main spirit ol the
Olympics
is to likely
participate
motto is more
to be "thattheof prevailing
U.S. pole
vaulter Bob Seagren, who pointed out in
an interview in Munich, after coming second to an East German, that the silver
medal was the same as nothing at all.
Johnson critically evaluates the games,
carefully pointing to the numerous examples of self-seeking, corruption, badsportsmanship, and nationalistic bally- achieving their greatest
the welcoming band tor foreign athletes to the 1936 "Nazi" Olympics.
photoso ofearly
A publicity
moments
hoo they tend to predominate. He notes
Johnson's biting critique is a refreshing the English reader since the alphabetical
in
life,
and
thus
their
subsequent
exalternative to the usually trite, mealy- order is taken from the German, as are
that despite the "official" line which holds
appears to them to be all downhill. mouthed glorifications of everything spor- many of the abbreviations. In addition to
that the athletes are participating as in- Others istence
use their victories cynically to
ting that are perpetuated by the sycophan- lists of the results, event by event
dividuals, tpublished
here are alwaysranking
"unofficial"
points-tables
each make business contacts, obtain preferred
tic sporting
journalists Games
of the media.
Cer-a (including sports and events no longer in
jobs,
meet
important
people,
or
receive
tainly the Olympic
are still
country's performances and interpreted support for public office.
the Olympics), there are tabulations of
dazzling
spectacle
with
fine
performances
as which nations parbywill each
in a way thatof
One of the best chapters of the book is by excellent athletes who are frequently such variables
best nation's
promote journalists
national glorification
ed ineach event at each Games, a
devoted to the career of the great also
excellent
sportsmen in the best sense list of theticipatgreatest
that
country's
results.
Since
the
U.S.S.R.
of
the
word.
medal winners
entered the Olympics after World War II, American sprinter Jesse Owens, who disdividual y and by country
— and —manyincovered that despite his being the toast of
However, a great amount of other incredible
its competition with the U.S. to win the
statistics painstakingly
Olympics by amassing the largest number the world after the 1936 Berlin OlympTcs~ demythologizing of sport and sporting compiled by Kamper.
of medals and placings has been closely he was unable to eat his three gold heroes is necessary, particularly since
Why anyonebe would
want toquestion
write suchbuta
observed, commented on, and evaluated medals. He found, however, that people sports commentators, politicians, and book
a legitimate
by the press and sporting bodies in both were prepared to pay him for speaking to many others are able to profit personally appearsmayrather
impudent
in
the
face of the
countries.
sporting clubs, youth organizations, from the "sports industry" who seek to use
of the task, the duration of the
Johnson also justifiably mocks the idea fraternal orders, and the like, casting him the mythology of sport to encourage in- enormity
research
and
the
dogged
determination
of
aggrandisement,
author to leave no stone unturned.
that the Olympics are for amateur par- in the role of a "professional good and alsodividualtoand national
somehow use sporting the
ticipants only. Except in a few of the more
One
must
remain
humble
before
the
deed
Thus he has made a career of success as an analogy for success in life.
obscure sports, in order to win a gold example".
point out that it is undeniably the most
medal an individual must dedicate himself mouthing, to all who pay to listen, tne This latter use has a tendency to and
the outcome Forof
obsessively to training for many years, idealistic phrases of the Olympic move- perpetuate other more dangerous and complete
events atwork
the written
modernon Olympics.
often
socially
regressive
myths.
spending many hours every day in a rigid,
anyone
to
whom
having
such
facts at their
ment, praising
the ideals
of sporOn the contrary, the book by Kamper fingertips is vital, this book is the
premeditated program devoted solely to
tsmanship, brotherhood,
dedication,
and
definitive
eventually producing a winning per- hard work, while his own experience and does not concern itself with either a work. However, one must feel sorry for Mr.
formance atthe games. These people are observations on the direction of com- glorification or criticism of the Olympic Kamper because by the end of the Munich
professional in the sense that the sport
petitive sport in the U.S. would inevitably ideal. It is a book of facts of the purest Olympics his work will already be out of
plays the major role in their lives, and their lead him to conclude that sport is being kind, written with the type of academic
job or "study" is merely incidental, used to socialize young people with such objectivity of which a dedicated physicist date.
JOHN GOLDLUST

1200
By GREG McMASTER
™ demonstrators
Ahoul 1200
chantingon
blocked traffic
Yonge Street Saturday, as they
marched lo the U.S. consulate in
solidarity with the Indochinese
revolutionaries.
Demonstrators were pushed back
on the sidewalks by dozens of police
but ahoul half the marchers poured
onto the street near Dundas, until
police reinforcements regained
control.
The march began at Metropolitan
United Church, proceeding up
Yonge Street and along College,
where it overran the north half of the
st reel.
Demonstrators were organized
into many different contingents,
niosl of them carrying red banners
expressing solidarity and support for
either the Indochinese Revolution or
the National Liberation Front. NLF
flags mingled with the cars on
J Yonge Street, as marchers chanled
"PRO, Oft lo Saigon" {referring lo
[he
NLF's
Provisional
Revolutionary
Government).
Every group carried signs
opposing the U.S. bombing attacks
on Indochina and demanding the
wil hdrawal of U .S. forces from
Southeast Asia, and one contingent,
led by the Vietnam Mobilization
Committee, restricted itself to ihese
demands. Their followers were content lo remain on Ihc sidewalks, and
urged other demonstrators to obey
the police orders.
However, the demonstration filled
Up half of University Avenue by the
time it reached the consulate, herded
along hy police motorcycles. Chants
of "Victory to Vietnam" and "Slop
the Bombing,
Slop thefromWar"the
greeted
a small contingent
Communist Party of Canada
(Marxist-Lennist) who were already
at the consulate, urging the United
States lo sign the proposed ceasefire
agreement.
) Speakers from- the League for

march

to

denounce

war
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Over 1 200 people marched on Saturday from a Toronto church to the U.S. Consulate to show their solidarity with Vietnamese revolutionaries.
Socialist Action stressed the need lo unity of Vietnam under a workers' revolutionary internationalism", by provincial New Democratic parlies
giving every possible aid to the hy speaking out against the use o(
oppose the latest bombing raids and peasants' government" is the not
Canadian troops in Indochina.
which may force the Vietnamese only way to prevent those workers Vietnamese.
into submission, and urged and peasants being "cheated of the We in Canada, added Flexer,
Canadians to defend the right of full victory for which they have must "unmask, resist and finally a lie",
"The said
very Flexer.
term 'peacekeeping' is
self-determination of Vietnam by fought so heroically."
block (he design" of the Canadian
Opposing the use of Canadian troops
"By its very nature the struggle in government to "expand and deepen
their complicity in U.S. efforts to As the demonstrators dispersed,
to do "the dirty work" for the U.S. Vietnam
in spite
which, said
Flexer,of crush the Vietnamese Revolution." police forced those remaining up
Joe Flexer, speaking for the Red any deals,willforcontinue"
Circle and the Old Mole, said that "the usurpers of Moscow and He challenged federal NDP leader onto the crowded sidewalk. Demonstrators argued in vain with police
"we have every right to be skep- Peking will one day have to David Lewis, who sent a telegram
were shoving a blind man who
tical" of any peace Irealy being answer". He charged them with supporting I he demonstralion, lo who
had marched the entire route of ihe
implement
the
decisions
of
the
Onplacing
their
supposed
discussed by "the imperialist rulers "again
tario. Alberta and British Columbia demonstration.
of this continent". He said thai "the national interests ahove the duties of

OFS
wants
moratoria
to protest
cutbacks
By BOB BETTSON
lours of students involved in ihe leadership. "It is hard to make Charles Lee said that the union had
unsuccessfully
for
three
weeks
to
get
The Ontario Federation of classes cancelled.
occupations al York. Glendon. Brock decisions. We need the complete eo- heen "dead" al Brock until the
federation president and Western.
operalion of all members. The struc- occupation.
Students'forexecutive
occupacalled
all of has
its unanimously
members to andYorkOFSstudent
tion. 1.100 ofBut theafter2200the students
executive member John
ture of OFS militates against ihe
A general assessment of the fees
organize moratoria and mass Theobold agreed: "We are in no boycott
revealed lhal the boycott implementation of any action attended a general meeling and
meetings to protest the cutbacks in position to run another moratorium. has been most successful at Laurenunanimously voted to continue ihe
education financing in a three day 1 was not too impressed with the last liiln where 52 per cent of all students
However other executive occupation.
period starting one week today.
are still withholding Iheir second members disagreed, staling that Lee said the occupation is proof
al York", Thursday.
The meeting, held Saturday al oneHowever,
a four person term Tecs.
OFS can slid act as a co-ordinalor that students are still interested in
Rycrson Poly technical Institute in delegation from Brock University,
Moderate success was reported at
student action against (he cut- opposing ihe government's action.
Toronto, was attended by all which is heing occupied to protest U of T. where over 6,000 students ofprogram."
backs in Ontario if the right ap- He urged OFS lo go into the
members of executive as well as the firing of 15 faculty, called on
gain public
support
locommunity
counteractand what
he called
ihe
arc withholding
and at Quenn's
and
proach islaken.
representatives from many other OLS to lake action on a province- Glendon,
Not reporting
final figures
Upton
stressed
that
it
is
in
member student councils.
wide level.
and having little success were university administrations' interests "yellow journalism of the esCarleton. Western. Waterloo, York to support students in their fight lo
The moratoria will probably
Delegates from the council which Windsor,
and Lakehead.
involve the cancellation ofclasses at is not
participating in the fees strike,
make ihe government back down on There will be an OFS general
^ome campuses.
Heron said thai this showed that cutbacks.
urged
the
executive
lo
go
beyond
ihe
tablished pres ." 10 and II at
meeting February
At U of T. the SAC executive will tuition fee increase and decrease in OFS could nol take on effective
Brock Student Union president (iuclph lo discuss further aclion.
meet tomorrow to decide whether or loans to stress ihe effect of the
not to ask the administration to general cutbacks in education.
cancel classes one day next week.
Brock and Trent were supported
University commissioner John by the executive, who agreed that
universities
unable to hold
C'reelmitn
he would
Regina dept faces abolition
favour the said
idea yesterday
if the moratorium
moratoria could call mass meetings.
discussed the long-awaited Wright Other executive members, including R KG IN A (CUP) — The social lold the Carillon, ihe student news- would fall $95,000 short of money
sciences department, one pf the
Report on post-secondary education
paper, lhal Fred
associate
dean initiated
of Arts required lo meet budgeted exas well as the OFS strike. However, Theobold, supported the motion most progressive and innovative in- and Science
Anderson
available funds
made
by
Glendon's
Peter
Bennet
lo
hold
moratoria.
can'lAdminisiraiors
cover penditures,
salarybecausealincreases.
terdisciplinary programs at the the discussion.
vice-president John Helliwell
ihe January 15
thought it would be better to wait
Trent student council executive University of Saskatchewan's
In a telephone inlerview,
until the Wright Report was member Jim Upton lold the meeting Regina Campus, may be abolished Anderson said he didn't know if a executive committee meeling
released.
suggested
lhal
S72.000
be saved by
arbitrarily
by
stnnr
administrators
full meeting of the division would be
thai Trenl students were going lo due to budgel shortages.
Kneli said SAC has received boycott
leaching
positions
and still
called. Students have almost equal culling
classes
starting
today
to
more
money
be
saved
by
Fliminalion
of
the
department
indications from the administration
voting power with faculty in general a visiting professorship, iheeliminating
the cutbacks.
would
spell
the
end
for
the
MA
that it would receive favourably a oppose
The Trenl student council was one
meetings but have no representatives of a retiring professor andposition
SAC request to cancel classes for a of the few in Ontario to oppose the program in communications, and on
the ecutive
executive
Ex- sessional assistants. The some
adcut
alt
methodology
classes
at
Ihe
motions nevercommittee.
come before
day. However, vice-president Don Tees boycott. The left wing body
minisiraiors also suggested that
Regina
Campus.
I'orslerment onlast
night
refused
to
comdecided
lhal
the
lactic
was
not
sufgeneral
meetings.
The department has served as a
the matter.
Ahoul 15 minutes after the phone most of the eliminated positions
ficiently militant.
valve"
forcourse
students
unwilling call, a source lold the Carillon that would come from the social sciences
Several delegations were skeptical
Trent urged OFS to call another "safely
lo
follow
rigid
requirements
Anderson
refused lo call a general department, thereby abolishing ihe
l|f their ability to get classes province-wide demonstralion at in other departments. Under social
program. The department has only
meeling to discuss budgetary and six
cancelled
for
moratoria.
Queen's
Queen's
Park.
This
was
rejected
by
studies
they
have
been
able
to
pursue
faculty members now.
sUidcn| coucil representataive Lyn other members, and OFS general more independent study. Abolition financial matters. A petition camvVhiiham said that the council was eo-ordinulor Craig Heron who cited would eliminate the safely valve.
Anderson's
reluctance lo call a
meeling
Januarylo call
19. divisional budget
meeting is
paign gathered
enoughfor names'
the failure of the November
'On busy organizing the fees boycott, demonstration.
The executive commitlee of the ahutdivision
Anderson
replied
by
circulating
motivated by his apparent support
(leeause second term fees at Queen's
social sciences division discussed a a memorandum outlining his for
abolition,
and
by
the need to
;ii"e
January 31, later than al Trenl is producing a province- proposal to phase out thedeparment reasons for refusing the meeting.
n'osidueuniversities.
have the budget finalized within
wide newspaper lo discuss the January 15. The meeting was closed
Anderson
said
the
administration
Western sludenl council president general
of cutbacks
_in tti observers, but a reliable source lold the social sciences division it davs. crete
His discussion
action will
ensured
conoccur little
openly.
Hub Stikenian said that he has tried education question
and organizing
speaking
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HERE
■nTODAY
wMk
Ukrainian Students Club presents
booth disCampus. Arecords
Ukrainian Week onbooks
will
and
playingforUkrainian
whole week In the main
theSmith.
beloyersetofupSidney
noon
General meeting ol sociology students to
comslate lorroomstaffing
studentBuilding,
select
mltlee. aBorden
229.
1 pm
Careertelks: Prof. John Crispo,
Deanandol
of ManagementMotorStudies
the Faculty
Industries
Canadian
of
Proper
John
will discuss Ihe value People
of an Involved
MBA. AfIn
Medical Sciences & 3154.
at National
distribution
film production
Rim
Board. Crawley
Productions, and
the Inwill discuss
Sherman icProductions
At Medical
a ies ofthe Tillfilm2 business.
Sciences tr2172.
pm.
Free film show at Carr Hall, SI. Michael s
Torontoby thecoffee
College, sponsored
and
Free
Exchange.
Carolina
donuts. Everyone
welcome.
4 pm Till 4 pm.
Professor Bernard Cohn of the
Department of Anthropology. University of
public lecture
give aHistory?
Chicago,a Newwill Indian
There
The Useson and"Is
of Social Science In Historical
Abuses
Studies".
Room Departments
2106, Sidney Smith.
Combined
of English
Council Meeting; Rooms BCD Brennan
Hall; St. Michael's6:30College.
pm
h.ik i Kosher supper; please Reserve by
5 pm at Hlllel House,8 pm186 St. George Street.
Auditions for Circus a ma|or production
bydancers
MarkandManson.
Actors,In anyactresses,
lech people
capacity
required.
StreeL U.C. Playhouse. 79A St. George
Advanced Conversational Hebrew
begins
againStreeL
this week at Hlllel House. 166
St.Ukrainian
George
Sludents Club is presenting a
Ukrainian literary evening with guest
speaker Ukrainian writer Olha Mak. At the
South
Room. atHartHlllelHouse.
DramaSitting
Workshop
House. 166 St.
George Street. 0:30 pm
Conversational Hebrew (or beginners
starting
this week at Hillel House, 166
St. GeorgeagainStreet.
TUESDAY
10 am
Piofessor Bernard Cohn, Department of
Anthropology. University of Chicago, will
give
a Seminar
"Sovereignty Legal
and
Legitimacy
in thein onIheBritish
Theory
and Myth
ExerciseRa] ol—Imperial
Power", Room 3050, Sidney Smith.

AND

NOW

11 em
South
governor's
Student
All Welcome,
House.meeting,
Sitting Room. Hart noon
Investigate In thean inlormal
teachings
BAHA'U'LLAH
discussion.of
Sid Smith.
2046,
Bring your lunch to1 Room
pm
Sponsored by U of T Saha'l Club.
The Stopis holding
the Student
Surchargeto
Committee
a public meeting
on theonfeeswhystrike.the
future activities
organize wanting
Anyonefund was setInformation
trust
up, how it works, and
should participate.
to winHouse.
it Is the
why
Debates
Room,way Hart
Ukrainian Students Club presents a
eating contesL At Sidney Smith
Varenyky
Foyer.
Careertalks: Representatives from two
in sales
companies discussSci.careers
8inmajor
marketing.
television: IfAtyouMedical
want to find2172outCareers
how to
get into TV. come to the Careertalk being
at a community'
staff members
given by and
McLennan
TV station.
college
Physics 202. Tilla 4:30
2pm.
pm
Free recorder lessons begin at the
International Student Centre, 33 St. George
Street. Everyone 5:30
Welcome!
pm Till 5:30 pm.
Varsity
Christian
Fellowship.
This week
there will be a time of sharing
and
lellowship
preparation Thursday,
for Lelghton
Ford's visit onin Wednesday,
and
Friday. Everyone 6:30
Is welcome.
pm
Hlllel Kosher supper: please reserve by 5
pm at Hlllel House, 186 St. George Street.
7 pmfor beginners at Hlllel
Guitar 186Workshop
House,
St. George
7:30 pmStreet.
Lecture atseries
on "Women"
being
presented
the Faculty
of Education.
Guest speaker will be Sylvia Spring, "On
BeingRalaela Woman
Film-maker".
Mondragon,
a lay theologian from
Menico will be speaking on Student

Movements in Latin America. In the
pm d. Victoria
College.
Copper Room. 8:15Wymllwoo
workshop8:30forpmadvanced al Hlllel
Guitar
House. 166 St. George Street.
Edward Albee's A Delicate Balance is
PeroH for the
by Peter Centrel
being directed
Library
Playersall atdaythe225-3693.
Menagerie
Reservations:
Theatre. WEDNESDAY
Ukrainian Students Club presents a
floor.
and modern
display of Ukrainian books^^^^^^^
Ukrainian art,St. Michael's Library, second
Announcement for this column
will only be accepted if (hey are
submitted on the forms provided,
The
on aare64-character
typedforms
new
now availableline-in The
Varsity editorial offices, second
floor, 91 St. George Street.
Interested
The

in

Varsity?

II" you missed The Varsity's open
house hist week, don't despair —
you can slill work for the paper.
Come in any lime lo Ihe second
floor offices at 9 1 St. George, or call
923-8471. Writers, of news and
sporls particularly, photographers
and other people are always wanted.
Don't worry about how much
lime it takes — you do as much as
vou want.

Graduate Centre for the Study ot Drama
HART HOUSE THEATRE
HAMLET
Directed by Martin Hunler
January {No25performances
-February
on Sunday or Monday!3 at 8:30
Tickets $2.50
10 Box
00 a Olltce
m to 928-8668
6:00 p m.
Students SI Z5

LOWELL
JONES
EXHIBITION
ART GALLERY
MONDAY.
1 1 a.m. -9 p.m.
TUESDAY — SATURDAY, 11 i.m.-5 p,m
SUNDAY. 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

CAMERA CLUB
WEDNESDAY.
1:10Black
P.M.JAN.and24
B"x10"
White Print
CONTEST

CLASSICAL CONCERT
CHRISTOPHER CZUKOB
BRUCEsoprano
UBUKATA
Performing Dowlind.
Richard Strauss. Dseussy
Tuesday.RoomJan.1 p.m.
23
Music
pianist

SERIES .WALLS
MUSEUMFILMWITHOUT
(1 HOUR
TODAYFILM)
DEBATES
1-2 P.M. 7-8ROOM
P.M.

LIBRARY
SPECIAL EVENING
GUEST:
RICHARD
B. WRIGHT
-The Weekend
Author of Mm"
Jan. 8:00
23 p.m.
Knt HouseTees.,Ubrarf.

j

HART HOUSE FARM WINTER FESTIVAL
27-28Sauna. SqDireSkating. SZSkiing.50 JAN.
Tobogganing.
Oanclnrj
each.
Tickets to be purchased In advance at
Ihe Undetgraduale Office, before Jan. 23
GRAND OPENING OF
THE PUB
TUES.,
JAN. 23
P.M. ONQUINTET
BOB 8FRED
B0SS1N
WEDS, BOOKER
s THURS

TELEVISION
IS AVAILABLE
IN THE
MAP ROOM

THE GALLERY
!
FOR STUDENTS
DINING LOUNGE
OVERLOOKING THE GREAT HALLJANUARY 25

FREE

COURSE

U. of T. Computer Centre offers a course in APL —
an interactive programming language. APL is a
language for describing procedures in the
processing of information. APL is available from
UTCC Interactive Services and is accessible from
any
The remote
course typewriter
consists ofterminal.
one terminal familiarization
session and six lectures, to be held over a three
week period, starting January 25th.
Please call Miss Simm, 928-3787, to

IAN

&

SYLVIA

SHOW

TYSON

register.

unclassified

C 30736

MASSEY

KC 31337

HALL

Sunday -Jan. 28 -8:00
Available on Columbia Records

p.m.

ENGINEERS, Chemists. Physicists, used
P.M. pocket calculator 967-5393 after 6
HP35
LIFE SCHOOL. NEEDS French and grade
10 Math, teachers. Call 863-0062
MATURE MALE student wanted lo share 2
- bedroom apl. near campus. Prefer arts or
social science
nings or aftermajor.1 1 Call
pm. 964-6442 morPERSON NEEDED to transcribe songs
trom tape. Can pay S5/song. Approx922-0692.imately S150 involved. Contact Wanda at

EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO lo
LONDON Irom $79 one way or $155 return
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC,
44 St. your
GeorgeStudent
St., Toronto
962-8404
Council. 5,416BOOK
EARLY AND- or SAVE
TRAVELLING
IN EUROPE
TIONAL STUDENT
I.D. card,INTERNAstudent
railpass, car charier
rentals,(lights,
cheapest
and tours
most
dependable
camping
etc, all available now from: AOSC. 44 St.
George
Toronloco-op5, 416
Studentdent St.,Council)
Travel
owned- 962-8404.
by your (The
stu-

WARM,
responsible
infant part-time.
Hours student
flexible,tonearcarecam-for
pus, reterences. 925-7864.
FAST AND EFFICIENT Dictaphone typist
required lor 1-2 weeks. Part-time 10 Hours
aprovided,
week days need
or evenings.
Electric
be.only.PhoneIBM 920-1968
Mondays toifThursdays
ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 days)
Deparfures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Study
Weeks)sport,
fromaccommodation
Toronto, (doubles),
Includes |elparties,
trandiscos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St.,
Toronto
Council. 5, 416-962-8404 tir your Student

PRIVATE
mathematics, lor 1stTUTORING
year llnd Physics,
year sludents
S.B.
Joshl (M.Sc.) 35, Howland Ave. 925-0203
OUEBEC WINTER CANIVAL, March 2-4,
Round trip transportation
com odation, $31-0 . AOSC,and44 ac-St.
George St. 962-3404.
ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old
essays?
Do you need
essays? Phone
ESSAY SERVICES
961-6150.
WHY
FREEZE?
Used -fur202coatsSpadlna
from $10.00^
Paul
MagderQueenFurs
Aue.
(Between
& Dundas) Excellent
selection
of
fun
furs,
trade
ins
accepted.
Thur-Frl
till
8
pm.
We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
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Dennis McDermott, says
the Canadian director
"bloodthirsty",
or tin: United Auto Workers,
told close to
1000 people in Metropolitan United Church
lh;il Richard Nixon compares with "the
bloodthirsty monarchs of the past" Tor esailaling the Indochina war into "nothing less
than mass murder."
The crowd
in the church
beforein
marching
to thegathered
U.S. consulate.
The march,
solidarity with the people of Indochina, was
planned toauguration
coincide
ceremony. with Nixon's inMcDermott assailed the continuing
bombing of Indochina, calling it an "aerial
My Lai" which has "raised My Lai to
national policy" for the U.S.
Clare Culhane, a Canadian doctor who has
worked at a hospital in Vietnam, told the
gathering "I'm glad to see people calling for
solidarity with those who are doing the
TiglHing" in Indochina.
She praised
"a people
demonstrated
a courage
that will that
go downhavein
the annals of history" in their fight against
"the rotten system that can only survive by
creating wars and profiting from wars."
Any Canadian troops sent to Indochina,
she
claimed,sellout
wouldas bewe "participating
in a
continued
have always done
Anti-war demonstrator weaves between cars In Saturday's demonstration.

Nixon

The Varsity 3

there." She called on Canadians to demand
unionist
an end to military tests for the Pentagon in
Suffield Alberta, and to demand recognition
of Hanoi by the Canadian government.
Praising U.S. sailors' who destroy equipment
on hoats sending was material to Indochina,
Culhane noted that the U.S. military "uses
fancy words like 'protective reaction' to
describe commission
mass murder".
She suggested
cili/ens'
to interdict
war material,"a
which is a fancy word for sabotage."
McDermotl, referring to the possibility of
Canadian involvement in Indochina, said
"There's no guarantee that the first contingent
would not be the first step to armed Canadian
intervention. Canada's military idiots are no
heller lhan anyone else's," he added.
Later, at the consulate, McDermott was
challenged by Joe Flexer. one of the demonstration's organizers, to use the power of his
union's workers to directly help put an end lo
Canada's involvement in the war. Flexer cited
the example of Australian dockworkers, who
this month went on strike, refusing to work
with
ships carrying war materials for
Indochina.
McDermott was not present to respond by
this lime.

task force setting up of subdenoun
Shepherd
By RANDY ROBERTSON
The ces
president announced Evan's
that the
Morgan also attacked the make- more expeditious
recommencom it e s and working groups.
Academic Affairs Committee hud gel dationscommittee,
which came to him
through task force is "slanted heavily in
up of the body and called for a The Governing
Council also
chairman R.M.H. Shepherd last the Planning and Resources Com- favour of the faculty"- But this is strong student role on it. "It is
mittee, with the addition of that only appropriate, Evans said, at this not 'yes and no power' that is im approved an increase in the student
week attacked the way president
health
service
fee
—
from
$ 10 to $ 12
John Kvans has set up a task force to
comments. The initial period, since ihe faculty has a porlant lo students. Real power lies
student. The increase is in
examine academic appointments. committee's
proposal, formulated by the presi vital interest in the issue. He thought in involvement in the nitty-gritty, in per
response to a projected income
Shepherd deplored the fact that
after discu:"i~n with the chair that any proposed changes would be
policies." a Morgan deficit of approximately $25,000
councilof approved
Academic Affairs was not consulted dent
man of Planning and Resources, more acceptable if ihey were shaped theTheevolving
and
a decrease of $33,593 in the
bv
those
to
be
affected.
and that another standing com- was presented to that committee
motion asking the executive com- university
mit e lobring proposals to the next service. subsidy to the health
m
i
t
e
—
t
h
e
Planning
and
Resources
The
urgency
and
importance
of
itself
as
a
matler'of
information,
he
said.
Committee — was.
the issue were stressed. Evans wants Governing Council meeting for a
Shepherd recognized, he said, that
Kvans said he had asked vice- the sludy group to report in June,
president
Don
Horsier
to
mention
Kvans "obviously" has the right to
though it may not have completed
proposal — as information — lo its research, the proposals may be
set
up advisory
would
he well committees.
advised to "Yet
consulthe the
Ihe
Academic
Affairs
Committee
at
implemented
in the fiscal year 1974- Union fo appeal firing
1975.
with any standing committee lite nex meeting.
Shepherd said that Forster had
lab technician Damjon Andreev Gruev has lost the first round
affected."
he
declared.
"Though
"The president is the one to get in hisAnimal
there is no obligation Tor him to do indeed made a brief oral report at
battle to regain his job with the U ofT, but his union says it intends lo
wheels
rolling,"
said
one
council
this, if he takes any proposal to one ihe committee's meeting last the
appeal the ruling lo an arbitration board.
concerned committee he ought to Tucsdav. He agreed that he had member
Ciruev, fired by animal lab division head L.R. Chrislensen 10 days ago
Hvans. speaking in support of
take it lo any other concerned been "informed" but said he had not
lor refusing to mop a floor, failed to win at the first stage of the grievance
Cioverning Council member Brian procedure
committee".
been "consulted" — not to the
when U of T labour relations manager John Parker turned down
Many or the matters the task
the thelacksetting
or con-up Gruev's request to be reinstated.
that the Planning and Morgan attacked
s
u
l
t
a
t
i
o
n
,
s
a
y
i
n
g
that
force will be concerned with fall as degree
Ciruev contended that he was asked to mop a floor that did not need n
Resources Committee, had been
much within the Academic Affairs consulted.
of the committee "is the most im- because it had been washed a half hour earlier. He also said that his
portant piece of policy to come supervisor. V.B. Korompai. had acted arbitrarily and harshly towards him.
t-vans sought lo defend his
Committee's terms of reference as
Parker said he found no evidence that the floor had been
bv chrifying the nature cf '"Whatcouncil
they
do Planning
we dothisnowyear."
is an outline ol washedHowever,
Shepherd
said. and Resources", procedure
30 minutes earlier than al the point when Gruev was ordered lo do it.
study group. It is. he said, to be before
He noted that there is a motion the
how the Governing Council will He also said (iruev had refused at other times lo do required work.
not
decision-making,
but
a
databefore the Academic Affairs Com- linding advisory committee.
in ihe future,"
said.
Korompai,
added,International
is "a pleasantUnion
sort ofLocal
a guy".504 intends lo lake
mittee for its next meeting,
It is not in opposition to the operateMichael's
Collegehe president
Employees
Service Parker
The
deploring the lack of information Academic Affairs Committee or any JohnSt. Kelly,
even though it may take six months to process and
arbitration,
Ihe case
said, "If thehe cost
over $1,500.
the tounion
and consultation provided the other committee, he claimed. When president has however,
lo refer everything
0 inimiltee.
lo be made all com- wants to do lo a committee, we are
still think we've got a good case," declared the local's business agent,
Hvans said the study group decisionsmit e sare
and all eslates will have their going to gel the chief executive we Don "IBarclay.
arose out of recommendations of the rights respected,
Ciruev was unavailable for comment.
he said.
Barclay indicated ihe main point of contention is not so much whether
or not the floor had been previously washed, but if there was intimidation or
deserve."
provocation bv Korompai.
Interdisc head delights all
New
case to arbitration
the reluctant
processing are
delay in Arbitrators
decisionhelpsto
The lenel'hy
to award theusually
he charged.
Amidst a shower of praise, sentiment echoed by several others, committment to the future of Inter- management,
lost wages
in
amount
large
the
of
because
explained,
he
grievor.
worker
the
psychology professor Marly Wall including Greene.
that must be made up.
disciplinary Studies.
has been appointed chairman of
■Delighted" Innis College
Interdisciplinary Studies.
Peter Russell said last
After hesitating initially, Arts and principal
night
has been "very
Science dean Bob Greene admitted helpfull"thatto Wall
head
college.
Wall has
new APSC
Etkin becomes
last night that he had chosen Wall lo been college ehe
council
chairman
for
Hlkin has been consulted by ihe
head the controversial department. three years, and a member of Bernard Hlkin, an expert in
Hlkin was an elected member ol National Aeronautics and Space
Active within Innis College, the numerous other committees, par- aerospace engineering, has been ap- administration."
psychology department, the Faculty
ticularly Academic Affairs.
pointed dean of the Faculty of ihe Commission on University Administration when separation
of Arts and Science as well as
Students interviewed last night Applied Science and Engineering. Government (CUG), which three problems occurred in an Apollo
Hlkin. on sabbatical leave this v e a r s ago unanimously night.
Interdisciplinary Studies. Wall has were mostly enlhusiatic over the
recommendedfacultyparity
between
made many friends and few enemies. choice of Wall to head the depart- year, will lake over from James siudenls
on a single
top Hlkin has also been chairman of
Interdisciplinary Studies
ment, which was feared to be near Ham, who has been dean since 1966, governingandstructure
science within
of U of T. engineering
chairman Geoffrey Payzanl, retiring extinction because of rumoured at the end of June. Ham will return
of engineering
since the
1967.facul-In
at the end of June, said last night budget cuts and delay in choosing a to leaching.
(However, strong conservative Ivaddition,
he has been a member of
new
chairman.
Hlkin
opposed
the
use
of
Metro
faculty
backlash
led
to
the
12-8
ratio
that Wall's
appointment
is "the bestto
to sludents presently on the President's Advisory Council,
thing
that could
have happened
Wall said last night that although police by ihen acting president Jac ofthe faculty
Ihe Senate (academic forerunner to
Governing Council.)
he
appointment,
Sword
to
end
las
March's
first
Simthe
Ihe Cioverning Council), and
Inlcrdiseiplinary
Studies."
with
happy
faculty.
Society
president
Wall has been closely involved would have preferred it if Greene coe Hall occupation in support of SconHngincering
numerous
committees within the
Jolliffe
said
yesterday
he
was
established a search committee open slacks in the Robarts Library.
^ith ihe department since it began, had
with Ihethe suppori
choice ofofEtkin.
lo find a chairman, and strongly "If there is hope for this campus, it pleased
"ssisting in a course on un- recommended
"He
has
faculty
Hlkin is a native of Toronto with
that procedure for the is inHowever,
derstanding the sciences, and pardialogue."he helatersaiddeclared
at the lime.
lhal said.
ticipating in an interdisciplinary future.
and all the sludents I know," Jolliffe bachelor's and master's degrees
the
real
issue
of
the
students
was
not
taken
al U of T, and an honourary
planning group.
In the process of discussing the stack access or the public good, "but
degree from Carleton. He has
He's "a
, natural appoinlm
Wall
A
professor
in
U
or
T's
Institute
dean,
the
with
ent
for
Aerospace
studies
since
1957,
how
to
stir
up
trouble
far
the
interdisciplinanan said Payzant, a said that Greene showed a strong
taught al U of T since 1942.
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Would

Benefit

leave many

cuts

destitute

no

cure

Shortly after the new Parliament concluded its opening festivities, the
Trudeau government announced plans to shaft unemployment insurance
claimants by reducing the number of people who would be eligible to claim benefits.
Manpower and Immigration Minister Robert
Andras says he's "very nervous about overreacting" toelection campaign criticism of the
Unemployment
Insurancechanges
Act. That's
tell
from the sweeping
to the hard
act heto
introduced in the House of Commons last
Wednesday, changes firmly clamping down on
the number of people eligible to collect unemployment insurance benefits.
The amendments would can benefits paid to
people who quit their jobs without "just cause"
orhowever,
who getbother
fired for
"misconduct".
to define
what eitherTheyor don't,
these
crimes would be, apparently leaving their interpretation upto Unemployment Insurance
Commission bureaucrats.
Two other offences would also disqualify
unemployment insurance claimants: "without
good
cause"
to applybefore
for a
suitable
job refusing
known orto failing
be vacant
applying
for
benefits,
and
"without
good
cause"
refusing or failing to accept an offer of suitable
employment before applying for unemployment benefits. Here, too, how the
government would apply the new regulations is
unclear. One proposal would, however,
transfer responsibility for defining what constitutes "capable of" and "available for" work,
and "suitability
of employment"
the commission rather than
leaving some tolatitude
with
the applicant.
These changes are obviously designed to
placate the government-nurtured public
backlash against supposed widespread abuses

of the current act. Andras estimates that 10 per
cent of the 1972 claimants would have been
disqualified from receiving benefits had the
amendment been in effect.
And, to counter fears that people are quitting
their jobs or getting themselves fired because
they can get as much money not working as
they could employed, the government has built
in a new clause which would calculate a
claimant's benefits according to his or her
average salary over the entire previous year
rather than, as at present, over the preceding
20 weeks.
These changes open dangerous new areas
of interpretation to bureaucratic abuse. More
than just cutting benefits, the amendments will
encourage the commission mandarins to
jeopardize the well-being of claimants: people
who sincerely want to work but cannot find jobs
in an economy so mismanaged that unemployment levels have soared to new heights.
How. we would ask Andras, is some
administrafoTisolated in his or her commission
office going to know whether a claimant had or
did
not have
"just cause"firedfor anquitting
a job; foror
whether
an employer
employee
legitimate "misconduct"? Arbitrarily and
unilaterally,
that's how.
There'll with
be no which
other way
despite
whatever
guidelines
the
commission provides its employees.
Similarly dangerous abuses await application of the clauses about accepting
suitable employment. To some, any job is more
suitable — no matter how alienating and unrelated to the applicant's job .training — than

temporary unemployment. But, the choice
about whether to accept such a job should
remain with the claimant, not with some official
who in the security of his or her government job
feels the job is suitable.
*
As for the new benefits formula, it sue
cessfully negates the very thing it's supposed to
be protecting: hard work. What it means is that
a diligent, industrious employee who earns
advancement and pay increments and would
have expected to continue earning at nothing
less than this level would lose out if
circumstances left him unemployed.
But, all these arguments are beside the
point The crucial issue is the government's
attempt
solveby the
problemsto not
morecountry's
efficientunemployment
management
but by arbitrarily reducing the number of those
eligible for benefits. The changes won't reduce
unemployment
significantly; they'll just make
more people destitute.
The tactic adopted by the government is a
typical ploy: deflect criticism of its inefficiency
and poor planning
the victims,
the unemployed. Itmay evenontosucceed
in temporarily
cooling down the electorate's disenchantment
with
government. But, that doesn't
maketheit Trudeau
right or acceptable.
And, we'd suggest, the deception won't work
for long. The, maybe the government will find
itself unemployed for failing to deal responsibly
with so crucial an issue.
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democratic discussion by SAC and
"non-SAC" students. The surcharge
committee, sponsored byCLM, outshouted even those who were
basically on their side. The Erindale
reps read an open letter condemning
the past mis-leadership oTSAC and
calling for an open meeting. They
were attacked by and shouted down
hy the (Stop (he Student) Surcharge
Committee.
In place of name-calling we call
for active endorsement of the Erindale proposal for a democratic, welladverlised.
open meeting of all concerned individuals.
Innis College Student Society
Call for open
Fares Boulos (pres..
New Council)
College
Student
meeting on fees
Cord Barnes(pres., VUSAC)
In order lo discuss and comment
Vicky Grabb (pres., UC Lit)
on llie recent debacle al the SAC Dave Thorn
(chairman. Architecture
meetings, we have to put the issue of
Student Union)
lee hikes In llie proper perspective.
The current federal and provincial
reports on education reflect an Havers rejects
ovc all policy ofgovernment abstention from secondary school finan- Stollar criticism
cing. A government budget deficit is
There are only a Tew things worth
tl probable key to their recent
moves. Cutbacks in health, welfare, saying about the letter that UC SAC
and public employment is further rep Marty Stollar wrote to The
confirmation of such a thesis.
Varsity on January 19, about the
This year, SAC has been unable Slop the Student Surcharge ComIt) come to grips with this problem meeting.mittee closing down another SAC
and has been unable to lead the
students in struggle, even when the - His main point is that the $100
OKS referendum indicated an student surcharge is a red herring
overwhelming disdain for govern- He says the real issue is that "th<
ment policies. The inactivity of SAC provincial government has moved lo
further restrict university accesss to
has
to CLM's
substituting
for ledstudent
leadership
and itself
lent make it even more difficult for
Students
from low income families
credence to CLM's basic contention
to attend
university".lineThis
that Hric Miglin is "selling out" the same
students.
diversionary
that isSACthe
has
been
feeding
However, "goon"
and year. We know that theus sameall
unreasonable
disruptiontacties
of SAC
meetings does not replace people run the university as run the
r
all the ,
latest in !
J
fashion
and
custommade
eyewear w

government.
is. which do Tactically,
we hit first?theThequestion
SSSC
says we hit the university, and has
set out to do it in a way that will win.
Stollar says we should hit the
government, but has never once said
how it should be done. We know
that the government is launching an
attack on students. But, at present,
there is no way we can hit that
government directly. We are starting lo fight on our home ground,
the university, and after students
have won their fight in their own
universities, ihey will be ready to
join (he resi of ihe people of Ontario
in the battle against the government.
Stollar himself stales that the
university is the intermediary, a
relatively powerless one, he says, but
still the intermediary. The U of T
Act gives the university Governing
Council the power to set fees.
Therefore, when the government cut
grants to the university, the uni
versify turned around and levied a
surcharge on students. The fact that
the university may be "relatively
powerless"
will maketo force
it thatthemuch
easier
for students
university lo eliminate the surcharge.
Stollar also mentions that a
student who has a part time job so
that he can have a $5 per week food
allowance does nol care about a
mere SI 00. This is pure stupidity.
He sinks even tower when he says
personally
pleaseda
lohatseehe tuition
fees "would
raised lobe $1,500
year"
as
long
as
students
who
not afford this amount could getcould
the
Ontario taxpayer to give larger
grains.tarioThistaxpayers
wouldwould
meanbethatputting
Oneven more money into the universities than they are now.
When Stollar cited Harvard as an

12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
MAIN STORE
280 8LOOR ST WEST 962-2020

!

example
a university
"no
student isorprevented
from where
attending
the university simply on the grounds
thai lowest
he cannotpoint.
affordHarvard
it", he reached
his
is the
hastion »r U.S. "academic excellence" which produces apologists
Tor U.S. aggression all over the
world. The U.S. Educational Opportunity Bank gets students deeply
in debt. Our universities are
Americanized enough without
modelling them after Harvard.
Stollar must think the students at
this university are awfully stupid to
accept his arguments, and we should
pmhahly run him right off the campus for his efforts al diverting us
from our immediate enemy — the
university and
AdministrativeitsCouncil.Students'
As the article
in the January 18 "Toike" so aptly
put it. SAC
represent
students
oflhedoes
U ofnotT.When
SAC theis
selling us out to the university, we
owe it lo ourselves to disband it.
Stollar's reference to us as "Hitler
Youth" is designed lo discourage us
from kicking out a rotten student
council.
Il willhasnolbeenwork.
SAC's
main activity
to confuse
and deceive the students. The
.students al U of T are going to stop
the student surcharge I his year, and
if lhaldo means
will
it. getting rid of SAC, we
Peter Havers
SSSC

justice,
-Ms. January
Peacocke's17
letter of namely
Wednesday,
("Keep quiei out of good
manners").
It illuminates
herenl
evil manifest
in all man's
attemptsinto generate moral revolution and
liberation or lo preserve freedom of
To quote Ms. Peacocke at length,
speech.
changing
thecumstancescharacters
and cirinvolved, bul preserving
the chain
of
logic:"When
tian Rump accepls a jobSebasin a
sweatshop on Spadina Avenue for
$ 1.50 an hour through financial
necessity, he should keep quiet on
ihe matter of his working conditions
oul of good manners. However, if it
is difficult for Sebastian to reconcile
the dollars hroughl in by working
under such conditions with his
feeling of guilt for tolerating such
injustice (or his fear of deslitution),
he should not have accepted the

Rightmust
on! he careful, however, nol
One
lo chastise those in Indochina who
are making a lol of noise and
fighting;
for iheir orcountries
the
Americans,
those inagainst
Chile
upset al corporate threats to their
representative government. After
all. although Ihey are exhibiting
uncivilized behaviour, ihey never
had the opportunities we have had to
accumulate the social graces prerequisite tomoral strength.
May I suggest lhal Ms. Peacocke,
who is also evidently aware of the
Reader suggests essential issues involved in Women's
l ib. follow thejob."
example of rectitude
sel
hyrideCarrie
Nation
— Street
mount with
her
ass.
It)
91
St.
logical extension hatchet
Varsity. in hand, George
and demolish the
I would like lo salute a most building and equipment of The
valuable contribution to the archives
Wm. Molson
of literature dealing with social

GRAND OPENING
OF THE HART HOUSE PUB
TUESDAY, JAN. 23
from 8 p.m. on
The BOB BOSSIN Quintet
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
FROM 8 P.M.
FRED BOOKER

FROM MONDAY JANUARY 22 TO FRIDAY JANUARY 26
Ukrainian Students Club Presents
UKRAINIAN

WEEK

ON
CAMPUS
A BOOTH DISPLAYING UKRAINIAN BOOKS AND RECORDS
WILL BE SET UP IN THE MAIN FOYER OF SID
SMITH ALL WEEK
PROGRAM

OF EVENTS

Monday, Jan. 22 — Ukrainian Literary Evening
guest speaker: Ukrainian writer Olha Mak.
South Sitting Room - Hart House 8:00 P.M.
Tuesday, Jan. 23 — VARENYKY eating contest
Sid Smith foyer — 1 :00 p.m.
A display of Ukrainian books and
modern Ukrainian art.
St. Michael's Library, 2nd floor
Wednesday, Jan. 24 — evening: Panel on certain issues in
Ukrainian history —
South Sitting Room - Hart House 8:00 P.M.

premiere of DAVID BEDFORD'S
features
PARTICIPATION
"WITHAUDIENCE
100 KAZOOS"
play
January 28, 8.30 p.m. Concert Hall. Edward Johnson Building
"the lirst 100 people to arrive at the concert will be given a kazoo and a 'part' to
OnDavidIhe Bedford
same programme
will be: -SOLSTICES
- GillesTAKING
TremblayA STAND
PENT0MIN0
SPILLIHPNERAK
David Bedford
- JohnBeckwith
SPECIAL GUEST ARTISTS: CANADA BRASS, TORONTO WINDS
GUEST COMPOSERS: DAVID BEDFORD, JOHN BECKWITH. GILLES TREMBLAY
Tickets: Adults $3.50 Students $2.00
Available from 481-3371 (Mondays to Fridays 9-5 p.m.). Tickets may also
be purchased the evening ot ths performance.
NEW
MUSIC
CONCERTS
HILLEL LECTURE SERIES
Presents

Wednesday, Jan. 24 —

Thursday, Jan. 25 — An Evening of Ukrainian Drama and Song
Hart House - Music Room - 8:00 P.M.
Friday, Jan. 26 —

Discotheque with some young Ukrainian
Place: Old Bavaria - 8:00 P.M.
, talent

Dr. Eliezer Berkovits
speaking on
"THE JEWISH RESPONSE TO EVIL"
our Lectureral Jewish Philosophy at the Hebrew
Dr. Berkovits is chairman ol the AbOfl
Department
Theological College, Chicago Illinois. He studied in Ihe Ynhivol ot Europe and was
Berlin. Germany.
receivedEngland;
his Ph.Sydney,
D. fromAustralia;
the University
Berlin
Heordained
has heldin Rabbinic
positions Inin 1933
Berlin:heLeeds,
Boston,or Mass.
His tield ol specialization is Jewish philosophy and he has lectured and written extensively
in this field. Among his famous books is "God, Man and History".
SUNDAY, JANUARY 28, 1973
HOUSEST.,
186HILLEL
ST. GEORGE
8:00 p.m.
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Education:

the

satisfying

market's

"Liberal education seems to me
to be indispensably necessary ;
and the completion ot it by the
establishment of a university in
the Capital of the country . . .
would be most useful to
inculcate just principles, habits
and manners among the rising
generation."
Upper Canada Governor
John Simcoe Graves
By WYNTON SEMPLE
Liberal education has always been viewed within the context of
how it could best serve the prevailing economy. Three distinct ruling
class attitudes towards education have existed; each corresponding
with and varying with structural changes in the economy.
quote expresses
traditional elitist vieweconomy.
of education
whichSimcoe's
corresponded
with an theagrarian/mercantile
This
economy supported a ruling class made up two strata, each of which
made its money in similar ways. In agriculture, they made the peasants
give Ihem a share of their produce in return for the privilege of tilling
the land. In trade, they made it by buying things in one part of the
world at a low price and then selling them at a high price in other parts
of the world. In Canada, this was the age of the fish and fur trades, and
extended into the wheat and timber eras around the middle of the
nineteenth century.
The. traditional ruling class view of education focused almost
exclusively on its moral value. The line between education and religion
was imperceptible. In this context, education performed minor cutural
services for the ruling class by drumming the virtues of hard work and
thritt into the children of working people, and developing in the sons
and daughers of the bourgeoisie the appropriate mannerisms and
affectations
to distinguish
them from their inferiors and to
enable them ofto"culture"
occupy their
leisure time.
The second distinct set of ruling class attitudes towards
education was associated with the onset of industrialism. Industrialism
ushered in capitalism (or perhaps vice versa). In this situation, the
ruling class made its money in a very different way.
Instead of simply appropriating the wealth other people had
created, the capitalists set about to produce their own. They
assembled all the elements of production and set them in motion.
They then took the commodity to market to exchange it for what it was
worth. There was just one catch — they had to buy the various factors
of production (labour, raw materials, equipment, et cetera) on the
market. If they paid what each of these factors of production was
worth, there would be little left over after having sold the total
combination of factors for what it was worth. In fact, if this happened,
the capitalist would secure for himself only the value of the labour he
himself actually expended in producing the commodity.
However, as it turned out, the capitalists did not have to pay the
full value for all the factors of production. They were able to pay
labour much less than the value of what it produced. This
circumstance arises partly from the motivations with which each party
— capital and labour
fundamentally
different.— approaches the market. Their motivations are
The capitalist wishes to buy labour power to put it to use in
combination with physical capital with the ultimate aim of making a
profit.The worker, on the other hand, wishes to sell his labour power in
order that he may live. He is compelled to sell his labour power to the
capitalist, whereas the capitalist is not compelled to buy it. It is a
perpetualthe buyer's
the capitalist will not pay a
worker
full valuemarket.
of hisConsequently,
labour.
With capitalism, the composition of the ruling class changed from
the landowners and shipowners of before to the owners of
manufacturing enterprises and finance capital. This ascendancy of the
industrial bourgeoisie was not achieved without some difficulty. In
1 837 Upper Canada, a war almost broke out when the conflict between
the landed "family compact" and the rising industrial bourgeoisie took
the form of a dispute over "responsible" government. Over the next
few years, the question as to which section of the ruling class the
government
would be responsible was settled in favour of the
industrial bourgeoisie.
Their interests were soon asserted in the field of education
Ontario'son first
ent ofofSchools,
Ryerson,
spoke
behalfChief
of theSuperintend
new elements
the rulingEgerton
class and
their
interest
in
education,
writing
in
a
report that became the basis for the
Schools Act of 1846:
"The knowledge
required
the scientific
mechanics,
agriculture
and forcommerce
must pursuit
needs beof
provided to an extent corresponding with the demand and

demand
exigencies of the country; while to a mere limited extent
are needed facilities for acquiring the higher education of
the learned professions."
It wasresponsibilities
apparent to Ryerson
that theof newly
"responsible" state had
definite
in the realm
education:
"The
very
end
of
our
being
is
practical...
in which
we live is likewise eminently practical; andThetheageconditions
and interests, the pursuits and duties of our new country,
under our new government, are invested with an almost
exclusively practical character. Scarcely an individual
among us is exempt from the necessity of 'living by the
sweat of his face'. Every man should, therefore, be
educated to practice."
Egerton's
foresight
they Polytechnical
later named aInstitute,
school
after Inhim.recognition
It is fittingofthat
this school,
Ryeson
was one of the first schools in Canada to unabashedly produce
graduates on a demand schedule set by industry.

strikes, its legislatures to pass antiimportantly
its schools.
Educationof all,became
even illre Ir
since it now shouldered the major b
skilled workers. The public school
everyone was expected to go to !
government's recognition of everyonf
the utmost
his peculiar
ability upon
to ben
The schools
were called
capital in nearly finished form, but als
of exploiting it. Ceciley Watson, on
planning
experts
and head
of the "Eir
the
Ontario
Institute
for Studies
introduction to her manpower plann
"A great contribution to labo*
the United States around th
F. W. Taylor, who realized,
and
that a
ol workmotion'
would studies,
greatly improx
by making
him highly
'ski!
part
of the entire
work perfo,
of the production tine. He e
ciples of Scientific Managemei
progress
of the efficiency,
economy. inci
Thi
spur to labour
derably through enhanced out
of labour input." , \\
Through his theories and practic
provided the foundations of North Ar

Monopoly Capitalism
Around the turn of the century, industrial capitalism underwent a
major shift from its competitive to its monopoly phase. The ruling
class became more compact as ownership of the means of production
became concentrated in fewer and fewer hands. The mode of
production changed with the increased importance of technology and
the unit of production becoming larger and more vertically integrated.
It is important to examine the reasons for this shift in some detail since
the Canadian economy is presently under the tutelage of American
monopoly capitalism. There were two major factors which led to the
monopolization of capitalism:
Falling Rate of Profit
The tendency for the rate of profit to fall was occasioned by:
markets;
(1) a decrease in prices due to manufacturers" competition for
(2) an increase in the cost of the capital equipment required to
incorporate technological change into the productive process;
(3) increasing cost of labour due to a shortage of skilled
manpower;
(4) the increasing costs of the anarchy of production, the typical
business cycle in which each manufacturer produced as much as
possible leading to piles of unsold goods and factories and workers
sitting idle in a non-profit-making state; and
(5) the relative saturation of domestic markets, and other factors.
People Getting Ticked off with Capitalism
This was becoming increasingly common around me turn of the
century. The problems associated with maintaining the rate of profit
led to wages being cut and people thrown out of work. Increasing
numbers of workers engaged in militant strikes which had an explicit
anti-capitalist orientation.
If capitalism was to remain intact, the ruling class would have to
develop a more acute class consciousness — it would have to actively
maintain and expand capitalism — which is exactly what happened.
All in all, it amounted to the ruling class becoming much more
sophisticated, learning to put a velvet glove over its mailed fist, and
developing allies outside of the ruling class itself.
The first group to be co-opted and put to work on behalf of the
ruling class, helping them solve their problem with People Getting
Ticked off with Capitalism, were the liberals — the people who,
although they had a sincere interest in changing society for the better,
could not bring themselves to break openly with the ruling class
inasmuch as they had some interests in common with the ruling class.
Since they were motivated by a social conscience pricked by other
people's misery,
not theirbutown,rather
the liberals
did nottofeeltry the
challenging
the system,
were content
and necessity
reform bitsof
and pieces of it.
American historian Christopher Lasch describes the various
ways
in which the liberals' energies were harnessed to help save
capitalism:
"Everyone who has studied the history of American reform
agrees that the reform tradition underwent a fundamental
change around 1900. Some people identify the change
with a changing attitude towards government, a new
readiness to use government (particularly the federal
government) as an instrument of popular control. Others
associate it with an abandonment of the old popullstic
distrust ot large scale institutions, like corporations, and
an acceptance of the concentration of wealth and power.
Still others define the change as a movement away from
the dogma of natural rights towards a relatlvistic,
environmentalist _aod_ pragmatic view of the world."
This was when the ruling class began to hire people to
■rationalize"
consumption. The need to stimulate and direct people's
needs
into profitable
channels gave
to the advertising industry.
The ruling class also discovered birth
that its ever faithful handmaiden,
the state, could help it out with its new problems. In the past,
role of
the state had been restricted to fighting wars on behalf of theirthe foreign
interests and doing small domestic favours such as donating land and
money with which to build railroads. (In Canada, the government
contributed around $50,000
per mile of track laid). It was
even
more helpful to have the state as an agent since it meant that now
the ruling
class had at its disposal the state's troops and law courts
to break

notes,
years. He also provided the ruling
material for its velvet glove. His bo
"Men have long had some inlim,
education may be consciously
evils through starting the younc
produce these ills, and some k
education may be made an ir
better hope of men. But we are c
the potential efficacy of edu.
society." w
Dewey'sagency
sincereof improving
but naive liberalism
monopoly capitalism. Dewey was p,
academic
stream
responding
to
capitalism.

Lasch gives some Idea of the per
"The new psychology, the child
education, the idea of scie
philosophy
of pragmatism,
confirmed the
experience ofthe
material
and
social
progress,">e(th
which had so long troubQ$
last be eliminated by means
control The old techniques of
agencies
institutionalized
solete. Theof mark
ot progressi\vio
their ability to govern themselve
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i-labour laws and, perhaps most
mCjrtant than it had been before
jurden of producing a surplus of.
)| systems were expanded and
school. The liberals hailed the
le's
right to develop to
• of inalienable
service to capital,
not only to produce more human
so to develop more effective ways
ne of Ontario's chief manpower
Educational
division
n Education,Planning"
points out
in theof
ling study Jhat:
jur efficiency was made in
he turn of the century by
, by means of his "time
a functional
>ve
the output organization'
of a worker
Wed'
in
just
a
irmed. This led tofractional
the use
also introcuded the 'Prinint' enlisting science tor the
•is study acted as a mighty
•.reasing
itput at anproductivity
unchanged consilevel
ice, famous educator John Dewey
merican education for the next 40

For the new radicals, conflict itself, rather than injustice or
inequality, was the evil to be eradicated."
During tne first half of this century, monopoly capitalism
developed a steadily increasing
dependence on education. For the
United States, the total annual outlay for human capital (in terms of
primary, secondary, and tertiary education expenditures) rose from
nine per cent of the annual investment in physical capital in 1900 to 34
per cent in 1956. However, in the late flfities, education rather
became more important to the ruling class. The exact reasonsabruptly
for the
upsurge
in interest
are not clear; however, at least the following seem
involved:
to have been
(1) imperialism became less lucrative, making it necessary to
increase the rate of exploitation at home by increasing the valueproducing capacity of labour via training;
(2) in connection with this situation, capital was about to enter
new technologically-oriented fields and a pool of surplus labour would
be needed in order to keep labour costs down;
(3) the ruling class ideologues realized that higher education
offered a unique if temporary solution to the problem of what to do
with all the post-War babies who. if unemployed and left to their own
devices,
develop into that old nightmare — People Getting
Ticked offmight
with Capitalism.
Higher education would not only take up their time, it would also
give them the illusion of upward mobility along with all the
conservativizing tendencies this induces.
Since the late fifties, there has emerged among economists,
educators, students and others a widespread conscious adoption of

! class with a good deal of the
ook, Democracy and Education,
lation of the extent to which
' used to eliminate obvious
'9 on paths which shall not
idea of the extent to which
'nstrument
realizing
the
doubtless farof from
realizing
Jcation as a constructive
was easily turned to the service of
lart of a general current in the
the new needs of monopoly
rvasiveness of the phenomenon:
1 study movement, the new
entific management, the
e science of evolution, all
a century of unimpeded
hat the turmoil and conflict
lurse of history could at
of a scientific system of
f social discipline, the old
olence, would soon be obsocietiesresort
was toprecisely
9$ive without
force....

the human capital approach to education, euphemistically known as
"manpower
Much ofof the
the U.S.
impetus
for manpower
planning
came
with theplanning".
1958 passage
National
Defense Education
Act. The act greatly increased the funding for certain subject areas
which
were vital
to the andnational
mathematics,
education,
foreign"defense"
languages.effort
This —wassciences,
a step
towards manpower planning in the sense that a conscious attempt was
made to plan the supply of skilled personnel for the defence industry
which is a major sector of the American economy.
Concurrently, at the international level, the Committee for
Scientific and Technical Personnel was established as a branch of the
Organization for European Economic Cooperation. Its task was to
"develop policies aimed at increasing investment in education so as tc
supply the qualified manpower necessary for the implementation of a
policy of economic growth". One of the committee's first acts was to
set up "The Study Group on the Economics of Education" which, in the
words
its chairman,
Dr. Henning
"to subject
promoteof and
exchangeof research
and statistical
data Friis,
on thewasbroad
the
economics of education, that is the relationship between education
and
economicof policies
growth, fortheincreasing
educationalthe supply
needs ofof scientific,
the 1960'stechnical,
and the
formulation
and other qualified manpower." In Washington, D.C. in October. 1961,
13 months after the "study group" was established, manpower
planning took a giant stride forward with the holding of the Policy
Conference on Economic Growth and Investment in Education. This
conference was of international scope and Importance. Dr. Friis
described it in the following words: "This conference was a major step

in the development of policies for relating education to economic
requirements. It discussed targets for educational investmer* during
the decade 1961-1970 and reached general agreement on the
necessity for long term planning of educational investment in the
OECDInterest
memberand countries."
activity in the field of manpower planning increased
generally at the international level in the early sixties. Organizations
such as the International Labour Office, the International Association
for Educational and Vocational Information, and UNESCO, held
conferences, circulated literature, and collected information.
In 1963. the first annual U.S. Department of Labour Manpower
Requirements, Resources, Utilization and Training report was transmit ed to the Congress. In the same year, an act was passed
requiring
inventory of manpower requirements, resources
utilization, anandannual
training.
In Canada, the Technical and Vocational Training Assistance Act
(TVTA) was passed in 1960. By 1966-67, there were 185,000 students
in Ontario alone who were in schools and courses approved under the
federal-provincial agreements concluded under the TVTA. The increases in federal government expenditures for technical and
vocational
weresecond
dramatic
TVTA.
207 training
million the
year.— 35 million the first year of the
Given Canada's relationship to the United States, it is
understandable
Canada's manpower
planning policy
was notThere
one
that Canadian hadthat independently
and consciously
conceived.
appears to have been little research published prior to the passage of
the TVTA. Two of the more important pieces of Canadian research
— Wilkinson's
study for theCouncil
then Department
work
for the Economic
of Canada of—Labour
were and
doneBertram's
outside
Canada (at MIT and the University of Washington respectively), using
American research hypotheses.
In 1964. schedule 10 of the TVTA came into effect, providing for
research on a cost-shared basis with the provinces. Manpower's
research program gave birth to its first offspring in 1968 when
Canada's
Manpower Requirements
in 1970of the
was Ontario
published.Institute for
The educational
Planning Division
Studies in Education completed Part I of a two-part study which
projects the future manpower needs and resources of Ontario to 1986.
The Economic Council of Canada carried out a number of research
projects for its seventh annual Review. One of the key studies attempts
to measure the relationship of operating expenditure, capital
expenditures, and total cost per student, to student output.
Education's
aspects
have manyto
ramifications
for the manpower
interests of theplanning
ruling class.
In the introduction
Higher Education and The Demand for Scientific Manpower in the
United States, a 1963 OECD study, the authors explain the study was
done
becausein 1970
"thereunless
is muchimmediate
worry inandhighdrastic
placesmeasures
that shortages
will
be present
are taken
to increase the supply — shortages which will impair the economic
and scientific efficiency of the United States and endanger her political
and military
in the political
world." problems, too. Wilkinson, in his study
There areroleovertly
for the Canadian Department of Labour, partially financed by the
Imperial Oil Company Limited, points out:
"Another difficulty is that — even if the protections are
roughly correct insofar as the desire of students or of
parents tor their children are concerned, there is still no
assurance that the type of students trained will be what the
economy actually requires tor production purposes. Considerable misdirection of effort, not to mention thwarted
aspirations, may arise. In backward countries, as Van Den
Haag and others have pointed out, a pool of unemployed
intellectuals may provide the spark for revolution. Clearly,
itdemands
is not for
sufficient
to look
satisfying Thestudents'
classroom
spaceonly
and atinstructors.
needs
ol the economy for trained and educated people must be
considered have
as well."
Wilkinson
been fully
entitled their
to say.
"I told you so." after
the Quebecwould
CEGEP students
occupied
schools.
However, most of the explicit concern is with producing a surplus
of people
skillsarefornotparticipation
in "our"
economy.
The
people with
who thedo requisite
these studies
monsters, they
are not
witting
servants of the ruling class — they seek only to understand things the
way they are. Since the structure of the economy assumes a ruling
class and since the dominant brand of social science is committed lo
refining and. reproducing existing social relations, not subverting
them, these studies are necessarily carried on from the point of
view of the ruling class.
by Meltz
and Penz
Canada'sto above.
manpower
from The
'61 tostudy
'70 done
illustrates
the class
bias onreferred
Two needs
of the
assumptions they use in doing their study are:
(1) "the industry and occupational structures of
employment in the past have been determined primarily
by the structure of output and by the prevailing
technology, rather than by labour supply conditions interacting wstructure
ith demand ofconditions"
and technology
of labour
force(2)is"the
based
on ;he output
assumption
that the education
structure too is labour-demand determined and independent oflabour supply conditions"
They describe these assumptions as "gross oversimplifications of
reality". The reality
are simplifying,
seen forfromtrained
their
assumptions,
is one they
in which
the needs ofasthemayrulingbe class
manpower are the basic determinants of the structure of the labour
force and the structure of the educational system. Their assumptions
state quite clearly that in both of these areas the needs, desires, and
rightsers — ofaretheinconsequential.
people who make up the structures — students and workTo question the degree of universality to post-secondary
education deemed appropriate by the state or to assert that the main
purpose of post-secondary education should be the cultural
enrichment of the entire society is to challenge priorities and
fundaments of the economic and political orders in which we live.
U of T student Wynton Semple was general
co-ordinator of the Ontario Federation of
Students. He has a long background
studying post-secondary education, and is
a student member of the Ontario Committee on Student Awards.
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COMING

THIS

Wednesday January 24.
Hockey
8 p.m.
Pleasure Skating
10:30 -Midnight
Frat Parties
10:30 -til the A.M.

Thursday

January

3 p.m.
Afternoon
3 p.m. - Midnight
7:30, 9:30, 11:30 p.
8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

25
Chariot Races
- Centre Campus

26.

1 p.m. - 1 a.m.
after the Game
3 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
10:30 -Midnight
All Evening

Saturday

Blues vs. Waterloo
Varsity Arena
Phi Kappa Pi 85 Bedford
Delta Upsilon 182 St. George

Prizes, Entries to Hall
Porter, Wetmore Hall,
New College.
Innis, Prizes.
Tournament
Pinball
Snow-Sculpture starts. . . weather permitting
Black Hart Pub, Hart House opens
Medical Science Audit.
Movies "Reefer Madness"
Wymilwood
Vic Pub.

1 p.m.

Friday January
7:1 5 a.m.
1 p.m.

WEEK

January

Ski-day to Blue Mountain

Phone S.A.C. for details

Back Campus All Stars vs. St. Mike's
Gameat half-time
Football Ball
Bowl Monster
Snow Co-ed
also
opens Basement of Sir Dan's
"The Nunnery"
S.A.C. Pub.Skatin
g
Back Campus
Pleasure
Outdoor Barbecue from Innis Back Campus
Back Campus
Co-ed Broomball
Swim Meet
Blues vs Ottawa, Benson Bldg.
Hockey
Blues vs Carleton
Con. Hall, tickets $4 & $5 at S.A.C.
John McLaughlin Concert
Varsity Arena
Pleasure Skating
at S.A.C., VIC. SMC, NEW
PUB NIGHT
INNIS, ERINDALE
27.

Morning

Car Rally

10 a.m. - 2:30 p.
Afternoon
1:00-5:00 p.m.
3 p.m.
3:00-6:00 p.m.
Evening

Snow Sculpture continues
Basketball
Table Tennis
Women's Sports
Splash Party
"Magic Music" Concert
PUBS
CONCERT
DANCES

Starts at Con. Hall and ends
at Erindale, Prizes.
Hart House
Hart House
Benson Bldg.
Benson Bldg.
Erindale
Scar. Erindale, S.A.C. Pub 'The Nunnery'
"Murray McLaughlin" at Scar.
New College, Erindale

Sunday January 28.
Afternoon
Toboganning
Skidooing Scarborough
H Evening
Pleasure Skating
Varsity Arena
|§ 7:45 p.m.
Vic Flicks
New Acad. Bldg.
SPONSORED BY SAC AND YOUR LOCAL COLLEGE OR FACULTY STUDENT'S COUNCIL
FOR UP TO DATE INFORMATION WATCH THE VARSITY,
; LISTEN TO RADIO VARSITY OR PHONE SAC, 928-49 1 1
£:-::::::;:::::::::::>::^

|i
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World
must
support
Argentine
left: activist
By JIM MARTIN
slrenglh has been cut by the im- possibility of a leftwing political
position ofa government controlled victory. Zadunaisky pointed out
The military govern menl of
that ihe only effective opposition to
Argentina will continue lo silence bureaucracy at their head.
dissident voices within the country
The activist described the present the Argentinian dictators comes
unless the world demonstrates sup- condition of Argentina as "pre- from ihe trade union movement.
port Tor the Latin American left, revolutionary", for since May I969,
police attacked and killed
Bui the unions' central bureauArgentine, medical student and ac- when
prevents consolidation oTtheir
tivist Daniel Zadunai:-ky, said Thur- several students in a demonstration power cracybecause
the head offices are
at Mendo/a, a military junta has
sday night at Hart House.
Zudanuu:ky an a speaking tour been necessary lo suppress revolts regulated by the state, he added.
Tor the Committee for Justice to economy.
against foreign domination of the
The Peronislas, a faction centred
Latin American Political Prisioners,
former strongman Juan
is seeking Canadian and American
The ruling generals consider around
Peron.
popular support,
support lo release and free from themselves, perhaps with some accordingenjoylo little
ihe Argentine medical
persecution the estimated 1 200 justification, lo be in a slate of siege, student, for although
Peron himself
political prisioners in Argentinian said Zadunaisky. Thus there is is still liked by workers,
other
arrest without trial, he said, and leaders of the parly are notthetrusted.
jails.
As an example of the effectiveness special political courts, which quickMost
small
parties
organized
by
of international pressure he cited a
ly dispense harsh non-appealable
will notelections
appear
well known magazine editor who sentences, sometimes with no working
on the class
ballotgroups
of future
had been jailed despite public out- defence counsel present.
membership requicry, and then was suddenly released.
Many cases of torture have been because rehigh
before such =
and the Argentine claimed parlies canmentheare necessary
The presiding judge admitted that ilreported,
officially
recognized, s
is common for the bodies of
the reason for this action was the
£
receipt hy the government of "released" prisoners to be found a Thus, as in Paris in I968, 7
resisience
is
limited
lo
disorganized
£
"several letters from North few days after their "liberation".
strikes, and unsupported %
Americans
case." to Kvcn acquitted political workers can protests,
Zadunaiskyawareurgedof your
Canadians
guerrilla action without the a
be
detained
if
thought
to
be
"securiguidance oT a common front or
demonstrate solidarity with all
When
Daniel Zadunaisky claims Argentina executes political prisoners.
Latin American political prisoners
ty threats."questioned about the coordinated leadership.
hy writing letters to the appropriate
governments.
Zadunaisky said three groups
exist in Argentine politics: a
Popondreou
calls for new
economic
system
traditionally strong working class:
the nationalist bourgeoisie, typified
structured, but community-based organization would involve a sort of
By
PAT
REDICAN
hv Juan Peron. leader oTthe country
Two hundred people packed the political-economic system.
between communities.
al the International
The community, which could vary bargaining
until the mid-50's; and the in- auditorium
Similarity regions would be ordustrialists supporting foreign cor- Sludcnls Centre lo hear York in si ye from the city lo (he
into nations and nations inporations, mostly American.^
University economist Andreas neighbourhood lo the village would lo a globalganizedstructure.
The military governments in Papandreou outline his vision for a own all the resources within ils In Papandreou's envisioned compower since I95S have allowed socialist "ulopia" Thursday night. hounds. Resources would include
would Although
be conuniversities, stores and
trolmunity,
ed hy theresources
workers.
foreign corporations to dominate
Speaking lo West Metro Waffle factories,
natural resources.
government and stale functions
meeting,
Papandreou.
a
member
of
practically
all
the
nation's
steel,
These communities would be would he filled by elected represenauto, petroleum and textile in- [he Cireek cabinet until the 1967
tatives, there would be some attempt
dustries. Zadunaisky said. Union coup, called for a hierarchically organized into "regions" in which

GRAND

OPENING

CURTAIN

UP!

Mr. JACK FISHER Presents

THE BACK
STAGE
ROOM
WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 24 from 9 p.m

SPEED READING
Classes on Campus
Register Today
Sidney Smith Lobby

Toronto's newest, most exciting entertainment room. Come to where the REAL excitement of showbiz exists... BACKSTAGE!
SPECIAL GRAND OPENING
EVENTS
* see showbiz and theatrical
personalities
* Dance Contests
* Prizes

ROBERT

E. LEE

SEAWAY

ESSAY SERVICES
Aservice.
new andOriginality,
complete quality,
TERMPAPER
and
security dictate our polity.
Phone: 8 961-6150
Hours
7 DAYS toPER 10WEEKp.m.
300 AVENUE ROOD

& BRIGADE

Proceeds of Grand Opening: Hotel-Motel
Enter the magic tower to
Administration Course, George Brown
the wonderland that is behind
College of Applied Arts and Technology...
your hosts for the evening
the scenes in show-business
FREE SEAWAY BUS BETWEEN THE HOTEL
AND BLOOR-JANE SUBWAY, FROM 8:30 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT
MONDAY TO SATURDAY
1926 Lakeshore BlvdW.
at Windermere

Economist Andreas Papandreou
to control ihe elitist tendencies thai
have manifested themselves in other
socialist
slates. suggested adopting a
Papandreou
syslem akin to ihe Chinese one.
legislating against specialism. An
individual would be required to hold
several different kinds of positions
during his lifetime. Although the
stale might lose sonic efficiency, the
economist
admitted,and italienation
would com-of
bal both elitism
labour.
I'apandreou stressed thai his
"utopia" seemed a long way from
realization,
givenofthethe"centralizing
tendencies"
present
governments both in socialist and
capitalist countries.

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

If*
*w
^OPTICIANS

HOTEL
766-4392

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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Cornell
By GARY ROSS
The Big Red of Cornell scored
early and often, Saturday night,
downing Varsity Blues 8-2 in an
exhibition game in Ithaca. N.Y.
Carlo Ugolini beat goaltender Bruce
Durno after only 19 seconds of play
and the home team never looked
hack.
For Blues, n was just one of those
nights. The team was chippy, but
didn't seem particularly up for the
game. They obviously had trouble

Inness
By PETER DUX
In a good exhibition of passing
Blues6-0defeated
plays Gaels
Golden
Friday nightQueen's
at the
arena. Gary Inness displayed fine
posting his first
goaltending
shutout of the inseason.
As ihe shots on goal — 57 by
Toronto. 25 by Queen's — might
play was another exindicate,ampletheof Blues
overpowering a
weaker opponent.
oi l to a fast start when
BillVarsity
Buna gotscored at 2:08 of the
opening period. The goal was set up
b> a Rick Leroy check at his own
blueline. enabling Nick Holmes to
begin the rush, and Bob Munro,
Holmes, and Buba demonstrated a
tidy display of passing the puck back
and forth to leave Buba with a clear
shol on net. .lust over five minutes
later Buba notched his second of the
evening.
Where the First period had
belonged to Buba, ihe second was
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'Big Red'
adjusting to American rules and to
Cornell'sstyledump-the-puck-in-andehase-il
of offence. Their own
by Cornell's
diluted checking,
attack was efficient
determined,
and
Dave Hlenbaas' solid goaltending.
Cornell coach Dick Bertrand has
text-book
the BigTheRedteamplaying
hockey.
came out flying,
to the delight of the strongly parlisan. standing room crowd.
the Cornellat
we'll;successful
Kveryonewasplayed
defense
especially

Sidney Smith Lobby
_ COMMUNITY ^
AFFAIRS
in cooperation with
Parkdale Community
Legal Aid
LEGAL AID:
FOR PEOPLE OR
FOR LAWYERS?
moderator:
Prof. Hill
Alan LawGnntSchool
- Osgaode
panelists:
John 0. BowlbyQ.C.
P.S. Fitzgerald Q.C.
Prof. Frederlcb H. Imm
Eleanor Bro - Lay
UvDHtl
TUES., JAN. 23. 8:00 P.M.
Frw Artml ssl a n- Everyone Welcome
ST. LAWRENCE. 366-1656
lir
27 FRONT ST. E.

Blues

shuts out Gaels;
dominated by Munro. With Holmes
sitting oul a high sticking penalty,
Munro scored on a short-handed
breakaway. Firing the puck over the
slick side shoulder or goalie Clyde
Harris. Munro scored once again in
ihe second 20 minules. this lime on a
play while Ron While was
power
serving two minules for interference.
He again
ihe puckweak
over spot.
Harris'
slick
side —fireda definite

On other occasions Blues missed
numerous opporl unities lo score j
unpolished work in
through
finishing off plays. Coach Tom Watt
"wasn't
said thai
easv".
True,Inness'
bul il shutoul
certainly wasn't
il any lime a close game.
Ciaels. on the other hand, skaled
with Ihe Blues hut found themselves
hemmed in their own end for mosl
of ihe game.
Blues Notes: Rick Leroy was
decked behind his own net when Stu
Fang caughl
him withdiagnosed
his heada
down.
Team doctors
hruised knee . . Watl look Rick
Cornaechia to Cornell as a spare
Our misteak
defeneeman. since he was concerned
In the article
Leroy's
...
athletics:
how Uentitled
of T "Marketing
pays for its about
Blues nexl
playphysical
against status
Waterloo
Warriors in a league game at
sports
program"
of
January
10
we
erroneously reported the UTAA Varsity Arena Wednesday night.
btidgel total as 5254,089. That portion only covers "University
Toronto
Queen's U
athletics".
The total
budgetan
First 6Period
amounts
to $341,421.
including
I)
Toronto,
Buba
(Munro. Holmes)
additional 587,332 for non- 2:08
universily athletics.
2)
Toronto.
Buba
(Holmes.
On January 15 we reported thai
7:27
Ihe Scarborough College Athletic Anderson)
3)
Toronto,
Herridge
17:27
Association ""-lorls lo and is one
branch of Scarborough's new Penalties - Munro (T) 2:25, Lang
Cultural
Cominitlee
. . ."
In [act, il Affairs
is Ihe Athletic
Department
(Q). 4:29.
and not the SCAA thai reports to
the Cultural Affairs Committee.
Also lasl Monday, we mistakenly
had Bill FiHeld identified as Bill
Buha in a photograph.
SPEED READING
Classes on Campus

hockey
overpowers
penalties contributed
to the14
breaking up plays at the blueline. outcome.
Blues wereheavily
assessed
and at clearing the puck. Several
minors (versus seven for Cornell);
Toronto players had off nights.
American club connected for
So did the two rele.w- Neither the
three power play goals, and clicked
was
able
to
slay
with
the
pir-v,
and
iheir calls were inconsistent. The again on a penalty shot.
game was in fact a cogtnt argument
On thereplaced
play. Varsity
against
two-refers
Wail
DurnocoachwithToma
Several the
offsides
\y\.' system.
missed defeneeman.
Warren Anderson. The
because there was m M'.i.ial at the strategy backfired when Anderson
blueline as the play cr. ^ei it.
out at Ugolini and went
The contest was not really as charged
down in an attempt to knock the
lopsided as the score might indicate; puck away. The puck carrier neatly

Dr.

win

6-0

Blues' Bruce Herridge scores late in the first period to put Toronto
ahead 3-0 over Queen's.
Second Period
Korzack) 5:03
Penalties-White (Q) 6:27. Davies (T)
4) Toronto, Munro 3:47
5) Toronto. Munro (Pagnutti) 12:40 1 1:58. Milnes (T). 15:20. Tittemore
Penalties - Holmes (T) 2:46. White
(O) 11:36, Pagnutti (T), 13:04, (Q). 15:30.Shots on goal by
Milnes (T). 17:02.
Third Period
d) Toronto. Anderson {Ruhnke,

Blues
sidestepped
Blues'net.player
and
skaled
in on the
an empty
The goal
was his fourth of the game; he also
pieked upthe twolatterassists
and ofseveral
stitches,
courtesy
Nick
Holmes' high stick.
Biggest ovation of the evening
wenl lo Mike Mellor, who'scored a
first-period goal for Cornell. Mellor i
is a home town boy, born in Ithaca i
und. incidentally, ihe only American
player on the team.
Cornell 8 Toronto 2
First Period
1) Cornell.
Skillins)
0:19 Ugolini (Murray,
2) Cornell, Perras (Murray.
Baiinski) 4:03
Keenau)
6:51 Holmes (Munro, :
3)
Toronto,
4)10:06
Cornell. Marrelt (Street, Ugolini)
5) Cornell. Mellor (McGuire,
McCormiek) IK:54
Second Period
6) Toronto, Korzack (Ruhnke.
7)
Cornell.
Pagnutti)
10:09 Ugolini (Murray,
Hanson) 14:05
Third Period
8) Cornell, Hanson (Ugolini, Street)
9)1:44Cornell, Ugolini (Hanson) 2:55
10) Cornell, Ugolini (penalty shot)
17:12
Shots on goal by
Toronto
Cornell

10 12 10 —32
16 9 13 -38

on,

WHITE ONSI. W
7 Charles
967-1110
Open11-5
9 toSal9.
M-F
TERMPAPERS
Canada's
largest
ol Alsopro I-teste
a
papers from
Sich.75papers
perlibrarypage.
cuslom
Irom TUTORING,
S3.95expert
PER
page Plusre seatTRANSLATIONS,
COMPUTERIZED
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
AND
PROGRAMS,
XEROX FOR EDITING
STUDENTS.AND RESEARCH 4c.

Leighton

NICKELODEON
279 YonRe at Dundas Squ;

Ford

speaks

Convocation

Hall

January
Jesus

On

100

pm.

24 - 26
Trial

J5

"What

are his claims

"What

is the evidence?"

l"What

?

is your verdict?"

STARTS

WEDNESDAY
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Kent State
By PAUL CARSON
I(#Kent Slate University won nine of
IIKvimevents
defeatinU a ofdual
T men's
teamlo64-49
meet
L'ridav. Four pool records were
Toronto
as
tied
or
set
Ijther cumbed lo the enviable depthsuc-of
kent State. (
Although Blues received outsiiinding performances from capf-iin JimMacDonald.
Adams and
Kent Olympian
State had
Bvron
[jtiinly loo- many well-rested, y experienced swimmers, especiall in
tyle
non-frees
[hi:"Kent
Stale areevents.
going nowhere in
[j.S. college swimming rankings,
jiul ihev demonstrated the wide gulf
Ltween college swimming in the
[j.S.
nd Canada,"
Lich mRohin
Campbell.said Varsity
Thanks 10 numerous first class
facilities and an excellent age group
tysteni. American universities can
,iw from a virtually inexhaustible
"Apply of talent.
[ "ji's roughly comparable to our
ivstem for producing hockey
players."Canada
Campbellcouldsaid.become
But, hea
lildcd.
[wimmirlg power if the necessary
facilities were available. "Toronto is

murders
Blues
64-49
One metre diving;
full of hockey rinks but does not
have even one indoor 50-metre pool. I. Gary Bishop (KS), 243.35; 2.
"If we could get a similar facility Tom Sandercook (KS). 204.75: 3.
Vickeybutterfly:
(KS), 192.95.
here,"
Campbell
"it Doug
200-yard
would serve
swimmerspredicted,
in the entire
city and he in use almost 24 hours 1. Byron MacDonald (T), 1:59.5; 2.
every day. But the government Don Dunkle (KS), 2:00.7; 3. Bob
(T), 2:10.7.
doesn't seem to want to spend the Peeling
100-yard freestyle:
I. Dcvinccntis (KS) 48.3; 2. Adams
The
following
is
a
summary
of
money."
(T), 48.5: 3. Wilkin, (T), 50.3.
Friday's
200-yard backstroke:
400-yardmeet:
medley relay:
I. Toronto A (Farquhar, Phillips, I. Jim Muske (KS), 2:05.3; 2. Penn
MacDonald, Adams),3:44.5;
(KS).
2:(>5.H: 3. Russ Farquhar (T),
1. Kent Slate. 3:48.5; 3. Toronto B, 2:12.0.
4:02.5.
500-yard freestyle:
I. Stolkey (KS), 5:02.1; 2. Laari
1000-yard freestyle:
I. Mike Stolkey <KS), 10:25.7; 2. (Ti. 5:06.9; 3. Craig Konwinski (KS)
Shawn
(T). 10:33.5; 3. John 5:16.5.
Sebhcn -Luari
(T). 10:41.0.
200-yard breaslstroke:
200-yard freestyle:
I. Montgomery (KS), 2:20.9; 2.
I. Greg Penn (KS), 1:50.9: 2. Dave Schhen (T), 2:21.4; 3. Nick RotWilkin (T), 1:53.0; 3. John Dailey tman (T). 2:26.2.
(KS), l;57.l.
Three metre diving:
50-yard freestyle:
I. Bishop (KS) 270.90; 2. Alex Lau
(T.
182.80: 3. Sandercock (KS),
Jm
I. Jim Adams (T), 22:0; 2.
174.75.
Dcvcnccnlis (KS). 22.1; 3.
Kirk
Scnilcr (KS). 23.2.
400-yard freestyle relay:
1 . Toronto A (Peeling. Sebben.
200-yard individual medley:
I. Al Smith (KS), 2:08.0; 2. Jeff Pelers, Twohig), 3:29.9;
Montgomery (KS), 2:09.2; 3. John 2. Kent Stale. 3:31.1; 3. Toronto B.
3:40.0.
Twohig(T). -2:16.4.

WANTED
by Arts

& Science

PAID

Student

Union:

PERSONNEL

Applications are now being received by the Arts and Science
Students' Union for paid full-time and part-time position. The
position entails research and organizational work in the following
areas: course unions, faculty council and colleges. Salaries will be
reasonable and concomitant with the responsibilities assumed.
No experience in this kind of work is necessary, though some
familiarity with the ASSU and the faculty in general would be
desirable. The term of employment begins February 1 and ends
April 30, 1973. Application in writing should indicate convenient
times for an interview. Applications can be mailed to:

Gymnasts

third at York
mm

Bryan Alcock flys through
In part of his floor show
SaturdaytheatairYork.
The University of Toronto men's gymnastics team scored
I I9.4I points Saturday to place third behind York and Queen's al
the Queen's Invitational in Kingston.
The mid-season competition featured routines of almost
Olympic
difficultywell.
by gymnasts
York and Queen's,
they
often performed
The other from
two participating
teams, andOttawa
and Toronto, lacked this emphasis on difficulty, and as a result
both suffered on the scoreboard.
York won the team competition with 132.88 points while
Queen's finished
second
were
tabulated
by addinga close
the lop
threewithscores1 30.46.
from (The
each point
of thetotals
six events
for each team.)
The sole Toronto participant with a competitive standing was
captain Gary Wicks, who placed sixth in the ail-round competition
with 37.98 points. Brian Euler placed third in the Toronto team
standings, giving controlled performances in the five events he
competed
but Arnold
meet wasn'tin. their
best. Bishop and Al Swett agreed the Queen's
Blues' Rick Jeysman won the vaulting competition with an 8.3
score
from Bryan
a straight
arm and
hand-spring
vault.didAlthough
other Blues'
members
Alcock
John Kelly
not compete
in all
events. Alcock did perform a floor exercise routine, while Kelly
went to the parallel bars.
Toronto's Hans Frick was out of the competition with a
shoulder
and with
his absence
Varsity's
reduced byinjury,
al least
10 points.
However,
Frick team
may totals
be ablewereto
compete in the finals at York University on February 24.
Blues will10.next compete in the semi-final matches at Western
on Februarv
IMPORT

CAR SERVICES

SERVICING ALL IMPORTS
10% DISCOUNT
FOR STUDENTS
WITH A DATSUN
853 Richmond St. W.

364-9077
ASSU
THE

c/o Mike Scott
Rm 2097

STUDENT

DIRECTORY

Sidney Smith Hall
University of Toronto
100 St. George St.
Toronto 5, Ontario

is still
available at
the Council offices
Scarboro. Erin, Vic
Eng. Stores
SAC

ONTARIO
GRADUATE

FREE COFFEE + DONUTS - SKI MOVIES - TALKS
WED. JAN. 24 7:30 HART HOUSE MUSIC ROOM

FELLOWSHIPS
Brochures and application forms for 1973-74 are available in the Graduate Studies
Fellowship Office at 16 Hart House Circle, Room 103.
Completed application forms must be received in the Fellowship Office not later
than February 15, 1973.

All Welcome To The
General Meeting of The
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

YOU
MAY

BE

ELIGIBLE

>? OUTING

CLUB

Sign up snowshoelng,
for the big cabinseeweekend
27-26tobogganing,
tor. X-C and snowball
downhill
akling,
pro skiJan.races,
fights, skating and learn X-counlry, winter camping and pizza
throwing techniques. Ski chalet close to Colllngwood ski areas on
Bruce Trail (Accommodates 65)
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

80-79
By BOB PRITCHARD
Queen's,
past
re
Basketball
Blues, s
defeated 72-56
by bound
Blue
I)
Queen's Golden Gaels in a contest earlier this
visiters 80by thein King:lon
Squeaked night
the Benson Building
on Saturday
79season
victory. Blues record is
third3 league
Tor their
now
3 wins.
losses.
|i was unfortunate such a sparse crowd
chose to witness the game. Tor both teams
treated Ihe spectators to some exciting, even if
somewhat hard-hitting basketball. A total of
57 fouls were called, 35 to the Blues.- Had
Ciacls not shot a poor 52 per cent from the
foiil line in the second hair. Varsity might
have come out on the short end of the score.
Toronto's Glenn Scott, while only scoring
six
pointsof ofthehissivteam's
most
of four
With total,
Blues made
leadingthe 76-75
and jusl over :i minute left in the game.
Toronto had the ball in its end. Taking
advantage of a serious defensive lapse by the
(iaels, Scotl positioned himself uncovered
under the Queen's basket, grabbing a courtlength pass ;md popping the ball in the basket,
to make the score 78-75.
Queen's then retaliated with a basket of its
own, changing the score to 78-77. Then Scott
once again found himself wilh the ball, but
was Tuiilcd while shooting wilh 40 seconds left
on Ihe clock . The 6'4" forward remained cool,
dropping both his shols through ihe hoop, to
bring ihe score lo 80-77.
Next, Queen's
fouledagainby
Toronio.
put in twoNorm
foul Hagarty.
shots to once
reduce Ihe Varsity lead to one point.
However. Blues had possesion ortheball, and
n was jusl a mailer or using up the clock. Bui
with 7 seconds left, ihe Varsity lost the ball to
the (iaels, much to the chagrin of Toronto
coach
enough McManus.
time for the Fortunately,
Kingston teamiitowasn't
gel a
clean shol at the basket, and Blues kept iheir single poinl lead for a 80-79 victory. 1
Toronio slarled Ihe game sluggishly, letting ■
Queen's
lo aneight11-5minutes,
lead. Gaels
Ihe lead forjumpthe first
but by held
then ':
Blues had sullied down lo tie the score. For :
Ihe remainder of the half it was a see-saw :
battle, each learn alternaling in ihe lead. They j
wenl into the changerooms at halfiime
deadlocked at 36 points apiece.
Blues' Glenn Scott (42) goes up to block a shot by Gaels' Paul Howard.
ToronioIhroughoul
and Queen's
used man
wearing a face mask lo protect a broken nose
the ball around.
for noi until this game has he used working
manBothdefences
the game,
which,to pleased,
ago. in a game against Waterloo two
he received
C redit must be given lo McManus, for weeks
defence for the foil forty minutes.
apart from ihe excessive fouls and turnovers, that
Although
Blues
were
often
slow
to
react
to
^r
contributed to the quick pace. The main faull pics
substituting
freely
throughout
Blues'
games.
and screens in the early portions of ihe In practice, [his means that Toronio can rely Scoring: Queen's
. t atToronto
Avo Alho 2
in Ihe Blues' play lay in their rebounding (12 game, and were frequently beaten by their lo a certain extent on bench strength. Toronto
compared
Queen's
' outrebounding
ivcr, ihey did opponents, forcing them to foul, the defence Naturally. Toronto has a starling five, bul Dave Wall
improve inlo the
second21).half,
Brian Oolup
Skyvingion IX Tim McGhie 2
every team member is gelling some game Pcler
lightened as the game progressed.
Queen's 24-15,
experience. This paid off Saturday when all Glenn Scotl
10 Norm
Rob Smart
Hagarty 2d
Another
erroronona Blue's
part wasOn game,
Queen's
Smart,Smart
high frequently
scorer inused
the bul one player gol on the scoresheet.
9 Paul Howard
iheir
carelesscosily
passing
fast break.
put inRob
26 points.
.loh
nKeck
TIP
OFFS:
Tony
Rudmik
a
behind
ihe
back
dribble,
and
was
difficult
to
several occasons, Varsity had a man in the
15 Queen's
Blues mcci York Yeomen, tomorrow at Randy Ferguson
open, only lo throw the ball too far ahead, and stop once he had a step on his Toronto
Filinski
Derek Swinnard
lose noi only the ball, but an easy basket.
opponenl. Bui when Varsity began to put a S;15 P.M. in Hart House. York is only 3 — 5 Dave
Slu
Bill Francis
Toronto did exhibit some good man to man little more pressure on the Queen's guards,
BruceBeckHcmmirm
league play this year . . . Toronto's Dave l ank C ress
defence, and coach McManus rrtUSl have been Ihe Ki nasi on team had more difficulty inFerguson
played much of Saturday's game

Sen/or

volleyball

defeats
Ottawa,
Carleton
By JOAN SCHWARTZ
won 15-11.
Ottawa
was a anIwo hour
hour later
marathon
Women's senior volleyball team
which began
than
on anandearly
won both league matches in Ottawa leadToronto
in the slipped
third game
Oltawa5-3 scheduled. Bolh teams and specthis weekend, defeating Carleton never looked back. Ottawa went lalors became increasingly
University 3-0 Saturday, and the ahead
7-6 and built up lis lead to 1 3- frustrated as ihe net in Ottawa's new
University of Ottawa 3-1 Friday. 6. and although sleady play by athletic
broke several times
l.ynne
and Peggy Duff during complex
the warm-up . . . already
Blues'
Saturday
games
against
Carleton were uninspiring compared brought Sbearon
Toronio up lo 10, the game shorl-handed. Blues lost the services
of setter Vera Kosinkova in the
to the display of spectacular went lo Oltawa. 15-10.
In ihe deciding game Ottawa second Ottawa game, oul of action
volleyball Varsity showed against
Ottawa.
grabbed the first three points, bul for at leasl three weeks with torn
In the first game with Ottawa, Toronio came from behind to tie the ligaments . . . Kosinkova was
Blues built up a commanding 12-4 score at 4-4. Oltawa then pulled replaced by Marion Thomson,
lead, only to have it slip to 13-12 ahead 9-4 and 10-6. However, whose steady setting helped Toronto
before rallying to win. The second Toronio lied the game again at 10game was close for the first half as 10. dropped one poinl, and ihen spikers
the opponents'
defence . pcnelratc
. . strong serves
by Rox_ both teams fought hard lo make the rallied lo win. 15-11.
solanna Wankewycz, well-placed
S halfiime score 8-8. Although Blues
Against
Carleton
Saturday,
by Fran Walmsley, and effec- K
g grabbed the next five poinls, play Toronto's steady play coupled with spikes
several exciling rallies and dramatic live blocking by Marg Grieve were
saves,
defeated
a
determined
responsible atlack
for the . strength
of Blues'
^ " ^
i" again
Ottawa
sustained
. . Toronto
next
lTied to began
salvage loa winsee-saw.
when Toronto
squad 15-13. 15-11, 15-6. Januarysecond-place
Although Marg Grieve (28) missed the blocks, Toronto went on to wlls
only Blues
able Carleton
30 al York. York Tuesday.
to lake"head
two 14-9,
more butpoinlsil wasbefore
defeat Ottawa, 3-1.
Notes: Toronto's 3-1 victory over plays

THE
Art

students

cuts
protest
By PAT REDICAN
will decide who will ba laid off have
Fifty students from the Ontario refused to co-operate with the student
College
to Queen's
Park group which has been organized by
yesterdayof toArtaskmarched
the Ontario
Government
Casselman and Laffey. Laffey charges
to intervene in the administration of the that
these were appointed by Pitt and are
college.
not represented by the students.
The group was armed with signed
The student council, which Casselman
statements from 27 per cent of the stu- caricatured as "a dance committee" has
dent body saying they will not return if offered financial support to the students
feared staff cutbacks and curriculum but refused to involve itself further.
changes are implemented as announced;
The basic conflict in the college centres
seven faculty have already resigned.
around two methods of leaching.
Acting OCA president Clifford Pitt
A radical tradition, established by
announced Monday that, due to a former president Roy Ascott and supreduced enrolment, a deficit or $58,000
ported bya large minority of teachers as
or 2H per cent of the budget had occurred. well as a large segment of the student
Noting the "hard to justify student- hody has been in effect since 1970.
Ascott was fired last spring when the
icacher ratio", he announced the layoff council
running the college decided the
^ of Ala
about press
15-20 conference
full time faculty.
following an radical program Ascott had introduced
inilial "informational"
with just 10 months earlier had gone too far.
deputy
Colleges and meeting
Universities
According to Tom Hodgson, a
Minister Gordon Parr, student represen- Toronto artist who resigned from the
tatives Barbara Laffey and Paul faculty over the curriculum dispute on
Casselman explained that the students Monday, this approach was more "unare opposed to the cutbacks for three slruclurcd and questioning" with few
reasons:
classes and a more "concep• Pin has not shown conclusively that compulsory
approachcalled
to art.for student ideas on
Whentual"Pill
the only way to correct the deficit is
faculty layoffs;
the future direction of the college,
• The students have not been told students brought forth a plan called
cither the criteria used to decide who will "Future Zed", which calls for a conhe laid off or who will be dismissed, and
tinuation and extension of this approach,
they fear that dismissals will hit radical ll would reduce the student-teacher ratio
faculty hardest; and
substantially, eradicate the semester or
• They feel the students should decide yeur-by-year system in favour of inwho should be laid off.
dividual development, and break down
the idea of school taking place in a
For these reasons and because "the building.
future and curriculum adopted by council
is not supportive of the future
In a November vole 89 per cent of the
recomended by the student body," the 467 of 916 students voting favored the
siudenls have decided to ask for government intervention, at least to the extent proposal.
But next year's
curriculum,
reverts
to Ihe already
more
l' of "preventing any faculty layoffs this announced,
year," said Laffey.
traditional master-apprentice approach.
Casselman added, "we have tried to For example, second and third years
eslahlish a dialogue with the administra- would require 24 hours of compulsory
tion, but they are only willing to talk, not classes, all of which must be chosen from
to discuss and compromise in an open a given lisl. Now (here are no compulsory
and productive fashion. We have decided classes and students can decide their own
to sidestep Pitt and come to the
programs.
government."
The faculty are also split along these
"So
far
the
deputy
minister
has
been
traditional-progressive
According
very helpful. He has assured us that the to Hodgson, 22 of the 60lines.
faculty favour 2
minister
will
talk
to
us
soon."
.
The results of these talks will be known the newer concepts, but since any |
positions which allow the faculty input $
later today.
While Casselman and Laffey talked to are elective, they have no-voice in the g
1
the press inside, 50 students camped on college's policies.
As well, the 40 or so part time faculty, g
the legislature steps. One student, gagged
numbering among them many famous^
and bound
to a chair,
bolized the student
statussupposedly
at OCA. sym- artists, have no say in the future of the l~
Student members of the PAC which college.
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Student protests strangulation of Art College by government cutbacks.

Female
pay
will
match
the professors'
amount involved, he than merely
The report
cites, for
By LINDA
McQUAIG
an inIn a major attack on did say it was a "considervestigative body, according instance, a marked
able" sum.
discrimination against
to engineering professor difference between the
women professors, the U of
"We were surprised how Ursula Franklin, who sat average salary paid to men
Tthea'dministration
raise much would be needed," on the U of T Faculty and women teaching staff
salaries ofwillfemale
Association Salary and
Cadario said.
of equalinacademic
—
A committee which is Benefits Committee.
teaching staff to match
$4,000
the case ofranka full
"We
assume
the
world
their male counterparts.
composed of three men and
The funds for the salary three women will review knows discrimination professor.
It also suggested that
hikes, which have been individually the cases of all against women exists, and discrimination existed in
provided in the university's full-time women teaching we are now trying to find the area of promotion,
as-yet-unpublished budget staff at U of T. It will then the best, fastest and fairest pointing out that the lower
for 1973-74, came in make recommendations to way to rectify it," said the rank, the greater the
response to revelations last vice-president and provost Franklin.
Last year three women concentration
year that gross salary and Don Forster on whether or
teaching staff. of women'
promotion discrimination not compensation should professors at U of T
Jill Conway, one of the
exist at U of T.
be made, according to its presented a brief to the authors of the report and
provincial government with now a vice-president of the
|( Although
Internal
Af- chairman, vice-provost statistics
revealing startling university, points out that
fairs Committee
chairman
Peter Meincke.
Paul Cadario, when asked
In this sense it is an examples of discrimination the administration, once
last night, refused to reveal action committee, rather against women.
presented with the facts.

mens
was
"extremely sympathetic and anxious to
correct the situation."
The University of
Toronto Faculty Association has not been so helpful, however, according to
psychology
professor report
Wendy Potter another
author.
In fact, when the
association made its subfnission to the budget committee of the Governing
Council, the committee
criticized it for not giving
top priority to the question
of discrimination against
women, said Cadario.
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HERE

AND

NOW

TODAY
all day
Spm Club presents a
Ukialnian Students
Pinball tournament: eliminations will be Panel on Issues In Ukrainian History. South
rolled at 63 St. George Street. Entrants Sitting
Room.
Hart
Audlllons for Circus,Huse.a major production
tomustbe qualify
In the belore
finals. 1 pm Thursday In order bydancers
Mark andManson.
Actors,
technical
peopleactresses,
in any
Cheap skiing at Blue Mountain, February
1iandat transportation).
7:15 am. Tickets:PayS7.00
(includes
tow
capacity
required.
U.C.
Playhouse,
79a St.
In
advance
at
SAC
George
Street.
office, U of T. 1 pm
■ Free Jewish University: "Chassidic
Rav Nachman",
Auditions lor The University Game, a Stories ofGeorge
Street. at Hillel House,
new musical-comedy sponsored by the '85FreeSt. Jewish
University:
Victoria
Music
Club.
At
Wymllwood,
In
the
Yiddish" al Hillel Huse. "Conversational
Terrace Room. Till 4 pm.
Free Jewish
"Job and the
Free Him: 'Management of twins in Problem
of Evil" University:
at Hillel Houae.
pregnancy
and
labour-.
In
room
105
of
the
Free
Jewish
University:
Jewish
Pharmacy Building.
Woman" al Hillel House, 186"The
St. George
Careerlalks: Management
Training
— Street.
Representatives
from
Wo
large
businesses
Free Jewish University: "The Jewish Life
will discuss the means ol getting involved Cycle"
Hillel University:
House. "Literature ol the
InMedical
management
Free atJewish
Sciences,developmenl
3154. Careersprograms.
in Radio,Al Holocaust"
el
Hillel
House, 186 St. George
Street,
by103. Lynn Gordon. At McLennan Physics,
The Varsity Blues renew their long lime
Or. Leighton Ford speaks: Convocation rivalry
of Waterloo
OUAAUniversity
league action.
Join
Hall, "What then shall f do with Jesus who Is Warriorswithin the
called Christ?". 6pm
Radio pleteVarsity's
broadcast
crewgame.for Radio
comcoverage
of
this
exciting
Supper wilh Rabbi Witty and Free Varsity 820 AM In residences and at 96.3
Jewish University seminar "Great Modern FM on Rogers Cable
8:30 System.
pm
Jewish
House, 186 St.
George Thinkers"
Street. 6:30at Hillel
Edward
Albee's
Pulitzer
Prize-winning
pm
Balance, Is being
dfrected
Free dinner (or international students at play.PelerA Delicate
Peroft
for Theatre.
Ihe Menagerie
Players
the ISC, 33 St. George Street. Or. Leighton atby Central
Library
Reservations:
225-3693.
9 pm
Ford
will
speak
on
the
subject,
"Is
Jesus
(or
all Hillel
Cultures?"
Kosher supper: please reserve by 5 Free Jewish University: "Jewish
pm LeatCercle
Hitlel House.
George College
Street. Perspectives on Christianity" at Hillel
Francais 186de St.University
George Street.
vous invite a une soiree de patinage. House, 186 St. THURSDAY
Rendez-vous 6:30, U.C. Refectory.
Ratraichissemenls au JCR.
tor The9 amUniversity Game, a
The International Varsity Christian newAuditions
musical-comedy sponsored by the
Fellowship
is
having
an
inlormal
gathering
Victoria
College
Music Club. At
at the International Student Centre. 33 St Wymilwood. in Ihe noon
Music Room. Till noon,
George Street. Everyone wetcomel Till 9:30
the wintertill 8carnival,
7 pm
pm.
be Innlspub,
held at 63partSf.olGeorge
pm. Wine,will
Lile
Orawing
Classes
begin
at
the
and
song
plus
a
pinball
tournament.
International Student Centre, 33 SI. George A Bible Study. "The Basics ol
Street.
75swelcome!
a night for paper and charcoal. Christianity", with Eilert Frerlchs. SCM OfEveryone
fice. Hart House. 1 pm
SAC Services
Commission meels to
discuss granls. At7:30the pmSAC office.
Jesus on Trial series — Dr. Leighton
"What isandthe answer
evidence?"
will
General meeting of University of Toronto Ford
be a —question
lime There
following
Outing
Club.andHartcoHee,
HouseskiDebates
In Convocation Hall.
Free donuts
movies, Room.
slides. theU lecture
T Young
will meet
Everyone welcome. Sign up tor Big Cabin discussof the
cutbacksSocialists
and student
action,to
Weekend
for cross-country women's liberation, and future action
and downhillJanuary
skiing,27-28.
snowshoeing.
against Canadian Involvement In Vietnam,
Announcements for this column
will only be accepted if they are
submitted on the forms provided,
typed
on aare64-character
new forms
now availableline.in The
The
Varsity editorial offices, second
floor, 91 St. George Street.
MARTIN ONROT & U. OF T. SAC PRESENTS:
THE
MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA
featuring
john Mclaughlin
William Cobham, Jerry Goodman, Ian Hammer, Rick Laird
This Friday. 6 p.m. Convocation Hall U. of T.
Tickets $5. Available at Sam's downtown
Eaton's
Amherst
Pharmacy,
SAC Office.
FOR
U. o! ATT.A.T.O.,
STUDENTS
- LIMITED
S4.00 AVAILABLE
AT SACNUMBER
OFFICEOF TICKETS
AN ENCORE DONALD K. DONALD PRODUCTION

Also, a report from the Brock student
occupallon. All Interested should attend.
Innis College, third floor.
Interested
worldCareerlalks:
of finance Ifandyou'rea career
in thisinfield,the
come lo the careerlalk
and ask the
6:30 pmSciences,
professionals. Medical
3154.
Hillel Kosher supper:
please reserve by 5
7:30
pm
pm at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.
Reefer Madness will be shown at the
Medical Admission
Sciences Auditorium,
by Innisflicks.
S1. covers handling
and
shipping,
part
of
the
Winter
Carnival
activities.
Two films by Mike Nichols; Carnal
Knowledge
(7:30)
Afraid
of
Virginia
(9:30)and
SI. 50Who's
at 7:30252
or S1.00
at 9:30 atWoolf?
the OISE
auditorium,
Bloor
Street West.
Spm
Survival Theatre: getting bigger and
belter at the UC Playhouse as It probes Ihe
basic dynamics of the theatre. Free. 79a St.
George
Slreet.Students Club presents an
Ukrainian
evening of Ukrainian drama and song
Music Room, Hart House.
Jewish 186University:
HillelFreeHouse.
St. George,,Maimonldes"
Slreet. al
Free Jewish University: "Mitzvah In
and the186Contemporary
atConcept
Hillel Huse,
St. George. Practice",
Free
Jewish
University:
Dialogue", at Hillel House, 186"Arab-Jewish
St. George
Street.
"The Mldrash
andFreeTheJewish
Bible", University:
at Hillel House,
186 St.
George Street.
Free Jewish University: "Emotional
Awareness
Hillel
House,and186 theSt. Biblical
George Narrative",
Street. at
Free atJewish
University:
Zemer".
Hillel House,
186 St."Chavurat
George
Street.
Israeli Dance Workshop. At Hillel House.
The ofBiology
the film
"Riddle
the RookClub", withpresents
live commentary
byRoomDr. 432E. Grace
at
Ramsay
Wright
Bldg..
All welcome, free refreshments.
Ecumenical East-West discussion at
Hart House. Address by Provost of Trinity
College,
Ignatleff,layman
Canadianon
diplomal George
and Orthodox
Christianity
In
the
modern
world.
CUSO General Inlormatlon Meeting,
Pendarves Lounge.8:3033pmSt. George.
The Alliance Francaise will sponsor a
talk
by Ihe well-known
linguist-phonetician,
Professor
Pierre Leon
of University
College. His subject, "Hidden Messages of
Ihe
Spoken
Word",
will
be
refreshments and conversationfollowed
in French.by
At 35 Hazelton Ave.
Hamlet byDirected
Shakespeare,
at HartHunter.
House
Theatre.
by Martin
Tickets: vationS2.50,
sludents:
S1.25.
Resers atBox Office (928-8668).

INFORMAL DEBATE
Resolved: That
The Varsity
Should Cease
Publication
THURSDAY. JAN. 25
Time and place lo bs pasted
in Hart House

SERIES: WALLS
MUSEUMFILMWITHOUT
GIOTTO & THE
PRE-RENAISSftNCE
MONDAY. Jan. 29
1-2DEBATES
P.M. 7-8ROOM
P.M.
HART HOUSE FARM WINTER FESTIVAL
Skaiing. Skiing, JAN.
Tobogganing.
27-28Slum, SquirsDinclng $2.50
to be aicti.
purchased
in advance
theTickets
Undergraduate
Office, before
Jan. 23at

Czech String Quartet
QUARTET
Sunday,
January
Great Hall,
3 p.m.28
TELEVISION
IS AVAILABLE
IN THE
MAP ROOM

NOON HOUR CONCERT
TODAY - CHERRY
East Common Room
12:00 NOON

THE GALLERY
OVERLOOKING THE GREAT JANUARY
HALL-DINING
251 LOUNGE FOR STUDENTS

towards
a
christian

Jan. 24 - Mr. Leslie Tirr en "Holy Spirit"
Jan. 31 - Hew. Warren Ellng on "Worship"
Feb. 7 - Reti. Ross Crlghton on "Prayer"

Wednesday ■ 8 pm
alife
series of talks on the basics of the Christian faith designed to act as a
springboard for personal refreshment and renewal.
It iff
40 Westmoreland Avenue
ff JIf IffV
n.Rossof CBfoorCrighion,
- e. of Duffenn
Rector

st. n
WE

DO

THINGS

DIFFERENTLY.

Superior
Optical
Prescription
Eyeglasses
Frame styles
to compliment
today's
fashions youthful
in metal and shell
236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116
60 Metal Styles Available

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF
A SHOWROOM FOR QUALITY LOUDSPEAKERS.
A R ■ CELESTION ■ CROWN • LP.!.- H K CITATION • QUAD

RING AUDIO VISUAL 629 SPADINA AVE. 921 3500

0
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Slater
resigns
ininto turmoil.
York's
interests"
the entire university
Further investigation "best
revealed that Slater and his associates had misCritics force
calculated the necessary cut. He told the Senate that $4
million would have to be cut, eventually revising this
figure down to $1.2 million. A 1971-72 surplus of
$300,000 trimmed the deficit to a more manageable
York's Slater
$705,000.
The man who quit as dean of York's administrative
to resign
studies program in protest against Slater's leadership,
Barry
Richman, said, "The budget crisis called for high
Bending beneath the criticisms of his colleagues,
management and leadership. Slater didn't have
David Slater Monday night resigned as president of the quality
the
experience
or the staff to handle it."
financially troubled York University.
Richman
said he wouldn't have quit had Slater i
Although his resignation takes effect June 30, Slater resigned earlier.
Slater also clashed with popular Atkinson College
requested and received Board approval for a leave
dean, Harry Crowe, at one point before Christmas
starting yesterday.
In his letter of resignation. Slater wrote that the giving him five minutes in which to declare his loyally
or resign. Crowe refused, walking out. Slater later tried
president's
relations and office
I do notinvolves
believe "difficult
that I can beinter-personal
sufficiently to cool that controversy by offering Crowe five months
effective to my own standards in serving the needs of in which to reconsider his refusal.
had developed that Slater would resign
the university in the present circumstances". He said he al theSpeculation
end of the current academic year, but most of the
community".
interests of theadmitted
the best Tarnopolsky
"in Walter
was Lawresigning
professor
he had university was caught off balance by his sudden
resignation. He had been scheduled to release a
to Slater's resignation statement
tide leadingacademic
started
probably
the university community explaining his
when he quit
as thetheuniversity's
vice-president actions in torecent
The 15-page statement had
last month, complaining that he couldn't do his job apparently been months.
drafted and redrafted, but never
properlytried
withinto dothe too
Yorkmuch
administrative
set-up.unable
He feltto released.
Slater
himself, being
Assailed by colleagues, Slater quit York on Monday night.
delegate authority. The president had spent too much
York's Board of Governors chose American social
lime on minor matters, Tarnopolsky said.
historian Richard Storr acting president, pointing out
"You can't hate David Slater, but you can't rely on that he would not be a candidate for the presidency
when his term expires this June. Board chairman
himT" he said.
Slater's troubles started last Fall when York was Robert Macintosh appealed to members of the un- OFS kills m oratorio
iversity community lo work together with the acting
particularly Theharduniversity
hit by Ontario's
decline that
in university
enrolment.
had estimated
its enrol- president in the besi interests of the university.
another action with less than
— The executive
Ontario enthusiastic
ment would increase by 1,550 students; but, it only got
support from a majority
said a process
new president
will be chosenthroughout
"by means theof TORONTO
Federation olTUP)Students
oT consultation
150. Since provincial government grants based on the an Heagreed
Monday night reversed its Saturday of
its
membership
number of students attending a university cover 80 per university".
decided towould
call offbe the"a
decision to organize three days of mistake",
cent of operating costs, the shortfall meant a drastic
moratoria. A demonstration outside
Slater
came
to
York
from
Queen's
University
in
moratoria
and
study
sessions
reduction in the amount of money available to York for 1970. The then Queen's Dean of Graduate Studies was
provincial legislature last
protesting cutbacks in financing the
next year.
November fizzled for lack of active
the favourite
presidentialcandidates
search committee's
first choice.
had withdrawn
from All
the posl-secondary educalion.
Slater panicked when he learned of the enrolment ofnot the
support,
and the month before voter
"Something like this would
running when the York student newspaper, Excalibur,
decline
and 160originally
told thehaveuniversity's
provincewide
Senate that
faculty would
to be fired, academic
throwing revealed iheir identities.
referendumforonOFS'
federation
demands
require a lotmember
of enthusiasm,"
OFS turnout
executive
Shane Roberts
explained yesterday.
regarding
the
financing
of
posteducation had been poor
"The solid support for such action secondary
on many campuses.
ly been used by posterers.
was
lacking,
from
member
inHeron had argued against the
Internal affairs vice-president Jill
utions," OFS general
Police charge woman
executive decision in favour of
Conway and campus co-ordinator
ordinator CrasitgitHeron
reported. co-He initial
holding
the moratoria on the very
had
spent
monday
telephoning
Lois Reimer
yesterday
both
confirmed that U of T policy prohibits member councils to inform them of cancellation.
grounds lhat Roberts
in the endadmitted
led to there
their
stick ing posters to university the executive decision, "the response had been disagreement
about
the
•for postering
university
has in- was reasonably lukewarm," he said. practicality of organizing the action,
ed the number
of bulletin
receiving a summons for buildings.creasThe
Metro police were called on would be building
Except
for
one
or
two
councils,
but
said
the
executive
had
finally
defacing
U
of
T
properly
or
boards provided for posters, Reimer the members greeted the proposal endorsed a compromise plan to
campus late last Thursday to lay a
noted.
with reluctance or lack of
summary charge against a woman something along those lines."
After being questioned by a They both disclaimed knowledge enthusiasm. Roberts noted. The ex- spread the moratoria over three
accused of putting up posters on
Metro policeman in the Borden of any directive to detain or charge
university property.
ecutive, realizing that planning days.
Jackie Larkin says that she and a Building headquarters of campus people who violate the policy. If
someone is caught postering a
friend were chased by U of T police police, she was released.
Larkin had not received the building, they are simply told not to
after her friend was grabbed and
continue, Reimer said.
accused of putting posters on the summons as of yesterday.
pillars of Sidney Smith Hall. Her
Questioned Sunday, U of T Technicians may strike
policeman replied, "1 security
friend escaped, but Larkin reports don'tA university
chief J.F. Westhead at first
Forty-five U of T animal lab technicians will take a strike vote
know
anything
about
it"
when
that she was headed off with the interviewed by phone Friday after- denied any knowledge of the in- tomorrow,
the local union's
businessUnion
agentLocal
has his
no n at headquarters.
police car on Spadina Crescent.
Service ifEmployees
International
204 way.
business agent Don
cident.
"Never
heard
of
it,"
he
said.
"I wasn't even arrested; they just The posters, publicizing last "That sounds interesting."
Barclay
says
he
will
"strongly
recommend"
that
a
strike
vote be taken at
Saturday's Indochina
Solidarity
shoved me in the car," said Larkin. demonstration,
emergency
meeting
of the with
technicians.
He later "recalled overhearing tomorrow's
were later
torn
The
workers
have
been
bargaining
the
university
since
"They
called
the
Metro
cops
to
some conversation
it", butof just after they were organized. Barclay says the only matter not November,
make the charge. They said that I down. Sidney Smith has traditional- denied
yet settled
knowledge ofabout
the laying
charges. "She'd better get her facts involves wage increases. The university has made an offer during
conciliation
Barclaywagefeelsratesis "not
straight," he added.
The unionwhich
is seeking
in theacceptable."
area of $3.61 to $4.01 an hour for
SAC to discuss tactics
When asked if the police action
the
technicians
who
now
earn
$2.51
to
$2.84 per hour. The university's offer
represents
a
change
in
university
The SAC executive decided last night to organize a general
will
be
revealed
to
the
membership
at
tomorrow's
meeting, but is known to
policy on postering, Westhead said,
meeting to discuss tactics to fight the educational cutbacks. The
"I don'l think it represents anything be about 50 cents less than the union is asking.
meeting wilt be held next Tuesday from 12 till 2 pm.
The workers*
involve cleaning
feedingSciences,
and caring
al the moment. I'm not making any animals
to be usedjobs
in research.
Most workcages,
in the and
Medical
Zoology,for
Speakers at the meeting will probably include representatives of
statement about it. In fact, I don't Banling, and Dental Buildings.
SAC, the Ontario Federation of Students, the Erindale Student
evenHe know
who up.
you are."
Barclay says that on the basis of his recommendation, a strike vote will
Council and possibly speakers from occupied universities, Brock,
then hung
York and Trent.
probably be taken. He fays he wants a mandate to strike, if necessary, so he
can
take it to the next conciliation meeting on February 8 lo force the
Attempts to re-contact Westhead
The call for the meeting is a result of a motion passed by yesterday
were unsuccessful. university's hand.
Erindale and Innis student councils with the support of three other
college and faculty student presidents.
The last two SAC meetings have been unable to finish because of
disruptions. Education Commissioner and Law student George
Strathy said he is consulting lawyers about requesting an injunction
Over
6,000 have yet to pay fees
against the Stop the Student Surcharge Committee (SSSC) lo prevent
1,000 students
year collected by the university has Approximately
it fromlege nextdisrupting
the
next
meeting
to
be
held
at
Scarborough
ColOver
half
of
U
of
their second term instalments
Tuesday.
who chose to pay theirT'sfeesstudents
in two been is "within one per cent" of last paid
in
the
first
two
weeks
of this term.
instalments
had
not
yet
paid
their
The executive agreed before taking that step, it would talk to the
year's
he added.Helliwell Another 1,000 paid a week ago,
second term fees by Monday.
SSSC to prevent a repetition of the disruption.
"I'm proportion,
very encouraged,"
Monday.
1
,500
the
next
day and 964
on Wednesday.
The executive agreed lo spend up to $400 to publish a university
Comptroller's
office supervisor
I'm surCaston
said yesterday
that 6,1 14 D.of commented,
prised so many "although
were late paying
last
wide newspaper on the fees boycott and educational surplus to be
the I 1,469 students who are paying
circulated before the meeting.
270 and
paid 205
on Thursday,
in instalments have yet to pay. These
President Eric Miglin commented onOnly
President Eric Miglin and three other executive members will
Friday
Monday 339
but
meet with President John Evans later this week to try to gel the
figures include both graduate and last night that the fees strike is going Helliwell admitted this might be
undergraduate students.
"better at U of T than at any other attributable lo the mail strike.
administration lo waive entirely the late penalty of $15 for students
withholding fees.
More significantly, this The fees were due January 15,
Ontario University."
They agreed to pay former communications-services ficldworker
If thementedmail
doesn't move, "our
proportion of students is approx- after
which a theoretical late penalty strike
imately 50 per cent more than had
Paul Carson severance pay of two weeks, even though he resigned and
is a wryly.
great success," he comof
$
1
5
was
to.
be
charged.
However,
it isn't necessary under the Canadian Union of Public Employees
not
paid last year, SAC
vice- the university has informally waived
Caston commented that he
contract.
president
estimates.
Because theJohn$100Helliwell
rise in tuition
fees the fee lo support students' struggle expected a "big influx" of payments
It
also
passed
a
motion
supporting
open
athletic
directorate
by tomorrow
meetings.
cutbacks in education moving
was applied lo the first instalment, against
financing.year."
again. because the mails are
the proportion of fees owing for the
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Ale* Podnlck
Office
91 St. George St., 2nd floor
Phone
923-8741, 923-8742
Advertising Manager Bob
Brockhout*
923-8171
Phone

BLAND

is

"A university
required
to havepresident
someof lunatic
of Inthe Canada
qualities orofIs
the superintendents
asylums
ol ring masters in circuses. —" Harold Innls

Trio Varsity, a member of Canadian
University Press, was founded In 1880
minlsuailve
is published
theot theStudents'
ofand
Toronto
endCouncil
Isbyprimed
byUniversity
DaisonsAdPress Lid. Opinions expressed In Ihls .
newspaper are norAdministrative
necessarily those
Councilol '
orIheiheStudents'
administration ol the university.
orFormal
businesscomplaints
operationaboutof thethepapereditorial
may
bo addressed
to Committee,
the Chairman,Varsity
Campus
Relations
Board of Directors. 91 St. George St.

GRAND!

We hear that the university is launching a
massive campaign to eliminate the proliferation of posters presently disfiguring this campus. We can, of course, only approve of this
program. Our artist has reconstructed a
"before" picture and one of how things will
look when they've fully implemented the
program.

"BEFORE"
Notice the "before" picture. Hundreds of
groups of alt sorts using the cheapest form of
advertising to reach the largest student audience,
delaying students who should be in class and
destroying the serious atmosphere of this university
with their garish posters.

"AFTER"
And, now look at the "after" picture.
What an improvement!!! The dramatic,
sweeping lines of the U of T buildings emerge from
under their layer of vulgarity and become once
more... respectable!!
Imagine. The bare brick of the Ramsey Wright
building glistening in the smog, or the concrete slabs
of Sidney Smith Hall without one speck of colour to
mar them! Yes, we already have a campus that fcv
huge
impersonal; now, we'll have one that is
bland and
as well!!!
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Warning given to Board of Trustees

Brock
students
ST. CATHERINES (CUP) — Brock University students may escalate
iheir occupation from the 1 3th floor of the Brock Tower to financial and
administrative
offices ifwhothe were
university's
not find a
way
to rehire teachers
dismissedBoarddue oftoTruestees
cutbacks does
in educational
spending.
Students applied pressure to the board after a meeting with Brock
representatives and Ontario Colleges and Universities Minister Jack
McNie.
The occupation of the Brock Tower has been in progress for a week.
The board meets today and students will discuss future action ai a
general student union meeting Thursday.
The Brock delegation which met McNie included teacher and
administration representatives, the board chairman and vice-chairman, and
only one student — union president Drew Davidson.
Davidson said McNie talked about a new financing system for
universities, "but he didn't say that would add anything to the university".
McNieformula
said after
the meeting,
"we're worked
trying towell
find for
a newan wayexpanding
. . . the
present
(geared
to enrolment)
^snrolmenl," he said.
The government is trying to remain non-committal until it presents its
budget in March, when university reaction would be minimal. Indications
are the government hopes the raise the amount students are required to pay
for education, while providing easier, larger loans, repayable as a surcharge
on future income.
But, Brock president James Gibson hopes the government will alter the
basic income unit BIU to increase money available to Brock under formula
financing.
The Brock representatives wanted McNie to either increase the BIU
value, increase the grant Brock receives as a relatively new university,
provide
grant for lower income universities, or approve
funding aforsupplementary
graduate programs.
The Brock delegation reported the results of the meeting to about 400
students later that day at a general student union meeting.

may
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HILLEL LECTURE SERIES
Presents
Dr. Eliezer Berkovits
speaking on
"THE JEWISH AboutRESPONSE
our uciurof TO EVIL"
Of. Berkovits is chairman of the Department of Jewish Philosophy at the Hebrew
Theological College. Chicago Illinois. He studied in Ihe Yeshivot of Europe and was
ordained
Berlin, Germany.
receivedEngland;
his Ph.Sydney.
D. from Australia;
ihe University
Berlin
He has heldIn Rabbinic
positions Inin 1933
Berlin:he Leeds.
Boston.of Mass.
His Held of specialization is Jewish philosophy and he has lectured and written extensively
in this field. Among his lamous books is "God, Man and History".
SUNDAY, HILLEL
JANUARY
HOUSE 28, 1973
186 ST. GEORGE ST.,
8:00 p.m.

Students jam 13th floor of the Brock Tower to protest dismissal of professors due to spending cutoacKs.
TERMPAPERS
A Canadian Company
SERVICE
(Reg'd)
PAPEHS ON FILE
$1.85 PER PAGE
OH
Cuslom made orders, at reasonable
cost, prepared by our staff of college
graduates 638-3559
Suite 906. 12 Goldfinch CI.
WlllowdalB (Toronlo) M2R2C4. Gnt.

11(111

Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama

HAflT
SgU
XfiZ
III
III
DirectedH0USE
by MartinTHEATRE
Hunter
LET
HAM
nil
//
January
- February
|Mo25pirforminces
on Sunday or Mondiyl3 at 8:30
Tickets $2.50
Box Office 928-8668
Students (1. 25
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

NATURAL FOODS RESTAURANT a STORE
OPEN 12 TILL 9, SEVEN DAYS A WEE£
ST. MICHAEL'SPRESENTS
STUDENTS'

Journal

«.

UNION

Contest

* POETRY

* ART

* DRAMA
*
SHORT STORIES

* PHOTOGRAPHY

PRIZES FOR EACH CATEGORY:
1st -$25, 2nd -$15, 3rd -$10
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION: FEB. 2. 1973
Winning entries to be published in The Journal, a publication of St.
Michael's College Students' Union.
For further information phone 923-8893, 923-6227.
Entries may be brought or mailed to:

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT iop.m till whenever FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Jan 2.6,2.7
Mickael M'Co-nKty i Terry Jones
(of Pert X County Conspiracy)
£admissioh *i.5o|

THE JOURNAL
S.M.C. STUDENTS' UNION
BOX1
81 ST. MARY ST
TORONTO M5S1 J4
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ELECTION
of the UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ACT,

1
ii
m

and Senate
anddu^
the
view ofthe size and complexity of the University
of itsandreview
Committee,

of the University.
extensive
powers to duties
workingof
the Council has

building <>P^eXCQ
- Re a on w g «Jn commun.ty

of Council currently sit on at least one of
of members sit on more than one. The
<<<

of the Governing Council. Terms of

student aid in general)
Degrees (including honorary)

15 members, 13 of whom are members of t
reference include policy on the following:
General objectives and priorities of the University.

members, all of whom are members of the Governing Council. Te
include policy on the following:
I review of current budget,
physical planning of the University, and

COMPOSITION
The
Governing (ex-officio)
Council is composed of 50 members as
1 - Chancellor
16
12 -T

12&

IB).
Physics, Botany, Zoology (excluding
C. M. T. Hanly - term expires June 30, 1 975
of Constituencies IC, ID or IE.
H. W. Smith - term expires June 30, 1974
in the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering.
- FOR ONE OF WHICH SEATS AN ELECTION IS
J. C. Laidlaw - term expires June 30, 1 973
E. A. Sellers - term expires June 30, 1 974

FRANCHISE

i
full-timeas a student.
such part-time lecturerprofessor,
is registered
; and clinical teachers in the Faculty of Medicine,
Faculty of Dentistry.)

::::::
i

Only in
without a teaching appointment to a
constituency be determined by another

Of! of Dentistry, Faculty of Food
in30,the1973.Faculty
Sciences, School of Hygiene, Faculty of Nursing, Faculty of Pharmacy School
of Physical and Health Education.
Constituency V - 1 seat - W. B. Coutts - term expires June 30, 1975
all teaching staff members in the Faculty of Architecture, Urban and
Faculty of Forestry, Faculty of Law. Faculty of Music, Faculty of
1 seat - M. F. Grapko - term expires June 30, 1975
in the Faculty of Education, Graduate
of Educational Theory, Faculty of Library Science.
R. M. H.
all teaching
1

all students registered in the School of Graduate
FOR WHICH AN ELECTION IS REQUIRED
June 30,1973
in Division I (Humanities) of the School of Graduate
Division II (Social Sciences) of the School of Graduate Studies,
exception of the Graduate Department of Educational Theory.
Constituency If 1 se;
- J. D. Morton - term expires June 30, 1973
seat - H. C. Eastman - term expires June 30, 1975
in the Faculty of Arts and Science who hold their - all students in the Graduate Department of
in the Departments of Anthropology, .Geography. (Physical Sciences) of the School of Graduate Studies; Division
IV (Life
, Sociology, Psychology, (excluding Sciences) of the School of Graduate Studies.
of Constituency IB).
J. E. Dove - term expires June 30, 1 974
members in the Faculty of Arts and Science who hold their
in the Departments of
term expires June 30, 1973
in the Faculty of Arts and Science who hold their
in the University College or New Colleqe Departments of
or in theUniversi
Asian Studies. Fine Art, Islamic Studies, Italian and

■:■:■:
<<<
m
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University
in a programme
School of Graduate
Studies. of full-lime study who are not registered in the
Constituency I - 2 seats - FOR WHICH AN ELECTION IS REQUIRED
- B. Morgan and I. Morrison - terms expire June 30, 1973
- all students registered in the Faculty of Arts and Science.
Constituency II - 2 seats - FOR WHICH AN ELECTION IS REQUIRED
- P. M. Cadario and A. Goldberg - terms expire June 30, 1973
- all student registered in the Faculty of Dentistry, Faculty of Food Sciences,
Faculty of Medicine, Faculty of Nursing, Faculty of Pharmacy, School of
Hygiene, School of Physical and Health Education, Faculty of Education,
Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering, Faculty of Architecture, Urban
and Regional Planning and Landscape Architecture, Faculty of Forestry,
Faculty of Law, Faculty of Music, Faculty of Management Studies, Faculty of
Social Work (with the proviso that both members elected in Constituency II
not be registered in the same faculty or school, and that in the event that a
member elected while registered in one faculty or school later registers in the
faculty or school in which the other elected member is registered, the
transferring member shall resign his seat).
Part-Time Undergraduate Student Constituencies:
"Part-Time Undergraduate Student" means all students registered at the
NOMINATIONS
Nominations for four teaching staff, eight student, and one
administrative staff seat will open on January 22nd, and will remain open
until February 12th, 1973. at 12.00 noon. Nominations must be
sponsored by the following number of nominators:
Teaching Staff - 10; Graduate Student - 15; Full-Time
Undergraduate Students - 50; Part-Time Undergraduate Students 15; and Administrative Staff - 20.
Nominators must be members of the same constituency as the nominee,
and a nominator may not nominate more candidates for election than
there are seats vacant in his constituency. Nomination forms may be
obtained, upon request, from the Office of the Governing Council, or the
Registrars'
and Erindale
Colleges.
The onus isOffices
on theat Scarborough
person nominated
for election
to file a bona fide
nomination paper. Errors or irregularities in these papers constitute
grounds for rejection of the nomination. Quch errors or irregularities
may be corrected prior to the close of nominations but not afterwards.
The Office of the Governing Council will attempt to notify candidates of
any errors prior to the close of nominations. Consequently, candidates
are advised to complete and submit their nomination forms early in the
nomination period.
The names of candidates nominated for election will be considered
public information as they are received. The names of nominators will
not be released by the Office of the Governing Council.
A person nominated as a candidate in the election may withdraw his
nomination by notarized instrument in writing received by the Office of
the Governing Council within 48 hours after the close of nominations.
A successful candidate must resign his seat at any time at which he
ceases to meet the eligibility requirements for election to that seat.
CITIZENSHIP
Any person nominated as a candidate must be a Canadian citizen at the
time of nomination if his candidacy is to be acceptable.
ELECTION EXPENSES
Candidate campaign expenses will be refunded up to a limit of $50. on
production of bona fide receipts at the dose of the election. Each
candidate claiming a refund shall submit to the Secretary of the
Governing Council a detailed statement of all election expenses incurred
by him or on his behalf. Such statements shall be open to examination
by any constituent.
ELECTION SCHEDULE
- nominations open - January 22nd
- nominations close - February 1 2th, 1 2.00 noon
- March
voting to2ndbe conducted by mailed ballot, ballots mailed on or about - close of election - March 20th
- announcement of results - shortly thereafter
BALLOTING METHOD
- ballots will be mailed to each voter at his home address as recorded in
the University's record systems;
- each ballot will be accompanied by a small secrecy envelope into which
the marked ballot should be sealed;
- also provided will be a return-addressed envelope into which the small
secrecy envelope should be sealed;
- voters will be required to provide, on the upper left-hand corner of the
return envelope, information sufficient to allow verification of their
ballot return;
- each ballot will also be accompanied by an information sheet
containing
candidates'
statements, oninformation
method
to
return the
ballot, information
eligibility onto the
use correct
that particular
ballot, and a short description of the powers and duties of the
Governing Council;
- persons who receive the wrong ballot due to an error in records will be
advised in the information sheet how to obtain the correct ballot;
- persons who receive no ballot due to an error in records will be
advised, through advertisements in the campus media, how to obtain
the correct ballot;
- all eligible voters are entitled to vote using one ballot:
- members of the teaching staff who hold a non-academic
appointment will vote in the appropriate teaching staff
constituency;
- full-time students who are employed by the University as teaching

Universityof Graduate
in a programme
School
Studies. of part-time study who are not registered in the
Constituency I - 2 seats - FOR WHICH AN ELECTION IS REQUIRED
- J. E. Denyer and N. Grindal - terms expire June 30, 1973
- all part-time undergraduate students.
Administrative Staff Constituencies:
"Administrative
Staff' means
of theuniversities
Unversity,whoUniversity
College, the constituent
collegestheandemployees
the federated
are not
members of the teaching staff thereof.
Constituency I - 2 seats - FOR ONE OF WHICH AN ELECTION IS
REQUIRED
- G. Russell - term expires June 30, 1973
- J. H. Parker - term expires June 30, 1974.
- all administrative staff members.
Terms of Office
Administrative Staff - three years
Students -one year
Teaching Staff - three years
assistants, research assistants, temporary library help, or in any
other way, will vote in the appropriate student constituency;
- part-time students who are employees of the University may vote
in the appropriate student constituency or in the administrative
staff constituency, but not in both constituencies;
- in the case of two or more ballots being received from any one voter,
both being ballots for a constituency in which the voter is entitled to
vote, only the first ballot received by the Office of the Governing Council
will be considered valid.
VOTING IN MULTIPLE SEAT CONSTITUENCIES
- constituency.
a voter may vote for up to the number of seats vacant in his
BALLOTING BY VOTERS ABSENT FROM THE
CAMPUS
- It is suggested that voters who will be absent from campus during the
balloting period arrange to have their ballot forwarded to them. Two
weeks are allowed for return of ballots.
BALLOT RECEIVING LOCATIONS
- for the convenience of voters who do not wish to return their ballots
through the mail, ballots may be handed in at:
1. Simcoe Hall- Information Desk
2. Sidney Smith Hall - Main Foyer
3. Erindale College - Registrar's Office
4. Scarborough College - Registrar's Office
BALLOT MAILING LISTS
- a list will be available shortly prior to and during balloting for inspection
by any person at the Office of the Governing Council at hours
convenient to the person and the Office.
SCRUTINEERING
- scrutineers shall be appointed by the Governing Council of the
University. The decisions of such scrutineers in any matters of
contention regarding validity of nominations, voter eligibility, and
verification and tabulation of returns, shall be final.
- in addition, each candidate for election may appoint a scrutineer for the
tabulation of returns and such scrutineers may also check the
completed verification of ballot returns prior to tabulation.
BALLOT SECURITY
- all returned ballots will be held in security by the Office of the
Governing Council.
EQUALITY OF VOTES
- in the case of an equality of votes for candidates for any office for which
onlv one person is to be elected, the successful candidate shall be
determined by a lottery conducted by the Office of the Governing
Counc'l.
IRREGULARITIES
- the election shall not be invalidated by any irregularity which does not
affect the outcome of the election.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF RESULTS
- the number of votes received by each candidate will be announced, as
will the number of spoiled ballots received.
RETENTION AND DISPOSAL OF BALLOTS AND
RETURN ENVELOPES
- all ballots received, and all return envelopes, will be held in security by
the Office of the Governing Council for a period of sixty days after the
announcement of election results. Any re-count requested by any
candidate will be conducted if authorized by the Governing Council of
the University. After the period of sixty days all ballots received, and all
return envelopes, will be destroyed.
AUTHORITY FOR THE CONDUCT OF THE
ELECTION
- the election is conducted by the Governing Council under the authority
of the University of Toronto Act, 1971.
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in a couple of weeks, the recruit is faced with
the horrible problem of finding more people
to try and sell but without any real formal
selling training and only the most tenuous
grasp of the technicalities of the policies he
is selling. The agent is in trouble. To help him
out, the manager will give the recruit a list of
names to contact. What the unsuspecting
salesman does not know is that this list
originally belonged to another new agent
who didn't make the grade and the people
on the list are probably adept at refusing the
poor
advances. lucky
In the orend,oneunless
he is
eitherguy's
inordinately
of those
strange people who can grasp the intricacies
of the industry and the nature of selling in a
short time, the new recruit quits the
business, leaving behind his list of friends for
someone else.
Of 24 companies approached about this
natural market, 12 openly boasted about
using it, six grudgingly admitted it, and the
last six denied it completely although their
salesmen admitted it.
Those people who survive three years of
this kind of thing can be assumed to have
survived and make a good income,
averaging about $10,000 a year. These
agents are worth dealing with because they
know that their policies say and they know
what to sell their clients. They also have a
reputation to protect, whereas the new man
will often be so anxious to make a sale he
actively suppress information from the
will
client and cheat him.
But, how do they share these recruits? In
a newspaper or at Manpower, you can
expect that half the ads asking for people to
or promising huge
join a financial industrysalesmen
ads. These
incomes are insurance
ads often ask for graduates whereas the
truth is that they will hire anybody if he
knows someone who might buy a policy.
Most insurance companies give a selling
or aptitude test to the applicant. These are
and
laughable parodies of true aptitude tests
seeking
are only designed to give the personWHen
the
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Graduating students line up for permanent jobs, unaware what might await tnem.

who can keep at it and sell. You have to have
a liking for people because we are here to
serve them. Our only aim is to provide them
with something they really need and this
company
has tone
the best
the people".
From the
of hisforvoice,
you get the
feeling that anybody who would want to
make money off these poor unfortunates
isn't wanted in the company and you half
expect him to tell you he donates his
commission to charity. The final comment
goes
insurance
like a something
religion and like
we this:
are its"Life
priests,
we lookis
after the poor and the sick. God is on our
you're commissions
hired, you getwhich
no salary.
You Even
eitherif make
equal
the total of a year's premium on one policy,
or side."
you get a set sum from a drawing account.
This means that you have to sell a certain
amount
insurance
in a month.will Ifgraciously
you don't
make theofquota,
the company
give you the difference between the total
commissions and your "salary". If next
month youthego difference
over quota,tothemake
company
will
subtract
up your
debt. Generally speaking, an insurance
agent is not entitled to sick pay or vacation
time although in Canada this is changing. An
agent is not a member of the company
despite what the company says. An agent is
a contracted employee which means the
company is not responsible for him and
does not have to support him.
What about the companies? There are
roughly 2,000 companies in North America
selling life insurance and they employ 500,000 salesmen. Metropolitan Life, for example, insures 50,000,000 people.
These companies make 100 billion
dollars a year in sales. Of this, the industry is
forced to pay out four and a half billion to
people who are inconsiderate enough to die.
The remainder of the money is invested by a
couple of thousand investment officers who

control 200 investment companies. The industry says itof owns
dollars worth
assets. 150,000.000 million
Insurance companies own several multinational rent-a-car operations, several
casket manufacturers (nothing like hedging
your bets), liquor companies, several of
those highly advertised loan sharking outfits
that cover the country so well, and so much
real estate they could become a major world
As a matter of fact, the life insurance
racket
is the world's largest business, short
power.
of makingsurance
war,comes although
in theIts long
run inout on top.
advertising
budget some years ago ran about
$70,000,000.
In selling life insurance, several tactics
are used by the salesmen apart from the
regular crude ones. These take the form of
applied psychology, such as fear of death.
The most popular tactics are what is called
canned sales pitches which are a formula
used by the salesman that requires the
customer to answer every question put by
the agent in the affirmative. After a series of
seemingly innocent and simple questions,
the agent casually asks the client to buy.
Because the client has been conditioned to
the word yes during the pitch and because
the questions are phrased in such a way that
to answer no would make him sound a fool,
the client automatically buys the policy.
Another great practice which best
illustrates the industry's avarice and greed is
illustrated by this short quote taken from an
industry trade magazine published some
years ago, but still valid:
is a you
morbid
you like
don'tit,
like "Death
it. Neither,
feel, subject
does theandclient
and you refuse to back the hearse up to his
door. Well, I agree. I don't think we should
back the hearse up to the door — I think we
should put him in it! We've got to kit! him!"
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A

PROTEST

TO

PREMIER

ALEKSEI

N.

KOSYGIN

DOES

HUMANITY
TAG?
PRICE
A
HAVE
In the name of human rights, on this 25th anniversary of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, this petition is published.
On August 3, 1972 the Soviet Government imposed an unconscionable ana
inhumane "head tax" on all educated Soviet citizens seeking to leave the counAN
try. And since this decree applies principally to Jews wishing to emigrate to
Israel it has transformed Soviet Jewry into a new class of indentured servants.
APPEAL
TO
We, members of faculty of the University of Toronto and York University,
this ransoming of human beings in violation of all canons of interdeplore
PRIME
national law and human decency. And we take specific offence to the antiJewish intent and effect of the decree, particularly as it follows upon a series of
intolerable harassments, political persecutions, arbitrary dismissals from emMINISTER
and committal
Jews and ployment
their
families. to "psychiatric wards" and labour camps for Soviet
PIERRE
The human mind and human body belong to the individual alone. Men and
ELLIOTT
women must be free to develop their talents, to pursue their professions, to advance scholarship and knowledge, and thus to make their contribution to
humanity wherever they wish. Otherwise a crippling blow is inflicted upon their
TRUDEAU
rights as human beings, upon sciences and culture, and ultimately upon the
welfare of mankind.
We therefore call upon the Soviet Union, in recognition of the rights of its own citizens, in conformity with international
law and human dignity, and in the interests of further cooperation between our two peoples and two countries, to
rescind this price tag on humanity.
We appeal to Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau and the Canadian Government to use its good offices to secure these
objectives) and we call upon all Canadians of goodwill to join us in this protest.
George
W.Adams
Adolph
W.E.Robert
Ahrens
R,P. Alexander
R.E. K.Allan
i.
K, M.J. All.Anderson
William
H.Angus
Richard
Arens
David
Armborst
Harry
W.Arthurs
Ron
Alkey
R.HenryAugustine
Auster
Ellen
Baar
Brian Bucknall
Jerald
Bain
David
Bakan
John Baron
Barber
Jean
C.Daniel
R. Bales
J.Baumal
Baum
Reuben
IanRoss Baxter
M.
Baxter
David M.M.Beatty
Slanley
Beck
C.Y,OavldH.Bedard
Bedford
V.
J.
Bell
A. BenniekC. Berman
William
Ben
Bernholli
Walter
Berns
Abraham
Erwin
BlenerBernstein
D.J. A.Bienkowska
RonaldBlgelow
S.R. Blair
Caesar
Blake
JohnT.
Blanchard
Gerald
Blandfdrd
R.S. A.L. Boggs
Bloore
A.SamD. Book
Bolnes
HerbertBream
E. Bowman
Carol
Earl
Breech
WillardBrehaul
IrvinG. Broder
A.Melvyn
Brook
Brown
Michael
K.Howard
BrydenBrown
Buchbinder
M.Bohdan
w. Bucovetsky
Budurowycr
J.G.
Burt
G.RodL. Byers
Caplan

L. Carr
J.J.JackP.Carver
S. Chapnik
Jerome
Ch'en
B.DavidCinader
Robert Coburn
Cohen
Stanley
Cohn
DavidR. Coleman
Cole
W.Suianne
Collins
Winston
Collins
G.F. E.B. Cooper
Connell
N.IrwinCooler
Cotler
Jacques
Cotnam
S.Maurice
C r y id aleC. Cullity
Peler A. Cumming
Griffiths
James
CuttCunningham
Derek Mendes
Charles
Dalten Dacosia
Leo Davids
Alan
Davies
Davis
H.Robert
J.Michael
H.Dayde Leeuw
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N.EvaA. Dessen
Deriko
D.D.N.Dewees
Dewees
M.K. J.J. Dorringlon
Dignam
Edgar
J. Dosman
J.W. ER. Dove
Dover
T.C. E.Drummond
Drake
Ian J.M.Drummond
Drummond
S.C.R. Dubiski
H.
Dugan
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Duley
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Murray
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Eric Freeman
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Friedberg
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W. Hogg
S. Hollander
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Homenuk
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Peter C. Hughes
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CANADIAN ACADEMIC
NATIONAL CHA1 RAAAN
MURRAY H. FREEDMAN
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
If you wish to join us in this petition, please add
your signature and mail it to the Prime Minister
of Canada, House of Commons, Ottawa.

Arthur Kruger
TilloKuhn
J. G. Latramboise
J.C.Laidlew
John
RonaldLangLandsberg
Nikita
Diana Lary
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S.Irving
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K. Levine
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FOR SOVIET
JEWRY
CO-CHAIRMAN
I RWIN COTLER
YORK UNIVERSITY
Signature

D. 5truk
J.C.
Stryland
Johanna
H. Stuckey
John Swan
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Sullivan
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SolGeorge
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Mitchell
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Szablowski
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B. Thomson
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M. Troper
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L.
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Fred Zemans
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F. Zerker
Uri Zohar
Jacob
Zlegel
Barry S.Zimmerman
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has SAC vice-president Ross Flowers
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assumes
the report has been
not yet found alternate accommodafall by anything
the wayside",
he hasn't
said yesterday
SAC's since
official
heard
aboutsinceit since
last demands.tion to The
satisfy
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wanted by position
summer.
summer. It still supports the co-op.
the
administration
to
convert
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He added that he did not know
Campus
Co-op
Day
Care
is
now
U of T day
entering its i Oth month of occupying exclude
the care
co-op.centre which would what the co-op's demands were,
a building on Devonshire Place,
since the occupation had gone on so
longTheand committee
the co-op hadwasaltered
them.
reluctantly
established by council, Flowers felt,
and only because day care had been
Real history of India ignored, says prof
made aactually
priority. got
The under
committee
way
The British, as Cohen pointed
The despotism-anarchy syndrome theory, developed with the need to never
By
MICHAEL
O'KEEFE
because
apparently
"nobody
felt
Imperialists have moulded the out, saw this as "unnatural" and once seen as pervasive, was now at- preserve British rule.
tributed toonly the national layer of British historians began to volunteer
western conception of Indian sought explanations for this Indian
for
it.
strongly
enough
about
it"
to
civilization, contended University of "proclivity" to live under despotism. Indian government. By replacing describe the Indian society as
When Helliwell was asked what
Chicago anthropologist Bernard This proclivity was attributed to this layer, the British civil service strongly feudal, no longer anarchic SAC is doing about day care, he
Cohen in a lecture Monday everything from religious and claimed that they were acting in the nor republican. The once cherished admitted, "We haven't done a damn
afternoon.
climatic factors to the Indian interest of the Indian people.
Indian people were ignored while the
Speaking to an audience of about customs such as the prohibition of Cohen pointed out the problems aristocratic elite was emphasized. thing. We're trying to ignore the
35 at Sidney Smith Hall, the author alcohol.
in British policy based upon this This elite brought India under the problem right now," he said.
He thought the co-op's
demands
of India; The Social Anthropology
As Cohen explained, this theory analysis. To begin with, the village direct
1858. reign of the English crown by were
of a Civilization, addressed himself functioned as a rationalization for was not the basic socio-economic Queen
Victoria's proclamation of because"somewhat
he said the unreasonable"
group was not
unit
in
I9lh
century
India.
Refusing
the
British
takeover.
The
East
India
to the question, "Is there an Indian
satisfied with the administration's
Cohen credited Ghandi for his offers.
Company, which was only pursuing to recognize any native political
history?"
Historians from Karl Marx to
"natural right to trade", was maturity, the British overlooked the perception of this feudal theory as The council has appointed Vic
Neville Maxwell have agreed that its
forced to fill the political vacuum larger territorial corporate the core of British policy. It was the SAC representative Geoff Parker to
India lacks a viable historical theme, created by a chaotic despotism in established.
groupings that the Indians had Ghandian refusal to participate, the the Day Care Advisory Committee,
said Cohen. Conquered by a series order to protect its investments.
rejection of titles, medals, and which is advising the administration
of intruders, India has been
The company line did not fool
Conveniently, however, the vil- honors from the British crown, that 'how to set up its proposed centre in
characterized as a static and dis- conservative historian Edmund
nationalism
its identity.
lage republic theory provided an gaveTheIndian
notions
of stagnation
and the Devonshire building.
organized nation by most western Burke, who understood that the
rationale on the preHelliwell says SAC will discuss
were merely intellectual
observers. These remain as the basic company was responsible for most expansionary
mise that more villages should be disunity
care again
after the itsadvisory
artifacts of imperial historians day
assumptions of such contemporary of the chaos in India. Most annexed rather than "left in chaos." Cohen
committee
has completed
survey
concluded.
liberal authors as Gunnar Myrdal historians, however, ignored such
The third phase, the feudal
of
the
university's
day care needs.
factors as the British destruction of
and Barrington Moore.
Cohen challenged these the relatively advanced Indian texassumptions of stagnation and distile industry and the ensuing sociounity and described how they were
economic dislocation. The company Committee
to study marking
derived from British Imperial stra- view eventually prevailed.
servative faculty that the standing December but arch-conservative
The General Committee of the
tegy. He explained that the western
Once the conquest had been
committee
had already spent time J.B. Conacher then refused the uninterpretation of Indian civilization justified by imperial historians, the Faculty of Arts and Science Moncus it. animous consent necessary to disday referred a motion allowing the on the question and should not waste
developed in three main phases.
next
step
was
to
legitimize
British
remarking of exam papers back to any more.
The first of these was the theory rule, Cohen stated.
Since
then psychology professor
its
faculty
dominated
Committee
on
Interdisciplinary Studies Comof despotism, which described India The second phase, therefore, Standing.
mittee student member Seymour Marty Wall has been appointed.
as lawless and autocratic. The emphasized the village community
Chairman
commented
absence of a firm law of succession and the caste system. The villages
The motion, moved by New Kanowitch withdrew a motion con- that while heKanowitch
was happy with the
demning the administration for its
was blamed for the recurring chaos were described as static little College representative Howard
he disagreed with the method
Levitt, was referred by a large apparent cutbacks in the Interdisci- choice
undisturbed
amidst a generally despotic form of orrepublics,
international
affairs. by national margin of members voting with
plinary Studies department and its of selection which involved no
government.
students.
refusal
to
appoint
a
new
chairman
most students supporting the
referral.
to replace retiring Geoffrey Pay- On the recommendation of the
Social Sciences Curriculum ComThe 35 minute debate on the zant.
mit e , asub-committee was set up
The motion had been moved in
motion included arguments by conto determine where courses should
be taught if there is an overlap in
subject
material.Committee will meet
The General
ROCK GROUP
again in February. Little controversy isexpected until the New
HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
Committee report
isProgram
releasedReview
in March.
presents
WHfTE or*
CHERRY
7 Charles
967-1110SI. W.
Mon. 9-9, FrL 9-6,
NEW COLLEGE
Open Thurs. Wednesday, January 24th, 1973
Sat. 9-S.
East Common Room, Hart House
TERMPAPERS
Canada'sIronlargest
librarypage.ol Alsoprol-lesled
STUDENT COUNCIL
papers
SI
75
per
Cuslom
research
papers [rorn TUTORING,
S3 .95eipert.
PER
page.
Plus
TRANSLATIONS,
12 noon to 2 p.m.
COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND
ADMISSION FREE
PROGRAMS,
EDmNG
AND
RESEARCH.
4c.
XEROX FOR STUDENTS.
BURSARIES
done about report
it in the immediate
By FRAN
JOHNSON care
Day
Although SAC voted in Future, says SAC vice-president
September to set up a committee to John Helliwell.
recommend to council a position on Asked what council was doing
day care, work on the report has not about day care, president Eric
yet been started.
Miglin replied "That's a really good
And, nothing is planned to be question."
He added that he

BLE
ON
ANY
REPA
GRANTS
AVAILABLE

APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE NOW IN
REGISTRAR S OFFICE. NEW COLLEGE
APPLICATION DEADLINE:

Thursday. February 1st, 1973, 4.00 p.m.
For further information call

ONTARIO
GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS
Brochures and application forms for 1973-74 are available in the Graduate Studies
Fellowship Office at 16 Hart House Circle, Room 103.
Completed application forms must be received in the Fellowship Office not later
than February 15, 1973.
YOU
MAY

BE

ELIGIBLE

928-2462

STARTS
Tonight
8 p.m.
10:30 -Midnight
10:30 -til the A.M.

Thursday

Hockey
Pleasure Skating
Frat Parties for everyone

January

1 p.m.
3 p.m.
Afternoon
3 p.m. - Midnight
7:30, 9:30, 11:30 p.
8 p.m. - 1 a.m.
8:30 p.m.
Friday January
1 p.m.

Blues vs. Waterloo
Varsity Arena
Phi Kappa Pi 85 Bedford
Delta Upsilon 182 St. George

25.
Chariot Races
Prizes, Entries to Hall
Porter, Wetmore Hall,
- Centre Campus
New College.
...weather permitting
Innis, Prizes.
Pinball Tournament
Snow-Sculpture starts. . . weather permitting
Black Hart Pub, Hart House opens
Medical Science Audit. $1 .00
Movies "Reefer Madness"
Vic Pub.
Wymilwood
Concert,
COE,317Bloor St. W.
tickets at S.A.C.S1.00
"Abraham's Children"

26.

1 p.m. - 1 a.m.
after the Game
3 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
10:30 -Midnight
All Evening

Saturday

TODAY

January

Football Game Back Campus All Stars vs. St. Mike's
Bowl Monster
Snow Co-ed
Ball at half-time
also
S.A.C.
Pub.
"The
Nunnery"
opens Basement of Sir Dan's
Pleasure Skating
vie
Outdoor Barbecue from Innis
Co-ed Broomball
Vic
Swim Meet
Blues vs Ottawa, Benson Bldg.
Hockey
Blues vs Carleton
John McLaughlin Concert
Con. Hall, tickets $4 & $5 at S.A.C.
Pleasure Skating
Varsity Arena
PUB NIGHT
at S.A.C, VIC. SMC, NEW
INNIS, ERINDALE
27.

9:30 a.m.

Car Rally

1 0 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Afternoon
1:00-5:00 p.m.
3 p.m.
3:00-6:00 p.m.
Evening

Snow Sculpture continues
Basketball
Table Tennis
Women's Sports
Splash Party
"Magic
Music" Concert
PUBS
CONCERT
DANCES

Starts at Con. Hall and ends
at Erindale, Prizes. Details from
Eng. Soc.
Hart House
Hart House
Benson Bldg.
Benson Bldg.
Erindale - free
Scar. Erindale, S.A.C. Pub 'The Nunnery
"Murray McLaughlin" at Scar. $3.00
New College, Erindale

Sunday January 28.
Afternoon
Toboganning & Skidooing Scarborough
Evening
Pleasure Skating
Varsity Arena
7:45 p.m.
Vic Flicks
New Acad. Bldg. $1 .00
SPONSORED BY SAC AND YOUR LOCAL COLLEGE OR FACULTY STUDENT'S COUNCIL
FOR UP TO DATE INFORMATION WATCH THE VARSITY,
LISTEN TO RADIO VARSITY OR PHONE SAC, 928-4911
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Abolition motions tabled

Faculty
of Food
Science
gets reprieve
By MARK BOHNEN
of food science, others which the faculty could make use of
Cruise predicted that the final departments
disagreements among committee
recommendations of the committee, indicate little reason for other resources. She anticipated the
The University
Toronto's
their motions,
terms. "Intheregards
Faculty
of Food of
Science
will tomembers
increased cooperation of
the firston four
com- due January 31, may suggest the continuation.
probably
At present the department of departments in the faculty with
mittee was split,"
said professor
C. initiation of "innovations and textiles
being. not be closed for the time Dunkley,
other
areas of study such as Child
a
member
of
the
has
a
total
of
only
three
changes" in the undergraduate
Associate arts dean James Cruise, committee.
program to attract students over a students and the department ofcom- Studies, economics, and sociology.
chairman of the Food Sciences
Although he would not discuss the "trial period" of five years. munity
development has five.
Implementation Committee, content of the latest motions, Cruise However he did not discuss the However the total number ot Asked if the food sciences
students in the faculty, 83, is a new building at the corner of Bloor and
predicted that the committee said that they are more "middle of details of this proposal.
Avenue Road would continue to be
The Senate report found that high in recent years.
"would not recommend the closing the road".
Dunkley said that the committee controlled by the faculty. Cruise
there is a need Tor and would
of Inthea faculty
in the nearCruise
future."said "The only kinds of motions that although
recommend
a
program
in
student
interest
in
some
recent interview,
are going to find strong favour in
that the committee is considering a
replied "I presume so."
are going to be comseries of new motions which are this committee
promise motions because of the
"less dramatic" than four previous make-up of the committee.
motions.
"There hasn't been any unanimity
The previous motions, which in committee from the start because Anfi-war
group claims parfs
contained proposals that could have of the different backgrounds of the
meant the abolition of the faculty, members, and their different
wereThese"tabled"
Cruise.
used in U.S. planes
motionsaccording
were set toaside
in a Such diverse areas of study as from Canada
food science, medicine, social work,
dian government in 1971, under the
meeting last Monday, after the com- perspectives."
types of U.S. aircraft used have received Canadian government
mittee received a letter from the and management studies are to Three
bomb North Viet Nam are built subsidies, according to the group. Defense Production Sharing Agreement with the United States. This
Faculty of Food Sciences staff represented on the committee. Food with Canadian parts, according to a
Computing
Devices
of
Canada,
was less than the $6,57 1 ,000 in U.S.
urging it to first examine its terms of science has only four representatives Montreal research group.
which manufactures the navigation defense
reference. The committee was set up sitting on the 10 member committee.
In a press release issued by the
for the U.S. Navy A-7 received. contracts the company
to examine the feasibility of "There has been a considerable Voice of Women in Toronto, Pro- system
fighter-bomber,
received $1,165,000
Project Anti-War points out that
recommendations of a Senate degree of polarity in the comject Anti-War at McGill University in subsidies for war contracts in Litton
has turned back all efforts to
report, and to propose ways to carry
1971,
according
to
the
project
states
that
the
A-7,
F-111
and
F-4
mittee,"
Cruise
stated.
"We
hoped
it
union.
them out.
organize its 1,100 workers into a
fighter-bombers
are
built
partly
with
headed
by
professor
Sam
Noumoff.
wouldn't
occur,
but
as
a
result
we
The motions were apparently set have had to settle for a Canadian corporate aid. Two of the
The wing control system of the Faside indefinitely because of internal
companies involved in the planes 1 1 1 is fabricated by the Mensaco information
The group isaddsavailable
that littlefromof this
the
compromise."
company of Montreal, it adds.
And the weapons release system Canadian government, most of it
coming
from
American
computer of the F-4 bomber is built
Sunglasses
Congressmen and American
by Littonof Toronto.
Systems inThisRexdale,
suburb
companya publications.
that get
The McGill group recently
was
awarded
more
than
S7
50,000
darker
grant from the U.S. Defence released a report detailing Canadian
Department in 1972, the group says. corporate connections with the
as the sun
Litton also received more than United States military
gets brighter y.
eight million dollars from the Cana- establishment.
PHOTOSUN
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PHE

A

defeats

Interfaculty Hockey

Wew
4-2 Monday
By BOB BETTSON
by Varsity
The second place Division I A BillNew,
Buba,coached
was ahead
2-0 untilBlues'
the
PHE A hockey learn stole a 4-2 final three minutes of the 40 minute
victory over first place Division I B game, despite the fact that the team
New College Monday.
only dressed seven players due to
injuries and exams. However, the
aPHEwin.squad was lucky to escape with
Help needed
Scoring for PHE were Taylor
to assist women
Volunteers are needed to counsel with two and Croke and Parpack
women who need birth control, first
singles. Tessier notched New's
venereal disease and abortion with goal.
information.
The New goalie, who Buba said
not played for five years, had a
Women's Liberation Abortion had
shutout until the last three minutes.
Referral Service has a "desperate" The New defence had protected him
need for people to give approx- until then, withstanding several
imately 10hours a month to assist
regular
women who need help. The service is goalie
powerill, plays.
PHE was
according(New's
to Buba.)
non-profil and does not operate on
In
other
inlerfacully
hockey
LIP or any other grants, says Mario Monday. Law I defeated New I play
4-3,
Fieldstone,
Med A downed Trin A 3-2, Dev
House and Vic 11 played to a 5-5 tie,
To
offer
your
help,
call
her
at
923664 1, extension 524 (until 5 pm) or and Innis I lost to Fac Ed 5-0.
363-6758.
9006. Or call the service at 533-

NTO'S
ROUE
TOIQ
UN
PAPERBACK
Bookstore
ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified
by subject
well-informed
helpful
staff

Division I A.
SIM A
Vic
PHE A
Law I
Sr eng
Erin

games won lost tie points

PHE B
Jr Eng
Fac Ed A
Innis I
Dev Hse
Division II B.

Division i B.

Law II
Music Stud A
Grad
Knox A
Pharm
UCII
Scar I)
Arch
Arch has defaulted out of the league.
November 14 — Music vs. Law n/a
December 7 — UC II vs. Knox n/a
(Summary covers November 1 to January 22.)

Dent A
Med AI
Scar
Trin A
UCI
Division II A.
Vic II
St M B
For A

1972/73

ONTARIO

APPLICATION

HALF-YEAR

STUDENT

DEADLINE

AWARDS

FOR

ASSISTANCE:

31

JANUARY

<£
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

FOR INFORMATION

CALL 928-2204

OFFICE OF STUDENT

10th Annual
The

Conference

Environment:

OR 928-7313

SIMC0E

AWARDS.

HALL

on Law and Contemporary
Can

Our

Laws

Affairs

Protect

It?

FEB. 2 & 3. 1973. MEDICAL SCIENCES AUDITORIUM UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Banquet
FRIDAY,

FEBRUARY

Speaker:

2:

ERIC

W.

KIERANS

SATURDAY,

FEBRUARY

3i

2:00LEGISLATURES
• 4:30 ■ A CHALLENGE TO 7:3f>- 10:00 • THE GREAT LAKES
9:00 - 9:45 ■ Registration and Coffee
2:00 - 4:30 - CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN
ENVIRONMENTAL
PLANNING AND
Film, "The Erie Report", followed by
9:45 - 10:00 - Opening Remarks
AGENCIES. AND ADMINISTRATIVE
PROTECTION
10:00
1Z:30
PROTECTING
THE
panel Charles
discussion.
ENVIRONMENT: A CREATIVE ROLE FOR Moderator:
10:00ENVIRONMENT
- 1Z:30 - THEPROBLEM.
DIMENSIONS OF THE
Moderator:
Dillen.
Prof
Faculty
of
Law,
Martin
L.
Frledlind.
Prolessor and
THE
COURTS
Colin H. MeNalra. Associate
University of Toronlo.
Moderator: Adrienne Clarkson, CBC TV Moderator:
Dean, Faculty ol Law, University of
Professor, Faculty of Law, University ol Panelists:
Toronto
Commentator.
Author,
Delegate
to
Speaker:
Victor
J.
Yinnacona.
Jr..
one
ol
the
Michael
K.
Glenn
Special
Assistant
to
the
Toronlo.
Stockholm Conference on the
leading Slates
environmental trial lawyers in (he Panallsls:
Associatecement aAdministrator
lor EnforUnited
Emiironmenlnd General Counsel.
United
Pinellsls:
DavidAssociation,
Eslrln, Counsel,
PiMDm:
States
Environmental
Protection
Agency
Ccmm
minors;
Toronlo Environmental Law
EverettEnvironment,
Blji Deputy Government
Minister. Ministry
Jewell. Legal Officer, Advisory and
H. Dtwtu. Assistant Prolessor ol MarcusInternational
of Ontario.of the DonaldPolitical
GnrtjoElectric
E. Galhereole.
Chairman, oftheOntario.
HydroSection,
Federal
DepartEconomy
and
Associate
of
the
Power
Commission
Whirl
Artel.
Professor.
Faculty
of
Law,
Daniel Caipon, Professor, Faculty ot
Institule of Environmental Sciences and
ment ofJustice.
University of Toronto
Studies. York
J.A.
Kennedy
O.C.,
former
Chairman,
Ontario
Engineering, University of Toronto.
HenryofLandls
Q.C.
General
Counsel,
Ministry
OonaldEnvironmental
A. Chant. Professor
and University.
Chairman,
the Environment, Government ol
Lorimer.Board.Visiting Lecturer and
OivtoAssociation,
Eslrln. Counsel,
Department
ol Zoology,Pollution
and Chairman.
McTiggirt-Cowan,
Executive Director,
Toronto.Environmental Law JamesMunicipal
Consultant.
Council of Canada.
Board of Advisers.
Probe, PatrickScience
Th> Ontario
Hon. Louis J. RoblchaiuL 0 C Chairman,
University
of Faculty
Toronto of Architecture,
John
Swan.
Associate
Prolessor,
Faculty
of
University of Toronto.
Canadian Section, International Joint
Donald Severs
Manager,
Petroleum
AssociaLaw. University of Toronlo.
t
i
o
n
f
o
r
the
Conservation
of
the
Canadian
JohnPolitical
H DataEconomy,
Professor.
Department
of
Commission.
Universityof ofIndustrial
Toronlo.
Environment.
5:00 - 6:00 - Lieutenant Governor's
G.Ktlth ftodgers Assistant Professor, DepartArthar Porter, Prolessor
C. Gregory Morttf. Associate Prolessor,
ol Civil Engineering,
Park.
Engineering.
University
ol
Toronto.
7:00 Reception,
- Banquet, ofQueen's
Wetmore
tantment Professor,
Institute
lorAssisEnFaculty ol Law. University ol Manitoba.
University
Toronto Hall, New College,
Chairman, Canadian Environmental Adv
i
r
o
n
m
e
n
t
a
l
S
c
i
e
n
c
e
s
and
Engineering,
visory Council.
University ol Toronlo.
Gnesl Speaker: The Hon. Eric W Klerans.
Registration tee (Including background materials and banquet): $5.00 for students, $7.50 for non-students. Tickets available at S.A.C. office or Faculty of
Law. For registration Information contact: "Conference", Faculty of Law, Ulverslty of Toronto. Telephone 928-5016, 928-3725.
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sportalk

the finals to be held February 2-3 at
the BensonteamBuilding...
wrestling
finished the
secondmen'sto
Royal Military College at the
Carleton Invitational Sunday. Blues
forfeited both the 118 and 190
weight classes. Four first place
finishes were captured by Rob
Moore (134), Peter Mathews (142),
Roger Vachon (150), and Len
Broderick (177). At heavyweight,
Chris Preobrazenski placed second,
while Dave Tanner (167) and Ken
White (126) both finished third.
White (118) placed third with wins
on one pin and one decision, and one
loss by a pin. Moore's first place
-JAN.
29
UiW to
1U 1FEB
LUi 3U
SPORTS SCHEDULES
HOCKEY
vs SI.M.B Parracx. Orlved
12.30 For. A
Mon. Jan. 29
vs New 1 Parrack. Orlved
1.30 Law 1
St.
M.A
7.30
A
Talwln
8.30 Pharm. A vsvs Med.
Knox C Hamm,
Hamm, Talwln
vs Med.
9.30 eiv.iv
Llpsett.
Gollish
10.30
Eng. Sc.A IV Brown.
Lipsetl. GalGollish
Tues. Jan. 30
1.30 Campus
U.C.I II Co-opvsvsvs Trln.
Law
U.C.II
MacFarlane
3.30
4.30 For. B
vs Trin.B Herridge,
MacFarlane
7.30 Grad.
Stud vsvs Scar.
Bleleckl. Toole
Toole
II Herridge,
Fac.
Ed
Vlc.ll
8.30
Bielecki.
9.30 Dent.C
vs IIElec Gllmour. Swanick
10.30 Mech.IV
Swanick
vsvs St.M.F
Wed. Jan. 31
Trln. D Gllmour.
Goverde, GalFrancis
8.00
amEng.
Sc.
II
12.30 PHE.C
vs PHE.B Johnston,
Gal
1.30
vsvs Scar.lll
VIc.V Johnston,
4.30
Goverde,Ortved
Francis
7.30 St.M.D
vs Vic.l
Toole,
8.30 Dent A
vs New 1 Toole, Ortved
9.30 Med. O
vs Vic.IV
Ruhnke
10.30
Caven Hse vs Chem 7T4 Anderson.
Anderson, Ruhnke
4.30
Thur. Feb. 1
vs
Grad.Stud
Toole,
Swanick
U.C.II
5.30 PHE.A
vs St.M.A Toote. Swanick
6.30 Law II
vs Music Desroches. Lipsetl
7.30 Knox
vs Scar. II Desroches. Lipsett
8.30 For.C
vs II Cham Kolanko. Gollish
9.30 Noombies vs Vlc.IV
Kolanko. Gollish
Wye
10.30 For. D
Gollish
Fri. Feb. 2
12.30 Innls II
vs II Civil Kolanko,
Kamln
Talwln, Kamin
1.30 Cham. IV vs Mgt. Stud Talwin,
5.00 Dev.Hse
vsvs Innls
Johnston
Sr.Eng1 Bielecki,
8.00 Lawl
Hamm,
Orlved
vs
Trln.
A
Hamm.
Orlved
9.00
Scar.
1
Vic.
1
vs Trln A, Hamm, Ortved
10.00
BASKETBALL
Traltord, Maydo
vs Vlc.l
Mon. Jan. 29 FL 12.30 PHE. A
Lansdowne. Loberto
4.00 Trln. A
vs U.C.II
vs
For.
A
8.30
Lansdowne, Loberto
Med.
B
FL 9.30 Arch
Lansdowne.
Loberlo
vs
Med.MIYr
vs
Sr.Eng
Mlshevski. Maydo
Law 1
Tues. Jan 30 FL 12.30
vs Law II Slaltsls, Plastina
4.00
PHE.D
6.30 Med. A
vs PHE.B Holllngworth, Trallord
FL 8.00 U.C.I
Holllngworth, Traltord
Traltord
vsvs Trin.B
Erin
9.30 Music
Hollingworth.
1.00 St.M.C
Zendel,
Tessaro
vs
For.
B
Wed. Jan. 31
Seidewand, Wilensky
vsvs Dent
6.30 Innls II
Innis 16 Seidewand. Wilensky
7.30 SGS.
8.30 Knox II
vs Pharm. B Seidewand. Wilensky
9.30 Dev.Hse
Wilensky
vs VicWye South HseSeidewand.
1 00 Eng.lll
Thur Feb 1
Rotstein. Sierling
Zendel
A
vs Pharm. A Sherkin,
6.30 For.
7.30 PHE.C
Sterling
vs Dent. A Sherkin,
Sherkin, Sterling
vsvs Med.B
6.30 Innls
Innls 111
Sherkin. Sterling
9.30
Med.lll
Yr
vs
Sr.
Eng
FL AT SCAR 7.00 St.M.A
Mishevski.
Kliman
Mlshevski,Maroosis
Kliman
FL AT SCAR 8.30 Trin. A
vs Scar
Slallsis,
Fri. Feb. 2
12.00
vs
U.C.II
SI.M.B
1.00 Mgl.Slud vs Jr. Eng Slaltsls. Maroosis
Saltzman,
Sternberg
FL 6.30 St.M.A
vsvs SGS.I
Erin
Saltzman. Sternberg
FL 8.00 New
WATER POLO
Hobbs
7.30 -U.C.
Tues. Jan. 30
Knox
Hobbs
Lew
8.15 Trln
vsvs Eng.ll
Brownridge
7.30
Wed. Jan. 31
vs
Med.B
Brownridge
New
vs
Med.C
8.15
7.30
Thur. Feb. 1
Med. A Breech
Hanna
Eng.l
vsvs Vic
8.15 PHE
SQUASH
8.20 SGS.I
Tues. Jan. 30
vs Trln. A
9.00 Law
vs Med. A
9.40 LawCA
vsvs Med.
10.20 TrlnB
MasseyB
8.20 Law 8
Wd. Jan. 31
vs PHE
9.00 SGS. II
vs
Innls
Eng
9.40 Vic. II
10.20
vs New
Vlc.l
7.40 Wye
Thur. Feb. 1
vsvs SGS.I
Law A
8.20
Med. IIA
9.00 Vlc.l
vs Pharm
9.40 Knox
vs Med.C

No more space on Monday so
here's the rest of what we were able
tointercollegiate
get together competition.
on last weekend's
The
women's
fencing
team indefeated
York and Ryerson Friday
the last
tournament of the two part OWIAA
sectionals. The four-member teams
from Toronto and Ryerson battled
closely, but finished with a 6-6 tie.
However, when hits given were
divided by hits received, Toronto
came out on top. York, winning
only four of 12 bouts, was easily
foiled by Varsity. The U of T team
stands first in its section with four
victories, no losses, and qualifies for

finish came from a draw and a win
by a decision. Mathews first was
gained by three wins by decisions
and one by a pin. Roger Vachon
captured first place by wins in one
decision and one pin, and one loss on
a decision. At 158 pounds, Wally
Crignan lost twice on decisions.
Tanner's
thirdby place
from one win
a pin, finish
two winscameby
decisions, and one loss by a decision.
Although Len Broderick won the
177 pound class by forfeit, he competed twice in the 190 pound class,
losing once on a decision, and once
on a pin. Chris Preobrazenski
(heavyweight) placed second to
Claude Pilon on a 0-6 decision... U
of T wrestling coach Joe Rabel
urgently requests competitors under
130 and over 180 pounds to come
out to practices, 5 to 6:30 pm,
Monday to Friday...
termediate basketballwomen's
defeatedinRyerson last Thursday 34-13, but
lost to'Queen's 42-34 o'n Saturday in
Kingston...
ball defeatedwomen's
Ottawa, senior
41-39 basketFriday
_and Carleton, 61-32 Saturday.
Toronto is now tied with Queen's for
first place with a 6-0-1 record...
men's
team competed
the
York fencing
Invitational
Saturday atalong
with Windsor, RMC, Ryerson,
Waterloo, and York. York placed
first in the foil competition, winning
36 bouts, while U of T finished
second, winning 35. RMC was third
with 30 wins. In the epee event, U of
T finished last of five participating
teams. Windsor was first, undefeated with 29 bouts; Waterloo
came second with 18 wins, and
RMC third with 16. U of T placed
ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPEH
service. Originality, quality, and
security dictate our polity.
Phone: 961-6150
Hours 8 to 10 p.m.
7 DAYS PEH WEEK
300 AVENUE ROAD

first in the sabre competition, winning 31 bouts (undefeated); Windsor
finished second with 23 wins, and
RMC was third with 18. Individually, Toronto's
Eli Sukunda
drew Benyei were
the bestandin Anthe
sabre
competition...
volleyballat
finished out of playoffmen's
contention
Ryerson Saturday. Toronto
defeated Ottawa 15-9, 15-3, and
Carleton 15-7, 15-2, but lost to
Queen's 16-14, 16-14 to finish in
third place in the Eastern Section.
However, the Eastern Section is
split into two divisions, and Toronto
finished second in its division behind
York. Laurenlian was third and
Ryerson fourth. In the other division
Queen's finished first, followed by
Carleton
Queen's
finished in and
first Ottawa.
place overall
and
along with second place York, will
represent the Eastern Section in the
OUAA finals next weekend at
Queen's. In other games Saturday,
Queen's defeated York, Laurentian,
and Ryerson, all in two consecutive
games; Carleton lost to York 2-1,
but defeated Ottawa 2-0; Ryerson
downed Carleton 2-0, and Ottawa 20; Laurentian defeated Carleton 2-0,
but lost to Ottawa volleyball
2-0... the women's
intermediate
team
defeated Queen's Saturday, winning
three of four games to gain first
place in the Eastern Section.
Queen's
the number
one spotof
until theheldweekend
by virtue
Toronto'sin only
loss — toHowever,
Queen's —at
earlier
the season.
that time a full five games were
necessary to decide the winner.
(Toronto is in sole possession of first
place because only four games were
necessary Saturday to decide the
Volleyball Div
Volleyball Division II playoffs
began elimination
Monday January
15 in a
double
tournament.
in roundForrstry
I January
15 St.College
Mike's
defeated
A, New

unclassified
WANTED: Used Copies ol Mysticism and
Philosophy by W. T. Stace. Call: Chris, 9610925.
STOLEN Irom briefcase in SAC office
Wed. Jan. 10, a Minuteman II Electronic
Calculator
to Engineering Stores, or
call
922-3693.ReturnReward.
MID-AIR SUMMER THEATRE requires a
director and actors lor May 15 - Sept 1.
Ph'one
Gord Woodbury,
5 Devonshire
Place, 928-2609.
Musical ability
on asset.
ROOM
FOR RENT
- Board
also il wanted.
On Campus,
350 Huron
St. 964-671
1.
NEED
A
GOOD
PLACE
to
live?
Two Grads
seek third lo share house. Own
room,
S90/month includes utilities. 181 Howland
4113 20altermin.5, walk Irom campus. Call 920Ave.,
TYPING
- need 9 anyCrescent
typing done?
Call
Vickie
Potter
Place/Apl.
1115 Phone:
698-3715.
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses, Essay
French.typewrilers,
Latin - 713
Experienced lypisis -- Electric
Spadina Avenue (South o( Sloor) 9227624
ESSAY SERVICES Oo you have old
essays?
Oo you need
ESSAY SERVICES
961-6150,essays? Phone
MATURE MALE student wanted to share 2
- bedroomscience
apt, near campus,964-6442
Prefer artsmor-or
social
nings or aftermajor.11 Call
pm

GIRL WANTED - urge/it do you have a
lelephone? Oo you need extra money?
-Telephone
920-4532, soliciting (R. Estate) More inlor
ACAPULCO FOR S199.00 (8 days)
Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Study
Weeks)sport(romaccommodation
Toronlo. includes |etparlies,
trandiscos. Contact AOSC 44(doubles),
St George St..
Toronlo 5, 416-962-8404 dr your Student
Council,
EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to
LONDON (rom S79 one way or S155 return
• Take a dependable charter, Contacl
AOSC.
GeorgeStudent
St.. Toronto
962-840444- orSt. your
Council 5.416BOOK
EARLY AND SAVE
TRAVELLING
IN EUROPE
TIONAL STUDENT
ID. card,INTERNAstudent
raitpass.
car
rentals,
cheapest
and lours
most
dependable charter flights,
camping
etc, all avaitable now Irom: AOSC. 44 St.
George
Toronlo
Studentdent St..
Travel
co-op5, 416owned- 962-8404.
by your (The
stuCouncil)
QUEBEC WINTER CANIVAL, March 2-4.
Round trip transportation
com odation. S31.0 . AOSC.and44 ac-St.
GeorgeFREEZE?
St. 962-8404,
WHY
Usea fur coals Irom S 10.00
Paul MagderQueenFurs a - Oundasj
202 Spadina
Ave,
(Between
Excellent
selection ol lun lurs, trade ins accepted.
WeThur-Fri
buy used
lurs 363-6077 Mon-Sal 9-6
till 8 pm.

winner.) The team also won its
match against Ryerson last Thur3-0... the Western
women's ice
team sday,
defeated
last hockey
Thursday, 2-0, and tied McGill at the
arena Saturday, 2-2. Guelph and
Toronto are presently tied for fourth
place...
skiing last Saturday fourinU nordic
of T participants
placed
well in the Ontario Zone Championships (not a university meet)
near Sudbury.
In the senior men's
group
and over)
finished(21 12th
with aDougtimeGarfield
of 54
minutes, three seconds in the 15
kilometre, while Ken Sidney came
14th in 57:28 . In the young men's
age
group10th
(19-21),
finished
in thePeter15 Waisanen
kilometre
with a time of 6d:40, and Dave
McCleyment came 14th in 61:52...
in the alpine meet at Collingwood, U
ofwinner
T was
overall total-point
of thetheuniversity
meet, and
competitor Doug Carter placed second individually...
team finished
third tomen's
Westernsquash
and
York (respectively) at the York
Invitational Saturday. The team
defeated
and Queen's, but
lost
to York Trent
3-2. Individually,
Varsity
team member John Shales won the
Ontario Junior Championship in a
meet at Ridley College, St.
Catharines...
of T's curlingbehind
team
placed fifthU Saturday
Guelph,
Queen's,
and
Laurentian...
the from
men'sBrock,
badminton
team
was chosen
among
participants at the Benson Building
Sunday Pat
afternoon.
include
Daley, Team
Robert members
Young.
Blair Faulkner, Lane Bishop, and
John Corbett. The badminton finals
take place February 17 at
McMaster.
II playoffs
won
Scarborough
lost
loPharmacy.
Vic'verI,Music,
and Trinity
defeated
In round 2 (losers of round I)
Music eliminated Forestry A on
Wednesday January 17.
In round 2 (winners of round I)
New Trinity
Collegelostdefeated
and
to Vic I.St. Mike's
The series continues tonight at 7
pm as Music takes on Trinity, and
New plays
1 at House
9 pm. upper
Both
games
are in Vic
the Hart
TERMPAPERS
UNLIMITED
OF TORONTO
COMPLETE
EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
gym. SERVICES

964-7328 752£ ™GE
ALL GIRLS
For art
photography,
hostess service,
nude modelling
PARTEXCELLENT
TIME, FULLPAYTIME
Call* 920-3551
ANYTIME
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

ts
spor

Blues

swimmers,

basketballers

win

House
in Hart
teams
swimming and basketball House.
University of Toronto Blues
opponents last night in Hart Ryerson
both handily defeated their defeated
an obviously weaker
Members of the swim team
five or the 1 1
squad 55-38, even though Ryerson was able to win
events.
, ....
team was
basketball
mens
the
gym
main
the
Upstairs in
bouncing to an 81-74 expected win over York Yeomen. The York
4-3 going
record isUniversity
Blues' Carlelon
for the season,
now 3 and
squada isdouble-ga
in Ottawawhileagainst
me 6weekend
into
and the University of Ottawa. never ,looked
■ back.;
The basketball team took an early lead and
Blues were ahead by 16 points at one point, and at the half the
score was Varsity 43, York 34. to play in- the
However, with just over seven minutes remaining
67three points ofofa thetie —game,
had closed the margin to wilhin highest
game York
scorer
64. But at the 4:49 mark Yeomen's fourtha more
comfortable 7 1-66.
Jeff Simbrow, fouled out with the score once
again closed the gap to
Thirty seconds after, York had
Bill Francis was fouled and within three points of a tie, but Toronto's
Francis,shotsBlues'
lead. both
Blues' sunk
increase
line. scorer
the best
fromthird
13 points,
evening towith
ongiventhea chance
to dribble
With the game in their favour Blues seemed contentof the
game,
during the last few minutes
around fouls.
the ball
and
to commit
forcingpassYork
Blues increased their lead by four points within the final three
two of those points coming from
York's mistakes,
minutes of play on high
scorer in the game with 17 points. Guard Peter
Blues Dave Watt,
the other two to give Blues a last minute, comfortable
added
Oolup
margin.
Other Blues' scorer s were Cress with 16, Oolip (II), Skyvington
(10), Filinski and•Rudmik with
• six each,•and Scott• with 2.
the men's swimming team was
pool
the
in
Downstairs
season.
time in theJohn
second
the
for
Ryerson
eliminating
Tom
Peters,Blues'and coach
Rudderman,
John
only
used
Campbell
Robin
his reserves for some of the events
substituting
regulars,
as
Schonberg
last night.
Peters set two personal best times in the 50 and 500 freestyle
(with a
events. Defeating team-mate Schonberg by a mere to2. 1winseconds
the 500 free
23.5) in the 50 freestyle, Peters went on
of
time
with more than over a half minute margin over second place D.
Morden (also of Toronto). He clocked in at 5:39.6, while Morden
finished
in 6:08.2. Ryerson's B. Ritch was third in the event with a
lime of 6:37.3.
Adam Gesing won the 1000 freestyle in 12:06.2, with his closest
D. Stripinis (14:39.3). Other events saw
being team-mate
opponent
John
Rudderman
win the 200 butterfly in 2:17.1 and Schonberg take
the 100 freestyle in 56.9. Toronto also won the 400 freestyle relay in
3:53.9.Thiscompared
Ryerson's
University of Ottawa on Friday at
host the4:03.8.
weekend toBlues
Saturday the team travels to
Building;
Benson
the
in
pm
7:30
Hamilton for the McMaster Invitational.
New

free

course
U of T*s Stephen Godfrey works out at the Canadian Forces Base on Avenue Road.

on sport begins
"The Individual and Sport" is the Torum' setting will be informal to
theme of a new free course begin- allow
for a spontaneous-flow of
ning today from noon to 2 pm in the discussion relating to the individual
main lecture room in the Benson in sport." However, he emphasized
Building.
that the course was designed to be
Co-ordinators of the course
from a social and psyinclude athletics and recreation approached chological
perspective and not with
department instructor Andy an exclusively sociological
viewpoint.
Higgins,tionphysical
and
health
educaassistant professor Jim
Unlike some academics,
McCIements, and physical recrea- Lundquist does not feel that the
tion consultant AI Lundquist. course should be thought of as
(Lundquist has done graduate work "value-free". "To say that you're
in the sociology of sport.)
saying you're comLundquist said Monday that the value freemit ed toisthelikestatus
said.
course is designed to be an open The course,
which quo",
bears hea strong
forum on the individual and his resemblance to the popular but
rights with respect to sport. The defunct Free University of Universifocus of the forum will be entirely
ty courses, will take place
dependent upon the interests of the Wednesdays for nine weeks during
students and faculty involved, spring term. Critics, listeners, paralthough there will be some attempt
ticipants, and observers are
by the co-ordinators to discuss welcome. For further information
political, sociological, and economic contact Higgins at 928-3949 or
issues, which they feel might be McCIements at 928-7329. Better
overlooked.
still, come to the forum today at
According to Lundquist, "the noon in the Benson Building.

Varsity
members
TheMaple
University of Toronto placed
several participants in the Toronto
Star Maple Leaf Indoor Games by
virtue of its showing in the
qualifying
at the CNE. trials
The held
GameslastwillSaturday
be held
Friday February 2.
U of T Blues Steve Hunt, Dave
Colbert, Bill Johnson, and Gerry
Feency qualified to run in the mile
relay. According to coach Andy
Higgins,
U of T'sinmain
in the games
this competition
event will
probably come from the East York
Track Club Old Boys. (The U of T

track

qualify

for

Games
Leaf
mile.
Track Club also qualified a team in university track clubs in the Metro
the mile relay, two members of
Brucecompetitor
Simpson,
which are students at U of T — Aris scheduled
at the another
games,
Birze and Brian Prettie.)
was
supposed
to
compete
in
Los
Blues
also
qualified
a
team
for
the
two mile relay, consisting of Angeles over the weekend but was
members Matt Duncan, Mark unable to attend because of an injury
Mindcn, Ed North, and Gerry suffered in practice last week. The
Feeney. (The U of T Track Club injury occurred in a work-out due to
Birze.)Ualsoofqualified
again
a team,being
with'the
indoor equipment
facilities inat the
the make-shift
Canadian
sole
T student
Aris faulty
Forces
Base
on
Avenue
Road. SimToronto students John Sharp,
pson
received
a
bone
bruise
and it is
known whether he will compete
Paul Glynn, and Andrew Reed will not
at
the
CNE
on
February
2.
represent their respective extra-
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Combine

books

in

Sig Sam
By BOB BETTSON
Two departmental libraries should be substantially amalgamated into
an undergraduate library, an advisory committee has recommended. The
committee made the recommendation over the objections of two course
unions and a large number of petitioning students and staff.
The Governing Council's Library Subcommittee accepted by a vote of 7 to
.1 a compromise motion that would exclude xeroxed and uncalalogued
material from the undergraduate collection after the main stacks of the
Sigmund Samuel Library are moved to the Robarts Library.
The same subcommittee will later make a key recommendation on a
definition of academic need Tor stack access in the Robarts Library, Last
spring students carried out three occupations or Simcoe Hall, after
negotiations
the stacks. had broken down, in an attempt to win unrestricted access to
The amalgamation vole came after a motion by Professor Peter
Heyworth.
of last the
year'stworeport
recommending
restricted
toabstention.
totally author
amalgamate
libraries
was defeated
6 to stack
5 withaccess,
one
The compromise, moved by Vic alumnus J.H. Collins-Williams and
seconded by Heyworth, would join the political economy and history
and keep only the xeroxed material, which makes up less than hall
oflibraries
the circulation.
The motion will have to be approved by the Academic Affairs
Committee of Governing Council and the full council before it is finally
decided.
The compromise was not acceptable to student subcommittee member
Kalhy Feldman and political economy professor Sanford Lakoff who
argued that frequently circulated books should be retained.
Lakoff said that he was certain that the amalgamation forces had won a
"pyrrhic"
becauseandthewould
staff try
and and
students
of theit atdepartments
would
not accept victory
the decision
overturn
a higher level.
A petition was presented from the Political Economy Course Union
with 450 signatures gathered in one day. Among faculty signing were
chairman Slephan Dupre and assistant chairman Arthur Kruger, as well as
-.iboul 20 others.
The petition, according to PECU vice-chairman Howie Stein, will
continue circulating until the amalgamation is overturned.
At the meeting, discussion centred on the necessity of amalgamation for
a good undergraduate duplicate copy collection,
Lakoff and student Brian Morgan argued that what is needed is to
prune the present departmental collections of less-used materials. They said
all other points favoured the libraries' continued existence.
Morgan stated that if financial considerations aren't the main reason
and
made.the circulation continues to rise, the case for amalgamation has not been
UC principal Archie Hallet condemned the "radical conservatism"
which he said ran through the briefs. He accused the opportents of
amalgamation of not knowing what a library is.
"We must be adventurist," he added.
Chief Librarian Robert Blackburn said that the amalgamation was
crucial for the future of Sigmund Samuel.
Music student M. Evans argued that the petition showed impressive
results: "Staff and students have given an overwhelming indication of their
desire to keep the library."

Students use the political economy departmental library in Sidney Smith Hall.

Transfers

spare

U

of

T

teaching
up. acks
staff cutb
U orT will be spared the teaching off while the two satellite colleges take
place,professors
but the example
of the
German
kept cropping
staff cutbacks that have afflicted have nearly doubled in size.
other Canadian campuses this year,
Although he refused to reveal
Paul Cadario, a student member of details
Reduction in the size of the
of the unpublished budget.
the
Governing
Council's
budget
Cadario said the committee planned leaching staff would also be accommittee predicted Tuesday.
complished bynot replacing retiring
lo
avoid
layoffs
by
this
No permanent cuts in support "reallocation" system.
professors.
staff are anticipated either but the
Engineering professor S.M.
"If there are two extra German Uzumeri.
number of maintenance jobs will be professors
president of the U of T
at the downtown campus
reduced since those who have will
and a shortage of German Faculty Association, said last-night
not necessarily be replaced, he said. professors
at Erindale. for instance, practice
that he approved
of theprofessors
university'sto
of transferring
Layoffs of teaching staff will be the departments should get together where
they
are
most
needed.
avoided by transferring the surplus said.
of professors teaching on the down- and work out an arrangement," he "I personally believe in the
town campus to Scarborough and
Erindale.
Such meetings have already taken optimization of resources," he sard.
He praised the university for "not
This practice has been used place, he added.
some faced
other with
unHe refused to indicate in which panicking"iversitiases have when
increasingly over the past few years
as downtown enrolment has levelled departments such transfers would financial problems.

Five faculty are rehired

Students

end

sit-in
at (CUP) Brock
ST. CATHARINES
— After a ten-day occupation areas
surrounding the administrative offices on the 13th floor of theof Brock
University tower, students have won a partial victory.
As a result of special meetings of the university Board of Trustees and
Senate last Monday, five full-time faculty members have been re-hired and
their termination notices officially recalled. This number is the total of all
full-lime faculty that were to be fired as a result of the university's financial

Brock students meet In auditorium to hear results of meeting between student leaders
and Board of Trustees.

problems.
But the part-lime faculty that were dismissed will not be rehired, and
the $9 1 .000 of the budget that it will take to rehire the full-time professors as
yet to be found.
"We've
wontheirnothing."
student
The
students
have really
called off
occupationone with
little leader
more thancommented.
confirmations
of good faith from the board and the senate.
Both those bodies pledged Wednesday to avoid faculty cuts whenever
possible. Although a committee of the board is considering various
~ approaches lo fund-raising in an effort to cover the remaining deficit, there
|I is no guarantee Ihey will not fire other part-time staff.
^ Some students are not sure whether it was their pressure that forced the
a board to the rehiring: at least one representative of the Canadian
Association of University Teachers (CAUT) has visited the Brock campus
within iheanylastuniversity
week andforsceptical
blacklist
its hiringobservers
practices feel
couldthathaveCAUT's
been thepower
actualto
pressure that brought the matter to its tentative close at Brock.
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HERE
TODAY
all day
Innispub,
back
by popular
63 St. George, until
3:00 pm.demand,
Friendlyal
atmosphere,
inexpensive
liquid relreshment and congenial
folks.
12:30 pm
Luncheon Seminar: Professor S.
Clarkson ot Political Science will discuss
"The Toronto Reform Movement: A Case of
Political150Change",
based on bis book "City
Lib."
St. George,
1:00 pmHm. 111.
George
Saunders.
journalist specializingAmerican
in Sovietsocialistaffairs,
speaks mentonin thetheSovle!
currentUnion.
Opposition
MoveInternational
Student Centre {Morning Room). First In a
series
of public meetings sponsored by Ihe
Committee
Prisoners. in Defense ol Soviet Political
Careertalks: Representatives from a
couple of Publishing Houses will discuss
opportunities ol employment, the nalure of
working
progressingPhysics
In the103.field of
Publishing.andMcLennan
"What is your verdict?" is the topic for
LeighlonseriesFord'sal Convocation
final lecture inHall.the Jesus on
Trail
Due to Ihe overwhelming success,
interest, enthusiasm and demand created
byClubthehaslastagainone.decided
Ihe Ukrainian
to hold aStudenls
Peiogie
eating conlesl
In
Sid
Smith
loyer.
Recommend
that
parllclpants
refrain
from
breakfast on Friday.
SAC Pub "The Nunnery" opens until 1
am. Basement. Sir4 Dan's.
pm
The Graduate
Bancroft
Ave. invitesStudents'
everyoneUnionto a atWine16
and Cheese Party from 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm
every Friday.
have domestic!
Imported
wines,
as well asNote:
your Welavourite
5
pm
Lfchet benncheh this week at Hillel
House 1B6 St. George
7 pm Slreet Is at 5 pm.
As a finishing off ol Ukrainian Week we
welcome
all studenlsFeatured
to Ukrainian
Ihe Old Bavaria.
will beNight
youngal
Ukrainian musicians. Added attraction:
first 35 to come gel free meal.
SMC Film Club presents Robert
Allman's
"M'A'S'H"
Sutherland,
ElliottAdmission
Gould andwith
SallyDonald
Keller-at
man in Carr Hall.
$1.00.
Again
10 pm.
B pm
Survival
Into theFreeveryal
bowels
of IheTheatre
theatricalprobes
experience.
Ihe UC Pleyhouse. 79a St. George St.
The Blues
hosl tohockey.
ihe Carleton
Ravens
in OUAAplaycollege
For live
play bysity'splaybroadcast
coverage
listen
to
Radio
Var-pm
team
starting
al
7:55
Radio
Varsity.
820
AM
in
residences
and
at
96.3 FM on Rogers Cable.
The Sufi Study Circle will continue
readings ol Al-Ghazzall and other Sufi

WE

DO

AND

NOW

authors al 8 pm. Friday evening in room
2008, New College.8:30 pm
"Hamlet"Directed
by Shakespeare.
House
Theatre.
by MarllnHartHunter.
Tickets: vation$2.50;
studenls:
St.25.
Resers atBox Office (928-8668).
Edward Albee's Pulitzer Prize-winning
play,
"A
Is being
directed by Delicate
Peter PeroffBalance",
for the Menagerie
Players
at
the
Central
Library
Theatre.on
Reservations: 225-3693. Again
Saturday.
The Toronto Polish Students Association
Is having a Snowiest Dance and GetTogether
the International
CenallSt.dayEveryoneStudent
Ire 33 St.InGeorge
Welcomel
SATURDAY
Exciting dancedanceworkshop.
Canadianplusanda
International
lo be taught
performance
group.
Bring
soil
Fee
S3.
Free dance evening party.shoes.Benson
Building.
SpecialConSACHall, Winter
Carnival
buses
between
Stn. & Erindale.
See
Carnival ad torIslington
1 pmtimes.
March to British Trade Office on first
anniversary of Ihe Derry Massacre on
Bloody
Sunday.
from In Queen's
Park. Protest
BritishLeaving
Imperialism
Ireland,
N. and S., and Irish repression in the South.
For a 32-county
Workers'
Republic.
by Toronto Irish Republican SponClub
and OldsoredMole.
2 pm
Play in InthetheHartHartHouseHouselablegym.TennisAll Club
carnival
balls
and
bats Till
provided
welcome.
4 pm.7:30withpm six tables. Girls
Varsity Christian Fellowship — A
swimming
party isCoxwell
plannedSubway
for thisStation.
Saturday night! Meet
Swimming
at St.atClair
Junior High (Selwyn,
just west of Victoria Pk.). Food and
fellowship at 9:30 is also planned. Be sure
to SMC
come. Film Club presents Robert
Altman's "H'A'S'H" with Elliott Gould,
Donald
Sally Kellerman
Carr Hall.Sutherland
Admissionand $1.00.
Again at 10In
8 pm
Survival Theatre probes deeper al the
pm.
UC Playhouse, 79A St. George. Free.

Hidel's coffee
All are
welcome.
At Hillelhouse
House is186open.St. George
Street:
SAC Pub "The Nunnery" opens until
mldnile. Basement, 9 pmSir Dan's.
NCSC Dance
presenlsal the
U of Hall,
T Winter
CarnivalWetmore
New
College. Theandgroup
"Motherbelt",
Includedis isMontreal's
a tremenCost $1.dous light s^how. Licensed: 9 pm to 1 am.
11 am
SUNDAY
Join other members of the university
community in worship and special prayer
lor Ihe ceasefire at 8thepmHart House service.
International Student Centre Invites you
to an international dinner. Middle Eastern
style. Arabic music and dance. Two films
"Revival" and
"Jerusalem
in Danger"
Tickets:
S17 pma person,
available willat
33be shown.
St. George.
Waffle Public Lecture Series on The
Political Economy of Canada. First session:
Jim Laxer - "An Introduction to the Canadian Political Economy". Room N201.
O.I.S.E.
SMC
Film Club
presents Louis
Malle's
"The
MoreauLovers
in Carr(lesHall.Amants)"
AdmissionwithbyJeanne
series
ticket.
7:30 pm
Victoria College Chapel Service, a
celebration
of Ihe Lord's
The
Rev. Ellert Frerichs.
The Supper,
Chapel. with
Old Vic.
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew at
Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.
Vic Flick presents two Horror classics,
"Murders in the Rue Morgue" (1932) and
"Island of Lost Souls" (1933). New
Academic
Park Cres. Building.
Admission
SI. 3. 73 Queen's
8 pmRoom
Survival Theatre. The Essential
Performance. A 6-hour marathon performance exploring
tha fundamental
of the theatrical
situation.
Come and golawsas
you
- coffee In79Athe St.lounge.
Iree. wish
UC Playhouse,
George.Always
Hillel
Lecture
Series
is
presenting
Eliezer Berkovits who will be speaking Dr.on
"The
House,Jewish
186 St.Response
George. to Evil" at Hillel

our mistoque
studenls, and 83 in first year, a high
An
article
in
Wednesday's
incorrectly reported that theVarsity
total in recent years for that year.
The article also stated that there
enrolment in the Faculty of Food
Science is 83.
were three students in the departIn fact, the faculty has 196
of textiles,
dean's
studenls, including 180 special office mentreports
that while
there the
are seven.

THINGS

DIFFERENTLY.

FILM SERIES:
MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS
GIOTTO MONDAY,
& THE PREJAW.
-RENAISSANCE
29
1-2DEBATES
P.M. 7-8ROOM
P.M.

INFORMAL DEBATE
RESOLVED THAT CANADA
SHOULD HOARD HER
NATURAL RESOURCES
THURS., FEB. 1
DEBATES ROOM -2 P.M.
Unsolved thatDEBATE
women hm no plan In
Honours
ry Visitor. M.P.P.
MARGARET SCRIVENER.
TUESDAY. JANUARY 30
Debates Room - 0:00 P.M.
TELEVISION
politics."
IS AVAILABLE
IN THE
MAP ROOM

Czech String Quarlat
QUARTET
Sunday.
January
Great
Hall.
3 p.m.28
HART HOUSE FARM WINTER FESTIVAL
TOMORROW A) SUNDAY
Staling. Skiing. Totagginlng. Sun. SqoirtDindng 12.50 neb.
Tfcktb iniUMi il lbs Unftrgndiute Office

THE GALLERY
OVERLOOKING THE GREAT HALL-DINING LOUNGE FOR STUDENTS
NOW)

BEDFORD'S
DAVID
ofAUDIENCE
re
Premiefeatures
PARTICIPATION
"
"WITH
100 KAZOOS
Edward Johnson Building
Hall,
Concert
play 28, 8.30 p.m.
January
"the first 100 people to arrive at the concert will be given a kazoo and a 'part" to
On the Bedford
same programme
will be: -SOLSTICES
- GillesTAKING
TremblayA STAND
PENTOMINO
David
SPILLIHPNERAK
David Bedford
- JohnBeckwith
SPECIAL GUEST ARTISTS: CANADA BRASS, TORONTO WINDS
GUEST COMPOSERS:
DAVID Adults
BEDFORD,$3.50
JOHN Students
BECKWITH, $2.00
GILLES TREMBLAY
Tickets:
Available from 481-3371 (Mondays to Fridays 9-5 p.m.). Tickets may also
be purchased the evening of the performance.
NEW
MUSIC
CONCERTS

CHOOSING
CAREER

THE
ISN'T

RIGHT
EASY

We'd like to offer you a challenge — a career in
dealing with professionals — a career in Life
insurance sales and/or sales management.
It's one of the few careers that offers you
freedom of action and decision and an
unusually high measure of security and
personal satisfaction.
We know it isn't easy choosing the right career.
Perhaps we at Metropolitan Life can help you
make the right choice. Why not drop by and
see us. We'll be on Campus on:
\ ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF
A SHOWROOM FOR QUALITY LOUDSPEAKERS.
A R • CELESTION • CROWN * E.P.I. • H K CITATION • QUAD

January 29, 1973 and
February 9, 1973

Metropolitan
Life
RING AUDIO VISUAL 629 SPADINA AVE. 921-3500

We sell life insurance
But our business is life
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Money

is only issue remaining

Lab
workers
vote
unanimously
for strike
four
categories
of
workers,
while the The unit was organized only last
Barclay
reported
yesterday
that
which is usually automatic,
Over 30 animal laboratory
the union was willing to Dempster will report about 10 days university is offering $2.70 to $3.50. November; Barclay said first contechnicians yesterday strengthened although
tracts are always difficult because
its position somewhat,
that the parties could not reach The
position by un- compromise
from workers'
$2.51 to present
$2.84. wages range the management tends to suspect the
iheir bargaining
university still holds a rigid later
agreement
The
union
will
be
able
to
animously giving their union the
workers
are not solid.
Brclay said he was pleased with,
altitude as both parties proceed into strike legally 14 days later.
committee leave to call a what
bargaining
the unanimous strike vote, as was
could be the last conciliation
strike,
if necessary.
Should
strike occur, animal lab
The
only
issue
as
stake
is
money,
February 8.
the unit's five member bargaining techniciansa will
A strike or the unit of about 45 hearing
set up picket lines in
If conciliation officer John as both sides have agreed to accept .committee.
technicians could occur in early Dempster
the
Medical
Zoology, Bn"It will force the university to ling. DentalSciences,
the parties master
the othercontract
provisions
ofitsthe770union's
and Psychology
for
other
March and lead to a refusal of the to agreementfailsthen,to bring
says
Barclay,
the
bargain
Barclay manager
said.
Buildings, as well as at Scarborough
workers to service seven union will ask him to report a "no employees with the university.
university'sbuildings.
U of Tearnestly,"
labour relations
university
Erindalework.Colleges where the
The union has demanded wages John Parker said late last night that and
technicians
Service Employees International board"
report
to
the
Ontario
Union Local 204 business agent Don Minister of Labour. If this is done, from $3.31 to $4.11 per hour for the strike vote was a normal part of
an industrial union's bargaining
Refusalto cross
of the
picketunion's
lines in other
front
strategy used in an attempt to workers
of the buildings would be automatic,
strengthen its position.
The
university
had
indicated
Barclay indicated. He also predicted
Union
protests manner
in which
during conciliation that it would be •that other unions whose members
prepared to change its position, but work in the buildings, such as the
not without some indication of flex- operating
operate
andengineers
cooling whoequipment,
added. on the union's part, Parker heating
ibilitv
U of T workers
being laid off
would respect picket lines.
off today.
within his department, not campusEleven university service workers
And, if it does not get a meeting wide.
have been laid off temporarily in today
However, he emphasized that
to appeal the order of layoffs,
their y,union's
violation
Prichard Barclay says the union will "this is only a temporary layoff,"
business hold
their contract
the ofuniversit
with
a
small
demonstration
at
noon
although he would not state that he
agent charged yesterday.
thought the seniority clause did not
the university's
per- apply
plant workers, some today outside
physical
The
sonnel
department
at
215
Huron
to temporary
layoffs toas well.
of whom have up to two years Street.
"We've
conformed
the
seniority with the university, were
However,
U
of
T
labour
relations
contract,"
he
insisted;
"You
can
rest
the
given
minimum,fivelastdays'
Friday,notice,
due to the manager John Parker said late last assured that the university will abide
night he expects the matter will be
lack of snow to provide work for discussed
at a meeting today.
was merely a matter
them.
by Thethe dispute
agreement."
of interpretation of the contract, he
The union already lost the first assured
Service
Employee's
International
The
Varsity.
round of the grievance procedure
Union Local 204 business agent Don when
Parker said last night that the
supervisor of general
Barclay claimed yesterday that the servicesassistant
Les Hubbard, who laid ofl dispute was about whether the
layoffs
violate
the
local's
contract
the
workers,
refused
to
reverse
his
seniority clause applies to temwith the university because under it
porary layoffs. It would be fruitless
workers should be laid off according position.
Hubbard admitted last night that lo train a person for a job that will
to a campus-wide list in inverse seniority
be
filled
again by its original holder
clauses for layoffs require
order of seniority.
a short period, he stated.
Although St. George campus that those workers from all over the in However,
Barclay considers the
who have been with the
superintendent Prichard has until campus
university the least amount of lime grievance "a critical test of whether
Tuesday to hear the grievance, the should
be laid off first. He also the university will honour the
union wants to speed procedures up,
since the workers are due to be laid admitted that the layoffs had been
Siesta time meeting nearby
If necessary, he warned the union There will be a meeting of The
would
attempt to shut the university
agreement,"
Varsity staff today at I pm. Every (We'll see.) As usual, the locale is in
down.
Quebec sfudenfs strike
Should picket lines be set up, staff member is expected to attend the Varsity office, overlooking
MONTREAL (CUPI) — Students at the University de Quebec a
other unions normally respect them this important gathering, perhaps beautiful St. George Street at
Montreal began a general strike today after a brief occupation of
the most important of the month. No.9l.
by refusing to cross them.
their administrative offices Wednesday was broken up by a police
riot squad.
The occupation and strike are in protest against the expulsion
of about 699 students effective today because they owe the
university more than $500 in tuition fees.
Second
term fees payments
lag
The occupation followed a general UQAM student meetirfg in
An expected surge in payments of of 87. Officials of both the ad- more than 5,800 of the 11,469
which the university was given until noon Wednesday to cancel the
ministration and SAC had expected students who chose to pay by insecond term fees due to the resumpexpulsion order. About 150 students occupied the administrative
tion oT mail delivery has not lhal a large number of payments
stalments have still not paid their
areas to back up their demands, but were distracted by the
materialized
so
far.
SAC
officials
would be delivered by the mail ihis
presence of four policemen while they were discussing strategy. 50
part. (The figures include
are cautiously optimistic that week, after the end of the postal second
members of the Montreal riot squad arrived and evicted the
both graduate and undergraduate
students. There were no arrests.
students have largely supported the strike, but the daily number has students,
as the administration says
fees strike.
dropped
off
from
205
on
Monday
A general student meeting the next day, (January 25) voted to
it cannot separate them at this
call a student strike, after the administration failed to respond to
Figures released by the and 339 one week ago today.
their demands.
administration reveal that less than
The strike "appears to be going
Student leaders predicted the active support of about 1 ,000 of
Miglin said hethewould
he "very
200 students paid their second term well." said president Eric Miglin surprised"
point.)
administration
Tees
owing
on
Tuesday,
and
only
87
UQAM'semployees
13,000 students.
In addition,
union representing
yesterday. However, he feared that agreed to dropif the
$15 late penalty
student
of the university
pledged theits support
and that its
some
mail
might
still
be
held
up,
Wednesday.
Figures were unfor late payment, although SAC will
members would not cross picket lines.
available for yesterday.
a distorted picture of the be meeting with administrators
The number of payments has giving
number of students who are still Tuesday
Meanwhile,
students
at
a
general
meeting
at
1'University
de
morning lo seek its
Montreal, last Wednesday considered launching a solidarity
plummeted from a high of 1,500 a withholding fees.
strike, because they face similar administration harassment. They
removal,requested.
as last week's SAC
week ago Tuesday lo the current low The figures released indicate that meeting
sent a similar ultimatum to the U de M administration. A strike
vole was derailed by procedural wrangling, and another general
meeting will consider the question next Monday.
At the U de M meeting, UQAM student Gilbert Rousseau
Investigate AAcGill prof firing
pointed out that opposition to the growing Quebec labor
movement, as well as economic considerations, motivated the
MONTREAL (CUPI) — McGill political science
The are
university
claims the
reasonsability"
for Vaillancourt's
government's 25 percent cut in the education budget this year. The
firing
"substandard
teaching
and lack of
professor Pauline Vaillancourt has been fired by the "Academic
and administrative contributions."
financial
pressure
is
especially
acute
at
the
so-called
"popular"
U
McGill
administration
and
the
Quebec
labour
departdefamilies.
Q. where 20 percent of the students come from working class
ment has been asked to investigate the situation.
In the political
department's
own
Vaillancourt is Secretary of the McGill Faculty questionnaire,
85 per centscience
of her students,
when asked
CEGEP student Nicole Fortin said administrative control and
Union
and
is
the
MFU's
delegate
to
the
Montreal
to
rale
her
teaching
as
"adequate"
or
"inadequate",
Council
of
the
Confederation
of
National
Trade
the CEGEP's
pedegodique
arc todesigned
rated her adequate. She has received testimonies from
continue
a policy Nouveau
of producingregime
well-trained
graduates
bolster theto
Unions (CNTU). with which the MFU is affiliated. leaders of political science in Quebec and elsewhere,
capitalist system.
saying
that not only is her work satisfactory but she
Vaillancourt
has
charged
the
firing
is
in
retaliation
for
(After CEGEP students accross Quebec threatened a general
her union activities.
deserves to be promoted on the strength of her
strike in December, the Nouveau regime was shelved temporarily
Vaillancourt was notified December 13 by the Board academic achievement.
by the Quebec government. The proposal would have increased
oT Governors that her contract, which expires in
Vaillancourt recently obtained a $21,000 research
compulsory class time, cut arts options, and allowed
August, would not be renewed. The decision was grant from the Quebec Department of Social Affairs to
administrations to re-register troublesome students.)
supposedly based on an appraisal of two papers she had study the co-operative movement in Quebec.
written and on alledged student complaints. When the
Bernarddes Cote,
Comite dissent
d'organization
The matter, which until now has been considered
provisoire
ctudiantsa member
(COPE), of
whichtheorganized
against
hearing into her firing opened at McGill, she was not only on a departmental mental level, is currently in the
the expulsion orders at UQAM last fall, told the U de M meeting
permitted by the appeal committee to present her other hands of Robert Vogel, dean of arts, who has scheduled
"a failuremovement.
of tomorrow's strike will mean a defeat for the whole
papers or published articles as evidence in her defence. a February I meeting of his advisory committee to
student
MFU president Immanuel Wallerstein, speaking at
Several Ontario universities, locked in struggle with their own
the appeal, questioned "the mode of operation of the considerment. the matter. Vogel was unavailable for comprovincial governments over tuition fee increases and cuts in
committee," which made an important decision such as
The labour department hearing will probably be held
student aid sent messages of support to the UQAM students.
firing a professor "without having read the totality of sometime
next month.
the professor's contribution."
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Ceasefire
Nixon

doesn't

wipe

deserves

None of the traditional revelry heralding
the end of military engagements greeted Tuesday
night's
announcement
the four
to thein
Paris Peace
Talks hadthatagreed
to aparties
ceasefire
Vietnam.
While some satisfaction could be taken from
the knowledge that this time the Vietnamese people had been able to resist submission to
imperialist warmongers, attention seemed to justly
focus on the huge, unnecessary cost the United
States war effort inflicted upon the Vietnamese:
thousands and thousands of innocent lives lost and

"Given the nature ol the modern university,
it becomes not only a source ot power in
itself but also a close ally of other sources
ot power in our society."
BissellIn
-former U of T president Claudequoted
The Strength ot the University
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The
Varsity,Press,a member
ot Canadian
University
was founded
In 1880
cil rhool itieStudents*
ol Toronto
andministratiinve byCounprimed,
byUniversity
DalsonsAdand
Is published
press Lid. opinions eiprossod in this
newspaper are noi necessarily those ot
Council
the Students' Administrative
°' 'ne administration
Formal
compialms aboutot thetheuniversity.
editorial
may
the paper Cambeor business
addressedoperation
to the olChairman.
Board pusof Relations
Directors.Committee.
91 St. GeorgeVarsitySt.

out past
no

an entire country battlescarred and decimated by
indiscriminate, inhuman bombing attacks.
And, through much of the injustice of it all,
Richard Nixon sat in Washingttmrglibly mouthing
platitudes
in Vietnam".
That aabout
peacewanting
treaty ahas"justbeenpeace
concluded
is no
credit to this president. His intransigence and
insistence upon saving face prolonged the war
more than four years, at a heavy cost to both sides.
In the end, his folly gained little — exactly what
remains to be seen when the full details are
revealed.

credit
Conservative historians may well recall Nixon
in years to come as the president who brought the
fighting in Vietnam to a halt. But, few can honestly
subscribe to this theory.
Indeed, he should be condemned by history
as the American leader who escalated the conflict
and prolonged an unjust war needlessly.
Time Magazine named Nixon and his so- g
called peace envoy Henry Kissinger men of the
year, crediting them with changing the shape of the
world. Not for the better, we would add.
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denied them; and increases in fees along with
decreases in student aid has quite adverse
effects upon them as Mr. Stollar has correctly
analyzed.
I believe, though, thai Mr. Stollar, Mr.
Havers, assorted CLM fanatics, SAC, and
primarily the OFS have failed to deal with
what should be the fundamental problem —
the complete absence of universal accessibility
to post-secondary education Tor low income
families. The vast majority of these working
class children have been streamed out of the
system following completion of their elementary education. They are not even available to
be affected by increases in university tuition
fees. Long
been steered
completely of theago,paththey've
to university
by streaming
and the imposition of values and standards
foreign to their own ethnic cultures.
So, here we arc wallowing in our affluence,
and
that the tuition increase will not
Do something decisive aTrecthoping
that
"new
or whatever.
on, OFS, cut thestereo",
shil, stop
advancing Come
your
own
elite,
and
attempt
to
do something
about our education
decisive with the education system!
comments
infamousor,
Frank P. Nagle
feesMarly
strikeStollar's
were closest
to beingon the
on target
SMC III
perhaps
I
should
say,
they
weren't
far
enough
^left or center. Personally, I do not condone
any government inflationary procedures, especial y my fees. Many students voted in the
OFS referendum then for their own selfish SSSC member denies
interests. (Of course, as is the case usually at
this university, most of us students could not
even be overwhelmingly radical about our it's only a CLM front
Of all the attacks being made on the Slop
own greed!)
the Student Surcharge Committee, one of the
Anyway, I don't need reams of statistics to poorest
that it is nothing more than the
prove who pays the shots in our society. Ours Canadianis Liberation
Movement in disguise.
is a regressive tax structure. Despite the fact The relation between these
two groups needs
that
the
working
class
pays
the
lion's
share
clarifying.
percentage-wise, they are in a small minority
The
SSSC
was
originally
organized by the
in the post-secondary education system. The
liberal myth of universal accessibility is being CLM. That group provided the initial ideas.
taken care of and "They don't
killing want to be free" and "Stop raising
political
Anotherquestions!"
such subgroup, though
this time not a minority, consists of
is no panacea
women, and the slaveholders and
Mr. Scott Bell's belief that a Auntie Toms are hastily dusting off
nationalized industry cannot be ef- old Klan literature, substituting the
ficient and that nationalization is
achieved by confiscation (that is, words "wife" or "chick" for
us thatwomen
if we
1 seizure without compensation) need nigger",
wantand loreminding
discover what
not delay us, although it delayed really
are for, we should, of course, go
him long enough. What is back to the Bible.
fascinating is his proposal to im- Obviously, if The Varsity were to
prove the telephone service by the refuse all advertising from sexist
introduction of competition. We sources,
revenues would drop apshould all have the wires and inundoubtedly advertising
struments of two or more com- would consistpreciably:
of little more than lost
panies, or choose lo give our and found notices and the occasional
pulronage not to the company we Dan Heap campaign ad. But just as
I would hope that The Varsity would
reject an ad ,wiih a racist slogan, I
propose thai il should refuse ads
which are explicitly sexist. There is
more lhan politics involved here;
we're talking aboul people. I don't
know where you've been, but I recall
meeting
socialist. more than one sexist
Russell Francis
SGS Physics
Ma
Bell
Neil Young only
thought the best but to the one second to Leafs
favoured by most of our friends and
business acquaintances. Mr. Bell is
In reply to Alan Mandell's "Neil
right in saying that this would in- Young
reaches bottom", I would
crease employment, but why should
that his criticism was unit decrease cost? Perhaps, he will first sayfairly
one-sided. If there was
advocate the construction of a senothing good
aboul
Young's
cond subway parallel with the pre- concert,
why
he getNeila standing
sent one to keep the TTC efficient, ovation? As andid entertainer,
surely
and cause a reduction in Tares and
ihe audience judged Neil's playing
increase in revenue.
The Varsity
C.A. Ashley favourably.
sed the warm
receptioncriticby misthe
Professor emeritus audience,
and I think Ihis is one
criterion taofinment worreviewing
ihe enterld.
Sexism is not
il is a tradition in ihe Gardens to
show special approval of a good
only political
performance by everyone striking a
match and holding il up. That 18,I wish to disagree strongly with 000
all agreed symbolically
your editorial claim of January 12 thai people
Neil Young played well is an
thai ihe issue of sexism in adver- indication
thai
a fine show.
tising isprimarily a political one. A It is too badit was
that The Varsity
question we seem to face regularly is critic
didn't likeGirl",
"Southern
Man",
whether or not a particular sub- "Cinnamon
"Everybody
group of the human race should be
"Heart
of
Gold",
and
"old
treated as animals. In the fifities and Knows",
sixties, at least in North America, Man". I did. A final point that
Varsity's
such a subgroup consisted of blacks, criticism
aqgers me isissothatsureThethat
Neil
and we heard reactionary arguments Young's performance
was
nothing
of Ihe lype "Well, they like to be lo have missed. Perhaps, it is atMonopoly

personnel and finances that got the committee
moving. While members of the CLM are
naturally prominent in the committee, they
are far in the minority as members of the
SSSC.
The SSSC
students
who
believe
that theisfeesa group
increaseofmust
be fought
and fought hard, not only as an economic
issue, but a political one. Rather than have a
symbolic January fees boycott to fight a
narrowly economic issue, we believe we must
have a concerted struggle against an issue
symbolic
of theis for
attitude
of our who
government:
that education
the students
can pay.
Michael Nash, member
SSSC
Only SSSC supports
.students9
The letter to Theinterests
Varsity on Friday,
January 19 by Bob Bettson is an example of
the phoney, rotten left on this campus. He and
the rest of his degenerate crew, in setting
themselves
"legitimate
throw
a slur upon allas people
who getsocialists",
out there
and fight to really change things. Bettson and
the rest of the opposlunisl left have done
nothing to organize students to really win the
fightandagainst
come
out
attackthetheuniversity.
only groupForonhimthe tocampus
which is fighting to win is to attack the whole
purpose ofgallthetofight.
the
deceitful
say Bettson
that SACevenhashasdone
ahimpassable
job
on
the
fees
strike.
This
makes
an outright liar. The only passable job
thai SAC has done on this campus
is to confuse, deceive, and sell out the
students to the university. If Bettson thinks
this is good, he is as rotten as then are. This is
where Bettson and the rest of the phoney left
arc most dangerous. All the time, people like

titfluence
udes like that
inCanadianwhich
talenttendlo toleave
Canada and find better reception in
the United States.
Neil Young will hopefully return
to Toronto again, and if he does he
will probably sell out the Gardens
again. What other Canadian talent
has done that aside from the Maple
Leafs?
Bill Hutul
Story distorted
reality of demo
I would like to pass on a few
critical remarks on your coverage of
ihe anli-war demonstration in last
Monday's
feeling I and
got
was
that a Varsity.
number The
of criticisms
political attacks were being waged
behind the cover of journalistic
reporting. The article was written by
•Greg McMaster, a member of the
Indochina Solidarity Committee
(ISC), a participant in the
demonstration.
One group in particular was
subjected to these affronts. The
Vietnam Mobilization Committee
(VMC) is a long time builder or the
anti-war movement and a key participant ofthe January 20th Action
Coalition.
The ISC and VMC have basic
differences on the defence of the
Vietnamese. The ISC feels that
protestors
"Solidarize"
themselves withshould
ihe Vietnam
revolution by waving red banners that
appeal for victory. The VMC supports Ihe concept
the selfdetermination
of the ofVietnamese.
They defend this by placing full
responsibility for the war on the
presence of US forces in South East
Asia. They try to. organize as many
people as possible around the central
slogans of US Out Now, and End
Canada's Complicity.
The implications of The Varsity
article is that ihe VMC and their
program were in the minority in the
demonstration; and thai they wenl
against the wish of the majority
which
wantedaccomplished
to "block traffic".
McMaster
this by
saying that "about half the marchers
pouredthaiontoiheiheVMC
street and
near iheir
Dundas"
and
supporters "were content
to remainotheron
the sidewalk
and urged
demonstrators lo obey police
orders". He also marveled at Ihe

Miglin and Hclliwell sell out the students,
people like Bettson are right there to defend
their actions. They set themselves up as
"revolutionary leftists", but the only thing
they do is divert and confuse the issues.
You can lell what someone believes by
seeing what he does. Bettson has a lot to say,
but when asked at the meeting Wednesday,
what he was doing to support the fees strike he
said "Writing articles for The Varsity."
Bettson says,
"If university
Canada isis toto become
independent
and the
become
an agent for with
sociallimited
changeone-issue
it won'tcam-be
accomplished
ns." He goes ison ifto thesay working
that "the people
only timeof
that will paigcome
Canada and Ontario reject the capitalist
economic system". Bettson never once says
how the people of Canada and Ontario will
"reject" this system. Dealing with concrete
issues is the only way to do anything and that
often means fighting single-issue campaigns.
Bettson says that the "CLM has no
conception of who wields power in this university". The issue
fact is— thatthethere
are only
sides in this
students
and two
the
administration. When the lines were drawn,
SAC and people like Bettson who defend
SAC joined the administration, and CLM and
the
SSSC continued to fight on the side of the
students.
Students have to stop the student surcharge
now. This 5100 increase is only the first step in
the plan to raise tuition to $1,500. The CLM
and all the people who have joined the SSSC
are fighting to win. If SAC and people like
Bettsonthencontinue
to stand
in thelo get
students'
way.
the students
will have
rid of
them, too.
Oenise Havers
Canadian Liberation Movement,
U of T Club

number of red banners expressing
support for ihe revolution.
After straightening out some of
the facts and innuendos, we get an
entirly different picture. The
overwhelming majority of the
demonstration carried ihe slogans
and demands of Ihe VMC - US Out
Now, No Canadian Troops, and
Vietnam for the Vietnamese. The
frontfact.page photograph illustrates
this
Although there were over 1,000
protestors,
at nowho time
were tothere
more than 100
ventured
run
oul onto
Street. The— some
marshals of theYonge
demonstration
from ihe VMC, some from the
JSC — were instructed before hand
on the route and the conditions of
the demonstration . The January
20thed inActiona
the use ofCoalition
ihe wholewasof endorsYonge
Tor the demonstration by the Toronlo Cily Council, bul were denied
permission at the last moment by
the Metro Police, The use of the
sidewalk was a compromise. The
role of the marshals was to protect
the march, including the possibility
of individual harassment by the
police.march
The route
conditions of
the
were anddiscussed
democratic
meeting
before the bystarta
of ihe demonstration. ISC members
took pari in that meeting.
If the ISC is apparently anxious
lo lead 1,200
into perhaps
a confrontation wipeople
th the cops,
they should have brought this up at
the marshals meeting or at the premarch rally so that everyone would
have a chance to listen and discuss.

Certain members of the ISC. and
MacMasler certainly seems lo be
one of them, took il on themselves
to go into the streets. They then try
lo blame others for not following
them.
One last point. I find il
unfortunate thai there are three
columns, and more on the ISC
speech at ihe US consulate, and
eilher little or nothing for other
speakers. Alderman Dan Heap
(elected from this ward) spoke.
Don't you think thai students here
have
right devote
to knowninehis stand
war? aYou
lines toon the
the
League Tor Socialist Action and
seeminglyparisononly
slanted speech
comto the for
Joe a Flexer
which dominates ihe article. You
say nothing on the other groups and
individuals represented at the
demonstration, including, of course,
the VMC
Cliff Mack
U of T Committee to End the
war in Vietnam
Sports headline
in poor taste
new all
limeYourlow sports
in tastepagewithhitthea headline
"Kent Stale murders Blues". IT that
issomewhat
your ideadisturbed.
of humour
are
Il it you
was unintentional, you might exercise
somewhat more care in
proofreading. After all your paper is
only 12 pages long.
Bob Shenton
SGS
History

Dare Foods Ltd -producer of Dare Cookies
has refused to negotiate with its striking employees
for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance
have characterized the company's approach to
the predominantly female work force.
Help Dare workers protect their union
and win a fair contract
DON'T

BUY

COOKIES!
DARE
(and tell your friends not to, either)
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objections
Heap. ks
nts
reside
bac
Street east to
McCaul Street
from McCaul
area from
Council
of Chinese area
n
bylaw which
thement.
entatives of Chinese Simcoe Street, just west of UniversiRepres
of repeal
theingdevelop
allowed
The Windlass "Grange
Village"
alsod expresse
meeting
the the
Avenue.until
Development
wideningd thetyarea
the east side ol groups atover
propose
an extensiveis frozen
study inis
Both Heap and Hope told the development,
McCaul street,on was approved in ofconcern
Street.
Dundas
Settleity
Univers
the
in
meeting
The Ward 6 Council has no
I f the city is to repeal the bylaw, it completed.
residents' must
the ysolicitor
over area
mentdidHousenotthatactuall
I97I by council
be overturned
but may
do so before the Ontario formal powers, but copies of the
indicate'sbe objections,
report
turns
would
the case. resolution will be sent to all
by the new council if the action
whether or not the action
Municipal Board considers
the city may out to be legal. Objections to the Hearings
on Windlass are slated Lo aldermen, communicating the
legal, but impliedul that
of the pro- hegin February 6.
high-rise buildings
feeling of Ward 6 people. The
three
face a successf lawsuit from the
.
centred on the destructive effect
amendment edlo matter of repealing the bylaw will
bylaw ofis repealed
if theweeks
bylaw was anwhich
develope
"Afterr two
study, he theyjectmight
designat come before a meeting of the
Chinese theTheofficial
Plan
the
on
have
community in the area.
the area from University to McCaul Buildings and Development Comtells us he doesn't know", said
Monday evening.
as part ofto thebuildcitytherecore,at enabling
density.
a higher The mittee
Windlass
meeting was billed as an
example oT "ward-wide forums to
The motion passed by the Ward 6 discuss
for the extension Windlass.a local issue", in this case
also called Spadina
forget economics
ofCouncil
the South-east
planning
Panelists
By WILLIAM MOLSON
professor of theology and religious Baum said that one mustmakes
'who
College, was has the money, who ask the
A panel of academics discussed studies at St. Michael's
point moved to in- laws ... and then look at the people
one
at
fact
in
Good"
Public
and
Rights
e
"Privat
for two hours at an OISE seminar
terject that he found the comthe lower places.'
Student quits study
the panelists failed to
Wednesday night without 'unbearable'. placency of Torontonians in However,
e
n to any parstructur
c
discussio
the
economi
the
direct
ning
questio
Accusing
the
panelists
of
looking
of society.
ticular area of debate.
A student has resigned from a task force to study the
Moderator Gregory Baum. at only a samll part of the issue,
institutions, claiming the
Recently retired Ontario
ip between U of T educational why
relationsh
there should be coin asking
Municipal Board Chairman J. A.
interested
not
was
force
task
Kennedy, a "firm believer in people
operation, but had already moved to specific proposals.
left the recentlyhe
power" and presently a lecturer ino(
Education student Neil Keller says
ip between the Faculty ot
planning law at the University
appointed task force on the relationsh
in Education
Studies
for
Education and the Ontario Institutea firm foundatio
with
equateded'voxby populi'
Waterloo
U of T vicedei\, Challeng
'vox
not layons. ' ■n for
it diddati
because
mmen
(OISE)
reco
„ its
the matter
and
Keller,
nt,
said
capitalonpunishme
abortionJillandConway
ofpresident
principle,
of
discussion
no
was
"Thereof study.
. ...
and areas
Kennedy replied that he only
was interested in them defining each of the group's responsibilities
answered for his own convictions.
Kennedy said that the rule of the
"There was already the feeling that it was going to take place,
majority is the rule of the jungle,
going anywhere."
the committee
l just didn't
and
ost Peter Mcincke,
and vice-prov
and foresaw a 'new franchise of
force seechairman
Task
"We were not assuming the eventual interrelation from
countered
same
the
at
participation',
citizen
of cothat the electorate
maintaining
time not
In the first meetings we discussed realthatareaseveryone
the beginning.
does
habitually refuse to respect
operation The two areas we identified were twoThat
may
place.
taking
inpersons more
agreed should already have beenn that we were going ahead. have
the opinions
formed. Baumofcommented
that he
his impressio
him (Keller)
given Keller
commented that the group set up by Evans was
envied
U of TKennedy's
law dean cheerfulness.
Martin Friedland
"heavy" with senior members of both institutions and said: "Once
commented that problems of
lo change." with
it's notthe going
idea,about
aalsocertain
criminal law bring the issue most
go in with
they■ Keller
apparent
worried
was force
mention or it
public"secrecy'
The only
working.
was
clearly into focus.
which the task
the task force was
that
The question of sexual roles was
an announcement stating
been
has
far
thus
introduced by Conway, who said the
most effective ways (inof
advise him on the and
set up by Evans "toresources
the university
} of
femalemoral
was saddled
with the inburden
of OISE
interrelating the
responsibility
the
School,
Graduate
of Education,
Faculty
the
particular
achieve
s) to Departbourgeois family, thus freeing the
department
other
and
Theory
l
ment of Educationa
male
to
pursue
an
"amoral"
course.
education."
of
field
the
in
objectives
we
way
sharedMeincke
the
for
y
responsibilit
She maintained that individuals persaid, "I will accept
mitted government control of
about it. I wanted the task force to sink its teeth into some
went
private spheres such as divorce only
definitions,"
with ismore
concrete
we are alsohe
when the particular area was not
worriedbasicabout,
he (Keller)
things dealing
kind orbefore
said. "Thematters
oriented
towards
economic
success.
populi'
"vox
advocated
Kennedy
A.
J.
head
OMB
Former
worried about."

6
Ward
By LORNE SLOTN1CK
The fledgling Ward 6 Council
confirmed its opposiunanimtion ously
to the Windlass development in
g of about 50 people
a meetin
y night.
Tuesda
The molion urging City Council
lo withdraw approval of the project
came after Ward 6 alderman Dan
Heap and Ward 5 alderman Ying
Hope presented a report from the
ciiy solicitor considering the legality

t for drive to unionize white collars
targe
and Technical Employees union junior clerk in a financial institution •brainwashed by a flow of manage- employer resistance to the CLC
in Toronto was $81 per week in
(ACTE)
have already surfaced.
ment propaganda."
pointedboyout,to campaign
the CLC. will be directly charterd by October 1971, as compared with however,
thai the He"mail
The
managementCo. ofissued
the aLondon
Life
Insurance
15 per
$1 18 per who
week for
Toronto
City
Hall
The campaign is directed at clerks,
manager myth"
hasyears.
been totally cent across the board salary
are> represented by destroyed
hike,
unorganized employees in banks,
in
recent
CUPE.
He
cited
the
role
of
the
computer
insurance companies, trust compublicly that oftheytheir
hoped2200to
In addition. ACTE will be seeking in making white collar work more slating
avoid unionization
panies, finance companies, stock
exchanges and real estate.There are improvements in working con- ledious. more expendable, and less employees by this measure.
ditions, jobsecurity and stability, a
an estimated two million unDodge hopes these
Dodge described this as a "typical
organized employees working in fair system of classification and rewarding.
changes have made the white collar management
he sawproveno
these categories across Canada, seniority, and an effective grievance worker
reason to assumetrick"thatandit would
more
receptive
toin unsome 200,000 of them in
i
o
n
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
t
h
a
n
they
have
been
the
more
successful
against
white
collar
procedure.
Metropolitan Toronto.
Dodge claimed that while collar
workers than it has against blue
Dodge described white collar workers have traditionally been
According to Dodge, signs of collar.
workers
a "very
and notedas that
aboutexploited
65 per group"
cent of
them
are
females
in
the 18-25 age
bracket.
past.
He claimed that the top priority
es and research
gay cours
of ACTE would be in the realm ol Want
non-credit course on homosexuality. institute a "gay studies program
By
HEATHER-JANE
SANGUINS
salaries. According to Dodge, the Two briefs submitted to the New York offered a non-credit tutorial and also organize the material
average salary for an unorganized Program Review Committee have last year, and McGill and Vanier are presently
withinunder
the uniexpressed a need for both a course doing so this year.
versityavailable
library system
the
on and research into homosexuality.
Wallace, a regular contributor to
gay studies.
A brief from U of T graduate the Body Politic gay liberation new- topicBacking
his
argument
in
the
brief,
student Robert Wallace states that
Metro okays police move
JohnJohnHopkins
that "any adequate
treatmentspaper,ofsuggestshomosexuality
would Spiers
Universityquoted
psychiatrist
Money
is a "very real need" for a necessarily
Metro Council approved purchase of the final piece of property there
be of an interdisciplinary who
said
that
it
time for
course
of
"immediate
interest"'
to
necessary lo relocate a police station on Beverley Street Tuesday night. the homosexual as a "significant nature". This then would "justify medicine to respect the"isarguments
of
Police slalion Number 52, now located in the Stewart building at percentage of the university pop- the establishment of a non-credit
course taught by a graduate the gay liberation movement regarCollege
Street
and
Queen's
Park
Crescent,
will
have
a
new
building
on
ding their views of sexuality". The
ulation isgay".
Beverley Street if the plans are implemented. But, local residents have
Wallace's
brief further states that student" as is done by other academics
making "a
objected to the destruction of good housing to make way for the station. a course designed to~edt)cale universities.
substantialcould
bodyhelpofby knowledge
Ironically, one of the reasons for moving the station, the police say, is to generally, and investigate homosexWallace offered to submit the available" in a "systematic manner
get closer to the community. The former RCMP headquarters on Sullivan
uality from a psychological and names of gay graduate students who
interested students."
Street
'area isthisduesiteto was
be vacated,
but for
the 52Police
Commission has not sociological point of view would might fill requirements for in- to New
Review Committee
disclosedin thewhether
considered
Division.
subject.
chairmanProgram
D.E. Berlyne,
recipient of
improve
the situation
only for Graduatestructors inthis
The Ward 6 Council passed a motion Tuesday night asking for a public homosexuals,
but for "not
heterosexuals
student Herbert Spiers both briefs, said that they were two
meeting with the police to discuss their plans with area residents.
submitted
a
brief
asking
for
more
of
183
surveys,
reports
and briefs
A meeting will be held this Sunday of residents in the area to share
He points oul that the U of T is research on homosexuality from a considered by the committee.
The
whatever knowledge they have of Ihe police plans.
standpoint
of
the
anthropological
McGillin
committee deals with general areas
well." behindand York
One of their complaints is that both the police and the Metro Property aslagging
Universities
VanierandCollege
philosophy
of
sexuality.
of
interest,
not
specific
submissions,
Department have not been open about the situation and their intention.
nol instituting either a credit or a Spiers wants the U of T both to Berlyne said.

Metro first
MICHAEL
A Bymajor
campaignO'KEEFE
to organize
while collar workers in the Toronto
area was officially launched yesterday at a news conference held by
Secretary-Treasurer William Dodge
of the Canadian Labour Congress.
Metropolitan Toronto has been
chosen first target city for the drive
because of its heavy concentration
of office workers, but Dodge indicated that the campaign would
eventually go nation-wide.
At its May 1972 convention, the
CLC issued a mandate for white
collar organization and established a
surcharge of two cents per member
per month for this purpose. This tax
will provide approximately $400,000
per year for white collar organizing
efforts. Local chapters of the newly
formed Association for Commercial
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government
Canadian
sueing
Hogan
.Panther
court on Monday. Hogan is asking Roach suggested that various
the Immigration Appeal Board
By GREG McMASTER
the return of the right to appeal
"anowveryinsadistic
The Canadian government is ruled against his contention that, as appeal
authorities conHoganwas isOhio.
a jail joke."
cell in (which, said Roach, implies his actions bystituted "athe
conspiracy"
againstby
being sued for over a million dollars a political refugee, he would receive Lucasville,
Evidence
presented
harsh punishment if His present case is being handled return lo Canada) and one million Hogan.
by a Black Panther who was kid- unusually
Roach
includes;
returned
to
the
U.S.
He
was
for false im-to
napped across the U.S. border by
in Toronto by Roach, who said on dollars in damages
prisonment, for conspiracy
the RCMP.
originally held for participating in a Wednesday
• ihe FBI were prepared to
that he is proceeding on violate civil rights,
and
as punitive receive
Ed Hogan, who was secretly robbery-murder,
although
he
conHogan at ihe border;
a civil rights basis, to "test the worth damages.
tends he was framed.
handed over to the FBI without his
• deportation proceedings {which
Roach appealed for help, saying
of
the
Bill
of
Rights",
which
he
On
October
20,
the
day
after
the
was violated several times "Hogan sees the case nol just for entail less legal protection for the
lawyer'shisknowledge
last October,
basing
case on alleged
violationis ruling, he was taken to New York charged
were used instead of an
Hogan's
case. that Hogan is a himself bul as part of a cause Tor defendant)
or the Canadian Bill of Rights, Slate by the RCMP before the time in The
contention
extradition hearing, the more usual
elapsed
during
which
he
could
which
he
must
fight."
The
National
prisoner will be resumed if Black Coalition is paying to initiate
which guarantees "due process" and appeal. His lawyer, Charles Roach, political
procedure;
"equality
of treatment" under was informed of what happened on and when he is returned to Canada ihe aclion.
• a detective-sergeant from Metro
Canadian laws.
to
appeal
the previous decision, said
Roach charged that the Police personally urged ihe Ontario
Hogan was ordered deported October 23, by which time, says Roach.
Legal
Aid Director lo deny legal aid
Immigration
Department
willfully
from Canada, for illegal entry, after Roach, the guarantee of the right to The suit was filed in a federal- denied Hogan the rights of counsel
lo Hogan. "It's a subversion of the
Roach;to counsel for police to be
and appeal despite directives from right
former Immigration Minister Allen messing around in this area", said
McEachen thai "in future counsel
be detriment will be advised" after similar • • pari of Hogan's Immigration
Gas pipeline would
previous cases. "This is not an Appeal Board hearing was held in
isolated
RCMP case",
should said
nol Roach.
be able"Theto the Toronto Jail despite the legal
requirement
open court,"
•to Canada,
ec student charges
• witnesses ofloananother
part of and
the
physically
carry outthat,
a deportation."
Roach charged
contrary to
By DAVID WISE
Ihe Bill of Rights, Hogan was hearing were followed, questioned
and, "without
just hearing
cause", bydenied
By devoting the multi-billion
lo ihe
the
"Irealed differently from other such admission
dollar capital expenditure required
cases. Why was he treated this way? RCMP.
to build a natural gas pipeline
Is it because he's a Black Panlher,
Roach also believes that Hogan
through the Mackenzie River Basin,
Canada will be importing unwas traded by the RCMP lo the FBI
because
of
his
politics?"
He
noled
that
letters
asking
for
employment, charged a U of T
for a suspected member of Ihe FLQ
explanations
the Immigration
economics student Tuesday.
named Leblanc, who arrived in
Minister havefrom
received
no answers, Canada
Francois Bergha was attacking
five days after Hogan was
kidnapped.
either
before
or
since
the
federal
election.
pipeline proponent Bill Wilder,
chairman of Canadian Arctic Gas at
a class in Canadian- American
relations.
Bergha based his charge on
Ac Affairs fails to
figures he cited which he claimed
prove that the natural gas and oil
extraction industry provide the least
employment revenue per revenue
dollar, among major industries.
Quoting pro-pipeline sources,
JULIA ELCOCK
move
Evans'
Bergha said that the project will
The Academic Affairs ByCommittee
yesterday defeated
II to 4 a motion
deplore
only provide 400 permanent jobs.
lo
"register
its
disapproval"
of
president
John
Evans'
formation
of a task
the pipeline
force on academic appointments policy without consulting ihe commitlee.
will"The
also development
hurl the futureofdevelopment
Esiablishmenl
of
the
presidential
lask
force
was
announced
by
Evans
of badly needed secondary industries
who had. consulted the Planning and Resources Committee, at last week's
in Canada," Bergha said. The
Governing Council meeting. Some governors thought the body should have
pipeline project will lie up so much
been directly responsible lo a Governing Council committee.
of
Canada's
capital,
Siudenl committee member Brian Morgan said he moved the motion
claimed,
that little
will be Bergha
left for
investment in other development.
because he fell that the committee should be consulted on such important
Citing industry sources, Bergha
issues. He said that there should be co-operalion between the committee and
said that for the pipeline to be
ihe Governing Council, not merely exchange of information.
Arctic Gas chairman Bill Wilder defends his project.
economically feasible, the
However professor William Dunphy stated that he would nol support
overwhelming majority of the gas This statement was challenged by
because he thought that the matter had been urgentchannelled through it would have to a student in the audience. He future capilal coming into Canada the motion
said that the Academic Affairs Committee should have itself
be be directed to American
and royalties going directly to ihe formedHe such
a task force. When it failed to do so, he maintained ihe
markests.
government, would more
claimed minentthatenergy the
im- Canadian
than counterbalance the temporary president simply exercised his power to do it.
crisis"so-called"
merely reflects
"In order to maintain a balance of
the present inefficient use of negative results.
Evans lold Ihe committee that ihe mailer had been "brought to the
trade with the United States," resources
He said ihal the development of
in the U.S. As natural gas
Berghaimport
said, "Canada
will be forced becomes less
of the committee" and he emphasized that there would be "no
accessible, and more the oil had led to the industrial attention
to
more manufactured
withhold
report"
expensive, he suggested, most of the development of Alberta, and similar attempt
Ihe lask loforce
had notthe yet
been ofsettheup.task force from it. He said that as yet
Wilder countered this charge by present waste will abate.
progress could be predicted in the
goods."
Internal
Affairs
Committee
chairman Paul Cadario was present at ihe
asserting that the U.S. will be facing Canada, by prematurely lapping territories,dertakeifn. He said
the project
unfour isbillion
in
work inonandiscipline
his committee's
on Committee
report
a severe energy crisis in the near its northern gas reserves, and dollars have beenthat received
progress
a
give
lo
meeting
Ihe
university.
The
Internal
Affairs
is acting
attempt lo
in
future.
building
the
proposed
pipeline,
"will
present
recommendations
to
the
Governing
Council
on
the
three
year
old
by the province
of Alberla
"IfCanada can be in a position to be banking on continued wasteful royaltiesis unsatisfied
with this
income Campbell report before the end of ihe academic year.
supply these needs at this time," he consumption of energy in the United which
and
claimed
the
reserves
in the
Vice-presidenl (internal affairs) Jill Conway is in the process of drawing
said,
"she
will
be
bargaining
from
a
Arctic
are
much
larger
than
those
in up a code of behaviour, which is still confidential but will be discussed by
position of strength in future trade Wilder asserted that the positive
Slates."
Alberta.
Academic
Affairs in three weeks. The committee members were invited to
aspects of the project, basically
talks."
send in proposals for ihe code.
Cadario said lhal the committee will probably be recommending a
"common law council" which will reduce costs. The composition of the
tribunal, said Cadario, will be made in relation lo the status of the individual
Arts and Science Union grants
offence was
the cheating
in which and
"milieu
to thesuch
in relation
and also
be dealt with
will committed".
as plagiarism
infractions
Academic
lo settle all
attempts
be
will
there
but
stated,
he
procedures,
judicial
by
$9,000 after chopping $1 ,000
both the student
afTairs by mediation since a tribunal is usually expensive isforaccused
of gross
The Arls and Science Student no longer be responsible for PhD graduate of the London School and the university. In matters where a professor
Union executive Tuesday approved educational
work within the of Economics, one oT the most misconduct, such as in supplementary income, then the committee
budget grants for course unions and faculties. Instead, the responsibility respected universities in the world. recommends lhat it be dealt with by a tribunal.
The Internal Affairs Committee, said Cadario, hopes to come up with
course
was shifted to faculty student "We will have to write him and. tell
$9,000. evaluations of approximately councils.
he is overqualified", chuckled somelhing thai will be also
university". of a
and useful to thetheestablishment
"credible unanimously
Kanowitch.
The executive chopped a total of The budget will now go on lo the him
Academic Affairs both approved
51,000 from the budgets submitted by genera! council of the ASSU which
subcommittee to deal with academic appeals. Members of the
The
union
also
agreed
to
set
a
the course unions including S500 will be meeting in the next month to date for a meeting with the Faculty subcommittee, which will be small, will be chosen by Shepherd.
from the Political Economy Course
the final budget. This will Reform Caucus lo discuss
Union request of $1,565. Its approve
also include salaries for one full- educational change in the faculty.
reduced
budget
was
still
the
largest
lime
fieldworker
and three part-time
A complaint
allotment.
workers lo co-ordinate student widely
circulatedform
was which
agreed willupon.be
An extra $4,000 outside the educational
studies Bahia elite
and political activity in It is intended to allow students lo Prof
Professor Harry Makler of the Brazilian professor, and six
general budget is for printing all the faculty.
complain
aboul
iheir
classes
and
get
course evaluations in arts and The union has received 31 aclion immediately.
sociology
been universities.
graduate students from four
awarded a department
grant by ihehasForeign
science.
for the four positions.
Area Fellowship Program.
The
executive
put
off
a
decision
Financing of course unions and applications
Many
of
them,
according
to
excourse evaluations was previously
ecutive mem,bcr Seymour on a proposal by industrial engineer
The Role
projectof istheconcerned
The grant is for a "collaborative "The
Salvador with
Indone by the SAC education com- Kanowitch. are BA's and coming Mario Vasilkovs lo institute a toresearch
training
in Brazil
dustrial Elite in the Social and
carried
outoutthisproject"
summer.
Il
will
special computer systems approach be becarried
mission. Last year, constitutional from as far afield as England.
by
Makler,
a
to
course
evaluations.
conference decided that SAC would
Kanowilch says one applicant is a
Economic Development of Bahia."
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Spnrk him hack to U.S. for trial

appeal
Armstrong
rejects
Tribunal
In the Armstrong appeal, even the
The defence tor Karleton conditions in the extradition hearing Wisconsin.
demonbut futile
peaceful
activity, thestrations
opinion of a person logically biased
against
the
Army
Mathg the
in the United was contrary to certain sections of the Armstrong's lawyers pointed out Research
Armstrong, wanted arising
Center,
which
was
supplyin
other way was discredited. Clay
out of Canadian Bill of Rights. These state
States for charges
the Extradition Act was written in
Rubystate
quoted
the presentas governor
university that an individual shall not be deprived that
Viet- the
of
take
ion
could
the bombing of awhere
destruct
it
the
when
for
century
research
of Wisconsin
saying thatof
19th
the
war of his life, liberty, or security except months to travel from country to counon that the
realizati
nam, the growing
research centre
Vietnam
war
was
related
to
the
is
research was being done
the
the
bombing
was anD.J.actCameron,
of "wanton
try and affidavits were sometimes
law"and(i.e.,
of by "due theprocess
political
murder".
one
Supreme Court
But, they government's overall national and inapplicableof law);
that
asking the
appeal following
s, and the frustration of the appeal judges, replied, "But he
e
i
c
i
l
o
no law of Canada shall be construed or only means of testimony.
p
l
a
n
o
i
t
a
n
r
e
t
Canada for permission to verdict
at
the
inability
of
people
to
change
wasn't
at the time!"
be accomplished
havinghearing"
people
the recent extradition
when a trulyby "fair
argued,
a person of can
applied so as to "deprive
true, butgovernor
he was running
for thatThis
officeis
hearing in ac- fly in a few hours to give testimony, it them through peaceful means.
at the time, and he was the one who
g. Theor court's
against Armstron
not to the right cotordance wiath thefairprinciples
on whether
funof
hearing
later signed the extradition requisition.
be next
allow the appeal willin court
The appeal
the
1 at The Extradition
damental justice." Act states that the
Wednesday at 10 am
political
naturetribunal
of thealsoact denied
by citing
330 University Avenue, lawyer extradition commissioner (judge) may
admit
affidavit
evidence,
which
im
some would
definitions
"political"
that
excludeof thethistermoffense.
They >
Edward .Greenspan's office said
yesterday
that the judge has discretion in
pointed
out
that
the
buildings
The last avenue of appeal is to plies
this
area.
Armstrong's
lawyers
argued
destroyed were the property of the
Justice Minister Otto Lang.
Waisberg (the original
The following analysis of the that Judge
University
of Wisconsin,
the cenapto
power
the
tral U.S. government
(evennotthough
the
had
perhaps
judge)
judgmentby
point commission
a
to go to Wisconsin
appeal court's
federal
government
was
renting
or
at least
written
was
and
question
the
swearers
of
the
Armstrong
against
Carol Woolverton of Amex affidavits, and that he certainly had
also asserted
Theyevidence
seemingly
that theon
using them).little
power not to admit them into the
magazine and John Liss. legal the
killing of the scientist working in the
without cross examination.
defence courtIn their
Armstrong's
to
assistant
Army
Math
Research
Center
was an
reasons for dismissing the
lawyers.
aim,
notofantheaccidental
and unfortunate
The Canadian Federal Court of appeal, the appeal tribunal ruled that
result,
bombing.
Appeal, in a judgment released on
had beenthatcarried
Although they thus covered
out, andprocess
went ofon law"
to establish
Karl
January 5, dismissed an application "due
themselves by upholding the exby
Karleton
Armstrong
appealing
the
had
had
a
"fair
hearing
accordance
June decision which ordered him held with the principles ofinfundamental
judge's ruling
that thejudges
act
was not tradition
political
the appeal
for extradition to the United States. justice." They said that what is refurther ruled that the extradition judge
There he faces four charges of arson
q
u
i
r
e
d
t
o
give
effect
to
the
principles
didn't even have the jurisdiction to rule
and one of murder, arising out of the involved in this statement depends on
on this question in the first place. They
1970 bombings of the U.S. Army Math the particular situation, and then went
depended on some intricacies and
Research Center (AMRC) and three on to define "natural justice" by citing
ambiguities in the wording of the
other buildings in Madison Wisconsin, cases based on civil and property
Extradition Act and a comparison with
in which research was being done to interests. They ruled further that since
aid the U.S. war effort in Indochina. an extradition hearing is not supposed
English law, to lay the responsibility
for determining whether the act is
Police brought Armstrong to court in chains.
The appeal hearing took place in to determine the guilt or innocence of
"political" or not on the Minister of
the fugitive, cross-examination is not
Armstrong's
KarlEdward
December.
early
But these witnesses, who had come Justice, not the extradition
Green- necessary to fulfill the requirements of is unreasonable that affidavit evidence
and
Ruby
lawyers.span,Clay
had based the appeal of the
up to testify as to the connection commissioner.
justice" since the "trial and should be admitted at all.
Discounting whether or not this was \
original decision primarily on the fact "natural
fugitive's
rightsto The judge's refusal to consider the between activity against the war a correct
interpretation of the law, this
that affidavits presented by the State determination
with respect toofthethecharge
are left
policies of ofthea government
and theit
another
was
act
offence a political
of Wisconsin had been entered as the trial court" (i.e., to the courts of basis
destruction
building
in
which
the court has set a preceupon which the appeal was was doing its war research, were all meansdent that
Wisconsin).
that
will relieve it of the responevidence without Armstrong's lawyers In criminal trials, affidavits are based. Canada's Extradition Act states
crosslabelled
as
"biased"
by
the
State
of
to
s
i
b
i
l
i
t
y
o
f
ever
determining the possiopportunity
an
that
no
fugitive
is
liable
to
surrender
to
having
examine the people who swore the never admissible with some very rare the demanding state if the offence he Wisconsin, and this argument was
ble political nature of an extradition
affidavits. Two especially damning exceptions. By confirming that af- is to be prosecuted or punished for is accepted by the judge. They were case. It also means that since it is
fidavits can be used in extradition of a political character. Various asked by Wisconsin's lawyer Austin unlikely that a Canadian Minister of
affidavits, and
one the
by Armstrong's
former
girlfriend
other by a former
wheter or not they would like to Justice would ever acknowledge the
hearings,
the court is actually en- witnesses had been brought from the Cooper
roommate now serving in the air force
uraging thedemanding state to have Slates to testify for the defence in the see Armstrong extradited, and being political nature of a crime in the U.S.,
in Spain, were the only ones that witnesses cogive
testimony by affidavit extradition hearing as to the political witnesses who had come up voluntari- meaning it is also unlikely that the
linked him specifically to the crime. rather than on the witness stand where nature
of the act— including Noam
ly to testify in his defence, they said U.S. will ever be the site of a political
Without
can be cross-examined and Chomsky. Staughton Lynd, Tom no, they would not. The appeal crime in which the perpetrator is given
examination, thethereright
was ofno crossway of they
asylum in Canada. The court, which
perhaps disqualified or discredited.
SDSers Mark Levy and James
effect there
is no the "independence of the judiciary" is
verifyingfidavitthe
informationthatinthey
the hadaf- Also, by refusing in this way to deal Hayden,
of "bias".
O'Brien and Phillip Ball, who had This
upheldthatthisin decision
tribunalmeans
s orestablishing
supposed to make a neutral body, has
known
Armstrong
at
the
Madison
way
that
the
political
nature
of
a
crime
seriously
with
Armstrong's
guilt
or
not been sworn under duress.
innocence, they are ignoring the fact
the responsibility of deciding a
Union. They all described the
be proven, since the defense does given
The defence argued that admitting that he loses his "liberty" for up to a Tenants
forces in Madison that had led up to can
political matter in this type of case to
not
have
the
power
to
subpoena
the affidavits into court under these year while he awaits trial in the bombing: the intense anti-war witnesses.
the government.
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acting
president for
Another
York Wednesday when the Board of
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — days
Governors appointed the American
University got its second
head of its philosophy department to
president within two
succeed acting president Richard
Martin Onrot Presents:
Slorr, also an American.
Storr, named to the post Monday
night, ventsaidhim from
heart trouble
pretaking would
over from
resigning
president Monday
David Slater.
Slater resigned
evening,
climaxing a four-month crisis

Tondue

York U
precipitated
fell
1.400 studentswhenshorttheofuniversity
its projected
enrolment
and confidence
the president's
leadership. lost
colleagues
in his
Yolton, describing himself as a
"hard -nosed academic," said
Wednesday he sees finances as the
priority
and "after back
that.
I'd like torightgel now
the community
toYorkteaching
concerns".
He's
been
since 1963 and this year wasal
one of two senators elected to the
board of governors.
Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!
<^
"^OPTICIANS

70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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A provincial or community

scheme?

Position
of legal aid in Ontario
is discussed
By SANDY BOGART
was the provincial scheme.
handled al Parkdale deal with administer the scheme, adding that it did not try to serve the province,
opened discussion with a problems such as landlord-tenant Parkdale tried lo use these people but rather could work as a model for
system "isin briefBowlby
at The
least Ontario
one of thelegalmostaid advanced
history of legal aid in Ontario, disputes,
in ad- similar services throughout Ontario.
and thai most lawyers are Trom the mincommunity
istering thescheme.
stressing the output of the program
familiar with this aspect of law
Another questioner identified
tothe thecommon
chairmanlaw ofworld,"
the Lawaccording
Society in terms of numbers of people less
than
with
properly,
income,
and
Legal
Aid
Committee
assisted, both through counselling corporation laws, which deal more chairman P.S. Fitzgerald, amidvice-a herself as "one of your lowerof
Upper
Canada's
Legal
Aid
Committee.
incomepossibility
people" ofand 24-hour
inquired lawyer
about
chorus of boos from the audience, ihe
and direct legal representation by a with the interests of the affluent.
John Bowlby was speaking at a lawyer in court.
that initiate
"people things.
from the
bot- service. She explained that affluent
He added that the number of He said Parkdalc's method of repliedtom don't
legal aid seminar held at the St.
.
.
poor
people can call a lawyer who will
Lawrence Centre Town Hall, people helped by legal aid, who employing full-time lawyers gives
more
expertise
in thoseamong
cases people don't start things — that's come to their home immediately,
Tuesday. The question to be debated would
otherwise be unable to pay for ihem
which
occur
frequently
because of a continued lawyer-client
why experience
they're poor."
He cited
of some
of thethisU.S.as relationship,
was "Legal aid — for people or for legal services with their own means, lower-income clients. Zemans added the
which lower-income
Office
of
Economic
Opportunity
"in
part
silences
criticism
of
those
lawyers?"
However,
debate
pivoted
the full-time lawyer system, schemes.
people do not have.
more on the merits of a province- who say the law is only a tool for the that
rather
than
the
legal
aid
system
of
She urged a system which would
wide legal aid system compared to a rich". Legal aid "makes available a rotating lawyers, also establishes a He later qualified his statement,
gel a lawyer to go lo the home of a
community-centred legal services right thai was supposed lo be in the continuum which makes the lawyer adding that after the poor were ■low-income
person "as fast as the
program.
to realize their problems as
he claimed.
acquainted with, and so more helped
Fred Zemans and Mary Hogan, system
Zemansall along,"
replied that
the legal aid more
legal
ones,
and
the
alternatives
open
cops
or
the
children's
aid"explained
do. a
responsive
lo,
that
part
of
society
he
One
audience
director and articling law graduate, plan needs to be more responsive lo is trying to serve.
lo them, they could assist in their new scheme to usemember
volunteer lawyers
both from Parkdale Community the public, and must demonstrate its One observer, U of T student solution.
to be onavailable
call onto aits24-hour
legal
Legal Services, contended that the credibility by making itself available Gerald Fullon, said the discussion
service
community.
concept of a community based ser- lo that segment of society it was made one point clear to him: legal areHogan
replied
she offeltarticulating
the "poor
Several
audience
members
quite
capable
vice was more responsive to the legal created lo serve.
aid does not make available lo the
in view of her ex- mentioned personal cases where
He added that the bulk of cases poor the same type of lawyer-client their needs,"
needs of low-income groups than
legal aid had helped them. One
She wentperience atParkdale.
on lo reiterate some of added
relationship which an individual
thai, in his experience, it
lawyer shares with a more affluent Zemans' statements, amplifying his needed improvements, but is still
client. This, he said, stems partly stress on the rapport needed between preferable lo the U.S. system of
from the facl that legal aid does not legal service and community. She having an appointed lawyer or not
Federal grant to day
use lawyers on a full-time basis.
cited Parkdale's use of group having one at all. Ontario's legal aid
Zemans went on lo remark that assistants from the community.
a lawyerhim,to
choose aprovides
case whichfor interests
Bowlby countered that such a system
the legal aid system, as administered
rather
than
being
assigned
to one,
care is to be doubled
community
service
cannot
offer
aid
by the government and the Law
the province
as ata whole.
A said
law and for ihe client to choose his own
Society, lacked the input of lower- tosludeni
who
works
Parkdale
lawyer.
OTTAWA (CUP) — The federal government expects to double its income people in helping direct or
allocation lo day care centres in Canada, according to a national day care
sludy
welfare.released Tuesday, Jan. 23, by the federal department of health and
The department will spend about $8 million this year to support day
care centres, but the move is unlikely to be much help to working mothers.
Last year it spent about $4 million.
The dramatic increase results from amendments to the Canada
Assistance Plan passed in I972. The federal government will share rent or
0 depletion on facilities, program equipment, supplies, food and other day
care costs with provincial governments. Previously, only salaries were
shared.
The Royal Commission on the Status of Women called for more
federal funding of day care facilities in tis 1970 report. The commission
estimated only one percent of children of working women attended day care
centers. Mothers of about 1,380,000 children work for a living.
of laborSomeestimates
"one-parenl
in theThelabordepartment
force in 1971.
182,000 59,000
of 634,000
working mothers"
mothers were
have
children under the age of six.
The number of day care centre spaces in Canada almost doubled since
1967. But the federal government blames an increase in the number of
women entering the labor force for keeping the percentage increase of
working ofmothers'
quarter
one per children
cent fromenrolled
1967 toin day
1971.care centres down to only oneThe Health and Welfare survey says programs relating to children of
constitute only
working parents (full day care and lunch and after school)increase
in federal
the day care centres in Canada. The
per cent loof significantly
about
funds 43is unlikely
alter the situation.

* Domination

of the Ukraine

goes back three centuries
By BILL HUTUL
the Cossacks and the Moscovites for
Soviet dominance of the protection from the Poles and the
Ukranian culture dates back to a Tartans.
treaty more than three centuries old, The Ukraine has never been an
according to Ukranian students.
political entity since;
This problem was discussed by independent
the treaty has consistently been
about 25 members of the Ukranian thus
a
matter
or
considerable
Students Club Wednesday, who met Club members were debate.
especially
at Hart House to discuss the
in applying this material
historical consequences of the Trea- tointerested
some
20th
century
issues.
The
ly of Pereyaslav, signed in 1659. assimilation of the Ukranian culture
The treaty was a military alliance by the Soviets was opposed by
of the Moscoviics and the Cossacks
of the Ukraine, who were under the members.
leadership of Bohdan Khmelnitsky. Although not a political entity,
Ihe Ukraine is striving lo maintain
The original
existence.
What treaty
remainsis not
is a now
secondin its social customs, religious practices, and identity as a people.
treaty which is the foundation of one
school of thought. The second treaty Conflicting viewpoints emerged on
unites ihe Ukranian peoples under what Ukranians should do to
the Moscoviic slate. This treaty is preserve their culture.
claimed lo have been imposed on The meeting stressed the need for
Khmelnitsky's son, George, after his better education of the public to the
father's death.
Ukranian position. This is necessary
The other interpretation states
felt, before any conthai the original treaty, signed in ihe members
sensus on the proper course of ac1654, was just an alliance between
tion, can be laken.
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Afternoon

Pleasure Skating,
VIC Back Campus (by Pharmacy)
VIC

3 p.m.

Outdoor Barbecue
Co-ed Broomball
"The Nunnery"
SAC Pub
Swim
Meet
Hockey

s
of Sir Dan'
nt Ottawa,
Baseme
Blus
vs.
Benson
Building

1 p.m. - 1 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.

Blues vs. Carleton

CONCERT,

10:30 -Midnite
All Evening

Con. Hall, tickets $4 & $5 at SAC

"John McLaughlin"
Pleasure Skating

Varsity Arena

PUB NIGHT - everywhere

VIC, SMC, NEW, ERINDALE
and at SAC "The Nunnery"

TOMORROW,
9:30 a.m.

Saturday
Starts at Con. Hall and ends

CAR RALLY

at Erindale - $100 1st prize.
Details from Scar. 284-3135
Erindale Buses
Hart House
12:30Special SAC leaves Convocation Hall
1] 121 P.M.
Noon
Hart House
Islington Station
Arrives
Erindale
leaves Erindale
Benson Big.
2) 5 5:30
P.M.
Islington
Return to Station
Erindale
6 P.M.
Benson Bldg.
leaves Erindale
12:30
1 A.M.
Islington
Station Hall
Erindale, JCR
Arrives Convocation
3) Midnite

10 a.m. -2:30p.m. Basketball
Afternoon
Table Tennis
1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
3 p.m.
3:00 -6:00 p.m.

Women's Sports
Splash Party
FREE CONCERT

5:00 • 6:00 p.m

"Magic Music"
"Baby Bash" (free wine)

6:00- 8:00 p.m
Evening

PUBS
Folksinger, "Ron Katz"

Sunday'

"The Nunnery"
Pub, JCR
SAC dale
Erin

CONCERTS

SCAR.ERIN.SAC Pub 'The Nunnery"
"Murray McLaughlin" at Scar. $3
Rock concert at Erindale

DANCE, "Mother Bell"

New College, $1 Licensed

January

28

Afternoon

Toboganning and Skidooing Scarborough

Evening

Pleasure Skating

7:45 p.m.
SPONSORED

Varsity Arena

"Murders in Rue Morgue"
"Island of Lost Souls"
Rm. 3 New Acad. Bldg.
BY SAC AND YOUR LOCAL COLLEGE OR FACULTY STUDENT'S COUNCIL
FOR UP TO DATE INFORMATION WATCH THE VARSITY,
LISTEN TO RADIO VARSITY OR PHONE SAC, 928-4911
VIC Flicks $1
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Basket-weaving

and

Shakespeare

standards
of academic
dilemma
The
the effect of the form
-Now," says Mr. Gradgrind, "what I told us that giving in on even such a nothing more productive than been forgotten,
This means that a student
want is Facts. Teach these boys and small point would set off a snow- listening to records and smoking remains.
never
learns
how
to think and learn
Facts. Facts atone
balling avalanche of events that would dope. "Unstructured" courses at this
girls nothingin but
are wanted life. Plant nothing else, eventually result "in the collapse of university are all too often the Mickey independently;
on ex-to
he
ternal discipline to depends
tell him what
and root out everything else. You can civilization." And, he was deadly Mouse farces that the conservative
learn,
and
to
force
him
to
learn.
reasoning
may
of
this
inted
—
minds
only lorm the
serious. Yet, remarkably
faculty who act as the self-appo
What should happen instead, the
will provide
a hint about the workings of guardians of academic standards
animals upon Facts: nothing else
argument goes, is that a person
ever be of any service to them. This is such a mentality —it was this same predicted they would become.
the principle on which I bring up my man who lectured us in the imas "free should learn — all through his life —
what outpostures
At times,
to be a grotes- because he is motivated by his own
n" turns
own children, and this is the principle
educatio
ion of life-long
civilizat
o
t
e
c
n
a
t
r
o
p
curiosity and desire for learning to do
children.
lost
later
idea.
original
upon which I bring up these
of the was
monogamy, and who then having
based on a so. Discipline should be selfan
concept
Theque parody
was caught
he
Sir!"
when
job
Facts,
his
the
to
Stick
—Charles Dickens, Hard Times
that associated
affair with another teacher.
rather than
discipline,
critique of 'traditional' education
the pressure
of marks, money, or
the with
becomes that
grade 13, a request for an said that, when learning
In
mined
a
was
for memorization of a pre-deter
attendance was
The high school t attended
'honours system'withofgood
each person's
Sincecapacities
moral authority.and
are ^
marks
academic senior
students
sequence of facts and techniques, the experiences
place tor
great
. standards,
and otherwise
student,
bored
and
alienated
by
an
different,
there
cannot
be
a pattern of '
with
s,
teacher
many
by
d
oppose
When I was in grade 12, it made doleful prophesies of a complete experience that has no meaning to learning that is appropriate for all.
Indeed, it is pointed out, traditional
headlines for banishing a student to collapse
ectual values.
of academic standards. The him, develops anti-intell
of organizing
realityupforof the
At the same time, the student ways
the halls for a period of several
came into effect anyway, and accepts
classroom
— the chopping
the
what
he
is
taught,
precisely
extent
months because his hair came over system
large
a
ers were to
doomsay
the
junior borne out. Day after day, the cafeteria because he doesn't care and has no world into arbitrary subject-areas
his ears. Nowadays, any with-it
executive has longer hair and flashier and the common room were filled with criteria by which to judge. Boredom and disciplines, when 1 everyone
reality is interdisciplinary and
clothes. But, then, things were seen in students playing chess or cards, or tends to destroy his resistance and his knows
a different light.
in- continuous — is patently absurd. And,
shooting the breeze.
for critical thought, and,
faculty
zed
editoriali
in
paper
that,
have
to
school
expect
The
creasingly, hecomes to
a conSimilar experiences seem
absurd;
not onlyfusion
about theit perpetuates
world that serves
darkly that relaxing standards of plagued other experiments of the education, nothing will really ofmake
those
who
presently
have
power,
and
the
content
the
After
are
anyway.
sense
schools
to
high
same kind. "Free"
appearance would mean a "return
ned
cloak the nature of their power
the Dark Ages". Our health teacher frequently filled with kids doing rote-lear education has largely who
ideology.
with
a clouding and atomizing
Finally, it is argued, there is so
much more knowledge than it is
possible for one person to assimilate,
that each person must make choices,
based on his own needs, as to what
his priorities in learning will be. No
as
other person can make that itchoice
effectively, and, certainly, is clear
that the entrenched pattern of
'disciplines' is not fundamentally |
capable of meeting the needs of a
changing world.
"yousmiling
appear atto be
said,
my astonished,"
expression heof
surprise. "Now that I do know it I shall
do "Tomy forget
best toit!"forget it."
"You see," he explained, "I
consider that a man's brain originally
is like a little empty attic, and you have
to stock it with such furniture as you
choose. A fool takes in all the lumber
of every sort that he comes across, so
that the knowledge which might be
useful to him gets crowded out, or at
best is jumbled up with a lot of other
things, so that he has a difficulty in
laying his hands upon it. Now the
inskilled deedworkman
as to what ishe very
takescareful
into his
brain-attic.
He will have nothing but the tools
which may help him in doing his work,
but of these he has a large assortment, and all in the most perfect
order. It is a mistake to think that that
little room has elastic walls and can
distend to any extent. Depend upon it
there comes a time when for every
addition of knowledge you forget
something that you knew before. It is
of the highest importance, therefore,
not to have useless facts elbowing out
"But
thetheones."
Solardeuce
System!"
the" "What
useful
is it toI protested.
me?" he
interrupted impatiently: "you say that
we go round the sun. If we went round
the moon it would not make a pennyworth ofdifference to me or to my
—conversation
betweenWatson
Sherlock
Holmes and Doctor
Paradoxically, there seems to have
occurred a coming together between
two seemingly opposite poles. On the
onework.
side," there is what we can call
Gradgrind-Holmes school of thought
in fairness
should
borne
in(though
mind that
Holmes itwas
reallybe pulling
Watson's leg): the dogmatically hard-
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headed conception that measures
knowledge by utilitarian value and
nothing else. Nothing is intrinsically
worth knowing or universally important to know.
On the other side, there is the line
that it's all a matter of "doing your own
thing". If your thing is Shakespeare,
that's fine. And, if your thing is basketweaving, that's fine too. Crossword
puzzles
the solar system, it's all a
matter ofortaste.
So, we have what are (for me, let
me hasten to add, lest I be accused of
making arbitrary value-judgements)
two equally repugnant philosophies of
education meeting in the same
malodorous quagmire of pure
relativism.
There is, of course, one other
alternative: the traditional one of the
liberal humanistic education, with its
rich history. But, it is only too apparent that its day has long since
passed.
It is incapable of meeting the needs
of a booming technological society.
The day of gentlemanly elites is over.
And, even more important, it is guilty
of all the charges brought against
traditional education that were listed
above: ii rarely succeeded, even in its
day, in producing the well-rounded
self-moth/ated individuals that it ostensibly was meant to do.
It seems
you can't
force
peopleindisputable
to learn the that
accumulated
wisdom of their culture. For
technocratic knowledge, there is a
certain case to be made that even the
barbaric conditioning techniques of a
B.F. Skinner can successfully bring
about rote learning of the subject.
{Though the effects it has on the mind
of a person subjected to it makes the
technique one that should be avoided
at all costs.) But, an appreciation of
Shakespeare, say, cannot be brought
about in the same way. And, to
memorize Shakespeare without coming
to anandunderstanding
his
meaning
his importance ofin the
cultural heritage is surely the most
Philistine approach of all.
If there is one lesson that our high
schools have taught us, it is that the
surest way to kill interest in and enjoyment of anything is to have it
rammed down your throat in school.
But, on the other hand, there is
much evidence that left to themselves
in a "free" environment the young will
tend not to do the hard, disciplined
work necessary
the accumulated wisdomto ofmaster
their culture.
Are we left, then, with the prospect
of seeing this wisdom either force-fed,
in the way it is now, self-defeatingly, or
seeing it disappear altogether?

Some would argue that it is just as
well if it disappears, that we have no
need for the culture of a dead past,
produced by an elite supporting itself
on the exploitation of the masses. The
future, it is argued, wilt produce its
own art and better wisdom, once the
shackles of the feudal and capitalist
past are thrown off.
But, this is too simple and it is
wrong. For, to understand the present
and shape a future, it is necessary to
understand the past, and come to
grips with it. The developmerrt of
societies, of cultures, is a historical
process and to be ignorant of the past
means to cripple the future. The art
and knowledge of the past are often
class-biased, limited, and even
wrong. But they also contain at least
elements of important wisdom and
they are necessary, building-stones
for we will not build the future in a
vacuum. (This is not to say their only
value is as tools to build the future, as
human accomplishments; they have a
value of their own.)
It is a dilemma from which there is
no easy out.
But it may be useful to note that it is
a myth that there is an extensive
tradition of a humanistic past in which
scholarship in the classical sense
flourished. Always, the vast majority
of those who received a humanistic
education
learning
its 'content'its
by rote, were
without
Internalizing
values. It is surely instructive, for
example, that it was Nazi Germany
that led the world in the quality and
quantity of its culture — there were
more opera houses, libraries, and
individuals with classical humane
educations in that barbarian land
(including its armies) than in any
other. If that is the best the western
cultural heritage could produce, then
perhaps it would be as well if it were
to disappear.
And it remains as much a myth
today. Those who carry on the cultural
tradition do so, not because of the fact
that it is taught, however badly, in the
universities, but more often in spite of
it. Their achievement has not been to
learn from their education, but to
survive it with their faculties relatively
intact.
The educational system today
performs other functions.
For one, it keeps people off the job
market, crucially important in a time
of wide-spread unemployment. (The
problem, of course, is that it costs
enormous amounts of money to keep
people off the job market by keeping
them in school. Which is a dilemma
for the government.)
If supplies the training and skills

The self-appointed guardians of academic standards are seeking to preserve a
mythical status quo.
At the same time, the concepts of
which
the corporations
their 'free schools' and 'unstructured learnemployees.
(From readingnee"d
and inwriting
to advanced work in science.) Implicit
ing' have functioned largely as esin this is social stratification: the
capes for alienated middle-class
placing of different people in different youth and some adult mentors.
Understandable
as this is in the face
layers in the economic and social
of the repressiveness of existing
It socializes students: gives them educational institutions, it is not
system.
the ideology, values, and appropriate furthering education or culture. Much
behaviour patterns of the capitalist as we must learn from the principles
society.
on which 'free schools' are based
And the universities provide direct when we replace the present
service to the economic system and educational system by one that is tryly
its state apparatus, through research, educational, for the present, we must
realize that they are not viable as
interchange of personnel, etc.
agents of learning, or of change.
Only incidentally, and fairly There
can be no islands of freedom in
inefficiently, is the 'cultural heritage' an oppressive capitalistic sea.
The cultural heritage of the past will
passed
So theon.conservatives who cry wolf
at the erosion of academic standards survive but it will do so because of the
museums
and the libraries, not
are seeking to preserve a mythical
status quo. It is not, and has not been, because of the university and Its
in an important, central way, the
standards'.in which
And 'academic
an environment
educational institutions, that have phony
fostered the development and sur- learning takes place because of
vival of an artistic and cultural curiosity, creativity, and self-discipline
heritage. The schools and universities will be created, not through the
have served primarily as the location proliferation of Mickey Mouse
where these activities take place. But courses, but through the destruction
they themselves have been more of a of a society that represses these
human potentialities.
U ill Dlemer
hindrance than a catalyst.

I HAVE A fetUNG
TW\$ MAY COK/ve AS A
SHOCK TO YOO... Bur JH\S
IS NOT 601H6 TO BE" AMCTHER
MICKCY MOUS£ class.'.'
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Narrow

The first time i told a heterosexual friend I was
gay, he reacted with the shocked surprise I was
afraid of. But he also told me about being
propositioned in a public washroom by another
man. Strong loathing was his reaction.
The surprising story that his good friend was
also gay must have forced him to see me in a
different
If he didn't
wonder he
whether
went
in forlight.
washroom
encounters,
seemedI tooto
wonder whether his otherwise "normal" friend went
in for drag, since he thought all male homosexuals
like to dress as, and be, women. In his universe,
that just isn't natural.
His unquestioned assumption — that there

view

mars

must be a role for the man and one for the woman
— left something to be desired, but he was quite
emphatic that his encounters with homosexuals in
washrooms did too.
Perhaps if he could see my other gay male
friends being around the men they feel close to, he
might change his mind.
The way faces light up when lovers/boyfriends
meet might give him a hint that the games and
propositions do not go on all the time, or go on with
everybody. If he were to look closer he might notice
the affectionate glances two men exchange or the
obvious enjoyment they find in each other. He
might not see them wake up to each other in the

book

oi

like to keep these
morning because people
know such
moments to themselves, but he ought toside
by side
moments exist. The fact that they exist
ls he
of all homosexua
d imagesaway
stereotypenot
with the
validity,
their
from
take
had before does
expression
of
means
or their similarity to his own
with a woman. The forms of expression may be
the feeling are the
different, but the content and
same.
this.not a big secret, but many people don t
realize It's

that we are the
Most people in societyin agree
books, plays and the
sad stereotypes depicted
like. If they have any doubts, they can usually find a
psychiatrist or a York University professor to
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and wife unit, man and woman unit, each half
having definite roles. Even the concepts of
"masculine" behavior and thinking as opposed to
"feminine", are reflections of that structuralization.
And then there are those privatized relationships
which none but the two participants may enter.
Larger society uses this concept in most other
areas. It's called private property and the designation in both instances is quite apt. "Hands off, he's
The fact that a man and a woman can destroy
each other in a relationship does not mean that
male-female relationships are sick and that none of
them can succeed. On the other hand, the fact that
a man and a woman can enrich each other in
incredible
ways when they get together does not
mine!"either,
mean
that this is the only way men and
women can and should relate, or that some deity
had this plan tucked up his sleeve all along. I don't
suppose it's necessary to add exploitative gay
relationships exist or that this means gayness itself
is sick.
But homosexual relationships are prejudged
to be failures because of their homosexuality, and
not because of the people in them. The failure of a
heterosexual relationship, on the other hand, is
blamed on the people, not the structure. There is
no scientific basis for assuming the relationships
are different, but there is a lot of prejudice that will
make people look for some.
An old story about two psychiatrists
discussing their patients might illustrate this. One
says, "Doctor, all my homosexual patients are
sick." The other replies, "That's funny, all my
heterosexual patients are sick too." So the question
does not only amount to "you" in the straight world
understanding "us" in the gay world. We all play the
fsame
games for the same purposes in our
relationships.
In Toronto, for example, the gay bars and
clubs on Yonge street have their equivalents in the
straight dating bars that are sometimes located
practically next door. In one, fashionable swinging
Young Toronto makes the weekly trip from the
suburbs in the ceaseless quest to Get Laid. A few
doors away
fashionable
"swinging"
Young
Toronto
also makes
the same
weekly trip
from Gay
the
Unfortunately,- to arrive at that conclusion he
suburbs or the downtown gay ghetto for the same
had to answer a number of insipid questions from
reasons. Nobody wants to go home alone.
thesame."
authors on effeminacy, about which the authors
Perhaps the hustling and the mad search to
seem particularly obsessed. Another stereotype
pick
upthea partner
produces the
they have hangups about is the masculine woman.
and
same insecurity
aboutsamenotcompetition
being as
Now, it isn't always true that the masculine woman
"desirable"
as
others
in
the
place,
and the crushing
dykes")
"dieselthe really
typesoror that
as truck-driver
realization that one never will be.
is(put-down
automatically
a lesbian,
"beautiful" woman is either, in the conventional
really human
doesn't beings
matter what
look The
likefact
to that
the itother
who you
are
sense, like "Merle, a leggy blonde with an easy
attracted
to
you
doesn't
always
come
out
in an
because
sudden smile" little to do
manner and a warm really
atmosphere designed for plastic people. The peohave very
physical characteristics
ple weren't plastic in the first place, really, but they
with peoples' sexual preferences. They almost
can't be anything else after a while. You either have
seem to be saying "We're not the stereotypes you
toMadison
play theAvenue,
game Playboy,
or make private
a new property,
one. Plastic,
think we are, we're different stereotypes. Gay
and
of
people have trascended the faggy effeminates
the "just-so" look we all have to display didn't find
song and story and have now become articulate,
their way into the descriptions in "Not so Gay
cool, sophisticated leggy blondes with perfect
World", but they belong there too.
taste.
It's no use writing a book for straight people
While they're so busy trying to prove what
"normal" people we are, the authors have lost sight
that says, "Please like us 'cause we're not going to
of one very important thing. It was evident twelve
hurt you". They just replay in their magazines, that
"folks"
from
them. 'just folks' after all, but different
James Baldwin:
years ago to the American author
are really
faggots
People do not take the relations between men
not
A
book
which doesn't get beyond a plea for
do
They
.
.
and boys seriously, you know that.
that kind of acceptance, a book whose authors do
believe there can be tears between men. They think
not even feel free enough to use their own names,
we are only playing at a game and that we do it to
has serious problems.
shock them.
It doesn't even make it as a handbook. It
fact
the
from
The advantage of that view, apart
that it is a far healthier approach, is that it leads toof spends a lot of time talking about Toronto without
homoan understanding of homosexuality as a form
even mentioning where to go to meetin other
the 241.57
that somewhere
sexuals.
Stating
arrive
To
"deviance."
of
form
a
as
than
rather
loving
at an understanding of homosexuality, you have to. square miles of metropolitan Toronto there are
understand heterosexuality and the games straight
what I was melooking
isn't exactly
other gay people the
with
way, did not provide
for. (The book, byeither.)
people play. the same and different sexes have
if the book had
even
But
information
that
of
People
named all the bars and had given the telephone
always related to each other. Heterosexuality and
homosexuality have existed side by side with each
call. . we.")
time,Unless
("for aof good
the authors
numbers
will
it
wouldn'tof have
been much
a help.
always
other for centuries and they probably
human
of
s
expression
two
because they are
that stage, the "gay world" won't be
can get pastthan
sexuality. It should be obvious that the important
now.
It's certainlyit isnecessary
for gay people to
relate any happier
is not why people
to be addressed
question another
in different ways, but why they
to one
not to.to
reasonpeople
There's
gay.
being
in
pride
assert
And it's certainly necessary to getnoother
cannot.
that
realize
can't
we
If
Homosexual relationships, like heterosexual
us once we do.
understand
humanity, gay or straight, above everything
t around
our
relationships, depend on the environmen
else
allows
us
to
admit
that
there
can
be
tears
in them.
them as much as they do on the people and
between men, then we really are only playing at a
their
The interrelationship between the people
game to shock people.
is largesurroundings (remembering that everyone opinions
And there are more important things to do.
ly a product of a society that has definite
on how two or more people should relate to one
the
another) has much to do with moulding
Foster and Kent
world, Marion
gay and
character and the structures of the relationship.
A not soMcClell
and Stewart, $6.95.
Murray,
The influence of the surrounding society even
Frank Abbott
decrees that there must be structures: husband

that it usually does not proceed from a description
of real symptoms to an analysis of equally real
causes. The authors interviewed a lot of sad people
and described part of a world that does, in fact,exist for many homosexuals.
That part consists of bars, where many people
meet, often only for sex; hustlers who charge for
their services; and mainly, fear that one's horrible
secret will be revealed to a particularly unsympathetic world. That means social and family
ostracism and possibly loss of a job.
This is as true of Canada as it is of many other
places in the world. It is also true that the conditions
described and the games homosexuals play with
each other are not unlike those games played by
heterosexuals. They may be, and often are, carried
to extremes, but the resemblances are too close to
be ignored.
The other thing the authors failed to realize is
that these conditions do not have to stay this way.
They can change. Gay people do not need to be
afraid of their sexuality, and neither does anyone
else.
But the book's authors, who use pseudonyms,
don't seem to realize any of this, Their book says, in
effect, "this is the way we are. You may not like it
but please like us, and please stop being mean
because
we won't
hurt upyou."
The book
is made
of a short introduction on
homosexuality, Christianity, and its successor, psychiatry. Then it gets into case studies. For example,
Eugene, "a tall, well-built man in his late thirties" is
"attractive, intelligent, articulate" and not "fragile
and limp-wristed nor excessively burly" and he
thinks "loneliness is the greatest problem of
homosexuality. I think it follows many people to
their graves. And I think it drives many
homosexuals
to theirdecorator
graves". Onwhose
the other
hand,
Paul,
the interior
apartment
"reflects his excellent taste" says, "on a per capita
basis, if you took the number of homosexual
relationships that are in existance right now, and
stacked them up beside the number of heterosexual marriages taking place this year, their lasting
ability would probably come out just about the

n

gays

reassure them "society must step in and limit the
damage he (the homosexual) may cause to others,
If not to himself". {D. Cappon, York Professor in
Environmental Studies, Toronto Star, Wednesday,
January 10, 1973).
And if they still want to be told how dangerous
(We are, all they have to do is read A Not So Gay
IWorld, "the frank, inside story of what it is like to be
a— homosexual in Canada." 'Inside' means
jWnosexuals wrote it {a man and a woman), and
•rank" stories never He.
Unfortunately, the trouble with this kind of
"'rank" descriptive look at a particular subject is
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It is much harder to write praise than it
is to write criticism, the greater the praise,
the more dearly purchased the sentences.
So understand that, from here on, I am
simply
to a respectable
length (orexpanding
a review. "wow"
The Emigrants
is easily
the best film of the year, probably the best
of many years. I doubt if it will ever date, or
need to be forgiven the foibles of the
period during which it was made, it stands
with Citizen Kane.
What Troell has created in The
Emigrants, and I can think of no
precedents, is a realistic epic, something
small and bright. Somehow in movies,
long stories always get large-scale treatment (not to mention the little stories that
get inflated by force-feeding the budget).
Similarly, sunshine seems to stretch
movie-screens as if the weather was
different for kings and commoners.
Perhaps because movies are made In the
presence of so much money, personal or
borrowed, film-makers have developed a
squalid picture of poverty and an inflated
respect for wealth and grandeur. Even
poor Tevye, in Fiddler on the Roof, had to
be blown up to reach a "dignified" proporit is totheNorman
Jewison'sat
credit tion.
thatAlthough,
he made
man dignified
all: Most directors would have missed it.
Troell taps the grandeur that Is there all
along. His scripting and camerawork are
beautiful and devoid of tricks: Liv Ullmann,
joyfully passing a sunny hour on a swing,

is not setting up a counter-point to the
hardship and tragedy that must envelop
her because she is poor. She is having fun
on a swing, part of the network of fun that
is as real as the network of hard-work and
too little food. A Man tor All Seasons is the
only other film that comes to mind that
was big, but shot small, and It never got
passed trying to look small — an awful
task given Bolt's self-righteous and
overblown
is as
effortless asscript.
it is Troell's
beautiful.filming
He catches
moods with the skill of a confident artist,
and, secure in his confidence, stays out of
the way and lets them work.
The Emigrants combines the best of the
year's
films: and
the detail
easy flow
Sounder,otherthe good
broadness
of Theof
Sorrow and the Pity and the room for
supposition of Chloe. Even where it skates
on dangerously thin ice — the Illiterate
immigrants' blind faith in American immigrationforce
propagandadrawn
— It negotiates
with
authority and
from the story
and the time, not an from easy identification with contemporary sophistication.
Max Von Sydow, Liv Ullman, Eddie Axberg, Monica Zetterlund, Alan Edwalf,
Pierreperformances.
Lindstedt all match
fine
Perhapsone theanother's
whole
cast and crew should be singled out: they
have created one of the most sensitive
volumes of our history.
Bob Bossln

Max von Sydow has finally arrived In Minnesota: The Emigrants.
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With this issue, L'Hebdo
expands its book review section
to include not only reviews of
current books, but critiques and
evaluations of books commonly
in use in courses at this university. We invite articles and
critiquesaminefrom
studentsideas
that and
exthe important
books that circulate in the
classrooms, to be submitted to
The Varsity building at 91 St,
George. These can involve, not
only discussions of books, but
also in-depth evaluations of
courses that are not possible
within the rigid format of course
evaluations,
their "objective"
short-answer withformat.
What C.E. Black attempts to do
in The Dynamics of Modernization is to use a comparative approach to history to study the
processes of modernization as
they occur in different places at
different times. While comparative study of urbanization
and disruptive social change
could clearly be a fruitful
endeavour, it is not so in this case
for two major reasons.
The first is that Black does not
understand the dynamics of past
modernization, the second is that
he does not understand the
dynamics of the present.
But, while these two failings
have resulted in the writing of a
dismally bad book, it would be
unfair to dismiss The Dynamics of
Modernization as being totally
useless, for the book does have
some tuesredeeming
virstem from thefeatures.
fact that ItsBlack
has been able to cram so much
nonsense into one relatively concise and well-written book. Since
his errors are similar to those
committed by many other writers
on the same topic, the
manuscript acquires potential as
a textbook of what to avoid.
Black begins by defining
"modernization" as "the process

by which historically
evolved
institutions are adapted
to the
rapidly changing functions that
reflect the unprecedented increase inman's knowledge, permittingvironmencontrol
over his ent, that accompanied
the
scientific
revolution."
He then goes on to describe
some of the delining features of
this process. It means, according
to him, increased centralization,
the replacementministration ofofindividuals
arbitrary ad-by
legal systems, increased
emphasis on efficiency, a
process of rapid urbanization, a
trend away from Individual or
family ownership
of business
activities to corporate
forms (the
corporation may be either
privately or state-owned, since
the "relationship of public to
private enterprise in a society
is. . . more a function of Its
cultural heritage than of its level
ofanddevelopment"),
decreased mechanization
relative importance ofthe agricultural
sector, the development
of a more
fluid social structure and the
emergence
of "modern"
leadership.
Black then goes on to describe
the logic of the comparative
method in history. Comparative
history can be more fruitful in
studying modernization than
more traditional approaches, he
says, because it is concerned, not
so much with institutions and
forms, but with causes and functions, not with completed events
and a static reality, but with
change
history. and the dynamics of

Dynamics
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mystification:

"Explaining"
modernization
thesis, it is still impossible to
regrouping,
(4) whether
Instead,conceptions
he prefers oftooccupationuse "more society
Black's practice of
had been
a colony, the
(5) condone
refine
al categories, social strata, and whether the society entered the making, in his best professorial
modern era with institutions that
sweeping generalizainterest
groups,
which have
tions and unsubstantiated
claims.
developed
in recent
yearsbeenby could be adapted to new manner,
Statements such as those claimfunctions.
behavioural scientists." (sic)
ing
that
when
modernization
One might begin an analysis of occurs "privileged elites must
Takingas politically
organized
book by and
notingappeals
the biases
that
societies
the basic units
of his the
It
conceals
to, that,
compete with the formerly unstudy,
on tofeatures
describeof for example,
Black
admires
some ofhe thegoescentral
rprivileged", that "private
enterprise.
. . is degenerally
the
Weber
and
Parsons,
and
uses
the modernizing process that he
most
efficient
method
of produc-of
their
approaches,
that
Black
in
says are common to all societies turn is admired by academics of
tion" that "Nationalization
undergoing it. ofThese
are "the the stripe of Crane Brinton and property devoted to production is
consolidation
modernizing
own Karl Deutsch, or by a rather
trol", thatprimitive
"what is form
called offorcon-by
leadership", "economic and Canada's
noting the kinds of books he the rationalizing
tendencies of
social transformation", and "the discusses,
and does not discuss, modernization is less
a leveling
integration
society". the seven in his bibliographical essay.
He then ofoutlines
Beyond this, one might point than an equalization of oppatterns of modernization that he out that he presents nothing
that "modernization
has identified. The first pattern more than a taxonomy of fosters a moreportunity",equal
distribution
comprises Great Britain and "modernization", and that, quite of income" that the use of the
France, the second the United apart from the fact that his term "elite" is not suited to "those
States, Canada, New Zealand,
are very much disciplines the principal concern
Australia, the third the rest of classifications
to question, it is precisely of which is the study of political
Europe excluding Russia, the open
analysis of the dynamics of
tends to
fourth America south of the Rio an
modernization in different power", that nationalism
from "moderGrande, the fifth Russia, Japan, societies that he lacks. Also "divert" energies
nization", that the terms
China, and four others, the sixth revealing are the criteria he uses "capitalism" and "socialism" are
primarily former colonies outside
"modernization" — he dates isbecoming
the Americas, the seventh, for
needed meaningless,
in the worldthatiswhat
the
period of modernization in formation
colonies and former colonies the
of
a new international
European
countries
for
example,
primarily in Africa south of the from the time of the bourgeois consensus, (the same theory can
Sahara.
in each country — and be found in Talcott Parsons',
He then sets out a typology as revolution
Theory and Modern
his use of liberal categories of Sociological
a basis for comparison based on analysis and liberal definitions.
Society,) are surely statements
that
require
some
substantiation?
five
criteria:
(1)
whether
the
But
perhaps
the
most
He rejects
"objectivism"
— a transfer of political power from noticeable characteristic of the
tendency
to stay
close to detail
Similarly,
his
use of the
book
is
its
almost
total
lack
of
and shy away from generaliza- leadership
"traditional"
to early
"modern"
approach
does notof
occurred
or late documentation. The book has no comparative
tions. He also dismisses Marxfree
him
from
the
necessity
relative
to
other
societies,
(2)
footnotes,
no
statistical
charts,
ism, in a back-handed way,
examining the actual societies in
whether
the
immediate
political
and
exhibits
a
near-complete
stating that "determinism" leads
has taken
of modernity was ex- reluctance to ever back up a whichis "modernization"
to "narrowly based conclusions", challenge
taking place, and the
ternal or internal, (3) whether the statement with facts. Even when or
and
that
class
analysis
is
a
"relic
and dynamics that are
of an earlier era that has ceased society enjoyed continuity of one makes allowance for the fact processes
at work. It would not be fair to
to serve a useful purpose". territory or underwent that the book is an essay, a
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state that Black neglects those
facts that disprove his contentions, for he ignores all facts
with equal disdain. But it
probably would be correct to
suggest that the reason he
proceeds without the aid of facts
or logic is because his contentions are in fact totally without
basis in either fact or logic.
One may take as one example
is analysis, (if this word may be
used,)tion.ofFor the
process
of urbanizaBlack,
urbanization
and
modernization are almost synonymous. The large-scale growth
of cities, together with the
rationalization of agriculture and
the growth of industries in the
cities, are the central processes
of modernization. He fails to
realize, however, that the growth
of cities in certain countries, the
early modernizers, was completely different from that in
countries he considers to be undergoing modernization now.
Where in Great Britain and the
United States, for example, urbanization meant industrialization and the development of
what Biack calls a "modern"
society, the growth of cities
in Latin America, for. example, is
indicative of a completely different process (or, in another
sense, of the opposite end of
the same process.).
In the "older"
countries,
urbanization
meant economic
development and the creation of
the social patterns that Black
calls
"modern".
"new"of
countries,
however, Inthethegrowth
cities has been associated with
what Andre Gunder Frank has
called "The Development of
Underdevelopment".
What occurred, and is still occurring,
according toFrank and others of his
school, is the extension of a
metropolitan pattern to the "unmodern" countries, which by this
process were, and are being,
economically and socially
"under-developed".
The growth of cities in these

countries has meant, not modernization,trbeuncthmethe
increasing and
ennt ofconservatism
elites. The model that Frank, Paul
Baran, Hobsbawn, and others
have been positing for the
process of "modernization" is
that when
"modernization"
occur ed incountries
such as Great
Britain and the United States, it
was a process
which was im-in
perialist and metropolitan
nature, made possible only by the
exploitation
"un-modern"
world
by ofthethemodernizing
countries.
Furthermore, it is incorrect to
suggest that countries that have
not modernized are at previous
levels of development, a level that
modernized countries reached,
say one hundred years ago. Quite
the
contrary,
Frank,system
"the
operation
of thesays
capitalist
over the past centuries effectively
and entirely penetrated even the
apparently most isolated sectors
of the under-developed world.
Therefore, the economic,
political, social,
and cultural
stitutions and relations
we nowinobserve there are the products of
the historical development of the
capitalist system no less than are
the seemingly more modern or
capitalist features of the national
metropoles of these underdeveloped countries." nations
When the imperialist
modernized, in other words, the
whole world was modernized.
The same process that created
what Black calls "modern" society in Western Europe and the U.S.
also created at the same time
what Black would call un-modern
societies
world.
The inone the
was "backward"
not possible
without the other; the same
dynamic that created development in the imperialist nations
created underdevelopment in the
"backward" nations. It is
therefore fatuous to suggest, as
Black does, that the whole world
will eventually become what he
defines as "modern". If the

"modern" nations are to remain
"modern" within Black's
definitions, then the "backward"
nations
musfof remain
The role
the city"backward".
is crucial in
this question of imperialist
modernization, for modernization
occurred within a metropolitan
framework. Within the "modernizing" associated
countries, the growth
cities was
with theof
turning
"backward"
countries
into raw ofmaterials
suppliers.
This
meant the growth of national and
regionaltries as ^centres
coun-of
well, but inthethese
growth
cities here has an opposite effect.
Instead of making for

industrialization, the city here
made for the growth of pseudofeudal conditions,
trenchment of elites, the
and enthe
creation nofization. As one
obstacles
to
authority moderhas put
it. "The privileged position of the
city has its origin in the colonial
period. It was founded by the
Conqueror to serve the same
ends that it still serves today; to
incorporate the indigenous population into the economy brought
and developed by that Conqueror
and his descendants. The
regional city was an instrument of
conquest and is still today an
instrument of domination." In

Academics weep about underdevelopment, but don't see causes

Mexico,
for example,
"the
mestizo population.
. . always
lives in a city, a center of an
intercultural region, which acts as
the metropolis of a zone of indigenous population and which
maintains with the unintimate relationderdeveloped
whichcommunities
linksan the
center with the satellite
The processin of
communities."
modernization,
othercapitalist
words,
meant wide
the metropolitan
creation offramework,
a worldanalogous to a system of
satellites,
in which
the "modern"
conditions
the leading
centresby
are made ofpossible
precisely
the creation and maintenance of
"un-modern" conditions in the
colonized centres.
What Black has done, then, is
to abstract from one-half of a
certain historical model of
modernization — capitalist
modernization — certain features
which he assumes, incorrectly, to
be common to all models of
modernization, and to construct
an idealthese
kind abstractions.
of "modernization"
from
The
dynamic of this model, however,
is not universal, ie — ahistorical
but historically
not be repeated.specific, and canTo study the dynamics of
change
in thechanges
"un-modern"
— and the
are not world
what
call "modernization"
—Blackandwould
to study
the means by
which modernization can take,
and to study the way in which
"modernization" occurred in the
past, it troisduce the necessary
reinconcepts thatto Black
rejects, and put them at the heart
of the analytical effort: the concepts ofperiexploitation,
imalism, and class. Only then
will it be possible to go beyond
the practice of comparing, as if
they were two different things,
opposite sides of the same coin,
and to understand both the past
and the present. — Ulll Dlemer
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Just about aRe
year ad
ago, the
Everly Brothers staged athekindrockof
on
resurgent assault
music haunts which had seen
them as perennial tenants in the
At that
Dog"-days.
"Birdalbum.
bygonetheir
We
Stories
time,
Could Tell, attested to theof truth
rock
brand
Nashville
that their
with a twang was merely in hiatus
awaiting the return of rockabilly
which was probably initially
remotivated by the multi-BuHalo
But back
Springfield off-shoots. and
Phil
they were — Don
by a myriad assembly
augmented
of rock heavies — Crosby, Nash,
Bramlett, Gordon, Cooder, and
twice as many less known studio
made that Everly
playersonewhoof the
album
bright spots of

this and
early 72.
that's
an album
ive astitlea guide
an imperat
much with
as Now,
The Chicken
to its contents, Pass the
return of
And Listen, marksthe tutelag
e of
Don and Phil to
Mr. Guitar — Chet Atkins. Chet
produces an album for the
ageless Everlys which is asofmixed
pure
in genre as it is in blends ication
country with the sophist
leNashvilCash
the ohn
that permeates post-J
Sound
bonanza. in this
While Stories delved into a
kind of country rock,
tougher
Chicken is marked by the type of
John Prine tune included called
"Paradise". It's a nice enough
lilting folksy tale, but compared to
the short flurry of excitement the

Rip

discover
boys generate on the old
' belter "Not Fade Away",
pales in comparison. Most fans
itCrickets
of the Brothers will lament the
absence of more material such as
"Lay It Down" and "Not Fade
Away"; while others may feel that
"Husbands and Wives", the old
song, is decidedly
Roger Miller
in fine fashion, but it
treated
never really creates much of a
ge for the pair of voices
challen
which have influenced everyone
Gordon to Lenfrom Peter and ney.
Perish the
non & McCart
will,
Don and Phild with
thought thatseem
satisfie
like Elvis,
perforemers'
the
ng other
coverial,
and forsak
materi
s that used. to
session
ic
energet
result in genuine rock classics

off

fifties

revival

Party"
"Gardaenremin
Nelson
Ricksente
der
d not's only
repre
festival and revival fans are
that
adof
st
tickle
the
imes
somet mirers, but also that Nelson and
his Stone Canyon Band had
played themselves into one of the
tightest groups to surround a
steel guitar this side of Memphis.
To Me"
Since
was
Rick from
ncedg that
annouBelon
late '69"You
not interred, a steady succession
s
Deccaand album
ent' Rick
of excellfrom
his bandhasat
flowed
is
regular intervals. The tlatest
hit —
titled after the— recen
and the ten
Garden Party
are not relegated
songs includedconfin
of the soft
es
the
y
to
strictl
country-rock genre.
"I Wanna Be With You",
sidemen,
two of Rick's
than
penned
to rock
is a lotby closer
"Garden Party"; while "Are You
halfof the
Real",fromoneRick's
Really items
dozen
pen, is a
showwhich
balladvoice of Nelson
softly-stated
cases the mature
— which
has evolved
from the
teenage
off-key,
slightly
wispy,
murmurings of his fifties hits, "Be
Bop Baby"
Town",
into a and
viable "Lonesome
vocal style
equally adept on ballads like

are: "Mother
lew years. Included ",
and Child Reunion On "Brown"Knock
Eyed Girl",
"Crazy
Mama" as well as aWood",
19723these
version
Though
tunesof "Memphi
are all s".
popular
and
really becomep
don't
they
topical,
inparttheofwayRivers'
that musical
Presley ismake-u
able to
orm
transf
"Proud
Mary"his own
and
"Polk Salad Annie" into
This Johnny Rivers album may
style.
well become one of the pieces of
when Americans
nostalgiato recall
attempt
the hopeless
fight of George McGovern
The final
who.
know
you
against
"Useis
the album
cut onPower",
The
and oneis ofcalled
its lines
the admonition to "Dig Nixon,
•Before
Digs You".
The HeGrateful
Dead is Jerry
Garcia's assembled multitude
who made such a radical, but
wholly justified transition from the
feverish insanity of short-lived
the comrockofinto
psychedelic
fortable confines
country-rock.
A lot of Europeans had the opthe Dead'sportunity toshow
blendappreciation
of rock andof
duster-music, when the entourage toured Europe in 1972.

Europe.

STUDENT-RAILPASS
Thewaytosee
Eu rope without feeling like a tourist.
Student-Railpass
isHolland,
valid in Italy,
Austria,Luxembourg,
Belgium, Denmark,
France,
Germany,
Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland.
Eurailpass, Box 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario
Please
lorm. □send me your (ree Student- Rail pass folder order
Or yout tree Eurailpass folder with railroad map. □
Name.

So you plan to spend the
Summer in Europe this year. Great.
Two things are mandatory. A ticket
to Europe. And a Student-Railpass.
The first gets you over there, the
second gives you unlimited Second
Class rail travel for two months for a
modest $135 in Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
and Switzerland! All you need to
qualify is to be a full-time student up
to 25 years of age, registered at a
North American school, college or
university.
And the trains of Europe are
a sensational way to travel. Over
100,000 miles of track links cities,
towns and ports all over Europe. The
trains are fast (some over 1 00 mph) ,
frequent, modern, clean, convenient

and very comfortable. They have to
be. So you'll meet us on our trains. It
really is the way to get to know
Europeans in Europe.
But there's one catch. You
must buyyourStudent-Ftailpass in
North America before you go.
They're not on sale in Europe
because they are meant strictly for
visitors to Europe— hence the
incredibly low price. Of course if
you're loaded you can buy a regular
Eurailpass meant for visitors of all
ages. It gives you First Class travel if
that's what you want.
Either way if you're going
to zip off to Europe, see a Travel
Agent before you go, and in the
meantime, rip off the coupon. It
can't hurt and it'll get you a better
time in Europe than you ever thought
pOSSi ble. Mm quoted CnU.S. Mill*.

STUDENT - RAILPASS
Available From
ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT COUNCILS
44 St. George St. Toronto 5, Ont
Tel. 962-8404
Also available: Student Flights to Europe and within Europe, car rentals,
International I.D. cards, tours, student hostels, jobs abroad etc. . . .
AH at student prices

"Night Time Lady" and "Palace
Guard", as it is on the Chuck
Berry rauncher, "I'm Talking
Rick has worked on the road
About theYou".
with
Stone Canyon Band for
going on five years now, and their
evolution into a smooth-singing,
gutsy-playing back-up quartet is
reason behind Rick's return
toa bigpopularity.
That man
Johnny
Rivers,of "Memphis"-fame,
has assembled a
top-notch set of musicians for his
release L.A. Reggae (United Artists), from which "Rockin'
Pneumonia-Boogie
has
been culled.Woogie
RiversFlu"is
nobody's
fool
—
it
would
be dif-as
ficult to employ such names
Jimmy Webb, Larry Knechtel,
Jim Gordon, and Joe Osborne
and
Allisonex-Crickets'
for a sessiondrummer
and comeJerryup
with a dud album.
instrumentation on theTheRivers
album is no doubt outstanding,
but the material, with the exof"Rockin'thatPneumonia",
is mostlyception things
have been
hits for their writers over the past

Now the highlights of that tour are
captured on 3 bargain-priced
discs complete with colour
brochure
"live", plus depicting
the itinerary.the Dead
The record's quality is
excellent, considering the varied
acoustics the tour had to encounter, and the usual waves of
boring applause are kept to a
bare minimum. Most of the
familiar Dead tunes are Included
— "Cumberland Blues", "Sugar
Magnolia"
"Truckin"—with some
of which areandextended
long
solo vehicles for Pigpen, Garcia,
and friends to strut their stuff.
There are seventeen songs in all
— most of which average 6 or 7
minutes of music — a must for all
Grateful Dead adherents, The
Grateful Dead/Europe 72.
The Everly Brothers, Pass The
Chicken And Listen, RCA
Rick Nelson, Garden Party, MCA
Johnny Rivers, L.A. Reggae,
United Artists
The
'72,
WEA Grateful Dead, Europe
Dick Loney
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Consumer
protection
vs big-bad
rock
In the halycon days of the late was?); capitalism, the espress himself personally, the Paul symbol for a place to return to "in records which ones are rip-offs,
McCartney
sort
of
thing.
t
a
b
l
i
s
h
m
e
n
t
,
t
h
e
system
mogul Mandell.
"60's,
the gooddope,
guys while
had long
a world that's back in my time". replied
and smoked
the hair
bad (whatever you want to call it) after
Consumer protection.
McBride sings about buttermomentary hesitation, opens,
So, in my fortified role as the
guys, the young capitalists, wore aswallows
flies
and
sunshine
and
his
girland absorbs.
Fergus, the star of the album, Ralph Naden of reviews, I can
friend — calm subjects, calm
horn-rimmed glasses, and pinIn music, the exciting, raw songs. Like the Lighthouse Town of Fergus, was born in safely say Town of Fergus is
striped suits, got bombed and
often
crude
sounds
of
hard
acid
album,
Butterflies
is
well
put
1950. That gave me a twinge of made of top-quality vinyl, comes
splashed you as they drove by in
rock are replaced by the good- together, and McBride sounds humility when I read that on his in a cardboard jacket (with no
their Jags and 'Vettes.
good — just like he does on promo.
Here's a guy born the plastic or paper liner though) and
Now the young capitalists have time music of big-bad rock.
Like Lighthouse.
Sunny
Days.
But
still.
. . appears same year I was and who has produces sound when rotated at
long hair, smoke dope, get
One
of
the
best
songs
Lighthouse
has
a
new
album
actually
speed of 100 revolutions for
bombed — and splash you as
stead created
of simply something,
writing snarkyin- the
every three minutes.
they drive by in their Jags and out, called Sunny Days. There's on both albums. In Sunny, it's reviews.
It also contains some songs
'Vettes.
nothing
wrong
with
the
album
—
under
the
titl,e
"Merlin",
in
a moment l wondered what that are good enough to make the
it's called
"Backbackin myto rightFor have
Nails have been hammered Lighthouse is a proficient group, Butterflies
"Merlin"
hearkens
I, who have never cut a hit parade.
into the counterculture casket for good vocals, good in- time".
wizards
and
Camelot,
and
comes
any sort of judge- beenBut great
strumentation. It'ssort of a let's- across as the sincere yearning of disc, toment onmake
some time. But the last spike was sit-in-the-back-yard-where-thethen, lately.
the hit parade hasn't
someone
who has. So I
hit in a recruitment ad for
Lighthouse,
SunnyButterfly
Days, GRTDays,
asked
Varsity
record
mogul
Allan
a
good-time
big
band
for
the
real
Bob
McBride,
Manufacturer's Life in last week's neighbours-can-t-see-us'andMandell
why
I
should
write
a
smoke-dope kind of record; in good-time past. When Tolkien
Varsity. That ad told us (in stream fact
review,
what
the
purpose
of
a
published
his
hobbit
series
that's
the
theme
of
a
lot
of
the
Capitol
of consciousness form) that lyrics. Listening to it, I got the wizards were a symbol for a review is.
Fergus, Town ol Fergus, Capitol
whoever we are, whatever we do,
To warn people who might buy
Tom Walkom
impression
of
late
50's
lyrics
whatever our politics are, within
good
place
to
go;
now
they're
a
the
more
complex
musical
ManuLife can absorb us, can fit
structure
of the latesophisticated,
60's. But the
us In.
music, although
We don't care what you wear still doesn't challenge us the way
as long as you can sell insurance. hard rock did.
Discover j
On all levels, the illusion of the
Bob McBride's first album
BRADDOCK
counterculture is being smashed. Butterfly
Days, is a lot like
Students who become Student Lighthouse's last. That's not surOPTICAL
the
Protestors are shot in the U.S.,
prising since McBride is the
freedom of I
170
925-8720
arrested in Canada; Nixon and group's lead singer. The record is
2917 Si.BloorGeorgeSt. WSi. 233-2611
Centenary
Plaia
282-2030
Kissinger
are Time'swhen
Men Youth
of the billed as McBride's big break —
contact!
Bayview
VillageSTORES
Centre 222-5791
Year
(remember
successful singer attempts to ex12 OPTICAL
THROUGHOUT
METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
LENSES
Perth concert warms
When you leave a Perth County "into the music. We just like to
Conspiracy concert you feel play our music", as one of the
warm and relaxed. The music of lead
singers put it. So they sing
the past two or three hours has pleasant songs about love and
been soft and delicate, about love peace and joke around and
and internal peace and living in everyone has a good time.
Perth County Conspiracy has
the country. That's just what gone
through many changes
Friday's
Conspiracy
Convocation
Hall was Concert
like. at since they first started in 1969.
But Perth County lacked the Two of their former guitarists are
dynamism of one of its strongest out on their own, touring around
members — Cedric Smith, who is Ontario. There is a new guitarist
uinquaginta

Fiinfzig

Otven

presently in P.E.I, with poet
Milton Acorn doing poetry
readings. Smith has historically
been the only one in the Conspiracy who Injected serious
social comment and theatrical
effects intoformance. Hthe
pere is alsogroup's
their finest
vocalist and his absence,
although perhaps unnoticed by
those who haven't followed the
Conspiracy, left their general
presentation lacking solid meat.
It is no coincidence that Smith
is with Acorn, who has been
nicknamed
the people's
poetwing
for
his
very human
and left
poetry.
Smith
generally
sings
about the same themes.
The rest of the Conspiracy is

on acoustic, along with .Richard
Keelan, and the bass player who
Conhave always been with theaddition
more recent
s
p
i
r
a
c
y
.
A
to- the group is Judy, who plays
flute and piano — although we
missed most of it on Friday due to
a faulty mike.
Isn't gone
Cedric
er. HeSmith
will be joining the
altogeth
February
Conspiracywillfortaketheir
them through
tour which
on to
and
l
Montrea
Ottawa,
Winnipeg.
next
their
I Just hope
includes
anceliftsin aToronto
perform
beyond
concert
Smith, who
the realm of "nice".
Harriet K (deckel

Take
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Madman

and Nun fails

to fuse fantasy with drama
in the
The Theatre du P'tit Bonheur is profoundness or subtlety
sets in when
currently
Fou byet LaWitciwicz,
Nonne {the
characterisation. Confusioninteract
Madman offering
and the LeNun),
the these
with a
characters must
least interesting production they have caricature, that of psychoanalyst {Jeanhas
actor
exthe
this
presented this season. Perhaps dis- Marc Amyot). Here, the comis been
and
haveyear in permitted to exploit
es ionists piecine would
concertedpraudiences
1923, the
point
to the
his role
ofably
aspects
grotesque
between
caught
half-hearted
the
but
uncomfort
is
one
written,
that
was
it
which
mise-en-scene by John Van Burek seems a love story and a satire, each taking itself
s are
the play's most super- seriously. The supporting norcharacter
onlu toficialaccentuate
and banal elements.
neither realistic portrayals caricatures;a
sometimes they support the melodram
nuns and and sometimes the satire.
poets, "corrupte
Mad psychoana
lysis no d"longer titillate
devilish
two threads of the production
the imagination, (not that this should be wereIf these
not working against one another,
characters). To be used there would
the
of
purpose
the
be no reason to condemn the
elfectively. they should be seen from a
production. However, no point about the
specific point of view. This production definition
of insanity, the methods of psypromises fantasy, with its bright, stylized
choanalysis, orthe attitudes of society is
setting, but brings us melodrama for the
effectively
made. If the work were applot'sthefantastic
most part.
fantasy,
play aconclusion
render
not The
does
proached ina unfied style, with a view to
because what precedes it seems to be an utilising all its expresslonistic and satiric
possibilities in the characterisations, a
attempt at realistic characterizations.
more coherent piece of theatre would
if this impression is not the one result. Included there should be a great
intended for the spectator, it only serves to improvement in the rhythm and pace of
illustrate the half-hearted nature of the the performance, which now includes
production. It is reflected in the confusing some inexcusably empty pauses.
mixture of acting styles. The poet (John
Gilbert) comes across with romantic
Like other sufferers of "dementia
bravado that approaches but does not praecox",
this production juxtaposes
quite encompass the exaggerated some qualities
which are not necessarily
stereotype. His earfy exchanges with the negative in themselves, but which work
nun {Marie-Paule Broschant) suggest together toward the destruction of the
soap opera. Soeur Anne is represented whole
Eleanor Coleman
with an attempt at realism, but a lack of

Unclassifieds
MAN, 39, louring Europe, May lo Sept.,
in renied van. 2 or 3 oihers lo share expenses, $1,200or -weekends,
S1.500 each, call 622076S evenings
MEDICAL STUDENT wanled 4th, 5th or
6lh yeaf to supply some piecise medi.al
knowledge
o13. lor story. 130 Holboine, ToronASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses. Essay - .French, Latin - Experienced typisis - Electric typewriters. 713
SparJina Avenue (South of Bfoor) 9227624.
ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old
essays? Do you need essays? Phone
ESSAY SERVICES 961-6150.
ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 dayfj
Departures every SUNDAY In Feb. (Sturjy
Weeks) trom Toronto, includes jet tranaccommodation
discos. sport,
Contact
AOSC 44(doubles),
St. Georgeparties,St.,
Toronto
Council.. 5. 416-962-8404 or your St ident
EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to
LONDON trom $79 one way or $155 return
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC,
44 St. your
GeorgeStudent
St.. Toronto
962-8404
Council. 5.416BOOK
EARLY AND- or SAVE
TRAVELLING
IN EUROPE
TIONAL STUDENT
I.D. card,INTERNAstudent
railpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable
charter
liights.
camping
etc. all available now Irom: AOSC. 44loursSt.
George St., Toronto 5, 416-962-8404, (The
Studentdent Council)
Travel co-op owned by your stuQUEBEC WINTER CANIVAL, March 2-4.
Round trip transportation
com odation. $31.0 . AOSC.and44 ac-St.
George SI. 962-8404.
WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats trom $10.00
Paul
Magder Furs & - Dundas)
202 Spadlna
Ave.
(Between
Excellent
selection otQueen
tun lurs, trade Ins accepted.
We buy used lurs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Fn till 6 pm.
ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TEfiMPAPER
service. Originality, quality, and
security dictate our polity.
Phone: 961-6150
Hours 8 to 10 p.m.
7 DATS PER WEEK
300 AVENUE ROAD

THE
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Updated
Two Gentlemen of Verona is a
light and frothy American musical
which has aligned itself with
Shakespeare. It entertains,
stimulating eye and ear. The individual performances are
beyond reproach. It exploits and
invents theatrical gimmicks in the
very latest vein. How does one
approach the problem of being
left, nevertheless, untouched by
this polished, unified effort?
It might be a question of
expectations. To go to see this
musical with any intellectual
pretensions concerning
Shakespeare or anything else Is a
grave error. First of all, The Two
Gentlemen of Verona is William
Shakespeare at his least complex
and least symbolic. Themes of
love and friendship are part of a
celebration of youth and life at Its
most fertile. Though its plot contains betrayal its basic statement
does not contain cynicism.
In this sense, the musical is
"faithfull1,
being alovehugeandcelebration of youth,
living
together. Apart from this,
Shakespeare's
is cheerfully
manhandled or text
ignored,
not only
in the terms of the script, but (and
it must be said) in terms of its
delivery. Performers who are
marvellously adept in the realm
of American comedy strangle
poetry and prose of the English
Renaissance. Does it matter?
Well, think of a sour note that
keeps cropping up in the midst of
a well-played march.
The musical was commissioned by the New York Shakespearean Festival for its 1971
season.
setting is important, sinceThis
the collaborators
John

The

Shakespeare
play relies on gimmickry
many-faceted appeal. Yet despite
Guare, Mel Shapiro and Gait musical score follows that of the Certainly there are elements of its
noblest intentions, it is a show
MacDermot claim to be using now-classical Hair. This score is wit, and an interesting use of
the play as a metaphor of pleasant but it lacks the spark choral voices. There are too without a heart, and that stops it
being a great musical. One
The Big City, where so many which would make it stand on Its many songs, though, and they from
to resemble one another can admire the production as one
ethnic and racial groups rub own the way the themes from seem
shoulders. This has determined Hair do so admirably. Its variety too much.
admires tinsel — without responTwo Gentlemen of Verona is a
the multi-racial casting which of rhythms accommodate the
ding to it.
Eleanor Coleman
seems so important in the staging show's impressive choreography. fine, flamboyant show that has a
of the musical.
If its Intention, then Is to
promote good will towards men
through Shakespeare, it certainly
makes its point without depth. Fine drama about Upper Canada Rebellion
Tinsel is the order of the day. The
design includes a gorgeous array
of flattering costumes, which, avoids the usual documentary pitfalls
while flouncy, belong to no one
period or style. It exploits multilevel staging quite cleverly. In Theatre Passe Muraille has assembled a fine and satire. It is here that the production has artfully
avoided the greatest pitfall of documentary theatre
addition, the audience submits to cast for their current production, 1837, a documentary drama dealing with the Upper Canada - that of dreary and heavy-handed polemics. It is a
a series of stage gimmicks some
Rebellion
led
by
William
Lyon
Mackenzie.
refreshing change to see a company which has
conventional, some original, and
retained enough objectivity to take an occasional
some downright vulgar. (The dog,
Written by Rick Salutin for ensemble tongue-in-check jibe at their protagonists.
it must be said, appeared in the
performance, the play is a series of vignettes
Shakespearian version.)
Special mention should be made of the excellent
This is a variety show in the dealing with the various aspects of the uprising and
the lives of those people intimately affected by it. performance of Neil Vipond in the role of
great American tradition, vehicle The
Mackenzie. Vipond displays a finely honed sense
cast, under the direction of Paul Thompson,
for a talented chorus and a group
in his portrayal, never losing
of principals who are gifted all- displays a mastery of various performance ofsightcharacterization
of Mackenzie, the man, beneath the eloquent
round performers, Jonelle Allen techniques ranging from readers' theatre to mime,
of Mackenzie,
public offigure.
He constands out as the most dynamic, it is this flexibility that is the key to the production's rhetoricveys al the
charismatic thestrength
the character,
doing a strange justice to success.
while
never
permitting
himself
to
overpower
his
Shakespeare's lines, "Who is
The play opens with the entire cast, in two fellow actors.
Sylvia ..." in her portrayal of the groups,
seated
around
tables
reading
newspaper
amorous "maiden". As anything
occasion the show drags a little, mainly due
other than light entertainment, it excerpts concerning the rebellion and the cir- to On
script itself. This emerges in scenes involving
cumstances that perpetuated it. Unfortunately, this thetheintroduction
is out of the question. The
of each member of the Family
over-generous doses of social proves to be a rather slow and listless beginning to Compact in a seemingly endless procession, and
criticism that emerge in certain an
otherwise spirited and provocative evening 'of an equally prolongated procession of condemned
characterisations and musical theatre.
rebels toward the end of the play. While these two
numbers are unfortunate. Since
are, in essence, quite interesting, they have
they revelled in cliches, so shall I: The actors quickly find solid ground, however, scenes
unfortunately been milked to the point of tedium.
the satire is about as subtle as a when they move into a series of scenes depicting These
few weaknesses, however, are far outton of bricks.
the growth of conflict between the Reformers and
spontaneity and imagination of the
Perhaps Gait McDermot is the the Tories of the colony. These scenes, some of the production,weighed bythewhich
achieves a high level of inmost inspiring name connected strongest, in my opinion, are characterized by a
vigorating creativity.
Diane Marie Brown
with the production, since the most effective counter-balance of poignant realism
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theatre
What makes us walk away satisfied
from a moving experience in the theatre?
What ingredients define our gratification?
Somehow.
McKenna's
Irish worldIn
is movinglySiobhan
real, simple
and human.
Here are Ladles she fills the empty stage
with her musical voice, commanding us to
see people and settings. Her gestures
leave you spellbound. Be it Yeats.
O'Casey, Beckett or Joyce, you share her
moods — happy or sad, sober or sensual.
Perhaps it is basic purity plus supreme
skill that lifts the Irish Arts Theatre into the
realm of genuine experience. These are
rare qualities not to be missed. Four more
productions are in store at West Park
School, Bloor and Dundas. On Tuesday,
January 30, Miss McKenna will take the
title role in the premiere of Juno and the
Paycock. - H.W. Coleman.
Tuesday past saw the opening night of
A Touch ol the Poet at the St. Lawrence
Centre. It is oneworks,
of Eugene
autobiographical
as is AO'Neill's
Long
Day's Journey
Into
Night.
commentary next week. It playsMorethrough
February.
For those of ofyouStrawberry
who haven't Fields
caught now
the
performance
playing at the Factory Lab, you are in for
quite a heavy night. Violence, homosexuality, dope freaks. . . the rest you have to
see for yourself. The audience is seated
on
all sides to ensure you get the full
benefit.
It concerns the lives of three people —
two so-called frineds and one stranger.
Taking place on a field in the span of a day
during a rock festival, it portrays quite
authentically how the two accept the
stranger
(and funny.
is he strange!).
It's gripping
and
at times
By no means
will you
be bored. Helen Coopersteln
U.C. Playhouse is featuring noon-hour
theatre next Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday Orizon.
between one and two. Something
called
Next week there is a new rash of
openings. Until then you have 1837 at the
Theatre Passe Muraille Two Gentlemen of
Verona at the O'Keefe Centre, Le Fou at
La Nonne
du P'tit the
Bonheur,
(see
reviewsat theforTheatre
those three),
Mandrake at the Colonnade Theatre, and
Free Theatre's
HeddaToronto
Gabler.
welong-running
forget — Hamlet
at the
Hart And
House— lest
Theatre.

John McLaughlin and his Mahavishnu
Orchestra, composed of Billy Cobham on
drums, Jan Hammer on piano, Jerry
Goodman on violin and Rick Laird on
bass, will be in concert at Convocation
Hall tonight at 8 pm.
McLaughlin is one of those guitarists
who's been kicking around jazz circles for
a number of years. Only recently has word
of his impressive guitar virtuosity filtered
down to the rock world (on an Underground level). His style is based on
craftsmanship and sensitivity, ranging
Irom flightly intriguing electric jazz riffs
through pure rock avenues and on to a
soft spiritual accoustic fingerings. Some of
the music employs the discordant element
of progressive jazz that rock fans find hard
to accept. But as one of the most
technically proficient guitarists,
McLaughlin should not be missed. Try
SAC
student tickets at $4 — no
reservedfor seats.
It's been quite a few years since Ian &

Sylvia were a vital force in folk music in
Toronto. As times changed so did the
Tyson & Fricker duo, — they added country rock instruments and left the
coffeehouse in favour of the TV studio. But
with his TV show, Tyson was able to bring
some great folk performers to Toronto. On
Sunday night Ian & Sylvia will make one of
their rare live appearances in the city at
Massey Hall, with the Great Speckled Bird.
The tickets are priced from $3.50 to $5.50.
Murray McLaughlin is in concert
tomorrow night at Scarborough College as
part of the Winter Carnival. Tickets at $3
and information are available from SAC.
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first jungle painting. Anyway,
Jane VossnearisEglinton
at Fiddler's
Green itRousseau's
gives one a chance, as usual, to enjoy
Coffeehouse
East of Yonge
(behind the Y — call 489-3001) tonight. (while half trying not to since you know
Grit
appears
not the drawings
attraction), and
the gallery's
still only
$1. on Tuesday. Admission Is lhat's
of modern
sculpture.slewA
Sunday night there will be a Thog music couple of houses down is the Morris
and food benefit at Bathurst United Gallery at which is a Robert Hedrlck
Church (one block south of Bloor). Very exhibit. If you saw and liked Ronald
fine local talent is usually featured.
Bloore's white paintings at Hart House last
The concert season is beginning and
probably
like Hedrick's.
thoughyou'lltheir
painterly
dictions even
are
should peak near the end of next month. year,
The following list should help you juggle somewhat different. Evanescent stripes
are
barely
perceptible
in
parallel
form
yourAmerica,
timetable:Monday February 2, Massey each picture, and here is anotherin
HallWar($3.50
6.50) of Power, Thursday successful collection of which each painand - Tower
ting, comments on, modifies your imFebruary 8. Massey Hall ($3.50 - 6.00)
pres ion ofIhe others.
HallMelanle, Monday February 12, Massey
John Prlne, Thursday February 15,
Massey Hall ($3 - 5)
Ann Murray, Sunday February 18,
Massey
6.60)
SantanaHalland($3.50
Bobby- 6.00)
Womack, Tuesday
of Verdi's remain:
Falstaff
by Three
the U presentations
of T Opera Department
February 20, Maple Leaf Gardens ($4.40 - January
26 (tonight), 27 and 29, at 8 pm. If
for tickets, try Monday.
Gordon Llghtfoot, Wednesday-Sunday you're stillat looking
7 pm the Early Music Group
March 21-25, Massey Hall ($3.50 - 6.00) Tonight
and
fhe
Poculi
Ludique
Societas of U of T
B. B. King, Monday April 2, Massey Hall
Incredible Strlngband, Monday April plans to re-enact the Coronation of Henry
V
at
Trinity
College
Chapel
at 8 pm. A
23,Kris
Massey
Hall ($3.50and- 5.50)
Krlstofterson
Rita Coolldge, repeat performance will take place SaturSunday May 6, Massey Hall
The Coronation
are today beevening.
followed
by a Mass forceremonies
the King.
No admission charge, no tickets required.
The Toronto Dance Theatre is having a
piano recital on Sunday. January 28, at
8:30 pm. Who knows who the pianist is,
but the works are by Bach, Haydn,
Chopin, Ann Southan, Ravell, Copeland
and Rachmaninoff.

Ian and Sylvia are making a live appearance
The Riverboat stage has taken on the
appearance of a jet cockpit this week for
John Mllls-Cockell. Cockell who left
Syrinx last July is accompanying himself
on synthesizer, organ, piano and pianette,
and mixing some old Syrinx tunes with
If you finish your lunch early or you
newer material. The thin watery vocals are don't have a class for an hour or so and
a new but not very welcome addition to you know you have to study but you don't
John's
music. added
Some and
good the
sizedsound
speakers
like it, compromise
yet you know andif yousaunter
don't down
you'll
have been
was feel
feel guilty,
superb on Tuesday night. The trippy elec- Prince Arthur dropping in on the three
tronic sounds of Cockell will continue to galleries between Avenue and St. George.
Sunday. Starting on Tuesday is John Alan I say compromise because it won't be half
Cameron, a Maritime folksinger and fiddle as tedious as studying yet you should be
player. Within weeks of the closing of able to convince yourself that by visiting
Grumbles Coffeehouse, there is doubt art galleries you are doing something like
whether Stanley Steamer will continue academics. Going east from St. George,
the first Gallery is the Dunkelman. Starting
operations much beyond this weekend. tomorrow
an exhibit of wall-hangings
It's a very worthy place in the basement of
Neill-Wycik College, on Gerrard east of (that's
the only
word They
I can think
of now) of
Mla_West
begins.
are huge
Church. (It's the tall, red-brick residence,
ctions ofa curious indifferent tan proand
in case you haven't been there before). there is jealso
a huge sprawling rug-like
Tonight, the String Band; tomorrow the
ensemble
rock group called Altier. The Steamer itself. Hopefully.
— well, it's there and explains
Then on to the Albert
opens at 9:00 pm, admission $1.
Music returns to Etherea in Rochdale White Gallery which is exhibiting some
modern
primitivists
such as Marino,
(341 Bloor Street West) with Michael and
Terry (of Perth County Conspiracy) tonight Ozende and Legesse. I'm tempted to call
and tomorrow at 10 pm. Admission is the Umbrian Marino's works simplistic,
$1.50.
but then that's what they said about

movies
Fair warning: this may be the last week
to catch, no, not London flu but Eric
Rohmer's sixth and last moral tale Chloe
in the Afternoon, at CineCity.
The Roxy this week has some good
films, starting tonight with Tony Rlchardon's version of Hamlet, with what is
supposed to be an astounding portrayal of
the unhappy
of Denmark
the
volcanic
Nicholprince
Williamson.
Monday bynight
Antonioni's
L'Avventura,
film
released masterpiece
in 1960 that made
almost thea
splash on filmmaking that Citizen Kane
did in 1941. It's not as likeable as Kane,
which is no reason not to go see it.
Francois Truffaut's The Wild Child is
playing Tuesday and Wednesday with The
Whisperers.
very Pity
greatwilldocumentary
TheMarcel
SorrowOphuls'
and the
be playing
Tuesday and Wednesday at the Ontario
Science Centre. We've mentioned this one
before, and will certainly do so again.
Tonight and tomorrow
at St.
Mikes'
Robert
M.A.S.H. will
be shown.
Need weAltman's
say more?
All this week at the Avenue Cinema you
can see Rohmer's fifth (and penultimate)
moral tale, Claire's Knee, along with Truffaut's Bed and bring
Board.a Two
very ofcivilized
comedies,
thermos
black
coffee, very sostrong.

poetry
A
series
five "alternative
workshops isof being
presented atpoetry"
Holy
Trinity Church, beginning on Tuesday
January 30 at 8 p.m. The workshops
(sponsored by LINK — a group of Canadian poets) hope to feature Milton Acorn
and
Doug Feathering in open access
discussions.
The first workshop, on Tuesday, will
deal with "Poetry — In Search of
Holy Trinity Church is two blocks south
Definifion".
of
Dundas, west off Yonge. For information, cal 362-4521.
Editor
Assoc. Editor
theatre
movies
pop
art
music
books

Ulli Diemer
Bill Macvicar
eleanor coieman
bob bossin
allan
mandell
jan scott
ian scott
bill macvicar
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was aghast.
French's view.
chaplain at Hart House and Street.
Street
's
futur
Sam Sniderman,
of Sam the
perus
ed also favours
secretary ofethe Confederation
of
by low-rise
Frerichs
meeti
ng
"If thehe Lord
along Yonge
Resident and Ratepayer development and the renovation of street
Street
wouldwalked
be shocked
to see Associations.
Record people.
Man, wants
to get rid of the
old buildings to the construction of "We must remove the street
sexual acts displayed so openly," he
said.
said he didn't want high-rises.
Yonge Street is made lively and people and have a well-ordered,
Peter Kellner, a Toronto resident, to Ansee architect
Yonge Street turn into "one colourful
by the leather-work and well-policed street for happy normal
said he likes Yonge Street the way it long room",
referring toplanned
the Eatonto candle merchants
who peddle their order,"
Fairview
development,
people. There
is. He didn't feel the sex shops had stretch- from Dundas to Queen wares right on the
he said.is no freedom without
sidewalk, in
made him "perverse or weird".
However,
Peter Street
Clark, needs
of Clark's
Shoes,
said Yonge
to be
cleaned up. People should be able to
Ed Mirvish
use the street without being hassled Spotlight on Honest
Ed's department store, the Royal
by panhandlers, unlicensed vendors
By DON MOWAT
Theatre
and
the
Referring
and handbill distributors, he said.
"I try to do things as simply as Alexandra
Church, to the business world,
restaurant, spoke atEd's
the tyMirvish
"People are panhandling because possible," said department store Warehouse
warned: "There's no doubt
weekly
Thursday
Noon
on
the
king
Ed
Mirvish
yesterday
afterwelfare
is not s,adequate,"
replied
very ofcompetitive."
noon. Mirvish, owner of Honest Square meeting, held in Holy Trini- it'sHea jungle;
Eilerl French
United Church
attributesit'ssome
his business
success to the fact that he tries to be
close to the people he works with.
"For me, it's a way of life that i
enjoy, perhaps because I was born
From his contact with the theatre
industry, Mirvish noted that there is
"a great shortage of product," and
that "this is becoming more and
more it."acute with each passing year."
into
Mirvish termed live theatre "a feast
the subject
of his competitor,
or Onfamine
business."
the O'Keefe Centre, he noted that
"government theatre is unsuccessful
everywhere
on this
(O'Keefe is owned
— andcontinent."
subsidized
— by Metro Toronto.)
Mirvish. who substantially
renovated the Royal Alexandra,
urged Toronto to preserve its old
B.Y.O.B.
buildings, "or we'll be living in a city
that
looksto the
likeolda Holy
hospital."
Referring
Trinity
Church he stated, "There's warmth
here that we don't "get from a
He revealed plans for a new
restaurant
to befull-course
called "OldmealsEd's",for
which
will offer
skyscraper."
two dollars. All of the waiters are to
be over 60 years of age.

By BRIAN
CRUCHLEY
Yonge
"If a lit tie old lady wants to see a
dirty
she has a that
rightMichael
to."
Thismovie,
is a comment
Hertzman oT United Clothing, a
store on Yonge Street, made at a
meeting of 35 people at Holy Trinity
Church Wednesday night.
The topic under discussion was
"The
Street"
but
most ofFuture
the oftalkYonge
revolved
around
pornography and morality.
In commenting on the nude and
semi-nude pictures which are often
displayed as come-ons Tor the
massage parlours and blue movies,
Major George Clarke of the Salvation Army's Albert Street Temple

Police Poodle
Podnick promotes

Bring

a winnev.

Okfcobepfesfc

Real imported flavour in a great Canadian

beer.

paper
publicly
A debate slated
for yesterday on
whether The Varsity should cease
publication was called off
Wednesday, when opposition to the
paper's
existenceby bowed
Heartened
the out.
apparently
unanimous support for the paper.
Varsity staff members have agreed
to continue publishing.
"Probably no one could be found
who
The Varsity's
rigorouson
and opposes
devastating
attacks
hypocrisy,
and bad
guys,"
said
Robertinjustice
Bettson,
a former
member of the prestigious Hart
House debates committee, which
organized
the abortive
match.by the
"I'm really
encouraged
way students have demonstrated
their
paper," said
Varsitysupport
editor forAlexthe Podnick
last
"Once again this shows that direct
night.
action nick.always
wins,"
smiledVarsity
Pod"The direct
inaction
opponents
showed
whenthethey
refused to debate,
is simply
flip
side of direct action.
"It's all dialectical," Podnick said
dialectically.
The cancellation caught Varsity
supporters hadoff amassed
balance. ProVarsityof
debaters
a mass
statistical evidence to prove that the
economy.
newspaper actively
the continuation of our benefits
free-enterprise
Capitalism is only kept alive by
military spending and conspicuous
consumption induced by advertising,
Sweezy.
according to noted economist Paul
And The Varsity, by advertising
luxury items such as beer, jobs and
SAC, does
its bit
tificial demand
up. to keep this ar"Chee," said Podnick. "I didn't
know we were so important. It's nice
to be pari of something so big."
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Hockey
By PETER DUX
' Varsityvictory
Blues skated
to their night
10th
league
Wednesday
handing
Waterloo
Warriors
a
7-3
defeat. The score was not indicative
of the play, with Toronto having to
rely heavily on goalie Bruce Durno
to keep Varsity in the game.
The second period saw Blues
come from a l-O deficit with four
unanswered goals to decide the
;ame'stheoutcome.
oegan
scoring at Neil
the 3:45Korzach
mark
with a slap shot, using Kent Ruhnke
as a decoy on a two on one rush.
At 6: 17 McFarlane took the puck
from Durno (who was awarded an
assist on the play) rushed up the ice,
and passed to Herridge on the lip of
the crease for the go-ahead goal.
A combination of good checking
ind skating by Blues, and a dazed
Jake Dupuis from a Munro shot
which caught him on the facemask,
allowed Toronto to dominate this
period.
In contrast, the initial frame saw
Warriors check the Blues in their
own end and, despite Varsity outshooting Waterloo, Warriors were
the team in control. Everything was
going wrong for Toronto — passes
didn't
click, hitting
no one thewas cross
skatingbar.andIf
shots were
not
for
Durno's
valiant
efforts
Blues
would have been further behind
going into the second period.
The third period saw Waterloo
slow down, allowing Toronto to
skate around Warriors' net unharmed. Frustated by then,
SGS
Composed of diverse players from
varied backgrounds. School of
Graduate Studies found its playoff
hopes, albeit temporarily, thwarted
as it dropped two games in interfaculty basketball this week. SGS
losses to PHE A (78-67) and Meds

Blues

outplay

Waterloo,

7-3

Bob Munro scored on a breakaway Wednesday night to make the score 6-2 for Toronto.
— Morris (W), 16:25, Pagnulli (T), 7.ft: 17Toronto. Davics (McFarlane, Herridge)
Warrior'sbreaksstyle
precipitated
out- third meeting of the season between Penalties
of shoving
which two
officials
these two clubs with Toronto win- 19:45
Second Period
s.9 Waterloo.
Palcczny (Guimond,
Turonto. Munro(Milnes)
10:03 Elliott) 7:43
kept under control.
ning all three games. . . Buffalo 2. Toronto. Korzach (Anderson) 3:45
Toronto. Korzack (Pagnutli. Keenanl
scouts were at the game Blues 3. Toronto. Herridge (McFarlane. F Durno) 10.
Blues
Notes.
.
.
.
Warrior's
forgot
15:15 — Korzack (T), Leroy (T).
their jerseys Wednesday and had to play Carlton tonight at 8 pm at 4. Toronto. Buba (Munro. Lcroy) 12:40
Penalties
Varsity Arena.
goal by (W) 19:05.
Htmkshaw
(W)Shots
7:20.onStaubilz
5.
Toronto.
Setns(
Davits)
19:48
play
in
Varsity's
old
sweaters.
Anyone coming in late was no doubt
Penalties — Sems Third
(T) 8:45.
TorontoFirst7 Period
Waterloo 3
PeriodStubcl (W) 10:27 Waierluo II 9 6-26
confused by Blues being in white and
Waterloo in blue?, . . this was the I. Waterloo. Smith (Slinson. Nickleson) 5:05 fi. Waterloo, Guimond (Paleczny, Barnes) 0:27 Toronto 16 17 17 - 50
loses

two

in interfaculty

(78-45)
with too much for the slower SGS
PHE Bkeptin the
the team
fourthin aandlie final
forwards, scoring 30 points.
playoff spot in Division I B.
Assisting Eric was Ron Pugi (he of
SGS stayed close all the way until the blue dress shoes) with 12 points.
the final moments when PHE pulled SGS was led by Jimmy Maroosis
and Ron Podesta (14).
away. PHE's
coming
off a one Eric
year Quackenbush,
layoff, proved (23Thepoints)
Meds game, however, was a

sportalk
Women's archery team plays at
Queen's
today in the
Archery Tournament.
The OWIAA
Toronto
team will be defending its
title
.
.
.
women's
senior
basketball
team is in the York Borough City
Tournament today and
tomorrow . . . basketball Blues
travel to Ottawa for a game with
Carleton University tonight and
then the University of Ottawa
tomorrow evening . . . women's

diving team will participate in an
invitational meet at Laurentian
University
tomorrow
. women's
synchronized
swim for
team. . will
travel
to Western
a meet
tomorrow . . .women's intermediate
basketball, and volleyball teams will
be at Trent for games
tomorrow . . . men's swim team
hosts Ottawa this evening at 7:30 in
the Benson Building and then travels
to McMasler tomorrow for an in-

Mills on
North
SQ92
H 6542
East
West
S J 108
SK75
DQ98
C
J86
H J9
HD AJ762
AQ107
D KI0
C K97543 SSouth
A863
C2
H K82
D543
CA AQI0
The Bidding:
East
South West
1H
2S!
2C
1 S!
3D!
3S!
pass actually
pass happened
This hand
recently in a common room pass
bridge
game, dardThe
bidding room
was fairly
for common
bridge,stanthe
chief feature being an overcall based
on a four-card suit.-

Bridge
West found the perfect opening
lead of the king of diamonds,
followed by the ten. This was overtaken by the jack, and then ace of
diamonds, on which West threw the
jackEastof now
hearts.switched to the two of
clubs, on which South made his only
real mistake of the hand by ducking.
West rose with the king, and
East
another
played East
ruffed.
cashedclub,
the acewhich
of hearts,
his
completed
West
upon which
high-low
with the bynine.
heart was "echo"
ruffed, followed
a clubA
ruff. The remaining cards were:
SQ92
H65
S K7
SJ
H Q10
C975
SA863
D62

the queen of hearts.
East cashed H8

vitational me t . . . hockey Blues
will meet Carleton Ravens at the
arena this evening at 8 pm. Radio
Varsity will carry the game live at
8:20
residencetomorrow
. . . men's
fencersAMare atinWindsor
for
an invitational tournament . . . and
men's squash team is in the U.S. this
weekend, competing against teams
atandTrinity
Bowdoin.and Yale, and Amherst

basketball

different story, SGS was never in the
game. Tom Barker (18 points) and
Ron Sternberg (13) were the leading
scorers for Meds (perhaps the best
team in interfac ball now that
St. Mike's has lost the services of its
fine
John Henninger, via a
freakcentre,
accident).
Steve Silberlund with 16 points
and Jimmy Maroosis with 12 points
were SGS' leading point getters.
SGS' thisappearance
the first
division
season is thein brainchild
of Maroosis, a former Brooklyn
playgrounder, who felt there was
enough talent in the graduate school
toteamsposein atheserious
threat Although
to other
first division.
SGS seems to possess talent, the
learn has suffered from a severe lack
of discipline and organization.
Hence, they have not realized their
potential and are struggling to make

the playoffs as a result.
Victoria College gained sole
possession of first place in Division I
defeating and,
Sr. Engineering
6456B byyesterday,
in the process,
dropped the engineers lo third place
behind over
Vic and
Erindale
(a 107-53
winner
the PHE
B Wednesday
night).
Down 29-28 al halftime, Vic
stormed out to reel off 10 straight
points at the beginning of the second
half to take charge of the game.
Vic's zone press took its toll of the
engineers
as Vicpointemployed
to maintain an 8-12
lead throughout
the second half.
Steve Mills, wearing borrowed
gym shorts,
scored 14andpoints
Vic
with
Gord Wicher
DaveforJohn
adding 13 and 11, respectively. Uri
Siksna hooped 12 points for Sr.Eng.

and then played the ten. South
ruffed low and West over-ruffed.
A club was ruffed by the nine in 2
dummy, jack by East and six by §
South.
diamond
en- |*
sured thatA further
West would
score lead
his now
£
singleton king of spades, and at last g
South
got his only trick with the ace %%
of spades.
The defense had done their best, E
but
prevent
the ace of Two of Toronto's younger boxers went at It at halftime of the exhibition
trumpcouldn't
from taking
a trick!
boxing match Wednesday at Hart House.
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sports
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X

as escapist
sports
spectator
unmasks
Hoch
place of sport in society and how well — workers' control, that is, not governRip Oft the Big Game:
sense of "a directorate of political fun- sport
ment control — and there would be no
serves to the existing social system
The Exploitation ofEliteSports by the Power
ctionaries" deciding how to brainwash the
public. But. it exists in the sense that most when confronted with its "functional distinction between players and fans.
Hoch believes,
woulda
adaptation, attaining collec- become
by Paul Hoch
team sports we play developed historically problemsgoals ot(imposed
a player,"Nearly
and weeveryone
would have
from thecontinuity
top of theof drastic reorientation
in the elite private schools of those who socialtive structure),
Doubleday and Company,
Books) Inc. (Anchor control
from spectator to
assuring
our society, and therefore, as a beliefs and orientations,
training, integrat- participation sports (and centring on the
Garden City, New York
consequence, reflect the values of that
kinds of sports that both men and women
elite.
$2.15
and coordinating".
book beaks
with ing,academic
traditionHoch's
in criticizing
and
could
There is the danger that Hoch's book challenging the established views of
One take
can partonlyin together.)"
begin to scratch the
may academic
turn the reader
offin because
of and its relation to society.
Last March, fourteen hours before the
manner
which
he
surface
of Hoch's research in a review.
Metro police evicted students from the analyzes sport. However, the analysis is
Nevertheless,
it
is
soundlyHoch traces the manipulation of the based analysis aofcomplete,
Senate Chamber, acting president John
and its
ethic from the time of the rise of relationship to our society.sport
Sword joined about 5.000 other hockey backed up with fact, and, as Hoch said in a sporting
Hoch
has
used
capitalism (about 1870 in the numerous Canadian examples which
nuts in Varsity Arena to watch 34 students conversation last week, "I'd already gone monopoly
United' States and probably after World show
commit legal mayhem on each other in a through
the
jock
thing."
In
a
Toronto
radio
that Canadian society has its
he added that he played football War I in Canada). Furthermore, it should
traditional pastime known as ice hockey. interview,
in high school, and basketball and track in be obvious to most people at university similarities with its counterpart in the
Before 5,000 "fans". York and Toronto graduate school.. So, he is not anti- that "the character of what passes for United States. And, moving from the
provincial to national level, Hoch even
athletic.
"fought itpionsout"
the OUAA
'play' is decisively shaped by the social looks
the purpose and function of
hip. The 5.000(or largely
ignoredchamthe
In the Introduction to Rip Oft by Oberlin system
in which it occurs; and so, too, are today's atOlympic
games.
athletic
director
Jack
Scott,
the
warning
is
university's
policy
of
unequal
access
In
favour of the diversion at the arena. One given that in the past "attacks on sports by both"Wethe may
The
concluding
chapter of the book
players' andwonder,"
the 'non-players'
".
Hoch adds,
can only speculate as to whaf effect an critics outside the sports world only "whether the well
knits
together
the
threads of emotionalism
production
of
sports
specadditional 5,000 people sitting in at Sim- served to heighten group solidarity among
has all that much in common with that one finds hard to ignore while reading
coe Hall might have had on changing the sportsmen". Scott says. "This book is the play tofacles. .primitive
book, and also attempts to make a
peoples, qualitatively
or whether it the
library policy.
political point. Hoch believes that society
neither
an
attack
on
sports
nor
on
is,
in
fact,
something
Nevertheless, at a time of crisis America. It is, in fact, a defence of both, different, something
is polarizingorfacism.
and theOnechoice
lies between
more readily
un- socialism
wonders
whether
affecting everyone within the university against their perversion by forces less
derstandable inthe language
of money
community — virtually everyone has to interested in sport than in their own con- and profit than in the myths of good, clean this is true of the early 1970's. The sixties
use the library at some point during untinued wealth and power.
iversity years — the modern-day
Part of Hoch's sport philosophy is that
"gladiators"
(read
"hockey
players")
were
is a clearly a certain artistry in a
providing a needed — by the university "there
well-playedwithgame
the
administration — escape.
smoothness
which ofthe ball,
playersinmove
At university, you are apparently around the field, and the deftness with
supposed to feel immune to societal which they execute their moves.
pressures so that you can get a degree, Moreover, they are likely to derive imhave a good time, and leave, ready-made
portant physical and psychological
to be meshed into the societal grid. benefits from
the game, provided that the
Sometimes
the
university's
socialization
external
incentives
toward intense comprocess fails. It failed with Paul Hoch.
p
e
t
i
t
i
o
n
a
r
e
not
that they completely
Hoch, author of Rip Off the Big Game: swamp out the such
enjoyments of the game
The Exploitation of Sports by the Power
Elite
the "world
sport" inin
After clarifying where he stands with
relationanalyzes
to the North
Americanof society
relation to the concept of sport, Hoch
which it exists. Presently at Oberlin itself."
moves
on to a detailed exploration of the
College, Ohio, Hoch lectures on the relations
between sports and the
politicalment of sociology
of
sport
in
the
Departdeveloping capitalist society in which they
Physical Education.
operate,
the
ways in which both players
Although the subject of sports as a and fans are socialized
for production and
"drug"
appears
at
several
points
for their roles on the
throughout the book, Hoch has devoted a consumption,
assembly
line
and,
generally,
full chapter to the broader implications of citizens of a materialistic, racist,to andbe docile
malethe escapism of the sport-entertainment dominated society.
industry. He views sport as directly linked
Hoch's materialist
method of analysis
"sports"intois
with the preservation of the status quo. as historical
in nature, ofdelving
The halftime shows often prove to be more entertaining than the games at U of T.
a static force linked to an unprogressive.
the political economy of the "sports
unchanging society.
world".to Hediscover
justifieshowthethemethod,
saying
Spectator sport is one area of the that
character of
established liberal democratic "smoker- sports is shaped and influenced by its
a time of intense
polarizaanalyzes in some detail the were, tiongranted,
and confrontation,
but this
later
social
system
and
how,
in
turn, these funRipandOffgames."
screen"
used
to
prevent
people
from
believing that there is anything seriously sports influence the development
"socialization"
of
the
player
for
"producbrought
a
large
right-wing
reaction.
of
the
wrong with their society. Sport has system and the people living under it, one
tion", and the socialization
of thespectacles
spectator Change is now being attempted within
of the sports
become an object to be manipulated for must employ a method which brings for consumption
"the system" much more than during the
and products, for, as everyone knows, previous decade. Hoch is an optimist in
the good of the few (the money-makers) at political economy into the open.
that polarization is coming
the expense of the many. As Hoch says, "It
sport has become big business." The believing
is much easier to think about the 'long
From this launching point, Hoch players must, above all. have a "positive about. He is not as caught up in the
bomb'
that
scored
the
winning
touchdown
not be "trouble makers" by student
politicsmight
of theindicate.
1960's Forhowever,
believes, "We can, then, see how different attitude",
than the one that killed fifty Vietnamese sports,
statement
example,as
the sports industry, and the questioning or criticizing the coach. One his
he admitted in a Toronto radio interview
peasants".
Or,
even
the
napalm
produced
must
win,
and,
never
mind
that
one's
ideology
of
sports,
arose
as
a
conin Canada by Canadians working for
sequence ofthe developing material con- performance and individual satisfaction last week that "the time for screaming in
American
branch-plants that was used to
ditions ofcapitalist society, and how the may have tremendously improved over the streets was over about three years
kill in Vietnam,
the that
previous
you still— lost,
functioned to facilitate the all
Rip Off the Big Game should not be
Sports spectacles tend to frustrate the sports industryof autoritarian
counts.game,
However.
and itandmustthat'sbe ago".
capitalist class
interpreted as an attempt "to get people
solution of pressing social problems by smoothness
emphasized
—
Hoch
says
that
"to
give
relations
generally;
how
it
helped
socialize
their due it must be admitted that intoIn the
providing individuals with a temporary
the streets."
final analysis. Hoch realizes that
for their coglike roles on the coaches
escape, but the games do nothing to deal workers
how it built upon a sym- tnere Is a distinctly right-wing flare in the oppressed groups in society all have
with these problems per se. Sports assemblybioticlines;
in common — their oppresrelationship with the developing
eye." reference to the one —thing
Hocha football
makesfan'ssome
and that divisiveness can only
"shows"
the individual
with "a mass media industry; how sports and the many
distorted also
frameprovide
of reference
or identificaAmerican university intercollegiate sports. harm sionthe
struggle for a better, more
media
helped
socialize
workers
to
think
of
tion which encourages them to look for themselves mainly as passive consumers; Although the pressures in Canada have human life. Sport is seen as only one
reached the stage they are at south of interacting component of a broad society.
solutions through patently false channels", how sports spread the poisons of com- not
according to Hoch. That is, spectators are
venes , elitism, sexism, nationalism, the border, it would be advisable to read He says, "There is, of course, no such
so swept up in the emotion of the sports militarism, andpetitiracism
his
words. "The money now spent." he thing as jock liberation, apart from the
of which have
event that they tend to lose awareness of kept the international— allworking
general cultural revolution in society
says,
"on .varsity
and intercollegiate
what is happening to them, instead iden- divided against itself; and, finally,class
sports.
could teams
be spent
on intramural more
as a whole, apart from black liberation,
how sports aimed
at
making
everyone
a
player.
tifying-"with
the
values
and
personalities
has developed within the sports If everyone was out playing they would women's liberation, the student's and
being communicated from the field". In there
control movements. The cultural
this way, a person is drugged out of world a movement of athletes to build a have much less time to be fans. And if they worker's
revolution in sports is nothing more nor
attacking the status quo (with the goal of more human society".
less
than
reflection of these larger
had
fulfilling,
creative
jobs,
they
wouldn't
need to look for the pseudo-satisfaction of movements thein society
improving
as a whole. It can be
off theacademic
'Big Game works
differsinradically
what
it is. it) and into accepting society for fromRip other
its apno
more
successful
than their combined
Ideally, in a socialist society, players
However, Hoch emphasizes that there is
proach tothe subject. Up to this time, the being
have control over their own teams effectiveness."
no "planned conspiracy" as such in the authors of sports books have studied the would fans."
Bob Gauthier
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Women

reject

should

parties,

feminist
says
•'We must look on politics in insisted. The Toronto board has
terms of power relationships not in passed all four of my committee's
terms of parties. All the present recommendations.
Toronto has day care for
parties
maleGregory
dominated"
said all"Now
its employees, part lime work is
feminist areAlene
Saturday.
there is pairing of
"I have never worked in a party and emphasized,
teachers to allow women to take
I won't do anything myself for any care
of domestic obligations and
Gregory was speaking to an all
party."
benefit."
women seminar on women in menShewilladded
that women must fight
politics at the Ontario Conference to achieve change despite "male
on Women at Victoria College. She chauvinist pigs like my partner (Bil
charged that an economic revolution Charlton) in Ward 5 who beat a
woman by 28 voles and last year
is not enough. "The women in the continually
used his position as
USSR, Cuba and China are oppressed. The socialist revolution chairman of the board to snipe at
alone is not enough. There must be a
feminist revolution which will make myGregory
committee."
agreed that women
a person's genitalia irrelevant to his should struggle for more power in
or Gregory,
her role who
in society."
she said "we
was an independent decision-making,at but
levelago.
of parfeminist candidate in the 1972 are only now
ticipation oTtwentytheyears
We
federal election in Rosedale, was on have a right and an obligation to
a panel with
Nelson,
chairman
of theFiona
Toronto
Boardvice-of participate."
Macpherson maintained that it
Education and Kay Macpherson, was best for females to work within
Women for Political Action can- I he system for women's rights.
later by The Varelection. didate in St. Paul's in the last Whensity interviewed
she said that it was important
Nelson, who has run for the NDP for men to work with women for
provincially, disagreed with their own liberation. She disliked
Ihe tendency some liberationists
Gregory. "You can achieve have
in leaving men out of their
something inside the system," she
Service
A demonstration by fellow
workers to support 1 1 laid off U of
T groundsmen will take place at
noon today outside the U of T
personnel office at 215 Huron
Street.
A meeting of about 75 members
ofInternational
the U of TUnion
Service
Employees'
Saturday
voted
unanimously in favour of the
demonstration after learning that
the university had not yet agreed to
rehire the men and lay off 11 in
reverse order of seniority across the
university.
Student support, while not being
solicited, will be welcome.
A hearing Friday by U of T
labour relations manager John
of the union's
was
toParker
be continued
today.grievance
SEIU Local
204 business agent Don Barclay said
yesterday that if the matter is not
resolved to the union's satisfaction
today, the union will hold a bigger
demonstration tomorrow at Simcoe
Hall and may consider pulling
workers off their jobs.
too serious
a matter onto
let"It's
the just
university
procrastinate
it,"TheBarclay
said.
union had made its case
Friday that the men, who were
temporarily laid off because there
was no snow for them to shovel,
should not have been laid off solely
from the grounds department.
Rather the II workers across the
university who had worked the least
amount of time (as the union
claimed was provided for in the
contract), should have been laid off.

Fiona Nelson (right) and Kay
solutions.
in women's
rights
sheAny
added,advances
have come
from pressure.
"1 doubt if the five women elected in
parliament can adquately represent
theSeveral
women women
in Canada."
from the seminar
disagreed with all the speakers.
They said the feminist revolution
must be preceeded by a socialist
revolution
it won'tto mean
thing. Thisorseemed
becomeany-a
refrain of questioners.
The speakers, especially Gregory
criticized this approach. She
charged "Marxist analysis is con-

Macpherson
(left) onlistenwomen.
to question from spectator at Saturday's
conference
ceived bya man. It does not apply to Gregory is not interested in
women into opwomen. Executives' wives are op- transforming
pres ors but advocates eliminating
pres ed to . It is good but within its
the differences between the sexes
Gregory believes that it*s the point
throughof feminist
revolution.
being male
or female"Theis
society
that and
is thethecause
of women's
oppression
society
is male immaterial," she said.
dominated.
"For
that
reason,
I
am
a
limits."
man-hater,"
she said.
The image of woman needs to be
"I have to hale men because they changed and Gregory believes that a
slogan that men object to is one way
are a pretty
bunch,"claim
she continued. Somebadwomen
that of commencing the change. She
their husbands are liberated but recommends. "Woman is Strong".
these same men oppress women
"Men are never going to be our
awayship from
the marriage relationshe explained.

employees
will demonstrate
Even if the university agrees to
The university maintains that the letters were sent out.
university-wide seniority clause in Although Parker will legally have rehire the workers and makes no
the contract does not apply to tem- until next Monday to make his layoffs. Barclay will not be satisfied
known, Barclay says the
it has acted inlayoffs. agreed with the decision
The porary
university
union will keep pressing for an early until it admitstly. He cited
arbitrated
union that a posted notice of the decision because the layoffs are to precedents,cor ecthe
contract, and
take effect tomorrow.
dialogue
during
its
negotiation
as his
layoff was
with insufficient.
the minimumAccordingly,
five days'
notice
He oncalled
it a "precedent-setting
case against the unithe workers are not scheduled to be case"
whether
U of T will honour part of vthe
ction. of snow was cited
laid off until the end of tomorrow, the contract, which was negotiated
Althoughersity's alack
five working days after individual last fall.
by the university as the cause for the
Fees
at

strike

meeting

noon;
SAC
The general meeting will feature
Tomorrow's students general
president Eric Miglin and OFS
meeting to discuss the fees strike, SAC
general coordinator Craig Heron,
will start at noon in the Medical said
Helliwell. There will also
Sciences auditorium.
probably
be students from where
Brock
The meeting will bring viewpoints and
York
on the fees strike from SAC, the students have Universities,
recently
occupied
adOntario Federation of Students and
ministration buildings in support of
students from other universities intoa demands related to cutbacks in
focus, and is expected to have
education spending, and from Trent,
faces a massive budget deficit.
on SAC'sthe decision
large influence
strike. on which
to continue
whether
SAC's threat to take out an
SAC will be meeting in the injunction against disruptions at
tomorrow's meeting has apparently
Meeting Place at Scarboroughof abated.
under the threath in
7 pm, ons.
College atdisrupti
The executive failed to muster a
Althoug
further
a bus to quorum at its planned meeting
past SAC has arrangedandTorintereste
d yesterday, and thus an earlier
tatives
take represen
to SAC meetings at the suggestion
to take out an injunction
students
was not raised.
viceSAC
suburban colleges,
Helliwell
said last night that it
yestersaid
Helliwell
president John
tomorrodayw.there would be no bus was "unlikely" that the executive

allies". today
layoffs,alsoBarclay
the
union
made reported
a case tothat
Parker
that there was a sufficient amount of
work to be done that to keep on
many of the employees.
One of the suggestions was that
much of the work involved in
pruning
out, couldtrees,be which
done isbycontracted
the university's grounds crew.

tomorrow

decides

later
would move to prevent further dis- "presumably the CLM-SSSC trust
ruptions, which stopped the last two
He explained that he wanted to
SAC meetings from effectively
covering a significant amount of "put an end to the conflict between
SAC
and CLM",
theirAt agendas.
much
debate onas there
tactics.has been
each meeting, members of the tooSSSC
chairman
Peter Havers
Canadian Liberation Movementdominated Stop the Student says in a letter in today's Varsity
motion would be acceptSurcharge Committee heckled and that such
able tothe acommittee.
physically
deliberations.
fund."
Educationdisrupted
commissioner
George convinced
Strathy
admitted
even
the feeshe was
strikenotshould
Strathy. who had been looking into continue, that
because he had always
the possibility of obtaining an in- maintained it was an ineffective
junsidering
ction, said lastmovingnight
he is con-at lactic.
a motion
Emphasis should be shifted to
tomorrow's
meeting
to
continue
the future
fees strike by encouraging students
changes in educational financing, sucheducation,
as the report
on postcither to put their second term fees secondary
he said.
money
in a trust fund or to withhold
However, he said he would wait
ii individually.
until thereaction.
general meeting to assess
Asked what trust fund was meant student
by the resolution, he replied.
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2 The Varsity
HERE
TODAY
11 am
Tickets
lor
"Little
Wymilwood. until 2 pm.Me" are on sale at
noon a discussion with
Seeds ot Liberation:
Brian ment
Gazleyconference
on a held
StudentIn London,
ChristianEngland
MoveInHouse
January 1973 At the SCM Office Hart
Careortalks: A discussion regarding Ihe
academic requirements, various duties
and employment opportunities within Ihe
Held 2 ofpm.Nursing, will be held at Cody Hall.
Till
5 pm
The Stop Ihe Student Surcharge
Commiltee
Is
holding
meeting
lo discuss
Ihe
fees strikeStudent
over thea Centre,
next week.
At the
Inlernatlonal
Pendarves
Boom.
6:30 pm
Hillel Kosher supper: please reserve by 5
pm al Hillel House, 186 St. George Slreel.
8 pm overseas for two
Interested In working
years?
Talk
about
II at theInformation
Canadian
University Service Overseas
meeting
on
Africa
and
Asia.
Film
on
and New Guinea. Pendarves Lounge. Papua
I.S.C.
33 Advanced
St George Conversational
Street
Hebrew a!

AND

NOW

Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.
Drama Workshop at Hillel House. 186 St.
George
Street.of Toronto Buildings and
The City
Developments Committee meets tonight to
discuss
rezonlng applications
for Windlass.
Ouebec-Gothlc
and St. James
Town.
Deputations
from
concerned
cltliens will
be heard.
9 pm
The Lile and Hard Times of Norman
Numbnotz. On Radio Varsity — 820 AM on
campus and 96.3 9:30on pmRogers Cable FM.
Conversational Hebrew for beginners al
Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.
TUESDAY
11 am
Tlckels
are
on
salB musical
for "Littleproduction.
Me", the
Victoria College major
Until 2 pm at Wymllwood.
noon
SAC-sponsored
generalfor student
meeting to discuss tactics
future action
in the campaign
to stop Auditorium.
educational Until
cutbacks.
Medical
Sciences
two.
The U chat
of T inBaha'i
Club Smith
is holding
fireside
Sidney
2047.a
Everyone welcome. 1 pm
Careertalks: On-Campus Interviews are

Over andRepresentatives
I don't have a from
Jobthe Career
Now
What?
Counselling
Placement
outline
the and
various
means Centre
by whichwill
students can use our Centre, as well as
initiate their own job hunt campaign.
McLennan Physics4:30202.pm
Meeting lor those planning to compete
lor Ihe Varsity sailing
team. Harl House.
North Sitting Room.5:30 pm
Varsity Christian Fellowship — This
week inmondWymilwood's
Music onRoom,
DesHum will be and
speaking
the topic:
The Importance
Relationship
ol
Prayer. Bible study
and
Fellowship.
6:30 pmto attend.
Everyone is welcome
Hlllel's Kosher supper:
7 pm please reserve by
5 pm.
Guitar WorkshopB:1 Sforpmbeginners at Hillel
House. 186 St. George Street.
8:30 pmWorkshop at Hillel
Advanced Guitar
House, 186 St. George Street.
HamleiTheatre.
by Shakespeare,
at IheHunter.
Harl
House
Directed by Marlin
Tlckels: vation$2.50:
students;
$1.25.
Resers alBox Olflce (928-8668).

Evangelist defends
Ford denies these pictures of
By VALERIE TATE
Christ, saying that Jesus is the
Evangelist
Ford defended his claimLeighlon
that Jesus
Christ "Truth", the "image of the invisible
is Ihe son of God in three lectures at God" come to earth so that man
Convocation Hall last week.
might comprehend God.
Although Jesus was a Jew, he is a
Sponsored by about 15 campus
religious groups, the brother-in-law "God for all nations", for his teachof Billy Graham drew 750 to 800
ings and his influence are universal,
peoplc.many of them non-Christians FordThe added.
second lecture dealt with the
according to organizer Bill Scadding, to his lectures on the theme evidence to support these claims. He
began
with the historial records of
"Jesus on Trial".
According
to Ford,the each
gener-of Christ's existance and ministry, and
ation tries anew
claims
went on to discuss the reliability of
Jesus Christ. The purpose of his the Biblical texts. Then he considered the claims that Christ was
lectures was lo present clearly and
concisely these claims, the evidence either a fraud or a lunatic and found
inconsistanl with his life and
Tor and against, and lo reach a ihem
influence.
verdict about him.
The first lecture asked the Further proof, says Ford, may be
found in the personal and, thus,
question,
JesusChrist
Christ?"
Ford says "Who
that theis real
has social influence that Christ
been buried under centuries of possesses. He cited many cases of
ethnic charicaturization. Thus, there the transformation in people who
was Christ, the revolutionary: came to believe in God, and of the
Christ, the establishment freak; influence that these Christians have
black Christ; WASP Christ, and in the community in the way of
countless others.
social reform and public service.

Christ
While Ford admits that many
atrocities have been committed in
Christ's name, he says that they
were perpetrated by those who had
no
true personal
God. relationship with the
Ford didn't
expecthisimmediate
conversion.
He asked
audience
only to believe as musch as it could
at the beginning, even if it was only
[hat Jesus was just a good man and
teacher. However, he feels that
further investigation into the life and
teachings of this man will uny draw one
that Jesus disoubtedlthe
true into
God.full belief
"Faith is not belief without
evidence, but committment without
reservations", he says.

Victoria College Music Club presents

liHIc

me

a musical by Neil Simon.

HART HOUSE THEATRE, FEBRUARY 6-10
Tickets available 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.
at Wymilwood
Tickets $2.00 and $2.50

Unclassifieds
MUSKRAT
good cash
condilion.
size 1012653-4180.
suitable forCOAT,student,
only, bargain.
CANOE-TRIPPING:
advenlures
from 2 lo 3Kipana
weeks inwilderness
length go
to Temagami. northeaslern Quebec, and
the
James
Bay
watershed.
Phone
488-5424
for a tree brochure,
ROOM
AVAILABLE
on
campus,
Dovonshire House. Interested? Phone 928-al
2512 tor information
WANTED: translator Russian to English.
Literary quality not required, accuracy ol
meanings
essential.
Spare Books.
time work
acceptable.
Reply to:Ontario
Canadian
Box
1210. Gravenhurst.
MARX BROS. FESTIVAL Fri.. Feb. 2, Duck
Soup, Monkey Business & Coconuts. Sat..
Feb. 3. Animal Crakers. Horse Feathers,
Duck
StartingSoup.
7 30 Room
p.m. 3154. Med. Scl. Bldg.
AVAILABLE Feb. first - unfurnished room
in CO-OP home lor woman. Kitchen and
bath shared wilh ihree other people.
$50/mo. Harbord
Spadlna- 962-8776.
MAN,
louring2 orandEurope.
to Sept.,
in rented39, van.
3 othersMayto share
expenses,
$1,200
SI
.500
each,
call
6220768 evenings or weekends.
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE Theses. Essay
French,typewrllers.
Latin - 713
Experienced lypists-- Electric
Spadina
Avenue
{South
of
Bloor)
9227624.
ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old
essays?
Do you need
ESSAY SERVICES
961-6150.essays? Phone
ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 day ,
Departures every SUNDAY in Feb. (Stuoy
Weeks) Irom Toronto, Includes jet Iransport, accommodation
discos.
Conlact AOSC 44(doubles),
St. Georgepar'les,
St.,
Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 or your St ident
Council. SUMMER 73 TORONTO lo
EUROPE
LONDON Irom S79 one way or $155 return
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC.
44 - SLor your
GeorgeStudent
St., Toronto
962-8404
Council. 5.416BOOK
EARLY ANOSAVE_
TRAVELLING
IN
EUROPE'
INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT l.D. card, student
rallpass.
car charier
rentals,flights,
cheapesl and tours
most
dependable
elc.
all available
now from: camping
AOSC, 44 St.
George
Toronlo
StudentdentSt.,Council)
Travel
co-op5. 416owned- 962-B404.
by your (The
stuWHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from S10.00
Paul
MagderQueenFurs S.- Dundas)
202 Spadlna
Ave.
(Between
Excellent
selection of tun furs, trade Ina accepted.
WeThur-fn
buy used
till 6 pmlurs 363-6077 Mon-Sat 9-6

INFORMAL DEBATE
RESOLVED
SHOULD THAT
HOARDCANADA
HER
NATURAL RESOURCES
THURS.,
FEB. 1
DEBATES ROOM - 2 P.M.
Resolved thatDEBATE
women have no place In
Hontinrf
Visitor: M.P.P.
MARGARET SCRIVENER,
TOMORROW NIGHT
Debitts Room -8:00 P.M.
AFTERNOON CONCERT
THURSDAY,
cs."BOYS1
THE
GENTLMANpoliAND
tiFEB.
OF
ST.
SIMONS
4:30 P.M., MUSIC ROOM

FILM SERIES:
MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS
GIOTTO & THETODAY
PflE-RENAISSANCE
DEBATES
1-2 P.M. 7-6ROOM
P.M.
UNDERWATER CLUB
6:30 P.M. IN THE MUSIC ROOM
LECTUREMcCLELLAN
BY
STAN
Historical
udTONIGHT
Wreck Diving
In tha Great Likes"
NOON CONCERT
WEDS., JAN. 31
DAVID McMURDON

12:00 East Common Room
QUARTET
SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
FEBRUARY 4, 8:00 P.M. GREAT HALL
HENIG -ZAFER SCHENKMAN TRIO

3hi5

with

the 54art (House

M.U51C

Gonsortiwr)
Wednesday ', Jan- *?/
Qavid AcAuraoTD Quartet
f&oo - £a$t Coj7?n?on /(porn
J/ie Sentiemejx and 3o#5
of St. Simon$
4-30 - Siu$ic flooty.
Sunday , cfeb. 4
cftenig -Zajer fchentyrxan Jrio
SOo - $reat&all

YOU'V
E GOTPRICES
IT COMIN
LOWEST
DISCOUNT
ON
G TO GIVE
YOU!
US
MI-FI JSTEREO
MAKE
SANS
I. PIONEER,EQUIPMENT
KENWOOO.
SONY. DUAL,TV TELEFU NKEN ETC
COLOUR
AND
ZENITH,
RCA, ADMIRAL
WE DOMODEL...
SELL
CAR-RADIOS
AND TAPEETC PLAYER
ALL
MAKES.
INCLUDING
BLAUPUNKT
AM-FM AND STEREO MODELS.
FOR LESS!
LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL I
THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE I
KROMER RADIO Ltd. 920-6700
CLOSE TO U OF T
112 HARBORD ST. (1 BLOCK WEST OF SPADINA]

Victoria University
A memorial service for the late Right
Honourable Lester Bowles Pearson will be
held in Victoria College Chapel on
Wednesday, January 31 at 1:30 p.m. The
service will commemorate particularly the
contribution of Mr. Pearson, formerly
Chancellor of Victoria University, to the
University. The address will be given by
Professor Northop Frye and the newlyappointed President of Victoria University,
Professor Goldwin S. French, will preside.
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Carry coffin to British office

killings
Ulster
protest
supporters
IRA
One hundred demonstrators the firsl anniversary of the "Derry the 16 civilians who were killed on
Saturday's demonstrators were over
religion. When we explain it's a
delivered a coffin to the British trade
Sunday while marching in opposing
repression by the British political struggle people
The coffin was commemorating anBloody
office Saturday, as they marched on Massacre."
illegal civil rights demonstration. army in Ulster and the police in the
south. The leading banner of the
He noted that the IRA had taken
againstthescabBritish
coal"coalon miners
sale in
parade said, "Victory to the IRA; "action
understand."
Ireland while
In ofa the
presspeople."
conference Friday, were on strike last year.
army
At the British trade office, Gary
Sean Keane of the Toronto Irish
Republican Club (who organized the Porter of the League for Socialist
Action urged Canadian workers to
demonstration)
"We'reto support the Irish proletariat by
marching to giveexplained:
moral support
the people in Ireland, to show them demanding
nationalization
Canadian businesses
which try toofdestroy
that the people killed in Derry are
remembered as comrades in the unions in Ireland. He urged the
marchers to "build the broadest
He said that the army actions possible movement in support of the
against civilians showed how Irish people's struggle."
A speaker for the Old Mole said
desperate
struggle." they are, that suppression that
only a united socialist republic
ofcanthe put
IRA barbed
would notwire
succeed.
"You
can
fully solve the Irish problem. He
around a
revolutionary, but not around a referred to James Connally, who
revolution, so instead they have to "led a workers' army against both
shoot them. The most dangerous British imperialism and Irish reacpeople in the world are the ordinary Dublin.tion" in the 1916 Easter Rising in
people. For they're the ones who'll
Defeated mayoral candidate
Nelson Clarke of the Communist
bring
the government
down."
Speaking
at the demonstration,
Party attacked British Army actions
Keane will
proclaimed
that "our in Ireland, and urged support Tor the
struggle
consist of reconquering
our country acre by acre and river movement to establish "an indepenby river." (The IRC is the Toronto would dent
32-countyall republic,"
include
of Ireland. which
of the Official, Marxist wing
<^ ofagency
the IRA.)
Demonstrators follwed Yonge
Street,
and
Queen
Street to reach
5 Ireland's fight, he said, will not
trade
office,
"End
f succeed until it "places power in the the
I n tern men t, northchanting
and south,
£= hands
of thepressworking
class." Keane
At the
conference,
Ireland for the Irish," "Withdraw
|TS" described
how thewith
IRA thewanted
"to British troops, victory to the Irish",
build solidarity
ordinary
and
"For a 32-county
workers'by
were escorted
British Irish
peoplemenso and
they women
won't seefighting
us as republic".
IRA supporters hold up banner outside the British trade office on University Avenue. 100
several policeTheymotorcycles.
crazy
marchers turned out.
core, education
day
coll for beffer
The resolutions, taken from the demands with the appropriate could be reallocated from defense school experience in a motion which
called for compensatory financial
workshops which had debated each public bodies.
spending.
Poor altendence at the Victoria
of the topics on Saturday, will be
student
forego a for
summer
job mothers
in order toto
Speaking on this matter as a support
presented to Ontario Federation of College session marred the decision- member
of the Young Socialists, defray baby sitting costs, and care
Students. The federation, sponsors
making
process,
as
few
chairpersons
Ramualdi said the purpose for the children at home.
of the conference, will in turn press were present to table the resolutions orSharon
conference was to indicate
of their workshops and less than one howthewomen
The issue of abortion, which
feel about day care.
quarterpresent.
of Saturday's 190 people "It's going to be a struggle," she continually threatened to preoccupy
were
the
was moved to the last
said. "A struggle in the sense of ordermeeting,
Woman
dean
cites
of business. At that time,
The issues
of daycare, inwomen's
studies
and discrimination
educa- taking money from the multi-billion voles were taken which gave the
tion and the professions received
support by about a 2 to
Little disagreement was expressed conference's
I ralio to repeal of the abortion laws
prolonged
attention.
grad school bias
The plenary
voted to demand that corporations."
over resolutions
courses shouldthatbe women's
available and "the ongoing activities of the
the government make free, public, studies
By LANNY COOKE
at all school levels and be open to all Canadian Women's Coalition for
24-hour
day
care
centres
available
"Girls have been discouraged from going on to graduate school",
of Abortion
Laws."workshop
charged Victoria College Dean of Women Margaret Penman Saturday. through either public or private persons "regardless of their qua- Repeal
An earlier
conference
" Amotion forin "prefeorganizations and provide the Tun"This was certainly the case with me," she added.
rential hiringlifications.practices
favour on women and health education
for such centres. Furthermore,
a workshop on ding
and novelist was speaking at last
Penman, also a playwrite
requested that provincial and of equally qualified women" also Tailed to bring resolutions forward
weekend at itfederal
women in the arts at the Ontario Conference on Women
child care departments be passed easily as did one pressing to the plenary because of lack of
Victoria
a threat.She believes that men view women writers, musicians and established..
artists asCollege.
for the establishment of scho- agreement
between strong pro- and
To
answer
objections raised about — to continue
larships exclusively
for limes
womenas anti-abortion causes factions. About
until such
"It's inbeeen
a badhavething
forforced
womento beto become
experts
in theseTheyfields."
the
cost
of
such
programs
to
the
1
5
members
of Right to Life ophave
claims.
she
amateurs,
been
arts
the
Women
taxpayers, day care workshop "the present imbalance in Coalition effectively prevented
develop their skills.
not been encouraged or given opportunity towomen
members
compared
them
with
the
posing
the
their
internalize
must
All the standards are masculine and
coming Women's
to any
The session
with the debate fromCanadian
fields dealt
is corrected."
cost of the public school system 3nd professional
she said. This leads to depression and sometimes to suicide, as in made
reelings,
financial
dirficullies
women
at
conclusion.
suggestion
that
the
money
the cases of Virginia Wolf and Sylvia Plath.
Although Penman believes that women may be able to work in the
or the arts, she stresses that they need the support of society. "It
forefront
lakes the support orboth men and women and not a puldown which has been
going on."
Don't
staff,
told includat Ryerson, Ryerson
concluded
its fire
current
Further recommendations
June Callwood, a well known Canadian writer also present at the SI.Ryerson
3 million can
deficitreduce
by easily
paring functions
page study.
ed formation of a committee to
seminar, said that the route of all women writers is to act as handmaidens. administrative cosls before firing 24 "We
wonder why the president's study
ongoing trends
changesof
pattern,anda review
"Maclean's
$467,000, informa- in the enrolment
she
charged. Magazine hires women as secretaries to train them as writers," instructors, concludes a Ryerson officetionrequires
services,
$211,700,
vice presiFaculty
Report
released
last
week.
Ryerson
entrance
requirements,
and
they
that
saying
Magazine,
Maclean's
on
dent
administration
$275,200,
and
a
attack
her
She continued
A shortfall of 600 students last
provincial
grant system
to provide
refused to hire a woman editor. Although the position was open four times in September created the debt and somewhat lame computing centre ashort
term
assistance
for
institulions
Anderson,
Doris
Chatelaine,
of
year the magazine did not hire the editor
administrators announced that 38
making adjustments to the changing
"aone first rale editor," Callwood said.
needs and demands of the
The report maintains the claim by community.
April. may be fired at the end administration
When women writers are given an uninteresting assignment they are ofinstructors
not
to
need
the
38
"Men are considered ballsy
instructors hired for September
Callwood continued,
to accept it, But,
expected
The report challenged the $844,900."
in."
Photographic arts arts instructor
pla
,
if they com
simplistic assumption
thatis short
when anof limps in view minofistrationthe
ad- Boh Scott and Chairman of the Ad
have educational
women
most
that
believes
she
said
institution
hired 80factfullthetime
Kantaroff
Maryon
Sculptress
Hoc
Committee said the report
lost the ability to express anger.
money it must cut back on teaching
extremely difficult. They most often staff, increase the student teacher equivalent part lime Tacully at the stronglytion thatreinforced
"To express anger for a woman isrs.
cuthacks thebe faculty
made posiwith
"
It asks some
why theoT 'surplus'
,
redirect their anger in tea
ration, and increase the teaching same
could lime.
not absorb
the 932
great
a
s
It
said.
she
cool,"
and
educational siderand
not financial conrational
nice,
be
weekly
hours
taught
by
part
time
to
want
don't
"I
load
in
order
to
'balance
its
books'.
a
t
i
o
n
s
i
n
mind.
achievement for me to be rude."
With some 43 per cent of the
during the Tall term.
for three and a budget being sent in other areas than faculty
Institute president Donald
involved in the woman's movement
Primarily the study asked thai Mordell
Kantaroff has beenthat
ar
her
and
life
her
said the recommendations
changed
has
feminism
direct
teaching
cosls
and
direct
cutback
decisions which affect
half years and said
she refused to accept that academic administrative costs, it is directly or indirectly the academic included in the study have already
drastically. Before she became involved
work
my
trait,
this
she accepted
possible to make substantial cuts work at Ryerson be made only after been implemented
aggressiveness was a part or her nature. As straight
by themerely
adareas she said
ministration and ihe report
Pull consultation
started to push out and there were hard
without interfering
with learning
the es- and
faculty. with students, staff confirmed their intentions.
tablished leaching and
Kanlarorr claims that she is far from being "liberated. 1 won t be until
all women are liberated and men are liberated.

Women
By JOHN CAMPBELL
The final session yesterday of the
Ontario Ci nference on Women
quietly passed motions calling for
improved day care and a better deal
for women i.i education.
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Build upon fees withholding moment

the cutbacks
against
up the struggle
Step
CounThe Students' Administrative
general
cil is finally convening atactics
to
discuss
to
meeting
student
cut-y
nal
educatio
's
fight thebacks,province
cutbacks which are adversel
complexion of postg the
affectinry
seconda education in Ontario. that
and the strategy
meeting
The
may evolve from it does not stem from
e Comthe Stop the Student Surcharg
ons of
mittee's (SSSC) noisy disrupti
s
meeting
s,
meeting
SAC
recent
action
scheduled to deal with further equally
in this area. Nor, it must be
stressed, does it result from a sudden
burst of energy by SAC.
Rather, the meeting is taking place
because Erindale student council
senior stuchastized the university's
dent government for having dealt with
than full
less
the issue with
enthusiasm. And, the council,
recognizing itstoshortcomings
perhaps area,
acceded the general
in this
meeting demand with little opposition.
It is indeed regrettable that it took
the Erindale letter and motion to get
council doing something more than
passively encouraging students to
withhold their second term fees. This
is an area where a council truly sensitive to the issues involved and the
interests of its constituents should
have taken the initiative.
(But, it should be remembered that
this council finally did respond to the
discontent recorded in the Erindale
letter.)
Disruptions alone have not kept the
council from taking more decisive
leadership on the cutbacks question.
Admittedly, the pessimism many
members of council felt about the
withholding
campaign's
chances orof
success coloured
their willingness
lack of willingness to get wholeheartedly involved in organizing anything more substantial than a low
key publicity campaign.
The apparent success that this
unenthusiastic effort has had proves
that the student body supports the
campaign to protest the government's
negative attitude toward postsecondary education.
What is required now is decisive,
energetic
leadership
on SAC's part
ensure that
the campaign
is notto -t
allowed to wane. The SSSC charges
Student councils, including U of T SAC, didn't really get behind November Queen's Park demo. It fizzled.
that SAC plans on calling off the
withholding campaign by the end of of pressure, indirect though it may be secondary
dencies that makes council modeshoulders education
and orient onto
the
month, plans cleared in advance, they — at a time when the provincial his or her student's
rates cringe when they hear talk
say, with the administration.
government is putting the finishing province's post-secondary education- of mass meetings. Complete turnal institutions to satiating the job
SAC'sis rationale,
accordinghasto only
the touches on its budget for the next market.
abouts like last
weekend's
on again-of
SSSC,
that the campaign
fiscal year, and getting ready to
off again
Ontario
Federation
been symbolic and there's no point in release the final report of its CommisStudents three days of moratoria reFebruary
represents
not
a
time
to
sion on Post-Secondary Education in abandon the struggles of the past few enforce their qualms. It is this kind of
alienating the supposedly sympathetic university administration by Ontario (COPSEO).
but an opportunity — indeed decision-making in a vacuum which
prolonging the campaign until the
That budget, it is widely rumoured, months,
obligation — to build upon the meeting.
must be avoided at tomorrow's
university begins to feel the pinch.
may include further adverse changes an
. Realistically, there can be little to the Ontario Student Award momentum that has already been
If it isn't, the decisions or proposals
and make our voices undisagreement that the campaign is Program, possibly hiking the loan generated avoidably
audible in the government coming out of the meeting will only
unlikely to win a rollback of the $100 ceiling to a new high of $1,000. It chambers.
harm the cause they are meant to
fees hike. But, that, in itself, is no should be remembered that the very
support. The cutbacks struggle needs
reason to abandon the legitimate de- policies the withholding campaign is This does not mean that students victories,
not more wipe-outs.
mand for repeal of the increase.
protesting were slipped into effect in attending tomorrow's strategy
To do less than actively support the
More importantly, post-secondary last year's budget.
meeting should unrealistically plot the
students and those who agree with
As for the final report of the unrealizable. It means that they
to desert meeting
it. Make sure
you're
their demands for universal acces- COPSEO, there have been no in- should seriously and conscienciously cause
at theis general
tomorrow
between
12
noon
and
2
pm
in the
dications
that
the
commission
has
attempt
to
assess
the
mood
of
the
sibility to ourand province's
nity colleges
universitiescommushould opted for changes in its draft student body and what actions will Medical Sciences Auditorium. And,
be stepping up their pressure — proposals which would shift a greater most likely earn their active support. then, help put what you decide into
and the withholding action is a form portion of the cost of a postIt is the fear of unrealistic tenpractice.
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Hamlet

at

is stimulating,

Rod Beattie as Hamlel duels with Reed Needles as Laertes.

question. Such a meeting is
scheduled tomorrow, Tuesday, from
12 to 2 in the Medical Sciences
Auditorium.
We hope a maximum number of
people
come out
and unite
around will
the course
of action
the
meeting decides on. Brian Mossop
University
of Toronto
Communist
Club

Communist

Club

supports meeting
Over 6,000 students are still
withholding their fees in opposition
to
government cutbacks in
education.
Across the province last fall, we
demonstrated by referendum our
readiness to act against government
policy. But. the present SAC
leadershipas hasn't
listenedwhento
students,
it promised
elected. It has provided no
leadership; just a half-hearted campaign for token withholding of fees
for a couple of weeks beyond the
deadline. This can hardly count as
being in the spirit of the referendum
mandate to act.
The way was left open for the
CLM with their strategy of fighting
the administration instead of the
government in theory, and fighting
SAC instead of the administration
in practice. They are antagonizing
the campus and confusing the issue
by making SAC the enemy rather
than the government, which can
provide funds for education by
higher corporation taxes.
The fees deadline has passed.
Clear leadership against the government isrequired now or it will be too
late. The CLM refusal to endorse an
open meeting to decide on a definite
line of action indicates sectarian
aims on their part rather than a
desire
cutbacks.to win, and stop education
The Communist Club agrees with
the signers of a letter in last MonVarsity, representing
various
studentday'ssocieties
across campus,
who call for an open meeting on this

No disruption
terms: SSSC
On Thursday, January 25, the
Graduate Students Union council
passed forma graduate
motionstudents
that it would
inthat they
have two alternatives on how to
carry on the fees withholding: one is
that they may withhold individually,
and the other is that they may join
the SSSC trust fund.
We feel that this is a reasonable
position for a student council to
take. This has always been our stand
in relation toministrative
theCouncil.Students'
AdWe demand
that SAC fulfill its responsibilities
to the students by supporting a fees
withholding that can win, and lake a
fair position with respect to the
SSSC and the trust fund.
SAC, however, has done neither.
It has planned all along to call off
the fees boycott by the end of
January. It has attacked the trust
fiind and tried to scare the students
away from the SSSC — the only
group on campus which is
organizing
strike to win.a real fees strike — a fees
SAC was thinking of getting an
injunction
against
SSSC toto prevent students
fromthecoming
the
next SAC meeting tomorrow night
at Scarborough College. According
to The Varsity of January 24, the
SAC executive "agreed before
taking that step, it would talk to the
SSSC to prevent a repetition of the
disruption."
consulted and SACWe hashavewiselybeendecided
not to take out an injunction.
The GSU has never pretended to
be leading the student struggle
against the fee surcharge, and they
have taken the position in relation to
the efforts of other groups that if
any student wishes to participate in

When word came that Hamlet was to be staged at
the Hart House Theatre, one was tempted to quote
Shakespeare's hero himself and say "Buzz, buzz",
(Hamlet's
nonchalant
when ItPolonius
announces
that
the actors
are reply
coming).
is difficult
to be
optimistic, let alone excited, over the prospect of a nonprofessional production of one of the world s most overproduced plays. Surely such dark forbodings added to
the
surprise,waswhentheit became
clear that Martin
Hunter's
Hamlet
most stimulating,
well-tailored
production Hart House has presented this season.
Not only does it compare favourably to other
productions by members of the university community,
but it does incredible justice to the ambitious project of
bringing freshness to Shakespeare's well-worn masterpiece. Though the hisdirector
a radical
to the production,
vision hasn't
of the given
characters
and slant
their
relationships is detailed enough to be genuinely interesting. The accent seems to be on making the
characters as human as possible. Ophelia, for example,
has lost some of the other-worldliness one is used to
expect, but she has gained a sense of humour. Polonius
is somewhat more robust than one is tempted to
imagine.
Visually,
production
delight- The insubstantiallooking
set the
design
is equallyis a successful
portraying
throne room, rampart, graveyard, and the shadowy
passageways of Elsinore. It is exploited skillfully, so
that the scenes blend into one another without that
sense
affectation
certainuse "versatile"
setsechoed
often
inspire. ofA rather
uninhibited
of lighting has
in passionate hues, the various steps of the tragedy.
Costumes, too, are festive and provocatively designed

the SSSC trust fiind. that is a matter
between
the SSSC.the individual student and
SAC. on the other hand, has
actively attempted to discourage
students from participating in the
SSSC trust fund, while having no
superior alternative of its own. It
has been trying to convince the
students of this campus that we have
disrupted SAC meetings for the
sheer pleasure of it.
proof thatto this
is not true
in The
our attitude
the GSU.
We lies
are
only interested in defending the
political rights of the students. The
GSU has not attempted to actively
harm the interests of the students,
therefore we have not attempted to
disrupt any of their meetings.
SAC feels that it has the right, as
given tionbyto harm
the university
administrathe interests
of the
students. Given that the SSSC will
defend the interests of the students,
we
collision course with
SAC areat onthisa time.
If SAC doesn't want this to be so,
they have
to change
actions. Theonly
quickest
glancetheir
at the
position
of
the
GSU
and
our
action
m reference to the GSU, should
convince any honest person that we
have been denouncing SAC only in
so far as it has been attempting to
harm the interests of the students of
the U of T and the people of
Canada.
If the SAC does not wish us to
attack them, they should realize that
all the threats in the world will do
them no good. They have only to act
like the GSU and then we will treat
them in the same manner.
Stop theCommittee
Student
Surcharge
Writer explains
critical article
I see that a member of the
Vietnam Mobilization Committee
was passing on a few sour grapes in
alikeletterto inassure
Friday's
the paper.
writer I ofwould
the
correctness
of
his
feeling
that "a
number of criticisms and political
attacks
were being
article which
I wrotewaged"
on thein the
Indochina demonstration.
The Varsity has no pretensions of
being unbiased, as do most other

Hart

House

well-produced
—darkness
all partout ofof Hamlet.
what seems an attempt to take the
With all these positive elements, it is still obvious
that the production owes much to Rod Beattie, whose
lively, assured performance must have infected his coworkers with confidence. His Hamlet is a dashing
Renaissance man, gifted above all with a mischievous
comic sense. Many aspects of what had been, in
Ophelia's words, "the glass of fashion" emerge in the
portrait.
is highly
perceptiveand —Guildenstern.
admirably shown
the scenesHe with
Rosencrantz
He has ina
flair for the dramatic, expressing this with a physical
agility that is both natural and dynamic. His most
successful moments occur when he is baiting those
around him with his ironic wit. The soliloquies are less
impressive, because this Hamlet seems less of a loner,
less of a tormented soul than the lines indicate. One has
the impression that he enjoys his predicament, the way
a child is fascinated by a difficult puzzle.
The cast which is, with one exception, nonprofes ional does not have to be forgiven the limitations
of amateurs; it works as a sensitive, unified group.
Even the fact that Gertrude is young-looking does not
jar the spectator, because her comportment is quite
convincing,
secondly, asHamlet's
(Marcia
Periy) is beingandinterpreted
a rather mother
empty-headed,
aging,Martin
coquette.
Hunter's Hamlet makes for an enjoyable
evening of theatre, whether one is attending in order to
see Shakespeare, or merely to be jarred out of some
unpleasant preconceptions concerning both
Shakespeare and amateur theatre.
Eleanor Coleman

papers, and indeed encourages
critical writing. At the demonstration in question, the behaviour of
the League Vietnam
for Socialist
Actioncontrolled
Mobilization
Committee cries out for criticism.
The LSA describes itself as the
Canadian section of the Fourth
International, World Party ol
Socialist Revolution. For
revolutionaries to continually present a reformist position to attract
everyone up to apolitical pacifists
and
while liberals
at the tosametheirtime"movement",
organizing
their forces to squelch any political
impact by militants to their left, is
beyond excuse.
havepushcon-a
sistently refused toThey
publicly
revolutionary alternative. They oppose Canadian complicity in the
war, but they will not bring the class
struggle
I admithome.
to possible inaccuracy in
my
estimate
that "halfpolice.
the
marchers"
However, thedisobeyed
importantthepoint
to
note is that the LSA physically
supported
the police
contain the march,
as theyefforts
alwaystohave.
When
the
VMC
claims
that
"the
role of the marshalls was to protect
the march, including the possibility
of individual harrassment by the
police", I can only recall their actions on May 9, I970, when hundreds of demonstrators were attacked bythe Edmund Burke Society and the Metro police, while the
LSA contingents marched around in
circles on the opposite side of
University Avenue.
As farpeople
as being
to "lead
1,200
into anxious
a confrontation
with the cops", it was clear from
the beginning that the ISC favoured
the demonstrators taking the streets,
if they could successfully and safely
do so (as occurred at the Amchitka
protest,
of the LSA).
We at
no timein spile
entered
a binding
irrevocable agreement that we
would stick to ihe sidewalks come
hell or high water. As to majorities
and minorities, I would remind the
VMC of Leonare Trotsky's
"Majorities
won over,words:
not
The LSA saw itself losing
counted
political up."
control to the solidarity
contingent, and resorted to crude
organizational remedies, such as
physicallyand obstructing
ISC
marshalls
parking their sound

truck beside our contingent. Some
political re-evaluation might be
more appropriate.
It should perhaps be noted here
that lytheannounced
product asof what
was publica joint
money
collection at the demonstration is
now being withheld from the ISC by
unbecoming.
the
VMC. Such childish petulance is
Friday's ofletter
objects onto the
the
emphasis
reporting
different speeches. The fact that
extensivelyof
inDanTheHeapStarwas tocovered
the exclusion
everyone else should show ihe VMC
his relevance
demonstra-are
tion. As far as atthe such
other a speakers
concerned,siderableI copyhave
written
conthis year on LSA
speeches. When a revolutionary
alternative was available, I felt that
enough was enough.
Now that a ceasefire has been
signed, and Canadian troops are
heading over to be watchdogs over
the NLF, I wonder iF the VMC will
organize material opposition to
Canadian complicity, or will instead
be content to chant "withdraw
Canadian
Iroops"ever toinjecting
Trudeaua hint
and
Sharp, without
of class politics.
Greg McM aster
Ed's Note: The Varsity's editorial
policy demands that reports
published within the paper adhere to
strict criteria of accuracy, to merit
publication,
accurate
and articles
fair. must be both
What The Varsity, unlike the
professional
press,which
admitsevents
is thatto
decisions about
cover cordandthem iswhat
prominence
to acdetermined in all media
by its editorial policy. The Toronto
Star, for example, publishes many
inane articles on Canadian nationalism on page one regardless of their
relative importance. The Varsity,
in its turn, affords priority to important developments affecting the lives
of its readers, with a definite
preference for events of a
progressive political nature.
Subjective comment is meant to
he
reservedpages.for its editorial and
comment
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Medical schools and the medical profession have spei
a/ways been bastions of male supremacy. University of com
Kirsten Emmott's Vollq
British Columbia medical student
the y than
provides
HealthandService,
and ofthewomen
paper,
originall
medicine,
this study
basis torWomen
published in the Ubyssey.
con1

Male

chauvinism

permeates

affecting

patients

medicine,

women

and

as

doctors

You would think
that gynecology textbooks,
not to Reu|
p^
texts
ology
Gynec
nention the lectures
of individual professors,
would SQ|U
womenof patients.
view ofAuthors
ed case.
a calm, unprejudic
T, ovide
is is, unfortunately,
not the
medical use(
to include their
else
anyone
as
likely
as
are
textbooks
personal biases as if they were scientific truths. A mer
following
shortcomings:
tho;
of available textbooks reveals the
random sampling
men.
are
s
gynecologist
all
that
1) It is assumed
is little or no mention of how to put a CQrt
patient 2)at There
her ease.
sun
3) Women are attacked for being uncontrollably Ass
emotional and most complaints are assumed to have (Q t
strongly4)psychogenic
Womenand untrustworthy.
areovertones.
attacked for being foolish,
undependable,
^ds
5) Women are attacked for being dirty and \ Tot
immoral.
_a
Is sumulta-e __;b
periods) troublesom
Dysmenorrhea
widespread,
as a{painful
neously6) described
problem and as a neurosis which deserves no treatment. _n
7) Menopause is similarly treated.
dissex reveal alignorance,
Discussions
8) credited
Ideas, and
and psychologic
anatomical about
weird moralisms.
9) Women are attacked for being masochists.
10) Women are attacked for wanting abortions.
is theforwomen's
attitudes
theseguilty,
large component
guilt. AWomen
are made toof feel
not only
having
cramps or pregnancies but even for wanting regular
checkups!
"A patient, either out of curiosity or because she is a
exfor gynecological
comes in textbook
nymphomaniac,
amination,"1952
a gynecology
intones.
While the occasional gynecology text emphasizes
kindness to patients, few mention such courtesies as
warming instruments, and most ignore such topics entirely.
Any woman
has felt table
embarrassed
and help
humi-a
liated lying
on the who
examination
knows what
little kindness and gentleness can be sometimes.
Women are assumed in these textbooks to be
neurotic individuals, always complaining about pain or
tension for no reason. Dysmennorhea is especially bothersome to the gynecologist, as is premenstrual or
tension. One text even suggests, "Most
menopausal
gynecologists consider that there is a strong emotional
in
component the generis of trichomoniasis (crotch-rot),
but
has not
yet been clarified."
If it everof isthose
clarified,
it isthiscertain
to revolutionize
the thinking
who
used to think spontaneous generation was impossible!
Another text, however, warns against a diagnosis of
causes have been
organic
psychogenic
ruled
out. It illness
relates until
the allstory
of a woman who had
unusual titioner
painattributed
and totachycardia,
her general
neurosis. Thewhich
relatives
insisted pracon a
second opinion and the consulting doctor recognized the
symptoms of ectopic pregnancy. By the time they
reached the patient's home, the tube containing the
pregnancy
Women hadare ruptured.
portrayed as ignorant and foolish. One
text
"Many are extraordinarily
the
datessays,
of menstruation
and keep no careless
records. about
If reliable
information on these matters is wanted, ask the
Anyone who had ever actually had a menstrual
period
knowThetheonly
pointlessness
husband."
accuratewould
records'.
reason to doof sokeeping
would be'trulyto
avoid
the
scorn
of
a
gynecologist,
and
it
simplyhadisn'ta
worth the trouble. And, anyone who actually
husband would know how reliable his information on
'these matters' is.
When it comes to a discussion of sex, these
textbook writers reveal ignorance of female genitalia and
their functions, pass on outdated information on female
sexuality, and make moralistic judgments about women.
Doctors are not unaware that a poor doctor-patient
relationship may contribute to poor success in treatment.
Yet they seem to be even more concerned about
annoyances for doctors caused by unhappy patients.
One book written "to guide physicians in their
management of the doctor-patient relationship" refers in
the foreword to patients as behaving "stupidly, childishly,
mean
— always
ready better
to put the
doctormanagement
in a bad spot".{sic)It
explains
that with
patient
"patients will behave more maturely and will be more
appreciative
and there
will be a
reduction in and
"the co-operative"
unearned Incidence
of dissatisfied
patients quitting the doctor, failing to pay his fees,
bringing malpractice suits, and generally gossiping and
causing trouble."
Medical
journals
Doctors are constantly receiving publications,
samples, even free gifts from companies engaged in
selling medicines and medical equipment. A tremendous
amount of space in medical journals is devoted to such
advertising, mainly from the large pharmaceutical firms.
If you look through recent issues of medical journals with
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pecial attention to how women are portrayed in drug
ompany advertising, you will come away with the
3llc*ng general impressions:
1) Women are portrayed as patients more often
ban men are.
2) Women are often portrayed with hostility or
ontempt.
3) Advertisements for psychotropic drugs usually
iortray women, not men.
4) Women's
especially are
as portrayed
isychotropic
drugproblems,
advertisements,
shown asin
leuroses rather than as problems amenable to social
olutions.
Women's advertisements.
bodies, nude or partially clothed, are
ised to5)decorate
6) All doctors portrayed in advertisements are
nen.
7} Advertisements are aimed at men, especially
hose inviting the reader to respond to sexual innuendo.
For a quick impression o( the sexism behind drug
;ompany advertisements, here are the partial results of a
iurvey of the advertisements in the Canadian Medical
Association Journal over a period of six months (July 18
o December 5, 1971):
Only
Only
Males
Females
Ads showing
72
42
Total
2
19
—anxious or depressed
5
1
—bitchy, dullwitted
0
—nude or in underwear
of
the
consecutive
Issues
A survey of eight
American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology
(September to December, 1971) showed that about a
quarter of the women were portrayed in a distinctly
unfavourable light. The large number of women shown
smiling were nearly all in advanced pregnancy, and were
advertising such things as vitamin supplements. Most
were wearing very short skirts or were otherwise
seductively posed.
The consumption of mood-changing drugs by North
Americans is extremely high, and they are taken by twice
as many women as men. In advertisements in medical
journals, doctors are told that the answer to the "tired
housewife" syndrome is to drug the patient — her
may not lessen, but at least she won't come
problems
back so often.
Dr. Robert Sidenberg, clinical professor of
psychiatry at New York State University at Syracuse,
states in the January, 1971 issue of Mental Hygiene that
such ads are not phychiatrically sound nor medically
ethical. The drug industry openly acknowledges the
enslavement of women behind bars made of mops and
broi^T s. Another advertisement pictures a woman who,
we are told, has a MA degree but who must now be
content with the PTA and housework. This, we are
advised, contributes to her gynecological complaints,
and she should be given mood-altering drugs.
Surely, the doctor could "set her free" by. say,
getting her a day care centre and a job. He could get the
father of these troublesome children to look after them or
do some of the housework. He could stop thinking that all
single women are psychoneurotic failures, and that
marriage is the only goal in life for women. He could
agitate for better career opportunities for women and
better pay for the jobs they do, so that they could find
satisfaction there. He could stop drugging women into
adjusting to a bad deal.
Even worse are the advertisements in which doctors
are invited to drug women simply because they are
bothersome. A distraught, angry man exclaims, "Women
are impossible!" The copy explains that his wife is
suffering from premenstrual tension and needs
meprobamate. An insomniac in curlers keeps her husband awake. "How can this shrew be tamed?" Why, with
sleeping pills. Another must be tranquilized because she
demands too much of the doctor's time.
• *Vorst of all are ads for estrogen replacement.
on the supposed "witches'
go to town
reallyphrase
Copywriters
curse"
(an actual
used) of the menopause. An ad
for Premarin shows a long suffering bus driver with the
caption "he is suffering from estrogen deficiency". We
turn
to see menopausal
"she is the reason
why" underwhoa
picturethe ofpage
harassing
bus passenger
"makes life miserable for everyone she comes in contact
with".
Another Premarin ad shows a kindly gentleman
paper. This time "the reason
morning
at hiswhom
interrupted
why"
is his wife,
we see on the next page, in curlers
and
robe,
teeth
gritted,
finger
pointed, and glaring at her
husband.
In contrast, a quite unusual advertisement, from an
eight-page supplement about men and their chances of
getting coronary heart disease shows a man being
obnoxious and troublesome In a restaurant. The copy
says,
"Patternhimself
Type asA oneis anwho aggressive
individual who
must assert
deserves recognition
and
good service, whether from fellow workers or a waiter,
pattern Type A has been associated with a significantly
higher Incidence of CHD as compared to other patients
with
coronarycauserisk forfactors".
His with
behavior
Is not
offeredthe assamesufficient
treatment
hormones
drugs, as is so often the case where
psychotropic
orwomen
are portrayed in this way.
, Needless to say, drug companies do not much care
-tt^/omen feel about their advertisements so long as
doctors keep prescribing what is offered. The situation
will change only when women force dociors toevidence
supply ,
safe, effective treatment based on verifiable
and not advertising innuendo.

Women

doctors

per States,
cent ofthe Canada's
women.OnlyIn seven
the United
percentagedoctors
is nine are
per
cent, in India, 12 per cent; Philippines, 25 per cent;
Western Europe, 13 to 20 per cent; Eastern Europe, 30
per cent; Soviet Union, 65 per cent. Medical schools have
historically discriminated against women.
An article by Dr. Harold Kaplan in the New Physician
described a study of attitudes in North American
medical schools to women. Over 95 per cent of the
schools in the U.S. and Canada responded to this survey.
As his first conclusion, Kaplan states that a significant
number of schools were very negative about single or
married women (what other kinds are there?) in
medicine: ". . . while no school in the United States
overtly or officially refuses to accept women, prejudice
does seem to manifest itself by refusing medical school
admission to married women with or without children,
schools being very unimpressed with single women as
medical students, or simply by the administration of a
school being uninterested in adapting to the unique
problems
Kaplanwomen
found have."
that some schools are ambivalent in
their attitudes toward women, pregnancy, and medicine.
While they deny any problem exists or avoid facing it,
they
provisions
for thisthe"non-existent"
problemmakewhenspecial
it occurs.
He describes
University of
British Columbia as a classical example of avoiding
facing the conflict the school itself describes.
"We would not admit students where there is likely
to be a conflict between two jobs; that is, the academic
pursuit and the responsibility of looking after a family
There Is no discrimination against women students, there
are certainly no special privileges for them. We have
several women medical students who have children but
they carry on exactly the same as any other medical
Emmott considers "this absolutely wrong. Where
student."
marriage and childbirth are concerned, women (especially young women) are special and deserve not

rigid equality but special privileges. We demand this in
the same spirit that black people have demanded special
financial terms to build up their businesses, improve
their ghettos, and desegregate their schools: to equalize
Some medical schools allow schedules to be
juggled somewhat to suit the students. While this makes
opportunity."
it slightly easier for a woman medical student to have
children while in school, in many schools such women
return to the full academic schedule in from three days to
two weeks — too short a recovery period, and potentially
dangerous to the woman's health. The reason they return
sotheirsoonabsence
is that and
"theretheyhasfear
beenthatno they
provision
made their
for
will lose
academic
if they students
stay out dolonger".
In fact,year's
femalecreditmedical
quite well. In
1970, 19.7 per cent of women students were in the top 10
per cent of their classes. While 15 per cent of those
leaving for non-academic reasons had children.
Often, women interested in a career in medicine are
shuffled
"light" {read:suchlow-pay,
low-prestige)
become into
paramedics,
as dental
assistantsworkandto
contraceptive technologists. Women doctors are heavily
concentrated in pediatrics, obstetrics, radiology, and
general
do women
highprestige practice.
fields as Rarely
neurosurgery.
It is enter
open tosuchquestion
whether these jobs are considered "more suitable for
women" because they are lower in prestige or vice-versa.
In spite of the lack of arrangements for childbirth or
childcare, women medical school graduates manage to
do quite well in their practice. In a survey of the
graduates of seven medical schools between 1945 and
1951, 91 per cent of the respondents (all women) were
practising. Ninety per cent of the married women were
practising. All the single women practised full time.
A 1967 survey reported that 38 per cent of the
17,000 women doctors in the U.S. took off an average of
four years from practice because of pregnancy and
motherhood. They calculated that the nation therefore
lost 25,440 years of practice. By this logic, since women
live an average of seven years longer than men, the U.S.
would gain 119,000 extra years of practice just from
these women physicians — at that rate, why not have all
doctors be women?
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Clarkson
is useless:
civic system
Present
People's consciousness
was bang
the
fragmentation
of
power,
the
Apart from the inefficiency of its
By MARK BOHNEN
Among the policies of the Liberal raised
citizen groups
were
Toronto should abandon its internal structure, the power of the government is not responsive to the mayor,
for mobilizedandaround
-Clarksonto ran
which
for
party,
reform
platform
a
was
issues.
ciris
"Round
3"
saw
the
coalition
of
government
present "bizarre" in
municipal system municipal the Ontario governThe legitimacy of City Hall as a city government along parliamencumscribed by
of government favour of toa
viable
institution
has.
suffered
as
a
reform
candidates
and
their
supaccording
lines.
governmodel
The
parliamentary
he pointed
result. The source of any power is In tary"round 2" the four "reformentment itself
can beout.restructured
by public.
porters inthe
1972-73victory
electionin camStephendidate iClarkson,
and their
City
mers", aldermen Bill Kilbourn, Karl Council.paign
n 1969. mayoralty can- the provincial government.
perceived to lie in Ottawa or
Jaffary.
David
Crombie
and
John
Power
is
divided
under
various
Arts
y
Queen's
Park,
according
to
Universit
the
to
Speaking
In
"round
4",
occuring
now,
the
Clarkson.
and comWomen's Club last week, Clarkson, boards, commissions,
Sewell had "cracked the system". "rules of the game" favouring
Debates in city hall, he said, are They
a U of T political economy autonomous.mittees, some of them partially
supplied
the
public
with
muchdevelopers
are
being
changed.
The
a "circus". There is a feeling needed information about the inb
professor, said that the present There is not enough coordination like
that the whole thing is a travesty.
ternal workings of City Hall. Up till energy of they reform majority is
system was in no way. a part of thed
then much of this information had being "percolated through the
Parliament, on the other hand, been
Canadian tradition It originate among these bodies in formulating
with a city reform movement in the policies, Clarkson asserted. Often enjoys a high level of legitimacy, Clarkson.inaccessible according to system,"
Howeversaidfor Clarkson.
Clarkson this is only
U.S. around the turn of the century, power over one area such as tran- Clarkson said. Its proceedings are
the
beginning
of achange.
more important
he said.
Issues
such
as
the
Spadina
sportation isdivided among a orderly
and
the
level
or
debate
is
and
fundamental
high.
number
of
bodies.
The movement was initiated to
Expressway
werethe notreform
openlycaucus
dis- "Round 5", which is yet to occur,
Thus
there
is
no
body
or
person
cussed.
When
Parliamentary
government
is
keep important powers out of the
hands of corrupt political machines responsible for policies, according to more responsive than its municipal won on this issue the group "over- should see structural changes in city
government. According to Clarkson
by creating separate independent Clarkson. A complaint about law counterpart, Clarkson added. He
authorities in the form of boards, enforcement could as easily be pointed out that legislation on pollu- Clarkson.night became a majority" said the process has begun with Jaffary's
tion, however inadequate, was
and separating the election of mayor presented to the chief of police as to
proposal to have smaller wards,
Bv now the media had become each
and aldermen.
the metro commissioner, he said. forthcoming after a public outcry.
instead. represented
of 1 1 wards by
with I2 alderman
aldermen
aware of and sympathetic to each
Toronto adapted the system
The process of city government is Clarkson traced the history of a more
the
reform
viewpoint,
he
said.
by tension and continuing fight to change the struc"holus bolus" said Clarkson, characterized
ture of city hall.
frustration at a human level. It is an
although we had no "Tammany inefficient
system according to
"Round
I" according to Clarkson
Hall",
a
corrupt
New
York
machine, to contend with.
Clarkson, characterized a "high
ENT OF HISTORY
in
1968-69.
this timeKaplan
some
THE DEPARTM
Clarkson contrasted the ineffi- energy input" and a "low level ol began
authorities such asAt Harold
Presents a Public Lecture
cient features of the present municithat city
government
was
Partly because of the division of agreed
unworkable.
Meanwhile
citizens
pal system with those of the parliamentary-system.
responsibility
output." among officials, and were becoming increasingly aware
PROFESSOR onGIL STELTER
of American urban problems. Public
consciousness was. however, rela"The North American
Clarkson.tively low at this time, asserted
Cenfre is in doubf
A groupandof parties,
NDP. thea
These renovations will have to be Liberals,
The future of a student building
CIVAC, thesupported
Time: Urban
4:00 p.m.,
30 January
Frontier"
number
of
reform
candidates
with
Place: Rm. 1022,
Sidney Smith
"is
in the air", according
to SAC general
financedrevenue
out ofif the
university's
viceup president
John Helliwell
the government
broadly
similar
views.
because provincial grants for capital refuses to pay for them, prohibiting
construction have been cut back.
carrying out the student proposal.
Helliwell is hoping that the
Last November, Helliwell pro- administration
will be able to pay
posed the construction of the
HART
HOUSE
DEBATE
building to be built beside the for a student building if renovation
SAC office. The student building costs are reassumed by the government. The university is also planning
was to include space for services and
Tuesday, January 30th, 1973
activities including commercial to construct a building for Innis
outlets.
College
and
a
men's
athletic
building.
The centrally located building was
a first step towards integrating the
university under the Campus as
Get a new look
Campus Centre Project.
Helliwell said that "certainly
at life with
"RESOLVED
THAT WOMEN
within this
the Although
student
building
will notyear"
be built.
Contact Lenses!
"nobody knows what is happening",
Helliwell said, the loss of "capital
funding
hit us."
Untilmaylast
November, the
Guest Speaker:
IN POLITICS"
university counted on provincial
NO PLACE
HAVE
grants of over $20 million for new
construction and renovation. Then
colleges and universities minister
Jack McNie announced that capital
^OPTICIANS
MARGARET
SCRIVENER-M.P.P.
funding for projects not underway
would be frozen.
HART HOUSE DEBATES ROOM
70 BLOOR ST. W.
Helliwell said that the university
8:00 P.M.
was in the process of asking the
924-2159
province to reconsider their cutting
of funds for renovation.
NTO'S
ROUE
TOIQ
UN
PAPERBACK
Bookstore
ON
TWO
LEVELS
classified
by subject,
well-informed
helpful
staff
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ONTARIO

APPLICATION

HALF-YEAR

STUDENT

DEADLINE

FOR INFORMATION

31

CALL 928-2204

OFFICE OF STUDENT

FOR

ASSISTANCE:

JANUARY
CLASSIC
BOOKSHOPS
707 YONGE ST
Below Bloor
923-3551

AWARDS

AWARDS,

OR 928-7313

SIMC0E

HALL

3
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Dissent

alive
in Soviet
Union
claims
socialist
By ELAINE FARRAGHER
lutionary current which seeks to riots, is kept out of both Eastern and
"prominent scientists, technicians
Stalin's saidrule.that 50 to 60 per cent
Despite severe repression in the and cultural people" who have not overthrow the government. Much of Western news he claimed, since to Bojcun
form of mass arrests and the com- yet
broken with the Kremlin and are their activity is secret and only hints these actions show the strength and of the prisoners, in the Ukraine were
mitment of dissidents to mental seeking reforms within the existing ortheir
of the workers, and in jail for political reasons.
West. activity come through to the militancy
slate structure.
neither side wants these ideas to
institutions,
opposition
ment in thethe Soviet
Unionmove-is The second current is the radical
The last two groups pose the
The repression that the Kremlin is
continuing.
democratic elements, which include greatest danger to the Kremlin
inflicting on the opposition moveIn the first of a series of public radical students and workers who bureaucracy and are thus dealt with
shows the great fear it has of a
Bojcun andexplained
dissidentto force mentwhich
wishes to return to
students
workers that
arc trying
meetingsmit e inDefense
sponsoredof Soviet
by thePolitical
Com- consider the Soviet ruling class to be most severely, said Boyd.
their enemy. This group has sent
Bojcun described the Ukraine as win back the gains they had made socialist democracy, said Boyd. The
Prisoners, two of its members, appeals to the United Nations about having the most advanced dissident during the revolution that were later Kremlin sees the appeal that a
Zaine Boyd and Marko Bojcun repression, but have not received movement in the Soviet Union. reversed by Stalin. The Ukraine has revolutionary opposition would have
News of their activities, which in- suffered
Friday described the various forms replies.
for the people as a great threat to
" cultural and linguistic their
spread.from
of dissent in the Soviet Union and
clude demonstrations, strikes and repression
own power, he claimed.
and social immobility due
The third group is the revothe difficulties of organizing and
spreading their views in an oppres ive state.
Bojcun said that the movement is
not anti-communist or right-wing. Controversial
head of Memorial
U resigns
Although it is not composed strictly
the face which was probably a major
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) — Lord to go on his contract with the hasOpposition
of
"marxist-lcninists,"
it
is
proto
Taylor's
presidency
become increasingly vocal in factor in his decision to retire.
socialist and focuses very strongly Stephen Taylor, president of university, said "as many people
Memorial University of New- know, I have undergone major sur- recent months. It was at Taylor's
Taylor, a medical doctor from
on Boyd
the concept
describedof democracy."
the three main
foundland since 1966, has resigned
gery several limes in the last few insistence that the university's England who is a member of The
currents of dissent in the USSR. effective August 31sl 1973.
years, and the pressure of being Board of Regents decided last House of Lords, was hired by
The first is a liberal current of Taylor, who had three years left president of a large university are November to discontinue com- former Premier Joey Smallwood in
increasing all the time. Although I
pulsory collection of students union 1966. He was signed to a ten year
reel reasonably fit at the moment, I fees. The successful occupation of contract at thirty thousand dollars a
feel the time has come for me to the arts and administration building year, and an expensive house near
that followed dealt Taylor a slap in the university was expropriated,
HILLEL HOUSE PRESENTS
torn down and then rebuilt almost
identically to suit him.
Taylor's aspowerthe asvice-president
president was
retire."
minimal
(academic) has virtually run the
university ever since Taylor became
Wiut fn Cfjte&'n i£>ong
president.
Taylor's
mainandfunction
has
been asspecialist.
a figurehead
public
relations
a Grad's Program
However, the power was always
with Folksinger: Ron Guttman
theoretically there and occasionally
Taylor
decided to use it, as in the
Sunday, February 4,
union fees controversy last term. By
the
end
of the occupation, he had
at 8:30 p.m.
lost support of virtually everybody
186 St. George St.
in
the
university,
including students,
NICKELODEON
Admission: $1.00 members, $1.25 non-members
279 Yonge at Dundas Squs
faculty,
other
top
and even some regents.administrators

FEES
Where

Do

BOYCOTT
We

Go

In October, SAC sponsored a
referendum on the fees issue. You
voted to withhold fees in January if
talks with the government were
unsuccessful. The talks were totally unfruitful and SAC announced a
fees withholding. A significant
number of students have withheld
their second term installments. But
where
On

at

noon,

SAC

Here?

holding an open meeting of all
concerned students to discuss the
future of the fees boycott. IT IS
MOST IMPORTANT THAT YOU
ATTEND. The feedback you can
supply will allow SAC to evaluate
the fees withholding and recommend further action. It will also
provide an opportunity for open

do we go from here?

Tuesday

From

interaction among those concerned with the cutbacks in
education.

is

IF YOU ARE CONCERNED WITH THE FUTURE OF THE FEES ISSUE. ATTEND THE MEETING.

Tuesday
SPONSORED

1 2-2

MED.

BY THE STUDENTS'

SGI.

ADMINISTRATIVE

Audit

COUNCIL
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Qu
BELLec
CAMP
By JOHN
reQuebecinfilms
orarytensions
Contemp
Frenchflect the new
Canadian society — an increasing
concern with violence and the class
struggle, said Universite de Monlast
week. treal professor Michel Brule
These phenomena Brule regards
s collective search for a
Quebec'
asnationa
l identity, again indicating
ce of a consciousness of
emergen
the
history.
-We are dirty, but we like the way
we smell", said Brule during a
seminar on the sociology of lite-

No

prof
uggle:
str
cla,h,ss .he caitomc
ourselves" to the Americ
tra
of French-Canadian
, y «. c„„k*»,
.
fil
rature and cinemams
in Quebec. por'inadequ
blacks'.
America
or his English, the as the epitomimage
"
acy'
ian
ourselves
-Canad
is nbeautiful
he argued, began realization tothatthe black
values. This e of French
He was referring to the new self- young, bearded film specialist began
theas to lose its force when rapid social "cultural
of
theory
s
confident sense of nationalism in by outlining a Marxist
said, ison" Quebec'
This, he revoluti
and it is own
one
art form which he used
dis- acinematic
a two hour
change and the example of Algeria that prime minister Pierre Trudeau
Quebec, cus which
40 years
framework for his analysis.
ion hetracedin through
nd".
"doesn't
understa
It
involves
a
been
"had
it
ted thatby really
suggesucted
nts "a vi- constr
of French-Canadian film producsaid, represe
someone else" and
tions.
A film, heworld
and
y"
totalit
a
tra—
the
of
the
f
o
"imretationtheir socioproduct or
positive re-interp
Brule made a distinction between therefosionre, like the novel, it conveys representedperialisthe
values within
With- historical ditional
— and is manifest
context
coloni,alism"
these. forces
istm andsystem
French-in
is "for
capital
a
reted
said
in
he
interp
which
He
art.
.
nal
values
traditio
basis,
art
this
ois
on
mass
Quebec
keep the
to
y of Frenched
the elite" and the newer the latter Canadian movies
popularit
manag
present
the
in
terms of the image they indicate poor and isolated. d the process by Canadian "camp" heroes.
forms. He pointed out that
compare
Brule
our history",
te
re-evalua
must
Quebec
has
had
of
itself
We
,
we have
he said, "the interpretation
consider
is usually
derives
nceed to"nothimserious"
its importa
but
early andI940's,
In thein films
d that "weof
be ashamed
have todiscovere
radiothesoapdominant
operas don't
which Quebec
ty as a mode theme
from its very populari
of social expression.
was the "survival" ideology — the
of ourselves."
Frequently apologizing for the portrayal of a quaint rural Quebec
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

tyranny

under

Castro,

IES
S S STUD
EN'
- Maryon Kantaroft
SCULPTRES
BEING A FEMINIST
Jan 30WOM
ttie Drs. Chernlck
by
film
TION
COMMUNICA
AND
SEXUALITY
6
Feb
ent
society presid
Feb 13 READING WEEK - No Lecture
says Cuba
SEXUALITY - Lorenne Clark
AND MALE
MALE ROLESLESBIANIS
20 RA0ICAL
Feb 27
and the large scale flight or rerugees
By DAVE LINE
revoluM - panel discussion
the
after
soon
for
d
Feb
promise
to
the
United
States.
has
why
and
called,
been
not
tion
freegreater
enjoy
today
Cubansdom and prosperity than ever
Mar. 6 WELFARE
Family RightsAND SINGLE PARENT FAMILIES-reps. from Operation
are forparties
l
Nunez
answered
these
charges
by
politica
ion
opposit
of
t
presiden
the
to
ng
daccordi
suppose
is
before,
bid en ina country that
WOMEN IN THE PENAL SYSTEMCARE- panel
Mar 13
the Canada-Cuba Friendship
Mar 20 COMMUNAL LIVING AND DAYPROFESSION
"worms" and
callingthatthe therefugees
lyThefree. president said the fact that staled
- Abigail Hoffman
Society.
United Stales is "the
Mar 27 WOMEN IN THE ATHLETIC
Roland Nunez, said on Saturday students and workers are armed
stated
Auditorium
He
history".
of
dump
garbage
7.30 P.M.
that students and workers are now bears witness to their freedom. Lack he came to Canada before the reLectures followed
able to control their political destiny of time and unanimous popular supvolution and now feels his greatest
College
of Education
S.E. corner
Spadlna
contribution
to
Cuba
can
be
made
by
Discussion
groups
through the Communist Party in a
Castro
of
nt
governme
the
for
port
promoting friendship
before ihe were presented as the reasons why through
and
Huron
possible
not
was
that
way
between the two countries.
revolution.
an election has not been called.
Panelists at the taping of the Panelists maintained that Cuba
television show Crossfire in Toronto has more problems than some are
where Nunez was speaking, willing to admit. These problems
challenged this point. They include failure to meet production
questioned why the general election targets, heavy debts to the USSR,
* THE ARTHUR PENN FILM FESTIVAL *
a comedy by Randy Brown,
"VIOLENCE IN AMERICA"
THE LANDLORD
EVENINGS OF FILM AND DISCUSSION
TWO
ACT
AND TENANT
Fri,
Thurs,
Sat.
3
2
Feb.1
50
Rm. 3, Vic College 8:30
THE LEFT-HANDED GUN

JANUARY 30 I973

MICKEY ONE

For an evening of fine
name doesn't
dining,
have to your
be Onassis,
Getty
or Rockefeller

BONNIE AND CLYDE

FEBRUARY 6 1973

6
THE GALLERY
■rfrf MUM SOHp
cfiffs salad

MODERATOR

MR. JOSEPH MEDJUCK

ASSOCIATE EDITOR OF THE FILM MAGAZINE

mgm
pta<h twlfmmtwAstttAsoua*-.«
Sea $cal\Cps , Dflltirtlli) rritd ±25
Irmm mlgt *ni totsr sauti
Broiled ntn vprt sirloin sttak

"TAKE ONE'

FROM SEVEN TO ELEVEN P.M. EACH EVENING
MEDICAL SCIENCES AUDITORIUM
KING'S COLLEGE CIRCLE
ST. GEORGE CAMPUS, UNIV. OF TORONTO

nV chffs choice mmi wdoy
■ ask i/our hwtMs •
not MufHns. Rolls and crorl cf euttn™ afln

SERIES TICKET $3.00 AT THE DOOR
SECOND NIGHT ONLY $1.50 AT THE DOOR

THE 6WlERr ENCORE 15
■ Ft rr'-j c- i+i' I'-"1-' 9«id iMnj.wtiW S to »hI'

Hart House

Second Floor

SPONSORED BY
THE ERINDALE COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
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Men
swimmers
The expected coaching dual
By PAUL CARSON
Byron MacDonald broke two
Campbell
and FouadVarsity's
Kamal Robin
of Ottawa
failed
Canadian intercollegiate swimming between
records Friday during an exhibition to materialize Friday night since
swim meet at the Benson Building Kamal has only six swimmers of
against the University of Ottawa intercollegiate calibre despite the
and Etobicoke Memorial Aquatic new 50-metre indoor pool on the U
of O campus.
Club.
MacDonald was clocked in 52.4 Consequently, the meet was run
seconds for the 100-yard butterfly, as a series oT time trials with
two-tenths of a second faster than generally poor results.
MacDonald was helped to his
the
by Varsity's
Bob former
Heatleymark
at theset 197I
OUAA record times by strong butterfly
entries
from Ottawa and EMAC,
championships.
A few minutes later, MacDonald and Varsity1' captain Jim Adams
shaved almost two full seconds off managed to swim the fastest 200the record time for the 200-yard yard freestyle in Canada this season
1:49.2
butterfly as he recorded a 1:56.5 to at Nick
Rottman continued his
shatter the standard set last year by
Bill Kennedy of Western.
successful
comeback after a year's
MacDonald's times will count as absence with a solid 1:05.9 in the
pool and team records but will not 100-yard breaststroke.
Saturday afternoon Blues just
be officially recognized by the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union went through the motions at what
since they were not established could have been an outstanding
during a CIAU championship meet. meet in the 50-metre pool at
MacDonald, 22, was a member of McMaster.
The Mac Invitational was run as a
the Canadian team at the 1972
Olympics in Munich where he long course meet using the full
length of the pool instead of the
placed
in the 100-metre
butterfly.sixth
He graduated
in May usual 25-yard distance. But instead
1972 from the University of of inviting the best swimmers from
Michigan and enrolled a few weeks all OUAA schools, the McMaster
limited the entries to Varsiago inmentU Studies.
ofT's Faculty of Manage- officials
ty, the six Ottawa team members, a
MacDonald's two unofficial woefully slow contingent from Ryerrecords are among only a handful of son plus only about half of the
respectable times Blues swimmers McMaster team.
produced in two somewhat disMacDonald swam a very comappointing weekend meets.
petitive 1:00.3 for the 100-metre

practise
for OUAA
(ly and freshman Shawn Laari won metre individual medley.
both the 200 and 400 metre
"The idea of an exhibition long
freestyle. John Twohig produced course meet is certainly
almost a slow motion 200-metre worthwhile," said a disappointed
backstroke but won by at least 25 Campbell, "but unless the best
metres and Ryerson gained a mo- swimmers from the entire league are
ment of glory by winning the 400- invited, it realty isn't worth doing.

finals
Most of our people were just fooling
around and really didn't learn a
Blues final dual meet before the
OUAA
championships is February
Building.
10 against Guelph at the Benson
thing."

Women's
team
first
As a result of two weeks ofswim
the 100-yard freestyle
title in 1:03.4. places
Williams, Kathy Smith
and Judy
heavily concentrated training, the She also anchored the medley relay, Davidson, and breaststroker Diane
Toronto women's swim team came which Toronto won in 4:53.7, more Irvine, the team hopes to fair well
through with a fine effort Saturday than 12 seconds ahead of the against the other eight teams at the
McMaster A team.
provincial finals February I6and 17
toUniversity
win theinvitational
first annual
swim Queen's
meet.
Despite the lighter training due to at McMaster.
and sickness, breaststroker
U of T, placed
last year's
Ontario90 injury Van
champions,
first with
According to coach Liz Daniel,
der Eyk, backstroker
points, followed closely by Janet
Rona Posen and freestlyler Cheryl "The fact that the strong Waterloo
team
so many established
Wong were able to swim good times swimmershas should
McMaster
and Queen's
not dampen our
with
40. Fivewith
teams88competed
in all. in each of their events.
Despite the absence of Merrily
year swimmers Nora Dobell hopes. Due to the great spirit and
Stratten, a 1972 Canadian Olympic andFirst
Joyce Drohan, and second year hard work of the girls, their inteam member, freestyler Karen veteran Dinny Biggs, knocked
dividual performances have imYoung and Laurie Sims, the Tar- seconds off former best times to
proved tosuch a degree that we will
most certainly be a challenge to the
pons captured six of the 12 events. place well in their events.
Nancy Thomson, a second year
Along with freestylers Janis favoured Waterloo team".
plys ed student, won each of her
three events and swam butterfly on
the winning 400-yard medley relay
team. Thomson took the 100- and
200-yard
eventsandin
1:17.4 and breast
2:50.0, stroke
respectively,
finished more than six seconds
sportaik
ahead of the McGill swimmer to win
the 200-yard individual medley in
Men's over
squashthe team
six volleyball defeated the Trent Univer2:36.1.
matches
latter won
part all
of last
sity team Saturday in Peterborough,
Third year science student Joan week
and into the weekend in the 3-0 women's intermediate
Dolson, after swimming backstroke United Slates. The U of T team basketball won its match against
on the medley team, went on to win defeated the Trinity College, Har- Trent Saturday, 39-36 both
Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama
the 200-yard backstroke in her
and then went teams travel to Brock
HAflT HOUSE THEATRE
fastest time this year of 2:41.4. on to vard,Newteam Thursday
Haven, Connecticut, to Wednesday. .... women's senior
Dolson finished one tenth of a shade Yale 5-4.
HAMLET
On
Friday
Toronto basketball competed in the Borough
second behind the McMaster swim- played a team from the Harvard
Directed by Martin Hunter
Ladies Basketball Associamer Shirley Schmidt to take second Gold and Country Club, defeating it oflionYork
Tournament Friday and Saturplace
in
the
100-yard
backstroke
in
5-4.
That
afternoon
Toronto
won
day. The learn lost to the Hamilton
1:12.2.
Stony Brook. University of Athenas
January |No25performance
- February
(Canadian Senior A chamFreshman freestyle specialist, over
on Sunday or Monday!3 at 8:30
New
York
7-2,
taking
another
win
pions) 62-25 Friday night, with
Tickets S2.50
BoxOllice 928-6668 Marilyn McCormack, a top sprinter
Bowdoin College 6-3 in the Karen Edgar Blues" high scorer with
10:00 a.m. Id 6:00 p m and middle-distance swimmer, out- over
Students St. 25
Varsity's last
game was six points. U of T won a second
did her former times by capturing evening.
against Amherst
on Saturday,
game dsorSaturday
42-38Chrisagainst
WinClub 240, with
Crawford
defeating
it
7-2
in
an
tion tournament yesterdayeliminaRick
19 points. In the consolation
Life's team won over David scoring
final Varsity defeated London
all the
Kennedy's
win to represent
U of T atcrewthetoWestern
Ontario Grads 44-38, with Leslie Mcintosh
high scorer
14. men's
latest in
team
went towith
Windsor
for a fencing
match
provincialat Guelph.
curlingLifefinals
weekend
skipped next
his with the University of Windsor,
fashion
team to 7-6 and 9-8 wins. Represen- Wayne Slate University and the
and
ting U of T next week will be skip University of Detroit. Toronto did
12 OPTICAL STORES
Life, vice-skip Stephen Hart, second not compete with Windsor. In the
customTHROUGHOUT METRO
Tim
Cairns, and lead David foil competition Toronto lost 5-4 to
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
made
Brown women's intermediate Wayne State, and 5-4 to Detroit.
Toronto also lost the sabre comMAIN STORE
eyewear
280 BLOOR ST. WEST 962-2020
n 5-4. 5-4
the American
SERVICES
schools. Inpetitiothe
epeetoDetroit
defeated
Aservice.
newESSAY
andOriginality,
complete
TERMPAPER
Toronto 6-3. and Wayne Stale won
quality, and
8-1, women's archery retained its
security dictate our polity.
indoor
Phone:961-6150
Saturday,championship
scored 1959 ofata Queen's
possible
Hours:
St. Mon.-Frl.
- Sun. 9 am-S3 pm-10
pm pm
2400 points. Western was second
Niagara Falls, Ont.
Professional Typing Done
with
1854. Queen's
third with
McMaster
fourth with
1693, 1779,
and
300 AVENUE ROAD
Guelph last with 1664. Individually,
2nd floor
Janei
Couch
of
Western
placed
first,
MORDECAI
with 525 of a possible 600 points,
Toronto's Chris Grant was second
JEWISH
wilh 510. while Anne Chalmers, also
of U of T. and competing with an
COMMUNITY CAMPS,
Montreal, P.O.
injury, finished third with 505. Janet
Feb. 16 -18 73
wilh
£
'coming"
SUPERVISORS
Spence502.from Queen's was fourth
-SECTION
pioneer HEADS
- SHERATON FOXHEAD HOTEL Registration is now open to Jewish students for the 2nd Winter Retreat, a
arts andandcrafts
Special
Swimming
hiking
tripping
chance to relax, meet new friends, and learn with the terrific resource staff
Demonstration
we're getting together — since registration for students attending schools in
music and dance
Friday February 2. 1973
Toronto is limited to a maximum of 150, early registration is strongly advised —
waterfront
7:00Benson
p.m. -8:30
Building p.m.
fee of $20.00 covers food, lodging and transportation, (financial difficulties
nature
should be discussed with the directors of Hillel or Jewish Students Federations,
Ben Mayer or Aian Morger) — an additional saving is open to members of Hillel
BUNK AND SPECIAL
Saving Society
at $18.00
COUNSELLORS
Royal Life Team
Demonstration
CLIP THE FORM BELOW AND SEND TOGETHER WITH CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER
Counsellors — mln. ol 19
CONFERENCE"
"JEWISH STUDENT
TO4700 KEELE ST.
years
of age — college grad.
Supervisors
Strokes
DOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO
level
PHONE:
Personal Interviews to be
NAME:
held on Campus on February
Skills
5th and 6th. Call the PlaceSCHOOL:
ADDRESS:
Rescues
ment Centre at 928-2539 to
CITY:
make an appointment.
Come and Watch
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053
sports

"|.

finishes
Track
The University of Toronto track team finished in
invitational
University's
first place
team
Toronto indoor
Saturday.
the CNE
meet atatYork
track
(67) and
second
was
York
points.
8t
totalled
standings
Queen's third (52) out of a total of 10 teams that were
scored.
time in U of T's history
meet marked
track theteamfirstentered. Its four members
thatThea woman's
competed in three of five women's events.
Barb Richardson placed ninth in the 400 metre finals
in a time of67.0seconds,while May Grenier was I3th in
73. 1. In the 50 metre event, Richardson and Grenier
placed second and third in their heats, with times of 7.4
However, they failed to qualify
respectively.
and
for the7.7.finals.
The women's team placed third in the 4x I
for a change out of zone.
disqualified
were
hut
relay,
lap
For the men, U of T's Henry Tobias placed third in
the 50 metre event, while Varsity's Greg Ross ran 6.4 in
heat. In the 1500 metres Mark Minden, Toronto's
his
only, entry, finished third in a time of 4:03.3. U of T
student Gerry Feeney finished first in 50.3 seconds in
=£ the 400 metre finals, while Bill Johnson finished fifth
$ (52.5) and Dave Howes sixth (53. 1) in their respective
(The race was run in seven timed sections.)
JI sections.
Varsity's Matt Duncan finished second in the 800
aI metres (also run in limed sections) in 1:58.4.
h Toronto's
best eventcaptured
of the daythe —topthefour5000positions,
metres
SI _ I[rac|i.
team members
Barb Richardson runs in the 400 metre event at the CNE Saturday.
as well as the sixth and eighth places. Joe Sax finished

Blues'
By BOB PR1TCHARD
It was a dismal weekend for the
baskelball Blues in Ottawa, losing a
close game 74-72 to Carleton
Ravens on Friday night, and then
bowing lo the University of Ottawa
Gee-Gces 97-85 on Saturday.
Fridaywasnight's
the
Ravens
not asgame
close against
as the two
point margin might indicate. At one
time Blues were down 14 points.
Toronto did have a chance to score a
lying or winning basket twice in the
closing moments of the game, but
failed to connect with the hoop.
Blues only hit 37 per cent of their
shots from the floor, compared with
Carlelon's 50 per cent.
Saturday's game against the
University of Ottawa Gee-Gees
started out lo be a reasonably close
contest. Although Varsity was on
the lower side of a 28-20 score
midway through the first half. Blues
tied ihe score at 34, six minutes
later, only lo have Gee-Gees pull
ahead 44-39 by half time.
Going into the second half,
Ottawa jumped lo a 50-41 lead after
two minutes of play, but five
minutes later Blues had closed the
gap to 60-56.
Ottawa coach George Potvin then
pul a full court press on the Blues.
Varsity, who have not had a great
deal of experience working against a
press, gave up the ball on turnovers
and jumps, and in desperation began
to foul the Gee-Gees.
Whereas the Ottawa team had
only hit 50 per cenl from the foul
line in the first half, they improved
their average to 70 per cent in the
second half. Ottawa used the press
for the better pari of the remaining
20 minutes, and Blues, showing
some fatigue from ihe previous
nighl's
game and
travelling,
to be conlent
with theslaying
withinhad10
points of Ihe Gee-Gees. The final
buzzer sounded with ihe score 97r85.
Toronto did manage to come up
with some good shooting in the first
half. Varsity usually relies on getting

first at CNE
first in 14:39.4. John Sharp second (14:42.4), Paul
Glynn third (15:01.0). Andy Reed fourth (15:03.0),
Brad Morley sixth (15:09.6), and John Curlen eighth
(15:1 4.4). The U of T 'A' team placed first in the 4x3
lap relay
event, in 6:06.8, while the 'B' team was fifth of
nine
in 6:29.8.
In the
jump events. since
Varsity's
finished
ninth
(approximately,
scoresGreg
were Ross
not counted
with
jump
long
the
in
positions)
eight
top
the
after
reel).
metres, and Erik Little second in the high jump (six5.806
50 metres: I. Hugh Fraser, Queen's; 2. Dave Jarvis,
Queen's;
3. Henry I.Tobias,
Toronto. Time
1500 metres:
Ken Hamilton,
York;5.8.2. Mike
Lanigan.
Waterloo;
3.
Mark
Minden,
Toronto. Time
3:59.0.
400 metres: 1. Gerry Feeney, Toronto; 2. Hugh
Fraser, Queen's; 3. Rick Walter, Windsor. Time 50.8.
800 metres: I. Mike Lanigan, Waterloo; 2. Matt
Duncan; Toronto; 3. Dave Yagger, Guelph. Time
1:57.9.
5000 metres: 1 . Joe Sax, Toronto; 2. John Sharp,
Toronto; 3. Paul Glynn. Toronto. Time 14:39.4.
4 x 3 lapTimerelay:
McMasler.
6:06.8.I. U of T 'A', 2. Queen's; 3.
Long jump: 1. Tony Geoghan, McMaster; 2. Becke,
Queen's; 3. John Griffin, York., Height 6.74 metres.
High jump:
Mark Alter,Waterloo.
York; 2.Height
Erik 6Little,
Toronto:
3. AllanI. Schweiger,
feet.

in Otfawa
dimmed
hopes
playoff
sisting of three full size gyms, six
midable centre, with 23 points. John
the majority of its points from fairly
Tip Offs:
in theBlues'
Bensonnext
Gym game
againstis squash courts, and Olympic size pool
close to the basket, but a tough Plaskacz and Vic Chandler, both Saturday
and
sauna
baths . . . Dave Ferguson
Ollawa man to man defence and impressive outside shooters, com- the Western Mustangs in exhibition
didn't
make
the trip to Ottawa
half court press slowed the team
play.
Game
time
is
2
pm
.
.
.
Ottawa
because
of
illness.
for 29 ofleague
Ottawa's
Withbined Ihree
gamespoinls.
left to has a new athletic complex condown. However, Tony Rudmik and
Scoring: Toronto at Ottawa
Doug Baker
his put
best inper-18 play,
Blues haveat aa 4-5playoff
record.spot,
To
have ihe
a chance
formance this(in
season)
Miirv SaheV
Brian
Skwinalon
Ottawa
Toronto will have lo win at least two
Viu Chandler
points curate
between
John
Rluskac*
shooting. them
Dave wilh
Walt some
came ac-up of the three. Varsity meets Ryerson
Vjiwe
Zukenda
TiNld
Plaskac*
and
York
at
their
respective
with a strong individual perHarry
Mosley
gyms — Blues have defeated both
formance,
scoring
27
points
for
Toronto.
teams once already — and host the
Mike
Davis
Jerry
Ashe
MikcHeaic
Leading Gee-Gees in scoring was Ottawa Gee-Gees in the Benson
CiiMir.Circason
Merv Sabey. an aggressive and for- Building after reading weekHockey
Blues earn 1 1th league victory
Second Period
Carleton on a powerplay with Dennis Potvin, a likely candidate for >) Toronlo. Pagnulli
(Leroy) 3:03
By
PETER
DUX
the number one draft choice this <>) Toronto. Ruhnke (Pagnulli,
The line of Neil Korzack, Don Herridge in ihe box Tor tripping.
Leroy) 9: 17
Blues were breaking through the year Blues travel to Ottawa 7) Toronlo. B jba (Holmes) 10:10
Pagnulli and Kent Ruhnke led Blues
H) Carlelon. Poller (O.Ncil)
14:57 Herridge (T)
lo a 9-2 victory over Carleton Raven defence this period, begin- for games against Gee-Gees Friday Penallics(T) 10:14.
ning iheir passing game and playing and Carlelon Saturday Blues I VKI. HolmesHolmes
Ravens Friday night. They were
(T) 16:06
beat
Ottawa
1
2-3
in
their
first
match
responsible for six of the nine goals zone.
Gee-Gee's are hot of late, with
in the typically one-sided victory. most of the period in Carlelon's but
Period
Blues scored early when Harry
Varsily scored Ihree more times recent victories over Waterloo and 9) Toronlo. LeroyThird
(Pugnulti.
Anderson)Anderson)
4:41
Sems fired in the puck at 1: 14 of the in the last period. The play York. 5-2 Friday.
ID) Toronlo, Ruhnke
(Pagnulli.
first period after a good set up from slackened off for a while but at other
Toronlo 9 Carleton Z
I
1
1
Toronlo.
Munro(Buba)
17:30
Bill Buba. Korzack made the score times Blues would turn on the atFirst Period
PenallicsI7i.l Channell (C) 9:20
1:14
il appeared Toronto was DhT..fi>nio.Sems(Buba.Fifield)
2-0
5:21. butin onCarlelon's
Mark trying tack,toandget
Kor/ack (Ruhnke. Milnes)S:2l
Potvinby cashed
poor defensive
a winning goal in an 3) Toronto.
Carlelon.
Poivin6:02
>
decided game.
Toronlo. Ruhnke (Pagnulli. Leroy) 17:07
play
in Toronto's
zone ilwhen
stole already
Near the middle of the period 4)Penaltiesihe puck
and blasted
past heInness.
Holmes (T) 9:58, Channel] (C) 19:17
Blues
were
firing the puck at the
Ruhnke pul Blues ahead 3-1 on a
low slapshol before the end of the Raven goal wilh reckless abandon
bul Ihey hit ihe post or crossbar six
Blues and Carleton were playing consecutive limes before Ruhnke
Dare Foods Ltd -producer of Dare Cookies
period.
completely different styles; Varsity scored his-hal-trick goal. The crowd
has refused to negotiate with its striking employees
would try to have one man carry the exploded with applause when the
for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance
went in.
puck in, and he would be "gang puckAfterfinally
ihe game Ruhnke explained
tackled"
or five
Carlelon, byon four
the other
handRavens.
would why the line was so effective after
have characterized the company's approach to
shoot the puck in from the blueline being a- disappointment in recent
the predominantly female work force.
thus avoiding ihe chore of going games: "We were being less selfish
Help Dare workers protect their union
around Varsily defencemcn.
and passed Ihe puck around a lot
The second period saw the Blues
and win a fair contract
Coach
Tom
Watt
said
he
had
been
score three consecutive goals — one
by Pagnutti on a rebound off a after ihe whole team to pass more
had worked on this in practice.
Leroy slap. (Leroy had four points andBlues
Notes Ruhnke also
Friday.) Ruhnke scored his second
an assisl along wilh his ihree
goal on a breakaway when Don hadmore."
DON'T
BUY
Pagnutti passed from his own end, goals centre Don Pagnutti
behind Raven defenccmen to with one goal and four assists was
Ruhnke wailing at centre ice.
DARE
COOKIES!
a watchvaluable
by Labatt's
as the
The teams exchanged goals off awarded
team's most
player
(and tell your friends not to, either)
the faceoff — first Bill Buba for Mark Potvin of Carleton is the
Varsily. then Bill Polter for brother of Otlawa 67's defenceman

SAC

backs

province

-wide

demo

Students

told

continue
fees strike
By BOB Administrative
BETTSON
The Students'
Council
executive decided yesterday to urge students
toindefinitely.
continue withholding
their
second
term
They also agreed to supportfeesa
February
20th
province-wide
Queen's
Park
demonstration called
for by Brock
and Trent
University student councils.
The full council failed to ratify the decisions
when it fell three short of meeting its 20person quorum
for tolastdecide
night's
specifically
scheduled
futuremeeting
action
in
the
withholding
campaign.
Council's
original motion supporting the campaign had
an end-of-January review rider built into it.
Although the executive decisions must still
be ratified by a general meeting, SAC vicepresident John Helliwell felt certain last night
thai there would be little likelihood of the
council reversing the decision. The executive
he said, represented a good cross section of
council. He also pointed oul that none of
the other SAC and political group members
present al an informal gathering in the SAC
office last night except the Stop the Student
Surcharge
Committee had objected to the
executive action.
SSSC spokesman Peter Havers denounced
the SAC decision to support what he called
the "Trotskyist" Stop the Cutbacks
Committee.
Havers was reacting to another part of ihe
executive motion stating SAC welcomed the
formation of a Stop the Cutbacks Committee
at yesterday's
student meeting on the
fees
strike and general
the cutbacks.
The SSSC. Havers said, has decided to
withdraw support from the Stop the Cutbacks
Committee
whichthathe thesaidcommittee
"ridiculed"should
the
SSSC
position
beCutbacks
named Committee.
the Slop the Surcharge — Stop the
Havers said SAC can't fund the committee
"in any form in any method". He maintained
that supporting another demonstration
"would only waste the students' money on a
useless
cause".said the executive had agreed to
Helliwell
help organize
a Friday
of theactions
new
cutbacks
committee
and meeting
fund further
up Last
to $500. a similar committee was set up
when SACfall, refused
to support the November
Blockbusting by police?
21 Queen'sFederation
Park demonstration
Ontario
of Students. called by the
Havers
said
the
SSSC
had tried to find
These houses will be torn down to make way for the proposed 52 Division police station.
Metro police have supplied few details on the project.
unity with the other groups bul could not. He
stated that the university and ihe provincial
governments are both enemies.
The Governing Council has the power to set
fees and Havers said that the U of T should
have
refused to implement the fee increase
U of T rehires
laid off workers
and cutback in other areas. "There's enough
going on at this university," he claimed.
strate al noon, according to the committee, because of budget cuts, and contracting out of graftIt appears
The immediate grievance of 1 1 laid ofl
that the SSSC still intends to
The committee maintains that there is
workers was solved Monday when weekend that the workers had been rehired and the work.
oppose
in a disruptive manner. Havers
sufficient work to be done, and it is protesting charged SAC
snowfall led to their recall, bul ihe issues grievance won.
that
SAC
not continue to meel
However,
although
the
workers
had
been
that jobs are contracted out to commercial until it agreed to thecould
surrounding the layoffs are still not clear.
GSU position that a trust
as in the case of tree pruning.
A demonstration called Monday by ihe rehired, the university had not yet met that firms,
fund
is
an
alternative
to individual
The committee intends to . demonstrate withholding of fees.
day with the union to discuss the grievances
Service Employees1 International Union about
seniority.
every
day
at
noon
outside
the
personnel
office
Local
204
was
called
off
by
the
local's
Havers claimed the SSSC trust fund was
About nine workers who came to the until their demands are granted, which Brown
business agent, Don Barclay, after he learned demonstration,
members of the Stop the said means that no layoffs and contracting out ihe only way to make the withholding action
of the recall, but a small group of militants Student Surchargeand Committee,
who
claim
to
stress "student solidarity".
demonstrated
be guaranteed.
He said any student can join and 10 per cent
by some workers, com- mustAccording
to U of T labour relations
tracting out ofagainst
work. future layoffs and con- have beenplained tinvited
hat Barclay had unilaterally called manager John Parker last night, the uni- of the membership can call a general meeting
Calling
themselves
the
U
of
T
Workers'
off
a
demonstration
the
local
had
demanded
at
any time. He added there had been three
v
e
r
s
i
t
y
w
i
l
in
future
guarantee
that
a
similar
Committee Against Layoffs, 10 -of the 1 1 while the grievance had not been settled.
meetings of the members of the trust fund
situation in regard to temporary layoffs will advertised
previously laid off workers and supporters
publicly, but closed to members.
Citing
a
letter
from
the
university
one
also demonstrated at noon yesterday, outside worker had brought slating that the 1 1 not recur.
the U of T personnel office at 215 Huron
Although
he
termed
it
simply
"an
Helliwellin". said
thai thea clause
trust fund
"locks50
Street and claimed thai they had effectively workers had been rehired "because of the unfortunate experience", Parker said the dis- students
It contains
requiring
removal work now available," SSSC
prevented entry to the building Tor 30 minutes. snow
per
centcan ofbethereleased
membership
to agree before
pute
was
"necessary
to
jolt
the
university
into
chairman
Peler
Havers
accused
Barclay
of
funds
from
it.
understanding what it had in terms of a
Althoughmeeting
the local's
resolution
Saturday
had called
simply atfor itsa lying, said Havers last nighl, because he said
serves no useful purpose," he continued,
demonstration against the layoffs of 1 1 theAccording
grievance tohadgrounds
been settled.
He said the university would not guarantee but"Itapparently
crew worker Clyde that
students in the fund can have
contract".
grounds crew workers, Barclay maintained
temporary
layoffs
would across
not be the
madeuni-in their money released
if the three SSSC signBrown,
Havers
called
Barclay
a
"...
a
liar
reverse
order
of
seniority
that the teunion's
main
grievance
was
its
coning
officers
agree.
The signing officers are
Fleming.
ntion that the university had violated its Both Brown and Haver claim that Barclay
Peter Havers, Denise Havers, and Rhonda
v
e
r
s
i
t
y
,
b
u
t
it
would
give
"as
much
notice
as
contract with the local. Instead of laying off leading the people".
possible" of temporary layoffs instead of the
his temper and hit Havers, afler which a given
minimum of five days. Parker said a
1 1 from oneBarclay
division contended
of the university's
service1 1 lost
workers,
that the
letter
union also guarantees that a
short
altercation
developed.
Havers
"beauty"
trust
Barclay was not available last night to give worker toto the
is thaiHeclaimed
itsaiddoesthethenotSSSC
includewill theofnot the
$100
fee
be laid off could see an employment fund
workers with the least seniority from across
increase.
pay the
the university should have been laid off.
counsellor
within
U
of
T
to
see
if
a
suitable
hisTheversion
of
the
story.
demonstration continued, committee job could be found which would replace a SIOO no matter what the university threatens
However, Barclay told The Varsity before
in disciplinary action.
noon, and the workers who came to demon- members said, against further layoffs feared worker with less seniority.
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HERE
TODAY
11:00 am
Tickets
(or
"Utile
College musical, are1:30nowpmMe"
on sale.theTillVictoria
2 pm.
A
memorial
service
(or
the
late
Lester
Bowles Pearson will be held In Victoria
will com-o(
The theservice
College Chapel.
memorate particularly
contribution
Mr. Pearson, lormerly Chancellor ot Victoriadres wiUniversity,
University. Northrop
The adl be givento theby Protessor
Frye
and
the
newly-appointed
president
Victoria
University,
Goldwin S.ol
French, will
preside.6 Professor
pm
Free Jewish University with Rabbi Witty
on "Great Modern
speaking
Thinkers".
186 SI. Jewish
George
Street, At Hiliel6:30House,
pm
Hlllel's Kosher supper: please reserve by
5 pm at Hiliel House,7:30 186pm St- George Street.
Soiree pour tous les etudlants gradues
{el leurs epouxde francais.
f-ses) ouVinsamiset tromages
(-ies) du
department
Graduate
Avenue. Students8 pmUnion. 16 Bancrott
Meeting ot the U ot T Homophile
Association
GSU. Upstairs lounge, 16 Bancroft Al welcome.
Free
Jewish
"Job and186 theSt.
Problem Street.
ol Evil",University:
at Hiliel House,
George
Free Jewish
Yiddish"
at HilielUniversity:
House. "Conversational
Free
Jewish
University:
Woman" at Hiliel House. "The Jewish
Free Jewish University: "The Jewish Lite
Cycle"
Hiliel University:
House.
Free atJewish
Holocaust"
at Hiliel House. "Literature ot the
Free Jewish University: "Chassldic
Stories ot Rav Nachman"
8:30 pm at Hiliel House.
Hamlet
by
Shakespeare.
At theHunter
Hart
House Theatre. Directed by Martin
Tickets: vationS2.50;
students:
S1-25.
Resers atbox office (928-8668)
9 pm
Free Jewish University: "Jewish
Perspectives
on
Christianily"
House. 186 St. THUHSDAY
George
Street. at Hiliel
11 am
Tickets for "Little Me" are on sale til 2 pm
atFeb.Wymllwood.
6-10 at HartVic'sHouse.major musical runs
FROM

AND
NOW
noon
are followed by testimonies of healing. All
Luncheon seminar: W. Wronskl, welcome. Till 8:30 8pm.pm
Commissioner ot Planning, Metropolitan
Toronto Planning Board, on "A Discussion
SMC Film Night)
Club presents
Antonloni's "La
ofMetropolitan
the Projected "Official"
wilh Marcello
Room 229,Plan
Ramseyfor Notte"
nl and (The
Jeanne Morreau.
At Carr MastroanHall. One
Wright Building.Toronto"
1:30 pm
dollar admission.
Dance Workshop at Hiliel House,
Dr. N. Bruce Macleod, Moderator of the 186Israeli
St. George Street.
United Church of Canada, will be guest Free
University:
speaker at a service ot worship at Vic Zemer", atJewish
Hiliel House.
186 SI."Chavurat
George
College
Chapel Isoncordially
the second
Vic. Everyone
invitedfloorto olcomeOld Street.
Free
Jewish
University:
"The
Mldrash
and meet our popular
6 pm moderator.
and the Bible" at Hiliel House, 186 St.
Street.
The Arab Students Association invites George
Free Jewish University: "Emotional
students and faculty to its weekly informal Awareness
meeting. At the Morning 33Room,
Inter- Hiliel House,and186 theSt. Biblical
George Narritlve",
Street. at
St. George
Street. national Students6:30Centre.
Free
Jewish
University:
"Arab-Jewish
pm
Dialogue" at Hiliel House, 186 St. George
Hlllel's Kosher supper: please reserve by Street.
Free Jewish University: "Mitzvah In
5 pm at Hiliel House.7:30 1 86pm St. George Street. Concept
Hiliel House.and Contemporary Practice", at
Two
tilms
by
Ken
Russel:
The
Boytrlend
Jewish University: "Malmonides" at
(atthe 7:30)
Billion Oollar252 Brain
OISE andAuditorium.
Bloor(atSt.9:30):
West;at HilielFreeHouse.
8:30 pm
SI. 50 at 7:30 or $1-00 at 9:30.
The Christian Science College Landlord
A
comedy
by
8 Tenant Act.Randy
opensBrown,
at RoomThe3,
Organization meets in the Woodger Room
(basement) of "Old Vic". Inspired readings Vic College. Admission 50e.

HILLEL HOUSE

PRESENTS

a Grad's Program
with Folksinger: Ron Guttman
Sunday, February 4,
at 8:30 p.m.
186 St. George St.
Admission: $1 .00 members, $1 .25 non-members

THE

ART GALLERY
HART HOUSE CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION
Gallery Hours:
Monday.
i.m.-9
Twi.-SiLFab.11112-25
i.m. -5p.m.p.m.
Sundij, 2 p.m. -5 p.m.

TABLE TENNIS CLUB
TONIGHT
EveningFencing
Plif. Room
7-11 p.m.
Ladloi Wilcome
Memberships
Avillihla

CAMERA CLUB
TODAY1:10 P.M.
Photography
High and Low Key
Dick Psnler. ARPS.

AFTERNOON CONCERT
TOMORROW
THE GENTLMAN AND BOYS
OF ST.MUSIC
SIMONS ROOM
4:30 P.M.,

NOONTODAYCONCERT
in Ins
El St Common
1112:00 Room
DAVID McMURDO
ALL WELCOME
QUINTET
TELEVISION
IS AVAILABLE
IN THE
MAP ROOM

SUNDAY EVENING
FEBRUARYCONCERT
4.8:00 P.M.
SCHEHKMAN TRIO
GREAT
HALL
HENIG 2AFERAT
TICKETS AVAILABLE
THE HALL PORTER'S DESK

THE GALLERY
OVERLOOKING THE GREAT HALL
DINING LOUNGE FOR STUDENTS
MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE - FREE
high
110 one
BLOORflight
W.
921-6555
SPECIAL THIS WEEK

■■■m

ONLY
GRATEFUL
3 RECORD SET DIslributBdDEAD
by WEA Music s6.49

bowels
OF

INFORMALTHATDEBATE
RESOLVED
CANADA
SHOULD HOARD HER
NATURAL RESOURCES
TOMORROW
DEBATES ROOM - 2 P.M.

THE

bookroom

comes
ANOTHER

SALE

FEATURING

Victor ia College Music Club presents

little
torn

and

and

things,

books

records.

me

a musical by Neil Simon.

HART HOUSE THEATRE. FEBRUARY 6-10
Tickets available 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
at Wymllwood
Tickets $2.00 and $2.50
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Victoria
By LANNY COOKE
Victoria University is considering
developing some of its property
commercially, but college officials
are tight-lipped about their plans.
Chairman com ioft e H.J.the
property
subSissons
admitted
yesterday that the committee is considering adevelopment at the
eastern end of the campus, in an
area bordered by Charles, St.
Thomas, and Sultan Streets. He
added that proposals are not yet in
definitive form.
Victoria University Students'

U is silent on development
Administrative Council is would be destroyed, he says, an un- committee has been set up to deal
the financial plight of Victoria
"adamantly
to develop-to
derground garage would prevent the with
ment in thisopposed"
area, according
"It dealsincluding
with thepossible
overall
of a hockey rink and University.
financial
picture,
educational commissioner Rick construction
Charles Street might have to be revenue from
Gregory.
non-academic realwidened due to the increased traffic
Last year VUSAC supported flow.
holdings."
students who effectively fought a
A report
on development was to
is broke and they estate
be made at a Board of Regents
proposal to use some Vic land for a need"Thethe college
he
admitted.
By
meeting
two
weeks ago, but the
commercial parking lot. Gregory developingmoney,"
property the college meeting was preoccupied
claims that many facilities would be hopes to generate
with other
$200,000,
acmatters.
Since
then, officials have
threatened by new proposals, if, as
cording toGregory. He complained released no further
details.
he suspects, land from St. Thomas that VUSAC
get little inWhen questioned about the
is leased over to a playing Held on
formation on thecould
project.
the north side of Charles Street.
Sissons explained that a steering development Victoria president
Low cost housing and a field house

Fees meeting called
A committee set up during yesterday's open meeting has
decided to call for a public meeting Friday to discuss further action
in support of the fees strike.
Meeting in an adjoining lobby to the Medical Sciences
Auditorium, where the SAC sponsored meeting had taken place,
the committee decided that the objective the larger meeting should
be to push for broader goals than reversing the fees increases faced
by students.
Some students suggested that the committee make specific
demands about the $15 late penalty, but most people considered
this secondary, saying that the committee should simply urge
students to ignore this threat.
Other tactics which will be considered at the Friday meeting
include organizing a February demonstration which is already
being called for by students at York, Brock and Trent Universities.
The committee, which included members of several political
groups, including the Stop the Student Surcharge Committee
(SSSC), the Old Mole, Students for a Democratic Society and the
Young Socialists, and unaffiliated individuals including SAC vicepresident John
Helliwell,an adalsohocdecided
call itself
the Stop-lhe-for
Cutbacks
Committee,
U of Ttogroup
that organized
the November demonstration.
It was decided that publicity would be built up around the
slogansThe "Slop
the Cutbacks"
and "Support
the fees
Strike".
committee
will undertake
to contact
college
student
councils and also to appeal to organizations representing nonstudents who are also affected by the increasingly restricted access
to higher education. Efforts will be made to get support from the U
of T locals of CUPE for the positions of the committee.
There was some disagreement on the relationship of the
committee to SAC, but it was decided to act as an independent
body, while still trying to pressure SAC into supporting the
committee.
OFS action
By LINDA McQUAIG
A mass meeting called by SAC to
discuss the future of the fees strike,
ended in general agreement that
universal access to post-secondary
education, not the $100 tuition fee
hikes, should be the focus of student
protest.
Most of the campaign organized
by the Ontario Federation of
Students over the last few months
against theinprovincial
government's
cutbacks
educational
spending
has focused on the $100 hike.
Gus Richardson, a member of the
History Students Union, said at the
meeting that the real issue was the
changes in student aid regulations
which make it even more difficult
for low-income students to attend
university.
The new regulations force
students receiving aid from the
government to repay a larger
proportion of this assistance than
they had to previously. Under the
new system, no student receives a
non-repayable
she
has received atgrant,
leastuntil5800he orwhich
must be repaid after graduation.
Last year the loan ceiling was $600.
The meeting, which attracted only
200 students and two adinistrators' wascalled
so thatbefore
SAC
could hear mfrom
students
voting last night on whether or not
to continue to urge them to withhold
their second instalment fees, which
have been due since January 15.
The university has announced
plans to enforce the $15 late penalty
for any instalments not paid by
tomorrow, February I.
Political science student Marko
Botcun said that accessibility to
universities was the real issue and
protest
this. should be arranged around

criticized
Italian neighbourhoods in Toronto
and trying to organize them to fight
forDuring
equal access,"
said.
the hemeeting,
an
independent committee was set up
to organize a more effective and
broadly-based
protest.created in the
The committee,
dying moments of the meeting
before a class took over the Medical
Sciences Auditorium, came in
response to charges that SAC has
been ineffectual in organizing the
strike.
"You did nothing to promote the
strike on campus, then you assumed
no one was interested," shouted
former vice-president Phi! Dack to a
round of applause.
Richardson described SAC's role
in SAC
the strike as "mythical." John
Helliwell. whovice-president
chaired the meeting,
conceded that "SAC hasn't done
general coordinator Craig
thatOFSmuch."
Heron said the cutbacks are only the
beginning of a trend which the
provincial
introduce. government is planning to
He predicted a rise in the loan
ceiling to $1,000 as part of the
government's
the education attempt
industry tothey"dismantle
built up
in the GOV
Peter Havers, chairman of the
Stop themittee,
Student
which hasSurcharge
disruptedComtwo
SAC meetings in the past three
weeks
inaction,
pleaded tofor protest
students SAC's
to pay their
fees
into a mspecial
trust
fund
his:
comit e has set up.
He refused to disclose how many
had paid into the fond so far, but
admitted,
to win."
Havers "It's
also not
saidenough
his committee
will stop disrupting SAC meetings
only when SAC lives up to its
"We should be going down to the responsibilities to the students,

plans
Goldwin French refused to comment. Bursar F.C. Stokes had little
to add except that, "No action has
And Victoria University steering
committee
been taken."chairman Don McGibbon would
underbe
way.
I haveonlyno say,
idea "Study
when itiswill
subcornSissons
mil leesaid isthatnowthe property
considering
various alternative approaches to
development,
but said he could not
reveal them now.
ready."

Lawyers'
action
questioned
after Windlass
deferral

Garbage litters site of "Grange Village", an apartment project proposed by W ■ v v. • Holdings.
Less than honourable conduct on the part of Uk
accept areWeir's
word.theories on why Windlass felt n
several
lawyers acting for Windlass Holdings is suspeeicu to There
would be advantageous to have the matter deferred
following an unusual turn of events at Monday night
meeting oTlhe Buildings and Development CommiiiLV
Absent from the committee meeting were Fred Bea\i^
The committee was to consider the repeal of tin and Paul Pickett, who have in the past consisiemh
bylaw
aparimcnitin voted in favour of developments.
towers onallowing
McCaul Windlass
Street, butto latebuildin thethreeafternoon,
A motion to recommend repeal of the bylaw allow mj.<
another controversial development, Quebec-Got Iik
City Clerk received a letter from Weir and Fouklwas carried by a 5-4 vote later in the same meeting, unu
lawyers for Windlass, asking lor a deferral.
a similar motion on Windlass seemed likely to pass b\
The committee eventually yielded to the reque^
When it was obvious the request would pass, Aldernmt' the same margin.
Ying Hope, chairman of the committee, admitted lh;i
Hope told
Varsity thatprepared,
it is "possible"
Uk
lawyers
had The
a deputation
but knewthat lh;ii
members
had webeenare"tricked
into deferral."
Beavis and Pickett would not be there.
"As
usual,
being
slighted
by
the
developer,
he said bitterly.
He told the meeting that "Windlass is after niuti
The letter, from Weir personally, claimed that he did
and they can't get them tonight."
not know far enough in advance that Windlass would hi votes
A
elaborate
theorythatof Windlass'
takes
into more
account
the fact
there areactions
two other
discussed
at
the
meeting
and
that
the
tremenduu3mount of information involved in preparing a depuia Gothic
developments
which
could
be
repealed
—
Quebecand
West
St.
James
Town.
lion prevented his firm from being ready in lime.
Hope and other aldermen believe that that the bylaw
Yesterday, Hope lold The Varsity that even though
Weir himself was out of town, his firm knew the mallei allowing Windlass would be the easiest of the three to
would be discussed well in advance, and could hau repeal. The developer's case in the event of lawsuits
would be the weakest of the three in the Windlass case,
easily prepared a deputation.
At the meeting, Hope called on the large audience l< says Hope, because Windlass is the "cleanest cut" —
there
are no complicated agreements with the city.
"take
in two weeks" when the matter
is now courage
due to tobe come
discussed.
The bylaw was an amendment to the Official Plan
The matter is further confused by the unexplained extending the city core to McCaul street from
cancellation of the Ontario Municipal Board hearing University Avenue so that Windlass could build at a
on the project, originally scheduled to begin nc\: higher density. Hope called it an "unconscionable"
Tuesday. If City Council wanted to repeal the bylaw n move designed solely to accommodate the developer.
had to do so before the OMB hearings began. But om This would make the city's case against (he project
reason why committee members were willing to dele: stronger, he said.
In this case, it is possible that the developers of
the matter is that the hearings appear to have heei
Quebec-Gothic — Cadillac and Greenwin — and the
postponed indefinitely.
Hope
would
not
tell
The
Varsity
who
was
responsible
developers
of West St. James Town, — Meridian — ,
for the OMB move, or how it was done, but did sa; " pressured Windlass
into seeking the deferral so that the
was "pulled off by our side", meaning opponents ol ilu weaker cases (from the city's viewpoint) would be
development.
considered
first,
possibly
setting precedents. The alterEven Ward 6 alderman Dan Heap, not a committci
native would have been to let "a repeal of Windlass set
member, but who has worked closely with citizens whi the precedent.
oppose the project, expressed surprise Monday nighi withHeapthe called
Windlass
"small potatoes" compared
other three
developers.
upon learning that the hearings were postponed.
Ward 6 alderman William Archer introduced tin
Windlass would have "set the whole thing in
motion to defer and it quickly gathered support.
motion", said Hope. Hope said he "didn't know" if the
John Sewell, originally opposed to the idea, changed other
developers
request. had anything to do with Monday's
his mind, and the vote was unanimous. Arch it deferral
The committee also deferred the matter of West St.
Chisholm
said
he
suspected
the
developers'
lawyerwere not acting honourably, but added that I Ik James Town, because it was past I am when the
committee could not make a judgment and would have discussion of Quebec-Gothic was finished.
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Drapeau
Montreal's showman mayor Jean
Drapeau is up to his old tricks again
with ambitious plans for the 1976
Summer Olympics extravaganza.
Drapeau, who never seems to find
time to deal with more plebian, less
colourful problems like housing for
his city's impoverished, is set to host
the
1976 version
gladitorial
battles.of the
To sports
allay world's
federal
government fears that the effervescent mayor may again get the senior
government into the bind of bailing
out his expensive adventure, Drapeau
has dreamed up all kinds of moneymaking projects to finance the games.
All Montreal needs, he's telling the
nation, is federal government cooperation inauthorizing his schemes.
Montreal plans on paying the
Olympics' tab by selling Olympic
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finds

new

coins, national lottery tickets and
special postage stamps.
Ottawa isn't biting just yet —
although Trudeau is weakening a little
under the constant barrage of
Drapeau's
relation remember
campaign.
The
Ottawapublic
politicians
Drapea's
1967 Worlddebit
Fair from
all tooitwell,
and the enormous
that
Ottawa had to pay off.
There's little reason to suspect that
Drapeau's
will caper.
work out
any better 1976
than plans
his 1967
By
givingtawainwouldto beDrapeau's
hard
sell,
Otopening the door to all
kinds of financial headaches:
headaches from which the weak
Quebec
bail it out.government may be unable to
(The provincial government has
offered to kick in up to $10 million to
help cover any deficit the games in-

white

elephant

cur. But, even the federal government
is smart enough to figure out that
Drapeau's
will Ottawa
likely lose
much
more than spree
that. One
estimate,
according to the '76 Summer Olymlion.) pics commissioner-general, has the
loss going as high as $100 milMontreal has a lot of things that
need doing before it begins to contemplate wasting a fortune on staging
another glamour show. The city
boasts the worst tenements north of
the American border, a drinking
supply daily polluted by untreated
water, and one of the lowest standards of living in the country.
And moreover, the federal
government shouldn't be stepping in
to help out with publicity-seeking
schemes which won't do anything to

help the people of Montreal or
Canada, and will siphon off taxpayers'
money despite
disagreement aboutwidespread
Montreal hosting
the games.
The Montrealers,
Olympics will,thehowever,
some
ones whobenefit
need
it least: the construction and touristbased industries. These are the very
people who have gotten rich off the
poor planning, high cost Drapeau
schemes
the pastinstead
— projects
have beenof funded
of thewhich
long
lacking. social reforms Montreal is
overdue
Revenue-generating projects like )
those Drapeau has up his sleeve
should be reserved for worthwhile
social projects and not the aggrandizement of a petty politician's ego.
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Left shouldn't
attack treaty
"Jubilant" was the word used to
describe Le Due Tho at his press
conference in Paris discussing the
agreements. "The conclusion o(
such an agreement," he said,
"represents a very big victory for (he
Vietnamese people. It is the crowning of a valiant struggle waged in
unity by the army and the people of
Vietnam on all fronts, at the price of
countless
privations."
He wentsacrifices
on toandspeak
of the
accords as a big victory of the
peoples of the three countries of
Indochina, of the socialist countries,
ofthethepeace-loving
oppressed people,
and of "all
and justice-loving
peoples throughout the world, including the American people, who
have demonstrated their solidarity
and given devoted assistance to the
justJubilant
strugglesalsoof should
our people".
be all those
throughout the world who in one
small way or another contributed to
a struggle to defeat the U.S,
aggressor in its war against the
Vietnamese people, finally resulting
in an agreement in which all the
military personnel and equipment of
the U.S. is to be removed from
Vietnam within 60 days.

The statement by the Vietnamese
negotiator that the agreements as
signed were in essentials no different
from those negotiated in October
indicates that the U.S. effort at
using saturation bombing in
December had no effect on Vietnamese morale and their refusal to
stop short of an agreement which
would ensure the withdrawal of U.S.
forces and gain the ability of the
Vietnamese people to determine for
themselves how they will live.
Massive as it was the bombing
failed to force North Vietnam and
the PRG into an agreement on U.S.
terms for the same reasons that this
tiny nation has been able to drive
out the forces of the strongest imperialist power in history: the steadfastnes of the Vietnamese people
themselves; skill ful use of
sophisticated and plentiful
weaponry (in the December blitz,
U.S. planes were shot down by
MIGs and missiles at a rate which
would have meant the destruction of
the entire B-52 force within three
months); relentless and increasing
public pressure within the U.S, and
throughout the world. We should
not forget that it was pressure of
Canadians upon Ottawa for public
statements that led to the unanimous House of Commons resolution condeming the renewed bombing. Coming as it did from one of
the
nearestthatneighbours,
it is
not U.S.'s
surprising
the resolution
received top news coverage in the
U.S. or that MP Andrew Brewin
was told in Hanoi that the Vietnamese considered it a factor in
ending the bombing.
There are those who argue, like
George Bain in the Globe and Mail,
that we are back to I954, that the
Paris agreements have only
reiterated the Geneva accords. What
a narrow view of the last 18 years!
For one thing, socialism has been
built and maintained in North VietWORKSHOP IN
ISRAELI
DANCE
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nam since then. Does it mean
nothing to Bain and others that
down-grade the Paris agreements,
that
they represent
end of an era
in which
corrupt,the reactionary,
puppet
governments
in
rest upon the military Saigon
force ofcana
foreign imperialist power? What a
difference exists between a cease-fire
with all forces in place and the
decision in 1954 that moved troops
north and south of the 17th parallel.
Indeed, what about the difference
between up to 10,000 so-called
peace-keeping troops once proposed
by the U.S. and the agreed figure of
1,160 observers?
Of course, no one expects the
reactionary government of Thieu
and the PRG to become the best of
friends. Struggle of some form
(peaceful or otherwise) will continue
between the PRG, which has always
held most oT the land in South
Vietnam and commands the loyalty
of the people, and Thieu, whose
army is made up of unwilling conscripts, incompetents, and cowards.
But, if Thieu attempts to affect a
return to 1954 by sabotaging free
elections and starting to battle, who
will bail him out when, as in the
past, his troops desert or refuse to
fight?
The liberation fighters of Vietnam
constantly reiterated that first and
foremost was the removal of U.S.
forces from Vietnam. We will supply the red carpet and the brass
bands, said Ho Chi Minh on more
than one occasion, adding that they
would even be glad to help the U.S.
save
face, but gohastheybeenmust,central
and thisto
determination
their strategy through all these long
and arduous years.
As Le Due Tho put it, however,
"With the return of peace the
struggle of the Vietnamese people
enters a new period. . . . But the
Vietnamese in the North, as in the
South, at home and abroad, rich in
their traditions of unity and
perseverence in struggle, following a
just policy, strengthened by the close
solidarity of the peoples of Laos and
Cambodia, and benefiting from
strong aid from the Socialist countriestries oandf theall world,
the peace-loving
will be ablecoun-to
smooth out all difficulties and victoriously accomplish
tasks."the
These people
do nottheirdeserve
mindless rantings of sections of the
left in the U.S. and Canada which
denounce the agreement as a sell-out

and presumenamese towhat decide
Vietshouldfor bethe their
strategy and their tactics. These left
groups seem to stand in such awe of
U.S. imperialism that they cannot
imagine upon
that it.it is possible to inflict a
defeat
There are two aspects to the line
of those who would not join in the
world-wide demand on Nixon to
sign the namese
treaty,
although
the peace
Viethad called
on all
activist to do so. The first, and most
obvious, is their usual anticommunism, their unsupported
statements that il was the Soviet
Union and China who had pressured
the Vietnamese to accept any agreement and who had withheld needed
aid. At no lime has anything been
produced to back up these
statements, and everything said by
the Vietnamese contradicts this
position. Brezhnev
has said
that
normalization
of relations
between
his country and the USA could only
continue if the U.S. signed the peace
treaty whose terms represent a victory for the Vietnamese. If the
written and oral views of the Vietnamese are not sufficient proof that
far from being pressured to sign an
unwanted agreement by the socialist
countries, they were materially as
well as morally assisted by them,
surely the display of fire-power this
last month was a powerful reminder
to friend and foe alike that Vietnam
did not lack support. Foreign
observers agreed that the air defence
was the most effective in the history
of aerial warfare.
However, beyond
this usual
communist
verbiage,
thereanti-is
another -difference between those
critics on the left and the Vietnamese, and this is about the exact
stage of the development of the
struggle in Vietnam. They put
forward the view that the stage oT
struggle has been of the workers and
peasants versus landlords and
capitalists for socialism; hence, any
end of the fighting before actually
attaining socialism is seen as a
defeat. The Vietnamese, however,
see the struggle as one of national
liberation, a fight against U.S. imperialism and their puppet admin stration, inwhich the unity of
all anti-imperialist forces, including
sections of the capitalists and landlords, isthe basis of political action.
It is this sort of alliance which is reflected in the Provisional Revolutionary Government.
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The removes
signing U.S.
of themilitary
agreement
which
support from the Thieu regime was seen
by the Vietnamese as a precondition
for the next stage of the struggle. As
Tho
it in Paris,
must and
say
that theput situation
in our"Wecountry
in the world is developing in an
extremely favourable way for the
cause ofofcourse,
the Vietnamese
Tho,
is himself a people."
socialist
with a history of over 40 years of
dedicated service to the cause of
bringingno socialism
to his between
nation. Hea
sees
contradiction
struggle
self-in
determinationforandnational
for socialism
Vietnam. But this does not prevent
him from seeing that socialism and
national liberation are not identical.
The struggle for socialism can now
be won, given the conditions
provided by the treaty. Concerning
the treaty, Tho
said,dark
"We designs
have theof
conviction
that the
the reactionary forces in the country
and abroad to obstruct the application of the agreement, or to
sabotageconcerned
it, can only
Those
truly
aboutfail."solidarity
with the people of Vietnam should
not allow themselves to become even
unconscious allies of reaction by
their denunciation of the agreement.
The whole question would be
academic if the Canadian peace
movement had nothing to do now
but reminisce. But, there is much yet
to be done and faulty analysis ofthe
present situation in Vietnam can
onlyIn addition
do harm. to keeping up pressure
that the 60 day pull-out by the
Americans does in fact take place, a
watchful eye must be kept on the
Canadian observers to ensure that
they do not become tools of the U.S.
Stale Department,
asin intheCanada's
disreputable
roleCommission.
International Conirol
The
Canadian observers' reports must be
carefully
Article scrutinized.
nine calls for the return of
Vietnamese civilian prisoners on
negotiationnamesebyparties.the With
two South Vietbetween 200,000 andsomewhere
300,000
prisonersbecomes
in Thieu's
jails,oftheirinrelease
an issue
ternational concern. Already in
Canada there is a branch of the
International Committee to Free
South Vietnamese Political
Prisoners from Detention, Torture,
and Death. Also the Ad Hoc Commit e ofconcerned Canadians who
organized
delegation
to Ottawato
on January the3 have
sent messages
the Canadian government and the
United Nations calling for action to
ensure that there is no massacre by
Thieu of these prisoners.
The agreement recognizes that
Vietnam is one country. It does not
designate a single governing unit for
South Vietnam. Is it not time for
Canada at least to develop full
diplomatic relations with the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam?
Finally, the U.S. has agreed to
give massive assistance to the reconofNorth andwhich,
Souththrough
Vietnam. As satructioncountry
arms sales, has materially benefited
from the war and contributed to the
pain and suffering inflicted by arms
made here, surely there is an onus on
Canada also to offer material
assistance in rebuilding this warlorn land.
Canadian have
peoplebeenin increasing
numbers
showing
solidarity
with
the Vietnamese
and
this must continue.
No reactionary
force will be able lo slow down the
forward march of the Vietnamese
people, and their victory is a sign to
peoples allperialover
world that imism can be the
defeated.
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surveillance

By ROBERT VAFFEE
reprinted from the chevron
Priority considerations of national defence, national
security, and domestic law enforcement have been used to
justify support of secret research into the areas of total
surveillance and total control.
Several kinds of surveillance and control techniques
may constitute a threat to, or violation of, fundamental
freedoms provided for in the Canadian Bill of Rights. If
telephonic wiretapping, telephonic eavesdropping, nontelephonic eavesdropping, and electronic biological control were to be used arbitrarily and inequitably, substantive
rights of responsible free speech, press, and assembly
contained in the Bill would be eroded away or effectively
eliminated. In that instance, basic guarantees against
unreasonable searches and seizures, cruel and unusual
punishment or treatment, as well as equal protection of the
law would be flagrantly deprived of effect.
And, if any of these techniques were used illegally to
obtain information, resulting in such effects, the clause
which maintains that none of these rights may be withheld
or infringed, unless by due process of law. is also violated.
Modes of surveillance
The nature and design of surveillance systems allows
for a tripartite classification, based on wire connection and
transmitter location. According to John E. Cunningham,
author of the book, Security Electronics, such surveillance
may be categorized as follows: 1) "hidden microphones
connected with wires," 2) "hidden radio transmitters," 3)
"wiretapping
In the firstof oftelephones."
these groups, there are a multitude of
small and miniature microphones. For the most part, they
are to be concealed within the area of immediate audio
pick-up.
Included
in thisto group
the "spike-mike",
microphone
attached
a spike.is also
The spike
is driven intoa
the wall of the room or Jiouse under surveillance. Vocal
vibrations of the person or persons speaking are conveyed
from the air to the wall, and from the wall to the spike. The
vibrations, having been conducted to the spike, are, in
turn, transferred to the microphone where they are
converted to oscillations of electrical current flowing
through the connected wires to an amplifier and then to a
tape recorder. These devices must be at or in the room or
rooms under scrutiny.
Concealed radio transmitters are also sometimes
within the immediate area of scrutiny also. With recent
discoveries and developments in microminiature electronics, such as integrated circuits and solid state design,
these marvelous little toys have been reduced in size such
that they may be installed In the stirring stick of a cocktail,
in the buttons of a suit, in the cuff links or tie clasps of a
jewelry assortment.
The less miniscule of these intricate curiosities are
usually Installed near a power source — such as a lamp,
light-socket, radio or television. Their size necessarily
imposes some limitation on their amplification potential,
for which reason they are generally characterized by
short-range — approximately from 300 feet to one mile.
Most of them are frequency modulated to reduce static
and noise difficulties. Because they cannot have long
antenna, more often than not. they operate between the
frequencies of 60 to 112 mhz, a band which is eagerly
monitored by your friendly government agencies using
equipment of wondrous sensitivity. To preserve the
batteries or the tape on the recorder reels, these gadgets
may employ a voice-operated relay, set to turn on the
equipment at the sound of someone speaking.
Means of wiretapping telephones comprise the third
group. Strictly construed, wiretapping signifies a physical
connection of outside wires to an internal telephone
circuit. There are three ways by which such intrusion may
be accomplished. First, there may be a connection of
outside phone lines to wires leading to an amplifier, tape
recorder, and headset. Second, It Is possible to install a
"harmonica bug", which transforms the telephone handpiece into an active microphone while the phone remains
on the hook. After a particular Instalment and a rewiring of
the telephone handpiece, anyone who desires to
eavesdrop on the room in which the phone is located can
dial the. telephone number of the tampered phone, cause a
500 cycle signal to be activated within pick-up range of his
own phone, and proceed to listen. That 500 cycle signal
hab a double effect on the rewired telephone,
automatically connecting the phone and disconnecting its

bell, before it can begin to ring. In this way, the rewired
telephone Is transformed into an eavesdropping device.
And third, there is the possibility of installing In the
telephone handset a tiny radio transmitter capable of
transmitting, whether or not the phone is on the hook. All
of these three days of wiretapping involve tampering with
the telephone circuits.
There are ways of eavesdropping on telephone
communications, however, that do not necessitate such
tampering. Knowledge of two of these means is no secret.
One technique utilizes the attachment of a suction cup to a
microphone, with leads running to a tape recorder. The
suction cup microphone is merely attached to the handset
of the telephone. Another technique utilizes an induction
coil, which is nothing more than a wire wound around the
telephone lines at a convenient point with no physical
contact necessary. The leads connect to the input of an
audio amplifier, which, in turn, is connected to a tape
recorder and headset. Whereas these techniques are not
wiretapping, their effect is the same as that of wiretapping.
In either case, there is interception of the telephone
communication.
Perhaps the most interesting means of
eavesdropping is that of remote sensing. Equipment
employed for these purposes may be simple or complex.
Frequently, means of remote sensing may be difficult to
detect and locate, insofar as detection and directionfinding may require the use of expensive and
sophisticated apparatus. Remote sensing may be accomplished byacoustical or electronic means, as well as
by a combination of them. An acoustical device is a highly
directional microphone, consisting of a parabolic reflector
which focuses sound sensitivity into a narrow beam. It may
be used at a distance of 100 feet to pick up conversations
in a room of a building across a busy street. It has a range
of approximately 100 to 300 feet, varying in accordance
with the amount of intervening environmental noise.
The electronic devices used for remote sensing are
generally a form of a radar. Although short-wave may be
used, the general procedure utilizes the higher frequencies. Imicrowave
f
is used, the system may be based
on maser (microwave amplification by stimulated emission
or radiation) operations. If infrared frequencies are used,
the system may generally employ an iraser {an infrared
laser-light amplification by stimulated emission or
radiation). It follows that if light is used, the sensing system
may employ a laser. Acting as a radar system, the device
detects the amount of vibration in a window pane, resulting
from conversations in the room. A beam of radiation is
directed at the pane and reflected from it. The changes in
distance between the surface of the window and the laser
are detected, thereby converting the vibrations of the
conversation into changes in electrical current, which is
then amplified. A speaker reconverts the electrical
changes to vibrations of air; the reproduced sound is the
reproduced conversation, which may be tape recorded.
In fact, at Fort Holbrid, Maryland, the United States
Army is alleged to have assembled a massive data bank,
complete with dossiers on all persons with criminal
records or political affiliations. What is sometimes considered elegant about remote sensing is the combined
lack of physical intrusion and lack of juxtaposition of
physical equipment.
Bio-electronics
and remote control
The biological effects of radio frequency
electromagnetic energy are not unknown to scientists in
the esoteric field of bio-electronics. Some of the
information managed to find Its way into print. As long ago
as May 4, 1959. In "Aviation Week and Space
Technology", an experiment at the National Institute of
Health
Maryland,
~D7S". A.cage,
was into
reported.
monkey inhadBethesda.
been placed
in a resonant
which anA
antenna was fed approximately 100 watts of power on a
very high frequency. According to Dr. Peirce Bailey, who
observed the effects, the animal lapsed into convulsions,
and within five minutes, was dead. Bailey proffered the
suggestion that otherwise inexplicable airplane accidents
might result from careless radio frequency energy
propagation. More recently, syndicated columnist Jack
Anderson wrote an article entitled, "Laser Snoops a Threat
toattention
Health,"somein ofwhich
he sought
to the public
the adverse
effectsto ofbring
the careless
use of
certain electronic surveillance devices. Anderson wrote:

"The lasers, microwaves, and infrared beams can
cause cataracts and other long-range injuries to people
they
strike.equipment
Thus themayelectronic
created
surveillance
be ruiningsmog
the eyes
of spies.t""\
Communist diplomats, and innocent citizens who jusi
happen to be in or near the rooms where the hazardous
rays are unleashed.
"It seems that although the United States Government
had been aware for some time of the adverse biological
effects of certain
frequencies,
power levels,energy,
concentrations, and proximities
of electromagnetic
equipment capable of producing adverse biological
effectsIf itmay
nonetheless
be in current
use." knowledge
is claimed
that advances
in technical
permit more precise use of laser ans similar surveillance
and control technology, this claim cannot be denied. To be
sure, recent refinements permit pinpoint accuracy in
aiming these devices, some of which are alleged to be
capable of heating to a boil a pot .of coffee at a distance of
1000 miles. As the plane approaches Its target, a laser
beam is trained onto it, heating a spot in the metal. An
infrared
or "smart"
bomb is then
zeroed inheat-seeking
on the hot rocket
spot, with
perfect accuracy.
But,
accuracy
of aiming offrom
targets Is not the"
only
improvement
this orkindto ofmoving
technology.
A more specific biological explanation of the 66 kinds
of changes that may be effected within the organism may
be found in the book authored by Dr. Harald Thorn, —
Introduction to Shortwave and Microwave Therapy. Thorn
has it that the irradiation of the biological organism results
in high temperatures In the area of focus; this effect is
called
hyperthermia.
doses, It usually
no difficulty.
In fact, Init moderate
Is often beneficial.
But, Incaus
more '
heavy than moderate doses, the biological effects can be
harmful. Some of the noted effects of such hyperthermia
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A Canadian perspective
There are several Members of Parliament In Canada
who believe that there are reasons for instituting
safeguards of precious rights. They claim that there is
need for the specific protection of these rights. To wit.
there is a need for the protection of privacy, for a
protection of freedom of speech, for the protection against
unreasonable searches and seizures, for equal protection
of the law, and for the due process of law. David Orlikow
(Winnipeg North) on May 2, 1972, mentioned the
allegations of an alderman that the city jail of Saskatoon
had its phone wiretapped by the police, with the result that
when a person who was placed there proceeded to call a
friend or a lawyer, the police were able to overhear the
conversation. And, John Gilbert (Broadview) mentioned
the case of the Redpath Sugar Company of Toronto. That
company
had allegedly
a firm known
its "union
busting"
After hired
the aided
disclosure
that for
a member
the
Torontoactivities.
police force
had
and abetted
the firm ofin
its eavesdropping endeavor, reason for concern arose. In
the words of Gilbert, ". . . this Indicates that we have
reached
serious state."
is generally
that of
modern ademocracy,
it is Iftothisbesituation
concluded
that adequate
protection against capricious and unjust infringement of
the above-mentioned rights should be provided for in any
society that is structured on ordered liberty.
In the event that the general factual situation in
Canada is as serious as Gilbert and Orlikow seem to think,
the present legal structure may be Inadequate to the task
of safeguarding and upholding fundamental human and
civil rights, particularly in regard to the Issues of
surveillance and control. As regards the matter of
surveillance, there is a general, not an absolute,
prohibition against wiretapping. Furnished with a warrant
to do so, police are permitted to wiretap, and they are free
to reveal relevant informational evidence so obtained in a
court of law. The warrant, obtainable from the chief of
police, must be based on reasonable and probable cause
for the belief that a crime has been or is about to be
committed.
There is no legal rule rendering illegally obtained
evidence inadmissible in court. With the only current
deterrent from invalidating their case in Canada being the
possibility of having to pay the costs of the defendant, the
police may illegally obtain evidence. Inasmuch as they do.
the government and the courts partly participate in
breaking the law, which they are bound to obey and
uphold. In consequence, such activities detract from the
development of respect for and maintenance of the law.
The Ontario Telephone Act of 1960 makes an
indictable offense out of eavesdropping on or divulging of
telephone messages. The problem with the law Is that it
provides such negligible penalties for its violation that its
real deterrent effect is subject to doubt. As a result, there
is neither greatly effective guarantee of freedom from
wiretapping in Canadian society today, nor is there much
of any effective legal prohibition against the other kinds of
electronic surveillance at the present time.

are that it kills flies, inhibits tumour development,
produces changes in the blood sugar as well as in the
<ood counts. It has been noticed that irradiation of the
eb of a frog up to a point produces a dilation of the blood
vessels; beyond that point of power concentration,
vasoconstriction is effected. In addition to causing
changes in the pulse frequency and blood pressure,to doses
cause
of radio frequency energy have been observed
s in rabbits. These are only
wild temperature imbalance
some of the effects that may be produced and that are
known to specialists in bio-electronics.
of remote
They are also interested In theor subject
humans. Dr. Jose
conditioning and control of animals Medical
had
School
M.R. Delgado of Yale University
he designates, Physical
a work, whicha Psychocivil
recently published
ized Society.
Control of the Mind — Toward
for
On the basis of studies in which brains were mapped
the effects produced by a small electrical stimulus,
Delgado began experimenting on animals with a view
toward learning about such things as "activation of the
will", production of "sensory deprivation of theand adult
hell
to the production of "heaven
mind", thein addition
brain" as a means of conditioning or control.
within
his
of
brains
the
in
es
electrod
d
Implante
Delgado
a receiver-stimulator
experimental subjects and attached
er,
transmitt
radio
a
With
s.
electrode
the
to
on each subject
r, which he called a
he triggered the receiver-stimulato
sent the appropriate impulses
stimoceiver, which ofin turn
his subjects. More sophisticated
Into the brains
concentrations of radio
approaches might use beams onof the
of subjects
frequency energy focuseders. Possiblebrains
effects could be
stimoceiv
with
d
equippe
<
elec*r°n'<;
remote
This kind toof have
son orof thelethal.
injuriou
been used botn
Canada.
Statesbrainandis believed
the United
instimulati

Unprofessional meddling
and political repression
will might be
Anyone of good faith and good
that the threat to andof the
reasonably disposedrightsto object
and fundamental freedoms the
violation of human
kinds being considered does not really exist, for few
persons of authority would stoop to such heinous
could
activities. But, a glance at the American scene
indicate that precautionary safety is preferable to dilatory
sorrow. If Hale Boggs, Congressman from Louisiana, wason
to stand up and deliver a speech in Congress
impelled
the FBI was harassing him with wiretapping and if
how
was
Cornelius Gallagher, Congressman from New Jersey,
moved to complaining in Congress of an FBI sub rosa
effort to ruin his career and marriage on the basis of
to
trumped up charges, it may not be unreasonable
that Pershing
consider the validity of the disclosure
Gervais, in connection with the FBI, was said to have
Garrison, New Orleans district
falsely testified against Jim
attorney. While nothing is conclusively proved in regard beto
these cases, there is sufficient indication that itofmight
worthwhile to take precautions against abuses power.
ve
That Is to say, legal provision and beadministrati
established
machinery of hearing and appeal should
is
injustice
whom
to
persons
of
group
whereby a person or
can turn
being administered under the cloak of secrecy
redress of grievance.
with hope of just and adequate mere
social and psyInfluences including not only
y induced biochological pressure but also electronicall
physical sanctions are examples of abuses of political
power that cannot legitimately or constitutionally occur in a
The invocation of such inpolitical system.
democraticfluences iscategorically
totalitarian.

A proposal for a right to privacy
The Protection of Privacy Act that was under
consideration by the Justice Committee of the House of
Commons during its last session was a commendably
constructive legislative proposal to remedy major
problemsvance in thederiving
the effectsand ofcontrol
technological
adfield offrom
surveillance
techniques.
Fundamentally, the bill attempts to fill the legal lacunae
regarding non-wiretapping surveillance, by concentrating
on the theme of establishing and safeguarding the right of
privacy.
As Minister of Justice Otto Lang stated, "Privacy must
minimum
life with a individual
live one's requires
the right to . be. alone,
ofmeaninterference.
Each toindividual
privacy to nourish his individual creativity, to preserve his
develop
Toward balance,
this end, and
the act
rendershis theindividuality."
illegal (without a
personality
by electromagnetic, acwarrant) interception — orwhether
— of private
devices
other
coustic, mechanical,
of such comcommunication and/or the divulgence
munication, when unlawfully intercepted an indictable
offense. What was not covered by legal prohibition before
— that is, almost all general surveillance involving remote
sensing — is now made an offense.
are not
Only the most advanced techniquesUnlike
the
necessarily covered by this legislation.
Telephone Act of 1960, the proposed legislation has
effective deterrent sanction. It furthermore creates an
"to possess,
properly orauthorized,
anyone, anynot devices
offenseor forpurchase
of them
components
sell,
This
interception.
illegal
such
for
primarily" designedcontain an element of demonstrated
should an act above-proscribed.
provision
to commit
intent
the citizenry and
In applying these strictures to both
implement the effect
the Crown, the Act proceeds partly toenacting
that rule of
of the exclusionary rule without
evidence, itself, thff outcome probably being increased
with the law as well as
respect for and co-operation
Government.
increased faith in and loyalty tofor the
a transfer of the
Moreover, the legislation provides
of police to
chief
the
from
power to grant an authorization
of authorization is
the county judges. In effect, the granting
of a third or impartial authority,
the hands
Into one
placed than
with a vested interest, assuring greater
rather
objectivity in the assessment of need and propriety. Still,
emergency warrants are made available.
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votes
Committee
Despite the risk of a successful Monday.
mulli-million dollar lawsuit against
A report by City Solicitor
the city,menttheCommittee
Buildings
and Develop- William Callow has warned that the
has recommended
a "considerable"
risk would
of a face
lawsuit
from the
that City Council repeal the bylaw city
allowing the erection of the Quebec- developers, Cadillac Development
and Greenwin Construction, if the
Golhic apartment development.
The recommendation, carried by zoning bylaw were rescinded.
a 5-4 vole early yesterday morning
The developers'
Edwin
Goodman,
told thelawyer,
committee
will
be considered
at today's
council
meeting.
If council
approves
the meeting in a packed Council
recommendation, a special council chamber, that the "best estimate" ol
meeting February 16 would be the his clients' "out of pocket loss" if
developers'
chance to Municipal
oppose the the bylaw were repealed was 4.5 to
repeal.
Thelastalso
Ontario
dollars. The main porBoard would
be asked to defer five million
tion of these damages, he said,
would
be
the
difference between the
its hearings on the four high-rise
tower project, due to begin next prices paid for the 99 houses

for Quebec-Gothic
Cadillac-Greenwin intends to
bylaw allowing the high-rises
demolish, and the prices they would on TheQuebec
and area
Gothicwas Avenues
have to be sold for.
ihe High Park
passed byin
cily
council
in
1971,
over
strong
Goodman, who is also former objections from area residents.
However,
the
election
of
a
new
national president
ol"present
the Consercouncil has raised hopes
chairmanvativeof Party
the and
Committee
forco-an "reform"
that the project may still be stopped
Independent not
Canada,
warned the
the before
il goes before the OMB.
committee
to subvert
Ward I alderman Elizabeth
"integrity
or
the
planning
process."
Eayrs, who was elected largely
But Alderman John Sewell argued because
of her opposition to the
thai the planning process of the old development
and former alderman
council has "broken down."
Ben Grys' conduct in the affair,
introduced
Ihe
motion to recom"Theya planning
{the developers)
mend repeal of the bylaw. Grys
about
process don't
as longcareas
declare a conflict of inexclaimed.
they get what Ihey want," he failed tetorest,judge
a later decided, when he
voted in favour of the project while
his wiTe held mortgages on two
houses on Quebec Avenue.
Also voting for the motion were
run again
Sewell, Ying Hope, Archie
Chisholm,
and Ann Johnson. Opand committee meetings now, she
posing Ihe motion were Reid Scott,
fell, so that they would understand Art Eggleton,
William Archer, and
the workings of U of T government. Joseph Piccininni.
Beavis and
The other part-time student Paul Pickett, whoseFredvotes
would
governor, Norma Grindal, says probably have reversed the result,
"everything has just started on the were absent.
Council", and is running again.
Egglelon and Scott had been
She criticized the lack of openness
on the pari of other governors and opposed to ihe original bylaw but
administrators dealing with the
council.
"You really
depend
on what everybody
says can't
as being
the
Irulh." she said.

Two student governors
Only two of the present eight Masters degree in library science,
sludenl governors say they will run also criticized Cadario. "Paul
for re-election on the Governing worked as an individual, not as a
Council for 1973-74. Another four sludent," she staled.
She felt the upcoming Governing
are ineligible for re-election.
Of the four undergraduates, only Council term would be more immedical student Aron Goldberg is
portant lhan the first and urged the
student bodies to hire
likely
lo seek body
his scatagain,
on Ualthough
of T's representative
a researcher for the student caucus.
top governing
arts student lan Morrison says he Part-time student governor Joyce
Denyer is also graduating and not
hasn't
yet.
Bothdecided
Paul Cadario
and Brian running.
Potential candidates for
Morgan have won Rhodes office should be attending council
Scolarships and are thus off lo
Oxford next year.
Both graduate student members
of council have indicated ihey will
not run again, while one of two parta comedy by Randy Brown,
time student governors is in the race.
While ciling lack of time as his
reason for nol running, graduate
THE LANDLORD
student John Morton blasted both
Ihe administration and Cadario as
AND Fri,TENANT
ACT
preventing students from being
effective.
Thurs,
Cadario. who is internal Affairs
Committee chairman, and is often
Sat.
2
3
Feb. 1
called on by the administration lo
represent students, has a "selfRm. 3, Vic College 8:30
aggrandizement
accordinghe
to Morton. The policy",
administration,
says, is trying to run the university
with as little obstruction as possible;
"they try to stamp everything they
think students shouldn't see
THIS WEEK
AT SMC
'confidential'."
Graduate member Clarice
.50'
TODAY:
Henschel, who is graduating with a
Music in the Lounge from 1 2 noon — 2 p.m.
THE ORIGINAL SLOTH BAND
FREE!!
JEWISH
SUNDAY:
COMMUNITY CAMPS,
Montreal, P.O.
Ball Hockey:
SUPERVISORS
THE GREAT LEAP FORWARD vs.
SECTION HEADS
THE REVISED FIVE-YEAR PLAN
- pioneer
arts and crafts
COMING SOON:
hiking and tripping
music and dance
CITY GOV'T SEMINARS
waterfront
nature
FEB. 8 — Mayor David Crombie
Brennan Hall Longe
BUNK AND SPECIAL
COUNSELLORS
FEB. 6-7 Senate By-Election: Humanities
Counsellors — mln. of 19
years ol age
NOTE: JOURNAL CONTEST: Deadline for Poetry
Supervisors
— college grad.
Photography, Short Stories, etc.
level
extended to Feb. 28.
Personal interviews to be
held on Campus on February
For
Further
Information. Call 923-8893
5th and 6th. Call the PlaceALL ACTIVITIES SPONSORED BY
ment Centre at 928-2539 to
make an appointment.
ST. MICHAEL'S STUDENTS' UNION

repeal
afler reading Callow's report and
hearing thatGoodman's
decided
the risk to deputation,
the city was
loo great lo support the repeal.
Eggletonbe said
thai with
taxpayersan
would
faced
"astronomical" sum of money to
pay
iT a damages
successful.to
He added
that hesuitwaswasprepared
appear
before
ihe
OMB
as
a private
citizen
the project.
"We'velo oppose
gone down
this road too
far,"
lawyer. lamented Scott, who is a
But Sewell, also a lawyer, argued
thai the legal consequences are
"probably minimal." He said that
Cily
"free the
to threat
make
politicalCouncil
decisionsis without
Citizens making deputations to
the
committee
of being
sued." before Goodman
spoke warned the committee not to
be intimidated by any financial risk. ■
Many argued ofthatthe the
to the
environment
cityrisk
outweighs
the risk of the lawsuit.
Newly elected Confederation of
Residents
and Jim
Ratepayers
Associa-on
tion chairman
Lemon called
the new council to "set the precedent
for the future in this city."

Export
A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE
MARX BROS. FESTIVAL
Fri., Feb. 2, 7:30 p.m.
Sat, Feb. 3, 7:30 p.m.
DUCK SOUP
ANIMAL CRACKERS
MONKEY BUSINESS
HORSE FEATHERS
COCONUTS
DUCK SOUP
Price: $2.25 per night all three films
$1.50 last two films
$1.00 lastlilm
Room 3154, Medical Sciences Bldg., UotT
NEW

COLLEGE

STUDENT

COUNCIL

BURSARIES

E

REPAYABL
NONGRANTS

AVAILABLE
APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE NOW IN

Sunglasses
that get
darker
as the sun
gets brighten y

PHOTOSUN

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE. NEW COLLEGE
APPLICATION DEADLINE:
MAIN STORE
jeQSLOORST VVEST 962^2020
12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT
METRO PAGES
CONSULT THE YELLOW

Thursday. February 1st. 1973. 4.00 p.m.
For further information call
928-2462
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New

Citizens
attack
By LORNE SLOTNICK
development. The existing housing
Secrecy surrounds a proposed shortage and danger to the Chinese
relocation of police station number community in the area will be
52, but residents of the Dundas- worsened, residents feel.
Beverley area are determined to Darcy Street residents at
uncover the reasons for the move Sunday's meeting complained about
and stop it.
from city housing inMetro Police Division 52 harrassment
spectors, upto once a month.
currently occupies the historic
Ward 6 alderman Dan Heap told
Stewart Building at the corner of the meeting that he would fight for
control of housing inspectors
College
Street Commission
and Queen's refuses
Park, local
and
the Police
to ensure that absentee landlords
to give a complete explanation of like Metro are not let off free while
why they intend to move the station, property owners are harrassed with
rather than renovating the building. work
orders until they are forced to
Residents are concerned about the sell.
detrimental effect the station could
Some residents accused Metro of
have on their already congested using building inspectors to "enarea.
courage" themtheto Metro
sell theirProperty
homes.
A meeting Sunday of about 20 Others said
people held on Darcy Street, one Commission had used threats of
block north of Dundas, considered expropriation if residents were
to sell.
strategytion, butfor
slopping
the wait
policeforac-a reluctant
decided
to first
Police Diision 52 covers the area
from
the
CNR
tracks north of Dunew report from the Metro Properly
Commission on the future of, the pont Street south to the Toronto
houses acquired for the station.
Islands, from Spadina Avenue to
All eight houses necessary for the Jarvis Street. A floating police station inthe harbour was suggested at
new station have already been acquired bythe Metro Properly Com- yesterday's meeting.
mission which administers them for
The division is noted for having
the police. The houses, on Dundas, the riot squad, but the police claim it
Beverley, and Darcy Streets, had will be removed from 52 division
been occupied by beywecn 80 and when the new building is completed.
I00 people. Tenants have been
Heap'swillassistant
evicted from two of the houses on According
Struys, the topolice
not say Ron
how
Beverley and these houses are now many people will be working at the
boarded up.
new station, but have said that they
The police argue that too many want it to be like 14 division. (There
repairs arc required to make the are
325 police working out of 14
houses habitable. The police are division.)
evicting the tenants, even though
As a concession to area residents,
the new building is not slated to be the police have agreed to make the
started for about a year and a half. entrance to the new station off DunThe area is also threatened by the
das. However a parking lot will
proposed Dundas Street widening, inundate the surrounding streets
with
traffic,
say residents.
the Windlasscomplex
"Grangeon Village"
apartment
McCaul
Heap
that police had a list of
y said
for the new station, and
Street, and a possible Canada Trust 12 bsites
THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
Presents a Public Lecture
PROFESSOR KENNETH LOCKRIDGE
"The Myth of Uniqueness in
Early
Time: American
3:00 p.m., 2 History"
February
Place: Room 21 1 7, Sidney Smith

site for 52 Division

police station
secrecy
A Property Commission report
picked the Dundas-Beverley location. He said that the police will not
The police argue that moving into ordered by Metro Council last week
considering
whether the eight houses
reveal the other 1 1 sites, probably this neighbourhood will help control said
because at least some of them are crime, but Struys says that crime in can beHeap.
lived in is due next Tuesday,
more rational. Struys said he is sure job.
ihe area is "non-existent" compared
After the report is released, Heap
some of the sites are parking lots. with other neighbourhoods in which
have located.
said he will work for a public
Heap has talked to Inspector police
A
petition
signed
by
70
people
meeting between a Police CommisMarts, who is in charge of "corn-

Houses in the Beverley-Darcy
munity relations" Tor the police.
Marks toldwhy himthe people
he "couldn't
understand"
in this
area
do not want the building
because new
peoplestations.
in other
areas
welcome
The police
have said that one of the reasons for
(his
location is contact with the
community.
Heap said he told Marks that this
area is different, because it is
already too crowded. He told the
meeting that people in the area must
tell the police that they must have
co-operation from the
neighbourhood in order to do their
TERMPAPERS
A Can,flian Company
SERVICE
(Reg'd)
PAPEHS ON FILE
$1.65 PER PAGE
Custom made orders, at reasonable
cost, prepared by our staff o( college
OR
graduates
638-3559
Suite 906. 12 Goldfinch Ct.
Willowdils (Toronto) M2H2C4. urn.

H H PRODUCTIONS
presents

Streets area now occupy the site for a proposed police station,
representative, a Properly
condemns the "secret planning, sion
representative, the
secret acquisition, and needless evic- Commission
ward
aldermen,
and area residents,
tions" used hy the police, and yester- to make suggestions
about, the area.
day's
meeting
considered
several
further courses of action.
"I don't know how much power
Zoningtheychanges
werelong,
rejected
have," he admitted.
because
take too
and we The
last resort, Heap said, is
because police stations are allowed
at Metro Council, which
in almost every residential area. The lobbying
allot the money to build the
new station.
area is presently zoned as residen- must
tial, but the zoning also allows for He added that police forces are
institutional use.
A detailed Part II study is being now being studied by a provincial
done on the area and it is possible task force and they "have lo be
that the new police station will be concerned about public opinion".
He noted that fellow Ward 6 alderman William Archer is on the task
contrary
lo the new
study's
proposals.
was (old thatHowever,
the studythewillmeeting
not be force, and told the people to "keep
completed in time to stop the pushing on him" because "Bill can
station.
do more".
INSTRUCTIONAL
MEDIA
CENTRE

"open

IS

to air"

1. AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT
(film and slide projectors, etc.)
2. PORTABLE VIDEO TAPING
(lets you produce TV programs)
3. SUPER EIGHT FILM MAKING
(put your ideas into living colour)

Live and in concert
J. R. WEITZ
Direct from New York
TONIGHT AND TOMORROW
8:30 PM, ARBOR ROOM, HART HOUSE
ADMISSION FREE

Surther
information call: Greg Allen 928-6049
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of Gazette
editor
vetoes
present staff from publishing this
for two years as editor before the Gazette editor.
council meeting. However, under
This is the first lime in The week's issue of The Gazette,
the student union constitution, this Gazette's 105-year history that the possibly the last one.
election had to be ratified by the staffs choice for editor has been
McDougall takes over the
council.
today, according
to The
overturned by the student council.. editorship Student
Union bylaws.
Both applicants were screened by Bezanson fulfilled the Dalhousie
A
motion
was
also
made
and
the council applications committee
and i( recommended Bezanson for qualifications for editor as outlined carried that the last issue put out by
in The CUP constitution. the present staff be screened and
McDougall, on the other hand, has censored by a representative of the
very little experience with the paper. student council. This was carried out
He worked for it for a few months by The
the president
Smith. to
action wasBriansupposedly
last
year, was unable to work with
e
rol
the
staff,
quit
and
ran
for
a
position
's
SAC
ons
sti
Objections to calling a on the student council.
by Bettson himself.
preventside any
blatantor slander
outBt BARBARA den
SH EN STONE
t que
organizations
persons ofwhich
The Stu
role of SAC came under
The motion "that a referendum referendum were made at the
bring a lawsuit against the
attack last week when a motion be held to determine whether the meeting, on the grounds that if no
Bezanson planned to continue the would
student union. The councillors
knows
what SAC'sto askdutiespeople
are, toit policy of staff democracy and collec- thought this tactic was most likely to
calling for a referendum among students of Trinity College wish to one
be irrational
tive decision-making. McDougall be taken by The Gazette staff in
Trinity College students to decide remain members of SAC", was not, would
intended to enforce his power as
whether they wish to remain according to Bettson, intended to be make
role. an informed decision about its editor
the council's
and carry on a form of retaliation
members of SAC, was put forward "hostile" to SAC, but rather to
Since theformeeting.
The actions.
Gazette
To
some
students
the
motion
Bettson.
Bob
promote
discussion
about
it.
autocracy.
However,
he
did
concede
Trinity student
by However,
staff
has
made
preparations
for a
for the referendum sounded the supreme authority would be the special edition which will explain
"Most students have very little calling
after some debate at the
like a vendetta against the present student union.
knowledge of what SAC really does, SAC
college's
joint
meeting,
the
formal
what
has
happened
and
will
call
for
leadership. Jeremy Paltie!
motion for a referendum was of its functions and of its
The council overlooked the a student meeting to discuss the
withdrawn by Bettson. It was relationship to the students or to pointed
issue.
This
has
also
been
done
in
an
out
"dislike
of
present
relative
experience
of
both
replaced by another stating that college councils," he said. "How leaders is not sufficient reason to opt applicants and the fact the present editorial on the student radio station
a body which meets evert two
Trinity SAC reps George Kidd and does
staff
would
strike
if
McDougall
was
which ionbroadcasts
in thetostudent
Bettson
Sheila Dunn prepare a report on weeks, spending $200,000, com- out
building and
campusunof SAC."countered by explaining
editor. It voted residences.
SAC to be presented at the next asked. municate to25,000 students?" he that the motion was not meant to chosen
overwhelmingly
in
favor
of
reflect a particular dislike, but McDougall.
joint meeting, along with a report
Attempts are also being made to
rather "a general dissatisfaction
have a motion of reconsideration
Following the passage of the meeting.
with the organization; the lack of
brought
before the next council
motion
appointing
McDougall
good candidates to run, and the editor. The Gazette staff, a majority
general lack of interest among of which attended the meeting, left. The staff is also prepared to put
step up drive
Grads
A motion was then made to make out an alternate newspaper, should
SAC vice-president John
council stand by their decision
tants
assis
students."
Helliwell
stressed
the
importance
of
McDougall editor effective im- the
to unionize
not to have Bezanson as Gazette
editor.
m
e
d
i
a
t
e
l
y
.
I
t
was
defeated.
The
motion was intended lo prevent the
informing people about "the whole
By SANDY BOGART
nature and structure of SAC".
Teaching assistants are presently escalating their recruitment drive, in
preparation
Association. for formation of the proposed U of T Graduate Assistants'
According to Brian Mossop. a spokesman for the newly formed
recruitment committee, they aim to organize at least 65 per cent of the
teaching assistants. I f successful, this will be followed by an application to
the Ontario Labour Relations Board of Ontario for certification as a labour
union.
Ideas For Careers
The ability to bargain collectively, Mossop slated, will give leaching
assistants a better position vis-a-vis the university.
THE
He added that a constitution must be drawn up and submitted to the
this,
labour relations board upon application. The board may then questionbefore
TORONTO
membership,
Tor
criteria
as
such
association,
the
of
aspects
or other certification.
granting
another recruitment committee member, said organizers
John Jessup,
mm
from individual departments, since these people will be most
are needed
familiar with the issues of their particular department.
Both Mossop and Jessup insisted that any specific moves the planned
union will take must be determined by the membership, but did suggest
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6th
some issues.

ncil
DalhousieThe actioncou
was a violation of The
HALIFAX (CUP) - The Canadian
University
Press (CUP)
e University Student CounDalhousi
of Principles. The
cil last Sunday overruled the staffTheof Statement
Gazette was a founding member of
the student newspaper.
Dalhousie Gazette, and appointed the 35-year-old student press
members,
council
own
organization.
their
or
one
The staff had elected Marg
Ken McDougall, as editor of the Bezanson
who worked on the paper
paper for a one-year term.

"Equal pay for equal work" is one direction the proposed union may
move in, said Mossop. This would raise the salaries of lower-paid teaching
assistants in those departments where they receive less money for the same
type of work than do assistants in another department.
Other possible concerns, Mossop indicated, were the number of
students
in tutorial groups, and both the amount of work and time spent by
the assistants.
He added that of the 56 graduate departments, about half now have
organizers who are recruiting other members from their departments.

THE TORONTO SUN is starting a brand new
"Careers" section.

Many major companies looking for
particular skills will be participating.
Do not miss this and subsequent weekly issues

unclassified
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CITY ERIC trom Ihe
Robert St. Tenanls' Association.
CASUAL PART-TIME research
assistance. Phone Bilk 925-7738 after 9:30
PROFESSIONAL TYPING of theses, etc.
924-8577
p.m. to 9 —p.m.9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; 964-9162 — 6
BATTERING
RAM byopens
David Feb.Freeman
(author
or CREEPS)
6 at
Tarragon Theatre, 30 Brldgman Ave.
Bathurst S Dupont 531-1827. PREVIEWS pay
-can Sun. 531-1827.
Feb. 4 & Mon. Feb.
5 al-what8:30 you
Reservations
MARX BROS. FESTIVAL Frl., Feb. 2, Duck
Soup, Monkey Business & Coconuts. Sat..
Feb. 3. Animal Crakers, Horse Feathers.
Duck Soup.
Starling
7:30 Room
p.m. 3154, Med. Scl. Bldg.
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE •
Theses. Essay - French. Lalln - Experienced typists - Electric typewriters. 713
' Spadina
7624. Avenue (South of Bloor) 922MAN,
louring2 orEurope,
to Sept.,exin rented39, van,
3 others Mayto share
penses.
S1.200
S1.500
each,
0768 evenings or weekends. call 622EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO lo
LONDON from $79 one way or $155 return
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC. 44 SI. OeorgB SI., Toronto 5,416962-8404 - or your Student Council. BOOK
"ARLY AND SAVE

ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 deyr j
Deparlures every SUNDAY In Feb. (Sluoy
Weeks) Irom Toronto, includes jel tranaccommodation
discos. sport,
Contacl
AOSC 44(doubles),
St. Georgepar'ies,
St.,
Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 or your Slidenl
Council j
TRAVELLING
IN EUROPE
TIONAL STUDENT
I.D. card,INTERNAsludent
rallpass,
car
rentals,
cheapest
and tours
most
dependable
charier
Highis,
camping
etc. all available now Irom: AOSC. 44 St.
George
Toronlo
Studentdent St..Council)
Travel
co-op5, 416owned- 962-8404.
by your (The
sluWHY FREEZE? Used lur coats from $10.00
Paul
MagderQueenFurs & - Dundas)
202 Spadina
Ave.
(Between
Excellent
selection ol fun lurs, trade Ins accepted.
WeThur-Fri
buy used
furs 363-6077. Mon-Sal 9-6
till 6 pm.
MUSKRAT
good cash
condition,
size 1012 suitable COAT,
for sludent.
only, bargain.
653-4180.
ROOM FOR RENT - Board also If wanted.
On Campus. 350 Huron St. 964-671 1 .
ROOM OR SMALL FLAT wanted by
graduate
student - U ofpreferred.
T locale — "free"
co-operative
Barry alter 6:30situation
p.m., 621-3616 Contact
ESSAY says? SERVICES
Do you Phone
have old
Do you need essays?
ESSAYesSERVICES,
961-6150,
Mon.-Fri.
3
pm.10 pm.; Sat.-Sun. 9 am. -5 pm. Professional
typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.

Niagara Falls, Ont.
MORDECAI
E
RICHLER
A
COMING
T
- SHERATON FOXHEAD HOTEL Registration is now open to Jewish students for the 2nd Winter Retreat, a
chance to relax, meet new friends, and learn with the terrific resource staff
we're getting together — since registration for students attending schools in
Toronto is limited to a maximum of 150, early registration is strongly advised —
fee of $20.00 covers food, lodging and transportation, (financial difficulties
should be discussed with the directors of Hillel or Jewish Students Federations,
Ben Mayer or Alan Morger) — an additional saving is open to members of Hillel
at $18.00
CLIP THE FORM BELOW AND SEND TOGETHER WITH CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER
TO:
"JEWISH STUDENT CONFERENCE"
4700 KEELE ST.
DOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO
PHONE: ..
NAME:
ADDRESS:
SCHOOL:
CITV: ....

Feb. 16-18
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UC, SMC
on
fop in Division
IA
tball
78-54. Rich Pirie (21 points),
put together New,
The University College basketball Mel Posesorski with 12. Assisting Division 1 A, Law and New. Both inconsistent team, hasbaske
two
consecutive
wins (including a Jim Halfiiight (16), Allen Sternberg
teams are struggling to make the
Trafford
for
St.
Mike's
were
Tom
team
tied
St.
Mike's
for
first
place
in Division I A by virtue of its 102- Campana and Mark Dzicmianczuk playoffs by attempting to catch 78-77 overtime win against Meds on (14), and Scott Hunter (13) led Law
89 overtime victory over SMC in with 23 and 16 points, respectively. the
to establish a stronger to the victory. Meanwhile, Mark
PHEdivision.
A, the fourth place team in Saturday)
hold on the final playoff spot.
Saturday's feature game.
Sherkin.
carrying
scoring
However, PHE A, an extremely
as usual,
pottedNew's
20 points.
For the record, Law trampled load
Friday
featured
the
also-rans
of
The
game's
style
was
backand-forth throughout until St,
Mike's'a minute
Larry Trafford
out
with
to go in fouled
regulation
lime.
Synchro
swim
team
fifth at Western
Although St. Mike's naturally
missed 21Trafford's
— he The University of Toronto event, scoring 47.5 for eight points.
scored
points — thescoring
team missed
Standings in other events — team
their
difficulty,
composition, synhis playmaking a lot more. In the women's synchronized swimming
Queen's finished first in total
in parentheses:
variety and presenta- points
overtime period, UC outscored team earned 10 team points to finish team points in the sectional with 45. chonization,
Figures:
I. Denise Bonnell,
tion.
With
solos
and
duets
it
is
SMC 15-2. primarily on the efforts in fifth place in the OWIAA sec- Waterloo was second with 35, important to incorporate skills and Waterloo, 93 (8); 2. Ann Marawetz,
McMaster third with 20, and York strokes with a maximum degree of Queen's.
of Gordie Betcherman, the key to
t
i
o
n
a
l
a
t
the
University
of
Western
Queen's,
80
(6);
79 (5). 3. Heather Demeza,
Ontario Saturday.
[he UC squad.
placed
fourth
with
1 1. into four finesse and difficulty.
Meets
are
divided
Solo:
I.
Bonnell, Waterloo, 59.2
Overshadowed in the past by his
The Toronto women's team
In team routines the emphasis
older brother Mike, who scored 16 competed
in only one of four events. categories — figures, solo, duet, and is on choosing stunts to all (8); Barb Lyons, York, 58.4 (6); 3,
points in the game, Gordie has Coached by Pam Bonnell, U of T team. Figures consists of com- swimmers' abilities and sharpening Marawetz, Queen's, 58.4 (5).
Duet: I Bonnell, Mary Ann Finn,
emerged as the player UC goes lo in concentrated on a presentation of its
performances executed lo the synchronization to the greatest
the clutch. He scored 36 points (10 team routine at this sectional, and precise pulsory
standards as in figure possible degree so that each Waterloo, 58.8 (9); 2. Marawitz,
in the overtime period) in Saturday will work up routines in the other skating. The
Queen's, 57.6 Angus,
(7); 3.
other three events are swimmer makes the exact Ann
MarieMalone,
Reilly,
and was responsible for settling categories for the final meet.
choreographed movement at each McMaster,
54.2 Elizabeth
(5).
down UC against Vic earlier in the
Torbnlo competed in the team performed
Ruutines toaremusic.
judged according tf beat of the music.
week after Vic's press had dissolved event, scoring 52.8 for 10 of a
UC's
lead.
possible
14 team
Othercomfortable
scorers for15 point
UC included
scored 54.2
for 14points.
points,Queen's
while
Bill Birnbaum with 29 points and McMasler finished third in the

SPORTS
SCHEDULES -FEBRUARY 5th to 9th
BASKETBALL:
A vs Law II Tessaro. Zendel
Feb. 5 12.30
Mon.
4.00 Pharm
For A A
vs PHED Seldewand, Zendel
Denl
8.30
Sterling
vsvs Jr.Mgt.Eng.Stud Kelly,
9.30 PHEC
Kelly.
vs Scar
Sherkin,Sterling
Kliman
at Scar. 7.00 St. M. B
FL 12.30
vs PHE B Maroosis. Sherkin
Tue. Feb. 6 FL
6.30 Vicl
SGS1
Fearman.
Kliman
vs
Erin
FL 8.00 Med A
Fearman, Ktlman
vs U.C.I
9.30 Vtcll
vs
Med
B
Fearman,
Kliman
Feb. 7 12,30 St.M.C
VicS.B Hse . Bernhollz, Zendel
Wed.
4.00 Trin
Knox B
vsvs For
5.00
vs
Pharm
B Hollingsworth.
Holllngsworth. John
John
6.00 Eng III
vs
Dent
B
Hollingsworth, Rotstein
7.00 Music
Med
III
Yr
Loberlo.
Hotslein
vs
Wye
B.00 Innls II
Loberto, Ftolsiein
9.00 Arch
Bernhollz. Wilenstty
1000
Dev. Hse vsvs Emman
Eng
IV
Bernholtz, Witensky
Thu. Feb. 8 FL 12 30 Law)
VS
PHE
A
Maroosis,Sterling
Tralford
A vs PHED Zendel,
FL 4.00
6.30 Pharm
New
vs
SI.M.
A
Maydo,
Kleberg
FL 8.00 Med
vs Sr. Eng. Maydo. Trafford
A
9.30 Denl A
vsvs Trin
Scar A Maydo.
at
Scar.
7.00
PHEC
Statists. Trafford
Zendel
Fri
Feb. 9 12.00
St.M.
B
vs
Mgt. 11Stud Rubin, Mishevskl
1.00 Jr. Eng.
vs
U.C.
Rubin,
Mishevskl
4.00 Law II
vs For A Wilensky, Tessaro
6.30 Med B
vsvs Innis
SGS II1 Lansdowne, Tessaro
7.30 Vic II
Lansdowne, Tessaro
VOLLEYBALL - DIVISION 1 PLAYOFFS
Due loselect
(he nature
Division II Playoffs (in double el mlnalion}, il is dilficull lo
fairly
the topof 4theteams.
The
Division 1 Playoff will be a single ro nd robin between the top 4 learns in the
Division
Knox, Eng 1, Erin. Meds.
Leshchyshen
vs Erin
Mon.
Feb. 5 8.30 Eng 1
vs Meds Kalvins
Tue.
Feb 6 8.00 Knox
Wed.
Knox
Feb. 7 8.30
7.00 Meds
vsvs Eng
Erin 1 Bodnaruk
Wed.
Feb. 14 7.00 Meds
vsvs Eng
Erin 1 Leshchyshen
Leshchyshen
8.30 Knox
Bodnaruk
HOCKEY:
Mon.
Innis II
vs VicV
Feb. 5 12.30
Parrack. Swanick
1.30 Vicl
vs Law 1 Parrack. Swanick
Barnhouse,
Ortved
7.30 St.M. A
vs
Erin
Barnhouse,
8.30 Trin A
vsvs Dev.
Dent Hse.
A Lipsetl. TooleOrlved
9.30
For
A
10.30 Grad. Stud vs Knox
Tue.
vs Sl.M.C Lipselt.
Feb. 6 1.30 Civ III
Anderson,TooleHerridge
Herridge
vs Music Anderson,
Phar. A
4.30
9.30
MacFarlane
vs Scar
II Rujnke.
II
vs
Med
D
10.30 U.C.
Ruhnke. MacFarlane
B
vs PHE A Talwin,
Wed.
Feb 7 12.30
Swanick
Sr.DentEng.
1.30 Trin
C
vsvs Chem
7T4 Talwin, Swanick
Emman
Anderson,
MacFarlane
4.30 MChem
vs
U.C.I
Oesroches, Parrack
Med A
7,30
Desroches,
Parrack
8.30 New
vsvsvs Scar
IVPharm
Civil1 B Francis, Kolanko
9.30
II Civil1E
Francis.
Kolanko
Med
10.30
Thu
vs New CCCP Bieleckt. Johnston
Feb. 8 12.30
4.30 IIEng.ElecSc.Grads.vs Vic VI Bieiecki, Johnston
7.30 Fac. Ed,
vs St.M. 6 Toole. Hamm
8.30 Vic II
vs Jr. Eng. Toole. Hamm
9.30 TrlnB
vs Eng.Sc. IV Goverde. Gollish
10.30
Goverde, Gollish
vs
DenlC
Fri.
Feb. 9 12.30 PHE B
vs St.M.
Innis 1D Gal, Ortved
Gal, OrlvedKamin
1.30 For D
VS
SI
M.
F
Gllmour.
5.00 Vic IV
vs Mgt. Stud.
WATERPOLO:
Henna
vs PHE
Tue
Knox
Feb.
Wed.
Feb. 67 7.30
7.30 Vfc
vs Eng 1 Breech
8.15
vs
New
Breech
BA
Stlllwell
Thu.
Feb. 8 7.30 Med
vs Law
Stlllwell
8.15 Med
Eng II
vs U.C.
SQUASH:
Tue.
Feb 6 8.20
vs St. M.
9.00 Med 8
LawC
vs Wye
9.40 PHE
Wed.
Feb. 7 8.20 Innls
vs
Knox
New
9.00 VicLaw IIIB
vs U.C.
9.40
vsvs SGS
Thu
Feb. 8 7.40 VicLaw 1A
Trin
AII
8.20
vs
Med
A
9.00 Pharm
vs MedC
9.40 U.C.
vs Trin B

spar
The men's wrestling team
travelled to the Guelph Invitational
with two members gaining third
place finishes. Roger Vachon (150)
look one third place position out of
15 competitors with two wins by
decisions(IO-0. 10-5) and one win by
a pin, with one loss, also on a pin.
Dave Tanner {158 pounds) took the
other third place position for Toronto on two wins by a pin and two
losses by decisions (3-1, 5-3) out of
17
competitors
in the weight
Other
team members
and class.
their
results included: Len Gang (118),
two losses by decisions (4-1, 6-4);
Ken White (126), two losses, one by
decision (9-3), and one by a pin; Rob
Moore (134), two wins by decisions
(22-0, 6-4), and one loss by a pin;
Doug Lake (177), one loss by a
decision (1 3-9) and one by a pin; Len
Broderick (177), two losses by
decisions (2-1, 14-4); Chris
Preobrazenski (heavyweight), one
win by a pin, and two losses, one by
a pin and one from a decision (9-0).
In the Ontario Novice Tournament,

On Saturday, January 27, a union
meeting of U of T Workers decided
unanimouslv to demonstrate in front
of 215 Huron Street on Monday.
We were demonstrating against the
layoff of 1 1 workers from the
Physical Plant Ground Department.
We spent
making
signs.Saturday and Sunday
At the appointed hour of 12 noon,
we showed up at 215 Huron only to
find that Don Barclay, the business
agent of the Service Employees
International Union (which we
belong to) had failed to bring the
placards as he had promised. He,
not the workers whose union it is,
had taken it upon himself to call off
the demonstration. Barclay said that
the layorf had been cancelled. He
said, "We (the union) won."
However,
university
didn't
think
so. The the
university
administration passed out a letter on Monday
saying that
ihe oflayoffs
cancelled
because
the had beenon
Sunday night. They snowfall
promised

talk

Wally Cringan (158) took first place
out of a class of 25 competitors on
five wins and a draw (four pins, one
bye, one draw, one decision (13-2);
Richard Zurawaski (158) had two
losses, as did Pete Gillies
(158). . . . York University Yeomen
won the OUAA volleyball championship Saturday, defeating
Queen's University 3-1 in the final
game of a four-team
tournament.
Defending round-robin
champions
Queen's
won
the
first
game
of theto
finals 15-5, but York came back
win 16-14, 15-12, and 15-7 to caplure the Jim Forsylhe Memorial
Trophy .... the free course on
"Sport and the Individual" continues
today
12-2 pmroom
in the Bensonthe
Buildingfromlecture
women's fencing team competed in
the Carlelon Invitational Sunday.
Two three member teams coached
by Maitre Ken Wood participated in
the event, which drew a total of nine
teams. The U of T 'A' team reached
the finals along with Carleton and
Queen's to make a Ihree-way tie for
nothing more and at a meeting later
on, made il clear that if no more
snow were forthcoming, the layoffs
would proceed.
Determined to show our
resolution to the university, we igBarclay's talk and indecided
hold anoreddemonstration
spite ofto
him. We wanted to be sure there
wereangrily.
no more layoffs. He stomped
off
We find it strange that Barclay
would sound off to The Varsity in a
Monday
how
tough front-page
he was goingarticle
to fightabout
the
university. On Monday, he was just
as determined to stop us from
picketing.
We also find it deplorable that
The Varsity should print a pack of
what turned out to be lies from Don
Barclay, especially
when earlier
we hadon
submitted
our own article
Sunday evening. We thought The
Varsity listened and trusted the
workers, not the union hacks like
Don Barclay.
Barclay really exposed himself on
Monday in front of all the workers.
If a Varsity reporter had been
assigned to the picket line, he or she
would have seen it for him/herself.
At that time, one of the students
picketing 215 Huron for the Stop
the Student Surcharge Committee,
Pete, pointed out that he had been
told by Barclay that the grievance
against the university had been won
and therefore the protest was
unnecessary.
When we arrived with the letter
from the university administration.

first place. When the hits scored
were divided by hits received U of T
took third place, with Carleton
placing
The 'B' first
team and
was Queen's
defeated second.
by Ottawa and Trent. Team leader Pat
Lucketl suffered torn ligaments and
pulled muscles and may be out for
the season. 'A' team foilists A. M.
Gutierrez (captain), Maureeen
Selway, and Maureen Evans are
preparing
for theandOWIAA
be held Friday
Saturdayfinals
in theto
Bensonvolleyball
Building
.... York
women's
senior
defeated
last
night 3-1 (15-6, 10-15, 15-0, .1510) U of rifle club held a meel
Friday in Hart House, hosting a
team from the University ofGuelph.
Guelph had 1131 points compared
to Toronto's 1096 in the three position sporting rifle event, while Varsity's B. Scarlett
the lop
shot
with 282.
In thewasthree
position
match rifle event, Guelph had 1052
points compared to Toronto's 995.
Varsity's
with 278. Jaan Peets was top shot
it was clear that Barclay was lying.
The student pointed this out in ho
uncertain terms.
kept yelling,
calf
me Barclay
a liar." Then
he staited"Don't
punching
the student. The student responded
as anybody would have and a fight
broke out. Barclay soon fled.
In that demonstration, we kept
everybody out of 215 Huron. We
demonstrated again on Tuesday at
noon. We intend to demonstrate
again today and we intend to keep
on demonstrating until the unirsity gives us theit must
answerbewepointed
want.
Don veBarclay,
out, doesn't care that 1 1 workers are
laid off, as long as the university
does it taccording
the holy
ract". We say no tolayoffs
at all."conNo
matter which way you look at it,
Barclay
not
whatandU his
of TAmerican
Workers union
need. are
Committee of U of T
Workers Against the Layoffs
Claude Browne
Letters to "Write On" should
be typed, double-spaced
on a 64character
line,
tributionsand
may besigned.
editedConfor
space reasons. Letters are
published according lo space
available, immediacy of topic,
and relevancy. Mail letters to
The Varsity, 91 St. George
Street, Toronto 181 by campus
or regular delivery or bring your
letter to The Varsity editorial
offices.
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Queen's

U

to support
With this issue The Varsity begins a look
s and
at the administrative structure
elsewhere
facilities of universitywe athletics
on
series
a
begin
in Ontario. Today,
University. Future issues will deal
Queen's
with the University of Waterloo.
The first article explains the recent
initial changes in the Queen's
history
program.
athletic and
Unless otherwise indicated, all
quotations are from the Report of the
Principal's Advisory Committee on
Athletics on Structure and Responsibility
tor
1970).Athletics at Queen's University (May,
Queen's University principal J.J.
AdPrincipal's
Deutschvisoryrequested
Committee ontheAthletics
in April.
structhe
on
advise
and
review
to
1969. ture and organization of athletics at
Queen's. The terms of reference laid out in
Deutsch's letter were:
"In particular, I would ask the
Committee to examine the organizational
structure and responsibilities for athletics,
and advise what changes should be made
in the light of present and future circumstances and requirements.
" The Committee should consider
also the relative responsibilities of the
University and the AMS (Alma Mater
Society,connection,
Queen's' student
this
shouldcouncil),
considerand,thein
proposals of the AMS and the problems
and requirements which will arise when
the new expanded facilities become
available (in 1970)."
On MaySenate
28, 1970,
the Queen's
University
established
a new
organizational
and
policy-making
ture for athletics in the university. strucThe Senate's action was based on the
Report mitofe on Athletics
the Principal's
which Advisory
was studiedCom-by
the Senate and in particular by the Senate
Committees on Student Affairs and
Operations
Review.
On the recommendation of these
committees,
the Senate
accepted the report.
then Queen's
principalStudy
Dr.
J.A.In late
Corry1965,established
the Curtis
Committee on Athletics because of concern within the university community
about the conduct of athletics and
recreation.
The Curtis Study Committee reported to
Corry in February, 1966, but conceded
that in the limited time available it had
been unable to suggest fundamental
changes in the existing organizational
structure of athletics at Queen's. Instead,
the committee's report concentrated on
making essential administrative adjustments inthe existing arrangements for
athletics and recreation.
The MacPherson Committee carried
out the implementation of the Curtis Committee'scommitted
recommendations.
Thesein es-an
sentially
the university
official way to the support of athletics at
Queen's. Lesshad than
years the
afterfollowing
the first
committee
been twoformed,
changes because effective (July 1, 1967):
• The School of Physical and Health
Education now organizes and administers
a recreation program for staff and
students.
• The university now assumes
administrative responsibilities for the conduct of Intercollegiate and intramural
athletics through an administrative office
for the School of Physical and Health
Education.
• The university now assumes
responsibility for the preparation and
maintenance of all athletes and recreation
facilities at Queen's.
• The School of Physical and Health
Education now provides from its staff the
directors of intercollegiate and intramural
athletics as well as coaching services for

decides

athletics
le
intercollegiate athletics, within reasonab
ilities of
limits of the total work responsib
the school. The university also assumesin
the financial responsibility involved
faculty .teaching loads to carry out
limitingfunctions
these
• The Principal's Advisory Committee
on Athletics was set up with the following
Corry:
terms of reference by Queen's' principal
and
(i) The committee was to consider
to promote
advise on all aspects of policy
athletics and recreational athletic activities
at Queen's, nand make recommendations
on expansio of facilities.

remained
council),aking
(students' policy-m
Society ble
and
for
responsi
intercollegiate
budgetingandforformen's
of the
the approval
athletics
Intramural Council.
the Men's Intramural
budget
The of Men's
Council
be responsible
continued toathletic
intramural
program. for the men's
Athletic
of Similarly,
Control setthetheWomen's
policy and
budgetBoard
for
women's intercollegiate athletics, and its
Athleticof
body,withthetheWomen's
subsidiar
co-ordination
Council, ydealt
women's athletics.
The Alma Mater Society athletic fee was
changed from $20 to $14 to reflect the
university's assumption of the financial
over asthewellmain-as
of taking
implications
tainance
of athletic
facilities,
administrative and some staffing costs for
athletic programs.
The Alma Mater Society, therefore,
continued to be the body ultimately
responsible for the sponsorship of In-

Report of
THE PRINCIPAL'S ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ATHLETICS
Structure and Responsibilities
for Athletics

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
AS REVISED RY THE SENATE IN MAY. 1970

"Competitive sports provide living
experiences in education, offering many
opportunities — to make decisions, to
work cooperatively, to assume responsibility, tobe well-dlsclplined, to function
with a group, to be a leader, to have a
"...It is felt that athletic activities must
remain an integral part of the university
educational
probram.is This
facet of andan
over-all philosophy
fundamental
has
validity
only
if
it
is
part
and
parcel of
the total program.
goal.
"If it be granted that athletics is such an
integral part of the educational institution,
then
'physical education'
Its logical
administrative
unit. This iswould
allow
policy-making
and
decision-making
to
remain in the hands of professional personnel, students, and other persons
directly involved with the conduct of the
"Ultimate authority should rest with the
Senate,
the Principal, and the Board of
program.
Trustees as in the case of other university
entities. In this way, athletics will be placed
and maintained in proper perspective
within the university.
"Athletics and physical education in
combination, assist each other in advancing toward educational goals. Acunits should
be integratedcordingly,
into onethese cohesive
organization,
thereby ficiallowing
greater
all-round
efency — especially in relation to faculty
welfare,
teaching
assignments,
and
use
facilities and equipment. In this way,of
too, the university can ensure that the
quality
of staff commensurate
and coaches be maintained
at
a level
with its
educational goals.
"It is strongly felt that the athletics
program should
not be considered
extra-of
cur icular or ancillary.
The history
athletics is replete with cases of failure
due to mis-guidance and mismanagement, and for this reason the
committee's recommendations centre not
around student-controlled programs, nor
around alumni-influenced programs, but
deliberately on a university-sponsoredand-controlled
entity." Lenard gave one
Athletic Director
example of AMS mis-management. Apparently the AMS sub-committee on
athletics had at one point "inadvertently
developed a surplus of about $75,000 over
10 years," he said, "and $45,000 of that
had beenstruction ofaallocated
the came
connew arena,toward
but it never
Lenard added that some of the subtoward Astheforconstruction ofa committee's
studentmoney went
residence.
the,
athletic
surplus,
he
said
"we dueto
got the
surplus
over
a
period
of
10
years
an
about."
under-projection of enrolment, hence a
"As well
as the
benefits
surplus
to play
around
with."that normally
accrue to the participating Individual, a
sound athletics program has a multitude
of indirect benefits which should not be
ignored
to the spectator,
to the alumnus, to the— community,
to the institution.
"There
appears
to
be
little
question
that
interest in school teams and Individuals
provides a valuable unifying bond, a conuing link with'by-products'
one's alma mater.
"The tinlatter
of athletics,
however, should never take precedence
over consideration for the student
Lenard added to the written philosophy
by
saying from
that "there
are otherjustthings
participant."
be gained
sport) besides
winning(to
at all cost and that idea is supported here.
Our
generalwe philosophy
possible
would like tois that
have asa much
numberas
of phys ed staff which is also trained for
Friday: Queen's' organizational structure
coaching."
and the administration's responsibilities.
Bob Gauthier

(ii) The committee was to make tercollegiate and intramural athletics at
recommendations concerning the struc- Queen's University.
ture and function of permanent policy- philosophy
making and administrative bodies, and PAC's report based on premises and
such central and coordinating authorities
The Principal's Advisory Committee on
as would be required for them.
report found
(lit) The committee was to report to the Athletics
have a legitimate
place inthat
our "athletics
colleges anddo
universities; it is accepted that interest and
principal
of
the
university
and
to
the
president of the Alma Mater Society.
participation in sports is both normal and
deslrabte.
Director
of
Men's
Intercollegiate
Athletics A.L. Lenard told The Varsity that
"It is also widely held that the university
Queen's
structure put
cameto has a responsibility to provide opabout as University's
a result of anewreferendum
portunities for the student to develop his
the
university as a whole, including the — tota) pers0nallty, and to prepare him for
administration.
Lenard said that in effect community life through the provision of a
the university community wanted to know
of meaningful educational exwhether the administration considered variety
periences. Toward this end, athletics can
athletics and physical recreation to be a make a ma]or
contribution.
part ofit Intended
universityto education
what
do about It.and, if so,
Athletics was still student controlled
However , policy-making for the conduct
of intercollegiate and intramural athletics
remained essentially the same as before.
athletics?
The Athletic Board of Control, a
standing committee of the Alma Mater

Fights,
and

cops

busts

Huron
By BRIANS- NASIMOK
Seven persons were charged
yesterday after a demonstration at
215 Huron Street turned into a fight
between campus police and
members oT [he U of T Workers
Against the Layoffs {members of the
Service employees union) and the
Stop the Surcharge Committee, at
215 Huron Street.
Five men and two women were
taken into custody by campus
police, when they blocked the entrance at noon. They were later
turned over to Metro police.
Demonstrations have occurred
daily this week after no guarantees
against layoffs and contracting out
were given to the Service Employees
Union, when U of T announced it
would not pursue threatened layoffs.
A special meeting of the
Governing
Council's
Affairs Committee
was Internal
called Wednesday after a personnel supervisor
was reportedly injured in a disruption.
The meeting decided that free
access to the building must be
maintained and, if necessary, Metro
police would be called on campus.
The administration, however, did
not forewarn the demonstrators of
its intentions.
Charged with assaulting police
were student Rhonda Flemming,
and Larry Haiven. Student Denise
Havers was charged with disturbing
the peace and her husband Peter, a
fourth year student, was charged
with assault causing bodily harm,
common assault, and mischief of
private property.
U of T grounds worker Claude
Brown Taces two charges of
assaulting police. Another U of T
worker, Greg Keilty, was also
charged with assaulting police. U of
T student Myron Krymko was
charged with obstructing police.
SAC president Eric Miglin was
shoved and kicked by some demonstrators as he watched the proceedings. Miglin was asked to join
ihe demonstration and when he
refused, he was physically dragged
into the fray by the picketers.

at

demo
Last night, Miglin told The
Varsity he was not certain whether
he would press charges.
The fracas developed around
yesterday. Five demonstrators left
the Stop the Student Surcharge
Committee information trailer in
front of the building and scl up a
picket line that circled in front of its
entrance. Four campus police officers were guarding the doorway.
The placard-carrying marchers
asked that no one cross the picket
lines until later that day. By 12:15,
the number of picketers had increased from eight to 10.
A student tried to cross the line,
hesitated, and decided to come back
later.. An office worker was later
impeded strators
fromformedentry
as theacross
demon-the
a chain
entrance.
One of the campus police
announced that he was giving "fair
warningoffice
not toworker
obstructentered
traffic". the
As
the
building, the police and demonstrators pushed each other.
Violence erupted when a third
person tried to enter the building.
She paid little attention to one of the
demonstrators' screams of "Don't
you care about female workers
being
ofT?".to enter the building,
A.s shelaidtried
the picketers pushed the police
against the doorway. In order to lei
the woman in the building, the
police pushed the demonstrators
back. The shoving match led to
scuffles as the demonstrators exchanged punches with the police.
A plainclothes officer inside 215
Huron radioed for assistance.
Within five minutes, about 10 more
campus police came out.
As the fighting continued, the
glass doors at the entrance of 215
Huron were broken. It seemed that
the glass smashed as the police
reinforcements inside the building
tried to get outside to reach the
fighting in front of the doorway.
After the fighting subdued, some
of the demonstrators were carried
inside the building.
One of the organizers, who

Some service employees, students and campus police scuffled yesterday as the students
and workers again demonstrated against the administration at 215 Huron. Seven arrests were made.
from 52 division Metro Police
refused lo give his name, took a me. Eric. Tell these guys to get out cars
custody.
bullhorn and asked a group of specarrived al 215 Huron to lake the
theythese
did bastards.
not "getGelin Then he and fellow demonstrator a r re sled demonstrators into
there andtators whyfight
ludy Haiven grabbed Miglin and
in here and help, you bunch of tried to force him lo join the The Stop the Student Surcharge
ofpicketers.
here." Spectators asked Miglin Committee has called a meeting for
On recognizing Miglin, the if he needed help, but he told them noon today to decide strategy
cowards." asked him lo join the not 10 gel involved.
organizer
following in light of yesterday's
Ai approximately 12:30, three arrests.
remaining picketers. "You represent
Six women protesting charges
arising
yesterday's
215
HuronfromStreel
disruptedscuffle
a dinneral
attended by U of T president John
Evans last nighl al the Hyatt House
Hotel.
Evans was attending a function
held by presidents and board
chairmen
in Ontario.ofuniversities and colleges
The women, members of the Stop
the Student Surcharge Committee
and wives of men arrested in a
scuffle with campus police outside
215 Huron Street, demanded that
charges against seven people
arrested in (he melee be dropped.
The six women took over a
microphone and shouted demands

They

crashed

a dinner

buf

Evans smiles
to the ihey
startled
audience.
However,
when
became
loo vociferous,
the microphone was cut off.
"EvansKeilty
justtoldsat The
thereVarsity.
and ale,"
Denise
She
complained that Evans paid no heed
to the women's protest. "He just sal
there
Somesmiling."
waitersexclaimed
tried to Keilty.
persuade

(he womenstratorstoresistedleave.
and The
some demondishes
were broken, according to a witness
at the scene.
The Director of Information of
the Department of Colleges and
Universities of Ontario told The
Varsity
the women overturned
six
lahlesthatin protest.
He claimed the women were
"inciling
reciprocal
violence".spilled
Some food
was reportedly
on Evans and olher guests sitting at
(he tables.
"Un fortunately , people chose
violent methods to try lo prevent
others from doing what they want to
do,"
incident.remarked Evans, after the

to college
access
greater
proposes
Wright
representation of all socio-economic government lo implement the financing
By BOB BETTSON
The report gives less power to the new
planning and coordinating councils,
The final report of the Ontario classes be in proportion to their population scheme as a package and not on a stressing
individual autonomy and
Commission on Post-secondary Education by 1990.
piecemeal
basis.
Kelly demanded corporations and
Part-time students, for the first time, removing control originally recommended
yesterday recommended a consolidated individuals
who
benefit
most
from
the
loan-grant system to replace all present economy pay for the educational system. would
he regarded
as fully equal
lo full- over new programs
lime students.
This includes
full eligibility
necessary programs. and discontinuing unloan, grant and scholarship schemes.
The new financing proposals lack a for loans and grants. Commissioners
The report also urges the creation of a
This, combined with tuition fee
increases for graduate, professional and concrete Tees schedule because respon- stressed thai ihe Ontario post-secondary permanent Ontario Committee on Postor setting fees would rest with educational system should be an integrated secondary Educalion lo regularly review
community college students, represents a individualsibility Tinstitutions.
Black said there system with universal accessibility for posl -secondary education in Ontario. It
new approach lo financing.
would have 14 members, including four
was
no
possibility
across the people of all ages.
The report advocates students board increases ofifanythemorereport
was
contribute from a third lo a half of the
The Ontario Ministry of Colleges and post-secondary educational institution
Universities
would
be
abolished,
if
the
total cost or his or her education. Since implemented.
According to college and universities
Black claimed,
"The public
funds report is implemented, and replaced with a representatives.
undergraduate Arts and Science students available
minister Jack McNie, his department is
should
promote
as
much
new Department of Post-Secondary already
are
already
doing
so,
it
says.
"The
shift
of
for major shuffles and a
the cost burden would not significantly accessibility ' as possible. The major Education. According to one commission completepreparing
reorganization.
member.
Queen's
University
president
afreet the present fee structure for un- guideline is accessibility and fees will John
In
another
significant
new move, as
Deutsch, the new department would
on ability to pay."
dergraduate Arts andis aScience
late last
year,affiliated
the commission
The commission's
loan grant scheme be a policy ministry directing the reported
The final report
modifiedstudents."
version of depend
recommended
church
colleges
a draft report
released last year, which had recommends the grant program should "be province's educations system.
receive full fending, if they fulfill some
similar
recommendations.
In
a
minor
change
from
the
draft
report,
to pay for
the his
student's
tuition ihe commission recommends the creation minor conditions. Al presenl, they receive
fees . .enough
. and provide
maintenance
Student commission member David large
ihe normal grants.
four advisory councils on university onlyThehalf commissioners
Black said at a Queens' Park press con- while
he
is
studying."
al the press
The
size
of
the
grant
would
be of
ference after the report was released thai
afrairs, college affairs, the open
educational
sector
and
the
creative
and
conference
stressed
theintended
report'slo
by
the
individual's
personal
Ihe financing proposals would allow in- delermined
recommendations
were
and family wealth; the upper limit for performing arts.
Education.creased accessibility to post-secondary eligibility was set al SI 5,000. Lower in- . The 14-member councils would control broaden the scope and accessibility of
come students would receive the largest budgets and review policy for their respec- classes
posl-secondary
education
lo all social
Commissioner Vince Kelly, a Toronto
and age groups
in society.
tive sectors. They would include six public
lawyer, said the commission report on grants of up to fell tuition and living
The
commission
also
repeated
earlier
appointees, [wo each from student and
financing was not adequate.
expenses.
fer a loan system is based faculty organizations and the Council of recommendations that high school educaIn his dissenting report, Kelly stated, on Repayment
future earnings, and everyone, in- Ontario Universilies. There would also be professional
lion be condensed
and with
that
"Tuition fees and associated costs should
status into
should12 beyears,
granted
from upper income groups, is one non-academic support staff representhe abolished by having the provincial eligible cludingforthoseinterestihe
passing
of
qualifying
exams,
rather
ative
and
a
full-time
chairperson.
bearing
loans
lo
be
than requiring formal university or college
(and indirectly the federal government) in- paid back over 20 lo 30 years.
The draft
report hadboards.
recommended 13- allendence.
Commissioners warned the Ontario member
coordinating
support to Ihose institutions."
He alsocreased its advocated quotas to ensure the
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HERE
TODAY
11 am
"Utile Me" tickets are on sale al
pm. Vic major musicale
2
until
Wymilwood
runs from February 6 - 10 al Harl House
Theatre.
noon
Innispub will open its doorsTickets
to thelorpublic,
innls
at 63 St. George Street.
available Thursday.
are
Me.
Little
to
outing
February a at 8:30.. Pub will follow.
", with
ol Christianity
study: "Basics
EilertBibleFrerichs.
SCM Office.
Hart House.
Public Meeting of Stop Ihe Cutbacks
cutfocus on slopping
Committeebacks andwillsupporting
feesthestrike.
Debates Room, Hart2pmHouse.the
Conference on The Environment: Can
Our Laws Protect
It?".& Session
U: A
Administrative
Challenge to AtLegislatures
Sciences
Medical
the
Agencies.
Audilorium.
4pm
The Graduate
Studenls"
Union al 16
Bancroft
Avenue
invites
and cheese party.5:15Tillpm7 everyone
pm. to a wine
Lichet Bennchen (his week al Hillel
House. 1 86 St. George Street is at 5:1 5 pm.
Women's intercollegiate Ice hockey:
Varsity
ity ArenaBluesin ahostbattleYorkforUniversity
fourth andat Varslinal
play-off spol. Admission
free.
7 pm
The
Malaysian-Singapore
Studenls
Association is having a dinner and dance lo
celebraleationalChinese
New Year33at St.The George
InternStudent Centre.
Street. Everyone Welcome!
7 pm Tickets: $2.75.
U of T chess championship. Two
seclions rated and unrated, prizes In bolh
seclions.
7:30 pm
SMC
Film
Club
presents
Arthur Penn's
"Little
Big Man" withFaye
DuslinDunaway.
Hoffman,
Dan
In Chiel
Carr
Hall. George
Admissionand$1.00
7:30 pm
Conterence on "The Environment: Can
Our
Laws Protect
Session
The
Great
a filmIt?".— Auditorium.
The Erie III;
Report.
At the Lakes
MedicalwilhSciences
Marx Brothers Festival lonight, Duck
Soup.
MonkeyMed.Business,
and Coconuts.
Room 3154
Sci Building.
The Varsity
lake onhockey
the Carleton
Ravens
in OUAABluescollege
at Ihe
Nepean John
SportsPlex
in Ottawa.
Join Archiefor
Hunter.
Karr. and
Rick Michelak
complete
Varsity.
residences coverage
at 820 AMon andRadioat 96.3
FM onIn
the Rogers Cable 6-.30System.
pm
The LandRandyRm Brown.
A lcomedy
ord and Tenanlby Acl.
3 Vic College
.50c
Aclassic
low comedy
of
students
living
wilh the
paranoid SATURDAY
landlord — until Saturday.
Conterence on "The Environment: Can

GOVERNING

AND

NOW

IV: ProtectIt?". Session
Protect ent
Our ingLawsThe Environm
Role
A Creative
- Medical
Sciences
Ihe
At
Courts.
The
For
2 pm
Auditorium.
Can
Environment:Citizen
Conference on "The
V:Planning
It?". Session
Our Laws ionProtect
ntal
Environme
in
Participat
Sciences
And Protectio
. n. Medical
Auditorium
The
University
Ottawain Gee-Gees
play
host to the Varsityof Blues
OUAA college
Join
in Ottawa.Archie
Arena crew
at the Minlo
hockey Varsity's
of for
broadcastRick Mlchetak
Radio
Hunter. John Karr and
of this
by play coverage
complete playVarsity
FMat
and 96.3
RadioCable. Call820IheAMSports
game.Rogers
Line
on964-1484
tor the up3 pmto date score.
Andrew Brewin, M.P.. just back from
The Future onof Vietnam.
Hanoi speaksandon discussions
political
Questions
supervisory
and oltheEducation,
Canada
prisoners,
lorce,
eic.
at
the
College
371
Bloor St. W. 6 pm
The Vietnamese Fralernal Association Is
having
a VietnameseStudent
New Centre,
Year Dinner
the International
33 St.at
donations
but
ea.
S1.50
Tickets:
George.
are welcome.
Proceeds
lo Vietnamese War Victims
throughwillthego Canadian
7 pm Till 12 pm.
Red Cross Association.
Vietnamese New Year dinner with music
and tashion show. Proceeds will go to
Vietnam War Victims through Ihe Canadian
Red
CrossCenlre.
Society.33 AlSt.theGeorge
International
Sludents
Tickets:
Si. 50 each,
available atstreet.
ISC.
Donations welcomeConference on "The Environment: Can
Our
LawsHon.Protecl
II" Banquet:
Speaker:
Eric Kierans.
Welmore Guest
Hall.
New College.
7:30 pm
SMC BigFilmMan"Clubwithpresents
Arthur Penn's
"Little
Hodman,
Chief
Dan
FayeDustin
Dunaway.
Hall. George
AdmissionandS1.00
Again
at 10 Atpm.Carr
Marx Brothers Festival. Tonight. Animal
Crackers.
Horseleathers
and Duck Soup.
At Room 3154
Med8 pmSci Building.
Cotleehouse
is open Street.
to 1 1 pm. Al
HillelHillel'sHouse.
186 St. George
Yvon Leclerc. leader ol sitdown strike in
St.
Jerome
Quebec
will
speak
Aflermath of the General Strike. onAl TheIhe
pm St. E.
Carpenters Hail, 8:30
169 Gerrard
Homemade Theatre presents a free
evening
expert improvisalional
At the UCol Playhouse,
79a St. Georgetheatre.
St.
SUNDAY
11
am
The Harl House service is open to all
members of the university community. This
week we begin Ihinking about the letter to
Ihe Hebrews: "Invitalion to join a
pilgrimage — with Jesus as God's last
"Little Me" tickets, on sale before brunch
word".
COUNCIL

to the Vic
at Burwash Hall. Buy your tickets your
major musicale after3 pmyou dlgesl rood.
Band under Melvln
T Concert
U of with
S. Chenelte, trumpet. Works
Berman
by Shoshtakovltcti, 6Hoist,
pm Bartok, Hummel.
MacMillan
Sousa.
no tickets.Edward JohnsFree, Theatre
on Building.
The Chinese Studenls Association is
having
a Chinese
Year 33Dinner
at the
international
StudentNewCenlre.
St. George
Street. Everyone Welcomel
7 pm Series on The
Waffle Public Lecture
Political Economy ol Canada. Second
"Socialin
— wealth
Hutcheson
session: andJohnthe 7:30
divisions
distribution
pmOlSE. TINof 9:30
Canada". Room N201
pm.
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew at
HillelHillel's
House.Grad.186ClubSt. isGeorge
having Street.
a Wine and
Cheese Party al7:15Hillel
House, 186 St.
pm
George Street. All Are Welcome.
Welles'
presents " Orson
SMC Film Club
t Ambersons
with Joseph
"The
and Oelores
CottenMagnllicen
8:30Costello.
pm At Carr Hall.
ticket.
Admission by series
Aclors' Theatre Presents The Toronto
Consort in a concert of medieval and
renaissance
music. Place:
390 Dupont at
Brunswick.clubStudents:
Theatre
members S1.50
$1.50. Adults $2.00
Pearson eulogized
By DIANA
"l do not
think of WEST
Lester Pearson
as
a
great
man,"
but rather
product of a society trying
to stampa
our greatness, stated professor
Northrop Frye in his address at the
memorial service for the late Lester
Pearson, Wednesday afternoon.
Frye referred to Pearson as a
"good abilities
man ofto ability"
used
those
better hiswhosociety.
Pearson arrived at Victoria
College in 1913 and did not graduate
until I9I9, after taking time out to
fight in the first World War where
"he saw enough of war to make him
prefer
said Frye.joined the
In peace,"
1929, Pearson
external affairs ministry, leaving his
assistant professorship at Victoria
College to take the civil service post.
Pearson's
in the
United
Nationslateras work
the Canadian
representative
him "the and
adon ofthegained
whole
the Nobel miratiPeace
Prize inworld"
1957.
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INFORMAL DEBATE
RESOLVED
THAT:
The Varsity Should Cease
Publication.
2:00 P.M.
THURSDAY,
FEB. 8
DEBATES ROOM

GALLERYCLUB EXHIBITION
HART HOUSE ART
CAMERA
Feb.
5-25
Monday.Gilltry11 Hours:
».m.-9 p.m.
Tiies.-Sat-.lli.in.-5p.nl.
Sunday. 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

GALLERY CLUB
OPEN MEETING
Monday, Feb. 5
SENIOR COMMON ROOM
7:30 P.M.

THE GALLERY
OVERLOOKING THE GREAT HALL
DINING LOUNGEMAILABLE
FOR STUDENTS
MEMBERSHIPS
IN THE
UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE AND THE GALLERY
DINING ROOM - FREE

SUNDAY EVENING
FEBRUARYCONCERT
4, B:00 P.M.
GREAT HALL
HENIG ZAFER SCHENKHAN TRIO
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
THE HALL PORTER'S DESK

TELEVISION
IS AVAILABLE
IN THE
MAP ROOM

MARX BROS. FESTIVAL
3, 7:30 p.m.
Fri., Feb. 2, 7:30 p.m. Sat., Feb. CRACKE
RS
ANIMAL
DUCK SOUP
MONKEY BUSINESS HORSE FEATHERS
DUCK SOUP
COCONUTS
Price: $2.25 per night alt three films
$1.50 last two films
$1.00 last film
Room 3154, Medical Sciences Bldg., UofT
WINNER:New York
1970
ANNUALMORNING
TORONTO
PIZZA1STAWARD
AFTER SHOW CSC
STAR
PIZZA WEEK'S
CONTESTJUNE 71

Pizza House
925-1736
Dining
Room
SUN
3
PM-1
AMOPEN 11 AM1 AM MON-SAT
TAKE-OUT
AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM
5 PM-1 AM

2%^

ELECTION
REMINDER
Prospective candidates for election to the Governing Council are reminded that
nomination papers must be filed by noon on Monday, February 12th, 1973. Nomination forms and copies of the regulations (Election Guidelines) covering the election
are available from the Office of the Governing Council, Simcoe Hall, or the Registrars' offices at Scarborough and Erindale Colleges.
There are vacancies in four teaching staff constituencies, all eight seats in the
three student categories, and one seat in the administrative staff constituencyNominations must be signed by the following number of nominators:
teaching staff - 10
graduate students - 15
full-time undergraduate
students - 50
part-time undergraduate
students - 15
administrative staff - 20
Present members of Governing Council whose terms expire-on June 30th next
may be nominated again if they are continuing in the same constituencies for which
they were elected in 1972. Those elected this year for the teaching staff and administrative staf constituencies will serve for three years from July 1st, 1973, and
for student constituencies for one year, as required by the University of Toronto Act.
1971.
Descriptions of the constituencies were published in The Varsity of January 24th
last. Enquiries or requests for further information should be directed to the Office of
the Governing Council at 928-2160.
Election shall be by mailed ballot.

Victorio College Music Club presents

q musical by Neil Simon.

HART HOUSE THEATRE, FEBRUARY 6-10
Tickets available 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.
at Wymilwood
Tickets $2.00 and $2.50
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Change
By ELAINE KAHN
U or T will be changing over lo
system, if a recommendathe credit
tion approved Saturday by theto
ee
presidential Advisory Committ
Review the New Program is
implemented.
Under the new system, studentsor
30-credit
will be able to workwithfora credit
being
40-credil degrees,
The comrse.
half-cou
a
as
defined
mittee slated. "A policy of a fee cost
per course would probably be an
inevitable result of introducing a
credit system", according to the
minutes.
At a meeting yesterday, the
a recommencommittedatione that approved
a student be allowed to
proceed towards a degree at his own

to credit system
rale.
mended that failing grades should
If all these recommendations are not be marked on a student's
implemented, there would be no transcript,
because, to a future
difference between full-time and
employer,
for example,
parl-lime students.
be inlerpreled
as a fact"Failure
about can
the
The move towards a credit system student's nature rather than his
caused a lengthy discussion yester- academic record." It did not condone abolishing failing grades.
day about Bachelor of Commerce
degrees as commerce students are
The report suggested that the
now required to take 23 courses for number of essays required in
their degrees, though they are part courses he reduced from two or
of the Faculty of Arts and Science. three per course to one long essay
The committee felt this discrepancy that could be worked on all year.
with the guidelines of 30 or 40 Criticism from other students and
credits should be reviewed and the professor would be helpful
suggested that Commerce and during this time, it said.
Finance become the undergraduate
The report considers examinapart of the Faculty of Management
tions useful "lo promote collation
Studios.
lionexams
of the
A subcommittee report recom- and
work,"organand izasaid
are year's
prefe-

No wrongs
at OCA:
Pitt
claims
that of the 24 faculty
By PAT REDICAN
who were either laid off or
Colleges and universities minister. members
had
their
hours
reduced, only 12
McNie has refused students' were originally hired by Ascotl. The
Jack
requests
lo
intervene
in
faculty
layof s at the Ontario College of Art. students countered that not only
After meeting for two hours have they not been accurately inTuesday with representatives of the me a different
formed of the cutbacks
("He time
givesI
figure every
dissatisfied students, as well as
ask him"
says
Laffey)
but
that
ihe
students "in opposition to these staff
which make up the minority
views" and acting president Clifford
Pitt, McNic announced he was "conceptual" school of the faculty
"satisfied that the democratic are not necessarily Ascott-hired.
minority, which acprocess is being upheld in the faculty Seven ofcordithis
ng to one oT their number,
layoff at OCA. Specifically I do
not think there was any disc- painter Tommy Hodgins, numbers
resigned in the last month.
rimination against teachers ap- 22. havestudents
had also argued that
pointed by(ex- president) Roy As- it The
has
not
been conclusively proved
t cott."
A group of students had protested that the only way to correct the
that a minority group of faculty, deficit is faculty layoffs and that, if
there must be layoffs, the students
many of whom had been hired by should
decide the cuts themselves.
Ascotl,
were
especially
hard-hit
by
the dismissals and cutbacks in hours
Barbara Laffey and Paul Casselwhich had ensued as a result of a man, representatives from an ad
hoc committee of students which
™ 5487,000
budget. deficit in the college is protesting both the faculty layoffs

AAcNie
and recent curriculum changes, were
not satisfied with Ihe meeting.
"It was completely unproductive"
said
Laffey. "We could
were step
hopingin that
Ihe government
and
help us out. Now I know that that
would
be worse."and Laffey, who
Cassclman
represent at least a quarter of
OCA's 9I6 students, have said they
do not know what action they will
lake next. They are mong 240
students who have signed statements
saying they will not return if the
curriculum
changesout.and Atstaff
cutbacks are carried
a press
conference a week ago Tuesday they
said
they regarded McNie as their
last chance.
"We may try to start our own
school." said Laffey. Some of the
faculty who have resigned or been
laid off in the past month have
already begun talking of this
possibility, according to Laffey.

adviser
by PAC
and that
teachingformalasrable to frequent tests, However, Science" sistants
be given
it staled that the discussion pe- training and shouldassistance
in group
riods following the return of tests learning techniques.
are beneficial to learning and
suggested that a small period at the The report suggested that the
capacity to leach well should
end
of the
students
who year
wish belo reserved
discuss withfor "probably" rank with scholarship as
criterion for hiring and that
their
wrote. professors the exams they afaculty
devote more time lo teaching
duties.
The report recommends that Graduate teaching assistants have
instructors should "demonstrate or listed
lack of training in teaching as
acquire the essential pedagogical
skills by following a training course one of their reasons for wanting to
provided by the Faculty of Arts and organize as a labour union.
Will Tories
act?
SAC vice-president John Helliwell said last night his initial
reaction to the financing section of the Commission on PostSecondary Education report was that it should be implemented.
The proposals, including charging students up to one half of their
education costs, and a student aid system requiring repayment
according to ability to pay, are an improvement over the present
system, he explained.
He said
he agreed
in theory
commissioner
Kelly's
advocacy
of free
tuition and
financingwiththrough
corporateVince
and income
taxes, but it was loo "idealistic" lo think the Tory government will
implement it.
added."Its pie in the sky and would be unpalatable to the taxpayers," he
He added that SAC would probably formulate an initial response
"within a week" to the report in preparation for a general meeting of
the Ontario Federation of Students in Guelph on the weekend of
February
9-10-M.Eric Miglin said thai it was likely that other OFS
President
student councils would lake a similar attitude. The meeting would
broaden from the initial purpose of discussing the continuation of the
fees sirike into a general discussion of the future of post-secondary
education in Ontario, he predicted.
Helliwell thinks the executive should approach the U of T
administration for a day of study sessions on the report.
He added SAC hadn't expected the. report for another six weeks
and
he wasn't
prepared
to comment
other issues.
"Theif
cutbacks
committee
is likely
to get in onon theanyresponse
especially
SAC Thegivescommission's
qualified support
lo the report."bear a close- resemblance to
recommendations
the
SAC response
formulated
last yearcommissioner
mainly by lastDanyear's
president
Bob Spencer
and education
Leckie.SAC
Both the financing and other sections have strong parallels to the
Leckie-Spencer SAC brief.

gathers steam
meeting
Committee
Stop the Cutbacks
Bob Beardsley, who ran Tor the penalty on late fees being threatened
affected by the increasing difficulty NDP
yesterday's
report
of
the
CommisToday's
noon-hour
public
meetin
the
Spadina
sion on post-secondary education.
ing of the Stop the Cutbacks
in gaining access to education which October federal election. riding the hv the U of T administration.
As well as support from SAC, the the cutbacks represent.
The Stop the Cutbacks
Committee has been gathering sup- student
So far. on Ihe basis of stopping all OCA student committee chair- Committee
councils of Victoria, Innis,
includes political
port from within and without the
man Paul Casselman said he is groups such also
the
cutbacks
and
calling
for
free
and
and
Erindale
Colleges,
the
Socioloas
the
campus since
Tuesday's
SAC
exuniversal
access
to
education,
the
ecutive decision to back their
Democratic Society,Students
the U offor Ta
gy Sludenis'
Union,the andcommittee
the Faculty
to
try
anything"
after
a
Communist
Club,
the Young
Reform
Caucus,
has commitiee has obtained support "ready
campaign.
"useless"
with colleges and
Monday. meeting
minister Jack McNie on Socialists and the Old Mole.
The meeting has been called in the received individual endorsements from CUPE Local 1230 president universities
Hart House Debates Room to con- from Trinity head of college Geoff Audrey Nichols, Services Emplosider tactics to strengthen the fees
A spokesman for the Canadian
yees' UnionU Local
(both unions
former SAC viceof T204workers),
the Students at Brock York and Liberation Movement -dominated
strike and lo further the campaign Seaborne,
president Phil Dack and Rick represent
Trent
have
called
for
a
province247-member
committee
of
Ontario
against the cutbacks outlined by Gregory of the Arts and Science
Stop themitie saStudent
id that iheySurcharge
refused to Comwork
College of Art students who held inwideFebruary,
demonstration
atSAC
Queen's
Park
Sludenis' Union.
and
the
executive
last
week's
Queen's
Park
demonendorsed
this
call
on
Tuesday
night.
with
"a
Trotskyite
committee',
and
Last Tuesday's student meeting
would
continue
to
publicize
their
stration. Campus Community CoFood sci report
agreed thai the scope of the fees
A cutbacks committee spokesman trust fund, into which they want
op Day and
Carehighcoordinator
Jude
struggle should be broadened to Angione
school teacher urged students to ignore the SI 5 students to deposit second term fees.
secret - for now
encompass non-students who are
The final recommendations
of the Food Science
Implementation Committee
will not be made public for the
must rule: U of T labour boss
lime being.
Management
On Wednesday, Ihe comreasons
for
dismissal.
contracts non-unionized employees not want the university tribunal to
mittee added the finishing
Parker said that ihe employee is would either have " lo be allowed become "a super-arbitration
touches to a renort which has
U Byof RANDY
T labour ROBERTSON
relations manager
recourse
lo the tribunal or would
been forwarded lo viceguaranteed
fair dealing
since "he have to have
"the has
Tuesday defended
new, different methods The committee was unable,
recourse
to arbitration
Parker
John
president Don Forster. The
rights
of
management
to
take
formulated for them, e.g. recourse however, to decide how to deal with
report, which contains
punitive
action
against
employees
procedures
outlined
in
his
contract."
The
committee
debated
whether
to
the
Internal
Affairs or Budget grievance procedure for non-acarecommendations on the
demic staff. Parker asked what
for engaging
employees
should
be
Tuture of the Faculty of Food
activities
as wellin asanti-administration
for the improper non-union
allowed recourse to the single
could be done if the personnel
U of T senStaff
Association
repreSciences, will then go before
employment
of
t
a
t
i
v
e
P
.
A.
Stalon,
said
that
performance
tribunal
the
committee
proposes
be
committees."
the Academic Affairs
bows to ihe wishes of a
non-academic staff should have final department
Commitlce.
up Tor the whole university.
headboard."
of a department and fires an
Parker was speaking at a meeting setParker
said
that
while
unionized
When questioned about the
recourse
lo
this
tribunal.
"This
the Internal Affairs committee employees were covered by their might give the workers a sense of
ofduties."
contents of the motions,
committee chairman James
position paper on uniinvolvement and unity with the uni- // it's Friday,
discussingversityitsdiscipline.
versity community which they do
Cruise said that the report
Ikin
fbuh
Lid.
-pnnhierrol
Dam
Luokies
member
Conservative faculty
notButnow she
have,"didshenotsaid.favour the employee?"
wasCruise
"no longer
in our that
hands".
hasfor sirrefused
lo
negotiate
aith
lis
ulrikinQ
rmpumees
indicated
the
the
thought
who
months. Intimidation, threat* and arrogance elimination of
Stanley Schiff,
present grievance have a meeting
members of the committee
too
ne
discipli
on
report
l
harr
characterized
the
nmpany'r
approach
lo
Campbel
the
prvdaminanllu
femak
irurt
font.
had agreed during the meeting
procedures. "There is a lot wrong
There will be another meeting of
views.
liberal, supported Parker'sg to
Help Dare leorkernandprotrrl
uairn
to refrain from commenting
with these,"
she said,
"but they The Varsity staff today at I pm in
the
trin a their
fair contract.
should
be improved,
not eliminated.
"Anything relatin
on Ihe report. Only Forster
The workers don't want just one the ofiice at 91 St. George Street.
" hecansaid,be "isfiredcause
had the right to comment at
employee,. He
all DONT BUY
for for
dismissal
Among will
the topics
to be considered
this point, he said.
be obscenity.
Staff
Parker favoured the formulation today
Forster could not be
or things."
kinds
Schiff
drew no distinction DARE COOKIES!
meeting
policy
has
changed; today,
reached . for comment last
arbitrator."
of
new
methods
"lo
avoid
the
im{and
tall
y°ur
Irlsndi
not
(o.
Bithar)
instead
of
door
prizes
being
offered,
between
"a
secretary's
incompenight.
pres ion that disciplinary action is out.
attendance may be taken. So, watch
tence" and a "secretary's sittingempirical, singular action." He did
in in the president's office" as
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"traditionally
female" professions.
Much more understanding
comes
from
examining
the changes
a particular profession
over thewithin
past
few years. In medicine, this has
included more women as undergraduates, interns and residents,
and a woman president of the OM A,
among
Whileothers.
there is always room for
discussion and controversy on this
subject, vituperative and paranoid
essays
only
distort like
ihe Miss
issuesEmmonds'
rather than
promote improvement. A.F.Jahn
Medicine III
Students lose

Mistaken facts
ruined argument
It was disappointing to see the
lack of editorial attention accorded
to Monday's centrefold article
("Male
permeates
medicinechauvinism
. , . ). Had
thai
prerogative been exercised and the
more blatant of Miss Emmons'
mistaken
assumptions
and misdirecled assertions
removed,
you
might have salvaged something
resembling a logical argument.
There is no question that
professions, medicine included, had
been male-oriented in the past and,
like most professions, it tends to
propagate itself through the generations, changing only gradually.
But, to equate the medical
profession with the companies which
peddle drugs to the profession is
nonsensical. Whatever
"chauvinism"
drug
adverlisements may
(or anypermeate
advertising)
in no way reflects upon the profes-

sion which is thus parasitized.
Which would eliminate about half
of Miss Emmons' article.
It is a fact that the number ol
male medical students is in considerable excess to the number of
females. However, it is logical
reasoning
the parttheyof the
ing bodies on(whoever
be) tofinanclook
for maximal return (in terms ol
service hours) from their "medical
student dollars". Of the students
who drop out as undergraduates, as
interns, and even as residents,
women predominate. Many go
through the course never to practise,
while others practise only part-time.
The attractiveness of specialties
such as radiology and anaesthesia lie
ininvolved.
part to Ittheisrelatively
fewer hours
hard to believe
that
women are coerced into these "lowprestige"
(as Miss
fields against
their Emmons
will. implies)
There is little to be gained in reemphasizing the difference in
male/female ratios between
"traditionally male" and

to Eaton's
out
The new year brought a small
surprise to a few Architecture
students who had presented two
students'
paint tothepaint
to four
lounge
the
proposalsand
cafeteria
of Victoria College. The
were presented one week
proposalsChristmas
before
V C halls
indicated its desire to after
have those
painted
From anew.
the response of the persons
in charge (?), it seemed that our
proposals were liked, especially the
one from the group Vito Wongstudents'on
the based
for was
AmerigoThisMarras
lounge.
proposal
such elements as (I) painting the left
hand columns white; (2) using a
colour pattern of yellow, orange,
and amaranth; (3) making a design
of constant 'waves' of the selected
colours retreating and re-emerging
from the floor.
The deciding commission
preferred instead the dearly paid-for
job from Eaton's. Though, strangely
enough, the design used in painting
the cafeteria has similar features
with the above proposal for the
lounge; namely there is the same
pattern of colours and similar
motifs. Only one difference (or a
camouflage?) has been the inversion
ofstudents.
the design of the Architecture
We think it would have made
much more sense to have an honest
collaboration between the faculties
especially since students were ready
lo paint it for free , rather than
commissioning
similar design. Eaton's to do a
This occurrence shows how weak
the community spirit is within the
university, where different faculties
and
do not use their own
humancolleges
resources.
Maybe certain U of T executives
design?
feel more at ease in an Eaton's
Vito world
Wong

"We must all work toward a radical
transtormalion of society. Social Ineqasualities,normal,
dal y injustices,
unemployment
accepted
andmorethe
permanent
humiliation
ot
more
and
citizens
must
incite
fo not give up the struggle
tor e
better ussociety.
—Marcel Pepin

If the government could be
persuaded what
to contribute,
say,
one-tenth
it gives inin let's
subsidies
to US war industries
Toronto,
then the program would be free of
the usual financial worries.
Professor Chandler Davis
Mathematics

The
Varsity,Press,a member
ol Canadian
University
was founded
in 1880
ministrative byCouncil insof theStudents*
UnlversliyAdand is published
ofPressToronto
and
Is
printed
by
Oalsons
Ltd. Opinions eipressad in this
newspaper are not necessarily those ol
iho
Students'
Administrative
Council
or the administration
of the university.
orFormal
businesscomplaints
operationaboutol thethepapereditorial
may
bo addressed
to Committee.
the Chairman.Varsity
Campus
Relations
Board ol Oireciors. 9t St. George Si.

joined hands with Paul Cadario as
the onlyternum students
opposingto the
ofa large meeting
form in-a
committee to fight the fee hike.
When the Communist Party tells
you "We won", you better find out
how badly you lost!
The big gain in Vietnam,
according
to US
the troops.
CP, isThey
the
withdrawal of

n dnSS
'tSC
me
U iodi
GSnt
The. letter from the SSSC
regarding the GSU motion passed
unanimously at our meeting of 25
January is somewhat incorrect. The
motionthe specifically
that
official policystates:
of the "Moved
GSU is
thai of non-payment of second term
fees,each
and that
it shouldas beto awhether
matter
for
individual
he/she withholds second term fees
or puts money into a trust fund."
As fund",
you cannotsee,the weonemention
trust
organized"a
by Ihe SSSC. We are not
recommending the SSSC as an
alternative, nor any other trust fund
that presently exists or may, in the
future, come into being. All we are
doing is acknowledging the presence
of a variety of options that are
available lo graduate students.
Wendy Le Blanc, president
Graduate Students' Union

Peace treaty not
obvious victory

The U of T Communist Club
gives itself away with its concern
over "jubilation" in Hanoi (Varsity,
January 31). If victory is so apparent, why be so concerned about a
few complaints? But the Communist
Party knows the treaty is not such
an obvious
victory,to and
that there's
some
explaining
be done.
"Jubilant" may have been the
way lo describe Le Due Tho; it was
also the way to describe Nixon,
Kissinger, and the New York Stock
Exchange. Of course, Le Due Tho,
Ho Chi Minh, and the U of T
Communist
were also
"jubilant" overClub
Ihe invasion
of Czechoslovakia. They applauded the
Frenchabort
Communist
Parly's inattempts
to
a revolution
Paris
during May, I968. They supportedkethpeersdispatch
" tothe Congoof UN
who "peacearranged the murder of Patrice Lumumba.
They
backed
Lyndon
son for president in I964 asJohnthe
"lesser evil". They wrote poems
mourning the death of President
Kennedy. Only a few months ago,
Amerigo Marras the
CP of Canada senl condolences
to Pearson's widow lamenting the
death
of a told
"peaceloving
Wants exchange
(Pearson
Johnson Canadian"
that the
bombing of North Vietnam was
okay
with
him).
with Hanoi now
This ought lo remind people of
the role the Soviet Communist ParGood news that U of T will help
ly, the North Vietnamese Worker's
in a graduate engineering program
People's
Revolutionary
at HavanaT-wilh-CIDA funds! Good Parly,
Party oftheSouth
Vietnam,
and the
news that Japan is admitting some revisionist
CP's
around
the world
students from North Viet Nam! have played in destroying
This is a good time to revive the revolutionary struggle. Here at the
proposalmit ewhich
the Faculty
U of T. the CP has a few
on Vietnam
made toCom-the "Czechoslovakias"
of its own.
University in 1968 to set up an Students will long remember Phyllis
academic exchange with Hanoi. Clarke of the CP in the library sit-in
Nothing much came of the proposal last year, constantly urging us to
then. The uncertainties of wartime leave the Senate Chambers, hobprevented even a specific plan for
nob ing with "Robin", and pushing
Medical profession may have been male-oriented in past, but such an exchange. But, surely now, a strategy of negotiation and compchauvinism charge in Wednesday feature was wrong: writer.
the possibilities exist.
romise. Only a few days ago the CP

might look at the original "ten point
program"
of theof NLF
which called
for overthrow
"the camouflaged
colonial regime of the American
imperialists" as task number one.
Now correct me if I'm wrong, but
according to the treaty the
"camouflaged
regime" theof
General
Thieu colonial
is still running
South. This time it has a powerful,
well disciplined army, and the fourth
largestpare iltoairtheforce
in thetottering
world. regime
Comfeeble,
of Diem in 1954 and you have to
conclude that US imperialism is
more firmly entrenched in South
East Asia.
The imperialists have also made
inroads into North Vietnam, with
Hanoi's acceptance of the KissingerMarshall Plan. (Marxists call
"foreign aid" a type of imperialism.)
Nixon can count on the inaction of
Brezhnev
and Chou.
didn't tryor
and
stop him
mining They
Haiphong,
bombing the dikes. And if they do
get
offera bit
themcranky,
a wheatall hedeal,hasa tonewdo tvis
station,
or
a LincolnClubContinental.
The Communist
probably 1
settles for less: maybe a summer
vacation
conference. in Prague at an IUS
Vietnam is an obvious setback for
revolutionaries and communists.
The opportunist strategy of
negotiation instead of armed
struggle, and the dependence on
cheap
talk in Paris
The leaders
triedled toto thealterdefeat.
the
military approach,
from thewarinc-to
reasingly successful guerilla
positionalounters,battles
and
encwhich led to onetankdisaster
after another (Tet, Quang Tri, et
cetera).
But, at the heart of the revisionist
strategy for Vietnam lay the reliance
on
"nationalpolitics.
liberation"
"insteadandof
communist
The lawyers
local
capitalists
who
backed
NLF had no desire to liberate the
the
workers and peasants in Vietnam.
All they wanted to do was enhance
and strengthen their own position as
exploiters.
A word ought to be said about the
Trotskyite (of all varieties) attitude
lo the treaty. They are now critical
of its signing, although until a few
weeks
ago they line,
refusedclaiming
lo criticize
the NLF-DRV
that
victory was imminent ("On lo
Saigon").
is based on that
the
nationalistThisassumption
revolutionaries of one nationality
cannot criticize the struggle of
another, and on the traditional Trot
sophistry line that defeat is
necessary, valuable, el cetera.
Those with a truly internationalist
perspective have never been afraid
to criticize mistakes of
revolutionaries in other countries.
And, internationalists can be certain
that our disgust with the treaty is
shared by many in Vietnam, in spite
of Ihe chicanery of Hanoi pr-man.
Those who
the short-in
comings ofthepointed
fights forto socialism
Vietnam years ago did so in the hope
that defeat mighl be turned into
victory — not with a desire for a
didaclic setback, or a phony victory.
William Schabas
Canadian Party
(SCS)
of Labour
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McLaughlin
awaits
judgment
as trial ends
By LANNY COOKE
Crownto Attorney
testimony
testifiedon that
witness
police had
response
questions
or assaulting
guilty
question
favouriteto the
His favourite
"The stories
told Mother
by the defense
police according
on theindicated
that he had jumped
the McLaughlin's
jumped
McLaughlin
police witness, another
to one police.
According
witnesses
are like
Goose
was "I can't recall" and••'
"To the
''"
.
back
officer's
r.
office
his
best
of
my
recollection
.
.
put
McLaughlin
said, officer's
Donaldson
was evasive,
McLaughlin
that
concluded
Donaldson
But
back.
the
on
hand
nursery
rhymes"
Crown
Attorney
William Donaldson told the court
trying former U of T student Tom
McLaughlin yesterday.
The trial was adjourned yester- Defence
had difficulty presenting evidence
day until next Wednesday at 10
am in courtroom 3 1 in the Old City
"He stated he jumped on the how he got on the committee to
By ELAINE FARRAGHER
Hall when Judge Cloney will render
officer's
back (Ainnis) because he
Tom
McLaughlin,
accused
of
the theuniversity
his
on McLaughlin's
min stration toopen
stacks; adIn spitehadofalready
the factbeenthatheard,
Crownthe did not like the way the officer was negotiate with
chargejudgment
of obstructing
police during obstructing police in the breakup of evidence
handling
his
prisoner".
Kearns
said
Hall difficulty
occupa- Crown Attorney was allowed to call that "this was his explanation for Leah: "There was an election in
the breakup
tion, ran into Simcoe
considerable
tion of Simcoeof last
Hall.spring's occupa- last spring's
I was elected by the students
In his summation of the case in eliciting information at Tuesday's another witness for the prosecution what was reported he had done", which
as a member of the negotiating
to give
evidence directly related to and which McLaughlin denied.
yesterday, Donaldson accused the session of his trial.
the
case.
defense witnesses of fabricating their Judge Cloney made many
References to the nature or the
stories.
Cloney: "How was the vote
Thedone
judge ifadmitted
this can onlyis statement were made in court even
interruptions ofin six
McLaughlin's
He said that the witnesses told questioning
be
the
evidence
witnesses
about four different stories con- throughout the day and .several "minimally or marginally impor- before the judge had made a ruling, committee."
cerning what went on outside of the times cautioned one of the witnesses
so that the judge knew what it said
Leah: "The people raised their
tant" and only if it pertains to the even before it was allowed.
Senate Chamber previous to the for the defense. Randy Reynolds to defendent's
credibility.
Butit Cloney
arrests.
be
more
specific
in
her
testimony.
said
that
he
would
consider
only
in
Cloney: "It was a sort of
He cited McLaughlin as saying
The prosecution, without being
relation
toasMcLaughlin's
credibility
that he heard soineone talking out- Kor example:
interrupted,
stressed
the
fact
that
and
not
direct
evidence
of
his
side the chamber, but also telling the Reynolds: ". . . uniformed policeyahoo affair, was it?"
Reynolds was not a student at the impromptu
men came through the door and guilt or innocence.
Earlier,
after Leah had replied to
time of the occupation. But when
court,
"I didn'tclaimed
hear anything."
taken'?"
Donaldson
that Tony Bob Spencer was hit. . ."
she
tried
to
explain
why
she
felt
she
a
question
that
his first name was
The testimony accepted was that
Kearns, who said that had a right to be there, Cloney said Tony.
Cloney
answered
Leah's testimony
was entirely
Cloney: "Who hit him? One of the ofhe Detective
hands."
different
because he claimed
that he people
that
he
did
not
want
to
hear
her
"Tony
is
a
nickname,
eh? Ifback,
your
recorded
in
his
notebook
a
occupying the senate statement McLaughlin had made philosophy.
nickname was Squirt, I suppose
didn't hear anything said by the
vou'd sav your name was Squirt
when he was brought into the station
police.
Turn Walkom then testified, chambers'.'"
Leah once attempted to explain
after his arrest.
Reynolds: "No. a cop hit him."
according to Donaldson, that there
were words from the outside of the Cloney: "Well then, be more
chamber saying "You are all specific. This is a courtroom."
When McLaughlin questioned
trespassing."
Sword
failed to impress judge
"There is no possible reason why Reynolds about her treatment by the
clear the Senate Chambers, as he into increasing difficulty with the
they couldn't hear what was going cops and the treatment of others
By
PAUL
McGRATH
on,"
said
Donaldson.
He
charged
who
were
arrested,
the
judge
said
the university police force was session.
rules of evidence during Monday's
Last
year's
acting
U
of
T
that the words heard by the defense this evidence was irrelevant to his president Jack Sword staled Mon- fell
not large enough to handle the task.
Leah." Attorney William
Crown
witnesses were "in complete chaos." case and wouldn't be considered by
if he remove
He saidthose
they persons
were calledfromin "to
The attorney submitted that the him. But when McLaughlin objected had daytoldthat Uhe ofcouldn't
T policeremember
that occupiers
the Donaldson was quick to object to
police did give a warning before to cross-examination of Reynolds by of Simcoe Hall last March were to Senate chambers if they would not any violation of the rules, as
McLaughlin tried to introduce
as trespassers.
entering the Senate Chamber. "The the Crown as similarily irrelevant, he Hetreated
testifying at the trial ol According to a document evidence referring to past sit-ins at
others just didn't want to hear the the judge said the Crown was Tom was
the
Judge Cloney ruled
McLaughlin,
charged
with
"testing the credibility of the obstruction of police during the produced by the Crown Atlornev that university.
warning," he claimed.
incidents at the university
that was tosent,the signed
butpolice
undated,
by were past
"It boils down to a straight
not
relevant
to his case, even
Sword
Metro
shortly
of the occupation when
question of credibility," Donaldson witness".
The judge was reluctant to accept break-up
Sword called Metro police to evict after the incident, his instructions though a Simcoe Hall in 1970
concluded.
the
occupiers.
leave."
paralleled the occupation
or theAt defense
were that "only those who resisted closely
Donaldson then told the judge some
last March.
testimony.
one pointwitnesses'
he inIn the trial of Mark Goldblatl last were
to healsoarrested
or charged."
that there are "thousands" of
Rosenthal
came into trouble with
Sword
testified
that
he
had
terrupted
student
Tony
Leah's
Sword instructions
had testified that
that "ltheygavebe
"riots" like the occupation break testimony to state, "That seems nofall.explicit
over evidence. According to
posted
people
outside allthe those
doorsthatof Cloney
up.
When
questioned
by
the
judge
as
the
rules
of
evidence. Sword, a
Simcoe
Hall
notifying
to what he meant, he added that highly unlikely, but proceed."
or charged
trespassers."
However.
Judge asCharles
Dru- entered that they were doing so defense witness, could not be
In questioning Leah, McLaughlin regarded
Edmund Burke Society members
questioned over previous testimony.
if he that
had ever
attempted to find out whether Leah karsh concluded he was "not illegally.
oftentionattack
mentionedWhen
to U asked
of T police
they Detective Kearns. called to the stand
Hall. speakers at Convoca- knew that it wasn't Sword's voice impressed by (Sword's) manner" ol should
bv Donaldson, declared that he had
he
treated
as
trespassers.
that
he
heard
ordering
the
occupiers
testifying, "or the evidence he
He added that the atmosphere ol
heard Rosenthal tell McLaughlin
open the doors to the Senate
the Senate Chamber on the day of toChamber.
Sword
replied
that
he
couldn't
that
he could
read contrary
from Sword's
Under questioning from Mc- remember.
the arrests last March was conHe said he had done this under his earlier
previous
testimony
to an
ruling
by Cloney.
who is defending
himsistent with the "punching" of offi- The judge interceded, "He says he
self. SwordLaughlin,
testified
that on March
powers "related to the health of the
cers and "jumping" on officers.
doesn't know what voice it was. You 12. operating "under general in- institution", but added that he was "sneaky",
The judge
called him,
Rosenthal
and warned
"Step
McLaughlin, he said, obstructed a
structions as presiding officer of "hesitant to claim final authority."
ask him what voice it wasn't or
police officer arresting Mark can't
McLaughlin, and his aide U of T out of line once more and you'll be
the
Senate",
he
called
in
the
vou're
making
him
a
liar.
Don't
ask
Guldblatt. who was recently found him any more questions about Metropolitan
math
professor
Peter
Rosenthal,
ran
gave." Toronto Police to
excluded from this courtroom."

says
women,
are
statesmen
By DAVE LINE
Efficiency would be doubled ir 250 women were elected to the House of
David's
St.
to
according
Commons,
debating at Hart House Tuesday. Conservative MPP Margaret Scrivener,
Scrivener Tell that countries where women have been elected heads of
stale are rarlher ahead than Canada is and named India under prime
minister Indira Ghandi as an example. The question for Uebate was,
"Women have no place in politics", to which Scrivener was opposed.
have been excluded from politics because "man
that women
She statedanimal"
is a powerful
who does not wish to share his power with others. She
said it is Tor this reason also lhat "for centuries women have been treated as
chattel".
views, saying legislation intended to equalize the
Ayes opposed
sexes Theis ineffective
becauseher it cannor change the image of women, which they
fell was most important.
.
children they are socialized
They felt women are oppressed because as girls
are taught to play with
In childhood,
of inferiority.
todollsaccept
as boys are given guns and trucks,
roles, where
out maternal
and aactposition
one speaker pointed out.
many accomplishments of
Scrivener countered this point by listing
politcs, and tracing their fight for political equably through the
in
women
ages.
by the Ayes that
At the end of her 30 minute speech, it was suggested
might be more effective if she changed sides. This sentiment
Scrivener
received support from several members of the audience.
Walkom (IV UC). speaking from the floor, suggested that the:
reasonTomwomen do not take a greater part in politics is because it is so J|
"incredibly boring".
He -g1
the compatibility of the andsexes.
Another observer remarkedhaveon complimentary
strengths should 5
men and women itics.
that
suggested
£
work together in pol
men, as was a majority of the audience.
All four of the debaters were place
MPP Margaret Scrivener appeared at a Hart House
in politics was defeated 30 to 8.
The motion that women have no
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The law,
in all its magnificent equality
forbids the rich
as well as the poor,
to sleep under bridges,
to beg in the streets,
or to steal bread. .....
Anatole France
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foposing tactical manoevres. For
M£tects'
drawings,
li&d fairyland
picturehe —says:
one car
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T. 'ea*- exaggerated perspective,
P'n'ng in all its glory. You cannot

tight pictures with words. You must get an architectus diaboli to
do an aequally
withjamming
bare trees
under
leaden accurate
sky duringarchitect's
the rush drawing
hour, cars
the
foreground, washing hanging out, with the paintwork starting to
peel and the white stonework staining to grey in patches after a
season or two of exposure to smoke and fog."
Or when dealing with a press reluctant to give a campaign
event the publicity it needs: "one group of protesters used to
get excellent coverage through a member who used to ring the
press and television the day before in a hectoring upper-class
voice and tell them not to cover this exhibitionist display by a
tiny handful of trouble-makers, that it would be irresponsible to
publicize people who opposed the rightful authority, and that
he would make trouble If they sent their cameras and reporters
just because
the other
lot wereto recognize
covering the
it." limitations of the
It is important,
however,
approach of the Householder's Guide. It is a strictly defensive,
conservative approach, useful for preserving neighbourhoods,
but having little value for those seeking to re-structure blighted
areas, or those wanting to organize for wider social change.
The book is clearly conservative and middle-class in its
orientation (witness the title). It emphasizes the polite
organized approach of educated professionals in dealing with
bureaucracies — efficient in some instances, but hardly suited
to an angry working-class community aroused over basic
social inequities.
Beyond this, it even serves to deflect activism. With its
stress on opposition to government bureaucracies, it ignores
the main cause for the destruction of communities: the
imperatives of a social system based on private ownership of
land and corporations, imperatives which compel both
business and government leaders to act in socially destructive
ways.
Further, it helps to spread the fallacies of community
control, a concept which ignores the fact that power is
organized on a wider level than the community, and not
susceptible
to than
'community
control',a concept
that power
often
corporate rather
governmental,
which is
stresses
tne
supposed class
homogeneity
the it"community",
the opposing
interests ofwithin
which exist inrather
fact. than
It would be interesting to speculate, for example, how
much social change could be achieved if the energies used in
this type of organizing were directed to organizing against the
capitalist system itself.
Nevertheless, on its level, it does make a contribution.
While some of the tactical advice it proposes is well-known to
those who have worked in election campaigns or who have
read Saul Alinsky, a good deal of it is new, and interesting. And
some of it could even be adapted to radical kinds of organizing.
There is no alternative to the overthrow of the capitalist
system that lies at the root of most urban problems. But
campaigns directed at preserving neighbourhoods and trees
have some value, since it is desirable to preserve as much of
our urban environment as possible from being laid waste by
corporations and their bed-fellows in government. We have to
live in the present, after all, while organizing for the right to
determine our futures in socialism. And, since the revolution
isn't coming tomorrow, we're better off to at least have liveable
neighbourhoods and shady trees.
Antony Jay, The Householder's Guide to Community Defence
Against Bureaucratic Aggression, Clarke Irwin,.
Sarah Rothschild

Vancouver's "swinging" mayor Tom Campbell helped smash houses
-ind residents' groups opposed to redevelopment plans.

absolutely necessary turn out to be the product
portrayed
But projectsamong
"Progress" often threatens to destroy neighbourhoods.
of haphazard compromises
harriedas bureaucrats.
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Dropping
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Toy on target
i

Instead
that, of bombs
for the Festival of Children
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on the whole world
II
If the aeroplane
droppedagothe toys
ahadfortnight
and only now the bombs
my
two tochildren
thanks
yourhadkindness
would have
something to play with
for those two weeks
—Erich Fried
(On
the day
of thetoys,Vietnamese
'Festival
Children'
U.S.
bombers
dropped
for a single
day, of
on the
villages
that were
ordinarily subjected to heavy bombing. Because of the bombing,
some children In the villages had no eyes with which to see
the toys, or hands with which to grasp them.)

Director

wants
more
woman
how
it
applied
to
her
as
a
modern
feminist and to film
Sylvia spoke
Spring,Tuesday
Canada's
film rather than literature.
director,
night first
at the female
Faculty offeature
Education
Auditorium, as a participant in the continuing series of
She wondered about Woolf's ideal of "androgynous
lectures sponsored by the Interdisciplinary Studies fiction"
andto films
the necessity
sexuality,
looking
made byof transcending
other women one's
directors
for
Women's
Course
(INX
260,
Women:
Oppression
and
Liberation.
examples.
She
concluded
that
women
do
have
special
Spring made her first feature, Madeleine Is, in 1968 in vision which combines the personal, political, a and
arVancouver
in "pre-awareness
days". The
film concerns
firmly in which
a woman's
pointcaptured
of view. the
young
woman
who seeks escape,
thourgh
a fantasya
Withtistic, alanplanted
enthusiasm
quickly
clown on a magic island, from her. relationship with a audience, Spring described several films by women, and
domineering, egotistical, brutish pseudo-revolutionary
personal including
responses.Spring,
Mai Zetterling's
Girls their
had
man. The film ends with Madeleine, having rid herself of own
its audience,
shouting andThewaving
both the clown and the monster, standing alone and fists. Spring said that the film was not only deeply
laughing.
complex and superbly made, but obviously provided a
Spring now works in television, and is about to start much-needed "non-destructive" outlet for the repressed
her second feature, this time with an all-women crew anger
of the women in the audience.
working collectively, rather than in the hierarchies that
Nelly aKaplan's
fiancee duafterpirate
also
are normal in the film industry. Spring explained during showed
woman Latriumphing
a life(Dirty
as the Mary)
town slut,
her informal, personalized talk, that she had great hopes rising to expensive prostitution and thereby attaining
for women working In film, because she feels that women
both economic power and the means to revenge herself on all the people of the village who had used and
are more used to working co-operatively, without competition or battles of egos.
despised her.
Her first film was made with an all-male crew, who
Spring noted that most of the recent films by women
were all young purists interested only In the abstract are about women, and that a surprising number end with
ideal of Art. Now she is qustloning ail her earlier the women heroes laughing — her own, Kaplan's, and
assumptions about artistic standards and the Mireille Dansereau's La vie revee. which is the first
relationship between politics and art.
feature made by a woman in Quebec, and which this year
Spring outlined the thought-processes that she had won the special jury prize in the Canadian Film Awards.
gone through when asked to lecture. She took as her Spring told of a conversation with Dansereau, who said
model Virginia Woolf's A Room of One's Own, asking that the films must end with women laughing, since we

film-makers
are refusing to be victims any longer.
Spring mentioned her own experiences as a woman
filmmaker, her troubles in raising money to make the
films, her present rtssles with male co-workers at CBC,
and her plans for the future, which include forming her
own company, Fromunder Films, to make movies with
women crews.
She spoke of several other positive projects now
underway with women in film and the media. Last week
radio, television, and newspaper journalists met to discuss ways of combatting the negative images of women
perpetuated by men (and some women) in the media.
For the last five months a group of women has been
organizing a huge international festival of films by
women, to be held in the St. Lawrence Centre for ten days
in June, 1973. The festival will gather films from
the past and the present, from all over the world, in many
genres and styles, all made by women. Most of them
haven't been seen in Toronto before.
Spring concluded by showing a short film that she
made in 1967 as a pilot for her later feature. But just
before the film began, she asked some questions,
leaving them for the audience to think about.
What are our critical standards of film or any art?
Where did these standards come from? Are they maledefined? Are they suitable to women? Do the sexes
necessarily have the same artistic aims and ideals? Are
women
we
want ready
to? to reach the "higher realty" of pure art? Do
Kay Arm It age

a comedy by Randy Brown,
THE

SMC

LANDLORD

AND TENANT
Fri,
Thurs,
Sat.
3
2
Feb. 1

presents

ACT

Rm. 3, Vic College 8:30

RICHIE HAVENS
IN CONCERT
JOCK HARTY ARENA
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
KINGSTON
SUNDAY, FEB., 4, 8:30 P.M
TICKETS AT THE DOOR
$3.50

Film Club

.50
DLSTIN
HOFFMAN
LITTLE
Panavision9 Technicolor •
BIO MAN"
Friday February 29, Saturday February 3
7:30 & 10:00 P.M. — CARR HALL
Admission '1.00

St.COLLEGE
Stepften-ln-The-Fields
ST. ANDml BELLEVUE
fTw) Mockx
of SpuGuJ AVE.
The Hiv. C.A. Russell. B.A.. H.Th.
Or ga nisi and Choirmaster:
Wifna.m.Streiguii.
Mn. Bx.
8:00
Holy Communion
Breakfast
served
afterwards
1 1 :00 a.m. Choral Eucharist
7:00 p.m. Choral Evensong
Tta Rn. Bnct Stinil BJL. SJ.B.
Chaplain, Trinity College
"Religion.Discussion
Fiitn. and fotlowi
Thi Unhrersfty"
ALL WELCOME

PRESBYTERIAN
EW'S
ANDR
SSI
JUST SOUTH
OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.
11. A.M.
DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART
'A CHURCH HOME
FOR STUDENTS
AWAY FROM HOME'
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ACIMBA&
F M PRODUCTION
TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 20
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MAPLE LEAF
GARDENS
TICKETS
$4. $5. $6PlusTax
Available at all Sam s Stores
except Sherway,
Attractions
& MapleEaton's
Leal
Gardens.

IN CONCERT

santana
Bobby, Wpack
ONLY

LOSE

a
i

A SUPERIOR
PSYCHOLOGICAL
PMUHOUHT PC I WES
JAMES MASON ROBERT PRESION
BEAU BRIDGES

- Los Angeles Times
THRILLER!"

"CHILDS PLAT Si'FROCHMK SqSeYLUMET
CA^ MERRICK
DAVID MERPXX
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
Starts Friday!
Dally at 2:05 - 3:55 - 5:35 - 7:25 - 9:W

is offbeat
Verdoux
whether
Monsieur
Verdoux fafor;
others have
called themas
"With deep regret" wrote film
as elemental
and terrifying
critic James Agee in The Nation, merits such demolition.
My own feelings are in Lear. The fact Is, such a razor's
"I must postpone my attempt to
disarray. I enjoyed Verdoux, but
reacdepend that
almostyourwholely
review Chaplain's
Verdoux.
I cannot hopeMonsieur
to do it might easily have convinced edge tioniswill walked
on
what
you
expect.
You
might
justice. . . I think it is one of the very
myself intomovie.
thinking it checked
wasn't a even want to turn Verdoux into
When that, good
ever made." himself
at the risk of Agee
my fabricating one of those parlor games
best movies
composed
had
Agee to write three lengthy a weird, cryptic defense of the like "soul" vs "straight city" or
enough
"masscult" vs "mldcult" that
as ofaall"masterpiece".
The cleave the world neatly into two
columns on this 1947 film, his film
this is that I started
enthusiasm did not flag. In com- upshot
looking around and under the groups. Even that's OK, as long
parison to "this great poet and flaws
and clumsinesses to see
his
great
poem"
he
asserted,
what
else Verdoux had to offer. as you get out to see Verdoux.
"every movie since Modern
A few more words about
Times and Zero pour Conduite
First, it offers
most
disciplined
and Chaplain's
subtle dramatic
Agee. Dwight MacDonald, who
is These
so muchare child's
startlingplay."
comments performance. It offers some In- claims
to be himself
a friendsome
of Agee's,
years
spired grotesquerie on theAndpartit took it upon
about a film which is so ob- of minor
scure. You can investigate the offers ancharacters.
ago
to
explain
away
all that
unobtrusively extraordinary praise. Agee
had
matter further, If you wish,
because Monsieur Verdoux is in cohesive script, eloquent in its such a fine directorial sense,
according to his rationale, that
town now, at the Eglinton. I details.
None of these details is he remade every movie inside
recommend that you do.
his head. Then he proceeded to
It is an odd film. Henri forced. In fact (Chaplain not review,
not the actual film, but
being
one to soft-peddle his
Verdoux is a resourceful milq
u
e
t
o
a
s
t
o
f
a
bank
clerk
who.
fired from his job after 30 years,
devises other means to support
his wife and child. He is forever
darting off on journeys, and his
family thinks
an entrepreneur; so,withhima bracingly
ironic
eye,
does
he
see
himself.
"Business is a ruthless
business" he remarks at one
point, and an
he conducts
his own
with
impeccable
ruthlessness.
Verdoux's business Is
murdering rich, lonely women
and investing their money. He
seems to take particular delight,
not in murder, but in the suavity
and polish of his operations.
When a snoop from the
homicide bureau catches up
with him and expects to bully
the timid murderer into a confession, Verdoux dispatches
Chaplain as Verdoux woos the indestructible Martha Raye.
him smoothly, displaying only
the much more interesting
the
clipped
satisfaction
a
riverpoints)
realizedwhether
what the
an movie that existed in his
boat gambler or stock market directorI wonder
speculator might allow himself allusive, tightly-knit screenplay imagination.a curious criticism.
on bringing off a dishonest, but he had produced. This, I think, HowThiselseis does
a poem, or a
is illustrative of the basic
veryA neat,
deal; a indestructible
"killing".
brassy,
problem both with Chaplain and but by setting off reactions
woman (Martha Raye) is his one this movie. When he is con- within
painting, or filmimagination?
become "art"
scious of an effect and grasps MacDonaldthewrites
big failure. She has as many
as though a
lives as a litter of kittens, but for it, he is a botcher. When he film
were a pattern of light and
Verdoux doggedly persists in acts, or writes, or directs darkness
screen sixty
trying to do her in. These lethal through his instincts, he is an feet beforeon hisa large
eyes, caused by
artist.
schemes
supply
the
film's
farce,
Monsieur Verdoux is the beaming light through treated
and are the most sure-footed
moments in the movie (Chap- most ambitious and most celluloid. And this is how he
reviews them, in a crabbed,
lain's
indisputable
genius
being
a comic one).
schizoid
Chaplain's
films. mechanical way. Like John
Nowhere isof this
more apparent
It's the rest of the thing that than in the ending, where Ver- Simon's, his comments may be
bothers people. The icy, cynical
doux, his wife and child lost, his astute or informative, but they
dialogue has the portentous profession abandoned, allows are mere annotations. Both men
sound
of
scriptwriters'
himself
to be captured. With are monumentally unaphorisms, and there are, as bitter composure,
he addresses
always in Chaplain, glutinous the
imaginative reviewers.
Agee's
court, the press, even the writing, by contrast,
like Pauline
lumps of sentimentality. The church.
He
refuses
Kael's, isoffexciting
because
it
story lurches uncertainly from traditional cigaret on his waytheto strikes
so
many
sparks.
the philosophical to the the guillotine, but accepts a That is why Agee and Kael
macabre to the boffo. There are.
the two best writers on
in short, chinks aplenty in the glass of rum. "I've never tasted are
film in English, critics whose
movie (as there are in CaSome critics have lumped opinions are a delight to read
baret) for detractors to wedge these
rum before."
last moments together even on films never seen, or
their crowbars In and pull it with
the disastrous soliloquies long forgotten.
apart. What is disputable is in Limelight and The Great DicBUI MacVlcar
lan £t Sylvia
matured
There have been a great many trends and
adequate
back-up performance.
innovations in the music of the early sixties
Interspersed with Ian & Sylvia material that an
which was the home for folkies for whom "Four
almost capacity audience seemed to know and
Strong dianWinds"
of a CanaNational became
anthem.something
Ian & Sylvia,
the
love, were such songs as the "line-out" religious
folk-song
Grace", andin parts
a new onCanaoriginators of that classic, went on the boards at
dian epic"Amazing
lan is composing
the
Massey Hall last Sunday night to prove that their
current coast-to-coast tour — "The Grand
music has matured with the times. Oh they sang
Canadian
Tour",
lan's
introduction
of
close
"Winds"
alright, applauded
but saved encores:
it for one theof three
friend Adam Mitchell — a former rock musician
enthusiastically
main
— opened the second half of the concert, and
body of their concert was a rich blend of closeMitchell surprised the crowd with his own songs
which were inventive and above all humorous in
harmony
duets,
such
as
"Some
Day
Soon",
and
some throaty, sex.y_.b|ues solos from Sylvia, such
a Roger Miller kind of way.
as "Time For Change".
Probably the most critical thing a purist lan &
Sylvia's
style
diverged
considerably
from
the
accustomed wispy delivery of Baez-folky
Sylvia fan might remark regarding this concert
voicings, with her cocktail torch-blues version of
was that its brevity — slightly under the two and
"Losing
Is An David
Easy Wilcox
Game" earned
— a tune
on whichto
a half hour accepted time limit — was not
lead guitarist
an ovation
Dick Loney
correspondingly
from
the normal concertmarked
prices.by any reduction
signify approval of his excellent licks as he led
the Great Speckled Bird to an uninspired, but
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Falstaff surpasses flaws
It took a great deal of persuasion on the
(this is a chamber opera) forced them to strain,
part of librettist Arrigo Bolto to get the aged
thus exaggerating the discrepancies between
Verdi to write one last opera. That opera,
their
strongwasand constantly
weak registers.
In Act ofII. Ford's
Falstaff, was first performed in 1813 in Verdi's
big aria
In danger
being
80th year, setting to music a skillful libretto for
swamped by the trumpet accompaniment, acwhich Bolto drew heavily on Shakespeare's
tually fading to inaudibility in the lower registers.
comedy The Merry Wives of Windsor. The
This Is not to fault the singers but rather the
orchestra for the lack of sensitivity by which
mainstay
of Boito's
arguments is the
libretto itself.
Gone persuasive
are the maudlin
such
vocal shortcomings are usually bridged.
plots,
the
melodramatic exaggerations of Aide and
The orchestral tempi were generally good,
Trovatore; Falstaff is a tightly woven comic
both stage and pit skilfully commanded by
Maestro Barbinl. The brass sounds of the score
opera
where music and action are inextricably
intermeshed
characters are painted with
were quite strong, and unequally matched by
both words andand notes.
the required contrast of quick soft string notes.
Violins were at fault here, with sloppy phrase
Its completeness and self-sufficiency make
Falstaff a difficult opera to stage. The University
endings and a general lack of finesse, especially
of Toronto Opera Department did a generally
in accompanying the "patter-songs" in Act I.
splendid job in this regard, when they perVerdi's writing here has been compared by
formed
Verdi's
comic
masterpiece
at
the
some
Wagner;chromatic
yet Verdistorms,
takes turns
Wagner's
MacMHIan Theater, January 24 to 29.
upward tosweeping
them
Vocally, the production was strong,
upside down and serves them softly, with
especially the two male leads, Avo Kittask
detache
. phrasing.
Unlike merely
some serves
of Verdi's
(Falstaff) and Glyn Evans (Fenton). Kittask,
operas, where
the orchestra
as an
who sang this role in the Falstaff fragment
amorphous
setting
for
opulent
ariatic
jewels,
presented in 1971 has a powerful voice and fine
Falstaff requires perfection of every intricate
comic timing. As he lumbered on stage in Act 111,
detail both on stage and in the pit to put the
production across.
his bald dome festooned with stag's antlers, he
resembled some grotesquely rotund Wotan, the
Stage direction was difficult to judge in Act
classic everyman, cuckolded by the world. Of
I. since the cast seemed a little tired of the
the merry wives, Jill Pert as Dame Quickly made
slapstick shenanigans required. Added to this
the most of this well-written comic role, with
was an unusually somnolent audience. January
much gesturing and mugging. The major
29, resulting in a visually flat beginning. The
problem confronting some of the singers was
pace picked up in Acts II and III. and the fairy
that an excessively loud and brassy orchestra
scene at the end was a delight. Considering the
economy of set changes, the sets designed by
Ed Kotanen were rather drab in colour and
contour while the doorways and platforms often
seemed to obstruct the flow of movement The
colourful and imaginative costumes (including a
Dr. Cajus dressed as the perfect Elizabethan
fop.
completewerewitha delightful
Walter Raleigh's
hat
and beard)
contrast collar,
and great
credit to Suzanne Mess, the designer.
Much has been said about the inferiority of
Act III In comparison to the rest of the opera. It Is
static in action, and musically Verdi (who Is said
to have drawn considerably on Beethoven for
Inspiration) almost capsizes the boat with his
own version of the Grosse Fuge. Whatever the
answer to these problems, it is not in the
dancers who appeared ex machina in this act to
gesticulate in an uncoordinated fashion during
Nanetta's one big aria. While dancing is
"traditional"
in operas,
no traditional
opera,
and must
be treatedthiswithis consideration.
Avo Kittask sings as the great Falstaff.
Tony Jahn
Mahler,
I do not believe Gustav
Mahler's seventh
anywhere
near as symphony
good as hisis
fifth, sixth or ninth symphonies,
but it does pack a wallop and
emerges filled
Mahler's
customary
brilliantwith
instrumental
flourishes, and long elevant
melodic lines. A more or less
recent recording by Raphael
Kubelick and his Bavarian
Radio Symphony (from his integral set) has stiff competition
with the also recently released
version of Solti and the Chicago
Symphony, which some consider among the three best
orchestras in the world.
Kubelik has a fine feeling for
detail (as does Solti), and the
lyrical line of a piece. The andante amoroso receives an especially gracious and fluent
reading. Consequently, this
seventh is idiomatically
accented and nicely outlined.
Like Solti at times, though, he
does not fully enhance the tone,
but rather leaves the strings to
decide their own power output
— an undemanding conductor
is like a low-power amplifier.
Depending on the listener, this
is a good or bad thing. It is not
Bernstein's way, and if it is not
your way ofyouthe should
version
seventh.turn to his
Kubelik Is probably more at
home in the serener Mahler, like
the sixth, and the fact that his
old Brahms Fourth is one of the
best in the catalogue supports
this notion. The DGG sound is
fine, although the trumpet was
slightly distorted throughout. A
concluding remark might be
that if you like (and of course

Chopin
fill discs
you should — the point is if playing. Either Davis or the
engineers muted the sound — it
you're
a nut on) inner
the orchestra,
Kubelikvoices
givesof is deep but shy on highs.
each one opera diva attention. Piano Music of Chopin, Ivan
Davis. SPC 21071, list $6.29.
Mahler's
Symphony,
Kubelik andSeventh
the Bavarian
Radio London Four Phase.
Symphony, DGG. list $13.96.
Here is more Chopin, but by a
There are many solo piano resident master (residing in this
Chopin discs coming out these century, that is). Vladimir.
is not too keen on
days, and of course "that's what Ashkenazy
recording these days, but he did
we
Ivanwant"
Davischorus
is a Chopin
relative buffs.
new- agree to do two concerts before
comer to the international con- cameras for Allegro Films and
cert stage and one of his first both sound tracks are being
Londonto disrecordings is an all-Chopin ef- sold cs.separately
is ondevoted
the
fort. The pieces include the Fan- FuneralSide One
March sonata (no.2)
tasia Impromptu in C sharp
and
is
as
finely
architected
as
minor, a Barcarole in F sharp
minor and the famous Valse in any recently making its entry
into the catalogue. And since we
Cthese
sharpworks
minor.is Davis'
tone in can
comparatively
take his proficiency for
unpoetic, although it Is rounded granted, it Is nice to be lulled
and at times eloquently un- through the nocturnes (nos.1
derstated when the notes de- and 2 of opus 15) without biting
mand, as in the opus 10 Etude. our nails over how he will
manage with the Grand Valse at
His choice of phrasing seems the
end of the second side. The
often dictated by the difficulties
work on side 2 is the A flat
of the score rather by his other
mazurka.
mastery of those difficulties. In
The sound, unlike the Phase
other words, certain passages
sound the way they do because Four disc reviewed above, Is
he might not be able to play sharp, natural, as well as amply
them articulately any other way. resonant. Part of the credit can
But we can only make go to the Allegro taping
engineers. (Allegro Films, by the
judgements
like this because
we have Rubinsteins
and way, Is a non-avant-garde yet
extremely
enterprising
Rachmaninoffs who have done
of art films, which
as they pleased, and producer
both the CBC, channel 19 and
superlatively. There was a nice NET
are wisely picking up.) The
ruminative delicacy in the first televised
will be seen
Ballade, and in general much sometime concert
the near future.
fine playing. So the record may Chopin inRecital.
Vladimir
well serve as an Introduction to
London CS 6794.
Chopin for initiates as well as to Ashkenazy.
List
price,
$6.29.
Ivan Davis for Chopin buffs
Ian Scott
hitherto unacquainted with his
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Colonial
obbySt.
203 BYonge
COMING SOON:

Blue Bland

JAMES
COTTON
BLUES

BAND

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT iopmullwhe^veb FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
FEB. 2-3 - $2.50 - LUKE GIBSON
AND THE KILLALOE MOUNTAIN BAND
FEB. 9-10 - $1.50 THE STRING BAND
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The Varsity Board of Directors invites applications for the
position of Editor-in-Chief of The Varsity for the 1973-74
academic year. The Editor is responsible to the Board in all
matters affecting the newspaper. As the job carries
considerable authority, applicants should submit detailed
proposals for the management of the paper. These may
include proposed changes in the current format, editorial
policy, or internal structure, and names of prospective staff.
The amount available for production staff salaries in recent
years has ranged from $7,500 to $10,800 per publishing year,
including a salary of $3,150 for a full time editor.
Applicants will be interviewed both by the current Varsity
staff and the Board of Directors, with the Board making the
final decision. The editor may be removed from his or her
post only by concurrent decision of The Varsity staff and the
Board.
Address
written applications to:
Jack Gray
Chairman
Varsity Board of Directors
91 St. George St.
Toronto 5
Closing date for submission
5 p.m., Wednesday, February 14, 1973
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Nikolai Gogol's The Inspector General
opened a Toronto Workshop Productions
last week. It plays Tuesdays through Sunreview. days. For more information, see today's
Juno and the Paycock opened Tuesday
night at the Irish Arts Theatre. West Park
Shool. Sean O'Casey's classic runs until
Februarytinues at18.
Touch of theCentre
Poet conthe A St.Lawrence
(see
today's review), as does Two Gentlemen
of Once
VeronaHamlet
at the has
O'Keefe
Centre.its run at
completed
UU
Hart
House
this
weedend,
Little
Me, a Neil
at
Simon musical will take its place. Victoria
su
College Music Club will present it from
p
February 6 to 10 at 8:30 pm. Tickets are
and $2.50.
r of Power concert $2.00
War-Towe
The
Tonight and tomorrow night you can
slated for Thursday has been cancelled.
One of the members of War is Canadian see The Landlord and Tenant Act a comand would not be able to return to the US
edy by Randy Brown (who very well may
until his working papers were approved. be a student but we are not certain). This
led
will
take place in Room 3 of Victoria
The
concert
may
be
reschedu
in
The women's studies course in the
<;ents. at 8:30 pm. Admission is fifty
College
Interdisciplinary Studies department is March.
If you're ever browsed through a well
continuing its series ot lectures in the stocked
record
store,of you've
probablyby
second term, through February and noticed the
myriad
new albums
March. The lectures, which are open to
you've never heard (an probably
men, take place every Tuesday at 7:30 groups
College of never will, thank to the restricted playlist
of the
auditorium
in the (on
pm
Education
the south
side of Bloor policy of Toronto's only so-called
"progressive"
between Spadina and Huron.)
recently, Iradio
used station,
to wonderCHUM-FM).
about the
This Tuesday, a film on 'Sexuality and Until
kind of music that was hidden under the
Communication' is being presented. On plastic-covered jackets, destined to reFebruary 20, Lorenne Clark speaks on
main unheard unless I risked the cash. But
male roles and male sexuality. On
lately I've been afforded the pleasure (?) of
February 27. there is a panel discussion of listening
records
radical lesbianism. Welfare and single and I soonto stacks
reached oftheunplayed
conclusion
that
parent families are the topic on March 6, they are almost
all
garbage.
The
main
followed on March 13 by a panel on
reason that I'm telling you this is that even
women in the penal system. The March 20 though
95 per cent of it is trash (compared
lecture is on communal living and day
care, and the final one, on March 27, has to about 70 percent of the things that do
is still a lot of truly great
Abigail Hoffman speaking on women ih get
musicplayed)
that isthere
overlooked.
the athletic profession.
Two albums in particular have caught
ear inthem
the last
and I've The
yet
tomy hear
on few
any months
radio station.
best is the second LP by a four-man
Caravan. Waterloo
group iscalled
English
Lilly
(London)
a well-produced
blend of
intelligent
rock
with
strong
Friday and Saturday St. Mike's is The flowing melodic shiftsjazzled overtones.
by
Steve
running
GreatIt Miller's (not the guitar player) beautiful
American Arthur
WesternPenn's
Epic,crack
LittleatBigtheMan.
electric piano and Pye Hasting's guitar are
isn't the GreatstuffEpic,
entertaining
alongbut thethereway isandplenty
someof reminiscent of Stevie Winwood and Dave
that is quite sensitive, particularly In com- Mason at thir best. A twelve-minute
parison to other entries in the G.A.W.E.
of tunes beginning with "The
sweepstakes. With Dustin Hoffman and melange
Love in Your Eyes" really deserves to be
Chief Dan George. $1. Also Friday The heard. The song begins in the style of the
Blues and quickly shifts into
Battle
Algiers angry
plays the
Roxy.retains
It's a Moody
traffic type music featuring piano, flute
moving,ot deeply
movie99c that
guitar.other interesting album is
its political committment without idealizing andThe
the Resistance or caricaturing the French.
Sunday night, the SMC Sunday series Introducing The Iceman's Band (Mercury). The LP features the instrumental
continues with Welles' The Magnificent
of Jerry aButler's
back-up background
quartet and
Ambersons, one of Bill MacVicar's alltime work
intersperses
Few Female,
favourites.
On Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, vocals. The music is mostly original and
Emile de Antonio will be on display at the well arranged and owes a lot to Isaac
Roxy along with his films: Tuesday, In the Hayes (and maybe even Herbie Mann) for
Year of the Pig and Mlllhouee, its funky sound.
Wednesday, Point of Order and
Mlllhouse, and Thursday, his new film
Painter*. 99c.
All week, La Vrale Nature de
Bernadette, the most praised Quebec film theatre
since Mon Oncte Antolne, continues at
The Drama Centre presents The
Cinematumiere.
it. $2, 1 think.
a play by Maurice Maeterlinck,
And
the Avenue Haven't
CinemaseenIs reviving
Bob Intruder,
February
9, 10 at 8:30 pm.
and Carol and Ted and Alice. 1 wonder Maeterlinck 7.was8,called
Seventy Six is hosting students
a mystic and his PatGallery
how it looks in retrospect. If you go, be plays were termed symbolic.
and Brian Neal until February
like 4. At Morley
the
Shaw-Rlmmlngton
Gallery, which
sure to avoid Getting Straight, the com- to define silence and examinePeople
stillness.
panion feature. I think it is the worst movie Maeterlinck believed he wrote plays.
is
closed
Mondays,
the Society of CanaThe
I ever saw.
dian
Artiste
has
an
exhibition
Intruder Is the second he wrote. Richard February 16. Beginning Saturday untiluntil
Sholchet Playing at the Studio Theatre. 4 25 at the Art Gallery of Ontario is the
an
Glen Morris Street. Admission free.
of paintings and sculptures of
Global Village premieres yet another exhibition
Dutch
artist
Karat
Appel.
There
is
a
public
musical on February 8. with low price tour the first day at 2:30 and others on the
February 6 and 7. This time it's 7.8 and 10.
The Stanley Steamer coffeehouse is in previews
Eyes, "a gothlc musical", described as a
danger of ending operation. It will be open "blend
of
Gothic sensibility and cononly tonight this weekend, and needs all
temporary emotionsSaturday
set to music."
It runs
with regular
the support it can get. String Band, Tuesday through
featuring Bob Bossin, can be heard for seats S3. 50, students and seniors. $2.00
only $1. The Steamer is located in the and rush seats $1.50.
U of T Troupe Cafe Theatre brings
basement of Neill-Wycik College on to The
life its cabaret in the sub-basement of
The University of Toronto Concert
Gerrard Street, east of Yonge.
Three expatriates from the U.S., who the Pratt Library on February 8 at 8:30 with Band presents the second performance of
reside in England, make up the soft rock an evening called Tardleaquement le its tenth anniversary -season on Sunday,
February 4 at 3 pm in the MacMillan
group, America. Their sound is dominat- votre.
Two interesting openings will take place Theatre of the Edward Johnson Building,
ed by accoustic guitars and Crosby-StlllsNash-type harmonies. America is at Mas- on February 6. Toronto Free Theatre will playing music by Shostakovich, Gustav
sey Hall tonight.
dealing Hoist, the E flat trumpet conrerto of
Luke Gibson and the Killalo Mountain feature
with the Gabs,
myth ofa "serio-comic
Louis Rlel andplay"
his general,
Hummel and Bartok's Petite Suite. Soloist
Band is at Etherea Restaurant in Gabriel Dumont. The theatre is located at in the Hummel is Stephen Chenette, new
Rochdale, tonight and tomorrow. The set 24 Berkely Street, near Front and Parlia- faculty member, and Melvln Berman conducts. No admission charge, no tickets
ment. At the Tarragon Theatre, you can
starts at 10 p.m. and admission Is $2.50.
John Allan Cameron, a fine country-folk see another play by David Freeman, the required.
On February 4 at 3:30 pm at the Meeting
fiddler hailing from Cape Breton, is at the ■ author of Creeps, (a successful work
Rtverboat Coffeehouse, 134 Yorkvllle, until dealing with the lives of cerebral patsy Place on the Scarborough ctmus, the
victims). This one Is called Battering Ram. famous guitarist Siegfried Behrtnd will
Sunday. Call 922-6216 for Information.
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play works by Newsidler. Bach, Becker.
Sor, Busottl, Haubenstock Ramati,
Luciano Berio, McCabe. He is accompanied by his wife, Claudia Brodzlnska. The concert is free and guitar
maniacs should flock to the concert (not to
mention regular music freaks).
The Toronto Symphony will be
conductedductor, by
popularde Spanish
Rafael the
Fruhbeck
Burgos conin a
performance
of
Haydn's
second
or
third
best symphony, the 88th. Furtwangler fans
will be listening with ears attuned to the
register of the Berlin Philharmonic in the
performance of this work, which is
otherwise under-represented in the
current catalogue. Other works In this
concert
dispensable
concerto, are
but Bruch's
perhaps made
not so byviolin
the
playing of Pinchas Zukerman, violinist and
De Falla's
much-played Hatbutballet
yet muchloved
Three-Cornered
suite.
(We apologize to all Mozart enthusiasts
for our unfort'-nate neglect of the Mozart
Requiem placed last week.)

The Bartok Quartet has come and gone,
and on February 9 the Orford Quartet will
play at the St.Lawrence Centre at 8:30 pm.
This notice Is really for the ten or fifteen
ambitious melomanes who will wait who
knows how long for the returned tickets
for this sold-out concert of works by
Prokofiev (quartet no.2) and Elliot Carter
(no.2 — nice to see this composer on this
quartet's program). Paul Armin, viola,
joins the foursome after intermission for
Ludwig Van B.'s string quintet In opus 29
in C major. This work is less delightful
than the piano quartets and of course the
early quartets, but in its Mozartian (very
Mozartian)
listening to.rigour, it has much to say worth
At the Edward Johnson Building this
week there is: Harold Clarkson, cello at
8:15 in the Concert Hall, Marilyn Anthony. French horn, at 5:15 February 5,
Patricia Wait, clarinet, at 8:15 pm on
February 7. All these are free. On Thursday, Februry 8 Richard Bunger delivers a
lecture-cum-illustratlon
of the Avant-Garde at 2:10entitled
In the "History
concert
Hall. Also free, no tickets required.
Ulli Diemer
Editor
Macvicar
Assoc.
art Editor Bill
theatre
eleanor
coleman
bob
bossin
movies
allan mandell
ian scott
Ian
pop
music
bill macvicar
books
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University
of Ottawa
may
drop
football
nol, ihey will decide the fate of some
would be in favor of support through other,
OTTAWA (CUP) — An enrolment
In a January 3 meeting, the
Dean
of
Physical
Education,
less expensive activities.
decline and an ensuing projected Sports Advisory Council, a nine- Dr. Bill Orban. admitted university an increase in their fees."
Students now provide $ 134.000 of
deficit oT two to three million dollars member autonomous body with five administrators may be shocked by
A referendum in mid-March will the athletics' operating budget of
for 1973-74 may take their toll on student members, told the university (he suggestion to drop football,
about SI96.000. With or without the
sports at the University of Ottawa. administration that if it completes while a suggestion to drop a less probablycrease theiraskactivities
the students
in- university's grant, Turgeon claims
fees fromto $16
Students and faculty of the plans to cut back seven per cent of expensive sport would have a higher
to S25. Orban and University of he cannot operate on less than
university's
Physical
budget, the uni- chance of beingministration.
approved.
ad- Ottawa Athletic Director Carol S 200.000.
Education willSchool
know ofwithin
two each faculty's
Orban said, Thesimply
versity's
intercollegiate
football
Turgeon
both insist there will be Last winter, students defeated a
weeks how much money they must program will be the first sports asked "what implications would be
ask the students for to continue their activity to go. But that may be just a created" by the proposed budget a need for more money — and thus a referendum virtually identical to the
referendum
— whether or not the proposed March one.
threat.
intercollegiate sports program.
reduction. When it learns phys ed
reduces the sports The university's deficit is typical
would cut football, it may consider administration
budget,
of financial situations for most
notIf culling
that
faculty's
budget.
universities. However,
the administration does reduce
"The only difference will be the Canadian
only Brandon University,
amount
asked
and
the
arguments
threatened
with its existence, has
the
Gees"sports
may budget,
still not Ottawa
have to go."Gee- used." Orban said. If ihe budget is said it wil drop ils intercollegiate
Intercollegiate Hockey
students will decide whether
"I'm optimistic," Orban said cut,
Januarv 25. "that the students Ottawa wants a football team: if sports program.
Eastern Section
games win loss lie for
Toronto
11 II 0 0 97 against
21 22
Laurentian
12 8 3 1 75 40 points
1715 !
York
11 7 3 1 76 43
Ottawa
10 6 3 1 65 13250 „
11 6 4 1 67 42 13
CarleUin
13 2 10 1 49
Queen's
-6
12 0 12 0 28
0
Ryerson
sportalk
(Standings up to January 25)
Interfaculty volleyball Division I Benson Building . . . U of T track place . . , OWIAA women's fencing
82
lake place in the
playoffs begin M onday . Knox team participates in Ihe Maple Leaf championships
finished
in first place in regular Indoor games ihis afternoon from 1- Benson today from 10 am to 6 pm
17
season play, with Erindale and Eng I 3 pm . . . women's ice hockey team and tomorrow from 9 am to 2
Western Section
lied for second place and Med A in defeated McMaster 2-0 in Hamilton pm . . . University of Ottawa hosts
Western
12 9 3 0 85 51
Waterloo
last place. Eng I plays Erindale Wednesday night. The team plays Ihe women's gymnastics champII 8 2 1 75
Monday al S:30; Knox goes against York at the arena this evening at 6
96
41
10
7
3
0
64
ionships tomorrow . . . this weekend
Guelph
IK
Meds Tuesday al 8 pm. . ■ . hockey pm . . . women's senior basketball Han House hosts a chess club
11 5 6 0 48 5837 10
Windsor
team
defeated
York
Tuesday
12 3 9 0 46
McMaster
Blues then
play lake
Ottawaon Gee-Gees
tonight
championship. The tournament will
and
Carleton Ravens
II 3 8 0 42 56 146
Lutheran
evening 64-32, with Chris Crawford he a five round Swiss held in two
tomorrow afternoon. Bolh games and Terry Knighl scoring 15 points sections . . . women's intermediate
B.G
II 1 10 0 31 99
Brock
are in Ottawa ... basketball Blues each. Toronto plays Queen's tonight
Wednesday night.
volleyball
defeated Brock 3-1
hosl
University
of
Western
Ontario
at
7
pm
in
ihe
Benson
Building
in
a
(Standings up to January 31)
Muslangs tomorrow al 2 pm in the must- win game for first
REPORT FROM
HANOI
BY
Andrew Brewin, M.P.
THE FUTURE OF
VIETNAM
Saturday. Feb. 3 at 3:00 p.m.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
371 BLOOR ST.W.
Sponsored by Faculty Committee an Viet Nam
(University of Toronto) & Voice el Women.
925-0912 486-6226

Universities unite in
North America, The COU is comBy DON MOWAT
Dependence upon a single source
posed of fourteen member uniof funds has been "a powerful in- versities. plus several postsecondary
institutions which have
c
e
n
t
i
v
e
"
f
o
r
universities
to
adopt
collective action, stated John B. observer status.
Macdonald, executive director of Macdonald cited "the threat of
the Council of Ontario Universities. unilateral action by government" as
Macdonald, who spoke at a another driving force behind the
meeting held at OISE last COU. When asked whether the universities had been consulted before
Wednesday afternoon, is head of the
largest consortium of universities in the current capital freeze was imposed upon them by (he Ontario
government. Macdonald replied:
"The answer is no; they simply

unclassified
BATTERING
RAM byopens
David Feb.
Freeman
(author
ot CREEPS)
6 at
Tarragon Theatre, 30 Bridgman Ave.
BalhursI
&
Dupont
531-1827.
PREVIEWS
pay-what-you-can Sun. Feb. 4 & Mon. Feb.5 at 6:30 Reservations 531-1827.
MARX BROS. FESTIVAL Fri., Feb. 2. Duck
Soup,
Coconuts.
Sat.,
Feb. 3,Monkey
Animal Business
Crakers, A Horse
Feathers.
Duck
Soup.
Room
3154,
Med.
Scl.
Bldg.
Starting 7:30 p.m.
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE
Theses, Essay
French,typewriters.
Latin - 713
Experienced typists -- Electric
Spadlna
7624. Avenue [South ot Bioor) 922MAN, 39, touring Europe, May to Sept.,
in rented van, 2 or 3 others to share expenses, $1,200or -weekends.
$1,500 eat*, call 6220768 evenings
EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to
LONDON (rom $79 one way or $155 return
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC,
44 St. your
GeorgeStudent
St., Toronto
962-84(W
Council. 5,416BOOK
EARLY AND- or SAVE
ACAPULCO FOR S199.00 (6 dayi i
Departures every SUNDAY In Feb. (Stuuy
Weeks)sport,
(romaccommodation
Toronto, (doubles),
includes ]et trandiscos. Contact
AOSC 44 St. Georgeparses,St..
Toronto
Council. 5, 416-962-8404 or your St Jdenl
TRAVELLING IN EUROPE INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student
rallpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable
chariernow(lights,
ate, all available
(rom: camping
AOSC, 44toursSt.
George St., Toronto 5, 416 - 962-8404. (The
Studentdent Council)
Travel co-op owned by your stuWHY FREEZE? Used fur coats Irom $10.00
Paul MagderQueenFurs 4 - Dundas)
202 Spadlna
Ave.
(Between
Excellent
selection ol (un furs, trade Ins accepted
We buy used
Thur-Frl
till 6 pm(urs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6

BIBLIOGRAPHIES compiled (or your
term-papers
20 items).yourIncrease your (approximately
elllciency and improve
marks by writing more professional
papers,
based
on
thoroughly
researched
relerences. Reslricted to Natural
and
Social Sciences. For intormation phone
783-4967 or write Meredith Associates.
Bibliography
Box 104.
Toronto.
PleaseSection,
slate topic
and Slalion
course. S.
DISTRESS SALE, portable typewriter.
Olympia- phone
SF33,evenings
bought at920-8721
S63. - will sell at
$65.
REWARD: (or black 8. white Cardtn scarf ol
very
great Edward
sentimentalJohnson
value. building
Lost Friday&
between
Massey College. Please contact: J.
Lindsay, 928-2775.
NEED A GOOD PLACE to live? Grad.
student
looksRobert
(or someone
to share
nished flat.
St. (1 block
west lur-ol
Spadina). Own room. $50/month (incl.
utilities
phone). Call Peter
962-8771.
KARATE andTOURNAMENT
(Intercollegiate),
starting at 10:00 a.m. Saturday Feb. 3 In
Hart House main gym. Free admission —
everyone welcome.
GOING TO ENGLAND THIS SUMMER?
Spacious
to sublet,
garden.
Situated inflatcentral
London,4 rooms,
twenty minutes
Irom West End. Available April 10 —
September 1. £12 per week. Phone
961-3549.
ENGINEERS, chemists, physicists HP35
used only
4 months S300
orpocket
best calculator
olfer 967-5393
evenings.
Anne
Ste.
ML
SKI QUEBEC: In Old Quebec Feb.Clly 14-I9th.
accomodation
and all
(or just S70.00, call Brian
transportation
266-1369 - John 267-4166
HE LP I Mother & young family needs
liberating!
Babysitter
hal(-days every
week. wanted
Hours can1 or (it2 days
aroundor
classes. Located on Summerhlll Ave. in
Rosedale, on bus route. Call Mary at 9228906

can you fight your
way out of this bag?

HART HOUSE
SERVICE
Sundays, 11 a.m.

face

of state power
Academic Planning, has resulted in
announced
freeze." government a "careful use of resources."
Macdonaldthe termed
Macdonald voiced a concern over
proposals to raise graduate school
"predatory
recruiting" on the part
fees
to
$900
"
punitive"
and
"damaging to the welfare of of some universities, and noted that
in
the
last
year,
had "tried
very
graduate
students."
The
COU
has
hard to obtain they
students
to secure
recommended $600 fees.
Another example of government their financial security" (provincial
arbitrariness, he suggested, was its grants
the basislo ofuniversities
enrolment).are ThemadeCOUon
limitationTheof COU,
teachinghe asistanls'
salaries.
said, had has established a committee to
persuaded the governmenl to apply report on the ethics of recruiting.
The problem with such committee
this only to future assistants.
findings is that not all universities
planning
on the part
theEfficient
COU and
its subsidiary
body,of will
honour commitments to uphold
the Advisory Com mitt ee on them. Macdonald therefore advocated that the COU "consider
publicly censuring universities that
Get a new look
do not agree to collective decisions."
at life with
Contact Lenses !

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

KARATE

printing

TOURNAMENT
O.U.A.A.

INVITATIONAL

Saturday, February 3rd
ATHLETIC WING - HART HOUSE
STARTING AT 10:30 A.M.
ADMISSION FREE

typesetting
S90^XX>vvoids
stoPeflr jntprin K ss
201queenwLa
864-19(77
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

s
sport

Queen's

students

control

athletics

to university
but are responsible
Wednesday we looked at the history of
decisions. It was agreed that Intramura
propriatecommittees
Men's andes Women's
. The Committe
l Athletics
are alpolicy-makking
within the newof each committee)
changeat intheathletics
at Queen's
and
philosophy
and University,
premises framewor
should be composed
most entirely student-controlled, with an
specially-selected students and of other additional two or three non-voting
adopted
Principal's
Advisory
Committee byontheAthletics
on which
the qualified
members.
persons.
changes were based.
Therefore, It recommended that there
Appointments to the Council and to the
Today we reveal the organizational be the five above-mentioned committees, committees are made on a two-year
strucutre at the university as provided for responsible to the University Council on overlapping basis to ensure continuity and
in the Queen's University Council on Athletics, and that they be directly con- the development of some expertise in
Athletics Constitution, and also, the unicerned with policy-making and budgeting athletics policy-making by student
members. The chairman of each commversity administration's
assumption of in each of their respective areas.
it e iselected annually by members of the
leadership
and administrative
Composition of the Ave committees
responsibilities.
The structure was set-up with the respective committees.
provision for a better-than- parity situation
The executive officer for each
— in fact, a guaranteed student majority
The principal's Advisory Committee on on each committee. Queen's has accepted committee is responsible for:
Athletics argued that athletics are an in- the idea that students who pay for the
• Planning and administering the daytegral part of the educational process of
operation of the program.
of the athletic program should to-day
the university and that the organizational majority
•
Providing necessary liaison with the
in the administrative structure Administrative
structure and policy-making for athletics asparticipate
Office for Athletics and
a
majority.
should parallel those of other university
In the recreation services committee, Physical Education.
entities.
• Representing the committee at
The Committee therefore recommen- for example, of a total of 10 voting appropriate
meetings of external athletics
ded that a University Council on Athletics members, six are students. The Men's and
Women's
Intercollegiate
Athletics
Comorganizations.
be formed by the Senate.
each have a total of seven voting
• Bringing forward recommendations
The Committee gave three reasons for members,mitteesfour
of whom are students (in regarding policy and budget, and imthe recommendation: first, to bring
athletics under the direct control and
supervision of the Senate so that
Queen's University
educational aims of athletics coincide with
Senate policy; second, to ensure that
Senate
athletics is a regular part of the university
program and not an ancillary service or
commercial venture; and third, to enable
University Council on Athletics
students and faculty to have an effective
two elected reps from each of the five committees named below
voice in the planning of athletics and
(one of whom in each case is a student)
recreation.
Director of the School of Physical and Health Education
Terms of reference of the University
three Senate appointees (two of whom are to be students)
Council on Athletic* %
executive officer of each committee as an exofficio non-voting
Under the direction of the Senate, the
member
University Council on Athletics has
responsibility and authority in all matters
concerning athletics. This responsibility
and authority includes the development of
general policies concerning athletics and
Recreation Services Committee (10 voting members)
the coordination of specific policies
one appointee from the Graduate Society
among its various athletic committees.
two male and two female undergraduate appointees of the AMS
The University Council determines the
one AMS student appointee from the professional schools
relative division, among its five comone non-academic staff appointee, named by the Principal
mit e s, ofthe total monies available for
one appointee from the University Faculty Association
athletics from the university athletic fee.
one female appointee from the faculty of School of Physical and
Health Education
All budgets are forwarded to the VicePrincipal (Finance) for approval and are
one
appointee from
the Faculty
administered according to accepted unithe Recreation
Services
Officer Women's
(non-votingClubexecutive officer)
versity practices.
The Director of the School of Physical
and Health Education acts as the ExMen's
Intercollegiate Athletics
Women's
ecutive Director of the Council. He is
CommitteeIntercollegiate Athletics
Committee
responsible for coordinating adminis(Seven voting members)
(Seven voting members)
trative actions relating to the work of
- tour male student appointees of the - four female student appointees of the
the Council and its committees.
or have been inAMS (who are or have been in- AMS (who aretercollegiate
The Council itself may appoint such
athletes, representing
four different sports)
four different tercollegiate
sports)athletes, representing
subcommittees as it deems necessary for
its purposes.
- one male appointee from the faculty •■ one female appointee from the
The Council reports to the Senate
of the School of Physical and Health faculty of the School of Physical and
Education
annually and at any other times requested
Health Education
by the Senate or Council.
female AMS appointee from the
- one
AMS appointee from the - one
faculty-at-large,
AlumnimaleAssociation
Composition
of
the
University
Council
on
Athletics
- one female appointee from the
Director
of
Men's
Intercollegiate
The University Council on Athletics,
officer)
Women's
PhysicalAssociation
and Health
Athletics (non-voting executive
Education Alumnae
although responsible to the university
community
as
a
whole,
guarantees
stuathletic
events
manager
(non-voting
Director
of
Women's
Intercollegiate
officer)
dents half the seats.
ex-officio member)
Athletics (non-voting executive
The Council is composed of two elected
representatives from each of the five
- athletic
manager (non-voting
ex-officioevents
member)
committees — recreation services, men's
intercollegiate athletics, women's inIntramural Athletics
tercollegiate athletics, men's intramural
Men's Intramural Athletics Committee Women's
Committee
athletics,
- composed
ofeach
a student
represenathletics. and women's intramural
tative
from
of
the
28
units
composed
of a student
One of these representatives from each
of the 14represensports
eligible for competition, along with presentlytativeinfromtheeachintramural
committtee is to be a student. The Director
program.
a "stick" from each of Meds, - Recreation Services Services
of the School of Physical Education and
Officer
Arts,
Science,
Law,
Commerce,
(ex-officio non-voting member)
three Senate appointees (two of whom are
Graduate Society and PHE — MCE
students) also serve on the Council. The
Director
Women'
Intramural
officer) s of(non-vo
- Recreation Services Officer (ex- - Athletic
executive officer of each of the comtings executiv
e
officio non-voting member)
m
i
t
e
s
i
s
to
be
an
ex-officio
non-voting
- Director of Men's Intramural Athletics - representation from
member of the Council.
the
School
of
(non-voting executive officer)
The Principal's Advisory Committee on
- representation from the School of Physical and Health Education
Athletics argued that policy-making for
Physical
and
Health
Education
athletic programs should be in the hands
of persons who are primarily concerned,
interested, and qualified to make ap-

plementing the
through andthe Phyadministrative Obudget
f ice for Athletics
sical
Education.
• Calling meetings of the committee at
the request of the Chairman, or at his
discretion.
• Recording and distributing minutes of
all meettngs.
Men's Intercollegiate Athletic Director
A.L.
Lenard
The toVarsity
ultimate
budgettoldgoes
the AMSthatand"ourto
the Journal (the university student newspaper)". The non-voting members of
committees "have a fair bit of sway",
according
"...since theprobably
person
who suppliesto Lenard,
all the information
hasLenard
a reasonable
amount
also added
that ofthesay."
"University
Council
through
the executive
director of
the council,
the budget)
Senate", goes
and
that's
"the onlyreports
body toit (the
to." He said, "you do want a body of at
least 50 per cent students to be in charge
of finances, but you also want the highest
Lenard body
addedto report
that, even
possible
to." though final
budget approval has to come from the
Senate," in the few years of its existence
the University Council budget has never
been refused by the Senate."
Administrative and leadership
responsibilities
The Principal's Advisory Committee on
Athletics
that "the factor
qualityinofdetermining
leadership
is the mostfeltimportant
the outcomes of athletic programs."
Therefore, the Committee recommended that the responsibilities for providing leadership be assumed in full by
the university.
One of the findings of the recent AMS
Commission on Sports was that there
were great disparities in the leadership
provided to different intercollegiate teams
at Queen's University. The School of
Physical and Health Education staff had
not been able to provide coaching services for all intercollegiate athletic teams.
Therefore,
the President's
Advisory
Council
on Athletics
made the following
recommendations for securing additional
coaching and supervisory staff for athletic
programs
at Queen's
now
out): (all of which have
14-) been carried
• increase the presently-designated
portion
the Schoolfromstaffs's
work toloadone-to
athletic offunctions
one-third
half.
(This staff
meantin increasing
academic
the School thefromfull-time
12 to
• appoint casual academic staff to the
School of Physical and Health Education
who are qualified to coach at least one
intercollegiate sport, who would also teach
in proposedstructional skinon-credit,
l courses to beone-term
offered inby
the school for all university students (this
program replaced the compulsory
freshman physical education program),
and who would supervised intramural
athletic events. (The School asked for
three such appointments in its 1970-71
budget requests.)
• assign two non-academic appointees
(the pool supervisor and the recreation
services officer) intercollegiate coaching
and intramural supervisory duties and
establish criteria for these appointments
that the successful applicant be qualified
to coach attercolleast
egiate sport. one appropriate in• coaching responsibilities which are
not filled by the above, are to be filled by
part-time appointments with funds
provided for this purpose in the budget of
the
School of Physical and Health
Education.
The PAC on Athletics also
recommended that the university assume
the salaries were, at the time, paid by the
Athletic Board of Control and it was
proposed that these persons be assigned
to the school of Physical and Health
Education academic and non-academic
staff.

Wednesday-.
Student's
obligation
financial
s. council response,
Bob Gauthier
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Simcoe

SSSC members tried to occupy Simcoe Hall but couldn't breach the doors.

Hall

JIM MARTIN
While 300 Byengineers
frolicked nearby at
their chariot races Friday, about 15 Stop the
Student Surcharge Committee members
failed to draw support in a bid to occupy
Simcoe Hall.
Earlier, 60 people had listened to SSSC
chairman Peter Havers urge them to "come
with
us to president
noon-hour
rally in theJohnSid Evans
Smith office"
lobby, atbuta
most of the applause came from his fellow
SSSC members. Havers called for charges to
be dropped, which he said were laid after the
"campus goon squad and Metro cops atdemonstration
referringtacked apeaceful
to the SSSC
police fightThursday",
following
the picketing of the fees office, at which seven
arrests were made.
At the Sid Smith meeting other left groups
tried to speak but Havers shouted them down.
Shortly after about 15 SSSC members
charged off to Simcoe Hall followed by seven
media persons.
At Simcoe Hall all the doors were locked
including those to Convocation Hall and the
back door used lo gel in last year during the
library
The occupations.
Simcoe Hall administrative staff
locked their offices. About 30 U of T police
milled around, with about 12 at the main
door. Provost Don Forster ran around
making
preparations, as did vice-provost
Peter Meincke.
Among spectators at Simcoe Hall were
some
of last year's
occupiers
the library
and members
of various
politicalof groups
and
SAC.
The only other attention paid to SSSC at
Simcoe Hall came from people already

Funds
for Robarts
may
be cut
Last year, in support of open stacks study and work in ways that are now
By BOB BETTSON
Funds might be cut back for the new S43 students occupied Simcoe Hall three times
Kelly, a Toronto lawyer, said it mighl
million Robarts Library operating budget if it and conducted a petition campaign which uncommon."
is not open equally to the public and all resulted in 7,000 signatures and the support of become necessary for ihe province to abandon
students and faculty at the University of 50 organizations including both opposition what
its "laissez-faire" altitude
toward hethetermed
universities.
Toronto, according to Commission on Post- parties in Ontario and many unions.
He stated if the U of T Governing Council
Stack access will later this year be debated
Secondary Education members David Black
at the Governing Council when a report from decided to restrict stack access, they must
and Vince Kelly.
the library subcommittee of the Academic "justify the reasons."
They made the statements at a press Affairs
Committee is released.
Black maintained that though the
conference last Thursday when the comThe commission report emphasizes government should "keep out of me unimissioners were questioned on the implications oftheir long awaited reports.
accessibility lo educational
versity", ifstudents approached Queen's
The commission recommends that "universal
resources" and lifetime learning which Park through the proposed central Council of
University
Affairs,a library
"that body
might lookor
stresses "increasing interplay and integration harder at funding
"Citizens
of Ontario
should, have
subject
with restricted
reasonable rules
and regulations,
accesslo of learning with work".
differentiated
access
than
perhaps
the Goverto all libraries, including those in
It statesshould
"students
and employees
(full-lime
workers)
be encouraged
to intermingle
universities . .
ning Council at U of T would."
Small gathering takes militant stance

gathered to the engineering games. Haven
yelled
and engineers
join us"returned
througheggsa
bullhorn,"Come
and a few
and jeers.
"Evans is so terrified of workers and
students
that he who
has tothenlockbegan
us out"
yelledat the
demonstrators,
kicking
tht
heavy doors. Unlike last year's occupation,
when a large number of students pushing
caused the doors to yield, they held this time.
The group then tried to obtain sympathy
from spectators, but the crowd remained
hostile.
One memberwhichof helped
the last organize
year's Open
Stacks
Committee
the library
occupations, commented "there are more
productive things to do than occupying Simcoe Hall this
year."occurred between engineers
Several
scuffles
and SSSC members along with numerous
shouting matches. The majority of onlookers
were either amused or disinterested, with no
support building for the occupation, and
eventually the SSSC group decided to leave.
After promising "we can't get in now, but
we'll
our numbersacross
and toreturn",
led thebuild
demonstrators
Huron Havers
Street
and down to the fees office, again with no
large following.
As soon as the SSSC gave up at Simcoe
Hall, security chief J.F. Westhead radioed on
his walky-talky to U of T police at 215 Huron
and
deployed half of his force there while the
Hall.
rest of the men continued to guard Simcoe
At 215 Huron the overwhelming numbers
of police present made confrontation
pointless. SSSC limited its activities to
arguments with onlookers, during which one
spectator was punched in the face.
Instead of letting the office staff into the
building when their lunch break ended at I
pm. before the protesters arrived the police
told them to wait across the street in the rain.
The moment the demonstrators reappeared
and were in a position to obstruct entry as
they did Thursday, the swarm of policemen
paraded the workers into the fees office.
Evans stated yesterday that workers
were locked out of the offices since they
couldn't be escorted in safely with most of the
campus security force deployed elsewhere.
However, there were more than 15 campus
police at each location, plus Metro policemen at the fees office.
The demonstrators eventually drifted back
to the trailer they have maintained outside the
office during the fees strike.
One woman commented on the effect of
their day's activities: "At least we're
persistent ..."

Moratorium
called
Thursday
on feesmeeting.strike
lo king the size of the meeting, group decided to proceed with their
bara Cameron yesterday.
MICHAEL thisO'KEEFE
ly holding a meeting in Sid Smith to
A Bymoratorium
Thursday to The administration is being asked protest
expressed fear of a "loss of popular
Thursday's
use ofup police
protest educational cutbacks was to cancel classes between 1 and 3 the
university
to break
a picketby support should we be identified with The discussion promptly degeneendorsed by a meeting of the Stop pm Thursday (and an hour earlier at line outside the fees offce.
rated into a series of vague declarathe Cutbacks Committee (SCC) Scarborough and Erindale Colleges
The meeting finally endorsed a
tions. "We've got to build the
Until learning that the CLMFriday in the Debates Room at Hart to give students time to get down- SSSC
movement"
and "We have to
meeting
was
as
small
as
their
statement
CLM." of opposition to "the use
House.
town), Cameron says.
own, the SCC group had planned to ofthe
develop oftheaction.
politics" were offered as
city police
on campus",
SCC is a coalition of individuals
that charges
against and
sevena courses
move to Sid Smith in order to demand
With less than three dozen people prevent the CLM from wresting the people arrested Thursday be
and various groups who are fighting
the fees hike, the raising of the loan in attendance, Friday's gathering leadership of the fees strike dropped.
In their search for a concrete
ceiling in Ontario Student Awards, hardly lived up to the mass meeting movement.
When the meeting was about half
to counter
the SSSC
and other cutbacks in the financing which was expected. This was the The possibility of the CLM an hour old, a SSSC representative proposal
fund, SCC
settled
upon trust
the
of higher education in Ontario. SCC second SCC meeting in a row which stealing their thunder seemed lo be came Ito announce that the Sid moratorium which had been prohas been endorsed by the SAC failed to attract significant popular the major concern of the groups Smitrr gathering had dispersed and
executive, SDS, Old Mole, Young support and those in attendance gathered at Hart House. At one that a contingent was headed for U Caucus. posed by the Faculty Reform
Socialists, and about ten other fact.
were obviously disgruntled by this point, they engaged in a heated
of Tthis
president
office. The SCC group then elected a
debate over their official position At
groups on campus.
point,John
the Evans'
SCC group
The moratorium is to consist of
From the outset, the meeting was on the CLM-police clash of the realized tht the SSSC meeting had coordinating committee lo build
two hours of discussions at the haunted
previous day.wereBy reserved
far the harshest
by the spectre of a com- comments
for the alsolarfailed
Thereinfor lies
the real
Medical Sciences Auditorium on
support. to gain significant popu- moratorium.
popular support
Thursday's
peting Stop demonstration.
the Student Surcharge
CLM, while they defended the
problem as evidenced by the fact
educational cutbacks, including the Committee
SSSC, police
that
the
engineer's
ground
hog
day
action on the basis of SSSC
Reversing an earlier decision to
Commission on Post-Secondary which speakers at the SCC meeting
races outdrew the SSSC and
Education Report released last considered a Canadian Liberation provocation.
adjourn their meeting in order to chariot
the
SCC
meetings
combined.
One member, apparently over- move to Sid Smith, the Hart House
week, said SCC spokeswoman Bar- Movement front, was simultaneous-
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The Varsity will not publish during
Reading Week, February 12 to 16,
nor on the following Monday,
February 19. Listings for events occuring between noon, February 9th
and noon, the 21st will be published
in thislineFriday's
issue. inClosing
for inclusion
that deadissue
remains 1 pm, Thursday, February 8.
Information must be supplied, typewrit en onthe provided forms.
TODAY
all day
Art,
photography,
ptose wanted.c'Q
Mail contributions topoetry,
Acta Victoriana,
VUSAC Office, Victoria University. 73
Queen's Park Crescent, Toronto, or leave
VUSAC officeby
onthem thein Acta's
main mallfloorbox o!in theWymilwood
February 20. 1973.10 am
Trial of Bill Getty, arrested in Open
Stacks sit-in. Old 11CityamHall Courtroom 31.
Last chance, almost, to obtain your
tickets
for "LittleOnMe,"saleVictoria
College's andgift
to Ihe theatre.
at Wymilwood
Hart House theatre, stiow opens tomorrow,
and runs until Saturday.
1 pm
All women Interested In the campaign to
repeal the abortion laws should come lo a
planning meeting. At Ihe Film Room. Innis
College.
5 pm
Stop the Student Surcharge Committee
meeting
In
the
Bickersteth
Room, Hart
House.
6:30 pm
5 pmHillel'stodayKosher
at Hillelsupper.
HousePlease
186, St.reserve
Georgeby
Street.
7:30 pm
The Annual General Meeting of the
Gallery Club of Hart House will be held
tonight in the Senior Common Boom, Hart
House.
Panel discussion Margaret Alwood and
Cecile
— EnglishRoomand 3,French
CanadianClotitier
Literature.
New
Academic Building.8 pmVictoria College
Drama Street.
Workshop at Hiilel House.
586Hillel's
St. George
Advanced conversalional Hebrew at
Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.
0:30 pm
Interesting and amusing. German lilms
will
be
shown
at
College, in the
Combinations room.Trinity
Refreshments.
9:30 pm
conversational
Hebrew At
HillelBeginners
House. 186
St George Street.
TUESDAY
10 am
The (rial ot Bill Getty conlinues. At the
Old City Hall Courtroom
11 am 31.
Tickels
for
"Little
Me" available at Hari
House and Wymilwood,
noon until 2 pm.
Teachings AtofRoom
Baha'u'llah
in Investigate
an ioformal Ihediscussion.
2047,
Sid Smilh.

Prof. Barrett will speak on "Gender and
Ihe
Development
Sexuality" tnThis
the
Medical
Sciencesot Auditorium.
seminar
is
pari
of
the
series
"Sexuality
and
You" everybody
sponsoredis bywelcome.
the Medical Society,
and
David Bakan, prof,4 pmol psychology, York
University tradition".
on "Palernity
the JudaeoChristian
Rhodesin Room,
Trinity
College.
ol religion).(York-U ol5:30T seminars
pm in Ihe study
Varsity Christian Fellowship weekly
meeting
Music Room. a This
week, Doncatus ion onWymilwood
Freeman
love and will
truthbeasleading
presenteddis-in
6:30 pm Is welcome.
the Scriptures. Everyone
Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by
5Street.
pm today at Hllel House, 186 SI. George
7 pm
An informal discussion with B.T. Fitch
Chairman of Trinity College French
Department, on "Language and Lileralure
in the Academy". For graduate studenls ot
allGeorge
departments. Womens* Union,French
79 SI.
Association. St. 7:15Graduate
pm
Guitar Workshop for beginners at Hillel
House, 186 St. George Street.

Communication":
a film
by "Sexuality
ihe DoctorsandChernlck
6 pm and London.
Women's Intercollegiate Ice hockey:
Varsity Blues host defending champion
Guelphsion FreGryphons
at Varsity Arena. Admis.
6:30 pm
Victoria College Music Club presents
opening
"Littleto Me."
True palrons
ol the Artsnightare ofinvited
Harthouse
theatre
to observe this spectacle. Admission is
S2.00.
Advanced Guitar Workshop al Hillel
House. 186 St. George Street.
Announcements for this column
will only be accepted if they are
submitted on the forms provided,
typed
on aare64-charactcr
new forms
now availableline.in The
The
Varsity editorial offices, second
floor, 91 St. George Street.

Prof cites women
s problems
By ALEXANDRA MERCER
University deans and adminiThe problems of women in
strators stall requests for wouniversities arc the same as in sociemen's studies or sabotage their
ty generally,
says Marylee
Stephen- potential popularity by relegating
son, a University
of Windsor
them to extension slots, according to
sociology professor.
Stephenson.
She cited the University of British
Speakingof the
al Ontario
a women's
studies Columbia
workshop
Conference
as an example, where
on Women, Stephenson mentioned despite an enrolment of 500
lack of information, a fostered students, the women's course there
passivity, discrimination on a sexual was not given a budget, and the dean
basis, and the refusal of male appointed an unsympathetic
professors to lake an intellectual professor to supervise it.
woman seriously, among the
Stephenson claimed that the only
course outlines which are ever
problems.
questioned
al departmental
U of T vice-president Jill Con- meetings are those
submitted for
who teaches
history way,
course,
and U ofa T women's
student women's sludies. Male professors
Ceta Ramkhalawansingh agreed often ask, "Bui what is there to
when they hear of proposed
with Stephenson. The three panelists say?"
felt that Ihe development of women's courses, she said.
She asked for "increasing and
women's
could not be trusted
to malestudies
administrators
and continued pressure" by women on
Ihe
university. Otherwise, women's
professorsdif erent who
orhostile.were usually in- studies
"would get nowhere".

POETRY
READING
DOROTHY LIVESAY
TODAY AT 1:10 P.M.
MUSIC ROOM

FILM SERIES
MUSEUM TODAY:
WITHOUT WALLS
CRETE AND MYCENAE
TWO1 P.M.SHOWINGS
AND 7 P.M.AT
DEBATES ROOM

INFORMAL DEBATE
RESOLVED
THAT:
The Varsity Should Cease
Publication.
THURSDAY, FEB. 8
DEBATES ROOM 2 P.M.

GALLERYCLUB EXHIBITION
HART HOUSE ARTCallorv
CAMERA
Hoon:
Feb. 5-25
Monday. 1111 i.m.-9
Tuei.-Sat..
a.m. -5p.m.p.m.
Sunday. 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

GALLERY CLUB OPEN MEETING
Monday,
5
SENIOR
COMMONFeb.ROOM
7:30 P.M.
Membflrshlps
chirgo Dining
In Iho
Undargradoatemlliola
Office Itm8 olGallery

NOON HOUR CONCERT
"BREATHLESS"
Feb. 7
EASTWeds.,
COMMON
12-2 P.M. ROOM

Room.

WEDNESDAY
EVENING CONCERT
TORONTO
CONSORT
PLAYING MEDIEVAL
ft RENAISSANCE MUSIC
WEDS., FEB, 7
GREAT HALL, 8:30 P.M.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
JANE CUTLER
FLAUTIST
THURS., FEB. 8
MUSIC ROOM, 1:00 P.M.

FOR FINE DINING...
WHO NEEDS TORONTO?

For Fine Dining...
Who

Needs

Toronto?

THE OALLERY
Tht HOUStSOUp
Niiimm daft
Ham salad
smi +-.00
pmch half and wfni Sauct
SM scallops , Dtlha»\y Fritd +25
Wn wfdgi and tarrar sauu
sroWtd ww York
brarnaljfsirloinuna $nnk
rtir cliffs choice rorraj Today
• pkist ask your hostrf s na ofiH
not MufHns. soils and avek. of-BMttr

Victoria College Music Club presents

lilllc
A rare new collection of memorabilia adorns the walls and an
engaging mixture of patrons raise
their glasses. Lunch from noon
'til
3. And from then 'til closing, a
delightfully
different daily special.
Surrounded by The Sutton Place,
on Wellesley at Bay.
The Bull and The Bear

mc

THE GAL1ERYDtssirtENCORE .15

a musical by Neil Simon.
■iffiioilsfabcdyifatxid l(v(n«,wtorfc IB soul'
mnvtHm . pSnst ttUphont «g-jw
HART HOUSE THEATRE. FEBRUARY 6-10
Tickets available 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.
at Wymilwood
Tickets $2.00 and $2.50

"^Hoilse

Second Floor
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Scar

credit

system

clears hurdle
Scarborough
move towards
a credit system
went one
step further lastCollege's
week when
the Curriculum
and Standards
Subcommittee approved its implementation by a 3 to I margin.
Before the proposal can go
operation next fall, it requires
approval from the Academicinto Affairs
Committee and the
Governing Council.
Added to a motion passed at its previous meeting to abolish the
distinction between full- and part-time students was a resolution
that students be able to progreess towards a degree at a rate of
their own choosing.
Victoria College principal R.M.H. Robson, who voted against
system would be that
the motion, said that one result of the credit
students would take fewer courses, with the "immediate transient
of decreasing the college's income."
effect
However,
other subcommittee members
out that
Scarborough students already take a significant pointed
number of courses
off their campus, indicating that the finances of the college, which
depend in large part on student enrolment, would not greatly
change. A study done by the college indicated that enrolment
would not greatly decrease in Scarborough courses.
Committee member Peter Salus, a Scarborough linguistics
professor, pointed out that the switch to a credit system may
to take courses, at least countering
studentsstudents.
encourage
attrition frommorefull-time
For provincial grants, each part-time course taken is equivalent
to one-fifth the grant the university receives for a full-time student.
The maximum number of courses a student would be able to
take would be six in the winter session and two in the summer.
Students in part-time studies would be given Scarborough
registration only iT they intend to persue the bulk of their degree at
the college. Otherwise, they would have to obey the regulations of
other colleges, which will not work on a credit basis.

Chariot race or mud bath?
Sodden racers from Engineering Science are bogged down in the mud on the front
campus playing field. Eng Sci came last, outraced by Geological Sci. in the annual
Ground Hog's Day Chariot Race.

Gathercole told the audience
power.
The offer
of participation
in George tion
"must beibed
changed so that itas
is municipal
'Part
in the selectionff
of the Niagaraicipa
descr
liberal
buy-o
transmission route until the
that the people be conthat "notit should
all citizenbe participation
is compulsory
decision-making to citizens' groups good:
Kennedy
describedCitythe Council
"reform"in Toronto
structured
to
sulted
before
actual
planning
recent Solandt commission.
victory on Toronto
"is
only
a
ruse
to
make
people
think
what they want is something small represent the population."
the election last December 4 as "a "Decisions are made by people in
The social and political environKennedy long considered a giant step forward, the first lime in isolation for public input" only after
and can activist
be easily acquired,"
charged
civic
James Lorimer
ment must be considered in plan- supporter of citizen power at the history that the voice of the people they""There's
are substantially
said.
a need tomade,
havehe some
Saturday.
ning, he said, not just the natural OMB, where he often denied
one.
begins." councils' requests when wasLorimer,
campaign advisor to guarantee in law that the planning
really heard."
He
insisted
that
"people
aren't
municipal
looking for participation, but for
there was strong opposition from Ward 7 alderman John Sewell, process will go on," Eslrin thought.
Although he thought "adhocracy local
residents, listed a few such
power"
over
their
own
lives.
is
the
curse
of
democracy",
former
that changed
"it's fairtremendously
to say that "Ontario Hydro has to be taken
Lorimer, also an architectural Ontario Municipal Board chairman examples of projects killed by the agreed
things have
attothebe top,"
stated; "Itof
consultant, represented the strongest J.A. Kennedy admitted, "It takes an board.
on December 4, ^ut the important over
run byLorimer
representatives
current of opinion in favour of issue to bring people out." He ex- The critics were upset with these thing was not that we participated, ought
the
ordinary
people,
by
workers
in
citizen power at the final law conthe government, and by people who
plained,between
"there'smatters
a difference
dis- decisions, he said "because the hut that we look over."
tinction
of general
ference session, on citizen participaPreviously,
at
city
councils
"all
were right".
the OMBpeoplein Toronto
haveCritics
recentlyof
tion in environmental planning and interest and those of local or block wrong
Canada" theindustry
propertywasandin are interested in what it's involved
protection.
become vocal with their contention across
land development
Gathercole countered that in his
Earlier, Ontario Hydro chairman interest."
He thought the planning act that the OMB usurps local control. Lorimer said. Decisions opinion. Hydro is representative of
were made to promote the desires of the people. Formerly a crown corporation, the commission is now a
large corporations.
"Political power can't stay in government agency.
Gathercole
also maintained that
their
hands;
we
need
a
piece
ot
it,"
Seneca
administrator
sues paper Lorimer declared.
"at (he end use, electricity is the
frontation, Forstrom says Kirkup
"He also sent out his heavies to Ontario Hydro was directly cleanest of the energy resources,"
TORONTO (CUP) — An
by environmental lawyer although after some prodding from
administrator-turned right-wing accused him of being "a Com- harass me and (newly elected attacked
munist, athief, and having been mayor) David Crombie," Forstrom David Eslrin, who said there was no the audience,
politician is suing the editor of the
with." he admitted this was
Seneca College student newspaper bought off by Sewell and Jaffary". added.
opportunity for public participation not the case at the production end.
for libel.
Richard Kirk up, Seneca's Director of Student Affairs, is suing
Gunnar Forstrom over a series of
Professors
back Montreal
student strike
tempting tocut back on the already "economic measures that become
as articles in The Seneca, which linked MONTREAL (CUP) — Le administration backed down from a
his campaign for a Toronto aldermeasures". They want up
number of university gra-' selective
des professeurs de hardline stance due to widespread excessive
to three years after graduation in
manic seat to a key high-rise apart- Syndicat
protest, and have extended duates.
I'Universite du Quebec a Montreal student
The
students
most
affected
from
ment developer.
which
to
pay their fees so that no
the
fee
deadline
to
next
September.
with the militant
will be denied an education
Kirkup ran against aldermen (SPUQ), affiliated des
this ruling on fees are those from the one
syndicats
However, students are still op- working
through
lack
of money.
John Sewell and Karl Jaffary in Confederation
class
who
must
rely
on
posed to this half-measure and
nationaux (CSN), is urging its
jobs and government aid
Toronto's working class Ward 7 in members to respect student picket plan to intensify the fight against topart-time
pay their tuition. Although 3,000 They pointed out that the $15
last
elections.
the government and with
the university's
He December's
attacked themunicipal
incumbents
for lines thrown up around Universite administration
students at UQAM receive financial million owed by them to the uniUQAM assistance
versity isnothing compared to the
Quebec'smany
(UQAM)
perimeter.
from the province, only $55 million
opposing indiscriminate- highrise du Because
students
over
the
next
few
weeks.
of the professors
the administration sees
development, and called for more
McGill teach-in, a student 300 do not have to repay the fit to spend on building a new
apartment projects, earning the are having problems with the uni- fromAt the
government.
UQAM
expressed
the
necessiUQAM
campus.
versity'sfeel
administration,
observers
The students have denounced
ty for solidarity among students
label
"a developers'
in Montreal
that they
will
was badly
defeated. man". Kirkup overwhelmingly
endorse the from all universities who, if not now,
Besides Forstrom, Kirkup is suing students'
will later face similar "economic
actions.
the president of Seneca College, the
Dare Foods Ltd -producer of Dare Cookies
If the professors do not cross the Speakers at the meeting detailed
student council president, and picket
lines in large numbers, the how
has refused to negotiate with its striking employees
blackmail."
several employees of The North
many students at the respective
operations
will thebe universities
York Mirror which reprinted one of university's
for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance
would
be
put
out
exbrought
to
a
halt,
although
the articles after it appeared in the
pel ed for their inability to pay fees
insists that it will
Seneca in November. (The Mirror is administration
have characterized the company's approach to
15.3,000 out of 11,000
strive to keep the institution open. by AtFebruary
owned by The Toronto Star.)
UQAM,
the predominantly female work force.
The students are protesting an students and 1,000
Kirkup is claiming $200,000 in ultimatum
out of the 15,000
handed
down
by
the
total damages.
Help Dare workers protect their union
at U de M will be eligible
government which states students
for expulsion, because of the ruling.
Observers are unsure why Kirkup provincial
and win a fair contract
that
students
must
pay
all
past
debts
With the opening of the colleges
has taken on the entire college in his to the university including second
suit. He had previously threatened term tuition by February 15 or they d'enseign men t general et
lo sue the Board of Governors but is
DON'T
professionel (CEGEPs or comBUY
be expelled permanently.
now apparently satisfied to only willStudents
munity
colleges)
and
I'Universily
du
from
U
du
Quebec
and
Quebec, the student population of
take action against the president.
Universite
de
Montreal
staged
a
COOKIES!
DARE
Forstrom has told Kirkup he will
at McGill on Saturday on the province has greatly increased.
launch a counter-suit for slander, teach-in
However, due to today's econo(and
tell
your
friends
not to, either)
the
current
struggle
of
U
de
Quebec
mic crisis and the resulting unemalso arising from the Toronto elecruling.
fee
government's
p
l
o
y
m
e
n
t
,
t
h
e
government
is
atthe
tion campaign. During a con- against
At I'Universite de Montreal, the
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The Varsity, a member ot Canadian
University Press, was founded In 1680
cil iheof theStudents'
and
Is published
Please
don't
believe
of
Toronto
andministratiIsve Cbyounpiloted
byUniversiiy
OalsonsAdThe use oftorce
Press Ltd. Opinions expressed in this
IsThe how
use olweforcechange the social course: newspaper
are notAdministrative
necessarily those
Councilof
You surely know
orthetheStudents'
administration
ot ihe university.
is how_Jo/»n
we keep
Ihe
status
quo.
Formal
complaints
aboul
the
editorial
Rooke writing
in The Blasted or business operation of the paper may
Pine, K.a MacMillan
anthology
be addressed
10 the Chairman,Varsity
CamBoard pusof Relations
directors.Committee.
91 St. George St.

'Jeez! Now they're bringing up tanks!. . . There's napalm all over the place! ... Oh Damn! they got the sniper In the orphanage ... I had five dollars on him!'
Toronto

not

on

verge

Over
Panic is gripping reac
Toronto. The city hasting
decision. The Ontario Municipal
Board
won
been turned into the violence capital of had five times rejected the Winston
Canada: maddened criminals wandering
the streets looking for innocent victims to Churchill
arguments site,
thatsupporting
the tower area
wouldresidents'
ruin the
shoot down. And, all the while. Toronto's park and could just as easily be relocated
finest have been hampered from defen- on nearby non-park land.
All throughout the long, involved
ding themselves and protecting us
hassling about the park site, the city police
becauseandweinsist
won'tongonotalong
with all these
their commission
and the council had refused
plans
strangling
"animals" who would dare kill them rather to seriously consider alternative sites. The
than ordinary citizens.
police had decided that they wanted that
Full-page ads protesting one-cop location and they would not budge. The
city, characteristic of governments afraid
patrols cops
and unsubtle
threatsusedaboutto step
trigger-'
happy
have been
up to resist their enforcement agency, was
pressure on the lawmakers to give in to little more open-minded. Metro and city
the police demands, following the recent council rejected several alternative sites
suggested by an independent electronics
spate of unrelated police shootings. It's consultant
worked.
in 1971. (Then OMB chairman
James A. Kennedy rejected the last two of
Hours
after
Toronto's
second
police
killing this year, Mayor David Crombie, these in October. He had suggested
another site in the park ravine.)
pre-election
was
rushing todarling
assure ofthethemencity's
and liberals,
women
several aldermen recognized
in blue that the new council would follow thatAlthough
a Friday council decision would be
its
predecessor's
lead radio
and back
in to "panic", only John Sewell and
demands
for a police
towerup inpolice
Win- giving
Dorothy Thomas held out against the
ston Churchill Park. The next day, the self- decision.
styled only
"reform"
Its mettle,
city's elders were giving in to fear
with
two council
membersproved
opposing
the andThehysteria,
a panic fueled by the inmayor's motion.
temperate, unveiled threats made by
police association president Syd Brown.
The
councillors
didn't
pause
long
enough to pay even lip service to their Never one to mince his words, Brown has
election cry of returning power to the earned himself a well-deserved reputation
people whose lives will be affected by their as a hard-line cop who believes criminals

of crime

wave

and't
suspected
criminals should anyt
be should the policehing
be given a free rein to go
solv
suspects.
offered no compassion. He e
has exploited out and gun down
public and police concern over the recent
officials have long demanded
shootings to create fear of a city about to thatPolice
they receive special protection under
be
overrunto byits violence
listening
police. — unless it starts the law, strenuously advocating retention
for killing law enShortly after the second fatal shooting, of the deathforcementpenalty
officers. It is no surprise that
Brown somberly warned that Toronto they have exploited
the
recent shootings
police might be less restrained in
reaching for their guns in the future. He to argue for retention of the death penalty
current review of the
was quick to state that he would hope this during
hanging Parliament's
ban.
would not be the case. Nonetheless,
hardline statements like his could well
What is more troublesome is that a
backfire and open the door to itchy- large many people who opposed the
fingers pulling triggers too readily. That death penalty when the ban first went into
kind of attitude already characterizes effect five years ago may allow themselves
American
police
And. known
Toronto'son to be stampeded into supporting at least
notorious riot
squadforces.
has been
retention of hanging for law enforcement
many occasions in the past to act with less killings because of the hysteria the Toronthan reserve.
to police roand
mediashootings.
have created surPolice officials all too quickly gloss over
unding the police
the fact that nobody begins working for
There is no rational reason to retain the
the
there's ina death
penalty for any offence. It is not a
muchpolice
greaterforceriskunaware
of dangerthatinvolved
deterrent
only serves to satisfy the
that particular vocation than in most bloodthirstyandappetite
of people bent on
others. And, accordingly, police undergo getting revenge.
rigorous training programs to equip them
Torontonlans must stand back from the
to deal with whatever contingencies arise. current
hysteria and rationally survey the
If this training is inadequate — and indeed
If they do, they will not allow
It may be — , then it should be improved. facts.
themselves
to be misled into adopting
Police also receive pay and security harsh
which will only Increase any
benefits commensurate with the risks they violent policies
tendencies.
encounter. But, under no circumstances,
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Kierans attributed the"Cosmo
rise of the is the principle
short-termstate
basis. "He develops a
says
-Corps
threate
of its existence, and "these corporations
as the levers of n
business and then he looks for the
corporation to an 1819 decision of its
organization conflicts inevitably
U.S. Supreme Court judge Marshall
Kierans life."
asserted that he is not
economic
sovereignty."
defining a corporation in such a way with"Thenational
He —suggested
that Canadian
the sellout."
wants to be in convinced of the efficiency of the payoff
as to enable it to accumulate wealth the best corporation
position for growth and this "cosmo-corp". "Efficiency in doing manufacturers be "encouraged to
continuously and in perpetuity.
leads to the expropriation of local what is not wanted is not efficiency build firms that will continue after
He saidforthat
corporations
"are resources and the distortion of at all," he said. But he is convinced they are gone." He also suggested
seeking
a new
Chief Justice
national priorities. There is a basic
laws prohibiting the selling of Canathe efficiency
"of themiddlecompetitive
Marshall who will add the right of similarity between international cor- ofsituation
in which
and
dian properties
and businesses to
be passed.
small-size firms struggle and make foreigners
extension
to
a
corporation's
rights,
p
o
r
a
t
i
o
n
s
a
n
d
national
bodies."
to make it complete unto itself.
Kierans said he believed in the
Kierans, however, does not
and suggested
lose money."that Canada
"Now that the corporation has free flow of international capital, money
Kierans
conquered time, it wants to conquer but he was opposed to the "presently combat the presence here of the support dustry.boycotting
"None of whatAmerican
I am sayinginspace — virto
conquer
en- changing definition of the rights of "cosmo-corps" by "no longer is anti-American.
onment, toextend
itself the
in world
America
hasn't
feeding them with Canadian tax- done
international capital."
this to us; we've done it to
ourselves.
"Today they involve ownership
payers' and
money." depletion
He said that
"tax
The corporations, he said, "'are and property rights. It does not exemptions
allowan"The problem must be settled on
terms."
searching
for a supra-national body leave control and ownership of the
ces
don't
really
help
Canadian
amakes
policythe level.
future
in
the
hands
of
indigenous
of law to place them in an apolitical
industry,
don't
really
help
you
or
policies.The government
situation. Yet they can never be promoters and enlerpreneurs."
me. Fifteen hundred of the 209,000
"We
own
resources," he said,
truly apolitical. The inner dynamic
The multi-national corporation, corporations in Canada get most "but we have oursurrendered
them for a
of the corporation, the fact that which Kierans preferred to call the of these tax concessions."
growth, the accumulation of wealth, 'cosmo-corp', "has the power to
He suggested that if primary and quick and easy headline — 'More
initiate change and to create ob- secondary industries were treated
Kierans suggested that instead of
solescence. The mass production the
for tax purposes it would be giving
mercantilist environment favours equally
resources away, Canada
possible
to
have
a
flat
25
per
cent
tax
at least
put them
up for
HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
requires mass consumption. And so rate and still receive the same should
competitive
bidding
or perhaps
the habits, the tastes, the amount of income that is derived develop them indigenously.
Presents:
differences,
the. world's People
people are
are from the current 50 per cent rale. He
changed or ofeliminated.
Kierans emphasized the imporsuggested that subsidiaries of
Wednesday, Feb. 7
foreign firms pay what the parent
tance of resources. "Most of the
made
to
want
the
same
thing."
"Coporations," he continued,
pays in taxes in its own acorporations'
". base.power
resource
It is thestems
controlfromof
jobs'
minimum).
"should not decide for people in company
country (with 25 per cent as the
resources, not the money made in
individual nations. Only communities speaking through their
Kierans claimed that the Cana- refining the resources, that is
dian manufacturer operates on a
12:00 EAST COMMON ROOM
political institutions can decide what
"BREATHLESS"
emphasis they want to place on
M
economic
Kierans activity."
said that the classic
Marxist
leads class
concept of growth — as formulated DOWNSVIEW
profitable."
University professor strongly urged
(CUP)
—
Istvan
RENAISSANCE
MUSIC
by
Smith,
Ricardo,
and
Mill
—
was
T"
Meszaros, noted Marxist scholar
SOR
O GREATCON
of books by Ralf Dahrendorf,
TORONT8:30
HALL
opposed to the idea of the cor- who fought nine months to get use
Karl Mannheim and John Kenneth
poration.
"They
didn't
believe
in
federal
government
permission
to
them. They believed that growth teach in Canada, started his first Galbraith because they are imThursday, Feb. 8
portant to western social and
came from below, not that it was seminar
at York University recently political thought,
imposed from above by a huge
he said.
by recommending the works of three
Meszaros was given permission to
JANE CUTLER
Kierans said he was not bourgeois theorists.
teach last month after returning to
When the choice of texts for
suggesting the abolition of the conFlautist
to status.
re-apply
imcept of the corporation, but rather Meszaros' political theory course England migrant
Earlier,for helanded
had been
that "we shouldn't rely so much on were discussed, the former Sussex refused that status, necessary in
1:00 MUSIC ROOM
order
teach, for several months
while into Toronto.
unit."
He had been refused entry into
Canada initially last spring in
EDITOR
England, for undisclosed an"security
reasons."
Stalinist, is Meszaros,
a former assistantanti-to
IHE VARSITY
CK4PIVMN
Hungarian culture minister George
Lukacs, who fled the country after
BROS.
his
others' takeover
efforts tofailed.
defeat the
1956andRussian
Before Meszaros' first seminar,
some students had feared that he
would want the class to run in a
more formal
manner.
However
theseEuropean
fears proved
unfounded, students reported, as
Meszaros participated as an equal
member and resource person.
The class, a graduate seminar on
ideology and class consciousness,
centre diamond
bankedlistening
by two shoulder
stones in
had been running on an interim
Society
a modem line-cut setting. S300.GO
basis with two other professors and
six students.
Regisiercd Jewellers Americ-jn Gem

ByKierans
RANDY ROBERTSON
Former cabinet minister Eric
Kierans said Saturday night that the
rights of nation-states are being
threatened by multi-national
corporations.
Yet, he also said that this stance
does not make him a Canadian
economic nationalist nor an opponent of capitalism.
Kierans, now an economics
professor, was speaking to I75 people at a banquet at New College
concluding the "Law and the Enconferenceofsponsored
by the U of Tvironment"
Faculty
Law.
"In a democracy," Kierans said,
"all social institutions are called on
to justify their stewardship. All except corporations, they have a life of
their own. They can survive the
time-bound organisations with
which they must deal."

The Varsity Board of Directors invites applications for the
position of EdItor-ln-Chlef of The Varsity for the 1973-74
academic year. The Editor is responsible to the Board in all
matters affecting the newspaper. As the job carries
considerable authority, applicants should submit detailed
proposals for the management of the paper. These may
include proposed changes In the current format, editorial
policy, or internal structure, and names of prospective staff.
The amount available for production staff salaries in recent
years has ranged from $8,350 to $12,100 per publishing year,
Including a salary of $3,150 for a full time editor.
Applicants will be Interviewed both by the current Varsity
staff and the Board of Directors, with the Board making the
final decision. The editor may be removed from his or her
post
Board.only by concurrent decision of The Varsity staff and the
Address written applications to:
Jack Gray
Chairman
Varsity Board of Directors
91 St. George St.
Toronto 5
Closing date for submission
5 p.m., Wednesday, February 14, 1973
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9214716
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scandal:

money

other costs, farmers received $1.70 per bushel.
By DON HUMPHRIES
Canadian University Press
Suddenly, last year, wheat prices climbed
Grocery bills continue to climb monthly. But, dramatically after hitting a low of $1 .68 in 1 971 . At
end of July, 1972, the price reached $1.70 per
the extra money isn't finding Its way into the the
farmers'
pockets.1961 and July, 1972, total food bushel. One month later, the price jumped to
Between
$1 .84. By the end of September, the price leaped
up to $2.31 per bushel. Throughout October and
price'swiped
rose out
by 25.4
was
by a per
40.2cent.
per But,
cent this
rise increase
in ^ar-m --November, consistently high prices prevailed.
production costs, leaving farmers with a 14.8 per
A farmer who can't cover hls.cost ofproduction
cent loss in income during this period.
Someone made a lot of money during that 10 is called unviable and in the spirit 'ofofftheof
force must
agriculture
his land. Thetaskfarmer
really behas"rationalized"
only two options
year
farmers.period and it clearly wasn't Canada'^ for
survival:
buy
more
expensive machinery or
The last four years have been disasterous for buy
farmers. As their costs went skyrocketing, their money.more land, thereby owing the banks more
income has dipped drastically.
The natural
question
why doesn't
According to Statistic Canada figures, farm
a fair price
for hisof produce
arises. the
net income dropped to a low of $1,209 million in farmerThegetfood
industry is probably one of the
1970. The 1964-68 average income was $1,564.8 most profitable in this country. While thousands
million.
of farmers are forced off their land because of low
While farmers were making less money to meet income, fantastic profits have been made and
those rising costs, the economy was booming. continue to be made by the corporations involved
Canada's Gross National Product increased
in the processing, distribution, and sale of
agricultural produce. This is the phenomena
knownJustas how
"agribusiness".
profitable is the food industry?
THE OLD CASH REGISTER
The price of farm-produced foods increased
by $2.8 million between 1961 and 1970. The
steadily, climbing from $72,586 billion in 1968 to corporations received 64 per cent of that
$93,094 billion in 1971.
increase.
TASK FORCE RATIONALIZING
For a typical 25 cent load of bread filled with
non-nutrious chemical additives, 23 cents goes to
According to a federal government- the
corporations.
commissioned study of Canadian agriculture in
Ever notice a decline in the number of dairy
the seventies, by 1990:
• there will be a reduction of the rural farmers? A quart of milk costing 33 cents has 16
these spent
so-called
population
to three or four per cent of Canada's cents Forgoing
everyto dollar
on amiddle
chunk men.
of tough,
total
population,
beef, be prepared to throw away 43 cents.
• the basic farm unit will be the huge fatty Statistics
Canada
reports
the
profitability
of
corporate farm that hires employees to
produce food with the same type of management Canada's
food and
beverages
industry
forcent.
the
fourth
quarter
of
1971
was
7.87
per
procedures that are currently applied to industrial
Profitability for the total manufacturing sector was
manufacturing, and
6.69 per cent. Seven out of the other 13
• access to land by individuals seeking to start only
manufacturing sectors were lower than food and
farming will be impossible.
beverages.
The federal government has repudiated the
The food industry is more profitable than the
report as a model for Canadian agriculture. But, it petroleum
and coal industry. Food is more
has yet to take any steps to protect the rural profitable than
population from further destruction. All in- even metal mines.chemical, electrical, paper, or
dications are that federal policy is actually
directed toward the acceleration of rural
Let's make the picture a little clearer by
taking a look at a few well-known companies
depopulation.
operating
in Canada. The list below shows the
NO PRICE GUARANTEES
on capital employed for the year ending in
Canadian farmers are not guaranteed a return
1971.
price that will cover their cost of production. This
Canada Packers 7.63 percent
is the reason behind the decline of the rural
Canada Safeway 8.73 per cent
population.
General Foods 1 0.30 per cent
If farmers in 1968 were going to earn the
Oshawa Group (IGA) 5.03 per cent
poverty level as established by the Economic
Council of Canada, they must receive between
Steinberg's
weighted
average 4.78
6.99 per
per cent
cent
$2.35 and $2.65 per bushel of wheat produced in
Between 1968 and 1971, the five companies
Saskatchewan. This would represent an approximate eight per cent return on their investment or reaped a total profit of $173.2 million. This
just enough money to cover the interest payments represents a 23.3 per cent increase in profits for
the period.
on the money they borrowed to keep farming.
The highest price Canadian wheat ever Canada Packers 68-72, 24.7 per cent increase,
from $8.1 to 10.1 million
fetched
on
the
world
market
was
$2.24
per
bushel
in 1918!
Canada Safeway
68-71,to 25.3
cent increase,
from $12.0
15.0 per
million
The Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) regulates
the sale of wheat. It was established by federal General Foods 68-72, 36.2 per cent increase,
from $6.8 to 9.2 million
statute in 1949, as an attempt to end profiteering
by the grain brokers. These brokers still operate Oshawa Groupfrom68-72,
cent increase,
$4.8 to29.66.2 per
million
out of the Winnipeg Grain Exchange.
The Wheat Board wholesales wheat, mainly
cent increase, from
9.5 million
to overseas buyers. However, the price wheat is Steinberg's 68-71,$6.447.8to per
sold for is not the price the farmer the receives. In
Food prices — the good old Consumer Price
1968, number one wheat sold for $1.94 per Index — rose in the period between 1968 and
bushel. After deducting shipping, cleaning, and 1971 by 7.7 per cent.

goes

The Basford Report on Concentration in Industry shows a higher level of concentration
exists in Canadian manufacturing than in the
United States, with the 100 largest corporations
operating 1,263 establishments in 114 industries
and accounting for 42 per cent of total manufacturing sales. The remainder of manufacturing
sales are distributed among 32,000 establishments many that are only single plants.
Just what does such a high level of
concentration mean for the average Canadian?
"Economic theory and actual experience
suggest that the level of concentration is an
important determinant of market behaviours.
Other things being equal, the smaller the number
of leading firms which account for a large
proportion of an industry's output, the more likely
itaccording
is for theto monopolistic
practices to prevail,"
the Basford Report.
And, prevail the monopolies do.
Monopoly is not quite the correct description
because one company does not yet control all
sales in any one sector of the economy. What has
developed is price fixing, euphemistically refer ed to as "price-leadership", by major companies, giving rise to an oligopolic situation.
Price-fixing
not
mean prices will ornot"price-leadership"
change. It simplydoesmeans
profits and prices will have a tendency to rise,
regardless of cost factors in the indutry.
Just as the North American automobile
industry is controlled by four big corporations, so
the food industry is controlled by large
corporations.
The largest food conglomerate in Canada is
the multinational Canadian-based Weston chain.
Westons is owned by the Garfield Weston
Charitable Foundation. It is a vertically Integrated
corporation, which means it supplies itself with
everything it needs.
Weston's holdings in retail stores, including
Loblaws and Power supermarkets, is complimented bya wide-ranging list of wholly-owned
suppliers, wholesale, and transportation in-

m

Loblaws
dustries, and even its own farms.
The advantages of vertical integration that
allow for increased profits are: warehouse
operations can be run more efficiently and at
lower costs, private label products may be
produced at less cost than national brands, and
the
abilityproducts
to produce
"private"
or subsidiary
labelled
increases
the bargaining
povertically integrated chains with national
brandwer ofsuppliers.
The growing power of vertically integrated
chains has induced a pattern of excessive advertising by food manufacturers and created an
asadditional
a whole. inflationary cost factor in the Industry
The dual reality of concentration and vertical
integration has brought the following description
of the food industry in a study of retail oligopoly
by
todaytheis Batten
seriouslyCommission:
deficient on "at Grocery
least four retailing
counts:
1 - profits are excessive; 2 - excess capacity has
added to costs; 3 - advertising has favored a
concentrated structure, created monpoly power
and increased costs; 4 - the promotion of the
luxuryStudies
store has
margins."
have inflated
estimatedgrossefficient
use of store

space alone would reduce co
cents on every dollar spent.
Advertising practices ol
oligopoly
the principle
control overaresales.
They alsomep
the entry of new competitors,
location, and represent a sub;
factor"The
in final
prices.super
fact food
that large
able to advertise more for the s
per dollar ofstatistically
sales than Warecorn
sm
estimated
costs with the sales of jeight
store)
supermarkets
in the five
prairies.
ind
with
$10 These
million estimates
in sal$s spe
dollar of sales, even hough
\ sV
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ice consumer costs four
ient.
;es of the retail food
3le means of expanding
also provide a barrier to
ititors, encourage urban
is.a substantial Inflationary
supermarket cha'ns are
r the same or lower costs
're small companies was
/ correlating advertising
sight multi-store {chain
'6 five major cities on the
Js indicated that a firm
js spent 2.84 cents per
hough the larger tirms

generally
did more advertising,"
concludes the
Batten Commission.
The commission
investigated the cost of food for the three prairie
governments.
Advertising, in short, is a basic tool with
which corporations can gain and sustain power
while expanding surplus through a greater share
of market sales in a given commodity.
Hence, every breakfast cereal or canned
soup
new, unique,
and has "something
all ofis which
may rationalize
consumeradded",
price
increases and the Introduction of cheap chemical
additives
which
are
non-nutritional
but
seem
filling.
RISING COST OF PRODUCTION
The previously mentioned increase in the

cost of production was caused by factors very
similar to those involved in the rise of food prices.
The farmer must buy supplies from
companies to maintain his operation. But,

on
nicost
probably
them
most
factor is
iimportant
do
machinery.
The highly mechanized nature of
Canadian agriculture has resulted in a dependency on machinery that has been the downfall of

many a farmer.
To survive, a farmer must buy the necessary
machinery that will produce a crop as efficiently
as possible. Unfortunately for the farmer, the
companies controlling the farm machinery
business fix prices and do not compete in the free
market -that only exists in Agriculture Minister
Otto Lang's vivid imagination.
Tractor and combine prices increased by
about 40 per cent from 1961 to 1968. The greatest
increases were for tractors in the higher
horsepower ranges where the least competition
exists and where plant inefficiency is the greatest.
This whole area was throughly investigated
by the Barber Royal Commission on farm
machinery prices. Retail prices for automobiles
Increased by only 10 per cent from 1956 to 1968
while appliance prices actually declined by 14 per
cent. Farm machinery, on the other land, increased by34 per cent between 1956 and 1968
even though, according to Barber, retail dealer
margins were substantially reduced.
The cost situation faced by machinery
manufacturers in this same period included a 78
per cent hourly wage increase to production
workers, 15 per cent increase in steel rolling mill
products, and a 3 per cent increase in pig iron.
The wage increase was largely off-set by a 32 per
cent productivity increase as measured by the
value produced per man hour paid.
It is noteworthy that wage levels of industrual
workers engaged in production of farm input
commodities is substantially higher than that of
industrial workers in food processing plants.
The leading firms in the manufacturing
industry-flnternational Harvester, John Deere,
Massey-Ferguson, and Ford) account for 67 per
cent of tractor sales, 69 per cent of combine
sales, and 69 per cent of haying equipment sales.
According to Barber, a tractor earning a
company a profit return of 11.8 per cent at an
output level of 20,000 units would yield an
estimated 32.7 per cent at 60.000 units and 44.8
per cent at 90,000 units. The actual units
produced by the 11 companies selling on the
world market varies from 7,000 to 153.800 units.
Yet, virtually no price competition exists.
John Deere is the acknowledged price setter
for the farm machinery industry, according to
evidence presented by the Barber Commission.
Between 1963 and 1968, Deere was the first to
announce price changes every year except one
for tractors, combines, and haying equipment.
It is interesting that the larger volume
producer with the lower per unit costs and higher
profits continues to determine price levels, while
high-cost small producers such as Versatile or
Canadian Co-operative Implements Limited are
the only companies to attempt price competition.
Farmers are caught in a vicious circle of the
cost-price
squeeze
whichBarber
has driven
of people off
the land.
explainsthousands
that low
prices for farm products act as an incentive to buy
more land and machinery, thus creating the
vicious circle but providing improved profits for
machinery companies.
Canadian farm machinery investment has
increased 10-fold from 1941 to 1967, from $800 tp
almost $9000. In terms of debt, the investment
has
increase 1961
in outstanding
150 meant
per centan between
and 1966 credit
for farmof
machinery purchases alone.
While the farmers' debt has increased, so
has his productivity. Between 1947 and 1955,
productivity rose 75 per cent. But, the return on
his investment is very low. In 1958, it stood at an
equivalent weekly wage of $38 minus interest
charges. A study today would show inflation
having wiped out any gain by increased prices.
The farmer not only has to deal with profithungry machinery companies, but with all other
agribusiness outfits that are out to "make a
killing". To combat such compafies, farmers in
the past founded commodity pools and other cooperatives. That form of action has obviously
failed to protect farmers from exploitation.
The formation of the National Farmers
Union (NFU) in 1969 can be credited to the
determination of many farmers to stand and fight
for their land.
The NFU is demanding collective bargaining
rights for Canadian farmers so they can obtain
enough revenue to continue operations. This
approach requires farmer to realize they will
not obtain a Just return for their labour under the
present system
they trends.
use their collective
strength
to reverseunless
present
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of tribunals
structure
ines
ea code outl
Comm
aching staff and 30 students (18
formulate
of behaviour
Panels concerned with offenses
By RANDY
ROBERTSONitte
s" full time undergraduates, six partprocedure
screeningparties.
The composition of university before its final recommendations go involving faculty (eg. improper use topre-heari
reconcileng aggrieved
These
time
undergraduates, and six
before
the
Governing
Council
for
of
human
research
subjects)
are
to
discipline tribunals should vary with
"procedures" would be voluntary
students).
be composed of three teaching staff and not binding; they cannot impose graduate
the type of offence being dealt with approval.
Local
pools are to be chosen by
Offenses not relating to the status and two students.
a settlement. Their structure would
and the academic status of the acPanels concerned with offenses be "whatever the individual faculties lot for each panel. Numbers,
cused, according to the Internal of the accused are to dealt with by a
Affairs Committee.
panel composed of two teaching involving students (eg. plagiarism) can come up with", said committee membership
methodby ofInternal
selection have to beandapproved
Paul Cadario.
Meeting last week, the committee staff, two students and one represen- are to be composed of three students chairman
Affairs
Committee.
tative of the alumni. This would and two teaching staff.
decided on its recommended strucAccording to the committee, the If an offense takes place in a
The discipline structure also procedures must involve students
tures for discipline procedure, include non-academic offenses such
faculty,
although it will meet Wednesday to as disruptions.
involves setting up informal "local and teaching staff, must be able to particular
from the local
poolthree
in themembers
faculty
function speedily and e x - concerned
and two members from
peditiously.and
must
have
the
confidence of student representatives the university pool plus the nonvoting chairman are to sit on the
forceAlso, andThefaculty.
Viet
da's
By MACKdefe
BARFORDnds tiCana
numbers,
membership and
n
g
i
n
good
faith.
MP
"workable
agreement".
NOP MP Andrew Brewin
repudiate the agree- method of selection for procedures,
He reported
that NorthIf the problem
can't be from
parularized, five members
namese prime minister
Pham VietVan should ment,Thieu
the North Vietnamese feel
defended tothesend
federala peace-keeping
government's Dong told
be approved by Internal the university ticpool
AffairstoCommittee.
him Canadians would Ihey could deal with the situation have
are to sit on the
decision
force to Vietnam Satuday.
It would not be necessary,
regardedinstrument
as a "useful
and belter
Brewin.iT the U.S. wasn't there, said Cadario said, to move to pre- panel.
AH the panels are to be chaired by
necessary
in making
Speaking to about 150 people at be
the same paid non-voting appointee
He continued that the treaty was
the Faculty of Education, the peace." The Americans, he felt,
hearing screening
procedures
just
of
the university. He or she is to
Member of Parliament for Green- were also sincere, but he remained far from perfect, that it was vague because these
have been suggested.
wood, said External Affairs mi- vague
on the intentions South and that it had been laid out "in These procedures would not rule out have
panel."procedural expertise" — to be
Vietnam.
MitchellmanSharp's
decisionto A Glendon College professor, terms of hopes rather than even more informal arrangements. "perhaps a partner of some law
to send nister
a 280
contingent
"The university court is essen- firm,
perhaps a member of the
Vietnam on a 60 day trial basis will asserted that the peace agreement
U of T engineering professor
tially one court",thatCadario
said, Supreme Court of Ontario, perhaps
indication of how didn't adequately protect the Ursula
Franklin, also a panel "with underparts
plug in when
give
agreements."
Commission Chairserious all concerned parties really prisoners of South Vietnam. An member, observed that although they are needed. There are a lot of a formerman, Royal
perhaps a member of the
are. Brewin who recently returned audience member backed this up by there are three separate pools but this is preferable to having
from a one week stay in North pointing out that South Vietnamese
The binessystem,
Cadarioof centralized
said, comin Vietnam, Canada
of courtswould
that don't
see action."
Vietnam, warned that unless the president Nguyen Van Thieu has not governments
be standing
lists Faculty
ofthe advantages
Law." situations.
recognizes only one. Brewin a lot("Pools"
and
decentralized
major parties involved were acting designated 200,000 captives as acknowledged
the problem, and oftribunals.)
people to be used in setting up permits the establishment of Ita
prisoners, but regards them replied that Sharp told him he was
inbe "good
futile. faith", peace efforts would aspolitical
law and the provision of
civil prisoners.
contemplating the recognition of The university pool — chosen by common
Invited to North Vietnam with
Asked why the treaty was "both governments".
lots — is to be composed of 30 expertise, throughout the campus.
Swedish and Norwegian observers acceptable to the North Vietnamese,
to examine the damage of aerial Brewin replied that despite
bombardment and to influence their references to elections and selfrespective countries in support of determination of South Vietnam,
the North felt it could win the battle
North
Brewin Vietnam's
felt North peace
Vietnamintentions,
was ac- of reunification through a

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS
The Varsity will not publish during Reading Week,
Feb. 12-19. All advertising for the last issue prior
to Reading Week (Friday, Feb. 9) must be in The
Varsity office by noon, Tuesday, Feb. 6.

Cou/teay of Brooke BontJ Food*
AT ALCAN
OPPORTUNITIES ARE AS
DEEP AS THE OCEAN.
Sub-Igloo. A tight aluminum-plastic observation platform which can be assembled underwater by skin divers.
Sub-Igloo is the essential base for research currently
being conducted in Canadian Arctic waters, by Dr. Joe
Mclnnis and a team of Canadian scientists.
At Alcan, we are proud to have been one of the five
Canadian companies that developed Sub-Igloo, having
designed and supplied its aluminum components.
Another example of the goals of the whole Alcan team
made up of scientists, engineers, marketing and operating personnel all across Canada.
Simply a fuller, better life lor man. And for each of us.
It this is also your goal, we may be able to help
you
achieve service.
it. Speak to your on-campus
placement
/ait
A
ALCAN

Glow

ahead.

(Try

it.)

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale
Do you know what you're missing?
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nator.
Corp
ecertain pollutants.
pollutors
esca
pe
By VALERIE orat
TATE
charges: cities
in the countrysor
will register the
advi
large
polluter.
In
some
cases,
reduction? Clare further questioned
Governments rarely prosecute
Nature has rejuvinative powers man's contribution to pollution
Is
it
worth
spending
billions
of
large corporations for pollution which allow it to rid itself of im- is minimal, contended Clare, Esso's dollars on pollution control, Clare whether industry can survive if
purities, and that nature itself is a Environmental Protection Coordi- asked when only the three largest enormous expenditures are required.
offences, environmentalist Gregory
Morlcy charged Friday.
Legislative bodies take on only
what they can easily handle, so that
while the individual pollutor may be
charged the large corporations get Sfudent governors
want
teaching ling
By JOHN CAMPBELL
forth a strong sed
effort in this field.
Graduate student Clarice
Hen- agriculture
off "scot-free", he said.
— while providing a stres
Speaking at an afternoon session
A meeting last week of six of the schel accused Lewis, who is pre- wide range of liberal arts subjects.
of a law conference on the envi- eight student members of the
The group also listened to
sident ofPrudential Life Insurance,
Morton argued that, at present,
ronment, Morley asserted that Governing Council decided that it
proposals put forward by Paul
the structure of
usually, enforcement focuses on would be desirable if greater of taking "too much or a business genuinely
being done"'innovative
in the U.S.research"
mostly byis Carjfario concerning
bodies within the unisymptoms rather than the disease of emphasis were put on the imporOthers said that arbitrarily large multi-national corporations, disciplinary
versity.
These
he
said,
be fivepollution.
whereas Canadian research and member panels whose would
tance ofleaching in the university.
limiting growth would be elitist.
composition
The comment arose out of a approach."
Graduate student John Morton development has tended toward "the would
Although the session was entitled,
be related to the offence being
on a paper authored by urged that teachers should be re- refinement of known techniques to considered.
"A Challenge to Legislatures and discussion
Planning and Resources Committee
Administrative
there chairman
initially to fulfill obligations best
the
Canadian
environment".
The
research
on
Arctic
problems
is
was
no member ofAgencies,"
either the federal
James Lewis , which dealt in both quired
In the case of infractions
teaching and research, in oror provincial legislatures present.
with the structure of the university
der to discover which they were being carried out in Canada he said,
to students", such as
According to Morley, former and its role in society. The paper will better suited for. The result, he said, but the pipeline consortium and "peculiar
the panel would consiet
policy and law advisor of water likely have a strong influence on "should then be reflected within University of Alaska are now put- ofplagiarism,
three students and two teachers.
resources in the federal Department planning policy within the university their terms of employment".
of the Environment, one of the for the next several years.
A similar approach was suggested
major problems in pollution control
by part-time student Joyce Denyer,
Lewis'
paper
said
the
primary
is that there is no enforcement of goals
for the university should be who is also a member of the Plananti-pollution laws to a large degree. "cultural and intellectual education
ning and Resources Committee. She No crisis with toothbrush
Another panelist, lawyer V.J. of the student", and the develop- said she
would "like to see a docuThe electric toothbrush is not creating an energy crisis.
Yannacone, a founder of the Envi"integration",Heandemphasized
preservament setting out minimum stanstatement emerged Thursday from a Holy Trinity Noon on the
ronment Defense Fund, says that
tion ment,
of knowledge.
dards teachers would have to con- SquareThismeeting
featuring Darcy McKeough, energy management assistant
U of T is in a special position to
our lawsronmentcan't
envi- that
form
to"
with
respect
to
duties
such
to
premier
Bill Davis.
because protect
there is nothedefinicarry out research because of its
having reading lists and lectures
"I
don't
think
we, as a government, should ban the electric toothtion that the public or business can location and availability of facilities. asprepared
in advance and being availunderstand.
At the same time, Jie advocated
brush," McKeough, a former hardware merchant from Chatham, said. Ala
b
l
e
t
o
students
for
help
after
class.
Harvey Clare of Imperial Oil limiting U of T growtfj to a rate not
The topic of research was related
though hepersonally didn't like electric toothbrushes, McKeough felt they
drawing enough of Canada's diminishing energy supply to be a
disagreed with the government belief whole.
exceeding that of the province as a by group members to academic ex- weren't
the future of the country.
to
danger
that the universe can't assimilate
cel ence. For example, the University of Guelph
optedfield
for ex-—
cel ence in a has
limited
Arts and Science Students
Get a new look
at life with
February 15th
Contact Lenses!
is the last date for you to

—drop an extra course or half-course without academic penalty
—transfer from full-time to part-time status
—withdraw from the faculty without academic penalty
—change your degree request (Third and Fourth Year students)
Discuss any of these with your College Registrar or the
Assistant Director, Division of University Extension
before February 15th.
W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary

NICKELODEON
279 Yon ire at Dundas Sqi
OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
Arts

GOVERNING

COUNCIL

ELECTION

OF THE UNIVERSITY
REMINDER

Prospective candidates for election to the Governing Council are reminded that
nomination papers must be filed by noon on Monday, February 12th, 1973. Nomination forms and copies of the regulations (Election Guidelines) covering the election
are available from the Office of the Governing Council, Simcoe Hall, or the Regisofficesvacancies
at Scarborough
Erindaie
Theretrars'are
in four and
teaching
staffColleges.
constituencies, all eight seats in the
three student categories, and one seat in the administrative staff constituency.
Nominations must be signed by the following number of nominators:
teaching staff - 10
graduate students - 15
full-time undergraduate
students - 50
part-time undergraduate
students - 15
administrative staff - 20
Present members of Governing Council whose terms expire on June 30th next
may be nominated again if they are continuing in the same constituencies for which
they were elected in 1972. Those elected this year for the. teaching staff and administrative staf constituencies will serve for three years from July 1st, 1973, and
for student constituencies for one year, as required by the University of Toronto Act,
1971.
Descriptions of the constituencies were published in The Varsity of January 24th
last. Enquiries or requests for further information should be directed to the Office of
the Governing Council at 928-2160.
Election shall be by mailed ballot.

and

Council

Science
Elections

Nominations will open Monday, February 19th, 1973
for membership on the Council of the Faculty of Arts
and Science and its committees for 1973-74. A list of
vacancies will be available at that time.
W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary

"TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS AFTER HIROSHIMA:
IS THE NUCLEAR GENIE FINALLY
ON THE WAYA public
BACK lecture
INTO byITS BOTTLE?"
DR. BERNARD T. FELD
Professor of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
on
Tuesday, FEBRUARY 6, 1973
at 8:00 p.m.
In Room 102, McLennan Physical Lab.,
255 Huron Street
OB. FELD was part of the team at the University of Chicago that
achieved the first nuclear chain reaction (1942), and since then he
has
arms taken
control.particular interest in questions of nuclear diarmament and
Lecture Is free and open to the public. Discussion
follow the address.
SPONSORED period
BY THE will
INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES PROGRAMME
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Toronto in first place with 8-1 record

By LESLIE MclNTOSH
The few fortunate
spectators
orat
Seni
the Benson Building Friday night
impressive
were again treated to an as the
display of basketball skills
senior basketball "Blue
women's
Bloomers" maintained thir hold on
defeating Queen's
first place,
Golden
Gals 56-38.
Blues started off slowly with
in the
to a 4-0butleadToronto
jumpingof play,
Queen's
first minute
10-6
lead point
take athethree
ralliedd toabout
quickly
and
maintaine
spread for the rest of the half. The
23-20 for
score
Toronto.at half time was

In the second et
half, third-year
s
reach.
feaat
ball
bask
The win de
gives Toronto
record ol
guard Daina Zukauskas took ad- 8 wins
in
is
Laurentian
loss.
1
and
2-1-2
Gals'the wide
tage of thedown
defense tovandrive
middle for -second place with a 7-2 record while
defense Queen's
with 6-3place teams
With the ofQueen's
13 points.
more
conscious
the middle,
The firstis third
and second
Toronto forwards were able to hit from the Eastern (Toronto,
from the outside. Terry Knight and Laurentian, Queen's, Ottawa,
Chris Crawford accounted for 28 Carleton
and York) and Western
points collectively (17 and H, (Western, Waterloo, McMaster,
respectively), as Toronto outscored Guelph. Windsor and Waterloo
Queen's
14-2 inhalf.
the opening minutes Lutheran) Sections will participate
of the second
in the championship section in the
A combination of a tight 1-2-2 final tournament February 23-24 in
zone defense by Toronto and cold, Ottawa, while the rest or the teams
will compete in the consolation
by the
hesitantput shooting
team
the must-win
gameQueen's
out ot round.

ee
Queen's
now n'
rely onsthe
Qumust
Blues to defeat Laurentian (Toronto's only loss) in their last season
and
Laurentianto toenable
tie forQueen's
second place
game,
and the final playoff spot. A tie
would
be broken by a single suddendeath game.
Although Toronto has definitely
locked up a playoff spot, the game is
important
because
would them
give
the
Blues first
place aandwin match
against the second place team in the
west in the first round of the final
tournament instead of Western, last
vear's (OWIAA) champion.

A56
win for-3
Laurentian
8 would give
the SudburyToronto
team firstandplaceLaurentian
because
although
would have the same number of
losses, beboth
Toronto's losses
would
to theof Voyageurs.
Blues and
hopecentre
to haveCathvthe Cullis
service'swhoof
captain
missed the York and Queen's games
this week, and guard Magda Havas
who missed the York game and saw
limited action
the Queen's
game
because
of thein flu,
for the game
against
Laurentian
next
Saturday,
February
10th, at 1 pm in the Benson Building.

0l

Throw

a

Keener.

0

A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
can enjoy anywhere, anytime. All you need for a
"Kegger" is an OktoberfestTap*n Keg with
Mini-Keg refills, and you're on your way to good

times. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
draw
another
Real Draft
Beer.16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, cool

Ofcfcoberf

est

B
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Track

team

members

place

Toronto's Brad Morley (71) went on to win the two mile event, while Reed {72) finished third.
Toronto

team

wins

well
at
University of Toronto track team
participants placed second with 26
points at the Maple Leaf Indoor
Games Friday afternoon. Western
was
first withtied29,forwhilefourth
Queen's
Waterloo
with and21
points each. McMaster placed fifth
with 12 points out of a total of 10
participating
universities and one
community college.
Toronto's Herny Tobias placed
third in the 50-yard dash with a time
of 5.7, only one second off the pace
set by Alan Greer of McMaster, and
Dave Howes finished second in the
300-yard event, with a time of 33.5.
[n the finished
600-yardfirst
Toronto's
Gerryof
Feeney
in a time
1:15.5, while the U of T's Brad
Morleyand Andy Reed finished first
and third, respectively, in the two
mile event. Morley ran it in 9:24.3,
and Reed was clocked at 9:27.5.
Toronto's Ross finished fourth in
the 50-yard hurdles in 6.7, a scant
0.4 seconds behind first place
finisher
Dave placed
Jarvisfirstofin Queen's.
Dave Barrett
the pole
vault event, with a 13'6" height,
followed by Western's Don AnderIn the evening meet, John Sharp
won sontheat I3'0".
mile in 4:19.9, 5.9 seconds
back
of his ago.
own personal record set
two weeks
U of T entered a mile relay team
of Mark Minden, Dave Colbert, Bill
Johnson and Gerry Feeney, which
placed second to the East York
Track Club. Bruce Simpson, competing for his extra-university track
club vaulted 16*6" to place third.

Games
(Simpson decided
to participate
even though he suffered an injury in
practice two weeks ago.)
50->ard dash — women: |. J
Mclntyrc.
Western,
2. BarbGauihier.
Burton,
McMaster,
6.5; 3.6.3:Louise
Lauren 1]an, 6.5.
50-yard dash — men: I. Alan Greer,
McMaster, 5.6; 2. Bill Clark. Western,
5.7:
3. Henry Tobias, Toronto. 5.7.
6,5.50-yard
hurdles — men: I. Dave
Jarvis. Queen's, 6.3; 2. George Neeland,
Waterloo* 6.4; 3. Don Price, Queen's
300 2.yards
men: I.Toronto,
Jarvis. Queen's,
32.7:
Dave—Weslern,
Howes.
T. Rotondo.
33.5. 33.5; 3.
600-yards — women : I. Debbie
Boylan. Western. 1:27.5; 2. J. McKinly,
Lauronlian, 1:29.6: 3. Heather Cumming.
Waterloo.
1:35.0.I. Gerry Feeney.
600-yards
— men:
2. Keilh Berriman,
1:15.5;
Toronto.
Queen's. 1:17.8..
1:17,7: 3. Mark Payne,
Weslern.
1000 yards — men: I . Mike
Uinigun, Walerloo, 2:17.9; 2. Doug
Lowe.
Brock. Guelph.
2:20.1. 2:20.0: 3. Mike Brett
Mile
—
men: Buckley.
I. M. Walker,
4:2 1 .X: 2. Ken
York. Waterloo,
4:21 .8; 3.
Brian Shammess, Western, 4:25.5.
Two miles — men: [. Brad Morley,
Toronto. 9:24.3; 2. G. Ames, Guelph,
9:25.5; 3. Andrew Reed. Toronto, 9:27.5.
Mile(Jimrelay
— men:
I. Queen's
3:37,9
Crowe.
Don Price,
Keilh
Berriman.
Dave Jarvis).
3-39.K:
3. Waterloo.
3:41.0 2. Toronto
High 2.jump:
Ray Anthony. Waterloo.
Weslern.
''"4":
Man 1 . Schweigher,
'•"4": 3, Craig
d'O".
Pritchard, McMaster
Pole Vault: I. Dave Barrett, Toronlo.
2, Donguest,
Anderson.
Weslern,student.
13'0";
VLV6":
Herrcns,
high school

karate
The University of Toronto karate
leam members finished first on
Saturday in the first ever OUAA
karate tournament. Toronto
finished with three wins and no
losses in the five team round-robin
meet.
Ryerson finished second with two
wins and one loss, while Guelph was
third with one win and two losses.
Other
participating
York and
Western. teams included
Western's Ken Lam finished first
in the kata (free form dance) event
fencers fourth
with 19.9 of a possible 30 points. Women
Ryerson's Don Chow was second
with 19.4, and Toronto's T. Lee
placed third with 19.3 points. Lee
and Chow had originally tied for
second with 19.1 points each, and
another event was run to break the
second place deadlock.
York's John McKenzie finished
first in the kumite (individual, open
fighting) event, defeating team-mate
Harvey Pope. Lange Hayson of the
University of Guelph finished third.
Haydon
Macphersondefeated
in the Ryerson's
semifinals, Gerry
while
hePope.
in turnMcKenzie
was defeated
by
York's
also defeated
Macpherson to reach the finals.
Toronto participants Mike
Liptzynski, were
Jake allOrbach,
and Willie
Holtzman
eliminated
in the
first round of the kumite event.
In presenting the awards to the
winners,
Men'scommented
Athletic
Director Toronto
Df.lt White
Anne Gutierrez (left) pierces Queen's
Building. Judy Krupanski.
York's McKenzie (left) defeated Pope for the individual championship. that the karate tournament was held
"on an experimental basis". But, he The University of Toronto
fencing team finished
expected "that at the next meeting women's
won two —boutsbut —lostagainst
fourth on the weekend in a round- YorkToronto
three
they'll probably ratify this as a robin
tournament at the Benson others andin Western
HEY
the
six team meet. The
regular OUAA meet."
University of Ottawa team finished
first with an undefeated string of five
THERE
_ LONEvictories. McMaster was second,
winning four bouts, while McGill
SOME!
placed third with three wins.
Participants on the Toronto team
unclassified
included Maureen Selway, Maureen
Evans, Isobel Heathcote. and Anne
EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to BIBLIOGRAPHIES compiled lor your Gultierrez.
LONOON from S79 one way or S15S return
20 items).yourIncrease your (approximately
elficiency and improve
- Take a dependable charter. Contact term-papers
In the individual bouts (the
AOSC,
44
St.
George
St.,
Toronto
5.416marks
by
writing
more
prolesslonal
962-8404
your Student Council. BOOK papers, based on thoroughly researched women's teams only fence foils)
EARLY AND- or SAVE
references. Restricted to Natural and
Sciences. For information phone Judy Mallin
Krupanski
of Queen's
and
of Ottawa
tied for first
ACAPULCO FOR $199.00 (8 dayn Social
783-4967 or write Meredith Associates, June
Oeparlures every SUNDAY In Feb. (Stuoy Bibliography
place with eight victories each. In a
Section,
Box
104,
Station
S,
Weeks)
from
Toronlo,
Includes
jet
trr.nstate portable
topic and typewriter.
course.
bout to determine first place
sport, accommodalion (doubtes), parses, Toronto.
DISTRESSPleaseSALE,
Krupanski prevailed, and Mallin
discos. Contact AOSC 44 St. George St., Olympia
LOTS OF
SF33,
bought
at
S83.
will
sell
at
Toronto
5.
416-962-8404
or
your
Stident
ROOM AND
finished second. Western's Robyn
S65. phone evenings
BOARD
BATTERING
RAM by920-8721
David Freeman Sargeant
Council.
third with four vicauthor ot CREEPS opens tomorrow last
tories andplaced
four losses.
AVAILABLE
TRAVELLING EUROPE INTERNA pay-what-you-can
preview
to-night at Ave.
8:30
TIONAL
STUDENT
I.D,
card,
student
Tarragon
Theatre.
30
Sridgman
APRILS
TILL
rallpass, car rentals, cheapest and most Sathurst & Dupont 531-1827 for
dependable charier (lights, camping tours Reservations.
SERVICES
etc. all available now from: AOSC, 44 St. S.E.A.L. RESUME SERVICE lor student
ESPECIALLY IF YOU'RC INTO
A newESSAY
andOriginality,
complete
TEflHPAPER
service.
quality,
and
George St., Toronto 5,416- 962-8404. (The job seekers. Accurate layout and printing.
CERAMICS,
PHoTOGRAPHV,
security
dictate our policy.
MOVIES, RADIO,
FRIMTlNG WOOD,
Studentdent Council)
Travel co-op owned by your stu- S5 00 for 50 copies. Lowest price in town.
Phone 966-3900.Used (ur coats from S10.00
GOING TO ENGLAND THIS SUMMER? WHY
Phone:
961-6150 pm
Hours:
Spacious flat to sublet, 4 rooms, garden. Paul FREEZE7
Sot,-Mon.-Frl.
Sun. 9 am-3 pm-10
S pm
MagderQueenFurs & - Dundas)
202 Spadlna
Ave.
Situated In cenlral London, twenty minutes (Between
Excellent
Professional
Typing Done
neill-wycik college
Irom West End. Available April 10 — selection of lun furs, trade, ins accepter*
September 1. £12 per week. Phone Thur-Fri
300 AVENUE ROAD
96gerror-d sr e 3b7-os2o
We buy used
furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
till 6 pm.
961-3549,
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

in four years
for first time
top 100
Blues
the Blues for the majority of the
By BOB PRITCHARD
Basketball Blues recorded their half, and the first few times Toronto
li f
first century in four years rolling brought the ball up the floor.
over the University of Western Mustangs managed to steal it.
Mustangs 102-81 in exhibition play Unlike their reaction to the press
on Saturday in the Benson Building. last week in Ottawa, Blues quickly
The last time Blues reached the recovered, and began to move the
hundred point mark was in ball in with quick passes.
With five minutes to go in the
February, 1969, when they defeated
the same Western Mustangs 105-76. game. Blues were up 94-70, and the
Varsity then went on that year to only question left was whether they
lose its first playoff game and was could make it 100. They almost
eliminated.
since it took them three
The fact that the Blues enjoyed a didn't,
minutes to make it 98.
Bui
with
90 seconds left, Dave
considerable height advantage over
the London team cannot detract
in Varsity's
put
Ferguson
their victory, as Toronto out- point with a jump
shot fromhundredth
the top
hustled, out-shol and out-rebounded of the key. The game ended with the
Mustangs in some impressive score Toronto 102, Western 81.
Both clubs used man to man
playing.
At halftime. Western was actually defences throughout the game. In
leading the Blues 48-47, with both the first half. Western really gave
teams playing evenly, except in the Blues a contest with some acrebounding, where the Blues were
curate passing and quick drives to
11
ahead 28-21.
the basket. Toronto was somewhat
With the start of the second half, slow to react to screens, and on
Blues slowly began to pull ahead ol offence failed to roll to the basket or
the London team, and by the 10 missed the open man on several
minute mark were leading 70-60. As occasions.
well as maintaining control of the
boards at both ends of the floor. A noticeable change in the Blues'
in their ofoffence.
Blues tightened up their man to man playing wasnumber
pre-set Toronplays,
defence, making it difficult for the andto usesin aearlier
games the team
Mustangs to penetrate.
seemed to be tense while using them.
Even when Western did get close
seemed more relaxed on
in, it often failed to put the ball in Varsity
Mustangs' Vytas Kazragis (41) drops in two points in the first half of Saturday's game.
Saturday — possibly because it was
the hoop. In the first half. Mus- only an exhibition game — and
Al VanGhent
Weelden
tangs had maintained a respectable seemed to work the plays more by members not missed several tip-ins in third place in the West so far this (iarv
from
right under the Western year) lost two of their top three Dave
MeCabe
floor shooting average of 42 per instinct than by regimentation.
basket.
cent. Bui in the last 20 minutes of Near the end of the game. Blues
scorers to graduation. The third lull n Correnie
Toronto
Varsity
put forward
real team didn't play on Saturday .... Even Dave Wall
■ play. Western only connected on began to foul, and by the end of the effort
in the
scoring adepartment.
eight of 30 shots for a 27 per cent match Watt, Cress, Scott and
with Saturday's victory, Blues ( ilenn Scull
recordin isexhibition.
only 4-5 in the league and Dave l-crguson
average.
Skyvington had fouled out Twelve Blues got on the scores 3-4
Peter Oolup
Varsity seemed to have an endless (although many of the referees' calls sheet, six of them in double figures.
Tip
Offs:
Blues
meet
Ryerson
supply of energy, as the team con- were
Brian Skvvinulon
Scoring: Western al Toronto
full advantage Western
of theirdidn't
foul Rams at Ryerson Wednesday night.
tinued to fast-break up the floor, take questionable).
Western
Randv
Kim Mho1-ilinski
Hill
hitting only 27 for 39 from the This is an important game for Varsi- Mike Savage
beating Mustangs on several oc- shots,
17
[■"rankl-rancis
Cress
ty if it wants to make the playoffs. Wallv kurnew
casions. Coach McManus sub- line. Blues were 18 for 28.
12 Rich
Kure/.yk
The real story of the game lay in They should win, having defeated Vytas ka/rugis 1 1
stituted fre ly throughout the game,
usually in groups of twos and threes, the rebounding, where Blues came the Rams 99-73 earlier this (Jury
Curgin
10 Tim MeChic
Brown
.... Western, third place AlDaveTnlTorc!
giving his players adequate rest.
Tonv Kudmik
out ahead 56-37. Toronto might year
finishers
in
the
West
last
year
(and
Western used a half court press on have increased its score, had team

Hockey
Blues solidify hold on first place in Ottawa
third Period
By PETER DUX
The second period ended scoreless Munro and Doug Tate who third period — one defenceman deep
Varsity Blues clinched first place although the pace was even faster couldn't
back, with two forwards and two 10) Toronlo. Buha (Fifield) 1:43
fly
out
of
Toronto
Friday
in the Eastern Section of theOUAA than the first. Only the two goalies due lo weather conditions. Tom "halfbacks". This assured a three 1 1 ) Toronto. Korzack (Ruhnke. Wrighl)
this weekend in Ottawa with 11-3 — Ottawa's Gary Doyle and Toron- Walt dressed Rodger Wright, the man defence and essentially allowed
and 4-1 victories over Carleton and
man attack. Watt did not try 2) Toronto. Sems 6: 18
to's Gary Inness — prevented the team's manager, who responded ato four
continue this game plan against 3) Carleton Ingamundson,
Oltawa, respectively.
Ottawa
the following day.
(Poller)
The Gee-Gees proved to be a
Blues Notes: A scout for the Leafs 14) Toronlo. Sems (Buha. Fifield) 16:41
much
improved
team
since
their
123 drubbing in Varsity Arena earlier
attended
the
Ottawa
game
.
.
.
specFifield
Shots T.onO'Ncil
goal byC 7:46
in the season. They provided Blues
tator attendance at both games was Penalties-Toronlo
16 14 13 43
with one of their toughest games of
negligible, even though Carlelon
Carlelon 8 9 7 24
the schedule in a tighl-checking, yet
plays pinlex .. a. beautiful
new sports
comfasl-skating game.
Blues
meet
Loyola
Toronlo 4 Ottawa 1
Warriors
in
exhibition
play
at
the
Not until
thirdwhenperiod
First Period
stamina
pay off
ihey didtookBlues'
over
arena Friday night . . . lasl time the
1)
Ottawa.
the game and broke a 1-1 tie wide
two
teams met, Blues won 5-3 in 2) Toronlo. FoxBuba.6:16(Anderson) 15:04
Montreal.
open with three unanswered goals.
The slill high-flying line of
Penalties- Kcenan T 8:23, Aubrev O
Toronto 11, Carleton 3
Pagnutti, Ruhnke, and Korzack
15:36, Gauthier O 16:03.
First Period
No Scoring
scored two quick goals at 0:14 and
1)
Toronto.
Buba
(Fifield)
4:53
Second Period
0:52 of the third period to notch the
2)10:44Toronlo, Herridgc (Anderson) 5:09
winner and insurance tallies.
3)
Toronto.
Holmes
(Leroy,
Wright)
Play in this period differed from £
Penalties- Leroy T 1:12, Korzack T,
that in other games so far this
4) Carlelon, Channel! (Crocco) 18:10 (iouin
O 3:15. Aubrey O 6:57, Gaulhier
Nick Holmes (9) pushes in Toronto's third goal against Carleton.
season, with Varsity controlling the
Penalties- Fifield T, O'Ncil C 9:22 O11:00.
Misc. 7:1 1. Holmes T 8:23. Kcenan T
puck and Gee-Gees being forced to teams from scoring, both thwarting with a solid game while assisting on Wright T 8:54Second Period
take long shots from the neutral numerous drives.
goals. Rodger practises with the >) Toronlo.4:15 Korzack (Pagnutti,
Third Period
zone, while Blues checked furiously Friday's game against Carleton two
learn so that he can step into such Ruhnke)
3)Korzack)
Toronto.
0:14 Ruhnke (Pagnutli,
lo protect their lead.
situations.
was
a
continuation
of
last
week's
6)
Carlelon.
Poller
(Clark)4:23
Gee-Gees were playing up with encounter in Toronto, with Blues
Varsity played a good positional 7) Toronlo. Sems (Davies. Hcrridae) 4) Korzack (Ruhnke. Pagnutli) 0:52
Varsity, never letting up with their toying with a vastly outclassed op- game
for the most part, but Ravens 14:01
5) Toronlo. Anderson (Pagnutti) 13:43
solid-checking and fast-skating
Toronto.
Pagnutti (Korzack, Penalties- Keenan T 8:14, Milncs T
ponent. Harry Sems, playing scored their three goals due largely H)Ruhnke)
14:27
without
his
contact
lenses,
still
to defensive errors on Toronto's
game. Ottawa's
killingand crew
Toronlo. Fifield (Buba. Sems) 18:59
Shots on goal by
managed
to workpenalty
away one
one
a hat-trick and one assist. part. Blues, in fact, seemed to be 9)PenaltiesSmith C 1:54, Leroy T 6:24,
half minutes when the team was managed
Bill Fifield and Bill Buba also bored by the whole affair.
Holmes
T
9:46,
Crocco
C
12:42,
Mitnes
With certain victory in sight, Tom T. O'Neil C 14:46
Toronto 9 19 1 I - 39
minus two players — a rarity managed four points apiece.
Ottawa 3 II II - 25
Blues were playing without Bob Watt tried an experiment in the
against Blues' strong power plays.
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22%

cut

off

Advisory

Bureau
The U inof aT move
Advisory
budgel inhasbureau
been services
slashed
by $22,000
whichBureau's
will force1973-74
a reduction
and may signal the bureau's eventual demise.
The bureau, which provides counselling and guidance in an
informal, relaxed way, learned of the 22 per cent budget cut on
December 28. Bureau officials, director Don McCulloch told The
Varsity yesterday, had not been forewarned that they were in line for
the cut.
Over the last three years, the bureau has had its budgel cut back
by approximately five per cent annually, the aeross-the-board cut
dealt most university departments and programs.
McCulloch says the substantial reduction in operating funds
means one of the bureau's three full-time staff will have to go. And,
he continued, it would be hard for whoever drew up the cut not to
realize that staff cuts would be the effect.
Student governor Paul Cadario, a member of the budgel panel
that made the cut, maintains he and vice-provost Robin Ross had
discussed the implications of the reduction and had not anticipated
that firings would be necessary.
V4ce-president and provost Don Forster, however, admitted
that the move represented "a quite substantial cuf . Although he
referred The Varsity to Cadario and internal affairs vice-president
,MII Conway for elaboration about any implications of the cut,
McCulloch says Forster, the senior administrator responsible for
budget preparation, told him that if it were up to him he would have
phased the bureau out by June 30, I973.
Forster, McCulloch continued, said he had a hunch the bureau,
would be eliminated by the end of June, I974.
Last night, Conway maintained that as far as she was concerned
the budget cut "represents no policy". She pointed out that the
decision had been taken before she took office January I. "I'm
trying
told Theto learn
Varsity.about the reasons for the decision being made," she
Referring to the suggestions that the cut signalled a university
desire to scrap the bureau, Conway noted, "That may be the opinion
by some people about how the cut should be interpreted, but that's
not mine."
She confirmed that a review of the decision is currently
underway.
Forster criticized the bureau for spending too much time
involving itself with social issues, and accused it of being out of touch
with the students, according to McCulloch.
Yesterday, Forster confirmed that there is a feeling that the
university should be "putting more resources into a formal academic
training program".
Cadario said that he thinks people had a negative feeling about
the bureau, a feeling that the "Advisory Bureau is not providing the
kind of counselling required".
Questioned about why the budget panel cut the bureau's budgel
so drastically, Cadario again referred to this "negative reeling", a
"belief that it is not doing the job it was set up lo", and a conviclion
thai the service being offered was not worth the money being spent.
McCulloch observed that it seemed unsual lo axe the bureau's
budget
heavily services
before the
Affairs
Committee's
planned
review ofso student
laterInternal
this year.
Especially,
he added,
at a
time when the "demand for our kind of services is continuously
rising".
The bureau was established after on the recommendation of a
presidential advisory committee. Us creation followed a mid-1960
with problems wouldn't
students
which revealed
SAC onsurvey
rely
the university
Health that
Service
for help.
The bureau opened in September, 1965, to offer direct
counselling, increase community awareness of existing sources of
specific student services, and address itself, according to the
director's first annual report, "increasingly to an examination of the
changing emotional and intellectual pattern of undergraduate life.,.

Cold, Impersonal university life has sent many students to Advisory Bureau for
counselling. Steep budget cut will reduce bureau staff next year.

Occupation

trespass

charges

may
still hold, trial told
same incident, said last night she contact with anyone immediately
By JOHN CAMPBELL
Charges of trespassing may still thought that at the end of her trial after Kearns entered the chamber.
be in effect against 19 students the trespassing charge had been Earlier, he had told the court he
had seenstruggling.
Kearns and Mark
involved in the occupation of Sim- dropped.
Goldblalt
Getty, taking the stand to testify
coe
Hall
during
last
year's
open
en
his
own
behalf,
began
with
a
The
witnesses
agreed that at no
Slacks demonslrations.
The revelation came at the trial series of political statements which time did they hear a warning given
were
ruled
out
of
order
by
the
judge.
yesterday of Bill Gelty, charged with
by police that they were trespassing
The Robarls Library was built for and were required to leave or they
assaulting a police officer during ihe
breakup of the occupation of March "racist psychologists", he said would be arrested.
12 last year.
before being interrupted.
On have
this point
"The courts are used to crush would
Crown Attorney William
gone ifGetty
I had stated,
received "Ia
Donaldson presented as evidence a students and working people in the
Former acting president Jack
documentstratorscharging
the demon{for the library)."
admitted on the stand that he
with trespassing
in an community
Charles intervened,
saying "I am Sword responsibility
for catling the
attempt to prove that Getty re- not concerned with .your political took
warning."
entered ihe building the day after the feelings
police on campus.
He stated
or
what
the
capitalists
do".
The
defendent
then
described
instructions
to
police
were that
that hishe
breakup knowing that he was
"did not want individual arrests of
police
action
when
they
entered
the
charged with the offence.
In reply, Getty produced a Simcoe Hall Senate chamber, those occupying; just those who
statement from Metro Inspector calling it "brutal". He said he was would not leave the room."
Under questioning from
Maxwell saying that the charges had "singled out" by the enforcement
officers in particular by deputy cam- Donaldson, he insisted that he
been dropped by the university.
He said the document, which had
accepted
ihe advice of U of T Chief
pus police chiefMichael
John Irwin.Neamsch
Student
been delivered by the police, stated
safety and security Officer James
(hat although no further proceedings claimed that trwin said, "Get him Westhead that there would be an
would be carried out on Ihe
interval of five to 10 minutes
A second
major
figure at the between the time a warning would
trespassing charge, he would still break-in
(Getty),
he's
a
red!"
was
Detective
William
have to appear in court on the
be given and the chamber would be
charge.
Kearns, who was identified as the rushed.
first person to come through the Although it was ruled as
Although presiding Judge Charles hole
broken in the Senate door by inadmissable as evidence, Donaldagreed that technically the charges
were still in effect, he also accepted
son quotedbetweenfromSworda telephone
tranAlthough Neamsch testified that
Maxwell's statement.
and Westhead
Kearns had been engaged in a in whichscriptSword
agreed that less than
"it appears Ihe charge has not struggle
police.
with one of the protestors, five minutes warning was accepbeen withdrawn," Charles said, it
table. Charles ruled the evidence
wasRandi
"still Reynolds,
proceeding."found guilty in Getty, under cross-examination inadmissable
since it could not be
from see
Donaldson,
stated that
him (Kearns)
comehe "did
into authenticated.
December of assaulting police in the not
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2 The Varsity
The Varsity will not publish during
Reading Week, February 12 to 16,
nor on the following Monday,
February 19. Listings for events occuring between noon, February 9th
and noon, the 21st will be published
in thislineFriday's
issue. inClosing
for inclusion
that deadissue
remains 1 pm, Thursday, February 8.
Information must be supplied, typewrit en onthe provided forms.
TODAY
11 am
Tickets
tor
"Little
sale onal
Wymilwood until 2 pm. Me"Criticson raved
opening nighl. Gel noon
your tickets early,
The SSSC and U ot T workers will be
on the arepicketdemanding
line at 215thatHuron
St.marching
Tlie marchers
John
Evans stop Ihe layoffs, slop the Student
Surcharge, and drop all charges againsl
Ihose arrested Thursday Feb. 1 at 215
Huron.
Open public SAC Council meeting at
Sidney
Smith Foyer Major topic — Ihe
financing
matters. issue, Ihe fees trike. and related
1 pmAllan Booth, wilh a
Laugh: aa Magic
play byGoose
princess,
and young Peter
all smuggling for peace and Ihe Kingdom
under the everpresent shadow of Ihe
gallows.
At the Always
U.C. Playhouse, 79-a St.
George
Street.
All women
who would free.
like information or
to become involved in the campaign (or
repealing the abortion laws should come to
a meeting at the Film Room, Innis College,
al 63 St. George Street.
Open stacks slale for the Governing
Council. Organizing Meeting. Some spaces
•omain fo be filled. All Welcome. PECU
■ ... ie Sid Smith 3rd floor. (Opposite the
eiu.aiors.)
4 pm
Are you a Liberal? (or curious?) Then
drop into a reception, sponsored by Ihe U
ol T Sludent Liberals. Everyone welcome.
Brennan Hall, St. Michael's College. Till 6
pm.

HERE
8:30 pm
Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by
5 pm at Hillel House.7 pm186 St. George Street.
Free Jewish University:
"Great Modern
Jewish
George Thinkers",
Street. at8 pmHillel House, 186 St.
Jewish University;
"Literalure186 andSt.
thefreeHolocaust",
at Hillel House,
George Street.
Free Jewish University: "The Jewish Life
Cycle",
Street. at Hillel House. 186 St. George
Free Jewish
"Job and186 IheSt.
Problem
of Evil."University:
at Hillel House,
George
Slreef
Working
will be
the"Equality
lopicHallofofanfortheopen
publicWomen"
meeting
Town
St. Lawrence
Centre.in Ihe
Free Jewish
"Conversational
Yiddish"
al HillelUniversity
House, 186
St. George
Street.
Free
Jewish
University:
"Chassidic
Stories
Ftav Nachman",
186 St. ofGeorge
Street, at Hillel House.
Meeting ofAt the
the GSU,
U olupstairs
T Homophile
Association.
lounge.
Everyone welcome.8:30 pm
"The Intruder":
a playTheatre,
by Maurice
Maeterlinck
al the Studio
4 Glen
Morris Street. Admission free.
Oance, Dance, Dance. Free. Folk
Dancing al International Sludenl Centre. 33
St George
Street everyNoWednesday.
pert Instructions.
experienceExnecessary.
Everybody welcome.
"Little Me", a humourous endeavor by
Neil Simon, produced by the Victoria
College
Music Club,
at Harta
House Theatre.
Tonightis presented
is Alumni night;
wine and cheese party
9 pm follows.
Free Jewish Universily "Jewish
Perspeclives
Christianity",
House, 186 St.onGeorge
Street. at Hillel

AND

NOW

9 am
THURSDAY
Work like hell for us. Frontier College.
Summer placements. Heavy labour al
northern points. Social work In spare time.
General Meeting in the Cumberland Room,
33 St. George Street.
11 am
"Little Me" tickets are going fast at
Wymilwood.
Theatre box until
oflice.2 pm or at Hart House
The SSSC and U of T workers will be
on the are
picket
line at 215thatHuron
noondemanding
St.marching
The marchers
John
Evans stop the layotfs, stop Ihe Student
Surcharge,
and
drop
all
charges
againsl
those arrested Thursday Feb. 1 al 215
Huron.
Malh Reform Meeting: To discuss
mathematics reform and its implementation. Speakers:
Smith and C. Scobie.
All Professor
students andT.
faculty
welcome.
M.P.S.C.U.
103, McLennan Physics. event. Room
St. Michael's student union presents city
government
seminars. Aldermen
Archer
BrennanWilliam
Hall
lounge. and Dan 1 Heap.
pm
"Laugh",a Magic
a playGooseby and
Allanyoung
Booth.PeterA
princess,
allthestruggle
for
peace
and
their
fair
share ol
under University
Ihe everpresenl
shadowkingdom,
of the gallows.
College
Playhouse. Free.
Moratorium called by U of T coalition
against the Cutbacks (Stop Ihe Cutbacks
Committee).
Short presenlation
on feestrike,
other andcampuses
and Wright
Discussion
vote on whal
action toreport.
lake
next. At the Med. Sci.
6 pm Auditorium.
The Araband Students'
invites
studenls
lacully to Association
its weekly informal
meeting, at Ihe Morning Room. 3? St.
George Street.

6:30 pm

Hillel Kosher supper. Please reserve by
5 pm al Hillel House.7:30 186pm St. George Street.
Two dims al the OISE Auditorium; The
Last Picture Show by Bogdonovich (at
7:30) and The Grapes of Wrath by Ford (al
9:30).
al 7:30 or252$1.00Btooral
9:30. AtAdmission
the OISE$1.50
auditorium,
II you're
off withSAC Mlglin
you
Wesl.
should
run inpissed
Ihe coming
elections,
March 7-8. Open meeting of interested
people in forming a common Iront or a
commontivists,program
Ac7:30forpmthatCalledelection.
Let ists, welcome.
by Young
Socialists. Al Innis College. Bossin Room.
The Christian Science College
Organizalion
meets inreadings
Ihe Woodgerfollowed
Room
al Old Vic Inspired
pm All are
by testimonies of7:45healing.
welcome.
Arctic Development
NativeMel&
Economic
Destruction: Peteror Usher,
Walkins,
Tony forHooper.
Sponsored Socialist
by Wattle Movement
an Independent,
Canada — O.I.S.E. Room N 20t.

Soiree de pieces en un acta de Jean
par la troupe
ofTardieu,
T toria
Sub-basement
Pratt Library, del'U
VicCollege.
8 pmof Cafe-Theatre
"The Mldrash
andFreeIhe Jewish
Bible," University:
at Hillel House.
186 St,
George Street.
Free
Jewish
University:
"Chavurat
Zemer."
Street. at Hillel House, 186 St, George
All interested in organizing or helping
with the SOS Teach In on Racism. Planning
meeting. At 46 Robert Street. For more
information
call 921-7937.Meeling, a special
CUSO Information
informalion
meeting for Ihose specializing
In engineering, medicine, forestry, geology
orInternational
any otherStudent
technicalCentre,
or medical fieldpm 33 St. George
Street. Pendarves 8:30Lounge.
"Little Me" — Residence night. Patrons
ofHousethe Theatre
arls are after
requested
which thelo atlend
Vic pub Harl
will
give
patrons
a
reduction
on
the
flrsl story
beer
purchased. "Little Me'* Is a whimsical
of a young
and herpower,amourous
adventures to gain girlwealth,
social position
arid"The
Ihe boy
of
her
dreams.
a playTheatre,
by' Maurice
MaeterlinckInlruder":
at the Sludlo
4 Glen
Morris Street. Free admission.

m
Evening Play
TABLElet luring
TENNIS

CAMERA CLUB
TODAY
1:10 p.m. « 7:30 p.m.
Discussion ol
rejected prints
INFORMAL DEBATE
RESOLVED
THAT:
The Varsity Should Cease
Publication.
TOMORROW
DEBATES ROOM 2 P.M.

VIOLETTA
7NESUKAITIS
— ID P.M.
Fencing Room
ART GALLERY
HART HOUSE CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION
until Feb. 25
lues-Sal..
Mondiy, 11 a.m.a.m.-9-5p.m.p.m.
Gallery HoursSunday. 2 p.m - 5 p.m.

NOON HOUR CONCERT
"BREATHLESS"
TODAY
EAST COMMON ROOM 12-2 P.M.
WEDNESDAY
EVENING CONCERT
TORONTO
CONSORT
PLAYING MEDIEVAL
fi RENAISSANCE MUSIC
TONIGHT
GREAT HALL, 8:30 P.M.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
JANE CUTLER
FLAUTIST
TOMORROW
MUSIC ROOM, 1:00 P.M.

Victoria College Music Club presents

HEY
THERE
V

SOME!

LONE-

Utile

me

o musical by Neil Simon.

DIRECTED BY DAVID ROTENBERG
HART HOUSE THEATRE, FEBRUARY 6-10
Tickets available 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.
at Wymilwood
Tickets $2.00 and $2.50

ISPSfSfviF

TRY
AN
E>OUR ^J/&($$\
^^ jW' mI 8k
SINGLE:
\Vy^
LOTS OF
BOAPD
Rooms
ROOM
AND
DOI »Bl E
^
1
j^aggSy
AVAILABLE
(furnished)
"SO
APRIL
TILL INTO
ESPECIALLY
IF YOU'RE
CERAMICS, ||E^
PHOTOGRAPHY,
WOOD,
MOA/VES, RADIO, PRINTING ■
neill-wycik college
Vbqci ror-d sr. e 3b"?-0520
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U
of T
Two workers who were arrested
Thursday during a demonstration
outside
university's
fees and
personneltheoffices
were suspended
"indefinitely"
Friday,
in
what
could
be the first move towards dismissal.
One of the reasons For the
suspension, according to general services assistant superintendent Les
Hubbard, is their refusal to obey an
order to work at a university property away from the downtown campus
Thursday.
According to the two workers,
Clyde Brown and Greg Keilty, they
will protest their suspensions on the
grounds that they were dis-

suspends
arrested
workers
the demonstrating workers, he says
criminated against in being ordered one, they say, and that the sudden investigated.
to leave the main campus.
order was unusual.
' Both workers are convinced that the union will support their
Each had participated in daily
Hubbard countered Monday that the suspensions are "first notice of Keilty feels that Barclay could not
lunch-hour demonstration last week
grievances.
especially
against threatened layoffs of even a day's notice of a place of firing",
received vacation
pay since
owing they
with have constituionally unilaterally
change
was if"not
normal".
Ita their notice of suspension. They will called olTa planned demonstration a
themselves and nine other grounds work
would
be
"ideal
we
could
plan
crew workers demonstrations which
not cash the vacation pay cheque
ago Monday, since a general
two days
ahead,"was hecleaning
said. until the result of the investigation is week
included some violent incidents. dayTheor work,
meeting of the union local had called
he said,
for the protest.
They charged that the order to work up the Bayview site, was deemed as known, they say.
on a piece of university property necessary by a "supervisor on his
Business agent Don Barclay of the Some of the workers calling
near Glendon College at Bayview
Service Employees International themselves the Committee of U of T
to
work
from
home".
and Lawrence Avenues was planned wayU down
Union
Local 204, which represents Workers Against the Layoffs, the
oT T labour relations manager
to keep them away from' the John Parker said yesterday that the workers, slated that issuance of Stop the Student Surcharge Comdemonstration.
mittee and supporters decided to
refusal to follow vacation pay "usually indicates demonstrate
In addition, they said there was Keilt's and Brown's
each day in any case to
"a number of comlittle possible work to do at the orders, plaintsandabout their
Although
he
does
not
agree
with
activities
in
front
oppose
layoffs
and
student
tuition
fees. the $100 rise in
Bayview site, which has a staff of of 215 Huron Street" were being either
termination."
the position or the methods of

SAC
exec:
don't
stop fees
strike
to let SAC meet unless it gives
Today's
noon-hour
SAC
meeting will be presented with at least partial endorsation to
recommendations
the fees
ex- their trust fund.
ecutive to continueby the
And on the basis that free
strike moratorium called by access to university buildings
the U of T Coalition Against must be maintained, the exthe Cutbacks.
ecutive decided that it
The executive also
the use of physical
recommends that SAC ask the "deplores
intimidation and violence by
administration for a day off the SSSC-CLM" on Thursday.
classes the week after reading
While reiterating its support
week, tentatively February 22, for the Ontario Federation of
to discuss the Commission on Students' stand against the cutbacks* instudent financing, the
Post-Secondary Education
executive decided not to recom(COPSEO) report.
While the executive endorsed mend endorsation of a
tomorrow's moratorium it proposed p rov inee- wide
refused to ask the administra- demonstration
at Queen's
tion for time off— classes, Park.
although it did vote up to $100
It also decided to urge
students to work for the
to publicize it.
Liberals or NDP in the March
Today's
meeting
is
to
be
held
in the Sid Smith foyer, partly to 15 St. George by-election to
attract a quorum of SAC express their opposition
representatives
the countowards policies.
the government's
cil was unable which
to attain
last education
The U of T Coalition
week . Vice-president John
Helliwell says that a phone Against the Cutbacks
survey of SAC reps indicates moratorium tomorrow will
enough will attend to hold the take place at the Medical
Sciences Auditorium between I
meeting.
It is also hoped that a large and 3 pm. A spokesman said
public meeting will discourage yesterday that there is no
disruptionsywhich have plagued rostrum of speakers planned, in
the last two meetings which did file hope that students will be
get a quorum.
free and have the time to exThe executive decided
press their own feelings.
The coaltion, formerly the
Sunday against the use of U of
T police to prevent disruption Stop the Cutbacks Committee,
by the Stop the Student contains numerous left groups
Surcharge Committee (SSSC) and college councils, and has
which has repeatedly vowed not SAC executive endorsation.
Math
union
When Math chairman George
Duff steps to the podium in the
McLennan building at noon
tomorrow to discuss hiring and
firing of faculty, one member of the
audience will be particularly
interested.
That will be Stephen Salaff, the
part-lime professor that Duff fired.
The meeting has been called by
students
at the and
department's
treatmentangry
of Salaff
another
math professor denied tenure,
David Spring.
Salaff had received terse notice in
a letter dated December 11, that the
university
will not renew his contract next year.
The form letter, signed by Duff,
and with Salaffs name typed in, told
the math professor, who has been
here two years, that he will have to
leave the university by April 30.
No reason was given in the letter,
but Salaff thinks he knows why his
contract was not renevewed.
In a telephone interview last
night, Salafr described the conflict
he had incurred last year with
professor Ray Vanstone over how to
weigh the final examination marks
of Math 139, a calculus course
designed for physical scientists.
Vanstone and Salaff were teamleaching the course.

gets Duff
Salaff sided with student demands
for less emphasis on final exams;
Vanstone disagreed.
Vanstone was (and still is) the
associate chairman of the math
department.
But Vanstone denies that the
"discussions" between himself and
Salaff played any part in the latter's
dismissal.
Before Salaffs firing had been
formalized, over 1000 students in
the math department signed a petition demanding the professor be
retained. The petition also called for
the rehiring of Spring.
But above all, the petition called
for a student say in hiring and firing,
so thatnot the
Spring-SalafT
would
be repeated
again. affair
,
When presented with the petition
last November Duff suggested that
students would pul their time to
belter use studying rather than
who leaches them.
worrying
Accordingaboutto a Math and Physics
Society Course Union newsletter,
Duff waffled over accepting an invitation from the course union to
meeting
participate in the public decisionover math department
making.
But Duff said last night lhat he
has always been willing to attend the
meeting.

Subpoena

to

embaross

university,
Evons
By JULIA ELCOCK
plead
not
guilty,
he might be "sent
U of T president John Evans said
jail," Lymer reportedly said.
in letter to provincial court that a to Judge
Charlesfor said
that officer
it "was loa
subpoena presented to him by Bill bad practice"
a police
be engaged in threatening and called
Getty isation"forand the
purpose
of
"vexto the witness stand.
university. "embarrassing" the Lymer
Lymer admitted to having made a
Getty is on trial for assaulting a phone call to Getty lo discuss the
police officer. Detective William case, but he denied thai he had made
Kearns, by punching him in the any mention of jail.
Crown Attorney William
chest at the breakup of last March's
library sit-in at Simcoe Hall.
Donaldson said that "pleaEvans was served his subpoena bargaining"
is an accepted
when he was about to begin his "ll is a common
thing lopractice.
discuss
inaugural address at his instalment those matters with defense" said
as president of the university Donaldson and since Getty is
September
28. from Evans was representing himself, it is natural
The letter
that these proposals would be addres ed tohim. "A plea of guilty is
presented
the court
F.R. that
Grif-it
fiths. Intheto letter
Evansby said
of penitence"
he added.his
would be pointless for him to appear indicitive
Getty
maintained
at the trial since at the time of the charge of however
harrassment and said lhat
sit-ins he was leaching at McMaster he was also being harrassed al his
University
and had no connection job and by his landlord.
with
the affair.
At the time of the sit-in Getty was
Getty pleaded not guilty at not a member of the university
community.
Donaldson said that
Monday's session of the trial and Gelly told his
arresting officer,
charged
lhat heArthur
has been
"harassed" Kearns, that he was a second year
by detective
Lymer.
He said that Lymer had called
at the who
unhim and offered to make a deal, with general arts
iversity.student
James Westhead,
the conditions that Getty would be described himself as U of T's
of the Environmental
cleared if he agreed to plead'guilty. Manager
But if Getty followed his plan lo Hazard Control, Communications
Help wanted
in winning
Dare strike
People who support the Dare
Cookies boycott can extend their
support further tomorrow morning
by helpingbriefly
the shut
company's
striking
workers
down
dian National railway
yard.a CanaA CN transport contract with
Dare contains no clause allowing
CN workers to refuse to cross picket
lines, as do many union contracts,
and the Dare workers' efforts to
prevent their bosses delivering
cookies to CN in Waterloo has
failed.
A main issue in the eight month
old
has been
refusalstrike
to grant
equal the
wagecompany's
boosts to
men and women. The workers at the
plant
are
about
80
per
cent
Last summer, Darewomen.
used
professional strikebreakers, but
picketline mililance convinced the
company lo stop this practice.
A court injunction prevents
picketing of exits al Ihe Dare plant
itself.
The workers will picket the CN
yards at Keele and Highway 7
tomorrow from 7 am until 1 1.
Drivers and riders are asked to
meet at the Keele Street subway
station al 6:30 am.
The workers are also hoping to
gel
support from
caucusto
of workers
which a ismilitant
rumoured
have been organized in the CN
union, the Canadian Brotherhood of
Railway and Transport Employees.

charges
and Security division, testified
however that there are no special
rules governing
access of nonstudents,
to Simcoethe Hall.
U of T chief security officer
Gordon Huff and other witnesses
testified that the occupying students
were advised lo leave the building. If
they did so voluntarily, they would
be allowed to go freely, but if ihey
chose to remain the administration
would have ihem forcibly evicted
and charged with trespassing, he
said.
Getty repeatedly
the
witnesses
about the questioned
level of noise
lhat existed at the time the warnings
were said lo have been given and
where they were given.
In examining the deputy chief of
campus police John Irwin, Gelly
asked if Irwin knew that Getty was a
member of the Canadian Party of
Labour and asked Irwin how he felt
about
the term "reds". Irwin replied
that
liked heit. neither used the term nor
Gelly also asked Irwin if he had
pointed out certain people in the
chambers to be arrested. Irwin
denied that he had said this and
staled that his main interest was
directing his men to retrieve posters
and papers that were on the floor.
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"it ffie consciousness of the masses is not
yet
and we attackII wenonetheless,
then awakened
that is recklessness.
stubbornly
push
massesthe into
something
thatwilltheybe
do notIhewant,
inevitable
result
—Mao Tse-Tung
disaster. "

Advisory
hefty
hides

Broken doors aren't worth police charges. U of T might have avoided 215 Huron violence had
it forewarned protestors of its plans to force entry and call Metro cops if fight started.

violence
Might have avoided
Last Thursday afternoon, a been supposedly injured in a hard to prove after the fact — to
carefully planned scenario was scuffle with the demonstrators, campus police whom nobody
acted out in front of 215 Huron and to discuss what might takes very seriously and the preStreet. It was like the moves on a happen Thursday. Although the
sident reportedly regards more
chess board.
as commissionaries than as pocommittee
didn't
specifically
conl
i
c
e
i
s
not
adequate.
First, the demonstrators
sider the question of arrests, it
Or, another alternative would
did accept that Metro police
protesting
the
university's
layoff
policy — allegedly settled in ad- might have to be called in if the have been to station enough
vance of the demonstration —
couldn't be controlled campus police outside the
lined up in front of the building, situation
by university police. Throughout building in advance of the
linking arms to block entry to the the meeting, the president had demonstration — publicly announced as slated for noon — to
building.
emphasized that the campus
Then, with equal precision, cops were not meant to be a attempt to prevent the confrontation from developing.
university police played out the combat force and, with most of
steps of asking them to allow them over 40, they could not be Secreting most of their numbers
people who wanted to enter the expected to perform such a within the building did nothing to
communicate how seriously the
building to get in. They knew the function.
regarded the situation.
answer would be no, but they
One thing the committee never university
Lost in all this confusion is the
asked once more. And, then, , dealt with was communicating a
following the game plan, the cam- warning to the protestors that any implication it has for future university action during clashes with
pus cops began shoving the further violent interference with
picketers aside.
entry to the building would lead to demonstrators. After he comMatching their move, the the calling of Metro cops. Of
pletelycupation,flubbed
the library
ocdemonstrators resisted the course, Internal Affairs Comthen acting
president
mittee chairman Paul Cadario Jack Sword promised to consult
attempt to break their line,
fighting back vigorously. Both told The Varsity, the demon- with the people concerned before
strators were aware they were calling in police during student
sides exchanged punches and
the scuffle turned into a full-scale breaking the law and any such occupations. In a case where the
university felt it could not identify
tight. U of T chief security officer warning was unnecessary.
J.F. Westhead then outflanked
The president was less sure. the leaders of the protest, he
the protestors by throwing his He ordered police to advise the explained, it would make contact
reinforcements, hidden within the picketers twice that their action with their elected represenbuilding until now, into the fracas. was illegal and must stop before
tatives,minithestratStudents'
Adive Council.
As the campus police taking any action, he told The
President John Evans made it
subdued the demonstrators by Varsity.
their greater numbers, they
Yet, if the university was really clear last fall that he would not
passed the word to senior ad- only interested in preventing bind himself to this policy. He
ministrators waiting on the violence and allowing people to reportedly maintains that circumstances requiring the calling
their business in 215
sidelines to authorize calling conduct
Metro police to remove and Huron, it could have taken more of police onto campus are so
charge the detainees. The reply pains to avoid the Thursday extraordinary that no firm policy
was affirmative.
clash. It could have, indeed can be set. Instead, he insists that
case must be dealt with as
Everything had gone according . should have, sent a senior ad- each
ministrator towarn the picketers conditions warrant.
to plan, at least for the university.
This policy is unacceptable.
The day before, the president that the university would not
Sword agreement represents
had summoned the Governing tolerate interference with entry to The
a
more reasonable approach to
Council'smittee Internal
Affairs
Com•
the
building
and
would
call
offconinto special session to campus police assistance if the problemfronta ions. Iensures
t of internal
that some
review an incident earlier that day necessary. Leaving this task —
when a perspnnel^upervispr, had and how well it was carried out is attempt will be made to consult
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Bureau's
cut

budget
policy

move

The university's apparent decision to at least
downgrade, if not phase out, its Advisory Bureau almost
represents a textbook example of abuse of power.
Operating
in secret,— the
decided
to lop $22,000
22 peruniversity's
cent of itsbudget
operatingcommittee
budget
— off the bureau's 1973-74 budget. No one from the Advisory
Bureau was forewarned of the committee's intentions, no
opportunity for defence and debate afforded the people most
familiarIn fact,
with the
operations.
the bureau's
only people
privy to the decision were the
university's governors and the senior administrators. And
nobody took great pains to point out the significance of this
particular cut — relatively small in a total university budget in
excess of $100 million — to the unsuspecting governors.
The university has defended preparing its budget in
secret with the excuse that open meetings would prematurely
concern faculty and department administrators before
decisions were finalized. Equally, advance public exposure of
the budget proposals would allow all parties concerned to
attempt to influence the final form of the budget. This latter
possibility undoubtedly troubles the administration as much
as the former.
In this particular example, students — the sole users of
the service — were denied any input into the decision to
decrease bureau operations. The $22,000 cut means one of
the bureau's three full-time counsellors will get the axe at a
time when the bureau reports that students are making
increasing demands upon their service.
university'sasinfluential
vice-president
provost —
clearlyTheentrenched
number two
man in the and
administration
— appears to be behind the move to de-emphasize the
service. He admitted yesterday that the bureau's budget cut
was tor"quite
substantial".
According
Advisory
Don McCulloch,
Forster
told himtothat
the cutBureau
could bedirecthe
first step of a plan to phase out the bureau by June 30, 1974.
Yesterday, Forster was not ready to repeat his comments.
Yet, the import of the cut cannot be missed.
The Advisory Bureau case is not the first time that
university administrators have tried to sneak policy decisions
by without allowing
discussion.
a convenient
shortcircuit
the trickyfullpolicy
approval It'sprecedure,
since way
policyto
or not a program cannot continue operating without money.
The Advisory Bureau decision for example, in large part
predetermines the outcome of an Internal Affairs Committee
(whose chairman, Paul Cadario, sat on the budget panel that
made the bureau decision) general review of student services
as it affects the bureau. It'll be obvious to the councillors that
the
budgetand committee
wasn't them
exactlyto impressed
with tha*
the
bureau,
will encourage
go along with
sentiment.
The budget device also potentially affords the university
the vehicle for getting around public explanations about why
a particular program is getting downgraded. Nobody, for
example, is openly admitting to the policy motives behind the
bureau budget cut. And, by not publicizing its criticisms, the
university denies the program or department concerned the
opportunity to defend itself.
budgetoutcry
has atbeen
out, there's
little
chanceOncethatthea public
any worked
of its particular
injustices
will
be
sufficient
to
force
re-examination
of
the
budget.
cause too many problems, will be the convenient refrain. It'd
All of which goes to show that despite the openness
mystification
new governing
structure, thesurrounding
university isthestilluniversity's
free to make
its major
decisions
in
private,
relatively
sure
that
later
exposure
will not
force them to backtrack.
It's time for a change, one that will bring all the
administration
wheelingexplanation
and dealingand outreconsideration
into the open. ofLet's
start
with Bureau
a complete
the
Advisory
decision.
the grievors and to forewarn
them of any decision to call in
police. Such an understanding is
the very minimum requirement of
any
deal responsibly
with attempt
internal todissension.
Once Metro police have been
called, the university leaves itself
in the difficult position of either
proceeding with criminal charges
—avoided
something
which should be
at all reasonable,
cqst -r

or getting itself on poor footing
with Metro police who insist on
prosecuting all charges.
This dilemma should mitigate
all the more against the university
using
force Should
to deal force
with
internalexternal
dissension.
ever
be
used,
the
university
should take all necessary steps to
ensure that persons involved not
oe subject to prosecution by the
courts

l .. . '
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Mike's Student Senate voted against
supporting the fee strike, "in consideration not of tactics
of goals'.
While we cannot
speak forbu the
whole
Senate, we offer this letter as explanation for our personal stand.
A, R.Nigro(SMCIII)
Michael Steinberg (SMC 111)
Free education

Fees strike aim
not progressive
There's been a lot oT confusion
about Tee strikes, demonstrations,
trust funds, and other tactical
matters about the 'educational cutto be
discussingbacks'.is Whatthenobody
reason seems
for opposing
these supposed 'cutbacks'; it seems
that only
Saintstrike
Mike's
judge
the fee
on thedecided
basis ofto
goals and not of tactics. We are
expected to believe that the changes
of the past budget with regards to
OSAP and tuition fees has seriously
affected the that
openness
of Ontario's
universities;
(he Davis
government has set out to destroy postsecondary education in the province.
By taking part in the fee strike, we
are standing up (so the ideology
runs) for accessibility and universal
education. But. this is an ideology in
the Marxian sense — a set of ideas
that serve to conceal, rather than
express, the concrete historical
situation.
Let us look at the situation. The
aim of the fees protests is to return
lo the pre-1972 condition — 'rescind
the surcharge' or 'slop the cuthacks'. Aside from the peculiarity of
supposedly
'progressive'
fighting to bring
back the groups
status
quo, those of us who oppose the
campaignversity can't
uniof a yearbelieve
ago that
was thea very
open institution. The bulk of
students in Ontario's universities
have always been middle-class and
upper middle-class. A disproportionately smal number of
working-class children ever get near
university.
This accepted, a look at the tax
structure is necessary. Though income taxes are only mildly
regressive, the additional taxes that
support the provincial government
— on tobacco, gasoline, liquor, and
other ture'luxuries',
the tax effect.
strucas a whole give
a regressive
The working-class pays for a great
deal of government revenues.
Insofar as most of the cost of
university education — an institution with a distinct class bias —
comes directly from tax monies, the
working-class in Ontario is supporting an institution they cannot
make use of. Even now, with the
additional fees paid by students, the
provincial taxpayer pays for 5/6ths
of the cost
of every
educa-of
tion. Were
the student's
proportion
working-class students in university
to be higher, the situation would be
better. But, even free tuition and
stipends — as Sweden has learned
— will not open the university to
workers'
children.
'streaming1
of children
into The
academic
and
technical courses takes place early in
life.
The solution to the problem of
accessibility does not lie in changing
the fee structure. This is the fundamental error of the campaign.
What we should be interested in,
what we should work for, is a
restructuring of the financing of
university
don't We
tax
the poor toeducation
supportsothewe rich.
could try higher tuition fees, large
grants lo working-class students,
and a loan system; this would shift
the burden onto those privileged
enough to attend university. And
this, oddly enough, is what the
government has recommended.
These were a few of our reasons,
as individuals, for opposing the fees
strike. On 29 November, the St.

enslaves public
You who have reached the
university level must surely be aware
by now that education does not
appear out of thin air.
Books, lectures, and demonstrations are the products of human effort, and as such, are not
free goods. Men agree to produce
them lo ensure their own survival.
By selling his time and knowledge lo
students, a professor earns money
for food and clothing. If he is to
receive no reward for providing his
services, ihen he will not voluntarily
provide them.
There is. therefore, no such thing
as a free education. Education must
be paid for: the only question is, "By
Various groups on campus are
demanding
that students not be
whom'?"
made
to pay for their education; that
education be provided at no charge,
or at less than its market price,
because
is "a right". of this claim
A closerit examination
is very revealing about the nature of
those who utter it. Education, we
remind you. is the result of other
people's
To claim
as a rightefforts.
for which
one education
need not
pay. is to claim the right lo the
efforts of others, which is to claim
the right to slave labour. Anyone
who claims the right to an education, isclaiming the right to enslave
those who will pay for it, because
education must, of course, be paid
Tor.
Whom would the students
enslave? Their parents, their
relatives, their neighbours, their
working friends — taxpayers, in
general — and industry. The Young
Socialists clamor that education
should be financed through corporation taxes. In other words, the
government should appropriate all
corporate profits, eliminating the
incentive for production and investment, bringing research lo a
grindingpanies toraise
halt,theandpricesforcing
of goodscom-so
lhat the burden of payment falls
1 once again on the shoulders of the
average citizen. _
By what right?
The principle of justice requires
lhat consumer goods be paid for by
the people who consume them. A
man on a desert island cannot consume more than he produces. A man
in society cannot do so either, except
by consuming what someone else
has produced. If a student has the
.right to consume in the form of
education what taxpayers have
produced by hard work, then what
rights do taxpayers have?
Clearly, a student does not have
Ihis right. There is no such thing as
Ihe right to violate the rights of
another.
So. pay your $100 and shut up
about it!
Ada Selene
UCII
Urgent everyone
be at moratorium
The fees strike continues andandhasat
met with success at U of TBut.
the
universities across Ontario.
increase in fees is only one small
cutbacks in
part of . theNextcoming
year, we can expect
education
portion of
grant
the
in
cuts
lo see
and
OSAP, increases in fortuition
graduate
decreases in support
of
out
phasing
ihe
on,
educati
courses and of whole departments,
and
and the firing of junior faculty

support staff. These changes amount
lo a full-scale attack on the quality
of and accessibility to postsecondary education in Ontario.
Any gainsthemadegoalduring
the I960's
toward
of universal
accessibility arc being wiped out at
one blow by the provincial
government.
The fees strike called by the
Ontario Federation of Students has
let
provincial
government
know
thaitheOntario
students
are not happy
with tuition increases. Up to now,
however, the opposition of Ontario
students (teachers, faculty, etcetera)
lo the entire policy of cutbacks in
education has not been articulated.
It is for this reason thai the U of T
Coalition Against the Cutbacks
(originally the Stop the Cutbacks
Committee: ed.j has been formed.
The coalition is a broadly-based
croup made up of representatives of
SAC, VIJSAC. Erindale. Innis, the
Arts and Science Students Union,
campus course unions, and political
groups. The coalition has called a
moratorium this Thursday beginning at I at the Medical Science
Auditoriumcus ion oinn effective
order lo means
begin dis-of
making our opposition known. Information wil be provided at the
meeting on ihe extent and implications ofIhe education cutbacks
and the coalition will put forward
some proposals for possible action.
It is urgent thai as many students
as possible attend ihe Thursday
meeting. We must begin discussion
immediately of ihe action students,
SAC, and ihe Ontario Federation of
Sludents should lake. Opposition to
the new education policies of the
Ontario government must begin now
while ihere is slill time.
Barbara Cameron
(SGS)
Grad governor
clarifies views
I wish lo make a short comment
on Ihe article concerning Student
Governing Councillors published in
last Wednesday's Varsity, in which I
appeared
misquoted).to be much-quoted (and
My comment concerning Paul
Cadario was correct though made
some time ago and in heal, and
arose from the imbroglio created by
the moves of Paul and the SAC
executive to have Paul nominated
chairman of the Internal Affairs
Committee of Governing Council
without prior discussion with or
notice lo the rest of the elected
student councillors. Paul is strongminded, eloquent, and able, and the
sludent body of this university has
been well served by his presence and
many of his actions on Governing
Council His political slyle is lhat of
the individual, nol Ihe group,
however, and Ihe essence of- my
comment lo Varsity was lhat the
student interests of the University of
Toronto would have been and will in
ihe future continue to be better
served by the co-ordinated, nonparochial unselfish effort such as has
been performed so ably by Joyce
Denyer, Clarice Henschel, and
BrianningMorgan
Council. Asoh I this
see il,year's
only Goverin this
co-ordinated way will the students
maintain their hard-earned and
potentially very significant say in the
general affairs and policy decisions
of the university; thai is, by maintaining and wherever possible
enlarging their presence on all ihe
committees and sub-committees of
Governing Council and by sharing
this
wide "across-the-board"
representation
with the strong
effective official Sludent
Association
representatives.
such coordinated ef ort andOnlyan associated
swift dissemination and exchange of
information, plus an improved sense
of awareness on the part of the
student representatives, will be able
lo keep abreasl of the fast-footed
actions and manouverings of what
by all measures must be considered

an
extremely able senior
administration.
Which brings me in closing to the
misquote
on "confidentiality".
Horseshil! Sludent
councillors willing to make ihe effort can become
reasonably aware of most things
going on and
within
this university's
governing
administrative
structure (Doingmatter.)
somethingAnd,aboutif ita
is another
documenl or documents are
declared "confidential" there is
usually good reason (though nol
always one with which one might
agree, but can challenge). The most
unfortunate aspect of such imposed
confidentiality
therefore,annoying
that of
the
resulting andis.generally
lack of discussion with and response
from one's constituents. Such
frustration or annoyance is not
restricted to sludents, and the imbody. posiftorimaotnionoifsaconfidentiality
right and properof pariinof any governing or administrative
Best of luck to next year's
councillors.
SGS
John Morton
Ad accused of
double standard
This is in reference to a one-page
advertisement thai has been placed
in Varsity, signed by certain
"members of faculty" and initiated
by a so-called "Canadian Academic
Committee for Soviet Jewry". The
advertisement
appealslawtoand"thehuman
cannons ofinternational
decency" in support of the demand
for complete
of im-lo
migration from thefreedom
Soviet Union
Israel.
We are nol concerned here wilh
ihe accuracy of the allegations made
by thelo "appeal",
we doUnion.
not
wish
defend thesince
Soviet
Different forms of this pressure
campaign have been seen during the
past
Tew its
years,realhowever,
believe
motivesand andwe
ramifications have not been delected
by most people. Il is unfortunate
thai some sign such a protest with
apparently good intention.
It is our duty to point out some
facts lhat give the issue a better
perspective, specifically about: (I)
the historical effect of immigration
on Ihe Palestine conflict and Zionisi
occupation.
(2) the
condition
Palestinian Arabs
in Israel,
and (3)of
Ihe Palestinians who have been
dispossessed.
In harmony with the implemented
Israeli policy inof the
building
new
settlements
occupied
territories and forcing the departure
of the indigenous population, this
immigration creasing
campaign
aims at inthe demographic,
economic, and military strength of
Israel and thus enforcing a status
quo
the rights
others.regardless
The high oforganizers
of iheof
campaign are of course aware of the
objectives, and ihey thus divert the
issues and disguise intentions behind
a barrage of humane mottos.
The reality of these objectives are
demonstrable by the developments
and creation of the Slate of Israel.
Immigration lo Palestine has been
the major cause of tension after the
British gave the Zionists conditional
supporttiethin century,
1917. the
In thesmall
early native
twenJewish community lived peacefully
with the majority of Christians and
Moslems in Palestine, all sharing
descent from ihe successive insince pre-Bibltcal
Conflict washabitantsihen
generated bylimes.
the
influx
of
politically-minded
Zionist
colonizers from ihe West, who
pretended a source of authority and
assumed a miilh of continuity with
the ancients. In 1948, the colonizers
forcefully created the State of Israel,
systematically
million Palestiniansdispossessed
and oppresseda
those remaining. Since then, im-

migralion
been steadily
creased, hascoupled
by t hm-c
aggressiveness
Israeli stale. and expansion of the
The Zionisi propaganda
machinery portrays this slate as a
"democracy" and as ihe realization
of ihe peaceful dream of the
persecutedTheandpersecuted
"homeless".become
What
ironv!
persecutors:
the
homeless
c;iused homelessness for others have
who
did nol share in iheir persecution. In
fact, the discriminatory policies of
which the Zmnisi accuse the Soviel
Union are being applied in occupied
Palestine against the non-Jewish
population, and worse: restrictions
in educational and w o r k o p portunitics, systemalic dow naradinc
in all aspects of living. supprc^Moii
of cultural expression, arbitrary
arrests and transfer of population,
destruction of residences and confiscation ofland, and innumerable
violations which have been conby the UN and inlernalional demnedcommissions.
Such injustices against the
Palestinians have nol, however, been
approved or glanced over by all
.lews. Many Israeli and western
Jews (genuine upholders of the princisider
ples of Judaism,
like lo conIhem) havewecourageously
raised theirtortions ofvoices
against
these and
disuniversal Judaism
ihe imersmn of elemental human
Bui ihen, we get a timup ol
academics here who hold up human
justice.
principles
tail lo their
ticular whimby ortheadvantage.
They parcite
UN decisions 'ind declarations,
when
should accepted
know ihaionlyIsrael
and thetheyZionists
one
UN decision to their advantage and
refused scores of others demanding
repatriation for the Palestinians or
withdrawal from occupied
territories. They cite ihe Universal
Declaration of Human Rights,
which certainly has an article
reading "everyone has ihe right lo
leave any country, including his
. ." (applying
to SovietBut,citizens
ofown.Jewish
background).
ihey
conveniently forge! lhat Ihe article
continues to say "and to return lo
■ni>■"eounlrv".
■ r ■(presumably
1 some because
of the
. *• vj int declaration also
slates that "no one shall be ardeprived of hisThaiproperty."
What do bitrarily
we conclude?
human
rights
others?of
We apply
cannotto some
deny butthehoiright
Soviet" citizens, and all people,
regardless of faith, to the freedom of
choice. But, ihe freedom and encannotat (aithe least
should nol)joyment ofbesomeprocured
cost
of viclimizing and depriving olhers.
There are priorities. The problem (if
such crisis) of Soviet Jews is no
more lhan the problem of all citizens
in communis! countries. On the
olher hand, the inflow of aliens to
Palestine has meant, and more will
cause, an increased in Ihe number of
those displaced by force. As it
hecome demographically impossible
for the Paestinians lo return, the
chances
be nil. of a peaceful solution will
We, therefore, urge concerned
people toplicationsre-examine
ihe imofthe Zionist campaign
for Soviet. Jewry. We wish also to
urge
lo be students
attentive and
to thefaculty
strugglemembers
of the
Palestinian people for priority to
Iheir land — a struggle that is urgent
and genuine. Their claim is certainly
superior tentloions ofthose
the who
hypothetical
will later conuse
the unsuspecting immigrant as live
fortification in a colonial baslion.
The Palestinians are for return
whatever it lakes. Right is with
them, regardless
of how much
revolution
is maligned.
Their iheir
aim
remains pure; to seek as an ultimate
the creation1 in Palestine of a nonseclarian. broadly democratic state,
where Christians, Jews and
Moslems (ifso),theywho wanl
themselves
have tothedefine
legal
and
moral
right
lo
be
and work together in [here,
equality.can live
The Arab Students' Association
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SACircuit

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 8th
University of Toronto students are
invited to come and taste Yago
Sant'Gria a Spanish wine being introduced byMcGuiness Agencies Ltd.
The wine will be supplied free of charge
at the Buttery in the Gerald Larkin
Building between the hours of 7:00 10:00 p.m. Please bring your library
cards.

isipsB ISI1JB
IN THE BASEMENT OF THE SAC BUILDING...
ACROSS FROM HART HOUSE
SACPRESS.
^

Enjoy
Your

Weekends

The Nunnery will open every Friday and
Saturday night from 6 p.m. to 12:30
a.m. for the rest of the term. Cheap
refreshments and live entertainment
every Saturday and most Fridays.
Come early to be sure you can get a
seat.

cheap
fast

***
DISCOUNTS
A 20% discount at any
Famous Players or Twentieth Century theatre can
be obtained by
purchasing tickets to
these theatres at the Sac
oftice.
MARSHALS REQUIRED
for
Jessie Winchester
Concert
Contact SAC Office:
Peter Mlllc
928-4911

This

THE

* *

SAC

JESSIE

close

*

*

xeroxing
&

friendly
PHONE 923-672) V

too
ng
* printi
Ask about our super-cheap
posters

PRESENTS

WINCHESTER
and the

WALLBANGERS
in concert at
CONVOCATION
HALL
March 14 at 8:30 p.m.
General price: $2.50
Student price: $1 .50
(including tax)

tickets available

ad

is

for

at SAC

Office

people
UOFTINFOt

who

don't...
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Diverting

Canada's
By RON SMITH
adapted from the chevron
late November,
Ministerin
of theInEnvironment,
JamesOntario's
AuLd, denied
the legislature that any Ontario waters
flowing into James or Hudson Bay would
be part of a diversion scheme that would
sell
States.the province's water to the United
His reply to Opposition questions was
either a lie or political double-talk, in view
of the fact that the federal and provincial
governments have already begun
preparations
Canada's final destiny —
our sellout as fora nation.
Auld also told the legislature that since the
resources ot northern Ontario waters flowing into James
and Hudson Bay come within provincial jurisdiction,
"their development and use for whatever purpose will be
evaluated from the viewpoint of what is best for the
people of this province". His comments stop cautiously
short of ruling out the possibility that such a diversion

our

northern

waters:

sellout
as
scheme
will occur if money or other considerations
make
it seem attractive.
The Minister created further concern about his
plans
whenthehe feasibility
added, "Should
the engineering
establish
of diverting
additional studies
waters
within or between northern river basins for hydroelectric
or other purposes, no dam would be constructed without
first assessing the socio-economic advantages of such a
scheme, including the cultural and ecological effects on
He didn't note, however, that such studies have
the area."
already
been undertaken and have shown the feasibility
of such a plan to eliminate low levels in the Great Lakes
during certain years and to help compensate during —
like the one that lasted from 1961 to 1964 — periods of
drought
the eastern
United States.
also didn't
on that incrash
socio-economic
and Auld
ecological
studieslet
have been undertaken within the region to be flooded, or
that Hydro, the Ministry of Natural Resources, and other
federal and even American departments have prepared
confidential reports, now housed in Toronto, on the topic.

aonly thingnation
The
Canada has Notthatevenis truly
Canadian
the water
within its boundaries.
the soil
or rocksis
are our own. Those worth anything are American-owned,
and are shipped south for U.S. industries. Now, the
government has plans for the final giveaway — our water.
As it now stands, most people in southern Ontario
haven't really given the thought of this prospect much
attention. It seems too remote an idea; too 'science
fictioney'the toColumbia,
ever happenor here.
Well, tellRiverthat Valley,
to the people
along
the Skagit
or the
Manitoba community of South Indian Lake. Water diversion projects do happen; sellouts have occurred, and are
on the planning boards.
Bay'sofDam
the Dams
committee hasagainst
been
doing Thunder
a great deal
snooping
and campaigning
the Northern
Ontario "water
whichextent
wouldheld,see inalla
major
rivers controlled,
and toplot"
a large
collection basin the size of Lake Superior. This water
would also be diverted south wherever necessary and in
whatever quantity desired fpr American use. There would
a 50,000Nipigon.
square mile area flooded by the project north
ofbe Lake

The sellout plan
When Only
you get
to it, strung
Canada outisn'talong
much theof
a nation.
21 right
milliondownpeople
border of a vast wasteland too big to defend from any
major foreign power, and largely owned by the
Americans.

The campaign's
is simple:
to prevent
the
construction
of dams andaimdiversion
projects
before they
get started and halt those already in progress. At the
moment, two Ontario rivers — the Ogoki River (1943) and
Long Lake (1939) — have been diverted for power
projects and flow into the Great Lakes. The massive, new
plan Is slated for this same general area.
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'Northern
shrouded

History

of water

diversion
Thadee Wilgot, chief of the Institute of Hydrography
at the University Marie Curie-Sklodowska in Lublin,
Poland noted last year that Canada is one of the five
countries with adequate water to supply the world.
Canada, he stressed, will be the logical supplier for the
United States. He concluded that only three U.S. regions
can guarantee water for the next 25 years, even though
there is more water per person in that country in
comparison to Europe. The problem is that most of its
surface fresh water is polluted.
The lack of clean water was also realized by the
Ralph M. Pearsons Company of Los Angeles when they
proposed the North American Water and Power Alliance
(NAWAPA) in 1964. This plan, costing $100 billion over a
25 to 30 year construction period, would collect water
from as far as the Yukon and transport it by the Rocky
Mountain Trench to the southern California aqueduct
network, and even supply parts of Mexico. The United
States Senate endorsed the plan in 1966.
There was also a central plan, the Canadian Great
Lakes Waterway (CENAWP), which would collect water
from the Peace and Athabaska, the North Saskatchewan,
Qu'Appell
Rivers,
and LakeandWinnipeg
as well as Ontario
rivers
flowing
to Hudson
James Bay.
In 1966, Pearsons Company estimates said Canada
would need to spend approximately $40 billion to pay Its
part of the NAWAPA scheme, and for this Canada would
earn $4 billion annually from hydro rates and investment.
This $40 billion, of course, would have to be borrowed
from the U.S. with an annual eight per cent interest rate
worth about $3.2 billion. Having to pay the annual interest
rate plus annual operating costs, it is likely that Canada
would spend more yearly than it would earn from
NAWAPA, putting us into perpetual debt. The Mackenzie
Valley pipeline project is peanuts compared to this
proposed plan.
The NAWAPA plan was not fully bought by
Canadians, even though some political figures were
advocating the project. A month before his death,
General A.G.L. McNaughton called the plan "a monstrous concept, a diabolic thesis." Experience gained
from
mind. the Columbia River sellout was still fresh in his
Even though McNaughton said the situation was too
hazardous to be left to giant U.S. corporations, other
Canadians thought there was merit in the concepts. In
December, 1965, John Turner, the man touted by some
as the possible successor to Pierre Trudeau, spoke in
Washington as the then parliamentary assistant to the
Minister of Northern Affairs and Natural Resources to the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce. He said Canada may use its
water resources as a trade lever to pry its way into U.S.
markets and to drag industry into Canada's northland.
The Globe and Mail editorial of the day saw the
potential water sell out as one big international poker
game, a game that Canada would not benefit from if "it is
filched, thrown in too early, held too long, or traded for
worthless tender." Even so, the concept in their eyes was
good and they blamed federal-provincial feuding as the
only hold up In the construction of diversion projects
In the same issue, opposite the editorial page there
was a large story written by Thomas W. Kierans. He too
was
"Grand scheme for Canada's liquid
assetsadvocating
— wafer the
for sale".
And,
why
shouldn't
he advocate the plan? After all it
was the same man who brought
out the first such plan for
Inter-basin transfer of water. His 1959 Great Replenishment and Northern Development Canal project called for
the dyking of James Bay, collecting the fresh water In the
bay, then pumping the water down the Ottawa, to Lake
Nlppissing and the French River to Georgian Bay. From
there, the 'surplus' would be pumped out in Chicago,

vision'

in

secrecy

Detroit, Cleveland, or Buffalo and into American
waterways and homes.
At the bottom of the story in italics The Globe
explained, "Mr. Kierans, a professional engineer, has just
completed
a survey committee
of Canada'sof the
waterCanadian
resourcesChamber
for the
national resources
of Commerce."
the
U:S. ChamberBy ofcoincidence,
Commerce Turner
that veryhadsamespoken
week!to
By December, 1968, at the seminar on Continental
Use of Arctic-Flowing Rivers held at Pullman
Washington, the Canadian position had changed. The
waters in the Great Lakes, after all, were rising now, the
drought conditions of the eastern U.S. ended by 1966,
and people had begun to demand that water pollution be
cleaned up — on both sides of the borders.
Assistant Deputy Minister (water) of the Department
of Energy Mines and Resources A.T. Davidson stated
water research was taking place in the Canadian north.
This included joint federal-provincial studies on the
quantity and quality of five Ontario river systems draining
into Hudson and James Bay — however, no attempt had
been made to develop an understanding of our current
and anticipated requirements.
Although stating that the Canadian government's
was "not ofto knowledge
develop its water
on
apolicy
foundation
as to resources
Its supplyexcept
and the
expected demands thereon," Davidson left the door
open, saying, in"Onethealternative
of waterof that
considered
planningusephase
rivermightbasinbe
management could be inter-basin diversion of a portion
of the annual flow," and that the resolution of some of our
diverse domestic problems may include large scale
inter-basin
transfers."
Anotherwater
seminar
participant, E. Roy Tinney, had
been director of the State of Washington Water Research
Centre and was now director of water planning for the
Policy andMines
Planning
Branch of Canada's
Energy,
and Resources.
Before hisDepartment
appointment,of
Tinney was a great advocate of the Central North
American Water Plan (CeNAWP). This plan involved
damming the rivers flowing out of the plains and diverting
the water south to the U.S. via either the Red and
Missouri Rivers or the Great Lakes, or both.
The water sellout was still a hot topic in February,
1970. By now, the Ontario and Canadian governments
were doing extensive work in northern Ontario, and the
United States Army had even sent engineers to Lake
Nipigon to study ice conditions the previous year.
Under Parliamentary cross-examination by
Conservative G.H. Aiken and then NDP leader T.C.
Douglas, Resources Minister Joe Greene had to flatly
state that no Canadian water could be sold without
approval of the Canadian government, and that the
government was not contemplating giving any such
approval. The Opposition wasn't satisfied, saying there
was
a likelihood of an "exchange package" of natural
resources.
Greene dismissed the opposition by quoting John
Diefenbaker. As Prime Minister in May, 1961, Diefenbaker termed
"impractabl from an
economic
point oftheviewproposal
on the basis of the eengineering
data
available
at
this
time"
But,
been
working in the north since August, engineers
1965 and had
additional
research
was
becoming
available
to
governments
for
evaluation.

Northern Ontario
The rivers of Ontario's northland are very big, with
along their banks.
few settlements
The Albany, for example, starts
Joseph near
Sioux Lookout, and runs east to Jamesat Lake
Bay. It drains an
area of 53,000 square miles and includes
a
of
large tributaries, among them the Kenogamik,number
Nagami,
Pagwachuan, Kabinakagami and Ogoki Rivers. The
river
is still undeveloped and unpopulated with the exception
of isolated Indian communities.
It is 650 miles long.

The Attawapiskat is almost as long, 500 miles
approximately, with only two communities along th«w
river. The Winish River flowing to Hudson Bay is only 25u ■
miles long, but drains 26,000 square miles. Most of the
river is protected as Wild River Provincial Park.
The last major river system under investigation for
diversion and power potential by federal and provincial
employees was the Severn. This river, 610 miles in
length, offers both beauty and solitude. There is only one
settlement along its course from Sandy Lake to Fort
Severn. The region is true wilderness.
Engineering feasibility studies and mapping of
possible diversion of routes southward and into the Great
Lakes have been undertaken. And, of course, there have
been the inevitable sociological studies of the native
Very little hard core data has even been made
population.
public
— most
of it is secret.
Committee
on Northern
Ontario The
WaterCo-ordinating
Resources
Studies Sixth Progress Report to the governments of
Canada and Ontario was released in November, 1968. It
states,
four River
miles toof complete
levelling was
out south"Approximately
of the Pipestone
a levelcarried
grid
extending from Pipestone River to the northern boundary
of the Ogoki River and interconnecting structure sites
along the Agutua glacial moraine. These sites were
investigated in 1967 in connection with an engineerings f
feasibility study of a scheme for using the Agutua
moraine as a diversion barrier. A topographic survey by
the transit-stadia method was completed for a dam site
on the Ogoki River at Whiteclay Lake to investigate the
feasibility of providing additional storage required to
regulate increased diversion flow to the Great Lakes. In
addition, work described below was carried out in
connection with engineering feasibility studies of power
development on the Albany River and of diverting water
to theAlsoAlbany
RiverOntario
from streams
further north."
in 1969,
Water Resources
Commission
(OWRC) released its Data for Northern Ontario Water
Resources Studies, 1966-68. Again, the diversion theme
appeared.
On page ofone,
it observed,
"In October
1965,
the Prime Minister
Canada
and the Premier
of Ontario
announced that the government of Canada and Ontario
had agreed to undertake a series of co-ordinated studies
on Ontario's northern water resources and related
economic developments. . . Most of the work is being
undertaken in five large river basins draining to Hudson
Bay and
Bay."
"TheJames
Co-ordinating
Committee prepared a
statement of objectives for the studies to be carried out
separately by agencies of the two governments, as
follows: With respect to waters draining James Bay and
Hudson Bay in Ontario, to assess the quantity and quality
ofandwater
for all purposes;
to determine
futureresources
requirements
for such waters;
and to presen
assess *V
alternative possibilities tor utilization of such waters
locallyBy orMay,
elsewhere
1969, thethrough
Seventhdiversion."
Progress Report of the
Co-ordinating Committee was released and again
revealed interesting investigations in the region. The
federal Surveys and Mapping Branch had "compiled the
preliminary mapping of a possible diversion route
between the Attawpiskat and Albany Rivers. . A potential diversion route between Winisk Lake and the Attawapiska River was also mapped by the (engineering)
Diversion plans were ready; ready for the right
poker game, and the right political climate, the right
American drought, and silent Canadians. This is the state
wedivision."
are in now. Given the right conditions, fhe green light
could be given immediately.
Manitoba's inter-basin
transfer
Water has yet to be shipped to the U.S. But, already
Canadian waterways are being diverted to satisfy
American power needs.
In Manitoba, ambitious plans to divert the Churchill
River to the Nelson River fell through when the
sponsoring provincial government got turfed out of
office. Instead, a modified diversion scheme in which
South Indian Lake will be flooded (although by less than
a foot) has been approved by the Schreyer government.
Lake Winnipeg now has control dams at its north
end. This will allow a constant flow for the Nelson1 River
from two sources, and the major power development at
KettleRapids. near Gillam, and others proposed downstream wil generate not only Manitoba hydro, but also
power for export.
At the Kettle Rapids site, only 75 men will be required to staff the plan when it's completely functional. The
entire operation would be automatically controlled
from
Winnipeg, 660 miles away. Power is also being shipped
by direct current for the first time in Canada. By using
direct current, only two lines are required to carry the
power, and less line loss would occur. All this added up
to the fact that power could for the first time be
transmitted over very long distances at less expense.
Ontario, in fact alt of North America, is watching the
Manitoba experiment. And, if all goes
to plan,
the northern Ontario water control according
projects will be
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CANAQUA Pure refreshing spring water. From its
source, deep in the heart of the Laurentian Mountains,
where nature lies untouched. CANAQUA - we add
SIP
nothing. Bottled pure, it is brought to you in
INTO
hermetically sealed, table-ready j
decanters. Delicious chilled,
mixed with fruit juice, coffee,
SOMETHING _ tea or whatever spirits
move you. So sip into something new, something
natural - something so good for you I
CANAQUA. At your supermarket
or grocer; ask for it!

SOMETHING
NATURAL.

PURE MOUMAIN

SPRING^

WtfER

Canadian water is already being sold by the jug south of the border. If diversion projects now being planned come about, whole rivers will be 'traded'
possibly even given away, to the United States.
shipping power to as far away as Toronto. New York, and
Detroit. The grid system is endless.
But, what about the natives? At Gillam, the Swampy
Cree
benefitthe from
the power
plant.so now
The
reservoirbandhad didn't
destroyed
river valley
for game,
the Indians hunted as scavengers at the local dump. The
town's taxi driver put 60,000 miles in a single year —
driving the native people to the dump. "I'd leave them
there for an hour, then come back and get them. They
would have boxes of left-over food from the camp at the
dam. Sometimes, the food was rotten, but they would eat
itof anyway.
Some ofgotnorthern
sick; some
died." Will this be the fate
the Indians
Ontario?
The water plot
Harry Achneepineskum of Ogoki, who spearheads
the Dam the Dams campaign, is one of the many who are
worried.
"For five Ontario
years now,
the surveys
northern ofparts
of northwestern
have people
known inthat
the
water resources in our northern areas have been in
Y-jpgress,"
he recentlyhewrote.
They suspected,
continues, that the surveys were
connected with water diversion plans to the U.S., despite
provincial and federal government dismissals of the
northern activity as 'just a study'.
wasn't untilcommittee
late August,
1971 thatenough
the Dammoney
the
Dams Itcampaign
had collected
to finance an aerial survey of a portion of the region to be
affected by the diversion scheme outlines in government
documents. It was only then, high above the wilderness
of northern Ontario, that they were able to see the reality
of the battle that they were fighting.
their report:where
"We .we. .
landedTheyatrecorded
Marten these
Falls findings
(Indian inReserve)
learned that the clearings were first observed in 1968 and
appeared to be about one year old at that time. No
residents of the reserve had been employed on this work
even
boat. though the community is less than an hour away by
30 year
old plus
Ojibway
medic ofat thethe Ogoki
community
Ogoki"Asaid
the 200
residents
Reserveof
had been warned that they will have to move to a new
land site because of flooding 'for a hydroelectric water
diversion'.
But he added that the people of Ogoki have no
intention of moving or allowing their river to be diverted
in any way.

We have not been officially told the dams are being
built, but 18 miles down river and 20 miles up river the
slashing of sites has already been completed as part of a
plan to give water to the U.S.
"We have learned this is the reason for white men
taking samplings and testing on our river. And we have
no intention, no matter the reason, of allowing any dams
to be Atbuilt."
Pickle Lake, Ontario Department of Lands and
Forests officials showed the survey team maps of several
proposed dam sites. The work, the officials told their
visitors, was being done by Department of Energy.
Mines, and Resources field crews "using unmarked
rentedThevehicles".
residents of Central Patricia, the team later
learned,has"are
upsetlot about
what before
we are thehearing...
There
to bepretty
an awful
of thinking
course
ofminister,
nature Reverend
is changed,"
A.R. according
Ohner. to the local Anglican
"Some federal people have told us the overall
magnitude of the project will dwarf anything ever done in
Canada before. And, they added, studies up to now show
enough to follow through with the complete diversion
program,"
he added.
At Kingfisher
Lake, a branch settlement of Big Trout
Indian Reserve, a member of the band council told the
team,
it
reported,
"that
his band
councilscheme,
had never
been
consulted about any water
diversion
although
they had heard reports of such things. After we told him
what we knew, he was quick to point out the threatsuch a
scheme would hold for his people. . . .
"We will not be happy. It will destroy our hunting and
trapping lands. It the land is destroyed, we will be
destroyed too. The animals in the forest and the fishes in
the water are the things that give us life. If they go, what
will become
us?"Indian reserves, the response was
At two ofother
similar.
The latest investigation
This inwasn't
the lasthowever.
aerial reconnaissance
be flown
the area,
This fall, a CBC mission
Weekendto
television crew went north and covered the same rivers
and reserves. On November 5, 1972, the program
revealed to most of the Canadian public for the first time
that, yes indeed, some waterways were going to be
dammed in the forest.

For two and a half weeks after the airing of the show,
the provincial government remained silent. And, the, only
after Opposition questions dealing with the diversion
projectuntil
did the
Auldarea
say was
that studied.
no diverting of waters would be
done
For five or six years now, studies of northern
Ontario's water, forests, climate and people have been
completed.
A crash ecology operation over the entire northern
Ontario region has been undertaken. Whether these
surveys were to further assist the diversion work, or
whether it was to save some unique plant life before the
project is started, is now known.
The northern Ontario diversion area isn't the biggest
inter-basin transfer plan. However, it is the closest and
the one that seems, at this moment at least, ready to be
transposed from the drawing board to the field.
Whose vision?
Current estimates put the United States water
shortage at between 50 and 100 billion gallons in 10
years; unless, of course, other sources are found.
Northern Ontario would be an ideal source. Via the
Great Lakes, the water could easily be transported to
approximately two-thirds of the people of the United
States. The Great Lakes are the natural waterway to the
heartland of both countries.
Unfortunately, great climatic and ecological damage
is bound to occur when such a project is carried out.
Some scientists even fear a major imbalance with the
marine plant life in Hudson Bay which could still further
limit the world's supply of oxygen.
We just don't seem to know all the answers to the
riddles of the north. We haven't studied it long enough.
When are the people of Canada to be told the full
story of the diversion project by the federal and the
Ontario
governments?
the ignored?
people's plans and
ideas about
their north Why
beenhave
totally
Who is the northern vision for? And, what are the
objectives? These priorities have to be decided before
any northern development is allowed to take place.
Information supplied by
Dam General
the DamsDelivery,
Campaign
Thunder Bay V, Ontario.
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rally
care
day
to stage
students
McGill
claimed
it had no space available for
MONTREAL (CUP) — the administration met their bill with parents paying on a sliding of children constituted a fire
Students al McGill University will demands or the police arrested scale based on ability to pay. They hazard, and they must leave by day care. The university allowed the
to children
remain and
immediate facilities for about 7 pm. Others occupiers were to leave group
stage a mass rally today to solicit them. So far. morale has remained want
centre for
under establish
the age ofa
50 children.
by 1 1, because the building closed to two, but by the spring the provincial
support for a university day care high.
centre and to back a two week old The occupiers are demanding the
Plans for a university-sponsored
general
timatum said.public then, the ul- government
demanded massive
university provide facilities and centre have been stalled by a delay theAfter
occupation of a common room.
a brief meeting the renovations to bring the centre up to
About 35 parents, children and money for daycare facilities for in moving the Spanish department
occupiers decided to send the provincial standards.
student supporters took over the McGill students, faculty, and staff, out of a building slated for day care. children
home by the 7 pm deadline,
More than 3,000 people have
common room on the eighth floor of and members of the surrounding
A dramatic 24-hour occupation of
to remain themselves.
The Leacock Building early January community. They also demand the signed a petition supporting their butMore
than 40 people joined the the university senate chamber in late
30. and vowed they would stay until university agree to foot part of the demands, and many McGill groups
march 1970 ministrpersuaded
adation tocontribute the
enough
have expressed solidarity and helped occupation
despite Kingdon's
threats, theanduniversity
made no
gather
supplies.
money
to
pay
for
renovations.
attempt
to
remove
the
occupiers
by
On January 26 the McGill baby
In April 1972, a similar group
care co-op was told to leave an force.
Pollution laws framed
an unused university
unused language laboratory it had
The occupying forces have occupied
building
it into a day
been utilizing as an unofficial day established the "Alliance for Child care centerandfor turned
children over the age
care since last November.
Care" to support the efforts of the
co-op.situation is similar to of two. The
in private: lawyer
On February
the adminis-to babyThecareMcGill
tinuing, withoccupation
the universityis still
tryingcon-to
tration issued twoI, ultimatums
By DAVE LINE
find
alternative
accommodation
for
one
at
The
University
of
Toronto,
Anti-pollution laws are drafted by civil servants who seldom consult the the occupiers. In a letter delivered
where a women's group occupied a the group, before it turns the
public,
charged
David
Estrin
of
the
Evironmenlal
Law
Association,
last
hy
Sam
Kingdon,
Chairman
ol
university-owned
house
in
August
week.
the space allocations committee,
into its own administrationSpeaking to 150 people in the Medical Sciences Auditorium at the 10th the administration said the presence 1969 after the university had building
run day care centre.
Annual Conference on Law and Contemporary Affairs, Estrin asserted lhat
civil services have the power to frame legislation in public because elected
politicians are often ignorant of environmental protection and therefore
must rely on the expertise of the public service.
Developer
attacks landbanking
Estrin suggested that the public be given an opportunity to "protect and
staled Lloyd Gunby. a Mississauga
and around ihe urban areas.
By LARRY KRAUSS
pursue
its
interests."
He
said
citizens
must
have
some
form
of
review
before
"We may not agree with the building developer.
"To most of us here, and certainly
a law is put into effect, and suggested the courts could provide this function.
association members fell
Estrin said a problem is that "there are a lot orold fossils on the judicial to me, government landbanking is emphasis placed by Mr. Basford on thatMany
ihe main pressure on land prices
not thestated
answer"
to
high
housing
Government
ownership
of
land,"
bench, "whom he called '"precedent-bound pedantics". He contended that costs,
Keith Morley, newfy continued Morley. However, we results from the shortage of serviced
these
"fat cat"
building
if ihe governthe status
quo. judges and lawyers are often most concerned with protecting elected president of the Housing and cannot overlook the merits of his land forment would
flood and
the market
with a
Panelist John Swan, a U of T law professor, agreed that there are Urban Development Association of intentions to work with all parties to
.seek and implement proper price
Canada (HUDAC).
difficulties in the legal approach.
large ofsupply
of
serviced
land, theby
land
would
fall
merely
He said laws, like maxims, give only broad guidelines, and are often
Speaking to a luncheon meeting solutions." continued Morley.
"Residential lot prices rose by 50 economic laws of supply and debased on extremely critical value judgments. He noted that the judicial Thursday of HUDAC, the associaprocess- is expensive and can be corrupted.
tion through which the building in- per cent in the Metro Toronto area mand.
Other recommendations included
Another law professor, Albert Abel, took this criticism one step farther.
dustry voices its point of view, last vear." he said. "Average prices
He drew an analogy between the automobile and the environment, to Morley emphasized that the land arc now between S17.000 and relaxation of a long list of restrictions on new subdivisions, such as
show the ineffectiveness of institutionalized legal controls. He said traffic banking scheme proposed by the
The association feels that there minimum loi si/e which is presently
laws are very loosely enforced, illustrating the difficulty of enforcing social federal government does not provide
controls.
real solutions to rising house costs. are many methods that the govern- at least 50 feet wide.
The land-bank scheme
U.S. evironmenlal lawyer Victor Yannacone, summing up the
ment could introduce to effectively
Gunbyis concluded
"the
industry
the one that that
is building
by urban affairs reduce
" housing prices.
discussion, said, "to light one candle is belter than to curse the darkness, introduced
$20.000.rising
the houses and it is unfortunate that
minister.
Ron
Basford
proposes
that
even Heif itsuggested
is a firecracker".
"Private
enerprise
has
a
lot
of
the
the time has come for everyone to stop meditating and the government pour federal money answers if they are allowed to Ihev are not listened to more
into housing and land assembly in
make a positive contribution toward solving the problem.
propose ihcm and be listened to."

NOTICE

SAC

closelv."

OF

ELECTIONS
March

7 &

8

PRESIDENTIAL:

SAC

Campus-wide elections for SAC President, two VicePresidents will take place on March 7 and 8. Nominations
open and campaigning starts Monday, February 19.
Voting is for a Presidential ticket consisting of a President
and two Vice-Presidents. One and only one member of
each ticket shall come from each of the three
constituencies:

Most local college and faculty councils have agreed to
conduct their SAC Rep elections on the same day as the
SAC Presidential elections. Details on SAC Rep elections
will be available by February 19.

1) Professional Faculties
2) Arts & Science, St. George Campus
3) Scarborough and Erindale

FURTHER
AND

REP:

CHIEF RETURNING
OFFICER
A Chief Returning Officer is required for the SAC
Presidential Elections. This is a paid job and will require a
few hours per week starting NOW, increasing to about 30
hours during the week of the elections. Contact John
Helliwell at SAC if you are interested.

INFORMATION

ELECTION RULES
FROM SAC

928-4911
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By BILL HUTULProf problems
calls
oT maintaining
en Daniel
for
"restru
vironmental problems, and that
of life"
Cappon Friday calledcturing
Tor a
As a solution to [he complex vironmental quality, professoi
must come from a variety
Cappon,
who alleaches
"restructuring of life."
ment;! Istudies
York environUniver- solutions
of
disciplines,
such as ecology,
sity, saidsession
al an that
environmental
conference
he would biology, engineering, economics,
have to "return to his drawing sociology, and law.
COUNCIL OF THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
boards" to accomplish this task.
Emission from cars, electric
Cappon feels thai the attitudes of power generators, and industrial
NOTICE OF ELECTION
many
people
toward
environmental
was given as a major cause
concerns need changing. He processes
pollution by U of T industrial
questioned the necessity of great ofengineering
professor Arthur
emphasis on material consumption Porter. He explained
Student Nominations
that with more
Open
and its value to the quality of life. efficient systems of energy
use, there
Three student representatives will be elected for each of the four divisions of the GradU of T zoology chairman Donald would be less pollution.
uate School. Nomination forms may be obtained at any graduate department office,
Chant
expressed
fears
that
it
is
the Graduate Students Union office, and the School of Graduate Studies.
Further growth of Toronto was
dangerous not to take decisive
opposed
andconcentrations
government ofplanning
Student nominations will be open until February 21, 1973 at 4:00 p.m. Completed- nolo
people
measures
to
protect
"our
environment and thus ourselves." The in reduce
the
city
was
proposed by On1o this timeminationto formsbe must
valid.be returned to the Office of The School of Graduate Studies prior
speakers agreed that too much lime
tario Deputy
the EnElected members will serve for one year until June 30, 1 974.
is spent trying to pinpoint Ihe -ulvironmentMinister
Everett Biggs.of GovernElection will be by mailed ballot.
timate cause of man's destruction of
his
environment
instead
of
doing
ment plans arc designed to enCONSTITUENCIES-THREE REPRESENTATIVES EACH
something about it.
courage moreother
growth
Toronto's
The
session
emphasized
that
there
suburbs
and
citiesin that
aren't
DIVISION I The Humanities
DIVISION
Anthropology II The Social Sciences
are many dimensions to en- as crowded, he said.
Classical Studies
Criminology
Comparative Literature
Culture & Technology
Drama
Education Theory
East Asian Studies
Geography
English
Industrial
Relations
French Language & Literature
Profs support strike
International Studies
Germanic
Languages
&
Literature
Law
History
MONTREAL
(CUP!)—
Students
I'Universite
du Quebec
Montreal
are continuing
their general
strike atagainst
the proposed
expulsiona
Library Science
History of Art
of
3.000
students,
despite
attempts
by
the
administration
to
infiltrate
their
Management
Studies
ranks,
History
&
Philosophy
of
Science
&
Technology
Political Economy
Islamic Studies
Quantitative
Analysis
of
Social
&
The
university
has
been
effectively
closed
by
student
picket
lines.
The
Italian & Hispanic Languages & Literature
Economic Policy
Llnauistic Studies
faculty
union, theLe picket
syndicatlines.
des professeurs de I'Universite di Quebec (CSN),
Russian & Eastern European Studies
Medieval Studies i
is
respecting
Social
& Health Services
Music
The strike began January 25 to protest an administration order that all
Sociology
Social Work
Near Eastern Studies
students who owed the university money would be expelled on January 26.
Philosophy
(The
provincial government has since extended the deadline to February 15.
Urban & Community Studies
Sanskrit S Indian Studies
Students want it removed and want to be able lo re-pay their debts within
Urban & Regional Planning
Slavic Languages S Literatures
three years after leaving the university and entering the labor force.)
Management Studies
At a meeting Sunday, students strongly resisted an attempt to split full
DIVISION
DIVISION III The Physical Sciences
and
part-time and day and evening students by holding separate meetings.
Anatomy IV The Life Sciences
Psychiatry
Earlier, about 12,000 letters had been mailed to the students
Psychology
Aerospace Science and Engineering
Zoology
Botany
Surgery
Biochemistry
announcing a separate meeting.
Applied Statistics
Architecture
Many other delaying tactics failed, and after three hours of debate on
Clinical
Astronomy
whether to continue the strike, students voted almost unanimously to keep it
DentistryBiochemistry
Bio-Medical Electronics
going. The handful of defeated anli-strike students left immediately.
Food Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Forestry
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Immunology
Computer Science
Don McKenzie presents
Hygiene
Medical Biophysics
Electrical Engineering
Medical
Science
Environmental
Sciences
&
Engineering
Nursing
Geology
MOST CHILDREN HIS AGE
Pathology
Industrial Engineering
Pathological Chemistry
a play by
Mathematics
Pharmacology
Mechanical Engineering
Pharmacy
Metallurgy & Materials Science
Physiology
Physics
GRAHAM JACKSON
GOVERNING

COUNCIL

OF THE UNIVERSITY

ELECTION
REMINDER
Prospective candidates for election to the Governing Council are reminded that
nomination papers must be filed by noon on Monday, February 12th, 1 973. Nomination forms and copies of the regulations (Election Guidelines) covering the election
are available from the Office of the Governing Council, Simcoe Hall, or the Registrars' offices at Scarborough and EriMale Colleges.
There are vacancies in four teaching staff constituencies, all eight seats in the
three student categories, and one seat in the administrative staff constituency.
Nominations must be signed by the following number of nominators:
teaching staff - 10
graduate students - 15
full-time undergraduate
students - 50
part-time undergraduate
students - 15
administrative staff - 20
Present members of Governing Council whose terms expire on June 30th next
may be nominated again if they are continuing in the same constituencies for which
in 1972. Those elected this year for the teaching staff and adthey were elected
ministrative staf constituencies will serve for three years from July 1st, 1973, and
for student constituencies for one year, as required by the University of Toronto Act,
1971.
Descriptions of the constituencies were published in The Varsity of January 24th
last. Enquiries or requests for further information should be directed to the Office of
the Governing Council at 928-2160.
Election shall be by mailed ballot.

U.C. Playhouse
79A St. George St.
Feb. 7-10
50G at the door.

THIS

WEEK

AT SMC

CITY GOVERNMENT SEMINARS
Thursday, February 8:
Aldermen Dan Heap and William Archer
Brennan Hall Lounge
Coming:
Mayor Crombie; Aldermen Kilbourn,
Earys, Johnson; James Lorimer; E.A. Goodman

Friday & Saturday, Feb. 8 & 9:
FILM: "McCABE AND MRS. MILLER"
JOURNAL CONTEST:
Poetry,28. Photography,
Prose,for etc.
— Deadline extended until
Feb.
Phone 923-8893
details.
SPONSORED BY
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE STUDENTS' UNION
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"

of Bell
calls for state control
body
Electrical,of Radio
from 10 to 20 cents per call; create a 6.8 per cent and climbed to a high of
America and
(UE)Machine
is very
weakened.are" Workers
strength
rialBell
saysis seriously
rate increases
enlightening.
in 1969. The profit "necessary
cent
per
6.9
"directory
assistance
charge"
of
25
lo
make
telephone
cents per item except in the case of a range for that period set by the
"Bell
Canada's
net
earning
in
number not in the phone directory, Commission and the Board was
attractive in$210,759,000. Net infrom a blind caller, or calls tendered between 6.2 per cent and 6.6. per shares a vmore
estment". The 1973 requests will 1970 were
come, after interest, discounts and
from a hospital
hotel room;
and cent.Bell controls 6,000,000 of the merely "prevent deterioration of the premiums on longer term debt was
increased
serviceor charges
On long
declared to be 5133,262,000. This
distance
calls
and
on
the
per
minute
phones in Canada.
overtime rate.
, 9,700.000
figure when added to the declared
In
attacking
Bell's
charges
for
provision Tor depreciation of
ihe CLC comThe CLC charged the CTC is not services paredasthe excessive,
$183,850,000, represents a cash flow
cost of a telephone in
thourgh the corporated treasury for
protecting the public's interest, but metropolitan areas with over I00,Bell Canada's, and suggested the 000 users.
that year in the amount of
"regulator has become the Calgary-Edmonton S4.25 (public)
Winnipeg, $3.90 (public)
The UE
concludes
"that the
amount
mentioned
is a formidable
regulated".
The Congress' brief details what it Burlington, Ont.: 55.80 (Bell)
$317,112,000."
sum
and in our view it should be
City: 55 .90 {Bell)
says is illegal profit-taking con- Quebec
more than enough lo maintain and
The main reason Bell gives for the
byBell sincemade
I958 inbyviolalion ofducted rulings
the requested increases is that "its rate
improve petethe
nce of thetechnologic*!
company ofcomthe
Commission and the Board of of return is so far below the level of a
Transport Commissioners (BTC) fair and reasonable rate of return
company
in
providing
service, esprofit
position
of
the
company"
under
existing
circumstances
and
while those for I974 will "improve
The Board is the CTC's predecessor.
pecially domestic service." This idea
in I967 Bell's earnings reached conditions that the company's finan- profit and thus improve the ability is supported by the fact that Bell's
net
earnings
"have increased in
of Bell's
the company
raise capital."
financialto profile
is much every year since 1943 and in the
belter than the corporation is willing eighl years 1963-70, net earnings
lo admit. A brief submitted to the have more than doubled." The UE
scientists assailed
Environmental
CTC last March by the United said.
Jones mentioned the same lack of
"It must be recognized that you
By DON MOWAT
cannot produce a specialized communication as it applies to the
"great temptation"
industrial, governmental and public
theThere
part isofa community
colleges onto generalist," he concluded.
Student to be surveyed
Experts from each of these
The university affords a "unique sectors.
produce professor
"environmental
scientists",
staled
P.H. Jones
at the situation"
for environmental studies sectors may be able to agree on the
Students will have a say in the Planning and Resources Committee
Faculty of Education on Monday because of its combination of nature of a particular environmental
report
objectives
University of Toronto, said committee
afternoon. Jones is director of the research and teaching Jones said. problem, but they may disagree as
chairmanon theJames
Lewis forlasttheThursday.
Institute of Environmental Sciences However, he cited the problem of a lo the proper solution. Jones
When asked how student feedback would be obtained. Lewis said
and Engineering at U of T.
lack of interdisciplinary com- therefore urged that an "attempt to
he was not yet sure but the first draft of the report would be out in
munication asa serious impediment develop communications" be made,
mid-March and at that time students could be surveyed for
Some community colleges "have lo environmental
studies.
actually fallen for this bait," he said.
to hridge the "vacuum between
The committee is dealing with future objectives for the university.
suggestions.
policy-making
He alsolevels."
asserted that
A report three members made to committee members outlined a
environmental education has
suggested approach stressing problems such as limits of growth,
Absence
fee imposed become "a popular topic at all levels
priorities on producing
research, orof untraining, and the"teacher-scholars,"
moral and social responsibilities
the
The rule has been in force since of education" and that it is highly
Students living in University
university lo dergraduate
society.
College residences and planning on the residenkes were built, but, ac- significant "because it involves
Lewis
said
the
committee
is
not
particularly
interested
in
the
provinc
renting out their premises for
g toHowarth, it "hasn't been
ncial governments report of the Commission on Postseconday educatio
reading week should be aware of the applied cordincarefully."
Jones rejected any suggestion that
the survival."
penalties before setting their rales. Christmas holidays theDuring
environmental studies was a diseducation (COPSEO), as it represents only one administration's
A notice from U.C. Residence was abused", he said, so "privelege
cipline inthe traditional sense, but
viewpoint.
committee's
report isformore
Director E.M. Howarth addressed reason for ihe new emphasisthis onis the
significant The
to thePlanning
universityand asResources
it may well
set a precedent
the
the
viewed
it
rather
as
"a
thread
which
future, said Lewis.
lo all members of the residences rule.
runs
through
all
subjects."
Enwarns thai a fine of 510 plus a room
"Behavior
control",
education beginscalled
"in
traditionally
said, isif easier
membersto are
in the what we havevironmental
charge of three dollars per night will Howarth
be levied on members who allow residences with their guests.
up-bringing," he maintained.
ARE YOU A LIBERAL?
guests to stay in their rooms overnight in their absence.
SKI
(or curious?)
"Under no circumstances", the
Drop In4-6to aPMreception
Arts and Science Students
memorandum slates, "are guests of
Accomodation
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7
members allowed to remain overnight in the residence during the
BRENNAN HALL,
Inn In The Valley
absence of a member."
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.
February 15th
U OFT STUDENT
Student Rate $5.00/person/
For info,LIBERAL
nil CLUB
is the last date for you to
Le cercle francais
night phone 519-599-5099
Denlse
921-4716
1 mile from Talisman
de Victoria College
or Libby 231-0276
—drop an extra course or half-course without academic penalty
presente
—transfer from full-time to part-time status
—withdraw
from
the
faculty
without
academic
penalty
TARDIEUSEMENT
—change your degree request (Third and Fourth Year students)
VOIRE
Discuss any of these with your College Registrar or the
avec
Assistant Director, Division ot University Extension
LA TROUPE
before February 15th.
CAF^-THFJVTRE
W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary
deUofT
l£) Design
Canada
Fsstlnl da places an on acta
by
de Jean Tardleu
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SCHOLARSHIPS 1973-74
The National Design Council and the Department of Industry,
JEUOI. 8 FEVRIER, A 20H
THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY,
au cafe-theatre
Trade and Commerce offer scholarships for graduate and postTHE CENTRE FOR RENAISSANCE STUDIES,
(sub-basement
of Pratt Library
graduate studies in Industrial Design to:
Victoria College)
and
•
Design
students who have successfully completed an
THE TORONTO
Industrial Design course at a recognized school;
RENAISSANCE-REFORMATION COLLOQUIAM
• Designers, employed in industry, who have demonstrated
Present Two Public Lectures
ability in Industrial Design but who do not have a recognized
degree or diploma;
PROFESSOR ROBERT M. KINGDON
• Designers, holding a degree or diploma, who want to amplify
"The Protestant Reaction to the
their design studies on a post-graduate level;
• Dasigners. holding a degree in Industrial Design, who wish
Bartholomew's
Massacre (1572)
to specialize in teaching.
TIME: St. 3:10
pm., FebruaryDay8, 1973
PLACE: Room 19, Old Academic Building,
Deadline for submissions is April 30, 1 973.
Victoria College
and
For application forms, write to:
Registrar,
"The Catholic Reaction to the
'Design Canada' Scholarships,
Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce,
St. Bartholomew' s Day Massacre"
Ottawa, Ontario. K1A0H5
TIME: 8:00 p.m., February 8, 1973
PLACE: Faculty Club, 41 Wlllcocks St.,
Second Floor

Labour
OTTAWA (CUP) — The Canadian
Labor Congress (CLC) called last
week Tor the nationalization of Bell
Canada claiming the Canadian
Transport Commission (CTC) cannot effectively regulate Bell's
operations.
The
a 23-page
hiief to CLC
the CTCpresented
which condemned
Bell's proposed rate increases
because they would cause hardship
to "the old, the infirm, the disabled,
the unemployed, the pensioners on
fixed incomes, the underprivileged,
and native peoples residing in the
regions of northern Quebec.
Labrador, and the Northwest
Territories".
Bell wants to increase the basic
rate for telephones from $5.40 to
55.80 per month. It also wants to
double inslalalion charges from $l l
to 522; double pay phone charges
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Students
BU RNABY (CUP) — The students
and workers at Simon Fraser
University have scored what they
term
partialKraft
success"
in their
fight to"a have
products
and
non-union lettuce removed from the
university's
cafeterias.workers have
The cafeteria
reached an agreement with their
employer, Mannings, on a new contract and have succeeded in having a
clause included which should prevent Mannings from using Kraft
products, or non-union lettuce, or
any other non-union products.
The clause was promoted by a
group of students who set up an
alternate lunch counter last
November to provide an alternative
to theall university's
are
operated bycafeterias,
Mannings.which
The

use
cafeteria
to help unions
lunch counter challenged the union-made products. (Non-union
National
Farmers
UnionCanada's
in an effort
to fight
the
caterer's monopoly contract with products may only be used when by
the university administration, union products are not available.) growing domination of the Ontario
provided better quality food at lower
"We only consider this to be a dairy industry by a few large corprices, and promoted the Kraft and partial
porations, the largest being Kraft.
success," worker-students.
said one or the
lettuce boycotts.
lunch counter
Kraft is the largest processor of
The cafeteria worker's contract "There are still Kraft products and dairy products in North America. In
with Manning expired at the end of non-union lettuce in the cafeterias. I969 its sales topped $2.6 billion. Its
December and by mid-January a Mannings has not had time to make profits are 3 times those of the next
strike appeared imminent. The the change over yet."
largest corporation in the food
lunch counter worker-students,
Both the Kraft boycott and the business.
members of the IWW (Industrial Lettuce Boycott were called in The NFU is using the boycott to
Workers of the World), offered to response
to corporate control of the force Kraft and the other corporate
food industry.
to grant farmers collective
supportdownManning's
closing
the lunch workers
counter andby The lettuce boycott has been interests
rights. Farmers will then
joining the picket lines, provided called by Caesar Chavez and the hebargaining
able to negotiate For better prices
that Mannings stopped handling United Farm Workers to force cor- and other conditions.
boycotted products.
interests to give lettuce
In Toronto, a meeting will take
An lllh hour settlement avoided pickersporate farmimproved
wages and
tomorrow at 7:30 pm at St.
a strike but included the clause working conditions. The same union place
Paul's
Road Church for
stipulating that Mannings must use led The Grape Boycott a few years everyoneAvenue
interested in helping to
ago and succeeded in winning better organize the Kraft Boycott.
pay and conditions for grape
The meeting will be held in the
room. St.Road.Paul's is
The Kraft Boycott has been called church's
pickers.
located atballet
I2l Avenue

Superior
Optical
Prescription
Eyeglasses
Frame styles
to compliment
today's
fashions youthful
in metal and shell
236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116
60 Metal

Styles Available

THE HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
presents
JANE CUTLER, flautist
playing
GLUCK, BACH, HINDEMITH
MUSIC ROOM, 1:00 P.M.
TOMORROW, THURSDAY FEB. 8

Feb. 7 - Haw. Ross Crlghton on " Prayar"
towards
Feb. 14 - Rev. Ross Crighlon on "Euchirfst"
a
Feb. 21 - Rev. Desmond Hunt on "Dlsclpleship"
christian
life
Wednesday ■ 8 pm
a series of talks on the basics of the Christian faith designed to act as
springboard tor personal refreshment and renewal.
40 Westmoreland Avenue
n. of Bfoor - e. of DufYerin
Ross C Crighron, Rector
s
'
y
r
a
st. m

Arts

and

Council

Science
Elections

Nominations will open Monday, February 19th, 1973
for membership on the Council of the Faculty of Arts
and Science and its committees for 1 973-74. A list of
vacancies will be available at that time.
W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary

Ontario

fees

working,
Over 20,000 students across the
province have still not paid their
second instalment fees, Ontario
Federation of Students general coordinator Craig Heron said last
week.
Heron
said
of students hadthat
not 50yet perpaidcentat
Lakchead and Laurenlian Universities, and over 5.000 had yet to pay
at both U of T and Carleton.
The most impressive, however, he
said, was York University where 66
per cent of the total enrolment has
not yet paid.
Twelve universities across
Ontario are participating in the fees
strike to spending.
protest cutbacks in
educational

strike

says OFS
At U of T, the administration has
recently proved unwilling or unable
to provide accurate figures on how
many students still have not paid
their second term instalments.
Until last week, SAC received
daily figures from the administrabut since has
thenbeen
vice-president
John tion,
Helliwell
unable to
obtain similar information.
One problem is the recent
discovery
figures of that
those thewithadministration's
payments outstanding included those who last
spring made deposits on their fees
but failed to register. Sincoe Hall is
still
sort category,
out the
numberattempting
of those toin this
Helliwell said.

EDITOR
THE

VARSITY

The Varsity Board of Directors invites applications for the
position of Editor-in-Chief of The Varsity for the 1973-74
academic year. The Editor is responsible to the Board in all
matters affecting the newspaper. As the job carries
considerable authority, applicants should submit detailed
proposals for the management of the paper. These may
include proposed changes in the current format, editorial
policy, or internal structure, and names of prospective staff.
The amount available for production staff salaries in recent
years has ranged from $8,350 to $12,100 per publishing year,
including a salary of $3,150 for a full time editor.
Applicants will be interviewed both by the current Varsity
staff and the Board of Directors, with the Board making the
final decision. The editor may be removed from his or her
post only by concurrent decision of The Varsity staff and the
Board.
Address written applications to:
Jack Gray
Chairman
Varsity
Board ofSt.Directors
91 St. George
Toronto 5
date lorFebruary
submission
5 p.m.,Closing
Wednesday,
14, 1973

SAC

waifs

for views
on report
SAC will wait for further
reaction to the Commission
on Post-Secondary Education report released last
Thursday before reaching a
position of its own.
A position paper
the
commission's
draft onreport
last spring was never
Lido pied by a general
meeting of the council,
leaving anthisofficial
year'sstand.SAC
without
The unofficial position
was
by last year's
SACwritten
president
Bob
Spencer,
vice-president
Phil
Dack, present Ontario
Federation of Students
general coordinator Craig
Heron and the education
commision, headed by Dan
Leckie,
trustee. now a school
"We wrote a working
paper based on distributing
7,000 copies
of thecampus
draft
report
conducting
wide discussions and approximalely 1. 000 inyeslerday. terviews," Leckie explained
The Leckie-Spencer brief
has
many report.
close parallels to
the final
The most significant
change
in the
student recommended
brief and supported
by the commission was a
revamping of the grant
scheme to allow students to
receive grants for five years
instead of three. Also, age ol
dependence regulations are
more lenient, than in the
draft.
The SAC brief also
suggested
fourcoordinating
instead of
three
central
boards mentto onadvise
the
education governpolicy
and rejected their possible
role
tn
program
approval.
These were also adopted by
in the final report.
SAC vice-president Johrv
Helliwell said yeslerday that
council will wait to discuss a
response to the report until
after campus wide
discussions.
Helliwell said he was
"quite impressed" with the
something
we should"It'sreject
COPSEO report.
not
out of hand,".

ActA
ART
PHOTOGRAPHY
POETRY
PROSE
Mail contributions to Acta
Victoriana,
VUSAC Office, Victoriac/oUniversity,
73
Queen's Park Crescent East.
Toronto,
or
leave
them
Acta's mail box in the VUSACIn
office on the main floor ot
Wymilwood by February 20,
1973.
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Computer

Sci chairman speaks

ers
of comput
basics
know
Hull wasn't convinced that
can be for
used example, computers
could actually assist
biology chemistry, physics, psy- computers
formation
systems,
teachers in teaching. Computer
chology, economics, and statistics,
In hospitals docHull said. Using simple repetitive medicaltors,records.
nurses,
and
laboratory
is "OK forforeign
drill"
math instruction
tables, vocabulary,
procedures, computers can work out technicians could all draw from the inassisted
languages, and even computer
orbit
satellite's
a
of
trajectories
the
patient information
at speeds 300,000 times faster than a computer's
want butmy he
daughter
human. Another possible applica- banks. Airline reservations and wouldn't
languages,
added,taught
"I
tion cited was a simulation equation payrolls were two other information
which would predict the evolution ol systems cited.
animal populations.
The professor explained how
LES - FEB. 19 to 23
SPJRTS SCHEDU
League schedules)
HOCKEY (balance ofINTEBFAC
FEB. 26
LEAGUE MON.
FOH
PLAYOFFS STARTS FOR INTERMED LEAGUE
teams
FEB. 27 - TheChamfollowing
byTUES.one."
PLAYOFFS START
IV, Elec. II,
Emman, E. New
E,
Dent.
C,
Dent.
B,
(Dent.
qualified
already
wth
have
gro
for
ed
ign
II.
Med.
D,
des
Med.
B,
Med.
n
Slud,
Mgl.
B,
For
pla
Grade,
Eng.
Grungles,
ional
Reg
&
next 2 OFweeksPHE.
during LITY
-T.iy qualify
9's;- ITOlheis
too accomodate growth and develop
IV, Vic. V, Vic.
B VicIntramural
Trln Sc.
planners cannot do it.
SI MFcheck
Cshould
By DAVID KENNEDY
f.ZSPONSIBI
THE
IS
office.
with
Unless the Ontario government
SCHEDULES ALLAT
UP
Forced to accept growth, Wronski ways
PICK
TC
PLAYOFFS
IN
of
offsetting
its
negative
sideTEAMS
ATE
INTERMEDI
INTRAMURALFeb. OFFICE.
clearly defines its role in regional said the planner tries as best he can effects of urban growth.
19 12.30 Fac. Ed
planning, "all Metro can do is
St. M.C
vsvs Jr.IIIPHE.Indus)
EngB Gal. Talwin Toole
10.30
Mon
AHse vs Vic. II Desroches,
scream
and
thrash
around",
said
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should
Eve
By BILL ryo
HUTUL ne
instruction. and computer assisted
Everyone should know the basics systems,
of computer science, while others
demonstrated that learning
should be learning all there is to theHebasics
of computing was easy.
know about this field of study, said
He
compared
the language and
U of T computer science chairman
to following a recipe
T.E.Hull, last week.
programming
or
knitting
instructions,
described
Hull discussed computers in terms
of the teaching of computing, the by computer scientists as an
use of computers in the applications algorithm.
to other subjects, information
Computers are being applied to
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Erindale
briefly holds
Division
IB
Erindale College, a long standing biggest bag of tricks in town.
Paul Mims — no relation to Jesse
Nevertheless,
the
game's
score
Each scored 18 points, while Ted sheet showed Vic winning 116-58 as Mims of Ihe Calgary Stampeders —
joke because of its rural location,
has suddenly emerged as perhaps the Stitsky and Budd Stewart added 16 all seven Vic players scored in dou- (15).
Joe Kastelic (14), Steve Mills,
lop team in interfaculty basketball. an 12, respectively.
once again wearing borrowed gym
ble figures.
Whereas people used lo ask
UC was led by Mike Betcherman
shorts
(14),
Hollingsworth
(13). and Roger
Erindale players whether they had with 29 points, Mel Posesorski with
The point totals for the Vic squad
finished milking the cows before a 16. and Joel Levitan with 12.
included Andre Ezers, Ihe fastest
game, opponents now address them
Scoring for PHE B were Fred
Erindale's success since man out of a pair of warm-up pants
as sir, or mister.
Christmas can be directly attributed
points), David John, the German Fairs (19 points) and Cor Doret with
In the past week and a half, to the team's zone press and hot (24
veteran (19), Gord Whicher (16), 16.
Erindale has won three straight shooting. If things continue as they
games — including an 8 1-72 defeat are people will start clamoring for
of Law, and a 107-53 drubbing ol the Erindale squad to be split up.
PHE B.
* • *stay
' in first
Erindale's
Last Wednesday's
tilt lobetween
Erindale
and UC promised
pit the placeWhile
was short
{the team is 6-3),
Vic
best teams of Divisions IA and IB reclaimed first place in Division IB,
against each other.
defeating PHE B 95-58 and thereby
However, the game was no raising its record lo 7-5.
contest as Erindale trampled UC 90- Seranaded by chants of "we want
72 to take over first place of Divi- a 100", Vic ferociously drove
sion IB (for the moment). Leading toward the goal. However, the team
the scoring parade for Erindale was was denied its objective as PHE
the usual duo of Al Nakrosius and B went into a stall with Iwo
Wallv Feasby, who possesses the minules left to play in the game.

lead
An interesting footnote to the
game was PHE B team member
Dave Stuart's claim that he played
belter
drunk than sober. Although
"Enzo"(as
he is affectionately
known around ihe jock shop) spenl
Monday in local brew houses
preparing for ihe game, Stuart
managed only three points in a game
he would probably like to forget.

sportam
The open forum on "Sport and the
U)individual"
I pm m continues
the thirdtoday
floor from
lecture12
room of the Benson Building. All
welcome .... in the U of T Invitational alpine skiing meet on the
weekend. Toronto, team member
Doug Carter placed second individual y toWestern's MeConvUle.
Team standings had Western first.
Waterloo second. Laurentian third,
Trent fourth and McMasler fifth.
Toronto was not counted in team
standings .... in nordic skiing on
the weekend Toronto finished second (II? points) to Laurentian {113
poinis). Darryl Frank of Laurentian
won the individual competition with
a lime of 33:24 over a 10 kilometre
course.
Doug Other
GarHeld wasVarsity
secondmember
in 34:11.
Toronto
participants
and
their
Standines were: Ken Sidnev. fifth. Peter

Waisanen.
;md Dave- won
McClymcnl. 12th ninth.
.... Laurentian
the
combined wilh us third place
showing in the slalom and firsi place
in corss-eounlry
.... women's
nastics learn placed
second gymwith
269.65 points in the OWIAA finals
ill the University of Ottawa on the
weekend. York was first with 28 1 .63
poinis. 203.73.
while Queen's
finished Chris
third
with
. . . wrestler
Preobra/enski placed third in the
198 pound class and Doug Lake
U of T women 2, York 2
finished fourth in the 180.5 pound
class on the weekend in the Ontario
Greco- Roman Wrestling Cham- Toronto's Ann Milburn put the women's team ahead twice, but York tied the game late
pionships held at Kapuskasing
women's senior volleyball
14
tie
" 10
team defeated Queen's 3-0 last FriInterfaculty Hock
16 ey
day al the Benson Building... Scarwon
borough College won ihe Division 11
13
lost
inlerfacully volleyball championDivision IA.
ship, defeating New College in two
8 3 3
consecutive upset victories.
8 5 3
Law I
St.
PHEMike's
A
S 3 2
games
•
■:>;
••,;'.:;>;'
13:
SrErindale
Eng
7 2 4
13
Vtc
7 4. 2
The Hart House Music Committee presents
14
3 ? 2
14
Division IB.
1314
7 4 3
New
MUSIC
14
7 6 1
Dent A
Med
5
5 I
■
'
*
12
4 7 1
Scar 1
2
9 3
Trin 1A
UC
1 11 1
WEDNESDAY
Division II A.
11
Vic 11A
8 1 1
For
12
8 4 0
PHE
B
NIGHT
9
7 2 0
5 4 1
Fac Mike's
Ed A B
St.
10
5
0
9
1Jr.finisEng.I
3 5 1
9
7 0
Dev Hse
10
0 9 1
n/a Dev Hse vs. Innis I February10 2
February 7 Toronto Consort
Division If B
Grad Stud
-■
10
February 11 Cocnraad Bloemendal, cello; Kathryn Root, piano
7 J 2
Law 11
•
10
Kno.x
7 3 0
11
February 18 Patrick Li, pianist
5 4 2
Scar II
3 4 3
Music A
March 7 Paul Brodie, soprano saxophone
8
3 3 2
Pharm
8
1 4 3
UC 11
9
0 7 2
March 1+ Michael K earns, harpsichord
n/a Music vs. Law November 14
March 11 Jill Pert, soprano
n/a UC 11 vs. Knox December 107
(Standings up to and including February 5)
March z8 Karen Lapointc, pianist
April + Anita Brown, pianist
Sunglasses
that get
April n Classical Brass
OPTICAL
darker
Piognnunc* will be announced, and lince you don't need ■ ticket, feci free to come.
MAIN STORE
as the sun
S- 2fiO BLOCR ST WEST 962-2020
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
:jo p.m., Great Hall, Hart House

PHOTOSUN

in the third period.

19
1819 ' < - 18
points
16
8
11
9
7
3
17
17
16
14
11
10
7
4
1
16
14
12
8
5
2
12
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Queen's

ignores

University Council on Athletics, was sufficient guarantee that appropriate consideration would be given to all abilities
and qualifications required for these
positions.
In general, the Student Affairs
Committee concluded that implementation ofthe report of the Principal's Advisory Committee on Athletics
would greatly facilitate future efforts to
expand and improve programs of sports
and recreation at Queen's University.
Financial Obligations
The Principal's
Athletics
proposedAdvisory
that theCommittee
assigning onof
the athletic fee become the responsibility
of the university and that the AMS
(student's council) fee be replaced by a
university athletic fee as part of every fulltime student's fee.

influence
alumni
Last week we analysed the philosophy, philosophical and educational reasons
history, and structural changes of athletics already mentioned.
at Queen's University over a brief, fiveyearThisspan.week we offer information on Criticism from Alumni
The Student Affairs Committee also
student (as expressed through the considered
— and successfully rejected
student's council) response to and par- — a brief submitted
by an "interested
ticipation in the changes, the financial
obligations undertaken by the university
from Ottawa."
The ofbriefAlumni
took exception
to the premise
and by the students, and the physical group
make-up of the new athletic facilities and stated in the report of the Principal's
the Department of Physical Education at
Queen's.
Queen's University
A number of statements concerning
Men' Intercollegiate Athletics Budget 1972-73
student's comments on 'financial
29
obligations', as such, are taken directly
% of total budget
% of each sport's budget
from
the report
the Principal's
officials " 11
Committee
on ofAthletics.
Other Advisory
financial
travel
16
equipment
24
20.2
43
33
and related information is derived from
football
hockey
14
57
documents provided to The Varsity by
9.9
66
basketball
1.0
Men'sLenard.
Intercollegiate Athletics Director
15.1
9.2
3
A.L.
track and field
23
4.4
(including indoor)
swimming
22
7
71
6.0
4.3
wrestling
24
The responsibility for sports and
19
6981
12
65
recreation
at Queen's
University
traditionally rested
with the Alma
Mater
7 > 5.2
83
10
gymnastics
rugger
19
5
3.0
76
Society (student's council) through its
skiing (nordic)
11
17
3.0
76
14
.
standing committees, the Men's and
soccer
Women's Athletic Boards of Control.
74
21
5
cross
country
Students were responsible for the
17
72
waterpolo
financing and, with the assistance of the
21
2.4 <
61
1*.5
fencing
volleyball
School of Physical and Health Education
2.7 - :
53
33
13
2.1
staff, the administration of the various
skiing (alpine)
7
93
athletic programs. The structure at the
2730 .
4
badminton
time was challenged on several counts.curling
9
tennis
. - 1.7
1.4 . ■
45
55
69
65
1.4
Adequacy of old structure challenged
.2.1
70
1.4
64
27
To begin with, there was a demand for
sailing
(CIAU)
100
1.1 2.6 '
greater attention in the area of the so- - squash
Note: In considering the. proportional distribution of funds to each intercollegiate
called
Theseof
demands "secondary
culminated insports".
the formation
golf team, one has to also take into account the number 35ot players on each team,
an AMS Commission on Secondary
the number of games played, the cost of equipment per player, the length of
Sports early in 1969.
playing
the season,
The Commission met often in the spring
proportional
interestetc.in However,
each sport.the overall budget reflects the university's
and fall of 1969. receiving briefs from all
athletic teams, from both men's and
10'
women's athletic
programs
(with one and
ex- Advisory Committee that "... a sound
To assist in determining the appropriate
ception), the School
of Physical
Health Education, the Athletic Boards of athletics program has a multitude of in- size of this fee to cover the direct
direct benefits which should not be ig- operating costs for intercollegiate and
Control, the Intramural Program and the
nored to the spectator, to the Alumnus, to intramural athletic and recreation
Campus Planner.
the community, to the institution ... the programs, excluding administrative and
The Commission's findings were then latter 'by-products' of athletics, however, salary costs, the Committee asked the
made
available
to the Principal's Advisory should never take precedence over con- existing Athletic Boards and Intramural
Committee
on Athletics.
to prepare estimates for the
Secondly, the construction of the new
sideration for the
participant."
The Alumni
briefstudent
advocated
that at the Councils
physical education and athletics complex intercollegiate
following year's (1 970-71) athletic
level
these
interests,
developed an increasing anticipation of an together with the commercial benefit are programs.
The budget estimates were submitted
expanded program of intramural and
not "by-products"
and should not be on the basis of costs for additional
recreational activities.
secondary
objectives.
programs
which became viable in the new
The AMS then presented a completed
The Student Affairs Committee agreeo Physical Education Centre, and took into
reorganization of the intramural structure "that
these interests should not be
"the correction of certain
to encourage increased participation.
overlooked, and while there is no evidence account
deficiencies and inconsistencies in some
to suggest that they would in fact be parts of the existing athletic programs as
Campus approves PAC on Athletics
overlooked under the new proposals (nor
Alter examining the proposals of the that anyone would want them to be), identified by the student's council Commis ion on Sports."
Principal'ssiderAdvisory
Committee
in con-of nevertneless we reject the proposition that
able detail (specifically
in a series
these interests might outweigh conmeetings with representatives of the Prinsideration for the student participant."

Accordingly,
the Principal's
Advisoryin
Committee
on Athletics
recommended
1970-71 that the university establish an
athletic fee of $20 to be paid by all full-time
students. (This raised the fee from $14 to
$20; however, last week we mentioned
that
the initial
fee at Queen's,
changes
were begun,
had beenbefore
$20.
Therefore, this raise was simply a return to
the status quo ante.)
According to Men's Intercollegiate
Athletics Director A.L. Lenard: "that $20
shows up separately in university expenses and it's allocated to the University
Council . . . Queen's, program is now
probably the most stable one in the
province. I don't have to worry about next
year's budget ... I don't have to apply to
theTheuniversity
hope."
Committeeand also
recommended that
the University Council on Athletics be
empowered to recommend to the VicePrincipal (Finance)
direct operating
expenditures for intercollegiate,
intramural,
and recreation activities up to a maximum
of the total (so derived) revenue.
Revenue from the university athletic fee
which was not allocated at the beginning
of the fiscal year by the University Council
on Athletics, or which was not expended at
the
of that fiscal year, would revert to
the end
university.
And. the level of the fee was set with the
assumption that the university would
become responsible for the following expenditures: the salaries
of the
intercollegiate
equipment manager,
athletic
trainer, and football-basketball coach (all
full-time staff): honorariums for part-time
male and female intercollegiate athletic
coaches; salaries for a part-time trainer
and equipment man.
Lenard added, however, that the salary
for the football-basketball coach was only
a transitional measure, applicable to a
particular case. The salary for that position was eventually dropped and the staff
coaches instead. "Salaries now go only to
pay non-staff members who were brought
onLenard
directly
said.for the purpose of coaching",
In turn, the Committee further
recommended that all revenue from admission charges to intercollegiate athletic
events should accrue to the university.
(For
the
1970-71,between
it was the
estimated
that the year
difference
costs
borne by the university for the expenditure
in the previous paragraph and the benefits
accruing from admission charges
amounted to $16,700). Furthermore, the
Committee recommended that all full-time
students events
at Queen's
admitted to the
athletic
free of becharge.
Ever since the structural changes at
Queen's, the direct operating expenditures controlled by the University
Council on Athletics have come
overwhelmingly from students paying the
$20 athletic fee.
Therefore, logically, the students
control that portion of the budget.
Friday: Athletic facilities, community and
alumni access, the School of Physical
Education. Bob Gauthler

athletics?
cipal's
Advisorythe Committee,
the AMS
Outer Council,
School of Physical
and
Health Education, the Athletic Boards of
Control and the AMS Commission on
Secondary Sports), the Student Affairs
Committee
all groups onreported
campus thatwith"reaction
whom weamong
have
met(These
is heavily
in
favour
of
the
proposals centred proposals."
around the
idea of, as related last week, a network of
committees whose ultimate responsibility
would be to the Senate and not the
student's council — for the various

The Alumni brief also suggested that
"athletic
to beof
treated as jurisdiction
a departmentought
of the notSchool
Physical and Health Education, but should
be accorded status separate and apart
fromThethe School."
Student Affairs Committee
reported back that it was in sympathy with
this view, but was satisfied that the
proposal made in the report of the Principal's Advisory Committee,
namely, that
the appointment
of the Intercollegiate
Athletic Directors must be ratified by the

The main entrance to Queen's University's new Physical Education Centre, completed In
the fall of 1970.

t)

Strike

on

despite
SA
linue the C
fees strike.
The SAC-endorsed Coalition
SAC affirmed
vice-president
HelAgainst the Cutbacks yesterday liwell
that a John
temporary,
urged U of T students to continue
withholding their fees, "in solidarity symbolic fees strike "is the way I've
seen this ail along". However, he
with students across the province", supported
the strike being extended
in spite
of SAC's support
Wednesday
sion to withdraw
fromdecithe for one more week.
strike.
The
meeting
also unanimously
The meeting, in the Medical "condemned" The Varsity for
Sciences Auditorium, made plans to failing to provide the leadership
enlarge the scope of the campaign given
in last year's library struggle,
by seeking support from unions and and for "consistently downplaying
community
groups, in"toeducation
demonstrate
that
the cutbacks
are efforts to organize around students'
but one aspect of the whole crisis in A motion was passed favouring
circulation of a petition to students
interests". the fees strike, to urge
social
expenditures."
A city-wide
meeting will be called continuing
for representatives of students and them to maintain the strike and to
stafr from U of T, York, Glendon, participate in further "collective
Ryerson, community colleges and
A statement recognizing that
high schools, to plan joint actions
against the cutbacks.
layoffs of U of T workers should be
The coalition reaffirmed support opposed as part of the cutbacks was
for a province-wide demonstration agreed
action". upon, as well as a call to
at Queen's Park, but left the date work for a critical evaluation of the
unspecified,
so
that
support
could
be
Wright
report on higher education.
built at U orT.
The meeting reaffirmed that
The small turnout at the meeting further action should centre around
(about 65 people) contrasted with the demand to stop the cutbacks and
the call for free and universal access
not only last fall's
referendum
overwhelming
backing
to the giving
OFS to education, but some disagreement
demands against the fee hikes, but developed over whether an additional slogan should be included
also the large numbers of students
offering
a issue.
partial solution to the
currently withholding their fees.
education
Students expressed bitterness
against SAC for what UC SAC rep Over objections that students
"the
Marty Stollar called "undermining aren't
financialresponsible
problemsforofsolving
the ruling
the interests of students", and for class",
and that the problems being
creating
disillusionment
with
the
struggle.
attacked cannot be fully solved
Frank Rooney of the Old Mole within the present system, the
meeting accepted the Young
said
thatSACWednesday's
"removes
support fromdecision
what is Socialists' suggested slogan of "Tax
so far the only action taken by Further planning will go on
corporations".
students suggested
on this campus".
Anotherof the
through reading week, after which
student
the danger
students giving up and paying their more proposals will be raised,
on the continued strength
fees "because they've noticed a lack depending
of the fees strike and the response of
other schools to the demonstration
The
coalition
has
urged
students
of direction."
g" to
ignore any late penalties call.
Sr threatened by the university, poin- Students at George Brown
has an| ting out that the $15 late penalty CommunitynouncedCollege,
layoffs of which
100 staff,
are
J~ does not increase with time.
asking
U
orT
students
to
support
a
1"m Committee,
The Stop chairman
the StudentPeterSurcharge
Havers demonstration next Thursday at
= said last night, is also advocating noon, probably at the Casa Loma
that students ignore SAC and con- campus, to protest the layoffs.
Wednesday's
SAC meeting
decidedwillto carry
withdraw
support fromForthestory
fees onstrike.
Against
the Cutbacks,
however,
on theits campaign.
SAC,TheseeCoalition
p. 3.
Dare

workers

picket
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University
presses
By JOHN CAMPBELL
According to police, the
University of Toronto has failed to
live up to a promise to drop trespass
charges against all 19 persons
originally
during last year's
Simcoe Hallcharged
occupation.
Metro Detective Arthur Lymer
said yesterday that "the university,
in consultation with the Crown"
decided to let the trespass charges
stand against defendants Tom
McLaughlin, Bill Getty, Randi
Reynolds, and Mark Goldblatt all
of whom were charged with other
offences when police were called in
to end the occupation.
It was previously believed that the
charges had been dropped by the
university against all the occupiers.

TORONTO

breaks

promise,

trespass charges
notice is issued when prisoners
as il agreed to when negotiating with The
released on their own cognizance
students suring a subsequent sit-in. onare the
they will appear in
In a telephone interview yes- court atpromise
a designated date.
terday, Sword
last year'sdisagreed
acting president Jack
with submission
Getty countered
with a typedDonaldson's
statement
Lymer's
statement,
saying,
"From
from
Metro
Inspector Fred Maxmemory 1 would say there was no
which stated, "The U of T,
distinction made among the defen- havingwellindicated
that it does not
wish
to
under the Petty
university's
the
to
respect
dants
with
request to have the trespassing Trespass prosecute
Act this is to notify you
that
no
further
proceeding
will be
charges
withdrawn."
He added
that the university
that charge."
cannot have the charges dropped on taken
This onstatement
was delivered to
it^own, and the problem will have to all the defendants.
be settled by the court.
said yesterday that he
The matter came up during hasDonaldson
been concerned only with the
Getty's
when Crown.
Attorneya assault charges against Getty in the
William trial
Donaldson
introduced
present case, but in his opinion the
document called an "undertaking to trespassing charges still stand.
appear" which set out the charges.

CN
transport
By GREG McMASTER
About 150 picketers struggled with police and security guards
yesterday morning, in an attempt to disrupt operations at the
Canadian National railyard at Keele and Highway 7.
The picketers were supporting the nine-month Dare Cookies
strike, which has seen the Dare management employ professional
strikebreakers
produce for theagainst
company.the union, and use CN to transport scab
Although the picket line was planned as an attempt (o
obstruct CN trucks, the picket leaders from the Dare union urged
arriving picketers not to cause any trouble. Only about half the
picketers made any serious effort to block traffic in the CN
driveway. At the Kitchener Dare plant, there has been militant
picket-line action by the mostly female Dare workers.
Five transport trucks driven by Teamster sympathizers of the
strike turned back, refusing to cross the picket line, but the CN
transport trucks were escorted through by a combined force of the
York Regional Police and CN's own private police force.
TheCN truckers'
union, Workers,
the Canadian
Transport
and General
has Brotherhood
not gained ofa Railway,
contract
provision
allowingof them
to refuse
to crossas slowly
other unions'
picket
lines,
but several
the drivers
proceeded
as they could,
under
the
"move
along"
orders
of
the
CN
police.
One
driver
managed to stall his truck for 20 minutes in the driveway.
Picketers who stood in front of trucks were thrown aside by
police, who threatened people uttering obscenities with being
"thrown in the clink".
Picketers ofincluded
members
of the (currently
Teamsters'
union,
representatives
the Wardair
stewardesses
on strike),
U of T students. Waffle members and independent leftists.
A busload of women from the Dare plant in Kitchener was
also on hand, and while several of these helped block the road,
mosttheofside
themof followed
one
the road. their picket captain's advice and remained
A leaflet was distributed to drivers who slowed down for the
picket, urging them to support the Dare strike for fair wages in the
face of strikebreaking. Dare has so far refused to give in on theissue of equal pay for women.
A union member said it was unclear if there would be farther
actions in Toronto
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8 pm
TODAY
"Arab-Jewish Dialogue" (FJU) Hart
all day
CUSO Information Meellng: Interested In House.
North Sitting Room.
teaching
in
a
Developing
country for two "Emotional
Awareness and the Biblical
Applications are now being accepted for
years?
Come
and
find
out
how:
InterOrientation
Chairman
'73
at
Vic
Deadline
Narralive"
(FJU) at the Hillel House, 186 St.
Student Centre. 33 St. George St., George Street.
lor applications is Thursday, February 22. PendarvesnationalLounge.
Apply
Wymilwood.
Mldrash and the Bible" (FJU) at
Ticketsto theare VUSAC
on sale OKice.
in the VUSAC
office Advanced Conversational Hebrew al Hillel"TheHouse,-186
Georgeat Street.
for the Victoria College Grad Banquet to be Hillel House 186 St. George Street.
"Chavurat Zemer"St. (FJU)
Hillel House,
Drama
Workshop
at
Hillel
House
186
St.
held Thursday. March
1st.
166
SI.
George
Slreet.
10 am
Israeli (oik Dancing at Hillel House, 186
George Street. 8:30 pm
Challa Baking class at Hitlel House, 186
St. George Street.
SI. George Street.
Urban Landscape"
a lecture
Blues travel to St. Catherines
slide"Thepresentation
by Grady Clay.
Editorandol The Varsity
11 am
lo meet the Brock Badgers in
Tickets (or the final performance of Landscape Architecture Quarterly tonight
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hockey
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will
be
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of
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for complete
coverage
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until 8:30.
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TUESDAY
6:30 pm
— Contrary
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10 am
FRIDAY
this
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of tournament
space
requirements
in
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Supper,
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St.
George
St.,
Hillel
House.
Hillel'sretreatbusesat thewillLawrence
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7
pm
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12:30 pm
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Workshop
at
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Demonstration in support of men
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loot ol Bay. Compensation.
Committee lor
ning, "The Status of Education in Urban House. 186 St. George Street.
Just
Compensation. For more information
Planning and
Design".
Front
WEDNESDAY
Conference
Room,Urban
150
St.
George.
call
431-2633.
12:30 pm
1 pm
Challa baking at4 pmHillel House 186 St.
LAUGH, a play by Allan Booth. A Seminar on Courts and Trials: Donald
princess, a Magic Goose and young Peter Dewees, Political Economy, "The Courts George Street.
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join Radio
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"Get Together", organized by at "Great
Modern'1867:30Jewish
Thinkers"
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dance,
Graduate$1.
16 Bancroft.
Admission
Hillel House,
St.pmGeorge
Street.(FJU) Student
"Universitario",
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Club of U of T. Place:
International Student
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Hillels Coftee House Is open. All
and the186 Problem
Centre, 33 St. Geoige St. — "Room: the Hillel"JobHouse,
St.8 pmGeorgeol Evil"
Street.(FJU) 3t Street.
welcome. Al Hillel House 186 St. George
cave".
Everyone
welcome.Music and 5:30refreshments.
pm
SUNDAY
5 pm
Life Cycle
Lichet Benchen this week at Hitlel House 186"Jewish
St. George
St. (FJU) at Hillel House.
is at 186 St. George7:30 Street.
"Literature
of
the
Holocaust"
(FJU)
at
Third
World
Confrontation,
The director
pm
House. 186 St. George Street.
of the Amazonian Hospital Foundation is
SMC Rim Club presents Robert Hillel"Chassldic
Stories
of186RavSt.Nachman
attacked by local high school students on
(FJU)
at
Hillel
House,
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Altman's
"McCabe
and
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Miller"
with
governmental
and7 pmnon-governmental
Warren Beatty and Julie Christie in Carr Street.
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Channel 79Hall. Admission £1.00.
"Conversational
YiddishStreet.(FJU) at Hillel foreign
8 pm Again at 10 pm. House.
186 St. George
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Public
Lecture Series on The
8:30 pm
The Sufi study group will meet Friday
Economy of Canada. Mel Watkins
night at 8 p.m. in room 2008 of New College Dance, Dance, Dance. Free, free. Folk —Political
"The Trade 7:30Union
Movement in
lo continue readings and discussion of Dancing at International Student Centre, 33 Canada".
Room N201 pmO.I.S.E.
great Sufi authors.
St.
George,
every
Wednesday.
Expert
inTonight, the University of Toronto Blues Welcome. structions. No experience necessary. All Intermediate Conversational Hebrew. At
play host tohockey.
the LoyolaJoin College
Warriorsandin
Hillel House 186 St. George Street.
9 pm
exhibition
Rob Gregory
MONDAY
4 pm
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Science Lecture:
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8:30 pm
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Science"
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6:30University,
pmby Professor
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8 pm
SMC Film Club presents Robert
Richard Needham speaks on ManAltman's
"McCabeand and
Miller"in Carr
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the UkraiGeorge St. (FJU) at Hillel House, 186 Womannian Students
Warren Beatty
Julie Mrs.
Christie
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pm Street.
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
"The Intruder":
a playTheatre,
by Maurice
Maeterlinck
at the Studio
4 Glen
SUMMER PROGRAMMES
Morris
Street,
produced
by
the
Drama
Centre. Admission free.
IN
"Most Jackson.
Children U.C.
His Age":
A Play79 'by
Graham
Playhouse,
St.
George St. Admission: 506 at the door.
Last chance to see Little Me, Neil
EUROPE
Simon's
musical
playingRotenberg's
at Hart House
Theatre.
Under
David
dlreclion.
this
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comedy
has
warmed
many
In addition to the regular Summer Session, the Division of University
caukles
since opening
Hillel Greasers,
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At Hillel House
asExtension
follows: is offering degree courses in Europe, July 4 - August 1 4
186 St. GeorgeSUNDAY
Street. Feb 11
11 am
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Waftle Public Lecture Series on The
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'Thein history
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and
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Please
reserve
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ART GALLERY
HART HOUSE until
CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION
GalleryFeb.Hours:25
Monday 1 1 a m 9 p.m.
Tugs. Sal.. 11 l.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday. Z p.m. ■ 5 p.m.

LIBRARY EVENING
MORDEGAl RICHLER
Wednesday,
Library. February
6 p.m. 14

THE GALLERY
Campus Dining Lounge - Overlooking lite Great Hall
Memberships available free in the Gallery and at the
Undergraduate Office.

Art Gallery of Ontario
Art Books
Gallery Shop Sale
Children's
Posters, Books
Paperbacks
OFF
Cards,
ALL
Catalogues,
FEB. 12 - 23 ONLY - COME AND SAVE
Mon;
Tues;°/
Fri; Sat:c
10.30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
25
Wed; Thurs: 10.30 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sun:
p.m. at- 5Beverley
p.m.
Dundas1.30West

Reproductions
363-3485

Integra Foundation
2637 Yonge Street
Toronto M4P 2J6
Operating
psycho-educational
for
childrenCamp
with Towhee,
learning adisabilities.
Interviewingcamp
for
counsellors and remedial specialists.
Recruiting at Toronto U. on Feb. 21
Details and application forms available from your placement
office or from the Integra Foundation.

Victoria College Music Club presents

little

me

a musical by Neil Simon.
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SAC
meeting
kills its
The Student's Administrative Council 22-9 vote with six abstentions after several
ended eight months of work Wednesday when members
had called the strike strategy
it reversed an executive recommendation by "bankrupt".
voting to stop the fees strike after one month.
commissioner George Strathy
The motion came tip automatically at the Education
that the"Itsfeeslimeissuewehadlooked
becomeat theSAC's
meeting held in the Sid Smith foyer, as the charged
"sacred
cow".
fees
motion to go ahead with the fees strike strike", he said. •
included a review after one month.
Governing Council member Paul Cadario
The motion urged students to pay their
second term instalment fees less the $15 late said that the fees strike had been occupying
the
council too long, and now that the
penalty which it ordered the executive to ask
the administration to drop. Vice-president Jill Commission on "Post-Secondary Education
Conway last night reversed an earlier firm report had been released it was "necessary
refusal to a similar request by saying she will that we concentrate our efforts on it."
who had supported the motion
be "interested in what the executive will say in thatEricSACMiglin,
continue its support and re-iterate
a meeting
scheduled
for the
today."
The decision
to reject
strike came in a its demands, said that there was a "general

witholding
feeling" on council that the strike had
"reached a stalemate" and that "we should be
moving
on motion,
to other after
things". strike had been
Miglin's
called
off, that
SAC ask thetheadministration
to
waive the late fee, followed a comment by UC
rep Bob Anderson, the only speaker in favour
of continuing the strike, that students
withholding their fees should not be left
"holding the bag".
In another test of its mood on the education
cutbacks issue, the council overwhelmingly
rejected a motion calling on students to work
for the opposition parties in the March 15 St.
George
by-election.
TheTuesday,
motion,
recommended
the executive
was
inipnHed to ursebystudents
to demonstrate
their

campaign
opposition to "the course of government
policy
education."
SAC onalsopost-secondary
called for a day
of study on the
Commission on Post-Secondary Education
report released last week, deciding to ask the
administration for at least three hours off
classes one day after reading week.
The education commission was asked to
draw up and distribute a precis version of and
response to the report. The COPSEO report
costs $2.50; the precis will cost 15 cents.
SAC also
Against
the endorsed
Cutbacks yesterday's
moratoriumCoalition
which
repudiated
and voted
to continue the feesSAC's
strike.decision
SAC gave
the coalition
up to $100 to publicize the moratorium.

Equal
access
to Robarts
stacks
recommended
A working group within the not come to a decision on the access.
was strongly opposed to open professor W.M. Dick, and student keeping the number in the stacks
committee proposing library policy recommendation, but student
Kathy Feldman reported that it was
has recommended that the Robarts members are hopeful it will pass at
Asked by a Senate meeting last too
The group did recommend that if
impractical a task.
Library stacks be opened equally to the
subcommittee's
next meeting, year to determine what "academic
The policy recommended by the the slacks become overcrowded on
February
21.
need" for stack access is so that Library
"all members of the university
the chief
librarianuntilor
Subcommittee must be ap- any givencanday,refuse
One working group member, differentiated degrees of access can
admission
ved inturn by Academic Affairs deputy
community".
The Library Subcommittee of the David Esplin, is one of three be granted, the three- member and the proGoverning
stack space is available, but several
Council
before
it
Academic Affairs Committee did associate librarians. A year ago, he working group of Esplin, humanities is implemented.
committee members feel this is unlikely to occur. to advocate equal
The decision may lead to at least a down."
In deciding
partial victory
for
students
who
ocaccess,
working group observed
the Simcoe
Senateof that thethelibrary
system seems to
Chambercupiedlast
spring inHallsupport
Free and open stack access for uni- discourage
stack access. people from desiring
Int Affairs
meets
secretly
versity
and
community
members
alike.
The group noted the difficulty of
By RANDY ROBERTSON
committee members two days
The administration eventually physically obtaining access through
The Internal Affairs Committee before
not do it again. "He doesn't like me
the melting.
narrow
corridors and entrances as
agreed
to
support
virtually
open
went into closed session on the
Robin Ross, who
Student member Ian Morrison
well as the small number of
advice of chairman Paul Cadario hadVice-provost
written a paper on university objecting."
said lhal when he arrived (late) he stacks, but a later meeting of the elevators. Il also concluded that the
and insisted on mainWednesday to discuss the code of discipline, was allowed to remain.
surprised to see the meeting was Senate balked
collection at the Sigsome degree of differentiated undergraduate
behaviour proposed for the Graduate student member Clair was
in closed session. He said he would access, taining
to
be
determined
according mund Samuel Library will be
Henschel. who was unable to attend have objected if he had been present to academic need.
university.
relatively attractive because of the
The meeting did not come to any thejneeting, said she was surprised for the vote.
availability of books.
The working group found that:
conclusions about the code; dis- when notified by Cadario of his
An extremely tight proposed
• Any cut-off point in academic
cus ion wil be continued at the next intention lo hold the meeting in Part-time student representative
Norma
Grindal
said,
"There
is
security
system alleviated fears that
rank
"made
an
arbitrary
distinction
meeting February 22, also expected closed session.
nothing for anyone to worry about. among users that bears little relation book stealing
might become a major
to be closed.
"We
are
supposed
to
be
gelling
We
didn't
get
that
far."
to
need",
in
part
because
of
the
Cadario said that premature input from the university comThe
subcommittee
also decided to
She said she "couldn't remember widely varied courses under the New
disclosure of the proposed code
munity. But ifhowtheycanaren't
given
any
amalgamate
the extension library
problem.
one
vote
being
taken."
Morrison
said
that
the
committee
information,
they
make
any
"might destroy the value of the
• Any "attempt to judge each collection, providing that extension
had got half way through the paper. individual
document."
case according to need, students received preferential access
There was no debate about the suggestions?"
Henshchel claimed that Cadario
unless it were merely a facade (for lo the collection once inside the
He said
"nothing and
substantial"
been lhal
encountered
thai the determining
move, although some members not had scheduled the meeting knowing had
present at the time later said they that she had a class at the same time
Program;' by academic rank), was library. There was no opposition to
and so would be unable to attend. paper contained "the things you'd judged to be administratively im- the move from the extension
would have opposed it.
Cadario suggested the meeting be She said that he had done this before
He said the committee had
The subcommittee also put off
• "Most and important", the department.
in closed session in a private note to and that he had said that he would debated generalities.
number thatpos ible";would
be permitted to further discussion of amalgamation
of
the New College and University
enter under the first two strictures
expect."
"was so large as to undermine the College libraries into the undergraduate collection the
until college
a UC
original premise behind restricting committee studying
Let profs do hiring: math
head
access, namely the belief that the
security of the collection depends on library reports.
By LANNY COOKE
dation
would thai
remainteaching
confidential."
He added
is only
to criticism from
"Students
rate highest
s."Duff expressed
metInhodresponse
teachers
from whom
they learnthose
the students
one part
of
a
professor's
profession.
added con- The
SACPress
crumbling
pursuit of mature scholarship
building.
cern about including students on
least,"about
malh75chairman
George inDuff
told
math students
the hiring and tenure bodies, saying that and public service are also expected
By
BRIANE
NAS1MOK
McLennan Building yesterday at there is confidential information from professors, he said.
executive yesterday
noon.
He quoted a motion from the -cameTheoutSAC
an in camera meeting to SACPress began in 1966,
required
and, "I do Faculty
Council of Arts and announce ofthat
He was responding to criticism in nni
know for
if theevaluation
letters of recommenSAC predominently to handle SAC prinScience:"While welcoming student Press employees twowill ofbe three
a petition signed by over 1,000 math
ting. It was run by a part-time
laid
off
in manager,
utilizingIn its
student
students which requested that
two
weeks,
a
move
that
probably
participation
on
all
matters
of
unilabour
at awhile
low wage.
first
students be represented on all
governance, (the council)
affirms versity
its determination
that its spells the end for the coping and money.
three years the operation made
departmental hiring and tenure
function
of the service.
bodies.
academic staff members' continue to printing
Several
closed
discussions
In 1969 the shop unionized, hiring
be judged in matters of appointment
The petition also requested that
solely by members of the academic preceded the decision, including one a ful time manager and a larger
Professor David Spring, denied
staff
of
this
university
or,
where
The total salary costs was the
meeting Sunday,
at which were
ac- staff.
tenure last year, and part time
ations of incompetence
same as at present.
Professor Stephen Salaff, dismissed
-i proper, by professional colleagues thrown at custhe
service
by
the
exIn
1971
the press decided to cut
this year, be retained on the faculty.
utive, who claim the business is out some services
and pared down
this university."
S^outside
Sociology
professor Tony Smith losing an ecaverage
One hundred and twenty-five of
of
$
1
500
a
month.
the
staff
to
manager, a
I
< explained
that the and
sociology
Salaffs students signed a petition
The move must come up for ful-time and aa full-time
ment has student
faculty departparity
part-time employee.
stating,
approval
at
a
full
council
meeting,
The
amount
of
SAC
business
to the
|
when
making
decisions
about
the
"We consider Salaff to be an
'hiring
andsaid
firingthatof professors.
probably
inthetwofirst
weeks.two weeks of press lessened considerably, reexcellent mathematics professor,
Smith
a
great
many
During
both in the form and content of his
quiring the press
had to go to outDecember, the operation reportedly
side sources
for business.
professorsterested inare
not undergraduate
primarily in- lost
lectures, and in his teaching
Math chairman George Duff
$2300 and may have been
teaching
courses. He believes that the reason heading for a loss a large as $20,000
for this is that their faculties control over SAC's financial year.
SAC Press manager John Webb Staff departure
their own conditions of
said that he could nol verify the
le
awhi
g
stin
Varsity desi
employment.
Math professor Peter Rosenthal figures because he does not receive
showing.
political
Varsity hacks yesterday got caught with theirthathopes
agreed with Smith. He said that monthly statements about his books delay
Refusing to miss out on all the
cease
would
paper
the
announced
y
prematurel
had
teaching
first
year
students
is
a
The staffers
from
SAC.
Webb
admitted,
"It
was
assuming
VarFebruary 21 effective today,publication "chore", and added that professors a bad setup to begin with. Other pre-election
publication until Wednesday, resolving
sity stafferseditor
havepoliticking,
delayed their
Varsity cease
that The y.
are not motivated to make the printing houses around campus are departure
debate tor
Thursday's
would win anHarteasyHouse
vic
. . courses
for places unknown long
interesting.
Professors
are
lessConsistently
expensive, and
more efficient."
hold staff
a short,
but potenat 1 pm.tiallytorevealing
a money-loser
since enough
the quarrelsome Debates Room jury refused lo parole the more worried about getting papers its
meeting
today
inception, SAC budgeted a
paper'sInstead,
inmates, tying the contentious vote.
published
in
order
to
get
promoted,
have
not
would
$9,000
loss
for
SAC
Press.
Previous
they
insisted
night
last
ts
bureaucra
Varsity
he
said.
"We
need
departmental
Indignant
Otherwise,
campus
political
one,
said
damned,
be
readers
"The
encouragement by having teaching years have seen several attempts to
their undeserved vacation canned.
curtail or drop the operation, pundits
are insisting
refuseweekto
"Enough is enough, we want to go skiing too." will reappear before the count in promotion." he located
the paperthey'll
until the
in the basement of the SAC think about
Varsity
The
recommended.
that
fear
little
there's
y,
2ist.Apparentl
after next.
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AlexPodnlck
Editor
Office
91 St. George St., 2nd floor
923-8741, 923-8742
Phone
Advertising Manager Bob BrockrtouM
Phone
923-8171
an analysis of how one other university has changed athletics in
spite
Theof difficulties.
future of intercollegiate
athletics at the University of Ottawa
affects the league — OUAA — in
which Toronto participates. The
sports department is not attempting
lo be totally parochial.
Sportalk is a compilation of
information that comes to the newspaper from coaches, or through
telephone calls we make. Our staff is
voluntary and we are unable to
cover every university event to the
same degree.
We have a sports editorial policy
at the office available for anyone to

Big task ahead

The vision the students hold out is
certainly shared by most of the
people 1 met in Israel and Palestine
last summer: Jews, Moslem Arabs
and Christian Arabs. But, there is a
powerful barrier to its realization: a
wall of hostility and hatred erected
for the
the
few
Arabself-aggrandisement
leaders and not forof the
benefit of the Palestinians, There is
much to be done on both sides: Arab
students of goodwill have an enormous task among their own leaders
if they wish truly to contribute to
peace in the
Middle Morris
East. Wayman
Professor
Applied Science and Engineering

for Jews, Arabs
The letter fromin the'your
Arab issue
Studentsof
Association
February 7 makes a number of valid
points and expresses a fond hope
shared by many: a non-sectarian
broadly democratic state where
Christians, Jews, and Moslems can
live together in equality. Their letter
obfuscates and hides reality. It does
not represent ehe expressed wishes
of the Arab world outside of Israel
and the West Bank. It certainly does
not represent the expressed wishes
tenlions of the military, political or Reader dislikes
religious
the Arab
coun-a
tries.leaders
Therefore, itof does
not form
basis for action, or even for serious our sports pages
consideration as a short-term
I am utterly incensed by the trend
program. As a long-term program, which
Varsity sports section is
it is beautiful, and many would even taking.TheI find
the sports coverage
regard it as a step toward a still extremely insufficient
in lieu of
better world: the withering away of adequate reporting.andI discover
any state in Palestine, Jewish or myself being presented with very
Arab. Einstein, a Jew, among lengthy articles which have little to
others,
with the athletic activities of the
state. argued for such a holy non- doUniversity
of Toronto.
I had the opportunity of An illustration
of this observation
discussing
these
issues
with
memoccurred
in
The Varsity of February
bers of the student council of the
2.
In
that
issue,
the entire sports
University of Haifa last summer. Of
of the nine student council members section1) consisted
The
intercollegiate
present, three arc Arabs. Students at standings - eight days outdated.hockey
Haifa, helped by a radical student
2) A very lengthy and
paper, have elected a radical student
article which discouncil. The editor of the paper was somewhatcus ed iboring
n explicit
the ad-of
also present for the discussion. It
ministrative lat detail
ice structure
ranged over many issues, from the
immediate ones such as relative Queen's University's Athletic Asscarcity of advanced educational sociation.
lengthy article
opportunities and work for Arabs in which3)wasAnother
concerned with the future
Israel, especially educated Arabs, to of intercollegiate
football
at U of O.
the political issues. We even dis4) Sportalk
feeblewhich
and
cussed, don't laugh, the "Canadian minute
collection— ofthatfacts
model"
of
a
bilingual
and
bicultural
constituted
the
only
reporting
state and its possible application in sports Tor the whole U of T campus.ol
Israel. We agreed that a sectarian
I hope that in future The Varsity
state, exclusively Jewish, and .the sports
will concern his articles
first-class and second-class more oneditorreporting
and
citizenship inherent in such a situa- intercollegiate sportsintermural
activities intion, are anachronisms. The dreams
ng U of T students and will
and hopes of all of us were beautiful. dispense volviwith
current trend
But, when one of the students was which includesthiselaborate
book
challenged on his reference to "the reports as well as what I have mensacred cowmosphereofchanged.security",
the
attioned
above.
This student had
Gentlemen, your paper is
fought at Suez. He wanted no more
war, no more blood: he has seen deteriorating rapidly so either - 'get
bus'. Collier
enough to last a lifetime. But the on the ball or on theAddison
.harsh, unpalatable fact is that the
Jewish" Israelis stand in mortal
danger from religious fanatics in the Ed.'s Note: The intercollegiate
Arab world spurred on by greedy hockey standings were not eight
feudal barons and power-hungry days outdated. The Eastern Section
politicians and military men. Securi- was complete up to January 28 (not
ty is not a sacred cow, nor can it be January 25 as reported) and the
swept under the rug in Israel. There, estern Section was complete to
truly, eternal vigilance is the price of January 31. These were compiled
from the OUAA weekly newsletter
peace.
When looking for answers to the and the Toronto daily papers up to
many Palestinian problems, Arab the night before publication.
students should turn their attention
The serieswason designed
athletics atto Queen's
to the leaders of the Arab countries. University
provide

Polarization
disgusts writer
In reading a recent Varsity in
which an article was written accusing one oropposed
other toofthethepolicy
ad-hocof
committees
provincial
government's
policyI
ofthe raising
the costs
of education,
becametion of anti-government
disgusted by the movements
identificabeing associated with either the left
or the right. That one organization
should call itself (or be accused of
being)
Trotskyist I isamtoopposed
me irrelevant
and immaterial.
to the
current
policies
of
the
government
of Ontario, but as long
as any
bodies liatedandwith any
organizations
are affipolitical group,
not
only shall I have nothing to
do with them, but I would also ask
every sane and reasonable student
either in agreement with or opposed
to current government attitudes lo
dissassociate with the radical
politicizers of the campus. Forcing
one's way into a building or denying
others the right to act according to
what they believe they ought to do
(i.e.
fees at I the
fees
office)paying
is wrong,theirtherefore
applaud
the university administration when
they put police in a building to
protect it against the rampant
ragings of politically oriented egotripping psychopaths. Chris Rogers
Petition, fund
to help defence
Yesterday the seven people who
were arrested at 215 Huron Street
on February I were remanded for
trial on March 1, 14, and 16. These
seven people, workers and students
onmoralcampus,
support.need your financial and
The U of T Workers against the
Layoffs and the Stop the Student
Surcharge Committee are circulating petition
a
on campus. Here
is the substance:
It was the Internal Affairs
Committtee
the Governing
cil of U of Tof that
called the CounMetro
police on campus February 1, and
ordered the campus police to beat up
picketers. The Governing Council is
empowered by the University of
Toronto Act to raise tuition fees and
in fact the Governing Council imposed the student surcharge. John
Evans decided th policy to contract
out
work
layoff campus workers
—1972.see Theand Varsity,
February 23,
John Evans is president of U of T
and we hold him responsible.
1. Drop the charges against the
seven people arrested February 1.
2. Reinstate suspended

to disturb.
ol the artist
"The lunction pillars
complacent
ol, Isthe
world.,j Histhe
He
. world
.„
u
the olsleepers,
arouse
duty' is, to the
reminds
its,u
darkto shake
ancestry,
shows the world its present, and points the
way to its new birth.
"
—Norman Bethune

ground-men Browne and Keilty.
3. Stop
contracting
out. all layoffs and
4. Slop the student surcharge.
In order to pay legal fees to fight
the charges, we are asking for
donations from everyone on campus. Cheques should be payable to
the Legal Defence Fund for U of T
Workers and Sudents, Box 5, Station E. Toronto 4. We also need
support
petition, andas
described for
above,our signatures,
petitioners. For further information,
U of T964-1174.
Workers against the Layoffs
phone
Slop the Student Surcharge
Committee
Abortion ruling
sets precedent
Two weeks ago, ihe U.S.
Supreme
decision
to liberalizeCourtthe released
Americanits abortion
laws. tion
Theuntilnewthe ruling
permits
seventh monthabor-of
pregnancy with
no stale
interference, requiring
only the
recommendation of one doctor.
Beyond ihe seventh month, a reason,
such as danger to a woman's mental
or
physical
tablished
beforehealth,
a womanmustcan beget esan '
abortion.
This ruling is a significant victory
for women in the United States. It
completely undercuts the argument
that the fetus is a human being who
can be defended
law. Morethat im-up
portant, imeans
t
inby principle
lo ihe seventh month of pregnancy,
it is anyor woman's
whether
not she willrightbeartoa decide
child.
This victory can be attributed to
the pressure of those forces
organized laws,
against spearheaded
ihe anti-womanby
abortion
W^ONAAC
Abortion Action(Women's
Coalition),National
as well
asconscious
the pressure
growingStates.
feminist
in the ofUnited
The American ruling is a direct
challenge to Ihe Canadian government, which has been avoiding
debate on the abortion issue for a
number of years. And, it is a direct
challenge to Trudeau who has stated
lhal abortion is murder. The U.S.
decision has set a precedent which
women in Canada must use to
pressure the Canadian government
not only to debate the abortion issue
in Parliament,
to repeal
its antiwoman
abortionbut laws.
It poses
the
necessity
for
immediate
action
by
women in Canada.
The Canadian Women's Abortion
Law Repeal Coalition has begun to
make plans to step up the fight
against the Canadian abortion laws
—conference
the majorlo beoneheldbeingin Toronto
a nationalin
March. As well, women at University of Toronto are making plans to
draw women at the university into
the fight
the Canadian
tion laws,against
including
a debate onaborthe
campus between Pro Life and the
Canadian Women's Coalition.
All women at University of
Toronto are invited to attend this
debate and the conference in March.
Anyone wishing more information,
or wanting to get involved should
contact me at 368-9407.
Heather Rideout

The Vamlty. a mem&er ol Canadian
University Press, was founded In 1860
and
Is published
AdU nlversliy
Councilby theol theStudents'
minlBtraiive
J^,
nec^safi,y
,^ose
of
Press
Ltd.
Opin
ons
expressed
in
this
Of"»™
b*
e"nled
,is
*«»
Jo">™
°Jm„9WSpaper
Slu<Jeni9' Administrative Council
ol mo administration ol the university.
complaints aboutof ihethepapereditorial
orboFormal
business
may
addressedoperation
to the. Chairman,Varsity
CamBoard pusol Relations
Directors,Committee,
91 St. George St.

First, how . can
if
chauvinism.
." arewe tobe besurprised
outdated ideas
found in
1952 textbooks?
The
21
years
intervening have brought great
changes to medicine as well as to the
public view of the role of women.
One can hope the author does not
depend on 1952 theories for medical
treatment.
While offering no apology for the
advertisements of pharmaceutical
companies,plicationI thatobject
to the im-is
the physician
neglecting duty and perpetuating
social injustice by prescription of
psychotropic
Few doctors
have
the timedrugs.
to become
social
activists but they can offer some
help to those who suffer anxiety and
depression. This is their job. To
deny thai the hormone changes of
menopause causes great stress in
some women is impossible. This is
once it cannot be denied that men
and women are different and must
be considered so. This is why the
apparent suggestion that aggressive
men
given loestrogen
Are bewomen
be madeis ridiculous.
lo suffer
menopausal stress without help
because someone interprets this as
condescension?
In a section on women doctors,
the article laments lhat few women
do neurosurgery.
That's usnotinstead
surprising; few men
how many
womendo. Tell
want to. The
article notes that women doctors are
heavily concentrated in pediatrics,
obstetrics, radiology, and general
practice.
11 says,these"It jobs
is open
question whether
are con-to ■
sidered
'more
suitable
for
women'or
because they are lower in prestige
vice versa". Two quarrels: What do
women graduates choose lo do? A
survey of 52 women doctors in
Toronto last fall indicates that they
are doing ihe work they prefer. Even
more, 1 quarrel with the label lowprestige applied to pediatrics,
radiology, obstetrics, and general
practice. Who declares these to be
low
Medical Centre?
Boldprestige?
Ones? Television
thrives Theon
glamour, not prestige, and while the
public may feel neurosurgery to be
glamourous
and prestigious
the
medical profession
certainly
recognizes
all
the
varieties
of
practice to be essential and important.
Let me pose one more question.
How
applicants
to medical
schoolsmany
are women
and what
is the
relative proportion of them
accepted?
UnlesscanIhisbeinformation
is ■'("^
known, there
nothing but
speculation about discrimination
against
If therewomen.
is to be criticism of the
status of women and medicine, let it
be valid criticism and not innuendo,
misapprehensions, and 20-year-old
David McKnighl
Meds U
quotes.
Wasn yt there,

didn 9t say it
I wish to publicly repudiate a
statement in The Varsity of
February 2 which implies that I was
present al a Hart House debate
featuring Margaret Scrivener.
Your reporter quotes me as
saying that women do not take part
in politics because it is so boring.
Medswomen
Actually, William Molson, a
here doing
long-time
on columncontributor
and one toofyour
yourWriteown
staffers made ihe above quip. Since
Isome
was difficulty
nol present,in Isowould
have
desired work
doing. had
I wish to comment on the article
Tom Walkom
in The Varsity of 29 January, "Male
UCIV
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Labour rep" on Governing Council

of T man
runs
for
ByU
ZOYA STEVENSON
In 1946-47, Williams did graduate work in
A U of T governor is running for whal is economics and industrial relations at the U of
perhaps the most powerful office in one of the T on Department of Veteran's Affairs credits,
most powerful unions in Canada.
do the university
Lynn Williams, a United Steelworker of but
then"didn't
enterwanttheto labour
movementthingasanda
America staff representative running for the researcher." Instead he entered the labour
steel directorship of a district comprising all movement as an organizer,
of Canada west of Quebec and including
After a short period working in the John
126,000 members is the only union represen- Inglis Steel plant in Toronto, he was hired by
tative on the Governing Council.
the Canadian Congress of Labour to help
His union
campaign for Tuesday's election and organize white collar workers at the T. Eaton
other
matters have taken up so much Co. in Toronto during the largest organizing
time that recently he has been criticized for campaign of white collar workers until the
failing
to
live
up to his responsibilities on the new drive this year. This eventually failed and
council.
he joined the Steelworkers district staff 18
An appointee of Premier William Davis, years ago.
Williams has been absent from more than half
The election for district director is in some
of the Governing Council's meetings since last ways more significant than the election for
£ June, and has attended fewer than three of national director of the Canadian USW of A
seven meetings of the Planning and Resources section. While the union's two district direcCommittee, of which he is a member.
tors deal specifically with economic issues and
Williams admits that "events in the union are responsible for collective bargaining,
have made my role in the Governing Council organizing, and the servicing of the
virtually sinon-existent."
"My union because
respon- membership, the national director is responbilities have increased considerably
sible for special services like public relations
of the district director's illness and elections and questions of "national importance" in the
union. The two districts are not responsible to
within the union," he says.
Present District 6 director Larry Sefton the national office, but to the international
was too ill to run for re-election, but is firmly executive board which has three Canadians on
backing his second in command, Williams. it compared to 23 Americans.
Williams is opposed by Harry Greenwood, a
Williams' opponent Greenwood was
Stelco machinist and the recording secretary nominated
by only 21 locals compared to
of Hamilton Steel local 1005.
Williams' 277. But Greenwood insists that
nominations
are not representative of the
A graduate of Hamilton's McMaster
University in philosophy and english, total amount of support the contenders for the
Williams says he agreed to be on the directorship of District 6 have. He says that in
Governing Council because "we in the labour Toronto Williams was nominated by 107
movement grumbled over the years because locals representing only 12,000 workers, while
educational boards and university boards in his own support from only two locals in
particular, were in the hands of corporate Hamilton and Algoma represent 20,000
business and unresponsive to the needs of the voting members.
Greenwood sees the three offices of the
working community."
But Don Barclay, business agent for Canadian section of the USW of A as a "drop
in
the bucket on the international executive
campus Local 204 of the Service Employee's
He believes that the Steelworkers is
International Union, says he's disappointed board."
union putting Cana0 with Williams' lack of activity on Council. He an American-oriented
dian workers in the position of puppets depenbelieves
that "inonconcrete
terms, the Council
labour
dent on the American leadership of the union.
representative
the Governing
A conflict between Williams and
should be meeting periodically with university
worker's committees to find out exactly what Greenwood arises over the Steelworkers' supthe workers' problems are so that he can Act. port for the protectionist U.S. Burke-Hartke
better
represent
them."
Barclay
contends
that Williams has failed
The proposed act, designed to protect
to communicate with the SEIU, even though American business by placing a quota on the
Barclay sent him three letters asking for his number of imports into the United States,
opinion or support on a number of issues also represents an attempt to set nation-states
against each other by proposing to move
affecting campus workers.
Williams conceives of his role on the plants from high wage areas to low wage
Governing Council differently than Barclay areas, agree both Greenwood and Williams.
does. He believes that labour representation Steelworker's international president I.W.
Abel, while supporting the bill, is lobbying for
ofpeople
Council
is important
"working special
status for Canada, because it could put
have not
had access because
to the universities
as they should have. A university education many Canadians out of work.
ought to be available at the expense of the
Greenwood views reliance on Abel's
lobbying as an unhealthy dependence for
state
able,"onhethestated.
shouldfornotanybody
only bewho's
available
basis "Itof Canadian workers, and doesn't expect the
American president to fight very hard for
ability to pay fees."
rights.
Despite Williams' beliefs, when Joyce theirWilliams,
on the other hand, feels that the
Denyer, a part-time student representative on
specialof Canadian
status demon3^ council, approached him for support for lobbyingstratefor
s the value
the international
union.
student opposition to Ontario government
He says "the needs of workers have always
education cuts she says she found him "non- been
international" where the workers are
and "feeling
his own onway."
Apologizingcom it al"for
his inactivity
council, faced with the power of multi-national
corporations.
Williams
says
that
"most
members
of
the
Governing Council have a greater familiarity
"To permit workers in one country to be
with
than 1 do,"educated.
despite Asthe Ufactof turned against workers in another is always to
that hetheisuniversity
already university
the disadvantage of the worker. The multiT's labour-management relations director
national corporation isit theactsrealwithout
enemy." he
John
Parker says, "Williams
ion for national boundaries. He confeels
administrative
work inis experienced
the labourin declared, sideratbecause
the USW of A is effective in protecting its
movement."
against economic hardship
Williams, whose father was a minister, was membership
it is international.
profoundly affected by the depression in his because
Greenwood agrees with Williams on this
formative years and began looking for
issue,
but
is arguing for a greater Canadian
solutions to social problems. He did community organizing for the YMCA in autonomy within the international. "ConHamilton during his years at university until
sti utiwhich
onal y," hecontends,
haveCanabeen
have "there
benefitted
he graduated and joined the navy in 1944. no innovations
dian workers in the history of the
Williams regards his work at the MountainDale Community Centre there as his first steelworkers."
introduction to trade unionism because there
He feelsintothat
interference
local the
union international's
matters has
are large numbers of organized workers in the made
the union less democratic than it should
community.
After World War II, Williams became be. He says that in June 1970, Hamilton local
1005 decided in accordance with union bylaws
aware of "the contrast between the social that
three workers were ineligible to run in the
work approach to social problems and the
local's elections because they hadn't attended
trade
union
approach,"
which
he
feels
is
"a
^ much more constructive alternative because it any union meetings. The international rethe workers after an appeal, and the
deals with the question of power, and gives qualified
people power to change their living and local was forced to allow them to run.
Lynn
Williams,
on the other hand, contends
working conditions to their own advantage."

Steelworkers'
Greenwoodoffice
would agree that Steelworkers
that the Canadian section of the union makes
its own decisions as far as those decision are amongst the highest-paid Canadian
affect Canadians. He believes thai the union workers, largely hecause of the backing of the
does all its business in a democratic way international, but he charges that "the growth
because the locals decide when, where and of the Steelworkers is not primarily the result
workers.raiding,
He argues
howGreenwood,
negotiationsunlike
occur.Williams, contends that ofthatorganizing
industrialunorganized
growth, mergers,
and
natural
population
growth
are
just
as likely
appointed staff members have disortionate power in thethe union
because they
influence and propcontrol
information
that causes of the union's growth as is the union's
"The Breakway of the union's Kitimat
gets to the locals. He says that staff people are greatness.
local in B.C. to form a Canadian union proves
appointed on the basis of patronage and many that
workers are interested in more than just
are staff without the confidence of the

Lynn Williams has been accused of neglecting work as U of T governor.
workers.
The underdog contender for the throne,
Greenwood believes that "it is not a coincidence that not one staff representative supported me. I represent the rank and file
movement in Canada which rejects opulent
unionism and demands that the working man
have a greater say in policy-making decisions
leadership
of theof union
must begin
of "The
the unions."
discuss
the
problems
democracy
in theto
union or eventually face the same fate as the
leadership of the United Mine Workers of
America, which was replaced by men who are
moving the union offices back to the
coalfields, and cutting salaries of union
workers." (After a U.S. court found UMW
elections rigged, the coal miners in a subsequent election threw out president Tony
Boyle's regime.)
Williams believes that it is precisely his role
as a staff person which has kep him in touch
with theremoved
rank andfrom
file ofthetherank
union.and"I'vefilenever
been
and
consider myself their servant who attempts
onlyGreenwood
to offer leadership."
views Williams in a different
light. "Lynn Williams has never been a part of
the rank and file," he says. "Twenty-five
years ago, when Williams went to university,
those who had the privelege were not working
class.
for
the fewWilliams'
months purpose
he did inwasgoing
not toto work
join the
ranks of the working class. It was political
expediency,"
because Williams
hasn't worked hein charged,
a shop since.
Williams points to the increase from 36,000
to 126,000 in District 6's membership in years
as an indication of the Steelworker's strength.
"Look at the record," he challenges, "we're
the country's pace-setters in our collective
agreements."

economic issues," says Greenwood tersely,
"and the union has got to recognize this.
"Regional
disparityat and
ethnicat least
problems
caused
dissatisfaction
Kitimat
four
years ago when they nominated me to run (for
District 6 director). The problems existed
then, but the union ignored them. Still, 1 think
the workers should have stayed and fought
within the union for better, more independent
policies on issues like Vietnam, BurkeHartke, and greater democracy in the union.
This way the movement's going, to be split
Williams feels that the workers at Kitimat
have been led into false issues against the
USW of A when their frustration should have
been directed at the multi-national corporations. He thinks that political issues are
important,
that they
considered
within
the but
context
of theshould
New be Democratic
Party, as the party best representing the
again."of the Canadian working class.
interests
Greenwood has been active in both the trade
union movement and the NDP around
political and economic issues. He supported
the leftist Waffle in the NDP, (although he
subsequently left it), while Williams was
instrumental in their expulsion this summer.
The Steelworkers are the leading union
within the NDP and are attributed great
influenceLewis.
with Williams
the party's
leader,of
Stephen
has Ontario
been accused
stacking party conventions and councils with
pro-Lewis
Steelfacesstaff
whenever Lewis
a toughrepresentatives
fight.
Both unionists agree that there has been a
myth built up around the power of the United
Steelworkers, and that its power rests on the
unity of its members against the more powerful multi-national corporations. Greenwood
says
localincome
cornerthanstore
probablysuccinctly,
draws in a"The
lot more
the
local union."
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Job

opportunity

stewardesses picket St. Lawrence Centre Wednesday.

Parent
not enforced:
are currently staffed with unqualified personnel inBy Wm. MOLSON
Ontario's legislation for equal job opportunity is the
Also present
was a representative of striking Dare
cluding pilots' wives.
Foods workers, who claimed that Dare is now trying to
best
in Canada,
Council
Canadian
executive
MadeleinesaysParent,
"But ofI have
a bone Unions'
to pick throw
out the union. Welch promised to relay to
with the enforcers - they aren't enforcing the
provincial labour
Fern Guindon Dare workers'
of sexualminister
discrimination.
Federal labour minister John Munro and provincial complaint
Munro said the priorities of the federal government
secretary
for
social
development
Robert
Welch,
drew
equality for women were daycare, family
legislation."
laughter
and derision from the audience of 500 at the with regardandtoimplementation
of Royal Commission on
Wednesday night meeting on equality for working planning
the Status of Women recommendations.
women.
Whenjobs,he began
explain the
Munro, arriving late at the St. Lawrence Centre with
he was todrowned
out government's
by laughter. plans to
conservative MP Flora MacDonald (Kingston and the make
The abortion issue has social and moral aspects
Islands), was hissed by the predominantly female beyond
the freedom of women, said Munro.
audience when he helped MacDonald seat herself.
'AbortionAction
on demand
the Status
issue', ofcountered
Criticizing the Ontario legislation for containing a National
Committeeis not
on the
Women
loophole in allowing unequal pay for women when it is
Laura
Sabia,Code.
"we want
abortion
takensaying
out
based on any factor other than sex. Parent said that chairwoman
of
that
damn
Criminal
And
we
are
not
effective laws could be enacted if the government
followed the example set by United Nations and that everybody should rush out and get an abortion.
American Federation of Labour bills and required Just gel it out of the code."
if by some freak of nature all men suddenly became
equal
pay forWardair
equal value.
Striking
stewardesses publicized their pregnant, remarked a speaker from the audience,
abortion
demands for laws limiting the length of their working weeks. legislation would be changed within three
day which is now up to 24 hours long. Wardair flights

laws

for
charged
Getty says he was
tive
William
Kearns.
He
also argued
By JOHN CAMPBELL police, Getty argued in his summahad been singled out for arrest as
At yesterday's final session, of lion that police testimony could not hea known
political activist, when last
[ill Getty's trial on assaulting confirm that he had assaulted DetecMarch's
was
brokenoccupation
up. of Simcoe Hall
He reminded the court that he had
been charged by Kearns only with
Toronto
Free Clinic
trespass at the time of his booking
and learned that assault charges had
been
later. laid against him only two hours
to close next month
The verdict of the trial will be
By HELEN COOPERSTE1N
given
Charles
Februaryby 19Judge
at 10 amM. inA.courtroom
The Toronto Free Clinic closes its doors March 15 after three years of 31 of the Old City Hall.
Getty interrupted Crown
service to the Toronto youth community.
Although the eight medical staff workers, a denial assistant, two shop Attorney William Donaldson's concluding statements when the
workers (in the Free Store) and Dr. Dave Collins are saddened by seeing
prosecutor made a reference to
something
they
put
their
"life,
body
and
soul
into",
come
to
an
end,
they
are
evidence
against
the defendant, to
more lhan sure that the clinic was recognized as one of the best health
that the incident concerned a
operations in Toronto. The Experimental Health Care Service and the say
Department of Health had enough confidence in the clinic to supply the different trial held three years ago.
grants required for its operation.
The atmosphere in the Senate
Originally founded in Rochdale College, the Free Clinic broke away to Chambers as police broke in to eject
new grounds and a new identity at Dupont Street near Spadina Road.
The eight medical staff workers were trained to diagnose and treat
bronchitis, respiratory ailments, abdominal disorder and colds, as well as
cuts and bruises. With no red tape of waiting to see a doctor, with forms to
PRESBYTERIAN
ANDREW'S
be filled, and fees lo be calculated, it was a refuge to people they described as 83 ST.
"hippies".
JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
But since these people have long since dispersed, the patients now using
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.
the clinic request more lhan the clinic has to offer, according lo one worker,
11. A.M.
such as personal doctors attention and X-rays - requests that can only be
handled at a hospital. The clinic began to turn into an abortion counselling DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART
service as well as undertaking immigration physicals and referals.
Dr. Collins said he will continue to do more of the same work he has
■A CHURCH HOME
done, protibly involving setting up another clinic.
FOR STUDENTS
The
otner
free
clinics
remaining
in
Toronto
are
the
Village
Health
Centre, and Scarboro Medi-Free Clinic.
AWAY FROM HOME'

his political
demonstrators was described at
Wednesday's session as one of fear
and"Wepanicwereby afraid
witnesses.
of what would
happen. We were afraid all the
police would come in and of what
they
wouldto do,"
Tony Leah
response
a question
from said
Getty.in
Throughout the trial, Donaldson
exposed inconsistencies in the
defense witnesses' testimony with
highly detailed
rapid-fire
questions
concerning
the entry
of police
into
the chamber and the ensuing action.
He introduced transcripts of an
earlier trial against Mark Goldblatt
in
order to compare
statements
about thewitnesses'
event.

activism
Goldblatt was found guilty in
December of assaulting police.
With the exceptions of Tom
Walkom and Debbie Curtis, the
defense witnesses have stated that no
warning of trespass was given before
the police began breaking down the
Senate door. They were instructed
to
do so before entering the
chamber.
There was unanimous agreement
among witnesses, however, that Getthe table thewhich
beenty wasusednot toonbarricade
door hadas
Kearns came through the open panel. This was the location at which the
alleged
offence was said to have
taken place.

WINNERiNew York
1970
ANNUALMORNING
TORONTO
PIZZA1STAWARD
AFTER SHOW CSC
STAR WEEK'S
PIZZA
CONTESTJUNE 71

Pizza House
925-1736
Dining Room OPEN 11 AMSUN
PM-1ANDAM DELIVERY
1 AM 3 MON-SAT
TAKE-OUT
DELIVERY FROM S PM-1 AM

YOU'VE
GOT PRICES
IT COMING
TO YOU!
LOWEST
DISCOUNT
ON
GIVE
'HI-FI
MAKEUS
SANSUI,STEREO
PIONEER.EQUIPMENT
KENWOOD.
SONY. DUAL. TELEFUNKEN ETC.
AND MODEL...
COLOURPICA,TV ADMIRAL ETC.
WE DO SELL
ZENITH.
" CAR-RADIOS AND TAPE PLAYER
FOR LESS!
ALL
MAKES.
INCLUDING
BLAUPUNKT
AM-FM AND STEREO MODELS,
LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL...
THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE
KROMER
Ltd. 920-6700
112 HARBORD
ST. (1 BLOCKRADIO
WEST OF SPADINA)
CLOSE TO U OF T

A little Trouble in the morning...
APL
,Troub|i

Trouble
9/aXU
printing
^25/fSrstlOX)
typesetting
S9JXl^D0Ov^)itte
stoix^fir^tprinteis
2Qlc|ueen ste.
864-3007

tr,lH SUA* 'W
^Trouble
After Shave and Cologne with a
distinctive, disturbing fragrance that can give
a whole campus Trouble up to 8, 10, or even 12 hours!
and you've got Trouble all day.

COURSE
The University of Toronto Computer Centre announces an introductory course on the APL language.
The interactive programming language APL is both
powerful and easy to use. Many computer operations
can be accomplished with simplicity. APL is especially
adept at manipulating data and printing out results with
a minimum of fuss.
The course consists of six lectures to be held Mondays and Wednesdays, 7:30 - 9:00 p.m. beginning February 19at the Food Sciences Building, 135 Bloor
Street West, Room 124.
Guest lecturer will be Mr. E.M. Edwards, Manager of
Systems Languages, Control Data Corporation.
(Persons with no experience at a 2741 Communications
Terminal are urged to attend a terminal familiarization
session
928-3787.to be held Friday, February 16. For details call
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A-bomb
may
be
used
ByJONlSEAGER
"Dissidents"
may
obtain
atom bombsor to"lawless
blackmailelements"
governments
and other institutions, an American scientist
who helped develop the atom bomb predicted
Tuesday night.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
professor Bernard Feld, lecturing in a series
sponsored by the International Studies
Program, said that if one-tenth of one per
cent or the 300,000 tons of plutonium to be
produced in the world by the year 200 is
"diverted in some clandestine fashion" into
the
of these
"dissidents",
the hands
potential
or building
atom they
bombs.will have
Official estimates, he said, are that
although great precautions will be taken to
safeguard the plutonium, more than this
minimum amount will be lost.
"No thought seems to have been given to
this,"
Abouthe declared.
100,000 tons of plutonium will be
produced iri the United States, Feld said, and
10,000 in Canada.
The "gravest
of all"governmental
dangers in Scientist Bernard Feld spoke Tuesday.
nuclear
power danger
stems from
decisions that their country's economic well- disarmament and in "trying to ensure that
(nuclear) weapons will never again be
being
on increased"power
he said.depends
Plutonium
will be the mainproduction,
source ol these
used in war". He sees the solution oftechnical
power.
Feld, who worked at the University of problems as a "prerequisite of solving the
problems".
Feld views
the Strategic Arms Limitation
Chicago developing the world's first nuclear political
reaction, said "1 believe that the nuclear genie Talks (SALT) as "inadequate" and only a
isreferring
still more
out
of
the
bottle
than
in
it,"
"small
step"
to the likelihood of nuclear warfare.
they mayin disarmament.
rid the superThese
powerstalks,of
His main interests now in this field are in while
defensive weapons, allow for the maintenance

in rebellion
and increase of offensive weapons.
SALT also allows for research and
development of new nuclear weapons, and
doesn't creaseaccount
the problem
intactical for
weapons,
Feld said.of Hethe seesinthe prospects for the second phase of SALT as
"dismal."
Feld also pointed out that the missile freeze
is not really a freeze at all, since it permits "at
least a ten-fold increase" in the number of
weapons now available as independent target
bombs.
He commented that both the United States
and Soviet administrations have made a
"commitment to pursue all new developments
in nuclear weaponry which aren't prohibited
One of the basic problems of disarmament
which
he sees is that the super powers won't
by
SALT."
agree
tooffered
"verification
The
Soviets
to agreeprocedures".
to three annual
mandatory
weaponry
inspections,
while
the
Americans insisted on seven.
For reasons that Feld finds "quite
inexplicable, this impasse wasn't resolved".
Feld suggested that possibly there was "a tacit
mutual
of both sides not to come
to grips agreement"
with these problems.
While the Moscow Treaty of 1963 banned
most forms of nuclear testing, there was no
limitation set on underground testing. Feld
says that while both treaties, SALT and
Moscow,
contain "pious procedures,
pledges" to pursue
further disarmament
these
promises
remain
"unfulfilled"
and
abused" by intensive underground testing."are

- MIT
prof
the danger .as. (ofbeing
that weaponry)
"each new
stepHe insees
development.
nuclear
serves as an excuse for countermeasures by
says side".
that countries like Canada, Japan
theHeother
and India "without nuclear weapons. . . are
reallymoney
much isbetter
economically,
that
saved,off",
and both
politically.
However,in
he says, there are growing pressures on these
nations to join the "nuclear rat race" and to
"aspire tosecondary
the dubious
becoming
nuclear advantages"
powers, such ofas
Britain
and
the
People's
Republic
China.be
Feld sees three basic steps thatofmust
taken if appropriate disarmament policies are
to be made. First, he says, the doctrines of
"strategic
analysis"
been developed
in the United
Statesthatandhaveadopted
in other
countries must be re-examined.
He says such doctrines are "monstrous"
that hold the world "hostage" to the "whims
ofhavea handful
come toof politicians".
believe that Thethe superpowers
only viable
deterrent is the capability to destroy half of
the other country's resources and population.
Feld sees this as responsible for the "erosion
of the whole idea of deterrents".
The second
"slow
resurgence
of the step
conceptis toof thestopuse the
of tactical
weapons
in
so-called
limited
uses".
He
says
that when the concept of limited nuclear
warfare
head", toit stop
was
recognizedfirstthat"reared
it woulditsbeugly
impossible
it from escalating into a full scale nuclear
exchange. "Detente is the order of the day in
Europe" he declared.

SAC
election rules change
poses problem
for losers
He realizes the new problem it has
8. In previous years, the presidential
By FRAN JOHNSON
the electorate would not really have
If
Helliwell's
suggestion
is
were held before the con- created an said he is "trying to get adopted, a candidate could win two the.
the person they wanted representing
SAC presidential hopefuls who elections stituency
elections,
so
that
defeated
positions.
Helliwell
then
proposes
around
it".
His
present
solution,
to
want to maximize their chances of presidential candidates has a second allow candidates to run for both that the candidate be allowed to
nothing has been formalized
being elected to the council may chance at getting on council.
offices, will be proposed following accept only one office and the yet,SinceHelliwell
stated he was quite
have to run in their college or faculty
SAC
vice-president
John
today's
SAC
meeting,
although
he
runner
up
for
the
other
position
win
"open to suggestions" to help solve
constituency at the same time as Helliwell, also election committee
it.
He
admitted
that
in
such
a
case.
realizes
ot
is
"getting
late".
the problem.
running campus-wide.
chairman, stated the charge was
Under a new procedure both
elections are timed for March 7 and made to hopefully "make SAC rep
elections more meaningful".
High school students attack
FRENCH SUMMER DAY CAMP
JULY 2 - AUGUST 10
requires
Canadian
foreign aid schemes
SPECIALISTS COUNSELLORS
of the money must be spent on Canadian goods and
By MELAN1E JONES
Program in French language includes swimming, arts and crafts, nature
materials, which could cost the recipient up to 30 per
Canadian governmental and non-governmental
lore, camp cratt, sports (field and gymnasium).
foreign aid policies were challenged last Thursday by cent more than the same goods would cost elsewhere).
TORONTO MONTESSORI SCHOOL
over I00 Scarborough high school students who
Asked how to develop agriculture in a country ridden
8569 Bayview Ave., Thornhill
gathered in the auditorium of Woburn Collegiate.
with big landowners. Poaps suggested that the
889-6882
Under attack was Mary Poaps, Canadian executive governments should begin buying up the land and
director of the Amazonian Hospital Foundation which dividing it among the peasants.
operates a hospital in the jungles of Peru. Poaps has
When Abbey asked if Canadians would be willing to
SMC FILM CLUB
also worked for five years as associate director of accept
life style in order that South
Oxfam, Canada, has travelled extensively and spends Americansa lesscan affluent
have a decent standard of living, Poaps
several months of each year in the Amazon jungle.
During the hour long session taped by CITY-TV smiled and said, "Well you can't take it with you so you
Pdaps was confronted with strong criticisms concerning
the kind oY aid which Canada and the U.S. are sending might
as wellasidesharea series
it." of demands for a cancellation
Brushing
to most Third World countries.
of Canadian foreign aid in its present form, and the
Student Sue Abbey, one of the panelists, described support or a Marxist revolution as a solution to the
aid as the "big ripoff. She pointed out that not only South American problem, Poaps, though conceding the
does Canada spend less than most developed countries possibility of revolution, suggested that at the moment
on foreign aid (less than half of one per cent of its gross what the South Americans' need is "guidance as
national product), but also that most of this sum is in children need guidance and adolescents need
the form of private investment or is "tied" (two-thirds guidance ... to bring them up to a living level".
Discover
the
freedom
of

FRIDAY, FEB. 9 & SATURDAY, FEB. 10
7:30 & 10:00 P.M. - CARR HALL - $1.00

CONTACT
LENSES

WE'RE
MOVING!
Why not drop in and see us after Reading Week?
Our new address will be:
CAREER COUNSELLING & PLACEMENT CENTRE
344 BLOOR STREET WEST
4TH
FLOOR M5S 1A1
TORONTO

4&

MRADDOCK
OPTICAL
170 StBloorGeorgeS(. W.St- 233-2611
925-8720
2317
Centenary Plaza 282-2030
Bayview
Village
Centre
12 OPTICAL STORES 222-5791
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES

JOIN
THE
PEOPLE
at Walmer Road Baptist Church
Sunday
1 a.m. - and
7:30 Bloor
p.m.
one blockServices:
N.W. of 1Spadina
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Student
A group of students have formed
a reform slate for this months
Governing Council elections,
pledging to focus their campaigns
around the issues of open library
stacks, educational cutbacks, and
tenure.
The slate was born at a meeting of
about 15 students Wednesday which
decided to build a campaign
organization and ticket which could
present
a unified
reform front
around certain
core issues.
Former SAC vice-president Phil
Dack, Political Economy Course
Union vice-chairman Howie Stein,
and history graduate student Bill
Schabas chaired the meeting.
Schabas suggested that an original

reform
"open stacks slate" concept be
broadened to become the "reform
slate" by involving more issues in
the campaign. The students agreed
increase
support for the ticket towould
the number
ofin direct
issues onproportion
which it campaigned.
But the group failed to establish a
set list of people to run on the slate
and decided, instead, to encourage
as many people as possible to file
nomination papers. After
nominations close they will decide
who should remain in the race and
get reform slate support.
undergraduate
es include
Possible
candidat
Victoria"reform
College"
student council president Gord
Barnes, third year Vic student David

A & S union
hires
Well-known radical David Depoe
Depoe, who attained fame as a
Yorkville Company of Young
was appointed full-time fieldworker Canadians
social animator in the
by the Arts and Science Student
Union last night.
mid-60's, and is now a member of
Huron

demonstrators

trials set
Seven people charged with
various offencesat after
last Friday's
demonstration
215 Huron
Street
appeared in court yesterday and
were, remanded.
Trials of the five men and two
women will begin in March at courtJudge postpones
McLaughlin fate
The judgment on Tom
McLaughlin's charge of obstructing
police in Hall
connection
with last
Simcoe
occupations
was year's
postponed Wednesday by Judge Cloney.
The judge said that because of the
pressure
of "manythe cases",
not reviewed
case orhe had
the
testimony of the witnesses and had
not reached a decision.
The verdict will be given today in
courtroom 24 in the Old City Hall at
10 am.

for March
room 34 in the Old City Hall.
The charges arise from a
demonstration by the U of T
Workers Against the Layoffs and
the Stop the Student Surcharge
Committee protesting the lack ol
guaranteestracting oagainst
and conut by the layoffs
university.
Denise Havers, charged with
disturbing the peace, and Rhonda
Flemming, charged with assaulting
police,
1 at 2 will
pm. be tried beginning March
The trials of Larry Haiven, and
Greg Keilty, both charged with
assaulting police, and Myron
Krymko, charged with obstructing
police,
am. will begin on March 16 at 10
Claude Browne, facing two
charges of assaulting police, and
Peter Havers, charged with assault
causing bodily harm, common
assault, and mischief of private
property will be tried beginning
March 16 at 10 am.

lAFURAL FOODS RESTAURANT a STORE
)FEN 12 TILL 9, SEVEN DAYS A WEEL

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT iopm tu wh*£veb FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
FEB. 9-10 — $1 .50 — THE STRING BAND
FEB. 16-17-51.50 -PATCH(fromgUrt«|

slate for
Laughton, arts and science faculty
council
Stein. member Howie Levitt, and
Dack and Schabas may run for
the two graduate student seats.
Some students at the meeting
suggested canvassing professors to
run on the sslate
in thegoing
facultythrough
contituencies and also
residences to seek more student
nominees.
The slate, with headquarters and
publicity, would provide a better
opportunity
involvethanmore
students in thetoelection
last
year,
Stein
said.
They agreed that the $50
campaigndidate byallocation
given eachshould
canthe administration

Depoe
the Canadian Party of Labour, will
be paid $95 a week until the end of
April. He will
studentin
educational
and co-ordinate
political activity
the faculty
time
workers.along with three partHowever,
the money
for Depoe'sof
salary, and the
other programs
the ASSU, has not been approved
by
SAC Rick
yet. Gregory
ASSU executive
member
told last
night's
meeting
that
not
release the money to SAC
run thewillunion
until $200 is paid for an outside
audit of its books.
said heisthinks
SAC tofeelsbe
thatGregory
the Union
too new
completely
reliable.
The
ASSU
was
formed last fall. Depoe is the first
worker hired.
Last aiso
night'spassed
ASSU
council
meeting
the budget,
which includes $9000 for course
unions and evaluations.

ready
GC
be thrown into a central fund for a
combined campaign. Schabas
suggested
producing a four-page
flyer.
The group will meet again
Monday after nominations close to
choose its final candidates.
Other to campus
rumoured
be consideringpoliticians
running
for Governing Couneil include
former SAC services commissioner
Bill Steadman and university commis ioner John Creelman.
Steadman was elected to the
Sarnia Board of Education in
December and quit his commission

to go
position job to spend more time
representing
his Sarnia
constituents.
He
feels he can
be mobile
between
Toronto and Sarnia and serve on the
Governing Council as well.
Creelman says he will run for a
part-time student seat without the
blessing
of the Associationstudents.
of Parttime Undergraduate
APUS vice-president Arlene Dick
and who
formernowchairman
dal,
sits on theNorma
council,Grinare
bothNominations
likely candidates.
close Monday and
the elections will be carried out by
mailed ballot later this month.

Fix, then demolish
Two houses acquired for the relocation of police station 52
will be rehabilitated for the tenants at a cost of $5000, Metro
Council decided Tuesday.
The council adopted a recommendation from its executive to
repair houses at 37 and 39 Darcy Street so that they can be
occupied until at least August of this year. Building of the new
station is not scheduled to start until next year.
However, the report from the Metro Property Commissioner
recommending the repairs contends that restoration of the
buildings
for long-term
use has "no economic
Residents
of the Dundas-Beverley
area have justification."
protested against
the relocation of the police station in their area on the grounds that
the area is already too congested. The methods and alleged secrecy
used by the Metro Property Commission in acquiring the houses
on behalf of the police have also been questioned.
The eight houses necessary for the site have already been
acquired, and two have been boarded up. Tenants of the two Darcy
Street houses have had their deadlines for leaving extended twice
already, and are now seeking to remain in the houses until
October.
A report from the Metro Property Commissioner detailing
the costs necessary to repair the houses for use until October is due
beforeWard
Metro6 Executive
next Tuesday.Aldermen Committee
William Archer
and Dan Heap are
working on setting up a general public meeting with area residents
and Police Commission representatives to discuss the whole
subject of the relocation.

COUNCIL OF THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
NOTICE OF ELECTION
Student
Nominations
Open
Three student representatives will be elected for each of the four divisions of the Graduate School. Nomination forms may be obtained at any graduate department office,
the Graduate Students Union office, and the School of Graduate Studies.
Student nominations will be open until February 21, 1973 at 4:00 p.m. Completed nomination forms must be returned to the Office of The School of Graduate Studies prior
to this time to be valid.
Elected members will serve for one year until June 30, 1974.
Election will be by mailed ballot.
CONSTITUENCIES-THREE REPRESENTATIVES EACH
Anthropology
DIVISION I The Humanities
DIVISION
Criminology II The Social Sciences
Classical Studies
Comparative
Literature
Culture & Technology
Drama
Geography
Educational Theory
East Asian Studies
English
i
Industrial Relations
History Language 8 Literature
French
International Studies
Germanic Languages & Literature
Law
History of Art
Library Science
Management
Studies
History
Philosophy of Science & Technology
Political Economy
Islamic &Studies
Quantitative
Analysis
Italian & Hispanic Languages & Literature
Economic Policy of Social &
Linauistic
Studies
Medieval
Studies
Russian
& Eastern European Studies
Sociology
Music
Social
& Health Services
Philosophy
Near
Eastern Studies
Social Work
Sanskrit & Indian Studies
Urban
Studies
Urban && Community
Regional Planning
Slavic Languages S Literatures
Zoology
Anatomy IV The Life Sciences
DIVISION
DIVISION III The Physical Sciences
Botany
Psychology
Surgery
Psychiatry
Biochemistry
Aerospace Science and Engineering
Applied Statistics
Architecture
Astronomy
DentistryBiochemistry
Clinical
Forestry
Bio-Medical Electronics
Food Sciences
Chemical
Chemistry Engineering
Immunology
Civil Engineering
Nursing
Computer
Science
Medical Biophysics
Pathology
Hygiene
Geology
Electrical Engineering
Medical Science
Environmental Sciences S Engineering
Pharmacology
Pharmacy
Industrial Engineering
Mathematics
Physiology
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgy & Materials Science
Physics

Free

elections

masters
does

of the

by the slaves

not eliminate

masters

the

or the slaves
—

Hebert Marcuse
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Why would the Italian Minister of Education
personalty pay a visit to the Board ot Education of
relatively
Simple.insignificant, small town in northern Italy?
Since the beginning of the school year, the high
school students of the town of Gallarate have been
agitating with strikes and general assemblies held jointly
with workers against all mechanisms of selection, and
demanding free transportation, free cafeteria service,
and freedom to carry out political activity.
On December 6, 1972, while Ihe Gallarate students
teachers'
metalworkers'
a jointcalled
were
strike,outthe supporting
police arrived,
by a fascist and
teacher.
The
students ran back into the school and locked themselves
in but the police broke in and charged. Stones started
flying and shots were fired by the police. The cops finally
withdrew
their and
"prize
a student
had
accidentallywithtripped
whomcatch":
they had
severelywhobeaten
The reaction of vthe"-.>
students
after
"
'was immediate:
up.
holding
a general assembly with local workers, they
staged a mass demonstration at police headquarters,
demanding the release of their fellow student. Police
reinforcements arrived Immediately, armed to the teeth,
and the whole area took on the appearence of being in a
state of siege. Although ordered to disperse the
demonstrators did not move until a teacher had bee^,
sent into the police station to check on the condition of
their comrade.
It was a before
typical example.
Never
have students in all parts of Italy
reached such a high level of politlcization as in the

Italian

ally

with

fight

Laws enacted under Benito Mussolini's fascist rule have been re-actlvated by the
present Italian government to repress growing worker-student militancy

si

net)

current year. The militancy has spread from the
university
of the and
late 60's
juniora
and seniorstudent
high movement
school levels
turnedto themany
neighborhood school into an arena of confrontation
involving strikes, occupations, and clashes with the
polide and squads of fascist thugs. The state and the
educational authorities have launched a counter-attack
aimed at isolating the student movement and breaking its
ever-stronger alliance with the working class and its
struggles.
What is behind this unprecedented mass
mobilization among the students ?
Following the wave of confrontation which ended
with the "hot autumn" of 1969, the university student
movement entered a period of general ebb. It needed to
"find
itself" protest
politically,andto itsmove
beyond
the politics
ideological
fragile
solidarity
with the>'■■
workers'
struggles,
to
a
more
precise
understanding
the role of the student and his position in a class society.of
What it began to discover has been referred to by "II
Manifesto"
as the "organic
of the has
student"
in a
stage
of capitalism
whereambiguity
education
become
accessible to unprecedented numbers but at the same
time is fast losing Its power to deliver its beneficiaries
from the material hardships caused by unemployment
and underemployment. Although the student is
privileged with respect to those who still cannot get
access to educational institutions, he is in a position of
objective ambiguity because the increasing mass nature
of education under capitalism has lead to widespread
de-valuation of degrees and waste of human resources.
This combination of present privilege and future
hardship
is the
student's
position.
underscored
by thecruxtactofthattheeven
as a student
he isThis
reallyis
among the unemployed.
In order to overcome the ambiguity of their position,
students had to begin developing forms of political
struggle capable of rallying the broader mass of students
around precise anti-capitalist positions. The growing
discontent and sense of futility among large strata of
students provided the material base for such a
development. The political consciousness now evident
all over Italy has its roots, unmistakably, in the dally
realityIn ofthethemost
student's
life.
immediate
sense, this daily reality is■
made up of overcrowded classrooms (often accomodating two or three shifts a day), totally Inadequate
facilities (eg. libraries, labs, etc.,) ever-rising transportation costs, old-fashioned authoritarian methods of
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instruction, etc. all of which are du to persistent failure to
f-iplement
the most
reforms.
The onlyevenreform
of anymeagre
consequence,
passed over
ten years ago, was that of extending the mandatory years
of education from five to eight. Its effect was to draw in
segments of the population which had been previously
shut out, mostly from the working class and the rural
peasantry. This reform, however, was a move prompted
by the exigencies of capitalist planning and aimed at
creating a base of technically trained labor in view of the
economic boom which Italy was to experience throughout the sixties.
In the years that followed however, it contributed to
the deepening of the educational crisis because the
increase in the student population was not paralleled by
a proportionate increase in available jobs. It soon
became evident that large strata of the youth population
had been channelled into longer educational programs
in order to keep them from pressing immediately on a
job market incapable of absorbing them. This "parking
lot" function ofof theeducational
schools has
underscored
the total
subordination
policies
to the needs
and
contradictions of capitalist development.
It is at this level, where the ideology of education as
th vehicle for social mobility is shattered, that the great
mass of students live out the contradiction of their
political
consciousness
often
begins,The asstudent's
we have road
seen,to with
a vague
feeling of being
cheated, a feeling collectively expressed for the first time
In the university upheavelsof 1967-1968. In the years that
followed, it has matured politically and spread to the

junior and senior high school levels, taking root, in
particular, among students in the technical high schools.
These high schools grant diplomas in areas such as
accounting, engineering, primary school teaching, etc.
Their programs are similar to those of Ontario's
community
colleges
or Quebec's
CEGEPS;
their
graduates would
be competing
for the same
sort of jobs.
In the past ten years the technical high schools have
had the largest increase in enrollment with a
correspondingly high level of unemployment and underemployment. The areas for which they train are
critically oversupptied as a result of imbalances in
capitalist development — a phenomenon to which
Canadians are no strangers.
5 As is frequently the case, the working class pays the
Highest price for such imbalances. The majority of the
students in technical high schools are from the working
class and rural peasantry. Their families, who have to
shoulder the financial burden of their education, are in no
position to bear the costs of prolonged lack of
productivity fue to unemployment. For these students,
therefore, the shrinking job market and the broader
political question of the capitalist use of education are of
immediate and pressing concern, and this explains, to a
great extent, why the technical high schools have
become fertile ground for militant struggle.
As the student movement has acquired a more
precise anti-capitalist character, it Jlas been propelled
an ever-clearer political alliance with the worktowards
ers' movement. This alliance is one of the most crucial
on the
aspects of the present situation and is based
collective recognition that the students have undergone a
obthem,
which puts
proletarianization
process jofectively, on the
side of the workers. No longer is it a
alike
workers
matter of simple solidarity. Students and for capitalist
recognize that they are only rawof material
planning and therefore victims itsits contradictions.
alliance with the
For the student movement,
of the idea that the
workers entails a sharp rejection
present educational crisis can be solved viaarytraditional
politics,
forms of political activity such as parliament
pressure for government reforms, etc. Its aim is precisely
a much larger
l crisisto within
the educationa
situateframework
0ipolitical
avoid relapsing into
in order
conceived
narrowly
on
based
struggles
reformist
"student" interests, student
. ,
new
lines of a
A strategy alongon the
oe
would
It
that
grounds
the
rejected
is
m
unionis

capable only of consolidating certain privileges and
fighting for new ones. The point, someone has said, is not
to fight just for lower fees and smaller classrooms but for
the abolution of capitalist control over the schools. To
this
end, unity with the workers' struggles and the
ofbuilding
the day.of a common mass base has become the order
The level of unity reached thus far became evident
last fall when a new period of open conflict began with a)
the opening of the new academic year under the
direction of a new Minister of Education determined to
restore discipline In the schools, and b) a new round of
labour negotiations for the renewal of national contracts
in key sectors of industry. The capitalist class has been
preparing for the present season of struggles for the past
three years following the major gains made by the
workers during the "hot autumn" of "69.
In order to prevent the capitalist counter-attack from
undermining its present position of strength, the studentworker alliance has developed new organizational forms
of struggle, the most common of which is the
"neighborhood
committee".
These committees
serve to launch actions, at the
local level, such as occupations of nearby factories, coordination of worker and student strikes with joint
assemblies and demonstrations, massive neighborhood
rent strikes — many of which have led to self-reductions
of rent to 10 per cent of income, campaigns for free
public transportion, etc.
A recent example of such actions took place in the
small northern city of Imola, where students from a local
high school opened the doors of their school to striking
workers from a nearby factory, and held a joint studentworker assembly. The principal immediately laid charges
against three of the militants for disrupting the normal
"didactic activity" of the school. The assembly
responded by proclaiming itself collectively responsible
and called
city's high schools.
The
followinga general
day the strike
schoolsof allwerethe empty.
If the students' alliance with the workers entails their
very survival as a mass political movement, the workers,
for their part, have increasingly recognized the necessary
link between their in-plant struggles and the larger social
struggles being waged in their communities. For this
reason, they have fought militantly in the neighborhood
committees and often provide the leadership.
One of the more recent slogans, "abolish full-time
study,
full-time
work", imposed
aims at breaking
with and
the
capitalistabolish
division
of labour
on students
workers, and provides the basis for certain concrete
demands.
The metalworkers, who are the most militant sector
of the Italian working class, have recently demanded
fifty
hourseducation,
per year toof bepaidcontrolled
time-off for
politicalby and
cultural
directly
the
workers themselves. The plan which most of them favor
is to hold joint sessions with students, teachers, the
unemployed, and others who have an organized
presence in their communities, in order to deepen their
understanding of present-day conditions in Italy and
develop common strategy.
The strength of the student-worker alliance has
thrust the schools into the heat of struggle now underway
between the owners and the working class as
negotiations
continue
contracts. This has
made for
the renewal
authoritiesof key
morenational
determined
;han ever to regin control over the schools.
to contain the student movement have
"70-71.Theirgoneefforts
already
through two separate stages following the
first wave of agitation among the high school students in
The first consisted of granting certain concessions
along "democratic" lines, the most important of which
was the right to hold general student assemblies without
interference. This was, in reality, a formalization of what
the students had de facto gained through mass
mobilization, and it produced the opposite of its intended
effect. Instead of co-opting student militance by redirecting itinto legitimized channels, it heightened the
agitation.
The students refused to accept the notion of the
school as an institution unto itself, detached from the
interests of the rest of society, and demanded that their
assembliesneighborhood
be opened committees,
to "outsiders":etc.workers,
labour
unions,
The political
space
the tomassbe
base oncreated
which byit the
restedstudents'
were bymilitance
now tooandsolid
destroyed
by
reformist
bureaucratic
"solutions".
to the first wave of repressive measures which This
were ledto
continue for the remainder of the 1971-1972 academic
In December of 1971, the Italian neo-fascist party
(MSI) sent a letter to all high school principals throughout
year.
Italy in which the schools were described as being in a
"state of emergency", it called for the strictest
enforcement
of "law
and order"
and proclaimed
this to
be
the only way
to bring
the schools
back to normal
conditions. At roughly the same time, the Minister of
Education issued a memorandum calling for the creation
of parent's councils within the schools, in an effort to
bring parental authority to bear on the situation.
Soon after, punitive measures began raining down
in all ofouts,Italy's
suspensions,
criminalschools:
chargesstudent
against
militants, school
transferlock-of
teachersment, etc.sympathetic
to
the
students,
police
These repressive measures served toharassidentify
the fascist teachers and principals, who enforced them
with the greatest zeal, and confirmed the suspicion of
many that the measures were neo-fascist in origin. This
had a powerful radicalizing effect on the students and

introduced into the schools one of the most pressing
issues in Italy today: the struggle against a resurgent
fascism.
This struggle began in earnest on December 12, 1969,
when fascist bombs exploded in a bank at Piazza
Fontana, in downtown Milan, killing 16 people and
wounding many others. Several members of an anarchist
group
were to
rounded
up for them
questioning
proceeded
pronounce
guilty.while
One the'
of media
them,
Giuseppe Pinelli, a railroad worker, was killed falling
from a fourth-storey window at police headquarters
(suicide, they said). Another, Pietro Valpreda, was
charged and placed in custody.
As events unfolded over the past three years, one of
the most despicable police frame-ups in Italian history
slowly came to light. It revealed a fascist plot to create a
climate of social tension and fear, with the collaboration
of police, judges, and people in high places, aimed
directly at undermining the recent gains made by the
workers' movement.
The complexity of the case defies arly facile
prediction as to its final outcome, but the anti-fascist
forces scored a major victory with the recent release of
Pietro Valpreda, held for three years without trial.
Following the May elections, last year, a center-right
coalition was asked to form the government and the
result has been the creation of the 'strong state' capable
meeting
aof firm
hand.the anticipated wave of workers' struggle with
The chief
tools towielded
the 'strong
state'andarewide
the
renewed
attempts
limit theby right
to strike,
extensions of the power of the police and the courts. A
number of criminal laws legislated under Mussolini have
recently been re-activated and there is a proposed law
currently before the parliament which would enpower the
police to arrest a suspect and hold him up to 96 hours
without formally charging him.
Employers have also been given increased powers
to lay-off workers, and their strategy thus far has been to
hit the most militant sections of the workers' ranks in the
hope of weakening the entire movement. Mass lay-offs
have already occurred at Pirelli — the nation's largest
rubber producer — as well as in several auto industries.
Government's
policyindication
of repression
manyThemilitants
as another
of theis seen
growingby
fascism of the Italian bourgeois state, and for this reason
it has become a focal point for student-worker struggles.
On December 12, 1972, demonstrations called
jointly by groups
extra-parliamentary
left, com-of
memoratingofPiazzatheFontana,
brought hundreds
thousands of workers and students together throughout
Italy to protest government policies and to demand the
release of Pietro Valpreda whose detention has become
adesign
symbolforofterror.
the government's
complicity
the fascists'
He was released
shortlyin after.
Repressive measures aimed at the workers are
paralleled by similar ones designed for the students. The
'strong
attempting
to restore
a regimein theof
disciplineState'
which iswould
no longer
tolerate politics
school and aims at destroying the unity between the
students and the workers which is saud to threaten the
'social peace' of the country.
to the ofnewEducation,
program ofthe'reforms'
outlinedof
by theAccording
new Minister
mechanisms
selection within the schools would be strenghtened,
forcing students to comply more rigidly to the
methodological and ideological orientation of their
(Teachers who have refused to go along with these
programs.
guidelines have been subjected to disciplinary
measures). The mass political organization achieved so
far would be severely undermined by a provision
banning the general assemblies and replacing them with
"mini-parliaments" made up of student delegates
representing the various political (party) affilations
(including the neo-fascists!).
The plan
th intensification
extra-to
curricularalso
activities calls
whichforwould
create new ofways
administer bourgeois culture and further de-politicize
student organizations, especially where these are
already weak.
In addition to expressing itself through common
objectives
with thetherising
workers'
movement
(against
educational fees,
cost of living,
unemployment,
fascism, etc.), the mobilization among the students
"program towhich
restoreattack
authority"
attempts
toagainst
locatethe objectives
head-onalso the
class
character of educational institutions.
"Lotta Continua", one of the national organizations
of the extra-parliamentary left, to which many student
militants belong, calls program matically for struggle
against all mechanisms of selection (grades, assignments,students,
exams, etc.)or and
demandspromotion.
equal evaluation for all
guaranteed
It also
calls for the complete rejection of the class character of
schooltivescurricula,
and for
demands
"assemblies political
and collecas instruments
the autonomous
and
cultural formation of students in alliance with the
workers'
Afterstruggles".
past reformist failures to integrate the school,
materially and ideologically, into national economic planning and policy-making, the latest attempt, which is still
underway, is having to reckon with a mounting
radicalization
of the thestudent
determined to maintain
schoolmasses
as a who
base seem
for political
mobilization. The present intensity of the struggle has led
many to conclude that the fate of the schools is by now
irrevocably
movement. bound up with the future of the workers'
Judy Florlto
and Bruno Ramirez
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Toman

reins

in

Strindberg's

Linda Sorenson and Roy Frady in The Colonnade Theatre's Miss Julie.

Last week Classical Stage Productions opened a revival of Miss
ie'
psychological
stormy
'Jul
of August Strindberg's
of the tinestrmy
Julie, one sto
of Obsession", this play is
dramas. Appropriately billed "Ato Tragedy
turn-of-the-c
this
of
work
the
introduction
best
the
perhaps of tragedy, and a most welcome offerring for those whoentury
are
master
devotees of this genre.
already
Most welcome, Indeed, for, although Miss Julie has long been a
staple of classical theatres and a favourite of university drama
departments, it is rare that one finds a company that does Justice to
this truly fine script. Perhaps this is due to the Intense emotional
content of the play, and the technical demands It makes upon actors.
For although the play provides a feast of opportunities for the talented
and weli-trained actor, it is filled with a variety of pitfalls.A cast of Miss
Julie must feel somewhat in the position of a tightrope walker, for the
Impact of the play depends upon its ability to rise to a great emotional
pitch; at the some time, the fragility of the drama depends upon
superb use of restraint at precise moments. This is one of those
delicate dramas that loses all credibility if there is overindulgence on
the part of the actors.
Director Adolf Toman has achieved a fine balance in this
almost, but not
production, bringing the audience, with the characters,
final tragic closing.
quite, to the breaking point many times beforeat the
and turning Its
twisting
adept
quite
Is
cast
the
The pace is lively, and
displaying infinite variety in
way along the path to the inevitable,
technique as each actor sustains his full and highly complex role. Each
are highly, almost bewilderingly
of the play's three characters demands
of the roles with laudably
and the cast meets the
complex,
clear portrayals.
Linda Sorenson sustains the difficult title role beautifully; never
losing the thread of the often conflicting elements of her character.
She happily avoids the temptation to which many actresses in the role
unfortunately succumb of allowing her character to disintegrate into
nervous fluttering, and always maintains the essential dual personality
of Miss Julie. Occasionally she does tend to pose. This however,
decreases as the show progresses, and her final scene is truly a
chilling tour-de-force.
Roy Frady, playing the role of Jean opposite Miss Sorenson, is to be
commended
for his equallyof the
strongobsessively
performance.
Mr. Frady's valet
many-is
faceted characterization
social-climbing
gripping. His interpretation displays the sensitivity and insight
necessary in playing Strindberg. He loses no opportunity to show us
yet another of the many sides of this complex character.
Pauline Carey, in the smaller but no less important role of
Christine, brings some needed (if judiciously limited) comic relief to
the stage. Christine is often played as a sullen, rather sinister moralist,
but Miss Carey has chosen a far more interesting interpretation in
portraying her as a mildly hysterical and often amusing hypocrite who
operates behind a facade of almost vain virtue.
Despite the fact that the first act may seem rather contrived by
today's theatrical standards I feel that Director Toman and his cast
have put together a show well worth seeing. In short, this production of
Miss Julie succeeds where many others have failed.
Diane Marie Brown
LA CHASSE-GALERIE
presente

"But God is

WAS

Hart House service,
another
Sundays, story.
11 a.m. "
"Dirty
Little Billy"
is a different
kindof movie.

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

COUMOM PICTURES Prim
"DIRTY
LITTLE
MTCHAEL
BILLY"J. POLLARD
ADULT INTUTMNM1NT
NOW PLAYING
EGLWIOHLOF YOHCt ■

CONT. 2DAILY
FROM
P.M.

CHANSONNIER
AUDITORIUM MINKLER du COLLEGE SENECA
1750, avenue Finch Est
SAMEDI 10 fevrier a 20h30
Billets: $3 - $4
En vente: LA CHASSE - GALLERIE 486-9985
COLLEGE SENECA 491-8877

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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Definitive

of
Juno

job

O'Casey's
&

Paycock

Sean Kenny's production of Juno and the Paycock is the
definitive version of the O'Casey
The Irish
Theatre's
production has a striking authenticitragedy.
ty that could be Arts
noticed in the
reactions of the opening night audience,
largely
familiar
with the
ethnic background dealt with in the work.
Perhaps the fact that the actors are personally familiar with Irish
culture makes the production ring true. Certainly the faithfully
produced lilt of the dialect is an important factor in the success of
O'Casey's lyrical text. Whether it was Mrs.
outcry at her
son's murder (a brief jewel of a performance Tancred's
by Maureen Fitzgerald)
Maisie
Madigan's
small
talk,
or
final monologue, all
the speeches are handled with aJuno's
musicaltouching
sensitivity.

The simple set design is completely acceptable as a Dublin
tenement in 1922. This design, along with costumes provided
by the
Abbey
Theatre ofcharacteriz
Dublin, provides
the memorable
ations. the framework which complements

One
imagine a more strong-willed Juno than Siobhan
McKenna. couldn't
a more Irresponsib
le, blustering Jack Boyle than Niall
Toibin, a more haunted young veteran than Nial
nor a more
slippery Joxer Daly than Brendan Cauldwell. Buggy
what's more
important, the actors know how to be foils for one And
another
Hogan. as Mr. Bentham brings out the ethnic richness of theDominic
Boyle
household with his straight-laced "good
breeding."
Juno and the Paycock is a fine example of "fourth-wall" theatre
that
doesn't
to be updated.
It so inhappens
that Ireland's
political
situation is need
as turbulent
as it was
1922. Apart
from that
fact
however,
its
content
still
retains
a
universal
appeal.
Kenny'
director-designer of this production expresses it well: "TheSean
and civil strife of 1922 the background against which Seanbloodshed
sets his play, but it isis his
razor sharp characters, who liveO'Casey
in and'
around the tenement room of the Boyles,
with their violence vanities
humour and courage that lifts the play into the universe
of
universal
drama. . ."
Eleanor Coleman

Buggy, Siobhan McKenna and Niall Toibin in Juno and the Paycock at the Irish Arts Theatre.
HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
presents

Colonial
203 Yonge St.

A Programme of Cello Sonatas
Janet Howarth & Carolyn Sadiel .
playing Beethoven and Tchaikovsky
Tuesday, February 20
Music Room, 1 p.m.

COMING SOON:
JIMMY MCGRIFF

THIS WEEKEND:
BOBBY BLUE
BLAND

YOUNG COMMUNIST
Saturday,
LEAGUE DANCE
February 17,

STARTING MONDAY:
MONGO
SANTAMARIA

8:00 P.M.
Graduate Students Union
16 Bancroft
Admission $1.00
Bar and Buffet
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ESSAY SERVICES .
A new and complete TEflMPAPER
service. Originality, quality, and
security dictate our policy.
Phone:
961-6150
Hours:
3 pm-10pm pm
Sal.Mon.-Fri.
-Sun. a am-5
Professional Typing Done
300 AVENUE ROAD

u.c.
STUDENTS:
Do you know a graduating
student who might qualify for a
U.C. Honour Award? If so then
please contact David Kendall
(921-7056) by Feb. 20.

Wintersnows
don't slowyou down
You love long walks in the
woods, and even the
mounting snows of winter
don't stop you. You just
take along a pair of snowshoes and set off on a hike.
Menstrual worries don't
stop you, either. You just
make sure to include
Tampax tampons, the
internal sanitary protection.
They're easy to carry —
small enough to fit the
pocket of your parka. Yet
they do a big job of
protecting you, expanding in
three directions to fit your
inner contours. Such
absorbent protection can
really free you to enjoy the
winter sports scene: skiing,
snowshoeing, skating.
So if the urge to be active
drives you on— if a heavy
snowfall means adventure —
then count on Tampax
tampons to help you go.
The internal protecllon more women trust

MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN BARRIE.
TAMPAX ONTARIO
CORPORATION LTD.,

See,

hear

When you'retherewatching
very good
live
performance
is a pointa when
everyone
realizes just how good the music is and the
pursed lips break into smiles and people
begin to nod their heads perceptibly, as if
they were all agreeing on some important
matter. That point was reached before The
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band finished their first
song, at their opening set at the El
Mocombo Tavern on Monday night.
The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band is a five man
group that goes through more musical
evolutions in hour than most bands can
even contemplate. The strength of this
group, which has managed to maintain its
current membership since 1969, lies in the
versatility and personability of each
member. They change instruments on each
song, with little effort and time, so that the
band takes on a slightly different sound with
each change.
The musical versatility of each member
means that the band can change its sound
in seconds and that no one personality is
the focus of attention. One of the most
gratifying aspects of their performance was
the virtuosity which each member displayed
on every instrument he picked up. John
McEuen, bucksklnned, tall and bearded,
won much of the audience's attention as he
alternately showed his prowess on the fiddle, banjo, mandolin, guitar, steel guitar
and accordion. Jimmie Fadden played a
great blues/country harp and some mean
electric guitar licks. His voice was a nasal
blend of Dylan with the wispiness of Eric
Anderson. The other members, included
Jeff Hanna on guitar, drums and washboard, Jimmie Ibbatson on bass, guitar,
drums and piano, and Les Thompson on
bass, drums and mandolin.
"AnyoneWethatcanwe dohearjugthatmusic,
we like,
we'll
attempt.
country,
pure acoustic mountain music, Cajun, folkrock, just anything", said Jeff Hanna.
The Dirt Band plays other peoples' songs
with the emphasis on interpretation. They
played songs from their last three albums
that included their hit version of Jerry Jeff
Walker's "Mr. Bojangles", a few tunes by
Hank Williams ("Jambalaya" and "Honky
Tonkin'"), Doug Kershaw, Kenny Loggins,
Buddy
and Jackson Browne (a former
Dirt BandHollymember).
The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band will be at the El
Mocombo tonight and tomorrow and
judging from the packed house on Monday
(yes, Monday!) and the rousing encore for
the
secondwantset, toyou'llseehaveoneto get
early
if you
of there
the most
entertaining bands to come here in a long
while.
Will The Circle Be Unbroken (United
Artists) is the title of Dirt Band's new album.
It's
three album
that McEuen
needs a
bit aofmassive
explanation.
Producerset Bill
(John's
idea of arranging
recordingbrother)
sessionhadin theNaashville
that woulda
include the greatest names in country
music, (not slick citified country and
western).
McEuen managed to get a hold of Earl
Scruggs, Doc Watson, Mother Maybelle
Carter, Merle Travis, Roy Accuff, Jimmy
Martin, and Vassar Clements among others
for the session that took place in August of
1971 with the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band.
The album is basically a collection of
some of the best traditional country music
and the guest performers are really the
stars while the Dirt Band stays pretty much
in the musical background.

Nitty

The sessions was recorded on two tracks
and mixed live with most of the songs going
down in one take. McEuen has even left on
some of the studio discussion before each
song. The result is some beautiful acoustic
country music, cleanly executed and crisply
produced with many of the familiar songs
played by their composers.
Doc Watson and Earl Scruggs stand out
most, with some unparalleled guitar and
banjo picking. But every lick was so good
that you have to mention almost everyone,
especially
the Nashville studio regulars,
fiddler Vassar
Clements and bass player
Junior Juskey (who died not long after this
session), Dobro player Norman Blake (who
works with Dylan and John Hartford), Boy
Acuff's dobroist, Beecher "Bashful Brother
Oswald" Kirby (of the Smoky Mountain

Gritty

Boys) asson well
as Earl Scruggs' guitarplaying
Randy.
it took a lot of coaxing to get some of the
musicians to play with the Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band 'cause most were a bit doubtful of the
long-hairs' purpose and ability and it was
reported that Bluegrass great Bill
refused to take part in the session. Monroe
There are only about four
where
Dirt Banders are on an equal songs
footing with
the greats; on those the leading light seems
to be harpist Jimmie Fadden.
The album is very uncommercial and the
$13.98 list price may put it out of reach for a
lot of potential isteners. But it does deserve
your attention. McEuen and the Dirt Band
are to be commended for a job well done,
bringing good country music to a new
generation. Allan Mandell

True Nature: maturity of Quebec
La Vrai Nature de Bernadette, nick she leaves, her convertible old men, an Invalid named Roc, film
stereotyped villains of American
aGliles
tragl-comic
directed for
by full of apples, bananas and the mute son of the village westerns.
Carle, Isfilm
an occasion
funny. nothing
Perhaps about
oranges, and settles in an old prostitute, and finally two ban- them that'sThere's
they
Ontarlans to taste the life of the abandoned house In the coundits, St. Luc and St. Marc.
are
there
as
a
contrast
Bernadette's naivetyto and
Developing in contrast to
Quebecois. As In the majority of
try. The name B. Bonheur is on
contemporary films from that her mailbox. As soon as she Bernadette's Ideal life is a generosity.
province, La Vrai Natufe de meets her neighbours In the drama between the farmers and
Along with Mon Oncle
Bernadette makes a valuable country she talks about Jhe big agricultural companies. Antoine,
La Vrai Nature de Ber-.
commentary on Quebec vegetarianism, free love,
The role of Bernadette Is well nadette represents the maturity
culture. Gliles Carle successful- masturbation and living the played by Mlcheline Lanctot. At of the Quebec film. Even those
ly demonstrates the tensions natural life. The farmers aren't times she's exhilarating and one who are anti-Quebec profit from
that exist between rural and quickly
convinced of the merits is captured by her enthusiasm. it; at least they will be exposed
urban Quebec.
of vegetarianism. But they are In the same way, the three old to Quebec humour. And for
those who cherish Quebec, the
Bernadette Brown, wife of a very enthusiastic in their accep- men
and Thomas,
tance of her other notions.
Montreal lawyer, tires of the
neighbour,
become Bernadette's
real people film makes two hours when you
She is quickly accepted by for
urban life of violence, noise,
us. On the other hand, St. still
even though you're
Toronto
pollution, carbon monoxide and the community and her house Luc and St. Marc are a little too feel atIn home
Suzanne Charron
plastic. With her young son Yan- becomes a commune for three evil and resemble the
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'America'
triumphs

CLUB
EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair
rock

OPENING MONDAY:

BLACKSTONE

over

CLOSING THIS WEEKEND
potted

MAINLINE

plants

The visual effects of clusters
plants on the
Massey Hall stage last Friday night of gianthavepotted
detracted from the
presentation of a less unaffected, might
more
pretenti
ous
than
America. The three young singer-guitarists with two hit group
and
wo even more impressive Warner Brothers albums to singles
their
credit
n a relatively short period of exposure, displayed ample proof that
their
brandeachof soft-rock deserved the spontaneous applause
accorded
of their songs in concert.
Each of the three up-front members of America - Dan Peek
Dewey Bunnell
Gerry Beckley - were equally adept at
handling lead and
vocals on an assortme
nt of their familiar
Need You""8 * 88 "RiverSide"' "Never Found The Time" and "I

TORONTO'S LOWEST PRICED NIGHT CLUB

SAC

s concert
was carefully
with their
two musical
distinct
sets Amehricf'
each of which
was devoted
the balanced
polarities that
spectrum lends itself to. For fortytominutes,
the group worked with
acoustic guitars and the softer sounds of what
they termed their
mushy love-ballad material", but
an intermission the acoustic
guitars gave way to Telecasters after
and
Stratocas
ters which ripped
away on about twenty minutes of songs which only
loosely served
as wrappings for extensive guitar solo exchanges between
Dan and
Swtaih hS ? WSre S0'id °n the entire evenir>g's Presentation,
m'ng °n the aC0UStic se9ment was amateurish to say
the Vast

Before America's headlining act, the audience was sufficiently
Wh6d Souther
«P bl ,hG
T°m material
RuSh-Sty,e '<>lk-s'n9ing of JohnTavid
Souther.
s own
was fresh
his patter was
Particularly -humorous on his Introduction to a and
dirge he composed
to the MacDonald s hamburg outlets. Aiding Souther
piano and
bass, as well as on some fill on tenor harmonieson was
David
Jackson, and the duo worked particularly
well on "Fast Dick
One" Loney
and a
re0|a?i„agb°hUe,reS«0oU,her'S ^
SOme
Clem Hambourg died this past week, which while
It will mean nothing to most readers, will mean a lot to
a few. Hambourg was one o! Toronto's first and last
Bohemians. He had long hair In the fifties. For a dozen
years he ran The House of Hambourg, the city's first
coffeehouse, and one that gave a start to every
Toronto jazz musician you can name. The club closed
back In 1960. Since then, Hambourg supported
himself (meagrely)
three. Respects and playing
thanks. piano. He was seventy-

'Little Me' is
The Victoria College Music
Club's production of Neil
Simon's 'Little Me' Is based on a
solid foundation of good old
theatrical corn. Directed by
David Rotenberg with
choreography
D'Arcy
McHayle, It movesbywith
high
energy to a thoroughly entertaining end.
Patricia Cross, as Belle, turns
In a notable performance, complemented byAllan Stratton's
virtuoso rendering of all seven
of her equally endearing

glor
ious
paramours.
Whatevercorn
flaws are
evident in individual supporting
performances are easily
balanced by such highlights as
Brian Nasimok and Stan Leske
as the indefatigable Bushbaumus Brothers.
Working with a simple set, the
production gels comfortably
and carries the audience easily
through
unbelievably
contorted Simon's
yet inevitable
plot.
Light — it definitely is, but a hell
of a lot of fun. It runs through
Saturday. Mlmsey Reasoner

4 xSada Thompson ? great
The title
of "Twigs",
currently breakdowns and prisoner of a
playing
at the
Royal Alexandra
terrifying marriage, and the
Theatre, Is taken from Alex- third Is the only one who has :>
ander Pope's Moral Essays: made a good match. The ■:■
"Just as the twig is bent, the mother is dying, but hides this :•:
tree's inclined." There are four fact from her daughters. Sada
scenes In the play, each con- Thompson is excellent in each
cerned with one of three sisters role.
and
mother — three twigs
and their
the tree.
The play is witty, but it is also
Sada Thompson plays in all touching. Although written by a
four roles. Each sister is seen in man, it is very sensitive to the :|:
her kitchen, at different times on female condition. The men are *:•
the same day. The first is a not pictured as villains, but the
lonely widow, the second a sur- sympathy definitely lies with the
vivor of two nervous sisters.
:¥

ON

FINANCING:

The public SAC meeting of Feb. 7
made two major decisions
:
!
;
:
;:
!

A

DAY

OF

STUDY

FEBRUARY

22

The Report of the Commission on Post Secondary Education in Ontario (the
"Wright
was released last week. It proposes major changes in the
operation Report")
and financing
of Ontario post secondary education.
SAC is preparing thousands of copies of an abbreviated version of the
Report (which will be available next week) and is planning a cross-campus
study session in two weeks.
GET A COPY OF THE MINI REPORT AT SAC NEXT WEEK AND READ IT!
IT'S GOING TO AFFECT YOU! THEN COME TO THE STUDY SESSIONS.

SAC

ENDS

FEES

THE

STRIKE

SAC decided to call an end to its support of the fees strike, since this
action has accomplished its main goal - demonstrating student anger at the
Government. When you pay your fees, pay them without the $15 penalty
(if the university won't accept your money without the $15, then contact
SAC - we're working on having the penalty waived)
SOME STUDENTS, NOTABLY THE STOP THE STUDENT SURCHARGE COMMITTEE (SSSC), WISH TO CONTINUE TO WITHOLD FEES. IF YOU
DON'T FEEL THIS PROTEST SHOULD END, CONTACT SAC (928-4911)
OR THE SSSC (964-1174)
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Goldwin

Smith

miscast

oily-moustached
"The classic case for union with the accuses of American sympathies, you are
U.S."
flashes
at
the
front
the soft-cover
him in thecompany,
employedition. The U of T press isofmaking
sure no apt presently
ment of someto find
American
one will miss the point in their reprinting of peddling for an American house, or
accepting a call to the other side of the
Goldwin
Smith's famous
and
the Canadian
Question.classic, Canada line.
We have already, in our historical
They are providing a real service to retrospect, had occasion to observe that
Canadian demonology, a once-in-a- when by untoward circumstances interest
lifetime opportunity for purveyors of pap, is divorced from sentiment, the loyalism
moralism and mock heroism to take on which before had been most fiery in its
Goldwin The Dragon. Critics and students manifestations can suddenly grow cold. It
can join in the chorus with full cues England ever has occasion to call on her
children in Canada for a real sacrifice, she
provided
Carl Berger'stheintroduction.
Berger byacknowledges
book to be may chance to repeat the experience of
"one of the most effective and challenging
will leave to our readers the selction
critiques of Canada ever penned" but says KingWe Lear".
of appropriate candidates for thes barbs
itspot
was was
writtenhis byincapacity
a man whose
"major blind
to penetrate
into with a reminder to emotional pd.riots,
the sentiments and emotions which un- (Energy Minister Greene and others), that
he who has not sinned may throw the first
becausederlay thehe sense
had ofa Canadian
deliberate nationality"
conviction stone.
This is one of the most important books
that emotions and sentiment were negligible factors in human affairs in the long in Canadian history and warrants every
to that effect.
But Smith's
In fact, Smith was quite penetrating in cliche
run."
in Canadian
demonology
and hispopularity
central
his analysis of the rhetoric and emotion of place in most interpretations of the 1890's
is
assured
by
more
than
sheer
ability.
In a
those who criticized him, "Canadian
Jingoes or 'Paper Tigers' as they are country where history is written as a
melodrama of survival against American
called":
a blatant
it is absorption, British colonialism and
very"Buteasythereto ispraise
too loyalty
highly. which
If a man
French-Canadian
parochialism, Goldwin
makes a violent and offensive demonstra- Smith can play the
role of anti-hero
tion of it against those of whom he parallel to that of the oily-moustached

$30.00
PER DAY
r Metro Tronto
Distribution Project
V Car a Must
t Minimum 1 Day
Per Week
ENQUIRIES:
Day - 366-2231
Night - 4867706
HUNTLEY
SERVICES

IN CONCERT
santana

Bobbyjomack

as

villain
saloon keeper of American westerns. We
have also our honest, all-Canadian,
sasparilla-drinking George Grant who
penned him down in a famous review and
left us a grandson to write a Lament For A
Nation.
Secondly, the traditional interpretation
of both Smith and his opponents as poles
apart in humanity, sentiment and loyalty is
crucial to the normal panegyrics to
Laurier, that Galahad of compromise
between nationalists, imperialists and
continentalists. "Such was the burden",
sighs Carl Berger in yet another introduction (Imperialism and Nationalism,
1884-1914: A Conflict In Canadian
Thought)
"of thewhotwosearched
extremesfor which
tore
apart
the man
the fragile
Goldwin Smith wrote and polarized
consensus."
opinion
at a time when history was demanding basic choices of Canadians.
Discussions
had
been prominent ofata the"newtimenationality"
of Confederation, and the young professional patriots
of Canada First had plied their sentiments
in But
the 1870's.
Canadian policy in the 1870's and
1880's was dominated by John A. Macdonald's orientation to concrete nationbuilding {like the CPR) rather than to
nationalist philosophizing.
Then, in the late 80's, the trade crisis.

fiCIMBAS
F.M. PRODUCTION
TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 20
8 P.M.
MAPLE LEAF
GARDENS
TICKETS
$4, $5. $6 P|US Tax
Available at all Sam*s Stores
except
Attracti Sherway, Eaton's
Gardens. ons & Maple Leaf

the crisis of federal-provincial, FrenchEnglish and Protestant-Catholic relations
sparked a great debate which had all the
appearances of an adolescent identity
crisis coming to grips with career choices.
Dissatisfaction with Canada's status was
prevalent. Almost 50 per cent of the popular vote in the 1891 election had gone to
the Liberals despite the omnipresent
charges that their policy of unrestricted
reciprocity was veiled commercial union.
John A. Macdonald campaigned in that
election as a citizen who was born and
who would die British and he died shortly
thereafter and was buried in an Americanmade coffin.
Dissatisfaction
with was
Canada's
colonial
relation
to Britain
particularly
prevalent in all the lineups of Canadian
politics. "Canada cannot continue long a
mere dependency", argued George Grant,
leading
1889.In a"No
living
organism imperialist,
can continuein long
condition
of arrested development". In that context,
Goldwin Smith's call for annexation was
no more unusual than Canadian
nationalist-independentists or FrenchCanadian
The debate quasi-separatists
was wide open. like Mercier.
surface,
Smith's argument
has
theOndrythelogic
of a mechanical
determinist
and warrants all the whimpers moaned by
those who aspects
assert ofhe Canadian
didn't comprehend
emotional
nationality.
On the one side are the "primary forces"
of
race,"geography,
language andcommerce,
institutions, identity
which withof
the mingling of population and constant
intercourse of every kind, acting in everincreasing intensity, have brought about a
general fusion, leaving no barriers standing but the political and fiscal lines".
These primary forces will ultimately
prevail over the secondary forces of
politics and emotions as Canada moves
toward her continental, North-American
destiny. This was the Canadian Question.
If he was not in the mainstream of
Canadian life he was moved by many of its
currents and shared many sentiments with
his best and most important critics. It was
not for nothing that his most effective
critic, George Grant, penned his attack in ^
sorrow rather than anger. For Smith articulated the concerns common to both
imperialists and nationalists.
All were committed to an Anglo-Saxon
vision of the world which excluded both
French-Canadiana and the non-white
world. Canadian integration into either the
American or British Empire was designed
to improve Anglo-American relations. In
this drive for Anglo-Saxon unity, Smith
was as devout as his imperialist critics.
On the paternalistic side, all were
committed to enhancing the purifying role
of the intellectual in Canadian politics.
"We needGrantprophets
as princes"
argued
and suchas well
a prophet
Smith
might have been. Canadian readers,
Grant wrote, "are grateful to such a man
for having cast in his lot with Canada, for
having done his best to purify journalism
and political life and to awaken the
people. . . out of party slavery and intellectual
In fact,
whattorpor." was
critique
of Canada
was central
the styletoof Smith's
parishpump politics that were necessary to its
maintenance. This hatred of the corruption and narrowness of Canadian
politics he also shared with his critics.
To the imperialist Stephen Leacock, the
politics of Canada, divorced from larger
worlds
patriotisms
leaf
politics, and
by which
moneywasmay"maple
be made

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY

"Schemata for Social
" by J.O.
Wisdom, Department of Science
Philosophy, York
University, at 4:00 p.m., Room 2135, Sidney
Smith on Monday, 19 February, Sponsored
by the School of Graduate Studies.
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and places and profits fall in a golden
shower. . ."
It is the great hero of Canadian history,
Egerton Ryerson, who wrote: Our
character as a people is gone, and our
institutions are hardly worth preserving,
our elections are to be controlled byif
money thus obtained (graft-WR) and If the
policy of thus controlling elections by
money so obtained is endorsed by the
country. I grieve for the ruin of the
character of able, public men and look to
the future with painful apprehension. The
predominance of the principles of honour,
honesty and morality in our government,
legislation and business transactions of
public men is now the only advantage we
have over our American neighbours, and
if these
go, all is Smith
gone." really very odd,
Was Goldwln
then when he wrote to a friend: "I am not
sure that If you could spend a few years in
a Colony you would think the perpetuation
of Colonialism worth a great struggle
against nature"?
His critic Grant was quite self-righteous
in his attack on Smith's supposed appeal
to the base and materialist side of people.
"Surely
lessons that history teaches
are thatthewealth
Is not the one thing
indispensable to people; that commercial
prosperity may be bought at too great a
orlce; that If wealth be gained at the cost of
the slightest loss of moral power: It proves
not a blessing but a curse. . ."
But Smith was not discussing the
selfishness of individuals but the material
forces that shaped history. And he had a
ready reply for Grant: "That would be a
weak nationality indeed which should depend on a Customs line."
Thus, it was not the critical spirit which
animated Smith nor even the quality of
sentiment which distinguished him from
his critics. He differed in geo-political
solutions only. It is testimony to the
bankruptcy of the Canadian political
system that the critical animating spirit of
the
was discussion
never taken onup. Canadian nationality
Laurier, with a style of politics which
Creighton compares to a magician pulling
rabbits out of his hat, focussed attention
on the geographic solutions and, quicker
than the eye could see, distorted some of
the real issues at hand. Canadian
historians have followed in Laurier'
footsteps and continue to avoid confronting some of the major issues which
Smith articulated.
Smith was wrong in his fundamental
premise. He believed that to understand
the possibility or impossibility of Canada
one must start with a look at the physical
map and confront the incongruities of
geography. Today increasing attention is
being paid to political economy rather
than geographic maps. For it was not the
prophets but the profits of Canadian
nationality which underlay much of Canadian development. At one time, Canada's
was a competing economy in North
America, competing for the trade of
Europe. Today it is an economy largely
interlocked with the needs of American
corporations.
The categories of Grant or Smith are no
longer relevant except for the wringing of
genteel hands over cocktails. But the
issues they posed are well worth
pondering today as we continue to search
for a solution of the Canadian Question.
Goldwln Smith, Canada and the Canadian Question, U of T Press, 1972
Wayne Roberts

MT. STC.
ANNE
QUEBEC
•I
••J INCLUDES:
• — All lift* and low j.
• — Two meali per day.
^ — All Iaccommodation
rantportorion.
«. — Live • nletfainment nightly
• — Night out in Quebec City *
IMITfDINFORMATION
SPACE Z*
•J FURTHER
• SKI SPREE TRAVEL Z
• 225-0151 now:

Arts and Science Students

February 15th
Is the last date for you to
-drop an extra course or half-course without academic penalty
—transfer from full-time to part-time status
—withdraw from the faculty without academic penalty
—change your degree request (Third and Fourth Year students)
Discuss any of these with your College Registrar or the
Assistant Director, Division of University Extension
before February 15th.
W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary

Arts

and

Council

Science
Elections

Nominations will open Monday, February 19th, 1973
for membership on the Council of the Faculty of Arts
and Science and its committees for 1973-74. A list of
vacancies will be available at that time.
W.D. FOULDS
Assistant Dean and Secretary
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ecutloner, a funny, morbid souffle starring
Stacey Keach. The movie is both empty
and infectious. It doesn't deserve a place
in film history,
but it's nice that it isn't
altogether
forgotten.

This weekend you can still see The
Drama truderCentre's
production
The inIn-a
by Maeterlink.
It is theof first
series of productions originating In a
course given at the Centre for the Study of
Drama by Professor F. Marker: Theatrical
With Warren Beatty, Julie Christie and Interpretations. Most of the exercises
worked
on by students In this compulsory
Leonard
$1
With altCohen's
the art music.
and repertory
houses class (all of whom are required to act in at
least two plays during the year) have been
now operating
come have
up with
first.
Bob Huberit'sandhardthe torevue
donea lengthened into three night productions.
For the week of February 21 to 24,
it
though,
with
a
festivaf
of
Italian
films
From February 12 to March 11 David produced for RAl. the Italian television Gerda Grlce will direct The love of Don
Perllmplln
and Bellssa In the Garden by
Batterby has an exhibit at Erindale. He is a network.
The Clowns was an RAl
painter and former Art Director of production,Fellini's
Garcia Lorca ("a tragic farce about a
if
that's
an
indication.
The
Maclean's.Museum
Until February
18 at display
the Royalof festival runs February 13 to 18 at $1.50 per marriage
between
youth Salome
and age"),
and
Ontario
is the annual
Debby Nathan
will direct
by Oscar
Call 531-9959 for details.
photographs by members of the Toronto showing.
On February 14, and again on February Wilde.
Focal Forum, a group of advanced
amateurs dedicated to photographic art
and pictorialism — in the Lower Rotunda.
At the Faculty of Architecture, replacing
the Le Corbusier exhibit are works from
the office of Diamond and Myers,
architects, Toronto, until February 12.
Also at the faculty building on College Is
an exhibit of Alumni Art: drawings, paintings and sculpture, beginning February
15 until March 5. The Karel Appel exhibition continues at the Art Gallery of
Ontario until February 25.

At the Edward Johnson Building on
February 10 the Metropolitan Opera
National Coucll Auditions has its Great
Lakes District Finals: $1 at the box office,
at 8 pm. On February 19 Katharina Wolpe,
pianist, plays works by Haydn, Beethoven
and Palinodes (the premiere) by lain
Hamilton. No tickets, no charge. On
Tuesday, February 20, and on Wednesday
the 21 and Friday the 23 student recitals
take place: respectively, Robert Bick, flute
at 1:15 pm, Anita Brown, piano at 8:15 pm;
Betty Harbord, clarinet at 1:15; Elizabeth
Kellogg, soprano at 1:15 and Dean Agnew,
baritone,
5:15 — nostudent
tickets, recital
no charge.on
Oh yes, atanother
February 22: Louise Grinstead, piano at
8:15. On February 22 the University of
Toronto Concert Choir present a concert,
conducted by Lloyd Bradshaw — no
tickets, no charge, at 8:30 pm. On
February 22 the Collegium Muslcum
directed by Professor Greta Kraus performs — no tickets no charge.
On February 9 at the St.Lawrence
Centre, Town Hall, the Ortord Quartet
plays works by Prokofiev, Carter and
Beethbven. All sold out, except if you're
eager
tickets. and willing, line up for returned
On February 10 at the Eaton
Auditorium, the CBC presents the Festival
Orchestra conducted by Victor Feldbrlll
and free tickets may be obtained from the
CBC by calling 925-3311 extension 4835,
before five tonight
On CBC-TV on February 11, Montreal
harpsichordist Martha Brick man will perform works by Rameau, Couperin,
Tomkins, J.S.Bach and Domenico Scarlatti at 5 pm.
As part of the 1973 Jewish Music
Festivaf there will be a choral concert of
music by Ben Steinberg under the direction of Gordon Kushner at Beth Tzedec
Synagogue on February 25 at 8 pm.
On February 18 at Scarborough College
at 3:30 pm the North York Chorus
directed by Dwlght Bennel performs
works by Palestrlrra and Bach as well as
other Renaissance composers.

movies
I shot my bolt on Robert Aitman last
week. This week his best, McCabe and
Mrs. Milter, is at St. Mike's Friday and
Saturday. Some didn't like it much, others
(including me) thljpt'lt one of the greats.

On Saturday,
February 17,
Association
celebrating
the Vietnamese
Lunarthe New
Year. of Vietnamese Patriots In Canada Is
The program Includes workshops on current topics In Vietnam, songs and dances
of the Vietnamese resistance, a photographic exhibition, and films from the North and
from the liberated zones In the South, as well as a buffet dinner.
In addition, there are speakers: Ann Buttrlck (a member of the Committee to Free
Political Prlsloners In South Vietnam), U of T professor Chandler Davis, and York
professor Gabriel Kolko.
The program begins at 10 am, at OISE, 2S2 Bloor St. W. Call 767-5796 for further
Information.
21, the museum is presenting a
programme of NFB films. The shorts are
good, very good, but when you see a few
in a row, sorship
the becomes
film board's
cenapparent.notorious
The board
encourages social comment, but denies
social criticism. After a while it's like
watching actors perform on a stage with a
very low ceiling. Call the ROM for details.
On February 15 the Art Gallery of
Ontario is showing underground films of
the early sixties. There are only 100 seats,
and
5:30 two
and showings
8 pm. on a first-come basis.
Starting February 16 the first two ape
movies, Planet of the Apes and Son of
Planet of the Apes (or something like that)
open at the Avenue Cinema, which seems
to be having a festival of the best and
worst movies of the last few years witness Nicholas and Alexander this week
$2.On February 20, Bertolucci's first work
of renown Before the Revolution plays the
Revue. I hope hfs obvious artistry is
enough to carry him through the mountains of hype surrpunding his new film.
And on February 22, The good ole 99<t
Roxy is showing The Travelling Ex-

More shows will follow. Admission is
free, the time is 8:30, and the place is the
Studio Theatre, 12 Glen Morris.
Also this weekend, Little Me at Hart
House.
Continuing for the next few weeks will
be Eyes, Battering
the Global
musical,
Ram,Village's
another latest
new
Canadian work at the Tarragon Theatre,
Gebe, yet another work drawing from
Canadian history to be seen at Toronto
Free Theatre, and finally a classic of
modern theatre. Miss Julie, playing at the
Colonnade Theatre (see today's review).
Godspell is offering a special
performance on February 13, for the deaf
community and their friends. Tickets for
this evening performance at the
Playhouse Theatre will be $3.50, and are
available at the Canadian Hearing Society,
60 Bedford Road. Phone 964-9595.
The Firehall Theatre, located at 70
Berkeley Street, will feature The Woman
between February 15 and'March 3. This is
a comedy hit of 1936 written by Clare
Booth. It runs Tuesday to Saturday at
8:30, with a $2.00 charge for students
between Tuesday and Thursday.
Ryerson Theatre has gone to trouble

and expense to convert its theatre into a
suitable environment for the rock review,
Riot. It plays February 15 to 17, and 22 to
24. Students are $1.00, while their nonstudent friends pay $1.50.
O'Keefe Centre presents the Royal
Winnipeg
stasy of RitaBallet's
Joe, production
February 13thof The
to 17thEcTrinity
College
presents
Shakespeare's
The March
Winter's3 atTaleHartbetween
and
House. February 15
February 18 Is the closing date for
Theatretion, 1837.Passe Muraille's engaging creaThe Irish Arts Theatre residing in West
Park School (Bloor and Dundas) present
several one-act plays beginning February
20, when Juno and the Paycock will have
finished its run. (See today's review.)
U.C. Playhouse will feature a noon-hour
production today. Laugh. Tonight and
tomorrow night, you can see Graham
Jackson's new play, Most Children His
AgeFor— a for
fifty cents.
lot more,
you can see what sounds
like a fine production at the Royal Alexandra, Twigs — with veteran actress Sada
Thompson taking the four main roles.

pop
Gene MacLellan'is a Canadian singersongwriter, appearing this week at the
Riverboat. He is, I suppose, what the
music industry calls Middle of the Road.
Some of his recent songs have a nice jazzy
feel, emphasized in performance by bass
and
electric
piano, but
enough
to nudge
him it'soutnotof strong
Easy
Listening. While his lyrics aren't poetry,
there are some good lines. I would think
the reason his songs get through for many
people is that they deal with easily
recognizable experiences and emotions. (I
don't share his strong concern with
religon,
although many do — witness the
Hand" etc.)
success
of his "Put Your Hand in the
I liked his voice, it's flexible and rather
husky. He lacks "stage presence" which
might
people.
pleasantbother
enoughsome
evening
If youBut,like it's
youra
music uncomplicated and you can spare
the $3.50.
p. b.
String Band, a sharp local quartet made
up of banjo/guitar, guitar, bass and fiddle,
and a lot of good feeling is appearing at
Etherea Restaurant in Rochdale tonight
and tomorrow. Admission is $1 .50 and the
first set begins sometime after 10 pm.
You can see Anne Murray too, in
concert, at Massey Hall on Sunday,
February 18 at 8:30 pm. Maritime fiddler
John Allan Cameron is on part of the fare,
also.
Santana is appearing on Tuesday,
February 20 at Maple Leaf Gardens. Bobby Womack is on the bill as well, with
tickets going at $4.40 to $6.60.
John Prine is doing a solo concert at
Massey Hall on Thursday, February 15
and with tickets at $3 to $5 it would be a
good chance to see what all the fuss is
about.
I first heard about John Prlnewhen Kris
Kristofferson did a concert in Toronto
about a year ago. Kristofferson was
enthusiastic about a new writer he had
heard and he played some of his songs.
We were told that even Bob Dylan had
picked up a few of his songs and was
planning to record them on his next
album. That was quite a buildup for the 26
year old singer/songwriter from Chicago.
His first album was released a few months
later (John Prine-WEA) and it was apparent that Prine had a remarkable way
with words, and an album full of great
songs. Prine first came to Toronto for the
Mariposa Folk Festival though and
showed that he was in actuality a more
Dylanesque type performer — his voice
much gruffer than the one on the album
and his wit and manner quite pleasing. His
performance
reallyBobhelpDylan.
but bring
back
echoes ofcan't
an early
Editor
Ulli Diemer
Assoc. Editor Bill Macvicar ,
pop
oleanor coleman
theatre
movies
bob bossin
allan
mandell
tan scott
music
ian scott
bill macvicar
andrea
waywanko
boolts
layout
art
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Blu
es
alm
getdefensivcau
shots onceost
By BOB
PRITCHARD
the press was broken
e game forght
Although
them to stay ahead of theto Cress isn't hitting theBlues.
Basketball Blues evened their enable
figures on
Rams.
the score sheet, he has high
season record at 5-5 with an 82-65
demonstr
ated
victory over the Ryerson Rums
Although Blues' shooting average recent
good defenciv
skills
in Toronto's
e
matches.
On
of
36
half
was
per
cent
second
the
in
Wednesd
ay, he
V^ednesday night in the Ryerson not impressi
ve, it was better than 'stuffed' several Ryerson players.
Gym.
Unfortunately, Blues had some of
Toronto, leading 46-34 at the half, Rams' 24 per cent.
their own shots checked at the other
was never really threatened by the Varsity gave up several points on end
of the floor.
Rams, who only came as close as easy lay-ups and tip-ins by shooting
Peter Oolup lead the Blues in
the
ball too hard off the
seven points throughout the rest of
At one time, Toronto hadbackboard.
scoring
the game.
with his best performance to
a chance
for a lay-up, only to miss it and date, sinking 18 points.
Varsity's first encounter with three
consecutive
rebounds.
Tip Offs: Blues meet York
Rams this year was marred by over
On offence. Blues actually Yeomen Friday, February 16 at
50 fouls. Although this number
appeare
d
to
be
overconf
ident. They
wasn't both
equalled
in Wednesday's
took their time to work the
game,
teams
played dis- long.
ball
shot, but at times waited fortooa
organized and unnecessarily rough good
ball.
The referees did not help the On defence, in the man-to-man
situation. Blues were frequently
situation
infractions.by ignoring many blatant beaten by their
Ryerson opponents.
Ryerson used a full court zone The Rams, while not a very
organize
press on the Blues throughout most
d team, proved to be quick
of the game, and it did pressure on
Mike
their
Toronto
s, afeet.
into giving up the ball on DeFrieta
smallRyerson
guard, 'sput in a
turnovers, bad passes, and jumps. solid performance for his team with
But, Varsity team members 18 points.
managed to put in enough of their Frank Cress put in a solid

Interfaculty Basketball
Loss
Division IA
Games Win
Tie
UCI
13
10
3
0
St. M. A
12II
2
0
PHE A
l
5
0
Med A
7
4
0
Law 1
10il
5
5
0
New B.
10
3
7
0
12
Vicl
7
5
0
Erin
10
7
3
0
Sr Eng
11
4
7
0
sgs r
11
1
10 "" 0 9'
3
Division 11 A
Scar
10
8
2
PHEC
10
7
3
Trin A
10
6
4
St. M B
5
5
UCII
10
4
6
Dent A
10
4
6
10
Mgt
Stud
7
Jr Eng B.
10
3
7
For A
9
8
Innis I
9
7
Vic II
9
6
Med B
9
5
Pharm A
9
4
PHE D
9
3
Law II
9
2
SGS 11
9
0
(As of Wednesday, February 7.)

Tom
Title
Rich
Hagerman
hor
Peter
TorontoOolup ns
Glenn Scott
Randy Skyvinglon
Filinski
Brian
Dave
Watt
Fank Cress
Dave Ferguson
Tony
Rudmik
Bill Francis
21 Rich Kurczyk
|8 Doug Baker
jq

York for whatRam
on
could be thes'
deciding
game for a the fourth playoff
spot.
Blues' last league game is against
Ottawa February 17 at 2 pm in the
Benson Building. Varsity defeated
York 8 1 -74 only two weeks ago, but
lost
to Ottawa 97-85 the following
weekend.
Scoring: Toronto at Ryerson
Jim
Greene
Ryerson
Mike DeFrietas
Ron Johnson

20
Points
1418
1014
6
14
14

unclassified
PEACEFUL PERSON to share 3 bedroom GUITAR LESSONS, classical and folk by
house 465-230-1
with couple.
teacher.
East.
alter 6Top.m.May 1st. Central experienced,
Phone Michael classically-trained
485-9643.
WARM, LIVELY BABYSITTER (or active 2 S.E.A.L. RESUME SERVICE for student
year old. 4 mornings per week; 8:45 — |ob
AccurateLowest
layout price
and printing.
12:15; S12 per week. Phone 535-7889
S5.00seekers.
for 50 copies.
in town.
STOLEN 1 blue blazer f<om SAC meeting Phone 966-3900.
BrennanJanuary
Hall. St. Mike's on Wednesday WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from §10.00
night
Paul MagderQueenFurs & - Dundas)
202 Spadlna
Ave.
461
924-2420. 24. Reward. Call Sob, Rm (Between
Excellent
selection of fun furs, trade Ins accepted
DON'T
WINTER We buy used lurs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
CARNIVAL,MISSMarchTHE$31.00.
2-4,QUEBEC
transportation
accommodation,
AOSC, 44 andSt Thur-Fri till 6 pm.
George St., 962-8404.
EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to
LONDON (rom S79 one way or $155 return
LOST: Humanlc Dynalit Sklboots and - Take a dependable charter. Contact.
AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5.416Press, outside Hart House, last Friday p m 962-8404
your Student Council. BOOK
D. Wilson, 921-2827. No questions! EARLY AND- or SAVE
Reward.
ACAPULCO
$199.00 (8 dayr
ROOM AND BOARD available lor Departures everyFORSUNDAY
In Feb. (Stuny
undergraduate at Victoria College Weeks) (rom Toronto, includes Jet tff.nsport, accommodation (doubles), parties,
Women's 928-3005
Residence. Hall a double room discos.
Enquiries
Contact AOSC 44 St. George St.,
LIVE ON CAMPUSt Finish the term close Toronto 5, 416-962-8404 or your St Jdent
to classes and libraries In Residence at _Council.
New College, Places available now. Call TRAVELLING
STUDENT' EUROPE
I.D. card,INTERNA
student
lor details. Men: 928-2464; Women- 928 TIONAL
8875.
rallpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
dependable
charter
flights,
camping
tours
BATTEHI
NQ
RAM
by
David
au-at etc, all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.
thor of Creeps directed by BillFreeman
Giassco
George
St..
Toronto
5,
416
962-8404.
Tarragon Theatre.
to Sun at 630 Student Travel co-op owned by your (The
stuCall 531-1827 for Tues.
Reservat
dent Council)
1 block
north
ot Dupont. 2 blocks eastions
of Bathurst.
TYPING SERVICE,
PROFESSIONAL TYPING of theses etc ASSOCIATED
essays,
French, typewriters,
Latin - exper-86
964-8577 - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 964-9162 6 theses, ienced
typists -- electric
p.m. to 9 o.rn.
Sloor St. W. Ste 670. 922-7624.

Several Blues had their eyes closed for Wednesday's slow and

tedious game at Ryerson.

sportalk
senior basketball play teams from
The OWIAA figure skating from 9 am to 3:45 pm.
championships will be held at the OWIAA intermediate volleyball
today part
and Laurentian tomorrow in the Benson
Toronto Cricket. Skating and III takes place atsenior
U ofvolleyball
T today and Building. Both games are at 12:30
Curling Club Friday, February 15 tor
pm .... Toronto women's hockey
team itstravels
Queen's
tomorrowthe
for
final toleague
game
weekend of February 16 and 17, the
Interfac track
OWIAA volleyball final takes place
at Waterloo, the ice hockey final is
The Trinity College team won the interfaculty indoor track
meet Tuesday at Hart House with 28.5 points.
at Queen's and speed swimming and
PHE was second with 17, while
with 8 5 Other
diving ishockey
at McMaster
... inLoyola
men's
sports,
Blues play
teams participating and point totalsLawwere:followed
New (5) SMC Hi
this evening at the arena in exhbition
Meds (2). Knox (1) and Dents (I).
Results of the six event meet are as followsplay, and then travel for a league
game at Brock on February 15 and
4.A Tnn**Il«P:l.TrinC,
D and Law (tie), 1:13.5;
1:16.5. 2. PHE, 1:40.0; 3. Trin A, 1:16.4'
Queen's February 17 . . . badminton
west section competes at Guelph
4x3laps: 1 . PHE, 4:13.9; 2. Trin A, 4:17.8; 3. Trin B 4 36 0today and tomorrow and then
McMaster
hosts the OUAA finals
'
"
4:
Law,
4.
53.1.
on
February
Guelph's
team
travels
to17
the Benson
pool swim
for a
U:0645*46 pTE,nL2a;5.,0:36'5;
' I. Trin
*'
3 ™"PHE"
1 lap, 1 lap, 6 laps):
A, 3:53 0-2
meet tomorrow at 2
3:53.0;Medley
3. Law(3 laps,
A, 4:06.9;
4. Trin B, 4:10.5.
1 mile run (Varsity): 1. Sax, (PHE), 4:32.3; 2. Reed, (Trin)
pm . . .take
. Eastern
finals
place Section
in Hart fencing
House
4:32.4;1 mile
3. Minden,
(Meds), 4:32.8;
4.
Morley,
tomorrow
and
Sunday
.... curling
(Knox),
4:36
0
'
run (non-Varsity)
: I. Flock, (New) 4:40.5; 2 Borek
finals are ....
at Queen's
today team
and
(SMC) 4:52.3; 3. Burgess, (Trin), 4:54.6; 4. Miller, (Dents) 4 57 0 '
tomorrow
wrestling
travels to Waterloo tomorrow and
then heads back agains the following
Saturday for the OUAA
MIXED DOUBLES
finals OUAA squash finals will
be held at York from February 16TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Tuesday February 13, 1973
9:00 a.m.
3 matches guaranteed!
12 couples accepted
MEN'S SQUASH TOURNAMENT
Wednesday February 14, 1973
9:00 a.m.
2 matches guaranteed!
32 entries accepted
TO BE HELD AT
SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE
RECREATION CENTRE
s1.00 Entry Fee per player
REGISTER AT INTRAMURAL OFFICE, HART HOUSE OR
COLLEGE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION OFFICE. SCARBOROUGH

Friday, Februarys, 1973
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s
sport

Editor Bob Gaulhier
Phone 923-4053

indoor archery and golf.
and convocation.)
arena isitsa selfThe combatives room contains a 40 foot
contained
unit andThe includes
own
x 40 foot resolite mat and padded walls for
dressing room and service facilities.
Below the arena floor Is parking wrestling, judo and other combative activities. Also located in the lower level are
accomodation for approximately 76 cars,
while
sixon (open-air)
tennisthe courts
are four singles and two doubles squash
s
act
located
the
roof
above
arena.
s
courts and four paddleball-handball
Queen'
The swimming pool features a movable courts with the accompanying observation
bulkhead, enabling the facility to be used and spectator gallery.
In addition, the centre also includes
for competitive swimming at 25 yard or 25
complex
build
to
metre distances simultaneously with service areas — men's and women's
activities. Movement of the locker rooms, a central equipment storage
Today we complete our analysis of one of three gyms designed for a variety of diving
sports activities including volleyball, bulkhead towards the shallow end of the and distribution room, training and first
physical
education
Queen'sfacilities,
University
with a look
at the atathletic
the basketball, badminton, and gymnastics. pool provides a 25-25 yard deep-water aid rooms, athletic team areas and offices
area for water polo and synchronized for administrative personnel, and media
The Bartlett Gym provides bleacher swimming.
degree of access allowed to the com- seating
observation areas overlooking the Barlett
accomodation for approximately
munity and alumni, and the School of
Gym, the Ross Gym, the pool and the
2,000 persons.
The
pool
is
equippped
with
underwater
area.
Physical
Education
and
the
'progressive'
In addition, the second floor includes lights and speakers and a room below the
courses taught by it.
two other, smaller gymnasia (Ross and pool deck contains an underwater viewing Support Staff
Bews
Gyms). Bews Gym provides seating window with direct communication by
The planning of access points to the
Queen'sCentre,
University's
Education
completednewin thePhysical
fall of accomodation for approximately 600 per- speakers both to deck level and un- building
enables the costs of operation to
1970, cost $6 million to build and was paid
sons, and can be divided into two areas by
derwater. The pool gallery accomodates remain minimal. The complex operates on
an
electric
folding
door.
almost
500
spectators.
for chiefly by the provincial government —
two daily shifts (8 am ~ 4 pm, and 4 pm —
The second level also features a
90-95 per cent government funds, acMen's said
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Director
midnight), with 10 people per shift — the
gymnastics mezzanine approximately 110 Lenard
that because
of the
area gymnasium
c
o
r
d
i
n
g
t
o
Men's
Intercollegiate
Athletic
janitorial staff
Director A. L. Lenard.
feet by 40 feet to be used for teaching and provided tor the building an Olympic-size (three people supervisor,
per shift), equipment control
The $6 million structure serves practising gymnastics. Both the gym- pool was out of the question. The building shift).
control check (recently innasium and mezzanine, floors in the would have had to be built out onto the (four), and
approximately 9,000 students, faculty, and
stituted because of pilferage — two per
staff as a recreation area, as a practice Bartlett Gym have tartan surfaces (similar street.
and playing site for intercollegiate and to the gym surface in Scarborough
However, Lenard added that an
A new stadium has also been recently
intramural athletics, and as a teaching College's new athletic centre).
constructed at a cost of $250,000. The
Olympic-size
pool
was
not
a
necessity
for
facility for degree programs in Physical
The ground floor of the complex
former stadium, situated on the main
area.the"What
and Health Education.
includes the pool and arena area, as well the
use Kingston
it for during
other are15 weyearsgoingwhento campus, was removed due to the land
The centre was planned to provide as women's and men's dressing rooms we don't want to hold an Olympic capacity value.
The land was needed for another
and squash and handball observation event?", he said.
flexible, multi-use areas which would meet areas.
building. The new stadium is situated on
The third floor of the centre contains the Queen's
the needs of as many of the above users
'West Campus'.
as possible, and to provide a building
The Harry Arena was designed to be running track, an area for gymnastics, the
The George Richardson Stadium seats
which would be a participation centre for used as an ice hockey and skating arena, dance studios, and the upper gyms. The "10,300
people
for extension on
lacrosse floor, examination and registra- dance studio includes ballet bars and the student sidewithto room
the university.
that "ourthatuser's
12,300" according to
committee
had Lenard
a basic said
philosophy
our
tion hall, and as a site for university mirrors and built-in sound equipment, Athletic Director Lenard.
building was to be as multi-purpose and functions and convocations. A tartan- with provision for dividing the total area
sion is4,200, while there is"General
room foradmis6,200
flexible with as much funds as we had." covered indoor practice, 220-yard running tinto two practice areas.
students",
he
added.
track is situated at the top of the arena
The lower, or basement floor, contains a
seating area.
Building plan
projectile range, squash or handball
The arena provides permanent seating courts, and combatives and weight exThe second floor of the complex accomodation
ercise rooms.
for
approximately
1
700
athletics?
contains three gymnasia, administrative persons, while another 400-500 people
As well as having acoustical treatment, Community Involvement and the
offices, classrooms, and laboratories, as can be seated on the running track for extra
ventilation
and
a
bullet
stop
for
a
well as seating for the pool and arena.
games. (A further 1500 seats can pistol shooting range, the projectile range School of Physical Education
The main gymnasium (Bartlett Gym) is hockey
be placed on the arena floor for concerts is equipped with nylon curtain drops for
Lenard admitted that the faciities were
not designed to be used by a great many
extra-university people. However, he said,
"We've extended facilities as much as we
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CENTRE
could — to student, staff, families and the
district alumni. There are community
FLOOR PLAN
evening
he times
added,for "some
open free programs",
skating, special
use of
theThefacilities,
and
special
events."
School of Physical Education, as
FOURTH
such, teaches
courses,
includingthree
the "progressive"
Psychology of
Sport and Physical Activity, The
'Sociology of Sport and Physical Activity',
and the 'Psychology of Coaching'.
The 'Psychology of Sport and Physical
Activity' is a lecture, seminar, and reading
5TMNASTICI
course surveying the psychological imTHIRD
plications ofparticipation in physical activity and sport. Participation is discussed
in terms of motivation, attitudes, values,
self-esteem, personality, and life style.
'Sociology of Sport and Physical
Activity' explores the role of sport and
physical
light and
of current
sociologicalactivity
theories.in Sport
activity
are discussed in terms of their place as a
SECOND
part of culture, interaction with various
social institutions, the socialization
process, social stratification, and social
mobility
and course
the 'counter
The third
— the culture'.
'Psychology of
Coaching'
—
investigates
coaching and discusses the
the problems
typology ofof
coaches; the role of the coach; the player
— his personality, his motives, problems;
inter-action of coach and player and with
the
team; influence of third parties on
GROUND
performance. (And, course content is
HtHOULL
MUHH
presented
in terms of both male and
female
coaching.)

LOWER

In the shortmanaged
span of fiveto years,
University
effectQueen's
major
changes
in
its
total
athletics,
Students, administration, and program.
people
professionally involved with physical
education at Queen's effected change
through co-operation and reasonable
compromise. As a result, the "education of
the body" is now seen in a more
progressive light. Bob Gauthlar

McLaughlin

appeals

after
six
days
Tom McLaughlin, who was the judge and the Crown Attorney
handcuffed and thrown in jail for six for violating courtroom procedure
days after being found guilty and rules of evidence.
February 9 of obstructing police, is The unsually harsh treatment
out on his own recognizance (most first offenders are not imawaiting sentence. .
prisoned even after sentence)
A charge of trespassing, laid as followed a lecture
by Judge
Cloney
accusing McLaughlinM ofJ
well during breakup,
last year's
Hall
occupation
was Simcoe
withdrawn.
"depriving others of their rights"
Two other demonstrators. Randy and
g to make trouble".
Reynolds and Mark Goldblatt, "It's"wantin
easy for seome
one who wants
charged with the more serious crime to make troub
le to abuse
our
of assaulting police, were set free in
December after being found guilty In his judgment, Cloney described
on the charges. They received "ab- variou
system."s defence witnesses'
solute discharges",
evidence as "a hodge-podge of nona procedure
which allows
a defendent
who is
ly make-u
found guilty to emerge without a evidence".sense"Heand '"pure
believed that therep
criminal record or penalty.
was
"fabric
ation",
though
it didn't
McLaughlin, unlike those charged amount to perjury.
The defence witnesses, who were
with the more serious offence,
conducted hisown defense. He tried to
in last Year's occupaargue his case on political grounds particitionpants
over library
access, were "a
and was challenged many times
by uniquely unimpressive group", ac-

of
il
cording toCloney,faconside
red
police evidence to bewhoreliable
Spencer, then president of SAC,. Bob
one of the defence witnesses and
trial was described by Cloney inas the"a
big operator, laving down the law to
universfound
theCloney
ity". that the occupiers
were all guilty of trespass and
declared the testimony of last year's
acting
ent Altho
JackughSword
waste .ofpresid
time.
Sworda
stated he did not intend to have the
occupiers arrested as trespassers
calling the police in took
the matter
out of his hands, Cloney
said.
The judgment against McLaughlin
was handed down on February 9, the
Friday before Reading
in a
courtroom nearly emptyWeek,
of spectators. Itwas originally schedul
ed
for the preceding Wednesday, and
may supporters turned out then,
only to hear the judge remand

protested
n's jailing
McLaughDemonstr
lin forators
McLaughours
two days. McLaughliFree
hlin after
now",verdict
referring to
After being
found guilty. last year's acting presid
—
o
ent andignore
viceMcLaughlin was jailed without the president Robin Ross. They
possibility of bail, waiting on a police warning that "shouting isd
preparation of a pre-sentence report. uncons
After
titutisix
onal". days of legal
"That should take about
manoeuvring, McLaughlin's lawyer
weeks", said Cloney, although three
such
Paul Copeland, was able to obtain
reports usually take less time
McLaughlin's release fay filing an
prepare. He claimed he wanted toto appeal
"tick".
. Noset.date for appeal thearings
find
out what makes McLaughlin has been
Later in the day, 50 supporters
demonstrated in front of the Toronto CityMcLaughlin
will appear
Hall courtroom
27 at in10 Old"
am
Jail, chanting "Jail Sword, Jail Ross Tuesday to be- sentenced.
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Varsity steeds
gird
With only a day to go until this Race wagers will be accepted
from
year's
running
9
am
until
8
pm
tomorrow
in The
of
The
Varsity
steeplechase, the bookieseditor
are Varsity Advertising Office. Those
refusing to lay odds on who'll end up eligible to participate (vote) are staff
the loser-edi
tor-elect.
who have
on eight
Meanwhile, the track owners will members
issues of the paper worked issues
of
fae parading the two qualifying l'Hebdo. A list of the orluckysix gamblers

stallions before the assembled Varsity throngs trus afternoon at 1 pm.
The two marvels not only walk, but
talk and will be answering any and
all questions the staff may ask of
them.
Before and after the showing, the
horses' racing forms (submissions)
will be prominently displayed on the
main office bulletin board. Veteran
race fans know that there's little
point
in betting
the forms
first. if you don't check

is posted
— youoffice
guessed it — on the
main
editorial
bulletin board.
Should
Thursda
y
night's
running
prove inconclusive and a rematch
necessary, the dire tidings will bebe
announc
wagers edwill inbe Friday's
accepted Varsity
betweenand
am and 1:15 pm, with the horse that9
placed last eliminated.
Watch Friday's Varsity for more
exciting
running. details about this year's

OFS
colls off
es
stri
GUELPH (CUP) _ Within three student councils organizfe
a oneday meeting was beingke
held, and the
moratorium of classes one March
OFS
13.
chairperson asked delegates to
days
of
U
of
T
SAC's
decision
to pull Seminars and discussions will then reconven
out of the fees strike, the Ontario
e
Federation of Students cancelled its be held on the cutbacks, the recently one showed inup.another building. No
province-wide boycott.
released Wright commission report The general meeting revealed a
Meeting at
ity of on post-secondary education in On- deep split betwen militant and conGuelph February the10 andUnivers
tario (COPSEO) and why the fee
servative elements in the student
11,
an
OFS
general meeting decided to focus strike was not
successful.
organization. The There was strong
instead on promoting a province
OFS
disagreement
also
plans
about the moratorium
to
the
wide moratorium on classes March- moratorium to try to gauge use
student and delegates were divided about
interests
and
13
plan
to n.discuss post-secondary action.
for future OFS the COPSEO report. Although most
educatio
comOFS organized a province-wide
s ion's final not
The February 10 session of the delegates mihad
report,read theagreed
boycott of second term fee payments OFS meeting was aborted by a bomb that a stand should not they
be
taken
on
to protest the provincial threat. University of Guelph campus
itself
butdevelop
rather from
on legislagovernment's imposition of a $100 police cleared the building where the the report
tion
which
may
it.
tuition fee increase and a $200 increase inthe
aid loan
The fee strikestudent
began Januaryceiling.
1.
The OFS executive report revealed
U of T waives
late
the fee strike failed totally at some
institutions and at others, such as
Carleton Univers in Ottawa,
students must soon ity
pay their fees or fee payment
penalty
be expelled.
Since SAC "the official student received, Conway indicated.
OFS employs only two people full- organiza
The
tion",
administ
called
off
the
fees
time, and did not have human strike, the administration has waived that there is suchration
a clearis "delighte
interest ind
resources to co-ordinate thethe strike,
a
the
$15
late
payment
penalty
spokesperson said. Other executive students paying their feesto all discussing the report," she said. "We
by
members could not devote sufficient February 28, vice-pre
every intention to cooperate."
sident Jill have
time to the strike because of classes Conway
The
night.
last
said
Surchar
and work with their own student And, to the "not
CommittStop
ee andthetheStudent
Coalition Againstge
very large the
councils, the report said.
Cutback
s
announc
ed
number
after
"
SAC
of
who have called off the strike that they intend
The OFS report found the Ontario already paid thestudents
penalty,
the money to continue promoti
said.
she
be
returned,
will
ng it to fight
governme
nt "powerfu
and
said new
tactics andl and inert"
are The action is in response to a SAC government's education Financintheg
needed to promote studentpolicies
interests. request
to
waive
the
penalty
since
it
But, the report did not outline these called off the strike February 7. A
new policies.
SSSC was reported yesterday to be
request made to cancel classes policies.
Instead of a fee strike, OFS will March
13 for a province-wide planning to ask SAC to reverse its
publish a newspaper on the moratorium
to discuss post- stance on the strike at tonight's 7 pm
educational cutbacks and a leaflet secondary education,
particularily general council meeting at
outlining
the recently released Commission
on Trinity. Two previous SAC
the
strike. the reasons for cancelling Post-Secondary
Education Report, have been disrupted by meetings
SSSC
OFS is requesting that its member will be similarily favourably attempts to force SAC to support it.in

-facultysciencedep
Bynter
MARK BOHNEN
and foodart
chemistry.men
the senior
administrationSci
Bionomicstwould rec
departmentomm
should include persons
identified onFood
university.
Foo
Sciences d
professor ofJ.J.theMoran
A dramatic reorganization of the Faculty of . include "home economies" subjects such as with the School of end
said
ased
well as the for
Food Sciences featuring the creation of a new housing and community developmenl textile Faculty of Medicine, Hygiene
that
many
staff
members
support
the views
"thus
establishing
the
and
clothing,
family
and child study.
in Leitch's report.
inter-faculty department could be approved by A new
university department in at least three heldMoran
is currently heading a four member
the Academic
Affairs Committee early next proposed dean would be selected for the faculties concurrently." The report continues: committee
month.
in the faculty which is preparing a
Faculty of Pood Science and "under this arrangement the budget support
rebuttal
to
the majority report. This report
The changes would follow the Bionomics.
provided
by
each
participating
faculty
would
will be submitted
Most of the important changes be negotiated by the chairman with the dean Committee
to the Academic Affairs
recommendations of a majority report recomme
.
nded
concern
released last
the Department of
Monday by the Food Sciences
Nutrition and Food Science.
of Atheminority
faculty concerned."
Implementation Committee
The
report
.
upholds
continuation and
signed by committee strengthening of the thepresent
The strongly divided committee also The report recommends that this member Martha report
bionomics
Leitch,
who
is
also
assistant
departme
nt
should
be responsible for. both Food Science dean, takes issue with the re-examined
released minority reports each containing undergrad
program by. cooperative means. After a "trial
recommendtwoations
uate
and
graduate
at
variance
period"
degree
of
with
five
programs.
the other It adds
years, the program would be
administrative recommendations of the
two reports.
that the department should be part committee.
another dissenting report, signed
The majority report recommends that the of the Faculty of Health Sciences
if such a Leitch upholds the creation of a new type of byHowever,
committee member Jacob Seigel of the
is established in the near future.
present faculty be
up into two newly faculty
The department would, for the present department "for inter-disciplinary and inter- Faculty of Management Studies,
created departmentssplit the
has
Department of however,
recomme
be
identified
Nutrition and Food -Chemistry,
with
faculty
graduate
pursuits".
more
than
one
However, she states that an administrative additiona nded that "what is required is not
and the faculty.
Department of Bionomics.
l
support,
a
'new
trial
period',
structure
created
for
several
undergraduate
a
with the mandate to develop home economicdean
Nutrition and Food Chemistry would
In discussing this recommendation, the
s,
programs "would
unwieldly,
include such subjects as dietetics
, nutritional report suggests that staff positions in the impractical
and couldbe place
an undueawkward,
burden but radical surgery".
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HERE

AND

Waff

NOW

6 pm
TODAY
the U of T team to play at the OUAA, March 3. The Arab Students Association invites
all day
Everyone
welcome. interested in canvassing students and faculty to its weekly informal
All students
Tickets are now on sale for (he "Crowbar" residences
6:30 pmRoom, 33 SI. George.
lor the Reform Slate meet in the meeting at the Morning
concert
at
the
Hall
Porter's
desk
in
Hart
House
ATL card is required. The concert which is A&S Union Office, second floor lobby, Sid Smith.
Hillels Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5 pm
happening on Friday Feb, 23 will start a( 8:30 There will be a meeting of the University of today.
At Hillel house7 pm186 St. George Street.
pm. Tickets cost a nickle.
Toronto Debating Union tonight at Hart House.
People taking courses in Political Economy North
Diningdebate
Room, andnew discussion
members ofwelcome.
An All students interested
needed to help with distribution of queshcnaiies impromptu
in assisting the
the
McGill
7:30 pm
for course
in anytime
ReformArts Slate
forScience
the Governing
CouncilWe meet
week
or neitevaluations.
to the PECUDropoffice.
Rm. 2034this tournament this weekend are featured.
the
and
Union
Office.
will bein
canvassing
Residences.
7:30
pm
Sidney Smith or phone10 am928-6396 anytime.
Abovesponsored
Suspicion"by
— "Investigation
part of a Politicalof aFilmCitizenFestival
Debate: The Meaning of the Vietnam Peace
Tutoring2097for(East
first the Student Christian Movement and United Agreement.
yearMathandDayother— Mathematics
students, Room
Nelson Clarke, Communist Party,
Nations Rd.
Association
Avenue
Admission:— St.98t Paul's Church, 121 versus Joe Fleier.
Lounge, 2nd floor) Tillnoon4 pm
Old Mole-Red Circle. Innis
Free Jewish University "Job and the Problem College, first floor. Everyone is welcome.
of
Evil"
at
Hitlel
House
186
St.
George
Street.
Secularism's
Impact
on
Contemporary
Two and
films"Blow
by Anlonioni;(9:30)"Zabriski
Point"
Theology, a discussion group sponsored by the Professor Jvan Vallier of the Department of Auditorium
252 Bloor Up"St. West;
$1.50in the
at 7:30OISEor
Student Christian Movement, with Roger Sociology. University of California, Santa Cruz, (7:301
Hutchtnson. Woodger Room, Old Vic.
9:30.
will speak on "Catholicism and Politics in the Jl.OOOpenatmeeting
U ol T Coalition
AbortionU of —T Women
A Woman's Right Law
to Choose?
Americas
Western Europe
70's" in Cutbacks. SAC is oforganizing
for a DayAgainst
of Studythe
CouncilandChambers,
Room in202,Ihe Galbraith
Oeoate:
Repeal the
vs.Room.Pro-Lile.
All Welcome.for Abortion
Hart House Debates
Bkfg.,
35
St.
George
St.
Sponsored
by
the
Latin
on
the
"Wright
Report"
on
March
13.
8
pm
will be cancelled all across the Province.Classes
It is
Amencan Studies Committee, I.S.P.
necessary to soliderize our demands and
Math Day — "Mathematics in China after
proposals
for
action
on
that
day
directed
against
See
"The
Little
Prince",
a
1-hour
play
by
Liberation"
with
Prof.
Chandler
Davis
of
the
Math Dept.. Sid Smith,
educational policies. Sid Smith
Erindale Student Theatre. Original adaptation of theEastgovernments
12:30 Room
pm 2118.
year arts student TheLounge.
Chrislian Science College Organization
Seminar on Courts and Trials: R.E Allen, aBnanFrenchCasey,novel,whobyalsosecondproduces.
Room 292.
Philosophy on "Morality of the Criminal Preliminary Building. Enndale campus, free. meets
in the Woodger
Roomby testimonies
at "Old Vic".of
are followed
Process" Faculty of 1Law,pm Falconer Hall.
Free Jewish University "Chassidic Stones of Inspired Allreadings
welcome!
Rav Nachman" at Hillel House 186 St. George healing.
The Toronto Kraft Boycott Committee is
Street.
Math
Day
"Science
and
Social
Change"
with
and organizing a boycott in Toronto.
Free Jewish University "Conversational planning
Smith,Prof.roomJim21Prentice
17. of the Physics Dept., Sid Yiddish"
People wanting
to helpThursdays
plan andmeeting
work onat theSt.
at Hillel House 186 St. George Street. campaign
can attend
Hart
House
Library
Committee
presents
Free
Jewish
University
"Jewish
Life
Cycle"
at
Pauls Church,
121 Avenue
Road.
Manon
Engel House.
reading from her work in the Music Hillel House 186 St George Street.
8
pm
Room, Hart
University "Literature ol the CUSO Information Meeting: Interested tn
Orison, a play by Arrabal. An onson is a Free Jewishat Hillel
8:30House
pm 186 St. George volunteer work in the Caribbean or Latin
Street.
prayer An ocarina makes a perfectly pure Holocaust"
Amenca? Centre
Find out33 about
it at theSt. International
sound.
At
University
College
Playhouse.
79-A
St.
Student
St. George
George Street. Always2 pmFree.
"The
Winter's
Tale" by February
William Shakespeare.
Al
Hart
House
Theatre.
21-24,
8:30
"MitzvahStreet.
in Concept"
Hillel Jewish
House, University
186 St. George
Math Day - Mathematical Expositions, short p.m. tickets $2. students $1.50. Presented by at Free
and easy to understand talks on math. "Number TC D.S.. directed by 9Alanpm Toff.
Jewish186University
HillelFreeHouse
St. George"Chavurat
Street. Zemer" at
patterns in weaving" by Michael Mather and
- IsraeliStreet.
Folk Dancing
"Complex
Numbers" by Stephen Salalf Room Free Jewish University "Jewish Perspectives at Free
504.
Sid Smith.
HillelJewish
House University
186 St. George
on Christianity" at Hillel House 186 St George Free
Seminar on Macrosociology and Street.
Jewish
University
"The
Midrash
THURSDAY
Methodological
Perspectives
occuring
in
Room
Bible" at Hillel House, 186 St. George andSt. the
1 pm
229, Borden Building Professor Ivan Vallier shall
Free Jewish University
"Arab-Jewish
Orison, a play by Arrabal. An orison is a Dialogue"
discuss "Types of Innovative Works and their prayer.
Sitting note
Room.new location — Hart
An ocarm3 makes a perfectly pure House, North— please
Implications
for
Theory".
Ail
are
cordially
invited.
At University College Playhouse, 79-A St. Free Jewish University "Emotional
Auditions for a new drama. "Wilton sound.
Awareness
Remembers"
U.C. Playhouse.
WomenAskandformen,Jay George Street Always2 pmFree.
House. 186 andSt. the
George8i blicaf
Street.Narrative" at Hillel
with
anTillemphasis
on the latter
Teitel.
4 pm 3:30
Auditions for an original Drama, "Wilton House.
Free
Jewish
University
"Maimonides" at Hillel
pm
186 St. George Street.
Remembers"
Playhouseon theWomen
Hon. Jack McNie, Minister of Colleges and needed,
with anU.Cemphasis
latter.andAskmenfor "The Mexican Student Movement of 1968Universities, will be speaking on the role and Jay Teilel. Till 4 pm. 3 pm
1969".of athetalkDepartment
by ProfessorofJean-Louis
dein Lanfuture theplansC.O.Pof S.E.O
the ministry.
Come and ask lan Gentles from York University speaks at Pendarves
noy.
Sociology,Student
the
Lounge of the International
about
4:30report.
pm Rm. N401 O.I.S.E. Trinity
Centre
Sponsored
by
the
Latin
Amencan
College. Topic: The Concept of the Studies Committee. I.S.P.
Arie Eliav will be speaking at Hillel House 186 Unwanted Child Or. Gentles will be lecturing in
St.s
George Street on "Social Conditions in the Rhodes Room (Trinity College, 2 Hoski'n
Ave. I Come for discussion and questions. Sponu.„ , Kosher
„ Supper.
6:30 pm
sored by University of Toronto Pro Life.
Hillels
Please
reserve
by
5
See "The Little Prince", a 1-hour play by The Winter's Tale opens tonight at
pm today. At Hillel7 House
pm 186 St. George Enndale
arts studentof Hart House and will play until Saturyear adaptation
by secondOriginal
novel, Theatre.
a FrenchStudent
24. It did not play last
Bnan
Casey,Building,
who alsoEnndale
produces.
Roomfree.292, week,day,norFebruary
Preliminary
campus,
General
SAC
Meeting,
at
Trinity
College,
2nd
does it play next week as
4 pm
floor Wesl End ol Sealy Hall.
was
stated
in
the
Varsity of February
Myths oneand ofReality
in Education,
with Alan
Free Jewish University "Great Modem Jewish Rummer,
the founders
of Everdale
Free Pardon this blunder.
Thinkers"
at HillelTableHouse
George Street.
Hart House
Tennis186Club:St. Fencing
Room. College
Coach Violetta Nesukaitis will choose players for School. Music Room, Wymilwood, Victoria "What, in our house?'

FEB 22
MAR 1
MAR 8
MAR 15
MAR 22
MAR 29
APR 5
APR 12
APR 19

EVENING
9:30
G.S.A.

I

ARTHARTGALLERY
HOUSE
CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION
Until February 25
Gallsry Hours. Monday, tl i.m. - 9 p.m..
TuesdaySunday.
■ Silunfiy,
2 p.m.Tl -a.m.
5 p.m.-S p.m..

DEBATE TONIGHT
RESOLUTION "THAT THE BEST CURE FOR
POLLUTION
Honorary
visitor;ISOlNOtbtThlMORE
Hon. GROWTH
James fluid".
Minister
Environment
DibllM Room. 8.00 p.m.

INFORMAL DEBATE
TOMORROW.
FEBRUARYTHURSDAY
22.
2.00 P.M. IN THE DEBATE ROOM.
HESOLVED: "THAT THIS HOUSE FAVOURS THE
ABOLITION OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT."

POETRY READING
TODAY AT 1.10 P.M.
INMARION
THE MUSICENGEL
ROOM

WEDNESDAY EVENING CONCERT
COENRAAD BLOEMENDAL CELLIST AND KATHRYN ROOT, PIANIST
PLAYING BEETHOVEN, BACH AND PROKOFIEV
Tonight At 6:30 P.M. In The Great Hall
TABLE TENNIS
Tonight: Final Selection By Coach
Violetta Nesukiills For The U of T Team.
FENCING ROOM. 7-11 P.M..

|
1
I
j

CAMERA CLUB
Tonight,
Andrew Blrrall
Tna History ol
bySpeaks7:30On p.m.
Photography tn Canada

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
ENTERTAINMENT AFTER 8:30 P.M.

T.C.D.S. presents at the Hart House Theatre

"The Winter s Tale"
William Shakespeare
directed by Alan Toff
at 8:30 P.M.
Feb. 21-24, Tickets 2.00, 1.50 for students.

unclassified
ONE
APARTMENT,
Pod CARNIVAL,
DON'T MISS THE QUEBEC WINTER
Credit BEDROOM
Quiet adult building,
near shopping
March 2-4. transportation and
923-9372
between
7:00 and 9:00
M?j£tTain* Avallab,e1sl- p.m.
"arch, accommodation,
$31.00. AOSC 44 St
George St.. 963-8404.

CUT THIS OUT

THURSDAY
7:30

HOI

CINEMA

Antonioni
ZABRISKI POINT
BLOW
UP ('671
M. Frechette
D. Hemmings
^,
Penn
LITTLE BIG MAN
LEFT
HANDED
GUN
('58)
^
D. Hoffman
P. Newman
NIGHTOFTHE LIVING DEAD
FEARLESS VAMPIRE KILLE
quintessential horror
by Polanski; S. Tate
BREWSTER McCLOUD
M.A.S.H. - Altman
D. Southerland, S. Kellerman
8. Cort.S. Kellerman
TEOREMA
(It
'681
Pasolini
GOSPEL ACCORDING TO
T. Stamp
SAINT MATTHEW (lt'64)
VIVA
ZAPATA ('521 Elia Kazan - ON THE WATERFRONT ('54)
M. Brando
M. Brando
PERFORMANCE
MAD DOGS & ENGLISHMEN
Mick Jagcjer
J. Cocker, L. Russel
SATYRICON
- Feiljni - TOBY DAMMIT and othc
Spirits of the Dead
WOODSTOCK Janis Joplin, Arlo Guthrie, Joan Baez, Joe Cocker
Sly and Farnily Stone, Jimi Hendrix etc
OISE, Auditorium
S1 .50 at 7:30 (both films or single)
SI .00 at 0:30,£cries tickets available 252 Bloor St. W.

ACCURATE TYPIST with good editorial ^"f ?!M0 R*,M by Davld Freema" <wskills. ofWillessays,
midwife40' your
thesis.IBMAlsoselectrlc
copy I °' Cf"P'
typing
per page
3 dlr8Cted
,9 by«°8I"Sun.GlaS5C0
at 6-30a'
Bridgman.I*!Ave.
- 12 pt- prestige elite & greek symbols 30?™L
, , 'Reservations. 1 block
Phone
532-7291
for
estimate
*ymDO's*
north
of
Oupont.
2
blocks
east
of
Bathurst.
GUITAR LESSONS, classical and teacher.
folk by
TYPIST, experienced, available to do experienced,
typing tor anyone needing an essay, thesis Phone Michael classlcally-lralned
485-9643.
report,
etc. typed. Downtown location. Call
after 6, 532-1771.
S.E.A.L. RESUME SERVICE for student
seekers. Accurate layout and printing.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING ol essays, S5lob
00 for 50 copies. Lowest price in town.
theses,11 resumes,
alter
a.m. etc. Please call 964-9162 Phone 966-3900WHY
Used -fur202coals from $10.00
Paul FREEZE?
Magder Furs
Spadlna Ave.
Queen
TIDDLY WINKS: anyone Inierested In (Between
Excellent
selection (IIIof6 funpm. furs,& Dundas)
trade Ins accepted
Thur-Fri
966-3857.
at
Goff
or
phoneal Roger
Anplaying,
invitalion
pairs
tournamen
t
will
9-6
Mon-Sat
383-6077.
furs
used
buy
We
be
held at the U of T In early April.
EUROPE
SUMMER
73
TORONTO
U.C. COUNSEL
SERVICEproblem
, Tree LONDON from $79 one way or $155 returnto
consultati
on aboutLING
any personal
928-2531.
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC,
44- SI.or your
George St., Toronto 5,416962-8404
EARLY
AND SAVE Student Council. BOOK
AdayBABYSITT
ERand for two young girls - some
sitting
some
evenings
TRAVELL
Spadlna
ING
&
INTERNA
Bloorteacher
- 964-7840
STUDENT EUROPE
card, sludent
at York,I'm a freelance musician (TIONAL
and
rallpass. car
rentals, |,D.
cheapest
and most
dependabl
e charier
(lights,
camping
tours
Btc,
all
available
now
from;
BICYCLE
AOSC.
WANTED:
Council)
-Jent
Women's
3.5 or 10 George St.. Toronto 5. 416 - 962-8404. 44 St.
speed.untilWilling
to pay S50, Telephone
0749
it p.m.
920- Student Travel co-op owned by your (The
stuESSAY SERVICES Do you have old ess
a
y
s
?
D
o
you
need essays? Phone ESSAY ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICfc, SERVICES, 961-6150,
3 pm - theses, ienced
essays,
French. typewriters
Latin - experlypists -- electric
10 pm.; Sat.-Sun. 9 am.-5 Mon.-Fri.
. 86
pm. Professiona
2nd floor. l Bloor St. W. Ste, 670. 922-7624
Road,
typing done. 300 Avenue
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Getty
Despite a iast-minute prosecution
attempt to reopen the case "to introduce new evidence".
Bill Gettyof
was acquitted
because
"reasonable
doubt"
as
library trial ended Monday.the final
Getty, who was arrested during
last
Simcoe access,
Hall occupation
over year's
free library
was not
identified with sufficient accuracy to
allow Judge Charles to convict him
of assaulting police, although the
judge warned he would have sent
Getty
him. to prison if he had convicted
He also stated that he considered
all occupiers of the Senate Chamber
at the time of the arrests guilty of
creating disturbance, but no one was
charged with this offence.
In delivering the not guilty verdict,

Vic

-

„
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is acquitted
of assaul
g
poli
Charles commented that although long as necessary to achieve their pictures" at tin
Getty alsoce
belongs, pointed out
the police station "the yesterday
that a police photographer
Detective William Kearns "was
day
of
the
arrest",
saving
"That's
the man who assaulted Officer had testified in an earlier trial that
honestly trying to give his im- demands".
Therefore,
he
said,
"Detective
the pictures in question had not been
pres ion ofwhat
when Kearns and other policemen who
he identified
Gettytookas place"
his attacker,
developed until the day following the
were there were acting in the ex- The 30 spectators groaned as the arrest.
judge told Getty to return the next
the arresting officer "was in a better
e
c
u
t
i
o
n
o
f
their
duty",
in
breaking
Kearns".
for a ruling on the motion, but
position"
to seeGuswhatSalamedes,
happened. was into the Senate Chamber and for- day
reconvened in the
This officer,
he agreed to reconvene the trial the When court
cibly arresting the occupants.
the judge disallowed the
unable to identify Getty in a cour- The court was scheduled to same afternoon after Getty objected afternoon,
prosecution's motion, saying he
troom during one of the previous convene at 10 am Monday, but the
trials, and, since other evidence did Crown immediately moved to have to "this cheap ploy to delay the trial feared it would "set a dangerous
precedent"
future. for reopening cases in
not "in any
indicateto that
the the case reopened, claiming to have Getty pointed out that in his 12 the
accused
did way
anything
aid and
evidence that would further es- court appearances over the nearly 12
months
since
his
arrest,
as
well
as
in
Commenting
on the acquittal,
abet"
those
who
allegedly
attacked
tablish
Getty's
indentity
as
the
longer".
Kearns, Charles therefore acquitted assailant of a police officer during the
Depoe said "It shows that you can
threeviously thother
trials, "obGetty.
the arrests.
e questionlibrary
of indentity
was win if you fight these guys hard
Commenting on the occupation
Crown Attorney William important", and he questioned why enough". Depoe was acquitted last
itself, Charles said that U of T Donaldson claimed to have un- such
important evidence would not year of wilful damage over $50, in
connection with a demonstration
covered two weeks ago the fact that have been uncovered already.
students "had no right to occupy the
building", but "there was no doubt the arresting officer pointed out David Depoe, a member of the 215
HuronU ofSt.T's personnel office at
that they were prepared to stay as Getty's picture from "17 or 18 other Canadian Party of Labour, to which outside

to build

Committee
high-rise

project
of this year, the board has indicated
it will make its decision in six
months, during the summer.
This would mean that most
students would have no chance to
expressment,ansaid Gregory.
opinion on this develop"When that decision is made the
college
can'tis tochange
The
development
be a jointit."venture
of the Manufacturers Life Insurance
Company and the college.
3 After a study made of the proposal
J is accepted, only Manufacturers Life
| will be able to pull out of the
T agreement.
French said
|| that"President
VUSAC Goldwin
could represent
the
| views of the students to the board;
" we
replied tothatmake
we didaesthetic
not feel
qualified
judgements
Gregory
added.for 2,500 people,"
It has not been decided exactly
what size or shape the building will
be, or what its uses will be, said
Gregory. VUSAC has said that it is
the
area. to "any development" in
opposed

approves

of Scar credit system
By BENNETT McCARDLE
the blessings of
Students at Scarborough College, already receivedcurriculum
comstarting this summer, will be able to Scarborough's
mittee and college council, before
"proceed toward a degree at their coming to Academic Affairs.
own rate of choosing", according to Provost Don Forster called the
cil.motion ofapproved
ameeting
by last Affairs
week's planScarborough
"a significantprincipal
innovation."Ralph
the Academic
Committee of the Governing CounCampbell
described
it as the
"logical"
toward
conThe new credit system, as and "working
venience ofthe students".
It wouldhe
described in the report the cause administrative
difficulties,
Curriculum and Standards Sub- said, but expansion in part-time
com it e , ends the distinction studies had been duly accounted for
full and part-time students in the arrangements. He noted that
atbetween
Scarborough.
the system had been proposed to the
By allowing
of six Macpherson Committee (which
credit
courses ina themaximum
winter session
proposed the New Program in 1968)
and a maximum of ,two in the but
had not been taken up then.
summer,
the
system
eliminates
the
The credit system will also be
Charles Street houses may become victims of Vic development.
need for special petitioning in order recommended for the St. George
By PAT REDICAN
to take an abnormal number of
by the New Program
Board of Regents decicredit courses. Full-time students campus
A new development on the Thursday's
Committee. Erindale prins
i
o
n
t
o
look
at
plans
for
a
"residenwill
be able to take credit courses in Reviewcipal J.Tuzo
Victoria College campus may be
tial
high-rise"
in
the
area
bordered
Wilson said there was
the summer, and could complete a strong feeling among students and
built without any student input, ac- by Sultan, Charles and St. Thomas
Streets at the eastern end of the
three
year
degree
in
two
years.
cordingmitnoisVic
Students'
Adfaculty
in
favour
of a credit system
trative Council education com- campus.
The proposal still must be at his college, but that it would wait
mis ioner Rick Gregory.
Although VUSAC asked that no
to
observe
the
results of Scarapproved
by
the
Governing
Council
before it can be implemented. It has
Gregory's remarks followed last decision be made before October 30
borough's movmember
e.
Committee
professor
Milton Israel at first described the
closeness
academicas
life
to thatof ofScarborough's
the main campus
"more an illusion
than athereality"
and
City's Ward
expressed
fears that
proposal
repe
alJohn powe
By DOUG HAMILTON
7 alderman
Seweu residents.
r
challenged
Discussion on repeal of three dismissed the developers' action as a The Windlass project involves the induced by the expectation of high- would move the college even further
bylaws governing the controversial "bluff". His Ward 7 colleague and construction of two high-rise apart- He suggested if the Windlass away from the St. George academic
Windlass, St. James Town West and city executive
ment towers and a recreation centre project was approved, the Grange Scarborough dean J. D. King
member Karl Jaffary
contended that the matter might not near St. Patrick and McCaul Streets could
Quebec-Gothic
developments
become a "monolithic wall of replied
programme.
that Scarborough students
dominated City council
last week. be decided by the courts for several in the historic Grange distrinct.
faculty felt that it was no illusion
Despite a warning from city years and council would be faced
Speaking on behalf of area "At least this (bylaw) has to be and
that
they
were part of the U of T.
solicitor William Callow that the city with the question of repealing the residents, lawyer David Greenspan concluded. and at best repealed," he Israel relented,
saying that the
could be prosecuted by the bylaw all over again. He urged coun- told the committee that the "Grange withdrawn
St. Patrick Street resident Abrer relationship was "complicated and
developer, council last Friday voted
cil to repeal the bylaw immediately. area might die" if the bylaw per- high-rise."
When a vote on the motion to
difficult toProfessor
understand"
than
mit ing the development was not Steinberg
11-1 to repeal the Quebec-Gothic
rise."summed up the feeling of illusory.
WilliamratherDunphy
development. Ten alderman ab- repeal was called, 10 alderman left quashed by the committee.
object like
to theto noted that Scarborough has
stained from voting and only mayor the chamber. Voting for repeal were He attacked the Windlass Holdings, Grange
Windlass residents:
bylaw and"Wewe would
curricular autonomy as of this year.
David Crombie raised his hand in aldermen Jaffary, Sewell, Dorothy development on the grounds that it
said that there would be
opposition.
Thomas, Earys, Michael Darcy, contained no provision for low in- seeSteinberg
charged that area no Forster
it
repealed."
loss of income to either the U of T
come family housing, rooming residents were never consulted on
The bylaw, approved in 1971, Goldrick, Anne Johnston, Colin
or
Scarborough
as a result of the new
and workshops for the bylaw changes, and said the
permitted the erection of four apart- Vaughan, Ving Hope, Dan Heap and houses
Chinese community.
ment towers and 28 townhouses on Archie Chisholm.
developer
used
unscrupulous
tactics
Vice-provost Peter Meinke
Quebec and Gothic Avenues near Council also voted last Friday to If Windlass is allowed to build in in assembling land.
system.
High Park.
that the provincial
"The manner of (land) assembly emphasized would
hold a special meeting to hear the Grange, he asserted, more
be sympathetic
The developers, a consortium of deputations on the St. James Town developments would be attracted to was immoral, " he declared. People government
to
any
financial
problems arising
Greenwin and Cadillac, issued a writ West apartment project.
the district, thus destroying the
against council to halt debate on the The Meridian Building Group "remaining homes for some 8000 "were duped" into selling their from the new proposals if it felt that
property
"at very
prices."
He added
that low
a city
buildings change had been made "in the right
repeal motion sponsored by Ward 1 received permission in 1971 to erect
(i.e., not merely to bring in
alderman Elizabeth Earys.
30 story high-rise towers at Greenspan called for a
urged him to sell his land spirit"
Callow cautioned council that three
Sherbourne and Wellesley Streets. "development freeze" in the Grange toinspector
the developer and the city works more grants). Some universities
because the matter was now before Residents in the Sherbourne, and the completion of a part two department issued him with 300 regularly define students taking four
work orders (to repair his property) credits as "full-time" in order to
study for area.
the courts any alderman speaking on Bleecker, Wellesley area have fought planning
increase government income, he
people." argued that the Grange in order to harass him.
Greenspan
the motion may be charged with the development for over two years. district
was zoned for institutional Steinberg complained that said.
contempt of court.
The special meeting to be held
The writ states that the city has no March 2 will consider repeal of the use by the city, when requested to do property in the Grange "has Forster suggested that the report
power to repeal a bylaw which was bylaw. However a decision on the St. so by the University of Toronto.
eigher be given "academic approval
to Windlass."
passed by another council, and asked James Town bylaw may be stalled He asserted that U of T intended devalued
His voicedue cracking
with emotion executive
in principle"
or referred
to the
committee
to consider
to
expand
to
the
south
and
asked
until
the
Supreme
Court
reaches
a
for an cuinjunction
he concluded,
"Do you
want tothisbe "resource implications"
s ion ofthe issue. to prevent dis- verdict on the Quebec-Gothic affair. City Hall to zone the area according- the
council that
approved
if
the
mittee foresaw financial trouble.comCouncil asked Callow for his Caution prevailed at the Buildings
ly. Although the university since bylaw? Or do you want to be the
opinion on whether the meeting and Development Committee last abandoned such plans, the zoning council which listened to its Debate followed on the maximum
could be continued but the solicitor week when a motion by Ward 5 designation is still in force. Greennumbers of courses allowed for
declinedthatto each
give hiscouncillor
opinion, had
statingto alderman Ying Hope to repeal the
span urged the committee to con- The committee, however was in credit. The college had consider
only
sider
changing
it
in
order
to
preserve
no
mood
to
heed
Steinberg
or
the
setting
no maximum at all, said
projectwas waslost defeated
6-5. the Grange for family housing.
The motion
when council
decide on his or her own whether to Windlass
other residents who protested the King, but the faculty felt that a
citizens?"
speak on the motion.
moderates Reid Scott and Art Architect Jack Diamond project.
"normal load" should not
The writ will be heard by the Egglton, fearing that the city would supported Greenspan's criticism of repeal theYing
bylawHope's
lost bymotion
one vote.to rriaximum
merely be counselled but imposed
the Windlass proposal. He said the The matter will now be dealt with by out
Supreme Court of Ontario in about face
prosecution,
voted
against
of
academic
responsibility to the
two weeks time.
repeal over the objections of area area is plagued by "instability City Council.
student.
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Editor Alex Podnlck
"I worked in countries where every time
Office 91 St. George St., 2nd floor something happened, (he news went off the air
and
they'd play music. All we got was music on
Phone 923-8741, 923-8742
the air and police in the streets. Then, we'd
know there was
a crisis."
-Quebec
Communications Minister
Advertising Manager Bob Brockhouae
Jean -Paul L'Allier
923-8171
Phone

Doesn't

Media
Last andweek's
revelation
that private
radio
television
broadcasters
and
the
country's
police
chiefs
have
worked
out an agreement to give police veto
power over what news will go out over
the nation's air waves during periods of
crisis is just one more sign of this
country's unhealthy trend towards
police rule.
The so-called
secret
until now,"working
surfaceddocument",
during a
Quebec National Assembly committee
session last week. The CBC and the
Canadian
Newspapersto take
Association declinedDaily
an invitation
part
in drawing up the agreement.
Drafted following the 1970 Quebec
crisis, the paper describes the news
media as partners with police in the
fight
against
have the
right crime.
to make"Thethe police
decisionmuston
release
of
news
for
publication,"
it
continues.
Once implemented, the censorship
blueprint would establish a national
committee of broadcasters and police
chiefs to determine guidelines for the
handling of police and crime news.
And, it goes on to suggest punitive
measures against media employees
who ignore the agreement.
The document advocates "day-today planning" between policeand news
media on how to "co-operate during
emergencies".
Canadian Association of Broadcasters executive director T.J. Allard
admitted last week that the agreement could cover such things as
plane hijackings or trouble at a
university.
Although frightening in its casual
surrender of the already limited
freedom of the press, the document and
its contents should come as no surprise
to
the critical
it' isn'tat
terribly
far off reader.
current And,
practice
some professional newspapers.
Government and police officials have
long encouraged the media to exercise
utmost restraint in covering reports of
discontent.
not exaggerate
importance, Let's
is usually
the way theyits
phrase it.
During the Quebec crisis, for
example, the prime minister publicly
suggested that the CBC should muzzle
some of its reporters because they
weren't
things totheseeway
saw them portraying
or would prefer
them.he
/ft
isn't
a
giant
step
from
recognizing
the supportative role of the
professional media in our society to
understanding their willingness to give
in to police pressure for greater control
of news. Professional media operate to
make a profit. And, to ensure they keep
on
making that
profit, they're
vitally
interested
in keeping
everything
peaceful and tranquil.
They may favour replacing one
government with another, but they're
smart enough to figure out that advocating major social change would be
against their self-interest.
Certainly,
it'd be wrong
that the professional
media tohavesuggest
been
operating at cross-purposes with the
nation's law enforcers. Should they
clash, it'sposedly
mostpremature
likelyrelease
over of
the some
suppetty information or a not-yetcompletely-dormant pursuit of the unknown (It sells papers, you know).
Indeed, the media have long been in
the forefront of this country's conservative movement. Recently, their
paranoia about the supposed crime
menace facing this city has only been

serve

the public

interest

news
police
give
exceeded by that of the police. And, shortcomings and its failure to satisfy
they had a major role in building the not only the legitimate aspirations of
populace but even the bare
weekend "Cops are Tops" rally, a rally the
which wrongly sought to idolize Toron- necessities of life for so many. The
to's police force and give it uncritical paper acknowledges the media and
police's
mutual andloyalty
to "the preven-of
support.
tion of crime
the preservation
domestic peace upon which all proper
The
police-media
document
isn't
far
off the mark when it talks about why functioning of the community
it's important to have police and the
media co-operate in deciding about
That sounds amazingly like Judge
what the public will be informed. It depends".
recognizes, although not in so many M.J.
Cloney's diatribe against students
words, that crime is not the product of who occupied Simcoe Hall last year
demented madmen wandering the following the academic Senate's
streets, but a reflection of our society's refusal to grant unrestricted access to

GEE; ITS JUST LIKE TAK1N&
A SHOWER WITH RUBBER BOOTS!

The Varsity, a member ot Canadian
University Press, was lounded (n 1BB0
and is published
ministrative Cbyouncil theot iheStudents'
UniversityAdat Toronio and Is printed by Dalsons
Press Ltd. Opinions expressed In this
newspaper are Administrative
not necessarily those
the
Councilol
or trieStudents'
administration ot me university.
Formal
complaints
about
the
editorial
or business operation ol the paper may
be addressed to Committee,
the Chairman, CamBoard pusol Relations
Directors. 91 St. GeorgeVarsitySt.

veto
the stacks of the John Robarts Library.
He lashed out against students who had
taken table
theirboundsdissent
beyondmaking
the accepof passively
their
views known, completely ignoring the
Senate Library Council's refusal to
listen
the students'
Whenseriously
Cloney tosent
defendant case.
Tom
McLaughlin off to Don Jail to await
sentencing, he was taking what tittle
vengeance he could against someone
who had so brashly violated "the
which
topreservation
Cloney, theof domestic
police, thepeace"
university,
and the media was more important
than the principle involved.
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Don't just talk,
do something
The U of T Coalition against the
Cutbacks was dismayed to learn that
the Ontario Federation of Students
(OFS), which includes our own SAC,
decided to end the fees strike. The
tactic, they claimed, proved to be of
minimal effect. However, they failed
to criticize their own half-hearted

organization of the strike which was
instrumental in its failure. As a
compromise gesture, the OFS has
called on every educational institute
to close down on March 13 in order
to hold a moratorium for the purpose of discussing the COPSEO
report. (This report, by the Commission on Post-Secondary Education,
used to be the old Wright report).
The report advocates fee increases
and proposes other measures which
will make free and universal access
to postsecondary education an impos ibility. SAC wants to limit the
activities on March 13 to a discussion
of this report when 11,000 students
have already indicated in a referendum last fall that they are opposed
to fee hikes. Thousands of students
have backed this up by witholding
their fees, a fact SAC has chosen to
ignore by calling off the strike. To
make a day of study worthwhile, the
major focus should not be merely on
discussing the report, but on
criticizing government policies
which besides the fee increases,

Left has right to
criticize treaty: YS
A number of important points are raised by
the University of Toronto Communist Club in
their January 31 letter to The Varsity (Left
shouldn't
attack treaty).
us that
the
Vietnam settlement
is a They
great tell
victory
for the
Vietnam liberation movement, and that since
the Vietnamese support it the Canadian left
has no right to criticize it.
With the involvement of Canadian forces in
Vietnam now/ we have to take a look at this
settlement and decide whether or not we
should defend the intervention of our government. The Communist Party says yes. The
Young Socialists say no.
The arguments put forward by the CP are
not new. There have been many similar
instances in the past, raising the question of
how
best to defend liberation struggles around
the world.
When the British moved into Vietnam in
1945, they were welcomed by the Vietnamese
liberation fighters as "liberators". Then, the
British proceeded to return the country to the
French colonialists. Should we have supported
British entry because the Vietnamese supported it?
When the popular Congolese government of
Patrice Lumumba was threatened by
secessionist, Belgian stooge Moise Tshombe in
I960, Lumumba invited the United Nations in.
The UN force isolated his government,
allowed Lumumba to be kidnapped and
murdered, then allowed Tshombe to take
power. Should we have supported this?
In 1969, the majority of the Northern Irish
Catholic population welcomed British troops
into their country, thinking that the British
would defend them against the Protestants.
The British proceeded to turn on the
Catholics. Should we have supported that?
No. The most effective defence is based not
on the particular negotiating stances of the
parties involved, but on basic principles. The
anti-war movement in Canada has based its
actions on popularizing and defending the
right of self-determination for the Vietnamese. It put forward the principled
demands of unconditional, immediate
withdrawal of all U.S. troops and material
from noVietnam,
end to Canada's
and
Canadian anintervention.
These complicity
demands
put the responsibility for the war where it
belonged — on the U.S. and Canadian imperialists. They rallied people around ba:;c,
easily-understood concepts that were consistent with Vietnamese rights.
Should we change that now? Young
Socialists think not.
Does the treaty guarantee Vietnamese selfdetermination?
The CP thesay,
agreements. . . represent
end "The
of an eraParisin
which corrupt, reactionary, puppet
governments in Saigon can rest upon the
military
a foreigntheyimperialist
power".
Later inforce
theirof letter,
tell us that
the
signing of the agreement "removes U.S.
military support from the Thieu regime." Who
doThetheyU.S.thinkis notthey're
out ofkidding?
Vietnam. It has built
up the Thieu regime into a powerful armed
force — now the third largest air force in the
•world. Thousands of U.S. "civilian
technicians" are entering as the troops
withdraw. And, the U.S. has its allies, ininternational
visorycluding
force toCanada,backon upthe their
policies. super-

matter what the subject, they should
be experiencing clarity in diction,
colour in verbal association and in
this connection my former English
teacher always impressed upon us,
that blind memory work does not
induce retention of facts which will
enable students to make use of said
facts at a future date when they are
desirous
mastered oftheproving
subject.that they have
Only when enthusiastic students
have enthusiastic teachers can the
desired and beneficial results be
obtained. It requires constant and
willing co-operation all round.
Strange as it may seem to some
people,
there main
are enthusiastic
students whose
desire is to
work with equally enthusiastic
teachers. Therefore, I feel I would
like to bring to your notice the
unanimous student opinion that this
Wants "good
most praiseworthy situation exists in
Professor Salaff's math class of
which we are, definitely most
prof9 to stay
It is advisable that, at all times, satisfied students. Now, in connection with math 110 class, we are
while students are learning, no
include such sinister measures as
grant offs,cutbacks,
and course staff
cuts.and faculty layThe U of T Coalition Against the
Cutbacks will support the day of
study if criticism of government
policy is made a part of it. Also, we
feel that proposals for action against
the cutbacks should be presented.
Students already know they are getting screwed — the important thing
is what are we going to do about it.
This is an important question and we
will not allow SAC to sweep it under
the
rug bypurely
keeping
grievances
at thestudents'
level of
discussion.
Come to the coalition meeting this
Thursday, 7:30 in ASSU Sid Smith.
Coalition against the Cutbacks

"But, if Thieu attempts to affect a return to
1954 by sabotaging free elections and starting
to battle, who will bail him out when, as in the
past,
his troops
desert The
or refuse
the
CP asks.
Who indeed?
U.S. hasto fight?"
stated that
it will not abandon its friends {or puppets),
They will not hesitate to use the troops and
bombers stationed in Thailand and off the
coast.
The agreements do not, as the CP asserts,
mean a victory for the liberation forces. They
maintain an unstable situation with the
balance of forces in the favor of the Thieu
regime. The agreements do not recognize

YS questions role of Canadian troops in
Vietnam.
Vietnam as one country or bring about the
necessary reunification of the country. Rather,
the agreement recognizes "that the South
Vietnamese ispeople's
right toand selfdetermination
sacred, inalienable
shall
be respected.
.
.
."
The
question
of reunification ispostponed to future negotiation
among
the Vietnamese parties. In this sense, the
present agreement is not even as good as the
1954 Geneva Accords, which created a temporary division of the country, to be reunited
within two years. And the Saigon regime,
backed by the U.S. and Canada, is just as likely
to sabotage the reunification as they did in
1956.
Nor do the agreements resolve the political
situation in the South. Two governments are
recognized, with an almost impossible
national council to work out disputes that a
civil war has been fought over for decades.
Elections are promised, as they were in 1954,
under international supervision. But, there
have been many experiences with elections in
South Vietnam, the latest being last year when
Thieu ran against Thieu. If the U.S. puppet
cannot win the elections by rigging them (with
the international force in place to justify him),
then the elections will not be held.
The civil war will rage on. As it stands,
certain territories, including the major cities
and most of the population, is controlled by
Thieu. Other sections are controlled by the
liberation forces. Huge sections are controlled

by Thieu in the daytime and by the PRG-NLF
at night. Can anyone seriously expect that the
struggle for control of these territories will
occur in the spirit of "reconduction and
No. There is no peace in Vietnam, and the
agreements do not take us one step closer to it.
concord."
Why, then, did the Vietnamese accept a
settlement that is clearly less than total victory. In the past they have rejected such
proposals, declaring that they could not accept
a settlement that did not resolve the political
problems in the South and that removed all
forms of imperialist intervention. To find the
answer, we must look beyond the immediate
military
situation. situation to the world political
The settlement was imposed on the
Vietnamese. It was imposed on the one hand
by the U.S. which devastated all of Indochina
with its carpet bombing. The Vietnamese
fought U.S. imperialism heroically, and were
able to score major victories in the field. But,
their victory was not total. What tipped the
scale and allowed Nixon to get away with his
settlement
was the betrayal of the Soviet
Union and China.
Did the Soviet Union, as the CP asserts,
provide adequate military aid to the Vietnamese? Alook at the pictures of bombed-out
hnnoi and Haiphong answers the question.
Soviet aid to North Vietnam is about one-tenth
of what it gives to capitalist Egypt. China,
which seems unable to provide weaponry to
the Vietnamese, has come up with $300
million worth for the reactionary Pakistani
government. N.ascow has sent Egypt S-band
SAM-2 (surface to air) missiles, as well as the
advanced SAM-3 and SAM-6. Only the most
primitive
C-band missiles have been
sent to theSAM-2
Vietnamese.
Moreover, in inviting Nixon to negotiate
arms limitations and trade accords in Moscow,
at the same time as the U.S. was mining the
North Vietnamese harbors and bombing the
dikes, the Soviet bureaucrats gave U.S. imperialism agreen light for further aggression.
They were serving notice that they cared more
for
diplomatic
deals than they did for the
Vietnamese revolution.
This is fully in accord with Stalinist foreign
policy,
which above
puts thethe.quest
for "peaceful
coexistence"
advance
of world
revolution. As Vietnam and a host of previous
examples show, such a policy does not
promote peace, but simply gives the agressor
the go-ahead for more aggression. Imperialism
can be stopped only by firmly standing up to
it.
The Soviet Union and China never did this.
They did not provide adequate military aid.

faced with a situation which gives us
to understand that this atmosphere
of rapport to which I have made
reference is to be terminated and
this has brought consternation to the
whole class, because professor
Stephen
Salaff definitely meets ail
those requirements.
It is said that
are
sometimes
better,second
and, thoughts
accordingly
the entire class would be eternally
grateful if it could be possible to
nullify the decision already reached
and thereby enable professor
Stephen Salaff to continue to carry
on with his "goood work" as in the
If I were in Greece, I would not be
able
to approach
authorities
as I
am now
taking thethe liberty
of doing
on behalf of the entire class, but,
fortunately, democracy works in
Canada!
past.
Therefore, I trust you will pardon
me for thus approaching you and
will not consider me to be
presumptuous. Cons tantin Mrtztthras

They did not declare, as the Soviet Union did
for Cuba and Eastern Europe, that North
Vietnam was inviolable territory, that an
attack on North Vietnam would constitute an
attack on the Soviet Union. They did not form
a united front of workers states in defence of
the Vietnamese (which Cuba repeatedly called
for).
They antiwar
did notmovement.
call for and build a
worldwide
It comes as no surprise that the Communist
Party, which is famous for its craven support
of Soviet policy, from Czechoslovakia to Latin
America, should be found in the camp of those
who
supporting
Nixon'sbe treaty.
It logically
followsare that
they should
supporting
Canadian intervention in Vietnam, violating the
most basic principle of socialism — opposition
to foreign deployment of the forces of our own
country. Now the CP is consciously disarming
world opinion and promoting illusions in the
ranks of the anti-war movement. Their advice
toforces
keepwould
a "watchful
eye" ifonit the
be laughable
was Canadian
not such
blatant
treachery.
The Vietnamese are having a settlement
imposed on them. They may well be forced to
accept it because of the tremendous pressures
placedtheir
uponerstwhile
them, bothalliesby U.S.
imperialism
and
in Moscow
and
Peking. But, the left in Canada and the antiwar movement is under no such pressure. We
have the continued responsibility to defend
the basic rights of the Vietnamese.
In desperately seeking to defend their
indefensible position, the CP calls anyone who
disagrees withallies
themof reaction".
"anti-Communist"
"unconscious
Yet, it is and
the
CP, not those on the left like the Young
Socialists who oppose the treaty, who now are
supporting Canadian intervention.
In this light, it might be instructive to
remind the U of T Communist Club of the
attitude Lenin took to the German Social
Democratic Party who voted for the treaty
which Lenin's Soviet regime had been forced
to sign with Germany in 1918:
"You swine. We are objectively compelled
to negotiate in order not to be annihilated, but
as for you — you are politically free to vote for
or against, and your vote implies whether or
not you place confidence in your own
In accord with our basic principled position
on the Indochina war, the Young Socialists
will
continue to participate in the Canadian
bourgeoisie."
anti-war mover tent, which today must be
clear and unequivocal in its opposition to any
and all Canadian intervention. All those who
seriously oppose the war should be with us.
Kathleen Dalion
Young Socialists

Dare Foods Ltd. —producer of Dare Cookies
has refused to negotiate with its striking employees
for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance
have characterized the company's approach to
the predominantly female work force.
Help Dare workers protect their union
and win a fair contract
DON'T

BUY

DARE
COOKIES!
(and tell your friends not to, either)
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SAC

HAS

FEES

ENDED

THE

STRIKE.

The fees strike accomplished what it was meant to presented to the Davis Government early in February,
go. It's
Twenty thousand students across Ontario gave suggests some of the directions the Government could
accomplish.
directions,
very strong indication that we are not prepared to sit time for us to devote our attention to these new fees
another
strike,
the
to
end
an
called
has
SAC
reasons,
these
For
to
still while the Government moves to decrease accessibility
the University system. We have demonstrated our concern, in co-operation with the rest of the Universities of Ontario and
Now we must move into another phase — examining what the Ontario Federation of Students, and a day of study of the
the Government should be doing, and trying to initiate the COPSEO report has been called for March 13.
changes we want to see. The final report of the Commission The University has responded by clarifying the situation
on Post Secondary Education ("Wright Report"), which was with regard to the $15 late payment penalty:
YOU

CAN

AVOID

BETWEEN

THE

NOW

The penalties have been waived for fee payments received
on
or before
alreadyat 215
paidHuron
the late
fee
penalty,
refundFebruary
cheques 28.canIf beyou've
collected
Street

THE

NEXT

LATE

AND

PENALTY

FEB.

20

on or after March 2.
Victoria
St. the
Michael's
have
agreedCollege,
to follow
same College,
policy. and Trinity College

STEP:

Prologue

FT
GI
TO
O'S
TARI
ON

STUDENTS?
J

f
MARCH

13

"The Learning Society" is the title of the final report of the
Commission on Post Secondary
Education in Ontario (COPSEO). It
proposes very significant changes in the nature and funding of postsecondary education in Ontario.
What does it mean to students? to the institutions? to the Ontario
FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF.
public?
Every university in Ontario is planning for a day-long study session
on the Commission's report, on TUESDAY, MARCH 13. Call SAC or your
college or faculty student council if you can help us organize or
publicize the sessions at U of T.
A PRECIS
OF "THEAT LEARNING SOCIETY" (36 pages
instead
of 250)VERSION
IS AVAILABLE
THE SAC OFFICE and from other
student council offices in the University. Read it — It's talkinq about
YOU.
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Cou
By RANDY i,l
ROBERTSON ember "The atta
OHIP
used to send incr
out random ease
„ . ncM
monev
Will have
havpcks
tn behp made
marie up111 some
letters
heal
will
if
thservices
fee
way only
if we way
are
Governing
being collected
Council student""""""wW
for had indeed audit
our services
member Brian Morgan has to maintainmoney
been rendered.asking
at totheir
present level. The
In this
denounced the necessity of the recent
increase,
from
seems
$10
to
to
be
a
way
raise
a
parent
in
fees,"
might
Wodehouse
find
out
about
said.
a
He
daughter's
noted
that
abortion
or
an
$12, in the student health fee.
the fee had been $10 since 1963.
psychiatric treatment.
Wodehouse said that health costs to students at other offspring's
The practice
of audit letters has ended. But Wodehouse
"The
edict has again been applied," he said. "When
in trouble,usualincrease
the fees, increase the pressure on universities range from one dollar — "with service at that has been unable, he said, to receive written confirmation that
it will not return. He noted that audit letters have been
students". This, he said, is "taking the easy way out."
level" - to $20. "So the U of T is around the median."
Morgan claimed that the increase is "a covert way of
the students
in their wisdom, that the service is discontinued in the past and have returned.
not "If
worth
the extradecide,
raising the whole fee, for students, of coming
two
dollars,
we can reduce our Wodehouse
"The number
to
university."
said. of these cases, anyway, is small,"
The increase, approved by the Governing Council on the services. The whole service can bethenabolished.
There were,
recommendation of the Internal Affairs Committee, will
however,
11,000
people
who
used
Morgan
the
be
service
last
year
that the health service's infirmary is a
—
half
collected as part of registration fees next September.
of the registered students on the downtown campus. The luxury. "It ischarged
not used; therefore it is not needed. Its phasing
Morgan derided the action of the Internal Affairs service
is
not
unused."
out
would
represent
a
committee in proposing raising the fee before a detailed and
Wodehouse admittedsignificant
that thesaving."
service cannot recover
Cadario said that Internal Affairs "had approved the
searching review of the service, a review that might
increase,
noting
that
the
conclude
money
Governing
from
OHIP for the infirmary. "The building is
had already inadequate; it does
that the service is not that important to students and therefore approved a reduction in the university Council
not
meet
the
standards
OHIP has set. We
grant."
that the increase is not justified.
fact, CadarioJs committee recommended the fee rise are stuck with this situation until we obtain a proper
Internal Affairs Committee chairman Paul Cadario beforeIn the
budget
committee
had
cut
the
grant,
the ostensible building," which he said is "not in the forseeable future."
pointed out that the committee, after its current review
reasons for the fee hike. The
He defended the infirmary's value, however, to "students
committee of the
discipline, will be reviewing the whole philosophy of servicesof Governing Council was forced toexecutive
instruct Internal Affairs to living away from home, to emotional
upsets, to students
discharged
wait
until
the
budget
cut
had
been
approved.
early from the hospital, to people
onhowcampus.
with athletic
"We
will
be considering
the services
are for,
much they are costing,
Morgan claimed that most of the student body is paying injuries released from the hospital the day of an operation
whether whosubsidies
are involved!
- all
and so on," he said.__
double
for
its
health
are housed pointed
here." out that the infirmary, which is
The director of the service, Dr. George Wodehouse, the student fee. services since it pays OHIP charges and theseWodehouse
staffed 24 hours a day, provides medical advice and assistance
claims that the increase is necessary because the service faces' payingHe claimed as well that students who do have OHIP are after
the hours of the health service and on weekends.
through the fee for those who have come from outside
aincome.
"loss of $58,000 — more likely to be $65,000 or $70,000" in its
Cadario said that the matter of the infirmary
the
province to attend the university and who do not have
had been
OHIP.
discussed
at the meeting of the Internal Affairs Committee
The Governing Councils' budget
last year
Wodehouse
said
that
overestimated the service's income for thiscommittee
80
per
cent
dealing
of
the student body has
with the fees increase. "It was noted that occupancy is
year ' 'by $25,000
$35,000".
At most, Wodehouse said, the service will receiveor OHIP coverage. Of this, one quarter will not or cannot low at certain times of year but also that occupancy
is high —
$225,000 and
produce the information the service needs to collect from the the place is full — at other times."
not the $250,000 suggested by the committee.
The budget committee, on which
sits, has as well, government.
"The infirmary is an area we should look at more closely
reduced the university subsidy to the Cadario
service from $73 000 to
He noted that there is supposed to be liason across the — but the committee was not ready to consider the matter at
$40,000, a reduction of $33,000. This reduction "is the crunch," country in health coverage. Technically a student from British
Wodehouse
said, emphasizing at the same time that the Columbia should have treatment provided here covered by his
Morgan attacked the psychiatric service health service
provides as the main cause of the deficit.
service is not being treated any differently in the university's provincial health plan.
general austerity plan than any other department or service.
Wodehouse defended it — "a damned
But there is a variation in services. The benefits provided the time."
service". Its
The Advisory Bureau is facing a budget cut of 22 per cent! by Ontario
are not provided for by other provincial systems team includes a psychiatrist, two assistants, agood
pyschologist and
acontinuing
social worker.
therapy.It provides same day service
in contrast
(especially
by
Quebec)
and
the
service
cannot
collect
for
these
to
the
Health
as well as
Service's
45
per
cent
grant
cut.
benefits.
The service has three sources of revenue: student health
fees, the university subsidy, and monies recovered from OHIP.
Cadario said that the Internal Affairs Committee is
"Students with limited academic careers cannot afford to
It has been explicitly
recommending
fiddle around" if they do have mental problems, he said,
grant cannot be exceeded.told by the budget committee that its at registration. that the administration collect OHIP numbers stressing
service's will
importance.
the increase
The amount the service has been recovering from OHIP
The fees
raise approximately $45,000 for the
"This
would
prompt
students to obtain their service,
has been increasing. It has gone, Wodehouse said, from almost numbers and aid collection", some
Wodehouse said. Yet there is still another $25,000
he
said.
"These
numbers
would
nothing five years ago to, in 1973, a projected $200,000.
also have value for the students themselves as a source of pick up. "This will have to be done through internalto
Yet the service cannot collect for all expenses from identification in the event of an accident."
organization
OHIP. Many students on reaching 21 forget itsto apply
If thebeenfee necessary.
hadand noteconomy."
been increased, a reduction in staff would
There are a number of people covered by OHIP who do have
for coverage or deliberately decide not to apply. Studentsto OHIP
provide
the
necessary
information
but
for
whom
the
service
from
the United States and other foreign countries are not covered does not collect. This is primarily because the confidentiality
"Yet thissaid.would have been moving in a vicious circle",
Wodehouse
by OHIP.
of the service rendered might be revealed.
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Ross
income:
guaranteed
is delaying
Ottawa
ment of using delaying tactics in income. Ross presented a paper to stated "The guaranteed annual inthe Canadian Council on Social
By FERNANDO TRAFICANTE
come isonly one short step but by no
the Ontario Anti-Poverty Conference
David Ross, a program director of Development, accused the govern- implementing the guarenteed annual held
at the Lord Simcoe Hotel means the only answer",to poverty.
over the weekend.
A Toronto group, the Toronto
Caucus of Labour Committees, was
He saidexperiments
that the government's
"income
are another prevented from presenting a paper
value
blames
Psychotherapist
form of royal commission" to delay to the conference by the steering
committee. The steering committee
anyRossaction.
continued: "the problem is stated the paper was "a political
document and not a valid part of the
squishing
the
income
distribution
erosion for our dehumanization
and not pulling some figure out of a
hat" to represent an adequate conference".
The Toronto Caucus was later
By GRETCHEN ROEDDE
and a behaviourist philosophy of life. hidden in the chain of situations guaranteed income. He also said that removed
the conference by the
The erosion of traditional values He later explained that he which is our life.
money is not enough to alleviate vote of a from
of the members.
and
what
is requiredhealth
are Conferencemajority
considered the reductivist analysis a "It is our conscience which makes poverty
has
resulted
in
our
society's
chairman
Mike Carson
services
such
as
improved
dehumanized attitudes to sex, drug- "nothing-but" view — man is our suffering meaningful, and it is care and legal aid.
said
that
they
were
"trying to inject
this
great
quality
to
turn
our
tragedy
taking, alcoholism,
and
violence
ac"nothing
but
a
naked
ape."
Values
Conference was
cording toDr. Viktor Frankl.
and meanings are considered into triumph which is an essential heldThetoAnti-Poverty
the con-a
ference." into
Karl Stevens,
organize the various groups party politics
Frankl, an Austrian psychiatrist "nothing but reaction formations feature of our humanness."
spokesman for the International
defence mechanisms.
who survived three years at the Nazi and
Asked his opinion of encounter in the province who work with poor Caucus
of
Labour
Committees,
in areas such as legal aid,
concentration camp, Auschwitz, was Enthusiasm and conscience are groups for emotional therapy, people
speaking to a capacity crowd of 3,000
Frankl replied he felt they are welfare rights groups, Indian groups claimed steering committee chairman Normand
"is following
labour organizations.
at Massey Hall last week in a undermined.''
Opposed to this approach, Frankl "basically a vulgarization of the andYork
orders
of theBrody
Communist
Party
University, social welfare inthe the
Catholic Youth Corps-sponsored stressed that man's basic human spirit of encounter. It is group
United
States
to
expel our
lecture.
strength of spirit and love being professor Wilson Head called for "a
motivation
is
a
"will
to
meaning",
President of the Austrian Society and survival is dependent on a sense
re-distribution of income". He members from the conference."
for Psychotherapy and author of of meaning derived from our commercialized".
courage
and
patience,
rather
than
Man's
Search fortheMeaning,
discussed
senseFranklof
subjective exmeaninglessness and frustration, the from a drug-induced
perienceaway
which "often
onlythesteers
individual
from
uniquean
"universal
which
he saidexistential
expresses vacuum,"
itself in a tasks which each person has to per"capita list and communist country
form in one's life.
be attributed,
alike", and
academic
youth.particularly affects but"Meaning
must be cannot
discovered
by oneself
"Education reinforces this sense through personal dedication to one's
of vacuum with a reductivist concept goals," he explained. "Our conscience isultimately our guide to the
of man, expressed by such books as
Desmond Morris' The Naked Ape, unique meanings lying dormant and

Capitol Recording Artist
CHRISTOPHER

KEARNEY

with PEMMICAN
in concert
THE MEETING PLACE
SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE
"Christopher Kearney will be a star in England within a
year "
' Dally
DavidExpress
Wigg
London, England
"Christopher Kearney. . . puts over a dynamic line in
country rock and straight rock n'roll."
Michael Cable
Dally Mall
London, England
New single "One Helluva Rock n'Roll Band" from his
second Capitol album "Pemmlcan Slash"
8:30-11:30 p.m.
Adm. s2.00/person
FRIDAY, FEB. 23

Superior
Optical
Prescription
Eyeglasses
Frame styles
to compliment
today's
fashions youthful
in metal and shell
236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

60 Metal Styles Available

By BRAYCO
BLACK WITH TAN PIPING
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Open Thursday and Friday Nites
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1 15 YONGE STREET
262 YONGE STREET
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1475 YONGE STREET
(SCARBOROUGH)
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ADAMS
BOUTIQUE:
126 BLOORAPPLE
ST, WEST
SHOPPERS WORLD, BRAMPTON
774 YONGE STREET
OSHAWA SHOPPING CENTRE
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PR
By GREGGMcMASTERhas Southwo
Vietnamn
Patriots
member Nguyen
Phu
today, said"ta
includes cal
recent opposition vic
to the war referred
Kolko, cti
acknowledged
that "Canada
y",
say
to a recent statement
Kol
The recent Vietnam cease-fire and "the balance of forces has by the Wall
ko
froms is Kolko
Street Journal, and thetor
an ally
of thetoU.S.,
that's whytheit
agreement represents "a tactical vic- moved very significantly against the world outrage at the latest bombing North Vietnamese premier Pham was
chosen
supervise
tory ofself-determination but not a U.S. and their puppet regime."
Van Dong, who said the liberation ceasefire. Everything Canada has
raids,
which
came
"for
the
first
time
forces
"must renew the struggle, to
final victory" the Vietnamese, "People who say the war is over from people who share in managing
past has been cooraccording to forYork
are
stically deludin the world economy, said Kolko.
complete the revolutionary work of done indinatthe
ed with the U.S.," including the
professor Gabriel Kolko.University themselvunreali
es, said Kolko, pointing outg
Debate
raged
throughout
the
Vietnamese people".
recent recognition of North VietHe was speaking in one of a series that "the
on the nature of the theNguyen
ional conference
described as
An said
thatoverthrow
the struggle's "part nam,
of seminars presented last Saturday Revolutionary PRG
Governm(Provis
ent) has
of which
the ceasefire, and on the role of Cana- "next
the Kolko
stage
U.S. two Viemams
is
to
the
dian forces in Vietnam.
by the Association of Vietnamese overwhelming support of the popregime".is Heessential
pointed for
out that
Patriots in Canada as a celebration
"repression
against the Thieu regime, of Speakers from the Patriots puppet
the Anne Buttrick of the Committee to
of the ceasefire, which they whom "theulation"essential
characteristic is Association were optimistic about puppet regime's survival, and this Free
Vietnamese
described as "a victory in that it gangsterism". He added that "the the outcome of "free and democratic will only arouse the people's anger" PrisonersSouth
spoke on the need Political
to build
means complete withdrawal of all Thieu army is largely finished as a elections under international superU.S. forces and allies from fighting force", even though the
a movement
inthatthe prisoners'
vision", but this was challenged by "puppet
itThe NLF
would
attack conthe defence.
regime"
if
repression
She
said
"mass
regime
cannot be dismissed lightly, speakers who recalled that such
Vietnam".
policy". of civilian prisonersarrests
ues, and "meanwhile,
move- and
due to large arms shipments from elections were promised in the 1954
ment tiinnthe
free areas willtheincrease
Despite bylasttheyear's
beenkilling
carried out since Aprilhaveby
overtures
U.S.S.R."regrettable"
and China the United States, and American agreement as well.
tenfold", he said.
Thieu,
to ensure his success in the
One participant, while conceding
to the U.S., and the "reticence by pressure on the South Vietnamese
Another now
speaker
said "the
upcoming elections, which Canada
the increasingly favourable balance question
both countries" to fully support and
is whether
the will
in
restraint
exercise
"to
China
"
help
supervise through the
support.
their
Vietnam, "the NLF (National
of forces, described the situation as revolutionary forces will honour the
Liberation Front) is the most power- Evidence that resumption of one of "dual government which agreement religiously and International Control Commission".
ful national political organization1 in direct U.S. reinvolvement is unlikely perhaps you'll agree can't go on. The demobilize", when the aim of the
liberation forces have not achieved Thieu regime is "to wipe them
One speaker called tofordefend
a "visible
Vietthe overthrow of the Thieu regime out." This speaker was repeatedly consistent movement
prisoners, to defend the
and the establishment of a socialist, shouted down by the Vietnamese Vietnamesenameserevolution
against the
and by members of the Communist counter-revolutionary forces of
united Vietnam".
VUSAC• VIC
EXECUTIELECTIONS
VE - THURSDAY, MARCH* 15
Party of Canada.
deadline for nominations:
Phu accused president Thieu of Thieu and the U.S. imperialists who
"ordering
many actions aimed at
Friday, March 9, 4:00 p.m.
sabotaging implementation of the backA them."
questioner asked whether
positions open
agreement",
and of Vietnamese
"harrassing theas prisoners can be safeguarded "under
-president
NLF
and
North
circumstances
less than the achieve-communic
ations
commissioner
aliens". Kolko suggested the best
-vice-president -education commissi
ment ofa single government by the
oner
PRG",
and
-finance commissioner -scarlet
way
to
prevent
ceasefire
violations
was
told that the PRG
& gold commissioner
-university government
wasSome
to "cutspeakers
off all aid tostressed
Thieu." that and Thieu have agreed in the
-productions chairman
commissioner -student services
commissio
ceasefire
to
"try
to
do their
ner
Canadians
should support the use of to reach agreements
on utmost"
political
***** VIC SAC REP-5 to be elected
"our" troops
to
implement
the
March 7 & 8
agreement, but others disagreed. prisoners.
deadline for nominations
A speakertroops
questioned
the role of
One suggested
"insufficient
sup- Canadian
in enforcing
a
port forced the that
Vietnamese
to make
Friday, March 2, 4:00 p.m.
ceasefire "in which Thieu can imconcessions
have made, they
FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING BOTH ELECTIONS
and otherwise
we must wouldn't
oppose
prison thousands byof NLF
cadre," but
a Vietnamese:
CONTACT THE VUSAC OFFICE IN WYMILWOOD
imperialist intervention in any was answered
"Canadian troops are invited".
HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS
MUSIC WEDNESDAY NIGHT
TONIGHT, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 21
COENRAAD BLOEMENDAL. CELLO

KATHRYN ROOT, PIANO
Playing:
Beethoven's Sonata #4
Bach's Suite #2 -cello solo
Prokofiev's Cello Sonata, op. 1 1 9
8:30 p.m. - Great Hall

HILLEL

A rare new collection of memorabilia adorni the walls and an
engaging mixture of patrons raise
their glasses. Lunch from noon
'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a
delightfully different daily special.
Surrounded by The Sutton Place,
on Wellesley at Bay.
The Bull and The Bear

FILM SERIES
presents

SALLAH
starring

Chaim

Topol
Gaula

Saturday,

Members

GilaAlmagor
Noni

February 24th, 8:30 p.m.
Hillel House

75c

Non-Members

Refreshments,
& dancing

food

following

s1. 00

PROFESSOR IVAN VALLIER
of the Department of Sociology
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
form."
will speak on
"CATHOLICISM AND POLITICS
IN THE AMERICAS AND WESTERN EUROPE IN THE 70 s'
on y
Wednesday, Februar
21, 1973
at 7:30 p.m. in the
Council Chambers, Room 202
Galbraith Building,
35 St.by George Street
Sponsored
THE LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
International Studies Programme
School of Graduate Studies
University of Toronto
PROFESSOR VALLIER is the author of "CATHOLICISM, SOCIAL CONTROL
AND MODERNIZATION IN LATIN AMERICA" and other
studies He is an
expert in comparative sociology of religion and methodology
in the social
sciences.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Public Lectures 1972-73
Feb. 22
Growth and Alan
stability:
the Athenian view
Professor
Samuel
March 1 Towards a definition of the humanities: a
physicist's
Principal A.approach
C. Hollis Hallett
March 8 The French author and public relations 1635-1778
Professor Robert Finch
March 15 Curricula
autobiography.vitae: myth and pattern fn
Professor Phyllis Grosskurth
March 22 The Greek Generis in the tradition
Professor J.W. Wevers
March 29 Seventeenth-century prophecy, sacred and
Dean R. A. Greene
profane
Thursdays at 4.10 p.m.
West Hall, University College
Coffee at 3.30 p.m.
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athletics is primarily an individual, educational experience
integrated with a participation experience, the 10-page
Waterloo document contains "some of the good, and
some One
of thethebad",onecarefully
hand, straddling
discussing thethefence.
intramural
program,
the
paper
states,
"Concern
should
be
registered
of the possibility of spreading the available energies
and
resources
thinly".
On thetooother
hand, the document's opening section
asserts, "The apparent needs of the students can be met
only by a multi-faceted athletic program which recognizes
the requirements of all of its participants. It must fill the
needs of those seeking basic skill instruction and those
who pursue excellence in sport. It must satisfy the player
seeking leisure involvement through physical activity, as
well as the athlete interested in competitive sports at
various
levels."allThat
the
students
of theis, the
time.program seeks to serve all of
Role of spectator
The spectator also fits strongly into Waterloo's
philosophy
In fact,of athletics.
one of the aims of the Department of
Athletics is "to present a program which is an enjoyable
experience for all participants and which is a unifying and
integrating focus contributing to the school spirit of the
thedisplays
paper, itas isanstated
that, "The
value
student inand
body."
ofgeneral
theElsewhere
contests
interesting
spectacle
for the student body, the alumni, and the community at
large must be emphasized". But the very next sentence
continues "Noting the suggested dangers of 'Spectatorism' as opposed to active participation, the skill and
proficiency of the representative teams can be a model of
excellence for the university as well as the high school
and grad
of theabout
community."
Whenschool
asked students
to comment
whether spectator
sports are forms of escape from participation or
attacking various social problems, Totzke said that he
believedhe spectator
valid",
said. sports had some value. "I think it's
"We always used to de-emphasize spectators. Now,
we want to make the games attractive, but not in a show

Waterloo Warriors basketball team addpractices
the main gym.gym.The partition in the background tolds to
another inmedium-sized

Waterloo

vague

on

sports
philosophy
Waterloo Director of Athletics Carl Totzke told The
"Broad participation, of course, is the goal and
gauge of a successful program — availability of adequate
Varsity.
"We Wehaveshould
a role torelate
fill intothethisdevelopment
of sport
in general.
development,
facilities the key", according to.the University of Waterloo
and
dpcument "The Philosophy of the Departmen
should
make
facilities
subject
to
community
use."
t
of
Athletics" (February 1972).
added "We don't overdo three or four major
Although the priorities of the athletic program at
sports.Totzke
We have
a strong intramural program at several
levels. We want a strong competitive, strong recreational,
Waterloo are not clearly defined {as are those already
strong instructional program. Intramurals has enjoyed
mentioned earlier this month concerning Queen's University - that is, the
first and the spectator
increased budgets in the past three to four years."
second), the Waterlooparticipant
As a result, what the athletics department states in
program attempts to appeal
words is actually impossibile to analyze in a more realistic
everyone (or, as the document states, all "interestto
context. The document fails to define priorities, and
groups").
suffers as a result.
"We are attempting to run a broad athletic program
Starting from the assumption that one believes
relating to the needs of the university community",

business
way." Totzke feels that spectator participation"
However,
is all right "if we can enhance our product and get crowd
response
and ismake
bucks."
So, what
it to abe,fewthe more
spectator
or participant first,
and in what order? Or is the Waterloo administration
attempting
to spread its program — to use its own words
— "too thinly"?
Intercollegiate philosophy
Consistent to the remainder of the document, the
section dealing with the intercollegiate program is also
highly general. Apparently, the intercollegiate program
"appealsof its
to the
athlete
to excellence,
although
some
values
and aspiring
contributions
are realized
by a
much
broader
group
than
just
the
participants"
(i.e. the
spectators too).
A balance
required
a student'sstatement
life, according
the paper,
but isthere
is noindefinitive
on thisto
'balance'. It merely remarks, "While it is recognized that
the program is a most important adjunct to the academic
diet of the student, training intensity and scheduling
commitments must be kept in proper perspective so as
not te jeopardize the student's normal academic
progress" (whatever that may be).
-With the proper
and leadership,
administration
feels coaching
that qualities
accruing Waterloo's
to the individual from the . program can be "development of
sportsmanship, courage, resourcefulness, emotional control, respect for authorityf?), stability, *and sacrifice." All
these
represent
positive'qualities'
values forarean presumed
individual to
in our
society. 'good' or
Intramural philosophy
The stated purpose and objectives of the intramural
program, divided into four classifications — competitive,
instructional,
valuable to therecreational,
participant.club — are considerably more
"We think the best amareur sport in Canada should
be in the universities and we promote clubs for
participation
after isuniversity,"
The program
designed to,Totzke
among said.
other objectives,
"enable an individual to learn a particular activity and to
participate in activities that may carry over into later life",
"encourage an individual to enhance his level of personal
health and fitness" and "enable an individual to
understand
the values
in sport".
As withandthe appreciate
intercollegiate
program,inherent
the goals
of the
intramural program are extremely general: "Intramurals
should span the spectrum of proficiency and provide an
area
for students at all levels of ability and interests to
compete
their peers."
The with
intramural
program also provides an added
bonus in that "the onus of enthusiams for the
development of new programs... should be on the
(In intercollegiate athletics, the university is already
committed to the OUAA and a given number of sports. 0
students."
Given these restrictions, the intercollegiate program does

ry 21, 1973

not allow for student participation in the developmental
process of the program.)
— In fact, the instructional/recreational program is
"haps the most worthwhile for the athletic department
to follow. The document says, "this aspect of the program
should emphasize individual sports with carry-over value"
and ". . . should offer exposure to a broad calendar of
activities."
Winning, recruiting, financing
Where the document finally becomes more concrete
and touches important areas, however Js with respect to
the philosophies of "winning", "recruiting", "developing
professional athletes", and "financing".
Waterloo's athletics department believes that "as
long as rules are being observed...
it should be the
intention of the participants to direct their efforts toward
winning." However, "it is most important that something
of value should accrue from 'the game' not just 'the
result'...lesson."
Learning to accept defeat with grace is a
valuable
The University of Waterloo is opposed to recruiting.
"Acceptable
contact
(athletes)to
would be in the
naturewithof prospective
familiarizatiostudents
n and exposure
what the U of W has to offer both in academic and
g^letic programs . . ." Athletic schoolarships "will not be
pen."
that "a continued
honesareapproach
s boundWaterloo
to bringfeels
favourable
results if we
offering
quality."
However, Totzke admitted that "recruiting is being
'orced on us from the national Directorate
of Fitness and
Amateur
le added. Sport. Personally, \'m very much opposed to it,"
Furthermore, while Waterloo realizes that "our
Drograms are not geared toward developing professional
athletes",
it does accept the fact that "world class and
Olympic level
athletes can, and have, emerged from our
irograms, and others may use this route to arrive at a
irofessional athletic career."
Totzke thinks the universities should help Olympic;lass
government
looking
all aroundhaveto
lelp itsathletes.
Olympic "The
development
plans.is The
universities
,aid we will help. The document (on philosophy) is
lexible. We could change our ideas of recruiting or
raining for the government. It's job training, in effect,
md why couldn't we do it in hockey for instance?
lowever, he added that this was a "pretty remote
'ossibility."
With regard to financing, Waterloo proposes that
the intramural and intercollegiate-athletic programs are
undamental and integral components of the educational
Lucture
university"
financiallyor
upported ofin the
a manner
similarandto "should
any otherbe function
rogram which is a basic component of the university
ducational structure."
In summary, the document emphasizes that "the
Apartment must recognize the leadership role it can
lay in the development of athletics in the community
'ith the provision of premium facilities for regional and
■strict play-offs, the offering of coaching clinics and
'orkshops, field days, invitational competitions and the
ke, provided that internal needs are not ignored by so
oing.
Also, "staff
and workers
should
be inventive,
Prospective
and leaders
(not only
followers)
in the
ssemination of knowledge and experimental data
Native to their sphere of interest."
The document fails to provide priorities, attempting
stead to cover all areas equally. While the paper
presents the goals of the athletic department, the
Jtcome might be different in reality. (We have not been
)le to study the program over time and evaluate it.)
However, even though an athletic program might
>oend
'aching upon
staff, the
there"integrity"
is at leastofa the
recentadministrative
document at and
the
diversity of Waterloo which provides for some direction
id something to appeal to if the goals of the program
sre changed.
ganizational Structure
The overall departmental structure of athletics and
iysical education at the University of Waterloo is
parated to a greater degree than the organizational
ttern existing at Queen's University.
Whereas at Queen's the academic and athletic
sas of physical education have attempted to join
iether under a common philosophy and common goals,
Waterloo the pattern is somewhat separate, even
thin athletics (between intramural and intercollegiate
)grams).
Waterloo's Faculty of the School of Kinetics and
isure Studies is recognized as a legitimate body by the
iversity administration, equal to other faculties with
ipect to hiring, firing, staff salaries (with some minor
iations), etc. (Again, this structure is similar to that
md at Queen's.)
Three distinct departments exist in the faculty —
reation and leisure, kinesiology, and athletics. Both the
)artments of recreation and leisure^and kinesiology
/e academic status, while the athletics department is
>n-academic".
Director of Athletics Totzke said that the staff in the
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petitive, intercollegiate athletics.)
department of athletics does "teach, and service
teaching salaries are all funded -through the (interHe said, "We rejected student control (athletes plus
non-athletes), although we are not opposed to student
collegiate) athletic fee." Totzke added, "We have argued
majorities on any committee. They (students) wanted 75that the university
should .pick up all salaries and they
and 20 per cent "other" because
cent students,
80 perclaimed
rejected
it, but I don't
know why."staff were considered
Department
they
of athletics
that students
pay that part of the money.
Our objection to it was because there
faculty until one year ago, but they now have staff rank.
was no other
reason
given
other
than
the
fact that the students paid
This
means
"we
don't
get
tenure,
are
possibly
not
eligible
for sabatticals, and are on an 11-month appointment
- versus an eight-month appointment for faculty", he said.
"Students weren't critical of the program and didn't
the money."
Within the department of athletics itself, the
have
long lists of grievances. The people criticizing (the
move
for student control) were student politicians inAthletics
Advisory
Board
is
"responsibl
e
for
determinin
g
the policies governing the conduct of the Athletic
terested inthe idea of control. They're almost
Program of the University of Waterloo, with power of
revolutiona
s sake."
ries
Accordingfortorevolution'
the Athletic
Advisory Board
delegation in all matters" (Constitution of the Athletic
Advisory Board, January, 1971).
constitution, the board "shall have overall responsibility
for formulating, developing, and operating the athletic
Prior to the organization of the Athletic Advisory
Board, power in the department of athletics had rested
program and related policies and budgets."
mainly with the dean of the school and the director of
The board also "received(s) from the Department of
Athletics the annual
operating budget estimating and
men's athletics. Totzke said, "The constitution was
showing
sources or means of revenue and items of
accepted by the university, but it doesn't say who the
expenditures." The board is then responsible for detailing
advisory board is responsible to." He added, "Things have
budgetary estimates and recommending a total budget
been going well and until you get a problem you don't
showing
income and expenditures to the Committee on
really Totzke
change it (the structure)".
Enterprises.
Ancillary
said that the purpose of the board is, in
Furthermore,
the AAB "may recommend to the
theory,
to
"work
out
from
theirWeneeds,
come from the intercollegitheateteams
President. . . rules and regulations
council.
for the good order and
collatewhcihall
budgets and then go to the advisory board and from there
both on and off campus".
of athleticthe events,
conductAt present,
structure
of
the
AAB consists of an
toAthletics
the dean(forandbudget
on to the
President's Advisory Council on
approval).
Executive Committee, and four Standing Councils men's and women's intramural athletic councils,
Unlike Queen's, the Waterloo structure has
- visible control at the top administrative level, rather more
men's and women's intercollegiate athletic councils. and
than
The Executive Committee (consisting of three
within the department of athletics itself.
members) calls regular meetings of the board and
Like the Queen's University Council on Athletics,
structures the agenda of these meetings, acts on behalf
Waterloo's Athletic Advisory Board is representative of
of the board where immediate decisions are necessary,
the
ends.university community. However, there the similarity
and, is responsible for organizing membership
Waterloo's AAB consists of seven ex-officio
appointees.
members, and several appointed members.
According to the AAB constitution, the men's and
Only a maximum ofseven of these appointed members can, at the
women's
intercollegiate
councilsof "serve
bodies to the
Assistant Directors
Athleticsasandadvisory
present time, be selected from among the student body.
to the
Athletic Advisory Board on the policies and programs
The structure, although not student-controlled,
concerning intercollegiate athletics. The Councils....
reflects in part the financial situation of athletics at
Waterloo. While students pay a $20 per year fee for
report regularly to the Board and present recommenintercollegiate athletics, the university administration has
dations forits consideration and approval."
taken over the funding for all intramural athletics at a
The membership of each of the Intercollegiate
Councils consists of the Assistant Director of Athletics
rate of eight dollars per student (for 1972-73), and
and at least one student representative from each of the
$18,500 for rentals (i,e. ice, stadium, et cetera).
However, Totzke noted, "There will be changes
intercollegiate
activities",to with
studentconstitution
for president.the
Also, according
the a AAB
made to provide a student majority. ... We have accepted
that philosophy." Totzke added that there will be more
Intramural
Athletic
Councils
(men's Program,
and women's)
the
operation
of the
Intramural
act "direct
as an
members appointed by the intercollegiate and intramural
Advisory Board to the Intramural Director, promote the
councils, but said, "We want a large senior group to
Intramural Program, and obtain approval of the AAB for
remain to retain a continuity of the program — a group
any significant policy changes.
that knows what's happened in the past so that we don't
have to react to passing fancies."
to thecouncil
Intercollegiate
membership,
each Similar
intramural
consists ofCouncils'
the intramural
direcTotzke said that the experience at the University of
British Columbia (where athletics was completely contor
(men's
and
women's),
and
one
student
representative
trol ed bythe student body) revealed that teams were
from each of the intramural units. The president of each
of these councils is also a student.
dropping out of leagues and various sports. He
commented, "It's difficult to build a respectable team
Friday: Athletic
budget, community involvement, physical
education
building.
only to drop it and then try to pick it up again." (Totzke
Bob Gauthier
apparently feels that Waterloo should not drop com-

The gymnastics area of the new Waterloo building is located behind one of the bleacher sections on the
second floor.
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Ontario's

health

Jan Dukszta assails Ontario's inadequate health system.
No

word

on

A spokesman for the Ministry of
Education said recently that he
doesn't
the decision
was
made lastknowJunewhyto cancel
the financial award for Ontario Scholarships
last June. He did admit that the
government has been "under
pressure"
from various
then to reinstitute
them.groups since
The ministry announced February
2 that it would give $100 with each

student

Wed. - Fri.
Sid. Smith Foyer

LITERATURE

TABLE

BOOKS - on Anarchism, Marxism, Canadian economy,
Womens' Liberation, Workers' Control,
etc. OUR GENERATION - the latest issue, and back issues
RESEARCH MATERIALS - hard-to-get pamphlets and kits
on all aspects of revolutionary change
SPECIAL PRICES!
Our Generation, Toronto & Montreal
Black Rose Books
THIS SUMMER
visit
ISRAEL

award

Ontario Scholarship granted to
Grade 13 graduates achieving 80 per
cent or more. In 1968 they were cut
to $150 from $400.
Asked if the Commission on PostSecondary Education
Report's
recommendations
would affect
the
reinstitution of the award, the
spokesman, who asked not to be
identified, stated that he didn't know

Students! Teachers!
This week only

& EUROPE

for scnn.oo
only
590
departing
MAY 22nd & MAY 31st
2 Weeks Free Time in Europe
9 Weeks in ISRAEL 4 weeks In Kibbutz
>3 weeks Touring In Israel • 2 weeks Free Time in Israel
Open return ticket
FOR INFORMATION
CALL JERRY 783-7651 — 7 p.m.-ll p.m.

system
By GRETCHEN ROEDDE
Inefficiency, mismanagement and
overspending caused by the present
organization of provincial health
care was criticized by NDP health
critic Dr. Jan Dukszta last Thursday.
Dukszta, MPP for Parkdale, told
about 50 people at a Holy Trinity
Church Noon on the Square meeting
that he recommended a preventative,
and com-to
munityinterdisciplinary
oriented approach
medicine.
Originator of the power-sharing
concept of administration involving
staff and patients at Queen Street
Mental Health Centre, Dukszta said
there is a need to combine
professional expertise with patient
and community participation.
"There is an old saying that war is
too serious to be left to generals, and
I think health is too serious to be left
entirely to doctors. We currently
train
diabeticsThisin self-diagonosis
and
treatment.
social orientation
agreed with a Hastings
canDukszta
be extended."
Reporttresonrecommendation
Community that
Healthdistrict
Cenhealth councils would create interaction between the community
and the central health
administration.
"However elected boards for
cut

asrecommended
he hadn't readabolishing
it. The report
all
scholarships and grants in favour of
one integrated financial aid system.
However he pointed out that the
small and non-recurring nature of
the award indicated the ministry did
not consider it to be substantial
financial support, but rather only as
recognition of achievement.
VICTORIA COLLEGE
GRADUATION
BANQUET
THURSDAY, MARCH 1
RECEPTION 6:30 DINNER 7:30
Followed by a speaker and dance at
the
Hyatt Regency
Hotel
Tickets
February must
26 be purchassd by Monday.
Tickets in the VUSAC office
WYM1LW00D
grads 3.00 non grads 5.00

MPP
inefficient:
community health centres should be hospitals dominate the system
involved in decision-making, or we totally", he continued. "We must
will have only token citizen remove some of the power from the
A member of the audience asked if
(Health Minister
aparticipation."
magistrate can legally direct Dr. "Unfortunately
Richard)about
Potter's
contradictory
someone to a psychiatric hospital on statements
community
health
the basis of evidence given at a centres, encouraging decentralizapreliminary hearing.
tion and supporting hospitals, are
"Unfortunately this is th case," confusing the issue. Potter seems to
explained Dukszta,of "ifa doctor.
it is on You
the beof talk
a sheep
clothing — lots
recommendation
but inlittlewolf's
action.
are also compelled by law to declare
"Decentralization might break the
onbeenyourhospitalized
passport iffor
you psychiatric
have ever medical-industrial
complex which is
treatment.
pushing priorities right now. Drug
"The practice of this law results in companies have power because of
theirthecollusion
with theis threatened
hospitals class-basis
discrimination",
charged, because,
he said, peoplehe and
drug industry
who are well off can hire expensive by profit - diminishing therapies like
lawyers and doctors to avoid being acupuncture and vitamin therapy."
Dukszta considered the political
hospitalized.
"There should definitely be a aspects of health care organization to
Statute of Limitations, so that a be very important.
psychiatric record is only carried for
He explained,
socialization
process
teaches us "Our
that power
is tied
youngtime."
man who said he agreed up with professionalism. We are
awithAshort
moving
towards
power
possessed
by
much
of
Dukszta's
analysis
of
health care questioned the slow
which is enacceptance of acupuncture and the people themselves,
couraged by community
chiropractice
by thethismedical
profes-by
sion, and related
to control
organization.
"If health is linked with hope, and
the drug companies.
"New types of diagnosis and - disease with despair, we can see that
therapeutic
shouldof health
be in- one's sense of power and certainty to
cluded ina treatment
reorganization
change adverse conditions in one's
care", concurred Dukszta.
to one'srespect
health."
can maintain
for the*
"In Florida, osteopaths, who use a life"Weis crucial
more naturally oriented approach to doctor's
skill,
but
we
must
recognize
awareness and healing qualities in
treatment, have been recently ad- others,
perhaps by utilizing
ed on parity withNotdoctors
in the
medical mit association.
recognizing
volunteers", Dukszta streesed. "We
the present
politicalsystem
imthose with a slightly different ap- must alsoplicatsee
ch the
proach onlyresources.
results in an under-use of health-careions whihas
of available
on the rest of
"Currently doctors and the
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO - ERINDALE COLLEGE
society."ROAD
3359 MISSISSAUGA
THE ERINDALE STUDENT THEATRE
\ht presents
JJttfc fjwncz

Room 292 PRELIMINARY BUILDING
February 21st, 8:00 p.m.; February 22nd, 3:00 p.m.;
February 23rd, 8:00 p.m.
Welcome

MATH

to:
DAY

TODAY

MATHEMATICS IN CHINA AFTER LIBERATION
Prof. Chandler Davis
1 2 noon — Room 2118, Sid Smith
SCIENCE AND SOCIAL CHANGE
Prof. Jim Prentice
1 p.m. — Room 21 17, Sid Smith
MATHEMATICS TUTORING
For First Year and other students
will be available throughout the day
Room 2097 (East Lounge)
Additional events and_room numbers will be posted in the Foyer of Sid Smith
Sponsored by the M.P.S.C.U.
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Cites discriminatory practices

Lawyer
denounces
By JOHN CAMPBELL
Blatant discriminatory practices
Civil rights lawyer Charles Roach were removed from the Immigration
Act in 1967, distinctions
he said. These practices
blasted Canada's immigration policy included
in a speech delivered at the First
between
Unitarian Congregation church last preferred and non-preferred nations,
week, charging that it is "racist" and but at present "administration of the
act is altogether different from the
based on "political expediency".

Lawyer Charles Roach claims Canada spurns African immigrants.
"Social Conditions in Israel"
a pre-car pool - pre-supper lecture by
ARIE
HILLEL

ELIAU
HOUSE

WEDS
FEB. 21 -4:30
Born in Moscow. Emigrated to Israel 1924. Active in the
Haganah in Intelligence branch and for illegal immigration. First
Secretary, Israel Mission in Moscow 1958-60;
Elected to
Knesset, Deputy Minister, 1966-67; Secretary General, Israel
Labour Party.

THIS

WEEK
THURSDAY.

AT

S.M.C.

12:15:

Canadian their
House of Commons
this year.
igr
for imm
landed
statusati
after theon
law
arrival.immigrant
s
The
policy,
applied
spirit
act".
The ofnewthe arrangement
uses a 50
retroactively to November 3, 1972, The major argument in favour of
point
system,
in
conjunction
with
present
implementation
other criteria such as sponsorship of was announced by then Minister of that
it mustpolicy
be limited
and selective—
the prospective immigrant by a Manpower and Immigration Bryce in
order not to aggravate unCanadian citizen, in which the im- Mackesey as a temporary measureproblems, cannot be
migrant receives scores for useful
to prevent speculators substantiated employment
by statistical analysis
faculties such as an ability to speak designed
according to Roach.
from
taking
advantage
of
new
imEnglish or French. A minimum of 25
migrants bypromising to get their
points must be achieved for an - friends or relatives into the country "Immigration is a moral issue, he
stated, "Free movement is what has
application to be accepted.
Roach argued that the uneven legally for a fee. The matter is
distribution of Canadian visa offices expected to come up for debate in to come as man develops."
throughout the world is proof that
the new act has not ehminated the
racist element in Canada's im- Compan
y
migration policy. Of 135 offices in
ends suit
1971, 22 were in the British Isles, 66
in northern Europe, a few were
scattered throughout Asia, Latin
America, and the Far East, and none against the 4th Estate
were in Africa, he said. Canada sells HALIFAX (CUP) - The owners of Le Chateau Men's Wear
Limited a
itself in England and Europe, he Halifax clothing firm, have terminated a
21-month-old libel suit against the
declared,
does not do so in the 4th Estate newspaper by accepting a settlement
non-white but
countries.
of one dollar
Statistics Canada figures indicate allegedly
libellousd items
ii '?aI^IUl,ha
earUer published
cUimed serious
in the 4thdamages
Estate toin its business
spring ofbecause
1971 Theof
that in the first nine months 1972, items
were part of news coverage public campaign theagainst
Canada received 17,000 personsof from
slum housing
In a statement to the court, Brianof aFlemming,
4th Estate's lawyer said
the from
U.S., continental
13,000 from the U.K., 25,- the newspaper denies the items were libellous. Thetheissue
000
of slum housing was
Europe, 17,000
from Asia, and only 2,500 from Nick Fulxnore editor of the 4th Estate, said, following
I I I3, 153116
said' "but
a profound moral ™ of community
the "
Africa, and 5,000 from the West statements,
that Le'hfChateau
carried
on the case for so long principallycourtto
. Indies.
harass
the
newspaper.
"When
they
finally
realized
they
couldn't
they
» Roach said he was appalled by the backed out and took the one dollar that had been available to them forwhT,almost
| use of the old part of the Don Jail as two years, he said.
T a detention centre for persons with Fillmore said the case had been annoyance, but now the 4th Estate is
| difficulties relating to their ira- better prepared than ever before toan build
the kind of strong and sodaUv
s migrant status. Noting that most
Scotia dnee
ds.
| frequently these were non-white responsible
The allegednewspaper
libel wasNovacommitte
when the 4th
Estate published J
advertisement and photograph from another
I conditions
people, he indescribed
publication, in which according-an
which theythearecrowded
kept as to an apology
the 4th Estate, "it was suggested thf company was
"inhuman treatment even for the owner of aprinted
certaininslum
property" in Halifax
The
apology
said
that
the
property was actually owned by a shareholder of
criminals".
The lawyer linked this statement be Chateau and by a company
connected with the libel suit The 4th
to a larger accusation that im- Estate apologized for Unking Le notChateau
directly to ohe slum property
migration and criminality are often In court, Flemming said everything published
about the slum property
connected in the public's mind as a except Lis ownership, was true. The material published
"was in the public
result of media exploitation of spec- interest and something which the public was entitled to know
of the
tacular immigration cases which oc- need for the elimination of all such housing in this province because
" he said
cur when political radicals seek Le Chateau's counsel said, in agreeing
to
the
settlement,
his
client
"feels
asylum
or criminals
go abroad to that a legal wrong has been done to it and that it has suffered a substantial
seek refuge
from the law.
loss as a result."
Roach has provided legal financial
George Simms, Le Chateau's solicitor, also said, "the defendant {the 4th
assistance to the Committee Against Estate)
performs
important function in this province The plaintiff
Racist Immigration Policy which has beheves that the andefendant
publishes
which is entirely
predictable, devoid of humor or laughter anda onnewspaper
actively
opposed
the
government's
occasion, mean-minded and
decision of last fall to prevent vindictive. Yet, even if this is true, it still has a valuable
contribution
to make
visitors
to this country from applying and an important function to fulfill.
Sunglasses
that get
darker
as the sun
gets
brighten ^
/

PHOTOSUN

CITY GOVERNMENT FORUM
ALDERMAN REID SCOTT
BRENNAN HALL LOUNGE

HART

HOUSE
DEBATE
Tonight, Wednesday,

FRIDAY:
8 p.m., BRENNAN

ADMISSION

February 21, 1973
"RESOLVED
THAT

HALL

GREASE RALL ROOGIE RAND
PUB
DANCE

THE

...s1 .00

A MAN

FILMS

FOR ALL SEASONS
no Film Friday.
Sponsored by St. Michael's Students ' Union.

BEST

CURE

IS NO MORE
HONORARY

BEER 3/$1 til 9, regular price after 9.
SATURDAY:

OPTICAL
MAIN STORE
280 BLOOR ST WEST 962-2020
12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT
METRO PAGES
CONSULT THE YELLOW

THE

FOR

POLLUTION

GROWTH"
VISITOR:

HONORABLE
JAMES
AULD,
MINISTER OF THE ENVIRONMENT
HART HOUSE DEBATES ROOM
8:00 p.m.
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Women's
By MYRNA KOSTASH
"Many people still don't have the
first grasp ofaccording
the issues" toof women's
liberation,
feminist
sculptress Maryon Kantaroff.
Speaking at a lecture in the
Interdisciplinary Studies women's
course,
"I wouldnew liketo
to feel she
that continued
I have nothing
say, but when I look around me I
wonder
if we'vesayseven
Kantaroff
she started".
meets women
at meetings who are still worried
about "putting down men and
marriage".
If that's
women she
see
as the issue
in what
feminism,
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lib is making
slow
progress:
artist
wonders just how much they have were hunters and possessed 'anything that looked like an ludicrous. What, get married? Take
a man's name? You mean all those
grasped
the reality
lives. of weapons.
Kantaroff
recalledofonetheirversion
penis" with
A very important element of erected
The confusion
amongmen.symbol and generations of women raised to be
human history: the transition from primitive culture was "fear and personality characteristics and roles domestics9" But of course women
will be terrified of their own libera"egalitarian"
hunting
bands toin respect" in the masculine mind at was
of the "terrible
tion, Kantaroff predicted, just as the
humanone culture.
To this mistakes"
day, peoplein
settled
agricultural
communities
seeing
women
"pop
a
child"
and
the
blacks
were, so long as their only
between child- still equate feminity with the female alternative
which women developed "all the obviousbirth andconnection
is economic debilitation.
the
fertility
cycles
of
the
and
masculinity
with
the
male,
not
so-called
domestic
arts"
and
the
Feminist analysis as such grew out
accoutrements of civilized life to the earth.
seeing that
the
suppression
of
opThis
had
an
unfortunate
result,
posite^ inthe individual has created of the Civil Rights movement in the
point where - "no one knows quite according to Kantaroff, in the rigid
generations of human zombies, she States, she said. "Blacks developed
how"
power ofbecame
in the -hands
men. concentrated categories of male and female sym- said.
an analysis that cleaned their guts
She speculated that this might
Kantaroff admitted that she grew out of all 'Whitey's' conceptions
bolism and their "hopeless thrust on
have occurred because of a primal the individual".
For
example,
the
up as all
a "male,
speaking". With more and more women
conflict between women, who were "egg, the curve, roundness" became Like
womenculturally
in a phallocentric
associated with women and society, she said she absorbed participating
about them". in the left, studying
the producers of food, and men, who forever
capitalism and imperialism,
masculine values of work and ac- racism,
and
Marxism, and observing the
ment, learnincontempt
g to demeanof
women and acceptcomplishmale
experience
of ablacks
who curled
"the
they saw
white face,
them as either "matrons or minute
SAC
fails to reach
accord
up
inside
into
black
roles",
it
was
Part of this process was the only inevitable that movement
women would "stop making coffee
systematic
expunging
of
women
prostitutes."
from
accounts of history, literature, and sandwiches for the men and
politics and revolution, she claimed, begin to ask questions.
"Why should
for your
so that women don't know their own Revolution
on election
guidelines
before wewe wait
gain equality?
As
an
example,
she
cited
should weof serve
you?" "political
Non-existant SAC presidential The constitution does not provide Rules, Helliwell told the
in medieval Europe. WhySpeaking
her described
own
election guidelines which threw SAC for withdrawals, leaving council to executive, about subsequent replace- witchcraft
tune-in", Kantaroff
it like
"Perhaps
the
witches
were
women
ment ofthe resigning ticket member who had stepped outside the bonds satori: "a physical experience,
into mass of confusion last year establish guidelines covering such a
trying to avoid acclamation of a situation as part of its election rules. would have to be worked out.
of female roles and who were sweating palms and palpitations and
Young Socialist slate have reared Last year's council hadn't prepared Other executive members developing
past.
a political understanding a blinding light." The crucial insight
their ambiguous heads again.
from that experience was to realize
for this eventuality,
creating
a
condisputed
the
fairness
of
forcing
stitutional crisis which sent some someone to stay on the ticket against of Modern
their
oppression."
suffragism and the that everything she had thought was
The
Students'
Administrative
Council last week failed to reach council members scurrying to find their will and suggested a more struggle for women's rights really a "personal problem, my own hangway of re-opening nominations
in fact a reflection of her
agreement on what to do if one of some
got started when women became "casteup" wasstatus".
considered.replacement provision be involved
prevent the US ticket from taking lenient
in the campaign to abolish
the compulsory three-member ticket tooffice
by acclamation. (Another slate In the end, the executive referred slavery. "When the women working
drops out.
. .We
are all inwiththesomething
same boat",
had pulled out earlier.)
emphasized,
like
the Helliwell proposal to council for abolition discovered that they~ she
Last year, Eric Miglin ticket Elections committee chairman without
passion.
"I
saw
myself
as
99 per cent
themselves
didn't
have
the
legal
endorsing
or
rejecting
it.
member Joyce Witton withdrew and SAC vice-president John
socially or politically fashioned,
not
right
to
speak
in
public,
they
started
from the ticket, forcing it to drop out Helliwell had proposed a rule which No other major changes are to think about their own situation." at all as an individual responsible for
along with her. The SAC constitution would have prevented a ticket proposed in the council's election
It was a straight line from that my"When
own life.
requires candidates to run on a member from dropping out unless rules. The rules themselves come up
I realized that I was raised
to Yoko Ono's "woman
ticket composed of a president and his or her teammates agreed to for council approval at tonight's asrealization
I saw that his had nothing to
nigger". One way of comparing dofemale,
with
what
I wanted to do and be.
two vice-presidents, and withdraw too. Otherwise, the meeting. However, nominations for slavery
nominations had closed by the time Helliwell rule would keep the un- the presidency and vice-presidenciw. Kantaroffandsaid,women's
was to oppression,
remember Life became so much easier and
willing member on the ticket at least opened Monday. They close a week that at first the blacks in America happier. Now I know I have the
Witton
decided
to
opt
out
of
the
team.
until after the election.
later.
resisted the campaign for abolition. You
chancehaveto nolearn;
the genes.
idea it'swhatnota inrelief
it is to
"Today that seems unbelievable. I be aggressive
without collapsing at
hope someday
we
will
see
the
attitude of women today is just as the seams with guilt."
Gas chairman
assailed
By BRIAN CRUCHLEY
would be more accessible to cars.
she didn't
feel theopenly
HarOakah Jones, chairman of the Jones is a member of the board of peopleboursaidCommission
operated
the Toronto Harbour Commission
board panyof came
the under
Consumers'
in making its decision to
attack GasfromCom-all and the Toronto Redevelopment Ad- enough
remove Union Station and put up six
visory Council.
sides when he appeared at the Noonoffice buildings instead.
NICE EXCHANGE
Runge asked Jones how he high risedidn't
on-the-Square
send me an invitation
Trinity
Church. program at Holy determines what is in the public (to"You
the
meeting),''
she
said.
Jones
interest.
Dallard Runge, a former city
THE COMMITTEE ON STUDY ELSEWHERE
sure whether or not an ad
planner who ran against alderman Jones replied, "I read the wasn't
appeared in the paper announcing
OF THE FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
Fred Beavis in December's newspapers, watch television, listen the open meeting that discussed the
INVITES ENQUIRIES FROM ALL
municipal election, criticized Jones to the radio and talk to cab-drivers." fate of Union Station.
and the Harbour Commission for "We (the Toronto Harbour The gas man from Oklahoma felt
DISCIPLINES ABOUT THE NICE
wanting to tear down the old CNE Commission)
operate in a goldfish there was more public advantage in
EXCHANGE
PROGRAMME FOR THE
stadium and put up a new one that bowl — the public are always the high rises, although earlier he
1973/4 SESSION. THESE AND ALL OTHER
welcome
should not tear down buildhe said. to come to our meetings," said "we
THIRD YEAR ELSEWHERE APPLICATIONS
ings with historical or architectural
A woman in the audience of 44
Entry to Dent
SHOULD BE SENT IN IMMEDIATELY.
attractiveness."
open until March
ENQUIRIES:
Applications for admission to
Miss
Elaine Ishibashi
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
dentistry will be accepted until
March 15, faculty secretary A.G.
t
Tel: 928-3387
Read announced Monday.
The faculty had earlier established
Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
a deadline of January 1, but
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
numerous complaints forced it to
communities in more than forty countries around the world.
reopen applications.
For information write to:
PROFESSOR
Community of the Holy Spirit
Hillel Lecture Series
JEAN-LOUIS
54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
DE LANNOY
ol the University
Departmentof Toronto,
otSociolbgy,
PROF. LOUIS
H. FELDMAN
presents
will give a talk on
speaking
on
"THE MEXICAN
tnwa
Hunt onm "Spiritual
"Olsclpleship"
r~>v rrk
i ^ Feb"
Feb. 2128 "- Rev"
Rev. Vwmni
Ross Crlgtiton
Healing"
STUDENT MOVEMENT
a
Mar. 7 - Rev. David Ward on "Easter and the Christian"
christian
OF
196
ABOUT
THE LECTURER
8-1
969
"JUDAISM
& THE OCCULT"
"
on Thursday, February 22, 1973
at 8 p.m.
Prof. Feldman received his Ph.D. from Harvard in Classics. He is
lif
e
Wednesday
In the Pendirves Lounge,
presently a professor of classics at Yeshiva University. He has
a series of talks on the basics of the Christian faith designed■ to8actpm
Internationa! Student Centre
as- a
written numerous articles
on Judaism in Greek and Roman times
33 St. George St.
sprmgboatd for personal refreshment and renewal.
and
Philo.has done numerous translations of the works of Josephus and
Sponsored by
40 Westmoreland Avenue
THE LATIN AMERICAN
n. of Btaor - e. of Dufferin
STUDIES COMMITTEE
Sunday, February 25 7:30 P.M.
Ross C Crighfon, Rector
ot the International
University Studies
of TorontoProgramme,
HILLEL HOUSE
st mary's
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U
of
While declinin
g enrolme
universi
tyco
nts have Tthe
receive
d a„
total of
enrolments
the in
univ^itv
r«™„^me
hit universities ung
all over
61,260 Basic
Ontario have
with about
Income
Units
budget deficits, U of T is receiving (BIU's) from the provincial government instead of its expected 60 370
approximately $1,700,000 more than
it expected from the province and A BIU is about $1,700 paid to the
university on a per student basis
about quarter as much again
in Arts
fees.
studentonetuition
undergraduates are
one
Figures released by the office of BIU, each part-time student'worth
course
Statistics and Records reveal that about one-fifth and PhD sstudents

UTS admits
women
Vet another ail-male U of T institution has been opened to
oTTo^Th"?^
Admitted * the Umvosi?
of
Toronto Schools, a faU;
maleW°men since
practice teaching
school nearlypreserve
63 years ago its establishment as a
T
meant 10 commodate both male and female
students although m two separate, buildings. However
the uiuverSS
neverOpening
got around
the women's facility "™«ty
to building
the private
school's
doors
to
women
didn't
pass without
one Governing Council member expressing concern that SgTo
S
to admit students might damage its academic quality
and ail
a^Z^
jtu.dents to*****
next beyear's
Grade 7
and
those then being*eadmitted
Grade 8 must
female
me
sssLsr decided' on *—* *** — Si

included on the UTS teaching staff beforfthe next academe year
Teaching staf governor Dr. E.B. Hendrick told the councS he
would regret it if the particular qualities
" of UTS fell as a St of
the female
student quotas.
th^S0^ co,undUor' Part-time student rep Joyce Denver, replied
totoU^
UTS male students would soon be outnumbered by females
Academic Affairs Committee chairman RMH SheDherd
S&T
taveof maledevised
"« ord«students
to move
Se
school
toward"fan equalq,J0taS
proportion
and female
iJS possioic
as soon

Determining sex is not eas
y
Determining the sex of an Barrett said the most
nt
individual may not be as easy as it levels of identification areimporta
actually
appears, according to Michael cultural, gender role and identity,
Barrett of the Sex Informat and
Education Council of Canada.ion
andBarrett
sex of said
assignmthat
and rearing.
ent none
of the'
Barrett, a U of T zoologist, physical variables of sexualit
y is
more
importan
t
than
the cultural
and Sexualit
speaking y onat"Gender
Sciencey" one. Culture becomes increasin
the Medical
yesterda
Auditorium, outlined seven levels of important, he said, when there isglya
sexual identification.
conflict of
The first three levels, genetic, determinants. the biological
godonal, and hormonal, are basic He emphasized the need to learn
biological determinants of sexuality more about the factors that deterand contribute to the develop
mine sexuality, and also about
ment
of the next two levels, internal influence hormones such as the
ain
reproductive ducts and external drogen
the brain.exert on the development of
genitalia.
WANTED!
TWO CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES
Preference will be given to a First or Second
Year undergraduate student. Working
knowledg
an
asset. e of French and/or Italian would be
Apply in writing stating qualifications particularly activity
affairs, to:
in campus
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
SIMCOE HALL
BEFORE: TUES. MARCH 6
5 P.M.

is
higher
Total enrolme
nt at U of T was
shown as 40,570 students, iincluding
27,785
full-tim
e
and
12,785 part-time
students.
There were 27,390 undergraduates, including 20,614 full-timers
and 6,776
e students
these full-timpart-tim
e students, 8,163,. Ofor
about 40 per cent of the undergraduates, were women, while
almost two-thirds of the part-tim
e
undergraduates were women.
At a meeting of the Academic
Affairs Committee, where enrolment was discussed, president John
Evans said that the university expects 3100 new first year students in
arts and science
next year.
Primal

Assistant registrar and director
Architecture has
undergra*ct
^ 319y 214,
duateed
students, Forestr
oftha
admissionsnWim Kentex
Food
reportepe
d to Scienc
es
193,
Dentist
ry
the committee that the colleges
601,
Law
had 449,
over-registered and that they were
Music 367 and Nursing 402
and
Phys
Ed
381.
going
re-evaluate their
admissitoon have
targets.to Committ
ee
man R.M.H. Shepherd emphasichair2ed hasThe School of Graduate Studies
however, that "No one was admitte
a total 7,089 students, of
who did not clearly hold thed whom slightlyofmore
2,000 are
minimum requirements of women, according to than
the statistics.
Arts and science undergraduates The School of Hygiene has 115
admission."
compris
ed more
the total graduate students, Dentistry has 46
number of studentsthanin thehalfuniversi
graduate students, and the Faculty
with 22,330 students. The engineetyr- of Educati
on has 1939
The
ing faculty was second most popu- Faculty of Management stuents.
has
lous, with 2,162 students (43 of them 288 students, Medicine Studies
has
1169
women), medicine has 1,184 un- graduate students and Music has 24
dergraduates, andpharmacy has 587.

encounter

grads.
is answer

to repression, claims do
mentioned an incident that occurred knees, and ct
one guyor
who s
By DAVE
LINE
North Americ
in the ballroom of UCLA. After Swartley said that "completely
ans strongl
y repress Swartley
for most people
said a few key words to his
their feelings, said Dr. Bill Swartle
flipped
primaout".
l inexper
at a recent discussion of primaly dancing partner, she flopped down abenefi
be
helpinience
g them can
to gain
encount
er in the Medical Sciences on the floor and began to have a greatecial
r
self-u
Auditorium.
nderst
anding
.
He
said
This .experience, he said, is it is possible to live a "perpetual
Swartley, who is president of the "primal"
Centre for the Whole
"beyond definition."
Person,
The Claremont Centre for Human
described primal groups as a He noted that primal encounter Potenti
al, which sponsored the
can be dangerous, but stressed that
synthesis of the "body armour" dangers
techniques of William Reich com- has seen are minimal. In 10 years he meeting, recruited participants for
three broken ribs, two neck an $80 weekend of primal
bined with encounter. They are
or spine injuries, several skinned experience.
designed somatic
to repressions
"de-condi
tion
psychostemming from
traumatic incidents" in an inprimal."
d
i
v
i
d
u
a
l
'
s
p
a
s
t
which
teraction with other people.affect in- Specialists chase intellec
t
This is achieved by attempting to
teach adults to
direct
emotional contactmake
with their
childhood. Participants are en- and
5? Pr0gram'
mteUectuaI
isawhy
attendforuniversity
Committee.
PrSt!?
I^View
PW'a.bSt
surveystudents
conducted
the
OfaCCordin*
the^wth
1000 t0questionnaires
distributed
couraged toseek altered states of Program
I toNew
full
consciousness through nude encounter, massage, massive skin con- atweSd
' *felt
StUd6ntS
r€SPOnded' While 254 of 500 "ry
tact, and uninhibited dancing
almost
two-thirds
,^ffrIHhall
^ thre,students
answering were
specialistbe programs
and
examsin should
held in some
determined
playfulness. A pool heated to bodyor courses,
by faculty^cheduled
the instructor.
Only 21 per cent of the students responding plan to get a job immediatelv
tempera
and
"peak
music"
are
ture
used as part of the technique.
Swartley said that during a primal Over 40 per cent of the students are planning careers
education
rl.f?rtdU3tl0n\WS
Per Centireintend
continu«in thei
eSSS itu
encounter "people are obviously out Staff
who answered the57questiona
were *evenly
split on whether the New
of their heads". He recalled a primal
experience in which he said he
returned to Egypt as it was 3000 remodified back to more closely resemble the old honours general system
years
ago. it is possible to
He said
have a were%p0
Slightlyredmore than
halfCation
the faculty,
compared to 29whileper another
rem°d,fl
of «« new
cent oftbS
the
primal experience anywhere, and Students,
feltartsstudents
should The
be required
to take arecourses
m^mor^s,n social
one
division
in
and
science.
divisions
the humanitie
sciences, bfe sciences, and physicalfoursciences
e per centwisely.
of the staff felt students are insufficiently informed to
Involvement
planSeventy-on
their programs
The family resource journal from
The committee which since last fall has worked on recommendations to
Browndale. A bi-monthly Journal that
focuses on the family and
child and expected to report by the end of this month.
of arts and science, is
all_ relatednt issues and problems of Ztl£ fres,deit,Joh" Evans about the future
If you're finishing
adjustme
deviance,
normal
growth
TERMPAPERS
and development. It is concerned
a degree in
mainly with normalizing Ihe life style
of children with
SCIENCE or
problems and their
A Canadian Company
parents. It is humanistic in approach
SERVICE
ENGINEERING
PAPEHS ON(Reg'd)
FILE
and attractive
ly illustrated with exInvestigate a career in LIBRARY
cellent photographs.
$1.65 PER PAGE
SCIENCE before you make
final decision this Spring your
IT IS AVAILABLE
OR at reasonable
Custom made orders,
IN YOUR BOOKSTORE
Phone 928-8985
OR subscription for ono year
cost, prepared by our staff of college
or stop InFACULTY
to talk over theOFpossibilities
|S
Issuesj
S5.00
INVOLVEMENT P.O. B0X46A
LIBRARY
SCIENCE
graduates
638-3559
OAK RIDGES ONT.
Suite 906. 12 Goldfinch CI.
HOST. GEORGE ST.
Wiliowdalo (TaranlDl M2R2C4. Onl.

There is only ONE...
OFFICIAL
University of Toronto
CREST PIN
SIGNET

RING

they are supplied only through

STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
S.A.C. orBuilding
A. EARL EDWARDS
1534 Bayview Ave.
(Office at rear, off Millwood)

Phone
483-4212

The Varsity is now accepting orders for bound volumes of its 197273 issues. It is anticipated that the bound volumes will be ready
early April. Orders should be accompanied by a cheaue orin
(jeorQe
St. for $15.00, and addressed to The Varsity,
money order
91 St.
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of T balks

The University of Toronto has
balked at an Ontario Legislature
committee's
for a nationality
and
educationrequest
breakdown
of the
make-up
of
the
university's
teaching
staff.
Instead, president John Evans will
canvass staff through department
chairman for information normally
supplied to Statistics Canada and
provide
figures based on this
data to thebulkcommittee.
The dispute between the
universitymit e onlegislature's
SelectCultural
ComEconomic and
Nationalism and the university centres around the committee's demand
for individual data and U of T's

at

Ontario

reluctance to provide information
which can be traced back to
individuals.
The president cautioned last
Thursday's Governing Council
meeting against the danger of
providing information which could
be used to embarass or harass individual faculty members.
Evans said that even if doing so
was desirable, there would be "extraordinary difficulty" in supplying
the requested information.
As Evans completed his remarks,
student governor Paul Cadario rose
to ask whether the president would
appreciate a council motion en-

Tfepow

request

dorsing his action. Evans replied
affirmatively and the motion was
passed without debate.
Other Ontario universities have
adoptedona thesimilar
stance
issue,non-co-operation
angering some
committee members. The committee
had given the universities two weeks
within which to reply to its request.
Anticipating a possible committee
subpoena formation,
for Evansthe
missing
insaid
Ontario
universities would ask
Premier
William
Davis to under
modifythosethecircumstances.
committee's
demands
Evans is a personal friend of the
premier.

a

A "Kegger" is a draft beer get-together that you
can enjoy anywhere, anytime. All you need for a
"Kegger" is an Oktoberfest Tap'n Keg with
Mini-Keg refills, and you're on your way to good

Teachers declassified
MONTREAL (CUPI) — The Quebec government has declassified a
substantial
proportionin aof loss
the ofprovince's
college)
teachers, resulting
salary andCEGEP
status ( community
for many teachers.
The new classifications determine a teacher's salary by years of
teaching experience and schooling. The intent of the classification
system is to ensure province-wide uniform criteria for gauging
salaries.
Montreal's Vanier College Teachers' Association says about 85 of the
college's
280 teachers
de-classified.
About 10 College
out of SOin
teachers have
apparentlyhavebeenbeendeclassified
at Champlain
Lennoxville,
A spokesman for the Federation nationale des enseignants
quebecois, which represents most CEGEP teachers, said the
declassification appeared to be widespread.
The spokesman .said some colleges are refusing to comply with the
new classifications.
Most of the declassified teachers are newly hired. Apparently most
were declassified because they received some of their education
outside Quebec or because they don't hold teaching certificates.

Keggep.

times. Draw as much as you want whenever you want
it. When you run out, just drop in a Mini-Keg refill and
draw
another
Real Draft
Beer.16 eight-ounce glasses of fresh, cool

Oktoberfest

Real
Draft
Beep
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Wrestlers
finish fourth
The University of Toronto
cipated in nine of the 10
category Doug Lake gained fourthat
wrestling team tied with York for at the meet, winning one thirdevents
place
and
s Bill McDonnell
and intotheWestern'
177 class
fourth place with 14 points at the five fourth place finishes.
Len Broderick
OUAA championships February 16 Peter Mathews placed third in the finished fourth to York's Dethonas
is.
Lake,
Broderi
ck,
142
and 17 at the University of Windsor.
pound weight class, behind Egan Mathews are all rookies.Moore, and
Western finished first with a total Beiler (Water
loo) and Clive
of 68 points, Waterloo was second Llewellyn (Western).
Western finished first by virtue of
with 56, and Guelph third with 36. U of T's Ken White finished fourth five first place,
second place and
Eleven teams competed in the two- in the 126 pound class, won by one third placetwofinishes
. Waterloo
day meet.
Guelph'
s
Grant
McAnin
team
ch,
member
while
s
won
two weight
Western captured the Porter Toronto team member Rob Moore categories, as well asin posting
four
Trophy for winning the team cham- finished fourth in the 134 pound second place and two third place
weight o.class, won by Tim Wenzel of finishes. Waterloo had three Olympic
pionship, and Tony Dethonasis of Waterlo
York (177 pounds) was awarded the
In the 150 class Roger Vachon competitors on its team.
Keegan Trophy as the outstanding
wrestler.
Guelph ended with one first place
finished fourth to Western's Rick finish,
Toronto team members parti- Fmkenzeller; in the 167 weight place andtwo second place, two third
two
to come third. fourth place finishes
Toronto coach Joe Rabel believes
the Varsity team made considerable
improvement over last year's group.
Gymnasts
second
For example, Jon Davis (167
pounds)
, last year's only second
place finisher,
was injured and did
not
, andfinishe
last year's two
thirdcompete
place
themselves in extremersly found
tough
weight classes.
In 1972 U of T won one second
place finish, and two thirds.
year with one third place winner This
and
five fourth place winners
showed improved depth. the team
Swimmers

The University of Toronto men's
gymnastics team placed second with
179.32 points in the Western Section
Gymnastic Championship February
10th at the University of Western
Ontario.
McMaster University was first
with 239.05 points, while Western
and Waterloo followed Varsity with
ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TEHMPAPER
service. Originality, quality, and
security dictate our policy.
Phone:
961-6150
Hours:
3 pm-10pm pm
Sal.Mon.-Frl.
-Sun. 9 am-S
Professional Typing Dons
300 AVENUE ROAD

106.95 and 45.70 points, respectively.
Toronto's Gary Wicks finished
individual
fifth in the final all-round
scoring with 43.0 points. Steve
Mitruk of McMaster was first (52.90
points), Dave Copelan also of
McMaster was second d,(48.5), and
Mike Provencher of Waterloo third
McMaster
with
's Don Marinac(43.05).
ci was45.7.fourth
In the individual events, Wicks
placed fourth in the side horse, fifth
in the floor exercise, third in
vaulting, and sixth on parallel bars.
Rick Jeysman was the only other
Toronto competitor to place in the
top six in any single event. He
finished fourth in the vaulting
competition.
The OUAA gymnastics finals take
place next Saturday at York.

SPORTS SCHEDULES - FEB. 26 to MAR. 3
- INTERFACULTY
& INTERMEDIATE
PLAYOFFS
START MON. FEB. 26
SCHEDULES AVAILABLE AT INTRAMURAL
OFFICE.
BASKETBALL (Balance of League Schedule)
PLAYOFFS START MON. MAR. 5
Mon. Feb. 26 12.00 Vic.lt
vs PHE. D Maroosis, Mishevski
1.00 St.M. C vs Inn is II Maroosis. Seidewand
Maroosis. Mishevski
4.00 SGS.il
vs
Law IVII Bernholtz.
vs Eng.
8.30 Music
Lansdowne
vs Arch Bernholtz, Lansdowne
9.30
Dev.Hse
Tues. Feb. 27
SI.M. A Maydo, Fearman
FL 12.30
Law I ' vsvs Trfn.
4.00 Mgt.Stud
A Sterling,
Lansdowne,Kleberg
Seidewand
vs Erin Sterling,
FL 6.30 Vic.l
Kleberg
vs SGS.I
FL 8.00 Sr.Eng
Kleberg
9.30 U.C.II
vs Dent.A Sterling,
Wed. Feb. 28 12.30
vs St.M. E John. Loberto
PHE. C
4.00 Trin. B
vs VIcS. John, Loberto
vs Hse
Jr. Eng Sialtsis, Dymarskl
FL 6.30 Scar
vs Phar.A Sialtsis, Dymarski
8.00 Innisl
9.00 Knox
vs Med. Ill Zendel, Holllngsworth
Yf
10.00 For.B
vs Arch Zendel. Holllngsworth
Thur. Mar. 1 12.30 Eng. Ml
vs Eng.IV Sherkin, John
4.00 Phar.B
Sherkin, Rubin
vsvs Wye
PHE. A Trafford,
Blinick
FL 6.30 U.C.I.
FL 8.00 Med.A
ys
New
Trafford,
Blinick
vs
Med.B
Kliman,
Rotstein
9.30 For.A
Mar. 2 12.30
Innis II
vs Eng. Ill Kliman, Rotstein
HOCKEY

OUAA

win

finals

Guelph

meet,

advance
to finals at Waterloo
ment
the dual meet season, Varsity
PAUL CARSON
Ken Fowler,
Blues ofcanWestern
also 'sexpect
After Bydefeating
to score
all their league somewhat stronger team thanhaslasta heavily
roke. Sebben
opponents during the dual meet year's contingent which made a establisinhedthea breastst
Varsity
team
reseason, the men's swimming team is shambles of the OUAA chamcord of 2:20.6 for 200 yards in his
regarded as a top-heavy favorite to
pionships but lost
finals.to McGUl at the first competitive race six weeks ago,
national CIAU
win
Varsity's
13th
consecutive
OUAA title this weekend at Blues could sweep all the freestyle while veterans Nick Rottman and
Waterloo.
events as
has posted the
Blues maintained their supremacy fastest timesJim inAdams
the country in the 50 Wayne Phillips are stronger over 100
over Canadian swimming rivals with 100 and 200 yard
distances. Blues are weak in the backstroke
a decisive 86-27 victory over Guelph Freshman Shawn Laari leads the as only Russ Farquhar has posted
February 10 in the final dual meet field at 500 yards and is second to respectable times and Western's duo
prior to the championships.
Ottawa's Tom
at 1000alsoyards.
Bill Kennedy
and
Blues swept 12 of the 13 events in Coach RobinJohnson
freshman
Wes McConnell
are several
yards.Olympian
Campbell
has of
rather slow times, and veteran Alex unexpected depth in the freestyles seconds faster. Varsity should also
Lau took first place in both the one from freshmen Dave Wilkin and be outscored in both the 200 and 400John Sebben. In fact, Varsity holds yard individual medley.
and three-metre diving.
The swimmers seemed to regard the top three places at 500 yards with fn addition to the prestige of
the Guelph meet as little more than Laari, Adams and Sebben; at 1000 winning the league title, the OUAA
an exhibition workout as the Varsity yards, Blues have second, third and championship also serves as the
times were among the slowest of the freshman,
fifth with Laari,
major qualifying
meet for the CIAU
Dave Sebben
Chutter. and another finals,
to be held this
year in Calgary
Captain Jim Adams tied his own
Olympic
veteran
Byron
Macteam record of 48.6 seconds in the Donald is conceded gold medals March
1-3. years, the first and
In previous
100-yard
year. freestyle, establishing in both the 100 and 200-yard second place finishers in each OUAA
new pool record for the Bensona butterfly as his dual meet times of finals automatically qualified for the
Building in the process. However, 52.4 in the 100 and 1:56.2 in the 200 CIAU meet. However, many coaches
are both unofficial
that this system often
with
of Lau's
tercol egiate records. Canadian in- complained
diving,thetheexception
other
Varsity
resultssteady
were
led to abuses, and for this year at
somewhat
mediocre.
Zvi Eldar and five-year veteran least there is a new qualifying
Blues should return to form in Bob Peeling give Varsity a good process consisting of the winner of
Waterloo, leaving the other OURAA chance to sweep the top three places each race, the top four divers, plus
schools to battle for second place. in both races.
all other swimmers who have
Based on the times recorded during Following the unexpected retire- bettered
a set of national time
standards.
Eleven Blues have already
bettered those time standards, and if
a few others improve by only one or
VARSITY ARENA
two seconds each in Waterloo, virtual y the entire Varsity team could
qualify for the trip to Calgary.
O.U.A.A.

HOCKEY

PLAYOFFS

Varsity has qualified
Tuesday February 27 al 6:00 P.M. Eastern Section Playoff Between
Toronto and either Queen's or York
Friday March 2nd at 6:30 P.M. & 9:00 P.M. - SEMI-FINALS
Saturday March 3rd al 8:00 P.M. - FINALS
Tickets On Sale Now At
Athletic Office & Varsity Arena
Prices:
General Admission $1.00
Reserved $2.00

1SKI

MT.
STC.
ANNE

QUEBEC
• IHO.UOB:
— AlIliFfi and towt.
0 — Two entert
meals ainmen
per day.
t nightly J
^ — AllAllliveIrantportalion.
oaommodgiion
• *- Night out in Quebec City 0
• FURTHER INFORMATION !
•t SKI UMITtDSFACt
SPREE TRAVEL 2•
J 225-0151 how:
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WOMEN'S
BENSON

ATHLETIC
BUILDING

RFOKTRATinil
ncuioiifAiiun
TIME
8:00
Q*ITt»
9:00

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Tennis Recreational - SG
Bidminlon Recreational - UG

Tennis Recreational - SG
Badminton Recreational - UG

10:00
CeUffl*

Tennis Recreational - SG
Badminton ■ Recreational - UG

Badmlntnn - Recreational - UG
Fencing - Beginners - FG
Golf - GC
Ballet 1 - DS

1 1:00
Qellle

Basic Contemporary Danes Composition
11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. -OS
Slim S Trim - LG
Tennis ■ Intermediate ■ SG
Badminton - Intermedtala - UG
Goif - ec

19 •on
noon

Basic Contemporary Dance Composition

Jazz 1 - DS
Slim & Trim -LG
Fsncinrj - Intermediate - SG
Tennis - Beginners - SG
Badminton - Beginners - UG
Archery - AR
Golf -GC
Ballet- Beginners -DS
Apparatus Gpnastlcs - LG
Fencing - Beginners - FG
Badminton - Beginners - UG
Archery - AR

1:00

Fencing - Inlermedlale - FG
Tennis - Advanced - SG
Badminton - Inlermedlale - UG
Archery - Ar
Golt-GC
Contemporary Dance - Beginners - DS

Contemporary Dance 1 - DS
Slim & Trim
-LG - SG
Tennis
- Intermediate
Badminton - Intermediate ■ UG
Golf - GC

Diving - Fool
Non-Swim - Pool
Fencing - Beginners - FG
Tennis • Beginners - SG
Archery - AR

Junior - Swim - Pool
Contemporary Dance - Beginners - DS
Badminton- Intermediate -UG
Goll - GC

Tennis - Beginners - SG
Archery
Golf GC- AR

Non-Swim - Pool
Contemporary Dance - Intermediate - DS
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Goll GC

Junior Swim - Pool
Jazz II - DS
Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate
Tennis ■ Recreational - SG
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Golt-GC

Contemporary Dance I -OS
Tennis - Recreational - SG
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Golf - GG

Contemporary Dance Clan
Golf - Recreational - GC - 5:30 - 7:00
Fencing - Recreational - 5:00 - 7:00

Ballet 11 - DS
Slim & Trim -LG

p«in«

2:00
p*m*
3:00
p«nie
4:00
p*nt«

5:00
p«nt*
6:00
p«ntu
7:00
p*m«
8:00

Fencing - Advanced/lnlBrmBdIale
- FG
[Mirt'dJ
Badminton - Beginners - UG

Contemporary Dance Performance to 8:00 Jazz Performance - DS - to 8:00
Slim & Trim - LG
Golf - Recreational - GC (cont'd)
Fencing - Recreations! (cont'd)
Contemporary Darted Performance (cont'd) Jazz Performance - (cont'd)
Modern Gymnastics - LG
Tennis - Recreational - SG
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Badminton - Recreational - UG

P«RI*

SB - Sports fiym
UG -Upper Gym
LG • Lower Gym
DS • Dante Studio
Sfl - Study Room

P001 ■ Swimming Pool
FG- Fencing Gym
GC -fiolfCagu
Afl . Archery Hugo
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ASSOCIATION
- 320

HURON

FFRRIIARY
rcDnuAnf

91
l\

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Contemporary8:00Dancea.m. Composition
-10:00 a.m.- DS

Contemporary8:00a.m.-10:00a.m.
Dance Cnmposillnn - DS

Contemporary
Dance Composition (cont'd]
Tennis
BadminlonRecreational
Recreational■ SG- UG
Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG

ST.

FRIDAY

Tennis - Recreational - SG
Badminton - Recreational • UG
Contemporary Dance Composition (cont'd)

Contemporary Dance Intermediate - DS
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Tennis - Recreatlnnal - SG

Fencing - Intermediate • FG
Contemporary Dance - Beginners - DS
Golf - GC

Synchronized Swim - Pool
Ballet 1 - DS
Fencing Intermediate - FG
Tennis - Beginners - SG
Badminton Recreational - UG
Golf - GG
Non-Swim - Pool
Ballet - Beginners - DS
Apparatus- Beginners
Gymnastics- SG- LG
Tennis
Badminton - intermediate - UG
Golf - GC

Golt - GC
Archery
Badminton- AR- Beginners - UG
Slim & Trim - LG
Ballet!
Fencing -OS
- Advanced/Intermediate - FG

Synchrnnized
Swim - Ponl- FG
Fencing
- Intermediate
Goll • GC
Tennis - Beginners - SG
Badminlon - Recreational - UG
Ballet II - DS
Basic ConlBmponjry
Composition - DS
11:00 a.m.Dsncs• 1:00p.m.
Badminton - Intermediate - UG
Tennis - Beginners - SG
Golf-GC

Contemporary Dance - intermediate - OS
Slim & Trim - LG
Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG
Tennis - Intermediate - SG
Badminton - Beginners - UG

Fsncing - Beginners - FG
Jazzl-DS
Tennis - Intermediate - SG
Badminton - Beginners - UG
Archery - AR

Fencing- GC- Beginners - FG
Golt
Slim & Trim
-LG - SG
Tennis
- Intermediate
Badminlon - Beginners - UG
Basic Contemporary Dance Composition

Contemporary Dance 1 - DS
Modern GymnasUcs - LG
Fencing - Beginners - FG
Tennis - Beginners - SG
Badminton - Intennedlale - UG
Archery - AR
Golt-GC
Ballet 1 - DS
Tennis - Beginners - S6
Archery - AB
Golt-GC

Badminton - Intennedlale - UG
Tennis - Intermediate - SG
Apparatus
LG
ConlamporaryGymnastics
Dance - -Intermediate
- DS
Golf-GC

Scottish Country Dance -DS
Badminton (cont'd)
- Intermediate - UG
Tennis - Advanced - SG
Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG

Junior - Swim - Pool
Tennis - Advanced - SG
Badminton - Intermediate - UG
Golf - GC

Jazz
II - DS• Intermediate - UG
Badminton
Tennis - Intermediate • SG
Diving - Pool

Golf-GC
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Tennis
Non-Swim- Beginners
- Pool - SG

Fencing - -Intermediate
Beginners --FGSG
Tennis
Ballet 1 - DS

Stroke Correction - Swim - Pool
Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG
Jazz - Beginners - DS
Olympic Gym Club - LG 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Tennis - Recreational - SG
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Golf • GC

Tennis - Recreational - SG

Diving - Pool
Special Aquatics - Pool
Contemporary Dance 1 - DS
Modem
Tennis -GymnasUcs
Intermedials- LG- SG
Archery
•
EaH -EC AR
Junior Swim -Pool
Jazz - Beginners - DS
Tennis • Recreational - SG
Badminton - Recreational UG
Golf - GC

Folk -Dance
Performance
DS to- 7:00
Golf
Recreational
- GC --5:30
7:00 ' Billet
OlympicIIIGym
-DS Club (cont'd]
Table Tennis - Recreational - FG
Folk Dance - Performance (cool'd]
Golf - Recreational - GC - (cont'd)
Self Defense Recreational (cont'd)

Table Tennis - Recreational - FG
Contemporary Dance6:00-8:00
Composition - DS

Tennis - Recreational - SG
Badminlon - "Gal & Guest'' - UG

Table Tennis (cont'd
- Recreational
FG
to 9:00 •p.m.)

Tennis - Recreational - SG
Badminlon - "Gal & Guest" - UG

Contemporary Dance [Mini
Composition
uj - OS

TrteVara)lyl9
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Blues
win
three
more,
By PETER DUX
meet
York
Hockey Blues added to their so far
perfect league record this season
with two reading week wins over
Brock9-3,andrespectively.
Queen's universities, 15-5,.
and
Toronto remains alone in first
place with 15 wins, no losses, and no
ties. Laurentian is in second place
with an 11-4-1 record, although
Toronto could pad its lead since it
has a game in hand.
Last Saturday at Kingston Blues
took eight of 11 penalties but outshot
the Queen's
GaelsRuhnke
40-31.
Gord
Davies Golden
and Kent
scored two goals each, while singles
went to Nick Holmes, Bob Munro,
Bill Buba, Don Pagnutti, and Bill
Fifield.
Blues also defeated Loyola
Warriors 10-5 in a return match
exhibition game February 9 at Varsity Arena.
Ivan McFarlane led Blues with
two first period goals. Both goals
appeared
with the first
going
in off"flukey"
Loyola defenceman
Jim %I
Houston, and the other off the leg of I
Loyola's Bob Lagarde. i
If not for those two gift goals I
Loyola would have had a well M
deserved lead after the first period.
Bob Munro scores yet another goal for the Blues in a 10-5 exhibition victory over Loyola
Blues played their worst hockey of
the season in the opening 20 team was rewarded with goals by times in the third due to a some- Bilbo, who apparently didn't want to
minutes. Overall, they were shaky Leroy, Holmes, Munro, Buba
what porous Toronto defence.
give themhibitiongame
game. majors in an exPagnutti, Herridge, Fifield, and
all-round and looked totally Davies.
third period
saw Blue's
disorganized.
Loyola's
goal
NeilA Korzack
win an fight
easy victory
over Morris
and Davidscorers
Brandt were
with Don
two
Blues tightened up their game in Loyola was held scoreless in the Loyola's Jim Houston. Both were
apiece,
while
Bob Lagarde added the
the final 40 minutes of play, and the second period but counted three awarded double majors by referee

Canadian

capitalists

want
subordination
By MARK BOHNEN
"They were creating in the
"Foreign
investmentof Canais a beginning a state so deprived of
result
of the structure
any basis for industry", said
dian capitalism, and not an Naylor,
"that the path was set
the American
alternative to it", said Tom forAccording
to takeover".
Naylor, the
Naylor, speaking at the Ontario
Institute for Studies in educa- Baring Brothers, a merchant
tion last week.
house in London, may have
Naylor, a York University been the moving force behind
economics professor, was confederation. This view is supspeaking to several hundred
ported bythe fact that George
people at one of a series of Brown, a father of Confederapublic
lectures
sponsored
by
the
tion,
explicitly supported conWaffle.
federation toincrease the value
of
Canadian
bonds in London.
Naylor asserted that "foreign The act was justified
when the
investment is not a problem.
value
of
the
bonds went up,
Capital is the problem and
foreign investment is totally Naylor said.
"Confederation", said
derivative."
Canadian
Naylor, was "purely a financial
want
to be capitalists
treatened indon't
the transaction"
engineered by a
commercial sphere, he said. few railwaymen and bankers to
pay
off
Canadian
debts.
They want the "freedom to be
There was no broad franchise
subordinate".
Naylor attempted to show involved, Naylor added. In
that the pattern of foreign Prince Edward Island, for example, afew bankers
brought
domtnation has logically confederation
about over
the
developed from the mercantile
structure of Canadian expressed disapproval of 80 per
cent of the population.
capitalism.
He stated that nine-tenths of The pattern of economic
Canadian fortunes were dependence on Britain was
founded not on industrial but on accentuated by the fact that
Ottawa was now ruled by
commercial capital.
These are the businessmen merchant capitalists who were
whose line of descent runs from in turn dependent upon British
merchant capital - banking, capitalists.
finance, railways, utilities and
John A. Macdonald's "Naland speculation.
tional Policy" was, according
According to Naylor, they do to Naylor,
"an Americans
explicit in-to
vitation for the
not produce anything but intermediate flows of goods move in". The tariff was
needed, not to protect existing
between producers and con- industry,
said Naylor, but to
sumers, or of capital between attract American
industrial
savers and investors.
The present dependent state capitalists through branch
of Canadian industry was part The branch plant industry
plants.
of a historical pattern of-govern- benefitted
the railwaymen and
ment domination by mercantile
the
transportation industry, he
capital, according to Naylor.
The pattern was strongly stated.
Because provinces lacked the
established by confederation
when a group of merchant financial means to industrialize,
capitalists from Montreal they developed a "bonusing
"created the Canadian state in system"
to attract local
American industries.
their own image".

Women
swimmers
The women's speed swimming meet.
and diving teams placed second
Olympic veteran Merrily Straiten
overall with 271 points at the OWIAA earned all three Toronto first place
championships February 16 and 17 finishes. Stratten placed first in the
at McMaster University.
200-yard freestyle in 2:02.5 (last year
The University of Waterloo team, she set an OWIAA record for the
led by Maida Murray was first with event in 1:59.8) 100-yard frestyle
382 points, while Guelph finished (56.5, — equalling her last year's
third with 222 points. Teams from 10 record), and 400-yard frestyle
universities participated in the 14 (4:24.1).
event meet. Toronto women cap- Second place finishes were
tured three first place, five second, recorded by Nancy Thompson (200and one third place finishes in the yard breaststroke, 100-yard breast-

tonight

Warriors.
fifth. Toronto outshot Loyola 35-29.
Blues play their final two regular
season
games atthis week — against
York tonight
Varsity Arena, and
then
Sunday
in Sudbury
Laurentian Voyageurs
. against the

second
stroke, and 200-yard individual
medley), and by the 400-yard frestyle
and 400-yard medley relay teams.
Toronto's lone third place finish
came
metre from
divingPamevent.Lemay in the oneBoth Thompson and Stratten
made the necessary standards to
compete in the CIAU finals to be
held in Calgary the first weekend in
March. The meet will mark the first
co-ed dianswim
championship
in Canaintercollegiate
competition.

sportalk

The itsmen's
retain
OUAAfencing
title team
at Hartfailed
Houseto
last weekend as Windsor edged the
Blues 45-43 under a new scoring
system that combined results in both
individual and team competition.
Windsor's Bruno Ciccotelli went undefeated towin the individual foil as
Varsity's Johannes Kaczynski placed
third. Blues' veteran Eli Sukunda
defeated
Windsor's
for individual
sabre Brian
honoursGrimley
in an
exciting tie-breaking barage. Ben
Joyce provided Trent with its firstever OUAA title with an upset victory inthe epee. Blues fenced well in
the team competition, winning two
of three weapons, but Windsor won
the team epee and added a second
and narrow
third in the others to guarantee
the
victory. Kaczinsky, Wing
Nip and Oscar Wong won the team
foil and Sukunda led Andrew Benyei
and Lorenzo Liscio to the team sabre
title. Martin Humphries, John Roth
and Bernie Tsui gave Varsity a third
place finish in the team epee behind
Windsorty ofandWestern
Queen's
the
Universi
Ontario won

the OUAA badminton cham- Saturday in Ottawa .... women's
pionships last Saturday, with good senior volleyball team defeated the
performances by Dave Forbes and Laurentian women's team in three
Ross Durdan. Forbes sweept un- straight games February 10, and
defeated tothe individuals singles went on to place second in the finals
crown and teamed with Ross Dur- last weekend. Toronto defeated
dan to win the individual doubles. McMaster (3-0). Waterloo (3-0), and
Toronto and McMaster tied for se- Western (3-1) on Friday; Saturday
cond place in the sectionals but both Toronto defeated York (3-0), and
teams decided not to play off and Ottawa (3-0). to finish first. Western
Toronto finished alone in second finished second overall and the two
place Toronto finished fourth teams played off with the chamin the OUAA curling sectional finals
pionship going to Western, 2-1, in the
February 2 and 3. Western, Brock best of three series. Western will
play
in
the
finals at2 Acadia
and McMaster finished in the top Universitynational
March
and
three positions in the sectional.
Western and Brock then went on to 3 . . . .women's hockey team
finished
in
fifth
place,
two
points
meet the other sectional winners —
York in the Eastern Section
Queen's and Laurentian — in ofbehind
the OWIAA. However, the ToronKingston
February
9
and
10
for
the
OUAA finals. Western won the
to team did play in the consolation
OUAA meet, while Laurentian series last weekend at Queen's. The
OWIAA
hockey championship was
finished second.
. . women's
senior
basketball
team defeated
Laurentian
won over
by Queen's
Universityofwith
a 5-1
win
University
Western
44-31 February 10, with Chris Craw- Ontario. theDefending
champion
ford scoring 15 points, and Daina
Zukauskas 9. Toronto and Ottawa Guelph University beat York Univerwill represent the Eastern Section of titlesity 4-0 to win the consolation
the OWIAA in the finals Friday and
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hope
playo
'
Blues
BOB missed
PRiTCHARD
Vff
.^^fcfc
*M s " — «*ende
BasketballByBlues
their opportunity t :|
^fr"*^^
*
tolostqualify
year's playoffs
whenFriday
they i
74-58 toforYorkthisYeomen
at York last
^tff
^^
j^Z^
n'ght_'
*V
V
Blues then came back the next day to win y
f ■
J
their last game of the season, defeating ttie ,
^Av^rC*^,
^
University
of Ottawa Gee-Gees 89-78 in the
^ ftVf*^3^1
^„V**9-^'^
^llS
Benson
Gym.
The Blues
ended up ui a fourth place tie *
with York in the F^stern Section. Toronto
but on the merits of York s 6 r*mt victory on
.,„
Lfar-T
Fnday they advanced to the quarter finals
.1 jggj
3g^
^
~
W,th .^Tu^""
he half
score «.«
36-28 in■ Trt™t„>c
Toronto
favour the teamstime started
the second
half * .
v .^MlT|HF
playing evenly. Taking advantage of defensive
lapses by the Blues, Yeomen proceeded to
^
a«t*
■
*
outscoreTorontoi
to change the score ^in^nextfewrninu
to 4848.
w .,
W ci f
tes ^
fa*^
Having tied the score, York went into a half .
#5>
L^$Ti /
T|
U
^
\
full court press for the >*,o$$l
court and ofthenthea contest.
remainder
This rattled the ,^:ffil
_
. fi^tf
-- *
MULf- • aV
Mf 7 M
/^fc
a 16/», 'C, • 4"*^
put together
let Yorkenough
sufficiently
Blues lead
point
- moreto than
to put them
Sa
intoTwice
the Final
Tl
^ i
'^M^T'*.
~ ,«" ',^
in theplayoff
first halfspot.Blues "
had a 10 point fltftfir ^ M Iff
M
-\» ?
aCft
lead onlv to have the Yeomen whittle down 11V, IjL 1
^Jtt- Ufi
*V
fk MC
^ *
U<
M»
A:
the difference to two points. Jt&T ^V. * es
<• * *
»^vt«#r^*«L
the Gee-Ge
Saturday's
in favour §
sided contest
a one against
out to begame
started
of. surprisingly enough, the Blues (Ottawa =f
.
easily defeated Varsity 97-85 in their first f
game this year). Toronto jumped to a 17-6 lead |
^ .
£
then
Ottawa
play.
of
minutes
after only five
put a foil court press on Varsity, and five
minutes later the Gee-Gees were 29-24 Rich Kurczyk picks the ball off in Saturday's final game, against Ottawa. '
trailing
Good outside shooting by Varsity's Peter
In their enthusiasm, however, Ottawa began and 29 to Toronto.
Oolup, along with good ball handling by the to foul, although many of the calls by the
The 72-73 season saw the Blues win half of
Blues in general, put Toronto ahead 49-34 by referees were close, and in some cases, their league games for the first time in Five
the end of the half.
questionable. It was only the fouling on the years, and three out of their seven exhibition
Going into the second 20 minutes, Varsity Gee-Gees part that kept the Blues ahead until games.
made
most ofandsomeusing
careless
by the the
final of By
of the
The main
Blues' up
playbyoverCoach
the
Ottawathe team,
somepassing
fast breaks
members
the the
Ottawaendteam
had game,
fouled four
out, season
was fault
best insummed
quickly put in 12 points to Gee-Gees two, and there were several choice words spoken to McManus: "If they're one thing, they're in
making
a 61-36
ball game.
the referees
coach consistent".
Ottawa itthen
reverted
from the zone defence George
Potvinafterwards,
leading thewith
verbalOttawa
assault.
Varsity managed to come up with big games
they had been using, to a man to man defence.
Despite Gee-Gees valiant comeback, the against the better teams, but faltered against
This put more pressure on the Blues, who Ottawa team was outplayed by the Blues, poorer clubs. They split games with York,
began to turn the ball over, as Ottawa chipped Toronto shot 50 per cent from the floor, and 66 Queen's, Carleton and Ottawa, lost twice to
away at the Varsity lead. The Gee-Gees then per cent from the foul line, in comparison with Laurentian (who ended up in first place in the
moved
and with
four Ottawa's
averages ofThe4061perfoulscentcalled
and 60in per
and defeated
twice.
minutes into
left ainfullthe court
game,press,
the Blues
one time
cent, respectively.
the east),
Toronto
also fairedRyerson
considerably
better at
25 point lead had been reduced to a bare four, game were evenly distributed, 32 to Ottawa home, winning all three of the matches in Hart
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923^1053

Mouse, at
and four out York
of the six in the Benson
Building. They lost seven of their nine away
games
Looking ahead
to the next
season. Blues Dave
will
only
Qne player
toVarsity
^admtion.
Ferguson. Fortunately,
has potential
for a strong centre to replace him in Frank
Cress. Forwards Skyvington and Scott will
return
along this
withyear,
contain
and
top^ scorernextdsforyear,
the Blues
Dave Watt.
Ru
and
Oolup who is probably the most improved
Varsity should have a strong backcourt.
wt> a Uttie "consistency", Toronto might
sneak
into that playoff position in 1974.
Sr«rinC.
Toronto Toronto at York
Brian Skwineton
15
SSrSn
1?
ci i
iSSS^
z^^^
9i
RandyFihnski
6
Dave Ferguson
STJ!
i5
bUlt-r.mas
mnKCress
£
R«*KuKzyk
2
,,° c ,
VmceSantoro
22
Pike.
129
Weppler
Bob
Ev Spence
-JJ6
Simbrow
Je"* ^™
Ottawa
at
Toronto
Ottawa
22
VinceLukenda
MervChandler
Saney.....
1812
Vic
Geoff Gruson
9
Mike Heale
:
5
Todd Plaskacz
4
John Plaskacz
3
Barry Mosley
3
Mike
: 2
TorontoDavis
Dave Watt
22
Peter Skyvington......:
Oolup
1812
Brian
Rich Kurczyk
9
Randy Filinski
8
DaveFerguson
6
Glenn Scott
5
Tony
Rudmik
4
Frank Cress
-3
Doug Baker
2

Nordic
skiers
win
Carleton
Invitational
University won its third successive a team can place first in the OUAA Britt Roberts, 15th (79.1), Doug Toronto won the OUAA cross
The
University
of
Toronto
men's
alpine ski team remains in second meet, placing three competitors in system with, for example, team Carter, 29th (84.6), Grant Wilson, country results while Laurentian
place with 36 points after the fifth- the top seven. Carleton now has 38 of members finishing in three con- 53rd (150.7).
meet of the seven-meet season last a possible 40 points so far in the
placed second, and.. Queen's third.
secutive positons somewhere near Toronto finished second overall to However,
team
season.
Carleton in the OUAA slalom team results had Utheof Tinvitational
Friday at Georgian Peaks.
in second place to
top. placing
With Carleton's
Meanwhile, the nordic team won Toronto gained nine of a possible the
person
ninth outsystem,
of tena results with 96.0 points. Carleton Laurentian.
the OUAA championship and the 10 points on Friday and remains in would not necessarily detract from was first with 98.7 points. In the In the individual jumping Rob
Paul Allen Trophy at the OUAA and second place. Western and Queen's his team's position if the two other invitational slalom' team results Behan
placed fourth with a two
Carleton Invitational Ski Meet are
tied for third place with 29 points members finished near the top. U Toronto was third to Carleton and
February 9 and 10 at Mont each.
Dalhousie.
of
T's
Doug
Carter
finished
eighth
in
jump
total
174.5.withCarleton's
Rob
Ste .Marie.
a combinedThe OUAA has adopted a new the giant slalom individual results Dalhousie team member Bill Langevin wasof first
In the University of Western points system this season to judge , with a time of 84.6. Bill Honeywell Honeywell won the alpine individual total of 181.0.
Ontario Invitational alpine meet at both team and individual per- , from Dalhousie was first in 82.5.
Other Toronto competitors
with 198.9 points. Toronto team
Other Toronto competitors members
Roberts and Doug included Grant Wilson, sixth (170.5).
Georgian Peaks February 16, Toron- formances over the entire season. included
Grant Wilson, 11th, (85.8), Carter wereBritt
The system awards ten points to the
13th
and
14th,
with
183.4
and
Doug Carter, 13th (144.5).
to's
Doug
Carter
won
both
runs
in
37.34 and 40.08 for a total of 77.42 to winner, nine points to second place, Britt Roberts, 21st, (89.7), and Alan and 183.0 points, respectively. Grant
Jumping second
team results
had Toronto
Wilson finished 31st with 144.2 finishing
score 10 points and earn the in- eight to third and so on down to 10th Abbott, 45th (106.2).
to Carleton,
with
dividual lead in the series with a place. The points will be aggregated The OUAA giant slalom team
Queen's
third.
over the entire season.
total of 32 points.
results had Carleton in first place Overall in the 13 team meet
Toronto finished first in the nordic
Rob Langevin, representing February 9 and 10 the Toronto with 297.9.points, while Queen's was Toronto finished third in the in- team
results (jumping and cross
with 293.9, and Toronto third points. vitational toCarleton and Dalhousie.
Carleton University, finished second alpine team placed second in the second
with times of 38.20 and 40.60 for a OUAA slalom team results and third with 286.4.
The same weekend Toronto nordic country),andwiththird,
Carleton
and Queen's
respectively.
78.80 total.
in the OUAA giant slalom, third in Toronto also Bristled third in the skirs won the OUAA championship second
At
the
combined
OUAA
meet Rod
invitational
gaint
slalom
team
the
Carleton
giant
slalom
results,
at
the
Carleton
Invitational.
Jamie Neilson
of Queen's
Behan was awarded the bronze
University
placed third
on the and third in the Carleton slalom results with 285.7 points.
Doug Garfield finished third in the medal
in
the
alpine
slalom,
Toronto team member Rod cross
strength of his second run of 40.59. results at the Carleton Invitational.
country individual results with Doug Garfield won the bronzewhilein
Combined with his first time of 38.70 Carleton uses a graduated point Beham finished fifth in the slalom 94.5 points
of 37 minutes 43 cross country.
this gave him a 79.29 total.
system stressing individual times event individual points total in a seconds. Dunin aelltime
Frank
fromwith
Laurentime
of
75.7.
(Behan
tied
with
Rod
whereas
the
OUAA
system
stresses
The next alpine meet is the
tian
was
first
in
35:38
100 McMaster
Neilson him
's eight
points forin thesecond
day teamwork and consistency. The Munro of RMC and Mike Ryan from
Invitational at
enabled
to remain
OUAA
system
is
more
competitive
Other
Toronto
team
members
in
Collingwood,
March 2, while the
place at 31. Neilson's brother, Ian, as a result with a broader point was
Carleton.)
Carleton's
Rob
Langevin
first in 72.3.
nordic team will compete March 3 in
the field of 24 included Ken Sidney the
also series
from Queen's,
remains third in
30 kilometre
the
with 26 points.
Other Toronto team competitors in 38:50 (for 91.8) and Dave McCly- eastern
Canada. championship for
The team from Carleton spread.
In practical terms this means that included Alan Abbott, 11th (78.2), points.
ment in 42:09 (for 84.5).
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TORONTO!

pickets

MONTREAL (CUPI) - Montreal police moved to break up student picket
cCd
m0st classes
y? ^throughbutstudent
Pobce
Hrn?whdU
Pol2? drove
their ^
motorcycles
lines Gained
injuring at least
three students as the UQAM
decided to try toTrcib v end
the strike which has kept the administration
university
since January 26
Only when the not squad appeared onclosed
the scene in the morning
student (hsperse, but they returned
for mass picket lines in theS«Sdidom,the
IS^JIS? or picketing today "*
the P0lice ^
actioncommiss
foUowedioned
an opinion
poU
by
a
private
polling neTon
firm which
*eYesterda
adnunisty'sration
the night before The telepho
was
deigned
to
discover
whether
students
favoured
calling
toen"told^
strike or whether they wanted their terms annulled. Some?2pohce
% students
n i*$S7* l° 36t f ' 279 refused to answer and an°ther 208 hung up
yQQuebec
.^T
^ ^ ^ Cloutier
301 wanted
term »nX
^^n minister
educatio
said «*
Wednesd the time
had come to res ore order on Francois
the UQAM campus. Studentsayhave
S
demanding
to pay
fees during the three yetrs arte?
graduation, ifthetheyright
find employmtuition
ent in the field
they studied
113(1 f°rCed *** ad^tration to withdraw its January
26JSfJS
deadline ?
for tiie payment
of fees. (The university would have expelled
«ipeuea
by that time.)
pay
to
fading
students
The Quebec government
lifted all province-wide deadlines February 6
and said each university could decide for itself how to collect fees. This week
«■ C„ e™ des recteurs et Principal* des universitees de Quebec
<mu2 CWt ito,dtatun! ^ for strict fe€ P3^- But students
^ after
QA M ^ ^ Pay Up t0
SuTtion
Students were expecting police action yesterday and they got it UQAM
Suction60 ami0UnCed WedneSd3y nieht h* fateMi^ *
the
,<nJ£i2n ?
be'ow
8
am
at
JoUette
^P"3
<>n
the
busy
downtow
St. Cathenne Street. Another 200 students massed outside a
S
«5T outside
bluJdmS- Montreal police stood nearby but didn't move in
untd students
science building parking lot tried to stop a
professor from entering the
with bis car. About five
police tried to move the
students but they were pushed back.
Almost instantaneously the police
moved away and one motorcycle policema
n drove his vehicle throueh the
crowd of students, injuring at least three people.
One woman was taken to
hospital with a cracked bone in her leg. Two
more motorcycle policemen
managed to disperse the students.
Meanwhile by 9 am at the St Catherine Street
police had cut 1
traffic in a two-block area and about 30 police forced campus,
200 students to leave the 1
sidewalk
in front
street.campus entrance and walk on the sidewalk on the t
of theof the
opposite side
Soon about 10 motorcycle police
past the students, made a quick Uturn and drove through the students drove
on the sidewalk. The students scattered
shouting 'Dorais fasciste", "Dorais assassin".
soar in the office of Varsity editor.
Students then re-grouped, lined sidewaik and faced about 30 police Old Varsities can be put to good use: paper birds,
courtesy of Radio Varsity
across the street. One policeman thentheordered
them to disperse and repeated
the command. At 9:20 the riot squad arrived, armed
with
helmets and clubs
The students decided to leave.
The students then walked to the science building, but dispersed by 10 am
They re-grouped at noon
the street from the St
campus
Students
Few policemen remained, across
rally to defence
100 student picketers were Catherine
4 pm
Throughout the day few butprofessors
reported for work onandhandfewbyclasses
convened. The professors' union has been supporting the student strike
of soon
jobless
professor
and helped J.F. Adams with his book
By BRIANE NASIMOK
Lectures on Lie
Math
Staff might not be cut
students are rallying over the firing of another Groups. He will publish two other papers,
one in the
Canadian
Journal
of
Mathematics.
professor, after Erindale professor Michael
Mather said that he cannot ask for a letter of
announced recently that he will not be rehiredMather
next
reccomendation,
they will not tell me the
Students in his class Wednesday presented reasons why I was"because
at Advisory Bureau
fired."
mathematics
department
Erindale
chairman
student
George
Lynett
Duff
Spencer
with
speculates that one
a
year. supporting Mather and his teaching ability. reason Mather may not have been rehired
departments, often without being petition
was due to his
The with
university's
Advisory
Bureau,
faced
the prospect
of axing
one paid for this work.
Forty-five of 50 students present at Wednesday's class support of a student strike. She went to Duff early in
senior staff member next year Normally, departments with cross- signed
the
petition,
which
asked
Duff
to
respond,
but said
either
dismissal,
the
about
complain
to
December
because of a $22,000 budget cut, may appointed faculty credit each other by letter or in person at the math rally planned for Duff wouk; not discuss Mather's case.
be spared that fate.
with the teaching time provided by Tuesday, at 11 am in the Sid Smith foyer.
Spencer said that Duff told her previous professors
The bureau and internal affairs each other. However, in the unusual
Math students at the St George campus have who have been let go never had problems getting jobs
vice-president Jill Conway are case of the bureau's
elsewhere,
especially in industry. She said that uniorganized
two
petitions
protesting
math
policy
after
two
teaching
administrators, this system would be professors whom they considered excellent teachers,
working on proposals which will
versity policy for hiring young professors ran in a cycle
allow it to carry on without the loss impractical and consequently the dismissed.
David Spring and Stephen Salaff, were effectively system; it releases professor after only a few years.
of any senior staff and without gratis" teaching resulted.
Mather and the protesting math students received
A proposal currently being
Mather has been trying to find out the reasons for his support Wednesday night from SAC when a general
violating
the
budget
committee's
decision to reduce the amount of explored would have departments dismissal
since last spring, when he was told his services meeting voted to "condemn the firing of teachers of
direct university support to the receiving teaching service from were no longer required. He said last night he has proven ability such as David Spring, Stephen Salaff and
bureau.
bureau employees pay the bureau received the explanation from Duff that Mather had not
Michael
Council,Mather."
Conway said she hoped it would be for their services, thereby augmen- published enough.
in a letter to Duff, (copies of which went to
Duff also showed him a letter from a student president John Evans and vice-president Don Forster)
ting its budget.
possible
fully ofas Although
possible tothemaintain
current"as level
final details have yet to complaining about his teaching, but Mather said that also reaffirmed its position "that teaching ability be a
be worked out, McCulloch agreed he attention
Duff told tohimthetheletter.
tenure committee did not pay much prime factor in matters of promotion, granting of
support"
tenure, and firing, and that students be represented on
. The solution to the bureau's is "a lot more optimistic" than he
financial problems may be was before about the bureau's future
Mather said that "the department is preventing me alt teaching bodies decision-making bodies".
and
its
ability
to
avoid
Firing
one
of
Over 1000 math students in one petition demanded
supplementing the bureau's
from improving as a teacher by not telling me what's more
student voice in departmental affairs, especially
three senior employees.
wrong
with my teaching. They would rather ruin a
operating budget by a ''mixture ol itsLetters
supporting
the
bureau
had
outside funding and funding from
hiring, firing and tenure. They also demanded tht more
reached
°affe«
01311
help
me
oecome
a
better
teacher."
for
comment.
flooded
its
office
after
word
of
the
Duff
was
emphasis
out
be put on teaching evaulating professors and
of
town
yesterday
and
could not be
academic
sources",
according to
bureau director
Don McCulloch.
less on examinations in evaluating students.
proposed budget cut and its effects In connection
In the past, he explained, bureau leaked out, McCulloch reported.
with the alleged lack of publishing
Another petition,- signed by about 150 present and
former
students of Salaff and Spring, called for their
ma.tena'
;.Mathera paper
staff have been cross-appointed to However, "It's not yet done," he had
said he,in in his five years at U of T, retention.
pubUshed
teaching positions in various cautioned.
the math journal Topology,
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Belmondo,by
will be Thief of Paris"
Swordsmen
by BlackbeltStudent
demonstrati
Bujold. with
In CarrJean-Paul
Hall. Admission
held
at the onInternational
Centre, 33 St. Geneviere
7 pm
series ticket. Again at 9:30 pm.
Everyone
$1.00.
Tickets:
Street.
George
Welcome! Till 8 pm.
NOW
AND
HERE
Mitel's Lecture Series is presenting Professor
Waffle Public Lecture Series on The Political and
LouistheFeldman
will beHouse,
speaking186onSt."Judaism
Occult"whoat Hillel
George
3:30 pm2394.
- "Women
Krista Maeots
Crowbar — live and in concert at Convocation Sciences Building, Room
OISE. Street.
TODAY
Room N201
all day
the9:30Canadian
inEconomy
Til!
pm.of Canada.economy".
Intermediate conversational Hebrew at Hillel
8:30
pm
Hall
Tickets
on
sale
at
the
Hall
Porter's
Desk,
SDS Teach-in on Racism. Plenary: Charles Thog presents music, theatre magic and love- House, 186 St. George Street.
8:30 pmA.T.L. card required. Roach,
Nominations are now open for Victoria Hart House for 5 cents.
Philippe Filsaime will speak. At the Admission' one dollar. Bathurst Street United
College
date isis
Medical Sciences Auditorium.
5:30 pm
March 7 SAC
and 8.representative.
The deadline torElection
nominations
A
second
performance
given
by
Lithuanian
Church. Allt. proceeds7:15 topmQuebec-Gothic anti- Concert of contemporary jazz with Gary
developmen
Friday.
March
2.
Contact
the
VUSAC
office
for
folk
dancers
at
I.S.C.,
followed
by
a
lively
Varsity Christian Fellowship: There will be an
further information.
Morgan 390and Dupont
friends(atsextet
at the Actors'
Brunswick).
evening
of
polka
and
dancing.
Liquor
on
sale.
informal dinner tonight at the Newman Centre. SMC Rim flub presents Louis Malle's "The Theatre
Tickets are on sale in the VUSAC office for Free admission.
Then al 8 pm we will be going to hear Sweet
the
Victoria
College
grad
banquet
to
be
-held
"The
Winter's
Tale"
by
William
Shakespeare.
Spirit plus Terry 7:30
Sheppard
pm at the O.C.E.
Thursday. Mary 1st. noon
At Hart students
House Theatre,
D
n
$2.00.
$1.50. February 21-24. Tickets auditorium.
u
Basics
ot
Christianity:
a
Bible
study
and
SATURDAY
'discussion with Eilert Frenchs. S.C.M. Office.
"Millhouse": part of a Political Film Festival
9:30
am
Hart House.
sponsored by the Student Christian Movement
SDS Teach-in on Racism. Workshops: Buffalo and
I pm
NationsRoad.Association
Paul's
SDS,thetheStatefightUniversity
against aof racist
professor
Church,the United
121 Avenue
Admission:at 98St. cents.
Eucharist,
sponsored
by
the
Student
Christian
at
NY
at
Buffalo.
Movement. Hart House Chapel.
At Medical Sciences Building, Room 3290.
SMA
Film
Club
presents
Fred
Zinnemann's
Man
For
All
Seasons"
with
Paul
Scofield,
Orson"A
"Bacterial Meningitis." In Ken Stone, recently returned from Israel will Welles, Susannah York in Carr Hall. Admission
HamflE
roomFree105filmof entitled
the Pharmacy
1:10 pm Building.
Medical
At
East".
Middle
(he
in
745
pm
"Racism
discuss
$1.00.
Onson, a play by Arrabal. An orison is a Sciences Building, Room 3268.
and Canadian
Policy". Vic Flick presents two films of suspense:
prayer. An ocarina makes a perfectly pure At "Racism
Medical Sciences
Building,Immigration
Room 3264.
"Shadow
Doubt" andNew"Ministry
HOU
sound.
University
Playhouse, 79-A St. Critique
Victoriaof aUniversity
Academicof Fear".
Building,At
of Banfield's
Thein UUnheavenly
City, a the
George AtStreet
Free. College
architecture,
T
3 pm
of
used
been
text which has
8
pm
Room
3.
73
Queen's
Park
Crescent.
Admission
politicalRoomeconomy
geography
Colloquium: History of Science. urban
Sciences andBuilding.
3259.courses. $1.00.
ARTHARTGALLERY
"Structuralism
and the
History of University
Science" byof Medical
HOUSE
Charles Roach, Toronto civil rights lawyer, will Lecture on Buddhist Meditation by students
Yvon
Gautier.
Dept.
of
Philosophy,
CLASSICAL CONCERT
Toronto. Room 524, 4Newpm College.
ot Chogyam
Trungpa
the Yoga
speak onSouth"Racism
CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION
TUES..FEB. 27 1:00 P.M.
House
SittingandRoom.the Law". At the Hart Centre.
935 Bloor
Street Rinpoche
Wesl. (Nearat Ossington
Until
Fibniar,25
LOUISE COURVILLE
Victims: The Subway.) For information call 923-9097.
Campbell: "TheWhiteFifth
Graduateeveryone
Students'to Union
Classes".
Gallery
Hours:
Monday.
11
a.m.
9
p.m..
Ave.Theinvites
a Wineat and16 Bancroft
Cheese AteffectFinlay
Popular
the
on
Racism
of
Hillel's
Film
Series
is
presenting
"Sallah"
at
MUSIC
ROOMFlautistNAM HOUSE
the Hart House North Sitting Room.
Hillel House. 186 St. George Street. Coffee
Party. Note: We have imported wines, as well as
TiMSdiy • Saturday. 11 a.m. - 5 p.m..
Haitianon House will be open following the film.
for thespeak
spokesman will
Filsaime.Committee,
Philippe Action
your favourite domestic!5 pmTill 7 pm.
Sunday. 2 p.m. - S p.m.
Patriotic
A Riverdale Collegiate Reunion is slated for
for twoandgreat
and Building.
Racism Room
in Haiti".
tonightlood.at Saint
Hall on LeslieAdmission
Street.
Medical Sciences
2394. At the Free
Liquor Joseph's
mayallbedaypurchased.
filmsGet(TheyourPinkticketsPanther,
The Peter
Party) Sellers
at the "Repression
10 am
Pharmacyvance. (75Building.
Admission
is
50t
in
adSUNDAY
"Spiritualily
and Technology":
theme of FREE $2.00.
CROWBAR
t at th,e door5-.30onpmTuesday Feb. 27.)
CZECH
annual
University
ROCK GROUP
QUARTET STRING
SERIES
QUARTET
Plays
in HartCollege
HouseAlumnae
Theatre.Symposium
Morning Meditation and instruction by students of
Come see Lithuanian folk dancers perform lo be heldProfessor
Concert lonifht in Convocation Hall 8:00
William Irwin Thompson of Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche at the Yoga Centre.
for Lithuanian Day at U of T. International speakers:
SCHUBERT
&
DVORAK
At
935
Bloor
Street
West.
(Near
Ossington
York University, and Professor Charles .Tart of
p.m. Ticket)
for Screquired.
at Hall Porter's
' Students Centre. 335:45St. pmGeorge Street.
Desk.
Hart Houseon sale
ATL Cards
2 pm call 923-9097.
UniversityKranzberg
of California.
Lunch speaker — Subway). For information
Sunday, Feb. 25 • 3:00 p.m. Great Hill
Dr. Melvin
Lichet Benchen this week at Hillel House is at the
1olpmGeorgia Tech.
SDS Teach-in on Racism. Third World Studies
5:45 pm at 186 St. George
7 pm Street.
SDS Teach-in on Racism. Workshops: Finlay
"The Liberation Struggle in PorTry a delicious Lithuanian meal. Only $1 Campbell, "The Fifth victims: The Effect of Committee,
Colonies in Africa".and Adiscussion
film on Angola,
slides ontugal'sMozambique,
led by
complete. International Students Centre, 33 St. Racism
on
the
White
Popular
Classes".
Hart
John Saul. At OISE (252 Bloor Street W.) Room
House North Sitting Room.
George.
BLACK HART PUB
7:30 pm
Charles
Roach,
will
speak
on
"Racism
and
the
AND THURSDAY
The Varsity Blues try to make it 17 wins in a
Take in some interesting music at the Law". At the Hart House South Sitting Room.
WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY,
International Students Centre. An ensemble of
row as - they go for an undefeated season. The
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT FROM 8^30 P.M.
Banfield'sBuilding.
The Unheavenly
City. Al N401.
MedicalofSciences
Room 3259.
old Lithuanian musical instruments players will theCritique
Laurentian Voyageurs will do all they can to
it doesn't happen. Join Archie Hunter
Ken Stone
the Middle
ofentertain
T. you — all part of Lithuanian Day at U Medical
Scienceson "Racism
Building, inRoom
3268. East". make Johnsure Karr
tor Radio
live coverage
of the Blues final
leagueVarsity's
game live
from the
SDS Teach-in on Racism. Plenary — Finlay Leroy Butcher, will speak on "Canada, Racism and
Campbell (professor of black literature at U. of and
Sudbury
Arena.
Call
the
Sports
line
Imperialism
Caribbean". Medical score at 964-1484. Radio Varsityfor820the AMlatestin
Building, inRoomthe 3264.
Wisconsin). Leroy Butcher (editor of Black Sciences
THE U of T LITHUANIAN STUDENTS CLUB
Voice), Martie Riele (International Secretary of "Racism in the Public Schools". Medical residences and at 96.35 pmFM on Rogers Cable.
SDS). At the Medical 8 Sciences
Sciences Building, Room 3290.
CORDIALLY INVITES ALL TO ATTEND THEIR
pm Auditorium.
The Zimbabwe Students Association, will Alpha Omicron Pi annual spaghetti dinner.
is Welcome! At 24 Madison Avenue.
See TheStudent
Little Prince,
a one-hour
play by292,the discuss
Imperialism
Zimbabwe". Everyone
Enndale
Theatre.
At Room
Admission
is $1.00. (Proceeds to the Canadian
Medical "Racism
Sciences andBuilding,
Room in2290.
Arthritis Foundation).
Preliminary
Building.
Peter Rosenthal,
U
ol
T.
will
speak
on
"Racist
Slide show
of Enndale
Lithuaniancampus.
art Free.
at the Treatment
of
Immigranf
Workers
at
the
LITHUANIAN
DAY
6 pm
International Students Centre.
Workman's Compensation Board". Medical A Japanese Dinner and a Kendo
TODAY
ALL DAY AT THE
SEE "HEREFORANDDETAILS
NOW"
INT'L STUDENTS CENTRE

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
t
Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.
For information write to:
Community of the Holy Spirit
***#
54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
;****** » * w A * « **1
VICTORIA
about a RAMPANT SOCIAL PROBLEM
a 90 minute ENTERTAINMENT and
INFORMATION special
COMEDY, MUSIC. DRAMA with DICK CAVETT
& JAMES COCO & ARLO GUTHRIE
a group discussion
on Canadian aspects
x>t the problem
• on WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 28, 8 PM

GRAD

COLLEGE

BANQUET

Thursday, March 1, 1973
REGENCY BALLROOM, HYATT REGENCY
reception 6:30
dinner (with wine) 7:30
Speaker:
PITMAN
DANCE WALTER
WITH YOUNG
Tickets: $3.00 for grads
$5.00 for non-graduating guests
Tickets available at the VUSAC Office
on the main floor of Wymilwood
LAST DAY TO BUY TICKETS:
MONDAY, FEB. 26
»¥¥¥¥¥¥-¥-*-¥-*-'
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Report
advocates
Interdisc
Interdisciplinary Studies will This comes only two months after revisions to the recommendations distinction between full and part 10dept
during the winter term and four in
become a full department in the a major threat to the existance of the earlier agreed to by several of its time students.
the summer. A normal four-year
faculty of arts and science if a draft innovative department abated.
sub-committees. The final report Student committee member Bob degree could be telescoped into
The recommendation was will be forwarded to president John Anderson, who is also a member of three years.
report by the New Program Review
included in the PAC on the New Evans after next Thursday's the faculty's General Committee,
Committee is implemented.
"College X" would be established
The report recommends that Program's draft report, which meeting.
predicted that the credit system
for part time students, or
Interdisciplinary Studies have its recommends far-reaching changes in Among the most controversial would have difficulty passing if the especially
in
scheme, those students
own staff as well as a chairman and the Faculty of Arts and Science.
recommendations are the setting up report is referred to the Faculty whothearenewtaking
a small number of
operating funds. There would also be A committee meeting yesterday of a credit system to replace the Council, since such a system has courses.
a new departmental council discussed the draft, written by chair- present year system in arts and been rejected for the last two years. Degree certification would be a
established.
man Daniel Berlyne, making minor science which would end of the Other important recommenda- B.A. (30 credit) and a B.A. (40 credit)
tions include the setting up of four and corresponding BSC degrees.
For curriculum development, the
types of undergraduate degree pro- report
recommends that faculty and
g
r
a
m
s
a
s
"desirable
norms",
including a single
major,
double
major, college program directors be apBehaviour
liberal
arts
and
thematic
foci.
pointed todevelop and coordinate
code
approved
newIn programs
and courses.
members
of
it
the
right
to
recourse
By RANDY ROBERTSON
Each
would
have
a
board
of
the
university
is
forcing
these
groups
the
controversial
area of the
The Internal Affairs Committee to bear.
for discipline if any member of the studies to administer it made up of relationship
of health care
For
example,
Students
for
a
university
destroys,
damages
or
inof vaious professional faculties to arts and
passed
its draftyesterday
code of "without
behaviourdissent"
which Democratic Society spokesman Bill
terferes with the operation of the representatives
departments, colleges and
will now go to the Governing Council Schabas complained yesterday that learning resources.
curriculum committees. This would science, the committee recommends
for its consideration and approval. the university is charging SDS over
The code specifies the rights of the
a movement toward a Faculty setting up
"pre-health"
with two
restricted
enrolment.
The decision on the code $300 for rooms and $100 for imposed university itself. Among them is its be
Reform Caucus recommendation programs
One of the important teaching
completes nearly five months of police protection for this weekend's "right and obligation to protect flexible.
recommendations
is
that
as many
that
programs
be
coherent
as
well
as
work on discipline by Internal Af- conference on racism.
members of the university comintroductory courses as possible
munity and their visitors from
fairs, which had hoped to agree on a Conway said policy on these
have
lecture-seminar
sections
with
The
credit
system
would
allow
policy recommendation by Christ- matters would have to be provided physical harm, threats of harm, or students to progress toward a degree under 50 students per class.
mas. If accepted, it will end over Affairs
for the committee.
university by the Internal abuse, the university's property at their own speed. .Normal course
Along with this would be a
from damage and unauthorized use, load would be 10 credits per year or biweekly
three years of work on discipline
80-110 minute tutorial with
which began with the Campbell
The code's freedom of enquiry and its academic and administrative the equivalent of five full courses. substantial student participation,
also involves the obligation not to processes from interruption."
Report in 1969.
However,
students
could
take
as
replacing
the year.
present weekly
The behaviour code, U of T vice- interfere with the freedom of The code leaves up to the tribunal many as 14 credits per year by taking tutorials in first
members of the university to pursue to determine specific sanctions to be
presidentmit e isintended
Jill Conwayto make
told theas comclear normal academic and administrative imposed for breaches of university
as possible the kinds of conduct that activities, including freedom of regulations, although it does suggest
a list of penalties.
constitute violations of principles of movement.
The code emphasizes the
behaviour necessary for the "proper Conway offered as examples of responsibility
of members of the
freedom
of
movement
"the
freedom
Chinese math
is "red
functioning" of the university.
to walk to the Faculty of Arts and university to ensure the various
"These principles," the report Science
rights
and
freedoms
it
propounds,
office without having to
says,
"derive theirfunctions
legitimacyof from
the academic
the walk over 50 sitting bodies," and but leaves the definition of this
and expert": profs
"the freedom to enter 215 Huron responsibility up to the tribunal as
university".
By MICHAEL
well.
The code enunciates several rights
between scientific
research O'KEEFE
and social needs was attacked in a
Chairman Paul Cadario, acting on seriesTheof gap
and obligations it finds binding on Street".
discussions held Wednesday in Sid Smith as part of the Math Day
(Students
protesting
the
Faculty
of
advice solicited from law dean Mar- activities.
both students and faculty.
tin Friedland, recommended to the
Among these is freedom of Arts and Science's refusal to approve
audience of about 40 people heard math professors Chandler Davis
staff-student parity on the General committee that the tribunal involve and AnStephen
Salaff speak on mathematics in China after the revolution.
enquiry
which
"entitles
members
of
Committee
in
1971
occupied
parts
of
the university to hold public Sidney Smith Hall, where the faculty not just one chairman as originally Physics professor Jim Prentice former math prof David Spring followed with
meetings, to post notices, subject to offices are located. Three weeks ago, proposed, but five.
a general critique of the role of science in society.
guidelines developed by the Gover- Stop the Student Surcharge picketers
"If you had a panel of five
Salaff began with a discussion of the problems facing mathematics in
ning Council, and to engage in attempted to prevent entry to the chairmen, each of whom I think we China in 1949, the year the revolution succeeded, These included a rather
have to assume will be neutral, heavy emmigration of top professors, a shortage of Chinese texts, and a
peaceful demonstrations subject to 215
Huron
Street
administrative
the development of reasonable and building.)
objective and acceptable to all major tradition of rote learning.
impartially applied rules, to be esbodies within the university,"
China also suffered from what Salaff descibed as a "semi-colonial
tablished bythe Governing Coun- Freedom of enquiry involves as Friedland said in a letter presented
to theof them
committee,
"you
could
use
cil." These rules must reflect "the well "the obligation to respect the one
Chinese
math had long been dominated by western institutions and
to screen the proposed journals, especially
right of members of the university to
in the selection of research topics. This left Chinese
purpose of the university" and be privacy
in
offices,
laboratories,
and
cases,
one-to
act
as
(tribunal)
chair"designed to ensure the safety of the residence rooms, and to keep perextremely vulnerable to "imperialist hostility," which
man, and the other three to review mathematicians
manifested
itself
in
the
U.S. blockade of the Chinese coast during the Korean
campus."
Conway said that numerous
sonal papers, confidential records,
if an appeal
is brought."that
recommended
complaints had been made about and effects, subject only to the law theThecasecommittee
The
goal
of
Chinese
mathematicians, said Salaff, was to become both
number of chairmen on the war.
inadequate rooms being assigned of the land and written agreements the
"Redstage
and expert."
They
sought
develop political
and expertise
that wasThisrelevant
tribunal be increased to at least six the
campus groups for public meetings voluntarily entered into."
development of theto Chinese
economy.
goal wasto
and the protection costs for police It allows the university or and that one of these serve full-time. pursued inofthree
main phases; the Great Leap Forward (1958), the Socialist
The quality of persons who might
Campagin (1962-65), and the Cultural Revolution (1966-70).
be attracted to the positions was a Education
Chandler Davis, who visited China in the fall of 1971, added his
cause of concern to the committee impressions
of the present state of Chinese mathematics.
members. Student member Ian
The universities, which had been closed during the Cultural Revolution,
said thattogood
reopened in late 1970. By this time, all of the math professors had spent at
beMorrison
very difficult
get people
and to "will
keep least
two years in either a factory or an agricultural commune, working on
and it will be difficult to maintain problems
relevant to the productive needs of the Chinese society.
Davis commented that the effects of this campaign were quite
theGovernor
quality over
years." asked if
Keith theHendrick
noticeable, especially in the subject matter of the texts. While some theory
these people
— "Solomon-like,
who remains in the texts, the emphasis lies heavily on the application of math to
will
understand
the student
specific,
relevant problems.
situation" — can be found.
Entrance requirements to universities reflect the changing priorities of
Marnie
Paikin
warned
that
"if
the
the
Chinese
system. A university applicant must have completed
chairmen are incapable of deciding upper middleeducational
school, have two years of factory or commune experience, and
justly, fairly, then the whole thing be nominated by his fellow workers. Davis noted that only 30 per cent of
are admitted to upper middle school, but added that they
committee, acting in Chinese students
willThefall apart."
in "excellent" on-the-job study programs, which can also lead to
agreement with the U of T Act, participate
university training.
resolved that the suspension or disDavis cited a lack of national mathematics associations, poor
mis al ofa teacher or the suspension
between universities, and the absence of a coherent program
or expulsion of a student must be communication
to
train
new professors as weaknesses within the Chinese system. He was
confirmed by the Governing Council quick to remind
the audience, however, that the universities had only been in
acting on the advice of the operation for a year
when he was there. He emphasized that "the program of
President.
Hendrick wondered if this would self-criticism is a continuous one."
not entail a new hearing of the case
by the Governing Council before it
Ball results hanging
could act, casting doubt on the
Good triumphs.
tribunal's
as theto ultimate
court
that authority
it is supposed
be.
Today's one o'clock staff No matter the outcome, this
The committee made frivolous or meeting
will be devoted to
week's office,
gathering,
at the Street,
Daily
vexatious appeals a violation of the celebrating the morning's victory Planet
91 St. George
code of behaviour. It is leaving the over
SAC,
unless
we lost. of the will feature
a talk on staff
determination of the nature of the
Because the outcome
annual SAC versus Varsity conflict democracy, by outgoing editor
penalty up to the tribunal.
no one else
Vice-provost Robin Ross pointed is not known at press time, staffers Alex Podnick, although
to say anything.
SSSC trailer used to organize pickets and fees strike since September was out to the committee that the code are requested to attend today's willEvenbe atallowed
this
late
date,
new blood
found moved from outside 215 Huron (fees offce) to delivery area behind of behaviour applies only to the meeting to find out the outcome of
to organ.
join the bloodstream
Robarts library. It was last seen by SSSC members outside 215 Huron at 6 pm University of Toronto and not to the this morning's ball hockey game. ofis invited
this
vital
which have in- Champagne will be provided if
Wed night, according to spokeswoman Denise Havers. SSSC has arranged for federated colleges,
dependent jurisdiction.
it to be taken back. U of T police had no knowledge of how it happened.
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Alex Podnlck
Editor
Office
91 St. George St., 2nd floor "Canada is a dull country when considering
Phone
923-8741, 923-8742
-former U of T president Claude Bissell
'The sense of being Canadian should pervade
Advertising Manager Bob BrockhouM
revolution
923-8171
Phone
the university.""-Maclean's editor Peter Newman

The Varsity, a member ol Canadian.
University Press, was 'founded in I860
cil rheof itioStudents'
andToronto
is published
AdolPress
andministrateIsCbyounprinted
byUniversity
Daisons
Lid. Opinions
expressed
In this
newspaper are notAdministrative
necessarily Council
those of
orthetheStudents'
administration of rhe university
Format
complaints
about
ihe
editorial
or business operation of the paper may
be addressed to Committee,
the Chairman. CamBoard pusof Relations
Directors, 91 St GeorgeVarsitySt.

Nationality
isn't
a false
issue
Legislature's
Select Nationalism
Committee
on The
Cultural
and Economic
and Ontario's universities are on a
collision course over the committee's
request for a nationality and education
breakdown of the composition of university teaching and administrative
staff.
The committee gave Ontario
universities two weeks in which to
provide it with individual data listing
department, academic rank, 1972
citizenship, country of first degree,
country of last degree, and province or
country of previous employment.
The universities, including U of T,
quickly tossed this suggestion aside.
Instead, they replied, they would supply the committee with bulk figures,
grouping together the individual data.
This, they reasoned, would protect
individual staff from identification and
potential
emharassmentharassment
because ofortheir
background. Without outrightly
suggesting it, they hinted that the committee was opening the way for a
witchhunt against non-Canadian staff.
That possibility is very real,
especially considering Canadian
liberals' recent fascination with
nationalism. Groups like the Canadian
Liberation
Movement's have
85% allQuota
Campaign Committee
but
created a picture of a new McCarthy
era in which non-Canadian profs will be
indiscriminately turfed out because
they
don't have the required
citizenship.
And such a simplistic approach
smacks of nothing more than narrow
bigotry and racism. When discrimination —and discrimination in
is what
talking
aboutthan—
isreverse
proposed
for we're
no other
reason
mere
"nationalism",
it
can
be
nothing
more than racism. The legitimate
aspirations of any people for selfdetermination cannot be denied, but
these aspirations must rest on principle
and not nationality.
Merely being Canadian, however, is
no guarantee of teaching ability or
intellectual capability, which be two
important attributes of university
staff.
'It's no
Nonetheless, citizenship and nationality carry with them important cultural implications for what is being
taught in our universities, implications
good, Mr. Smithers, I can recognize you by your watch, Besides, we already have 27 Mbucko withdoctors on staff."
which the academics running Canadian
universities have ignored when making
staffing decisions. Despite their
denials, culture permeates everything
that one does and the experience and
socialization of a person's background
play avision.
crucial role in shaping their
world
Non-Canadian teaching staff and
administrators (administrators who
not only decide who will be hired, but on student unrest that his knowledge of Canadians and graduates of Canadians seem quite appropriate that they be
what they will teach) dominate most the Canadian scene stopped years institutions of higher learning.
required to provide the requested data
Canadian universities. ( U of T is a rare
when he left for the States to do
data and
— con-its
Just as ultra-nationalists overem- — not the ficamouflaged
exception, and even here the number of before
his graduate work. Accordingly, ail he
dential y to the committee
phasize
the
nationality
question,
Canon-Canadians is a significant could offer his students by way of exresearchers.
The
committee
could
then
nadian
academics
have
too
long
inminority.) Their lack of familiarity
ample was the American experience,
a serious study to ascertain
with Canada and issues which concern Such occurences
sisted that what's American or British undertake
are not isolated.
best. Both positions are equally' whether hiring and course selection
it breed, if not outright contempt, then
Administrators, deans and depart- is
indefensible. For years, cliquish de- practices still discriminate against
disinterest. The dearth of indiginous
ment
heads,
including
U
of
T's,
partmental hiring practices have, qualified Canadians and what the
course content in Canadian universities still only begrudgingly admit the place
co-relation between nonconsulting friends at the fo- direct
bears witness to this fact. And, even the of Canadian content in their faculties friends reign
institutions where they got Canadian administrators and neglect
little there is today hasn't been there and the relevance of Canadian content
of
Canadian
staff and content is.
long, but is a recent response to in- and Canadian perspectives within their their graduate degrees to fill staff
creasing
criticism
of
the
lack
of
such
vacancies.
Only
recently,
for
example,
divisions.
If their findings reveal that such
content.
They have resisted, and continue to have Canadian universities advertised discrimination
and negligence still perEven the long absences which many resist, teaching staff quotas not so openly for staff.
sists, the government should not
hesitate
from
taking appropriate
much
because
of
their
fear
of
persecuSo, it's easy to understand the
"Canadians" experience while pursuing higher degrees throw up potention of non-Canadian staff, but because legislature committee's desire for the remedial action — either direct or intial obstacles to relating their work to they don't want to provide information facts and figures. If protecting inThe universities, despite their
Canadian experience.
dividuals from undue harassment is attitude,direct.should
which might invite external innot be completely
terference toensure that they put a indeed the real concern of the reluctant beyond the influence of the people of
One Canadian political scientist, for
Ontario
universities/
then
it
would
example, confessed during a seminar stop to existing discrimination against
the province.
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in occupations that are traditionally
male, the sex-typing of these occupations wil be eradicated and it
will be clear that women are wanted.
Using a relatively few number of
women (795 out of 5,054 — 1970
enrolment, according to Collishaw
and Grainger, CMAJ, 1971) as role
models, how can we expect to make
all women
feel welcome, confident,
and
ambitious?
You miss one small but deep
point, David McKnight. One-half of
the people in Canada are women.
One-eighth of the applicants to
JWlSHt
naAr
medical school are women. Yet, the
te>l PaJ
Jor
doors are open to women...
(*
1 8uess it isn't so easy to forget all
Wee Speech
of s^o\e
r
that ouryearssociety
taught conditioning
us so well.

SDS "Teach-In on Racism" this
Friday and Saturday. I have been Arah claim* art>
that VIdimS are
informed by the administr
it requires two campus copsation
to be on
11 i r
duty
at
our
expense,
to the CalleCl fantasies
controversial nature of theduemeeting.
This is nothing more than a This is in reference to the Arab
"protection racket". It's "freedom Students' Association's letter conof SDS
speech",
can afford it.
cerning the double
of the
will ifbeyoucharged
$100 this advertisement placedstandard
on behalf of
weekend for "freedom of speech". Soviet Jewry. Admittedly some
That'santhehour.cost of rented cops at Palestinian Arabs in Israel circa 1945
$6.20
and 1956 were forced
Even if we wanted "protection", question is by whom? out, but the
the U of T cops are the last people to Correct me if
I am wrong,
go to. Deputy Chief Irwin testified in
the trial of Bill Getty that their only gentlemen, but weren't those same
responsibility the day the sit-in was people urged most strenuously by
busted was to pick up newspapers the surrounding Arab governments
and magazines. They left the rough to leave their homes and businesses
stuff for the Metros. I don't think U in Israel (then "Palestine") so as not
of T cops can offer $100 worth of to be in the way when the mighty
protection. Why, they even have forces of Arab aggression rolled their
war machines through the tiny state
trouble with theSSSC-CLM!
pushed all Jews, oh forgive me,
This "protection" is an example of and
Zionists
(the exact same thing) into
the price of "freedom" here in
Canada. A worker can run for parlia- the sea? Weren't those same
"Palestinians" excited in 1967 when
ment — if he has the money
two Nasser once more advocated that the
his job and run a campaign forto quit
into the sea, when
Jews
months. Anyone can express an opi- picturebes pushed
of mothers and their
own
a
newthey
nion s— provided
under the
drowned
being
children
paper or tv station. A man is innocent until proven guilty — if he Arab heel were very common in the
hires a lawyer afd gives up several daily papers ? So much for your
days salary for missed work in order myth of "systematically
to fight in court.
Lewis Freuer, John Crispo, and
As for another fantasy, the
Ian Hector of the medical faculty oppression of the remaining
(who says Italians are "culturally "Palestinians", the most recent exfthe Western Bank will do.
predisposed"
lying),
the
U of T to toteach
racistareandpaidanti-by Prior ample oto
June, 1967, the
working class ideology. The U of T "Palestinians" were kept by their
cops and Jack Sword help send Tom governments, under the most
McLaughlin to the Don Jail, without despicable conditions and no outcry
was heard from the present Arab
paying
"protection".
wants tofor have
a teach-inBut,on SDS
the
at least none against
cruelty and injustice of racism and organizations,
this oppression. They were too busy
the administration decides to charge with the first myth to bother. After
the Six Day War, sanitary conditions
us $100 for "free" speech.
William Schabas were
enforced, electricity was
brought to these areas. Other
benefits creased
wereprosperity.
accrued, including inReal story on
Gentlemen: kindly inform me as
to one specific example of persecuwomen in Meds
tion against the non-Jewish population inIsrael as such. If any of
To answer David McKnight's you had ever visited Israel during the
(Varsity, February 9) query about present era, you would realize just
these fanciful ac"How many
applicants
to medical
schools
are women
and what
is the how ridiculous
cusations are.
relative proportion of them
As for
tell
within"repatriation",
2 years of 1948pray
or 1956
accepted?": In 1967-68, when 12.7 when,
ler cent of the applicants to Cana- was this requested? As for adlian medical schools were women,
on ofthe "occupied
4.4 per cent of the admissions were territories", theministratiIsraeli
authorities
romen (Fish and Neish, CMAJ, have
gone so far as to refuse the
1968). So now we're not right of their own citizens to be
•peculating. . . .
buried there, while allowing the
Fifty-seven per cent of women return of the Arabs to their
applicants were accepted. 43 per cemetries of pre-1967. Please cite me
cent of men applicants were one desecration of Arab cemetries
accepted. There is discrimination. and non-Jewish holy places. You
The history of "educational op- can'tAdmittedly,
%
certain strategic
portunities" leaves little doubt that
it requires more "affirmative ac- locations will never be bargained
tion" tobreak traditional white male with, such as Jerusalem, the Golan
admittance patterns (if there is ever Heights, Sharm el Sheikh, for they
to be social justice).
represent the most basic religious
Still, three Canadian universities and security needs for the effective
demanded a 10 per cent higher life of the country.
academic qualification from the In summary, the Arab Students'
women into the medical program Association
is citing many wrongs
(Report of the Royal Commission on which have not been committed as
the Status of Women, 1970). "Af- their giving the issue a better
perspective. They are only clouding
firmative actionof plans"
representation
women toareincrease
based the issue
Abdul Caleb
upon the idea that once women are

MBA

Chairman
MBA Program
School of 8 us in ess
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
Kingston, Ontario
(613) 547-2923 .
send MBA
me further
onPleaseQueen's
Program.infotmation

Before... During...ftaer^
How many undergrad
disciplines feed
into the program?
How can I finance
my studies?

What exactly does
the course entail?
How much individual
attention will I get?

What are the career
paths and potentials?
How does Queen's help;

STUDENT
- RAILPASS
Available From
ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT COUNCILS
44 St. George St. Toronto 5, Ont
Tel. 962-8404
Also available: Student Flights to Europe and within Europe, car rentals
International I.D. cards, tours, student hostels, jobs abroad etc.
All at student prices
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Marxist

Yale Marxist economist Stephen Hymer.

e
as "inflexibl
alism
deridByes
to keep the workers disciplined and at
JIM MARTINcapit Italian workers who took over several owners
a
high
level
of
production,
Hymer contended.
factories
recently
found
in
at
least
one
case
"Capitalism is an inflexible system
This has been the case recently, as labour
preventing labour from getting a larger share that the technical information needed to run conciousness
has
risen
with
the growth of
of national income" through multi-national their factory was not even located within the
expansion of corporations, said Yale country, Hymer stated.
economist Stephen Hymer to 40 people at a This situation has prompted unions capitalism.
However, Hymer said the 25 years since the
West Metro Waffle meeting Tuesday night. increasingly to strike and bargain on a national war and depression have faded memories of
To find labour willing to work at the pace level, rather than limiting themselves to action mass unemployment and wartime production,
and. price pdemanded
cor- against a particular employer.
resulting
a "loss
of discipline"
of the
"worker's inarmy"
with respect
to their bosses.
orations have movedby tocapitalism,
the thirdtheworld,
pointedsoon
out, the
"active army"
Hymer said. There still exists in the third ofBut,wageHymerearners
discovers,
when
Capitalist reaction to this and the obvious
large scale,
basic ofin-a advantages
world
a large earning
"reserve wages
work force"
to pressure negotiatingflexibilityoninthe acapitalist
of worker takeover has caused fear
the workers
to be subordinate
system.theWages
in the U.S. of fascism due to the fact that
few
can
be
increased
at
the
expense
of
others,
and to maintain a high "cheap labour" level of but attempts to increase wages nationally business interests see this logic, Hymer said.
production.
He described a Business Week article on
But there is another motive antagonistic to involve the wage earning segment getting a "Union Trouble" warning that a great number
labour behind the rise of multi-national cor- larger share of what they produce, which their of workers were "discontented and
porations according to Hymer an expert on employers will resist.
frustrated" with thebysystem. Strikes were
drew from Marx for a breakdown of criticized
multi-national corporations. He used the ex- theHymer
for hurting both the worker in his
types of workers used by capitalist owners role
ample ofIBM, 55 per cent of whose assets are
as consumer and business profits.
now located outside of the U.S. Each IBM of the means of production. "Marx saw three
Thus the defenders of capitalism are urging
plant makes
only asame
limited
com- groups in the capitalist labour force: the price
and wage controls to save the collapsing
ponents and these
partsnumber
are oftenof made
'active army' of steady wage earners, the
elsewhere in the world.
'latent army' of non-wage eaners, such as monetary situation, Hymer asserted, while
Thus labour strikes no longer can cripple farmers, and the important 'reserve army', spreading out their interests to unerdeveloped nations, where workers have not
IBM's
manufacture
of and
the unemployed
not steady
wage army
earners".
The threat orfrom
the reserve
to the the organized dpower
affected production;
items is merely
transferred,
to challenge their control
over
the
means
of production.
security
of
the
active
segment
is
used
by
the
plants in "troublesome" areas can be closed.
T.C.D.S. presents at the Hart House Theatre

Maintenance
strike looms at York
ty. The administration wants
DOWNSVTEW (CUP) - Thirty York CUPE local 1356, voted to strike classification
seniority to give them
University maintenance workers unless a settlement is reached before leeway
to lay off junior people in any
have returned to their jobs, after five then. At present, the union and the
they declare overstaffed.
colleagues were reinstated. The five university are deadlocked over 33 category
The union wants to prohibit the
had been suspended February 15 for bargaining points.
refusing to agree immediately to a The overtime work in dispute use of non-union labor in any campus building. The old contract only
request to work overtime.
15 was "preventative
existing buildings, leaving
The maintenance workers voted to February
maintenance", usually accorded covered
the
administration
free to determine
return February 17 after a tentative secondary priority as regular work how to handle maintenance
in new
lags. The workers have said they will buildings. The issue of voluntary
agreement was reached between only
overtime in emergencies overtime was not a bargaining point
Jack Bird, national representative of whileworkcontract
negotiations and it is now too late to add it to the
the Canadian Union of Public
Employees (CUPE) and Don continue.
The union is asking for a one new contract negotiations.
Mitchell,
York's head theof personnel.
In the agreement,
university dollar across the board wage hike After learning of the suspensions,
the thirtyplant
men unanimously
at the university's
recognized that overtime was a and 100 percent paid benefits, giving physical
decided
voluntary procedure. The workers them a comparable contract to to stop work
until the five were
thought they had won their point on North York school board workers. reinstated.
a "matter of principle", and didn't Male cleaners now receive $3.50 an One of the suspended workers
want to endanger last-minute con- hour, female housemaids $3.00 and suggested
suspensions were a
tract negotiations that were con- tradespeople between $4.50 and deliberate theintimidation
attempt.
ducted yesterday.
Last
month,
nine
workers were laid
The workers believed the $5.90.
off
after
contract
talks
entered
their
The university is offering a six crucial phase.
requested overtime work was part of percent
increase
to
cover
both
wage
management's plans in preparation and benefit increases.
for a possible strike beginning Monday. On February 11, 238 York The union is also seeking plantmaintenance workers, members of wide seniority to protect job securi-

"The Winter's Tale"
William Shakespeare
directed by Alan Toff
at 8:30 P.M.
Feb. 21-24. Tickets 2.00. 1 .50 for students.

QUARTEI
SUNDAY, FEB. 25 AT 3 P.M.
GREAT HALL. HART HOUSE

WHO

DECIDES

IN OUR SOCIETY?
Education,
Health,
Transportation,
Economics

Dr. John R. Evans
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

BLOOR
UNITED

STREET
CHURCH

BLOOR SMI WEST AT HURON

One capsulp in the morning, another at night,
for round the clock relief from the symptoms of a cold

February

25,

1973
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SACPress
will fold
After years of talk about shutting down its unprofitable, basement
printing bureau, the Students' Administrative Council has finally
decided
to close up shop effective February 28.
The decision to close down the money-losing press was made by a
council meeting Wednesday. Ratifying
an executive motion
decided to request one employee be kept on part-time, tothehelpcouncil
with
layout and design needs for course evaluations.
Winding up the operation will cost the council $3,740.73 in severence
pay for SAC Press' three employees. But, the execuive felt the
expenditure was justified by SACPress' $14,000 loss over the last seven
months. The council had budgeted for a $9,000 SACPress deficit during
the current
fiscal year.
Council started SACPress in 1966 to handle its printing and
duplicating
money. needs. From its commencement the bureau has been losing
Last year council phased out much of SACPress' composition work
and pared its staff, concentrating instead on bulk photocopying and
poster design and printing. However, even elimination of the bureau's
most inefficient services failed to stem its substantial losses.
Just before Reading Week, word leaked out that the executive was
once again toying with the perennial proposal to shut down SACPress.
Within days, the executive announced it was laying off two of the
bureau's
threeTheemployees,
manager terminating
to run the
shop himself.
executive leaving
passed the
the SACPress
necessary motions
SACPress' operations the following week.

Police

watch

WANTED!

as

Marxists

beaten

~ Metro Cops stood by in Sunday's demonstration while Western Guard members beat up Marxist-Leninists.
Toronto police stood by as ning to make speeches when their featured spirited cheering for Metro
Western Guard members beat and signs
were ripped down and the police, described by speakers as "the
kicked a member of the Communist fighting occurred.
on thespoke,
continent".
DavidcopsCrombie
stressingMayor
the
Witnesses said that police best
Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist), ignored
the fight, waiting to make need to support the police since the
and then arrested seven of his comshooting
of
two
policement.
rades and none of the attackers, at arrests until it had settled down. One recent
Western Guard members, saying
Sunday's
5,000-strong law and order cop was later overheard telling a "We're Canadian nationalists", acrally
Sunday.
Western Guard member: "I hear
cused China of sending crimeour most
side".of The
Organized and publicized by the you'resaidon that
their Maoists
leaflets producing drugs to Canada, but the
Canadian Council of Christians and later
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
Maoists
responded that capitalism
were
confiscated
by
police
before
Jews, the Toronto Star and CHUM the rally began.
SIMCOE HALL
leads to crime, and that drugs are
radio
in
support
of
Toronto's
police,
distributed
The
rally,
which
The
Star
BEFORE: TUES. MARCH 6
demonstrators were being told predicted would attract 50,000, businessmen. by profit-making
5 P.M.
"what a great bunch of young people
you are" by CHUM's Dick Smythe,
when
the Maoistwas group's
counterdemonstration
begin attacked
hitsDionigi
students
by the Guard and by demonstrators Unemployment Minister
Copo.
carrying "Toronto's Cops are Tops" ROME (CUPI) - Massive
"WAR, PEACE AND LAW IN
signs.
unemployment has struck Italian And almost 9 percent were still
two years after
graduate from uni- unemployed
A witness said that "about 20 students veasrsities inthetheythousands.
their degrees. More than
TODAY'S DIVIDED WORLD"
people punched and kicked in the The labour ministry recently said 60receiving
percent of graduates are working
a public lecture by
face" the Maoist, who was handing
out leaflets claiming that capitalism about 220,000 students out of the in menial jobs.
250,000 who will probably graduate As a graphic illustration of the
created crime and police murders.
problem, some 220,000 candidates
The Maoists had circled the in the next three years will not find applied
J. ALAN BEESLEY
for 21 openings as grade
employment related to their school teachers
demonstration
twice,
chanting
"cops
year. And 350,Legal Adviser
and Directordegrees. They may not find work at 000 graduates ,last
are not the issue". After gathering a all.
General
of the Bureau
of Legal
applied for 1,913
crowd of about 300, they were beginAffairs, Department of External Affairs
"Half the country's unemployed openings as the lowestpaid
are university graduates seeking employees in Italy's social security
// you're finishing
a degree in
their first jobs," said Labour agency.
Monday, February 26, 1973
SCIENCE
or
at 8:00 p.m.
ENGINEERING
in Room 2172/ Medical Sciences Building.
WHICHEVER TURNS YOU ON...
Investigate a career in LIBRARY
Mr. Beesley is a leading Canadian expert on international law who entered the
LOWEST
DISCOUNT
PRICES ON '
SCIENCE
before
you
make
your
GIVE US
'HI-FI STEREO
EQUIPMENT
diplomatic service in 1956 and, among other appointments, served for three
final decision this Spring
SANSUI. PIONEER. KENWOOD,
MAKE
on the Canadian Permanent Mission to the Office of the United Nations
SONY,
OUAL.
TELEFUNKEN
ETC.
inyearsGeneva.
Phone 928-8985
AND MODEL...
COLOUR TV
or
stop
in
to
talk
over
the
possibilities
WE DO SELL
RCA. ADMIRAL
ETC. PLAYER
Lecture is free and open to the public.
FACULTY OF
• ZENITH.
CAR-RADIOS
AND TAPE
Discussion period will follow the address.
FOR LESSI
ALL
MAKES.
INCLUDING
BLAUPUNKT
LIBRARY SCIENCE
AM-FM AND STEREO MODELS:
140 ST. GEORGE ST.
SPONSORED BY THE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAMME.
LOOK AROUND FOR YOUR BEST DEAL...
THEN ASK FOR OUR STILL LOWER PRICE
KROMER
Ltd. 920-6700
112 HARBORD
ST.(1 BLOCKRADIO
WEST OF SPADINA)
CLOSE TO U OF T
ST. MICHAEL'S PRESENTS
30 superbly
groomed trails..
C/kiinaahl/ 10accommodating
including
lifts
7,500 skiers per hour,
GREASE
BALL BOOGIE
BAND
fPri/'vyN f /"lY H^^lr the only gondola lift
rllV^W/ VJI II ICni in Eastern Canada
TONIGHT! FRI. FEB. 23!
IN
vertical drop (It's a real kick)
bottom •• 2050'
Beginner's slopes (Look at me!)
peakO
• Season
to May
5 day skifrom
week:November
use of lifts
$25., lifts & lessons' S35.
BRENNAN HALL
P.O. Box 40, Beaupre,
mont ste-anne Province of Quebec
(418) 692-0835
PUB
and DANCE

TWO CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES
Preference will be given to a First or Second
Year undergraduate student. Working
knowledge
asset. of French and/or Italian would be
an
Apply in writing stating qualifications particularly activity
in campus affairs, to:

Admission
Only $1.00

"Early Bird" Special
3 Beers/$1 til 9:00

GET IN SHAPE FOR ST. PATRICK'S DAY
SPONSORED BY ST. MICHAEL'S STUDENTS' UNION
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to U.S.
activist deported
Black
orders
Board
manslaughter does not necessarily involve it,
the man who was being sought. Wilson is black
By ELAINE FARRAGHER
At
the
appeal,
defense
lawyer
Edward
since
it
is
possible
to commit manslaughter by
A man who fled the United States because and the description called for a white man, she Greenspan stressed the vagueness of the term
of threats on his life has been ordered said.
"moral turpitude". The term, he said, was accident.
deported because he was once alleged to have
Groups in Rochester banned together in his redundant.
Greenspan concluded that Wilson had not
Meaning
never been
defined"morally
in the lawimmoral",
books andit entered
defence and to challenge the judicial system, had
the country illegally (which would be
committed
a crimewhoof served
"moral time
turpitude".
James Wilson,
at Attica but as the trial date approached, numerous was in fact undefinable, he contended.
reason
enough for deporting him) since he was
State Prison for manslaughter, made his first threats were made on his life.
Greenspan also claimed that the deportation never asked
if he had a criminal record and
As a result of the threats, Wilson fled to special enquiry officer had violated the
appeal Wednesday to the Immigration Appeal
did not purposely withhold the
information.
Board. A decision by the board is still pending France and then entered Canada legally on a priviledge of a defendent not to incriminate thus
himself by compelling Wilson to admit that he
and is expected to be made by early next visitor's visa, near the end of last September.
A decision on the appeal will probably be
week.
In November, Wilson was picked up in had been convicted of manslaughter.
Greenspan submited that compulsory handed down early next week. If the appeal is
According to Lyn Blair, who is working to Toronto on charges which according to Blair
turned
down, Wilson will have the federal
testimony
in
the
case
of
deportation
is
the
build support for his case, Wilson became "were so obviously false that they were
same as forcing a defendant to take the stand appeal courts and the Supreme court to make
politicized at Attica and upon his release, dismissed at a preliminary hearing."
But because of this incident, his criminal
Since the evidence was im- further appeals to before he is actually
joined
Better Community"
(ABC) in"Action
Rochester.for Hea subsequently
became record in the U.S. was discovered and actions against himself.
properly obtained he argued, it must be
were started to have him deported back to the excluded, and there is therefore no evidence deported.
a strong force in the black comunity.
However, in one case last fall, Edwin Hogan
According to Blair, Wilson was soon United States. Officials in the U.S. have made to support deportation.
arrested on an assault charge in spite of the no attempt to have him extradited. Wilson has Greenspan continued that even if moral was forcibly deported before his last avenue of
fact that he in no way fitted the description of been held in the Don Jail since November. turpitude was accepted as a viable term, appeal had been closed to him.

happy with settlement
Workers
Both sides say they are pleased Don Barclay said Monday he thought Wednesday, Barclay said.
T labour relations manager
with the outcome of U of T's animal the settle was "very good". Except JohnU ofParker
said yesterday that he is
laboratory technicians settlement, for the lowest category of lab technibut the university came closer to
"quite
pleased"
with the agreement,
cian
he
said
the
settlement
is
"exobtaining its last offer than the
what we're
looking
for", achieved
February 8, during conciliation
workers.
althoughactlythe
union had
demanded
The 44 workers, organized last fall wages between $3.11 $4.11 per hour. The outlay required to meet the
Some of the workers obtained up terms of the contract is close to the
by the Service
Employees'
50 per cent hikes because of a *heoretical limits defined by grants
national Union, won
substantialInter-in- tocombination
of reclassification and and other income that the animal lab
creases intheir first contract, which
will run until July, 1974.
the pay hike. Ironically, Barclay division of the university generates.
After October 1 this year, when said, some of the workers received
the last of three pay boosts occurs, notification last week from the university ofthe 3.5 per cent raise they
the workers will be earning between
52.97 and $4.25 per hour. Presently would have been given had they not
they are paid between $2.51 and joined the union.
Discover
The workers voted 100 per cent in
$2.84 per hour.
the
SETU Local 204 business agent favour of the settlement las
freedom of
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Elton

John

Marx
to Groucho
that Elton John
believe
hardly
The music world could
and
minutes
" half
in
Song"
"Your
to
melody
fragile
the
d
an hour.
compose
than
less
are written in
that, in fact, all his songs
Im
Me
Shoot
Dont
album,
newest
the
of
release
But with the
shorttn comnally
phenome
Elton's
Player,
Only The posPiano
this,
obvious
too
all
itional time is not only believable but
his weakest selection of songs to date.
LP,
Wateras well
ly, after the Madman Acrosswiththestrings
Apparent
Elton John was disenchanted with workingadded
other back up
people who
as the large number ofof that
feeling evolved from the
instruments. Part
complexities of the recording situation and part from a desire
roll. So Elton acquired the
to straight
get back
to
Johnstone to add to those of Dee
Daveyrock'n
of guitarist
services
drums. Now he had a band
on
Olssen
Nigel
and
Murray on bass
Elton
"new"marked
record.
and
tour
both
could
he
which
with
Chateau,The which
Honky
on
debut
John made his album
nces
performa
live
aspect of Elton's
the novelty
timerecorded
first his
the
infused
efforts.
The newest
But now the doors have swung wideafteropen.
the last one), III
album is rushed (coming only six months
the arrangements are unconceived and artless. All
interesting, and lack depth and excitement and undoubtedly
for artistic
reflect a general substitution of commercialism album
but It
is probably the best song on the
quality. "Daniel"
suffers from a sickly effete arrangement that features an
vast
a
been
have
would
(piano
organ
te
inappropria
improvement) and an excess of maracas and cymbals plus
plain poor production.
On a general level, the melodies are undramatic with
Elton rarely using the vocal range he's exhibited in the past on
The areMission"
better
other
reminicentandof "Tiny
the tunes
many of Down
too, "Burn
Then like
Dancer."songs
echoes
Idol"
Teenage
A
Be
To
Going
"I'm
instance,
For
songs.
"Honky Cat" while "Midnight Creeper" sounds remarkably
similar to James Taylor's "Night Owl". The very nature of
"Crocodile Rock" gives it license to borrow from Freddie
Cannon's "Palisades Park" and lift the falsetto line from Pat
"Speedy
Boone's
Lyricist
BernieGonzales".
Taupin should take some of the blame for
his increasingly banal lyrics. He seems to be more rapped up
with "the state of teenage blues", as illustrated by titles such
as "Teacher I Need You" and "Teenage Idol", than more
relevant material like the portrait of the Western redneck
painted
"Texan Love
It's inunfortunate
thatSong".
lacklustre efforts like "Crocodile
Rock" are snapped up by a musically ignorant public, because
it will certainly encourage artists like Elton John to lower
their standards. Don't Shoot me, I'm Only The Piano Player is
in the main a highly commercial album with few laudable
merits.
The English trio of Barry, Robin and Maurice Gibb, the
Bee Gees, began their recording career in 1967 and have put
out some nine albums since then, as well as having composed
over 2,000 songs. Life In A Tin Can (Polydor) follows much the
same pattern as former albums and the compositions are
identical in style to their earlier tunes.
"A" and classification
"B", rather than
and The
2 andalbum
it couldsides
veryarewelllabelled
be an accurate
of the1
compositions
by quality.
employ and
too lyrics
much
vibrato
in the vocals
and lessSongs
controlon in"B"
the melodies
than on "A". The Gibb brothers do make good use of the
contrast between soft acoustic guitar passages and those that
employ a full blown orchestra (arranged by Johnny Pate). The
production,a quality
creditedrecording
to the Gibbs,
commendable.
definitely
that willis appeal
to a middle It'sof
the road (easy listening) audience.
Groucho Marx has always been one of my favourite
comedians, so I approached the twin album set, An Evening
With Groucho (A&M) with high expectations. The affair left
me somewhat unsatisfied.
The album
a recording
of a Grouch
"concert".
Groucho
sits on isstage
and reminisces
aboutMarx
his family;
and
many famous friends, like W.C. Fields and T.S. Eliot. But, too
often, the aged Groucho has trouble getting his words out, and
then too much of the album is devoted to songs from the Marx
Brothers movies and stage productions. Groucho, although
quite
short ofhisbreath,
considering
age. wades through the tunes quite admirably
In the last few years Traffic has maintained a core
membership that includes the original trio of Stevle Winwood,
Jim Cappaldi and Chris Wood, plus percussionist Rebop
Kwaku Baah. On Shoot Out at The Fantasy Factory the new
"guest" members are Dave Hood on bass and Roger Hawkins
on drums, replacing Rick Green and Jim Gordon. The overall
difference in sound caused by the change is inperceptable. As
always Stevie Winwood's production is understatedly superb.
The songs on this new album tend to be long so there are
only 5 in total. Shoot Out At The Fantasy Factory features
phased vocals over strong rhythmic lines that are carried by
drums, congas and bass. It's too bad that the lyrics are
mumbled. The 14 minute "Roll Right Stones" comes close in
stature
"Low Spark
Highroom
Heeledfor Boys",
as aalmost
tight
melodic toevolution
that Of
leaves
what are
sensual
instrumental
riffs.
It's
only
fault
Is
In
length.
The
should build to a climax and end abruptly, but insteadsongIt
continues
for at least
an undramatic
fadetwoout.unnecessary minutes, culminating in
EltonlistJohn,
(MCA),
priceDon't
$6.49.Shoot Me I'm Only The Piano Player,
The Bee Gees, Life In A Tin Can (RSO/Polydor), 16.29.
Groucho Marx, An Evening With Groucho (A&M), $5.98.
(island/Cap
itol),Sh00t
„ .Tr?!tIc'
0uf $6.29
At Tne .Fantasy
list price
Allan Factory,
Mandell
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T

hallmark

When the chairman of the mathematics oriented to protecting their own self-interest. To
department, Professor Duff, recently told protesting understand the membership of this group and how it
achieved power, it is necessary to understand the
students
"Mathematics
and not taught/'
his statement
was not isa learned
characterization
of the process by which the university cast its image in the
essential and Irrevocable nature of things, but a tacit research mould.
admission of the real state of affairs.
Thirty years ago the U of T was a very different
For the last two decades, the University of place. A small elite university (in fact a series of
Toronto has been involved in the pursuit of religiously affiliated colleges) it catered primarily to
Acadamerica. With Its view of reallty.clouded by the the children of the very wealthy. With the advent of
mistaken notion that it must become the Harvard of mass education (expansion in enrolments, extensive
Canada, an aggressive attempt has been made to government support, and the ideology of education
turn this university into an Institution specializing In for all) the university changed its image. U of T, like
the closely allied activities of graduate education other universities of comparable social-class stature
and research. In the process the quality of In other societies (Harvard, Princeton and Yale in
undergraduate education has suffered im- the U.S., and Oxford and Cambridge in the U.K.),
measurably from a continuous redistribution of traded In Its social class Image for an academic one.
resources away from this activity. As the university Using a reputation based on its social-class prestige
approaches what may turn out to be a very long it was able to attract academically superior
academic winter, it is important to realize that the students. Where the old image had emphasized
education for the children of the ruling class, the new
emperor has no clothes.
image catered to upper-middle and middle-middle
The U of T's conception of itself would be easier parents
who wanted to ensure their children places
to
accept
were
the
place
not
entirely
naked.
f"f
in the newly emerging technocracy.
Toronto had really become a first rate knowledgeYet
if
this was the face the university turned to
producing institution, the sacrifice of undergraduates might have been more palatable. As students' parents, it was little more than good public
matters stand now, however, this university has relations. An image of "academic excellence" is
compromised the education It offers for little more paradoxically not measured by the opinions of those
who consume the educational product, but by the
than an Inflated conception of its own ego.
Beyond this, and even more serious since it casts opinions of those who produce it, other academics.
into doubt the University's ability to adjust to its new The real ambitions of the University lay not in
reality, the pursuit of Acadamerica has delivered a pleasing students' parents, but in the pursuit of a
large part of the control of this institution Into the North American reputation. U of T became a slavish
hands of a group of academics whose unity springs copy of Harvard, the university of then-President
from their mediocrity, and whose every action Is Claude Blsselt's dreams. These dreams were even

more illusory than the myth of open accessibility for
students.
The realities of the educational situation in
Canada imposed different constraints. Two of these
were a particular problem. First, there was insufficient money, and this money became increasingly tied to teaching activity. Second, the
academic marketplace in Canada was unfavourable.
The chief problem here lay in the weakness of supply
of high quality academic manpower.
In comparison with Harvard (or Princeton or
Yale or even certain state schools such as Berkeley)
Toronto was poor. It could not as did Harvard use
endowed funds to build a research establishment, in
Canada moreover, the sources of research money
have been fewer, the amounts of money available
much smaller, and the research grants insufficiently
large to cover the actual costs of research. Whereas
in the U.S. research increasingly offered the way for
a university to grow rich, in Canada it required
continuous subsidy from other income. In Canadian
universities the only other income was money paid to
the university for the education of students. In
Ontario
financing" was the ultimate
recognition"formula
of this contraint.
Bissell's ambition for a university primarily
devoted to the research-aggrandisement of the faculty was thus thwarted by financial constraints. While
tax money given to the university for the education of
students could be covertly used to subsidize
research, the level of budget flexibility was low. In
its submissions to the Committee on University
Affairs and in the lengthy pleas of Charles Hanly
(Who Pays? University Financing in Ontario) Toron-
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a

safe

tenure:

haven

for

fools
and
drudges
on. the
to was to enter its pleas for more money to build
committees which made favourable decisions
"academic excellence." But as the strategy of mass
evidence. In an obvious response to
flimsiest
there was
education lost its political appeal to the Progressive
changed market conditions (around 1970manpower
)
these pleas fell on inabundance of academic
an
ConservativecreasinglyGovernment,
suddenly
occur.
to
deaf ears.
tenure refusals are now beginning
the
this
at
measuring
1973,
procedures
in
granting
account
the
tenure
Reckoning
The nature of
rating of the U of T in Acadamerica, the conclusion is
university are themselves a comment on the
abseence of past standards in this area. They are, in
inescapable. This university is one of many large
"state schools" on the North American continent. Its
a word, sloppy. The notion that academics should be
at best
academic, knowledge-producing reputationtheis slavish
is supposedly well
judgement"
to "peer
subjectedamong
professors. The ideology
middle level. As in so many other areas,
university
shared
second-rate
a
in
resulted
U.S.
the
" shall sit in
copying ofreplica.
suggests that only the "competent
Canadian
regulations
University's
judgement.
The failure of the Bissell strategy did not signal
contain
only Yetthe the
vaguest
of such present
safeguards.
The chairman of a department is enjoined to
the end of the attempt. The expensive white
consult with a senior committee whose composition
elephants from this era are to be found all over the
campus. The Robarts Library; intended exclusively
is not specified. The deacanal committee to which a
as a graduate-research library in Humanities and
chairman recommends and which in turn makes the
Social Science, was built against provincial governfinal, binding recommendation includes two voting
members who are (or who are designated to
ment advice. The overstuffed Medical School absorbs 115 per cent of the income that it generates for
represent) the Dean of the appropriate faculty, and
the Dean of the Graduate School. Since these people
the University. Some of its faculty draw professorial
would not normally be competent in a faculty
salary for teaching two weeks per year. There are
member's discipline, the expertise they bring to the
numerous specialized research institutes (Quandeliberations is entirely obscure. In short, they are
titative Analysis, Criminology, Environmental
not "peers," and according to academic ideology
Science and Engineering). Most have minimal involvement inundergraduate education, some are
should not judge at all.
now foundering for lack of funds. All of these, and
With tenure given as a matter of course, it was of
no consequence that judgement was not by peers,
more
invisible
Library's
and that recommendations from departments were
collection,
are things
symbolssuchof asthetheBissell
era. rare-book
All were
obtained by tightening the screw on undergraduate
based on ad hoc and entirely informal discourse
education.
members of the ruling administrative
between
Next to money, the second major constraint on
be
could any
departments.
in
cliques
made
over
lunch at theTenure
Facultydecisions
Club. Had
the U of T's grandiose plans lay in the area of
serious
stakes
been
involved
in
these
proceedings,
academic manpower. The supply of academic manpower in Canada was weak. After Word War II the
there wouldlonghave
cleaning
ago. been loud complaints, and a houseacademic community became "internationalized."
All
of
the
comments so far have been addressed
("Internationalization," the creation of a "world
to the question of knowledge-producing standards: to
academic community" was the misnomer which
an assessment of the U of T in the terms in which it
described the academic equivalent of U.S. imperialism.) Academic salaries in the U.S. became so
wants to view itself. It is easy to slide unawares into
a definition of university worthiness which weighs as
high, and research opportunities so great, that there
was a steady flow of both notable academics and able
important only the verbiage that, passing for
students from other countries to the U.S. As the U.S.
wisdom, piles higher and deeper in every university
came increasingly to dominate world science, its
library. I make no mention of teaching because most
attractiveness as an academic setting increased.
departments in this university have not viewed this
Academics in the U.S. taught less, researched more,
activity with any seriousness for two decades.
It is of course true that when backed into a
and earned more money. Other societies could retain
their talented researchers only because they offered
corner by undergraduates, academics will mouth a
the particularistic advantages of distinct language
few well worn phrases about the essential
and culture, or loyalties to family and friends.
relationship
researchunless
and teaching.
"No
man can be between'
a good teacher
he is actively
In this competition Canada was at a severe
disadvantage. Its own universities were expanding
involved
in
research."
These
phrases
have
the
empty resonance of statements delivered from authority
fast
at exactly
the timeCanadian
at which universities
the "brain drain"
reached
its height.
were
alone and are easily discredited.
forced to recruit from the academic manpower that
First, the people who make them are also prone
was available. Its own graduate schools were weak
to make lengthy arguments which suggest that
teaching effectiveness cannot be evaluated. (Student
and fast
producing
an insufficient
of PhD's
to fill
the
expanding
number ofnumber
university
positions.
ratings are, after all, not peer ratings and are ipso
The U.S. was importing a steady flow of talented
facto threatening.) If teaching effectiveness cannot
professors and graduate students, retaining the best,
be evaluated (a statement with which I strongly
and permitting a return flow of second rate goods. 1 n
disagree) it would be impossible to know that good
short there was little competition for academic iobs
researchers are good teachers. The inconsistency
in Canada and few applicants for universities to
between these two arguments is seldom recognized.
choose between.
Second, the relationship between research and
The conclusion suggested by this reasoning is
teaching ability is a matter of evidence and cannot
be reduced to a truism. Is it in fact the case that the
fairly obvious. Many of the academics who came to
best researchers make the best teachers? There is no
the U of T before the late sixties presumably came
here because this university was more attractive
systematic evidence on this score, and most
academics can remember at least one Instance of a
than universities in the U.S. to which these people
teacher who wrote well but was inaudible from more
could have moved. At no time during this period
than six feet or who was so nervous i before an
would Toronto have ranked among the top North
American Universities, and in general the most able
audience that he gave totally disorganized and incomprehensible lectures. The existence of disknowledge-producers would not have been attracted
here. (As might be expected, the exceptions to these
confirming Instances such as this ought to suggest a
generalizations are in the low-expense, slowermore
cautious
relationship
usuallyapproach
asserted. to the "necessary"
expanding, traditional disciplines where market conFinally quite plausible arguments can be made
ditions have been more favourable. Philosophy is one
such example.)
on exactly the opposite score.
First, there is an enormous amount of variation
Nor did the problems cease at the level of initial
recruitment. Judgements about competence are
in the "level" of university courses. Introductory
always relative. There is little point to firing the
courses do not seem to require teachers with gsoteric
research involvements, but rather people who can
incompetent who can only be replaced by another
make what are simple, and to them routine ideas
incompetent. At this university through the sixties,
tenure was given as a matter of routine by deacanal
come alive. That most researchers regard first year

Such
courses as a necessary drudge Is well known.
to vibrant*!
likely to be conducive
attitudes aren'torma
.
nces
perf
Second, it is also fairly clear that the more time
can be given to
spent on research, the less time after
all, only so
lecture preparation. There are,
many hours, even in an academic day.
ts of
assessmen
Apart from arguing that
research are automatically evaluations of teaching,
faculty have made little attempt to institute teaching
one another
attend
. Professors
assessment
so doing. 's
against
taboo
there isdoa not
Indeed
lectures.
assessment of teaching Is thus plagued by a
The
ation.
of "peer" inform
convenient lackevaluations
which are completed by
Teaching
students are a recent creation at this university, and
clearly cannot have formed the basis of any
assessment for most of the present faculty. They are,
furthermore, usually discounted on one of several
ou
gr
constructed nor
neither wells.
they are nd
In general,
As a con-is
attention.
administrative
given sufficient
sequence, much of the variation
in response
accounted for not by characteristics of the person
teaching the course, but by uncontrolled features of
administered.
which they
the
cent setting
of the instudents
fail toare show
up on the Ifday60 per*
the
evaluation is administered, what do the data mean?
I'm not
suggesting
such is,problems
be
handled
better;
they can.thatThere
however,can't
a neat
circularity in the approach of most departments to
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Mediocre
course evaluations. Since faculty don't
reallyprofessors
want tooften t
evaluate teaching, little effort Is devoted to the
attempt. The poor quality of the resulting data is f
then used as a demonstration of the uselessness of <
the attempt. Teaching performance Is judged Im- <
possible to evaluate.
r
Another favourite device having much the same s
twist is to allow students to administer the c
evaluations. This fact can then be used as prima t
facie grounds for discounting the whole thing. Final- «
ly, If all else fails there Is Duff's strategy of turning a c
blind eye. "Students rate highest those professors t
from whom they learn least." The Mathematics <
Department apparently acts on this presumption by <
firing its highest-rated teachers.
*
The emotional, negative response that the whole <
question of teaching evaluation creates in many t
faculty goes far beyond what can be attributed to (
rational doubt about the effectiveness of procedures. f
The root of this problem is fear; fear that students- j
will come up from slavery.
5 c
Plenty of faculty are poor teachers. Were It not
for ways of protecting themselves against this i
realization, most poor teachers could not continue. '
It's hard to go on in the face of continuous negative «
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feedback from exactly the people who are supposed
\(pbe benefiting. Professors protect themselves in
much the same way as do prison guards and asylum
attendants. They ascribe to those they oversee the
status of non-person. What begins as circumscribed
positional authority becomes a world view. The word
"student" on the lips of many faculty members Is a
condescending sneer. Negative conceptions of
students are a resource on which faculty, draw to
bolster their own self-concepts. Student opinion can
thus be discounted simply by virtue of its origin.
The second thing that teaching assessments do is
to expose faculty In a very public way to a common
standard by which they can be compared with other
faculty. Insult is thus added to injury; not only do
student opinions form the basis of evaluation, butthe
results also allow students to compare professors.
Research activity by comparison is a relatively
private matter, the property of an elite community of
"colleagues" who can In general be relied upon to be
polite.
What's more, In contrast with research
incompetence. It's much harder to persuade students
that a man's
incompetence
as a
teacher
is offsetdemonstrated
by his performance
as associate
d^nrman. This is how the poor researcher reaches a
tacit accommodation
with histhree
"colleagues."
For the
students
who sit through
incomprehensible
hours
every
week
there's
no
percentage
In
this.
Where the poor researcher can offer his colleagues
relief from administration, the poor teacher offers

mediocrity.
If it's assumed
that and
the major
of the
university
are teaching
researchfunctions
{a statement
which, subject to some restrictions on relative
priorities, I buy), then the conclusion seems inescapable that in the last twenty years this
university has had no systematic evaluation
procedures for making sure that its employees did
these two things.
I am always hesitant to draw analogies with
business enterprises since in general I don't laud the
workings of corporate capitalism, but any business
firm which proceeded along the same lines would
cease operating In an exceedingly short time. I find it
absolutely incredible that the University of Toronto,
or for that matter, any other university, has had no
mechanisms that ensure that the faculty it employs
actually perform the task they were hired to do. The
fact that it has not sheds a great deal of light on the
behaviour of those who control the Faculty Association, strangle the Faculty of Arts and Science,
caucus over lunch at the Faculty Club, administer
numerous departments, and who forever beat the
hollow drum of academic standards, as if seeking to
drown out criticism of themselves by diverting the
attack to others.
Most of the things recounted so far are things of
the past. Yet, the future is gloomy, and It is gloomy
exactly because of this group of faculty. The days of
the
passing.
It is
onlyUniversity's
possible to inflated
live for self-image
so long withareeither
a large

ften leave classes without any real teaching. They may find themselves without students, too.
the students nothing but poor teaching.
discrepancy between self-concept and reality, or
Teaching evaluations also put senior and junior
with the pretence that the University is in the process
faculty in positions In which they can be directly
arrives. Shorof achieving a greatness whichgetnever
compared. Academla has its own "grandfather
worse and faculty
tages of money are likely to
clauses," presumptions that at some point a person's
hiring is now frozen. The survival of the University
should dictate the abandonment of pretense.
research productivity will "peak." Provided there is
At the same time, the timing of this change of
some evidence of past performance, senior faculty
fortune is an unhappy one. Beginning around the end
can command the sort of respect that's given tribal
elders. Often, they return to teaching basic courses
of the sixties, the manpower constraints on Canadian
and make room for the better researchers to teach
universities began to change. The U.S. became less
graduate courses. But from a student point of view
attractive as an academic setting. Not only was
there is, again, no percentage in this. If Professor X
spending on higher education In the U.S. cut back,
can't teach MAT 100 now, there's no great
"great society"Inbecame
of therefurbishing.
but the image
short
consolation to be derived from the fact that he made
beyond
tarnished
an important contribution to mathematics in 1952. As
Acadamerlca became a place which was no longer as
attractive as it was. In Canada, in contrast, an
a consequence, and particularly for senior faculty,
increasing nationalist consciousness has created
there's nothing to be gained from teaching
evaluations and everything to be lost. Who needs to
stronger desires on the part of graduate students to
remain
The number
Ph.D.'s produced
by
find out at age fifty-five that he (it's almost
Canadianhere.
universities
has ofincreased
to the point
exclusively this gender) is lousy at what he's been
where
output
has
exceeded
the
number
of
positions
*^ingAllforofthirty
years? leads me to a particularly
available for academics En most disciplines. For the
the above
first time in over two decades, there Is the possibility
unpleasant conclusion. It Is a conclusion which is
of real selection between applicants for university
reinforced by day to day witness of the activities of
jobs, and of finding replacements for those who could
academics at this university; it is, in a word —

be fired for Incompetence.
That this will not occur is fairly obvious. There is
now a virtual freeze on hiring at the University of
Toronto. The age distribution of the present faculty is
such that there will be a relatively small number of
vacancies from retirements in the next decade.
Money freed up by retirements, and firings of junior
faculty will be used to inflate the salaries of those
already
Faculty this
Association's
argument entrenched.
to the Budget(TheCommittee
year, was
quite explicit. Sacrifice an instructor to ensure
salary increases for more senior faculty.) Tenured
faculty already here will close the doors to a
population of present graduate students who are
more able and potentially more productive than
those
presently occupying positions in the
University.
For the few positions that do become available,
and for the tenure decisions that will be made, a
peculiar situation will hold. Academics who entered
the University under labour-market conditions
markedly different from those now operating,
and who once hired never faced serious evaluation,
will sit in judgement on people whose calibre is
higher and on whom the pressures to perform will be
much greater. What will distinguish those subject to
assessment will be first their superiority but second
the ease with which they are replaced.
That those enforcing the newly discovered
standards will resist vehemently the application of
the same criteria to themselves as they apply to
others is obvious. I for one await with amusement the
parade of fools who will rise to defend tenure when
the University Administration suggests its modification next year. Professors whose most controversial
behaviour in three decades has been an unpublished
letter to the Globe and Mail, will discover a pressing
need to be defended against sudden dismissal for
statements which are politically unpopular. We will
hear righteously indignant statements about the
need to safeguard "academic freedom" from people
who live in a perpetual state of erudite navel-gazing
into which political concerns never penetrate.
Predictably too, the small number of academics who
do make controversial statements will line up in
opposition
tenureThere isto thus
little hope for spontaneous change
in the area of conventional academic assessment.
Presently entrenched faculty will no doubt cling to
the mistaken notion that this is a first rate example
of a knowledge-producing institution, that they are
competent representatives of excellence, and that
they do have the right to evaluate the excellence of
others. Since the possession of power compensates
for the lack of substance In these beliefs, those being
assessed will be too timid to take issue with these
claims.
The alliance of mediocrity and power is in fact a
particular problem. The standard departmental
solution to mediocrity is to move the incompetent
into an administrative position. This has a number of
advantages. The continuing absence of research can
then be explained
by Meanwhile,
a professor'sthose
"heavy
ministrative duties."
who addo
research can get on with their business free from the
boring routines of paper shuffling and meeting attendances. Yet this "solution" gives the most power to
the worst people.' I am persistently and forceably
reminded of E.P. Thompson's characterization:
The behaviour patterns of one of the true
members of the species are unmistakable. He Is
inflated with self-esteem and perpetually selfcongratulatory as to the high vocation of the
university teacher; but he knows almost nothing
about any other vocation/ and he will lie down and let
himself be walked over if anyone enters from the
outer world who has money or power or even a tough
line in realist talk. He is a consummate politician in
university committees and can scull over every inch
of his own duckpond; but. . . he knows next to
nothing of the world outside his own farmyard.
Academici Superciliosi are never able to see beyond
their next meeting, and are continually overcome
with amazement and indignation when uninvited
intruders — public opinion, the Press, local political
movements — interpolate themselves upon the agenda.) Superciliosus is the most divisible and rulable
creature in this country, being so intent upon crafty
calculations of short-term advantages — this favour
for his department, that chance of promotion — or
upon rolling the log of a colleague who, next week at
the next committee, has promised to roll a log for
him, that he has never even tried to imagine the
wood out of which all this timber rolls. He can scurry
furiously mit eand
self-importantly
around
in his while
coms, like a white
mouse running
in a wheel,
his master is carrying him, cage and all, to be sold at
the local pet shop. (Warwick University Ltd.)
saddleWiththe Academicus
University is Superciliosus
in sorry shape.firmly
Pressurein the
for
change
can
only
come
from
one
of
two
sources
from above from the Governing Council and Senior—
Administration or from below from students.
Tony Smith
Tony Smith is an Assistant Professor of Sociology at
U of T
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respectable

working
class
It has been a long and discovered faith in electortuous road for Pierre toralism.
It is a terse book, the
Vallieres from the raucous
product
of
a "self-criticism"
undertakenof
beverage room of the Hotel several months
he went underground in
Nelson in Montreal's Place when
1970 to avoid capture by the
Jacques Cartler to the chan- Surete du Quebec.
cers of the Canadian InterL'Urgence de Chosir has
national Paper Company in the
quiet Laurentian village of often been compared to Negres
Mont Laurier.
Blancsbook.
d'Amerique,
Vallieres'
There are
some
Vallieres, for seven years the fist
leading theoretician of the grounds for comparison, but
Front de liberation du Quebec the works were written under
(FLQ), once discussed different social and political
strategy with revolutionary conditions.
It is impossible to analyze
partisans in the dingy
malodrous tap room in the the contradictions in I'Urgence
de Chosir, let alone comNelson.
left-wingToday,
milieu,in heMontreal's
is menprehend Vallieres'
motives
for
tioned rarely, and save for an writing such
a book
without
occasional brief reference in taking into consideration
the
Le Devoir or the labour- events which shaped his life.
Vallieres'
early yearsbyhave
sponsored leftist tabloid been
well documented
the
Quebec-Presse, his name
seldom appears i n press and in his own
newspapers.
autobiography"
Vallieres has been written "precocious
Negresreleased
Blancsin d'Amerique,
first
1968 by the
off as 'a damn sellout'. Since
the publication of his latest left-wing French language
book,
de Chosir,
Parti Pris. house of Editions
EditionsI'Urgence
Parti Pris,
Vallieresby publishing
has been reviled by much of
Born into an impoverished
the Quebec left, and even his working class family in Monformer comrade Charles
treal amid theDuplessis
"darkness"
despotic
regime,of
Gagnon denounced
his en- the
Vallieres roamed the streets of
dorsement ofelectoral-politics
and the Parti quebecois as the east end with a gang of
sadistic youths who got
"petit
opportunism." tough,
their thrills setting fires in
The bourgeois
left's disenchantment
with Vallieres, once ranked by backyards and terrorizing litthe U.S. marxist magazine
tle girls.
Vallieres
detested his
Monthly review with Che
Guevara and Regis Debray as domineering, God-fearing
the world's most significant mother who frowned on his
contemporary revolutionary gang activities. His father, who
tacticians, stems from his easily
fits the definition of the
stunning renunciation of alienated and exploited 'white
terrorism and the FLQ in a nigger' was a pathetic man; a
series of articles published in politicized proletarian who
the Montreal nationalist in- lacked the stamina and fortitude to translate his socialist
tellectual daily Le Devoir in
December 1971. These article ideals into practice.
later formed the substance of The father frequently
I'Urgence de Chosir.
discussed politics with his son
After his emergence from and so helped mould Pierre's
attitude
society. toward capitalist
self-imposed
his dramaticclandestinity
surrender andto
Poverty and the slow
police at their massive
Parthenais Street head- deterioration of his father's
an on indelible
ims in Montreal'sjoined
grimya helath left pression
the young
east end,quarterVallieres
welfare project financed by the Vallieres.
federal
government's
In Negres
d'AmeInitiatives
Program inLocal
the
rique VallieresBlancs
astutely
and
logging town of Mont Laurier. accurately summarizes the
However, Vallieres says he role of the working class family within the capitalist sysstill firmly believes that the
overthrow of the capitalist tem.The working class family,
state in Quebec is possible. It writes Vallieres, is a product of
will be overturned not by a centuries of exploitation of
violent coup he says, but by man by man.
electing the Parti quebecois.
"The terrible thing about the
While organizing the
class family is the
unemployed of Mont Laurier, working
function
imposed on it by the
Vallieres told Nick auf der present system
of renewing
Maur of the Last Post: "What and perpetuating the supply of
I'm
doing
In
Mont
Laurier
Is
slaves,
of
niggers,
of cheap
what I dreamed about. You labour to be exploited,
can't liberatecentratinQuebec
by
conalienated
and
oppressed.
g on the island of the inhuman thing aboutAnda
working class childhood is the
Vallieres' about-face on the
Montreal."
powerlessness to resist
strategic importance of child's
the conditioning of not only
terrorism provoked Intense system, but all the frustrations
debate inside left-wing circles of life around him, frustrations
in Quebec over the mnerits of that are generated by the
his newly adopted stance. capitalist organization of society and that contaminate him
Nevertheless,
ideological reversalVallieres'
should not even before he becomes aware
be astonishing if one considers of their existence."
A working class child will
the erratic nature and tur- revolt,
stated Vallieres,
bulent history of the Quebec
left over the last two decades. because he is ashamed of his
class
origins.
He feels
L'Urgence de Chosir is the humiliated and isolated
and
enunciation of Vallieres newly

boy
"often seeks, through individualmiddle
success, toclassbe even
admit ed tothe
at the risk at betraying his
Throughout his adolescence,
Vallieres resisted what Marx
termed "Ideas of the ruling
class". He found school boring
and depressing and spent
much of his time bombarding
theWhen
teacher
withwasspitballs.
Pierre
seven, the *
Vallieres family moved from
the own."
crowded and dirty flat at
Rue Hochelaga to the south
shore suburb
of LonguelulAnnexe
(now known
as Vllle
Jacques-Cartier).
In the mid-1950s when
corruption was rampant in the
Quebec government,
Longueuil-Annexe was a
desolate shanty town dotted
with
shacks; ofa town
wheretarpaper
the stench
raw
sewage fouled the air because
funds for waste disposal were
pocketed
the local Union
Nationale by
bosses.
The seven years Vallieres
spent
proved at
to beLongueuil-Annexe
a watershed in his
life. Much tosternatihis
mother's
conon, hetotally
rejected
the church-dominated
educational system.
Vallieres shunned the texts
of the Catholic Church and in- ^)
stead, culled ideas from leftwing journals.
the age and
of 18,destroyed
Vallieres
hadBy written
three novels. Not content to
live like "a stranger" in Ville
Jacques-Cartier, he left the
town and joined a Franciscan
order. He quit the order in
disgust
France. and departed for
In 1962, when Vallieres
arrived, France was a deeply
troubled nation. It was split
over involvement in the
Algerian war. The left indulged
in fratricidal conflicts; the
right was gaining strength, and
De Gaulle ruled the country by
personal
France fiat.has always been
regarded as the motherland of
Quebec. In the early 1960s,
Quebecois writers and artists ^
flocked to their "spiritual
homeland" to study at the
great work
universities
to publish
their
at theorprestigious
Paris publishing houses.
Pierre Vallieres, however,
was concerned with neither of
these preoccupations.
He jour-a
neyed to France to obtain
more complete knowledge of
the working
class In— aa highly
politicizedstate.
proletariat
stratified
While in France, Vallieres
discovered Marxism, but his
sojourns into the French counproduced few encounters withtryside
revolutionaries.
The
leaders of the French left
earned Vallieres contempt; he
accused them of wallowing In
their own bureaucratic mire.
He foundlutionary
no activity
tracein ofFrance
revoand
returned
to
Quebec,
weary
and disillusioned.
During his absence, the n
altered
dramatically.
The ™
politicalRevolution,
temper
of Quebec
Quiet
marked had
by
the election of the Lesage
Liberals in 1960 had spawned
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new nationalist forces. In 1963,
^ _ the
symbolin ofQuebec
BritishCity,
lm-<
periaiism
Wolfe's
monument,
was
toppled from its foundation by
zealous militants, In the same
year, Montreal felt the first
blasts from the bombs of the
Fl_Q.
On his return to Quebec (at a
time when revolution seemed
imminent),
Vallieres
had
not changed
much,wrote:
but the"I
situation In Quebec, that was
really beginning to change . . .
Now revolt was coming out of
theVallieres
catacombs."
continued to write,
and his insight and polemical
style Impressed Pierre
Trudeau and Gerard Pelletier,
the editors of the intellectual
journal Cite Libre. They asked
him to edit the magazine along
with Jean Pellerin (now with
La Presse) in late 1963.
p
Vallieres accepted the
position because he wanted to
transform Cite Libre from a
magazine representing "the
liberal bourgeoisie" into "a
weapon for the Quebec workers".
His efforts to do so outraged
Trudeau and Pelletier, and
Vallieres'
of Cite
lasted a stewardship
brief six months
before the editorial board
(pressured by Trudeau and
Pelletier)
nation. demanded his resigHowever, Pelletier, as editor
of La Presse recognized Vallieres' skill as a writer and
forgetting the rancour created
at Cite Libre, asked Vallieres
to work for his newspaper.
Although a brilliant and
inspired writer, Vallieres expended little energy as a La
Presse reporter.
He concentrated his efforts
on
organizing protest marches
Q against
Nam warwithandle
on trade the
unionVietactivities
Syndicat des journalistes de
Montreal (SJM). The SJM was
affiliated with la Confederation
des syndicats nationaux
(CSN), which, atthattlme was
beginninglegacy.
to cast off it's
Catholic
After participating jn the
bitter seven-month La Presse
strike, Vallieres joined the
FLQ. His articles in left-wing
journals such as Revolution
Quebecoise and Revue Parti
Pris, urged the unification of
all revolutionary groups in
Quebec.
Vallieres' membership on
the 'central committee' of the
FLQ introduced him to Charles
Gagnon, a sociologist at
I'Universite de Montreal. Both
men share simitar traits: they
J are polemical, skillful writers;
master propagandists and
competent revolutionary
theorists. The combination of
these talents enhanced the image of the FLQ In the eyes of
Quebec's academic
community.
Throughout 1966, the FLQ
enjoyed only sporadic success.
Recruits did not join the
organization In large number;
and the government had not
been seriously weakened by
the bomb attacks which rattled
Montreal.
Vallieres and Gagnon
decided to utilize other means
to draw attention to their case
for Quebec independence.
They demonstrated in front of
the United Nations in New
York to obtain coverage on the
U.S. news media.
The demonstration backfired
and both wer*e arrested and
charged
illegal'
entry into
the
Unitedwith
States.
(Gagnon
and
- Vallieres were wanted by
Quebec police In connection
with a bomb blast which killed
a woman employee of a factory
on strike against the CSN.) The
police implied that Vallieres

and Gagnon participated in a
meeting where the act was
planned. They were both
deported from the United
States although they asked for
political asylum.
The Vallieres-Gagnon trial
was
farce. a monumental judicial
The Crown had a weak case
and thus resorted to using
Vallieres' writings to .prove
that he was capable of committing murder. The judge, according to a decision by the
Quebec Court of Appeal,
bulliedlead theand
jury.deliberately misVallieres was finally
released in May 1970, pending
a new trial after three and a
half years of incarceration.
Gagnon was acquitted after
spending
behind bars.a similar period
Vallieres'He freedom
was
shortlived.
was arrested
again in October 1970 during
the FLQ kidnapping crisis and
charged with a variety of
crimes. He skipped ball and
went underground until
January 1972. L'Urgence de

is based on federalism, the
preservation of the status quo
in terms of economics and
politics, say Vallieres.
"Catching up" is the creed
preached by Trudeau and
Bourassa its tenets are that
Quebec is economically
backward, and therefore must
import capital from foreign
sources to develop industrially.
The ideology of surpassing
( "etapiseme", in French),
claims Vallieres, will put an
end to capitalism in Quebec.
By securing independence,
Vallieres claims, the Quebec
collectivity will be free to pursue socialist policies which will
liberate it from the shackles of
Canadian and U.S.
colonialism. Thus, when a
socialist system has been
created Quebec will have 'surcapitalismpassed' theashistorical
forseen bystage
Marx.of
Vallieres'is concept
socialism
never fullyof
developed anywhere In
I'Urgencethe destateChoisir.
foresees
playing He
an
expanded role in a socialist
Quebec, hints at some form of

Pierre Vallreres has renounced his revolutionary past
Chosir appeared in Montreal workers control, and spurns
bookstores several months democratic centralism.
after his surrender to the
The state seemingly would
function much as it did under
Surete.
Jean Lesage, although
L'Urgence de Chosir is a Vallieres would probably deny
political statement
incorporating the following
Under Lesage, the state was
principles:
it. - as an instrument to
• There are two main used
promote 'la survivance' — the
conflicting ideologies in preservation
of FrenchQuebec at the present;
culture and well• Quebec is a colony both of Canadian
being. The provincial
English Canada and the United authorities provided services
States;
which capitalists had
• All left-wing organizations neglected, such as hydrohave failed to win in- hydro-electricity.
dependence and socialism;
Lesage also established a
• The only organization that host of crown corporations to
deal
with Investments and
can liberate Quebec is the Par- resource
development.
ti quebecois. Any attempt to
Vallieres
is merely continuing
form
workers'
will the
fail
and awill
merelypartysplit
in the tradition
tablished in1960. Quebec esprogressive forces within the
"In
order
to pull Quebec out
province.
of its underdevelopment and
According to Vallieres, the stagnation, the Quebec state
"two main ideologies that have must obviously . . . appropriate internal markets to
in Quebec since 1960
appeared
are the "ideology of catching itself and enlarge them by
up" and the "ideology of radically shaking up forms of
The ideology of catching up appropriation and by subsurpassing."

stituting collective ownership
for private ownership in key
sectors. This is the only way to
free the economy of foreign
domination, and to develop the
purchasing power of the
masses, along with their social
andThe
cultural
. . ."
mostwell-being
contradictory
aspects of Vallieres new book
are embodied in his analysis of
Quebec's colonial status. He
chastizes marxists throughtout
the text for being too abstract
and for believing in antediluvian theories.
However,
economic analysisVallieres'
is based on
the
work of two American marxists,
Paul
Baran
and
Paul
Sweezy.
Vallieres the
writes:
is ouris
situation;
United"ThisStates
at the top, Quebec is at the
bottom of the ladder and
English Canada, positioned
between the two, dominates
and exploits Quebec while
itself being dominated by the
United
. . ." model of
The States
marxist
capitalist development is
useless, maintains Vallieres,
because itofis a based
on "an
analysis
competitive
capitalist
system".
The
existing economic system, says
Vallieres, is no longer competitive in the sense that
national companies vie with
each other on a global
framework. Non-com pet Ive
multi-national
"monopolies"
and the "imperialist
mode of
production"
have
18th and 19th centurysuperceded
economic
systems.
By declaring
Vallieres
contendsindependence,
that Quebec
will free itself from the imperialist mode of production.
Because, according to
Vallieres, Quebec is not
capable of exploiting any other
state, he says, it will not
become part
of the
internatipnal
monopolist
system.
However, what is the
possibility that national
capitalism will be created in
Quebec?
Vallieres. None, maintains
"In the world imperialist
system the construction of a
national capitalism by a society like Quebec ... is an
economic and political
Quebec "can not establish a
impossibilty."
national
capitalism . . .
because such a capitalism
could not compete In the world
capitalist system dominated
by the imperialist mode of
If the Parti. ."quebecois was a
production
mass-based . party
dedicated to
the replacement of capitalism
with
socialism,
validity.
theory
may then
haveVallieres'
some
However, the PQ is not a
socialist
claimed toparty;
be one,itandhas it never
lis no
strategy or plan to create a
socialist
Quebec.
Therefore, we may conclude
that the PQ will change very
little if it assumes power.
Capitalism
will continue to function smoothly.
David Rockefeller of the
Chase Manhattan
Bank subscribes to this theory.
He
asserted that U.S. capitalists
would have no difficulty in
living with an independent
Quebec.
"I do notshould
thinkbe that
outside investors
the
ones to decide what form of
government you (Quebecois)
should have," he said.
Vallieres' praise for the PQ
is little more than apologetics.
He plays down the important
point of the Quebec left that the
Parti quebecois hierarchy is
comprised of separatist
refugees from the Liberal Party, technocrats
and petitbourgeois
professionals.

"The PQ isn't the product of
divine inspiration, or even of
bourgeois inspiration. . . Even
though some
of its members
'official'
founders
are former
of
the Liberal
Party, it's
not
therefore
a bourgeois
party.
For its founders were also you
and me — all the Quebeco.is
who, through their militancy
and their faith in the future of
Quebec have construciad the
political bases for the creation
and development of this
This statement is
antithetical to an earlier
positon outlined Negres Blancs
d'Amerique.. In 1966, Vallieres
wrote: "I am not against the
independence of Quebec but
against
inparty." thedependencillusionary
e ofQuebec which,
dressed up in various guises
(from Associated State to a
Republic), is now being
proposed to us by the parasitic
petty bourgeoisie of French
Canada ...
am foronly
revolu-a
tion,I because
revolution . . . can make us
Vallieres even suggests,
independent."to his earlier
contrary
writings, that the PQ is the
only genuine working class
party in Quebec. The creation
of a labour party by trade unions, he fears,masses
would between
"divide
the Quebec
parties which are almost
This is a distortion of the
political
realties
of Quebec.
identical."
The Parti
quebecois
is not a
workers' party. It incorporates
distinct rightist, centrist, and
left-wing tendencies and is a
broadly based party held
together by a common goal:
independence for Quebec.
Rene Lesvesque and the PQ
hierarchy
eyed Quebec's
militant have
labour
unions
cautiously. Lesvesque refused
to endorse the La Presse
demonstration in December,
1971 which
the never
Common Front produced
and the PQ
fully endorsed the objectives of
the common front in
bargaining with the Bourassa
government.
Vallieres
cingly
that argues
supportunconvinof the
FLQ must cease because Ottawa
will
not
hesitate
invoke the War Measuresto Act
again. He insists that all
radical political activity must
be channelled into electing the
Parti quebecois.
Vallieres Ignores the fact
that Trudeau or any other
prime minister may resort to
armed force to prevent the
assumption of power of even a
moderate social democratic independentiste
partyonlylike
PQ. Logically, the
way theto
resist this would be to form a
popular Vallieres
army - something
which
scorns.
Radicals have never really
been welcome in the ranks of
the
PQ and
they willanynever
allowed
to exercise
power.be
The only alternative for the
Quebec
working
the
formation
of a class
labour lies
partyin
by trade unions, citizens
groups
movement.and the cooperative
In I'urgence de Choisir
Vallieres has abandoned most
of the principles he has held for
years,
the
laws of ignored
bourgeois many
politics,of and
has traded the FLQ for the PQ,
one bankruptcy for another.
Doug Hamilton
I'Urgence de Chosir,
par Pierre Vallieres,
Parti Pris, Montreal,
SI .50
English
Translation by
Penelope Williams:
Choose!
Pierre
New
Press by$5.95.
. Vallieres.
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However,t
ins
agaperience.
tles
Free-egi
ctive bat
characteriza, David
apl
provoca
par
AIn Creeps
tion of a young man con- because of, his situation,
man examined the backdemned to a wheel-chair. Virgil mustsiderablegoeffort, toabove
grounds and relationships
a conall
of a group of paraplegics, His presence in the home of
stunning audiences with television addict Irene and mental, to fullfill his desire.
this seldom-treated side of her daughter Nora, a "no It is the disturbing ambiguihuman experience. His bullshit, please" college
ty of the character - and
both
understandable
most recent work, Batter- student' aggravates the despicable
in
his
designs,
ing Ram, now playing at the rivalry which
ex- both victim and oppressor
ists betweenalready
the two
Tarragon Theatre concerns
in relation to the women,
women.
Virgil
is
an
expert
gic in the "northe paraple
sustains the interest.
mal" world. It is a well- manipulator, and succeeds which
Frank Moore displays the
h game-playing,
made play, capable of both throug
e
s,
suicid
threat
and
entertaining and troubling
varied resources
Virgil's
with of terrific
its audience.
pathetic bids for sympathy character
ease.
The
strained
good
in playing mother off
The dramatic conflict against daughter. His ob- humour of his early concontained in Battering Ram
ject? Like any young man,
versations, and wellrevolves around Virgil - the he yearns for a sexual ex- planned needling later on

rmal"
"no
show
a particularly
fine
vocal expression. His
aggressive, bitter Virgil of
the final scene is a spinechilling revelation of that
force which Freeman indicates in his title, Battering Ram. Hamilton has
Patricia
mastered the character of
Irene, exploiting the comic
potential ofextent.
the role toTheits
fullest
reasoning used by a woman
of such limited
understanding and sensitivity
is expressed in each word
and gesture. Her few silent
moments in front of the

Trudy Young, Patricia Hamilton, and Frank Moore in an explosive moment follow-up to David Freeman's much praised play Creeps.
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Refreshments,
& dancing

food

following

television
set iet
are amongythe
soc
richest of the play. Yet a
certain naive capacity for
tenderness and a spontaneous, ventithough
onal sort of pride congive
Miss
Hamilton's
role
more
interest than a convenient
stereotype.
The daughter, Nora, is
probably the character who
most approaches
the has
unbelievable. Freeman
supplied Nora with a poorly
repressed
tendency, whichsadistic
complements
Virgil's never-ending bids
for sympathy in quite a
calling fashion.
to verbalize
all the
daring
It is Nora's
reactions
that
most
mal" people
in"northe
presence
of arepress
handicapped
person. Instead of avoiding
all mention of his infirmity,
Nora taunts him with it,
defending herself against
what she suspects is cold
manipulation. All the more
chilling,
when she,
'- caught then,
in Virgil's
web.too
Freeman's dialogue
shows an insight into the
background
and motiva-as
tions of his characters
well as a fine sense of the
overall
their interreactions.effect
He ofaccomplishes
moments of tension and of
humour without a contrived
effect.
Bill Glassco's direction
displays the same economy
and dynamic rhythm that
was evident in Forever
Yours, Marie-Lou. He has
kept the mood light, puncscenes with
zart, tuating
the effect
beingMo-to
allow a certain amused distance on the
audience's
part. The
second
act is
noticeably heavier, working
toward the final crescendo.
A play worth considering
part of the new Canadian
repertorie, Battering Ram
is a stimulating piece of
psychological
drama.
Eleanor
Coleman

p.m.

s1 .00

That's
are all what
about. the Paulists
For more information write:
Father Donald C. Campbell,
Room 103CA.
Raulist Fathers.
647 Markham Street
Toronto 174, Ontario

the Paulist is there
counseling
rejoicing
in the presence
of thein good
and
the signs of hope
around us
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"Got
hic
The
Global Village
is
other the half
final result was total
musi
self in half with asplit
poorly deve- musical
s score was an integral in
sphere
was well-controlledcal"
in
currently Working with a its oppressive
loped use of song delivered part of theself
thematic develop- obliteration of the concepts
build-up
to
the
ment of the play. With one half behind it. Sandra Souchotte
curious theatrical genre final transfiguration of Lisa. by semi-automatons. Nor was
described as a gothic musical, Unfortunately the play split it- it able to convince us that the of this play working against f he
it is a macabre combination of
styles but the most discomforting thing about Eyes is
the
bulld-up
idea consistent
that does not
work. of an
The play
the self-of
willed
declinedealsintowith
madness
Lisa' who cannot escape the
tragic
visionsof ofherthemother
past - and
the
suden death
the accidental burning to death
of
her from
lover'a trip
Larry.
Lisa
returns
to Europe
and rejoins the remnants of her
family
in their
IsolatedHere
GothictheVictorian
mansion.
characters of the story act out
their separate obsessions, displaying the varying degrees of
madness
sanityThewhich
structure theirorlives.
consistent
medium of expression is song.
Each character gives a view of
the eyes that surround, the images that distort, through some
variation on the general
melancholy melodies that pervade the play.
To disjoint this fairly
straightforward approach to
misery, distortions are Imposed on the sense of time. The
atmosphere is Gothic, the setting Victorian and the vernacular contemporary.
Carol
Bolt's topical play "Gabe"
References abound to planes,
cars and other anachronistic
paraphernalia which might
does
disservice
to Metis
problem
,add ambiguity. Instead of
doing so, they becomes part of
Manitoba.
Gabe,
a
new
play
by
Carol
a masochistic relationship. He
stereotyped
patterns.
a game between play and Bolt, which is being presented
The two man play a game
Gabe, the lonely-angry man, is so obnoxiously, whiningly
audience as the stage action by
the Toronto Free Theatre, whereby they portray Louis is poorly portrayed by Peter white that the audience begins
tries to cover up its lack of amply
illustrates what Riel and Gabriel Dumont' roles Jobin who, in striving to create to hate the sight of him substance with yet another thin
hopes will
repre- a greater cliche from an perhaps he remind them too
happens to a good idea If im- which sentGabe
veil of meaning.
their position
in society
already cliche character, vividly of their own reactions
properly handled.
The attempt to sustain this
Carol Bolt, who has also upon their release. They plan spends his entire time on stage to the Indian throughout
kind of atmosphere with song writen Buffalo Jump fails to to lead a crusade which will being bland. Saul Rubinek as history. But he is still unable to
somehow hovers on the absurd handle her subject matter restore the Metis to dignity Louis manages to overcome overcome the handicap of
but the production was not adequately. The play deals with Louis becoming the new the weakness of the dialogue in being stereotyped by the
totally without interest. The set with Metis-white relations in Riel. When paroled, Louis short spurts which show his script.
was effectively threatening Canada and the psychological refuses to act upon his words
. A considerable amount of the
with its abundant plants and result upon the Metis peoples. and returns to his habits of acting
The pontential.
one pleasure of the blame for the play's failure
Her
understanding
of
the
near-alcoholism,
whereas
incongruities — such as canbe given to the director.
production
is the characterizaof Henry
by Don must
Robert Handforth was unable
delabra coupled with
elec- problems of the Indians, Gabe bears the sorrows of his tion
tric chandelier.
The anopening
although well founded in fact, people in an unrequited desire MacQuarrie. Don conveys to utilize the resources he had
and closing sequences were tends to get lost with the for justice. Gabe's politiclzaavailable both in the actors and
also dramatically picturesque characterizations of Gabe and tion, which has resulted from perfectly the part of the play's the physical constuction of the
man, a "half-wit".
with their white shrouded fur- Louis, two Metis paroled from his friend's talk, cannot act only
He is white
the patronizing
white who
Fernando Traficante
niture. The general atmo- Prince Albert Penitentiary in and is forced back into attaches himself to the Metis in play.
THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTAR 10
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Environmental Engineering

Prepare for a career in

Applications are now being accepted for entry next September into the 1973-74 Environmental Engineering Program
leading to the degree of Master of Engineering (M.Eng).
The program is multidisciplinary in emphasis and is designed
to extend the education of graduate engineers and scientists
to subjects necessary for an understanding of environmental
problems. Graduates having the normal admission requirements of the University are able to complete the program
and obtain the degree in one academic year.
Subjects covered include air and water pollution control,
solid wastes management, eco systems and resource management, environmental law, biology, administration of control
programs, and meteorology.
Further information, details of financial support available,
and application forms can be obtained from:
The Director,
Environmental Engineering Program
University of Western Ontario
Faculty of Engineering Science
London, Ontario. N6A 3K7
Telephone (519) 679-2437

Advertising or Journalism

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

in just one academic year.
Students who have completed at least one year of a 8A
course may obtain Direct Entry into the second year of the
Journalism or the Advertising program of Sheridan College
(Oakville campus).
Term begins in September.
For further information and application forms write to:
The Registrar
Technology
Sheridan
College of Applied Arts and
Trafalgar Road North
Oakville, Ontario
Phone: Oakville 845-9430/Toronto 362-5861
Burlington 632-7081/Clarkson 823-21 10

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

PRESBYTERIAN
® ST
ANDRE W'S
JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.
11. A.M.
OR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART
'A CHURCH HOME
FOR STUDENTS
AWAY FROM HOME'
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The St. Lawrence Centre is showing
three films of German operas in the
vernacular in March, and because of
the huge response more tickets will be
UUatsub
available. The operas are "Die
Zauberflote" of Mozart, Berg's
"Wozzeck" and Wagner's "Die
Meistersinger
to be
shown on Marchvon15, Nurnberg",
22, and 25. Tickets
are $2.50 per film. All performances
are by the Hamburg State Opera.
"The Stars of the Kiwanis Music
Festival" is the title of the Scarborough
This performance has already been Sunday
this February 25 at
staged successfully at the Stratford 4.3:30. It's Concert,
Part I, and Part II is on March
Festival, the Shaw Festival, the
National Arts Centre and has been
Tonight until the 25th the Toronto
filmed for CBC television.
theatre
Opera Repertoire
performsSchool
La
Tonight at 8 pm. Erindale Student
Traviata
at Central Technical
Theatre will
present
final per-an
Colonnade
Theatre's
Classical
Stage
at
8
pm,
$1.50
for
students.
formance of The
LittleIts Prince,
Productions finish their run of
On CBC-FM at 9 pm on February 27,
original student adaptation of the novel Strindberg's Miss Julie. Saturday. Glenn
presents a self-produced
by Saint-Exupery. The performance is Thter next offering is two one-act plays programGould
featuring himself
free, and is. located in the Preliminary by Chekhov, The Bear and The An- as pianist.of Hea concert
plays his own transcripBuilding, Room 292, at Erindale
niversary, opening, we think, Tuesday,
t
i
o
n
o
f
"Siegried's
Idyll",
well as and
the
Campus.
February 27.
two French Suites byas Bach
The Studio Theatre, 4- Glen Morris,
The
Winter's
Tale
opened
at
Hart
Scriabin's
"Desir
and
Caresse
offers two final performances this House on Wednesday night. Trinity Dansee", op. 57. As usual, this Gould
weekend of The Love of Don Perimplin College Dramatic Society has put special should prove to be a radio
and Belisa in the Garden {"an erotic together a substantial effort under the highlight.
of Alan Toff. From the point
The second concert in the 8:30 pm
lacepaper valentine in four scenes") by direction
of view of design, some attempt has
Garcia Lorca,
and Salome
by OscarSquare Concerts features Janis
Wilde.
Performances
are free,
and been made to accentuate the non- Trinity
Orenstein,
in a recital of
western flavour of the work. White, French Art soprano
begin at 8:30 pm.
Single tickets are
Tomorrow evening the Theatre du pillar-like formations are moved $2.50. SeriesSongs.
tickets (five concerts)
P'tit Bonheur offers a form of enter- around from scene to scene to back up are $10.
tainment that knows no language the bright oriental-style garments
On March 1, Thomas Legrady visits
the Unitarian Church, 175 St.Clair West
by way of La Chasse-Galerie (15 Glebe
Road W.). He is pianist-faculty
member
Collegecomprises
in Montreal West,from
and Loyola
his program
works by Debussy, Ibert, Bartok and
Kodaly. Tickets on sale at the gallery,
are $3.
This Sunday, February 25, the
faculty
its all-out
concert ofof themusic
year presents
with a performance
of Darius Milhaud's "The Creation of
the
World". Henry
"Angels
and
to beBrant's
performed
RobertDevils"
Aitken.is There
are
a slew byof
student
recitals,
but Edward
I'm goingJohnson
to let
you saunter
into the
Building to get the info from the lobby
advertising pavilion.
All music enthusiasts will regret to
hear of the deaths of famous American
flautist Elaine Shaffer and even more
famous violinist Josef Szigeti. Columbia, ironically, has just released a
Szigeti Treasury, heavily praised by
Harry Goldsmith in January's issue of
"Highissue
Fidelity".
Also, by thearticle
way, onin
that
is a tremendous
some music (and recordings of it) of
Dufay, Ockegem and of an apparently
brilliant anonymous English
Renaissance composer.
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material and good old fashioned rock.
A dance floor and $2 cover charge are
alsoFiddler's
featured.Green Is the site for an
evening of folk music from the British
Isles tonight, with Enoch Kent, Owen
McBride and Ian Robb. The music
shifts back to the North American
scene on Tuesday evening ((8 pm)
when Michael Cooney makes one of his
frequent
Toronto
The
club is located
behindappearances.
the Y on Eglinton
eastMusic
of Younge,
and
admission
is
$1.
comes to Meat & Potatoes
Restaurant on Saturday and Sunday
night, from 9 to 12 pm. Don Df Novo,
Lighthouse electric viola player and
pianist Haraldur Edgarsson are
featured. No cover.
Christopher Kearney and his band
Pemmican are giving a concert and
The Meeting Place In Scarborough
College at 8:30 pm tonight. Admission
is $2.

At the Art Gallery of Ontario, Sunday
is the last
day gast
to seedayAppel's
and
today
is the
of thework,
Gallery
Shop Book Sale. On March 1 four more
Underground Classics will be shown;
Stan Brakhage's Mothlight, Ed
Emshwlller's Scrambles his Totems
and
Scorpio Rising.of
From Kenneth
March 3 Anger's
to 18 a representation
the Florentine, Venetian, Flemish,
Dutch and French traditions will be
featured in the display of from the
permanent collection, alone with a
selection of 19th and 20th century works
from the Barbizon school.
At the Royal Ontario Museum until
Sunday is the display of work executed
by members of the Canadian Academy
of
Medical
covers
variousIllustrators..
media from "The
drawingworkto
sculpture to motion pictures, and a
range of subjects from anatomical and
surgical work to abstract psychiatric
Until March 5 the Faculty of
Architecture offers an Alumni exhibit
of drawings, paintings and sculpture.
John Greer is at the Isaacs Gallery.
problems."
The Baldwin Gallery near McCaul
features an exhibit of black women's
photography March 2 to 26.

movies
Esquire turns its cynical presses this
month (March) on the latest American
Dreams as reflected and created by the
movie studios. The magazine asked a
dozen moguls what movies they are
producing
It's all
Esquire-ese next
whichandI'm why.
defensive
aboutin
liking,webutthink.
it's fun to know what they
think
Among this week's movies:
Friday through Sunday at the Revue
it's
Before thebetter
Revolution
Bertolucci,
known byfor Bernardo
his skin
Crowbar
and
La
Troup
Grotesque
flicks.
Haven't
seen
it, but hear that it's
Hitchcock's most penetrating movie, Shadow of a Doubt, at Vic Saturday.
good.
8:30
pm,
$1:50.
are being presented in concert tonight
Friday and Saturday night at 11 the
barrier. Paul Gaulin displays the art of worn by the actors. The musical dis- at 8:30 at Convocation Hall by the Hart
cords and oriental themes we hear House Music Committee. Tickets are a Revue is showing Jack Nicholson's
pantomime. He has, incidentally, established the first school of mime in between scenes complement this vi- nominal 5<t and are available at the Drive, He said, also for $1.50. Its about
Canada. Students $2.00, other $3.00.
sual effect. AM this seems fitting for porter's desk In Hart House.
college basketball, radicalism and afIrish Arts Theatre began Its run of this tale which Is essentially pagan in
Atkinson, Dankoand Ford, Columbia
fairs. Itdoesn't hang together too well,
three plays by J.M. Synge on Tuesday, its philosophy. Nevertheless, the recording artists, are appearing at the but really shines in its parts. Actually I
and will continue until March suggestion of fertility and rebirth Riverboat tonight through Sunday. thought it was terrific but, be
most everybody else pan11. Directed by Siobhan McKenna, the prevelant in the second half of the play Another of Canada's fine recording and forewarned,
ned it.
company wilt perform Tinker's Wed- is not expressed visually. Too much composing
talents, Valdy opens on
Saturday, Vic Flicks is running a
ding,
Shadow
of
the
Glen,
and
Riders
to
Tuesday.
Admission
is
$3.50,
and
$3
white,
for
one
thing,
reduced
the
the Sea.
pastoral scene to a pale shadow of what during the week.
suspence double-bill of Fritz Lang's
The Theatre Company of The it might be.
The Bee Gees have sold out their Ministry
of Fear and Hitchcock's
St. Lawrence Centre for the Arts will
The actors give credible Sunday evening performance at Academic
Shadow of aBldg.,
Doubt.$1.7:45 pm, Vic's New
try its hand at Greek tragedy with performances though no one stands out O'Keefe Centre, but a second, earlier
Monday and Tuesday at the Revue,
as particularly inspiring. There is an show has been scheduled. Of central Truffaut's
Euripides' formance
Electra.
The
opening
perBride Wore Black and
takes place February 27.
purity about Shawna interest in the English
trio'sofper-30 Mississippi Mermaid.
7 pm, $1:50 for
the role
Factory Theatre Lab has put 'unquestionable
Hermia, and Tim, Brook, in members- offormancethewill beToronto
together a new production of one of last 'Maclvor's
Symphony the double-bill.
his black silk robe, gives us a slimy
Editor
year's successes, Brussels Sprouts by Leontes, Geoffrey Garr-Harris' Ca- Orchestra who will appear with them.
Larry Kardish. Having returned from millo shows substance and integrity.
Elephant's
Memory
the
5
man
band
UI1I Diemer
Assoc.
a three-day run at the National Arts
A livelier pace throughout the that John Lennon adopted a year and a
theatre Editor Bill Mac vicar
Centre, Ottawa, it opens for a four production, which most likely has more half ago as his Plastic Ono Band, is
eleanor coleman
art
movies
week run at the Central Library assurance than it did at the preview appearing at the El Mocombo, tonight
bob bossin
Theatre on February 27.
and
tomorrow.
The
band
has
much
night, will do justice to the
allan mandell
On March 1, 2, and 3, the Tuesday
improved over their disastrous debut
pop
interesting
elements
in
this
rendition
of
ian
scott
St. Lawrence Centre Town Hall will Shakespeare's fantasy.
music
ian scott
on
Lennon's
"Sometime
in
New
York
feature Tony Van Bridge in a one-man
books
It
plays
tonight
and
tomorrow
night
City"
album.
They
have
a
chunky
show. He will impersonate the writer, at 8:30 pm Students $1.50, non-students guitar-saxaphone dominated sound
bill mac waywanko
vicar
andrea
layout
essayist and poet, G.K. Chesterton. $2.00.
that propels them through original
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Freeze
By DIANA WEST
"So far there is no evidence that
there have been any great hardships
because
of thespending,
government
freeze,"of
on capital
Minister
Colleges and Universities Jack
McNie declared Wednesday,
McNie who was appointed to the
ministry last September was lecturing at the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education in a series of
seminars on higher education.
Asked how long the freeze,
announced in late November, would
continue, McNie rhetorically
replied, "How long is a piece of
string?"

creating
He went on to say that the freeze
would probably last at least a year,
"but it's amazing how universities
have found other space and by
changing schedules are able to accomodate more." Some have even
discussed sharing buildings between
colleges, he said.
U of T is still awaiting for an
answer from the provincial government to its request for renovation
money to meet fire and safety standards inseveral buildings.
McNie also commented that the
declining enrolment figures would
probably solve some of the overcrowding problems and improve the

NOTICE

no

hardships,
says McNie
the
ministry
wanted
to allow the without knowing what it's all about.
"quality of environment."
and colleges freedom to Then
they go on to teach for 45
"The government does not want to universities
maintain
their
own
administration
put itself in the position of an
On
the
question of the increase on
auditor."tinued,The
ministry, tohepursue
conwants universities
The minister was then asked what student loan portions of government
policies.
McNie
said that the
govern-be
their "individuality" and his opinion was concerning the mix- grants, ment
"felt students
should
"uniqueness."
full that
and varying
part-time
Asked about the Wright McNieing of felt
ages students.
within a carrying a larger part of the burden.
(Commission on Post-Secondary single course or college allowed for a
hoped that
it wouldn't
Education) Report and the effect it wider scope of experience among the It was judice
students
need.pre-beIt
would simplyworthy mean
theyinwould
would have on government policies students.
taking
on
a
larger
portion.
Really,
McNie stated, "The Wright Report is "Students go on through
it's a arquestion
of spreading the
not
the
government's
report.
The
"
s.
ye
government can accept or reject it sequential education until they're 25
but when it comes down to the
university administration it's
another thing again," insisting that

cost."

OF

SAC

Elections
Colleges and Universities minister Jack McNie at a fall demo.
March

7 &8

Hillel Lecture Series
PROF. LOUIS
H. FELDMAN
presents
speaking on

PRESIDENTIALCampus-wide elections for SAC President, two Vice-Presidents
will take place on March 7 and 8. Nominations opened and
campaigning started Monday, February 19.
Voting is for a Presidential ticket consisting of a President and
two Vice-Presidents. One and only one member of each ticket
shall come from each of the three constituencies:
1) Professional Faculties
2) Arts & Science, St. George Campus
3) Scarborough and Erindale

"JUDAISM
& THE OCCULT"
ABOUT
THE LECTURER
Prof. Feldman received his Ph.D. from Harvard in Classics. He is
presently a professor of classics at Yeshiva University. He has
written numerous articles on Judaism in Greek and Roman times
and has done numerous translations of the works of Josephus and
Philo.
Sunday, February 25 7:30 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE

Your

SAC

course

union

REP:

Most local college and faculty councils have agreed to conduct
their SAC Rep elections on the same day as the SAC
Presidential elections. Details on SAC Rep elections will be
available by February 19.

YOU!

NOMINATIONS CLOSE 12:00 NOON,
INFORMATION
FURTHER
AND ELECTION RULES
FROM SAC

928-4911

FEB. 26
People taking courses in Political Economy
needed to help circulate questionaires
February 19-28 for course critiques.
Call 928-6396 or come to
PECU office, Sidney Smith 2034
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planning
knowledge is more important in the
the humanities than in the physical
facultyg treats
campus that
students
with thesomethin
less than sciences. There must be a broad
framework for both their activities,
the but the priorities within each will be
said a that
".y must had
The paper
humanity
universit
provide
learning
"environment" for students. It did Committee members generally
ty".to explain shared Lewis' enthusiasm for a
"communi
mention
notLewis
took the
offensive
"integration"
of knowledge
different."
his position on the question of ingreater
research
at the graduate
level.
whether specific priorities for the Alluding
Probe as an
entire university, with respect to example of toan Pollution
body drawing
teaching and research, should be set on the talentsad hoc
people from
by a central planning body. different fields to ofattack
particular
Emphasizing
that heplanning
foresaw process
a "top- problems, he suggested that the
down,
bottom-up"
at U of T, which he described as a university should formalize the
two-way information flow, he said a process of developing such an incentral planning committee could solving in the field
terdisciplinarofy ap roaresearch.
ch to problemdiscrupts life: woman
not
"dictate
priorities"
the Because of the diversity
of its
various
divisions
withinto the
university.
step forward", and hailed the end of
quantitative
sense".
Secondly
existing facilities, he said, U of T is
' 'illegal methods, mutilation and she pointed out the "necessity of
death"
has historically
the abortion for women" "Unwanted
U of T president John Evans in a unique position to "carve out
fate ofthatwomen
who havebeensought
children
a fact inalsothisofsociety".
abortions.
Martha isCrean,
Pro-Life, agreed, adding, "Preservation of- this field as one of our own."
Jessica Pegis of the University of said that many discussions of aborVIC A FLICK
PRESENTS
tion were characterized by
SUSPENSE DOUBLE
BILL
Toronto Pro-Life organization stated
that "the core issue is lost under "emotionalism" and "misrepresentation". She favours "protection of
superfluities" and is a "touchy sub"MINISTRY
OF FEAR"
DIRECTED BY FRITZ
LANG
deals with
Sheject as itdoubts
thatrights".
abortion is life in all stages".
EUie Kirzner,
alsociting
of thetheWomen's
Abortion
Coalition,
history
completely an "issue of private
birth control,
decision".nationalPegis
the (1967)
Inter- isof facing
"SHADOW
OF A HITCHCOCK
DOUBT"
Congress oncited
Abortion
DIRECTED BY ALFRED
preciselysaidthe that
same"abortion
charges
that birth control did in the
SAT. FEB. 24
7:45 P.M.
decision that "life begins at con- today"
17th century. She attributed this to
ception", that isMontague.
supported by U.S. the
ADMISSION $1.00
fact that abortion challenges the
scientist Ashley
VIC ACADEMIC BLDG. RM. 3
Later, a woman from the audience concept of "all women as child73 QUEEN'S PARKCRES.
of 50 suggested that the strength of
bearers and childrearers".
supportment ispartly
for theduepro-abortion
moveto belief that the
"foetus isn't a human being, as we
judge life not only on a cellular, but

likes
Committee
allow The Varsity to obtain a copy of
By JOHN CAMPBELL
A discussion paper designed to the document, claiming as his reason
help the university cope with the it was not yet an official statement.
problemsminor
of "futurecriticisms
shock" ran intoat critic
committe
of the
thrustwas
The ism
ed e'sto
design
only
in
Wednesday's meeting of the Plan- "humanize" the paper's wording
ning and Resources Committee of order to make it consistent with the
the Governing Council.
idea that the university should be a
The document, intitled the "Role •'community" in which learning and
and Function of the University", personal development can take
was authored
by committee
cirtheseagreed,
man James Lewis,
and will formchairthe place. Onlycumstancesunder
most members
basis of planning at U of T for the could knowledge be effectively
next several years. Lewis refused to communicated.

Pregancy
By HEATHER-JANE SANGUINS
Ellen May of the Canadian
Women's Abortion Coalition said
Wednesday that pregnancy constituted a"major event in, and
disruption of a woman's life", affecting
her
"physically,
physiologically,
socially, emotionally
and
psychologically".
She stated at a Hart House debate
that the problem of unwanted and
unplanned pregnancy "doesn't end
withMaydelivery".
cited the recent U.S. Supreme
Court decision to institute federal
remedial legislation, rendering invalid state laws that deny abortions
to women. Now with the consent of
one physician, clinical abortions are
legal six months into a pregnancy.
May declared that the decision, a
result of the strong pro-abortion
movement in the States, was a "big
SMC

future

Film Club

WINNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS !
COLUMBIA PICTURES p***
FRED ZINNEMANN'Srlmof
AMAN
FORALL
SEASONS
Saturday,
February 24

for
paper
Committee member John Morton
cited Oxford as a model university
community where faculty and
students often go together to the
local pubs after their classes.
"We may be able to disseminate
knowledge",
"buttheypeople
have to acceptheit,said,
and this
will
best do if they have a sense of
The graduate member was joined
community."
Michael's
his criticism
in
College
principal byJohnSt.Kelly
who
declared, "There is a feeling on this

TECHNICOLOR^
7:30 & 10:00 p.m.
CARR HALL, $1.00

S
ANNIE'
E
PLAC

471 Bloor St. W.
Dance Floor & Lounge
Open Wed. - Sat.
8:00 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Fully Licensed
NO COVER - NO MINIMUM
Meals 99' - $1.99
Now Appearing:
PUMSOL

Rip

off

Europe.

STUDENT-RAILPASS
The
way to see Europe without tee ling like a tourist.
StudentRail pass isHolland,
valid in Austria,
Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany,
Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
Eurallpass, Sox 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario
form.
Please Qsend me your tree Student-Railpass folder order
Or your free Eurailpass lolder with railroad map. □

VAR-2
and very comfortable. They have to
be. So you'll meet us on our trains. It
really is the way to get to know
Europeans in Europe.
But there's one catch. You
must
your Student-Railpass
North buy
America
before you go. in
They're not on sale in Europe
because they are meant strictly for
visitors to Europe— hence the
incredibly low price. Of course if
you're loaded you can buy a regular
Eurailpass meant for visitors of all
ages.
It givesyouyouwant.
First Class travel if
that's what
Either way if you'regoing
And the trains of Europe are to-zip off to Europe, see a Travel
Agent before you go, and in the
a sensational way to travel. Over
meantime, rip off the coupon. It
1 00,000 miles of track links cities,
towns and ports all over Europe, The can't hurt and it'll get you a better
trains are fast (some over 1 00 mph), time in Europe than you ever thought
frequent, modern," clean, convenient pOSSible. Pric^u^din'y.S.Wri.

So you plan to spend the
Summer in Europe this year. Great."
Two things are mandatory. A ticket
to Europe. And a Student-Railpass.
The first gets you over there, the
second gives you unlimited Second
Class rail travel fortwo months for a
modest $1 35 in Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
and Switzerland! All you need to
qualify is to be a full-time student up
to 25 years of age, registered at a
university.
North
American school, college or
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Report
urges
Food
Sci divisions
be dropped
His financial analysis, based on report until it was discussed by the
A minority report of the Food programs, which have low enrolSiegel notes that the terms of salaries, equipment and existing Governing
Council's and
Academic
Afment, "should be phased out program.
Sciences Implementation Comfairs and Planning
Resources
reference within which the com- non-academic staff, indicate savings Committees.
mittee suggests that divisions of the
This view probably enjoys wide
of
close
to
$200,000
over
a
five
year
Food Science faculty be dropped if entirely".
mittee was to operate "suggest that
Other Food Science faculty
sympathy of committee members the work of this committee be period if the Home Economics members,
theyManagement
are not financially
"feasible".
headed by J.J. Moran are
studies
faculty since, at one point during meetings, directed at both feasibility and im- program is discontinued.
Food Science dean Ira Armstrong preparing a rebuttal to the report to
. the dismember Jacob Siegal differs with a motion recommending
plementation".
According
to
Siegel,'
continuation ohome
f economics lost this implified "financial feasibility". said she would not comment on the be presented to Acamedic Affairs.
the majority report released last
one vote.
week, which would retain the pre- byInonly
his
analysis
Siege! supplies data
sent faculty, although dividing it into
two departments.
intended
to
demonstrate
"the great
Sexes
not friends: Needham
Siegal recommends that the textile discrepencies in the quality and
Globe and Mail columnist Richard J. women. Needham believes that
productivity
of
the
Home
Economics
and community developments
Needham told an audience of about "friendship between men and that humankind would "solve the
population
Needham
said, problem".
"a Canadian man
80 Monday night that the "sexes women is very desirable" and world
is a man that dies at the age of 25,
should
together ata bitthemore."
The get
discussion
Medical
Needham
laughed
at
self-imposed
is buried believed
at the agethatof 65."
MBA/LLB
Sciences Auditorium dealing with segregation of men and women. He andNeedham
nobody
man-woman relations was sponsored cited an example of this in the should be compelled to "promise to
Innovation. Serendipity . . . and a unique opportunity
downtown
area
where
men
and
by
the
Ukrainian
Students
Club.
love anybody for the rest of their
emerges.
Needham 's talk largely consisted women seem to dine in their in- life". "Half of married women fear
of short, witty dissertations bound
dividual groupings rather than that their husbands will leave them;
The Faculty of Administrative Studies and Osgoode Hall Law
together in a progression of ideas
School at York University announce a joint programme leading
othr half
wish that they
did."
which
columnist
emphasized
According to Needham, the reason theThe
to the MBA and LLB degrees. This is a four year graduate
audience.he wanted to convey to his together.
programme with a number of specializations available. It
peoples'
need
to
experience
our society,"is the said
lack through relationships with others.life
Needham opened his discussion by for anxiety inrelationships.".
begins in September 1973 with a limited enrollment
stating he was 60 years old, had ofthis human
was "the real problem, He
perhaps He blamed men for shying away
spent 43 years in the newspaper the only problem." Needham told from friendship, saying, "men want
To discuss the programme and answer questions there will
business, made $600,000 and spent his audience, "what's bugging you is to make love and disappear; women
be a bag lunch information meeting at 1 :00 p.m. on Tuesday,
$610,000. He said that women were the lack of a relationship with want to make love and stick
February 27, in Penndarves Room, International Student
"the only thing in this whole damn another individual."
Centres, 33 St. George St.
A
around." He also thought that "men
world
spendingexpressed
money on."his On the topic of marriage, the should improve their minds" and
The worth
columnist
columnist belevied a person would
All invited — for further information, call 'JRHt
dissatisfaction about the apparent be "better dead than wed". People "perhaps
morals."decisions must
Needhamthirthought
Professor D.N. Thompson at 667-2533. ^§3?
lack of friendship between men and should not think about marriage be met head on: "Never look back",
until the age of 30, he thought, and, "All calamities are necessary", "The
better yet, not make a decision until only wrong decision is the fatal
65. In this way Needham proposed

What

a

Summer
Language Bursary
Programme one".
This summer, the University of Toronto will offer a French Language
Summer School at Sainl-Pierre et Miquelon and an English Language
Summer School at Toronto.
Government sponsored bursaries will be offered in connection with
these programmes.
Enquiries: University of Toronto
Division of University Extension
Continuing Education Programme
1 19 St. George Street
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A9

lu

should

chug.

(416) 928-2400

unclassified
FOUND Feb.- Woman's
leatherand glove
Monday
19 betweenbrown
Sid Smith
Ramseyon
Wright. Call Bob at 928-2420.
EXAMS, ESSAYS
- Help in allandstages
preparation,
research, organization
writing.of
Academic projects only. Call 537-9504.
I AM LOOKING FOR A GIRL I met last
year at Western's
WinterPlease
Carnival:Call herFredname(fromis
Margie.
2nd Yr. S.M.C.
McMasterl 922-1768

A BABYSITTER lor two young girls - some
day
- and some
evenings Spadina &
Blooisitting
- 964-7840
and
teacher
at York.I'm a Ireelance musician
BATTERING
RAMdirected
by David
Freeman
au-at
thor or Creeps
bytoBillSun.
Giassco
Tarragon
Theatre
Tues.
at
8
Call 531-1827 for Reservations. 1 block30
ot Oupont.Ave.2 blocks east of Bathurst.
30northBridqman

deep purple with GU,T*H LESSONS, classical and folk by
LOST: Rickenbacher
blackBasscase. Near Ryerson, *xpe,ie"f^- ,dJS?*trafned l9aChercustomized
- 962-1061.
Bob bndge,
reward!
Phone M(chae' 485"9643Fri. Feb. 16th. Owner desperate - generous S-E.A.L.
SERVICE for student
PART-TIME
• the lob seekers.RESUME
AccurateLowest
layout price
and printing.
pnnting
division ofBusiness
Farbetter opportunity
Business Products
S5
00
tor
50
copies.
in town.
is looking for above-ground representative to Phone 966-3900.
sell
pnnting
contracts.
Easy
work
with
good
commission (or interesting person contact: 0 WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats horn S10 00
Paul MagderQueenFurs & - Dundas)
202 Spadina
Ave.
Lowson. 297-3425
(Between
Excellen!
selection
of
fun
rurs,
tr'ade
ins
accepted
Thur-Fri
till
6
pm.
;
TYPIST
WANTED Rm.to type
manuscript
page. 6Contact
12.Friday200
Beverley60'St.a We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
after
p.m. Wed,ToddThurs.,

Molson Golden

A good smooth ale
Do you know what you're missing?

MATEMATICIANS wanted to set
educational mathematics standards.
Competitive fselection.
Send background
inmation and telephone
Mathematics orCompetition,
Bon number
412, Postalto:
Station T, Toronto M6B 4A3. Ontario.
ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT,
Port
Credit, Quiet
adull building,
near shopping
and Go-Train. Available. 1st. March.
923-9372 between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m
U.C. COUNSELLING SERVICE, Iree
consultation about any personal problem
928-2531

EUROPE
SUMMER
LONDON from
S79 one '73way TORONTO
or S155 returnto
• Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC, 44AND- St,or SAVE
GeorgeStudent
St.. Toronto
962-8404
your
Council. 5.416BOOK
EARLY
TRAVELLING
EUROPE
INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student
rallpass,
rentals,flights,
cheapest
and tours
most
Jependabiecar charter
camping
ate, all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.
George
St..Travel
Toronto
1enl Council)
Student
co-op5.416owned962-8404.
by your (The
stu-

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICe, essays. -- electric
French. typewriters.
Latin - exper-86
BICYCLE WANTED: Women's 3.5 or 10 thoses, ienced
speed.
to pay $50. Telephone 920- moor St W typisls
0749 untilWilling
11 p.m.
Ste 670. 922-7624
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dean
"righ
tober. He approved
letters sent tot-win
"Technically,"
said another
l thehead
AAcGil
beforehand: theger"
committee was just as
The Plumbers' appoi
Pot, when it nts
MONTREAL
(CUPI) - Despite
professors
demanding
the
two
produced a racist and sexist issue students not be allowed into class.
student
member,
"Bell
was within
preferences
of
a
staf
frights in choosing Mirza,
but it
The 16-member committee his
student selection committee, the last fall. Mirza mildly reproached the Students in some of the classes
was very unethical to ignore the
wasting itseight
time."
McGill University administration responsible parties, but blames the concerned opposed the actions, and included
students.
preferred
choice
of
the
committee.
Bell
has
denied
his
choice
of
Mirza
wholestudents
affair council
on "someand members
has chosen a right-wing professor as the
The McGillof sent letters to the administration disregarded the wishes of the com- It was quite obvious that the comthe next dean of students.
mittee had a low opinion of Mirza,
condemning the suspensions.
mittee. "The committee gave me on the other
Daily behaviour
(who) wereandirresponsible
Principal Robert Bell chose Saeed their
hand, there was a lot of
showed badin (Wallace and Ionis are members of
Mirza for a five-year term as dean, faith in the events following
enthusiasm
for one of the other
three
names
from
which
to
choose,"
the the Communist Party of Canada he said, "and I chose one of them".
ignoring the strongly-worded
(
Marxist-Leninist))
.
But according to a student "The wish of the students has not
preferential list which ranked Mirza publication". The Daily had obcommittee member, the three
jected strongly to The Pot edition.
a poor third among suitable
candidates.
Mirza also suspended McGill
"The strongly worded preference names were ranked in order of faculty
been
taken seriously,"
commented a
candidates."
Mirza has been acting dean since students Bob Wallace and Ze'ev of the committee was ignored," said preference, and Mirza was "a rather "and I'mmember
not at ofall the
happycommittee,
with the
Ionis
for
their
attempted
disruption
September. During that time
one of the selection committee's trailing third choice". Further, choice. What is the point of having a
students asked him to act against the of a speech by right-wing political student members. "Principal Bell "there was no reason given for ig- selection
committee if its advice is
noring the committee's first choice
engineering students' newspaper theorist Zbigniew Brzezinski las Oc- obviously made his decision
and picking Mirza instead."
going to be ignored like this?"
FRENCH SUMMER DAY CAMP
JULY 2 -AUGUST 10
19 students run for 8 GC seats
A total of 19 students have undergraduate professional faculties running.
requires
Undergraduate Students are all
SPECIALISTS
COUNSELLORS
announced their candidacy for the seats are incumbent Aron Goldberg
Program
in
French
language
includes
swimming, arts and crafts, nature
There is one seat for graduate
eight available seats on the Gover- of Medicine, Mike Naemsch, and students
lore,
camp
cratt.
sports
(field
and
gymnasium}.
with the three nominees
ning Council, the top ruling body of Richard Schabas, both "reform"
TORONTO
MONTESSORI
SCHOOL
the university. Elections will be held candidates and SAC services com- Philip Enros, Tony Leah (reform),
8569 Bayview Ave., Thornhlll
by mail between March 2 and 20. issioner Charles Vickery.
and Barry Mitchell.
Three students are ninning for the The remaining seat for graduate
889-6882
Eight full time arts and science two part-time seats. Eric Depoe, students is for a representative from
students are running for the two "reform slate", Arlene Dick editor Educational Theory, Life Sciences or
TWO PRESENTATIONS ON JAPAN BY
seats available to them. Leading the of Voice, the part-time students Physical Sciences. Former SAC vicelist is Vic student council president newsletter, and incumbent Norma president
Philip Dack, also a
past president of the
Gord Barnes, last year an un- Grindal
PROFESSOR ROBERT COLE
of the "reform slate", won
Association of Part-time member
sucessful candidate for the job.
the seat by acclamation.
of the Department of Sociology
University of Michigan
UC student Tom Beckerman is a
author
of
JAPANESE BLUE COLLAR and other works
member of Faculty Council, of arts
and science. Ian Gray is enroled at
Monday, February 26, a lecture:
St. Michaels in first year.
Robin Henry, one of the two
"Employment Systems In Japan
female candidates is in first year at
UC.
at 4 p.m.
Vic student and active Faculty
The West"
Anda seminar:
Tuesday, February 27,
Council member David Laughton is
still another pursuing a Governing
Council seat.
"The Myth
Japanese
Harmony"
from Of
10 a.m.
to 12 noon
Gretchen Roedde is active in
Both
events
take
place
in
Room
202,
Galbraith
Bldg., 35 St.
community education, and
George Street. All interested staff and students are cordially
Export
A
municipal politics, as well as being a
invited
to
attend.
member of Innis College Council.
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE
Sponsored by THE EAST ASIAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
of the International Studies Programme
Faculty Council representative
Howard Levitt and Political
Economy Course Union vicechairman Howie Stein are the
"reform slate" arts and science undergraduate nominees. The slate
which consists of seven members is
calling for equal and open access to
the new library, no fees hike, or loan
cutback, and an increased student
voice in University affairs.
The four nominees for the two
Brewed from pure spring water?
ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPER
service. Originality, quality, and
security dictate our policy.
Phone: 961-6150
Hours:Sat.-Mon.-Frl.
3 pm-10pm pm
Sun. 9 am-5
Professional Typing Done
300 AVENUE ROAD
COMMUNITY _
AFFAIRS
IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE
WOMEN'S
COALITION
TOCDN.REPEAL
ABORTION
LAWS
ABORTION
WOMAN'S RIGHT
Society's Responsibility
PANELISTS:
HENRY MORGANTALER, M,D.
PATRICE MERRIN
MARY BOYCE
ELLEN MAY
MODERATOR:
JUNECALLWOOD
Mon. MAR. 5 8 p.m.
fm MmlKiwi-E»if>(m8 Welcome
ST. LAWRENCE. 366-1656
27 FRONT ST. E.

And

that's

the truth!
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FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
COUNCIL AND COMMITTEES
ANNOUNCEMENT OF ELECTION

With only two seconds left in the game Toronto scored, but the goal wasn't allowed.
Blues
defeat
7-4
Harrison, who turned inYork,
a better last 20 minutes,
with play see-sawing
By PETER DUX
back and forth.
showing.
{Goalie
Smith
had
let
in
After
Wednesday's
74
victory
over
five
goals
before
Chambers
replaced
York, hockey Blues appear to be on him.)
To York's credit, the team kept
their way to a perfect season in
didn'tperiod
give upgoalthecamegame.on
With a 6-2 lead and about two skating
league play. Their record is 16-0-0 seconds
Blues
loneand third
left
in
the
period.
Varsity
with one remaining game.
a shorthanded breakaway by Bob
Blues will be meeting those same scored a goal which will never go in Munro.
York Yeomen in the first round of the record book — thanks to the
Lady Godiva Marching Band and Bines Notes York has only
the playoffs — a sudden-death en- referee
Zip Thompson.
four returnees this year two of which
counter next Tuesday night at Varsi- The LGMB
a habit of sounding are on the injury list . . . the only
ty Arena. If Wednesday's game was off about fivehasseconds
before the veterans are Gerri Greenham and
any
indication
challenge,
TorontoofhasthelittleYeomen's
to fear. period end, often confusing the John Hirst . . . Varsity's Bill Buba
York put up a gallant fight and their
didn't thescore
this
visitingracket
team from
which thecan'trealdistinguish
horn.
marks
first Wednesday
time this season— that
showed perseverence, but injuries
have taken their toll this season.
the speedy left winger has failed to
Wednesday
night
the
band's
move
Playing without their top men — backfired. As they were blasting score in a league game .... Blues
Barry Jenkins is out with a broken away Blues scored; the red light try to finish the league undefeated at
leg and Paul Cerre with tom knee went on and then off again — next Laurentian in Sudbury this Sunday
the blue light came on along with the night . . . goalie Gary Innes was
ligaments — York was forced to real
horn. Zip looked at the clock spotted on the Blue's bench last
dress two other ailing players. Rick
Ball skated with a pin holding and seeing one second left, ruled "no night buried in paper work — , he
was scouting the Yeomen for next
together his separated shoulder,
while Mike Travis looked weak from York outscored Toronto 2-1 in the week's playoff game.
his recent attack of appendicitis.
Torooto 7 York 4
York scored first on a powerplay, goal".
First Period
but thanks to two Yeomen penalties
1)
York,
Dunsmuir
(Avery,
Travis)
4:51
(leaving them two men short), Blues
tied the score. With the second
2) Toronto, Ruhnke (Korzack, Pagnutti) 7:15
3) Toronto, Pagnutti (Korzack) 8:35
Yeoman just stepping out of the box;
4) Toronto. Munro (Davies) 12:12
Varsity went ahead to gain the
5) York, Sanderson (Hirst) 17:00.
needed momentum to win.
Penalties: Leroy T, 3:48, Dunsmuir Y, 5:57. Greenham Y, 6:34, Keenan T, 18:12,
Anderson T, 18:42.
The game's
when
Torontoturning
was point
given came
two
Second Period
penalties and managed to kill both
6) Toronto. Ruhnke (Keenan, Korzack) 1:42
off without any damage.
7) Toronto, Keenan 4:12
Kent Ruhnke scored the insurance
81 Toronto, Fifield (Sems) 11 :20.
Y. 9:36,Period
Sems T, Ball Y, 12:12, Buba T, 15:18
marker early in the second period, Penalties: Keenan T, 8:51, Wright Third
shooting from the faceoff circle to
9) York, Avery (Wright) 0:35
the goalie's far side, without lifting
10) Toronto, Munro (Davies, Leroy)14:06
the puck off the ice — a move he has
11)
York, Christie (Ball, Sanderson) 16:07.
patented this year. _
Penalties: Keenan T, 12:43.
Soots on goal
After Mike Keenan's goal, York
11 6
York
coach Dave Chambers lifted his se14 16
cond string goalie in favour of Greg
Toronto

Law clinches b-boll playoff spot
Pronounced almost dead before Christmas, Law rose Keep enough room between themselves and Erindale to
up Wednesday night to trample UC 75-59 in interfaculty win the contest.
basketball action, and clinched a playoff spot in the
* *by six• * at halftime, defeated
process.
St.Mike's A, trailing
Meds 76-67 in the second game of Tuesday night's
Since the Christmas break. Law has been the hottest doubleheader.
team in the league (except for St. Mike's). Law's return
St. Mike's
win, will
coupled
loss toIA.Law,As
ensured
that- SMC
finishwith
first UC's
in Division
to prominence
is the Nodirect
Al Sternberg's
return
to good health.
otherresult
team ofdepends
more on usual, St. Mike's A played just well enough to win - an
one particular player than Law.
act they have been performing all year.
the play for St. Mike's were Larry Trafford
Sternberg scored 21 points in Wednesday's game. (22Carrying
-points, as usual), Tom Campana (20), and Jack
However, he's more valuable than the points he Baynes,
the
Ventura freewheeler, 11 points.
contributed
to theof team.
Without
him, Law
doesn't
The leading scorers for Meds were Lindsey Horenblas
stand a chance
defending
its crown
as interfac
(19
points),
Bill
Caskey, the masked man, (15), and Ron
basketball champions.
Sternberg (12). • • •
on the lawyers'
the
Next week marks the end of regular interfaculty
UCOther
gamenoteworthy
included scores
Scott Hunter
with 16 squad
pointsin and
basketball play, and some key games still remain.
James Halfnight, the Princeton prodigy, with 12.
SGS and PHE B meet Monday at 5 pm to determine
Scoring for UC were Mike Betcherman (15 points),
Bill Bimbaum (15) and Joel Levitan (10).
the final playoff spot in Division IB, while Tuesday at
6:30 pm Erindale and Vic clash to determine first place
in Division IB (Senior engineering, also from Division
New, assigned the role of spoiler for this year, upset IB, is also in the playoffs.)
Erindale 73.67 in a game Tuesday night.
In Division IA, St. Mike's, UC, and Law are already
playoff contenders. If Meds loses to NEW (8 pm
Mark Sherkin (20 points) and Mike Mendelsohn (14). Thursday)
PHE A wins its two remaining games
led New's assault on Erindale, while Jimmy Walker (16) against UC and
and NEW, PHE A will make the playoffs. If
and Al Nakrosius (12) were high for Erindale.
New broke out early to a 10 point lead and managed to not, Meds is in.

One half of the elected membership of the Council and its Committees retires
each
year, to besummary
replacedrelates
by elected
membersto the
who responsibilities
wilt-be elected offorthetwo elected
years.
The following
particularly
student
Committeesand onfaculty
which members
they will ofserve.Council and the function and role of the
The major committee in the structure is the General Committee which has 49
elected
59 ex-officio members
as College
Heads, students.
Department91 elected
Chairmenfaculty
and andrepresentatives
of other such
Faculties.
The
Genera! Committee is responsible for the formulation of policy for the Faculty of
Arts and Science. It is concerned, for example, with curriculum development,
admissions policy, study abroad programmes, and evaluation policy, and
determines the regulations governing the length of the academic session and
day. It also serves as a forum for discussion of any matters of general concern to
the Faculty, from which resolutions may be sent to other bodies, prominent among which, in the future, will be the new Governing Council of the University.
Some student members of the General Committee are elected directly to it (2
from each College except Scarborough and 3 part-time students, giving a total of
17). The remainder assume their seats automatically upon election to one of thefive Curriculum Committees; or the Committee on Counselling, or Study Elsewhere. Membership on all Committees is normally for a two-year renewable term.
There are five curriculum committees: Humanities, Social Sciences, Physical
Sciences, Life Sciences and Interdisciplinary Studies, the last of which is also
responsible for various special courses in the Faculty. Each committee is chaired
by an Associate Dean and has 3 full-time students, 1 part-time student, and 6
faculty members. These committees review all course proposals submitted by
Departments for inclusion in the Calendar, and may take initiative in proposing
development
of new areas of study and any other matters pertaining to the
course offerings.
The Counselling Committee has 1 student member from each College (except
Scarborough), 1 part-time student, and 4 faculty members. The Chairman will be
appointed from among the members. This committee is responsible for coordination ofcounselling for undergraduates in Arts and Science and for
secondary school students interested in eventually entering the Faculty. While
many
individuals
and officesall tooon often
the campus
are involved
in counselling
one
kind, or another, students
do not receive
the information
and ofadvice
which they need at critical points during their years at the University.
The Committee on Study Elsewhere supervises the arrangements through which
students in the Faculty may spend a year abroad to facilitate their studies in
certain
disciplines.
have fourfromfull-time
an four faculty members.
The Chairman
will beIt willappointed
among student
the members.
In addition there is an Academic Standards Committee, a Committee on
Standing,willandsit anon these
Admissions
Committee. Appointed faculty and ex-officio
persons
committees.
A list of positions that are open will be published in the University media and is
available at the Faculty Office. Sidney Smith Hall, College and Departmental
offices and the APUS office. In addition, a complete description of th structure of
the Council and the accompanying rules of procedure may be obtained on request
from the Faculty Office, Sidney Smith Hall.
NOMINATIONS OPENED FEBRUARY 19
Full-time for
and nomination
part-time students
the Faculty of General
Arts and Committee,
Science are
eligible
to theregistered
followingin committees:
Committee on Study Elsewhere, Counselling Committee, Curriculum Committee
for Humanities, Curriculum Committee. for Interdisciplinary Studies, Curriculum
Committee Committee
for Life Sciences,
for Physical
Sciences,
Curriculum
for SocialCurriculum
Sciences.Committee
For nomination
to a Curriculum
Committee,
other
than
Interdisciplinary
Studies,
a
full-time
student
must be
intending to take at least three courses within the group in the next academic
Nominations opened on February 19. Nominaton forms may then be obtained at
FacultyDivision
Office, ofCollege
Registrar's
offices,andor Departmental
offices,Completed
the office
ofthe the
University
Extension
the APUS office.
nomination
forms must be returned to the Faculty Office, Sidney Smith Hall prior
year.
to 4.00 p.m. March 5, 1973 to be valid. Voting will be by ballot box. Enquiries
regarding this election may be directed to 928-3389 or 928-3392.

ALTHOUSE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
The University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario
University graduates are invited to apply for admission to
the 1973-74 academic program leading to the
Diploma in Education
and Ontario teacher certification for elementary or secondary schools. Applicants must have an undergraduate degree
or be eligible for graduation by September, 1 973.
The College facilities provide special instructional areas in
keeping with all new developments in secondary and
elementary education.
Althouse Students'
Council
in co-operation
the over
Althouse
Faculty have
successfully
assisted inwithplacing
85%
of
Althouse
graduates
through
the
operation
of a
Placement Service.
Communications regarding admission to Althouse College
of Education should be addressed to:
The' Acting Registrar,
Althouse College of Education
1 1 37 Western Road
London, Ontario. N6G 1G9
Telephone (519) 679-2367
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Waterloo
splits

athletic

budget

fees costs for 1973-74 are estimated at
$65,250, although this figure, unlike the
women's
includesmen's.
above,
$50,000 mentioned
(For
as well
activities cost
intercollegi
ly
1972-73,
theatecombines
was asapproximate
$60,000.)
The chart reveals that Waterloo is funnelling
three' andinthe "bighockey,
its money largely
tercol egiate sports -intobasketball,
fo'otball - with
little regard for the so-called
"minor" intercollegiate sports, which have the
potential for involving more participants.
Physical education building
Waterloo's new building, paid for by the
to Totzke,
government,
provincial156,000
contains
square according
feet.
The building itself contains 64,603
assignable square feet for athletic activity and
capital cost to construct this portion of the
total
building, including furnishings and equipment.

the main gymnasium floor is situated on the
basement level.
The main gymnasium is, in effect, a triple
gym, divided by a folding door into a double and
area 210
space covers
singlebygym.
feet
140 The
feet open
and contains
threeanbasketball,
14 badminton, and seven volleyball courts. In
addition,mintona courtmain
badcan basketball,
be set up involleyball
the doubleor gym
with seating accomodation for 4,000 people.
The swimming pool is L-shape in design with
one and three metre diving boards. While one
part of the L allows swimmers to compete over
a 25-yard distance in six lanes, the other allows
competition over a distance of 25 metres in
four lanes.
The top floor (second) of the complex
contains a general activity area and a gymnastics activity area. The general activity area
consists of an open space 100 feet by 35 feet
used for activities such as ]udo, fencing,
archery, and golf.
The
activityactivity
area area,
is similar
size
that gymnastics
of the general
withinfront
- 5i tofolding
bleachers serving as a partial wall.
The university is responsible for all buildings
and grounds maintenance and, according to
Totzke, "they also accept the responsibilty of
all rented facilities, for such activities as
hockey,
The university
also town
put up(a
six
tenniscurling,
courts etc".
in conjunction
with the
$7,000 share) and has the use of them three
daysFor perfootball
week.and other outdoor field activities
Waterloo uses Seagram Stadium and the
Columbia Playing Fields. There are 14,768
assignable square feet for athletic activity in
the stadium, and its total value, including
gymnasium, stadium seating, the field and
floodlighting, but excluding furnishings and
equipment is $484,556.
As for the playing fields, the cost of the two
football fields, the two hockey fields and the
baseball diamond total $100,000. (Total capital
costs, etc. amounted to $4,791,556.)
' The university pays maintenance costs
totalling $191,193 for the physical activities
building, $41,728 for Seagram Stadium, and
$14,027 for the Columbia Playing Fields.

Wednesday, we looked at the philosophy and
In effect, Waterloo has a budget totalling
organizational
structure ofof Waterloo.
the athleticsToday,
depart$376,648 for approximately 11,500 students
ment at the University
we (but
and a
figure also includesothersalaries
conclude with an analysis of the athletic budget modestthisamount,
rentals).
for ice and
inmen's
to
pertains
it athletics),
budget
(especially astercollegiate
y's1972-73
on, Queen's
By comparis
and the degree of totalled
forforthesalaries
0Universit
$178,00pay
under
justyear,
or
without
community
involvement
at
the
physical
educac
academi
tion building.
However, one important exception to
We will also mention the new building and rentals.
e to Waterloo is the
how it was financed, as well as the recent Queen's that is applicabl
at the University of Waterloo,
referendum held on intercollegiate athletics. trimesterthesystem
to operate practiforcingcal y the yearathletic
round. facilities
Although, as we mentioned Wednesday,
Waterloo Director of Athletics Carl Totzke said
that "students weren't critical of the (athletic)
program and didn't have long lists of
University of Waterloo
grievances", the Athletic Advisory Board, with
the approval of the President's Advisory CounMen's
Intercollegiate
Athletics Budget 1972-73
cil on Athletics arranged for "student
preference" toathletic
be polled
on the university's
(Unrevised, March 1972)
intercollegiate
program.
And, the University of Waterloo information
% of each sport's budget
services bulletin announcing the "referendumopinionaire"
resultssports
stated.has"Theinvolved
argument those
over
% of total part
intercollegiate
12 75
hockey
45 rental officials of budget
equipment travel
students . . . who object that only the athletical26
22 23 33 22
ly elite benefit from them . . .".
20
62
26
Totzke
told
The
Varsity
that
"the
president
basketball
19
created a fees study committee which looked
25
30
football
at other university services. The university
76
(does not include training camp)
decided to assume the costs of the intramural
25 16
5
13 70
swim
program as well as a referendum on inwrestling
4
18
6
tercol egiate athleticreferendum
s."
The then proposed
was changed
34 66
4
curling
track
3
14
toCouncil,
an opinionaire by the President's Advisory
soccer
87
rugby
skiing
5879 28
golf
Athletic Advisory Board president Marvin
8
2
3841
Brown explained that in view of the small
2
6 8179 13
student response in voting at Waterloo, the
15
2
21
waterpolo
14 4459 46
.62
president's
that a similar
small
volleyball
54
turnout
wouldcouncil
not befeltindicative
of the whole
Community involvement
1
badminton
student population. He added that if a select
1
85
Community involvement between the
group of students desired to vote against the
10
1
tennis
athletic department and the surrounding
squash
fencingcountry
cros
program, thecontinuancreturns
would
indicate
a
dis.7
21
geographical community is not great.
e, yetthe number of votes would not
36
Totzke said, "I'm not happy with the
be The
an accurate
indicator".mailed out 12.740
administration
situation;
little,come
too little."
he
added wethatdo alltoocosts
out ofHowever,
student
gymnastics
ballots and received only 3.862 valid ballots in
funds,
and
some
costs
are
also
presently
borne
64
return. Yet, from this response, the administra100
tion decided that it could conclude policy for the
by Asintramurals.
for
community
use
of
the
swimming
pool,
entire student body.
Nevertheless, even with a comparably large was $3,253,000. The total cost of the struc- Totzke said, "frankly, there's no time available",
Slightly over 50 per cent of the ballots
ture, including offices and labs, and rooms for although the gym is sometimes available
returned indicated that the program should budget, only a small portion of the funds filters
usage was $4,207,000.
between the hours of 8-11 pm, Saturday and
continue with a fee of $20 per academic year, down to the intercollegiate program. For ex- academic
Besides
offices and labs, the basement floor Sunday evenings.
ample,
the
1972-73
estimates
indicate
that
while
' overtheone-fifth
the beballots
Howver, the facilties have been made
10 regulations squash courts (which
returnedslightly
indicated
program ofshould
kept under $50,000 found its way into the men's contains
program for equipment, travel, can also be used for handball or paddleball), available, for example, between May 1, 1970
with a $17.50 fee. Only 317 ballots called for intercollegiate
rentals,
and
officials
and
fees.
As
the
chart
on
women's, visitor's, and men's locker rooms, and and April 30, 1971 to almost 60 extrathe discontinuance of the program.
this page shows what did result in paying for training, communications, and equipment university
gropus. These included facilities for
centres.
local high school and grade school meets, rock
Financial divisions
Waterloo's
19
recognized
OUAA
sports
was
The first floor contains a correctives and festivals, and for the Montreal Expos baseball
distributed unequally.
Not much has changed for the forthcoming exercise gym, combatives gym, dance studio, clinic.
The Waterloo referendum, held late last
Bob Gauthier
November, serves as one example of the split year. Equipment, travel, rental, and officials and and administrative wing, swimming poool, while
evidenced within the overall athletic structure
at the university.
For example, the athletics department pays
nine full-time staff members, who are responsible for organizing, and administering and
coaching duties within the framework of the
intercollegiate athletics program.
These people are all paid partially from the
intercollegiate budget (through student levy)
and partly by the administration (for intramural
duties).
thereacademic
are 'several
members
theConversely,
school (on the
side) who
are paidof
by both the athletics department and the
university.
In more concrete terms, Waterloo's
proposed budgetary estimates for May, 1973
to April, 1974 include $129,980 for the intramural program, and $249,668 for the intercollegiate activities. Of the intramural |
program, the administration pay $8 per student §
plus the cost of rentals (ice, etcetera) - in this f
case,
for nextmust
year, be
$18,500.
the cost
madeTheupremainder
from theof °[%
intercollegiate budget, or else shared jointly by *
the
athletics department
administration
proper. and the university £
Waterloo's L-shaped pool allows for 25 yard or 25 metre swimming.
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Students

U

de

may

at

Q

defy

injunction
MONTREAL (CUPI) — Students at the beseiged l'Universite du Quebec a
Montreal (UQAM) will stage a mass meeting tonight to decide what strategy
toQuebec
adopt government.
in the continuing fight with the university's administration, and the
One possibility mentioned is that the students may decide to defy an
injunction banning picketing of the university to continue their strike. At the
least, it is expected that they will continue to boycott classes.
UQAM students have been on strike since mid-January over government
fees regulations. The Quebec government wants the students to pay their
second term fees immediately but the students want up to three years after
they graduate to repay them. The administration has sided with the province
in the dispute.
Police attacks and a court injuction have forced an end to the general
strike, but students are continuing to boycott classes.
It
sessions.is likely that many students will return today to participate in study
Support for the original demands still remains high, however, as
witnessed by the fact that only a handful of students entered the open
buildings on Friday..Having broken the strike, the UQAM aarriinistration still
cannot rest easy. It faces the continuing hostility of students and the
possibility
of anmorning,
employees'police
strikebroke
withinupthestudent
next fewpicket
weeks.lines outside the
Thursday
Louis-Joliette and Emile-Gezard buildings of UQAM by running motorcycles
through the lines and threatening to arrest those who refused to disperse
immediately.
In one incident outside a UQAM parking lot several students were
injured when a police motorcycle drove full speed directly into a crowd of
strikers attempting to prevent a car from entering. One woman was run over
and taken to the hospital, seriously injured.
UQAM rector Leo Dorais announced to a press conference later in the
day that normal activities would resume Friday at the university.
No classes were given Friday, however, and very few students entered
the
building. TheforUQAM
professors'
met FridayThe andprofessors
condemnedvotedtheirto
administration
its tactics
toward union
the strikers.
hold study sessions instead of classes as long as the injunction is in force.
Negotiations
between
the the
Comite
d 'organization
provisioire deshave
etudiants
(COPE), .vhich
directed
strike,
and the administration
been
suspended.
The picketers were much more numerous than usual on Thursday
morning, as police intervention was expected. Dorais announced the
"resumption
of normal
Wednesday
evening,
and education
minister
Francois
Cloutieractivities"
had statedon that
it was time
to restore
law and
order at UQAM, where "a handful of activists are blackmailing the rest of
universityWednesday,
community."
UQAMto choose
administration
a survey
ofthestudents
askingThethem
between conducted
police intervention
and having the session annulled. Of 2,643 students polled, only 559 requested
intervention while the rest favoured annullation or gave other responses.
About 200 students were massed in front of the Pavillion Louis Jolliete
by 8:30 Thursday morning, while 250 others picketed the EmileGezard
Building nearby and blocked entrances to the university parking lot. Police
action wasthe touched
off Police
when tried
strikersto push
prevented
car were
from
entering
parking lot.
back thea professor's
crowd, but they
unable tomoved
move the
started chanting
"Solidarite".
quickly
asidestudents,
and a who
motorcycle
cop stationed
across The
the police
street
accelerated his machine directly into the line.
The motorcycle came to a halt a few yards inside the lot, stopped by the
weight of the bodies it hit and ran over, and by the angry students who
attempted to overpower the cop and demobilize the machine. Within
seconds, half a dozen other motorcycles were on the scene, chasing picketers
on the sidewalks and in the parking lot. At least three students were arrested.
By 9 am, the police had stopped traffic on St. Catherine Street and
moved in with all their forces to clear away the line outside Louis-Jolliet.
They first forced students to move out of the entrance way of the
building
ontoof the
on the pretext
that they
to "keep
moving." and
A line
aboutsidewalk,
six motorcycles
then turnied
onto had
St. Catherine
from Bleury, passed the picket line, turned onto the sidewalk, and drove into
the picketers, forcing them to scatter and regroup across the street. The
motocycles remained as a barrier in front of the building.
and
"Dorais Assassin"
who had bystarted
the students,
By 9:15,
"A bas
les flics"
were confronted
over ashouting
dozen motorcycle
cops, about
twenty carloads of regular Montreal police. Within a few minutes, the riot
squad approached, swinging their yard-long clubs and dispersed the students.

McNie

tells all

to students
Minister of Colleges and Universities Jack McNie (seated at the far right) tells part-time students
that some people would rather spend $60 to watch a football game rather than invest it in
education. The students were not amused by McNie's devastating wit. See story, page 3.

Pelletier

criticizes

I P
By JOHN
CAMPBELLminister
Federal
communications
Gerard Pelletier spoke out against
church involvement in politics
yesterday at the final session of a
three-day
conference
Survival of Canada
and onthe "The
Christian
Church",
held
at
St.
Michael's
College.
Pelletier, describing his remarks
as
"personal
"If
clerics
want tostatement"
enter the said,
political
arena, I welcome them. But I want
them
their handsto dirty.''
He towasget referring
his stated
opinion that clergy hide behind
Christian' rhetoric when they make
political statements. There they
"feel protected from criticism" and
"never have to take a chance," he
Gerard Pelletier at St. Mike's.
said.The minister advocated that the division
could be made however,
church should defend the enduring "There is ambiguity in the lan"values of civilization" rather than
guage", he averred. "How can
concern itself with the day-to-day one define politics as a part of
matters of politics.
He was not clear on how this An essay written for the
civilization?"
Four teams
may
Three tickets have either declared their candidacy or
filed nomination papers for the SAC presidential elections, asnominations draw to a close today at noon.
A fourth is a distinct possibility.
Elections committee chairman John Helliwell
announced yesterday that he had received nomination
papers Saturday from UC student Bob Anderson for
president, along with vice-presidential candidates Mike
Scott (Erin) and Stephen Moses (Meds D.
Under the constitution this year, as last,
presidential candidates can only run with two vicepresidential hopefuls. One of the three must be from
either Scarborough or Erindale College, another from a
professional faculty and the third from arts.
Former SAC services commissioner Bill Steadraan
told The Varsity last night that his successor Chuck
Vickery (APSC DI) would file nomination papers, with
the required 100 signatures, today. He will be running
with finance commissioner Paul Bannon (Erin HI) and
Mike Weedon (Vic H).
The third ticket will be a United Socialist Slate,
composed of Young Socialists and Old Molers. Heather
Rideout (Erin), a Young Socialist, will run for

church
conferenceprofessor
by St Michael's
studies
Gregoryreligious
Baum
formed the basis of much of the
weekend's discussion.
Describing the Quebecois as a
"conquered people", who had
become "Canadians
of second
rank"to
because
they remained
faithful
their cultural heritage, he wrote.
"It is the task of the Christian
churches in Canada to reveal (such)
injustices present in Canada society
— to stir people out of their apathy
to make them critical and foster
Pelletier, in the final speech of the
conference,
took proposals
issue withandBa urn's
discussion."
political Church
with
the theologian's tacit acceptance of
for independence.
-Quebec's
Avowingdesire
that the
federalist system
"favours minorities — including the
French", the minister firmly
declared, "I am a federalist I do not
share the pessimism of those who
promote French-Canadian nationa-

seek SAC
jobs
president, while graduate engineer Greg McMaster of
the Old Mole will contest the vice-presidency with
Young Socialist Alicelism."
Klein. Each of the vicepresidential candidates is required to nave paid the $12
SAC membership fee to be nominated as neither is a
SAC member by dint of being a full-time undergraduate.
A fourth ticket looms as a possibility, as Stop the
Student Surcharge chairman Peter Havers said last
night the committee is still considering running.
The March 7 and 8 election entails a $115 per week
salary for the president, who is expected to be full-time,
vice-presidents
receive a $95 per week salary for a
limited time period.
Vickery's team leads in SAC experience, with
Vickery and Bannon each being on council one year and
heading a commission since January.
Anderson is the only one of his team to be on SAC.
However, he was education commissioner last summer
during Marty
absence
and has notably
served theon
numerous
arts Stollar's
and science
committees,
New Program Review Committee.
Klein ran. unsuccessfully for vice-president two
years ago on the YS ticket
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2 The Varsity
HERE
TODAY
10 amthe Galbraith Building.
Blood donor clihicJn
Sponsored
by
the
Canadian
Everyone welcome. Till 4 pm.Red Cross Society.
noon of why is Canada in
Claire Culhane, author
Vietnam will speak at the Internationa! Students
Centre. 33 St. George2pmStreet.
Auditions for an original drama: Wilton
Remembers.
men needed^ AtAsktheforU.C.4 JaypmPlayhouse.
Teitel. TillWomen
4 pm. and
"Employment
in Japan
andDepart-the
West":
lecture Systems
by Unii/eisity
Prof. Robert
mentaot Sociology,
of Cole.
Michigan.
At
Room 202, Galbraith Bldg., 35 St. George
Street.
Allattend
graduate
students in FrenchGraduate
are requested
toAssociation
thein meeting
French
Room 138,of theUniversity
College.
The annual regular meeting of the Council ot
the dFaculty
and Science will be held toay at Cody olHall,ArtsSchool
4:10 ofpmNursing. Til 6 pm.
Ahmad Husein al-Sawi, American University
m Cairo, will speak on "The Rise of the Press in
French Expedition Period".
AtEgypt,Rooma study
524, ofNewthe6:30College.
pm
_Hillel Kosher supper at Hillel House, 186 St.
George Street. Please7:30 reserve
pm by 5 pm today
at Free
The Jewish
BBYO University:
Building at"The15Jewish
HoveWoman"
Street.
iBathurst and Sheppard).
8 pm
Interested
for two Service
years?
Come
to thein working
Canadianoverseas
University
Overseas
general
information
meeting
in
Pendarves
Lounge,in Ghana.
International Students Centre.
Film: CUSO
"War, Peace and Law in Today's DividedWorld", public
lecture by J. Alanof Beesley,
Adviser
and Director-General
the BureauLegalot
Legal Affairs, Department of External Affairs. At
RoomAdvanced
2172, Medical
SciencesHebrew
Building.at Hillel
Conversational
House. 186 St. George Street.
will be meeting at
HillelHiliel's
.House,Drama186 Workshop
St.9:30George
pm Street.
Beginners Conversational Hebrew. At Hillel
House, 185 St. George
TUESDAYStreet.
10 am
Blood Donor Clinic: in New College. Come to
the
residence
common
room. Everyone
welcome.
"The
Myth
of
Japanese
Harmony",
a seminarof
given by professor Robert Cole, Department
Sociology, University of Michigan. Al Room 202,
Galbraith Bldg., 35 St.11 George
am Street, Till noon.
J. Alan Beesley, Legal Adviser and DirectorGeneralment olEiternal
of the Bureau
Affairs,a Seminar
DepartAlfairs,ofwillLegalconduct
on "Contemporary Diplomacy and the Law of
Nations", At Upper Library,
noon Massey College,
There Smith.
will beEveryone
a Baha'i welcome.
fireside in Room 2047
Sidney
Come and meet Margaret Campbell, Liberal
candidate for the St. George by-election. At the

AND

NOW

pm
Hart House Debates 2Room.
An open meeting of the Mathematics
Department Curriculum Committee will deal
with "A specialist programme in mathematics
and its application".4:30Roompm 1069. Sidney Smith
Hall.
publicAlexandra
lecture: F."The
Lost
PlaysVictoria
of York".College
Professor
Johnston,
Department
English,Hall,Victoriaspeak.
At theofLecture
Room College
3, Victoriawill
College,
New Academic
Hillel Lecture
Series isBuilding.
presenting Dr. Winer
author of The Founding Fathers of Israel who
will be speaking on "The Shtetl, the Kibbutz and
the186 Suburb
in Yiddish
5:30Literature"
pm at Hillel House.
St. George
Street.
Varsity will
Chnstian
Fellowship:
week Harryon
Robinson
be speaking
in boththis sessions
the topic: "The Christian in the world but not of
the world". Everyone is6 pmwelcome to attend these
meetings held in Wymilwood's Music Room.
CercleTuckFrancais
pm I'University
PubLeNight.
Shop,6:30 deHart
House. FreeCollege:
Beer.
HillelSupper
House,at Hillel.
186 St,Please
Georgereserve
Street.by 5 pm at
Joint meeting of Sociology graduates and
undergraduates to discuss Staffing Committee
procedures. At the Borden
7 pm Building, Room 229.
186Beginners
St. GeorgeguitarStreet.workshop at Hillel House,
Professor R. James will speak on "Sexual
SAC

will

Myths - They Do Die Hard; Self-Fulfilling
Sexual Medical
Fantasy Land". The place
isProphecies
the Alumni inLounge,
7:30 pm Sciences Building,
and everyone is welcome.
!NX 260, Women Oppression and Liberation
will
have a Atpanelthepresentation
Radical
Lesbianism.
College of onEducation
auditorium, Spadina and Bloor Streets.
"In The Wind of The Worlds Anger", an
onginal class
play ofpresented
for theCollege.
first timeComeby and
the
drama
Scarborough
see what ishappens
Admission
free. 8inpma Chinese take-over.
OUAAArena.
Hockey Playoffs Varsity vs. York at
Varsity
Two
great
PeterParty'.
SellersAlso:films:two 'The
Pink
Panther*
and 'The
'Pink Panther'
for onlyorfuntastic
50(
advance
(at the cartoons!
Pharmacy AllBuilding)
75« atin
the door. At the Med. Set. Auditorium.
Don Luce will speak on Political Prisoners in
South Vietnam.
(Bloor
and Huron).At" Bloor Street United Church
The Computer Science Department presents
a seriestion, computer
of experimental
— handfilmsanimaanimation, films
and dance
— in
MP 203.
Free admission.
Triumph of The Will: a film classic.
Promotionalmis ioned byHitler
and propaganda
movie,Rallies.
comNuremburg
AtBloor.Room 326,
College8:15on ofthepmEducation,
Spadina at
186Advanced
St. GeorgeGuitarStreetWorkshop. At Hillel House,
promote

day
of sfudy
tent to free the money until he had
At a poorly attended meeting,
Wednesday, SAC voted $1,500 to been reassured an audit would be
promote the proposed Day of Study, done, the few members of council
on post-secondary education and who remained until the end of the
finally granted the Arts and Sciencs meeting voted strongly in favour of
Student Union a two dollars per the motion.
Grants totalling almost $1,200
capita student rebate.
Vice-president John Heliwell were given to Film Production '73, a
of university students making
outlined his plans for the Ontario- group
film, college newspapers the Vic
wide study day March 13, and cir- aStrand
and the Innis Herald, and
culated aprecis of "The Learning Innis1 Writ
literary magazine.
Society",
the
Commission
on
PostSecondary Education report which A proposed $2,000 grant for
was prepared by SAC executive Frontier College was declared
members. The report is available at unconstitutional.
Under the new constitution this
SAC offices at no cost.
The Arts and Sciences Student year, SAC can only make grants to
Union got its rebate after waiting campus organizations. After a brief
through months of disrupted debate, council decided that Frontier College was not a campus
meetings. Although finance com- organization.
mis ioner Paul Bannon was not con-

OHIO
WEEK-END
MARCH
2-4
PLACE
OBERLIN COLLEGE, OBERLIN OHIO
PROGRAM: - THE THEME OF THIS WEEKEND IS "KEY TENSIONS IN JUDAISM
TODAY"
WITHIN THAT,
THE CONVENTION WILL BE ADDRESSED BY
THE FOLLOWING
SCHOLARS:
1. Marvin Fox - Prof, of Philosophy & Jewish Thought, Ohio State
University TOPIC: "The Range of the Halakha"
2. Seymour Siegel - Prof, of Jewish Theology, Jewish Theological
Seminary. TOPIC: "Chassidism and Religious Enthusiasm"
3. Richard Israel - Boston Area Director, Bnai Brith Hillel
Foundations. TOPIC: "Israel and an American Jewish Ideology"
PARTICIPANT SCHOOLS: Kent State, Case Western Reserve Univ Oberlin
Univ. of Toronto.

COST: Total cost for the weekend is $17.00 which includes round trip chartered
bus transportation, meals and lodging. No registrations accepted WITHOUT fee
paid in full... REGISTRATION DEADLINE IS TUES., FEB. 27th, 5p.m.
BUS: We would plan the departure of the bus to meet the needs of the members of the group If
agreeable to all, we might leave on Thursday night. The program in Oberlin will be concluded
.afterbreakfast Sunday morning. If desired, a brief tour of Cleveland can be arranged.
REGISTRATION FORM - OHIO WEEKEND MARCH 2-4
MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO "HILLEL FOUNDATION" & bring in
immediately to 186 St. George Street, Toronto.

Name
=
Address
City

Phone
School

ART GALLERY
KITSCH
EXHIBITION
WED. FEB. 38 TO SON. MAR. A
GALLERY HOURS:
11 a.m.11- a.m.
9 p.m.- 5 p.m.
TuesdayMonday,
to Salmday,
Sunday.
2 p.m. -5 p.m.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
TUES.,
27 1:00 P.M.
LOUISEFEB.C0URVILLE
Flautist
MUSIC ROOM HART HOUSE

WEDNESDAY EVENING
CONCERT
PATRICK
Li, pianist
Wednesday. February 38
Greah Hall, 8:30 P.M.

NOON HOUR
CONCERT
HEAT EXCHANGE
Eail Wednesday,
Common Room,February
12:0028Noon

CHESS LECTURE
PROF. ZU0NK0. VRANESIC,
International Chess Master
Speak!
n| on CHESS"
"TRENDS
in MODERN
TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY
MUSIC ROOM,7:30
P.M. 27

POETRY READING
GERALD
WEDS./ LAMPERT
FEB. 28
MUSIC ROOM, 1 P.M.

FILM SERIES:
MUSEUM
WITHOUT
WALLS
TODAY ■ Kinetic
and Art in Paris
Art Conservator
Debates Room, 1 p.m. and 7 p.m.

CLASSICAL
CONCERT
CAROLYN
GADIEL playing
Schumann & Bach
THURSDAY, MARCH 1
MUSIC ROOM, 1 P,M.

- CAMERA CLUB
KARL REESERspeakinfon
"How To Prepare a Travelogue
Wednesday,
and Other SlideFebruary
Essays" 28
Club Rooms,
and 1:10 p.m.
SLIDE ESSAY COMPETITION
Wednesday, February 28
Club Rooms, 7:30 p.m.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
OPEN P.MEETING
RAY CARN OVALE.
Enf. speaking
"BroadcastMONDAY,
Antennas andMARCH
Transmitters
BICKERSTETH ROOM, 8:00 P.M.5
REFRESHMENTS WIIL BE SERVED

NICKELODEON
279 Yonge at Dundas Square uliiivo the Ki i.n s

CHRISTIAN

COMMUNITY

t
Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.
For information write to:
Community of the Holy Spirit
54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

If you'reand worried
about theelseTories
come
meet someone
who atis Queen's
too... Park,

MARGARET

CAMPBELL
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McNie
Minister ofof Colleges
Colleges and
and
Minister
Universities
Jack McNie disagreed
yesterday with his student audience
on the cause of the recent drop in
university enrolment.
Speaking to a handful of part-time
students at Hart House, McNie said
that, while financial barriers were a
problem, the real problem was lack
of motivation.
"Peopleorarenotbeginning
to question
whether
a university
education isworth it," he said.
"Some would rather spend $60 to
watch the Ticats win the Grey Cup
than invest that money in a university education," he added.
His -audience seemed to think
financial barriers were a more
significant factor.
Joyce Denyer, part-time student
member of the Governing Council,
$ said many part-time students were
desperately in need of financial aid.
Part-time students are not eligible
for government support under the
Ontario Student Awards Program,
the major source of subsidies for
full-time students.
Denyer cited statistics showing
that the average subsidy available
for part-time students at Ontario
universities was 32 cents per capita,
compared
to $60 per capita for fulltime students.
McNie sidestepped a further
question about financing problems
with: "Problems exist even when

questions
worth
of a
grants she said
money."
his governgovernthere
is
lots
of
money."
the
past
16
years,
his
Part-time student John MacMillan
ment was aware of thesaidproblems
and grants"
McNie,sheinsaid.his introductory remarks, hadapinpointed
increased
he "hoped"
some financial aid leisure time,
said that the government's recent would
desire for more
than
be forthcoming.
tuition fee hikes- have affected parttime students. Pees went up $20 per He refused to disclose, however, material gain, and the new amcourse for extension students at the whether it had in any specific plans
bitions ofwomen as being responsible for the rise in part-time
same $100.
time as full-time students' fees in mind.
envolment.
rose
"Wait for the budget," he advised.
Several
students also complained
Part-time student and governor
"There is a significant drop inthe
number of part-time students taking Norma Grindal also attacked McNie about the lack of professional degree
three courses this year, and this is no for his approach towards part-time courses open to part-time students.
education.
One woman said that Toronto was
coincidence," he charged.
"You seem to have the same the only city in Canada with a popu"When it came to paying their attitude
that was around years ago, lation over 500,000 where a degree
fees, many found they could only
afford to take two courses this year,
education is for peo- in engineering cannot be obtained
which means they are delayed in that plepart-time
a part-time program.
with lots of money and leisure through
time.
What
about
the lower middle
getting
added.
class person who wants to come but youMcNie
answered:here,
"If you think
McNie,theirwhodegrees,"
has been hea part-time
havesmaller
problems
cities. you should
student at McMaster University for is just above qualifying for loans and see the
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Pres
tacitly supports
math
students
basis of research, is at odds with which in a generation has produced a
By GRETCHEN ROEDDE
toUnited
the congregation
at
Bloor
Street
Church.
students who are interested in a strong sense of commitment,
U of T president John Evans
Students are protesting the professor's ability to communicate eradicated starvation, provided its
yesterday obliquely supported
students struggling against the math department's actions, saying that it or motivate students."
citizens with all the goods and serdepartment.
paid too little.attention to teaching "The hierarchical decision-making
vices of the Western world "and
Evans spoke of the "need to qualities in assessing professors. which has characterized our some we haven't got like acupuncdevelop good mechanisms for co- Students of both Spring and Salaff, society's institutions can no longer
ture,"
without 'help'
from wellwho are holding a rally tomorrow in deal with the growing number of
Western
countries.
decision-making"of when
asked aboutoperative
the dismissal
math the Sid Smith foyer at 11 am, have complex issues were are currently meaning
"The fundamental question of
professor Stephen Salaff and the said that both are good teachers.
facing," said the president.
refusal of tenure to former math
is alsothe a benefits
problem inof healthEarlier, in his speech, Evans He blamed this lack of accoun- priorities
care where
costly
prof David Spring. He was speaking praised student representation on
tability and grass-roots participa- services like heart transplants must
bodies that make decisions that
tion for the increasing tension be balanced with the extensive needs
affect them. There are no students in universities, corporations, and
on the math hiring, firing and tenure communities.
for simple dental services", Evans
committees.
"At the academic level," Evans said.Priorities are also important, he
CEGEPS
fight back
stated
"students
are
more
highly
"There is a growing recognition
that the student has an increasingly motivated when they are responsible said, "in education, where we have
MONTREAL (CUPI) - Montreal's English-language CEGEPS (community important role in decision-making on for their own learning. Many the choice of enhancing opcolleges) clasmay
be prepared to defy the provincial government's move to re- curriculum and related matters", he students experience negative reacportunities for gifted students, inify their teachers.
creasing the accessibility of educations to obligatory education. Comsaid. "You may argue that a student
mitment increases with selfThe administrations at Vanier and Dawson Colleges have said they will is inexperienced, that she hasn't suftion and perhaps lowering the qualificient skil s, but the contributions of
ty, or extending
serviceshaveto difficulty
the hanpay teachers according to their own, and not the government's criteria. The
Nonnie Balcer, a U of T economics
McMaster, where stu- determination."
dicap ed who already
director- general (principal) of John Abbott College said his administration studentsdentsatare involved
student
in
the
congregation,
asked
in
a
major
"will be doing everything in its power to minimize if not block, any adverse way, have been extremely positive. Evans his opinion of the proposed
keeping
with Evans
society."
effects of the current review of teacher classification."
A womanpaceasked
how he felt
to a freer curriculum in about
newhasgoverning
Council byat allU change
In an effort to cut costs, the Quebec Department of Education is of "The
the demands of women that
Toronto
high
schools.
T
also
representation
lowering the salary level of many CEGEP teachers. Before the beginning of groups affected by its decisions.
they
be
represented
in
positions
of
Evans
approved
the
change,
authority in society.
this academic year, each teacher signed a contract based on provisional
we must move towards hoping that students at high school
classification by authorities at the individual colleges. But when the official However,
level were mature enough to choose "As women take positions of
government classifications began arriving, many teachers found they were to increased sharing of responsibi- their
own curriculum.
they are commanding
receive a lower salary than expected.
In an informal discussion with authority,
Evans
admitted
that
"people
have
The teachers and faculty associations are organizing a massive attack on different values and standpoints, and students, Evans used the People's respect by their excellence of their
this attitudes
is more effecof China as an example of performance,
lities".(math) department, which Republic
the government's classification scheme. John Abbott faculty leader Gary- the
tive inchangingandpublic
than
the extreme success of a country
recognizes
accomplishment
of
the
Evans
said
the
teachers
"mean
to
try
to
stop
the
province
from
implementing this barbaric system in an effort to trim its budget. Not even in
confrontation politics."
industry is labor forced to pay the cost of new contracts, yet we are here
facing that very situation. This is one issue where we need to maximize
support of our faculty along with the college and students. Our strength is in U of T alters GC
statement
unity of purpose,"
Evans and many other CEGEP teachers believe the government
A statement from a student Governing Council second reworking, reads, "Election to the Governing
instituted the classifications to wipe out any salary gains arising from a candidate has been prevented from being printed in The Council would provide an effective platform for these
recently-negotiated 10 per cent salary increase for CEGEP teachers over the Varsity and the U of T Bulletin, despite the fact that the and other issues, like admissions practices, disnext two years.
student
reworded
the university's
criminating "against women and professors who are
RichardtwiceSchabas
(Medsit atI) said
last night thatinsistence.
because
deletedTheat other
university's
insistence),"
acThe Quebecfrontgovernment's
December
decreethe ending
negotiations
cording toSchabas.
issues referred
to were
the common
of Quebec civil
servants 15gave
government
the rightwithto the university considered a statement he made in his racist (name
submission to the Governing Council secretariat the fees hikes and open stacks in the Robarts Library.
impose
salary
scales
without
having
to
negotiate
with
workers'
possibly libellous, he changed it twice to meet their
representatives.
The second change replaced "racist professors" with
demands.
"professors who are racist". The first change
Evans,
chairman
of
the
John
Abbott
Faculty
Association,
said
"our
However,
the
statement
was
not
printed
along
with
Wednesday
replaced the professor's name with "(name
administration estimates that nearly 50 per cent of the teaching staff will be
others for council candidates in Friday's Bulletin, and deleted
atfirst
university's
insistence").
affected,"
Because
the
government
is
handing
out
the
re-classification
Smith
to warn Schabas he might
notices in small groups instead of simultaneously, nobody is sure how many similarily,
in the candidate
Governing whoCouncil
in today's be sued for libelcalledif theMonday
name was left in. Schabas told
Varsity. (Thenot other
has noad statement
teachers will be affected.
him
he
was
willing
to
take
the
chance and thought he
printed, Robin Henry, said last night she did not submit
Dawson's acting director general, Robert Gordon, said the college will a statement because she wanted to withdraw from the could prove the accusation in court in any case. Smith
race but was two hours past the deadline in attempting later said, according to Schabas, the statement was
pay its
its ownwillclassification
"untilof thereaction
money (from
runs out.
We
areteachers
hoping, according
of course,to there
be some kind
the to do so.)
unacceptable to the university; as publisher of the
government) before that situation arises."
Council secretary David Claringbold and elections Bulletin it- might be sued for printing libellous
chairman Paul Cadario, a student governor, statements.
Gordon said the college faces bankruptcy unless there are some advisory
The administration also threatened to not print the
both refused comment on the matter last night. Council
"drastic" changes in the government's classifications.
administrative
assistant Richard Smith, who has been statement
another reform candidate, graduate student Tony ofLeah.
The Vanier College Board of Governors also rejected the government given responsibility
for
the
conduct
of
the
elections,
was
classifications
and
decided
to
pay
teachers
according
to
its
own
criteria
for
not available last night and refused comment Thursday.
Leah reports that Smith required a signed statement
now.
The contentious
partthatof aSchabas'
statementis isa from Tom McLaughlin, saying that the following would
The Board of Governors at John Abbott has not yet met to discuss the apparently
an accusation
medical professor
not
be damaging to his reputation:
issue but director-general Bruce Macausland has suggested to college faculty racist.
"Last year, faced with the legitimate demand for
members the board may be prepared to take the same action as Dawson and
Schabas, on a reform slate running for seven council undergraduate
community access to the Robarts
Vanier. He said the college is "generally supportive of the teachers the way positions, charged last night that the university was Library stacks, and
the administration called in the police.
trying to protect the professor.
the situation is currengly evolving."
says that after Smith twice forced him to As a result of that action, Tom McLaughlin was sent to
The CEGEP administrations think they may not be able to attract new agreeSchabas
to reword that part of the statement, he thought it the Don Jail on February 9, 1973."
teachers or hold the ones they have if the government's salary schedules would
McLaughlin readily complied with this requirement,
Smith and he agreed on acceptable
remain in effect. The Dawson Board of Governors said it "may not be able to wordingbe byprinted.
Thursday, which Schabas was to noting in his letter, "Since I am not John Sword, the
retain the services of many of our teachers or to recruit suitable new consent to inphone
writing
Friday.
However,
Schabas
says
personnel and will therefore be unable to sustain or raise the present quality Smith was not at his Simcoe Hall office when he went to man who made the decision (to call police in), I don't
see how Mr. Leah's statement could be damaging to my
of education."
him, nor was the statement available as promised reputation.
all Quebec students to attend see
for him to sign.
The Quebec government may require
"And even if I were Mr. Sword, my reputation
universities. The schools doubt they can attract
before ifentering
CEGEPS teachers
The contentious part of Schabas' statement after the couldn't be damaged any further."
enough
pay is cut.
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Re-instate

dismissed

math
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The Varsily, a member ol Canadian
University Press, was rounded In 1380
cil ilieof iheStudents'
is published
olandToronto
andministratiIsve Cbyounprimed
byUniversity
DalsonsAdPress Lid. Opinions
eitpressedthose
In ihlso!
newspaper
are
noi
necessarily
"Students rate highest
those
teachers
from
Ihe
Students'
Administrative
Council
—math department chairman or ihe administration ol the university.
whom they leam the George
least." Duff
ofFormal
businesscomplaints
operationabout
ol theihepapereditorial
may
be addressed
to
ihe
Chairman,
Campus
Holailons
Committee,
Vorsily
Board ol Directors, 91 St. George Si.

profs

Duff
should
stop
ignoring
students
Math students have given receive.
department.
students
faculties'
primary
portant power — affects
power which
When he's hunting around
department chairman George
Equally disturbing is the function is to teach?
most directly
the
Really, all the conservatives students' potential learning ex- for excuses to lock students out
Duff until 11 am Tuesday to knowledge that this administrator was only recently are saying is that they don't
respond to their demands that
of important decisionce — still rests
the making,
Duff will find it hard
staffing decisions be made on re-appinted to another five want
anybody jeopardizing academic perienguild.
They with
decide
the basis of teaching ability year term despite student op- their protection racket, that who gets hired, who gets fired, to ignore the sociology departand
where
the
money
goes.
position to him. Interestingly, students might be a little too
and that three popular
ment's precedent-setting student-faculty staffing , committeachers — Stephen Salaff, the committee that made the disrespectful of their
tee.
It,
rather than the guild
Until
now,
that
is.
AutocraDavid Spring, and Michael decision to extend his term in- professors' bent for research
tic, indifferent chiarmen like models found
c
l
u
d
e
d
n
o
students.
in other departMather — , effectively disor w r i t,i ng rather* than Duff cannot be allowed to
ments, should guide his future
Conservative faculty and teaching.
mis ed by Duff, be re-Instated.
These academicians would continue to ignore the stu- actions.
More than a thousand math administrators have long,
dents'
Facedsupport
with uniTomorrow at 11 in Sid Smith
students signed a petition sought to deny students a deny students any say in universalwill.student
for
earlier this year requesting significant voice in staffing
versity decision-making. But, the dismissed professors and foyer math students will be
student representation on decisions, claiming the more liberal administrators demands for a student input
We'd
suggest forit Duff's
shouldreply.
be more
departmental hiring and students lack the expertise to have beat them to the punch, into staffing decisions, Duff waiting
tenure bodies and supporting judge the relative merits of offering students I imited has no choice but to open up his reasonable and judicious than
retention of the two profs then their teachers. Yet, who better power in less critical areas department's decision-making his behaviour until now. If not,
known to be dismissed.
while leaving staffing as a
not —dropped.
indeed
democratize
what the
determine
ought issue
not — will
be lightly
relative
merits professors'
than the faculty prerogative. So, the im- process,
Nearly all the students in the can
until nowto has
been a closed
dismissed professors' classes
have signed separate petitions
asking they that they be
retained on staff.
The Students' Administrative Council Wednesday condemned the firings and reaffirmed its position "that
teaching ability be a prime
fator in matters of promotion, granting of tenure, and
firing, and that students be
represented on all teaching
TESTS SHOW THAT OUK CLEANSER
bodies decision-making
GETS OUT THOSE GREASY STAINS
bodies".
Nonetheless, Duff has continued merrily on his way,
indifferent to student protests.
"Students rate highest those
teachers from whom they
learn the least," he told a math
students'
ning of themeeting
month. at the beginTeaching is only a part of a
professor's job, he told them.
Mature scholarship and public
service are also expected.
And, he dragged out an arts
and science Faculty Council
motion rejecting student participation onstaffing decisions,
to back up his position.
AIT that doesn't bail Duff out
of his quandry: Students are
getting increasingly — and
justly - angry with an administrator who has a knack
for knocking off professors who
seem to have established a
meaningful learning relationship with their students.
Not surprisingly, the three
unlucky profs have sided with
studentsthe indepartment
various struggles
within
and the '
university, likely offending
Duff's guild mentality, a mentality that would expect faculty
to stick together against student interests no matter how
legitimate.
Duff runs the department
"like a monarchy", last year's
Math-Physics
Course Union
vice-president told The Varsity. Thetinued,
'chairman,
consistently he constudent Input at any opposed
level in
the department.
It's
than a little
upsettingmore
that years
after this
university supposedly accept
ed the role of students inhelping make decisions that
govern it, a conservative chairman isstill able to Ignore
protests and freeze them outtheirof
decision-making which vitally
affects the education they
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Women

see sisters through male grid

Lesbianism
offends
male
supremacy
By RITA MAE BROWN
reprinted from the Manitoban
What is a lesbian7 A lesbian is the rage of all
women condensed to the point of explosion
She is the woman who, often beginning at an
extremely early age, acts in accordance with
her inner compulsion to be a more complete
and more free human being than her society —
perhaps
allow her.then, but certainly later — cares to
These needs and actions, over a period of instance of a long history. Older women will
years, bring her into painful conflict with peo- recall that not so long ago, any woman who was
ple, situations, the accepted ways of thinking, successful, independent, not orienting her
feeling and behaving, until she is in a state of whole life about a man, would hear this word.
continual war with everything around her, and For in this sexist society, for a woman to be
usually with herself. She may not be fully
she must be means
a dyke. she can't be a woman —
conscious of the political implications of what independent
That in itself should tell us where women are
for her began as personal necessity, but on
some level she has not been able to accept the at It says as clearly as can be said: woman and
limitations and oppression laid on her by the person are contradictory terms. For a lesbian is effectively against women Insofar as women
most
not considered a "real woman". And yet. in want only more privileges within the system,
role. basic rote of her society — the female popular
thinking, there is really only one es- they do not want to antagonize male power
sential difference between a lesbian and other
The turmoil she experiences tends to induce
insteadand seek
acceptability
for women's
guilt proportional to the degree to which she women: that of sexual orientation — which is to They
liberation,
the most
crucial aspect
of the
feels she is not meeting social expectations, say, when you strip off all the packaging, you acceptability is to deny lesbianism — to deny
and/or eventually drives her to question and must finally realize that the essence of being a any fundamental challenge to the basis of the
female role
analyze what the rest of her society more or "woman" is to get layed by men.
less accepts. She is forced to evolve her own
also be said that some younger,
"Lesbian" is one of the sexual categories by moreIt should
"emptyresistvessels*'
radical women have honestly begun to otherWomen
life pattern, often living much of her fife alone, which
men have divided up humanity. While all
relatinglikeon themselves.
ail levels to other
learning usually much earlier than her women are dehumanized as sex objects, as the discuss lesbianism, but so far it has been women
who will reflect their own oppression,
objects of men they are given certain com- primarily as a sexual "alternative" to men. This, their own secondary status, their own self-hate.
"straight"sential(heterosexual
sisters
about
the
espensations: identification with his power, his however, is still giving primacy to men, both
aloneness of life (which the myth of
marriage obscures) and about the reality of ego, his status, his protection {from other because the idea of relating more completely to For to confront another woman is finally to
front- one's self — the self we have gone to
illusions.
occurs as a negative reaction to men. con
feeling likeby aadhering
"real woman",
findinget women
such lengths to avoid. And, in that mirror we
To the extent that she cannot expel the males),
and
because
the
lesbian
relationship
is
being
social
acceptance
to
her
role,
know we cannot really respect and love that
heavy socialization that goes with being cetera.
characterized simply by sex, which is divisive which
we have been made to be,
female, she can never truly find peace with
Should a woman confront herself by and sexist.
of self-hate and the lack of
herself. For she is caught somewhere between confronting another woman, there are fewer
On one level, which is both personal and realAsselfthearesource
in our male-given identity,
fewer buffers by which to political, women may withdraw emotional and we must createrooted
accepting society's view of her — in which case rationalizations,
a
new
sense of self. As long as
she cannot accept herself — and coming to avoid the stark horror of her dehumanized sexua! energies from men, and work out various
understand what this sexist society has done to condition. Herein, we find the overriding fear of alternatives for those energies in their own wesensedingsome
to theconflict
idea of with
"beingthat
a woman",
will
incipientwe self,
her and why it is functional and necessary for it many women towards exploring intimate lives. On a different political/psychological that sense of I, that sense of a whole
person it
to do so.
relationships with other women: the fear of level, it must he understood that what is crucial is very difficult to realize and accept that
Those of us who work that through find being used as a sexual object by a woman,
women begin disengaging from male- "feminine" and being a whole personbeing
are
ourselves on the other side of a tortuous which not only will bring her no male-connecte is that jesponse
patterns, in the privacy of our irreconcilable.
own psjtos, we must cut those cords to the
journey through a night that may have been compensations, but also will reveal the
Only
women
can
give
each
other
a
new
decades long. The perspective gained from that which is woman's real situation
core. For irrespective of where our love and sense of self. That identity we have to develop
This dehumanization is expressed
il energifcTlow, if we are male-identified
journey — the liberation of self, the inner
reference to ourselves, and not in relation
peace, the real love of self and of all women is straight woman learns thatjyjjsjens ailesbian iriouMaeads, wVcannot realize our autonomy with
to men. This consciousness is the revolutionary
something
to
be
shared
with
all
women
—
afhumaV
beings:
force
from which all else will follow, for ours is
she
begins
to
relate
toJi^rTes
bi
a
n~sTS«r
as
her
because we are all women, it should first be potential sex objec^Haying a surrogafk male
But,througrVmen?:
wjjvis it thVtw women
relatedbeento an organic revolution. For this, we must be
virtue ofhavehaving
understood that lesbianism, like male homosex- role on the lesbiajrThis reveals her heterosexavailable
and supportive to one another, give
ual conditioning/o make herselnoto an oVect )rou£ht,-^|!\n a nVile society, we have our commitment
uality, isa category of behaviour possible only
and our love, give the
in a sexist society characterized by rigid sex when sex \i potentiall^nnvcdyed il a
rnalized tie malelculture's definition of emotional support necessary to sustain this
irseliisw.
Thafldefinitbn
views
us
as
beings
/nd
it
denie>nne
lesbian
herffull
roles and dominated by male supremacy. Those relationship,
bo exisj^notl for olirselves, but for the movement. Our energies must flow toward our
sex roles dehumanize women by defining us as humanity
a supportive/serving caste in relation to the
For wrfmen, ea(50lielly tho
seVicingrmaini§nanee|and comfort of men. sisters, not backwards toward our oppressors.
As longwithout
as women's
liberation
tries to free
Tha\definitioarcxnsigns|JS to sexual and family women
master caste of men, and emotionally cripple movemen/ to peoeive their iesbi
facing the
basic heterosexual
functiw57*Sno Ixcludesius from defining and
men by demanding that they be alienated from
pis malererid of role de
structure
that
binds
us
in
one-to-one
and
their own bodies and emotions in order to through
shaping\he
terns
of
our
lives.
accejifc/iis malercujkirapconditi
with our own oppressors, tremenIn exchVigefor our psichic servicing and for relationship
oppresatheir sisters mtsLas tl
perform their economic/political/military
dous
energies
will
continue
to
flow
into
trying to
tions effectively.
have bjen oppre$ed by men^Tre we emselvesi
going to perfdrming\
up each particular relationship with a
Sf^ty's
fun- straighten
ctions, thelnai
confersnoVprofit-making
o\ us just ohe thing:
Homosexuality is a by-product orVharticular continue the
man,
how
to
get
better
sex,
how
to
turn his
of the slave slatils which ma.wbs us legitimate in
way of setting up roles (or approval! patterns of defining all femal in se/ua/ relationsystem
head
around
—
into
trying
to
make
the
behaviour) on the basis of sex; a/ such it is an othe* category o peq/e?/\ffking; theto some
^the
eyes
oflthasociety
in.
wfcch
we
live,
called
out of him, in the delusion that this"new
will
lesbannot only to
ar/vho \spires to label
be a (femininity
lultural ling'J or|"being a rea] woman" in our man"
inauthenticin (not
consonant
allow
us
to energies
be the "new
woman".
This obviously
category,
a society
in whk with
i men"reality")
do not
y
snuatioriof
real
love,
splits
our
and
commitments,
leaving
'solidarity,
real,
We are lutlentic, iegitirfate, real
oppress women and sexual expression is person, but also t mafr ambnl women is a
unable to be committed to the construction
ss amoriB within
women:theit Ixtent that we ere the property of sarfTe man of%e new patterns, which will liberate us.
allowed to follow feelings, th categories of prj/nary form
lditionof wjd
imose
nam!
wl
bear
To
pe
a
*Ornan
who
homosexuality and heteros' xuality wouhj
h kejbpsrole,
worn a it is the
It \ the primacy of women relating to
confines oi the
disappear.
•longs to n» mah is to be/ invjjfole, pathetic, womenVof
new iscon-at
hich ke s women ►authentic,
debunking/sWe ft
sciousnes women
ofand with creating
each othera which
But, lesbianism is also different from m
ujireal
He
cojiwra^iis
image
of
us
from forminglgn
attachme s, groups
homosexuality and serves a di erent funi
of
what
tee
lave
JwM
\t\
orderto
be
hemselves.
the the
hearnpf
women's
liberation,
and the
our real selves; he for
cultural
revolution.
Together
we basis
must
in the society, "Dyke" is a diffei nt kind c/put- or association
mentTheyhave in mosl alceptabletorimJM|ctflCt
Women in
cdYfirras our v*aiVlVQ/« — as he defines it, in find, reinforce and validate our authentic
down from "faggot," although oth im/y you
scussioi
to avoid
are not playing your socially assenedyRex role cases, gone to gre\t ien ehs issue
reltydnVlVhrn o/rn
— youtselvescannot
confirm ouj selves.
of I bianism
as absolutes,
hostile, personnEfd,\ur
As we dolhjs, we confirm in each other that
and are not, therefore, a "real looran" or a and confrontation vwh
)ng as V/e are dependent on the male cultfrl struggling
some
It
puts
people
up5
"real
man".
The
grudging
admiraticyTelt
for
the
fckthis
qefinihym,
for
this
approval,
we ca/noi the divisiveincipient
tomboy, and the queasiness felt around a sissy evasive, or try to mi
bwriers sense
begin oftopride
melt,aridwe strength,
feel this
boy point to the same thing; tm contempt in "broader issue". They oratryratto dismjs talk beVee.
growing
Solidarity
with
pur
sisters. inside
We seeof
ourselves
as
pime.
find
our
centres
which women — or those wh/ play a female abouVjt. If they have to, th
an ThVcojjKequence
enoVious reservoirof ofinternalizing
self-hate. Thi/is
this/ole""not
role — are held.
We wTIW^iwsaitieathe sense of
to say tnk self-hate is recognized or aJkepted jurselves.
lienation, of beYg cut off, oT^j&tag behind
BufAflws herring"
no side issue. >tt is absolu
And, the investment inyffeeping women in a "laWBder
as
such;
irmeed
most
women
would
essential
toSttie
success
and
fu\UiojgQt_
that contemptuous role is i^ry great. Lesbian is
the word, the label, the/condition that holds womerls liberation movement met thisTSsue jay be experienced as discomfort^ with he? jof\f d window, otweing unable to g^ out what
as feeltog empty, as numbness, as
women in line. When a imman hears this word be deal with. AsW as the iabeVdyke" can
We"Seel a real-tessVeel at last we are
tossed her way, she kniws she is stepping out be use/ to frighhjf^jmen into a lets militant restlessness, aparalyzing anxiety / the centre. coineidinawith oursewh^jth fha/ real self,
they
of line. She knows thai she has crossed the stand,/eep
Alternatively.
it\tay
be
expressed
in
shrill
with tha^xarisciousneaf vOTegip>i9 revolution
her separarki(prn her sistVs,
keep
of\e glory and/festiny of her
terrible boundary of hel sex role. She recoils, her f/m giving
primacy to^dhing othV than defensivajess
6irtTm-he\n'pysirj|^^Mj/xc,e'c
viL: den
isan!inside*
to aa^^p\j£num autonomy
role,herButconsci*u^ness!>oJsoj
infejes exist often b/neath the edge to Nations,
she protests, she reshapes her actions to gain me/and family — then to thaSextent s
of
Th human explession.
approval.
(trolled, by the male culture. UntjVwomen
her alViated frfe^ herself, her
Les>ail
IuUlI dares
InTuhted
'n thlW
mini, mi"! tin possibility of\g prima seeping
womanU'u who
to ber-y>r
his equal,
who jlcomm'tment
which includes sexual
/atue ^eeds, and renewing her aNfangerHo other
Jares to challenge his prerogatives (including will be denying themselves the love
A panel oNadiaaHViETans will discuss,
iWomen hate botn^hems
FHUI HI Jll Lilian « pprt nf ovrhano'f>
readily accord to men, thus. affirming
ien. They try to esi^5<^rtdHi*»f?lng with this issue as part of the Interdisciplinary
medium among men), who dares to afiSwtlhe they
second-class status.
the\oppressor,
livirc
throM^|jni,
gaining
course
"Women: Oppression and
primacy of her own needs.
long as male acceptability's pnmary|— stat\ and identity £wi Jjj^Cgo, his power, his
at 7:30 pmWednesday.
in the Faculty of
To have the label applied to people active in LiuliitTl'iiwtiililJjyi 'I women a: fo the moven ;nt acconVilishment.
Education auditorium,
flpd1>ry not identifying with Libefation"
women's liberation is just the most recent
as a whole —
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ELECTION

OF

NEW

MEMBERS

OF

COUNCIL
GOVERNING
UNIVERSITY
seats
and student
26 are contesting 11 stallIn accordance
with The University of Toronto Act, 1971, the remainder of the Governing
March 2nd, ballots will be mailed to eligible voters for the election of eleven new
On or about
Council will be composed of the President and the Chancellor (ex officio), two presidential
members
of the University Governing Council.
appointees,
sixteen
appointees
the Lieutenant
Governor instaff
Council,
and byeightandmembers
who are
be
will
seats
twelve
other
Six candidates are contesting three teaching staff seats. Eight of the
not students or members
of theofteaching
or administrative
elected
from among
the
alumni.
Ounphy,
W.B.
Professors
election:
year's
last
in
elected
members
continuing
following
the
by
■held
H.C. Eastman. J.E. Dove, C. M. T. Hanley, H.W. Smith, E. A. Sellers, W, B. Coutts and M. F. Grapko,
The
election
will
be
conducted
by
mailed
ballot,
ballots
being
mailed
to
eligible
voters
on
or
One other seat has been filled by acclamation in the current election by Dr. A. Murray Hunt.
about March 2nd. Ballots may be returned to the Office of the Governing Council by Canada Post,
Two candidates are contesting one administrative staff seat, The other seat will be held by the
Campus Mail, or personal delivery. Also, for the convenience of voters who would prefer to deposit
in lastOneyear's
electedseats.
Parker, who
continuing
their ballots "on-campus" rather than through the mail, ballot boxes will be placed in the following
seat has been filled by
otherelection.
sevenwasstudent
locations:
candidatesMr. areJ. H.contesting
Eighteen member,
office.
of
terms
year
one
carry
Council
on
seats
student
All
Dack.
Philip
Mr.
acclamation by
1. Simcoe Hall • Information Desk
Sitting members whose current terms of office expire on June 30th, 1973 are indicated below:
2. Sidney Smith Hall - Main Foyer
Full-time Undergraduates
Teaching Staff
3. Erindale College • Registrar's Office
Constituency IB - J.M.R. MARGESON
OfficeMarch 5th. to March 20th. from 10.00 a.m, to
will be open College
at these- Registrar's
locations from
Constituency IC - R.M.H. SHEPHERD
Constituency I -- 1.B.MORRISON
MORGAN
4.00Balloting
p.m.4. Scarborough
Constituency
Ml
'J.C.
LAIDLAW
Any eligible voter who should receive an incorrect ballot or no ballot due to an error in records
Constituency IV - A.M. FALLIS
Constituency 11 -A.
- P.M.GOLDBERG
CADARIO
mayOetails
contactof the
the contested
Office of theconstituencies
Governing Council
in orderbelow,
to obtain
ballot. or other
Administrative Staff
are outlined
along the
with correct
biographical
Constituency I - G. RUSSELL
comment supplied, on a voluntary basis, by the candidates.
Part-time Undergraduates
Graduate Students
The election is conducted by the Governing Council under the authority of The University of
Toronto
1971. Any
may bep.m.directed
to the20th,
Office1973.of the Governing Council at 928Constituency I - C. HENSCHEL
Constituency I - J.E.
DENYER
N. GRINDAL
2160.
TheAct,election
will requines
close at 4.00
on March
Constituency II -J.D. MORTON
THE

FULL-TIME
UNDERGRADUATES
resources as outlined by the Wright Report on Post- Secondary Education, encourage
FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT" means all students registered at the
campus-community services such as tutoring, clinics, Pollution Probe, and Day Care.
University in a programme of full-time study who are not registered in the School of
Re internal policy, I feel optional athletic activities of A & S students should be
Graduate Studies.
credited, partially as a 6th course.
CONSTITUENCY I -2 seats
HOWARD STEIN - Although students are limited by vote, a strong united voice is
all students registered in Arts and Science.
necessary to express our grievances and needs. As a member of the Reform Slate
running for the governing council, I therefore will fight for.open and universal access
GORDON BARNES - 1971-72 on VUSAC, Vic SAC representative. 1972-73
to the stacks, will fight the cutbacks, fee hikes and the resulting erosion of
VUSAC President, General Committee representative. Obvious concerns this year
educational quality, and work for a solution to the question of tenure,
will be the discussion of the Wright report, the library, the academic program, review
of the Governing Council and student financing; in these areas and others students
need representatives with experience and committment to express and achieve their
Constituency II - 2 seats
goald. A personal priority will be the practice of holding regular informal discussions
all students registered in the Faculty of Dentistry, Faculty of Food Sciences,
with student organizations and individuals.
Faculty of Medicine, Faculty of Nursing, Faculty of Pharmacy. School of Hygiene,
TOM BECKERMAN - served on Faculty Council, Committee for Social Sciences.
School of Physical and Health Education, Faculty of Education, Faculty of Applied
Science and Engineering. Faculty of Architecture. Urban and Regional Planning and
IAN S.funds
GRAY for- OneUniversity
importantcapital
task and
facingoperating
the Boardexpenditures.
in following Considering
years will betheto
Landscape Architecture, Faculty of Forestry, Faculty of Law, Faculty of Music, Faculty
allocate
of Management Studies, Faculty of Social Work. (With the proviso that both
present
provincial
government's
inconsistent
policy
on
University
financing,
a
fact
members elected in Constituency I) may not be registered in the same faculty of
witnessed by the formula financing history, raised loan ceilings and a recent capital
school. In the event that a member elected while registered in one f aculty or school
expenditures freeze, this task, in conjunction with autonomous university existence
later registers m the faculty of school in which the other elected member is
yet responsible attitudes with tax money will be of primary importance. I have the
registered, the transferring member shall resign his seat).
tacts - an excellent start.
A. GOLDBERG - III Meds; Member: Governing Council, Academic Affairs,
ROBIN HENRY Curriculum
& Standards, External Affairs Committees 72-73. It is rather difficult to
DAVID LAUGHTON - Physical Sciences, General and Steering Committees,
discuss the Governing Council within the restrictions of a 75 word limit. Rather than
Faculty Council, 1972-73 - Physics Curriculum Committee 1971 - January 1973 attempt
to
do
so. I will be happy to air my views on the Governing Council, university
Ottawa
BoardCouncil,
Education
Subcommittee,
the
government in general and student participation therein at length to anyone
review ofSchool
Governing
the Wright
report and 1969-70.
education Hiring
financingprocedures,
will be major
interested.
Call
me at 789-2036.
issues next year. I hope that open stacks will be obtained this year, but will fight for
them next year if necessary. Hiring procedures must be changed so thai we not lose
MICHAEL NAEMSCH • Reform Slate: I will fight for equal and undifferentiated
teachers of the quality of Stephen Salaff.
access of undergraduates and the community to the Robarts library. Other issues I
will raise in the Governing Council include tuition fee increases, the absence of job
HOWARD LEVITT - The Council must use its power to make education an involving
openings for graduates, and the layoffs of workers on the campus.
and creative experience which it is not for many students today. I support
emphasizing QUALITY TEACHING parity at all levels, library system open to all
RICHARD SCHABAS students, preventing further loan cutbacks and fee-hikes, strengthening acceptability
of alternative evaluation methods, University supported daycare, rent control in
CHARLES LORNE VICKERY • Chuck Vickery is a third year student in Chemical
University area, elimination of sexism in hiring. Experience • A & S Faculty Council,
Engineering. In the past year he has gained invaluable experience in the field of
Library Subcommittee, A & S Student Union, Admissions Committee (sole student).
student government and university affairs as first the Communication Commissioner
of the Engineering Society and then as Services Commissioner at SAC. He feels that
GRETCHEN ROEDDE - From my experience on the Building Committee of the Innis
the Governing Council like many other bodies on campus is not responsive to
College Governing Council, and involvement in a tutoring program, I am concerned
students. Therefore, he pledges that if elected he will act as a student governor.
about University policy re co-operation with the community. I would stress shared
GRADUATE
"GRADUATE
STUDENT"
means
all
students
registered in the
School of Graduate Studies.
Constituency I - 1 seat
all students in Division I (Humanities) of the School of Graduate Studies;
Division II (Social Sciences) of the School of Graduate Studies, with the
exception of the Graduate Department of Educational Theory.
PHILIP CHARLES ENROS - I am seeking election for the simple reason that I
would like to be on the Governing Council. I have no grand schemes except, perhaps,
the ideal of working to protect the best interests of my constituents. If elected, I
would support and work for any legislation which would help to develop sanity in this
University;
is, an awareness
and of the that
surrounding
community.of the needs of alt the members of this University

STUDENTS
ANTHONY (TONY) DEREK LEAH - Reform Slate. We must change the
Universitycommunity.
administration's
contempt
for educational
students, faculty,
workers
outside
Open Stacks,
stopping
cutbacks,campus
no layoffs
will beanda
start. Last year, faced with the legitimate demand for undergraduate and community
access to the "Robarts" Library stacks, the administration called in the police. As a
result
to change.was sent to the Don Jail on February 9, 1973.
are outMcLaughlin
we Tom
. Thisof isthatwhataction
BARRY MITCHELL - Graduate student in the department of History. A faded, but
not jaded, radical. A great deal of money has been invested by the community in the
production of MA's and Ph.D.'s. The University and graduate students have a
responsibility
produce recommendations which will ensure that they are not
wasted. I have toreluctantly
come to the conclusion that if Canadian
are to
be staffed mainly by Canadian citizens, a quota system may be universities
necessary.

PART-TIME
UNDERGRADUATES
Students since its inception five years ago; Member of four APUS Executive
"PART-TIME
UNDERGRADUAT
E
STUDENT'
means
all
students
at theof Committees: Presently
Vice-President, APUS: Voice Editor (four years); part-time
University
in a programme of part-time study who are not registeredregistered
in the School
student representative on Governing Council
Graduate Studies.
Sub-Committee on University
Extension;
Active history of committee participation at departmental level
- Political
" Economy
Structure).Undergraduate
CONSTITUENCY I -2 seats
Curriculum
Committee;
And
university level University-Wide Committee (New U of T Act); Facultyat ofgeneral
Arts
'all part-time
undergraduate
students.
&
Sciences,
(Old
ERIC DEPOE
Slate.
is intent creating an academic elite.
This tendency is- Reform
embodied in theThis newuniversity
Robarts library.onForty-two
NORMA
GRINDAL
million
My
tax
policy
dollars
has
always
been
to
keep
in
contact
with
as
many
students as possible, and to represent their viewpoint to the best of my ability The
have been invested in a library to which only faculty and graduate students will have
experience and information
stack access. If elected I will work for open access. university must assume a
from five years with APUS, one year on
Governing Council and numerousgained
greater role as a community resource. I will work for Thea greatly
committees, gives me the qualifications
expanded
extension
necessary
faculty offenng high quality courses.
tostudents.
representMy part
t.me
students.
Our
aim
is to continue workingobjective
towards isthatequality
goal of opportunity for all
ARLENE DICK • has been active in Association for Part time Undergraduate
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No
vote
taken
for report
on
open
access
By BOB BETTSON
trying
"harass" tothem,
said. to
problem.
explained that "there
Blackburn
said
that
a
Greeneto appeared
move hecloser
A controversial report by three are full-timeDickscholars"
He maintained there should be no
who will need facilities".
in access between a psychological deterrent was not the open stack position when he
members of the Library Sub- the carrels on a day-in day-out basis. differentiation
thinking overcom it e ofthe Governing Council A rambling debate ended up with
and a professor. enough and that it only "tested a stated thatcrowdingpeople
would be a problem are
recommending open access to the graduate dean Edward Safarian firstScottyearsaidstudent
abused." initiative".
that heavy use of the student's
Robarts Library stacks for the entire admitting he had "taken the com- Robarts library
Henschel
charged
that
all
the
"living in a fantasy world". He
should be enuniversity community did not come
mit e on a red herring to establish
couraged. He compared the discussion was irrelevant and that added that nine out of 10 professors
wouldn't spend much time in the
to a vote at the Subcommittee's the principle of a large number of problems of misuse of books to there was no reason to worry about stacks.
Wednesday meeting.
crowding because with the same
of public streets.
carrels."on the stack access misuse
A last ditch attempt was made by assigned
The debate
Morgan stated at the end of the
The case for acceptance of the materials Sigmund Samuel was three-hour
chief librarian Robert Blackburn report was inconclusive, the meeting report
debate that people must
was reviewed by Feldman never crowded. "Why are all these
and supported by several other com- adjourned before voting on the mo- who concluded that there was no measures necessary?"
realize
there
are "fundamental
mittee members to have access
tion to accept the report moved by other fair solution to the problem of "The committee members are differences of opinion" and a consensus could not be reached. He
worrying about a problem that
granted individually by library staff student members Kathy Feldman conservation of the collection.
on the basis of need for various and Clarice Henschel.
Safarian was cautious about doesn't exist," added Morgan. The urged that the report be voted on at
periods of time.
next meeting, set for Monday
Science dean Bob Greene supporting unlimited access. "We committee should encourage the
In a letter handed to the saidArts heand had
second thoughts on could look silly if the facility was students to use the library instead of March 5.
committee before the meeting, unlimited access and suggested a
Blackburn repeated his stand of last
of students and faculty
year that there should be differen- compromise
for passes, which would be
tiated access to the stacks based on applying
automatically
granted.
academic need.
workers
claim
He admitted that this sounded Court backs Acme
At the last meeting of the
but insisted "a psy- Fired workers of the Canadian Acme Screw and Gear offer, claiming that the company was trying to buy them
subcommittee, a report by the com- "absurd", chological
barrier" is needed to prewere backed by Ontario Division Court off at the expense of the workers.
mittee members Kathy Feldman
vent "people from wondering in off company
Wednesday when it upheld the Ontario Labour
(law), assistant librarian David the street
In the continuing court battles involving Canadian
to
use
the
library".
Esplin and professor W.M. Dick, Student member Brian Morgan Relations Board decision that Canadian Acme and Acme, Anthony Kolody, who claims to be the owner of
Shock Absorbers Limited could be considered Escel Nut and Bolt Company, another company that has
recommended that the stacks be said people would only use the Canac
open to all members of the uni- library when there was a research one and the same.
appeared in the former Acme plant site, was able to
versity community on an equal basis need. "How would a psychological
Canac began operations at the Acme plant a few obtain a temporary injunction preventing picketing of
months
after
Acme
shut
down.
The
levy
brothers,
because of the impossibility of deter- barrier
union until Monday.
help". economy professor owners of the now defunct firm, claimed that assets of theTheplantunionby the
mining a criteria for need that Political
had picketed Excel to publicize its belief
Sanford Lakoff supported the the firm had been sold.
wasn't arbitrary.
that
the
company
had merely changed names to avoid
The report was tabled at the- last Blackburn letter and added that a This decision opens the way for United Automobile giving the workers adequate wages, fringe benefits and
meeting and a decision was sup- purely psychological barrier wasn't Workers Local 984 UAW to investigate the financial seniority benefits.
posed tobe made Wednesday night. enough to counter-act the con- dealings that led to the firing of 510 workers. The court
"This Excel thing smells as phoney as Canac," stated
However in the intervening period,
venience ofthe Robarts Library.
the union to call the Levy brothers to the stand UAW
vice-president Dennis McDermott who conopponents of unlimited access, in- However Morgan stressed that toallowed
give
evidence
when
the
Ontario
Labour
Relations
siders thatlaunched
the Levy'sa are
behindsuit both
companies.
The
eluding Blackburn, decided to make undergraduates should learn how to
UAW has
similar
claiming
that Excel
one last attempt to retain the re- do research. "If they are not en- Board hearings will resume March 15.
Justice Maurice Lacourciere, in his judgment, stated and Acme are "one and the same" and has issued a
quirement of academic need for
c
o
u
r
a
g
e
d
t
o
learn
the
skill
of
access.
research the quality of education at his support for the rights of unions and asked Canac press statement supporting the workers at the Acme
The committee had a confused this university will go down", he lawyers if they were attempting to put "bunkers on the
hour long debate on a motion by maintained.
"When the legal roadblocks have been cleared out of
way at Canac, we will proceed with all speed to try
student Brjan Morgan to assign the Support for the student position Lawyers for Canac argued that there was no need to the
restore the jobs and benefits which belong to our
1589 carrel spaces in the stacks on came from newly appointed faculty investigate the purported sale since the company had toplant.
some criteria of academic need.
member engineering professor D.S. already
board." given the union bargaining rights for the present Local 984 members at the Weston Road premises; that
Scott who stated that students workers
who had been hired after Canadian Acme had includes both Canac and Excel and will include any
Feldman-Dick-Esplin
hadTheclaimed
that this was report
not a "should be taught to utilize library shut down Union representatives refused to accept this other head that appears on this Levy Bros.' hydra."

TEACHING
STAFF
Studies, Italian and Hispanic Studies, Slavic Languages and Literatures,
"TEACHING
STAFF"
means
the
employees
of
the
University,
University
College,
the
Sanskrit and IB).Indian Studies (excluding those who are members of
constituent colleges and the federated universities who hold the academic rank of Constituency
professor, associate professor, assistant professor, full-time lecturer or part-time
VICTOR ERNEST GRAHAM
' Professor,
Universitybut College,
unrepentant
lecturer unless such part-time lecturer is registered as a student. ("Lecturer" includes academic
primarily with
teachingFrench,
and research
willing toan participate
associated and clinical teachers in the Faculty of Medicine, and associates in the Faculty university conerned
councils to present that viewpoint. Graduate of Alberta (Rhodes Scholar)in
of Dentistry).
all casesteaching
a teaching
staff member's
constituency
be determined
on Oxford (MA, DJJtt), Columbia (Ph.D.), Fellow. Royal Society of Canada,
the
basis of hisIn major
appointment
to a faculty,
college will
or school.
Only in the
Guggenheim Fellow. Many scholarly publications, editor of several high school and
university textbooks. Administrative positions since arrival in Toronto (1958):
case of a teaching staff member without a teaching appointment to a faculty, college or Departmental
school, will his constituency be determined by another appointment.
Studies. Graduate Department of French; Assooate
Graduate Chairman.
Dean. School ofSecretary;
ALEXANDER M. LEG G ATT - Undergraduate
of Toronto in English
CONSTITUENCY IB - 1 seat
Language and Literature 1958-62. Member at ofthetheUniversity
Department of English at
all teaching staff members who hold their major appointments at
Scarborough
College 1965-68; at University College since
1968.
Member of the
Scarborough or Erindale Colleges.
General Committee
and joint chairman of the Staff-Student
Combined
Departments of English 1969-70; member of the CouncilCommittee,
of
the Combined
Departments of English 1970-71. Undergraduate Secretary of the Department
WILLIAM
JAMESHOWARD
taught
at
St.
Michael's
College
from
1965
to
1969
when he accepted a position at Scarborough. He has been convenor of the Editorial
English. University College, since 1969. Associate Editor of Modem Drama, of
Problems
Conference,
Chairman
of
the
Staff-Student
Committee
for
the
C.D.E.
and
CONSTITUENCY III - 1 seat to be filled in this election,
convenor of a seminar on African scholarship at the Commonwealth Conference.
all teaching staff members in the Faculty of Medicine
Mona. Jamaica. He has published on Eighteenth Century English Literature and
contemporary literatures in English. Currently he is Assistant to Chairman at
V. DUNN - Current
and revisions
of Ontarioin both
healthclinical
care delivery
will
Scarborough.
haveEARLconsiderable
impact onReviews
the Faculty
of Medicine
and basic
science
areas.
The
Governing
Council
must
receive
the
Faculty's
views
of
increased
GARY ROSS THALER - was born and raised in Kitchener, Ontario, and has degrees
student enrollment and the health care implications of budget restrictions. Good
from McMaster and the U. of T. He joined the Botany Dept. at Erindale in 1967, and
education of new physicians depends on maintaining excellent standards on clinical
has served on the U of T Senate, "The Varsity" Board of Directors, and a wide variety
care, as well as teaching in an atmosphere of research and inquiry in basic and
ofCommittee;
College committees.
currently
the College
Executive
applied medical science.
Chairman of He
the isErindale
JointonBiology
CurriculumCouncil's
Committee;
and
JOHN COLEMAN LAIDLAW - graduated in Medicine in 1944 from the University of
Erindale representative on the Council of the U. of t. Faculty Association.
Toronto. MA (Biochemistry), University of Toronto, 1947. Ph.D. (Biochemistry).
University of London, 1950. Markle Scholar in Medical Science 1953-58. Presently
CONSTITUENCY IC- 1 seat
Professor. Department of Medicine; Director, Institute of Medical Science; Head,
who hold
all teaching staff members in the Faculty of Arts and Science
Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Department of Medicine, Toronto General
or New College
their major appointments in the University College Eastern
Hospital;
Director, Clinical Investigation Unit, Toronto General Hospital. Member,
Studies; or
German, Near
Departments of Classics, English, French, Asian
President's Council 1965-69. Member, Ontario Council of Health 1971.
Islamic
Art,
Fine
Studies,
East
of
Departments
University
in the
ADMINISTRATIVE
STAFF
director for the past eight years. Keenly interested in labour-management relations
"ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF" menas the employees of the University, University
and
union
affairs. Believes that hourly-paid employees, tradesmen, and lower
of
echelon of the administrative staff should have a voice in the affairs of the university.
the constituent colleges and the federated universities who are not members
College,
the
teaching staff thereof.
GWEN RUSSELL - Joined U. of T. staff, Jan. 1958. First President University of
Toronto Staff Assoc. Member of University
Committee, staff representative on
U.W.C. sub-committee. Member of GoverningWideCouncil.
CONSTITUENCY I - 1 vacant seat
Servicin on Business Affairs
and External Affairs Committees. True integration
into the University community
all administrative staff members.
depends on responsible, unbiased Governing Council representation.
Effective twoEDWARD E.C. BEAVEN - Aged 50; bom in England, where learned trade as a way
communication is the key to employees sensitivity and concern. As a member of
printer; employed for last sixteen years at the University Press. Served in R.A.F. from Governing
Council I have attempted to achieve both of these ideals.
1941 to 1946. President of the University of Toronto Employees' Credit Union and
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When one questions the state's
right to execute a human being, he
really asks, "Does one person have
the right to kill another?"
Once again, Canadians are
debating that question as Parliament
considers a government proposal to
extend the ban on the death penalty
tor all killings except those of police
and prison guards.
As when the ban was first
introduced five years ago, retentionists are arguing vehemently in
favour of its repeal.
U of T criminology student Dahn
Batchelor, who spent several years in
Canadian prisons in a supervisory
capacity as a group counsellor and 15
months as an inmate, discusses the
death penalty and its alternatives in
the following article.

By DAHN BATCHELOR
edited by Obiter Dicta and The Varsity
from the International Review
When one questions the state's right to execute a
human being, he really asks, 'Does one man have the
rightObviously,
to kill another?'
there are times when man finds
himself in such situations that the act of homicide is
inadvertent. In times of armed conflict, soldiers
or beif killed.'
basic premise
learn thetherefore,
Some,
argue ofthatwar:a 'Kill
soldier,
not in
defence of his country, certainly in defence of his
own life, is justified in killing a fellow human being.
It is accepted by many in our society that a man
may kill another who through some act of violence, is
placing his family in danger. Similarly, if a man is in
danger of being killed, he may use whatever steps he
feels are necessary to save his own life. If killing his
assailant is the only way, then homicide is
considered justified. Naturally the law places the
onus of proving just cause on the man who used
homicide as a means of saving his own life.
The law of most countries states that a person in
fear of his life during an attack may resort to
homicide. It does not, however, say that a person
may resort to such extreme measures just to protect
himself from a bloody nose. In other words, there are
many physical dangers that may face a person short
of being killed by an assailant.
If a man were in danger of physical mutilation,
and found himself in possession of a knife, he would
be legally justified in stabbing his assailant even
though he would be aware that such a stabbing could
bring about the death of his assailant. However, the
man who stabbed his assailant must show that he
really was in such danger. The threat of mutilation
would not justify homicide. Only the fact that the
assailant was actually making the attempt would be
acceptable in proving justifiable homicide.
These examples are used to point out occasions
where a case could be made for killing fellow human
beings. Unfortunately, man since primitive times
has also killed for reasons other than justifiable ones.
Greed, vengeance, love, envy, lust, and power are
just a few of the many reasons why men have killed
each other. None of these reasons are legally or
socially justifiable in Western society. It is these
types of homicide that concern the state when
considering the death penalty. These crimes are
clearly culpable homicides.
Moreover, almost universally in the eyes of the
law, crimes committed that result even inadvertently inthe death of a fellow human being are
considered culpable homicide. A person who rapes a
woman and accidentally kills her is guilty of culpable
homicide; a person who robs an old store-keeper who
subsequently dies of a heart attack is similarly
guilty.
There are three more types of homicide which,
although equally against the law in most states, are
to some extent socially justifiable.
The first type is voluntary euthanasia. Who could
not sympathize with a person who killed a loved one
because of the physical pain that loved one was
enduring? The reference here is to terminal illnesses, where all hope is lost and the only release
from pain is death.
Another type of homicide which is to some
degree justifiable concerns a man who is threatened
with death by another. There are cases where people
have threatened others with death and have actually
made attempts at it. A person who has survived such
attempts may come to the conclusion that the state
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cannot satisfactorily protect him or his family. On
reaching that conclusion, he may, in order to protect
himself and his family, hunt down the prospective
killer and kill him instead. What jury would not feel
compassion for a man who says he would rather be in
prison than be dead?
Finallyhighly
there questionalbe,
is the third involving
type of "justifiable"
homicide,
vengeance.
If a man were brutally tortured by another for
purposes of extracting information, he might want to
kill his tormentor. A man who has been physically
maimed (castrated, dismembered, blinded) would
probably be emotionally justified in the eyes of a jury
in killing his assailant. Although the jury would find
him guilty of murder, they would in all probability
recommend mercy. They might even find him innocent on the grounds of 'extenuating
circumstances'.
People cringe at the idea of one man alone being
the executioner of another. They say, 'Let the law do
justice'
take the that
law into
your isownnot hands'.
But, the and
man'Don't
who realizes
the law
able to
do justice may do it himself. There is a famous
illustration of this reasoning, from the U.S.
On September 3, 1969 in Beverly Hills, California, a
truck driver named Lou Watts was driving a truck
with a revoked licence. He accidentally struck and
killed a 10-year-old boy, Ethan Friedman. The truck
driver was charged only with driving with a revoked
licence. The father of the dead child, who did not feel
that justice had been done, hunted down the truck
driver and eight months later, slew him. Eugene
Friedman was convicted of voluntary manslaughter
and was sentenced to three years probation.
He

murder

appealed and on October 12, 1970, a judge set aside
the conviction. As a crowning climax to what must be
one of the most unusual cases in the annals o)
jurisprudence, on November 2, 1971, a SupeQP
Courtthe jury
the father $125,000 in damages
for
deathawarded
of his son.
Finally, there are other types of homicides in
which the verdict is certain to be one of acquittal,
such as cases where the accused is deemed not guilty
by reason of insanity, temporary or otherwise.
In a recent Gallop poll, four per cent of those
polled stated that they didn't feel that the taxpayers
should have to support convicted murderers in
prison for the rest of their lives.
In 1970, there were 7,641,731 taxpayers in
Canada.thatTheyear.average taxpayer paid S790 in federal
taxes
The cost of was
caring551,900,000.
for all prisoners in the federal
penitentiaries
In 1970, there were 7,108 inmates in
penitentiaries.
cost of keeping a man in prison in
1970 The
was annual
over $7,300.
The support
average oftaxpayer
had $6.79 of his taxes used
for the
federal inamates.
The cost paid out by each taxpayer in 1970
towards
one
cent. the support of each inmate was one-tenth o\
The cost of keeping one murderer 50 years I"
prison
costs. would be about $365,000 plus inflationarv
sentenced
to naturalwilllif£jn
prisonIf aandmurderer
serves 50isyears,
each taxpayer
(Ky
only five cents towards the entire support of th*
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Ie inmate.
ie The death penalty is generally invoked for
)f homicides which are premeditated and wilfully comMM^itted
by sane persons for such reasons as jealousy
■s and ambition.
As for whether the penalty is just, the state
n normally abides by public opinion. In Canada, the
I, consensus of the public seems to favour restoration
h of the death penalty. A Gallop poll recently showed
that 63 per cent ot Canadians interviewed were in
ie favour of reinstating the death penalty. It may be
•s assumed that those in favour of the death penalty
in feel that convicted murderers are not fit to live in our
society and, rather than imprisonment with its care
in and menace, better, they say, to kill them and be
al done with it.
Further, some people may take the law into their
al own hands if they think that the state will not. If a
man knows his wife's murderer will serve only seven
in years in prison for the crime, he may be inclined, and
understandably so, to execute the murderer himself
in and serve the seven years in place of his wife's killer.
Depending on their involvement, the public looks
fd on the execution of a killer differently. Those close to
the victim, or sympathetic to the victim, probably
/0 look at the death penalty as a means of exacting
oi vengeance. The social workers, police officers,
judges and others playing the official role, may look
in upon the execution of a killer as a deterrent.
•V The retentionists argue that the death penalty is
a deterrent. When imposed, it prevents any repetiby the executed murderer. On this
the offence
^ion of there
jri ^Joint,
can be no argument. It is the one and
iY
ie only real deterrent.

'C. the question that continually arises in
But,
the public mind is, 'Does the death penalty deter
others from committing murder?'
'A' is hanged so that 'B' will be deterred from
murdering 'C. Unfortunately, what most retentionists forget isthethatconsequences
'A' was oncewhen
'B' and
probably
didn't consider
he murdered
It is an accepted fact that there are murderers
whom it is quite impossible to deter, who cannot be
prevented from committing murder by either the
threat of death or imprisonment. It is murderers of
this type who are guilty of deliberate, premeditated
killings of the most brutal sort; and killers of this
type Murderers
are most often
of this puttypeto aredeath.
generally legally sane
and such persons, if released from prison, are apt to
commit more murders. The professional gunman
and the political assassin are two in this
classification. Another type of person who is usually
unrepentant is the "anti-social" individual who has a
history of aggravated assaults. It is of considerable
interest to criminologists that in many such cases,
the murderer has himself often been the victim of
beatings.
For these types of murderers, the public
execution of another seems to have no force as a
deterrent. One more type apparently unmoved by
the death penalty is the person who commits a
murder of passion. In such cases, it would not be
certain that the death penalty would act as a
satisfactory
Proof of deterrent.
the failure of the death penalty as a
deterrent came during the reign of King Henry VIII

of England. During his reign, 72,000 thieves went to
the gallows, yet there are no contemporary records
showing that there was any reduction in crime. When
pickpockets, be they adults or children, were publicly hanged as a deterrent, there could be no doubt in
the public mind that the penalty for pickpockets was
death. And, when they thronged about the gallows to
see the hangings, the pickpockets in the crowd did a
thriving business. Later, however, in 18th century
Britain, highwaymen were hanged and then left to
decompose on the gibbet. It is the contention of some
that this had the effect of deterring highwaymen and
of
changing U.K. attitudes towards crimes of
violence.
More recently, in Chicago, a study was made
which showed that the police and citizens of that city
killed 1,993 criminals from the year 1923 to 1954, and
that in that period of time only 81 were executed. The
social conditions of the time may, however, have
driven pickpockets to steal, since the alternatives
probably were death by hanging or slower death by
starvation. Further, it may be that the real
modifying factor in the 18th century was the
improvement of economic conditions rather than the
deterring decomposition of the body in public.
Similarly, the social pressures on the 20th
century
ghettosof violence.
may also Ifhave
manya
of the crimes
the "necessitated"
risk of death during
criminaleither.
act doesn't deter, executions afterwards
won't
It has been suggested for years that when a
murderer is executed, other persons go out and
commit like crimes. When the mass killer Tropmann
was publicly guillotined in Paris in 1879, several
similar cases of wholesale salughter occurred shortly thereafter.
During the last century, an Ohio man was
executed for the brutal slaying of his wife. On the day
of his execution, another man living near the prison
killed his own wife in the same manner. These are
two cases of a phenomenon sometimes related to
executions. They show that capital punishment not
only does not deter, but also can bring about the
death of someone who was in no way involved with
the first murder.
One of the greatest arguments against capital
punishment is the danger of executing an innocent
person. No miscarriage of justice is more terrible to
contemplate. The execution of the innocent generally
results from three types of testimony. The first is
circumstantial. It is impossible to dispense with
circumstantial evidence. If such evidence was not
permitted to be heard in a court of law, criminals
could laugh at the laws, because a legally sane
person rarely commits murder in front of witnesses.
Nevertheless, it is very dangerous to convict on
circumstantial evidence. A number of years ago, a
man was accused of murdering his mother. There
were strands of hair of a certain type in her hand.
Each hair follicle was partly white and partly black.
This, the result of a rare disease, was common only
to the victim and the accused. However, it was
discovered that another man in the neighbourhood
also suffered from that rare disease. Further investigation proved the second man was guilty of the
murder. The basic flaw with all evidence of the type
called 'circumstantial' is that one cannot, however
veracity.
long or carefully one considers it, be sure of its
There is also the problem of convicting innocent
persons on the testimony of eye witnesses. There are
three types of witnesses: those who relate what they
actually saw, those who relate what they think they
saw, and those who relate something other than what
they saw. There are many cases where innocent
persons have been executed on the evidence of the
latter two types of witnesses.
This brings up the danger of trying capital cases
before a jury. It is a well-known fact that the average
juryman has no real idea of how to interpret
evidence, real or fancied. Nearly every juror finds
his position one of confusion and indecision. As the
trial proceeds, he hears the evidence of eye
witnesses, expert witnesses and psychiatrists, all in
worlds of their own. In this confused state he finally
decides, after listening to the oration of the
prosecuting counsel, the guilt of the accused, a
decision which, by the time the defence has reached
his artful conclusion, is reversed. Finally, the
judge's solemn and impartial summing up leaves
him hopelessly bewildered.
There have unfortunately been capital cases
before juries which have convicted the accused
purely on sentimental grounds. A classic case of this
type tookRoosevelt
place inWilson,
Alabama
the 1930's.
Negro,
was incharged
with Atheyoung
rape
of a white girl. It was a foregone conclusion that he
would be convicted, for the jury was not only white
but were neighbours of the victim. When the Negro
testified that the woman had encouraged him it only
enraged the jury more. Members of the jury
admitted that they believed the accused, but
reminded a reporter that it was they who had to live
in the community after the trial. The judge also
admitted that he knew the Negro was innocent when
he sentenced him to death. Even the governor of the
state felt the same but he said that governors don't
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Gory

end

deaths

lives

of

get re-elected freeing Negroes whomanhavewassexual
elecwhite women. The
relations with
trocuted atAlabama's Kilby Prison.
ago, two
On another occasion several years
Massachusetts,
citizens, one of New York and one of states
with the
their respective both trials
were charged in was
one
at
d
establishe
It
murder.
same
person committed
held in each state, that only oneJury
beyond
found
the murder. The New York was guilty and the
reasonable doubt that their man
conclusion.
etts came to the same evidence.
jury in Massachus
Both men were convicted on the same instances
of
There have also been recorded
for the murder of
innocent persons being executed
the
after
well
and
alive
'victims' who appeared

executions.
There have been cases where persons have been
convicted and executed purely on the evidence of
their alleged confession. I remember working on the
Chambers case as an investigator for Ontario Legal
Aid. This man was hanged for the murder of a little
girl whose body was never found. He claimed that he
was tortured by the police into confessing to a crime
of which he was innocent. Evidence was uncovered
which showed that his lawyer was legally insane at
the time of Chambers' trial.
The civilized world has resorted to six methods
of executing condemned prisoners: hanging.

abruptly

condemned

shooting, decapitation, garotting, electrocution and
gassing.
Shooting has been a popular method of execution
since firearms were first introduced. Today, the
firing squad is used mainly for military offences and
treason.
painless death
It is generally considered to be apoor
marksmen
where
although there aretlyinstances
suffering by
intense
caused
have inadverten
failing to cause instant death.
Hanging remains the most common method in
use today.
It was the traditional method in the United
Kingdom and throughout the Commonwealth.
Although found in the United States, it. is steadily

losing ground. Only six states stilt have it on their
books. Death by hanging has been traditionally used
in Canada, (with the exception of the past five
years), but the Attorney-General or the GovernorGeneral may substitute for It execution by firing
squad in cases of treason or subversion. Hanging is
used in 26 other countries throughout the world.
In the earliest forms of hanging the criminal was
suspended from the limb of a tree. The condemned
man climbed a ladder and was pushed or jumped
off. Death resulted from strangulation. The victim
would ask his friends to come to his execution to pull
his legs, thereby hastening death. It wasn't until the
nineteenth
century that the 'long drop' came into
use.

This modern methods consists of the dislocation
of the spinal column which causes rupture; of theof
This is normally the actual cause
spinal cord.
But, sometimes death is caused by the
death.
internal rupturing of the jugular vein. If the rupture
ous
about instantane
doesn'tof bring
of the spinal
vein will.
the jugular
rupture
the cord
death,
effect.
third
the
is
ion
Strangulat
is probably the messiest form of
Decapitation
execution.
The old method of decapitation employed a large
sword or axe. This, however, created problems. The
major one was that the head was not always severed
on theIt isfirst
blow. that the town of Halifax, England
believed
was the first place to use a mechanical means of
beheading felons. There are records of if being used
in the sixteenth century. In a remote way, it
resembled the guillotines used in France.
Dr. Guillotine, who was not the inventor of the
guillotine, advocated its use because he claimed that
hanging was more cruel and beheading by the axe
more messy. By the twentieth century, very few
countries used the guillotine; after the World War 1 1,
West Germany was the only country outside Fance
that used it. Now, only France has the guillotine.
There is some evidence that severing the head
does not bring about instant death. Some time ago in
France, permission was granted to several surgeons
to conduct studies and experiments on the bodies and
heads of victims of the guillotine. It is a known fact
that the brain does continue to function even when
the heart stops beating for at least eight to nine
minutes, on a diminishing basis. If the studies
conducted at the site of the guillotine are conclusive,
it means that the severance of the spinal cord does
not necessarily bring about instantaneous death as
was generally believed.
garotting
In the past, very few countries used
those that did were of
execute
to
Today, Spain is the only country that
origin.prisoners;
Spanish
uses the garotte. Garotting is another method of
strangling the victim. In its simplest and most
primitive form, the garotte consisted of a strong cord
running through one of two holes in a post, passing in
front of the victim's neck and through a second hole,
death being effected by slow strangulation as the
cords were drawn backwards.
An improvement on this primitive method was
the use of a metal collar attached to the back of a
chair in which the condemned man was bound. The
collar which fitted loosely around the neck was
tightened by a lever. A later modification of this
form of garotting was the introduction of a metal
spike attached to the back of the collar. When the
lever is pulled down, the spike enters between two of
the vertebrae and severs the spinal cord. Recently
an improvement was added which provides for a
double collar which brings about instantaneous
death, or so it is claimed.
The first man legally executed by electricity/ a
man named Kemmler, was executed in the U.S. on
August 6, 1890. It was an incompetent job and the
man didn't die immediately. No fewer than 21 states
in the U.S. use the electric chair. No other country
now uses it.
The most recent method of inflicting the death
penalty places the condemned prisoner in a sealed
chamber and fills it with cyanide gas. Eight states
have used this method in the past.
There is some controversy as to whether this
method is truly as painless as claimed.
There have always been alternatives to the death
penalty/ although
tensively used. only recently have they been exIn many countries that have abolished the death
penalty, natural life has become the alternative. By
life imprisonment, I am referring to natural life. It
has been said that capital punishment In a humane
and painless manner Is by far less cruel than
spending was
one's best
naturalexpressed
life in prison.
Perhaps Neil
this
opinion
by Dennis
Lawrence, a convicted murderer In Australia, who
had his sentence of death for the killing of an opal
dealer in a robbery attempt commuted to life
imprisonment. Hea said,
regard theand
sentence
life
imprisonment
less "Imerciful
less ofcomthanAustralia,
the sentence
of death."is
Under state passionate
law insentence
South
a life sentence
generally 20 years, but, with remission, can be
reduced to 12 years or less.
The questions that disturb many judges in
determining natural life as a supreme sentence are:
Is this sentence to be given to protect society, punish
the murderer, or act as a deterrent?
If our society is going to lock certain individuals
up for the rest of their lives, there should be varying
degrees of imprisonment. If there is no hope of
changing a murderer's attitudes and he will be a
continual menace to society, a maximum security
institution is the answer. The offender who does show
that he can be trusted within the prison setting,
should be moved to a medium security institution.
No matter how heinous the crime, no matter how
strong the desire to execute and remove permanently the offender, our society must find alternatives.
One alternative can mean the placing of the offender
in a prisone for the rest of his natural life.
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Girls
titu
tes,
mobilizeome
Haitians in Canada pros
to con- receiving
By ELEANOR COLEMAN bec
a reception,
which, in his
tribute tothe liberation of Haiti. He words,
Young girls brought to Canada
was
"not
a
to a
from Haiti by the Haitian consul emphasized, however, "While we country that compliment
calls
itself
supposedly for legitimate employ- are here, we will fight for every right
ment have been forced through
democratic.
. ." refugees were
Many political
are entitled to."
threats of violence to their families weThe
Haitian government appa- deported to Haiti, and Falsaime was
to become prostitutes, a Haitian
certain that they were killed upon
rently encourages emigration to their
activist charged Friday.
urging that "once you get He return.
Philippe Filsaime of the Haitian Canada,
also gave a historical backthere
everything
will
be
all
right,"
ground of sufferings by Haitians
Patriotic Action Committee gave Filsaime claimed. Last week,
examples of racism both in Canada though, five Haitians were deported in their own countries, describing
and Haiti at a plenary session of the because their government had issued them as a result of "white racist
all the same passport number,
Students for a Democratic Society them
he said.
weekend teach-in on racism.
ideologies".
He described
how foreign "war
He stated that Haitian immigrants Haitians come to Canada because lords"
from France,
Germany and
work for 12 to 14 hours daily for they believe they have the right to Italy descended on Haiti
after the
salaries below the minimum wage, speak freely, hold meetings and hope turn of the century, only to be
because bosses neglect to tell them to live and work more comfortably, succeeded by American troops who
according to Filsaime.
of their rights.
drove the peasants off their own
Filsaime also mentioned cases of After 1960 there was a heavy land. When a peasant revolt ensued.
discrimination in housing, and the immigration of Haitian profession- Americans killed 300,000 Haitians to
als, and by 1968 there was an
plight of those who have entered
illegally, and hide from authorities, influx of haitians from all parts of quash
Filsaime
it. described the political
15 people often sharing a small society. The immigration laws repression in the regime since 1957
became increasingly stringent, which has spurred immigration to
apartment.
His main aim, he said, is to however, and by 1969 Haitians were Canada.
r
all the
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says prof
masses,
control
with minimal opposition.
He also explained how the colour smokescreen of that system that has effect
Following the speeches, several
question was used to destroy the
resolutions were proposed, most of
populist movement among ruined
the earth."
Saturday's
plenary session dealt which had originated in the morning
American
farmers
in
the
1890
's.
workshops.
One demanded that U of
with
the
same
issues
as
Friday's,
Campbell reminded the audience with Toronto civil rights lawyer
medicine professor Ian Hector
of under 50 that the chief role of the Charles Roach protesting what he Tforfireteaching
racist theories
black person in American society has called racist Canadian immigration about Italiansallegedly
which would affect
been that-of the worker, and not "to He stressed that racism as a single
sing spirituals." Kept in ghettos, problem could be a phoney issue and their eligibility for workmen's
policies.
compensation.
"storage
areas considered
for reservea labour,"
claims to have in its posession
they
are only
problem
issue isresources
"the dis-to a SDS
letter from Hector in regard to
when they rebel against this that the tributreal
i
o
n
o
f
the
world's
situation.
Workmen's Compensation stating
said thatpeoples."
one way of detecting that Italians are "culturally preAfter the riots of the 60's, the theHeworld's
racism
was
to
country's resolution disalso
posed to feigning
The
Kerner
Report
concluded
that
"the
called injury."
for the psycause of black problem is white jails. About 65 perlookcentin ofa the
prisochiatrist tobe fired from Wellesley
racism. ' ' This conclusion by a
ners
found
in
Regina
and
Prince
Albert jails are Metis and Indian, he Hospital and from medical practice
federal judge offered no hope,
Campbell stated, since, as a Black said.
He mentioned that increased altogether.
Another resolution proposed sendPanther expressed it to him, "When
ing a telegram
prime
the Oc- minister
to police
everyone
one is guilty."
given
1970 crisis
and after
in Toronto
Golda to
MeirIsraeli
protesting
He thusis guilty,
definedno racism
as an power tober
recently
were
effective
weapons
of
Israeli aggression and in particular
ideology which "automatically feeds
into imperialism. . . the final the racist ideology. He concluded the alleged political frame-up of Dan
with an attack on the economic Vared, who has been accused of
system, saying "I am a believer in being a spy by Israel.
theInternational
perfectabilitySDSof Secretary
mankind."Marti Another telegram was to be sent to
sympathy
with students
Reife gave examples of racist ■express
U of T grad student runs for
the Universite
de Quebec
a Montrealof
policies supported
uni- who
versities aswell as bytheAmerican
government.
have been boycotting classes
She
professors
"IQ recently in ministrative
protest
addecision against
to demandan fees
Klux called
Klan." racist
The race
issue, shethe said,
by-election
CP in St. George
was being used to divide workers so in a single instalment at the beginning of the year.
U of T graduate student Brian family court judgship to fight what
There are nearly 2,000 students that such measures could be put into
Mossop has been nominated to run she has described as the distant, living in Victoria and St. Michael's
inelection
the March
St. GeorgeParty
by- from the common person — Tory Colleges and the Married StuHART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
under the15Communist
dents Residences; who could swing
government.
label.
Ontario NDP leader Stephen a close race. About 30,000 people
PRESENTS
Mossop, also a teaching assistant Lewis' administrative assistant Ellen voted in October 1971; Lawrence
involved in organizing the U of T Adams, a leading figure in the won easily with 16,916 votes to
Graduate Assistants Association, confederation of Residents and the Liberal's 7,424 and 5,801 for the
LOUISE COURVILLE,
flautist
feels the main issue in the election is Ratepayers Associations, is carrying NDP candidate.
PLAYING
the
NDP
banner.
However,
with
three
strong
the
Ontarioservices,
government's
cutbacksin The riding, bounded by Avenue candidates and no chance of the
in social
and notably
BACH, BARTOK, SCHUBERT
health and education.
falling,closer
the race
exand government
A press release issued by the Road,
UniversityQueen's
Avenues onPark
the west,
pected tobe much
than inis the
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27 ATI P.AA.
last
election.
Communist Party criticizes a $24 the lakefront on the south, ParliaMUSIC ROOM. HART HOUSE
ment Street on the east and Bloor
million cutback in the Metro School
Qualified persons hot on the voters
Board by the province and tuition Street on the north (with a sizeable lists can be enumerated between
fee risescationalininstitutions.
post-secondary edu- chunk tacked on to the north west March 3 and 8 by phoning 363-3458 or
side) contains large numbers of visiting the returning office at 77
students.
Richmond Street East.
The
release
also
attacks"
cuts
in
active hospital treatment beds,
S.M.G. ELECTIONS
"precisely when a surge forward in
health
necessary",
and
denial ofservices
right toisstrike
by hospital
workers.
S.M.C. Students' Union Presidential Elections: March 14 & 15
Increased taxation of corporations
Nominations open Feb. 28 and close Mar. 5.
PAINT IT PINK!
is the party's main solution to these
TWO
GREAT
PETER
SELLERS
FILMS:
Positions:
problems.
Mossop faces strong competition
Presidentas and
Vice-President of the Students' Union, to be
from all three major parties in the
elected
a ticket.
struggle for the seat held by
"The Pink Panther"
Allan Lawrence. Lawrence
***S.M.C. SAC Reps-5 to be elected.
and
resigned when he successfully ran
for Parliament last fall.
Campaigning begins Mar. 5 and ends Mar. 13.
Roy McMurtry, a close friend of
For information concerning the elections, contact S.M.C.
"The Parly"
Davis and influential Conservative
Students"
Union Office - Phone: 923-8893
Also
2
(yes
two)
'pink
panther'
cartoons!!
Party man, was nominated by the
Tuesday Feb. 27 at 8:00 p.m.
PC's
a
week
ago
yesterday,
the
same
in the Med. Sci. Auditorium
day former Toronto controller and
mayoralty candidate Margaret
Campbell was nominated by the
only 50' in advance at the Pharmacy Building
Liberals. Campbell resigned her
(19 Russell St.)
^j^s^ii You spend a lot of time reading.
&R3»fl WHY AREN'T YOU A
or 75{ at the door (Med.Sci. Auditorium door, that is)
BETTER READER ?
TAVERN
HOME OF BLUES&SOUL
You could be!
APPEARING THIS WEEK
READ FASTER 12 to 4 TIMES)
Ifcome
you'reand worried
about
the
Tories
at
Queen's
Park,
meet someone else who is too...
IMPROVE YOUR COMPREHENSION
DEVELOP SKILLS WITH TECHNICAL
MATERIAL, REPORTS, ETC.
»o
JIMMY REED
IMPROVE YOUR RECALL ABILITY
MARGARET CAMPBELL

Racism
By ELEANOR COLEMAN
Racism is not prejudice, but a tool
of ideology for controlling the
masses, University of Wisconsin
associate black literature professor
Finlay Campbell said Friday.
Speaking to a plenary session of
the Students for a Democratic Society teach-in, Campbell claimed
racism defines a group as being a
separate race, and then creates its
own system of justification of
superiority
be it religious, genetic, or
environmental.
Citing humourous examples,
Campbell explained "what racism
isn't".
He said that it had nothing to do
with psychological fear of a different
race or the obsessive-compulsive
isn't
"Racism
to persecute.
desire liking
about
or disliking,
but about
controlling..."
Thus, he classed television cha-

NEXT WEEK:
Big Mama Thornton
Mane* nmySit 130pm
133YONGE - 3664634

to
used
racter Archie Bunker not as a
racist, but simply as a bigot.
He likewise rejected the theory
that racism is a result of ignorance
and superstition. He described the
prejudiced white masses of America
as much as a victim to racist plots as
the minorities they persecute.
Campbell's
examples
of racist
actions
were specific.
He mentioned
the American Constitutional
Convention of 1787 where a black
person
as three-fifths
a man, was
and defined
an investigation
carriedof
by John C. Calhoun which
out
claimed to prove that one in eight
blacks were mentally defective.
Both were deliberate moves to
justify a system of economic exploitation whereby blacks remained
segregated as a ready labour force,
he charged. Similar theories existed
in Europe during the rise of modern
imperialism.

(Liberal
George's By-election)
HARTcandidate
HOUSE- St.DEBATES
ROOM
TUESDAY NOON
REFRESHMENTS
U of T STUDENT LIBERAL CLUB

The Toronto School of Dynamic Reading can do
this - and more1 We also offer life long mem
bership and many other features. Each of our
teachers has taught reading for over 5 years and
holds an Ontario Teaching Certificate. For a
',vo descriptive brochure, phone 921 6410, or drop
K a>i 3 in to; Suite 650, 86 Bloor Street W.
oo
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U ofT
prof, women
discuss
male
sex
role something less
arose out of trying to analyse and
"What
I havesexualit
talking
she hoped
that to"menbe of view an imaginary reconstruction whom she finds to be s
about malebusines
roles sanddo male
assess the problems of women's willClarkbe said
y?
stimulated
enough
than
spectacular
from the point of
of
a
certain
attitude
that
leads
to
a
After all, women have been critical liberation and people's liberation in critical of their roles and the kinds of certain kind of behaviour on the part
view of her own sexual satisfaction. "
of men talking about female sex- the context of people trying
to
live
a
reactions
they
have
to
women,
esof
males,
in
other
words,
what
is
Both
male
and
female selfdestructive roles have
—and that's a fair criticism", liberated life style, Problems inwho are in any sense
to be
on "when you are dealing with challenged
said Uuality of
volved inthis are not only psycho- consciouspeciallyof women
T assistant philosophy
themselves as liberated going
in order to achieve a level
a guy who you suspect to be a classic
professor Lorenne Clark, inlogical but political as well, she said.
of "people questions
liberation,"aboutshe said. In
troducing herlecture on Male Roles "This is an attempt to stimulate
Clark discussed the situation in male
In chauvinist
the earlypig."
stages of most answering
changing
discussion among men about which
and Male Sexuality.
there is an imbalance of relationships, physical sexual con- the
position
of men and women
desire.
The lecture was presented as part themselves. Men and women have sexual
women."
t
a
c
t
i
s
emphasized
Clark
explained,
Clark assumed a change of both
been discussing female roles and
of the Women's Studies lecture female
"What does that reflect? What
but after a while sex on the part of necessary.
sexuality and we
series sponsored by the Inter) the problems of the liberated womenare the man becomes a kind of hangover internal and external situation was
disciplinary Studies course on are prepared to be very(women
critical
to come to grips with herself rather than an expression of love.
"Women Oppression and about what our roles have done to us trying
It is important to recognize that
"Because of social conditioning
as a woman, perhaps her immediate
not
are
men
Howeve
us.
cripple
r
d
Liberati
on,"
at
it's that old male women regard physical sex as an "societal roles enforce the roles that
'well,about
response t isstuff
Education auditoriuthe
m. Faculty of enagaging in enough of this kind of chauvinis
men initiating expression of love and they need it maintained.
lead
to this problem," Clark
Clark explained that the topic discussi
both for the love and the sex, so so "Society
response'
or
act
the"Insexual
."
on."
forces men into jobs and
explaining the female roie,
questions arise such as in what way they"It wait
also and
seemshope."
that most men do careers that necessarily cut them off
is the male role complementary?
their sexuality and productive
a woman's sexual passion from
personal relations with women and
'Why was the female role of passivity asperceive
MBA/LLB
an
expression
of
love
for
them",
Similarly for women their
children.
at theregarded
same time
and a unique opportunity
Innovation. Serendipity
fear being
as sex"most
objectsmenby
ableGiven
to develop?
"
men's ' behaviour
that is and
role has cut
emerges.
them offandfromdepende
observed by all, there exists a mental their women". This Clark concludes, passive
havingntanything other
set of attitudes that men must have. "makes it extremely difficult for a than children and men as the source
The Faculty of Administrative Studies and Osgoode Hall Law
Clark presented from a female point woman to be frank with a man of their gratifica and identity.
tion
"
School at York University announce a joint programme leading
to the MBA and LLB degrees. This is a four year graduate
programme with a number of specializations available.
begins in September 1973 with a limited enrollment It
Key speakers
absent from debate
To discuss the programme and answer questions there will
By
JOHN
CAMPBELL
everything
from railway prices Quebec he stated, "if (Quebec) overbe a bag lunch information meeting at 1 :00 p.m. on Tuesday,
A conference held to discover between Regina
February 27, in Penndarves Room, International Student
and Vancouver to "Short-notice"
comes it'santi-socialist
tendencies."
what
contribution
the
church
can
replacement
MauWar Measures Act. He would
Centres, 33 St. George St.
£
make toward a reconciliation of the the
rice Vailieres of the Nationalist
only
be
satified
with
an
independent
Mouvement nationales des
French-English division in Canada,
All invited - for further information, call
Quebecois, the renamed St. Jean
got off to a faltering start on Friday
Professor D.N. Thompson at 667-2533.
when key speakers Parti quebecois
Baptiste Society, said that he had
chief economist Jacques Parizeau
been told the title of the conference
but that was all he could find out
and Le Devoir editor Claude Ryan
about
it before his arrival.
failed to appear. Both were attenANNIE'
S
ding
a
PQ
convention
in
Laval,
At one point, Vailieres explained
471 Bloor St.PLA
W. CE
planned several months in advance.
in detail how a train porter in MonThe absence of the Quebec
treal provoked his nationalist
Dance Floor & Lounge Open Wed. - Sal. 8:00 p.m. - 1:30 a.m. spokesmen apparently caught the
feelings by speaking to him in
English
instead of French.
conference
organizers
and
the
others
Fully Licensed
speakers unprepared. Reverend Ben
Ontario social development miNO COVER - NO MINIMUM
Smillie of St. Andrews College,
nister Robert Welch, first to adSaskatoon, prefaced his remarks by
dress the gathering, stressed the
need for a better appreciation of the
saying he had written his speech in
Meals
99c
s1.99
religious forces that draw people
Now Appearing:
"about 10 minutes."
Called
upon
to
present
"a
solidly
together.
western viewpont of the French fact
PLIMSOL
"The Holy Spirit," he said, "is the
in Canada", Smillie criticized Laval professor Raymond Lemieux unifying force in secular and
Laval University
THE COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
religious
affairs." sociology proPRESENTS
fessor Raymond Lemieux comTHE FIRST
pleted Friday's speech-making
with
a complicated
account of three
FREE FILMS
HARRY TOPPER MEMORIAL
different "languages" the church
could use in its approach to political
LECTURE
Experimental Art & Science Films
problems. The first of these, he said,
PRESENTS
(HAND ANIMATION, COMPUTER ANIMATION,
would be that of an uninvolved
DANCE FILMS)
observer of the social scene, the
second, of an organization with
by Norman McLaren, ^ohn Whitney
specified interests in various social
James Whitney, The Senses Bureau
DR. GERSH0N WINER
institutions such as education and
and others
finally
that of a source of theological
MP 203, Tuesday, Feb. 27, 8:00 P.M.
RENOWNED AUTHORITY ON YIDDISH LITERATURE,
AT
teachings which is concerned only
JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY - AUTHORORDAINED
with universal values.
THE
FOUNDING FATHERS OF ISRAEL (BLOCH, OF1971)
"The church cannot be silent," he
declared, "It must testify to
ON
something — the values of justice,
WITH THE HART HOUSE
fraternity, and reconciliation."
"THE SHTETL THE KIBBUTZ, & THE SUBURB
MUSIC COMMITTEE
SERVICES
Aservice.
newESSAY
andOriginality,
complete
TEHMPAPER
IN YIDDISH LITERATURE"
quality,
and
Sfcuritv
dictate
our
policy.
Tues. Feb. 27, 4:30 p.m.
Louise Courviiie flautist
Phone:
Hours:
HILLEL HOUSE, 186 ST. GEORGE
S at.Mon.-Fri.
- Son. 961-6150
9 am3 pm-10
-5 pm pm
TUES. FEB.-27, 1 P.M., MUSIC ROOM
Professional Typing Done
300 AVENUE ROAD
Heat Exchange rock
WEDS. FEB. 28, 12 NOON, EAST COMMON ROOM
WANTED!
Get a new look
at life with
Patrick LI pianist
TWO CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES
Contact
Lenses!
WEDS. FEB. 28, 8:30, GREAT HALL
Preference will be given to a First or Second
Year undergraduate student. Working
knowledge
an
asset. of French and/or Italian would be
Carolyn Gadiel pianist & violinist
Apply
in writing
in campus
affairs,stating
to: qualifications particularly activity
THURS., MAR. 1, 1:00 P.M., MUSIC ROOM
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
SIMCOE HALL
OPTICIANS
Sharon Tuttle and baroque group
BEFORE: TUES. MARCH 6
70 BLOOR ST. W.
SUN., MAR. 4, 8:00 P.M., GREAT HALL
5 P.M.
924-2159
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clean
BOOK

up
SALE

50% off our complete book stock
history, women's
of art, poetry,
liberation,
labor,sociology,
socialism,philosophy,
etc.

ATTN: STUDENTS FROM RURAL
ONTARIO AND QUEBEC
We aie looking for people in urban schools
who were previously living in rural Ontario
and Quebec that would be interested in
being tarinterviewed
documen-is
y. The purpose offorthisa Video
documentary
to relate to the students still in school in
rural
areas what
is happening
i.e. housing,
communes,
clinics,in-llte
work,cities
etc.
If at all interested please contact:
JERRY MCNEILL
967-5025

commencing: MONDAY, Feb. 26
hours: 11:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
vauguard Bookstore
334 Queen Street W.
(near Spadina, 363-9618)

MESSIANIC
STUDY OF
THE HEBREW
SCRIPTURES
—led by rachmiel frydland
(and others) b.a.,m.a.
Mondays 5-6 p.m.
Rm. 590 Sid Smith
students
races and
and non-students
cultures invitedof all
nu?t

VARSITY

ARENA

O.U.A.A.
HOCKEY

PLAYOFFS

Varsity has qualified
Tuesday
Toronto February
and York27 at 8:00 P.M. Eastern Section Playoff Between
Friday March 2nd at 6:30 P.M. & 9:00 P.M. - SEMI-FINALS
Saturday March 3rd at 8:00 P.M. - FINALS
Tickets On Sale Now A t
Athletic Office & Varsity Arena
Prices:
General Admission $1.00
Reserved $2.00

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION BENSON BUILDING - 320 HURON ST.
The following activities are still open for Registration in Room 230 - Benson Building Between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
THURSDAY
TUESDAY
FRIDAY
TIME
WEDNESDAY
MONDAY
8:00

Contemporary Danes Composition - DS
8:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m.

9:00
Claim*

Tennis Recreational - SG
Badminton nocreaiionai ■ ub

Tennis Recreational - SG
Badminton Recreational - UG

10:00

Tennis Recreational - SG
Badminton - Recreational - UG

Badminton - Recreational - UG
Fencing - Beginners - FG
Golf-GC
Ballet 1 - DS

1 IsOO

Basic Contemporary Dance Composition
11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. -OS
Tennis - Intermediate - SG
Badminton - Intermediate - UG

12:00
noon

Basic Contemporary Danes Composition

Jazzt-DS
Fsnclng - Intermediate ■ SG
Tennis- Beginners -SG
Badminton - Beginners - UG
Archery - AR
Golf-GC

1:00

Contemporary
Dance -Composition
|cont'd)
Tennis
Recreational
SG
Badminton Recreational - UG
Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG
Synchronized Swim - Pool
Ballet 1 - DS
Fencing intermediate - FG
Tennis - Beginners - SG
Badminton Recreational - UG
GOlf - GC
Non-Swim - Pool
Ballet - Beginners - DS
Tennis - Beginners - SG
Badminton - Intsrmsdiafe - UG
Golf-GC

Contemporary8:00Dance
a.m. Composition
- 10:00 a.m.- DS
Tennis
- SG I1R
flirlminrnn• Recreational
Rorrc-ilinml
Contemporary Danes Composition (cont'd)

Contemporary Dance Intermediate - DS
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Tennis - Recreational - SG

Fencing - Intermediate - F6
Contemporary Dance - Beginners - DS
Golf-GC

Archery
Badminton- AR- Beginners - UG
Ballet I-DS
Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - fG

FAnrlnn
- Fftru
1Synchronized
UrLilULJ - InlArniDillDlA
llrLQI Swim
[JICjUIGLU- Pooi
Goll-GC
Tennis - Beginners - SG
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Ballet U- OS
Basic Contemporary Dance Composition - DS
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Badminton - Intermediate - UG
Golf-GC

Ballet - Beginners - DS
Fencing - Beginners - FG
Badminton - Beginners - UG

Contemporary Danes - Intermediate - DS
Fencing --Intermediale
Advanced/ Intermediate
Tennis
- SG - FG
Badminton - Beginners - UG

Jazz 1 --DSIntermediate - SG
Tennis
Badminton - Beginners - UG
Archery -AR

Fencing - Beginners - FG
Golf-GC
Tennis - Intermediate - SG
Badminton
- BeginnersDance
• UG Composition
Basic Contemporary

Fencing ■ Intermediate. - FG
Tennis - Advanced - SG
Badminton • Intermediate - UG
Archery - Ar
Contemporary Dance - Beginners - OS

Contemporary Dance I DS
Badminton - Intermediate - UG
Golf-GC

Badminton - Intermediate • UG
Apparatus
L6
ContemporaryGymnastics
Dance - -Intermediate
- DS
Golf-GC

Scottish Country
Dance - DS- UG
Badminton
- Intermediate
Tsnnis - Advanced
(cont'd) - SG
Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG

Diving - Pool
Non-Swim • Pool
Fencing • Beginners - FG
Golf - GC

Junior - Swim - Pool
Contemporary Dance - Beginners - OS
Badminton - Intermedials - UG
Golf-GC

Junior - Swim - Pool
Tennis - Advanced - SG
Badminton - Intermediate - UG
Golf - GC

Badminton
Jazz
II - DS- Intermediate - UG
Tennis - Intermediale - SG
Diving - Pool

3:00

Tennis - Beginners - SG
Archery - AR
Golf-GC

4:00

Junior Swim - Pool
Jazz II - OS
Fencing - Advanced/ Intermeddle
Tennis - Recreational - SG
Badminton - Recreational ■ UG
Golf-GC
Contemporary Dance Club
Golf - Recreational - GC - 5:30 ■ 7:00
Fencing - Recreational - 5:00 - 7:00

Non-Swim - Pool
Contemporary Dance - Intermediate - DS
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Golf-GC
Contemporary Dance 1 - DS
Tennis - Recreational • SG
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Golf-GC

Contemporary Dance 1 - DS
Modem Gymnastics - LG
Fencing - Beginners - FG
Badmlnlon - Intermediate - UG
Archery - AR
Golf-GC
Ballet 1 - OS
Tennis - Beginners - SG
Archery - AR
Gnll-GC
Diving - Pooi
Special Aquatics - Pool
Contemporary Dance 1 - DS
Modem Gymnastics - LG
Archery - AH
Golf - GC
Junior Swim -Pool
Jazz - Beginners - DS
Tennis - Recreational - SG
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Golf-GC
Folk Dance Performance - DS to 7:00
Golf - Recreational - GC - 5:30 - 7:00

p»m»
2:00
p*nt«

p*m«
5:00
p»m»
6:00
p.m.
7:00
p»m«
8:00
p*nt*

(cont'd]
Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate
- FG
Badminton - Beginners - UG

Slim 6 Trim - LG
Golf - Recreational - GC (cont'd)
Fencing ■ Recreational (cont'd)
Modern Gymnastics - LG
Tennis - Recreational - SG
Badminton • Recreational - UG
Bedminlnn - Recreational • UG

Ballet II - DS
Slim & Trim - LG
Jazz Performance - DS - to B:00

Folk Danes - Performance (cont'd)
Golf - Recreational - GC - (cont'd)

Jazz Performance - (cont'd)

Tennis - Recreational - SG
Badminton - "Gal & Guest" - UG
Tennis - Recreational - SG
Badminton - "Gal & Guest" - UG

Goll - GC
Badminton - Recreational - UG
Tsnnis
Non-Swim- Beginners
- Pool - SG
Fencing - Advanced/Intermediate - FG
Jazz - Beginners - DS
Olympic
Club - LG- SG4:00 - 6 00 p.m.
Tennis - Gym
Recreational
Badmlnlon - Recreational - UG
Golf - GC
Olympic Gym Club (cont'd)
Ballet
hi -OS - Recreational - FG
Table Tennis
Table Tennis - Recreational - FG
Contemporary Dance6:00Composition
- 8:00 - DS
Table Tennis (cont'd
- Recreational
FG
to 9:00 -p.m.)
Contemporary Dance Composition - DS
(cont'd)

Fencing - Beginners - FG
Tennis - Intermediate - SG
Ballet 1 - DS
Tennis - Recreational - SG
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Konzack

The Varsity IS

offers karate
dem
tration
at Benson
A campus karate and self-defence combining grace and ons
a class in women's self-defence in
power, stomach which an assistant smashed April
demonstration at the Benson analogous,
at the Scarborough YMCA
is an analogy, to a with a sledgehammer.
Building this Saturday proved once gymnast'sif there
The
Toronto
Academy
of
Karate
under
Konzak's
routine.
Individual
When
non-univesupervision.
rsity people asked
4?
again that you never know what your students of different ranks per- grew out of the women's selfbody
can
do
until
you
the class, Konzak set up a
enter
to
put
your
mind
defence class, a program that Konto it.
formed
beginner's
and
advanced
zak offered when he was approached separate program at Clinton Street
katas to show the various levels of
Black-belt instructor Burt Kon- skill.
Public School, also offering Washinzack of the Toronto Academy of Then Konzack staged a number of by a group of women students two Ryu
Katrate-Do, the style of karate
ago. Today
he's ofassisted
in the
Karate pharased it another way in displays which, though outwardly years
instruction
by some
the women
Konzak'sOnlymaster,
-over byOchiai.
some
Sensei Hidehiko
opening the demonstration. He spectacular, inwardly said much who originally requested the course. presided
pointed out that the aim of karate is about karate. One was the execution
The senior student, Francoise of Konzak's students come for the
to unite body and mind in har- of a slow deep-breathing kata, called Lemieux, a brown belt, is also a physical conditioning; others come
monious action, and then set out to Sancton, during which a student doctoral student in sociology. for the
mental discipline that Konzak stresses.
show exactly how.
ft
Another woman student is beginning
broke arms
heavyandplanks
over
Konzak's
The class, a women's self-defence bare
body.(Konzak had
program sponsored by the Benson circulated the boards immediately
prior
to
the
demonstration;
they
Building's
Department
of
Women's
Athletics and led by Konzak, held an were knotted and had a grain similar
open session in which students prac- to marble cake.)
ticed self-defence
The second demonstration saw
sportalk
sparring and kata. techniques, Konzak supporting himself between
dividual championship . . . Jerry
Kata is a series of manoeuvres two chairs with cinderblocks on his The University of Western Ontario
won the OUAA squash cham- Sovran scored two free throws in the
pionship for the third consecutive last seconds of the championship
year at York University yesterday.
night to earn UniverThe Western team won all of its six game Saturday
of Windsor Lancers a 76-75
No decision on interdisc courses
matches for a total score of 27. victorysity over
Waterloo University and
OUAA basketball title. Windsor
By BOB BETTSON
previously met in closed session, has
department representative Toronto was second with 23 points the
now moves on to the CIAU finals
The Academic Standards Com- been the focus of student criticism English
York
third
with
20.
Queen's
had
to exempt the English department and
scheduled
for Waterloo March 2.
17, Waterloo 13. McMaster five and
mit e ofthe Faculty of Arts and for several years. It has no student from the decision was defected 11-7. Trent
Western defeated
Science split Friday on a move for members and its meeting are secret.
He argued that the earlier decision Toronto none.
4-1, York 3-2. and Waterloo, Sovran was fouled with Waterloo
reconsideration of their earlier Dean Bob Greene said at the should not apply to the other
holding a 75-74 lead and quickly
refusal to approve four in- beginning of the meeting that he was divisions in arts and science; Trent,
McMaster.defeated
and Queen's
5-0 scored
each.
Toronto
York 4-1,
on the two foul shots to end
terdisciplinary courses.
not aware of any previous observers physical sciences, social sciences, Queen's 3-2 and Trent, McMaster
the
scoring. Waterloo trailed at one
No decision was reached because students or press attending the interdisciplinary studies and and Waterloo 5-0 each. Peter
stage in the first half by seven points
of adjournment but not before an meeting; but since this was a humanities.
A subsequent motion to reconsider Gudewill of Western won the in- and led 41-36 at halftime.
argument arose over the overlap of meeting of a committee of the
courses and how to deal with it.
Faculty of Arts Science Council, and the general question later and decide
A sub-committee of the General these are generally open, then he before the 1974-75 calendar passed
Committee is now looking at the could see no reason why a Varsity 11-5.
Le Cerde Francais de University College
Political Economy undergraduate
problem
overlap, particularly reporter should not stay.
with other offaculties.
There were no objections from the secretary Peter Silcox, a member of
The Social Science Curriculum
30 member body. The the editorial board of the calendar,
Committee had recommended approximately
committee has met in closed session defended the earlier decision and
PUB
NIGHT
refusing approval for four courses, a number of times each year to said that the editorial board had
three criminology and one physical approve curriculum changes, mark- decided to interpret the decision to
AAARDI LE27 FEVRIER
education, earlier passed by the
ing and examination policy and mean no Erindale course could be
A 6 HEURES
Interdisciplinary Studies Curriculum anything relating to the "academic listed in the downtown calendar.
TUCK SHOP, HART HOUSE
The committee also approved a
Committee, on the grounds that they standards" of the faculty.
Its membership is composed of request for pass-fail grading for a
duplicated offerings in the sociology
BIERE GRATUITE (avec carte)
department.
chairman of the 26 arts and science course in city politics headed by
Interdisciplinary Studies sent two departments or their alternates, as geography professor Jim Lemon.
of the courses back for reconsidera- well as a number of top ad- Professors J.M. Daniels and D.J.
Conacher (Classics) objected to a
tion and no decision was reached.
ministrators. Gre ne is chairman.
Innis principal Peter Russell
The committee also split on the statement by the interdisciplinary
lashed out at the earlier decision, meaning of an earlier decision not to representative that students were
being marked on their effort because
charging "I don't think this com- list Erindale courses in the St. success
in community organizing
mittee knows enough about these George campus calendar.
unclassified
Erindale dean Peter Robinson was hard to quantify.
courses and we have inadequate
Daniels
claimed
"it
is
a
dangerous
information to discuss the pro's and charged thederstand tcommittee
PART-TIME
Business
the printingis THESIS assistance and tutoring in English, Lit..
un- precedent for a student to be marked division ot Farbetteropportunity
he problems of"doesn't
Erindale.
Business ■Pfoducts
cons".
Philosophy. U S. History U of California
on
his
effort
rather
than
his
looking
for
above-ground
representative
to sell graduate, easy terms 222-6791
It
is
not
in
a
positon
to
understand
A' motion for reconsideration of
printing contracts. Easy work with good com- PLEASE
approval for the courses was passed all the issues involved."
GIVE US A HAND. Earlscourt
mis ion. For interesting person. Contact" D
which will be discussed at the next
Robinson demanded that the Dean James Cruise said that most Lawson, 297-3425
Project tutors.
desperately
needs 532-3303,
volunteer
meeting.
math and science
Call Alec:
students
preferred conventional HAVE YOU SEEN Battering Ram by David Community
college's
courses
be
listed
and
that
success."
The committee, whic* has always the committee interpret an earlier grading, according to a survey com- Freeman yet? Come! - to Tarragon Theatre 30 and help a high school student make it.
decision not to list Erindale life
pleted bythe New Program Review Bndgman pay-what-you
Ave. Tues. to Sun. at 8:30 Sun. ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, Port
sciences courses as only applying to Committee, which was reflected in tormatinee
Reservations. can at Sil-iUZ/ Credit.
Quiet adult building, near shopping
those subjects.
few students choosing pass-fail
and Go-Train.
1st.p.m.March.
The committee was deadlocked on grading when given the opportunity CANOE TRIPS: KIPAWA WILDERNESS ADVEN- 923-9372
between Available.
7:00 and 9:00
TURES from 2 to 8 weeks in length go to
the subject and a move by an to get a mark.
Temagami. northwestern Quebec, and the: U.C. COUNSELLING SERVICE, free
James
Bay watershed. Phone 488-5424 for a consultation about any personal problem
free brochure.
FOR SALE: Lenin, collected works, vols 1-44 $50
or closest olfer. Call: 964-0781 1-5 p.m.
ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old essays? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
GIRL HAS FURN. 3-room apt. to share with SERVICES,
961-6150, Mon.-Frl. 3 pm.same - near Spadina Subway. 925-4926
Graduate Students' Union
10 pm.; Sat.-Sun. 9 am. -5 pm. Professional
MUSKRAT COAT, light colour, size 18. Excellent typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.
condition. Call 444-2714.
S.E.A.L. RESUME SERVICE tor student
EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe. Greece |Ob seekers. Accurate layout and priming
ELECTIONS
and Turkey departs June 5lh for 3 months $600. SS 00 for SO copies. Lowest price in lown.
plus $215 return flight to England. Phone Phone 966-3900.
Peter 922-5006.
WHY FREEZE?
Used -fur202coatsSpadina
from $1 Ave.
0 00
for the offices of
Paul
MagderQueenFurs
QUEBEC
SKI
TOUR
March
17-22
$69.
5
full
(Between
&
Dundas)
Excellent
days accommodation
of skiing at Mt. St.included.
Anne. AllWrite:
transportation
and
Canadian selection ot fun furs, trade ins accepter1
President
We buy used
furs 363-6077. Mon-Sal 9-6
Ski Tours, 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington or Thur-Fri
till 6 pm.
Phone: Goid Allan. 247-2339.
JACKET dark muskrat, A| condition, size 12
Vice-President
EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to
straight Lamb
back, Coat
lovely with
with Black
slack Mink
suits. Collar.
Wso black
Persian
Size LONOON from $79 one way orSISS return
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
12 HU 1-9222 After 6.
For the 1973-74 Academic Year
GeorgeStudent
St., Toronto
YOUNG COUPLE, child on the way (father AOSC,
962-840444AND- St.
or SAVE
your
Council. 5.4-16BOOK
(1 MAY 1973-30 APRIL 1974)
teaches U of T, mother works OISE) desires EARLY
house-sitting for professor-on -leave, Starting TRAVELLING EUROPfc INTERNAA rare new collection of memoTIONAL STUDENT l,D. card, student
May, for year.afterv2 6.hr or less on TTC to Campus.
rabilia adorns, the walls and an
964-9283,
.ailpass, car rentals, cheapest and most
WILL BE HELD ON FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1973
•Jependable
charter flights, camping tours
engaging mixture of patrons raise
WOMEN (only) connected in any way with ate. all available
now from: AOSC, 44 St
Nominations are now open, and must be received by 5 p.m.,
their glasses. Lunch from noon
psychiatry,
tolor bea term
informally
&Callanonymously
7680
George
St..
Toronto
Friday, March 9, 1973. Nomination forms and further
interviewed
paper.
Rita
921Student Travel co-op5. 416
owned- 962-8404.
by your (The
stu'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a
information are available at the Graduate Students' Union
delightfully different daily special.
dent
Council)
Office,
16
Bancroft
Ave.
Phone
928-2391
PUPPIES!
HEALTHY
PUPPIES!
Mostly
Labrador
Surrounded by The Sutton Place,
Retnever - nominal fee. Sons and daughters of ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICc, on Wellesley at Bay.
mild-mannered,
essays.
French. typewriters.
Latin - exper-86
some bitch. Goodobedient,
upbringingaffectionate,
with loving handcare theses, ienced
typists -- electric
The Bull and The Bear
Call: 923-7928.
Bloor St. W Ste. 670, 922-7624.

Monday, February 26, 1973

Editor Bob Gauthter
Phone 923-4053

s
sport
Swim

Blues

win

lopsided
victory
By ANNE LLOYD
fry, with Twohig fourth and Eldar
University of Toronto Blues swept fifth. Peeling and Macponald then
to their 13th OUAA (OQUAA) swim- joined team-mates Nick Rottman
ming title Friday and Saturday at and Russ Farquhar to win the 400
Waterloo, scoring 507 points to medley relay.
Blues also fared well in the
Waterloo's
327 and apparently
Western's 303.not breasLstroke
events, with Wayne
Blues were
weakened by the retirement of such Phillips second. Rottman fourth and
Eldar
sixth
in
the 100, and Sebben
past oustanding performers as Ross second and Rottman
third in the 200.
Ballantyne, Alex Fedko, Mike
Divers Tim Beane and Alex Lau
Guiness, and Jim Shaw.
Returning to the University of added to Toronto's total as Lau dove
Waterloo, site of their 1971 CIAU consistently to take fourth in the 3
seventh in the 1 metre and
triumph, Blues seemed a little weak metre,
in the individual medley events (with finished fourth overall. Beane, a
a second in the 200 by rookie Dave rookie, dove well to make both finals
Wilkin and a third in the 400 by in his first major competition.
newcomer Shawn Laari the best The competition results at this
showings), and weaker still in the year's meet were noticeably closer,
backstroke, where they had to settle even in the Consolation Finals, than
for a fourth from Russ Farquhar in last year. Coach Campbell felt this
the 200 and a fifth from veteran John was largely due to the introduction
of time standards as the criteria for
Twohig in the 100.
Toronto more than compensated determing who goes to the CIAU
Whereas previously only the
for this 'frailty' by completely meet.
first two swimmers in each event
dominating the freestyle events. On- went
to
the CIAU finals, now all
ly Ottawa's John Duncan managed
to break the Blues' stranglehold, and event winners plus any swimmer
he needed a record-breaking per- meeting a predetermined time standard qualify. Under this system, the
formance toupset Jim Adams in the
200 free.
OUAA stands an excellent chance of
winning the conference title at the
Adams, inperformances,
one of the setmeet's
outstanding
new CIAU meet, as the conference
OUAA records winning both the 50 should field a team of 48 swimmers.
Although the final team has not
and 100-yard freestyle events.
been determined, Campbell felt
Adams' time of 21.7 in the heats of yet
the 50 free was good enough to set a that at least 12 and possibly 14 Blues
new Canadian native record for the will make the trip to Calgary. The
event. Adams, along with Bob nationals should boil down to a three
Peeling, Wilkin and Twohig, was team race, with the universities of
also a member of the winning 400- British Columbia, Alberta and
Toronto fighting it out for the team
yard freestyle relay team.
title.
In
the
1650
freestyle.
Toronto's
Shawn Laari, John Sebben and Dave However, given Saturday's performances, Blues must be rated
Chutter made it a 1-2-3 sweep, with
as favourites to regain the title they
another
Schappert, Blue's
sixth. swimmer, Dave lost last year to McGill University.
Sebben, an outstanding and The following are the results of the
versatile rookie, also placed second 18 event meet:
in the 500 free and the 200 breast,
1 meter springboard diving: 1.
while coach Robin Campbell gave Lester Newby, Waterloo, 382.40
"Rookie
of the Meet' honours to (points); 2. Doug Darling, Western,
Dave Chutter.
378.30; 3. Tom Kinsman, York,
Chutter finished fifth in the 200 321.65.
free, third in the 1650 free and then
200 yard butterfly: 1. Byron
swam a fine race to take the 500 free. MacDonald, Toronto, 1:55.9 (new
Along with John Peters, Sebben, OUAA record); 2. John Duncan,
Laari and Chutter took second in the Ottawa, 2:00.6; 3. John Pearson,
800 free relay.
Toronto also dominated the Queen's,
50 yard2:01.5.
freestyle: 1. Jim Adams,
butterfly, with oustanding per- Toronto, 22.1; 2. George Steplock,
formances from Byron MacDonald McMaster, 22.4; 3. Dave Wilkin,
in both the 100 and 200 yard events. Toronto, 22.6.
In the 200, MacDonald shaved
200 yard backstroke: 1. Wes
McConnelL Western, 2:05.5; 2. Eric
almost
seconds
old recordseven
of 2:02.5
to winoff inPeeling's
the new Robinson, Waterloo, 2:07.9; 3. Dave
OUAA record time of 1:55.9.
Wilson, Waterloo, 2:09.2.
Peeling was fourth in the event
200 yard individual medley: 1.
and Zvi Eldar sixth. MacDonald also Bill Kennedy, Western, 2:05.5; 2.
set a new OUAA record in the 100 Dave Wilkin, Toronto, 2:06.8; 3. Rob
Herman,
Queen's,freestyle:
2:10.2. 1. John
200 yard
Chairmanship won Duncan
Ottawa, 1:48.4; 2. Jim
A ' student has won 1 the Adams, Toronto, 1:48.6; 3. Ian
chairmanship of an official uni- Taylor, Waterloo, 1:52.2.
versity committee.
200 yard breaststroke: 1. Rob
However, the committee involved, Jones, McMaster, 2:21.9; 2. John
the Faculty of Arts and Science Sebben, Toronto, 2:23.0; 3. Nick
Library Committee, is mainly ad- Rottman, Toronto, 2:26.3.
visory and the student election was
400 yard freestyle relay: 1.
by acclamation. Eight faculty Toronto, 3:19.8; 2. Guelph, 3:26.1; 3.
members and seven students sit on Waterloo, 3:27.4.
1650 yard freestyle: 1. Shawn
the committee, giving the students
more say than on most other uni- Laari, Toronto, 18:09.0; 2. John
versity bodies.
Sebben, Toronto, 18:17.6; 3. Dave
Chairman Bob Bettson (Trin H) Chutter, Toronto, 18:19.4.
100 yard butterfly: 1. Byron
says the committee is unlikely to
meet during the rest of the 1972-73 MacDonald, Toronto, 52.2; 2. John
academic year; its main duties will Pearson, Queen's, 54.7; 3. Brad
occur, he says, next year when it will Walker, McMaster, 56.1
100 yard freestyle: 1. Jim
likely actmittee,asadvising
a library
users'policy.
com- Adams,
Toronto, 48.7; 2. George
on library

B
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Blues' Gary Wicks performed on the parallel bars Saturday at York.

finish
By GARY WICKS
Wicks finished with 41.8 all-round
points to dividual
leadstandings.
BluesBoth
in theBryaninAlcock and Rick Jeysman gave
excellent free-exercise routines
and vaults, and Brian Euler's
performance
38.9 and
allround points, earned
and JohnhimKelly
Arnold Bishop demonstrated
more control and flexibility than
in any previous meet this year.
Although Varsity was never in
contention for first place team
standings. Blues gave com-

Gymnasts
teamYorkwonUniversity's
the Carron gymnastics
Trophy for
the second consecutive year this
weekend, with McMaster Univerfinishing second
third.sityToronto
was 20 andpointsQueen's
back
of Queen's at 179 for fourth place.
McMaster University competitor Steve Mitruk captured the
Werry Cup for the fourth consecutivedually,year,threescoring
indivi-of
points53.6ahead
York's Tom Kinsman.
Individually for Toronto, Gary

fourth
mendable performances for a
squad allowed only four hours
practice time in a gym which is 50
years out of date. Each of the
three gymnastics teams Blues
were competing against practice
at least 15 hours a week in
modern gymnasia.
Mt Master's Mitruk will be
enrolled at Toronto next year and
may take over coaching duties
from Julio Roncon who has left
for Switzerland after seven years
as Toronto's gymnastics coach.

Blues undefeated
in regular play
University of Toronto hockey Blues swept to their goal of the afternoon midway through tile first period.
Toronto seemed to lose ground to Laurentian in the
first undefeated season since 1954-55, trouncing Laurentian Voyageurs 9-4 in Sudbury yesterday afternoon. final 20 minutes, even though the team outscored the
Sudbury
squad 4-3 in that period.
Blues'
final regularBlues
seasonfinished
leaguetheir
recordbestis season
now 17-0-0.
Voyageurs held Blues to the lone goal during the first
Appropriately,
in 18
years at Laurentian, the same university team that had period through tight positional hockey, with the wingers
robbed Varsity of the chance to go undefeated last year. closely watching their checks. Blues had numerous
in the first period but failed to find the
In the final game of regular season play last year opportunities
Toronto lost to Laurentian 5-3 in Sudbury. The loss also mark for the most part.
Laurentian
defencemen were noticeably more
cost Blues first place in the Eastern Section of the
OUAA, than
a position
offensive minded in the game than were Blues' blueline
more
Toronto.they ceded to York with a single point defenders,
apparently attempting to hem Toronto into
Scoring for Toronto were Nick Holmes with two its own end and carry the play.
Toronto now goes on to play York tomorrow night at
goals, while singles came from Bill Fifield, Rick Leroy,
Bruce Herridge, Bill Buba, Ivan McFarlane, Warren Varsity Arena while Queen's travels to Laurentian for
Anderson, and Mike Keenan. For Laurentian was the sectional semi-finals.
The OUAA semi-finals and finals will be held at
John Vanderburg, David Morris, Bill Best, and Ed
Varsity Arena next Friday and Saturday.
Taylor with one goal apiece.
Blues' weresquad,
expecting
a toughfromscrappy
Blues Notes: Blues' record under coach Tom Watt
Laurentian
but, aside
a few hometown
relatively
at 111-10-9 over the past eight regular league
minor altercations the "Vees" didn't seem like the same stands
seasons
... this is the first year under Watt that Blues
team that threw their collective weight around in
Toronto December 4, when Varsity came from behind a have had a perfect season, although Blues have only lost
one game in five of the past seven seasons . . . Blues
one goal first period deficit to win 5-2.
As in the previous game this season between the two should have little trouble defeating York tomorrow
teams Toronto won the game in the second period on a night. In other games this season Varsity has defeated
three goal spree, after taking a 1-0 lead on Holmes first York by 8-5 and 7-4 scores . . .
Steplock, McMaster, 48.9; 3. John Sebben, Toronto, 5:10.7; 3. George (Farquhar, MacDonald, Peeling,
Duncan, Ottawa, 49.6.
Rottman), 3:46.9; 2. McMaster,
100 yard breaststroke: 1. Rob Roy, Waterloo, 5:12.5.
(Pugliese. Jones, Walker, Steplock),
400 yard individual medley: 1. 3:53.1;
Jones, McMaster, 1:04.5; 2. Wayne
Western, (Chesworth,
Phillips, Toronto, 1:05.3, 3. Darrell Ian Taylor, Waterloo, 4:34.6; 2. Wes Wielgosz, 3.Hebert,
Burton), 3:55.7.
Kenner,
Queen's,
1:05.7.
McConnell,
4:38.0~ 3.
Laari, Western,
Toronto, 4:40.6.
100 yard backstroke: 1. Bill Shawn
800
yard
freestyle
3 metre diving: 1. Doug Darling, Toronto (Laari, Sebben, relay:
Chutter,1.
Kennedy, Western, 56.3; 2. George
Western,
402.95
(points);
2.
Lester
Ruderman),
7:58.0;
2.
Guelph
(CarSteplocjic, McMaster,
58.2;" 3. Wes Newby, Waterloo, 399.40 ; 3. Larry michael, Huntley, Fairweather,
McConnell,
Western, 58.4.
O'Shea), 7:33.2; 3. Waterloo, (Roy,
500 yard freestyle : 1 . Dave Cebulski, Western, 334.35.
400 medley relay: 1. Toronto McEwan, Murray, Mahoney), 8:03.2.
Chutter, Toronto, 5:10.3; 2. John

Occupation

Noon

Math

continues

rally

demand

staffing voice
By GREG McMASTER
Students occupying the mathematics department offices last
night reaffirmed their earlier decision to remain until a "satisfactory
response" their demands was received from math chairman
George Duff.to They
want the rehiring of three fired professors and
some student control over staffing policy. After rejecting an"
offer from arts and science dean Bob Greene to set up a vaguelydefined committee to engage in "substantive discussion" of the
issues involved, they said they would welcome a response from Duff
atcourses
today'sof noon-hour rally, which has been called to consider further
action. The meeting will be held in the department offices
on the fourth floor of Sidney Smith Hall.
After Duff had refused to comment on their central demands at
an 1 1 am Sid Smith rally over 300 students streamed up the Sid Smith
stairs, seizing the departmental office and half of the corridor. A
unidentified man tried to guard the office door in vain, but had to
change
his cries
of "You past
can'thi
go in here" tom.
"At least let me get out" 1§
as students
clambered
The meeting, which had begun in the first-floor lobby, was 5
immediately reconvened by chairperson Dave Depoe. It formalized !
the demands that student wanted satisfied before they woud leave • f
"That Duff offer a contract to Stephen Salaff for 1973-74 and write a *
letter to president Evans recommending
that professors David
^
and Michael Mather be given tenure; and • That students be Spring
given Students gathered in the corridor outside Math chairman George Duff's office vote on demands submitted
immediate and substantial representation and effective
decisionmaking power on all departmental bodies, including those dealing ■
THE
with hiring, firing and tenure of faculty".
A press release was prepared, stating these demands and
announcing that the students "are staying here until we get a
satisfactory response".
Committees were struck to obtain food and gather support from
other students,
and a "continuity committee" was formed to
activities.
coordinate
By late last night, about 50 students were preparing to stay
overnight, and 200 more had vowed to return in the morning. The U
of T police had set up operations in a classroom down the hall from
VOL 93, No. 5 5
the students, and kept a watchful eye on the proceedings.
Aunanimous statement of support for the demands, as well as
TORONTO
WED., FEB. 28, 1973
gifts
"of
$25
each,
were
received
from
the
Sociology
Student
Union
and the Graduate Sociology Association, which both met last night
None of SAC president Eric Miglin or vice-presidents Ross Flowers
or John Helliwell however, even showed up at the occupation.
Discussions with Greene to set up negotiations collapsed last
night when students turned down his demand that they leave the I building before discussions with Duff continue. Students told Greene
that in previous meetings with Duff, "we've been ignored as if we're
the last thought in anyone's mind".
When asked if Duff has the authority to write the letter being
demanded, Greene answered "I don't think your question makes
sense". He had earlier made references to the normal "appeal
mechanisms",
full use of. which he felt the professors concerned had not made
He was reminded that they had little information on which to
base an appeal, since they had been given no reason for their
dismissal. Greene admitted that even he didn't know who was on the
math department's tenure committee, other than its chairman, Duff.
Students told Greene "all that was offered was a meeting. That is
no guarantee that anything will be done. We're going to stay until he |
writes those letters".
I
One student answered Greene's refusal to set up a meeting s
between Duff and the students with the question "Would you be I
willing to set up such a meeting if we occupied the whole building, if »
picket lines were set up to close down the university, like at the J
University of Quebec?"
Greene didn't respond. 4.
The occupiers then agreed to stay, pending Duff's response/and
Professor Chandler Davis (right)
tells Math
chairmanStory,
George
decisions
by himself.
pageDuff3. (left) that he shouldn't make
the decisions of today's mass rally.
U of Q
students
MONTREAL (CUPI) - Despite a
versity's demand for prompt paycourt injunction against their strike,
ment discriminates against students
from low-income families, the
students
at
l'Universite
du
Quebec
a
Montreal plan to continue their
boycott of classes.
At Monday night's meeting,
About 3,000 of the university's students also demanded the lifting of
13,000 students voted overwhelming- the injunction which bars picketing
ly Monday night at Paul Sauve Arena of university buildings before they
to continue the strike which has would resume negotiations with the
paralysed the university since administration. Students are .also
January 26.
demanding that the administration
The students are striking to take no reprisals against studants
protest the university ad- who have participated in the strike.
ministration's attemptsofto academic
impose a The strike is to continue until a
deadline for payment
reached. for
agreement
fees. The students want to be able to negotiated
The students
plan to iscampaign
pay their fees in instalments during
(Communiamong CEGEPS
the three years after they leave the support
in
universities
and other
ty Colleges)Besides
university, and only if they find work Montreal.
organizing
a study
in their field of study. The uni- day for later in the week, they will

vote
to continue
boycott
hold a demonstration this Friday in contrasted with a poorly attended the teachers' and maintenance
front of the Palais de Justice meeting held February 25 by student workers' unions have asked their
(courthouse) when ten UQAM opposing the strike. Only about 600
respectthethemonth-long
students'
students are to appear on charges of people
attended the meeting members
picket linesto during
violating the injunction and of organised by "The Silent Majority strike.
causing
disturbances
while
Committee". Administration- backed
The picketing was broken up
picketing.
groups have attempted and failed, February 22 when Montreal riot
The striking students received throughout the strike, to break stu- police
drove their motorcycles
messages
of support from the Cengroups of striking students.
solidarity. was designed to through
tral des enseignants
du Quebec, (the Thedentinjunction
The administration denied
open
the
university
but,
because
the
teachers
union)
local
teachers'
unresponsibility
the police actions
ions, and several CEGEPS as as professors' union* voted to hold study but it was in theforprocess
of obtaining
from social science students well
sessions
until
the
injunction
is
lifted,
at
the
the court injunction declaring the
Universite de Montreal who are also few classes have been held. The strike
illegal
and
preventing
boycotting classes to protest the fees administration has told the teachers picketers from approaching within
policy. Students at the
their study sessions are illegal.
feet of any UQAM building.
CEGEP announced theyRosemount
will hold The adrninistratiOD sent letters to 500
Student leaders were served the
study sessions
until
the
UQAM
inthe
university's
maintenance
junction islifted.
injunction
while they were
workers in an attempt to justify its
negotiating with UQAM rector Leo
Monday's
meeting sharply actions against the students. Both Dorais.
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AND

HERE
TODAY
all day
Nominations for Victoria College SAC
representativeformationarecontactnowthe open.
more in-in
VUSACFor office
Wy mi Iwood.
10 am
Blood Donor Clinic in Trinity College, at the
Buttery. Everyone is noon
welcome. Till 4 pm.
of T Women
for Abortion
LawMeeting
Repeal. ofAllthenew Uwomen
are welcome.
At the
Film Room. Innis College.
Free
Films
by
8elson
and
Whitney,
at
Odeon
Innis, 63 St- George Street.
All students interested in the SSSC platform
for
upcoming
SSSCthetrailer,
at 215SACHuronelections
Street.come to the
"The
South
Vietnam
Political
Prisoners":
public lecture by Don Luce, eyewitness
to the
infamous
Tiger
Cages
of
Con
Som.
Sidney
Smith
Hall. Room 2117. Til!
2
pm.
12:15 pm
Mass sit-in to protest dosing of SACpress
and lockout
SAC
office. of Workers. At the basement ol the
General Information1 pmSession re: the Graduate
Program
in Business
at York inUniversity
for students
who are(M.BAI
graduating
Arts or
Engineering
at
the
Bachelors
level.
At Room 416
of the Galbraith Building.
General Information Session re: Harvard
University
School
of Business —be deferred
enrolment policy1975
— students
accepted
Now
into the
M.BA could
programme.
At Room
1021, Sidney Smith 5:15Hall.pm
Organizational"Committee.
meeting of SACpressfrom Bustthe
Victims
Free theDefence
Heinz 57 Bail Fund Speakers
Committee will be
present.
Memorial L3rry
Hall, TheHaiven's
Grauniad.
6-.30
pm Sense of Humour
Hillel Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5 pm
today at 186 St. George
7 pm Streel.
First
meeting
for
Studies:of culture
basic
instruction in the language,Korean
discussion
and history. At Room 566, Sidney Smith Hall.
"Great186 Modem
Jewish Thinkers" at
Hillel(FJUIHouse,
St.7=30George
pm Street.
the Problem
186"JobSt. andGeorge
Street.8 pmof Evil" at Hillel House,
Gay-Alliance
Towardorganization
Equality meeting
(GATE): atgay4
liberation
civil rights
Kensington
Avenue.
Phone:
364-6731.
Meeting of U of T Homophile Association.
"Slings
and Arrows"
by L'lmage.
85 St.andNicholas
SItnends.
, A-Space,
Admission
$1. Come
make
"Conversational
Yiddish"
at
Hillel
House, 186
St. George Street.
St."The
GeorgeJewishStreet.Life Cycle" at Hillel House. 186
"Literature
of the Holocaust". At Hillel
House.
8:30 pm
The Poculi Ludique Societas presents three
medieval mystery plays, The Baptism of Christ.
The Temptation of Christ and The Woman Taken
in Adultery. At Seeley Hall, Trinity College.
Admission
(mornings). Free. For reservations call 928-5096
Meeting of U of T P.C. Association, at

LAW

Dennis
O'Connor,Students
a Torontourgedlawyerto speaks
out
for abolition.
come and
express
opinions.
At
Hart
House.
Debates
Room,
Food and conversation.
"Maimonides"
at Hillel House, 186 St.
George
Street. in Concept and Contemporary
FJU: "Mitzvah
Practice," at Hillel House. 186 St. George
Street.
F JU: "Arab • Jewish Dialogue," at Hart House,
North Sitting Room.
FJU: "Emotional Awareness and the Biblical
Narrative", at Hillel House, 186 St. George
Streel,
FJU: 186
"The St.Midrash
the Bible", at Hillel
House,
GeorgeandStreet.
FJU: "Chavurat Zemer," at Hillel House, 186
St. George Street.
SMC Stelle
Film Club
presents
'Sandra
Dell Orsa)
with Visconti's
Claudia Cardinale.
AtiVaghe
SMC Carr Hall.
Admission
8:30 pm is $1.
The Poculi Ludique Societas presents three
medieval plays, The Baptism of Christ. The
Temptation of Christ and The Woman Taken in
Adultery. Seeley Hall, Trinity College. Admission
isImornings).
free. For reservations call 928-5096
Short talk and discussion led by Mr. Guy
Foissy
in Frenchfollowed
on theby subject
of "Theatre
Our Times",
a dramatic
reading forof
one of Mr. Foissy's short plays. The guest
speaker
is
a
playwright
and
director
who
with student groups as well as amateurworks
and
professional troupes in Paris and throughout
France.
by theRoom,
Alliance Francaise. At
the HartSponsored
House, Music
The University
College Player's
Guild
presents
The Library,
into Ihe world
ot books,a atbrooding
the U.S.investigation
Playhouse,
79a
St.
George
Street.
Admission
is
free.
Phone
928-6307 for reservations.
9 pm Workshop. At Hillel
Israeli Folk Dancing
House, 186 St. George Street.

Brennan Hall, St. Mike's.
The University
Player's ofGuildThe cordially
invites
one and allCollege
to the opening
Library,
a new play by Lee Paikin. At the U.C. Playhouse,
79A
St.
George
Street,
Admission
Free.
Phone
928-6307 for reservations.
9 pm
Christianity" at
Hillel"Jewish
House, Perspectives
186 THURSDAY
St. Georgeon Street.
10 am
Blood donor clinic in University College at the
Sir Daniel Wilson Residence junior common
room. Everyone welcome.
noon Till 4 pm.
Dr Morton Shulman, watchdog of the Ontario
Legislature,
beSquare
the central
Thursday noon on willtheToronto.
at Holyfigure
Trinityat Church
in downtown
Auditionscomedy
are beingat theheldU.C,for "The
Audition", a
theatrical
2 pm playhouse. Till 4
Come to the trials of Rhonda Fleming and
Demse Havers, ansmg
from the February 1
arrests. At the Old 4:10
City pmHall, Courtroom 33.
pm.
UC Lectures: "Towards a definition of the
humanities;
A Physicist'sWestApproach.
Principal
A.C.H.
at 3.30Hallett
pm. will speak.
6:30 pm Hall, U.C. Coffee
Hillel's Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5
pm at Hillel House, 7:30186 pmSt. George Street
Big ManAt the(at
7.301Two andfilmsLettby Arthur
Handed Penn.
Gun Little
(at 9:30).
OISE auditorium; 252 Bloor St. West. Admission
is $1.50 at 7:30 pm or $1.00 at 9:30 pm.
The Christian Science College Organization
meets in theInspired
Woodgerreadings
Roomareatfollowed
"Old Vic"by
(basement).
testimonies of healing.8 pmAll welcome.
Capital Punishment: A discussion session.
World

is more

orderly

By DON MOW AT
"It isMonday
increasingly
Beesley
night. an orderly world in which we live," stated J. Alan
Beesley, a legal adviser to the Canadian Department of External Affairs,
gave the fourth address in the Leonard Beaton Memorial Lecture Series at
the Medical Sciences Building.
The lecturer suggested that "states abide by international law because it
is in their mutual self-interest to do so." He maintained that international
law "plays an effective role in the conduct of states." This has been
manifested by "a rapidly developing network of treaties that bind states."
"States do not take their treaty obligations lightly," and yet "no state is
obliged to bind itself by treaties." Beesley offered this as evidence that with
respect to international law, "everyone gradually discovers that it involves
them too." Sooner or later, nations "must opt for civilized rules of conduct,"
In today's world, "you can opt out for a time, but not forever," he said.
In keeping with his thesis, Beesley argued that "violence is decreasing
ratherIn than
as awhich
whole"haveon occurred,
an international
those increasing,
cases of thewhenuse taken
of force
however,level.he
contended that "povery tends to be a continuing and almost constant factor."

AS

- a discussion
and

NOW

A

SUNDAY EVENING
CONCERT
SHARON
TUTTLE
AND MARCH
BAROQUE
SUNDAY,
4, 8:00 GROUP
P.M. GREAT
HALL TICKETSPORTER'S
AVAILABLEDESK.
AT THE HALL

WEDNESDAY EVENING
CONCERT
PATRICK LI, pianist
TONIGHT
Great Hall, 8:30 P.M.

NOON HOUR
CONCERT
HEAT EXCHANGE
ROCK GROUP
TODAY
AT ROOM
NOON
EAST COMMON

TABLECLUB
TENNIS
CLUB TOURNAMENT
TONIGHT
FENCING
ROOM _.
7-11 P.ftrV

POETRY READING
GERALD
TODAY, LAMPERT
1:10 P.M.
MUSIC ROOM,
ALL WELCOME

INFORMAL DEBATE
"RESOLVED THAT DEMOCRACY IS
AN OUTMODED
FORM OFROOM
GOVERNMENT"
OEBATES
TOM0RR0WJHURSDAY, MARCH 1
2:00 P.M.
CAMERA
CLUBon
KARL
REESER
"How To Preparespeaking
a Tra»elozue

CLASSICAL
CONCERT
CAROLYN
GADIEL playing
Schumann
& BachMarch 1
Tomorrow, Thurs.,
MUSIC ROOM, 1 P.M.
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
OPEN MEETING
RAY CARN OVALE, P. Eng. speaking
"BroadcastMONDAY,
Antennas andMARCH
Transmitters5
B1CKERSTETH ROOM. 8:00 P.M.
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

TODAY
Camera
Club
Rooms
and Other
Slide Euan"
1:10 p.m.
and
SLIDE ESSAYClub
COMPETITION
Camera
Rooms,
7:30 p.m.

THE BLACK HART PUB
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays
Live entertainment Starts At 8:30 P.M.

CAREER?

of what

the process

ART GALLERY
KITSCH EXHIBITION
OPENS
GALLERY TODAY
HOURS:
Monday, 11 a.m. -9 p.m.
Tuesday to Saturday, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m
Sunday, 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

lawyers

do

of legal education

in Ontario.
HEAR

HILLEL GRADUATES INVITE YOU TO A
POETRY

Dean

Harry

of Osgoode

Hall Law

12:00
THURSDAY,

DEBATES

ROOM,

Arthurs

READING

School

ELIE MANDEL
Renowned Canadian poet, Prof, of Humanities and English at
York
1967 University, winner of Governor General's Award for poetry,

1ST

Sunday, March 4 - 8:30 p.m.
Hillel House -186 St. George St.
Bring your poems

NOON
MARCH

BY

HART

HOUSE

Refreshments
following reading
Non-members
Members 75*
50'
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Admin
student

may
say

endorse
on

dept

hiring committees
By ULLI DIEMER
The committee report describes
Students seem to have won
"insofar as
continuesletterto asbe stating
guarded administration approval for itForster's
the responsibility
their contention that they have the of the chairman to recommend appointments, promotions and tenures
right to sit on departmental staffing
committees.
to the dean", the structure is
A staffing committee report legitimate.
Monday interprets a letter sent However, Forster stops short of |
Friday from vice-president and giving outright approval.
also i&g^
provost Don Forster to Sociology goes on to say that developmHe
ents in =™
chairman Irving Zeitlin saying that
not |I ^fe"
sociologyd departme
nt ,should
x
and asks
a precedent
"there does not appear to be bethe considere
grounds for objecting
to the present Zeitlin for a year-end report on the £ ^?F5f
structure of the staffing committee, " governance of the department. ?S
Although this section of the report The participants in the manoevhas not been approved by the com- ring involved have been reluctant to
Students gather in the Sid Smith Foyer. Math Chairman George Duff refused to answer their
mit e as a whole yet, sources on the clarify their stands.
questions on the dismissal of three profs.
committee say there is little chance
Forster told The Varsity that he
of objections being voiced against it. matter.
Sociology has recently come under had "no comment at all" on the
Lecture sparks occupation
fire from some quarters for its deci- Zeitlin said that he considered the
sion to add students to its staffing
a "departmental matter", not a Yesterday's Sid Smith occupation was touched off inclusion of students in decision-making, adding sarcommittee, responsible for the con- issue
"political issue". He wanted The
castical y that it is unrealistic for Duff to have to make
tentious area of hiring, firing, Varsity to print nothing on the when math chairman Duff lectured 300 angry students
promotion, and tenure. It has had matter, and suggested that other for 40 minutes on "channels of communication" and such decisions "by himself".
By this time, restless students were shouting for
staff-student parity on all other com- departments "do their own thing" approaching issues with "reasonable balance of mind".
However, he could only answer "no comment" when action, and applauded loudly a speaker's suggestion that
mit e s for two years.
without
reference to precedents set challenged
in sociology.
to
answer
the
questions
around
which
the
"this meeting has been ndermined by the presence of
three-page
sent Zeitlin expressed irritation that rally in the Sid Smith Foyer focused upon.
withForster's
the knowledge
of U letter,
of T presiJust
before
Duff
spoke,
the
crowd
gave
a
lengthy
A motion
dent John Evans, is cautiously The Varsity intended to print in- ovation to math professors Michael Mather, and David Dack
professor
Duff".from andlast year's SAC vice-president Phil
to "adjourn
reconvene upstairs in the math
formation contained in the Uzumeri
worded, and stops short of saying
Spring,
whose
positions
were
effectively
terminated
by
department"
outright that the sociology move is and Forster letters, calling them the denial of tenure, and Stephen Salaff, a part-time said that Duffwashadsupported
made
it byclearseveral
there speakers,
would bewhono
permissible under university "private correspondence." instructor whose contract was not renewed.
response
to
students'
regulations.
demands
unless
pressure
was
However, he has made copies of
to bear.
The meeting was the culmination of several weeks' brought
The question was referred to both letters available to other
The
motion
carried
overwhelmingly.
organization
by
math
students
in
support
of
their
Forster after U of T Faculty Associa- members of the department.
Earlier Mather described how he was told last
tion president S. M. Uzumeri wrote Zeitlin, who has supported the professors, which included the collection of over 1000
to Zeitlin and arts and science dean student presence on the staffing names on a petition demanding more emphasis on April, "I'd been denied tenure by the tenure committee
and
firing.
teaching
and
the
establishment
of
a
student
say
in
hiring
of the math department. I don't know if this committee
Bob Greene protesting last month's committee, did point out that
actually met, whom it met, who is on the committee,
establishment of the parity staff- Uzumeri's views were in no way
and
what the reasons were for the decision".
Sociology
professor
Tony
Smith
read
out
a
letter
student staffing committee stating binding on him, since "Uzumeri is
Salaff received from Duff that morning
He said- he has been unable to get a letter of
that in his view the university's Haist not my superior in this heirarchy." which
recommendation
from the department, and he
describing
classroom
discussions
of
teaching
quality
and
Evans acknowledged having seen
regulations prohibited such a step.
The Haist rules state that the Forster letter, but expressed jobs as a "diversion" from the "proper course of therefore "cannot get a job except with great
uncertainty as to its exact content, study", which would be treated "as a matter for serious
"appointments
promotions
He accused the department of "diverting first year
other
confidentialandmatters
should andbe and was unwilling to make a definite concern" if not discontinued.
difficulty."funds to fourth year teaching and research"
Students hooted and jeered at the' letter as Duff teaching
discussed with a senior committee." statement on the issue.
approached
the
microphone.
and
added that "those teachers who are conscientious
Uzumeri
refused
to
discuss
his
In Uzumeri's
excludes
Duff began by outlining channels available for and enthusiastic are being sacked."
junior
faculty opionion,
as well asthisstudents.
letter,
but
said
that
"in
general"
he
students
to
air
grievances,
including
discussion
with
He noted that "support from my students is just
However, the rules also state that
not opposed to students having tutorial leaders, course unions and himself.
the chairman should seek the advice was
into staffing
Students groaned as he proceeded to discourse on
Carver Scobie, a first year math student, took up
of his department on various "input"
However,
he decisions.
characterized the merits
of the U of T math department as compared Duff's
earlier remark that "students are here to rub
matters. Perhaps significantly, the "input" as consisting primarily of
fantastic".
with those "at most universities in the United States", shoulders
with scholars". He said "we've been rubbing
verb "should" is used. It is less "opinion" and "information". university.
and
on
the
"substantial"
input
of
students
at
this
shoulders
with much,
three professors
whomscholars
we've been
definite
thanparts
"shall"
"must", Students should "absolutely not" be
learning
very
but some from
of the
with
used
in other
of theordocument.
allowed accessthattoisthea basis
"confidential"
At one point he defended his earlier statement that whom we've been rubbing shoulders are dead.
for tenure
Forster acknowledges that there information
"mathematics
are
learned,
not
taught",
saying
that
he
are various interpretations of the decisions and some staffing had been quoting from an old issue of the Journal of
"Some of the scholars think it's beneath their
to rub shoulders with us, but we are not
Haist rules, and gives no reason why decisions, according to Uzumeri.
Science. The volume and page number were lost amid dignity
prepared
to leave our destiny in the hands of scholars of
the liberal interpretation (allowing Although his letter to Zeitlin was laughter
and
booing.
students on staffing committees) written on UTFA letterhead paper,
the past. We are responsible for producing change in our
After half an hour of Duff, the crowd became generation
would be invalid. He makes the Uzumeri acknowledged that it
and for producing the conditions for change
point that, technically speaking, all represented only his personal views. somewhat restless, shouting comments such as "We
staffing committees have no official However, he thought that his views didn't ask for a review of your textbook", and "Why
He
questioned
we listen to you when you won't listen to us? in the future." Duff on his assessment of teaching,
decision-making status, but are were "representative" of the should
saying "How do we rate those professors from whom we
You
won't
anwerdemanded
our questions".
merely advisory to the department membership of the UFTA.
A studentevenfinally
that Duff give a direct
chairman, who makes the final Opposition has come from within
leam"Here
nothing?"
are
our shoulders, let's do some rubbing,"
answer
to
the
question
"Will
you
rehire
the
three
recommendations to a committee of the department as well.
challenged
Scobie.
deans. Since the committees
According to professor Tony professors, and will you give students a say in hiring and
professor Tony Smith told the meeting
themselves are not official bodies, a Smith, a member of the sociology firingDuffpolicies?"
hesitated, and then responded that he would that Sociology
Duff "has not been prepared to talk about anything
student presence on them is also not staffing committee, a vocal minority make
"no
comment"
on
those
issues.
that students are prepared to talk about". The students,
official, and breaks no rules,
After considerable uproar, the meeting proceeded, he
of faculty "neanderthals"
said, must have a say in staffing "so that the
manoevring
to overturn thehavetrendbeento
Duff parrying more questions.
department
won't be able to fire their best teachers in
increased democratization in the with Math
professor Chandler Davis supported the
An early reminder
the face of student opinion."
department.
Forster's
cautious
go-to
ahead
should
be
a
severe
bow
This week's staff meeting —
Friday at 1 pm — will be very those faculty conservatives opposed
important. Plan to be there!
to student involvement in hiring.
SAC
race crowded
of Ontario
theFederation
post
of Students.
By BOB BETTSON
the
present
SAC.
"We
believe
that
Anderson
was
unavailable for
The high drama of last year's on- SAC should build and organize stu- comment last night but
his campaign
again off-again Trotskyist acclamadent struggles
in the theuniversity."
Dare Foods Ltd -producer of Dare Cookies
Ridout
supported
occupation manager, SAC communications comt
i
o
n
i
n
the
Students'
Administrative
Council presidential elections was of the fourth floor math offices and
missioner Debra Lewis, said that his
has refused to negotiate with its striking employees
missing theMonday
stated that the leading issue next university.
for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance
campaign
will
students'atrights
entered
race. as five slates year
the
would be the fight against and improvedstressteaching
Five slates representing widely government cutbacks in education.
have characterized the company's approach to
differing views are headed by SAC
Vickery
refused
to
comment
on
Anderson,
a
UC
SAC
rep,
services commissioner Chuck the Math occupation in Sid Smith. running with Stephen Moses (Medsis
the predominantly female work force.
Vickery, Arts and Science Student Baumann opposed it, even though he I) and Erindale student council viceHelp Dare workers protect their union
Union chairman Bob Ander- called Stephen Salaff, who was
president and Arts and Science Stuand win a fair contract
son, Heather Ridout leading a United Socialist Slate, Stop the Student denied tenure, a "tremendous Scott. dent Union executive member Mike
Surcharge Committee chairman
Vickery, who is running with
Peter Havers and UC student Peter finance
commissioner Paul Bannon
A surprise candidancy was
Baumann.
DON'T
BUY
and Mike Weedon (VIC n), said the Baumann
's a second year UC stuRidout with Greg McMaster slate intends to shift emphasis to
dentdentnotpolitics.
previously
involved
in stuCOOKIES!
(APSC) and Alice Klein (EXT) is services, but supports open stacks at
DARE
Baumann
is running
running
because
of
what
she
termed
the
Robarts
Library.
He
added
that
with
Ian.
Dignam
(Erin
I)
and
Doug
(and tell your friends not to, either)
the inadequate leadership given by they would support pulling out of the Wilson (Meds I).

—Mao

t The Varsity
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ty
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Math department chairman
George Duff tried evading the
question once too often. And he
got the department offices occupied in return. It served him
right!
Duff has been playing a hideand-seek game with students
protesting
department's
firing of the
three
popular
professors — Stephen Salaff,
David Spring, and Michael
Mather — and its refusal to sit
students on department staffing committees, for the last
few months.
He's remained indifferent to
petitions — one bearing more
than 1,000 names — supporting
the
now profs'
to two re-instatement,
protest rallies. and
Last week, students gave
Duff a week in which to reply to
their demands. He turned up
yesterday, but there was no
reply. Instead, the chairman
rambled on for nearly an hour
sidestepping the issue every
way he could think up.
It was only when students
told
him they'd
his evasive
tacticshadthatenough
he wasof
forced to consider the real
questions. And, even then, Duff
tried to get out of answering
their demands. He refused to
comment on whether he would
rehire the profs, and claimed
that university regulations forbad student participation on
staffing committees.
Duff has had more than long
enough to think about the student demands that he reinstate the professors. By coming to a rally scheduled to hear
his decision on the demand
without being willing to honestly answer the question, Duff
treated the students in the
typically patronizing manner
conservative faculty reserve
for those below them.
Perhaps, he thought he could
once more postpone any student action; or perhaps, he
banked on the fact that he
could drag out his boring discourse until the students'
numbers had thinned sufficiently to make any action
unlikely.
As for his claim that
university policy ruled out student participation in staffing
decisions, the chairman got
caught looking rather silly
when he was confronted with
the sociology department
precedent. That, and the information that the university's
senior administrators
have
ruled students need not be excluded from staffing committees, clinched the deal.
Duff's
and nothingexcuse
more.wasHadjusthe that,
ever
seriously considered the
students'
he would
have
lookeddemands,
into the actual
university policy and found out he
could agree to their request.
Having exhausted all
reasonable channels of communication, students had to
take direct action to demonstrate the seriousness of their
cause. That action,
democratically endorsed by a
meeting attended by more than
200 students, was occupation of
the math department offices

Ales Podnlck
Editor
91 St. George St., 2nd floor
Office
Phone
923-8741, 923-8742
Advertising Manager Bob Brockhoue*
923-8171
Phone

and the corridors outside
them. The occupying
students have said they will not
leave their vigil until Duff
gives them a satisfactory
response to the following
demands:
* offer a contract to Stephen
Salaff for 1973-74;
• formally ask president
John Evans to grant prpfessors
David Spring and Michael
Mather tenure, ensuring that
they will be able to continue on

staff; and
• give students an
"immediate and substantial
representative and effective
decision-making power on all
departmental bodies, including
those dealing with the hiring,
firing,
of faculty".
Duff and
has tenure
no choice
but to
give
In
to
these
demands.
It's
time he started listeninfljpjfie
students in whose education
he's supposed to be interested,
and forgetting about his op-
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The Varsily, a member ol Canadian
University Press, was rounded In 1B80
minlsirailve
Council iheol theStudents'
University
Is published
olandToronto
and Isbyprinted
by DalsonsAdLtd. Opinions expressed In this
"We can leam what we did not know. We are not Press
newspaper are not necessarily those ol
only good at destroying the old world, we are the
Administrative
Council
orformal
theStudents'
administration
ol theIheuniversity
also good at building the new".
or businesscomplaints
operationabout
ot the papereditorial
may
be addressed
to Committee,
the Chairman.Verslty
Campus
Relations
Board ol Directors, 91 St. George St.

position to giving students a
meaningful voice in department decision-making.
If Duff won't act, arts and
science dean Bob Greene and
president Evans should intervene. It's time everybody
stopped tossing this hot potato
around and did something to
remedy the situation.
Students from all departments should recognize the
common cause for which the
math students are fighting,

and join them in their struggle.
The only way they can show
that support is by turning up at
the occupation site, If not
before, then certainly for
today's noon rally.
This is not an isolated
struggle. It Is a common fight
for a meaningful student role
in university decision-making,
and to demonstrate
ministrators will that
not adbe
allowed
to
continue
to
Ignore
students.
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Israelis only
want homeland
Once again, one sadly finds an
urgent plea for humanity and
freedom for a large group of Jewish
people (petition for Soviet Jewry)
being transformed into a pedestal
for the Arab Students' Federation to
denounce the State of Israel. After
quickly dismissing the petition as a
"hypothetical
contention",
writers,
true-to-form,
denounce itthe
all
as a Zionist plot.
I do not wish to get into the entire
Arab-Israeli question other than to
make one point clear. The Arab
people have a homeland. As a matter
of fact, they have a number of them
— Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Iran, Jordan, et cetera. The Jewish people,
who through their long history in the
area, must have some rights there,
only ask for a single, relatively tiny
piece of land of their own. The fact
that this area called Israel is the area
in which they developed, they grew,
and would have always remained if
not driven out by a continual spectrum of oppressive kingdoms from
the outside, demands that the
Jewish state be here.
The Palestinian Arabs do have
rights to this area too, to this I agree.
But, to the question of who deserves
the actual control of the govern-

ment, we must weigh both sides.
The so-called Palestinian Arabs now
living in the existing Arab countries
share a common language, culture,
ethnic background, and indeed are
the very same people as their "host
countries". Of what purpose is it to
demand their "repatriation" in a
country which they share nothing
with the inhabitants and in point of
fact do not recognize
many
cases are in an army at(andwarinwith!).
Can one even suggest that their need
is greater than that of millions of
Jews who without Israel would have
not one single country in which they
can guide their own destination,
express their own beliefs, and defend themselves from another
Holocaust.
Of course, this does not hold water
with the Arab Students Federation,
who will concede nothing for their
own ends. One cannot but stop to
wonder if they continue in the path
of the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem (the
most influential Arab leader of the
time) who lived in Germany during
World War H and planned with
Hitler himself
Jewish homeland, to wipe out any
Peace will only find itself into the
Mid-East when both people
the inherent right of the otheraccept
to a
homeland. The Arabs Martin
have theirs.
Rosen
Architecture

it.
that, but I know it can't be art since Marie-Lynn isn't gettingucra
Myra Farenbeck
because
have
heard it Iin couldn't
a Chinesepossibly
restaurant.
Chinese food makes me sick.
Humour abused
I told all this to my one friend in
the refectory, Ferd Gorman, and igtyorantly
With reference to the coverage of
Ferd said a very beautiful definition
of Art, "Art is Truth, and Truth is the Hart House debate on women in
("Best statesmen are
Art, and you know, that's all there politics
is." Ferd thought it up right there, women... January 31), I note that
and think he ought to get the prize, reporter David Line has misquoted

Hart

me to the extent of rendering an
originally humourous remark
Fortunately, Mr. Line has saved
ignorant.
me
considerable embarassment by
attributing the statement to Tom
Walkom.
Presumably this is an example of
The Varsity's "strict criteria of acrecently.
curacy" referred to by the Editor
William Molson

houses

adulterated
art
Under the inspiration of Chris Ralph, secretary of
What is kitsch? We normally think of it as debased
the Hart House Art Committee, an exhibition of so-called art or junk offered as art. A paint-by-number of the Mona
kitsch art has been setup in the House Gallery until this Lisa is kitsch; so is the illuminated mirror-grlted Last
Saturday. The exhibition seems designed to feel out the Supper, the assembly line reproductions of classical
range of kitsch. ... and of the motivation which inspires sculpture and the Confederation Life's Gallery of Canain the and
exhibition.
knives,dian History
forks,--allglasses
dinnerThose
sets pseudo-elega
which the ntoil
companies generously dish out are also
kitsch.
Perhaps the most salient feature of kitsch
tawdrmess despite (or because of) top-qualityis artits
for kitsch-objects'.
supplying
what
is lessthesocontent
(but what
is worse) is thatIf this is obvious,
supplies
the biggest deterrent to taking the,troublekitsch
to resort
the real thing. If people surround themselves withto
classical associations, that often
to satisfy
whatever inclination they may have toseems
put themsleves
touch with great art. Soon you begin to feel thatin
Leonardo is not so arcane and mysterious after all.
Maybe even you could do it, and so easily convince
Battl e over art
yourself of this as you fiddle with your Kenner paint-bynumber. The theme of the exhibit may then be properly
re-stated as "adulteration" — what was more will always
be less, but we will continue to think it is more.
rages on..*
David Rifat's interesting
collage
one
serious art object, and itdecorative
is meant mainly is the
I read Marie-Lynn Hammond's
linguistic-pictorial probe: Is kitsch camp, erstaz asart,a
definition
of
art,
"Art
is
when
you
hear things in Chinese restaurants
what
this The
triviality?
valuesaysof the
exhibit- isbutthatwithit vividly
article
it does
much does'
and such like and put 'em in reviews 1
humour and imaginative resonance. Because kitsch, more
and such like, like they were your =
after
all, is a sensual phenomenon. You will believe it when you
very own", and thought that you J
see it because it is so real and you know that reality: it is
were very wrong
and cruel to take I
over your grandmother's mantle, or blaring from your
away
her definition
prize justwithbecause
classical
awn radio station. It is as big as life
began her
"when".sheI "§%
and costs- sounds-til-d
less.
Ian Scott
once heard a definition, "Time is £
Hart House goes kitsch until end of week.
when... ." I don't know where I got
ELECTION

ARTS

AND

SCIENCE

FACULTY

AND

—

COMMITTEE

GENERAL

COUNCIL

STUDENTS
—

— CURRICULUM COMMITTEES
Nominations are now open for student seats and faculty seats on the
Committees of the Council of the Faculty of Arts and Science. Membership on
these Committees also entitles students to membership on the Faculty Council.
These elected seats are filled by students and faculty who serve for two year
renewable rotating terms i.e, each year one-half of the membership retires.
Accordingly, the remainder of the seats on the Committees will be filled next year
by current members who have indicated that they wish to serve for a second
year.
The following outlines by committee and constituency which seats are to be filled
by this election:
General committee
Students:
Seats available
Faculty:
Departmental:
Humanities
Seats available
Life Sciences
Physical Sciences
Social Sciences
Divisional:
Humanities
Life Sciences
Physical Sciences
Social Sciences

2 in each of Trinity, Innis, Extension
■ 1 in each of University, Victoria,
St. Michael's, Errndale
1 in each of FAR, FRE, GER, HIS, ISL,
ITA (Italian Studies), PHL, PHI,
REL, SLA, SPA (Hispanic Studies)
Seats available 1 in each of PSY, ZOO
Seats available 1 in each of MAT, AST, PHY
Seats available 1 in each of GGR, ANT, SOC
Seats available 43
Seats available
Seats available 24
Seats available

COMMITTEES

STUDENTS

—

COMMITTEE

ON

STUDY

ELSEWHERE

— COUNSELLING COMMITTEE
ENndale
Departmental:
Seats available - 1
Curriculum committees
Students:
Humanities
Seats available - 4 (including one part-time student)
Interdisciplinary Studies Seats available • 3 (including one part-time student)
Life Sciences
Seats available
available --23 (including one part-time student)
Seats
PhysicalSciences
Sciences
Social
Seats available - 1 (part-time student)
Faculty:
Humanities Seats available - 2
Interdisciplinary Studies Seats available - 3
Life Sciences Seats available - 3
Physical Sciences Seats available - 3
Social Sciences Seats available • 3
Committee on counselling
Students: Seats available - 1 in each of TC, SMC
Committee On Study Elsewhere
Students:
Seats available - 3

NOMINATIONS
election may be directed to 928-3389 or 928-3392.
Nomination forms can also be obtained through Departmental and Registrars'
A complete description of the Committees and the Rules of Procedure are
offices or from the Faculty Office. Completed nomination forms must be returned
available
upon request at the Faculty Office, Sidney Smith Hall.
to the Faculty Office, Room 1006, Sidney Smith Hall, prior to 4.00 p.m. on March
5th, 1973 to be valid. Voting will be by ballot box. Enquiries regarding this
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York
service
workers
back
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) - Workers at spread over a two-year period. The meeting of the membership. One
York University Sunday night union had originally asked for a one angry woman complained she had
backed down in their demands and dollar across-the-board increase.
been for
doingthreea cleaner's
at Glendon
years andjob was
still
narrowly accepted a new two-year With its offer, management is classified
as a housemaid. Bird said
contract just 18 hours before they giving male cleaners 54 cents an hour
increase and only 48 cents an hour the negotiation committee had not
were due to go on strike.
The workers, 238 cleaners, more to women cleaners. The in- known about her situation.
creases are based on job categories
housemaids, tradesmen and
There have been problems this
groundsmen, voted 112-91 to accept — an issue of contention that wasn't year with moves to hire non-union
a contract that gives them a few negotiated
by union officials and labor, suspensions over refusals to
improvements, but basically accepts management.
work overtime, and layoffs because
Management also agreed to pay of budget cuts.
management's
wage-benefits
offer.
The negotiating committee three-quarters of all fringe benefits,
Many of the workers at the
recommended that the membership up from two-thirds. The union had meeting were dissatisfied. Acting
demanded 100 per cent payment by local president Ron Beaton deaccept the proposal.
university.
"We squeezed as much as we theFringe
"Money
benefits were improved, wasn't the nounced
issue.the contract;
We were after
the
could
get
out
of
them,"
said
Jack
Bird, national representative for the but issues of job security through security clause for the protection of
Canadian Union of Public plant-wide seniority, the hiring of the workers. I'm not happy with this
Employees (CUPE), who non-union labor for new campus deal at all." He said he expected
buildings and the status of overtime further problems with the job securirepresented
York'spackage
local is1356.
The new wage
?4.04 for — whether compulsory or voluntary
male cleaners, and $3.48 for women; — were not resolved.
ty issue.personnel head Don Mitchell
York
and (5.91 to $6.60 an hour, for trades The question of male-female told the student paper Excalibur:
people. All wage increases are to be parity was raised at the Sunday "You have to report it as you see it
Leftists debate
Viet ceasefire
By GREG MeMASTER
said,
"a
clear
gain",
and chance
Clarke war, and of the existing two
A debate on the real nature of the doubted that Nixon would
one must prevail."
Vietnam ceasefire developed into a "the great political risk to himself" governments,
Clarke, however, felt that "the
discussion of historical theoretical which re-intervention .would mean.
favourableof condifferences last week at Innis He suggested that such a move treaty dpresents
itions for the development
the
College between Trotskyists and the would bring "danger of im- Vietnamese revolution", and
traditional communist parties, after
shouldof "support
the full
peachment" toNixon. that the socialists
Flexer acknowledged
implementation
these agreements
Nelson Clarke
referredas tooneVietnam's
national
bourgeoisie
of that treaty gave "formal recognition to
the strategic defeat of U.S. im- to Flexer
country's
the letter".
Clarke,"progressive
speakingforces".
for the
perialism inits role as the world cop
tion thatdoubted
a treaty Clarke's
in whichcontenboth
Communist Party of Canada, was for imperialism", but warned that sides included "the right to prianswered by Joe Flexer's contention "the accords are paper. What is
vate enterprise" as a guaranteed
that
capitalist world
important
is thethere
balance
of power."
noted that
are still
170,000 right represented
today"nowhere
has thein thebourgeoisie
any He
tory". He added "athatsignificant
problems vic-of
progressive
role
to
play".
Flexer
was
U.S.
personnel
in
Vietnam
today
-"to
land
reform
and
democracy
speaking for the Old Mole and Red maintain the power of Thieu".
nowhere be solved by capitalism "can
but
Circle organizations.
He
described
Vietnam
as
"a
class
Clarke said that South Vietnam
only by socialism."
has "a capitalist economy with
strong
feudal
carryovers",
and
the
ANNIE'S
National Liberation Front (NLF)
471 Bloor St.PLACE
W.
must "spearhead" efforts against
"the U.S. imperialists and their
agent Thieu". He predicted that Dance Floor & Lounge Open Wed. - Saf. 8:00 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
anti-democratic"
actions
Fully Licensed
by"blatantly
Thieu would
lead to his isolation
HO COVER - HO MINIMUM
and defeat.
Clarke said the success of the
Vietnamese liberation forces
Meals
- s1.99
Now 99c
Appearing:
depended on them rallying "the very
widest unity of all patriotic forces"
PLIMSOL
behind a "national people's
democratic
revolution"
against
feudal landlord enemies.
Flexer countered "there can be no
secure gains for the masses until the
power of the colonial bourgeoisie
has been broken."
Both sides agreed that the removal
of U.S. troops represents, as Clarke
Superior
Scarborough College

OPEN HOUSE
•
ASTRONOMY • BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY • PHYSICS
PSYCHOLOGY

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116

IT WORTH

THE

but the union backed down completelydon't
. I want to see their nose
Mitchell
said the combined
rubbed insettlement
it."
benefits
would costwagethe
university little more than its
original
six perbenefits
cent offer.
total
cost of union
is nowThe under
two million dollars, he said, and the
increase over two years will raise
that cost by less than one per cent.
Bird disagreed. He claimed
management had come up "sub-

strike

stantial y" from its original offer and
that
the overall
was nearer
eight wage-benefits
per cent. raise
"There are some improvements
and I don't think we could have
gotten any more by going out on
strike. Any wage gains would have
been lost in missed salaries." he
said.York faces a $845,000 operating
deficit this year, and is expected to
operate at a more than one million
dollars deficit by 1974-75.

York workers face layoffs
DOWNSVIEW (CUP) — Fifteen staff members at York University's Scott
Library may be laid off because of budget cuts.
A hesitant confirmation of the layoffs came from William Newman,
Scott's associate director for planning and development. According to
Newman, the 15 "could be" laid off unless other contingency plans or funds
appeared
soon. budget for next year was $3,670,000 — nearly seven per cent
Scott Library's
less than the amount originally budgeted for 1972-73. Because of large
enrolment drops at York, the university entered a grave financial crisis,
which led to the resignation of president David Slater in January.
library's
costsconstraints.
apparently The
give average
it little option
to letacquired
staff go
when Theunder
severefixed
budget
cost perbutbook
rose from $8.77 in 1967-69 to $13.25 in 1971.
"we're nothadgoing
to rolltoover
in theDespite
face ofhisthestatement
$235,000 that
cut, Newman
no plans
makeandit play
up ordead"
save
the jobs.
The new budget cutbacks come in the wake of recent decreases in library
staff and services, as well as rising costs. The pressure has been intense on
many remaining staff members because of the increased work load,
especially in the circulation department.
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Language:

By Nick Savage and David Cubberley reprinted from the chevron
One of the distinguishing attributes that
separates man from the other animals, perhaps the
most important of these In view of its role as the
basis of civilization, is his use of language. In many
respects, the quality of a civilization may be
measured by the expressive range, and, to an extent,
the complexity of its language; quality of thought is
almost directly dependent on quality of language.
Correspondingly, the ability of an individual to
reason, and to express his thoughts and feelings to
others, consists largely of his ability to exploit the
potential of his language. It is consequently vital
both for ourselves and for our civilization that we
should do our utmost to ensure that our ability to
think and communicate is not hampered by
avoidable shortcomings in this area.
Within this context it is particularly disgusting,
for what it means to us individually and as a species,
that language, the foundation of our humanity,
should be so widely abused as It is today; that It
should be deteriorating as rapidly as it is, and that
this deterioration should go, If not unnoticed, then at
least Ignored by the large majority of us, and
especially by those who are best equipped to remedy
the situation - the mass media and the schools.
This problem, while of pressing and fundamental
Importance, is extremely difficult to deal withof
because language does not readily admit analysis
Itself since it Is the only available medium through
exploring the
which this analysis can take place;
of words with words
limitations and potentialitiesapproxima
task.
te
themselves is an Inherently
the problem
However, the Immediacy y,ofapproxi
mate or
suggests that analysis is necessarthat the followin
g
no, and it is on thisthebasis
of
forms
t
abhorren
more
of
some
of
examination
our language's decline is presented.

a

dying

art

from certain internal limitations — any word is
merely a symbol for the shared characteristics of a
set of objects, ideas or feelings; rather than a
distillation of the essence of any unique object, idea
or feeling. Language is, therefore, and must be, an
imperfect communicative device, albeit the best
& media
available to us for many purposes.
It is also true, though, that language can be used
The theoretical function of advertising in the in such a way as to exploit almost maximally its
capitalist system is fundamentally simple: to permit communicative potential, and equally that it can be
rival manufacturers the opportunity to inform a used in such a way as almost to destroy this potential
discriminating populace of whatever positive altogether, with an Infinite range of intermediate
characteristics and special qualities their product
Many factors are involved in achieving the
may possess
competition
basedof the
on gradation.
rational
choice, —andtothusallow
a Darwinian
survival
maximum level of precision that language is capable
fittest, supposedly resulting in a responsiveness and of affording us: important among these are such
adaptability to the public need. In this way, it is technical necessities as grammar, vocabulary and
aruged, goods of highest quality and lowest price will punctuation (and punctuation's spoken correlate,
survive in the harsh environment of the intonation) all of which to a greater or lesser degree
marketplace; Inferior and higher-priced goods will affect its efficiency. Furthermore, the ability to
be rejected.
to the needs of a specific situation reTo serve this function, it is clear that adapt language
quires acertain amount of creativity and effort on
advertising, as much as any other communications the part of the user — to effect an adequate transfemedium, must strive for clarity, accuracy, and
rence of meaning demands a strenuous process of
(derivatively) honesty in language; it is equally selection and discrimination.
clear that, since advertising is itself an industry, and
It Is not difficult to show that in every one of the
since to achieve maximum profit for itself it must above ways the advertising trade violates the prinalso produce maximum profit for its corporate
ciple of effective communication. In common
dients, It must turn from informing to persuading speech, the reason for such misuses is usually
and propagandizing in order to compete within Its laziness, ignorance, or force of bad habit. In
advertising, we find that, while these other faults are
own sphere.
That we find, then, that most current advertising by no means absent, there is also the tendency to
is obscure, vague and consequently dishonest should exploit language's capacity to distort in order to
its victims.
not surprise us; neither, however, should we ignore delude
One instance of the form which this deception
this
aspect
of
capitalism's
perversion,
and
perhaps
fne best place to begin an examination of the takes is advertising's tendency to employ inproblem is with language: at once the root of
ap ropriate and unwarranted superlatives (the best
advertising's
power and the hapless victim of its beer, the whitest wash, even, excruciatingly, the
ravaging influence.
whiter than whitest wash) in order to invest a
It has long been recognized that language suffers product with a drama and notability which mere

Advertising

Wednesday,
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meansNaturally,
'crime inthere
the streets'.
has never been a period in
history
when
language
not probably,
abused, nor
communication was muchwasbetter,
thanw'hn
if is
today.
But, it is only in the twentieth century, with the
enormous power of the mass-media, that the
possibility for a near-total decline or a mass uplifting
in the quality of language (and hence in the quality of
our society) has been made possible.
Unfortunately, with the media at the helm, we
are heading precipitously in the wrong direction.

Language

on

a

all

abused

fronts;

slow,

suffering

certain

unvarnished description could never elicit.
There is also the dependence on the catchphrase, slogan, or punch-line (I can't believe I ate
the
wholeof meaning,
thing"; "Weand tryalmost
harder")
is usually
devoid
alwayswhich
of relevance,
but which,
because
its all-important
'catchy'
quality,
remains
in theof mind,
and which becomes
linked
with
the
advertiser's
name
sufficiently
affect sales. Often, the phrase may even enter theto
language, at least temporarily, generally to
language's detriment.
The catchiness of a slogan frequently lies in its
very linguistic wrongness {"it's the refreshingest")
which lends it, however distastefully, all the more
impact.
Advertising is quick to seize upon misuses culled
from the common speech, to endow its
pronouncements with a colloquial, just-folks
friendly and persuasive; spread through theflavour,
media these misusages become reinforced mass
and
probably permanent.
One word which has been effectively destroyed
— partly through this process — is 'fantastic'; as in
"fantastic
like; bereft bargains",
of meaning,"fantastic
the word values"
is reducedandto the
an
ignoble, ancillary function as an unspeciffc modifier
with some feeble connotation of unusual worth; its
value to the advertising copywriter lies chiefly in its
colloquial quality.
Contrast the above usages with the dictionary
definition of the word: extravaga
ntly
capricious, eccentric; grotesque or quaint infanciful,
design
(Concise Oxford Dictionary, 5th edition); it becomes
obvious that this once valuable word, with a precise
and useful meaning, has been ruined except as a
bloodless epithet empty of any real significance.
This is a continuing and expanding process:
advertising sullies almost every word it uses,
robbing itof specificity, diminishing its potency and
furthering the misusage
s which make comless effective.munication more and more nebulous and less and
In George Orwell's
one of the factors which
helped guarantee the 1984,
stability of the totalitaria
regime he depicted was the invented languagen
Newspeak, with its carefully controlled vocabulary
designed to limit thought patterns
g
certain words and formations: byif proscribin
the words

death

necessary to form a treasonous thought do not exist,
then treason can not exist either.
In a more haphazard form, advertising's friends
in the informational media, such as the newspapers,
the family magazines, and the television news, are
subtly achieving a like result.
Operating from their unique and unchallenged
position
the public
dispensers
their power
does not asconsist
in merely
being ofable'fact',
to decide
which
fragments of reality shall be accorded the status of
'news' (although this in itself is sufficiently
terrifying). From within a framework of fundamentally similar attitudes and beliefs, they couch
their condescendingly proffered tidbits of information ina narrow, standardized linguistic format which depends upon a few key terms and
simplistic categorizations to depict all phenomena,
past and present, as resulting from the interaction of
a relatively small number of social forces, whose
individual
undiscussed. natures remain, by and large,
This trend, combined with the frightening
penetration of our culture which
the mass-medi
have so quickly and easily achieved, has led to aa
situation in which these deceptive generalizations
are so ingrained into our consciousnesses that they
now present a formidable obstacle to rational
analysis of our society: our thoughts become increasingly asuccession of media-spawned cliches,
trite and unsatisfactory, and
so not only manner,
but also the content of our thinking the
thereby.
is modified
The horrific aspects of this insidious loss of
independence are obvious, and bespeak all too clearly the impending realization of the Orwellian
nightmare.
Apart from the necessity to hurdle
barriers
of cliche which the media have thrustthe upon
us,
communication has also been progressively undermined asmore and more words whose usefulness
would otherwise be inestimable have been degraded
by label-happy newsmen in their ceaseless effort to
condense
history into bite-size, digestible morsels of
verbal insipidity.
Witness the fate of 'anarchy'; this word, which
was once the name of an idealistic political
philosophy has now acquired negative connotatio
ns
of disorder, disruption and mayhem — anarchy now

Education
Muchfromof attitudes
our language's
derives
ingrainedcurrent
in the degeneration
public mind
by our school system. The prevalence of these
attitudes is a direct result of our pedagogical
method, the form and techniques of teaching held to
be adequate to our social needs. The mainstay of this
technique is its authority strcture, in which the
teacher acts as a medium through which universally
accepted knowledge is relayed to the student.
Utilizing the terrain which falls between the power of
scientific fact and the power of physical punishme^1,
the teacher nurtures the mentality of the 'perpetudl
apprentice'
his depends
students. primarily upon the
Success among
at school
individual's
willingness
— that
is, to memorize.
Society and'ability
glibly referstotostudy
this process
as the development of the well-rounded individual,
the one who has been equipped to think for himself;
yet the operative reality is simply the propagation of
rote, the ability to replicate taught arguments
without challenging either their validity or the
authority of the individual ( s) delivering them.
Since students are neither contributors to, nor
users of, academic knowledge, their relationship to
what is learned, and the language used to convey It,
exhibits a passivity reflective of this lack of
participation. Words are taken to have absolute
meanings which, through memorization, we can
make 'our own'; the majority of words in the
averagemeaning
vocabulary
come to have
'slots'
wherein
their
is guaranteed
through
regularized
usage. Over time, this condition precludes a consciousnes ofwords as preserving distinct traditions
and origins, or of words containing varieties of subtly
different meaning, dependent on context or intonation for their full value. The flat structural
definition suggested by the dictionary, or, more
often,
the teacher,
tendsto to
be treated
infallibleby datum
as opposed
a mere
outline asguiue"fi
with as much potential for bad use as for good.
This passivity towards meaning requires a
simultaneous inner pasivity. At no time is there
incorporated into our schools the consciousness that
language is something remade through use; that
each of us exercises a coercive and creative power
over the forms our descriptions take; that all usage
serves to diminish or augment the varieties of
meaning and historical significance condense in any
word.
That this order of learning can maintain its
hegemony several things are necessary. One of these
is that the potentially regenerative areas within the
curriculum — history and English literature — be !
addressed by teachers and viewed by students as
areas of inferior status, as frivolous in a practical
sense. It is essential that culture and art be seen as
ornaments, necessary attributes without which a
society could justly be considered barren, yet ones
which adorn social development rather than guiding ,
and challenging
it. History
is the study
humanity's
past;
we do not allow
or encourage
it to ofmake
claims !
against ourthese
society's
present
future.
wherein
subjects
are and
taught
lendTheus class'"
a fetr
moments in which we raise the monumental
questions of life, questions which remain esoteric In [
that the life to which school confines the young
prevents them from drawing any essential parallels.
The remoteness of literature and
is
broadened within the schools through itsthelanguage
means by
which
proficiency
in
'socially
necessary'
language
imparted. Foremost is the fetish of form in theIs
teaching of language, a procedure in which defined
structures are built up to aid memorization, in the
hope that a sensibility towards linguistic taste and a
feeling for semantic accuracy will arise unassisted.
This technique, with its necessary recourse to an
all-powerful web of procedural rules — all of which,
taught in exile from illustrative usages, force the
acceptance of painful and essentially boring a prioris
— dulls the audience the legitimate need for an
operative structure Into any
language. It also encourages anattitude, which may only blossom
later,
that holds as a virtue the flaunting of language
rules
for its own sake - the exact negative correlate of a
grammar taught for Its own sake.
Similarly, composition, the act of mastering the
language for the purposes of writing, tends increasingly tobe an activity taught by imparting a
structural format - the key to successful
commanipulation of a simple, timetested formulamunication isthe
(Introducti
on, rising action, climd
denouement) over literally any range of experience.
Forgotten entirely in this recourse to structure is any
attempt to encourage the art of making
format the author adopts work strictly in thewhatever
service
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of the peculiar qualities of his experience and intent.
With this general experience in hand the
" clerks
majorityof one
of ustypego orforth
into the
word, with
semi-literate
another,
equipped
as much
specialized technological jargon as may be
necessary to the performance of our chosen trade.
With this decade-long mutilation of their literary and
linguistic possibilities over, most people
easy
targets and willing accomplices of the remain
agencies of
decline active within our society.
An increasing number of people, of course,
continue in the 'educational process', which subjects
them to new and equally ruinous influences If
Individuals opt for the natural sciences or
mathematics what occurs is an intensificat
ion of the
high school experience, in which the level of use of
specialized scientific terminology escalates while
association with disciplines treating social and
political life directly is drastically reduced.
If the 'arts' are
there asrapidly
occurs anis
the student
study-area
overspecialization ofelected,
initiated into an In-bred house language. It should be
admitted that specialized languages have and must
continue to have their place within the parent
language; one would expect to see their rise,
refinement, and Integration into the general
^anguage
proved. structure as their use and accuracy are
However, In the university these languages
serve purposes other than the development of an
accurate, flexible description of the reality of social
life. Atomizing what is in fact an interconnected
whole, crete
theentities
'social
themselvesdominion
as diswithsciences'
absolute seeIntellectual
over their area of concentration. What we experience
Is the attempt to treat as universal and sacrosanct
pronouncements which are In fact perspecttval and
whose overall meaning can only be understood by
examining Its connections with all other
perspectives.
The failure to build languages adequate to that
which is studied is amplified grotesquely by competing power groups within each knowledge empire;
aggravating the tendency of each academic clique to
contrive a new language is the general incorporation
of pseudo-scientific language and technique into the
study of social life, an ignominious effort to achieve
the same degree of absoluteness as the natural
scientist. This illegitimate and publicly unexamined
theft of tools and language lends, given the stature of
modern science, accords a weight and credibility to
the discipline and user beyond that which their
results merit.
£~stature,
Within
institution,
words andareforus£d
for
boththe
academic
and social,
marks;
there
comes
to
exist
a
veritable
'top
40"
overworked words and phrases. Kitsch formulations,of
which may have made sense within the system of
thinking through which they originated, come to be
used more for the sense of drama and wisdom that
we allow them to invoke (witness "anomie",
"schizoid" or "Kafkaesque"), than for their
applicability to any specific reality described.
More serious is the wholesale destruction of
valuable terms like "alienation": words which have
precise meaning and use value within the context of
their own history but which have been pulled from
that context, broadened and diluted such that they
cover infinite ranges of circumstance, eventually
serving the god of ease rather than the god of
accuracy.
While each echelon of the school system, once
completed, produces a categorically different
product, all three tiers imbue in this product a
common property. Each serves to promote the rise
and
acceptance
"functional"
vocabulary
which of
fs retained
on the language
basis of its—
lability to achieve for the user certain socially
iiecessary forms which elicit uniform response from
persons and institutions no matter who employs
them.
That a vast educational network stretching
across an entire civilization shoufd be so almost
conspfratorially involved in encouraging us to cut
our linguistic throats is both remarkable and unfortunate — that this encouragement becomes
stronger with time is tragic and alarming.
Counterculture
One ofdecline
the most
pervasive
language's
current
is the
rotting areas
away offrom
within
represented by the uncritical use of slang, particularly noticeable In the increasingly popular
"counterculture"
Slangsemantic
is part precision
of that in-Is
sidious mechanismpatois.
by which
sacrificed for the convenience of an Idiom which
lumps a whole range of objects or concepts under one
generalized, hence inaccurate, label.
The outcome of this phenomenon is to dull the
effect of the words we use, to render them vague and
essentiallyto meaningless,
ability ac-"
curately
convey ideasreducing
with theourminimum
of
distortion which effective communication requires.
of this debilitating trend are rife: "far
f.out",Examples
for example, can signify an entire range of
widely differing attributes from unusual, exotic and
eccentric through wonderful, exciting, exhilarating
and remarkable, and even, more blandly,

praiseworthy, interesting and many more discharacteristics
whose ofonlyapproval
common"or
factor is that tinguishable
they denote
an attitude
wonderment on the part of the speaker.
It would be possible, though tiresome, to break
down in this manner almost all the words which have
found their way into the hip lexicon, words and
phrases like "too much", "heavy", "dude" and,
particularly repellent, "peace" — ail formulations
which do more to disguise than to express the
realities which they are intended to describe.
Politics, being more intentionally deceitful,
because it is more comprehensive than the counterculture, brings into existence an ever-expanding net
of slang designed to entrap and beguile the user.
Political slogans work to manipulate our minds;
repetitious use of catchy phrases, as in advertising,
triggers stereotyped imagery concerning the essential goodness of the person, party or program of
the user and, usually, the essential badness of an
opposition. In every case slogans contrive against an
individual choice based on reasoned argument and
operate sub-rationally to Ttupe or lull us into
acceptance or neutrality.
While one must admit to the absolute necessity of
generalized claims concerning the nature and direction of society by those wishing to preserve or
transform it, the need for systematic analysis and
the resultant categorical generalizations in no way
justify an increasing reliance on the slogan as some
type of "necessary
evil". Rampant
sloganeering
equivalent
to the admission
(hat above
all else theis
pursuit of power is important and, moreover, that it
is irrelevant whether power is achieved by convincing the populace or by cajoling and harrying it
into compliance.
While we have unfortunately allowed ourselves
to expect and endure the salesmanship of the
established
land isincidence
strong"),in ittheis
alarming to parties
note its("the
increasing
groups
constituting
the "new
left".
The uniqueness
of thethenewremnant
left, its ofability
to imagine
a society beyond that of the present, coupled with its
refusal to engage in the severely circumscribed
language and tactics of its forebears in the effort to
Negan(n)epant; also negani-: (of obscure
etym) some kind of East Indian piece goods
imported in the 18th century.
1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6388-2. The following
Goods, viz. . . Negannepants, Tapseils,..
Perpetts, Welch Plains.
1757 Tr. Guyon's Hist. East Indies 11.145.
360 Neganepants.
1783 Glasgow Impolicy Slave Trade 104. In
the second class may be reckoned..
Chelloes, Nicamees, Neganipants.

create that society, is disappearing rapidly under the
aegis of a growing doublethink, a new jargon-riddled
language incorporating the worst mistakes of its
predecessors.
Beyond accepting as common fare the presence
of catch phrases and slogans ("off the pig", "end
Canadianticallycomplicity",
dog"), which
taccontribute either"running
some nebulous
spiritual
reinforcement to the user or provide blinders to
channel his vision towards the important result, this
usage increasingly debases the analytical value of
leftist philosophy, systematically reducing it to a
small number of universal claims, all of which are
expressed by a few, ungrounded key words. Reality
becomes simply "capitalism-imperialism", the antidote isthe "proletariat" whose short term task is
the
eradication
the possibilityof ofthese"fascism";
an
endless
rhetoricalof manipulation
terms in the
service of the revolution depletes the positive and
once-potent analytic contained within left language
while producing, rather than creative insight on the
part of the user, subservience or allegiance to a
cause already completely defined.
It would, of course, be fallacious to suppose that
the effects of slang and jargon are entirely negative:
without doubt, used sparingly and carefully they can
do much to add colour and interest to our language,
and often slang expressions eventually achieve
orthodoxy and respectability as a valuable addition
to the public vocabulary. This should not obscure the
fact, however, that the commonest use of slang is as
an interior substitution for the more precise words
which in many instances can be more colourful and
more interesting, simply because of their higher
degree of precision.
In conclusion...
What we must recognize then, is that language,
or, more exactly, the kind of language which permits
a satisfactory degree of meaningful communication,
may no longer be regarded as the exclusive province
of pederasts and intellectuals; that we can no longer
separate the problem of a deteriorating language
from the problem of a deteriorating civilization.
Perhaps, the fundamental reason why this decay
has been allowed to occur is precisely because this
artificial division is unconsciously made in the minds
of most people: language is seen as an already
developed tool which is serving mankind to its fullest
potential; an essential tool, of course, but far less a
shaperreligion.
of society than, say economics, sexuality, or
even
Not until we realize as a species that our use of,
and attitudes towards, language vitally affect the
way in which we think and feel will we be able to
progress toward a higher level of civilization.
Honest!
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HART

HOUSE

Hart House elections are coming
up on March 14. Candidates are
needed for Seven committees which
organize activities open to the entire
student body. Since these activities
are paid for by the students, any
student may stand for election to
these committees and all are entitled
to vote in the elections. The major
events of the House are undertaken
by the five standing committees House, Art, Debates, Library and
Music. In addition, the Squash and
Farm Committees are elected by the
entire student body.
The House Committee deals with
the functioning of the building - food
services, common rooms etc. - and
also sponsors programmes and
dances such as the Christmas Tree
and the New Year's Eve Ball.
The Art Committee organizes the
exhibitions in the Gallery, and maintains and adds to the permanent art
collection. This involves visits to artist's studios, and private and commercial galleries. The Art Committee
is expanding into the area of art films,
the most recent being the Museum
without Walls series.

ELECTIONS

The Library Committee is
responsible not only for the purchase
of books and magazines, but also
organizes Library Evenings of - informal conversation with literary
figures such as Mordecai Richler. In
addition, it sponsors readings by
poets such as Dorothy Livesay and
novelists like Marian Engel.
The Music Committee presents
concerts of every kind, classical, jazz
and rock, and is responsible for the
two record rooms in the House. This
year the musical programme has
ranged from the popular Sunday
afternoon Quartet series to the highly
successful Crowbar concert in Convocation Hall.

James Auld, Minister of Environment, at a recent
Hart House debate on pollution.

Winter wiener roast at Hart House Farm

Square dance sponsored by the Farm Committee

Squash at Hart House

AnWallsexample of Kinetic Art from the film series Museum Without

The Debates Committee sponsors
a series of formal and informal
debates. The latter are designed to
allow students to develop the art of
debating in a relaxed atmosphere.
The formal evening debates cover a
wide variety of topics, and the list of
honorary visitors has included, prime
ministers, cabinet ministers, authors
and a variety of controversial figures
The members of the Czech String Quartet who presented a fro^m the political, academic and
popular series of Sunday afternoon concerts.
social scene.

There are two other committees
which provide services for the entire
student body, and for which everyone
may vote. These are the Farm and
Squash "Committees. The Farm Committee is responsible for the Hart
House Farm in' the Caledon Hills. It
looks after the physical administration of the farm, and plans a number
of activities there such as the Winter
Farm Festival. The Squash Committee oversees squash activities in
the House, organizing novice instruction and lectures, arranging tournaments, and establishing and maintaining the challenge ladder.
Since Hart House is a major centre
of student activities and is run by
student fees, every student has a
stake in its elections, whether he likes
or dislikes what the House does.
Election day is March 14.
Nominations are open from now until
March 7. Nomination forms and election information are available at the
Undergraduate Office, Hart House.
It's
House; you should take part
in itsyour
elections.
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Crossed picket lines at Honeywel I
Students
By FERNANDO TRAFICANTE
Former Toronto Telegram labour
reporter Marc Swelling charged
Monday that students are indifferent
to the problem of strikers during
labour disputes. "Students are a
tremendous problem during
strikes," he contended at a
Bellwoods NDP meeting at St.
Raymond's School.

are problem
dur
stri
Zwelling
is the author of the book unions and the public
withing
tech- "The only
thing you keshave to prove
Strike
Breaking.
niques used by professional strike- is the likelihood of violence
" to
bearing
companies, chief subject obtain an injunction he said. Cana"In
the
Honeywell
(Instruments)
dian Driver Pool was a company
strike" "most of the scabs were for attack in his Ontario Federawhich advertized itself as
tion ofLabour-sponsored book.
students". He explained "they
At the Dare Foods strike in professional strikebreakers. The
(students) don't look at Honeywell as Kitchener,
Kitchene
r city council has asked the
"Canadian Driver Pool
a place where they will have to
provincial government to outlaw
work"exist.
and will accept any conditions provoked violence and the company strikebr
that
eaking companies.
went to the courts asking for an
Companies whose only line of
Zwelling is trying to familiarize injunction" to stop picketing.
business is breaking strikes are
something unique to Ontario, said
Zwelling, now working for the
United Steelworkers of America,
which has faced professional
strikebreakers in several strikes.
Zwelling accused the provincial
government
of creating legislation
PRESIDENTIAL
which corporations use to avoid
settlement with unions. Licencing of
companies as security agencies is a
simple process, he said, so new

SAC

aut
strikebr
eaking hor
companies "crop up
Legilsation prevents anyone
all the time".
employed
as a guard from joining in
any union except one composed
solely
of
guards.
unions tend
to be weak andThese
lack bargainin
power with their employers, heg
claimed.
Another problem for a striking
union, he claimed is that it cannot
advertise boycotts of strikebound
companies without fear of prosecution. Boycotts in progress now include Dare baked goods, non-union
lettuce (boycotted by the United
Farm workers) and Kraft products
Farmers Union.)
(byZwelling
the National
outlined
a technique
companie
whereby
s involved in
strikes dissolve the corporati
on and
start up again as a new company.

All-Candidates
MEETING
THURSDAY

SID
The

SMITH

FOYER

candidates

Are:

on
President

President

Heather Ridout

I Peter Baumann

Vice-President

Vice-President

Greg Mc Master

I Douglas Wilson

Victoria University
Students' Administrative Council
\J 150 Charles Street West, Toronto 181
VIC STUDENTS, WHAT DO
YOU THINK ABOUT:

Vice-President

Vice-President

Alice Klein

I Ian Dignam

President

|

, „is CoUege Student Society Thur^^^^^

in a Q„,

President

| Chuck Vickery j Peter Havers | Bob Anderson
•••
X*
Vice-President

Students are no help'to strikers: author Marc Zwelling.

Vice-President

Vice-President

fees de
dies
Stumo

{ Paul Bannon | George Huczek § Stephen Moses
Vice-President

f

Vice-President f

1 Michael Weedon | Roman Olszewski §

Vice-President
Mike Scoff

ORDER SELECTED BY LOT.

NEEDED: Volunteer Poll Clerks. Please contact Joe Redican, Chief Returning
Officer at the SAC Offices, 928-4911

• VIC ELECTIONS •
VUSAC EXECUTIVE - THURSDAY, MARCH 15
deadline for nominations:
Friday, March 9, 4:00 p.m.
positions open
-president
-communications commissioner
-vice-president -education commissioner
-finance commissioner -scarlet & gold commissioner
-university government
-productions chairman
***** VIC SAC REP-5 to-student
commissioner
services commissioner
be elected
March 7 & 8
deadline for nominations
Friday, March 2, 4:00 p.m.
FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING BOTH ELECTIONS
CONTACT THE VUSAC OFFICE IN WYMILWOOD
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Task force recommends

U
Use
By ED PODGORSKI
More effective use should be made
of available educational resources at
the University of Toronto and at the
Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education (OISE), a presidential
task force urges.
The Task Force on Education was
formed to recommened to president
John Evans the most effective ways
of inter-relating the resources of
OISE and the University of Toronto
in the field of education.
The task force suggested that

Report

of T, OISE
formal cross-appointments between
the Faculty of Education (FEUT)
andTheOISEdivisions
"shouldofbetheencouraged."
university
presently
offering
undergraduate
courses related
to education
have
been onencouraged
report "toof
draw
the adviceinandtheresources
FEUT and OISE in the design and
staffing for current and future
A university-wide Committee on
offerings."
Education was proposed by the task
force to "foster genuine interchange

pleases

fop administrators
FEUT and OISE representatives added that time constraints
were pleased yesterday that the prevented examination of the
Presidential Task Force on Educa- organization and structure of the two
tion agreed to urge a great degree of institutions. The report task force
cooperation.
than two months to comOISE cordinator of Graduate had less
plete its report by February 1.
Studies George Flower, who has a Graduate OISE student Neil
member of the task force, welcomed Keller resigned shortly after the task
the report as a move establishing force began meeting, complaining
that it refused to examine basic
stronger links with FEUT.
FEUT assistant dean H.O.
tion andandwentreasons
aheadfor cooperainstead
Barrett, also a task force member, principles
assuming
a
great
deal.
predicted that the "suggested
Neither
FEUT
dean
O.F.
Dadson
cooperation
will be implemented."
Barrett admitted
the document or OISE director R.W.B. Jackson
was "not a very radical report", but were available for comment.
30 superbly
groomed trails.
10accommodating
lifts
CfanaaNI/
7,500 skiers per hour,
including
rfVirv^s
r /ihhh^ir lhe on|y gondola lift
i\ peakO
\\*%5J \M\\ Iwll in Eastern Canada
vertical drop (It's a real kick)
bottom 2050'
Beginner's
slopes (Look
• 5 day ski week: use ot lifts $25..
lifts & lessons
S35. at me!)
• Season from November to May
P.O. Box 40, Beaupre,
mont ste-anne Province of Quebec
(418) 692-0835

close links between

encouraged
the advicein At present OISE has in effect no
and resourcestoofdraw
those ondisciplines
facilities and FEUT
the rest of the university in the undergraduate
not engagedstudies
in no graduate
work.
Graduate
in education,
design and staffing for current and isconcerned."
future course offerings related to
prior to 1965, were carried on with
relatively modest staff and facilities
The disciplines."
task force decided "to eschew at FEUT, then called the Ontario
those
a broad philosophical and historical College of Education.
overview" and, instead, conIn 1964, then education minister
centrated on arrangements which
could be implemented within the Bill Davis decided to expand the Denext two or three years.
nt ofEducational
Research.
was partmethen
established
as an
The report carefully noted that it OISE
institute chartered as an inconsideration
and that itfordidEvans'
not have since dependent
college. OISEin two
and almost
FEUT
only offered suggestions
developed
"presume to speak officially or for- entirely
independent
directions.
mally for any of the three parties

Conservatives
SUDBURY (CUP) — Conservative
students promising more efficient
management of student affairs have
been elected presidents of the
Laurentian,
and Acadia universities York
student councils.
Students at Laurentian University
elected two commerce students to
lead their student council during the
next academic year.
In an election which surprised all
Laurentian political observers,
Malcolm Jacobs became student
president and running-mate Roger
Campeau
became vice-president.
The
two campaigned
on a ticket
pledging students an "efficient
management team" to run their
affairs. They presented an unimage as dedicated
straight, clean-cut
commerceabashed lads
to the
introduction of sound business principles to the student council
bureaucracy, and very little else. The

sweep

at S.M.C.

THE

ENDOF CAPITALISM
IN CHILE
BY
PROF. MAURICE ZEITLIN
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY; UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
PROFESSOR ZEITLIN is the author of Revolutionary Politics and the Cuban
Working Class. Latin America: Reform or Revolution.

ROOM 2118 SIDNEY SMITH BUILDING
SPONSORED BY The Latin American Sudies Committee of the International
Studies Programme.
IN

Theatre
Le Cercle Francais presente Le Bourgeois
Gentilhomme, piece de Moliere
les .8, 9, 10 mars - 20 heures 30
Lounge Music
Today and Friday at noon; showcase
of St. Michael's talent.
nim
Garden Of The Finzi-Continis
Friday and Saturday:

cil
meeting
becauseAlthough
it required
twothirds
it passed
10-0 council
withapproval.
one wasabstention,
the
absent. about
With half
the
conservative depenvictory,
Lambda's indence isuncertain.
York University
students also
elected a conservative student council president by a narrow margin
over
candidateLeftbacked
calleda United
Slate. by the soMichale Mouritsen, the chairman
of the faculty of arts council beat
Young Socialist Dale Rich 434-414,
but
of the
Left eight
Slate members
won council
seats.United
The
SJate included three Trotskyites, U
supporters dependent
of the Theobald
Waffle and in-a
council seat but leftists.
the legality iswon
being
questioned
because
former
dent took only
one the
course
this presiyear.
Mouritsen apparently
favors
dependence for the campus studentinEarlier,
students at Acadian
paper,
Excalibur.
University in Wolfville, Nova Scotia,
cast a massive protest vote against a
student council rule prohibiting a
first-year student from running for
council president.
Although his name was not on the
ballot, some 37 percent of the
students voting cast write-in ballots
for James Johnson, a former University of New Brunswick student, now
in his first year at Acadia. Current
vice-president of student affairs,
Keith MacKinnon, won 54 percent of
the votes and claimed he had gained
enough of a mandate to take office.
More ballots.
than 40 percent of the students
cast
Many students demanded a new
election
appearing with
on the Johnson's
ballot, alongname
with
MacKinnon's. MacKinnon refused.
The Arab Student Association
PRESENTS

City Government Forum
Aldermen Kilbourn, Johnston, Eayrs
Thursday, March 1 - 12:15
Brennan Hall Lounge

elections

election produced an unusually large
student turnout.
Current French-speaking vicepresident
Grenier,
was
expected toRejean
win easily,
placedwhoa poor
third. Grenier is somewhat of a leftliberal, closely identified with this
year's lack-lustre council leadership.
But thatvinceleadership
to con-of
more than managed
50 percent
Laurentian students to withhold
their fees in the abortive Ontario
Federation of Students tuition strike
which ended earlier this month.
Jacobs and Campeau strongly
oppose
independence
Lambda,
the Laurentian
studentfornewspaper.
The current council leadership was
working on a proposal for severing
ties between the council and the
paper,
separate
publicationsassessing
fee, and aincorporating
the paper under provincial laws. The
proposal failed to pass the last coun-

FRIDAY, MARCH 2, AT 11 A.M.

This Week

report

better:

resources
of information and
views" among
educational
specialists
and
professors in other disciplines, as
crossfacilitate
to
well as
appointments. The main work would
number of subbe done by caom it e slarge
inthe disciplines.
Another link would be established
ifof thea FEUT-OISE
task force's recommendation
informal liason
committee is adopted. The report
members"to
urges that "selected
be "invited"
ofalsoeachoninstitution
serve
the other's
committees,
although without voting rights.
The report also recommended that
OISE and FEUT in turn "should be

FEUT, OISE

U.C.

STUDENTS:

Nominations are now open
for the following:
1) five U.C. SAC rep seats
2) the Cody Award for the
outstanding graduating student
Nominations close at 12:00 noon on Monday,
March 5. Nomination forms may be picked up at the
UC Lit Office. The election will be held on
Wednesday and Thursday, March 7 and 8, in
conjunction with the SAC presidential elections.

Dr.
Hairi
Prof, ofMahdi
Islamic philosophy
atThehran University
In an informal lecture on
MYSTICISM IN ISLAM
Thursday March 1 at 6:00 p.m.
Inl.S.C. 33 St. George St.
ALL ARE WELCOME
NOTICE
A5 $50
investment
our 10canhourputday basic
sales incourse
money in your pocket.
Phone:
U-Can-Sell
Basic Sales
Academy
223-9303
223-9306
for"WHERE
further
Information
SALESMEN
ARE MADE
...HOT BORN"
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Won't release political prisoners
Saigon
is
By GARY NEIL
American agriculturalist and writer Don
Luce yesterday indicted the government of
South Vietnam for jeopardizing the recently
signed peace Agreement designed to end the
war.
By refusing to release a list of civilian
prisoners held in South Vietnam or to begin
giving them freedom, the Saigon regime is not
keeping to the ceasefire agreements, he told
press conference. It is therefore posing aa
threat to the development of peace, said
who is in Toronto to publicize the plight ofLuce
more than 200,000 political prisoners held thein
South Vietnamese jails.
Luce first went to South Vietnam
to
work as a volunteer agriculturalist inin1958
small
villages. His political involvement in Vietnam
began as he watched the bombing of villages
by the American and South Vietnamese Air
Forces, and as he saw the displacement
farmers from their land by the Saigonof
government.
He estimates that about half of South
Vietnamese farm population has beenthe moved
to the city slums in an attempt by Saigon to
maintain control. This move has caused many
problems such as family
breakdown and
prostitution, he stated, and has increased
the
people's
t of, and opposition to, the
governmenresentmen
t.
Luce said that these people and other
"neutralists"
in largeVietnamese
mass uprisings
in a number oftookmajorpartSouth
cities
in 1968. The uprisings were quelled by government bombing of its own territory, including a
district of Saigon, because the people in the
cities had begun to support the National
Liberation Front.
Luce said that the neutralists, who are not
communists but who are opposed to the
Saigon regime, are the group subjected to the
most severe repression. He said further that
"to repress the neutralists is the only way that
theLuceSaigon
t can stay in power."
madegovernmen
world headlines
in 1970 when he
revealed the existence of the infamous "tiger

violating
agreement,
saymore
s slowly
wri
with the U.S., the South Vietnames
on theter
release American
cages", small cells in the ground used to jail deal
government has begun the compilation of 11.5e Prisoners of War. "If all theof POWS
large numbers of civilians. "Their only million
are
political
dossiers, he claimed. These released, then the chances for the emancipacrime," Luce contends, "has been to have
spoken for peace, or in opposition to the Thieu dossiers are intended to document a person's
tion ofcivilians detained in South Vietnam are
regime, or even whose relatives have done voting habits, any demonstrations he may
have attended, or any instances of questioning
The question of political prisoners is
He says that the situation
greatly reduced."
important
because
byLuce,
the police.
jailed
since his revelation in 1970; inhasfact,notthechanged
who recently returned from Hanoi, lawyers, students and "the
United
church leadersteachers,
are the
States has awarded a contract to build more contended that the North Vietnamese have ones who could bring about
a
reconciliation of
tiger cages since that time.
few political prisoners in comparison to the a divided country," Luce feels.
Thousands of men, women, and children South. "It's hard to hide any large numbers of He called on the Canadians in the
continueso."to be jailed without trial, he claimed, political prisoners and
if Hanoi had any, the International Control Commission to expose
under a special law which allows the police to Central Intelligence Agency would
hold a the plight of the civilian population in the jails.
jail
for up. to two years, a provision news
said. conference to publicize it tomorrow," he He believes that Canada can help solve
many
whichanyone
is renewable
of the problems standing in the way of peace
The North Vietnamese have recently begun by playing an independen
Everyone in South Vietnam must carry
t role in the ICC.
identification with them at all times or face to agitate for the release of civilians imHe is speaking today on the subject of
the possibility of jailing, he said.
prisoned iSouth
n
Vietnam. Luce believes that political
South
Vietnamese
prisoners from 12
In addition, as part of a technical assistance this is one of the reasons why Hanoi is moving to 2 pm in room 2117 Sid Smith.

The South Vietnamese government uses tiger cages to house political prisoners. Over 200,000 prisoners are being detained
by Saigon

and faculty.
adv
oca
tes
of stack request,
acc
ess
while
undergraduates
pay an annual
fee
ofsuggested
about $50— asandwell.
Blackburn
attacked the recom- would have to have written
The issue of stack access was
recommendations
under
particular
mendation at last
week's subeventually turned over to the Library
committee
meeting, referring
the conditions from teachers to obtain
Subcommittee of the Governing subcommittee to its terms of access - and then only during a
specified time period.
Council's Academic Affairs Com- reference.
mittee, where it has yet to be
He suggested giving all faculty and The subcommittee's decision is
decided on. The subcommittee was graduate students stack access on expected
to be made soon.
told to recommend a system of
differentiated access based on
"academic need".
However, a working group within
Author
attacks role
the subcommittee, including
associate librarian David Esplin,
recently reported that it could not
practically and unarbitrarily define
differentiated academic need for
of Viet peace force
stack access, and recommended that
By SCOTT WILLOWS
it be equally available to all students
The Canadian military "supervisory" contingent in Vietnam is
really "an toarmy
occupationa former
to launch
a third
Indo-Chineseassistant
War",
according
Claireof Culhane,
medical
administrative
for the Canadian government in Vietnam.
Culhane, author of Why is Canada in Viet Nam. made this
U of T, Ottawa
University escape
allegation before a class of political science students Monday.
Culhane first became concerned with Canada's role in Vietnam
when five years ago she took part
decline
enrolment
province-wid
government hospital program. in what she assumed was a serious
number
of applicants. .
U of T and the University of wasethe only other university to buck theU total
of
T
Director
of
Admissions
However, on arriving at the Vietnamese hospital she found that
Ottawa are the only two Ontario the trend, by receiving an impressive
while essential equipment, such as X-ray machinery
Wim Kent stressed
the data's
was allegedly
universities to emerge unscathed by increase of 100 applications.
limitations,
describing
them
as
"late
being trade.
delivered",
a province-wide drop in the number York University, plagued by a
reality,
hospitaland officials
involved toin
black inmarket
Finallyin the
patients
staff werewereevacuated
of 1973-74 university applicants, ac- serious enrolment drop this year "very raw, early figures" which have
make
room
for
a
South
Vietnamese
army
camp,
Culhane
not yet been
analyzed.
"The
only
cording toraw data released by the which left the university in poor conclusion
we
can
draw... is that we
When she demanded an investigation of these eventsstated.
by the
Ontario Universities Applications financial shape and precipitated the have more first choice
Canadian government, she received a polite reply "thanking her for
Centre. Not surprisingly, the pro- resignation of its president, ended than last year," he said. applicants
up
with
1100
less
total
applicants
vince's
smallest
institutions
were
her
interest
in
the
problem."
One discrepancy between the
hit hardest.
Culhane sees present Canadian complicity in Vietnam as "a lever
than last year. Six hundred of this
centre's system and U of
for trade relations with the United States." The Canadian government
The enrolment numbers game is loss came on the very important first application
by its adherence to the defence party Agreement has said in effect, she
T's, Kent ofpointed
former's
of crucial concern to the universities. choice option.
practice
countingout,eachis theapplication
claims, that "it is not interested in cutting down on profits
Government funding of post- Brock and Trent applications fell for a different program at the same
by its war related industries."
accumulated
university as a separate application.
secondary education is determined
" We.are, "Culhane added, "victims of a psychological warfare".
as did gotCarleton's.
by the number of students attending significantly,
McMaster
University
600
less
U
of
T
regards
them
as
one
Canadians
are conditioned to accept the fact of "American
the institutions.
applicants, University of Watertooo application.
bomber practice on the prairies and torpedo practice in the Arctic. "
Nonetheless, Kent said the figures
Seven hundred more students than 700 less.
Culhane warned that Canada's present "supervisory" role in Vietnam
last year have indicated U of T as Although Queen's has approxi- represent a trend. Most of the
is in danger of duplicating what happened after the 1954 Frenchapplicants, he opined, were serious
vietnamese peace
settlement.
mately the same number of appli- since
their first choice, with approxthey
had
to
pay
a
four
dollar
imately the same numbers as last
cants as last year, it has 300 less application fee and an
"It was Canada," she reminded her audience, "along with India
$11 Service to
and
Poland,
year picking Toronto as their second picking it as their first choice.
who
over-ruled the Geneva agreement which
to Colleges and UniverWestern, Guelph, Lakehead, Admissio
and third preferences.
sities ntest fee.
recommended free elections for the Vietnamese people."
The small University of Ottawa Laurentian all dropped slightly in

urn
U ofBla
T Chief ckb
librarian Robin
library, whichassa
will containils
the main
Blackburn has taken another swipe stack collection of the "Sigmund
at proponents of open access to the Samuel Library is expected to be
stacks of the Robarts Library, opened this summer.
suggesting that they are labouring Blackburn argues that "there has
any suggestion that use
under a "popular misconception". ofneverthebeen
library and its collections
In his report for the 1971-72 year
should
not
be
available to all comers
released recently, Blackburn, long
an opponent of open stacks/ con- including the general public, " but
tends that "much of the discussion neglects to mention the conditions
(last spring) of the whole issue was he advocated last year for such use.
Undergraduate students who
plagued by a popular misconception
to borrow books would have
that 'stack access' is the same thing wanted
to order them at the circulation
as Students
library access."
occupied Simcoe Hall desk, which would have prevented
browsing as well as being timethree times in early March in sup- consuming.
port of open access to the stacks for
all members of the university com- The general. public would have to
munity and the general public. The obey the same rules, Blackburn
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UPI, Swedish confirm reports

killed students
police military.
Greek
charges
in Greece, Rigas Fereos,
According to Students for a Free withThethegovernment
of the junta police. We condemn Greece,
has refused to mocracy
will hold a mass protest rally in
there have been at least five
American imposition of the regime occasions
Nathan
Philllips
Square Sunday
when police acted yield and has warned newspapers
in the context of NATO. We call
afternoon
at
4
pm.
Andreas Papan"wildly"
and
"mercilessly"
to
break
against
giving
prominent
coverage
to
the
struggle.
upon the
of Canadawithto
dreou, a cabinet minister in the
break
off government
diplomatic relations
up
rallies
and
occupations.
Trials
of
The Panhellenic Liberation elected Greek government
arrested during the unrest
the oppressive neo-facist military students
in 1967 and leader of
are reported to have been conducted Movement (PAK) and the Com- overthrown
mit e for the Restoration of Den- PAK, will be the main speaker.
A series of student strikes and "under conditions of terrorism.
demonstrations
began in late Even the lawyers are being harassed
regime."
January in support of demands for by the Security Police."
student participation in writing the The University of Athens was
new charter for higher education.
Lack
of quorum
occupied by 5,000 students as the
The military responded with a con- struggle
after the trials.
scription decree which is being used The sit-incontinued
ended
with
declaration
of
against student leaders participating a 10-day truce while faculty
in or inciting strike and protest
council
scuttles
activities. Students are usually negotiates student demandes — ingranted draft deferments.
cluding repeal of conscription —
For the second year in succession, the annual meeting of the
Faculty Council of Arts and Sciences failed to meet Monday, due to
a lack of quorum.
Student representatives on the council effectively ended the
seats
e
itte
Comm
meeting when Vic student Dave Laughton called for the quorum
21 General
count. Only 110 of the over 1,300 members attended, 40 less than
the required
About 15 quorum.
of the 50 students on the body attended, and waited
until
they were sure a quorum could not be reached, before
ts
mben
incu
nt
stude
to
entering
the
meeting.
They do not recognize the council because of
go
its unrepresentiveness, and also because it was the body that
Twenty-one of 49 student seats on Also corning back for another year Joseph Halpern (UC) is on the
prevented staff-student parity on the General Committee two years
the General Committee of Arts and are University College Lit president Physical Sciences Committee, (and
Science have been filled by in- Vicky Grabb and vice-president Lin- hence the General Committee) Keith
Howlett
(New)
and
Bob
Bettson
cumbents returning for a second
ago. Laughton explained that he hoped the Governing Council
dsay Kerrigan, Alice
St. Mike's
would "kill" the body in the near future, because it has been unable
Anjo, SAC
and (Trin) are on the Social Sciences
year, according to information representative
to
meet for the last two years. Laughton was also against the rule
released by the faculty.
former SAC cultural affairs com- Committee, and L. Cohen is on the
that the council could be called into special session to discuss moCommittee
on
Study
Elsewhere.
missioner
Seymour
Kanowitch.
A number of prominent student Students remaining on the General
tions that the General Committee passes "that conservative faculty
politicians returned to the com- committee only include Dana
Seymour
mittee, the major representative Gishman (New), Henry Reiser Eisen
(New),Applebaum
Brian Gage(Innis),
(Vic) Jeff
and
The council meets yearly to accept reports of the work done in
body of the faculty responsible for (Erin) and Roberta Dods Ann McKenzie (Ext) and 0. Seeler
the general committee of faculty council, and to set policy for some
policy formation.
(Erin) are all on the Committee on
aspects
the faculty of Arts and Sciences.
(Extension).
Counselling.
may notoflike'*.
P.A. Burford and William Krock
Governing Council candidates
Information
on
elections
to
the
on Curriculum
the Inter- remaining seats is available at the
Gord Barnes
(alsoHowie
president
Vic's (SMC), by being
student
council),
Levittof (New
disciplinary Studies
faculty 5.office. Nominations close
College) and Tom Beckerman are Committee, are also on the General March
Committee.
towards
among' them.
Feb. 28 - Rev. Ross Crighton on "Spiritual Healing"
a
Mar. 7 - Rev. David Ward on "Easter and Ihe Christian"
christian
Race fear tool of oppression: prof
Wednesday • 8 pm
capitalism has asserted the existence
By SCOTT WILLOWS
It is toin keep
the the
government's
best
alife
series of talks-on rhe basics of ihe Christian faith designed to act as a
The racial anxiety which haunts of only two classes of individuals: interest
classes divided,
The fear of the white man
springboard for personal refreshment and renewal.
the "popular white classes" is easily 1'Those who owns and those who are heand said.
the threat of the black man are
converted into a tool of class oppression by the power elite, claimed
used to keep their attention away
Minority
groups,
stated
Campbell,
40n. ofWestmoreland
Avenue
owned."
Bfoor - e. of Dufferin
University of Wisconsin associate are
encouraged by governments to from those in power and places the
Ross C Crighlon, Rector
professor of black literature Finlay assume their ageless role as psy- immobility.
st marfs
masses in a state of general
Campbell Saturday.
chological whipping-boy.
Speaking at a workshop in the
Students for a Democratic Society
teach-in on racism, Campbell noted
that any proposed piece of civil
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
rights legislation must be ushered in
with a preliminary "fascist scare
t
unclassified
technique",
as policy justification
order to overcome
widespreadin
Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
liberal legislative reluctance.
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
Campbell challenged the heroic
PAKISTANIS young, professionals or students, PLEASE GIVE US A HAND. Earlscourt
communities in more than forty countries around the world.
both sexes, interested in forming an exclusive, Community
Project desperately
needs 532-3303,
volunteer
myth of America's
golden ageTheof
tutors. Call A!ec:
For information write to:
social, non-political, non-religious club Call: math and science
Jacksonian
democracy.
Faryal 920-5239 or Faran 922-4736 after 6. and help a high school student make it.
aristocratic flavour of the original
Community
of
the
Holy
Spirit
Lockean claims to freedom which
U.C. COUNSELLING SERVICE, tree
ROOMS FOR RENT in CO-OP House. Bloor- consultation
54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
influenced the Declaration of
Balhursl area. Mid-March on. '50 - '70/Mo. Call 928-2531. about any personal problem
Bob at 536-8137 or 533-9964
independence has become a collecSTRIPPER v/ANTED To perform at a party.
tion of computer-age nightmares, in
Good pay, after
no experience
which the economic process of
923-3269
5 p.m. necessary. Call Ted. ESSAY SERVICES Do you have old essays? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
■*3i?'t You spend a lot of time reading.
SERVICES.
961-6150.
3 pm.PRIVATE
TUTORING
Tutoring
in
physics,
10
pm.:
Sal.-Sun.
9 am.-5 Mon.-Fri.
pm. Professional
ESSAY SERVICES
mathematics, available at reasonable rates. S.B. typing done.
300 Avenue Road, 2nd Hoot.
A new and complete TERMPAPER
Joshi
IM.
Sc.)
351
Howland
Ave.
925-0203.
WHY AREN'T YOU A
service. Originality, quality, and
WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats trom $10 00
BETTER READER ?
St :uritv dictate our policy.
FOR SALE -phone
one tubPeter6' xMilic
2' x at2'SACPrice928-491
*25 For1 Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.
information
(Between
Phone:961-6150
selection tillofQue*en
furs,& Dundas)
trade ln9 Excellent
accepted
Hours:Sal.-Sun.
Mon.-Fri.9 am-5
3 pm-10pm pm
PROFESSIONAL TYPING On IBM selectnc WeThur-Fd
&tunpm.
buy
used
lurs
363-6077.
Mon-Sat 9-6
You
could
be!
typewnter.
Theses,
Reports,
Term
papers,
etc.
Professional Typing Done
Reasonable
Pick-up and
Call:
READ FASTER (2to4TIMESI
(evenings)
-Mrs.
Tarter:rates635-7352
(days)delivery.
491-6191
300 AVENUE ROAD
2nd floor
IMPROVE YOUR COMPREHENSION
EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO 10
from S79 one way or S155 return
HAVE YOU SEEN Battering Ram by David ■LONDON
DEVELOP SKILLS WITH TECHNICAL
Fieeman
yet?Ave.Come!
- toto Tarragon
Theatre
30 Take a dependable charier. Contact
»o
MATERIAL, REPORTS, ETC.
Bndgman
Tues.
Sun.
at
8:30
Sun.
TERMPAPERS
AOSC,
44
George St.. Toronto 5,416matinee
pay-what-you can at 2:30. 531-1827 962-8404 - St.or your
lor Reservations.
IMPROVE YOUR RECALL ABILITY
EARLY AND SAVE Student Council. BOO'*
SERVICE
(Reg'dj
A Canadian Company
TRAVELLING EUROPfc INTERNA
QUEBEC SKI TOUR March 17-22 $69. 5 full TfONAL
STUDENT ID. card, student
PAPERS ON FILE
days
of skiing at Mt. St.included.
Anne. AllWrite:
transportation
The Toronto School of Dynamic Reading can do
,-ailpass,
car charter
rentals,flights,
cheapest
and lours
most
and
accommodation
Canadian
$1.85 PER PAGE
dependable
camping
this
and
more1
We
also
offer
life
long
mem
OR
Ski Tours.
25Allan,Taylorwood
Dr., Islington 'or =lc, all available now from: AOSC, 44 Si.
Phone:
Gord
247-2339.
bership and many other features. Each of our
George St.,Travel
Toronto
Custom made orders, at reasonable
co-op5, 416
owned- 962-8404,
by your (The
stuGIRL HAS FURN. 3-room apt, to shaie Jith Studentdent Council)
cost, prepared by our start of college
teaches
has
taught
reading
for
ovei^-5
years
and
same
near
Spadina
Subway.
925-4926
graduates
holds an Ontario Teaching Certificate. For a
638-3559
EXPEDITION to Alghanistan via Europe. Greece ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICc. £c^„ descriptive brochure, phone 921 6410, or drop
Satte 906. 1Z Goldfinch Ct.
and
3 months Phone
$600. Ihuses, ienced
essays. -- electric
French, typewriters.
Latin - exper-86
plusTurkey
$215 departs
return Juneflight5th tofor England,
Willowdili (Toronto) M2RZC4. Out.
KfS 3 in to: Suite 650, 86 Bloor Street W
DloorSt. W lypisis
Sle 670. 922-7624.
Peter 922-5006.
up
SeveralGro
students were
reported
killed by police in the Greek city of
Salonica February 23 during demonstrations
against government interference ineducation.
According to the U of T chapter of
Students for a Free Greece, Swedish
television
students werenews
killed reported
and UnitedtwoPress
International {UPD reported four
student deaths. The Toronto, York
and Ryerson chapters of Students for
a Free Greece issued a proclamation
declaring solidarity with the Greek
students and denouncing the military junta presently controlling the
country.
"We condemn the barbaric actions
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Blues
overpower
By PETER DUX
not for a quick five goals in the first
University of Toronto Blues period — two each by Bill Buba and
notched yet another win and ad- Ivan
McFarlane, and a single by
vanced tothe finals of the OUAA's Blues captain Gord Davies. The
Eastern Section by defeating York opening 20 minutes resembled a
Yeomen 8-2 last night at Varsity Blues — Ryerson game, with Varsity
Arena.
taking control right from the
York might have had a chance if opening faceoff, and going on to
In terf acuity Basketball
Division I A
loss tie
games
St MA
14 win
12 2
UCI
14 10 4
Med A
14 9 5
Law I
14 9 5
PRE A
H 7 7
New
14 6 8
(DefaultedIB out of league)
Division
Erin
13 7 6
Vic I
13 7 6
Sr Eng
13 5 8
PHE B
14 2 12
SGS
13 1 12
Division II A
Scar
13 U
2
Trin A
13 9 4
PHE C
13 8 5
ST MB
13 7 6
UC II
13 6 7
Dent A
13 4
(Defaulted February 14)
•Ir Eng
13 4 9
Mgt
13 3 10
(Defaulted
Division n Bout of league February 2) '
For A
13 12 1 9
Innis I
13 10 2 1
Med B
13 g 4 0
(Defaulted January 4)
Vic n
14 8 4 2
Pharm A
13 6 7
PHE D
14 4 10
Lawn
14 3
1
(Defaulted November 24)
10
SGS
14 0 14 0
(Defaulted February 22)
(Standings up to February 26. 1973.)

24
points
1220
18
18
14
14
14 :
10
4
2
18
no16
12
14
8
8
6
24
21
18
12
8
7
0

York
8-2;
outshoot York 214 in that period.
Just after the first minute mark of
the period captain Davies deflected a
screened slapshot by Rick Leroy
from the point past a cleanly beaten
Yeomen goaltender Greg Harrison.
Buba's two goals — one on a
power play — came off good

Interfaculty Hockey
(Final)
Division I A
games won lost
St MA
16
10
3
Vic
I
Erin
16
9
4
16
8
3
Law IA
SrEng
PHE
9
5
9
5
16
3 11
Division I B
Dent A
New I
Med A
Scar I
Trin A
ScarUCI
Division O A
Division O A
V'CB
PHE B
FacEd
EorA
St MB
Innis I
SrEng
DevHse
Division BIB
GradStud
LawH
Knox
Scarll
Pharm A
Music
ucn

16
16
16
16
16
16

23
20
tie points
3
3 21
5
2
2 20
2 8
21

9 6 1
8 5 3
7 6 3
6 9 1
2 11 3
1 13 2

19
19
17
13
7
4

u a
14 10
14 9
14 8
14 7
14 5
14 2
14 1

2 1 23
4-20
5 _ j8
6 - 16
6 1 15
7 2 12
H I 5
12 1 2

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

1 2 20
4—16
5 2 12
5 3 11
5 3 11
6 2 10
9 2 4

9
8
5
4
4
4
1

SAC
hacks Varsity players, 3-2
In a highly disputed game Friday the SAC was granted two players by tied the score. SAC made the score 3morning (1 am), the SAC ball hockey The Varsity — Bob 'opportunist' 1 before Linda 'token' McQuaig
team, which included players with Bettson
passed totheLome
mouth' narrow
score. 'scoop' Slotnick to
questionable credentials, slashed Nasimok,andtheBriane
former'big playing
Unbiased officials are looking into
and kicked their way to victory over defence, and the latter highly offena highly spirited team composed of
the alleged drug charges against the
assists).sive (with two, count 'em, two Miglin
Varsity staffers.
boys. The Varsity has
demanded a rematch, but the SAC is
After
Sven
Miglin
took
the
SAC
to
The final score of 3-2 is being
reluctant
to oblige.
investigated by an international an early lead Ulli 'slapshot' Diemer
gaming body.
Controversy arose when the SAC
failed to provide enough bodies to
Graduate students' union
fill a regulation
Miglin
had boughtteam.
alongErichis 'offside'
brother
Sven 'the elbow' to augment the SAC
ELECTIONS
forces.
Instead of playing short-handed
for the offices of
President
Full-Time
By
Field Organizer
Vice-President
WANTED
For the 1973-74 Academic Year
(1 MAY 1973-30 APRIL 1974)
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
ASSOCIATION
WILL BE HELD ON FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1973
Must have knowledge concerning the
Nominations are now open, and must be received by 5 p.m.,
conditions of graduate assistants
CALL:
Friday, March 9, 1973. Nomination forms and further
information are available at the Graduate Students' Union
Larry Hoffman.
Office, 16 Bancroft Ave. Phone 928-2391
926-7057

MAIN STORE
280 BLQOR ST WEST 962^2020
12 OPTICAL SIORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
PHOTOSUN

semi-finals
next
positional plays from the lip of the the same checking game, with Blues
crease, with assists from Bill Fifield playing York's checking game and
on one, and McFarlane and Bruce eventually outscoring Yeomen M.
Neil Korzack added two goals to
Herridge on the other.
Blues' lead, both times off assists by
On
the
first
of
McFarlane's
goals,
fellow linemen Don Pagnutti and
York defencemen Murray Spence Kent
initally took the puck away from a OneRuhnke.
goal was briefly disputed
Blues only
playerto and
back
have dropped
it pickedtheuppassby since
it
went
off Korzack's
and in
behind
Harrison.
Blues evenleg played
McFarlane who snapped a quick
well short-handed, with Fifield adwrist
shot
from
Harrison's
left
side.
On another fine individual play,
agoal.Yeomen's
York's Andrew
McFarlane won the faceoff just out- of thesondingscored
only otherSandergoal
game.
side the blueline and sipped the puck
quickly past an obviously surprised
Harrison.
Blues Notes: Ex-Blue's captain
John Wright, now with Vancouver
In the second period, York Canucks of the NHL, was at the
attempted to slow Blues down the game along with Maple Leaf scout
only way a The
team plan
can -appeared
by checkingto Johnny Bower, who was particularly
furiously.
impressed with Anderson and
work, since York then was able to Munro . . . Bob Nadin, an OHA
score the lone goal of the period. referee, plus two OHA linesmen
And indication of the forechecking officiated last night, perhaps a good
move after some of the officiating
by
York, was
andtheBlues
maneuvers
relativedefensive
decrease over the past season . . . Blues meet
in the shots on goal ratio — this time the winner of the Waterloo -Guelph
Blues only outshot the Yeomen 14-8. game at 6:30 pm Friday, one-half of
The only goal came midway, a double-header. The second game
through the period by right winger sees the winner of the LaurentianSteve Mitchell. Toronto's defence Queen's game play the winner of the
looked bad on the play — as did the Western-Windsor contest. If Blues
rest of the team all through the win (?) they will be in the OUAA final game Saturday at 8 pm and in
period. However, left winger
Mitchell trapped a pass from Ron contention for the Queen's Cup —
Maeck in the Varsity end and flicked awarded
OUAA. to the top team in the
the puck in from the slot. Only
York's
two powerplays helped to All three games will be played at
relieve the relative monotony of the Varsity Arena and carried live over
period. Yeomen goalie Greg Radio Varsity . . . Blues were
Harrison had his only moments of wearing sweaters designated for
glory in the game during this period Toronto Maple Leaf's playoff games,
thwarting Blues' numerous chances chances
which wereoflenta toplayoff
them since
sportLeafs'
are
from close-in.
The. final 20 minutes saw much of doubtful . . .
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Towards a definition of the humanities:
a physicist's approach
PRINCIPAL A.C. HOLDS HALLETT
Thursday, March 1, at 4.10 p.m.
WEST HALL, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Coffee at 3.30 p.m.
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Editor Bob Gauthier
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to a great extent over the years. Parkes wrote directorate meetings "are open for observers if
that, for example, "on January 19, 1910, a there's space for them in the room", according
(Although
men meetings
agreed inopen,
prinspecial meeting had to be called to discuss to Hewett.
ciple last month
to makethe their
d
to
re
passed"
was
su
motion
a
and
es
to be stalling to prevent openness
pr
hockey problems
body-checking, which means that no they appear through
Women
eliminate
this year.)
shoving of a person into the boards by using fromStaffgoinginstructors
in the department carry a
similar
A
be permitted.
would
strength
bodily
full
teaching
load
of
19 hours
meeting has been called almost every year each per week on theapproximately
according to
is still Hewett, as well as fouraverage,
years later this problem
since, and fiftywhere
of coaching.
does Parkes mention why There are 14 regular staff hours
with us." (No
connected with the
facilities
open
'problem'.)
to
a
king"
"body-chec
considersbelieves
sheHewett
different
that men have
building,
as well
as four
part-time
staff.
The staff
teaches
a total
of approximately
Only a short jog across campus from the by the proposals for the men's building. Parkes priorities with different emphases. She said
and
Physical
of
School
the
in
been
week
per
had
hours
36
pressure
the
com"...
the
provide
lies
to
book:
her
trying
in
"palace"
wrote
athletics
that "Basically they're
men's
said it would be a
secludedantiquated
women's "exercise" building known as
than a recreational Health Education. Hewett
more
opportunity
petitive
Women's
a
for
years
40
over
for
up
building
the
recognize
did
"the Benson".
good set-up if the university
Building. Faculty and students, alumThere's more opportunity school,
Envied by the male jocks on the St. George Athletic
"thencanthere
would
be mutual
assistance
nae and parents all worked to this end, and level (of athletics).
—
no
one
assist
us
with
our
program
yet
men's
the
in
education
for
n than
as. the years went on. for competitio
Campus, "the Benson" was first opened in hope ebbed and flowed
, " she
added.
on the criticism of
women's Plans were drawn and a location was firstn programme
of
question
a
home
to
new
the
response
as
In
1959,
October,
The
athletic directorate is
physical education.
selected in 1925 and 30 years and a half-doze
the Benson
assistWomen's
others."
for the weconsiderably
womenadministramore democratic in structure than
desires ofby certain
locations later nothing had really happened. the level
tion to theof response
in less than
14" yearsof the
has slowly
undergone
a change
life,building
first dropping
the Then one day a hole was dug in the ground at establishment of a track club, Hewett told The its counterpart on the men's side. Whereas
women's compulsory athletic program, and Huron and Harbord Streets. A blue fence went Varsity that "in 1966 or 1967 we had hired there are only seven out of 20 student
then allowing the men into the building for the up. Steel girders and brick walls appeared Gwen Powell and Jill Fisher for track practices. representatives on the men's directorate, 15 of
first time in tis history, even if only for special
members on the women'sstudents
directorate
Maybe one or two people showed up but we 22
events.
do pay areall
above
fence."
Giventhe the
existing situation of physical had
no significant response. Their duties have students. Since the womenpotential
for control of
the
costs
operating
Although women's Director of Athletics and separation between the men's and women's since been transferred and people have other the
these costs is open to them.
Physical Education Anne Hewett told The Varsi- buildings and programs. Parkes ironically
However,
at
the
first
meeting
of
the
The directorate has "complete jurisdiction
Athletic
Men's
the
ty that "the women's program pretty well uses recalls that "officials
of
have proved true friends of the Women's
ties." Association Directorate in over the affairs of all Women's University
responsibiliAthletic
the
building
at thein Hart
moment",
athletes
canvassed
House, most
as wellmenas Association
women athletes throughout the years. The use December a women's track and field club was Athletic Associations. The Constitutions and
their coaches, would probably express some of the Hart House gymnasium and pool was established, Hewett said that she got together By-Laws of the Women's Athletic Associations
reservations about their inability to gain access given to the women every year for the with men's track coach Andy Higgins, and the of the Colleges, Faculties, and Schools shall be
to the Benson because of supposed capacity intramural basketball finals and swimming
to the Directorate for ratification and
next season in in- submitted
use.
meet and for any intercollegiate events to be club will participate
no amendment thereto shall be effective until
tercol egiate track meets.
The University of Toronto is the only held in Toronto. The stadium was made
approval by the Directorate ... The Directorate,
university in the province where facilities are available for softball and archery, and generous Benson Structure
through the Secretary-Treasurer, shall control
not shared and there is no coed program.
assistance was 'given in organizing hockey
the
funds of the Women's Athletic
The women presently pay an athletic fee of
Hewett claims, however, that "the men ean schedules and in many other ways."
use janitorial
it (the building)
they pay
for the
it" -building
that is,
for
staff andif staff
to keep
Association."
open. (At the present time, operating within the
annual women's athletic budget, the building is
closed from 9 pm on the evenings and all day
Saturday and Sunday, except for special events
and occasions.)
iter
Hewett said, "we are open after 9 pm, but
not
on a regular
maintenance
was onebasis."
problemShein added
keeping that
the
building open past normal hours, but equipment
breakage had made the administrators at the it I
Benson skeptical of opening their doors to the
men who could be expected to fully use the (by
comparison with Hart House) palatial facilities.
At present men do use the building for mixed
badminton games, some intercollegiate basketball games, and for some practice time for part
of For
the these
men's andintercollegiate
other reasonsswim
Hewettteam.said she
would prefer to see the building have "another
year
of semi-controlled
it is,members
she has
had complaints
from fouruse".menAsstaff
inlocker
the Benson
on
the
condition
of
the
room after male athletes from men's
Hart
House have been permitted to use the building, s
Facilities have apparently been abused and ~
equipment (kept in unlocked bins in the main 2
gyms, since the building has no equipment ~
room as such for storage) has been either s
stolen or broken, on occasion, when men have 5
been allowed into the building, according to M
Hewett.
Varsity basketball Blues play some home games in the Benson Sports Gym.
However, the women athletes seem to have
had trouble with their equipment control almost
When questioned what would happen if
since the time of the first organized athletic alsoElsewhere,
are $10 per year, 10 per cent of which goes to the students
due to Parkes
. . . Mr. notes
T.A. that
Reed,"Thanks
Financial
decided, by virtue of their majority in
university of Toronto Athletic Association
club on campus. A.E. Marie Partes, Secretaryof particularly,
the Men's Association,
must
be (Men) for a share of stadium and arena the Directorate, to greatly change the policy
Treasurer of the Women's Athletic Association Secretary
mentioned
not
only
for
his
from 1922-1959, wrote in her book The assistance in drawing up the Constitution, but maintenance. In effect, the women's operating tone
of the WAA,would
Hewettchange,
said "the
of the department
and
of the number of un- and priorities
Development of Women's Athletics at the for his continuing helpfulness throughout the budget consists
dergraduate women — approximately 8,200 there would be resignations. There's no way the
University of Toronto' (published in 1961):
times
the
fee,
less
10
per
cent,
according
to
in The
all matters
women'sap1897 attheBloor
(Tennis)
use years
their time in a way they don't
athletics."
men wouldaffecting
now probably
of "Incourts
StreetClubandobtained
AvenuetheRoad,
want to",willshegivesaid.
Hewett. "We receive nothing from the uni- women
preciate
some
reciprocation
on
the
women's
versity
administration",
she
said.
which
were
"rather
far
from
the
college".
A
sad
Other
income
comes
from
locker
rental
for
Hewett
said
that there are basically no
note is injected in 1899 when some miscreant
Hewett expressed the opinion that the main approximatejy_2j600 lockers in the building (all internal problems within the women's departbroke into the room housing equipment and
are fentedlRis year for the first time),
maybe some more than others
difference
betweenat the
women'sto ofa which
istole balls and racquets, and, worst of all, 'our part.
small amount on facility rental, and in- think toment,win"exceptis more
athletic programs
U ofmen's
T was and
in respect
mirror, which will be sorely missed' "
vestment interest of between 10 and 12 per to gain instruction. important" than to play or
priorities and emphasis. She defined the
Building problems
cent on the women's assets amounting to some
The WAA directorate presently falls under
women's priorities
as beingon "instruction,
volvement ofthe women
campus in thein- $225,000.
campus services portfolio (Internal Affairs)
total budget, approximately $26,000 the
The building contains a pool 75 feet by 42 physical activities program, and, secondarily, goesOf totheteam
headed
by Jill Conway, for major changes in
travel, Hewett said, while other policy, according
feet with both one and three metre diving intercollegiate activities and the School of items include facility
to Hewett. The budget is
rental, and equipment for
boards, five gymnasia, a dance studio, staff Physical and Health Education."
the instructional program.
presently
submittedAlextoRankin,
the Vice-President
(Business
Affairs)
Hewett said,
Hewett
said
that
"women
won't
participate
offices,
rooms and
and Reading
locker rooms,
Hewett said "the budget is available for "but Jill Conway is involved in it," In the past
Margaretcommon
Eaton Library
Room. the
As ' the way men do. Although this might be
well, smaller areas include lecture, seminar and changed, I think there'll always be a hesitation anyone to see." She also suggested that "a the administration chain of reference for the
study rooms, and indoor archery range, golf of spontaneous play since it's not a natural men's directorate representative should sit on WAA has been through Jack Sword, Vicecages, and equipment areas.
female activity. It's one of those things society the women's athletic directorate and a woman President and Provost Don Forster, Viceon the men's",
better com- finally,
doesn't accept," she added.
PresidentJill (student
Apparently
the
construction
of
the
women's
munication betweento thefacilitate
two organizations.
Conway. services) Robin Ross, and,
athletic building went through a long period of
Apparently,
the
"society"
of
the
Benson
difficulty similar to that now being experienced Building hasn't changed its values and attitudes
Furthermore, unlike the men's, the women's
Bob Gauthier

Police

meet

on
math
sit-in
Metro police yesterday held a conference secretary said "she's dealing with that matter
with U of T police, while occupying students right now" when questioned about the police
dug in on the fourth floor of Sid Smith, presence on campus, McQuillan reported.
awaiting a visit from associate math chairman
After
noon-hour rally, a
Ray Vanstone this morning.
meeting Wednesda
between y's
math students,
Conway,
Duff, vice-president Don ForsterEvans,
The student occupiers are hopeful that
arts and science dean Bob Greene ledandto
Vanstone's
visit remains
will leadstalemated
to a breakafterin the
the another
situation, which
discussion, held that night between
five math professors and five
math
secondinstruct
long staff
Although the meeting itself students
ofmaththe department's
day. The motions
Mathmeeting
chairwas
man George Duff to establish one committee concession, as the administration had insisteda
to look into first year teaching, and another to previously that the occupation end before
began, no new developments arose
report "with due speed" on the "structure and discussion
it.
governance" of the department. The students from
The student negotiators reported that Duff
felt that neither of two motions passed by the
meeting did more than begin to address their and the professors indicated they were willing
demands.
to have further discussion on student parThe students are demanding the reinticipation indecision-making, but no constateinent of professor Stephen Salaff,
the
cessions were made on the students' demand
offering of tenure to David Spring and Michael for "an immediate and effective" student
Mather, and the establishment of a student voice". The professors refused to discuss the
voice in staffing. Two hundred of them seized jobs
of Salaff, Spring and Mather.
the math department on Tuesday after chairAfter yesterday's
staff meetings,
several
man Duff refused to answer directly the interested
professorstwodropped
in on the
ocdemands before 300 students at a rally. About
c
u
p
a
t
i
o
n
t
o
discuss
the
department's
motions.
Professor Peter Rosenthal told the students,
50 have been staying overnight in the building,
vowing to stay on until the demands are met. "You've done the math department a conThe occupiers received support yesterday,
siderable favour. For the first time people are
the third day of the occupation, for their questioning the structures that led to the
struggle from the Graduate Students Union
He noted, however, that most staff want
executive. As well, a petition supporting the firings".
reinstatement demand and a student voice in "nothing to do with the occupation" officially,
staffing was gathering faculty signatures last and quoted professor I. Halperin as saying
night.
"the department does not want to negotiate
After metro police in New College were with
the fourth floor".
Some students would be involved on the
overheard telephoning the campus police
headquarters, math student Kevin McQuillan committee "to consider the problem of
followed the metro cops there to the Borden teaching" in first year service courses. Service
Building, where a short meeting took place. courses,
those with large enrolments from
The secretaries of both president John outside the department, are the focus of "the
Evans and internal affairs vice-president Jill
complaint'' of the occupation, according to Salaff.
Conway said their bosses were out at meetings chief acknowledged
The occupiers felt that setting up this
when phoned by McQuillan. Conway's

Students continue to occupy math chairman George Duffs office. Above photo shows students at
a strategy session discussing their demands.
cops and campus police met yesterday to
situation.
discuss theMetro
committee did not deal with either of their
demands, but there ensued a lengthy discussion with professor Edward Barbeau on
the non-renewal of Salaff s contract He felt
that professors who were disturbed by the
dismissal remained silent because of a feeling
of "collegiality" within the staff.
When asked what some of the reasons for
Salaff's firing were, Barbeau said "Many of

my colleagues feel that if you work together in
a He
department,
should workprofessor
together".Doug
noted thatyou Vanstone,
Clarke and himself were making this mor"as individuals."
expectof
the visitning'stovisitlead
to discussion Students
of the merits
Salaffs case, which the administration has so
far said should be referred to "normal appeal
channels".

Code
would
expel
By TOM W ALKOM
such as a non-violent occupation,
A tough new discipline code that that merely obstruct.
would automatically ban student oc- In failing to make this distinction,
cupations and sit-ins, and make par- the report runs directly contrary to
ticipants liable to expulsion from
original prepared
recommen-in
university will be presented to the the university's
dations on discipline,
Governing Council by the end of September, 1969 under the chairApril.
manship of political economy
Under the new code, passed last professor Ralph Campbell.
Campbell is now principal of Scarweek
by
the
Governing
Council's
Internal Affairs Committee, sit-ins
borough College.
like the present occupation to The Campbell Report specifically
protest math department hiring differentiated between three types
policies would be explicitly of student action: peaceful demonprohibited by the university.
stration, violent disruption, and nonAnd each of the 100 students that
violent disruption. The Campbell
occupied math chairman George Report only wanted to ban outright
Duff'sble foroffice
Tuesday
wouldanywhere
be eligi- violent disruption.
penalty
ranging
It specifically repudiated any
from a fine to expulsion, under the notion of using automatic
provisions of the code co-authored procedures to deal with "disruptive
by Internal Affairs chairman Paul demonstrations that do not clearly
Cadario, a student, and vice- endanger the safety of persons or do
president Jill Conway.
not destroy the valuable property of
The Cadario-Conway report makes
university."
no differentiation between dis- theInstead,
the report called for
ruptions that are violent, and those negotiations between the university
U duQ
MONTREAL (CUPI) - The
administration
of l'Universite
du
Quebec a Montreal
in its latest
move against the several thousand students currently on strike
has decided to prolong the winter
term for five weeks until May 25,
and to annul any courses or activities that are not resumed by
today.
The UQAM students, however,
are still going through with their
demonstration planned for this
morning. Along with fellow
strikers from the Universite de
Montreal, and students from the
Rosemount and Maisonneuve
CEGEPS, they will march to the
Palais de Justice in support of 10
students who will appear in court
today.

students
and all people involved in a disruptive, non-violent demonstration.
The Cadario-Conway report would
permit only demonstrations, like
marches, that do not at all interfere
with "teaching,
adminstraion.. orresearch,
any other
authorized activity on university
premises, including public service
activities of the university."
Students participating in the
math occupation and six previous
demonstrations could have been
expelled if the behaviour code
were in effect. See page 3 for —
details.
The Cadario-Conway code would
allow individuals to be brought
before a university discipline
tribunal. This tribunal, after determining ifthe individual had participated inan obstructive demonstration, would be able to impose a
penalty of anything up to suspension.
Expulsion of a student could be
effected by the Governing Council

for demos,
sit-ins
on the recommendation of the regarded as a moderate student
leader, demanded Bissell withdraw
The university administration from his tough position.
president.
rushed to complete the Campbell In response to this, the
administration pushed the Campbell
Report
the fall during
of 1969. a discipline crisis in Report
to abrupt conclusion. Faced
After a series of student dis- with a week-long ultimatum by SAC,
ruptions early in the term, then Bissell backed down in favour of the
university president Claude BisseD more liberal Campbell recommenbacked a series of law and order dations.
guidelines to deal with disruptive However, because of stiff faculty
demonstrations. These guidelines opposition, the Campbell
would have obligated a university recommendations went through one
president to suspend any student and a half years of stalemate in
committee, before frustrated
engaged in a disruptive demonstra- students
finally pulled out.
tion, after giving one warning.
Like the Cadario-Conway pro- Discipline recommendations were
posals, these guidelines did not
differentiate between violent and dumped in the lap of the new Governon-violent disruptions.
Council. though the new code
And,ning even
Students reacted angrily to essentially
returns discipline
Bissefl's stand. A series of mass procedures tough the guidelines of
meetings crystalized student opposi- three years ago that students so
tion tothe guidelines and SAC voted
against,
co-author
Cadario reacted
thinks his
proposal
will
overwhelmingly that BisseD dis- angrily
associate himself from them. Even breeze through the Governing
SAC president Gus Abo Is, generally Council.

threatens
to cancel
some
courses
ment to change the fee payment administration.
The students were named in teachers will vote to return to
deadlines
for
Quebecois
uniThe students refuse to discuss
the injunction the administration
versities. Up until now Que- repayment of fees until they
obtained last week to break the classes.
However, a spokeswoman for
becois
students
nave
not
had
to
receive
collective agreement
five-week old strike.
COPE, the student strike co- pay their fees at the beginning of from thea authorities
that they
The administration warned
ordinating committee, said last
wiQ
not
have
to begin payment of
the school term like Englishthat no credit will be given for night that students would con- speaking
students and could fees until at least three years
tinue to boycott classes
any course unless it resumes
effectively delay payment for after graduation and only if they
today andinter uptcontinues
unseveral
years.
regardless
of
the
teachers'
find employment in their
school term. ed until the end of the actions.
A spokesman for COPE says specialized field of study.
The student strikers have
new rules are imThe UQAM teachers, who have formed "Groupes d 'interven- that if the plemented,
The UQAM students next
approximately 3,000
tion" to ensure that courses are UQAM students will
been holding study sessions this
course
of action
today'sat
be
forced
demonstration
will beafterdecided
past week in protest against the not given. Clashes with the uni- out of school. The students
injunction, met last night to
versity's security guards have affected come from working class a COPE-sponsored general
assembly to be held on Sunday.
decide how they will counter this occurred. The groupes have also families.
been visiting the CEGEPS during
latest tion.
moveThe administration
by the administraBecause of the student protest,
At U de M the administration
has the past week to explain the
obtained a court injunction
already declared their study present dilemma to the prospec- withdrawn
the government
has
"officially" yesterday
from
the
controversy
to put
end byto the
the
sessions illegal, and at press time
universityissuestudents.
two- week old
strikean there
Thetivemain
in the strike is and handed over implementation
no decision had been reached,
but informed sources believe the the move by the Quebec govern- of the rules to the university social science students.
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HERE
TODAY
all day
Last day for nominations for Victoria College
SAC
representative.
officers to be elected.
Contact the VUSAC Five
office
9 am in Wymilwood
Blood donor clinic - in the Dentistry Building.
Everyone welcome. Till10 3*30
am pm.
Blood donor clinic at Loretto College, (lower
lounge). Everyone welcome.
11 am Till 4 pm.
"The
End
of
Capitalism
a lecture byof
Prof. Maunce Zeitlin, of intheChile":Department
Sociology.
2118 SidneyUniversity
Smith. 4 otpm Wisconsin. At Room
Professor Stephen Kaplan, of the
Department of Psychology and the Department
of Computer and Communication Sciences,
University of Michigan, will be giving a talk on
"Maung
SenseSmith
of theHall.Environment". In Room
2117. Sidney
The Department of Women's Athletics,
Bensonself defence
Building,class.
sponsors
women's orkarate
and
Phone a928-3437
9283441
frjr
times.
Non-university
peoplePublic
may
attend the open classes at Clinton
School Phone 922-8880
5=55 pmfor information.
Lichet Genchen this week is at Hillel House,
186 St. George Street.
6:25 Allpm are welcome.
The
Varsity
Blues
University
Waterloo Warriors intakeOUAAon theplayoff
hockey.of
Radio Varsity will be there to provide live
coverage
of this gameandas Western.
well as theRadio9 pmVarsity
game
between Laurentian
820
AM
in
residences
and
at
96.3
on
Rogers
Cable FM.
7-30 pm
SMC Garden
Film Clubof presents
Vittorio De Sica's
"The
Dominique Sanda intheCarrFinzi-Continrs"
Hall. Admissionwithis
$100. Again at 3:307:45pm,pm
There will be an Old Bavana outing by the
Vlctona College Music Ctub. Meet in Wymilwood
and join in the frolic, 8merriment
pm and good time.
University of Victoria students interested in
performingfrom Shakespeare
will presentin Room
a scale3 ofof
scenes
five of the comedies
the
New
Academic
8uilding,
Victoria
College.
Admission is free.
8:30 pm
The Poculi Ludique Societas presents three
medieval mystery plays, The 8apbsm of Christ,
The Temptation of Chnst and The Woman Taken
in Adultery. At Seeley Hall, Trinity College.
Admission is free. For reservations call 9285096 (momingsl.
The Library continues to malfunction at the
UC. Playhouse. 79a 9St.pmGeorge Street.
Valdy,earlier
Canadian
folk-rock
singer, awasfew insongsour
studios
this week
and played
for us and rapped a while. You can hear the
program
residence onand U96.3ofSATURDAY
onT Radio
Rogers —Cable820FM.AM in
ail day
Toronto Graduate Christian Fellowship
Lectures and informal discussion on the topic:
"Beyond
Cody Hall,
RegistrationSexuality",
is at 9:30 atam.St.Dr.Paul's
R.K. Harrison
and
Prof. Longenecker will appear at 9:30 am and 3
pm respectively Dr. Calvin Cervelt will give an
audio-visual
"A Christian Case Tournaments
forpresentation
Free Love".atatthe8 pmTatton Mackenzie
OUAA
Gym, Tait Mackenzie Building, York University.
Finals start about 6 pm. Come support our
teams.7:30 pm ' - "•'
SMC Film Clob presents Vittorio De Sica's

ARE

YOU

AND

NOW

"The
Garden
ofIntheCarrpmFinzi-Continis"
with
Dominique
$1.00.
AgainSanda,
at 10 7-45
pm. Hall. Admission is
Mae West
nite "Coin'by Victo Town"
Annie".
Presented
Flick. andAt "Klondike
the New
Academic
Building,
Room
3,
Crescent. Admission 8ispm$1. 73 Queen's Park
Join Radio Varsity for live coverage of the
OUAA league final direct from Varsity Arena.
The
leaguenextchampion
on to the Radio
CIAU
semifinals
weekendgoesin Edmonton.
Varsity 820 AM in8:30residences
and
at
96.3
pm
Rogers FM.
The doors of the Library creak shut. At the
U C, sPlayhouse.
ion isfree. 79a St. George Street. AdmisThe Poculi Ludique Societas presents three
medieval mystery pfays: The Baptism of Christ,
The Temptation of Christ and The Woman Taken
in Adultery. At Seeley Hall, Trinity College.
Admission
is free. For reservations call 9285096
(mornings).
Hillel Coffeehouse is open to all. At 186 St.
George Street. SUNDAY
11 am
The Hart House chapel service will meet to
worship and to discuss "An encouraging comed on Hebrews 10. The university
communitymunityis", basinvited.

Campbell
By BILL HITTUL
"An apparent
lack ofprovincial
policy"
characterizes
the present
government, claimed Margaret
Campbell at a students' Liberal Par-

Liberal runner Margaret Campbell
ty
Housemeeting
Debatesyesterday
Room. in the Hart
Campbell, Liberal candidate for
the St. George riding in the March 15
by-election, said that she resigned as
a Family Court judge in order to run
against the present "monolithic"
ToryThe government.
candidate explained that the
government's attitude toward comdoesn't
adequatelyof
consider munity
the planning
feelings
of members
that community.
The community issue has been
very important to her. Campbell
claimed to have been leader of the

IN SEARCH

4 pm
Four students were murdered in brutal
confrontation with the Greek police. Join the
mass rally at Nathan Philips Square to express
your solidarity with the
7 pmGreek students. Main
speaker Andreas Papandreou.
Thogof(presents,
Music, theatre,
space
Admission
is one thedollar.misticAt
theWaftle
Bathurstcreation.
UnitedSeriesChurch.
PublicStreetLecture
on The Political
Economy of Canada. Jim Laxer will speak on
"Quebec
7:30 pm Federal State". At
Room N201in the
OISE.Canadian
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew. At
Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.
Film Club
presents "Touch
ofin Carr
Evil" Hall.
with
OrsonSMC Welles
and Charlton
pm orHeston
Admission by series 8ticket
50 cents.
The Hellenic Society sponsors a Cultural
Evening of lectures in pmGreek and English on
Greek poets and a 8:30
short play in Greek,
Actors'
Theatre
at
Dupont atPlayers
Brunswick
presents The New Arts390Chamber
with
Virginia Markson; tlute, Larry Chemey; oboe,
James McKay;
bassoon,
and
Casey
Sokol;
harpsichord. Tickets for adults are $2.00; students
$1.50,
theatre
club
members
1.50.
Program
will
include selections from the works of Vivaldi,
B3Ch Villa-Lobos and Handel.

hits Tories
opposition to the Spadina
Expressway.
She fought the expressway as City
of Toronto controller from 1966 to
69, and during her unsuccessful campaign for the mayoralty in late 1969.
opposition
back to 196162,Her when
she dates
requested
the
Metropolitan
Transportation
mit e to delay development Comuntil
expert testimony could be given on
the consequences of constructing the
expressway.
claimed
that "at no
time can we Shejustify
the destruction
of a city for the building of a road."
The provincial
government's
education
policy was also
attacked
by Campbell for being inconsistent.
While the government maintains
that equal opportunities should be
available, the recently released Commis ion on Post-Secondary Education report proposes a hike in tuition
fees.She did not mention what she
proposes as an alternative to present
education policies.
Campbell described her career
beginningtrol er inToronto
as an alderman
confrom 1958andto 1969.
After her unsuccessful bid for mayor
in 1969, she became a Family Court
judge
June 1, 1971.
Conservative
Roy McMurty, Ellen
Adams (NDP), and Communist Party member Brian Mossop are running against Campbell.

OF A JOR?

73 GRADS - If you're still seeking employment, register now with
the PERMANENT JOB REFERRAL SERVICE at the
Career Counselling & Placement Centre — Room 412.
STUDENTS - If you have not already done so, now is the time to
register for SUMMER JOBS. Ask for a SUMMER JOB
REGISTRATION CARD at the front desk.
Talk to a CAREER COUNSELLOR about launching your own job hunt campaign,
preparing a resume, taking interviews or the current job market as it pertains
to you. Drop in or make an appointment by calling 928-8590.
YOU'RE INVITEDLOCATION!!!
TO VISIT US AT OUR NEW
CAREER COUNSELLING & PLACEMENT CENTRE
344 BLOOR STREET WEST
4TH FLOOR
TORONTO M5S1A1

SUNDAY EVENING
ART GALLERY
KITSCH EXHIBITION i| SHARON
LUNtbK
1
TUTTLE
AND BAROQUE GROUP
GALLERY11MARCH
UNTIL
Monday,
a.m.HOURS:• 9 p.m. 4
SUNDAY, MARCH 4, 8:00 P.M. GREAT
HALL TICKETS AVAILABLE AT-THE HALL
TuejdiySunday
to Salurday,
, 2 p.m. 11■ 5a.m.p.m.- 5 p.m.
1 PORTER'S DESK.
FILM SERIES:
MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS
MONDAY, MARCH 5
Le Corbusier
Debates Room
1-2 p.m. & 7-8 p.m.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
OPEN MEETING
RAY CARN OVALE, f. En|. speaking on
'" BroadcastMONDAY,
Anlenn» andMARCH
Transmitters5
BICKERSTETH ROOM, 1:00 P.M.
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

THE BLACK HART PUB
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays
Live entertainment Starts At 8:30 P M

Export
A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE
IN
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
SUMMER PROGRAMMES

EUROPE
In addition to the regular Summer Session, the Division of University
asExtension
follows: is offering degree courses in Europe, July 4 - August 14
Nice, France/English, French
Siena, Italy/Fine Art, Italian
Trier, Germany/German, History
Cost?course,
Approximately
one
room and S750
board).- $800 (includes round trip, tuition for
Further information:
^S&gi Summer
UniversityProgrammes
of Toronto in Europe
p~gj I Division
ofOntario
University
ImGJ
119 St. George
Street Extension
Toronto,
m
M5S 1A9
McM ASTER UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF ADULT EDUCATION

study

summer 73
of
Degree Credit subjects for
abroad
• DAYTIME STUDENTS
• EXTENSION STUDENTS
• "LISTENERS';
FRANCE (pat it - Fine Arts. French, Philosophy
GERMAN (Munich! - German, Philosophy
INDIA (Benares! - Anthropology, History, Psychology. Religion
ITALY /Florence and Home) - Clonics, Finn Am, Italian, Philosophy
SWEDEN AND FINLAND - Social Work. Sociology
U.K. (Edinburgh! - English, Music, Personnel and Industrial Relations
YUGOSLAVIA (Zagteb and Split! - Political Science. Sociology
SCHOOL
OF
AOULT EDUCATION.
McMASTEB
UNIVERSITY.
GILMOUH
ROOM 136.
HAMILTON. HALL.
ONTARIO
Tflluohone 622 4971 Ex 321
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Budget
forces
library to cut book
purchases
By LINDA McQUAIG
library system, with the opening of funds
forced to reduce its book purchases last night.
pay for its considerable
the newaway.Robarts Library only operatingto costs,
Faced with a $100,000 budget cut, by 10 per cent next year, chief The library, which buys over months
according to Joyce
the U of T library system will be librarian Robert Blackburn revealed 100,000 books every year to update
Denyer,
a
Clarice Henschel, a member of the committee. member of the budget
and expand its collection, will have
library committee of the Governing
The extra maintenance cost alone
to cut its buying in "number and Council,
said she was amazed that for the university to keep up the new
quality",
Blackburn
said.
Book acquisition seems to be the library's budget would be cut at library will be about $200,000 a year.
Math
students vow
bearing the brunt of the budget slice, a time when its expenses will rise Some new library staff will be
significantly
since Blackburn anticipates no cuts new
library. with the opening of the hired for the new building, but most
be transferred from other
in library staff or hours.
"I
wouldn't have been surprised, will
branches of the U of T library system
. There will be reductions, however,
budget had been in- around campus, some of which will
not to give in
in the number of staff working in in fact, ifcr its$3,000,0
00 with all the close when the Robarts complex
service
positions such as reference said. eased by
By GREG McMASTER
and cataloguing.
new expenses that are involved," she
Math Student Bill Andrews summed up the spirit of Wednesday's
As well as cutting back book
No lay-offs will be necessary,
rally to build the math occupation when he closed off his
Asked if he thought the library purchases,
the library plans to
however, Blackburn predicts. The
opens.
number of staff will be reduced by system could survive the cuts, eurninate special service features,
speech saving "The question isn't whether or not we're going to
such
as
the
privilege professors
win, the question is how soon we're
going to win."
not filling positions left vacant when Blackburn answered, "It will be
The need strengthen the occupiers' forces was stressed by
currently enjoy of having books
the
members
of the present staff
retire
or
resign.
several speakers,to including
delivered
to
their
departments upon
Although the provincial
dismissed professor Stephen Salaff, who
paid for the Robarts request. See story on budget delays,
said "It takes support from all students to advance democratic
The budget cut comes at a government
difficult."
decision-making on this campus. Please make the math struggle your
particularly crucial time for the building, it has not set aside special
struggle as well."
Discussion centred on administration suggestions for meetings,
Math student Dave Weber described
of trip on the
page 17.
part of the department to get us out ofthesehere.as "aWe type
have to prove to
math chairman George Duff that we're not going to leave on hopes of
some kind of meeting,"
The initial administration offers for discussion were contingent on
the occupation ending, but since a student meeting with president
John Evans after the rally, this has not been insisted upon.
Exchanges with dean Bob Greene and math professors have focused
upon the various appeal mechanisms available to the fired
professors, but not on the demand that they be given their jobs.
student
"substantivethatdiscussions"
to have
been offers
There have
the students ondemands
no guarantees
but with
of staffing,
control
for an "immediate and effective" voice will be met.
Andrews pointed out that, until the occupation, "We've had
nothing. When the sit-in came, they're running around like chickens
with their heads cut off."
There have been three mathematics staff meetings of several hours
each in the past two days.
Andrews added, "They've tried to get us to leave with no
guarantee that Duff wouldn't talk about his textbooks, let alone
make concessions."
Stephen Salaff, the professor whose contract has not been reviewed, spoke about "a secret meeting, for which some professors were
called, and others were not".
He said that the meeting was held early that morning, and was
Students in the Sid Smith foyer hear Socialist candidate Alice Klein voice support for math occupation
attended by a group of "sectarian, authority-bound anfl narrowminded" professors "to discuss the magnificent student occupation
of yesterday."
The professors who were not invited included "three senior
Slates
clash
over
sit-in
professors and several who are up for tenure" according to Salaff. He
sonally involved in the math struggle
By BOB BETTSON
said the meeting passed a resolution which dealt with "nothing at
"maximumfor next
serFour of the five slates contesting and maintained that SAC should Vickeryvices, fupromised
l scale preparation
all" except "discussion with committees."
the SAC presidential elections "provide resources and help stu- year, an extensive orientation and
The minutes of the meeting show that the math Curriculum
clashed
yesterday
over
the
degree
of
dents to organize their struggles food and communications surveys."
Committee is instructed to consider "all aspects fo the first year
support each has shown for this to achieve a real learning SAC
completed a campus food surcourses", and that members of the department are committed
vey earlier this year; an intended
week's
student
occupation
of
the
themselves
investigating
"student
dissatisfaction
with first-year
mathematics department offices.
Presidential candidate Bob carried
communications
courses
and toto consider
seriously
the policies
in the department
with
out. survey has not been
The fifth slate, headed by Peter Anderson questioned the further
respect to hiring and tenure at a department meeting in the near
Baumann
(UC
H),
did
not
appear.
experience."
effectiveness
of
the
occupation
as
a
"SAC
should mobilize to get a
future."
Engineering presidential candi- tactic. He claimed that while he serious student response to the ComSalaff felt that progress could continue only if students maintain
date
Chuck
Vickery
said
that
he
the demands of the oc"their
pressure.
business
as usual".
mis ion on Post-Secondary Educawould support it as long as it was supportedcupiers,
Salaffconcern,
referred support
to CarverandScobie,
a firstIt isyearnot math
student,
whom
continuing the occupation
tion report and oppose the conwould
reduce
active
support
in
the
"non-violent
and
non-obstructive".
he said, "was physically pushed and shoved" out of a faculty tea by
tingency repayment plan it
He was challenged from the
"one of these sectarian professors", who said, according to Salaff,
meager Sid Smith foyer audience by department.
movement must regain its proposes," he stated.
"We're mathematicians; we don't want your kind of person in here."
Arts and Science Student Union mass"Thenature.
The occupation should
Vickery also advocated a SAC fees
fieldworker Dave Depoe, who called be ended in the near future," he rebate for Scarborough and Erindale
as well as integration of athletic
the occupation obstructive because added.
Duff was not allowed access to his Havers said merely that he facilities.
Past expulsions with code?
office.
supported the occupation, stating he
Vickery had claimed that as long had to leave to attend the trials of He urged a "speedy solution to the
If proposed new discipline
but did
not
in
force
inclu'1'1,
two
women arrested three weeks daycare
as
professors
had
access
to
their
guidelines were In force now, all the been
elaborate. problem,"
The Devonshire
occupa• lastHallspring's
students who have participated in Simcoe
by aboutoccupation
1000 studentsof offices it fulfilled his criteria for ago when police tried to open an over tionnine
by
Campus
Co-op
Day
Centre
is_
months
old.
the occupation protesting three to protest the university's library support. He did not respond to SSSC picket line outside the 215
Huron fees office.
math professors' dimissals would policy and use of Metro police to Depoe's
barb.
Anderson
asserted
that
the
"fiscal
The only contenders to come out
all be eligible for expulsion.
up an earlier demonstration.
said, however, that "I will send responsibility" offered by the
of the occupation myHe engineering
Past student actions that could break
• the student occupation of Simcoe inwerefullthesupport
vice-presidential
United Socialist slate and candidate
George Huzcek
up to join Vickery
have involved expulsion for par- Hall in the spring of 1970 to protest
slate "is council
not enough."
"The students'
must have
tile
Stop
the
Student
Surcharge
Comticipants ifthe proposed code har1 the university's daycare policy. This
m
i
t
e
s
l
a
t
e
.
goals,"
he
maintained.
Anderson,
Laughter
arose
from
the
audience.
ended with the university agreeing
member of the New Programa
occupation."
Greg McMaster of the Old Mole theEarlier
Vickery had revealed an Review
to
fund
a
daycare
centre.
said one of his
r •
that the lack of involvement
platform amid con- priorities Committee,
• the student occupation of ofcharged
would be the improvement
the other slates in the occupation extensivesiderable
heckling. He said that a
Sidney
Smith
Hall
in
the
spring
of
of teaching throughout the
of the general lack of reduced SAC fee would be possible university.
Staff meeting
1971 to protest insufficient student was indicative
given by SAC in the past. with cuts in the campus centre levy,
representation in the Faculty of Arts leadership
All Varsity hacks are urged
communications,
administration
and
He challenged the other slates to
McMaster, speaking for the United
and Science.
stressed the imto attendportant stafftoday's
imto hismate,
charges.Young
His presiden• an overnight sit-in staged in respond
by pulling
out of the Ontario Federa- Socialist portSlate,
meeting.veryFinant
i
o
n
o
f
Students.
ance ofSAC leading opposition
tial
running
Socialist
the main U of T library last
cial wizard and editor Alex
to
the
cutbacks
in
education.
Stressing
fiscal
responsibility,
Heather
Ridout,
said
she
was
perPodnick will unveil The VarFebruary to publicize student complaints about restricted library
sity's
Finance
Committee
access.
budget proposals for next
• the picketing of a Victoria
year.
College parking lot last January
The staff choice for editorial
U of Q backs math
occupation
by Vic students who wanted the
tyrant will also be revealed,
U of T students occupying the from Quebec students fighting
"Signed, Comite d'Organisalot turned into a playing fu?ld.
and a policy will be formath department received the against the anti-student offensive tion Provisoire des Etudiants."
The students successfully prevented
mulated on which SAC slate
following message on Wednesday of the Quebec government and
all
but
two
cars
from
entering
the
has a "correct line". Discusfrom the strike committee local university administration.
In return, the U of T students
sent a similar message,
lot.• the occupation (which has gone
sion on next year's paper will
representing
be encouraged.
who have beentheon 12,000
strike students
at the U We offer 100 per cent solidarity in proclaiming support for their
The excitement begins at 1
on forusedover
unof Q a Montreal since January 26: your struggle against the repres- "fight against the anti-student
clubhousenineon months)
Devonshireof anPlace
pm at 91 St, George Street
sion of radical
math profs. Inter-'
"Dear comrades, greetings national
solidarity.
Admission is free.
by parents and children of the Campus Co-operative Daycare Centre.
offensive."

4^The Varsity
Alex Podnlck
91 St. George St., 2nd floor
923-8741, 923-8742
Bob Brockhouee
Manager
Advertising
923-8171
Phone
Editor
Office
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Behaviour
would

"No one should be a judge in a case in which he
has already made a decision. University
regulationsor university
should (orbidreview
anyonefromwho hearing
sits on aa
faculty
particular
case
in
which
he
was
involved
as a
chairman, member of a departmental tenure
Association
committee orCanadian
in any other
way." of University
Teachers siteDonald
cu five D.secretary
Savage
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The Varslly. a member of Canadian
University
Press,
In 1B80
ministrativewas
iheStudents'
University
and Is published
byCouncil iheof'founded
Adof Toronio and Is primed by Oaisons
Press Lid. Opinions expressed In ihls
newspaper
are notAdministrative
necessarily ihose
iho
Councilof
or iheStudents'
administration
ol ihe universliy.
orFormal
businesscomplaints
operationaboutof thethepapereditorial
may
be addressed
to Commtneo,
ihe Chairman,Varsity
Campus
Halations
Board of Directors. 91 St. George Si.

code

unjustly

dissent
silence
The university's
proposedan expulsion; would have worked
behaviour
code represents
to perpetuate the injustices
to effec- reluctant administrators evenattempt
intemperate
tively silence student dissent
tually conceded had existed.
dissent which has boiled over
It's not as if U of T students
into several occupations in re- have been known to go on wild
cent years.
rampages just because they
The code, drafted by Internal can't get their way. Quite the
Affairs Committee student contrary, disruptions have onchairman Paul Cadario and
ly followed long months of
internal affairs vice-president trying to get the student point
Jill Conway, would ban student across to an administration
occupations and sit-ins, which, unfortunately, all too
hanging the threat of possible often rejects automatically
student initiatives and
expulsion over the heads of criticism.
students who ignore its
It was only after months of
guidelines. It makes no
attempt to distinguish between vainly trying to get through to
violent and non-violent dis- math department chairman
Duff that students
rustrations
ptions, onlywhich
allowing
demon-in- George
resorted to occupying the
in no way
terfere with the functioning of department offices to express
the university.
their discontent. That university officials have suddenly
The Cadario-Conway proposal, already endorsed by the found some merit in the student dissent within the last couGoverning Council's Internal
Affairs Committee, would outple of days betrays
an ad-to
ministration predisposed
law any activity which would
respond
to
confrontation
interfere search,
withadministration.
"teaching,. .re-or rather than other expressions
any other authorized activity of dissatisfaction.
Nonetheless, the Cadarioon university premises, includ- Conway
guidelines would
ing public service activities of
prohibit
the math department
thisIndividuals
university". accused of
occupation,
the occupiers withthreatening
severe penalties
violating the code would be for championing
their
tried by a university discipline convictions.
tribunal which would deterSimilarly, the 1971 arts and
mine whether they par- science
occupation of Sid
ticipated In a disruption and Smith followed
on the heels of
impose penalties as severe as months of- discussion
suspension on those found reasoned argument aimedandat
guilty.
say for
the code would push the securing ina meaningful
the running of the
university back to the days students
and, consequently,
predating the writing of the university
about the type of education
Campbell
Report,
a
presidenthey
woud
receive. Months of
tial advisory committee report
which, readers
which rejects the hard line discussion
should
recall,
reduced to altering its proposals. edict would have banned these
taken by Cadario and Conway. nought whenwereconservative
of student feeling,
That document, supposedly the faculty mustered their forces (Interestingly, a year later, a expressions
feeling which each time the
Council
subbasis for the new guidelines, to overturn an arts and science Governingcommittee
admitted
that
one
administration
claimed did not
differentiates — unlike the
exist
— until students came out
of the major
points
of condecision
eswrong.
current proposal — between general committee
tention
between
students
and
in the hundreds to prove them
tablishing aparity committee
violent and non-violent dis- to recommend
restructuring of the administration — restricruptions,
reserving
its
prohibiThere can be no reasonable
the
faculty
council.
ting
access
to
the
Robarts
tion for the former.
And, again last year, months stacks according to something
forwhichoutlawing
The Cadario-Conway law of reasoned debate failed to called "academic need" — was grounds ruptions
do not pose disan
and order report ignores the influence the Library Council impractical.
actual threat
of
injury
or
exlegitimate role disruptions and the university's academic
cessive damage.
None of these legitimate
play in exposing widespread
As for the penalties proposal,
in formulating access disruptions caused serious
student dissent. All too often, Senate
harm to the university, while there similarly can be no basis
policy
for
the
John
Robarts
university administrators, Library. It was only after on the contrary they won at for punishing students for exblind to the injustice of a par- students occupied Simcoe Hall least partial victory for
pressing theirwhen
dissent
ticular situation, only discover twice that the university was reasonable student demands. direct manner
there inhasa
the merit of the dissenters' witling to seriously consider Yet, the new law and order been no physical injury or
cause following a disruption.
"A. . . disruptive demonstration may prove to be justified",
the Campbell
Report concludes, going on advocate
that
Didn't
"our"
reps
any
"negotiations
concerning
There's beei lots of just
talk about theslip
merit of past
to outlaw all student disruptions. Grlndal has a
demonstration should
be ad-a student
lot
of
explaining
to
do
before
she merits a
representation
university's
dres ed as much as possible to decision-making
bodies. on
We the
certainly
agree
second term. (Unfortunately, the other three
the sfcbstantive issues of the that
may
more
easily
get
off
without
having to
articulate student representademonstration and not just to
tieffective,
on is worthwhile.
account to their constituents.)
Committee
chairman
Cadario,
never
the disruptiveness".
However, we cannot help but question the
Too often in the past,
student advocate, cerstudents have had to turn to effectiveness and representivlty of those mistakentainly wasforwella vigorous
aware of the Implications of his
on the internal Affairs Comdisruptive tactics to force the students servingmittee—Pawl
Cadario, Clarice Henschel, Ian proposal. As for the other student members —
university to deal with major
the committee report was adopted unareas of dissent. And, the Morrison; and Norma Grindal. One of them —
animously —the most charitable thing that can
— contesting her position anew in the
Cadario-Conway scheme, had Grlndal
be
said for thethem
didn't And,
fully
current
Governing
Council
elections.
it been in effect at those times,
understand
effectis ofthatthe they
guidelines.
These supposed student representatives sat that excuse ins't good enough.
would have pre-empted such
activity — except on risk of on the committee which endorsed the proposal
We deserve an explanation !

widespread damage. The
behaviour code should not be
used as a club to intimidate
students from making their
views known in whatever
manner proves appropriate.
The mittee
Internal
Comwould haveAffairs
been better
advised to have spent Its
time working out a reasonable
behaviour code rather than
haggling model
over which
detailsproves
of a
tribunal
relatively useless in the face of
the
code's edict against
disruptions.
The Academic
Affairsrefused
Commit e , to its credit,
to rush the proposals through
in time for Cadario to get
them on this month's Governing Council agenda.
The Cadario-Conway prohibitions
against disruptions should die
in committee.
not deserve to reach They
the fulldo council;
they have no merit.
And, if Cadario and Conway
manage to push the proposals
through
the Governing
Coun-be
cil, the university
should not
so unwise as to assume that
mere rules and threats will
intimidate students into
sacrificing legitimate rnodesof
expression for just causes.
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presentation
concerned. of evidence by all
Peter Havers, chairman
SSSC.
Wants Soc to

SSSC asks GC
to hold hearing
Letter to the chairman of the
Governing Council:
We read the statement of the
Executive Committee of the Governing Council in the minutes of
February 6, 1973 (report number 10
of the Executive Comsince theto University
had found mite):". it. .necessary
call in the
Metropolitan Toronto Police, charges should not be dropped unless the facts proved to be different
thanWe those
assure presented."
you that the facts of the
events in question are not as in your
statement.
We assume that the Executive
Committee was serious in stating
that charges would be dropped if the
facts presented proved to be
erroneous.
We, therefore, demand that you
call an open hearing according to the
proper rules of procedure so that the
facts may be made clear through the

favour Canadians
There is an argument being waged
on
by the American and proAmerica
n members of the sociology
department concerning the hiring of
three new members for the sociology
department. These members of the
faculty argue
that, "science is a
collecti
ve endeavour and does not
recognize national boundaries";
therefore, theyshould
would hire
suggest,
departm
the "the
best
ent
faculty available — regardless of
their nationality". These influential
interest groups have condemned
every argument which favors the
hiring of only Canadian faculty as
utterlyand"bourgeo
is national
ism" atc
best
a betrayal
of scientifi
progress at worst.
For the following reasons we feel
that the position of these "objective" social scientists is biased
against the Canadian applicants and
harmful to the development of the
department toward a Canadian
sociology. Therefore, we urge the
students in sociology to form a solid
block and attempt to implement a
policy which
favours the hiring of
Canadian
faculty.
1. Unlike physics and chemistry,
sociology is a culture-bound
science; it is a human science. Its
subject of study are people of a
particular country. The reason

Life Underwriters
counter feature
The article on life insurance by Rick Grant
in your January 24 issue is an abortion of the
truth. It certainly does not apply to Canada.
In fairness to the students who read your
paper, let's tell it like it is. In the life insurance
business, there are great opportunities for
university graduates in the career of selling
life insurance and many are proving it. If Rick
Grant or anyone else wants to talk to any of
these graduates about their present life insurance careers, we can give them a long list.
Here are the facts. In Canada in 1965, five
per cent of the new life insurance agents were
university graduates. This proportion has increased steadily each year to 22 per cent in
1971. These statistics come Irom the Life

why we do not have a Canadian
applicant can ever match his U.S. 4. The anti-Canadian faction migi
counterpart with the amount of
sociology is because we followed
come up again with yet anoth*
publication or teaching experience.
"democratic subterfuge", and
a policy to Americanize our
Therefore, in any matching game
culture. We were after big comsay,
"we do not make our final
the
Canadian
would
probably
judgementdidate'sonscholarlythepublications
basis of canmercial names; we had a "false
lose.
If
the
chances
of
a
Canadian
but
consciousness" of our own identito become just a sociologist in our
teaching ability and commitment
ty. The more we bought these
to students as determined by his
graduate schools are very slim,
"big
brand-names"
more
inferior
we felt. Wethealways
our expectation of his becoming a
presentation
in our colloquiums".
avoided our real need which was
We
view a colloquium
as a meat
shouldit market
be"productive
non-existent.sociologist"
Consequently,
the necessity of having serious
and completely inCanadian scholars who had
is more than absurd to argue that
adequate for judging a Canadian
definite interest in the Canadian
a Canadian sociologist is not as
applicant.
are neither
familiar withCanadians
auctioneering
skills,
society and not big foreign names.
productive or as experienced as
Sociologists, in our department,
nor do they have the dexterity of
his American professors in the
an
American
salesman.
In
the
should be part of this culture, part
first place. We have to stop
world of sociology, Canadians
repressing
the
Canadian
scholar
of our people, and to share exhave
been
treated
like
niggers,
in his own country.
periences and feelings with and to
have commitment to them. If we 3. The forces of reaction might
like women and they have been
want to develop a Canadian
passivity and sociolocome up with yet another cliche' ; forcedgicalintosubordination.
sociology, therefore, we need
Therefore, sothey
"whatmacro-social
we need to
Canadian sociologists. Mao Tsehire would
is a say,
radical
ciologically speaking, he does not
have
the
necessary
expertise in
theorist
who
would
be
able
to
see
tung once said "one cannot imthe Canadian society through a social encounter; he is reserved,
port revolution". We believe that
'Marxist' light in a critical way," does not throw smiles, does not
"one canofnotimportation
import sociology".
decade
in CanadaA
and, of course, Canadian
initiate lively conversation. Consesociologists who have been forced
is the living proof of our blatant
quentlycounterpart
he fails compared
to his
error
in
the
past.
We
have
to
stop
American
who would
by
their
American
teachers
to
see
this mistake.
handle
the
colloquium
like
a
Johnsociety toin bea "consensus
learnt
conservativelight"
bothandin
2. A bourgeois counter argument
ny Carson show. For the American
manner and thought would be it is a Hollywood style showmancan be launched against our posiautomatically disqualified. We
ship, for the Canadian, it is the
that, "sure interest
we wantandfaculty
with tionCanadian
sure
believe that a Canadian, so far as boring job of proving that he is not
as bad as you think he should be.
we would give preference to
he
has
got
the
basic
qualifications,
Canadians if, and only if, they
must be hired. Our experience in These are only my recollections as
this department has proved to us to what is happening in the departhave
a similar
qualifications,"
i.e.
scholarly
publication
in American
that "conservatism", liberalism,
sociology. We have to act
Journals, et cetera. It is our view
and radicalism of faculty now andment ofstop
the Americanization of
members are purely political our department.
that, although this seems to be a
We have to help
well-intended and non-prejudice
catchwords, emotionally tuned Canadians to get into this departargument, the latent function of
ment.
Let
us
think
of him or her
and lack a real practical sigthis argument is to prevent
nificance. Every person has the whose rejection by the sociology
Canadians from being hired in
is always a fait
potentiality to modify his posi- department
this department. The reason
tion, and every person is able to accompli.
being that, of course, no Canadian
put a false front.
F. G. Maghami.

Insurance Agency Management Association
(LIAMA), a highly respected research
organization which serves the life insurance
industry in Canada and the United States.
If. in addition to the above figures, you
include new agents who have some university
experience, the total figures are 18 per cent for
1965 increasing to 37 per cent for 1971. Clearly
the interest of university students in a life
insurance sales career has increased
dramatically in recent years.
Rick Grant suggests the odds against
survival as a life insurance agent are 100 to
one.
credibility
are theHis real
odds? gap is monumental. What
The LIAMA statistics for Canada show that
11 per cent of new agents survive with the
same company for five years. In addition, 25
per cent of the terminators stay in the life
insurance business but move to other companies. Thus about one-third of all new agents
succeed through the first five years. After five
years LIAMA figures show a continuing
success ratio of over 90 per cent.
Next question. How does this compare with
sales personnel in other industries? Quite
favourably. Remember, however, that a sales
career is a discipline that focuses the spotligh
on failure or success rather quickly and
decisively.
Assume you have a group of individuals who
have the normal aptitudes required for selling
life insurance. The great divider that separates
the successes from the failures is the
willingness to do an honest and intelligent
day's work.
The ofabove
LIAMAentrants
figurestoshow
that twothirds
all new
life insurance
selling don't really have the necessary desire
or Weself'discipline
to dothat
the the
job. agent success
are convinced
ratio for university graduates is much higher.
Unfortunately, LIAMA does not yet have
success data for university graduates. We
therefore give you the experience of several
life insurance companies in Canada.
Since your article was adapted from
Poundmaker published at the University of
Alberta, here is a case history of a group of'
graduates
from that
The Edmonton
branchUniversity.
of the New York Life
built a highly successful marketing organization from U of A grads during a twelve year
period from 1956 to 1967. During that period
17 grads were recruited as life agents. At the
time of recruitment their average age was 22.
Today 12 (70 per cent) of these grads are still
in the life insurance business. The oldest is age
37 andscorethe for
youngest
box
these 17is age
grads:27. Here's the 1973
•
Eight
are
still
with
New YorktwoLife branch
— one
head office sales executive,
managers, and five highly successful agents.

Theirtwo—
earnings
$50,000categories
plus are as follows:
four — $25,000 -$50,000
two — $15,000 -$25,000
• Four are now with other life insurance
companies agents.
— one branch manager, and three
successful
• Three returned to University for further
study. One is now a lawyer and another is a
doctor.
• Two left the life insurance business for
another vocation.
The London Life has been actively
recruiting at Canadian universities since 1954
for positions in their Group Benefits Sales

leading to the designation Chartered Life
Underwriter (CLU). Those who succeed are
thereby placed on the same plane as lawyers,
accountants, and others who counsel the
public on their financial affairs.
The life
job isto tohimobtain
clients
whoinsurance
trust himagent's
and look
for
continuing service. When this is done well it is
a rewarding experience both for the agent and
the client. In 1972 LUAC arranged with
LIAMA to conduct a scientific survey of
agency opinion
among LUAC's
members
across Canada.
Here are 15,000
their
responses
to
some
of
the
statements
submitted:
Strongly Agree
Statement
Agree or
I get a definite feeling of accomplishment from the work I am doing.
95
per cent
My morale is high.
per cent
cent
I have security in my present job.
8086 per
I like the commission form of compensation.
83 per cent
86 per cent
I don't have to use pressure to get a person to buy life insurance.
Division and since 1963 for their General Sales
If any university graduate is interested in
Division. By the end of 1972 here is their exploring a life insurance sales career, his first
step is to contact a life insurance company and
outstanding result:
request the opportunity to complete the ApStill With Success
titude Index Battery (AIB) which has been
Sales Dept. Grads Hired Company Ratio
Group 105 60 57 per cent researched and validated by LIAMA over
General 107 64 60 per cent many years.
Rick Grant doubts the sincerity of recruiting
This particular AIB must be sent to LIAMA
approaches for sales management positions. headquarters where it is graded and the result
He should take a look at Manufacturers Life. is sent directly to the head office of the
■This company has 35 branch sales managers in insurance company. The company will refuse
Canada and 14 of them were hired directly off to enter into an agency contract with anyone
campus. In addition there are five assistant whose AIB score is below the cut off point.
managers and 26 management trainees in the
If the red light is not flashed by the IB
stream all of whom joined the company after
graduation in recent years. ManuLife, as it is result, then you can investigate further. In
addition
to learning all you can about a life
called, has 11 university grads on the head
office sales executive team.
agent's
job,
specialtraining
attentionand tosupervision
the nature
of the
The Canada Life has a specially designed and extent pay
the company can provide. Is it really
campus recruiting program which has been which
operating more than ten years. Graduates are designed for university graduates?
brought directly into the head office and then
Also talk to several graduates who are now
undergo training and experience both in sales working as life agents. Consider your own
and in "sales management. Eventually, each qualities of self discipline and sincere interest
individual selects his preference for either in the welfare of others. Do you wanto to be an
group business or individual business and for entrepreneur or a cog in some corporate
management
from 1960 to or1973.sales. Here is the box score machine? Whatever you do, don't be misled by
-cent)
Rick Grant's uninformed opinion.
Seventy-three university graduates recruited
In conclusion, a brief personal testimony. I
Forty-eight — still with Canada Life (66 per am a graduate with two degrees from University of Toronto and am a graduate of Osgoode
Three — head office sales executives
Hall law school. My career has been entirely in
Twelve — branch managers
the life insurance business — 10 years as an
Thirty-three — agents (group or individual)
and 16 years an Association executive.
University graduates who enter the life agent
The
experience was of tremendous
insurance business as agents are usually quick value agency
— the period
of greatest growth. I highly
to join the Life Underwriters Association of recommend
it.
Canada (LUAC) which is the professional
Reginald L. Kayler, LL.B.. CLU,
society for life insurance agents. In particular
executive vice-president and general counsel,
they
take
advantage
of
the
Association's
fiveLife
Underwriters Ass'n. of Canada
year program of training and education
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Pity Mr. Daum,
AWhoprofessor
of literature
has decided
That literature is irrelevant,
An intellectual
Who
has discovered that intellect is
Reactionary,
A critic who has found
That criticism is sterile.

Pit

y

He hasstares
tossedat theawayworldhis horn-rims
Blankly
And
Through cameras
And headlines:
Indignation bloats him,
Ypung men bully him,
Words frighten him

Mr

.

-InDreams
flight from his books, he
Of Australian aborigines,
Cave drawings in France,
The noble Indians of the plains
And other eKotic
Supermen
Who
never went to school.
At night before he sleeps
The rare volumes of his library
Crush his head
Between their bindings:
He will spend his days talking
About the futility
Of speech.
—Stanley Cooperman

Da

um

MARXISM™
CANADIAN
REVOLUTION
SOailCl (OtiCitiONCL CCNfEHENCI
TORONTO MARCH 2,5,4
FRIDAY MARCH 2 334 QUEEN STREET W.
6:00 P.M.: Registfation 8:00 P.M.:
Nixon's Strategy and the
VietnamDON "Settlement"
Speaker
TAPSCOTT
SATURDAY MARCH 3 HART HOUSE
9.-O0 A.M.: Registration
'10:30 A.M.:
The
Roots of Women's
Oppression
Speaker JACQUIE HENDERSON
SATURDAY
2:30
P.M.: MARCH 3 HART HOUSE
Marxist
TheoryNOVACK
and Practice
Speaker GEORGE
SATURDAY MARCH 3 334 QUEEN SI. W PARTY! 8:00 P.M.:
Celebrating the 55th Anniversary o( the
founding of the Third International; MusicDancing — Refreshments — Entertainment
- Discussion
- Bar. Admission:
Students
& Unemployed:
$1.00 $1.50.
SUNDAY MARCH 4 HART HOUSE
12:30 P.MNation: * Liberation and Class
Struggle
in Quebec
Speaker ARTViUR
YQUMG
SUNDAY MARCH 4 HART HOUSE 2:30 P M
ARevolution
Program for Canada's
Speaker JOHNSPONSORED
RIDDELL BY:
LEAGUE FOR SOCIALIST ACTION
YOUNG SOCIALISTS

VIC FLICK PRESENTS
MAE

WEST

NIGHT
"KLONDIKE

•
"GOIN' TO
ANNIE"
SAT. March 3,
7:45 p.m.
TOW
N"
Admission
$1.00
NEW ACADEMIC BLD6.
Rm. 3
73 QUEEN'S PARK CRESCENT

An invitation to join...
The Paulist Fathers... A contemporary religious community
serving the people of Canada and the United States communicating the Christian message: in the city, in information centers, in (he parish, on radio and TV Dispelling
uncertainty and imparting peace, celebrating the hope of
the people of God and speaking on issues that concern the
Church.
As an individual, you can develop and share your talents
with others. As a member of the Community, you will experience the encouragement and support of fellow Paulists.
We're interested, if

For more Information write;
Father Donald C. Campbell,
Room 104CA
Paulist
fathers,
Markham Street
Toronto 174, Ontario
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The

long, troubled

Anthropologist,
citizenship rather than the alternative
Jamil Abun-Nasr's history of the jurisdiction
of Muslim law caused the
Maghrib, or "land of sunset" details
the see-sawing of a multiplicity of from
personhisto faith.
be classified as a renegade
tribal powers in Morocco, Algeria,
Colonial manuevering of the
Tunisian and Libya, from the founding
of Carthage to the successful rising several European powers allowed a
of the nationalist movements. The number of modern "Christian"
style is dry and pedestrian: Sahara
to try" theirprojects.
wings inAmong
some
without the camel. Some basic renegades
early demonstration
familiarity with the competing them were Marshall Badoglio in Libya
theocratic sects of Islam is and Marshal Petain in Morocco,
recommended, and should help with where the later Vichy figurehead
passages like: This military setback joined the Spanish dictator, Primo de
made it easy for the Fatimids to Rivera, in putting down the rebellion
conquer the Rustamids a few years
later. The Umayyad rulers in Spain
entered into relations with the
Rustamids, whom they viewed as
their natural allies against the
Aghlabids, the agents of the
"Abbasids.
Among other bits of recalcitrant
history hauled into daylight, the
persevering reader discovers that
Carthaginian traders reached the
British tin markets during the fifth
century B.C., and that the Vandals
were not the baddies official Church
historians claimed. Abun-Nasr points
out that the Vandals adhered to the
Arian heresy, confronting a tightlyorganized Catholic Church with which
they struggled until the end of their
reign. Their behaviour as conquerors
appears to have been no more
atrocious than that of their contemporaries. As for the reputed
single-mindedness with which Vandal
leaders devoted themselves to raping
Roman matrons, it seems they were
so disinterested and unchivalrous as
to prohibit Vandal intermarriage with
the Romans. Abun-Nasr suggests
that those Christian clerics who, unlike Augustine, deserted their posts
under Vandal seige, invented the
atrocity stories to explain their own
lack of courage. However, the eventual defeat of the Vandals by the
Byzantine, Belisarius, gave the
Byzantine forces the opportunity to
do everything to the Vandals which of 'Abdul-Karim. Later, both the
the clerics had claimed the Vandals French and Spanish Popular Front
did to the Roman Catholics.
governments made the blunder of
Islamic law occupied an important holding to the imperial policy of opposing unconditional freedom for
place in the growth of nationalist
policies. In Tunisia, naturalized their North African holdings — a
French citizens who sought burial in mortal error for Spain, considering
Muslim cemeteries on grounds of the contribution to Fascist victory
being born in the faith, were refused! made by the Moorish troops under
de Llano
Bourguiba and the radical L'Action Quiepo
American
contributions to North
faction portedin thethe
partyinsupmuftiDestour
of Bizerta
his African nationalist hopes were not
ruling that acceptance of Trench outstanding. An official U.S. state-

A little Trouble in the morning...

history

of North

historian
ment of July 1943 let the world know
that freedom for any colonial people
had to rest on their demonstration of
ability to govern themselves. After all,
one of the big arguments was over
alienation of indigenous land titles,
and no North American wants to
recognize in front of Indian witnesses
that all private land titles rest ultimately onfraud or superior force.
The Sahara, whose influence is felt
at varying depths along the North
African coastline, served as a kind of
sandy Mediterranean to the people

living around its edges. Among those
with whom the North Africans have
been linked by caravan routes, are
the Hausa traders of Northern
Nigeria. The exceptional vitality and
economic inventiveness of the rural
Hausa are appreciatively sketched by
Polly Hill in her study of Batagarawa,
a village near Katsma.
The approach taken is an
appropriate binatand
productive comion of economics
and
anthropology, the style is simple and

Africa

told

examine
readable, and the material is easily
accessible to the non-specialist. In
addition to the detailed study of a
single village and its socio-economic
functioning, the book contains an
excellent extended glossary of Hausa
terms and customs, with particular
attention to agriculture.
The farmers of Batagarawa are
divided into four economic groups for
the purposes of this survey, with size
and productivity of land-holding,
tendency to buy and sell farmland,
and other factors studied for each

group. One of the increasingly crucial
points not mentioned by the author is
the fact that in those countries for
which statistics are available, the
smaller farmer is normally the better
agronomist. He produces more from
each acre or hectare. However, the
better return for the invested dollar is
shown by the
larger farmer.
Unfortunately, thediscovery
that dollars
are considerably less palatable than
beans is usually made only at a
critical point in the inflationary spiral.

INDIAN
SPRING FESTIVAL
Presented by

^rouble

The Students and Friends with
of India Association (U of T)

Sahara
Polly Hill's comments on the
growing practice of purdah {seclusion
of marriageable girls and married
women) present
of interesting reasons afor couple
the increase:
. . .perhaps it would not have become
so prevalent in rural Hausaland were
it not for the high water-table (which
permits of the building of many wells)
and the ubiquity of the donkey, so
that without inconvenience to
themselves men could excuse women
from their traditional function as
beasts of burden.

A History of the Maghrib,
Cambridge,
by Jamil M. Abun-Nasr,
University Press, 1971,
$14.50
Cambridge,
Rural Hausa; a village and a setting,
by Polly Hill,
University Press, 1972,
$23.50
Clif Bennett

TORONTO Y~V
University of Toronto
HART h
HOUSE THEATRE
EATRE1,
t eFeb. 28.THMarch
.at
Opening
2.Reservations
3.7, 8. 9.10.928-8:30p.m.
DANCEX8668 '
tickets
$3.°°
for informationstudents
call S2.°°
TOT
367-0243

Trouble
SHAMBU
DAS
(classical sitar)
Also
Vocal Hindi Music,
at Dances,
Regional Folk
and Popular Music
MARCH 3rd, 6:30 p.m.

After Shave and Cologne with a
distinctive, disturbing fragrance that can give
a whole campus Trouble up to 8, 10, or even 12 hours!
and you've got Trouble all day.

Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

CODY HALL, 50 ST. GEORGE STREET
MEMBERS FREE NON-MEMBERS $1.00
ALL WELCOME

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159
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The

view

from

house
Ann Murray's
on it,north-west
a numberhomes
have income
of Eglinton
the upper
restitofdoesn't
like thethat
looks Except
of a
sort
and Bathurst Inside it is a carpety, parenty, mantle-piece
home.
taking
Ann Murray's rise has been precipitous. In 1967 she was Halifax.
Friday afternoons off teaching gym to do CBC chorus work inprogram.
In '68 she went full-time, as a regular on a Toronto music hop
She toured the Maritimes, made a cheap record. Then Capitol. Records
of Canada offered her and Brain Aheme, her producer $18,000 to do
an album. It sold 200,000. And then came Snowbird..
Now she owns Balmur Investments which employs five people to
business. She has the house. And she's the most
take care of the the
woman in country. (Including non-Canadians, she probably
famous
ranks third to Jackie and the Queen.)
We met her just after the release of Danny's Song and just before
her European tour. She looked more tired than Ann Murray, and
thought she was coming down with the flu.
We asked her about it all.
Why
Song forthey
your wanted
new single?
I wentdidinyouto dopicka Danny's
single because
a single to put out.
Of course they want an album but I don't want to give them an album
because I've given them single after single and nothing's happened, so
I said, "well I'll give you a single and if indeed it happens, and
then Iwe'll
put
did four
So I went in to do this sirigle session
album".
on anAfter
ittunes.
two years you kind of never know what to do, vou know,
after two years without a hit. I had a thing called Killing Me Softly and a
Robby McNiell song and a real country tune just for the heck of it and
Danny's Song, that I got off the first Loggins and Messina album.
months
I figured,
Song This
had awould
little have
steel been
guitareight
in it so
it couldago.break
country.well,ButDanny's
it had
great possibility to cross over onto the pop charts, because it's pop as
well.
BesidesHeKenny
it andin the
he'stopon 100
the and
pop the
charts
with
his albums.
has theLoggens
number wrote
six song
number
twenty album, so all this was contributing too. And I loved the tune. So
we decided on that one instead of Killing Me Softly and I was just
reading
Billboard
yesterday
the pick
of theof week
Flack. But,
then she
has a and
muchit'sbetter
chance
gettingby itRoberta
on the
charts because her previous hits have been that soft kind of melodic

Ann

Murray's

be able
love Itolove
God ofI'dstuff
tune.kind
to do.to put out a tune like that because that's
the
After two years without a hit do you wonder about your own
music?
No. I'm really satisfied with what's happening. I really like my
music. And people say, well, it's wishy-washy. Like Rolling Stone says,
"She's got a wishy-washy voice, it's bland, the songs are wishy-washy"
That's cool with me. I don't
and all this. Okay. Fine. So he doesn't likeI'llit.say
that. But I don't think
care. I don't like everyone either and
something
havesomeone
doesn't
who
world
the
in
performer
a
there's
have
and good
over
all
shit
and
go
about them. And critics will
nothing good to say.
What's the worst part of your success? Is ft the public criticism?
No, because I don't let it bother me. But the success does make it
a
that I won't do. I'm probably
there are things like
difficult, because. . .about
going to movies, because, I
it. I don't
little over-sensitive
U.S. I don't have to
think people are going to stare atbig,me.youNow,can ingetthelost
there. There are
worry about that. You know, it's
here I
around.
can't walk you,
the U.S.,
placesno indoubt
very few
I knowButit, And I
do recognize
it. TheyI just
about where
There's
can't.
see them. And they stop me.
And what happens. They say hi. . .
They say hi and I think that's very complimentary. But I would
rather it didn't' happen. I would rather just go with a bag over my head
and just eat my popcorn in the movies.
1 remember seeing the album you did with Glen Campbell on the
front rack at A&A. All around it there was every freak you could
imagine. But there was Ann Murray. . .
Squaresville.
How does the image fit? Do you feel comfortable with it? Do you
laugh at it?
Well, to me, being hip has nothing to do with the way you look, the
way you sound or anything, man. And people put labels on you. Just
because I wear my hair a certain way and I've got rosy cheeks. . . I
couldn't look unhealthy no matter what I did to myself. I could be as
sick as anything and my cheeks are still red. I look healthy. It's as
simple as that, and that's the kind of image I have. I couldn't say shit
with a mouthful, you know. And it's not really true and at the same time

h

it is true.
But you don't, say, refer to drugs.
Sure I refer to it. I've smoked up, ;
particularly enjoy it, so why bother.
Do you feel pressure to maintain t
I am a little worried about scarir
think it might be a little tough to dhai
those hippy-dippy clubs in the U,S las
and sweatshirt. I wanted to show trem
doing some heavier stuff. It would lie r
would maybe put off the oth *hyu|
bought the previous albums. And 1 ion'
appreciate
don'tbajwant
time,
I wouldwhatloveI todo beandin Ithat
that's a heavy rock tune, you know
And nothing. Nothing happened. I tt|ink
is a little too complicated musically,
I don't know what really makes a hi
heard, You're So Vain, it was going lb b
some of the other songs and, Holy yjo
are ongarbage
the air.andI don't
believe
that
calling
it popit. miTti sic
What were the hippy-dippy clul s y
Well these clubs are subsidis ;d
them
have acts plays
in Here
states practically
like that andto everybody
Carol King, Carly Simon because thejse
play allIt'stheveryreviewers
down,refiev
importantcometo get
Record World. And I had reviews
World. It's very important for that
whole thing since I started has be*i t
started out everybody pegged me ; s a
they listened to my albums, inje[ :halbums aincountry
depth. artist. I gues„ 'm s*
wasn't

*l guess most people haven't listened to my albums in depth.

1
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louse

and more than once. I just don't
i the middle-of-the-road image?
ring people away. And anyway, I
angeyear,
overdressed
now. That's
I did
ast
up in why
my jeans
m that with the new album I was
; nice to do more of it, but then I
kindred thousand people who
do that.
they
ntn't towantputtothem
off. Because
At the same
For instance, Robby's Song, now
Just as heavy as You're So Vain,
ik part of the reason is that song
\nd that may have put people off.
tune. I mean, I knew the minute I
be a giant. But, then you get into
loses, the pieces of garbage that
people are going out and buying
ic.
you mentioned?
i by record companies that pay
re. There are clubs all over the
ne them.
talkingclubs
Jamesand Taylor,
are all I'm
prestige
if you
ews in Billboard, Cash Box and
Billboard, Cash Box and Record
i happen within the industry. My
to impress the industry. When I
a country artist. When in fact if
iJhey would have known that I
.ffjeople haven't listened to my

s

1
V:
"I would rather just go with a bag over my head and just
eat my popcorn in the movies.

How do you impress the industry?
Well, for example, people say if you put out an album with a lot of
recognizeabte titles on it people will buy it. I say horseshit. You only go
this
if yououtarea record
going toandmake
on the industry.
It's
reallywayneatonceto put
have anyten impact
unrecognizable
titles, and
then turn around and hear other people doing those tunes, because
you know you have contributed something.

"I was sitting on my little swing out back. . . and it was, oh,
about seven or eight at night and the moon was starting to
come up. . . and the pool, ... and I was looking at the back
of my house and saying "God, why me". Here I am, 26
years old, and I've got an $80,000 house."
"Going down 22 floors, putting in a wash, putting in a
quarter, going back up 22 floors, waiting a half hour for the
wash, whipping back down, putting it into a dryer, whipping
back up. Oh man, I hated that. Signing autographs all the
way down and all the way back up."
All that play has made you pretty wealthy. Do you feel any
political or social pressure because you are rich? Do you feel guilty?
No, but sometimes. . . I can remember when I came off that tour,
I was on the road two and half months, and I was total zombie
material. I mean I really was zombie, For a week I just stared. And I'll
never forget: about, the second day I came back, I was sitting on my
little swing out back with a beer in my hand. And it was, oh, about
seven or eight at night and the moon was starting to come up and the
pool. . . And I was looking at the back of my house and saying, "God,
why this
me?"gorgeous
Here I am,backyard.
26 yearsI was
old and
I've got
house.Really.
I've
got
shaking
my anhead.$80,000
Why me?
And I called home and said to my mother, you know, I was just thinking
— I had to explain the whole thing to her — and she said, "Oh, Ann,
don't brag." Maritimers are like that, you know. She said, don't brag —
like the thing will disappear. I said, I'm not bragging. I'm thanking God
that I have it. But it's weird. Every now and then that hits you. And it's
why? jWhy
don't me?
know, but I sure appreciate it. I love the house. I really do. I
figured I had the house for three months and I've already gotten my
money's worth out of it. I love it so much. What a difference from an
apartment. It's not my ultimate dream — which is to live in the country
on the water.

But for now it's convenient to be here. If you've gotta be here,
you should be here under the best possible circumstances and living in
an apartment house was just the worst. Going down 22 floors, putting
in a wash, putting in a quarter, going back up 22 floors, waiting a half
hour for the wash, whipping back down, putting it into a dryer, whipping
back up. Oh man, I hated that! Signing autographs all the way down
and all the way back up.
Do you play free at all?
Do I play free?
Do you find yourself doing that ever?
I haven't. How long has it been? I would. Sure. Depending on the
circumstances, you know. Like what I want to do is a tour up north.
Because I want to get back to the days when I really enjoyed it, you
know.
Do you not now?
really.
No, it'sandjustthethatmore
the more
perform,
the more
peopleNo,younot get
to know
they you
expect
and the
more
pressure. You know, I could talk to you about doing all those clubs and
having all those reviewers come. And wherever you opened, you knew
damn well there was going to be a reviewer there. And you know
there's just that extra pressure. I want to get back to the days when
people enjoyed what I did. They were being entertained, and just
enjoyed it. And that's the way people would be up north.
What stops you from doing it?
I'm going to. There's no money involved, but I'm going to do it,
because I've got to have that feeling again. . .
Are you politically involved at all?
Well, I think if I weren't singing anymore, I might be involved. But,
uh, while
a littleinfluence
bit unfairoversometimes,
thinkthem
it's
unfair
for singing,
performersI think
to useit's their
people. To Icon
into buying things. On the other hand a lot of people will say if you have
that pressure, exert it if you really believe in something. I'm not sure I
think that's right.
I certainly don't believe in doing commercials. I did an
advertisement
for theof Retarded
Children's soAssociation
because toI'm help
the
honorary president
the organization,
I will do anything
them. But that's charitable. But as far as getting out and trying to
convince people to buy coffee, I say — no. I feel pretty much the same
about using the stage for politics or any particular belief. I think that
when people come out for the evening they want to be entertained.
They get enough of that, you know. They get their share of politics on
television, newspaper, radio.
Remember James Taylor refused to play for McGovem at first
but then changed his mind.
Well, the exposure was great, too.
For Taylor?
Yea. For everybody.
BobBossin and
Allan Mandell
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If you cant
smoke it drink it spend it or love it
...forget it

For Maury Dann Super-Star every day isTJOTUffir |
UPTOWN 2-3113 J
\STARTS FRIDAY!^

TONIGHT
and every Friday
and Saturday night

The

Nunnery
OPENS IN THE BASEMENT OF
A rainy day in Brussels sprouts an afternoon of troilism,

el Wilson's
Sir 73Dani
ST. GEORGE
Despite
Hours: 8:00-12:30
both nights
Entertainment: live bands every night
Appearing this week

S0UTHC0TE

Regular admission: 50C
SPONSORED BY SAC

FTL's

nude

Brussels

players,
Sprouts

remains
a tepid
comedy
The new Factory Theatre Lab production of
tamely. The three attractive, sexually active
Brussels Sprouts opened at the Central Library
adults become like three very young children
exploring, fooling and testing each other in a
Theatre Tuesday night. Overall, it's a comic
portrayal ofcountering female
malehotellovers
play pen. None of them seem to have the sexual
a two youthful
in a dingy
room en-in
drive or energy necessary to undertake the two
Brussels on a rainy night. Director Martin Kinch
days The
of 'abandon'
exploits the comic dimension of the situation but
key to a claimed.
successful rendering of the
seems to ignore the dramatic intensity in the
potential of the play would have been an equally
plot. The success of the former leaves the
strong and imaginative characterization on the
audience
laughing,unsatisfied.
but the neglect of the latter
part of all three actors. Earnie, played by David
left this viewer
Rothberg, comes off the best; inept and unsure
Although the first act is^jfayed entirely in
of himself, afraid of any real feeling but
the nude and the general affect is sensually
dogmatically
determined to experience ,it all.
pleasing, there seems to be no sense of real
Allan Harmon's Moby is cynical, a bit cruel and
sexuality. This might be a function of the
romanto Earnie's
pragmatic
ticism. Thus the stage
is set for
the appearance
complementarily
ambivalent sexuality of the characters concerned; however what is a tense situation,
of the catalyst, Charlotte, portrayed by Patti
capable of arousing strong conflicting emotions
Oatman, whose function is that of spinning the
on the parts of the characters, is rendered very
web of fantasy which allows all three to leave
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the here and now and take the imaginary trip to
Persia where senses are stimulated beyond
belief through sexual abandon. The most crucial
agent, she is also the weakest.
general approach is very matter
of factOatman's
and direct,
her delivery is polished and
careful and her appearance wholesome. Such
characteristics would have added an interesting
dimension to her characterization if her
Charlotte was believable. It is never clear
throughout the first act what her investment is
in the potential situation, although in the second
act many things become clearer. Her rendering
ofandthecredulity.
"trip to ItPersia"
spontaneithe
ty
does notfantasy
succeedlacksin opening
doorway for her or the two homosexua
ls to that

world of earthly delights. This failure disrupts the
energy buildup and flow so necessary to the
play, the stimulation of sexual and psychic
energy to a high point, its release in sexual
activity, and finally the return to the mundane.
On the whole, the other elements of the
production work well together setting a mood of
whimsy and mild desperation. The set portrays
the dinginess and gray comforts
of transient
rooms well; the haunting piano of Allan Wade
suggests a contrasting domesticity. This production ofLarry Kardish's
is successful in that
it allows the audience play
to appreciat
funny
and ludicrous aspects of what is ea the
very real,
perhaps sober human encounter.
Mimsey Reasoner

HART HOUSE SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
SHARONAND TUTTLE

THE BAROQUE

GROUP
SUNDAY, MARCH 4 AT 8:00 P.M.
GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE
HALL PORTER'S DESK
RICHARD BURTON is
a slippery son of a Beelzebub in
HAMMERSMITH

The Library" at UC
Pla
The Library, the first of three plays which are the resorts to personal
reflectionyho
seem touse
have an air of
being dropped into the play by the author's desire to
Young
Playwright'
s
Festival
at
UC
Playhouse,
opened
on Wednesday evening. Written and directed by Lee say too much within the one play. But Lee Paikin
Paikin, it deals with a situation well known in this seems to realize his own weaknesses and these
university.
sequences are painlessly short.
of the play lies in its group
Set in a post-revolutionary
the play is a when Thethestrength
actors combine to create soundsscenes
re-enactment of the events leadingsociety,
and
the death of the
head of circulation of the library.to For
images
of
energy.
thirty years with large incredible
to work
under her hand the library has remained exactly
of actors Paikin's
and theability
tremendou
s
as it control whichgroups
the actors exhibit make this play a fine
was on that day when she attained the position. Any
experience
.
But
changes which have taken
even
here
Paikin
does
show a
place
do not exist
Library workers shift files, obey simply
memos and clatter tendency to overdo things. He presents stark visual
and clang around in their ridiculous jobs which don't images which, at times, seem to serve solely as stark
do anything as they cannot alter the library of the visual images. These few faults - also perhaps
overplayed - do not keep the play from being one
past.
that is worth seeing. If this is a picture of what the two
An ordinarily overdone subject (revolution) and
too topical a situation {the locking away of books in ana remaining plays (Circus by Mark Manson and Wilton
impregnable fortress) has become a stylized presen- Remembers by Jay Teitel) portend, then the
tation ofconsiderable imagination. The moments playwright's Festival will be a success.
Fernando Traficante
when the play gets entangled in its own pace and
Saxophones,

piccolos

cope

IS OUT ihe devilisfik

(OGNEIIUS (SUN FILMS , IHC pituftit
Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton,
Peter Ustinov, Beau Bridges in
HAMMERSMITH IS OUT
iw-^tlONAMES LfOH ASKIK AtflHOHY H Oil AND GfOJIW RAfT JOHN SCHIKK (wrdiiKTBuitwv

with

music
jazzy rhythms of modern
Darius Milhaud said of his miniature Browning) which offers even more fortissimo
masterpiece,
the World:
made up passages, louder, longer and more dissheveled
my orchestra,Theas Creation
those of ofHarlem,
with "Iseventeen
rhythmically. It was played with this in mind, and I
soloists, and I freely used the jazz style, blending it don't see how the instrumentalists could have done
more to get it across to their audience. Conductor
with
a
classical
influence,"
Milhaud
was
mermerized
by the jazz he heard in London and in Harlem — a Ezra Schabas revved up his crew to a perfect pitch.
jazz,
the program
notessay,forwhich
last was
Sunday's
Henryflutes
Brant'sandAngels
Devils isThean musicians
odd piece
facultyasrecital
of this work
carriedmusic
over for eight
three andpiccolos.
from New Orleans to Harlem in the early part of the seemed
to
be
students,
except
for
Robert
Aitken
and
century. What the program notes do not say — in fact John Hawkins who conducted. The four movements
they suggest the opposite — is that Milhaud never explore
in
succession,
harmony,
counterpoint,
style
gained much approval or sympathy from his jazz
The best movement is the first and
confreres. He was looked upon the way a Japanese and' sonorities.
the emphasis on playing together in rhythmically
classical dancer might have been who attempted the with
simple phrases, there was mostly even and tonally
playing. The work tends to go onnnn. . . a bit,
fox trot."
For all this, The Creation of the World, originally balanced
the rhythms do not get an awful lot more
a ballet written in 1923, is an energetic, tragically and
lyrical, orchestral foliage, It masses around the sultry complicated, and with so many learning inalists, both the workRobert
and Aitken
the audience's
sway of the alto saxophone. If you don't know this patience sufferedstrumentsomewhat.
was very
work, but you know Ravel's Bolero, think of the good though — completely adept at all the clever
Saxophone's
sleazy
arrogance
in
that
work.
Paul
tricks
which
the
modern
composer
knows
how
to build
Brodie, of the faculty of music, has complete control
his works for the flute. The very chic, tongue-inof this bias in the sound of his instrument. His vibrato into
of the national anthem as encore, with
seemed flawless, and his playing was enough to win cheek parody academic
cadenza, was well received by
over many skeptics to the side of the saxophone, itsthe extended
patriotic
audience.
which, like the bassoon has been held in shamefully
low esteem until very recently.
Lothar Klein's Six Exchanges for Soprano
The opening massed legato passage Saxophone
is a dry, unoriginal blumph of a piece. Paul
Brodie
had trouble negotiating the aridly ferocious
demonstrated
right
off
that
the
other
"soloists"
were
well on top of the difficult ensemble writing, which fast sections, and was coolbut exact with the slow.
The Four Madrigals, arranged by Paul Harvey, by
increases with the intricacy of the polyrhythms. Some
of the outer instruments were sometimes a bit rough Wilbye, Morley, Farnaby and Pilkington, were played
and unsure in attack, such as the brass, and I suppose handsomely by the Brodie Saxophone Qurtet. Perhaps
the Flutes
in Brant'sfourpiece
were tooaremuch
a goodan
the lound passages needn't have been quite so fff. thing
and perhaps
saxophones
too. ofIt was
But considering Milhaud's theme, "the creation of the interesting
experience,
though,
heaving
these
world,"
I
don't
think
the
volume
was
indiscriminately
loud.
renaissance harmonies and tonal lines in the voices of
an
instrument
just
coming
into
its
own
in
this
century.
The work is just plain exhilarating, like its
Ian Scott
American predecessor, Ives' (Overture to Robert

EGLINION E. OF YONGE • 486-5600 OS

unclassified
PAKISTANIS young, professionals or students,
both sexes, interested in forming an exclusive,
social, non-political, non-religious club. Call:
Faryal 920-5239 or Faran 922-4736 after 6.
PRIVATE TUTORING Tutoring in physics,
mathematics, available at reasonable rates. S.B.
Joshi (M. Sc.) 351 Howland Ave. - 925-0203.
HAVE YOU SEEN Battering Ram by David
Freeman yet?Ave.Come!
toto Tarragon
TheatreSun.30
Bndgman
Tues.- can
Sun.
matinee
pay-what-you
at 2:30.at 8:30
531-1827
(or Reservations.
QUEBEC SKI TOUR March 17-22 $69. 5 full
days
of skiing at Mt. St.included.
Anne. AllWrite:
transportation
and accommodation
Canadian
Ski Tours. 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington or
Phone: Gofd Allan. 247-2339.
EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe. Greece
and Turkey departs June 5th for 3 months $600.
plus $215 return flight to Englatid. Phone
Peter 922-5006.
PLEASE GIVE US A HAND. Earlscourt
Community
Project desperately
needs 532-3303,
volunteer
math and science
tutors. Call Alec
and help a high school student make it.
ESSAYsays? SERVICES
Do you Phone
have old
Do you need essays?
ESSAYesSERVICES,
961-6150,
Mon.-Frl.
3
pm.10 pm.; Sat. -Sun. 9 am.-S pm. Professional
typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.
WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from $10 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.
(Between Queen S Oundas) Excellent
selection of fun furs, trade ins acceded
We buy used
furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
Thur-Frl
till 6 pm.
EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO 10
LONDON from $79 one way or $155 return
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC, 44 St. George St., Toronto 5,416962=8404
your Student Council. BOO'k
EARLY AND- or SAVE
TRAVELLING
TIONAL STUDENT EUROPE
I.D. card,INTERNA
student
/ailpass.
rentals,flights,
cheapest
and tours
most
dependablecar charter
camping
blc. all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.
George
Toronto
Studentdent St.,
Travel
co-op5, 416
owned- 962-8404.
by your (The
stuCouncil)
WOMEN (only) connected in any way with
psychiatry, to be informally 8. anonymously
7680.
interviewed
for a term paper. Call Rita 921-

ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE, theses, ienced
essays,
French. typewriters,
Latin - exper-86
typists -- electric
Bloor St. W. Ste. 670. 922-7624.
LABORATORY INSTRUMENT Representative
wanted. To call full time on University, Governnt & Hospital
Labs andquality1
fill customer's
lab
needs meusing
recognized,
lines ofofequipment & InstrumentsKnowledge
lab
procedures & instruments in the medical,
chemical or biological areas is essential. Some
technical
electronic
would be competency
useful. Our with
company
is, at equipment
present a
small marketing organization handing exclusive
lines from targe U.S. & European manufacturers
However, we have some unique capabilities and
strength upon which we are basing our future
growth andportunitdevelopment
Canada. This op-or
ould appeal towhoainyoung
seasoned Lab y wTechnician
wants graduate
a chance to
participate in a growing business at an early
stage
of
its
'development.
Location
Toronto
and
Western Ontario. Please reply with complete
resume to 85 Ridgehilf Dr.. Brampton, Ont. All
replies will be treated strictly confidential.
GRADUATE STUDENTS in Social Sciences and
Humanities Barry Mitchell asks for your vote
to elect him to the Governing Council as your
representative.
RELEASE
THE BUDGET!
SSSC should
demandsrelease
that
student Governing
Councillors
the U. of T. Budget. Vote Havers-HuczekOlszewski VOTES!
967-1065.SSSC will 1. Stop the Wnght
WANTED:
Report, 2. win the fee strike, 3. open SAC to
students.
1065 Vote Havers, Huczek, Olszewski. 967FED UP with higher tuition fees? Stop the
Wnght Report! Vote SSSC - Havers, Huczek,
Olszewski, 967-1065
RENTING to responsible family. Spacious house
in Penticton. British Columbia Available now
until July then Irom September on. Large
grounds.
minutes indriveVancouver.
from Town. Call Mrs.
Lambert: Ten921-9407
ACCURATE
with good
editorialtypingskills.of
Will
midwife TYPIST
your thesis.
Also copy
essays, 40* per cape IBM selectric - 12 pt.
prestige elite & greek symbols. Phone 5327291 for estimate. *
MATHEMATICIANS wanted to set educational
mathematics standards. Competitive selection.
Send
information
and telephone
number background
to: Mathematics
Competition,
Box 412,
Postal Station T, Toronto M68 4A3. Ontario.
U.C.
COUNSELLING
SERVICE,
free
consultation
928-2531. about any personal problem
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(including String Band) is slated for Sunday at
Bathurst Street United Church, on Bathurst
south of Bloor.
Bruce Eves is at the Gallery 76 starting
today. We
the Women's
exhibition theare
re was told
exceedingly
popular Work
and that
something
in theis way
a solemn artists'
solidarity front
finallyof burgeoning
at the
college.
Beginning today until March 23 is an
exhibition at Erindale College of 32 Swedish
posters.
of Ontario.These are on loan from the Art Gallery
The final day of the Towards a Definition of
Kitsch exhibit at Hart House is Sunday. Hours
are 11 am to 5 pm, Saturday, and 2 pm to 5
pm, Sunday. The gallery is open until 5 pm this
afternoon. On March 5, Tony Paine and Eleanor
Paine present their prints, drawings and batiks
respectively. This is until March 20. The Kitsch
exhibit is only lasting six days because it was an
unplanned, spontaneous idea, for which only a
limited time in the gallery could be found since
its exhibit schedule was already pretty full.
Beginning March 5 at the New Academic
Building of Victoria College is an exhibition of
Student-artists Chris Ralph, Angelo Rao, Diane
Wait, Helle Viirlaid, Bob Kane, Mark Rlipiuk and
Mary McLoughlin. That is until March 23.
Beginning March 8 at the Faculty of
Architecture building is an exhibition entitled
and Symbols":
an exhibition
by"Signs
the Extension
Department
of the Artcirculated
Gallery
of Ontario. This until March 19.
Forgot ofto models
mentionandthisdrawings,
last week:
exhibition
based "Anon
the note-books of 15th century artist and
inventor, Leonardo da Vinci will be on view in
the main foyer of the Medical Sciences Building
Monday, February 12 to Thursday, March 8.

It's important
know thatHe Valdy
just
another
Canadian tofolksinger.
has a isn't
friendly,
almost
lovable
personality
that's
in
complete
harmony with his messianic appearance;
flowing hair, bushy beard and expressive brow.
On stage his manner is so comfortable that you
fell
you'remelodically
back in yoursimple
own living
room. His
songslike are
but interesting
and W«t lyrics are always poetic, filled with
images ye; are thought provoking comments
aboutj'elationships, rustic living and the environment. Soit's good news that Valdy is back
in town at The Roverboat (922-6216) tonight
through
are instantSunday.
fans, Most
so its people
was nowho've
surpriseheard
that him
his
opening set on Tuesday night was completely
sold out. He covered most of the material on
his Country Man {A and M) album and "Rock 'n'
Roll Song", "A Good Song", "Country Man" and
"Rainmaker" were obvious audience favourites.
Valdy's voice
is still gruff
withthegentle
overtones.
He purposely
varies
introductions and sometimes the arrangements
of his songs so they never go stale.
Also appearing with Valdy is La Troupe
Grotesque featuring the offbeat humour of
Michael billBoncoeur
and Paulis Willis.
a goodA
double
but admission
$3.50. It's
Another
&M recording artist Lorence Hud opens on
Tuesday. .
Fiddler's
CoffeehouseAmongis holding'
benifit
for SingGreen
Out magazine.
the manya
guests will be Leon Redbone, Sweet Evening
Breeze, the Sloth Jug Band and The Friends of
Fiddler's program
Green. asTherewell will
evening
this beweek,a Saturday
with the
Bluegrass Express from New York. Contemporary singer-songwriter Doug Steiger is
featured on Tuesday March 6. Fiddler's is
located behind the Y on Eglinton east of Yonge
and Hmission ic *i
An evening ur music with good local talent

theatre
The PLS. a theatre group originating in the
Centre for Medieval Studies, presents three
medieval mystery plays at Seeley Hall in Trinity
College this weekend. Admission to Baptism
and Temptation of Christ, and the Woman
Taken in Adultery is free. It is a chance to see a
form of theatre that very commercial theatres
would dare to produce because of the limited
appeal of religious drama. They ignore the fact
that these dramas were designed to create
interest in Christian tradition and doctrine
among a population far less sophisticated than
ours today. Thus the plays are very often
colourful and moving.
Lee Paiken's Library plays tonight and
tomorrow night at University College
Playhouse. Next Tuesday evening at 9 pm, and
Wednesday to Friday at 1 pm, The EmpireBuilders by Boris Vian will be performed there.
March 8, 9 and 10 at 8:30 Classical Stage
productions presents two one act comedies by
Chekhov at the Colonnade Theatre. As well as
the Tuesday to Saturday performances at 8:30.
matinee performances will be held each
Wednesday Thursday and Friday at 2:30 pm.
Classical Theatre Productions has issued a
challenge
Stratfordas fine
to trade
"We
promise to toproduce
a showbudgets:
and finance
an Theatre
orphanagePasse
with Muraille
the surplus.
Awaiting
reply."
has premiered The
Master, a play by "newly repatriated Canadian
playwright"
Will Seymour.
will run until March
18, Wednesdays
through ItSundays.
Hart House Theatre is housing the Toronto
Dance Theatre until March 10. In its press
release, the directors emphasize that the doors
of the studio (26 Lombard street) are always
open and the public is welcome to watch or
attend classes and rehearsals. Performances
are at 8:30 pm. Tickets are $2 tor students and
$3 for others.
Theatre du P'tit Bonheur turns back to the
classics with Les Precieuses Ridicules by

through SaturWednesdays
playing
Moliere,
t 8:30
24.
until March
from
Alsodays aMarch
7, the March
Drama 7 Centre
will present
another
of
its
"20
Shows"
series
at
the
Studio
Theatre, 4 Glen Morris. The Enchanted Night by
Mrozek, is, in the words "a tragic metaphysical
farce." It plays Wednesday through Saturday at
8:30 pm. along with The American Dream,
Edward Albee's modern classic.
March 9 at Ryerson Theatre, Charles
Weidman and his Theatre Dance Company will
nold a single performance. Weidman is conthe "greats"
modern dance.
Tickets aresidered oallne of$2.50
and can beof obtained
at the
Benson Building as well as at Ryerson and
Eatons.
The three one-act plays presented by the
Irish Arts Theatre and continuing over the next
week have been a disappointment. The
brilliance of Synge's work is profound and
difficult
capture.
Asresides
in the work
O'Casey,
much oftoofits
in theof Only
detailed
richness
thedepthcharacterizations.
the
second work; Shadow of the Glen, approached
the expression of these qualities. Dianne
Barrington's voice and physical presence conformed to Synge's poetial vision of the
lonelinessprisoneofd with herthedying
"ladyhusband
of thein ahouse",
cottage im-on
the moor. The humour of the play could have
been treated even more deftly, though, to
balancetoothesuperficial
pathetic element.
Tinker'stoWedding
was
a production
be the
charming piece Synge intended. Frances
Hyland's
drunk
old
woman
seemed
forced
and
unconvincing. Her Maura in the third play,
Riders to the Sea, also seemed peculiarly
empty and unpoetic, a serious flaw in this most
deceptively simple of tragedies. It must be said
that in this production the visual element was
sensitively
interpreted
by Sean TheKenny's
and the blocking
of the chorus.
basic design
set for
all three works was versatile and substantiallooking. It is a little surprising though, to
conclude that Siobhan McKenna, an actress so
keenly sensitive to rhythmic nuances in her own
characterizations, has allowed many flaws in
rhythm to slip by in directing others.

University, with sessions everyday at 2 and 7.
Among the films: Paris 1900, Wanda, Orange,
When You See This Remember Me. Monday
evening Joyce Weiland will show and discuss
her Reason Over Passion; Wednesday evening
it's Tanya Ballantyne MacKay and Things I
Cannot Change ; Thursday evening, Mireille
Dansereau and La Vie Revee' Friday evening
(March 9) Pamela Douglas. The festival is free
and being held in the Curtis Lecture Halls. For
information call 667-3244.
Monday ofandWotTuesday
at theTill's
Revuefilm it'sof aa
double-billMillions,
computer heist
carried
off byEric
Peter Ustinov
and
Maggie Smith, and John Ford's Young Cassidy
with
Taylor Smith
as a bulky
SeanwhoO'Casey
(?) andRodMaggie
as theyoung
colleen
loved
him true. $1.50, After that, although I.am not
sure of the exact days, Boorman's Leo, the
Last.
Wednesday,
NFB short
film
series
continues,theandmuseum's
it will continue
to continue, Wednesdays, without further notice here.
Call the ROM for the weekly roster.
Also Wednesday, The Student Christian
Movement's Political Film Festival screens
Costa-Gravas'
at St.crossPaul'son
church,
the one ThewithConfession,
the green neon
Avenue
Road, one block south of< Davenport.
7:30, $1.

March 3Singers
in the Great
of Hart concert.
House,
theOnFestival
gives Hall
its fourth
Tickets are $2 or $3.50 at 9 pm.
There is an unbelievable glut of concerts on
March 4, At the Habonim Synagogue on
Holloman lustrated
Roadlecturethere
be a musically
by BenwillSteinberg
using , anilaccordion, organ, piano and flute entitled
"Jewish Music Through the Ages", at 3 pm. At
Scarborough the same day at 3:30 pm at the
Meeting Place is the Second Part of "Stars of
the
courseKiwanis
is free. Music
In the Festival".
evening at Admission
8:30 pm isofa
Chancel Concert at the Metropolitan United
Church on Queen near Yonge (actually, 51
Bond Street). At 8 pm at Hart House as part of
the Sunday Evening Concert Series is a recital
movies
with Sharon Turtle, harpsichordist with Greta
Kraus and a baroque group. At 8:30 pm at the
Actors' Theatre the New Arts Chamber Players
Today through Sunday, The Revue is showing gives
a concert of Vivaldi, Bach, Villa-Lobos and
Playtime,
Jacques
Tati's
third
or
fourth
M.
pay $1.50, and for reserHulot film. Tati's humour is silent and whim- Handel. vStudents
Street. ations cal 923-1515. It's at 390 Dupont
s
i
c
a
l
.
H
i
s
Hulot
is
often
compared
to
Chaplin's
tramp, though I think he is more like a
On march 6 and 7 Karel Ancerl conducts the
physically expressed Peter Sellers. $1.50.
Toronto Symphony in works by Bach and
Friday Theind Garden
Saturdayof evening,
St. Mike'snotis Honegger (his third symphony). The solo pianist
showing
the Finzi-Continis,
an as yet to be announced work is the
Two English^Giris as previously announced. invirtually
incomparable Russian master, Emil
Finzi-Continis is much prettier than its theme — Gilels.
anti-semitism and internment in fascist Italy —
Thursday, March 8, is a concert given
suggests. Dominique Sanda is no small part of by Next
the famous group, I Solisti di Zagreb. The
that. Why is that woman so attractive? $1.
Monday through Friday there is a festival of players are indeed virtuosos with a superWoman Directors and their Films at York elegant sound.

$
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Kilbourn
claims
By SHEILA WHUMCUP
irrelevant to City Hall, asserted
ward
11
alderman
Anne Johnston. John"The univers is among the
biggest and worstitydevelop
ers in the
ston was opposed to the heirarchial
city", ward 10 alderman William structure of political parties.
Kilbourn charged yesterda
y's city Although an NOP member, she
government forum atsponsor
ed by St. preferred to run independently, she
Mike's
said, commenting that she hoped the
Student
Union
in
Brennan
Hall.
style of politics growing
made two years ago by St. Mike ingrassCityroots
Hall will filter up into the
students in fighting the widening of other levels of government.
St. Joseph Street. He urged that
Eayrs pointed out that the more
students organize on local issues and informal organization of city politics
then broaden their involvement into made it easier
for women to enter.
city politics.
Hall tends to work in "teams"
Ward 1 alderman Elizabeth Eayrs City
of likeminded people rather than
also commended the growing along party alignments, she
tendency among students not to she continued.
isolate themselves on campus.
None of them would define the
Party politics as they exist at "reform council".
and
national and provincial levels are static body, but theyas afeltdiscreet
that many

newUmembersof
will makeT is
to
listen to a broader base ofefforts
Kilbourn said he was citizens.
not a
believer in "delegate democracy" in
which
an elected alderman always
obeys the voice of the majority
among his constituents. Instead, he
saw his role as a broker, or 'maker of
arrangements' for people to get inon on issues and express
themselves.formatiEven
if many people
in his ward wanted to complete the
Spadina Expressway, he would not
vote
for it, he said.
would arrange for Inthemthat tocasemeethe
planners and engineers who could
help them make "informed judgThe "octopus of community
ments". developing
groups"
in Ward 11 is a

Students want
more
say
on GC
By BRIANE NASIMOK
criticized by fellow
student members
not voting as a
Outgoing student representatives on the Governing student representative. Cadario, who for
is Internal Affairs
Council agree that student involvement on the body was administra
Commitee chairman, is often called
tion to represent students. upon by the
good,
should but
be. disagree on what next year major issues
Henschel stressed the importance of students working
Part-time student representative Joyce Denyer and together as the only way to have an "effective voice" on
graduate student
member Clarice
think more council. She reiterated that students do not nave
student representation on the body Henschel
is vital, when the
"enough power" with only eight votes.
She outlined the problems that occur when a student
U of T Act is reviewed after next year.
(Last year, when the provincial governmen passed is either taking a full load of courses or is a part-time
the U of T Act, which set up the Governing t Council,
and works. "Dr.
has insisted that
is
students pushed hard for parity with staff. However student
no automatic release fromEvans
your duties (academic).there
" She
after a strong conservative blacklash, students
said that there are two comittees
that
have
were
no
elected
given
ce from two constituencies, and that there
seats.) eight seats out of the 50, compared to 12 faculty student-voi
was no graduate student
on the Business Affairs
Denyer said that student have to "take a more global committee.
Henschel
advised
that the newly elected student
view of the university." She suggested student representatives not only think in terms of
of the governors make sure that either "student volunteers or
student, but in terms of the goodtheofgood
students
suggested
by
the
elected student bodies" are
whole
university.
chosen as appointees to university
committees. In the
Denyer said that this year the voting pattern "showed past year the administration has chosen appointees
that students do not vote in a monolithic way", but said without consulting SAC or GSU, most recently choosing
graduate dean Ed Safarian's nominee to the task force
this was a "good, healthy thing."
Student representative Haul Cadario has been on academic appointmen
ts over the GSU choice.

source
bad
suggested revamping ward
of valuabledev
informationeloEayrs
per
es so that they aren't so big
opinions, commented Johston. jnd boundari
Kilbourn agreed that community and unwieldy
, and aldermen are
groups should take responsibility for closer to their constituents.
governing themsel
ves.
Howeve
r, he She supported Karl Jaffary's
maintained they should be initiate
d proposal to split each of the wards
into two with one alderman serving
and organized by indigenous in- each
half. The present arrangement
dividuals who can whole-heartedly
of two aldermen supposedly
fight City
working
Aldermen are too together
busy and tiedHall..
to City
for one ward was like a
salary, he noted. Hall, if only by "forced marriage,"
she declared.

Anne Johnston (far left), Bill Kilbourn and-.Liz Earys at St Mike':
McLaughlin
The unavailability of a presentence report has delayed until
March 23 the sentencing of Tom
McLaughlin, a defendant in the Simcoe Hall demonstrations trials.
McLaughlin was convicted
February 9 of obstructing police
during the breakup of the occupation
in support of open library stacks.
Presiding judge M.J.Cloney read
from a statement written by probation officer Frances Grant stating
that she was unable to locate
McLaughlin to obtain the brief
biographical information that goes

kept on ice
into the report at the address he had
given on his bail release documents.
In remanding McLaughlin to
appear
24 OldCloney
City
Hall, at in10 courtroom
am on the 23rd,
said to the defendant, referring to
his change of address, "I hope you're
going to stay there (at the new
address)
a few wasdays."
McLaughlin
put in jail for six
days following his conviction
February 9. He was released on his
own recognizance after entering an
appeal against the verdict.

ELECTION
ARTS

AND

SCIENCE

FACULTY

AND

— GENERAL

COMMITTEE

—

CURRICULUM

STUDENTS

COUNCIL
COMMITTEES
STUDENTS

—

COMMITTEES

Nominations are now open for student seats and faculty
on the Committees of the
Council of the Faculty of Arts and Science. Membership on seats
these Committees also entitled
students to membership on the Faculty Council. These elected seats are filled by students
and faculty who serve for two year renewable rotating terms i.e. each year one-half of the
membership retires. Accordingly, the remainder of the seats on the Committees will be
filled
secondnextyear.year by current members who have indicated that they wish to serve for a
The following outlines by committee and constituency which seats are to be filled by this
election:
General committee
Students:
Seats available
Faculty:
Departmental:
Humanities
Seats available
Life Sciences
Physical Sciences
Social Sciences
Divisional:
Humanities
Life Sciences
Physical Sciences
Social Sciences

■ 2 in each of Trinity, Innis, Extension
• 1 in each of University, Victoria,
St. Michael's, Erindale
1 in each of FAR, FRE, GER, HIS, ISL,
ITA (Italian Studies), PHL, PHI,
REL, SLA, SPA (Hispanic Studies)
Seats available 1 in each of PSY, ZOO
Seats available 1 in each of MAT, AST, PHY
Seats available 1 in each of GGR, ANT, SOC
Seats available 34
Seats available
Seats available 4
Seats-available 2

— COMMITTEE

ON

— COUNSELLING

STUDY

ELSEWHERE

COMMITTEE

Erlndaie
Departmental: Seats available - 1
Curriculum
committees
Students
Humanities
Seats available - 4 (including one part-time student)
Interdisciplinary
Life
Sciences Studies Seats available - 3 (including one part-time student)
Seats available - 2
PhysicalSciences
Sciences
Seats available - 3 (including one part-time student)
Social
Seats available - 1 (part-time student)
Faculty:
Humanities
available - 2
Interdisciplinary Studies Seats
Seats available - 3
Life Sciences
Seats available - 3
Physical Sciences
Seats available - 3
Social Sciences
Seats available - 3
Committee on counselling
Students: Seats available • 1 in each of TC, SMC
Committee On Study Elsewhere
Students:
Seats available - 3

NOMINATIONS
election may be directed to 928-3389 or 928-3392.
Nomination forms can also be obtained through Departmental and Registrars'
A complete description of the Committees and the Rules of Procedure are
offices or from the Faculty Office. Completed nomination forms must be returned
to the Faculty Office, Room 1006, Sidney Smith Hall, prior to 4.00 p.m. on March
available upon request at the Faculty Office, Sidney Smith Hall.
5th, 1973 to be valid. Voting will be by ballot box. Enquiries regarding this
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bias
of sex
centuries
cites three
Waffler
without husbands, thus scapegoat of the capitalist corBy CETA RAMKHALAWANSINGH behaviour, such as talking on the economy, labour policies were more housewives
radical than elsewhere. Maeots their social status is related to having
porations' arbitrary and exploitative
"The predominant
attitude
towards
women in social
Canada
has
husband",-she
added. that it is a She cautioned about new
"It is because of this kind of severely criticized the labour move- a Krista
Maeots declared
remained unchanged over the last working conditions that companies
ment, particularly
"trade unionup social myth that women house protective trade measures
three centuries. Despite increased such as Dominion Textile made aristocracy
who wrapthe themselves
job". claimed Maeots. She said in negotiations and take the workers are respected. She said threatened
decisions". by the U.S. and the,
participation in the work force, millions,"
weakening
the employment
longer life span, safer birth control, that documentation presented to the
women
work
out
of
necessity,
"not
ture and theof effects
that would struchave
systemattention
for granted."
Maeots drew
to the full for the chatter of typewriters or the
better divorce laws and job protec- Royal Commissions in 1881 and 1887 economic
particularly
in
those
sertion, women still face dis- demonstrated that masters had the participation of women in the work social pleasure of cleaning an office in Canada,
vice areas where female labour
right of correction according to force during the wars and the ex- building
crimination.' charged Krista Maeots natural
Maeots
called
for
the
support
of
alone
at
night".
law
and
divine
law.
tensive
government
day
care
predominates.
of the Waffle Women's group Sunday
Maeots called for increased female
"Children were continually programs which went into operation working class men and the union
night.
in the economy at all
Maeots presented an historical whipped, put into coal boxes or in to enable women to work. However movement in the struggles of participation
tobacco sweat rooms as routine after the war, unions demanded women. "Working class men are the levels, protection for part time work,
analysis ofticipawomen's
economic
parallies of working women. Both and
to enter
"male"urged
areasyoung
of studywomen
and work.
tion inCanada as part of the
security for returned men, and class
lecture series presented by the punishment."
government day care support was male and female workers are the
emerging
male and
laboureventual
force withdrawn
Waffle.
in "The
the crafts
industries
to induce women back
Today the labour force and job prolonged labour movement into the home.
opportunities are divided into struggles led to protection of She criticized day care services
separate male and female work labourers," said Maeots. "This which may be established by
forces, she said. Women earn less protection",
because they will put
she said, "was not ex- employers
than men, and are used as a cheap
under greater control.
4C1~24€1
orientals".and women
source of labour.
Womentended towomen
were inanda different
"Between the wars and after the THEATRE
Platitudes about womanhood do separate work areas from men and wars government policy entered the
I <nif< 1 1 li at
not match the reality of life con- agitation did not lead to a rise in archives and up to 1955 there existed
ditions ofmost working women, she women's status. "In fact there was a policy which stated that women
Creenwoed subway
declared. The corporate world has an increase in the ghettoes of female were deemed to have resigned upon
labour
in
those
areas
which
provided
shown itself to be "intolerably in"Itthehas welfare
been suggested
anyonebe
semi-skilled
rolls that
should
Maeots ansdetailed
racist jobs."
attitudes, on
women. sensitive" tothe needs of working unskilled
marriage."
"When women were recruited to that existed toward -the oriental removed from the voter's list" said
Canada in the latter half of the work
force; "Chinese women were Maeots. "But there are over one
not accepted into the country, while million women in Canada who are
1600's, their job was to produce Chinese
men were brought in to on welfare, and these women are
children for the new country" said
Maeots. "Children and women work. Eventually the British Columprovided necessary manpower in the
bia Department of Labour imported
cotton mills, glass and tobacco cheap female labour from the east to
SERVICES
factories."
A newESSAY
and complete
TERMPAPER
She alsoChinese
referredmen."to the Japanese
"The length of the work day, from replace
service.
Originality,
quality, and
6 am to 6 pm often through the night internment camps in the BC interior
Si ;uritv dictate our policy.
during World War II as an example
and
withoutworking
holidays"
were some
the poor
conditions
cited byof of a racist act committed by the
Phone:
Hours:
Mon.-Fr961-6150
I. 3 pm-10 pm
Federal government.
Maeots.
"Wages
averaged
25
cents
a
Sat.-Sun.al 9Typing
am- 5 pmDone
Profession
day, and deductions were made, not In the west where women
for social benefits, but for bad participated equally in the rural
300 AVENUE
2nd floor ROAD

WATERBEDS
7 STYLES ON
DISPLAY TO SUIT
ANY DECOR OR BUDGET

620 YONGE
NORTH OF WELLESLEY

New York Pizza House
• WINNER:
1970
ANNUALMORNING
TORONTO Dining
Room 925"1736
OPEN 11 AMPIZZA 1STAWARD
1 AM 3MON-SAT
AFTER
SHOW
CBC
SUN
PM-1ANDAM DELIVERY
STAR
WEEK'S
JUNE
71
TAKE-OUT
PIZZA CONTEST
DELIVERY FROM 5 PM-1 AM

Freeform Interiors
2110 YONGE 489-7600
RADIO
VARSITY
Applications are
now open for
Radio Varsity

Btewed

fiQm pw£

spring

watef?

Managing
Director
for
the year 1973-74
APPLICATIONS
MUST
BE RECEIVED BY
Friday, March 9th
Send applications to
Debra Lewis,
Communications Commissions!, SAC
Scarborough College
SCIENCE
OPEN HOUSE
ASTRONOMY •• BIOLOGY
CHEMISTRY * PHYSICS
PSYCHULUtiY

Saturday March 3-1-9 P.M.
Sunday March 4 - 1-5 P.M.
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An amendme
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is
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plementation ofits mini-CUG
The decision at a boardweeks.
Some
fear that any move in the VUSAC appointed him and vice- due to difficulty in phrasing
, could
meetin
g
report.
two weeks ago came after repeated Legislature might result in the ap- president Debra Lewis to the nullify the effect of the tenure
mocommittee
.
A special committee will be pressure from VUSAC to implement
t
i
o
n
i
f
it
were
passed,
p
o
i
n
t
m
e
n
accordi
t
o
governm
f
ng to
Rick
. on commissioner
VUSACGregory
established to put into effect those the mini-CUG proposal, which
educati
tatives to the board.entTherepresen
board
recommendations of the document recommended staff student parity presently includes 22 churchDue to a lack of consensus on
which do not require a change in the on the regents, in toto.
ed regents on a board of 43. some legal points, the board post- The amendent would allow firing
university of Victoria College Act, The board had argued that this Inappoint
addition there are other ties to
poned its decision on the im- of tenured faculty for economic
according to Vic student council would require the passing of a new the church , among
plementation oftenure at Vic until reasons, in additio
regents, and the its next meeting.
n to the present
(VUSAC) president Gord Bames. University of Victoria College Act, board is self-perpetuat
as it
moral
groundslaxity.
of gross incompetence or
The committee, established last and that this would be undesirable! chooses replacements foringretiring
The
dispute
centres
on
the
member
s.
since
the
govern
week, will consist of two faculty
provincial Statuatory Powers
may not be VUSAC
members, representatives each from amenable to the ment
in turn has argued that the Procedures Act,
"This is the only conceivable
structuring of the
which regulates,
recently released Committee
among other things, the power of reason under which they might act
on
Post-Secondary Education Report tribunals, and could make tenure careful
anyway said onGregor
y. s"Given
proces
and the
(COPSEO) report calls for "signifi- officially illegal. However there is nature ",selecti
of the subjects taught here, I
disagree
cant
ment
represent
on
whether
ation"
of
student
a
unis
and
Graduate Students' union
faculties on such bodies.
versity, since it is based on a royal don't think they would fire anyone
Barnes says he is "not at all charter, is subject
to this sort of
ELECTIONS
for any other reason."
for the offices of
Explanations
President
to division heads

Vice-President
For the 1973-74 Academic Year
(1 MAY 1973-30 APRIL 1974)
WILL BE HELD ON FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1973
Nominations are now open, and must be received by 5 n m
Friday, March 9, 1973. Nomination forms and further
information are available at the Graduate Students' Union
Office, 16 Bancroft Ave. Phone
928-2391

delay budget, claims Evans
versity's division heads. Each head saying "It doesn't take two months
By JOHN CAMPBELL
U of T president John Evans receives preliminary statements they to write those letters." He
blamed the two-month delay in the received after final approval of the speculated, without elaborating, that
publication of 1973-74 university Council
budget was
by the Governing "political considerations" may have
last given
December.
held up release of the report,
budget on "the very complex set of
recommendations",
had The budget was made public last One "political consideration" that
tosalary
be explained
to each of that
the unihas already leaked out is a cut of 22
night.
"A good deal of the time," Evans per cent in the Advisory Bureau
PROFESSOR EUGEN WEBER said, "has beioi spent developing the budget, necessitating firing one of
Department of History
right kind of letter to be sent to the the three bureau staff. Internal affairs vice-president Jill Conway and
division heads to tell them how to
University of California, tos Angeles
will give a
pass their recommendations into the bureau is working out possible
ways of averting the layoffs.
seminar on:
The budget is prepared by a As well, faculty salaries have been
"THE NATIONAL
special committee of the Governing restricted to a 3.5 per cent raise.
Council which establishes a set of
INTEGRATION OF
spite of the difficulties involved
spending targets for each division of in Inpresenting
budget to divisione
thepractice."
university. These guidelines are heads, Evans thestated
UNDERDEVELOPED
that he was
then used by the division heads to
pleased with the final form of it's
compile the final estimates of ex- recommendations.
penditures for the year which are
Tuesday,
March 6
submitted for approval to the Gover- Describing the document as
11 a.m.
ning Council in the spring.
people-oriented, he said, "The
E"
Room FRANC
3050,
SponjoredSidney
by Smith
Student member of the budget budget has emphasized people and
the
support of people rather than
committee,
Paul
Cadario
said
he
felt
THE EUROPEAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
non-people resources on campus.
there
has
been
"undue
delay"
in
the
Certain
elements of this are
publication
of
the
document.
He
International ofStudies
Propamine
Staff and studentsIhe are welcome.
very desirable."
agreed with Evans that the "matter desirable,
The budget
was developed in
of wording" was a crucial factor camera
between July and
causing the time lapse, but nonetheles , the report, he declared December, 1972, when it was approved by the Governing Council.
"should have been out long ago." The Business
. pks- praesarcs
Affairs and Planning
Executive committee member
and
Resources
held in
Brain Morgan concurred with camera meetingsCommittees
on it.
Cadario's objection to the delay,
puSYs
smc film club
rempmrion
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CLUB
EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair
THIS WEEKEND:
LITTLE
■
CAESAR
CONSULAN°
S
OPENING MONDAY*
SKIP VAN WINKLE KNAPE
TORONTO'S LOWEST PRICED NIGHT CLUB

\ ITTOKIO I It SIC V
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High food
costs due
to monopolies,
says NFU
ficient use of resources. He said food enough food retailers already.
OTTAWA (CUP) - Monopoly
tion from acquiring any more com- store chains
sumer is at the mercy of the corbuild
more
stores
than
panies until 1972. In 1967 the FTC
control of the food industry is one of
NFU executive secretary Stuart
porations' price regulating.
the major contributors to high food moved to forbid Kraft acquisitions necessary (in some areas of western Thiessen told the committee that The NFU
appearance was
prices, representatives of the after 1972. "At the same time, Canada economists have estimated Loblaws Groceterias, owned by the followed by testimony from the
National Farmers Union told the Canada has allowed Kraft to take overcapacity at about 80 percent), giant Weston empire, plans to close Canadian Cattlemen's Association
Parliamentary Committee on food Over much of its own dairy in- therefore making inefficient use of 400 stores.
which claimed that "far from being
their labour.
costs last Tuesday.
undesirable system, it is free
dustry," Atkinson said.
Atkinson said . that as food an
enterprise
system which has been
"With overexpansion
and
under"A few firms are transacting the "You mean there's no competition utilisation
conglomerates
spread
their
of
your
resources,
you
for a 50 percent increase
bulk ofpresident
the business
the country,"
in theWitcher
food industry?"
Liberal MP
operations into more aspects of the responsible
in
the
production
and quality of
asked dubiously.
NFU
Roy inAtkinson
said. Ross
expect low productivity."
industry, consumer prices increase beef.
Witcher (a wealthy farmer from canAtkinson
said
labour
unions
can't
"They
have
the
leverage
to
decide
how products are delivered to the Ontario's Bruce Peninsula) claimed be blamed for increased food prices, because the corporations have more
People who are outraged at the
consumer, and how they are that overcapacity in the food because management has chosen to "profit centres", one at each stage of high price of beef in Canadian stores
received from the farmer. This is a retailing outlets indicates too much use labour inefficiently in its search the production process. Vertical in- will be interested in the cattlemen's
exists in the industry. for profits. For example. Dominion
mark- declaration that "the Canadian conpower bloc that you're dealing competition
up betweentegrationtheexplainspricemuchpaidof tothefarmers
Atkinson denied the point, saying Stores Limited, (owned by the giant
sumer buys more beef per unit of
Atkinson pointed to a 1963 U.S. the gross overcapacity of food Argus Corporation), is buirding two and the price charged to consumers. income than people in any other
with."
Federal Trade Commission ruling retailers demands immediate new supermarkets in Thunder Bay, The NFU spokesmen made clear country with the possible exception
which prohibited the Kraft Corpora- government control to ensure ef- Ontario, a centre with more than
that higherincongruous
farm prices
necessarily
with aren't
lower of the United States."
consumer prices and decent labour
wages.
DO
Group
calls for coffee boycott
Former NFU organizer Alf HOW
Gleave, now a New Democratic Party MP, told his committee OTHERS
tuguese colonies. The boycott is also annually in taxes from coffee profits
A boycott of Angolan coffee has
been called in support of the a protest against the use of forced for the war effort. Trade with colleagues that while food
processors
are guaranteed stable
labor
to
harvest
coffee.
supplies over one million
Angolan people's
struggle for in- The instant brands on the boycott Canada
dollars of these taxes.
dependence from Portugal.
prices for farm products, the con- SEE YOU?
The Ottawa-based Southern Africa list are: Yuban, Maxim, Maxwell
Information Group (SA1G) is urging House, Sanka. Brim, Nescafe, TasDo people see the warmth
REMEMBER
consumers not to buy instant coffees
ter's Choice and Chase and Sanborn.
ond friendliness in your
Alternative brands are: Red Rose, SI STPRESBYTERIAN
distributed by General Foods,
smile? Do they feel at ease
ANDREW'S
Nestles and Standard Brands. The Top value. Pride of Arabia, High
(bread)
JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
group says the three companies use Park,- Two Cup, Super Value
with
you? We all wonder
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.
about it every now and
Angolan coffee in their instant Brands, Kadana, Food City, Dixon's,
HOPE
brands.
11.
A.M.
Mulken's,
Sterlling, Stuart, Pells
Dailv Grange.
(wine)
According to a SAIG information and
then. make
But if you
your more
"problem"
days
than
pamphlet, taxes in Angolan coffee
Canada imports one-eight of its DR. H. DOUGLAS STEWART
at
Walmer
Rd.
usually
anxious
or
profits are spent by the Portuguese green coffee supply from Angola;
'A
CHURCH
HOME
dispirited, let Tampax
government on war activities against only Brazil supplies more. -SAIG
Baptist Church
FOR STUDENTS
iampons help.
Angolan and other African in- estimates the Portuguese governSunday
worship
11
a.m.
7:30
p.m.
ment uses at least $20.8 million
dependence movements in th Porone block N.H. of Spadim and Bloor
AWAY FROM HOME'
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
t
Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.
For information write to:
Community of the Holy Spirit
54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
ROUND TABLE ON
LATIN

covering IN THE
AMERICA

70'S

• political conflict,
- role of the military,
- economic dependence and underdevelopment
MONDAY, MARCH 5, 1973
7:30 p.m.
in Room 202
Galbraith Building
35 St. George Street
-featuring• Professors FERNANDO H. CARDOSO, Brasilian
Centre
Paulo, of Analysis and Planning, Sao

- JULIO COTLER,
Lima Institute of Peruvian Studies,
Sponsored by Latin American Studies Committee of the
International Studies Programme.

GOVERNING

COUNCIL

341 BLOOR ST. W.

929-3416

coming March 2 - 3 — HOT MELONS — $1.50
March 9 - 10 - AMAZING GRACE - $1.50

The Internal protection mora woman dull

ELECTION

supplementary candidate's statement
rlSiSr Council
Sta -fTent
approved recently by the underquoted candidate for election to the
Governing
from was
Full-time
Undergraduate Student Constituency II:
RICHARD SCHABAS - Reform Slate. Fights for equal access to the Robarts library and
against
AfamoLn
& £™Z
SZ3? ^h°USandS
°f SlUdentS
and fee
lit' h< JT?
1 the 80vernment
have *in maSS™meetin^'
argumentsoccupa^ons
and protests.
This
tha7dkrrim
nl against
^°?den
the "T?
and other issues> like admissions procedures
hat discriminate
women,
and thosethese
professors
who
Unrversrty's insistence), to include the Governing Council. are racists (+ name deleted at

Tampax tampons are worn
internally, so they won't
cause
or
show.discomfort,
Insertion can't
is easy,slip
even for beginners. No
chafing, no irritation, no
odor. And you can be
yourself every day, without
the restrictions of oldfashioned pads.
A cheerful, gracious,
personable you is what
they'll see — no matter
what day of the month it is
— thanks to the security of
Tampax tampons.

"love ...each"Ewtaijegt
other as
lovedHOUSE
you"11SERVICE
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Vic leads
IB;
La
w tal spr
ing
Three significant games were baskets in the final minute ofDiv
te (11) were
in IA
instrumen
SMC's Larry
play Brooklyni
Trafford acquire
Meanwhile. Tom Campana and TrafRich hooped 13 points while teamplayed in the final week of regular
three quick fouls, and this could bed
ford scored 10 points each for St.
disstriking
within
SGS
keeping
in
game.
t
a
n
c
e
a
l
season interfaculty basketball play.
mates Gary Boguski and Cor Doret,
viewed as the turning point in the
Vic clinched first place in Division the non-stop train, were scoring 11 The Law-St. Mike's game Tuesday game. With Trafford on the bench in
IB with a 44-41 decision over Erin- points apiece. Content to bomb PHE could have been a preview of this foul trouble, Law completely con- Mike's.
were looking for a trend in
dale, while PHE B nipped SGS 69-68 B's zone from downtown, SGS had year's final. Law, having won six
theIf one
interfac struggles, it would
trol ed the tempo of the game.
in a Al Sternberg
to guarantee itself a spot in the three scorers in double figures. Steve row prior to this game, seemed
and
Jamie
Halfnight
appear
that
Law is hitting its stride
playoffs. Meanwhile, Law appeared Silberling (22 points), Ron Johnson devastating as it easily handled St. were the leading point getters for at the right time,
at this time, is
ominously strong, crushing St. (16), and Jim Maroosis, the bearded
interfaculty
Law with 27 and 10, respectively. the best team in and,
play.
Mike's A 70-59.
Mike's.
With Vic trailing 41-40 and less
than a minute to play, Andre Ezers
stole an errant Erindale pass and
converted it into a lay-up to send Vic
ahead for good. Seconds later, Erindale missed an opportunity to score
and Vic went into a deep freeze.
Ezers scored another two points
during the stall to end up with 16 for
the game.
sportalk
Other scorers for Vic included Joe
Kastelic, the Don Mills dart thrower
(10 points), and Paul Mims (10). Hockey
will be at Collingwood
captain Gord skiers
involved in numerous events and three student members on the PreMeanwhile, Al Nikrosius, the leading Davies
for their second to last meet oftoday
has Blues'
been voted
the Dafoe season
the activities
sident's Committee on the New Athin athletics including:
candidate for rookie-of-the-year Trophy
Michael
Penman
was
the
as
team-ma
his
by
tes
letic Building, Hockey Review Board
honours, potted 17 points for. Erin- team's
President of the Faculty of Law Athawarded
the
Sidney
Earle
Smith
most
valuable
letic Association, Chairman of the
player during
dale, and Jimmy Walker hooped 10. the 1972-73 season. Davies
Sports Comis in his Trophy this week as the most out- Ontario Law School Association member,mitteeIntramural
Last Monday at 5 pm, a ferocious
member, UTAA vice-presistanding Intramural athlete in his Athletic Championships, hockey
graduating year in Engineering and
contest developed between SGS and has
dent,
UTAA
Athletic
Directorate
played three seasons with Varsi- graduating year at U of T. In his chairman for the Faculty of Law vice-chairman and member
of the
PHE B for the right to the last
executive
committee
Toronto
the
leaving
ty after
years
at
the
universit
Mike
has
been
y
playoff spot in Division IB. Both Marlbor
Athletic Association, one of the
the OHA Junior A
teams opened up with zone leagueos inbasketball
defences, but SGS had to soon switch Valuable Player for theBlues Most
season is
to a man to man to stay in the game. center and co-captain Dave
Watt.
After
SGS'
changeover
to
the
man
to
Watt
led
the
Blues
Blues head for season
in scoring, and his
man, the game was in doubt until 181 points was fifth
win 19,
in the OUAA
PHE B's Rick Ward scored two key Eastern Section the Blues
swimming team will attempt to
meet Waterloo
tonight at Arena
regain their CIAU title this weekend
SKIING!
University of Toronto hockey Waterloo, and finally 7-3 in regular Blues will be looking for their 19th
in Calgary at the first ever joint
win this evening at Varsity Stadium.
men's and women's national in- Blues will play second place Western season play in Toronto.
CHEAP!
tercollegiate championships Section finishers Waterloo Warriors
Although Blues won all three
plays Laurentian at 9 pm
meanwhile, back in Toronto the U of tonight at 6:30 pm at Varsity Arena. games, Waterloo appears to be back Western
for the other OUAA final playoff
T track team will attempt to repeat Varsity advanced to the semi-finals in good form, defeating Guelph 7-0
At Blue Mountain,
its outdoor victory of last fall at the by defeating York University in quarter-final play Tuesday night.
Fri., Mar. 9, 7:15 a.m.
OUAA indoor championships Yeomen
8-2 Tuesday night.
In the other quarter-final game in The winners of tonight's two
Tickets: $7.00
tomorrow at the CNE
In three other games against the Western Section of the OUAA, games
spot. meet tomorrow at 8 pm for
(includes tow and transportation)
Coliseum OUAA judo cham- traditional rivals Waterloo this Western dominated Windsor 7-1.
the Queen's Cup, with the victor
Pay in advance at SAC Office
pionships are at, York season Blues won by a narrow 4-3 The other Eastern Section travelling
to Edmonton for the twosemi-final prior to the
tomorrow U of T's alpine margin in double overtime in the quarter-final game saw Laurentian out-of-three
— U of T Ski Bums Anon. Hockey Canada tournament early in narrowly defeat Queen's 5-4 in over- national championship game in
November. 5-3 in exhibition play in
Toronto March 17th.
time play in Sudbury.
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Discover
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OPTICAL
DOCK
^^BRAD
1 70 St.BfoorGeo(geSt. W.St. 233-2611
925-8720
2917
Centenary
Plaza
282-2030
4*7
Baywiew Village Centre 222-5791
CONTACT
12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT
METRO
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Our misteok
We erroneously reported game is being organized by Services
Wednesday that SAC is reluctant to and
Communications Assistant
oblige in a return match hockey Peter Milic.
game with The Varsity. Another
lot of time reading

a
You spendAREN'T
!fef'J WHY
YOU A
BETTER READER ?
ATHLETIC DIRECTORATE ELECTIONS FOR 1973-74
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14TH. 1973
Closing Date For Nominations — Monday March !2th, 1973 — 5:00 P.M.
To be eligible for nomination a student must be
second or higher year, but not in his final year at the
University. There will be one ballot only under which 121in themembers
of theas electoral
follows: body (composition available in the
for one candidate for each of three groups
Athletic Office) will vote
Group "A" Basketball, Football, Hockey
Groub "B" Sports other than those specified in Group "A"
Group "C" College and Faculty Athletic Associations
votes will be tallied under group headings and the elected representatives to the Athletic Directorate declared
as The
follows:
The two nominees polling the highest number of votes in Group "A"
The two nominees polling the highest number of votes in Group "B"
The nominee polling the highest number of votes in Group "C"
representative in this group Is appointed by the Intramural Sports Committee —
see(The
nextsecond
paragraph)
In addition to the five students elected as set out above, there is one student appointment from The Students'
Administrative Council and one student appointed by the Intramural Sports Committee to make a total of seven
student representatives upon the Athletic Directorate.
The basic aims of the Athletic Association are set out formally in Article 1 of its constitution reading as follows'
"The Associationofshall
be called
Association,
and itsofobject
shall befor theits
encouragement
athletic
sport,thetheUniversity
promotionofofToronto
physicalAthletic
education,
the provision
recreation
members and the maintenance of the highest standard of amateur sport".
The Athletic Directorate, as the controlling body for athletics at the University, meets twice a month during the
academic isyearconsidered
and dealsinwith
a wide range
of athletic matters
upon which
decisions are required.
business
committee,
all committees
having student
representation.
. , A good deal of this
Students elected to the Athletic Directorate are expected to attend the formal meetings unless there is good
reason for absence; also they are expected to take their share of the committee work. A student member may quite
properly bring any matter before the Directorate which his constituents wish to have discussed.
Each nominee for election to the Directorate may submit a written policy statement which he is entitled to send to
all members of his electoral body. This is the recommendation of the student committeeD.C.
whichTINK
revised
method of
ER, theSecre
election of student representatives.
tary
University of Toronto Athletic Association.
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You could be!
RE AO FASTER (2 to 4 TIMES)
IMPROVE YOUR COMPREHENSION
DEVELOP SKILLS WITH TECHNICAL
MATERIAL, REPORTS, ETC.
IMPROVE YOUR RECALL ABILITY

The Toronto School of Dynamic Reading can do
this - and more! We also offer life-long mem
bership and many other features. Each of our
Teachers has taught reading for over 5 years and
holds an Ontario Teaching Certificate. For a
. £0**^ descriptive brochure, phone 921 6410, or drop
K aN< 3 in to: Suite 65°- 86 B,oor Street w
J*
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203 Yonge St.
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Editor Bob Gaulhier
Phone 923-4053

ts
spor

Admin

does

support

not

athletics
falls under the campus services portfolio
headed
by Jnternal Affairs vice-president
Jill
Conway.)
By the terms of the UTAA constitution,
"subject to the authority of the Governing
Council all matters concerning the Athletic
Association shall be under the control of a

Service George Wodehouse is president of
the Directorate this year. It is not clear
why or how the UTAA constitution enables
the director of a university health service
to become the president of a
body overseeing
athletics
program. the operation of an
Wodehouse presides at all Directorate
meetings allandcontracts
"signs with
the appropriate
officers
negotiated
by the
Association within its powers". He is also
the enforcer of the Association's rules and
has general supervision over the affairs of
the Association.
In effect, the president has a fair
amount ofmatters.
power, mainly in the area 'of
financial
On the other hand, Director of Athletics
Dalt White has little power within the
terms of reference of the constitution, and
mainly fulfills an administrative role.
Under the provisions of the constitution
he is responsible
for "the ofgeneral
supervision and co-ordination
the Athletics
Program
conducted by
Association,"
and
the arrangement
and the
completion
of all
intercollegiate schedules. White must also
supervise and control all full-time, parttime, or honorary coaches, instructors, and
trainers. However, he is not empowered to
decide
positions, tobutthecanDirectorate
only "make
recommendations
for
the engagement or termination of service
of all coaching and instructional staff," and
"recommends payment" of salaries or
honoraria he considers-"adequate.
The position-of vice-president, — this
year held by law student Michael Penman
— is totally powerless. Penman is only
abre to preside over meetings in
Wodehouse's
absence. toOnlysigna non-student
member
is empowered
contracts in
Wodehouse's absence.
Assistant director (administration)
David Tinkerordinationisand general
responsible
for "theof co-all
supervision
administrative functions of the UTAA
other than those coming under the jurisdiction of the Director of Athletics." Tinker
also co-ordinates
and ofsupervises
administrative functions
the UTAA allother

Today atwethe begin
a series
on men's
athletics
University
of Toronto,
and,
more specifically, the trouble the program
is in and why. We start by looking at the
power
structure
of the University
of Toron-to
to Athletic
Association
and its relation
the administration of the university.
The administration of the University of Directorate."
Student representation on the
Toronto pays nothing toward the athletic Directorate consists of five elected
program at the university. By neglecting members, one member from the Students'
athletics the administration ignores what Administrative
Council, and one member
many people consider to be a legitimate appointed by and from the Intramural
area of the educational program.
Sports Committee.
Other members include seven
to subsidize
the 'athletics'
sideAndof failing
the university
community,
the ad- representatives from teaching or senior
min stration slowly
is
starving the program administrative staff of the university (apto death.
pointed bythe President), the President of
By virtue of the existing structure and the university, two representatives elected
the lack of recourse for effective change, annually by the Advisory Board, the Directhe administration is controlling an area of
tor of the University Health Service, the
university life which virtually pays for Director of Athletics, and the Assistant
itself.
Director.
Officers of the Directorate include an
In fact, the University of Toronto
Athletic Association budget for 1972-73 Honorary President (the President of the
shows that students pay for over 50 per university ex-officio), a president, elected
cent
of theOftotal
operating
of men's annually by the non-student Directorate
athletics.
a total
budget costs
of $341,421,
members, a vice-president, elected annualstudents paid $201,901.
ly by the student Directorate members, the
Although this budget is set on the Director of Athletics, appointed by the
recommendation of the UTAA and ad- Directorate, but subject to the approval of
ministered bythat body, it is ultimately the Governing Council. The secretary is the
controlled by Simcoe Hall and the uni- assistant director (administration) of the
versity auditor and Assistant Vice- UTAA, and is appointed by the Directorate
President Frank Stone, and the Vice- subject to the approval of the Governing
President and Provost Don Forster.
Council.
Composition of the Athletic Directorate
Functions of the Directorate
Briefly, what is involved in the governing
Director of the University Health
structure of the men's UTAA is the
Athletic Directorate itself, composed of 20
members, only seven of which are student
representatives from the athletic community. Moving up the ladder we find the,
executive committee of the Directorate
athletics?
and, finally, at the top of the organizational
pyramid, the Governing Council (The UTAA

The upper gym in Hart House is indirectly controlled from Simcoe Hall.

than those under White's jurisdiction.
He is also responsible for "the general
direction,
supervision,
and control"
of bothto
Varsity Stadium
and Arena
with respect
"rentals to outside organizations, the admis ion of the general public, and the
proper maintenance of the grounds and
Tinker also "supervises and directs" the
UTAA
accounts,
includingwithin
"the thecollection,
buildings".
banking
and disbursing
budget
approved by the (Governing Council) of all
monies accruing to the (UTAA) from fees,
gate
receipts and heother
Along
with Wodehouse
"signssources."
all contracts
negotiated by the Association within its
in addition, Tinker must , prepare
financial statements and the UTAA
budget, "and such other information as
may be required"
Executive
President
and Provostby Don
Forster. ViceThe
accounts, must, in turn, be submitted to
thepowers."
university auditor, who later presents
his report to the Directorate.
Executive Committee
The UTAA Directorate also has a select
decision-making,
composed of the'Executive
DirectorateCommittee',
president
(Wodehouse) as chairman, the Directorate
vice-president (Penman), three nonstudent members, the athletic director
(White) and mthe
director (adinistration) (assistant
Tinker).
The executive
matters
as may committee
from timestudies
to time"suchbe
necessary",
and makesThe recommendations
to the Directorate.
seven members
have the "power to act in such matters
that require a decision before the date of
the next meeting of the Directorate. They
also consider and recommend to the Directorate the annual financial budget of the
association.
The Athletic Directorate must consider
the budget, based on that presented to
and passed by the Executive Committee at
its annual budget meeting (no later than
April 30). When adopted, the assistant
director (administration) must forward the
budget for approval - to the Governing
Council through the assistant vicepresident of the university.
Comparison with other universities
As we have tried to show through other
articles in the past few weeks, there are
structures at other universities —
specifically
Queen's
and Waterloo
where
students
have been
or are in the—
process of being given voting power
representative
theirprogram.
financial contribution tothe of
athletic
At Queen's,involved
a student inmajority
(of thoseis
students
athletics)
guaranteed, and at Waterloo steps are
being taken to provide a majority. Even the
women's directorate at the Benson
Building contains a majority of women
student athletes (15 out of 22 members).
At the University of Toronto there is a
preponderance of administrators and
faculty members on a directorate set up to
control and regulate men's athletics. The
students — those who have the greatest
interest in the program — have no effective means of changing a structure control ing the program which they pay for.
The administration of the university
appears to have accepted the status quo
of the athletics structure, and although the
need for change has been recognized by
Simcoe Hall, athletics is apparently very
low on the administration's list of
priorities.
Monday: Budgetary difficulties, business enterprises with extra-university
connections.
Bob Gauthier

THE
Negotiations
break

down

at
math
sit-in
By BOB BETTSON
Chuck Vlckery and Heather Ridout appeared
Occupying students met Friday with but only Ridout of the United Socialist slate
associate math chairman Ray Vanstone in stayed a significant length of time.
what proved to be a futile attempt to gain
Also among the occupiers were supporters
some break in negotiations which appear to be of the Reform Slate for Governing Council.
On Sunday morning, students listened to
The math students decided last night to speakers from the Universite du Quebec a
continue their occupation indefinitely. The Montreal, Trent and Brock Universities detail
occupation of the fourth floor outer office of struggles at their campuses.
Charles Lee from Brock warned students
department chairman George Duff is entering
its seventh day with no end in sight.
"to get suckered into committees". He
The students, according to steering com- not
explained how the Brock occupation had been
mittee member Carver Scobie, are going ended when a parity committee of 12 people
to remain "until our demands are met, in- was set up to look at questions raised by the
cluding arestructuring of the math depart- occupation. The Brock occupation also dealt
ment to include students in decision-making with arbitrary firings.
and the rehiring of the three professors whose
Therese Faubert, from the strike-bound U
contracts
were andnot Michael
renewed,"Mather.
Stephen Salaff, du Quebec explained how students sbut down
David Spring
the Montreal campus for over a month.
Scobie stated that the occupation has raised
According to Faubert, the mass meetings
a lot of interest and concern for remodeling have replaced the traditional student governthe department to serve the needs of the
ment and for the first time since 1969 a
students.
province-wide student movement is forming.
In a discussion after the Vanstone meeting, All this in spite of what she said were strong
which was also attended by math professors efforts by the university administration to
Peter Rosenthal and Ed Barbeau, the oc- suppress the strike through the use of riot
cupants decided to continue until their police, suspensions, injunctions and other
threats.
demands are granted.
They set up a steering committee comprised
"The struggle
go forward,"
she
of Arts and Science Student Union fieldworker concluded.
Faubertcanthenonlyvoiced
her solidarity
Dave Depoe, students Bill Edwards, Andy with the occupation and returned to Montreal
for a crucial rally.
Carder, Susan Goldberg and Scobie.
Students were told at the Friday noon
The occupation has received support from
meeting with Vanstone that they would not be all over the U of T campus. It has already been
recognized in negotiations. The associate supported by the Victoria University Students
chairman also said that while he had Administrative Council, the Graduate
rconunended Salaff for reappointment and Students Union, the Arts and Science Student
thought he was a good teacher, be could not Union, the Erindale students council, the
discuss the case because of the possibility of Innis student society, and the Political
prejudicing formal appeal procedures.
Economy, Math-Physics and Sociology course
He was supported in this by Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee chairman Ed
Occupiers plan to have math tutoring 24
Barbeau, who while sympathetic to Salaff,
a day and speak to math classes in an
said he recognized the official channels of hours
effort to get students to raise their demands at
appeal.
undergraduate
curriculum committee meetRosenthal, however, said that the
ings Tuesday at 11 am and again at 3 pro
occupation had brought about the serious
A Sid Smith rally is being arranged for
discussion that was "inconceivable" in the Wednesday to have the leaders of the Univerdepartment before. He said Salaff had done
site du Quebec student strike speak on their
"me a fantastic favour and he's done you (the struggle.
students) a fantastic favour."
There appears to be no threat of police
The students rejected the department's
according
to Internal
offerings, charging that "legitimate channels,'' action, mittee
chairman Paul
Cadario. Affairs
He also Comfeels
were
useless
and
haven't
achieved
anything
in
the
occupation
would
not
be
prohibited
by the
the four month campaign. They questioned
the legitimacy of any present committees on discipline code being proposed to the Governing Council.
hiring, firing and tenure because of the total
Students are also raising the issue of the
absence of student input
weighting
of first year exams. Salaff claims he
Though Salaff publicly stated that he was
willing to have all confidential information was fired at least partially because of a dispute
about
the
made public, Vanstone avoided talking about exams. heavy weight given to first year
details of specific cases.
The occupation continued through the
Salaff advocates a grading system with more
weekend with varying numbers of students, weight on term or exam work which ever the
SAC presidential candidates Bob Anderson, student does better.

Students
MONTREAL (CUPI) — While
bouncers armed with baseball
bats patrol corridors, students at
the Universite du Quebec a Montreal are returning to classes
today in the wake of a concerted
offensive by the administration to
break their five week strike
Students faced with threatened cancellation of their school
year, voted
a t a general
assem-to
bly yesterday
to return
classes and continue their battle
against the administration and its
new fee policies along different
lines - The new fee policies would
force the expulsion of many
students who are unable to pay.
Despite an injunction against
the strike obtained two weeks ago
by the administration, few
courses were held last week.
Students and teachers boycotted
classes in protest against the
injunction.
But, threatened with fines and

at

U

salary cutoffs, the teachers voted
last Thursday to return to classes.
The administration, at the
same time, announced that the
school year was extended until
May 25, and that any courses not
resumed immediately would be
cancelled.
This tactic, it was pointed out
in
meeting,
would
divideyesterday's
students course
by course,
activity by activity.
To ensure that the university
remains
and classes
held, the 'open'
administration
went areso
far as to hire professional
bouncers (reportedly at 150
dollars a day) to patrol the balls
and
to dealclaimed
with 'disruptions'.
Students
that some
bouncers carried baseball bats.
Despite these intimidations
and threats, few classes were
given on Friday and over 1500
students, from UQAM, Universite de Montreal, and several
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Students, faculty discuss strategy at Friday meeting outside occupied office.

Cops
not at
A Varsity story Friday incorrectly implied
that Metro police met with campus police
Thursday to discuss the student occupation of
the math department offices. In fact, the
police were on campus in regard to a New
College bomb scare.
The confusion about the reason Metro
police Were on campus arose after math
student Kevin McQuillan overheard the officers telephoning campus police from New
College and followed them to U of T police
headquarters in the Borden Building. When
McQuillan called internal affairs vicepresident
Conwayher about
presence onJillcampus,
secretarythetoldpolice
him
Conway was "dealing with that matter right
now",
apparently
the
unpublicized
bomb meaning
scare andto notreferthe tomath

were
sit-in
department sit-in.
The Varsity regrets the inaccurate
impression created by its publication of the
story,
furthercompounded
than the storyby ato headline
state the which
police went
had
been meeting about the math occupation.
Varsity reporters did, however, try unsuccessfully Thursday afternoon and evening
to reach Conway.
In another math sit-in inaccuracy. The
Varsity's
Wednesday
said more
than
300
students
initiallyreport
occupied
the math
department offices. Although more than 300
students attended the rally preceding the rally
and most of them were still around to vote in
favour of the occupation, only about 100 of
them actually began the sit-in.

du Q
vote
to end
strike
CEGEPS, demonstrated that the students' strike coordinating
morning in a march to the Palais committee, but also 'all non- teachers'
movements'.
In returning
to classes, the
de Justice. In rows of seven or designated
persons'
who
support
students
are
aware,
as the resoluthe
strike,
is
a
flagrant
violation
eight, the all
protesters
one point
covered
of St.at Lawrence
of their right to strike.
tion
points
out,
'that
haven't
yet
achieved
our
main
demand
Boulevard from Sherbrooke to
Court hearings will resume for the non-exclusion ofwe students
Ontario Streets.
today,
as
the
administration
The students rallied near the seeks to make the injuction resolution
for financial
But that
the
madereasons'.
it very clear
Palais de Justice to hear short
the
struggle
against
the
fee
It
was
in
this
context
of
speeches by lawyer Robert permanent
policies will continue, especially
Lemieux and sociologist Charles intimidation and threatened next September.
cancellation of their school year
Gagnon
condemning
the
colluThe five-week strike was far
sion between the university and that the UQAM students voted from
a total failure. Its very
to returnfinally
to classes.
theMeanwhile,
state's judicialinside
and police
aim. yesterday
The resolution
accepted length was a testimony to the
the court
buddings, judge E. Martel agreed by the assembly took into account resistance
and
strength against
of theuniversity
students'
that the 'university and the government pressure.
to
prolong totheprevent
administration's
injunction
picketing government
refuse to recognize
The students were able to force
until tonight. He also refused to COPE and the general assembly
because they fear the recognition the administration to repeatedly
hear
the
pleas
of
the
teachers'
and workers' union against the of a militant student movement delay its fee deadlines.
injunction until they were which- can disturb their 'social
They were able to compel the
presented
in writing.
peace' and that 'the state cannot government to postpone for at
The unions
maintain that the allow
the students to organize on least one year its province-wide
mjuction, directed against not an autonomous base and ally policy which had precipitated the
only eleven students and COPE, themselves with the workers' and strike.
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HERE
TODAY
all day
Creative Writing Fellowships: Vic students
who want to write a dramatic play or musical ate
invited to apply for a grant to finance the work.
See Richard Partridge, VUSAC office, from 9 am
to 4:30 pm. Deadline for applications is March
30th.
Come and join the Math occupation on the
fourth floor, Sidney Smith. There will be math
tutoring, conversation, music, organizing etc. If
reform in the math department is to happen we
need people to help with class visits, petitioning,
lea fie ting etc 10 am
Blood donor clinic in Victoria College.
"Everyone is welcome. noonTill 4 pm.
All candidates meeting for Victoria College
SAC reps in Wymilwood Terrace Room.
Meeting of the U of T Women for Abortion
Law
At the Film Room,'
Innis Repeal.
College.All are welcome.
2 pm
Stop the Student Surcharge Committee
members. Denise Havers and Rhonda Fleming,
will be fighting against charges brought against
them by the U of T in courtroom 33 Old City
Hall.
4 pm
Combined Departments of English Council
Meeting in BCD Upper Brennan, St. Michael's
College.
Prol. Christina Roberts speaks to graduate
students on "Literature and Language in the
Academy",
Sponsored by the Graduale
Association.
Union, 79FrenchSt.
George Street.At the630Women's
phi
pm Hillel's
at HillelKosher
House,supper.
186 St.Please
Georgereserve
Street.by 5
Hillel's
UJA
Telethon
at
UJWF
150
Beverley
Street, To volunteer please call Hillel House.
Room 202. Galbraith Building, Round-table
ontheLatinroleAmerica
the 70's: political
conflict,
of thein military,
and economic
dependence and underdevelopment, featuring
Professors Fernando H. Cardoso, Brasilian Centre of Analysis and Planning, Sao Paulo; Julio
Cotler. Institute of Peruvian Studies, Lima; and
Osvaldo Sunkel, Latin American Institute of
Economic and Social Planning, Santiago, Chile.
At Room 202, Galbraith Building.
Jewish University:
Jewish Woman",
At Free
the Library
in the BBVO"TheBuilding,
15 Hove
Street, (near Bathurst8 pmand Sheppard).
Open Meeting tonight of the Hart House
Amateur Radio Club. Ray Camovale. P. Eng. will
speakters' ionnthe 'Broadcast
Antennas and Transmitbe served. Bickersteth Room. Refreshments will
Advanced conversational Hebrew. At Hillel
House, 186 St. George
930 Street.
pm
Beginners conversational Hebrew. At Hillel
House, 186 St. George
Street.
TUESDAY
11 am
"The National Integration of Underdeveloped
France": seminar
by Professor
EugenAtWeber,
University
California,
Los Angeles.
Room
3050 Sidneyof Smith.
noon
The SAC presidential slate and the
engineering
candidates
from theSlate
Stop thewillStu-be
dent Surcharge
Committee
speaking
at
the
all-candidates
meeting
in Room
135. Old Physics Building.
There
will
be
a
Baha'i
fireside
today
in
Sidney
Smith. 2047. All are welcome.
Latin America
interested
students
are invitedin tothean 70's:
informalAll discussion
with two prominent specialists in Latin American
affairs — Fernando H. Cardoso of Brazil and
Julio Cotler of Peru. Coffee will be provided. At
the International Student
1 pm Centre, Till 2 pm.
Vic VCF meets in Woodger Room (Basement
of Oldwelcome.
Vic). Guest speaker will be Dr. D'Sena. All
are
3 pm
There will be a special meeting of the
Graduate French Association to hear the report

AND

NOW

of the committee studying the comprehensive
exams, and to decide on recommendations for
change. At Room 305C,
4 pmUC,
"The Role of the Writer in the Chinese
Communistof Party",
a lecture byof Professor
Merle
Goldman
the Department
History. Boston
University, At Room 202, Galbraith BIdg,. 35 St,
George Street. 4:30 pm
Victoria College public lecture: "Heinrich
Schliemann
and Greek
Archeology". Professor
James toriaW.College,
Boake
VicwillDepartment
speak in theof Classics,
Lecture Hall,
Room
3,
New
Academic
Building, victoria
College.
Alfred Kazin, Professor of English, at State
University of New York at Stony Brook will speak
on "American Writers and American Power: The
Response
and theBuilding.
Dilemma".
Medical Sciences
530
pm At Room 2158.
Varsity Christian Fellowship: the general
meeting this week will include a time of sharing
and fellowship. Supper is at 6:30 pm. The
Classes

meeting
is held
every
in Wymilwood's
630 ispmweek
Music Room.
Everyone
welcome.
Hillel Kosher supper: please reserve by 5 pm
at Hillel House. 186 St. George Street.
Hillel'sPlease
UJA Telethon at UJWF
150 Beverlyto
Street.
want toat volunteer
the
Hillel House.call in if7 you
pm
Beginners Guitar Workshop. At Hillel House.
186 St, George Street.
730 pm
INX 260. Women Oppression and Liberation
Interdisciplinary Studies, panel discussion of
single parent
and welfare
families.
College
of Education
SpadinaAt andthe
8:15auditorium,
pm
Bloor.
Advanced guitar workshop. At Hillel House,
186 St. George Street.9 pm
La TroupeBoris368 Vlanpresente
Batisseurs
d'Emptre"
U.C. "Les
Playhouse,
79A
St. George deStreet.
Entreeau gratuite.

may

for study
Classes will probably be cancelled
Tuesday, March 13, for a "Day of
Study"sion on onPost-Secondary
the report of Education
the Commis-in
Ontario (COPSEO).
Vice-president Don Forster said
yesterday that, acting on a SAC
request, he had sent a letter to each
faculty,
cancelled requesting
between 11that
am classes'
and 2 pm.be
"The issue now is determining
what members of the Wright Comwil speak,"
said SACwhovice-is
presidentmis ionJohn
Helliwell,
organizing the Day of Study. SAC is
waiting for a reply from former
commission chairman Doug Wright
SSSC trials
Trials of two women arrested in
picket-line violence at U of T a
month ago will take place today.
Denise Havers, charged with
disturbing the peace, and Rhonda
Fleming, facing an assaulting police
charge, will appear in courtroom 33
of the Old City Hall. Crown Attorney
Applegath said he was not ready to
proceed last Friday. The trials were
then remanded until today.
Both women are members of the
Stop the Student Surcharge Committee, which demonostrated outuniversity's
Huronside theStreet
Februaryfees 1.office
When atU 215of
T police attempted to keep access to

be

cut

of report
on whether or not he will speak.
SAC and the U of T Faculty
Association are co-sponsoring the
Day oftion, Study.
The Alumni
the Graduate
Students AssociaUnion,
and the Association of Part-time
Undergraduate
dorsed the plans.Students have all enSAC will receive a $2,500 grant
from the Ministry of College and
Universities to publish and distribute SAC's 30 page version of the
COPSEO report, Helliwell said. He
hopes that 30,000 copies of the precis
will be distributed across the
province.
start today
the building, which also houses the
personnel and other administrative
offices, open, shoving and righting
broke out.
Seven persons were arrested, most
SSSC members who were attempting
to persuade students not to pay their
second term fees instalments. They
were also supporting a group of
service workers who demanded
prohibition of layoffs.
Judge McMahon said Friday the
trial will definitely start today,
rather than being remanded again,
and ordered subpoenaed witnesses
to appear.

SHOUT has cheap dental aid
The Student Health Organization at U of T (SHOUT) has inexpensive
dental services available near the campus to students.
Each visit to the 64 Augusta Avenue office costs only three dollars, in
contrast to high professional dentist fees.
The service's hours are between 10 am and noon, 2 and 4 pm and 7 to 10
pm Mondays and Wednesdays. Appointments are necessary, and can be
made by calling 364-4107.

ART GALLERY
THE TONY AND ELEANOR
PAINE EXHIBITION
GALLERY HOURS:
Monday. 11 a. m - 9 p.m.
Tunday to Saturday, 11 a.m. ■ 5 p.m.
Sunday, 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
FILM SERIES:
MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS
TODAY
Le Corbusier
Oebates Room
1-2 p.m. & 7-8 p.m.

NOON HOUR
BLUES CONCERT
DOWNCHILD
Wednesday,
East CommonMarchRoom,7 12:00-2
Hart Home p.m.
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
OPEN MEETING
MY Cfl RH OVALE, P. En(. ipeakinf
'"Sroadcait Antennii and Tianimltten
TONIGHT
BICKERSIETH ROOM, 1:00 P.M.
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

WEDNESDAY
CLASSICAL CONCERT
PAUL BRODIE
SM0PH0NE QUARTET
WEDNESDAY,GREATMARCHHALL 7 8:30 P.M.

CHESS CLUB
LECTURE BY INTERNATIONAL MASTER,
LAWRENCE DAY
DEBATES ROOM
TUESDAY, MARCH 6 AT 7:30 P.M.

POETRY READING
JOE ROSENBLATT
WEDNESDAY
MARCHHART7 ATHOUSE
1:10 P.M.
MUSIC ROOM.

LIBRARY
EVENING
G.P. ELLIOTT
THURSDAY,LIBERAMARCH
HART HOUSE
RY, 8:00S I

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS
THIS WEEK: SWEET BLINDNESS
STARTS AT 8:30 P.M.

NICKELODEON
279 v , -ri-j ■ at Dundus Squa

■WPfVMN
a
BROS.

AN

INVITATION

THE BOARD OF REGENTS AND THE SENATE
OF VICTORIA UNIVERSITY, TORONTO
invite you and your friends to be present at
The Installation of

GOLDWIN SYLVESl^R FRENCH, CD., IvI.A., Ph.D.
as President and Vice-Chancellor of Victoria University
on Thursday, the 8th day of March, nineteen-hundred and seventy-three
at eight thirty o'clock
in Convocation Hall, University of Toronto
=nee parking at
BS CHARLES ST. WEST
PAY
PARKING.
113
ST.HURON
GEORGEST..ST.WEST BIDE
Afterwards at a reception in Victoria College

Society
A glistening
centre diamond
byline-cut
two shoulder
stones in
aranked
modern
Registered Jeweller! setting.
American$300.00
Gem
we sell diamonds

CAnawiuuv BROS LIMITED. 261 Yonge St. (south of Dundas) 364-7664. DiamerchantsDiamond
lor 5 generations.
yesterday's elegance and low
rings inlmmfor $75.00
engagementCome
diamondmondprices.
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Task
force
member
asked
Some student governors to
objected body,resi
when it was to dealgn
with such a
The Graduate Students Union has GSU
letter until he had spoken to Le Ed Safarian's nominees, Jake Rice,
Blanc.
turned
Evans
down
because
of
time to the structure of the body as a vital concern to students as teaching.
called for the resignation of a
presidential task force, rather than a The task force was instructed by
member of a presidential task force, In passing over two GSU committments.
Evans to make an initial report by
Although Evans rejected the GSU committee responsible to the un- the
calling the method of his selection suggestions for the task force, Evans
end of June, in time to be
a tacit understanding that suggestions, the only undergraduate
iversity's
representative
and
"highly improper" and "a rebuke to violated
members of most similar com- on the task force, SAC com- authoritative body, the Governing implemented in the 1974-75 budget,
GSU".
theThe union's recommended permunications commissioner Debra Council. They also complained about which will be planned in the submit e s bechosen from suggestions
sons for the task force on acade- by the constituency involved, par- Lewis, was among those SAC the faculty-dominated nature of the
sequent six months.
ticularly in the case of student suggested.
mic appointments were passed over
by president John Evans without bodies. Le Blanc described the move
However, SAC president Eric
explanation, says GSU president as "out of accord with what seemed Miglin is still "not completely hapWendy Le Blanc.
with the composition
task
Le Blanc says she has nothing to be (Evans') philosophy of student force,py" which
Vickery can't occupy
been askedof tothestudy
On several other occasions this "the types, has
against Byron Wall, the only participation".
nature
and
review
of
year,
Evans
and
the
administration
graduate student on the task force
individually, but has asked for his have chosen student governor Paul appointments appropriate to a
two positions
approaching
aTenure,
"steady "limits
state'
resignation in a letter to Evans Cadario to represent students or be ofperiod
enrolment."
SAC
services
commissioner Chuck Vickery is running for two
because of what she describes as his the sole student on important to total
the size of the academic staff
important campus posts although he would not be able to serve in both
bodies, usually without consulting establishment", and dismissal are
making "a farce out of student par- either
positions
simultaneously.
the caucus of student Gover- among a list of specific suggestions
ticipation inuniversitylastaffairs."
Vickery is running for SAC presidency, as well as for the Governing
Evans admitted
night that
ning Council members or SAC.
Council. The SAC presidency is a full-time job, so the incumbent is
Several
times, SAC and individual for topics to be considered.
Wall's recommendation came from
never
a student in the year in which he serves. However,
Miglin tosaidappoint
the president's
student governors have expressed decision
Council members must belong to the constituency whichGoverning
theAssistant
dean of graduate
only two
they are
graduatestudies'
dean office.
F.A. opposition to this practice.
elected
to represent. A non-student, such as the SAC president, would
The GSU threatens not to students was "unfortunate".
Sherk Thursday refused to comment
not
be
eligible.
He said he wanted "another one or
on the propriety of the move, calling participate in what it fears is a
Vickery has indicated that if he were elected SAC president, as well
two students" on the body.
"facade of legitimacy"
in
it The
"the president
president'slastbusiness".
as to Governing Council, he would resign his Governing Council
The
task force, to be chaired by
night explained recommending
names in future.
position
there were a number of factors "Each time we nave made a sub- vice-president Don Forster, includes
student. by September 1, when he would officially cease being a
mission our names have been she professors, two administrators
involved in his choice, among them
Accordingly students voting to elect him to Governing Council must
the academic background of those refused," the ltter charges.
and one provincial government apdo so with the expectation that he may well have to resign early in his
Governing
Council, in
considered. It would be "un- "To ignore the GSU places the addition poitonte tothe
the
two
students.
term,
leaving them without representation until he was replaced.
e said, if Hetoosaidmanyhe integrity of the committee and
Even then, his replacement would require considerable time to
came from onefortunate", hdivision.
SAC objected to initial reports last
yourself
(Evans)
in
doubt."
leam the ropes of the Governing Council. Outgoing student governors
wanted those task force members
In fact, Evans jjassed over the GSU month that the task force would
have stressed
that newcomers should be as knowledgeable as possible
suggestions twice, not just once. His contain only one student, saying
about
the council.
withHe "the
best
qualifications."
declined to comment on the first choice from among SGS dean there should be at least 20 students.
Similarily, those supporting him for the SAC presidency do so in the
knowledge
that he may be devoting part of his energies to the
Governing Council.
Student governor Paul Cadario, also an engineer, has called Vickery
Authors
deny code will ban demos
running
for bothin them
positions
whenis
he"extremely
knows heirresponsible"
would not beforable
to serve
both.at once,
(Cadario
Should demonstrators be found Metro police to break up an occupaThe authors of a report on
backing
Bob
Anderson
for
the
SAC
presidency.)
discipline which may be approved by guilty of improperly dirsrupting the
tion of less than 50 people, on SunMike Naemsch, running for Governing Council on the Reform Slate,
the Governing Council next month "normal, vital functions" of the
day morning.
has come up against a similar technicality. He is a student in the
have denied it will prohibit all university, according to the Cadario pointed out that it is
Faculty
of Education, in which students remain for only one year. This
peaceful
demonstrations
sit-ins. proposals, they would face sanctions unlikely that 100C|people, the maxmeans that he would no longer be a student by the time his term
Internal
Affairs and
Committee
ranging from fines to expulsions.
commenced,
were he to be elected.
imum
involved
in
last
spring's
ocA tribunal, with a majority
chairman Paul Cadario, who cocupation, would be charged with an
He
points
out,
however, that this rule effectively leaves Faculty of
academic
crime
by
the
university.
authored the report along with vice- would
the accused's peers,
Education students disenfranchised, since 1973-74 students will not
act asof judge.
president Jill Conway, says he hopes composed
"It's a matter of degreee," he
know untilForAugust
if they aresaysadmitted
to run foranyway.
Governing
that any interpretation of it Should the university admini- added, noting the wide support for
Council.
this reason,
Naemsch,— toohe late
is running
stration decide that a demonstra- the protest.
prohibiting demonstrations is not
the intention of the Internal Affairs
tion was sufficiently disruptive
Committee, which has approved it. as to require the use of police to
break
it
up, Cadario feels under the
not my
he "It's
said,definitely
stating that,
for opinion",
example, proposed code that a representative
Greeks
call for end to junta
the current occupation of the body "such as the Internal Affairs
By GRETCHEN ROEDDE
mathematics department offices Committee
or the Governing Coun- Several
hundred Greek and
would not be prohibited. He thought
cil" should be consulted. As well, a
math chairman George Duff would warning should be given to the Canadian supporters pledged
demonstrators.
be permitted to enter his office.
solidarity with the resistance moveCadario stressed that demonment opposing the military junta in
Conway agreed last night that
peaceful demonstrations would not
strators would not be found guilty Greece at a demonstration Sunday in
Nathan
Phillips square, sponsored
be banned if the proposed code is of any crime by the university
implemented. She also stressed the until a tribunal had so decided, even by the Pan Hellenic Liberation
liberal intentions of the committee. if police were used.
Movement (PAK) and the Committee for the Restoration of
However, those arrested in last
Asked if the math occupation
Democracy
in Greece.
would be permitted, she replied, spring's breakup of the Simcoe Hall
PAK leader and York professor
without directly answering the ques- demonstration found in court recent- Andreas
Papandreou
urged support
ly that as soon as the police were for the resistance movement
going on asfunctions
usual." called
which
in, the demonstrators were
As tion,
long"Classes
as theare academic
of the university were not impaired liable to charges of trespass, even has been opposing the terrorism,
enough to hurt its educational func- though the university later decided inprisonment, and persecution
utilized by the military regime,
tion, she felt a peaceful demonstra- not to press charges.
tion would be allowed.
In addition, any university which was responsible for the death
In fact, the code specifically states member, not just the administra- of five students last week.
tion, can initiate a charge.
"At this moment in the history of
that "freedom of enquiry," which is Cadario
differentiated between the fight of the Greek people for
protected under the proposal, "enliberation from dictatorship, and the
titles members of the university . . . different types of protest and recent
deaths of students involved in
to engage in peaceful demon- whether or not they would be
allowed.
strations."
the struggle, the progressive leaders
that "interfere in of , e west must take a stand" said
However,
it also prohibits
"inten-or a Demonstrations
tional or reckless
obstruction
significant way with a small Papandreou. "Insist that your
disruption or undue disturbance, number of people" would be government break off diplomatic
relations with the junta; protest the
by any means, of teaching, research, prohibited, he said.
occupation of Greece.
Disruptions that interefere, again American
administration, disciplinary
Collaborate with Greek students and
proceedings, or any other authorized in a significant way, with a large workers
involved
in the struggle
number of people would also be
activity on university premises".
Greeks rally at Nathan Phillips Square to hear Andreas Papandreou.
here", he urged. "The fight has just
The above is merely one of eight prohibited, he thought.
Along with the math occupation, begun" declared the former Greek
examples of prohibited conduct.
Some students have interpreted Cadario thought the two occupations cabinet minister. "The final victory
Lost Monday edition
the clause to mean what they believe of Simcoe Hall, one last spring, the
has already been pledged
be ours."
H literally says, that any intentional other in 1970 in support of day care, willSupport
Monday
ends today for The Varsity. . . at least until next fall.
by
the
Ryerson
Student
Union,
the
disruption of an activity such as would not be prohibited, he said, Students for a Free Greece at U of T
Today marks the last Monday The Varsity publishes this year. Next
because
they
were
not
interfering
administration, for example the adweek, the paper will limp along with two issues — Wednesday and Friday.
ministrative offices of the math with vital administrative functions. the Confederation of York Student The
following two weeks wind up the year with one issue each, both
Federations, McGill professors and
department, would be banned.
Each took place in the Senate the
Ontario
NDP.
appearing
Wednesday.
Chamber,
which
Cadario
stressed
Cadario admits, although Conway
jotondown
those publication dates or. you may miss getting your
was not designated for alternative Also on the platform with letter.So,Here
does not, that the wording of the use
and
Now notice, or ad in the issue you want. Here and Now and
at
the
time.
Papandreou were aldermen Karl ad deadlines remain
clause is "unfortunate" in thaUt is
the same: Here and Now by 1 pm the day before
in each case, Simcoe Jaffary, Bill Kilbourn, Dan Heap and
open to interpretation. Internal Af- HallHowever,
ads by noon three working days before the date of publication.
workers were sent home from Elizabeth Eayres, U of T professors publication,
fairs should "perhaps" consider
The remaining Here and Now columns will list all events occurring
and Frank Cunadding an interpretation to the work by the administration. And, Danny Goldstick
that allday's
day essay
of thedeadlines
next paper.are
ningham, and York University between
clause, or reword it at tomorrow's last
year,
then-acting
president
And, the
whatdatedoesof this
mean?paperJustandthatnoonexamsthe and
Jack Sword felt constrained to call in history professor Gabriel Kolko.
meeting, he thought.
uncomfortably close at hand.
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presidential candidate Chuck
busy running—SAC
tor various
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It's not late sixties

SAC
can't leap ahead
of its constituents
up strength In recent years, has
offering
leadership in matters that
would,
the
Miglin
ticket
told
its
Student government has fallen
affect the lives of its constituents so
been superceded by a United
from its proverbial high point electorate, communicate, not
Socialist Slate, uniting the YS and
during the late sixties. No more do confront.
directly that they can easily apthe Trotskyist Old Mole. Heather
preciate how it relates to them.
student councillors passionately
This
year's
council
has
come
In considering what It can do,
throw themselves jnto student
under scathing attack from the left
Rldout Is USS presidential canfor its failure to actively champion
any ticket contesting the SAC
didate, Greg McMaster and Alice
struggles and social problems.
Klein
her v-p running mates.
student
interest
as
actively
as
they
Whereas student politicians of the
presidency
vice-presidencies
The USS platform comes as no
must size up and
the council
with which
last decade were striding ahead of would like. The Miglin council, for
it will have to work. Excessively
surprise. It sums up the Issues for
their constituents, urging them to example, pulled off a near record
which the two constituent groups
radical or conservative platforms
setting turnout for the Ontario
cast aside the old academic confines of the indifferent university
have
been struggling on the U of T
are
not
likely
to
successfully
Federation of Students' fa 1 1
campus for the past few years.
weather a council lacking a mareferendum on the funding of postmost of today's aspirants keep
When
the USS condemns this
jority with similar views. Yet, none
amazinglytorate.inAnd,step
their elec-is secondary education. However,
of the five slates running for office
that with
electorate
when the OFS decided to demonyear's council for inaction and lack
strate student sentiment by holding
this year have apparently enof leadership, they are not suddenbecoming increasingly conservative, increasingly conscious
couraged like-minded people to run
a province-wide demonstration
ly voicing
criticism an
In hope
for council in any large numbers.
tion, but repeating
attackof electhey
of the university as an all but outside the provincial legislature
Math
student
Bob
Anderson
have
waged
all
year.
The
YS and
crumbling job mill.
duringsion,theSAC refused
opening toofparticipate.
the new ses-It
Old Mole have aligned themselves
Gone are the days when student
heads
year'srunning
version along
of the with
leftwith student groups fighting for
councillors dared to discuss the
liberal thisticket,
might create a bad public image,
vice-presidential
hopefuls
Stephen
improved day care, unrestricted
they
reasoned.
affairs
of the worldindeed,
in the the
council's
Moses and Mike Scott. The slate
access to the Robarts Library
lofty chambers,
latest
And, later, when OFS started
seems
to
have
gotten
sufficiently
stacks,
and an end to the cutbacks
draft of theministrativeStudents'
Adtalkingdum results
aboutintoputting
theand referenCouncil constitution
centre of road to garner support of
in education. As a USS-ted council,
action
calling
SAC would
not ignore
prohibits the council from spending
leading
right, politicians,
centre, andit offers
lefta second term fees withholding
student
struggles,
they progressive
say.
liberal student
money on non-university activities.
action, the local council was
The
USS
slate,
however,
has not
students
the
solidest
record
of
past
As universities remain commitnotably
reluctant
to
participate.
tossed aside the principles of
ted to the pursuit of academese,
student government experience.
When
they
did
decide
to
give
the
revolutionary
socialism,
principles
more and more of the bright,
But, one wonders what type of
go-ahead to a U of T withholding
record a ticket able to receive such
which could very well leave a USS
young high school students who
the council restricted
executive frustrated by a council
used to carve out a career for campaign,
varied
support would be able to set.
itself
to
a
mailing
and
lacklustre
unwil ling to accommodate its
themselves in the university jungle
Hard-working Anderson is more
publicity campaign which were
are not coming here. Increasingly
of a committee person (liking to
policies and a student body oprelatively successful, but laid little
shunt
issues
into
committees)
than
dwindling job prospects have done
posed to its leadership.
groundwork for any follow -up. A
While our student government
little to convince skeptical students
a natural leader. And, many of his
month later, the executive divided
should have a rote in articulating a
attitudes — writing the fees
that
worth overcoming
prolonging the strike; the
hurdlesit'sgovernment
is placing thein ovei
student position, care must be used
council called it off.
withholding campaign off as into
ensure that this not become a
effective,
being
willing
to
settle
for
the
university
student's
path
to
get
Ail throughout the campaign, the
a degree. More and more, those council
an educational role rather than
was criticized for not
major
pre-occupatlon
of the SAC ig-—
unless
it wishes to completely
who bother coming to university offering the
that
of
catylist,
and
his
reluctant
necessary leadership.
are the mere job seekers who care
endorsement
of
occupation
tactis
That criticism was justified. But,
nore its constituents' conlittle about the world around them,
— sound an awfully lot like those
sciousness. Besides, short of "exconsidering
the Miglin
ticket's
the Miglin team possess.
who
know
they're
just
at
university
mandate,
that
unenthusiastic,
counto get a degree.
cil cannot presations ofsolidarity",
present do the
anything
Doug Wilson and Ian Dignam
response was what they
Student awareness is not reserved
about international issues, acjoin second year UC student Paul
were committed to give.
cording toits constitution. The USS
Baumann in what many write off
completely vanquished. It's lustrethe Miglin team excelled
rates international issues as an
directed, sonalized
re-directed
the per- wasWhereadministration.
as a lark campaign. None of the
Miglin and
interests thattodominated
important
.priority,
thaton.the
trio
have
any
student
government
vice-president John Helliwell, escouncil should
be ableoneto act
the fifties and early sixties. Even
experience.
They
don't
really
have
pecially gave the council a strong
student rallying cries have shifted.
SAC
services
commissioner
a platform, instead mouthing
In the late sixties, recruiting for a sense of management, and a
Chuck Vickery is the self-styled
platitudes about "getting people
things accompany supplying the U.S. with capacity forcomplishedgetting
"conservative" ticket's presideninvolved in what they want to do in
that its predecessor
napalm for Vietnam and absent
tial candidate. SAC finance comfilms, in dances, in whatever they
day care facilities provided the lacked. The Spencer council
missioner Paul Bannon and Mike
want".
Not
surprisingly
for
a
group
jumped in — sincerely but unWeedon round up the slate. The
focus. In the seventies, it's realistically
with their limited goals, they don't
— wherever an issue
libraries and departmental
ticket only appears to offer exthink ning
they'd
any problem
developed; the Miglin council
teaching.
activists' still
perspeccouncil have
because
of their runlack
perience; both Vickery
and Banstood on the sidelines,
tive is stillTheprogressive,
just, cautiously
non, for example,
have only
held
of
experience.
hoping the issue would blow over.
but Its lacks a world view. To have
their council executive posts since
For
the
first
time,
the
chauvinist
Somewhere
between
these
two
is
meaning, a cause must touch the
the
new
year.
And,
Vickery
Is
Canadian Liberation Movement
undoubtedly the realm of the praccovering all bases by also running
individuals'
life directly,
not merehas fielded a team, sending Stop
tical, the ground on which a responly as one member
of humanity.
for a student governor position.
the Student Surcharge Committee
council can establish its fiefA year ago, U of T under- dom. sible
(Should he win both, he plans to
(SSSC) chairman Peter Havers
surveying the possible for
fall.}
graduates turfed incumbent pre- future Instudent
quit the Governing Council come
and Roman Olszewski and George
councils, one must
sident Bob Spencer, one of the
Huczek
into the foray.
That Isn't
leaders of the popular library keep the matter in its proper
Vickery suddenly appeared from
too
surprising;
the CLM
has
struggle, out of office in favour of a perspective. Romantic left-liberals
almost nowhere to contest almost
stepped up its campus profile this
must stop dreaming of the days of
relatively conservative ticket
every
sight this
year.say.
He
yore in which a student council
year. The Havers-Oiszewskiwon andposition
he lostIn some,
as they
headed by then Engineering Sociecould change the campus overnight
Huczek ticket's platform pretty
ty
president
Ecic
Miglin.
Spencer's
Vickery
Is
free
with
his
platform
welt consists of the programs of the
active involvement In the three and stuff progressive politics down
85% Quota Campaign and the
proposals,
although when
he's had
to do
its constituents' throats.
some
backstepping
he found
library
occupations
wasn't
the
only
SSSC. The weak logic characA student government must deal
reason for his ouster, but it did play
out
he
was
completely
misterizing these campaigns has been
a major role. Admittedly, the with the realities of its campus, not
Informed about the Commission on
dragged into the SAC race.
with what it would like to be.
Miglin ticket attracted a heavy
Post-Secondary
Education
Havers and group nave no
professional student vote, the Vanguard movements will only
tario recommendation
aboutin Onthe
student government experience,
turn off their constituents, anheaviest in the student council's
contingecy repayment plan. We'd
tagonizing them to even more
and
the
SSSC's
superficial
rhetoric
history. suggest
the his
alt-too-busy
moderate proposals,
and disruptive tactics do absoluteBut, the professional students
Vickery and
colleagues Mr.
are
ly nothing to encourage anyone to
A student council need not be as
alone didn't elect Miglin. Arts and
probably
similarly
uninformed
want
to
put
their
student
council
in
conservative as its electorate, but
science students gave Miglin
about
a
number
of
other
Issues
on
CLM hands.
strong support too. He promised
it must frame its policies within the
which they deign to speak. The
them an end to confrontation and
context of the realizable. At U of T,
Vickery
does not represent a
The traditional Young Socialist
credible ticket
alternative.
improved student services. SAC
that seems to be to confine Itself to
slate, whicn has continually picked
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SAC
election inspires letter writ
ers
elction is obviously...importan. t.. stitution, Bannon would not turn it
doing in the field of education and The
Thn«i«ti-^.--^v,j
exeducation reform,eld Vickery
Conside
ring how little coverage of over. At first demanding the right to presidentialperienceelections.
and ability Bob's for
could on- this
election there has been to this sign all ASSU checks, he then would themselves. His concernspeak
suggest that more money should
for the
be lyrebated
to the faculties and point, one could only hope that The
teaching areandevidenced
a student-in
over part of the mo- quality
centred ofcurriculum
colleges; Havers' answer was that Varsity could attempt to give equal only neyturn
grant, ona letter
the stipulation
and fair didates
coverage
to all of the can- that SACas a recieve
the final report of the New Program
from
an
SAC
should
"fight
the
cutbacks";
involved.
only Ridout and Anderson seemed
Committee, of which he wrote
accounting firm stating that
concerned with a SAC-run education
Marty StollarUCIV ASSU would be audited. Thus, theat substantial part. As a member of thea
Arts
and Science Faculty Council, as
every
turn,sought
Bannon and the SAC
program.
executive
to enfringe upon acting education commissioner of
3) Although Havers said that he Platform fails
to the juridiction and sovereignity of SAC last summer, and as one of the
supported the occupation, it should
the ASSU, seeking to ensure that in organizers and prime forces behind
be pointed out that because of his
matters of budget the ASSU would the Arts and Science Student Union,
platform
— Haversthemselves
could not since
sup- reflect past
Varsity forgot
be firmly under the thumb of sac. As he has always evidenced concern for
port the demands
these same basic issues. As an active
one
of thecitizen.
fired professors is an We, members of the Arts and it was, the ASSU did not receive its member
of the Education, Finance,
American
Science Students' Union execuive, money until well into the second and University
most of meeting
Commissions (as well
were mildly amused, at the all- term. This was hardly "non4)
When
questioned
on
various
Bob Bettson's coverage of features of his platform and on how candidates meeting of last Thursday,
as the main contributor to the final
SAC
discipline
report) and as an
Thursday's SAC presidential can- he would deal with certain when Chuck Vickery outlined his As a result of the activities of the
SAC
executive
didates' forum left much to be desire
and Paul Bannon, the active, if somewhat frustrated coninvolvemen
t1'.
campaign
platform.
The
fifth
plank
constituent members of the ASSU,
problems, Vickery's usual response
tributor atexecutive meetings, he
—happened.
i.e., most
of what
that theynon-involvement
would "enforce theof especially
Granted
that itactually
is im- was "I can't give you an answer off stated
consitutional
the course unions, were has been integrally involved in virpos ible toreport everything that the top of my head".
SAC
in
the
internal
affairs
of
Arts
able
to
do
little
and
act
even
less,
tually every area of SAC concern in
takes place at such a forum, it 5) The statements of Greg Mcwere owndependent on the the past year.
Science". Considering that one since
ASSU they
for their
nonetheless strikes me as irrespon- Master and Heather Ridout, and ofandVickery's
budgets. Thus,, As for Bob's abilities, little need
running
mates
is
Paul
sible reporting when over one-third Bob Anderson were generally
com- under the guise of "non- be said. All who have worked with
of the article is devoted to outlining quoted out of context, to their Bannon, SAC's
mis ioner, we canpresent
assumefinance
that they involvement", SAC has exercised him have been impressed by his
the platform of one of the can- mutual detriment. In particular,
intelligence, political foresight and
the present SAC's power without
didates (tothe relative exclusion of Anderson had said that he had been plan toofcontinue
dicating even moreresponsibility
strongly the —needin- shrewdness, leadership, and the
ham-stringing the ASSU.
the other three), and when the can- involved in the math department policy
Originally,
the
SAC
constitution
of his unanindependent ASSU. Bannon, breadth andderstandingdepth
affair for nearly two years, that he was amended because it had been byfor his
ofthe nature of the
responses platform
to questionsgo strongly
activities, has shown that he . university and the
endorsed the demands, and felt that SAC, as a body with an has little
relating didate's
to that
problems
faith
in
the
tenets
he
facing
unmentioned.
that he felt that the occupation had university-wide constituency, was purports to support. Vickery, by its students.
Allow me to point out a number of already accomplished a great deal in •spending
implication,
can
be
counted
on
to
In
short,
Bob
possesses
the
kind
of
too much
facts which might be of interest to terms of bringing about open disthe
Facultytimeof inArtsthe andaf- continue the present SAC's experience, intelligence, ability and
cus ions of the problems in the Science.fairs ofThus,
students
considering
voting
in
this
a
separate
was hypocritical stance of on the one foresight which are essential for the
election:
department — discussion which had to be set up, designated asbody
the Arts hand supporting "non-involvement" kind of leadership SAC needs in the
1) Although Vickery in his been previously cut off by the and
in the affairs of arts and science coming year — the kind of exScience
Students'
Union,
Anderson did not ques- represent and serve the needs of artsto students,
and on the other hand
perience, intelligence, ability, and
platform had said that "SAC should department.
tion the tactic; rather he questioned and
mobilize to get a serious response to
science
students,
in
much
the
castrating
their representative body, foresight
lack. which the other candidates
the COPSEO report and provide its further effectiveness in light of same way as the Engineering Society the ASSU.
the stalemate which appeared to be
Gus Richardson, for the executive,
alternatives
to it", hethatlaterhe admitted
Phil Dack, SAC vice-president
engineers. Ununder questioning
had not materializing. Other channels for represents fortthe
unately, theory did not conform Union Arts and Science Students'
1971-72
even read the entire report, since he pursuing the demands had to be to realty, for in the struggle to create the
Rick Gregory, executive,
developed, said Anderson, if the the ASSU and make it a viable body,
Aits
and
Science
Student
Union
had been "too busy campaigning for movement
Gord Barnes, president,
to regain its mass
various positions". As to his con- nature and were
have met with nothing but grief
if it were to be success- inwe our
All
sides
back
VUSAC
tentiontingency
that SACrepayment
"oppose
the
condealings with the SAC exVicki Grabb, president,
plan COPSEO ful.
ecutive, and specifically, Paul
UCLit
6) The article did not outline the Bannon.
proposes", he was later forced, to platforms
Anderson
ticket
George Strathy,
of the other three can- As finance commissioner, Paul
admit, again under questioning, that
he had totally misunderstood the
didates; and for Ridout and Ander- Bannon constantly refused to live up
We, the undersigned, wish to
SAC education commissioner
plan and was in fact not really
Paul Cadario, Governing Council
son in particular this was grossly to the terms of the SAC constitution. announce our support for the Bob
Scott Jolliffe, president,
unfair, since virtually everything was When the ASSU sought the money Anderson-Stephen Moses-Mike Scott
opposed to it.
Engineering Society
2) When asked what SAC should be taken out of its natural context.
ear-marked for it by the SAC con- ticket in the upcoming SAC
might have been, and outside of the lumped together and forbidden. This hope that these changes will be should make this prohibition
Governor pokes
context of the Internal Affairs Com- failure to discriminate between considered by the Governing Council
mittee, where the chairman so ably violent, destructive disturbances and as models for dealing with dis- explicit.
In addition, the committee should
holes in code
turbances affecting other aspects of affirm that the academic health and
and powerfully supports administra- non-violent, non-destructive dis- the university.
turbances wil in fact encourage the
tion interests. The following is the
Your news story and editorial on
vigour of the university cannot be
of violent and destructive
Friday, March 2 on the new dis- critique that I am submitting to the possibility
Specifically, the principles that equated with the fact that it is
ciplinary structures and code of Academic Affairs Committee, in- disturbances. If members of the should be endorsed by the Academic efficient, smooth, and uninterrupted
proposals for specific university who "interrupt" in any Affairs Committee are as follows. In in its operation. This principle
behaviour, may have left some peo- changescluding the that
I will be way are subject automatically to the regard to disturbances that interfere should be included among the
ple with the impression that these
same procedures and to severe university:
with the academic functions of the statements that attempt to describe
proposals are flying forward to the recommending:
the conditions of freedom of inquiry
In its attitude toward disturbances penalties, then there is a much
Governing Council unimpeded. This
1. There must be guidelines for a in Section Two. Also the statement
is not true. They are presently before on campus, the new discipline code greater probability for "interrup- procedure
to
deal
with
disturbances
tions" to become violent and while they are in progress.
the Academic Affairs Committee, proposed by the Internal Affairs
that one of ofthethe"most
important"
where those of us who oppose Committee is an attempt to use law destructive.
obligations
university
is to
First, the total ban on dis- 2. The distinction between violent, protect "its academic and adaspects of them are making every as an instrument of order rather
t
u
r
b
a
n
c
e
s
w
i
l
mean
that
people
destructive
disturbances
and
nonthan of justice. It assumes a view of
ministrative functions from ineffort to change them.
violent, non-destructive disturbances
It is indeed unfortunate that a the university as a well-oiled will have to reach a much more
ter uption" (in 3(d)) should
state in their grievances must be reflected in the guidelines of therefore be deleted.
The Academic
report containing such anti-student machine, whose highest value is that militant
Affairs Committee must explicitly
measures should come forth from a it run smoothly, regardless of what before any interruption will occur. numer 1.
This
alone
will
encourage
any
dis3.
The
guidelines
should
include
this
machine
is
actually
doing.
the view of the university as
committee with several students on
turbance that does occur to be the principle that all attempts must reject
most healthy when most closely
It completely ignores two factors.
it, the Internal Affairs Committee.
One can only assume that the First, students have no way of violent. It will remove the stage be made to resolve non-violent, non- approximately a smoothly functioning machine.
destructive disturbances in a nonprogressive students on this com- legitimately influencing many of the where people believe interruption of
violent, non-destructive way through Unless they are to enforced by a
some aspect of the university is the
mittee just became battle-weary central decisions affecting academic only
way for them to have any effect, negotiations between the parties police state, any set of rules and
after so many months of dealing life, such as criteria for staffing
of sub- procedures governing behaviour
with discipline and of paring away decisions. Second, "interruptions" but they still believe strongly in the concernedstancesoninvolvedthein matters
the dispute.
depends for its success on
safety
persons and the preservaeven worse parts of the report than of the university frequently aim at
tion ooff property.
4. There should be no automatic overhelming acceptance by the peoeventually emerged. They may have constructive changes in academic
Second,
once
a
disturbance
is
in
prosecution
of
members
of
the
uniple to whom the rules and
gotten the impression from the great life and have extremely wide student progress, the lack of discrimination
versity participating in a non-violent, procedures are to apply. Only then
support given by the student chair- support. They are not wanton dis- by the university between different non-destructive
disturbance.
ruptions for the sake of disrupting, kinds of disturbances and the total
will these people regard the rules
man of the committee to the ad5. The details of these guidelines and procedures as acting in their
ministration proposals for a law-and- carried out by a small group of lack of any procedures to deal with should
follow the recommendations interests and will they support action
order code that all they could was revolutionaries.
74).
them
Cthus
leaving
the
university
to
of
the Campbell Report {pages 72 to taken against those who transgress
to minimize the damage, anddo that
In addition, this "code of use any means at its disposal) will
the rules. A code of behaviour of a
they would have to accept
no guidelines
parts behaviour"
encourage those in the disturbance
These principles would form a university must have this kind of
the behavioroffers
of the
university forin also
of the report in order to bad
get what dealing
to
obliterate
that
discrimination
new
section
of
the
code.
A
suitable
with
disturbances
while
was good. There ire good parts of
from members of the unithese disturbances are on. This is an and to use any means at their dis- place would be to include it among support versity
the report, such as the proposal
community. The code must
posal for their purposes.
acknowledge the present conditions
offences peculiar to one estatethatbe extremely serious omission.
the
other
responsibilities
of
the
uniIt
would
be
highly
irresponsible
of
of
the
university
and it must embody
Together,
the
disciplinary
structures
versity, aspart 3(e). Following from
tried by a jury on which there are a
the Academic Affairs Committee to the fourth
principle above would that
the current
norms of behaviour of
majority of members of that estate. and the code of behaviour propose pass
university.
also
be
the
deletion
of
section
6(d)
of
this
code,
and
those
of
us
on
the
For example,
caught procedures and punishments for use
work to make the the present draft code, which states The code of behaviour proposed
cheating on an examstudents
would be tried after a disturbance, but nothing is committee must
and just, which it is not that anyone taking any part in any by the Internal Affairs Committee
by a jury of three students and two said about procedures during one. incodetherational
form
it
comes
to us from the disturbance is automatically liable will not obtain this support from the
teaching staff. However, the One can only conclude that the Internal Affairs Committee.
to prosecution. The following two
Presence of these acceptable authors of the report expect the law we are restricted to dealing Since
this university, eswith sections, 6(e) and 6(f), completely memberspecial y tof
of the jungle to apply during a
he students.the Thepresent
code does
proposals
in
no
way
justifies
the
parts
of
the
code
which
deal
with
lamentable treatment of dis- disturbance, and only after the academic life, we must formulate cover disturbances that endanger the not acknowledge
conditions here. First, it ignores the fact
smoke has blown away would they improvements that deal with dis- safety of persons or which destroy
t
u
r
b
a
n
c
e
s
o
n
campus.
*
Those of us who have not been call in the calm figure of rational
that
students
do
not
have
the
opproperty
of
the
university.
This
kind
turbances ofteaching, research, and
would be forbidden
portunity to participate
in all
involved so far now have the op- procedure.
administration that supports byof disturbance
Continued
on
page
12
decisions
affecting
their
academic
the above principles (page 72 of
portunity tosee the
In the code, all "interruptions" of
freshly,
°ot in comparison toreport
how bad it activities of the university are teaching and research. We can only the Campbell Report), and the code
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fees...
communication,
"Grants and loans and fees must
be considered as interrelated," he Bauman ticket says it is the
Anderson: the caretaker
stated.
According to- Moses, the cost of
higher education should be based on "viable alternative" for SAC
ability to pay. This, he claimed was
"who got ah awful lot done
the spirit of the Commission on
Post-Secondary Education report.
"The principle of the report, that
finances should not pose a barrier to
higher education was good. It is
important to ensure that the report
is implemented as a whole and not
piece-meal. By raising the fees alone
without a corresponding increase in
grants and loans, the government is
goirtg against the spirit of the
In this area, the slate believes that
SAC should mainly serve an
educational function, keeping the
broader
in the minds of the
report."issues
student
public. Additionally, it
believes that SAC should encourage
research into student finances.
The entire ticket, and especially
math major Anderson, feel very
Peter Baumann (right) shun mass publicity. They are
Stephen Moses (left), Bob Anderson (centre) and Mike Scott emphasize a strongly about the current math Doug Wilson (left) andconcentrating
on visiting residences.
coherent program. They have strong credentials.
strike and occupation and the larger
major SAC forum Thursday and
issues involved.
By
PAT
REDICAN
have run only one ad in The Varsity.
consult the student body after the "We strongly support the demands
By DAVID WISE
According
to
a
Varsity
ad,
the
"We don't think a mass publicity
The SAC presidential slate of Bob initial referendum last October,
Peter Baumann SAC presidential
the
math
students,"
Anderson
Anderson, Stephen Moses and Mike which indicated a strong desire to of
said,
"and
feel
that
the
occupation,
ticket
is
the
"only
viable
alternative
campaign would do us any good"
in the sense that it has forced the
Scott emphasizes
need forcoherent
an ex- strike.
says Baumann. "Rather we are
SAC presidency";
according
ecutive with an aoverall,
Stephen Moses (Meds D stressed department to respond, has done a for
Baumann,
this means that
only histo canvassed
almost
the
taking
a personal
approach.allWe've
program and direction.
that by concentrating attention only
can offer a "fresh approach" residences." (Baumann and Wilson
According to Anderson (UC IV) on the ¥100 fee increase, the strike great
In deal
orderof to
counter arbitrary ticket
to
SAC.
good."
the presidential candidate, the lack obscured the larger issue of hiring and firing policies by the "Fresh approach" in turn refers to both live at Knox College.)
of direction of the present SAC equitable accessibility of university various departments, Anderson two things: their previous lack of This method of campaigning is
executive has been exemplified by to students from all income believes that student evaluation of experience in campus politics and consistent with their desire to "get
its ineffective support of the fees brackets.
assessedis presently
by a more employed,
objective their method of campaigning for the more people involved. We think that
strike.
to Moses, the way taxes faculty,
system than
SAC is a clique and that there are no
Anderson believes that the fees areAccording
now assessed, people in lower should be an essential criterion in office.
To date Baumann (UC II) and
strike was an ineffective tactic to income brackets are effectively sub- contract renewal and granting running mates Ian Dignam (Erin I) channels forvolvementeliciting
; we think thisstudent
could inbe
begin with. Once SAC had made the
and Doug Wilson (Meds I) have changed," says Baumann.
sidizing the education of the middle tenure.
decision to support it, he charged, it and upper income brackets which
They see this involvement coming
the occupation tactic distributed neither posters (which
had no plan to mobilize student most benefit from Ontario nowConcerning
employed by the math students, they say are coming) or pamphlets through a stepped-up services
support, nor did it make any effort to universities.
- See 'ANDERSON', page 14 - (which are not). They skipped the program. "SAC should be getting
Services,
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...are
key
issues
in SAC
election
people involved in what they want to "We will be more likely to revise president. Havers (UC IV), who is
do, in films, in dances, in whatever' traditions and procedures; we can be running on the "Stop the Student
more flexible on these things.
theyTheywant,"
(SSSC)II)slate
stresssaysthatWilson.
there should be Their fresh approach, they admit, Surcharge
with GeorgeCommittee"
Huczek (APSC
and Socialists stress women's lib,
something to do every weekend; the does not extend to the possible Roman Olszewski (Erin II) as run- Indochina, math occup
ation
fact that most students aren't in- issues of this campaign; on these
ning mates believes that the student
volved inthe university is a function questions they appear to be unsure masses can be organized around a
or
uniformed.
ofBaumann.
this lack of services, according to
to "win the fees strike" and to
On the issue of the math drive
"stop the Wright report" (of the
On the other hand, they admit that occupation, Baumann doubted the Education).
Commission on Post-Secondary
the SAC is doing a "pretty good job legitimacy of the occupation tactic.
The slate feels that student
now." last year's successful ticket of "There must be a better way to response
to the fees strike has been
change",
he
said,
while
EricLikeMiglin,
John Helliwell and Ross accomplish
expressing
support
for
dismissed
good
"despite
SAC was
and OFS"
Flowers, Baumann-Wilson-Dignam
it off. The SSSC
formedcalling
last
Stephen Salaff and David summer
stress services, communications and professors
by the Canadian Liberation
Spring.
responsibility.
Movement to organize against the
They are aiming their campaign at "SAC sees it mainly as a failure of education spending cutbacks. Since
the residence students, in particular, communication; SAC should also be then they have set up a trailer as
improving comorganizing centre outside the
"non-involved" students in general responsible for
munications," headded.and Wilson their
fees office at 215 Huron.
and they see their failure to turn up Both Baumann
at the SAC forum as a logical exIn a struggle with police, February
tension oftheir view that only "stu- expressed ' 'unfamiliarity with 2, Havers, along with other SSSC COPESO," Education.
the Commission on Post- Canadian Liberation Movement
dent activists and hacks go to Secondary
meetings" We are not appealing to In spite of a campaign so members, were arrested outside the
offices when they attempted to block
those
Theyvoters"
do notsaidfeelBaumann.
on the other "lowprofile", it
the entrance while demanding
non-existent,
Socialist slate claims the
serves the bourgeoisie
hand, that their lack of experience both Baumann andseemsWilson
feel they guarantees of no university The United
left to right, Heather Ridout, university
Gre McMaster and Alice Klein. From
will hinder them in tackling the large have a chance with students who are employee layoffs. Havers was
SAC bureaucracy.
"uninvolved."
charged with assault twice.
By PAUL MeGRATH
change the entire
Havers pointed out that the major This university stands as an governments toeducation
system to
fee increases are in the professional institution to serve the bourgeoisie. post-secondary
further
correspond
to their
and advanced studies and cited the We need a university that serves the
SSSC wants to organize
de-industrialization of Canada as the oppressed sectors of this society, The USS policy statement calls for
reason for this bias. "Canada is Socialist
rescinding of the fees hike and a
"of the United alowering
SlateKlein
alliance.
being moved very quickly towards says Alice
"to win the fees strike"
interests."of the loan ceiling on stubeing a full colony of the U.S." said Young Socialist Klein, along with
dent aid programs, besides asking
Havers. "Canada does not need YS presidential candidate Heather the government to tax corporations
Ridout, and Old Moler Greg to pay for education. They are also
The slate claims that the im- McMaster, stresses "fighting the cut- demanding that the university rehire
professionals"
plementation ofthe Commission
backs and struggling for free and "all fired faculty and staff and end
on Post-Secondary Education report universal access to higher
would increase American control of
All three have been involved in the
Canadian universities. Abolishing They see these two issues forming occupation
of the mathematics
the layoffs." that
Grade 13 and raising tuition fees the
department
continues into this
basis of the universities.' surren- week. The socialist
would make Canadian universities education."
slate supports
der
to
the
government's
conscious
''discrimination1'
against
economic the occupation.
more accessible to "a flood of U.S.
undergraduates"
American
groups. inTheir
is "toa They see the cutbacks as a further
students
can more since
easily afford
the minority
make education
this fight
province
by the governments to
higher fees, he stated. At the same, right for all, instead of a privilege for attempt
determine by economic barriers who
time, the slate claims that the in- only those who can afford to pay." should
enter
and shape
creased fe s would cut enrolment in Ridout (Erin II) and Klein, an the future of universities
institutions.
the universities which would mean Extension student who ran on the "They (the government) would
teaching
"Cana- YS ticket for vice-president two like to make the university serve the
Canada is rapidly becoming a colony of the U.S., claims Roman Olszewski (left) the firing
dian faculty,of often
in thestaff.untenured
years ago, were involved this year,
of capitalism and not of the
and Peter Havers (right) of the SSSC.
lower-paid positions, are the first to with McMaster in the Coalition needs
students," says McMaster, a
go
while
U.S.
professors
on
fat
Against
the
Cutbacks,
a
SACgraduate
engineering student,
endorsed
body.
By ELAINE FARRAGHER
union oriented organization stresses
member of the Graduate Students
— See 'POLICY', page 10 —
SAC should be a mass oriented and Peter Havers* campaign for SAC
They criticize the Commission on Union council and Varsity reporter.
Post-Secondary Education report, Their platform reprimands this
saving it reflects
COMPARATIVE ASPECTS OF NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
Canadian
ruling"theclassneedandof the
its - See 'SEXISM', page 10 THE ERIN DALE CAMPUS SYMPOSIUM
ON COMMUNICATION AND AFFECT
Vickery "follows" Miglin,
MARCH 15 - 16 - 17, 1973
PROGRAMME
presents 'conservative' slate
Thursday, March 15, 1973
1:00 p.m. "Offacto-Sexual Phenomena in Rodents
Chairman: Professor Patricia Pliner
Speaker: Beaver
WilliamCollege.
J. Carr, Ph. D.,
10:00 a.m. "Communication Elements Constraining
Animal
Learning'
[Speaker: James H. Reynierse, Ph.D.,
3:00 p.m. "Population Aspects of Information
Hope College
Transfer Phin Honey
Bees"
Speaker: Adrian
Chuck
UniversityM. Wennar
of California,n
12:00 noon Luncheon
kery (left), Paul Bannon (centre) arid Mike Weedon decided to run at
Santa Barbara
the last minute. Vickery says he is "pissed off" with SAC.
1:00 p.m. "Messages and Meanings in Animal
he will resign in the fall when he is
By BOB BETTSON
Saturday, March 17, 1973
SAC presidential
candidate Chuck no longer a full-time student if he
Communication"
Speaker: Peter Marler
Ph.D..
wins
both positions.
Vickery
feels
that
his
slate
will
preThe Rockefeller University
Chairman: Professor Lester Krames
sent a"conservative" alternative in One source, who has done
considerable
work in the
Wednesday's
and Thursday's
3:00
p.m. "Application
Concept
of Levels of
presidential elections.
FollowingSACin Engineering Society, says that
1 1:00 a.m. "Assessment of Parent-Infant Behaviour"
Organization
tothe Study ofoftheAnimal
Communication"
the footsteps of fellow engineer Eric although Vickery is on numerous
Speaker: HowardNational
Moss. Institute
Ph.D..
Speaker: William N. Tavolea. Ph.D.
Miglin, Vickery is running on a committees, he has spent little time
The City College of the City University
of Mental Health
platform of "experience and a new and
of New York • and - The American
"He'senergy
builton uphis responsibilities
a portfolio" —of
Museum of Natural History
He admitted in an interview credentials. Vickery is Engineering
1:00 p.m. Luncheon
Saturday that his use of the same sioner.
Society communications commisposter and leaflet design as the
Friday, March 16. 1973
3:00 p.m. "The
Communication
of
Affect
Through
Miglin
slate last year meant that his In an unprecedente move,
Mother-Young Interaction Among
approach."
slate
is "running with the same Engineering Society president Scott
Chairman Professor Thomas M. Alloway>
Speaker: Victor TheH. University
Denenberg,of Connecticut
Ph.D.,
Joliffe has publicly endorsed
policies
as Miglin
However,
most did".
of the present
10:00 a.m. "Social and Pharmacological Influences on
Vickery 's governor
opponent. Bob
executive
is
backing
Anderson,
inRodents"
PaulAnderson.
Cadario
Nonverbal
Communication
in Monkeys and Man."
cluding education commissioner Student
Speaker:
Robert
E.
Miller,
Ph.D..
(APSC
IV)
has
joined
him in enUniversity of Pittsburgh,
George Strathy and communications
dorsing
Anderson.
commissioner Debra Lewis (who is The decision of Vickery, finance
12:00 noon Luncheon
Anderson's campaign manager).
commissioner Paul Bannon (Erin
Vickery (APSC IH) is now SAC
Weedonwas (Vic
II) to runby
ERIN DALE COLLEGE
services commissioner and is in his atID)theandlastMikeminute
explained
first year on SAC. He is also running - See 'SUPPORT', page 14 33S9 MISSISSAUGA RD - MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO
for the Governing Council, but says
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Student

dissent

expression:
By PAUL McGRATH
The occupation of the math department offices last week not
only starts another chapter in the long fight for a meaningful student
voice in university decision-making, but is also another citation in the
long history of educational and political activism on the campus. The
topics
of interest
sincereacted
the 1880's
and the
on-and-off-again
with which
students
to these
issues
provide some intensity
erratic,
though interesting patterns. Many of the issues of former years may
sound famifiar to present students.
Tlie student strike of 1895 provided one of the first major outlets
of student dissatisfaction with the running of the university. The
students were at that time unimpressed with the calibre of their
professors, a judgment which prevails at almost any time in the history
of the university.
Students' complaints arose from one specific incident: a
seemingly incompetent professor, who happened to be the son-in-law
of the chancellor of the university, was appointed to a chair in the
history department over two better qualified contenders.
A Varsity editorial during the troubles said: 'There are men in
some departments
don't earn
of the aremoney
they draw.of
Some
of them are toowhoindolent
to earnone-tenth
it, and some
too ignorant
their
words that were not taken lightly by a very conservative
1895 work,"
administration.
Political science students led by William Lyon MacKenzie King,
became vocal activists when they were informed by the administration
that two speakers in a lecture series on social issues would not be
allowed to speak. The Varsity created a side issue by publishing
editorial commenting on the denial of free speech. The editorial
maintained that the men were not allowed to speak because of their
"unorthodox
The Varsity's
W.F.toMontgomery
was suspendedreligious
and theviews".
new editor
was giveneditor,
a week
retract the
statement or face susoension. A week later he was no longer a

a

and

freedo

troubled

student. A staff member named William Dale also entered on the side
of the students, casting aspersions on the teaching ability of the
recently deceased president, Sir Daniel Wilson. He too was quickly
suspended.
The political science students called for a government inquiry into
affairs on campus, and boycotted classes for two days to support their
demands. Mackenzie King, although an early leader of the action, was
one of the first to be branded "traitor" when he continued going to
classes.
The government arrived and their report was inconclusive. The
Varsity editor was reinstated, and the paper continued its editorial
policy with a little more caution:
"While The Varsity's freedom shall never be allowed to
deteriorate to license, its freedom of speech shall be jealously and
This guarded."
incident illustrates one of the longest campus political
faithfully
struggles for the right of a free press. The paper continued the
movement for independence from outside authority through many
clashes with the Students' Administrative Council and the Board of
Governors and attempts by either body to enforce control over The
Varsity's editorial policy.
An interesting example came in 1929, but the issue was not
politics. At that time the Board of Governors met to discuss The
Varsity, and finished by recommending the SAC joint executive fire the
editor-in-chief.
Theytowere
upset at that
The appeared
Varsity's editorial
stance, issue
with
specific reference
an editorial
in the current
entitled
'To
Pet
Or
Not
Pet".
The
Varsity
had
supported
petting
wholeheartedly.
The joint executive refused to comply. A week later, the Board
announced they had no intentions on the paper, after the joint
executive assured them that "every effort will be made to see that
there in future should be no cause for complaint."

o
U
The Varsity agreed not to is
editorials,
preserve oursaying
paper "This
from istheindeed
systeci<a
issue Although
throughoutTheitsVarsity's
history, freedo
the Jc
been used as a rallying point for s
battles were not fought by the :
committees between bureaucrats in
staffers usually losing until more ret
times was the only consistent vqL
Governors tried many tricks to ^
In 1930, the Board of Gain
policy.
* i;
allotment
of funds to the paper fro*
with the joint executive that handled
then Director of Extension and ftp
was being set up to look into the ru
The Varsity, of course, felt I \
possibility of editorial say in the pate
what attempts are made, or whatEc
cloud "These
the issue,officials
the question
are irkedis one|M
by p£n
paper about the muzzling of oil
bureaucrats. Here surfaces in priSn
faculty that is usually voiced by stbd
staff Further
ears. clouding the issue afttt
Philadelphia underwear manufactaiei
two campus newspapers in the Ui,
possibility of starting a weekly caofeu
hopefully to put The Varsity out ofiu:
paper had too tight a control overfca
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T

e small
the word
"petting"to inmake
futureto
concession
itic throttling that surrounds it."
of speech has been a constant
asion is rare indeed that it has
udent action.
press"in
;tudents,
they The
were"free
fought

dentthetimes.
paper'sThe staffers,
the
Varsity with
at many
> of dissent, and the Board of
heir "disagreeable" editorial
wrs attempted to cut off the
>AC, by a manoeuvre worked out
the
Dunlop,
^ty, paper's
had saidaffairs.
that aWJ.committee
ining of the paper,
/as because the Board had no
: "The issue is clear. No matter
ntingencies have arisen, to bereedom of expression."
ted references in the undergrad
irst-class minds by third-class
The Varsity a contempt for the
?nts only in lounges away fron
ie time was the rumour that a
, who had successfully backed
was in Toronto to look into the
5 humour and sports magazine,
iiness. He failed, as he saw the
mpus and local advertising.

Part

I of a two

The Toronto Star, ever leery of the possibility of open student
opinion, had this to say: "The probability is that if The Varsity goes
under owing to official action, there may arise in its place a student's
publication entirely beyond the control of the authorities." A prospect
obviously as terrifying as allowing beer-soaked engineers into Loretto
College at three in the morning.
With the rise of virulent anti-Communism in the thirties, any sort
of dissent became a suspicious and sometimes dangerous thing
to
engage in. The failure of the
capitalist system during the
depression saw the appearance world
of revitalized socialist movement
around Toronto. Socialist and labour leaders were unpopular,
the
Toronto Police Commission, fully established as public watchdogand kept
a wary eye on any sort of troublemaker. In 1931, they instituted a free
speech ban in the city - specifically aimed at "Communist meetings".
The commission also accused certain "ministers of all
denominations,
lawyers
and university officials" of helping the
communists
spread
the word.
Later that month, 68 professors at the university wrote a brief
opposing the ban. It read in part: "The attitude which the Toronto
Police Commission has assumed towards the public discussion on
social and political problems makes it clear that the right of free
speech and free assembly is in danger in this city."
The Globe, in an editorial the next day, called it "a brief for the
communists" and advised the profs to stick to their work.
The .Mail and Empire added: "The representatives
elements in the population should not ally themselves ofwithdecent
movement to aggrandize the very limited communist minority in any
our
midst, and to facilitate their propaganda."
The Globe wanted to know if this represented opinion at the
university as a whole. The Varsity complied,
a poll that
showed the staff supported the professors 3 toconducting
1, and the students 5
to 1.
One medical staff member, obviously against the brief, General
J.T. Fotheringham, had unkind words for The Varsity. "As far as I'm
concerned, The Varsity should have been buried under a dung-hiil long
The next day, The Varsity replied with a humourous piece
consisting of an interview with a drunken faculty member,
coincidentally
named General Frothingmouth.
ago."
The Progressive Arts Club, a U of T drama group, came up
against the police commission a couple of years later when they
attempted to produce a play called "Eight Angry Wen". The play had a
lot to say about the Canadian prison system, and the police
commission had decided that the public shouldn't hear it. A hatchet

part

series

man from the provincial Treasury Department politely informed the
manager of the
that was to host the performance that his
theatre would be theatre
closed if the play opened.
There was no specific charge made against the play."We just
don't want it, that's all," the man said. Further pressing of the issue
revealed that the action was initiated by
friend, the
Toronto Police Commission, in another attempteverybody's
to protect the public
from things the police didn't want to hear.
E. Cecil-Smith, secretary of the club said, "We're not going to
take this lying down." Horizontal or not, their play didn't open.
The police in the 1930's were truly worried about both students
and labour leaders, but broke into a cold sweat when
was any
possibility of the two forces getting together. In the there
winter of the
1934-35 school year, police broke up a campus meeting that was
being addressed by A.E. Smith, secretary of the Canadian Labour
Defense League and an unpopular man in staunch Toronto. After
the
meeting, he was charged with sedition for some interesting
about government collusion in the attempted murder of Timcomments
Buck, a
labour leader who was at that time
for his efforts on behalf of workers.a prisoner in Kingston Penetentiary
Thisuniversity
sheds light
on an interesting "domino" theory of radicalism
that the
subscribed
to. To prevent the students from making
any trouble, all that had to be done is remove the possibility of differing
opinions and the students wouldn't think for themselves. This policy
continued throughout the 1930's with continually disrupted meetings.
The
last of that specific brand of censorship occurred in 1940 when
university police were posted outside the doors of a meeting that was
to hear Charles Millard, president of the Ontario CCF. Millard was to
present a speech entitled "Hepburn Must Go", referring to the then
premier of Ontario. One wonders from which level of civic or university
government the no meeting order came.
It was about this time that a great deal of student energy and
attention were directed away from problems at home and on the
campus. The arrival of the Second World War brought a long period of
silence, lasting almost a decade.
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namese people:
"The same political and economic
interests of imperialism which have
slaughtered the people of Indochina,
which have made war materials and
conducted research right here on our
campuses, are now attacking
students with education cuts and
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Sexism

is

•big
from pageproblem
7
year's SAC for failing to initiate
students on the fees
responseand from
issue
working against the fees
strike.
The slate is also heavily involved
in what some consider outside
issues; the Indochinese revolution
and women's liberation. They are
the only slate that has stated any
policy on the latter, they consider it
a very important part of the
platform.
No

policy

on COPSEO
• from page 7.
salaries stay", notes their campaign
leaflet. "They wil send the rich kids
to the colony to leam how to be
colonial administrators", said
Havers.
The slate supports the two
Canadian math professors that were
dismissed, David Spring and Michael
Mather. Havers said that not one
Canadian professor should be fired
until an 85 per cent quota of Canadian professors is reached, the goal
of the CLM-sponsored 85% Quota
Campaign. Havers said that along
with the other math occupation
demands, he would also support the
re-hiring of American professor
Stephen
Salaff.
students want
him "If
back,thethenmathwe
feel that they should have the right
to Havers
have himnotedback."
that in spite of the
cutbacks, the professors are getting a
3.5 per cent wage increase. He stated
that if money is only what they are
interested in, then it doesn't matter
ifmoney
they must
quit. beOlszewski
noted,already
"The
good enough
or Havers
they'd beclaimed
gone".that there is no
solid policy on the COPSEO report
from other candidates and that the
SSSC slate is the only one which has
not accepted increased fees for
students.
Havers denounced presidential
candidate Charles Vickery for being
"gutless"
for not
students
what
he thinks,
but telling
only saying
that
he will do what the students want.
He described it as a "typical

"The problem of sexism is the
hardest thing to solve in this university," says Ridout. USS
literature states that "in education
we (women) are denied the right of
streamed into
equal opportunity
'safe'
secretarial, andcommercial and
nursing
calls The
for
repeal ofoccupations,"
existing abortionand laws.
socialist slate wants the establishment orbirth-control and
ComWomen's
abortion clinics,
mission on SACa and
expanded
women's courses.
Klein sees the cutbacks in
expenditure as a specific barrier to
this
"Once thattheusually
cutbacksgo
start,last
the goal:
first things
bourgeois
trick".the United
Olszewskipolitical
said that
Socialist Slate has "come out with
women's
liberation
wethingsdon'tlikethink
is a real
issue forwhich
the
university". Havers described it as a
long term issue.
"A quota is probably the only way
that women are going to be given a
chance to get their rights in the
university".
Havers criticized the facts that
students elected to the Governing
Council are in no way accountable to
the student body, and that as exofflcio SAC members they are "in a
way obligated to report to SAC the
information they receive from the
administration". Havers pointed to
the recent
mit ed tothediscipline
Governingproposals
Councilsub-by
student member Paul Cadario and
vice-president Jill Conway as examples ofhow student governors do
not work in the student interest. The
slate proposes that SAC be
represented
the organization
Governing Council since it ison the
that
represents undergraduate students.
Havers, who with the. SSSC
prevented two SAC meetings from
continuing in January in an attempt
to force SAC to take action against
the cutbacks, criticized the present
council for working only to further
their own political careers.
Havers said there should be more
open discussion in SAC. For example, students who are not SAC
reps should oe given the opportunity to speaK, which Havers feels
the present council has obstructed.
SAC members should go to council
meetings and course union meetings
to find out what the student are
doing, so that action can be taken on
their behalf, said Havers.

areEarlier
the peripheral
this year things."
it appeared that
the Interdisciplinary Studies
program was going to be one of the
hardest hit by cutbacks. That departof the two women's
course mentonhastheonecampus.
Their Vietnam program defends
"the Indochinese revolution" calling
for self-determination for the country and unconditional withdrawal of
foreign troops. They are especially
criticalflictofandCanada's
condemand rolethatin the
Canada
withdraw not only from Vietnam,
but also from NATO and NORAD,
and that the university stop all war
research on campus.
"The Canadian government, after
years of providing the warmakers of

unclassified
LET
HELP anYOUincinerator.
Pur your baby
into a 89cradleSt.
ratherUS than
Birthright,
George 469-UU.
STUDENT, Good with 4 to 6 year olds, to assist
teacher
Children's Workshop.
11-1. Callat Jewish
Prof. Komberg.
928-3381 Sundays
or 9258531
BEN'S
MEN'S
HAIRSTYUNG
(Specialising
long hair) in the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry,in
250 College St Tel. 924-6811 ext. 560. Hair cut
$Z25
THE
CURRENT
ISSUE ofof U.S.AM warEX-CANADA
MAGAZINE,
the publication
resisters
in Canada, is now available at the U. of T. Book
Room, 64 pages, 60*.
PAKISTANIS young, professionals or students,
both sexes, interested in forming an exclusive,
social, 920-5239
non-political,
non-religious
Faryal
or Faran
922-4736 dub.
after Call:
6.
PRIVATE TUTORING Tutoring in pnysics,
mathematics, available at reasonable rates. S.B.
Joshi (M. Sc.) 351 Howland Ave. - 925-0203.
QUEBEC
SKI TOUR
$69. 5 full
days
of skiing
at ML St.March
Anne.17-22
AllWrite:
transportation
and accommodation
included.
Canadian
Ski
Phone:Tours,
Gord 25Allan.Taylorwood
247-2339. Dr., Islington or
EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe. Greece
and Turkey departs June 5th for 3 months $600.
plus 5215 return flight to tngishd. Phone
Peter 922-5006.
WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from S 10 00
Paul
Magder Furs & - Dundas)
202 Spadina Ave.
(Between
selection ofQueen
fun lure, trade Ins Excellent
accepief
We buy used turs 363-6077. Mon-Sal 9-6
Thur-Frl till B'pm.
GRADUATE STUDENTS in Social Sciences and
Humanities Barry Mitchell asks for your vote
to elect him to the Governing Council as your
representative.

cSSAY says? SERVICES
Do you Phone
have old
Do you need essays?
ESSAYesSERVICES.
961-6150,
3 pm.10 pm ; Sat.-Sun.
9 am. -5Mon.-Frl.
pm. Professional
typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.
EUROPE
SUMMER
LONDON from
$79 one 73way TORONTO"
or $155 return,10
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSp,
GeorgeStudent
St., Toronto
962-840444AND- St.or SAVE
your
Council. 5.416BOOK
EARliY
TRAVELLING — EUROPE INTERNA
TIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student
railpass.
rentals,flights,
cheapest
and" tours
most
dependablecar charter
camping
3tc. all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.
George St.. Toronto 5, 416 - 962-6404. (The
Studentdent Council)
Travel co-op owned by your stuASSOCIATED TYPlMG SERVICe. •
theses, ienced
essays, -- electric
French, typewriters,
Latin - exper-86
Bloor SI. W typists
ste. 670. 922-7624.
LABORATORY INSTRUMENT Representative
wanted. To call full time on University. Governnt & Hospital
Labs andquality
fill customer's
lab
needs meusing
recognized,
lines ofofequipment & Instruments.
Knowledge
lab
procedures & instruments in the medical,
chemical or biological areas is essential. Some
technical competency with electronic equipment
would be useful. Our company is, at present a
small marketing organization handing exclusive
lines from large U.S. & European manufacturers.
However, we have some unique capabilities and
strength upon which we are basing our future
growth and development in Canada. This oportunity wTechnician
ould appeal towhoa young
seasoned pLab
wants graduate
a chance orto
participate
in
a
growing
business
at
an early
stage of Its development. Location Toronto
and
Western Ontario. Please reply with complete
resume to 85 Ridgehill Dr., Brampton, Ont. All
replies will be treated strictly confidential.
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Washington with arms, training
space, university research and
diplomatic cover, is now proclaiming
neutrality in its peace-keeping mission in Vietnam. This is a sham!"
proclaims
one poster.
They feel
these issues are
important to each student on the
campus.
"The university is not isolated,"
says Klein,
"and weout have
responsibility topoint
the aproblems
The USS platform insists that it is
necessaryit." to have a leadership
outside
"which looks beyond the campus
towards fundamental social change
in all sectorsin ofthesociety."
similarities
strugglesTheyof see
the
student movement and the Viet-

They hikes."
maintain that the students
tuition
fight
also be oriented
"towardsshould
the establishment
of a
socialist
society,"
and
believe
should be vocal in leading SAC
the
direction.
They criticize this year's SAC for
being important "not for what it has
done, but for what it hasn't done."

HART
BLACK
presents

PUB

Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday
in the Arbor Room, Hart House
Draft Beer, Dancing. Good Music

STUDENTS:
U.C.
Nominations are now open lor the following positions:
u.c. Literary and Athletic Society;

President
Vice-President

6-2nd year reps.

Treasurer

6-3rd year reps.

Literary Director

3-4th year reps.

Athletic Director
Nominations forms are available In the Lit. Office In the J.C.R.
Nominations dose: Friday, March 9
Elections: Monday,

March
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Studen
t says,
intSAC
ere
stafter January
in 15,
fee
Interest in whatA remains
remains of
of the
the Cameron
and
the endsof last
Cameron Federati
says, once
onceon SAC
and the
the month
after .7™.=™
is until
„„«,«.
of Students
in apparent
fees strike appears to be dying,
as Ontario
cooperati with
other events in which students and pulled out in the first two weeks of SAC's attempt to protest the onprovinstudent groups have an interest steal February, "I think that means it's
cial goverment's
in tuition fees
the spotlight.
and rise in the loanhikesceiling
of Ontario
Governing Council and SAC Over 1900 people had still not paid Student Awards.
Over
elections, the release of the Commis- their
5,000
were
second
still
holding
term
instalmen
out
ts by
over."
sion on Post-Secondary Education February 28, the last day before a before the strike was officially called
report, (COPSEO) the St. George by- $15 late penalty was applied, ac- off.While
the Coalition Against the
election and, probably, the onset of
cording to vice-president Don
has broken up, the Stop the
exams and essay-due dates have led Brook.
Forster's executive assistant Jack Cutbacks
Student Surcharge Commit
to less emphasis on the fees strike.
tee is
And, as Coalition Against the The administration agreed to continuing to fight, according to
Cutbacks spokesperson Barbara waive the penalty, usually applied SSSC chairman Peter Havers.

THE

AMERICAN

STUDIES

UNIVERSITY

Alfred

OF

COMMITTEE

TORONTO

Kazin

Distinguished Professor of English
State University of New

American

Writers

American

The

York at Stoney Brook

and

Carleton drops 500
OTTAWA (CUP) - Over 500 Cameron says this policy has abstudents at Carleton University who
solutely nothing to do" with the
cancelled
Ontario
didn't
pay de-registered
their academicFriday.
fees last recentlyweek were
tion of Students fee strike FederaCarleton registrar, J.I. Jackson, provincial education- policy.against
The
sent a letter to that effect during the policy was instituted last year but
last week of February to 863 this is its first year of full
operation.
students who owe the university a Students last year persuaded the
university to extend the February
total of $128,700 in tuition fees.
deadline because the policy was
Since then, about 300 students introduc
ed in the spring, and
made
arrangements
to pay their
fees.
studentswarning.
said they didn't have
enough
Over 100 students who had paid
their fees into a trust fund operated
Cameron thinks the policy is "a
by the Stop the
Surcharge
gooddoing
deal for students". If students
Committee
votedStudent
to turn
their are
poorly in
they
money over to the administration to can simply not paythethespring,
final fee.
avoid being de-registered.
instalment without academic conUnlike other universities, Carleton
says. "As well,
does not assess charges for late fee you don't havesequences,to Cameron
pay the $15 - 25 late
paymentuntil
or they
withhold
marks
pay. students'
Carleton payment fee charged by other
students who have not paid are
About the same number of
universities."
simply
de-registered
it's asplace.
if theyA students
were faced with denever registered
in the— first
student suffers no academic or finan- registration at this time last year.
cial loss for failing to pay. Students Cameron says students who are decan re-register the following year. registered are people who are
A de-registered student can appeal failing, have dropped out, or those
to a board consisting of one student, who cannot pay. But "I don't anone faculty
member, and the uniticipate anyone wanting to get back
versity registrar.
in (after being de-registered) who
Student council president Bruce can't, " says Cameron.

Power:

Response

and

MASS

MEETING
OF

Dilemma

the

are witholding their fees and that
Havers,ike
who. is.
also is
running for
str
dvi
# nq
there
is a %f
SAC presiden
strong action at York
t, says the committ
ee is Universit
y. The York student counthe only group organizing those who
haven't paid yet. Participants in the
cil, however, called off its fees strike
SSSC trust fund have not
Ontario governlast Tuesdaythe night.
called a meeting to take a yetvoteevenon protestment against
whether to pay their fees to the The coalition broke up, Cameron
university, he stated.
stated, after the ground had been cut
Havers cited claims of strong out from under it by the SAC
and
withholding actions still going on at OFS pullout, leaving only a loose
other universities as proof of con- collection of left groups still in it.
tinued desire to fight.
The U of T Communis Club, of
Carleton University is de- which she is a member,t has
now
registering 800 students who have decided to stress the COPSEO
report.
Although some sections of
yet
to pay,werealthough
the same
number
in the about
same position the report are. acceptable, she said
last year.
the financing sections in particular
He also claimed that over half of should
lead students to reject the
whole thing.
the students at Lakehead University

SOCIOLOGY
STUDENTS

Tomorrow,

March

6, 1973

Sociology Department
Tuesday
,

at 4:30 pm

MEDICAL

AND FACULTY
Women's meeting of
all women in the

SCIENCES

March

6

12 to 2 p.m.

AUDITORIUM

Tip Top Building 455 Spadina
Room 204

Room

2158

Medical

Sciences

Building

Agenda: 1. To discuss women's issues in the
Sociology Department
2. To formulate demands concerning
hiring, firing and tenure of women.
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Survey
Engineering
strongly
dissatisfied withstudents
their are
courses
and
teachers, but less with grading
systems, an Engineering Society
questionnaire reveals.
Most students want different
teaching methods and flexibility in
choice and availability of courses,
according to about 150 respondents.
But engineering
students,
tionally noted as among
the tradimore
conservative on campus, have less
desire
thods. for innovative grading meBetween 67 and 83 per cent of the
students surveyed would like to have

reveals
different teaching methods used
such as seminar discussions, more
practical work, short optional
courses, experimental courses and
smaller units of courses,
Programmed instruction is favoured
by 53 per cent.
More student-prepared panel discus ions isthe only questionnaire
suggestion not endorsed by more
than half of the students answering.
One comment reported by survey
coordinatorditional
Jackmethods
Lubekmight
claimsnot"Ad-be
necessary if lectures were

engineers
optional
courses andby nearly
fewer
understandable."
coreMorecourses
are advocated
60
per cent,
whilesay similar
proportions
of students
they are
prevented from taking courses they
want to and want additional courses
to be offered.
While a strong majority four-fifths
of engineering students complain
that too much emphasis is placed on
passing rather than learning course
material well, less than two-thirds
prefer more variety in grading and
fewer still back any of the suggested
alternatives. However, only 14 per

dislike courses
cent knew of a course in which a for the grading system in some
mark based entirely on a final exam courses.
Impersonal and bad teaching were
was appropriate.
by a large number of students
An honours-pass-fail
re- cited
ceived the most support,system
with just
classes, and
exover half the students saying they in the cessurvey.
ive red tape, Large
poor textbooks
know courses for which the system inadequate library and physical
would be more suitable than the plant facilities were other compresent marks system.
plaints noted by Lubek.
Forty-one per cent know of Twenty-eight per cent of the
courses in which the entire mark students stated they study
could be based on termwork, and
to "help political,
solve somesocialof
the environmental,
about the same percentage back a engineering
"no-fail" system for some courses. problems of our society." Others
said they were more interested in
less than orone-third
oralSlightly
examinations
a written support
report careers.

out ofstudents
50 seats,voteand forevenit.
ifhaving
some eight
of those
It will not have the goodwill and
support of the university community. Inthis crucial aspect — the

• continued from page 5
life. Second, it ignores the fact that
disturbances have occurred, and will
occur when all other channels are
blocked. It ignores the fact that
disturbances often have represented,
and will represent, legitimate
grievances that have been ignored
when presented through all other
means.
Neither does the code embody the
current norms of behaviour of this
university. It is a current norm of
behaviour that any disturbances that
do occur should be non-violent and
non-destructive. The U of T has had
several non-violent and nondestructive disturbances, but, unlike
many other large universities, it has
no
history
of student-initiated
violence and destruction.
It is also a
current norm of behaviour that the
university should make all efforts to
negotiate a peaceful resolution on
the substantive matters of nonviolent, non-destructive disturbances. This norm is supported
by two facts. First, the administration has in fact negotiated, at least
initially, with every non-violent, nondestructive disturbance in recent
years (1970: day care occupation of
Simcoe Hall; 1971; arts and science
occupation of Sid Smith; 1972:
library access sit-in in the library,
and later in Simcoe Hall, Victoria
picketing of parking lot, and Campus
co-op occupation of Devonshire
Place clubhouse). Second, there has
.been overwelming condemnation of
violent retaliation by the administration to non-violent, non-destructive
disturbances, both in abstract and in
particular when it occurred last
spring when the Metro police were
brought in to break up the occupation ofthe Senate Chamber over the
issue of library accesss.
The proposed code of behaviour
does not acknowledge these conditions, and it does not embody
these norms. It is, therefore, not
legitimate, and it will not be
accepted, even if it is passed by the
Governing Council, with students
Get a new look
at life with
Contact Lenses!

OPTICIANS
70 BLOOR ST. W.
924-2159

campus
Toike prefered to Varsity
ismatter
not aofgood
or adisturbances
just code, and— , itit
will not be able to function without
Suggestions for The Varsity
Only read
two per
more than
engineers
imposition by force. Brian Morgan never
The cent
Varsity
never included, "The left bias of The Varsity should be balanced with *
read the Toike Oike, according to an
Engineering Society survey.
editorials of differing political *
and and
advocacy
of more
Over 150 engineering students positions"
university news
an engineering
responded to the survey, results of column in the paper.
which will be published in the
The Toiketo some
needsstudents.
"More Dirt!",
society's
report.who do read at according
However,annual
of those
Ninety-one per cent of the
Dare Foods Ltd —producer of Dare Cookies
least one of the papers, 91 per cent students
thought the Toike
always read the Toike, the Ensoc should besurveyed
has refused to negotiate with its striking employees
continued with little
paper,
and
eight
per
cent
for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance
only 36 per cent thought the
"sometimes". Only 28 per cent change;
same of The Varsity. Sixty-four per
always
read
The
Varsity
and
another
cent
believe
The Varsity should not
have characterized the company's approach to
be continued, or only with major
67 per cent sometimes.
the predominantly female work force.
improvements;
only nine per cent
Five per cent never read The
thought the same of the Toike.
Varsity,
while
three
per
cent
never
read the Toike Oike. The latter The Students Administrative
comes out about every three weeks, Council fared little better than The
while the former is normally Varsity; 46 per cent thought it
should continue with little change
published thrice weekly.
Help Dare workers protect their union
Another publication surveyed, the
wanted it not conand win a fair contract
U of T Bulletin, was always read by while thetinuedrest
or only with major
only four per cent, sometimes by 39 improvements.
The Engineering Society was
per cent and never by 70 per cent.
more appreciated than SAC;
"Whatasked.
is the University Bulletin?" much
some
only 13 per cent thought it needed
Typical comments chosen by major change or discontinuation.
Traditional engineering social and |
survey coordinator Jack Lubek in- athletic
were wellclude asuggestion
to "Putandthe above
Toike publicized activities
on
bulletin
boards
and generally more apDON'T
BUY
urinals."
The paper
is often
moreFrench
intellectual
suits suchprecasiated thanthe
Club, purthe
and
sometimes
criticized,
for itsnoted,
racy
DARE
COOKIES!
and predominantly sexual humour. students revealed.
(and tell your friends not to, either)
.With The Hart House Music Committee

Wednesday
March
Bp.m.
ILD7 12:00—2
CH
Common
Room
DOWNEast

THE UNIVERSITY OF HAIFA IN ISRAEL IS
OFFERING SPECIAL ONE YEAR PROGRAM IN
ENGLISH IN FIELDS OF JEWISH, ISRAELI AND
MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES

PAUL BRODIE
Classical Saxophone

STARTING OCTOBER 1973 UNTIL JUNE 1974
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
AND APPLICATIONS WRITETO:

Wednesday, Quartet
March 7 8:30 p.m.
Great Hall

THE AMERICAN FRIENDS OF HAIFA UNIVERSITY
500 FIFTH AVENUE - SUITE 802
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10036

You
spend a lot of time reading.
of
^b°#^

Graduate Students' union
ELECTIONS
for the offices of
President
Vice-President
For the 1973-74 Academic Year
(1 MAY 1973-30 APRIL 1974)
WILL BE HELD ON FRIDAY, MARCH lb, 1973
Nominations are now open, and must be received by 5 p.m.,
Friday, March 9, 1973. Nomination forms and further
information are available at the Graduate Students' Union
Office, 16 Bancroft Ave. Phone 928-2391

•o

WHY
AREN'T
YOU ?A
BETTER
READER
You could be!
READ FASTER (2 to 4 TIMES)
IMPROVE YOUR COMPREHENSION
DEVELOP SKILLS WITH TECHNICAL
MATERIAL, REPORTS, ETC.
IMPROVE YOUR RECALL ABILITY

The Toronto School of Dynamic Reading can do
this - and more! We also offer life-long membership and many other features. Each of our
teachers has taught reading for over 5 years and
holds an Ontario Teaching Certificate. For a
descriptive brochure, phone 921-6410, or drop
n ?tr in to: Suite 650, 86 Bloor Street W.
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Payette. "Quebec-Presse praises the am an
unscrup
propriety
accurate.
ulousre
MONTREAL Qu
- The
Theeb
labourec
-P
tactics
duringethe
ss
suwere
labourunscrupulous
es
honest guy"
tactics
the
■ thing
Creditis
backed, Montreal- leftist
tabloid
Dupuis
te leaders
replied,
teto say one
hip durins
convention
"Be Cr
FLQ. is
serious ed
fo
I am going
Mr it
r Canada.
libel he said on Radioheld
last
Februar
Quebec-Presse filed a libel suit
y in Quebec City. Payette.
."
.
look.
QuebecDupuis
Presse,
When
has a reputation for being
a
guy
from
Quebe
c-Pre
sse
When Payette pressed Dupuis, the
against Quebec Creditiste leader During the convention, Dupuis
a hard-line rightist
and frequently
I tooktwice,
two that
(delegproves
ates'), cards accuses
Yvon Dupuis Friday.
assailed Quebec Presse and other Creditiste chief retorted, "It says:
and voted
"commun
that
he
The action Filed in the Quebec Montreal newspapers for employing (Quebec-Presse) is more than Pe- is not honest. A guy.that goes to vote destroy Quebec. ists"
Before ofhetrying
ran forto
quiste (supporter of the PQ), it is
the leadership of the Creditistes
Superior Court by l'Association journalists in the pay of the revolu
honest
not
is
twice
."
tionar
y, it is the
cooperative des publications pop- separatist Parti quebecois.
Dupuis denied that "there was any Dupuis hosted a popular radio hottherefore lookLbe serious...." FLQ dishone
ulates, the publishers of Quebec- The host of Politique atout,
line show in Montreal and edited the
sty" at the Creditiste conPresse, claims damages for $52,300 Payette, asked Dupuis on the Andre
"Yes. these are grave accusations,
right-ge).
wing newspaper Defi
air
vention,
if
despite
the
evidenc
(Challen
e
unfrom Dupuis.
Goain's charges of electoral lm senous accusations," said Dupuis to covered by several newspapers. "I
The suit arose from a statement
made by Dupuis on the RadioCanada television show "Politique
atout" February 11.
A transcript of the program
reveals that the Creditiste leader
ducted, hesaid.
By JOHN CAMPBELL
accused Queljec-Pressse of lavishing
rather than institutions" and the although in his opinion the "subpraise on the Front de liberation
du Deputy Minister of Social The fact that the review was acceptance
same. stance" ofthe two documents is the
of a concept
Quebec, a terrorist organization Development Douglas Wright has conducted by a commission rather as a "life-long" processof. learning
Consetacitly
endorsed the Commission
which was responsible for kidnap
than through regular government
He hinted that reason for the
quently, itplays down the special differen
Post-Secondary Education Reporton channels was describe
and murder of Quebecthe labour
ce may be the tacit recognid by Wright as importance traditionally attached
to
minister Pierre Laporte in October
educati
a
on
"pioneer
obtaine
'
'
d
innovat
tion byeducators — many of whom
at a specified
ion
1970.
SpeakinPSE
g last Wednesd
learning
(CO
ay in ^the process of policy development inin the
had
institut
object
ion
O).
ed strongly to the
with
a
strictly
the defined time
field of education.
Dupuis was invited to appear on last of a series of seminars on
period culminating in a recommendations of the preliminary
the popular program to answer education at the Ontario Institutehigher
for According to Wright, the comreport - that the shift toward a lifecharges levelled by the directeur de Studies in Education, Wright exmission was surprised to find that
"A degree", Wright intoned, "is
long style of education was probably
plained and commented on the people were not as dissatisfied
rinformation (editor-in-chief) of
with
a
process
"not
the com-ed
piece ofiona paper."
Quebec-Presse, Gerald Godin, that report of the commission, without costs as they were with the lack of onlyThea commiss
mission; theycaused
merelybyidentifi
part-time
delegates could vote more than once criticizing any portion of it. Wright "integration" in educational facili- long-term study to wants
somethi
be
regarde
ng
already
d
as
happeni
ng".
was
chairma
n of the commission
at the Creditiste convention without
ties that would make them more ac- the norm and calls for social recogni- The deputy minister expressed
ces ible toadult learners.
being a member of the party. He until after its draft report was
tion tobe given to learning that takes optimism about the future of higher
argued anyone could have voted at released about a year ago.
education in Ontario. He said that
"Peopl
fed up with the place outside school.
the convention.
Higher tuition fees will reduce the rigidities eof were
the
system
the changes in education delineated
and
the
"All
use
Godin asserted he picked up a tax burden on the poor, he insisted, of papers (degrees) by employers", Wnght, learning is legitimate", said by
the commission could help the
adding, "The value of qualidiscarded delegate's card on the commen
ting on the report's he said.
isnot as sharply
differentiated as system cope with declining enrolHe stressed that the numerous we tyhave
floor near the stall where Dupuis recommendation that students
pay
ment and budget cut-backs. The
traditionally thought."
was signing up members. He said one-third to one-half of the costs of briefs which made this complaint
has
the 60's, such
of audience
growth
that he used this card to vote in the their education. The present system "very profoundly influence
stabilize
n
The
report
urges
the
creatio
of
d,pattern
n
he told his
"open academies" and suggests that
d com- profes
selection of the Creditiste leader, of financing a higher proportion of
sional associations develop that "the resources for postmission
members
personall
y",
and
educati
on
through taxation is as a result the effort to broaden the their own testing machinery to secondary education (can) be kept
and a photo appeared in both
Quebec-Presse and the Montreal dai- regressive, he stated.
availability of an educa- screen job applicants rather than up from a declining percentage of
ly La Presse as proof.
Waning public support for concepttion and
became the basis of the com- merely accepting proof of academic the GNP" (gross national product).
Godin, a socialist, has never expanding educational budgets in
"This is a new market
m
i
s
i
o
n
'
s
recommendations.
qualific
been connected with the Creditiste the late 60's necessitated the The main 126thrust
Wrightations.
stated that public reaction declared, referring to the new ,"socialhe
of
report,
party.
through-going review of the struc- explained Wright, aims atthea revision
to the completed
has been demands on education, "and
Quebec-Presse incurred the wrath
ture and purposes of post-secondary of the educational system in order to almost as mild as report
response to the different processes have
to be
of Dupuis by accusing him of using education that the commissi
on con- deal with "the needs of persons draft report had been extreme
— created to deal with it".
THE

welcomes applications for member
for 1973-4 from
undergraduate students in any ship
faculty. Address all
app ications to David Kendall, 364 Markham St.
by March 15
(include a curriculum vitae). For inquirie
921-7056
Those applicants granted membership will sbe call
notified in late
WHAT ARE
YOU GOING
TO BE
FOR

Montreal
poor spurn social work
the French Catholic institutions
awareness" of the
By WM. MOLSON
although it — Aseducatio
n, social services and
Montreal poor people are rejecting hadn't raised their people
econom
ic
status.
nursing
red control to the
social workers' attentions and taking This left them increasingly apathetic provincial- surrende
government in the early
commun
ity matters into their own to transient social workers.
1960's,
the
consequ
hands.
ent demand for
Outlining the history of com- professionalism gave
Marxist sociologist Mariette Riel
middle-class
munity
organization
in
Montreal
women
social
work
mobility.
of Universite du Quebec said last at a sociology seminar in the Borden
week
the fusion of influences of building, Riel said the current situa- There was also importation of a
French and English social workers
tion was the result of the two Marxist analysis, largely from
had heightened the "tactical differing approaches.
Europe, Riel claimed.
At the same time, the traditional
TWO PRESENTATION ON CHINA BY
English
attitude
influenced"missionary"
by U.S. studies
of poor—
PROFESSOR MERLE GOLDMAN
minority
groups
—
turned
rationality rather than emotional asto
of the
History BOSTON UNIVERSITY
author ofDepartment
Literary ofDissent
in Communist China
the motive power. This shift was
completed by identification of power
Tuesday, March 6, a lecfure:
relationships as the crucial issue
with stress placed on conflict, she
"THE ROLE OF THE WRITER INat THE
4 p.m.CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY"
stated.
Wednesday, March 7, a seminar:
STUDENT
"FROM NON-HERO TO HERO 10IN toCONTEMPORA
12 noon. RY CHINESE LITERATURE'
INVOLVEMENT
Uralion of both events: Rm. 202. Galbraith Bldg. 35 St. George Street
Should it mean
All interested staff and students
a student clique?
are cordially invited to attend.
SPONSORED Br
Philip Enros
THE EASTInternati
ASIAN
COMMITT
onal STUDIES
Studies Program
me EE
graduate student
for
GOVERNING
COUNCIL
GRADUATE STUDENT CANDIDATES
FOR
GOVERNING
COUNCIL
WILL SPEAK AT

If you can volunteer 2 hours on one of the above nights to help phone. Phone
923-9861 and specify what night!
6:30 P.M.

All Candidates Meeting
AT THE
GSU, 16 BANCROFT,
6 MARCH, 1230

le cercle frangais de U.C
et la Troupe 368 presente
L.E5 Bfn-is5EURS D Umpire
de BofiisVlflN
le 6 mars a 2J »
«t It 7.S.^ fcars a 13oo
au U.C Playhouse
?%Chtree
StGeorge
jratuite5t
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Anderson
assails SAC
• from page 6
Anderson stressed that it should be
used only in cases of departmental
intransigence,
"such methods
tending to harden
bargaining
Anderson has a background of
positions".
serving on several important decision making and advisory councils.
Most notably, he is completing a
stint on the hard-working Presidential Advisory Committee to Review
the New Program.
Former education commissioner
Marty Stollar, whom Anderson
replaced last summer, has nothing
but praise for the job Anderson did.
"He was intended as a caretaker,
but he ended up getting an awful lot
done," Stollar said, noting that his
replacement
while
he workedheldon athe full-time
commission.job
SAC's
rewrite
he helpedafter
As well,
brief
on discipline
university
commissioner John Creelman's draft
proved unacceptable, says Stollar.
No

support

from Engsoc
* from page 7
Vickery: "Earlier, I had thought of
running. But, I got pissed off with
SAC. So, I ran for Governing Council. Then, Bill Steadman and quite a
few other people showed quite a bit
of support so I again considered running." Steadman, bis predecessor as
services commissioner, is the slate's
campaign manager.
Vickery, despite his conservative
views on campus politics and the
conservatism of his running mates
and campaign manager, claims to
support the New Democratic Party.
He said that he saw no contradiction
in this.
Vickery, who considers himself
the slate
only headed
"credible"
the
by Bobalternative
Anderson, tois
running on a program of fiscal
responsibility.
He defended his plans to reduce
the SAC fee by two dollars, saving
"the
could
be cutcommunications
back also budget
the campus
centre levy (of one dollar) could be
Weedon added that they would
cut."
save
$5,000 by pulling out of the
Ontario Federation of Students. He
called the present money spent on
OFS "wasted".
A populist plank, this fee
reduction was rejected as almost an
impossibility by student governor
and former SAC finance commis ioner Paul Cadario, who added
that "to run SAC at the scale reESSAY SERVICES
A new and complex fERMPAPEA
service. Originality, quality, and
security dictate our policy.
Phone:961-6150
Hours:
l.lon.-Fri. 3 pm-10 pm
S at.- Sun. 9 am-5 pm
Professional Typing-Done
300 AVENUE ROAD
TAVERN
HOME OF BLUES&SOUL
APPEARING NOW:
BIG MAMA THORNTON
EVERY DAY, FROM 5-8:30

WACKY TABACKY

Scott (Erindale H) is viceStudents'
president of the
ministrative
Government Adof
Erindale.
A first year medical student and
the ticket's representative from the
professional faculties, Moses has
campus political experience, but it is
limited to committees within the
medical faculty. He said he was
involved in the student opposition
movement which effectively killed
year
end "survival"
for medical
students. examinations
Anderson explained that while the
support for the ticket among the
professional faculties was adequate,
in terms of the election, it still was
one of the primary concerns of the
ticket.
Traditionally, campus-wide tickets
have gained their bases of support
from particular factions. The support received by the Anderson
ticket, on the other hand, has
spanned the spectrum of campus
politics. Anderson has received the
support of mislast
year'spresent
financestudent
comioner and the
governor Paul Cadario, generally
considered on the campus "right",
quired foreffectiveness requires that
theCadario
money bealso
levied".
questioned the
Vickery slate promise of a rebate to
Scarborough
and Erindale.
"If you
give it to Scarborough
and Erindale,
you'll
have to give it to everyone,"
he added.
Vickery said that he would leave it
up to theborough local
councils
at Scar-on
and Erindale
to decide
the seven dollar rebate. He added
that if there wasn't a rebate, services
will have to be improved. "They can
decide whether they want the seres or theallrebate."
At vican
candidates meeting
Thursday, Vickery proclaimed his
opposition
to the contingency
repay-by
ment or CORSAP
plan proposed
the
Commission on Post-Secondary
Education.
Since then, he revealed in the
interview he has found out he was
"misinformed". He admitted that it
was a "sticky point" because he was
"labouring under a misget involved inthe studyap rehension".of"Ididn't
the COPSEO
report. . .terestethat
makes
me
more
d inmaking a deep study in-of
theStressing
report". services, the Vickery
slate wants, like the Miglin slate last
year, to improve communications.
Yet Vickery stressed that his slate
would have a much stricter grants
policy and cut the communications
budget.
On discipline, Vickery said that he
opposed the Cadario regulations
proposed to the Governing Council.

along vice-president,
with the support of Dack.
last year's
SAC
Anderson said thatPhilmost
people
who have come to know him through
SAC, consider him to be "left"My support from the traditional
right,"
Anderson, "is atcentre". said
leadership
vacuun."
Accordingtributabletotoa Scott,
this year
there
has been aordination
complete
lack
cobetween SAC andoflocal
student councils. Their ticket, he
claimed, would make a special effort
to extend the services of SAC to the
suburban
campuses,ignored
"whichin have
been particularly
the
Rather than rebating part of SAC
fees back to the suburban campuses,
as the Vickery ticket has suggested,
the Anderson ticket believes the
effort should be made to extend
activities, wherever possible, to the
suburban campuses.
According to Scott, the suburban
campusespast."want to become part of
the
this whole".
desire The
wouldimplementation
be one of theof
primary facuses of the Anderson

S.M.C.
CITY GOVERNMENT
FORUM
EDWARD

4

GOODMAN

JAMES LORIMER
debate development
in Toronto

Wednesday

March
7
AND'

tjeket.
"The report almost predates
Campbell
the strictness
treatmentwithit would
give toof

12:15
Brennan Hall Lounge

demonstrations."
running
saidVickery's
that though
he hadmatenot Weedon
had any
experience in student politics at U of
T, he had had organizational experience, mainly with the Young
Progressive Conservatives.
alsoCampaign
a PC, manager Steadman is
Bannon, finance commissioner for
the last two months says he would
act as administrator next year.
He admitted that SAC had held
back funds allocated to the Arts and
Science Student Union but said that
the union hadn't been officially
recognized and that they had to be
financially accountable to SAC.
Anderson,
chairman ofBannon's
ASSU. opponent, is
In spite of this action, the Vickery
slate still claims to endorse the
principle
non-intervention
the internalofaffairs
of the ASSU in

SPONSORED BY

SKIING!
CHEAP!
At Blue Mountain,
Fit, Mar. 9, 7:15 a.m.
Tickets: $7.00
(includes tow and transportation)
Pay in advance at SAC Office
- U of T Ski Bums Anon.—

GRADUATE STUDENTS
in the Humanities and Social Sciences
This week you will receive a ballot in the mail for the
election of your representative to the Governing Council.
Vote for the candidate who promises effective representation at the Council, close cooperation with the G.S.U.
and constant communication with the graduate students.
Vote for
BARRY MITCHELL

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
BENSON BUILDING

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
STUDENTS' UNION

JAZZ, MODERN, DANCE
COMPOSITION
& BALLET
Exciting and creative 2 day Dance O.W.I.A.A.
Workshop at University of Toronto, featuring
guest artist CHARLES WEIDMAN from New York
who will teach a class in mime and the original
Humphry Weidman Dance Technique: DAVID
EARLE of Toronto Dance Theatre will teach a
class in the pioneer technique of Martha Graham.
Meet and observe
"Ontario University
performance
groups.allWorkshop,
Friday 1:00dance
p.m.
• 5 p.m. and Saturday 9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Registration $3.00 at Benson Bldg. 320 Huron
St. Room 102. Information 928-3441.
See you there!

CHARLES
WEIDMAN
AND HIS
THEATRE
DANCE
COMPANY

AN HISTORIC FESTIVAL PERFORMANCE
BY NEW YORK'S CHARLES WEIDMftN THEATRE DANCE COMPANY
ONE NIGHT ONLY
dancing his famous'A Lincoln
'Thurber Portrait'
Fables' lynchtown' and
Original founder of Modern Dance along with Martha Graham

FIELD HOCKEY

"...there haslike been
in thetoday."
dance
him
pattern after
certainlyDance.
even
in thebefore'
1920's.
remotely
him innobody
the dance
jonnto Martin,
1 ne and
Modern

7th March -4th April
Wednesday 5 : 00 - 7 : 00 p.m.
ALL WELCOME
SKILLS CAN BE LEARNED!

RYERS0N THEATRE, 43 GERRARD STREET EAST
FRIDAY, MARCH 9th 8:30 p.m.
ALL TICKETS $2.50
> Eaton's 364-6487
• Ryerson Theatre Box Office — S9S-5088
• Benson Bldg. (320 Huron) Box Office, Room 102
open daily 8:30 a.m. • 9 p.m. — 928-3441
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Blues

earn

eighth

|

Qu
Varsity Blues
wonee
their n'
eighth sseason Toronto
barely
Cu
psqueezed past
consecutive OUAA championship, Warriors before decisively defeating
defeating Western Mustangs 8-1 them 7-3 in late season play.
Saturday night at Varsity Arena
Blues succeeded in keeping the
before an estimated 3,700 spectators. pressure on during the entire game,
The victory represents a milestone dividing their 13 goals between the
three periods. Nick Holmes notched
in coach Tom Watt's career. In his his
second hat-trick of the season
eight years
the Blues
Watt's season,
teams
havewithwon
200 games
while many other Blues had
(including exhibition), lost 34, and multi-point games.
tied 16. Blues also defeated Waterloo
Rearguard Warren Anderson,
Warriors 13-2 Friday evening.
always one of the steadiest players in
Team captain Gord Davies his own end, showed fine two-way
play in tallying five points, including
the Queen's
Cup that
on behalf
ofaccepted
the Blues
and asked
it be one
goal. Neil Korzack and Kent I
handed over to Watt, who seemed Ruhnke scored two goals each, and ™
genuinely surprised by the move and Korzack, Pagnutti, and Bill Fifield J
was too embarrassed to say anything each had four points on the evening.
to the crowd. He came onto the ice Blues went ahead in the opening g
and hugged Davies, a gesture which 20 minutes with four unanswered f
drew a wild round of applause from goals including two on power-plays e
the fans who had also stood up and — both due to good digging by Bill Buba scores midway through the third period
to put8 Western
Toronto ahead 6-2 in the championship game Saturday.
cheered during the last minute of the area.
Korzack and Ruhnke in the crease and also put some time in with
Toronto
5)Penalties
Toronto,— Keenan
Dumo), 9:31
First Period 1
game.
Korzack(Milnes,
T, 11:03, Anderson
Columbus
of
the
International
0:33
Blues now have to play a two out Play was mild in the opening League. "Tom
1)
Western,
Slywchuk
(Robinson.
Fraser)
T,
11:49,
Lefebvre
W,
19:05
lets
us play pretty 8:43
of three series against the winners of period, but hitting picked up in the
our own
the Alberta-Lakehead game, with final five minutes as Waterloo finally much
four Blues
were style",
selectedhe tosaid
the first 2) Toronto, Anderson (Keenan, Herridge)
Third Period
the winner returning to Toronto for decided to show its former Eastern
all-star team, and
7:15
the CIAU finals March 17 against aggressive style of play, with the one to Section
6)
Toronto,
Pagnutti
(Ruhnke. Korzack)
the
second
team.
Goalie
Penalties
—
Farwell
W, 1:49, Keenan T, 11:38
either Loyola, Moncton, or St. pace becoming even more furious in Bruce Durno, defenceman Warren
Leroy
T.
Slywchuk
W,
4:39,
double
each
7)
Toronto,
Buba
(McFarlane,
Herridee)
the second 20 minutes. Spectators
Mary's.
centre Bob Munro, and minors, 6:02. Robinson W, 7:57. Herridge
Blues seemed to settle down in the were given a demonstration of solid Anderson,
left
winger
Bill
Buba
were
selected
T,
Pirie
W,
9:55,
Pirie
W,
Farwell
14:03,
8)
Toronto,
Korzack
(Pagnutti,
Milnes),
hitting and fast skating by both to the first all star team while right W, minor, Munro T, double minor, 16:25
second
of Saturday's
scoring frame
three goals
in under game,
three clubs.
13:07
9)
Toronto,
Herridge
(Keenan),
15:26
Second Period
and one half minutes. Nick Holmes
Shots on goal by
Near the beginning of the period winger Kent Ruhnke was selected to
checked a Western player in the Waterloo captain Roger Kropf and the
second
team. ...
In Western
Friday's 3) Toronto, Munro (Holmes), 6:25
other
semi-final
game
corner to free the puck for Bob Neil Korzack were making menacing defeated Laurentian 54.
4) Toronto, Herridge (Buba, McFarlane)
15 13
Munro's go-ahead goal — a screen gestures at each other. Waterloo
8:50
7
shot between goalie Peter Lambert's player Ted Porter then skated over
legs, and Bruce Herridge lifted a and knocked Korzack on the head —
TorontoFirst13Period
Waterloo 2
backhand shot off a rebound over a a move which cost him a game
prone Lambert and his defencemen misconduct for bringing the third 2:37
1) Toronto. Korzack (Pagnutti, Fifield)
for the insurance goal.
man into a fight. Korzack and Kropf
2> Toronto. Anderson (Buba, Korzack)
With Blues ahead 3-1 Western were given two minutes each for the 3:30
seemed to collapse, with their first "fight".
Holmes scored two of his goals in 3t Toronto, Ruhnke (Pagnutti, Anderperiod hopes for an upset dwindling.
son), 6:03 Pagnutti (Korzack, Milnes)
the second period — the first on a 4) Toronto,
Mike ofKeenan's
drive eluded
from 10a feet
back
the blueline
sur- good
shot to the glove side of 11:20
sportalk
Waterloo
goalie
Jake
Dupuis
after
prised itLambert
puck until
was whotoo didn't
late. see the stealing the pufck from Kropf. His Penalties — Stubel
W,
1:53,
Crosby
W.
And as Toronto gained confidence second came off a similar shot —
play shifted to the Western end, and this time on a pass from behind the 5:39, Anderson T, 7:21, Keenan T, Kxop!
Varsity continously stopped Mus- net from Munro, after captain
tangs at the Toronto blueline and Davies' hard work in the corner.
Second Period
The University of Toronto judo Abbott, Britt Roberts, Steve Pumoli,
dumped the puck back, preser0:30
on
Waterloo's
power5)
Toronto,
Ruhnke
(Korzack, Anderson) team
took the OUAA championship and Grant Wilson. The first four
ving their lead through defensive playHowever,
goal
by
Jim
Nickleson,
Holmes
Playwas the goat, sitting out a holding 6) Toronto, Buba (Fifield, Milnes), 1:39 title by defeating York in the finals times of these six team members
Toronto played its familiar third penalty for grabbing a Waterloo 7) Toronto, Holmes, 3:15
47-0 Saturday at York University. went toward the final total. The
Excellent coaching by Soki Uemura, University of Toronto women's team
period game and chalked up four player in a bearhug right in front of 8) Waterloo, Nickleson (Morris, Palecz- current
Lightweight finished third in the meet.
more goals with Western unable to referee Blair Graham.
ny),
14:45 Holmes (Davies, Munro) Champion, Canadian
was more than evident Altogether 11 teams competed. The
9) Toronto,
The final period of play saw Blues 15:19
keep up due in part to Blues apon
Saturday.
Team
members
were last race of the circuit is the Guelph
parent superior conditioning. score five times after an early
However, in all fairness to Waterloo goal by Jim Morris off
Greg
Doulet,
Ford
Kawano,
Bill
En- Invitational scheduled for next
Penalties — Porter W. 1:21, Korzack T, nis, Chris Preobrazenski, and Morris
weekend at Georgian Peaks ... in
Mustangs, they had played a tough sloppy corner play by Varsity players minor,
Kropf
W,
minor,
Porter
W,
game
Ostrowiecki. Kawano took first place the second and final interfaculty D
game the evening before against a in the Toronto end. Holmes got his
3:21, Korzack T, 9:50, Sems and
bruising Laurentian squad (with the hat-trick goal on a fast slap shot T,misconduct,
Ostrowiecki
came
in
second
in
swimming
last Thursday
W, 11:25, Holmes T, 14:33, the over 170 pound weight class. The evening, Vic meet
game ending at midnight).
using the Warrior defence as a StubelCrosby
finished first with 60
W, 16:55, Leroy T. 19:14
screen.
U of T judo team has not lost any points, Engineering was second with
For Toronto's
collegiate team tournament in the 52, Trinity third with 48 and Law
Pagnutti
was left allfifth
alone goal,
in frontDon'
of
Third Period
Play in this period seemed tame
the net and easily flipped the puck compared to that witnessed in the 10) Waterloo, Morris (Nickleson past five years, and team members fourth with 32 . . . St.Mary's University Huskies of Halifax defeated
m, while Bill Buba was allowed to second, except for a fight with only Stinson), 2:45
are hopeful that the sport will be
cut across Mustangs' crease un- 10 seconds left in the game. A usual- 8:30
Lakehead University Nor'westers of
11) Toronto, Holmes (Munro, Anderson), reinstated by the CIAU as a national Thunder
Bay 79-67 in Waterloo
hindered tobackhand in his shot for
university
sport
for
the
coming
ly easy-going Harry Sems started it
Varsity's sixth.
off with a highstick as he checked 12) Toronto, Korzack (Ruhnke, Pa- year ... the University of Toronto Saturday to capture, the CIAU
basketball
teams carry a
Neil Korzack scored after stealing Russ Elliott into the boards. As they
alpine ski team placed third in the large numbertitle.of Both
gnut i). 10:07 Herridge (Anderson, Mc- McMaster
players,
Invitation at Blue Moun- and seven of theAmerican
the puck from 'Stang' defenceman skated to the other side Elliot 13) Toronto,
10 starters were
12:07 (Fifield, Leroy), 14:39
tain Friday. Carleton finished first
pbil Howard who was trying to reciprocated by taking Sems out of 14) Toronto,Farlane) Sems
freeze the puck in the slot. Sur- the play. Both then dropped their 15) Toronto, Fifield (Munro, Milnes) and Queen's second. Individually, from the United States. Nor'westers
Carleton team members Mike Ryan edged Loyola College Warriors of
Herridge's shot gloves and went at it, with Elliot 19:19
reboundedprisingly,inBruceoff
and Rob Langevin placed first and Montreal 68-63 in two overtime
this same appearing to win the decision.
Blues Notes: Nick Holmes was Penalties — Stubel W, 6:28, Crosby W, second respectively, with Toronto's periods Friday night, while the
defenceman for Blues' final goal.
Huskies rallied from a four point
13:25, Sems
Doug Carter placing third. The meet deficit
In Friday's 13-2 rout of supposed elated with his hat-trick Friday and minor,
19:50 T, minor, Elliott W, double was
nvals
with 1:18 left in regulation
Waterloo Warriors before an explained why: "I was always sent
only
one
of
seven
scheduled
for
the 1973 season, and Toronto time to tie the game and eventually
estimated 3,200 spectators, Varsity onto the ice to do what I could
Shots on goal by
quashed any rumours that Waterloo best— hit— it's nice to be a scorer for Waterloo
beat University of Windsor Lancers
199 157 8 -24 remains in second place overall, with 91-84
would be a thorn in its side. In
in one overtime period. Winda change."
HolmesOHAspentwiththeBarrie
last Toronto
Carleton
firstToronto
and Queen's
third. final sorSaturday.
exhibition games earlier in two
beat Loyola in the consolation
Racing
for
were
Carter
year
playing
senior
the
16 -50 (team captain), John Triste, Alan

all the
latest in
fashion
and
custommade

BRADD0CK
OPTICAL
12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT METRO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES
MAIN STORE
280 BLOOR ST. WEST 962-2020
J

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
t
Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty
countries around the world.
For information write to:
Community of the Holy Spirit
54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
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s
port

Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

s

title
to national
help OUAA
Blues
Swim
the finals in the 200 fly. Freshman Dave
malizing the new standards he established John Twohig and freshman Dave Schappert made
By PAUL CARSON
Twohig atoned for a very disappointing Wilkin was a strong third in the 100 yard
Blues' also
dual provided
meet season.
The re-established
University of Toronto
men's over
swimming
team
its dominance
other during
MacDonald
some unexpected display in last year's CIAU finals with three freestyle and swam well in the fresstyle relays.
Canadian universities with a convincing vic- excitement by placing fourth in the 100-yard outstanding freestyle races that produced a
Diver Alex Lau qualified for his first CIAU
third in the 100 plus two solid relay splits meet
tory in the unofficial team championships at freestyle while swimming butterfly. Although close
and placed ninth off the three-metre
under
50
seconds.
Union
Athletic
Intercollegiate
he bad produced a record-setting butterfly less
the Canadian
board and tenth in the one-metre diving.
than 15 minutes prior to the freestyle final,
finals in Calgary this weekend.
consolation
three
in
well
Breaststrokers
Wayne Phillips and John
placed
Schappert
In leading the OUAA to th
MacDonald used flip turns and superior con- finals and might have done even better but for Sebben each grabbed one bronze medal, and
ditioning togive Varsity some valuable points a loose string on his bathing suit in the 1650 Nick Rottman placed second in two conconference title. Varsity regained the London
Free Press Trophy awarded to the school and an important psychological boost at that freestyle. He was challenging for fifth after
solation finals.
about 200 yards when the string came untied
scoring the most points in the as yet stage of the meet
Other Varsity entries were freestyiers Dave
"We really needed to open up a lead on and Schappert had to pull his suit up at every
unrecognized team competition.
Chutter and John Peters, plus backstroker
Taking their sixth team title in the last seven Alberta at that point, and even though he was turn.
tired Byron volunteered to swim the of Finally
heandstopped
completely
inthethestring;
middlea Russ Farquhar.
years, the Varsity swimmers finished about very
his
lane
somehow
retied
Stratten and MacDonald will probably
butterfly
in
the
100
free
for
the
sake
of
the
120 points ahead of the University of Alberta
sprint over the final 150 yards resulted continue heavy training in preparation for the
while the third place race between Western team," said former Varsity captain Terry frantic
in a well-deserved eighth place.
World Student Games, while Adams may
and the University of British Columbia had Byron.
Veteran Bob Peeling concluded his college decide to enter the WSG trials in his native
not been settled at press time last night
Varsity'sfreestyle,
Merrily winning
Strattenboth
doniinated
the career
with
a
sixth
in
the
100
fly
and
Zvi
Eldar
women's
the
400
and
Varsity captain Jim Adams was named
Brazil.
Swimmer of the Meet after setting two CIAU 200-yard races and adding a close second in the
records in the beats of the 50 and 100-yard 100 free
freestytes; appropriately, Adams won the
Marilyn McCormick, Nancy Thompson and
championship final in both events and also Joan Dolson were the other Toronto
Track
finishes
second
anchored Blues' victories in the 400-yard swimmers in the women's section.
The
following
is a listing of the top three I
The
University
of
Toronto
track
team
placed
freestyle and medley relays.
coach Robin Campbell had planned
close second to the University of Western in each event:
Official results were not available last night, to Varsity
grab an early points lead Thursday night in aOntario
4
x
440
relay
{men):
1. Queen's, 3:26.0, 2. Toronto,
Saturday at the OUAA finals at the
but Varsity timers clocked Adams in 21.8 the distance freestyles, and freshman Shawn
3. Western,
seconds in the 50 free and 48.3 seconds in the Laari came through with a solid victory in the CNE grounds. The Western team earned 119.5 3:26.1,
SO metre
hurdles3:29.0.
(women): 1. Karen EQadki,
100. Adams had shared the former mark of
York, 7.6. /
out in Blues'
to Toronto's 118.8.
marathon
1500 metres (men): 1. G. McLaren, Western,
1,650 yardeffort
21.9 in the 50 with another Toronto sprinter, winning
in the and
800 helped
yard freestyle
relay. points
Other
participants
in
the
meet
and
then3:49.2;
2. J. Sharpe, Toronto, 3:525; 3. B. Stride,
Theo Van Ryn, who graduated in 1971.
Laari later proved to be the best of a standings included Queen's University with
3:53.8.
Adams might have swam his last races for somewhat slow field, winning the 500-yard 84.3 points, York (42.8), McMaster (30) and the Brock,
600
metre
(men): 1. R. Walter, Windsor, 1:20.6; 2.
Varsity as he is contemplating doing graduate freestyle as Varsity took six of seven possible University of Windsor (25.5). Eleven uni- Gerry Feeney,
Toronto, 1:21.5; 3. D. Cartan,
versities competed in the 23 event meet.
work in Europe next year. He narrowly missed gold medals in that section.
Toronto's best events of the day included McMaster, 1:21.6.
Overall, the times were below expectation
an unprecedented fifth gold medal in the 20050 metre hurdles (men): 1. D. Jarvis, Queen's, 6.7;
vault and
women's Dave
high jump.
yard freestyle as Ottawa's Jobs Duncan as the best of Canada's college swimmers just ofthe Tpole
D. Price,
Ross, Toronto.
7.1.
members
Brucethe Simpson,
Barrett,U 2. 1000
metreQueen's,
(men):7.0;1. 3.G.G. McLaren,
Western,
repeated
his narrow victory of last week's couldn't adjust to Calgary's 4,800-foot altitude. and Dave
Rudichuk
finished
in
the
top
three
OUAA finals.
"In UJS. college svriinming, there is an positions in the pole vault with heights of 2:26.6; 2. L. Reynolds, York, 2:30.0; 3. D. Lowe,
Only two other CIAU records fell in the allowance of almost 20 seconds for a swimmer
300 metre2:31.5.(women) : 1. G. Olinek, York, 41.0; 2. B.
three-day meet that featured the first joint who does a 1,650 freestyle at any altitude over 16'6", 13*6", and 13'6". Louise Hanna finished Guelph,
national collegiate championships for men and 3,300 feet, so Laari's time of 17:34 is actually first in the high jump with 1.78 metres.
Burton, McMaster, 41.9; 3. J. Mclntyre, Western,
women in Canadian swimming history.
In the men's 50 metre hurdles event Greg 42.2.
Byron said.
Ross placed third in 7.1 (a personal best time) De30Groot,
Olympian Byron MacDonald easily took veryMostrespectable,"
metres Toronto.
(men): 1.5.7;H. 3.Fraser,
Queen's, York,
5.6; 2.5.8.B.
of
the
15-member
Varsity
men's
team
D. Milgram,
and
Albo finished fifth in 7.5. (Albo has
both butterfly events in record time, for- turned in solid efforts, particularly veteran been Avo
(women): 1. J. Mclntyre, Western, 6.5;
on the basketball court for the past few 2. 50B. metres
months with the Varsity team.) Albo placed 6.7. Burton, McMaster, 6.6; 3. C. Browne, York,
second in his heat in 7.2, while Ross was third 800 metres (women): 1. J. McKinty, Laurentian,
in bis in 7.4.
2:20.3; 2. Lesley Evans, Toronto, 2:21.7; 3. L.
Bob DeGroot placed second in the 50 metre
final event in 5.7 seconds after finshing first in Andrews,
300 metresQueen's,
(men):2:29.6.
I. T. Rotondo, Western, 34.8
his heat in 5.8. Henry Tobias followed in 2. T. Powell, York, 35.1; 3. H. Fraser, Queen's, 35.2.
5000 metre (men): 1. J. Draton, McMaster,
fourth place with 6 flat, and finished second in 14:24.6;
2. K. Hamilton, York, 14:49.4; 3. B. Morley,
his heat with 5.8.
In the 600 metre event Gerry Feeney Toronto, 14:55.0.
4 x 2203.relay
in 1:21.5placed
to Windsor's
Walterin 1:34.6;
York,(men)
1:35.7.: 1. Western, 1 : 34.2 . 2. Queen's,
infinished
1:20.6.second
Mark Minden
fifth overall
4 x 220 relay (women): 1. Western, 1:53.2.
the 1000 metre event in 2:32.7.
High jump
(men):Little,
1. R. Toronto,
Anthony, Waterloo,
1.88
2. Erik
1.88; 3. Alan
In the
5000 metre Toronto's Morley was metres;
third
in 14:55.
Scheieger, Waterloo, 1.88.
In the jump events, Erik Little tied for first Long jump (men): 1. R. Petrauskas, Windsor, 6.76
place (and eventually placed second) to Ray Western,
metres; 2.6.67.
W. Clark, Western, 6.74; 3. B. Anderson,
Anthony of Waterloo, both with 1.88 metre
jumps. Another Blues basketball team York,
Long jump (women):
Debbie Van
Kiekebelt.5.2
2. Louise 1.Gauthier,
Laurentian,
member, Dave Watt, finished second in the metres;6 metres;
3. Cindy Browne, York, 4.89.
triple jumpfourth
in 14.41,
with Toronto's Keith
McKenzie
in 13.54.
Pole vault: 1. Bruce Simpson; Toronto, 16*6"; 2.
The Toronto team runners placed a close Dave Barrett, Toronto, 13'6"; 3. Dave Rudichuk
second to Western in the distance medley,
Shot put (men): 1. H. Barkauskas, Western,
with first-second place times of 10:23.4 and 48'25";
J. Ongarato, Queen's, 44"55"; 3. G.
10:25.8. The Toronto team also placed second Toronto, 2.13'6".
in the 4 x 400 relay, one tenth of a second back Glogowski. Toronto, 44'2".
of Three
Queen'sToronto
in 3:26.1.
Shot
Haiat, Hanna,
York, 49'8.25".
High putjump(women):
(women):1. Jane
1. Louise
Toronto,
team members also placed
within the top five in the 1500 metre event. 1.78 metres; 2. Karen Hladki, York, 1.62 metres.
Distance
medley
(men):
1.
Western,
L
10:23.4;
2.
10:25.8; 3. York, 10:33.0.
John
Sbarpe
was second
to Western's
McLaren
in 3:52.5,
while Paul
Glynn andGrant
Joe Toronto,
Triple
jump
(men):
1.
W.
Clark,
Western,
14.66;
2.
and
3:
.5
Sax finished 57
three-four
with.times of 3:55.1
D.13 59.Watt, Toronto, 14.41; 3. Don Price, Queen's,

It doesn't take much to get back in shape to play for the Bruins.

Basketball playoffs begin
The annual basketball playdown for the year. In addition, Bill Caskey, the masked
Sifton Cup commences tomorrow as all eight Meds forward, has stated publicly that he will
teams swing into action in sudden death let the captain of the opposing team which
quarter-final games.
eliminates Meds from the playoffs (if indeed
Mike'sonlyA and
B meet atearlier
high noon.
do get eliminated) remove this mask at
InSt.their
otherPHEencounter
this they
centre court following the loss. Meds by 10 is
season, St. Mike's outscored PHE B in the the betting line.
final minute of play by a count of 8-2 to win 77UC goes against Sr. Engineering Tuesday
71. PHE B won't be that close this time. St. night
at 7 pm in a game which promises the
Mike's will probably have the game out of greatest
likelihood of an upset The engineers
reach long before the last minute of play. Call have a wealth
of talent: if they can put it
it St. Mike's by 15.
together,
watch
out. However, seasoned
At 5 pm Tuesday, Vic tangles with Meds. observers of Interfac
playoffs say Big Red
Meds trampled Vic in their only meeting this experience
will carry UC through this contest

THE

[ Open

stacks

closer
get
Over a year of struggle came
ment was a "form of differential
one step closer to partial victory access which makes necessary
Monday night when open stacks formal application for adin the Robarts Library was admission" and that "the comvocated bya committee asked to
munity using the stacks will be
study the question.
self-selected and self-divided on
However, an amendment
basis of research needs".
moved by arts and science dean theWhile
it was not stated,
Bob Greene would set up Greene may have been referring
bureaucratic hassles that may to the terras of reference of the
discourage undergraduates, committee, which was instructed
graduate students and faculty to differentiate stack, access on
members alike from using the the basis of "academic need".
Political economy professor
university's
main book collection.
Sanford Lakoff criticized
By a vote of 10 to 2, with one Greene's amendment, asking
abstention, the Library Subcom- what would happen if 30,000
mittee voted to recommend people turned up?" He also
equal access to the stacks for all questioned
the necessity of
) university
area on an apAfter themembers.
subcommittee com- stating subject
plication ifthere were to be no
pletes its report on the library, access restrictions.
first the Academic Affairs ComGreene replied that this
mittee then the Governing Coun- procedure would enable "the
library to get a far better percepcil's
executive
and
finally
the
council itself
must approve the
tion of the stacks in this exrecommend
a tion.
first year" and said
If it is approved, the demands that it wasploratory an
of
of three occupations of Simcoe (his) concern for "expression
conservation".
Hall last spring for open access
Student representative Brian
for both university and com- Morgan declared that he had
originally found the amendment
met munity members will be partially "distasteful"
There was little debate on the now support itbut that he would
main motion Monday, as most of Lakoff also suggested at the
the issues had been thrashed meeting that the use of the
over at two previous meetings. library could be limited by putThe recommendation, which
ting restrictions on the access of
came from an internal subcom- first year students to the
research
library.
mittee working group that
predicted differentiated access
Lakoff said that the people
would be almost impossible to who need the library most were
put into practice, urged that "all faculty members, post-graduate
members of the university be students and undergraduates
granted equal admission to the doing major research essays. He
stacks and that "a thorough also said that people should be
| review
be made afterrecommended
one year". - encouraged to be "self-limiting".
The amendment
. Alumna Jean Collinsthat stack passes to be granted Williams suggested that this
automatically to any member of restriction be a "positive" rather
the university upon application, than a "negative" restriction, by
be required. Applicants would encouraging
first year students
have to state the "subject area in to use the other libraries on campus instead of the Robarts
which they will be, working and
the nature of their research; and Library.
the period of time for which the
Collins-Williams also
application is made".
suggested that first year students
The minimum length of time have their applications endorsed
for which a stack pass would be by a member of the department
granted is one month; the
Professors W.M. Dick, who sat
maximum would be one term.
on the working group, and Hans
The amendment, passed by the Kunov objected to this
same margin as the main suggestion, stating it was neither
motion, concludes that all "these necessary or practical.
Collins-Williams' motion that
procedures" will be reviewed at
the conclusion of the first year of "members of the university
operation of the Robarts Library, registered in their first year
which is expected to open within would require endorsement in a
five months of the end of the manner to be decided before admis ion to the Robarts Library
elevator workers' strike.
Greene said that his amend- stacks" was defeated 4 to 9.
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Students
rally
Monday
featured Arts
Science Student
ondav feahirpH
Arte and
a-nA
Ch.j *
Union fieldworker David Depoe singing "The
George occupation.
Duff Talking Blues" in support of the
math
Today, it may be the Lady Godiva
Memorial Band's turn, as occupying math
students have invited the engineering band to
a noon rally.

TAi>AfciT/M
TORONTOI

at Sid Smith
Students
from
i'Universit
e du Quebec
ci i_" 'i- will
<■
-the ....
Montreal
attend
rally
in_ the Sida
Smith foyer to relate their struggles to the
math students'' fight Progress reports from
the occupiers
will also be given.
For more stories on the occupation, see
oaee 3.

Kunov unsuccessfully
course in library instruc- Tcchnical problems al The
suggested that any member of take a tion",
but not required to.
the university be required to pass
Varsity's printers made it
Most committee members were necessary lo eliminate four
a computerized library test
before granted admission to the in favour of some kind of orien- pages from the paper early
library.
tation course. Associate librarian this morning. Pari II of (he
of expression feature
H. Sholler said that the library freedom
Morgan said that people was about to expand on a "major will appear Friday.
should rather be "encouraged to orientation program".

U of T lawyers
throw
out behavior
code
By RANDY ROBERTSON
After both Internal Affairs and the disruption or undue disturbance, by any
Schiff concluded "from the flak in The
U of T solicitors have tossed the Academic Affairs Committee have ap- means, of teaching, research, ad- Varsity" that those who are opposing this
proposed code of behaviour into the
ministration, disciplinary proceedings, or subsection of the code "want to be able to
proved the present code, the Governing
continue to disrupt to attain their own
Council must pass it Then possibly in
wastebasket
other authorized activity on univer- substantial
force in law. - at least as far as it has any April it must be drafted in legal terms any sity
ends even when the Governing
premises, including public service acThe discipline code proposed for the which will then have to be approved by
t
i
v
i
t
i
e
s
o
f
the
university."
Council
does
not approve these ends."
Cadario said that the committee had
university is valuable only as a statement the council.
askedthese
the committee
allow these"whether
alternativewe
not intended by means of this subsection canHe have
of principle and has no legal validity,
The
code
as
it
is,
Cadario
said,
is
"too
student governor Paul Cadario, co-author positive" and too vague. The principles it to ban all peaceful demonstration and means — what I can only call 'running in
with vice-president Jill Conway of the enunciates are acceptable only as prin- picketing "and the section should be read
Graduate student governor Clarice
ciples and cannot be acted on.
code, admitted yesterday.
inCadario
light of this
intention."
After the Internal Affairs Committee
defined
a peaceful demon- Henschel
the street?"asked if the current math oc"It
is
necessary
for
us
to
be
exhaustive
came out of closed session, Cadario an- in formulating these prohibitions,"
stration as "one which does not obstruct
would be obstruction
considered anor "intentional ocupation
r reckless
disrupnounced that the university's solicitors Cadario said. "It is not sufficient for us to disrupt or disturb". He realized, he said,
tion or undue disturbance". Cadario
have advised him that "the code's general merely provide examples," Cadario said. that it is now necessary for the committee
to
discuss
the
occupation
in
Section Six of the proposed code in- to define what constitutes "obstruction", refused
statements
will
not
suffice
as
a
discipline
relation to the code.
code."
cludes aseries wherever
of "examples
conduct tois "disruption,"
and referred
"disturbance".
The committee
the matter to "We are not a tribunal" he said, "We
The solicitors, Cassels Brock, have ad- be prohibited
the ofuniversity
vised that a code of definite prohibitions uniquely involved or affected." The an internal task force, which, after con- are a committee trying to develop a
be formulated, he said.
solicitors recommend that these examples
sulting lawyers, will report in time for the discipline code for the university."
Professor Michael Grapko wondered
Part-time student governor Norma be presented not as examples but as said
committee's
last nightMarch 22 meeting, Cadario whether
the code was of any value if the
Grindal said last night, that as a result of prohibitions.
A controversial section of it which
Conservative faculty member Stanley math occupation could not be discussed.
the lawyers' advice and concern about the
"The
code
should allow me to make a
Schiff
claimed
that
this
subsection
in
no
because
it
is
drafted
in
negative
terms,
wording of a clause of prohibitions, the
that I can feel comfortable
earliest she thinks the university's Cadario said is the only one that could be way prohibits any demonstration that judgment
discipline policy can be implemented is legally implemented, prohibits "wherever does not interfere with "the guts of the having made. If it does not allow me to
the university is uniquely involved:
June.
university," which he said are teaching, make such a judgement, then it is worthMay. Cadario hopes it will be passed in
"Intentional or reckless obstruction or research, administration.
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2 The Varsity
HERE
TODAY
all day
Voting starts tor Vic SAC rep elections.
Boxes and
are atBurwasti.
Wymilwood, Old Vic, Annesely
Math week.
occupation
now entered
itsThesecond
We arehasconfident
that
we will win of we continue to get your
support. There Is lots to be done! General
meetings are held everyday at fpur. A
petition campaign is now underway.
Leatletting and postering has to be done.
Come up to the 4th Iloor of Sid Smith to
see what you can do. Why not stay overnight?
Geography students! Tickets on sale all
day today for the annual T.U.G.S. Spring
Party to be held this Friday evening.
Tickers
person.(Ground
At the Hoor).
T.U.G.S.
office, Sid$1.25Smithper 10594
am
"From Non-Hero to Hero in ContemChinese Literature":
a seminar
given byporary
Professor
Merle Goldman
of the
of History,
BostonBldg.,
University.
AtDepartment
Room 202,
Gaibraith
35 St.
George Street. 11 am
Blood donor clinic in the Medical
Building. Everyonenoonis welcome,
Secularism's
Impact ongroupContemporary
Theology;
a discussion
wilh Roger
Hutchinson.
At the- Wooder Room, Old
Vic
Victoria College Orama Club invites
anyone with dramatic ideas, suggestions
or talent to attend open meeting to plot
1973-74 2nddramatic
season. At the
Room,
floor Wymilwood,
150 Copper,
Charles
Street.
Mass rally sponsored by the occupied
Math Department. Featuring speakers on
the fight in the Math Department, a
student from the recently strike-bound
Universite'
more.
In thedu SidQuebec.
Smith Music,
Lobby. andAt 8much
pm,
folksinging
festival
fourth
Iloor of Sid
Smith. Bring your12:15musical
instruments.
pm
Free Chaplin chuckles brought to you
by Odeon Innis. Early Chaplin shorts. At
the Innis Film Room.1 pm63 St. George Street
LaD'Empire"
Troupe 368depresente
"Les
DPlayhouse
Vian Batisseurs
U.C.
79A StBorisGeorge
St.au Entre
gratuite.
1:10 pm
Joe Rosenblatt, Canadian poet, reads
from his own work in the Music Room,
Hart
House. Sponsored by the- Library
Committee.
2 pm
::Women Directors And Their Films", at
2 pm. Also Lolte Reinigers' "The
Grasshopper
andGirltheDance".
Ant" and Dorothy
Arzners'
pm, an
Evening "Dance
With Tanya
BallantyneAt 7MacKay,
"Thingsmaker wilI beCannot
Change".
The
present and discussion filmwill
follow. Sponsored by Programme in Film
and Visual Arts, C.Y.S.F. and College
Councils. York University, Curtis Lecture
Hall "L". Admission
6:30 ispm Iree.
Hillel's
Kosher
reserve
byStreet.5 pm at Hillel supper.
House, 1B6PleaseSt George
THE

AND
NOW
7:30 pm
Vampire
Killers (atTate.9:30)Admission
by Roman isPolanwith Sharon
$1.50
The U of T Sailing Club hold its annual skl
at 7:30 or $1.00 at 9:30. At the OISE
general
meeting
in
the
Hart
House
252
Bloor
Street
West.
Debates Room. Proposed for the meeting Auditorium,
The Christian Science College
are the elections of the new executive, the Organization
meets(basement).
in the WoodgerInspired
Room
announcement of the spring schedule at "Old Vic"
and some exciting sailing movies.
readings are followed
by
testimonies
'The
Confession"
part
of
a
political
8 pm TIM 8:30 pm. of
healing. AH welcome.
film festivalMovement
sponsored andby the
Christian
the Student
United
Does working
overseasattend
for twotheyears
Nations
Association.
Church,
121 Avenue
Rd., Admision:
98 cents.
terest you? Then
CUSOin8 pmAt St. Paul's
General Information Meeting at The InterMeeting
of
the
U
of
T
Homophlle
national 33StudentsSt.Centre
the PendarAssociation. Upcoming dance to be vesCanadian
Lounge,
GeorgeInP.Street.
author George
Elliott will
discussed
-volunteers
discussedlounge,
- volun-all
teers
needed.
GSU,
upstairsdiscuss
"The Kissing Man" in
the
Hart hisHousebookLibrary.
welcome.
all
day
Israeli folk dancing, at Hillel House, 186
THURSDAY
St. George Sheet8:30 pm
Geography students: Tickets on sale
all day today tor the annual T.U.G.S.
"The Struggle Continues in Portugal;s
Spring Party
this
FridayAt African
colonies": a film and address to
evening.
Ticketstooffice,
arebe$1.25held
person.
be givenAvenue
by Robert
van Lierop.
At 121St.
Ihe T.U.G.S.
SidperSmith
594, Paul's
Roadblocks
United
(Ground floor). 9 am
Avenue
Road. Four
northChurch.
of Bloor,
near Dupont
Voting starts for Vic SAC rep elections.
The Board of Regents and the Senate
Boxes
Wymilwood, Old Vic, An- of Victoria U niversity, Toronto, Invite you
nesely are
and atBurwash.
10:30 am
and your friends
to be present
ation ofGoldwin
Sylvesterat The
French,InSurvival Game,
the Aisp- CD., M.A., stalPh.D.,
as President and VlceseedThe workshop.
At thea play
U.C. byPlayhouse,
University,
in Con79-a St George Street.
11 amAdmission Is free. Chancellorvocatiofon Hal .Victoria
Afterwards,
at a reception
be held in Victoria College. Free
Blood donor clinic in the Medical will
at 85 Charles St. West Pay
Building. Everyone 1 ispmwelcome. Till 4 pm. parking
parking, Huron Street, West side, 113 St.
George St
La Troupe 368
"Les Batisseurs
Le Cercle
FrancaisLe deBourgeois
St Michale's
d'Empire"
de presente
Vian
U.C. College
presente
Playhouse 79A
StBorisGeorge
Stau Entree
tilhomme,
piece
de
Moliere,
a GenU.C.les
Gratuite.
4 pm
Playhouse, 79A St George St. Pour
reservations:
tel:
485-0059
entre
19
et
21
Film on the struggle for independence
heii res.
inshownMozambique.
"A
Luta
Continua"
Robertjournalist,
Van Lierop,
Americanby lawyer,
who antookAfrothe
DIAMOND RING SET
films ces.himselt
with theAt Room
Frelimo 2158,
forDiscussionwhile4:10
follows.
V% CARAT (total weight)
Medical Science Bldg.pmTill 6 pm.
"The French author and public
relations
$295
Robert Finch.1635-1778"
At the West with
Hall. -Professor
University
College.
6:30 pm
Hillel, Kosher supper.pm Please reserve by
5Street.
pm today at Hillel7 House,
186 St. George
"Women Directors And Their Films":
Mireille Dansereaus' Canadian Film
Award
"La ViewillRevee"
will beto
We offer
a wide selection
modshown. Winner,
Kay Armitage
be present
ern and traditional
styles Inof yellow
or white
gold. Diamond
ring,registered
matchanswer
questions
about
Dansereaus'
ing
wedding
band
and
and to discuss with the audience 'Womenlilm
appraisal certificate included.
In film*.
York Admission
University's
7:30
pm is Curtis
ture HallsAt "L".
free. Lec20% WITH
STUDENT
ATL DISCOUNT
CARD
85% Canadian Ouola Educational
Speakers:
Barry
Lord
National
Chairman
HUGH
PROCTOR
& CO.
of the 85% Canadian Quota Campaign
Jewellers
• Gemmologists
1430 Y0N6E
ST.
Greg
Keilty,
U
of
T
Workers
Against
the
Layoffs Gail Lord, Stop the Wright report.
PATIO DE ORO PLAZA
921-7702
St.At Graduate Students Union, 16 Bancroft
just South or St. Clair
Two horror classics at OISE; Night of
the Living Dead (at 7:30) and Fearless

BLACK
HART
presents

PUB

ART GALLERY
THE TONY AND ELEANOR
PAINE EXHIBITION
GALLERY HOURS:
11 a.m.11■ a.m.
9 p.m.- 5 p.m.
TuesdayMonday,
to Saturday.
Sunday. 2 p.m. ■ 5 p.m.

TODAY
p.m.
Etit Common Room,12:00-2
Hart Home

CLASSICAL
CONCERT
TONIGHT 8.30 P.M.

POETRY READING
JOE ROSENBLATT
TODAY AT1:10 P.M.
MUSIC ROOM, HART HOUSE

PAUL BR0DIE,
SOPRANO SAXOPHONE
ANT0NINPIANO
KUBALEK,
GREAT HALL

LIBRARY
EVENING
G.P. ELLIOTT
TOMORROW,
HART HOUSE LIBRARY 8:00 P.M.

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS
THIS WEEK: SWEET BLIN DN ESS
STARTS AT 8:30 P.M.
Mr JACK FISHER Presents
Seaway
Hotel
766-4392

1926 Lakeshore W.
at Windermere

NEW- DIFFERENT
BACKSTAGE Lounge
a year-round festival of pop, rock, folk
NOW APPEARING

WALKER'S ROAD
NEXT WEEK
BANANAS
"5 O'CLOCK
TIME" -CASUAL
REFRESHING
ENTERTAINMENT
& DANCING
NIGHTLY BREATHER
FROM

This

Week

at S.M.C

Today 1215 Brennan Hall Lounge
City Government Forum No. 4
E.A. Goodman debates James Lorimer
over development in Toronto
Theatre:
Cercle Francais presente
Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme
March 8,9,10,11 - U.C. Playhouse
Emily Dickinson: A Letter in Six Movements
A play with music by Tim Gauntley
March 9,10,11-8:30
Upper Brennan JHall
Both productions Free!
Wednesday and Thursday March 14.15
Student Union Elections

Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday
in the Arbor Room, Hart House
Draft Beer, Dancing, Good Music

VOTE!
ALL EVENTS SPONSORED BY
St. Michael's Students' Union
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Chilean
supports
By VAL ROSS
"The overwhelming majority,
nine out of ten working men in
Chile identify themselves as
socialist", sociologist
said University
Wisconsin
Mauriceof
Zeitlin last week.
Addressing 200 students in
Sidney Smith in a lecture entitled "The End of Capitalism in
Chile", Zeitlin termed Chile "the
only country in the western
hemisphere (except Cuba) with a
revolutionary socialist mass
movement"
Calling Marxist Chilean
president Salvadore Allende
"The modest alternative to an
Profs ease up
in CEGEP fight
MONTREAL (CUPI) The Board
of Governors of John Abbott
College (CEGEP) voted at a
special meeting to adopt a middle of the road position on the
cuts in status and salary imposed
on its faculty by the provincial
government
Last December 15 the Quebec
Department of Education arbitrarily announced implementation of revised criteria for
determining scholar ity (the
amount of formal education and
teaching experience by which
teachers are classified and thus
paid). Dossiers on all teachers
employed by the province were
then forwarded to Quebec City
for re-evaluation within 90 days.
In early February, Vanier
College received the first of the
new classifications of about 80
teachers. Some 90 per cent were
declassified. At its next meeting,
the Vanier Board of Governors
voted to continue paying the
teachers
rates. at pre-declassification
The Board of Governors at
Dawson College CEGEP adopted almost an identical motion
shortly after the Vanier decision.
On Februaryit would
26 Vanier's
bank
announced
not honor
cheques issued contrary to government regu lations. Dawson' s
bank
wards. followed suit shortly afterOn February 27 the John Abbott Faculty Association Adopted a resolution calling on the
board to follow the example of
Vanier and Dawson and to pay
teachers at pre-declassification
scales. The teachers had the full
backing of the students'
association
port workers.and the college's supWhen the Board met February
28 Chairman Robert Layton
stressed the action taken by
Vanier's
and Dawson's
banks
and
questioned
the effectiveness
of the proposed motion.
The Faculty Association's
motion (which was presented by
the students' representative) was
left to Faculty
die, without
being seconded.
representatives
were legally ineligible to vote on
this question. The Board, which
is composed mainly of successful
■•business figures and middle class
Parents, then voted on a
resolution drawn- up by College
Director-General,
Bruce
McAusland, which would place
funds for the faculty in trust
, ESSAY SERVICES
A new and compiek rERMPAPER
service. Originality, quality, and
security dictate our policy.
Phone: 961-6150
Hour*Sal.-Sun.
Mon.-Frl.B flm-S
3 pm-10pm pm
Professional Typing Don*
300 AVENUE ROAD
—
2nd floor

working

class

Allende,
scautious.
prof
being too
increasingly militant peasant say
In contrast to the optimism
class", Zeitlin implied his hopes elsewher
e Allende did not expect
for
the election
outcome inofChile.
yesterday's
general
a victory for his socialist Party
However, he reminded his yesterday, Zeitlin said. Opinion
audience that for the U.S.A. polls suggest the party will get 40
"the stakes in Chile's future are per cent of the popular vote.
high indeed . . . close to $1 As long as the Socialist control
billion for American investors one third of the Chilean
alone." The Allende government Congress, they can block
came to power publicly vowing to legislation; should they fail to
nationalize foreign monopolies. get that third elected, a more
But in addition to foreign centrist Congress could impeach
pressures, Chile has been beset President Allende.
by internal problems. Inflation is For Chile, one of the world's
running rampant while food has most stable political systems,
been rationed since January. The this election could abort what
Allende government has faced revolution.
has been called the peaceful
threats from the radical left for

1
1
=
f
=
s
£

Maurice Zeitlin says most of Chile's workers are socialists

JAZZ, MODERN,
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
BENSON BUILDING
INDOOR

FIELD HOCKEY
7th March -4th April
Wednesday 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
ALL WELCOME
SKILLS CAN BE LEARNED!

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
THE FRENCH AUTHOR AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
1635 - 1778
PROFESSOR ROBERT FINCH
THURSDAY, MARCH 8, AT 4.10 P.M.
WEST HALL, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
COFFEE AT 3.30 P.M.

CHARLES
WEIDMAN
AND HIS
THEATRE
[ DANCE
COMPANY
!
[
;
j
''■
AN HISTORIC FESTIVAL PERFORMANCE
BY NEW YORK'S CHARLES WEIDMAN THEATRE DANCE COMPANY
ONE NIGHT ONLY
dancing his famous'A Lincoln
'ThurberPortrait'
Fables' tynchtown' and
Original founder of Modern Dance along with Martha Graham
in the 1920's.
"-.there hasliKe been
in thetoday."
dance before him to pattern after and certainly even
remotely
him innobody
the dance
Jonn Martin, The Modern Dance.
RYERS0N THEATRE, 43 GERRARD STREET EAST
FRIDAY, MARCH 9th 8:30 p.m.
ALL TICKETS $2.50
• Eaton's 364-6487
• Ryerson Theatre Box Office — 595-5088
• Benson Bldg. (320 Huron) Box Office, Room 102
open daily 8:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. — 928-3441

COMPOSITION

DANCE
& BALLET

Exciting and creative 2 day Dance O.W.IAA.
Workshop at University of Toronto, featuring
guest artist CHARLES WEIDMAN from New
York
who will teach a class in mime and the original
Humphry Weidman Dance Technique. DAVID
EARLE of Toronto Dance Theatre will teach a
class in the pioneer technique of Martha Graham.
Meet and observe all Ontario University
performance groups. Workshop, Friday 1:00dance
p.m.
•Registration
5 p.m. and$3.00
Saturday
9:30 a.m.
4:00Huron
p.m.
at Benson
Bldg. ■320
St. Room 102. Information 928-3441.
See you there!
FILM ON THE STRUGGLE FOR INDEPENDENCE
IN MOZAMBIQUE

"A by Luta
shown
ROBERT VANCont
LIEROP inua"
anthe Afro-American
and journalist,
Frelimo forces.lawyer
(English
soundtrack)who took the films himself while with
DISCUSSION FOLLOWS.
THURSDAY, MARCH 8, 4 to 6 P.M.
ROOM 2158, MEDICAL SCIENCE BLDG.
Sponsored
STUDIES COMMITTEE in cooperation with the
DEPARTMENTby.theOF AFRICAN
ANTHROPOLOGY.
Admission Free
(Mr. teVanfor theLierop
will beof visiting
the sponsorship of (he Toronto CommitLiberation
PortugueseToronto
AfricanunderColonies.)

unclassified
LET
HELP anYOUincinerator.
Pur your baby
into a 89cradleSt.
ratherUS than
Birthright,
George 469-1111.
BEN'S MEN'S HAIRSTYLING (Specialising in
long hair) in the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry,
250 College St. Tel. 924-681 1 ext. 560. Hair cut
PRIVATE TUTORING Tutoring in physics,
$2.25
mathematics, available at reasonable rates. S.B.
Joshi (M. St) 351 Howland Ave. - 925-0203.
QUEBEC SKI TOUR March 17-22 $69. 5 full
days
of skiing at Mt. St.included.
Anne. AllWrite:
transportation
and accommodation
Canadian
Ski Tours. 25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington or
Phone: Gord Allan. 247-2339.
EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe, Greece
and Turkey departs June 5th for 3 months $600.
plus $215 return flight to England. Phone
Peter 922-5006.
WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from S10 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadlna Ave.
(Between
selection ofQuaen
fun furs,& Dundas)
trade Ins Excellent
accepted
Thur-Frl
till 5 "furs
pm. 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6
We buy used
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE, theses, ienced
essays, -- electric
French, typewriters,
Latin - exper-86
Bloor St. W. typists
Ste, 670, 922-7624.
AVENUE ROAD AND BLOOR • several nice
rooms in quiet house. Share kitchen and washroom. $12.00 noon
to $35.00
weekly. Phone 9246738 between
and 8 p.m.
WHAT IS AN ANTHROPOLOGIST? Send your
answers to: J. Glasswater, c/o Dept. of Anthropol gy. Uof T.

tfSSAV SERVICES Do you have old essays? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES,
961-6150.
3 pm.10 pm.; Sat.-Sun.
9 am.-S Mon.-Frl.
pm. Professional
typing done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.
EUROPE
SUMMER
LONDON from
S79 one 73way TORONTO
or $155 return.to
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
AOSC,
44 St. your
GeorgeStudent
St.. Toronto
962-8404
Council. 5,416BOOK
EARliY AND- or SAVE
TRAVELLING EUROPE INTERNA
mONAL STUDENT I.D, card, student
/allpass. car rentals, cheapest antf most
dependable charter flights, camping tours
btc, all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.
George St..TravelToronto
5. 416 - 962-8404. (The
Student
dent Council) co-op owned by your stuEUROPE
CarStudent
Rentals Railpass
and Sales
Charter - Flights
Student fares on ships to Europe
Conquestor Travel
782-5033
368-9970
STUDENTRAIL PASS
Prices
Marchgo 15.up byOrderovernow10%at on
old rates-$135 for 2 months.
CONQUEST TRAVEL368-9970
782-5033
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Alex Podnlck
Editor
Office
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demands or individuals were mentioned. My not
response
was such with
that Mr.
Salaff did
communicate
me
further.
The movement began with a burst of
enthusiasm
by students
class.
If those
involvedin Mr,
had Salaff
drawns
other students and faculty into a
discussion of the genuine grievances
and issues facing the mathematics
department, there cou Id have
developed a movement, that would
have earned the support and paration of all forwardlookingit
students and ticipfaculty.
Unfortunately,
soon became evident that the students
were acting on the basis of misinforProfs proposals
We. the undersigned, faculty mem- mation.
Mr. Salaff was presented as a man
bers at the University of Toronto are
in favour of the following measures to who had been fired, whereas in fact he
held
only a temporary, part-time apresolve the issue in the mathematics
pointment, carrying no presumption of
department:
made without the in1, That students and faculty have a continuationvestigaand
with other
substantial voice in the matters oi candidates thattion and competition
takes
place for regular
hiring, firing, and tenure of professors,
appointments. The demand that
and police- making decisions,
Spring be rehired was made
2. That professors Spring, Salaff, professor
although he
and Mather he re- hired pending without hismadeknowledge,
on objection when he
disposition of their cases by such a graciously
learned of it He, also, was represented
procedure.
B. Baldtis (Sociology)
as having abeenyear"fired,"
although
resigned
ago and
has hea
M. Watkin* (Political Economy)
prestigious
appointment
in
Paris.
Both
Scar)
P. Fitting di(French,
Mike's)
professors Spring and Mather were
Vincent
Norcia St.(Humanities.
presentedtivity inasattempting
being fired to
for improve
their acF. Cunningham (Philosophy)
teaching or otherwise reform, the
D. Gotdstiek (Philosophy)
mathematics department, whereas no
■Graeme Nicholson (Philosophy)
one in our department is aware of any
J, MeLeod (Political Economy)
such
activity on their part.
Lorenne Clark (Philosophy)
The mathematics department was
Christine Casein (Philosophy)
falsely represented as not being inM. Cross (History)
terested in teaching and not considering teaching in matters of hiring,
Misinformed; prof
promotion, and tenure. Because of
Some members of the university limited space, I mention only that in
community have been surprised that recent years the department has hired
advocates of greater student par- two full professors primarily because
ticipation in university government of their reputations as teachers, that
and heavier weighting of teaching per- many members of the department have
formance instaffing decisions are not a commitment to teaching that takes
priority over research, and that tenure
supporting
the current
"occupation".
The following
may clarify
this and has recently been denied to professors
other misunderstandings.
who were deficient in teaching.
Several months ago, before the
It was claimed that the mathematics
present movement started, Mr. Salaff department did not support its chairman. Before the rally on February 28
asked mereform
to help
him organize
student
movement
that might"a th. Mr. Salaff was told by a member of
force the mathematics department to our department that we had passed a
give me a job". No other specific resolution supported by our chairman
professors Mather, Spring, and Salaff
is only the beginning of the math
students'
for democratic
trol of theirstruggle
department,
which is conpart
of a university fully integrated into fhe
administrative machinery by which an
economically- based ruling class
manages
aspect ofis our
society.in
We feelevery
the struggle
therefore
the interests of every student, not just
the math students. The greatest
mobilization is the only way to
decisively defeat the medieval, cliqueridden despotism of the university.
United Socialist Slate

Vickery solution
The sit-in at Sid Smith, the past few
days, has been a major concern of ours
during the SAC presidential campaign.
We have stood solidly for a reasonable
approach to all campus disputes. Any
attempts to create a confrontation are
to be shunned. There is, however, an
obvious difference of opinion between
the students and the math department
We would like to see a quick solution
to the problem. With this in mind, we
propose an approach similar to the
following:
(1) that, all committees (including
tenure) be structured so as to include
student positions,
(2) that the restructured committees
review the positions of professors
Mather, Spring, and Salaff with regard
to the granting of tenure to the former
and the renewal of the contract of the
latter for the coming year,
(3) that the restructured committee
review the whole concept of tenure
with a view to replacing it with
another form of hiring ■• for example,
five-year renewable contracts.
We would like to reiterate that our
main concern is for a reasonable
Solution to the problem.
Vickery. Bannon. and Weedon
Rehiring the start
The United Socialist Slate (Old
Mole and Young Socialists} urges all
students
rallytrying
in sup-to
port of theto attend
studentstoday's
who are
wrest control of their education away
from George Duff and the autocrats of
the ' math department.
Maintaining the employment of

Tha Varalty, a member ol Canadian
University Press, was "lounded In 1B80
minlsl'allve
end
Is published
theof theSludenis"
AdofPress
Toromo
andCouncil
Isbyprimed
byUniversity
Dalsons
Lid. Opinions
expressed
In this
"The
most
successful
politician
is
he
newspaper ate not necessarily those of
who says what everybody Is thinking iho
Administrative
Council
(fieStudents'
administration
of the university.
most often and in -Theodore
the loudest Roosevelt
voice" orFormal
or businesscomplaints
operationaboutof ihethepapereditorial
may
be addressed
to Committee.
the Chairman,Varsity
Campus
Relations
Board of Directors. 91 St. George Si.
by a vote
of 27 to 2(Several
with about
dozen
abstentions.
othera halfstaff
members had to leave before the vote
and asked to be, but were not, counted
as yes votes.) A few minutes later Mr.
Salaff told the rally that the chairman
of the
department
not evenmathematics
muster a majority
of his "canstaff.
Only 27 people voted for his
resolution."of the
The fact is thatdepartmany
members
ment would mathematics
welcome student
collaboration, but they are united in
support of professor Duff and in the
determination that no one is going to
obtain a job by force.
Instead of politicizing (he
movement,sonalized itinto
the a leaders
perslanderoushave
vendetta
against our chairman designed to force
him to use his imagined powers to
grant demands that are either contrary
to his conscience (and* those of the
overwhelming majority of the staff) or
outside his jurisdiction. Their conduct
has been such that even the most
liberal members of the department
have (after considerable sou lsearching) declined to support the sitin. Speakers sent to mathematics
classes and allowed to appeal for support of the occupation have evoked a
negative response. Student comments
suggest that this is not due to a lack of
student interest in improving teaching
or increased democracy, but simply to
suspicion
self-interestthe rather
issues havethatdominated
affair. than
As a result of t hese events, the
occupying forces have dwindled to
three people wanting jobs, a professor
of sociology, a handful of Mr. Salaff s
students, and a few others. U nf ess
someone blunders and creates a pointless confrontation, the problem of the
occupiers is how to terminate a putsch
that failed, I hope that when the dust
clears we shall be able to sincerely
thank those students who, in spite of
errors caused by lack of information,
have behaved reasonably and helped
members of the mathematics department to rea lize that better
organization and communication is
needed in order to guarantee an
adequate and healthy participation by
both students
and faculty in the conduct of its affairs.
Kenneth O. May
Professor of Mathematics

Everybody
wants
to back
somebo
in GC
race
Father A Gibson, Chairman of the government that we take our elections thatdy
as many students
next year (tenure and hiring
Faculty endorse
Religious Studies, (SMC) participation in the university vote as possible. Only by demon- procedures, New Program
Robert Logan (Physics) seriously. When the Governing
strating our concern in expan- Review, the COPSEO report are
E. Mendelsohn (Mathematics) Council is reviewed next year,
Reform Slate
ding these channels of student just a few). We have thrown our
Peter
Rosenthal
such
a
vote
will
give
grounds
for
participation
can we hope to support behind two particular
We, the undersigned members
increasing student represen- have a long term effect in im- candidates for the Arts and
of the faculty, endorse the Stephen Salaff (Mathematics)
(Mathematics)
tation on Governing Council.
proving the education available Science seat -- David Laughton
Reform Slate in the Governing
Tony Smith (Sociology) This would have a far-reaching at this university.
and Gord Barnes - but the main
Council elections, and urge all
There are many important point is to get out and vote.
students to vote for the can- David Spring (Mathematics) effect on the amount of say that
MPSCU Executive
J.T. Stevenson, co- you will have in your education. issues which will be coming up
didate in their constituency.
ordinator, steering commitMany other important issues
The Reform Slate stands for:
tee; Faculty Reform
Caucus, will come before Governing
(Philosophy)
1. Free and open access to
Council next year. The New
the Robarts Library for members
Reader laments
L.W.
Sumner,
undergraduate
Program review, hiring
of the university, and opposition
secretary, (Philosophy) regulations, and the university's
to the amalgamation of branch
F.D. Tall, (Mathematics) response to the COPSEO report
and college libraries.
2. No Jee increases or loan F. W. Winter, steering commit- are among them. I personally
cutbacks.
tee, Faculty Reform Caucus; support David Laughton— and
Rita Mae Brown in her article Certainly, any homosexual
Barnes to succeed me as
3. Increased student chairmnn. Fine Art Department Gord
feature
of February 26 stated
that relationship is a liberation in
arts and science representatives "Lesbianism
representation
on
university
offends male that it rejects formal sexual roles
Mike Mather (Math, Erin) to the council, but my major plea
committees.
However,
is for a large turnout. Please in- supremacy."
The candidates for the Reform
indeedcorollary
this is propagated
lesbianism by(orsociety.
homosexuality)
true, surely theIf logical
form yourselves and
vote.
Slate are Howard Levitt, Student governor
Ianstudent
Morrison,
should
only
be
considered
a
would
be
that
homosexuality
ofrep.
Howard Stein, Richard Schabas,
if it is the expression
fends female subservience, an liberation
Michael Naemsch, Tony Leah, sees the future
of
natural
inclinations
on
the
Governing
Council
assumption
which
is
somewhat
Phil Dack, and Eric DePoe.
contestable.
part of both partners. The
Norman Bell,
The Governing Council elec- MPSCU wants
that oflesbianism
(ie.
steering committee.
tions presently underway may
To lesbianism
suggest, as does
Ms.foremost
Brown proposal
denouncement
the male sex)
that
is
the
Faculty Reform
Caucus
have
long-term
implications
for
be
necessary
for
ultimate
(Sociology) the quality of education at this
expression of liberation may be liberation is not only ridiculous,
Michael Cross, university. Education is people, you to vote
considered "oppressive" by those
Victoria College but it is also structures. A large
It is very important that women who experience it's downright lamentable.
Cynthia Farquharson
Dean of Men (History) student vote will demonstrate to during the Governing Council heterosexual desires!
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HART HOUSE PRESENTS
MUSIC COMMITTEE

open budget
MUSIC WEDNESDAY NIGHT
meetings
TONIGHT:
By JOHN CAMPBELL
In spite of their broad support
PAUL BR00IE, saxophone
for openess on decision-making
bodies on campus, student members of the budget committee go
ANTONIN PLAYING
KUBALEK, piano
along with senior
administrators
and faculty members in the
decision to have committee
BACH, VIVALDI, KLEIN, CHOPIN
meetings, held in closed session.
& HINDEMITH
The meetings, which developed
8.30 P.M. GREAT HALL
proposals for the budget released
Friday, ran from July to December last year.
The policy of openess was the
focus of vigorous debate at the
inception of the governing Council last year, and many students
and student organizations, including SAC and the Graduate
Students' Union, expressed
Su
perior
■ : Mm,
themsel
ves publicly in favour of
an open policy-making process.
Part-time student budget comOptical
mittee
Joyce
said she was member,
in agreementDenyer
Prescription
with
secrecy in principle when policy
Eyeglasses
bodies were "discussing areas
Frame styles
that are very sensitive," but added, "personally I think it would
to compliment
be prefer
able to have open
today's
discussion on most matters."
fashions youthful
Referring to the discussions on
in metal and shell
open policy-making which took
place around the same
time the
formal of the budget committee
236 BLOOR ST. W.
was decided upon, she implied
(AT VARSITY STA.)
that some university adPHONE 922-2116
latter view. ministrators did not share the
"You have to play by their
60 Metal Styles Available
(the administrators') rules", she
declared, "if you want to get
students on those committees."
Internal Affairs Committee
chairman and student budget
committee member Paul Cadario
also stressed the important role
students played during last summer's debate.
He argued that the "openess
shoe Beufr^ue
principle"
in the U of
-T Act was enunciated
used by students
to
secure an open format for standing committee meetings of the
Governing Council. "The principle that meetings of the Governing Council should be open was
quite persuasive in getting
meetings of committees of the
Governing Council open. We
used it," he said.
SAC -president Eric Miglin
declared that the SAC's opposition toclosed
making
meetings applied aspolicywell to those
of the budget committee.
Describing the committee as a
"very powerful body", he said its
meetings should be open "before
the final decisions are made."
In contrast, student member of
the executive committee
Morgan was concerned Brian
possible speculation that about
could
result from public budget commeetings. "What people
should mittee
worry about
is what
comes out," he said, "not the different alternatives that are considered during the meetings."
A consensus
among
Governing Councilexists
sharp black and whiteonly
spectator
members of
32.99
the budget committee that direct
interference by the divisions of
the univers in ihe working
stages of ity
the
would
seriously hamperbudget
the committee sdecision-making ability.
U of T president John Evans
stated "all sorts of questions are
raised in budget committee
meetings, but no decisions are
Open Thursday and Friday Nites
<*ken until it's all put together.
C.O.D. orders accepted— Credit and Chargex cards honored
"As decisions are reviewed or
FAIRVIEW MALL
questions asked, people may take 115 YONGE STREET
CEDERBRAE SHOPPING
°ut of the meetings implications 262 YONGE STREET
PLAZA (SCARBOROUGH)
that such
such will be put 1475 YONGE STREET
ADAMS APPLE BOUTIQUE
into practice.andThat
would not be 101 BLOOR ST. WEST
126
BLOOR ST. WEST
done until the final meetings of SHOPPERS WORLD, BRAMPTON
774 YONGE STREET
the committee."
OSHAWA SHOPPING CENTRE
A second reason for secrecy,
"Design and Word Trade Marie in Canada of the
added, was that "the budgethe
Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."
committee has no authority."

GRADUATE CENTRE PRESENTS
FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA
EDWARDANDALBEE'S
THE AMERICAN DREAM
ENCHANTED NIGHT
STUDIO
«-SiA-W0MI
THEAT R MROZEK'S
- 4 GLEN MORRIS
MARCH 7 -RE10, 1973,
ADMISSION FREE8:30 p.m.
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 928-8705

WHAT ARE
YOU GOING
TO BE
FOR

PURIM
BASH

Saturday, March 17
9:00 p.m.
Hall e
Seely Colleg
Trinity

WINNER OF THREE ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATI
ONS
BEST
ACTOR

MICHAEL
CADIE
clhen go
BEST
DIRECTION
JOSEPH L MANKIEWICZ
clhinkofthe
OLIVIER

perfect crime.

one step further.

mxvmi mctuhes imvjinaiionai.
LAURENCE MICHAEL
OLIVIER
CAINE
in JOSEPH L.MANKIEWICZ Rlmof
i.«1-iui>n,(u<vT i:ix^\ii.i,scHKRicK iiwi««ii, MoimwamW
| tWd on dv'lony Aw.ml Winning rWvtwaTpj^] f^sMl
STARTS FRIDAY MARCH 9th
924-2581
BLOOR ST. W. NEAR BAY
■M.iin-Jnuia
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Baffles

with

developers

are

over

Hall?
City
control
CORRA
Will
clearly reveals that the 15 or so delegates
By DAVID
Associations (CORRA). Star columnist danger
"endorsement
house." ofThebecoming
meeting anbecame
bogged in attendance know what's going on in
and
LORNE KENNEDY
SLOTNICK
that "Toronto down
contends
now
Best
Michael
discussing whether to support three the city, know how to influence their
After three years of battling an old City
to citizens'
dancesCORRA
developed a non CORRA groups who wanted aldermen, and exercise a certain degree of
has tune."
Council controlled by the property in- Council
In fact,
CORRA's
help in getting money or moral power over the new majority at City
one
that
dustry instead of bourgeois community reputation for so much influence
from theof City
of Toronto.meeting Council.
are looking better for the delegate at last month's meeting com- support
things
groups,,
Active individuals and member groups
Observation
a CORRA
Confederation of Resident and Ratepayer
plained that the organization was in
in CORRA helped elect several aldermen
on the new council. Two aldermanic
novices, Colin Vaughan of Ward 5 and
Elizabeth Eayrs of Ward 1, were members
of the original CORRA executive.
Other aldermen have been involved
with community groups belong to
CORRA. Aldermen William Kilbourn,
Anne Johnston, Dorothy Thomas, Karl
Jaffary, John Sewell, and Dan Heap all
have past ties with CORRA.
CORRA regulars hesitate to admit that
the organization possesses influence and
power. "CORRA has influence," says
Vaughan, "but no more than any of its
member groups. Not every organization is
represented in CORRA. Th^re are many
In fact, it is noticeable that some of the
more
active,
working-class
groups Tenants
such as Association,
the South ofGrange
Stcitizens'
James
Town
Park
Residents Association, and the Greater
others." Organization have not joined
Riverdale
CORRA.
CORRA is a confederation of 36
associations of between 40 and 700 members. These range from ForWard 9 in the
east end to Humberside in the west end,
with Don Vale in the inner city. But
CORRA is "very heavily rooted in the
east end of Ward 5", admits U of T
geography professor Jim Lemon,
CORRA's newly elected chairman. Such
active groups as the Anrlsx Ratepayers,
Rathnaliy, and Avenue-Bay-Cottingham
represent this part of the city.
executive
members haveits
alsoManycomeCORRA
from Ward
5. Throughout
three and a half years of existence,
CORRA seems to have been controlled by
a small, knowledgeable, and articulate
group ofcluding bourgeois
several U of T professionals,
professors. inThe federation was spawned by
ratepayers' groups around Ramsden Park
were fighting the intrusion of a high-rise
apartment
intothetheir
low-rise
area. At thebuilding
same time,
Humberside
Residents were fighting the upzoning of
Parkside Drive. In both areas, residents
wanted the support of other community
gropus from across the city. Letters of
support were written for each other, but
these
arrangements
be excessively
ad hoc.were quickly seen to
In August 1969, representatives of
groups from South Elinton, Parkdale,
With the victory in the December election of unless
reformers,it changes
like Anne"its Johnston,
tactics. CORRA may became redundant
Swansea, Rathnaliy, Asquith-Collier, and

STUDENT ACTIVISM IS NECESSARY
Will it achieve results most effectively on the Governing Council by shouting slogans, or by supporting
students'
rights by hard work and positions
based on the facts?
Philip Enros graduate student
for Governing Council

GRADUATE STUDENTS
in the Humanities and Social Sciences
This week you will receive a ballot in the mail for the
election of your representative to the Governing Council.
Vote for the candidate who promises effective representation at the Council/ close cooperation with the G.S.U.
and constant communication with the graduate students.
Vote for

BRADDDCK
OPTICAL
MAit i STORE
KO Bi-000 ST WEST 962-2020
12 OPTICAL STORES
THROUGHOUT MET.RO
CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGE?
L

PHOTOSUN

BARRY

MITCHELL

TERMPAPERS
SERVICE
(Reg d )
ACanMian Company
PAPERS ON FILE
$1.85 PER PAGE
OR
Custom made orders, at reasonable
cost, prepared by our staff of college
graduates 638-3559
Suite 906.(Toronto)
12 Goldfinch
Wlllowdata
M2R2C4.Ct Out.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
t
Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.
For information write to:
Community of the Holy Spirit
54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
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Wychwood Park assembled at the Humberside home of Jim Heal, who later
became CORRA's first chairman. At the
meeting,
Elizabeth Eayrs, two options weresays
discussed.
First, it was thought that the new group
couid become the focal point for a participatory movement of community groups
-- "Citizen's United".
However, the meeting soon realized
that it was actually only composed of
representatives of ratepayers' groups and
that
of ratepayers'
groups
was atheconfederation
simplest option.
This latter
option was chosen and endorsed by
CORRA's
of that year.founding meeting in September
Two questions have dominated
CORRA's history:
Should CORRA, on the one hand,
become a co-ordinating body ot make the
views of the members of its groups known
at City Hall, and assist organizing and
communication at the grass roots level?
Or, on the other hand, should CORRA
formulate its own views on municipal
issues and perhaps become an independent political machine?
practice, ofCORRA's
nature
has been
theIn outcome
the conflict
of these
two
views.
The drafting
of CORRA's
constitution
graphically
illustrates
this conflict
Derek
Hayes, from the Rathnaily area, and later
a CORRA chairman, proposed that the
confederation have a council made up of
delegates from member groups and an
executive to guide the operation of the
group. He and the representatives of the
more traditional ratepayer groups did not
believe an"
could get along
without
an organization
executive structure.
But in the eyes of U of T microbiologist
and Don Vale representative Jeremy Carver, the purpose of an executive was
"mainly to organize meetings." In fact.
Carver
do have
away secretarial
with an
executive"wanted
altogetherto and
duties rotate from group to group with the
monthly
In thecouncil
end, meetings."
CORRA accepted an
executive structure, but made the
executive responsible to the monthly
meetings of the delegates. The executive is
composed of the chairman, three vicechairmen, the secretary, and the
treasurer.
Three executive members are connected
to universities; chairman Lemon, vicechairman Jack Granatstein, a York
history professor, and secretary Eilert
Frerichs, Hart House Chaplain. Vicechairman Ellen Adams, Ontario NDP
leader Stephen Lewis; administrative
assistant, is running in the March St,
George by-election.
The constitution outlines some liberal
goals of the organization which can only
be described as "motherhood", such as
improving theis city's
qualityon ofanylife.issue.
The
constitution
not specific
"CORRA's
chief
set
of
activities
have
focussed around issues that are not local
but
in impact,"
says Lemon.
The city-wide
organization
has developed
policy
stances for its members on such issues as
the waterfront, Metro Centre, and transportation.
"Usually, the people who went to

CORRA were like-minded," says Eayrs,
who formerly represented Swansea
Ratepayers. Only the representative from
Parkdale objected to CORRA's stance in
opposition to the expressway. However,
Eayrs noted, "it was difficult to get my
association
to go along" with the
majority.
Perhaps the groups not affected by the
Spadina were bulldozed into supporting
the
viewpointa decision
"This really
was
not CORRA
that democratic
for some
groups", admited Eayrs.
The prevalence of the Spadina Expressway controversy in the news media,
made it easier for CORRA's stance to be
forrned by of a consensus of many member
groups. However, the position on the
mammoth waterfront Metro Centre
project is an entirely different ussue.
Metro Centre, is to be located outside
an established neighbourhood and is to be
built
over ina favour
long period
of time.housing
CORRA's
position
of family
and
for a mixture of housing types in Metro
Centre was only an abstract idea to many
delegates.
attitudes
CORRA's'fight
forMembers'
amendments
to the toproject
were summed
up
by
Carver:
"People
with all the information andwerewerebaffled
glad
someone
was
dealing
with
it"
In these broad issue areas, CORRA
faces the problem of our so-called
technocratic society. CORRA must simplify and present complex issues in a
fashion digestible by all its member
groups.
"CORRA realized this problem", says
Carver, "but I do not think most of the
delegates were concerned". If this is so,
Eayrs' statement that "CORRA is elitist
by its nature", may be valid.
With the 1972 municipal election approaching, CORRA had to establish its
position and the nature of its involvement. Hayes proposed that CORRA
help form a coalition political party with
the support of other community gropus
and the Toronto and District Labour
Council. The coalition would possibly
sponsor local candidates.
But Vaughan, then representing Wychwood Park, argued that "people do not
want to be constrained by a party platform. People do not like to be told what to
Agreeing with him were many
ratepayer groups who were afraid that
direct participation in the election would
divide their memberships. As well, direct
partisan action would break a longdo." standing ratepayer viewpoint — if you do
not support
any candidates, you can work
with
the winner.
While this debate was taking place
within CORRA, private meetings were
being
in JeremyandCarver's
Reformheldaldermen
CORRA basement.
regulars
attended.
The result of these meetings was a new
organization called Community
Organizing
for 1972community
(CO ' 721.organizing
CO '72
aimed to support
at the local level in preparation for the
election.
Carver proposed a compromise for
CORRA on the election issue. CORRA
should endorse CO' 72, he argued, but not

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE PLAYHOUSE
Student

Administrator

1973-74
Applications will be accepted for this part-time job until March
30. Applicants must be undergraduates; preference is given
to those who have previously worked in the Playhouse. Salary
$2,000.00.
Send letters to: Rob Cleverley,
UC Playhouse,
79A St. George St.,
Toronto 181.
Applications are also being accepted for use of the Playhouse
this summer and next year.

necessarily
CO '72members
methods. and
This member
position
left individual
groups of CORRA free to decide their own
role in the election.
Looking back at the election, Eayrs
thinks CORRA's supprt of CO '72 was the
best
choice. CO
Carver,
the political
parties'72,ansays
excuse
for not"gave
entering
the
municipal
arena
this
time."smallIn
a number of closed meetings, the
CO '72
groupsof also
down
the
number
reformhelped
citizennarrow
candidates
to nober ofmore
than
two
per
ward,
the
numaldermanic seats.
By theitstime
of the theelection,
had
served
purpose,
electionCO was'72 very
much a locally-based affair. Eayrs said
she realized,, "that there was not enough
energy to do it effectively at both the cenand local levelsa reform
this time."
Thetral election...of
City Council
has, in a way, deprived CORRA of its old
function. Instead of reacting to tbe
negative aspects of such projects as
Spadina and Metro Centre, CORRA and
the community movement must take a
more creative role. If this does not happen, then CORRA will no longer have any
raison d'etre in city politics.
Some CORRA supporters are a little
dismayed at the sucess of both CORRA
and the community groups. "City Hall's
atmosphere is very clubby," warns Carver. "We need citizen pressure to keep the
new bunch of aldermen on track", he
argues.
Perhaps the establishment of ward
councils to which the aldermen would
report would overcome the problem. Carver believes. "If you give ward councils
power, then you will get involvement"
Carver is backed up by CORRA's official position:
"These
should
have certain
limited
powerscouncils
over such
environmental matters as street widenings,
garbage collection, and park programs,
for example." Recently, CORRA people
have been suggesting even more power for
these councils, such as a role in determining housing standards and control of
planning and development; Through
these strong councils, an effective community base could be maintained to control the aldermen. There is, however a
risk that these councils may be controlled
by bourgeois
citizens - the same people
who
run CORRA.
Hayes is dismayed as well, but for different reasons. In his opinion, the community movement is closely connected to
a reaction to the impersonality and
homogeneity of mega lopo lis. But
professionals returning to the inner city to
find and create diverse communities, are
eating up low-cost housing. For example,
Rathnaily, which was once a multi-class
and multi-ethnic area, has been turned
into
a homogenous,
"an a1867
Don Mills"
of affluence.
Hayes says
renovated
town
house, next door to him is selling for
$84,000. The neighbourhood has been
protected, but for whom?
This concern leads directly into the
necessity for creation of a housing policy
which encourages diverse inner city communities. In the evolving process, this
concern need not be separate from the
demand for community participation. If
ward councils and more community

organizing are a success, then new people
will be recruited as members. And, these
new people may end up to be those with a
personal stake in more housing for lowincome people. As Carver says, "If you get
more people involved, you will get better
The important
is that CORRA
policy
the into
end." point
must inmove
these new fields of
organizing the unorganized and policymaking, says Lemon. If not there will be
no base
of support rather
for thethan
new council the
new aldermen
the people
will make the decisions. As John Sewell
says in his book Up Against City Hall,
"politicians like myself who want to make
change must have a base, a strong group
of people they are responsible to ... if the
base is strong enough, then I will have to
order to toadjust
payIn attention
it" to the new council,
CORRA itself must change The complex
city-wide issues that CORRA has dealt
with in the past have easily drifted into
the hands of a small elite. CORRA must
become more participatory. It must be
responsible to the people it represents,
just as the aldermen must be responsible
to the groups in CORRA.
There are several ways of making
CORRA more democratic, but it still will
bemakea tough
to convince CORRA people to
it happen.
Ward councils may help, and in effect
CORRA people are developing initiatives
in this direction. CORRA must also help
draw in people and groups who have more
than just a moral responsibility to provide
housing for low-income people and
adequate services for working class areas.
In order for the needs of the poor and the
immigrants to be properly articulated,
they must themselves be part of the
politics of the city. In this way, CORRA
could accomplish another aim, that of
broadening its policy to include more
"social" as opposed to planning issues.
. Delegates to CORRA must be more
closely bound to their associations and
must put forward the actual views of the
people in their groups, rather than taking
positions at CORRA without consulting
the membership, as is a common practice
now.
"CORRA should not be representing its
own point of view - iis view is solely what
theEven
membership
thinks", ofsays
the preparation
briefsVaughan.
can be
made more democratic if the member
groups are involved in a longer process.
CORRA is now preparing a brief to the
provincial
government's
task force
housing. While
the initiation
of theon
process began at the CORRA council, the
end product will be the result of a "bottom-up" process of the member groups.
The Annex and South Eglinton
Ratepayers, for. example, will consider a
draft of the brief at open meetings of their
executives. To what degree this is happening at all CORRA groups is a crucial
Former mayor Bill Dennison compared
question.
citizen's
groupsbut-tofewrabbits
a swamplots of tracks,
rabbits.in The
future
of CORRA and the new council depends
upon community groups refuting this
description of themselves.

The Governing Council next year will be a very demanding experience. It
is crucial that student representatives do not compromise their viewpoints
in order to maintain a useless credibility which gains the students a few minor
and token concessions. On the other hand, grandstanding rhetoric is equally
ineffectual.
required,
the students'
parity
voice felt is aWhat
lot ofishard
work, ina order
better tothanmakeadequate
commandlessof than
the issues
and powerful, persuasive argument. This is extremely important in next year
when the question of library access, teaching quality and academic tenure,
and the New Programme review all come before the Governing Council.
Close contact must also be maintained with the students through the
SAC, local councils, clubs etc., if the student governors are not to become
alienated
(as they were often this year) from the mainstream of student concern and interest.
s

FOR
GOVERNING
COUNCIL

PAST INVOLVEMENT
1971 - 72 -- member-at-large
Victoria College SACon VUSAC
rep.
-Artsinitially
involvedStudent
in discussions
& Science
Union which lead to the founding of the
-involved in the Simcoe Hall occupation during the library crisis
1972 - 73 - President of Victoria University Students' Administrative Council
- member of the Faculty of Arts & Science General Committee

Remodelling and
Alterations
- A Specialty STUDENTS'
Cleaners and ELITE
Tailors
654 922-4361
Spadina Ave.
10% DISCOUNT
ON ofPRESENTATION
cards
MEMBER ATJ_
OF INDEPENDENT
CLEANERS ASSOC.
SKIING!
CHEAP!
At Blue Mountain,
Fri.,Tickets:
Mar. 9. $7.00
7:15 a.m.
(includes tow and transportation)
Pay in advance it SAC Office
— U of T Ski Bums Anon.—
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OUAA
swimmers
win
CIAU
title
The Ontario University
1650 yards (men) 1. Shawn
Athletic Association won the Laari, Toronto, 17:34; 2. Nelson
CIAU conference title with Stewart, Alberta, 17:42.4; 3.
Sebben, Toronto, 18:21.5.
560 points on the weekend in John100
butterfly
Calgary. The University of (women): 1.yard
Sue Smith, Alberta,
Toronto men's team accoun- 1:02.3; 2. Jill Quirk, MacDonald
College, 1:03.5; 3. Debbie Prince,
4*20 of theWest
560 Univerpoints. New
Theted forCanada
Brunswick, 1:03.8.
sity Athletic Association
200 yard I>ullerf1y(men): 1.
placed second with 484 Byron MacDonald, Toronto,
points, while the Atlantic In- 1:55.9; 2. John Duncan, Ottawa,
tercollegiate Athletic 2:00.6; 3. T. O'Brien, Alberta,
Association was third with 2:04.1.
yard freestyle (women):
162. Well back of the front 1. SO
Janice Mattson, Acadia, 26.2;
runners was the Quebec 2. Claudia
Cronon, Acadia, 26.2;
University Athletic Asso- 3. Sue Alderson, Waterloo, 26.6.
ciation with 60 points and the
50 yard freestyle (men): 1.
Great Plains Athletic Asso- Jim Adams, Toronto, 22.1; 2. G.
ciation with 22.
Steplock, McMaster, 22,8; 3.
The OUAA women's team John Twohig, Toronto, 22.8.
200 yard backstroke
also placed first with 446
points, with the Canada West (women): 1. Anne Walton,
UAA a close second with 415. Guelph, 2:21.8; 2. Pat Gilmore,
The Atlantic IAA was third UBC, 2:22.2; 3. Alison Bays,
2:27.5.
with 243, and the Canada Guelph, yard
backstroke (men):
West QUAA fourth with 163 1. 200
Bill
Kennedy,
Western, 2:01.6;
points. In last spot was the 2. J. Hawes, McGill,
2:02.7; 3. J.
Great Plains conference March, Dalhousie, 2:05.4.
200
yard
individual
medley
women's
team with
95 points.
The OUAA
presented
the (women): 1. Sue Smith, Alberta,
2. Karen James, UBC,
strongest showing nume- 2:16.8;
2:20.4; 3. Debbie Prince, New
rical y as statistically, send- Brunswick,
2:26.6.
ing nine .university teams
200 yard individual medley
to the finals. The Atlantic
(men): 1. George Smith, UBC,
IAA sent five university 2:01.4;
2. Mike Morrow, Alberta,
teams, while the QUAA and 2:04.4;
the Canada West AA sent 2:05.7. 3. Bill Kennedy, Western,
four each. The last place
200 yard freestyle (women):
finisher Great Plains AA only 1. Merrily Stratten, Toronto,
entered two teams from two 2:00.6; 2. Jill Quirk, MacDonald
universities.
College, 2:04.0; 3. Janice MattU of T team member Jim son, Acadia, 2:06.8.
200 yard freestyle (men): 1.
Adams was named the outDuncan, Ottawa, 1:48.0; 2.
standing male swimmer at John
Jim
Toronto, 1:48.6; 3.
the meet, while Sue Smith of Ken Adams,
Campbell,
UBC, 1:51.7.
the University of Alberta was
200 yard brcastslroke
chosen the outstanding (women):
1. Marion Stuart
female swimmer. University MacDonald College, 2:35.1; 2.
of British Columbia team Sylvia Dockerill, UBC, 2:39.6; 3.
member Alan Crawford was Pat Kitchen, Western, 2:43.9.
200 yard breastslroke
named the outstanding male
diver at the meet and Univer- (men): 1. Doug Jamison,
Alberta, 2:19.1; 2. Mike Morrow,
sity of Manitoba participant Alberta,
2:20.1; 3. John Sebben,
Janet Nutter was honoured Toronto,
2:21.4.
as the outstanding female
One
metre
diving (women):
diver.
1. Janet Nutter, Manitoba,
Toronto swimmers Byron 320.00; 2. Kathy Lane, York,
MacDonald and Jim Adams 316.95; 3. Kathy Hall, UBC,
set two CIAU records -- the 290.80.
One metre diving (men): 1.
only two set at the four day
meet MacDonald broke the Doug Darling, Western, 411.90;
2.
Crawford, UBC, 383.05;
old CIAU 200-yard butterfly 3. Alan
Lester Newby, Waterloo, U of T alpine ski team captain Doug Carter
record of 1:58.3 in a time of 381.65.
shown inSkioneSeries
of his inslalom
the Ontario University
1:55.9, and Adams knocked
total runs
points.last Saturday. Carter leads
400. yard freestyle relay
one-tenth of a second off the (women):
Three metre springboard
1. UBC, 3:54.9; 2. 1. Jill Quirk, MacDonald
400
individual
medley
old CIAU record in the men' s Waterloo, 3:59.0; 3. OWIAA con- College, 5.3; 2. Merrily Stratten, (men): 1. George Smith, UBC, (men): 1. Alan Crawford, UBC,
50 yard freestyle in 21.8.
426.70;
2. Phil Rispin, Calgary,
ference, 4:04.1.
Toronto, 3. Karen James, 4:24.7; 2. Mike Morrow, Alberta,
Toronto team members i 400 yard freestyle relay 56.4,
4:29.7; 3. Doug Jamison, 407.10; 3. Doug Darling,
UBC,
57.2.
•Western, 402.10.
scored 12 first place finishes (men): 1. Toronto, 3:18.0; 2.
100 freestyle (men): 1. Jim Alberta, 4:33.6.
in the 34 event meet
UBC, 2 3:20.6; 3. Western Adams, Toronto, 49.0; 2. George
400 medley relay (women):
Three metre springboard 1. UBC, 4:25.3; 2. QUAA-ASUQ,
The following is a result of the 3:22.5.
Steplock, McMaster, 49.3; 3.
50
butterfly
(women):
1.
Sue
(women):
1.
Janet
Nutter,
first
three
place
winners
in
each
Dave
Wilkin,
Toronto,
49.6.
420.4;
3. Waterloo, 4:33.0.
event:
100 breaslstrokc (women): Manitoba, 384.10; 2. Kathy
Smith, Alberta, 27.9; 2. Anne
400 medley relay: 1.
800 freestyle relay (men): L, Walton, Guelph, 29.5; 3. Judy 1. Marion Stuart MacDonald Lane, York, 317.45; . 3. Kathy Toronto, 3:42.9; 2. UBC, 3:45.0;
Toronto, 7:24.0; 2. Western Abbots, Waterloo, 29.8.
3. McMaster, 3:48.5.
College, 1:12.0; 2. Sylvia
7:35.7; 3. Alberta, 7:36.0.
100 butterfly (men): 1. Dockerill, UBC, 1:12.4; 3. Hall, UBC, 301.10.
Rhonda
Ross,
UBC,
1:15.0.
Byron
MacDonald,
Toronto,
400 metre freestyle
100 breastslroke (men): 1.
(women): 1. Merrily Stratten, 51.6; 2. Ken Campbell, UBC„
3. John Duncan, Ottawa, Doug Jamison, Alberta, 1:02.9;
Toronto, 4:17.5; 2. Kim Cassidy, 53.7;
Calgary, 4:28.7; 3. Maida 53.8.
SMC
2. George Smith, UBC, 1:04.3; 3.
A', Vic ahead
Murray, Waterloo, 4:32.1.
100 yard freestyle (women): Wayne Philips, UBC, 1:05.0.
100 backstroke (women): 1.
Ann Walton, Guelph, 1:06.1; 2.
in hockey playoffs
Pat Gilmore, UBC, 1:06.1; 3.
Interfaculty Waterpolo
Alison Bays, Guelph, 1:07.9.
By
PAULplayCARSON
dale can't fashion
an incredible
comeback)
in the Jennings
Cup
Semi-final
is well under- final.
Final Standings
100 backstroke (men): 1.
way
in
both
divisions
of
interDivision I
John
Hawes,
McGill,
55.5;
2.
games
win
loss
tie
points
faculty hockey competition.
PHE
In Division II, Vic II holds a
5 4
George Steplock, McMasteri
Law
57.2; 3. Wes McConnell, hammered
advantage over Law
In DivisionErindale
I action,12-6SMCin the
'A' four-goal
Knox
Western, 57.5.
II
a 7-3 victory in their
of their two-game total firstfollowing
Vic
game.
This series will be
500 freestyle (men): 1. first
goals
series;
the
concluding
game
decided
at 9:30.
Eng I
Shawn Laari, 5:01.7;. 2. Stewart 7:30
PHE tonight
B and starting
a surprisingly
Med A
Nelson, Alberta, 5:04.9; 3. Peter will bepm. played next Monday at tough
team
from
Graduate
Guilford,- Dalhous
ie,
5:05.0.
by Mike Johnson and Studies are paired in the other
Division II
400 individual medley PhilGoals
02 00
Trin
Adams gave Vic I a close 2- semi-final. That series opened
(women)
:
1.
Karen
James,
1 lead over New I in the other last night and the deciding game
Med B
4:59.6; 2. Jeanne Warren, UBC,
UBC, semi-final matchup. The even- is scheduled for 7:00 pm Friday.
3 0
New
5:09.6; 3. Maida Murray,
tual winner of this series will Arena.
All games are played at Varsity
Waterloo, 5:09.6.
play StMike's (assuming Erin-
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sports

Editor Bob Gauthler
Phone 923-4053

For example, in the 1971-72
Proposed integration of the UTAA
cial year alone, UTAA increasefinan
with the Department of Athletics
ion
revenue through business deals dwithits and Recreat
Prosoccer Limited (September,
Fee
hike
The UTAA financial situation
pays
for
1971), for the
use tions
of VarsityCompan
Paquin
Stadium,y' began to look a bit brighter
Produc
in the fall
Limited (musical series for the sum- of 1971. The Athletic Directo
mer of 1971), the North American minutes of October 26 discussed rate
the
increase
in costs
Drum and Bugle Championships. proposed integration of the UTAA
More recent deals have
been
with the Department of Athletics and
The University of Toronto Athletic stadium maintenance.
North American Soccer League with
and Recreation, with the university for
Association (UTAA) may have to
Former UTAA financial secretary Encore Productions Limited (for the the first time proposing to subsidize
the athletic program.
propose a raise in student athletic Philip Loosemore, for example, summer of 1973).
And, because as true businessmen
Integration was deemed advisable
fees in the near future if the univer- reported at a November 10, 1970
sity continues to offer the Athletic Directorate meeting that the the profit motive has come first, the because of the UTAA budget difUTAA
association no financial subsidies.
has
turned down reasonable
high costs of maintaining the arena
ficulties, the changed nature of the
This move would follow
were "uncontrollable, in that the applications for the summer use of program carried out by the departupon the heels of a fee raiseclosely
Hart
House
athletic
ment
by
since
such organizations
association was obligat
the abolition of
from
phys
$15 to $20 in the 1972-73 academic pay invoices rendered byed theto a summer football camp for boys andas ed requirements, and the the ages
year. That raise was precipitated by physical plant of the university, and local "ethnic" (as the UTAA minutes derived from combination advant
under
declining income and rising expen- to pay the union rate for its labour report) soccer teams, in favour of budget of the athletic program of one
the
university (for example, the
ditures, the probable rationale for a force as set out by the union con- large league teams.
further hike.
r, technically, all contracts elimination of payment from two
tract with the university." And, fur- areHoweve
subject to the final approval by sources to instructors who also
The UTAA "Report on Finances
thermore, "the stadium
ses
1970-71 and Estimates 1971-72" were subject to practicalexpen
ly the same the Governing Council. Once again carried out coaching duties).
noted that from 1914 to 1971 the condition . . ."
it's a question of delegated respons. ity
sibility bythe university to the UTAA,
The univers
men's athletic association had
is not subsidizing
always
paid the full cost of its the "physical maintenance"
with no real power over renting. The
costs
program, and that a deficit had not the athletics program, but merely im-of October, 1970, "Guidelines for the
existed before the 1970-71 financial
posing the ground rules under which use of Varsity Stadium and Varsity
year.
the program will operate. In this Arena by non-University Groups"
In fact the UTAA had
paid department, it is not even a case of begins: "Technically all contracts for
construction costs for theeven
stadium students paying for part of the the rental of the Stadium and of the
and arena (including interest paid to program, as is true of a univers
Arena
non-university
organizationstoare the
the Board of Governors for the finan- "academic" education. At ity
responsibility
the of
the Board of Governors (now
cing ofcapital construction) totalling University of Toronto, students pay
$1 ,366,904.34 up to 1971 , with no sub- the whole shot for athletics, but have replaced by the Governing Council),
sidies from either the university
no control on how that money is but certain powers are given to the
the government. (By comparison, theor spent.
Athletic Association in its con- >
Of the other operational expenses, stitution to negotiate and sign con- I
athletic facilities at Queen's and
Waterloo were paid for by the gover- athletic clubs bear the main brunt of tracts without direct reference to the I
nment and maintenance costs are the cost side of the accountant's board. Again, the UTAA becomes the *r
subsidized by the university.)
ledger. These figures include the administration's hired hand.. f
Other than the athletic fee, sup- cost of operating the 21 different
plementary sources of income have sports U of T competes in as a mem- Reasons for the Decline in Income ^
Until recently
provost Don Forster was heavily
included revenues from the rental of
ber of the Ontario Universities
involved
in athletics.
Varsity Stadium for a variety of pur- Athletic Association, and mostly
Income had declined in recent
poses, including intercollegiate foot- pays for travel, coaches, uniforms, years for several reasons, the UTAA
the request of vice-president
concluded. The 1970-71 deficit was andAt provost
ball games and from Varsity Arena, meals, et cetera.
Don Forster, the univerwhen it is not being used for various
largely a result of a decrease in the
The Report on Finances notes that estimated
sity
financial analyst, G.L Court,
figures for football and made recommendations
toward
hockey receipts, and stadium rentals. resolution of the problem. These inThe athletic fee also failed to
again, association
"integration and
of the
the
provide an
source of in- budgets cluded,
creasedongoing
revenue, since
the UTAA departmentof the
in exchange for which
report entitled "Changing Trends in the university would assume mainIncome"
found that the
tenance costs of the stadium and the
in
enrolment over the previousincrease
25 years arena (exclusive of program costs),
was levelling off.
plus maintenance grants to cover
Football revenues had shown a services
rendered by the athletic
steady decline since 1968, for a association for the School of
variety of reasons including lack of Physical and Health Education.
support from grads and the public at
However, even though the motion
large, only a slight increase in on "the principle of integration of
student support in the previous 10 the
budgets"
changes
years despite the great increase in
to be madepassed
to the and
constitution,
enrolment at the university. And, were
the situation remains up in the air.
finally, the addition of new teams to The UTAA constitution has not unthe league and the loss of games
any major revisions since
with traditional rivals had an adverse 1968 anddergonethe
Athletic Directorate
effect upon gate receipts. Further- minutes for January 13, 1972 record
more, there had been a decline in a motion passed stating "that at a
student support of intercollegiate time
when the governmental structure (of the university) is changing
hockey with the formation of the new
university-related activities (for these costs, "together with the costs OUAA league.
rapidly and many aspects of the
example, intercollegiate, intramural, allocated to the Intramural Program
An attempt was made to show in university administration are unsetand women's athletic association represents the focus of all athletic the article entitled "Marketing deferred.
tled, the proposed amalgamation" is
games).
activity on the campus and con- athletics: how U of T pays for its
Lately, administration offices have
In 1969-70, the gap between institutes our main reason for existing sports program" (January 10, 1973),
come and expenditure was minus
a department
the university."of that the UTAA then began to embark Calls
been from
passing
the "athletic
buck".
The Varsity
to internal
afthe ofadministrators
$42,000 and the estimated shortage as Ironically,
on a piece-meal plan to raise funds.
for 1970-71 was approximately this program have to spend a confairs vice-president Jill Conway (unThe plan began with a study
der whose campus services portoflio
$62,000, with expected revenue even
siderable amount of time seeking to discussing the reasons for the
lower than in 1969-70.
"make both ends meet" rather than decline in football revenue and athletics is now supposed to exist)
devoting themselves to the athletic solutions to the problem. Most only brought the reply that she was
UTAA has little financial control
program. In fact, Athletic Director people connected with football who new to the job and a reference to
The UTAA has little control over Dalt White and Assistant Director were interviewed in the survey chose vice-provost Robin Ross, who in turn
the fixed costs which consume most (Administration) David Tinker have the easiest short-run solution - passed the buck to vice-president
of its budget. Operating costs, for
promotional campaigns to sell and provost Forster who passed it
become the
"quasi-businessmen"
representing
university and the tickets, half-time shows, and even back to Conway.
example, include expenditures for to
salaries, pensions, health and unem- UTAA in its business dealings with publicity.
So goes the administrative
game.
the idea of an athletic newspaper for
Bob Gauthier
ployment insurance, and arena and the "outside world".
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Writer expands
upon earlier letter
I would like to comment on
what you published under my
name wasin alast
Friday's
This
position
paperVarsity.
meant
for internal circulation and
generating discussion in our
department and was not signed
.as a letter to the editor. I am inclined to think that this position
paper might render itself to
useless political propaganda and
empty rhetoric in the hands of
those who would like to interpret
it in a very narrow way.
Moreover, some students who
have read my argument in favour
of hiring more Canadians in the
Department of Sociology have
made suggestions that are
somewhat against my position.
Without considering their counter-argument, the issue of
Canadianism in our department
would remain obscure and would
not stimulate serious discussion.
I personally regard the
nationalism issue to be a touchy
and emotional subject
A sociological analysis of the
matter, therefore, must try to
avoid all of the emotional and
polemical overtones. We have to
present, therefore, the other side
of the case with equal vigor if we
want to generate an unbiased
debate. This would permit the
reader to decide on his own
which position to take -- knowing
"fully" volvethe
implications
d. It is with
this aim in-in
mind that I would request that
the following qualifications of
my asserted position be made in
order to present the case in its
total perspective rather than a
partial interpretation which can
be condemned as useless
polemics
Canadians.in favour of hiring more
Many students feel that my
argument in favour of hiring
more Canadians in the sociology
department is one-sided. They
have presented valid reasons for
their" casemarized aswhich
follows: can be sum1. If the department wants to
be internationally known then
reputable scholars like Feuer
and Zeitlin are invaluable assets
toward that end. Through their
constant creativity they would
provide a positive image of the
department externally and
would form a readily available
role-model for our students. '
These scholars are not guided by
the so-called
values";
and,
indeed, "American
at times, they
have
fought against such values. Their
international reputation has
made them secure and selfconfident, and their devotion is
to the enhancement of
knowledge rather than any
predetermined national boundaries. Moreover, these
American scholars have enriched
the sociology department and
their daily presence gives a
facade of creativity to an otherwise dull and unproductive
department This is not true,
however, of Canadian scholars
already in the department The
most powerful Canadian member of the department at present,
except for some "editorial
works"
in^his articles
youth and
commonplace
later,a few
has
really never been able to present

himself as a creative intellectual
or at any rate an ordinary
nationally known productive
author.
Therefore, some students
would argue that if we want to
hire Canadians, at the senior
level, simply because they have
edited a book or two or have put
forth a few research articles in
some obscure journals, which
had neither a theoretical nor a
methodological significance for
the discipline, we definitely are
degenerating this department in
nationalism.
Atthe thenameseniorof pseud
level, o-therefore,
any
creative scholar of international
reputation, who may enhance the
quality of the sociology department, should be hired regardless
of his nationality. Editing books
and publishing petty research
reports is no substitute for the
intellectual creativity and
sociological sophistication.
2. In response to our position
that,
"Canadian
wouldto
be much
morescholars
helpful
Canadian students who desire to
get through the PhD program
than their American counterparts; and, therefore, we should
be hiring
more have
Canadians,"
some
students
validly
argued
that
"this
have proven to find no hypothesis
support in
our department".
Throughin the
the
concentration
of power
hands of one Canadian, for
reasons not clear at the moment,
the Department of Sociology of
this university has become the
graveyard of many PhD candidates. The most distinguished
Canadian in the department has
proven to be the hardest to apand the bastion
of antistudent proach,
policies.
This Canadian
professor has been unwilling to
initiate policies which would
help to humanize the PhD
program. On the contrary, some
powerful American members of
the faculty have been instrumental in liberalizing the department
and are sympathetic toward
students.
3. When we insisted that
"Canadians are better teachers

for Canadian students and better
administrators
some students than
pointedforeigners",
out that
the most powerful Canadian in
the department has been
recognized as the most inefficient
administrator. And the most
distinguished one has on many
occasions discouraged students
from
in his courses
becauseregistering
he is simply
too busy-with politicking to have any time
for students- Further, he has
shown a great tact in dissuading
students from any creative work.
4. In defence of our position,
we insisted that "Canadian
sociologists, because they themselves, when young, were oppressed byless
theirpowerAmerican
teachers, are
hungry
than their American colleagues.
They trate
would,
more intherefore,
scholarly concenefforts
rather than in accumulation of
power forstudents,
dominating however,
others".
Some
questioned the validity of our
assertion. They pointed to the
fact that neither Feuer nor
Zeitlin have ever shown a
craving for power. Indeed,
Zeitlin has shown a remarkable
constraint — somewhat to the extreme — in the usage of his
power. Our Canadian professor,
on the other hand, in his long ordeal with the so-called "oldguards"dous accumulated
amount of powera tremenin the
department It is, therefore, a
Canadian and not an American,
at least in our case, who has
shown a compulsive thirst for
power. It is he who is employing
this power against his other
Canadian colleagues who are
labelled are
as excellent
"old-boys"
and
otherwise
teachers.
It is a Canadian who has shown
an extreme propensity to exist in
order to exterminate the intellectual life of other Canadian
scholars in the department. It is
he whose identity has thrived on
the negative images of others
and hate symbols that he has
created and not the American
scholars.
Students are angry and I sym-

pathize with them. I would like
to point out that simply because
one Canadian professor, who
happens to be able to manipulate
others, has shown the symptom
of what we call "oppression syndrom", we should not discredit
others. On the other hand, we
should try to analyze the social
conditions that have contributed
to this situation. We should
definitely write a sociology of the
Department of Sociology.
Although it is true that some
Canadians feel insecure and
others, who have occupied
prestigeous positions, would

want Canadians in our graduate
schools to remain there in order
to continue their unchallenged, &
priviledged position; but, there
are share
many this
younger
who do
not
sort ones
of complex.
I hope very much that I have
provided
a broaderhappening
version inof
what
is actually
our department I hope we would
start some soul searching and
would try to make up our mind
as to what should be done in
view of the dialectical positions
which I have explored in my
argument
F.G. Maghami

MARYJANES

VIC .ELECTIONS
VIC SAC REPRESENTATIVES
5 TO BE ELECTED
VOTING MARCH

7 & 8

VUSAC

EXECUTIVE ELECTION
DEADLINE FOR NOMINATIONS
Friday, March 9, 4 p.m.
Positions Open:
president
- communications commissioner
vice-president • education commissioner
finance commissioner - scarlet & gold commissioner
university government commissioner - productions chairman
• student services commissioner
Applications for the following positions should be submitted
immediately
- orientation chairman '73
- handbook editor 73
■ Pub manager '73
-ACTA editor '73
-STRAND editor '73
Detaijs for the above available in the VUSAC Office
Wymilwood

GREAT SlKXS POJfJNE

Open C.O.D.
Thursday
Friday Nites
ordersandaccepted
Credit and Chargex cards honored
FAIRVIEW MALL
CEDERBRAE SHOPPING
PLAZA (SCARBOROUGH)
ADAMS APPLE BOUTIQUE:
126
WEST
774 BLOORST.
YONGE STREET

115 YONGE STREET
262 YONGE STREET
1475 YONGE STREET
101 BLOORST. WEST
SHOPPERS WORLD, BRAMPTON
OSHAWA SHOPPING CENTRE
•"Design ond Word Trade Marks in Conada
of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."
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Sch
s
By JOHN aba
CAMPBELL
CAMPBELL
Only one candidate of the seven
member reform slate running in the
Governing Council elections spoke at
the slate's rally in Sid Smith foyer on
Monday.
Others appeared at the meeting,
but only Richard Schabas, running in
full-time undergraduate constituency I ,spoke.
Schabas (Med I) reiterated to a
small and apparently indifferent
crowd, his campaign platform

VICTORIA
DRAMA

att
against
male ack
chauvinism
the UITlow
that math ale
aBainst
rhaiivinicmsin tha
ntof He
u_ declared
j_-t fem
■
departme
T Medical Faculty. Schabas chairman George Duff has failed ntto
criticized the fact that women only demonstrate that he (Duff) has "the
constitute 20 per cent of the enrol- monolithic support" of the department behind him in the present
ment the faculty, which he argues is
with the professors.
"exactly the
figure as in now
the dispute
On the contrary, Salaff said, the
days when thesameadministrators
admit there was a quota on women." math department "is in a state of
Stephen Salaff , one of three math
professors fired by the university,
took time off the fourth
floor Sid
Smith occupation to join the
Activist
meeting.

says

let

make
decisions
on
By HEATHER Decisions
JANE SANGUINS to She contended that it is time for
"women to unite" around the issue
perform; abortions should be left to of liberalized abortion laws.
The public meeting that filled the
women, s-aid Ellen May of the Canaof the St. Lawrence Cendian Women's
to Repeal Towntre toHall
Abortion
Laws, Coalition
three-quarters capacity began
Monday night.
"The responsibility for an abortion with a panel discussion moderated
should be put in the hands of the by Toronto journalist June
women concerned," she declared. Callwood.

COLLEGE
CLUB

NEEDS

THE VIC DRAMA
CLUB INVITES ANYONE
WITH DRAMATIC IDEAS,
SUGGESTIONS AND/OR
TALENT, TO ATTEND
OPEN MEETING WED.
MARCH 7, 1973
AT 12 NOON

fluxMed
unlike it has
other improvem
in the make
ents in first
sever beenenr
olm
ent
past 100
He d noted
courses.
math
year
that
$50
has
beenyears".
collecte
from faculty repercussions
Speaking on the possible
members to support the occupati
of the demonstration
on.
for
departments of the unSalaff called upon U of T president meansother
iversity, headded,
"Mathgeography
reform
sociology
reform,
John Evans to create a fund of
$100,000 to hire extra teachers and reform, and medical school reform."

NOMINATIONS CLOSE FRIDAY FOR

PLACE
COPPER
ROOM
2ND FLOOR
WYMILWOOD
150 CHARLES
STREET W.

SAC

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION
ELECTIONS
for the offices of
President
Vice-President
For the 1973-74 Academic Year
(1 MAY 1973-30 APRIL 1974)
WILL BE HELD ON FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1973
Nominations are now open, and must be received by 5 p m
Friday, March 9, 1973. Nomination forms and further
information are available at the Graduate Students' Union
Office, 16 Bancroft Ave. Phone 928-2391

President
Heather Ridout f

Peter Baumann
&

Vice-President

I
THE
CANDIDATES

Douglas Wilson
TOMORROW

Vice-President

ARE:

a.m.

President

President

Chuck Vickery

Peter Havers

Vice-President

Vice-President

to
Paul Bannon
5

Piffle

ORDER SELECTED DY LOT

Vice-President
Greg Mc Master |
1 Vice-President
Alice Klein I

Ian Dignam

9

abortion
The women's coalition national coordinator Joan Campana said that,
abortion was not as much an "abstract ortheoretical question" as a
"burning political question". She
quoted a male Winnipeg radio announcer who stated that "the time
seems to have come to repeal abortion laws". She noted the emergence
of the strong pro-abortion movement
in the past year and a recent public
opinion poll showing 61 per cent of
Canadian
s of all ages as being in
favour of repealing all abortion laws.
Montreal doctor Henry
Morgantaler pointed out that "any
woman undergoing an abortion outside ofa hospital is liable for up to
two years
under May
secnment"l Code.
tion 251 ofimpriso
the Crimina
quoted prime minister P.Trudeau,
who said that 'every woman who has
an abortion must account for her
actions
like criminal
.
The panelists
were does'
disrupte
d by
two shouting seemingly irrational
members of the Right-To-Life (antito distribu
began
who "glossy
abortion
te fulltion,
) organiza
colour,
leaflets showing 28 week-old
foetuses to young teenagers in the
audience.

ELECTIONS
President

TODAY

women

George Huczek

Vice-President f Vice-President
Michael Weedon I Roman Olszewski

POLLS LOCATED AT ALL COLLEGES & FACULTIES & AT SID SMITH,
HART HOUSE, SIG SAM LIBRARY & SAC OFFICES

President
Bob Anderson
Vice-President
Stephen Moses
Vice-President
Mike Scott
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Student
By JOHN CAMPBELL
Math department occupier Jeff
Eisen charged yesterday that
proposals for a new advisory
committee on service courses in
the math department will create
"just another bullshit committee
to Atdo thelittle
things."session of the_
afternoon
math curriculum meeting, called
to explain the format of the new
body, Eisen pressed committee
chairman Ed Barbeau and undergraduate math secretary Nick
Derzko to clarify what actual
power it would have to influence
department policy.
His skepticism reflected the
feeling of the audience that the
meeting mitteeandwere obstructions
the proposed tocomthe
prompt resolution of math
department problems.
Barbeau admitted that
"technically"
- department
chairman wouldthe retain
a veto
over resolutions passed by the
committee, but in his view,
faculty support for it would
make veto
mal y, Iamusenotunlikely.
competent"For-to
guarantee anything," he said,
"but teeTwillhope
packthea service
bit morecommitclout
thanDerzko,
an advisory
body."
who has
agreed to

attacks
math
advisory
body
Students
used the opportunity
chair the new committee, took a by the meeting to the powers of academic and administrative
dim view of the possible effects it the new body and charged that problems that have plagued the to complain bitterly about
cheating, discrepancies between
over the years.
might have on future department Derzko would control the com- department
crowd, impatient to voice tutors' marking, the irrelevance
decision-making.
mittee's initial discussions to itsThecomplaints,
of the course textbooks, and the
voted
to
go
"There is a real danger," he prevent resolution of those beyond the strict purpose of the staff-student
ratios in the departdeclared,
"that
the
committee
questions
in
favour
of
having
a
will degenerate into a power strong body.
meeting -- to discuss the struc- ment
Barbeau
was
pessimistic about
ture of the new committee ~ and
group to tell the department
About 100 people crowded into
begin
a
full
review
of
the
departthe
prospects
of
the new committhe
morning
session
to
hear
Barwhat
to do."in the day, he had
Earlier
beau announce that the new
ment's present policies and practee for plaints
resolving
that servicestudents'
courses comhave
argued that the department was committee would be composed of tices.
too many students per teacher.
not entirely at fault for the first year students and their lecRequests
by
several
students
Reminding
the
audience
that
that
detailed
resolutions
for
present breakdown
in comturers and tutors, in equal num- reforms be passed on the spot, committee will not have a role thein
munication between staff
and
bers, and two of the depart- were
students. The students, he said,
rejected by Barbeau. He ■the department's budget forment's associate chairman.
had not made sufficient use of
mation, he said, "We cannot exDescribing it as a permanent agreed instead to place the
pbersect atolarge
flotillato ofhelpstaffoutmemexisting channels of com- and independent body, he said points of the discussion on the
be hired
and
munication toair their grievan- he hoped it would not merely agenda of the committee's first additional
tutors aTe not
meeting,
expected
to
take
place
ces.The occupiers of the math handle complaints but deal effec- Friday morning at 8 am.
tively with a wide variety of the
department offices on the fourth
floor
of Sidneyincreased
Smith Hallstudent
haveavailable."
demanded
Students
stop equipment
removal
participation
in
policy-formation
bodies within the department as
Students
hurriedly
called
a meeting of the oca pre-condition of their deparBETTSON
cupiers and decided to set up a tight security
The calm By
of theBOBoccupation
of the fourth floor
ture. They have occupied the ofmath offices broke Monday afternoon as professor
fices since February 27.
system with two guards on duty at all times.
They decided not to give up any equipment to
Outside the meeting, Eisen Ken May and two other math department officials
said the new committee was con- tried to remove equipment from the outer office of the department. One student slated that they
math
chairman
George
Duff.
ceived bythe demonstrators as a
needed the equipment, and that since Duffs office
The math officials and May suddenly entered
was occupied, all equipment should remain at its
step in the direction toward a
the
offices
and
began
to
remove
the
typewriters,
greaterstudent
voice
in
policypresent
location.
making.
according to student witnesses. One student
Earlier
in the week department personnel had
been allowed to enter the office and remove
He was dissatisfied however, struggled briefly with May before the math
with the lack of definition given professor agreed to put a typewriter down.'
various office supplies.'

Charges
dropped
ogainsf
two
SSSC
After two hours of continuous cross- questioned several times by the judge the defendants, she and several other U of
examination of its first witness, the crown about the relevance of her line of T police were stationed on the third floor
Monday withdrew charges of causing a questioning during the course of her two of the 215 Huron Street building on the
morning of February 1. The SSSC had
disturbance lodged against Rhonda hour cross-examination.
Fleming and Denis Havers.
During the first 40 minutes of cross- been picketing the building for several
The charges against the two Stop the
Fleming's questions per- weeks by that date.
Student Surcharge Committee members, examination,
At noon, according to Pugh, campus
tained soleiy to Pugh's career as
stemmed from a February 1 outbreak of policewoman.
She asked
were informed
violence at a picket line outside the U of T previous emplyment
withabout
the Pugh's
Metro police
had erupted
in frontthatof athe"disturbance
building.
personnel office demanding an end to police, her education as an officer of the When
arrived in the foyer, Pugh said
layoff of U of T outside workers.
law, her salaries over the years, her daily she saw,she "scuffling
both inside and outCrown attorney Applegath, said yester- routine and her opportunities for
side the building."
day that the charges were dropped promotion in her present job.
At
this
point,
she
saw
Fleming try to get
Asked to defend the logic of this line of
because of a "lack of sufficient evidence".
Asked why the charges were dropped in questioning, Fleming explained that she into the building from the outside, to aid
could not do so in front of the witness. one of the picketers. After informing her
the
of testimony,
was middle
no point
in going heonsaid,with"there
the The judge then proceeded to clear the that she was not allowed to enter the
courtroom.
building, Pugh claimed that Fleming
proceedings."
When the court reconvened, the judge swore at her and pushed her aside to take
Asked if the testimony of prosecution
witness U of T policewoman Joanne Pugh explained that he would temporarily part in the scuffle. Pugh claimed she saw
had influenced 'his decision, Applegath allow the questioning to continue, but Fleming assault U of T constable Marie
"I saw the defendant take a
stated, "Ibeing
can'trevealed
recallat whether
the would reserve the right to disregard all Weaver.
testimony
the time had
testimony that did not directly relate to swing at Constable Weaver. I did not see
anyFleming,
affect onwhomy defended
decision." herself, was the charges at hand.
it landed or not"
According to Pugh, who had charged whether
A vigorously cross-examined Pugh

Forty
Four of the five SAC presidential slates turned up at yestery" sSAC aforum
only tolecture
find
they dafaced
nearly —empty
hall of 40.
The rally at the Old Physics
building was typical of a
lacklustre campaign ending in
today's and tomorrow's election
ofivy-covered
next year'shutoccupants
the
south ofofHart
House.
The voting will take place
today and tomorrow between 9
am and 5 pm at approximately
40 polling booths, according to
chief returning officer Joe
Red ican. One may be located inthe fourth floor of Sid Smith, so
that math department occupiers
won't have to leave their posts.
* Redican hopes that results of
the counting, which will take
place in the St George Drill
Hall, will be released by 7 pm
tomorrow.
At the sparsely attended
forum, SAC presidential candidate Bob Anderson stated that
student faculty parity on
decision-making bodies will not
be reached by next year. He
'suggested
that fiveestimate.
years was a
more reasonable

members
revealed that while she originally had informed Fleming that she was charged
with assault relating to the pushing incident by the door, she later decided to
ignore that and rather charge her. with
assault for her "scuffle" with Weaver.
A leaflet released by the SSCC after the
trial was denounced by Applegath. He
said that it represented a case of irresponsible journalism and that to- his
knowledge, several things stated in it
were "definitely untrue."
According to the leaflet the CrownAssistant Attorney had interrupted the
proceedings (the cross-examination of
Pugh) to consult with lawyer for U of T
President Evans. The leaflet continues,
"this proves the charges were trumped up.
The fact that the Crown consulted with
Evans' lawyer,
only afterthethat
consultation did theyand withdraw
charges
proves these charges were laid in fact by
the University of Toronto."

lonely souls
hear
pres candidates
the fees strike. He contended
Anderson stressed teaching
that an end to wasteful spending
quality as a criterion for tenure
or promotion, and added that
by the university administration
more attention needs to be given
and
Ontario
government
to course evaluation results.
would thecounter
the need
for inQuestioned on how student
creased tuition fees.
Havers was jeered by the
positions on staffing committees
could be implemented, he comengineers mentedpresent
when heopporcommented that the student body
on employment
tunities, adding that only five
has
a
"natural
ally"
in
the
university administration in this
per
of lastfoundyear's
particular area, since the Univerengineering
graduates
jobs
in theircent
fields.
sity of Toronto cannot afford to
get a reputation for ignoring
Greg McMaster, running on a
socialist platform, also criticized
student opinion on teaching
quality.
the high tuition fees engineers
Chuckh Vickery; whose slate
as decreased
opPlaying to the gallery: Chuck Vickery at yesterday's SAC forum. pay, as well portunities
which confrontjobthem
stresses
"fiscal
responsibility,"
advocated reduction in SAC fees, only those ads from blacklisted Wright Report support of open when they graduate.
by discontinuing the $1 campus firms - i.e. those who do not pay stacks, and a "speedy solution to Only the socialist slate
centre levy. He said SAC could their bills.
stressed women's liberation as a
care problem."
When he commented that The the
also save money by withdrawing
not day
elaborate
further. He did major priority at the meeting.
from OFS. In an earlier inter- Varsity should print one more
McMaster said the SAC should
Vickery
agreed
with
opponent
view, Vickery indicated that
Peter Havers, SSSC candidate, expose discrimination against
ads, -Varsity.
membership in OFS was a waste page
again of
explained
that four. staffers
pages that students elected to the women whenever it occurs.
Several women in the meagre
must be printed if one is to be
of SAC's time.
Council be made
He also called for a decrease added. Vickery was also governing
responsible to students, but crowd commented on the need
in communications expenses, in- criticized for his lack of atten- neither gave specific ways of ac- for a settlement to the day care
cluding acut in funds allocated
dance at recent Varsity Board of
complishing this. Havers cited problem, to ensure women the
to The Varsity. He contended Directors meetings.
to a university
governor Paul Cadario's accessibility
The Varsity refuses ads, and
Vickery called, further, for student
education.
They also paper,
contended
scheme" as an exam- that
the engineering
the
thus loses money. Several Var- "maximum services at minimum "discipline
ple
of
a
student
not
responsible
sity staffers in attendance ex- cost" a "rational critique and for student interests.
Toike Oike, discriminates
plained that The Varsity refuses reasonable alternatives" to the
Havers' platform focused on against women.

Int

Affairs

resists

admin

pressure
es.sted
I
apparent
administration^t^al
pressure
to recommend
r~i JSf
Affairs
Committee anyesterdayto
the
math GoverningJ
departmentCounciI's
occupation. However, in doing so the end
nors maintained that "members of the university must have thegoverright
The administ
requested the special meeting after the math
of access
to theirration
offices."
*
department occupier refused to let internal affairs vice-president
Jill Conway, arts ands science
Bob Greene, and math associate
chairman Ray Vanstone removedeanfiles
the occupied offices of
department chairman George Duff from
ay. The three adrmnistrators had not made it clear that Wednesd
they only
to take the
lies pertaining to the grievance waged by the two wanted
tenure whose case the students are fighting. professors denied
THE

New SAC president Bob Anderson beams moderately as students gave him a half hearted
win.

Anderson

wins

hands

down,

mandate
By BRIANE N ASIMOK

strength doubted
Baumann ticket had only 120 voters supporting them
Last year over 7,500 voters turned out to
SAC
With fewer than 3,500 of a possible 21,000 un- president Eric Miglin, with a 1300 vote plurality.electAnderdergraduates voting, UC student Bob Anderson coasted
son attributed this year's poor turnout and high abstento an easy victory in the SAC presidential election
tion vote to "the inability of this year's SAC to relate to ■
yesterday.
Anderson with 1,715 votes finished with a lead of students.
Anderson
said the most serious problem he faces is
more than 1,000 over his nearest competitor, engineer to "have "the students see the SAC as a viable source in
Chuck Vickery. ,
the Anderson
university."was very happy
with the campus-wide
than Spoiled
400 votes.ballots and abstentions accounted more support
he received,
in Engineering
.Anderson and his vice presidential candidates, Although his slate had beenespecially
concerned at first about .a
Stephen Moses and Mike Scott, were declared winners split in the campus he said, no split materialized.
at 6:30 pm, one and one half hours after the polls closed.
Vickery said that "perhaps the results were inThey carried most of the colleges and faculties except
dicative othe
f feeling on campus." Although he thought
Anderson
faculty.
home
Vickery's
engineering,
a "ridiculously small mandate" he
Abstentions carried Physical and Occupational did concedereceived
was "clear".
The ballotthatboxit from
Therapy, Scarborough and Architecture. Architecture
Emmanuel College could not
students abstained 51 times out of 60.
be found, chief returning officer Joe Redican reported,
The lowest turn-out in at least six years saw the because the responsible returning officer could not be
United Socialist Slate win 306 votes; the Stop the Stu- found. It could not substantially change the result, since
dent Surcharge Committee ticket got 197; and the Peter fewer than 50 votes are expected to be in it.

Apathy

prevails

By ALEX PODNICK
It was nearly all over before it had
really begun. Standing among the
tables in the Drill Hall last night, the
SAC presidential aspirants faded
almost inconspicuously into the
background.
There was no excitement, no
tears. There had never been any real
contest. Fourth year math student
Bob Anderson had the election
sewed up before it ever began, starting off with support of all shades of
campus
and
left ofpolitieos
centre. — right, centre,
The campaign never really got off
the ground. The enthusiastic
politicking which characterized past
campaigns was missing, the victim
of an apathy which precipitated the
lowest voter turnout in recent years.
And, last night was the culminaof all athat
worse tionthan
Gradenon-drama,
B movie. faring
SAC president-elect Bob Anderson
stood off to the side, shyly smiling as
the Anderson — Stephen Moses —
Mike Scott ticket swiftly chalked up
a more than 1,000 vote lead over its
nearest competitor.
Almost everybody had a different
explanation for the poor turnout.
Anderson and United Socialist Slate
vice-presidential candidate Greg

at SAC

McMaster blamed it on this year's
council.
"The lack of impact SAC has had
this year"
way the thepresidentelect put it.wasHe theadmitted
biggest
task confronting his council would
be to re-establish students' confidence inSAC's ability
to influence
the
university
and educational
decisions.
McMaster, the Old Mole member
of the USS ticket, said the small
percentage of students voting
"representssionmentawith generalized
disillu-of
the possibilities
achieving anything through student
government", a disillusionment
the poor performance
ofresulting
recent from
councils.
Retiring SAC president Eric
Miglin
the low
turnout asof "for
the mostsaw part
a function
the
seemingly low-key campaigns that
all of the candidates ran, and the
lack ofthea numbers
central issue."
when
voting Last
hit a year,
near
record high, the library occupation
provided the central issue, he said.
SAC chief returning officer Joe
Redican complained about lack of
co-operation from local councils in
organizing the election. "General
apathy" and the math sit-in's
domination of The Varsity's news

contest

pages
accounted for the low turnout,
he thought.
The loyal few present for the official count harboured no illusions
about the Anderson mandate.
A chastened Chuck Vickery, the
engineering student who headed the
second-place team, concluded the
low turnout
Bob a really
poor position "leaves
to effectively inrepresent
students". "I can't help but think it
weakens
mented. their credibility," he comMiglin concurred. "I think it undoubtedly weakens their mandate; it
indicates the (students') lack of interest or lack of knowledge about
their students'
"I'm
confident council."
that the However,
three of
them will do a good job," he was
quick to add.
SAC chief returning officer Joe
Redican wandered listlessl
y around
his domain, raising the megapho
in his.hand to call for volunteers neto
count one last box of ballots and to
cart
fice. the boxes back to the SAC ofAsked about a missing Emmanuel
ballot box, replied, "It must be
around somehe place.
By tomorrow
(Friday afternoon), we'll know
where it is."
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old a Wednesday noon rally that the three had made it clear that
t.iH
a Ue!"to""8obtain
ou* when on
Greene
ttey
wanted 7**getS n0t
into that'soffice
the
backgroun of to
the professor -Duff's
Salaff - whose files
contract
has
not been drenewed,
in order to Stephen
review his case
By yesterday afternoon, Greene had backed down from this
claim, instead telling the Internal
Affairs Committee that there had
been a the'genuine misunderstanding'' Wednesday morning. Minutes
before
meeting began, the three administrators had returned to
Duff s office, bringing back half the files they needed. The other half
remained
m the chairman's desk because Duff forgot his desk
at home.
drawer keylocked
Conway continually tried to encourage the committee to recommend some course of action should the occupation ever become disruptive orviolent. She said the administration
to know when
an occupation would cease being a legitimate wanted
grievance procedure
The committee, however, continually reverted
to discussion of
the substantive issues involved in the week-and-a-half old occupation. passed
- ra
After more than an hour of discussion, the committee
motion recognizing that the sit-in is non-violent
in its present state
and does not require any (iisciplinary action. If the situation changes
orfurther
continues
Internal
next meeting, the committee
declareduntilit will
reviewAffair's
the matter.
The governors then went on to note in their minutes their conviction that members of the university must
the right of access to
their offices. Anyone interfering with that have
right would be subject to
disciplinary action, they concluded.
The Governing Council's Executive Committee, holding a
regularly scheduled
meeting yesterday afternoon,
discussed the
sit-in. It also avoided backing the administration also
The executive instead affirmed its support forinitiative.
the
established
staffing rules and procedures, and encouraged the administrati
on to
"continue" attempting to resolve the substantive issues raised by the
A special issue of university's house organ, the U of T
protest. was to appear thisthe morning,
Bulletin,
explaining the university's view
of developments until now and outlining
the Executive Committee
decisions.
Internal Affair's position about office access evolved after two
committee members, professor Michael Grapko and government appointee Mamie Paikin, expressed
about ignoring the
possibility that Duff might be refusedreservations
access to his office should
try to use it. Until now, the chairman has steered clear of his oc-he
cupied office.
Earlier in the meeting, Greene had detailed background of
the student complaints and the administration the
response to date.
Committee members were critical of the department's
to sit
students on the committee it established to review itsrefusal
structures. The committee was struck after the occupationgoverning
began.
Equally unpopular was the department's unwillingness to
negotiate
with the occupiers until they ended their sit-in.
Graduate student governor Clarice Henschel asked
why the
department was refusing to negotiate with the students
most concerned about the matter, the occupying students.obviously
"Manycupatimembers
of the department
are indignant"
abouton theDuff,
ocon and the pressure
the protestors
were placing
Greene explained.
Chairman Cadario reminded the committee that the substantive
issues were not within their terms of reference. "The point of this
meeting is to give the administration
guidance about the occupation," hetold them.
Graduate student governor Clarice Henschel told her fellow
governors that she didn't "think this is the time for the Internal Affairs Committee or the Governing Council to be dragged" into an
attempt at resolving any alleged disruption. In fact, she said, "I don't
see it as a disruption."
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HERE
TODAY
11 am
Blood donor clinic, in the Medical Sciences
building. Everyone welcome.
noon Till 4 pm.
Basicscus ofion witChristianity:
study andby dish Dlert Frerichs,a Biblesponsored
the
Studentfice, HaChristian
Movement.
At
rt House. 1245 pm the SCM OfAll women students and faculty are invited to
attend an informal meeting of the Ad Hoc Comnthe Status
of Women against
at U of Twomen
to discussmit e osalary
discrimination
professors. At the Women's
1 pm Union Building.
Pour la demiere fois. La Troupe 368 presente
Batisseurs 79a
D'Empire"
Vlan auEntree
U.C.
a"LesPlayhouse.
Rue deSt.BorisGeorge.
graturte.
1:10 pm
Eucharist, Atsponsored
the Student
Movement.
the Hart2 pmbyHouse
Chapel.Christian
"Women Directors And Their Films" at 2 pm:
Karen Johnsons' "Orange" and Barbara Lodens'
powerful
"Wanda". produce
At 7 pm:
An Evening
With
r-di rector
and
aPamelfreeDouglas
lance —writer,
directing
herof films
energies
towards
organizing
the
black
community
using
T.V. and film as the tool for change. She will
speak and show her work. At York University,
Curtis
"L". Free
Admission.
ThereLecture
will beHalla free
screening
of the film
'Viva Zapata" today 4atpmUC 104.
The Graduate
Students'toUnion
16 Bancroft
Avenue
invites everyone
a Wineat and
Cheese
Party
every
Friday.
Note:
We
have
wines and beer, as well as your imported
favorite
domestic Till 7 pm. 5 pm
Deadline for nominations for Victoria University Students'
election.
DetailsAdministrative
available in theCouncil
VUSAC Executive
office in
Wymirwood.
Advanced recorder group meets at the International Studearent's Centre,
33 St. George Street.
New members
welcome.
7 pm
The University of Toronto Spanish Club is
having
at theStreet.
International
Centre, a33"Fiesta"
St. George
AdmissionStudent
Free.
Everyone Welcome. 730 pm
Innis College
proudlyof presents
gala party(to
celebrate
the coming
the giant acasabamellon,
an ethnic holiday. Music, jam sessions, beer,
wine, liquor and all those things Innis is famous
tor wifl happen: ATL required. Minima! entrance
fee of only 25 cents covers the cost of the
event. At 63 St. George Street.
SMCTrojan
Film Club
Cacoyannis'
"The
Women"presents
with Michael
Katherine
Hepburn,
Vanessa
Redgrave,
Genevieve
Bujold.
in Car r
Hall. Admission is $1.00.
8 pm
Geography students: T.U.G.S. Annual Spring
Party
is Tonight.
At Hart House Music Room.
Bar,
music,
the door.
Tilletc.1 Tickets
am. are $1.25 per person at
Valdy,lastCanadian
artist,songwasandin ourrap
studios
week forfolk-rock
a half hour
session. He plays his old favourites and a new
song
never recorded
before- 820"The AMBakedon campus
Potato
Polka".
of T RadioCable
and 96.3OnonU Rogers
FM.
to be heldat this
MarchA "Cabaret"
9th, from night
8 pm istil midnight
805 Friday,
Dovercourt Road
north
of
filcor
West.
Bar,
Entertainment. Dancing and free admission. Sponsored
by the Toronto Polish&30Students'
pm Association.
Duane Ail man Radio Show. Duane died last
year but his music lives on. In this interview
recorded inhis1970,music.he talks
about people who've
influenced
10OnpmU ot T Radio.
The Varsity Blues take on the University of
Alberta Golden Bears in CIAU semifinal play off
hockey
Varsity's
team
of Archieaction.
Hunter Radio
and John
Karr willbroadcast
be in Edmonton to provide live coverage of this first game of
a best of three series. Call the Sports Line at
964-1484
for the latest
820 AM in residences
and score.
96.3 on Radio
RogersVarsity:
Cable
FM,
SATURDAY
7:30 pm
SMC Film Club presents Michael Cacoyannis'
"The
Trojan
Women"
Katherine Bujold.
Hepburn,In
Vanessa Redgrave andwithGenevieve
Carr Hall. Admission is $1.00. Again at 10 pm.
The Armenian Students Association is having
an "Armenian
International
Students
Centre, Night"
33 St. atGeorgethe Street.
There
will be a band, lots of food and slides. Adm
i
s
i
o
n
:
$
1
.
5
0
.
(Food
and
drinks
separate)
Everyone welcome.
Exciting Workshop-Theme at the Benson
Building:
Dancedance
and and
the theatre
Community.
ParticipateTheatre,
and observe
arts
students in a master dance and mime class conducted byMr. Charles Weidman, followed by
their acbve involvement in theatre games and a
pm fee is $1.00.
"dance happening". 10Registration
The Blues meet the Golden Bears in the second of a three game series, listen to Radio
Varsity for live coverage of this CIAU semifinal
playoff game direct from Edmonton. Join Archie
Hunter and John Karr for the colour and exciteent ofplayoffRadiohockey.
964-1484
for the
latest mscore.
VarsityCall820AM
in residences
and at 96.3 on Rogers
Cable FM,
SUNDAY
11 am
"What is faith anyway?" will be discussed at

AND

NOW

7:30 pm
the Hart House service
6 pm in connection with Free Movie: "The Gospel According to St.
Hebrews 11.
by Passolini;
the StuThe International Student Centre, 33 St. Matthew"
dent Christian
Movement,presented
CampusbyMinistries
George
Street,
is
having
an
International
Dinner
Foundation
and
VUSAC.
At
Room
3,
NAB,
Victoria College.
- "Indian Style". 7 Price:
Welcome.
pm $1.00. Everyone
8 pm
Does working overseas for two years appeal
Waffle Public Lecture Series on The Political to you?
CUSO General
InformationThen
Meeting attend
in the thePendarves
Lounge
at the
Economy
ot
Canada.
John
Hutcheson
"The
International
Students
Centre,
33
St.
George
Canadian
Government
and
Hie
Economy".
At
Street.
Room N201, OISE
Ihog presents music energy, smiles and Ukrainian Students Club Executive Election
magic At Bathurst7:15Striet
United Church. 3153.
At Medicalfor Sciences
Building,
Room
pm dollar
offices should
be phoned
Murtchies by Jubilation. One
admission. Meeting.Nominations
in to Roman Senkus;TUESDAY
telephone:
766-0330.
10 am
Clubwithpresents
Eric Rohmer's "MyIn
NightSMCHall.
at Film
Maud's"
9-30isJean-Louis
Carr
Admission
bypm seriesTrintignant.
ticket or 50 Professor Joel Levine. Dartmouth College will
cents. Again at 930 pm.
lecture on the "Workshop In The Analysis of
Canadian
The
third
and
deciding
game
between
the
the
BordenCorporate
Building, and
RoomBanking
229. Linkages". At
noon
Blues and the U of A Golden Bears will be
James
Bay
Power
Project
study group and
played
il
necessary.
Join
Archie
Hunter
and
John
Karr for live coverage of this very important discussion sponsored by the aStudent
Christian
playoff game direct from Edmonton. Call the Movement, SCM Office,1 pmHart House.
Sports Varsity
Line at820964-14S4
for the latest
Radio
AM in residences
and atscore.
96.3 Synthesizer Workshop: AJ Booth does it again
on Rogers Cable FM.MONDAY
on the ARP Synthesizer. See how electronic
music is produced, and1 pmthen try it yourself. At
noon
, The U of T Women for Abortion Law Repeal is the UC Playhouse, 79A St. George Street.
Involvement Day, including
meeting
to plan for Conference
Joan Campana's
talk and Lawfor films,A Community
the
Cross-Canada
for Abortion
tours, and discussion, will take place in the
Southwestern
service
of Queen Street Mental
Repeal
of the Canadian
Women's Coalition. All
interested
pm Street West. Till 9
2 pm come to the Film Health Centre, at 999430Queen
Room at Inniswomen
College.should
Trial tiotnues. AtSSSC
Rhonda Fleming
public lecture;and "Paul
Old Citymember,
Hall. Courtroom
33. con- andVictoria
Martin College
Buber: Christianity
JudaismTittichin
Synthesizer
Workshop:
Al
Booth
Encounter".
Professor
Alan T.
demonstration of electronic music, andwillhelpgiveyoua Contemporary
of Religious
Studies.
fool around on the thing yourself. Free lollipops Daviestoria(Department
College) will speak.
Lecture Hall,
roomVic-3,
7 pmVictoria
for the toddies. At UC Playhouse. 79a St. New Academic
Building.
College.
George
Streef.Joel Levine, Dartmouth College will
Professor
Meeting of all women in the Sociology
speak on "The Sphere of Influence: A pmDepartment. At the 730snackpmbar, G.S.U.
Methodological Inquiry Into United States BankA free filmwillentitled
"La VieatRevee"
by Mirielleof
ing and Room
Industrial229.4:10
Networks".
be•□30
shown
the Faculty
Building,
pm At the Borden Dansereau
pm Streets.
Education, at BloorWEDNESDAY
and Huron
"The Objects
of Religion":
Professor
Ninian Smart
of Lancastera lecture
University,by
Seminar on Courts and Trials: Charles Hanly,
England. In the Debates Room of Hart House.
Public Lecture: History of Science. "The Birth Process
Philosophy". Faculty
on "Psycopathology
of 1Law,pm FalconerofHall.the Trial
ofForbes,
Scientific
Navigation"
Eric
Edinburgh
University.by AtProfessor
Room 2135
430 pmby The Varsity Fund.
Sidney Smith. Sponsored
Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering
Centennial Lecture: "Materials Engineering —
The Alexander Lectures: "The Meaning of The Next Hundred Years", by Professor R.
Rhyme"
Prof. Barbara.
Hugh Kenner.
California.bySanta
At theUniversity
West Hall,of Woodhams.
dial y invited.The University Community is corUniversity College. 5 pm
Electronic Music:2 pmThe last introductory
General meeting of the Stop the Student workshop on the synthesizer, See it. hear it, play
Surcharge Committee. At the South Sitting it.TillAt4 thepm.UC Playhouse. 79A St. George Streets.
Room, Hart House.

TONYARTAND GALLERY
ELEANOR PAINE
GALLERY
HOURS:
EXHIBITION
CYCLOP
PRINTS
1 8ATIKS
V.ondit, lli.m.-Sp.m.
Tundiy to Sihrrdit, Jl i.m. ■ S p.r
Surulir, Z p.m. - 5 p.m.

FILM SERIES:
MUSEUM WITHOUT WALLS
THE GREEK TEMPLE
MONDAY, MARCH 12
DEBATES ROOM, 1 -2 P.M.
AND 7 - 8 P.M.

THE BLACK HART PUB
PRESENTS
HORN
next Tuesday/ Wednesday, and Thursday
SQUASH
PLAYOFFS
Thursday,
MarchWELCOME
15 at 5 p.m.
AUDIENCE

QUARTET
Sunday,
March3 p.m.
11
Great
Hall,

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAYS/ WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS
ENTERTAINMENT STARTS AT 8:30 P.M.

THE
NUNNERY
"S
we
et
presents

Bli

ndn
ss
this Friday andeSaturday
73 St. George St.

come early
Beer and Wine
before 9 o'clock 55$

CHARLES
WEIDMAN
AND HIS
THEATRE
DANCE
COMPANY

Liquor
before
9 o'clock
After 9 o'clock
slightly 55
more
i
Return
\

AN HISTORIC FESTIVAL PERFORMANCE
BY NEW YORK'S CHARLES WEIDMAN THEATRE DANCE COMPANY
ONE NIGHT ONLY
dancing his famous'A Lincoln
'ThurberPortrait'
Fables' tynchtown' and
Original founder of Modern Dance along with Martha Graham
in thebefore
1920's.
"-there haslikebeen
in thetoday."
dance
him
pattern after
and certainly even
remotely
him innobody
the dance
Johnto Wartln,
xheModern
Dance.
RYERSON THEATRE, 43 GERRARD STREET EAST
FRIDAY, MARCH 9fh 8:30 p.m.
ALL TICKETS $2.50
• Eaton's 364-6487
• R yerson Theatre Box Off ice_ — 595-5088
• Benson Bidg. (320 Huron) Box Office, Room 102
open daily 8:30 a.m. -9 p.m. — 928-3441

J

to the days of

Grease

on March

with

16, 17

Saturday, March 17th
50's ni
ght *\
CONTEST,
PRIZES,

ETC.

Cj^

<^
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Greene
Arts and science dean Bob Greene
praised
opfcn math
curriculum Tuesday's
committee meeting,
at a
Wednesday Sid Smith rally supporting the math department occupation.
He declared to a crowd of about
300 people that the meetings had
given math students an opportunity
to air their grievances and that it was
a positive indication the math
department
has moved
"to respond
to the legitimate
concerns
of first
year students in the service
courses."
The curriculum meeting heard
faculty proposals for the creation of
a new permanent service course
committee, comprised of students,
lecturers, tutors, and two administrators. The service course commit e isexpected to advise on a
wide range of academic and administrative problems in first year
math courses:
A committee with no student
members that will examine the
governing
structure
of the department has also
been established.
Greene said he had "run into a
great deal of flak" from the math
department
for calling but,
the hestudents'
complaints legitimate
added,
"I don't think any department in this
university is above reproach." <
The crowd listened attentively as
the dean replied to criticism from
several speakers that the math
department has failed to deal with
the "real, substantive issues" raised
by the 10-day old occupation which
was sparked by the refusal of the
university to retain three math

praises
The occupers have demanded:
"That Duff offer a contract to
Stephen Salaff for 1973-4 and write a
letter to president Evans recommending that professors David Spring
and Micheal Mather be given
tenure; and that students be given
immediate and substantial representation and effective decision-making
power on all departmental bodies,
including those dealing with hiring,
firing,
tenure theof faculty".
Greeneand placed
blame for the
eruption of the crisis on the three
professors themselves, claiming they
had not taken advantage until last
Friday of the proper legal channels
to
seek appeals against their dismissals.
As early as last December, the
dean said, he had invited one of the
professors involved, Salaff, to his offinual
ce to discuss
contract hadwhynothjsbeen(Salaff's)
renewed.anHe added that the offer was extended more than once.
"Out of a sense of equity and
fairness to the others (who did
follow the correct proceedure), my
position and that of Dr. Evans is that
appeals against (such) decisions
must be pursued through legal
channels," he stated.
Salaff said last night he found
Greene
unsympathetic"
in a
December"mostmeeting,
during which
the dean refused to deal with the
issues, instead sending Salaff and
students back to Duff and the
departmental
curriculum committee.
As well, Salaff states, Greene accused him of "aggrandizing" himself

Indifference

open

POTS
Vic
Innis
Law
Erindale
Trinity
U.C.
Food Sci
Meds
New
Engineering
St. Mikes
Nursing
Sid Smith
Math Occupation
Sig
SAC Sam
Scar
New Physics
Wright
Architecture
Emmanuel
Total minus
Emmanuel

the few

Arts and Science dean Bob Greene tells student rally that he likes open
"Pressure brought about in any
for personal gain in coming with
students to complain. The math way through occupations and rallies
professor considered discussion is unfair to other individuals who do
"broken off" with that remark.
not haveinsisted.
this kind of support,"
Greene also says he suggested. Greene
Earlier in the rally, speakers
Salaff to to the U of T Faculty
Association's Grievance Committee. severely criticized the math
Salaff replies that the committee department's present policies and its
"does not behave as union" in the in- attempts to resolve its differences
terests ofprofessors and that there with math students.
Sociology professor Tony Smith
were
'no
for action
case likeprecedents
mine". He
added "inthata described the department as
Spring had been discouraged from autocratic and staffed by a faculty
appealing to the committee.
pre-occupied with research and
AAcGill

evident

voted

HAVERS
VICKERY
10
2
32
9
4
7
13017
44
27
8
42
3
3
15
6
13
269
1
1
.
-0
12 3 - 22
32
11
16
81
25
11
14
177
25
3
17
15133
153
33
3
65
65
18
0
4
0
9
20
14
10
3
3
0
1
151
10
18
20
9
12
4
1
185
3
0
0
could not be located at press time
120
664
197
0 - 306
BAUMANN
1
4
3
3

RIOOUT
2
1315
14

meetings
■

in constituency
elections
Student indifference to campus political elections, Morris and Geoff Eisen rounded out New's slate,
evident in an extremely low turnout in the SAC defeating four others, including three Stop the Student
presidential elections, was also made clear by con- Surcharge Committee members.
stituency elections of SAC representativesIncumbent Alice Anjo, SAC presidential chief returFewer
ning officer Joe Redican, Governing Council candidate
students, than
voted 150
and ofnotUniversity
many moreCollege's
turned over
out at2,000
the Ian Gray,
Michael Waud and Judy Wahl were acclaimed
New
College
polls.
St.
Mike's
and
Scarborough
Colleges
acclaimed all SAC reps, as well as their top officers in to SAC by St.Mike's students. Tom Hamer and Leo
Longo took over the student union's presidential suite
their college councils for next year.
Former SAC cultural affairs commissioner Seymour with no opposition.
Kanowitch topped the UC polls with a meagre 86 votes
SAC vice-president Ross Flowers took over David
in his third successful election to SAC. Sandra Margulis, Onley's office as Scarborough student council president,
Paul Till, incumbent Larry Weidbrod and Allan Salzman along with vice-presidents Scott Cavalier and Chris
also made it into SAC for next year, defeating two other Waddell with no one to fight. Flowers, Cavalier, John
candidates.
O'Donohue, Vivian Rossman and Sreela Sengupta rode
The big winner at New College was Ken Burgess with to power as SAC representatives without their electoral
146 votes, closely followed by Susan Goldberg. Glen strengths being tested.
-14
How

math

ANDERSON
34
141
32
55
147
10017
160
172
142
143
52
36
25629391
6
123
23
6
1715

ABSTAIN
51
25
18
9
27
11
17
4
15
21
33
23
24
18
0
7
0
34
17
3
51

426
(includes
spoled
ballots)..

funds

mass
curriculum meetings.
teaching.
-"prestige-maintenance", rather than
He declared that new service committee was a powerless "sandbox
committee" that will ultimately
become a paradox of the occupation's apparent gains.
Instead of being an organ of effective student input into department
policy-making, he said it would be a
place "where the faculty will gain
the courage and opportunity to voice
their opinion".

students
for

MONTREAL (CUPI) - McGill
University's
Alliance
Care
(ACC) finally
won foritsChildvictory
Wednesday when students at _a
general meeting voted to allocate $1
of their student society fees to a
parent-run co-op day care centre.
The victory came with no credit to
the McGill administration which obtained aninjunction February 12 forbid ing the ACC from establishing a
day care centre anywhere on the
McGill campus. The injunction
effectivelycupation ended
a ten-day
ocofa university
lounge,ACCafter
the administration had evicted a
temporary ACC centre from another
building
November.where it had been since
When the injunction was issued,
the ACC left the occupied area and
established an interim centre in
Hillel House. Hillel, a campusoriented Jewish youth group, is not
controlled by the McGill adrninistration, and therefore is not affected by
the edinjunction.
The group fully backthe ACC action.
Observers expect the new ACC
centre, financed by the student levy,
to be located in a house near the
campus, to overcome the injunction.
In earlyculatMarch
ACC calling
membersforcir-a
ed apetition
special student society meeting to
deal with the issue. It proposed that
McGill students pay $1 of the J24 student society fee for ACC-run day
care, with the proviso that students
could
by requesting
theirday$1
fee notopt-out
be channelled
toward
care.
The McGill student society constitution provides for general
meetings if at least 300 students
request them. If 300 students attend
decisions reached are binding on
elected representatives.

day

vote
care

Students at the Wednesday general
meeting
approved the day care motion ovemhelmingly.
The McGill administration has
consistentlystructrefused
to deal
conively with the ACC
demands
for a cooperative, parent controlled
day care centre. It wants to set up
one of its own, but even its own effort has been slow in getting off the
ground, because of an alleged lack of
The day the injunction was issued
to end the occupation February 12,
space.
McGill vice-president Stanley Frost
claimed that negotiations, which had
broken off that morning, would
resume three days later. His statment was a ploy to remove the ACC
members from his office where they
had escalated their action. Two
hours later key ACC organizers
were served with the injunction.
Meanwhile,
an occupation
University
of Toronto
building ofby aa
parent-controlled day care centre approaches itsfirst anniversary with no
end in sight. The university wants to
establish its own centre on the site
premises, but the parents refuse to
end the occupation which began in
April 1972, unless the administration
guarantees an alternative building.
The university is reluctant to call in
the police.
Varg (abb.) meets
The abbreviation
sado-masochist
is SM. The forabbreviation
for staff meeting is SM. Anyone who
sees some sort of connection there
has a sick mind.
The preceding serves — albeit
rather poorly
meeting
to be —heldto announce
today at 1 apmstaffin
The Varsity office at 91 St.George
St. Ouch!
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Administration

Aff
al
ern
Int
to the s
wentair
ent Jill Conway
vice-presid
Internal affairs
Committee special
Governing Council's Internal Affairs
the governors to give the
meeting yesterday to convince
to deal with the
blanche
carte
administrator a relative
math department occupation.
It wasn't a new tact. University president John Evans
before to snare apsent Conway to the committee twice
proval for possible university disciplinary action.getThat
put
g decisions
way when the potentially embarassin
into effect the president is spared from any blame which
my fallow the action. Evans, after all, is only too aware of
the negative effect breaking up unauthorizedJackactivities
Sword.
had upon the career of then acting president
Internal Afsent Conway to get215theHuron
The first time Evans keeping
Street
access to
fairs to recommend
if necessary. The
open and call Metro police for assistance
advise
to
camera
second time, the committee went in
Evans about how to deal with workers soliciting funds in a
university lunchroom for a defence fund for people
arrested following the 215 Huron violence.
But, this time, his manoeuvre failed terribly, leaving
Conway looking rather foolish and completely helpless.
Despite her several attempts to get the committee to
recommend what the university should do if the math
department situation got out of hand, the governors would
not be moved to respond to a non-existant threat.
Instead, they concluded the sit-in was not interfering
with the university's functions and, albeit indirectly, that
the occupation represented a legitimate expression of
grievance.
That decision was the only reasonable one the governors
could make. Good for them! It's about time Governing
Council committees started refusing to be rubber stamps
for administration policies.

'J*

Salaff suggests
novel appeal
I have been strongly pressed by
*both dean (Bob) Greene and vicepresident (Jill) Conway to institute
"appeal ofproceedings"
redress
my grievancestoinseek
the
Mathematics Department. However,
neither of them has referred to any
precedent for an appeal in a case
such as mine, except the
benevolence of the dean. This lack of
established appeal channels contrasts with the relatively welldefined procedures available in
tenure review cases.
Accordingly, I have taken the
liberty of suggesting a novel form of
appeal hearing, outlined in the
following letter. A public hearing,
during which all aspects of my dismissal from the mathematics department would be aired before a jury on
which students bold a parity voice, is
the best and perhaps the only way
for me to gain a fair hearing:
This letter (to vice-president
Conway) follows our conversation of
March 7, in which you expressed

\

manoeuvre

agrees

"Don't
look socongratulating
fucking arrogantP'
—someone
SAC
president-elect Bob Anderson

The Varsity, a member of Canadian
University Press, was founded in 1B80
ministrative Council iheof theStudents'
University
and
is published
of Toronto
and isbyprimed
by DolsonsAdPress Ltd. Opinions expressed In this
newspaper are notAdministrative
necessarily those
Councilof
orthetheStudents'
administration ol Ihe university.
Formal
complaints
abour
the
editorial
or business operation of the paper may
be addressed
to the Chairman,Varsity
CamBoard pusof Relations
Directors,Committee,
91 St. George St.

flops

sit-in

okay

4

your interest in facilitating grievance
procedures which will help to
protect my career as a mathematician at the University of Toronto. I
appreciate your concern in the
matter, and I wish to request that
the following procedure be followed
in my case. I hope that you will conmy suggestion in an openmindedsiderway.
I propose that a public hearing be
held
Monday
noon, chairperson,
March 12,' withdur-a
mutually
agreeable
ing which all relevant information on
my case be brought to light. I am
prepared to sign a statement indifidential
cating mywillingness
that all coninformation concerning
my
case be made public.
I wish to be accompanied by my
advisor at this hearing, and I feel
that the presence of Professors Duff
and Vanstone is required. Since I
hold the view that a substantial student voice in university decisionmaking isneeded, I ask accordingly
that the panel or jury which hears
the proceedings consist of an equal
number of students and faculty.
I shall be pleased to discuss any
further aspects of the matter with
Stephen Salaff
you.

Unbelievable

for

arbitration

Toronto's media have been waging one of
their typical anti-labor campaigns against
the
six month
strike.province's
All of a sudden,
the mediaold Iselevator
flooding
us with dire tales of the dangers facing the
public as a result of the strike, preparing
the
groundwork for possible government
intervention.
Instead of spreading fear tales, the
media shoud consider the elevator industries'
to submit
voluntary
arbitration.refus-.il
The unions
have toalready
agreed
torejected
that proposal,
but
the
companies
have
it.
"It's a gamble," said Toronto area
elevator union local president James
Hughes, referring to voluntary arbitration.

excuses

rejection

"WeThecould
lose our try
shirts.to But,
we'll trytheir
it."
companies
rationalize
refusal to co-operate, claiming hiring,
assessment, and training of employees
"are Issues we cannot compromise with the
union, we cannot accept the risk of having
them compromised by an arbitrator.''
Compromisea by an arbltraior. Indeed!
What exactly do the companies want us to
believe
the Irresponsibility of arHardly! about
safety to caterbitrators —tothatthethey'll
whimssellofoutthepublic
workers?
Such an unbelievable excuse for non-cooperation only throws the companies into
further disrepute.
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New York
1970
1ST
ANNUALMORNING
TORONTO
PIZZA AWARD
AFTER
SHOW CBC
STAR
PIZZA WEEK'S
CONTESTJUNE 71

Pizza House
Dining Room 925-1736
OPEN 11 AM1SUNAM 3MOPM-1N -SATAM
TAKE- OUT AND DELIVERY
DELIVERY FROM S PM-1 AM

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY

OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY

"The Birth of Scientific Navigation" by Dr. Eric
Forbes, University of Edinburgh. 4:10 p.m.,
Room 2135, Sidney Smith, Monday 12 March.
Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.

SMC

Film

'KATHARINE
HEPBURN
as Hecuba,
reaches moments
of simple
-JudithMi|iiin*
Criit.
Nawmagnificence."
York
"GENEVIEVE
BUJOLD
as Cassandra,
may be the
world's most
exciting
actress."
-JcHrty
LVOfll.
WPIX-TV
Ntwi

Club
'VANESSA
REDGRAVE
as Andromache
seems to a cl with
her whole soul. She
-Paulina
Km
excitement.'
"I
RENawNEYorkar
Thacreates
PAPAS
as Helen, performs
to the boiling point
with sensuality and
-William
Wolf.
b itchiness."
Cue
Mifazina

cwwm fnuAs»jc «,,«. a |OSEf SH AFTEL production
THE TROJAN
A WOMEN"
MICHAEL
CACOVANNIS
PATRICK MAGEE BRIAN BLESSEDFILMM?a^o««.««.c«»«.
FRIDAY, MARCH 9 & SATURDAY, MARCH 10
7:30 & 10:00 P.M. CARR HALL $1.00
NATURAL FOODS RESTAURANT a STORE
OPEN 12 TILL 9, SEVEN DAYS A WEE"

^| LIVE ENTERTAINMENT io pm till whenevw FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
March 9-10 - amazing grace - 1.50

Toronto's

elite

and

Miglin
hear
Trudeau
promote
unity
By DOUG HAMILTON
■ Two thousand of Toronto's
wealthiest Liberals, a Kitchener
beer carnival king and SAC president
m
Eric Miglin heard Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau Wednesday night
laud the virtues of a united Canada
and castigate the Conservatives for
promoting bankrupt policies.
Speaking at the annual Metro
Liberal fund-raising dinner, Trudeau
told enthusiastic partisans his
government would risk defeat in the
House of Commons rather than submit to Opposition demands which he
termed York
"reckless
The
Royal
Hotel giveaways".
meal cost party
faithful $75 a plate.
In an impassioned speech,
delivered with the verve reminiscent
of his 1968 style Trudeau asserted
that a Conservative government
would spend money "hand over
However, he boasted Opposition
Leader Robert Stanfietd would not
succeed
in his attempts to topple the
fist". minority
Liberal
government.
"Very seldom have the irrational,
purely electoral approaches succeeded in this county, and then when
they the
did,Prime
it was Minister.
only temporarily,"
said
The Conservatives also came under fire for scuttling a Vietnam
supervision plan conceived by External Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp,
who attended the dinner.
The Conservatives have "no policies", says Prime Minister Trudeau.
Sharp proposed
an on-ine-spot
examination
of the Vietnam
truce by Trudeau criticized the Conser- it was in the Lester Pearson advatives for advocating wage and
ministration which drew up much of
an all-party delegation. The plan disintegrated Wednesday night when price controls and a fiscal deficit the Liberals' present policy. Trudeau
Conservative foreign affairs critic greater than the $2 billion budgeted
in conClaude
Wagner dismissed it as a by the Liberals. He claimed the Op- spoke tronly
ast to lastbriefly
year.in HeFrench,
emphasized
futile exercise.
Freeh-Canadians must enjoy equal
p
o
s
i
t
i
o
n
h
a
d
offered
no
viable
soluThe Prime Minister claimed the
tion to halt runaway prices.
rights with their English-speaking
Conservatives had "no policy on The Prime Minister avoided dis- counterparts, and must be allowed
Vietnam"
and
other
important
c
u
s
i
n
g
t
h
e
high
rate
of
unemployfully in "their
issues such as capital punishment.
ment which the Canadian Labour to participate
Trudeau saidin Ottawa.
the Liberals were
Although he scathingly denounced Congress had attributed to Liberal government"
the opportunism of the Conser- policies the day before he flew to humbled at the polls last October
vatives, Trudeau said nothing about Toronto.
because
they which
"failedtheyto consolidate"
the New Democratic Party whose 31
policies
proposed in
Switching his attack from the Op- the
minority. have supported the Liberal
members
position, the Prime Minister the 1968 election. He conceded his
asserted only the Liberal party could government made blunders in its
.1 think it was good of Mr.
unity -without resor- four years in power.
Trudeau not to attack the New ensureting tonational
regional bribes to maintain "We have stumbled as Liberals,"
confederation.
Democrats," a Liberal party
the Primewe Minister
confessed.
Liberal policy of bilingualism, knows
have made
some "God
misspokesman told the Varsity. "It he The
said,
is
just
as
important
today
as
showed that he is being positive."
Canada, said Trudeau, has escaped
much of the conflict which has
erupted in the world over the gast
few years. He cited the internecine
conflicts which have wracked
Northern Ireland, the execution of
takes." in the Sudan and the dowdiplomats
Libyan airliner by the
Israeli ningairof a force.
styleTrudeau
severalabandoned
times duringbis hislecturer's
speech
to throw out some witty comments
to the audience.
He joked about the opposition to
the planned airport for Pickering
and described himself as a "lovable
corporate
welfare bourgeois
bum." crowd
The largely
responded with polite applause to
Trudeau
's
humour,
but was more
subdued than last year.
According to a Liberal Party
spokesman,
the ofdinner
produced
revenue in excess
$100,000.
While
most of the guests seemed to enjoy
the menu consisting of Gazpacho
Valencia, Fiddleheads Saute, Steak
Esterhazy,intoa themanpressfrom
stumbled
roomOttawa
complaining that the $75 dollar dinner
"was
worthhelped
16 bucks."
The only
dinner
reinforce the
party's
links
with
corporations
and a
Liberal spokesman admitted letters
were sent out to firms urging them
to sendman ofrepresentatives.
chairthe event wasTheGordon
Sharwood, president of Guaranty
Trust Company of Canada.
No left-wing demonstrators were
present this year as they have been
at past Trudeau Dinners.
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LISTEN

, LEARN

RESPOND!
MARCH 13, NEXT TUESDAY, U. OF T. WILL HOLD A SERIES
OF STUDY SESSIONS ON THE COPSEO ("WRIGHT*) REPORT.
11:00
"l

John Evans
(President, U.of T.)

I

J

AM

Jack McMe
(Minister of Colleges $ Universities)

l_r

MARCH

James Careless
(Commission member)

13

hall

convocation

TUESDAY

PM

1:00

SMALLER SESSIONS ON FINANCING, GOVERNANCE,
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION.

SAC and the Faculty Association
Sponsored byby the
Endorsed
Alumni Association, GSU, APUS.

GET COPIES OF THE REPORT (ABRIDGED) FROM SAC OR YOUR OWN STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICE.

HART

HOUSE

WED.

POLLS:

MARCH

Hart

9

House

a.m.

Elsewhere

9

ALL
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a.m.

STUDENTS

to

7
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-

5

14

Map

Room

p.m.

Campus

p.m.
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of the functions that women perform for
nothing,
so that being
young agirls
do not
choose between
person
and have
helpingto
another person be a person.
Given an ambivalent image of themselves, it
is necessary for women to be in serious and
conscious contact with other women. It is vital
for men to meet with men and women with
women to discuss roleplaying. At some point
during the process of this type of discussion
both men and women have to reconvene.
However, it is difficult for this to occur at this
point in time because men's discussion groups
are not meeting.
In theunmixed
women'ssections
courseshavein
Vancouver
and Toronto
been necessary.
Many men have responded in a manner
which indicates that women's -liberation is a
thing that they want to study; that has
aroused their curiosity; that it is incorrect
for women to meet without them; and that it is
not necessary or valid for men to talk about
themselves.
The full time university program provides a
very comfortable setting to study anything, its
primary limitation being who gets there. The
people who can take advantage of these
programs are limited by their financial
situations, and arrangements should be made
to provide some forum for general community
participation. Of course this is a sop to the
public and will continue to be so long as the university operates as a class institution.
The public lecture series run by the Vancouver and Toronto women's courses drew ap-

sessions. proximately four to five hundred to the weekly
The huge
attendance
at these
dicates atleast
two things.
First, sessions
that peopleinare interested
and
want
to
talk
about
the position ofwomen in our society, and secondly,
that
the general community will participate in an
educational program which costs them nothing
other than what they already pay for through
taxation.
In discussing the philosophy and framework
which exist and operate in such a manner that
men and women are forced to relate in terms of
structures rooted ultimately in economics,
rather than as people, the following are some
of the specific areas that must be considered:
• The relationship between production and
reproduction,
• The necessity for the nuclear family structure andistethe
of the state ofon people.
the exnce forthisdependence
type of organization
• The implications of laws governing divorce,
desertion, custody, marriage, incest, rape,
• The fact that society does not provide
prostitution.
directly
for the maintenance and rearing of
children other than by natural parents.
• In whose interests are the decisions about
effiency,
and profit
made and poverty,
who makesunemployment
them?
• Is it necessary for people to work eight
hour workdays, given our technological
capacity? The study of women, then, is not a
study in and unto itself. It is a study which
questions the basic values of our society.
Ceta Ramkhalawansingh

courses:

problems,

far-reaching
One of the most recent, and most interesting, appearances on university campuses,
are *women's courses'. They are also difficult to
analyze, perhaps impossible to evaluate
definitively at this point
The kind of course offered varies from
department to department, from university to
high school,
from the educational institutions totheandcommunity.
However, it is fruitful to look at some of the
general issues which have arisen in trying to
plan and operate general introductory courses
on women within the university setting. Some
of these issues may arise as well in one form or
another in discussing consciousness and education, insettings other than the university.
The mentimpact
the women's
move-in,
on out ofsociety
is beingliberation
manifested
many different ways. There has been a
mushrooming of courses on women across the
country, and at the same time there is a growing interest in women's writing, art, films, nonsexist children's literature, and increased active
political
levels. participation at most government
Women: Oppression and Liberation, one of
the Toronto
women's incourses
by the University
of
the offered
Interdisciplinary
Studies
Department, is an introductory course in which
an attempt is made to identify the position of
the individual woman, and women as a group,
within the social and economic framework.
Three years ago when the course was in its
early stages of planning, there were no
women's
courses
at thelittle
University
Toronto and
thereoffered
was very
availableof
Canadian material. At that time, there were
about half a dozen female faculty members at
U of T who appeared to be interested in such
courses but it is difficult to say then, and even
now, how many of them could afford to put
their careers on the line for a women's course.
This is perhaps more crucial in 1973 than
1969 because economic scarcity has forced
academics to entrench themselves wherever
they are, and vary little money is being spent on
educational innovation.
When the Interdisciplinary Studies course on
women was approved in the spring of 1971, rt
passed with very little difficulty. By setting up a
program such as Interdisciplinary Studies, the
Faculty of Arts and Science, besides allowing
for some experimentation and innovation,
siphoned off many of the dissatisfied elements
— teachers and students.
In presenting an introductory course on
women, one has to take into consideration
where women's
are at",to anddecide
work iffrom
there.
It becomes"heads
necessary
the
study of women should proceed in an "objective" manner or whether it should relate in the
first instance to the person engaging in the
study.
final goal
women'sof women,
studies theis realized
at The
the point
whereor study
female
point of view, perspective and contributions are
fully integrated into any existing program.
The intermediate step assumes a combination of general introductory and highly
specialized study areas. The primary step thus
calls for initially developing broad analytic tools
so that in the future those tools can be applied
to specialized work.
Recognizing the personality traits present in
the typical female role — passivity,
dependence, insecurity eic, it is crucial that
women teachers not set themselves up in the
style of males (academics) and proceed to lecture women on why they should change.
This is related not just to the male-female
dichotomy, but to the traditional authority
pattern of teacher transferring his knowledge
to the student. It is fair to describe the teacher
as "his" in this
case:University
less than of10 Toronto
per cent areof
academics
at the
female, and academic survival requires that
female academics conform to those standards
■ established by the men before them.
It is easy and simplistic to accuse the
teachers of a general introductory course on
women of being anti-intellectual. But initially
the study of women by women must necessarily take the psychological state of women into
consideration, if it is to relate to them in a way
that is meaningful to them.
It is dangerous if you are at all interested in
social change, to use the established
methodology of the social sciences when
engaging in the study of women. For example,

aims

is it possible for a quantification-oriented mea psychological set of characteristicsthodintototake
consideration?
The point is illustrated to some extent by the
inaccuracies and misinterpretation of female
sexuality byanalyses
male "experts".
Similar
developing
of the history
of theerrors
familyin
occur in studies by male historians. By and
large, the formalized bodies of academic
knowledge do not include women in a real
sense, mostly because this knowledge has been
developed by men.
Thus there exists a situation in which it is
crucial for female academics and intellectuals
to validate the claims of those feminists engaging inthe preliminary work of teaching women
about themselves.
It is at this point that strategy becomes important Should one try to subvert the system
from within, ie be ladies, or should one try to
develop alternatives, ie be radicals. Those two
choices have traditionally been pitted against
each other. However, it is not clear that they
are mutually exclusive. But in making a choice,
many questions are raised:
Whose standards am I using? If I want to
engagetain area,in todeveloping
feminist
in a cerwhat extent
will I analysis
be compromised
byam the
established
guild
(master-student)?
If I
a female student will there be an academic
in the department — male or female — to
assist me, let alone one who thinks that women
have contributed any serious intellectual work
that needs to be studied?
If you are in a department in which there are
one hundred male professors and two female
professors
will the even
prevailing
attitude
mitigate
against students
beginning
to question
theButallowed
"correct"
interpretations?
these are problems which exist not only
in the study of women, but in any critical approach toteaming. For example, are there any
courses on fascism in the Political Economy
department? Why does the Faculty of Management Studies train people to run businesses instead ofhelping them to investigate alternative
methods of economic organization?
It is clear that existing structures cannot be
ignored, but depending on the specific case,
most structures are next to impossible to work
with and at best are accomodating to a certain
Advanced specialised courses on women
point.
need a basis from which to operate, but
whether those courses are given from a
straight
university department
or a Women's
Studies department
is not crucial.
However,
practically speaking, it may be necessary to actively set up a separate program with affiliates
to catalyse production in this field.
Given a general criticism of authoritarian
methods of teaching, it is necessary to assume
that students are responsible and should be encouraged toparticipate in an active manner.
The initial study of women involves a variety
of approaches. Sociological, psychological,
economic, political and historical questions
must be considered, and this can be done
within a framework of themes such as those
used
course.in 71-72 in the Interdisciplinary Studies
The themes covered were images, sexuality,
family, work and work force ^participation,
revolution, and other countries, and were
covered by employing film, novels, poetry, plays,
polemics, lectures, seminars.
In trying to operate an undergraduate university course on women, the variety of experience
of people taking the course enters the picture.
For example an average day time section is
composed of nineteen to twenty-year-old second year university students. An average extension section is more likely to be composed
of housewives, teachers, secretaries, parents
— people who have had to confront societal images and expectations of themselves.
Younger women on the other hand have had
limited contact with employers, with being
mothers and wives. By the time they get to university their career expectations are higher
than most other women and the reality of
business practices have not been exposed to
them. But even then, they are making choices
about careers which they may be able to combine with marriage, children, and homemaking.
This is an argument which supports a
general re-education of the public to consider
alternatives to present living arrangements, for
society to generally assume and pay for many
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the speakers. Discussion seemed unable to develop beyond the narrow parameters set by the
few women at the front of the room, or in the
odd case, by the most vocal of the 'audience'.
word 'class' andtheeven
wereAlthough
far fromthe unmentioned,
thrust'socialist'
of the
a long
way
to go
sessions was primarily directed toward getting
women a greater slice of the professional and
academic pie. The majority of the resolutions
which were approved were directives to government agencies regarding university accessibililib
women's
Adapted from The Chevron for Today
ty, hiring, scholarships, student loans and day
The conference's chief organizer, Susan
in Northdiffuse
America,
the women's
ment ismore
and diverse
— andmoveless Geason, 0FS secretary, commented at the final care facilities.
The effects of the off-shoots and outgrowths
There was no examination of the role and
— than it has ever been. The volumes
oflatethesixties
Women's
Movement
of the cohesive
"It wastogether
not my idea
to get a horde
of printed material, radio and TV time devoted ofplenary
the that,
converted
to reinforce
each development of the women's liberation 'movecan be Liberation
felt at almost
every cultural
and economic level of North American society. to women recently have made many of the other positively. It was time we tried to work in
ment — its past, its present, or its future. There
Yet, many women — those who have watched demands and positions of the women's move- some people who didn't know." Certainly not a was little discussion of the roots of the oppresfrom the sidelines as well as those who shared
ment (superficially at least) household bad idea, yet for Geason, the conference
sion ofwomen — or the means of eliminating
in and struggled with the birth pangs of the new catchwords from one end of the continent to became "fouled up in technicalities and those root causes and building a truly
alternative.
feminism — regard the current state of the the other. Women from all races, religions, age- politics. . . Next time, let's have an educational egalitarian
Instead, there was a necessarily superficial
movement with mixed feelings.
groups, educational backgrounds and social experience that doesn't turn into politics."
and
limited
look at the symptoms of a sick
have
become
involved
in
one
form
or
Perhaps the greatest of these sometimes classes
It
is
perhaps
understandable
that
in
drawing
contradictory mixed blessings is to be found in another.
up the agenda for the meeting, she should wish society primarily as they affect middle class
From
the
Radicalesbians
to
the
Voice
of.
to avoid the factional ideological arguments women — coupled with an attempt to find the
the successful popularization of the movement
over the last few years. Some of the positive Women, from consciousness-raising groups to between established left parties or 'vanguard' appropriate band-aid that would mask the
aspects of this popularization evolved in part the women's caucuses of left movements, from groups. It is too often an argument in which symptoms, and keep the increasingly conscious
the initiated and articulate can participate pain of women within the range of the
the Women organizing
Teachers' around
Federation
women'sor only
from theblack
progressive
tendencies other
of youth,
stu- collectives
dent,
and assorted
radical
specificto issues
and one which perpetuates the splits in the tolerable.

Dead-end

^
9

movements of the last decade. Working within
and alongside them, many women developed
for the first time, the theoretical and conceptual tools — and, to some extent, the confidence —with which to understand their own
position in society.
And, of course^ the real revolutionary potential inthe rising consciousness of women of
|their cultural and economic oppression — and
its role in the social and economic organization
of capitalism — provided the greatest positive
iimpetus to the movement as a whole.
On the other hand, were the less progressive
rales played in the popularization of the movement bythe male-dominated bourgeois media,
which selectively and patemalistically played up
the least offensive (to them) aspects of
'women's lib' and laughed at the others. The
male liberalism which evolved particularly
within young radical movements (and had its
parallel in the white liberalism which uncritically
elevated black militancy to the position of
revolutionary vanguard) deprived activist
women of the only possible external source of
constructive criticism.
But perhaps the most inhibitive input into
the fledgling radical movement was that of
professional and academic middle class women
who adapted the principles of the movement to
•their
respectability;
and with
saw thein men
it thein
chanceown
to gain
equal privileges
their own already privileged economic class.

dangers:

programs — (and
women,
and women's
are
demanding
sometimes,
taking)groups,
more and
more freedom from their traditional roles in the
home and work force.
The more consciously political decry the type
of consciousness which seeks, through legislaand 'proper
cut women
in ontion the
powerchannels'
of controlto merely
in a society
that
remains based on capitalist exploitation and oppres ion ofone class of people by another.
Yet even that type of action has its
progressive effects, (primarily as educational
value for women isolated from movement action per se), however limited those effects may
be in the long run.
But as long
as theill-defined,
ideology oftherethe will
Women's
Movement
remains
be no
more coherent and effective formulation of
strategy and tactics for the years of struggle
ahead, The rift among the theory-generators of
the
women'sstruggle
movement
primacy ofof the
feminist
versusoverthetheprimacy
the
struggle for socialism must also be resolved.
But for the present, the diffusion and diversity of the women's movement remains one of its
primarytariocharacteristics,
Last and
month,
OnFederation of Students
the the
Victoria
societyon Women.
at U of TIt sponsored
anCollege
Ontariostudents'
Conference
was an interesting study in the types of thought of the
women who link themselves, however
peripherally, to the women's struggle.

movement without even providing a vehicle Tor
raising the consciousness of the interested
women
sidelines.
women's
movementon isthenothing
if it isButnot the
political,
and
the recognition of this basic fact is essential to
the formulation of effective action.
Over 200 women from as far away as Ottawa registered for the sessions on women in
the arts, athletics, politics, and health education; and on
day care, women's studies, and
academic
discrimination.
A quick survey of the crowd around the
registration tables indicated a predominance of
well-dressed professional looking women in
their twenties and thirties. The many carefully
coiffed heads and equally carefully made-up
faces are common
at liberal-issues
women's
conferences
in cosmopolitan
areas across
the
continent. Similarly unsurprising was the
number of grey heads, the young students and
the
women.
The absence,
old 'heavies'
were not-quite-freak
conspicuous only
by their
and
the teachers and secretaries and professionals
and professors were much in evidence. If there
were representatives
of lower-income women
from
working
remarkably
quiet. class homes, they were
The effectiveness of the seminar-format
teaching/learning experience was limited by
overcrowded
classrooms,
generally
prohibited
dialoguespeakers'
and keptliststhe which
topic
of conversation changing as frequently as did

Such measures may be necessary to provide
the breathing space for further growth and
development
the
same time,of women's
it must notconsciousness.
be forgotten Butas atit
seemed to be at the conference on Ontario
Women, that a band-aid measure may screen
an offensive sore from view but cannot correct
the systemic disorder that caused it.
There was a time when I could leave a
women's conference with a feeling of intellectual and emotional excitement — a feeling of
sisterhood. Not this conference. Perhaps it was
because the one-time activist leadership has
become a less visible minority. Or perhaps it
was because so many of the conference-goers
visually epitomized the current societal
stereotype of women so that the element of
trust was lacking.
It is clear that the access of respectability to
the women's movement has allowed it to reach
women not attracted by its exuberant, frenetic
beginnings. But it is also clear that if the
women's
movement
is toiseffectively
for
the elimination
of all that
repressive, fight
limiting
and inhuman in the present role of women; the
movement must not be held back by women
who would retain the privileges of middle class
position. Only in the elimination of class
stratification in society itself lies the possibility
for full development of the potential of all peoLiz Willick
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e Newsp&iper
The Undergraduat
Established 1SSO

APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTOR
The Varsity Board of Directors invites application for the
d by the fourteen inBoardfor toa betwoappointe
position oncumbenttheDirectors,
year term beginning July 1,
1973
in the uniThe Board represents the various estates editorial
ble for the ent of Theinversity community and isandresponsi
managem
business
tegrity and the financial
Jack Gray,
be addressed
s should
^Written
St.,
91 St.toGeorge
of Directors,
Varsity Board
Chairman, application
and a selection
Toronto 5. Applicants will be interviewed March
21.
on
made at the Board's annual meeting
for applications is 5 pm, Friday, March 16,
Deadline
1973.

Ripping-off

SERVICES
A newESSA
and Ycomplek
fEflMPAPEfl
service. Originality, quality, and
security dictate our policy.
Phone:
Houra:
3 pm-10pm pmSal Mon.-Frl.
. -Sun.961-6150
9 am-5
Professional Typing Done
2nd floor
300 AVENUE
ROAD

WATERBEDS
7 STYLES ON
DISPLAY TO SUIT
ANY DECOR OR BUDGET
Freetorm Interiors

Europe?

Railpass available from AOSC.
Student Student
Councils
Association of
44 St. George Street, Toronto 5, Ontario (416) 962-8404
within
Also available: student flights to Europe andtours,
international ID cards,
car rentals, jobs
Europe, hostels
All at student prices
abroad.
and
student

Rip

off

Europe

ThSTUDENT-RAILPASS
e way toseeEuropewithoutfeelinglikeatounst.
Stgdent-Railpass
valid in Austria,
Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany, isHolland,
Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Swilzerland.
Eurailpass, Box 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario
Please □send me your tree Student- Railpass tolder order
' form.
Or your tree Eurailpass tolder witti railroad map. □

Stunning

lights, visuals

enhance

the appeal

Toronto

Dance

There is little enough modern
dance available to local audiences
Torontois
the offer
and happily
Dance
Theatrewhat
has.to
directhree artisticPatricia
The Randazzo,
satisfying.
tors, Peter
Beatty and David Earle, display a
solid training in the finest tradition
of their craft, and they have
or attract a surmanaged pritosingly train
large numbertheirof talented
dancers.
Finally,
original,to
works are all uniformly pleasing
the eye and imaginative.
The first
on Wednesday's
program
was Excerpts
from theby
Baroque
Suite,
choreographed
David Earle and perhaps the
strongest piece of the whole eyening. Corelli's music, the
symmetrical
measured
movements of the dancers
and
the formal patterning of the dance
group all served to create a mood
ofof clarity
measure,beautifully
The themeby
the duet,and danced
Amelia Itcush and Barry Smith,
was elaborated and transformed
sequence.
of dancers in the 'Lagroup
the ment'
by The
Last Act danced and
choreographed
by Peter
Randazzo", was a radically
different
type
of offering. Using comparatively
elaborate props, Randazzo
created a total character, a movingtingsituation
seemednumber
the fit-of
last act that
of any
great dramas the viewer could
conjure
As a dancer,in Randazzo
had noup.difficulty
creating
through that short piece the
tragedy and madness of defeat,
for a proud and fearsome king. It
was
a really
theatre.
. . fine example of dance
Rhapsody
Late After-for
noon providedinantheopportunity
the development of more subtle
psychological
themes and
situations. Choreographed
and
danced in part by Patricia Beatty,
this work centers around the
rather humorous enactment of
relations between two aspects of
one woman and the same man.
The lighting and props served to

Students'

of

troupe

maintain the mood of earnest leviStarscape enabled the
audience
into a spacety.
tike fantasyto escape
of shimmering
blue
light and Syrinx music. The
choreography
by Peter
was halting and
tenseRandazzo
as the
space
man,
danced
by David Earle,by
moved tenuously constrained
four silver life-support cables in
the unearthly atmosphere,
Finally, last on the program and
newest in the repertoire was
Figure
Pit, based
idea
from anin theEdgar
Allan onPoean short
story. The visual effect was stuncreatedwerethe moving
feeling
that ning.
theLighting
dancers
within -either physical or psychological depths. Thedraped
group ofin
female dancers,
shimmering silver costumes, moved with the inevitability and purpose of tormenting visions while
the subject of their torment lay at
their feet.
Each piece thus appeared unique anddividual
complete.
criticisms canAlthough
be_madeinabout this or that aspect of the
particular works, there is a larger
overall failing that must be
pointed out. Perhaps the fact that
five short pieces were presented
is the root of the matter. The comand choreographers
never panygiven
an opportunitywereto
develop
the
intricacies
of material inherent in and
any wealth
one of
the concepts utilized. No theme
was thoroughly exploited and
allowed to seek its natural end.
The audience was not given the
opportunity to become involved in
any one setting before it was
replaced by a new one.
Perhaps because of a desire to
avoid melodrama, there was a lack
of passion in the total program; an
inability on the part of the dancers
toperiences
create forthat
the were
audiencemoreex-'
meaningful and .memorable than
an evening's entertainment.
Mimsey Reasoner

paintings

for sale at Vic exhibit

So you plan to spend the
Summer in Europe this year. Great
Two things are mandatory. A ticket
to Europe. And a Student-Railpass.
The first gets you overthere, the
second gives you unlimited Second
Class rail travel for two months for a
modest $1 35 in Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
and Switzerland! All you need to
qualify is to be a full-time student up
to 25 years of age, registered at a
North American school, college or
university.
And the trains of Europe are
a sensational way to travel . Over
1 00,000 miles of track links cities,
towns and ports all over Europe. The
trains are fast (some over 100 mph),
frequent, modern, clean, convenient

and very comfortable. They have to
be. So you'll meet us on our trains. It
really is the way to get to know
Europeans in Europe.
But there's one catch. You
must buy your Student-Railpass in
North America before you go.
They're not on sale in Europe
because they are meant strictly for
visitors to Europe— hence the
incredibly low price. Of course if
you're loaded you can buy a regular
Eurailpass meant for visitors of all
ages. It gives you First Class travel if
that's what you want.
Either way if you' re going
to zip off to Europe, see a Travel
Agent before you go, and in the
meantime, rip off the coupon. It
can't hurt and it'll get you a better
time in Europe than you ever thought
pOSSible. PncHfluoledmU.S.dolla,!.

The Victoria New Academic Building has some interesting
things by students in the Fine Arts Department, The first work
you see is an oil painting by Mary McLoughlin. It depicts a girl
reaching up to a chair, but with a firmly coloured, tricky overlay of
her lying or sitting, as if it were an overlay of a previous slide in a
film strip. The perspective and body parts are in disarray purposely.am
I reminded of the Cubists trying for two or more
perspectives when in reality each perception is f ram a single vantage point, except here the perspectives are temporal. The head
of the girl is strangely yet lovingly Botticellian. A very fine piece,
and perhaps worth the high asking price. McLoughlin has
some other interesting pieces here too, but none on such a large
scale, nor worked to such perfection I would say.
Helle Viirlaid has an interesting lithograph entitled "The
Idiot" made up of criss-cross matchstick strokes becoming
denser towards the centre of the bearded figure with Svengali
self-portrait is a self-flattering, straighteyes. MarkforwardFilipiuch's
piece, except that only three-quarters of his head is
shown off to the right, with an off-white tracing of his glasses
dominating the white left foreground: a cute trick.
Angelo Rao's collagraphs and etchings are well-crafted and
one reminds me of microscope slides of tissue or perhaps particularly well-detailed oak bark. The raised burnt-brown contours
are especially eye-appealing.
Diane Wait has some decorative flowing woodcuts, Bob
Hare some suggestive and complexly shaded portraits and Chris
Ralph has
with threea
jagged
fieldsjustof one
colourpainting:
vertical "Colour
across theProgession",
canvas. Altogether,
fine show.
tan Scott
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UNIVERSITY COLLEGE PLAYHOUSE

Euripides'
Electra

splendid

Student Administrator
1973-74
Applications will be accepted for this part-time job until March
30. Applicants must be undergraduates; preference is given
to those who have previously worked in the Playhouse. Salary
$2,000.00.
/
Send letters to: Rob Cleverley,
UC Playhouse,
79A St George St.,
Tqronto 181.
Applications are also being accepted for use of the Playhouse
this summer and next year.
A new film by
Kurt Vonnegul
'Mr. Vonnegut s nighlterrors— conformity
the
militarydespotism,
mind rochnolognol
begin
Stranded
in
Schenectodv.
the
bod dreomsN.Y.—of ore
most
reasonable
men
ond women . a very
(unny MAGAZINE
hour ond o holf.
—LIFE
Featuring Bob and Roy
Bill Hie Icey Directed
end Kevinby
McCarthy
FredBurzyk.Wniten
byIn color
Kurt Vonnegut.
from Jr.
New Line O nemo

VONNEGUTS
BETWEEN

TIME

AMD
TIMBUKTU
A SPACE FANTASY
Rochdale College 341 Bloor St. W. $1.50
March 7-18, 7&9p4m.(no show Mon.S Tues) Fri. & Sat.. 7,9.11p.m.
SATURDAY, 12pm, MIDNITE; Sunday, 7:30
Monique Mercure as Electra,. and Richard
For
its
fourth
production
season, atthetheToron-St.
to Arts Foundation
Theatreof the
Company
Lawrence Centre brings us Euripides' timeless classic
Electra. They play is a challenge for audience and artists alike, for it demands a thorough comprehension
of Greek drama. To complicate matters further, this
play might well be considered representative of
theatre in transition, for Euripides was not the
traditionalist that his two famous predecessors,
Aeschylus and Sophocles, were.
It was Euripides who began the long journey
away from theatre as a primarily religious ritual
remain apparent in the script of Electra. Unlike the
earlier Greek tragedians, Euripides uses ritual as a
frame upon which to hang his drama, It is the vehicle
for
the humanare drama
that human
unfolds, figures
and Euripides'
characters
intensely
whose
motivations come less from divine will than from their
own earthly emotions. The formality of the dramaritual with its economy of language and its extreme
issues of matricide and exorcism through blood
sacrifice remain, but the characters move through a
world that
in today's Even
language
best be described as Freudian.
today,might
the psychological
realism without the accompanying ritual would be totally lacking in the all important final release through
catharsis, that legacy from the Greek theatre that
still satisfies one of modern theatre-goers' strongest
needs.
The drama deals with Electra's all-consuming
jealousy of her mother's sexuality, which can find
release only through Electra's matricida! scheme to
avenge her father's murder. A challenging role for any
actress, and one which is admirably handled by Monique Mercure,
a veteran
finestname
Frenchlanguage
theatres,
and anof Montreal's
actress whose
will
undoubtedly
soon
become
familiar
to
English
audiences here.
Mercure's
is both high
revenge
and a Electra
deeply tormented
humanpriestess
being. Sheof
moves gracefully from brief domestic quarrels with
her peasant husband to highly charged scenes of frantic supplication to the gods. She is at Twice virgin

Monette as Orestes in Euripides' Electra.
princess ans sexually frustrated woman, bereaved
daughter and mastermind of multiple murder. It is
Mercure's
strong
tion together;
her performance
fluid movementwhichand pulls
fine the
vocalproducrange
make her powerful interpretation a chillingly cathartic
tour de force.
Richard Monette effectively portrays Orestes,
the brother whom Electra uses so cruelly in her
passionate plot for revenge. Hardly deaf to the murmurings of his conscience, Orestes can find no conthrough retribution.
Monette's
low-keysympathy
performancsolation
e isappropriately
touching;
he elicits
from the audience for the one truly tragic figure of the
drama.In the role of the doomed queen, Jennifer Phipps
is less successful. Her cardboard-character portrayal
of Clytemnestra provides us with a bloodless villain
who is all too easy for us to hate. It remains possible
for us to condone Electra's bloody revenge for her
father's murder; Clytemnestra's protest against the
sacrificeband remains
of herunconvincing
daughter Iphigenia
her ofownonehus-so
from theby lips
totally devoid of maternal feeling. It is a regrettable
choice of interpretation, for how much more neurotic
Electra would appear, and how much more tragic her
brother, if only theirvictim were a little more human in
nature.
Director Kurt Reis has effectively used his chorus
of Argive women to hold together this fast-moving
and often frenetic drama. Using traditional chanting
and dancing, the chorus provides an aesthetically
pleasing backdrop against which the action of the
drama unfolds. The chorus, as tradition demands, is
not merely a crowd of extras, but a symbolic voice
that
functions as a mirror for Electra's mental
conflicts.
Murray
Lauffer's
effective
and functional
set is reminiscent
of thehighly
ancient
amphitheatres
which
housed the first productions of these early plays. In
front
of Electra's
cave-likealtar;dwelling
flickersof
the eternal
flame atprimitive
the sacrificial
a reminder
the ritualistic beginning of this, and indeed all, drama.
Diane Marie Brown

ESQUttE MAGAZINE REVEALS- 'KING KONG
YOU
SAW THE
SCENES
ESQUIRE-NOW
SEE THE
WAS
A CENSORED
DIRTYORIGINAL
OLDINUNCUT
MONKEY!"
VERSION OF THIS
CLASSIC
THRILLER—
PiUS—
JHE
ORIGINAL
1934 SEQUEL
UNSEEN FOR 35 YEARS.

THEATRE in CAMERA-736 BATHURST- 5311177
A NIGHT IN CASABLANCA
plus W.C. FIELDS in
DAVID COPPERFIELD

friday & Saturday; 7: 3 0/sunday 2pm only/ $1
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U

of

dissent

T's

changing

becomes

By PAUL McGRATH
The 1940's although an unquiet time in all other parts of the world, wereat
probably true that most students
fairly peaceful on the U of T campus.theyIt'sweren't
fighting, and remained silent
were just thankful
the universitythings.
newspaper attention was on the
and
student
of
focus
The
about other
of the university in
war in Europe and its effects. Some of the biggest problems
returng several thousand veteran soldiers
the late forties were in accomodati
many grey hairs for
caused
who
group
an aggressive
were their
They with
toschool. ion
gadministrat
n
i
n
treatment.
demands for proper
the
for dissent, and some of the
There appeared little need or opportunity
nature. In 1952, president Sidney Smithof
another
of
were
arose
that
conflicts
was forced to seize all copies of a Varsity gag issue that had reprinted one
his recent addresses on remedial English, substituting "sex for English at
every mention. Pirate issues of the paper were selling for one dollar a copy by
6Ven The increasing uglinesscampus
of the was
Cold beginning
War had itsto effects
the threat
studentsto
recognizeon the
and in the early fifties the
free discussion posed by the backlash against Communism. of civil liberties.
The Varsity devoted three issues in 1953 to a discussion
It elicited little student response. The students, however, mysteriously arose
the next week - after the paper decided to drop the sports page. One athletic

attitudes*

more

editorials in 1953 and 1954. SAC moved in February, 1954 to elect their own
editor of The Varsity over the staff s candidate, forchoice as the next-year's
cing the staffers out on strike for one issue, SAC president John Stalker said,
"Members of the staff of a paper will, I believe, work for any editor whose
policies are sound and whose primary objective is to produce a paper worthy of
the institution which it represents." The Varsity still had a long way toquitego, ac-as
SAC won that one easily and the next editor of Varsity shuffled along
commodatingly.
Nathan Phillips came to Hart House in 1955 and was embarrassed by a
and it was removed from
picture of a nude couple. He called it "objectionable",
mayor "for provthe wall for a short time. The Varsity the next day thanked thetriple-plate,
golding beyond a reasonable shadow of doubt that four-star,
in Ontario".
firmly entrenched
is still remark;
were
centuryfrompompous
most on campus
spangled,
that specific
SAC forbigotry
no rebuke
was 19th
There
the intrusion of a civic official into university morals.
upset TheoverCanadian
University Press 1956 conference presented The Varposition of 17th on their list of comparatively free
the unenviable
sity withnewspapers,
student
noting that more student editors had been fired from it
Things were bleaker for the ones lower on the
publication.
other
any
from
than
list. Many Canadian university papers were still submitting to teaching staff
censorship on every article.

Recent history of U of T student activism dates back to 1968 protest against presence of recruiters for napalm-manufacturing Dow Chemical
on campus.
student shouted agitatedly at a SAC meeting, "A couple of days ago The Varsiliberties
and now they're telling us what to do." The sports
pagety- discussed
returnedcivilshortly
thereafter.
Not
too
much
later,
the
Liberties
sheep's clothing)
had group.
a motion put before them to ban aCivil
certain
numberClubof {inCommunists
from their
Club president Murray Chusid (a name you might know), stated: "We should
make
it clear that our purpose is to construct and not to subvert." The motion
was defeated.
The February 20 Hart House debate probably best described the state of
student opinion at the time. The resolution passed read "We fear militant
Stalinism,
in destroying
it we inmaythe destroy
rightyear,
to criticism."
Thingsbutbecame
more active
followingourschool
when some Vic
students
burned
in
effigy
Senator
Joseph
McCarthy
{America's
most beloved
bigot at the time). They were reprimanded severly in three U.S. papers,
one of
them asking for a look into Canada. In fact, the next concerned editorial came
from The Varsity over the visit to Canada of Senators IVlcCarran and Jenner,
wth aides in the McCarthy battle and the former responsible for the McCarran
Act (an immigration law with great potential for political manipulation).
A model of it was already considered by the Canadian Parliament, the infamous Bil 93 of Varsity editorials that year. They were indignant, especially
about
the visit.detaining
"Perhapscarriers
our ownof Immigration
couldtheirdo something
more about
the big smearDepartment
from getting
claws into
Canada,"
said
one
editorial.
The most surprising incident that year came with the detention of two U
of T students at a Florida border under the provisos of the McCarran Act. On
their way back from Christmas break, they were told by the guards that they
were "Communist sympathizers" and that their names were in a "Communist
black with
book".an Toapology
the rescue
then-MP Roland
and oftheythe were
freed
from came
the Americans,
with no Michener
explanations
odd
behaviour of their border guards.
The Varsity, as evidenced in their continual conflict with governing bodies
above them, has always had trouble meeting the standards imposed upon it by
the authorities it represented, The history of the paper has been a slow but
constant struggle not only for free speech, but for autonomy from the SAC, to
whom it was usually answerable. SAC could not help but try to interfere in the
policies of the paper it was funding, and The Varsity could not help but see this
as a detrimental form of patronage.
Although the official break did not come until more recent times, the
campaign to slowly remove the paper from SAC- influence was obvious in

Russia'sfrom
military
Hungary
1956 received aoflarge
amountfor
of attention
U ofintervention
T students. inThere
werein demonstrations
support
the students of Budapest and the students asked the university to receive,
tuition-free, refugees from Hungary. On January 7, 1957, 128 students arrived
here ready to take up studies, and they were warmly received by a sympathetic
population.
SAC and The Varsity clashed briefly in February 1958 when a report of
the Publications Commission of SAC suggested, as a better guide to future
policy, a contract signed between SAC and the editor, with the goals and ideas
of the paper firmly outlined.
"By answering these questions the applicant will be subject to a certain
type ofLittle
censorship
begins,"
said onelaterSACthatrepresentative.
more wasbefore
heardheuntil
a headline
month declared that
editor Mike Cassidy had been fired, with Cassidy demanding that The Varsity
bematter
autonomous
and the
complaining
being that
"muzzled."
The
was resolved
next day that
when thethe paper
campuswaslearned
it had been
taken in by another Varsity gag issue, an annual event that usually caught people bysurprise. This one had a slight twist to it. After The Varsity staff had sent
a normal issue to the printers, a group of SAC people had gone to the printers
and rewrote the front page and the editorial.
Although
a quiet year at the U of T campus, 1958-59 was an unquiet year
for other
campuses.
A new movement was rising in Quebec and many student newspapers
were running into trouble over editorial policy, especially the French-language
newspapers in bilingual colleges. La Rotunde, the Francophone paper at the
University of Ottawa, clashed with their student council and continued to do sc
at least twice a year into the sixties. Many editors later, the paper was still confirmed inseparatist editorial- policy, despite frequent intervention by the stuat Acadia
biadentalsocouncil.
were Editors
fired that
year. University and the University of British ColumRemarking on the relative peace at the university that year, a late Varsity
editorialgreat,
read: dark
"It noforces
longerofseems
the worst
times thefor minds
Canadianof children
universities.
Those
authority
which ofhaunt
and
journalists, seem to be more aware of the problems facing students than we
could They
hope must
possible."
have been asleep that year.
The year 1959-1960 bought the topic of racism on the campus to the
foreffont of attention. It was first mentioned early in the year when a black girl
complained that she had been asked not to seek membership in one of the

asserth

campus sororities, presumably so they wouldn
after studying the institutions, decided toibre
campus fraternities and sororities. U of T fetuct
early civil rights movements and that issue we
housing.
The
Varsity ran numerous stories on racism, <

The early disarmament movement was
campus in 1959, especially when Frano; se
Students gathered in front of the French Ct nsul
escalation of arms stockpiling.
French-language student publics,. 3nSCaH
year as firings took place at both Laval afid tl
editors of the Laval paper were fired over ah ar
good
and the
University students,
of Montreal
CatholiclightChurch
decapitating
a japst;
This last
is onevestige
of the ofprimestaunch
fights Catholicism
of Quebec's! hatarlyI
the
cultureThein military
irons forblockade
so long.of Cuba by Joh i Ke
of protest —No both
for resulted.
and againstDemonstn
Kenna tion
yConsulate.
arrests
not really gained a capacity for violence ajtha
they attracted were smaller than today (eifen si
at the Ontario Legislature buildings threelmor

and year
"thefiom
often, Even
a pollthough
taken indisarmament
The Varsity that
Jhow
T students favoured Canada acquiring tier c
"relieved" that the United States had thir st
In 1963, students were upset by m rep
that the RCMP was practising surveillaifce c
University of Saskatoon student complainej) to
proached
by agentsandto not
report
on campusjacti1
shortly thereafter
another
wordwas
might of course mean that they were getting
An interesting clash occurred that yajar b
Governors, after the Board drew up "Jylav,^
SAC's responsibilities. SAC hired a legal jrrrn
their
sayingtothat
"the StudentsjAdn
sense chances
is subservient
the Board
of Governors,
its whims. . ." Claude Bissell resolved the natter
versity.
announcing that the bylaw would not be : n th
SAC came away with a bit of a stronger fa tholThe 1965-1966 school year saw inc iase
nam War. The voices were especially criti al o
destruction of North Vietnam by systemat : bo
students went to Washington and Ottav a tc
governments.
the
war effort.Varsity editorials were critic^ of C
familiar.)
Studentsto also
appeared ateducation!
Queen's R rkid d<a
accessibility
post-secondary

Somehow
year, anof editor
even the
limited that
boundaries
taste theof ftpa erToilh
a lascivious article that shall remain unn Tied
faculty of the University of Montreal was resp
Quartier Latin, their French-language newjpap*
satisfied with the paper's radicalism and wietn
hisn«*to
witht°'-*Tff**
1967 Claude
school Bissell,
year withsomehow
a warning
lead to denial of intelligence, to an emotiwan;
darfrg
socialspinal
and their
political
a prelude towould
promiscuity
weaken
cjfds.■ *
revolutirff
lic
"psychede
the
year,
That
As
the campus, when LSD as if it had just W add
Perception
teresting topic for most students. .me IFt(
chedelic anything, invited Allenat Ginsberg
the bordejnd
was detained
0,|Ws
. University
College studentsjL
CaliforniaLeary
totunately,
n
censed and demanded the resignatio (jjoilei
ce. amlW1
,1.. '
peculiarAnd.appe
were turned
the Fugsaran
Universal accessibility to higher eWMn
ntei
led a demon*
Tom Faulkner
protest
the inequity
of the Ontario
Stujj anoaw
SAC president
Staff members became vocal thaIV
Lester Pearson protest! wk
prime minister
apublic
level, forays of staff memw^ino c
the infrequent

-neji
d"u
increa
toaimed
t napa""
wasagains
n sit-in,
particinipatio
Such ship
and
kbi
atse*"J
.theThesit-in
Centre
ment
Placeleader
,
tives
8
senta
ny
repre
compa
ws
with
tervie
lls
ng
men
and Skule throwi snowba *WJ>s3 ibouef[
ts.
sacred
stu
thewas
fromDow
tden
onto
protes
their
d back
ng.
to the<*»^ *'
invite
Buildicarry
- topeep
During his second year in office J
for hiscomplained
support ofthat
this SAC
demonstration
who
no longer «
ponent.
something
this
yearBillhasCharlton,
chosen had
to speak
on
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Idn't have to turn her down. SAC,
break any official ties with either
tudents were looking south to the
was the most discussed all year,
n, especially in university student
as vocal and constantly seen on
set off its first test explosion,
isulate and the City Hall to protest

£0b ander attack further the next
d the University of Montreal. The
, article presenting prostitutes in a
staffers over a depiction of the
ap at provincial education policy,
irly sixties generation, to throw off
at had kept the French-Canadian

Kennedy in 1962 brought a flurry
/ — in front of the United States
ions were still an oddity and had
that point. Certainly, the numbers
n smaller than that pittiful turnout
nonths ago.)
omb" were
lowed
that a being
great discussed
majority ofmore
U of
ir own nuclear arsenal, and felt
■ stockpile, "just in case."
reports from different campuses
e of Canadian universities. One
to his paper that he had been apictivities. The issue was dropped
as heard from the RCMP (which
ng more efficient at it),
r between SAC and the Board of
0 ■ effectively curbed some of
rrnhat
wasn't enthusiastic
Administrative
Council in a about
legal
jrs, and in fact probably subject to
tter after students started to rally,
, the agenda of the meeting, and
hold in the government of the uni-

ased dissidence against the Vietiibombing
of Lyndonraids.
Johnson's
escalating
That year,
U of T
1 to relay their feelings to both
at Canada's silent, helping hand in
k demanding the right of universal
i a lowering of fees. (That sounds

Toike Oike managed to overstep
ir held for itself, and was fired for
ied. (Elsewhere, the engineering
esponsible for firing the staff of
iaper, saying that they were disetnam policy.)
tathe ground, started the 1966««hat "radical romanticism can
anarchy that has been in the past
as.* He omitted telling them that
added a new focus on activism on
discovered, became the most inin '67, a festival devoted to psy* Fugs and Timothy Leary. Unforld sent packing quite quickly back
0 were hosting the event, were in5l'ege principal Douglas Le Pan.
" three Toronto hotels for their

"°n remained a popular issue
Jtion of 2,400 to Queen's Park asto
Awards Program,
wnen 350 signed a letter
to
■ war m Vietnam. This was sent
one of
10 c°mment on world affairs
on
next year with staff participation
fracturing Dow Chemical at the
*ntengineering students' way to inminor scuffles between lefties
demonstrators had the effrontery
■"w<y in front of the Galbraith
b shortly thereafter with hardly a
Indent
Faulkner came under fire
™°n signed
by 800-900 students
<e° their interests. His main op""VFaulkner's politics; "The SAC
es> deluding draft-dodgers, Viet-
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two

nam and Dow Chemical, and they have claimed to speak as the voice of the
University of Toronto. His right is only a private right, he speaks for no one
else."
to run against
by-election.
election,
althoughFaulkner
it had resigned
a poor turnout,
proved Charlton
that morein astudents
felt The
Faulkner
did
speak for them. Faulkner was returned with an 800-vote majority.
Faulkner that year lent a strong voice to the student fight to see the implementation ofthe newly-released MacPherson Report, a report on
curriculum in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences that had called for substantial
changes in educational priorities. The university was offering what SAC called
"tokenism"
and their
the dissatisfaction
built intoreports
the nexttheyyearhadas asked
the faculty
tinued todrag
feet on implementing
for. conAfter 87 years of official dependency, the Varsity officially cut its strings
with outside influence when SAC accepted a motion that would place a Varsity
Board of Directors in control of the paper. This certainly would never have been
granted by many previous SAC executives, but increased activism on the part
of both SAC and the paper had probably brought the two bodies closer
together out of their mutual, distant suspicion of each other than had been
tradition.
SAC had backed The Varsity earlier that year when the paper was verbally reprimanded by Caput over the reprinting of an article that had started a
fight between the McGill Daily editors and their administration. The article's
author was Paul Krassner — resident tasteless wonder at the Realist — who
said it was the suppressed chapters of William Manchester's book, The Death
of a President, in which Lyndon Johnson commits some fairly bizzarre acts
upon the body of the dead president.
"The Caput wishes to express in strongest possible terms its disgust and
revulsion
at the
article,"
Caput announced. They referred the matter to SAC
who backed
up The
stand the situation
atVarsity,
McGill. saying that the article was necessary to underThe next making
year's SAC,
Steve Langdon,
continuedWar.theA tradition
its
predecessor,
publicunder
statements
on the Vietnam
Vietnam ofrally
10 days later finished with 34 arrested after scrimmages between the lefties
and U ofAllam
T's ownLamport,
Edmund long
Burkea vanguard
Society were
broken
up byintellegensia,
the beloved called
police
horses.
of City
Council
the.m The
"troublemakers,
bums,
and
anarchists".
move for parity and curriculum restructuring gained a lot of headway
that year. Course unions and staff-student committees were more numerous,
acting on a small scale to implement the MacPherson Report. Student
members were elected to the Committee on University Government, set up by
Bissell to look into restructuring the government of the university and assist in
the making of the new University of Toronto Acy.
Provincial government leaders threatened to take university discipline
into their own hands early in 1969. Bill Davis, looking to Quebec where
students at Sir George Williams University had destroyed a computer, announced inMarch that he would call in city police to deal with any disturbance
in Ontario universities.
early ofin the
the 1969-1970
year inofa report
from This
the attitude
Committeewas ofrepeated
Presidents
Universities school
of Ontario,
which
Bissell was an active member. The report recommended that demonstrations
be dealt with by "counter-violence" and gave the city police the right to enter
the campus "on their own initiative" at any sign of danger "to life or property."
The report was extremely vague in its differentiations between "legitimate dissent" and "illegitimate disturbances".
this place
time, between
U of T's freshmen
New Left administration
Caucus was busy
tenseas meetings
were Attaking
and and
leftists
the NLC
disrupted orientation proceedings in different parts of the campus in the first
concerted attempt to politicize the freshmen. The administration and faculty
were shcoked at these disruptions of what was a normally quiet, sacred tradition of orientation proceedings, and Bissell announced shortly thereafter that
"the disruption of any lecture, class, seminar or meeting sponsored by the unior any continued,
division of later
the university
offense!"science classes
Theversity NLC
in the year,is toa serious
disrupt political
and met some opposition from students who at one point forcefully ejected
them from a classroom.
Greg Kealey and Bob Barkwell, two student members of the Interim
Disciplinary Committee instituted as a replacement for Caput until the release
of the Campbell Report, resigned when Bissell refused to retract the COPUO
report he had signed. Students converged for a meeting the next day and SAC
demanded that Bissell disassociate himself from CUPUO release the
Campbell Report on discipline as soon as he received it. Bissell appeared at a
Convocation Hall student meeting smiling and saying the Campbell report
"was the document on which the university should make its decisions on campus discipline".
The Campbell
Report,wasrecommending
a staff-student commit e as an integral
part of Caput,
released shortly.
The Commission on University Government reported back to the president inOctober, recommending restructuring of the university government to
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include student parity, and throwing official backing to a heated issue that
most levels of university government could not accept.
The fight for parity — presently lost on most of the campus — became
the most popular rallying issue of the year. Arts and Sciences students continually disrupted faculty council meetings, and faculty members promised the
first of a long series of committee meetings that dragged down quite quickly.
The students watched the administration drag their feet, decided to hold a
parity festival at Sid Smith and called for a strike referendum that failed by a
slim margin even though some students boycotted classes and occupied the
faculty offices. The conservative side of the faculty, marshalled behind Jim
Conacher and Bill Nelson, valiantly controlled the situation with vague
promises of the ultimate committee. At one point in March, the faculty had to
golocked
underground
for a meeting,
students managed to force their way past a
door guarded
by campusbut cops.
The War Measures Act, instituted after the kidnappings by the Front de
Liberation du Quebec brought a moderate amount of response on the campus.
Some students and staff were sufficiently disturbed by arrests and military
government in Quebec to speak out and attend rallies although more preferred
to think that what was happening 300 miles away was not their concern. The
Varsity
was censored
threealready
times appeared
at the* printers
when it attempted
to printIn
FLQ manifestos
that had
in newspapers
across Canada.
March, one of the few demonstrations resulting from Trudeau's Quebec
policies ended in hand-to-hand combat with Toronto police. Thirteen were
arrested and five police were sent to hospital after demonstrators started to
throw sandwiches and vegetables at the mink-coats entering the Royal York
Hotel to attend a Trudeau fund-raising dinner.
The women's movement, mobilizing on campus after a few quiet years
out of the public limelight, presented a brief to Bissell that year asking for a
revision of the inequitable abortion laws in Canada. Yet, it was not until a year
later
House.that the university went as far as admitting women as members of Hart
SAC started the 1971-1972 school year with a demand that acting president JohnoutSword
resign, theas atentresultcityofthat
Sword's
police thatterritory.
summer
to clear
Wacheea,
had calling
occupiedin ofuniversity
Arts and Sciences organizers moved quickly in September to work up a
slate of students that would run for the student on the faculty council on the
condition
that theystrength
would and
resignstudents
if not granted
The plancommittee
didn't manage
to gain enough
were putparity.
on another
that
broke up quite quickly. Faculty strategy, conscious or unconscious, was becomingThequite Varsity
efficient..had a short look at older days again in January of 1972 when
a motion came before SAC to abolish The Varsity Board of Directors and once
more bring
paper under
SAC's wing. Feeling the situation to be a little too
touchy,
SAC therejected
the motion.
The day-care movement was running into increasing difficulty with the
administration that year. Having been moved out of their house on Willcocks
Avenue, they found the university would not pay the $2,000 necessary for improvements on their new quarters. Demonstrations with the Day Care
Marching
entirelyofcomposed
of under-fours,
took place
in frontdayof care
Simcoe
Hall. Band,
The refusal
the administration
to provide
adequate
facilities for over twos led the parents and children to establish the new
Devonshire Campus Community Day Care Center (for over twos) in the
building they are still occupying.
Two months after John Evans was chosen as new president of the university, students started to mobilize on the issue of access to the new Robarts
Library. A Library Council meeting in February was well-attended by students,
who listened to the council's "no" on undergraduate and public admission, An
all-night stacks party brought a further "no" from the council. The students,
after
Senate,Swordoccupied
For the
the
seconda final
time "nyet"
in nine from
months,the John
called the
the Senate
police onChambers.
campus, and
appeals are still being heard in court.
Who knows what the outcome of the math sit-in will be? The threat of
police
intervention
doesn't much
seem oflikely
and the negotiations
dragcandayonlyby lead
day.
The outcome
will influence
the activism
in the future and
to a more unified fight for the goal of student-staff decision-making on an
equal A basis.
look at the history of student dissent on the campus provides a glimpse
of many interrelated and unrelated issues. Reaction over the years has run in a
peculiar ebb-flow pattern of interest and non-interest. Issues like the Vietnam
war, parity and course revision have been some of the very few that have
managed to last over a summer. Yet neither the parity nor the library problems
have been solved with any degree of satisfaction, shoved away in a committee
somewhere along with day care policy.
The administration somehow manages to keep the lid on the pot, smugly
knowing they have the last say, and at this time nobody except the math
demonstrators seems to want to prove them wrong.
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s andgreat
Stokowski'
Leopold Stokowski is famous and
severalIt isrecent
auditionsstyle
of a new release.
a live
he has his golden discs to prove it. past
He will always be able to sign his performance at Royal Festival Hall in
name and have it instantly recognized London, and is notable because its
(and not least because of his glitzy
is a duplicate
programconcert
with oftheStokowski's
London
Hollywood days when he acted — dis- first
mally — and conducted scores for Symphony Orchestra sixty years ago.
Walt Disney.) But perhaps no critic The works were and are: Brahms'
who knows his alphabet from a to z, First Symphony, Wagner's Prelude to
that is from Richard Strauss to Pierre Die Meistersinger. Debussy's Prelude
Boulez, would choose Stokowski as to the Afternoon of a Faun,
Glazunov's *A-minor violin concerto
one
of this century's
best conductors.
His cumulative
achievement,
granted,
an encore, Tchaikovsky's
Marcheas Slave.
is great, and yet not even at his best and
are we ever reminded of Bruno
The
first
Walter, Furtwangler or Toscanini, for about the bestwork,
thingBrahms'
StokowskiFirst,
couldis
these are the greats with whom a
conductor of so much renown must
be compared.
The career of Stokowski has
successfully seen him rule the
podiums of these orchestras: The Cincinnati Symphony, the Philadelphia
Orchestra, the NBC Symphony, the
Hollywood Bowl, the New York
Philharmonic, the Houston Symphony
and the American Symphony which
he founded in 1961. Lately he has
conducted the London Symphony
with which he has done a number of
his hundreds of LP recordings, He has
consistently been a champion of new
music and recently revealed he uses
most of his free time to study new
scores.
So Stokowski isn't exactly merely
nearly -successful but again, you
sometimes suspect that because he
has been so brash (and for such a long
time) and so massively, almost
gratuitously, productive, the musical
world was forced finally to turn
around and face him. saying rather
less endearingly than he could want,
"yes, praised
Leopold,from
yes".hisI know
was
debutStokowski
in 1909
(so this characterization may seem
inaccurate) but never so widely it
seems, until after he had turned
himself into his own advertising
manager. One does not ignore the
Stokowski meets
vast number of accolades our conductor thus garnered, but the have conducted to demonstrate his
acknowledgement of them seems tepid Mediterranean approach to
legitimately to be a grudging one — Teutonic Romantic grandeur. Tempos
tike that of the mountainous approval are unexpectedly leisurely, string
of young people for Sesame Street or tone is highly vibrato a la Hollywood
Captain Terrific. I acknowledge, after Bowl. Inevitably the brass becomes
all, that he is now famous, well-liked intrusive. Climaxes have their peaks
and endlessly energetic, but with sliced off, cantabile sections subsomething less than enthusiasm.
to re-surface. Phrasing
. I know too that to venture this is rigidmergeandand failHaydnesque.
All this in
close to a critical war really requires the first movement the most important movement of the work — one of
that a large battery of his recordings
be marshalled for the offense, but I the most important in the symphonic
will have to rely on my memory of his literature.

So(but
how should it really
be done?
not
Listen to Herbert Von Karajan and
the Berlin Philharmonic or Otto
Klemperer and the Philharmonia
Orchestra.
Von Karajan's
exordium
the first movement
is broad,
sweep-in
ing, full of majesty. The blend of
downward woodwinds and upward
strings is immensely ominous and
foreboding. On the other hand, the
detail in Stokowski's reading is too
sharp — you want detail, but not
here, not yet. The same is also true of
his climax: the strings play, as usual,
with extravagant vibrato, topped by,
of all things, longing lyrical flutes. The

Richard Strauss
climax is supposed to be black,
catastrophic; Stokowski plays it with
almost grazioso affection.
Following the climax are those
marvellously lush legato couplets,
A/B, F/A-flat, and four bars later D/E,
B-flat/D-flat. Only the first note of
each is dotted and admittedly, Von
Karajan almost draws out the second
note too. Bt the methodical baroque
grandeur
orchestra's
transforms ofthehiscouplets
into a playing
Gothic
arch of sound which Stokowski has no
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begins in a tragically lyrical vein >
career
that
ear
for, and never had,great)
it seems. He and iscertogenuinely
beautiful. Stokowski
plays the couplets in a clipped and conducts
a straight-forward, graceful
martial fashion by comparison.
Von Karajan may ask for legato reading with fine pianism by Silvia
when he shouldn't but the result is so Marcovici.
ravishing and monumental that it is Debussy's Prelude to the Afternoon
difficult to believe he is doing of a Faun is played with an elegant
tone — the London players can
anything less than the greatest possi- dostringit when
want — with perhaps
ble service to the composer. For ex- not enoughtheydynamic
shading. What
ample, the firstisGsuch
Majora colossal
sforzandoandin always surprises listeners
the exordium
about
Toscanini
is
the
huge
conception
and
extreme burst of sound that this one
note, like so many others, seems in- diamond cutter's precision applied to
baton.why
vested withmelodic
the periodic
elegancewhichof Dsbussy's
Perhaps music
this is under
anotherhisreason
the whole
sequence
Stokowski
can't
make
the
big
league
Stokowski's
sforzando, on the strenth of his conducting
onprecedes
the otherit. hand,
is foreshortened,
alone: great conductors like Toscanini
conventional, indifferent.
Let there be no mistaking, and Von Karajan raise the intertations ofthe music within their
Stokowski conducts Brahams ade- respective prenational
traditions to a
quately. But not as well as he and kind of apotheosis, and
then startle
some people think. Lesser lights such
us by stepping
outside those
as Bernstein and Lorin Maazel actual- traditions
and
doing
something
wholly
ly conduct this type of music with
but
equally
succcess)
more power and passion, not to men- unprecedented
tion Von Karajan and Klemperer. Peo- ful in these foreign regions. Von
ple are finally
around to ad- Requiem,
Karajan recently
did thishewithreads
Verdi'san
Into which
mitting thatallcoming
Toscanini
Brahms with
the Italian treated
fervour immense profundity.
Stokowski,
no tradi-of
and
Rossini's
tion to raise toit seems,
a peak orhasoutside
musicsprezzatura
so benefitedfrom— which
and that
what
is good for an II Barbiere duet will not which to step and bring light. He
do for a German passacaglia. I am
as mostmust,
average
good —
conductors
from — oneyet adopted
wondering how long it will take us to goes,
composer to another, treating each
make a similar judgement about with
difference, sometimes
Stokowski's conducting.
But all is not lost, because the rest eagerness, but rarely with an insight
will profoundly illuminate his
of the symphony and of the concert which
fares better. The andante is refined relationship with them.
Even
the achievement at
and undistinguished.
The third
ment is set at a clipped
pace,movewith Philadelphia, shaping the orchestra
into
one
of
the most respected in the
some rare trapuntal
firm section
emphases.
leading The
into conthe world,
is an unrepeated
one, whereas
Von Karajan
and Klemperer
swept
fourth movement's climax is powerful Europe raising mediocre orchestras
and lucid,
although
the
whole
movement seems to receive a somewhat to virtuoso status.
Perhaps our very inclination to pit
unorganic and indifferent treatment.
Stokowski against the very best is an
The best-played piece on the two- indication
of his superiority. I would
record Thesetjaunty
is Tchaikovsky's
Slave.
rip of the firstMarche
string say it is, but not of his supremacy. As
notes is absent from most other this London recording demonstrates
the 150th
recorded time,
recordings of this piece and it is ob- for
his perhaps
achievement
is a cumulative
one; W
viously Stokowski's
music.areTheplayed
cen- individual performances do not rate
tral flute-topped
sections
with the most thrilling and debonair superlatives. The self- advertising
Slavic flair imaginable.
is implicit
even seems
in the packaThe Prelude to Die Meistersinger (and itg ofthis
say
weset)canalways
believe aboutto the
receives an elegant reading, for more ginthan
Stokowski is always in command; but workmanship of this musical retailer's
as so often with this conductor ( and individual products.
Leopold Stokowski and the
a decade ago less often with this
orchestra) the string tone is a bit too London Symphony: Sixtieth
Anniversary
Concert. London
high-pitched and screechy. The
boisterous finale is lucid, big and well Phase Four, SPCA 210901.
balanced.
Ian$11.96.
Scott
The Glazunov A-minor piano con-
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Steelyard,
King vidor was at the Science Centre this fall
for the opening of a festival of his films, His active career spanned the full history of
Hollywood, from the slients to the late sixties.
After the screening of his silent movie The
- Crowd (not a good movie, just old) he took a
bow and
said,up"It's
to seeand these
pictures turning
againstrange
at revivals
festivals,
because when we made them, we made them
for a three week run. When we finished, and it
never took us terribly long to make a picture,
we went on to the next one, wnich would also
have a three week run. We never expected
them to be seen after that."
Vidor was candid like that for a half-hour or
so, but it was that first remark that stayed with
me. Times have changed, at least peripherally.
The movie palaces where The Crowd was
shown for three weeks have been torn down or
converted to five or six small auditoriums,
and any movie that aims to attract an audience
for reasons that go beyond its subject matter,
aims for a long run in one of these small
houses. If directors are not claiming art as their
concern, they are at least after a hit. It makes
for spectacular successes and embarrassing,
pretentious failures. But it leaves very little
cream to sweeten the hundreds of lesser,
Crowd-type movies still being churned out. B
monies have become the province for giving up
rather than catching hold.
Steelyard Blues and Payday, at the Uptown
1 and 2, are what B-movies should be like. They
each have enough holes to sink a heavier vehicle, but the film crews in each case bail it out
by the obvious care they put into the lowbudget projects. They may not be poetry, but
there is concern in the tone. The rough edges
and bad seams are covered by the overall intelligence.
Of the two films, Steelyard Blues was less of
a risk financially — the presence of Jane Fonda
and Donald Sutherland guaranteed distribution
and attention — but more of a gamble
aesthetically.
a comedy,of andthecomedies
contain their ownIt's version
talent show
applause metre: you draw laughs or you flop, no
way around it. For the first while I figured it was
touch and go, but then we started to laugh and,
if we had more time than we needed to catch
our breath, we still laughed more often than at
any film since The Candidate. (The Candidate
was another good B movie, only one with an A
movie'sa B budget.
Steelyard Blues is a B movie
with
movie budget)
out atwhoa wrecker's
a gang of
pettyHanging
criminals
prefer to yard
see isthemselves
as outlaws. {That distinction is a good example
of thenumber.
film's particular
intelligence.)driver
One andof
their
Veldini, a demolition
second-story man (Donald Sutherland) is
hounded by the law, represented by his older
brother, a district attorney with his eye on the
attorney-generalship. Veldini, his hooker Ipve
Iris (Jane Fonda), an insane ex-human fly
(Peter Boyle) and other cronies conspire to
steal parts from a navy air hangar to render

Payday

cocky

appeal

ofme think
B-mov
iesgenerally seems
it would be. (Knelman
to see things nastier than they are. Cheer up,
Martin.) It is the after-hours jam session of
buck-dancing music, a totally uncynical act, that
makes the cynical business plausible; it is the
manager's real smile that gives his phony one
11
credence; it is the new groupie's sheer sexual
back
star in the
pumped
joy
watches
(whileby thethe chauffer
his Cadillac
seat atofgetting
smiling at the rear-view mirror) — it is all the
suggestions that people do the slimy things for
some kind of unslimy pleasure, that lets Payday
work.
There is, of course, no shortage of sleaze, including atotally gratuitious manslaughter. In
fact the whole plot is gratuitous. As with Klute,
the story (concocted in the hope of reaching a
broader public?) far outshone by the
documentary on its isperiphery.
Daryl Duke, a director who served out his apprenticeship atCBC and CTV in Toronto, and
writer Don Carpenter are well able to keep
several meanings in the air at once. The film is
at its best in a conversation between an influential disc-jockey in a back-water town and
n
the star. Each is cynically expert, and each
recognizes that the other is too. They fence
while, somewhere, Harold Pinter looks on and
Donald Sutherland as left-wing outlaw in Steelyard Blues.
nods. The next best footage is of the chauffeur
and the groupie discussing omelettes. And so
operative a vintage World War II cargo plane This time, however, Sutherland not only works on.
(As often as not scenes are allowed to run
back at the junkyard. The plane will take them in a dicey vehicle, but he draws out every bit of on too
long, but that is a minor sin.)
away - someplace, they hope, with no jails. difficulty in -his character. His Veldini is funRip
Torn,
act much,
coasting
most asofthethe singer,
time on doens't
thinly suppressed
Although you don't realize it for a while, and loving but also angry, even hateful, He's uncowed.
anger,
but
he
does
have
a
beautifully
but
that's
he's
aging,
a
fault,
being
the
defeated
film
is
m
and
essence
he
a
big
heist
picture, only with a working-class, Bowery Boys knows it. Sutherland gets it all across and, sur- anonymous face. His character's battle for
bias replacing the usual aristocratic, Frank
prising, given his previous work, by expression.
Sinatra one. Outlawry too has its right and left; Veldini is a character of great joy and great recognition is lost physiologically. A nice touch.
wings. (Steelyard Blues is clearly a subversive anger, not one or the other. His motivation is Payday and Steelyard Blues both brought to
movie, and while it suffers the fault of the complex, but not confused or confusing. mind Mailer's explanation of the real battle of
genre and occasionally goes didactic — "You Sutherland's is, I think, the best performance live theatre, the one between the actor and the
know, Veldini, there ain't no place without I've seen in some time, although I doubt that it audience, with the actor's ego on the line. Quite
will be widely
credited because, like Irish, the separate from the quality of the script, it is this
jails"
•generally manages to stay discreetly character
is sketchy.
indirect.— itAnyway,
I like subversive movies.)
nigthly skirmish that makes the excitement. (In
Failure is never far out of frame with
David Ward's script and the general continui- fact, the better the script, or at least the better
Steelyard Blues and while it would be easy to
ty are spotty, although with some fine spots: known, the less the actor has to watch himself,
dwell on the flaws. I don't want to. Steelyard "Come with us", argues Veldini wooing Iris, "if the less he has to put out — and, usually, the
less exciting the perforhas the amiable quality of friends' music; you you stay here you go to jail for six months". less immediate,,
mance). There is athecockiness
in standing up and
don't want to
harsh.hasAnyway,
worst "They might let me off," she says. "If you say demanding
of it is that bethetoomovie
enoughthe reality,
the
attention
of strangers for
'might',
they
still
got
you"
Veldini
shoots
back.)
Heaven
knows
what.
enough vision, that one wants to demand it When it's good, Steelyard is like the Mike
The same cockiness is inherent in movies,
more consistently:
if Iris is going
for Bloomfield — Paul Butterfield score: the slopVeldini
with approach-avoidance,
then toletgo'there
piness
is
part
of
the
fun.
When
it's
not
so
good
though
it is dispersed among the full combe more time and dialogue spent on it. Still, it is like the photography (credited to Laszlo
pany, none atof whom
are there
bows or
that the lovers do other than moon, squall and Kovacs and Steven Lamer). Aural reminders of vegetables
the curtain.
It istothattakecockiness
be noble for one another is a blessing rarely cheapness seem appropriate, visual ones too that shines through Steelyard and Payday and
carries them farther than they ought to
enough received in movie-houses. Sketchy much.
as she is, Irish makes a touch more
go (Pete 'n' Tillie struck me as not as- good as
it
should have been, Steelyard and Payday as
sense than Tillie, in Pete 'n' Tillie, although I
Payday too has a mushiness in its colour better than, they should have been.) Perhaps
much preferred Burnett's performance. Jane
Fonda's diction is distinct and constant to photography that, while appropriate, I can't turn the promise of these movies would be more
play two whores intooa row.
around into being pleasing. This is a story about easily felt were they plays. At any rate they
on the
hand I a mean country-and-western -singer and his could play at workshop prices and not be
is aSutherland's
gem from performance
start to finish.
Priorother
to this
on the road, shot in sleazy colour. Ac- thrown into automatic competition with films
never knew whether or not he could act: he sleazy life
tually, sleazy is too strong a word and it is like The Emigrants or Chloe in the Afternoon.
always did great in easy roles. (So did Eliott Payday's strength that is not so unremittingly The movie industry is not the fairest.
Bob Bossin
Gould, to make clearer my hesitancy to judge.) kitchen-sink as Martin Knelman's review made
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"Looking Our Way": August 1911. The Laurier government fell when it advocated reciprocity with the United States.

National

question
unanswered
American,
which
fed
and
sustained
a
reservoir
of national
While economists like Innis worried about
century down
belongs
cliche "The
that Twentieth
has been passed
to usto asCanada",
defining isthea feeling the measure of whose depth he had not taken." Canada's munity.
transition
from colony to nation to colony, the
But
what
Smith
is
really
protesting
is
the
categories
and
prevailing spirit of optimism in Canada at the turn of the
dominant teleology was more concerned with identifying
century. In historical retrospect, however, at least a turn methodology Moffett used. As a Canadian historian, a common muse which held the continent together. The
in that phrase might seem warranted. For it is in the Smith is trained in an idealist methodology which Muse was not the one they expected, however, not popbeginnings of the twentieth century that one can loosely focusses on sentiment.
ulation orpolitical traditions — but the multinational corIn fact, a more reasonable critique of Moffett would
say that Canada began to belong to the United States.
not
direct
itself
to
his
failure
to
deal
with
unmeasurable
The processes involved in this were viewed by conporation.
Whenan Ripencrusted
Van Winklelanguid
woke man
up in ofthe doting
late 1960's
he
temporaries essentially In the categories of moral sentiments and commitments. Moffett's real shortcoming was
not
but disis his failure to look beneath the patterns of communicaw'ltness rather
than
sociology
or
political
economy.
Optinguished
beard
but
a
cheeky,
toothy
and
unkempt
milition
and
social
demography
to
see
what
was
going
on
in
ponents waxed hysterical about high divorce rates and
tant. He swept aside the centennial reader — Peter
race riots in Babylon to the south. Proponents basked in the mines and resources industries that were already
in Canada, an anthology that disthe evangelism of inevitability. Thus, the original title of coming under the domination of American capital. Russell'splayed al Nationalism
ambivalence, equivocation and ambiguity of
Interestingly enough, capital investment ranks along with the tugboatthe set
that
is
Canadian intelligentsia. He
Moffet's book,pansioninism thakeeping
with
the
spirit
of
progressive
ext makred it, was The Emancipation of divorce rates and sports in his chapter on "miscellaneous stridently issued his call the
to close the 49th Parallel. This
Canada.
In fact his analysis is based on socio-cultural year's version of Russell to Lumsden to You is Gary
Moffett, an American journalist of considerable
factors."
"sidelights" and vignettes (as he states iii his preface) Teeple's Capitalism and the National Question in Canada,
based theory
on theandbelief
that itthatis "only
" working
sophistication,
to dealintegration.
with the processes
towardattempted
continental
Canadian and not on the feature of political economy that underlay an
the anthology
use of Marxist
practice
a way through
can be
patterns of demography, political practice, governmental the process that was going on.
found for Canada to escape from imperialist exploitation
Likewise, in explaining
Canada's
machinery, anti-aristocratic social norms, com- and political
at this time,
one isrelative
best toeconomic
look not and to shape an egalitarian socialist future for the whole
munications, trade relations, institutions and popular to sentimentsintegrity
but to the National Policy strategy which
The book makes no pretension to represent broad
culturepirewere
breaking theCanada
"silken tie"
the BritishNorth
Em- continued to dominate the formulation of government
and assimilating
into with
a common
policy. This in turn rested on the allegiance of left or nationalist thinking, although a glance from LipAmerican mould. At one time it was true to say that economic
dominant sections of the business community to an East- country."
ton's paranoid,
on ininternational unions toirrational
the cool and
steadyparochial
appraisalattack
of class
the
Canadians
"preferred
remainrather
underthan
the toEnglish
King West internal economy and a balanced Europeanthree
thousand
miles toaway
join their
twentieth
century
by
Johnson
reveals
at
least
a
American
directed
export
economy.
Canadian
English neighbours with whom they had been colliding in businessmen may not have been looking for American of intelligence. The books tour de force, though a breadth
tendenreciprocal scalping expeditions for a hundred years." By scalps. But they were not about to willingly relinquish
tious and flippant one, is Naylor's "Rise and Fall of the
their
wampum.
1907,
"the
conclusion
to
which
all
the
converging
lines
of
Commercial
Empirenational
of the liberation
St. Lawrence",
the axis
evidence unmistakably point is that the Americans and
of its case
for a marxian
movement.
Its
After World War I, an event which tied Canada to Third
the English-speaking Canadians have been welded into America's purse strings economicallirtsee
significance relative to Canadian nationalist intellectual
the
excelone people — The English-speaking Canadians protest
is its imposition
of marxian categories on a
lent article by Duff and Granatstein in the latest traditions
Chreightonesque
morality play.
that they will never become Americans — they are Queens' Quarterly)
and
ideologically,
intellectuals
already Americans without knowing it."
were discussing more and more freely the concept of
Naylor's essay is an attempt to point to the
editor inthatthisCanadians
reprintedwereedition,
Allan Canada as an American nation. There were a few linger- peculiarities of the Canadian capitalist class that led to
Smith,Moffett's
likewise protests
not becomintegration
with American capitalism. In doing so, he
ing loyalists who ran the gamut of one-night rhetorical
ing Americans and challenges Moffett's astigmatism stands and there were even artists who portrayed rocks, relies heavily on the staples framework of Canadian
which
preventedto its
himeconomy,
from seeing
"that whatever
might trees and streams, but when J.S. Woodsworth, Labour's history, first elaborated by Harold Innis, This approach is
be happening
its railways,
or its divorce
representative in Parliament, fretted to the House in
somewhat suspect from a marxist viewpoint since it
rate, there remained in Canada the sense of an historical 1927 about the American takeover of the economy, he itself
tends to confuse identification of high growth areas with
experience more than marginally different- from the struck no chord in the left, let alone in the business com- political economy and the structure of power. In this, it is
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somewhat of a historiographical parallel to the Turner mode of transition" whereby
The error of Naylor is simple, He confuses funcmerchants "take possession
frontier thesis in the United States, which turned directly
tional differentiations within
capitalist class with
of
productibn.
"
The
latter
may
be
more
historical attention away from the more dynamic east. At suggestive for Canada where a process took place from sociological differences betweenthedifferent
species of rulits most misleading, the Innis approach has directed the 1830's on of the penetration
ing
classes.
Thus
anyone
connected
to the function of cirof Molsons,capital
into
culation iderivative
s
from commerce capital. Carrying
the Redattention of students to "the era of the wheat staple" at production. This was the way of themerchant
the turn of the century. This has resulted in the neglect of paths and many others. (While the instance of "the really that logic to its logical conclusion, all capital is commermajor processes such as urbanization and the growth of revolutionary road" are less spectacular, save in the case
cial since the transaction is not completed until the sale
corporate power, which in historical hindsight emerge as of the agricultural implement
takes
place. not after
industry,
all only talked of commerce being
this
process
did
eliminated.
the most profound processes of these times, In this take place, though not to the same degree as many other subordinated,Marx
respect, one could say that Innis is Canadian political countries.) In other words commercial capital
But
then,
Naylor
is not borrowing his
was not so
much preempted as transformed. In this way a close rela- from Marx but from Adam Smith and Madison, categories
economy's
who hold
version
of
the
Group
of
Seven,
taking
our
sights away from city streets to the dynamics of the
tion (rather than antithesis) of commercial and industrial to a functional definition of class and capital. Or,
rocky, rugged north. Certainly it is not an interpretation capital can be explained, .along with its decidedly conser- wish to impute more home-grown origins, it has moreif wein
vative social and political ramifications. What in America common with populist agrarian hatred for the merchant
which generates the most fruitful understanding of the
development of social class.
came to.birth in Radical Republicanism came to birth in than a marxian critique of a system.
Naylor proceeds from this framework to interpret Canada in Confederation and the National Policy, the
The argument here is of course more than a
the process of growth in the Canadian economy in terms still-birth of an uninspiring class. (In a review such
technical one. Naylor is interested in proving that the
as
this,
of the domination of merchant over industrial capital. He it is not possible to get into a war of counterquotes and relation between American and Canadian capitalism has
highlights the dominance of this class, basing its wealth citations. Recent U of T PhD's in the history of Montreal distorted the social structure of capitalism in Canada,
viewing Canadian manufacturers as a repressed class
on trade rather than production, oblivious to' national and Toronto for this period
are good starters).
loyalties in defining buyers or sellers, as the dynamic
opens the door to a national liberation movement in an
agent of continental colonialism. To summarize from the
advanced capitalist country. Its tendency is only hinted at
more simplified version of Gary Teeple: "The central fact
in a recent meeting of the St. Andrews-St.
NDP
of the Canadian ruling class before and after Confederariding association, a Waffle dominated riding,Patrick
when
tion, was and is, its foundation in mercantile capital. This
fle advocates opposed a motion for 30 hours work forWaf40
form of capital is accumulated in the process of circulahours
pay on
manufacture
rs. the grounds that it would harm Canadian
tion ofgoods; that is, money is made by buying and selling articles (raw materials or manufactured goods) — not
At any rate, if one wishes to pick one's history to
by producing the article, this latter process being the
one's politics, a stronger case for socialism can be madefit
basis of industrial capital. It is this central characteristic
through an argument of the interpenetration, mainly one
of the Canadian ruling class which explains why, even to
way, of any and all forms of American and Canadian
the present time, Canada has not become the industrial
capital, in all its diverse functions. Tariff proponents were
nation with a large population that it might have been.
aware of this when they recognized that the tariff would
■draw in American branch plants, But they had no alterThe point is, as Marx argued, that "wherever merchant's
native, save to stagger under the blows of American
capital still predominates we find backward conditions."
This distortion from the classic structure of a capitalist
manufacture
rs creating for huge markets and "dumping"
their leftovers
in Canada at wholesale prices. Canadian
ruling class is cause and result of Canada's colonial Dosition.
capitalist options were never wider than coexisting with
Since the distinction between merchant and inAmerican capital in Canada or in North America.
dustrial capital is so crucial to their analysis and conInterestingly enough, when we come to a real case
clusions, iist worthwhile placing it in the context of
- for an analysis of capitalism and the national question classic marxist writings on the topic. For Marx, the disQuebec - it is sadly neglected. Two essays in the
tinction was central to the difference between money
anthology deal with
the relation of ethnicity and class in
device of circulation) and capital (a social relationship)(a
Quebec. Prior, and more important questions, are
not
and underlay his analytical assessment of the unique
dealt with. There is no discussion of Quebec as an opmode of creating wealth in industrial capitalism — the expressed nation. There are a whole variety of questions
traction ofprofit, via the robbery of surplus value from
here that are not even asked. Is Quebec oppressed as
nation? If so, by what mechanisms? Is its social structurea
labour, Merchant capital only uses "a capitalist's method
distorted?
Will cultural, questions merge with class
of exploitation without its mode of production." (That is
to say, a merchant buys bread from a peasant to sell to a
questions, as for instance in the language question? How
townsman. An industrialist buys flour to produce bread
do you account for the heightened combativity of the
and makes his essential profit from the profit of producQuebecois working class? The failure of the anthology
to
tion and exploitation of the work force rather than ciraddress
itself to these questions is a political-intellectual
culation.)
scandal of the highest order.
Marx makes this differentiation not
As a compendium on strategy, the anthology is also
the specific features of capitalism. He alsoonlyusesin isolating
less than adequate. The analysis of the labour movement
it in his
macro-analysis of history and his micro-analysis of socieborrows proachfrom
the stalest
institutional
apty. In his analysis of the transition from feudalism to
to labour
history, 'American'
an approach
which even
capitalism, he declared the merchant capitalist an
American historians are rejecting. All comprehension of
obstacle to industrial development. Far from revolutionthe norms, modes, oppression and socio- historical
ising the mode of production, they fed on the
processes affecting working people are subordinated to
backwardness that isolated individual buyers and sellers. "A
British
subject
I was architect
bom andofatheBritish
subject
I
will
die,"
of American 'international' unions. Unions
the
said
John
A.
Macdonald,
National Policy. Shortly are question
They had no interest in rationalizing the overall economic
urged to take up the cudgels of the nationalhe did die and was buried in an American-ma
de cof- democratic
revolution and overthrow their American
or productive processes of society. Thus it came to pass thereafter,
fin.
that industrial capital had to subordinate commerce to its
bureaucratic leaders. Are Canadian workers then to
renounce faith in American workers? Are they to
ends. "That system was a strange god who had mounted
To
proceed
from
these
aspects
to
Naylor's
the altar cheek by jowl with the old gods of Europe, and mechanical application of a sophisticated Marxist distinc- renounce the traditions of internationalism, firmly rooted
tion ishowever incorrect. Incidentally, it also runs counter in the realities of corporate power in North America? Or
who, one fine day, with a shove and a kick, swept them all
into the dustbin. This new god proclaimed the making of to Innis' call for a model of Canadian economic growth has a possible tactic been confused with a strategy?
surplus value to be the sole end and aim of mankind." not directly transplanted from Europe. For Naylor, the disThe last two essays of the book break from Canadian tradition and end with a bang not a whimper. The
Finally, Marx made use of the distinction in his analysis of
tinction between merchant and industrial capital is arthe functional components of the capitalist
bitrary rather than crucial. Railways are defined as an NDP, it is said, is like its predecessors in the CCF and
and
even commented on their somewhat distinct class
interests. outgrowth of commercial capital, despite the fact that presumably Social Credit, is a wart on the socialist vision.
Here again, he had a special word for merchant capital; transportation is frequently dealt with as part of produc- Now, the NDP has its problems as any activist can testify.
tion costs by Marxists, and despite the fact that - The argument can easily be made that it is historically op'the lumpenprole
tariatin hisof classic
the bourgeoisie
Maurice Dobb,
Studies ."in the Develop- numerous ancillary industries are created, despite the
posed tothe struggle for socialism. But it is another argument of Capitalism also assigns a central role to the fact that transportation improvements revolutionized
ment again to deny its role as a reflection of the
analytical distinction between merchant and industrial Canadian social and economic life. All this is a bit unlike traditions, illusions, and, yes, home-grown labour and par- .
capital. Eager to stress that capitalism is qualitatively the role assigned to commercial capital by Marx. Perhaps ty bureaucrats, of the labour movement. The argument
different from feudalism, he argued against the
Naylor is confusing commerce with commercial capital, that socialists should not support the NDP because it is
that capitalism arose in the disequilibrium fosteredconcept
Furthermore, Naylor is factually incorrect in asser- merely a state capitalist party is a formalistic argument,
by the
ting that industrial capitalism was not elaborated in the one based on reductionist rather than dialectical logic.
corrosive agent money in feudal society. "But other instruments ofaccumulation than a mere snowball- visions of Confederation or the National Policy. One has Dialectics allows us, in a very unliberal way "to see two
tendency had to intervene before this capital became as only to read George Brown at Charlottetown or John A. in sides to every story." It is every bit as important for
dominant and ubiquitous as it was to be in later cen- the National Policy debate. Finally, the facts are that it socialists to see that independent labour politics, under
was industrialists who
the fight in the Hamilton, whatever banners, provides a school for working people
Industrial
was oflargely
the Toronto, and Montreal .carried
creation turiofes" he wrote.
new classes,
not capitalism
the extension
Boards of Trade for a protective to learn the ground rules of socialist politics and to test
old ones.
Certainly the distinction has relevance for Canadian tariff, despite the fact that certain industries opposed their leaderships in politics. For soAalists to eliminate
history. It helps us understand the nature of an early tariffs on the grounds that it would raise their input costs themselves from this process in the absence of any other
economy based on the sale of furs to Europe. Here we (ie coal). But this was an intra-industrial estrangement, significant radical current in the labour movement can
have a classic.merchant bourgeoisie robbing its products not one between commerce and industrial capital. The only lead to self-righteous loneliness.
from Indians, opposed to the development of a rounded tariff was certainly not the creation of commerce capital,
As an anthology, then, this book falls short of its
possibilities. If instead it is viewed as an opening shot in
economy and indifferent to modernization, in particular not in its design or its instrumentality.
modern trasportation systems.
Naylor's error magnifies as we enter the twentieth the battle for sensitivity to peculiar Canadian problems, it
The distinction is also useful in comprehending the century. Here he treats finance capital as a species of could still earn a place as having some worth. If we must
growth of the Canadian bourgeoisie. Marx posited two commercial capital. Suffice it to say, that this would set end charitably, that is the only way it can be salvaged.
Moffet, The Americanization of Canada, U of
basic models. One, "the really revolutionary way" was for Lenin twirling around in his glass cage and that it flies in TSamuel
Press, E.$3.50
producers to supplant merchants,
on their way to becom- the face of all previous marxist writing. Lenin's classic
'rtg capitalists. The transition can also take place in a Imperialism saw finance capital as an outgrowth of in- Gary Teeple, Capitalism and the National Question in
dustrial, not a hold over from merchant capital.
more -conservative fashion, "serving historically as a
Canada, U of T Press, $3.95 -Wayne Roberts
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theatre
Stage Two, the upstairs of the Firehail
Theatre has two plays by Edward Albee playing
from March ninth to 11th, and 16th to 18th.
Box and Quotations from Chairman Mao TseTung are described by the New York Post as
"an intricate experiment in the McLuhan idiom
by a boldis $2.00
dramatic
Regular
admission
whileadventurer."
Firehail Subscribers!
pay $1.00.
Speaking of Albee, you can still see The
American Dream at the Studio Theatre, 4 Glen
Morris this weekend. It is playing along with
Enchanted
by Slawomir
Admis-is
sion, as forNight
all Drama
Centre Mrozek.
productions,
free.
Global Village Theatre presents a new
theatre piece called The Big Apple, beginning
March 13 at 8:30 pm.
The Jest Society has a reputation for versatile, knife-edge satiric comedy sketches. It
has teamed up with veteran Toronto performer
Dave Broadfoot at the Poor Alex. Perfordollars. mances begin at nine o'clock. The price is three
The Theatre in the Dell has been well attended lately, since the Canadian revue, The Apple
Tree has been its main attraction. Tomi
Kneebone and Dinah Christie have apparently
put together a sparkling musical adaptation of
the writings of Mark Twain. If you are planning:
to splurge,-know this: tickets are three dollars.
Monday through Thursday and $3.50 on the!
weekend, plus a ten per cent cover charge..
Drinks, sandwiches etc. are above and beyondl
that.
Getting back to student theatre and its
economic advantages, the Cercle Francais of
University
College is atpresenting
Moliere's
Bourgeois Gentilhomme
the UC Playhouse
this weekend at 8:30 pm. It is a celebration of
the three hundredth anniversary of Moliere's
death.
death?)
following(Whyweekcelebrate
the UC someone's
Playhouse will
houseThea
Polish-speaking theatre group which will perform (yes, in Polish) a play called The Card
Index. Performances of this group, Arabeska,
take place next Thursday at eight, Friday at
seven
nine, andTheatre
Saturdayis still
at three
o'clock.
The and
Colonnade
showing
the
two one-act comedies by Chekhov. The first one
The Bear, is a real treat for those who enjoy
hearing middle-class nineteenth century attitudes towards women. Pauline Carey plays
the traditional hysterical female tp the hilt.
You can still see Brussels Sprouts at the
Central Library Theatre, three plays by Synge at
-the Irish Arts Theatre located in West Park
School, The Master, a new play showing at the
Theatre Passe Muraille, Electra at the St..
Lawrence still
Centre
review), and
Godspell,
playing{seeat today's
the Playhouse.
If you're interested in modern dance, don't
forget Charles
Theatre
Dance Friday
Company, appearingWeidman's
at Ryerson
Theatre,
evening. The master is also hosting a dance
workshop at the Benson Building, Saturday
from 9:30 to 12:30 and from 7:30 to 9:30.
More on dance — the Toronto Dance Theatre
completes its run at Hart House this weekend.
Its worth a Ipok, even if only to see David
Earle's
Ray Charles
Suite,blues.
the company's new
plunge into
rhythm and

Tonight on CBC-FM at 8:30 pm Musicscope
presents the National Arts Centre concert with
Joan • Sutherland and her husband Richard
Bonynge. She sings songs by little know composers Tosti, Chaminade and Hahn, as well as
little know songs by Liszt, Rossini and
Mascagni.
The final Concert by the University of Toronto Symphony Orchestra under Victor Feldbrill

heard a Canadian choir receive high praise for
their lusty interpretarion of these songs in an
international competition.
On March 10 and 11, the Vienna Boys Choir
will perform religious and secular songs and

takes place tomorrow evening at 8:30 pm.
Works are by Weinzweig, Tchaikovsky, Ravel
and Brahms. Soloist for the Rococo Variations
of Petre llyich will be Janet Horvath. Free
reserved tickets may still be available at the
box office (928-3744). On March 12, 13, 14
and today
cert hall. Calltherethe arebox student
office forrecitals
info andat the
for conconfirmation. On March 15 in the concert hall a
Thursday Afternoon Faculty of Music Student
Ensembles thing takes place: no tickets, no
charge, at 2:10 prfi At 8:30 that evening the
Czech Nonetfluentialperforms
works by immensely
Witoid Lutuslawski,
Dvorak andinSchubert. Adele Armin will assist on the violin.
Student tickets are $2, other $4.
On March 1 1 the Etobicoke Chamber Singers
conducted by Clive Dunstan performs works by
Palestrina, Elizabethan Part Songs by VaughanWilliams, three songs by Emily Dickinson and
NewFrom the
and bySongs
W.K. Rogers
foundland Outports
Harry Somers.
I recently

Strauss' "Tales From Old Vienna" at Massey
Hall at 8:30 pm and 3 pm respectively. On
March 12 at 8:30 pm at Massey Hall Vladimir
Aykenazy
plays works by Beethoven., Chopin
and Moussoursky.
On March 13-14 Karel Ancerl conducts the
TS in Liszt's Totentanz and A Major piano concerto with Alfred Brendel, pianist, as well as
Ravel's Bolero and Bartok's masterpiece, Music
for OnStrings,
and Celeste.
March Percussion
15 the Canadian
Jewish Congress
Music Committee
performance ofchoralsponsors
music bytheBenpremiere
Steinberg,
performed
by combined
the direction of Gordon
Kishner atchoirs
Bethunder
Tzedec,
1700
Bathurst.
Tonight at 8:30 pm the Canadian Jewish
Congress inMusic
Committee
sponsors
"Gala
Concert"
celebration
of Jewish
Musica Month
at Adath Israel Synagogue at 37 Southbourne
Avenue Yaacov
with theDan,participation
the Nirkoda
"Voices
Four",
Emil Cohenof and
Israeli Dance Toupe, Admission for studens is
Remember for those who have tickets and
for
Marchparticularly
15 is the ambitious
screening opera-lovers,
of the Hamburgon
Opera's "Die Zauberflote" at the St. Lawrence
$2.
Centre.

At the Isaacs Gullery until March 20 is an exhibit of new works by Gordon Rayner. Erindale College hosts Evely Payton who is
showing her drawings and paintings. She is a
Toronto artist, This is until April 7. Anne
Perkins invites you to her first solo exhibit
lasting four days, March 12-16, at Winters
College Art Gallery, room 123 at York University. Hours are Monday 2-10 pm, Tuesday-Thursday, 10 am-5 pm and 7-10 pm, Friday 10 am-5
You can pick up tickets for the Garret
Echbo lecture, "Nature, Man and His Environment" bphoning
y
the U of T Alumni House
(928-2367). The lecture takes place on March
12 at the Saint Lawrence Centre at 8:30 pm
and tickets are $3. Echbo is an expert in urban
and suburban planning and the audience will be
encouraged to talk with him after his lecture.
At the Art Gallery of Ontario on March 15 at
5:30 and 8 pm, more underground film
classics
wMI be whown: "Oh Dem
pm.
Watermelons", 1965 Robert Nelson; "Vinyl",
1965,
Andy Warhol;
1967, George
Kuchar; "Color
"Panels Mefor Shameless",
the Walls of
the
World",
1965,
Stanlimited
Vanderbeek.
Screenings are free, seating
to 100.

books
Eve's New Rib
by Robert T.Francoeur
Longman;S7.50
The changing life styles and the new morality
born, to be paradoxical, of the pill are the subjects ofDoctor Francoeur's book. He starts off
very well.
The new discoveries in the biological
sciences where the sex of a child can be
predetermined or where by cloning duplicates
(as many as are wanted) of a person may be
grown from a single cell; or even so commonplace aconcept as artificial insemination
are all treated, at the beginning, with candor
and
a
matter-of-fact
styleofthatpretentious
is all the more
searching. for its lack
refreshing
soulThis is too good to last. Dr. Francoeur
becomes bogged down in the morality of the
results of these new facts. Speaking from the
point of view of Roman Catholic dogma, he
postulates, rather worriedly, where it is all going to end. By freely quoting from a few avant
garde theologians and psychologists, he offers
up problems but presents no solutions. He does
present a spectrum of life styles that may be
very shocking to those easily shocked — group
marriages, sequential adultery, unisex unions,
but that is all. A pity he did not stick closer to
the lab.
D.A. Fraser

Charles Weidman of the Theatre Dance Company.

Editor
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Bill Macvicar
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Reform
Mm
and its

With this issue, The Varsity begins
a series on student candidates for the
Governing Council with the seven
candidates on the Reform Slate.
There are eight student seats
available: four undergraduate fulltime (in two constituencies), two
graduate (in two constituencies) and
two part-time. Ballots, which have
been mailed out, must be returned
by mail or in person to ballot boxes
around campus, by March 20.
See page 20 for a story on three
other student candidates.
By LORNE SLOTNICK
The eight student members of the
Governing
forthona
united and Councii
strong must
student"putvoice

Slate pledges
united
stud
essential issues facing students Political Economy Course Union, supports.the occupation. ent
Leah, a graduate sociology studentl
and
a
member
of
the
Open
Stacks
today",
says
Reform
Slate
candidate
Howard Stein.
Committee. He is a member of running for the arts graduate seat,
This view has led to the formation Students for a Democratic Society, was active in last year's open stacks
of the Reform Slate, which is con- as are slate members Mike Naemsch fight as a member of the students'
testing al but one of the eight stu- and Richard Schabas, both running negotiating committee during the
occupations. He is conas full-time undergraduates in the Simcoe ceHall
rned that the provincial education
cil. dent places on the Governing Coun- professional faculties, and Tony
Stein, running in the arts and Leah, trying for one of the two cutbacks are causing "great
deprivation" among graduate
science full-time undergraduate con- graduate student seats.
stituency, says the Governing Coun- The other members of the Reform students, who, he says, are "terribly
cil needs "livening up." This can be Slate, graduate student Phil Dack
He vehemently opposes foreign
done, he says, by putting forth the (already acclaimed), part-time unquotas, which he calls
student position on the issues the
underpaid."Quotas
dergraduate Eric DePoe, and arts professor
"racist".
"destroy the fight
slate is emphasizing — equal and and science undergraduate Howard
have no political affiliation. for jobs" for graduate students, and
open access to the new library, Levitt,
ignore reasonable criteria for hiring
fighting fees hikes and loan cut- Levitt, a second year psychology faculty,
such as teaching ability,
backs, and increasing student student, listed a number of com- Leah maintaine
d.
representation on committees.
mit e s he serves on, including the
Council,
Faculty
science
and
arts
One
Reform
Slate candidate, Phil
Most present student governors
have supported these positions on committee of admissions. He Dack, has been acclaimed in the
council.
emphasizes the worsening quality of education and sciences graduates
Members of the slate stress their education, particularly the lack of constituency. Dack was last year's
SAC vice-president, but lost out a
ability to work together for the "teacher-student interaction."
benefit of all students, in contrast to Levitt would also like to see more year ago in a bid to keep the job for a
the lack of cohesion they see among experimentation with alternative second term. As full-time
the prefient student governors.
teaching and marking methods. He fieldworker, last summer, he helped
Several of the slate members have has been active in the current math set up the newly-formed Arts and
experience in university politics, but occupation, as have other reform Science Student Union. He is
others will probably have to learn a candidates. In fact, the three dis- OISE.
presently a graduate student at
great deal about the operation of the
missed math professors have all enuniversity before they can function
Schabas, a first year meds student,
dorsed the Reform Slate, although
effectively on the council.
Stephen Salaff has also endorsed condemns sexism and racism in
Stein, a second year economics Victoria College student Dave medical schools. He contends that
major, is also vice-president of the Laughton, because Laughton also racist doctrines are being promoted

voic
e
by some
professors,
treatment
of women andat calls
U oftheT
Medical
"indefensible."
AlthoughFaculty
Naemsch,
a Faculty of
Education student, has been at U of
T since 1963, he has little campus
political experience.
Unless he becomes a full-time
professional undergraduate next
year, he will not be eligible to take a
seat on the council, since he expects
to graduate from the one-year Faculty of Education course
this year.toStu-be
are required
studentsdent ingovernors
their constituency during
their term of office.
However, he says Simcoe Hall
would
havenot"mentioned
if he were
qualified tosomething"
run, so he
feels there would be no problem if
he won.
Naemsch hesitated when asked
what the most important issue is.
"That's a good question", was his
first reply, but he finally came up
with student parity on hiring and firing committees as his main concern.
The reform candidate for one of
the part-time undergraduate seats is
Eric DePoe, a first year history student. He also has little university
political experience, but is the
brother of well-known activist,
presently
DePoe. ASSU fieldworker, David
The other part-time undergraduate seat is not being contested bythe Reform Slate.
Surprise!
MaonVarsity
dwon't
ay
be
There

Next issue
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Wednesday
appears

with

Golden.
See you

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale
Do you know what you're missing?

A rare new collection of memorabilia adorns, the walls and an
engaging mixture of patrons raise
their glasses. Lunch from noon
'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a
delightfully different daily special.
Surrounded by The Sutton Place,
on Wellesley at Bay.
The Bull and The Bear
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for
candidates
Undergrad
ning
Council
should
investigate
The
an individual to put forth certain
ideas on council". Gray {SMC I), was Varsity (because he says most
surprised when it was suggested that students don't like it), as well as all
his platform was similar to the campus media. The Governing
theraee
however, has no jurisdicReform Slate's, but he still felt Council,
strongly that he "does not want to be Graytion overhasThe hasVarsity.
no experience in
associated
with
them".
Along with the Reform Slate, he campus politics, but worked for
and its
feels that university libraries should David Rotenberg's unsuccessful
be universally accessible, i.e. open to nayoralty campaing last fall. He
the pubUc, as well as all students. He plans, to go into law.
also agrees that there should be
GRETCHEN ROEDDE
stronger
representation on theundergraduate
Governing Council
And
like
the
Reform
Slate,
he
is
Gretchen
Roedde, a pre-med
stuBy ALEXANDRA MERCER
dent and undergraduate
Governing
concerned about the fees increases.
In the following article, The Varsi- He feels that the commission on Council candidate, says she differs
ty presents an outline of the opinions
from the Reform Slate because she
of the undergraduate arts and Post-Secondary Education report
sicence student candidates for the should be "looked into thoroughly" is "more interested in cooperation
because he thinks that the com- with the reform part of council".
Governing Council.
suggestionunlimited
to the governJohn Evans as sh£
"an
IAN GRAY
ment thatmission's
it supply
loans Seeing president
administrator",
An undergraduate arts and science to students will justify the univer- evasive
nevertheless
posits
that
"he
realizes
the need for greater student
full-time candidate for the Goversities' raising tuition fees.
ning Council, Ian Gray is "running as In addition, he thinks the Gover- representation".

state views
GC
versity's closest link with the
She agrees with many Reform
Slate policies: specifically, their government. She feels that the university's financial difficulties with
stands on library accessibility and
amalgamation ("equal and open the province stem from the fact that
"hasn't been conaccess to the new
library"and andcollege
"no the Government
amalgamation
of branch
anybody except
their advisulting
sors" on university
problems.
Roedde has had experience on the
libraries".)
She sees an alternate role for Building
Committee of the Innis
college libraries if amalgamation oc- College Governing council. She
curs: supplying reading materials for stresses using university resources in
college level courses.
She accepts tuition fee increases, the community as outlined in the
Wright Report,
and such
favoursas tutoring,
campusprovided
students
attainto community
services
more control
over and
whatfaculty
happens
the increases. She feels if this occurs, clinics, Pollution probe and day
the increases will be plowed back care. TOM BECKERMAN
into grants, thus returning money to Tom Beckerman, another arts and
students who need it.
council canThe daughter of Helen Roedde, science didundergraduate
ate, who served on the arts Faculcommunity organizer and former
Social Sciences
provincial NDP candidate, Roedde ment.ty Council's
mittee was unavailable
for Comcomsees the Governing Council as a
valuable body because it is the uniELITISM
Student representatives should work against any form of
elitism in this university - this includes student organizations. They should show that students are responsible members ofthis university; concerned with its welfare, not only
their own.

No OK for Vic development
yet
French was particularly
legal status as the University of
Victoria
University's
decision
on
a
proposed commercial development Toronto, including property rights; amenable to one of VUSAC's
won't be made until next fall at the as distinct from Victoria College, suggestions: "Noboby wants Charles
earliest, president Goldwin French which is similar to University
Street widened."
said yesterday.
College under U of T.)
French could not specify how
"Everyone
has an interest...
Two fought
years ago, St.battle
Michael's
Philip Enros
graduate student
pre(will
be able who
to) participate
in the much annual revenue the university College
vent St.Josepha major
Street from tobeing
for Governing Council.
wants from the project, saying that significantly
decision," terview.
he Thesaid
in
a
telephone
inwidended.
important point, he
income would be reducsaid, is that nothing will be decided in anyed ifcase,
some of the residentialin the summer, when most of the commercial development's facilities
were available to Vic.
student body is off campus.
Vic Students Administrative CounThe Financing and Property Comcil president Gord Barnes says
mit e ofVic's Board of Regents has VUSAC
wants a set of principles
set up a subcommittee to "examine
agreed
to by the subcommittee.
possible plans" for the proposed Low cost
student housing in the
Manufacturers' Life Insurance
development, he said. The project present houses on the site should be
would be built on university land on replaced, VUSAC argues, and other
Charles Street at St. Thomas.
residents in the houses should be
In your
own
way.
The subcommittee, which may be financially compensated. Any
composed of a faculty member, a college facilities consumed by the
student, a board member and the project should also be replaced,
president, is empowered to consider VUSAC thinks.
both financial and structural aspects French was sympathetic to the
time.
own
In your
of any proposals.
council's
although he could
Vic is looking into commercial not
commitrequests,
the subcommittee
to insist on them.
proposals in an attempt to generate
revenue for the debt-ridden universi- Revenue would be adversely
terms.
own
your
ty, which has already leased the affected relative to the amount of On
Colonnade property on a long-term
used by Vic, he stated, adlease at What is now considered low -facilities
ding that the project, should be "as
rent.
usefultenants.
as possible" to both students
(Victoria University has the same and
You
'll take
to the
Theatre

Le

at S.M.C

taste

of
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Filter.

Bourgeois

Gentilhomme
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Sal.. Sun.

1:30 U.C. Playhouse

A

Letter

in

Six Movements
A play with music by Tim Gauntley.
Brennan Hall Auditorium S.M.C.
Both productions free!
For information
phone BY923-8893
SPONSORED
St. Michael's Students' union.

Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.
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Teaching
By JOHN CAMPBELL
Newly-hired teaching assistant and
union organizer Andrew Stanley,
said Wednesday that "hundreds" of
teaching assistants have signed up to
join the organization.
The Graduate Assistants' Association isstriving to obtain union certification torepresent the university's inapproximately
teaching
assistants
collective2000bargaining
with the administration. Wages and
working conditions are the chief
issues the association wants to improve.
The association must
the
Ontario Labour Relationsatisfy
s Board
that it falls within the definition of a
proper bargaining unit. At least 65

assistants
making bodies. k
see
collec
demonstrations, or e
At the nin
end of thatg
helping bar
time, he
in lab weeks.
gai
per cent members
of TA's onforcampus
must
Stanley said that the appeal for research".tiv
become
the associaThis
means
will be
associati
the
hopes
he
said,
on
for
example,
member
s
tion to receive automatic certifica- students. includes undergraduate that about 120 undergraduate in a strong enough position to carry
markers in the math department are on its activities over the summer.
tion, over half to obtain an OLRB
supervised vote.
A graduate assistant, he said, is eligible for membership.
GSU administrative assistant
Stanley, who started on the full- student
defined by the association as "any Stanley, who is not a graduate stu- Larry Hoffman, an early organizer
who
gets
for
the new union, said he expects
paid
through unitime job Monday, said his main task
dent, but attended university
versity department for chores a such
York and Waterloo, said his his jobat the association will be ready to begin
soorganizational
far has beenefforts
to "rationalize"
the
that have been as marking, conducting in-class with the GSU is slated to last for six bargaining next fall.
carried out by a steering committee
of thelastGraduate
Union
since
fall. At thatStudents'
time, the GSU
distributed a report published last
Beverley station under attack
spring showing that the average
sion chose the Beverley site, except to the working people of the area, he
By CHRIS NEWELL
wage of the assistants was less than
declared. There is also concern
The proposed new site for Metro to mention that it was about
$1,000, that women were un- Police
station 52 came under attack "geographically acceptable", and traffic the effect of the increased
derrepresented among the teaching
flow that the station is
ranks and that assistants had no Monday night as Metro Police. Com- later, that it was "one of the most
mission chairman Judge C.O.Bick economical" of the available sites. expected to generate.
representation on course decisionmet with area residents to defend
The proposed station is two In response to questioning, Bick
the commission's present choice of storeys high, occupies 30,0OQ square said that no study had been made
GRADUATE CENTRE PRESENTS
FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA
aStreets.
location at Beverley and Dundas feet, and will eventually be occupied with regard to the traffic at the
station's present location or to the
an estimated 400 police.
EDWARD ALBEE'S
effects of the projected traffic flow
Bick found himself agreeing with byOpposition
to
the
Beverley
site
THE AMERICAN
the residents that this location, was made obvious by a show of location.
on the community, at the proposed
AND
DREAM
hands
in
which
the residents voted
where many old houses are located
SLAWOMIR MROZEK'S
Dean went on to mention the 12
has an excellent alternative, which tion.
44 to 2 in favoir of an alternate loca- alternati
ve sites available to the
ENCHANTED NIGHT
has been given very little thought.
police
in lieu of their present choice.
residents feel that in choosing
In a presentation at the beginning thisThe site,
STUDIO THEATRE -4 GLEN MORRIS
These
were the north-east corner
the
police
would be
of the meeting, Bick stated that
MARCH ADMISSION
7 - 10, 1973,FREE8:30 p.m.
destroying buildings of considerable of Beverley and Queen Streets, now
renovation of the present station op- archit
ectura
l and historial a gas station-parking lot, an area
posite Uof T on College Street near
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 928-8705
University Avenue would not be suf- signifigance, said city planner Alan behind the Hospital for Sick
Dean, who is heading a study of the Toronto
Children, also not built up; and the
ficient to meet projected police southeas
Parking Authority property
t Spadina area.
needs in the next 20 years.
He outlined these needs, but did More importantly, police would be on Dundas West at Simcoe St.
not say specifically why the commis- levelling low rental housing valuable withThethelatter proved most popular
meeting, and Bick admitted
that
it wasthangeographically a better
location
the Beverley site,
THIS WEEKEND:
said "with
chosen,
was
which
ample consideration Bick
of all the sites
made known to us." Bick contended
Colonial
that he had only recently been made
203 Yonge St.
aware of the
Parking Authority
NEXT WEEK:
STAN
that he would not
said
and
property,
WORLD'S GREATEST
object sharing the land with a sixJAZZ BAND
storey garage which the authority is
WITH
apparentl
y planning.
GETZ
YANK LAWSON
It remains
uncertain whether the
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE
police commission is likely to
BOB
HAGGART
suddenly
become
sensitive to the
WARNING: The Department ofincreases
Nalional withHeallhamount
ana Welfare
smoked. advises that danger to health
desires of the community by changing the location of their new station
toveiling
the Parking
Authority's
land forafterso
their plans
in secrecy
long
(the
Beverley
site
was
chosen in
October 1971).
In any event the move would have
complications — the parking
authority
unawareoccupancy
of this development andisshared
of the
landMetro
may not be easily arranged.
Toronto has already
expropriated the land for the
Brewed fidm pure spring water:
Beverley Street site, and has set
aside money for construction there,
beginning this year.
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U of T
Top U of T administrators support
the and
university's
in drawing
up
approvingsecrecy
its $115,000,000
budget.
In spite of widespread student support, and at times, considerable
faculty and administrative favour,
openness in all decision-making was
not required by the province when it
redrafted the University of Toronto
Act in 1971 and established the
Governing Council.
Accordingly, drawing up the
budget in a technically administrative bodyand approving it in
Governing Council — always in closed session — by exploiting the wording of the act, the university effectively sidestepped what many interpreted as a "spirit of openness" in
the
provincial
towards the act.government's attitude
In a telephone interview last week,

in
budgeting
support
execs
institutional relations and planning
the authority of the Governing Council," and as such, "it is even further
vice-president Jack Sword stated . The relevant section of the Act
removed
from the Governing Coun(1971)
permitting
closed
meetings
that thea long
budgetperiod
is "worked
itself".
such
of time over
and forin reads:
cil than Governing Council com"The meetings, except meetings of
such detail that having day-to-day
reports (of the proceedings) would committee of the whole of the
with ofLewis'
interpretation. This portion
the act,
Governing Council shall be open to Cadario concurred
argued, is relevant only to the
simply
cause confusion".
Vice-president
Don Forster, who the public. . . but where ■ intimate hemittees."
chaired the budget committee, was financial or personal matters of any regular meetings of the whole of the
more blunt.
person may be disclosed at the Governing Council held usually once
"I don't see how the process could meeting, the part of the meeting a month.
The committee, which met only to
concerning
such person shall be held
be carried
in any other
way," he
thelargely
budget,
its persaid,
withoutout further
explanation.
in camera",
unless the person con- develop sonnel
from drew
the standing
sents
otherwise.
Student member
governor and
committee
Paulbudget
Cadario
committees of the Governing CounAccording
to
Planning
and
speculated on the possible political Resources committee chairman, and
consequences
of open budget budget committee member James cil.Its manmembership
chairmeetings.
Forster, Sword, included:
business affairs
Lewis, this passage "applies only to
Alex
Rankin,
partHe said he felt that under such cir- committee meetings of the Gover- vice-president
time student governor Joyce
heads explained
ning Council
a group"
. He
that theasbudget
committee
would appeal cumstances,
more "sometodivision
the sympathy
of the gallery and the public for sup- was
"appointed by the president as
port than to the budget committee an administrative committee under
VARSITY

secret
Denyer,
Lewis, executive
member Cadario,
Harold Eastman,
alumnus
Patti Fleury, faculty Harold Smith,
and vice-provosts Robin Ross, and
John Hamilton. The committee also
received technical advice from three
budget
This isofficers.
the first time students have
participated
on the budget
mittee. Their selection
by Evans comwas
made in consultation with other
members of the administration.
"It was pretty well understood
that the budget committee meetings
would
closed",
said Cadario
asked ifbemuch
discussion
was heldwhenon
the decision to proceed in camera.
He added,
ness factor"Iisdon't
a bigthink
issuetheforopenthe
budget committee".
ARENA

Soc prof exposes sexual myths
C.I.A.U.
By SCOTT WILLOWS
"need differential" between
care for children?" He further af- definite
firmed that "some females would the sexes.
James questioned the validity of
mythswhich
"provide
sanctions
CANADIAN INTERCOLLEGIATE
andSexual
motives
preserve
the make
Jameslousynotedmothers."
that a respected con- biological explanations such as
temporary,
William
Kephart,
claims
status
quo",
said
sociology
professor
these.
"Sexual
expectations
are
esRobert James, speaking to an open that only 10 per cent of women actablished byother influences, he
NATIONAL HOCKEY
lecture last week.
tually "enjoy" sexual activity- This is said. "Young males are told, "yes,
James stressed the role of an important
of the "male gowhileand "young
get it before
socialization
warning agressor myth", part
females it'saretootoldlate",
no,
he declared.
that there isina sex-typing,
difference between
CHAMPIONSHIP
James cited Kephart's association waitJames
and
keep
your
legs
crossed."
concluded
that
as
long
as
the physicaldividualscriteria
for calling
in- of male agression with a premale and female
and the
ideas of "identity with
and fulfillment"
ejaculatory "conjestion frustration". must
particular
behavioral mannerisms which socie- This
"fiuidal buildup" and the resul- vocationscoincide
Saturday, March 17th at 2:00 p.m.
sexual behavior
ty has come to associate with
tant "discomfort from within" ac- will continueof society
to be chosen by others.
cording toKephart, is indicative of a
"masculinity"
and
"feminity."
Tickets on Sale Now At Athletic Office
Throughout his discussion James
& Varsity Arena
PRICES:
contended that sex-typing is part of a
to form soc caucus
general tendency of society to Women
General
Admission $1.00
promote
"self-fulfilling
A tentative step towards forming a came together on a departmental
Every child
is trained prophecies".
by models, women's
level to discuss the position of
caucus in the sociology women,
Reserved
$2.00
sanctions and punishments until department
according to organizers.
was taken Tuesday
"systems of behavior become a part when more than 25 women sociology
of personality", he said.
Among the problems discussed
students and faculty members met
He demonstrated this by challeng- to discuss their problems.
was the discrepancy between participation bwomen
y
as students and
ing the "motherhood myth" and the No decisions were taken, except to
"male
night, but par- as faculty members. Only seven out
Jamesaggresiveness
defined themyth".
motherhood meet againticipantsTuesday
said they felt that women of 50 faculty members in the departunclassified
ment are women, said one person,
had problems they could usefully
myth
as the beliefonlythatcomes"a woman's
whereas the majority of students,
true fulfillment
from the work on together.
undergraduate and graduate, TRAVELLING ! EUROPfc INTERNA QUEBEC SKI TOUR March 17 22 $69. 5 full
birth of a child". "Why", asked The meeting was the first in the both
TONAL STUDENT 1.0. card, student and
days accommodation
of skiing at Mt. St.included.
Anne. AllWrite:
transportation
James, "must people go to books to university's history in which women are female.
Canadian
raiJpass. car rentals, cheapest and most Ski Tours,
25 Taylorwood Dr., Islington or
Jependable charter flights, camping tours
Stc. all available now trom:.AOSC, 44 St. Phone: Gord Allan. 247-2339,
George
Toronto
16 - 962-8404.
Studentdent St..
Travel
co-op5, 4owned
by your (The
stu- LET US HELP YOU Pur your baby into a cradle
Council)
rather than an incinerator. Birthright, 89 St.
GOVERNING
COUNCIL
BEN'S MEN'S HAIRSTYLING (Specialising in George 469-1111.
long hair} in the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry, A FAST ACCURATE typing service by several
250 College St. Tel. 924-681 1 ext. 560. Hair cut experienced home typists with electric typewriters. Duf erin & Eglinton area. Reasonable
EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe. Greece rates 787-9805
and Turkey departs June 5th (or 3 months $600.
ELECTION
$2.25
plus $215 return flight to England. Phone BLO0R-BATHURST information centre, 896
Peter 922-5006.
Bathurst St. Information and referral services
WHY
FREEZE? Used fur coats from $1 0 00 Monday - Friday, 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Housing reBallots were mailed on March 2nd, 1973, to the eligible voters for this year's Gogistry Fre Legal Clinic. Saturdays, 10 a.m. Paul
MagderQueenFurs & - Dundas)
202 Spadina
Ave.
(Between
Excellent
verning Council election of new staff and student members. Eligible voters who
9 p.m. Phone: 531-4613
selection of fun furs, irade ins accepter1
may not have received a ballot due to an error in records may contact the Office
We buy used furs 363-6077. Mon-Sat 9-6 TUTORING in chemistry, biology and biocheof the Governing Council at 928-2160 in order to obtain the correct ballot.
Thur-Fri till 6 pm; mistry available at reasonable rates. I. Jabbal
Apt. 404. Office, 9286002Sc.),after20016:00Bloorp.m..St.,767-2566
tSSAY SERVICES Do you have old es- (M.
says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
Completed ballots should be returned by Canada Post or University Delivery to
SERVICES.
961-6150.
3 pm.- MATHEMATICIANS WANTED to set educathe Office of the Governing Council prior to 4:00 p.m. on March 20th, 1973, to be
10 pm.; Sat.-Sun.
9 am.-5 Mon.-Frl.
pm. Professional
tional Mathematic standards. Competitve selectyping done. 300 Avenue Road, 2nd floor.
valid. Also, for the convenience of voters who may wish to deposit their ballots
tion. Sendnumber
background
informationCompetition.
and teleto:Station
Mathematics
EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to Box 412.phone Poslal
on-campus, ballots may be handed in at:
T, Toronto, Ontario.
LONDON from S79 one way or $155 return
- Take a dependable charter. Contact M6B 4A3
AOSC,
44 St. your
GeorgeStudent
St., Toronto
962-6404
Council. 5.416BOOK MIXED APARTMENT ■ looking for fourth roomInformation Desk
1. Simcoe Hall
EARLY AND- or SAVE
mate. House at Bloor & Dufferin. $60/month.
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICE. - All utilities
incl. Call Ed or Judy 532-4335 or
fheses,
essays.
French,
Latin
experEd
at
928-3404
Main
Foyer
ienced
typists
electric
typewrilers,
86
2. Sidney Smith Hall
Bloor St. W. Ste. 670. 922-7624.
r'OR SALE:
coat.
creamy
colour,Muskrat
size 10.Need
Also Beautiful
Black midiforcondition,
coal,
collar,
never
worn.
money
Europe.fox
EUROPE
Car
Rentals
and
Sales
Phone
Mindy
783-4861,
or
766-1239
3. Erindale College
Student
Charter • Railpass
Flights
Registrar's Office
SUBLETvate entrance
large, nicely
furnished
room bath.,
with priStudent fares on ships to Europe
girl, April
- August;
kitConquestor Travel
4. Scarborough College
chen shared withto same.
Grosvenor
St. $1 10 per
782-5033
368-9970
mo.
Call
921-7761
5
6
p.m.
Registrar's Office
The above locations will be open from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. each weekday until
GUITAR lessons, classical and folk, taught by
March 20th.
qualified
Royal Phone
Conservatory
Student, in the
STUDENTRA1L PASS
Beaches area.
Sue 691-4515.
Prices
go
up
by
over
10%
on
March 15. Order now at
old rates-$135 for 2 months.
Enquiries regarding the election may be directed to the Office of the Governing
BE AcialYOUNG
summer.Europe
Spebrochure onEUROPEAN
different tripsthisthrough
Council at 928-2160.
CONQUEST TRAVEL
Russia. Exclusively for young travellers.
782-5033 368-9970 and
863-0799.
Contact Goway, Suite 104, 53 Yonge Street.
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"Fa
By PAT st
REDICAN Eddie"
government forumslas
before an with large holdings and they have no no place where a developer can
like Toronto."Goodma
o they ref
of about fifty students. hes
ers
"The reformers are trying to suck a city
"The city has been in bed with the audiencen
more money
than in Toronto
to int
"each other;
are in makeorm
Lorimer, a professor at both U of relation
and whistle at the same time and it developers so long, they can't imcompetition and this is a very com- and the reason for this is that the
T
and
York
and
the
author
of
three
any other partner," retaliated
keep thetheprices
up." of
just
be done",
E.A. Jim Loaginerimer,
Lorimer offered
alternative
pointed to various developers
anti-developer books on city politics, Lorimer
petitive business."
"Fastcan't
Eddie"
Goodman,charged
prominent
author-reformer. journalist-professor- called Goodman, also a high-ranking developments around Toronto which
developer
lawyer.
building "housing projects from non'Youment andcan't
down developtwo clashed in the fourth^ of Conservative Party official and involve several developers in one This would
profit include
community such
organizations."
meet slow
the housing
needs of St.TheMichael's
groups as
project, for instance the 3,500 unit
Students* Union city financier, a "bagman, fixer, and Bramalea
development which in- labour unions, community
campaign fundraiser" to start off the
debate.
volves five companies, including organizations and the like, according
Cadillac. Cadillac is also involved to Lorimer.
Lorimer drew a connection* with Greenwin in the controversial
Goodman agreed with Lorimer
LISTEN TO GJJl.ll. SEMI-FINAL HOCKEY
between
the
"land
development
in.dustry, the senior political parties, Quebec-Gothic development, plann- that land prices were too nigh, but
ed tialto destroy
the solution to this problem was
and City Hall" which, he claims, are
VARSITY BLUES
houses. nearly 100 old, substan- said
responsible for the high cost of housto speed up development.
VS.
ing and the kinds of development be- "In the board rooms over dis- This, he said would mean that
cus ions ofprojects like this is where housing, and consequently land
ing perpetrated chief
in the city.
Goodman,
lawyer for
developers meet", declared would not be in such great demand,
U. of A. GOLDEN BEARS
Cadillac Development Corporation, the
Lorimer. "There exists in this in- and prices would naturally go down.
in turn charged that the reform
dustry anetwork of links and con- He pointed to OHC figures which
stated only one per cent of all
movement was "an unholy alliance
Live On Radio varsity
of those who would preserve the Goodman replied that this apartments in the City of Toronto
approach
status quo at any cost and those who "several-company"
were
vacant at the end of last year.
to
one
nections." simply offered a diver- Goodman
came under heavy fire
offer an unattainable panacea — a development
Friday March 9th, 9:55 p.m. E.S.T.
simplistic answer to difficult and
from
both the audience and Lorimer
sity of approach: "It's more prac- for the
margin
Saturday March 10th, 9:55 p.m. E.S.T.
tical; it doesn't diminish com- developers extract. of profit which
complex
problems."
He denied
what he called
Sunday March
11th,
9:25
p.m.
E.S.T.
Lorimer
pointed to the fact that "We are here to provide adequate
(If a third game is required)
Lorimer's view of "a conspiracy of
people who meet in dark rooms and land is more expensive in Toronto housing at reasonable rates", the
smoke opium and decide how to sub- than in any other Canadian city and lawyer replied, "we are also here to
thepetition."
fact that there was a great deal of make money." Asked what he
YOU CAN HERE RADIO VARSITY
vert the city
for land development coming though was a reasonable profit rate,
"This
is next".
not a homogenous capital
CLOSED CIRCUIT in cafeterias and common rooms
into
the city from all over the world. he answered, "It depends on the risk
820 AM in selected residences
group,"
said
Goodman,
"There
are
"This can only mean that there is involved.
literally several dozen developers
96.3 FM on Rogers Cable. Just connect your T.V.
cable to the antenna terminal on your FM receiver.
Lead dust from factory affects
THEATRE,

DANCE

AND

COMMUNITY' WORKSHOP
OPEN TO ALL
Observe
National Ballet School
Participate
"dance happening"
Fun
York University
improvisations
"Theatre Games"
Toronto Dance Theatre
Charles Weidman
CASUAL CLOTHES
Mime
Studio Lab Theatre
No Shoes-leave at door
Historic Films
At Benson Building, large sports gymnasium, 320
Huron Street, Tickets $1.00. Saturday - March 10.
7:30 - 10:30 p.m. See You There.

X
mm*-

health in Bathurdt-Niagara
area
By GRETCHEN ROEDDE
tion, which is associated with Pollu- against the factory, and have been
A spokeswoman from the Niagara
tion Probe, helped us get a court in- gaining
support from politicians, like
and Bathurst Streets disctrict yesterjunction against this factory last (Ward 6 alderman) Dan Heap, and
doctors
Kids (Sick Children's
day
charged
that
a
local
factory's
prohibiting battery-crush- Hospital).at Sick
pollution has produced high lead- August,"
We've been fighting this
ing, she stated.
content
levels
in
neighbourhood
thing
for
six
years
and think we
"However we (the residents) have a -syod chance now,
children.
of winning," said
the injuction has been obeyed,
Gisella Regina, speaking at a UC doubt
have been seen entergeography Seminar at U of T, asked becauseing thetrucks
refinery yards full of Regina.
She declared, "Community
for support from students in fighting
organizing is helping to strengthen
Toronto Refiners and Smelters,
One effect of the injunction,
whose battery-crushing operations
community."residents want at least
have caused lead dust to con- however,
batteries."has been the construction theCommunity
taminate the area, she said.
of a brick fence at one end of the the battery-crushing part of the
"It's a very serious situation con- yard. As well a canvas sheet has been operation relocated, and some legal
Regina, hung over another fence, making it guaranteees that residents in the
cerning the children,"
she claimed
children said
whose four
neighbourhood will not have, to
difficult
see what is going on in- refinery.
have been affected.
side the tofactory.
move to allow for expansion of the
"We
also
have
a
lot
of
evidence
"The Environmental Law AssociaVic wins Div I,
loses II hockey
By PAUL CARSON
Victoria College hockey teams
both succeeded and failed as the interfac playoffs moved closer to the
championship stage following three
key games this week.
Vic I advanced to the finals of
Division I with a close 3-2 total goals
victory over New I.
However, Vic U fell victim in the
biggest upset of the playoff round to
date as Law II used four goals by
Bob Armstrong en route to a 9-2 win
in their second game. That overcame
a 4-goal Vic lead and sent Law H into
the Division n final with a 12-9 series
win.
The other Division n semi-final
saw the first game solve nothing as
PHE B and Graduate Studies battled
to a 7-7 tie. Each team produced
three two-goal scorers, with Mark
Ackley, Brain Walters and someone
named Buzz connecting for PHE B
and Jim Molnar, P.McLaren and
Taylor replying for Grad Studies.
The second game, and overtime if
necessary, will be played tonight at 7
pm at the Arena.
In Division I, the opponents for
Vic I won't be known until Monday
night when SMC and Erindale meet
at 7:30; SMC carries a six goal lead
after their 12-6 win in the initial
game earlier this week.
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Students
Students from faculty and college
associations and the various UTAA
athletic clubs have until 5 pm March
12 to file nomination papers for the
positions on the 1973-74
five student
Athletic
Directorate.
will
ntativess next
represenominee
ted student
for the
voteAppoin
Wednesday, March 15.
y less than the
At 4 mpm ofyesterda
minimu
five candidates had
d, and only one posibeen tionnominate
was contested by two people.
B" is left un"Group
in
One seatd.
.conteste
' Last March three of the five seats
were won by acclamation. Hartley
were acclaimStern and John WrightMichael
Pennam
ed in Group A, and
in Group C. Terry Byron and Dave
Watt were elected in Group B.
So far this year Bruce Durno
(hockey) and Jim Nicoletti (football)
are the only two members running In
A, while Peter Hillier (soccer)
isGroup
contesting one of the two seats in
Group B. Andy Fraser (UC) and Bob
Bauer (Law) are ninning for the lone
collegedent seatand faculty association stuElections are held on an electoral
college system, with intercollegiate
athletic clubs electing four of the
five representatives. Only one
representative
is elected
represent college and
facultytoathletic
associations, where most students
are involved.
The electoral college is composed
"B", and
— "A",
of"G",threewithgroups
a total
of 128 voting
representatives. Twenty-four Group
A representatives elect two
nominees from the "big three" intercol egiate sports — hockey,
ball, and basketball.
Each offootthe
three athletic clubs appoints eight
voting representatives.
Group tatives,
B, with
represenconsists54ofvoting
intercollegiate

vote

Wednesday

in
sports other than those specified
two
also elects
A. toThisthegroupDirecto
Group
its
rate;
students
representatives are appointed by the
Executive Committees of each of the
athletic clubs in the group.
The rugger, soccer, swimming,
and track and harrier clubs each appoint six voting representatives;
l, water polo and
rowing, volleybaleach
appoint three,
clubs
wrestling
and badminton, curling, fencing,
ics, judo, skiing,
golf, gymnast
and tennis two.
squash,
50 voting
has
C appointed
Group tatives,
of the
by eachrepresenassociations.
faculty
and
college
Applied Science, Medicine, UC, Vic,
and St.Mike's each appoint four;
Dentistry, Law, New, Trinity, and
Scarborough appoint three;
Forestry, Innis, PharArchitecture,
macy and PHE appoint two, and
Emmanual, Erindale, Knox, Music,
and Wycliffe two each.
nominaeligible for
All tionstudents
to the Athletic
Directorate
must, under the terms of the UTAA
constitution, be in their second or
of nominaat the
highertion;year
they must
not date
be in their final
yearEachat Unomination
of T. must be made
onathletic
a special
obtained
from theby
office;formit must
be signed
two active members and certified by
the registrar or secretary of the
nominee's standing.
college or faculty as to his
academic
Assistant ministration)
Director
David Tinker(Ad-is
responsible for putting the list of
candidates on the Association notice
board at the close of nominations.
At the time of filing a nomination
paper each nominee must submit a
written policy statement, which he
may send
to all members of his electoral college.
The policy statement would in-

Mail or deliver
To: 91 St. George St.
Drop this coupon/ signed and with student
number into any campus mail box, and it will be
delivered free to The Varsity office.
Campus mail boxes can be found in almost all
university buildings.
As a student involved in athletics at the University of Toronto,
where from
over 50theperstudents,
'cent of and
the
athletic
budget comes
where only five students can be elected to a 20
member Directorate, I strongly support a majority
student voice in the UTAA Directorate.
Yes □
No □
The construction of a new men's athletic
building should be placed at the top of the universitytionadministration's
list. The
administrashould appeal to priority
the provincial
government
for
construction funds, and should also pay for the
maintenance costs themselves.
Yes □
No □
Co-educational physical education and
athletics should be encouraged; and the men's
athletics
the Health
women'sEducation
program,should
and the
School of program,
Physical and
be
integrated.
Yes □
No □
I urge the UTAA to set up a committee with a
majority of student (athletes) to define the
T.priorities of the men's athletics program at the U of
Yes □
No □
i Signature
ATL number

for

UTAA

reps

President of the UTAA George Wodehouse, Athletic Director Dalt White, and David Tinker. Wodehouse
asked for more power for White and Tinker at Tuesday's Internal Affairs meeting.
• making athletic participation a - gymnastics (2) : Gary Wicks, Rick
elude what the nominee would
attempt to do as a member of the priority
The remaining 117 eligible voting
* compelling
the UTAA to define
over "spectatorism";
Directorate and might include some
the
priorities
(as yet undefined) of its Jeysman.
of the following policies:
representatives have yet to submit
athletic
program.
• the relative importance of minor
their names to the intercollegiate ofand major sports;
By late Thursday afternoon the
• what action could be taken to following representatives had sub- fice.Queen's University students
mitted their names to the UTAA in- (athletes) now have majority control
obtain new facilities;
tercol egiate of ice for voting pur- of the athletic department they
• the question of integration of the
- basketball (8): Avo Albo, Doug finance, as will those at the Universimen's and women's athletics
of theseof Baker, Rick Kurzyk, Bill Francis,
ty of Waterloo
soon. members
Even the have
Benand ofthebothSchool
departments, with
Building women
associations
Peter Oolup, Glenn Scott, Brian the sonpotential
poses:
to control their
Physical and Health Education;
Skyvington,
- football: Dave
(8)CorWatt.
Doret.
• attempting
educational to
programs.integrate coBob Gauthier
program.
SMC,

Meds,

L/C, Low

reach

semi-finals
interfac basketball
The interfaculty basketball playoffs opened Tuesday
Following
the game, Vic coach Bob Garton was
with St.Mike's, Meds, UC, and Law winning. (This
musing, "It
year's
Sifton
Cup
has
been
dubbed
the
Kleberg
Klassic
philosophical
properly
and I'mthe toogame,
old to cry,"
since Ross Kleberg is coaching, playing, and refereeing hurts too much to laughabout
in the playoffs.)
In the third
evening, UCout was
33-33'
at halftime,
but game
blew Sr.of the
Engineering
in thetiedsecond
A, employing
Mike'sminutes,
Tuesday,everySt. five
trampledtwoPHElines-,B half to win 82-65.
alternated
which
At noon
93-50. St. Mike's looked ominous in this outing as they
The engineers
with a 1-2-2
zone press
played a stingy full-court man-to-man defense for the would
have been opened
ahead atuphalftime
by a large
marginandif
eiifire
out. If St. Mike's can continue to play this way, Gordie Betcherman hadn't been shooting so well.
watch game.
Mike Becherman made four quick baskets at
The real story of this game, however, was the return However,
the start of the second half and UC started rolling.
to action of St. Mike's fine centre, John Heininger, who
Sr. Engineering was plagued again by some strange
scored
Heininger
played since
beforeit substituting,
Christmas16 points.
but judging
by hishadn't
performance
Tuesday,
a state they had been immersed in all year.
seemed like he'd never been away. Other scorers for The brothers Betcherman — Mike and Gordie — tallied
St.
Mike's (13).
included Tom Campana (20 points) and Larry 23 and
Trafford
16 points,
while Bill Birnbaum added another
17 forrespectively,
UC.
Meanwhile, Cor Doret hooped 12 points for PHE B.
Engineering
reliedforontheir
Ronscoring.
Gratz (15 points) and
Another PHE B player, Rick Phillips, perhaps enun- George
Mohasci (12)
ciated PHE B feelings best when he said, "They kept
final gamestrategists
of the daythreatened
saw Law tooutlast
The second tilt of the day featured Meds defeating Vic 62-49.TheErindale
start Erindale
pressing
coming
6544. Thein waves!"
rookie-laden Vic squad (only two members Law from the locker room. Instead, the team played 3
were returnees from last year) made too many mental box-and-one on Al Sternberg. Still, Sternberg scored If
errors in the game to upset the taller Medsmen. points while his side-kick Rich Pirie scored W
Although Bill Caskey remained masked, he was shutout Meanwhile, for Erindale, Bill Stewart hooped 12 points
with teammate Al Nikrosius adding another 10.
in the scoring column.
Instead, the principal damage was done by the
Law jumped to an early 10 point lead in the game
shooting and playmaking of Bobby Lewis who got off his
and managed to stay ahead by a similar^ margin a11
death-bed to play in the game. Bobby ended up with 14 game.
Although a dull and unspectacular team, Law
points while team-mate Lindsay Horenblas potted 17,
most of them after the game was no longer in doubt. played well enough to win. However, to defeat St.
Mike's
semifinals, the Lawyers will have to loolt
Replying
for Vic were Paul Mims (12 points), and Gord more thanin the
Wicher (10).
(as they
did dark.
against Erindale) or
they, too, just
will ordinary
be whistling
in the
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All-faculty

body

to study
math
dept
Math chairman George Duff Monday
departmental bodies including those dealimplemented a department decision to
ing with hiring firing and tenure of
appoint an all-faculty committee to study
Other demands include the end of
the department's governing structure,
faculty."
heavy emphasis on exams in first year
even though the committee's formation
courses and the rehiring of the two
was itself sparked by an 11-day occupation of department offices by students
professors, David Spring and Michael
protesting their exclusion from its
Mather, who were denied tenure, as well
as the retention of Salaff until bis case is
decision-making processes.
A department meeting a week ago
reviewed by an open hearing before a
specifically decided to keep students off
parity committee of students and staff.
the committee, afraid the precedent of
Internal affairs vice-president Jill
seating them on the committee would
Conway Monday apparently turned down
Salaff s request for an open hearing sayforce the committee to recommend giving students a large voice in department
ing "it does not comform in any way to
decision-making.
the established approaches to this quesThe four member committee according
tion in the advised
university."
Conway
Salaff to write letters
to dismissed math professor Stephen
Salaff — whose re- ins tatement was one of
to Greene, and the U of T faculty Association stating his grievance and requesting
the student occupation's demands — is
a review. The other course she advised
completely will
madebe upPaul
of "Duff
members
Rooney,men".BaronIts
was appeal to the president.
Brainerd, Jim McCool, and Stuart Smith.
Salaff says he does not interpret
Asked why there is no student
Conway's letter as neccessarily barring
his suggestion of an open staff-student
membership,
yesterday
was just set upDuffin this
way. Ireplied,
did what"ItI
parity tribunal hearing his case. He notes
that Conway does not specifically rule out
understood I was told to do by the
his suggestion, adding that appeal
department."
procedure
is informal enough that it
"Students' opinions will be solicited"
could be done.
he added. "There will be some open
Accordingly, he has written Greene
The committee on governing structures
requesting an open hearing.
Some informal gains were made from
was one of two established last week by
the occupation. Some improvement in
the department in response to the occupation. The other was a committee to
grading of first year courses was promised and a committee set up to examine
examine the so-called "service courses",
problems in these large enrolment
mass-enrolment first year courses which
courses has already met (see page 3).
have caused major complaints among
Sentiment at the Saturday meeting was
students because of the high studentthat math students should rally support
teacher
radio,
grading
structure
and
poor
textbooks.
with pamphlets, leaflets and a newspaper
explaining their cause.
The 40 students who had occupied the
fourth floor math offices and corridors
Students also voted to try to widen the
decided Friday afternoon to end their ocstruggle to include students in other
cupation inorder to broaden the struggle
departments
in the general battle for
for increased student say in departmental
more
student
representation
on hiring firdecision-making and the rehiring of the
ing and tenure committees.
three professors.
They decided to retain the demand that
At a Saturday night meeting in their
the three popular professors be rehired
new headquarters, the Arts and Science
but maintained that this demand is
-Student Union lounge on the second floor
"inseparable"
of Sid Smith, the former occupiers decidmaking
role. from a greater decision
ed to mobilize student support for a-mass
Student council president-elect Bob
meeting confrontation next Tuesday with
Anderson, also a math student called the
Duff, arts and science dean Bob Greene
and university president John Evans.
occupation "successful", but added that
Students contended the 11 day occupathe department response has been "untion was becoming too time-consuming to
continue and that little had been won in
Anderson maintained that the occupathe
tion illustrates
critcialteaching
problem must
for thebe
ment.form of concessions from the departuniversity,
that "aquality
The demands have been shifted to
stressed as a primary function rather than
stress a greater student voice on "all
concentrating on reseach."

Math chairman George Duff, seen here strolling down the corridors of Sid Smith, has implementedfaculty
a
decision to appoint an 1 1-man committee to study the governing structure of the department.

The

knowledge

machine

Is post-secondary education going down the drain? Do you get the impression that lectures are getting abit sluggish? At this time ofUyear,
profs ofcan't
get up a full head of steam. Above photo:
of T'smanyFaculty
Plumbing.
Minister
report

on

tells

crowd

education
if

is "on

the

right track
proposals for fee raises to be separated from
By GREG McMASTER
changes in grant and loan schemes.
The final report of the commission on post- suggested
secondary education in Ontario (COPSEO) is Evans criticised the report for ignoring
existing
programs
and problems, inadequacy
apparently for
in line
the Tory government's of detail, preoccupation
objectives
the with
province.
with process rather
Colleges and universities minister Jack than outcome, lack of adequate costing and
McNie told about 500 people in Convocation lack of evaluation methods for proposed approaches toeducation.
Hall yesterday the report was "on the right
said two problems the commission could
track" and sets out the government's goals haveHe studied
more are the role of the Ontario
"very well-" was
His opinion
of thebyCommission's
proficiency
supported
commission Institute for Studies in Education (OISE) and
member J.M. Careless, also a U of T difficulties faced by smaller universities —
professor, but questioned by U of T president
in northern Ontario.
John Evans and several students during the specially
He suggested that administrative bodies beSAC-sponsored Day of Discussion — part of a
ing proposeddependence
to fromensure
universities'
inprovince-wide examination of the report.
"unwelcome
political
When challenged by Stop the Student
don'twithhavethe thenecessary
financialpower.
control to provide them
Surcharge Committee chairman Peter Havers developments"
the commission for not
about fee increases, McNie said the "the Evans chided
critically proposals for mechanisms
government's position is universities should be examining
accessible to those who are qualified and in- of "continuing education", quoting a Latin
terested ingoing, and we're working very hard motto which, he said, translates roughly: "It's
more fun to make a mess than to clean it up".
The
minister
support for the com- Careless defended the report's "ideas,
on this". mission'sexpressed
proposed contingency repayment values and purposes". He said it introduced
loan scheme, which Havers said would put "planning in terms of what we call social
some students "in debt for 20 to 30 years". demand", which puts a "premium on inCareless said, "We must harmonize" the
dividual choice". "should fill various forms of
factors of accessibility and quality " He felt The university
such as studying "the trementhe commission has done its job, since "when social dousneed",
social
strains we come up against hi uryou're attacked from both sides (administrabanized industrialized society", doing work on
tion and student) it follows that you're
problems
balance"
somewhere in the middle".
"creation ofof new"ecological
knowledge",
he said.and the
He predicted
those
who are, "absolutely
so to speak, free
at theeducation
bottom forof McNie hedged his answers to specific
criticisms saying he didn't want to be charged
theVice-president-elect
income levels." Steve Moses — the only with
undermining
government
commit e s. He added heotherattended
the meeting
SAC
speaker
—
sought
and
received
assurance
from Careless that the commission saw its "to get some kind of reading from the student
report as a "package" and did not want body on the report."
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AND

HERE
TODAY
all day
s ComCollege
The mit Victoria
e isoffering cash Production
to Vic students
who will wnte an originalgrants
musical or dramatic
work
to be For
performed
collegeonby andVic
students.
furtherat the
informati
s
application
see
Richard
Partridge,
VUSAC office. Deadline is March 30th. at the
noon
Campana, Cross-Country CoorHear diJoan
nator of the Canadian Women's Coalition,
speak on "Why Canadian Abortion Laws Musta
BeConference
Repealed."on Find
about thetopicCross-Canad
this outsignificant
being held
at U of T March 16-18. At Sid Smith.
The Relevancy of Contemporary Theological
Education:
a discussion
sponsored
the Student Christian
MovementAt theby Woodger
Room, Old Vic.
Free film screenings: Alan Resnais: Night and
Fog. Jean-Luc Godard:
Are Called
Patrick.
NanookAllofBoys
the North.
At the
Rim Room.R. Flaherty:
Innis. )230
pm
Hanley,
ofCharles
the Trial
Process".Philosophy.
Courts and"Psycho
Trialspathology
Seminar
Series.
At Falconer
Hall.
3 pm
La Nuit de la Poesie: Jean-Claude
Labrecque's
the Montreal
test of March colour
1970, film
will ofbe shown
in Roompoetry
104,
U.C.
Four
thousand
poetry
fans
came
hear
Gaston Miron, Gatien Lapointe,to Paul
Cumberland,
Michele Lalonde (author of Speak
White) and others.
7 pm
SAC General meeting: All new SAC members
' Galbrdith
are welcome.
Council Chambers,
Building.In Faculty
6-30 pm
reserve by 5 pm
at Hillel
Hillel Kosher-supper
House, 1867-30St.please
pmGeorge Street.
Gadfly": bythethe,Student
last in a series
of political
films"Thesponsored
Christian
Movement and the United
Nations Association.
At St.
Paul's
Church,
121
Avenue
Rd.
Admission:
98
cents.
8 pm
Weekly meeting of GAT.E., (Gay Action
towards Equality) at 4 Kensington Ave., (one
block west of Spadina, north of Oundas) GAT.E.
is working for Gay equality through changes in
legislation and social attitudes. For information,
call 364-6731. 8:30 pm
The Hart House Music Committee presents
Michael Keams, harpsichordist, playin g music
byGreatHandel,
Rameau and Couperin in the
Hall. Bach, THURSDAY
all day
Voling continues today for the Victoria
University
Students'bo>esAdministrative
Executive. Ballot
will be in OldCouncil
Vic,
Wymilwood, Burwash and Annesley.
Contributions, in French and English, are beaccepted Please
for a newsend poetry
magazine —to The
Blanking Page.
all contributions
Box
239. Qmsly Hall, St.9:30Michael's
pm College.
Instronics will be having a display of electronic test equipment and data terminals inthley, TexasMictocomputer.
Instruments, Adr.
hite, andclutheding KeiGanett
RoomKrohn448,
Galbraith Building. Till3 4pmpm.
Professor Pradip Sinha, of the Rabindra
Bharati University,
on "The
Bhysical
Structure ofCalcutta,
Calcuttawillaslecture
an Expression

THE

NOW

of Social Forces in 4thepm 18th and 19th Centuries". AtRoom 2108 Sidney Smith.
"The Role of U.S. Private Investment in the
Undefdevelopment
Latin
lecture by
Goff, of theAtof Room
North America",
American
onFrederick
Latin America.
1069 SidneyCongiess
Smith
Bldg. Sponsored
the Latin
pm American Studies
Committee,
ISP. by 4:10
"Curricula vitae: myth and pattern in
autobiography".
will
speak in the Professor
West6:30Hall,pm Phyllis
UniversityGrosskurth
College.
Hillel Kosher supper:7 pmplease reserve by 5 pm.
at Hillel House, 186 St. George Street.
All women taking or teaching sociology
courses should come to a meeting to discuss the
position
sociologycurriculum
department.
Meeting ofwillwomen
focus inonthestaffing,
and
anything
else
on
your
mind.
In
the
Upper
Lounge
of the Graduate Student Union.

7:30 pm
OISE films presents two films by Aitman;
M • A • S *"H at 7:30 and Brewster McCloud at
9:30.
9:30. AtAdmission
252 Blooris $1.50
Street atWest.7:30 or $1.00 at
The Christian Science College Organization
meets in theInspired
Woodger
Roomareatfollowed
"Old Vic"by
(basment).
readings
testimonies of healing.8 pmAll welcome.
The basaBiology
presentsand Nairobi
, orHyaenas,ClubJackals,
Vulturesto onMom-the
Wing, with Stephen Campbell. At Ramsay
Wright,
Room
432.
All
are
welcome.
Canadian author Martin Myers will discuss his
Library."The Assignment" in the HHart House
book
Israeli folk dancing workshop at Hillel House,
186 St. George Street.
Hillel Lecture Series is presenting Or. Eugene
Borowitz on "Divisive and Cohesive Forces in
the
Community
at Hillel House
186 Jewish
St. George
Street. Today"
AH are welcome.

Students oppose U.S. prof
WATERLOO (CUP) — Students in the development of planning education at the university.
the
University
of Waterloo's
of urban
and regional
planningschool
are More than half of the planning
opposed
to the recent
appointment students signed a petition in late
of an American
as director.
Saltzman's
tion. Butopposing
the petition
appearsselec-to
But, their disapproval of Sydney February
Saltzman appears to be too late. The more of a reaction to the selection
than part of a complete campaign to
only thingappointment
that may stop
official
is hisSaltzman's
refusal to ensure he was not selected.
take the job. He was expected to The selection process allowed
decide by March 7, but the date pass- some involvement by students and
ed without any word.
gave students chances to meet the
they did not know. Only
The students believe the im- candidates
candidates of the final five on
plementation ofSaltzman's
concep- two
tual framework
and educational
the possibility list were from the
philosophy would be detrimental to University of Waterloo.

Boycott wants volunteers
The Toronto Kraft Boycott Committee is asking for supporters to
help leaflet two Toronto supermarkets.
The boycott is designed to force Kraft to bargain collectively with
Ontario's milk producers and to publicize the National Farmers Union
campaign against multi-national corporation domination of
agriculture.
Leaflets asking consumers not to buy any Kraft products will be
distributed at the Dominion store just west of Bloor Street and
Spadina Road, and at Loblaws near Spadina and Dupont Street
Thursdays
between 5 and 6 pm, and 7 to 9 pm, and Saturdays from and
H amFridays
to 5 pm.
Supporters wanting to help are asked to appear at those times, or
toRoadpickbefore
up leaflets
St. Paul's(askAvenue
Road Church
at 121 Avenue
5 pm atweekdays
for Kathrine
Jennings).
A general meeting of boycott supporters has been called for next
Thursday, March 22, at 7:30 pm at the church.
Information can be obtained by writing the Toronto Kraft Boycott
Committee at Box 1053, Statio Q Toronto M4T 2P2, or phoning Jennings at 922-5432.

BLACK

HART

PUB

presents

T0NVARTAND GALLERY
ELEANOR PAINE
EXHIBITION
CYCtOPGALLERY
PRINTSHOURS:
& BATIKS
Monday, 11a.m. -S p.m.
Tuesday lo Saturday, 11 a.m. -5 p.r
Sunday, 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

LIBRARY EVENING
MARTIN MYERS
HART HOUSE LIBRARY,
THURSDAY, MARCH 15, 8:00 P.M.

ROCK CONCERT
BRUTUS
EAST COMMON
- TODAY
12=00 - ROOM
2:00 P.M.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
MICHAEL KEARNS
HARPSICHORDIST
TONIGHT,
8:30 P.M.,
GREAT HALL

TABLE TENNIS
CLUB
CLUB TOURNAMENT
TONIGHT
FENCING
ROOM
7 — 11 P.M.

SQUASH
PLAYOFFS
Thursday,
MarchWELCOME
15 at 5 p.m.
AUDIENCE

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS/ THURSDAYS
THIS WEEK: HORN
STARTS AT 8:30 P.M.

TheUnder^rckduate Newspecper
Established 1880
APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTOR
The Varsity Board of Directors invites application for the
position oncumbenttheDirectors,
Boardfor toa betwoappointed
the fourteen
year termbybeginning
July in-1,
1973.
The Board represents the various estates in the uniVarsity. versity community and is responsible for the editorial in
tegrity and the financial and business management of The
Written applications should be addressed to Jack Gray,
Chairman, Varsity Board of Directors, 91 St. George St.,
Toronto 5. Applicants will be interviewed and a selection
made at the Board's annual meeting on March 21.
Deadline for applications is 5 pm, Friday, March 16,
1973.
ELECTRONICS DISPLAY
Thursday
March 15,
will be448having
display
Electronic
TestINSTRONICS
Equipment andTECHNO-PRODUCTS
Data Terminals in Room
of Thea
Gaibraithof Building.
On display will be the New Keithley Instruments Model 171 AC/DC Digital
Multimeter with One Microvolt Sensitivity and the Garrett MDL. 1000 Digital,
Logic Trainer and The Micro II Computer. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS will feature
the Model 725 Portable Data Terminal and their new low profile Strip Chart
Other equipment
aRecorder.
LEKTROMEDIA
CRT will from
also beKROHN-MITE.
displayed. ADR. WILTRON, SANDER and
This display is open to all faculties. It should be of particular interest lo
Electrical, Physics, Chemistry, Metalurgy, Biology, Psychology, Medicine,
Computer Science etc.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE PLAYHOUSE
Student

Administrator

1973-74
Applications will be accepted for this part-time job until March
30. Applicants must be undergraduates; preference is given
to those who have previously worked in the Playhouse. Salary
Tonight

and

Tomorrow,

in the Arbor Room,

8:30 p.m.

Hart House

Draft Beer, Dancing, Good Music

$2,000.00.
Send letters to: Rob Cleverley,
UC Playhouse,
79A St George St.,
Toronto 181.
Applications
this summer are
and also
next being
year. accepted for use of the Playhouse
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PAC
By ELAINE KAHN
A faculty member of the New
Program Review Committee has, in
a minority report, criticized president John Evans for putting
"unreasonable" constraints on the
committee.
The Presidential Advisory Commit e toreview the New Program
was asked "to do far too much too
fast", political science professor
Paul Fox stated in a minority statement to Evans supported by undergraduate student Linda Hall and
graduate Rita Mifflin.
Fox wrote the president that "The
technique of assigning to the commit e an enormous work load to be
accomplished in an unreasonably
brief time may give a superficial impres ion ofdecisive executive action,
but I doubt that the method is conducive to* reaching sound conclusions."
The 12 member committee was
given approximately five months to
undertake a major review of the far. reaching program instituted three
years ago. Its report, whose major
recommendation was the institution
of a credit system, was released late
last week.
Mifflin said she did "a lot of soulsearching"
before endorsing
Fox's
objection, because
she felt dissent
within the report might make it
seem less valid, to others.
Soon after the committee began
meeting, Mifflin drafted a letter of
resignation because she felt she
would not have enough time to consider in sufficient depth all the
documents presented to the committee. However, she remained on
the committee after other members
assured her that this lack of time
with an overabundance of work was
"par that
for the
committees
and
she course"
would beonable
to do as
good a job as anyone alse.
Though she feels the report is good
for the amount of work that was able
to be done, she felt there was an
"inability to really establish
priorities"
in committee.
Evans had
indicated that the
terms of reference he originally gave
the committee could been narrowed
down to a more workable amount if
necessary, but the committee
attempted to fill its full mandate.
When interviewed Monday by The
Varsity he did speak of the danger of
nan-owing
the area
down too
far.
But had the
committee
ignored
many of the terms of reference, he
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member
criticizes
Evans
establishment of a thematic BA
claimed there would have been dis- new system, he felt.
higher education" would fragment degree, in which a student would be
sent from those thinking an insuf- "On-going studies" throughout the
university
and
"continue
the
ficient area had been studied.
life, Watt felt, cannot replace "the trend towards streectcar, shopping expected to integrate at least the
Evans felt the committee "struck ideal of concentrated full-time com- basket, cafeteria style university theme of his or her subjects, in order
mitment touniversity studies in the
to provide some kind of cohesion
a healthy
balance".
Evans said
that the report has traditional phase of life for such studies"
dations
inthatthemany
reportof the
are recomentrying to given the wide choice of courses
combat.
been sent to the Dean of Arts and studies, early adulthood."
available, even if the student did not
Science so he may establish
For example, the report calls for wish to specialize in a given subject.
Watt also feared that "spread-out
procedures
It has
also
been sentfor to"reviewing"
all the otherit. deans
and division heads so they can comment on the areas in it. Mifflin felt
that since most of the over 200 briefs
were given to the committee early,,
priorities could have been set while
waiting until January for returns
from 2,250 questionnaires.
She felt that, while she did become
very familiar with the area under
study by her subcommittee, she
remained ill-informed concerning
the
that were considered by
otherareas
subcommittees.
Evans felt the report dealt with
the most important issues. He sees
the report as a "transition" between
the Macpherson Report, which is the
basis of the New Program, and
further discussion in depth of
specific problems that the SAC identified and began to deal with, but
could not consider fully.
Fox also disagreed with the
report's recommendation that he
says "implies" that a Bachelor of
Commerce degree should require 15
or 20 than
coursesthe Ike
BA's 23.and BSc's
rather
present
Goldwin French (far right) was installed as the new
of Victoria University, Thursday night
He felt the report was very critical
Attending the event were U of T president John president
Evans (second
the left) and Chancellor
of the program in commerce and
of Evans).
Pauline McGibbon (seated next to the right from
finance and considered the suggestion that the program be moved to
the Faculty of Management Studies
to be "ill-founded, foolish and
bizarre". He was supported in this Occupiers
rebuffed
by dept
objection by graduate history stuin closed meetings.
dent,
first order of business to be dealt
By JOHN CAMPBELL
mitteeBrucemember.Bowden, also a comA contingent of math occupiers
He outlined the problems the com- with by the sub-committee for math
Bowden feels that the B.Comm. received
a rebuff from the math mittee
would address itself to: "In 130, "are a small concession on their
program of"hasArtsbeenanda credit"
the department's new service course general,
to improve
Faculty
Science,to and
make thebestfirst-year
use of (the department's) part but a big viccommittee during its first meeting service courses;
from our point
He
hopes a reconciliation will be reach- Friday, when the committee voted available manpower; careful choice added,toryhowever,
that inof hisview".
opinon,
ed. He said the committee received against the occupier's demands to of texts; freedom the professors are "Nothing took place
this morning to
allowed
in
designing
and
conducting
indicate
to
me
that
the
committee
unseat
its
chairman,
math
unlittle evidence "either way" stating
that bethe reduced
course load-should
dergraduate secretary Nick Derzko. their courses (sic); the marking will take a strong stand on any of the
not
from 23. or should
The new committee was establish- scheme for next and future years; substantive issues involved: class
Professor Frank Watt disagreed
the math department to deal and the procedure for selection of size, teaching, hiring and tenure
with the establishment of a credit withed byacademic
and administrative
criterion, budget allocation and
system, in another minority state- problems in first year math courses first-year profs and tutors."
When pressed by professor course
ment appended to the report.
in response to students who ended
The fact
that it took an occupation
organization."
He stated that he supports the an 11-day occupation of math depart- Stephan Slaff, one of three to get the
math department to conment offices in Sid Smith last Friday professors whose dismissal sparked
traditional view that "the quality of
sider mark reform was cited by Anthis university depends on the vitali- evening. The committee comprised the occupation, to describe the
drews as a "significant indication of
ty of its intellectual and social com- of an equal number of students, powers of the service committee,. the way
things are run in the
tutors, and lectures.
m
u
n
i
t
y
o
f
full-time
students".
This
Derzko replied that it had "the
vitality would be weakened by the The occupiers spoke against a mo- power
to
advise".
However,
he
Derzko todescribed
tion to make Derzko permanent emphasized that recommendations decisions
retain himthe ascommittees'
permanent
chairman, charging that the un- seriously
of
the
committee
would
be
"very
chairman
and 1 to proceed imdepartment."
considered
not
only
by
dersecretary had made it clear he
m
e
d
i
a
t
e
l
y
o
n
his
objectives
as
would retain "tight control" over the chairman (George ) Duff, but by the "fair", and said be hoped it would
UTAA
opening
committee — an attitude they felt
"approach
in a businessadversely affect the direction faculty
like fashion"theinissues
the future.
as well."on the outcome of
The U of T Athletic Association moved towards opening its meetings would
Commenting
the new committee would take.
He
did
not
agree
with
Andrews
yesterday, but allowed itself an out whenever it wants to go in camera.
motion carried after professor the meeting, which adjourned after that an occupation was "the only
According to conditions imposed, on its openness guidelines the direc- JimTheMcCool
deciding
to
create
further
subobserved
that,
as
untorate can at any time close its meetings through a simple majority vote. One
committees centred around each in- way" to bring about change in the
secretary, Derzko had
dividual math course, math occupier department. He argued that internal
condition
specified
that theis tomeeting
should be closed when anyone's per- the greatestdergraduate
sonal affairs
or character
be discussed.
contact with un- Bill Andrews declared it a partial pressures such as increasing envoimen t fostered by the introduction of
dergraduate students.
And, meetings can be postponed or attendance by non-directorate
accepted comments from victory for students.
the New Program in 1969, would
members can be restricted, if the presiding officer decides the meeting room theDerzko
Such items as reform of marking have moved the department to
student observers, but warned
is inadequate to accommodate aU observers.
schemes,
he
said,
referring
to
the
that
persistent
heckling
would
result
reform without sit-ins by next year.
In addition, the directorate emphasized that the guidelines it passed only
stood only until the association's constitution, now undergoing review, is
amended with the openness principle enshrined. Non-members will be
allowed to address meetings if permitted by the presiding officer, unless a
Three SAC
majority of the members disagree.
slates cough up $
Student rep Bob Heatley, supported by student Terry Bryon, expressed
Three of the five slates running in the SAC presiden- frivolous
concern that if the place chosen for the meetings is deemed to be inadequate
the deposits, declaring, "Ours was not a
tial elections Thursday lost $25 deposits after failing to criticized candidacy.
by the presiding officer then it would be difficult to make "an instantaneous
garner
one-third
of
the
winning
ticket's
vote.
"We
oppose
the imposition of financial criteria for
switch"
to
another
room.
However,
Heatley
added,
"Maybe
I'm
not
reading
The Anderson and Vickery slates were the only ones
it right"
in so-called
SAC vice-president
Johndemocratic
Helliwell, procedures."
also chairman of
Graduate member J. W. Macdonald replied that he believed the intent of to receive the deposit backjas well as reimbursement for participation
expenses.
council's
elections
committee,
explained that the
me proposal "is to adjourn and then maybe meet five minutes later. What campaign
Final
results
released
by
chief
returning
officer
Joe
deposit requirement was "a deterrent to frivolous canwe're
discussing
guidelines theof the
principles,"
he added.
Macdonald
said ishetheunderstood
proposal
would mean
a restriction on Redican yesterday show that the team of Bob Anderson,
didacies." the samerules"asalso
in allrequire
electionscandidates
with deposits"
SAC election
to be
Moses and Mike Scott handily defeated Chuck
the number in the room if necessary, but not necessarily closed meetings. Stephen
Vickery
1,716
to
665
votes.
nominated
by
100
eligible
voters,
a
stipulation
also
inLaw professor F. Iacobucci agreed that that was the intent of the proposal.
tended toensure candidates are serious.
Abstentions and spoiled ballots totalled 442, while the
Iacobucci added that the word "person' ' in the section on closed discussion
relating to the affairs or character of an individual actually referred to cor- United Socialist Slate tallied 315 votes. The Stop the StuDeposits, required in both federal and provincial elecdent Surcharge slate lagged behind with 197 votes, while
tions, have been criticized by many politicians and
P01?^01^.
and the George
directorate's
businesscommented
dealings with
UTAA president
Wodehouse
that them.
he understood this Peter
voters. Baumann's ticket was supported by only 199 voters as an unfair stipulation for less well-heeled canMunicipal hopefuls need only a specified
procedure (of non-disclosure of contractual or personal individual dealings) Abstention and USS totals were boosted the most number ofdidates.
nominators to appear on the ballot.
was in line with the Governing Council's poUcies to the best of his when
Emmanuel College votes, missing Thursday night,
knowledge,
and
asked
for
a
general
understanding
to
move
in
camera
if
such
agreed that a financial deterrent is "not
an occasion arose.
were included. Fourteen Emmanuel students abstained suchHelliwell
a good idea", adding be may press for its abolition
five voted USS, while the SSSC picked up two votes, in favour
of demanding more signatures on the nominaIacobucci agreed with Professor Juri Daniel's declaration that "any and
matters we might discuss might be interpreted to fall within the 'in camera' Anderson and Vickery one each and Baumann none.
tion forms. He thought this would a "political, rather
category".
USS vice-presidential candidate Greg McMaster than a financial deterrent" to a political decision.
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"It is not McNamara's war; it is not the United
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States' war. It is Ho Chi Minn's war. Maybe, it's
Advertising Manager Bob BrockhouK
—then war."
American
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1966
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Can't
continue
to downplay
athletics
years,Campus
the malehave"jocks"
theForSt.many
George
cried onIn
their beer about the lack of facilities
and the inadequacies of the existing
athletics program. Now, they have a
chance to do something about it.
On today's back page (as we did
Friday), we're publishing a 'referendum coupon'freewhich
completed
and mailed
from can
any becampus
mail
box. The tabulated results will be
delivered to the university administration at Simcoe Hall, athletic administrations inHart House and the
Benson Building, and announced in The
Varsity.
The controversy surrounding
athletics on the main U of T campus
has revolved around five related ideas:
the lack of adequate facilities for the
men's program, the undemocratic
organizational structure of the men's
program, the non-co-operation between
the men's ministrand
women's
adations with respect
to programs
and facilities, the understaffed and
badly financed School of Pjysical and
Health Eucation, and the inadequacy of
response
by the university
administration to athletics
on this campus.
Everyone coming into contact with
the Hart House facilities realizes how
woefully inadequate they are, yet
coaches, athletic administrators, and,
above all, students, have failed to
channel dissent in the proper direction
— toward
the Hall.
university administration at Simcoe
torate, however, neither have put enferring "their" building. The leotard
The university has demonstrated in program?) — and, most important of
recent years — through its reaction to all, the students using Hart House much tion effort
into changing the constitu- sports at the Benson only maintain the
so
far.
facilities,
found
out
what
the
university
the library, day-care, and more recentquo of women in our society —
Even the athletic directorate status
non-competitive, male-dominated,
ly math sit-ins — that its unwieldy intends to do, and why the building has
bureaucracy only reacts to confronta- once again been deferred. The referen- meetings — held twice a month during and, generally, oppressed. They are
tion, and ignores or short-circuits
some indication of opi- the academic year — were, until "ladies" first, and "women" second.
niondumonmight
this give
campus.
every appeal "through the proper
The Toike Otke was correct in
"star meetings.
chambre"-like
procedures held
with inclosed
Vice-president and provost Don yesterday
channels".
Athletic administrators such as Forster has been little more than a
The student elections for directorate writing an editorial last week adathletic director Dalt White have been thorn in the side of progressive change members are being held today under
vocating, asthe authors put it, "Let the
pounding their heads against the brick in university athletics. The overabun- an undemocratic "electoral college" Boys in Benson . . ." The last sentence
the
editorial
said,take"Weabout
firmly40
dance of presidentially appointed system. The system offers dispropor- of
wall of an imaginary building which
that it will
tionate representation (two seats) to believe
faculty members on the UTAA Direchas
now
been
"seriously"
talked
about
minutes
after
this
paper
hits
the
streets
for 10 years. And White and other Hart
torate have joined with Forster in the major intercollegiate sports —
House administrators appear to be con- deferring proposals.
hit Benson". Unforbasketball, football) and hockey — before the y,boys
itwasn'tshould
true.walk
The Into
Varsity
tent tofollow students (ironically, since
And internal affairs vice-president while allowing the 18 minor sports (two thinks thetunatelmen
the
Jill
Conway,
generally
responsible
for
seats),
and
the
colleges
and
faculties
they
fail rather
to' follow
other athletics under her student services (one seat).
Benson and start using the facilities.
matters)
than students
lead them.in White
Hewitt
told
us
last
month
that
she
has said that until there are complaints portfolio, seems incredibly naive as to
The directorate has also avoided es- wouldn't call in police if the men
from students the program will stay what goes on at Hart House. Her
tablishing priorities for its athletics attempted to use the building.
questions
at
Internal
Affairs
last
week
much the same. Hopefully, a referenprogram — for example whether nor
indicated her ignorance of the subject. not
dum will bring results.
competition Is to emphasized over
And connected to both the men's and
New athletic facilities have been conBesides the blockage within the ad- recreational and instructional athletic women's
programs
ministrative bowels of the university
structed atalmost every university in
them is the
School yetof separate
Physical from
and
this province over the past 10 years. between Simcoe Hall and the men's pursuit.
Health Education. The school is poorly
The
men's
intramural
program
is
The University of Toronto has had athletics side, there's also the internal dynamic and flexible by comparison, financed by the administration and the
several architectural plans for a new squemishness. The anachronistic even if competition is overemphasized women instructors from the Benson
Athletic Directorate, as we have by the students in the program, but it Building teach there at the expense of
men'sbeen
athletic
drawnthem,
up, but
has
forcedbuilding
to scrap
ap- attempted to show in our recent lacks the facilities and funds. Why, for the WAA. The hidden administration
parently because of a lack of funds. features, is undemocratic. The example, are there so few basketballs budgets between the UTAA, the WAA,
Most other universities however have students pay for well over half the for
recreational use when the inter- and the school are too complicated for
had their athletic facilities paid for athletic program, yet the UTAA conso muchbody?
"free" anyone but an accountant to figure out,
stitution only allows for seven student equipment collegiate
almost totally by the provincial governfromteamstheget student
probably serve to confuse the
In recent years, the UTAA has had Snd
ment. Queen's and Waterloo univer- seats on a 20-man directorate.
situation and maintain the status quo.
sities have had new facilities con- (Meanwhile, the women's athletics some progressive, open-minded the
university
continues to neglect the
structed with government funds, as directorate contains 15 athlete students coaches enter the fold. However, the school.
have Laurentian, Waterloo Lutheran, out of a total of 22 members.)
existing structure in which they work is
Carelton, and Ottawa. Even ScarStudents on the Directorate aren't
and frustrating, to say the
The Varsity supports athletics at this
borough College, with enrolment under forceful enough and allow themselves oppressive
least. If may
the situation
change, university. But we do disagree with
3,000 has a gymnasium superior to that to be pushed around in "supposedly" coaches
choose todoesn't
go elsewhere.
the
quality and priorities of the
found on the St. George Campus. It managing a program they pay for. The
A third impasse exists between the programs. The Varsity supports parshould be somewhat of an embarrass- older members on the directorate — men's
and
women's
programs
and
over "spectator
ment at Simcoe Hall.
until last year separated from the stu- facilities. Women's Athletic Director majority ofticipation
student
athletesism",
on thea
Anne Hewitt claims she is receptive to athletic directorate
The provincial government's miswith minority
dent
members
by
the
term
"senjor"
—
management and poor planning again act in a very paternalistic fashion, the Idea of men using the relatively representation from other university
helped to can the building — a victim of allowing students to arrange for such luxurious facilities at the Benson community members. We also support
important priority items as the annual Building under controlled conditions.
last fall'sconstruction.
budget freezes Now,
on university
of co-educatlonal physical
capital
no one athletic dinner. Last year's student However, her administration continues the idea and
athletic participation —
seems to know if or when a building will members even said — as recorded on to obstruct the use of the building — not education
a
practice
followed everywhere else In
be constructed to ease the pressure on the athletic directorate minutes — that in principle, but in fact. And, this the province
at the post-secondary
the existing antique facilities.
they didn't feel that student represen- further complicates any co-operation educational level, university finanIsn't it about time the so-called ad- creased.tation on the directorate should be in- between
the
men's
and
women's
cial
support
for
salaries, the mainprograms.
ministrators atHart House — White,
tenance of facilities, and the imUTAA assistant director (adIn our opinion, Hewitt and company
mediate
construction
of an adequate
There
is
even
talk
that
next
year's
ministration) David Tinker, and UTAA directorate president will be a (token)
their priorities correctly defined new men's building. These are realistic
president George Wodehouse (how can student member. White and Tinker told have
demands.
They
are
minimal
—
that
is,
participation,
instruction,
the Director of a Health Service The Varsity that they support the prin- and competition, in that order — but to change an outdated proposals
athletic
become head of the athletics
ciple ofa student majority on the direc- they are totally antagonistic to the men program. This is 1973.
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informed professor May that my efPECUfor
forts at establishing an open
classroom environmente had met
Endorsers did
with a good response from students,
even though these efforts violated
own, others
him disfavour
the
common front" of
facultychairman's
versus students..
After months of preparation,
students
to whether
Although he acknowledged that
Challenged asbefore
CHM~120 petitions with 10,000 names, oc"everybody"
meant the general
cupations, and finally arrests, the
my grievances were genuine,
professor May showed a surprising
public or just members of this un- Senate last year ignored the pleas
disinterest in first-year mathematics
iversity, with respect to open and refused stack access to unstudents. He casually remarked that
dergraduates. Since then, the
access to the Robarts Library, H.
he had stopped teaching freshmen
Act has enLevitt cited the taxpayer's $43 Universitydowed usofwithToronto
after a bad encounter four years ago
a new group of
million contribution to its conruler
who
still
continue
pass
with a "bunch of architects" in MAT
on asjustification
then- the ball back and fromto from
100. He also claimed that it was
inclusion. structiMr.
Levitt hasfor been
done
a
disfavour
by
those
council to committee to subcomuseless
part-time"
teacher for
like ame"junior,
to challenge
the
members of the faculty who in mittee.Yet, our eight student
the March 6 issue endorsed the representatives sit meekly by and
authorities, and that clashes of prinReform Slate which represents watch unsure of the correct acciple over teaching should be avoidSees point of GSU objection
ed. In short, he said my case was
tion. Insome cases this process is
'free and open access to the
hopeless, and bluntly advised me to
Robarts Library for members of actually encouraged as in the case
I read in The Varsity that the interpretation one gives to the quit
and go somehwere else.
the outspoken chairman of the
the university', ignoring the ofInternal
Graduate Students Union has called president's assertion of his right.
Affairs Committee, Paul
But even if professor May would
Soon after I was appointed, I ad- offer
for my resignation from president
Cadario.
no
support,
it
remains
puzzling
Such
indifference
to
the
needs
dres ed meeting
a
of the GSU Coun- why he should cast aspersions on me
Evan's Task Force on Academic Apcil to explain the nature of the task for building my case and joining it
of the taxpayer
does notcutgoof un-all There is no doubt we in need of
pointments.note
I that the request
noticed. The unkindest
public.
for my resignation was contained in force, and my participation in it as with
a strongly unified caucus of
the
struggled
against
the
may
not
be
the
last
reduction in students.
a letter to president Evans. No one the graduate student member. One autocracy in the mathematics
This alternative has
university funding,
but the
next. been presented
has approached me directly. I would, of the questions I was asked at that department and its defenders in the
Thomas
C.Cotton
by the Reform
therefore, like a few days to consider meeting was to what extent I had upper administration. If all
(Trin) Slate who are running in the
what my response should be. In the sought the views of graduate professors crawl away and quit when
government
council
elections.
meantime, let me attempt to clarify students on the matters before the they are fired, then the university is
The slate which is comprised ol
GC duo also
task force, so as to be a more
the issue.
students from different parts of
I agree with the GSU that representative member. I replied going to be in much worse shape
the university is pushing unificamembers of such committees who that, other than attending that GSU than it is now.
tion on a variety of key student
Part-time faculty in this university
get
support
are intended to be representative of meeting, I had done nothing, and
position. They conWe, thefac
undersigned
faculty in
a constituency should be selected planned to do nothing. My concep- are in a difficult
stitute acheap, exploited, and
the Faculty of Arts and Sience, These include a strong stance
tion of my role was to act as an in- expendable
only in consultation with that conlabour force (my own
support
Davidas Laughton
dividual from my own perspective, salary for teaching
stituency or its elected represenuniversalfighting
access feeto
Gord
Barnes
candidates and
for onthe open
100
students
in
Robartsand Library,
tatives. For graduate students, the not to attempt to represent a lobby. MAT 110 this year is $3,650) who can
the Arts and Science un- increases and cutbacks to avoid
obvious body to be consulted is the My attitude is the same toward my be used to perform the teaching
dergraduate seats on the GoverGSU. The
otherstudent
electedmembers
represen-of position as SGS Council member. duties of regular faculty who prefer
ning Council. They have educational quality erosion, and
tatives are the
Not to act according to my own
pushing for parity on department
demonstrated
their ability to hiring
is to them the unpleauniversity bodies such as the Council judgement seems mindless. That to avoid whatteaching
and tenure and tenure
service courses.
of the School of Graduate Studies, or this is an elitist point of view, I am Part santtimetask offaculty
represent
effectively
student
incommittees
(the matter will be
are safeguarded by
terest. As for their stand on the
the Governing Council. I was chosen well aware. I offer it as grist for no university procedures
brought
up next fall on council.'
to
issues at hand — the library
from among the members of the SGS seomeone's mill. My opponents may hiring and firing, and relative
are not
system, procedures for the hiring The candidates involved with
Council, presumably because I am also be horrified to learn that I have
of academic staff, the New
by the University of
the Humanities Division represen- no firm views on tenure and review protected
slate include our own PECU
Toronto Faculty Association to
Program,
and student financing the
tative and therefore could serve to procedures for faculty.
vice-chairman Howard Stein who
— they have spoken ably in the will
balance the interest groups on the In summary, then, I was pleased which they do not belong.
be strongly opposing the
Under these circumstances, I have
past.
given a
committee. There are two legitimate to have n chosen for the Task Force
chanceWe tohope
do sotheyin will
the befuture.
planned Economy
amalgamation
the
charges to be levelled here. One is on Academic Appointments and in- taken my case to the mass of
R.L.
Armstrong
(Physics)
political
branch,ofTony
tended towork on it to the best of students on this campus, over 1,000
that while I am an elected represenR
E.
Pugh
(Physics)
Leah,
vice-chairman
Howard
tative ofthe graduate students, I was
of whom signed a petition supporof itsthat
imporR.E. Azuma (Physics) Stein, who will be strongly opchosen for the task force from my ability,
tance. Iwas mindful
also satisfied
the
ting David fronted
Springsome and
I. This haslikeafCaucus)
J. Prentice (Faculty Reform
academics
posing the planned
amalamation
among other elected representatives president had acted correctly in apof the political
economy
branch
pointing me. However, the objection professor May, who espouse
by the administration — not by a
R.M.Farquhar
(Physics)
library,
Tony
Leah,
Eric Depoe,
caucus of those representatives. This of the GSU has merit, and if presi- progressive social principles, inR.E. Kreps (Physics) Richard Shabas, Phil Dack
cluding militant strike action to
dent Evans makes no further stateputs my appointment in the same
R. Harden (French, Vic) Howard Leviss and Mike
ment about my appointment, I shall preserve the jobs of workers strugglcategory as that of Governing CounR.F.
Garrison
(Astronomy) Nanmsch. The choice is yours,
cil member Paul Cadario to various have to decide for myself whether it
ing incapitalist enterprises, yet who
(illegible signature) but if a strong student voice is to
committees, which, according to The is right for me to remain on the task are prepared to maintain an alliance
Ed's Note: Assistant mathematics be heard above the din that
with the establishVarsity, has been opposed by SAC force. I would appreciate feed-back of convenience
ment in their own affairs.
professors Stephen Salaff signed choice must be the reform slate.
and other student governors. The se- from the student body as to my best
a tetter with a similar text, which
cond charge is that the GSU and not course of action.
May'sdistinctions
letter in between
fact imdid not,ment ofhowever,
include endorse- Executive Political Economy
the SGS Council is the representative
Byron E. Wall, Professor
plies
some
nice
Gord Barnes.
course Union
Institute for the History my own motivations for defending
body. Considering that the GSU
and Philosophy
of Science my employment as an unCouncil holds regular montly
and
Technology
meetings for representatives of all
dergraduate teacher, and the
departments to discuss graduate stumovitation by which he pursues his
Their survey disagrees
dent concerns, while the SGS Councareer.
If
my
action is personal
cil student members never meet by Large class
aggrandizement,
what
are
foundaThe statement "Engineering students are strongly dissatisfied with their
themselves, but only attend SGS
tion grants obtained by professors
Council meetings as individuals may mellow May May, Duff, et al for their favourite courses and teachers. . ." appeared in the March 5 issue of Varsity. The
Engineering
Society
(back-benchers par excellence), it
mathematical projects? I do not seem
to support
it. survey results on which the statement is based do not
seems that the GSU is clearly the In his letter to The Varsity of begrudge them these grants, but
March 7, in which he referred to my
more representative body.
to unTo restore the balance disturbed by irresponsible reporting, may I quote
There is a third charge which conversation with him about my they are irrelevant
dergraduates. Mysalary, on the
from the latest course evaluation conducted by the Department
could be raised, but I think it has lit- position in the mathematics depart- other hand, goes exclusively for ofsomeCivilresults
Engineering:
ment, Professor Kenneth 0. May teaching first year students and in a
tle merit. That is, since I was
acclaimed to my seat on the SGS identified himself as an "advocate of real sense I sincerely believe that my
Council on the strength of my two greater student participation in uni- interests in protecting my job coinQuestion la How interesting have you found this course in terms of
versity government and heavier
cide with the interest of students
nominees, I don't represent
Number of Percentage of
anybody. But, this raises the ques- weighting of teaching performance seeking better mathematics educa- presentation?
Responses Responses
tion ofwhy I was unopposed if there in staffing decisions". I am grateful tion.
1.
excellent
175
15
are more "representative"
students that as a result of the occupation of Events will show whether the oc- 2.
available.
454
38
(Indeed the other
two chairman (George) Duff's office,
c
u
p
a
t
i
o
n
w
a
s
,
a
professor
May
terms
seats for my division are now professor May has gone on record in
3. average
385
32
124
10
that failed"renewal
or the ofbeginvacant.) I also invites corresponding favour of these principles, which are it "a putsch
ning of a beneficial
our 4.
scrutiny of the mandate of members at the heart of the mathematics commitment
5.
very
poor
'57
to
democracy
in
the
reform movement.
of the GSU Council.
Question lb. How interesting have you found this course in5 terms of
and to the vital interests subject
When I was selected for the task Knowing that professor May has university
matter?
of students and faculty alike. As 1. excellent
186
16
force, president Evans explained to held forward-looking social views, limited
as they may be, the reforms 2.
515
43
me that I was not the choice of the and aware also of his past reputation in the Service
Courses
Committee
370
31
°SU, but after considering the as a concerned teacher and author, I are already giving part of this ques- average
recommendations of both the GSU naturally approached him about my
90
7
tion. Meanwhile, I trust that 4.
and dean Safarian, he had chosen case. I reported to him the problems
very
poor
34
3
professor
May
will
heed
his
own
adme. Since the task force was a I was having with the departmental
Question 2 How relevant do you judge this course to be to your proto improve the
presidential committee, this choice administration, which came down on channelsvice andof work
communication between 1. excellentfessional development:
279
24
was within his purview. What he me for siding with students ad- mathematics
students and faculty. 2.
453
47
asserted is his right (and obligation)
vocating a more flexible marking
As
a
first
step,
might
I
sugges
his
scheme
in
MAT
139
last
March
and
3.
average
332
28
towhatever
appoint as he sees fit, after taking
Ill
9
me at the workbench by 4.
advice he saw fit. GSU
told him
that I wasthealso50 per
un- join
volunteering to teach a big MAT 130 5. very poor
President Wendy Le Blanc has com- April.der Ipressure
for opposing
30
plained that (1) Evans should have cent final examination in MAT 130. section next year.
accepted the names the GSU (My position on the final exam in If he returns to the classroom, I
These results speak for themselves.
recommended, and (2) if-he wasn't this course was, after countless am confident that his views will
going to, he should not maintain the hours of rallies and 11 days of the oc- mello
considerably.
cupation, endorsed by the
facade of legitimacy" by asking for
Ezra
EzraHauer,
Hauer,Asso.
Asso Prof.
pro.
recommendations. The legitimacy
Salaff
Assist.Stephen
Prof. (Math.)
department's
Service
Courses
Commit e on March 12, 1973) Finally, I
these charges seems to hang on theof
Dept. of Civil Gneineering.
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Davis' policies under fire

is
George
St.
Tomorrow/ the provincial riding of St. George will go to
the polls in the first test of premier Bill Davis'
government's
months ago. popularity since the general election 17
The by-election is required because Conservative MPP
Allan Lawrence was elected to a federal seat in Parlia-

Adams
vows
to work
By ZOYA STEVENSON
STEVENSON
'I am not bothered if educational monies
"I
mnrraHc Parhr
Rllpn aw»
" shp savs
am not
New Democratic
Party candidate Ellen
are w«iH-«w>nt
well-spent,"
says, "hut
"butRobarts
II am
not imimpres ed with the she
$43 million
Library.
Adams "warned" St. George constituents durIt
is
a
periscope-like
fortress
which
i
n
g
a
Monday
interview,
that
if
elected,
"I
will
demand that groups work with me so that
timidates people and is completely unsuitableinthere is constant communication and feedback
to Neither
the area."
is the candidate impressed with the
between
them andthat
Queen's
She believes
the Park."
victory for the fact that the Bloor Street Colonnade was built
University property, and is exempt
"reformers" in the municipal elections onfromVictoria
taxation as a result.
Decemberexists4, established
fact that
power
as a force thewhich
has "people
not yet
permeated
the upper
government."
As a founding
memberlevels
of theof Confederation
of Resident's and Ratepayers Association
(CORRA), a vice-president of the Avenue-Bay
Cottingham Ratepayers Association, and a
special assistant to NDP members at the
provincial Legislature, Adams is running on
her record as a civic activist.
She she
sayshasthatalready
in heracted
16 years
Queen's
Park,
as anatunofficial
legislative
representative,
and
if'elected,
continue to represent the people of the will
St.
George riding.
Adams charges that Conservative candidate
Roy McMurtry's campaign around "community involvement" and the "preservation of
neighbourhoods" is nothing more than "empty
becausehe "aswoulda member
Davis phrases"
government,
be part ofof the
the
developer's
government."
The municipal governments must have the Challenging the Tories: NDPer Ellen Adams.
power to refuse to issue demolition or building
permits in order to prevent developers like "It's fine that buildings used for educational
Meridian (in St. James Town) blockbusting in purposes don't pay taxes," she says, "but to
accordance with their own interests, without hand over a tax exemption to a commercial
thinking about housing shortages, or the com- enterprise is inexcusable. If Manufacturers
Life builds on Victoria property, and is also
munity inwhich they build, she says.
Adams also feels that the university com- given a tax exemption, then Victoria is
munity has a lack of awareness about its in- continued.
fluence inthe city as a whole. She contends exhibiting the tendencies of a developer," she
"It's obvious that students didn't make
that
"any
development
university
area affectsmajorlarger
numbers inofthepeople
than these decisions," she says, "but I would like to
see
students taking more responsability for
only those who attend university."

Tories
for
test
ment last October. Polls are open from 8 am to 7 pm.
The riding, which runs south of Bloor Street to the
lakefront, from Avenue Road-Queen's Park-University
Avenue to Parliament Street, includes Victoria and St.
Michael's Colleges and the Married Students Residences
on Charles Street. There is also a section running north
and west of Bloor from Avenue Road to Yonge Street.

with
citizens
groups
She
declared
the Davis
incurred
She
declared
Davis government
governmei
them.
She
suggests
that
Victoria
students
involve
themselves
with
CORRA
to
effect
voive themselves
"shm greater
the extra coststhebecause
it "shows
concern
for
the
welfare
of
the
Medical
profescommunity.
changes in the university's role towards the
sion than the people which may require its serAdams says that one of her major concerns
"Amendments to hospital and medical care
in the election is the lack of educational services available, in relation to the Davis legislation between 1969 and 1972 effectively
trasferred
of the public health
government's
cutbacks in education and dollar fromthethecontrol
government to the medical
health expenditures.
She says the cutbacks are largely the result profession," she claims.
Adams would have doctors paid a salary inofsub-conscious
a "lack of planning,"
education,
desire onandthein part
of thea
because "many think of
vices."stead of fees
government to do away with post-graduate un- themselves
as god-like
creatures
to anybody,
though who
theredon't
are
employment bydecreasing accessibility to have to answer
those of the younger generation who are more
post-secondary
The real effecteducation."
of the present attack, Adams
The lack of day care services is an important
says, "is to make post-secondary education
community-minded
.''
the election,
becauserather
"it
again the privilege of the rich." And yet she isissue
stillinlooked
upon as Adams
a welfarefeels,service
finds it "puzzling" that the cutbacks are
happening under the Davis government, than a service needed by growing numbers of
because as education minister, Bill Davis was working women, who have become members
"really interested in opening up education of the work force in their own right."
She believes that day care should come unfacilities
the province."
''The incutbacks
are total madness, she
der the jurisdiction of the municipal
■charged, because as we can down in certain governments to allow for a "flexibility in
areas, costs rise in others.The laying off of the methods which would permit people to
48 caretakers at Ryerson only means that we become involved. "Costs could be reduced
throughshethesays.encouragement of co-operative
pay out more in unemployment insurance and day,"
perhapsso why
later not
in welfare,
the men
jobs,
let them ifkeep
theirdon't
jobs find
and
Adams supports the right of workers in the
public
to strike because "unfortunately
their
dignity?"
she
asks.
Adams contends that cutbacks in health people sector
employed in the service industries are
expenditures will unnecessarily put people out under-paid. Either we accept the fact that
of work. She thinks that a shift in emphasis the work they do is vital, and not enjoyable,
from active treatment beds in hospitals which and pay accordingly, or we must face the fact
cost
from care
$854100
will strike
a livingsupports
wage,"party
a staunch
NDPer,forAdams
and home
whichpercostday,up toto home-maker
$65 per day thatAs they
less would not only keep people employed, but leader Lewis' move against the Waffle last
summer because "you can't have a party
would lower expenditures .
In a recent press release, Adams states that within a party. "But I also realise that there is
the $50 million extra pumped into OHD? last no poin in having a mutual admiration society
December would not have been necessary if a for a policial party and feel that left and right
constraint program had been adopted to dis- wings within the party can be positive incourage doctors from over-billing.
fluences."

By LORNE SLOTNICKry
McMurt
"I wouldn't be a candidate if I was satisfied
with
the government
says
's performanc
e",e canRoy McMurtry,
Progressive
Conservativ
d
tomorrow's
St.
George
by-election.
i
d
a
t
e
i
n
However, despite this seemingly rebellious
statement, McMurtry, a 40 year old trial
lawyer, admits he "can't think of a major
issue"
whichgovernment.
he disagrees with the policies
of the onDavid
He advertises himself as "a strong new
voice", trying to convince voters that by electing him they won't just be getting another
body to add to the Conservatives' already large
majority.
Rather, he sees his role, if elected, as
someone who will "push" the government,
make it "more agressive in certain areas",
more "progressive".
For example, he feels that the government
should emphasize greater communication
with the people. He dislikes the label "mave-1
rick",
but says
he "mayon bebureaucratic
abrasive", toes."
espe-1
cially when
he "steps
McMurtry, who is closely identified with
premier William Davis, is clearly the frontrunner in a riding that has voted Conservative
for over 40 years. St. George is one of the most
diverse ridings in Toronto, including many
groups such as students, winos, nurses,
homophiles, tenants, and active ratepayers.
However, even though retired MPP Allan
Lawrence was elected in 1971 with more votes
than all his rivals combined, a Conservative
victory this time is no certainty.
Unlike in 1971, both the Liberals and
Democrats have fielded well-known New
and
respected candidates, Margaret Campbell and

Ellen Adams. McMurtry
feels that Adamsnot
is construction
renovation budgets is zero
says
he's
a and
yes-ma
n
until further
notice,
while the Conservative
running the best campaign of his opponents, cing.
but that Campbell is the best known name of government has also cut back student finanthe candidates. With the government's fate
not at stake, the results of the by-election are He argues that the education ceilings "don't
unpredictable.
to affect the quality of education." In
Asked how he expects to fare with the large have
fact, he says, they could be advantageous,
student voting group, McMurtry admitted because they will encourage trimining the
there are reasons for students not to like the "tremendous amount of administrative
government.
"If students are only concerned with fees in- McMurty, a former U of T student who
played varsity football with Bill Davis and
creases, then I won't do well," he stated.
But he says he is optimistic that students' John Evans, also complains that "students
been shortchanged"
concerns
"much andfarther"
than that
provincial
onwaste."
teaching
by faculty. by lack of emphasis
education gopolicy,
predicts
if his have
workers can bet across his other policies to "The university should show less concern
for the quantity of education and more for the
students,
"do there
all right".
McMurtryhe will
denies
have been any
he added.
education cutbacks, mamtaining they are only quality",
On the other
hand, McMurtry feels that uni''ceilings". He said the province is spending
versities
should be made more accessible, dismore on education very year, so that it is un- accessibility^
puting the claim that fee hikes lessen
fair to talk about cutbacks. The "ceiling" for
"The vast majority of students can handle
the
fee raise",
students
should hebe argues,
aided. adding that needy
Despite the existence of provincial issues
such as education, the by-election campaign
has generally been centred around mainly
municipal issues such as neighbourhood
preservation, parks, and public transit.
McMurtry admits there has been "undue
emphasis" on municipal issues, but denies he
is at fault, even though his literature highlights
issues
popularpartwith
ratepayers'
groups which
in the are
northern
of St.
George.
McMurtry is president of the Oriole Park
Ratepayers
and
lives
just
north
of
the
riding.
Tory Roy McMurty
He blames the other candidates who, he

claims,
"don't really
understand other
for
Davis
issues." He says he is the only candidate talking about health care, for example. The main
issue, he believes, is the economy, particularly
the
living, even
makescostnoofmention
of this.though his literature
McMurtry was chairman of the Conservative policy committee for the 1971 election
and is generally acknowledged to have had a
substantial
effect Expressway.
on the Premier's decision to
halt the Spadina
He says he doesn't know how much his St.
George campaign is costing, and is not sure
whether he will reveal the sources of his contributions, onwhich there is a $250 limit. He
had earlier said he would not be revealing
donors but changed his position since last
week,
when Adams disclosed the names of her
contributors.
McMurtry seems to be self-conscious of the
rich
"Big Blue associated.
Machine'' image
with and
whichpowerful
he is inevitably
He is
quick
to
point
out
that
he
is
using black and
cheaper.
white signs and literature because they are
However, estimates of the cost of his
nomination campaign alone go as high as
$20,000; McMurtry estimates it cost him
betweenfor$3,000
and $3,500.Is $9,000.
The NDP's total
budget
McMurtrythehascampaign
been endorsed by, among
Mayor David Crombie (who seems to
others,
have endorsed
Adams and Campbell also), and
Ontario Plice Association president Syd
counsel to the MeMcMurtry,
Brown.
tro Police Departmenspecial
t, was paid $32,000 to
represent
the
police in the riot inquiry after
the Kosygin visit.
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"Since all taxes
wealth is created by labour,
Mossop By MICHAEL
"If theserbusinesscorpo
and mining fees rate
were
wants
their education with past or
The province of OntarioO'KEEFE
should raise highe
corby one half," said Mossop, "the amount students pay for
porate taxes in order to provide the necessary raised
raised could have paid the total cost of post- future labour, even if the payment takes the
funds for expanded social services, according secondary education, including tuition fees indirect route of corporate taxes."
to Brian Mossop, the Communist Party can- and a $1,000 stipend for each full-time student
Mossop less
is supporting
a wide proposals,
range of
somewhat
than revolutionary
election. didate for St.George in tomorrow's by- in Mossop
cited
the
Alberta
case
as
an
example
including
a
provincial
supplement
to
alternative methods of financing hegher age pension, increased provincial theaidold-to
In an inteview yesterday, Mossop claimed of Ontario,"
municipalities and to public transportation,
that "the main issues in this election are the education.
and expanded OHD? benefits.
Davis government's cutbacks in health and
Underment according
that province's
Conservative
governto Mossop, the burden is being
education." Noting that all the candidates shifted from property
He feels that housing should be a provincial
taxes to an increased
and that it should be a public utility.
talking that
aboutonlyincreasing
social services,"
he"arestressed
the CP platform
had any mineral extraction tax. He argued that "the matter
"Rent ofshould
be fixed ofat nothemore
than 20wage
per
concrete
proposal
for
funding
such
an
incent
the income
principal
corporations
can
afford
to
pay"
and
that
they
shoud be made to do so.
crease.
Mossop accused his opponents of side(Bill Davis' legislative secretary with special
Mossop described the CP as seeking social
step ing the funding issue by confining their responsibility for resources, Darcy McKeough,
not through radical rhetoric, but by
attacks to bureaucratic inefficiency or ad- recently criticized Alberta for not making change,
addressing
the important issues. The CP is
ministrative fat.He explained that, for exam- enough use of its royalty powers).
thus
trying
to broaden its base, a task made
Turning to the Commission on Post- rather difficult
ple, salaries of all Metro school board adby what Mossop described as
ministrators account for only one 10th of one Secondary Education in Ontario (COPSECO), earner."
Mossop described its recent report as "gross discrimination by the big media.'.
per cent of the Metro school budget.
Mossop is a U of T graduate history student
"Belt-tightening cannot provide the needed "fraudulent and contradictory"
funds," he concluded.
"They talk about removing barriers to who has been active in the Graduate Students
Mossop insisted that taxpayers earning less higher education," he said, "but at the same Union. He has been acclaimed to its vicefor next year, and has done extenthan $15,000 per year are already overtaxed time they raise fees and propose an extremely presidency
sive organizing work for the GSU, particularily
and that the government should shift the regressive loan plan." He went on to say "the
for
its
Graduate
Assistants Association, a
burden of its finances to big business.
vague and Utopian proposals in the COPSEO
He cited 1968 figures which showed that 80 report serve only to mask the real cutbacks proposed labour union for teaching assistants.
per cent of Ontario total revenue came from
A member of the Communist Party since
it includes."
called for free tuition, emphasizing 1967, Mossop has been organizer of the U of T
personal taxes, while only nine per cent came thatMossop
that it involves no giveaways.
Communist Club for three years.
CP candidate Brian Mossop.
from mining and business fees.

CP's

CPC-ML
charges
cops
attack
their
By GREG McM ASTER
assaulting police were laid at the police stacountry".said that "this kind of intimidation, he added.
Campaign workers for the Communist Party thisBornstein
tion isnot an accident. On the orders of higher
of Canada (Marxist-Leninist) candidate in the
He said that the fact that the state is "so
St. George by-election are charging that Metro authorities, a concerted campaign has been frightened of communists running in elecwaged
to
intimidate
CPC
(M-L)
from
doing
tions" is proof that in Canada there is
onPolice
them.are making "unjust and illegal attacks" what every other party is doing in this elec- "democracy
rulingpeople
class andand other
dictatorship ovfor
er the the
working
Mitchell Bornstein, speaking yesterday for
A total of six canvassers have been arrested
Marxist-Leninist candidate Hardial Bains, said
people asof "capitalist
Canada". parties" the
He described
"we are only doing what every capitalist party for
tion"."offences" such as putting up signs and oppressed
Conservatives,
Liberals,
and "the sodistributing
literature,
he
said.
"All
the
isweekend
doing inincidents
this election"
as
he
outlined
several
of harrassment and arrest. arrested comrades were beaten except the two called Communist Party", NDP
and referred to CP
Party member Normand Lake, said Borns- women", declared Bornstein.
leader
William
Kashtan
as
"a
revisionist
cur".
CPC (M-L) claim that their candidate
described an incident Sunday afternoon
tein, was "physically grabbed and thrown into in Hewhich
two
campaigners
at
Jarvis
and
presents "the only real alternative to the
the edpolice
after athe Yonge
refusto stop wagon"
putting onup Saturday,
election signs
representing
Wellesley were "standing there talking, existing
and Carlton Streets.
march
ofsocial
societyconditions",
forward from
capitalism"theto
holding
of campaign
literature"
police carbagscontaining
four police
arrived.whenThea communism through socialism". Their leaflets
Bornstein said Law was beaten; "we don't campaigners
refused to show them their claim that "capitalist society has reached the
howThathownightseriously
he is stillLake,
in jail".
police because
denied arresting
and
of its development"
and isof"rotting".
at a Monday hearing party representatves leaflets, which, said Bornstein, "they have end"Just
the feudal society
the middle
every
right
to do"."grabbed by police, pushed ages was like
rotten and could provide no solutions
were
"thrown
out
of
court"
when
they
to
One
was
then
offer bail, said Borsntein.
for
the
problems
of
the
people,
in
the same
against the car and thrown into the road,"
capitalist society is rotten and can provide
He added that Lake was called "French- after which, said Bornstein, police ran after noway solutions",
they
say.
him
and
charged
him
with
obstructing
traffic.
speaking scum" by police, "because he's a Further charges of causing a disturbance and
What CPC (M-L) wants is "a socialist society
native of Quebec; even though he's a citizen of

Campbell

says

she

Margaret Campbell of the Liberals derides McMurtry.

workers
which,
at once, is opposed to the U.S. imperialist and Soviet social imperialist models".
"A lot of us", they say, "wonder why with
all the means of modem production and
science the majority of the people cannot have
a decent living
environment, fo—d andhousing,
clothing,pollution-free
education and,
most important of all, our initiative in our own
hands. "Under the capitalist system, what
assists the maximum profit of the monopoly
capitalistsof isthe decisive,
demands
people. rather the basic
"The successive capitalist governments are
part of the old society. They support U.S. imperialism, the worst criminals and gangsters
the world has ever seen."
The Marxist-Leninists reject the NDP for
creating illusions of "reforming the capitalist
system". They feel "the majority of the working people can accomplish something in life if
they have political power", and this can be
achieved only by "the overthrow of the
capitalist system".

"faces By PAT
up" to the
She was oneissues
of the early municipal leaders
"The Davis candidateREDICAN
in this election seems in opposition to the Spadina Expressway.
to think that this election would be better Campbell thinks that contrary to opinion
both in and out of the Liberal Party, the
fought on municipal issues," says Margaret Liberals
are in a position to present a more
Campbell, ex-controller, ex-alderman,
defeated mayoralty candidate and Conser- effective opposition in the legislature.
vative turned Liberal. "But the Davis can- the"ItLiberal
was Albert Roywho(Liberal
East) theof
first Ottawa
researched
didate (Roy McMurtry) simply won't face up Fidinam affaircaucus
and
brought
it
up
before
the
to The
the issues,
issues. according
I have triedto Campbell,
to."
all seem House. And he didn't end up having to make
to boil down to the same thing: the "un- referring
any apologies
or retractions"
Campbell
to prime
New Democratsays muckraker
onable" wayin which
the Conservative
government hasconscitreated
the people
of Ontario. Morton Shulman.
Thus the fact that the provincial govern- - What Campbell failed to mention was that
ment isprogressively taking on more respon- Roy was willing to let the Tories off the hook
ibility in municipal
becomesand "the
investigation
mailed sfist
eroding theaffairs
authority
the by asking
stead of a for
royala departmental
commission. This
meant thatinthe
Attorney
General's
office
ended
up inautonomy
of
municipal
government".
Turning to student issues, Campbell says she
vestigating itself; no charges were laid.
Campbell claims that she received
consistently raised the issue of education cut- no Although
promises from the party when entering the
backs throughout her campaingn. The Davis
government's rationale for cutting back finan- race ("The reason I joined the Liberals was
cial support "boils down to the disgusting way
a democraticon party")
there
in which the government has treated students because
has beenthey
muchare speculation
her political
and career future. Certainly more than one
on this and other issues," she declares.
There are few important issues in this cam- toLiberal
worker sees
as theprovincial
answer
the problems
of a"Maggie"
badly failing
paign; al three
partiesaddresses
in their main
literature
and their
have pieces
steeredor party— a new leader; on the other side there
carefully away from anything except the are reports of a supreme court judgeship offer
from the federal Liberals if she is defeated.
relatively
safe ground
"community"
and
the record
of the ofTory
government.control But the possibility of defeat is very possibly
Campbell's literature, for instance, talks the furthest thing from Campbell's mind;
although she claims she has not looked
about "the quality and kind of representation" carefully
at her practical chances, she also
as Her
the main
thing also
"at stresses
stake" inherthe record
election.as
literature
says that, if the voters come out, she will win.
"I am strong from end of the ward to the
"the spiritual leader of the reform
movement"
at City
and includes
con- But it's not a municipal campaign.
tinual references
to herHallmunicipal
experience.
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struggle,
open
stacks
are
GC
issues
council sessions, although he was 12 are faculty members.
in
The his
Varsity
seriouslycampaign,
under- sociology major, says that his apminded
presidential
considered "co-operative and always In response to the Reform Slate,
proach tothe council would be to
Goldberg said the issues stressed by and appeared unprepared to discuss be consistently prepared on as
willing
to work."
Goldberg
acknowledged the the slate; open access, no fees hike issues with The Varsity last night. He
problem of a medical student gover- and student representation on hiring jokingly suggested that he stood for many items as possible "instead
nor saying that any medical, dental committees; are presently favoured "apple-pie and motherhood", and of However,
concentrating
one onof issues."
his major
the paper should refrain from concerns
or certain engineering students by student governors, and that that
is the teaching report
would have difficulty attending all "results have been respectable."
printing
any
comments
on
issues.
that will come out next year
the sessions of the council and its He cited the fact that the proposed
from the Presidencial Task
committees.
By JULIA ELCOCK
executive for the School of Physical
Third year math and physics Force on Academic ApGoldberg sits on the Academic Af- Education was not passed by council
fairs Committee of council as well as because the director could show no student David Laughton, one of
its Curriculum Standards Sub- reason for not having student eight undergrads contesting two pointments.
Barnes feels that "anything
Committee, and the External Affairs representation,
Governing Council seats in the
Committee. Goldberg says he Goldberg would like to see a arts and science constituency, less than parity between students
and staff is Council.
inadequate"
the
faithfully attends Academic Affairs,
By BRIANE NASIMOK
He onthinks
says he supports "the goals enun- Governing
Third year medical student Aron but the other two less frequently.
that
there
should
be
an
equal
ciated inthe math struggle", but
"Most students at the University
Goldberg thinks that representatives
did not support the tactics used. number of students and faculty
on Governing Council should be of Toronto are ignorant about the
members on council (at present
Laughton's major interests there
Council," Goldberg
are 12 faculty members)
"effective
responsible",
which is Governing
next
year
will
be
"the
Governing
claims. "In the professional
why
he is and
running
for reelection.
He also feels that student
Council structural review report
faculties, only four out of 7,000
}
Goldberg, one of two student students
running for council", he
and
recommend".
governors seeking re-election, sees continued,aresaying
"Somewhatof itthemaystructures
need governors shoud "keep in close
this demonstrated
with the student body".
change
coming
to
the
university
"by
students'
"lack
of interest".
small steps, rather than radical
clarification," he said, citing the contact
One of Barnes' priorities would
council membership. He said be
In ht past, the university was run
"keeping in contact with the
transformations". He feels that the
there should be equal number of college councils" and excercising
• report of the Committee on Post- by the Board of Governors, "a
Secondary Education in Ontario is private club of narrow-minded, very
the
body. staff and students on his vote on the students administeaching
the "most important issue facing the wealty, very influential
trative Council. (All four unbusinessmen,"
Goldberg
said. inWithits
council this year," the same sen- the
dergraduate student governors
"Students have just as much to
Governing
Council,
now
timents he' expressed during last first year, Goldberg contends that
say in officialdom as any are
automatically SAC representatives).
year's
campaign.
member
of the teaching staff," Barnes said that discussing the
The biggest problem Goldberg
of the adsaid
Laughton.
faces is his lack of time to attend the "arbitrariness
min stration' icurbed,
s
"a contrast
For these same reasons, he budget in camera is a "complete
meetings.
Some Goldberg
of last year's
gover-he to the previous clique."
nors criticised
because
Sixteen of the 50 governors are apand he added that it
does
notcus isupport
in camera dis- disgrace"
Aron
Goldberg
had not attended all of the student
was "some indication of how
on ofthe budget.
pointed bythe provincial governcaucus meetings, and some of the
ment; only eight are students, while
much it'sof been
cut by". "It isthat
the
"codification
of student
rights,"he
kind
information
Laughton
which
is especially
important,
dents should also
have felt
more that
voicestu-in everybody should get a chance to
says, to students who are applying to
and firing of profes- look at" he said.
a professional faculty. He would like "the hiring
sors" so that "undergraduate
students to be made aware of the
exact procedures that are available teaching will be taken more seESP and
riously". He charged that the
for appeals processes, in cases such
parapsychology: as suspicion of cheating and "academic life of the university
plagiarizing,
a day with the
verning Council along with "GoSAC
Goldberg would like to see greater is too professionalized".
experts
student representation on the Gover- has a responsibility to the
ning
Council
and
its
committees.
He
Saturday.
March 17
Wright (COPSEO)
said
said that one of the problems is to Laughton.
9:30 3.m.-3;30
He agreesreport",
with some
Concert
Hall, p.m.
"get the student who sits on the
£dwatd Johnion Building
recommendations, escommittee to show up after the first of the pecially
whichaid,propose
increasedthosestudent
but feels
fewThecouple
of meetings."
problem
of apathy, Goldberg
Seminar73
said, is one of the most important that
certain must
of thebe report's
qualifications
defined,
Trinity College facing students. "The only safeguard such
as
the
age
of independence
isstudents
an informed
electorate,"
and
if
continue to be apathetic, and the actual amount of the
they are "only inflicting the problem grant and loan scheme. Without
AJfen
Spieggott
these things, it is hard to tell,
Canon Puxley
Prof. C. W. Webb
CHARLES VICKERY
on themselves."
said Laughton, whether the
SAC services commissioner Chuck
not be a "ploy"to
sneak inmight
fee hikes.
Vickery feels that he could "do a report
Gord Barnes
Cell
Ticket!Office- of Convocation.
good job, and represent bis con"Open stacks may be obtained
9282651
stituents (engineering)", if he were this spring," he said, but if they
aren'tissue.
he will continue to support In a platform similar to the
the
Reform vocates
Slate's,
Barnesin the
adopen stacks
Laughton is a member of the
Physics General and Steering Robarts Library and further
Committees and the Arts and recommends that there be "open
Science Faculty Council, among and equal access to all campus
other committees. He was also a libraries". He cited the Victoria
as one of the most
member of the math un- library
This week et S.M.C.
backward because only Vic
dergraduate affairs committee students
are allowed to use it.
but
resignedwas
"because
the committee
essentially
Barnes
is this year'sUniversity
president
of the Victoria
powerless".
Laughton
was
a*
representative to the founding Students' Administration CounST. PATRICK'S
DAY
STARTS ON
cil and a Vic rep on the Faculty
caucus of the Arts and Science
Student Union and has since of Arts and Science General
FRIDAY, MARCH 16
been a delegate to the union. He Committee. He is also a nonalso has had experience from
voting member of the Vic Board
PUB STARTS 3:00 P.M.
Regents.
working on the Ottawa school of Last
year, Barnes was both a
board
education
subcommittee
Chuck Vickery
VUSAC and SAC rep and a
COOP-ENTERTAINMENT
in 1969-70.
delegate to the Arts and Science
AT NIGHT
GORD BARNES
elected to Governing Council.
Student Union. He was also a Vic
After his unsuccessful bid for the
Governing Council candidate delegate at Ontario Federation
SAC presidency Vickery has been Gord Barnes, a second year
of Students' meeting's.
spending
time "getting
caught up"
N'S
in schoolwork
and studying
the
KID DASTIE
CAMELIA JAZZ DAND
issues facing the council.
Vickery feels that the Reform
Help Dare workers protect their union
Slate has little chance of winning in
and win a fair contract
FILMS:
the professional students constituenFRIDAY and SATURDAY
cy,
"from
indications"
he"
has
received.
"The whole idea of a Reform Slate
DON'T
BUY
turned people off, especially in
engineering",
Vickery
KLUTE
DARE
COOKIES!
"People
voting
againstcontended.
the slate
no
matterare what
they
stand
for, %
(and tell your friends not to, either)
INCARRHALL
although
good", publicity
he said. JD
Vickery itfeltmaythatbe adverse
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Canada

into

more

hops

back

Vietnam:

complicity

By DON HUMPHRIES
Canadian Unrvtrsity Press
Canadian "observers" are back in Vietnam now
after another great power has withdrawn from the country. Although the Americans have not left Indochina —
they've
acrossmonths
the border
perhaps only
in thepulled
next few
Vietnam intowill Thailand
be freed —of
foreign occupiers forthe first time since the initial French
incursions occupied Da Nang in 1859.
No one can seriously believe Richard Nixon's claim
that he obtained major concessions in the truce terms, or,
as
he putOctober
it, "a peace
Looking at the
proposed
text andwiththehonour".
one signed
in Paris on
January 27, one can see the Americans obviously gave
the concessions.
The Paris Accord stipulates the withdrawal of all
American "troops, military advisors, and military personnel, including technical military personnel and military
personnel associated with the pacification program", plus
advisors from all para-military organizations and police
forces within 60 days.
The original draft only mentioned withdrawal of
troops, military advisors, and personnel.
The agreement makes no mention of the demand
made by Nixon and Saigon dictator Nguyen
Thieu to
have all National Liberation Front (NLF) forcesVanwithdrawn
north of the 17th parallel. After the Vietminh defeated
the French in 1954, they agreed to regroup north of the
17th until after the holding of the free elections as
agreed to in the 1954 Geneva Accords. (The Vietminh
was a coalition of communist and non-communist
nationalist forces who fought the Japanese — with

American aid — and then the French to gain independence forVietnam from foreign occupiers.) The
election never took place because the dictator the
Americans put in power, Ngo Dinh Diem, refused to hold
them.
The 1973 Paris treaty calls for the release of the
300,000 mostly political prisoners in the Saigon regime's
jails within 90 days. The protocol provisions maintain that
all
detaineesagainst
must allbe violence
treated tohumanely";
"they
shall"civilian
be protected
life and person
in particular against murder, and forms of mutilation or
torture and cruel treatment and outrages against personal dignity ...
Although the Americans and Thieu were demanding
a 5,000 man heavily-armed control commission, the accords only provide for a force from Hungary, Indonesia,
Poland and Canada with a -maximum strength of only
1,200 troops. The force is supposed to do little more than
observe and report disputes.
Hungary, Indonesia and Poland do not recognize the
Saigon regime; they recognize only the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam (DRV). Canada recognized the
Saigon
regime 7.when it was established and the DRV only
last February
The agreement confirms the Geneva provision that
the 17th parallel is only a provisional demarcation line
and "not a political and territorial boundary".
Again, free elections have been guaranteed — if the
present Saigon government can be trusted to co-operate
in conducting such elections, considering its past
refusals.
Canadian involvement in Vietnam is back virtually to

where it started 20 years ago.
On July 21, 1954, the Canadian government receive \
a message from the British and Soviet co-chairmen or
the Geneva Conference announcing an agreement and
brazenly stating that "an international commission shall
be setCanada
up . . . composed
of Canada,
Poland".
had not been
told aboutIndiatheandcommission
and did not even have copies of the agreement. Before
accepting, the Louis St. Laurent government first consulted and received support and encouragement from the
United States administration, according to a press
release from the Canadian Department of External Affairs, July 27, 1954.
Although it was never officially stated, Canada was
considered to be the representative of Western interests,
while Poland would represent the communist position. India was supposedly the neutral chairman, but until recently sided with the Americans.
Canada's role on the original International Control
Commission (ICC) can best be described as support for
the Americans.
Before the French defeat at Dien Bien Phu in 1954,
the French had established a virtual puppet civilian
government in Vietnam within the French Union. The
French Union, like the British Empire, was a developmet; )
of the imperial policies through which the French government could essentially maintain its colonial rule. Bao Dai
was set up by the Frenches emperor of Vietnam.
When the Americans replaced the French, they soon
replaced Bao Dai with their own puppet, Diem. Diem was
in the U.S. while the Viet Minh were fighting to end
French colonial rule. Diem cancelled the elections and
answered civilian dissent with imprisonment and torture.
(The policy of repression was Diem's downfall resulting in
the reportedly CIA-instigated military coup in November,
1963. The coup marked the first of five government
changes within 18 months ending with the triumph of a
group including current president Nguyen Van Thieu.)
Diem announced on July 16, 1955 that the Republic
of Vietnam was not bound by the Geneva Agreements.
In August 1955, Canada provided Diem with a
"false juridicial basis" for renouncing the Geneva
Agreements and the up-coming elections by submitting a
minority statement to the Fourth Report of the ICC. The
Canadian statement claimed that Saigon government
was not "formally engaged" to carry out the terms of the
agreement and therefore had a perfect right to call off
elections.
The report had no foundation in reality. ■»
France signed the Geneva Agreements of 1954 on'
behalf of the "Associate State of Vietnam", before the
Republic of Vietnam was given its sovereign status.
The agreement contained a clause binding the
signatories and their successors to the terms of the
agreement.
The treaty with France establishing the Associate
State of Vietnam as a sovereign entity stipulated the
Republic of Vietnam would "take over from France all the
rights and obligations resulting from international
But, treaties in internationl law are not binding on
nations possessing the might to break them. Former U.S.
president Dwight Eisenhower revealed in his memoirs the
treaties."
real reason for halting the elections:
"I have never
talked or corresponded
withnota person
knowledgeable
in Indochina
affairs, who did
agree
that had elections been held as of the time of the signing,
possibly 80 per cent of the population would have voted
for HoSo,Chiunder
Minh."the legitimizing cover of the Canadian
report,
the
menace beganAmerican
to surfacecrusade
into fullagainst
view. he communis*
Canada's next major contribution was the ICC
Special Report of June, 1962. The report contended that
"aggression from the North" was occurring. The theory
was
supposedlyThese
basedconclusions
on "conclusions"
the Legal
Committee.
have ofnever
been
presented
to,
nor
have
the
sanction
of
the
ICC
or any of
its committees.
The Canadians ignored well-documented violations
of the agreements by the Americans and the Saigon
regime. Only the insistence of the Polish representative
ensured this documentation was included in the report.
The Americans used the Special Report as justification for their increasing intervention in Vietnam. A U.S.
State Department white paper, "Aggression from the
North",Thequoted
report to minority
give its claim
credibility.
1965theCanadian
statement
again
quoted the report, or rather the "conclusions of the Legal
Committee",
from
the North.as the basis for the claims of aggression
While the American and Canadian governments
held the aggression theory as the undisputable basis for
the massive intervention that followed, the aggression
theory has been revealed as a convenient fabrication.
American officials cannot discredit the Pentagon J
Papers
which show
the facade that the U.S. used t<"j
justify massive
intervention.
According to CIA reports, the Saigon regime had
alienated the entire population by 1959. The anti-Saigon
guerillas were people who lived in the south — not from
infiltrators from the DRV. And, they were using weapons
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captured from Saigon troops against them. Until the
fciericans openly intervened with troops in 1965, the
^tional Liberation Front needed no supplies or men from
the DRV.
But, the Saigon regime depended heavily on
American support and would have fallen if American
troops and aircraft had not been introduced into Vietnam.
The Americans were, and still are, supporting an unpopular, repressive dictatorship under the guise of
protecting democracy.
Canada has backed the Americans continually
throughout
and dirty
history. 1964 which
The Gulfthe ofwar's
Tonkinlongincident
in August,
Lyndon Johnson used to get a virtual free hand in Vieti nam is a good example. American warships supposedly
were attacked without provocation by three DRV patrol
! boats in the Gulf of Tonkin. The Canadian government
didn't seriously question the American claim.
General Ky who then ruled the south, openly
; boasted that South Vietnamese commando units were
! carrying out raids against key industrial and harbour
! facilities in the north during July that year. American
: destroyers collaborated with the commandos on their hitfd-run raids and the attacks had increased during
The DRV complained to the ICC on July 27 that
American and Saigon warships intruded into its territorial
waters and carried away 11 fishermen. The DRV lodged a
further complaint on July 31, protesting the bombardment oftwo small islands by two Saigon patrol boats under protective cover of the U.S. destroyer Maddox. It is
now known that the Maddox, at the time of the infamous
August 2 exchange, was violating the 12-mile territorial
water limit recognized by the DRV.
The bill passed by the American Congress, approving
vast sums for escalation of American involvement in Vietnam, was actually prepared several weeks before the
Gulf of Tonkin affair.
What was the Canadian government's response?
Lester
Pearson was
approvingly
actionmadetakenon the
(by
the
Americans)
a reactionsaid,
to an"Theattack
United States ships on the high seas."
United Nations secretary-general U Thant made
repeated attempts in 1964 to get the warring sides to
negotiate. A Newsweek magazine interview with Thant in
December 1966 revealed:
"Early in September . . . Thant sent his inquiry toHo Chi Minh: would Ho agree to ... an
| unofficial dialogue? This was Thant's first con^ tact
1954. theTheRussians.
message Three
was
oral, with
and itHowentsincethrough
weeks later, the Russians came back with Ho's
answer. He welcomed Thant's suggestion, and
he would send a Hanoi envoy to meet a
Washington envoy. Thant reported to
(American U.N. Ambassador Adlai) Stevenson.
And Stevenson was elated.
"Then — the silence of Washington, once
again. Thant felt
no great alarm at first; the
presidential campaign was on. But the silence
persisted. Finally, with the end of the year, he
had to go back to Stevenson in January of
1965. The ambassador was deeply distressed.
He had been advised that Washington had
made its own soundings — through Canadian
channels in Hanoi — and had concluded that
Ho Chi Minh had no interest in talking peace.
"To Thant,
judgment
unreasonable. Forif Hothiswanted
privateseemed
talks, how
could he be expected to announce this to any
j inquirer? Moreover, the only possible Canadian
source
Canada's Control
representative
in HanoiSo
on
the was
Intemationl
Commission.
Thant made his own check — with the highest
officials of the Canadian government. They
quickly confirmed his belief; their ICC represen- .
tative dealt only with lesser Hanoi officials —
with no direct access to Ho Chi Minh whatsoever."
began.Not long after, the bombing of North Vietnam
Did the Americans conceal U Thant's contact with
no from the Canadian government, or did the Canadian
government knowingly collaborate in the escalation of the
war. Either way, the government kept silent when it knew
lne Americans were not telling the truth.
But, could anyone expect the government to act in
any other way? On April 2, 1965, while External Affairs
S'Ster Paul Martin was tellinP tne House of Commons
of the
th Can?da's
"balancedor position"
comparable to that
°r
United Kingdom
the Scandinavian
Pnme minister Lester Pearson was south of the countries,
border at
w|n2ple University, reassuring Americans their motives
e neither "mean" nor "imperialistic", but "honourable".
"The government and great majority of the people
°J my country have supported wholeheartedly U.S. peacejj|^PJn^and peace-making operations in Vietnam," he
Th's was a remarkable statement for Pearson to
nake, especially when he must have known: first, the U.S.
had
effectresisted the efforts of U Thant and the French to
a reconciliation among the Vietnamese themselves
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in the autumn of 1963 and thereafter; second, the U.S.
is now director of the Office of Management and Budget,
had spurned a reconvening of the Geneva Conference in
ation.Nixon appointee who did not require Senate confirmaJuly of 1964; third, the United States ignored U Thant's
plan for secret negotiations in the autumn of 1964;
Litton management in the U.S. also strongly supfourth, the United States had refused to approveanda
ports the Greek dictatorship and enjoys some of the
reconvening of the Geneva Conference in January and
largest Pentagon contracts in the world.
February of 1965.
Lester Pearson and Paul Martin have left the
To promote research in. Canada, our federal government awarded a total of $261.4 million and $229.2
Liberal government to be replaced by Pierre Trudeau and
million respectively of the years 1967-68 and 1968-69.
Mitchell Sharp. Has there been a change in policy?
The government spent $68 million and $72 million
According to Sharp, "Canada is not a supporter of
respectively for research and development in military
side in this tragic war."
eitherUnfortunatel
science
during those years.
y for Sharp, actions speak louder than
A minimum of $30,786,000 was funnelled into
words and Canadian actions have been heavily proAmerican.
Canadian educational and non-profit institutions by the
U.S. defense department for military contracts on
Several factors support this conclusion. One is the
research, developmental, test and evaluation work from
large number of arms shipped from Canada to the U.S. to
1967 to 1971. A further minimum of $4,183,186 was
feed the ultimate machine of destruction. Another is the
diplomatic recognition and monetary aid the Canadian
for "basic scientific research".
granted
government has given to the Saigon regime.
These minimums are inaccurate and the true figures
Canadian industry has given considerable military
are unavailable. American senator J. W. Fulbright read ino
support to the U,S. for the Vietnam war. Until this year,
the U.S. Congressional Record on May 1, 1969, that the
the government refused to release a list of companies
Pentagon would spend $9,769,340
research in
who received military contracts from the Pentagon.
Canada. The official Pentagon figure is on$6,816,802.
The situation results from the U.S.-Canada DefenceThe difference is even more significant when one
Sharing Agreement of 1959. The agreement gives Canafinds the Pentagon figure includes $5,831,000 granted
dian companies a special position in bidding for war conto the Canadian Commercial Corporation in 1969
tracts. Canada already had "defence" agreements with
Fulbright's figures have only $114,000 going to the CCC.
the
U.S.
though
NORAD
and
NATO
at
the
height
of the
Cold War.
What of ourgovernmen
government's
to Vietnam?
Canadian
t aid aid
has- only gone to the
Project Anti-War, a Montreal group, released a
study of Canadian economic involvement
Saigon regime. It was approximately two million dollars
in American
betwen 1953 and 1966. More students have been
militarism in October, 1972, The study was appropriately
accepted from South Vietnam for post-secondary educacalled "How to Make a Killing" and was compiled by a
from any other country. There were more
group of McGill University students and professors.
than tion386study inthan1967.
"How to Make a Killing" attempts to list all
Canadian-based companies receiving military contracts
"A good portion of our aid was strictly for political
from the Pentagon. The Canadian government at first
purposes
that were of no value to the people in the areas
refused to release any names, so the group
to the
concerned,"
said David Anderson, new leader of the B.C.
Pentagon for the information. And, they got went
it.
Liberals,
and former administrato
r of the Vietnam aid
When contacted by the study group, the Canadian
government refused to divulge any names of companies
program.
holding military contracts with the Americans. After the
Mitchell Sharp, a former vice-president of the giant
study group obtained the information from the Pentagon,
Brascan
now occupies Paul Martin's position
as externalcorporation,
affairs minister.
the Canadian government released a list of the companies. But, it still refuses to release names of companies
In a Canadian Press report of December 18,1972,
holding contracts directly with the Pentagon. The
Sharp
"We've
direct word from Hanoi that they
would said,
government's official position is that to release such inlike Canada had
to be a member
of the supervisory)
formation would "affect the competitive position of the
commission". 'They positively want us. They rely on ourf
companies concerned."
The government's position appears credulous when
"We're not in touch with Saigon," the minister added.
the Americans are more than willing to release the list of
objectivity."
the companies.
Sharp quickly retracted those incredible statements
when pressed for an official statement. On January 2,
The group also had much difficulty establishing the
ownership of many of the companies because only in1973, an external affairs official said, "No formal invitation has been extended by the participants in the Vietnam
complete information is available to the public.
negotiations to any of the four proposed members of the
The total value of military contracts each worth
more than $10,000 awarded to Canadian-based firms
new commission".
since 1959 is $540,539,535. The total value of awards
Sharp told the House of Commons on January 17,,
from 1969 to 1971 going to companies whose ownership
1973 Canada had definitely not received any request to
the study could identify was $83,050,727. Of this
participate on a truce force.
amount, $71,628,727 or 87 per cent went to AmericanSharp regularly consults United States Secretary of
owned companies, while another $1,035,000 went to
State William Rogers about Vietnam policy. The day after
European -owned companies.
the Paris signing, Sharp flew to Washington for talks with
The official rationale for the defence- sharing agreement isto provide support for Canadian business.
Rogers.
Most unclassified contracts are routed through the
No one — not even the Toronto Star — can believe
Canadian Commercial Corporation (CCC). The study was
Sharp's threat that Canadian troops will be withdrawn
from
the commission
unable to identify recipients of $485,355,202 in subwith events
in Indochina.if the government is discpleased
contracts.
The Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce
The Canadian troops are led by Michel Gauvin, a
has a Defense Industry Productivity (CIP) program that,
member of the old ICC. If there is dissention among
coincidentally, has also been in operation since 1959. The
observers, Gauvin has promised Canada will submit its
purpose of DIP is to provide money to companies in the
own report. Hopefully, the reports will be founded more
defence industry so export sales can be increased.
on fact than the reports of the old (CC were.
During the period from 1967 to 1971, 154 companies received $458,643,906 under DIP. At least 45 of
The press has publicized the eagerness of the
Canadians to get into action on the truce lines. The
these companies are American-owned and received
$224,492,428 or 47 per cent of the total. The figures
eagerness included not waiting for the Joint Military Commis ion toprovide transportation for the truce teams.
could be much higher, but unfortunately the study was
unable to determine the ownership of 52 of the com(The commission is composed of all parties in the dispanies involved.
pute.)
One these Canadian companies — Litton Systems
The first group of observers left Saigon February 5
of Rexdale, Ontario — is 100 per cent American-owned.
for
the provincial capitals of Hue, Da Nang, and Pleiku
Litton makes the weapons release system computer for
aboard a C-46 aircraft rented from Air America. (Air
the F-4 Phantom fighter, one of the world's most
America is a front used by the CIA to carry out its
sophisticated fighter-bombers.
operations
throughout
Asia. Although
supposedly
In 1972, Litton Systems of Rexdafe was awarded
private company,
Air America
has loanedit's U.S.
Air Forcea
one-quarter of a $3,025,139 research and development
planes
and
used
American
military
flight
and
service
contract from the U.S. Department of Defense. The rest
crews and bases.)
of the contract went to Litton in Woodland Hills, CaliforQueried about the use of Air America equipment, a
nia, and Litton in Salt Lake City, Nevada. The contract is
Canadian external affairs official bluntly stated the
for ASN-92 Carrier Airborne Inertial Navigation Systems
department doesn't care whose equipment it uses to do
(CAINS).
the job. The same official served with the ICC in CamIn 1971, the Canadian government gave Litton
bodia, where a coup, reported to have had CIA backing,
Systems, which was the second highest contractor for the
toppled the generally neutralist Prince Sihanouk in 1970
U.S. Department of Defense operating under the Defence
because
Production-Sharing Program in Canada, a $8,051,000
nam war.he would not support the Americans in the Vietsubsidy for being in the war business here.
Although the ceasefire agreements have been signLitton's less
Pentagon
$6,571,000
ed and the Americans are leaving Vietnam, the war has
substantially
than thecontracts
Canadian were
government
subsidy.—
The American head of Litton Industries, Roy L. Ash,
not ended — it has merely enterred a new phase.
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COPSEO
with
agree
the meaning of some of the (building) expenses and the small
graduate theology programs at St.
recommendation's provisions.
St. Michael's College president Mike's, Trinity and Vic. He thus
John Kelly claimed that although the welcomed the recommendation,
for un- which in principle would eliminate
governmentdergraduatesgrants
atfederated
any discrimination that does in fact
now reachs those
colleges colleges
through exist.
However, he questioned two of
SimcoetionHall,
there
exists
discriminathe recommendain the funding of capital the stipulations
tion. One ensuresof that
there are no

Panelists
By JIM MARTIN
Panel members at yesterday's
"federated colleges"
forum on the
Commission
on Post-Secondary
Education report expressed general
agreement with recommendation
115, which urges equitable financial
churchsecularbutandquestioned
support
affiliated tocolleges,
Ontario

will

power,
The Commission on PostSecondary
Education's
associate
secretary predicted
yesterday
that
"there is a real chance that the
government will not give up its
powers" as advised to in the commis ion's realso
port. a U of T history
H.L. Dyck,
professor, was addressing about 50
people in the Galbraith Building in
the COPSEO moratorium session on
"Governance and the teachingresearch
Dyck split."
agreed with U of T
philosophy
Hanly's
fears that professor
a power Chuck
struggle
will
result if the Ontario government
accepts
the tocommission's
recommendation
set up a Council
of University Affairs. The council
would have the power to allocate
funds, now held by the government,
as well as act in an advisory capacity.
Hanly, also a member of the
Governing Council, predicted that
the government may balk at giving
up some funding powers. Even if the
provincedation, agreed
this recommenhefeared toit would
attempt to
control the council.
Another U of T faculty governor,
political economist Harry Eastman,
said
that there
wereand"dangers"
in separating
research
teaching
funding, as recommended by the
commission. Eastman pointed out
that a separation "gives rise to a new
bureaucracy"
that the
tion of researchandfunds
on a"distribupolitical
basis"
may
result.
He thought the formula basis of
funding may be undermined and
that cuts in grant would be made

not

U of
soys
easier when funds were separated.
Dyck thought "the formula system
was equitable for funding institutions." "The reason for separation is clear," even though the
separation of research and teaching
grants may be complicated, he said.
Dyck believed the central issue
was that institutions tended to drift
into a homogeneous mass.
For example, universities in
northern Ontario tend to do the
same type of research as universities
in southern Ontario, he said.
According to Dyck, universities
should concentrate on areas of
research which best suit them.
Dyck added, "the commission
would change this" by splitting grant
funding in order to better satisfy
social needs.
Dyck said the recommended funding system would maintain postsecondary educational institutions'
independence "and at the same time
permitcouncil,
planningwhichand would
direction"
the
specifyby
what
proportions
of
an
institution's
grant
is to be spent on research and
teaching.
Specific projects
of concentration would stillandbeareas
determined
by individual institutions, Dyck said.
He thought
that separation
funding would result
in both ofbetter
research and better teaching. Some
people
in research
ty, whilewere
othergifted
professors
were abiligood
teachers, he thought.
"In the main, this is not recognized at all",
said Dyck.
Vic
student
David Laughton
suggested that the University of

The Graduate Centre
for the Study of Drama
presents
Margaretta D'Arcy and John Arden
"The Role of the University Drama in Relation to
Professional
Theatre"
*
A SERIES the
OF SEMINARS
FROM A MARXIAN
VIEWPOINT
Monday, March
26,
4
p.m.
—
Tuesday,
March
27,
1
1
a.m. and 4 p.m.
STUDIO THEATRE, 4 GLEN MORRIS STREET
Open to the University Community by appointment only without charge
Phone 928-8674

Superior
Optical
Prescription
Eyeglasses
Frame styles
to compliment
today's
fashions youthful
in metal and shell
236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116
60 Metal Styles Available

give

up

T prof
Toronto was "trying to form a
graduate
university of Ontario,"
causing undergraduate
become
secondary. education to
Dyck institutions
replied, "It is essential
that
some
have more
research than others."
He saidnational
that educational
with inframework,
the interprestige should be taken "very
seriously". According to Dyck, "we
faileda strong
in our research
responsibilities"
tohavecreate
centre.
Dyck added that in recent years at
U of T, "undergraduate instruction
has not suffered but has actually imAt one point Eastman said the
COPSEO report as described by
Dyck
was "not only adequate but enproved."
Eastman said that the Commission
couraging."
recommended
only a fees,
rninimal
crease in student
whichinproposes
that
students
pay
one-third
to one-half their education costs. In
the case of professional students, tuirise to close to $2,000 undertionthiscouldplan.
He thought the increases would
raise approximately three million
dollars.
Dyck was asked if the report was a
"smoke-screen" to cut back provincialtion.funding
of post-secondary
Dyck said
that teaching educawas a
provincial responsibility, but
suggestedmandthat
the money
province from
could the
deresearch
federal government if there was a
separation of funding.
Dyck also said that nothing in the
commission's report suggested that
there be cuts in education expenditimates
ture. He said
esabout the"irresponsible"
growth of education expenditures about five years
ago caused some pople to panic.
Over the next 20 years, provincial
expenditure on education is "not
expected to rise at all," he concluded.

recommendation
"church-affiliated colleges such as
religious barriers to admission and Vic would be required to have direct
staff hiring; the other require that and significant representation of
"Public Funds will not be used for,
students and faculty on their governing bodies to qualify for full grants.
religious
indoctrination".
Kelly termed
the latter of these in- VUSAC is pressing for imsulting"
because
he
said
"everyone
plemnetation
of a college report
knows" indoctrination is no longer
faculty-student paripracticed by any college. He recommending
ty on Vic's Board of Regents.
questioned the motive of these Changes
to the composition of the
wouldUniversity
require revisions
provisions,already
since Uobeyof T's
colleges
them.federated regents
the Victoria
Act, whichin
"What do they want us to drop?", some Vic members fear could lead
he asked, stating that St. Mike's
to a lesseningofofthethe board.
United Church's
only had a "different, intellectual domination
and
religiousdifferent,
'atmospehre',
not a Trinity student Murray Ewing
'legislated'
intellectual
any aiming
COPSEO
recommento make
the
and religious 'atmosphere', not a feared thatdations
'legislated'
difference".
colleges
more
publicly
accountable
Trinity vice-provost A. Dalzell and
bring them under the control
vice-president Goldwyn French both would
ofthatgovernment
policy.affair
He contends
agreed
that somedid forms
of financial
the university
advisory
discrimination
still exist
against committee
recommended
the "affiliated" colleges, and that report would be dominated inby the
the elimination of this is an impor- full-time chairman, a governmentits
tant part of claimed
the COPSEO
Dalzell
thatreport.
Trinity
A student in the audience of about
receives only about 17 per cent of its appointee.
total operating costs in provincial 60 at Brennan Hall attacked the
T.pluralistic system of colleges at U of
grants. tHeation of COPSEO
hoped that would
the implemenend the
"second class citizen" status of He called the church-affiliated
religious-affiliated colleges.
colleges
redundant,
saying they
that seem
looking at them
from outside,
The existence
of affiliated
no basic differences from the
stitutions was defended
by Frenchin- toresthaveof the
university.
who stated that "we are committed
Dalzellbe replied
to pluralism that
in a theliberal
society".of Hean can't
made that
the "differences
dominant
maintained
availability
feature" of the affiliated colleges,
educationdent,atautonomous
a somewhat
indepencollege helps but that the capacity for difference
the rest of the university was
break down the "monolithic, from
enhanced by their autonomy. The
homogenized"
university
structure.
vice-provost had previously agreed
Victoria University SAC president that
diversity among colleges was
Gord Barnes said that he was en- desirable.
couraged by the provision that

...with The Hart House
Music Committee
BRUTUS — Rock Group
TODAY 12:00 - 2:00 p.m.
East Common Room

- Harpsichordist
KEARNS
MICHAEL TONIGHT
8:30 p.m.
Great Hall
—
and atThursdays
Tuesdays, Wednesdays
HORN begins
8:30 p.m.in the Pub

Society and Culture
A lecture series
March 29
March 15
The Church and Culture
designed to illustrate
Youth and Culture
how culture plays a
by the Most Reverend
by Sir John Woifenden
role
in
all
aspects
of
E. W. Scott
society.
Universities and Culture
March 22
April 5
Thursdays at 8:30 p.m.
Publishing and Culture
by David P. Silcox
ROM Theatre, Free
by David Godfrey
Royal Ontario Museum
Avenue Road at Bloor
Information: 928-3690
ROM
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Relate
student
struggles
to workers:
NDPer
By GREG McMASTER
production, "more and more
tion cutbacks are a "small part of a
"Student struggles must be related repressive labour legislation", and "small part of a general social crisis
"privately-financed repression such of capitalism. The development of a
to what is happening
the workers'
movement,
which ininturn
must be as fascist goon squads in Europe and strategy must be done in this conrelated to international capitalism strike-breaking companies here".
The conference, sponsored by the
itself", said Left Caucus spokesman
Although "massive deficit spen- Trent
Student Union, and the Old
Steve Penner at a weekend con^
ding" has moderated the "gap Mole, among
other groups, included
ference of leftist students in Peter- between the productive capacity of text".
society and the purchasing power of students from eight Ontario Schools.
borough.
He told the students that in- the working class', replacing
There was general agreement
creasing strength of the Japanese depressions by recessions, the longparticipants
that had
the OntarioFederation
of Students
limited
and European economies have clos- term result has been "institu- among
ed the gap between them and the
itself this year to purely student
tionalized
inflation"
and
unemployment.
demands
on
the
lowest
level
U.S. "in some key sectors of the Consequently, he said, the state is
economy".disparity of wages
(world)
The traditional
U of T student Chris Huxley called
"responsibility for possible.
between the U.S. and the rest of the taking more corporate
profits,*"
campaign
world, the growth of competitive protecting
through incentive grants and
more for aingpolitical
solidarity both
between"emphasizisolated
European multi-national cor- social welfare. This has entailed campuses and within the much
more
public
service
employment,
porations, and the expense incurred
wider context of student struggjes".
which, although it has partially
by
the United States' financing
added that a campaign based on "I
counter-revolutionary
forces andof alleviated unemployment, causes He
"conjunctural" student %
V wars in the third world have produc- "an enormous public financial purely
demands
"is doomed to stagnation". J
ed adeficit of payments for the U.S., burden", leading to "a growing
"Either
we should
argue that each i
different
sector
in Canadian
Society I
fiscal
crisis",
said
Penner.
resulting
"reduced
competitive
advantagein and
reduced
foreign
should pursue its own demands in its J
Since
the
state
"must
either
play
less
of
a
role
in
serving
capitalism
or
policy
own links
way, between
or else wethese
shouldstruggles,
try to seeto "
Penner. manoeuverability", said else reduce spending in areas it con- the
Left Caucus spokesman Steveworkers.
Penner says bourgeoisie threatens
"Increased rivalries between the
siders
less
than
essential",
public
see
them
as
part
of
a
totality".
various imperialist economic service workers, hospitals, and
will be the first to suffer
powers", he said, would lead both to students
"threats to workers' standards of liv- from decreases in spending, he
ing, which are based on imperialist suggested. Research and developAfrican assails Portuguese
wars
manpower retraining By FERNANDO TRAFICANTE
profits", and to "reduced abilities to programsment andwill
basis a greater number of its army as well as several
major interbe
supported,
but
pacify militant workers". This will other educational sectors will be
(in southern Africa) than the United
national
corporations,
have exten"Portugal
doesn't
even
manufacresult, he predicted, in "more atsive investment in the Portugese
inPortuguese
Indochina",are heablecon-to colonies.
tureittoyobtains
airplanes,"
but material
through States had
t
a
c
k
s
o
n
the
working
class",,
such
as
"abandoned",
according
to
this
For
example.
Van Lierop
NATO
sufficient
scheme.
tinued.
The
the wage freeze in Britain, wage
to withstand major liberation forces maintain their NATO commitment said "Gulf Oil has turned Canada
restraints in the U.S., and Trudeau's
"The
front
edge
of
the
attack
on
deliberate unemployment policy of the working class has been in the in Mozambique and Angola, says em
with Europe.
one regiment of troops in west- into the world's largest consumer of
Lierop of the African
1969-70.
Angolan oil" due to the company's
public service sector", said Penner, Richard
InformationVan Service.
Van
Lierop explained that South fear that exports to the United States
but
moves
to
ban
strikes
and
"effecAlthough workers' resistance has
would lead to reaction from the
tive wage freezes have only led to Speaking about the liberation African and Rhodesian troops are American
been in thetegratipast
been
"defused
by
inblack population.
on ofthe labour bureaucracy "rapid growth of militancy and un- struggle in Mozambique at the being used to protect strategic rail
Medical Sciences Auditorium last and road lines which go through The Portuguese must maintain
into the state", Penner suggested ionization".
He referred to a liaison between Thursday, Van Lierop charged Mozambique from these countries.
control of these areas as the
that
"increasingly
largera section
of theanbourgeoisie
demands
harder students and workers in "NATO has enabled Portugal to Mozambique provides the shortest political
only means of retaining some
access to the sea for important areas measure of economic coniination,
line against the workers' Saskatchewan who "see common
three colonial wars."
Van Lierop stated. In many former
movement", including speed-up problems", and said that the educa- fight
"Portugal has on a percentage of both countries.
Napalm was used in the early colonies European nations were able
stages of the revolution against the to surrender political control while
Mozambique freedom fighters retaining economic power.
(Frelimo) Van Lierop claimed, but The Portuguese government had
and
"herbicides are a rather recent announced a policy of settling over
development." He continued, one million whites in strategic sec"South African civilian pilots were
tors of Mozambique as a line of
hired to fly over liberated areas for
s
c
i
e
s
s
y
y
r
h
t
n
defense
against
u
p
e
o
i
o
i
c
un
^c
so
'crop-dusting' but the pilots discon- he claimed
but African
they havenationalists'
been unable
to
obtain
settlers. Many are
shot down.
tinued
flights
when
one
plane
was'
frightened
off
by
the
guerrilla
move
mleira&a physical laboratories
Both South Africa and Rhodesia, ment.
60 st.9eorqest
toronto
PROFESSOR PRADIP SINHA
of the Department of Historywill Rabindra
present Bharati University, Calcutta
ELECTIONS
A LECTURE
POSITION OPEN :
Thursday, March 15, at 3 p.m.:
"THE
PHYSICAL
STRUCTURE
CALCUTTA
AN
President
Social Co-ordinator
EXPRESSION OF SOCIAL
FORCES OFIN THE
18TH ANDAS19TH
Vice-President
Student Action
ROOM2I08,SIDNEY SMITH HALL
Secretary-Treasurer
Co-ordinator
and
CENTURIES"
Math Co-ordinator
Second Year Rep
A SEMINAR
Physics Co-ordinator
Third Year Rep
FRIDAY, MARCH 16, AT 10 TO 12 NOON:
Computer Science Co-ordinator
Fourth Year Rep
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Economic
Council
steals
work,
says prof
A Trent University economics led to changed needs, and thus to the independence of domestic
or world economy.
markets" Heby
the North American
claimed that his penetrations
professor described Saturday how changes in the educational system in economies from colonies'. Fried- endLockhart
up unequal".
referred to a best-selling book
his research refuted the claims of the late I950's.
man, said Lockhart, noted that one economic
research
had
proven
invalid several justifications given by written by Dwight Eisenhower adeconomic theories which have been
"New kinds of workers" were sector of the North American
visor and ex-Harvard University
used to support the North American required, he said, "for the continued economy, the field of electronics, economists
the
human
capital
"As president in the 1930's which dealt
of the theorists.
econometric
success of the capitalist system, and aerospace technology, had imeducational
system,
and
then
chargwith
"Soviet
competition" and
ed that the Economic Council of which is to say, the growth rate of
mediate potential for advancement. school often do, they noted a high
Growth was not stymied by what correlation and mistook it for a "the relation between education and
Canada has appropriated his work to the capitalist system".
justify cutbacks in education.
The result, he suggested, was the classical economists call a causality" when they announced theThewelfare
the U.S." interest in
book ofexpressed
Sandy Lockhart, addressing a development, originally by Chicago "bottleneck of capital goods" that an increase in educational level "friendly
free-world markets'^ or,
to an increase in the productivity
Peterborough conference for left economist Milton Friedman, of the (machines), and so it was concluded ofled North
American workers he said. said Lockhart, "as Marxists would
that there must be a bottleneck of
students
"Crisis in his
Education",
theory ofeducation
"human ascapital,"
which brainpower.
Lockhart said employers had hinterland
an investment
said that onhe presented
thesis to viewed
say, taking offandsurplus
value itfromto the
the
returning
Thus the theory of human capital, accepted this notion and hired more
the council in 1970 as "a left which society, and students, should
educated
people,
although
higher
go
into
with
a
view
towards
a
future
when applied to create massive
critique"
of education
suggested that this view
North America.lt
surfacedin incapitalist
a coun- return of "technocrats".
expansion in some sectors of educa- productivity probably stemmed of Lockhart
education as developing human
cil publication two weeks ago, said Lockhart said this was "a wishfrom America's then-advantageous metropolis".
tion,
would
provide
"the
necessary
accoutrements
to
the
new
innovative
capital
"offered
students a mobility
position
with
respect
to
world
Lockhart, as part of an attempt to fulfilling theory", which filled "a
route", but in fact "reinforced
need to mystify the failure of industries", as well as pleasing markets and levels of technology.
present
in
a
favourable
light
"the
rationalization of our education previous theories". These included sociologists who saw it giving an Laughter broke out in the
His research,
he claimed,
class traditions".
of free competition and free "instant answer" to the social audience of about 75 students when existing
system"
to further fulfil the needs of theories
the economy.
consumer choice, and of Keynesian problem of equal opportunity, which Lockhart reminded them of the demonstrates "why things aren't ^
why "higherstratificaeducaHe described how "ongoing economics, which, he said, rests on a Lockhart described as "the theory cliche of earlier years that more working",
tion furtherandexacerbates
changes in the production system" series of false assumptions such as that everyone has an equal chance to schooling led to better chances of
tion
levels"
in
society.
Although
the
employment.
needs
did not "Real
require occupational
the kind of Economic Council did not publicise
educational levels demanded by his thesis at first, they have now
polished it up and printed it, in
employers",
said. "Higher
educa-a
tion becamehe more
and more
Budget
planning
made
easier
order, says
Lockhart,expenditures
"to justify cutbacks in social
on
barrier to employment", resulting in
enrolment
has
declined
during
the
The
government's
apparent
The introduction of "slip-year" past two years will be covered, generosity comes after substantial people with less education being
financing institutions
of post-secondary
The real reasons for these cutdown" and educated peoeducational
will allow U because in such cases the province cutbacks in student and university "bumped
education".
lie in "the
fiscal
of T to plan its budget with greater will use the 1971-72 year as the basis financing, in addition to complaints
"Asple being
eachconsidered
new level overqualified.
of technology crisis ofbacks,thehesuggested,
state", which,
he added,
certainty, says institutional relations for calculating grants. It remains to that the financing was not satisfac- is introduced, there is a brief in- "certanly concerns
a lot more than
tory in the first place.
vice-president Jack Sword.
be seen whether the government will
crease in demand for skills to
He noted that the plan to pay uni- increase the per student grant, the
Theuniversities".
state, he said, is faced with
versities grants based on enrolment Basic Income Unit (BIU), to suf- A mounting wave of protests both operationalize this, followed by a the
"the breakdown in the human
from students and universities may large decrease", he added.
in the previous year, rather than the
ficiently cover rising costs.
He
pointed
out
that
the
great
decurrent year, as is now the case,
Sword said that as the long range have been at the root of the
theory",
"economically
unsound" rendering
any further
mand for engineers
the 1960's
has capital
predictions for U of T are for little government's province's change in been followed
"allowsthe more
stability"
by ain period
of low
investment
in
education. There is
since
university
does innotplanning
have to growth, the university's income will financing. The sup-year method of demand
for
middle
managers
and
estimate its income for the next not be greatly affected by the change financing, with the condition that
also a "social crisis" developing
Unemployed engi- from unfilled expectations and the
in financing methods. Other in- emerging universities be given junior neengineers.
r
s
i
n
Seattle
recently
received
a
year.
special
grants,
was
a
suggestion
of
The change was announced recent"proletarianization
stitutions, particularily the newer
package from a city in Japan, the
work force. of student" into
he noted.
ly by colleges and universities universities such as Brock and Trent, the Council of Ontario Universities. care
minister Jack McNie in response to may find the system is more helpful However, the freeze on capital
Lockhart also criticised the In the face of this, Lockhart
university complaints that not only in sustaining them.
construction is still continuing with Economic Council of Canada for cautioned the students present not to
could they not predict their budgets
However, Sword expressed con- no end in sight.
demands "that present us I
"the idiocy of how they make predic- asformulate
accurately, but that the province had
cern that Scarborough and Erindale
arguing for the status quo, for
tions". The assumptions of most
encouraged them to overbudget by Colleges are expected to continue to And, Sword said, he thought the manpower
planning
models,
he
retention of the present situation".
insisting that enrolment would not expand, which may mean a time lag province has not yet even
said,oppressed
ask "how people.
we can
fall off to the extent that it has.
in increased grants to cover costs acknowledged U of T's request for charged, are "totally out of touch We
link should,
up with heother
Provincial grants are dispensed on that rise earlier. The special grants special grants for badly-needed withAlsoreality".
We
have
to
demand
control
of
the inresponsible for the ima per-student basis; universities with were announced only for the 1973-74 renovations to some existing
stitution byworkers and students,
plementation ofthe human capital
buildings, among other projects,
leveling off or declining enroments transitional year.
theory, said Lockhart, was "cold-war and must bargain on an industryhave found themselves in perilous
any case, Sword pointed men's athletic and Innis College hysteria"
and "the need for
situations as costs continue to in- out,Buttheinwhole
scheme is likely to be buildings, among ther projects,
depends in part on whether or not
applied
only
for
a
short
time,
as
subwide basis."
The new system alleviates the
stantial changes are envisaged by the the university is forced to dip into
squeeze for institutions with declin- Commission on Post-Secondary general revenue to carry out essential renovations.
ing enrolment, as grants will be bas- Education.
unclassified
ed on the enrolment.
previous year'sInfigures,
not
current
addition,
McNie stated that "certain
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Posting nude pic
is no protest
If The Varsity cares to attack the
sexism of medicine teaching or that
of engineers and their news paper, it
may well take a look at geographers
these present days, The picture included here is one among many
posted in the graduate lunch room
for geographers in Sidney Smith and
no doubt is meant to make female
students feel most at ease.
The posting of this collection of
pictures in the Taylor Room was
meant as a retaliation for one of
(department chairman J.) Spelt's action — him denying the right to a
technician of the department who
owns the pictures to have them up in
his private office in the Borden
Building. However, it may be said
that such a Mickey Mouse type of
student protest shows a lack of
seriousness, a lack of consideration,
and a definite lack of taste.
If the graduate students were considering ita matter of principle to
defend the right of an individual,
they could take effective courses of

i
action: complain in group to the present chairman for mistreatment of
staff, go higher up the hierarchy, or
open the matter to the public. A
policy of annoyance without any
political action is a non-policy and
only serves to discredit the student
body and reinforces professor Spelt
in his decision and general course of
action. Furthermore, such behaviour
ignores completely the feelings of
the female minority and does not say
much about the value of defending
the feelings and right of one male individual.
Claude-Francoise Marchand
(Geog. PhD D)
Marie-France Dondel
(Geog. MA.)
Linda Bunn
MA)
Holli(Geog.
Jacobson
(Geog. MA)
This is exactly
what prof said
I recently have been misquoted in
The Varsity and would like to set the
record straight. I did say that I
thought that Saiaff and the occupiers

Part ot objectionable picture. It showed full view of nude
woman's body.
FREDERICK GOFF
of the North American Congress on Latin America
will speak on

THE ROLE OF U.S. PRIVATE INVESTMENT
IN THE UNDERDEVELOPMENT
OF LATIN
THURS
DAY, AMERICA"
MARCH 15
4 p.m.
Room 1069, Sidney Smith Bldg.
PUBLIC WELCOME
Sponsored by THE LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
COMMITTEE, International Studies Programme
Mr.Goff has published extensively on Latin American affairs.

had done me and the mathematics
department a favour by stimulating
serious discussion of decisionment. making procedures in our departI did not say or imply that the
decisions regarding the three dismis als are likely to be reviewed. On
the contrary, I am not at all confident that any new procedures will
lead to a dispassionate review of
these cases (although I am strongly
in favour of such a review myself).
Also, I have not in any public
utterances quoted any of my
colleagues (and I wonder what made
your reporter think I had).
I appreciate the opportunity to
correct any false impressions that
misquotations may have given.
Prof Peter Rosenthal
(Math)
Not their fault
they surround it
The letter of Professor Morris
Wayman (The Varsity, February 19)
has avoided the issue raised by the
Arab Student Association and has
drawn an image of the Arab world in
amanner.
subjective and impressionistic
It would have been more significant had Professor Wayman criticized our view, that there is no
humanitarian justification for putting pressure on USSR to open the
door for the Jews in order to immigrate toIsrael. Such an immigration would not only increase the
possibility of war and probably make
it inevitable, but also would increase
the Israeli pressure on the
Palestinians living there to leave the
country. If the Jewish immigration
from the USSR would lead to such
effects it is our opinion that it cannot
be justified on the basis of
humanitarian principles.
Also, the letter of Mr. Wayman
was subjective and impressionistic
because it did not reach beyond his
immediate sight. For instance he
says isthatthatthethe "harsh",
unpalatable
fact
Jewish Israelis
stand
in mortal danger from religious fanatics in the Arab World spurred on
by greedy feudal barons and
power-hungry politicians and
military men. That "the Jewish
Israelis
not very stand
difficultin tomortal
see, butdanger"
that theis
Jewish Israelis stand in mortal
danger from religous fanatics in the
Arab world"
is not as easy to ofsee.theIt
seems
an oversimplification
issue.
It is a geographical and political
fact that Israel is surrounded by
Arab states. But is this a mistake on
the partroundofIsrael?theShould
Arabs,thethatArabtheystates
sur-

withdraw into an invisible world so
that the Jewish Israelis can escape
the mortal danger: In fact, the
Jewish Israelis are not in danger
because they are surrounded by
Arab states but because they have
usurped one of the Arab nations,
they have taken the Palestinian land
by force, kiiled a great number of
the Palestinians, drove another
number, and dominated the rest.
Therefore, the responsibility of the
danger of the Jewish Israelis cannot
be thrown on "religious fanatics in
the Arab world". This is deception.
The responsibility falls on the
shoulders of those who created a
Jewish nation on the bodies and
despite
the wills of the Palestinians
themselves.
It might be true that there might
be some religious leaders who are
fanatics and some greedy barons —
and our intention is not to make
them immune from criticism, but
this does not mean that they are the
source of danger fot the Jewish
Israelis and it is quite unrealistic to
make them the sole responsibles for
that while ignoring the role of the
Israelis themselves in creating the
danger for themselves as well as
creating the opportunity for some
religious leaders to be fanatics. In
addition, couching the danger in
religious terms has the disadvantage
of isolating oneself from the real
nature of the issue between the
Palestinians and the Israelis.
The Arab Student Asso cation
Thinks Israelis
after more land
I take issue with a letter appearing
in The Varsity, February 28, entitled
"Israelis only want homeland". Let
me remind the'writer of the follow1.ingThepoints:Zionists in the past 21 years
have occupied by force of arms 33,000 square miles of Arab territory
and in the process dispersed over a
million Palestinian people and
directly subjugated thousands
others. As ex-United Nations
Commissioner-General of UNRWA
John Davis wrote in the Evasive
Peace: "The extent to which the
refugees were savagely driven out by
the Israelis as a deliberate masterplan has been insufficently
recognized." Zionist leader Moshe
Dayan himself admitted that
"without iron helmets and cannon,
we would never have been able to
plant
tree or4, 1969).
build a house" (Le
Monde,a July
2. Palestinians call today for the
establishment of a democratic,
secular, and socialist state in
Palestine in which Christians, Jews,

1926 LakeshoreW.
at Windermere

Slow reaction
to downing
In response to a number of
criticisms in regard to the question
of a "double
standard"
considering the Middle
East,when
I would
like to point out that rarely has it
been so obvious as in the last while.
The shooting down of an unarmed
planeload of civilians is completely
inexcusable; yet reaction to this disaster has been slow in coming
because the plane was an Arab one.
One can well imagine the furore over
the shooting down of a BOAC or Pan
Am jet under the same circumstances, yetbecause it was a Libyan airliner, the whole event is disas anwhich
"incident",
unfortunatemis ed event
was neveran meant
to happen, etcetera. Yet, very
revealing is the difference in stories
emanating from Cairo and Tel Aviv,
and the Israelis have been caught out
a number ofsistetimes
with gross
inconncies and subtle
distortions
within the story which they tell. If
the Israelis really regret what
happened, why are they not offering
to compensate
of theveryinnocent victims,thetofamilies
the same
large extent as the money paid out to
the victims of the Arab guerillas in
Munich at the Chris
time ofRogers
the Olympics.
(Vic UJ)

survi;
STUDENT REPRESENTATION

It should mean working closely with other student
groups,dent especially the course unions, and not a stuclique.

of. oof door- kwwW«e
*r <x lot
,tVal
wM\

Philip Enros
graduate student
for Governing Council

£vr\d yourself

Mi JACK FISHER Ptesenn
Seaway Hotel
766-4392

Moslems, and humanists would live
in co-operation and equality, as opZionist
racist andposed to the
clerical
state concept
based onofthea
expulsion of the indigenous population.3. The battle in the Middle East is
not between Arab and Jew, but a
contest for supremacy in that area of
the world between the liberation
movement on the one hand, and imperialism onthe other. The struggle
for the emancipation of the Third
World has reached a new phase, and
this is what gives the Palestine
Liberation Movement a cosmic
dimension. This is clearly perceived
by the left in this country, some of
whose leaders (for example, from
the Quebec
movement)
visited
the area labour
and pledged
support
for the Palestinian revolutionary
cause.
4. Racism
antisemitism)
is not (including
a problem of human
nature, but of capitalist society. This
why Jews should break from
Zionism,nianforge
links with
movement
and thewithPalestithe
progressive forces in the rest of the
Arab world who are in the antiimperialist camp, and struggle with
them to build the new society of
tomorrow along the road of the
emancipation of all humanity.
Hedi Mizouni

•fc u>h*re ojso cue..

CALLING ALL HILLEL GRADS
MALE and FEMALE

NEW— DIFFERENT

The 1973 Hillel World Championship

HACKtSTAGE Lounge
a year-round festival of pop, rock, folk
NOW APPEARING

5 Pin Bowling Tournament
will be held on SUNDAY, MARCH 18,
AT

BANANAS
NEXT WEEK
PILOT
'5 O'CLOCK
TIME"
CASUAL
REFRESHING
ENTERTAINMENT & DANCING
N IGHTLY BREATHER
FROM

the YORK bowling center
on WILSON at WILSON HEIGHTS
to determine the male and female champions of Toronto and
all points west of Tel Aviv.
The tournament will start promptly at
9:00 p.m. (not 9:30 or 10:00 or 10:30)

tOATcH fdk.
THE S>CHEIXJU=.
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from
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campaign?
We're

Ever

wonder

P.C.

candidate

St.

George

students

why

the

all in this

together.

in

isn't telling

that

"We're

all in this together"
in 1973?
Let's see what a vote for the PC candidate means:
• It means that you endorse the $100 fee increase.
• That you endorse the raising of loan ceilings.
• That
you're Science
in favour
of cancelling summer allowances
for Health
interns.
• aIf fee
you're
a nursing
student,
it means that you support
increase
of more
than $1,000.
• favour
If you'reof aangraduate
means
increase student,
in your itown
fees.that you're in
Davis On isOct doing
.forB9 people.
21, do lomethngthings.,
tor Ontario. Support
Dna.

• for
It means
that you
support
Wright Report's provision
total state
control
of thetheUniversities.

Margaret

Campbell

discussion

and debate

peoples'

lives MUST

Margaret

Campbell

believes

that full public

of issues affecting
take

stands

place.

the best chance

of winning.
The

choice

is yours. Support

Policy - or elect someone

who

Davis'

Educational

will try to change

The
Liberal
Alternative
Do something for St. George on March 15. Support Margaret Campbell.
Margaret Campbell is doing things for people . . . not to them.
Sponsored by the University of Toronto
Committee for the election of Margaret Campbell.
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Fiscal

squeeze,

Ryerson
laysAdministrators
off and 48
ers
the union havework
tors be released
and that the CUPE
TORONTO (CUP) - Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute has laid off been in contract negotiations for members replace them.
48 maintenance workers in its latest several weeks without coming to an Moynes said this would be discussed at the bargaining table, but since
attempt to alleviate its unstable agreement. There is little doubt that
financial situation.
a settlement is even further away the private cleaners cost less, he
doubted that the Institute would
The employees, members of local after March 6's tough measures.
233 of the Canadian Union of Public
At an informal umion meeting agree to these terms. He also said
Employees, received letters March held after the layoffs were an- that there was no provision in their
allow the firing of connounced, Union spokesman Bud contract to workers
6, telling them of the news. No warand the replacing of
told the 60 workers present, them withtractedunion
ning had been given before the an- Moynes
members, as in this
that
action
had
been
inevitable
nouncement. Most of the "indefinite
case. However, under their
deficit.
layoffs",
as
the
administration
coins
because
of
Ryerson's
1.3
million
them, become effective at the end of
agreements, contract cleaners cannot be hired to replace union
March. The jobless include 39 "Somewhere along the line," said
caretakers, two carpenters, three Moynes,'*they (the Institute) just ran members.
"It's
a cutback, " said Moynes,
matrons, two painters and two pool
that the almost 59 per cent "and it isn't a matter of you people
operators. As stipulated in the outHeofsaidmoney."
CUPE contracts, the layoff will be cutbacks in staff meant a cutback in going out and somebody else coming
conducted on a seniority basis. The cleaning by five times as much. Ofletter to the workers, signed by the
fices which are regularly cleaned Many of the members believe the
director of the physical plant depart- once a day will now be taken care of layoff is a tactic for weakening the
ment, read:
once every five days, he told them, Union's bargaining position or even
"As has been publicized, Ryerson, Moynes added that the Institute was breaking the local completely.
with most other universities, is not expecting to get the same Moynes, however, disagreed with
this suggestion.
experiencing some financial maintenance it receives now.
Besides the Union maintenance A spokesman at the Wednesday
problems. In an effort to improve
our situation all departments have people, Ryerson also hires several meeting told Moynes that the
been directed to reduce expen- private companies to assist in the of- members voted on March 4 to have
fice cleaning. Several of the workers their bargaining team break off
ditures inthe forth-coming fiscal
suggested that the private contrac- negotiations if any layoffs were announced. Moynes who had been unaware of this development, said he
did not advise such action now, but
would if the Union called for it.
The resume is a marketing tool: you are the
product; and you lie offering to ei change
year."
knowledge and ability for thousands of dollars each
year. Your resume should read and look as though
you
worth the price,
the best
possibleare presentation
is justsogoodmaking
business.
Our
resumes are designed lo inform and impress and
our
goal
is
to
construe!
a
resume
that
will
invite
an
Have
interview.
you
We know what to say and how toin"
say it - with style.
telephone or write lor our Brochure
claimed

resume
desiqn
89 northdale Blvd.,
toronto M4B 1X1
Clip this now 757-2929
tor reference
telephone

your

credit?

Even if you don't pay income taxes you may benefit from
the Ontario Government's new Property Tax Credit Plan. And
you can apply only by filing a 1972 Income Tax Return.
If you are a student and 21 or over, you may be eligible
for a tax credit, whether or not you live at home. Students
under 21 may be eligible for the period they live away from
home, even though they are claimed as dependents for tax
purposes.
If you lived in a residence owned by a college, a university,
or a school of nursing you may claim $25 occupancy cost for
the year. In addition, rent paid during the year for a principal
residence off-campus may also be calculated towards your Tax
Credit.
If you haven't received your income tax kit you can pick
one up at the post office. The mauve claim form is included
in this kit and explains the Ontario Property Tax Credit Plan.
Send in both the tax return and the claim form. The sooner
you file, the sooner you'll receive your benefit.

St
I
Hon. John White
Treasurer

Ontario
Hon. William G.Davis
Premier

Hon. Allan Grossman
Minister of Revenue

TIRED OF HITCH-HIKING?
HERE'S THE SOLUTION
IB-day camping tours to the
Maritimes-June*224.00.
Departures:
9,30
July 21 Aug. 11
Sent. 1
For information, write:
ROYAL CAMPING TOURS
370 DUNDAS ST. WEST
Toronto 2B, Ontario

VIVAL
SURA threeact weeklong PlayGround
with
TIBETANS,
MECHANICS,
DAVIS,
ADELLE
THE
CHURLETTES,
SHELTER
CAPSULES I,
LAWYERS,
DOCTORS,

POETS, AND
MEDICINE MEN
MARCH 19
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unite: Waffler
workers
Quebec
Canadian,
James Laxer declared last week that between English-Canadian and the link between the English Cana- between 1608 and 1759, only one ilBy ELEANOR COLEMAN
legitimate biasrth had
occurredof itsin
dian bourgeoisie and French French Canada,
Ontario Waffle group spokesman only an anti-imperialist alliance Quebecois workers could prevent all
an example
Canada from becoming a mere Canada, fluence
he said,
and it for
was French
his in- virtue. However,
Leandre
which
secured
resource hinterland for international Canadians the language, Bergeron's recent historical
claims
French
Canadians
to bestudy
the
corporations.
and legal rights now descendents of criminals
In his lecture on Quebec in the educational,
and
considered
insufficient.
The
issues
Canadian political economy at the
exiled were
to the foisted
New World.
Ontario Institute for Studies in which proved a thom in the side of prostitutesillusions
upon
Education, the York political Confederation proved to be just as theMore
public
by
the
Duplessis
regime,
"guaranteed"
rights,
however.
science
professor traced nationalism
the evolu- Mentioning the Riel rebellion and which, while proclaiming
tion ofFrench-Canadian
nationalism and rejecting federal
to its present state of consciousness, the
problem of Manitoba's status, aid, placed advertisements in New
noting the transition irom the term Laxer asserted that many French York
newspapers inviting American
French-Canadian to Quebecois as an Canadians
participated
the movement which
crushed inLouts
Riel investment, Laxer noted.
important
identity. indication of national and the Metis.and that it was only at The 1947 Asbestos Strike opened
He divided this evolution into two the time of his trial and subsequent what Laxer considers the second
phase in Quebec nationalism,
main phases since confederation; execution that the rebel was seen as main
It revealed a newly organized union
of popular nationalism.
one, a basically defensive a symbol
movement
this time, by a
Also,
the
influx
of
immigrants
nationalism concerned with survival, from Ontario was largely responsible prominent endorsed,
Archbishop
and the other, beginning after World for the withdrawal of French Charbonneau,clergyman,
who
was forcibly
War II, which erupted into an
retired soon after by the church esfeeling. expression of national language rights throughout that tablishment.
aggressive
province, engineered by Dalton
of the Duplessis regime
Laxer described confederation as a McCarthy, Laxer remarked that andThethe end
emergence
of what was to be
Frenchtims ofMcCarthyism
Canadians were,
thus,before
"vic- called "the Quiet Revolution"
project class
of theintended
Canadianto merchant
70 years
was
finance
unite the
welcomed by English Canadians,
west with Canada in order to enlarge theSurveying
rest of the continent."
the growth of who thought, according to Laxer,
eastern markets.
in the 20th century, he that a "decent, clean, Liberal,
Georges Etienne Cartier provided nationalism
Jim Laxer calls for a united front of Canadian, Quebecois workers.
noted a movement toward Quebec reform government" was the solution to this thorn in the side of
provincial rights, as opposed to
French Canadian rights in the coun- cnfederation.
Instead, the increasing needs of
try as a whole.
The first major battle, the con- the new, emerging middle class
union
formers' of the National Farmers
PEI may
caused a crisis
in federal-provincial
scription ofFrench Canadians dur- economic
CHARLOTTETOWN
(CUP) - The certify
three persons who will be selected members
relations,
he stated, which
Union will be eligible to vote on
Prince Edward Island government by agreement between the minister matters
ing the Boer obliged
War, sawto thefightprovince's
continues
to
this
day. Laxer cited the
population
for
the
related
to
the
terms
and
has introduced legislation which of agriculture and the National
creation
of
the
Parti
Quebecois, the
Empire even though 62 out of
would establish a framework for cer- Fanners Union. One of the three conditions of a collective bargaining 65British
movement,
Ocof Quebec's members of Parlia- studenttober 1970power
tification ofthe National Farmers will by agreement be designated agreement.
crisis, the La Pressethestrike
ment were against conscription. AcUnion as bargaining agent for the chief commissioner.
A service charge will be deducted
the
following
year,
and
the
current
c
o
r
d
i
n
g
t
o
Laxer,
99
per
cent
of
from the sale of all potatoes to pay
provinces fanners.
Canadians conscripts appeal- controversy over the James Bay
Potato producers will be the first Theed fromcommissioners
office at anymaytimebe removby the for the operation of the Potato French
ed for exemption.
as conflict
examples
of this conto hold a plebiscite to certify the NFU. In such a case, a new commis- Marketing Commission, and
Laxer compared this figure to that project tinuing
of interests.
NFU as their bargaining agent under
sion or commissioner would be re- expenses incuned by the National of English Canada where, surprising- He concluded the lecture by drawthe new enabling legislation.
Farmers Union in respect of potato
appointed through negotiations marketing.
ing attention
the larger issue of
ly, 90 per cent of those conscripted working
It is the first time in Canada that between the government
class tostruggle.
and the un- After one year a petition signed by also appealed for exemption.
comprehensive legislation to enable ion.
he said, is the back door
Canada might well be "the world's of Ottawa,
Washington and New York, and
The commission would have the one-third of the registered producers greatest
to certify aagency
fanner'shas union
draftdodging nation,' he "Rockefeller
asfarmers
their bargaining
been power
can
force
a
plebiscite
on
the
plan.
If
doesn't care if Quebec
"within
the
province
to
conintroduced by any government.
trol and regulate in any and all a majority of people voting reject it, He traced Catholic nationalism of is independent or not", so long as it
It marks a significant and respects,
to the extent of the powers the plan will be discontinued.
the
post-World
War
One
era,
led
by
is
still
open
to
American investment.
quipped.Lionel Groulx, through to the
historical
in the NFU's
drive which may be vested in the commis- Each local of the NFU on Prince Abbe
When asked whether the Waffle
for full point
certified,
collectiveEdward
Island
will
select
five
rise
of
the
Union
Nationale
party
sion, the marketing of potatoes, inwould which
supportdispatched
an NDP federal
bargaining rights for all Canadian
cluding the prohibition of marketing members who are potato producers and Maurice Duplessis. Laxer group
government
troops
farmers.
who
will
comprise
a
committee
to
prevent
the
secession
of Quebec,
explainedof that
wholecommission
or in part."will be required known as the National Farmers version
"With the introduction of the in The
Frenchin Groulx's
Canadian idealized
history, Laxer sidestepped the issue,
saying
Prince Edward Island legislation, we to enter into negotiations with the Union Potato Committee to act as a French Canada had a providential that there was certainly a danger
establish the principle of certified certified collective bargaining agen- link between the Union and Potato mission.
that the NDP would make such a
collective bargaining for farmers,
A priest had even declared that
cy -the National Farmers Union. producers in the local.
and
it's
a
principle
the
other
The
legislation
is
expected
to
pass
This bargaining will result in an
move.
governments of other jurisdictions in agreement
the terms and through the house about ten days
Canada can ignore only at their own conditions stating
under which potatoes after being introduced.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
peril,"
commented NFU president, within the province will be marketRoy Atkinson.
ed.
ESSAY
SERVICES
"We're very pleased the
A new and complete fERMPAPEB
of the collective agreement
Curricula vitae: myth and pattern in autobiography
(Premier Alex) Campbell govern- willA copy
be filed with the Minister of service. Originality, quality, and
ment
introduced
this
legislation.
It's
security d late our policy.
being handled through a free vote of Agriculture.
NFU's negotiating committee
Professor Phyllis Grosskurth
the Legislature. The premier has in- is The
Phone:
961-6150 pm
Hours:
set out by the legislation as four
S atMon.-Frl.
. - s un. S am-3 pm-10
5 pm
dicated hissupport and we expect no
persons,
three
potato
producers
apProfessional Typing Done
Thursday/ March 15, at 4.10 p.m.
trouble
said. in seeing it adopted," he
pointed byIsland locals and a chair300 AVENUE ROAD
West Hall, University College .
by the NFU.
"The first referendum will be of Onlyman appointed
Coffee at 3.30 p.m.
potato producers who are
potato producers, but the legislation
2nd
floor
provides the same opportunity to
farmers producing other comities," hesaid.it would be foolish
Atkinson modsaid
tothe raise
people's
claiming
plan will solvehopes
all theby problems
VARSITY
ARENA
"j"
of Island potato producers.
N COMMUNITY
Aware of itsCHRI
weaknessSTIA
but relying
on the presence of Christ and
an important
one,
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
but"It'sstilla first
a firststep,step,
and whenever
communities in more than forty countries around the world.
you do something new, pioneer
C.I.A.U.
something, you always run into difFor information write to:
ficulties youdidn't foresee."
CANADIAN INTERCOLLEGIATE
Community of the Holy Spirit
Under the plan, the provincial
government will establish a potato
54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
NATIONAL HOCKEY
marketing commission composed of
CHAMPIONSHIP

The Varsity is now accepting orders for bound volumes of its 197273 issues. It is anticipated that the bound volumes will be ready
early April. Orders should be accompanied by a cheque orin
money order for $15.00, and addressed to The Varsitv 91 St
George St.

Varsity Blues vs. St. Mary's Huskies
Saturday, March 17th at 2:00 p.m.
Tickets on Sale Now At Athletic Office
& Varsity Arena
PRICES:
General Admission
Reserved

$1.00
$2.00
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Law ploys SMC in clutch game tonight
Mecfs,
Interfac basketball playoffs moved
into semi-final play last week. Based
on a two-out-of three games format
(for the first time), the results to
date of semi-final action show a tie
between Meds and UC at one game
apiece, while Law possesses a onegame
over the
St. Mike's.
Medsleadwon
initial outing
against UC last Thursday night by a
score of 65-62. Meds came out flying
(courtesy of their black bags some
claimed) in the game with a
devastating zone press which rolled
hack into a 3-2 zone if UC broke it.
Using this press, Meds was up by
10 at one point in the first half. This
lead was especially noticeable when

UC
tied at one
game
semi
als
After in
the game,
Birnbaum-fin
Nonetheless,
playing before an
one realizes that Meds' two starting However, they fell victim to a UC remarked
that "grabbing rebounds overflow crowd, Law went ahead by
guards, Ron Sternberg and Bobby lead of 19-2, to be down 34-24 at halfis like picking apples in a strong a score of 39-29 at halftime (Law was
Lewis, scored 14 and 13 points, time. The game was essentially over wind,
you have to time your jump up by 18 at one point).
at this point.
respectively, for the game.
However, UC closed quickly to be
strong rebounding — which and concentrate closely on the to-man
half,press
St. Mike's
full-court
down only by two at halftime. In the hadMeds'
beganman-to
played so prominent a role in Other scorers for UC included the wearIn thedownsecond
Law, and the SMC team
second half, Meds played 'straight their earlier win — was missing Fri- other
two forwards, Gordie Betcher- began to close quickly. Still,
day. The UC forwards — Joel
up' basketball to hold on for the win.
man and Joel Levitan, with 15 and 12 fell just short of victory. the rally
Lindsay Horenblas, Meds premier Levitan, Gordie Betcherman, and
tiddly wink player, scored 19 points Bill Birnbaum — badly out- points respectively. For Meds, LindAl Sternberg, the virtual one man
in the game to lead all Meds scorers. rebounded the Caskey-Horenblassay Horenblas scored 15.
Law notched
26 points
The final game of this series takes gang
For UC, the brothers Betcherman - Hibloom front wall, An observer fruit."
while for
team-mate
John Hunter
was
Mike and Gordie — hooped 22 and 14 could not help but notice how Birn- place tonight at 9 pm. For Caskey to
in 12.Larry
Replying
for (15
St.
points, respectively.
baum's presence in this game (he remain masked, Meds will have to popping
Mike's were
Trafford
get off
the finals.
floor. Otherwise, look for points), Mark Daemianczuk (14, and
Friday night was a different story,
play
in
the
first
one)
UC
in
the
however. UC rolled over Meds 5748. didn't
George
Poland
(12).
hampered Meds, as he scored 13
Just as in the first game, Meds points in addition to his strong Despite the fact that they were
"A third game, if necessary, (and
missing their star forward Jamie it probabl
jumped out to an early lead (22-15). rebounding performance.
be) between the two
Halfnight, Law stole a victory from teams
willy bewillheld
tonight at 7 pm
St.
Mike's
62-61
—
something
Law
game.
UC-Med
the
precedi
TERMPAPERS
has been doing to opponents all year. The ngsecond, and sperhaps
final,
Law
came
out
smoking
in
the
first
ACarpJian Company
half on the strength of some game of the series was played last
SERVICE
(Reg'd)
excellent outside shooting, a rare deadline.
night; too late to meet the press
PAPERS ON FILE
commodity for the lawyers.
$1.85 PER PAGE
OR
shoe &wfr<jue
Custom made orders, at reasonable
cost, prepared by our staff of college
Bias dis
cussed
FARQUHAKSON
graduates 638-3559
By CYNTHIA
time
professors next.
The
university's
recent
attack
on
discrimination against female Clarkwomen
Suite 906. 12 Goldnnch CI.
pointed out that part-time
teachers fails to adequately alleviate professors
Wlllowdale (Toronto) M2R2C4. Orti.
(both male and female)
the problem, philosophy professor are deprived of privileges enjoyed by
Lorrenne
Clark charged Friday at a full-time teaching staff, such as
meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee tenure, and paid insurance, OHIP
Complete Educational
on the Status of Women at U of T. and pension benefits, even though
Research
Service
Including
Last month the university time.
they may, in effect, be working fullallocated
raiseofwomen's
Termpaper Research,
salaries to$150,000
par with tothose
men, in She was referring to the fact that
Thesis Research, etc.
in response to complaints that major teachers are often employed partuniversity.
salary discrimination exists at the time by more than one department,
"For Research &
and therefore put in as many hours
full-time professors.
This sum applies to full-time asThis
affects women more
professors
only,
however,
and
Reference Only"
therefore does not offer any compen- significantly than men, since the
Termpapers
sation to the large numbers of majority of part-time staff is female.
women who work part-time, Clark Furthermore, part-time professors
added.
Unlimited
particularly vulnerable to drops
Moreover, discrimination against are
in enrolment, which means they are
of Toronto
women is prevalent at all levels of often not sure of being rehired until.the university, both academic and late September. Clark said.
752A Yonge Street
non-academic, psychology professor "I don't even know if I'll be
Toronto 5, Ontario
Wendy Potter told the meeting.
teaching the second half of my
"The problem is too big to deal course," said one woman who has
with all at once, so we simply con- taught English on a part-time basis
(416) 964-7328
Hours: 10:30-400
10:00-5:00 (Sat.)
(Mon.-Fri.)
cerned ourselves full-time professors at UC for the past seix years.
SPATS
first," Potter said.
She said that she feared being
The committee will attempt to time.
replaced
by a fellow teacher at any
CAMPUS
correct discrimination against partPROPRIETORS WANTED:
INQUIRE

The

WHITE AND BLACK LEATHER
ONLY S30.00

Open Thursday and Friday Nltes
C.O.D. orders accepted— Credit and Chargex cards honored
FAIRVIEW MALL
115 YONGE STREET
CEDERBRAE SHOPPING
262 YONGE STREET
1475 YONGE STREET
PLAZA (SCARBOROUGH)
ADAMS APPLE BOUTIQUE:
101 BLOORST. WEST
126 BLOORST. WEST
SHOPPERS WORLD, BRAMPTON
774 YONGE STREET
OSHAWA SHOPPING CENTRE
'"Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada of the
Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd,"

Varsity,

91 St. George St.,

A rare new collection of memorabilia adorns the walls and an
engaging mixture of patrons raise
their glasses. Lunch from noon
'til 3. And from then 'til closing, a
delightfully different daily special.
Surrounded by The Sutton Place,
on Wellesley at Bay.
The Bull and The Bear

Toronto, Ontario,
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Editor Bob Gaulhier
Phone 923-4053

s
sport

Blues
By PAUL CARSON
The Varsity
St Mary'sin
Huskies,
two Blues
teams and
undefeated
league and playoff competition this
season,dianhave
qualifiedAthletic
for the Union
CanaIntercollegiate
hockey championship.
The title game will be played
Saturday afternoon at 2 pm at Varsity Arena.
Blues qualified for the CIAU final,
the first incidentally to be staged in
Toronto, by ousting Alberta Golden
Bears in two exciting games played
before near capacity crowds of about
4,000
in Edmonton's
Varsity had
Arenaa
last weekend.
(Huskies
somewhat easier time disposing ol
Loyola College Warriors in Halifax 9-

Huskies
at Waterloo Lutheran, or decide to
2 and 9-6.)
Bob Munro was named the out- dress an additional defenceman,
Rick Cornacchia or Albie
standingbyplayertheinpress
the continget,
Varsity- either
Alberta series
Shamess.
following his two-goal performance
Tate is a proven veteran of interin Blues 5-2 opening game win and
col egiate play who has never had
bis steady penalty-killing in the se- the thrill of being on a championship
have been goCoachcond game,
Tomwhich
Watt ended
has at 5-3.
least two team. However, Bluesdefencemen
and
crucial decisions to make before shoulding withoneonlybe four
injured early in SturSaturday's face-off which marks the seriousgame,
trouble.the team could be in
fourth straight year Blues and day's
Huskies have met for the national ti- Watt's other probelm involves
tle.
goaltending, since both Bruce Dumo
■ Rightwinger Harry Sems suffered
Inness turned in outstana torn cartilege in the second game and Gary
games in Edmonton as Blues
and is definitely lost for the final. were ding
surprisingly
outshot
often
Watt could use either winger Doug careless in their own
end. and
If Durno
Tate, and OUAA all- star last season plays, it will be his final game in
meet

!.-wtL-_-,.:i._
JOCKS CI PKTDOi HtUTH «EVC_
lock*

jvp. rpo* ijvn.

Athletic building proposal, 1967-1968
This diagram shows the architectural plans for the Like other proposals before it, the building was dropped due to lack of finances.
men's athletic building as they appeared in 1968.
Mail or deliver
To: 91 St. George St.
Drop this coupon, signed and with student
number into any campus mail box, and it will be
delivered free to the Varsity office.
Campus mail boxes can be found in almost all
university buildings.
As a student involved in athletics at the University of Toronto, where over 50 per cent of the
athletic budget comes from the students, and
where only five students can be elected to a 20
member Directorate, I strongly support a majority
student voice in the UTAA Directorate.
Yes □
No □
The construction of a new men's athletic
building should be placed at the top of the university administration's priority list. The administration should appeal to the provincial government for
construction funds, and should also pay for the
maintenance costs itself.
Yes □
No □
Co-educational physical education and
athletics should be encouraged; and the men's
athletics program, the women's program, and the
School of Physical and Health Education should be
integrated.
Yes □
No □
I urge the UTAA to set up a committee with a
majority of student (athletes) to define the
priorities of the men's athletics program at the U of
Yes O
No □
Signature
ATL number

Referendum
votes count
The referendum results will be
sent
Simcoe Hall,(UTAA),
the men's
athleticto association
and
the Women's Athletic Association.
They will also be published In The
Varsity.
If tfurther
ion is desiredbackground
in order toinformaanswer
the referendum the following articles are available at The Varsity
editorial offices:
Educate bodies as well as minds,
November 15, 1972.
Jock and Jill in Toronto,
November 22, 1972.
Women play a marginal role in
sports, October 18, 1972.
Marketing athletics: how U of T
pays for its sports program,
January 10, 1973.
Hoch" unmasks spectator sports
as escapist, January 26, 1973.
Queen's31,University
athletics,
January
February —2, February
7, February 9.
University of Waterloo —
athletics, February 21, February
23.
Women pressured to open
facilities, February 28.
Admin does not support
athletics, March 2, 1973.
Fee hike pays for increase in
costs, March 7.

in

CIAU

college hockey, while Inness has one
more year of eligibility.
Blues used superior skating and
some quick scoring thrusts to
eliminate
the Bears,
youngas but
well-of
coached Golden
the best
three series ended after two games.
Varsity's record in league and
playoff
22-0.
However,games
one ofnowtheirstands
three atexhibition losses was 3-1 to St. Mary's cn
Halifax
last resulted
December.in aThe5-5 teams'
other game
tie.
Both
teams
openednoteFriday's
first
game on a cautious
as neither
Watt
nor
Alberta's
Clare
Drake
seemed to want a wide-open game.
Varsity defenceman Mike Keenan
opened the scoring midway through
the period on a soft rolling shot that
skipped
by Bears'
Barry
Richardson.
It was netminder
an unfortunate
break for Richarson who played a
solid game especially when his team
wilted in the third period.
Alberta
naud
evenedleft-winger
the scoreMarcel
in theSt.Arfinal
minute of the opening period and the
score remained 1-1 until Ivan
McFarlane put Blues in the lead to
stay,
Buba's rebound
late inconverting
the secondBillperiod.
Varsity raced to a 4-1 lead with
two goals within 70 seconds early in
the third period.
Neil Korzack and Warren Anderup Kent
for in,
a wellplacedson setwrist
shot Ruhnke
from close
and
then on the next shift Munro easily
beat Richardson after taking a
Daperfect
vies. pass from captain Gord
Munro later made it 5-1 with only
five minutes remaining but Alberta
came back
SteveDavies
McKnlght's
screen
shot aton17:44.
took a
charging penalty moments later, but
Gary
Inness continued his steady
5-2
play victory.
and Blues were full credit for a
Drake changed his tactics for the
second game
were
rewarded
with an and
early Bears
goal by Jerry
Homby. Blues seemed somewhat
uncoordinated for a few shifts, but
struck for two quick goals within 24
seconds midway through the period
and were never in serious trouble
thereafter.

final
Ruhnke assumed the unfamiliar
role of playmaker instead of goal
scorer as be set up line-mates Don
atPagnutti
13:16. at 12:52 and Keil Korzack
Bears made it interesting in the
final period with an early goal by
Gerry LeGrandeur and another
point
from McKnight
in the
final twoshotminutes.
Munro and Davies
skillfully killed off some late
penalties,
and a 5-3 victorygame.put Blues
into the championship
In
contrast,
St. Mary's
little
trouble with Loyola
as thehadHuskies
bombed at will in the 9-2 rout and
outshot Warriors 38-16 in the
freescoring final.
St. Mary's always boasts several
experienced semi-pros from the
Eastern League and has a solid twoway veteran in rightwinger Mike
Saturday's
televisedof
game
should benationally
a good display
Quinn.class
first
college hockey as both
teams feature several experienced
veterans and Huskies are one of the
few teams that can skate with the
Blues over three full periods.
"St. Mary's had a great advantage
from their fanatical home crowd for
the two games in December," Watt
said in an interview yesterday. "I
hope we can get some solid fan support on Saturday- after all Toronto
has waited a long time to host a
Blues Notes. . . Watt and Drake
coached together last year on
CIAU
final." National team that inthe Student
cluded Munro, Davies, Buba,
Richardson and Alberta center Dave
Couves . . . Durno was in goal for
the CIAU final last year when Blues
shutout St. Mary's 5-0; the previous
two title games were far closer as
Varsity needed late goals from Paul
Laurent to win 3-2 in 1970 and Brian
StJohn to take the 1971 game 54 . . ton. sellout
crowds
at boththeEdmonand Halifax
indicated
CIAU
will probably continue the present
playoff tournaments
format insteadusedof the
fourteam
in prior
years . . . Radio Varsity will also be
inhandling
addition play-by-play
to the full CBCbroadcasting
radio and
television network coverage.

SMC,
Vic in finals
attack despite the 15-9 score and St.
By PAUL CARSON
goaltender
favor ofa Mike's coach Don Pagnutti imanPulling
extra theforward
has inbecome
suit. Theseveral
conrequent hockey coaching tactic, but
cludingmediately
secondsfollowed
produced
it's not often that a game ends with exciting plays and several near misboth
ses at the two empty nets, but no
same goal
time.tenders on the bench at the further
goals were scored.
The' unexpected happened Mon- defending
The
finals
between St.
Mike'sbegin
and
champions
Victoria
day night as St. Mike's and Erin dale
tied 3-3sion Isemi-finals.
in the secondThegame
of
Divitonight
at
7:30.
tie enabled Finalists in Division II have also
SMC to advance to the Jennings Cup been settled as PHE B meets Law H
6final
victory.
on the strength of an earlier 12- Thursday evening also at 7:30. The
squeaked past Graduate
Erindale was expected to play jocks
Studies 2-1 on goals by footballer
strictly offensive hockey but the Mark Ackley and Brian Walters; Al
team seemed totally psyched out by Molto replied for SGS.
the St. Mike's decision to play defen- The intermediate league is still in
second reound action but six
sive hockey in spite of the Irish's six- quarter-finalists
were decided in
goal
lead.onIn fact,
a shot
goal Erindale
for the didn't
first get11 games last week.
minutes, while John McCarthy's two Results:
goals
gave St. Mike's
the total-goals
series. a 14-6 lead in
Erindale did get one goal back Meds
Meds BE 64
SMC F0
from captain Mike Mathe but SMC Trin
Vic IVB 38 6
Eng Sci Grads 0
forward Paul Kahnert clinched the Emmanuel
series with a clever goal while his Grungies 3
Business
own
short. team was playing two men
Vic VI 01
intermediate games are
Erindale pulled its goaltender in VicUpcoming
V-Scarboro
tonight atat 9:30.
9:30 and
the final minute for one last ganging Meds-PHE
C Thursday
For B 21
Wycliffe

Shepherd
no

wants

students

on

tribunals
By HANDY ROBERTSON
Academic Affaire Committee chairman R.M.H. Shepherd is attemp■ ting
to prevent
students off
from being ens
allowed to sit on tribunals judging5
on academic
students
A paper presented to the committee Tuesdayes.
by Shepherd claim*
that students charged with academic offences "should
mainly, if not entirely, by those most competent for thisbe"taskjudeed
members of the teaching staff, in whose hands decisions in matters ieof
evaluation nave always rested and surely must continue to rest "
The paper defines academic offences as "offences of fraud or misrepresentation committed by students, connection with their
academic work, for the purpose of obtainingin unjustified
in a
course or improper credit towards a degree, or any otherstanding
object e e
admission
to
another
fac
'
ult
y".
The move came as Academic Affairs considered the Internal Affairss'
Committee s proposal for a discipline system,
which is expected to be
decided on by the Governing Council by summer
Although Internal Affairs ran into criticism for not differentiating
between types of protest to be banned,
implement recommen
dations from the three-year-old Campbellit did
majority of any body judging students. Report that students be a
Sheperd claims that the presence of students on the tribunal cannot
be justified on any academic principle or logical
He claimed that a tribunal would have no credibilitanalogy"
y in the eyes of
academics, if, for example "it were composed of three first-year
undergraduates andtwo instructors drawn from various professional
faculties and non-humanities departments of Arts and Science and
charged with the duty of judging a case of alleged plagiarism in an esTHE

Therolesof research and teaching are the urgent issue, new SAC president Anderson said.
"
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Publish

or

perish
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say on Restoration Comedy."
He envisaged that a tribunal for such a case might easily "comprise
one lecturer and two first-year
drawn from dentistry, forestry
and nursing, plus one lecturer students
and a first-year student
drawn with rninimal experience inincommerce
literary
questions."
The proposal makes a distinction between
academic and nonacademic affairs, in direct opposition to the Internal
Affairs Committee's intention. Internal Affairs recommends a single university
tribunal which
would
deal
with
all
offenses
"in
which the university is
uniquely involved or affected as an academic institution."
Academic Affairs student member Brian Morgan charges that
Shepherd "trying to pretend that there is no difference between
asigning a isgrade
and judging whether there has been
regulations which deserves the imposition of a penalty." a breach of
"Right
are becoming
does". confused," he said, "with the qualia student
workwrong
ty of the and
Academic Affairs Committee graduate member John Morton claims
that the proposals are clearly an attempt by university academics including Shehherd, John Dove and William Dunphy to
or extend their power. He said that the issue was plainly amaintain
jurisdictional
"There are no-criticisms, no proposals from the Academic Affairs
Committee faculty members
thaj cannot be answered procedurally
within
Morton thesaid.structures proposed by the Internal Affairs Committee "
"The peer structure is flexible" Morton said, "it allows students to
be judged by a tribunal with
a majority of students, and academics by
a tribunal with a majority of academics."
The
problem
Academic Affairs."is "just that there are too many academics on
"The Internal Affairs Committee is more representative of the university community," Morton said. Twelve of the 25-member body are
academics
only two of the 12 Internal Affairs Committee
faculty.
members arewhile
Morton said that a number of lay people on the Internal Affairs
Committee are angry since their committee was
given the task
of formulating discipline codes and structures by clearly
the Governing Council.'
Morton said that the lawyers present at the meeting — Professors
Stanley Schiff and J.B. Dunlop and representatives
from Cassels,
Brock, the university's solicitors — opposed Shepherd's proposals.
The law system works by jury by peers, has for hundreds of years,"
he noted. "Experts are called in as witnesses, but judgment is always
peers."said that he tried unsuccessfully
byMorton
a number of times to move
approval of the Internal Affairs proposals so that the jurisdictional
issue could be decided by the Governing Council.
Morgan noted that "each committee is trying
the issue of
jurisdiction for the other", and that it was futile tofordefine
them to try to do
Academic Affairs Tuesday decided that academic discipline is its
proper concern.
i K also agreed to have a working group precisely define academic discipline and academic offences which would be subject to academic discipline. The working group will report to the committee at its March
27 meeting.

in

math

By DAVID WISE
bitrary departmental decisions has there were several departments in
SAC president-elect Bob Anderson decreased, he added, with the recent the faculty which were "notorious"
arbitrary tenure policies. He was
yesterday told the Governing Coun- establishment of curriculum com- for
mit e s inmost departments, with heard to have said that on occasion,
cil that "research (is) interfering
over
the objections of departmental
with teaching" in the mathematics considerable student representation. chairm
en, he had forced
department.
The math department, however,
Anderson, also a fourth year math stated Anderson, implemented a uni- departments to release the reasons
for
refusal
to rehire or grant tenure,
form grading scheme for first year
student, was one of two students to
address the council on the occupa- courses without ever consulting the to the concerned faculty member.
math curriculum committee, upon Greene then labelled this right to
tion of math department offices which
he sits.
which ended a week ago.
"a basic human right."
"Research is important in the uni- Arts and science dean Bob Greene information,
Fourth year math student Phil
versity initself, and insofar as it briefly expressed his disappontment Murton
told
council
that the occupapositively contributes to the teaching at what he labelled "the irresponsition alone forced the department to
ble statements based on hearsay negotiate
•
stated.
he
faculty,"
of
abilities
with
the
students.
The most important issue at stake evidence," that Anderson had made.
He expressed concern that the new
in the occupation, he said, was the He specifically alluded to Anderson's
code, now being conof teaching and research statement concerning tenure disciplinesidered incommittees
by the couninrelationship
the university.
cil, would not distinguish between
Two professors who were refused procedures.
He said, however, that he had not violent
and
non-violent
tenure, David Spring, and Michael been aware that Anderson and MurMather, have said that the only in- ton would be speaking to the council demonstrations, "and would make
dications they received of the
peaceful andsuchnon-disruptive
demonstrations
as our own, ilhe was deal
not inwitha posireasons for their denial were their and stated'that
tion
to
"sufficiently
the
supposed
failure
to
publish
enough
charges"
Anderson
and
Murton
research. The occupation demanded made.
With no debate from council
Greene last night stated that he members, an executive motion afthat they be given tenure, that
another dismissed professor be found only the section of Anderson's
firming that "established rules and
rehired, and that better quality statement dealing with the procedures on appeals" should be
adhered to was passed.
teaching
be
instituted
in
procedure
of
tenure
committees
to
first
year
courses.
and that he had no The motion also encouraged the
Anderson stated that the way be irresponsible,
to the rest of what Ander- administration to "continue their
tenure procedures are now establish- objections
son had to say. He said that he constructive attempts toward resolued in certain departments the objected to "the general tone of the
legal."
tion of the substantive issues inteaching ability of a faculty member statements
concerning the conduct
volved inthe dispute."
- colleagu
is judgedessolely
upon
what
his
or
her
of tenure committees", which he
know of it.
Anderson expressed concern for said were "made without real
the individual rights of faculty up for In an interview last night, Andertenure. According to him,
in certain
son noted that no departments, aside Pigeons come to
departments the teachers being con- from
sociology, have students on roost at Varsity
evidence."
sidered fortenure "do not know
their staffing committees, and that
are on the tenure committees, who
are
not
all
have student course Varsity staff should home in on 91
not allowed to make submissions to
St George at one this afternoon as
these committees, get lawyers to evaluations so that tenure com- staff
meeting.holds a very Important
mittees have some idea of students' the paper
represent their interests to these
of
professors.
committees, or even get the reasons judgment
Asked whether there were specific Election of next year's production
for refusal of tenure, once that deci- departments
whose tenure policies staff and details of this year's
sion
been
made."
has
top the afternoon's agenda.
Anderson said the occupation was warranted Anderson's charges, banquet
Greene
said,
"All
departments very
take Remember, there is only one more
the direct result of an unwillingness their tenure decisions
staff
meeting
year. toSo,rackdon't
to negotiate or consult with the stumiss out on thisthischance
op
dent body on a matter that directly Greene was earlier overheard, another one.
affected it. The incidence of ar- however, admitting to Anderson that
seriously."
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HERE
TODAY
10 am
Professor Pradip Sinha, of the Rabindra
Bfiarati University, Calcutta, will give a seminar
on "The 'Comprador' Elite in the Social and
Cultural
Development
2076, Sidney
Smith. 1 pmof Calcutta". At Room
Free infilm:Roomentitled
'Face of an addict' will be
shown
(19
Russell St.), 105 -of the Pharmacy Building
1:10 pm
Euchanst, Atsponsored
by the Student
Christian
Movement.
(he Hart
2:10 House
pm Chapel.
of SciencebyLecture:
"How Not to
MakeHistory
Science
Professor
Dainton,
F.R.S. Policy"
At Room 2158
MedicalSir Frederick
Sciences
Auditorium.
4 pm
Graduate Students'
Unionandat Cheese
16 Bancroft
Ave.Thety.invites
to a Wine
Note: We everyone
have imported
wines and beersPar-as
well as your favourite6:15domestic.
pm Till 7 pm.
Lichet Benchen at Hillel House, 186 St.
George Street. 7 pm
Kartoteka (personal file) by Tadeusz
Rozewicz, presented
founder ofbytheARABESKA
Theatre ofStudent
NonSequitur,
Theatre in Polish at U.C. Playhouse. 79 St.
George Street. Free7-30Admission.
pm
U of T Progressive Conservative Association
Meeting:West.
guestAt speaker
PeterDebates
Reilly MPRoom.for
Ottawa
the H3rt isHouse
Free Coffee,
SMC FilmJaneClubFondapresents
Pakula's
"Klute"
DonaldAlanSutherland.
In Carr with
Hall. Admission8 pmisand$1.00.
The Nunnery opens at 73 St. George Street.
Dance toprices.
'56 FORD. Come early and enjoy our
reduced
The sounds of a drunken orgy thrown by
Canadian rock group Lighthouse. They give their
impressions
and feelings
cept of Lighthouse.
U of ofT theRadiomusic820andAM con-on
campus and 96.3 on Rogers cable FM.
Public rally in the OISE auditorium to
welcome the 300 delegates to the CrossCanada
the Canadian
Coalition Conference
to Repeal theof Abortion
Laws. Women's
Everyone
welcome to hear prominent speakers from all
aspects of the movement. At 252 filoor St. W.
9 pm
One of onseveral
proliferating
the west"freecoast,businesses"
the Jellyroll
Press kept the San Francisco area illuminated
with leaflets, posters and pamphlets done in rich
colours and with great skill. You can hear how
the press works without money on U of T Radio.
Oneg Shabbat at the Shaarei Tefillah
Synagogue on Bathurst will include Rabbi
Berglas as guest speaker.
MO pmSponsored by Yavrteh.
Frank Zappa philosophizes and makes music
as only he can, Whipping it out, he relates such
tasty
tidbits the
as "ThesameCosmic
— aboutnowas
farts^have
atomicFart"consistency
exploding
Zappa — the man and his
music on Unovas.
of T Radio.
SATURDAY
730 pm
A realized disciple of Guru Maharaj Ji will
speak ofabout
of Truth" within
each
us. AttheOISE."Knowledge
8 pm
Dance-sponsored
the U of T Homophile
Association.
At the Hartby House-Music
Room. Admis ion is$1.50.
SUNDAY
1000 am
The' Cross-Canada Conference of the Canadian
Women's
Coalition
Repealuntilthe3 Abortion
Laws continues in Sid toSmith
pm. All

WHAT

AND

NOW

women are welcome.
noon
Survival: The piano stylings of Hank Bull Pizza
Pizza Lounge. At Bloor2 pm& Spadina.
Yavneh invites you to assist in the delivery of
'ShalachSinaiManot'
(PurimMeetPackages)
the New
Mount
Hospital.
at Hillel atHouse
at 2
7 pm
Waffle Public Lecture Series on The Political
Economy ofandCanada.
Mel Watkins on "Canadian
resources
At Room
N201 OISE. underdevelopment".
pm.
7 pm
Thogple. Realpresents
evening Atof Bathurst
music andStreet
peofood by anJubilation.
United Church, a block south of Bloor. Donation
$1.00. Proceeds to7:15
TAN.C.pm
SMCsion Film
Club
presents
Don Siegel's
"Invaof the
BodyWynter.
Snatchers"
with
Kevin
McCarthy
and
Dana
In
Carr
Hall.
Admission — senes ticket or 50 cents. Again at 9:30
7:30 pm
A disciple of Guru Mahataj Ji will speak about
the
of Truth" within each of us. At
the "Knowledge
McLaughlin Planetarium.
pm.Intermediate conversational Hebrew at Hillel
House. 186 St. George8 pmStreet.
Poetry Reading by Robert Peters, author of
"The Sow's Head", and editor of "The Letters of
John
At theby Hart
south Addington
sitting room.Symons".
Sponsored
the UHouseof T
Homophile Association.9 pm
Club is located
presentingat (Wilson
its bowling
nightHillel's
at YorkGradBollorama
and
Wilson Heights Streets)
All
welcome.
MONDAY
11 am
Survival: Shelter Capsule 1 at Back Patio
Rochdale is a really fantastic week long slide trip
with
models, demos,
plasticandstraws
toys, tools
and instruction
on domes
structures.
' 11pmpm
Survival: Push and Probe Series on Noise
Pollution,
Crescent. at Pollution Probe, 43 Queen's Park
Prof. Mikio Sumiya will speak on Student
Rebellion
Sitting Room, Hart
House. in Japan. At2 South
pm
Survival: Push and Probe Series recycling
Slide Show. At Pollution Probe, 43 Queens Park
Crescent.
3 pm
Survival: Push and Probe Series Energy and
Resources slide show on the North and discussion oj pipeline issue. At Pollution Probe, 43
Queens Park Crescent.
"CHINA,
1972"; a talk
by Professor
Peter
Mitchell, Coordinator
of East
Asian Studies
Programme, York University. (Slides, recorded
music, multiple projectors & screens) At Room
315, DeptTextbook
of East Store).
Asian Studies, 280 Huron St..
(above
Survival: Rise and Fall4 pm
of the Great1 Lakes, one
year Med.
trip through
Atman'sRoom3003154
Sci. Lake Ontario Film.
Survival: Push and6-30Probepm Series Urban Team
will have an open discussion.
At Pollution Probe,
43 Queens Park Crescent.
Hillel's Kosher supper. Please186reserve
by 5
pm.
St George
Street.today. At Hillel7:30House,
pm
Survival: Napoleon, a Mexican folksinger
followed by Living Arrangements. Wilf Pelletier
will give an address and telephone number.
Featuring Phil & Pat, Jeff & Jane, Oscar & Jan,
Paul & Anne, Jack & Ethel French Fulford Har-

BC & 1 methane farmer. At New College,
Wilsonbour Hall.
Table Tennis Club General Meeting. At the
East
CommonNew Room,
Refreshments.
committeeHart
to be House.
elected.
Everyone
welcome.
A realized disciple of Guru Maharaj Ji will
pm ofSciences
speak
Truth" within
each
ofaboutus. theAt "Knowledge
the8 Medical
Bldg.
Auditorium.
Major
(ret.) Indar
Rikhye, inPresident oftheGeneral
International
Peace JitAcademy
New
York and former Military Adviser to the
Secretary;Genera! of the United Nations, will
speak
on "TheandStruggle
International
NationalTo Maintain
initiatives,Peace:
and
Private Efforts". General Rikhye has a very
broaded withbackground
in
peacekeeping,
having
servUN Force in Gaza/Sinai, Congo, West
10Cyprus.
pm At Room 2172,
Irian, Yemen
Medical
SciencesandBuilding.
Survival: A Killaloe Mountain band. At Innis
College 63 St, George11 Street.
am
Survival: Shelter Capsule 1 at back patio
Rochdale.
A
really
fantastic
slide trip
with models, demos plastic week
strawslongtoysrtools
and instruction on domes and structures. Ask for
Jerry or Bob, 11:00 am
Major ofGeneral
(ret,) IndarPeaceJitAcademy
Rikhye,
President
the International
in New York and former Military Adviser to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, will
give a seminar on "Peacekeeping: Past
ExperienceMassey
and College,
Future Prospects".
At Upper
Library,
noon 4 Devonshire Place,
Meetingtheofreasons
the Baha'ifor Club.
All invited. We will
discuss
2 pmfasting. At Sid Smith,
Room 2047.
Survival: The Politics of Food with Karma CoOp. Whole Earth, Oasis. Dominion Store and
people.
At South
Room,Series
Hart House.
Survival:
Push Sitting
and Probe
Recycling
Slide Show: plant in Franklin Ohio; discussion of
Metro garbage crisis.3 pmAt Pollution Probe, 43
Queens Park Crescent.
Survival: slide
Push show
and Probe
Resources
on theSeriesnorthEnergy
and and
the
pipeline
issue.
At
Pollution
Probe,
43
Queens
Park Crescent. 4 pm
Survival Cooking Class with Rosemary. Stan
& theHousetoadstools. At the South Sitting Room,
-Hart
Public lecture by Mikio Sumiya of Tokyo
Trinity.
University, on "Confrontation of Christianity and
Traditionalism in Modem4 pmJapan." At Seeley Hall,
by the NF8.
At Survival:
Room 3154Bethune
Med. Documentary
Sd,
Survival: Push and Probe Series Urban Team
open
discussion. Pollution Probe, 43 Queens
Park Crescent.
7 pm
Beginners Guitar 7:30
workshop.
At Hillel House,
186 St. George Street. pm
Survival: Michael Kearns, philosophy lecturer,
sings country & western ballads; followed by The
City & thechairedNeighbourhood,
by Jim Harding.an AtironicNew juxtaposiCollege,
Wilsontion Hall.
8:15 pm
Advanced Guitar Workshop, At Hillel House
186 St. George Street.10 pm
Survival: James Hartley Blues Band A Dance
at Innis College, 63 St. George Street.

ARE
PURIM

YOU GOING
TO BE

ART GALLERY
TONY
ELEANOR& BATIKS
PAINE
CYCLOPANDEXHIBITION
PRINTS
UNTIL MARCH 20
GALLERY HOURS: Mgndiy, 11 a.m. - 9
Tuesday to Saturday, 11 a.m. - 5 p.r
Sunday, 2 p.m.- S p.m.

INFORMAL DEBATE
THURSDAY, MARCH 22
2 P.M. DEBATES ROOM
"RESOLVED THAT GREEN

TABLE TENNIS CLUB
OPEN MEETING
MONDAY,
MARCHROOM,19
EAST COMMON
7:30 - 11 p.m.
REFRESHMENTS-ALL WELCOME

CLASSICAL CONCERT
PIANO TRIOS
by Beethoven,
TUES., Schumann,
MARCH Martlnu
20
MUSIC ROOM, 1 P.M.

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS
STARTS AT
8:30 P.M.

ESP and
parapsychology:
a day with the
experts
Satuiday,
17.
Con9t30carta.m.Hall,-3:March30 p.m.
Edward Johnson Building
Seminar73
Trinity College
InttiEUe
Pjr«Eythd0Of.
Dr. J. B.lor Rhine
Speakers:
Allan
Spiaggett
Canon Puxley
Prol C. W Webb
Call
Oltioa of Convocation.
928-2651
Tieketi •

■j" CHRIST
Aware of its weakness butIAN
relying onCOMMUN
the presence ofITY
Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.
For information write to:
Community of the Holy Spirit
54 Clarendon Avenue. Toronto, Ontario
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Eng
faculty
scuttles
course
development of interdisciplinary
By BRIANE N ASCV10K
Stoicheff said that "if we would of occasions he had offered to talk courses.
as INI 203.sistently voted against" courses such
The Faculty of Engineering has have known that 313 and 413 were to to the Faculty of Engineering about
Law
professor
R.E.
Scane
felt
that
course,
but
he
was
never
apparently arbitrarily, and without be offered, we would have done the the
expressed his "faith in Inthe sub-committee should pass all Greene
consultation, decided to prevent its same thing. If that is the 'kind of invited to do so.
nis College
andInnis
its courses".
He said,
"I
feel
that
College presents
was
receiving
credit
for
studying
course
offered
under
independent
students from taking an independent
the interdisciplinary courses, "with something very
scuba
diving.
Most
valuable
and
very
of
the
faculty
studies course for credit.
reluctance",
and
send
a
report
instudies, I am very, very worried." seemed displeased with the idea that
cluding the question raised about the valuable academically, in the univer"Engineering students will not be Stoicheff said that next year's academic
courses,
to
the
Academic
^Affairs
credit
should
be
given
to
allowed to take INI 213, for credit, engineering calendar would have a such a study program.
Committee.
"^Because most of the debate connote to students, telling them they
next year",
professor
cerned the "scuba diver", a majority
Victoria
College
principal
Jack
Chemistry
professor
John
Dove
Stoicheff
said physics
Wednesday
eveningB.P.at couldn't
the course.
said that a distinction must of the courses were not discussed by
a meeting of the Curriculum Stan- When takereached
said, "One can clearly see what Robson
yesterday,
the
committ
be
made
between
the
INX
offered
by
ee.
should
not
be
credited
by
this
unidards Sub-Committee of the Goverversity." inreference to INI 203. He the Interdisciplinary Studies depart- The problem now goes to the
ning Council. His announcement was engineering associate dean G.B.
Academic
Affairs
Committee which
ment and INI (Innis) courses, and
the first indication arts and science Craig said that he knew "the suggested the committee discuss
the courses offered by the other will decide the fate of Interdean Bob Greene received of the problem
was
under
study,"
but
had
"where
to
draw
the
line,
and
who
been advised of the decision, and
disciplinary Studies.
move, and he was noticeably sur- not
had not seen the calander. He could should draw it" concerning the colleges. He said that he had "conprised.
not give "a definite answwer" to
sity."
year's equivalent
INIINI203,213,isnext
an independent
studiesto who made the decision, and if the
course offered by Innis College, policy was definite.
which allows students to set up their There are at present 11 engineerGreene
delays tenure appeals
own programs. They can choose to
ing students enrolled in the course.
be graded by the pass/fail system or
Arts
and
science
dean
Bob
Greene has held up Courses Committee set up after the recent math ocGreene
said
that
he
had
"not
been
by numerical grade.
The Innis independent studies sion.
cupation voted to increase the potential weight
informed previously" of the deciweeks.math professors' tenure appeals nearly two
two
given to term marks.
course has had a history of conDavid Spring, who along with Michael Mather
The committee passed a motion Wednesday mortroversy within the university. Three
Innis College registrar David King
was denied tenure last spring, says that the two
ning recommending that final marks in Math 134,
years ago its grades were rejected by "regretted that the Faculty of
have not yet been allowed to get information
135 and 139 be computed by weighing the higher of
the faculty council of arts and Engineering had not consulted with
promised to them on which to base appeals. They
term and exams marks at nearly two thirds. The
science, and ail students received Innis College before making the
formally requested this information March 5, but same resolution was passed at the committee's
only a pass.
decision". He said that on a number
have not yet received a reply from Greene.
Monday meeting (it meets every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8 am in Sid Smith 1085) for math
Granting tenure to them, and the rehiring of dismissed math professor Stephen Salaf f was a key de- 130.
m
a
n
d
i
n
the
math
department
occupation
ended
a
The committee, which was established by math
GC
approves
week ago.
chairman George Duff as a concession to the ocIf the dean allows them to appeal, they can be
voted "almost
enthusiastically"
granted tenure only if president John Evans
proposals cupiers,
to alter
the percentage
composition forof
decides to do so. He can only act if a committee
final marks in first year math courses, according to
Scor
credit
system
decides the original denial was improperly arrived
Salaff.
The Governing Council yesterday Brian Morgan, no one could provide
at.
Salaffare noted
that only
the advice
committee's
gave final approval to the credit the members of the executive comSalaff
has
also
not
received
a
reply
yet
from
which
technically
to math decisions,
chairman
mittee with sufficient information
system at Scarborough College, after
Greene,
from
whom
he
requested
and
open
hearing
George
Duff,
will
probably
be
implemented,
since
it followed the committee trail for pertaining to Scarborough's new
Duff
voted
for
the
measures.
on
his
case
in
front
of
a
parity
committee.
However
over three months.
it
is
reported
that
Greene
has
called
this
suggestion
At a general meeting yesterday, math students,
The motion recommended that system.
"ridiculous".
However, at the Governing Coundeclared: "We have won substantial gains in first
A
general
meeting
of
math
students
yesterday
"students
of
Scarborough
College
be
year
reforms and increased concern for
cil meeting,
Scarborough's
permitted to proceed towards a
agreed Salaff would have been rehired had students teachingexamby the
Campbell
reassured principal
council
department which would not have
degree at a rate of their own choos- Ralph
been
on
the
body
that
decided
not
to
renew
his
conwith more facts about enrolment
happened without the occupation of chairman
ing except that a maximum of six full and
tract,
since
he
is
held
to
be
a
good
teacher.
financial aspects of the system.
courses can be taken in the winter
The meeting also called for a rally in the Sid Duff's office."
more fully insession for credit and a maximum of After becoming
Salaffpleteadded
that ofthethedecision
Smith foyer Tuesday at noon, to which Greene and
ed, the governors endorsed the
endorsement
principles"represents
myself andcomthe
two full courses in the summer ses- proposal, formwhich
math
chairman George Duff have been invited.
had been submitted
The students decided to ask Duff at the rally why occupation stood for". He also considered the comsion
be
approved."
by
the
Academic
Affairs
Committee.
Last week the Executive Committee "went further" by passing an amendment to
no students committee
sit on the department's
governance
the mark.
best five out of six tests in determining
mit e of the Governing Council St. Michael's College president
structures
set up in response
to the and
oc- count
the
term
John Kelly feared that introduction
recommended
that Scarborough's
cupation's demand that students be allowed to sit.
credit system should
not be im- of the credit system was the "first
Although committee attendance has dropped in
on all decision-making bodies in the department.
plemented until the report of the step in the implementation of the
The committee is meeting today in camera.
half since the first meeting, Salaff felt the atPlanning and Resources Committee trisemester system," which he
The
math
department
appears
to
be
relaxing
its
mosphere was "fairly
for discussion" on
was received.
at futureopen
meetings.
demands on first year students, as the Service teaching quality
labelled arejected
"sure thismoney
loser."
According to student Governor Campbell
assertion.

Campbell
sweeps
St George
By PAT REDICAN
landslide edged
victoryAdams.
and at Vic "she did credit to the party". He said that
"We're on our way back," narrowly
"a strong antiThe
Liberals
also
won easily in the election reflected
Margaret Campbell's workers told
undercurrent"
addeach other last night after recovering Huron, the only other by-election, government
ed that "there
are a greatand many
from the surprise of a double Liberal with the Tories finishing second and ridings in this province where it will
victory in yesterday's provincial by- the NDP third.
be so though
•elections.
had for
less us."
to say. After
"It was people protesting against notMcMurtry
Campbell took St. George with 9,- the Davis government," said conceding defeat at 8.15, he spoke to
408 votes, well ahead of second place Campbell, returning to a theme she about 300 dejected supporters: "I'm
finisher Progressive Conservative has stressed throughout the cam- sorry I couldn't do a little better. I
candidate Roy McMurtry. McMurknew
he said.it would be a difficult fight,"
try, who was favoured to win, had 7,- paign.
"This was no Big Blue Machine;
434 votes and Ellen Adams of the this
was an organization of in- workers
However,
NDP finished a distant third with
were most
amazedof atMcMurtry's
their candividuals, working hard and working
over 4,338. Western Guard and com- with enthusiasm," she said as she
didate's po r showing.
munist candidates trailed badly, ac- stood in her campaign headquarters one"I commented.
thought it would be a shoo-in,"
flanked by provincial Liberal leader
results. cording to these almost complete Robert
Allan Lawrence, the former St.
Nixon, individually thanking
Communist party of Canada the workers who came forward to George Conservative MPP whose
(Marxist-Leninist) candidate Hardial shake her hand.
resignation caused the by-election,
Bains led Communist Party
At 8 pm, an hour after the polls dropped in to offer his condolences.
"We've won before, and we've lost
Canada flag-bearer Brian Mossopof closed, Adams told about 100
100 to 86. Right-wing John Ross workers that the massive media federal
before",
jtnused Lawrence, now a
Taylor
campaign the Liberal party had Back MP.
votes. of the Western Guard got 83 sponsored
at Liberal headquarters,
had contributed largely to
Less than 40 per cent of the voters
loss. "We have met the Big Blue spirits were running high as various
bothered to cast their ballots in spite her
Machine again and as well we have Liberal luminaries as well as Adams
of temperatures reaching into the had our first contact with the Big and McMurtry dropped by to offer
high 60's and extensive media Red Liberal Machine;" said Adams. their congratulations. g
publicity on the campaign.
Adams blamed the loss on both "This is just what the party J
St.
Michael'
s,
Victoria
College,
McMurtry's
to run on the needed," said Toronto Executive ■=
and the Married Students issues ("He ranfailure
as a close friend of committee alderman Art Eggleton. J
residences were the only university Bill
Davis") and the fact that "every "This
us on theso way
"It will
was start
not nearly
closeback."
as I *
Pflb in the riding. The Charles time I raised an issue, the Liberals
thought
it
would
be,"
added
U
of
Jtreet residences went to the NDP
science professor StephenT
the Liberals, with stole
3-2 over
by about
NDPit." leader Stephen' Lewis political
we
Tories^,
distant
third. AUSt. appeared
later to congratulate Clarkson. "I thought we would wuij Daws' favourite son bites the dust Tory Roy McMurtry spites after being
Mike's, Campbell recorded' a Adorns, calling Ker "a candidate who but by a couple of hundred votes." humbled by Liberal Margaret Campbell in last night's St. George by-election.
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Nothing

Faculty
Faculty conservatives have lined
up their forces to try to sabotage an
internal Affairs Committee
proposal giving students a majority on discipline tribunals judging
students.
Shepherd told the Academic Affairs Committee, in a. paper
presented Tuesday, that students
charged with academic offences
should be "judged mainly, if not entirely, bythose most competent for
this task, i.e. members of the
teaching staff". He did not,
however, take issue with teaching
staff having a majority on
tribunals judging faculty charged
with academic offences.
Thisjs not the first time Governing Council teaching staff
representatives have thrown
reason to the wind to champion
self-interest. During the summer,
the faculty representatives fought
an unusuccessful battle to
them an absolute majority on give
the
Academic Affairs Committee.
Then, as now, they refused to concede that non-professional academics could possibly do justice to

wrong

when
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they benefit

fight
student
ority
Furthermore, experience maj
consideration of academic matproves
ters; the guild mentality persists. tha|, if anything, students are structure: judgment by one's
harder on their peers than are
Academic Affairs has been given
Trial by one's
peers ofis ajustice.
long- professors. Courses in which stu- until
peers. the end of the month to
established
principle
dent tutorial leaders grade other
the Internal Affairs'
Yet, Shepherd and his colleagues students are those in which marks examine
proposals. They should not waste
refuse to grant students the right to are lowest. Similarly
conserva
,
tive
their
time
with the petty
judge fellow students, unless facul- faculty might very well find that objections ofdealing
conservatives
ty have a dominant voice on the dis- those students serving on the dis- — even whenfaculty
such conservatives
cipline tribunals.
cipline tribunals were less un- happen to include their committee
derstanding ofacademic breaches chairman. They should instead
There can be no justification for
concern themselves with the disthis position. To date, students ser- by their peers than they were.
ving on university governing strucMoreover, the pompous attitude
cipline pjan's academic aspects,
tures, for example, have given no conservative faculty have adopted especially its prohibition against
example of neglecting reason for — that they alone know best — student occupations and sit-ins and
self-interest, sacrificing relevant poses a real threat to the develop- the accompanying threat of expulfor engaging in such
academic pursuit for chicanery.
ment of any kind on meaningful sion
manifestations of dissent.
university
community.
The
teachFaculty, on the other hand, have
ing staff can offer no credible
If the cipline
university's
disdisgraced themselves of late by
structure is eventual
to have any
position their retheir constant obstructionist, rationale for the
meaning, it must be acceptable to
p
r
e
s
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
s
h
a
v
e
adopted.
myopic tactics designed to protect
the university community. And
There are serious shortcomings
their already too secure positions.
despite the conservative
faculty's
to concede this
point
During the Governing Council's to the Internal Affairs' proposed unwillingness
day care debate, for example, behaviour code; we have dealt with it must enjoy student support. No
teaching staff governors opposed them earlier. However, as for the longer will — or indeed should —
university expenditures in this mechanics for resolving internal teaching staff conservatives be
area, insisting academic spending discipline problems, we would able to deny students their
(read: their salaries) was a more agree that the committee has legitimate voice in the running of
important priority.
evolved a reasonable and fair this university.

Friday, marcn m,

Cadario's blanket
That's the problem with the Olym we should abolish Christianity
t that the pics:
Greene cooled
"Advisory Bureau statemen
Jean Drapeau is promoting because many North American
is not providing; them.
churches
the kind of counselling required" callous The Montreal mayor has landlords
. have become slum
down situation
betrays
ly abandoned his people to
an insensible negligence and
r and disease. After merrily Sport is not necessarily elitist
Once again by smooth ad- marked bias to evidence which sure- squalou
rninistrative
action, a student crisis
ly points to the contrary. More peo- overspending his Expo budget, he In recent years, top athletes in
has been temporarily cooled out.
ple than has been the case previously presented the taxpayers of Canada many countries have supported
are requesting advice and
struggles to increase playing opporan additional bill
Dean Greene's
it with
tunities for ordinary people. In
million. Now, he wants toofdo $123
from the bureau. It would getting
ago Wednesday performance
in the foyer a week
the
be only same
Sid proper
for the Olympics. Despite his Canada, the competitive amateur
Smith Hall showed the qualitiesof that
that they be the judges of assura
nces to the contrary, he and the fitness buff have
make good adrninistrators so hard to whether they are getting the
ly
counselling they require or not. delayed the building start of the allied themselves to getfrequent
find. The act was effective, ft
facilities
from
custodi
doubtful whether any other actionis Although he is quite certain of this, Olympic Stadium until he got
ally-mi
nded school
could have cooled out a potentially Mr. Cadario in the same breath, says something from Ottawa. Moreover, boards.
threatening situation as well as the that he (along with the other Drapeau and his apologists pervert At York University, athletes in
several sports have changed their
polished delivery and coherent members responsible for the the Olympics by making them
arguments of dean Greene. Any decision) was not aware that a celebration of elitism and cold war-a practice times so that during the
monetary loss of $22,000 would rivalries.
other action would only
most popular time (from five to
May didn't find
sharpened the issues. Send inhave
pm)
No wonder there's a crescendo of seven
facilities could be
the result in the firing of a staff person,
used for thetherecreati
on program.
hinderin the funcother job first
police and you've got charges and thereby tgreatly
ioning of the bureau.g Either a protest.
evidence
Cut, to oppose the Olympics Competitive athletes know they ulof police brutality on your
categorica
lly is to make two crucial
disregard to the implications
timately have to go to the communiprofessor
K.O.May's
letter several
to The hands. Give into demands and callous
Varsity
of March
7 makes
you've shown that occupation tactics of such a decision was displayed, or errors. The first is to abandon the so tythefor the special support they need,
democrat
misleading comments on my role in work and
enemies.
its
to
movement
Olympic
ization of sport is in
,
the
cutback
te attempt
encourage- more of the' to phase out isthea delibera
the mathematics reform movement. same. But, co-opt
bureau by gradual The second
is to accept the restric- their interests too.
half the group into withdrawal of financial
tions
capitalism
places
upon sport Olympic knockers also err when
While it is true that I resigned last putting more Paul Cadario's on
support from and recreation.
they argue for financial cutbacks on
spring and that I accepted a one year more committees and make the the university.
Men like Drapeau have always sport because
other
position in France, the juxtaposition other half look foolish with your wit
I question the untimely nature of tried
needs,
such
as health care and basic
to use the Olympics for
of these statements requires some and sophistication and you've not this move, and if it is not already behousing, are
still
to
be
met.
elaboration. Last April, I was in- the answer. A real victory.
This is the trap
ends. In fact, the much ad- which
ing done, would
request that the political mired
Wen done. decision
Baron de Coubertin, the
be re-examined
sportswriter Dick Beddoesin
formed that I was denied tenure. I But while you are busy
and
conthen consulted with Professor Duff
gratulating yourselves take a minute deliberated upon in a more equitable founder of the modern games, now finds himself. In accepting the
fashion. Diment started out as a super-patriot who necessity for such trade-offs, he
and the UTFA representative about off to listen to the sound of those un- and knowledgeable Lorraine
saw international sport as a means of accepts the desirability of the
the possibilities for appeal in my dergrad feet out there.
capitalist definition of the state. As
case. While Prof. Duff suggested I Just doesn't sound as loud as if
Frenchm
youngGermany
preparin
warg with
next
. en for the former municipal councillor, hea
had no grounds for a successful used to, does it? If that doesn't mean No discrimination;
should
better.
appeal, he would give me neither anything
to you attach a price tag
In spite of this, thousands of peo- Underknow
capitalism, every levy and
written reasons for denial of tenure' those pairs of shoes. That's moneyto men witches too
ple
can
really
experience
the
Olymnor the composition of the tenure out
pic ideals of international expenditure of govern
are
And, there just isn't as
brotherhood (sisterhood too) and un- closely scrutinized, while ment
committee. I needed this informa- muchthere.
as there
used
giant
about what that means totobe.. Think mediaeval
derstanding. Such was my own monopolies are free to invest,thespend,
Maryon witchcraft
Kantaroff's quoted
suggestion on
tion on which to base an appeal.
by Myr- experience as an athlete. When I or tax (by rising prices) at will. Ian
Unsatisfied and disheartened, I Are you a grad student supportin
Adams provided an example of this
won in 1962 (at the Commonwealth differe
decided to leave and look for job op- yourself as a TA? What happens gif na Kostash in the February 21 Varsi- Games
in Perth), I wept as they
nce in The Real Poverty
portunities elsewhere and in you don't get enough
ty,
"Perhaps
the
witches
were
women
who
had
stepped outside the played the national anthem — ac- Report: "In 1967 the governm
shoes toDojustify
February, 1973, 1 was offered a one your three teaching hours?
you
refused
to bring in medicare, butentfor
year position in France. This offer think you are going to get a job bonds of female roles . . .", shows
tual y it
The Maple Leaf
lack of acquaintance with the Forever — was
but what really brought the same initial amount of money
had nothing to do with my resigna- teaching? No? Couldn't have historical
of European on those tears was that there on the allowed the private corporations to
tion last year, as implied by anything to do with a lack of witchcraft. documents
The sources show that other
students could it?
Professor May.
side of the world thousands of bring wasin greater?
color television." Which
men
as
well
as
women
participated fellow athletes and spectators could need
Since September, there has been a Junior faculty? Are you one of in the activities
and practices of stand up and cheer for something In addition, the main expenditures
new student movement pressing for those "dozens" or "hundreds" dean witchcraft;
late professor that in Canada had been virtually a of the capitalist state, such as
reforms both in undergraduate Greene spoke of,
very Margaret AlicetheMurray
wrote (The
defence production and the
teaching and in the regulations and soon? Or, are you topartbe offired
pre-occupation. When I lost giveaway
the new God
of
the
Witches
pages 65-6): —private
disastrously
grants to industry, go for
— in 1964 (at the
practices governing hiring and plan to increase the number of part- "The word
coven was used both in Tokyo Olympics), - olace ca oe not the direct support of business. Only
tenure decisions in the mathematics time personnel because it is easier to
what
from
little
remains goes for housing,
those strange telegrams,
England and Scotland to designate a
* department. I had direct knowledge show?
r of the extreme difficulties en- fire them when the shoes don't band of people of both "Canada is proud of you anyway", health, and so on.
sexes . . . who were conspicuous in however grateful I was to receive In a rational society, a society
countered bystudents and staff in Senior faculty? What are you going the
ritual." Easy verification is them, but from the encouragements where the first goal was the satisfacthe first
engineering to do without any junior faculty or formcoming
from the appendix of to keep running from distance
mathematics year
program, which I ta's to teach those
tion ofbasic human needs, not profit
dull,
dreary,
first
names
from court runners from other countries.
maximization, everyone would
taught for three years. Through my year
courses? And one more little proceedingsgarnered
of
the
time
in
the
same
For
the
communities
which
host
already have decent housing and am| experiences in this engineering problem just for you, that's right, author's The Witch Cult in Western
I program and in the undergraduate you, with tenure! Do you know what
play facilities.
a society
them, there's a games.
"contact high"
from wouldple welcome
Vancouver
Europe. As far as the actual prac-. international
the Such
Olympics.
As it
\ arts and science program, I have the word "redundancy" means? tices
are concerned, there was a experienced it during the British is under capitalism, our basic needs
, long felt the need for changes Well, it's one of the reasons you can good deal
which men and women Empire and Commonwealth Games are forced to compete against each
throughout undergraduate life along still be fired, even with tenure. How
the lines of the movement's many fewer students need show up could do indifferently, but there was of 1954 and so did Winnipeg during other. Why should athletes have to
some in which male and female roles the 1967 Pan-American Games. In its feel guilty because the capitalist
demands. Therefore, my name before
you become "redundant"? were definitely differentiated, highest
I stands in support of these demands. Think about
sport creates such state ignores many basic needs? We
it,
especial
ly
while
notably in observances concerned beauty forms,
that it can transcend should refuse to accept the idea that
I I am happy to report that, over the those junior faculty are lining up with
fertility
and
fecundation.
ideological and chauvinistic rivalries exclusive,
past two weeks, many of former candidates for retirement to save
sport and housing are mutually
Edmund
S. Meltzer
their own necks.
! colleagues have expressedmy similar
bring peoples from many
teaching
fellow, and
support for reform in the
different
countries
together.
Talk
to
prospect of the 1976 OlymSo, every time you win a victory,
Dept. of Near Eastern Studies any Canadian who paid his own way So, picsthein Montreal
mathematics department.
places Canadian
every time you resecure your own
In this connection, I find it position,
to Munich to confirm this. Perfor- athletes In a terrible dilemna. If we
everytime
you
make
unm
a
n
c
e
s
b
y
athletes
of
many
different
perplexing that Professor May, who
education less
campaign to Stop the Olymhas said on several occasions that he meaningful, thinkdergraduate
countries were so spectacular that it join pictheRip-off,
we deny the legitimacy
of those feet and
was impossible for any but the of the very movement to which we
| Key
supports student participation on all that money going down the drain ! Toike ivon't
blindest of chauvinists to identify have given so much of our lives, and
departmental committees and is
Bob Shenton fit above urinals
a single ideology or country. we abandon the idea that the human
^concerned about
Grad n I'd like to point out an error in the with
gy in first
People identified with a universal expeirnece can be greatly enriched
fyear courses, findspedago
himself
obUged
movement
for excellence in sport. through international sport. On the
story March
"Toike 5th
preferred
Varsity"com-in
to dissociate himself publicly from
your
issue. toTypical
Critics point out that Olympic other hand, if we support the Games
Cuts denounced
we math reform moveme
nt,
rather
ments
chosen
by
survey
co-ordinator
and remain silent, we become
™n find common ground with their
athletes have becomefor pawns.
"The scapegoats
Jack Lubek did not include a sugges- patriotic
legitima
te grievances.
the prestige
for one of the most
as unresearched
tion to "put the Toike on bulletin that winnerspressure
bring has made victims irresponsible politicians in Canadian
With regard to my interest in good
boards,a comment
and abovewasurinals".
Rather,
history.
Either
way, we lose.
It was with great displeasure that I such
of
the
physically
endowed
citizens
of
made about the
It seems to me that concerned
detai
with Professor
many
nations,"
writes
historian
I! alsols refe
refer
tn- May; for now, read ofsion tothecut Governing
Richard
Mandell
in
his
book,
The
Engineering theSociety's
quasi-weekly
r him to:
Canadian
athletes
face two alterback the Council's
budget ofdecithe newsletter,
Tiny Toike, in an ef- Nazi Olympics. Most athletes would
natives. The first is to support the
by $22,000. Apf
o
r
t
t
o
ensure
that
the
latter
would
i d) Professors Duff and Ross, Advisory pBureau
arently, the decision was as ar- at least be seen, if not read, by most agree. But, cancelling the Games is idea of a reformed Games at Monwth whom I was
treal, while at the same time joining
bitrary asit was unresearched.
What we need is conated for the
I'm sure that our readers no alternative.
Pas few years as associ
It seems peculiar that such a move Skulemen.
trol of the International Olympic the struggle of workers and citizen
co-teacher in the
realized
that
reading
the
Toike
Oike
should be made prior to an up- at a stall is a difficult proposition and Committee by athletes and coaches. groups across Canada to win better
coming report on student services that such an activity is best carried If such were the case in Munich, you living conditions. (Drapeau doesn't
Program1" 6ngineering mathematics
which has been commissioned by the out
He's a bad mayor,
in the arsenals. Ron Jamieson, can be sure that Vince Mathews and soownwethehelpGames.
I lni.Professor S313^ ^th whom university. If the Governing Council
get rid of him, but we
by the Intereditor-in-chief, Wayne Collett,
preS many nours ^working the had facts on hand concerning stunational expelled
Olympic Committee
for don't cancel the Games.)
dent services, why the need for a
Toike Oike their indifferent posture during the The second possible course is to
aS"^°n of ideas which are inreport? Perhaps some
Star Spangled Banner would still be oppose the 1976 version of the
SuSS CXPlained in tkSt year duplicate
competing.
Games, while working for a more
money could be saved by eliminating How to reform
Critics like the Rev. Donald Stirl- humane Olympics for future
an unnecessary report, rather than
evali»H
mathematics
generations.
Clearly, a boycott of
slashing
funds
indiscriminately
from
ing
of
the
Stop
the
Olympic
Rip-off
aiuaUons the
compiled by MPSCU.
Committee also point out that the Montreal wouldn't work: it would
organizations which are providing a Games, help us
Although committeed to a one useful and necessary service to both
Olympics encourage elitism and it penalize athletes, many of whom
Supporting the Montreal Olym- has, especially abetted by the have already been victimized
and people in the surroun74 ahppomtment in France for 1973- students
pics,
to
borrow
from
Claud
cheerleading
of television and the enough, and it would be little unding
community.
Vounds for
insi tS?T 1 have
Cockburn, is like advocating the press. But again,
derstood. Opponents could charge
such need not be
Personally, I am not at all con- abolition
of
capital
punishment
and
the
case.
vinced
that
the
work
being
done
at
that the boycotting athletes were
W
r,etum t0 me Uiuversityof the Advisory Bureau is not being patted enthusiastically on the
simply
afraid
to compete. The only
pronto should
The
thrust
of
Stirling's
argument
I be granted tenure neccessary and is not successful. back by the bloody hand of a man
hearing.
isthenthatabolish
if something
See 'Already' — page 21
David Spring Governing Council member Paul who has just murdered a child.
it. By thedoesn't
same work,
logic,
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General

"EXPOSURE
DRAFT"
Objectives ol the University ul Toronto

statement of objectives for such a diverse community. For this reason we are inThe Planning and Resources Committee of the Governing Council has been
viting the participation of members of the University at a relatively early stage
working to formulate a set of objectives for the University. We cordially invite
of our work. We are very conscious that the draft which follows is still imperfect
the participation and assistance of members of the University community in this
and
indeed
we as a Committee are not fully agreed upon all of the features of this
work.
draft. It is in this spirit, and with this understanding, that we invite your comments
and suggestions. Amendment will then take place in response to comments and
In our work on the draft below, we have been motivated by the conviction that
suggestions received and the final draft will be submitted to the Governing Counan explicit statement of objectives is an important prerequisite to effective plancil. The Committee acknowledges imperfections of style in the draft, but has
ning and utilization of resources. We suggest, morevoer, that the process of formulating and agreeing upon these objectives is itself likely to be beneficial in that
chosen to place speed of communication ahead of elegance of expression. Written comments
should'beOffice
sent byof the
AprilGoverning
13th, 1973,Council,
to the Room
Secretary,
and
it will develop
an increased
sense of purpose
in thetime
University,
conResources
Committee,
106, Planning
Simcoe Hall,
tribute toachieving
those objectives.
At the same
we are and
very thus"
muchwillaware
University of Toronto.
of the magnitude of our task and of the difficulty of finding a satisfactory general
THE NATURE OF A UNIVERSITY
The university, as an institution of society, has major responsibilities towards
A university is a community of individuals who have come together for the pursociety. These responsibilities include the open dissemination of knowledge, and
suit and dissemination of knowledge. This pursuit of knowledge is directed tothe
offering of guidance to society towards the responsible application of that
wards the intellectual and cultural development of the individual, the better understanding ofman and his relation to the universe, the improvement of society, and
knowledge. Society, for its part, supports the university by providing it with resources and by assuring to its members the freedom to assess critically the
the responsible development of the human use of the environment. Essential
contemporary expressions and applications of knowledge within society.
features of a university include a diversity of fields of study, and a framework
for the free yet responsible pursuit of the university's objectives.
THE FUNCTIONS OF A UNIVERSITY
plies, inaddition, involvement with society; a university undertakes, towards soIn itsrelated
pursuit
knowledge, a university community engages in many interciety, the dual roles of critic and resource.
functionsofincluding.
5.
The
Preservation of Knowledge
1. Learning and Teaching
A university has a responsiblity to preserve and refine what is known from the
This function, which is very much more than a mere transfer of information bepast. This preservation occurs not only in a university's library resources but
tween persons, has as its main object the intellectual, cultural and professional
also
through a university's support for subjects with little obvious contemporary
development of individuals. Successful performance of this function involves the
relevance.
communication
of
man's
intellectual
heritage
with
an
enthusiasm
which
will
ge6.
Individual
and Collective Development
nerate aninfectious eagerness for ideas and a love of truth. This function also
Closely related to all of the above is the responsibility of the university to proinvolves the open communication of knowledge within the university community,
vide an environment in which personal and collective development can thrive
and between the university and society.
through the processes of learning and living in an atmosphere in which objecti2. The Expansion of Knowledge
vity, rational argument, critical judgment, independence of thought and coA university is expected to contribute to the expansion of human knowledge.
operation are all encouraged.
New knowledge is generated through research as well as by the critical analysis
7. Responsiveness to Society
and creative synthesis of existing information.
A university, as a part of society, has no exclusive claim to the functions above.
3. The Integration of Knowledge
Accordingly it has a responsibility to integrate its activities into the total social
By bringing together within its community a wide range of intellectual activities
system and to respond to the longer term needs of society.
a university performs the increasingly important and difficult task of integrating
No single university is likely to be able to fulfil all of these functions equally
the various specialized branches of study into the stock of human knowledge.
well, nor may society demand it. However, all universities must meet a reason4. The Application of Knowledge
able standard in the dissemination of knowledge by the education of students
and communication with society. Moreover, for all of the above functions it is
Universities have an increasing responsibility to contribute to understanding
the problems of society and to provide leadership in the application of knowledge,
essential that a university should provide an atmosphere in which objectivity,
in a sensitive, responsible and flexible way, to the solution of those problems.
rational
argument, critical judgement, independence of thought, and co-operation
are
encouraged.
This function is closely related to the teaching and research functions but imTHE SPECIAL POSITION OF THE U of T
The University of Toronto is the largest university in Ontario. Currently its
The University's facilities are needed by one of Canada's major centres of
full-time undergraduate enrolment is roughly one quarter of that of the entire
population.
This is reflected
fact that two-thirds
of the University's fulltime
undergraduate
students inandthesubstantially
all of a rapidly
Province. Furthermore, the University of Toronto depends on the policies of the
growing part-time
and continuing student enrolment are drawn from Metropolitan Toronto.
Government of Ontario for much of its income. The University thus has a special
Thus the University must respond readily to the changing requirements of the
responsibility towards the people of Ontario; it fulfils this responsibility by the
Metropolitan Toronto area. At the same time the University has a unique opporway in which it takes its place in the Ontario university system. The University,
unity toapply its store of knowledge to the study of the special problems of an
urban tsociety.
istheof Provincial
course, subject
to the constraints imposed by the people on Ontario through
Government.
However the University of Toronto is the largest university in Canada in terms
In the first place, the University, because of its many years of academic exresearch facilities and in terms of its concentration of qualified staff
perience and because of the size and scope of its faculties, should strive to a- ofin aavailable
multitude of disciplines. This provides the University with an opportunity and
chieve
a
high
standard
of
academic
excellence
in
everything
it
undertakes
and
in
responsibility for the extension, application and integration of knowledge as it
particular in all of the functions outlined above.
pertains to Canada. At the same time, the University recognizes that no nation
Secondly, the size of the University, as well as the concentration of resources
or
society exists in isolation and that knowledge is the supranational concern of all
and facilities that its size implies, impose special obligations for the preservamankind.
Therefore
stature.the University must have international concerns and strive for
international
tion, development, integration and application of knowledge within the Province.
Thirdly, the University must accept and live creatively within the limitations
A final comment has to do with an effect of the special problems of the Univeron its own growth and activities as a part of the Ontario post-secondary educasity ofToronto. These problems stem from the interactions of its size, fiscal
tional system. It must limit and control jts financial demands on the Province and
responsibilities to the people of Ontario, its special relationships with theitsMetroco-operate
fully
with
other
institutions
politan Toronto community, its obligations to the entire
in
planning
its activities whenever such
educaactivities impinge on those institutions.
tional system in Ontario and its special opportunities to post-secondary
extend, integrate and
Next, the University of Toronto Is in the centre of Metropolitan Toronto which
apply its resources to matters of urban, national, and international
concern
The
nature of these problems leads to the conclusion that University must strive
containstural, 30%
of Ontario's and
population
and facilities
which haswhich
a majorare concentration
culservice, recreational
residential
to be a sufficiently diverse community to be able totheaccommodate
available to theof Unia positive
approach to-each, At the same time it must be flexible enough to respond
versity community. These facts require that the University
community
to the
changing requirements of the societies
which is responsive to the life, opportunities and problems ofbethea city.
of which it is a part

;.\v

The foregoing
to thearefollowing six specific
University^f^
~
Toronto.
"
These leads
objectives
in broad-objectives
terms herefor butthethey
bases3"
^ advantageously
applied from appropriate ad hoc interdisciplinary
4. Excellence:
will form
the
basis of later,
more specificexpressed
policy statements.
1. Functions:
The University of Toronto will establish and maintain, in all of its activities the
highest standards of scholarly and instructional excellence
The University of Toronto will fulfil, in co-operation with other universities and col5. Organization:
leges inOntario, the following specific functions.The University of Toronto will continue to develop an internal structure that will
(3) Ik«rii?Jearni?8Land1tIle <c> The application of knowledgerealize a diverse, flexible and decentralized academic, physical and social enlb)
expansion °fAn0W,?df
of knowle
vironment, order
ffal ThThe*p™J5
W) The preservation
in that, within the constraints imposed by these objectives the
dgeof knowledge(
members of the University may enjoy to the greatest
2. Fields of Knowledge:
possible degree the excitement
of
ideas,
The University of Toronto will maintain a breadth of endeavour and will fulfil aaain
development. the love of truth, and the satisfaction of personal and community
in co-operation with other universities and colleges in Ontario, some or all of the
6. Responsibility:
functions in 1. above in each
field of knowledge
The University of Toronto will, through critical examination of its own activities
fa) Social sciences (c) Physicalbroad
sciences (e) Professionsincluding the followingand through co-operative action with other universities and colleges in
(b) Humanities
(d) Life sciences
(f) Graduate studies in these fields
Ontario, ensure that the University's obligations to the people of Metro3. Interdisciplinary Approaches:
politan Toronto, Ontario and Canada are responsibly fulfilled, and that
(a) The University of Toronto will undertake special responsibilities for the integraits financial requirements do not grow at a rate exceeding
the normal
tion ofknowledge by making a deliberate attempt to avoid the narrowness and
economic capacity of Ontario. An integral part of this responsibility
loss of perspective which can be associated with specialization, and to develop
ensure that funds granted to the University are wisely and effectivelyis ex-to
an environment conducive to the creative synthesis of disparate fields
pended inthe pursuit of the University's purposes and to ensure that the
(b) Also as a special responsibility, the University of Toronto will take initiatives
University's demands upon the Province are kept within reasonable
in selecting certain local and national problems o which "its"resources o exoer
Z Krf Ti. upon ™ , ™mce. are ^ w,tn,n reasonable li-
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"Best of..." albums
often belie their name
of
on the
It's inevitable that any recording "noisy" discs that are considerably EP (extended
record)
Lon- Ain't Goin' Nowhere".
"Ericsongs
Clapton"
and LP's,
"Blind "Layla",
Faith".
don that containsplaythree
of theon songs
poorer in sound quality than the
artist
who's
been
around
for
a
good
quality.complaint is the "hissy" So far the number is three.
The only
length of time will have at least one originals (there is a very definite — "Money", "Poison Ivy" and "Bye sound
"The with
Historytheof single
E.C."
that results from the tape Bye Johnnie". In any case, these Anthology, Steve Miller Band, andFirstit came,
album of "Greatest Hits" or "The "hiss"
together
transfers).
"Layla"
was
an
unexpected
success.
.*•
supposed
previously
unreleased
.
.
of
Best
Collections
are
often
put
together
Such song collections have both
goodies are early recordings that
(Capitol)
a group of four doupositive and negative aspects by some unnamed corporate only a give a small indication of the This is a strong, quality album Thenble followed
LP's centred around Cream and
mainly because of good material, but
associated with them. Most record designate and the criteria for inclu- Stone's
talents
are
and
poorly
perit
was
the
only
LP
that
was
put
formed
and
recorded.
In
fact,
sion are questionable, especially
buyers are aware of at least some of
its personnel. "E.C. at His Best" is
that packaging
concept. It'sfara
the advantages of "Best Of" albums since many poor anthologies are tur- although
there's
no were
indication
on thein together by the artist. "Anthology" part
fine ofcollection
and content-wise
album,
most
songs
recorded
but the disadvantages
are
rarely
conningcentup.additions
In the totighttheof group
this, some
re- mono and electronically reprocessed was
madetakenup from
of Steve
Miller's
superior to its historical predecessor.
sidered ordiscussed. The advantages
of Best
favorites,
the
seven
LP's
for stereo.
cut to date. The personnel on each Tracks like "Presence of the Lord"
seem almost overwhelming, but the Of's can be discussed.
recording, the date and place of from "Blind Faith:, "Let It Rain"
disadvantages explain why such Duane AUman; An Anthology,
This
is
one
case
where
I'd
recomis listed. Strangely, all but
"After Midnight" from "Eric
going back to one of the first recording,
albums aren't always all they should Guitarist(Capricorn/WEA)
two songs of the 16 were recorded in and
be.
Clapton" and Derek and The
Duane AUman died in a ' mend
1969.
collections
like
"Big
Hits".
As
for
Dominos "Layla" are clear evidence
The Best Of album is usually ■motorcycle crash on October 29, the intentions of the record cominovative guitar
The cuts vary in mood from the of Clapton's
superior to an ordinary LP simply 1971. "An Anthology" follows
following
quotations
as well most
as representing
some
from pany,thenote the
London
Record
News solid rock base of "Livin In The ofwork,
Allman's
musical
beginnings
with
his
best
vocals
and
compositions
because
every
cut
has
"merit"
which, it would seem, is defined in the group Hourglass through songs Letter: "Dealers of the World . . . USA", to the gentle ballad form of (except for After Midnight).
The low
Backup musicians interms of popularity. But such by Wilson Pickett and Aretha Remember . . .The new Stones fan "Seasons".
clude the talents fo Boz Scaggs, Paul list price for a double album set is
to collect all of their records
albums afford buyers the opportuni- Franklin (on which Duane was a ses- wants
plus mark in its favour.
sion guitarist) to his work with the and it is financial foolishness not to McCartney, Lee Michaels, and Nicky another
ty to enjoy
artist's music
without
But the blatant exploitative nature
going
to thean expense
and without
Allman Brothers Band. Complete in- cater to the instictive desire of ohese Hopkins.
of
"Clapton"
is unforgiveable. Four
No
sore
spots.
formation isprovided concerning buyers to buy!!!" (Their emphasis
expending the time that would be ineight songs come from the
volved in acquiring and wading each of the 19 songs and a illustrated and
Eric Clapton At His Best, (Polvdor),- of"Ericthe Clapton"
punctuation).
LP and the others
written by harp player Tony
through
dis- booklet
Bob Dylan's Greatest Hits Voll.ll,
Clapton, (Polydor), $5.98
from on"Layla".
Glover offers some insight into
cography. that
That artist's
could beentire
important
well
its own. It doesn't stand up
(Columbia)
This double LP is a fine Dylan
$7.98is playing an inPolydor Records
when, asformerishas one
so often
case, a with
per- history.
Duane's virtuosity and playing
game
with Maybe
record youbuyers
or twothe albums
collection that includes material tersting
"hissy" and
and
Eric
Clapton.
can bothBothgivealbum
creditsetsfor are
research??)
only a few good tracks on them. The album, in trying to cover from his earliest albums to his last
collation to Shelly Snow. Unforguess
exactly
how
many
Also, one can usually make substan- Duane's career is uneven in musical one and does a good job of juxtapos- Clapton albums they cannewput Eric
out
tial savings in album purchasing, as quality — from the plodding begintunately, Snow's addressAllanisn'tMandell
given.
ing various musical periods. The ear- which are made up of permutations
imitating B.B. King, into later
many
Of sets atarea double
folk flavored "All I Really Want
which Best
are offered
reduced LP's
list sessionsningsthat
showed his innovation To ly Do",
is effectively sandwiched
price.
to someone
else'salbum
sound.is between the countryish "I'll Be
In order for the negative aspects to inButadding
the high
point of the
be more clearly understood one really in Duane's work on "Layla" Your Baby Tonight" and a folk rock
"My album
Back does
Pages".
But the
include some
Eric Clapton. The last side is styled
should explore the "reasons" un- with
devoted to the hackneyed rock style material previously unreleased. This
d
e
r
l
y
i
n
g
t
h
e
release
of
Best
Of's.
At
of
the
Allman
Brothers.
the root of all intentions are, of
includes very good recordings of
course, the pecuniary motivations of Allman comes across as a fine
The River Flow" and
rarely altruistic record companies. guitarist with a rare adeptness to in- "Watching
"When I Paint My Masterpiece",
The basic differences in such intensolid unfortunate
joyful riffs that
intohisother's
tions are that they are manifested in music.jectIt's
voice plus popularized songs like "You
varying degrees of exploitation. The and songwriting ability never had a
specific possibilities are usually one chance to mature.
of the following: 1) The artist has More Hot- Rocks, The Rolling
Stones, (London) $9.98
legitimate altruistic reasons (it rarely happens); 2) is under contract to Shortly after the Stones left London
records and formed their own
produce a fixed number of albums
and
can't
meet
the
quota
—
so
be
or
label,
released "Hot
the company opts for the Best Of as Rocks", London
a double LP of "hits". With
a quick solution; 3) leaves one re- this success behind them London has
cord company to sing with another.
a new moneymaker in "More
The record company can usually do found
Rocks". This is an obvious
what it wants with the old material Hot
exploitation disc as it becomes
which happens often); 4) just has no FIFTH Best Of LP for the Stones to
control.
be made up from their 11 original
So the basic situation is the greedy albums. Many of the -songs on this
record company versus the legally double record package which range
impotent artist. And with no input from the earliest days of "Not Fade
by
no wonder Away"
to "Leton IttheBleed"
thatthethe performers,
end product it's
suffers.
already up
available
earlier were
Best
These records are usually put Of's.
together from tapes, not masters,
Side four of the album is made up
and dubs of those tapes are sent to of "songs never before released in
branch plants for local mastering. the US and Canada". That's false
This haphazard process results in advertising. I have a copy of an

MBA

THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING SCIENCE
GRADUATE DEGREES
in
BIOCHEMICAL AND FOOD ENGINEERING
WATER POLLUTION ENGINEERING
Applications are now invited for admission into the above
programs leading to the course-work oriented M.Eng. degree
or the research-oriented M.E.Sc. and Ph.D.
In the
M.Eng. programs, which can be completed indegrees.
one academic
year, stress is placed on specialized techniques of analysis and
design associated with current engineering practice. A variety
of research projects are also available on topics of current
interest. In all programs, part-time study is possible.
For further information write to:
Assistant Dean, Graduate Affairs
Faculty of Engineering Science
The University of Western Ontario
London,
N6A
3K7Ontario,
, Canada

Business Administration — Arts Administration
Public Administration — MBA/LLB Combined . . .
The key to success . . . one or more graduate degree?
The Class of 72 left the Faculty of Administrative Studies at York
with
salary of $11 ,343 for those with less than two years
of workan average
experience.
That was one of the highest hiring averages in Canada for MBA
graduates.
By graduation day, 87% were employed, and by mid-summer we had
jobs open with no one to fill them . . . two bits of tangible evfdence
of the regard for our graduates that is held by the community.
Do you suppose those employers have discovered something?

YORK
UNIVERSITY

Campus visit:
PROF. W. CROWSTON, PROF. A. SAIPE
Wed., March 21 - 12:00 noon
Galbraith Bldg. - Room 120
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Bfcf for redeeming social value flops
Honeymoon
as plastic as society
it bemoans
Paris. That is, Ae see two men and is a sense of disgust and disillusionhummable melodies. Humming
"And
countless
plastic
things":
cocktail. special Dubonnet and very
ment with the wonders of a technical, Vodkaed in Angelo's
That was the sub-heading given on two women singing in various commight be the solution, for the lyrics
the program of the musical called Of
binations with some suggestion of corporate society. Numbers like
Perhaps the fact that we see four are at times excruciating. Great God
Moon and June and Honeymoon, now dramatic conflict and character por- Coloured Plastics, Batteries Not impeccably groomed, fashionably Almighty,
I Miss You Girl, Its Best
trayals, though no pervading plot. The Included, and The New Industrial clad performers reduces our ability to This Way, To Love You Again. By way
playing upstairs at Old Angelo's. If
State
are
an
attempt
at
satire,
but
performers
have
the
vocal
gifts
to
do
of
a
left-handed
compliment, it must
believe that they do indeed feel opyou've arrived at the point where a
justice to the revue format, but, un- the dissatisfaction they communicate
pres ed bycapitalism. Songs like Lots be said that the songs are sensitively
Saturday
evening's
entertainment
fortunately,workable
a
format does is at best vague and diluted. The of Luck Little Children and What handled by the performers, even
consists of a table iri a nightclub, then
you too might find that this musical is not a successful musical make. lyrics are predictable and repetitive.
when their content shows a flatness
WrongWhen
With wethe World
just don't
one of the plastic things it bemoans Jacques Brel and his American The
social criticism, as heard in Vive Went
ring true.
remember
that that is unforgiveable, As in the case
so ridiculously.
arranger, Mort Schuman, have the ad- le Company, has been much more im- the clientele that so warmly applauds of the social criticism, it has all been
Director Ronald Ror has taken
vantage ofa poetic imagination, wit,
said before, with infinitely more soul,
aginatively treated in How To
is the supposed
the stagnating
songs of Doug Randle and devised a and true musical inventiveness. Of Succeed in Business Without Really Randle'sbitant ofsongs
society inhathey
The second from last number is
musical that, at least formally, Moon and June and Honeymoon, Trying or What Makes Sammy Run. describe.
the
most daring
of 'TheIt
Here we learn what we already know,
reminds owe .of the famous Jacques does not.
Who'd confrontation
Be a Kid Again?
Interspersed are songs of the sen- System,"
Brel Is Alh* and Well and Living in One basic theme of the production and the cliches can't even be drowntimental variety, many of which have contains a soul-searching process
whereby Robert Jeffrey, the principal
singer,presented
rejects the
middle-class
values
in tuneful
rhymes
by the other three. Verbally the
number is awkward and a bit emWestern
mighty
barassing in its accusation and
clever
but too slick
bitterness. However, there is a good
Senators,
Wild
Bill
Hickock,
Annie
On over at the TWP (Toronto spotlight hittin' him all the while. Only
makeup on his face.
amount
of passion
Jeffrey's
Workshop Productions) the Yanks is thing
Oakley
and
the
President
of
the
USA
portrayal,
enoughin Robert
to formake
the
I gotta admit this part of the show audience
is his pony's made of plastic and hisself. On the left is a bunch of poles
uncomfortable
the first
got
a
bit
preachy
at
times.
Now
I
some guyhim keeps
comin'
on
the
PA
and
gettin' it in the neck again for your teiting
to get off the stage. This tied together and stuck in the ground know the Yanks like to take progress time. Why, then, does this effect have
casual genocide. Don't get me wrong
to besyrup?
nullified by the final company
with 'em wherever they go, so it corn
now. This here ain't about the Viet- ain't
big hero
heardoutabout
on top. Sitting
This side's
since the
we was
kids. weIt turns
this with
for thea cattle
Indiansskull
especially
Bull, figures the Injuns, who was unfornumber, My Friend, a work of pure
nam
War.
I'm
talkin'
about
what
our
good friends south of the border done
tunate enough to live where the
shebang's a combination of Spotted Tail and Chief Joseph. The
The answer is fearfully simple. We
to their injuns long about the second whole
Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show and middle part is usually for Buffalo Bill
a bitnorolled
half of the last century. A city fella by this is Your Life Buffalo Bill Cody. who kinda holds the show together. Yanksder. was
But sincemovin',
I nevergotkilled
Injunsun-I are in a cabaret. The admission fee is
the name Art Kopit has wrote a
felt a mite squirmy for Buffalo Bill four dollars per person plus drinks.
Just Show
what you'd
expect has
of~ai three
Wild yourBut,average
like I already
this ain't
Wild Westsaid,Show.
You when he delivered hisself of a And beer is not fifty cents. We have
damned clever thing about this story. West
the stage
First thing you know, Buffalo Bill parts. On the right is Old Glory on a get to see Bill killing buffalo, talking Sunday-style sermon. Maybe this was come in order to be entertained, or
hisself rides out on stage — the big pole. This part is fro your Yanks: to the Injuns, performing for the 'cause he didn't really fool me into more precisely to be served. Or it
President, scouting for the cavalry all believing he was Buffalo Bill. And could be we have come to serve the
these incidents strung together like them Injuns didn't fool me nuther. I needs of the society mentioned so
for a movie or a T.V. documentulary. ain't never seen Injuns with such many times in Doug Randle's songs.
The part that come off funniest was
lookin' duds, such cream-white In any case, we are supposedly
when Buffalo Bill, Willd Bill Hickock clean
faces or fuch high-pitched, fast- expecting light entertainment, and
and Jeff Braunstein was performing movin' citified voices.
anything too thought-provoking or too
this here aweful skit for the President
threatening is not going to ensure a
Apparently
this
shebang
wren't
put
and the First Lady. Wild Bill kept on together
by Bill Cody but by a slicker healthy cabaret business. In fact, the
balkin' on account of he dindn't think by the name Barry Wasman. Maybe perfect kind of entertainment for the
it fit for himHe tostuck
be playin'
that's how come it drug its feet. For a crowd
appearing
at Old Angelo's
character.
it out hisself
though asanda Wil
light and genuinely
charmingis
WestandShow,
it didn't have enough Randle's
ended up raping a white woman he hootin'
Man Who Wrote a Hit Song. It
hollerin'
by a long shot The
saved from an injun who warn't really Well, I got my reservations about In- makes no intellectual pretensions. It
is gay and uncompromising.
a injun but a high-powered Kraut acwhat Art
Moon and June and Honeymoon
tor brought over special by the Presi- show) diansbut(that'sI must
admitKopitthatcallsby this
the is Ofa variety
show that pretends to
dent to give the greatest perforchoked south
up seein'
mance ever of your noble savage with end.
make a point about modem life.
how Iourwasgooda mite
neighbours
of theas There
a German accent
is not enough continuity in the
border acted kinda mean a century
Now don't get me wrong. This' ago and seein' as how they ain't production nor enough imagination in
shebang
weren't
all
laughs
even
learned
much
in
the
meantime
about
the
content
to make this point effecthough it was a Wild West Show. The killin' what stands in the way of
tively. substantial
Slick staging,
and oftheRobert
combined
talents
more you watched the seriouser you progress. If you want to shed a tear
Jeffrey,
Christine
Chandler,
Brian
got 'cause the Injuns was gettin' a for the bygone Indian race, mosey on McKay and Barbara Barsky cannot
raw guts
deal out
and onBuffalo
Bill was
chewin'he down to Alexander Street and stop i n create a respectable whole out of an
his
account
he knew
at Bill Cody's Wild West Show.
production.
helped
kill
'em
off
and
he
didn't
Coleman
PHILIP WULTS essentially two-facedEleanor
die in the middle of his Show wanta
with
Maja Ardal, Grant Roll, Gordon May and David Mclhvraith in Indians.

SI
ANDREW'S
PRESBYTERIAN
JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS
KING ST. W. AT SIMCOE ST.
11. A.M.
DR. K. DOUGLAS STEWART
'AFORCHURCH
HOME
STUDENTS
AWAY FROM HOME'

THIS WEEKEND:

HART HOUSE PRESENTS
MUSIC COMMITTEE
Piano
Trios
BY BEETHOVEN, SCHUMANN, MARTINU
Tuesday, March 20, At 1 p.m.
Music Room. Hart House

KARTOTEKA (PERSONAL FILE)

"ARABESKA" STUDENT THEATRE
T. ROZEWICZ
free admission
March 16: 7 & 9 pm.;
March 17: mat. 3 pm.
U.C. Playhouse, 79 St. George St.
in polish
The
author,
influential
poet
and
Poland's
most
popular
translated playwright has been called the founder of and
the
Theatre of Non-Sequitur. The play, depicts the self-torture of 1
an anonymous Hero haunted by images of his past and future,
his insignificance and impotence.

Colonial
203 Yonge St.
NEXTWEEK:
RORY
GALLAGHER

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
TODAY
"How Not to Make Science Policy" by Professor Sir Frederick Dainton,and
F.R.S.Chairman
Dr. Lee'sof Professor
University,
the Councilof Chemistry,
for ScientificOxford
Policy of the U.K., Room 2158, Medical Sciences Auditorium,
2:10 p.m. Jointly sponsored by the Department of Political
Economy and under the auspices of the School of Graduate
Studies.

WORLD'S GREATEST
JAZZ BAND
WITH
YANK LAWSOH
BOB HAGGART
GAG NOTES
a division of
ACADEMIC
OVERLOAD
announces these
services:
-ANNOTATED EXAMS of 1971,
72,70: QUESTIONS & ANates;
SWERS for all science and engineering courses years 1 & 2
prepared
by
answers 25t ourper staff
page of graduquestions 15$ per page
-EXAM COPIES of 70,71,72:
all years,MACHINE
all subjects
•COPY
5$ per page
OPEN
7
days
a
week
- 8:30 a.m.
to 10 p.m.
179 COLLEGE ST. (stairs at
side) PHONE 922-1600
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NATURAL FOODS RESTAURANT & STORE
3F£N 12 TILL 9, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT iop.m till whenever FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
March 16 - 17 - $1.50 - JOE HALL AND
THE EYEBALL WINE CO.
March 23 - 24 - $1.50 -BRUCE MILLER
THE

Contraception

NUNNERY
Presents
'
5
6

control
Third

O

ST.

R
GEORGE
D

8:00

p.m.

TONIGHT
TOMORROW

AND
NIGHT

Beer and WineLiquor and Mix
BEFORE
9 O'CLOCK
AFTER
9 SLIGHTLY
MORE
35°

Saturday

is our

55e

50'S
NIGH
Prizes, Contests Tetc.
SPECIAL PRIZE FOR
MOST APPROPRIATELY
DRESSED COUPLE

World

It was Thomas Malthus who_first saw- the
possibility of human overpopulation in the early
nineteenth century, but it was not until recently
that the full implications of uncontrolled population growth were fully comprehended and the
population panic started.
The immediate reaction of scientists and
governments has been to facilitate research into, and distribution of, contraceptives. Their
reasoning is that over-population can be avoided, or at least minimized, by restricting the size
of future generations. Almost all literature on
the problem of overpopulation is more or less a
variation on this theme, although some writers
can see no hopeforsurvivalat all. Bonnie Mass's
pamphlet "The Political Economy of Population
Control in Latin America" examines the actions,
policies and people involved in population control
programmes, and challenges the validity of the
traditional, narrow, interpretation of population
problems.
The U.S., for reasons that will become clear
later, feels the threat of the population explosion
most deeply. Government attitudes have undergone acomplete reversal from being antibirth control before the World War II to forcing
birth control programmes onto the populations

F

73

over

means:
bodies.

repression
of many Third World countries today.
Philander P. Claxton Jr., a special assistant
to the U.S. Secretary of State on "population
matters" voices the position taken by the
different isU.S.for birth
real
tragedy
the control
individualagencies:
family. "The
The very
quality of life is threatened by the quantity
of life. Human dignity is degraded. For the
vast majority of families in the LDCs (less
developed countries) the possibilities of improvement of the welfare of parents and
children are submerged by sheer numbers,
Health of mothers is impaired by multiple births.
Lives are imperilled and lost by abortions,
Children suffer malnutrition and death. Educalow orStatement
impossibleof for
most". Aa
Worldtion isBank
1968many
givesor perhaps
more plausible reason why such huge agencies
promotetivity birth
"All bank
such acarises outcontrol
of theprogrammes:
concern of the
for
the way in which the rapid growth of population
has become a major obstacle to social and
economic development in many of our member
states. Family planning programs are less costly
than conventional development projects and the
pattern of expenditures involved is normally very
different. At the same time, we are conscious of
the fact that successful programs of this kind
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will
yield very high economic returns" (emphasis
added).
The agencies involved — the International
Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF), the
World Bank, the Agency for International
Development (AID) and many others, controlled
and directed by the male capitalist elite of the
U.S. now spend millions of dollars in the Third
World convincing governments of the crisis, dispensing and fitting lUDs and carrying out largescale sterilizations. Latin America received
aroud $18 million in 1972 from AID for population control programmes.
It has proved easy for the U.S. to "convince"
American
ulationLatincrises:
Bolivia, governments
for example, ofwiththeira poppopulation density of only 4 inhabitants per
kilometer, accepted birth control programmes
when threatened with the withdrawal of aid.
The women of Latin America have likewise
been "convinced" of the need for birth control.
Bonnie Mass documents evidence of the persuasion techniques. Offers of free medical services
for themselves and their children, medicine and
milk, and, in some instances, lipsticks and
plastic pearls, have been sufficiently convincing.
In Brazil between 1965 and 1971 over a million
women were sterilized. In the Dominican
Republic the Ford Foundation has been known to
buy out young people with offers of $5 to $.7 a
month for life in return for sterilization. AID instituted similar
a
programme in Costa Rica.
But what actually constitutes a population
crisis or problem? A large population in itself is
not a problem, the problem arises when the survival ofa significant proportion of the population
is at stake. Insufficient food supply and exhaustion of natural resources must be the determining factors in the definition of the problem.
The assumption that there is a world shortage of
food jars with the fact that Canadian farmers
were recently forced into not growing wheat
despite massive starvation in parts of the Third
World; the fact that only one tenth of the world's
total land area is under cultivation; the fact that
vast areas of fertile land in the Third World are
used, not for growing food, but for growing nonfood crops such as coffee, to please the palates
of the "haves" in the First World, (The paltry
sums of money earned from such crops is insufficient toimport food for the general population,
let alone allowing a change over to food production. Inany case, the U.S. would not allow a
government that proposed to do that to take
power — witness the Bay of Pigs, the invasion
of the Dominican Republic in 1965, of

Guatemala in 1954, etc.)
Are we wrong then to think of overpopulation and lack of food as problems in themselves?
Are they not, in fact, only symptoms of the real
problem? And is not the real problem the system :*£
which divides humanity into the haves and
the
have nots and ensures that the former survives M
at the expense of the latter?
The U.S. with 6 per cent of the world's total
population already consumes 55 per cent of the
world's natural
more equitable
:•:•::
tribution
of foodresources.
and otherA resources
would disin- inevitably lead to a drop in the standard of living M
enjoyed by the bourgeoisie of North America.
The presence of a large starving population in
those countries from which the U.S. gets its $$.
wealth is dangerous for the U.S. and for the
elites of the countries concerned. A quote by a
conservative Colombian student in "The Political W
Economy of Population Control in Latin
America" illustrates this fear: "Since it is the W.
lower classes which are growing the fastest, and W.
the ones that have the least to contribute to the
country and who are also the most anxious for
political change, I would say that population M
growth - that is the growth of the working class ?S
— is dangerous." If the starving demanded and M
obtained an equitable
distribution of resources, W
the whole capitalist system, and the U.S. on the
top of the pile, would collapse.
Now we can understand the reason why
the U.S. promotes birth control as heavily as it
does, and why such programmes in the Third M
World are aimed specifically at the poor. The
U.S. is, in fact, trying to eradicate the condition
of not having by controlling the numbers, and
therefore the strength, of those who do not !§£
have. The threat of communism and equal shar- v&
ing of resources has driven the U.S. into using
economic sanctions and bribes to force steriliza- W
tion and lUDs onto the masses of the Third
World.
'The Political Economy of Population Control in Latin America" makes clear that for
women in western society, contraceptive and :£!
sterilization techniques have given us greater iW:
control over our own bodies, and have been an
important factor in our own liberation. But while
we fight for control over our own bodies, we •$*:;
must also fight against the male elites of the jSij
USA using the same technology to control the
bodies
World. and voices of our sisters in the Third
Bonnie Mass, "The Political Economy of Population Control in Latin America". DINAH FORBES W
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COPSEO

brilliani

the century trying to work out an appropriate
relationship between the dismal sciences of
economics and bureaucracy and education. The
degree of continuity with the COPSEO report is
high.
In the days when men were more honest, the
Royal Commission into the University of Toronto
in 1906 sought to resolve the conflict before them.
"The universities of the new world had, in the
main, been formed after the pattern of those in
the Old Country. But now came the age of
science and of demand for an education which
should not only cultivate the mind but fit for the
practical occupations, and help to the prizes of
life." As they saw it; "In this new world, with
great natural resources to develop, and with an
ever increasing variety of material industries to
attract the energies of young men, the objects of
university education have been both multiplied
and modified. The modern university, still
cherishing the love of learning and intent upon
the pursuit of knowledge, must adapt its courses of
study to every phase of human progress. It must
set the standard of public education. It must
minister in ways hitherto deemed to lie beyong
its domain, to the practical as well as to the inneeds of theproposed
country."a rash
To thistellectual
endand moral
the Commission

Time is running out for the wonderland of liberal education.
Lewis Carroll has met his match. A government report that tavours universal accessibility
and human centered learning in the context of
educational cutbacks and more scholar for the
dollar? "When I use a word/' Humpty Dumpty
said, in rather a scornful tone, "it means just
what I choose it to mean — neither more nor
less."
"The question is," said Alice, whether you
can make words mean so many different
things."
"The question is" said Humpty Dumpty
"which is to be master — thats all"
A report that recommends cutbacks in continuous education in favour of continuing
education? "The open door in the learning society would not then be a revolving door but would
lead onward through a lifetime of continuing or
recurring education, as far as any individual's
capacities and interests could carry him", the
report says. "The rule is, jam tomorrow and jam
yesterday — but never jam today". "It must be
sometimes to -jam today" Alice objected. "No it
can't be" said the Queen. "It's jam every other
day. Today isn't other day, you know."
A report that sees education as a necessity
not a frill, yet refuses to treat it as a public utility
in terms of costs? "Contrarywise", continued
Tweedledee, "if it was so, it might be; and if it
were so, it would be; but as it isn't, it ain't.
That's logic".
A report that predicts that "total government control of po&t-secondary institutions is
perhaps the end to which present trends are
leading us" and then proposes a board to act as a
buffer? "Curiouser and curiouser."
"It's a poor sort of memory that only works
backwards" the Queen remarked.
Noevertheless, it might be useful to view this
report, The Learning Society: Report of the
Commission on Post Secondary Education in Ontario, in historical context. Commissions have
been looking at education since the beginning of
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of administrative and bureaucratic reorganization to facilititate modernization. It also filed
some financial proposals, in the best spirit of the
new age. "Not less is it the interest of the State to
devote a generous share of the public funds to the
development of an institution so intimately
associated with the material interests of the
country. Canada must train her own sons to be
her captains of industry. The agricultural,
mineral and forest wealth and the waterpower of

The university of the past was in
educational development for a sm<
tyeducational
is geared tophilosophy.
providing mass edue

Government and the university: an intimate partnership.
this Province call for a practical capacity and a
specialized knowledge which only a modernuniversity can supply and it is the happy function of
the Legislature not only to sustain the moral influences that come from higher education but to
contribute to the national prosperity by adequate
votes of money for the training of youth."
The lower echelons of the educational
hierarchy were also in for a revamping. Using
Froebel and the new concepts of educating "the
whole boy" as condiments, mass public education was^seryed as a new meal of Education For
Industrial Purposes. As John Seath, author of the
report of the same name introduced his 1911
study to the Ontario government: "For a varying
number of years the problem of Education for Industrial Purposes has engaged the attention of
almost every country in Europe and almost
every state of the Union as well as of almost
every province of our own Dominion. The present importance of the problem is the result of
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direct the attention of the youth towards the occupation ofbe followed or to stimulate him to
seek qualification for it. They have been directed
towards the vocational direction of teachers, officials, professional people and the leisure class.
They must now adapt themselves to the needs
and circumstances of existing society, most of
whose members are productive or conserving
manual workers or workers with machinery."
A major problem which both these reports
highlighted was the inability of apprenticeship
systems under the direction of trade unions to
supply and 'adequate' pool of skilled labour. A
large part of the function of the new industrial
education was to undermine this guild monopoly,
this "decadence of the apprentice system" and
provide an alternate source of skilled labour.
The essentials of the educational system of
Ontario today derive from these important
reports. The current rash of commissions do not
exhibit any drastically different concerns.
Following a long period of government neglect
(Between 1917 and 1950, university matters were
debated in the legislature only four times, and on
none of these occasions was a vote taken, the
COPSEO report notes), education became a blue
chip investment and social panacea. The pinnacle of rhetoric was reached with the Hall Dennis report of 1968 with the clarion calls for universal accessibility and child-centered learning.
Now the problems faced by the commissioners is
that the occupational and manpower training
needs of the economy have changed and they
have been left with a hot bag of old rhetoric.
they are trying to overcome this handicap
by wooing the public with the proverbial
"something old, something new, something
borrowed and something blue." The blue of

income is low enough. Honorable traditions are
of course maintained to the last, too, as
recommendation 108 calls for the complete
removal of all vestiges of "in loco parentis". In
this, the report reaches the apex of its liberalism
— the individual is released from all non-market
restraints so that he may do battle with the
market only on the basis of his class position.
A little word juggling also handles the other
contentious aspect of the first report, the
problem of university 'integrity'. We return now
to the theme of the reports
at the turn
of the century - the attack on the guild. Student housing and library services are to be opened to the public in a delightful gesture of
egalitarian liberalism. Post-secondary education is to be more carefully plugged into
rationalized programs of manpower training.
The university, like its ancestors in the skilled
guilds, is being proletarianized. The battle
against privilege can be joined by many an odd
corporate fellow.
The university's students
facing total
subordination to the needs of are
industry on the
financial and structural level. In dealing with
this, the policy of OFS and SAC are as outdated
as the old elite university which was replaced at
the turn of the century. We are not negotiating
with gentlemen. We are dealing with a business
proposition.
Ultimately the regearing of education to
serve social rather than industrial needs, to
serve the working people as a whole rather than
capitalism, will require a major restructuring of
this society's institutions. That much seems
clear when the proposals of this report are posed
in historical perspective. The missing link in the
capacity of the government to carry out the cutbacks remains the willingness of students to
struggle against them. "The best university
that can be recommended to a man of ideas"
Emerson recommended many years ago "is the
gauntlet of the mobs." Its time to test some of
our ideas and aspirations in struggle.
Wayne Roberts

1/ and stressed individual
lite. The modern universi>n and requires a different

A government committee met diligently to produce COPSEO.
course is the Tory Blue Machine which is financing all this hype. The old is the unfortunate
rhetorical hangovers. Except for Commissioner
Careless' reservations about the "misuse" of
limited resources through a misplaced
egalitarianism, they all seem to stand behind
the Ameri-Canadiah dream. The borrowings
come from the anarchist Ivan lllich and his concept of deschooling society which has been
brilliantly abused. The new is of course the cutbacks which the main purpose of this report is to
sneak in.
The call to battle in the holy name of cost
benefit analysis that marked the first Wright
Report is missing from this rendition but the
scorched earth policy of their financial
proposals, is still there. Recommendations 109 to
126, for those who have the patience to read that
far, contain all the proposals necessary to pass
the costs of education on to students while inflating hopes of bursaries to come if the parental

Rapid change has left the university system in chaos.
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Porcepic

surpasses

crafts

poems

handsome

For those of you who are wealthy aesthetes, who Garnet's women seem to be the scum of certain John the
like little books of poetry accompanied sometimes by Baptist fantasies. It is hard to imagine if Garnet held the
charming scribbles, Press Porcepic may be of interest. church to be sacred that he would ever admit women to
There is no doubting the visual quality of these four books it. But this is not to say that the poet, the "I" in all the
from Erin, Ontario. The fineness of the paper and printing, poems, the man that is set against all these women is
the borders and illustrations are uniformly delightful. This pure. He is powerful and that is what distinguishes him
is where poetry likes to be, between good stiff covers in a above all else.
small, unintimidating collection.
The book's last poem is about castration, the fitting
end to a compulsive rapist and all the miserable poems
But the
of the poetry
is disappointing
because
it isquality
so uneven,
rangingitselffrom
the utterly " preceeding it. But why write poetry about this selfmediocre to clear brilliant song in some of Joe defeating poisonous experience? To shock lovers out of
Rosenblatt's stuff. But mostly this poetry is crouching their revery, to bring them down to the more real
existence of compulsive sex hatred? To woo a woman, to
somewhere on its knees, in some literary half-embrace,
convince her that she, above all others, is the only one
unable to stand on its own two feet. It seems embarassed
by its own precociousness because the setting is so good that can now grant sexual salvation to a miserable senon these beautiful pages.
sitive poet by a single act of love?
I conjure up some picture of this poet as a small boy
Without money, one can make nothing perfect. But
money cannot make everything perfect. We come to who after having the toilet seat cover fall down for the
know that more and more in this grant land of Canada. A first time on his poor "thing", rushes to his mother and
sad lesson.
after laying it on her bed says, "Yes, mother, you were
There are patches of things striking home, wellstated lines, but not enough to keep the collection right. Take it away. It's caused me too much trouble to be
together, not enough to justify the prohibitive cost of worth Garnet's
having." woman hatred seems to be based on the
these books. Tales and Bumblebee Dithyramb were by far flimsiest of evidence, as shown in "Cigar Smoke in her
the most pleasing to me. Angel 1 found revolting and Tim Eyes." The reason here seems to be her body, her tits
they have been claimed by lesser men.
Inkster's, The Topolobampo Poems left me too bored to because
review.
tits are for virginal
Eldon Garnet has written a pretty little book of
boystheplanning
escape from mother's bed
tits
cheap their
breakfast
poetry about rape and death and body hatred. Another in
Perhaps he dislikes these innocent apporitions of
the series of long-winded examples of that startling new
art form of battered love poems by jaded young men
womanhood because they can serve a nurturing function,
because they have an organic viability that he disavows
spoilt by sex.
Its interesting to follow the passage of his entirely. Perhaps he hates them because they cannot be
victimized
like a cunt.
successive woman images from madonna-shaped angel
Cunt you can measure me
to single-minded whore to some semi-holy female form
so pure as to not stir any violent fantasies. On the whole
with your screams.

books

This miserable lover-poet goes on and on, ramming
women in bed. It's like looking at Freud's repetition compulsion through a sheet of celophane. Bad dreams. There
is no continuum. Sexual experience seems blunted past a
certain point, the point of credible experience. Garnet
describes sex as power grabbing, fame-grabbing,
anything
but mutual and loving.
someday
I swear it on my masculinity
fuck the sky
... I will come
tonotthehipsrhythm of air
I will reign
the world
I will be worshipped
like the does
fountain
youth.
Garnet
not ofreveal
any particular facility with *•
words. He describes that which is easy to describe. There
is nothing in this book that is either delicate or moving or
for that matter does it convince me of the power of the
penis. There is no basis for penis envy here. As a woman
described it in a movie, in a line that was later edited out
or reasons known only to the CBC, "it reminds me of a
piece Good
of oldstuff!
rope."Joe Rosenblatt has written a delightful
sunny book about bumblebees and other warm, cosy
things one finds on picnics, at home and abroad. Wonderful read aloud to children and cooks over mid-day dinner
preparations — the suggested light reading companion to
The Voyage of the H.M.S. Beagle. Indeed, if Darwin had
been given the social go-ahead, he might have unearthed this treasure himself — the sight to see fantastically human portraits of creatures as Rosenblatt has
taped so deeply. Gerald Durrell taped it amusingly.

The Funeral of
the Great Bull Frog
Peter Noter went damp with tears
with the last croak of the bull frog.
He was quite dead when they found him
on a lily pad.
The procession included:
four lizards
a chameleon who wept brilliant colours
and a horned toad who led the ceremony.
They buried him
at the bottom of a pond.
After the funeral
the friends of the deceased
held a feast of pygmy blue butterflies
which induced a forgetfulness.
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But Rosenblatt's insects are given a very personal
exual thrust; the minds of men andwomen on the make;
eing made; all the postures of humanity. Without
efences or embarrassment, he looks at nature minus the
rutch of original sin. A topical trespass into the perspecjve of man as polluter would have been easy, forgivable,
>ut he's avoided it. Rosenblatt writes as one who parakes in the DNA embrace. The poems are examples from
, gleaming sunlit life by a man who seems existentially
;3ptivated by the dance of his own sperm — carried away
!y the organic lushness of life.
His poetry conjures up kaleidoscopic visions of im>ossible colours — a man on a trip through a premature
reincarnation as a bumblebee. "I'll try another flower",
thinks the honey bee/ 'tast so goddamn delicious, this
0, dour
.. suchgood
ummm.
flower/There
are some
poems& colour".
about humans in this
book. Poems about some unfettered children of God,
poems about death that curiously admit no shadows.
"Passing by the Jewish Funeral home
, . .1 suddenly encounter the orbs of Mr. Z
r. .Years ago Mr. Z had fitted my uncle into a
walnut;".
"The Shell Game" reminds me of nothing so much
As the photographs of Diane Arbus; the head-on"
quality of looking out on a world more beautiful than
oneself with the assurance of knowing onself too well to
have to look in.
"For twelve hundred bucks
which shell is the poet under,
TH?"
MR. DEA
This
is sharp stuff in a world where people firmly
grasp the trigger of death paranoia.
For .unfettered children read, "Grass Head",
perhaps the most accurate description of being stoned in
Canadian literature. All those space-time warps, those
(whoops! almost had a bad dream) weirdies come racing
back, ALIVE.
This is a good book. The word plays are excellent —
geometric bundles of word repetitions. The shapes of all
lis BZes bring to mind the sound of bees better than a
:assette would. Not to forget his drawings, superb-nice
skinny tangled things, r shall probably dabble in this book
Defore bed for months to come.
Tales is a collection of dreams, glances out the
window — the stuff and temperature of the child world,
vlgneault's captured the still and absolute quality of
events caught in the memory, in the spider's web.
In stark prose, he's lifted symbolic objects out of a
rich domestic world-without waiting, pushed them out of
home and into a story. Glasses of water in cheap
restaurants, black pianos, picture frames — these things
have so much power, not only as sentinels who let the
past be known in dribs and drabs by allowing out only
those memories which reinforce the prevailing beliefs,
but they also change the texture of the present. We live
voluntarily blinded by past experience.
These are small stories about big people and rooms,
conveying the very smell of smallness and stuffy parental
interior design. "Thinking she was alone, Julie climbed the
high stool and firmly perched on it as to be able to reach
the book on the table. With a lot of patience she managed
to open it wide. From every illustrated page innumerable
little people emerged, quite plump and alive, the tallest
barelyThetwobrown
inchesbook
highcover
and scattered
in allthat
directions."
helps. At least
was the
prevailing colour of my childhood. I remember lots of dark
skinned furniture, only slightly lighter rooms, violin rosin
Rosedale dust (the closest urban kin to the rural variety).
, I never remember much light coming indoors, the greedy
n'louse plants taking it all as they cluttered together on the
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window sills. Vigneault has taped these memories.
But childhood is also fearful and bizarre and
mysterious.
"Without inside
makingwhich
the Islightest
movement
towards the streetcar,
could imagine
some
filthy horrifying torture was taking place, I began walking
slowly towards the way out of town, which I guessed to be
between two huge masses of green, the last available
exit from
this peaceful
of calmis weakened
and sweetness."
The impact
of thesehellstories
by slight
shifts ofsonal perspective
from
the
deeply
to the narrative for a totalchildish
effectandof peran
autobiographical myth. I find this confusing when added
to
the onrather
"messages"
that isseem
tacked
at theabtuse
end. enigmatic
The structure
of the stories
too
regular and predictable in this respect. For this reason the
stories together do not work well towards the advantage
of each individual one. They cancel each other out leaving
a strong general impression but little to the stories
themselves.
There are moments of delightful imaginative flights
such as in the "Street Lamp", "A little girl who had her
own garden had planted in it some electric bulbs in the
hope (a very dim hope) that they would grow into
luminous flowers or perhaps, although she wasn't quite
sure which shape it would take, simply some light."
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the regularity of the stories gives me the impression that they have been ground out, dregged up
memory
easy. and imagination. Slow and easy. Tales

by
Garnet,
PressEtdonPorcepic,
Erin. Ontario,
1972.
Tales, sur la pointe des pieds
by
Vigneault
PressGillesPorcepic
Erin Ontario
Bumblebee
Dithyramb,
$7.95
by Joe Porcepic,
Rosenblatt,
Press
Erin, Ontario,
$6.95
1972

Penelope Jahn Watters

Poems and drawings by Joe Rosenblatt, from Bumblebee
Dithyramb.
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Diary of amateur abortionist

Fine
Toronto
novel
limns
alienation
- lightly
Enterprise. In the Health thought)
Dave Collins, the medical part of Toronto Free Clinic, has written a
He's verysomething
like pain
that!"and
sensitive just
to the
The
Mending
Man is the diary-in- Health
the team that ran the recently closed remarkably good short novel.
Enterprise,
which
is
the
front
part
of
retrospect of a pseudo-naturopath
this Mending
t of onothers,
turned amateur abortionist. His con- his one-man apartment, he "rents" enjoymen
Man. Working
one of the carnie
tinuing trouble appears to be that he glass jars of nutrition supplements to
the smaller kids,
very terribly wants to be someone or avoid any charge of dispensing herides,says,and". watching
. . . theyandwouldgo climb
the
something, but has been unable to medicines. He also builds some little airplanes
roundin and
machinery
to
test
Vibrations
and
get
round,
with
their
eyesas
big
as
find
to agreeat that
he's them in Harmony. His description of
made anyone
it. Evenwilling
his attempt
an aborsaucers, never saying a word. Just livd^
ate
the
equipment
is
vague,
but
it
seems
win
In these uncertain
times when upd
Dar
about saving paperclips, or your
ing those couple of minutes up there
tion fails, since,
"... I to be a cross between a stethoscope
had trouble
gettingas heall explains,
the geography
religious bookstores appear and thoughts.
all
eight feet off the ground. It was
and a milking machine.
likeofthere
was some kind of poetry
right.
You're
looking
at
a
picture
and
disappear with bewildering rapidi- At certain points survival is
around
that the kids were listening
trying
to
see
something
that
is
solid,
Our
man
grew
up
on
a
mixture
of
to,
ty, what can a family man do to 'imagination'; at others if is habit.
that has depth as well as lenght and Shakespeare, James Fenimore and you couldn't hear it, but you could
is a new species of red
keep his shit together? Questions There
Cooper, and Flash Gordon. About Don watch their faces and see them
breadth."
His
preparation
consists
of
of this magnitude flit about the wonts m Lake Ontario .that eats
reading seventeen books in one day, Winslow of the Navy, Renfrew of the
brainbox, induced by the glib garbage. An imaginative natural
during
hislibrary.
first and only visit to a Mounted, and the Lone Ranger, he
response on the part of creation.
medical
may be a few who will dia
grimness
of
Margaret
Atwopd's
book. True, underwear is The key to understanding the
muses, "...
alwaystalking
thought,between
there missThere
We
never
learn the name of the should
be Imore
The Mending Man as one more*
necessary in Ontario and people variability of survival is the consalient into the noMending Man, and he limps through them. I always wanted them to sit unnecessary
have been known to sweat to
cept of homeostasis, harmony
man's-landit."of alienation, But it's a
his diary without a face, although down by the fire some place out there enjoying
death in Louisiana. 1 am reminded within a body, Maybe there isn't a
more
human
book
than most, and one
someone
comments
that
he
looks
where they did all their adventures
of a story told by The Hawg of picture that will contain all this,
which the author has consistently
something like John L. Lewis.
and have a good talk about different inremained
Downchild Blues Band during a re- but we can study images ■
within
the
mind and style of
cent performance. Describing a animals, hand gestures, chants
We do learn a great deal about things, but tothey
didn't."to someone,
He tries the presonality he is helping us to
get close
him, and since the whole thing is desperately
friend, he said "Hank is the kind of that sound like water. We must
anyone — to touch — and it is this experience. And we'd better
guy when you ask him a question study them actively - in the sense
first-person, the style, which is overwhelming
need that finally con- experience him, try to understand
he faints thinking about the of being receptive to the influence
excruciatingly
consistent
and
obsestributes tohis willingness to perform him, because he believes man is
telling. sively precise, does a lot of the the abortion.
of whatever it is we wish to know
answer."
broken and lives by mending — and
Can you imagine a new about.
What it's all about is the aloneness he means to be part of the glue. He's
Our man is hooked on Numerology,
development in West Bramalea
Survival is the marriage of habit
determined
to help, somehow, to try
and imagination. Come and hear
called Rolling Survival?
Health and Vibrations — and the times.
of beingOurhuman
"scientific"
man isinnotthese
so much
a freak it again when they let him out of jail.
So to survive the immediate Donna & Teena & the Churlettes
capitals are his. He has worked as a as a quite
reasonable, if irrational, THE MENDING MAN;
deathlike effects of the use of the sing Wedding in the Chapel at
foundry apprentice, carnie hand and
slaughterhouse helper. He explains product, of these oh-so-rational, but DAVID
word 'survival' you have to split SURVIVAL next week.
M. COLLINS.
your head in two and stop thinking
Doug Watters . that he doesn't enjoy chaining up quite unreasonable, years. Just when COACH HOUSE PRESS
CLIF BENNETT
cows so the knife-man can do his job, you think he's at his most freakish,
but that it helps pay the bilMor his you nod and say, "Hell, I did for
ur
^o
Toronto Premiere of
ii

THE BEST AND
AMERICAN

MOST

ORIGINAL

COMEDY
-Vincent Car byOF
of The New1972."
York Times

"ONE JayOF
YEAR'S
BEST!"
Cocks, THE
Time Magazine;
Paul D. Zimmerman,
NewsweekVincent Canby, New York Times; Wanda Hale, New York Daily NewsRex Reed, New York Daily News; Penelope Gilliatt New Yorker
"BEST SUPPORTING
ACTRESS OF THE YEAR

Les Solistes
Choeurs
De L'Ortf
Conducted Des
by MARCEL
COURAUD
MARCH 19,8.30 p.m.
CONCERT HALL, EDWARD JOHNSON BUILDING
Programme includes controversial work NUITS by Greek composer Iannis
Xenakis dedicated to '...obscure political prisoners...' Other works on the program e are:
CRIS (1969) - Maurice Ohana (France)
DODECAMERON (1971) - Ivo Malec (Yugoslavia)
YO LO VI (1970) - Luis de Pablo (Spain)
Tickets: Adults $2.00 Students $1.00
Available from 481-3371 (Monday to Friday, 9 • 5 p.m.). Also available from
Box Office on the night of the performance.

BERofLIN."
NNIE
-New-J
York EA
Film Critics/
National Society
Film Critics

"BEST SUPPORTING
ACTOR OF THE YEAR

—National Society
of Film Critics
EDD
IE ALBERT."
THE
ELAINE MAY DIRECTED IT
HEART
NEIL SIMON WROTE IT.
BRUCE JAY FRIEDMAN CONCEIVED IT
KID

STUDENTS

WITH

OFFICE EXPERIENCE

Register
FOR

NOW!!

SUMMER OR TEMPORARY
EMPLOYMENT
Dot Personnel

Palomar Pictures International Presents Neil Simon's The Heartbreak I
Shepherd as "Kelly" ■ Jeannie Berlin • Audra
L.ndley and Eddie
Ne,l S.mon ■ Produced by Edgar J. Seherick ■ O.rected by Eialne May . Released by Twentieth Century-Fox • Priats by "dVluxS
Starting Friday, March 16
adult entertainmewt
HOLLYWOOD CINEMA
Yonge Street at St. Clair

®
WEST
236-1133
3313ABIoor St. W.

Services

CENTRAL
923-9801
30 Bloor St. W.

EAST
429-3706
797 Don Mills Rd.
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Anthony & Eleanor Pain
Anthony Paine and Eleanor Paine, husband are like cartoons and rely on careful shading fore
and wife, have a combined exhibition at Hart their contours.
House until March 30. Anthony Paine was born
The, statements the drawings make seem to
in England and has taught on the east coast. be primarily social, rather than artistic or
His drawings and prints indicate that he is technical. He could not tell me what he really
obsessed in a mild way with the Cyclops, which had in mind in blending Western garb with the
figures in most of the pieces. His drawings have figures of the Cyclops, which he limns sparely
titles like "Holy Cyclopttcs Descending" and rather than grotesquely as you might expect.
"Western Cycloptic Family". As he says, they The prints are in series and tell a story: a

In

your

own

Inyourown
On

your

You'll
taste

of

own

take

exhibit Cyclopesother
s a magnifying glass
life as well using
cycloptic
romance continuing through marriage , plantbatik
and
child-bearing.
to achieve a surrealist effect.
Generally, the two artists do not completwo this
drawings,
Clouds"now.1 and
ment each other, and none of the work here
2 theI likebest,his and
is what "Rain
he is doing
The
seems
major to me except in a very technical
shading is elegant, the content primarily
technical.
This
is
also
true
of
"Near
Cambri"
which seems an exercise in perspective. There
is nothing to push you over in this exhibit,
though expert handling of media mark the
pieces although the effect is more of a veneer
of good draftsmanship than a depth of artistic
eloquence.
His wife Eleanor was born in Singapore and
she bases her work on the Javanese batik.
Batik technique is simply as follows: a cloth is
painted with a mixture of molten wax and dye.
The wax is then removed by chemical treatthis case,claims
dry-cleaning)
and thediffers
dye
remains.ment (inEleanor
that her result
from traditional batik in that the latter is usually
decorative and does not require much skill:
abstract designs come about by rather casual
application
the wax-dye
Eleanor'sof
pictures are ofcarefully
stylizedmixture.
reminiscences
medieval illuminated manuscripts. The most
original one is titled "International General
Bullsup" which is a directly frontal view of a
huge, square-shouldered, bald il duce — it sense — in the sense that is, of fine
reminds me of some of Ben Shahn's anti-facist workmanship. This is enough to make the
Each batik has its own carefully graduated exhibit facinating and educational, but the feelpictures.
colour scheme and I believe this is the -most
"I neverwithexpected
this" doesn't
open yourI
beautiful aspect of her work, although she must eyesing ofwide
amazement
— something
regrettably
feelthislikeyear.
saying about many Hart
be given credit for the mammoth technical House
exhibits
achievement involved in her version of batik.
Ian Scott
She has some gouaches of vegetables and

way.

TIRED OF HITCH-HIKING?
HERE'S THE SOLUTION
18-day camping tours to the
Mines -June"224.00.
Departures:
9,30
July 21 Aug. 11
Sept. 1
For information, write:
ROYAL CAMPING TOURS
370 DUN DAS ST. WEST
Toronto 2B, Ontario

time.
terms

to

Players

the
Hit

Professor Peter Mitchell
Coordinator of the East
Studiesa talk
Programme,
will Asian
present
on York University
(slides, recorded music, multiple projectors
and screens — slides
were taken"CHINA,
by Prof. Mitchell on his1972"
trip to China last June)
Monday, March 19. at 3 - 5 p.m.
Room 315, Dept. of East Asian Studies
280 HURON ST. Sponsored
(above Textbook
Store)
by
THE EAST ASIAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
International Studies Programme
A new him by
Kurt Vonnegut
"Mr. Vonnegut s nig fitterrors— conlormily
the militarynologimind
cal despot 15 m,techbegin
stranded
m
theSchenectady
bod dreamsNY—of ore
most
reasonable
men
and women., overy
hour and a half
—funny
LIFE MAGAZINE
Featuring Boband Ray
Sill Hickey Oirected
and Kevinby
McCarthy.
Written
byInFredcolor
KurtBurzyk.
Vonnegut,
from Jr.
New Line Cinema

VONNEGUTS
BETWEEN

Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.

TIME

AMD
TIMBUKTU
A SPACE FANTASY
Rochdale College 341 BloorSt.W. $1.50
March 7-18. 7& 9 pm.tno show Mon.S Tues) Fri, & Sat., 7, 9, 11 p.m
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IB The Varsity
Film dwarfs triumphs of play

Sleuth

a sampler-box

There are people who like nothing better
than a good practical joke; others who find
them, if not downright stupid, a waste of ingenuity and time. Sleuth is similar, a sort of
elaborate practical joke on its audience, and, no
matter how lavish and dramatically sharp you
make it, you can't -disguise that fact. It will
delight some, bore others — its appeal is so
largely a matter of tastes.
Sleuth's a joke that was custom-built for the
theatre.
AnthonyandSchaeffer's
still running inLondon
New York, thriller,
was a cunningly
wrought piece of theatrics, a wind-up toy that
exploited all the resources of the stage to
spring its trap. By no means was it great drama
but, granted the peculiar goals it set itself,
Sleuth was a brilliant success.
Properties as hot as this are picked up by the
big studios soon after opening night, but Sleuth
has made it from Broadway to Hollywood in
what must be record time. Joseph Mankiewicz
directed the movie version, with Laurence
Olivier and Michael Caine as its stars. Not surprisingly, the translation to film of such a
studied, brittle theatre-piece has not been a
complete success, but it has resulted, despite
the
ment.problems, in an even splashier entertainNow thatfathomable
sounds
a filmandbuff's
unparadox, butlikemovies
theatre
engage our imaginations in different ways.
When we pressed.
go Anytobamboozling
the theatre, the
it's actors
to be, im-or
playwright try to put over on us is done with our
complicity. We overlook, even relish, the artifice
of the- stage.
Movies are something else. Whenver a stunt
is brought off on film, though it may startle or
amuse, vague suspicions lurk in the back of our
minds. We remember all the film-cutters,

of Olivier's dazzling gifts
Andrew Wyke, best-selling creator
the
artists,whothecanspecial-effects
men what was daring and triumphant on stage may of HeSt. plays
Lord Merridew, a portly fictional
and make-up
set designers
work extravagant
look laborious or trivial on film. It's just too easy snoop. John
Wyke invites to his fusty manor house
for
them
to
work
up
this
sort
of
shell-game
to
wonders. It's just not the same as having it hoodwink the audience.
Milo Tindall, {"whose hairy chest in summer is
rdone
in fronthelp,
of ourno eyes
actors whoSq
the particular stategems in Sleuth that have matted with suntan oil"), a London haidresser
have right
no outside
secondby chance.
grown a little rusty on film I could describe only who has been servicing Wyke's wife. Things
at the risk of jeopardizing the plot, hence the take off from there.
generalities. But there is one major change in
Wyke's is a broad role, a deliberate cliche,
the film version that tells against it; there is no and Olivier can do what he couldn't do with
Hamlet or Archie Rice or even Richard III: he
intermission.
pull out all the stops. Those of us who
Thatsion isone
may ofseem
quibble.
But the
intermis-of can
the amost
eloquent
passages
haven't seen much Olivier before, or know only
rather eccentric Shakespeare {about which
Schaeffer's script. The first act, which is sup- wehis are
liable to have our own opinions) can glut
posed, after all, to set us up for the climax,
culminated with an event so unexpected that it ourselves on this a sample box of his talents.
seemed the play had nowhere else to go. A For the space of five or six priceless words, in f
good
the funhappen
was speculating
about dialect, he becomes a completely different
what "part
could ofpossibly
now, scrutinizing
character; he throws out Schaeffer's epigrams
the program for possible clues, and evesdrop- with a pitcher's curve; he slides his eye a
ping on the theories of other bewildered quarter-inch, and it's a stroke of comic genius.
theatregoers. The movie, though it preserves Only toward the end, when he gives Wyke a bit
more tragic grandeur than this rarefied play can
the
shockstop,
intact,smack
just atdoesn't
such a support,
delicious
the mostaffordmaddening
can he be faulted.
For the rest, a few words, Caine is fine, but
point in the action.
who,
frankly,
cares with Olivier there. The set
Since I hadwithseennegotiating
Sleuth already,
wasn't
preoccupied
all the I hairpin
has
just
the
right
with Wyke's
turns of the plot. Sleuth with foreknowledge is leering penny-arcadecluttery
gadgetrydetail,
in every
corner.
like a jack-in-the-box the second time it springs But there is just too calculated a use of trapat you. Either you find it silly, or you go critical,
dear to with
upper-middle-class
America,labels.
like
and start examining the workmanship.
booze pingsbottles
recognizably affluent
As a mystery tour-de-force, Sleuth ranks
During
stretches
that
were
inevitably
dull
second time around I was prepared to amuse with Agatha Christie's The Murder of Roger
myself with the ingeniously detailed set, with Ackroyd, so if you have any sympathy for that
of thing at all, you'll appreciate this
Schaeffer's
rather doldrums
precious wit.
are sort
some interminable
when(There
Inspector
specimen.
If you've
seen the play
alreadyup and
have
decided,
understandably,
to pass
the
Doppler is plodding around clue-hunting; this is
advised: Olivier makes an insubstanAlex Cawthone's first movie role, and I suspect movie,tial beconfection
like
Sleuth
more
satisfying
than
itandwillallbeathisonce
last).I But
wasn't readywerefor noOlivier,
was Igladthere
sur- you could have imagined.
Bill MacVicar
prises todistract me from watching him.

EB
THIS AD

SURVIVAL
0
Featuring: Wilf Pelletier, Tuli Kupferberg
IS ALREADY
Jim Harding, Duncan & June Blewett,
Ted Tolchinski, Ted Poole,
OUT OF DATE. GO
Jan Duktza, Joe Rosenblatt
BACK TO PAGE TWO
Ernest Tootoosis, Joyce Wieland,
Shelly Wagner, Sara Bowser,
FOR THE HERES
Revolting Theatre, Killaloe
NURSES ORDERLIES
Mountain Band, Adelle Davis,
AND NOWS
Baba Ram Dass, Tarzan, Bob
WANTED
FOR WED.
Bossin, Jewel Ornament &
George
NIGHT SESSION
THE SCHEDULE SO FAR
MONDAY:
Bossin Room, Innis College
8 pm FREE or/
4 pm Rise & Fall of the Great Lakes
noon Revolting Theatre: Sid Smith, 2135
Gothic Rock-It, Convocation Hall
Film, Rm 3154, Med. Sci.
2 pm Architecture without Architects, ISC
10 pm Open House at the Bureau
8 pm Living Arrangements
2 pm Assorted Survivors, Adv. Bureau
FRIDAY:
New College, Wilson Hall
4 pm FRAP St. Jacques Clinic
10 pm Killaloe Mountain Band
Film, Rm 3154, Med. Sci.
2 pm The Environment
South Sitting Rm, Hart House
TUESDAY:
8 pm Survival and the Body-Doctors+Nurses
+ People Music Room, Hart House
2 pm Assorted Survivors: Adv. Bureau
2 pm The Politics of Food,
SSR, Hart House
10 pm String Band
4 pm South
Songwriter's
Sitting Workshop
Rm, Hart House
Music Room, Hart House
3 pm Mr. Pasen, Thuna Herbalists
North Sitting Room, Hart House
6 pm Innis
SupperCollege
with Jo-Anne & Friends
THURSDAY:
4 pm Bethune Documentary
Grand Finale
Film, Rm. 3154, Med. Sci.
2 pm Quebec-Gothic City Survival
Music
and Conversation
ISC, Pendarves Lounge
4 pm Cooking Class, SSR, Hart House
8 pm The City & the Neighbourhood
2 pm Practicum: Community Clinies—
ALL WEEK:
South Sitting Rm, Hart House
New College, Wilson Hall
Shelter Capsule, Rm 1226, Rochdale
Music, James Hartley Band
4 pm Assorted Survivors: "How to Survive
WEDNESDAY:
Domes
with Whiskey & Work" Sarah Bowser
Marketplaand
ce Drop-In
Adv. Bureau
10 am Chandra's Breakfast

FOR INFORMATION CALL 928-2738 ADVISORY BUREAU OPEN
ALL WEEK :
19 - 23
free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free
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Neglected

Huma
nnes
Poems
don't
theJames
patternReaney's
carved by(collected)
some of the
mores
recentfit
critics of Canadian literature, who talk a lot
about victimization, and about how cold it is out
there, and how cold we are in here. True,
Reaney
has been
mythopoeisis;
but itlinked
may tonotFrye's
have theories
been men-of
tioned often enough that he is also one of a
rare sort of Canadian literary heretic — I group
with him Robertson Davies and Stephen
Leacock, and there may be more — that looks
at the country genially, and from that cast of
mind sees that it is, above all, a human place.
Reaney is less a poet who has to say
something than one who has something to say.
GOOD MANNERS! Reaney is a masterly and
traditional technician; further, he has a lot of
respect for his readers, and doesn't mislead
them. The formal elegance of his verses, since
he began to write publishable poems in the midAOs, has usually been like a warm hand in which
we sit. Here are a few lines from "A Suit of
Nettles".poses hisBranwell,
the melancholic
goose, detopfriend Mopsus,
who counsels
tachment:
...I want offspring summerson autumnman
wintersage
And tricklerrain thawwind panetapwindrage
upleaf
Plow and seed and hoe, green,yellowripe,
suckeplg,
sicklestraw and all such glamourie.
Al Purdy, in the Globe and Mail, worried
about Reaney's nostalgia. It's there, but" it isn't
as important
to notice
of Reaney's
works
about
childhood,
birds,in any
animals,
small towns
and their eccentrics, cliches, birth-copulation and-death, whatever, as is his amazing richness
poems and
his readings
ofof expression.
them (this isPurdy's
ad hominem
criticism,
but it
makes the point) look and sound so casual that
it's hard to tell if he worked on them at all; I
always
are finished, thatsuspect
they bearthattheReaney's
mark of poems
his goodwill
upon
them. There has obviously been a collaboration
.between the tradition and an individual talent.
Very few of his poems have been, or appear to

work

of an old-fashioned

have
been, swatted out of theada
air like flies, and
of
the page.
pinned on Can
just
And for a citation I keep returning to "A Suit
of Nettles", by far the most articulate set of the
poems in this collection. Here's the eloquent
Mopsus, telling how his father subdued the owl
Melancholy:
. . .It made all life seem edgeless, blurred
And sat upon his head
Fouling his shoulders and his hair,
Raising its young in that strange lair
And vomiting up the dead.
He never stirred to shoo it off
But waited late and long enough
Until it sank from sight.
Soft answered did its wrath dissolve
And sink into the gay revolve
Of his thoughts so light.
thing Reaney's
and ease with
theOnedemands
of languagehumour
present the reader
with is a sometimes deceptive lessening of tension when he talks about death. This book includes the sequence, "The Dance of Death at
London,
Ontario", statements by various
representative
inhabitants of the town, and
replies to them by Death. All the poems are
amiable, understated quatrains, macabre in
their offhanded stillness. No anguish, just a
measured insistence on what comes to us ail.
ThisTheis Bride
ever Reaney's
way.
& the Bridegroom
SHE: Mother & Father have spared
expense.no
Is thatI betsomeone's
my train?
HE:
I rememberfootthison moment
Again
&
again
&
again.
DEATH:
There go the bride and the bridegroom!
stay at our
ToThey'll
its luscious
bridalhostelry.
chamber
We've devised an ancient key."
Reaney's vision is essentially comic; the
form taken in these poems by his denunciatio
ns
of what he dislikes is mildly satiric, at its most
severe. He doesn't get savagely polemical or
ironic. In his early poems there is Death also, a
big, hollow puzzle. But later, in the "Dance of

craftsman

or goosey order round about. Despite the
Death"
in "Eight
Christmas Cards" ny'
inf
s
s deathpoe
of Branwelltry
Goose, who
we
are series,
fedorm
theandWord
made Flesh.Rea
The baby despair before
defies Death's Dance; he admits to being "one
can't see
a pathbody,that leads between one's
Head
&
one's
of Iyour
knowthings",
a HolybutOnebears
who Death
some nodaydread,
will for there is always an old goose like Kezia, who escapes the chopping block. Sad only perhaps,
Shut up thy book with the hands of Life."
Perhaps Reaney means Christ, perhaps the she nevertheless goes on laying "all the possiPoet, who, according to Blake (and here Blake's
A blefeweggs inside
words her".
about the physical package in
identities are likely valid, because of Reaney's
identification with Northrop Frye's ideas) is which these poems come. The colophon is
Christ anyway; the Honest Man who speaks his gigantic by contemporary trade standards —
mind. In a sense the Holy One is all of us, or four paragraphs. Handset titles, with major
could be, if we would stop the habit of wanting headers set in wood type, the kind old circus
our own death by wanting that of others.
posters used to be made of. Tim Inkster of
The complexity of Reaney's poems peaks Press Porcepic got Reaney's Alphabet press
with "A Suit of Nettles" (1958), a group of when that magazine bit the dust, and he pulled
eclogues following a year in the lives of some the proofs for the titles, and with Mike
all-too-human geese on an Ontario farm. McDonald designed and printed the entire book.
(Reaney has apparently collected no ordinary So much for background information. The
offwhite paper feels opulent and heavy, but the
poems
he's with
a prolific
and thissince
large 1965;
book ends
a few dramatist,
Patchen- whole inking job is grey, and many pages are so
like poemdrawings, and some lyrics from full of print as to be really uncomely. I don't
how it happened, but an entire one-page
Reaney's plays, 1953-71.) The English model know
poem has been set upsidedown. The title, page
for
"A
Suit
of
Nettles"
is
Spenser's
"A
number, and line numbers, and likely the ilShepherd's
Calendar",
and there
are numerous
others in earlier
European
literature.
Here we
lustration opposite (the mistake is on page
see the geese (who talk, provoking us to forget 189) are right side up. The mistake comes in
who they are, and lest, become too proud, or the middle of a signature, and there isn't any
because we haye become so, who we are — excuse for such a hilarious pasteup error.
I am a little ashamed to confess that James
how often did your elementary school teacher,
Reaney is a Canadian poet of whose work, until
orargue
a sentimental
lover,
call
you
a
"silly
goose"?)
I
had
undertaken to read this large book of his
over the bringing up of goslings, the lack
of love, the widom or foolishness of birth con- (281 pages), I had known only by a couple of
trol, progressive education. They sing exquisite
a couple ofof lyrics
in A.J.M.poems.
Smith's I
Oxfordfromanthology
Canadian
songs to spring and to each other, visit the lines
archetypal Ontario fall hooraw, Mome Fair (a shouldn't have waited so long, although I have
microcosm — the topical and cultural allusions loved the lines I have carried with me. The
in these eclogues are sometimes trained, and editor of this volume, Germaine Warkentin, of
Reaney provides footnotes); also, we witness Victoria College, provides an informative & untheir deaths, as they go to serve the farm famipretentious es ay toreader.
introduce
writinga
to the persevering
If thisReaney's
review drives
ly, becoming roast geese and goose feathers, Poems,
few more people to look at his poems (and
goosegrease
and
toothpicks,
plucked
geese
for
market sale.
plays), then it will have done its job.
The structure of the poem is circular and it
by James
slides in and out of the pastoral mode, implying New
Press,Reaney
$12.95.(ed. Germaine Warkentin),
again and again that Reaney sees the universe
Ted Whfttaker
as having a real meaning, that there is human

DRAMA CENTRE

VINCENT
PRICE
HAS
RESERVED
A SEAT
FOR
VSSSS
*
IN
YTH
EU
O
THEATRE
OF

BLOOD"

VINCENT PRICE 9 DIANA RIGG
..mi* IAN HENDRY
wiih Guest Victims HARRYANDREWS t CORAL BROWNE t ROBERT COOTE t JACK HAWKINS
MICHAEL HORDERN t ARTHUR LOWE t ROBERT MORLEY t DENNIS PRICE
Produced by |OHN KOHN md STANLEY MANN Executive Produce.* CUSTAVE BERNE »nd SAM JAFFE
Screenpliv by ANTHONY GREVILLE-BELL Ditected by DOUGLAS HICKOX ADULT INTIRTAINMENT
MusKCompoKdandConduckdbvMICHAEL J. LEWIS United AlflSfe
YONGE
WORLD PREMIERE STARTS TODAY!
YONGE AT QUEEN . 364-0277
Continuous Daily from 12:30 p.m.

PRESENTS

GALLOWS HUMOUR
a tragic comedy by JACK RICHARDSON
directed by MARC DIAMOND
STUDIO THEATRE March 21-24 FREE
4 Glen Morris
and 28-31
&30 p.m.
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The Albert White Gallery has another Afrian
Art
Sierra Leone",
untilexhibit:
March"The29.IvoryAt Coast
the and
Shaw-Rimmington
Gallery until March 30 is a photograph exhibit
by Neil Newton:
"Durham
and
Countryside.
Gallery
SeventyCounty:
Six hasPeople
an exhibit
"Stuffed
Painting
and
Drawings"
by
Karen
Viva
K. Haynes. Until March 25. Beginning March 22
Irving Grossman, an architect, exhibits some of
his work at the Faculty of Architecture building
at 230 College Street.
Beginning
Art Gallery
Ontario hosts anMarch
exhibit24oftheoriginal
drawingsof and
proof sheets surveying the history of the
American comic strip. The exhibit includes
Rudolph Dirk's The Katzenjammer Kids, 1903,
Frank 0. King's Gasoline Alley, 1921, R.F. Outcast's Buster Brown, 1923, Pat Sullivan's Felix
the Cat, 1935, Charle&Schulz's Peanuts, 1951,
and Waft Kelly's Pogo, 1954.
theatre
Callow's Humour by Jack Richardson is The
Drama nextCentre's
most recent
production.
will
open
Wednesday,
play until
the 24th,It and
then the following week from the 28th to 31st.
To be seen, free of charge, at the Studio
Theatre.
Circus, a creation of Mark Manson, also
plays from March 21 to 24, at UC Playhouse,
79a St. George St.
Toronto Workshop Productions began its run
of Indians last night. It plays Tuesdays through
Sundays
partner. at 8:30 pm. See today's review,
The Big
Apple,It
alsoElizabeth
opened Swerdlow's
last night atmusical,
the Goval
Village.
runs Tuesday through Saturday evening. It is
the story of a dancer's struggle to live her art

without outside restrictions, told through
dance, song and spoken word.
The Factory Theatre, which called itself, "the
home due
of the
Canadian
playwright"
closingindown
to lack
of funds.
Its recentislocal
itiatives program application was turned down
due to its recent dispute with Actor's Equity
over Works, the Factory Short Play Festival, According tothe artistic director, Ken Gass, the
lack of funds would have seriously affected the
artistic quality of their planned production of
Bagdad Saloon by resident playwright George
Walker. Apparently the Factory staff has been
working without salary since December 20.
By making the Canadian identity of the
playwright a prime factor in producing its plays,
Factory provided a sympathetic atmosphere for
youngdredunknowns.
the over
one hunproductions willMostfadeof back
into obscurity,
but some, such as Creeps and Battering Ram
by David Freeman, and Esker Mike and His Wife
Agiluk by Herschel Hardin will receive more
attention both in Toronto and in the rest of the
country.
Innis College, 63 St. George Street, is sponsoring something called The Revolting Theatre
Wednesday
and find outat noon and Friday evening. Come
For classical farce at its most impetuous, try
Les Precieuses Ridicules, playing weekends at
theYouTheatre
P'titElectra
Bonheur.at the St. Lawrence
can stilldu see
Centre, Battering Ram at the Tarragon Theatre,
The Master at Theatre Passe Mureille, and
Tommy ofSteele's
dozens
dancingLondon
girls. Palladium Show with

At the Faculty of Music on March 16, 19, 20,
21, and 22 there are student recitals. Phone
928-3744 for info pnd confirmation on the day
of the concert. March 22, for the Thursday
Afternoon Series, Ame Nordheim gives a lec-

Hugues Sakri, Michelle Lakarre

ture: Colorazione, a play on time, colour and
space. This is at 2:10 pm in the Concert Hall.
On March 16 and 17 the Early Music Group and
Poculi Ludique Societas of U of T will repeat
their successful re-enactment of the Coronatsion
ion of Henry
charge. V at 8 pm. No tickets, no admisAt the St. Lawrence Centre tomorrow night
(March 16 at 8:30 pm) Ann Chornodolska gives
a recital as the fifth recitalist in the series
Young Canadian Performers. This soprano will
sing works by Cesti, Mozart, Schubert, Spohr,
Dvorak,
Rapson clarinet and John
Newmark Fuare;
piano John
accompany.
On March 25 from 3 to 4 pm in the Sculpture
Court of the Art Gallery of Ontario is a concert
of works by Beethoven, Schumann and Martinu
performed
by Jennifer
cello, Anne
son,
violin and
Beverley Jahn,
Cavanaugh,
piano.RapNo
admission charge.
On March 25 on CBC'TV at 3 pm
Stravinsky's A Soldier's Tale is being televised.
Stravinsky's
wittyproduction
piece myis from
be acted
narrated
and the
England.or

The Survival Conference Spring Festival (see
Survival section in Watsup) is putting on some
fine music all next week, all free. Monday at 10
pm it'sat Luke
KillaloeSt. Mountain
Band
Innis Gibson
College,and63 the
Harbord
Tuesday,
same time, same place it will be The James
Hartley Band. Wednesday at 10 pm, with the
location shifting to the Hart House Music
Room, it's String Band. And Friday at 4 pm,
back at Innis, there will be a song-writers
workshop with Tuli Kupferberg (of the Fugs),
Luke Gibson and others to be announced. The
one festival event for which there will be a
charge is Thursday's benefit for the QuebecGothic
Residents'
The a price
in advance,
$250 Association.
at the door, for
concertis $2by
Bill King, Beverly Glenn-Copeland, Horn, Bruce
Miller and John Lyle. 8 pm, Convocation Hall.

Les Precieuses Ridicules.

Survival will be presenting other music at
various times. For that information calf the Survival office 928-2738 or 928-2697,
Murray McLaughlan is at the Riverboat, on
Yorkville (922-6216), tonight through Sunday
displaying that puckish grin so reminiscent of
Michael J. Pollard, that graces the cover of this
months
the
tunes fromMcLean's.
his first Murray's
two True doing
North many
albumsof and
his guitar playing is stronger than ever. That
flat picking style of his seems to be giving him ,
access to more notes these days and a lot of ^
neat
drith tricky
(formerlyriffsofareSimonin evidence.
Caine ) isDennis
helping Penout
onfew bass
and
Murray's
even
using
the
piano
for
songs. The keyboards are a good idea sincea
they force Murray to alter his vocal phrasings a
bit. Also there are a sprinkling of new songs
with one fo the best, being "You Need a New
Lover Now"whichwhich
gives quite
Murray's
challange
he meets
well. voice a
When you
the itword
the
Oownchild
BluesuseBand
refers"big"
to thewithadded
brass section not the weight of the band. That
"big" version is at the EI,Mocombo tonight and
tomorrow. Check the cost of beer and the cover
charge
calling 961-2558. Fats Domino
opens onbyMonday.
Kenny Loggins and Jim Messina represent
some of the finest elements of the composingproduction-performing sphere of rock music.
They'll be at Massey Hall on Sunday.

If you've survived the university well enough
tounderpublicized
have any time Survival
these days,
next week's
rather
Conference
and Spring
Festival
worth everything:
dallying at. individual
The "survival"
the
title ismeans
survivalof
(what
are
you
going
to
do
when
you
don't
job?), neighbourhood (where are you goingfind toa
live?), cultural (how are you going to live),
whom?).
ecological (on what?) and psychic (why and with
The week begins with Canadian Indian
philosopher Wilfred Pelletier leading off a session on living arrangements, at 8 pm Monday in
the Wilson Hall lounge, New College. From then
on the conference is an incredible hodge-podge:
artist Joyce Weiland talking about the plugging
up of James Bay, once-Fug Tuli Kupferberg
leading sing-songs,
people (and
discus ing their urban Quebec-Gothic
resistance campaign
putting on a big music benefit), Joe Rosenblatt
talking and reading his poetry, Dr. Duncan
Blewett suggesting consciousness exercises.
There will be sessions on food (politics, nutrition, herbalism, cooking), architecture without
architects, dome-building, song-writing. (For a
partial music list see Watsup music section.)
And a number of survivors will talk about how
they manhaveErnestdone
it, among
Cree medicineToutousis
and them
Sara Bowser
(How to
Survive
with
Whiskey
and
Work).
It's all
microphone, very informal, and free,
withopenthe
exception of Thursday's Quebec-Gothic benefit
concert.
As there is no Varsity on Monday, you might
clip our the Survival schedule elsewhere in
today's Varsity. The meetings are also included
in Here and Now, in a slightly more up-to-date
version. All next week the Advisory Bureau at
Harbord and Spadina (above the bank) will be
anexpanding
open-house
conference
schedules
will behead-quarters.
available thereEver-or
at the SAC office. For information call 9282738, 928-2697.
Editor
Ulli Diemer
Assoc. Editor Bill Macvicar
theatre
eleanor coleman
movies
bob bossin
a!
Ian mandell
pop
ian
art
ian scott
scott
music
books
bill
macvicar
andrea
waywanko
layout
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GET
YOUR
POST-CARD
READ
BY AN

IYORK
UNIVERSITY

ADVISORY
BUREAU

FACULTY
OF
FINE
ARTS
SUMMER

'73

DANCE
Studios: Modern
Ballet
Pas de deux
Improvisation and
Composition
Spanish
Jazz
East Indian
Dance Forms
History: 20th Century Dance
FILM
Studios: Film and
Film-Making
TV Tape and Film
History: The 20th Century Art
MUSIC
Studios: Workshop in
Musicianship
Indian Drumming
jazz
History Music of the
Americas
THEATRE
Studios; About Acting
Production
Introduction to
Design
Principles of
Stage Directing
VISUAL ARTS
Studjos: Matrix
Photography
Printmaking
For further information write:
Summer Studies 73
Faculty
of Fine Arts
YES Centre
York
University
4700 Keele Street
Oownsview,
M3j
1P3 Ontario
(416) 667-3636

MACHINE

a

mini

means

"
ourse
acbetter
job

The ShawBusiness
Accel
crated
torCoursepeopleIs designed
going
pieces in a hurry.
An exclusive program for sluo'enis who
meet minimum
requirements.
A "no j. ' - '
nonsense"
comprehensive6 monthbusiness
training
lor
High '
Schoolates.Honour
Collegetransfers,
andGradu-or
University
graduates
plan lo
enter
the jobwho
asand quickly
as markei
possible
at a parlevel
comabilities. able toIheir
ABC graduates will
tell you "it's
iho comation otacademic
training
andbinskills
practical
business
make real successthat
possible.
Remember.
your
futurelar,. . how
. you■ :■decide
how
want
to go. fast you
"simple as ABC
DROP IN MAIL —
I want to find myself at
Shaw Colleges. Please
send me information

SHAW
COLLEGES
ADMISSIONS OFFICE
2436 Yonge Street 481-W77
Toronlo.Oniario
M4P 2H4

Australia, Mexico) have hosted
them, so it's certainly our turn.
Thirdly, the presence of the
Games in Montreal gives us some
clout with the Organizing Committee
and the IOC. They want the Games
to go on even more than most
athletes do. As a price for our participation and support, we should demand anumber of reforms, the most
obvious of which would be the
decentralization of events across
Canada. According to the budget
presentedmitteeby(COJO)thelastOrganizing
Comweek, capital
expenditures will eat up $250 million
of a $310 million budget. But as
several people have pointed out,
other parts of Canada already have
world class facilities for many
events. Sure the IOC would object,
but at this point what could it do?
Health Minister Marc Lalonde, the
cabinet minister responsible for
sport, has said privately that Ottawa
wants the Games shared with other
Canadian cities. So the climate is
favourable.
Many other reforms come to
mind: athletic representation on all
IOC disciplinary bodies, the elimination of national anthem victory
ceremonies (at the World Student
Games they play Gaudeamus Igitur
at every victory ceremonies) and
parity among officials. At the 1968
Olympics in Mexico, the last Games
for which figures are available, there
were 4,362 officials in sports like
swimming and gymnastics in which
men and women competed in equal
number; 4,237 of these officials were
men and only 125 were women. Any
group
to this oflist.athletes could quickly add
Finally, concerned athletes should
support the idea of the Olympics
because it will keep them in touch
with other sportsmen and
sportswomen, many of whom still
believe that sport exists in isolation
from other forces in society. If we
are to be successful in our efforts to
change the character of Canadian
sport, we must keep talking to the
athletes. Rejecting the 1976 Olym-

will make that considerably
more picsdifficult.
Recently, a number of athletes
and sportspeople met to organize
support for the Montreal Olympics.
Now that the IOC has given Drapeau
and Rousseau its continued blessing,
athletes must continue to meet to
map out the strategy and program
for the next 42 months.
The difficulties in organizing
sportspeople for this purpose should
not be minimized. The demands of
athletic perfection — the long hours,
the physical strain, the concentration — have always made it difficult
for world class competitive athletes
simultaneously to pursue another
complex activity. Politics is certainly
a complex activity. In addition, not
all Canadian sports persons are concerned about the militarism of recent Games. In the current issue of
the Canadian Track and Field
Association News, executive director
Harry Kerrison writes:
"We must be honest and practical
and face the fact that, from both the
team standpoint and that of the individual: "the aim of the game is to
International sport is, to a great
measure, a form of substitution for
or miniature form of war, but far
less tragic and with far fewer
casualties.
It is to counteract views such as
Kerrison's that athletes must begin
to caucus and organize. Subsequent
action will have to be determined accordingly, but it is encouraging to
note that athletes in many other
countries
share
these concerns
win!"
remember the Olympic
Movement—
for Peace
last summer
can
be expected
to help.— and they
It's not, as I say a happy prospect.
No longer can sports people plunge
into their training and expect that all
will be well with the world. But the
opportunitiesmore
for humane
a saner,sporting
more
democrati
c,
culture are just as real as the villains
and the problems.
It's thosefight
oppor-to
tunities athletes should
develop.
Bruce Kidd

course of action appropriate to this
strategy is a counter-Olympics, a
parallel Games staged under conditions determined by athletes and
coaches themselves. There's some
precedent for this. In 1936, several
hundred athletes opposed to Hitler's
policies tried to stage a parallel
Games in Barcelona. Unfortunately,
the Spanish Civil War broke out
three days before it was to begin.
At the moment, I support the first
strategy for the following reasons. In
the first place, the Montreal Olympics could provide a tremendous
boost to Canadian sport. They would
break down the isolation that has
stifled Canadian sport since World
War II. They would expose
Canadians to the ideal of excellence
in sport that the pervasive monopoly
of the National Hockey League and
the repressive teaching of physical
education in the schools has never
let them see. They would offer an
alternative to the popular view that
sport is just another commodity for
buying and selling. And, they would
likely encourage millions to discover
the joys of physical culture.
Properly speaking, the Olympiad:
is a four-year period, not simply two
weeks of competition. Thanks to
Jean Drapeau's procrastinations,
we've lost much valuable time, but
we don't need to wait for him to
begin. As soon as the snow clears,
other countries will be sending their
Finals may be returned
top coaches to scout the conditions
College student rep Howie Levitt,
of Montreal. We should borrow a Arts and science students will be who
along with UC rep Seymour
trick from the Mexicans and detain able to get their final exams back if
moved the original mothese coaches for Canadian clinics. the faculty's General Committee Kanowitch
tion, is now supporting the
accepts
a
recommendation
Monday
Now that Canadians are already — but only for a fee.
forthcoming
resolution, according to
thinking about how their athletes
can do well in 1976 — usually they Standing
And, theurges
faculty's
Committee
on arts and science minutes.
that
proposes
that
However, Committee on Standing
don't address their thoughts to the students be able to petition to have student
assessor Bob Anderson, also
Olympics until Lloyd Robertson exams remarked if they are dis- newly elected
SAC president, says
gives the summary of the semi-finals
satisfied with their marks.
— it's a good time to fight for the Students now have no control over the resolution avoids the real issue.
facilities and other supports like
disposition of the exams, which Anderson complained that the
good medical services that will give inthemany
procedure dissatisfied
is only concerncases constitute a substan- suggested
us a fair chance at a medal. It goes
ed with students
with
tial portion of final marks, except
without saying that such facilities
their
marks,
and
has
"nothing
to
do
they
can
pay
five
dollars
to
have
inshould also be resigned for men and
ternal addition of marks checked. with a learning process."
women bwho
have
no
Olympic
amThe
five
dollar
fee
is
retained
in
The
New
Program
Review
Coms but need a good place in
mittee (on which he sat) has
winter toitionplay.
the Committee
on Standing's
sugges- recommended
that exams be
tion to cover costs
of photocopying
During the next 42 months, we the exams
automatically returned so that
to sent to the student students
should also use every opportunity to requesting it.
can
realize
where markers
The original paper
dramatize the association of sport would remain with
feel
they
went
wrong,
he noted.
the
faculty.
with the other arts forms — music,
The
resolution
is
"very
unsatisfacpainting, the dance, and so on. recommendation
The all-faculty
committee's
was sparked by the
Before 1952 Olympic competitions
tory", Andersonprovementstated,
an imover the"butpresent
were actually held in the arts, at the referral of a student motion at the
same time as the athletic events. General Committee calling for
Last year, the Germans revived the automatic remarking of exams for He predicted that the mild reform
pass the General Committe.
tradition, although with festivals not the same five dollar fee. New would
situation."
competitions, and we should too.
Almost every Canadian artist at
some time or other has tried to draw
Dare Foods Ltd —producer of Dare Cookies
or paint an athlete and some, like
has refused to negotiate with its striking employees
Greg Cumoe and John Boyle, have
done extensive work on sporting
for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance
themes. Let's unleash all their
creative energy on the celebration of
have characterized the company's approach to
sport and play. They could certainly
the predominantly female work force.
help us break down those puritan
hang-ups still too many Canadians
have that sport is for heart patients,
Help Dare workers protect their union
juvenile
delinquents, sadists, and
and win a fair contract
ne'er-do-wells.
Secondly, Canadians have an
obligation to sustain the Olympic
been incompeting
DON'T
BUY
inmovement.
it since theWe've
2nd Games
Paris in
1900 and between the wars, when
DARE
COOKIES!
many more men and women made
sport an active part of their lives, we
(and
tell
your
friends
not to, either)
actually won several medals. Other
small nations (Finland, Holland,
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years
early school
crucial
cial
aid
schemes
when
they
are
in
dent benefitseesfrom
his education?"
"Payment according to means is
student
protest in re-9 when they can decide to Phillips
more equitable than assessing an in- Grade
cent
years
as
"a
protest
the
take
university
pre-requisite
courses.
dividual's eligibility on the basis of Nowlan, a researcher on student diminuition of quality in athigher
his family's income when his family financing
for
the
Ontario
Federation
may have nothing to do with his of Students, described high school
"Quality of teaching has declined;
educational
funding" that
Stager
benefits have declined
asserted.
He emphasized
the guidance programs responsible for educational
but
the draft (COPSEO) report sees
area of student aid becomes impor- informing students of educational education."
tant to students "only when they alternatives as "inept at best and a tuition fees doubling or tripling,"
exclaimed.
waste of the taxpayers' Phillips
have
made
university
lower incomeit to.the
students
havinglevel",
been farcial
Part-time student governor Joyce
"Now that numerous colleges of Denyer
asked the panelists why they
weeded out long before.
arts and technology have were being so critical and reminded
U, of T law student Dick Nowlan applied
been
lower class
money".constructed,
suggested that poorer students students
are streamed off into them that "education now takes 40
should be made cognizant of finan- them", Nowlan
stated. There is still per cent of the provincial budget".
"no organized effort to ..discover Hence, she contended, "the
lower clasrstudents with university governments can't go on stretching
to prof
theDescribing
tax dollar "benefit-cost
indefinitely". analysis
Students protest honour
tator Pierre Berton and federal NDP attempt be made before the event a Describing
LONDON (CUP) — University of
himself
as
"a
fluke"
as
"lower
class"
university
student,
as
deceptive".
Stager stated that we
Western Ontario President D. C. leader David Lewis at ceremonies takes place Thursday, Williams said.
Nowlan said he felt that the propos- shouldn't think there's a magical
potential".
Williams condemned last night a stu- Thursday night in Alumni Hall.
At
its
last
meeting,
the
students'
ed government plan to cut off loans
dent protest against the granting of The move was triggered by the ad- council had rejected several other
leveltowhere
education finan1cing has
for funds, Williams pointed to students after their first five post- upper
of thestop".
audienceAsked
wherebythea
ministration's decision to give an requests
an
honorary
degree
to
Canadianout.
But
the
USC,
in
approving
this
secondary
school years would leave member
born economist Harry Johnson.
honorary degree to Harry Johnson, a event, found the money problem poorer students
money
was
being
spent,
Stager
said
who wished to go on
Referring to a planned student Canadian-born economist who non-existent.
to professional and graduate schools it is "difficult to discover where the
North America should
counter-convocation as "utter lack believes
in the lurch.
educational
is going". faculty
become
one
economic
unit
ruled
by
Accordingdollar
to Stager,
of co-operation
part," market forces.
. "I find it funny that they can find
U of T student awards officer salaries
Williams
said inof antheir
interview
have
remained
stable and
Patrick Phillips said he would like to_
Williams felt the student move, the money now," he said.
Wednesday
a(iministration
of- referred
expenditures Nowlan
are difficials whothat
decided
to move the
to as Confidence Canada by Williams was adamant on his see "an examination of the values administrative
ficult
to
establish.
organizers, was the latest of
with which the post-secondary school volunteered suggestions for financial
specialsion toconvocation
ses- the
several student moves taken this stand
studentsofas non-co-operation
a result of this latest
March, whenandthestudy
students
system in Ontario is promoting".
buildings could be much
year traditional
to sabotageevents.
university affairs protest move by students. He in- There seems to be "an assumption savings;
would be on campus, "are regretting and
fer ed inthe discussion Wednesday that public and private benefits ac- less elaborate and administrative
their
decision."
crue to a person's education and the
"We decided to move the date "Mr. Berton and Mr. Lewis are that attempts at joint efforts with
cut theback,
but have
"on noto sufaccount should
student
(from June) to March for the benefit both welcome guests on this cam- students in the future would seldom individual should pay for the private expenses
benefits"
he said. "But does the stufer
for
tight
budgeting".
of Without
the students,"
Williams
said.
pus,"
Williams
said,
"but
I
.wonder
hesitation and in obvious if they know that they are being
anger, Williams called the event an used by the students."
Williams said he had not tried to
attempt to embarrass the univer- contact
either Lewis or Berton to
sity's
own
convocation
events
to
be
discuss the issue.
held for four days next week.
Students plan to give awards of No attempt has been made to stop
their own to author and commen- the counter-convocation nor will any

for
proposed
Aid
By ALEXANDRA MERCER
financing post-secondary school
"The problem of accessibility to education and a U of T economist at
post-secondary school education the Institute of Quantitative Analysis, was speaking to 50 people in the
begins
at the lowest
level", atprofessor
David Stager
said Tuesday
a panel Medical Sciences Auditorium during
discussion on tuition fees and finan- the day of study on the Commission!
Post-Secondary Education
cial aid plans. Stager felt that "the on
report.
conceptclude notofonlyaccessibility"
must
inpost-secondary school
Stager thought the contingent
student aid but also help disadvan- repayment financing scheme,
taged students where they need it recommended by COPSEO whereby
most— at the initial stages of the students repay their educational
school system.
debts on the basis of their later earStager, co-author of a report on
ning income was, an "attractive
the educational opportunity bank for
mechanism".
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Workers
leave
as Brown ar
g thebar
s
Local se
were notin
204 business
wiStreet
permitted
tnes
university's
Two workers suspended by U of T union refused to allow them to take Claude he
s agent Don
personne
l office. 215The Huron
charged the
over a month ago recently found witnesses into a university-level independent witnesses at a February university
agreed with Parker, admit's order to work away from Barclay
21 hearing, U of T and Service
their case sent directly to arbitration hearing.
"I refused to let them in."
Employees International Union the downtown campus was an He tingalso
1after both the university and their Grounds workers Greg Keilty and Local
called the Brown's and
attemptating.
to prevent them from
204 says, because their demonstr
Keilty's, insistence
on withnesses
attendence would likely have
violation
of the
collective"a
U of T labour relations manager
violated the collective agreement John
Parker says that although the Since the grievors would not enter
between the two parties, possibly
rendering the entire appeal university's contract with Local 204 the hearing without witnesses, and
does not specifically prohibit outside union and management would not
unclassified
procedure invalid.
witnesses at the initial hearing of the hear
agreement"
the case with them, the
Keilty and Brown said they grievanc
e, the validity of the went directly to arbitration. Bothappeal
wanted
witnesses
in
case
of
possible
the
TRAVELLING
EUROPtd
INTERNA
LET
US
HELP
YOU
Pur
your
baby
into
a
cradle
ITIONAL STUDENT I.D. card, student rather than an incinerator. Birthright, 89 St. legal repercussions from the procedure might be challenged at a union and management have named
rallpass, car rentals, cheapest and most George 469-1U1.
later appeal if witnesses attended. representative to the arbitration
grievance
appeal.
Both
fear
the
charternowflights,
The collective agreement calls for, board; the third (picked by both
which came after they
.,.—„„dable
available
from: camping
AOSC, 44toursSt. GUITAR LESSONS, Classical and Folk by ex- suspensions,
classically-trained teacher. Private refused an order February 1 to work in addition to the university's atten- bodies) and a date for hearings have
George St., Toronto 5, 416 ■ 962-8404. (The penenced,
Studentdent Council)
Travel co-op owned by your stu- and informal. Phone Michael 485-9643.
at a property away from the down- presence, dance
"theirrepresen
(the grievors') yetAlthough
to be settled
Barclayon. did not support
tatives and
town campus, are the first step in that's it," union
ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICc - their firing.
Parker
maintain
ed.
of the workers, and opessays.
BEN'S
French, Latin - experHe added, "It's my responsibility the aims
Each was arrested and charged
long hair)MEN'S
in theHAtRSTYLINQ
Clarke Institute(Specialising
of Psychiatry,in theses, ienced
typists -- electric
typewriters, 66
attendanc
their witnesses'
to conduct
the meeting inital posed
250 College St. Tel. 924-68 1 1 ext. 560. Hair cut Bloor St. W. Ste. 670. 922-7624.
with
assaulting
police
later
that
day
is estillat
the union
hearings,
$2.25
MIXED APARTMENT - looking for fourth after participating in a demonstra- (properly) ... and I won't authorize backing
grievance
their
.
Meanwhile, both are without pay.
1 and
EXPEDITION
to Afghanistan
roommate. House at Bloor & Dufferin. $60/
tion against feared layoffs outside
Turkey departs
June 5th forvia 3Europe.
months Greece
$600. month.
All utilities incl. Call Ed or Judv
other witnesses."
plus $215 return flight to England, Phone 532-4335 or Ed at 928-3404.
Peter 922-5006.
ACCURATE, prompt typing service. Low rates
for volume.
WHY FREEZE? Used fur coatB from $10.00 after
5 p.m. Minor corrections free, 489-3326
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Editor Bob Gauthier
Phone 923-4053

pros
toward
moves
hockey
exists
for
the
of players
First, the calibre of hockey and spectators,enjoyment
(he purpose of university athletics? game to scout Bill Buba. And, if general?
not
for
the
producmust
drop,
at
least
in
the
short
run,
places
Buba onNHLtheirteam
negotiaAt St. Mary's the university must Bostontion list,
tion of pro prospects. How far the
no other
can with more players by-passing univer- pro influence
provide winning teams to have an
goes
depends
deal
with
him.
However,
he
is
free
to
sity for the pros. Second, and more many Bob Bouchers there onarehowin
identity (witness the success of the
ail-American Huskies basketball talk to WHA clubs.
important,
The university
is oneis
fluencehow
extend? far will the pro in- college
Boston also owns the pro rights to
of the hockey.
last places
where sport
squad,
This isthisnotyear's
the caseCIAUat thechampions).
Universi- Gord Davies and Bruce Durno, and
for its own sake and not for
St. Mary's
coacha national
Bob Boucher'
like to see
super- played
ty of Toronto. Athletics at U of T are Philadelphia Flyers offered Francois would
profit. For this reason alone college
Ouimet of Sir George Williams a pro league of the best teams, with an an- hockey
just part of vironment.
the total
university
enis better off without the
Participation by many, contract after a league game last
nual draft by the NHL of the best
rather than victories by the few is November. In fact, the McGill graduating "players. This is just a NHL.
of the American football
stressed, as evidenced by the in- hockey coach was instrumental in duplication
tramural program run by Dave arranging the offer. Quite a conflict machine.
Blues
coach
Tom Watt wants no Brent Swanick is a former Blues
of
interest
—
the
coach
works
for
an
Copp, Kaye Boyd, and Susie White.
The emphasis on winning has also organization that seeks to secure part of the pros — college hockey hockey player.
led to changes in the eligibility rules. professional contracts for opposition
For example, a player who in the
coach was evenpast failed was ineligible to play the players.tuallyTheforcedMcGill
to resign.
Do college coaches like scouts
next year.eligible ihef Nowfails,a isplayer
is
only
innot accepted by chasing their players? Blues coach
in to 'ball
finals
Law Law
and Meds advanced
the before finally
fouling out. The
his original university the next year, Tom Watt doesn't, since he feels
and transfers to a new school.
such attention may affect a par- finals of the interfac basketball oddness of the situation was that St.
Mike's never challenged him to draw
Former now
Blues'at goaltender
ticular player's approach to the and
Tataryn,
Laurentian,Daveis,
playoffs
victories over
UC, with
respectively.
The St.Mike's
Kleberg his final foul. A second curious
technically, ineligible. He failed his The pro influence on college Klassic continues tonight at 7 pm in feature was Trafford's reluctance to
first year at Toronto, was not hockey has been aided by Hockey the first game of a best two-out-of- shoot in the final 10 minutes of the
accepted back, and transferred to game.
Canada, or, as it might better be three final series.
game (he took one shot) after scoring
Laurentian where he now plays for known Hockey NHL. This body sup12 points in the first half.
Down
one
game
to
none,
St.Mike's
the Voyageurs. Why? Mainly
Al Sternberg hooped 16 points for
college tournaments
acrosstime),
the destroyed Law in the second
because there is some reluctance on nationports(usually
at Christmas
the, game, while Rick Pirie and
the part of other schools to lodge an and gives scholarships to deserving meeting of the series, 84-46. Gerry Saltzman each scored 11.
However,
the game
official protest about the situation. players based on financial need, close.
St.Mike's'
3-1-1 fullwasn't
court that
and Meanwhile, Larry Trafford and John
The advent of the WHA, NHL academic excellence, and hockey three-quarters
court
press
— es- Baynes were carrying the scoring
expansion and a shift in middle class ability. But, the real basis of the
the three-quarters court load for St. Mike's with 17 and 16
attitudes toward university educa- awards is the "hockey ability". Is press — pecially
the points, respectively.
tion are current forces of change this the beginning of hockey usually coolcompletely
Lawyers. unnerved
John Baynes
operating on college hockey. First, scholarships and possibly a system to and Larry Trafford scored 32 of St. Meds defeated UC 5043 in the
the two pro leagues need bodies bad- feed the pros like the American Mike's first 40 points. For the game, third and final game of their seriesl
ly, and therefore many prospects for- college football machine? The NHL Baynes, the Ventura free wheeler following Law's win in the preceding
sake university for the opportunity would certainly welcome it.
Since a BA no longer equals a job, endedfordupscoredwith21. 23 points, while Traf- Two things were readily apparent
to play pro for inflated salaries. And,
others have left university a degree is not the bargaining wedge
The third and final game of the wanted
this game from the outset
prematurely in order to make a it once was with the pros, so why go series
and —UC Meds
was
was a different story, indetermined
game. everynotrebound
to break a sweat.
quick dollar. Gavin Kirk, for exam- after one? Also, many young people 59-54.
however,
as
Law
defeated
St.
Mike's
ple, spent last year at Loyola, then seriously question the value (and not
Meds' frontline of Bill Caskey-Joel
this year joined Ottawa of the WHA. value in purely monetary terms) of a
Seppala scored 34 of
this game,
St. Mike's'
press
was Hibloom-Rick
In the search for players, scouts university education. Witness the i notIn nearly
Meds'
50
points.
the start of the
as
effective
as
it
had
been
follow college games more closely drop in enrolment at York and in the previous game. The game was game Hibloom, a Atplayer
knownof
than in the past. Red Sullivan of the Laurentian this year.
for
his
scoring,
popped
innoteight
until midway through the first
What are the ramifications of close
Boston Bruins, for example, attendhalf when Al Sternberg scored 11 Meds' first 12 points.
ed the December 1 Laurentian-Blues these changes for college hockey in
One has to go with Law as the
straight
pointsleadto into
St. Mike's'
carried this
the half0. byLawa favourite for the Sifton Cup. This is
the
of their players
score
35-24.half was a curious hajf, whilelastthisyearMedsfor most
The ofsecond
Mail or deliver
team is the start of a
Referendum
indeed. AI Sternberg, who possessed
To: 91 St. George St.
Look is.forLaw)the tolastpostpone
year's
champs (that
four fouls at the half, started the se- dynasty.
Drop this coupon, signed and with student
cond half and played 18.5 minutes Meds win streak by a year.
votes count
number into any campus mail box, and it will be
delivered free to The Varsity office.
The referendum results will be
Campus mail boxes can be found in almost all
university buildings.
sent to association
Simcoe Hall,(UTAA),
the men's
athletic
and
As a student involved in athletics at the Univerthe
Women's
Athletic
Association.
Varsity.
sity of Toronto, where over 50 per cent of the
They will also be published in The
athletic budget comes from the students, and
where only five students can be elected to a 20
If tfurther
member Directorate, I strongly support a majority
ion is desiredbackground
in order toinformaanswer
student voice in the UTAA Directorate.
the
referendum
the
following
arYes □
No □
ticles are available at The Varsity
editorial
offices:
The construction of a new men's athletic
Educate bodies as well as minds,
sportalk
building'should be placed at the top of the universiNovember 15, 1972.
ty administration's priority list. The administraJock and Jill in Toronto,
tion should appeal to the provincial government for
November 22, 1972.
construction funds, and should also pay for the
Women play a marginal role in
maintenance costs itself.
sports, October 18, 1972.
Yes □
No □
Marketing athletics: how U of T
pays for its sports program,
Co-educational physical education and
The U of T rifle team hosted the
January 10, 1973.
Rochester Institute of Technology finals. The second -and perhaps
athletics should be encouraged; and the men's
Hoch unmasks spectator sports last Saturday in a three position deciding game is tonight at
athletics program, the women's program, and the
. . . student representatives to
as escapist, January 26, 1973.
matchrrifle competition. RJT won 7:30 Athletic
School of Physical and Health Education should be
Directorate were voted
integrated.
Queen's University — athletics, 1090 to 994. The next match will be the
on
Wednesday.
Bruce Durno
January 31, February 2, February held tomorrow at Hart House begin- (hockey) and Jim Nicoletti
Yes Q
No □
(football)
7,
February
9.
ning
at
9
am
against
Sheridan
were
acclaimed
in
Group
I urge the UTAA to set up a committee with a
23.University of Waterloo —
College ... in interfac ulty water Rodger Wright (rugby), andA, while
majority of student (athletes) to define the
athletics, February 21, February polo
Dave
playoffs, Trinity
defeated
Meds
Watted in(basketball,
track)Bauer
were (Law)
electpriorities of the men's athletics program at the U of
B
Wednesday
night,
while
Vic
Group
B.
Bob
Women pressured to open defaulted out after using an ineligi- was elected in Group C . . . . The
facilities, February 28.
Yes □
No □
bletion.
player,Unavailable
leavingat Knox
Admin does not support
press intimecontenwere CIAU hockey finals take place
athletics, March 2, 1973.
Signature
the scores from the Trinity-Knox and tomorrow at 2 pm at Varsity Arena
between The
Bluesgameandwill St.
Mary's
Fee March
hike pays
semi-final games . . . in in- Huskies.
be carried
ATL number
costs,
7. for increase in PHELaw
terfaculty hockey, SMC beat Vic 3-1
in the first game of the Jennings Cup live over Radio Varsity, 820 AM . . •

College
By BRENT SWANICK
The middle class emphasis on university education in recent years has
affected the aspirations of young
hockey players. The traditional
Junior A route to the professional
ranks is by-passed by many in favour
of university education first, hockey
later. Some players have an honest
interest in the university environment, while others simply want to
improve their bargaining position at
contract time.
The theory goes something like
this: a degree equals an alternative
job
and*consequently
pro opportunity
team must pay
more to sign aa
player with a degree than one
without. Also, what one could call
"the safety valve effect" plays on the
minds of aspiring pros, the "If I
don't make it to the NHL I better
haveCanadian
a degreeplayers
to fallgoback
idea.
to theon"United
Statestheonexpress
"hockeyintentscholarships"
with
of hockey
first, books later if I have time. John
Danby of Mississauga, Boston
University, and the New England
Whalers is one self-admitted example. Technically, Canadian universities offer no hockey scholarships
but some schools make
"concessions" to their athletes, not
only in hockey, but also in other
sports (notably football).
There is tremendous emphasis
placed on winning at these schools,
but in the quest for hockey
excellence they have compromised
their academic standards for the
benefit of a few athletes.
St. Mary's University is one examBob Boucher
drawnple. Huskies'
bettercoachplayers
from has
the
Eastern League in the past, and
these recruits usually play at St.
Mary'sEastern
for a few
yearsnotthenappreciably
return to
the
League
closer to receiving a degree.
However, the real issue is: what is
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University
strike
in
MONTREAL (CUPI) — A common front of
five unions has gone on strike, closing down
three Quebec universities.
The workers are pressing for changes in the
job classification system presently in force, increased sick pay and salaries. The three
affected universities are the Universite de
Montreal (U de M), Universite du Quebec a
Montreal (UQAM) and Universite Laval at
Quebec City.
Universite de Montreal administrators say
their institution will be kept open for classes
despite the current strike. If this pledge is to
be observed, the university will have to hire
strikebreakers and seek an injuction to prevent picketing. Given the past actions of the
students and faculty members, such a development may force a showdown with the police
and the provincial government.
The workers at U de M have been without a
contract since last April.
The five unions represent secretarial,
library and maintenance workers and are affiliates of la Confederation des syndicats
nationaux (CSN) and la Federation des
travailleurs du Quebec (FTQ).

TORONTOI

workers
Quebec
The main point of contention in the dispute
is a move by the universities to create a
hierarchy among the workers that would not
be based on equal pay for equal work. For
example, a dean's secretary would be better
paid than a secretary working for an assistant
dean, even if the work is the same.
The unions are proposing a scientific evaluation ofjobs, with a job description and precise
criteria of remuneration to avoid
individualism andpaternalism. The government
and universities oppose the plan because it
would lift the employees out of the control of
their immediate superiors.
Negotiations have been going on for weeks
with littleprogress. On March 14, more than
200 U de M employees marched on the
building housing the Quebec Department of
Labor. Workers carrying placards entered the
building and proceeded to the sixth floor
where negotiations were taking place. The
workers silently filed into the room with the
placards, but left quickly when a stink bomb
was tossed in. They continued their protest
outside for an hour before quietly dispersing.
U de M employees went on strike in October

Ui of ?r»m
m I'6 °?tano
°Penedbefore
f°r aspring
new session,
and a Martian
the
T campus. Nothing
strange le8lslature
for the day
at Canada's
largest invaded
multiversiry
Meanwhile, The Varsity prepared to publish this,' its second last issue for
1972-73.
The strike, which lasted for a month
1971 demanding equal pay with workers in
other universities, maternity leave and better brought support for the maintenance workers
from the students, other unions and labor
job security. Maintenance workers were paid federation
U de M and UQAM faculties are
up to $2,500 less than Laval workers. U de M organized s.under
the CSN.
refused to grant paid maternity leave despite
UQAM workers ability to take eight weeks off On October 28, 1971, 1,000 students
at two-thirds pay. The union also wanted demonstrated in front of the Ministry of Labor
guaranteed job security after six months in- to support the workers. The students declared
stead ofthe 18 months, then in force.
they
return to classes if a back-towork would
order not
was used against
the unionists. A
group of students had also briefly occupied the
administration's offices^ [jfie administration
closed down the student centre forcing all student organizations to find provisional
Quebec
ns
may
unit
headquart
e
ers.
agai
n
By DOUG HAMILTON unio
FTQ and the CSN exploded into a bitter dis- the confrontation which occurred over conThe strike was settled on October 29 with litThe Common Front of Quebec trade unions dustry.pute over recruiting in the construction instruction raiding was not as serious as was
tle real wage gains for the workers. However
which helped stage the largest general strike
originally thought.
obtained maternity leave and other fringe
in the history of North America last May will The Quebec government sanctioned a
said a renewed Common Front "would they
benefits.
Workers can now enjoy job security
probably be reconstituted within a year said raiding period which permitted the CSN, the be Hetwice
as strong" as its predecessor.
after
one year instead of the previous 18
the secretaire-general of the Confederation FTQ, and the Confederation des syndicats
Asked
if
English-speaking
workers
support
months.
des syndicats nationaux (CSN) Paul Thibeault democratiques to pirate each other's the idea of the Common Front as
yesterday.
memberships for recruits. At one point, the enthusiastically as their French-speaking comWhile the strike was on, the university hired
"I see another Common Front" in "12 to 18 conflict between CSN and the FTQ was so inrades, Thibeault replied that Anglo-Quebecois squads of baseball bat wielding goons besides
months", said Thibeault approvingly. "It will threatened
tense thattoFTQsue ^president
Laberge
its regular security forces, to intimidate the
the CSN forLouis
slander
and "have more awareness now after the Common strikers.
much stronger" and "more committed", Libel.
A member of the
of governors
hebe added.
He said nine of the officers who were im- who is a labor representativeboard
leaked the inforThe secretaire-general said the front will be The suit was later dropped and when
m
a
t
i
on tothe strikers.
prisoned after the May strike were EnglishLaberge, CSN president Marcel Pepin, and the
reformed because "the workers want it".
group of strikers manning picket lines
The Common Front was formed by the CEQ chief Yvon Charbonneau went to jail to speaking.
Front."
"There is more awareness now than ever" oneOnenight
were attacked by goons using iron
CSN, la Federation des travailleurs du Quebec serve a one-year term arising from charges Thibeault.
(FTQ) and la Corporation des enseignants du laid during the strike, rumours buzzed among English-speaking workers, continued bars and bats. A major clash was finally
Quebec (CEQ). The front withered when the throughout the Quebec labour movement that
who arrested only striking
The secretaire-general said there is a broken upTheby police
Quebec government legislated an end to the the front would again be established.
workers were charged with mispossibility that Ontario workers might be ask- workers.chief against
strike.
private
Thibeault asserted that there are "no real tivity.
ed to participate in future Common Front ac- will be held soon. property and their trial
During December, differences between the problems" between the CSN and the FTQ and

New
discipline
rules are
malleable:
ell
during the math occupation were anCampb
By JOHN CAMPBELL
other authorized activity on universi- assumption
that "the
He added thatof this
the operating' example
staff and students
be onprinciple
this panelthatis
of this approach, according gratification
the was
committee.
The author of the Campbell
The
Campbell
Report
attempted
to
Campbell.
Report on discipline says that Thety premises."
co-authors of the code, Interagaina elaborated".
big step forward. It realnal Affairs chairman Paul Cadario to make distinctions between nonThe college principal speculated once"That's
Proposed regulations against
that the Internal Affairs Committee
demonstrations are "fairly and vice-president Jill Conway, deny
ly is." he declared. "That was one of
violent non-disruptive demonstra- may
have
been
similarly
stumped
tions, such as leafletting or peacesweeping", setbutdownnot incontrary
the that the regulations are intended to
theImplementation
major issues three
guidelines
his own tocomof theyearsnewago."
code
ful picketing, and the disruptive over definitional issues.
ban all demonstrations and sit-ins.
has
been
delayed
as result of the
"In
fairness,
I
suppose
we
had
type
which
could
be
either
violent
In separate
interviews,
they
inago. mittee's report published three years
sisted that as long as the educational or merely obstructive. Examples done it a different way." he stated. document's rejection by the university's solicitors for use as a legal
However, Ralph Campbell, now function of the university was not of behaviour belonging in the "They (Internal Affairs) haven't
been as specific in labelling the document on grounds that the code's
latter two-part
category
included
disrupted,
peaceful demonstrations blocking
Scarborough
College
principal,
access
to
rooms
and
general statements
^ggested the regulations could be would be allowed.
different when
categories
we weren't
code. will not suffice as
buildings, creating excessive noise or specific
we gotanddown
to the a Adiscipline
Merpreted as banning even the reCampbell asserted, however, that inconvenience
revised
version, stating definite
to
working
staff,
L'e,,t math occupation, which the Cadario's interpretation of the sub- classes or meetings, and carrying out one"I that
was really
wouldn't
want totough."
be critical of forward
prohibitionsis expected
section dealing with demonstrations "threats of violence and destruction
for approval
soon. to come
filiations'
authors
say
would
have
"teen permitted.
them
on thatpraised
regard,"thehe report
added. for
was "questionable". "Really," he
Campbell
report from the comThe university's proposed code of said, "it's phrased so that it could be of The
committee found it easy to preserving the basic structure of the A progress
facilities."
*haviour, passed by the Internal Af- interpreted
mittee's working
group on"atdiscipline
will be made
tomorrow
Internal
the opposite
define the extreme cases, Campbell disciplinary
^ Committee three weeks ago,
machinery
the
earlier
Although Cadario
has saidway".
that the said,
but
it
could
not
reach
a
consenAffairs'
4
pm
meeting
in Simcoe
committee
had
developed.
Utes that the "freedom of enquiry" math occupation would be permitted
sus on whether charges could be laid The new report proposes the es- Hall's Council Chamber. Cadario in'rinciple it seeks to protect "entitles under the code, Campbell thought it
dicated Monday that the contentious
tablishment ofa university tribunal
"embers of the university. . . to might not be allowed, noting that it in cases of "obstructive" protest.
clause's content is unlikely to be
Such
cases may be shown "later by to deal with disciplinary matters changed.
:nSage in peaceful demonstrations". "was intentional".
the entire university, and The Academic Affairs Committee
justified",
But among eight items it prohibits
Discussing the experience of his objective criteria
said, andto asbe result
the affecting
faculty and divisional tribunals to Tuesday
'y Way of example, is "intentional or own committee, Campbell said the Campbell
committee
took
the
position
that
will consider chairman
^kless obstruction or disruption or main problem lay in defining what is negotiations should centre around handle local disputes. The accused in
each case will face a panel on which R.M.H. Sherpherd's proposal to
"tfue disturbance, by any means, of a demonstration. "To me," he the
issues
involved
and
not
the
disa minority on all dis^ching, research, administration, stated, "a demonstration is a very
a majority of his or her peers will sit. make students
ciplinary tribunals.
Campbell expressed particular
"sciplinary proceedings, or any short-run thing, lasting a few hours". ruptiveness itself. The steps taken
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HERE
TODAY
all day
The victoria College Productions Committee
is offering cash grants to Vic students who will
write an original musical or dramatic work to be
performed at Vic by Vic students. For further information and applications see Richard Partridge, VUSAC office, 9 - 4:30 pm. Deadline is
March 30th.
.186Hillel's
photo exhibit
St. George
Street. is open to the public. At
Boohs and pamphlets on sale all day every
day..
Hart New
HouseHogtown
Circle. 10Press,am the SAC office. 12
Survival:
pottage cateredChandra's
by OasisBreakfast,
Foods. Ata mess
the ofBossin
Room. Innis College.11' am
Survival: Shelter Capsule I at Back Patio
Rochdale
— a reallydemos,
fantastic
long toys,
slide
trip
plasticweek
tools with
and models,
instruction on domes
andstraws
structures.
Ask for Jerry or Bob noon
at Room 1226.
Survival: Revolting Theatre with Tuii
Kupferberg speaks for itself Sid Smith, 2135.
The Relavancy of Contemporary Theological
Education:
a discussion
sponsored
the Student Chnstian
Movement.
At theby Woodger
Room. Old Vic. 1 pm
Survival: Push and Probe Series on noise
pollution
Crescent at Pollution Probe, 43 Queen's Park
Survival: Son of Tuli Kupferberg and the
Revolting Theatre.
2 pm
Survival: Assorted Survivors Series. David
McFadden will talk, accompanied by his family.
At the Advisory Bureau, 631 Spadina Ave.
Survival: Architecture without Architects —
new establishment
title Life Supportof aSystems
"Discussion
the
life supporting
systemon
that doesn'trenewarequire
a continual
of non-on
ble materials. This
system input
to be built
a scale where a person's work has an identhe community's
well-beingon
and wheretifiable eftheect oneffect
of the community
planetary systems are apparent to its
members."Lounge.
At ISC. 33 St. George Street, Pendarves
Survival: Push and Probe Series Recycling
Slide Showcus ion oonfMetroa plantgarbage
in Franklin
a discrisis.OhioAt andPollution
Probe. 43 Queens Park3 pmCrescent,
Ti-Peupe: fernand 6elanger's film about
young people's
contemporary ssearch
ociety, will forbe truth
shownandin love
Roomin 104,
U.C. The first part represents young people liva pre-industrial
f cond,ing intheir
move lo thestatecity ofwherenature:theythetryse-to
recreate a society of their choice.
Survival: Push and Probe Series Energy and
Resources slide show on the north and discussion ofthe pipeline issue. At Pollution Probe, 43
Queens Park Crescent.4 pm
Survival: FRAP Saint Jacques Clinic in Moneal. Afilm Med
on community
Room tr3154
Sci. — union clinic. At
Psychology Colloquium: Professor Richard L.
Solomon, University of Pennsylvania, will present "An Opponent-Process Theory of
Motivation."
At Sidney
Smith Series
Hall, Room
Survivat Push
and Probe
Urban 2117Team
open
discussion.
Pollution Probe, 43 Queens
Park Crescent At 6:30
pm
Hillel Kosher supper. Please reserve by 5 pm.
today. At Hillel House,7 pm186 St. George Street.
Open meeting for those interested in par. [icipating
in lively,Closeamusing
and stimulating
theatrical
College, 63review;
St George. But No Cigar. At Innis
"Languagediscussion
and literature
in the Academy":
informal
with Peter
Grillo of thean
French Dept. of St. Michael's College. At
Women's
Street for all grad
students. Union 79 St.730George
pm
Survival: Jim Cook, jazz piano; followed by
Survival and the Body; a session on medical
featuring Jan
Dr. TedDukzta,
Tolchinski,
Ministry
ofstructures
Health Manitoba;
MPP Parkdale:
Dr. Robert Barkwell; Dr. Jerry Green; Dr. Ty
Turner;
nurses,Room.
qrderfies,
patients Dr.andCarolyn
people.DeMarco,
A1 the Music
Hart
House.
8 pm
Debate: Robert Andras Minister of Manpower
and Immigration, and Charles Roach, civil rights
lawyer
CanadianPublic
Immigration
Racist?. onAt IsArlington
School. Policy
501
Arlington Ave. at Vaughan Rd.
Weekly meeting of GATE (Gay Alliance
Towards Equality) at 4 Kensington Ave., (One
block west of Spadina, north of Dundas). GATE
islegislation
working forandGaysocialLiberation
changesinfor-in
attitudes.through
For more
mation, phone 364-6731.
8:30 pm
Circus time is here at the UC Playhouse, 79a
St. George Street All the thrills and chills, inpopcorn, greasepaint,
by Mark cludingManson.
Admission isandfree.sweat A play
Gallows Humour a tragic comedy by Jack
Richardson and directed by Marc Diamond will
beMorris.
presented
the Studio Theatre, 4 Glen
Everyonefree isat welcome.
10 pm
MusicSurvival:
Room,String
Hart Band,
House.with Bob Bossin. At the
THURSDAY
all day
Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are
interested in becoming an announcer or
producer and will be in Toronto dunng the

AND

NOW

summer, come up to the third floor studios al 91
St George
Streetforanyus dunng
time today
and apply.willPer-be
sons who work
the summer
given
preference
for
spots
during
the next
school term.
11
am
Survival: Shelter Capsule I at Back Patio
Rochdale. A really fantastic week long slide trip
with
models, demos,
straws toys,Asktoolsfor
and instruction
on domesplastic
and structures.
Jerry or Bob, at Roomnoon1226.
All women taking or teaching Sociology
courses should come to a meeting to discuss
women's issues in the Sociology department. In
the Morning33 StRoomGeorge
of 1thepmStreet
International
Centre,
Till 2 pm.Students'
Survival: Push and Probe Senes on' Noise
Pollution. At Pollution2 Probe,
Crescent
pm 43 Queen's Park
Survival:tell Quebec-Gothic
Hear
hippies
how they triedCityto Survival.
fix the OMB
hearings.
At the ISC 33 St. George Street, Penda rves Lounge.
Survival: Practicum Community Clinics small
grouptingsessions
with Tolchinski. At the South SitRoom, Hart
Survival:
Push House.
and Probe Series Recycling
Slide Showcus ion oftheon Metro
a plant garbage
in Franklincrisis.OhioAt andPollution
a disProbe. 43 Queens Park3 pmCrescent
Survival: slide
Pushshowand onProbe
Energy andof
Resources
northSenes
and discussion
pipeline
issue.
At
Pollution
Probe,
43
Queens
Park Crescent. 4 pm
Survival: Assorted Survivors Series 2 with
Sara Bowser. How to Survive with Whisky and
Work.Survival:
At thePushAdvisory
Bureau.Series Urban Team
and Probe
open
discussion.
At
Pollution
4:10
pm Probe, 43 Queens
Park Crescent
"The Greek
Genesiswill inspeakthe intradition".
Professor
J.W. Wevers
the West
Hall, University College. Coffee at 330 pm.
Seminar by Professor Elias Shoufani. University of Georgetown,
on "The
Riddah Wars". At
pm College.
the Upper
Library, 4:15
Massey
"Povertyof two
and Public
TheoriesLectures
of Urbanization":
second
by Professorthe
Milton Santos, Latin American in Residence,
University
of
Toronto,
1972-73.
At
Room 1069,
Sidney Smith Hall. 4:30 pm
Lecture at Hillel House by Asher Grunis on
"The Legal Status of the Israeli Occupied
Territories
in the Street.
Light of International Law" At
186 St George
6 JO pm
Hillel's
Kosher
supper.
Please reserve by 5
pm. today. At Hillel7:30House,
Street
pm 186 St. George
Films at OISE: Two films by Pasolim:
Teorema (7:30 pm) and Gospel According to St.
Matthew
$1.50 at 7:30
or $1.00 (9:30
at 9:30.pm).AtAdmission
252 Blooris West
The Christian Science College Organization
meets
in theInspired
Woodgerreadings
Roomareatfollowed
"Old Vic"by
(basement).
testimonies of healing. All welcome.
"Why Revolution?"
on the ABC's of
Marxism.
In the Rim Seminar
pmRoom at Innis College.
Sponsored by Young 8Socialists.
CUSO General Information Meeting. This is
fhe last meeting of the term. Rim and question
period. Pendarves Lounge, International Student
Centre, 33 St George Street.
The University of Toronto Debating Union
plays host to debating teams from Trinity, UC,
Vic,
and Innis College.
winnersSt Mike's
for all. Prizes
Everyone,for theespand
ecial y newrefreshments
people are welcome.
Israeli Folk Dancing workshop. At Hillel
House, 186 St. George Street
S.M.C.withFilmMonica
Club presents
Antonioni's
Oesert'.
and admission.
Richard
Harris.'RedAt
S.M.C. Carr
Hall. OneVittidollar,
Survival:
Gothic
Rock-it,
a
benefit
concert
at
Convocation Hall.
Lecture by Professor Elias Shoufani, Universi-'
ty of Georgetown, on8:30"ThepmPalestinian Factor in
Middletion East
Politics".
At theWest.
Faculty of EducaAuditorium,
371 Bloor
Circus time is here again at the UC
Playhouse. 79a St George St. All the thrills ane
chills, including popcorn, greasepaint, and
sweat. A play by Mark Manson. Admission is
free.
Gallows Humour, a tragic comedy by Jack
Richardson and directed by Marc Diamond will
be presented free at 10thepmStudio Theatre. 4 Glen
Morris. Everyone is welcome. Survival: Open house at the Advisory Bureau.
FRIDAY
11 am
Survival: Shelter Capsule I at Back Patio
Rochdale.
A
really
fantastic
week
trip
with
models, demos,
plastic
strawslongtoys,slideAsktools
and
instruction
on
domes
and
structures.
for
Jerry or Bob.
noon
Basics cussion
of Christianity;
study Christian
and dissponsored by1 pmthea Bible
Student
Movement. At the S.CMoffice, Hart House.
Survival: Push and Probe Series on noise
pollution at Pollution2 Probe,
Crescent.
pm 43 Queen's Park
Survival: Assorted Survivors Series 3 with Joe
Rosenblatt. At the Advisory Bureau.

Survival: The environment
James Bay. At
1:10 pmHartandHouse.
the South -Sitting Room,
2 pm
Eucharist, Atsponsored
the Student
Movement.
the Hart byHouse
Chapel. Christian
Survival; Push and Probe Series Recycling
Slide Showcus ion oonfMetro
a plantgarbage
in Franklin
a discrisis,OhioAt andPollution
Probe. 43 Queens Park3 pmCrescent.
Survival: Push and Probe Series Energy and
Resources
slide show
north andProbe,
discus-43
sion of pipeline
issue. onAtthePollution
Queens Park Crescent.4 pm
Survival:
Bossin.
Luke Songwriter's
Gibson and Tuliworkshop
Kupferberg.withAt Bob
the
Bossin Room, Innis College.
Survival: Push and Probe Senes Urban Team
open
Park discussion.
Crescent. At Pollution Probe, 43 Queens
The Graduate Students' Union at 16 Bancroft
Ave.ty.invites
to a winewinesandandcheese
Note: We everyone
have imported
beerspar-3S
pm
well as your favourite6 domestic.
Survival: Supper with Joanne and Friends.
Soybean soup, bread, cheese and whatever you
can bring. A country social. At Innis College 63
St. George Street. 6:20
Followed by: Grand Rnale,
Revolting
Music pmBake.
and Conversation; and
the IsabellaTheatre,
Point Clam
Uchet Benchen at Hillel House, at 186 St.
George Street. 7:30 pm
Club starring
presents Woody
Herbert Ross' Susan
"Play
It SMC
Again.RimInSam"
Anspach.
Carr Hall.
$1.00. Again
6:30Admission
pm is Allen,
Circus rocks on at the UC Playhouse, 79a St
George
at 10 pm".St. All the thrills and chills, including
popocorn,
sweat. A play by
8:30 and
pmis free.
Mark Manson.greasepaint,
Admission
Gallows Humour: a tragic comedy by Jack
Richardson and directed by Marc Diamond will
be presented free at the Studio Theatre, 4 Gfen
Morris. Everyone is1030
welcome.
pm
1morepm at the Playhouse.
Circus rocks onceSATURDAY
7-30 pm
Graduateyou Students'
at 16 Bancroft
Ave.Theinvites
to join inUnion
the Middle
Eastern
Folk Oandng every Saturday. Bring your friends.
SMC
Club presents
Herbert Ross' "Play
ItAnspach
Again.FilmSam"
with
3:30 pmWoody Allen, Susan
at 10 pm.in Carr Hall. Admission is $1.00. Again
Gallows Humour, a tragic comedy by Jack
Richardson and directed by Marc Diamond will
be presented free at the Studio Theatre. 4 Glen
Morns. Everyone welcome.
Circus: last time around at the UC Playhouse,
79a St George Street.9 pmAll the thrills and chills,
including popcorn greapaint,
and sweat. A play
by Mark Manson. Admission is free. "
Hillel Alan
film series
"The Street.
Fixer"
starring
Bates 10atis presenting
pm186 St. George
Refreshment follows.'
WAfnka" band
danceThe al"Highlife
the International
Studentis sponsoring
Centre. 33a
St. George. Everyone1:30Welcome!
SUNDAYpm

ART GALLERY
GERSHON
ISKOWITZ
FROM MAR. 24
Gallery Hours
11 A.M. - 9 A.M.P.M. - 5 P.M
fUESDAYMONDAY,
TO SATURDAY.ll
SUNDAY, 2 P.M. - 5 P.M.

INFORMAL DEBATE
RESOLVED THAT GREEN IS
BETTER THAN BLUE
THURS., MARCH 22
DEBATES ROOM, 2 P.M.

TABLE TENNIS
CLUB
NO EVENING
TONIGHT PLAY

NOON HOUR
CONCERT
STEEL RIVER
WEDS., MARCH 21
EAST COMMON ROOM, 12 - 2 P.M.

MUSIC JILL
WEDNESDAY
PERT, NIGHT
MEZZO SOPRANO
WEDS., MARCH 21
GREAT HALL, 8:30 P.M.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
ANGELA Mc WILLIAMS,
FLAUTIST
THURS., MARCH 22
MUSIC ROOM, 1 P.M.

QUARTET
Sunday,
March3 p.m.
25
Great
Hall,

CLASSICAL CONCERT
ALANGUITARIST
TOROK
TUES., ROOM,
MARCH4 P.M.
27
MUSIC

BLACK HART PUB
TUESDAYS,WEDNESDAYS& THURSDAYS
This Week: ABERNATHY SHAGMASTER
STARTS AT 8:30 P.M.

Export
A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

Lenten meal will be held in the Newman Centre. 89 St.YouGeorge
Street-to There
will bethefilms
children.
are asked
contribute
cost forof
7 pmfor development and
the meal to the fund
Thogple. Realpresents
evening Atof Bathurst
music andStreet
peopeace.
lood by anJubilation.
United Church, one block south of Bloor. Donation is$1.00. Proceeds7 pmto TAN.C.
Waffle Public Lecture Series on The Political
Economy of Canada Jim Laxer will speak "CanaRoom dianN20IManufacturing
OISE. 7:30
Tilland9:30pmU.S.pm.Trade Policy" In
Intermediate conversational
Hebrew At Hillel
House. 186 St. George8 pmStreet
Dr. James Endicott witl report on his recent
two-month sojourn in China and interview with
Premier
Chou En-lai of the People's Republic of
China.
Auditorium.At Medical Science Building, Main
6:30 pm
MONDAY
supper.
by 5
pm.Hillel's
today,Kosher
at Hillel
St. George
7 House.
pm Please186reserve
Street
SAC Joint Meeting for both old and new reps.
Reports, tentative budget and election of
executive. At G-202 Galbraith Building
7:30onpmJewish Building
University;
"The
Woman"
at Free
the BBYO
15 HoveJewish—Street.
TUESDAY
noon
The James Bay Power
a discussion
pmProjectby— the
and
studyMovement.
group, 6:30
sponsored
Christian
S.CM. Office.
Hart Student
House.
by 5
7 House.
pm Please186 reserve
pm.Hillel's
todayKosher
at Hillelsupper.
St. George
Street.
186Beginners
St. GeorgeGuitarStreetwork shop at Hillel House

YOUR

HEAD IS WHERE

The Next class is filling up rapidly, so
make information,
your reservations
For further
please callnow.or write:
MIND DYNAMICS
9 Richmond St. E.
Suite 403
Toronto 1, Ont.
368-8188 or 485-8206

IT'S AT

/MIND DYN/1/WCS
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Math
profs appeal
directly to Evans
All
three
incidents
were
brought category did not show sufficiently
Greene
said
he
had
not
yet
decidmath
two
from
tenure
for
Appeals
tory" bythe tenure committee, acattention of Duff, Salaff states substantial achievement."
to grant Salaff's request into the
T presi- for edanwhether
cording toDuff's letter.
to U ofprofessor
gone while
have
s
professor
his
letter
to
Greene.
Reports have circulated that the
open
faculty-student
parity
dent John Evans,
Greene
said he would make a
committee
was
not
aware
of
all
the
The
first
clash
Salaff
refers
hearing
on-his
appeal.
In
a
Friday
the non- letter to Salaff, Greene called the to was his backing first-year stu- research Spring had done, but the recommendation on Spring's and
appeal ofis awaiting
Stephen rSalaff's
enewal ofhis contract
in a dispute over reply to his request asking what the Mather's cases to Evans "within
comment from math chairman procedure "unusual and un- marking.dents lastThespring
had considered of his the next three or four days".
second led to him be- committee
precedented", buthe did not rule it
Duff.
George
out
last
night.
He commented that he thought
ing transferred out of teaching MAT work was not specific.
Professor David Spring last night
their request for the names of
Salaff's formal statement to 130 last fall "within a matter of students
Spring'shaveteaching
ability,
which
said he and Michael Mather yestermaintained is alone the tenure committee members
after he informed course,
appealed to Evans for a Greene explaining the reasons for hours"'
day
formally
and
consultants was reasonable, and
leader D.A. Clarke, Duff and enough reason to grant him tenure,
review of a decision last spring to his appeal charges that "as a result associate
chairman Ray Vanstone was "regarded as mainly satisfac- said he was "sorry about the delay".
the hostile, antagonistic attitude
deny them tenure. The appeal came oftoward
me (in the math department) that he would continue to express his
a few hours before the two received
information requested March 5, as of November, no other question opposition to the. course's 50-50
my employment... was exam-term work marking scheme.
which they felt they needed to base concerning
The third clash occurred in late
capable of objective consideration
on.
appeals
September when Salaff refused to
The information
they received, the by officials in the department."
teach
the same basic calculus course
names of those on the secret tenure
The hostility was due to "three for students
Grade 13 Math A
of principle", which he said (MAT 130) towithstudents
committee and scholars the com- clashes
without the
"were the cause of sharp bias and
mittee had consulted, while "very hostility
directed toward me by senior high school course (MAT 110),
useful", Spring said last night, is incomplete. Accordingly a request for departmental officials." He notes as although both of the department's
more information made to Evans, evidence that Duff did not reply to courses were similarly described in
while partially already met, still his November 27 application for a the calendar.
full-time position until March 2, The department has since
stands.
The names had been left out of a three days after math students oc- recognized the legitimacy of his
Thursday reply to Spring's and ing. cupied Duff's offices, demanding, refusal, he claims, by setting up
MAT 110 aswithpartanother
among other things, Salaff's rehir- included
Mather's
of it. term's work
to arts andoriginal
science request,
dean Bobaccording
Greene,
In
reply
to
a
request
from Spring
Salaff
also
declares
that
"It
is
becausetainedpermission
to be ob- generally known that in the period of to state why he was refused
tenure,
from the peoplehadinvolved.
Duff
said
the
tenure
committee
Greene said last night he had ask- (the three clashes) all significant
ed Duff to comment on injustices decisions in the department were, decided "the level achieved in the
Salaff alleged he had suffered in taken by the chairman with only doctoral thesis had not been sufficiently maintained or extended,
applying to Greene for a review of minimal consultation with the faculSpring
and this
the student
main campus
mean isit'staking
time ittoseriously.
study, but
neither
nor thefence
weather
and that performance in this
his non-renewal of contract.
ty as a whole."

SSSC
members
win
acquittals
on 3 charges
Members of the Stop the Student The court agreed with their conten- subsequently fired for refusing to medical center, but no treatment to president Jill Conway, president
her
shoulder
was
needed.
John Evans (currently on a skiing
tion that, by legal definition, it is im- work at Sunnybrook Hospital
Surcharge Committee have won
vacation in Colorado), internal afpos ible for a police officer to be grounds on the day of the
acquittals on three of the 12 charges
The
trial
was
constantly
infairs committee chairman Paul
demonstration.
resulting from disturbances "disturbed".
ter upted byCrown Attorney Kelp
Fleming was also charged with making comments about Fleming's Cadario (APSC IV) and the univerKeilty's assault charge was heard
February
1
outside
the
university's
215 Huron Street personnel office. in a lengthy trial that began at the assaulting a university policeman ability to defend helself, and her John Parker.
sity's manager of labour relations,
In the only trials completed so far, unsual hour of 8:30 am daily and and that case is now well into its se- ability to execute a proper crosscond week of somewhat confused examination.
All four were involved in the decicharges of causing a disturbance dragged on for almost five days.
The Crown suddenly rested its
sion, subsequently confirmed by the
against Rhonda Fleming and Denise
main concern seemed to be Governing
Havers were dismissed on a case Friday without calling all the testimony
Council, to call Metro
examination. and
Like rambling
the others, crossshe is thatKelp's
Fleming was wasting "time and police
during the February 1
technicality and Greg Keilty was available witnesses, and Keilty conducting her own defence.
money"
by
acting
as
her
own
acquitted of a charge that he appeared confused and unprepared
Fleming is in the second week of counsel. At one point early in the demonstration.
assaulted a university policeman to begin any defence.
her trial on a charge of common trial he declared that "if she doesn't Should any of them not appear in
when called, the SSSC intends
assault.
After
a
hastily
called
recess,
Keilty
know how to handle a cross- court
during
the SSSC-sponsored
to demand bench warrants for their
demonstration.
began an opening submission in U of T policewoman Marie Weaver examination, I suggest she sit day.
Fleming, Havers, Keilty and four which he claimed that senior ad- testified at yesterday's session that
arrest, Havers told The Varsity Monothers were arrested following a
ministration of icers "are engaged in when she arrived on the scene of the After a two-hour session, Fleming
asked
for
adjournment.
The
trial
will
picket-line attempt to block entry to a deliberate and well-planned con- demonstration, she found "picketers continue tomorrow at 2 pm.
Parker was subpoened last week
spiracy inthis and the other cases attacking our officers without any
the Huron Street building, which
a committee supporter following
resulting from the events at 215 reservation whatsoever ... we had SSSC chairman Peter Havers- aby frantic
also houses
the
university's
fees
ofcar chase through downfice. In addition to supporting a
town
Toronto
even-a
appears
in courtcharge
to-morrow
defend ourselves."
another
stemmingon
down." assault
group of workers fearing layoffs, the Suddenly presiding judge M. A. to Weaver
tually
went
thestreets.
wrong Parker
way along
later
testified
that
"she
Huron." ruled that the Crown had (Rhonda Fleming) called me a bitch from the same demonstration.
SSSC was attempting to persuade Charles
accordingstopped
to Flem-a
Havers, who has received one re one-waying, andstreet,
students not to pay their second failed to prove its case and declared and struck my left shoulder". Flemeventually
term fees instalments.
Keilty acquitted before he called any
ing,
who
is
conducting
her
own
policeman,
claiming
that
the
supporraand
already,
has
indicated
he
intends to defend himself when the
defence on charges of common
Fleming and Havers successfully witnesses.
ter was harassing him.
trial actually begins.
argued that the charge of creating a At the time of the demonstration, time.
assault,
didn't
dispute
this
at
the
disturbance was not valid since the Keilty was an employee of the uniHavers has subpoened several However, the unidentified police
Weaver admitted that after the high-ranking university ad- officer said that the subpoena was
only Crown witnesses were
versity's
physical
plant
and
was
Parker
officially
members of the U of T police force. working as a groundsman. He was demonstration she did go to a
ministrators including internal vice- valided,andFleming
said.wasParker
later servtold
The Varsity that even if he is forced
to testify, he will argue that he is not
a material witness since he could not
see any violence on the picket line at
the time of the arrests.
Students, profs reject Innis course
veto
The successful service of the subpoena culminated what amounted to
Students and faculty at both Innis "The whole situation is stupid,"
looked at," he felt.
a
three-week
struggle to find Parker
College and Engineering have says Innis education commissioner
Hoades
spends two hours a week
ing were upset".
Each
engineering
student
is
allowby
friends
of the defendant and the
ed
to
take
a
non-technical
elective,
a
in
practical
study,
and
one
hour
in
and
arts
and
science
Interobjected
to
an
engineering
faculty's
decision not to allow its students to
disciplinary Studies Curriculum lectures, which are given by a course which is outside the normal County oftried
York'sseven
'Sheriff's
times,office.
and
take the Innis independent
Committee member Briane qualified instructor, through Hart courses offered to engineers, Burke Sheriffs
others more, to find the seemingly
course for credit next year. studies Nasimok. "The engineering ad- House. Last week he took a regula- explained. The engineering faculty elusive
Parker.
tion exam, and is sure he got over had allowed credit for all the Innis
min stration isequating the whole
The Faculty of Engineering decidthe necessary 76 per cent to pass the courses in the past, but decided,
ed that INI 203 did not meet its course to the specific program of one test.
because of the scuba diver, that INI
criteria for credit, according to student. A lot of people in INI 203 do
203 could not be taken for credit next
associate
Old hacks
Burke. engineering dean P.E. more work on it than on any other
Hoades said that he "seemed to be
doing quite a lot compared to some
Hear ye, hear ye, Varsity
"The
Engineering
Society
education
course
is not broaden
others in the course". He suggested
staffers, come to the last staff
course."
Studies Coman academic sense,"
Burkeingsaidin commissioner
Pat O'Neil backed up that the reason the engineering ad- The Undergraduate
m
i
t
e
,
t
h
e
body
that
made
the
decimeeting
of the year and clear
Monday.
The Engineering Council's Nasimok's claim.
ministration objected to the course
sion, iscomposed of a majority of
Undergraduate
Studies Committee
"Five kids in my class are taking was because he was "both enjoying faculty,
your
record
of attendance.
and
some
students.
The
year.
Plan
to
be there
at 91 St.
accordi could not "rationa
the course, and some of them have and learning at the same time."
decision was ratified by the
allowingnglycredit for the course lize"
George
St.
as
the banquet
told
me
they
are
working
harder
on
as
it
Engineering
Faculty
Council
Innis
principal
Peter
Russell
said
was described in the calendar.
plans are unveiled, at 1 pm.
it than on others." He said that there that he was "concerned not only Executive Committee.
See Maestro Podnick conduct
"It (the calendar) does not suggest are U engineers taking the course. about
the
decision,
but
also
by
the
(sans baton) the last (thank
somet
hing
Second year engineering student procedure whereby the decision was
simple as scuba
Nasimok concluded,
"it seems
the
*™g.' ' Burkeas declare
engineering
administration
feels
the
Peter
Hoades,
who
is
the
scuba
goodness)
meeting of the year
INI 203 came underd. fire at last diver, said that at no time did the
only legitimate education one gets at
and
his usualnow,savoir
faire. display
So, remember
this
He was concerned that the deci- university is obtained in the
weeks meeting of the Governing Undergraduate Subcommittee conis
the
absolute
last one, Friday
classroom.
They
have
erred
if
they
council's Curriculum Standards SurT
sult him on what he was doing. He information
sion
was
made
"without
getting
full
made".
at
one
and
old
Podnick
has
on
the
purpose
of
the
committee because one student is said that he cleared it with a "sufdon't realize the educational value of
laid on a great program.
running your own individual
paying
and
the
way
it
functioned".
the
ficient number of people", and had course
course.scuba diving for credit in
no idea that the "people at engineer- "All the pertinent facts were not
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Should
The engineering
decision
to prevent itsfaculty's
students
from takingdependent
Innls
College's
instudies program for
credit represents yet another
chapter in conservative faculty
and administrators' battle
against innovative courses.
These conservatives were
never very happy as the university was swamped with
less orthodox, more creative
courses. Their myopic vision of
academia could not encompass
the less structured, interdisciplinary approach to lear. Itseemed
to besacred.
a violation nofingall
they held
Yet, there was little they
could do initially as students,
progressive faculty, and some
administrators pushed for the
innovative courses. But now,
as conservatism reclaims its
hold on the university and
students more and more return
to their role as passive consumers of "education",
these
conservatives
find their views
less isolated, their dissent
becoming the predominant
expression in thebodies.
university's
decision-making
The
university's
mores permitted thechanging
furtive,
unsuccessful attempt to scrap
the interdisciplinary studies
program to get off the ground
and almost succeed late last
year. And, it accomodated the
engineering
faculty's
decision
to refuse credit
for the
Innis
course.
The course under attack, IN I
213, allows students to set up
their own program and choose
either pass-fail or numerical
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reverse
grading.
students
have beenEngineering
able to take
the
course
as
a
non-technical
elective.
Engineering's
allow
its studentsdecision
to takenottheto
course next year apparently
stemmed from one supposedly
objectionable independent
studies program. One of the
engineering students enrolled
this year is learning scuba diving as his project. A debate
over the academic legitimacy
of this project occupied most of
last week's meeting of Governing Council's
Curriculum
Standards
Subcommittee.
Rather than overreacting to
one questionable project, the
engineering faculty should
have taken the time and effort
to investigate the work being
done by the other engineering
students enrolled in the course.
According to a news story
published in today's Varsity,
many of them find they're doing dent
more studies
work course
for the than
indepenfor
their non-elective courses.
That knowledge, rather than
the scuba diving example,
should have guided the
engineering faculty in making
their credit decision. Instead,
the administrators responsible
apparently seized upon the opportunity to scuttle
innovative
course (for antheir
students), a course which
probably does more to broaden
their students' horizons than do
most of the other non-electives
available to them.
The manner in which the
engineering faculty went about

no

decision

credit

making the no-credit decision
also throws their motives into
question. They did not canvass
the 11 engineering students
now enrolled in the course to
find out their views about its
worth, nor did they let the
scuba diver know they were
displeased with his project.

And, the people making the
decision did not bother to talk
to the Innis College faculty and
administrators responsible for
the
program to determine what
their
are. views about the situation
The engineering faculty
should reconsider its decision

and,lyifnecessary,
it feels that
absoluteset it's
down
some
reasonable guidelines
about
the broad limits within which
its tostudents'
projects
fall
merit credit.
Thereshould
Is no
justification for simply denyoptioning theoffaculty's
taking thestudents
course. the

Help, don't
planned
hinder
parenthood
Ontario health minister Richard Potter last week
objected to the Ontario Health Insurance Plan covering
therapeutic
abortions,
"We wedon't
out
free birth control
devicesreasoning,
so why should
hand hand
out free
abortions?"
This type of non-logic coming from the roan responsible for the
province's
policyby the
is appalling.
control
devices
are not health
provided
health plan,If birth
then
it's about time the government included them under the
program's
coverage.is necessary
A responsible
government
be doing whatever
to remove
obstaclesshould
from
the path of people who favour planned parenthood,
rather than Imposing some kind of moral-financial sanction on them. Such a practice should be an integral part
of an evolving concept of adequate health care.
Similarly, where birth control has failed or not been
employed, there should be no attempt to backtrack and
remove the coverage now provided for therapeutic abortions. Here too, this attempt to discourage a type of birth
control which some people find morally offensive has no
legitimacy within the public sphere.
Ironically, at the same time Toronto's media were
playing
the healthto minister's
the CrossCanada upCoalition
Repeal thestatements,
Abortion Laws
was
holding a conference at U of T. We would suggest that instead of looking for ways to discourage birth control the
Canadian government move to give women control over
their
own bodies,
to make abortion
"every child
by repealing
the existing
laws aandwanted
leavingchild"
the
abortion
decision
up
to
the
person
concerned:
the potential mother.

Witch-hunt

solve

the

won't

nation

unemployment
Last week's revelation that not but help to foster this type
Unemployment Insurance- -of^situation. It's become the
Commission benefit control of- popular rallying cry of the
ficers have been conducting a demagogues: catch all the
virtual "witch-hunt" for people ne'er-do-well's who are taking,
to chop off the unemployment the government for a ride.
benefits roll, should come as no
surprise.
The only hitch is that It's an
Overzealous benefit control inept government and an econwith unemployment built
officers have been harassing into it,omy and
not the unemployed
people and scaring claimants who are to
blame for the
into signing statements admitcountry's
unemployment
cristing
they
hadn't
sought
jobs
when in fact they had, evidence is.
presented to appeal boards
The Unemployment Inshows.
surance Commission's (UIC)
of appeals
The government's
ed to hear
appeals — byestablishpersons
tional exploitation ofIntenthe boards
backlash against the number disqualified by the comof people
collecting
unemploymission's benefit control ofment Insurance
benefits
could
ficers — have been putting peo-

's

crisis
ple back on the benefits list
almostsiderasthe appeals.
quickly as they conAbout 600 of more than 1,000
appeals have been successful,
according
to the
public affairs director
YvonUICCharlebois.
One Toronto appeal board
heard 14 appeals last week and
unanimously decided to put 10
ofbenefits
the appellants
back on the
list.
Instead of continuing its
search for scapegoats for a
backlash it nurtured to excuse
itself, the government should
concentrate Its energies on
combatting the real causes of
unemployment,
and that
solution won't be minor
tinkering
with the system.
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o
owns
nad
" of teams spo
ByWh
PAUL HOCH
Needlessian
to say, the owners
in
rts?
American pro players "Ca
(who previously
Indeed, it has been largely in these
Hockey Night In Canada, symbol of didn't even know the rules of Canadian pro the smaller Canadian cities (who would be
national unity in a diverse and often divid- football) to give "expert" commentary on left holding the bag under this same 10 years that the present militarized
arrangement) were less than enthusiastic version
pastime. of hockey (in which skating has
ed country, was for many years the propergames.of Obviously
"expertise"
ty of the imperial .Oil Company. The latter the
consisted
their knowntheir
popularity
with and threatened to blow the whistle.
given way to body-checking, and even
is the British sounding name of the Cana- the American tv market. And, so too with
the dominant element) atEven more important, the player's fighting,tained ias
tspresent high level of popularity
dian subsidiary of the Rockefeller family's many of the "Canadian" Football League's associations in both leagues have
threatened
audiences. The war in
American
with
Standard Oil of New Jersey. So, for years, top
strike
action
if
such
a
merger
CFL'sin comprador
owners
Canadians got their hockey nationalism haveplayers.
admittedThe that,
order to sell
CFL goes through, because it would deprive South-east Asia has tremendously
over American television, it's them of what little right they now have to magnified the attraction of the American
courtesy of America's second largest cor- football
necessary to field starting teams up their salaries by threatening to go to spectator public to more war-like games at
poration.
dominated by the names of well-known the other league. (This right is, in fact, fair- home, and has made the games
MacLaren's,
the advertising
firmMoreover,
which now
owns Hockey
Night in American players.
ly mythical because like international themselves more war-like. For example, if
Canada and chooses its announcers, is the
In short, Canadian football, like Cana- cartels the two leagues have a fist-fighting (or even sticKfighting) sells big
public relations firm for both the Liberal
dian hockey before it, is rapidly being sold "gentlemen's agreement" to respect each to the now well-militarized American sporParty of Canada (and of Quebec) and for
Imperial Oil — that is for both Trudeau and
the Canadian subsidiary of his boss,
Rockefeller. Confidential memos from
MacLaren's to its advertisers have
repeatedly stressed how, as a "national inHockey Night
in Canada
particularlystitutions",
wel suited
to selling
their iscommercial products.
Tinsel Canadian nationalism sells
everything from Senator Molson's beer (or
Sam Bronfman's whiskey) to Rockefeller's
Esso gasoline. And, MacLaren's which
does such a big business in this phoney
hockey nationalism is also the ad agent for
mammoth American companies like
General Motors and General Electric. With
complete impartiality, the firm uses
hockey to sell both Canadian nationalism
and American imperialism.
Hockey is, of course, Canada's national
game. Sometimes, it's even called our
national religion. Virtually all the
professional hockey players are native
born Canadians. Yet, as Bruce Kidd points
out in The Death of Hockey, 45 of the 53
professional hockey franchises are located
in American, not Canadian cities.
Indeed, with the gradual redirection of
amateur hockey into a farm league for the
American-dominated National Hockey
League (and now the World Hockey
Association as well), senior amateur
hockey is now a dead duck and the junior
leagues are, more or less, a pre-professional training ground for NHL (or, WHA)
gladiators
to provide
bread-'n'-circuses
for
the masses
in the American
cities.
Similarly in pro football. Approximately
seven out of the nine general managers in
the Canadian Football League are
Americans, not Canadians. Perhaps this is
not surprising, since their main job is to
recruit top American, not Canadian,
players.
Although the CFL claims to encourage
Canadian national pride (possibly because
it sells at the box office) by placing a stiff
upper
limit on theteamnumber
each Canadian
can ofhave"imports"
on its
roster, a statistical survey by University of
Victoria sociologist Derek Ball published
last year found that ail of the main CFL
positions — quarterback, linebacker, et
cetera — are dominated by Americans,
not Canadians. The Canadians, according
to professor Ball, tend to be "stacked" at
least two-deep at all the more insignificant
positions — linemen, defensive back, et
cetera — so that one Canadian tends to
be another's replacement, and thus only
one of the two can be in the game at any
one time. Ball also made a careful
statistical analysis of the stacking of black
players
in America's National ' Football
League (NFL).
Amazingly enough, he found that the
stacking of Canadians at insignificant
positions in Canada's own Canadian Football League exceeded even the stacking of
blacks in the NFL. Put another way, black
Americans are apparently subject to less
discrimination in the NFL than Canadians
are
league.in their own country's pro football
In the past year, the CFL has started
broadcasting its games into scores of
American cities. It even hired two ex-

out to American tv interests. The parallel
with
the sell-out
of Canada's
other Indeed,
natural
resources
is obvious
enough.
there's been increasing evidence that the
owners of CFL teams in the larger Canadian cities are not content with making this
country'ssidiary opro
footballTV.league
virtualto subfAmerican
They awant
fold
the
CFL
into
America's
NFL
completely,
and dispense with a Canadian league
altogether. Under this deal, Montreal,
Toronto, and perhaps Vancouver would be
"granted" NFL franchises and their teams
would move into the American competition.

other's option clauses, and refrain from
"raiding" without giving compensation.)
So, for now at least, this latest sell-out of
Canadian
mothballs. resources has been placed in
Perhaps the most serious effect of the
increasingly absolute subordination of
Canadian sport to the American tv market
has been the increasing militarization of
this country's games that comes as
another fall-out of the Vietnam War. It's
well
knownin that
in the last
a decade
whichonlyAmerica
foughtdecade
its war—
in Indo-China — has pro football surpassed baseball as America's national

ting public, professional hockey league
owners are only too happy to provide it.
The victims, of course, are the Canadian
players in these leagues, who are expected
to bash each other harder and harder so
that predominantly American owners can
makegame.
biggerBut,andwhose
biggergame?
profits. It's all in'
the
A former post-doctoral candidate at the
University of Toronto, Paul Hoch lectures
on the political sociology of sports at
Oberlinreleased
College.Doubleday
He is the book,
author Ripof
aOhio's
recently
Off the Big Game: The Exploitation of
Sports by the Power Elite.
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Says we lied;
facts back us up
I have observed with interest your
policy of misrepresenting my
opinions on several occasions during
the session, and have from time to
time thought of writing corrections;
but have not done so, feeling that it
would serve no useful purpose.
However, your headline
"Shepherd wants no students on
tribunals"
page me
of Varsity
for
16 March) (front
compels
to break
silence, for it is quite simply a lie.
The document under discussion,
which was a first draft not intended
for publication in any case, makes it
clear that in my view a tribunal
created to deal with academic
offences (narrowly defined as mainly
cheating and plagiarism) should contain amajority of teaching staff and
a minority of students. There was no
proposal to exclude students from
this type of tribunal, nor was
anything said about tribunals for all
other kinds of offences which do not
concern the Academic Affairs Committee.
There are many other distortions
and suppressions in the article,
which I will not trouble to explain.
Since neither Randy Robertson nor
any other Varsity reporter was in
fact present at the meeting, you
must have relied on singularly biased
or inaccurate sources.
I hope you will be able to publish
this without delay and give it some
prominence.
R.M.H. Shepherd, chairman
Academic Affairs Committee
Ed's
As professor
notes, Note:
The Varsity
did notShepherd
have a
reporter present at the Academic Affairs Committee meeting in question. However, the details of the disputed article have been distilled
from the professor's own "Draft
Proposals
(presented forto Academic
committeeDiscipline"
members
in advance of the meeting) and
phone interviews conducted after
the meeting.
Shepherd's paper stated academic
offences "should be determined and
judged mainly, if not entirely, by
those most competent for this task,
i.e. members of the teaching staff".
It did concede , that a student
presence on academic tribunals
could be argued for on "psychological and human grounds —
excluding purely political notions
about 'credibility' " and concluded
that the committee's goal should be
"to
ensure that. ..a majority of
members
ing staff. be drawn from the teachConsequently,
supported
by theThefacts.Varsity story is
Students there
self-disciplined
In connection with the controversy
over student participation in committees dealing with student discipline, the following bit of history
may be helpful, even though it comes from a country whose customs
Canada
wholesale.would be ill advised to adopt
When I was an undergraduate at
the University of, California at
Berkeley in the thirties, all student
discipline cases (for both academic
and other violations) Where handled
by an all student "judicial comMembers bywere
appointed
in some waymittee".jointly
the presidents
of the student association and the
university. Typically, they were
junior or senior students with

reputations for high scholarship.
(Among the members of the commit e in 1935-1936 was a future
president of the Ford Motor Company and Secretary of Defense, now
rumored to be involved in international
committee establishedbanking.
its ownTheprocedures.
Its
penalties were quite severe, especial y incases involving dishonesty. Cheating on exams or plagiarism
usually resulted in suspension or
expulsion. Although the committee
was merely advisory to the president
of the university, he rarely modified
sentences and then only in the direction of clemency. I believe that the
powers of the committee were
gradually eroded in the following
years as part of a deterioration in
student self-government accompanied by student
administrativeapathy
repression, soand that
when student activism revieved in
the sixties,, the tradition of student
responsibility was almost forgotten.
But, it is a fact that for many years at
a great university students proved
themselves quite capable of disciplining thProf.
eir peers.Kenneth 0. May
(Mathematics)
Moral treatise
motivates writer
In reading the March 7 Varsity, I
found the title to the second frontpage article, ironically appropriate
as relating to my grounds for writing
this letter. U of T lawyers certainly
have "thrown out their behaviour
code",in but
is notto
only
termsunfortunately
of how theythisrelate
the university js a whole, but also, as
they relate to each other. Additionally ironic is that it is not only the
defenders of justice but also those
other future professionals nurtured
in this "seat of higher learning" with
the fertilizer of the "competitive
spirit"
letter. which brings about this open
In a time of such "important
political
I doubt onas Imoral
write
this thatissues",
a treatise
behaviour will at all appear, in a
paper aimed at informing the all-tooknowing informed. Cadario said
reportedly
that "we a arediscipline
a committee
trying
to develop
code
for
the
university".
statements are said to beCadario's
valuable
only as statements of principle and
to have no legal validity. Are we then
in such a time where the principle is
seen to be or lesser value than legal
statements which can only be exercised when the culprits have been
found and convicted? Is not principle that thing which makes for a university and more particularly, for a
professional way of life?
This letter is not written rashly,
but incredulously. An incident of
theft in a professional faculty of per-i
sonal school-notes belonging to a
member of that faculty has been the
instigation of this tirade. What
strikes hardest to the naive idealist
in this situation is not the act of the
theft (which is itself amoral, unscrupulous, and unforgiveable), it is
not the theft I insist, but the
response to it. Cliches about the
state of the world, the state of the
competition over jobs, the common es ofthe event fly back and
forth like ticker-tape business cards.
All are seemingly shocked, but as to
the responses which I have received,
they have all finally come to a series
of self-confessions or at best, a kind
of consolation for my depression.
The PLS has recently drawn to our
attention a maxim which seems appropriate atthis time, as in all time,
"Let he who is without sin among
you
cast dotheI first
So beYet,it that
neither
cast stone".
that stone.
the
conception
of
destroying
another's
academic endeavours by theft, either
of his personal work or of material
that must be accessible to others, is
entirely beyond the powers of the
imaginations of most of us, I still
believe.
Professionalism must contain a
code of ethics so ingrained that
respect of these ethics stands above
any personal fears or considerations.

Without this set of ethics there can
conversely be no professionalism.
Without principle there is no need
for life and certainly in an age which
professes
suchactidealism
as our pre-to
sent one, the
must correspond
the principle or it destroys both.
Justice is enacted at present only
after the misdemeanor has occurred.
Certainly it is the problem of
prohibition within the conscience of
the individual which is of more essence than exterior prohibitions
after the fact.
Recently, the female members of
the medical faculty were advised to
keep their professional problems
among themselves and not to allow
these to be discussed or interfered
with by laymen. This is both the
elitist principle at work and the
professional superiority syndrome.
Yet if a professional training is only
of value insofar as it leads to fiscal
gain, where consideration of one's
colleagues
own ethical
stance is ofandno one's
importance,
then
elitism is of no value whatsoever.
The sheep herd together for protection only to find that all of the interiors are those of wolves competingmeans.through trickery and scandalous
"This time of and
year" sympathizing
becomes the
reconciliation
justification for too many immoral
acts. This university is founded on
assumptions
of "fair
play" and a
respect for ideals
and achievement.
Without this, no university can exist
as such. And such it must be. Essay
services and theft of ideas should
have no place"
in an institution
attempting
humanitarian
dealings
with individuals and individuals who
are dealt with through adult means
and adult assumptions.
Professionalism is a way of life and
one as necessary as every form of
respect to maintain a standard of life
superior to Dkkensian grovelling.
Since it is in education alone where
we can place our trust, it is also of
supremetion be importance
that this
educaone of ethical
principles
above all personal considerations.
The self-righteous author of this
work, if so he is deemed, would be
more than grateful for something
other than worldly and cynical
response.
B.Jorgensen
Palestinians
reject letter
When we wrote our statement on
the double-standard implied in the
Zionist Campaign for Soviet Jewry,
we could not for lack of space use
scholarly references and quote at
length to prove every sentence. We
wrote the statement with concerned
emotion. Thus, we had no inclination to anticipate which of our
sentences would be picked at by
Zionists for arbitrary attack. It
seems, however, that the Zionists
stubbornly refuse to accept responsibility for the Palestinian refugee
problem or to admit that discrimination exists in Israel. Such negation
emanates from the Zionist
leadership, and it is held with selfassuring conviction but no evidence.
The insidious reply in Varsity on
February 23, 1973 was in line with
the common Israeli version (it is
written
"Abdulit Caleb,"
fictitiousbyname;
defeats aitsclearly
purpose, since in Arabic the name
means
slave of a dog").
version"themaintains
that This
the
Palestinians were ordered to leave
by Arab leaders in 1948 — an impossible assumption which we will
correct, if nothing more, for the perintegrity byof Zionists
"Abdul isCaleb".
Such a sonal
response
indeed
a psychotic inversion of history,
springing from an automatic attempt
at self-justification and absolution
from guilt. (We saw the same sort of
tendencies recently in the Israeli accounts aboutplane.)
the shooting down of
the Libyan
Our description of the discriminatory policies against the
Palestinians in occupied Palestine,
and the systematic dispossession of
the large majority, are both based on

our own experiences', in addition to
reports — byhistorians.
Western It—is, including
Jewish
however,
doubtful that any Zionist would
readily believe our personal
narrations. For this reason, we will
not relate our experiences or those
of our relatives, we will not rely on
Arab or even Western sources — for
fear these shall be promptly deemed
"pro-Arab" or "anti-semitic". We
will rather scireport
of conentious Jews, asthewellwords
as accounts
by Israeli leaders who inadvertently
support
our conclusion
most
Palestinians
were that
indeed
systematically dispossessed by
Zionist force and deceit.
One important fact is that the
Arab armies did not enter Palestine
until the declaration of Israel on May
15, 1948. The Palestinian population
was practically unarmed, and was at
the mercy of the British first, then
the Israelis. For several years
before, Western Jewish terrorist
groups
attackswason
civilians.madeTheinnumerable
most renowned
the Deir Yassin Massacre of April 9,
1948 (i.e. before May 15, 1948)
executed
by the
"When
it was over,
the Irgun
Jewishgang.
authorities
endeavoured to prevent an impartial
inspection. A policeman reported
one Arab killed. . . On the 10th,
however, the Red Cross discovered
the corpses of 254 men, women and
children" (Christopher Sykes,
Crossroads to Israel, London, 1965).
The massacre was part of Operation
Nachson, which directly resulted in
the expulsion of 20,000 villagers and
many more later by allusion to the
massacre. As the leader of the
terrorists, and now illustrious
member of the Knesset, Menachim
Begin saidwas innotTheonlyRevolt:
massacre
justified,"The
but
there would not have been a state of
Israel without the victory at Deir
Yassin"
actuallythere
daredwasto callnotit aa
"victory"(hewhen
single armed man in the village.)
The recent book Jerusalem substantiated the mercilessness and
premeditation of massacre, as opposed to the spontaneous reponses
of the Arab population.
The Hagannah (regular Jewish
defense force) undertook similar but
less spectacular actions under orders
from the Agency in 1947 and 1948
before any Arab government interfered. On other forms of psychological warfare waged against the
Palestinians, the present Israeli
Deputy Premier Yigal Allon said:
"There were left before us only five
days before the threatening date, the
15th of May. We saw a need to clean
uppered for Galilee.
. . We didtherefore
means which
not forcelook-us
into using force, in order to cause
tens of thousands who remained in
Galilee to flee. . . I gathered all the
Jewish Mukhtars who had contacts
with Arabs in different villages, and
asked them to whisper in the ears of
some Arabs that a great Jewish reinforcement had arrived in Galilee,
and that it was going to burn all the
villages in the Huleh. They should
suggest to these Arabs, as their
friends, to escape while there is still
time. The flight numbered myriads.
The tactic reached its goal completely" (Ha vol.
SepherU, 286).
Ha Palmach,
Hebrew only,
Even after May 15, as Erskine
Childers
in "Theresearch
Other
Exodus" reported
after extensive
(The Spectator, May 12, 1961)f there
is not a single indication of orders by
Arab leaders for the Plaestinians to
leave. What he found from recorded
monitoring is that the Israeli Hagannah loudspeaker vans and radio
braodcast in Arabic threats in Haifa
and Jerusalem: "The road to
Jericho is open! Fly from Jerusalem
before you are killed! (Also Meyer
Levin in Jerusalem Delivered).
Bertha Vester, a Chrstian missionary, reported that another theme
was, "Unless you leave your homes,
the fate of Deir Yassin will be your
Similar methods were used in 1967
on a more limited extent. The New
York Times reported on June U and
12: "It was clear yesterday that
thousands of these Arabs were again
fate."
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fleeing from Israeli troops who
appeared to be encouraging them to
go. . . Senior United Nations officials n
who have sifted many reports from
the refugees believe that a pattern of
expulsion
is emerging.
. In the frontier villages,
they say, .soldiers
have
ordered people out of their homes to
police stations, where they have
been picked up by buses, bound for a
place called Wadi Badan. From
there
to the they
river.have. . Inbeenotherobliged
places,to walk
they
added, loudspeakers
warned
the
habitants: 'You have two hours in-to
leave. After that we cannot
As for the safety.'
improvement
in
guarantee
"
sanitary andyourliving
conditions,
we
have to remind Zionists that
agriculture, medicine and electricity
existed in Palestine before 1948, and
that the whole world (including the
Arab World) has improved its living
conditions since then. It would have
been stupid of Israel not to adjust its
production to the enormous increase
in immigrant population. ' I
But, granting the claimed Israeli
improvement
for Palestinians,in physical
are we toconditions
concede
this way to the imperialistic principle in treatment
"native bare
population"? Are we ofto asubstitute
physical well-being under slavery for
the freedom of self-determination?
Finally, remember that the
resources with which the Israelis are
so "generous" now were stolen from
the original Palestinian population.
Confiscation of land, arbitrary
detention, oppressive restrictions on
cultural expression, limitation in
educational and employment opportunities, discrimination in every
respect are all impied in the very
premise
as a statemajority.
where
the
Jews ofareIsrael
an enforced
That means minorities have to be
"controlled" if not dispensed with
altogether. It may be interesting for
those who wish to challenge this to
consult the report of the unofficial
Israeli League of Human Rights,
whose president is Dr. Israel Shanak. 1
A definitive book on the subject is
The Arabs in Israel (Hebrew and
English) by Sabri Jiryis. There are
also the analysis by well-known
American Jewish writers such as
Alfred Lilienthal (The Other Side of
the
What and
PriceMoshe
Israel?)
Rabbi • ,
ElmerCoin;Berger,
Menuhim
(The Decadence of Judaism in Our
Time).
Finally, forroundingthethe Palestine
circumstances
surrefugee
problem, there are few statements
more apt than that of Nathan
Chofshi, an early Jewish immigrant
to Palestine, who courageously
replied to an American Zionist rabbi's denial of Israeli responsibility:
"If Rabbi Kaplan really wanted to
know what happened, we old Jewish
settlers in Palestine who witnessed
the fight could tell him how and in
what manner we, Jews, forced the
Arabs to leave cities and villages. . .
Some of them driven out by force of
arms; others were made to leave by
deceit, lying and false promises. It is
enough to cite the cities of Jaffa,
Ramie, Beersheba, Acre from
among numberless others. We came
and turned the Palestinian Arabs
into
refugees.
And them,
still weto
dare totragic
slander
and malign
besmirch their name. Instead of being deeply ashamed of what we did
and trying to undo some of the evil
committed. . . we justify our terrible
acts and even attempt to glorify
them. (Jewish Newsletter, New
York, Feb. 9, 1959.
So, despite our approbation, we
feel some pity for Zionists like "the
Abdul Caleb". They lack the mental
integrity
to examine
their recent
history. themselves
Thus, they and
can
only
engage
in
generalizations,
derrogation, and distortion. They are
unaware of their supremely selfdeceptive
and even venture
to commitprocess,
the ultimate
mental
perversion: that is, to accuse others
of
engaging
in
fantasies.
Zionists cover up their guilt byThese
blind
aggressiveness and by an inversion
of fact and historical sequence.
Palestinians in the Arab Students
Association
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Great guitarist with pleasing

HART

BLACK

THE

PUB

presents

ABERNATHYSHAGNASTER
Tonight

and

Tomorrow,

in the Arbor Room,

8:30 p.m.

Hart House

Draft Beer, Dancing, Good Music

voice, Eric Clapton synthesizes
a unique medley of string forms
was also added before each verse
One of the best guitarists in the that
changes the phrasing in a most
US,
called pleasant way.
Eric Mike
ClaptonBloomfield,
the perfectonceguitarist.
More generally,
voice is
as beingClapton's
quite pleasing
He said,
attack
flawless
... He"His
has ideas,
attack,is revealed
touch, ability to transmit emotion live, as well as having interesting
qualities.wasIt'slesstoo than
bad that
the
and ability to transmit his subtle pickup
perfect.
ideas...Eric does all of these about vocal
There are no complaints about the
instrumental production though.
as The
well first
as younew canrecording
do them."
of Clapis a great guitarist, not
ton's inalmost two years. Derek and onlyClapton
of his technical ability
the Dominos In Concert (RSO/Poly- — anybecause
number
of people can boast
dor) was released in the last that — but because
his style is a
month. And don't be mistaken, synthesis of guitar forms
rather
this LP is clearly an Eric Clapton
showcase, not giving the other than an imitation. He isn't really
members of the group any of the perfect, — the blues lines in "Have
You Ever
Woman" intercould
spotlight. ButBobby
that's notWhitlock
a matter onof have
been Loved
more Aemotionally
concern.
p
r
e
t
e
d
—
but
he
represents
somekeyboards
vocals, Carl
Radle areon
thing very close to it.« *
bass and Jimand Gordon
on drums
Gallagher is another one of
all superb in their understated roles, thoseRoryguitarists
whose name comes
but are effectually incidental to
are
discussed.
Hailingthefrom"greats"
Cork,
Clapton's
performance.
up these days when
The double album consists of live Ireland,
his first recording exposure
cuts recorded at thetilFillmore East was
with the three man rock group
almostteriatwo
ago. A.,by ihe
ma- Taste. He and the group concen
l has beenyearsrecorded
Clapton
haled on translating the blues into
before
"Layla",
"Eric
Clapton"situa-or their own rock-blues style. But
"BlindtiononFaith".
But
the
"live"
Taste
never gained popularity outallowed a lot of improvisation
r

In
In
On

your

your
your

You
taste

own

own
own

'll take
of

way.

time.
terms.

to

Players

the
Filter.

Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.

that stretched most cuts out to over
10 minutes.
Despite the length of the songs,
Clapton's timing is perfect and the
repetition isstrumenminimal.
All the in-in
tal lines are surprising
their deliberateness — a quality uncom on inlong rock-guitar solos.
One of the more impressive cuts
is a new version of "Presence of the
Lord" which Clapton first recorded
with Blind Faith. That original recording was made using Stevie
Winwood
on subdued
vocals. Clapton's
guitar was
while
Wtnwood's keyboards
took the instrumental lead. The instrumental
break in the middle is then
dominated by Clapton. The live cut
features Clapton on vocal and he
does a very sensitive, soulful job
that's even better than Winwood's.
But now Clapton's guitar is the pivot
instrument
Whitlock's
pianoriffis
subdued. A while
delicate
little guitar

side the British Isles and Rory left
the group after about four LP's.
is Rory's
third
soloBlueprint
album.(Polydor)
It's
uneventful
production
thatan has
many
weaknesses.
Gallagher's voice, while passable,
is unexciting and forced. His
songwriting,
is theinbase
the album iswhich
mediocre
almostof
every respect, melody, structure,
arrangements and especially lyrics.
That brings us to ask the question why The
is Gallagher
"great"he
guitarist?
answer isa that
isn't. He's
He's a are
fair technician butgood.
his lines
often
repetitive and lack dynamism. The
acoustic slide guitar on Big Bill
Broonzy's "Banker's Blues" is simpgood attack.
isn'tly sloppy
even and
fair tolackscompare
him withIt
say, Ry Cooder. Enough said.
Allan Mandri
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Offbeat
hangman,

tragicomedy
victim

about

is intriguing:

Richardson looks at death
Once again the little Studio tranquillity until the warden peculiar imagery, its own symbols of
Theatre will prove its surprising ver- presents him with Lucie, whose call- rejection and resignation.
satility, as the latest production,
ing isto sweeten the final hours the Gallows Humour enjoyed sucGallows Humour begins its run prisoner spends in his cell.Their concess as an off-Broadway producthere tonight. Director Marc Diafrontation treats the problems and
tion. There are enough intriguing
mond isworking with two distinct paradoxes of vibrant self- ideas in the play to allow a free
sets facing one another on either destruction versus deathly predic- creative hand to experiment in
side ofofthegratuitous
audience. Itvirtuoso
won't beseta 'arce. tability indaily life. It is both a translating the text to live theatre.
case
desperate game and a pathetic There are relative possibilities for
design, however, for the two halves
the use of farce, visual and psychological realism, and rhetoric.
Act two's
death
chamber
is
the
ofcorrespond
the' settinglike forthe Gallows
two actsHumour
of the kitchen
of the hangman. A brash Marc Diamond's cast and crew
tragic comedy. They are mirror im- move on the part of the warden sets have dealt with these possibilities
a confrontation between the
both distorted
by the author's off
than academabsurdages,view
of the living.
hangman and his wife. The confict is pragmaticallyit rather
a case of a wellThe common denominator is of the same dimensions as that equippedical y, be(and
masterfully wallDeath. Jack Richardson's between the prostitute and the conpapered) kitchen, or one of finding
characters are intimately
vict about to be hanged, Philip and the most effective delivery for a
dominated by the process of dying. Martha belong to the dynasty of key speech.
Their lives are devoted to carrying happily married couples" we find in The result of their efforts will be
out this process in an orderly, con- Strindberg, Albee, and Anouilh, to presented between Wednesday and
sistent fashion. In the first half, a mention only a few. The hangman Saturday
next. nights, both this weekend
convicted murderer awaits his and wife have a relationship that and
Eleanor Coleman
execution with a measure of nevertheless can boast its own
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The Graduate Centre
for the Study of Drama
presentsand John Arden
Margaretta D'Arcy
"The Role of the University Drama in Relation to
ProfessiFROM
Theatre"
onalA MARXIAN
A SERIES the
OF SEMINARS
VIEWPOINT
Monday, March
26,
4
p.m.
Tuesday,
March
11 a.m. and 4 p m
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stage
The hit

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 13 now on
the
screen!
EGLINTON f Of YONGE ■ 466-5600
play is

Tiger

proved

toothless,

lost in America's
past
Save the Tiger might also be called "Save the
Butis too
he'sweak
brightto enough;
he realizes
going
on,
but
help
himself.
Swept upwhat's
and under
World", or "God Save America", and, on the micro level,
"Save Harry
HarryStoner
Stoner".
by
the
currents
of
his
past
and
America's
present,
he's
is the businessman-cum-war-veteran not strong enough to either preserve his acquired moral
protagonist of the novel and of the movie of the same values or adapt to different ones. He feels, "I just
haven't got away
the fucking
strength
to get involved",
and
rationalizes
his actions,
substituting
past involvement for present anomie.
The past is Stoner's America — baseball as it
used to be. "They spat tobacco juice on the ball", Harry
reminisces, "they scratched their ass. . . . they were
something — Goddammit, they were something."
Harry might be your father, or any survivor of war
or economic depression, with no way to communicate
his experiences
to a new generation which hasn't had
them
to understand.
Although the novel is a better produced work than
the movie, its pulpy style leaves it wanting, appearing to
be a hastily completed and largely unfinished work.
However, what the novel does reveal is the all important dimension of Stoner which the movie fails to get
hold of and carry through. The film offers no "past
motif",
insightcauseinto ofHarry's
past andJackits effect
future asno the
his actions.
Lemmonon his
as
Harry Stoner is as good as might be expected in the
situation, but not good enough. Harry as a war veteran
is sublimated to Harry as a businessman.
For Harry the war was home, but now his business
has become the alienating substitute for the war's
camaraderie.
"therething(are)for 'noeachguys'
Guys that had Hethatsays,
special
otheranymore.
in that
long ago war — the thing that had nothing to do with
causes. That special thing you never talked about but
was there. You could see it on a professional football :
team. ... The thing was you always covered the other :
guy and he always covered you. That's how it was. But, ■
what the hell. ...today it is every man for himself." :
And Harry's problems is the movie's problem: how ;
to get Stoner across to the audience. Where the book ■
develops it, the movie fails.
:
The girl he picks up hitch-hiking on the Strip in Los •
Angeles tells him that "a war is so male. It's so full of j:
balls."
he's States
surprisedeverto fought
hear that
doesItaly.
not :|■:
know theLaterUnited
a warshe with
He's only able to answer, "Yes, we did." ;■
dilemma
of Harry's
situationhis isvision
that J;;i
the warThe heirony
foughtand was
supposed
to preserve
of America, while it only imprisoned him, and forced \
"his" country in a different direction, Again he realizes |:
his plightyou.butTheyis powerless
about , it:. get"They
nailed
sucked youto in.do Getanything
the things,
the ■:
things. And maybe they were-right. If you made it why :|
not live it up. It was over so fucking fast. . . ." $
name — the hub of the wheel through which the spokes
For Harry there are "no more rules. Only :•:
ofMiddle
the work
penetrate.
Stoner
personifies
middle-aged
referees."
Bob Gauthier ■:•8
America.

FIND YOURSELF AT
HAIRWORKS
Hairworms is a new kind of hair place. For gals.
And their guys. Where young Glemby-trained
stylists cut your hair the way you want it to be cut.
And shaped. And styled. So that it swings
and bounces and always looks good. The way
it should. For hair that's the way you want it to be
. . . naturally! . . . visit Hairworks at Eaton's!
Shampoo,
Haircut,
Blower-Dry . . . short hair 8.00,
long hair 9.00,
complete.
PHONE 861-3111
Beauty
Salon Queen
— Eaton'sStreet
College
local 2376.
(3rd Street
floor), (2nd
local floor),
2372.
Yorkdale, phone 789-6333. Sherway, phone
622-3311, local 357. Don Mills, phone 447-3331,
local 288. Bramalea, phone 457-4111, local 282.
Oshawa, phone 725-7373, local 202.

EATON'S
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Movies:

pandering

In the hierarchy of my private concerns, film violence has
only recently
become
at ana
early
age by the
witcha in"problem".
The WizardAlthough
of Oz,traumatized
thus beginning
lifelong aversion to anything resembling a horror film, I have
always been a Western freak, whether of the classic
Stagecoach or one of the innumerable Randolph Scott or Audie
Murphy oaters; and with no qualms about the villain's violent
end,
either, since
the hero's
alwaysup both
provokedfarther
and
appropriate.
His guns
were fury
eitherwashung
or headed
west at the f adeout, and he would never have thought of taking
the
opportunity
to dispose
his enemy's
wife, kids,
and
relatives
(a staple
of both ofGreek
and Chinese
tragedy).
Although the morality was a simple one of white horses and
black hats, it did serve as sufficient justification for the events
of the plot.
Thus ofI don't
think that
I have that
any basic
to the
depiction
violence,
provided
it hasobjections
some organic
relationship to context. Clearly, there are numerous examples of
works of art where violence is integral to the realization of the
author's
could thenotexecution
be omitted
irreparableintentions,
weakening and
of force:
of thewithout
three
soldiers in Paths of Glory, the murder of the old lady in Crime
Punishment,
and Goya's atdrawings
Napoleonic
inandSpain
suggest themselves
random. ofTotheforbid
an artistWars
the
use of violence would make as much sense as outlawing one of
the colors of the spectrum — we would see less, and be the
poorer for it.
In viewing several recent films, however, I have been particularly struck by the gratuitous and excessive character of the
violence portrayed. Although it happened to be The Godfather
which aroused the desire to write something about film
violence, A Clockwork Orange, Straw Dogs, or Dirty Harry could
-just as easily have touched off this particular string of mental
firecrackers, and of emotions all the more personally significant
precisely because they do not seem to be shared by my friends.
With regard to The Godfather, especially, I found myself at odds
with those whose opinions I usually share, or at least comprehend; thus, they felt necessity to tackle the "Violence in
Films"tion iproblem,
despite the slightly boggling amount of attent
has
— media. already received in the Middle — and Highbrow
I think there are at least two major consequences for the
social surroundings in which we live. The first is difficult to
characterize precisely, but essentially involves a kind of numbing effect in terms of our sensitivity to the suffering of others.

to

sadist

Whether one chooses to use the phrase "Freedom of the Press"
orexpose
"Repressive
Tolerance",dosesit seems
clearmisery,
that theto mass
us to substantial
of human
which media
we as
isolated individuals can react in only limited ways — of which
turning off appears to be the most popular. Whether one
chooses to describe this as desensitization, alienation or information overload, the basic situation is one of learning to ignore
unpleasantries over which one appears to have no control.
The second consequence may seem much less significant,
but it is personally important in terms of the manner in which I
want to discuss film violence. It concerns the method of argument characteristic of the muckracking style, which is essentially, the a posteriori marshalling of causes to explain a given contemporary ef ect. The advantage, otthis method is that one can
"explain"
just
about anything
through ofa judicious
causes: thus although
The Greening
America selection
and Futureof
Shock describe antithetical social situations, and project . anis to a degree
convincing
withindecided
the con-to
text ofthattitheticalsetfutures,ofeach
information
which the
author has
stress. The point is not that Reich or Toffler are phonies, or are
necessarily wrong. It is, rather, that their conclusions are determined bythe particular intellectual filters through which they
view the world, and have a corresponding degree of validity.
Thus X itnumber
would beof quite
violence
choosing
causes.simple
The toonly"explain"
problem filmwould
be thatby
you wouldn't know anything more about it than when you
started tostrategy.
read this. And neither would I. Q.E.D.: we'll have to try
another
When in doubt, describe the situation.
If we start by examining the nature of film, we are immediately confronted by the fact that film is an industry, a
business which operates on the same principles as General
Motors or Standard Oil. The name of the game is profit, and
maximum profit requires the maximum possible audience. That
the
cinema ''was
exploited"
some pleasure
very adroit
businessmen,
and notrapidly
preserved
for the byexclusive
of a
privileged class (as the ballet has been, for example), is perhaps
to be deplored, but should not delude us as to the possibility of
art "artist's cinema" free of commercial considerations. The
production companies exist, the theaters and distribution apparatus exist, and these are social facts requiring the production and consumption of film.
consumption.
a filmto
equalsProduction
the numberandof people
who are The
willing"success"
to spend ofmoney
— see it; and in a competitive situation in which movies are but

in

us?

one of several potential choices available to the seeker after
entertainment, they must present an alternative to that which is
available for "free" — i.e. television. Since television programming isfairly rigidly controlled as to violent or sexual content,
primarily because of its greater accessibility to children, it is not
surprising that the film industry has chosen to emphasize that
which is forbidden to TV: explicit sex and exaggerated violence.
Marshall Dillon makes it with Miss Kitty; Doc performs open
heart Unlike
surgerytheon continuing
Festus' umpteenth
furor overwound.
overt sexual content,
which has already brought about a four category rating system,
those few individuals who have concerned themselves with the
increase in film violence have not provoked any sort of mass
protest against this phenomenon. In view of the Social Darwinist
ideology of contemporary conservatism, and the identification
of a "liberal" position with a distaste for any kind of censorship,
we should probably not expect either analysis or concern from
the usual sources of controversial social issues; but remembering thecusseddeficiencies
of the
above, this would
not "social
seem to criticism-muckraking"
constitute an objection dis-to
a continuing consideration of film violence.
Perhaps the most overtly violent type of film is the
Western, where the drama of Good vs. Evil reduces to a naked
contest of force in the absence of strong social controls (the imSheriff).of Inthethevillains
"classic"
{roughly,
pre-1965),
the last potent
twitch
signalsWestern
a moment
of choice
for the
hero:
settling
down
with
the
banker's
daughter,
or
riding
off intoas
the sunset to seek further adventure. If we take these
metaphors for the acceptance of triumph of an advancing
civilization, either decision symbolizes the victory of the community over the individual. Gemeinschaft marches on, either abviolence sisorbing onor pushing
longer westward
relevant. the man whose capacity for
Contrast this with such more recent examples of the genre
as Little Big Man and A Fistful of Dollars. In the former, the
tables have been completely turned: it is the cavalry and the
settlers who destroy the more humane Indian culture, with
General Custer presented as the bloody-minded leader of a
Mongolian horde, rather than as the brave but injudicious
gallant of They Died With Their Boots On (1941) or Bugles in
the Afternoon (1952). A Fistful of Dollars celebrates the
destruction
community sub-groups,
through Clintand Eastwood's
manipulation ofofa competing
its sequels,clever
particularly The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly, continue the theme
of the protagonist's abstraction from events in the surrounding
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society. In the latter film, only the jerks enlist in either the
or Confederate armies/while the smart guys hang looseUnion
and
pursue personal profit at the expense of both sides.
Although Little Big Man and Sergio Leone's "spaghetti
Westerns"
different pictures of the advancing society
- in the onepresent
case, pathologically
aggressive, in the other, beset
by idiotic factionalism — both convey
rather similar attitudes
toward the moral turpitude of American civilization. They indict
a society rather than an individual or a discernable group, as the
background of social corruption justifies the foreground of personal violence: in a world of rats, he who grabs the most cheese
is King.
"Indict a society" is perhaps too strong a phrase. is it?
If we deal with the concept of "justificatio it would. . orappear
violence as an apthat the traditional Western legitimated n",
propriate response to a specific and temporary historical situation, whereas more recent examples of the genre present
violence as a structurally organic feature of contemporary social
life. In terms of our increasing awareness of the ways society
does do violence to people (women, ethnic minorities, nonconformist youth), we could be tempted to conclude that this
represents an intellectual "coming of age" of the cinema, a
unis power"
of themen"Violence
fuller comprehensi
Weber, and
Max equation
as Napoleon,
dersto d bysuch ondiverse
Mao Tse-Tung. In view of the contemporary film's absence of
any mitigating sensibility or thought regarding the consequence
of social violence however, I doubt that we can accept it as
of "reality therapy" for the past deficiencies of
some sort
movies
— particularly
when there exists strong correlation
the economic
between the inclusion of graphic violencea and
success of the resulting film.
If the first thing we can derive from such films as Straw
Dogs, A Clockwork Orange, Dirty Harry, and The French Connection is a communication about the inherently violent nature of
our world, the second is surely a message about the appropriate
behaviour in this situation. The aggressive brutality of the police
in Dirty Harry and The French Connection is perhaps the most
obvious example: don't take the chance of misjudging Joe
Citizen, man, if he looks cross-eyed, zap him! The contrast with
the old style Western Sheriff, who had to be ridiculed and shat
on before retaliating, is evident; it's almost as if the old
"Preemptive Strike" theory of the think-tank nuclear madmen
has seeped down into the collective unconscious. Nice guys
finish last; shoot first, talk later, the only good
is a
dead
: old cliches achieving a frightening
The consequences for the social fabric, that preciousreality.
area
of intersubjective agreement which makes social life possible,
can hardly be exaggerated. They are most evident in the sort of
Fortress Persona mentality operative in New York City, where
doors are triple — and quadruple — bolted and strangers are
enemies until proven otherwise, but may also be observed in the
52 per cent increase in personal assaults in Canada over the
last five years. We appear to be moving towards a realization of
Hobbe'sbased
conception
society trust
as a of"warmostof allpeople
againstin most
all.":
habits
upon aofgeneral
situations are replaced by a generalized suspicion of everyone
characterized by evasion, dishonesty, and the mobilization of
hostile feelings.
To attribute these disturbing phenomena solely to an increase icinematic
n
violence would of course be ridiculous. Up to
this point I have been attempting to provide a background, a
context, within which we can sensibly discuss and try to understand anartificially isolated case ef what is commonly perceived
as the alienation, depersonalization, commercialization,
whatever, of contemporary life.
To use these giant-sized and mind-boggling words,
however, is to end discussion, to invoke the incomprehensible,
to admit defeat. The fault is not in the words themselves, or in
the very real situations which they describe, but in their
promiscuous use as the coins of a conventional wisdom in our
time. If we wish to make some intelligent application of them, I
think that we have to provide some content which we can understand together: hard, shared, collective experience, of which
watching
violence, is perhaps as good an
example asfilms,canandbe experiencing
found.
So what happens when we see a particularly graphic depiction ofviolence on the theater screen? For a significant portion
of the audience, we would probably have to define "see" as
"see as unreal": as the advertisement for the film Last House
on the Left reiterate, "Keep repeating, it's only a movie...only a
movie...only a movie." While this may be a "healthy" response,
in the sense that it at least temporarily preserves the sanity of
the viewer, we should perhaps examine a bit more closely the
type of conditioning going on here. ("Keep repeating.Jt's only
a gas chamber...only a gas chamber...only a gas chamber.")
It has become quite commonplace to decry the desensitizing effects of the barrage of violence in the news media, of
watching the day's installment of the Vietnam war and attempting torelate to "93 Dead in Bolivian Air Crash." Although this is
usually described in highly moral terms, as a kind of not-nice
callousness towards the suffering of others, a more important
consequence would seem to me to be the acceptance of
violence as normative, as a basic and typical occurrence in the
social world. Sure is hard to get excited about Bolivian air
crashes (picket-line violence in Kitchener, a scream down the
block); familiarity breeds. . . familiarity: ho-hum, la-di-da, and the
automatic
phenomena.inclusion in the taken-for-granted world of everyday
From accepting violence as normative, it is but a small
step to adopt a totally fatalistic attitude towards it. In the case
of Bolivian air crash victims, this is both realistic (What could we
do about it?) and necessary (How can we internalize the pain of
the victims' loved ones?); but what about other situations in
which we have some actual or potential influence? Far from
representing either greater realism or the dissemination of
social consciousness, it would seem likely that the experience of
an unremitting flow of media violence operates to destroy our
capacity to either comprehend or deal with it.
Although the above remakrs refer specifically to the news
media, we should not underestimate the role of film violence in
encouraging a similar apathy. Most of us go to the movies as a
kind of special event, to which we devote some thought, discus-
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sion with friends, and expenditur of money; we expect some
return for this investment, and aree proportiona
more attentive
to (and thus more open to the influence of)llywhatever
we
have chosen. The question of the relative weight of the film
and the news media in promoting affective anesthesia cinema
can
left to the social scientists; what is important here is the sub-be
stantial contribution which film violence makes to this
phenomenon.
In contrast to those who see film violence as an unreal and
fantastic thing, and deny any validity impact to what they see
on the screen, those who enjoy graphicor violence
grant it a validity which overshadows the events of their own lives:
the former
conceive of violence as an unreal adjunct
to life, while the latter
conceive of life as an unreal adjunct to violence. Assuming that
there are reasons for accepting the reality of both daily life and
violence (which I hope that the reader will grant), either reaction
can
fairly classified as a withdrawal from, or denial of the
basicbeconditions
of being human.
Before moving on to a consideration of what can be done
for this "deranged community," I should add that I do not want

to imply some sort of exalted status for those who react
negatively to violence in films. Obviously this could be an equally
reality-negating
response, reaction
althoughtoitwhat
at least
potential
for a constructive
seems contains
to me to thebe
a rather unhealthy situation. We are familiar with the cultural
stereotypes of the bluenose, shrinking violet, or little old lady in
tennis shoes, however, and will not expect help from that
quarter.How then should we attempt to deal with a phenomenon
such as violence in film? My first suggestion will likely seem
simple-minded, but it is made in the conviction that it is both an
often overlooked and potentially powerful method of getting
some feedback into contemporary communication processes.
Simply put, it is that we have to become more conscious of
ourselves as consumers of culture, and act accordingly.
In terms of personal relationships, for example, I suspect
that most of us act so as to minimize contact with people whom
we find either offensive or simply boring; and if they were the
only people inhabiting our social world, we would probably do
our damndest to find another one. We are aware of the

pressures towards conformity characteristic of social
and conscious of the fact that if hang out with folks wegroups
don't
like, it is probable that (1) we willwe lead
depressed lives
and (2) are more likely to be affected rather
by
their
collective
influence than they are by
one. Therefore we quite
sensibly seek a satisfyingourlevelindividual
of social reality.
With regard to "culture"
ment," however we
seem to be much less aware ofor the"entertain
of taking in what is
simply because it is readily available, effects
If
we
the idea that
society shapes us, we need not accept theaccept
n that it
shapes us all in the same way; quite obviously,propositio
it doesn't which
seems to leave some room for the exercise of individual
and self-determination. We hold others to account for theirchoice
actions, weattempt to control some
content of some of the
areas of our lives, and I can see noof the
reason why we should not
attempt the same thing concerning other kinds of inputs Like
Kultcnan.
Perhaps some exaggeration will make this clearer
Imagine, if you will, someone who confines entertainme
nt to
whatever happens to be on the Top 40 or thehis best-seller
list or
for
matter,doing
whatever
happens to appear in the paper'
Whatthat
to himself?
reality," or placingwill
himselfhe atbe the
mercy
of social"Experienci
processesng which
grind out
mass culture on purely economic
riteria? And even if you enjoy
the products of the latter, it is difficult to applaud a life lived
with such a high degree of unconsciousness.
With the above in mind, I think we can have some immediate influence on what is presented to us as
t
or culture by using our available assets of mind andentertainmen
awareness
in a more sophisticated way, based on thinking about how "You
are what vyou
For example,and IThe
have Getaway
recently turned
itations toseeeat."Deliverance
on the down
groundsinthat, having read their reviews, I would find their violence upsetting, and found that none was mystified by it or thought that it
cast aspersions on my intelligence,
personality, or sex.
If we can succeed in taking control
our personal range
of entertainment choices, we thus may over
begin process which
will rescue audiences from a status equivalent toa that
of the Victorian wife: prone and unresponsive? If this presumes too great
an influence by isolated, turned-on individuals,
perhaps
should next consider a social correlative for increasingwe
awareness.
I think a clue is provided by a previous reference to entertainment asthat which presented to us" - is in some sense
beyond our control. My"is-suggestion,
which
again seem
simplistic, is that we devote more thought andmayenergy
to constructing (rather than merely choosing appropriately) a culture
which is rewarding in terms of creation as well as appreciation.
, The major obstacle here, aside from again becoming conious ofthe value of creating one's own culture, is probably the
cult of sctechnical
excellence which has had a strongly
effect on broad participation in cultural activities. It isinhibitory
most obvious in the sports culture, which consists perhaps
of the
progressive elimination of practically everyone from competitive
sports, but can also be observed in such areas as "musical
education," where the talented child passes through a series of
Although these
of "musician".
social asroletimeless
filters leading
filters
are oftento the
justified
and eternal
aesthetic
criteria, anyone familiar with either the changes in these standards over time, or with the large number of talented (and
usually innovative) musicians who receive no formal musical
education,nature.
will be aware of their culture-bound and highly
relative
I am not arguing against excellence, but against a system
which operates so as to define it as that which is the exclusive
province of the few rather than a potentiality for the many. The
net effect of this attitude, when multiplied over most areas of
cultural endeavor, is to create the ideal consumer: passive, unthinking, and certain of his own lack of ability, alive only when
applauding the efforts of someone else.
The antidote? Again, I think, we must begin to be conscious ofhow things happen and how they affect us. If we arrive
at the conclusion that available cultural options are unsatisfying, wehave to move towards creating new ones; if our
music, literature, cinema, or whatever is inadequate, better an
attempt of our own, no matter how apparently inept, than either
useless bitching or fatalistic acceptance. This will almost certainly require the ability to work outside established institutions,
not least because our products will rarely meet accepted standards, but also because these institutions are incapable of
relating to culture based on individual needs for satisfaction
ratherIfthan
conception
"excellence,"
we ancanelitist
overcome
our ofconditioned
attitudes about
cultural forms and realize, for example, that there is no need for
us to make "movies" with professional actors and expensive
production processes, but that there probably is a need for us to
use the medium of photography in recording and understanding
our lives, we may be able to begin. If we can realize that
"literature" is not merely the printed page, but also those
thoughts and feelings which we scribble down and want to share
with others, we may be able to begin. And if we can realize that
"music"wherever
exists independently
of records
exists
there are voices,
hands,andandconcert
feet halls,
with
something to express, we may fucking well succeed.
Before any of this can happen, however, a tremendous
amount of demystification and consciouness-raising needs to be
done, of which this piece of writing has been a personal
jumping-off
out as movies,
an attempt
what
freakedpoint.
me outIt started
about violent
grew toandunderstand
accreted
and escalated into whatever it has been for you, got kicked
around, initiated, and encouraged by lots of good people, and it
came out here. Somewhere along the way it ceased to be work
and became an experience— sort of like making love when
you're
together.tired.
. . itWell,
was I'm
worthtired,it. I'm spent, but if any of us got off
Paul Stuewe
The preceeding article was adapted from The Chevron. A
replyittois Stuewe's
was published
and
printed onposition
the following
two pages.the next week,
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We

emulate

films;

deploring violence

isn't all there is

to solving problem

adapted from The Chevron
The discussion (problem? question?) of excessive violence
in film is dangerously close now to becoming a cliche.
"Excessive",
I fear,to isa apresumed
word whichconcensus
demands parameters
and cannot
be left
of opinion.
"Excessive film violence" means no more than does "pornography" unles it context.
is accompanied by an attempt at fixing it in
an understandable
(Admittedly, at first glance we seem to be caught up, as
far as definition goes, on an almost classically liberal escalator
of permissiveness and personal freedom, but this is a discussion
of personal views and consumer choice, not of law-making and
"protection of society from itself" — and, ultimately, we will be
concerned
here with the quality of violence rather than quantity.)
For example The Godfather, A Clockwork Orange, Straw
Dogs and Dirty Harry upset me, but if physical violence was
what put you off these films, I think you missed the real impact
of their message.
all know can
in these
mass "Violence",
awareness asof wepsychology,
take ondaysmanyof enlightened
forms, and
the physical violence presented in the above-mentioned films
were,
me, certainly
secondary
"mentalbutviolence"
aimed
at the toaudiences.
At some
I wantedto theto vomit,
mostly simply
to walk out and demand my money back. These movies, plus The
Getaway, The New Centurions, The French Connection and
others of recent vintage have put me off or angered me, not for
their portrayal of physical violence, but for their mindless and
uncritical reinforcement of society's roles, their intellectual and
literary banality and often — as with Clockwork Orange —
simply for their lack of sufficient technical competence to interedividual
st me for comment
the about
hour-plus.
some of these
requireof myincontentPerhaps
to demonstrate
the roots
objections, before stating the objections themselves.
The Godfather, for instance, turned into — after only 15
minutes — simply a series of exhibitions on how to kill people.
Soon, I was not interested in the characters, the plot, the acting. . only guessing who would be done away with next and
what glorious new way the mafiosi would uncover to carry out
the murder. Even if you were able to brush aside this distraction
and pay attention to the characters, what was presented? Two
rival gangs of killers and exploiters, killing each other off for the.
right to get the biggest cut off the dope, gambling, prostitution,
show business and various other ventures they were involved in.
Except that that was not the way they were presented at
all. What you saw was a script dwelling almost lovingly on a
"good" gangcasional y tosupplement
of killers, andthe asense
"bad"ofgang
came on Thescreen
competition.
cameraoctook us inside the one family and we suffered with them the
trials of big-time crime through the murders, death and
"persecutions".
know the
them;othermanygangviewers
werea
even brought to Welike got
them.to Since
was just
bunch of faces behind guns, what was there to like about them?
So
we werein any"told"
to like
only people
presented
depth,(cinematically)
however shallow.
I wastheappalled
when
many people I saw the show with and talked with later actually
felt sorry when Sonny got machine-gunned by "the others" at
the end. They had been manipulated into identifying and empathizing with this gunman because the presentation had been
so one-sided, and we all know a movie-goer will pick someone to
identify with or lose interest, and The Godfather was too cleverly andAndslickly
most people's
interest Either
the produced
presentationto lose
of women
in The Godfather:
mindless receptacles for a penis and raiser of children or
passive* accepting ornaments with shoulders on which to cry
between he-man gun battles.
Straw Dogs at least started off with an acceptable enough
premise: pacifistic professor-type and wife try to get away from
itvillage.
all in Fine.
the smotheringly-closed-in
societyout ofto abesmall
English
Except that the wife turns
a flirtatious
nymphomaniac who has had an affair before with the village's
most menacing young workman. And then the whole village
(men
only,-idiots
sinceandthat's
all wegetssee)
turnsraped
intoanda gang
murderous
the wife
willingly
the hus-of
band finally unpacifistically kills a handful of the idiots in order
to protect his house (a man must choose a place to make a
stand). The view of men is that they are aggressive and
possessive by nature — even the ones who try to hide it or
repress it, tike the professor — and the view of women is that
they are constant prey to their overpowering sexual needs and
give themselves (sexually and loyally) in the end to the man who
will fight hardest for them.
Director Sam Peckinpah — who classifies females as
either "women" or "pussies" — has denied the universality of
Straw
characters
in severaleasily
interviews,
but the andPeckinpah
stamp Dog's
on a movie
has become
recognizable
almost

undeniably representative of the stereotypes of Straw Dogs.
Take his most recent "adventure", The Getaway. Other than the
fact that it is badly made and poorly paced — in a word, boring
— the offilmmanhood
presentswhen
Stevehe McQueena manhas who
his
sense
learns hisaswife
had loses
sex with
another man in order to get him out of prison; not only that, but
the "other man" has — as she put it — "gotten to her" in some
cryptic, dark, sexual way. In the same picture, the (previously
content?) wife of a veterinarian immediately becomes the willing sexual plaything of a sadistic gunman when he abducts the
couple and eventually drives the vet — who has, natch, lost all
sense
sexual Peckinpath
loyalty of histo wife
suicide.of Itworth
woulduponbe losing
hard the
for even
deny— theto
message
of the simple-minded wife lingeringly fondling the
ing.
villain's
upraised Again
phallicthegunbarrel
batory fashion.
statementin unmistakeable
is there: men masturare for
dominating and fighting, women are for fighting over and fuckthe "criminal"
was presented
as a slavering
sadist,In aDirty
cravenHarry,coward
of a sex maniac
and he dressed
funny.
The heroic policeman, on the other long hand of the law, was
beset by liberal legal restrictions and effete permissive
politicians. The only women were peripheral, but again: a
prostitute,
girldrove
and a him
passive
policeman's
wife
whose weighta murdered
on the copnudefinally
to denounce
his manly job and, byfrominference,
hispoint
manhood.
into
law",
of viewHe iswasgoing"going
from back
the side
of thewhich
law to the thesidecop's
of crime.
French Connection, basically the same story. The only
female in this movie was a promiscuous girl with whom the cop
spends
one nightnobefore
discarding
her and going back "to the
job", which
women.
tf this has
has not place
formedforinto
some kind of identifiable and
almost conspiratorial pattern by now, try tuning in some of the
TV cop shows some night; they are, if anything, even more
explicit in their portrayal of men and women, crime and society.
In the only episode of Streets of San Francisco I have seen the
other night, the story centered on a young woman who had gone
to police college and wanted, of course, to work alongside the
men in the apprehending-dangerous-criminals work. Now, all
thoughts of the desirability of female cops over male cops
aside, the issue to be resolved in this episode was clear: either
she would make it and prove herself, or she would learn once
and for all the superiority of men. Of course, in our present
North American liberal atmosphere, I was sure the outcome
would not be as clear-cut as the situation seemed. Sadly, I was
right.
a vicious
and naturally
killed theto girl's
roomateAfter
— also
a womansadist
cop had
— sheraped
wanted
be a
part know
of the howhuntemotional
for the killer.
The canwise,getoldabout
head"these
cop said
no ——
you
women
things
and she kept disobeying orders and messing things up trying to
get
anyway (women
aren't asIn the
disciplined
and are
ruledhimby emotion,
not mentality).
end scene,as men,
the murderer
returns to her room while the men cops are out looking for him
and confronts her. She is a cop trained in karate and other kills,
but falls apart and screams when she sees him (have you ever
seen a male cop in film or on TV scream when confronted with
his quarry?).
knocksof herthe around,
evidently
forgot en inthe Heemotion
moment,herandkarate
the killer
is finally
shot
from
outside
a
window
by
a
male
cop
who
had
returned
to
the scene to rescue the woman.
Without letting this become a one-issue essay on male and
female role-playing, I simply want to make it clear through these
examples that it is this foVm of media violence, carried over in
popular, classical and rock music, art and books, which disturbs
and worries me much more than the realistic and even
"excessive" portrayal of physical violence.
That being said, I will try to return to the topic of physical
violence which I left off at the front of the piece. I believe, first
of all, that there is an important difference between "fantasy"
or "illusory"
and "fictive"
"non-fictive"
try
to defineviolence
these terms
as I seeor and
use them.violence. I will
"Fictive" and "non-fictive" violence is that which occurs or
has occured in either a general or a particularized context, such
as gunfights, sword duels, wars of ancient or modern type,
murder, rape, etc. These appear in our newspapers and on our
TV sets and around us everyday and, while generally overdramatized by the media, are not creations of it. An example of
"non-fictive" violence would be a pseudo-documentary of a real
event,
In Coldbe Blood
at theorO.K.Clockwork
Corral. "Fictive"
violencelikewould
films orlikeGunfight
Straw Dogs
Orange.
These types are films which emulate, or even project beyond its
present scope, the violence of the society; emulating it, they are
also liable to be emulated in turn by those who see it, and are
turned on by it (Bremer being macho-sexually turned on by
Clockwork Orange before gunning Nixon and finally settling for
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Wallace; his own real-life experience with "the old ultraviolence").
"Fantasy" or "illusory" violence, on the other hand, por("projects,comein the
sense of fantasies
the world)or types
violencetrayswhich
from best
the folk-tales,
violence-of
repressive stories and themes of society, such as werewolve
vampires, witches, invasions from Mars and horrible s,
creatures. These stories rarely emulate any form ofmutant
real
violence around us and, hence, do not leave themselves so open
to emulation. It is an enjoyed and shared illusion through
which
one can absorb and repress: "It made me feel."
But to break this statement down into a simplistic twosided categorization of "those who
on by violence"
and "those who are upset by it" isarebothturned
unfair and shallow.
Speaking personally, I am "turned on" in a semi-sexual way by
some
forms ofor"fantasy"
violence,ofbutrealextremely
by either
real violence
most portrayals
violence, upset
especially
war
films. So which category shall I condemn myself to? Obviously
the question is much deeper.
To make my point here clearer perhaps than I need, a
heritage of overwhelmingly approving and patriotic
war films
provided an almost-perfect atmosphere for which men growing
up in the United States between 1940 and 1965 were prepared
to go to Vietnam and carry out there all the atrocities and "norwere, isofthatcourse,
wars films
beforetookthere
were mal"
war carnages
films, ofbutwar.my There
point here
patriotic
the
place; during that period of American history, of folk tales and
heroic stories which had before been passed on to young men
by spoken or written word; these films were an extension of that
reinforcement agency of society
those men something
to emulate, even often be proudandof.gave
The same can be said of
Westerns, They serve, with only the handfull of recent excepindividual-front
he-man which
the "rugged
titality
ons toreinforce
tries
still menAmerica ier"
macho image
and the male
desperately to hold dear. While few men, it is true, are tempted
to strap on their guns and shoot it out, it is the portrayal of frontier justice, which is nearly the anithesis of modern liberal interpretations ofsocial and legal justice, which emerges
lasting and cumulative effect of these sagas. Matt Dillon asis the
the
perfect attorney-general for the U.S.: cold, dedicated unmovingly (and unmoved) to the Law, he places the unbending execution
of the Law above any human or humane considerations; it is the
inLawit.which must be preserved, not the human beings caught up
Seen in this light, Straw Dogs is almost the perfect
Western updated. The hero, deserted by "civilization" during his
hour of crisis, ostensibly does not wish to use his guns (he has
"hung them up", dislikes bloodshed, etc.) but in the end is
"forced" to - because of an arbitrary tolerance
line he— and
has
drawn (protection of his house, the citizens, Law, etc.)
when he does kill, it is completely "justified"; the killings are
seen, in retrospect, as "inevitable" and now, under Peckinpah,
even as enjoyable — a necessary release.
"Fantasy" violence - and here I should that I include
the highly sensual sense of fear which manyaddso-called
terror
movies employ instead of actual blood-and-guts violence conversely gives the viewer-reader-listener no role to emulate, no
heritage to uphold, no background of which to have great pride;
the person or persons you identify with in order to experience
the "fright" have no carry-over outside the walls of the theatre.
It is ephemeral, non-particularized, too difficult to bring down to
the level of our own lives and, on top of that, too much fun. If a
quote-horror-unquote movie is done badly or is too much of a
cliche, I laugh through it; indeed many are done with just this
purpose in mind... they are intended to be parodies of the
genre. If a war movie or western is done badly I do not laugh,
and neither do those who take them to heart.
And so my conclusion, I think, is this — talk of "excessive"
violence in films is a red herring; is, in fact, totally undefinable
and misleading, like "redeeming social value" in the argument
over literature. It draws you away from the real issues, the "gut"
questions, the aspects which we, must live with, day by day.
The graphic portrayal of physical violence was paramount
to films like Catch-22, Deliverance or The Wild Bunch. It was
central
the movie
film's —would
and have
book'sbeen
— theme
without
the
power ofto the
lost. Butand that
is a itmoot
point: it is my personal evaluation, it is telling you where my
"squeamishnessis applied:
line" is drawn.
It is important
a first
consideration
what type
of violenceonlywasafter
portrayed
and how was it presented (approval or disapproval). The gore in
Catch-22 sickened Yossarian, and it sickened me and it should
have shocked and sickened everyone who saw it; that was its
purpose. It was not meant to make a hero or martyr of the man
who was killed, but to show him as a victim, in the full and absurd sense of the Catch-22 mentality. Was it "excess" to show
the kid's guts hanging out? The question is unanswerable. But
ask this question: What was the intent of the film, how did it portray people? Or, perhaps better, what sort of people did it give
us to portray? Those are questions that can, and should, be
answered before questions of technical skill in presenting death
and dismemberment are argued. Catch-22 presents a view
which runs counter to the prevailing patriotic and military
heritage in North America and the Western World; The Green
Berets is just another attempt to present that heritage. The
question inof its
which,
or evenformwhether
both,interest
presents,me. "excessive"
violence
physical
does not
Enough.
Now, having come to that, there is still the question of
alternatives. The first, of course, is critics. This is admittedly a
weak alternative, but one worth mentioning. After comparing a
few reviews to the movies, you can draw some definite conclusions as to which critics you carrtrust as far as fairly articulating the thrust of the film, and which cannot or do not. I
have seen enough previews and read enough reviews by people
I trust and respect to avoid The Green Berets and even comment on it without having seen it. I knew I did not want to pay
the people who made it, nor subject myself to the forms of
violence and role-portrayal it presented. While that particular
decision was fairly straight-forward, I must confess that other
movies present
precisehave
distinctions.
still don'tas know,
stance, whetherlessI should
avoided IPatton
I did, forsinceinsome reviewers indicated it approvingly portrayed the general
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and others saw it as having an almost anti-war tenor. But, I
stayed away from it.
There are other, and probably better, forms of action. Walk
out, demand your money back. There are few movies I have felt
that strongly about, but the alternative exists; even if you don't
get a refund, the manager is aware of your objection and you
have removed yourself from an unpleasant situation. Write
letters to editors, talk to your friends. When you disapprove of a
popular movie, ask you friends why they enjoyed it. Perhaps
they honestly haven't thought it out; at any rate, it is better to
talk it out than just nod and say, "Well, I didn't like it."
And "making our own" (music, art, films, etc.) can be an

alternative. But they are weak and fairly unrealistic alternatives
at this point. In the first place, until you are working at it full
time, few of us can manage financially or time-wise,
any form of art but the most basic, the most amateurto produce
and so,
the
"mystifying"
not
is
This
the least ofappealing
process
making and
films,powerful.
music, etc.; it is recognizing the
realities of the hard work, time and experience demanded in dopeople's lives
containthempotential
in waysthanthatmaking
ing themother
incompetence.
laugh toat affect
in ways
In the end, I suppose, it comes right down to you; your
judgement, your choice of critics and friends to trust, your own
method.
George Kaufman
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Censorship

a

board

fear

and

of

is

more

men;

toadying

"The official censor is pretty small potatoes. He
walks behind the elephant, and the elephant goes
where the guy who owns the circus decides....
Business and government are the Scylla
Charybdis filmmakers have to sail by. To and
the
few who make it through, the censor is a minor
squall very near port."

than

money,

factors
Phoniness always bothers me more than the
vice it covers, so plain old garden-variety, wewon't-let-you -see -that censorship doesn't trouble
me much. I'll be alright if thfey bar Last Tango in
Paris. I can imagine scenes that would burn holes
in the film.
Often enough I get a kick out of censorship.
Mona Lisa does nothing for me, but put a black
rectangle across her eyes and she becomes art; I
really dig not being allowed to see things that are
OK in New Brunswick; 1 loved it when the Varsity
"CENSORED"
affairthewithbeeps
FLQI love
duringofthetype;
appeared lines
replacing
and little
soundless passages in talk shows, the triple
asteriks in Esquire. Was it shit? cock? fuck? cunt?
pee? poo? tit? Are you allowed to say tit? Once I
was given $100 to play a left-wing extremist.on a
Norm Perry show and I wanted to test the
aesthetic possibilities of beeps. For example, I
would
question
-with asa
chain ofanswer
curses, aallperfectly
the time civil
looking
composed
a cucumber. If Perry tried to ask why I'd done it,
I'd swear while he did, making him beep back at
me. I thought about using beeps for punctuation
(I'm
thanks,
Norm,wasbeep).
Unfortunately
found fine,
out that
the show
live and
uncensored, I
so I didn't get to do it.
Overt censorship makes everybody an artist.
When Abbie Hoffman appeared on the Merv
Griffin show asvoice,
a black
band ontoldtheit was
screenbecause
and a
disembodied
we were
he wore a shirt made fromjhe flag, but can you
ever really be sure? In my heart I run with that
fringe per cent who don't believe for a second that
anybody has been anywhere near the moon.
Phony censorship, however galls me, and for
every ounce of the old high school debating topic,
there is a ton of sneaky programmed selections
advertising themselves as free choice. Most of it
isn't at all connected with censorship boards, but
a little of it is, in a grey, semi-overt way.
There are two co-ordinates for a censor: the
boinggg test is one. (If a work makes him go
boinggg,co-ordinate
it's bad andis oughtn't
be shown).
The
other
pressure,to and
the censor
reacts to pressure on his office the same way he
reacts to pressure under his robes. The Ontario
Film Censorship Board, for instance, takes community standards — i.e. standards from the community — very seriously. So, if you want to see
Last
write the(particularly
board. I'm because
told it really
make Tango,
a difference
they will
will
be tottering on that one anyway. Deep Throat,
however wilt be an uphill fight.)
It is not only the public who apply pressure,
though. Titticut Follies was a cinema-verite
documentary filmed in an american mental
hospital, as critical as film can be. ("How often do
you masturbate", asks a psychiatrist. "About
three
timesdoctor.)
a day",Thea patient
much!"
says the
film wasreplies.
turned"Toodown
for
showing here at the same time as Morton
Shulman was muck-raking the Ontario Mental
Hospital system. The provincial government did
not want the added publicity and asked its board
to block the movie. It was banned for nudity and
profanity, if I recall correctly.
The censor board also sways to movie industry,
pressure, which while it serves some films, leaves
others even more vulnerable. Movie distributors
are not artists, they are businessmen, and they try
to put a buck where it will bring back two. The
Godfather was a sure-fire hit; Sweet Sweetback's
Badass Song on the other hand was keyed to a
black audience that didn't exist in Ontario, so if it
was banned it would not be a big revenue loss. It
was banned. A Clockwork Orange, fronted by
Kubrick's name, fame and distributor support,
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Meanwhile, Dusan
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an American studio
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uld not have been far
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^ell before a New York
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jomy from the Briti
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tanadian Radio and
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the most successful
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treatment of The
Losey told one critic,
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idiest publisher would
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>/ernmentpublished
declared itit
'available here. Nor is
itry. Whichever model
>f money to produce a
book or record, and
are understandably
ey pick. Take Jack L.
ner Brothers: "Bonnie
't- It had what we call
Dirty Little Billy has
(e barmaid, a red-light
I. the Old Elements."
for, you see.
Jgoto see is what the

jLester are two highly
last couple of films
Merhas been able to
st few years. Orson
e same grounds. Sam
and, hedges his bets
e"t pictures. He is too
5« financial failure two
ne can hope to do is
:ween Straw Dogs and
|ys appeared to be his
Survival
instinct.
Jt the vast majority of
t'ckets last year was
2nd they know which
Son of the Godfather
^amount. Eleven per

cent of the total paid admissions for all North
American theatres in December was spent on The
Poseidon
Etc. Itiswouldn't
matter, ex-of
cept that, Adventure.
what is financed
also an indicator
what is not financed. Perhaps the greatest blacklist inthe history of art is against ugly people.
The pressure of sticking with what will be sure
to make money comes as close as the local
theatre. Those terrible, awful shorts that are the
staple in Toronto first-run houses (particularly the
Hollywood) are not just bad by chance. They are
either
part ofwith
the the
distributor's
the
short comes
movie) or package
they are (i.e.
chosen
because they are free (a promotional film for
French wines, or the like.) And there is a strong incentive tobook the worst short available. It is
usually estimated that a theatre makes 25* for
every admission dollar out of the overpriced popcorn and soft-drinks, and the worse the short, the
more popcorn sold. If the theatre is running The
Godfather and returning 90 per cent of the profit
to the distributor, you can bet the manager wants
to butter a lot of popcorn.
Even where the theatre people are in it for love
of movies, as they are at the Roxy or the Revue,
there are still plenty of barriers between what
they would like to show and what you get to see.
With most art films, there are only one or two
prints in the country, and they must be shipped to
the independent operator from wherever they
were last shown, perhaps right across the country.
If themust
film behasn't
in the censorship
country, a
fee
paid shown
to eachbefore
provincial
board for clearance. (Approximately $70 for an
everage length film in Ontario.) In many cases the
distributor
that Revue
it isn't worth
it for
the money figures,
involved.rightly,
So the
lost Marco
Ferrari's Wedding March. In some cases a North
American distributor wants far more money than
a small Canadian art house can take in, which is
why
El Topo,
distributed
by Alan
Klein, Jodorowski's
has never been
seen here.
And, since
the
repertory theatres are dependent on later
showings of films receiving their first-run downtown, they suffer whenever a first-run art house
discontinues its booking policy — and first-run art
houses are dropping like flies.
Theatres showing Canadian features have the
added burden of having to compete with the
massive pre-selling that American films have
before they cross the border. Just how massive
this pre-sell is, can be seen by the fate of Syrinx, a
high-quality local art-rock group. (While this is
switching industries, the recording business and
the movies business can be regarded as pretty
much interchangeable: Arlo Guthrie was told by
Warner Brothers Records to shorten down his version ofThe City of New Orleans in order to assure
it enough AM air-play for a chance at top fifty
sales. Guthrie was a big enough star to refuse.
Mostoldaren't.
standard
recording
contract,
like
the
movie Thestudio
contract,
gives the
company
the right to release a record in pretty well any
shape
bloodybacked
well pleases.)
Syrinx'shouse
Canadian
records itwere
by a financing
who
market researched the U.S. and concluded that,
while the record could sell 70,000 copies there,
that would not be enough to pay for the advertising necessary to break into the market. The band
stayed here, and later split up.
The alternative to business money for filmmakers and artists is government money. But
government censorship is just as bad, only more
openly political. The National Film Board and the
CBC are notorious for the restrictions they place
on projects. The This Hour Has Seven Days case
was only exceptional for the arrogance the
network showed in the face of the public's support
of the program. The Canadian Film Development
Corporation has been more discreet, but it
becomes clearer and clearer that certain films
don't get financed. There was a spate of movies
promised out of the FLQ kidnappings and repression, but none raised the money. Now even La
Guerre, Yes Sir has had its financing dropped by
the CFDC, for reasons that a number of film people suspect are pretty political. Business and
and Charybdis filmthe by.Scylla
government
makers haveare
to sail
To the few that make it
through, the censor is a minor squall very near
port.
cenBeyond official censorship and economicof selfterritory
sorship there is the more p opaque
censorship and censorshi of style. It is the most
pervasive and hardest to describe. I used to have
in Maclean's
columnIt continued
a regular
who
the editorcalled
untilMagazine
Radical.
Token
hired me, and the editor in whose section I
though,
wasn'twasfiredabout
fired. Iwhich
bothcolumn,
appeared,
that
my next
sent inwere
and
demonstration at the American consulate a few

years back where the police made a lot of arrests
and broke it up with their horses. The column was
the angriest I had written. It was also the first one
that was ever rejected — on the grounds that it
just
wasn'tbeen.
veryInwell
written.
might
not have
writing
as inWho
moviesknows,
it is ithardest
to create a committed work. It is equally hard to
read one, often embarrassing or threatening to
turn embarrassing at any moment. It is not the
style.
Earlier at Maclean's, I wrote about a friend who
climbed up the CBC tower one lunchbreak and got
arrested for attempted suicide, a bit beaten up
and booked into the mental hospital at 999 Queen
Street for observation. My approach was a
straight, fact by fact, biased narrative, except for
one point where I broke into italics to write:
"Sweet God — excuse me this one editorial comment — the cops ask a man if he was attempting
suicide and he says no, and they book him for
attempted syicide; and he says don't push me so
they push him harder; they knee him and punch

by the end I found myself more and more learning
the style. I hadn't been bullied. If anything, I'd
been protected. It just happens to you. "When
people of talent get involved in the movie,
business", says Pauline Kael, "They rarely play
their talent straight, they bend it to what they
think of as the "demands" of the medium — that
is, to what movies have already done."
The last piece of mine that Mclean's published
was a follow-up to an earlier one I had written giving Hell to the National Hockey League for ripping
off hockey. I received over a hundred letters (a
Maclean's landslide] and did the follow-up piece
by confronting Clarence Campbell, Hockey
Canada, John Monroe and some others with my
bulging portfolio. Of course I discovered that none
of them gave a sweet damn about my hundred
representative, angry hockey fans, who had about
as much sway with the NHL as they had with
General Motors. So that was what I wrote.
After I handed in my copy I got a call from Phil,
the interim editor after Gzowski's dismissal. Phil

"It'll be all right if they bar Last Tango in Paris.
I can imagine scenes that would burn holes in the

film."
him and he asks for a doctor and the doctor
arrives with the man who kneed and punched him;
and a psychiatrist asks him if he heard voices,
and he says no, and so he gets committed to a
mental hospital; and then THEY say that HE is acWhen
I handed the piece in, Peter Gzowski,
ting strangely!"
who was then the editor, particularly liked that
paragraph, saying that was the kind of thing he
would dearly love to write, but couldn't. Not that
he didn't have the skill, not that he had been for, but one McClelland
in his position
didn't.recently
(As anbid enaside,
and just
Stewart
called me to say they wanted to reprint the CBC
tower piece in a new sociology textbook for
high school students. The only change they wanted was the deletion of that paragraph, which they
hoped I would understand. It was a sunny day and
I was feeling spry so I told them all or nothing.)
I was only at Maclean's eight months or so, but

was worried that my piece was so cynical it would
make the section of letters to follow pretty
superfluous.
a little
more hope —He notwondered
change ifmyI couldn't
beliefs, offer
but maybe
just lighten my prediction some. He asked me to
think about it. I did and I figured, when you came
right down to it, a sentence or two, sorrounded by
thousands of others, laid out between brightcoloured, high-priced, motivationally-researched
ads — a sentence or two couldn't make much
difference.
Hell". aI job,
was and
low
on
money atI thought,
the time,"What
unsurethe about
changed the ending to read, "Actually, I would be
pretty pessimistic if it weren't for the letters, but
if that many people stay that mad, and start getting together with more mad people, we sure
could unseat some politicians and maybe even
some hockey czars" — which made us all as happy as we could be, under the circumstances.
Bob Bos sin
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"In key sectors of the Canadian
economy non-residents are in a position to
take decisions contrary to the well-being of
Canadians. And that has in fact come about
in industries as important as automobiles,

blink

titanium, radios, chemical products, optical
products and many others. Foreigners will
decide if our oil wells are to be worked or
profits." 1958
closed ... and wilfcollect
-PierretheTrudeau,

m.
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INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY

"Medieval
Herbals,
Medicine
and nt
Magic,rb
Professor Jerry
Stannard,
Departme
of His-y
tory, University of Kansas on Monday 26
March at 8:00 p.m., Osier Hall, Academy of
Medicine, Bloor and Huron Streets. Jointly
sponsored by the Centre for Medieval Studies
and the Academy of Medicine.

happened
since 1958
reduce
CanadaMuch
to anhaseconomic
and political
satelliteto offurther
the American
leviathan and yet the telling evidence of dependent status has
almost become lost in a shuffle of useless reports masking
almost total inaction on the part of successive Liberal and
Conservative governments.
Trudeau's essay is one of "14 probes into the workings of
a branch plant economy" contained in a Last Post special called
Corporate
Edited Canada.
by Marc Starowicz and Rae Murphy of the Last Post
staff Corporate Canada attempts to serve "as a layman's
guide
and political
Most toof thethe basics
articlesof Canada's
appearing economic
in Corporate
Canadacrisis".
have
previously appeared in the Last Post, a muckraking alternative
Canadian news magazine.
In the essays on various Canadian corporations and their
activities the authors go beyong the distortions and superficialities one reads daily in the average commercial newspaper
and analyze what is behind the events.
Contemporary writing on economics in Canada is by and
large an economics of acceptance, acceptance of the myths of
orthodox liberal economics. Mel Watkins, a left-wing U of T
economics
professor,
introduction
the conventional economist
reliessayson intwothemyths:
that thethatmarket
is the
basic source of power and that the state is a "neutral entity able
to intervene
populace
wills to correct
imbalance."
Watkins when
arguesthe that
Marx offered
the bestanyinsight
into the
modern capitalist state when he said "the executive of the
modern state is but a committee for managing the common affairs of theareasbourgeoisie."
goesowners,
on to topobserve
that and
"in
hinterland
therefore itHeis the
managers
financiers of the foreign based multi-national corporations that
are the contemporary ruling class. Where the power lies Is mostHowever, the essays in Corporate Canada are not merely
ly outside
Canada."
about
the well-documented
activities of American multi-national
corporations.
Eaton's,
one
of thein what
most iswell-known
corporations, comes under fire
one of the Canadian
best essays in the collection.
One might well prescribe this piece as required reading for
those who might think an independent capitalist Canada is an
objective to be worked for.
Eaton's is exposed by Starowicz as a corporation that has
continually fought attempts of its employees to unionize. It was
investigated
during andthe sweat
1930's shop
by a wages.
Royal Commission because
of its high prices
Eatons now has 50,000 employees across Canada and the
Eaton family owns 48 department stores, 5 warehouses, 352
catalogue sales offices and many undeveloped parcels of land.
With an estimated fortune of 400 million dollars the Eaton empire is one of the largest concentrations of political and
economic power in Canada.
« Starowicz details how this empire has been built by superexploitative wages, poor working conditions, arbitrary management, and powerful pressure on the press and on governments.
In the thirties it was revealed by women employees that
they were harassed and harangued into making the minimum of
$12.50 a week on piecework. This required the completion of
twelve dresses a day, which was almost physically impossible.
In those days a group of 40 women in a department were
fired when they tried to bargain with management as part of a
union. In 1951 a vote was held on certification of the Retail,
Wholesale and Department Store Union and after a three year
union organizing campaign the workers voted 4880 to 4020 not
to join the union. This reflected a massive organizing and
publicity effort by the company against unionization which
spread lies about the union and which also involved four well
timed raises, a better pension scheme and benefits.
Yet in 1970 the average wage for saleswomen in a Toronto store,was $1.70 an hour as compared to $2.00 an hour for
salesmen, far behind the unionized industrial sector. The union
still getsthe many
about
loss incalls
1951,from Eatons' workers but they are told
Starowicz also reveals how the daily press in Toronto and
Montreal are influenced by the moguls of the Eaton empire. One
reportera inhumorous
Montreal piece
was fired
afterdone
an Eatons'
boss Santa
complained
about
he had
about the
Claus
parade. In Toronto the Telegram twice killed a Marc Zwelling
storyingabout
the for
layofftheofLast
200 Post.
Eaton's employees in 1970. Zwellnow works
The
Eaton's
empire
was
practices, including the use of loss built
leaderson many
to drivequestionable
smaller retailers
HILLEL PRESENTS
A LECTURE BY
ASHER GRUNIS
PHD candidate York University in International Law
ON
"The Legal Status of the Israeli
Occupied Territories in the Light

of internat
Law"
ional22,
Thursday,
March
1973
4:30 p.m.
Hillel House 186 St. George
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out of business, special discounts from manufacturers to undersell competitors, the forcing of workers to work at intolerable
speeds at low wages.
In another
article titledhow"Why
the huge
CPR doesn't
You",
Bob Chodos
demonstrates
another
CanadianLikecorporation has dedicated itself to phasing out rail service in spite of
passenger demand. Begun with government financing as part of
Macdonald's National Policy in the 1880's, the CPR is a corporatewith
agglomeration
concerned
profit. unconcerned by people's needs and solely
In fact when the National Railways Act came into effect in
the late sixties, which required railways to justify any cuts in service, the CPR applied to drop all its passenger service except its
lucrative Toronto to Montreal run. Apparently now more interested ideveloping
n
its hotel chain, airline, transport system
and freight service and other enterprises, Canadian Pacific
greeted the refusal to cut off many runs by curtailing services
and discouraging passengers.
It made its times inconvenient, it raised meal prices, cut
dining and sleeping car service and did everything it could to discourage passengers. An apathetic Liberal government in Ottawa did not fight too hard and CPR was allowed to make some
reductions in service. This co-operation with federal
governments has remained despite the fact Sir John A. is long
gone. Chodos goes on to explore the trends in Canadian rail service, suggesting that even CN appears preoccupied with a
desire to make a profit from passenger service. He cites a study
made by an Ontario transportation economist which argued that
not only is rail service cheaper than air but a considerable deficit
is justified in view of the fact that more expensive airline
transportation is subsidized through airport and other subsidies
which add up to more than $100 million.
In the last essay in this expose of the Canadian dream
Ralph Surrette explores the decline of the family farm and how
this development has actually been encouraged by government
policies. The facts of the desperate situation of rural Canada
are quite familiar but what Surette explains is that the trend to
corporate farming, which is destroying a way of life, has been
encouraged by a heartless federal government in concert with
agri-business.

Branch
hurts

plant
most

economy

Canadians

No wonderallows
a smallwholesalers
farmer can'tto stay
business
whenwhile
the
free market
reapinhuge
profits
farmers and small retailers get almost nothing. The farmer only
gets ten per cent of the final selling price of his produce while
vast corporations such as Kraftco milk every last penny out of
consumers. The eastern urban elites of Canada, Surette
charges, have aided in these developments, encouraging rural
depopulation and ignoring the chaos in the free marketing
system,
Overproduction has been encouraged by corporations
eager to get cheap products for processing and maximize
already exorbitant profits. Surette concludes that in essence
the problem is the same as that in other sectors of the Canadian economy; that not enough is spent on research and
development and nothing is being done to fight American control through land ownership and the exploitative practices of its
large food processing corporations.
In the second series of six brief essays Corporate
Canada explores the continentalist pressure on the Canadian
economy and the disastrous results in energy resource industries, inhigh technology industries such as computers and
3 electronics and finally the war industry and the National Hockey
League. In all these case studies the authors detail how
American control has resulted in detrimental effects for
Canada. Much of the information on the extent of American
ownership in the Canadian economy is common knowledge but
what is often forgotten is just how that ownership leads to control and how decisions are based on profitability on an international scale. The stories in the computer industry and the
electronics industry are a case in point.

As in all high technology Canadian industries there
high degree of American ownership and this has resulted in isthea
decline of both computer and television
and radio tube
manufacturing. While Canadian and world sales are booming
Canadian branch plants
such as General Electric and
Westinghouse are closing plants. While the computer
is
the fastest growing industry in the world Canadian firmsindustry
going out of business and branch plants are phasingare out
operations.
The degree of American control has resulted in an increased tendency to import what technology is required and
not even produce enough for the Canadian still
market.
and development in Canada by Canadians is almost Research
non-existent. The proportion of imports is increasing in proportion to
domestic production. Clearly Canada has completely lost control
of her economy in these vital areas.
Science
Council of Canada's warnings about
theseDespite
trends the
in high
technology
industries and the dire consequences oforeign
f
control, the Trudeau government has done
absolutely nothing to develop publicly owned industry of this
type in Canada. This despite the fact that particularly in the
computer industry, this is vital to our future economic development and independence from subservience to the American emOne of the most obviously distatesful areas of foreign consin the arms industry. Canada is one of the world's leading
pire.trol iproducers
arms
and its largest customer is the United States.
Starowicz shows how this industry is dominated by American
firms and is in fact subservient to the American State Department. Though the Canadian government has kindly set up a
marketing agency for the branch plant war industry, deals
must
still be approved by the American state department because
most of the arms producing companies are American owned.
Canada is a leading producer in aircraft, radar, guidance
systems and guide^missiles. One government official is quoted
as saying; "Let's face the facts - as long as we have defence
forces we have a defence industry, and as long as we have that
industry,
they have
to have
Therefore,
Canada
acts foreign
as a chiefmarkets."
supplier of the U.S. war
machine in its various efforts from Korea to Vietnam cooperating through a defence sharing agreement as well as two
military alliances, NATO and NO RAD. "An independent Foreign
Policy for Canadians" was the title of a Trudeau review of our
foreign policy published several years ago. Can anyone take this
seriously while Canada acts as a powder monkey for the largest
imperialist military power in the world?
In resources the same story unfolds as Trudeau and Joe
Greene tried to conceal the obvious when they denied the
existence of a continental energy pact. Gord Cleveland looks at
Joe Greene's nationalist
it as a
ploy to distract Canadiansspeech
from attheDenver
sell-outand ofexposes
their natural
resources. He- shows how high-level American planning committees consider a continental energy policy as essential to
America's
as thesystem.
most powerful state in the
internationalcontinued
capitalistgrowth
economic
The continental energy pact never needed to be signed. It
is proceeding as scheduled with the James Bay development
(financed
by American
capitalandto the
exploit
Quebec'sPipeline
hydro power
for American
consumers),
Mackenzie
while
natural resource industries continue to have the higherst degree
of American domination in any sector of the Canadian economy.
Canada's
irreplaceable
are being
out and
the Trudeaumostgovernment
just resources
sits back and
watches,soldoccasionover.ally 'rousing itself to help the Americans complete their takefinaltheinsultexpansion
is the decline
Canada'sHockey
"nationalLeague
sport",to
hockey,Thewith
of the ofNational
the United States in 1967, ironically the centennial year. This
has resulted in a lower quality of hockey and marks the complete commercialization of the sport. Only three franchises out
of 16 in 1973 are in Canada (and only two are Canadian owned). Hockey Night in Canada has fallen from its former top position inCanadian television ratings as the game becomes so
diluted that aficionados no longer bother watching what was
once the weekly showpiece of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation.
The final section deals with the government response or
lack of it. It is fitingly titled "The Politics of the Last Resort".
The Trudeau government is lambasted in three successive es-

says forits bakrupt policies
as the DREE (Department of
Regional Economic Expansion) such
grants that have only
to the coffers of large corporations and failed to solvecontributed
disparities, and its lack of effective response to Nixon's regional
protectionist economic policies of August 1971. All Trudeau could
do
was go to Washington and beg for exemption.
Corporate Canada is in many ways a depressing book
but necessarily so. The utter bankruptcy of the response of the
present government and the Canadian capitalist
has
been reflected in encouragement they give to the classes
imperialism

Major
a bush
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league

hockey
sport

of American multinational corporations. Behind the figures lie
the real effects of American control, the degeneration of Canada into an advanced banana republic, manipulated from Washington and New York. We are what economist Kari Levitt calls
"the world's
developed
d country".
However most
Corporate
Canadaunderdevelope
fails to go beyond
pointing out
the deficiencies of the capitalist system. Its only failure —
but a crucial one - is the limitation of muckraking journalism:
solutions are only vaguely stated and alluded
clearly
stated and integrated into an overall critique ofto,thenotsystem.
For example, the Globe and Mail, Canada's "national
newspaper"
muckraking
refuses to realize
that these arepublishes
just examples
of the stories,
inherentbutcontraditions
of the
capitalist system. And while the Last Post journalists are cermore analytic,
"Corporate
Canada" is still limited in its
overall tainlyanalysis.
It suffers,
as many
collections of essays do.
from a lack of a coherenTanalysis.
What should have been included to lengthen and increase
the effectiveness of the book is an overall analysis of why Canadian capitalism has ened up in this sorry state and what are the
forces that maintain it that way.
At times, the book also makes it possible to conclude that
some of the Last Post writers have plunked for socialist
solutions to the problems they outline only because Canadian
capitalism has failed to produce Canadian independence. They
sometimes" seem to reject an independent capitalist Canada
only because Canadian capitalists don't want it, rather than
because they consider it undesirable per se. This can come
close to anti-Americanism, rather than opposition to American
imperialism. On the whole, however, the book does steer clear
of this pitfall.
Certainly, though, the point Corporate Canada could have
made more explicit is thaUhe bourgeois solutions of the ilk of
the reformist Committee for an Independent Canada are irreleCanada's
facingvantisinterms
a crisisofofsolving
capitalism.
The onlyproblems.
solution What
is the Canada
establish-is
ment of socialism, and this, in the Canadian context, implies a
strategy that links the struggle for socialism with the struggle
for independence, while never losing sight fot the fact that
socialism is the overall goal.
Thus, such reformist goals as 51 per cent Canadian
ownership, more laws restricting corporate dealings and other
CIC type demands
tinkeringthatandsocialists
won't solvecontinue
Canada'sto
economic
crisis. Itareis mere
necessary
expose
the
contradictions
of
Canada's
state
as
a
dependent
capitalist satellite, subject to the dictates of the metropolitan
power of the American empire.
The book does, however, make the useful contribution of
detailing, in no uncertain terms, some of the major problems
of the Canadian economic system.
Corporate Canada, the Canada of bought-off capitalists
and corrupt Liberal politicians is fast reaching its crisis.
As
collapseessential
becomesif Canada
more complete
alternatives'
will its
become
is to survivesocialist
as anything
other
than a juniorCanada,
partner in the American empire.
Corporate
A Last Post Special,
James Lewis & Samuel, $1.95
Bob Bettson
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OVERLOAD
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-ANNOTATED EXAMS of 1971,
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prepared 25$
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oops!
Last week, in a review of James Reany's
Poems, we stated that an entire one-page
poem had been printed upside down, which was
perfectly true. However, we ascribed this to a
"hilarious
pasteup
error".
Tim Inkster
-Porcepic Press
has since
instructed
us that theof
peom was so printed deliberately. Our
apologies.
And, three books reviewed, also by Press
Porcepic, sell in a set of four for ten dollars.
The books already mentioned are Tales sur la
pointe des pieds, Angel, Bumblebee Dithyramb
and the fourth is The Topolobampo Poems.

guitar player but this collection is at best less of
athewaste
vinylguitarists,
than Mainline's
albums. One
best ofslide
Ry Cooder,
comesof
to the Riverboat starting Thursday, April 5.
Besides working
of his ownhimself
LP's (on
Reprise),
Cooder onhasthree
distinguished
on
sessions with an incredible number of performers including the Rolling Stones, Gord
Lightfoot and Arlo Guthrie.
Gordon Lightfoot has sold out every night
of his concerts scheduled for Massey Hall
tonight through Sunday.
English,McBride,
Scottish
andFiddler's
Irish folkGreen
songspresents
with Owen
Enoch Kent and Lan Robb on Friday at
nine pm. Flatpickers Nigel and Jesse appear
on Tuesday, March 27 with a repetoire of
North American folk tunes.
Former blues-rock lead guitarist of "Taste",
Rory Gallagher is at the Colonial Tavern on

No doubt you don't have any time to wander
off
to movies
days,Tonight
but if youyoudo,canthere's
a few
thingsthese
around.
see
Citizen Kane at the Roxy (seven and 10:45)
m the increasingly unlikely event that you
haven'tTouch
seen ofthatEvilstaggeringly
movie. Atof
9:05
is playing, good
an example
later, lesser Welles — a stylish, empty thriller.
Friday and Saturday evening at St. Mike's
Woody isAllen's
Again,likeSama lotisorthenotbill.at
Allen
somebodyPlayyouit either
all, so caveat emptor.
Revue Repertory Theatre has an odd pairing
of films Saturday and Sunday. Harold and
Maude is an offbeat, May-December romance
starring Seymour Cassel and Ruth Gordon.
Trlstana
is one of Luis Bunuel'sunique works
of cinema art.
Next Tuesday at the Roxy, you can see a pair
of films appropriate to the dull, oppressive
exam-time feeling. Appropriate, that is, to
relieving the feeling. A Day at the Races
and At the Circus by the Marx brothers. Their
comedies are as viewable as ever, and will do
wonders for your doldrums.
Yonge Street until Saturday. The evening could
be expensive ($3.50 up), so check prices first
at 363-6168.
The legendary Fats Domino is at the El
Mocambo until Saturday and the cover charge
($1 to $2) is lowest tonight.
pop
The Mariposa Folk Festival presents its
third
at Glebe Road United Church, at
The Survival Conference continues this 7:30 concert
on Saturday. The program features
week, providing some good free music. That Fred pmMcKenna,
Adam Mitchell, Owen
great U of T favourite, String Band is playing McBride and Sweet
Evening Breeze.
tonight at 10 pm in the Hart House music room. Tickets are $2.50 and further
Humphry and the Dumpt rucks enter- available by calling 922-4871. information is
tain at Innis College, 63 St. George, on Friday
at 10Tuli
pm. Kupferberg,
A songwriter's workshop
with former
Fug
Luke Gibson,
Bob
Bossin and others (possibly Valdy) is scheduled for four pm Friday afternoon in Innis College
As well as learning how to survive at the conference you can help the Quebec-Gothic
At the Art Gallery of Ontario an exhibition
Tenants' Association pay off their $4000 legal entitled
Information and Perception
debt incurred in their fight against high-rise
developers by buying a ticket to the Gothic ■ gins March 24. It was created and mounted be-by
eight
fourth-year art students and its theme is
Rock-It Concert at eight pm at Convocation
Hall tomorrow. The $2 admission brings five "what
perceives".
hours of entertainment including the talents of Both thistheandindividual
The Art"thinks"
off the heComic
Strip
Toronto singer Beverly Glenn-Copeland will be on until April 18.
and the illusions of magician Doug Henning.
At the Evans Gallery Fred Tymoshenko,
Also featured are keyboard, man Bill King and born in Windsor, shows his landscapes inspired
drummer Bill Usher and the folk guitar duo of by a recent trip to the West Coast. This gallery
John Lyle and Derek Stephenson/ plus is at 124 Scollard Street, and the hours are
the
GRT.eight member band Horn/ who record for 10:30 - 5:30 daily (closed Sunday). Until April
Appearing at the Riverboat this week is
La Chasse Galerie hosts Rita Scalabrini
and her paintings beginning tomorrow, March
Toronto's Joe Mendelson who's just released 22.
Erindale College host realist painter Mary
an album called "Mr Middle Of the Road"
(Nobody/GRT). Mendelson accompanies Pratt beginning March 26. You might have seen
himself adequately on guitar, drums, piano and this artist and her husband on a recent program
Beginning March 30 until April 20
bass on the LP's 16 selections (many of them ofat Telescope.
Erindale is an exhibit, Art of the Cana1-2 minutes). Mainline fans will be pleased to
dian
Eskimo,
mainly prints.
know that group's original member has retained
his silly sexist, chauvinistic lyrics and egoistic
At Victoria's
Building
smugness. Mendelson has always been a fair Shelley
Graves New
Shaw Academic
begins showing
her

drawings and watercolors on March 26 (until
April 13).

That mad
hodge-podge,
ference, continues.
Tonight the
you Survival
can attendcon-a
session on alternative health care. After that,
listen to some country music by Stringband.
Survival in jails might have a particular
usefulness for you; if so, go to the Advisory
bureau noon on Friday.
Architecture without architects is a substantial topic, appearances notwithstanding. At the
Pendarves
Centre,
ISC, Lounge,
two pm. AtInternational
eight pm thatStudents'
night, in
the music room at Hart House, Survival and the
body will be under discussion.

ety. Ifthe musical had a more precise idea of
coherency.
what
is wanted to say, it might come closer to
As it is, it comes closer to a variety show,
which, characteristically, has some rather
fascinating acts and some more dull and forgettable ones. Monta's Dance, Putting On
The Beast and The Big Apple are certainly
enjoyable to watch. If Elizabeth Swerdlow
wants to accomplish more than a fragmented
evening's
she Apple.
had betterPerhaps
stand
back and entertainment,
look at the whole
she bit off more than she could chew.
More dramatizations of Canadian history are
flowering this spring. Tonight the Theatre
Passe Muraille will premiere its play concerning
the life of Pauline Johnson. Carol Bolt, who
created Pauline along with director Paul
Thompson, wrote Gabe, Toronto Free
Theatre's modern salute to Riel and his friend.
If Thompson's influence is still strong, we can
count
on intriguing
use of tothetheactors'
gifts in
presenting
Upper Canada
spectator.
The Backdoor Theatre Workshop is
located at 474 Ontario Street. Wednesday two
original one act plays open there, Yo Yo, by
Michael John Nimchuk, and And At Night
We Dream by David Mutch. Performances
are Wednesdays through Sundays at 8:30 p.m.
until April 15th. Performances are pay-whatyou-can.
964-1513. Call for reservations 961-1505, or
More from little theatres: The Scarborough Players present Slawomir
Mrozek's Tango from tonight until Saturday
night, at the Theatre in the Pines, 4130
Lawrence Avenue East. The student price is one
dollar. Others pay two dollars. At the
Palmerston Library Theatre, 560 Palmerston
Avenue, the Q Theatre Company is performing George
Furquar's
Stratagem.
It runs
from MarchThe22 toBeaux
31 at
8:30 p.m. Students pay $1.50, others $2.50.

Hart House on March 25 hosts a concert of
jazz and experimental music, at 8 pm. At the
Faculty of Music on March 26, 27, 28 and 29
there are student recitals — phone the box office for info and to confirm. On March 29 compositions bystudent composers will be performed at the International Student Symposium inthe concert hall at 2:10 pm — no
tickets, no charge. That evening at 8:30 the
University of Toronto Concert Band under
Robert noRosevear
tickets,
charge. presents a concert — no
On March 27-8 at Massey Hall the Toronto
Symphony under Victor Feldbrlll plays
theatre
music by Bizet, Prokofiev, Debussy-Freedman.
The
guest pianist will be Horacio Gutierrez.
Big inApple,
yes indeed.
And thereat
On March 29 the second to last concert in
areIt'sgoodThethings
this musical
now featured
the
String Quartet Series takes
the Global Village. Elizabeth Swerdlow's dan- placeInternatioanl
at the Town Hall St. Lawrence Centre, at
cing and choreography in the production
provide its most positive element. Her fellow 8:30. Works to be performed are Bocherini's
performers rally to the demands of the quartet in D major, Beethoven's quarted in A
choreography fairly well.
minor and Ravel's string quartet in F major,
One has to mention these things first by the Quartetto Italiano.
because other elements of the production
The famous Guarnerl quartet comes from
simply cripple its potential as a durable musical. a round of concerts in New York to perform at
Eaton Auditorium, March 31 at 8 pm.
Its plot is too vague and loose and (the term is the
becoming a cliche itself) cliche-ridden. There is Tickets are from $6 to $3.
no character development of the supposed cenMarch 31 Victor Treyakov, a 27-yeartral figure of the dancer, Monta Suma. As oldOnSiberian-born
violinist performs at Massey
Elizabeth Swerdlow has no singing talent that Hall as part of the International Artists series.
was evident on opening night, there is a His program is made up of works by Tartini,
pathetic-contrast between her majesty as a Beethoven, Prokoviev and Paganini.
dancer and her inadequacy when expressing
Editor
herself vocally. Even when speaking, she is not
easily heard. Between the flatness and
Assoc.
Editor Ullf
Bill Diemer
Macvicar
repetitiousness of her lyrics and her obvious
vocal limitations, the intended tragedy of the
eleanor
coleman
theatre
movies
bob bossin
dancer was is not effectively communicated.
There are vague suggestions of plot that are
allan mandell
pop
like thumbnail sketches lying in no particular
art
ian
scott
music
order: the progress of the three male tempters,
fan
scott
bill
macvicar
the temptation of Monta's two fellow dancers,
books
andrea waywanko
the tongue-in-cheek look at the consumer socilayout
An issue closer close to home is QuebecGothic
city lounge.
survival, Thursday at two pm in the
Pendarves
Friday evening Tuli Kupferberg, Fug manque,
will be honored guest at the Revolting theatre.
Humphry and the Dumptrucks follow that act.
Innis oncollege
Keep
coming.is the location, 63 St.George.
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Refuses funds to important groups

SAC
conveys
support
to
ill
Dai
ff opposition.
$300 without
native school, having substantiMcG
After rejecting an earlier stronger of their student councils. The later
nian Club was given $3,000
for a ly
lec- grantedsta
ally
ture series and the Young Socialists Past councils have had extended
motion, the Students Administrative motion did not include any declara- aided its establishment and condebates
tinued
operation.
over
giving
money to a small
$100 to cover the expenses of a
Council last Wednesday voted to suption that media should be independent of government.
The Toronto Board of Education Marxist study class.
port the staff of the McGill Daily in
group of students who, some charged, were essentially going on vacatheir struggle against the McGill Stu- Education commissioner George will finance only one teacher and
Because grants require a
tion at the expense of 20,000 SAC
dent Society.
Strathy argued that no telegram supplies, since there are only 14 minimum of 18 affirmative votes, fees-payi
ng members.
students.
Newly elected SAC president Bob should be sent, since he thought it teachers The school felt that two the U of T Homophile Association
were essential to the educa- was refused $330, even though the The Canadian Congress of
Anderson, a UC rep, told council was "premature".
tion itwanted to provide.
that the McGill society might reject Council rejected an executive moEngineering Students was also refusvote on it was 16 to 2 in favour.
ed its request for money because it
tion
"supporting
the student
newspaper
staff's
una
petition
against
Last
weekend's
abortion
conOne
perennial
political
football,
holding
had
received outside financing.
the
animous choice for editor. Such a
1976 Olympic Games in
ference was granted $55, the Lithua- the North Carolina Exchange, was
move would have been a violation of Montreal, with several representatives maintaining it was outside
the Canadian University Press Code
of Ethics, to which the Daily sub- SAC's jurisdiction.
scribes as a CUP member.
The executive was questioned
Thursday the McGill student coun- again on its grant of $160 to students
who
were occupying the math, Welfare
decisions made
cil agreedoffice.
to allow the paper's choice department.
behind
UC rep Bill Steadman,
to take
himself an executive member until
successful
stated,of"We
feelThestrongly
that motion
the opinions
the January, called the emergency under
closed doors, Borovoy cha
staff are a prime consideration in the which the executive felt empowered
rges
make the since
grants the
"questionable."
selection of a newspaper's editor". It to However,
money
had
ty its clients want. Borovoy pointed out that this could
By VAL ROSS
noted
that
The
Varsity's
editor
is
already
been
spent,
little
or
nothing
One of the greatest dangers to civil liberties in the be easily protected, if the Board published its decisions
elected by the staff and ratified by
an independent board of directors, could, be done.
field of social welfare is that "decisions concerning using false names.
welfare
This week's
Advisory
Bureaurecipients are not made in the light of day,"
and urged the student society to sponsored
Commenting on proposed changes to the Bail
Survival Conference was Alan Borovoy
said last Thursday at Holy Trinity
"consider
these
principles"
in
makReform Act, Borovoy cited the act as "one of the most
granted
$2,000
with
the
proviso
that
Borovoy,
chief counsel of the Canadian CivilChurch.
ing its decision.
Liberpiecesthatof many
criminal
legislation
in Canada."
unspent money would be returnties Association, and a professor of law at Dalhousie and Toenlightened
The motion passed only 14 to 12, any
the objection
criminals
are released
from
ed.
the University of Toronto, was addressing about 50 peo- jail
only
to
after vice-president John HeUiwell
commit
further
crimes,
Borovoy
argued that
Anderson
reminded
council
that
ple
topics
ranging
from
the
Bail
Reform
Act
to
the
on
said he objected to it because council
the law, if properly administered, "provides ample oplast year's
SAC Madness
had pledged
a grant future of civil liberties in Canada.
knew nothing of the milieu in which and
that the
Conference,
portunity tohold these people".
Speaking about the Unemployment Insurance
the decision was to be made.
Under the old bail laws, he said the same
organized by the Ad- debacle in particular and welfare programs in general,
An earlier version of the motion, last yearvisoryalso
Bureau,
returned
$1,200
of
its
Borovoy commented that "most the laws are not "repeating" criminals would have been released if they
defeated 10 to 15, included the
made in legislative debate, but in theof secrecy
of private had been able to raise sufficient money: "The Bail
grant.
statement:
"No
government
should
An
alternative
school
for
working
Reform Act no longer looks at a person's money, but
meetings."
attempt to control the media of its class students, Laneway, was refus- cabinet
In
the
case
of
family
welfare,
he
said
that "the asks if their release is a risk society can take".community; neither should a stued
a
$750
grant
after
council
found
Asked about future concerns of the Canadian Civil
appeal tribunal, the board of review, does not publish its
dent council attempt to impose an giving the money would be un- judgments.
The government knows what the precedents Liberties Association, he suggested it would concern
constitutional.
editor on the paper's staff."
for
appeal
decisions
are,
but
the
public
does
not.
This
grass rootstactics
political
movements.
groups will
use
Helliwell also objected to this moLaneway representatives pleaded
almost impossible to prepare a case."
pressure
to pursue
their goals."Citizen
Our problem
tion, stating he was not prepared to for money on the grounds that SAC makesTheitboard
of
review
claims
that
if
it
published
its
be
to
examine
how
far
they
can
lawfully
go
in
the
pursay all papers should be independent had a responsibility to the alter- decisions on appeals, it would destroy the confidentialisuit of their interests."
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SURVIVAL
$
Featuring: Wilf Peiletier, Tuli Kupferberg,
Jim Harding, Duncan & June Blewett,
Ted Tolchinski, Ted Poole,
Jan Duktza, Joe Rosenblatt
Ernest Tootoosis, Joyce Wieland,
Shelly Wagner, Sara Bowser,
Revolting Theatre, Killaloe
Mountain Band, Adelle Davis,
THE SCHEDULE SO FAR
Baba Ram Dass, Tarzan,
WEDNESDAY:
Jewel Ornament & George
10 am Chandra's Breakfast
2 pm Assorted Survivors: Advisory Bureau
Bossin Room, Innis College
4 pm Luke
Songwriter's
Workshop:
noon Revolting TheAtre: Sid Smith, 2135
Gibson, Tuli
Kupferberg, others
1 pm Tuli Kupferberg and
Internationa] Student Centre,
Innis
College,
63
St.
George
Pendarves Lounge
the Revolting TheAtre: Sid Smith 2135
I Ching
pm Practicum: Community Clinics
4 pm AOmara
Oramaat,
"Astro-Logic":
synthesis
of Astrology
and the
2 pm Assorted Survivors, Advisory Bureau
South Sitting Rm, Hart House
2 pm Architecture without
pm Assorted Survivors: "How to Survive
Architects, ISC
6 pm Innis
SupperCollege
with Jo-Anne & Friends
with Whiskey
, Advisory
Bureau& Work" Sarah Bowser
4 pm FRAP St. Jacques Clinic
8 pm Grand Finale
Film, Rm 3154, Med. Sci.
8 pm Gothic Rock-It, Convocation Hall,
Tuli Kupferberg and the
Bill King, Beverly Glenn-Copeland,
Revolting TheAtre
8 pm Survival and the Body-Doctors -f-Nurses
Horn, Bruce Miller, John Lyle, $2.00
+ People Music Room, Hart House
advance, $2.50 at door
9:30 pm Humphrey and the Dumptrucks
ALL WEEK:
10 pm Open House at the Bureau
10 pm String Band
FRIDAY:
Shelter Capsule:
Music Room, Hart House
2 pm The Environment: Joyce Wieland and
Domes and Drop-In
Pollution Probe
THURSDAY:
Rm 1226, Rochdale
South
Sitting
Rm,
Hart
House
Marketplace
2 pm Quebec-Gothic City Survival
CONFERENCE
HEADQUARTERS OPEN ALL WEEK
FOR INFORMATION
CALL 926-2730
ADVISORY BUREAU HARBORD & SPADINA (ABOVE BANK)
free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23 free March 19 - 23
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City plan would
dot core
with
skyscrapers
consulting engineer himself, stressed buildings. The windlash effect
By CHRIS NEWELL
Aldennan Ying Hope Thursday that profit from development must around City Hall sometimes
social and aesthetic as weUVas amounts to 50 pounds per square
criticized developers for their bemonetary.
foot, he stated.
mercenary attitude toward developHe
cited University Avenue and
ment before a local chapter of the
Hope
showeda map
the small
Association of Professional Bay Street as areas where "there has
ing audience
thicklyengineerstudded
been a complete lack of respect for with skyscrapers which depicted an
Engineers of Ontario.
east of Yonge Street and south
Speaking at a Medical Sciences the acceptable environment", noting ofareaBloor
Street built to maximum
Auditorium seminar on "Is the the
"canyon
effect"
and bythethewinddensity
under the current city plan.
tunnel
conditions
created
high
Developer a Bad Guy?", Hope, a
The origins of the plan are now
obselete, Hope declared since it was
made when trie mood of the city was
more favourable to development.
The Ward 5 "reform" alderman
TA's
pressed mentforcontrols
more onstringent
governunion
a top
development,
coupled
with
a
greater
degree
of
concern:
GSU
exec
Alderman Ying Hope shows meeting disputed city plan. Where is it?
community involvement at the plangovernment was to become directly
ning
level.
dollars in the past four years.
By BILL HUTUL
He asked, "Just how much control involved in development, through
Hope's
fellow
panelists,
developer
The recently acclaimed president
Watson opposes the Commission Herbert Strieker and chief city (over developmental planning) does land banking," for example, the
and vice-president of the Graduate on Post-Secondary Education planner Dennis Barker, later both
developers
Then,
community
relatedwant?"
the problems that "it
Students Union both agree that get- report, commenting there is refuted the plausibility of his map, theStrieker
would bewouldjust"pull
like out".
Communist
Toronto developers had experienced Russia
"nothing
in
it
for
grad
students
to
—
people
would
be
told
what
ting
the
U
of
T
Graduate
Assistants'
saying
that
"the
market
would
not
Association (GAA) under way is wish to recommend it." He went on
city councils over the last
it" Hope
and was
thatunable
it wasto with
to say that a cut in the number of support
their top priority.
decade, and explained how the pre- Seminar moderator Oscar
"unrealistic".
into webeing.
President Cliff Watson (manage- grad students was implicit in the reply as City Council business forced
Sigsworth, who
a former
Old Guard
"Insentthecity plan
futurecameI think
have to alderman
is employed
by a
him to leave the meeting early.
ment studies) and vice-president report.
Brian Mossop (linguistics) said that Watson took particular exception
Barker chose a middle ground plan for whatever we think is going builders' supply company, closed the
they need 1200 signed members in to the report's recommendation that between Strieker and Hope, saying to happen in the future," he comdiscussion
by notingpoints
that of"though
order to receive official certification
there
are divergent
view,
become the respon- that "dialogue is healthy" and "we mented.
of the association from the Labour research sibilifunding
ty ofthe university.
must have a planning process which
Developers
would
be
willing
to
comost
people
are
trying
to do what
Relations Board. The Association
operate with government guidelines,
to do."
tries
to
perceive
the
needs
of
the
Mossop
and
Watson
both
intend
to
would function as the teaching act on the recommendations of a
he predicted, but added that if the they think is best."
assistant's
legal bargaining agent GSU income survey to be published people, then goes from there."
with the university.
in a few weeks.
Mossop, a GAA organizer and One recommendation, Watson
defeated Thursday as Communist said,
is for more funding of graduate
Party
St. George
election,candidate
estimatesin thethere
are 300 by-to students in humanities.
400 teaching assistants signed up so Watson also considers important a
recommendation that all graduate
far.
The equalization of grad teaching assistants be paid at least
McMaster University
assistants' salaries will be a matter $3,000.
of concern to Watson and Mossop, as guarantees graduate teachers $3,600.
will the right to determine course
form and content. Mossop said that
he wants formal guidelines of
responsibilities for professors and
grad assistants, rather than the pre- Why is everything
sent "unacceptable" informal
guidelines.
like cooking?
Mossop said he feared the univer- the motto of Survival
sity may not absorb a $292.50
summer fee increase in 1974, as it
At
a
suitable point, 1000 fordid for this summer, and that the
province may not repeal it. He also "Why tuneis...cookies with the legend
noted
cutback of
fundingthein government's
the Ontario Fellowship
program from five to three million
Drink
for
thought.
Quebec~GothicRe$idents'Assocration

TIME & PLACE
8 PM.

ADMISSION)
at*z..oo
the door
at
S.A.C.U.tT
GTHCRCA
eec FASHIONS

March 22
CONVOCATION HALL
UniverJitqof
Campus Toronto
TOBriO
a musical

ow

celebration

BILL KINGi^vaws
nTalcflmThomlinson-BillUshtr'ChnsVickereij
\pp\vw
H^fijl
BRUCE

T^3 AllanOuFfy Ga^HinES Wa^ne Jackson
MILLER
FRIENDS

'
ARTIST* ILLUSION
■1 4 ^ 4 ^ ^ 4 4 4 % 4 4 % ;.t %
In association tuith Universitu, oFToronto Survival and Spring Festival

Molson Golden
A good smooth ale
Do you know what you're missing?
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Disgruntled
om
c history program, in the
his
"an almost
History existence
existence, over
nwr 707nec
ntr cent
™*on
*u„
per
The Union of Economic History
of„r the
s totallyfor
ahistoricalm economiuni
calledic
so_ that the students
could tor
pre- wasian
on
Students (UEHS) was formed Mon- students were dropped because of
words
of
one student,
sent astrong and united front in The students who
programal,
failed did so out adjunct of the economi"acs parasitic
day as a result of growing disillusion- failure in the theory course, although negotiations with the faculty on
ment with the graduate economic their work in other courses was proposed changes in the program. heof "disillu
sionment
said.
identitying."
of annegotiat
and disinterest," desperat
ely inis search
The union
at present
history program of the political deemed satisfactory. This led Ann
The major point of contention
Due toh."student protests last year, theThecontent of a new course.
economy department.
Cooper, a PhD candidate, to charge between students and faculty con- approac
students
would
program supervisor Andrew Watson course include some like to see the
that "it has been the course in
the program's
complaint is economic
discussion of
theory that has certified requiredcerns thecorecontent
thatThe thestudents'
programmajoroveremphasizes
course,of ECO
2006. The agreed to allow for a range of op- the
marxist approach to economic
tions in fulfilling the "theory history,
modern economic theory at the an economic historian as fit for ad- course was advertized as "an imporsince most them have
tant feature of the program.
expense of an historical approach.
vancement into the PhD"
found "bourgeois" oftheory
ECO 2006 was not offered this year rather
to be
A spokesman claimed that in the Monday's meeting, attended by 12 which focuses on the application of. . require
limited.
ment".
But, they have been
because
the faculty felt "inequipped
first two years of the program's of the program's 16 students, was theoretical concepts to historical
told
that
this
is
an
unreason
able
deto teach
courses were
as advertis
ed,''
problems".
\
the the
mand. Acting supervisor John
According to a UEHS spokesma
student
satisfied
n, but
the options included a ro told them, "We don't live Munthe majority of those who enrolled in because
a
in
the economic history program did so tocourse which offered an alternative
conventi
society.
marxist
"
onal
economi
c
Copy of exams
passed
theory.
in the hope that such a course would
DIAMOND RING SET
Arts and science students will be all courses including the so-called provide an attractive alternative to Over the summer, however, and
allowed to obtain a copy of their service courses" passed committee. the "irrelevant drudgery of conven- just before
he
left
for
a
year's
sabH CARAT (total weight)
batical, Watson reversed his decision
final exams as a result of a motion
Earlier, conservative faculty had
tional economics".
without
ing students and
passed at the General Committee on amended the motion, deleting a
But, as one student put it, "the made theconsult
theory requirement for
Monday.
phrase which deplored the release of core course proved to be nothing economic history
the same as that
A motion by Governing Council any staff member "of proven more than a crash course in ad- for economi
$295
cs,
eliminating the opneo-classical
theory".
The
candidate Dave Laughton and SAC excellence in teaching ability from economicvanced
tions.
history faculty yielded to
president-elect Bob Anderson that a any department in the faculty".
to provide the adverThe deletion was an obvious the economics department in the The failure
student
a reproduction
tised core course
has left the
of his (sic)"mayfinalrequest
exam for
a fee of five demonstration of non-support for teaching of the course and the result
three dismissed math professors.
dollars"
was
accepted.
If
not
satisfied, the student may petition The motion was originally moved
for the paper to be re-read.
during the math occupation.
WEDNESDAY EVENING CONCERT
We offer
a wide selection
modIn the past, students could only
ern and traditional
styles inof yellow
will be held in Ocask for a clerical check of marks on A by-election
or white
gold. Diamond
ring,registered
matcht
o
b
e
r
t
o
fill
any
vacant
seats
on
the
ing
wedding
band
and
General
Committee.
appraisal certificate included
the paper, and could not get a copy.
JILL
PERT
Students now may also request a In previous years, there were
20% WITH
STUDENT
MEZZO-SOPRANO,
clerical check in courses with no hard-fought
ATI: DISCOUNT
CARD
elections for the student
final exam, for a five dollar fee.
seats, but this year seven seats were
HUGH
PffOCTOR
& CO.
A motion to endorse the not filled at the close of
SINGING SAINT-SAENS, MASSENET,
Jewellers
• Gemmelogtsts
1430 VONGE
ST.
maintenance of high academic stan- nominations. No seats were to be
MAHLER, OBRADORS, NIN
contested in elections; there were 15
PATIO 921-7702
DE ORO PLAZA
dards, as a priority in the faculty," acclamations.
WEDS., MARCH 21 AT8:30P.M.
and "excellent teaching standards in
GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE
Just Sooth of St. Clair
GRG4T
jffcteL

OVOUR
HG4D

etcetera

The Varsity breathes its fast (for
this year) with the issue of March
28. The advertising deadline for
the last Varsity is noon, Friday,
March 23. Deadline for the Here
and Now column is 1:00 p.m., ■
Tuesday, March 27.

PHOTOSUN

more earning power and scope.
Your diploma and the R.I. A. (Registered
management
processes.
It's toa combination that will open
the doors
a solid
Industrial Accountant) designation go well
and challenging career, and add earning
together. Grads with R.I. A. accreditation
power to your diploma. Your college
get to the center of management action,
credits will likely win some exemptions
Because they have specialized knowledge
from R.I. A. program courses. Mail this
ofbroad
a college
plus the and
R.I.A.'s
insightseducation
into accounting
coupon today for more information.
|
|
I|
I
WMNGO
JOIMS

REGISTERED INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTANT
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The Society of Industrial Accountants of Ontario
Box 176, 164 Main Street E., Hamilton, Ont. (626-4100)
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Address .
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|J Institution
THE SOCIETY Of INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTANTS I Attending
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DRAMA

CENTRE

PRESENTS

»■

GALLOWS HUMOUR
«
a tragic comedy by JACK RICHARDSON
directed by MARC DIAMOND
STUDIO THEATRE
March 21-24 FREE
4 Glen Morris
and 28-31
8:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE

THE GREEK GENESIS IN THE TRADITION
PROFESSOR J. W. WEVERS
Thursday, March 22, at 4.10 p.m.
WEST HALL, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
COFFEE AT 3.30 P.M.

unclassified
TRAVELLING IN cUHOPfc 1N1ERNA
ABORTIONdential counselling
is a loughand decision.
We offer
I.D. card, student
help on birth
controlconfiand CTtONAL carSTUDENT
rentals, cheapest and most
abortion, so you can make the best choice for railpass.
dependable
charter
flights,
camping tours
your future. 362*3338
blc, all available now from: AOSC, 44 St.
George
St..
Toronto
5.
416
962-8404.
(The
SURVIVAL Assorted Survivors Series II. Xaviera
Travel co-op owned by your stuHollander 131 Bloor St. W. March 21. 12-1:30 Student
hent Council)
p.m.
WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from $10 00
NOW IS THE TIME to decide where you are Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.
going to LIVE this coming Summer and/or Fall. {Between Queen & Oundas) Excellenl
.selection ol fun furs, trade Ins acceptec1
Consider 45 Madison Ave. Call: 921-1358.
We" buy used "furs 363-6077! Mori-Sat "9-6
A THREE or four bedroom furnished apartment Thur-Frr till 6"p:i.
or house wanted for summer and possibly next tSSAY SERVICES Do you have old esyear. Call Wendy 921-7680
says? Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
SERVICES. 961-6150, Mon.-Fri. 3 pm.10 pm.;done.
Sal.-Sun.
9 am.-5 Road,
pm. Professional
AM GETTING TOGETHER creative. CO-OP or typing
300 Avenue
2nd floor.
shared house. Yonge/Bloor, May 1 occupancy,
*60. month. Call Olaf 924-0419.
EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to
$79 -one waycharter.
or $155Contact
return
NEED prompt efficient typist? Papers, essays, -LONDON
Take afromdependable
etc. pick-up and delivery in central area. Call AOSC.
44 St. George St.. Toronto 5,416447-6248 (after 5:00 p.m.) for estimate.
962-8404and- or save
your Student Council. BOOK
£ARllY
AOSC SPECIAL Continental Right TorontoBrussels May 4 Milan-Toronto June 6 '190.00
summer.Europe
SpeFly Sabena and enjoy world renowned service BE A YOUNG
brochure onEUROPEAN
different tripsthisthrough
and complimentary in flight bar Contact: and cialRussia.
for young travellers.
AOSC - 44 St. George SL, Tor. 5, 962-8404. Contact Goway,Exclusively
Suite 104, 53 Yonge Street
863-0799,
EXPERIENCED TYPIST will type thesis for students at reasonable rates. Will supply papers. LET US HELP YOU Pur your baby into a cradle
Phone Kathy at 249-6876,
rather than an incinerator. Birthright. 89 St.
George 469-1111.
CROSS COUNTRY SKI equipment unused, 200
GUITAR LESSONS, Classical and Folk by excm.
made
in
Finland,
boots,
poles
Khalid
9287029: 924-0564 eve.
teacher. Private
and informal.perienced,
Phoneclassically-trained
Michael 485-9643.
FOR
SALE:
"Great
Places"
Vacation
to
San
TYPING SERVICe, Juan, Puerto Rico at reduced fare. 8 days lea- ASSOCIATED
essays,
- electrio
French, typewriters.
Latin - exper-86
ng April 30thPh. or961-3259.
March 6th. Seller unable to go. theses, ienced
typists
Best vioffer.
Bloor St. W. Ste. 670. 922-7624.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT in St. James Town. MIXED APARTMENT - looking for fourth
Available
April 1 928-6233
- '200. 19th floor. Many facili- roommate. House at Bloor & Dufferin. $60/
ties. Cal Araks,
month. All utilities incl. Call Ed or Judy
532-4335 or Ed at 928-3404,
STEREO COMPONENTS for sale. Amplifier 30
prompt typing service. Low rates
watts IHF '50., AM-FM Stereo Tuner 1.6 IHF ACCURATE,
for volume.
sensitivity
'125,Call:Both366-2029.
all-transistor and in per- after
5 pm Minor corrections free. 489-3326
fect condition.
NOTES a division of ACADEMIC
UNFURNISHED ROOM in CO-OP House shared GAG
OVERLOAD announces these services:
kitchenties extra.
and Near
bathroom.
RentRd.*60& perBloor.month.
Utili- -Annoted
Avenue
Available
of 1971,and 72, 70: Questions &
Answers forExams
March 1st. Call: 923-8391
all science
engineering courses
years
1
&
2
prepared
by our staff of graduates;
25*
per
page,
questions
PROFESSOR ON SABBATICAL has 1969-70 VW answers
page
Copies of 70. 71 , 72: all years,15"allpersubjects
Camper for sale. M600. Available London June Exam
Machine
5'
per
page.
Open
7
days
a
week
15. Write: A.M. WATTS, Stella Alpina. Torre Copy
8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. 179 College St. (acrossMuelle, Benal Madena, Malaga, Spaign.
from Wallberg Bldg,. stairs at side) Phone: 922WANTED TO SUBLET 2 Bedroom apartment 1600.
May 1st to August 31st. 787-6401
FOR SALE: 1971 FIAT 124 Sport Coupe,
18,000fer. 630-0594
mi. , .Alevenings,
condition) $2300 or best ofCOZY STUDIO APARTMENT with large balcony,
fireplace. Located close to university, subways.
in University
Available May 1. Call: 924-9478 (evenings). OZ,
Film whoBoardappeared
workshop
film shotof inToronto
Hart
House
quadrangle,
fall
1971, please conRED CROSS INSTRUCTORS required for parttact
David
Peebles
221-3815,
We
are
pretime work. This Spring. Competitive experience
paring the credits.
preferred
but
not
necessary.
Call:
Toronto
Aquatic Instructor 223-5656.
MATHEMATICIANS WANTED to set educational
Malhemattc standards.
Competitive selection
Send
background information
and telephone
PROF. LOOKING FOR QUIET two bedrm. apt. (or
one bdrrn. with study), (preferably in house or ol- number to: Mathematics Competition, Box 412
der
apt
building.
Annex
or
Yonge/St.
Clair,
for
Postal
Station
T,
Toronto.
Ontario,
M6B 4A3. '
May 1 evgs. 769-4491
EUROPt
BEN'S
in
Car Rentals and Sales
long
hair)MEN'S
in St.theHA1RSTYLING
Clarke
Instituteext.(Specialising
of560.Psychiatry,
250
College
Tel.
924-6811
Hair
cut
Student
$£25
Charter - Railpass
Flights
Student fares on ships to Europe
EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe. Greece
Conquest
Travel
and Turkey departs June 5'h for 3 months $600
782-5033 or 368-9970
plus $215
return flight to England. Phone
Peter
922-5006.

Foreigners
fear
new
laws
decisions to come to Canada.
A recent survey at McMaster
ment
opportunities
for
nonStudents at several campuses, inUniversity showed that 98 per cent
cluding Ryerson and McMaster,
of foreign students there felt they Critics of the policy, including
have
been organizing against the
would be adversely affected by new professor
residents." N.L. Wilson of McMaster
immigration regulations that make it University, have commented on the new regulations. A meeting of several hundred Ryerson students with
almost impossible for students on unfairness of applying the new
student visas to get summer employ- regulations to students who were Manpower and Immigration offihere before they were announced.
cials was told that "someone must
ment.
The new regulations, which came
suffer". Rob Rolfe, a Ryerson libraWilson
said,
"Foreign
students
ry
assistant and member of the
into
effect
January
1,
treat
studentvisa holders the same as tourists on here now have been invited to Committee Against Racist Immifor study . . . They came to
visitors visas, although many Canada
Canada on the understanding and
gration Policy,
new poli-is
students have been here for three or with
racist
andsaid,
the "This
government
the expectation that they would usingcy is foreign
students as scapegoats
four years. Thus, in order to get a be permitted
take summer because it is incapable of handling
summer job, a foreign student must: employment. Thisto expectation
was the unemployment problem in the
• obtain a written offer of created by previous government
employment detailing the nature, policy and such a policy implies a
location, and duration of a particular
Tonight, foreign students from U
of T, Ryerson,
and several
other
Thecommitment."
November 3 regulations, campuses
are planning
to present
• take this job offer to a Canada clear
country,"demands
which
came
into
effect
with
no
warjob,
their
to
Immigration
Manpower
office orwhichnot wiUdetermine
whether
the job
ning, prohibit students and others Minister Robert Andras. Andras will
from applying for landed immigrant debate civil rights Lawyer Charles 1
could be filled by a Canadian or a status
from within Canada and Roach on the subject of racism In
landed immigrant. If so, no work
thereby gaining the right to work. Canadian immigration policy at
permit will be issued.
A great many students have said Arlington Public School {501
Then, if no Canadian or landed immigrant can fill the job, the student that they sought landed status Arlington Ave., just north of Vaughn
must then get a letter stating so from months, or even years, ago and were Rd.) at 8 pm tonight.
the Manpower office and apply at advised by the Immigration Depart- The Ryerson students will present
ment to wait until they graduated. Andras with a petition urging "that
the Immigration office for an emstudent-visa holders be given the
Now
they cannot
cannot get
applysummer
to be landployment visa. must be repeated
This procedure
ed and they
jobs, same rights to find and accept
for each job applied for.
which they knew to be com- summer employment as citizens and
The McMaster survey covered 204 both monof practices
when they made their
student-visa holders, about onelanded immigrants'*.
quarter of the total at McMaster.
All but five felt they would be hurt
is concerned
by the regulations. Fully 63 per cent OFS
expected to drop out of school and TORONTO (CUP) - The Ontario status immigrants working in
go home if they could not obtain suf- Federation of Students (OFS) has es- Canada.
ent aid, while Canada
25 per centto intendThe commission studying the
tablished commissions to study the
ed toficileave
study
problems of foreign students and the COPSEO report is scheduled to
elsewhere. Sixty-five of the students report
report backin May.
at the The
next meeting
OFS general
of the Ontario Commission on meeting
indicated that they did not even have
may
Education
enough
home. money for their return fare Post-Secondary
(COPSEO).
include
a
week-long
educational
The commissions were set up at seminar.
At the University of Toronto, nearThe Glendon meeting followed the
ly 2,000 students on student visas will the OFS general meeting held at rather
disappointing OFS
be affected.
Glendon
College
last
weekend.
President John Evans has sent a The foreign students study was moratorium March 13, called to dis- 1
letter to Immigration and Manpower
cuss the COPSEO report and government educational policies. Student
Minister Robert Andras asking that motivated by news the Ministry of
and Universities is concern- "apathy" was not to blame as much
current student-visa holders be Colleges
ed
with
the
percentage
of
foreign
as
bad
organizational work by
exempted "from the restrictions of students in Ontario post-secondary member student
councils.
theHenewstated,
policy".
OFS general coWhere
organizational
was
"I am concerned that institutions.
ordinthatator Cthe
raig Heron
said in isan not
in- good, student turnout wasworkrespecthis legislation will have serious imterview
federation
table. About 800 students at the
plications for those studying in
Canada on student visas. It seems sure the percentage is any cause for University of Toronto came to hear
at all, but student leaders colleges and universities minister
certain that a majority of the foreign concern
want to study the issue in some Jack McNie support the COPSEO
students on this campus — and these depth.
number nearly 2,000 — will be forcUniversity students held aQueen's
small meeting,
ednotto curtail
studiesandif the
theyeffect
canOFStion delegates
also passed
a mo- recommendations.
work this their
summer,
asking the federal
government
as
did
students
at
Lakehead
Univerof the new regulations will clearly be to exempt foreign students from
sity. But the rest of the campuses
a significunt reduction in employ- tough new rules against non-landed reported no moratorium activities.
West

Indians

must

tackle

their

communication
gap, seminar
says
they feared this freedom would since they have relatively few social
By
FRAN
JOHNSON
A seminar on education during last promote sexual permissiveness, as dealings outside the family.
as cause inefficiency in school.
week's cluded
Black
History
Weekpeoples
con- well
of the West Indians present
However, one audience member feltMany
that West
Indian
that their children entering the
must overcome a communication pointed out that sex is just as much a educational
system are misguided
gap on two levels to cope with the problem at 11 pm as 2 am. A social into the lower "vocational" educaworker and 18 year old black student
Canadian educational system.
tion
streams.
Upon this accusation, a
One difference, discussion par- both concluded that sexual guidance counsellor from George
ticipants noted, was that Canadian behaviour depended upon the child's Harvey Secondary School promptly
parents are more lax about hours for upbringing. "Kids are pliable," they arose to justify the practice of
their children than West Indian said, and have relatively little trou- guidance designed to help the new
to their environment — students. Several parents countered
parents.
Several black parents stressed that it isbletheadjusting
parents who don't adjust, that their children had been arbitrarily placed in courses and
programs below their capabilities.
The
discussion
became quite
A rival for OFS?
heated between the counsellor and
group, ending
A province-wide
chairwoman
Ariadne finally
Johnson when
and
"conjunctural
in- the
tion, intended to viestudent
with theorganizaOntario students'terests"own
could
not
get
very
far.
another
social
worker
bailed
out the
Federation of Students for They established a liaison com- counsellor.
leadership of any student movement
mit e to organize a future con- They expanded upon a suggestion
ference to arrive at a common
in Ontario next year, was initiated at
from thewhich
group
arecently
conference
of "left students" held analysis
the students'
exist that
for not "these
only us
in Peterborough.
with an ofemphasis
on the situation,
need to problems,
Indians but everyone, can only
Seventy-five students discussed relate to the trade union movement West
solved ifandguidance
counsellors
are
the nature of the cutbacks in educa- in Ontario "in common struggle beinformed,
if necessary,
pushed
tion and their economic basis in "the
by
us
to
realize
their
errors.
.
.
Students
from nine Ontario un- must speak with these people, itWeis
general crisis in social expen- against
the state".
and community colleges
ditures", and concluded that a stu- attended theiversitiesconference.
dent movement based exclusively on
up to us, they won't know unless we
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Groups

want

leaders

freed

By DOUG HAMILTON
The Canadian Labour Congress
and the World Confederation of
Labour • La Confederation mondiale
du travail have joined the growing
number of voices in both Canada and
Europe demanding the release of
three Quebec trade union leaders imprisoned last May.
The CLC represents 1.8 million
workers in both national and international unions. The WCL based in
Brussels, is a confederation of world
trade unions with a membership of
over 14 million workers.
CLC spokesman Charles Bauer
told The Varsity in a telephone interview from Ottawa that the congress
is demanding "immediate and comamnesty"of forla Confederation
the three leaders:
MarcelpletePepin
des

"cruel and
when out
"com-to
pared withunwarranted"
treatment meted
others
in
similar
circumstances."
The letter maintains that the
sentences
the three
the sameplaceclass
as leaders
common"in
criminals." The jailings are designed
to "crush the spirit of the labour
movement," it alleges.
CLC president Donald MacDonald
bitterly denounced the imprisonment
of the Quebec leaders last May. "The
sentences aren't based on the
charges
at all,"
The CLC
has henotcontended.
indicated what
further action might be taken if the
Quebec
government ignores requests
for amnesty.
The WCL, however, has announced
that an international
workers'
against
Canadian ships
and boycott
aircraft

■Sr
THE WAY, WHAT
ARE X5U SUXS
BEWfrWD.
PER HOUR?

syndicats nationaux, (CSN or CNTU),
Louis Laberge of la Federation des
travailleurs (FTQ), and Yvon Charbonneau of la Corporation des
enseignants du Quebec (CEQ).
The three union chiefs were given
one-year jail terms for contempt of
court last May. They were found guilty of counselling public service
workers to disobey a court injunction
ending
servants.a strike involving 210,000 civil
Outraged at the harsh sentences
imposed on their leaders, hundreds of
thousands of Quebec unions took to
the streets in the largest general
strike in the history of North America.
The three chiefs were later released pending appeal, but in November,
1972, the Quebec Court of Appeal
upheld the verdict of the lower court,
^orty-nine other union executives
were imprisoned along with Pepin,
Laberge, and Charbonneau.
Bauer said the CLC- "has made
several approaches" to Quebec
Premierment inRobert
attemptsBourassa's
to get thegovernthree
men freed. So far, the congress" efforts have yielded no results.
On March 6, said Bauer, the CLC's
executive councl, its paramount
fegislative body, wrote Bourassa
urging"leaders.
him to grant amnesty for the
three
According to Bauer, the letter
described the sentences given to
pepin, Laberge and Charbonneau as

may be instituted if Bourassa rejects
the
the confederation's
Quebec leaders. appeal to release
If the WLC institutes a boycott,
workers throughout the world would
refuse to load and unload Canadian
ships and planes, affecting Canadian
trade.
The possibility of a boycott was
mentioned in a telegram to Bourassa
which also asked the premier to perconfederation's
Mauricemit theBouladoux
of France,president,
to visit
the three chiefs ar Orsainville prison.
Prison authorities have been reluctant to allow such visits — federal
NDP leader David Lewis was recently
refused such permission to confer
with Louis Laberge.
The WCL has given Bourassa until
the end of this week to positively respond to the telegram. In addition to
the communique to Quebec City, a
document was presented to the
Canadian ambassador in Brussels,
outlining the confederation's
protests.
Opposition to the jailings is
spreading in English Canada. In
Toronto, the Canadian Committee to
Quebec Trade Unionists has
Defendestablished
been
to inform English
Canada about the Quebec labour
movement and to pressure the
government to liberate the
Quebecleaders.
three
Committee spokesman Dr.
Gustavo Tolentino told The Varsity

that the committee is appealing to
"supporters of trade unions in Canada" and "other interested people".
Tolentino asserted that there is "a
need to bring to English Canada the
situation that is taking place in
Quebec". The plight of the three
chiefs has "tremendous bearing on
English
he continued.was afAskedCanada",
if the committee
filiated with any of the three Quebec
union centrals, Tolentino replied that
the"Webodydon't
is "non-partisan."
want to align ourselves
with any party. ... We don't want to
said.
align ourselves with any union," he
However, the committee has been
backed by the FTQ and "we are trying
toadded
get Tolentino.
endorsement from the CSN",
In Ontario, the NDP and the Canadian Union of General Employees
(CUGE), affiliated with the CSN, have
ing.
both given the committee their blessCUGE is also circulating a petition
drawn up by the CSN in Montreal
demanding "the liberation of the
union being
presidents".
isthree
currently
circulatedThe onpetition
the U
of T campus.
According to CSN secretairegeneral Paul Thibeault, the petition
already has been signed by
thousands of people in the Montreal
area.
"We are trying everything legally
the with
government,"
he said
into aninfluence
interview
The Varsity.
The Common Front leaders "have
done nothing," he asserted. They "did
not forcibly belstop
anyone
is un-in
ievable that they
shouldit be
the stage
committee's
in Although
the nascent
within work
Englishis
Canada, Tolentino reports "a united
front"
of various unions and political
prison."
groups
has been formed in Montreal.
efforts are going to pay off,"
he"Their
declared.
The committee is arranging for
several Quebec trade unionists to
tour Canada to explain their cause.
Fernand Daoust, secretaire-general
of the FTQ has already agreed to visit
Toronto, said Tolentino.
Daoust believes the incarceration
of the "trois chefs" has occurred at a
critical juncture for the Quebec trade
union movement.
"Their jailings come at the same
time as the Quebec government has
moved ahead with the vicious antilabour, anti-strike Bill 89 - a bill
which if passed into law will grant the
state powers to ban strikes deemed
tosaid.involve 'essential services'," he
Bill 89, introduced by the Quebec
government last December, prohibits
employees from striking in so-called
essential services. The masscirculation tabloid Quebec-Presse has
described the bill as "the most antiworker
in the history
of Quebec".
Daoustlaw believes
that laws
similar
to Bill 89 will be adopted by other
provincial governments "if we are unable to defeat
here". like Daoust,
Other
labour itleaders,
believe Bill 89 will be instituted while
the unions are without their leaders.
Le Front commun (permanent) des
employees de La Presse, comprised
of six CSN and six FTQ unions at the
Montreal daily La Presse, has also
called for the release of the three
leaders.
The La Presse employees have
called for the formation of a new
common front and has urged unionists "to forget their quarrels ir)
order to fight against Bill 89."

"f" CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
Aware of its weakness but relying
on the presence of Christ and
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
communities in more than forty countries around the world.
For information write to:
Community of the Holy Spirit
54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
A new film by
Kurt Vonnegul
'Mr. Vonnegul s nightterrors— conformity
Inoloqicol
he militarydespotism,
mind lechbegin st ronded in
'Featuring Bob and ft
Bill Bckey.and Kevin
McCorthy. Directed b
Ffed Burzyk Written
by Kurt Vonnegul Jr
InNewcolorLinefromGnemo

=
BETWEEN

IVONNEGUTS
TIME

AND
TIMBUKTU
A SPACE FANTASY
Rochdale College 341 Bloor St. W. $1.50
THURS., FRI., SAT., 7, 9, 11 P.M.
How
should

much
you

pay

for a bicycle?
Because Bloor Cycle offers you the largest bicycle
selection, we can also offer you the widest price
range.
Take ten-speeds, for instance. They range anywhere from $75.00 for an Orbea to over $800.00
for an Alex Singer model. Five-speeds start at
$95.00 and go to $135.00. Our folding bikes go
between $70 00 and $120 00 And so on.
What you should spend depends on what type
of cycling you'll be doing .. . cross-country or crosstown? How often you ride . . . once-a-day or oncea-weelc ^ And how sophisticated a cyclist you
are . . . expert or novice
TOURING
CASUAL
FOLD-UP
RACING
TEN

SPEED

Bloor Cycle experts fit the bicycle to you, according to your height and weight. As if it were,
made for you alone. As if it wete the only bicycle
right for you. Because as far as we re concerned, it is.
At Bloor Cycle we want to sell you the bicycle
you should have, at the price you should pay.
And isn't that what you want?
bloor
cycle
Canada's Largest Bicycle Specialists
1169 BLOOR W. WEST OF DUFFEBIN • 536-9718 -536-1523
3218 EGLINTON E. EAST OF MARKHAM RD. ■ 267-3132
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Conference
ByDr.HEATHER-JANE
Barbara Roberts SANGUINS
of the U.S.
Women's National Abortion Action
Coalition attacked Richard Nixon's
opposition to abortion at a massive
Abortionist
By CYNTHIA FARQUHARSON
Out of 5,000 illegal abortions performed byDr. Henry Morgentaler,
none were fatal, none necessitated
hysterectomies, and only 27 were
followed by further hospitalization.
At a meeting .of the Canadian
Women's Laws
Coalition
Repealnight,
the
Abortion
last toFriday
Morgentaler
charged
that
"the
Canadian Abortion Laws are a violation of
the Canadian Bill of Rights, in that
an unwanted pregnancy is an invaf another
body, and
deniession othat
personperson's
her fundamental
right
privacy."a standing ovation
He toreceived
after his first public announcement,
made against the advice of his
lawyer, that he had been performing
abortions in his Montreal clinic "for
theMorgentaler,
past few years."
past president of the
Canadian Humanist Association, is
being prosecuted on three charges:
two for illegal abortions, and a third
for
tion.conspiracy to perform an aborHis admission caused two other
doctors to proclaim that they had
supported this "conspiracy" by sendingtaler.
their patients
on tofrom
MorgenThree women
the
audience then announced that they
ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMMPER service. Originality, quality, and security
dictate our policy.
Phone: 961-6150
Hours:Sat.-Sun.
Mon.-Frl.
- 10 p.m.
9 a.m.3 p.m.- S p.m.
Professional Typing Done
300 AVENUE ROAD
The resume is a marketing tool; you are the
product znd you are offering to exchange
knowledge and ability for thousands of dollars each
year. Your resume should read and look as though
you ate worth Ihe price, so making the best
possible presentation is jusl good business. Our
resumes
inform that
and willimpress
our goal rsateto designed
construct toa resume
inviteandan
We" know what to say and how to
say it - with style.
it k shore of write lor out Brochure
resume
design
89 northdaleTSlvd.,
torontoM4B 1X1
telephone
Clip this now 757-2929
for reference
TlflS SUMMER
EUROPE
AND
ISRAEL
two and half months tour
590*00
$limited
space only
Available
Israel Program
Further information
Call JERRY

783-7651

seeks
repeal
position
to abortion on upholding
rally kicking
off aby weekend
conference .sponsored
the Canadian
"the
sanctity
of human life". But she
Women's
Coalition to Repeal the insisted that anti-abortion laws are
Abortion Laws.
"a brutal example of the oppression
Nixon, Roberts said, bases his opThe whole sexual revolution, she
of women."
added,
was "the seizure of control
overEleanor
their Wright
own bodies
by women".
Pelrine,
author of
applauded
Abortion in Canada, asserted that
had procured 'illegal' abortions, and "safe, legal abortion has to be
that if Morgentaler were held as guil- available as a backstop" to accidenty, then they were equally so.
tal and unwanted pregnancies "with
The doctor
pleaded,
"It isasmya
moral
obligation
and duty
reference to prime minister
no Inqualifications".
medical doctor to help my patients. Pierre Trudeau's anti-abortion
Denying women safe abortions and stance, Pelrine decried the latest
exposing them to death and injury is alliance of "King Pierre the L. joined by Ottoin Laing,
Crownon the
Prince"
Morgentaler, who invented the Injustice,
trampling
rightsof
criminal.''suction method, denounced of Canadian Women". Laing is the
vacuum
hospitals' use of methods requiring Minister of Justice in the Trudeau
general anaesthesia instead of suc- cabinet.
tion, which needs only local
Under half of Canadian hospitals
anaesthesia. General anaesthesia in- would perform legal abortions as
creases the rate of blood loss, he late as last spring, Pelrine noted.
stated.
She predicted a "massive disthe dangers
against aborin "Moreover,
abortion increase
as much involved
as four
tion such asobedience
one campaign"
in France.
times after the first three months of
St. Catharines broadcaster Laura
Sabia, also former chairperson of the
pregnancy,"
he tosaid.
patient is forced
wait "Often
past thisa Royal Commission on the Status of
time period before being granted Women, pointed out that in view of
rights to abortion under the present the present precarious position of
the federal government, abortion
system.
"If a woman cannot plead danger should become "a beautiful political
to personal health, as reason for issue" in the next six months.
Because of the recent U.S.
abortion it is unlikely that she may
be credited with psychological in- Supreme Court decision to revoke all
stability (analternative criterion) in anti-abortion laws, Canadian
Women's Coalition national coorthe initial stages of pregnancy."
SMC

Film

Club

It's still the
same
story,loveold
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for
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Friday March 23 & Saturday, March 24
7:30 & 10:00 p.m. Carr Hall - $1.00
Next Week - March 30 & 31 - KING LEAR
Coming Soon ■ MONTY PYTHON
The Middle East Studies Committee of the International Studies Programme, and the Arab
Students Association.
ANNOUNCE
A LECTURE BY
PROF. ELIAS SHOUFANI
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGETOWN
on
"THE PALESTINIAN FACTOR

of abortion
laws
dinator Joan Campana proclaimed that of Morgantaler (see separate
Women's
groupsCanada,
represen-inarrival at a "new stage" in the cam- story). tatives
from all across
paign to repealCoalition
abortion laws.
cluding 35from Winnipeg, attended
Women's.
executive the conference.
secretary Lorna Grant stated to the While the rally was in progress
audience of over 250 that the law outside the Ontario Institute for
makers, not the women who Studies in Education building,
procured
the abortions,
were "the
representatives
of the Right-to-Life
real
and demanded
that and
ProLife anti-abortion
groups
"all criminals,"
laws on abortion
be stricken
The coalition is urging women to
from
the Criminal
Code".
During
the rally
Grant read testify
before a public tribunal it is
several telegrams that had been picketed.
received ference,infrom support
of theFYance,
con- setting up that they have had aborNew Zealand,
tionment
s toconfront
the federal
evidence
that agovernlarge
MP Grace McKinnis, and a U.S. runner of with
Canadian
women
have had
organization in support of Dr. Willie
Pierce, who is in a position similar to abortions.
"WANTED - enterprising, amTERMPAPERS
bitious student with wide
ACarriian Company
knowledge of campus affairs
SERVICE (Reg'd)
PAPERS ON FILE
and interest in journalism cacorreer to work resaspondent forcampus
$1.85 PER PAGE
major daily
OR
Custom made orders, al reasonable
newspaper. Write Donna Dilcost, prepared by our staff of college
schneider, Editorial Department, Toronto Star Limited,
graduates
638-3559
Suite 906.
12 Goldfinch Ct.
1 Yonge Street, Toronto".
Wlllowdila (Toronto) M2R2C4. Ont.
FOR FUTURE CONSIDERATION
To be a disciple of Christ isn't easy. Discipleship costs. The
same forcomment
priesthood.aboutOne thecould
paraphrase
famous
Church
and say,G. K. Chesterton's
"It is not that Ihe ministry has been tried and found
wanting, rather-it has been found hard and not tried."
In a world where men love themselves,
the idea of loving others seems to be. hard for some
to understand.
In world preoccupied with getting,
the idea of giving may be hard to understand.
In a world preoccupied with comfort,
the idea of 'doing without' may be hard to understand.
In a world preoccupied with saving itself,
the
of Someone who has saved the world, may be
hard idea
to understand.
Hard to understand. Quite possibly!
A commitment for life to truth, to justice and to brotherho d isthe challenge presented to-day to the missionary
Considering your future?
priest.
Why
not priest?
examine th e challenge presented to the
missionary
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE TO:
Fr.
Jack Lynch
Scarboro
FathersS.F.M.
2685 Kingston Road
Scarboro, Ont. MM 1M4
I would
like
to receive
copy of the pamphlet 'CHOOSE LIFE' which will
give
information
and
their
framing.
on thea Scarboro
Fathers; their vocation, their lifestyle
NAME
. .
ADDRESS .. .
POSTAL CODE
CITY, PROVINCE

Superior
Optical
Prescription
Frame styles
Eyeglasses
to compliment
today's youthful
fashions
in metal and shell

IN MIDDLEMARCH
EAST POLITI
THURSDAY,
22, CS"
8:00P.M.
FACULTY OF EDUCATION AUDITORIUM,
371 BLOORST.WEST
PROFESSOR ELIAS SHOUFANI did his undergraduate work at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem and his Ph.D. at Princeton, His field ol
specialization is medieval Islamic history and he has recently published a
book entitled AL-RIDDAH
and is the
several articles on both
Islamic history
and author
currentofissues.
and SEMINAR
ON "THEMARCH
RIDDAH 22,WARS"
ON THURSDAY,
1973 AT4:10P.M.
IN THE UPPER LIBRARY OF MASSEY COLLEGE
4 DEVONSHIRE PLACE

236 BLOOR ST. W.
(AT VARSITY STA.)
PHONE 922-2116
60 Metal

Styles Available
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Bankers,
By JIM MARTIN
"Anyone
studyingmustforeign
control
of Latin America
consider
the
important role of international banking behind it", Frederick Goff told a
meeting of about 30 people in Sid
Smith Thursday.
Goff, an American raised in
Colombia, is a co-founder of the
North America Congress on Latin
America, a group examining U.S.
power in Latin America. He believes
that bankers, the "high priests of
capitalism",
internationalin
role
greater play
than anbusinessmen
multi-national corporations, generally the focus of more study and
criticism.
Goff pointed out the importance
of American multi-national banks to
the direction of economic development. He said those controlling
capital and financing in a capitalist
economy are in the "driver's seat".

not businessmen,
steer
ies
Unlike corporations, which deal policy as an example.
Foreign financers
have other types
overseas earnings eco
"rocketed" nom
Goff then outlined the concentra- their
with only a few product markets,
upward by 30 per cent. The First of power in addition to the control of
financing
is
in
constant
demand
tion
of
financial
power
by
a
few
capital
and
industry,
Goff pointed
National City Bank "earns" half of
from all areas.
leading American banks. He said its income abroad.
out. He said that the Chilean governIn Latin America, large banks that two thirds of the stocks
ment, for example, will have to
Most Latin America countries
have a considerable advantage in be- available in the U.S. are held by the have not imposed restrictive reserve bargain with foreign bankers in Chile
ing able to make economic predic- bust departments of 50 U.S. banks. requirements, taxes, and interest billion
to
repay
the national debt of two
dollars.
tions, according to Goff.
In 1945, half of the national wealth
The advantage stems from the was held by banks, which grew at the rate ceilings which would reduce Goff outlined how American bank
Brazil's
in- investors have guarded against
"rightsindustries
of capital"andthat a bank holds fastest rate of increase in the U.S. bankingterest profits.
aroundprime26 per
over
businesses for Goff found it ironic that 100 billion cent, and rateitfluctuates
is even higher for less nationalization of their Latin
the alleged purpose of determining dollars in workers' pension funds is powerful borrowers than for large American interests. However, he
credit risks, the bank can demand controlled by bank officers.
corporations.
added that multi-national cormonthly outlines of the development
Goff said that large banks do not
porations with large assets cannot afLately "bank-holding
companies",
plans of its customers. Goff asserted combining
release
a
bank
and
investing
inford toignore nationalism. He claimfigures on their degree of
that even the governments of Latin
s
t
i
t
u
t
i
o
n
s
s
u
c
h
as
insurance
and
real
ed
that
foreign investors have
control
of
local
deposits,
but
he
esAmerican countries do not often
firms, have been created to
timated that 55 per cent of the recently assumed an "important inhave access to this key information. estate
expand
even
further
the
field
of
indeposits in a nation such as Chile are America- rathertermediate
in South
Goff also said that American
thanfunction"
directly
ownfluence ofmulti-national banks.
controlled by large banks. Seventybanks exert an influence on intering factories and real estate, smaller
Bankers
have
found
a
lucrative
eight
per
cent
of
the
capital
used
for
amounts
national development by shaping
are
loaned
to
this
sector
in the underdeveloped third the creation of industries is while more capital goes to enU.S. foreign policy. He cited the market according
to figures quoted generated from local sources, and
deavours such as shipping, advertisnumber of bankers in top govern- world,
by
Goff.
in 1968 the domestic from this Goff concluded that
ment posts which relate to foreign earningsWhile
ing,house
and the
of Large wareof the three leading "development by foreign capital" is
centresbuilding
in Panama.
American banks fell two per cent, largely a myth in South America.
by Society in
"Nationalization by a popular
Anthroposophical
Canada
govern
the best
long-tnce
erm
INVITATION TO A
action ment"
towards isreduci
AND
ng domina
INNIS COLLEGE STUDENT
SOCIETY
PUBLIC LECTURE
by foreign banks according to Goff.
Short of this, he advocated the imFromto Rudolf
Goethe'sSteiner
"Faust"
VICTORIA COLLEGE MUSIC CLUB
position of reserve requir ,
PROUDLY ANNOUNCE
and restrictions on foreigements
n bank
ownership of industries, businesses
open meeting
and Innison people
Dr. Fritz Koelnn.
interestedfor inVicworking
Trinida
used
He
banks.
local
and
d
Time: Frdiay March 23, .1973-8.00 p.m.
and Tobago as an example of a counPlace: 252 Bloor St West, Room 204
control
against
legisla
has
try
that
ted
parking underPrince
the building,
of its economy by American bankers.
Arthur. enter from
CLOSE, BUT NO CIGAR
That government has decreed that
Admission; 1 1.00 (students 50 )
a multi-talented musical revue to be presented at the end of March.
all insurance companies must be
locally owned.
Meet at 7 pm, Innis College, 63 St George St. TONIGHT
Goff maintained, however, that
many Latin American nations are
still "wide open" to exploitation by
multi-national banks, citing Brazil,
Panama,
and until recently the
STUDENTS WITH
Bahamas as examples.
OFFICE EXPERIENCE

Including
Complete
Educational
Research Service

Register NOW!!
FOR
SUMMER OR TEMPORARY
EMPLOYMENT
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236-1133
3313 A Bloor St. W.

Services

CENTRAL
923-9801
30 Bloor St W.
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Termpapers

Unlimited
of Toronto
752A Yonge Street
Toronto 5, Ontario

Dot Personnel
®
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Research,
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797 Don Mills Rd.

(416)
964-7328
(Sat).
Hours: 10:30-4:00
1000-5:00
(Mon.-Fri.)
CAMPUSWANTED:
PROPRIETORS
INQUIRE

GEOGRAPHY
STUDENTS
YOUR TORONTO UNIVERSITY
GEOGRAPHY SOCIETY (TUGS)
REQUIRES TWO COURSE
EVALUATION EDITORS FOR
THE SUMMER MONTHS.
Salary approx. *90
WRITING ABILITY AND
KNOWLEDGE OF COURSES IN
PHYSICAL AND/OR HUMAN
GEOGRAPHY ESSENTIAL.
Information and Applications:
TUGS ROOM
SID SMITH #594
OR CALL:
928-4903

CLASSICAL
Angela

CONCERTS

HILLEL FILM SERIES
PRESENTS

Mc Williams
FLAUTIST
PLAYING

Doppler's "Fantaisie Pastorale Hongroise"
Bodinus* "Caprice en Gigue," Prokofiev's
"Sonata in D Major, O.P. 94"
Thurs., March 22 at 1 P.M.
IN THE MUSIC ROOM, HART HOUSE
AND
Alan Torok,
GUITARIST
Tues., March 27 at 4 P.M.
IN THE MUSIC ROOM, HART HOUSE

The

FIXER
STARRING
ALAN BATES

March

24. 1973

9:00 P.M.
$1.00 Non-Members $.75
186 St. George
REFRESHMENTS AND MUSIC
COME EARLY FOR GOOD

Members
St.
FOLLOWING
SEATS
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Meanwhile,

Chileans
SANTIAGO DE CHILE (CUPI-PL)
— The results of the hardfought
Chilean parliamentary elections display the sharp class polarization that
characterizes the present political
moment in the South American
country.
The left forces belonging to or supporting the ruling Unidad Popular
(UP) coalition were more successful
than they had predicted. However,
the united right, which now claims
victory on the basis of having achieved a majority in a non-existant
plebiscite, lost ground and will have
fewer senators and deputies in
parliament.
UP took over the government in
1970 with just 36.2 percent of the
vote. This time, they obtained over
43 percent, while their senate caucus
rose from 16 to 19 and in the lower
house from 56 to 63. These figures
are considered historical by the
government because
other ad-its
ininistration
has ever noincreased
electoral
percentage
in
a
mid-term
election.
Thecent ofright
obtained
about 55 drop
perthe vote,
a considerable
from 1970 when its forces were split.
Then, the presidential candidates of
the Christian Democratic and
National Parties totalled a vote of
62.7 percent.
The obstructionist right-wing
caucus fell from 93 to 87 in the
Chamber of Deputies and from 16 to
14 in the Senate while their primary
campaign
dream inoforder
obtaining
a twothirds majority
to impeach
president Salvador AUende met with
resounding failure.
An air of pessimism surrounds the
right now. inside the "Confederacion de la Democracia" (CODE), the
strategists are shuffling figures and
feelings, with the differences within,
and between the Christian
SHELTER
CAPSULE I
A week of skull caps
and domes
Bob's
y & 1226
Jerr
atRoch
dale

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
Toronto based tour company
requires undergraduates to act as
guides for summer bus tour program
throughout Ontario and Quebec, commencing early June. Comprehensive
training course will be provided. Good
wages,
"on the supplied.
road" living allowance
and uniforms
Personable undergraduates (male
and female) who enjoy people arid
travel should apply in writing with a
brief resume ot past employment
experience, course in which enrolled
and other interests, enclosing a recent
photograph (4" x 6") to:
SEND APPLICATION TO:
MARY RAE
J.H. BURLEY LTD.
130BLOOR ST.W.
TORONTO

%

"democrats" plan coups

of confidence
a vote
marxism
the second highest national
tober
1972
lockout
movement,
jn peasant support and in the obtained
Democrats and the National Party
total reflects the same state of alert
which, according to Interior Minister traditionally rightist women's vote. and
sharper than ever.
claims
the UP program now
One of the first CODE conclusions General Carlos Prats, brought the But this solid backing also led the
is that the electorate did away with country close to civil war, is taking Socialist Party, which doubled its enjoys the popular backing of more
in the lower house from 14 than 43 percent of the Chileans.
their allies of the left Radical Party on flesh in the post-election picture. members
the popular movement
newly elected senator Frei to 28 and elected all their upper doesIt added
(PIR), which arose from a right-wing willTheconduct
not fear dialogue, from which
a hard offensive against house hopefuls, to say the Chilean
split in the Radical Party, began life
the people gain while their enemies
have
inside Unidad Popular and sub- the Government in the legislature people
war. won another battle but are the ones that lose.
going : in- notThethe reiterated
sequently ducked under the reac- with two stalternatives
In the midst of these formulations,
failures
of
the
i
t
u
t
i
o
n
a
l
,
w
i
t
h
an
eye
to
the
1976
tionary tent, and small ultra-right
the
economic situation and
grouping
knownusedastoDemocracia
elections and
politicalactions
com- the country's
mission, make the
themSPcommit
Radical. PIR
have nine presidential
government's
solutions
will now
making, if circumstances
and/orcoupthe enemy stated",
come
to
the
fore.
Here
too there
will
of
any
kind
in
their
attempts
to
deputies and now has one, while the CDP's allies prove to be ripe.
be a reflection either of a unified left
DR has four and now has two.
On the left, the victory heralds recover their privileges.
The Communist Party, whose attitude or of the tactical differences
The Christian Democratic daily both realignments and a continua- main
candidate Colodia Teitelboim expressed before election day.
of the pre-election discussions
"La Prensa" reflects these on thetion way
to
conduct
an
advance
of
elements: "True enough, the hopes the revolutionary process.
of the Their
extrememainoptimists
In general all the left forces now
true.
idea wasdidn'tto come
come
ARE YOU A RED CROSS INSTRUCTOR?
up overnight with a majority strong proclaim that the results of the midtermsditionsprovide
more,
favorable
conenough to overthrow the Governfor advance and for a
COULD YOU USE SOME EXTRA MONEY?
ment whenever they saw fit."
strengthening of left unity.
Now everything indicates the right
An analysis of the results shows
LIFE GUARDS
will head straight for a coup d'etat, the left vote was eminently workpredicts the pro-Government daily
ing class with substantial increases
"Puro Chile". With a greater subtleARE NEEDED
ty it can be predicted the CDP will
be unable to disguise its growing
SEE
ATTHE BENSON BUILDING (FEMALE)
rightwardness for the simple reason
that former president Eduardo Frei,
SUMMER SCHOOL 1973
who in the recent elections conJanusz
CONTACT Mr. K. Wood
firmed his role as top opposition
leader, will not give up his post.
BENSON BUILDING
Duktza
As for NP leader Sergio Onofre
WINTER SCHOOL 1973/74
PICK UP AN APPLICATION
Jarpa; he is the only defeated opand his pink
position leader, but can be expected
230, BENSON BUILDING - COMPLETE
FORM AT ROOM
AND RETURN TO ROOM 226.
to hinge support for Frei on accepbythe latter of his own coupmakingtancestrategy.
Wed.
Night
podium
Mi JACK flSHER Presents
The lingering phantom of the OcA Member of
Occidental Life
Transamerica Corporation
T
of California
Seaway Hotel
1926 LakeshoreW.
766-4392
Lloyd P. Dettering
at Windermere
Special Representative
/
NEW— DIFFERENT \
Call anytime
Term
Insurancefor onfreetheadvice.
best terms
BACKSTAGE Lowiye
Disability
Insurance
BUS. 487-1581
Equity Funds
NO OBLIGATION
a year-round festival of pop, rock, folk
Res. 423-1322
NOW APPEARING
give

Poverty

and

Theories

ol urbanization
The Second of Two Public Lectures by

PILOT
NEXT WEEK
GREASEBALL BOOGIE BAND
'5 O'CLOCK TIME" -CASUAL REFRESHING BREATHER
ENTERTAINMENT & DANCING NIGHTLY FROM?

PROFESSOR MILTON SANTOS
Latin American in Residence, University of Toronto, 1972-73
Thursday/ ON March 22
AT 4:15 P.M.
in Room 1069, Sidney Smith Hall
Sponsored by the LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
COMMITTEE of the International Studies
Programme

THE PHILOSOPHY

DEPARTMENT

CONTAINING INFORMATION ON
1973-1974 PHILOSOPHY COURSES
Is now available at the following
locations:
- University Department of
Philosophy (215 Hurron St.)
- Victoria
College'
Philosophy
Department
- Trinity College
Philosophy Department
- All college registrars and the
- Foyer, Sidney Smith Hall (At
the Philosophy Information Table)

with The Hart House
Music

Committee
- Rock

STEEL RIVER
Wed.,
March ROOM
21, 12 - 2 p.m.
EAST COMMON
JILL PERT — Mezzo-Soprano
WED.,
MARCH
21,8:30 P.M.
GREAT HALL
.

ANGELA MCWILLIAMS - Flautist
THURS., MARCH 22, 1 P.M.
MUSIC ROOM
QUARTET
SUN., MARCH
GREAT HALL

25, 3 P.M.

ALAN T0R0K — Classical Guitarist
TUES.,
MARCH 27, 4 P.M.
MUSIC ROOM
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Bl
ue
Bv PETER
DUX
s
By
DUX
3-2
Varsity hockey Blues won the
CIAU championship Saturday afternoon bydefeating St. Mary's Huskies
3-2 before a sellout Varsity Arena
crowd of 4,719. This was Blues fifth
straight CIAU victory and seventh in
the past eight years.
The game was hard fought and
Huskies certainly had no reason to
be ashamed as they suffered their
fourth consecutive loss to the Blues
in a championship game. A number
of St. Mary's players were in fine
form — most notable was veteran
goaltender Chuck Goddard who
turned back 35 Toronto shots in an
often brilliant performance.
Several Blues had an exceptional
game, including goalie Gary Inness,
Don Pagnutti, Mike Keenan and
Gord Davies. Davies was awarded
the game's MVP trophy - a fitting
tribute
Blues' retiring captain
who alsotoscored
the winning goal,
Coach Tom Watt was pleased that
Davies' strong
work was finally
recognized
.

win

marks

"He's the hockey player's hockey
player," Watt said later, "not great s
but an all-around j
at any one thing
player."
Blues opened the scoring after five I
minutes of the first period when jj
Nick Holmes banged in Keenan's %
rebound thewithcrease.
a good second effort
around
Mike Keenan {5} covers up in the crease while
Blues second goal came late in the
it sUd to Dwight
oepning period on a well-executed
St.
Mary's
showed
the
they and
all alone in the slot. Lewis who was
two-on-one breakway as Kent could play a good forecheckBlues
ing game
Ruhnke took a Pagnutti pass and in the first half of the second period
drew Inness' attention and
flipped the puck just inside the post and
put a good deal of pressure on thenHe passed
Toronto.
to an uncovered Doug
on Goddard's stick side.
Abbass who whisked it past Inness
Huskies played right with Toronto
At the three-minute mark Huskies from the left side.
all through the period and only were stymied on a two-on-one break
stormed back after the goal
Inness' fine work blanked them. when Inness made the initial stop andBlues
soon brokeshell.out of the Huskies'
Referee Jim Lever kept the game and rightwinger Mike Quinn hit the forechecking
from getting out of hand by strictly post on the rebound. However, their
enforcing the rules as both teams perseverence paid off at 11:03 when
The winning goal came when
dealt out a series of stiff checks.
Varsity lost the puck in its own end Munro blocked a shot at The Varsity
blueline and passed ahead to Holmes
who carried the puck into the St.
Mary's thecorner,
from
behind
net to then
Daviespassed
who scored
Irish, Jocks win
from the slot.
By PAUL CARSON
much, since once our players saw
third period saw Blues keep
The Irish and the jocks will share those nifty jackets the football team theThepuck
in the Huskies end by
the Jennings Cup as a result of the got for winning the Mulock, that was ferocious checking.
They peppered
interfac hockey playoffs that all the motivation they needed," Goddard with 17 shots
and didn't
featured a record 46 teams in post- Pagnutti said after the game.
ease up for a moment. It was a surseason action.
PHE B finally captured the
p
r
i
s
e
t
o
see
Blues
take
complete
conSt. Mikes A took Division I honors elongated
Division II final Monday
against the Huskies because the
last Friday by ousting defending night by edging Law U 3-2 in the lattertrolare
reputed
to
be
the
only
champions Victoria in two straight third game of a close series that saw team that can skate with the Blues
games, 3-1. and 5-1.
the two earlier games end in ties. for a full 60 minutes.
John Rodgers, Joe Brady, Paul
Ackley collected two goals Coach Bob Boucher yanked GodNoble, Mike Spudoni and Pat forMark
and Dave McGuey added
dard in the final 30 seconds and it
Kahnert provided the goals in the one PHE
while Kemm Yates and Jack paid off in a goal by defenceman
deciding
game
while
SMC's
apparent
Gerald Gibbons, but alas it was only
weakness in goal disappeared as Bob Armstrong scored for Law.
Werbicki and Pete Schnarr allowed Playoffs in the intermediate two seconds before the end of the
Vic only one goal in each game.
league are still underway as Meds E BluesandNotes.
Blues .emerged
victors.
. severalthe1vacancies
Varsity Blues center Don Pagnutti gained the semi-finals by defeating game
will
exist
on
The
Varsity
roster
next
coached St. Mike's to its first Jen- Vic IV 5-1 and in the only other
as definitely not returning are
nings Cup victory since 1970.
result available at press time yester- year
goaltenders
Inness
and
Bruce
Durday PHE C beat Meds B 3-1.
"I didn't really have to do very

fifth

straiqht

goalie Gary Inness is temporarily
no, Keenan, centers Munro and
Pagnutti, plus wingers Davies and
Doug Tate. . . Blues whooped it up
after the game with champagne and
dunked Watt and manager Rodger
Wright into the showers. . . stats
man thrown
GrahamintoFrancis'
new toupee
was
the Neil
bubbly
by the
exuberant players...
Korzack

out of play.
TorontoFirst3 StPeriod
Mary's 2
5:23
1) Toronto, Holmes, (Keenan, Munro)
21 Toronto, Ruhnke, (Pagnutti, Korzack)
19:45
Penalties — Korzack T 1:46.
S
8:27, Fifield T 9:30, Warner Warner
S
Anderson T 17:19, Ruhnke T 20:00 13:45.
Second Period
will play the rest
year OHA
with 3)11:03St. Marys, Abbass, (Lewis) 5:53
Peterborough
Petesof the
in the
4) Toronto. Davies, (Holmes, Munro)
junior league. . . among the fans
were Loyola coach Paul Arsenault, Penalties — Anderson T 7:00,
S
players from Sir George Williams, a 12:35, Tate T 17:45, Gibbons S McFall
Third Period 18:47
lively
contingent
of
St.
Mary's
fans,
and NHL scounts such as Claude
Ruel cis. and
Ranger and
coach defenceman
Emile Fran- 5) St. Mary's, Gibbons (Bayes) 19:58
. Munro
Warren Anderson were selected to Penalties - Quinn S 5:00, Turner S 11:50
Shots on goal by
the All-Canadian team by the Cana- Leroy T 13:09.
dian Hockey Coaches Association
while Boucher was named Coach of Toronto in n 17 _38
the Year.
St. Mary's 7 6 7 -20
f

The
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Law
leads
in basketball
Sternberg carry the scoring load for
Law, the betting favourite in this
vdition,
erting theMedsir possible
baskets.a Inlarge
ad- Law,
the aforementioned two are
were getting
year's
interfaculty
basketball
91 St George St.,
to task of getting the ball
playoffs, took a giant step toward amount of foul shots in the same assigned
off
the
claiming their second championship time interval, yet they managed to Scoringboard.
figures for Law
in as many years defeating Meds 60- hit only two out of 10 from the foul in this gamein double
were John Hunter (13
55. The second game of the series line.
points),
Rich
Pirie
(12) and Jamie
will be played tonight at 7 pm with
Law lead 27-21 at halftime and
(12). Noticeably absent
the third game, if necessary, Thurs- slowly began to pill away from Meds Halfnight
from
this
list
is
Al
Sternberg,
who
day at 7.
until, with aponly eight points. However,
Meds came out flying in the first in the secondproximatehalf
ly nine minutes to go in scored
was closely guarded by his
seven minutes of the game and com- the game, Coach Kleberg and Meds he
brother Ron Sternberg (who plays
Toronto, Ontario,
pletely dominated play. However, as succumbed to the inevitable and told for
Meds)
who quipped following the
all pundits know, you have to beat his troops to start pressing Law all
another team on the scoreboard or over the floor. The Meds rally closed game that "Guarding Al at Hart
was almost like guarding him
all your statistical
are seven
unim- the gap to three at one point. inHouse
our own basement at home. The
portant. The scoreedgesafter
However, whenever Law needed a
only difference is that he can't deke
minutes of play was 8-5 in favour of basket, they got it.
Law.
The unsung heroes of this game behind the pingpong table to get
from me at Hart House."
Law is essentially an opportunistic (and for many other games this away
Double figure scorers for Meds inteam. inTheythehadfirstonlyseven
four minutes.
"good" season) for Law were John Hunter
cluded Bobby Lewis (16 points), the
shots
and Gerry Saltzman with their fast closing
Joel Hibloom (10), and
However, they made them all.
rebounding.
While
team-mates
Rich
Lindsay
Horenblas (10.
Meanwhile, Meds were not con- Pirie, Jamie Halfnight, and Al
1

1
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your anopponent.
values of a society are alienating and will have equal access to the com: tionTheof your
radicalbrother
athlete— has
intense
petitive
sport psychological
experience. There areor
destructive, then any major in- no
sound
desire
to
achieve
excellence
and
vics
t
i
t
u
t
i
o
n
a
l
a
c
t
i
v
i
t
y
inlhat
society
will
Scott proposes
tory, but heandjustexperience
as intensely
wants to
reflect these values regardless of physiological reasons why the com- seek out
the
agonistic
petitive sport experience should be
how essence
pure andof that
intrinsically
the
activity valuable
may be. denied to women.
struggle.rather
The than
champion
radicalto
attempting
Not understanding this relationship,
Though not against co-educational athlete,
maximize
his
chances
for
maintaining
sport
activity
on
a
recreational
basis,
looked at the inradical sports ethic the counter-culture
stitutional manifestation of sport in the radical ethic does not see allow- the victor's throne, will share his
women to compete against men knowledge and skill with lesser
American society, saw its dehumaniz- as a ingmeans
for providing women with athletes in the hope that they will rise
ing
nature,
and
concluded
that
By JACK SCOn
was wrong with sport equal opportunity. Because of size to his level. Since victory isn't the only
The dominant North American Counter-culture ethic - "antithesis" something
and strength limitations, only an thing for the radical athlete, he takes
mistake was to not dis- extraordinary
sport ethic is best captured in Vince
Though it was around a long time itself. Thetinguish
woman athlete will be little pride or satisfaction in a victory
between the essence of
to compete against an average easily won over a less-skilled or
Lombardi's famous remark that "win- before the birth of the counter- sport and its institutional manifesta- able
male athlete in most sports.
weaker opponent. His victory comes
culture, saying
a
that sums up this
ning isn't everything, it's the only
thing."
this realm
ethic only
ruled the ethic is one I'm sure you're all familiar tion.
relativelyIfsmall
of professional
with — "it's not whether you win or
athletics, it might be of no serious lose, but how you play the game that
concern. But as we all know, it is the
Lombardies, Tom Landrys, and Punch
Beingcultuthe
antithesis,
Imlachs who are the high priests of counts."
re ethic takes
every the
valuecounterof the
the North American athletic world. Lombardian
ethic and proposes the
The Lombardian ethic is the rule of exact opposite value as its position.
the day from the professional ranks Cooperation replaces competition,
down to the colleges, high schools, and emphasis on the process
junior high scoools, and even the "lit- replaces an emphasis on the product,
tle leagues".we often hear many pious sport as a co-educational activity
Though
as a'stag
party, aa conand hypocritical utterances to the replaces
cern forsport
enjoyment
replaces
concern for excellence, and an opportunicontrary, Lombardi's comment that
"you
have game,
to haveandthattherefireisinnothing
you to ty for spontaneity and self-expression
play this
replaces authoritarianism.
that
stokes
the
fire
like
hate"
reflects
Being basically apolitical and lackhow followers of the Lombardian
ing any culture
radical
the between
countersees noanalysis,
distinction
ethic view their opponents. In
American sport, the opponent is the essences and forms. Out of frustration and anger with the cultural
enemy — an obstacle in the way of
victory.
manifestation of sport in North
The Lombardian or North American
society, the counter-culture
American ethic, as I see it, is a strikes out
at sport itself. The
product-oriented
system
that
has
\
turned out an excellent spectator counter-culture
valuable servicehasby performed
highlightingan theinproduct as a result of the sacrifices abuses of the American system, but
and hard work of many dedicated its alternative has been rejected by
men. One of the ways this excellence the overwhelming majority of
has been developed has been by American people. It has been rejected
correctly, I think, for it does not
believing
winningNot isn't
everything, the
it's quite
the only thing,
too suprisingly,
offer a sound, rational, humane and
opponent at best is viewed as an viable alternative.
obstacle, at worst an enemy, that
cannot exist separate from
Jack Scott proposes a radical ethic of sport that would turn sport into pleasure but
must be overcome in order to achieve theSport
reality of society. Sport, like a
maintain the essential competitive spirit of the activity.
victory. Almost needless to say, this other institutional activities wil
entire struggle takes place in a rigidly reflect and in turn help to reinforce
authoritarian structure.
dominant values. If the dominan
Consequently, rather than sound when he struggles courageously in
the drum for co-educational activities the face of a real challenge.
Radical ethic — "synthesis"
as a panacea, the radical ethic says
Since the degree of alienation
The radical ethic of sport says that women who want to have the would be minimized under a system
Mail or deliver
there is nothing fundamentally wrong competitive sport experience should of radical athletics, the sporting conTo: 91 St. George St.
with the essence of competitive be provided with the same economic
test would be guided by a general
Drop this coupon, signed and with student
sport. It says that the agonistic and institutional support that men ethic of sportsmanship, and specific
rules and regulations would be kept
struggle in sport of team with team, receive.
number into any campus mail box, and it will be
The radical ethic views the athlete to a minimum. Rather than
man with man, man with himself, or
delivered free to The Varsity office.
as
arr
artist
who
is
struggling
to
man
with
nature,
is
a
healthy,
intrindenigrate the many accomplishments
Campus mail boxes can be found in almost all
sically valuable human activity. It express himself, but like the followers of those who have been guided by the
university buildings.
,
of
the
Lombardian
ethic,
radical
does not view sport as either solely a
ethic ethic
or theattempts
counter-to
As a student involved in athletics at the Univercompetitive of solely a cooperative proponents understand the need for Lombardian
the radical
venture.
dedication and hard work. No matter build aculture,system
sity of Toronto, where over 50 per cent of the
based
on the
As many fine physical educators how esthetic a setting may be, a achievements of these two systems
athletic budget comes from the students, and
have
tried
to
point
out
in
the
past,
counter-culture long distance runner while avoiding their abuses and
where only five students can be elected to a 20:
there is a vital interplay between will not have a peak experience dur- excesses, The radical ethic unmember Directorate, I strongly support a majority
competition and cooperation in
derstands itsindebtedness to men
ing a long distance run if his
student voice in the UTAA Directorate.
healthy sport activity. Competitive physiological conditioning is such that like Knute Rockne and Vince LombarYes □
No □
sport is in trouble when this balance he has a gut ache and cramps after ds for what these men accomplished,
is lost either in the direction it is to- the first mile.
The construction of a new men's athletic
not see them as represenThe radical ethic sees nothing but it tingdoesthe apotheosis
day on the side of competition or in
building should be placed at the top of the universiof the sport
the
direction the counter-culture wrong with team sports as long as experience.
The iadical ethic in sport
ty administration's priority list. The administrawould
have
it
go
on
the
side
of
the
team
spirit
stems
from
a
genuine
tion should appeal to the provincial government for
to excellence indevelopment of community rather has a commitment
cooperation.
construction
tegrated with a desire to achieve that
and should also pay for the
maintenance funds,
costs itself.
Rather than replace the Lombar- than from authoritarian intimidation. excellence by a process that will
dian emphasis on the product with Sharing and cooperating with others humanize
rather than dehumanize
Yes □
NO □
in a healthy team setting makes one man,
the
counter-cultule's
emphasis
on
the
more
human
rahter
than
less.
Under
Co-educational physical education and
process, the radical etbicjefuses to
view human experience in such a the radical ethic, team spirt would
Anyone plementwhothe radical
would attempt
imathletics should be encouraged; and the men's
ethic onto any
fragmented
manner. The radical ethic flow from a genuine concern for one's significant
scale
in
the
North
athletics program, the women's program, and the
School of Physical and Health Education should be
recognizes the excellence of the out- team-mates rather than from a American athletic world today will disintegrated.
come asimportant, but equally impor- superficial and imposed conformity of co v e r just how radical and
tant is how the excellence is blue blazers and crew-cuts.
Yes □
No □
these ideas are! The
achieved.
But perhaps the most fundamental revolutionary
fact, though,
that
a rational,
humaneor
I urge the UTAA to set up a committee with a
aspect
of
the
radical
ethic
of
sport
is
In
fact,
since
it
has
a
deep
underlyethic
must
be
classified
as radical
majority of student (athletes) to define the
ing faith in man, the radical ethic reflected in how one sees his opposhould tell something
nent. The opponent is not simply an revolutionary
believes the sport experience will be
the nature of contemporary
T.priorities of the m^n's athletics program at the U of
ven richer than it is under the Lom- obstacle in the way of victory; he is about
bardian ethic when a humanistic not simply an instrument to be used North American society.
Yes □
No □
process — a process that will allow
glory.is Ina brother
a very who
real Jack Scott is chairman of Physical
lI Signature
and encourage man to develop his full for
sense,one'sthe own
opponent
Education and Director of Athletics at
is
presenting
you
with
a
challenge.
potential
—
replaces
the
present
Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio. This
ATL number
dehumanizing system.
You
cannot
experience
the
agonistic
adapted1972.from a speech he
The radical ethic assumes women struggle of sport without the coopera- article
made inwasMarch
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wa
arrivaajat; jwaw—
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sa-caJJad

uv aw flrtsuifuaaflsil cHuaamjipO^js a /j^huas'i pa/^y, 'iwk k easjjy jjwaai/suc*s^ in farms of wk )ss::n&c\'&<3 accjwmic intarasts. In his
case a Itetffei! euftsoitisnili^ wcala1 a\i va/jawca wjuw wk sacjaJ
staauuaw auui WvcwH "ia/ uwaii /aaisc»rj., pa-jwi -j© j/jrauoowaJ ;wcwas. )i
ait uwdwsmaO woto; was a J^/iOs'i awiawiaujaw, -itok 'ioa js by all
wieaws irauuawalJuV ca/wskuawri - s> da/jvas 'j/cwrj wk acawa>jwk awd
sxacuaO^i^utfti^ m uwdusuuv/. Ju,
a w&sk&i, aw euutipjotyw,
aw ufeflaU was a irugltaiOsii awlawiia^aw, -iwk mu&l da ascinibad a
Lack au i^oUufcali dlairita/, j.a.., wa js jcjwc/aw;: a-j wk sccJaJ paswow.
VLte uiuoite a uiibaiAj wwo Ibetoj^js -Jo 'iwa a/aad wcj^jw^j jwassas k
w^^uuocau1., ulh*& i/waite sasca^/dbJe we k to iiwa 3daaJo£jv/ oi
LaalMcaL iiaaciaja/w Ifa ba w^j^OuuDcaiJ k waii, as ewe mtyM s<uj>
L^ase, ev/icewce ou a passive ^svaswOc caw^juuaw, baii au a J&JvcjfoUy asiflye auiiiiica, a dei/ewse agauwsti liwe awawawess au Sxacjau1 /esa\awsMuly. Viwe awalAysus ati uwus dauawsa aojauwsu ccw^uaajswess
awe's sccuau iresprf^flMOtA/ yueLlds oUeair jwsj^tiuik Jwto a wuowbe/ as
caiii e_aeswows cawoeLrwijW£j liLhxs bebavOaw au uwe bi/aed waw[3^t)ofeaB suiraua- Ow uwe case au ulwe avet/'aoje iiwiielJDeciraaLJ "wfoa
wawi;s w«aWwaj to da wuuw i^/afccs./' Sir caw easubV/ be si/uaww feii jiaaiwiebLaie ecawxttwjOc owueiresiis awd ueairs ueOatied to wus sccoaU
[aosOiic^v wthxicw us da^awidkacuu ai^cvu sacuaO <^Mkmv Oua aii uwa dask
ai Lils Wvawuwve^aKAAx=*ull Yliuasa uaairs canusa Duuiaaj lia 'WuaL^a liwa wu^u
o^L'oias^aa sacirOw^as vc/uuLru lA^sipacu ua IJwis Diou^/Uad^a awd cc/wuuciicas. X Licoi L^a^L^a wLox^ ai/a v3^3j^>ad uw liwa LpiradwciiOva piracass
lli eiia way at- aw^uwair awe aira wcaiaiiweiJass s*acuaU[K/
dUa
caw ba dCvyidad uwua i.wa wuaij^atr ojL^a^jps. Uw utiua caseULrirast^awsu
au iillua awa
o,L'cu^ Hi.<a cawosipli at; L^aOOuuas us ai^caw^^awslAy assacOauad wuuw
ilia Lcaa at' yLoL>awoa awd [^ihA/sucaO dawojai/, 0-e-„ wuuw aw uwiiawsa
iaai\ wLucw ^lAivawus uwawu uirawu i/acuiAMj Oui/e lAaaljusiabalJiJv/- Uw uwa
casa ai: liia auwai' ojira^ii., wIajlv^w ujwdcaduadLKy cawsiiuutiuiias ubua
LuafcdLV/, social wra^^cwaubOUuiv us basad aw t^airsawaU cawu'Oikcik
awd aw^L^auL^s, ai; wLlOcthj uwa sai^waU aw^Oaiiy Os uwa [^iradawijuwawi!
cuaWuUwaUwu Iniaiicw,
Vbla luiass IPsvAabijaOa^jv/ d& Ifascusw^
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spoons

in

an

campuschain
imperial
By ART MOSES
shed some light on the corporate en- of $716,128,000 and profits of
Canadian University Press
responsible
for thecampuses.
food situa- $21,979,000.
ARA's prime corporate activity
tiontities
on many
Canadian
Low-quality food has long been
appears to be buying up smaller firms
Versafoods
into
everything
one ofthestudents'
complaints
similarit purchased
or relatedeight
acabout
campus major
environment.
Perhaps the best known catering engaged tivitieins. In1966,
At Memorial University in St. company is Versafoods Services food catering and vending machine
Limited. Versafoods is the company outlets in every corner of the United
John's,
Newfoundland,
more than
200 students
were stricken
with linked to the food poisoning incident States. In 1967, the year it bought
salmonella poisoning last December at Memorial; it has a monopoly food
Versafoods,
ARA purchased sevenoffood
service firms,
one real
after eating cream puffs in a service contract there. Other cam- control
residence missed
diningcafeteria
hall.worker
At McGill,recently
a disestate
company,
and
one
managepuses
with
Versafoods
contracts
inment consultant firm. In 1968, ARA
clude York University and Laurentian
wrote to the student newspaper University.
bought more than 30 food service
describing how the chef dropped a
Versafoods is controlled by ARA and vending machine outlets, along

meatloaf onto a dirty floor two
minutes before serving it to students.
He also told how differently labelled
meals were actually the same food
served in a varied fashion.
Althoughstitutionsome
s hiretheirpost-secondary
own food serviceinworkers, most contract out their food
services to a private catering firm.
The company is usually part of a
multi-national corporate empire
specializing in preparing and serving
food in institutional environments.
Only one Canadian owned firm of any
significance operates in Canadian
post-secondary institutions.
the "big-three"
firmsExamining
administrators
are hiringcatering
should

Services Limited, an American corporate giant with executive offices in
Los Angeles and corporate
headquarters in Philadelphia.
ARA owns 85 per cent of Versafood shares. Since its formation in
1959, ARA has bought up scores of
catering and vending machine firms,
and is involved with institutional food
services, automatic food distribution,
jukeboxes, cigarette dispensing
machines, merchandising techniques
for retailers, periodicals distribution,
and other business activities. Next
time you put your quarter into a vending machine or amusement game,
chances
going 1971
into sales
ARA
coffers. Thearefirmit'srecorded

with several jukebox firms. In 1969, it
purchased
Allegheny
Service and began
buying Cigarette
up periodicals
distribution firms in several states. In
a furious round of activity in 1970,
ARA bought a social research firm,
more than 10 more periodicals distributors throughout the U.S., about
20 more vending machine and catering firms, and firms operating
children's amusement rides.
ARA and its subsidiaries operate
throughout operathe
"and foreignin cotion with orU.S.,
through
based companies in the United
Kingdom, Canada, Mexico, the Carribean
and Western
In May,
1968 ARAEurope".
joined forces

with Nacional Hotelera, a Mexico City pronounced in Saga Food Service of
hotel viseandthe restaurant
super- Canada Limited, a firm which is carkitchens atchain,
the toOctober
ving itself an ever-increasing
share of
the Canadian
college and university
Olympic
Games.
market.
(The
University
of
Besides its massive stock of ven- Brunswick recently signed a new New
conding
tract with Saga, after being forced to
ment, ARAmachines
owns aandfleetrelated
of trucks,equipand
agree
to
a
reduction
in
the
number
through
subsidiaries owns
and meals per week to avoid a price hike.)of
leases itsdistribution
centres
sity.
throughout the U.S. and Puerto Rico. Saga is well
such campuses asestablished
Carleton onUniversity,
Versafoods Services was incorporated inCanada on June 15, 1961 Bishop's University and Brock Univerunder the name Vendomatic Services
Reliable sources indicate that
Limited. Chief mover behind the firm
was Allan D. Baker, who was already Saga is deliberately underpricing its
service incontracts
to esin thevicevending
and offoodBaker
ser- bids for tabfood
lish itsfoothold
the Canadian
business asmachine
president
universitycampus
market.
The hascompany's
Vending
Nation-Wide
growth
been in
Services, Services,
and Vendomatic
Limited.Food fastest
Atlantic provinces where it has
Baker merged these companies the
been undercutting its competitors in
with Industrial
Food Services,
a divi- open
sion of Canadian
Food Products
tendering. The competitors
Limited, (a distributor of processed has established
Saga's pricessometo rise
once ofit
degree
food to institutional kitchens) to form expect
market control.
Vendomatic.
"Versafoods"
Saga is 100 per cent owned by
was
adopted The
in 1964.
Last Julylabel
12,
Administrative Corporation of
the name was officially changed to Saga
Menlo
Park, California. Separate
VS Services Limited.
balance
sheets are not provided for
In February 1969, Versafoods its Canadian
operation. Its business
acquired
a
50
per
cent
interest
in
Versair In-Flight Services Limited of here appears to be a miniscule affair
Kingston, Jamaica. Perhaps more after one examines Saga's list of subsignificantly, it bought a 70 per cent sidiaries.
interest in a West German firm which
Moody's Industrial Manual lists
Dining Halls Inprocesses frozen prepared meals. them this way:corporateSaga
a Food Services of
Thus, Versafoods, to that point prin- Alabama, Arizona,d, SagCalifornia,
cipal y distributor,
a
branched into the Colorado, Connecticut, Canada,
processing level of the food service Georgia, Hawaii... plus 37Florida,
more
business, following the tried-and-true states and Puerto Rico.
principle
of
vertical
integration.
Versafoods also wholly owns Jiffy
The Saga Administrative Corporation was incorporated in New York in
Foods Limited, and holds a 50 per
1957
as a successor to a partnership
cent
interest
in
Versa-Service
Limited
formed
in 1948. In July 1969, it
of London, England.
In 1971, Versafoods reported a acquired Straw Hat Restaurant IncorfSan Leandre, California,
profit $72
of $1,156,000
more and Pizzaporated oSpecialty
Corporation of
than
million. Theon sales
profitof figure
Terrance,
California.
same year,
represented
a 500 year,
per cent increase it established a jointTheventure
over
the previous
with

Only one feeds us
By BRIANE NASIMOK
The only major institutional caterer serving the U of T campus is
Beaver Foods. It runs the New and Trinity food services. The prices at
both spots are lower than the average dining spot.
University College offers two different food services, with catering
from Canada Caterers, and a college-run service in the residences.
The UC Literary and Athletic Society operates a small snack bar
which usually breaks even. This year, however, it was showing a "$200
profit as of Christmas", said former UC SAC rep Marty Stollar.
SAC services commissioner-elect Seymour Kanowitch commented
on theSt.quality
at UC, food
"It's services
edible." are run by the administraMike's ofandfoodVictoria's
tion. Vic's, although inexpensive, has received some criticism about its
quality. SAC communications commissioner and VUSAC vice-president
Debra Lewis
criticism"
aboutcommented
the food. "It's cheap", but mentioned the "adverse
First year music technology student, John LeBerg, who was in
Wymilwood, the Vic cafeteria, said he just drinks coffee there. 'The food
looks
institutional,
and wasdreadful,"
LeBerg awful,
suggested
the service
good. he commented. However,
The
only
completely
student-run
is at $500
Innis College.
The Innis College Student Society picksfoodup service
the annual
tab the
college snack bar loses.
"The Innis food is quite reasonable," according to part-time studentSnack
Will Krichner.
"I eat Steve
here quite
regularly."
bar manager
Easterbrook,
a third year Innis student,
said that it was hard to compete "with the rising prices". Easterbrook,
who
occasionally
works ainday,
the and
snackstudents
bar, said,
womanto eight
who
we hire
for eight hours
who "Weworkhave
froma four
in the evening. It gets really hectic around lunch, and really slow around
dinner. But, we have to keep the snack bar open in the evenings for partmonths ago, SAC, under services commissioner Chuck
time Two
students."
Vickery,
distributed questionnaires at the various campus food outlets.
Although many replies have been submitted, the forms are just sitting
on Vickery's desk, without being processed.
An alternate service to the college eating areas are the catering
trucks. With names such as Humpty Dumpty, Tastee Freeze, and Meals
onStreet.
Wheels, the trucks do a phenomenal business along St. George
One "chef" who refused to give his name when interviewed
wouldn't discuss the mark-up on his goods.
Baker, now chairman of the board
of Versafoods, is also chairman of
Versair In-Flight Services, president
of La Luz Mines Limited, and a director of Security Capital Corporation
Limited,
Dusterberg Apetito-Fertigmenu-Karl
(the German processor)
and Versa-Service of England.
Versafoods employed about 6,500
people at the end of 1971.
Saga
climbingcontrol
cafeteria
ladder
American
of Canadian
campus eating facilities is even more

General Food Corporation to suppl
ready-to-eat foods and related noi
food items to colleges and other ii
stitutions in the Cleveland area.
Besides the 21 acres at Saga
Menlo Park California headquarter
the corporation owns buildings (
three university campuses — at Go
zago University in Spokan
Washington; at Alma College in Alrr
Michigan; and at the University
California in Davis, California.
In 1969, the last year figures w(
See 'Canadian' — page 12
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Stack
decisions
come
later
By ERIC MILLS
The subcommittee is also awaiting when this ill-advised decision will be
Controversial decisions on stack a report from its own working group reviewed," he warned.
The subcommittee found that reaccess in the new Robarts Library, on conservation of library resources,
and on amalgamation of smaller and last week barely began a discusquiring passes would naturally
restrict
stack access to those in
libraries to create a duplicate collecsion of the relationship of satellite
tion, will be made after most libraries to ohe main system.
need; any artificial differentiation
students have left the campus.
The meeting, in fact, did little necessary.
would be impractical and unthan to reaffirm an earlier
The Governing' Council's Library other
Under the Senate regulations,
decision
to
amalgamate
the
extenSubcommittee,
set these
up last
September
to deal *with
and
sion library into the duplicate collec- library users will be able to borrow
other library matters, has yet to
tion, and to agree with a year-old monographs for up to two weeks,
report to the Academic Affairs Com- Senate decision on lending with no renrewals; serials will be
mittee, where a vigorous debate is regulations.
available for use only in the library.
likely to ensue. The earliest its The subcommittee agreed with the Special arrangements may be made
Senate
that
all
readers
in
the
for Scarborough and Erindale
report can go to the Governing Council, subcommittee chairman Milton Robarts and Sigmund Samuel Colleges, and for doctors at offU of T teaching hospitals.
Israel says, is for the council's May Libraries should be allowed equal campus
meeting.
Lakoff served warning that he
loan periods, instead of the present
And, the history professor is not widely differentiating terms favour- wants the committee to look into the
optimistic that Academic Affairs students.
ing faculty members and graduate feasability of forcing faculty,
will be able to deal with the report
departmental and college libraries to
quickly. Important decisions on dis- Chief librarian Robert Blackburn, amalgamate with the central library,
cipline, the Department of Exten- who as recently as the subcom- even if they are independently fundsion and the Faculty of Food
ed by thethanbodythe they
attached to,
mittee's previous meeting opposed rather
Sciences will have to be made first. equal access
libraryare system,
to the Robarts Library
As well,ceivablehe(that the
said,committee
"It isn't can)
con- stacks, said he would accept longer r He described as "sleight of hand"
loans for faculty and graduate any argument that such libraries
discuss all the recommendations in a students, but regretfully conceded, were beyond the jurisdiction of the
just as funding for
couple of weeks." He noted the com- "at the moment, this seems out of sub-committee;
the political economy and history
plexity ofandtheobserved
subcommittee's
jurisdiction,
that in- The subcommittee has already libraries will revert to the central
itial decisions on the research library style".
decided to recommend equal stack library, he argued, so could
resources now used to maintain
"will affect the university for years." access to Robarts, substantially libraries
by bodies outside the
In any case, the Library Subcom- meeting a demand of last spring's
mittee may not be able to conclude Simcoe Hall occupation.
library but funded by the university
its deliberations at Its next meeting,
In correcting minutes describing return to the system.
this decision, political economy
April 4.
"I would not suggest we have a
Discussion of the proposed professor Sanford Lakoff decried 'Quebec problem' at Scarborough
amalgamation of New and Univer- "the failure of this committee to (which is growing increasingly independent ofthe St. George camsity plicate
Colleges'collection
libraries
a du- restructure stack access on the basis
at theintoSigmund
pus), but we do have a separatist
on of need", as instructed by the
Samuel Library did not get un- Senate. "There will come a time problem," he said.
derway atlast Wednesday's
The sub-committee
may havemeeting.
to wait
until later in April to consider the
UC Laidlaw Library, as the college
open
has not yet resolved its own opinion Robarts
late
on the future of its library.
The Robarts
Library won't be open until at least August, according to vicePeter Meincke.
New College principal Donald Ivey provost
has already appeared before the subThe $42 million complex was originally expected to be in operation last fall.
com it e toargue against the dis- However construction slowdowns, particularily
the recent elevator
arance ofhis college's
library, maintenance workers' strike, postponed the opening date.
setting the ap estage
for contentious
Meincke last week described as "optimistic'' vice-president Don Forster's
debate when the question comes up. estimate several
months ago that library could open less than five months
Merging the political economy and after the elevator workers were the
back on the job.
history departmental libraries into
The vice-provost said U of T is low on the priority lists of elevator comthe duplicate collection has already
panies,
which
started
operating
last
week after the
been recommended.
troduced bill
a ordering strikers back to work. provincial government inAAiglin

and

Helliwell

play

musical
chairs
for money
Retiring SAC president Eric Miglin has quit his said, adding that he had discussed the move with many
people,
including president-elect Bob Anderson,
$U5-a-week
job
one
month
early
—
to
take
a
higher
paying job.
although the executive was never officially informed.
Miglin is not retiring as SAC president immediately,
at Monday
night's council
meeting
that Helliwell
he intendssaidto work
on constitutional
amendments,
however; he will continue to work some evenings, while
vice-president
John
Helliwell
moves
up
to
take
the
fullchanges
in
SAC
meeting
procedure,
"general
tidying
up
time job.
and
housekeeping",
and
simply
to be available
to help
incoming
executives
and
constituency
reps.
Coincidentally, Helliwell's own salary ran out a
week ago last Friday, and he originally hoped to take
The threatened collpase of the Association of Student Councils (see elsewhere in this paper) is absorbing
over from Miglin a week ago Monday.
Miglin, however, found that his $160 « week con- the active vice-president's energies this week. In
struction job, which goes up to $250 at the end of April, fact, Helliwell came down from Ottawa where he is lobbying the federal government for a few hours to attend
couldn't
begin until
ago.content
Helliwell,
recently bought
a car,twohaddays
to rest
for who
a week.has the annual joint meeting. Coincidentally, Helliwell is
Miglin admitted Sunday night that his switch into a reported to be angling for a job with AOSC this summer.
Miglin, who also considerably lessened his activities
"non-thinking, apolitical job" was for "mainly finantowards the end of his vice-presidential term two years
sitycial"nextreasons,
year. to prepare for his stay at Harvard Univerago, made a pessimistic speech Monday night about this
The outgoing president already has a $5,000 year's council.
its profileandtoo talk
low,"downhe said
tried to
scholarship lined up at the prestigious university's make "SAC
SAC kept
less political
less "We
to students,
business school, and has worked at the SAC pub, but
says the $2,400 tuition at Harvard and the extremely
but it didn't work.
high cost-of-living in Boston means he needs to save
"Sometimes we had to be prodded into action more
money in order to survive the year.
than Thewe running
should have". of Helliwell and Ross Flowers in
"There's not that much left to do", in any case, he a ticket elected onmatea program
of communications and
services, Miglin admitted, "we didn't communicate
with Although
(the students)."
U of T SAC got the best turnout of any
campus in the October fees strike referendum, and
three-quarters approval for the strike, Miglin said the
militancy of SAC's position then was not adequately
reconciled within council's
demonstration
November.refusal to participate in a
It wasn't wrong to oppose the demonstration, he
said, but SAC failed to communicate effectively to
students why it went against it. But "in the area of services, we made real and
valuable
he added. This
year'sbutcouncil
SAC
pub inroads,"
and an information
service,
the pubsetlostup
money
and
the
service
was
so
little
used
that
it was disbanded.
Miglin basks at OFS press conference.

Day

care

operating

refused
licence

under attack.
Campus day come
care centre
has once again
By PAT REDICAN
The Campus Cooperative day care centre on Sussex
has
been refused a licence by the Day Nurseries Board, mainlyStreet
because
it refuses to hire certified personnel.
Although the parents haven't decided how, they
will
appeal the refusal, which could mean the end of a fourdefinitely
year old experiment inparent and worker control of day care.
According to Jude Angioa, a co-ordinator at the centre, the
parents who control the centre believe that they should have the
right to hire people whom they feel are qualified.
"We want to be able to choose pople who have experience, who
we feel are good, rather
than on the basis of a piece of paper."
The Day Nurseries Act requires that at least one person at the
centre be a certified graduate of the Day Nurseries or Child Care
courses offered at technical colleges, community colleges, or universities. Atpresent, none of the hired co-co-ordinators at Sussex
St. are qualified under these regulations, according to Angioa. They
are all experienced with children, however.
Several other grounds for refusal were also given, mostly involving fire and safety regulations. According to Angioa these were
largely false accusations. "On the day the people from the board
came to inspect there was no-one upstairs with the sleeping
children; according to the regulations there must be at least one
person there at all times; usually there is," Angioa said.
Most of the breaches were of this nature, she added. "All of
these have been or can be easily corrected; this was not the main
groundThereforwere
refusing
us thegrounds
licence."for refusal which Angioa termed
also some
"purely bureaucractic." For instance, according to the act,
crawlers and walkers must be kept in separate rooms. "Here we
keep them together," said Angioa. "I don't know why they should
The centre appealed an orginal deicision against them before
be separated."
the
Day courses
Nurseriesof action
Appeal: they
Board,
but lost. forThea licence
co-op has
possible
can reapply
; theythree
can
comply with all the rules and then re-apply; or they can appeal to a
district
of appeals on the grounds of a mistrial in the Day
Nurseriescourt
hearing.
However, no definite tack has been decided upon.
Angoia was hopeful about getting the licence in the long run.
"It will be a long, draw-out hassle; but we'll probably get it eventual y," she said.
However, "licence or no licence, we'll go on as long as we can;
after all, we've operating for three years without a licence."
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Gnvernment

holds
Province
tinuance of the construction work
By PAUL McGRATH
required on the Scarborough camUniversity of Toronto administrators are ready to spend money on The university's Business Affairs
Committee decided February 28
building and renovations needed for pus.
University College, the Wallberg that, until approval of funding for
Building and Innis College, but the this project has been received,
provincial government has been slow business affairs vice-president Alex
to respond to an application made by Rankin may allocate up to $269,495
the university in December for funds from operating revenue, "should
to initiate the work.
MCU (Ministry of College and
The freeze on capital building Universities) approval not be
allocations imposed by the government inNovember has slowed down received."
The university is gambling with
the
university's the
building
programfor Athletic
Men's
to theCollege,
go Innis
money slated
and necessitated
application
Buildingto and
special
whichtotal
hassilence
been and response from the government
answered grants,
with almost
has been virtually non-existent.
by the Ontario government.
"All we know is that they've said
U of T planning and resources we can go ahead with all existing
vice-president Jack Sword says the projects," said Kiel Gregory, adadministration is waiting for the new
ministrative assistant to Viceprovincial budget, to be tabled on president Don Forster.
April 12, for any hopeful signs of a This was echoed by government
softening of government policy to soutces.
university building.
"We know that all projects to
At present the university is using which they (the university) committed themselves in the last fiscal
operating capital for continuation of
projects that would be aided by ap- year will receive enough to be comproval of the grant, capital that
said Stan
Orlowski,
charge ofpleted,"the
Capital
Supportin
would
to the building
athleticgo facilities
and theof men's
Innis Branch of the Ministry of Colleges
academic building.
and Universities. "If the contract
Capital appropriations from was signed, and the university or
operating funds totalling $105,000 college committed, we (the branch)
have been made for renovations to are hoping to get 100 per cent of the
the Wallberg Building. The administration has also allocated $22,- Projects already started that this
money."to are the Robarts Library,
500 for architect's and other fees for applies
the new Innis building and other ex- the student services building (Phase
penses, and requested an extra $650,- Ha) of the Scarborough College pro000 to be added on to an already apject and laboratory completion on
proved $5,271,580 for the con- the Erindale campus.

Meeting
no

is silent on freeze

up U of T building
complex will house
Gregory complained that the delayed." This
of Graduate Studies ofgovernment's capital budget freeze the School
, the Graduate
Students
announcement was open to inter- officesficesand
a residence
for Union
single
pretation, but that the government
had given little help in clearing up its graduate students.
The report also states that the
vagueries.
Men's Athletic Building, needed to
In fact, Sword commented recent- relieve
cramped conditions in Hart
ly that the government had not even
House, will be constructed "hopefulacknowledged
the
university's
request for special grants.
These two developments
However, colleges and universities
in 1974." are only
minister Jack McNie has been partly commencing
of
the
university's
five-year
for capital appropriations.
reported as saying the freeze would program
Demolition of a large number of
be lifted for "very worthwhile and houses
will be required for the
badly
needed projects." McNie was development of two future sites,
unavailable
and
Monday. for comment yesterday although
other sites now vacant will
The St. George Campus Land Use not be used for several years.
One site, on Washington Avenue
Plan, thelininguniversity's
future growth,document
states outthat between Spadina and Huron, will be
because of the reductions in capital used for expansion of the Faculty of
Education, although there is no
support, the university has mention
of the possible starting date
"reassessed its plans for the con- for the project.
solidation oflands in the north-west
Development of the other site,
quadrant of the campus.
which will necessitate demolition of
The ment
plan,announcement,
revised aftersaysthe that
governhouses
on Sussex Avenue, Glen
the
graduate student complex planned Morris and Huron Streets, will make
for the east side of St. George Street way for an athletic field, even
south of Bloor Street "will be long- though vacant sites possibly suitable

funds
for the same function, exist on campus. These sites, including the lot on
St.
George
opposite
Library
are being
usedtheas Robarts
parking
lots, and the report notes that there
development
"is not
imminent."
The university
is waiting
for the
April 12 budget, which may bring
word on the renovation grants. The
throne speech delivered in the
provincial legislature last Wednesavailable
for the"torestoration
and
day promises
make funds
maintenance"
"selected"
buildings
and ofsites.
This mayhistoricapply
to University College, which has
been declared an historical building
by the federal government. _
Orlowski also told The Varsity that
his branch is working on a report on
emergencies in building on Ontario
campuses. The branch's first priority
will be to deal with clear cases, of inability, such as George Brown
College, to accomodate students,
said Orlowski. The next priorities
will be inadequate accomodation,
and then accomodation "that would
be nice to have."

produces

results

on

Salaff appeal
By JOHN CAMPBELL
A meeting last Thursday between math professor David Salaff,
math chairman George Duff and arts and science dean Bob Greene
failed tract
to produce
renewal. any concrete results in Salaff 's appeal for his conThe meeting was held after Salaff submitted a formal statement to Greene
the hostile,as an-of
tagonistic attitudecharging
toward that,
me (in"asthea result
math ofdepartment)
November, no question concerning my employment. . . was
capable
objective
consideration
by officials
in the adepartment."
Salaffof said
his effort
to move the
group toward
discussion of
the open staff-student parity jury he wants to review his case was
blocked by Greene.
"I want students to see and hear the exploration of my case,"
Salaff said, "to see how principles, in my opinion, have been
pushed
aside."inHethesaidconduct
he wasofreferring
participation
classes. to the principle of student
In his letter to Greene Salaff outlined three occasions when he
supported students in disputes with the math department over
marking schemes and course content.
Greene described the meeting as being one of a "exploratory
nature", adding, "Quite frankly, 1 haven't been as concerned about
the make-up of the review committee as I have been about the
nature of the grievances (of Salaff) and the circumstances around
Greene said he has received recommendations from faculty
them."
members about the possible structure of an open committee, all of
which have involved "a hearing the constitution of which and
membership
of which would
to bothDavid
SalaffSpring,
and Duff".
Math professors
Michaelbe agreeable
Mather and
both
appealing decisions denying them tenure last spring, found a
meeting yesterday with U of T president John Evans similarly disappointing.
Mather said, "we still do not know what mechanism will be
used Heto said
makethethepairdecision
their forappeals)".
pressed(onEvans
more information to make
their appeals.
example,
Mather andsaid,report
he wants
know "howHowan long
outside
refereeFor made
his opinion
on myto teaching.
did
he spend reading and considering my research before making his
report?"
Part of Mather's appeal rests on his complaint that American
research institute worker Peter Hilton did not consult enough people within the math department before submitting an unfavorable
reportMather
on Mather's
ability to both
the tenure
said thatteaching
Evans informed
him andcommittee.
Spring that a
decision on what future steps would be taken on their appeals
would not be ready for "three or four weeks".
Evans was not available for comment after yesterday's
meeting.

The U of T administration wants to spend money for renovating University College, but the
Ontario government has frozen building funds.
Math

governing

kept

secret;

Duff thinks man Nickhe'll
advice
Derzko that take
these
By ELAINE KAHN
recommendations would normally questionnaire) are coming in, but are
Math chairman George Duff said be accepted.
Hecomplete".
added "the committee wants
The Governance and Structure not
student input on this committee
Monday
that he "guessed"
set up to investigate the full
would implement
a service that
coursehe committee,
committee recommendation made structure of the math department, before students leave" for the
two weeks ago to put more emphasis has met once in camera. The com- summer.
At its weekly Wednesday meeting
on term work in some first year
mitteeclosurehasof its
agreed
to withhold
courses.
activities,
which disare the service
sidered motion
a courseto committee
attach tutorscon-to
still
in the procedural stage, until the certain lecture sections.
day.
The mittee
parity
service
course
comwas set up in response to the math department has been Informed The motion addresses itself to one
math occupation, at_which time about them, said professor Stewart in a long list of complaints students
students were demanding improve- Smith, a committee member, Mon- have about tutors which include: the
ment in math course quality and
failure of tutors to attend their
greater student representation on all Committee chairman Paul Rooney students'
classes, discrepancies
departmental decision-making told The Varsity, "Quite a good deal between tutors' marking, and the inbodies, including those dealing with
happened (at the meeting) but I'm English. ability of some tutors to speak
hiring, firing and tenure.
to tell you about it."
Although the committee was notThegoing
all-faculty
also es- An amendment to the motion to
tablished becausecommittee,
of the occupation,
limited to making recommendations
disallow transfer from one tutorial
has sent questionnaires to math section
for correctingministrative
academic
and
adanother was defeated.
problems in the first faculty members asking if students Derzkotosaid
this motion will be the
year courses, students received should be seated on the committee. first order of business at the comassurances from committee chairSmith said that "answers (to the
mittee's meeting to-day.
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Day Care occupation year old

Campus

Co-op

may

get

respite

and
new
Innis
home
Simcoe Hall forced the administration to
cough up $2,000.
Campus Co-operative Community Day Care
Another futile year of negotiations led up to
Centre Number 3 will be celebrating a birth- the Devonshire occupation to set up an overday on April 7 — its own; the first anniversary two centre.
of the occupation of the empty building on
The day care problem became the focus for
Devonshire Place by the day care people.
several important issues, the most important
The party is a tacit salute to the intran- of which was probably the thorny question of
sigence ofthe university. The day care people social responsibility.
had negotiated with the administration for a The side the co-op took on this was that the
building on campus for over a year when they university had significant responsibility to its
) finally occupied an unused building on own and surrounding community members;
Devonshire Place; they have been negotiating the administration argued that the university
with the Governing Council ever since — and only owed subsidized day care to university
they are still, officially, without a home.
members. The presidential advisory ComNot that the situation has been completely
mit e on Social Responsibility quit on thenstatic; on the surface, at least, it has been a acting president Jack Sword a year ago when
he refused it what members considered adevery
live
issue—
definitely
a
sore
point
with
the administration. Ultimatums have been
quate funding.
issued from both sides, but agreement has
A further problem on which there seemed
never been reached and so the co-op con- no possible agreement was who should control
tinues tomaintain a 24-hour occupation, the a university day care centre. Campus Co-op,
longest-running occupation in North America. using their own working model, said that
The occupation may be over soon, as a home parents and volunteer workers should have
in the Innis College block of houses on Sussex decision-making powers. The university was
Street may become available. But first, the not able to accept this. Although at one point
Campus Co-op Day Care provides happy home for this child.
centre must overcome administration inaction they conceded a parity decision-making board,
and hostility, which the group has met con- they would not allow the parents to have day on Devonshire Place. Several members of the the parents issued an ultimatum; the universito day control of administration. As Internal Governing Council, including St. Michael's
tinual y inits four year existence.
typusresponded
a resounding
Affairs Committee, student chairman Paul College
The
o-op
was
formed
in
1969
when
a
group
John Kelly, could not get
Co-op centrewithNumber
2 begansilence.
to settleCam-in.
of university students and workers and com- Cadario admitted, "Parent involvement is not over thisPresident
But
the
university's
Devonshire
fact.
"Negotiating
under
the
duress
munity residents attempted to find cheap
still far from completely established;centre
severalis
Anothercontrol."
irreconcilable difference seemed to of having buildings occupied at least reminds renovations that would bring it up to Ontario
space for much-needed infant day care. After parent
me
of
blackmail"
said
Kelly
at
one
point
durmonths of negotiations with the university, the be the extent of subsidization. The university
ing the debate.
Day Nurseries Act standards have yet to be
group occupied an unused house at 12 Sussex offered a plan which the co-op said would be
Another difficulty was the administration's made. The occupation has prevented the unmuch too expensive; the university replied desire
Street and proceed to repair and paint it.
to
combine
the
university-assisted
St.
iversity from proceeding with its proposed
However, they could not afford to bring it that it could not be done more cheaply.
Andrew Day Nursery and the Campus Co-op $57,000 facelift to make the building suitable
up to standards, and after another nine month
But in the end it seemed to hinge on the fact centre
in one centre smaller than both. While for its centre.
» fruitless negotiating period with the universi- that the student and community parent group St. Andrew's was willing to accept the merger
The solution may be that the over two centre finds a home on Sussex Street in one of the
ty, the first occupation in U of T's history at had "illegally" occupied the empty building because has to vacate its present premises coop again balked. The proposed union they Innis College houses, which include the under
charged, was a shotgun wedding of two totally two centre. But this solution may be some
incompatible philosophies of day care (6t.An- time in coming because it hinges on Innis Coldrew's is fairly conventional); the university
plans, which
building lege's
priorities,
which depend
in turnonturnU ofonT'swhether
had
no business trying to put them both under
one roof.
the Ontario government at least partially lifts
In the end, the debate the Governing Coun- its capital budget freeze.
Specifically, the plan involves leasing a
cil agreed with all its own principles, compromised not at all and said it was setting up building by U of T to Innis College, and from
its own centre, without the campus co- Innis in turn to the Co-op. But another inoperative people. The campus co-operative
termediary isinvolved — Inn-Res Co-op, at
was out in the cold, illegal, but still there.
present an autonomous corporation closely
In early November the co-op began connected with the Innis. Under the new plan
negotiating with the administration for a new Inn-Res would take over responsibility for the
home; the Governing Council had decided it houses left standing on the north side of
wanted Devonshire for its own operation. The Sussex after the Innis College plan is apco-op had three basic demands; they wanted
reasonable alternative space, they wanted it at However, the most recent Inn-Res Co-op
a nominal rent, and they wanted it soon (by proposal mentions only "the present day care
proved. on the block the under two centre.
this time the occupation was almost eight facilities"
months old).
It remains to be seen whether Innis is willing,
The university was slow in answering, and or able, to help the over two centre.
Campus Co-op Day Care has occupied this building since last April.
By PAT REDICAN

Earlier letters
get challenged
In stating their case, the
spokesman for the Arab
Student
Association has incurred
a factual
i error that touches upon the very es♦SKnC*e„o
Arab-Jewish conflict in
f me East.
the
Middle
The letter says that "they (the
Jews) have usurped one of the Arab
nations, they have taken the Palesti-

nian land by force ... In all of
Palestine's
therecalled
has
never existedlongan history,
Arab nation
Palestine, The land called Palestine
by the Romans was a geographical
expression for the home of many
peoples, including the Jewish people. Throughout all ages, a sizeable
segment of the population of
Palestine was made up of Jews.
The Jews do not deny the fact that
the Arabs have rights in Palestine.
Rather, the present day Arab-Jewish
conflict stems from the Arabs' denial
of any Jewish right to settlement in
Palestine. ofWhya multi-national
weren't those Arab
advocates
state
around when the Arabs rioted in
1921 in protest against Jewish immigration? When German Jews
were manyexpelled
fromto Palestine,
Hitler's Gerand some fled
the
Arabs ran amok during the years
1936-1939 in an orgy of bloodletting.
That this attitude against coexistence stil prevails is borne out
again in the Arab Student Association lettermigrwhich
imation from the says
USSR"Jewish
. . . cannot
be justified on the basis of

humanitarian
principles".
The statement
quoted from
professor
Way
man's
that
"Jewish Israelis stand letter
in mortal
danger"
with
which
the
Arab
dent Association seems to concurStu-is
likewise erroneous. The Israelis may
be in danger, but the events of the
last past years have proven that this
dangerwheels
is far offromhistory
beingare"mortal".
The
turning
towards the era of the ingathering of
the Jews in a country which is
already multi-national. The first step
to peace in the Middle East will be
achieved when the Arabs realize that
the Jews also have their rights in
Palestine and that Jewish settlement
there rather
is not some
but
the fly-by-night
outcome ofaffair
an
historical force which is here for
good and which no amount of bloody
terrorism will deter.
I also wish to reply to Hedi
Mizounl's letter.
1. The first part of the "occupied
Arab
was conceded
the
Jews territory"
by the United
Nations asto the
only alternative in face of virulent
Arab reaction to Jewish immigra-

tion. The second part of those 33,000
square miles became part of Israel
when all of the neighbouring Arab
countries decided to drown all the
Jews in their own blood, but
somehow failed. The third portion of
those 33,000 square miles became
part of Israel when Abdul Nasser
thought he could do the same job to
the sound of the chanting Cairo
mobsus calling
Jews".
Let
hope for"Butcher
the sake theof further
Arab territorial Integrity that no
Arab statesman will commit a third
error in judgment.
2. In Palestine today, about 40 per
cent of the population is non-Jewish.
The aim of a multi-national state has
been achieved.
3. The conflict in the Middle East
is primarily one between Arab and
Jew. When each side realizes that
the other side has some rights, then
there will not be any need to
"liberate" the country from the
other but to share it.
4. Jews have participated in all
major revolutionary movements.

Many Jews would like to join the
progressive
the them?
Arab world,
but
where isforces
one toinfind
Shall
we seek them out among the Persian
Gulf oil barons, or consider as our
leader in this movement a religious
fanaticsein thelikeabsolute
Libya'smonarch,
Khadaffi, ororSadat
Husthe bumbling bureaucrat?
I would like to answer Chris
Roger's letter as weD. Like you, I
would like to see the Israeli government pay out a larger amount of
money to the victims of the Libyan
passenger plane that was shot down
by an Israeli air force pilot. The downing of that plane was from all
points of view inexcusable. Please
bear in mind though two facts. (I)
Jewish money is compensating
Arabs. No Arab money compensated
those Israelis that were cut down by
Black September. (2) The Black
September
were and
greeted
national heroesboysin Libya
in mostas
Arab countries after Munich. No
Jew is proud of the Israeli pilot who
shot down the Libyan plane.
Hayward Leitman
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back

anything

really
changed?
Big changes were in the wind for U of T this the more acceptable because they appear to
vising the governors of his action "for informayear, we were told last summer, what with a enjoy popular support.
tion only". That's how he appointed both the
new president and a new governing structure.
New Program review committee and the
When
situations
have
gott'en
touchy,
the
But, has anything really changed?
president has avoided the mistakes of his
task force on academic appointments.
predecessor, calling the appropriate council presidential
Not really.
committee
to
suggest
courses
of
action
to
the
President John Evans constantly sings the administration. These consultative missions
Student representation on the university's
praises of the university's Governing Council, have generally taken on the appearance of a decision-making bodies — fought for by their
exaggerating its role in university decision- fishing expedition in which senior ad- radical predecessors — has been exploited to
the official student governments of what litmaking out of all proportion. Indeed, Evans has
ministrators gingerly push the committees rob tle
influence they already had over university
usurped into himself and his chief associate, towards recommending
the administration
decisions.
When the university supposedly
vice-president and provost Donald Forster, policy. The only time it didn't work was
assess student opinion, the administramore control over trie university's operations when internal affairs vice-president Jill Con- wants tionto ignores
the official student governments,
than his recent predecessors had.
way made a rather lacklustre attempt to con- maintaining that the Governing Council's stuThe council and its committees mainly
vince committee members that the paltry
dent caucus represents the students. Even then,
serve to rubberstamp the administrators'
small, non-disruptive math department occu- the president has been known to handpick stupation might cause a problem.
decisions, "recommendations" fed into them
dent representatives even without consultation
by the president and his senior administrators.
When the president isn't certain the Gover- with their caucus.
ning Council will give him what he wants, he
Has anything really changed?
The Governing Council set-up is a liberal's
Not really.
dream. It makes the university's decisions all goes ahead without consulting them , later ad-
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Jottings

of a retiring editor

Conservatism
"Students pno longer
reg
ain
s of recent
its gri
look
on
their
practice
fluential student positions
The Canadian university
years of electing leftists to on the university as an incommunity is drifting back within the university —
conevitable ortobliga
tory
head their student council,
towards its old conser- notably on student
inuation of secondary
putting conservative Gus
vatism, increasingly distan- governments and
school," president Evans
cing itself from the social newspapers — and were
Abols into the presidency.
told the Canadian Club.
He was followed by a string
concerns which — willingly able to mobilize the support
"This new eclectisism
the less committed
of liberals and left-liberals
or not — came to pre-occupy of
much of its time during the students; there seemed to who generally found social
is coinciamong dentstudenants enhan
with
ced
issues to be less and less
late sixties. The university's be the potential for developnew-old face mirrors the
emphasis outside the unment, for positive political
pressing
than
their
dominant values of its stu- education and action.
iversity on meeting sociepredecessors had.
Students had given up on
Perhaps, it was never
ty's needs in an immediate,
dent body, values shared by
looking to their student
administrators and faculty. there; perhaps, the
practical way," he argued.
On the way back, students prospect of achieving sogovernments for leadership
have cast aside their shortor relevant activity, but the
cial change by working
Not scious
all students
politically
conhave written
lived, socially conscious stu- within the university comleft-liberals couldn't accept
this fact. SAC, in the eyes of off university. But, those
dent governments and stumunity was never very real.
But, there were students
its constituents, had become who do come to university
dent newspapers, returning
who believed It was a
to the status quo ante.
nearly as Irrelevant as CUS, have widened their
University administrators
possibility and struggled
and although nobody was horizons, have begun to
about to seriously suggest realize that the university is
have not missed sensing the towards achieving that end.
isolated a community in
changing student mores.
And, they had some success.
scrapping SAC, the really too
which to concentrate their
The
committed
minority
"We seem to have turned
committed,
socially
conthe corner from negativism
scious students who had efforts. They are aware that
dragged the university
and alienation to a more
once made the vehicle run their future ought to lie not
begrudgingly along the path
constructive form of towards recognizing its role
were no longer interested in in localized, personalized
criticism (as far as the in society, to accepting the
its limited potential.
struggles within the univeroverwhelming majority are fact that the university does
not
exist
in
a
vacuum.
concerned),"
UniversityJohnof
Toronto president
By 1964, the Students'
Administrative Council had
Evans told the Canadian
Club last month. "In the stu- accepted its right to take action on joclal and moral
dent body as a whole there is
an entirely different mood to Issues of a national and international nature. The sixthat of two or three years
ties saw a spate of protest
ago — a far greater sense of
marches
demonstrating
U
responsibility," he reasoned.
of T students' discontent
with everything from the
Greater responsibility,
Province of Ontario Student
that is, if responsibility — as
university administrators
Award Program to South
would have it be — means
Africa's apartheid policies.
students sticking to their
Eventually, community
books and programming
organizing projects and supthemselves for the jobs that
port for American draftare the reason they came to dodgers dodgers joined the
university, rather than
list of issues enjoying council's moral and financial
rocking the boat by worrying about social and political
support.
problems outside their imNot everyone was happy
The mood on campus.
mediate sphere.
with council policy,
This has been a predichowever. Unhappy campus
Ironically, it was the most sity, but in the community in
table response to the
conservatives tried to Im- progressive council of the which they live or plan to
worsening economic situapeach SAC president Tom
last few years — the 1971-72 live. Radical students gave
tion. University students
Faulkner in 1967. The torles council
— that presided over up on the university as a
used to be able to count on
pitted council critic William
SAC's political sterilization. vehicle for social change at
the same time citizen
getting a job after graduaCharleton against Faulkner
Not
only did lastConstituyear's about
tion. Now, odds are they
groups and community
council-organized
in a presidential by-election.
tional Conference effective- organizations were just getwon't. With that prospect in Charleton rejected the counmind, it's no wonder
ly remove council from
ting off the ground, and
cil's political policies;
students are becoming in- Faulkner
participation in areas where many of them have now
supported them.
local student governments redirected
their energies
creasingly job-oriented and
Faulkner
was
re-elected,
but It also ruled towards community
reluctant to do anything
although with less than a exist,
out
financial
support
for
political that might enorganizing.
1,000-vote plurality.
danger their status within
non-university causes.
conservatives began
This development has
the university or in the fob to The
The
Constitutional
removed these activists
regain the upper hand in
market after graduation.
Conference
decision,
from
the realm of university
the fall of '69 when U of T however, did not suddenly
And, not surprisingly, the
students voted overwhelmpolitics, and their absence
university that for a short
ingly to withdraw from the break with fhe past. It mere- has left its indelible imprint
while at the end of the last
ly recognized what had been on student governments and
decade seemed to bend to Canadian Union of Students.
happening on campus the newspapers. Student
(CUS). CUS had been
student radicals' demands
last
few
years: theapathy,
rever- organizations have had to
smeared
by
media
that it start caring about
sion to relative
learn to get by with less
social Issues has concluded
searching out sen- parochialism,
and
fhe
job competence and less fersationalism, willing to take mill mentality.
that the potential threat povour for popular causes, all
reasonable positions and
sed by dissatisfied, socially
the while evading the quesdistort them into prediction
But,
not
by
all.
Increasing
conscious "radicals" no
threats of violence. But, graduate unemployment
tiontinued
of whether
conlonger exists, and it's begun
existance istheir
justified.
CUS — whose loss of a and disillusionment with unretrenching on the few adU of mentsT havestudent
governvances sacrificed to this il- numbersities ofled tomember
iversity
have
combined
to
univerbeen plagued
its sudden but
lusory threat. Student serby an uncurable malady:
alter
the university's
vices, in large part a
demography,
at
least
in
so
predictable
didn't far as It concerns fhe In- they have either had to concreature of the Canadian
get the axedemise
just —because
tend withstudent
incompetent
leftof media-misrepresented
reaction to trouble on the
quisitive, socially sensitive
politicians
goals. The marxist student if not yet aware students orliberal
University of California's
had
to
suffer
with
effiunion
could
not
continue
Berkeley campus, may, for
to come to univercient conservatives. Mediobecause it had gotten too far who used
example, find themselves
sity, who used to see univercrity has reigned supreme.
eliminated in these more
ahead of Its member counsity
as
an
appropriate
env
i
r
o
n
m
e
n
t
i
n
which
to
learn
cil's constituents. !tresponsible times, expenThe student press has not,
dable In an era when the unappeared to be constantly and to better their society.
indeed could not, escap f rom
hammering unwanted
Their realization that atten- suffering a similar fate. It
iversity's
budget
gets
dogma at them. CUS was
tighter and tighter.
ding university would not in could and did stay that
not relating to its fact accomplish
these ends,
It's notto asbeif every
student
plight longer
both than
the
membership. Even many and the disincentive of ex- national
and localon level
used
a flaming
leftists
who
would
have
pending
valuable
energy on did student governments;
revolutionary. Quite, the formed the core of CUS In an education which
more
primarily because they at
contrary. However, the university of the sixties could
previous years could not and more seems destined to least had something conlead
nowhere
satisfying
jobsupport its continuance;
not help but feel the
crete — newspapers and a
they knew it was no longer wise have left conservatives
pressure of campus acnational news service —
relevant.
inthanan even
greater
majority
tivists. Their numbers may
with
which
to express their
they would otherwise political principles
not have been legion, but
and tie
have been.
That
year,
too,
U
of
T
unthemselves
together.
they occupied most of the in- dergrads had broken with

But, for these
people, like
cam
pus
their student
council
colleagues,
theirhadjournalistic endeavours
not
meaning without political
purpose. When the Canadian
Union of Students folded, old
time "radicals" were fond
of
referringPress
to Canadian
University
(CUP) as
"the last national student
movement in Canada". And,
it was that - for a while.
However, somewhere
along the way a few years
back, reality started
catching up with the student
press. Student newspapers
started on a downward slide
from which they were
destined not to recover, at
least never for long. For an
organization dedicated to
being "an agent for social
change".. CUP fared badly
as
member
papers' liberal
staffs
became
increasingly
and uncritical, their main
reason for CUP membership not being the national
news and feature service,
but the lucrative nationaladvertising co-operative.
December, 1971 found
CUP enthusiastically admitting alternate papers as full
members in an attempt to
pump fresh,
politically
conscious blood into
a floundering organization. A year
later, plans were made to
advance the review date for
the alternate
sion decision, papers'
and moreadmisand
more members questioning
whether CUP was a viable
organization for people comnalism. mitted to alternate jourLike their
student government
opposites,
most
member
papers'not staff
members could
contemplate ending an
organization even if it no
longer had any real prupose
along.
or common interest. So,
CUP continues to limp
Just as CUS' demise
reflected students' attitudes
not only about If but also
about their student councils,
CUP's problems are only a
reflection of a similar
problem confronting student
newspapers.
It Is not
surprising that So,
people
coming
to work on The Varsity In recent years have been increasingly les political,
less interested in social
problems. It seems not unlikely thatnot
The beVarsity's
fate will
much
different from that of SAC,
that the paper will stop seeing itself as an agent of
social change, an exposerof
contradictions within our
society and accept the old
student paper role, merely
reflecting what is happening
on campus, with participation inmore
theandpaper's
tion
more producbecomingjust another
extracurricular acitivy rather
than
any
political
commitment.
If, indeed,
socially
conscious students
are going
beyong the confines of the
university and working in
the outside community,
these developments need
not bewithin
overly the
lamented.
It is
not
university
that meaningful social
change will be achieved.
Ales Podnick
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GSU
defends
Evans
By HAM LACEY
power" and that members were
"on reports
qualifications."
University president John Evans chosen
Le Blanc
that Evans phonindicated Sunday that the Graduate
ed
her
and
"explained
the procedure
Students Union should not feel
used
in
selecting
(Wall),
and I in-of
slighted by his appointment of the
dicated that the GSU disapproved
graduate
school
dean's
student
nominee to the Task Force on that"There's
procedure."
nothing we can do about
Academic Appointments.
it but see what happens in the
"Names were solicited from future",
she
various sources and qualifications Wall, in a added.
letter to The Varsity
were considered," said Evans. By- (March 14) said he was satisfied that
ron Wall, his appointee, is not ex- the president had acted correctly
pected torepresent "only graduate
students", but rather he should work
"asHisan comments
individual",wereexplained
Evans.to
in response
a GSU letter to him claiming the ap- Committee
By BOB BETTSON
pointment ofWall was "highly imMany dationsofofthe the
recommenproper" and aWall,
"rebuke
to the GSU".
Evans chose
the second
choice
New main
Program
Review
of graduate school dean Ed Saf arian, Committee were not even discussed
as
the
arts
and
science
General
Comignoring didaates thelist
suggestedat canGSU ofpresented
the
mittee bogged down Monday on
questioning members of the
president's
request.over the GSU presidential
advisory committee.
In passing
recommendations, Evans apparently
The report, requested last spring
violated a tacit understanding that a by the General Committee,
nominee to a committee intended to recommends significant changes in
be representative should be selected the Faculty of Arts and Science
in consultation with the nominee's program, including the establishment of a credit system and imconstituency
or its elected representatives.
provement ofteaching of first year
GSU president Wendy Le Blanc courses.
The
committee
heard New
described
move seemed
as "out toof ac-be
cord withthewhat
Program chairman Donald Berlyne
explain how the committee had been
<Evans') philosophy of student par- set
up and how its deliberations had
tic pation", iher
n letter
the president. She referred
to the torequest
for proceeded before being confronted
recommendations as a "facade of by history professor Jim Conacher,
long an opponent of the liberal New
legitimacy",
the GSU's Program,
nominees were because
passed over.
who questioned the
Evans responded to the charges by amount of time the general committee
members
had had to think
pointing out the "task force has no

nominee
"but grants that the objection of the
GSU
has merit."
. "I shall
decide myself if it is right
for me Wall.
to remain
on theunavailable
task force,"
wrote
Wall was
for
comment because he is holidaying in
Jamaica for a week.
The Task Force on Academic Appointsments has been asked to study
the "types, nature and review of appointments appropriate to a period
approaching a 'steady state' of total
enrolment".
bogs down
about the report. Two committee
members complained to president
John Evans that he did not give the
committee enough time to do the
work asked of it.
Conacher also criticized the lack of
some of the supporting documents
on which the committee had based
its report.
The debate was marked by
charges and counter charges. History
professor Michael Mamis called the
report "a secret report", saying
"there has been no time for disFinally, with time running out,
SAC president-elect Bob Anderson
cussion."
introduced the first recommendations of the report.
Anderson said the recommendations, setting up four types of
program for certification, single
major, combined major, theme, and
liberal arts, were a "response to
developments in the New Program."

ART GALLERY
GERSHON tSKOWITZ
. EXHIBITION
Gallery Hours
MONDAY,
11 A.M. • 9 A.M.
P.M. • 5 P.M
TUESDAYTOSATURDAY.il
SUNDAY, 2 P.M. - 5 P.M.
LIBRARY EVENING
GUEST
PIERRE BERTON
Hart House Library
Tonight, 8:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
CONCERTEVENING
JANE COOP
Pianist
C.B.C, Talent
Festival
Winner
Great
Hall
Tonight 8:30 P.M.
MID-DAY CONCERT
CORIN AYRES
LESLEYSOPRANO
HALL, PIANIST
MUSIC ROOM
TOMORROW,
1:00 P.M.
HART HOUSE
CHORUS
SUNDAY CONCERT
APRIL 1,
9:00 P.M.
GREAT HALL

QUARTET
CONCERT
SUNDAY APRIL 1,
GREAT
HALL 3:00 P.M.

BLACK HART PUB
TOMORROW/ THURSDAY MARCH 29
Folklorico Mariachi & Ensemble
Steel Band & Dancers
BEGINS AT 8:30 P.M.

Sunglasses
that get
darker
as the sun
gets brighten 4
PHOTOSUN
RE WIT",

FIND YOURSELF
MAGIC CARPET TOUR OF INDIA the Himalayan adventure.
£750.00 all inclusive IT3A1 - 1601
PROGRAMMED EXCLUSIVELY FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS OF CANADA.
Personally
an experienced
staff trom
member
of 'COMMONWEALTH TOURS' as well as a qualified
University, escorted
College orby High
School teacher
Canada.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TOUR PROGRAMME'
1. Roundtrip Excursion 21/120 days air fare Irom Toronto lo Delhi by fabulous AIR INDIA 747 JETS.
2. Assistance and iransfers at airports.
3. 19 days overnight hotel accomodation in twin bedrooms in first class hotels, guesl houses and houseboals.
4. Fly now PAY LATER PLAN available with a minimum 10% downpayment.
5. Air conditioned coach tours to:AGRA to visit the TAJ MAHAL - the monument of love buiit by Emperor Shah Jahan
JAIPUR the pink city of India bounded by 18 century walls, exquisite palaces and picturesque people
— and Elephant ride
DELHI the capital ol 490 million .people, a fusion of India's yesterdays and tomorrows
CHANDIGARH tne mosi modern city of the world
KASHMERE VALLEY the Venice of Ihe Orient - Moating hotel house - boals - visits to Mughul Gardens
'the
Shali meadow
mar Bag of flowers' - Nishal Bag 'the garden of pleasure' — Chasma-I-Shahi 'roval spring' —

AT

HAIRWORKS
Hairworks is a new kind of hair place. For gals.
And their guys. Where young Glemby-trained
stylists cut your hair the way you want it to be cut.
And shaped. And styled. So that it swings
and bounces and always looks good. The way
it should. For hair that's the way you want it -to be
. . . naturally! . . . visit Hairworks at Eaton's!
Shampoo,
Haircut,
Blower-Dry . . . short hair 8.00,
long hair 9.00,
complete.
PHONE 861-3111
Beauty
Salon Queen
— Eaton'sStreet
College
local 2376.
(3rd Street
floor), (2nd
local floor),
2372.
Yorkdale, phone 789-6333. Sherway, phone
622-3311, local 357. Don Mills, phone 447-3331,
local 288. Bramalea, phone 457-4111, local 282.
Oshawa, phone 725-7373, local 202.

'abode of love" - water sports on the labulous lakes of Srinagar - visits to Gulmarg 'the queen of hills'
known asexcursions.
the tun resort - Pahalgam 'the village in the clouds' and the base of trekking, camping and
fishing
6. The entire tour in India will be supervised by Dr. P.K. Shastri
ex. Director, Government of India Tourist Office, Toronto,
ex. Director, Ontario Science Centre, Don Mills, Onlario.
DATES OF DEPARTURES: — July 01, 08. 15, 22 , 29 and Aug. 05.
For further information, reservations, and colourlul brochure — feel free to callr
COMMONWEALTH ECONOMY TOURS
95 KING STREET EAST, SUITE 203. TORONTO 1. ONTARIO • BUS PHONE: (416 ) 367-0175

EATON'S
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A Member of
Tranxamerica Corporation

Occidental Life
of California

Lloyd P. Dettering
Special Representative
Call anytime for tree advice.
Term Insurance on the best terms
1 Disability Insurance
BUS. 487-1581
Equity Funds NO OBLIGATION
Res. 423-1322
ARTS AND SCIENCE FULL-TIME STUDENTS
ST. GEORGE CAMPUS
PRE-REGISTRATION FOR 1973-74
Arts and Science full-time students on the St. George Campus
must pre-register before April 13th for the courses they intend to
take in 1973-74.
Pre-Registration forms and instructions have been mailed. If not
received by April 4th consult College Registrar. 1973-74 calendars are in College Offices. Registration for 1973-74 will be
September 4th to September 10th.
W.D. Foulds
Assistant Dean and Secretary
THE SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
of the International Studies Programme
announces a Seminar by
MISS JOAN LANCASTER
The Librarian and Keeper, INDIA OFFICE LIBRARY

"THE HISTORY, RESOURCES,
ORGANIZATION AND FUTURE
ACQUISITION PLANS
OF THE INDIA OFFICE LIBRARY"
Friday, April 6 2-4 p.m.
Upper Library, Massey College
Mi JACK FISHER Presents
1926 Lakeshore W.
at Windermere

Seaway Hotel
766-4392
NEW— DIFFERENT

BACKSTAGE Lounqe
a year-rouna festival of pop, rock, folk
NOW APPEARING
GREASEBALL BOOGIE BAND
NEXT WEEK
SIDE EFFECT
'5 O'CLOCK
TIME" -CASUAL
REFRESHING
ENTERTAINMENT
& DANCING
NIGHTLY BREATHER
FROM ?

Gamp

Counsellors
Improve your:
Group teaching methodology
Program organization
Program safety
Equipment utilization
Co-educational Course will relate to basic skills in
Waterfront, Orienteering, First Aid, Archery, Tennis,
Canoeing, Campcraft, Low Organization game,
Special day activities.
May 22-26, 1973
Registration Fee — $10.00 (Limited Registration)
For further information contact:
The Women's Athletics Department,
320 Huron Street,
928-3437

Library

book

Stable or declining grants to the U
of T library system may force cutbacks tothe extent that book buying
may cease, chief librarian Robert
Blackburn declared last week.
Speaking to a meeting of the
Governing Council's
committee, BlackburnLibrary
said thatSub-if
the system's budget is left at ap-

buying

proximately itspresent size, "in six
or eight years, we may not be able to
afford anything except subscripFaced with a $100,000 personnel
budget cut for 1973-74 and a static
book-buying
budget while book
tions".
prices rise 10 per cent annually.
Blackburn said the library is already

Business borrows for free
Library Subcommittee members were amazed to discover last Wednesday
that the university's library lends to corporations free of charge.
The revelation came up inadvertently during the subcommittee's discussion of lending regulations.
Approximately $120,000 more is spent on loaning
to outside libraries
than other libraries spend on loans to U of T,books
chief librarian Robert
Blackburn said ofter the meeting U of T lends approximately 30,000 items any, ata between
cost of about
five dollars each, and borrows 4,000 under an agreelibraries.
mentnual with
U of T delivers books free if the borrowing institution is inside Toronto,
Blackburn said. Otherwise the books are mailed.
UC English professor Peter Heyworth, who last year chaired a committee
on stack access, charged the situation was "scandalous".
There
need to subsidize corporations like Shell Oil or Proctor and
Ganble", ishe"nodeclared.
Corporations may be using the university when they ought to be financing
their own libraries, he noted.
Subcommittee chairman Milton Israel, noting with a smile that the firms
Heyworth mentioned are multi-national, said, "We may want to chanee
However, political economy professor Sanford Lakoff disagreed.
Corporations
pay aitem
"fair ofshare"
of taxes,
said.he believed the U of T
that.".
Later,
on another
business,
Lakoffhesaid
library system "is bound to reflect society's social structures."
Blackburn admitted after the meeting that inter-library loaning is "a real
York State libraries have a compensation system for libraries that
costNewproblem".
spend more than is spent on them in borrowing, he said. A similar system has
been suggested
Research
Libraries.for Canada, and is being studied by the Association of

may

stop
encountering
than ususal"
complaints from"more
departmental
and
branch libraries about their inability
to keep up to date in books.
Duplicate buying, which stocks
libraries other than the central
library, has been one of the first victims of buying power shrinkage in
recent years. Many resigning
workers will not be replaced to save
more money,
the chief librarian said
earlier
this year.

Similar warnings can be found in
Blackburn's 1971-72 annual report,
which noted that if the book budget
is held constant and the same
number of titles
are bought, on
"we the
are
obviously
concentrating
cheaper material and becoming a
library of cheap books."
And, staff layoffs are not inconceivable ifthe 1971-72 year is
used as a model.
Blackburn's report states that the
library unwillingly laid off five
employees
at the end of and
the year "to
live
been within
foFced itsto budget"
reduce the sizehad ofalsoits
work force the two previous years.
"It is extremely regrettable that
. . . staff so laboriously brought
together
trained" must be let go,
the reportandsays.
Inadequate library funding is a
particularily acute problem because
of the impending opening of the
Robarts Library. Large numbers of
staff will be needed to service the
new library and books bought to
widen the scope of the duplicate
collection
to beLibrary.
housed in the Sigmund
Samuel

Fosters protest U.S.-Greece
link
By PETER MATTLAINEN
About a dozen supporters of
Greeks struggling to overthrow the
country's military regime held a
symbolic hunger strike outside the
U.S. consulate in Toronto last
weekend.
They hoped to bring to public
attention to the deaths of at least
two and possibly four students and
the arrests of scores of
demonstrators across the country
who had have been battling police in
street fights.
Bedding down in sleeping bags on
the sidewalk in front of the consulate, the demonstrators set up
signs explaining the reason for the Demonstrators camped outside the U.S. consulate last weekend.
strike, demanding "Freedom for the
Greek Students" and "Americans let those in Greece, the people more song that has become the anthemn
out". (The American government
used by those who have continued to
supplies the Greek regime with involved than anyone else, know that hold
arms.)
out against the junta, a song
someone
outside
cares."
The demonstration in front of the which is being sung on the campuses
The strikers called on Canadians
of
universities
and technical schools
consulate
ended
with
the
singing
of
to get Canada out of NATO because
they claim it links Canada, through a "When the skies are clear again", a in Greece this year.
common defence program, to the
military regime.
The action had been planned to
coincide with the 151st anniversary SSSC still fights on fees
of Greek independence and followed
period of growing dissent through
According to Stop the Student Havers was referring to the trials
out Greece.
Surcharge Committee Chairman on charges lodged against SSSC
Law students had seized the Peter Havers, "the fees strike is still members during disturbances outAthens Law School, but were driven on — the trust fund is still in ex- Februaryside the1. comptroller's office
out by police, who left injured
The Ontario Federation of Across Ontario, students still owe
students bleeding in the streets.
Violent demonstrations also forced Students and SAC called off their their universities a total of over one
the closing of the Polytechnic school fees strike over a month ago, but ap- million dollars in fees.
in Salonica, during which acts of istence." proximately 1,10 students had still Approximately 2,000 students are
brutality were witnessed.
second term in- holding out at York, which was the
Journalists who have reported stu- not paid their
stalments bylast Friday, vice- last student council to end its strike.
dent actions in a way favourable to
academicbutsancthe students have been threatened president ministrative
Don assistant
Forster's
ad- York didn't impose
Jack Brooke
late payers,
has
with expulsion from the country, say said Monday. Fewer than 600 had adoptedtionsforagainstfuture
use
withholding
not
paid
a
year
ago.
the demonstrators. Greece has imof grades and marks transcripts as
posed astrict blackout on news go- Havers said that the amount of threats.
ing to foreign countries and its own money in the trust fund, which con- Carleton University recently
press is being censored by the
sists of fees being withheld from the
military.
by SSSC supporters, and deregistered 441 students for not
The increased violence in Greece university
paying their exist
fees onfortime.recalcitrants
However,
the number of participants, is still procedures
confidential.
has provoked an outcry from many
Greek communities throughout the The SSSC is planning no new tac- Western is considering using the
paying up to reregister.
world and, in Toronto resulted in a
tiencecs to andrespond
student indifferprocedure, according to
rally of over 1,000 expatriates and
the fast toapproaching
end of same
finance officer Allan Adlington. Apsupporters
March
4.
term
he
said.
"Our
tactics
are
priThe demonstrators promised
proximatinely $40,tuition
0 0 is owedfees,the comLondonpareuniversity
vate to us in the SSSC." "Publicly,"
further ofactions
to "make
Canadians
d to only $12,000
a year ago.
aware
the Greek
struggle,
and to he continued, "we are battling the
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want
Reformers
By ALEXANDRA MERCER
Although all the candidates who
The newly elected student ran on the Reform Slate in the
representatives to the Governing various constituences agreed that a
Council should work toward creating united issue platform had been
"an environment conducive to the "amazingly effective" — "it got a lot
development of thinking, creative of people thinking in ways they
people where people (students) have wouldn't have thought otherwise",
to Levitt — non Reform
control over their own lives", accor- according
ding to Howard Levitt, who polled Slate candidates almost without ex760 votes in Constituency I, comception expressed dismay at the
prising al full time undergraduate apathy which they felt the voting instudents registered in arts and dicated.
science.
Incumbent Aron Goldberg, (HI
Gord Barnes, who came second, Meds,) who took Constituency II
polling the largest number of votes, (professional faculties — mostly undergraduate) along with defeated
819, felt that student-staff parity on
all university bodies, including the SAC presidential candidate Charles
described the "degree of
Governing
students the Council,
necessary would
control "give
over Vickery,
apathy" in his constituency as
"terrible". Approximately 1,200
their
own
lives".
Levitt, who ran on the Reform votes were cast out of a possible 7,Slate stressing parity, open access, 000.
reversal ot education financing cut- Goldberg, saw the big problem
backs and re-examination of tenure,
participation as "finfelt that the point of his presence on with student
dingthey
students
participate".
are towilling
to get incouncil will be "to raise issues", and "Unless volved,
students deserve whatever
"effectively expose the anti-student,
anti-community bias implied by ad- second
they get".
polled 707,
the
largestVickery
numberwhoof votes,
niinistration policy". The library agreed with
that the voting
issue, for example, was "sprung on turn-out wasGoldberg
"indicative of the
people once it was decided".

parity

humanized
tial y aradically progressive SAC
apathy on campus", rather than of and we hope to combine our efforts
with them," said Levitt.
positive
Vickery,
who is retiring
viceschange",
commissioner,
wouldSAClikeser-to Goldberg is more optimistic about
council's receptivity to student
see
"more
benefits to such
students"
demands. In comparison with the
from
university
as the old
Board of Governors which made
Placement
Serviceservices,
and Hart House.
"What we need is qualified people decisions secretly, the new council,
on council who know the fine art of is "more liberal" because "its
compromise", "know how to get the decisions are made in the open", he
Vickery.
thought.
The council's
information and how to use it" said the
fees increases
and itsrejection
favourableof
All the new student governors felt position on open access to stacks are
of its liberalism in con"the need for more student "indicative
trast to the old Board of Directors
representation on the Governing
according to Goldberg, who
Council". Phil Dack (acclaimed in (sic)",
the other graduate constituency) sees a liberal council as the major
and Howard Levitt, the two Reform vehicle for student-oriented reform,
Slaters on council, felt that to effect as "most students aren't interested
increased student participation on in becoming involved to change
the Governing Council, the "larger All the student councillors intercommunity according
of studentsto should"
mobilized",
Dack. be things". viewed agreed that "they would
Levitt felt that the Reform Slate's probably
work plans
together
on council"
towhich
organize
forpollingacross
approximately
a third of that
the and there
mal studentare caucus
will ameet
votes
the board indicated
"student movementism is not to discuss the. issues and plan
dead", and that "people were strategies",
according
Phil
Dack. The Reform
Slate is to
officially
receptive to that type of perspec- non-existent now that the election is
over.
"This year we have what's potenmore

U of T
Along with Dack, Barry Mitchell
will
represent
students
council.
Mitchellgraduate
a history
student,on
polled 314 votes out of 593 valid
ballots cast. Dack, who was acclaimstudies at OlSE and is last year's
SAC ed,vice-president.
Norma Grindel will be going on to
a second year on Governing Council,
having polled 906 votes in the parttime undergraduate
stituency. Arlene Dick,students
veterancon-of
numerous university committees
and
Voice, thewillpart-be
time editor
studentof the
newspaper,
joining her from that constituency.
She polled 994 votes.
Erindale professor Gary Thaler,
who lost last year, won this time
with 82 votes out of 161 ballots cast.
Victor Graham and John Laidlaw
also won positions on the Governing
Council for the teaching staff.
Keith Hendrick and James Joyce
have been re-elected to three year
terms as alumni representatives.
Alumnus Harry Riva was elected to
replace Walter McNeil, whose
resignation has been accepted.

tive."
committee
BySAC
ZOYA STEVENSON
to women's
0
$200
s
grant
As last year's SAC departed office on a conself-criticism
exaltation, thetradictorynewwave ofcouncil
was sworn and
in to selfthe
strains of O Canada hummed inharmoniously
by the lamenting crew, during the traditional
joint-SAC ceremonial budget meeting Monday
night.
The jected
budget
revealedfeesthatnextSAC's
income report
from student
year prowill
total $315,000 with each undergraduate paying
a $14 fee, including a one dollar levy for the
campus centre and two dollars for education.
SAC and its administrative services will consume $81,055 more than one-quarter of the
proposed budget, while The Varsity will get
$44,000 and Radio Varsity, $19,775.
council alsoon decided
fundThe a newly-sworn-in
SACrinitiated committee
the Statusto
of Campus Women with $2,000 for research
into discrimination against women at U of T.
The committee, which has yet to be formed,
will include the SAC president and vicepresidents, as well as SAC members and interested people on campus. Women in particular, are invited to a formative meeting of
the committee on Thursday at noon in the Innis College film room.
As in other years, a task force will deal with
the feasibility of the implementation of campus centre proposals.
A motion to double the present $300
honorarium to SAC executive members for
summer work was defeated, because it was
argued that students, such as those involved in
The recently elected and the outgoing members of SAC meet to discuss proposed $315,000 budget.
Governing Council and other time-consuming
campus
activities,
were
not
paid
for
their
work.
Redican ran on a platform of committment bid, said he would like to see the development
role of said
womenhe inhoped
the university."
Because SAC Press had a deficit of about "theAnderson
the new council to the "abortion issue," and Erindale and
into services
the area toofaidstudent
acies and tutorial
studentsphar-in
$20,000 last year, the council agreed to would "work for the equality of women and an Scarborough. As well, he said that SAC of SAC mservices
negotiate with a printing cooperative which end to the discrimination which exists." As "should get the maximum return from the their studies.
believes it can rectify the deficit on the basis well he warned members that they had money we give in grants to organizations and
John Creelman out-going University Comof a profit-sharing agreement with SAC.
mis ioner said that the university commission
"better get involved in the commissions"
Three other commissioners were acclaimed could be better
used to inform students of the
Members of the co-op, Amaurot Press, because, "there is no way that an executive commissions."
argued that if they are given the chance to buy working alone will communicate to students to office, including Seymour Kanowitch (UC Governing Council's activities and to make
the SAC Press machinery, and allowed to what SAC can and will do for them." Agree- IV) who staged a comeback as services com- more effective contacts with the provincial
solicit contracts outside of SAC, that they will
beingago.cultural affairs com- government in the students' interests.
ing with him, newly-elected communications misioner after
mis ioner two years
have the necessary initiative to make the press commissioner Geoff Parker (from Vic) stated
Also acclaimed was SMC rep Alice Anjo to
profitable. They say they can do this on the that "we should not fall down in letting
condition that they be legally identified as the students know what SAC is, and what services the position of university commisioner. She
Our AAistaque
said she was interested in the coming revisions
manager of SAC Press on behalf of SAC,
to
the
U
of
T
Act,
and
in
working
with
the
because they will be able to buy paper cheaper it Heperforms."
A story from Canadian
also SAC
said column
that ''ifinit isThenotVarsity
possiblefortobetter
have Governing Council committee investigating
than at present and reduce overhead costs to a special
University
Press ofprinted
in the
March
21 edition
The Varsity
the point where they can charge about half of SAC communications, I propose that SAC put— the-wages of women in the university
what the established presses charge.
erroneously
stated
that
three
Rick
Gregory
filled
the
position
of
education
own paperopponent,
for this purpose."
They propose that SAC receive one-third of outHisits defeated
Innis rep Mike commissioner on the basis that he will resign
universites
in Quebec
were closed
down
by
striking
their profits because they say they are in- Edwards opposed a SAC column in The Varsi- in September to concentrate his efforts in the
maintenance workers.
terested inexpanding the availability of quality because it would be "a heavy-handed ap- Arts and Science Student Union.
Workers at l'Universite de
proach toan independent organization handlOut-going commissioners were not opcity.ty, inexpensive printing to needy groups in the
Montreal. l'Universite du
timistic about the possibilities of office this
volunteer
Before the budget, was adopted, presidentTheed by only
other labour."
person opposed in a bid for a year, but had_ recommendations for the new
Quebec a Montreal and Univerelect Bob Anderson outbned issues that would SAC commission SMC rep Joe Redican, SAC. Education commissioner George Strathy
sity Laval reached an agreebe of importance to council in the coming elected to the position of finance com- urged council to consider the publication of a
ment March 22 with the respecm
i
s
i
o
n
e
r
.
H
e
felt
that
SAC
should
finance
tive
administrations, thus averrevised
edition
of
the
student
rights
handbook
year. Theandissues
included "the
teaching
the emphasis
placedquestion
on it thisof outside organizations rather than just universi- for high school students.
t
i
n
g
a
strike.
Chuck Vickery defeated in a presidential
ty groups, as they do now.
year," "the development of services," and
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Non-union
workers
are
tar
of CSN
drive
By DOUG HAMILTON
CLC get
Union of General Employees. dian Unions <CCU), castigated
The militant, Montreal-based Con- (CUGE), the bargaining agent in affiliated unions as "a bunch of dues
federation des syndicate nationaux several Toronto hospitals. Three collection agencies". Asked why he
not affiliate CUGE with the
(CSN) will attempt to organize more weeks ago CUGE members voted to did
than 60,000 non-union Ontario join the CSN overwhelmingly. CCU, Murphy said he had a disagreehospital workers over the next few However CUGE had links with the direction.
ment with the CCU over its political
years, said CSN secretaire general CSN several months before the afJean Thibeault in a telephone interfiliation papers were signed.
There was "a long debate on
view with The Varsity.
The CSN provided the Toronto
from Toronto"
during a theCSNgroupconference,
said
workers with moral support and an accepting
There
will
be
"no
limit"
to
the
number of workers that the CSN will undisclosed amount of money during Thibeault. However the Federation
try to recruit, said Thibeault, adding a strike last summer against Toronto nationale des services (FNS), which
that workers already enrolled in Western General Hospital. Other governs hospital workers, decided to
existing unions will be considered as city unions, mostly ^affiliated with admit CUGE because it is "an
potential members. "They are all the Canadian Labour Congress gave agressive
he declared.
All unionsunion,"
affiliated
with the CSN
workers", he continued; "they are little support to CUGE, branding it must
belong to one of 11
all part of the labour movement." as a "mickey-mouse union,"
autonomous
federations
within the
The CSN has already signed up the
CUGE president Pat Murphy, who
2,100 members of the Canadian helped found the Council of Cana- labour central, he said. The FNS is
comprised of over 60,000 workers.
Although the CSN is based mainly
in Quebec, the confederation has
also signed up unions in Brockville,
Ontario and in Newfoundland.
CUGE joined the CSN because it
is "the only pure labour organization
in Canada,"
said theHe union's
dent, Pat Murphy.
describedpresithe
furnished rooms for SUMMER
CSN
as
being
"purely
controlled by
singles S17, doubles S12/person
home-cooked suppers s7/week
Asked if the CSN contained miliCanadians."
tant pro-separatist elements,
MAKE YOUR NEST WITH US:
Murphy
retorted that separatism Hospital workers who struck last summer are now part of the CSN.
Campus
Co-op
964-1961
"was
defeated
per cent" in a vote
395 Huron St., Toronto
taken within the98 confederation.
(The statutes and bylaws Although it directed mainly at
By admitting CUGE to its ranks ofnexttheyear.
CSN
contain a clause forbid- public service workers, Bill 89 can
the CSN "has proven that it is not
also apply
to workers
the private
ding with
the confederation
from af- sector.
separatist," said Murphy.
fibating
a political party.)
Thibeault
said ifina service
staThibeault said that the CSN is in- Both Thibeault
and Murphy agree
tion
employees
walked
off
their jobs
terested insigning up unions in all
fuel sales, Bill 89 could be
that
there isconditions
"some similarity"
in the halting
parts of Canada, not just Quebec.
used against
working
of hospital
He derided the Parti quebecois, workers
return
to work.them to force them to
in
Ontario
and
Quebec.
DIVISIONAL MEETINGS
which enjoys considerable working
However Thibeault said that On- The CUGE president asserted that
class support in the Montreal area,
workers are engaged in a class
was "10of years
behindbargaining.
Quebec" his
claiming the separatists "cannot be in thetarioarea
Spring 1973
collective
struggle in order to secure rights to
Both
provinces,
however,
have
laws
"live
in human dignity." He added
All members of the graduate faculty of each Division, and all graduate students
The secretaire general asserted prohibiting hospital workers from
enrolled in the departments, centres and institutes constituting the Division, may
that
he
and
many
other
members
of
that
it
is "a bunch of crap" that "the
take part in these meetings, which will be held on the following dates:
striking, abrogating what has been class
trusted."
struggle
the
CSN had "no faith in unions'
Asked
if heis communistic".
would support a
traditional basic right.
The Council Chamber, Galbraith Building
In Ontario, Bill 41 prevents general strike in Ontario like the one
Wednesday, April 11, 1973 at 10:15 a.m.
The PQ time
would atgivethethe bargaining
CSN "the hospital workers from walking out. which paralyzed Quebec last May
politicians."
roughest
Division I (Humanities)
In Quebec Bill 89, which has been in- after three labour chiefs were jailed,
Division II (Social Sciences}
table"
of
all
the
parties
in
Quebec
uced inthe National Assembly,
politics because it would make
the designates trodactivites
Murphy replied affirmatively. "I
in the public ser- would
support said
that,"thathe answered.
workers pay for independence,
The Board Room, Simcoe Hall
Thibeault
the three
vice,
and
in
the
private
sector
at
the
claimed
Thibeault.
Wednesday, April 11, 1973 at 2:00 p.m.
Quebec
union
groups
which
comgovernment's
arbitrary
decree,
as
esDivision III (Physical Sciences)
Murphy emphasized that the CSN
sential services which cannot be
prise the Common Front of public
Division IV (Life Sciences)
membership has not adopted a par- struck.
service
employees
may
ask
Ontario
ticular political analysis or strategy.
to join
them in future ComMurphy declared that Bill 41 workersmon Front
The agenda for each meeting will include:
activity.
He rejected the claim that the CSN "tears
at the very roots of our Asked if the
is
actively
engaged in Quebec
1) Report of the Dean
CSN
dispatch
freedom. . . . because unions can't organizers to Ontario, would
2) Reports of the Associate Deans
said
politics, saying that it "is not a strike
tothegetmanagement
better treatment."
He CUGE would "get as Thibeault
31 Reports of the Nominating Committees
claimed
at
Toronto
much
as they
4) Other business
Thibeault,
however, said the CSN
political
machine."
need."
Murphy
asserted
that
CUGE
Western "refused to negotiate" would also receive funds from
may support
"labourQuebec
can- because "they
didates" inthesome
upcoming
bitration couldknew
forcecompulsory
the workersar- Montreal, but declined to specify an
election which is expected to be held
amount.
back to work."
4i play presented by
Poculi Ludique Societas
he Towneley Crucifixia^fc

STUDENTS

WITH

OFFICE EXPERIENCE

FOR
Register

NOW!!

SUMMER OR TEMPORARY
EMPLOYMENT
Dot Personnel
Services
WEST
236-1133
3313AB!oor St. W.

EAST
429-3706
797 Don Mills Rd.
CENTRAL
923-9801
30 Bloor St. W.
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chomps
food

Beaver

on

campus

catering

• from page 2
available, Saga Administrative Corporation reported sales of more than
$107,422,000 and claimed profits of
$2,258,000. The profit figure
represented an increase of about 10
per cent over the previous year.
Chairman
Saga'sLaughlin.
board ofHedirectors isWilliamofPrice
was
president and chairman of the board
of Saga and its predecessor company
from 1949 to 1968, but relinquished
the presidency in 1968, remaining as
chairman. He was chairman of the
board tionofof the
Michigan Equity
CorporaKalamazoo,
Michigan
from
1960 to 1967 and chairman of Scope
Corporation of Menlo Park, California
from 1964 to 1967. He is currently chairman of the board of
regents and trustees at Gonzaga
University (where Saga owns property) and a trustee of St. Mary's College
and Kalamazoo College. "Who's Who
in America"
lists his political affiliation as Republican.
Beaver — the local version
Beaver Food Service Associates
Limited of London, Ont. is the food
catering business'
to the
Committee
for ananswer
Independent
Canada.
It's
the
only
Canadian-owned
company of any significance
operating food services on the
nation's
a private
company campuses.
which doesBut,notit'srelease
full
official information to the public.
In a telephone interview, a Beaver
official said the company holds food
service contracts at Dalhousie
University; Mount St. Bernard College
at St. Francis Xavier University; the
University of New Brunswick, St. John
campus;
College; Glendon
Queen's
University; Loyola
Trent University;

bus

College; University of Windsor;
University of Winnipeg; Brandon
University; and the University of
Saskatchewan (Saskatoon and
Regina campuses).
It offers food services to institutions ieducational,
n
health care
and industrial markets. But, Beaver
has explicitly
out ofwhich
the vending machinestayed
business
has
drawn so much energy from Versafoods,
traditional
rival. by
Beaver Beaver's
was actually
formed
several dissatisfied executives working for one of the firms which later
merged
to form Versafoods.
Beaver directors
A.R. McintoshCurrent
and
J.O.
O'Rourke
both aworking
Industrial
Food were
Services,
division forof
Canadian Food Products Sales
Limited, intionedtheearlier,
late Canadian
1950's. (As Food
menProducts was a holding company
which, through subsidiaries, operated
bakery plants, bake shops, coffee
shops and restaurants. Its major
operations
currently are Hunt's and
Woman's Bakeries.)
Mcintosh
left outIndustrial Fo d and
ServicesO'Rourke
and bought
a restaurant in London. After the formation ofVersafoods in June, 1961,
several old customers of Industrial
Food Services came to the partners
and asked them to contract their food
services. According to Beaver general
manager W.R. Carmichael, the two at
first refused. But on August 16,
1963, Beaver Food Service
Associates Limited was incorporated
under Ontario law.
Another former Canadian Food
Products executive, Roy Mitchell, had
left the firm about the same time as
Mcintosh and O'Rourke, and rejoined

DESCANT
a campus magazine currently in its third year of publication, invites applications for staff positions, especially for business
manager, for next year.
Publishable material - writing, photos and graphics — is also
being accepted for future issues.
All inquires should be sent to
DESCANT
c/o Bruce Bailey, Room 122, New College,
928-2438

a -L4PM4N
BROS.

Students
aren't onpowerless
to imdian subsidiary as ARA relates to Verprove food service
their campuses
safoods.
and undermine control of the catering
ITT frozen out
Another catering firm recently lost giants. At Simon Fraser University,
havecounter
established
an alterits last Canadian campus contract studentsnate lunch
serving
food
when viceSaga
it for theCanteen
food ser-of prepared on the spot. The alternate
at Brockoutbid
University.
counter
offers
lower
prices
than
Canada, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Canteen
America,withwasits those at the privately-catered caminvolved Corporation
in a labour ofdispute
pus cafeteria.
Brock employees about three years
During
recentworkers
contract
talks,to altercounter
offered
stop
ago. Students supported an attempt work nate
if the cafeteria workers went on
to block the firm from using
strike.
The
show
of
strength
worked,
strikebreakers against its employees,
and the union won many of its and the caterer agreed to many of
demands.
the union's demands including a
The Canteen Corporation, in turn, stipulation that the cafeteria stock
products whenever possiis owned by ITT (International union-made
ble and support the Kraft and lettuce
Telephonenationalandgiant accused
Telegraph),of the
multiconniving boycotts.
with the U.S. Central Intelligence direct
If people
campuses
to have
controlon over
the foodarethey
eat,
Agency in a plot to overthrow the
Marxist government in Chile and of they will have to consider these directions. Despite the claims of so-called
giving illegal campaign funds to
Richard Nixon. An anti-trust suit has "representative food service comled to an order for ITT to divest itself
mit e s", few campus kitchens will
respond to consumer demand unless
of several holdings, including Canteen the
users themselves prepare the
Corporation. But, the conglomerate
intends to appeal the order in the
That can't happen if the means
courts and the case will probably be broth.
of nutrition are controlled by far-away
(editorial)
tied up for years.
corporations.

his colleagues in late 1964. He
became
1970. president of Beaver in late
fourth board
memberof ofdirectors
the four-is
manTheBeaver
Ernest dentJohn
Spence,
who
was
presiof Canadian Food Products
Limited from 1951 to 1959. Spence
joined the Beaver board in 1969 and
serves the company in an advisory
capacity, Carmichael said.
is a professorbesides
of business
at Spence
York University,
being
chairman of Arvak Corporation, and
director of Bovis Corporation Limited,
Reed Paper Group Canada Limited,
and First Toronto Corporation
Limited. During the Second World
War, he was chief of the prices division in the federal government's
wage and price control administration.
Beavermanagement
has "17 or
18 Carmichael
people insaidsenior
positions" who were once Versafoods
employees.
He estimated
revenue
for the lastBeaver's
fiscal yeartotalat
between $25 and $30 million, with
profitstheof about
$350,000.
said
company
did not8ut,keephe
precise figures because as a private
firm cial
it isinformation
not required
finanto theto provide
government.
Carmichael agreed that Versafoods, Saga and Beaver are the
"big three" food catering companies
operating on Canadian college and
university campuses. He indicated
resentmentterests toward
American in-to
which weretheattempting
dominate the Canadian market. He
said that Saga, which until recently,
had no Canadian board of directors,
was attempting to establish a
separately incorporated Canadian
subsidiary to run its Canadian
operations. The proposal would establish Saga's parent firm in roughly
the same relationship to the Cana-

Dare Foods Ltd -producer of Dare Cookies
has refused to negotiate with its striking employees
for six months. Intimidation, threats and arrogance
have characterized the company's approach to
the predominantly female work force,
DON'T

DARE
COOKIES!
(and tell your friends not to, either)

a lecture series

Society
dMU
anri e
Cultur

Royal Ontario Museum
Avenue Road at Bloor

Take
A

Sir John Wolfenden will
29 at 8:30 p.m.
March and
Thursday,
"Youth
discuss
Free. Culture"
ROM Theatre.

Note

Special

Program

of Activity
ADanRed
glistening
centre diamond
by two shoulder
stones in
a modem line-cut setting. $300.00
Registered Jewellers American Gem
Society

BUY

will be

offered in the
Building

Benson

APRIL

MAY

we sell diamonds

C^apnuut UKOS LIMITED. 2dl Yomie Si. (south »(' Dundiis) ?(vl-7(.(v4. Diamond nKTdi.inls far 5 » cm; rations. Come m far vosinrdnv's clenunee ;ind low
diamond prices. Diamond enslavement
rin^ from ^75.1X1

2
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928-3437
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Advisory Bureau

"being used more than ever": dir*r*nr

Governor
Cadario
still gunning
itfar beyond psychiatric
vices extend
Internal Affairs Committee chair- administration views about student terpreted as the first step in shutting The
three are now to be paid for
for
down
the
bureau,
services
Conway replied, their interdisciplinary teaching by and academic counselling.
in the past. And, viceman Paul Cadario, an acknowledged
departments involved, according "Not only does it reach some 750
critic of the Advisory Bureau and president and provost Don Foster is "That may be the opinion by some tothe Cadario.
students through psychiatric
one of the governors who sat on the known to share Cadario's skepticism people about how the
cut should be McCulloch, a psychiat
rist, added counselling alone, but it has also
Budget Committee panel that slash- about the worth of the Bureau.
mine."
not
that's
but
interpre
ted,
that
he
hopes
been
to
However,
internal
affairs
viceget
in thet past for the
In a Varsity intervie
ed $22,000 off next year the Bureau's
y, salary covered by OHIP.some of his installrespons
ation ible
of Studen
Legal Aid,
operating budget for next year, ad- president Jill Conway seemed to be Cadario cited a survey w ofyesterda
arts
and
vocates canning the service by June, resisting the Cadario-Forster in- science students in which 83 per cent Cadario suggested that both certain Innis College Interacadem
itiative
when
ic and psychiatric counselldisciplinary courses, orientation
1974 because "it is failing to meet budget cut word of the 22 per cent of the 250 respondents said they had
ing services presently offered by the programming, and conferences such
first broke
the needs of the students".
January. never used the bureau, and 70 per Adviso
Cadario has been known to mirror Asked whether the cut last
ry
Bureau
should be in- cent of those who
be
decentr
alized
had found the
last week's
present incorporated into such as The
battle surviva
over l theconference. y
services "of little value". However, and
• CUT THIS OUT— ««
functions asly those
of the Placement Bureau is essentially one Advisor
between
survey results represen- Centre,
1 were the
tative, close to 4,000 students might of the the psychiatric department the left and the right, according to
THURSDAY f VFNINS CINEMA
McCullo
Health
ch.
Service
"The
s,
or
annually
bureau
the
use
bureau
possibl
.
has
y
been
G.S.A.
7:30
9:30
Awards Centre.
charged with catering to left-wing
Advisory Bureau director Don theAnStudent
alternat
ive
might
freaks
be
in that it is considered as becentre
MAR 29 VIVA ZAPATA CS2) - Elia
moreover, reports "the such services within the toseparate
Kazan THE WATERFRONT ('54 McCulloc
ing biased towards certain kinds of
bureau ish,being
used now more than colleges and facultie
M. Brando
M.Brando
he said.
changes
s
,"
to
provide
a
APR 5 PERFORMANCE MAD DOGS & ENGLISH
"Such critici
more encompassing and immediate
sm is representative
MEN
will retain its present for- unders
everBureau
before."
Mick Jagger
j.
Cocker,
L.
Russel
tandin
of
a
g
preval
of
the
ent
student'
conser
vative backlash
s
mat
for
the
APR 12 SATYR ICON
coming
year,
despite
inproblem
he
suggeste
s,
d.
-Fellini- TOBY
inthe alldirecto
functi
Spirit s DAMMIT
oi the Deadand other
itial fears it would have drop one
added.of the university,"
r ons
of its three senior stafftomembers.
APR 19 WOODSTOCK - Janis Joplin,
McCulloch
said
the
bureau's
serArlo Guthrie, Joan Baez,
Joe Cocker, Sly and Family
Stone,
Hendrix etc.
APR 26 AFRICAN QUEEN
LITTLE JtmiFOXES
MAY 3 INVESTIGATION OF
CONFESSION
Mole athletes pleo for new
A CITIZEN
home
EAST OF EDEN
MAY 10 GRAPES OF WRATH
ral sports, particularly badminton,
"Athletics has been neglected and
Pleas
supporting
a
new
men's
athMAY 19 SILENT RUNNING
letic building dominated the we urgently plea for the attention gymnastics and volleyball.
JOURNEY TO THE FAR
Prior to the dinner, basketball
SIDE OF THE SUN
the universi
speeches awards
during dinner
the annual
men's and concern
ty," dPen-by coach John
man talk theof dinner,
McManus complained
athletics
held March
attende
MAY 24 THE TRIAL
LADY FROM SHANGHA
20 at Hart House.
about 300 including university vice- that promising athletes often don't
Conway.
MAY 31 TBA
FARENHEIT4S1
Athletic Directorate vice-president presidents Jack Sword and Jill come to U of T after seeing the outdated facilities in Hart House.
Michael Penman put some sting in
NO BLADE OF GRASS
JUN 7" WAR OF THE WORLDS
the traditional honorific toast to the
Penman, who received the Sidney
"A couple of good high school
PATTON
JUN 14 OH WHAT A LOVELY WAR
university by complaining that Earle Smith Trophy for his contribu- players were in today for a look
tion to intramural athletics, said
"there has been no serious discusGRAND HOTEL
JUN 21 SCARLET EMPRESS
McManus related, "and
sion of the role of athletics within "Participation in the athletic pro- around
when I",showed
them the Hart House
JUN 28 LASTOFTHE RED
BEDAZZLED
gram
helps
to
alleviate
the
imperHOT LOVERS
this university."
that a uni-in
gym theyversitycouldn't
team wouldbelieve
be playing
"The
proposed
men's
athletic
builsonal
nature
of
this
university."
TBA
JUL 5 LAST PICTURE SHOW
ding has been a case study in futility
During the lengthy awards presentations, athletic director Dalt White anything that small."
andPenman
frustration,"
added. of the
JUL 12 LADY SINGS THE BLUES
TBA
was ahemember
UTAA president George Wodereiterated
many
ties.
JUL 19 CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
VIRGINIA WOOLF
house urged the athletes to write to
aints
about
the lackof Penman's
of suitable complfacili- Universities
users' committee for the six million
and Colleges Minister
dollarron andmen's
athletic
buildingplanning
at HuHarbord.
However,
$1.50 at 7:30 (both films or single) OISE Auditorium
Noting that Varsity athletes had Jack
McNie
and the university's
Planning
and
Resources
Committee
was
halted
last
November
when
the
$1.00 at 9:30, Series tickets available 252 Bloor St. W.
managed to win seven OUAA titles,
provincial government froze all fur- White said that neverthless inade- protesting the effect of the capital
budget athletic
freeze onbuilding.
construction of the
ther payments for university capital
quate facilities had severely men's
construction.
hampered the development of seveThe resume is a marketing loo): you are the
UNIVERSITY
product; and
you forarethousands
ottering otlodollars
eidiange
THE
CENTRE
FOR
CONTINUING
EDUCATION
knowledge
and ability
each
K
R
| YO
year. Your resume should read and look as (hough
you are worth the once, so making the best
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
OPPORTUNITY TO LIVE AND LEARN
possible presentation is just good business. Our
resumes are designed to inform and impiess and
ENGLISH OR FRENCH
r
our goat is to construct a resume that will invite an
Interview.
Aware of its weakness but relying on the presence of Christ and
Federal Bursary Language Program
His Spirit, the Congregation of the Holy Spirit is forming Christian
We know what to say and fiow to
A special grant has made available opportunities for fullcommunities in more than forty countries around the world.
say it - with style.
time students to take a 6-week "intensive" irwesidence
telephone or write for our Brochure
course at our Glendon Campus (Bayview & Lawrence) this
For information write to:
summer. DATES: July 3 - August 10, 1973
Community
of the Holy Spirit
resume
ENQUIRIES SHOULD BE SENT BY JUNE 1 to:
54 Clarendon Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
The Centre for Continuing Education
York University
n
4700 Keele Street
89 northdale Blvd.
Downsview, Ontario
toronto
M4B
1X1
OR TELEPHONE 667-2507 FOR COMPLETE
telephone
INFORMATION AND APPLICATION.
Clip this now for757-2929
reference
encore
PRESENTS

VE COUNCIL
STRATI
ADMINITHE
STUDENTS'

invites applications for the following full time paid positions, commencing May 1, 1973.
1. Executive Assistant — research and co-ordination
of projects undertaken by the executive and council as a
whole.
special guest stars
GENTLE GIANT
and introducing
VINEGAR JOE
TOMORROW

THURSDAY MARCH 29th 7.30 p.m.

MASSEY
HALL
$5.00 $5.50
TICKET PRICES ; $3.50 $4.50
on sale at ; Sams downtown, Eatons attractions ticket offices, Amherst Pharmacy,
(and at box office from March 23rd.)
—
■( o nwMn otuok pwfcKtton )

2. Education Assistant — assistant to the SAC education commission; familiarity with course unions and evaluations and current educational issues would be helpful.
3. Services/Communications Assistant — assistant to the SAC Services and Communications Commissions; familiarity with survey techniques, advertising and
service organization -would be helpful.
Positions are subject to ratification by council. Salary is negotiable. Applications should be submitted in writing to Bob Anderson,
SAC, 12 Hart House Circle by 4;00 p.m., Monday, April 2nd. For
further information, call: 928-4911.

Wednesday, March 26, 1973
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Flights
By JOHN CAMPBELL
About $100,000 may be lost by the
Association of Student Councils if recent regulations banning charter affinity flights in Canada are not lifted
to allow a massive charter flight program to proceed on schedule this
summer.
AOSC allied itself last fall with the
British University North American
Club to obtain cheap fares for 12,000
passengers
expected tothis
comesummer.
to Toronto and Vancouver
Of these, 1,000 are known as "affinity" passengers
thus banned
from Canada,
sinceand their
charter
agent, the British Student Travel
Service, is affiliated with a larger organization.
AOSC, a non-profit student council
organization whose main activity is
operating an air travel service, had
enjoyed special exemption from a
law forbiding commercial businesses
from selling one-way tickets to their
customers.
But the new regulations passed
January 8 abolish this exemption
and add a tariff onto charters entering Canada which has the effect of
pegging charter prices at the level
charged by Canadian commercial
charters.
The regulations forbid affinity
flights from taking place after June
30 and will therefore prevent the
AOSC from fulfilling its part of a
contract entered into with its British
counterpart with Western Orient Air
Marketing (UK Ltd.).
As a result, AOSC may lose its
$100,000 deposit on in-Canada flights
for the group, and according to director Rod Hurd, may have to fold.
Another $170,000 in hotel and flight
deposits from the British group is
also in jeopardy.
A lobbying campaign in Ottawa to
gain exemption for AOSC from the
new rules is still in its early stages.

banned,
Last week, SAC vice-president John
Helliwell opened a permanent office
in the capital from which members
will press
their plea ofto parliament.
cabinet ministers and members
The basis of their campaign will be
briefs submitted to federal minister
transport Jean Marchand, which states:
"It was assumed by both the AOSC
and the carrier at that early time
(the faU of 1972) ... that the affinity
category
for flightswithwould
ted to co-exist
the benewpermitABC
(advance booking) category at least
until
September
1973." date changes
It adds
that "The
caused by such a restructuring (as
called by the regulations by June 30)
could not be incorporated to carry
many of those passengers already
booked and would not serve future
passengers adequately whether they
buy one-way or round-trip reservaHurd, a former SAC president,
saidtions."
he thought
the government's
intentions inpassing
the new regulations
were
to
protect
Canadian
airlines from unfair competition, and to
"clean up the Atlantic air charter
He applauded these intentions, but
mess".
added
that AOSC wants the government "to admit they have forgotten
us" in the shuffle — meaning it overlooked AOSC as a special type of
charter when it designed its rules to
apply to all charters.
It is "grating", Hurd said, for the
government to lump AOSC in with
the commercial agencies, some of
which have gone bankrupt — taking
customers'
deposits
with inthem
leaving
tourists
stranded
foreignor
countries without return flight arrangements.
"We have cleaned up problems
even their own travel agencies
won't," he declared referring to oc-

lose $100,000
may
AOSC
casional emergency aid AOSC has gi- the government "will bend on these categories" and that the AOSC reven to non-member tourists in such rules".
quest is for an "equal opportunity"
cases.
indicated have
that "almost
Wes- genients
to providefor.inexpensive
Hurd said he was optimistic that ternHe countries
student allaffinity
students. travel arran-

Avoid
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rotten
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p
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regret.

Call for Soc parity
A meeting of the sociology wo- in the department.
men's caucus
urged theparity
de- The 15 people at the meeting, one
partment tlast
o moveweekforward
of a series of discussions among wobetween men and women among its
men, drafted a letter to the departfaculty members.
ment's new parity staffing commitOf the 59 professors in sociology,
tee recommending that the two faonly nine are women, none of whom
culty positions available next year in
have tenure or even senior positions the department go to women.
MUEL HMDS invite You ro

CI , ^■^Entertainment by ^
BRIAN LARTER
— singer and pianist

jflL

SUNDAY

%

April 1
AT
9:00 P.M.
186 St. George St.

Admission: Members $1.50,
non-members $2.00
FUTURE EVENTS:
SUNDAY, APRIL 15, AT 8 P.M. - Informative lecture by
Rabbi M. Serels, leader of Petah Tikvah Sephardic
Congregation of Toronto, Topic — JEWS OF DESPAIR, the
plight of Syrian and Iraqui Jews. 186 St. George St.
SUNDAY, MAY 6 - Grad Dance with live band at Zionist
Centre.
for more information, call: 923-9861

We

do.

See your Pioneer dealer for
|3H"^f\|t— f— I -J turntables
tuners, amps,and speakers,
tape decks.headphones,
Authorized agent: S. H. Parker Company, 66 Lesmill Road, Don Mills, Ont„no (4161 415-8530'
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Striking
By GREG McMASTER
Five hundred people protesting at
Queen's anti-union
Park lastlegislation
Wednesday
against
and
strike-breaking, successfully urged
the government to arrange a meeting
between the management of Dare
Cookies limited and the strike commit e ofthe workers' union.
The demonstration was called by
Local 73 of the United Brewery
Workers to mobilize support in their
nine-month strike against Dare. A
crowd of leftists and union workers,
including a busload of female
workers from the Dare plant in
Kitchener, heard union official
Norm Wilson announce that he had
just been informed of the arrangement of the meeting for April 2.
The early-morning protest began
with an hour's picketing in front of
the main and
Queen's
Park with
Legislatur
entrance,
continued
severale
speeches of support.
Ted Bounsell. NDP MPP from
Windsor, denounced "all the
elements of society conspiring
against the workers on this strike".
"The Kitchener police, the
judiciary with its use of injunctions
against picketing, and the government, with its allowing
strikebreaking",
wereunion,
amonghe those
working
agsinst the
said.
He also pointed out that the Dare
strike was "the first with equal pay
for women"
as a has
majorcentred
issue, around
in Ontario. The strike
the equal pay for women demand
because
plant's labour force is 80
per cent thefemale.
Several arrests have been made in
picket line fights against professional
strikebreakers and police, and two of
the workers were scheduled to begin
jail terms that afternoon. One of
them spoke to the crowd, urging
other unions to extend support for

workers
the campaign to boycott Dare
products
committees.by organizing more boycott
"We're not getting the support we
need so far," he said. "With the injunction against picketing all we can
do is organiz
e the boycott
". He singled out Domin
for
ion Stores
"backsliding" on earlier agreements
to boycott Dare.
The company is legally able to institute decertification proceedings
against the union in June. Ontario
labour laws, besides allowing
management to limit picketing
through court-issued injunctions,
and permitting the hiring of scab
labour during strikes, also condone
strikebreakers currently working in
the plant titofication voparticipate
in a decerte.
Ontario Federation of Labour
president David Archer pledged
"full
the OFL for the
strikerssupport"
and thefromboycott
campaign.
"Our retail unions must make sure
that Dare heproducts
shelves",
said. don't get on the
Steve Penner, who was introduced
as a member of the NDP provincial
executive, but stressed that he was
speaking for himself, described the
strike as "one of the most important
facing the working class of this country". He said that "the most serious
economic crisis facing the capitalist '
world since World War II" has led to
"deliberate unemployment and the
spreading imposition of wage controls" inefforts to "undermine the
militancy of labour organizations".
A large contingent of postal
workers who sparked the recent
wildcat strikes in Toronto cheered
Penner when he listed their actions
along with the Dare strike, "the
coming general strike in Britain, the
campaign to free the Quebec labour
leaders, and student resistance

to get meeting
strikebre
akers, someone
Dar
e shouted
spoke briefly, but wit
was loudlyh"what
against education cutbacks" as being Nixon
about the Liberals?"
Ignoring
booed
and
heckled.
Referring
to
his
"allThepartdemonstration
of the same included
struggle". conthis, he Lewis
closed byandsayingI get
"As soon
Steve
party's
opposition
to
"the
continuain theas
tingents from more than a dozen untion of ex parte injunctions", he
ion locals from around the province, suggested
legislature
I
hope
we'll
be
able
that "at least we can agree something, about this". Lewis towasdo
and several socialist organizations.
absent holidaying in Kentucky.
Ontario Liberal leader Robert
When he said that he didn't like
on this".

Behaviour
code will be reworded
By RANDY ROBERTSON
He said that the distinctions were
left force
blank has
at the
The task
beenpresent."
set up to
Proposed regulations against already present in the code and had "being
demonstrations
in the university are draft.
in fact been present in the original deal with only the Internal Affairs
being worded to make it clear that
Committee's concerns, she noted.
Cadario said that academic
they are not intended to ban all Cadario said that the section on
demonstrations and sit-ins, says In- academic offenses had not been con- offenses that fall within the purview
ternal Affairs committee chairman
sidered indetail by the task force. of the Academic Affairs Committee
Paul Cadario.
Internal affairs vice-president Jill will be determined by Academic AfReporting on the progress of the Conway said Sunday the section was fairs.
committee's task force on the
behaviour code, Cadario said Monday that the regulations reworded
for passover
for presentation to the Internal Af: Eng exams By set
DAVID WISE
fairs committee by the task force are
Engineering
dean
James
Ham
says
exams
now "suficiently strictly worded to year on Passover holy days because "this will be held in his faculty this
is a particularly bad year for
make it clear that they wouldn't ban
Ham
was
referring
to
the
fact
tha
according
peaceful
demostrations."
to the Jewish Orthodox calenCadario noted that the code is bedar, there period.
are four restrictive days during Passover this year, falling within
exam
ing reviewed in light of the com- the
Passover."
ments of the university's solicitors,
Arts and Science, however, will not be holding any exams on
who found the code had no legal The faculty ofdays:
April 17, 18, 23, and 24.
validity. "We are looking at things theHamdesignated
said
that
"consistent
with
policy", special arrangements will be
more legally now," he said.
made for students who "registerpasta sense
of religious conflict with
"Since all charges laid in law have department."
"I have talked with rabbis on several occasions," he added.the
to
be
proved,"
he
said,
the
Asked
to
comment
the fact that while there will be no engmeering
regulations are now worded so that exams on the Christian onGood
Friday, there will be exams on Passover
"it would be difficult
to prove
director of Hillel House (a campus Jewish cultural holy
cendemostration
is a violent
one ifthatit isa days,tre)thesaid heexecutive
had suggested a change to the engineering faculty.
"I was told", Ben Meyer said, "that this would mean the loss of four of the
However, Cadario said that the
10 available
days."
He said
the then
requestedandthe faculty to try to
regulations do not explicitly incor- cancel
exams exam
at least
on the
first that
two days
of Passover,
had thought that
poratetinctions
the Campbell
Report's nondis- this option was still under consideration.
between non-violent
Asked
what
this
would
mean
to
Jewish
engineering
students,
Meyer said,
disruptive demonstrations, such as "Orthodox students won't take the exam
and will be forced to take substitute
leafleting or peaceful picketing and exams, which will likely be more difficult."
disruptive demonstrations, either
Non-orthodox, but practicing Jewish students, he suggested, "might be
violentnot."
or obstructive.
forced to compromise their religious values."

GOVERNING
COUNCIL
OF THE UNIVERSITY
Results 01 Elections lor New Members
TOTAL VALID BALLOTS CAST - 7345
Constituency II (1 seat) - all students in the Graduate Department of Educational
Administrative staff (1 vacant seat) — "Administrative staff" means the
Theory;Sciences)
Division ofIII the
(Physical
of theStudies.
School of Graduate Studies* Division IV
employees of the University. University College, the constituent colleges and the
(Life
SchoolSciences)
of Graduate
federated universities who are not members of the teaching staff thereof.
Valid ballotsVotes
cast received:
- 1357
Spoiled ballots - 3
DACK, Philip — elected by acclamation.
BEAVEN, Edward E.C
442
RUSSELL, Gwen
915 - elected
Full-time
undergraduate
students — "Full-time undergraduate
students"
students registered
at theofUniversity
a programme of full-time
study who means
are notall registered
in the School
Graduate inStudies.
Teaching
staff
"Teaching staff"
employeesuniversities
of the University,
University
College,—the constituent
collegesmeans
and thethefederated
who hold
Constituency I (2 seats) - all students registered in Arts and Science.
the academic rank of professor, associate professor, assistant professor, full-time
lecturer or part-time lecturer unless such part-time lecturer is registered as a stuValid ballots cast - 2027
Spoiled ballots - 1 1
dent. ("Lecturer"inincludes
associates
and clinical teachers in the Faculty of Medicine,
and associates
the Faculty
of Dentistry.)
849
BARNES, Gordon
Constituency
IB (1 seat) —at allScarborough
teaching staff
membersColleges.
who hold
BECKERMAN,
Tom
their
major appointments
or Erindale
GRAY,
Ian St
91
HENRY. Robin
Spoiled b2i!ots - 1
- 161
castreceived:
Valid ballots Votes
LAUGHTON, David
733
LEVITT,
Howard
HOWARD. W. J
79
760
ROEDDE, Gretchen
THALER. G. R
82 - elected
477
439
STEIN,
Howard
Constituency
all teaching staff
Facultyor New
of Arts
and
Science
who holdIC (1theirseat)major— appointments
in themembers
Universityin the
College
College
Constituency II (2 seats) - all students registered in the Faculty of Dentistry,
Departments of Classics, English, French, German, Near Eastern Studies; or in the
Faculty of Food Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, Faculty of Nursing, Faculty of PharUniversity Departments of East Asian Studies, Fine Art, Islamic Studies, Italian and
macy, School of Hygiene, School of Physical and Health Education, Faculty of EducaHispanic Studies, Slavic Languages and Literatures, Sanskrit and Indian Studies
tion, Faculty of Applied Science and Egineering, Faculty of Architecture, Urban and
(excluding those who are members of Constituency IB).
Regional Planning and Landscape Architecture, Faculty of Forestry, Faculty of Law,
Faculty of Music, Faculty of Management Studies, Faculty of Social Work (with the
Valid ballots cast - 151
Spoiled ballots - 0
proviso that both members elected in Constituency II not be registered in the same
Votes received;
faculty
or school) and that in the event that a member elected while registered in one
GRAHAM,
11932 - elected
LEGGATT, Victor
AlexanderErnest
M
faculty
orisschool
later registers
in- the faculty
schoolresign
in which
the other elected
member
registered,
the transferring
memberor shall
his seat).
Constituency III (1invacant
seat) of— Medicine.
all teaching staff members
the Faculty
Valid ballots cast - 1214
Valid ballots cast - 520
Spoiled ballots - 1
Spoiled ballots
Votes received:
Votes received:
DUNN, Earl V
101
GOLDBERG, A
828 - elected
LAIDLAW, John Coleman 419 - elected
NAEMSCH, Mike
315
Constituency IV (1 seat) — all teaching staff members in the Faculty of Dentistry,
SCHABAS,
Richard
304
Faculty of Food Sciences, School of Hygiene, Faculty of Nursing, Faculty of PharVICKERY,
Charles
Lome
707
- elected
macy, School of Physical and Health Education.
HUNT, A. Murray - elected by acclamation.
Part-time
undergraduate
— "Part-time
undergraduate
students" means all students
students registered(2 atseats)
the University
in a
~~ "Graduate student"- means all students registered in the
Student
programme of part-time study who are not registered in the School of Graduate
Gradtiat6
School of Graduate Studies.
Studies.
Constituency I (1 seat) — all students in Division I (Humanities) of the School of
Graduate Studies; Division II (Social Sciences) of School of Graduate Studies, with
Valid ballotsVotescastreceived:
- 1322
Spoiled ballots
of the Graduate Department of Educational Theory.
the exception
Valid ballots cast - 593
Spoiled ballots — 5
Votes received:
DEPOE, Eric
434
ENROS, Philip Charles
137
DICK, Arlene
994 - elected
LEAH, Anthony Derek
142
GRINDAL,
Norma
906
- elected
MITCHELL, Barry
314 - elected
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fall
up $3 for next
will go
fees
Engsoc
elections to SAC were by Heretaining
Engineering Society fees will go student council on campus. Fees will who defeated Torben Frost (Civil at Erindale's
his seat
on SAC.
"
and Tony
Campbell
defeated
least
as
surprising,
as
a
Young
II),
and
Stephan
Swigger
(Elect
II),
uphas three
dollars next fall, the society go from
sevenfees.to 10 dollars, in addi- who was acclaimed.
Steve chairs.
Garety toInnis
occupy
Innis'editor
two
decided.
tion to SAC
Socialist topped the polls, followed SAC
Herald
Erindale students voted in a mixed by an arch-conservative and a Stop Henry See (sho along with present
The Engsoc executive next year
Gting costs of the extensive FaculStudent Surcharge member.
ty of Applied Science and will include a representative appoint- bag of surprises ^jn their elections theYSer
commissioner Briane
Heather Ridout, recently educationThursday
held
last Wednesday and Thursday.
ed
by
new
dean
Bernie
Etkin.
The
won the U of T
Engineering's
centenary
celebraPre-election favourite Arnold defeated in the SAC presidential Nasimok
tion, coming Engsoc president faculty member, who will have
Uniondefeated
crown) byandGinny
Lee
Dave Field says that outside funding, voting rights, will facilitate better Brody, currently a visible SAC rep race, come first, by one vote, ahead Debating
Pearce
were
which has supported the society this communication with the faculty, ac- from Erindale, was defeated by of present SAC finance com- Moore for the college student counPeter Smith in his bid for the
mis ioner Paul Bannon, who as part
cording toField.
spring, will not be available next fall.
cil vice-presidency.
Field (Geo HI), who defeated
The society's executive suggested Students' Administrative Govern- of the conservative Chuck Vickery
Only 105 students, or about 14 per
David Matthews (Chem III) to appointing
ment of Erindale (SAGE) presidena voting faculty member,
also SAC
beatencontest.
by Bob Anderof those eligible, voted, but
SSSC cent
cy. Smith, also a SAC rep, edged out ticket sonwasin the
succeed Scott Jolliffe, says that in said Field.
even this reflected more interest in
Brody 218 to 204, with Brian Kasey member Roman Olszewski, another council
Other
executives
include
viceelections than at Vic, where
any
case,
the
society's
program
is
the
most active of any college or faculty presidents Les Rapchak (Mech HI), trailing at 75 votes.
defeateddidateSAC
vice-presidential
, won a council
seat, as wellcan-as council
all but one
on Vic's student
was position
acclaimed.
Donna Cameron and Rick Zurawski.
Brian Guzley won the presidential
Tanya Abolins approximately
governor-elect
doubled the vote for Steve Mickelson suite from
Barnes,student
and Doug
Jackson
in the SAGE vice-presidency race. Gord
Endicott lauds China communes
Randy Brown 121-40 for the
vice-presidency.
Close to 500 students, or one quarter defeated
Para-medics distributing free con- of the electorate, voted.
with the party had not changed
By JIM MARTIN
Second year student Shelly This year's
education
comtraceptives and encouraging males
drastically; about>95 per cent of the
mis ioner Rick Gregory
was elected
vasectomies were observ- Sinukoff will be taking over from to SAC, where he becomes an
The ability of communes to act in- people he questioned that were par- to undergo
ed by Endicott.
Mike Walker as Innis College Stu- executive member. Incumbent Geoff
ty members before the Cultural
dependently, and their co-operative Revolution
dent Society president nex year.
were still members.
spirit, has enabled China to solve About
Endicott told the meeting that Sinukoff
doubled the vote for Parker, along with David Galbraith,
half
the
workers
he
talked
to
many of its problems, James En- were Communist Party members Chinese peasants have successfully president Innis Trotskyite Mike Brian Clarence and Andrew
dicot told the Canadian China Socie- which Endicott said was the same as learned to "live and interpret" Edwards, 78 to 36. However, SueChue-Lam will be the college's
ty Sunday.
SAC reps. Three Stop the Student
Mao's thought so that the Maoist Edwards, who lost last spring in a Surcharge
had found on previous visits.
Committee members
system will not collapse at his death. try for a Governing Council seat on a were
"China under Mao has done the he From
defeated in the election.
these
direct
observations
unbelievable— the commune system
A minister in the audience (En- Young Socialist ticket, was consoled
and
private
talks
with
figures
such
as
has
solvedwhothe lived
food inproblem"
dicott was a United Church misEndicott,
China forsaid30 China's United Nations delegate and
sionary in pre-Com
premier cludedChou
con- asked whether
HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
years.
China,munis
witht China)
all its
that theEn-Lai,
CulturalEndicott
Revolution
Endicott, former chairman of the was a significant change for one- progress would develop a more
PRESENTS
Canadian Peace Congress, noted quarter of the world's population. sophisticated form of government
it involved not an with the opposition to the governthat many projects, all labour- However
intensive, were underway during bis overthrow of the existing governopenness
to the press comMUSIC WEDNESDAY NIGHT
monmentinandliberal
democracies.
recent two-month visit to China.
ment, as some observers in the west
Labour intensity allowed work to have maintained, but a restructuring "I don't think we have much to
progress at a local level without of it.
ANITA BROWN
offer — our system has executed reholdups due to lack of equipment.
bels such as Oliver Cromwell, Wilfamilythe planning"
liam Lyon Mackenzie and Louis
Large numbers of workers carried hasThebeenproblem
solved ofunder
guidance
PLAYING
earth in baskets rather than depen- of Mao's interpretation of Marxist- Riel", Endicott countered.
ding on the availability of bulldozers, Leninist thought, Endicott claimed.
When the minister asked about
he said. As evidence of the effecreligionevenin children
China, En-of
BACH, SCHUMANN, BRAHMS
tivenes ofthis approach, Endicott Although China's perennial food freedom of that
cited the new reservoirs, canals and shortage has been overcome, large Christiandicott saidparents
who have been
even riverbeds which he saw storehouses of grains are now
WEDNESDAY APRIL 4
stockpiled on every commune the raised in Mao's spirit of "personal
throughout China.
nation's 150 million women of child- liveliness" and Marxist-Leninist
8:30 P.M., GREAT HALL
Endicott recalled being driven bearing age make mass birth control thought have found no need in their
lives for a religion.
through an area that had been prudent, he said.
rainless for 300 days, a drought
which in the past would have meant
disaster and starvation for several
million people. But due to massive
irrigation,
peopleharvest,
reaped and
"an no80
per cent ofthenormal
damage to the fruit crops in the
region.
The speaker emphasized to the
audience of about 250 in the Medical
Sciences Auditorium that orders for
Biewed fidm pure spring water?
these projects did not come from a
central bureaucracy, but that often
the ideas came from the governing
revolutionary committees of individual communes. This deemphasis of central control over the
communes was, according to Endicott, the main effect of the
Cultural Revolution.
He described the three year
revolution as having "broken up the
crystallization
of the
bureaucracy"
that
administered
China,
and compared its impact to that which Martin Luther had on the • rising
capitalist world. The Cultural
Revolution has advanced Mao TseTung's
aimsdiscipline
of "centralism
and
democracy,
and freedom,
and personal ease of mind and
liveliness", according to Endicott.
He described one typical reaction
to the Cultural Revolution: "It has
given us a freedom to criticize".
Officials were hard to question
before 1966 but since then people
could discuss the functioning of
organizations with the chairman of
the committee running them. Any
consensus of opinion reached at such
meetings
was usually acted upon,
said Endicott.
Endicott denied that the structure
of the Chinese Communist Party was
destroyed by the revolution,
although he admitted that there had
been several bhody struggles. He
found that the peopi s relationships
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Threatened

The

citizens

Cadillac-Greenwin development would rape the community of old sturdy
homes like .his.

Having a bike is a bit like having a dog.
Be faithful to it, and it will be faithful to you.
A two-stroke plays hard, so you'd
better feed it right.
That's what Castrol's Motorcycle
Injector Oil is all about.
Keeping the heart of your bike (its
engine) strong and healthy.

Rector e
Ilsf Becaus
your two

to have
litSUPPORT
Off THISmCtLCS
FHEtDOU
OfCHCICl

vo
, and in pe
wof 100 houses
The fate
the future it will be
re
d organizerta
facing
destruction on Quebec and Gothic "fought at six levels.".
Avenues wilt not be known for at
and other residents of the
least two years said community areaWeary
described
the painful growth
organizer Walter Weary last
week. their citizens group and how ofit
The homes, in the High Park area their
becamecommunity.
conscious of the threat to
are owned by the Cadillac and
Greenwin development corporations
and are scheduled for demolition to The Quebec-Gothic development
make way for high-rise units and was discovered by "one of the
townhouses. City Council, however, straight ladies in the area", remarked Weary. The matter of the
has voted to repeal the bylaw per- Greenwin-Cadillac
plan
to a
mitting zoning changes for high-rise head when then Ward 1came
alderman
in the district, but the repeal has
Ben Grys
was found to have a conbeen challenged by
flict ofinterest.
through an injunction. the developer
wife owned two houses on
Speaking to a group of students at Grys' Avenue
which she sold to the
an informal seminar at the Inter- Gothic
national Student Centre as part of developers for a considerable profit.
The
houses
were
sold when Grys was
the Survival Conference, Weary
of the Buildings and
asserted that the bylaw changes
to chairman
Development Committee of City
permit
the development
a bureaucratic
swamp. are mired in Council, which approved the
development. The Supreme Court of
Citizens opposing the Cadillac- Ontario later ruled that Grys had
Greenwin proposal are going "to violated the Municipal Act by not
create so much bureaucracy" that declaring the conflict.
the Ontario Municipal Board and Weary remarked that the conflict
City dleCouncil
will not be able to han- of interest controversy "got the
itsaid Weary.
whole community pissed off."
a group of about 10 peoThe project is now being debated Originally
ple were involved
in fighting City
at three levels of appeal, added the
Hall, but last year the group
mushroomed into a more broadly
based community planning group.
Weary
further.said he hoped it would expand

So yourtwo-stroke doesn't have a
third stroke.
The whole range of Castroi products,
from GTX for 4-cylinder models
to Shockol and Chain Lube, has been
developed for the same reason.
To keep your bike in the best of health.
Andyou out of trouble.

.
J
you don't
stroke

a third

want

stroke.

Castro/ The engine protector
f,

One of the main grievances of the
residents is that they were not consulted about zoning changes in their
district which would permit highrise development.
People should be allowed to participate inthe planning of their own
community,
Weary, "It
shouldn't
be donesaid. . . downtown
(at
CityTheHall)
or
anywhere
else."
Quebec-Gothic citizens stressed that there is a paucity of good
quality,
low-cost
in theincity.
Destruction
of thehousing
100 houses
the
area will merely exacerbate the
housing crisis, the residents claimed.
Both Weary and Andy Smith,
another member of the citizens
group,
lauded inthethe community
spirit
which exists
area.
"Everybody knows what's going
on," declared Smith. Quebec-Gothic
"is a really pleasant place to live."
Smith said a food co-operative and
a street newspaper
had been
tablished and relations
betweenesamicable.
youth and "the straights" were
He added that the developers
began renting the houses on the two
avenues to "freaks" whom they
thought would let the properties
deteriorate from misuse. Smith said
the plan "didn't work" because
many young was
peopleunique
decided
the
community
and that
worthy
of preservation.
Although there is little conflict
within the Quebec-Gothic community, Weary maintained that Metro
Police were conducting "illegal
searches" and harassing some
youthful
He addedresidents.
that meetings were then
called
discusswestrategy.
"It won't
be longtobefore
start suing
them
(the police)," Weary concluded.
N.B. profs
form union
BATHURST, N.B. (CUP) Professors at Sacred Heart University (Bathurst College ) have become
Canada's first unionized academic
teaching staff outside Quebec.
Local 1541 of the Canadian Union
of Public Employees was certified as
their bargaining agent March 16. The
local covers 45 teachers at the
college
is academically afMoncton. which
filiated with the Universite de
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GSU
study
laments
disparity
in grad
income
No recommendation is made In
Kogitz explained that research
By SANDY BOGART
sources, "has simply not been live on less than $3,000, while six per grants
to this particular
were in part responsible for regard
students
suffer from finding.
the tinancent
live
on
less
than
$1,000".
As a result, the report the greater amount of money cingMA disparities
Graduate student underdogs in the available."
The recently formed Graduate
as well; according to
available
to
science
students.
He
race for financial support include Assistants' Association needed the recommends that "the University of
there students,
is "a dearthcompared
of suparts students, women, and part-time information, he added, to know what Toronto move toward a guaranteed claimed that for arts students "there the report,
port" for MA
students, according to an incomes action to take regarding graduate minimum support level for all is really nothing equal to the with those
working
toward
a
PhD,
National
Research
Council
and
study commissioned by the assistants' wages. The GAA, which
particularly
in
the
arts
divisions.
graduate
students."
Since
the
Ontario
Student
Award
Plan
(OSAP)
the GSU hopes will be certified as a
Part-time students, as well, are
Graduate Students' Union.
grants".for
He citedResearch
this asCouncil
the reason
Lesley Towers, author of the bargaining agent for teaching considers approximately $3,000 a Medical
not given much support. Of the 436
assistants, is pressing for a policy of minimum for a single graduate stu- more Ontario Graduate Fellowships part-time
report,cantfound
that
"there
is
a
signifi(not including
discrepancy between the arts equal pay for equal work in both arts
dent living in Toronto, the report
theory students,
most of
necessary in the arts divisions. educational students
divisions and the science divisions in and
science divisions, and in the recommends "a $3,000 minimum being
The OGF budget itself has been cut whom fit this category) only 41
from
five
to
three
million
dollars
in
various
departments.
receive
support
from
the
university,
support levels." Fewer arts students
plusFurther
tuitionrecommendations
support level." suggest the last four years.
receive assistantships, she conThe report, to be published in mid- the
the report states.
School of Graduate Studies
tinued, but tend to get more money April,
also
found
that
while
the
meTowers also found that, "in
Towers said these students confor them.
dian total income for graduate "should investigate additional general,
women receive fewer
tend that "they were forced into
GSU vice-president Stephan students is $4,000-5,000, there are sources of support" for arts there
position (i.e as part-time)
grants"GAsand inthat
are fewerandwomen
all their
Kogitz said Monday that the findings still "24 per cent of full-time students, and that "university-wide assistantships
because
insufficient university
were significant because, up until students (who) receive no support standards on rates of pay, hours of divisions. She recommends in the support" of
that "once they were
this report, data on graduate whatsoever from university or working, and working conditions report that "a program to ensure part-time, and
they were
students' incomes, both amount and government sources. Thirty per cent should be established for all GAs." equal opportunities for grants, the grants which
were excluded
given to from
most
assistantships, etc. for women
should be established by the School
She therefore recommended a
review of the awards policy for partof The
Graduate
report Studies."
further indicates that time graduate students.
"Canadians receive fewer students."
"Awards based on academic merit
Survival
means
feeling
assistantships than do landed im- are not open to part-time students,"
she
stressed.
By MARK BOHNEN
Discussing his own experience on a farm commune, per centmigrant oof
r visaCanadian
students." graduate
Only 43
The report's information was
he noted that "country communes fragment, as students
"I
fell
ambiguous
talking
about
survival,"
said
Simon
receive
GAs,
compared
to
Dejung last week, introducing a seminar on the city and attempts at survival, into couples and transient in- 57 per cent of students with landed gathered from questionnaires distributed to over 6,500 graduate
the neighbourhood. "Survival is a felt thing involving
immigrant status, and 44 per cent of students. Slightly more than half of
Many of his friends who expected group sex became those
how you share your feelings with others."
holding student visas. the full-time students at SGS
dividuals."
A Vancouver community worker on a LIP grant, disillusioned because there wasn't any, he said. Laziness "Canadians do tend to receive more
Dejung helped establish a community craft factory, and self-absorption of members hastened the break-up money," the report adds.
responded.
medical clinic, and food co-op. His craft factory has of his commune.
supplied work for unemployed potters.
"I now believe that probably the family unit is the
SMC FILM CLUB
basicexceed
one." 5,000.
He added that an ideal community should
"Sociologists note the lack of community in our socie- not
ty, as social forces and technology are increasing alienaDejung, however, replied that city life could be less
tion and fragmentation," he said, addressing a few impersonal
than generally thought. He recalled and undozen people at New College's Wilson Hall.
developed beach in Vancouver, where people bathed
'An epic film... an heroic film.
"Necessities are created for people. They live their nude — the atmosphere was very warm, he said.
Paul Scofield's portrayal is so rich, so varied,
lives arranged. . . . The monster creates spaces for peoPaul Essean sought a community model that would
that I think it's unlikely you will see another
ple in an iron-tight way. Society creates needs, he said, accommodate
shifting relationships. He recalled a com'Lear'
equal WNBC-TV
it. This 'King Lear* is triumphant.'
by remarking "the self" in society's own image.
mune where partners related after they broke up.
—Gene toShalit,
Dejung noted that education thus produces a peculiar "There was a base of continuity with the kids," he said.
Dejung sought a flexible community accommodating
situation.
more things
than thethings,
systemand can
deliver . . "We
. Shouldexpect
we continue
accepting
try temporary
"The individual
the
to achieve happiness through an individual job ef- facilities
for ainhabitants.
period, but continuity
lies with theusespeople
PAUL SCOFIELD
fort ... or collectively try getting outside things?"
Most people have difficulty adjusting to a communal whoHe useenvisioned
it." a community kitchen, a people's garlife style alternative, according to Dejung. Many are
film of
age, operated and owned on a block level in a city.
conditioned to be individualistic; their situation
.One person complained that no concrete issues were
WILLIAM
SHAKESPEARE'S
PETER BROOK'S
demands a creative effort to seek "new spaces, at- raised in the discussion.
titudes, and ways of relating."
"I can't spend the whole year working on my own
University of Waterloo sociologist Jim Harding stress- space. Meanwhile spaces in the city are being
■nd stirring
ed the need to discuss personal experience. "Unless we destroyed ... Or is it (the discussion) merely an excuse
King
Lear
question from our own predicaments, we don't get the for alternate culture people to come and gaze at each
IRENE
WORTH
knowledge to survive."
other's neighbourhoods?"

FRIDAY, MARCH 30 & SATURDAY, MARCH 31
7:30 & 10:00 P.M. CARR HALL sl00
Did you ever

to think how it all got started?
Get some straight facts about the different methods
of birth control and some historical anecdotes in the
FREE "How-Not-To" booklet.
in simple,
easy-to-read language. From Written
Julius Schmid, makers
of quality contraceptives for men.
Ask for these well known brands at your drug store.
THE
FOUREX • RAMSES • SHEIK
JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LIMITED
32 Bermondsey Rd., Toronto 16. Ont.
Please
send
f Print clearly) me FREE ' THE -HOW- NOT-TO-BOOK
TO Name.
Address„
YS-73

HOW-NOT-TO
Jul wsBOOK
Sc«ritj * gh<k

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT
h-vjmmviw, wnmw/W. hi.:'. Jr.FiHf[;qiV[-,[i,.vir.:i [■■: 7,™"
Stupendous! Spectacular! Incomparable! Unimaginable!
APRIL 6 & 7
7:30 & 10:00 P.M.
Nicholas
Alexandra
APRIL 13, 14, 15
8:00 P.M. ONLY
Special thanks to Mary Brennan, Sheila Burke, Timothy Gauntley, Kevin
Callahan, George Poland, Bill Atwell, Peter Del Vecchio and Elliot Milstein
SMC FILM CLUB
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Most
adi
an
studies
frivolous
frivolou
By JOHN CAMPBELL Can
s courses,
said chairman
as it is in their—ability to
Now, young people are "ashamed (English),
handle French.
Thomas Symons, adding that said.
The chairman
of
a
university
commis ion on Canadian studies said "repeatedly, Canadian studies to speak their own language," he Harris, until last year Innis College
courses have been misused this
The cernsession
also expressed con- principal, linked some students' inlast Wednesday
that "the
littered
with Mickey
Mousecountry
coursesis
for the role
of the French
ability touse English effectively to
There was some speculation that language as part of Canadian
called Canadian studies".
studies. the fact that "English is not a
The Massey College session, part lack of seriousness in the treatment
who last year was a oneat thisprogram
universit
The oldsubject
Canadian studies may be the func- manSymons,
honours
, y".he
commissioner on French- required
of a year-long
investigation
spon- of way."
sored bythe Association
of Univerargued, in which students were
t
a
prejudice
against
indigentl
i
o
n
o
f
language
education,
noted
that
y
sities and Colleges of Canada, was produced literature.
"despite all the national interest in required to specialize after first year,
held to solicit information and Communications theory guru bilingualism
and an array of provided "expert" instruction in
Marsha
ll McLuhan told the AUCC programs to encourage
opinions from U of T academics on
t, but related, disciplin
it, there has differen
commis
sion
that
Extending his argumentes.for
the
existence of
a steady downward trend in the
"teachingto and
in studies
relating
Canadaresearch
at Canadian
uni- such prejudice is not peculiar to been
number of Anglophones involved in gathering separate disciplines in a
Canada. Until the 20th century, said French
studies and who make use of unified approach, he urged the comversities."
mis ion torecommend the creation
A "fantastic disservice" to McLuhan, a St. Mike's English French in their regular reading".
legitimate academic study of professor, Americans and Britons
Citing Ontario enrolment figures of "programs" in Canadian studies,
Canada's problems and held the study of their own country's which show that the number of rather than specific courses.
achievements has been caused by authors "beneath contempt".
students opting for French in Grades
Symons,
Trent University president until last
summer, expressed
9 and 10 have dropped 24 per cent in
shock that Canadians are unthe
last oftwotheyears,
he said, "A tomajor
barrier
undergraduate
take
prepared todeal adequately with
Canadian studies is the requirement projects having national impact,
as the Mackenzie
many colleges have to have a reading such
pipeline and the James Bay Valley
power
knowledge in French".
project,
dealt extensively with
He said he didn't think the declin- the subjectandhimself.
ing enrolment was the result of
"backlash", but rather that the Characterizing the problem as one
students felt they could not measure of "applied Canadian studies",
up to the higher standards of Symons, last year's Council of OnFrench-speaking
ability implied by
tario Universities chairman, criticizthe new emphasis on bilingualism.
ed Canadian universities for failing
The audience of less than a score to mobilize interest and resources
chuckled at English professor Robin around these issues.
Harris' remark that the commission
"It is painfully
obvious,"
unshould be at least as concerned
successful Conservative
federaltheelection
candidate
said,
referring
to
the
about
speak and
write students'
in theirability
firstto language,
James Bay project, "that even

In

your

Inyour
On

your

You
taste

own

own
own

'll take
of

Sy
mo
ns
preliminary
studies
haven't been
He quoted former U of T
geograph Kenneth Hare, now a
science eradvisor
to the federal
governme
as saying "no basic
done". nt,
ecologica
l studies" havethatbeen
done
on the project.
Hare es-at
timates, wquldSuchtakestudies,
five years
which time the dam system is
expected to be half completed.
Symons said that "absolutely uninhibited inquiry" is needed in such
cases, and he doubted
that industry
and
governme
nt studies would fall
into that category.
Forestry professor D.V. Love
agreed with the chairman
lack
of Canadian studies that
in the
educational system has hampere
d
the country'
s ability
problems
national
. to cope with
He said that although he felt the
university "is just beginning to feel
its
this area", it is
not,responsibility
in his opinion,inmaking
sufficient
preparations
for
the
day when our
non-renewable resources
are
depleted.
Symons noted there has been a
"sudden
outburst" of interest in
Canada in the U.S., Britain and
Western Europe. The room rang
with laughter when he said the commis ion has discovered a "massive
program" of Canadian studies in
Algeria, and another in Havana.
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ON ROCKER SOLE
RED ANTIQUE LEATHER
TAN ANTIQUE LEATER
ONLY 22.00

OpenC.O.D.
Thursday
Friday Niles
ofde<sandaccepted
QREjfT Shoes fc^hb
Credit and Chargex cards honored
frwXT'VlLUGER •--LOCATIONS
115 YONGE STREET
262 YONGE STREET
CEDERBRAE SHOPPING
1475 YONGE STREET
PLAZA (SCARBOROUGH)
101 BLOOR ST. WEST
ADAMS APPLE BOUTIQUE:
SHOPPERS WORLD, BRAMPTON 126 BLOOR ST. WEST
774 YONGE STREET
OSHAWA SHOPPING CENTRE
♦"Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada
of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

Warning: The Department of National Health and Welfare advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked.
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WATERBEDS
7 STYLES ON
DISPLAY TO SUIT
ANY DECOR OR BUDGET
Freeform Interiors
2110 YONGE
489-7600

Have you heard about the new place for good music
in Toronto? Laid back, Inexpensive. Fully licensed.

TERMPAPERS
SERVICE
(Reg'd)
A Can' lian Company
PAPERS ON FILE
$1.85 PER PAGE
OR at reasonable
Custom made orders,
cost, prepared by our staff of college
graduates
638-3559
Suite 906. 12 Goldfinch CI.
Wlltowdile (Toronto) M2R2C4. Out.
SECULAR
JEWISH
ASSOCIATION
Jewish Secularism:
- a vital force in Jewish communal
life.
- Jewish identity through community,
history, ethics, humanism and education.
Come to our conference:
"The Secular Approach
to York
JewishHall,Life".
Glendon Campus
Sunday May 6, 1973
Sponsored by the:
Secular Jewish Association
For information: 488-0688
223-6246 evenings
226-4928

EEpRFSOT
(Formerly the legendary
Atkinson, Danko and Ford)
opening March 26
at
TP
471 Bloor St. W. - 929-5448
♦Listen to Bearfoot's new Columbia LP.
FREE ADMISSION WITH THIS AD

Universite de Montreal
Service CP.d'education
permanente,
Ecole Franchise
6128. Montreal
101, Quebec,
Canada D'Efe
Learn French
Where French is at home
Ecole Francaise d'ete 1973
July 2nd to August 10, 1973
luniversite de montreal
In the largestyouFrench-speaking
university
continent,
learn French where
Frenchonistheat home.
methods
The
latest students
audio-visualworkmethods
are used with beginners;
advanced
m seminars.
advanced level
Special attention is given to English speaking French
teachers; to students of French literature and to
people wishing to know more about Quebec.
living accommodations
Rooms are oravailable
for menspeaking
and women
residences
with French
families.in students*
activities
French Canadian lile discovered through folksinging
evenings, theatre visits/excursions into the typical
Quebec countryside and sightseeing walks through
historic old Montreal. Facilities for sports activities.
scholarships available
L'Universite
de Montreal
8 scholarships
of
S275
each. Four
of these olfers
scholarships
will be awarded
to English speaking students and lour to students
ofQuebec
French origin residing outside the Province of

a mini
cour/e
means
a betlei job

The
Accel
oCourseisdeslgned
ratedShawBusiness
(oiplacespeopleIn a going
hurry. 1
An exclusive
pro- I
g<am
lot
sludenis
who meet mlfiimuT, %
requirements.
A ' no
nonsense''
B month
comprehensive
ness
training lotbusiHigh ' .
School
Honour andGiadu- '
8les.
College
University who
transfers,
graduates
plan toor
enter
the jobas market
asand quickly
possible
parableat a tolevoitheircornabilities.
ABC graduates will
tell you "it's
the comation otacademic
training
andbinskills
practical
business
make real successthat
possible.
Remember.
your
futurefar.. . how
. youIt'sdecide
how
went
to go lest you
"simple as A B C"
DROP IN MA1LI want to find myself at
Shaw Colleges. Please
send me information

SHAW
J^
^ tI COLLEGES
\J J 2436
ADMISSIONS Street
OFFICE
Toronto.YongeOntario
481-6477
M4P 2H4

What
Among other
it's abottom
little house
Toronto
that isthings,
the rock
place into
buy travel.
AOSC stands for Association of Student
Councils, a non-profit organization owned
and operated by the student bodies of 60
Canadian campuses.
As a student who may be thinking about
going somewhere sometime, you are eligible for all kinds of special privileges and
services
about. you probably don't even know

an

earth

is R0SC?

airfares available, on 40 charters flying between April 30 and October 5. For example
— jet Toronto to London from $86 one
way, or $155 return; Vancouver to London
from $225 return or $125 one way.
Through national
AOSC's
the internetwork affiliation
of student with
organizations,
you have access to another 5,000 special
flights originating all over the world.
All inibleall,
deals. this results in some fairly incred-

You
AOSC'sto principal
to Say, for"example,
you wanted
to fly Toronto—Hong Kong return.
A normally-routed
make see,
available
students function
the best, ismost
ticket would take you westward and allow
economical travel arrangements possible.
one
stopover
...
for
about
$1,200.
AOSC
The
buck.idea is to provide a service, not make a can fly you the long way, through Europe,
with stopovers, for $600.
And it shows.
Such fare savings of up to 75% make your
flying a dirt-cheap proposition.
You're offered the lowest dependable
AOSC,
VANCOUVER:
AOSC,
TORONTO:
Room 100B,
44 St. George Street,
University of
Toronto 5, Ontario
British Columbia,
(416) 962-8404
Vancouver 8, 8.C.
I604) 224-0111

AOSC also offers a wide variety of land arrangements, al specially designed for students, al ridiculous bargains.
For example, you can spend 22 days in
Turkey for $235 ... sail the Greek Islands
for a week on $54 ... or go on a 72-day
camping safari from London to Katmandu,
10,000 mites, for about $400.
If you're thinking of travelling, there is
more you should know about. A whole lot
more: lists of student restaurants and
hotels, Eurail pass
deals,jobspecial
car-leasing
arrangements,
overseas
opportunities,
the International Student Card . . .
AOSC. It's your travel bureau. Use it.
Why not pick up more specific information
from your student council office.
Or, contact us direct.
AOSC,
HALIFAX:
Dalhousie
Dalhousie Student
University,Union,
Halifax, Nova Scotia
(902) 424-2054
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U.S.
An awareness of American domination
of Canada has grown in recent years. It is
a commonplace that economically,
politically, culturally, Canada is under the
suffocating hegemony of the United
States.
There is much less agreement as to
what, if anything, can be done to reverse
this state of affairs, or indeed, whether
anything should be done.
But, certainly, among those who think
that this problem is in fact a problem,
there is a consensus that something must
be done soon, before the takeover is complete.
Especially disturbing to a great many
people is the foreign domination of Canadian universities — the cultural and
ideological centres of society, the focal
point for creativity, experimentation and
discussion.
The university may have been overrated as simply a culturally significant
force. Equally importantly, it has a powerful economic impact, an impact that
affects the entire society, while the
cultural and ideological contributions it
makes filter down much more gradually.
Since Canada's economy is controlled
by American interests, our universities
have become geared to the production of
trained technicians and professionals for a
branch plant economy, in which capitalist
and imperialist priorities dominate.
There is less need for scientists and
engineers on a per capita basis in this
country than in the U.S., because employment opportunities are fewer in the branch
plant than in the metropolis. It is probably
significant that the greatest fee increases
resulting from the recent university cutbacks in Ontario hit the professional
faculties. Canada, with a less developed industrial structure, and more emphasis on
raw materials, simply does not need
technicians to the same extent as the
developed United States.
Thus, in the academic year 1970-71,
Canadian students made up just 47 per
cent of ME degree students in engineering
and 37 per cent of the PhD enrolment.
Too often, the question is simply posed
as one detrimental to the Canadian people. But this is misleading. Some Canadian
people — specifically the Canadian
bourgeoisie — benefit materially and
significantly from American domination of
the Canadian economy. Even a junior
partnership in a going imperial concern is
nothing to be sneered at. So the Canadian
state and the Canadian capitalist class
has, for the most part, complied with this
domination, accepted its terms, and
reaped somewhat limited, but still major,
benefits.
Domination of Canadian universities is
just one — very important — facet of this
mutually agreeable deal.
The Canadian bourgeoisie has not cooperated with the American one because it
is totally weak, decrepit, or defunct.
(Though weakness has played a role.) It
has displayed considerable adeptness at

GAG NOTES
a division of
ACADEMIC OVERLOAD
announces these services:
-ANNOTATED EXAMS of 1971,
72,70: QUESTIONS & ANSWERS for all science and engineering courses years 1 & 2
prepared by our staff of graduates;
answers 259 per page
questions 15e per page
-EXAM COPIES of 70,71,72:
all years, alt subjects
-COPY MACHINE 5<t per page
OPEN 7 days a week - 8:30 a.m.
to 10 p.m.
■ 179 COLLEGE ST. (stairs at
side) PHONE 922-1600

academics

Canadian

dominate

ivory

towers

American professors have come under heavy attack from are sometimes posed, however: Canadian professors can
some circles recently. The issues are not as simple as they
be villains just as easily as Americans can.
imperialist exploitation itself. But it, with
its main interests in banking and transportation, has seen its interests as bound up
with those of the United States.
Canadian capitalists both invest in Latin
America and the U.S. and welcome
American branch plants to Canada. They
both exploit other countries and aid other
countries in exploiting Canada.
Since Canadian capitalism has
benefitted from its close interaction with
American capitalism, Canadian liberals
have not hesitated in embracing the
American model of capitalist development,
American concepts of freedom and "social
justice", piAmerican
pragmatism and emricism, etc.
The Canadian liberal academic establishment has been practically void of
any original contributions to political,
scientific, or intellectual thought generally
and has failed to undertake any critical
analysis of Canadian capitalism or arrive
atrelationship
any understanding
of Canada's
colonial
to the United
States.
The
noteriety accorded to the few exceptions
only proves the rule.
This is hardly surprising, of course. The

ideas of American liberal capitalism have
been accepted in one form or another in
most of the capitalist world. They are
accepted in Canadian universities not
simply because Americans teach there, or
because the U.S. dominates Canada, but
because they are capitalist ideas, and
Canada is a capitalist country.
Opposition to this domination has come
from two (somewhat overlapping) sources:
sentimental liberal nationalists, and leftists of various persuasions.
Liberals such as those in the Committee
for an Independent Canada seem to have
concluded that their American partners in
exploitation are taking more than their
share of the pie and that they are quite
capable of exploiting the Canadian people
on their own, thank you.
Thus, there is the ideology that there is
something uniquely special and good
about "Canadian culture" and the "Canaway ofbadthinking"
by thedianbig
U.S. andthatthathasonlybeenhas buried
to be
uncovered in order for Canadians to again
enjoy their own pure, special way of living.
While there is certainly some Canadian
culture worth preserving, the important

Arts and Science
Full-Time Students
are reminded that the last dates of application to
take a summer course are:
Summer Evening Session — Apfft l
Summer Day Session — May 15
Those intending to continue as full-time students
should apply as Special students at the Faculty
Office, Sidney Smith Hall.

fact is that Canada has always been
dominated by some form of imperialism,
either British or American. There is little
point in looking to the past for values to
preserve: the Canadian past has been as
ugly, in many ways (though different —
and it is derstand
important
for Canadians
to un-to
their own history
if they are
move beyond it) as the American. Nor is
there a Canadian ideology that has been
superseded by American ideology. The
general
outlines
the details
differ.are only too similar. Only
If Canada is to have a different culture,
and different values, ideals and outlook
than the U.S., then these have largely to
be created. An independent capitalist
Canada like that advocated bbyythe C.I.C., is
an impossibility, for there is no basis of
differentiation strong enough to overcome
the homogenizing influences.
Innotthe
their approach
canlead touniversities,
the development
of a different
culture and ideology, only to the hiring of
Canadians to teach the same set of ideas.
At best, the examples, the details, might
be Canadian. But the ideas, the general
system, would remain those of American

Seminar on
'SOME FURTHER THOUGHTS OH THE
DOOMSDAY

SYNDROME'

JOHN MADDOX
Editor of the British Scientific Journal NATURE
Wednesday, April 4 3 p.m.
Upper Library,
Massey
Sponsored
by College
THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE
International Studies Programme
MR. MADDOX is the author of the recently published
book THE DOOMSDAY SYNDROME.
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liberal capitalis. The struggl hardly seems
and. students begin to develop detailed
worth the bother except fore the
knowledge about Canada, and the ideas
Canadian
graduate students currently having difand approac
status
quo. hes necessary to eliminate the
ficulty competing for jobs at Canadian universities with their American counterIt means, again especially in the
social sciences, that the process of conshare. parts, whose ideas they predominantly
tinentalization (thede-emphasis of Canadian content and material) must be comThe noisiest 'left-wing' response
meanwhi
le, has come from the Canadian
bated,
that
there
reverse the trend. be a conscious effort to
Liberation Movement. Although calling
This must necessarily mean a deliberate
themselves socialists, they advocate simply an 85 per cent Canadian quota cambias, a policy of consciously discriminating
in favour of Canadian content, courses
paign, reducing the whole question to
nationalities and percentages.
and programs in order that resources be
devoted to Canadian studies.
This, too, was the level of debate in the
A
of
priorities in budget, in hiring, insetting
University of Toronto Waffle group in
creating
courses,
in
research
grants,.
1971. A team of students
would be callactually
ed for.
sent out to do a quick survey was
of some 100
At the same time, this should not mean
students to find out what they thought
would be the correct figure for. a quota,
ignoring 'non-Can
content. For social
change to occuradian'
in Canada, Canadian
The CLM, meanwhile, stuck to its 85 per
must understand world conditions, ands
cent figure. This leaves only 15 per cent
must also have the technical expertise to
for foreign professors. Presumably an 85
man the professions, free of foreign inper cent quota makes the liberation of
Canadian universities possible, while an
terference and 'professional' biases.
Naturally, the economic
, political and
80 per cent quota would not allow it to
happen.
control ofCanada's
elitehave nothatintention
academic versities
agreeing uni-to
This approach totally ignores other consort.
the
of
anything
siderations.should
It
be obvious, for examBut in an era when liberal co-option has
ple, that a Canadian citizenship does not
chosen to give students greater roles in
guarantee that its holder knows anything
decision-making in many universities,
about Canada, has a 'Canadian perspecstudents, and their allies on the faculties,
tive',
let
alone
that
he
is
opposed
to
American domination of Canada or Canacan help to force the academic establishment to move in such a direction. Rather
dian universities. American radicals comthan accepting the aimless co-optation
ing to teach in Canada are often obviously
that is so often their fate on departmental
more desirable to have.
committees, they can push for certain
Indeed, Canadians have always been
specific objectives.
importantly instrumen in furthering
American domination oftal
They can work, on curriculum comthe universities. It
mit e s, forcourses that provide a critical,
is they who introduced the latest
radical
analysis of society, especially
ideological mystifications developed at
*
R
>
(I
r
Canadian
society, and that deal with
U.S. universities, and brought in Americans
Canada, the country they must know and
to teach them. More recently, Canadian
understand if they are to change it.
students have been going to the U.S. in
In staffing decisions, they can establish
large numbers to get degrees. The come
a set of priorities. The first priority should
back to teach after receiving their degrees, American cultu ral domination is a factor
not only in the universities, but in everyday life. go to radical professors who have done
joining the large numbers of American
work on Canadian society. The next priority
professors who have come up to enjoy the
should go to other radicals. Next in hiring
tax breaks and peddle the same ideas.
preference could be Canadians who are not
Canadian students then learn the apradical. (Any information about Canada,
proaches ofthe empire from Canadian
even
if covered in reactionary ideology, is
professors in Canadian universities. No
better than none at all for those who want
quota campaign can touch this kind of
to transform it. And there is no need to
'continentalization'.
Nevertheless, the desire to end U.S.
pay
to Canadian
PhD'sunemployment
while Americanbenefits
graduates pick up
domination of Canadian universities
the
education
tax
dollars.)
touches an important problem. Clearly the
Of course, students do not have the
state of affairs in the universities is not a
power to implement this as a consistent
desirable one and needs to be changed.
policy. But by making it their own priority
What is needed is — especially in the
they can intervene at least occasionally to
social sciences — academics who are
alter
the balance of forces in the univercritical of the status quo, and who can
sities —not in terms of nationality, except
contribute to an understanding of social
incidentally— but toward universities that
realities, rather than the mystification of
society.
can help in the process of bringing about a
those realities.
revolutionary transformation of Canadian
For social change to take place in
Canada, it is necessary that study be done
Anne Louise Hicks
on Canadian problems, that intellectuals

THE LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES COMMITTEE
of the International Studies Programme
in cooperation with
THE EMBASSY OF CUBA
presents
a lecture in English by
PROFESSOR ROBERTO FERNANDEZ RETAMAR
University of Havana
on
"REVOLUTION AND LITERATURE IN CUBA"
Thursday, March 29
4:15 p.m.
Room 2135, Sidney Smith

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS
MUSIC

WEDNESDAY

NIGHT

JANE COOP,
PIANIST
C.B.C. TALENT FESTIVAL WINNER
TONIGHT, 8:30 P.M.
GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE

THE CHCHfiS Of
BLOOR STREET UNITED CHURCH
EASTMINSTER UNITED CHURCH
In B minor
by J.S. B»ch

Sunday, April 1, 1973, at 7:30 p.
Admission Free
Bfoor St. United Church
300 Bfoor St. W. (at Huron St.)
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HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE
PRESENTS
A SERIES OF CLASSICAL CONCERTS
THURS., MARCH 29
Corin Ayres, Soprano
Lesley Hall, Accompanist
Playing Mozart, Schubert, Faure & Nin
Music Room, 1 p.m.
TUES., APRIL 3
Belva Spiel, Soprano
Louise Grinstead, Accompanist
Singing Shumann, Schubert, Faure & De Falla
Music Room, 1 p. rrf.
THURS., APRIL 5
Alexander Buchnea, Bass-Baritone
Wendy Buchnea, Accompanist
Singing Aria By Mozart and Schubert Lieder
Music Room, 1 p.m.
TUES., APRIL 10
June Rilett, Soprano
Weldon Kilburn, Accompanist
Singing Lieder of Mozart, Schubert &
Brahms
Music Room, 4 p.m.
THURS., APRIL 12
Angela Florou, Pianist
Playing Music by Bach, Haydn & Brahms
Music Room, 1 p.m.
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Space and time necessarily dictate that
every year, some books will go unrenewed. For
some, this is a well-deserved fate. For others, it
is an unfortunate but unavoidable exigency.
Herewith, a brief resume of at least some of
this
tioned.year's books that should not go unmenAbella's
andIrving
Canadian
Labour,Nationalism,
U of T Press,Communism,
$4.50, just
released, is an indispensable study of the
politics of Canadian unionism, from 1935 to
1956. Abella traces the two themes which he
says dominated the interaction of the Canadian
Congress of Labour and the CIO in Canada:
"the internal threat from the Communists and
theMuch
external
of thethreat
book from
deals the
withAmericans".
these struggles
being fought out among the leadership of the
unions, Abella justifies this by saying that the
themes he deals with were "irrelevant" to rank
and file unionists. "Only at times when his own
well-being is at stake— during strikes and
collective bargaining negotiations— does he
take more than a passing interest in the acIt is tivunclear
whether Abella thinks this is
ities ofhis union."
necessarily true, or whether he thinks it was the
case because of the structure (or other conditions) ofthe unions he describes. Indeed, on
the evidence available, it is questionable
whether his point is true at all. Some of the
facts that he gives of rank-and-file political acclusions.tivity certainly seem to point to other conThe study makes it clear that the CIO did not
come to Canada to unionize the backward
Canadians. Rather. Canadian workers
themselves were responsible for most organizing activity, and had to drag a reluctant CIO
across the border.
Abella shows that Canadian Communists
did much of organizing work for the Canadian union movement, thus debunking the
myth that Communists specialized in taking
over unions created by someone else.
The purge of the Communists was largely
due to inthethefanatically
pro-CCF
forces
CCL, he anti-communist
shows.
The blame for the domination of Canadian
unionism bynationals",
thehowever,U.S.-dominated
can be laid at"interthe
doorsteps of both the Communists and the
CCFers. The Communists adhered to a rigid
"internationalism" that amounted to suicide on
their
part, givenlabour
the hawkish
anti-red
naturetheyof
the American
bureaucrats
to whom
were subjecting Canadian unions. The CCFers,
meanwhile, found valuable allies in these hacks
in their rivalry with the CP, and cultivated ties
with them, no matter how unequal.
An important book.
A must, even at the price ($7.50) is FORUM:
Canadian
LettersForum,
1920-1970:
tions fromLife
The and
Canadian
edited bySelecJ.t.
Granatstein and Peter Stevens (U. of T. Press).
For fifty years the Forum has been just that:
a forum for Canadian literary and political
expression. Founded in 1920 by some students
and faculty at the University of Toronto it
struggled culthrough
its earlya years
low cir-it
ation and frequently
deficit.withIn a1935,
was taken over by the League for Social
Reconstruction, the "brains trust" of the CCF. A
circulationby ofthe1,000
to 2,000During
in thethis1930's
doubled
war years.
period,wasit
was the sounding board for a good deal of the
social criticism of the academics who shaped
much of the ideology of Canadian social
democracy. When the LSR was disbanded in
thePerhaps
early 1940's
editorial
board tookenjoyable
control.
the anmost
consistently
part of the Forum has always been its poetry. It
has encouraged unknown young writers, and
has published
manyKlein,
of Canada's
major James
poets.
Earle
Birney, A.M.
Irving Layton,
Reaney, Milton Acorn, Dorothy Livesay, and
Alden
Nowlan,
and many others, can be found
in its back
issues.
The selection is also fascinating as a mirror
of at least one current of development in Canadian political thought. Frank Scott moves from
social critic to liberal constitutionalist in its
Frank Underbill, seen by some in the 1930's
as "the dean of a sinister communist conpages. spiracy
nation's
published
muchamongofthe
his work
in theprofessors",
Forum. His
opinion of Mackenzie King (always a major
object of attention in the Forum) moved, over
the years, from considering him,a manipulator
in"screen
a phonybehind
two-party
which provided
which system
the controlling
interestsa
pull the strings to manipulate the Punch and
Judy
who engage
mock combat,"
man whoof
"towered
up like ina mountain
in thea House
Commons because of the flatness of the
landscape opposite
him,", the
to seeing
as "the
representative
Canadian,
typicalhimCanadian,
the essential Canadian, the ideal Canadian, the
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Canadian as he exists in the mind of God."
Economic national too, is a consistently
popular topic in the ism,
Forum,
One of the more fascinating contributions on
this issue comes from the pen of Mel Watkins
in 1964. Reviewing a book by Harry Johnson,
the continentalist economist now commuting
between Chicago and the London School of
Economics, but formerly a Canadian— presently
considered the arch-en
emy of Canadian
economic natitnalists-W
atkins blasts
"misguided economic nationalism." He says
"Professor Johnson takes Canadian nationalism too seriously. It is, after all, only economic
Though deplorable, it is a relatively
variety compared to much of what weharmless
see in
the world today... more empirical work
necessary on the nature and causes of Cana-is
dian economic nationalism in the hope that we
can exercise this devil from our midst".
A local group, The Labour Education Project,
92 Bedford Road, Toronto 5, is distributing a
pamphlet entitled For Canadian WorkersLessons From Italy. The booklet deals with
organizing experiences of Italian workers, especial y atthe mammoth FIAT works, in trying
to Their
bring militancy
about workers' control.
reflects a determination to
bypass both the bureaucratized Communist
Party and the tame, bought-off union
heirarchies. Mass struggle for radical goals has
been a feature of Italian politics since 1969.
A preface ties the new tactics and
organizational forms from Italy to the Canadian
scene where the docile international unions,
the senile vanguard parties, and the liberals-ina-hurry in the NDP have proven inadequate
against attacks on workers' living standards
and the widespread use of strike-breaking com-

"When a Communist can win a free
election, I say there's something wrong
with free elections!"
panies. When new strategies and forms of
organization are obviously necessary, contributions such as this pamphlet are valuable.
The emergence of non-sectarian groups such
as the Labour Education Project and Windsor's
Community
as well. Resource Centre are hopeful signs
Another contribution comes from an interesting current of political activity: radical
Christianity (a most welcome antidote to the
mind-fucking mystifications of that current
plague, the Jesus Freaks.)
A 56-page booklet, Chile versus the Corporations, A call for Canadian Support,
comes from two progressive Toronto
groups that still maintain religious ties, The
Latin American Working Group (Box 6300, Station A,Torontol) and the Development Education Centre (200 Bedford Road, Toronto). It
sketches corporate (including Canadian) involvement iChile,
n
the attempts of the Allende
government to reverse this domination and the
massive repression against Chile instituted by
the capitalist countries.
Useful both as a brief guide to the Chilean
situation, and for the philosophy it adheres to:
"The position
no way
guous: his wasof anChrist
optionwas forin the
poorambiand
against anyone or any system that stood in the
way of man's liberation. The present international economic system is a situation of sin,
and as such it must be rejected.
I.F. Stone's third collection of articles,
Polemics and Prophecies, 1967-1970, has

facts, but it is questionable whether the book
come out in paperba
, $3.25).
It's a slim little paperback full of arty pic- ofreally
the first two volumes,ck.The(Vintage
Haunted Fifties Like
provides "perspective". Certainly it
and
t
u
r
e
s
o
f
trees
("Nature
is
so
beautiful..
.
How
especially In a Time of Torment, it is a superb she is working is so beautiful."— the entire text can t and doesn'ta provide
all the information
collection of masterful journalism. With an un- of one page) and children
about
theentpill that simply doesn't
exist because
insuffici
with
research
has
been
canny sense of news Stone ferrets out facts balls that are round like the("Aearthchildandplays
done
on it. To
touches provide that informati
on,
women
taking the pill
whole
. governm
many ofent
things").
them itself,
On
in little-k
the
today
facing
nown
reports
page
are
of
of
the
acting
each
U
s'
picas
unwitting
guinea pigs.
that damn the holders of
ture there are short quotes from Fuller, intendpower. While his analysis is not always perfect
ed, no doubt, to appear as pregnant profunJim Christy's The New Refugees: American
whose is?), his pieces on the two-party system banalities,
dities, butcoming across more often as trivial
Voices in Canada (Peter Martin Associates,
( When Two Equals One").
War
$7.95) is a collection of short essays bv
( The Monster with Little BrainTheandVietnam
Some of the pictures are nice but the phony America
No Heart") self-serio
ns exiled in Canada. Predictably it
usness
of
the
format
detracts
from
Richard
Nixon
("The
quite
Evil
uneven in quality. The best pieces areis
of
Banality
militarism, social measures ("Billions ")'
them. Not worth the price.
for
Missies and Pennies for Povery"), disarmament
( A Century of Futility"), the Mideast, and other
topics, are invaluab
think of a better
regular interpreter le.of Ithecan'tcurrent
scene than
Stone. When it comes to powerful radical jourVarsity. nalism, Stone has a lot to teach to, say, The
Also of current interest is Ernest Mandel's
Decline of the Dollar: A Marxist
of the
the First
Monetary Crisis. (Monad Book,View
Pathfinder
Press, N.Y. $1.95).
for a 'deeperin the
unand Third Worlds
derstanding ofwhat Useful
you read
business pages of The Globe andabout
Mail.
are one and
Another major marxist writer, Paul Sweezy,
has published a collection of essays, (Modern
the same system
Capitalism and Other Essays, Modern Reader,
Monthly Review Press, $2.15). Sweezy, writing
in the pages of Monthly Review, a magazine out
of New York which he edits, has long been contributing insightful (and sometimes controver
sial) interpretations of the state of moderncapitalism.
From the excellent Pelican Latin American
Library, there are three more volumes: Servants ofGod or Masters of Men?; The
Capuchin Mission in Amazonia ($2.50);Storyby ofVic-a
tor Daniel Bonilla; Brazil: The People and the
Power, ($1.65) by Miguel Arraes; and Cambao
- The Yoke: The Hidden Face of Brazil, ($1.50)
by Francisco Juliao.
Bonilla traces the history of a Columbian Indian tribe facing a Catholic missionary community, butsees much larger implications in the
subject matter: "the everlasting story of the
WestWest),
againsthaving
the Indian."
civilization
(ie,
the
exploited"That
the Indian
for cen^
turies, and having taken a large part of his
culture away from him without replacing it with
anything at all of value, is still pursuing its work
of pillage and destruction. And it always does it
in the name of what it holds as its most sacred
principles: democracy, progress, 'acculturization' of 'primitives', Christian charity, and the
expansion
of thebookreignis ofa study
God inofIndo-America."
The Arraes
the economy
and recent political developments of Brazil, A
lengthy chapter on the Brazilian economy is interesting as an example of the impact of imn a Thirdis World'
Franciscoperialism oJuliao
an exilednation.
member of the
Peasant League in northeaster Brazil, writing a
personalized
of the oppression
league's struggles
against the account
intolerable
that
Brazilian peasants suffer.
Attackspolicy
fromarethehardrightto oncomePierre
Trudeau's
Quebec
by nowadays,
Looking at children from another perspective those describing experienced in America itself:
or so I had thought. But The Honourable Joseph is the truth & other stories, by Terrence Heath, the Army, the family scene back home. The
T.
Thorson
has
effectively
squelched
that
(Anansi,
$2.50). It consists of short passages contribution by Mark Trent is especially good.
theory.
of very tight descriptive prose, each outlining a The wrost are generally those giving
In Wanted: A Single Canada (McClelland & different incident, many of them childhood impressions of Canada — these combine
Stewart, $6.95), Thorson, President of the (especially boyhood experiences) from prairie gee-whiz travellogue with naive political
Single Canada League, natters in rather poor life.
assessments. That sort of stuff may have
interest, but not much
English, about th evils of bi-culturalism and
Many of them are violent or ugly, painful tc anthropological
else
to recommend it. Also disappointing are
bilingualism. "How can there be national unity read about in a way that descriptions of adult
most
of
the
interviews.
These seem to be unin Canada,"
bristles
"as long asof the
the Quebec
never quite match. The starkness of
leaders
insisthethat
the integrity
French- violence
edited, an approach popular among lazy jourthe writing style, with its predominance of
Canadian nation must be maintained and that -verbs
n
a
l
i
s
t
s
,
b
u
t
really
indefensible.
and nouns and its absence of softening
French Canadians must remain French?
adjectives or subordinate clauses, adds to the
Still, it's an interesting book to read through.
How indeed?
It's not
literaryacross.
gems, And
but there
is the
He advocates a Canada based on a gut reaction it evokes. It captures the matter- odd
prizerichto instumble
that makes
of-fact
unfeelingness
of
boys,
the
cruelty
that
partnership between individuals — a perfect comes more from curiosity for the results the book a worthwile experience— though
way for
ensuring
hegemony of ofthecultural
domi- rather than from a conscious desire to do harm. maybe not worth $7.95 to get.
nant culture
and thethedisappearance
minorities. His blindness to the nature of
Also captured are the ugliness of adultto theis peace-and-love,
back-to-thenations is further evident in the fact that he inflicted
experiences, as well as some farmCatering
Communes in America:
The
situations
are quite funny, or simply the Place generation
argues— solely from constitutional and legal taking in ofthan
Just
Right,
by
Elinor
Lander
Horwitz
(Lippincott,
$5.25).
new
facts
from
the
external
world.
grounds
— thator Quebec
has This,
no 'right'
to self-is
determination
separation.
of course,
It's a simplistic, superficial history of Utopian
decide whether I like this book or not, experiment
in the U.S. It looks a lot like a
hardly the point. The constitutions of a colo- butI can't
it did hold my attention,
nizer rarely contain provisions for the right of
children's
book:conclusions.
big print, factsIt might
without appeal
analysis,to
platitudinous
the colonized to secede.
a timelyPerspective
topic is James
TheA book
Pill: Aon True
(ClarkePaupst's
Irwin, some of today's hippie love freaks, however: it's
Attempting to capitalize on Buckminster $1.75). It's a concise guide to the problems got a bright, posterized cover, peace symbol
associated with the pill: mood changes, weight and all. And it's washable.
is Buckminister
FullerInc.,
to Children
Ulli Diemer
ofFuller's
Earth fame
(Doubleday
& Company
$4.35). gain, infertility, headaches, etc. It contains a lot
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With a great deal of fanfare, the Canadian public is
being made aware that 1973 marks the centennial of the
Royal Canadian Wonted Police.
Glowing reports of the Mounties, who always get their
man
and whose image
that ofaretheappearing
world's proudest,
and media.
best-known
police isforce,
everywherebest,in
the
But there is another side to the Mounties. The low morale inthe force has already been sensationally exposed by
former RCMP corporal Jack Ramsey in an article for Maclean's magazine.
And, next month, two Saskatchewan writers, Caroline
and Lome Brown, are publishing another part of the story:
An Unauthorized History of the RCMP, published by
James, Lewis, & Samuel. The book, an excerpt from which
appears below,
deals withgroups
the anti-labour
activity, the andinfiltration into political
and onto campuses,
other less well-known activities of the force whose motto
is, rather fittingly, when translated into English, 'Maintain
the Right'. By CAROLINE and LORNE BROWN
In 1904 the name North West Mounted Police was
changed
to Royalto the
NorthEmpire.
West Mounted Police in recognition of service
In the next few years the Force underwent a period of
expansion. The West was settled very rapidly in the period
from 1900 to 1914. In 1905 Saskatchwan and Alberta
achieved provincial status. When these new provinces retained the RNWMP to act in the capacity of provincial police
rather than establishing new forces of their own, it looked
as though the future of the Force was assured in the West.
The Eastern provinces had provincial police forces and
the Dominion Police. The Dominion Police had some jurisdiction throughout Canada though it was concentrated in the
East. They specialized in enforcing federal acts and also
operated as political police to keep an eye on "subverenemiesof ofyears
the ofprevailing
For sives"theand other
first couple
World Warsystem.
I, both the
Dominion Police and the RNWMP were kept extra busy. Social unrest,trializedwhich
had been
growingwithas'the
countrybrought
indusbefore 1914,
increased
the strains
on by the war. From the beginning there had been only
lukewarm support for the war in Quebec and among
certain sections of the labour and agrarian movements in
English Canada. This significant minority increased in
numbers and was further alienated by the way the war was
conducted at home and abroad.
On the home front profiteering, gross corruption, outrageous price increases and deteriorating working and
living conditions became a national scandal.
On the fighting front incompetent leadership and
heavy casualties, sometimes caused, as in the case of the
Ross rifle, by shoddy equipment supplied by friends of the
government, caused much bitterness.
The government did very little to curb profiteering and
corruption, but a great deal to suppress critics of the war
effort by using the War Measures Act to deny them their civil rights. Critics of the war and the way it was conducted
included most Quebecois and large numbers of reformers,
socialists and pacifists in the trade union and farm movements across the country. The government attempted to
silence such critics by means of strict censorship, internment, police harassment and propaganda branding critics
of the war effort as unpatriotic and pro-German.
The real crunch came with the imposition of military
conscription under the Military Service Act in 1917. Conscription was anathema in Quebec and was opposed by a
large and militant minority elsewhere. The federal government relied upon troops to maintain control in Quebec
when the enforcement of conscription was met with demonstrations, riots and street fights.
The government took dictatorial measures to combat
draft evasion and criticism of conscription throughout
Canada. Section 16 of the Military Service Act empowered
the government, with the approval of the central appeal
judge, to suppress any publication containing matters
thought to hinder the operation of the act. This, along with
regulations under the War Measures Act, made life extremely risky for anyone in militant opposition to conscription. That the authorities were prepared to use their increased power is indicated by the thousands of arrests. During
1917 and the first three months of 1918, 3,895 people
were arrested on charges connected with anticonscriptionist activity. Some received fairly lenghy prison
sentences. A few were less fortunate and were seriously
injured or killed while evading the draft or participating in
, anti-conscription demonstrations. One case of what passed
for '.'justice"
Albert (Ginger)
Goodwin,
a pastandpre-an
sident ofthe involved
British Columbia
Federation
of Labour
organizer for the Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers in 1918.
Goodwin had been called before a conscription board in
1917 and placed in class D, that is, unfit for military service
because of his health. Later, while Goodwin was leading a
strike of smeltermen in Trail^he was by a strange coincidence ordered to report for immediate active service. Like
hundreds of other opponents of the war, Goodwin went
into hiding in the wilderness. On July 26, 1918, Goodwin
was shot dead in the bush by officers of the Dominion Police who were searching for draft dodgers. This outrage

wartime

provoked
a one-day
strikesoldiers
throughout
much byof city
British Columbia.
Duringgeneral
the strike
organized
businessmen ransacked the Vancouver Labour Temple and
badly beat at least two labour leaders.
It fell to the RNWMP during the early part of the war to
assist the Dominion Police and other forces in maintaining
internal order and harassing opponents of the war effort.
The RNWMP were still mainly in the Western provinces,
though occasionally they loaned personnel to the Dominion
Police for use in other parts of Canada. In the Western provinces they carried out investigations in districts where
there were large numbers of "enemy aliens" and patrolled
the international boundary with the United States. The United States was a neutral country until 1917 and the authorities feared,might
apparently
quite into
unnecessarily,
Americans
make raids
Canada forthat
the Germanpurpose
of sabotage.
The termwho"enemy
alien" wasfromusedcountries
to refer controlled
to residentsby
of Canada
had emigrated
Germany and Austria -Hungary. This included a large part of
central and south-eastern Europe and, after the Bolshevik
Revolution of 1917, the term was broadened to include as
well all immigrants from countries and territories that had
belonged to Czarist Russia and were to become part of the
Soviet Union. The so-called "enemy aliens" numbered in
excess of 200,000 in the Prairie provinces alone. They suffered considerable harassment during the war by the authorities and the superpatriots among the public. Hundreds
were interned on the grounds that they endangered or
might
endanger
the war effort. Besides
watching pacifists
"enemy
aliens",
RNWMP
on socialists,
and
tradetheunion
activistskeptwhoanywereeye actively
opposed to the
war and assisted the authorities in enforcing regulations
under the War Measures Act. It was during this period that
Commissioner A. B. Perry constructed a network of plainclothes detectives and undercover men who were to comprise part of the Security and Intelligence branch (S and I),
which
secret was
police.to become notorious in later years as Canada's
By 1917 the number of RNWMP on active duty in
Canada had begun to dwindle significantly. Saskatchewan
and Alberta established provincial police forces of their
own and, with the United States' entry into the war, the obthat thefor"enemy
aliens" wereon causing
no trouble,
and thevious factdemand
reinforcements
the battlefield,
the
Force decided to allow many of its members to join the regular army. A special squadron of RNWMP was also formed in1918 and sent to Siberia to fight forthe reactionary
forces in the Russian civil war.
During 1916 and 1917 there had been considerable talk
of disbanding the RNWMP after the war and leaving policing entirely to the provinces and the Dominion Police.
Many people failed to see the need for a semi-military
mounted police force under federal auspices now that frontier conditions no longer existed and the whole country except for the sparsely settled North West Territories and Yukon had achieved provincial status. What saved the
RNWMP from abolition as a force was intense industrial
and social unrest at the end of World War I. Events during
this period caused great anxiety in business and governmental circles, and the Mounted Police assured their own
future by making themselves invaluable to the economic
and political elite of the day.
The industrial unrest which had been increasing since
1914 reached unprecedented proportions by 1917. Rapid
urbanization brought on by the quick growth of war industries caused a deterioration in working and living conditions. Inflationary price increases were an added burden on
the poor. By 1917 there were more trade unionists than
ever before and more people went on strike than in any
previous year in Canadian history. The military conscription
of manpower and more stringent enforcement of the War
Measures Act added to the frustration of the trade union
radicals. There were prolonged and militant strikes in
1918, including one which nearly developed into a general
strike in Winnipeg. Unrest was especially widespread in
Western Canada, where many trade unionists were not
only critical of the economic system but also alienated
from destheand Labour
more conservative
Eastern leadership of the TraCongress (TLC).
The federal government reacted to an unstable situation
by imposing ever harsher measures, to the point where
they increased the probability of a major explosion at the
end of the war. The government stepped up secret police
activities and appointed C.H. Cahan, a prominent corporation lawyer, to survey conditions throughout the country
and recommend a course of action. The police found no evidence ofa revolutionary conspiracy afoot, and Cahan reported that the unrest was due primarily_not to radical agitators but to general disillusionment with the war, disgust at
the performance of the federal government and deteriorating economic conditions: "I am convinced that the unrest
now prevalent in Canada is due to the weakening of the
moral purpose of the people to prosecute the war to a successful end; to the fact that people are becoming daily
more conscious of the bloody sacrifices and irritating burdens entailed by carrying on the war and to the growing belief that the Union government is failing to deal effectively
with the financial, industrial and economic problems
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growing out of the war which are, perhaps, incapable of any
early satisfactory solution", (emphasis added)
The problems growing out of the war became more immediate after the armistice. The closing down of armament
and munitions factories and the disbanding of a large army
caused widespread unemployment and a generally depressed economy. Added to this was the fact workers who
had made sacrifices during the war nowthatdemanded
the
gains which had been postponed in the name of the war effort. Soldiers returning from the front also demanded jobs
and the chance for a decent life after fighting "the war to
make
safe for democracy". Most of these people
were tothe beworld
sadly disappointed,
and their disappointment
wasUnrest
not long in turning to frustration and anger.
increased as the government failed to tackle the
problems which Cahan had described as "incapable of an
early satisfactory solution". To really tackle such problems
would mean demanding concessions from the vested interests which had fattened on the war effort, and the government was not about to attempt such a solution. Since Cahan recognized this clearly, he recommended instead repressive measures designed to maintain order over a difficult period of post-war readjustment. The government esof Public Safety with Cahan as ditablishedDepartment
a
rector. Numerous Orders-in-Council were passed under the
War Measures Act to provide for the following: (1) broarequi"enemy(2) alien"
ing the category ofdescribed
severelyandrestricall such aspeople,
ring thedenregistration
ting the right to strike, (3) prohibiting publications in 14
languages, (4) prohibiting the use of several foreign languages atpublic meetings, (5) declaring 14 different organizations tobe illegal, including such moderate groups
as the Social Democratic Party, and (6) allowing the authorities todeclare any association unlawful. To implement
these sweeping measures required greatly increased police
activity, and during the last months of 1918 and early
1919 the federal government began to build up the
strength of the RNWMP and assign to them many duties
previously undertaken by the Dominion Police.
By the time a major showdown between capital and labour came in the form of the Winnipeg General Strike in
May, 1919, the government and business community in
Canada had become extremely frightened by growing labour radicalism. Western labour radicals had been busy
laying plans for the organization of the One Big Union
(OBU) a large industrial union which they hoped would
eventually embrace all workers and struggle for the overthrow ofthe capitalist system as well as fight for immediate
economic gains. The British Columbia Federation of Labour
and many trade union councils and locals throughout the
West endorsed the OBU idea and called for a major economic concessions, removal of restrictions on civil liberties
and the release of political prisoners.
The Western Labour militants held a conference in-Calgary in March, 1919, known as the Western Labour Conference and laid plans to hold a referendum in union locals
throughout the West on the question of severing relations
with international craft unions and forming the One Big
Union. They agreed that if the results were encouraging,
they would hold a conference later in the year for the
foudning of the OBU. They also expressed sympathy with
the Bolshevik Revolution and threatened a general strike
by June 1 if Canadian forces were not withdrawn from Russia.All of these activities in Canada coupled with the recent
revolution in Russia and revolutionary developments in
other parts of Europe helped to create an uneasiness
among Canada's ruling elite which bordered on hysteria
and grosslyvolution inthis
exaggerated
country. the possibility of an attempted reBefore the referendum on the OBU could be completed
or any effective organization established the Winnipeg
General Strike, under more moderate leadership than the
OBU and with very limited aims, broke out on May 15. The
events leading to the general strike began on May 1, when
the workers in the building and metal trades struck on the
issues of higher wages and the right to collective bargaining. The employers not only refused the wage demands
but also refused to recognize the Metal Trades Council as
the common bargaining agent of the unions. The unions
took their case to the Winnipeg Trades and Labour Council,
which conducted a referendum among its affiliates on the
question of a general strike on the issues of collective bargaining and the need for general wage increases. The result
was overwhelmingly in favour, and on May 15, 30,000 workers left their jobs, 12,000 of whom were not members of
trade unions but who joined the strike spontaneously. The
population of Winnipeg in 1919 was about 180,000; 30,000 strikers and their families therefore probably represented atleast half of the population. The strikers included
municipal, public utility and post office employees and even
the city police.
Thekersgeneral
strike paralyzed
city andbythemeans
strifound it necessary
to direct thetheirentire
operations
of a strike committee and a disciplined organization if they
were to prevent general disorder and avoid unnecessary
hardshipsturned towork
to theatpopulation
The Committee
city police re-in
the requestas ofa whole.
the Strike
order to prevent looting and outbursts of vandalism and

violence. Milk and bread deliveries were resumed and essential services like the city water works resumed
operations by permission of the Strike Committeelimited
strike was conducted in an exceptionally peaceful mannerThe
and this helped to gain wide public support in Winnipeg
and
other cities where there were several sympathetic strikes
and talk of general walkouts. Indeed several of the
leaders were pacifists who abhorred violence, and the strike
and-file were repeatedly warned to remain peaceful rankbeware of provocateurs who might attempt to provoke and
violent incidents as a means of discrediting the entire strike
For a time it appeared probable that the employers would
have to yield to the workers' demands.
However, the forces of capital and the State soon united
in a powerful combination to smash the general strike at all
costs. All three levels of government, the business and professional communities and the press began a campaign designed tocreate an atmosphere of hysteria throughout
the
country by depicting the strike as the beginning of a bloody
revolution engineered by the Bolsheviks and supporters of
the OBU. Afes ioCitizens'
Committee
of 1,000toorganized
pronal andbusinessmen
in Winnipeg
break thebystrike
worked closely with government agencies, including the
RNWMP. The Mounted Police did not act simply as the military arm of government but played an active role in the
propaganda campaign as well.
r Perry made
public speeches denouncing theCommissione
strike and specialized
fostering anti-labour sentiments among the farming popu-in
lation. OnMay 21 Perry appeared before the executive of
the Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association (SGGA) to
describe the strike as a OBU conspiracy aimed at confiscating al private property and establishing a communist form
of government. This type of official lying was soon paying
dividends for the employers and the government. Some
farm leaders joined the anti-labour crusade and J.B. Musselmann, secretary of the SGGA, made the headlines on
several occasions
Canada.with dire predictions about a "red peril"
threatening
As the propaganda campaign got underway throughout
Canada, the attitude of government officials and some employers hardened towards the strikers. Early in the strike
federal Minister of Labour Gideon Robertson gave the postal workers an ultimatum of returning to work or losing
their jobs. When fewer than one-quarter returned, the government dismissed the rest and proceeded to recruit
scabs. The Winnipeg City Council fired the regular police
force, which had been doing an excellent job of maintaining
order without resorting to violent tactics, after they refuto signbe a associated
"yellow dog"withcontract
that they
must sednot
the tradestipulating
union movement.
The regular police were replaced by "specials" recruited
with the help of the Citizens' Committee; some of these
. specials rode on horses donated by the T. Eaton Company.
The council also fired all civic employees who refused to return towork and replaced them with scabs. The provincial
government adopted the same policy towards employees
of the publicly-owned telephone system.
The federal authorities seemed prepared to take a more
militant anti-labour position even than many Winnipeg employers. Robertson was opposed in principle to any significant concessions to the strikers: "This is not an opportune
time to make a declaration in favour of the principle of collective bargaining as it would be grasped as an excuse by
the strikers to claim that they have forced the government
and
provedthatthethesuccess
of sympathetic
strike."to
When thereby
it appeared
metal employers
were about
recognize collective bargaining and the strike might be settled on reasonable terms, acting Justice Minister Arthur
Meighen cautioned against any settlement which might be
interpreted as a victory for the strikers. It was obvious that
the federal government was determined to defeat the
strike as a lesson to labour across the country that general
strikes and similar kinds of militant tactics could not succeed.
The RNWMP fit into the picture as a well-trained military
force upon whom the authorities could absolutely rely. The
RNWMP could also spy on the activities of the strikers and
arrest strike leaders. That many regular soldiers would not
do.such jobs is obvious from the fact that a clear majority
of returned soldiers in Winnipeg were supporters of the
strike and, in fact, more militant than the civilian strikers.
When the 27th Battalion arrived back in Winnipeg from
overseas during the strike, only two members of the entire
battalion volunteered for service in Winnipeg. The authorities thereupon promptly disbanded the battalion, and
General Katchen, the Commanding Officer in Winnipeg, recruited volunteers instead for four militia units, knowing of
course, that only men opposed to the strike would volunteer. The authorities also sent additional machine guns to
Winnipeg mobilizsurreptitiously,
and made
arrangements
to de-in
esquadron
a
of RNWMP
returning
from overseas
Winnipeg and place them at the disposal of Commissioner
Perry. If soldiers in the regular army could not always be
relied on to break civilian strikes, members of the Mounted
Police with a long tradition of anti-labour activity, could.
See 'Power" — page 47
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Sonny

&

Brownie,

Butterfield,
Paul Butterfield is one of the few white blues
performers to have gained a high degree of
acceptance from his black counterparts. Butterfield
dues heon learned
the streets
south paid
side hiswhere
how oftoChicago's
play the
harmonica and blues from such masters as
Little Walter, Howlin Wolf and Otis Rush.
Butter put together the first Paul Butterfield
Blues Band (in 1965) with Elvin Bishop, Mark
Naftalin, Jerome Arnold, Sam Lay and finally
Mike Bloomfield, which was featured on the
first of his Elektra albums playing raw, sawtooth edged Chicago-style urban blues. In the
seven albums that followed, the band underwent numerous personnel changes as well
as explorations of various musical styles that
included Eastern influences, jazz and rock.
Eventually, the addition of a horn section played
an integral role in the musical direction of the
band.
latest aggregation
andBetter
is madeDaysup isofButter's
Geoff Muldaur
on vocals,
slide guitar and piano, Ronnie Barron on
keyboards, Bill Rich on bass, Amos Garrett on
guitar and drummer Christopher Parker. The
band's style
is a mellow
of funkof that
stresses
the more
polishedkind
elements
the
blues.
Butter's voice has mellowed as much as his
music so that his soothing vocals on "New
Walkin' Blues" are in no way comparable to his
raspy-throated treatment of the same song on
the East-West album. Geoff Muldaur, a former
member
Jug York-style
Band, who blues
was
on the eastof Jim
coast,Kweskin's
playing New
when Butter was just getting into his thing in
Chicago,
influences.is probably one of the album's biggest
Butterfield compositions are notably absent
from the LP. Instead, there are songs by composers covering a wide spectrum of the blues.
The styles range from the silky Ella Fitzgeralda-la-big-band crooning of Muldaur in Percy
Mayfield's "Please Send Me Someone to Love"
to the gutsy gospel chanting in Nina Simone's
"Nobody's Fault But Mine".
Better Days — a worthwhile addition to your
collection.

William Russo, Three Pieces for Blues Band
and Orchestra {Sielgel-Schwall Band), Leonard
Bernstein, Symphonic Dances from West Side
Story, San Francisco Symphony Orchestra —
Seiji Ozawa.
Seiji Ozawa was in Chicago in 1966 as
music director
Chicago
summer
season ofattheRavinia
Park,Symphony's
when he
became interested in a blues band he heard at
"Big John's", fronted by Corky Siegal and Jim
Schwall, the Siegal-Schwall Band. Ozawa
became intrigued with the idea of including the
Siegal-Schwall Band in one of his concerts.
Fortunately, composer William Russo, who
was himself experimenting with rock at Columbia College was interested in Ozawa's idea. In
1967, on Ozawa's advice,
festival
commissioned
Russothe toRavinia
write
an
orchestra/blues band piece. Russo, after discus ions with Siegal, finished the "Three Pieces
for
1968.Blues Band and Symphony Orchestra" in
Generally, the pieces represent an area of
rock-orchestra involvement which has never
really been attempted on record before. Past
efforts were virtually symphonies that included
rock instruments or more often rock songs that
used the orchestra in the background, so that
one of the elements could be left out without
destroying
the composition.
But Russo'sthe pieces
are quite different,
often employing
Blues
band and orchestra playing alone in juxtaposed
passages.
Russo treats the blues band as soloists ane
allows them to improvise while only specifying
certain rhythms. The orchestral parts though
are scored, save for a few solo passages.
The resulting performance including Siegal
on harp and electric piano, Schwall on guitar
and the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Ozawa is interesting and a valiant
step in the right direction. Most rock fans will
find it most difficult to get into the first movement in which long dissonant orchestral
passages are infused into the blues band lines.
The second movement is a more straightforward, slower, almost funky piece in which
the orchestra gets to show its stuff.
The improvised oboe solo at the beginning
and violin solo near the end are real highlights.
In hoping to reach a more rock oriented
audience; Ozawa's choice of Leonard
Bernstein's "Symphonic Dances from West
Side Story" to fill side two is somewhat
These "Dances", created by expanAnother form of blues, distinct from the slick defeating.the movie
score
of "West
New York variety or the raunchy, electric ur- 1961 dingcertainly
represent
some Side
of theStory"
betterin
banized blues of the Chicago ghetto is contemporary symphonic works but are
represented by the folk blues of Sonny Terry & probably less compatible with Russo's pieces
Brownie McGhee.
than some classical compositions.
Sonny and Brownie, both in their sixties,
have been playing together for about 30 years.
This latest album, the first on A & M, is
different than all the rest, because it uses a
backup band that stresses percussion and
often uses electric instruments. But the additions onlyseem to add to the magic of Terry
and McGhee.
decresc.
Brownie takes on most of the vocals and
plays guitar, while Sonny plays harp. The music
is infectious and well produced. Several of the
backup artists were surprising, including such Procul Harum, Grand Hotel, (Chrysalis/WEA)
performers as Arlo Guthrie on guitar, John
Harum left the A & M label following
Hammond on slide guitar, John Mayall on guitar theirProcul
successful live recording with the Edmonand harp, and Sugarcane Harris on viblin.
ton Symphony last year and have just comSome of the songs stray from the usual folk
their first album on Chrysalis and
blues style. Tunes like Curtis Mayfield's "Peo- probablypletedtheir
finest yet.
ple Get Ready" and Sam Cooke's "Bring It On
Each cut ties in loosely with the central
Home
To
Me"
are
unconventional
for
the
duo
but beautifully done.
metaphor of the "grand hotel" — a symbol of
classes, certainly a properly pretenOne of the best songs is Randy Newman's the upper
tious theme for Gary Brooker's symphonic
"Sail
Away"
—
a
song
about
sweet
talking
the
melodies, Keith Reid's words capture the exblacks in Africa into coming to America.
vagance and grandure of the upper class
"White Boy Lost In The Blues" features Son- lifestyle all trathe
while exposing the accomny, Brownie and John Mayall each taking verses
panying decandence,
while Mayall and Terry trade harp lines.
Emperor
baby conceit
dumplingand greed.
If
I
made
.up
a
list
of
the
year's
ten
best
loaded,
bloated,
curse
records, Sonny and Brownie would be on it.
Mighty baby dumpling
stuffing till he bursts.
Brooker's
accomplishments,
are impressive.
Besides
composing
the melodies,
doing the
vocals and playing piano, he has even scored
the orchestra and choir parts. Mick Grabham
becomes the third guitarist in as many albums
for the group but he fits in splendidly.
It's a shame that a record produced as
J J Jto i carefully as this was so poorly pressed. WEA
deserves the rubber record award of the year

for their unwanted contributions in the field of
-warps
and find
popsa ongoodthiscopy.
disc, Maybe you'll be
lucky and

tops

the
breaksong.
between the verses that doesn't add to
Young's
Sand"change
was given
increase in "Cowgirl
tempo andIn The
a chord
from ana
minor to a major that turns it into a country dittyMcGuinn,
that I can't Crosby,
enjoy. SoHillman,
much forClark
interpretation.
and Clarke
are on different wavelengths and without the
kind of composing collaboration that produced
"Eight Miles High" it's not really surprising they
could only come up with an unexciting album
that can only be labelled "not bad".

.
U
4
The Byrds,
Byrds,
(Asylum/WEA)
When the Byrds first caught the attention of
the listening public in 1965 it was because of
their fresh approach to rock music and their introduction offolk songs into the rock sphere
*f > rii
thatTheir
was unique
soon coined
musical "folk-rock".
style was dependent on The Six Wives of Henry VIII, Rick Wakeman,
three and four part harmonies that were un- (A&M)
From the moment I first heard this album, I
usual for their period and the dominating
twelve-string electric guitar work which came to knew it would be a difficult one to describe.
Rick Wakeman is the talented multibe The
identified
as thewas
"Byrds'
sound".but Roger keyboard
artist who is currently responsible for
harmony
integral
changing the sound of Yes in the direction of
McGuinn's
were by
always
front. Most
the
songs vocals
recorded
the uporiginal
Byrds,of the unique subtleties characteristic of "Fragile"
McGuinn, Chris Hillman, David Crosby, Gene and "Close To The Edge". This is Wakeman's
first solo LP and it represents the highest
Clark much
and Michael
Clarke, from
had "folk"
with
of it borrowed
Dylan. origins
It was endeavor.
The album is meant to reflect Wakeman's
probably
McGuinn's
on doing
Dylan'sof
material that
lead toinsistence
the eventual
departure
wives of Henry
each member. The only original Byrd to stick it "interpretations
Each of the six ofcutsthe represents
one ofVIII".
the
out was McGuinn.
wives; Wakeman's "personal conception of

The new members, primarily Gram Parsons,
were instrumental
destroying
Byrds'Dylan
uniquenes byshiftingin the
emphasisthe from
and folk music to country. Parsons soon
departed to form the Flying Burrito Brothers
with Hillman who has lately been involved with
Steve Stills in Manassas.
Gene Clarke had left to concentrate on his
own writing with Dillard and Clarke and as a
solo performer. Of course David Crosby has
been a solo performer and producer (for Joni
Witchell), as well as one quarter of Crosby,
Stills, Nash and Young.
It was Asylum
Records'
Geffento who
persuaded
the original
ByrdDavid
members
get
back together for Byrds. The idea was more invigorating than the final result.
The harmonies are still there but in the
seven orprovsoed on byintervening
years and
they've
imCrosby Stills
Nashbeen
among
others. And the twleve string guitars are less
dominating and there is more of an acoustic in(which isn'tCrosby
necessarily
a bad thing).
Hillman,clinationClark,
and McGuinn
tiave
each contributed Wo songs. Crosby comes out
on the top as the most mature composer with
"Laughing"
"LongfromLive Neil
the King",
compositionsandcome
Young The
(tw6other
and
Joni Mitchell.
"(See The Sky) About To Rain" lends itself
well to the Byrds' harmony while Crosby knows
exactly what he wants with the vocal on Joni's
"For Free". The interpretation is low key with
the only real change (beyond the addition of
percussion) being the pfecious little guitar

their characters in relation to keyboard inWakeman's keyboard versatility and imstruments".agination makes the concept work. Playing as
many as three keyboards at once, covering two
mellotrons,
electric organ
and
harpsichord aandgrandtwopiano,
synthesizers,
Wakeman
has defined a new brand of music that is both
cerebral and sensual but uncategorizable. All
six pieces borrow from classical and contemas well as employing
Yes'
music.poraryownstylingstechniques
Wakeman's
used to dramatize
The LP includes brief histories of each of the
wives so thatpretationyou
can follow
inters. Each piece
conveysthethemusical
excitement
ofinventiveness
Wakeman's keyboard
virtuosity
and
musical
from the high spirits and
promiscuous
deceit
represented
in "Catherine
Howard" to the meekness
and submissiveness
of "Jane Seymour".
interested
Yes' music should pay
closeThoseattention
to thisin album.
Allan Mandril
>
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New

Beethoven

albums
The musical world has been
I waiting a long time for Maestro
II Solti's
of Beethoven's
Ninth recording
Symphony
with his
I orchestra, the Chicago Symphony.
I Stereo Review, in conjunction with
I London's promotion department
I offered a free seven-inch preview
I record, which I duly sent away for,
[ quickly received, and found less
| than
to the
wholeimpressive.
recording Listening
has reinforced
$ some of my first impressions: the
surface noise begins to rival rice
crispies and the bass response
tends to bloatedly persevere on
very low powerful notes.
Yet this recording is in many
ways startling, unique and
enjoyable. For example, the
detached quavering strings which
open the first movement are unusually crystal-clear, which I am
sure is exactly what Solti wanted,
There is no fussing around with
murky textures, or muted portentous harmonies.
I was first made aware of
Solti's1 bought
approach
Beethoven
when
and tolistened
to his
recording of the Fifth symphony
with the Vienna Philharmonic, I did
not really
Fifth
then
and soknowyou Beethoven's
might say I grew
uphaveon aSolti's
version.
The
strings
lucidity and muscularity
which Herbert Von Karajan would
be pleased to accept from his own
orchestra.
Then I listened to Solti's
Seventh,I wasVon nurtured
Karajan'son:verson
which
I neverof
knew there was that much for the
horn in the whole symphony.
Suddenly I was discovering
previously unnoticed passages for
woodwinds or brass and because
they were so sudden I did not
know if it was what Beethoven
and I wanted. Because, there is
something to be said for actually
trying to blend instruments and
douse the intrusiveness of the
brass. Solti may agree, but he still
seems to have an unbreachable
empathy with the little forgotten
sound of the flute masked by the
thirty odd prima donna strings or
the strident horns who can do
nothing to stifle the roughness in
their voices. They deserve a
chance, I can hear Solti intuosos. sinuating to his grumbling virSo those detached strings are
right out in front, and so it goes
through the course of the
symphony, especially the first
movement. The big drums in the
climax of this movement are
about as prominent and as
energetic as I've ever heard. The
string section is kept taut and
powerful, though, so you cannot
say the drum is loud because the
ensemble work is weak or undernourished.
The second movement, scherzo, israther conventionally played
and so was the slow movement.
Some say this is the heart of the
symphony and in its intimacy and
directness it is: that famous slow
modulation on the strings (which
the notes point out) from C flat to
B flat gives you time to both listen
to the music and reflect on the
way it so substantially moves you.
Solti guides his orchestra through
this passage and the movement
as a whole deftly and very slowly,
allowing even more time for
savouring and ruminating.
The last movement does not
surprise like the first, but then its
orchestration is not as radical. The
soloists, stuart Burrows, Hilar
Lorengar, Yvonne Minto and Mart-

an

ti Tavela sound fine, especially
Martti Tavela, the bass who sings
the baritone part. I really
prefer
stronger soloists though, because
I think the passages for them are
unsurpassed im their formal
strength and emotional
strenuousness. The four on this
recording could perhaps have put
more heart into the singing than
they did, especial Pilar Lorenga
who successfully lyraises herself tor
the demands of a similar
expressiveness in Mozart's Cosi
ding.
Fan Tutte in the well-known recorThis recording will supplant no
previous recording of the Ninth
which has proved itself a landmark: Von Karajan's recording,
Bruno Walter's several recordings,
Otto Klemperer's with the Philharmonia
several.as
But as orlongFurtwangler's
as it surprises
much as it does and because of
the powerful directness that it will
not lose with time, Solti's Ninth
will be able to afford the company
of its Penthouse rivals. (London
CSP-8; 2 records).
Among other recent releases
which are of interest is a London
(CS6750) recording of Romantic
Cello Concertos played by Jascha
Silberstein, the chief cellist of the
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra,
and I'Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande under Richard Bonynge.
You can always tell a serious
romantic concerto by its key: if it's
minor it means to be serious, especial y inthe first movement.
And the ones in this recording are
all in minor keys. Auber's first concerto and Popper's
minor are
are
the two
biggiesE and
characterized in their first
movements by heavily minor, distressed passages and big-R
Romantic musical gestures. But
the music is absorbing and moving, as is the playing. I think
Silberstein has a rich engaging
tone and he is of soloist calibre.
Bonynge's conducting is as usual
poised
well-rounded.
PierreandCochereau
recorded the
four
big
Bach
toccatas
(BVW's
565, 540, 564 and 538)
for
Philips on the Tresors Classique
lable (6504-087). He uses the
massive Notre Dame de Paris
organs and his style is suitably
massive. I have these pieces on
Archive with Helmut Walcha,
whose approach is consistently
careful, masterly and lucid.
Cochereau often employs rubato
and a stylized rhythmic emphasis,
especially in the F major toccata.
The sound of the recording is
bad on my pressing. I wish it were
better, because Cochereau has
something to offer in spite of the
curious largesse of keyboard virtuosos which won't allow them to
stop treating us to recordings of
these same four pieces.
Colin Davis and Arthur
Grumiaux have recorded two
Mozart violin concertos (K. 207
and 218) for Philips (6580-009).
The performances are discreet —
perhaps a bit too discreet,
although thelfine
and elegant
es . The London
Symphonynone-is
usually a touch more refined.
Colin Davis conducts this
orchestra for Philips (6580050) in
Beethoven's Sixth Symphony, the
Pastoral. Frankly, I am very disappointed. The orchestra plays unforgiveably weak-heartedly with
no power, not even much serenity.
I think the issuing of the recording
is a mistake.
Neville Marriner, on the other
hand, iri a recording with the Acad-

earful
my of St. Martin-ln-the-Field of
Beethoven's first and second
symphonies, pleases us. We are
impressed. The exordium of the
first movement of the second
symphony js wonderfully weighty
and lucid, followed by a rather fast
allegro. The larghetto is lyrical and :
exact, especially the filigree which
appears at the beginning and
towardsment section.
the end of the developThe chordal crescendo advan- :
cing towards the middle is not as :
climactic as Karajan's, whose
recording is definitive, but it :
blends with the gentle decorum of :
the rest of the movement. The \
scherzo is perhaps too Mozartian
since the sforzando and forte outbursts are meant to sound fierce j
and they do not. So here I believe :
Karajan and Klemperer are clearly :
superior. Trills are sometimes \
slurred. The first symphony is as :
equally
I don't
have the impressive,
space to talkbutabout
it. :f
Colin Davis
recordedopera
Berlioz'
previously
unrecorded
Les :f
Troyens and it was a smashing |
success. Las year he conducted :
another unrecorded Berlioz opera, :
Benevenuto Cellini, and recorded \
it for Philips (6707019). I would \
say it too should be a smashing f:
success.
:•
Very briefly, the story is about \
the rivalry between two scluptors, f:
Fieramosca (Robert Massard, i;
baritone) and Cellini (Nicolai Ged- f:
da, tenor) for the patronage of the f:
pope.Teresa (Christine Eda-pierre,
soprano) who "business
is the daughter
of' if
Fieramosca's
manager"
f:
who
is also the papal treasurer,
if
falls in love with Cellini, and the ff
opera relates all the machinations fi
and intrigues which eventuate :f:
Cellini's success, both with the fi:
pope and with Teresa. £
The music is incredibly varied if:
and when
that it £
was
writtenonein considers
1834. altered in fij
1851 and virtually unplayed since if:
then, it is quite surprising that it is f:f
practically unknown, except for :f:
excerpts.timeIt tocertainly
had - if:
enough
become has
popular,
f:f
but
time
was
also
its
bane.
To
ac- :f:
comodate conventional notions
if;
about opera in 1851, the opera f:f:
was fudged around with by Liszt, ifi;
The opera took on an incom- ifi;
prehensible, but more "suitable" -if:
form:
version
:f:j
almost Davis'
completely
back reverts
to the ffff
original Paris version of 1834. fiff
Generally, the performances :f:f
are very good. Nicholai Gedda and ifff
Christiane Eda-Pierre give very fif:
adequateJustif not
perfor- ifif
mances.
beforegreat
the famous
ffff
duet between the troupers and fifi
the people Teresa sings, and then :f:f;
there is an ensemble for Teresa,
Ascanio, Cellini and Balduci. All fffff
this is beautifully done, as is the :fifi
famous duet following. There are
some superb quiet passages like :ffff
scene I Act II between Teresa and ifff:
Ascanio, Cellini's apprentice, f:f:f:
(Jane Berbie, mezzo-soprano) and fffff;
ravishing arias, such as that at the fffffj
opening of scene three of Act II, -:f:f;
which is really a duet between :f:f:f
Cellini and Teresa. And Duvis con- ffffff
ducts perfectly. To my ears, any- fifffi
way,* since some may say his :f:f:f
orchestra sounds a bit too classi- ffftff:
cally poised
and too slow. The- vfffj
sound
is excellent.
:f:f:f;
So in spite of what would seem :f:f:f:
to be a lack-luster crowd of ifffff:
singers just by looking at names,
the production comes off as a :f:f:f:
sparkling and precise rendition of ifffff:
exciting music, perhaps even im- fffffff
portant music. ,an Scott IfiS:

unclassified
ARMY TRIUMPH PARTS Avoid (he big np-off
Engines, transmissions fenders, whatever
GA Watson, P.O. Box LI. Keswick OntWriteor
phone 889-2572 after 7:00.
A THREE furnished,
BEDROOM wanted
house fororsummer
apartment,
preferrably
and
possibly next year. Call Wendy 921-7680
GIGANTIC, furnished apt in Rosedale; sublet
May 1 - Sept.
ideal torafter3 or5:00.4 people$300/mo.;
phone 1;921-6489
SUBLET, large bachelor apartment. 105 Isabella
St3060. fromafter
May-Sept,
$135 weekdays,
9 month. Call:anytime
9616:30 p.m.
weekends,

WANTED: a young man to supervise two boys
during summer in Europe. Room,
modest salary. Call: -924-9957. board, plus
I BEDROOM APT. in immaculate high-rise for
subletrentMay,negotiable;
June, July,phoneAug:961-3733
Yonge-Wellesley
area:
,
TWO
BEDROOM apartment
sublet, 7 Contact
Walmer
Rd., $239/month.
Parking foravailable.
superingendent Apt, 602 or phone 922-7048.
KING SIZE WATERBED plus frame, plastic liner
and foam
after
5:00 pad included 550.00 phone 635-8137

AOSC
Continental Flight TorontoBrusselsSPECIAL
May 4 Milan-Toronto
June 6 H90.00
service
enjoy
and
Sabena
Fly
bar: Contact
and complimentary inworldflightrenowned
AOSC - 44 St, George St., Tor. 5. 962-8404.
EXPERIENCED
TYPISTrates.
will type
thests forpapersstudents
at reasonable
Will supply
Phone Kathy at 249-6876.
STEREO COMPONENTS for sale. Amplifier 30
waits IHF -50., AM FM Stereo
Tuner 1 6 IHF
sensitivity
'125.Call:Both366-2029
all-transistor aid in perfect condition.

WANTEO TO SUBLET 2 Bedroom apartment
May 1st to August 3lst. 787 6401
PROF. LOOKING FOR QUIET two bedrm. apt. (or
one bdrm. with study), (preferably in house or older apt building. Annex or Yonge/St Clair for
May 1 evgs. 769-4491
8EN'Snair>MEN'StheHAIRSTYLING
lon8
Clarke Institute(Specialising
of Psychiatry,in
250 College St. Tel. 924-6811 ext. 560. Haircut

EXPEDITION to Afghanistan via Europe, Greece
and Turkey departs June 5th (or 3 months $600
plus 5215 return flight to England Phone
YOUNG
MARRIED
COUPLE
SEEKS large
oneto Peter 922-5006.
bedroom
apartment
with
garden.
Rent
170.00 May 1st. 961-1366
TRAVELLING IN EUROPE INTERNA
(TIONAL STUOENT 1.0. card, student
:-ailpass. car rentals, cheapest and mosl
D-YNACO
AMPLIFIER
lor
sale
model:
SCA80Q
5 months old-perfect cond. Still under Ring dependable charter flights, camping tours
Audio Warrenty 230.00 or best offer. 961-1 366 !2tc, all available now from: AOSC, 44 St
Seorge St., Toronto 5, 416 - 962-8404. (The
Travel co-op owned by your stuLIKE CAMPING? Try the Manttmes with us. 10 Studentdent Council)
days camping tours for young people Write
M5T 1G5Tours. 370 Oundas St W ToronRoyalto, Ont.Camping
WHY FREEZE? Used fur coats from $10 00
Paul Magder Furs - 202 Spadina Ave.
THE
"WE
DON'T
LIKE
THE
VARSITY"
(Between
Excellent
COMMITTEE asks: Tired of being told what to selection ofQueen
fun furs,& Dundas)
trade ins accepted
do' Then buy lots of delicious KRAFT foods and Thur-Fri
lilt
5
pm
We
buy
used
furs
363-6077.
Mon-Sat
9-5
stock up on yummy DARE cookies Paul Temple.
1st yearPimento,
A. 8. S„1stSteveyearO'Brien.
Greg
Eng., Mike1st year
AugustA & 1stS„
year Eng.. Joe Sant, 1st year A & S„ Steve Selk, eSSAY SERVICES Do you have old es1st yearRukavma,
Eng., Hugh
1st year
Eng.,
Oavid
1st yearRobinson.
A 4 S„ Paul
Gilkmson.
says' Do you need essays? Phone ESSAY
961-6150, Mon.-Fri. 3 pm.1st year A & S.. Tom Stefanik, 1st year A & S SERVICES.
10typingpm.;done,
Sat. -Sun.
9 am. -5Road,
pm. Professional
300 Avenue
2nd door.
WOULD LIKE TO CONTACT (ellow sociology student doing Ugandan Asian Study. Phone Jean
962-2995 leave
beforemessage
10 a m. olease
any day if possible EUROPE SUMMER 73 TORONTO to
Otherwise
LONDON from S79 one way or S155 return
- Take a dependable charter. Contact
BABYSITTER NEEDED, month of Aug. Male AOSC,
GeorgeStudent
St., Toronto
962-840444AND- St.
or SAVE
your
Council, 5.416BOOK
preferable. 2 children 5 & 9 Capable of building EARLY
tree houses, exploring, swimming, cooking & just
havingto. Pleasefun1 calllocation
a
farm
35
mi
N
W.
of
Toronweekends. Jane at 964-3771 after 5 p.m or BE A YOUNG EUROPEAN this summer. Special brochure on different trips through Europe
Russia Exclusively (or young travellers.
TAKE A BREAK! GIFTS and TURTLE SONGS, two and
Contact Goway, Suite 104. 53 Yonge Street
evenings of new one act plays playing in 863-0799.
reperatory until April 22 at Tarragon Theatre 30
Bndgmanto Sal.Ave.at Bathurst
Oupont 531-1827
Tues
8:30, Sun.& 2:30.
LET US HELP YOU Pur your baby into a cradle
rather than an incinerator Birthright, 89 St.
PART TIME JOB UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY - to George
469-1111,
choose your own hours passing out leaflets in
local areas for publicity campaign To receive in- ASSOCIATED TYPING SERVICe, formation kittelephone: 312-241-0820 or write
ASG Company 4554 North Drake. Chicago, theses, essays. - French, Lalm - experIllinois.
ienced typists • eleclric typewriters, 86
Bloor St. W Ste 670.922-7624.
COTTAGE FOR RENT, Lake Ontario, Port
ACCURATE,
prompt typing service. Low rates
Hope 5300 per season, 921-7360.
after
5 p.m, Minor
for volume.
corrections free. 489-3326
SAIL THE CARIBBEAN aboard 43' trimarm
yacht. Special
apiece/month
— all in- GAG NOTES a division of ACADEMIC
clusive Write:rate:
P.O. $500
Box 1235.
Guelph. Ontario.
OVERLOAD announces these sei/ices:
Phone: (519) 821-3412.
•Annoted Exams of 1971, 72, 70: Questions &
FACULTY MEMBER going on leave wishes to Answers for all science and engineering courses
years 1 & 2 prepared by our staff of graduates;
sublet
modern $250/mo.
2-bdrm, apt.nearfromSt. answers
25' per page, questions 15" per page
mid-Julyhisforfurnished,
1 year, approx.
Clair & Spadina, beside ravine. Phone M. Exam Copies of 70, 71, 72: all years, all subjects
Moscovitch, 828-5370 (Weekdays) or 483- Copy
Machine
7 daysSt.a (across
week 8:30 a.m. to 5'10 perp.m.page179OpenCollege
0595 (eves & weekends I
from
Wallberg 8ldg„ stairs at side) Phone: 9221600
EDITOR, experienced, interested in editing
Academic Papers. Senior, graduate and
OZ, who appeared in University of Toronto
professional
assistance is beinglevels
offered,preferred
ghostwritingEditorial
is not. Film Board workshop film shot in Hart
House quadrangle, fall 1971, please conCall 532-9345
tact David Peebles 221-3815. We are preTYPING of thesis. Average price 80' per 8W x panng the credits.
1 1", Double Call;
spaced485-3766
page. Other varieties will be MATHEMATICIANS WANTEO to set educational
estimated
Mathematic standards. Competitive selection.
Send background
information
-and telephone
FAST,
to: Mathematics
Competition,
Box 412.
SpecializeACCURATE
in universityTYPING
theses done
Forty atcentshomeper number
Postal Station T, Toronto, Ontano. M6B 4A3.
page 822-7995
A FAST ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE by several
Car EUROPE
Rentals and Sales
experienced
home typists
with electric
typewriters Duffering
& Eglinton
Area.
Student
Charter - Railpass
Flights
Reasonable rates 787-9805.
Student fares on ships to Europe
ABORTIONdential counselling
is a toughand decision.
We
offer
confiConquestor 368-9970
Travel
help on birth control and
782-5033
abortion, so you can make the best choice for
your future. 362-3338
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THE PHILOSOPHY

DEPARTMENT

HANDBOOK
CONTAINING INFORMATION ON
1973-1974 PHILOSOPHY COURSES
Is now available at the following
locations:
- University Department of
Philosophy (215 Hurron St.)
- Victoria College
Philosophy Department
- Trinity College
Philosophy Department
- All college registrars and the
- Foyer, Sidney Smith Hall {At
the Philosophy Information Table)

Ripping-off

ESSAY SERVICES
A new and complete TERMPAPER serdictatevice.ourOriginality,
policy.quality, and security
Phone: 961-6150
Hours:Sat.-Sun.
Mon.-Fri. 3 p.m.- 5 p.m.
• 10 p.m.
Professional9 a.m.
Typing Done
300 AVENUE ROAD
Mr. MOHAMMED S. YUNIS
Department
of University
Mathemalrcs
McMaster
Hamilton
will present a talk on
"WHAT
Thursday, IS
MarchISLAM?"
29, 1973,
at
Room No. 2002, New7 p.m.College, University of
Toronto, 40 Sponsored
Wilcochs,byToronto 181,
The Muslim Students Association
University of Toronto

Europe?

Student Railpass available from AOSC.
Association of Student Councils
44 St. George Street, Toronto 5, Ontario {416) 962-8404
Also available: student flights to Europe and within
Europe, car rentals, international ID cards, tours,
student hostels and jobs abroad.
All at Student prices

Rip

Blind

shutterbug

hides

in bathroom

In a world so foul, so amoral,
that barns are stripped for coffee
tables, and streetcars are an endangered species, and it costs
$43 to have a cat spayed, there
is only one
the
bathroom.
This refuge
periodic —retreat
into self exdulgence is the very
foundation of Western civilization.
Even the best marriages need
bathrooms. Some couples in their
misguided search of intimate
security are often tempted into
the can together, to continue a
torrid rap without interruption.
What a dreadful mistake! Mothers
of young children are the most opin this respect
as they pressed
aregroupinevitably
followed—
into retreat by their offspring. This
probably cidaccounts
ence ofinsanity forin the
this high
group.inBathing together is alright —
positively
But go-of
ing to the transcendental.
can. in the interests
sanity,
equality
and
brotherhood
is
best done alone,
Which brings me to the subject
of Joe Rosenblatt's latest book,
Blind Photographer which include
some squiggly drawings of people
and animals in the bath and pipes.
There aren't any clear distinctions
drawn between animate and inanimate matter here but
everybody and thing seems to be

having a good time. The captions
would lead one to believe that
there are
some major
running through
these themes
apparently
casual doodles, themes like "the
rape of innocence",
boyfriend",
and "in quest of"the
the
The poetry is more impres ionistic than I have been
familiar with in his work before. I
think it not as good in this respect
as the earlier collections. I found
myself
orgasm".wishing the poems were
longer, with a more developed
focal point. But perhaps this was
the intended effect by the poet.
you havespring,
the opportunity
thisIfuncertain
to strip downin >
to nothingness with your loved
one and bask in sunny loveliness
by the pool and you and your lover
discover for the first time that you
have absolutely nothing to say to
one
another,
terrified
becauseyou're
your mutely
highly
developed skill at academic bluffing cannot be transferred to
lovetalk, then perhaps you would
like to read this book and see what
happens.
Buy this book.
Penelope Jahn Watters
Blind Photographer by Joe
Rosenblatt. Press Porcepic, $2.50

off

Europe

STUDENT-RAILPASS
The
way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist.
Student-Railpass
isHolland,
valid in Austria,
Belgium, Denmark,
France,
Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway,
Portugal,Germany,
Spain, Sweden.
Switzerland.
Eurailpass, Box 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario
Please □send me your free Student-Railpass (older order
torm.
Or your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. □

fi

Street.
City__

So you plan to spend the
and very comfortable. They have to
Summer in Europe this year, Great.
be. So you'll meet us on our trains. It
really is the way to get to know
Two things are mandatory. A ticket
Europeans in Europe,
to Europe. And a Student-Railpass.
The first gets you over there, the
But there's one catch. You
second gives you unlimited Second must buy your Student-Railpass in
Class rail travel for two months for a North America before you go.
modest $1 50 in Austria, Belgium,
They're not on sale in Europe
Denmark, France, Germany,
because they are meant strictly for
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
visitors to Europe— hence the
incredibly low price. Of course if
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
and Switzerland! All you need to
you're loaded you can buy a regular
qualify is to be a full-time student up Eurailpass meant for visitors of all
ages. It gives you First Class travel if
to 25 years of age, registered at a
that's what you want.
North American school, college or
university.
Either way if you're going
And the trains of Europe are to zip off to Europe, see a Travel
a sensational way to travel. Over
Agent before you go, and in the
meantime, ripoff the coupon. It
1 00,000 miles of track links cities,
towns and ports all over Europe. The can't hurt and it'll get you a better
trains are fast (some over 1 00 mph), time in Europe than you ever thought
frequent, modern, clean, convenient
possible. we.,"*™ i.

Broadfoot
bifes
The Jest Society and Dave realization of well conceived and
Broadfoot is largely a hit and miss developed inspiration.
Dave Broadfoot, of course,
proposition;
spontaneous laughanfromhonest
the audience
steals the show, mainly through
constituting a hit and embarassed his ability to create ludicrous
silence or nervous tittering, a
of real life personmiss. Happily for all concerned the reflections
alities without robbing them of
hits out-numbered the misses their charm.
His characterization
Thursday night when the review of MP Muckfuster
under attack by
opened at The Poor Alex.
panel andEverything
the audience
The relationship between ais student
unforgettable.
prior
honest, spontaneous laughter to this seemed simply to warm the
from the audience and the audience up for Muckfuster: for
material used was tenuous. Being
happens in this sequence is
devoted to Canadian topics, the what
different kind of theatre
five person company worked all a— totally
a
real
of participation.
the favorites — the FLQ, the Audience,theatre
Muckfuster and the
blandness of the Canadian identi- other members
of the cast are all
and ty,soCanada's
on. I halting
am not bi-lingualism
faulting the slugging
it outscatological
with the heavyhanded
pun,
selection of topics but rather their and general irreverence humour
for
underdevelopment of themes so their own entertainment.all The
rich in possibilities and so dear to show is definitely worth seeing,
our hearts. I understand that the
not just for the salutory effects of JJt
skits were improvised or honest,
but
developed from improvisation, but more forspontaneous
the giddying laughter
experience
particularly in the first part of the of the extended
belly laughs
program, many of the skits not generating.
only lacked the
of im- Broadfoot is capable of
provisation buspontaneity
t also the ordered
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downtown
North American
h
downtown
Nnrthtbe
AmD^o«
on
the ^^"
campusstobuM
^^^
priests
on theean
move throughout
in
the
parish
in the office
Canada and
building bridges
the United States.
working with
For more information write:
the young and old
Father
Room 101Donald
CA. C. Campbell,
spreading the
Christian spirit,
Paulist lathers.
praying
celebrating
647 Markham Street
counseling
Toronto 174, Ontario

J
UUIig
chy but well dnnp
Pauline Paul
Anne Anglen
Johnson livedine
brings to light not
The three platforms and single
her poetry. sket
As portrayed by the Theatre Passe only the passion and daring of the chair make for a singularly austere
Muraille
set. It is left up to the actors to create
on Pauline well-travelled Mohawk poetess, but a the
she is's anewest
womanproducti
of passion
essential atmosphere of the
naivete that prevented her from seedominated by the desire to bring her,
ing the smallness in other people. A various milieus represented by the
poems to life before the world, The good deal of the performance con- way they position themselves on the
best compliment Pauline can be given
sists in recitations in which she
and of course by the characters
is the fact that more than one spec- evokes the splendour of the Canadian set,
portray. Thus we witness scenes
tator, myself included, expressed the wilderness and the nobility of the intheytrain
compartments, recital halls,
desire to read up on Pauline Johnson Mohawk brave. Miss Anglin accom- private homes,
and in the wilderness.
and her poems.
panies her dramatic elocutionary We shoot the rapids, arrive in London
style with gestures that present clear or ride a horse madly through the
images in the minds of her spec- night with Pauline. Sounds and
tators. One wonders if Pauline John- gestures from Janet Amos and Peter
son was indeed this spellbinding Kunder become considerably abstract
creature.
at times in order to create the
Janet Amos and Peter Kunder por- dynamic
s of the situation being
tray the people with whom Pauline resented.
came into contact on her journey to
It is hard to believe that only three
fame. They change roles countless people
responsible for creating
times, and often within seconds.
Miss such a are
of moods. Naturally
Amos has proven before how well she there arewealth
those
behind the scenes,
can sketch out a character type with notably Paul Thompson,
the director
specific comportment, tone of voice, responsible for the unique
and most strikingly, facial expression. style this company presents. acting
We see a host of Canadian ladies who
introduced Pauline at recitals, men
Could we have wished for more?
who welcomed her on her western
We see Pauline Johnson largely the
tour, and other isolated character way her public saw her. In this play,
parts. Peter Kunder has perhaps less she is the only character that shows
of a variety of roles to contend with. some development. The others pass
He plays a number of different men too quickly to be more than expert
who were linked with the poetess — sketches. Thus it is possible to weary
of the constant change, and hunger
a honky-tonk pianist, a conventional after
the treatment of one
suitor, a money-hungry manager,
some other brief sketches. Thereandis relationship, or one conflict, in detail.
After learning more about the
obviously a good amount of thought
and discipline behind every Mohawk Princess, as this production
characterization. Without these in- has inspired me to do, I will no doubt
to make.
gredients, the format of the produc- have more commentsEleanor
Coleman
tion would be impossible to accept.

A

British
THE

Bargain

BRITRAIL

YOUTH
Areas of colour moke
grand effect
Hart House is staging its biggest of either one on multi-toned colour close the canvas is clinical, objecart show of the season now until April within a certain area thus creating
tifying, disposing the colour patches
15: paintings of Gershon Iskowitz. these contours. I don't know if there relatively evenly, indifferently. From
This man emigrated from Europe is anything highly original in these re- about twenty feet away or even ten,
cent and very large canvases, but the the canvas becomes alive with the
after the war during which he was imprisoned bythe Nazis, and has had most ingenious artist today (to my starburst of colour animated most by
successful one-man shows all over mind) is the one that always has the dominate lilac. Very cleverly, the
the Western art world since. There is figure-ground notions floating around light creamy lunatic fringe seems to
a concurrent exhibit of his work at the in his mind as he does what he does resolve into the lilac, which creates
Gallery Moose which I was unable to with his pigments. And Iskowitz perhaps the impression, more than
see before writing this article, but 1 creates, if anything, figure-ground anything else, that this pastoral,
passive shade is the dominate and
studies.
urge
ble. all to see both exhibits if possifavourite canvas is "Painting defining one.
Iskowitz works with areas of colour in My
The large Tryptich is of three archLilac" which collects splotches of
ed canvases, the centre one higher
— prodding contours, oblongs, the psychological primary colours,
elipses or no-shape shapes — onto blue and yellow, along with orange, than the symmetrical outer two. The
the canvas by accumulating splotches lilac and around the edges, lilac. Up colour scheme is blue-green-blue going across the piece, with fields of
white above and below on all three
tableaux. It is a simple piece, but very
curious and perhaps even questionbegging with its forthright use of
course).
primary colour (although not pure, of
A set of canvases which seem to
go together are marked by their free
use of indiscriminately coloured
splotches, creating the contours I
spoke of before. Again, these are simple paintings, but they have the hazy
richness of a Seurat as well as an uncanny fluency. Step back from these
asandyouthedidmonstrous
with the "painting
forms arein Lilac"
alive
with a figre-ground activity.
There are also three water colours
in the exhibition. They are perhaps
the most subtle works here, the
edges of the canvas fraying more
than in the oil splotches and featuring
much more adulterated hues. The
figure-ground relationship is less
stark and the splotches do not gather
themselves into distinct forms as in
the oils.
I don't think it is difficult to guess
why Iskowitz was chosen to represent
year's Vienna
Biennial,
inCanada
which inthelastcanvases
here exhibited.
There
is
a
grandness,
an
extroversion
which is neither blatant nor New
Yorkish. Iskowitz
has been heavily
fluenced bthe
y Impressionists
and inby
his expressionist teachers (in the
grandness of his design), but to good
effect, and his canvases are not
derivative.
It's ofnotrarean high
overwhelming
show, but one
merit.
Ian Scott
Gerson Iskowitz at Hart House Gallery

$45

PASS

Unlimited
on all British
. . . Rail Services in England, Scotland
That means
Wales. travel
and
1,000 Inter-City Expresses, every day
14,000 Local Trains, every day
70 Inter City Sleepers, every night
Youth Passes are available for unlimited travel in Economy
Class for periods of 15 Days or One Month ($45 is the cost
of a 15-day Economy Pass).
Think you won't travel enough in Britain to make the purchase
of a Pass worthwhile? Not so - on average one day of travelling
per week is all that is required to make the Pass a good buy.
Important: Youth Passes are not sold in Britain — you must
purchaseOffice.
them before you leave Canada. See your Student
Travel
You can't afford to leave for Britain without your Youth Pass,
and another
you can't
View
Pass. Forbargain
only $5.50
it getsafford
you tointomissover— the
400 Open
castles,To
stately homes and other tourist attractions throughout Britain.
Even into (and out of) the Tower of London. Valid for one
month.
See you local Student Travel Office for colourful brochures
with complete details on the Youth Pass, BritRail Pass (for
those over 22 years of age) and Open To View Pass, or complete
the tear-off coupon underneath.
BRITRAIL

TRAVEL

INTERNATIONAL
55 Eglinton Avenue East, Toronto, Ontario M4P 1G6
Please send brochures to:

City.
Province.
YS- V
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ExportA
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE

The University of Toronto Alumni Association
Invites
Arts and Science
Graduating Students
to apply for a
John H. Moss Scholarship
2 Awards of $3,000.00 Each
Applications available for
your Registrar and are required
by April 12, 1973

How
should

much
uou

poy

for a bicycle?
Because Bloor Cycle offers you the largest bicycle
selection, we can also offer you the widest price
range.
Take ten-speeds, for instance. They range anywhere from $75.00 for an Orbed to over $800.00
for an Alex Singer model. Five-speeds start at
$95.00 and go to $135.00. Our folding bikes go
between $70.00 and $120.00. And so on.
What you should spend depends on what type
of cycling you'll be doing . . . cross-country or cross- town? How often you ride . . . once-a-day or oncea-weelc? And how sophisticated a cyclist you
are ... expert or novice^
TOURING
CASUAL
FOLD-UP
RACING
TEN

SPEED

Bloor Cycle experts fit the bicycle to you, accordiog to your height and weight. As if it were
made, for you alone. As if it were the only bicycle
right for you. Because as far as we're concerned it is.
At Bloor Cycle we want to sell you the bicycle
you should have, at the price you should pay.
And isn't tha t what you want ?
bloor
cycle
Canada's Largest Bicycle ^^Specialists
1169 BLOOR W. WEST OF DUFFERIN • 536-9718- 536-1523
3218 EGLINTON E. EAST OF MARKHAM RD. ■ 267-3132

the'atre (— ter),n. Building for dramatic spectacles, revenue comes from his restaurant and discount store
playhouse; room, hall, for lectures etc. with seats in as well as from the Royal Alexandra.
tiers foperating— for surgical demonstrations);
Thetion well.
O'Keefe
Centreis becoming
has not survived
Its image
less andthelesscompetielitist.
dramatic literature or art; scene, field of operation, as
Student
prices
and
"rush
seats"
are
oneof international
indication of
the— of war; good — (pred.), effective on the stage; the
shift.
It
still
features
performers
—goer, — going, frequenter, frequenting of theatres
and with its larger stage, it can house a greater
(Greek theatron f. theaomai — behold) — The Con- fame,
variety of productions. Except for opening nights,
cise Oxford Dictionary, 1964.
What definition of theatre are we using, when we theatre-goers dress more casually than they used to,
speak
of the Toronto
theatreCertain
scene?buildings
Let's look
the whenIts going
to theneighbour
O'Keefe. may have had some innext door
first meaning
given above.
are atcalled
fluence. The St. Lawrence Centre for the Arts is a subtheatres because they were constructed for the
sidized theatre foundation. Unlike the other two large
presentation of dramatic spectacles. Independent of
what goes on within their four walls, they remain theatres, it houses a repertory company. Its repertoire
theatres. When they no longer house performances, is more "serious", in the sense that it presents
they
"old theatres".
0'Keefe
Centredefinition.
and the dramatic works that have been critically acclaimed
Royal areAlexandra
Theatre The
fit this
traditional
although they may not have universal appeal. This
So does
St. Lawrence
qualificawe had
tastes toofbeKafka,
tion thatthe
its more
versatile Centre,
interior with
lookstheahead
to a year
Euripides
and (soon
seen) Shakespeare,
Michel Tremblay.O'Neill,
The
multi-functional gathering space for community ac- last author is the only living one, a French Canadian
tivities, theatrical or otherwise.
reputation
for excellence
There are buildings which become theatres through playwright
be ignored. whose
It still seems
strange
that the onecouldn't
Canarenovation of their interior. Consider the handful of
dian work in the repertoire had to be a play which will
downtown theatres that inhabit warehouses:
lose much of its richness in the rendering to English of
Tarragon, Factory Lab, Passe Muraille... And even the Quebec
In fact, three
toire consistsdialect.
of translated
works. fifths of the repermore novel adaptations: The Firehall Theatre, "The
The
St.
Lawrence
Centre
offers
far more innovation
Church" (Studio Theatre on Glen Morris), and various
religious institutions that offer themselves regularly in the way of set design than the other two large
as public theatres. This latter phenomenon seems like theatres normally do. It has not yet (to this speca throwback to the origins of theatre, which were in
knowledge) dealt
the role dealt
of thewithspec-by
tator.tator's
This problem
is morewitheffectively
religious ritual. The Central Library Theatre and the
Colonnade Theatre are two other examples of smaller theatres.
Toronto has a number of small theatres which,
theatres contained within a larger concern.
Still, there are other places that serve as theatres although humble in appearance, give every indication
— gymnasiums, halls, parks, the street ... For an of continuing as a vital force on the cultural scene.
hour or two they become a playing space of as the Their repertoire is less conventional than the three
theatres just mentioned. There are degrees of indictionary function
puts it, "aresumes.
field of operation."
everyday
More and Then
more their
ex- novativeness, obviously, and the energetic repertory
periments arebeing tried with this concept. Again, it is companies take different routes in expanding the cona return, this time to the atmosphere of the mobile
cept of theatre in Toronto.
Theatre Passe Muraille has one of the most inCommedia dell'Arte and the wandering troubadour..
teresting approaches. Many of its productions are
"Going ever
to themoretheatre"
is anWhatexpression
becoming
symbolic.
has to bethatkeptis developed through improvisations on a basic theme,
in mind is that theatre is a human activity. When we linked together in a near-crystallized tform. The charm
go to see theatre, we are placing ourselves within the of their recent production, 1837, was largely due
space that contains the activity in order to, in some to the actors' spontaneity, a direct result of the imfashion, bear witness to it. This is one basic provisational approach. The group also seems comdifference between theatre and film, incidentally.
mit ed tresources
omaximum
actor's personal
and exploitation
minimal useofofthecostumes
and
A performer, or performers, a performing space,
and a public: these are three requisites for the art properties. In 1837, actors underwent role changes
which emanates from the expressive resources of without costume changes, women took men's roles
man'sthemind
Whatbewillrelated
be expressed?
How and vice versa, and actors represented animals,
will
choiceandofbody.
material
to the environplants and even cities. The set was designed to reprement outside the playing space? Certainly there are
sent the general atmosphere that pervaded the play.
theories on this subject, but they are about as reliable
Canadian content is rapidly becoming the measurasthe thetheatrical
Titanic. activities
We stand around
to learnus.more by looking at
ing stick of a progressive policy in theatre production.
Passe Muraille favours Canadian themes. The
We mentioned the large commercial esta- Tarragon Theatre is committed to the Canadian
blishments that house different forms of theatre playwright. At the moment, it seems to be the Jackpot
throughout the year. The Royal Alexandra is the most of Canadian successes with David French, David
prosperous example.. It offers the Toronto theatre- Freeman and Michel Tremblay in its repertoire. The
goer lavish productions of international renown, often combination of sensitive direction and good material
featuring performers whose reputations for ex- has earned it the reputation of a theatre for thinking
cel ence are commonly assumed. This past year it
A new are
groupbeing
of theatre-goers
a variety of
presented musicals (for example, Christopher people.
backgrounds
attracted to from
its productions.
Plummer in the pre-Broadway run of Cyrano), current Next season there will be another play by Freeman
hits (How the Other Half Loves, direct from its London and one by Tremblay, in addition to the new works
triumph), modern classics (Rex Harrison in presented by the theatre which describes itself as "by
Pirandello's
Henry IV) and special attractions (British concept experimental". Its predecessor, the ill-fated
pantomime theatre).
Factory Lab Theatre largely created the sympathetic
A fortune is spent to engage the artists concerned. atmosphere for Canadian works.
Admission to performances is proportionately high.
Other small theatres present a variety of works,
This system perpetuates a theatre of the elite. When some of which are Canadian. The Firehall has produca certain sector of the public feels it is in the position
ed Anne Hebert, Edward Albee and a adaptation of a
to
"buy the
best" in theatre,
theatreIt medieval romance. Toronto Workshop Productions,
becomes
an expression
of class attending
consciousness.
known repertory group in Toronto, has a livetends to follow that the business interests which sup- the best
ly, versatile company, and is probably most
port this theatre will not engage productions which successfull with contemporary action-filled spectacles
like Hey Rube! and Indians.
directly question the place of the elite.
Does the theatre of the elite work in Toronto? Ed
Prices vary in the small theatres. Some groups
Mirvish has next year's season all set up. But then his offer a certain number of !'pay-what-you-can" perfor-
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mances to encourage attendance from lower incomebracket groups,
The university campus offers even more room for
innovation than the small theatres (many of which
have not been mentioned). There does not exist the
pressure to cater to the public created by financial
considerations. The susual difficulties are being provided with the proper materials to mount the production, and fending people with
to handle the material presented. enough experience
A mini-community in itself,
has the
its
T, one finds
own hierarchy of theatres. At thetheU ofuniversity
Hart House Theatre, which in addition to importing
productions from outside the campus, houses the
large scale campus productions. Experiments with the
classics often find themselves there, in addition to
musicals and revues. The Studio Theatre is run by the
Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama, and though
by no means a repertory theatre, it tends to have a
core group of graduate students and professors influencing itsdirection. Works both classical and

tion Two is the name of a group of a dozen or so actors, who, for the past two years have lived together
and put together works designed to confront the
spectator with his environmen and his role in it. The group
takes its inspiration fromt the
city and its paradoxes.
On one occasion, apparently, they returned the admission charge to their audience because their performance did not, in their view, have the proper effect.
A new group has formed with a precise format
for
reaching the non-theatre-goer. The Open Circle
Theatre wants to create "a professional community
theatre"
a result5) will
of research
in the community.
first showas (April
be a documentary
of welfareIts
and unemployment. The material is taken from
views which the actors themselves conducted. interThe
method comes from England, where director Ray
Wheian
studied
its
successful
use
in
a
small
industrial
town.
Open Circle wants to live up to its name. Although
not narrowly political, it is interested in eradicating
elitism in the theatre arts by creating works relevant

Centre for the
Study of Drama

AUDITIONS
Preliminary Auditions for next
season's All-Student Productions
will be held
April 9, 10 &11
HART HOUSE THEATRE
For an appointment phone 928-8674
or drop in at Theatre offices

stage
A LANSBURY/DUNCAN/BERUH
PRODUCTION The hit
FROM
COLUMBIA
now on
STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 13
the
screen!
EGLINJON E OF YONGE • 436-5600
pbyis
THE
NUNNERY
Presents
recording artists
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•
Live entertainment
modern rarely seen elsewhere in the city get produced
there by enterprising Drama Centre students. The
UC Playhouse produces even more original productions by students, as well as housing the odd
professional group, Its excellent resources allow more
variety in the productions than is normally possible at
The Church. In February it housed the controversial
in theatre called "Survival" (the word does
experiment
to be in vogue lately!), which might be defined
seem
as an actor's marathon.
College and Faculty theatre guilds are a
which does not lend itself to generalizaphenomenon
tion. There seems to be a swing toward original works,
The Centre for Medieval Studies continues its artful
and morality plays, revelations
of miracle
productions
for
the modern
theatregoer.
- based
From the small theatre and the university
of theatre as a comtheatre, we often obtain theng idea
munity activity, motivati both artist and public.
Some groups adopt this social committment as a
philosophy determining their artistic character. Crea-

to the experience of the average citizen. Unlike the
Tarragon, it does not see its role as stretching the
theatre-goers'
as reflecting
terests. Ihas
t aconsciousness
small grant frombut Theatre
Ontario.hisTheinrest of its revenue will come from contributions and
the pay-what-you-can
St. will
Paul'sbe
Church
will be its regular performances.
spot, although there
some performances in public parks.
The group invites interested parties to help them
with set building, research and whatever needs to be
done. Call 967-6584. Theatre is not just the domain of
the performing artist, and the theatre-goer -need not
see himself as impotent in relation to the artist, according to this approach.
Will ofcommunity-oriented
supplant
theatre
the fourth wall? Dotheatre
people really
want theto
come face to face with themselves in the theatre, or
do they still want to participate indirectly or even escape from themselves? Perhaps the fortunes of Open
Circle will indicate
which way tf\e tide is turning in
Tor
ont
a
Eleanor Coleman

on Friday also
Come

early and enjoy

cheaper prices
Beer and Wine

35
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9 O'CLOCK
xMORE
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Canadian
On a little-remembered day in 1949, the
grand poobah of the Liberal Party, CD. "What's
aPlayers
million?"in his
Howe,office.
had the president of Famous
"Mr. President" said CD., in a manner which
befits a mere cabinet minister, "Mr. President,
wouldn't it some
be a great
if Famous
Playersit
channelled
of the idea
immense
profit which
annually drains from the Canadian economy
into the development of a Canadian film industry?"
"No," replied the president. He suggested
that Canada wasn't yet ready for its own film
industry
Canada's
reputation and
wouldthat
be better
servedinternational
if Canadian
names and references were dropped at random
into American movies — all at no charge of
course.
CD. discreetly dropped the idea.
A more recent attempt to achieve a
workable Canadian film industry has been the
establishment of the Canadian Rim Development Corporation. This body puts money into
Canadian films with the hope of getting some
of that money back after the films have been
distributed, Up to now the Corporation has
been faced with two major difficulties; deciding
precisely what constitutes a Canadian film and
getting some of its money back.
about 30 studios
per cent filming
of CFDC's
budget
wentInitially
to American
in Canada.
The rationale was that these gave jobs to Canadian technicians and also provided valuable experience which they could later utilize in Canadian films. Canadians were not yet ready to
produce films on their own. It was best to learn
from the American masters.
Today the Corporation is now leaning away
from this cultural inferiority complex.
However, the problem of funds is more
serious.
Canadian films are being produced but few
of them are getting the distribution necessary
to return their initial investment. In 1971 Canadian films which had been subsidized by the
Canadian taxpayer but which had not received
distribution included The Abyss, The Edible
Woman,
Off, commercial
and Saturday's
Passage. Get
Only OnfilmsToofGetobvious
and
artistic merit such as Goin' Down The Road and
Mon Oncle Antoine have been guaranteed commercial distribution in their own country.
This difficulty is created by the fact that
about 80 percent of Canadian cinemas are
foreign-owned. The two largest chains are the
American-owned Famous Players and the
British-owned Odeon.
Another factor is the tie-on system by which
a production company sells its films to a distributor inwhat amounts to a package. If the
distributor wishes to get films which are proven
commercial successes he must also take films
of less merit. This system gives the foreign
producer tributoconsiderable
r inCanada. leverage over the dis-

film

industry

needs

A prime example of this type of influence is
seen in the treatment of Clarke Mackey's
award-winning The Only Thing You Know. After
several failures Mackey approached Premier
Operating, a distributor linked to Famous
Players. dicOver
nine month
period playing
Premiertimeinated that itawould
give Mackey
at the Cinecjty theatre. Finally in August the
film received a midnight screening. Because of
its success at that screening it was scheduled
to play in the fall. Then it was postponed to
make way for Mon Oncle Antoine. Next it was
to be shown following Mon Oncle. Again it was
postponed, this time to make way for an
American film which wished to cash in on
Cinecity's popularity following Mon Oncle.
Mackey wound
up $13,000of Canadian
in debt. Oneproducers.
can understand the frustration
In an effort to resolve this problem and
others facing the Canadian film industry, the
Ontario Government Exploration Team on Film
Industry under John Bassett has suggested
that a quota be imposed upon theatres in Onio to encourage the exhibition of Canadianmade tarfilms.
This quota would force Ontario cinemas to
show Canadian feature films for eight weeks in
every two year period. This quota would enable
Canadian films to gain a toehold which could
easily be expanded if future Canadian production justified it.
Despite the storm of protests from distributors these proposals are quite moderate
when compared with the measures taken by
many foreign nations.
The most direct parallel is the United
Kingdom which also has the problem of sharing
a common language with the United States.
Debate about the weak state of the British film
industry first occurred in the British Parliament
in 1925. This prompted the Federation of
British Industries to put forward a proposal involving both a quota and subsidies. The
Cinematographic Exhibitors Association
reacted strongly. It feared a loss of profits from
a public which had grown accustomed to
American movies. When private industry failed
to reach a consensus on suitable action Parliament acted with the Cinematograph Films Act
of 1927. This act required cinemas to initially
reserve a minimum of 5 per cent screen time
for British films increasing to 20 per cent in
1938. A new act was introduced in 1938 but
the quota system was thrown into confusion
during the war when severe restrictions were
placed on British film production. In 1948 another act was passed which provided for quotas
to be set on an annual basis after consultation
between the government and industry. In 1948
the quota was set at 45 per cent; in 1949 it
was 40 per cent. The following year the quota
was reduced to 30 per cent and it remains
there.
Although the quota system is no longer
necessary since British films now occupy
about 40 percent of their nation's screen time
it is generally recognized that it played an im-

protection

portant role in establishing the British film inand 30'sfilms
and following
in protecting
it from duanstry intheinflux1920's
of American
the
war.
Other European countries, though not faced
with the problem of a common language, have
also utilized quotas at various times to build
their film industries and most of them continue
to do so.
Prior to the Second World War the French
film industry was protected by a quota which
limited American imports to 120 films peryear.
In May, 1946, this was replaced by the BlumByrnes Agreement which established a screen
quota reserving four weeks in each quarter for
the exhibition of French films. In fact this was
far below the French productive capacity. By
the end of the year more than half of French
studios had suspended operation and unemployment ran over Astwo-thirds
some sectors of the industry.
a result innegotiations
were re-opened in 1948 and in September of
that year a five year agreement was signed.
This limited foreign imports to 186 annually of
which 121 could be American. In addition the
screen quota was raised from four to five
weeks per quarter.
The Ontario proposals are much more
modest than anything presently in effect in any
major European nation. This is so since the

to survive
Canadian population could not support the
same number of feature films as the much
larger English or French populations.
Nevertheless the provincial government should
note that all major European nations wishing to
develop their own film industries have used a
quota system at some point. Indeed several
have used an import quota which is an even
more potent weapon than a quota on screen
time. At present over 100 nations around the
world have some sort of restrictions against
American movies. Many of these restrictions
haveNo their
the been
1920's.able to
majororigins
Europeanas early
countryas has
develop a feature film industry in the face of
unrestrictedAmerican
competition
wellestablished
industry,fromThe the
problems
are even greater in Canada with our common
language and a distribution system which is 80
percent foreign owned. Experience has shown
that foreign controlled distributors will not give
Canadian films a fair break at the expense of
their own nation's films. Unless the provincial
government acts there is little chance of
Canada acquiring a truly competitive feature
film industry in the face of such odds. As for
whether Canada needs a feature film industry
even Premier Davis must realize that anything
dreamed of by CD. Howe and advocated by
John Bassett can't be all bad,

CAREERS
IN MANAGEMENT

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN A PRODUCTIVE
CAREER, TALK TO SOME PEOPLE WHO WILL
GIVE YOU STRAIGHT FACTS ABOUT THE
M.B.A.
. WEDNESDAY,
12:00
GALBRAITH
ROOM

MARCH 28,
NOON

BUILDING,
120

PROFESSOR R.N. WOLFF
(MANAGEMENT SCIENCE)
PROFESSOR J.P. SIEGEL
(ORGANIZATION BEHAVIOUR) •
FROM THE FACULTY OF
MANAGEMENT STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

SUMMER
• Banks
• Sales

• Factory

•Science Survey

• Research
• Construction
• Camps

JOBS!!
• Lifeguard

• Clerical
• Hotels

• Recreation
• Marketing

- REGISTER NOW FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT AT THE FRONT DESK Also pick up an application form for special Summer Job
Programmes with the Ontario Government — 7500 Jobs are
available through 'EXPERIENCE 73'.
/to CAREER COUNSELLING & PLACEMENT
^17 344 Bloor Street West, 4th Floor
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The

The Heartbreak Kid is a scatterbrained comedy that continually loses sight of its goals
When it finally sights
them and comes
sprinting distance, it panics and pulls up within
lame
Lenny (Charles Grodin) marries Lila (Jeannie
Berlin), a girl much like himself. Both are
Jewish,
lass, unmistakeably New
Yorkers. Asmiddle-c
they drive down
to Miami for their
honeymoon, Larry becomes increasingly disinfatuated with his bride. When they make love
she requires him to chant "It's wonderful it's
wonderful
" like abylitany;
amuses herself
tracingin her
littleafterglow
circles in'she
his
chesthair, which he detests. "All right then I'll
make
little
squares
instead,"
she
compromi
ses
when he finally gets the nerve to tell her
the time they reach Miami, he's ripe
forBy rebellion.
By a convenient fluke
Lila burns herself to a cinder the
day out in her deck chair, and is confinedfirstto
quarters. Larry, left to his own devices, meets
up with a practiced little tease, a blonde shicksa
from Minnesota named Kelly Cochoran
Shepheard). Her glacial seductiveness (Cybill
gets
him hot (his wife's gypsy passion embarrasses
him). When Kelly's father decides to move out
of the hotel because of a "bad element"
(Jews), Larry is all resolution. He decides to
divorce Lila and marry Kelly, unphased by the
fact that Mr. Cochoran, a rock-ribbed WASP,
loathes him. ("I've found that the decent thing
isn't
always theexplaining
right thingaway
to do"theLarry
says toof
Mr. Cochoran,
problem
his five-day bride).
Basically, on its own terms, what the story
boils down to is this: a smart New York Jew, on
the verge of settling down into stifling tribal
life, decides what he really wants is to make it
in WASP-dom, in the unattainable Camelot of
America's Republican heartland. That could be
an acidulous satire on social climbing, and I
reckon that was the thrust of the original tale
by Bruce Jay Friedman. Friedman is an impish
devil whose forte is exaggeration into grotesquerie (his touch survives in Mr. Cochoran,
played by Eddie Albert, the WASP-as-dragon,
bellowing that nobody was going to take his "little baby girl" awayotherfromcooks
him).have been at this
Unfortunately,
broth, Neil Simon, the maven of the Broadway
bellylaugh, added his own gimmicks — frantic
deceit, split-second schemes that go awry,
push-button jokes about Miami Beach and geriatric Jews. And last comes Elaine May, who
directed the movie from Simon's play. What
caught May's eye, it seems, was the rather subtle manoeuvres involved in Larry's unravelling

the

laughs

Heartbreak

his affection for Lila and snaring Kelly. Her interest ispsychological - what makes a nice
guy like Larry, no cad, act so abominably?
The result of all this, though (with big reservations} isit funny enough,-is a muddled, purposeless mess. The three authors
like
satellites around the movie, exerting hover
their pulls
at different
other
out. times, frequently cancelling each
Lest anybody think I'm being particularly obtuse, I' demanding that movies should set
themselvemnot
s a clear "theme" then walk it like a
tightrope. But if a movie
gets ambitious, and
tackles several aspects at once, somebody
should at least take the time to see that
everything is integrated into a coherent whole.
The
Heartbre
bewilderin
g, ak Kid, is, to put it bluntly
Our first thought, for instance, when the
marriage is breaking up, is that Larry is sick of
Lila because she's a klutz, smearing herself
with Noxema and nattering about their old age
together. She's like the newlywed cook in the
Alka-Selzer commercia
l,
we're happy for
Larry finally realizing howand ghastly
their life
would be. But she's not a klutz; she has some
bad
she's had a few bad days but
she habits
knows and
enough
to get herself in hoop
earrings, gold chokers and brightup scarves,
accenting the oriental in her fine Jewish
features. She's reasonably sensitive, too,
though a little
too exuberant in bed.
So then we think, well, when Larry meets
fresh, golden Kelly, he finally sees what he
never saw before: that Lilas are a dime a dozen,
while Kelly is unique. But at the beginning
of
the film, Larry hadn't even met, Lila and once
he does,
in onethere
almighty
the
altar.he'sAnd
are hurry
plentyto getof herKellyto
Cochorans, too, in the singles bars in New York
City where he picked up Lila.
No one has thought any of this out. That
might otherwise not be so great a flaw except
for Elaine May. She makes us wonder about
these characters, makes us want to rationalize
Larry's behavior. Her sensitive direction
spotlights, inadvertently, all the flaws.
But The Heartbreak Kid is a big success;
everybody in the packed theatre laughs as
punctiliously as if each and every one of them
were wired to Harry Cohn's infallible ass. And
so did I. A comedy can be shoddy, hackneyed,
dishonest, it seems, as long as it supplies an
evenly
enough
to bringdistributed
pity to thequota
heartof oflaughs.
GeorgeIt's Bernard
Shaw, who thought that comedy, unlike
tragedy, was serious business. Bill MacVicar
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FEATURING:
-

1) FALLAFEL, HOUMOUS (try it, you won't like it), BLACK
BEER (it's beautiful)

2) A DEBATE ON THE MERITS OF NATIONAL
LEVITATION (OR, "why settle in Israel when
you're not under hypnosis")

3) MEDITERRANEAN MUSIC (the Greek "thump,"
the Arabic "Sextant" and the Turkish "taffie")

Kid

hold

together

Slither goes
slimy
quieting vehicle somehow spawns a twin, and
Slither is an occasionally diverting comedysuspense job, mercifully lacking one of those the revolting pair trail Fenaka (who soon dissadistic studs suddenly indispensible to
ap ears) and then Kanipsia alone across the
thrillers. One striking feature is its rather ex- countryside. Sally Kellerman puts a goofball
otic locale — middle America. Airstream curve on the whole dizzy venture, the big
seriously.
trailers, bingo parlors, coin laundromats deck all
of which is that it doesn't take itself at
appeal
out this story of an ex-con called Dick Kanipsia
(James Caan) who leagues up with Barry
But at full-fledged prices, you could demand
Fenaka, an emcee for American Legion ban- a little more seriousness. Slither is a dishonest
quets (Peter Boyle) to recover a cache of suspense story that bluffs along on the
embezzled money. A kook named Kitty strength of ominous touches, knowing full well
Kopetsky with a yen for Kanipsia (superb little there's no solution in the offing, no real
part action.
by Sally Kellerman) zooms in and out of problem, even, to be solved. You can get away
the
with that particular gambit — barely — if you
There are careful touches. Wherever Dick develop the side issues to such an extent that
goes, a van is sure to follow. And what a they eclipse the original gimmick in interest
brilliant job of casting was done for the van! (see the Maltese Falcon.) This little picture
Verminous, slime-green, blunt-snouted and doesn't even try to do that, so at the end
whatever enjoyment the actors or dialogue
repellent. Lazlo
to the may
have given you crumbles away, leaving you
telephoto
lens forKovacs'
once devotion
pays dividends;
thinking not of poor Dick Kanipsia's missing
Fenaka's later,
bright that
trailerlizard-like
bounces creature
into view slithers
— and $312,000,
seconds
but of your own squandred $2.75.
Bill MacVicar
over the top of a hill in stealthy pursuit. This dis-

CAFE
Saturday

can't
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Maugham,
Flanner,
Vidal:
fine
prose
Robin Maugham, though nowhere so famous as fallen for Jim; within minutes, the new lovers had left thought Shays and his rebels, a point unappreciated by
his uncle Somerset, is an author of some distinction in together, and Maugham never again saw the man he had the landed gentry who drew up the new constitution, a
document tailored to preserve and protect their wealth.
Britain. His novel (and later play) The Servant has been lived with and loved for so long.
His rebellion was crushed, and Washington has since
filmed, and North Americans will probably know him best
experience
seemsafterto ahave
Maugham's
through that odd work.
lifeThat
so that
at one point,
long changed
night of drinking
and supplanted New York as the hub of an empire rich beyond
Escape from the Shadows (Musson, $13.00) is a the sham clarity it brings, he attempted suicide. When the dreams of the Hudson Bay or East Indian companies.
Goreis fittingly
Vidal's collection
of essays
from Shays
the last(Random
twenty
noteworthy autobiography. There is the requisite stuff for Maugham writes of it, he makes it clear that it he does years
called Homage
to Daniel
general interest. Maugham was brought up in a wealthy not write it off as the attempt of a drunk, nor is it House, $10.25. Vidal's progressive disillusionment with
household ruled by his father, a peer of the realm and un- something that shocks him. Maugham has revealed government (a course travelled by many , in the last
regenerate Tory. Young Robin did war service in Africa himself as few autobiographers do, and his book is worthy decade) can be traced in this volume. The early, exuberant pieces on Jack Kennedy, whom many thought a
(which he came to love), hobnobbed with Winston and moving because of it.
fearless reformer (!) give way to notorious reconChurchill, tells scintillating stories about his world-famous
siderations like The Holy Family, in which he
uncle.
demonstrates how the Kennedy clan used their princely
But what sets this "lesser" Maugham's autobiography
Memories of
wealth to force a passage to power. (Jacqueline had
apart is his candid and unmawkish discussion of his
become the "ci-devant tragic Empress of the West"; the
own homosexuality. It's a commonplace that English

boys' schools are hotbeds of homoerotic behavior;
Maugham gives a new angle: the common practice of
masters exploiting their young charges sexually.
Late in life, Maugham tells the story of returning to
London, after a long recuperation after an earthquake,
and arriving unannounced at his flat. There he found his
lover for thirteen years, thirteen years his junior, with a
young boy from the merchant marine. Such betrayals, of
course, are not the stuff of tragedy, nor anything exclusively homosexual. But when Maugham withdrew to
calm himself with a drink, his lover Jim followed him to
say that he had met the boy four days ago and had fallen
in love with him as unexpectedly as Maugham had once

20'syoung people
Paris
For that whole
generationinof talented
whom Gertrude
calledParis
"lost"between
the greatest
European
summer
of themStein
all was
the wars,
Janet
Flanner, a girl from Indiana eager to become a writer,
joined the expatriate colony off the Rue St. Germain and
began sending, to the New Yorker, her famous Letters
from Paris, over the signature Genet.
Dispatches from 1925 until the outbreak of war are
collected in Paris was Yesterday (Macmillan, $10.50).
That note of wistful elegy sounded in the title echoes
through the volume itself. So many pieces are the marking of notable deaths — Clemenceau, Claude Monet,
Marie Curie, Diaghilev— and even their anniversaries—
Brillat-Savarin, Emile Zola. But she writes charmingly of
that exciting time in the arts, of the exotic world when
figures as different as Marlene Dietrich, Charles Lindburg
and
Paris.the American "negress" Josephine Baker captured
Government scandals and spectacular murders give
Genet space for long discussions of Gallic ways and attitudes. And as the years progress, that ominous thunder
flashes menacingly on the horizon — talk of war. The
volume ends when lightning struck, on September 3,
1939.
Flanner writes a wonderfully tart, moving prose; I can
think of no way of paying this grand woman tribute than
by quoting from her description (in the introduction) of
learning Hemingway, who had been a friend, was dead:
"So, from
yearsthat
later,grotesque
I did not gunshot
believe that
death asin
Idaho
was Ernest's
an accident,
officially reported at first and only a year later officially
denied in favour of the more profound truth. I had
automatically recognized that fatal gunshot as his mortal
act of gaining liberty. But I grieved deeply when the pitful
facts of -his final bondage were made public... At
Ernest's death, I grieved most because he died in a state
of ruin."

Graduating Students
to apply for a

John H. Moss Scholarship
2 Awards of $3,000.00 Each

to

Daniel Shays
Daniel Shays was a Massachussetts farmer who, soon
after the American revolutionary war, led a rebellion
against the new federal government. Rule from New York
was scarcely more tolerable than rule from London,
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Homage

to fad
erHomag
Shays

COLLECTED
^ESSAYS

AMERICAS FINEST ESSAYIST- NEW STATESMAN
feeble dissent from bureaucrats against Vietnam were
but "stirrings within the camp of the Great Khan at
Washington). With Nixon's accession to the Khanate,
Vidal has abandoned hope altogether, looking rather wistful y tothe destruction, through slow poisoning and overpopulation, ofSpaceship Earth.
But there is more here than exquisitely honed
pessimism. Vidal's range is wide, from a look at Nasser's
Egypt through a critique of the French New Novel
to a blitzkrieg attack on Dr. Reuben's famous collection of
old wives' tales about sex. What Vidal says, as he readily
acknowledges, is rarely original — he speaks for commonsense, tolerance and civility — but rarely are
opinions expressed with such striking aptness.
Bill MacVicar
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Quebec:
Somehow the issue of Quebec independence
has faded into
background
English
Canadians since the
the war measuresforcrisis
of
1970. Since then, the demands of increasing
numbers of Quebecois for fundamental change
have been forgotten by many Anglo-Canadians
The federal election of 1972
fought not
on national unity or federalism was
but the dismal
economic record of the Trudeau government.
However, for French Canadians the situation
has not changed since they gave Rene
Levesque'
Quebecois
per centelec-of
their
votess inParti
the spring
1970 24provincial
tions.
A collection of essays are reprinted
events in Quebec since 1968 in a bookdetailing
called
"Quebec: A Chronicle". Last Post, an English
language alternate Montreal newsmagazine
where the essays first appeared, has consistently given excellent coverage of the
Quebec situation to its small readership.
Most of the articles reprinted were written
by the Last Post staffers who edited the collection, Nick Auf De Maur and Robert Chodos. Auf
Der
Maur
Last Post's Quebec
editor inandFrench
one
of the mostis knowledgeable
journalists
Canada. He has contacts with many influential
Quebecois from inside the Liberal government
to the FLQ.
Fittingly, the postscript to the collection is
written by the leaders of the Common Front,
which led the militant civil service strikes of
1972. Pepin, Laberge and Charbonneau,
leaders of the three biggest Quebec unions, are
now in jail for their defiant actions.
"Quebec: A Chronicle" is a valuable contribution to English literature on Quebec because
the six essays expose in a way which other
English Canadian journalists and authors have
not the realities of the struggle in Quebec.
It is a struggle which has become increasingly militant and which has radicalized all the participants. The first essay, titled "the Failure of
the Quietevents
Revolution",
Der Maur,
reviews
since the byearlyAufsixties
when
Jean Lesage and his Liberal government embarked ontheir idealistic reforms, with a flair
since lacking in electoral politics in Quebec.
However as he demonstrates, the
enthusiasm of the Quiet Revolution has given
way to the repressive bureaucratic politics of
Bourassa. The opposition to the dominant
classes of Quebec has been growing in strength
under ever increasing repression. As evidenced
bypervaded
the workers'
1972, dissent has
every rebellions
part of theof society.
In 1949 Pierre Trudeau was fighting the
brutal government suppression of the Asbestos
strike. In 1970 he proclaimed an act that was
used to throw hundreds of innocent progressive
Quebecois in jail. No fact more eloquently
reflects the immense changes in the Quebec
political milieu in the last 20 years.
Auf Der Maur discusses the various reflections ofthe desire for change: the growth of the
separatist movement, the radicalization of
trade unions, the growing militancy of students.
All these developed during the sixties,
stimulated by confrontations such as those
over the use of the English language in the
schools. One need only recall the St. Leonard
school crisis and the huge McGill Francais
demonstrations to realize the determination
and militancy of dissenting Quebecois.

the
peop
are
In one of the most fascinating essays in the le
wages and few benefits.
Themo
final threeti
essays allon
often workedin
deal with perhaps
80
collection Auf Der Maur traces the growth of hour weeks for a pittanceTheyin unsafe
vehicles. the most encouraging new development in
However
Quebec:
the
taxi
the
developme
companie
nt
s
of
two
collectivel
a
radical trade unworkers'
y
movements
that exemplify the dif- refused give up their lucrative
ficult struggles
position. The
ion opposition to the status quo. Fuelled by inelements in Quebec.facing any progressive increasingto militance
creasing unemployment, low wages and poor
of drivers finally burst out
Les Gars de La Palme - the Lapalme postal during the Montreal police strike when taxi working conditions the workers of Quebec in all
drivers - were screwed by the federal govern- drivers attacked the Murray Hill Limousine of- sectors of the economy have become inment. They had a long battle to unionize
fices because of their monopoly on business at
creasingly militant in the last two years.
The roots of radicalization lie
an affiliate to the CNTU they had finallybutwonas the Montreal airport.
in this
economic
large concessions and had gained
crisis, the crisis of a dependent
One of the MLT drivers, Marc Charbonneau,
the
Quebec
best wages of any postal workers inamong
economy
exploited
not only by English
the coun- later joined the FLQ and participated in the Canadian capitalists
try. However the government canceled the con- Cross
but American capitalists,
Kidnapping, which triggered the October
tract ofthe G. La Palme company to transport crisis of 1970. This debacle was discussed
governed by an administration perfectly conin
mail in the Montreal area and decided to ignore the essay aptly titled "Trudeau's Santo
tent tosell out
anyone
to "develop"
Quebec
Starting
the union. They offered some
fromto the
La Presse
demonstrat
of the workers
ion
aLyndon
referenceJohnson
to U,S. inmilitary
interven- in 197 1, Auf Der Maur
their jobs back but without seniority and with a Domingo",
Dominican
the
tion
under
traces
the rapid developwage cut.
ment
of
militancy
and determination in
The Lapalme boys went on strike, That was republic.
Though the events of 1970 are familiar to Quebec's three largest trade unions: the
in 1970. Now after more than two years of most of us, the Last Post staff portray the kid- Quebec Federation
of Labour, the Confederafruitless negotiations with the government and
nap crisis in a different light. They expose the Teachers
tion ofNational
Trade
Corporatio
n. Unions and the Quebec
many lies and scare tactics used by Trudeau
aPrime
kind "Mangez
ia merdre"
(eat shit)drivers
from the
Minister, the
few remaining
This culminated last spring with the publicaand his cabinet to justify their military
are
still on strike supported, almost as a symbol of crackdown on progressive elements in Quebec.
tion of three manifestos opposed to the
resistance, by the CNTU central council.
The most obvious include the efforts to link capitalist system and calling for a socialist
Their struggle compared to one in the private Claude Ryan to an attempt to set up a economic system. These were followed
by a
sector in which militant taxi drivers tried to
strike
sector which resulted in the
provisional
government
claimsa realby jailing inof thenot public
organize a union in the late sixties. This finally Turner
and Marchand
that and
the FLQthe"posed
leaders
union
top
three
the
only
resulted in the violent firebombing threat to the government of Quebec.
but other rank and file workers for defying a
demonstrati
retrospect the War Measures Crisis shows government
injunction intended to break the
strike.
Taxi
in 1969.ons of La Movemente Liberation du theInlengths
to which the federal government
This resulted in the May walkouts and
Under the leadership Germain Archambeault was willing to go to suppress legitimate dissent
the taxi drivers had fought for several years to in the province of Quebec, Their calculated demonstrations on a scale never seen in
gain collective bargaining with the exploitative overreaction to the terrorist acts of a minority Quebec history, as workers occupied radio
stations, closed down factories and generally
taxi companies who paid them starvation cannot be justified.
disrupted economic activity in the province.
Since then things have cooled down
somewhat but increasing militance is spreading
through the Quebec populace. Last month
students completed a five week strike at the
University of Quebec over increased barriers to
education for poor students.
However the fight is not over and the calm in
Quebec right now is only on the surface.
"Quebec:
Chronicle"
analysis
of theA events
of thehaslastfewfewfaults.
years Itsis
perceptive and one that English Canadians
should be aware of. Quebec is a province unlike
any other and will become indepedent if English
Canadianspressivedon't
hard look
at the opnature oftakethe afederal
system.
However, as the book points out, an independent capitalist Quebec is no more desirable
than an independent capitalist Canada. Given
French Canadian capitalists like Paul
Desmarais, head of the super-exploitative
Power mistcorporation,
the Parti
stance can offer
littleQuebecois
attractionreforfor
progressive Quebecois.
PQ's union
lack of movement
support of the
struggletheof
theThetrade
indicates
bankruptcy
of
their
so-called
alternative.
Former Liberal cabinet minister Rene Levesque,
who has promised to co-operate with American
capitalists, is hardly the answer to the problems of Quebec.
The forces that will be critical to the development ofan independent socialist Quebec have
already begun to coalesce. "Quebec: A
Chronicle" is over
valuable
as anfouranalysis
of their
development
the last
years and
the
directions they will follow in the inevitable
struggles to come.
Bob Bettson
A motorcade demonstration of militant Montreal teachers ties up streets.
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Not

all

T here are few books more fascinating than those odd compendiums that do
nothing but list facts: the deepest ocean
trench, the most lavish dinner party, the
most disastrous volcano, the most outrangeous stunt, the most grotesque deformity. The Guiness Book of World Records is the bible
of this sort of useless data, but there are others in almost
every field.
Licit and Illicit Drugs: The Consumers Union Report
on Narcotics, Stimulants, Depressants, Inhalants,
Hallucinogens and Marijuana — including Caffein,
Nicotine and Alcohol is the jaw-breaking title of a recent
study. It is far from a trivial book, though it is an endlessly
absorbing storehouse of trivia, having an irresistable
appeal to a browser. It collects and discusses almost
every know fact about mankind's pursuit of stimulation,
intoxication and narcosis through chemicals. Such a
determined pursuit it is that we can find few cultures (the
Eskimos until recently the sole holdouts) that did not
have some sort of socially condoned mood-altering drug.
(I've
always isthought
with
civilization,
in fact that
the alcohol,
evidencecontemporaneous
of civilization. When
men reach that stage in their social development when it
occurs to them to store some grain for the winter, or for a
bad season, fermentation begins in the storehouses.)
Just as a tease, let me drop a few facts your way.
• Michael Feodorovich, the first Romanoff Czar,
condemned tobacco smokers to slitting of the nostrils, to
the bastinado, to the knout. His rather more zealous
colleague in Constantinople, Sultan Murad IV went
further: Tobacco smoking was a capita! crime. (By one of
history's exquisite ironies, a popular brand of cigarette in
the 1920's was called Murads).
• Homer and Herodotus had tale tales to tell of
strange plants whose vapours invested men with religious
orwho-prophetic
powers.on Herodotus
wrote inofa thechamber
Scythians,
threw hemp
red-hot stones
and
became transported, shouting aloud. The plant hemp
of course, is the source of marijuana.
• In 1902, a respected authority wrote that "coffee
drinkers, finding the drug unpleasant, turn to other narcotics, ofwhich opium and alcohol are the most common."

harmful

drugs

are illegal
not easily hoodwinked, thorough, conscientious,
• All the harrowing facts related to heroin addiction,
from crime through overdosing to disease, are the methodical, with no goal but protecting any citizens who
desire its protection and no pleasure but the underrated
results, not of the drug, but of its prohibition.
Clearly, however, the importance of this volume one of letting chips fall where they may — and allowing
goes far beyond its substantial fascination. It is one of onesself a quiet chuckle.
For this study on drugs, Consumers Union did not,
the most important books in years, as far as its social
usefulness goes.
repeat not, run its own tests. (Not only would it be scandalously out of its competence to do so, but they would
A subject as momentous and distressing as the nonmedicinal use of drugs (if largely because of the strife have soon found their headquarters raided. The United
such use causes) needs sensible treatment. Thus far, lit- States Bureau of Narcotics is so solicitous of its citizens'
tle but arrant nonsense about mind-altering chemicals welfare that it severely restricts the use of marijuana and
has been disseminated. We are more ignorant about the tors).
LSD even for research, with volunteers, by qualified doceffects of even the most common drugs than we are
What the Union has done is to sift through virtually
about sex (which, by all accounts, means we are woefully
ignorant).
all previous literature on the subject — propaganda, hearNot that precise, reputable work has not been going
say, rigorous research, conjecture, even government
on. It has, but who hears about it? A study about the reports. (The preliminary report of the Le Dain Commisdeleterious effects of cigarette smoking is met by a
sion inthis country, by the way, is cited as an exemplary
criminally self-serving "rebuttal" by the tobacco cartels. A study, one that future investigators would be well advised
commission report that denigrates the hazards of to take as a model), When responsible research is commarijuana is treated with contemptuous silence by
pared, iseems,
t
the findings about various drugs are surmoralizing, sanctimonious administrations. About what
prisingly similar; the myth thaf different studies show
other subject can an American chief executive, whom
radically different results {hence the ponderous calls for
etiquette, at least, demands we call a rational human be- "caution", for a "moratorium") is truly a myth, a coning, say what Richard Nixon said of marijuana: that even if
venient story to scare the children with, a myth ruthlessly
it is proved to be harmless, he will not legalize it? (Giving exploited by interested parties.
the devil his due department: Nixon knows what he's doThe only problem with this heavy book is how to
ing, say what Richard Nixon said of marijuana: that even
review it. Any attempt to discredit its findings would be a
if it is proved to be harmless, he will-not legalize it? (Giv- gigantic, an expensive enterprise, undertaken by a
ing the devil his due department: Nhxon knows what he's counter-army of biochemists, physicians, psychologists
doing. When the Watergate case gets a little too hot, he and
sociologists. No doubt there will be disputable or
can dampen it by howling for stiffer penalties for the drug erroneous statements in a study this broad; I readily conThe Consumers Union, which financed this report
fes am
I not competent enough to ferret them out. The
(and whose editors wrote it) is a staunchly middle-class, book has an unassailable authority to it, though, and if a
no-nonsense organization that publishes Consumer
major
error
or misrepresentation of fact is found in it, I
Reports. That exciting journal tests such things as electric would be astonished.
toasters, water pics, spray starches, daiquiri mixes, septic
Everyone, quite simply, should read this book, for it
tanks, dandruff shampoos and frozen pizzas. Solemnly deals with a problem that affects everyone. Or almost
they communicate their findings to consuming America. A everyone. I know of only one person who uses neither
marijuana nor alcohol not tobacco, not even tea or coffee
faintly ridiculous organization — or so I'd always thought.
But follies and single-mindedness have a startling
(Paradoxically, he is the most eager to read
habit of turning into virtues. The dogged respectability of orthisCoca-Cola.
book). So, since the distribution of the volume,
costing
a
well-earned
fifteen dollars, to every household
the Consumers Union is a valuable asset when you're
dealing
with a delicate, myth-ridden subject like drug in North America is hardly feasible, the best service that
abuse. The Union is untempted by profit, not pressurable, can be rendered is to summarize its findings. — *
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TQBAGGQ
Tobacco, along with caffein and alcohol, is one of the most
widely used drugs in the West. And while to talk
about tea and
cocoa in alarmist terms seems farcical, tobacco
is taken
seriously. At least, the talk about tobacco is taken seriously
acelse. It'sandhardcancer
to find- anyone
the
linkagetion issomething
between smoking
anyone,whothatdisputes'
is
but
the
paid mouthpieces of the tobacco industry. Heavy smokers with
hacking coughs refuse to give up their cigarets.
Sigmund Freud
who
thought cigars were phallic symbols, wouldn't give them up
despite
a painful mouth cancer, despite the fact that he was
made to look ridiculous by his own
theory (some cigars
are phallic symbols, he explained, loony
but other cigars are just
cigars).
The reason is simple. Smoking is not a habit, it is an addiction tothe drug nicotine. This is not. speculation. Double-blind
tests have demonstrated that when nic^ine was directly administered, without their knowledge, to cigaret smokers, the
rate of cigaret consumption decreased. A diminshing
level of
nicotine in the bloodstream causes the desire for a cigarette
Not all cigaret smokers are thus addicted; some smoke out of
awkwardness - something to do with the hands, or for oral

gratification, for a desire to be glamorous. All smokers start for
reasons diction
liketakesthese,
hold. of course, but in almost all cases simple adThe scare about cancer has had some unfortunate results.
People think the beast to be shunned is nicotine. Low nicotine
cigarets, filtered cigarets and so forth have flooded the market,
products to reassure the smoker that he is protecting himself.
Nicotine, to be sure, is a harmful drug, affecting, among
other things, the heart. But the most pernicious effects of
tobacco are not connected with nicotine, but with the inhalation
of smoke. Therefore, low-nicotine cigarets only force the addict
to smoke more cigarets to get confoYtable level of nicotine in his
bloodstream. The report therefore urges some rather startling
measures.
Cigaret smokers should be converted to cigars and pipes,
which are rarely inhaled (this suggestion is familiar). Chewing
tobacco and snuff should be again popularized; nicotine can be
absorbed without the smoke carcinogens. Such sources of pure
nicotine as tablets or inhalers should be put on the market and,
most feasible, short cigarets with very high nicotine content
should be developed and promoted.
GAFFEIN
The spread of. coffee from Ethiopia through the Moslem
world and finally into Europe was, as has been noted, met with
opposition
every bitIts asnovelty
brutal didandaccount
intolerantfor assomemeetsstrange
with*
marijuana today.
abuses — fashionable ladies used to have coffee (or cocoa)
brought to them in church.
Today, coffee and tea are domesticated drugs, and to link
them with opiates or marijuana seems ludicrous. Yet people
who will not admit that cafeein is a potentially harmful drug will
not supply it to their children. Caffein (one of a family of drugs
called xanthines) increases the metabolic rate; in coffee it
irritates the gastrointestinal tract, as any heavy drinker of
strong black brew can tell you. But it is a mind-affecting drug
too, acting in the peculiar way addicting drugs do. To infrequent
or non-users of caffein, a few cups of tea or coffee may result in
nervousness, headaches, muscular tenseness and spasms. To
regular users of coffee (i.e. people addicted to caffein) the
deprivation of caffein will cause these symptoms (or some of
them) and a coffee "fix" will alleviate them. The regular use of
caffein abruptly terminated, then, will result in withdrawal symptoms.
Yes, you say, but through all this may be true, it is true in
such a negligibly small way as not to be a problem. But heavy
users of caffein have been known to go into fits of hysteria, dis-'
playing extremely violent and "profane" behavior. And rats, fed
unlaunchingbiting
become
of caffein,
massive doses
and sometimes
rats aggressive,
on other
provoked attacks
haemorrhage
from
death
that
ferocity
such
with
themselves
resulted.
No humans (the response goes) would willingly drink

enough coffee to produce such extreme symptoms. To this
objection, the report answers:
promptly and wholeheartedly agree. There is a
lesson"Let
to beus learned,
nevertheless, from the rat reports If the
drug producing this effect in rats were
marijuana or LSD or
amphetamine, the report would no doubt
have headlines
throughout the country. One of the distortin
g effects of
categorizi
ng
drugs
as
"good",
"bad",
or
"nondrugscriticisms
" is to protect
the nondrugs such as caffein from warranted
subjecting the illicit drugs to widely publicized attackswhileregardless of the relevance of the data to the human condition."

ALEGJHOL
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BflRBITUflTES
Alcohol, as everyone should know by now, is by any reckoning the most gargantuan and baneful drug-problem we have
But it is also the most intransigent, as that disastrous experiment, noble in purpose (Prohibition) showed.
The reason is simple, Europe for centuries no coffee or
tea, no tobacco, almost no marijuana or opium, hadno sedatives
stimulants. Alcohol became the all-purpose drug, serving in-or
numerable purposes, social, medical, sacramental.
as a sedative, stimulant, narcotic and tranquilizer;It was used
means of celebration and, with water so often perilous, itthewasonlya
safe beverage. That European heritage persists, despite the
competition of tobacco and caffein (often
just
to
alcohol) and despite the recent and valiant attempt adjuncts
to replace
booze with marijuana as a social drug.
The report deplores the insidious effects of alcohol to
bodies social and physiological, but admits there is nothing to be
done. Prohibiton seems a cure worse than the disease.
The only
measure they recommend, rather dispiritedly, is a complete
ban
on the advertising and promotion of alcohol. Barbiturates,
however, pharmacologically almost an exact equivalent of
alcohol, do interest the commission. A craving (addiction) to
alcohol can be satisfied with barbiturates, and vice-versa. It is
known that an overdose of alcohol fatal. (Not long ago in
Toronto such a foolish death occured. isTwo.young
men, on what
seemed to have been their first attempted drink, chug:a-lugged
a fifth of rum each. One died within minutes). The confusion
about alcohol and barbiturates has resulted in many deaths, including themuch publicized one of Dorothy Kilgallen. In effect,
taking both drugs together is the equivalent of taking a massive
dose of one or the other. Yet barbiturates are freely prescribed,
without, it seems, sufficient warning of the dangers involved.
Though they admit alcohol is here to stay, the union
recommends that traffic in the barbiturates be closely watched.
These drugs do have legitimate medical uses, but are used in-

saintly. (Heroin addiction, according to his book, often has the
startling effect of investing futile, meaningless lives
with purpose. Getting heroin is a challenge; each day the user must
perform aseries of exciting and dangerous
before he can get
his drug) The speed freak, partially due totasks
his
younger
and
more
sheltered social background - most
freaks are young
middle class whites - is ill at ease in thespeed
drug scene.
use of this drug brings about a paranoid psychosis. TheContinued
two lads
on Madison Avenue who shot, without provocation, a policeman
may
be
freaks
but
their
crime
was
desperate behavior is not uncommonnot
. a fluke. Such irrational
Addiction to amphetamines threatens to become an even
greater problem. Sweden, which tends to take sensible attitudes
to drugs, has experienced an exacerbation of their
amphetamine crisis. Solutions here are not so easy as with
heroin. The drug itself, for one thing, is harmful, and prohibition
would drive users to cocaine - another
disastrous drug The
real dangers of speed must
discouraging
young people. Once hooked, bethepublicized,
only way out seems tocurious
be to
convert to the less physiologically
harmful
or
methadone. Such a drastic measure might pointdrugup heroin
just
terrible a life is that of the mainliner of amphetamines howOf
course, it's little help until either heroin or methadone is
deed.
supplied legally. Until that time, the speed scene looks bleak in-

LSD

LSD disproves the old saw about there being nothing new
under the sun; it was not discovered until 1938 and its psychoactive properties were not realized until five years later. Not
until the good Dr. Leary informed us of its wonders did lysergic
acid diethylamide become a common drug.
Things like LSD had been around for a while,
most
notably peyote, used extensively in Indian religious though;
ceremonies.
This dried button from a certain cactus plant, when chewed and
swallowed, causes spectacular effects. The peyote trip "comprises the kaleidoscopic play of visual hallucinations in indescribably richcolors, yet auditory and tactile hallucinations
and a variety of synesthesias are among the effects". A typical
synesthesia, the report comments, is "the 'seeing' of music in
the 'hearing'
of a painting
An experience
ofcolours
deep orinsight
is a common
reaction.as music."
Other plants
produce
similar
effects — nutmeg, morning glory seeds, various
mushrooms.
LSD'schemist,
psychoactive
on byfellaccident.
A Swiss
workingeffects
with were
ergot stumbled
derivatives,
ill one
day, experienced delerium and exciting fantasies. He had accidental ingested some LSD-25. He repreated the experiment

rim nately as"thrill pills".
controls
reduced by the discadmission
of a The
basiclikelihood
hypocrisy ofin such
our drug
policy:is
"Alcohol is treated as a nondrug; it is on sale in multidose
bottles at some 40,000 liquor stores and in countless other outlets as well. . . The barbiturates, in contrast, are legally salable
only on prescription in pharmacies; other sales are severely
punishable criminal offenses. It is a curious fact, indeed, that
Americans today are bombarded with advertising urging them
to buy a liquid that, if secured without a prescription in tablet or
capsule form, could lead to imprisonment for both buyer and
GOGfllN
seller."

&

AMPHETAMINES
any drugabout
comes drug
close addiction,
to fulfilling itthe isgrotesque
ningsIf issued
speed. warThe
amphetamines are a group of stimulants acting in ways similar
to cocaine (often thought to be a narcotic) and benzedrine.
Amphetamines have been abused for a long time — used by
athletes and businessmen — but only recently has the
devastating practice of injecting them become common.
Compared to the speed freak, the heroin addict appears
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and got more than he bargained for on his second trip. This is a
common property of this class of drugs — what you get is closelyHard,
tied to specific
what vouinformation
think vou'reon going
eet. more elusive
LSD toseems
than any other drug. The postcards from good and bad trips
give us a rough picture of those psychic landscapes liable to be
encountered, true. But suspicion stifl lurks that LSD might have
effects hitherto unexpected. Consumers Union scotches a lot of
the more imaginative yarns about suicides, genetic defects,
spontaneous
and theabout
like. LSD
But..,comes from its use as
Much of reprises,
the information
a drug in treating metal disorders; since LSD is a drug with
idiosyncratic effects, such data are not very helpful to sane,
stable users. But LSD is not addictive, no fatalities seem to have
resulted and, happily, it seems to have been largely
"domesticated"
usedtheby possibility
people whoofknow
what they're
doing. But there is— still
its abuse,
as it was
abused in the heyday of the sixties. All in all, the subject of LSD
is one that disquiets the authors of the report; it is the one drug
about
which it is not a distortion to say we don't know enough to
be dogmatic.
THE

OPIATES

& HEROIN
In the last century, and most of this, you could walk into
drugstores and take off the shelves such innocent-sounding
proprietrySyrup.
medicines
Godfey's
Soothing
Many aswomen
did, andCordial
becameor Mrs.
quite Winslow's
reliant on
them. Some were so convinced of their beneficial effects that
they gave them to their babies, when the poor things were crying. The crying usually stopped — such medicines must have
been a godsend in those prolific days. The reason they worked,
of course, was that in addition to a base of molasses or
sassafras or whatever, such medicines contained a hearty dose
of opium. Nineteenth century America was a "drug takers'
paradise".
This wicked state of affairs cannot be ascribed solely to ignorance. Physicians knew full well the seductive charm of
elixirs, but addiction to opium was, if not respectable, at least
tolerable. Alcoholics were often weened from the bottle by substituting opiates. Women who were too fond of their Cherry
Pectoral were whispered about, of course (and it was a
women's addiction, then) but they were not shunned. There
was. in short,
tisocial mores.no drug "subculture" which developed its own anMuch could have been learned from a shrewd look at that
century, but when the Federal Narcotics Bureau in the US burst
on the scene in the early part of this century, it preferred to go
its all-or-nothing way: prohibition, prosecution, harassment. The
genteel drug-culture went underground, only to re-emerge as
one
the ugliest monsters created by human stupidity —
heroinof addiction.
The common source of such different mood altering subces as Mrs.
Soothing
opium,
morphine stanand
heroinWinslow's
is the opium
poppy,Syrup,
papavercodeine,
somniferum.
ft grows extensively in the middle east and Southeast Asia, and
through devious and exotic channels as lore-ridden as the spice
routes of antiquity makes its insidious way to North America.
The commission devotes the greatest number of pages to
the opiates, all of which is fascinating. But heroin is the main
problemHeroin
here,is, and
I'll limit
myself
to talking
that. the
virtually,
a very
powerful
form about
of morphine,
most potent of the opiates. An administration of heroin (it can
be inhaled, smoked, taken by mouth, absorbed through the
mucuous membranes of mouth or anus, injected under the skin
or mainlined — shot into the bloodstream) effects most nonor infrequent- users with euphoria, often following an orgasmmay substances
result, too.
The like
catch"rush".isUnpleasant
that heroin and
is oneharmful
of the side
mosteffects
addicting
known to man, and the heroin addict develops a tolerance —
that Js, it takes ever greater amounts of the drug to achieve
euphoria, then euphoria comes no more. But heroin must still be
taken or dysphoria — withdrawal symptoms — occur.
Withdrawal is, by all accounts, an excruciating experience. (It
has been suggested that heroin addicts use heroin in order to
achieve withdrawal symptoms — which can then be exquisitely
alleviated
least). by an injection of the drug. This is moot, to say the
If that rare thing, successful withdrawal, occurs, intense
cravings for the drug afflict the ex-addict. Such cravings recur in
waves, often months or even years apart. They are quite
irresistable, it seems, and account for the desperately low
figures of heroin addicts successfully kicking the habit. Such
rare "cures" are given such extreme publicity by well-meaning
public officials, charges Consumers Union, that they have
started the destructive belief that kicking heroin is easy for
some
with more
"will appealing
power'-' — forwhich
world, one
it even
kids makes,
out for ina our
kick. perverse

it's reasonably
well
known.ThatWhatis the
is notheroin
so wellhorror
knownstory,
is theandsilver
lining. A person
addicted to heroin can live a long, productive healthy — and
happy as any other — life, provided that he gets his daily fix of
the drug, which costs only a few cents to produce. {The Study cites examples of such people — famous ones). But when heroin
is illegal, its value to criminals skyrockets. The average addict in
New York City (which is to drug addicts what Paris is to gourments) must spend at least $20 for his daily supply of heroin.
Such an expensive habit is supported, with only a few exceptions,-bycrime. Few addicts, since they are forced to seek out
and use heroin several times a day, have the time to work. The
epidemic of theft in New York City is due not to heroin, but to
heroin prohibition. The British system, of registering all addicts
and adopt
supplying
we
it? them with the drug at cost, is a dream. Why don't
The moral element, of course, is at bottom. Evil must be
stamped out, no matter what the cost in misery. There is no
earthly reason to prevent heroin addicts, who are, like it or not,
addicted for good, from getting their drug. Even that mysterious
and
much-publicized
be a
chimera.
Addicts can danger
tolerate "heroin
immenseoverdose"
amounts seems
of theirto drug,
but deaths results, often within minutes, after certain injections.
This seems to be a reaction to the standard adulterants used to
cut heroin for the street market — to nudge the profit even
higher.
"fix" of sells
heroin,forwhich
costs about
cent to (One
manufacture
five dollars
in Newa quarter
York) of a
There is one other solution — methadone. This is a synthetic opiate which replaces heroin, makes heroin intolerable to
the addict. It is an addicting drug, and must be taken daily. But it
seems, all things considered, the only solution to the heroin
epidemic.cus ionThe
urges its drug
use, after
a long and careful disofthisreport
extraordinary
problem.
More even than with marijuana or LSD, the heroin problem
seems to have been created and exacerbated by meddlesome,
moralizing legislation. The same mentality now sends out scares
and misleading statistics about the only two solutions to the
problem — legal heroin at cost or methadone maintenance. A
solution — not a panacea but a solution — seems magically
simple, unbelieveably easy. It is ignored. Instead, we get stern
rhetoricin the
aboutbusiness
death nowpenalties
for people
pushers.theThere's
enoughit.
profit
to persude
risk is worth
The harder the laws get, the more profit there will be.

its extreme height; it towers over other crops with a lamentable
lack of discretion. For centuries, entrepreneurs interested mainly in rope and linen bred the crop for the longest possible fibres;
illegal entrepreneurs today are trying to undo all that genetic
tampering, with some success.
In the"andWest,
cannabis is readily
available(bearing
in two roughly
forms;
marijuana
the concentrated
resin hashish
the same relation to each other as do wine and brandy), In India
for instance, where cannabis use in some areas is as prevalent
and unremarkable
our usevarieties
of tea orandcoffee,
connoisseurs'
distinctions are made asamong
strengths
of marijuana;
some are smoked, some are gound into beverages, some are
saten. A detailed etiquette dictates when and how the various
types shall be used. But then there are an estimated 200 to
250 million regular users of marijuana in the world, and it is only
likely that its use should become as ritualized as that of its competitor drugs, caffein, tobacco and alcohol (marijuana runs a
clear
holds fourth
true. foramong
North mankind's
America). preferred drugs; the situation
Cannabis, in extract form, was known pharmacologically
since the last century, but was not nearly so popular as the
ubiquitous opiates. The demand for marijuana skyrocketed
when alcohol was prohibited; dingy, unofficially tolerated
"speakeasies" sprang up where, for a quarter, you could get
high on smoke. This development did not escape the notice of
Harry Anslinger, then a prohibition officer. When alcohol
became legal again, the energies and resources of his federal
agency turned against drugs, the favorite target of which was
the "lethal
Followingweed".
new crusade,
state legislatures
drew
up Draconian
lawsAnslinger's
about marijuana
with exemplary
haste (death
sentences were not uncommon for a second selling offense or
selling to a minor). Sensational crimes linked to marijuana
smoking were ruthlessly exploited by the press, which often ignored the fact that the grass smoked was often a rather
peaceful lull in a binge of alcohol consumption. Marijuana
became the scapegoat in no one knows how many drunken
crimes. (A similar situation led to the banning of absinthe in
Europe after a brutal mass-murder by a raging alcoholic, only a
small fraction of whose daily consumption of booze was taken in
the form of absinthe.)
The intolerance of marijuana continued until the mid-60's,
when, as one young grass-smoker put it, it was "illegal to smoke
marijuana
unlessthanyouhyperbole
have yourto hair
once a month."
is more truth
the cut
statement.
Adults, orThere
the
children of well-known or prosperous parents, were rarely charged with possession or use of the drug; on the rare occasions
they were, lenient sentences were given. If you were young and
looked rebellious, however, (or black, for that matter) watch out.
Discretionary powers in sentencing were used with appalling
lack of discretion by officials who persecuted, not marijuana
use, but the counter culture that marijuana came to symbolize.
has been as much as admitted by some candid opponents
of(Thismarijuana).

MflRIdUflNfl
SitiflSHISti
Despite its importance in putting a rational perspective on
the broad problem of drug abuse, licit and illicit, I doubt this
report would have got much mention at all in the press were it
not for one of its many recommendations; it called flatly and unequivocal y for the legalization and state regulation of
marijuana.
This proposal came at the end of one of the most absorbing sections in this most absorbing book. Marijuana, it seems,
has been along much longer than most people realize. The first
mention of it is in a Chinese document from 2737 BC, and there
are mentions of what is very probably cannabis in Homer and
Herodotus, in the Atharva Veda, in the Bible, and in Rabelais.
One outweighed
reason for marijuana's
longevity
practical
use
long
its recreational
one. Theis that
hempitsplant
was bred
for its long fibres, used in rope and linen. One of the least
endearing qualities of the plant to marijuana growers today is

PHARMACY

923-840*

But, despite all the harassment and bad press, marijuana
is becoming domesticated. Passing round joints is as common
at smart New York dinner parties as passing round martinis;
shrewd hostesses, as a matter of fact, divide their guest lists
into pot- and booze-users, and hold separate parties with appropriate offerings. Marijuana, in fact, is making the first serious
challenge to alcohol.
This report, however, doubts that alcohol will be
supplanted. Marijuana use and alcohol use, often thought to be
inimical, seem to go together — abstainers from alcohol are unlikely touse grass, grass is more and more likely to be smoked
over wine.
In its careful and through discussion of marijuana use in
North America, the union praises the Interim Report of the Le
Dain Commission in Canada for its sensible attitude towards the
drug. American reports, it says, had tended to present
ponderous sociological
or psychological
for for
the theinconvenient fact of marijuana
use; the Le"reasons"
Dain report
first time included the prime reason — that marijuana use is
enjoyable.
Though the Consumers Union does not absolve marijuana
of all danger — no drug, it repeats, is harmless — it none the
less recommends complete decriminalization, legalization and
government control of a drug that is easily acquired, unstoppable, and, compared to tobacco or alcohol, benign.
Licit and Illicit Drugs: the Consumers Union Report on
Narcotics, Stimulants, Depressants, Inhalants, Halluand Alcohol.cinogens and Marijuana — including Caffein, Nicotine
Edited by Edward Brecher and the editors of Consumer
Reports.
McClelland and Stewart (Little, Brown) $15.
Bill MacVicar
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As our ultimate watsup for the year, we're
not going to direct you to this special screening
and that revival for every Tuesday and Thursday allsummer long. What we thought might be
nice is to round up what's good and what's not
beso good,
playingwhat's
soon.playing now and what's liable to
The best movie in town may well be The
Emigrants, the first half of an epic by the
Swedish cinematographer-director Jan Troell.
Superbly photographed, impeccably acted, this
story of a pursuit of the early American dream
is a slow one in spots, and subtitled ("It bodes
ill for the crops"). Nonetheless, it is far more
worthy than many a more gripping film. At the
International, Yonge and Manor Road.
Sounder is another utterly likeable film, this
one about a family of poor black sharecroppers
in Louisiana during the depression, and the
problems they face when the father is imprisoned forstealing some food. The charge of
sentimentality has been made against it, unsuc es fulthink.
y I It is a simple, moving, film
that does not shun emotion. Cicely Tyson does
a shatteringly good job as the beleaguered
mother. Sounder is now at several
neighborhood theatres, but if it won a major
award
town. last night, it will surely be back downCabaret is in its second year now, at the
Cinema, Toronto-Dominion Centre. Some found
't the most exhilaratingly daring musical ever,
others found it clever and tuneful but a little
hackneyed. The in-between parts about
Nazism, anti-semitism and general decadence
in pre-war Berlin are nothing special, but when
Bob Fosse sets up his songs and dances in the
seedy little
nothing full
shortstar-of
brilliant.
Lizacabaret,
Minelliit'sreaches
incandescence when she sings, and Joel Grey
as the magnetically repellent emcee just about
steals the show. If you haven't seen Cabaret,
do.
Thisday night
is being
written will
on Monday,
Tuesthe Oscars
be known.and Smart
money is on The Godfather for best film and
god knows what all else. My reason for saying
this is that it will certainly be brought back. A
lot of people haven't been to see it, on the
grounds that its only a "gangster" picture, or
that
object to its violence.
Too bad not
— itfaris
truly they
an extraordinary
entertainment,
from art. Brando's much touted performance as
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the patriarch Don Corleone ts a bravura piece of
I tioned here. The cover charge at that establishcharacter acting, but the real kudos should go
■ ment has a habit of varying from week to week
to Al Pacino as the quiet, scholarly son who
and depends on the drawing power of the perends up as the new godfather. Three hours long
former. AsI've advised before, always call first
and not really for the squeamish, but a deep
to check if youbeercan prices.
afford the cover and usually
extravagant
portrait of an the Italian-American subculture
Your best bet, as always in summer, for
and
a
gripping
pseudo-documentary
on
the
Bars
are
the
least
recommendable places in
workings of the Mafia.
learning
what'sandgoingMailononin Saturdays.
town in the galleries which to enjoy music because the
is
the
Globe
Sleuth is immense fun, thanks largely to
emphasis
is onFor alcohol
conRemember that the Fontainebleau exhibit, managements'
sumption, not musical
quality.
that reason
Olivier's
stunning
AnthonyandSchaeffer's
Art in France 1528-1610, at the
mystery play
looks talents.
a little tedious
brittle on subtitled
high costs involved),
I've only The
listedEl
continues until April 15. Lec- (and
saloontheenternamment
on rare occasions.
screen, but director Mankiewicz has turned out Nationaltures areGallery
in progress and the exhibit involves Mocombo,
Spadina
below
College
(951-2558)
an extravagant, amusing production. No one over 200 pieces.
At the Art Gallery of Ontario has been listed more often because the cover
admitted after the show begins, at the Unian exhibit entitled "Germanic Objects" begins charges are usually lower than most places and
versity Theatre.
March 30, and beginning May 19, "The Art of the waiters less pushy (but there is a required
We can't promise you Last Tango in Paris, Jean
Hugo". On July 7 the curator digs up from coat check charge). It's possible to order only
it's beenlookapproved
showingThisinhothouse
Quebec, the gallery's
collection treasures of "Canadian once and not be hassled. That's not true of too
sobut chances
good (orforbad)...
and beginning August 1, "Progress many other places. Joe Walsh, former lead
treatment of sexual tensions has gotten inHeritage",
Conservation":
"This exhibition illustrates guitarist of the James Gang is currently there
extraordinary praise from Pauline Kael, un- how scientific examination
and analysis can be and upcoming acts include Sam and Dave and
meechmg condemnation by John Simon. Clear- applied to the care and treatment
of works of
ly, acontroversial film. Bertolucci would be a
Merryed as aClayton
April for
30).JoeClayton
backup (onvocalist
Cockerhasandworkthe
superb pornographer. His use of exotic settings
Erindale
still
has
several
exhibits
one in Stones
as well as a solo recording artist. Most
and lush lighting effects are mere gimmicks; he fact which continues all through theleft,summer:
hasn't yet shown himself to be an artist. It'll be beginning April 16, a retrospective exhibition by recently she sang the part of "The Acid Queen"
album. and even free
interesting to see who's right on this one.
known Canadian sculptor, on the newis a"Tommy"
lot of cheaper,
Bunuel's The Discreet Charm of the the internationally
Hunt. The exhibition is from Ger- musicTherearound
the
city
but
you have to be a little
Bourgeoisie {the best film title since Godard's Dora dePedry
From June 1 to September
choosy about the day and time.
Two or Three Things I Know about Her) may be 18 theremany andwillFrance.
be a showing of prints by Erindale lessGood
folk music is always available at
in town soon. work,
If youyoudon'tmayknow
Bunuel's there
totallyis m-Residence.
students working in association with the Artist- Fiddler's Green,
idiosyncratic
be startled;
behind the Y on Eglinton east
no other filmmaker who grinds his axes so
of
Yonge,
on
Tuesday and Friday nights. AdmisAlan Collier
is at the Roberts Gallery until mation.
fearlessly
and
wickedly
as
this
grand
old
art."
s
i
o
n
i
s
only
$1.
Call
489-3001 for more inforApril 7, He has gone on a number of sketching
man.
trips to various parts of Canada and spent
Avoid like the Plague department: The some
weeks on a Canadian Coast Guard
Free music, usually performed by top CanaGetawayfilm(notin only
Peckinpah's
worst surpasses
film, but a icebreaker — so he's had plenty of scenic indian bands, is available if you want to be part of
bad
itself.
Ali McGraw
the
audience
for the taping
CITY-TV's
Music
herself); Travels with my Aunt (a hysteroid ac- spiration.
at 2 pm.of Past
performers
The Isaacs Gallery is featuring Graham City show on Sundays
tingiatric
job by production
MaggieofSmith
no helpasto rewritten
this gerhave included Valdy, Chillawack and Crowbar.
Auntieis Mame
Coughtry's
new
paintings
and
his
water
figure
until April 10.
The number for information is 867-7979.
by Graham Greene); Deliverance, (still going series
Joan Pattee, a Montreal Artist who studied
Bathurst Street United Church, Bathurst
strong, god knows why); Man of La Mancha
under Arthur Lismer, is at the Saint-Louis-de- below Bloor, is the site for THOG and TANC
(getting a good movie out of that clunky proper- France,
1415
Don
Mills
Road
on
April
4
(8-10
music, theater and food evenings almost every
ty was an impossible dream); Slither (enough
April 5-6 (1-10 pm) and the admission is Sunday night. Admission varies from $1.50 to
said); Shamus (if only out of terminal boredom pm),
free. Jim Fraser is at Gallery 76 until April 1. nothing.
with Burt Reynolds); and Lost Horizon (which, And
performers who are appearing
the climax of this column, Royden elsewhereMany
by all reckonings, makes The Sound of Music Raninowitch,
in town often drop in to play.
is at Carmen Lamanna until
Etherea restaurant in Rochdale has been
look like Last Tango).
presenting musical evenings, with a $1 cover
Neither here nor there department: The
on weekdays and $1.50 to $2.50 admission on
Poseidon Adventure, Lady Sings the Blues, April 12.
the
weekend. You can get information on times
Payday, Fiddler on the Roof, Pete V Tillie, The
Heartbreak Kid.
and artists by calling (929-3416).
There is a profusion of concerts and
Anytime, anywhere you notice Sunday
appearances over the next few months but
Bloody Sunday playing get yourself off to see it.
these are the ones of note.
It will survive all the gaudy hype of A Clockwork
Apologieslasttoweek
anyone
who Fats
wentDomino
to theandEl B.B. King, Massey Hall, Monday April 2,
Orange, Straw Dogs, The Godfather, probably Mocombo
to see
even Tango. It's one of the finest, least obtru- expected
the
cover
charge
of
$l-$2
as men- ($3.50-$6.00)
Randy Newman, Sandy Denny (formerly on
sive pictures ever made.
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Fair port Convention) and Eric Weissberg and
Deliverance, Massey Hall, Friday, April 6,
($3.50-$6.00).
Lou Reed and Genesis, Massey Hall, Monday
April 9.
Paul Butterfield and Better Days and Jeff
Beck, Maple Leaf Gardens, Friday April 13.
Incredible String Band, Massey Hall, Monday
April 23, ($3.50-$5.50).
Isaac Hayes,
21-26.the
Frank
Zappa O'Keefe
and theCentre,
MothersMay plus
Mahavishnu Orchestra are scheduled for the
Gardens on May 4. Both acts belong in Massey
Hall. If you were planning to go, protest Cimba
Productions singular interest in money and
lack of concern for the listener by staying at
home.
Wishbone Ash is in concert at Massey Hall,
tomorrow ($3.50-$5.50). They were here only
months ago and gave one of the most boring
concerts of the year (tickets were only $3 then)
after being upstaged by Howard Kaylan and
Mark Volman. The only reason you might be interested inthis particular concert would be to
see Gentle Giant (who are difficult to describe,
but similar to King Crimson) and Vinegar Joe
(featuring Elkie Brooks on vocals).
The Riverboat (922-6216) has Ry Cooder in
on Thursday, April 5, and the blues duo of Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee from May 15 to
May 27.
The Mariposa Folk Festival will be taking
place on July 6, 7 and 8 on a new site on the
south
of Centre
(lastwater
year'slevels
site
might besideclosed
becauseIsland
of rising
in Lake Ontario). Ticket prices have increased
slightly to $12 for a 3 day pass or $4.50 per
in advance.
Last year's
was soto huge
adaysuccess
that tickets
will befestival
restricted
only
8000 per day. There will be almost no publicity
for the event, so contact the Mariposa office,
329 St. George (922-4871) for information and
mail-order tickets.
If you're still interested, here are some quick
observations about this year's new records.
Best Records — Tommy, The London
Symphony Orchestra; Catch Bull At Four,
Cat Stevens.
Most Disappointing — Don't Shoot He, Elton
John' Journey Through The Past, Neil Young.

This week and next, between Tuesday and
Saturday, The Menagerie Players present I am
a Camera at the Central Library Theatre. They
have been mentioning that the current musical,
Cabaret, was adapted from the Van Druten
play. While this is true, it might be misleading,
since the play tells the story of Sally Bowles
minus the cabaret scenes. Tickets are $3.00
and $2.50 for students.
Firehall Theatre, 70 Berkely Street will begin
its
of Maximin Corky's
Zykovsconcerns
tomorrow
night.run Sritten
1914, theThe play
the
Russian cernedmiddle-class.
Though
it
is
basically
conwith a family situation, there are moral
and political overtones evident in the text of
the
Union.writer now revered throughout the Soviet
Tarragon Theatre is presenting its most ambitious Duundertaking'
yet, Foundation
a festival ofhasone-act
plays. The
Maurier
subsidized the effort, whieh has required a good
deal of time and .coordination. There are two
separate programs in the festival, entitled Gifts
and Turtle Songs. Seven plays will be seen in
all, during a repertory program which will continue until April 22, Tarragon's director, Bill
Glassco, hopes to discover not only new
dramatic material, but new directors. Gifts
opens March 26, Turtle Songs, March 30.
There is considerable excitement over the
English adaptation of Les Belles-Soeurs,
scheduled to open April 5 at the St. Lawrence
Centre. The comedy, which translates The
Sisters-in-Law was a tremendous success
throughout Quebec and established Michel
Tremblay as the foremost Quebecois
playwright.lt
final production
the season, andis thethe Centre's
only Canadian
work on theof
program.
More on French-Canadiana. On April 17, La
Sagouine an Acadian theatrical show by Antonine Maillet will be presented by La ChasseGalerie, an organization devoted to promoting
French culture in Toronto. It will take place at
the St. Lawrence Centre. , Viola Leger will
appear
on the
evening
called The
Showsameof the
Year.with a monologue
University Women's Studies has an interesting presentation on French-English
relations to be offered at one pm today,
tomorrow and Friday at UC Playhouse. It is the
dramatization of an unusual book called Dear
Enemies or in French Chers Ennemis. (It was
published in both languages simultaneously.)
This dialogue between writers Solange Chaput
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century
comedies.
A Month in the Country by
Rolland and Gwethalyn Graham is an attempt winner of the New York Drama Desk Critics Ivan Turgenev is psychological drama in the
Award for bet foreign play of the year. Tickets
to clarify the issues that divide English and are
available from the Poor Alex box office and Chekhov tradition. Nikolai Gogol's The Marriage
French Canadians in every-day life. Its tone is
Brokers is a farce in the style of The Inspector
often forceful on both sides, but the genuine The United Nattions Association. The play is General
(recently mishandled by the Toronto
affection that exists between the women banned in South Africa, incidentally.
Workshop
While the adherence to
makes this a healthy rather than a bitter
The Factory Lab Theatre, which is in its classics canProductions).
be understood when considering
frankness. It might be kept in mind that the death throes, is opening its next production, choice of repertoire
for the Festival Theatre,
book came out in 1964, in the blossom of the Bagdad Saloon tonight. Don't be surprised to one wonders why modern
works, even relatively
encounter
a
fund-raising
campaign
at
the
Quiet
Revolution
and abefore
heata of"panacea
1970. theatre. Ken Gass knows that only public sup- established
modern
works
weren't chosen.
Bilingualism
was still
shiningtheideal,
not
Pinter,
Beckett
or
lonesco?
Whey Why
not
port inthe eleventh hour will raise Factory up American and Canadian contemporary
of English-French problems, and separatism
works?
from
the
dead.
And
it
just
may
happen.
We
can
was the mania of a few. The two actresses perStratford
does
not
exist
in
a
vacuum
where
the
forming the adaptation evidently feel that only hope. Tuesday night admission is pay- complexities of modern living are of no interest.
enough of the points made in the book still ap- what-you-can. Wednesday to Sunday, students
The answer might be given us that there
does exist a small theatre for contemporary
UCply in 1973.
Playhouse has more to offer in original payOn$2.50.
April 2 the London comedy hit, Move works — The Third Stage. This year it will house
productions.
NancywillReason's
by Michael Ondaatje of his
theatre,
Audition,
play Marchplay28about
to 31 theat Over Mrs. Markham will move into the O'Keefe abookstageTheadaptation
Collected Works of Billy The Kid. It
8:30 pm The final production, Wilton Centre. The big name connected with the won
General's
1971.a play
BilRemembers, described as a "nightmare of production — Honor Blackman.
ly ThetheKidGovernor
opens July
10. On award
Augustin 14,
From May 14 to 19, O'Keefe will feature Les for marionettes and people, Innok And The Sun,
exposeevenings.
and macabre justice," plays April 4 to 7
also
Grands Isaac
BalletsHayes
Canadiens,
Montreal's
will appear
in concertresident
from will open there,
on August
a newly
St. Michael's
Collegeto behasperformed
producedMarch
the ballet.
missioned and
opera called
Exiles15 will
havecom-its
May 21 to 26, and from May 29 to June a new
musical,
The Boyfriend,
Toronto's theatres will be playing out their
premiere.
final
offerings of the season in the near future.
You can still see Indians at Toronto Workshop
Productions, Pauline at the Theatre Passe
Muraille, and The Jest Society at the Poor Alex
(See June
today'srollsreviews
But
once
around for
it willthebe latter
up to two).
the larger
theatres to provide live entertainment for the
diminished
theatre-going
O'Keefe offer
Centre and St. Lawrence
Centrepublic.
will probably
light productions for the summer months.
With the idea of community theatre becoming more predominant, its best to check the
newspapers, small Toronto publications and
lampposts carefully for notices of more intimate theatrical hap_penings. Best of luck.

30,
31, April
first,Clair).
seventh and eighth at 1515
Bathurst
(at St.
The Poculi Ludique Societas, theatre group
originating from the Centre for Medieval
Studies, will present The Townely Cructfiction
at the Royal Ontario Museum on March 30 and
31. The presentation at the Museum will
precede their planned tour of the U.S.A. Admission isfree. The performance takes place in the
Armour Court of the Museum at (note) six pm.
Classical Stage Productions have completed
their season of classics at the Colonnade
theatre and are preparing their first off-season
production, The Last of the Red Hot Lovers, by
Neil Simon. It will open on Wednesday, April 5,
for an indefinite run, normally Tuesday to Sunday at 8:30 pm
Hart House Theatre will receive Toronto's
French Theatre group, Les Tretaux de Paris, on
April 6 and 7. The troupe claims to be the first
in Toronto, but then the Theatre du P'tit
Bonheur claims to be the only one. The two
one-act plays presented will be Les Marquises
de la Fourchette by Eugene Labiche and La
Baby-sitter by Rene de Obaldia.
The Poor Alex Theatre is housing a play called Boesman and Lena between April 3 and 28.
It concerns two people who live under
apartheid, and has been produced with the support of the United Nations Association. It is

musical from ohe Charlottetown Festival,
Ballade will grace the stage.
Springtime has brought three musical
productions to Toronto. This week the Busby
Berkely spectacular, No, No, Nanette will be at
the Royal Alexandra, and from %>ril 2 to 21, the
new fifties musical comedy, Grease, will play
there. On April 23, Carol Channing will open at
the O'Keefe Centre with her "new" production,
Lorelei taken from the popular film Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes. That was a long time ago,
though,
wasn't it?
Trust Godspell
the Playhouse
through
April 22. to continue at
The Stratford Fstival Company's summer
season
will start
June 4, with
Gascon's
production
of Theon Taming
of theJeanShrew.
Pat
Galloway,
who
played
Goneril
in
last
season's
success, King Lear, will have the role of the
tempermental Katherine and Alan Scarfe will
play her match, Petruchio.
The Stratford Festival it will open June 6
with Othello. David William wiiraifect Nahum
Buchman, Douglas Rain and Martha Henry in
the tragedy. The other Shakespearean work being produced is Pericles, opening July 24. It is
the company's first production of this later
work, undertaken by Jean Gascon, and featuring Nicholas Pennell and Edward Atienza.
Stratford's other theatre, The Avon, has
gone Russian on us, presenting two nineteenth

I won'tI dobe nottoo want
extensive
watsup
because
to be. inFirstthisandlastforemost
remember that the Metropolitan Festival Choir
and Orchestra with "treble choristers" from the
choir of St. George's College and Grace Church
on-the-Hill is presenting Bach's St. Matthew
Passion on April 14 at 8 pm {so you needn't
miss the first after-dinner hour of Saturdaynight
$2 andexercises
$4. at Starvin' Marvins). Tickets are
Remember Stratford and both the New York
Philharmonic and Chicago Syphony. The Beaux
Arts Trio, Philippe Entremont, Alexandre
Legoya and the Orford String Quartet among
others will also be there at various times during
the summer.
The Festival Singers still have April 4 and
May 5 concerts left. The Etobicoke East York
Symphony has a concert with Lois Marshall on
April 20 and April 22: write 550 Mortimer
Avenue, Toronto 6 for info and tickets. Also
remember the last two concerts in the International String Quartet series at the St.
Lawrence Centre: April 6 and April 16: the
Borodin Quartet and the most noteworthy
quartet in the world, the Amadeus quartet.
Tomorrow night the University of Toronto
Band plans to give its last concert of the
season, at 8:30 pm. The colourful program includes Bach's Passacaglia and Fugue in C
minor, Vittorio Giannini's Symphony no. 3, Karl
Kroeger's Divertimento for Band and the Fantickets.fare and Allegro by Williams. No charge and no
The Toronto Chamber Society directed by
Annegret Wright presents its spring concert in
Trinity College Chapel March 31, 8:30 pm.
Soloists and choir and orchestra will present an
mtegrated and perfectly balanced program of
works by Antonio Caldara, Heinrich Schutz,
Monteverdi, Buxtehude and Johann S. Bach.
Students may if they are lucky get in for $2.50.
This
limited.is because they're gallery seats and
The Opera Department presents its final
concert: L'Ormindo by Francesco Cavalli,
"excavated" and restored by Raymond Leppard, in an English translation by Geoffrey
Dunn. Students can get in for $1.50 (box office
opened Monday) on April 12, 13, 14, 15 at 8
theatre
pop
movies
art
music
books
pm.

eleanor coleman
bob bossin
allan mandell
ian scott
scott
ian
bill macvicar
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m
Workers
Minister of Colleges and Universities Jack McNie hinted yesterday
to three hundred Ryerson students,
workers and supporters that their
demand
Ryerson's books
may haveto- inspect
some justification,
but
refused to make a specific statement
totion.their Queen's Park demonstraSixty-five Ryerson faculty
members have signed an open letter
demanding that president Don
Mordell
ORenlaying
the institute's
show that
off 48 books
Ryersonto
maintenance workers is justified.
Included in the letter is a pledge to
donate part of their own salaries to
the fired workers.
The lay-offs, which became permanent last Friday have reduced the
ranks of CUPE local 233, which
represents Ryerson workers, from
106 to 58.
A call for an investigation of Ryerson's administrative operations and
spending has also come from the
Liberal MPP for St. George riding,
Margaret Campbell.
Campbell has demanded a full
public inquiry but McNie has refused the request. The newly elected
MPP has also sent a letter to
Mordell deploring the layoffs.
Labour Minister Fern Guindon
promised Monday to launch an immediate investigation into Opposithat thethe true
firings
"are ofa
schemetion charges
to defeat
purpose
theTheEmployment
Standards
Act."
maintenance workers,
meanwhile, have been
demonstrating in front of the inJorgenson stitute's
Hall. administrative building,
Since the workers will not legally
be in a position to strike for 2
months, all they can do at present is

want

Ryerson

to try to bring public pressure to
bear.
At a meeting of students, workers
and teachers held two weeks ago,
Ryerson's Student Union president
Marc Belanger said that the
maintenance people were fired
because the administration thought
they puswere
not important
the camand would
be easy toto release.
"By next year, the students will be
cleaning the classrooms. It's a disgrace. They're firing
the maintenance
staff,50mostper ofcentthemof
with families," Belanger said.
The yesterday,
workers marched
on Queen's
Park
along with
family
members and supporters. McNie
had agreed to see them "if I can
breakbutanother
appointment."
He didby
so,
was repeatedly
heckled
evading questions.

books

open

On
- tt
rreM
/»f
that
inspecting
the
institute's
books
might be
Minister of Colleges and U niwiities Jack
McNie (top photo) tells laid off Ryerson workers justified.
Lm
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300,000 held in Saigon jails

Thieu
By GARRY NEIL
A recently released South Vietnamese prisoner charged Monday
that premier Nguyen Van Thieu's
regime ofhasthebegun
to "liquidate"
many
estimated
300,000
civilian political prisoners held in its
jails.
Speaking to 50 people Monday in
Sidney Smith Hall- French school
teacher Jean-Pierre Debris pointed
to recent reports from South Vietnam that hundreds of people in
prison clothes have been found
floating in water near a prison. He
called on world public opinion to
react to help prevent a wholesale
massacre.
When Debris was released, along
with fellow schoolteacher Andre
Menras last December 29, he said,
first because
reaction wewas were
not tocertain
want
to"Ourleave,
that the Thieu administration's
motive for freeing us at this time is
to get rid of a couple of potentially
embarrassing witnesses to the liquidation ofthe political prisoners
which
now tobegun
occur." in
Debrishaswent
Southto Vietnam
1968 to teach in the French colleges
in Saigon and Danang. He soon discovered the corruption of the Saigon
regime when senators and other high
government officers began to offer
him money and gifts in exchange for
copies of the exams which would
enable their sons to obtain admission
to French universities.
He said he became more indignant
when he saw corpses on the roadside
being mutilated by American and
Korean soldiers, when he saw
thousands of peasants displaced
from their land and when he saw
young women forced to become

is murdering

captives,

says

teacher

leaflets calling for peace. They were December.
beaten and arrested by Saigon Secret
During the two years in which they
Police, he said, and were immediate- were imprisoned they saw prisoners
ly jailed in Chi Hoa prison where whose only "crime" was to be a
they remained until their release last 'neutralist' or to have been in the
"wrong place at the wrong time" —
to fill police
"quotas"
of Communists arrested.
These prisoners
were subjected
to tortures
and "aphe charged.
Debris palling"
spokeconditions,
of people
who had
their eyes gouged out and their ears
and fingers cut off, and of guards
who drove nails into the bodies of
the prisoners and needles under
ringer
nails. students were almost all
"Women
raped
.
. . and hadthrust
live eelsintoand their
Coca
Cola bottles
vaginas,"
said.cages
Debris
tales
of theheTiger
of therelated
Con
Son prison colony located off the
south coast, where almost all of the
prisoners were paralyzed and a large
number had tuberculosis, were
n
r
m
m
blinded
eases. or suffered from other disIn the prison the daily diet
decreases every year, he said, and is
now only 600 grams of cooked rice
and a little
salt. And
the "stubborn" prisoners
— thetheformajority
who refuse
to salute
Saigon flag—
every morning,
are continual
beatings.
Eachthere
prison
has an
American advisor who is aware of
the conditions in the prison, he commented.
Debris stated that not only are the
.tiger cages still in use, but more are
being built. He showed a photocopy
of a $41,521 contract an American
company, RMK, was awarded the
Navy on January 7, 1971 to build new
cages.
South Vietnamese prisoners are held in tiger cages built by the U.S. tiger
Debris himself was subjected to

prostitutes in order to survive. Both
French teachers appeared before
±e National Assembly building in
Saigon, on July 25, 1970 unfurled an
NLF flag, and began to distribute

severe beatings in the "movie
room",ed. Theof room
Chi Hoabecomes
prison hea claimmovie
theatre when the International Red
Cross or American politicians visit,
but is the torture and interrogation
room the rest of the time.
Debris remarked that great
changes overcame Chi Hoa prison in
the
ninethemonths.
aboutto
Marchpast1972,
prisonersFrombegan
see "lawyers, intellectuals,
professors,Buddhist
students,monks;
even Catholic
students,
in fact,
an entire category of prisoners that
until then, we had not been accustomed tosee." At first we were
extremely desurprised.
we un-to
rsto d: these peopleThen
belonged
neutralof.'third force' that Thieu is
sothe afraid
In addition, on November 15,
Colonel ofNguyen
Ve which
becameis
director
Chi HoaVanprison,
a clearing ground for all political
"prisoners.
Con
Son
atVe thewastimedirector
the tigerofcages
wereprison
discovered.
Ve immediately began to change
the classification of political
prisoners
to that
criminals and
began ofto common
disperse
them
throughout
the
prison
said
Debris. Ve also systematically
destroyed all of the files of these
prisoners,
aboutreleased.
the time Debris and
Menras were
Debris said that the Saigon
Government continues to violate the
Paris ceasefire agreement by refusing to release
civilian detainees.
Debris
called the
on Canada
to remain
within the control commission and
the Canadian Red Cross to return to
Vietnam and begin to investigate the
situation within Thieu's prisons.
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Cites "crisis flf rnpiialjsm"
Consciousness
ri
actuallysi
By GREG i MeM
McMASTER
calledng
it a generalin
strike it'sUK,
ASTER the
th~ Un\t~t
<u*t^»
United States'
quite clear that it can't be anything
Blackburn will speak on "workers' else",
"There is more class conhe claimed, adding that his
sciousnes now in the British work- Control" in five Canadian cities in own politica
l organization, the Intering class than at any other time in its the next two weeks, beginning at U
"will be
history", according to British of HeT s Cody Hall on Thursday night pressing fornationaltheMarxistdayGroup,
of action to be
went on to say that "the class
Trotskyist Robin Blackburn, speakfactory ocing ata Monday press conference in struggle in Britain has recently been extended cuptoations and involve
teach-ins, to draw in
Sidney Smith Hall.
fought out more vigorously than in workers
Blackburn, whose talk on Thurs- most of the other advanced capitalist populationandtoother sections of the
discuss the governcountri
es", although it ,vstill remains
day night at U of T will begin a Cana- an economi
dian tour for the British socialist against st and defensive struggle
ment
offensive"
Blackb
.
urn
dismis
sed the British
a very strong assault by the
magazine, New Left Review, said
Labour Party as a "marginal" force
that Canadian socialists should see bourgeoisie".
in worker
es the past
He described the "day
"an understanding of what's happenl year, due s'to itsstruggl
refusal toof underta
ke
action" against theof nationa
extraparliamentary
Heath
action. Labour
ing
in
workers'
struggles
in
Europe
ent's wage freeze, which the "only inhabits the bourge
as very important for understanding governm
British
ois
Trade Union Council has call- machine", he said.
state
the generalized, world-wide crisis of
ed for May 1, as "a real step forward
Blackburn criticized the British
capitalism.'.'
for
the
British
workin
g class". He Communist Party for not developing !
The escalation of these conflicts he
workers' "morale and
said, gives them an importance considoferedorganiz
"a
rian response to the ,
ation"
be on a capitalproleta
equal to that of national liberation state
ist offensive" in economi
much higher level than into1927.
when
campai
gns
which they controlledc
struggles" in colonial countries, and a general strike closed down most of
represents a "harbinger of struggles British industry.
but described the Party as "an im- :
coming in North America, including
portant and
organiz
in several c
ing force"
factory
occupations.
the still-dominant imperialist power.
Although union leaders "haven't strikes

No
Discharge
gi
n on,
After spending six days
mediately afve
ter his convicti
awaiting sentence former inU jailof
February 9, and has these
stringen
T student Tom McLaughlin has
t conditions to fulfill in
order to wipe clean the slate,
been given a conditional distwo others found guilty of more
charge on his conviction of
serious offences, assaulting
obstructing police during the
breakup of the Simcoe Hall ocpolice, were given absolute discupation ayear ago.
charges, without conditions.
The conditional discharge
McLaughlin, who had to
means that if his record is clean
appeal his conviction in order to
be sprung from jail, says he is
a year from now, McLaughlin
still consulting with his lawyer,
will have no criminal record.
During that time he must:
Paul Copeland, over whether he
a probation officer
will proceed with the appeal.
once• visit
a month;
He can also appeal his sentence.
• not associate with people
When McLaughlin,
year's
Political
EconomylastCourse
his probation officer considers
Union chairman, was sentenced
"undesirable";
Friday, Copeland was not in the
• remain within the court's
jurisdiction (Ontario) except
courtroom. Although McLaughwith special permission from
lin told the court that Copeland could attend in less than
his probation officer; and
• make efforts to get a jobtwo hours, Judge Cloney insistWhile Mclaughlin was jailed
ed on sentencing him at
10:30 am.
j
six days awaiting sentence im-

Referendum

for
By BRIANE NASIMOK
Arts and science dean Bob Greene
has established two search commit e s fordepartmental
n
but said he was unable tochairme
appoint
any students to the bodies.
The committees, to recommend
appointments for new chairmen of
anthropology and the newly constituted department of Italian
Studies, both have Greene as chairman,
and
associate
dean Joan Foley
as a member.
Each body consists of a representative from graduate studies and five
professors. There are no representatives from full- or part-time
ni.
students, graduate students or alumGreene said yesterday that the
rules did not allow for student
representatives. He referred to the

pending

'
says

leftist

Robin Blackburn

students

committees
to announce some recommendaHaist Report, regulations written in tions.
1967, which outlined the composition
of departmental search committees. Greene said that he had "spoken
In 1971 the rules were revised to to anthropology students and would
allow
up to three students on search keep them up to date" on the
committees
for deans and principals, progress of the search committee.
and allow an advisory committee for He suggested they write letter to
departmental chairmen.
give him their opinions.
"I don't have the power to change Arts and science student General
Committee
member Dave Laughton
the rules," Greene said. Earlier this
month, on a recommendation from said yesterday that having students
the physics department, Greene re- oh the committee does not violate
quested that students be allowed to the Haist Report. He said it states
sit on the physics department search that the committee must consist of
committee. He suggested that it the dean and a representative of the
would be a "worthwhile experiment graduate school dean, plus at least
to have at least one student in the "two other representative from the
role
assessothe
the Provost
r", butsugge
deciofded
stion field
In response, Greene said that it is
"premature", because in six weeks faculty.
clearlyof study."
understood that it means
the Presidential task force on those representatives be from the
academic appointments is expected

for Arch
SAC
with
al
rebate Scarborough
$100 for draw
a downtown project
costing
By JOHN CAMPBELL
Flowers said he hoped SAC would be receptive to his
Architecture students have decided to withdraw their
financing
$1,000. idea, but said that a referendun on pulling out of
representative from onthewhether
Students'or Administrative
pen- SAC
"might" be called at Scarborough next year.
not to remain inCouncil
the central
studentding areferendum
body.
Students' Administrative Government of Erindale vicepresident
Elliott Rovan resigned his position as the school's sole "somewhat Mike Scott says that although Erindale reps were
frustrated" by their failure to get a larger rebate
SAC representative effective just before two weeks ago's coun- out
of the SAC budget meeting
last fall,
cil meeting. According to a statement released by Architecture
intention of quitting SAC. the student council
no
had
there
Students'
Union
president
Dave
Thorn,
the
faculty
will
not
be
He accused the student government of failing to develop
sending a representative to SAC until a referendum decides
"a coherent program" of services and as a result, he said,
"Architectures future role in the SAC".
Neither Rovan nor Thorn, a former SAC communication
"Everyone suffered and we suffered along with them."
commissioner, could be reached by The Varsity for comment.
The main
argued,
would problems,
be solvedScott,
whennextSACyear'sandSACthe vice-president,
local student
But
Architecture's
move
may
reflect
a
growing
campus
dissatisfaction with the SAC.
bodiesStudent
start "working
together".
in the faculty of education Lionel
SAC vice-president Ross Flowers, also next year's Scar- Racine voicedcouncillor
a similar complaint.
borough College Student Society president, says the problem is
particularly acute at his college, as demonstrated by the high
SAC, he maintained, "makes no great effort to involve
number of abstentions cast in the recent SAC presidential us". Specifically, he noted that the members of the council
race. Only 90 Scarborough students voted, and 34 of these were "not well consulted by the SAC over the fees referenabstained or spoiled their ballots.
Former Dentistry Student Society president Dave RanFlowers said that he "sees the need for a central political
body"George
for students
that physical smaller
distanceenrolment
from the
dall, claims that
"radicalstudents
politics"to and
satisfaction witopposition
h its servicesto ledSAC'sdentistry
votedis-in
St.
campus butandstressed
the comparatively
at Scarborough makes it impractical for SAC to provide more favour of getting out of SAC in a referendum held last year.
a futile effort however, because there is no conentertainment and other services to the suburban campus.
dum".It was stitutional
provision for constituent groups in the SAC to opt
Citing SAC sponsorship of a concert as an example, he estimated the largest auditorium at Scarborough would hold out, except through the Governing Council.
only about 600 people — not enough to make it financially
This year, Randall said, Dents has supported "the middleworthwhile.
of-the-road, common sense views" of SAC president Eric
Miglin,
but were still unable to get more money from the stuThe "fairest scheme" for overcoming these problems,
dent body for dentistry student services.
Flowers declared,
changestudent
in the councils.
formula by which SAC distributes itsfunds tois alocal
The ex-president said he expected the issue would die out
At present, each council negotiates for a kickback portion after this year because "the amount of hassle and time inof the $14 fee paid by every student to support SAC activities.
lved toget outthatof SAC,
we just
don't heavy
have". schedules and
Scarborough's
year wasretainfourthedollars;
He vostressed
dentistry
students'
The Flowersportion
formulathis would
four dollar basic "professional
involvement" were constraints which left them
rate, but
add aprovided
"compensatory"
the strictly
and politically detached from the main camtown services
by SAC. Therebate
rebatefor would
be baseddown-on both "physically
pus". As a result,
he said,
to giveto more
SAC for
betterstudents
servicesunable
tended
use ittimeas toa
the porportional difference in student enrolment between the pressuring
"scapegoat" for complaints when these services were not
campuses,
which
in
Scarborough's
case
according
to
Flowers,
forthcoming.
stands at about 10 to 1. Through this arrangement, SAC would
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English

teachers

CEGEP

form

political

body

tends to fight the Quebec Depart- (FNEQ) affiliated -with La Confederation des syndicats nationaux
ment of Education's ruling to declassify CEGEP teachers. The commit- <CSN), to act on its behalf in litigatee will draw public attention to the
tion
government declassificationagainst
measures.
plight of CEGEP teachers who have
been declassified and may form a Attempts by several administracommon front with teachers and instions to pay their staff at the pretructors inother CEGEPs.
declassification rates have been foiled
by
government.
The CEGEPs'
dispute
with thewhen
go- The the
vernment arose last
December
government ordered banks
by Dawson, Vanier and LaSalle
the Department of Education imple- used
mented revised criteria for deter- CEGEPs to stop payments issued by
the colleges.
mining scholarity (the amount of for- cine
LaLondeFNEQ
said president
last FridayFran-at
mal education and teaching experience bywhich teachers are paid). McGill University that the Quebec
The revised criteria placed many
Trials resulting from disruption
is usingCEGEP
banks aspolicy
instru-by .
ments toinfluence
teachers in lower pay brackets, thus government
saving
the
government
millions
of
freezing
the colleges'
funds. one has
dollars in salaries.
"The principal
impression
until next month
VCTA has asked the CEGEP tea- is that the government is trying to
ore postponed
Trials resulting from the February 1 Stop the Student university employee Robert Gibson with a soggy sandthe Federation
na- LaLonde.
impede the colleges' functions," said
tionale chers'
des union,
enseignants
du Quebec
wich during a heated debate in a staff cafeteria.
Surcharge Committee disruption at 215 Huron Street
have been postponed until next month.
Keilty,
a
U
of
T
graduate
who
was
a
union
shop
steward atthe time of the February 1 incident, has already
The only exception is the charge of common assault
laid against second year arts student Rhonda Fleming won acquittal on an assault charge.
which is now well into its second week. After lengthy
After listening to testimony yesterday from several
Women's Athletic Association
cross-examination and several procedural hassles last university police officers at Fleming's trial, the judge
presents DA
an exciting
week, the Crown finally rested its case Friday afternoon ruled that "it would be dangerous to rely on the eviNCE evening
\ of
after the presiding judge ruled it had presented a suffidence of these Crown witnesses."
cient prima facie case against Fleming.
Fleming and fellow SSSC member Denise Havers also
SSSC chairman Peter Havers (UC IV) took over Fle- earlier
... program ...
won acquittals when the Crown dismissed charming's defence yesterday.
Dance Films
1
ges of causing a disturbance for lack of evidence.
Havers also faces an assault charge arising from vioMixed
Media
Former
U
of
T
graduate
student
Larry
Haiven
begins
lent disturbances at the picket line outside the universi- trial April 16 on a charge of assaulting police and New
"Eskimo Sketches' (0
He will
Myron Klymko faces a charge of obsAprilty's6 personnel
at whichandtimefeesa office.
trial date
will appear
be set. in court College student
Performance
Groups
tructing police on May 4.
SSSC supporter Greg Keilty, fired by the university
Claude
Brown,
like
Keilty
a
former
groundsman
disContemporary
Dance
from hisketinggroundsman's
participating
the picmis ed for his part in the picket line disturbances, will,
instead of obeyingjob anfororder
to work inelsewhere
Modern Jazz
that day, comes to trial April 2 on a charge of assaulting on May 17, face two charges of assaulting police.
International Folk Dance

MONTREAL — In a rare display of
solidarity with their Frenchspeaking colleagues, teachers at the
English-language CEGEP Vanier
College
voted to set
up a political actionhavecommittee
to combat
the
education policies of the Quebec
government.
CEGEPs are community colleges
populated to a great extent by militant, working class students.

According to Vanier College Teachers' Association (VCTA) president
Joe Rabinowitich, the decision to establish the politicial action committe is a first for an English-speaking
teachers group in the province. Traditionally, Quebec's
Frenchspeaking teachers!
organizations
have been more militant than their
Erlglish counterparts.
Last June the 70,000-member

French-language teachers' union, La
Corporation
enseignants
du Quebec voted indesfavour
of establishing
political
action
committees
in
schools.
"I think teachers are becoming
aware that to change the system they
can't
political,"wassaidpassed
Rabino-by
witch. remain
The resolution
"a strong majority," he added.
The VCTA political committee in-

CLUB
EMBASSY
Bloor and Bellair

Highland
Benson Building 320 Huron, Friday March 30,Free
7-9:30 p.m.
see you there!
Co-Ed. . . Everyone Welcome . . .

NOW APPEARING:

Sneaky
hours
daily from

EXPRESS
VON RYON'S

4 - 8 p.m.

TORONTO'S LOWEST PRICED NIGHT CLUB

READ

license
and are ainterested
If you possess
chauffeur'sin
working for a progressive moving company during summer
vacation months, please teleMr. A.N. Fitzgerald
to arrange interview.

TOME
subjects wanted for
experiments in reading
Pay: $1.50 per hour
come to room 544 Sid Smith
or call 928-7029 for appointment

phone
366-8701

Ufelfii
he
lairigoifig
away
-this
summer.

Grand Iam lour"
going to
What! Are y>u Attori-ProYfcWCA
leaving
ma>
or nw^be
Wkero are you Rom«' il/al-de-Loite

leave me.
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Wha+dod*"+
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byAii-eti-Proiene*.
the University ofPlease
don'tOflawa
30,
fromJulij^w+o
Wfi'H maK«
tiilFrtncW
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...with the
MUSIC

Hart

House

COMMITTEE

JANE COOP — pianist
Wednesday, March 28 - 8:30 p.m.
GREAT HALL
-ftfe and
feesfrsV's
includeno+ al
mI'HiHself
miss ifat. OW.
W-hw
fort andaKomwljti
excursions
cu.l+ur»l
avetrta.AniHWe
art on.
d6Sree-CTedi+ ccatsa

I can lean French

A*
For mote Information.
Yjrttfl or phow:
(MenaVioM Siirtiwr Courts,
Dep3r-rmeh+ of Extension,
University of o-ftau/a,

in

Can I coi*e

C0RIN

AYRES

— soprano

LESLEY HALL — pianist
Thursday, March 29 - 1:00 p.m.
MUSIC ROOM
QUARTET
Sunday, April 1 - 3:00 p.m.
GREAT HALL
HART HOUSE CHORUS
Sunday, April 1 - 9:00 p.m.
GREAT HALL

uninersi-tyofotfa^a
uniWrii-ro do-Haws

OELVA SPIEL — soprano
Tuesday, April 3-1:00 p.m.
MUSIC ROOM
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Power

elite

find

RCMP

invaluable
the Criminal Code. Section 98 made
it a crime, punishable by up to 20
years in prison, to belong to any association whose
was to
about governmepurpose
ntal, industriabring
l or
economic change by force
advocated or defended theor usewhichof
force for such purposes. The property
belonging to such an association
might be seized without
and
forfeited to the Crown. Ifwarrant
it could be
shown that a person had attended
meetings for such an association,
spoken publicly in its support or distritsliterature
, "itofshallproofbe presumebdu,tedinithe
absence
to the
contrary, that he is a member of such
unlawful association." Persons printing, distributing,
or importing
material advocatingselling
or defending the
use of force might also be imprisoned
for up to 20 years. Section 98 remained on the statute books for 16
• from page 27
years and was an effective instruThe government prepared to bear
ment for intimidating and sometimes
down on the strikers not only by ma- imprisoning radicals. It made people
king military preparations but also by cautious about being associated with
providing themselves with more any protest group because of the possweeping legal powers in case they
sibility that the organization in queswere needed. On June 5 Parliament
tion might be declared an "unlawful
passed a bill amending the Immigra- associa
Lest the abovetion Act in order to make it possible mentionetion".
d Acts might not be suffito deport British subjects not born in
cient, the government also amended
Canada. This amendment was aimed Section 134 of the Criminal Code to
at the Winnipeg strike leaders, most
penalty for seof whom were British immigrants al- change ditionthefrom maximum
2 to 20 years in prison.
beit long-time residents of Canada.
The Mounted Police arrested eight
The amendment was passed through of the most important strike leaders
the House of Commons in 20 minutes and four less prominent strikers on
and within the hour had been appro- the night of June 16-17. They were
ved bythe Senate and given royal as- acting under instructions from A.J.
sent. Later Parliament also passed
agent of the federal Departwhat became known as Section 98 of Andrews,
ment ofJustice and prominent leader
of the Citizens Committee. A few
days later J.S. Woodsworth, an imporTrinity College Dramatic Society
tant supporter of the strikers and
presents
temporary editor of Western Labour
EVENING THEATRE
News, was arrested and the paper
banned. Still later Fred Dixon, who
IN SEELEY HALL
continued for a few days in hiding to
Trinity College, March 30, 10 p.m.
put out the paper gave himself up to
the police. The original intention of
Shaw 8- Petrification
Poison, Passion,
the government had been to deport
Brownridge —
seven
of the eight main strike leaders
The Highwayman
(only one had been born in Canada).
Giraudoui —
This plan was abandoned for fear of
The Apollo ol Bellac
the public reaction it would cause and
Admission free
Refreshments available
because of strong protests from
University College
Seventeenth-century prophecy,
sacred and profane
Dean R. A, Greene
Thursday, March 29, at 4.10 p.m.
West Hall, University College
Coffee at 3.30 p.m.

trade unionists across Canada. In- could be sure that he or she was not suddenly increased to 2,500 in July
stead strike leaders were released on next on the list. Grace
s 1919. By September 30, 1919 the
on bail in a few days, to be tried later daughter of J.S. Woodsworth Maclnni
and now government had already built the
for seditious conspiracy.
a New Democratic M.P., has descri- Force up to a strength of 1,600 and in
The arrest of the strike leaders
bed how she was instructed by her November the act was passed to abDominion Police into the
was the beginning of a concerted at- mother, who was teaching at Gib- RNWMPsorb theand
change the name to
son's Landing, British Columbia, to Royal
tempt bythe RNWMP to crush not
Canadia
bury
n Mounted Police. The
left
wing
books
in the woods lest new order officiall
but
Strike
General
Winnipeg
the
only
the Militant wing of the trade union they be seized by police as evidence February 1, 1920. y took affect as of
movement throughout the country by against her father.
All eight strike leaders were tried
means of arrests, harassment, deporThe new name indicated that the
tations and brute force. The first fatal for seditious conspiracy in January, Force would
now exercise authority
casualties of this drive occurred in 1920. Crown prosecutors included throughout Canada
and not just in the
Winnipeg on June 21. The strike sup- A.J. Andrews and at least one other Western provinces. The military strucporters among the returned soldiers prominen
ture was maintained intact, with speof the allCitizens'
The jurymen
organized a silent parade to protest Committete. member
came
cial emphasis on the RCMP as an efthe actions of the authorities. Banned from rural Manitoba, where consideficient organization for breaking strirable anti-labour hysteria had been
by the mayor, the parade took place
kes and dispersing urban crowds.
anyway, until it was brutally broken whippeddenceup,
and there
some evi- That the RCMP was created as
ofundue
Crownwasinfluence
in both a military and political police
the "specials
RNWMP
up byhadthe been
the re-" choosing the jury, Some of the testi- force
hired andto replace
who
and
top officers leaned
gular city police. About 50 Mounted
mony was provided by police spies in- towards thethatfaritsright
in political percluding Mounted Police Corporal F.W.
Police rode swinging baseball bats
from an examinasuasion iobvious
s
through the crowd twice. When two of Zaneth, who had been infiltrating latheir riders were unhorsed, they drew
bour organizations for some time be- Reporttion ofCommissi
Perry's Annual
oner ending
for the year
Septemfore the strike. Seven of the eight
their revolvers and fired volleys into
ber
30,
1919.
The
RNWMP
had been
the crowd. Mike Sokolowiski, who ap- strike leaders were convicted of sedipoliticalmore
explicitly
a
much
given
tious
and
sentence
to
conspiracy
d
military character during
pears tohave been only a spectator,
was killed instantly of a bullet through terms ranging from six months to two leading up to the creationtheof year
the
his heart, and Steve Schezerbanower years. After Fred Dixon was tried for RCMP on a Canada-wide basis. The
was fatally wounded. Dozens more in seditious libel and acquitted, the report emphasized that aside from
the crowd were wounded.
Crown declined to press an identical enforcing public buildings and
Mounties and specials wielding charge against J.S. Woodsworth. In duties
which are
assignedotherto
clubs then cleared the streets. Mas- 'addition, a number of immigrants in- a police force andnormally
are not explicitly
volved inthe strike were deported,
ters describes a fight which took
in nature, the Mounted Police
and many of the victims of what could political
place
in
Hell's
Alley:
A
portion
of
the
enforcement of
the
in
serve
to
were
only be described as ttie police riot of
crowd, estimated at about two hun- bly.
dred, had taken refuge in the alley June 21 were fined and others impri- "all Orders-in-Council passed under
which ran between Market and James
soned forrioting and unlawful assem- the 'War Measures Act', for protecStreets. Here they were caught by
tion ofand
publicassist
safety"
powers iny
civil "generall
the and
Although authorities had won the totheaidpreservat
specials who entered from both ends.
ion of law and order
The specials attacked with batons, day in the courts, the voters soon had wherever
the Government of Canada
and at one stage with revolvers, while the chance to express their opinion of
the crowd retaliated with bricks and the strike leaders. They elected Wil- may direct."vernmentIthad taken
the goalso noted
to remove
painsthat
liam Ivens, John Queen and George RNWMP squadrons from
missiles. The struggle lasted only ten
Europe and
minutes, from 3:40 to 3:50, but pro- Armstrong to the Manitoba Legisla- Siberia
as possible so as to
tion in1920. At the time of the elec- increase asthesoon
duced twenty-seven casualties before
strength in Canada.
the crowd was overwhelmed.
tion, Ivens and Armstrong were still in CommissionertotalPerry
thought that
After clearing the streets, the mili- prison! In the federal election of there were enough reserves
on hand
1921, the voters also elected J.S.
tary assumed control. Immediately Woodsworth
M.P. for Winnipeg North. to meet any emergencies as well as
they banned public meetings and demonstrations.
indusand
the
mining
supervise
"to
The Manitoba government appointrial areas, to watch the settlemen
ts
The arrest of the strike leaders and
ted
the
Robson
Commission
to
exaa
of enemy nationality and foreigners
the banning of any effective action mine the causes and conduct of the whose
disloyal
be
might
sentiment
s
successfully broke the back of the Winnipeg General Strike. The Robson
strike, which was called off on June Report indicated that the strike was and attitudes antagonistic". He poinout that the Force had taken over
25. The strikers were promised some neither an OBU conspiracy nor any the tedsecret
from the Dominion
economic gains, a partial recognition other kind of conspiracy designed to Police duringservice
the year and had been
of collective bargaining rights and a overthrow constituted authority. The
Royal Commission to look into the purposes of the strike were exactly busy registering and controlling
aliens. Perry lamented the
causes of the strike.
• what the strike leaders and the rank- enemy
had claimed they were: to presence of unrest in Western
Following the strike, the govern- and-file
ment continued a virtual reign of ter- achieve economic concessions and to Canada and observed that "some of
>or against the OBU throughout gain recognition of collective bar- the strikes have had a sinister purCanada. Raids on the offices of the
pose although probably not realized
rights. Robson
OBU and other militant labour and
ses ofthegainingstrike
to be thefoundhighthecostcau-of by many who took part." The report
out that several people had
living, profiteering, inadequate wages pointed
political groups were frequent.
In Winnipeg, Rev. William Ivens and poor social conditions in general. been convicted for possessing prohiwas arrested in the middle of the Robson's findings were conveniently
bited literature, "but there is a flood
night while his children stood by ignored by the government, most em- of perniciou
literamischievolist.
us Under
ture not on sthearrdprohibited
oyers and especially the RNWMP. the cloak
crying. Alderman John Queen was ar- To save plface
and
thought
of
freedom
of
the
federal
authorities
rested atthe home of A.A. Heaps, later aLabour M.P.; police broke down and the police had to perpetuate the speech, this literature is being spread
the door, ransacked the place and belief that the strike had been a sedi- for the avowed purpose of overthrowing democratic government and
took the two men away in handcuffs.
tious conspiracy aimed at overthroNo labour militant or political radical
wing the economic and political sys- destroying the foundation of civilizatem.cerelyManybelievedof their
themownof propaganda.
course, sin- The RCMP carried on and improPerhaps no group gained more in
ved upon the strike-breaking tradition
the short run by the defeat of the of their predecessors from the time
Winnipeg General Strike than the they were officially founded in 1920,
RNWMP. The force people thought Over the next two decades they
mightlier hadbe suddenly
disbandedearned
a year theor two
ear- played such an important role in laundying
bour disputes that some labour exgratitude of most of the daily press.
perts have claimed they had a
Nora Kelly, who wrote The Men of the profound effect on the attitudes of
Mounted in 1949 and submitted it in working people towards the state in
advance to RCMP Commissioner S.T. Canada.tion."
1968 study
labouron
unrest forInthehis federal
Task ofForce
Wood, scri"who
kindly
had
the
manuLabour
Relations,
Professor
Stuart
pt read andcontained
so made sure
that was
the Jamieson asserts that the role of the
information
therein
RCMP helped to generate a distrust
correctly presented from the point of for
the federal government among
view
of the
Police,"
that the
role Mounted
of the Force
duringclaims
and trade unionists: The RCMP has thus
become a highly pervasive force in
after the Winnipeg strike was instru- Canadian
society. Its presence has
mental inpersuading the federal go- been felt with
force to tip the
vernment tocreate
Cana- scales of battleenough
in hundreds of strikes
dian Mounted
PolicetheinRoyal
November
and labour demonstrations. The parti1919, mentAlthough
Kelly's assesscular image of the RCMP, and the
appears to beas accurate
in this
government itself, which this
case, unrest prior to the strike had federal
situation
has generated in the eyes of
probably already
persuaded
the go-at
vernment tocontinue
the RNWMP
many in the ranks of organized labofound
ur, inalleffectprobability
has hadof labour
a proleast in Western Canada, The authoon the climate
rized strength of the Force was set at
1,200 in December 1918 and then relations in this country.
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spor

again
doubtful
facilities
Athletic
the use of the Association (UTAA and
Contrary to expectation, the back some constructive student agitation include an interfaculty swim league, judo also need improved facilities if WAA), and the exercise of general
indoor tennis and badminton, floor they are to remain competitive in the
page of the Engineering Society
OUAA league. This year the main gym supervision through the Committee
Wodehouse
newspaper, the Toike Oike, has not might
help." also stated last hockey and ball hockey, inner tube was
closed for recreational use on on Undergraduate Activities of the
water
polo.
Squash
and
volleyball
are
amuseof
November
that
"as
yet
no
one
knows
source
main
the
provided
two
consecutive weekends in order to
ment on the U of T main campus over the implications of the Ontario severely restricted. At the moment
The of1972
committee's terms of
Governors."
the last decade. Rather, the running
decision to freeze there is only one interfaculty swim host the men's fencing cham- Board
reference
were to re-examine the
non-dialogue between the provincial government's
capital construc- meet per academic year. As for in- pionships.
financing
for
User's
Committee
for the proposed
funds
government, Simcoe Hall, and the
door badminton and tennis, these ac- The 1972 user's committee report Men's Athletic Building that was subprojects."
renovation
tion and major that
departments of athletics at the U of T He mentioned
"funds
could
still
t
i
v
i
t
i
e
s
a
r
e
impossible
within
the
premit ed in1967; to assume maximum
The most recent in a long line of
has been enough to cause one to die be received for the project and that
sent building; male students must go
with the Benson Building;
laughing.
guests of females to use facilities user's reports on the proposed new integration
to
establish
what purpose Hart House
we should not get depressed yet". asat the
Benson
Building.
Also,
the
Hart
building
was
the
1972
"Report
of
the
building
Today, we finish off the publishing Intramural program needs a new House track is so crowded that only Users' Committee for the Proposed was to serve, since for financial and
year with a trip back down that same
to reone indoor track meet per academic Men's Athletic Building" which other mainreasons
available they
for 10were
yearslikely
or longer;
adFor those who doubt that new year is planned.
emerged -by the initiative of acting U
garden pathministrators the
have beenathletic
led over the facilities
are in fact needed there is As for the existing programs, of T president Jack Sword. Sword ask- to stay within a six million dollar
past 10 years, pausing now and then
ceiling; and to consider the
ed that a committee be set up to ad- financial
UTAA's facilities are severely tested. Copp
to view the various athletic reports contention.
of the School of Physical and
information toAnd,support
this the
information
vise him "on the space facility needs
Health
Education.
hasn't
office
which, one by one, lie dormant like does not apply
intramural
the
that
said
exclusively to the had to turn down any lacrosse teams requirements for athletes for the
fallen leaves.
In completing their report, the
and well- so far, but, on the other hand, the period
well-financed sports
already intercollegiate
immediately
which lies
Sword's
initial
letter, ahead."
dated committee, chaired by Dr. George
equipped
the basketball season can't begin until
The new proposed and more than U of T — football and hockey. Itat perthe lacrosse playoffs are over due to February 24, 1972, was amended by Wodehouse,
limitation of assumed
time hasthatnot"while
madetheit
once
athletic
buildingplanned-for
is apparently men's
dying from
the
possible
to
involve
complete
discussion amongst the many public
many
most natural of causes — the apathy
of those students presently using the
persons interested in the Athletic
outdated Hart House facilities, and
program
of theareUniversity,
we feelof
the apparent irrelevance of the
that our views
representative
building in the eyes of the people who
the great majority of those persons,
could do the most toward making it a
ane will carry
their 15complete
conreality — President John Evans, and
fidence." Of the
committee
his Simcoe Hall mandarins Vicemembers,
only
three
were
students
President and Provost Don Forster,
athletics program.in the university's
Internal Affairs vice-president Jill
participating
Conway, Vice-President Alex Rankin,
The committee's conclusions were
Vice-Provost Robin Ross, and, most
surprising only in that the proposed
of all, the Ontario government.
new building
smaller1963by plans.
comThe athletic facilities are essential
parison with thewasoriginal
to any future physical and health
And,
as
might
be
expected,
the
education program envisaged by the
Schooltion wasof hitPhysical
and Health Educauniversity. Without them, the present
the hardest.
School of Physical and Health EducaThe committee recommended that
tion might as well fold up, and the
the office requirements ef the School
dedicated few who have survived its
of Physical ane Health Education be
difficult years would be wise to pack
contained almost completely on the
their bags for the universities such as
third floor of the Benson Building;
Alberta, Waterloo, or McMaster(
that the present Margaret Eaton
The athletic building carrot has
Library would, with minor
been dangled several times in front of
modifications, serve as a common
the
athletic
administrators'
faces
room for all three organizations (the
over the past 11 years, only to have it
School, the UTAA, and the WAA), and
yanked from before a hungry jock
that a common board room would
audience when the time was ripe.
service the needs of the two
Late last November the proposal
associations and the school.
for a new building was once again
2ND
FLOOR PLAN
Unlike the 1963 report, which felt
suspended along with the provincial
that space should be allocated within
MENS
ATHLETIC FACILITIES
government's
decision
to
freeze
a
new
building for lectures, etc., the
capital expenditures for universities.
In- the minutes of Ihe UTAA
new committee's report concluded
The diagram shows the architectural
plansfeasibility
for the newstudy.
athletic building as contained
in
a
1969
that there was adequate lecture and
Athletic Directorate meeting for
seminar facilities to serve the needs
November 28, 1972, UTAA President
of the School within the buildings on
a
second
letter
of
February
28,
to
tains,
on
the
other
hand,
mainly
to
the
George Wodehouse is reported to
scheduling
problems.
The
three
present courts are reserved for the make specific reference to the needs Huron Street in the immediate viciniso-called minor intercollegiate sports
have
said,
"There
is
nothing
we
can
do ourselves to aid the University in
whole day by 8 am each day, and with of the School of Physical and Health
ty of the proposed combined comtramural program.extent, the men's in- the influx of women onto the courts
determining whether the project (the and to a greater
put it, "In
apnew building) will be allowed to go
As early as 1936 complaints arose this year the facilities are even more Education.pointingAsthe UserSword
In drawing these conclusions the
Committee
for
the
about the inadequate Hart House hard-pressed.
Men's Athletic Building, I omitted to committee members contradicted the
ahead."
However, as Athletic Directorate facilities. And, from that time
basketball competition include a representative of the School recommendations of the 1966
Vice-President Peter Adamson wrote forward, further reports have con- hasInterfaculty
remained with the same number of Physical and Health Education. I
that "As
felt facilities
which new
in The Varsity on March 5, 1969,
writing now to add the name of aWinegard
long-termReport
necessity,
firmed the criticisms. The most rethis year as last in the inter- am
cent round of attempts at reviving the of teams faculty
are required for the School which
"There
can
be
no
question
that
there
league. However, this year Professor Juri Daniel from the School plex.
has not been overbuilding of athletic idea of a new athletics building began there has been
undera short-term
its exclusiveexpedient,
jurisdicgreat demand for of Physical and Health Education to should tion,"beand "as
facilities at this university. Perhaps in 1956, but it wasn't until the 1962 teams to play a more
interfaculty membership on the committee".
Presidential Committee on the games — 12 or 14 per team,
some
office,
library,
and
research
accorAthletic Programs that momentum
must be provided immediately
ding to Copp. The intramural league SchooltionofalwaysPhysical
omittedand Health Educa- space
really began to gather. The report plays six or seven games pet team,
so that the School may have a temConstruction of a $40 million concluded
that the intramural
Sword's
oversight
was
comical
by
H^^^MHM^aB
and this yearteams had
the tonumber
men's
be cut ofdown,in- its consistency, for the School has
program "has grown
the belimitableof its
the backathletic
campuscomplex
is the underneath
subject of accomodation
and willto not
to and floor tramural
time
for
the
second
always been omitted in and neglected A n|nrp 4/-) nlov*^
detailed study by the university, meet the demand for expansion now division was cut from one hourinterfac
and a ministration.
by the past plans
architecture student Peter Ortved or in the future unless more space in- half to one hour in order to increase
lw r,VJ #
of the U of Tad "
confirmed last night
the
number
of
participants.
Volleyball-—
example, the 1966 Report of University building is frozen
doors
and
outdoors
is
provided".
The
The new men's athletic building report noted that in 1944-45 the par- is another sport that suffers badly, theForPresident's
—page oneTheheadline,
Varsity
was givenstructtop
new conticipation rate of males in athletics according to Copp. The upper gym is on the School of Advisory
Physical Committee
and Health
ion bythepriority
propertyforcommittee
had
been
over
52
per
cent,
and
then
November
24,
1972
Education
(hereafter
known
as
the
of the Board of Governors last year. to 38 per cent in 1960-61. Today the inadequate for play, with players consistently hiropes.
t ing the ball on the beams Winegard Report) noted that, with
Architecture professor Doug Engel proportion stands at about 33 per or overhead
My
government
will
provide
inrespect
to
athletics
and
physical
assistance athletes
and encouragecharged that the Physical Plant cent.
ment to ourcreasedamateur
through
Other than the present difficulties education,itiative i"the
university
takes
no
inDepartment is Preparing a list of
n
promoting
or
developing
of overcrowding, the potential for
special community-wide athletic and
According
older university buildings to demolish, director
Dave toCoppmen's
the intramural
intramural
play and individual participation these (athletic) programs, its support recreational programs . . .
so that a need for space and for con- program has been forced to cut back team
—Speech from the Throne
would be vastly imby the provistruction capital may be proven to the
program, as well as and instruction
of land withinmainly
the campus
area,
of the Third Session of
proved with the construction of a new being sionexpressed
Ontario government. —The Varsity onlimititsthedesired
the
advancing
of
money
for
capital
number of teams in competi- building. Possibilities include indoor
theof Twenty-Ninth
tion
and,
to
some
degree,
even
the
the
Province Parliament
of Ontario,
expansion
to
be
repaid
with
interest,
softball,
soccer,
and
borden
ball.
The
November 26, 1971 periods of play.
the collection of an athletic fee for
intercollegiate
minor
sports
such
as
March 20, 1973.
The dropped or desired programs gymnastics, wrestling, karate, and
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tow

turnout

Mail or deliver
To: 91 St. George St.

for

athletic
Only 308 students have replied to
the "referendum on athletics" coupon carried for the past few weeks in
The Varsity.
However, those who did reply voted overwhelmingly in favour of major reforms in the athletic programs.
The referendum results appear to
reflect the opinions expressed in
many of the universitycommissioned reports on athletics
held during the past 15 years. Up to
now the university administration
and the provincial government have
both
them. failed to act on advice given
The referendum is being run to
serve as one indicator of students'
opinion on several important questions related to athletics. Students
never before
onhaveathletics
at U ofbeen
T. questioned
Of the 308 responses received so
far, 245 students felt that there
should be a majority student (athlete) voice on the men's Athletic
Directorate. Forty-two replied negatively while 17 of the returned forms
were blank. One respondent asked
for a 50 per cent student voice, and
two asked for parity.
Two hundred and seventy-one students felt that the construction of a
new
men's
should
be placed at athletic
the top ofbuilding
the university
porary home."
The report stated: "The facilities in
Hart House are grossly inadequate
and the present staff has served under conditions above and beyond the
call of duty. New staff members are
not likely to come here without some
guarantee of a home for the School.
The School must have its own
facilities rather than be wholly dependent upon the Benson Building and
Hart House. The School requires offices for academic and non-academic
staff, lecture and seminar rooms,
research and library space, small
gymnasia and other facilities, all under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
school."
The Winegard Report ended on a
rather pessimistic note; "If it is not
possible for the University to obtain
the necessary funds, or at least some
guarantee that the funds will be
made available, steps should be
taken to remove the course in
Physical and Health Education from
the offerings to the University. Toronto should not give or be expected to
give programs inferior in quality to
those given in comparable institutions elsewhere."
The report
concluded
"it is ap-in
parent that the
presentthatsituation
regard to Director, staff, budget,
curriculum, and facilities has become
less satisfactory compared to other
divisions of this university and to
Physical and Health Education
programmes of other universities. A
situation which was reasonable some
years
is no the
longer1972acceptable."
So, ago
in effect,
committee
report failed to take into account the
recommendations of the 1966
Winegard Report, Coincidental^, no
one on the Winegard committee was
a member of the 1972 committee.
Consistent with the past record of
athletics at the U of T as being less
academic and more "athletic", the
School of Physical and Health Education appeared to occupy a low place
on the athletic totem pole,
The new building shrinks
Next to the School of Physical and
Health Education plans, the hardest
hit cutbacks as reflected in the 1972
users report were the facilities to be
made available for athletics, With
only nine years between the first
user's
reportcost
in 1963of and
1972, committee
the planned
the
building had decreased from $10
million to $6 million, while construction and furnishing costs had risen
appreciably, and, consequently the

referendum
administration's priority list, and ger scale to be similar to the results
that the administration should ap- received.
peal to the provincial government
Newly-elected student athletic Difor construction funds
rectorate member Rodger Wright
and pay for
the mainte
costs
Thirty- answered that the UTAA Directorate
one respondnance
ents felt thatitself.
the athletic should not contain a majorit
building was not a major priority.
dent voice, even though studentsy stuTwo hundred and fifty-one stu- for over 50 per cent of the programpay
dents responded affirmatively to the Wright also felt that co-educational
statement that co-educational physiphysical education and athletics
cal education and athletics should be should
not be encouraged, and
encouraged, and the men's athletics the men's athletics program, the that
program,
and Physicamen's program, and the School wo-of
the Schooltheofwomen's
Physicalprogram,
and Health
l and Health Education
Education should be integrated. Ne- should not
be integrated.
gative
responses
totalled
49,
with
seWright is one of five student memven blank ballots.
bers on a 20 member Directorate,
Well over 50 per cent of the stuthree student representadent responses (263) also indicated and onetivesofconnected
hockey who
that the UTAA should set up a com- now sit on the with
The
mittee with a majority of student (at- other two are BruceDirectorate.
Durno and Bob
hletes) todefine the priorities of the Bauer.
men's athletics program at the U of
The results from the final tabulaT. Thirty-one students were
against
ted referendum results will be sent
suchsesawerecommittee,
while 14 respon- to the
university administration at
returned blank.
Athletic Director Dalt White said Simcoe Hall, the men's and women's
physical
departments, and
Monday that he felt the referen- the Schooleducation
dum had come too late in the year. Education. of Physical and Health
"People have their minds on other
The referendum is still open and
things at this time of the year," he coupons
sent or delivered to The
said.
Nevertheless, White did say
that the response, although small so Varsity offices at 91 St. George St.
far, could probably be projected wi- will help aid the voice for a new system of athletics on this campus.
thin aslight margin of error on a lar-

square footage available had declined
by almost 50 per cent from an estimated high of 212,076 in 1967 to
110,072 in 1972.
As the 1972 committee stated,
"We recognize that unless the
building is approved and begun
almost immediately, increasing costs
in future years may make this report,
as they have the previous reports,
another frustrating exercise in
relativeshows
futility."just(Thehowaccompanying
chart
much the
facilities decreased from 1967 to
1972, Yet another joke in the athletic
tragi-comedy.)
The 1972 report even envisaged

the costly retention of Hart House
facilities for "mixed voluntary
athletics outside
the organized
programs of either the School of
Physical and Health Education or the
two Athletic ofAssociations",
the
continuation
the intramural with
games,
since the proposed floor space of the
new building was 70,000 square feet
lower than the original proposal. "It
may be necessary to continue indefinitely some minor parts of the
organized programs within the present Hart stated.
House athletic facilities"
the report
Yet, with this problem, the committee ironically concluded that "cer-

number into any campus mail box, and it will
delivered
free toC0UP°n'
The Varsity
numhp?Pin!HiS
Signedoffice
and wit" studentbe

a"
be ,0Und in "
^ inV?,V6d
mR
sitv
AofEg
aTSIr^nt
atnleticsatthe
l\Lr
TK0Tf°'
Where over
50 Per «nt Univerof the
where
only
f,ve
students
can
be
elected
to aand20
whirl'' l!ud?.et COmes f rom th* students
student voice in the UTAA Directorate
TuZ J DireCt0rate'
'
Wrongly
support
a
majority
Yes □
no □
building should be placed at the top of the un
vers
h.,:J-ne ^l™01^ of a new men's athletic
lLBdhmi
list. The adminlstra'
ts funds, Parity
construc™ion's
and should
also pay for the
'he pr°vincial
Pf
innYes
□
lf.
cons rue nce
itse
costs '°
maintena
no governmen
□ y t fore

ath e ics should be encouraged; and the men's
athlpCt?;fdchCaM°^al
Pnysical education and
School
of PJ"°9ram'
Physical and
be
integrated.
Vrhr
f1!05
*he Health
women'sEducation
program,should
and the
Yes □
no □
! urge the UTAA
set up a committee with a
maior.ty of studentto (athlet
es) to define the
priorities of the men's athletics program
at the U of
No □
Yes □
Signature
ATL number

tain areas of the facility will be
capable of being opened to the public
both for University and Community
events", and with "increased family
and individual use of the facilities of
both buildings (the Benson and the
new building} particularly over weekMinister of Colleges arid Universities Jack McNie has said that he will
decide by April 15 whether or not to
fund tion
special
quesremainsprojects.
whether ButthetheOntario
government will consider the new
ends."to be "special". If not, it just
building
might
be back to square one.
Bob Gauthier

Proposals for the New Men's Athletic Building
1967
1963
Athletics
1972
intercollegiate
15,120 sq.ft.
17,280 sq.ft.
intramuralgymgym
17,280 sq.ft.
teaching
15,120
sq.ft.
. 28,160 sq.ft.
gymnasium
11,250 sq.ft.
17,280 sq. ft.
17,440
sq.
ft.
17,584
sq.ft.
19,000 sq. ft.
squash
courts
handball courts
2,596 sq.ft.
2,730 sq.ft.
3,000 sq. ft.
exercise
room and weight
3,000 sq. ft.
3,000 sq. ft.
wrestling, karate,
3,000 sq. ft.
3,000 sq. ft,
3,000 sq. ft.
and judo
locker rooms
41,892 sq. ft.
41,892 sq.ft.
16,000 sq.ft.
19,350 sq.ft.
swimming pool
19,350 sq.ft.
number one
swimming pool
8,625 sq.ft.
8,625 sq. ft.
number two
_ 20,640 sq. ft.
3,150 sq. ft.
720 sq.ft.
5,040 sq.ft.
gymnastic area
School of Physical and Health Education
Library
800 sq. ft.
Administrator
800 sq. ft.
2,500 sq.ft.
2,500 sq. ft.
Research Area
2,800
sq.
ft.
2,200
2,800 sq. ft.
800 sq.ft.
sq. ft.
Multi-Purpose
4,000 sq.ft.
4,000 sq. ft.
Ancillary Space-Service Areas
62,965 sq.ft.
27,100 sq.ft.
65,963 sq. ft.
Ancillery Space-Program Areas
6,969 sq.ft.
9,694 sq. ft.
Office Space - Administration and Directors
9,610 sq.ft.
10,610 sq. ft.
3,947 sq. ft.
Total:

188,293 sq. ft.

212, 076 sq. ft.

110,072 sq. ft.

But when will the building be started? The situation is bleak until pressure can be brought to bear on the
provincial
government to supply
funds for this specific purpose. This
pressure, of course, must come from
the administration.
university, from Dr. Bissell and
the
—There can be no question that
there has not been overbuilding of
athletic facilities at this university.
Perhaps some constructive student
agitation might help.
Athletic Directorate Vice-President
Peter Adamson in
The Varsity, March 5, 1969.
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1
Law

The

wins

91 St. George St.

I h-ball
Al Sternberg,
Law's captain.
Although some considered
this unveiling of Caskey
Samson's
of hair,
Caskeyakingot toback
quicklylossat
his
detractors
in
noting
that
man and Sternberg will be gone Saltsnext
year. As he put it, "We'll Have Law
to kick around all next year!"

Saltsman
(17 points)
and scorers
John Hunter (16) were
the leading
for
Law in the game. Bobby Lewis,
Meds' most effective player in playoff action this year, hooped 11 for
the losers.
Following
the was
game,unmasked
Meds' forward Bill Caskey
by

Law madeBy itPAUL
two inMEWS
a row in interfaculty basketball championship
play defeating Meds in the final
game
of the three-game series 4541
last Thursday.
This third game was necessitated
by Meds' victory in the second game
by a the
countmostof 53-47.
The match
second ofgame
was
exciting
one
of the dullest finals in years, is both
teams played extremely mechanidom. cally, almost to the point of boreLeading
allowed their29-20
lead attohalftime,
evaporateMedsto the
point four
whereminutes
Law wasto ahead
with
play in43-35
the
game.
However,
with
Lindsay
Horenblas bombing from downtown
and Bobby Lewis driving at will on
his check, Meds caught fire and outscored
minutes. Law 18-4 in the final four

Varsity,

Div

Vic

V

wins

hockey

By PAUL CARSON
The brawn proved mightier than the Bible as Victoria V won the intermediate hockey title Friday defeating a gallant band of true believers from
Emmanuel 8-4 in the wrap-up of the interfac season.
The Vic V players, mainly present and former members of the intercollegiate football team, spent most of the game climbing in and out of the
penalty box. But even when shorthanded, as they usually were, Vic V had
simply too much size and scoring punch for Emmanuel who pvoed again that
Truth does not of itself win hockey games.
John Bright led the winners with three goals, followed by footballers
Jody
one, Ortved (with two) plus Glen Markle and Peter McNabb who each added
McNabb also had three assists and Paul niidge scored the final goal.
God was not with Emmanuel as the brothers MacDonaid each scored
once, with the other goals coming from Ken Hancock and A. Dumont.
Over 80 teams participated in the interfac hockey program this year with
a record 46 qualifying for the playoffs.

For the game, Bobby Lewis scored
17 points with team-mate Lindsay
Horenblas adding 14. The leading
scorers for Law were Al Sternberg
(15
Jamie(10).Halfnight (10),
and points),
John Hunter
Despite the narrow difference of
the final score of the final game, it
wasn't really close. Meds lost the
game on the boards since no Meds
forward, save Rick Seppala, was unwil ing tomix itandup inside
Law's
John Hunter
Gerry with
Saltsman.
Law
would
continually
have
four
bounders on their offensive board re-so
that they were getting three and four
shots at a time. Law was not shooRV meets Varg Thursday
ting well; yet, the probability of sucThe Radio Varsity Flying Hacks goaltender Paul Carson has been traces in scoring points increased marded
in
late
season
play
with
Bob
with their increase in the numhave
Podnick's
ber kedly
of shots.
sters tochallenged
a ball hockey
matchPuckthis "the opportunist" Bettson going to
Down 29-19 at halftime, Meds once
Thursday. Attendance is compulsory The Flying Hacks. Unfortunately,
Bettson has indicated he may not closed to within three points only to
for all loyal Varsity staffers.
play. Call The Varsity for further fall back due to ineffectual play.
Odds are on the inksters since
Appropriately enough, Gerry
details. Toronto, Ontario.

Lea, Boyd receive Loudon
Phyllis Lea and Kay Boyd, secretavancement ofathletics."
ries in the men's athletic program
Despite their
many years of serfor over 35 years, were presented the
v
i
c
e
,
t
h
e
two
women were never forT.R. Loudon Award at the annual
mally invited to an awards dinner
awards dinner held March 20.
until last year when the students on
The Loudon Award, named after the Directorate forced the abandonthe former head of civil engineering
dition. ment of the former "men only" traand Varsity
rowing coach,
zed as the premier
award isinrecogniU of T Other women invited to last
male athletics.
week's dinner included internal affLea and Boyd were the unanimous
airs vice-president Jill Conway, woselection of the student members of
men's athletics director Anne Hewett
plus two representatives from
the men's athletic directorate "for
the
women's
athletic directorate.
their outstanding services in the ad-
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TODAY
all day
First annual New Hogtown Press yearlong
pamphlel
and book
sale continues in the SAC of12 Hart
House
Thefice,Victoria
CollegeCircle.
Productions Committee
is offering cash grants to Vic students who will
write a. original.musical or dramatic work to be
performed atformatioVicn and applications
by Vic students.
furtherPar-insee ForRichard
tridge, VUSAC office, 9 am - 4:30 pm. Deadline
is March 30th. noon
The Relevancy
of Contemporary
Education,
a discussion
sponsored byTheological
the Student
Christian
Movement.
Room, Old Vic. 3 pm At the Woodger
Last day for nominations for the Victoria
College
AthleticWyniilwood.
Union Executive. Contact the
Vusac Office,
Le
Grand
Film
Ordinaire:tourRoger
film
about duthe Quebec,
province-wide
of theFrappier's
Populaire
will be shown
inTheatre
Room
104,
U.C.
Their
production
of
Jeanne
d'Arc,
is a
mixture
of
circus,
religious
ceremony
and
family
party Until 4:30 pm.6:30 pm
supper.
by 5
pmHillel's
today.Kosher
At Hillel
House,Please186reserve
St George
Stieet.
8 pm
Pierre Berton will discuss his writing career in
the HartCommittee
House Library. Sponsored by the
Library
8:30 pm
Close But No Cigar, preview cancelled, and
opening ulnight,
tomorrow,
sold out.inDuethetofallpoparity, theshow will be isrepeated
Gatfows Humour: a tragic comedy by Jack
Richardsen and directed by Mark Diamond will
be presented
- free - isatwelcome
the Studio Theatre. 4
Glen
Morris. Eve/yone
THURSDAY
all day
Tremendous savings still available at the first
annual
year-longBrowsers
New Hogtown
and
pamphlet
tolerated.PressAt book
the SAC
office, 12 sale.
Hart House Circle.
Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are
interested in becoming an announcer, or
producer come
and upwillto bethe inthirdToronto
duringat the91
summer,
floor studios
St. George
Street
anytime
today
and
sons who work for us during the summerapply.willPer-be
given
for spots during the next
school preference
term.
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HERE
AND
NOW
1 pm
Hall,
Admissi
pm
8:30
on
$1.
Departmen
Again
t
and
at
10
School
pm.
of
Graduate
Studies
All
welcome. Till 4 pm. 4 pm
Or. Gordon Patterson, Founder-Diredor of
"Gallows Humour", a tragic comedy by Jajk Hie University'sN. Aerospac
e Institute, speaks on
Richard
son
and
The
Aerospac
directe
Graduate
d
by
Students'
The Next Hundred
Marc
Diamond will lecture in ethe-Centennia
Union at 16 Bancroft be present
Years" fourth
Ave. invites everyone to a Wine
l
Senes
and
ed
Cheese
free
Par
at
the
Studio
Theatre,
4
ty every Friday. Note: We have imported wines Wen Moms. Everyone welcome.
4 pm of the Faculty o<
tion Hal . All are welcome.
and beers as well as your favourite domestic Till enioyHillel's Coffee House is open to all. Come and
Till 2 pm.
7 pm,
6:30 pm
9 pm new friends 186 St 2?Wright
Street. and meet
Georgecompany
u «Memoria3ndl6:30Lecture,
peerin
at Convocar LCB
pm g,Professo
Lichet Bennchen takes this week at Hillel
Gower, Faculty
"ReflectofionsLaw.on Law
Reforming", Moot
House. 186 St. George Street at 6 30 pm All Israeli and Mid Eastern Cafe Night. At Hillel Court,
welcome
semester. to partake as7 pmthis is the last one this House, 186 St. George
SUNDAY
7 pmStreet. All welcome
Hillel's Kosher Supper.
7 pm Please reserve bv 5
8enson Bldg.. 320 Huron Street evening of Waffle Public Lecture Series on The Political pm today. At Hillel House, 186 St. George
dance program ... dance films, mixed media Economy ot Canada. Robin Mathews: "Canadian Athletic
BanquetUnionsponsored by Victoria College
at the Swiss Chalet, 362 Yonge
King
Eskimo Sketches"
and Society" At Room N201, OISE
performan
ces nal- modern
jazz Culture
contempor
ary
dance,
internatio
Thog
folk
presents
dance
an evening of music and peo- VUSAC office.
and highland. Co-Ed: everyone welcome Free
ple.
Real
food
by
Jubilation.
Bathurst
St.
United
There will beWant
University of Toronto7:30Women's
t0 comeof the,eave
name
Univer-at
Proceeds block
to TANC.south7:30ofpmBloor. Donation $1 5 ,c^Se1?h°
pm Athletic Associa- Church,
sity Orientationa meeting
Committe
e inVictoria
the Terrace
Room,
Wymiiwoo
d
Everyone
is
invited
to thi<
Intermediate Conversational Hebrew Hillel important
SMC Film Club presents Peter Brook
tion 73. meeting to begin planning for OrientaLear" with Paul Scofield rene Worth in Carr House, 186 St. George Street.

SUNDAY7 pmAPRIL 8
Waffle Public 5 pm Series on The Political
Economy of Canada.Lecture
Smart: "Populist and
Sooahst Movements John
in Canada".
Room N201.
MONDAY APRIL 9th

^Organ recital by1230
Strand.11 Convocation
WEDNESDAYOlivepmAPRIL
Seminar on Courtsall andday Trials: James Giffen
Sociology
on "Social
in theHall,Courtroom
Drama . Faculty
of taw,RolesFalconer
THURSDAY APRIL 12
Radio Varsity needs summer staff If you are
intereste
d in
an announcer or
□roducer and willbecoming
dunng
summer, come up to bethe inthirdToronto
studios at the91
St.
time today andfloorapply.
who George
work loranyus dunng
will bePersons
given
term.
preference for spols theduringsummer
the next school
FRIDAY APRIL 13
8 pm
SMC anFilm
dra inCarrClubHall.presents
Admission"Nicholas
$1. and Alex8
SATURDAY pmAPRIL 14
8 pm
SMC andRim
Admission"Nicholas
$1 and Alexra inCarrClubHall.presents
SUNDAY APRIL 15

SMC anRim
dra mCarrClubHall,presents
4Admission
pm "Nicholas
$1. and AlexMONDAY APRIL 16
day
Combined Depts. allof English
General Meeting
Upper BrennanTHURSDAY
Hall, St. APRIL
Michael's19 College.
Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are
intereste
d in becoming an announcer or
producer and will be in Toronto
dunng the
summer, come up (o the third floor studios
at 91
St. George any time today and apply. Persons
who
work forforus duringall theday summer will be given
term.
preference
spots during the next school
THURSDAY APRIL 26
Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are
interested becoming an announcer, or
producer andin will
be in Toronto during the
at 91
summer, come up to the third floor studios
and apply. Persons
St. George any timealltoday
day summer
given
be
will
the
dunng
us
for
work
who
term.
preference for spots during the next school
THURSDAY MAY 3
Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are
interested in becoming an announcer or
producer
and will be in Toronto dunng the
summer, come
up to the third floor studios at 91
St George any timealltoday
day and apply Persons
who
work
for
us
given
preference for during
spots thedunngsummer(he will
nextbe school
THURSDAY MAY 1Q
term.

The University of Toronto Student Liberal
Club areSittingholding
annual meeting in the
South
Room their
of4 Hart
pm House. All welcome.
Psychology Colloquium Committee:
Professor R.8. Zajonc of the University of
Michigan will speak on "Social Facilitation:
Issues 2117,
and Research".
Everyone welcome At
Room
Sid Smith.
4:10 pm
"Seventeenth-century prophecy, sacred and
profane".
R.A. Greene
speakatin3:30
the
West Hall,Dean
University
College.willCoffee
pm.
4:15 pm
Latin American Studies Committee, ISP, in
cooperation with The Embassy of Cuba,
presents a public lecture by Professor Roberto
Fernandez Retamar, University of Havana, on
"Revolution
in Cuba" At Room
1069, SidneyandSmithLiterature
6:30Bldg.pm
Radio Varsity
needs summeran staff.
If you are
Studentsyear.Association
last meeting
interested
in becoming
announcer,
theArab
academic
Arab students
and friendsfor
or
producer
and
will
be
in
Toronto
dunng
the
are
urged
to
attend.
At
the
Morning
Room,
ISC
33 St. George Street.
summer, come up to altthedaythird floor studios at 91
St. George any time today and apply. Persons
Please reserve by 5
pm Hillel's
at HillelKosher
House,supper.
186
who
work forforus during
given
term.
8 pm
7 pmSt. George Street.
preference
spots thedunngsummerthe will
nextbeschool
9O0 pm
Dr Smith, of Smith's Falls, Ontario, will speak Hall. Admission $1. Again
at
10
pm.
8
pm
THURSDAY MAY 17
on "Can Doctors Give Marital Counselling or Are
Grad
having aStreet.
Pub Night
They series.
Too Frigid?",
of the Sexuality and Brecht's Classic Film: "The Shameless Old HillelHillel's
Men - joinof CHAT
You
Everybodyas7:30part
welcome.
All areat Gay Women,
House, 186ClubSt.is George
munity HomophileGayAssociation
Toronto)(Com-at interested
Radio Varsity
needs summer staff. If you are
welcome.
pm
in becoming
Lady". St.
Special
VanguardSponsored
Forum, 334by
noon
an announcer, or
the weekly
Tuesday
meetings at 14 HagerMONDAY
Rims at OISE: Viva Zapata (7:30) and On The Queen
West showing
(near Spadina).
man St., which
runs allnight
between
and will be in Toronto dunng the
day Bay and Elizabeth producer
Waterfront (9:30). Admission is $1,50 at 7:30 Young Socialists, 364-4056.
8:30 pm
summer,
come
up
(o
the
third
floor studios at 91
Streets.
Tonight's
meeting
is
"Let
the
Buyer
Seeley Hall, Trinity College. Chris Probert will
or $1.00 at 9:30. At 252 Bloor St. West.
by Jean APRIL
Hibbert. 5
St. George any time today and apply. Persons
Marxist seminar: Why Revolution? Where is "Gallows Humour", a tragic
read Original Prose and attempt to sing two Beware", a talkTHURSDAY
comedy
by
Jack
who
work
for
us
dunng
the
summer
will be given
all
day
will
Diamond,
Marc
by
directed
and
Richardson
songs. (Trinity College5 pmDramatic Society.)
Canada headed?
— a view of capitalism
preference for spots during the next school
monetary
crisis; unemployment;
educationtoday;
cut- Glen
at the Studio Theatre, 4
- free 9- pmwelcome.
be presented
Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you are term.
Everyone
Morris.
Stop
the
Student
Surcharge
Committee
interested
in
becoming
an
announcer,
or
oppression.
THURSDAY MAY 17
meeting. Morning Room, International Student producer and will be in Toronto during the
Room, 63backs;St.women'sGeorge
Street. At (he Innis Film
A presentation by Professor Horace Davis on Gay Women, Gay Men - come to CHAT's Centre, 33 St George.
summer, come up to the third floor studios at 91 Radio Varsity needs summer staff. If you ate
Organ
recital
with
Dr.
Charles
Peaker,
and
weekly
Friday
night
dance.
It's
licensed
and
fun
the topic 'The Right of Self-determination In For directions to 14 Hagerman Street call 964- Harry McCarthy, baritone.
6:30 pmConvocation Hall. St. George any time today and apply. Persons interested in becoming an announcer, or
who
work forforus during
given producer and will be in Toronto dunng the
an openStudents
discussionCentre.
is to 33follow.St. 0653. which is our 24 hour distress and informaAtMarxist
the Theory',
International
preference
spots (heduringsummer
the will
nextbeschool
10 pm
tion line.
summer, come up to the third floor studios at 91
George Street, Pendarves Lounge.
Hillel's
Kosher
Supper.
At
Hillel
House;
please
7:30
pm
term.
7:30
pm
St. George any time today and apply. Persons
FRIDAY APRIL 6
"Palestine:
Since 1892"
A 30-minute
An Evening of Theatre will be presented in reserve by 5 pm today at 186 St, George Street.
American
documentary
film
on
the
history
of
who
work forforus during
thedunngsummerthe will
given
term.
Palestine and Zionism. Discussion over coffee Seeley, Trinity College featuring Shaw's Poison, Free Jewish University
preference
spotsall day
nextbeschool
all dayon"The 15Jewish
Club
presents
Monty
Python's
And
at the BBYO
Building
HoveWoman"
Street NowSMCFor Film
after the showing. At the Cumberland Room, Passion
and
Petnfication,
Brownndge's
The
iBathurst
&
Sheppard).
Something$1. Completely
Different in Carr
ISC, 33 St. George Street.
Highwayman
The Appollo areof
SUNDAY JULY 1
Hall. Admission
TUESDAY APRIL 3
Bellac
Admissionand isGiraudoux's
free and refreshments
7:30Againpm at 10 pm.
The Christian Science College Organization availabje.
SATURDAY
APRIL
7
meets
in
the
Woodger
Room
at
"Old
Vic"
SATURDAY
7:30 pm
Dominion Day. Also a Sunday. Rrst annual
Songs of Tuli Kupferberg - special clearance
(basement).
Inspired
readings
are
followed
by
sale. Regular first annual Year-long New SMC Film Club presents Monty Python's 'And year-long New Hogtown Press book and
testimonies of healing8 pmAll welcome
Hogtown Press sale continues, SAC office, 12 Now For Something Completely Different' in pamphlet sale will NOT continue today at the
Club Scofield.
presents Irene
Peter Worth
Brook'sin"King
SAC office, 12 Hart House Circle.
Public meeting: Robin Blackburn of the New Lear"SMC withFilmPaul
Carr Hall. Admission $1 Again at 10 pm.
Carr Hart House Circle.
Left
Review
will
speak
on
Workers'
Control
at
Cody Hall, 50 St. George Street. Sponsored by
Old
Mole and Graduate Sociology Association,
All welcome.
Israeli folk dance workshop. At Hillel House,
Conference
186 St. George Street.
will focus on Spanish labour
SJQ pm
A
conference
on
Spanish
trade
unbodies
were
banned by Franco in In spite of legislative and forcible and worker-priest who must
"Gallows Humour:
a tragic comedy by Jack
ions this weekend will focus on
his Republican Party, aid- repression, however, legitimate un- withhold their identity. Canadian unbeRichardson
presentedand— directed
free — atbytheMarcStudioDiamond,
Theatre,will4 workers' struggles against the Fran- 1939edafter
by
Fascist
Italy and Germany,
ionists
participating
will include
Onion organizing activities continue.
Glen Morris. EveryoneFRIDAY
welcome.
Federation
of Labour
president
came to power. The right to strike According to the committee, real un- DavidtarioArcher,
1939 cotogovernment's
the present. repression from and
all day
and
officers
of
the
freedom to associate, both
ions are gaining in support even as
Free pamphlets available at New Hogtown The conference, sponsored by the keystones of unionism, were also jailings and intimidation escalate. Canadian Union of Public
press. Other books and pamphlets for sale at a Canadian Committee for a banned.
Employees(UAW),
(CUPE),
Auto
discountAt theduringSAC ouroffice.
first annual year-long book Democratic Spain and to be held at
Workers
UnitedUnited
Electrical
Resistance to Franco's regime is Workers
sale.
(UE) and the United
1:10 pm12 Hart House Circle. the Ontario Institute for Studies in Instead, vertical syndicates com- particularly strong in the northern Steelworkers
of America.
Basques region, where strong
Eucharist, sponsored by the Student Christian Education (OISE), will feature
posed of both labour and manage- national
fees to students for
Movement. Hart House2 pmChapel.
several prominent Canadian and
ment representatives, but factor. feeling is also an important theRegistration
Robin Blackburn of New Left Review will talk Spanish trade unionists and sup- dominated by governmental ap- The conference will feature three beginsthree-day conference, which
Friday night with an open
pointe s, were set up to absorb the
°nBorden
"Marxism
vs Empiricism"
229 porters.
Labour unions as independent remaining functions of trade unions. Spaniards, including a labour lawyer public meeting, is two dollars.
Building.
Sponsored inby Room
Sociology
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. . . Ihe answer
profs ihat
wrathturneth away a
. . . the reply that melts a woman's
J THE
Perfect
alibi
tor only fifty cones
t/oheta
at .
HartS.A.C.
HouseOffice,
TbcotrcHartBoxIt oust
Office,
or Podtr's Lodge. Trinity College
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Get her a Corsage for the
SchoolhomAt'Home
the
7J0p(n
Sludcors I luh ikaiing pjrt\ ot
l|U' Siiujtc unl Meet under ihe
nLove"
.Man BjicvKenSI and00.Ruuet'i
(jlcru
LarrCluhtlnll*ilhpresenls
Amtumn
Again

rilUKSlisV ■»"< EMBBH7
ii Vanity needs nc* >iiff, sjpedall)
:n, unnounecn, and operator*, )-"<>
nttd
-tudtnli ji,i..lIhefacultyMorning
10 iU weekly
nilH Stmeeting
Room,
(ieoige6 JOSipm
lid Kmtitr tuppcr pleaie reserve b\ S

per penon at Si .50 per v-'fiuple

evening; jn informjl

COME BACK
ON TIME
Theopenuniversity
will reatlrlOsharp. Monday,
.limitary K, l1)^?. This does
not mean Friday the 12th at
five, ornolanynrcsent
other date,
and
those
the first

and take advantage of the
special discount
University
Studentsto

Guess
What....
Here's another one lo baffle I! of Ta long-suffering
male population. This lime It's not Bermuda shorts or
even knee sock*. S>mt of them nre blnck— Ihe school •.■ i rl
look; some are drab brown or green— the bohemian, or maybe just sick, nick look. Some lire retl.'ltm, for reasons belter not rJUtUBftff; Some nre cnble-ntllched— all the way—
and IhAW nronT recommended for lon(i lectures. I.Ike ihe
auck. it'l debatable whether .they do much, for the female
inrm. Iiut me KlNn nay rneyre cnmlortiihle and work
wonders at pede*lrtnn ero*j.walU when other ploy* fall.
tm tne untntomea, they're culled leotard*, tlallennuh
Dave been ualng then for year*.

corrrf.l in every particular.
Ton) nhsinnci* have ^ fireal id.i ;• oner . . ■■. ..1 i u.-.. n in ihe
eonfidci ■ i thai ii Riven tham ami
theih«m:op |ie>r I inline* lJut are aflorvUd
In addition to ill Ihf nlhcr aduo|JK(* Ihrychine*potWsa,
Ihey lifeh»vrunita
grtttrr
lima,
■ Ii ■"1.1 net the, i ofMr
for

■klU>l>H) T 04 ONTO

JJU pm. *
hlaccr
beTJ.C.secured
otrk*
Die$2,S.A.C..
Han atHouse,the
or Uoomof may
Sold only by—
THE ,

Llmlled
13 Blooi Street VCeit

HAROLD A. WILSON
COMPANY LIMITED
299 Yonge Street, Toronto

M.iv h.ilh Upper
111. Tim»nBr
'Spj._i.il
( iiKl.pcH\J.^-nlp.ifiicipaimir.

'Vorsilee!
Toronto, Toronto,YToronto
o fightojoru
Well40
shouttand
the Blue and White
And for Cinnamon Toast
Ripperty, Rapperty
Ripperty, Rapptrty-Rte 1
With sveha lunch, I've
We're
to Victouel
gotta offhunch,

<:hmr.c k hhiilaia Fellowship
datel iii .iil urofiw
meet*
Newman Centre (Si. George mil
llutUnl
Top.e:
JC-nri?"
Mr. "Can
Rj>hyIheie
Holunch- Wnrd>
frnmEwjdHeThelive
Nnyiltalun hv Fallowed

Varsity Boys I

VARSITY
BLAZER

We have e- wide assortment of
25spring
cenli (lowers
a doienfromup.

adapt at .fr
quitters

Wiid.i'.
kjnjl and'«j \ihe»
and Di^Vnundi
tlf, nthen
I'Ij.Iil.u.c.
SM» Ia tunSt collie10 Siudenli
SLNDfW.OECTMBEfl
Advenl — - Ihe uawn of CTCaliyE
wnlchruliicai.'SijnJi)
ihe Newrriin
irieorge
h..pel ire< ttlfee
Jl 111 jndjnd toi)verel!iofl
i:MWaq
no.in jiHodtftl
iflcr'.nJeithSi

*l S1JAV OH (MtJCH n
i.inten s^irhorylinh Chamhet
i prijjrorn ofeboW KTwfc for Cbrln-

crnate ■■.r.c iq ihe Vjiut>. i
Ii/Jlibimd
e*uhli.
Hhc V I ISAt"meelinp
oflic*.lo l50Cn.ii

510 for ideas to advertise the new
rage
Tea ind Expajuion
Cinnamon
Toast.
YOURS
to-day—
(ocampus
the Send
Tea — Market
Bureau,
159
Bay
St..
Toronto—
IF WE USE IT, YOU GET
.Ml!.

$10.
Public Attention
is drawn to the intertslint; fuel that persons making application now to tlii_ Canada E.ifc Assurance Company for
a Full Profit Policy of life assurance will share in the
profits of two full years at the next division of surplus, at
31st December,
1809.not only
This ofmeans
that new1
will
slmrc
in iIil- profits,
the oldest,
largestasMircrs
and most
successful Canadian life assurance company, Imt of the
leading profit -paying life assurance company doing business
in Cnnitd.i, local or foreign.
GEO. A. ft E. W. COX, Agents. TORONTO

S*T( RUA\. JAMAHS *
,rmlletfuic
ii the Beiuonnuskelrnll:
Buildma Wulci
SI M)U. J l\l 1

,,.oo
Here
Now returns
on January
null and
Deadline
for notices
to be
Included y.in ■thai
January
W ali«uc' Pm-is Tuesday.
Nuttiilgi.i hii [he Vursil>
lute last nighl us nutdcrn
deslM mm ihroun out ihe
doWS,
toVqrtitj
he replaced
hj
paper'sonlt
floor «inwhen
Thesee.nid
inernorjei
of bygone
era*I
djily.
tixCUSC umjfor ihnpuhlicaiion
ciercisc in
tnadnevs
ihe
Inst lsi72 Vurtfiy. Ac-of
.ihove. ihe
CtlfdiBjj
lo a paper
decree iiops
from
puhlilhin*8
during
Ihe
mbllee
tciurning
once ugainseason,
nflcr
the
no >eirhohdut
I ■. ii nol. good readers,
we >>ill not sleep (well, not
quite)
Ihistroubled
sahbaiical
Varsitytinduring
uill conue loplvreporters
Ihewaves
and
uniruuhlcd
I rin cr-.it s uf Toronuiof andthe
heyond.for conttanlly
lurch
news, storingon it Iheup
(iir
premier10thedition of
1971:ourJanuary
Meanwhile, all h(e in ihe
university will come to a
near
standstill awaiting The
Varsiiy's
\nd. io return.
all a good night
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Socialist
Labour bureaucrats
were not radical
says Quebec Marxist
By PfcTERlabnurMATfLAlNEN
Quebec
leaden of the
Common Front avoided facing the
real
' May's togeneral
strike liluilion
in Quebec,
according
a selfproclaimed
Montreal
revolutionary
socialist.
bureaucracy
did notforposethe
the"The
question
of Male power
to bringthat about
Ihc reformsnor
orworkcu
the society
it demanded,
did'ii have a strategic plan Tor its
followers." Kim Cameron
contended.
Cameron, a member of the
Revolutionary Marxist Croup
(GMR) in Quebec, was speaking at
a forum onlasttheThursday.
Quebec workers'
movement
The crisis that developed in
Quebec. Cameron suid. followed the
growth of awareness amongst the
working class in understanding the
fuilure ofrealthe changes
"Quiet Revolution"
cffccl
in the forced
socialto
structure This he continued,
Ihc disintegration of the coalition of
the bourgeois and new petty
bourgeois
(or technocrat)
elements
with the labour
bureaucracy
who
formed
the
force
behind
the
Quiet
Revolution.
The economic "miniboom" thai
grew through
the 60'sincreased
eventuallyunslowed
down with
employment and labour unrest The
labour
Cameronbureaucracy
continued had to react, '
"They
economic
struggle was knew
coming.theTo avoid
this,
they outmanoeuvercd their base, the
working class, and moved sharply to
the left with a 'Marsv' type of
S.M.C.
STUDENTS' UNION
HELP
WANTED
COURSE
CRITIQUE
for theEDITOR
Christmas holidays
Salary negotiable.
Apply S.M.C.
B) ST Sludtnli'
MARY ST.. Union.
923-6B93. 923 6227

Denounces
Common
Front
workers.
The »ludeni revolts occurring "The student movement, like the1
anulyiit."
after
Dill 66 was brought before the workers', has a large politicized
Quebec
young layer without a strategic plan of
workers legislature,
in Quebec affected
hut the unions
action The War Measures Act had
couldn't
control
their
militants.
of chopping this move[hii point the leadership, CameronAt the effect
ment intodividuals
studydroppinggroups
said,
much of the reaction
out towitheitherinunder kept
their control.
reading bonks or leaving for the
"The would
only way
"Studentthe corporalist
struggles
succeed
have forbeentheto strike
raise theto farms"
' extent of campus
political struggle and not leave it became
politics,"
he
said,
"which
would
with economist demands."
swing to glorious 'ouvnerisnV
With ihc failure of the general then
"Worker*
learn
their
lessons
by
in
full
bloom."
strike, the government was able to
Cameron
stressed
that
again control the momentum and action."
students,
unlike
workers,
repress the front and its member ideologically radicalize around their
unions"
activities.
alone. It is they, he
would lead
to a This,
periodhe predicted,
of minor own demands
whothemostbourgeois
clearlyideology
are in conlabour action centering around feels,
flict
with
that
purely
dailyofpreached
to
them
under that
the
political economic
leadership. strikes with no isguise
it
the liberal society
"Business unionism will be the exists, while ihey are witness lo the Social ill Kim Cameron said Quebec
dominant force, until the workers dropping
in Vietnam.
crisisof napalm
in bourgeois
ideology, labour leaders have avoided raising
gain enough confidence to forget the heThismaintained,
would eventually slate.
draw
students
and
workers
into un- the question or overthrowing the
Describing the NDP in Quebec.
repression."
ified action. He criticized socialists
Cameron
NDP is(Comjust a who fail lo draw this conclusion
sect like stated.
the CPC"The (M-L)
during the periods of working class
m
u
n
i
s
t
P
a
r
l
y
of
Canada
—
MurxisiLcninist). It has no implantation upsurges,
"Each sector of struggle has an
amongst
working
class.Parti
The influence
another. butYouin can't
look
enormousthe flab
of the
at
them inonisolation
a totality.
Quebecois
fulfillsideology
the gap inof apresensectors must be co-ordinated
ting bourgeois
form These
to build the revolution." Cameron
concluded.
acceptable
the inworking
He sees noto link
Quebecclass,"
history
flutes
with social democracy and ihis. he
PURE SOUND
[UctiiGkkitruiwi
helievcs, is why Ihc NDP could not
elect
any
Quebec
members
of
ROUND RECORDS
QUE
UNI
Parliament,
TORONTO'S
INCA
TRADING
The student movement, in
llZSCntorurf)
PAPERBACK
THE
ARTISANS
Cameron's
opinion,
has
begun
to
gel
ore
kst
|UT«MfeS5IG«mri|
Boo
larger and also begun to make
ideological breakthroughs to
AVENUE STUDIO
HO.
ON
GUITAR
CARAT
TWO
CENTER
TORONTO FOLKLORE
DAVE'S ROCHDALE
DIAMONDSet RIN<
LEVELS
BOUTIQUE
classified
by subject,
well-informetl
PAX DESIGN
helpful
(Gl (ortnlDtl
RING
SOUND
staff
OTHER JUMBLE
(Hit
It Ptor Wtil
SWEETWATER
TRADING
CO.
|15RAGHAflOKR
St. jMMkl
20% Student Discount
IBtNwii VntiMi
ME 6MILLWHEEL
MY FRIENDS
CLASSIC
with ATL card
THE
BOOKSHOPt
HUGH PROCTOR & Co
707 YONGE ST
& VENDORS
1430 I0NCE ST.
Below Bloor
£3 DISTRIBUTORS
CALL-364-949B
923-3551
PflllO DE ORG PLAZA • 921 ■ 7702

Leaders

CLASSICALSILVA.CONCERT
GUILLERMO
Baritone
MUSICTOMORROW
ROOM, 1:00 P.M.
CHRISTMAS GIFT IDF.4I
HART
NOW ONHOUSE
SALE IKTIES
THE
TUCK SHOP

AST FlLtl SERIES
*USf UM WITHOUT WtliS"

DANCING
h|M| Jmuirj
IS
CHRISTMAS TREE
NEWNf|YEAR'S
EVETO BALL
BENNY
LOUIS
MUSIC, CAROLS, STORIES
2
BARS
SPLASH PARTY
Bring A Blinkil Or Cushion:.
BUFFET SUPPER
GREAT TONIGHT
HALL, 8:30 P.M.
TICKETS FREE AT
TICKETS
116 AFROM
COUPLE
AVAILABLE
THE
PORTER'S ATEDESKOFFICE
AND
THE HALL
UNOERGRAOU
THE HALL PORTER'S.
TABLE TENNIS CLUB
TONIGHT LASTAND TWONEXTEVENINGS
WEDNESDAY,
PLAY THISDEC.TERM13 7:00 P.M.
FENCING ROOM
PLAY RESUMES JANUARY 10
COME ONOUTWEDNESDAY
ANO TRY FORNIGHTS.
U OFT TEAM
MEMBERSHIPS STILL AVAILABLE - LADIES WELCOME

BICYCLED ciOTHES
anywhere in^RpNTO

STREEToEASToTOI^lKTO
across m\ omt ce^tec «ar

ST. MICHAELS' STUDENTS' UNION
PRESENTS

THE DOUBLE BLUE SOCIETY'S
ANNUAL
Export
A
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE
Co-op
Mr Master University
I .null1, or Business

Full-lime
Parl-lintc

McMaslor University now has a third option (or students interested
in proceeding to a Master of Business Administration degree: a cooperativeofwork-study
wherebyworkstudents
alternate
fourmonth periods
study option,
and relevant
experience.
A limited
number of applications will be accepted for the semester beginning
in September, 1973,
An M B A. degree from McMaster
could help you to achieve your
WORK careerobjectives
CO-OP STUDY
in the areas of
management,
McMaster MB A. administration,
program offers 'and
a wideeducation
range ofbecause
optional thecourses
tlhat can be selected lo your needs)as well as providing a core of
basic knowledge and skills.Although admission is restricted to
those who have proven that they have the potential and
commitment
to complete
demanding program,
graduates in required
any discipline
may be aaccepted.
Academic standing is not the only BJ| III f ■ jt m m
entry
a generalex- ■ ULL" I IfVlC
rule, youcriterion
can havebut,a asreasonable
pecta ion ofcompleting the McMaster M.B A. program if you have
maintained
at least aprogram
second-class
the lasta two
years of
your
undergraduate
and ifstanding
you can inachieve
satisfactory
lest score in Ihc Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business
Applicants
McMaster
M B A who forhavethe taken
relevant
PART-TIME course
work may be granted
itivanced standing in our program. If you are interested in exploring
this challenging opportunity further, fill in and mail this formPlease send me details
Assistant to the Dean
School of Business
about your M B A program
McMnster
University
• 'Full -lime
Hamilton 16 Ontario
i iPart-lime
' iCo-operaiive Work Study
Name
Address
City
University attending.
Province

CHRISTMAS

FRIDAY,

DEC.

Cigarettes
and
Cigarette
Tobacco

SPIRIT

8, 8:00-12:30
THE CAMPUS LEGAL ASSISTANCE CENTRE

PUB
DANCE

WILL
50c OPEN
ONLY BE
FEATURING

(CLAC)
will be closed from December 23, 1972, and
will re-open on January 2, 1 973.
Although no new cases will be accepted during that
period, on-going cases will be handled.

"CORE"
MOLSON'S DANCING CONTEST & PRIZES
Join the fun on the S.S.nSouthernComfort:
Souther
Comfort.
takes offyouany
night and Thethe party
only baggage
need
is
some
Southern
Comfort,
ice, and mix.
See you on the levee.

it's the only way

to travel.
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Respite
Zeitlin
thinks
twice
Interdisciplinary Studies will
remainartsasanda science
"program"
scar,
dean next
Rob
slated that ihe decision thai the graduate and undergraduate
ning orvlv lor scats on ihc assembly elections
By
l-AUl
Mrt.RA
TH
this
year
fircenc staled last nighl
were improperly conducted sludenls are excluded from parchuirmun
livinghis/culm
ic pating indepartmental decision,
Last week Zeitlin charged that appears to have been based on in- and some tcommittees
Although
he
said
his
hasSociology
decided
(u
reconsider
uniare unable lo
lateral decision m.idc Ipll week in "fundamental violations of eonsuggcslion
the courses
adequateplicatievidence,"
and serious
absorbed intoIhillashling
codegeibe
ons have arisen
from im-the priced wilh important business
decl:irc void ihc rcicnt derurlincnl.il st 1 1 <i i ion j I .1 nd dent oc;rfllic
Zeitlin feels'political,
the matter that
is morehis
Wax 'not accepted by vieeassembly election of student pnwedtircs"
which ittheywas said,
mudc."hoth ethical
oecurcd.
As a inresult,
mond and St (ihadre> bulb,
stole Richlltey m.inncr
repretcnl
alive*. hoi hcen called for were co-opted
decision ihun
was liascd on iheandpossibility
pStudies
provostas p0n
onto
ihc
committee
r resident
orator.'."ill,and
Interdisciplinary
\ meeting
( remain
it is
of error in the proceedings.
the full assent of the other
[o nigh I with members of ihc old ivith
members
in
order
lo
do
the
executive,
ihc
newly-clcclcd
expresently
constituted
for
ut
"In
light
of
Ihc
faci
that
the
least
next
year.
cculive and ihccleeiinnscommillce "shilwork".
Response
election appeared problematical, my
Karlicr yesterday. Greene
The motion passed by a pint
The decision 10 reconsider his meeting
decision
was
based
on
this."
he
said
of
hath
undergraduate
and
action followed meetings of both graduate students Monday nighl
had mei a committee
Interany
yesterday.
Slight
disciplinary staf and ofstudents
I Ik feel■< r sr'as
undergraduate
and graduate
"When itsomehas people
there'sinto.a
the consulting
move, savingstudents.
it was
appoinlcsl
at a centrallastmeeting
students on Ihe campus
Monday, condemned
problem,
to
be
looked
of
ihc
department
Friday
mudc
wilhoul
where motions were drafted denoun- Ihe elections committee or Ihe ex- For Petition Wc don't have a supreme court, so I
which voted to fight to for its
cmg the decision as "Ogamst the ceuioc
committee
survival,
Chairman
I"pirll
constitution.'**
Pay/iini had
originally(icoffrey
urged
"We sc< this at a deliberate
motions -if«crethepresented
to ZctllinTheat attempt
political
pressure
behind
the
decieffectively block
any
people
al
the
meeting
lo iry lo
s
i
o
n
l
o
reconsider
his
action,
he
said
a meeting yesterday by the executive si ode it l toinvolvement
I.,
■b.-.Al
l;!Ile
response
when
in the presented to the math chairman and "lontorrou will he a search for
find homes for ihc individual
that he'fiad declared illegitimate
courses in colleges. SO that their
dean oT arts and science.
The disagreement surrounds the department."
the motion
said.of"'Wethe ihc \bout
innovativecouldand slill
sludenl-iirienlcd
participation
onstudents.
the elections
com- further
125professor
presentStephen
and former
benefits
exist.
A, spokesman for Ihe Graduate
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Correspondence
Fac Reform Caucus
open and
letterthetodeanthe ofurts
president,
theAnprovoM.
and
science:
• alarm in The
We read with
Vtirlsij ul December l Ihc phpht ol
Interdisciplinary studies Kited
with L1II-.imminent univer<LlY.-widc hudL'fl
.1 IIIihe Interdisciplinary
were
disbanded. We Studies
welcOfftcgroupthe
increased
role the colleges
in intcrdnciplin.ii>
studies, willhut plusreel
rt ii essential thai the Interdisciplinary Studies the
groupactivities
remain olpi
ldel to co-ordinate
the various colleges in tins area. We
hope
lo thisyouend.will use your good office*
I he Srecrinn ( ommittcc.
Faculty Kvfuriii Caucus
Kohed Login) Physics]
i.i.i Slcunson t Philosophy .
i r. .1 Winter i Fine ui clmlrmini
Norm in Hull iSocio tog) i
IVIilton Wilson 1 1 rinii) English!
Chris I'lnwrighi (Zonlogyj

in my op nion. a little out-of-hand.
i> a brilliant
Proress oran' Zeitlin
excellentthi lecturer and
1
which
has
the ill-w i filcntionully orarticle
caused,
not, was
entirely u nwfirrantcd.
geslion con
for he future is
thatMv Thesu Varsity
rder the implications ire they arc cles which it
prints helMaureen R. Spccr
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Reader Worried
aboDt Zeitlin Silence
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lime thea neck
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ii:li.are mil
rightly
relevant orlo awrongly,
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with
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bung
I njrhsh jbovc
(. anadiamthe hate-IVihbeenparallel
unnhle

Good
Monday evening, the supposed
forces of good, the "reformers",
upset Toronto's
pro-developer
candidates
to wrest control
of City
Council. Thousands of years
before, ul this time of year, a
perhaps similar rebel band ol
Hebrew guerillas successfully
plotted the overthrow of their
Greefj rulers, rulers who had taken
control of Jerusalem and were
insisting the Hebrews worship
their pagan gods.
Cloaked in the dark of the
Dennison
Toronto's
developers hadnight,
consolidated
their
control of City Council, winning
over aldermen lo the faith that
development spelled progress.
Able proselytizers. the developers
can point to past victories in
gaining converts, former supposed
reformers
now valiantly defend their who
interests.
Angry community advocates
refused to give up their beliefs that
easily, meeting a stoney wall of

lo esc-jpe the sphere of American
influence
flU.en8: foranditialeven
matter.Britain's
The wordin"royal" in front of Canadian indilutions
being removed
hesilantIs I must,is therefore,
conclude
lhai
oi English Canadian is a British
subject
rapidly
becorning
an
American.
Canadians surely realize that if
Quxbe*
separates;
ihefalc uncertain.
otitic rest
oi\\ Canada
would beverj
hai -would
B.C. do? ihe
Maritime^
The confiel
French
is not abetween
ntw one.English
Since andIhc
conquest >il fi763. ihe Lnglish have
done everything possible lo
■uimiliiie
t-renchgiving
Canadians:
the Act oftheUnion
Upper
< a nad a (Onlurio today) equal
representation
eveji
though
ii
im alter population: the BNA hadActa
HSiarinfe(clause
trenchlii).rights
Wacbec
The only
fact is.in
quite
simply,
that
t
n
g 11 s h
Canadians
ate French
not willing
rccocni/c the
fact toin
Canada
lake thehowinftiaiive id(Quebec
revisi mult
assimilation:
drastic ilic>c measures must be is
debatable bui what other workable
(here if10English
(alternative
unadianl iscontinue
rcsiil
MHrmuallim and biculturahsni in nil
of Canada. force
"Survival"
inoiivating
behindis thethe
separatist
movement in Quebec lor
11 is difficult
diflrrcm
nations lobuteiLSIpossible
in the same
state. What usually happens
however,
like
what
is
happening
i .in ida lodas. is ihe strongest na-in
tion ends up dominating the weaker
dries ( onlcderjiion i* possible
when there is a variety of nation*,
only ii ihe nghii of the minunty are
upheld
the entireoperate
federal
si ale thruughoul
Could Quebec
s-ornmiii.ills .i> .i scpjf.iic Hale?
' i by countries are already
promising interments in j s-ery

Upsets
indifference when they protested
that the council sanctuary had
been defiled. Not easily daunted,
the motley crew openly resisted
the developers' advocates,
provoking angry response from
the oppressive authorities.
Unable to gain ground by
debate, they look lo Ihe wards to
mobilize community dissent to
Overthrow the unjust order. And.
lo and behold, a leader arose lo
lead ihe rebel forces: lawyer and
community organizer. John
Sewell. Citizen groups throughout
the area answered the call, insisting they would no longer be
corrupt.
represented by disciples of the
Onward and forward, they
went, organizing a guerilla campaign which would earn the support of the electors and throw the
pro-developers out of City Hall.
And, then, in a lightening raid on
December fourth, they regained
control of their city, leaving the

unstable Vietnam so surely Quebec
survival is strugg
not d
Canadian
United Stales. Ei
doUnited
not want
-StateslotobeI
culture Ihes
Canadians have I
this small culture,
culture io save
Ihe solution
yourselves, svhal i ,special
stal
Quebec'1 Is il
nghsh Canadi
torwa
Separatism'
ever
change Will
their I ittitudc
the l-rer in
Canadian continue rlowillbe alienated
Canadian society? Answer lh«e
qhownest Ions
honeitly:
youemployment
would feela%krf yourselves
you were
refusednot
were
hdinguul hccau.se you
trench colonials may have been
defeated ihcir
in I7MI,
but and
they their
will
preserve
language
culture English Canadian*, are you
independent',' culturally
1 politically?
economically?
If your answer
is no.
maybe vou should start your own
Canadianof separatist
parly.'\ i^neuull
it'sSearj
question
survival. I innElection Expenses
Imperil Democracy
ha> >ctis
to The
scnicfederal
hur sn||election
.motherdu>lelection
very much in tight If the next
election comes loo early, then the
mosi important
Jiuuness looof lime
any
democracy
will become
consuming m addition lo the mind,
hofpting inoncsgobhling event thul
n it

Evil
minority.
"bad guys" in a shattered
But. mere victory would not be
enough. The counciT-cliambers had
. been despoiled; they would have to
be recleansed. The victors, diligent
in their task, began a search for
holy
which But,
to ihe
resanciifyweed
theirwith
chamber.
ravaging developer heathens had
finishedand offonlyalmost
st;ts"h
enoughall ofwastheleftcity's
for
one joint.
And, miracle of miracles, the
dope
got alldumbfound
the reformers
In their
haze,stoned.
they
thoughtUtopia
had
come:
they
controlled council and all would
be right. Their supporters, loo. got
streets.
off on Ihc stone and rejoiced in the
No one remembered, however,
what had happend thousands of
years before when ihe other victory had been
won: defeat'
and
renewed
repression
followed
within 70 years:
ml

As a resident of the riding of Don world, and Ihe callously widening
V.illcs I have been oitiio led i
gap between the rich and the poor
nations
On the home fronl, again if one
were to judge candidates by the
ey (perilMissperJeanvote Smith
obtained;ol NDP
then
no doubl
will rank NDP
firs I siill
in Donfirm Valley,
and
probably
a mojoril)
government.
This
unfair
advantage
lhai ihe I iberals and Conservatives
i«. the fact
have or-lhe rich have over the poor
scriCN of :iving
and through
cheese musi he eliminated ifdemocrdc) is
In meaningfulis atfor altIhc the
is.to "Democracy
rich, way
ofllicit
rich, and is governed h> Ihe rich".
Letelection
Ihc "justWithout
iociciy"a ju.st
beginelection
wilh a
in a regular club for a fpravt lingorea just
mechanism there will never be a just
olapartment
Ihe riding,
rather
than
|usl
Ihe
high elecbuilding,!
live mspending democratic
tion cspenscs.society
lower theTheequality
and
Mr Kaplan,
the highest
freedom m a so-called democracy. I
MP m 1%N (S68.0QO, which ii about will
>u|)porl
any
coalition
which
will
four limes a MP's; pay — then pass legislation more comprehensive
S IN,fKX)/year
has beenrecord
out- and thorough thnn the proposed
done ihis limeor hjso)another
spending MP.spentMrSIUO.000
Gillies, orwhomorehas "Elections Espcnses Vet"
reportedly
I hate to he subjected to the open
Ili» islikeincredible,
hul
probably
I rut Ii hrihery
and cheese
railing Irom Ihe frying-pan
Iravag, in/asof wine
once again
in u ihonc»mlo ihe fire In addition In (he while
-Mr (ollies and his likely
national tv. and other advertising l iberalb)challenger
k.ipl.iu. tbv
paid fur hy ihe parlies, they amongst son -in- In w of aMrmillionaire
Ihcimclsies spent a quarter of a Democracy must mean more ihun
million or si>. | will not he surprised choice between two ntlUtonalrts
at all if Ihey outdid Ihcmselses nesl l)jeif in- taw i. and their Iricndv Can
clevhon
wasteful
'piiralmj1 ihc unemployed Phd not add
costs mustThisnop.
Such
enormous,
undisclosed
costs
in
the
name ol
slink.
(rc'cdom. equality, and democracy winelhing to the dcbaie'C.k. kilciar
If one were to compare Ihe total
capenaea
ol the t»o major welftopanics
lor
communicating
do local
voter, with withthe ihesupposedly
gene rout, tributhumanitarian
ion, s.'■ million, tocon-the Should Slav Home
grealeslnamels
human Bangladesh,
tragedy m then
recentil
nines
Ii is wiih rcgrel thjl I inform Ihc
(calls bnnps home the highly mis- member*
o( the Sludenis'
placed priorities of the dciclopcil mi resignation
lu UkcCouncil
effectof

December from
1972 ihcSinceuniversity
I shall beat
wtilidr.iwmg
the end of this term. I shall no
longer beof Council
able to carry .in as
mcinhcr
Ms resign, o ion having been goen,
I now K-el free to speak mj mind
concerning
tlme
I have beencouncil
with inthisificshon
governing
body. I base round the majority of
members,to andbe intercsicd
in particularin pelting
Ihc cseculivc.
the |,ih done in a responsible way.
using
as a technique
rather negotiation
thanruption confrontation
Ms support goes andout dis-to
ihcinHowever,
for trying
this. any
withoutio domentioning
names, there arc still u small
number here whowithcontinue
to waste
council
their
nch.mour* limeII would
seem immature
that they
arc here simply lo bolster Ihcir own
egos
hs drawing
themselves,
oi perhaps attention
they just liketo
loIheisec nottheirbeownbelter
lips mute
off at Would
home
playing
with theirthaiiquecic
would suggest
they toys?
mightI
"move in reconnlder" their own
motises for being sin council. The
•hiho tall
and mod otten
iheirtheownloudestadtancement
arc

Could
n all thebe mure
member*clfcvinc
wouldandtryetTicicni
l» poll
knoi SAC itp
Trie 1'irr*
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Valedictoiy
Thoughts
from Sly Old
"R."
Trickster
There is nothing lo humble a
reviewer
like
a
new
Vladimir Nabokov. EvenI ifItyouby
don't care for him (and many, very
don't) youa literary
can't dismiss
him
:isinunya charlatan,
siunimun,
or iU a fecticompetent
oner ofinsubstantialenough
laics, conNo,
there arc IW.O approaches to Ihij
Rufito-Am erica n writer, t his unique
hvhrideycgcsis
paean. with peril
The first wav isor fraught
Nabokov demands attention, intel ectual sprynes as -do few nthcr
authors;
don'las soyoumuch
read
between theyou lines
scrutinize
them for unsuspected flaps ol
meaning
that
lay
folded
casually
underneath, with some odd
wordplay (he only clue, And if this
isn't
enough,trapstheforauthor
delightsdifficult
dilettantinish critsetting
ic- , particularly
disciples
ofegclc"theof Nabokov
Viennese hasquackchosen" Theno less
c*precarious an occupalion than ihe
racing driicr.
the double-agent,
hooker
specializing
in kinky sex.the
The sufcr
— mere praise
— is
hurdk
mure way
-aiislaclory
You regret
■■[plundered so reck lessly before
You've criedpraisingwolfpleasanttoomediocrities,
often, overdevaluing your superlatives in the
process, Those
shimmering
parisons, the grandiose
words comhave
all hecn sallied. You begin lo envy
icritics
he literary
martinets,
cutthroat
who damn a book for its flaws
ami begrudge it Ms virtues. They, at
least,
have
tuncrlutiycs ihcir
lo fallmiser's
back onhoarde ol
hu\ of desperation, you consider
«^pluing together a compendium ol
qUOIUtipns, letting Nabokov speak
for
Nabokov.
But, youreally,haveyouto write
eun'l
gel awuy
with that;
-.umcihing about Transparent
XHiilxx,
which
is
astory,
a
puz/k,
and a revelation.
The Story: Transparent THfitgn is
a briefandwork,allusive
almost asbrusque,
rich
Firbankyet (Itas
seems almost an apology far the
elephantine \ita) Hugh Person is
our protagonist, a nondescript 40who "had
earnedlhaihis falllivingto
inyear-old
ihe various
dull ways
the lot of brilliant young people who
lack any special gifts or ambition
and
t'cl accustomed
only
a small
part of their10 applying
Wits to humd
r
u
m
o
r
charlatan
tasks."
Hugh
the pcrreelfromcharacter
in thethaiwayEulcr(lois
plunder
my author)
,i olanO, passive
prehensively tman.
hrough life,movmi'
liltle moreapthan a palimpsest for several layers
of memories, ihough rather startling
onesHugh,for such
now ana cipher.
editor with a New
York inpublishing
house,where
returnshe tohada
hotel
Switzerland
sojourned
twice
before,
with
his father and once with once
his wife,
both
dead.
Ii
is
an
appointment
Sumurru.. That is the skeleton of thein
story, and all you n&d lo know
Nuhukov'-.through
walermark
transparently
this workshinesall
Ins patented devices are here There
is the frolicsome wordplay Sample
"...
was the whom
lover heof
boih young
mull Pines daughter,
had
"avaliere, Coliforma, scrvi,
dun
summers,"
delectable
:;Tunning
" , sheSlums,
askedLessanif
he eared
nvunt isegardeovulations
hn "
remindol
ihertiiastute
reader of should
the thread
clownish ,t\ thai runs through Ins
novels,
and English
The
ponderousRussian
solemnity
wiih which
adult
men
and
women
do
utterly
ridiculous Ihirigs, all in the name ol
fiction Hugh and his wife used la
make
fully dressed,
at tea-time.ol
w,ih luve
.is hide
disarrangement
Clothessing a beat
us poMibIC
and
WjlhOUl
misof theirininane
cocktail
prattle Nabokov
a master
ol
grotesque details, of tantalising
illusions,
of
the
outrageously
offcolour
One parenthesis.
famlliui churactcr deserves
mention,
beforenovella
we moveMron theR, next
level of our
is a
world-famous author whose
magnum opus. Tralmiliani, Hugh is
editing Mr R. is an ecccnlic figure
"who wrote T.nghsh considerably
licttcr
than ofhe a spoke
"' He isThree
also
the author
novellau culled
Teme\, he is often accused ol
(bstucing
and
you didsparkling
not likeyoung
hn bestgirleens.
hook
Tbt Fttndli "We hoth like to play
game*." Robert Krosl muted in

A

Merry

m

Christmas
and

Happy

New

Year

j

do the samein wiih
the odd
Can f1wccharacters
Tran\fiarenl
Can wc double
them up.
>r twice, or once again, unnl
crnobody
sure Ihisis left'1
is iheI'msolution,
not ala more literal sense nobody is
the end, svhich brings us up
The oreRettlevelation: Mary McCarthy.
jewel,Palea
praise lor
in a wild 1 anyH aoffabcrgc
Rite, Ballet
ay.ado-il-yuurselfkil.a
bos She calfed ii one ihing.
however. 1
propriutcly Ibis brier lisle unfolds
Thlngf. for(
irrcsistihle
iscination of an infernal
are mure deaths
machine
T he■rc metaphor
is noi here
farIhun
in
ths
The
fetched.majoTh The Spanish Trazedv
r characters are all
bumped off nlorming
and casualus parentheses
of offstage
hook).
fiilulilics
Of toursi Vers sirange. this liltle
fi Nabokov is not one lo
mope
arm s is, i believe, it not the
taculardeir
ises have heen the sluplc
oflusficiio
. all brought off withis icyno
despatch. ndThismodulinovella
lies ol death
death "Th 1 as gleefully
in a
tame. Hun '* a new note asas well.
Hut [her
aulohiograj
the most clcgaic. reminiscent of
gentle and
lone for
explicitly. bylookII isairilling
of
crude angu s i$i fuclieVc,ihe it:reality
not the
sh of physical suffering,
but the"Thinc imparahle pangs of the
dealh,
nental maneuver needed
me of whni the
Well. Death
lis "the four lasl
Catholic
church isca bercd"andlhosc
four
thingsthings
lobe are
rerncmde idedly
arlisls notM usual
leasl
subjects
not in this raw.
nutlill now.for seriou
M lea it But
Nabokov,
undisguised form
peak of his repuli (andmountainil is a
silting securely o ccidnthe
intellcctuahsm
andIt'simplacable
risky. 1 supan ,vhat he wants,
can do damn well lose, to say thai
d a kcrygma Or
Nabokov
even
thai fiat
be liasissuspretended lo. Peoentereludecurious
me forpieceevennf fiction.
lilts isple nwillvery
tkiion.
afler
all, forand truth
une doesn'i
aroundcuriou
Hnl thengo
ipukinc
his is jverj
Nabokov 'himself ^piede
'■ ht ofhasfictiondis"Ihe
lolalitw sending a letter
disgmsL
tolugubrious
his triple
puhlisher
dealh
"Totul rejection
covered
a few da ifs before
all andreligions
total
ever drcmpt up l> man
face of total
death." And we
Ives.
theHughdocilePerson
somereader.
tunc
Nabokov
thoic has
big
beenFor playing
arourn d>w with
old questions that
of phjlosophen
novelists
\nd he n1
doirtgwasolu
in dead earnest. The
Texture
n'smus been
innovella,
the middle
\da as didactic
Van Vc
asofnjJh?
heavily
pulmcd "ii al lump embedded
3dd and SIBJ

To

All

Our

Readers

The

Varsity

\ Varsity f ireetmg Irom 1946 We'd like to update il with a Happy chunnukah and a splendid Solstice
comparing himself to T S Eliot,
"bill lo1 play
like loEucharist
play euchre,
and he
likes
" Nabokov
an incorrigible
gamester,
too, butis
his iv early
a grandmaster's
tHis
novel The game
Defenseof chess,
was a
suslamcd
on theol
chessboard)pinning
He isofa ficluin
fabricator
chess problems, and admires a eV
pcciuliy (hose sophisticated one*
that detour
on Inndscapcs.
u "roundabout
louteiis-soNer
(strange
gongs, rcpc.iitd
tiger*,
csutie
llirit-c
circuit customs,
of a marriedthe
Couple around
earthen
brmijef)the lacied fire ul an
I an land lun) enough The gicm
Pair fire was a'furihright pu/sle. to

be pieced together oul of a madto a ilmurdered
man's
unfinishedman'- nnicspoem:
is the greatest
csiravacan/a
in iwcnticlh-century
fklmn, and a substantial
work of art
lo book. But Nnhokov tampers
obsessive!)forwardwiih
even the
his straighthooks Pnin,
simplest
iiory Nabokov ever wrote, has ihe
narrator
doubling
nisognito
as a
character, and even the magnificent
autobiography
Spnk
Memory
conic, lis moliciouf allusions nod tantawiih almost-hut-noi-quitcrevealedlizes uievents.
subtitledfrom"a
ngwTramparent
novel, from Things
start toit finish,
miricite riddle to simple enigma"

autobiography, where he claims lo
shv awavof sleep."
from Jeven
terrors
Clearly"thethe (outinc
man is
engaged
on giganticI confess,
enterprise.that I
Enterprises.
usually find about as appealing
us

ofForewarned
riddle hasisherorearmcd
devised forWhatus son
Ihit
lime?! Well. Iriovcn'l quite puzzled it
Doubleness has been a recurrent
and
silal Inthemelie\pair.
Ibrough Nabokov's
works
ihe hero
stumbles into his dopptcganger one
day
anil
the
boot
lake
off from
there Adaa world
is setgeographically
in the idyllic
AnHierr.i.
like
ouis but where the last 1W0 centuries
politic* seem course
lo ha\e taken
anol gbib.il
unlirely
cleaves
neatlydifferent
into the story Iofnitioan
odd lecher who lusts alter twelve> ear-old girls, and the story of a
man who get* Ihe chance fair Tire

juxtaposed
HieKfobplc
par. moidwithlanlasy
world
Shade's olcalmI'r world
of art a John
windowpanc
guarded
the
There are some hintsboundary
m Things:
"\he dopplcr
shift "an
coveredeleciric
her body"
writes, and
sign,
shifted totwice.
violet I" Ihmk,
Once
isIJOPPI
wunionER.wordplay,
is significant
encesThereshow uup,iStrange
among correspondthe characPersonters,fils.
a Mr*.I'eiton
Chamarpere andand ana
Armandc Chamar — and then there
is, briefly, one Annum! Rose a
honU'sesual who "hud strangled hn
hoyfncnd'«
incestuous
niter" There
i> U lack a Jake
and B Jagues

ISg

me. like
uns. arc
I. -j I.; . . .
im-rUnidrawsa I ivenus tielintoh-cenl
s,ierjies
who
huge a rsarguments
wc know
il Morej likely
he's
abefore
brilliani
showman,
firsi-rank
artist who can do anything he wanis
iinipl) because what he due*, he
direfl
andwordplay
awaydeadand
betterfor
than
anyonefarlusliving
(or
that
mailer
punning
are,
for myand money,
belter thanol
iosec's.
his structure
No mailer I ihewill ctjual
take mys'f cues
from
iimcweuving
Proust's.)
anothertinue lparagraph,
and
I
will
o read Nabokov, and conread
him again,i 'infor. - "Ihe
(winch)
thioughorgasmthe ofwholean
spine with in comparably more force
than sesual Kttacy oi mctaphysicil

is a gaudy
history
ol sexual
tionterssnaking
throughinterlinking
these conneccharacbiographies,
them
as in Schnitzler's to Ronde
if Things
works
likeI keepa wondering
trigonometric
indcntiiy.
which, if you remember, begun -uh
a monstrous-tangents
equation,something.
full ol cu>mcs
Iheta
else
M anandvimplausihtc
ersions and shills acrossxne-ihe olctiualtinsign,
those
recalcitrant
hunks
numhert and symbols would changeol Transparent IhlnKs.
shape to become perfect images the m ■ Myenon.S6.7S.
by Wadlmn \ ■ r -- - 1 ■
equals
«ou1d meltsouaway,
become an><gn
superfluous:
had
created
identity

panic."
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Some
Intellectual Intoxicated
"By
tion.
must sec the
... I feel aI rascal again... he, at least, is no
imlodsZaraihustra...
dilettante... no cautious aesthete.,
sfuper ma1
ed...
■they
with thestares...
Padercwski
and
ihe poetic
whai bobs
do they
sfteeei)n,.... hiI
really
know...
ihey
who
fear
lo
.
commit
revile thethemselves...
Babbitts they
and who
are
rukluff.
themselves Babbitts in disguise...
lik
i. , i
'yes!' I heard one say, 'I Ihink our
needs a harwho cares.,, the clerics... a plague symphonypist'., whorchestra
at the bellor docs
he know
(like ill. clerics,,,li ". a plague lake about orchestras
harps...
why
everybody
.
everybody
bul
those
doesn't
heliving..
gel a jobAllah,
and give
make mean
who
love
.
how
symbolic
when
a
honest
man and his unman stand together strength lo live through the prattle
admiring the n there are ofbeer...
suchlet asme was
he...ccstaiic...
give me 1 more
am a
il.ir- ,1 1 J sitlierc
;t r s bularetherewomen
is only and
one
mnun
libertarian,
1
...
women bul for this man there is hells , I am weak...tenI amthousand
sick... I
urilv nne woman ah. tut. lut, have mal de mer... help, a basin, a
this is loo sentimental... I grow
— December 1930
morbid to■ mithe censors...
my beer...mayanother
stein...
their basin..."
tribe decrease.., but what did that
beggur mean this afternoon... he
took off his cap with a flourish and
STILL HERE
Mc'S
said,
'when
the. what
moon didwinkshe mean,
you'll
with
the
urncLUNCH
good
see
the
slurs'
A very
convenient
place m*»!»
toSt eat
the rogue . perhaps Einstein
Wot
liele
of Yorne
knows...
they
are
both
mad...
I
Hall-way
between
WeUeiler
remarked that most of the fiction
and
MailUnd.
Beat value in dtv for the price,
being written today is history,,, he
hastily added that most of Ihe
550 YONCE35c. STREET
Nisi Of) being written today is fic-

Remembranc
mur oTa thousand crickets whose I was crazy enough lo want u job
I couldat geta night
il; andjobherein "Good day. sir,"
music seemed to haunt the at- asI'vesoonhecnas stuck
Blondes and brunettes
Paul feltof that
in thosehe short
mosphere.
Once, he could remember, that front of a hot furnace for Ihe last moments
monologue
had
In by accident
on Ihe group
hewithhadterror:
huggedForthaioutself-same
wall ten years. Guess I'll die that way turned
of the house
mind
of
those
factory
workers.growlsSo
too. Doc Torsaysmy,I'veoldgotwoman
TB. Ifandil this is what those midnight
ncxi
to
ihe
factory
had
lunged
a
weren't
kids, I'd hop a freight lo the lund
Brylcreemed men
jealousy-crazed
husband,
Would alienhe,
To aiitact a pr
lovelyeflady
er
Paul, groans
have tomeant.
face those
ase, a TewIt branfeet of sunshine and fresh air." Here he and
behind hisdishing agigantic
siar boarder.
later
problems?
As
an
only
A nun needn't be "call,
disgustedly.
"Anyway."What
I'll diea younger brother, he had boybeenandwella
appeared that he had caught him spal
while.
in action,"
he smirked.
sheltered from Ihe vicissitudes ol
in And
a icll-tale
posture
with his ofwife.the They
Dirk heandmusthandsome."
Bur
be well-groomed,
hell
of
a
lot
of
aclion
I'll
gel!"
lo
make
his
memory
walked
along
in
silence
for a life It was unthinkable lhat he
Especially above the collar.
factory
more
symmetrical,
there
would end life like those bakers.
That's
why the loveliest ladies
Ptefcr men
lived on the other side a tongueless
determined
to school,
woman. She had nagged her loving "Say, kid." turning confidently He Before
he wentto tostickcollege,
Paul
To whom daily Brylaeem is as
"Nope,
not
ycl."
spouse
once
loo
often:
and
he,
here."
Important
as
the
morning
shave.
"Well,
kid,
take
my
advice,
gel
interviewed a number of promiBRVLCREEM . . .
being
a
butcher,
was
handy
with
a
becameol
meat cleaver.
Tames the most unruly locks.
about the who
advantages
a lot of experience wid 'em while oratoricalnent politicians
In his dreams, therefore, Paul you're
Gives sparkle to dry hair.
young.
Love
and
leave
'cm
j
university
degree
But
Paul
often
caught
a
blurred,
Freudian
Fightspromotes
falling hairhealthy
and dandruff.
soyou when
you're yourthe a tragic mistake by -takingmadea
And
growth.
vision ofcircled baya stylized
factoryPaul,en- plenty
marryin'at now.
cantheythumh
nose
'emage.when
try lu talk lold lhat most of those hoys who
bloody moat
It's easy to have hair
however, could see no erotic sym- didn't
Everyone18,000,000
admires.rubes and jars of
yuh
into
marrying
'em
— likekid,I graduated
fromslated
college
into
tuh
my
old
lady.
Christ,
Over
bol in the picture.
business
had been
to succeed
Brylcreem
bought
yearly.
iheir lathers
from the beginning
But the factory itself contained never
I
used
to
have
ambitions!
You'd
SoCosts
tc must
be
good!
think
it
to
look
at
me,
hut
I
mysteries, that partook wus once going lo lake a cattle The rest entered professional life
as little as 2Jc
oflegendary
iheIhe fantastic,
bread line. TheIl BAprovedwas thai
just
For extra economy
to Europe and sec the world. or ihe embroidery.
yet
fascinating,ihe horrible and boat
Get the big 50c rube or jar.
When
he
was at the fairy-book Even China! Ah. Jesus, whal can a social
they
were
educated.
Money-back guarantee.
bastard like me do — wi(h no
age. the factory
could dohe
monstrous
fortress,seemed
peopledlike bysomethe poor
kids aI nn Paul
hellerworked
ihan Bhard
grades.but While
never sec bulandheara pack
plenty ofmaking
brutes of Circe. On torrid summer schoolin'
worked, he felt socially useful and
racket
when
I
m
t
rving
tuh
sleep
in
nights,
with (he
the
was notfor conscience-stricken
pallor ofhairythe men,
.tomb,pasty
crowded
like metuh grabs
loafing during summerat
dirty
to thepassing
waist, the
at thedaytime.
first tingA datguy offers
keep himself
months.
When
his first attempts at
Ihey windows.
leered alNaked
ihe girls
him in his. So long. kid. I loin off summer job-hunting proved futile,
down the alley-like street and
made indecent suggestions —
DRYLCREEM
:
suggestions
were somet
accepted — which
bul without
guarantee.
IV THE(fbtnmtb
PERFECT uritAtrut
HAIR DRESSING
TONIC
"
J
Sometimes,
in
the
middle of the
j'tcaMny I
night,
when
only
the
occasionalthe
clatter of machinery broke
unearlhy
quiet
of
the
street
strange thing happened. ... a
BREAD FACTORY
Moved by a sympathetic
lf1 Mitchell M, I inner against its bruad, red walls, and rapport,
a sinister
murmur
spread and
throughdefiantthe
Paul Robbing
when he grew older, he hanged a factory. would
Rising
to
horrible
tennis
ball
against
it
with
a
cheap,
huge,
misshapen
bread
factory
crescendo of mingled ahowls
and
broken-down
racket.
In
the
that sprawled over half
> TP- a city autumns
yelps
like
some
great
beast
pain,
of his early, carefree life, j| would break like a tidalin wave,
block. inIt was
the oneandpermanent
ihinp
his life,
about it he would lean his back against its and
suddenly in terror,
clustered his most important warm brick sides (for there were Paul waking
thouchl lhat the walls of the
memories.
furnaces beyond) and he
As a kid he played handball blazing
would lislen lo the pleasant muricho: Soon thai weird cry would
ntegrale into a discordant rout
groansnolandwhy,wails,
and Paul,
iwing
was stirred
by a
found pity and would sink back
sleep,
sad
and
tear-stained.
he grew loupPaulthose(he cries
ereWhenlo symbolize
grief
It was she who hadCirce
turneds hcasis:
Ihcsc
human beings into wretched
creatures! This myth ran umuck
onhoursthe when
twilightthoughts
of his mindfluctuate
in I hoseto
symbols
—
and
symbols
become
the phantasmagoria
thefabulous
dream inlife.
But who was Circeof
and
had she caused
sadisticwhymetamorphoses?
Then suchthe
fumes of sleep thickened in his
brain and he would drift off
most paradisiaol singing. The unearthly hush oT the alley was
accentuated
by the thin sweel
notes'
ofan some
forgotten
Thereabout
was
other-worldly aria
quality
that voice that fused time und
space and obliterated
consciousness
until ihein
the from
only
thing was that high
clear voice
overflowing the unsweetness.iverse and filling eternity with
Bul
in
a
owner of thatfewvoiceshorthad days
vanishedthe
— perhapsmusical bosdischarged
un— and the byjunglean cry
began again.
Paul's
sister
was
a
hostess
in
ten-cent s-a-dnncc joint. Hera
bedroom window lay directly opposite the men'scouldn't
locker room.
Paul'sformother
htiml
that window. Paulaffordoftena
wondered why. when his sisier
cumc
the men Hewouldwas crowd
to theirhome,shewindow.
glad
because
seemed so popular
with the men and his heart warmed
lo see their pasty When
unshaven
Paul facei he
olderlift up soandhappily.
perhaps wiser,
realizeddulgedthat
his
sister
had
inin u leasing
bit ofoferotic
exhibitionism
in front
her
lighted hewindow;
he forgave
her
when
realizedbut that
she had
broughtmelancholy
a little joy creature*.
into the lives of
those
When he wus sixteen, he
actually
a baker.north,
Personally1
He was metwalking
when
somebody touched him on the
shoulder. "Ain't you the kid who
livev"Yes,aerosisir, how
from dotheyoubakery?"
do?" Well,
"Going lo xehool,
huh?
take my advice and stick lo it, kid.
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Activity
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, Assume
Strength
New to
Students totude inGain
When
Hero
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Invasion
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His Squadron's Part in Attack on
During ars
of the German-Canadian Univer
Turning Farm Labour
Montreal and Its Stirring Adventures in Eastern Ontario;
s W,ll be ■ers
Only ChosenuralStudent
Ar. Closed;Joining
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Administration
Bureau
has
deUniversiedtiesPrivileg
cried under authority of precedents
Agricult Camps
e of
Planes Unopposed by Shattered Defending Forces as AirPermitt
existing in Germany . thai until the
ports Taken Over by Efficiently- drilled "Fifth Columnists"
University
is
finally
closed
there
is
no
ARMY
GERMAN
FOR
CANADA TO SUPPLY FOOD
reason why robust good Iiiimotir should
AMUSING INCIDENTS OF INVASION RELATED
not
be
encouraged
among
the
students.
men and Under this authority the Champus
(Editor's Note. — The writer of this article is the leader of the crack
\ program of physical education for young Canadian
Cat column will continue in its usual
Adler Squadron of heavy bombers, which received special permission
will entirely supplant present deca- style
Wm(n of University age, which yesterday
insofar
as
that
is
compatible
with
Germanthe
from
the High Command to take part in several phases of the attack
by
afternoon
late
announced
was
dent systems,
on Canada. Following is an account of his experiences.)
University Administration Bureau. „ the teachings of the New Order based
Canadian
the
Leader's
writings
in
"My
By Oberletttnant Manfred HUler
!„ future stress will no longer be land upon so-called gamespro-ot upon
Struggle".
This lastto consideration
makes it necessary
change the
always tended to become a
, competitiv
ifiuencee nature,
upon thewhich
thoughthaveof who
materia!
in
the
column
from
the
proWe
took
off
from
our base early Friday evening under orders to
for
any
other
reason
are
deemed
uticipants. Instead, only forms of unfit to work side-by-side with their
ducts oheretofore
f an winoliiroidisplayand unhealthy
bomb Montreal and then land at an airfield in Eastern Ontario which
compatriots,
will
be
relegated
to
the
]
u,himsy
;al
activity
which
are
of
a
proof workers who will be set about | character of satire appliedrctaito true
u nature will be countenanced by
would be readyto forproceed
us. Having
and replenished our ammunida;the authorities.
dawn refueled
to
(uti?.prosecution of tasks of too menial subjects to each a useful lesson ich
the
Torontotion, we were
to support ourat occupying
own
their
for
a
nature
to
be
carried
out
by
honest
Therefore
the
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now
continues
both
,
essential
ii
It
troops
there. was completely undefend- SNIPERS TO BE TREATED
German-Canadians.
with j storyin based
on an actualof easethe
the sake of a State
pwll.lh'ins, nnd for reconstru
Montreal
the occupation
ction, that No indignity is too great for the uncovered
of
in (.ire need
ed—there wasn't even a decent black- WITH UTMOST SEVERITY
C-C.U.A.B.)
University.—
Kurt
Bock,
Dist.
Secy.,
period
the
during
Cina-hrm students,ies, which is to last Jewish
out system— and we flew all over the
dogsbefore
who thewereglorious
over-running
the
country
advent
Universit
j|
city
at
low
altitude, dropping bombs at Duringallernoon,
the latter
part of yesterand continuing
into
German Army; no punishment is X was a student of doubtful racial Otcr/ciiliiiiiii
,V the ni'M three years, turn their oftoothesevere
er of the Iron Manfred
Cross, FirstHUler,
Class,hold-for will. It was routine stuff, not very es- the dayevening,
pro-English
snipers
to inflict upon those who are origin who lived under the beneficent exploits
stationed
on
the
roofs
of buildings
on
several
fronts,
and
comI,
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squadron
to
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on
road
entrances
to
the
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and
it Caood supply
so obstinately
short-sighted
as
to
conrule
of
the
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element
in
mander ofthe famous Adler squadron we spent a happy half-hour blasting at of St. George, WillcocJis and Hartinue in their enforced allegiance to
before the liberation. Hiving
bombers, whose nccoinil of the highway intersections and bridges, \V bord Streets, attempted to hinder
Army of tlv
Great Britain now that the British yoke Canada
received the benefits of the system he of heavy
riencestion ofof Canada
his squadron in the ac- received a real test of skill from the the mopping -up operations of our
has been broken.
supported it when it entered
All
were dealt
tringkindly
hap- Those who are not so fortunate as to loyally
;hC
of The Varsity. appears in this few motor vehicle) attempting to flee gallant
buttroopers.
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that
into its vicious and miseoneeived opbe considered
worthy
to
join
the
Natany further
outbreaks
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the city,in scoring
but the direct
precisionbombof myhitsownon with,
position to the complaint
Master Race.
Each
ional Farm Army will be organized month, without
crew
or stint he STUDENTS CAUTIONED
upon
German-Canadian
troops
will
of these was remarkable.
fac- bought a War Savings Stamp.* Some- AGAINST DEMONSTRATION several
be met by the most severe punitive
1 also had my crew drop a few measures.
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s, whose work will and
be even
:ir.'| ■,itnl,.r rest,
times, when special promotion camtion
men and w
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sticks, on a large hotel End watched
paigns were putDisasters
on he bought
farm-workers and whose tasks will even three.
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to histwo,cause,or AH students are warned that its wall crash in the hgli
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servefortheirwhomrebornthe not be of a nature so condusive to such as the triumphant eapture of any who attempt to stage a
which oftothose,
fens with Many
France by the German forces, or the demonstration during the funcountry.
one was
of themthe
soon-lo-be-considercd
threat
to
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crashed.withThat
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of
the
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Germanchanging fromthea luxurinitial -hock of pampered
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exces- Canadian
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andthe thehugesheetstructure
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I saw in the air durg the wholeplaneoperation.
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necessarily
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the
recent
flame
as
tumbled
ring
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to
greater
sacrifice.
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of the British ruling class has
labour
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life of isworth-while
w a hardy
when Germ
the first
intimaaesthetic
the happiness
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drop
the National Farm Army workizedtocondition,
and
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disbe done before any detailed over the air-waves he was adding the
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alreadywe been
and the Fatherland.
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can beof annmnced.
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will be to isthenoadvantage
bombed
and
a
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the new Culture
longer room for the program
lor llicre
meant
that
with
the
addition
of
one
Crush Airport Defenders
ring. A few blocks in the business
who puts intel- plainly evident: no longer will it be more he would attain hi* long dreamt A special work group composed of We reached our airport about mid- section ehad
the idler,hardihood.
been levelled by high-exIkIweakling
beforeor physical
to cisithe
vagaries
of individual
de- of ambition of becoming the possessor university students and professors
night and found everything prepared
on to choose
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activities
Not ;tll who were in attendance upon left
plosives, but mostWeof cruised
the cityaround
seemed-it
us. The place was in splendid to be habitable.
a five dollar War Savings Cer- helped to gather the material for the for
of Canada's young men and women; oftificate.
liberathe
before
shape.
Flying
fields
were
completely
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Canadian
light of dawn, admiring
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College
last
night.
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designed
to
make
British
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will
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the
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volume
of
dangerous
the much -to-be-desired final unit on his literature which was discovered in the crushed by our guerillas.
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and
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and had made an easy job of Chief of Air Operations forfrom
nanimity wil be able to overcome their the library and piled carefully before
the Toicomful pity of the student X to see the the college building, where, after being capturing
ronto districttoShortly
were from
using the
it asfewa were directed
do a afterwards
little moppingwe
grim humour of the picture of this thoroughly soaked in kerosene, it was Englishmenthewhoairport
patriot's
ceremony.
area. We drophis
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of his ownout burned withof* thedue students
bomb shellbase,or There
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bullet ina live
the up inped athefew University,
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a
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they
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"Deutschland
and
Song
civilization which demands the utmost Ueber
HorstsiveWessel
had
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after,
and
everyAllies"
literature litas up.the mass of subverof its members offering the alternatives
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House
Destroyed
thing
was
waiting
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when
we
of a glorious death for the Fatherland Flames from the great bonfire place.
anded. Not even in Norway have I
or a productive life and the enjoyment
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Trash
almost the top of the Univer- seen suchcuted perfectly
exe- HartThenHouse,
of the fruits of victory. — Stuck via. reachedsity College
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front,
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a
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and
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that
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FIRST CLASS TRASH.
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and
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a
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smoke
which could be seen for miles around. been the burst of machine-gun fire with building with an imposing tower and
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WITHOUT RHYME OR REASON.
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a
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the
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H. BLUME
RABBI AARONSPEAKING
ON
"A LEFTIST CONSERVATIVE
ABOUT THE SPEAKER TO JEWISH LAW"
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from Haydn to Bartok
January 7
January
January 2814
February 25
March I I
March 25
Starts January 7, 3:00 p.m.
Great Hall

IOTHE VARSITY

theatre
CourtMagical
ten andAnimals,
thwarted(chcming
Lover*
wander through thi enchanted
Palace and Fur»t or Serendip. The
King i(hi*trapped
in IhePrime
body ofaMinister
St.ig
while
liniiler
attempt* to steal (he Throne and the
fairTheAngela."
Tarragon Theatre present* a
fairy talc for children of all ages
Iwtucen December \<i and Januar>
KalZ, who apprenticed at Karl
I louse and Mary Kerr, who may be
remembered
Tor her du'/ling
co'iumcs
The
Insect Pluv that
shownappeared
at Hart inHouse
rprnwnccs". Call for detail* 5.11Continaing in the realm ol
children's by-products
theatre, oneofofourtheChrisimore
delightful
mas season, wc find Magic
Mounofferingtainfor, the Sludio
the season.LabSinceTheatre's
theatre
for children has been this company's
now,
ill rci
I March,the
nppvr Mciuniuin 10
e Global Village
onto theatres have
nunc audiences
The Dandy L
Mi

ctucutur
GoldilockspjnkimniK
unit Ihe
There will be circus
.rs aundpot-pourri
sclsof
to mesmerize childrendazzling
ond adults
(und those of us who arc both). No
mo prise that the O'Kccfc Centre will
be housing This
the National Ballet's
Nutcracker
mas fairytale canenchanting
he seen Christfor as
much as S7 50 evenings in Ihe
"golds" or as little as SI 25 aflcropensToronto
at lastWorkshop
w ith a revivalProductions
of one of

ill hits. Hey Kubc! Premicring
Decemberof January
7. it Mill Therun late
through
middle
NathanIhe
Cohen
acclaimed
it
as
"Tolal
Theatre, an exhilarating adventure
among
the
theatre
arlt."
MartinwillHunter"!
Medea
he playingInterpretation
in the Churchof
on Glen Morris St. this Wednesday
through Saturday, Sec the Centre
Tor Ihe Study of Drama ut work.
Twelfth Night comes to the St.

Taylor a being
two He
wields
very wrythepenother
in a bluegrass
idiom,
country but(vocals,
sophisticated.
His performance
banjo,
guitar, fiddlcl
derstated, whicish mayinvariably
be why un-he
haitl'l
wide following.
The lusthe
time hea played
the Kivcrboat
turned up with three of the best
Nuihviilc
don't
know
who ifmusicians
anybody heThey
is bringing
ihil lime He's there through SunRob Boxsin
day. S3.SU.
Tickets
January
15 concert forot Nell
MupleYoung's
Leaf Gardens
went on sale on Friday with utmost
no advance
that
it's still notwarning.
sold out,It'sbutpossible
ticket I
won't
be
uround
Nostalgia fansmuchcanlonger.
twist to
Chubby Checker at the El Mocambo
until Saiurduy
cover*
charge. but beware of the

The second concert in Ihe St
LawrenceSeries
Centre'*
(Juuriet
is on International
December K
with the ( tech (Junrtel- The Tamou*
Rudolph Rfliuifl) will perform too.
Works are Joseph Haydn's quartet,
opno 76,2 and
no. A, I ■.■ ■ • Janacek's
Dvorak's quartet
piano
quinltlsold inout\Antonin
major
arc
for IheAlthough
tcrtcs, youtickets
cun
beuncollected
sure a number
of
returned
and
tickets will go on sulc
M:30.
around ft or M 15 The concert is at
On December II at 8:30 pm
Vladimir
Ashkena/y
and llzhak
Perlman (pianist
and violinist)
will

(■hill,
with theinr.ironl.i French
Simphnnvhornist
jmd faculty
structor, at8:30 pm on December
It. Free with no tickets required.
The
programNielsen,
is madeHindemilh.
up of works lainby
Mozun.
Hamilton, Eugene Bos/ a and Jean
Loud.
Conccrtantc Canada for the
Performing Arts presents, on
December
Ihe Bcaierlonorgan,
Stringsin
and Nosnn Id.MacMttlin,
works by Arensky. Dvorak, Foolc.
and Poulcnc. Single tickets are
S2.50. It's at Trinity Square at 8:J0
7 pm Berlioz*
tonight, TelistenDcum
on CBCFMAt for
and
Debussy's Colin
The Martyrdom
Vb.isti.in.
Daiis conductsof theSt.
London Symphony Orchestra in the
pm,

music
another Classical Stage Production,
White Mights, dramatization of the
Doslovevski novel It is described by
Dostoyeviki
"a senlimcnlal
story asfrombeing,
the diary
of a
dreamer".
One
hopes
for
a
palatable
uduptalion.
Toronto
Free
Theatre
offers Heddu Gabler — for free
Factory Lab will he alternating its
IWO
works
till programs
I lie end ofofCanadian
the month
January, come she will, and with
her an exciting season of Irish plays
directed hy Siobfian McKennfl. Irish
ari» i%diana andunique
companyTheof CanaIrish talent.
shows
wMarch
hich w illareplayHere
betweenare January
Ladies, andan
evening where Siobhan McKenna
presents the women of modern Irish
literature. Confusion, a one-man
show by Niull Toibun. Juno and the
Puycock,
pluys
by J,M.by Scan
Synge, O'Coscy,
and Beckett,threea
one-man presentation of Sumuel
Beckett's work bv Jack
We;
Park School, near Bloor and Dundas.
Subscriptions
arc
available
make a worthwhile investment. and
It could he wc have left out some
productions worth noting either now
oricelhin have
the been
past. setToonreaders
whose
edge thereby,
remember Christmas, be joyful and
forgive.

Deadlinessee make
i) impossible
actually
John Hartford
beforeto
praising
him,
hut
it
isn't
necessary,
really By me. Hartford is one oflhe
ihrec best song-writers in the
language. Paul Simon and James

Well, here it is, our X-mas issue
and some of the biggest musical Xmussy
Solomon,bushes
as wellarcasalready
a coupleover'of
Christmas Oratorios (Bach's). There
l:m.
nil
buhiy
hud
reason
musically outcast slate.to bewcep
A decadeits
ago. we were probably regaled with
The Messiah, period. No one is
pulling for
downHundcl
Hundclmuch— less
in fact,
hurrah
the
Mendelssohn Choir — hurrah for
the Mendelssohn Choir. But, please
sir,
Oliver. 1 want more. And
theresaidis more.
Down lo business: The Toronto
Operadi's 'nRepertoire
will presentat CenVerBallo InSchool
Muschero
tral Technical
Auditiroium,
725 llaihurst Street, as this seasons
opening production. December 6 to
')Mucins.
at X pm Tickets
It is directedare bySIGiuseppe
50 for
students and can be obtained by
calling
962-8819.
On December 10, The Canadian
Cham betbv Orchestra
will inbea condueled
Walter Bihiak
eon.
Scarborough C hamber Choir,
directed by Garth Allen, will present
a concert of choral music for Christmas Time, Again, at 3:30 und free
admission.
This December 8. hard Ancerl.
hopefully
fa (Iandwonder
ambitious
long illnesi,
thatalter
soundshisin
rairij
will conduct
his ifsvmphony
works
Glaz.ounov
NielsenhyOnWeber,
December
28-9. andIhe
Tormcr conductor of the Boston
Symphony,an all-Wagner
Erich l.cinsdorf,
conduct
com.cn will

CAREER
TALKS
1 - 1 P.M.
Our program resumes in JANUARY
EDUCATION AND RELATEDMcLennan
CAREERS
Physics 202
Tues. Jan. 9 • Secondary School Teaching
McLennan Physics 103
Wed.
Jan.
10
Elementary
School
Teaching
McLennan Physics 103
Thur. Jan. 11 - Special Education:
Physically Handicapped
McLennan Physics 103
Frl. Jan. 12 - Special Education:
Learning Disabilities A Retarded
In the following
careers to be discussed: URBAN, LAW, BUSINESS and
CAREERS!!
MEDIA other
FILM and OTHER weeks,
CHECK THE VARSITY & THE PLACEMENT CENTRE FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

Career Counselling & Placement Centre
S81 Spadina Avenue, (Across trom New College)

l 5. 15 pm there
will he ;i student recital by Sheila
Laughlon. cello — no tickets, no
charge, but confirm on ihe day of
performance
next day .mother
^inJint recitalTheis scheduled
for (he
siime lime, by Kirk Laughlon,
French
hornAt
8":
1
5
Barbara
Schneider,
The
nc*t
day atviolin
5 15,willtheperform.
last student
recital. By Angela McWilliams,
flulc
DecemberSame18. info
in iheapplies.
MacmillanOn
Theatre opera eneripts arc
Scheduled,
tickets,Thenosame
chargeon
This
is at noK pm.
December [9 The Scully is also
presenting a concert with John

and Mucnh
the brilliant
deceasedork,Charles
directs andhis
symphony,
the
Boston
in
ihe latter.
On December 14 The Mendelssohn
Choir's
Solomon recent
will beconcert
aired ofat Handel's
8:00 on
Encore
movies
Tessa Brobodnik won our first
contest,
She wantedlist your
to secfavourite
Sounder movies.
as her
prize, and by now she has, courlesy
f Famous Players Theatres. People

And soves'vou up to 2-5%
Allegheny's
Adultro Cord
fly whenever Young
you want
(even lels vol
holidays)
ond
still
gel
advance
reservation*.
II you're
between
and
22, what
are you12
waiting
lor''
Slop
by any
Allegheny licVet counler
and purchase your
Young Adull Card
Allegheny olso occepls
oil other major airlines
Young Adull CorcJi

ALLEGHENY AIR SYSTEM^
Wb have a lot more going for you.

showings
or Fcllini
and Bob.
Ken Russell
films
his own).
E»en (toMeleach Happy
GypsiesI losttoI
Chariots, and I would sure like |o
see Fireman's
The Projectionist
and
He Ball,
Said,
TheDrive,first
AnnualWelcome
UC back
Film
Festival rolls on with Kurosawa's
The
FiresSetcn
on theSamurai
Plain,anda Ichikawa's
couple ol
Japunesc greats. Saturday has iwo
rarely shown
Poland's
foremost
directorfilms
Wajda.by Kanal
and
Ashes
make upaboutthe
last twoAndfilmsDiamonds
in a triology
Poland during
after arethe
Second
World andWar.just Both
brilliant, and wilh two for 50 cents
definitely the best double bill in

On December 7, an Alfred Pellan
exhibition
open ai176the paintings
National
Gallery inwillOttawa,
will be oncareer
view Hisand noted
cover costumes
Pcllan's
42-year
and masks will also be ivellThe Pollock Gallery hosts Denis
rcprcsen(cd
Cliff
until
Decemberand 30.hisAlsopaintings
at the gallery
until January 3 will be an exposition
of Kuri Kranz's work "Retrospecand Today".Gallery is
Thetive Bauhaus
Aggregation
having until
its Fifth
Annual 23.Christinas
Show
December
it is a
group
show
comprised
new work by galleryprimarily
artists,of
featuring paintings, prints, drawing,
sculpture,
multiples. , hand-blown,
glass,
Adrianjewellery
Dingleandis hangings.
al Ihe Roberts
Gallery unlil December 16.
Movies
Theatre
Ar! and Music
Pop
Buuks

Bob Bossin
lilcanor Coleman
Ian Scoli
Allan
Mandell
Dili MacVicar

LITHUANIANS
"CHRISTMAS
Frl. Dec.SPIRIT
15,8:00DANCE"
ISC 33 St. George
Buffet & Drinks

Adm.:$l.50

j

"Lib" hits the sports world
RIP

OFF

THE

BIG

GAME
Allegheny Airlines
helps you beal
the waiting game
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sure like different movies, at it turn* loan. UC Playhoim. 79a Si.
out.For CONTEST NO 2, send your George (92H-6307I
name, addreis,
number andBoxa Ml lorll of firm are opening for
definition
of art phone
to CONTEST.
the holidays,
haven'lrecomi«n
27H. The Varsity, VI Si. George St. any
them,AmongnuttotheweWelilies
can*)
are Johnof
(or
viareceive
campusa pair
mail).orThetickets
winnerto H i Iof mend.
The l ife and Time>
wins.
will
whatever movie he wants to see, Judge Ko> Bean, with Paul NewSum Peck
in pah'sthe The
pretty well. First correct answer Getaway man;(Sieve
McQueen):
film
Son of Hubcr, at the Revue Bob .if Graham Greene's TraieU wiln
Huber started Cinemalumicre back Trotsky;
My Aunt; RhiKmer
Losey'i Auaulnalhn
Chloe Ihein new(heof
when therein Toronto
were no second-run
art- Afternoon; Fcllini'i sRoma;
houses
His repertory
film
by
the
Fit*
Ka*>
Pieces team,
policy continued until last summer c;illcd hint of Manin Gardens;
and.
when it wasChariots
pre-empted
that possibly, Robert Allman's Images.
dreadful
of theforGuds,
Among
the
hold-overs,
Huber quit. Now he is taking over recommend Fiddler on ihe Roof andwe
the evening programming at Ihe Sounder, although the latter will be
Revue, starting off with one night bumped from the Hollywood North
hy Up the(Meanwhile,
Sandhnx with
Barbra
Strawnd
ihe shallow,
nastyHollywood
Del item neeSouth.)
rolls onYouand might
on at
the
Child
but Wednesday's
high-aiming
alio check
OUl York
I 'inch's
movie
atj theflawed
And
on
any
night
one oflo thebe
revival houses is bound
showing something worth seeing.
Try
Roxy -161-2401
(TrufTuufsII,
StolenIhe Kisses
on December
Mallc's great Murmur of (he Heart
on December
Anloine
on December14. Mon
20), theUncleAvenue
Cinema.
964-1017
(the
W
C
Fields
version of Alice in Wonderland,
December 22-28); the Revue 5354IO0: the Park. 48H-5437 (Belle
Davis): [he Crest 488-8000
(Hollywood Golden Oldies); (he
hglinton 487-1721 (Chaplin}; Ihe
Kensington 532-7774

The Exploitation of Sports
by the Power Elite,
a revealing book by
PAUL HOCH
Paul
Hoch's analysis
of iho radical,
Sports
Establishment
hard-hitling,
controversial andis critical.
He shows not
only
whai'athewrong
but how It itsis
ills redact
ills ofwithour itsociety.
not ansystem
attackunder
on sports
butwaa critique
ol
the
which
live. Jack
Scon,
looiballfor player
and
now heada former
ol theproInstitute
the Study
olintroduction,
Sports and S2.15.
Society has written the
NOW AT BOOKSTORES
•iDoubleday

ESSAY

SERVICES

A new and complete TERMPAPER service.
Originality, quality, and security dictate our
policy.
Phone: 961-6150

Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama
DIRECTED BY MARTIN HUNTER
STUDIO Theatre 4 GLEN MORRIS ST
December 6at 8:30
ADMISSION9
FREE

DAFFYDIL
MEOS ANNUAL REVIEW
TUES., DEC. 128:30- SAT., DEC. 16
HART HOUSE THEATRE

THIS WEEK AT S.M.C
ST. MICHAEL'S
FILM
CLUB STUDENTS' UNION PRESENTS:
Carr Hall "Women In Love"
Fri. and Saturday, 7:30-10:00.
DOUBLE BLUE
"CHRISTMAS SPIRIT" DANCE, PUB
FRIDAY DEC. 8. 8:00. ONLY 50'!!
CERGLE FRANCAIS
"SOIREE DE NOEL"
THURSDAY, DEC. 7, 8:00 P.M., Elmslev Hall "A".
FILM-MAKING
Wednesday, December 6, 7:30. Brennan Hall
S.M.C.
• Scarborough
group.
Consideration
of 1 pageFilm-maker's
script - resumes

L
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Archer,

Heap

Old Guard Hal wart William ArcTicr lopped the polls in Ward 6, 240 voles ahead of Dan Heap.

Win
in
'It will be inicrcsiing [o ice
By
BOB
BETTSON
Dan Heap scored an upset victory
y do with the responsibility
inincumbent
Monday'sWard
civic &election,
aldermanbeating
June
;henotadded.
surprised hy Heap'*
Marks by 7S0 votes and finishing
nto's newArchermayor■■ i>|iimiin
was
only
Archer240fur [hevoteslop behind
aldcrmamcWilliam
post.
c
is
mayor,
period. 1 have
Heap's win over Marks, who had
the backing
businessmen
and
landlords,ofwaslocalgreeted
with a
on her defeat
yesterday. for"I
jubilant
cclebraiion
Bnthursihis
doing
any interviews
Street United
Churchji where
supporters
were gathered.
He attributed
his victory to a
"residents' movement against
development. It was a vote Tor peo- Heap. She has said lhal it was irufight she had ever been in
money."disguised
he added.swipe at dirticst
Inple overa thinly
Heap
replied infrom
an interview
that
he
didn't
crilicisjn
bui
Heap. ported
Archer,
who
said
he
supDavid Rolenberg for mayor, based
it onrefrain
her record.
He staled
"now
the
citizens
control
City
Hall,
told a totelevision
audience. campaign;
"It's one
thing
run an election
With 148 of 149 polls reporting,
it's"Theanother
to run toa government."
aliernalive
high-rise is to not the developers."
Archer andpolledMarks'
7.395 voles lo Heap's
spread." he added, "...to use more 7.155
were incumbent Horace6.396,Brown,Trailing
who
said he was surprised by his mounted a weak campaign, with
uf Heap
our farmland."
win but maintained that "nobody 2,928, and Arthur Downcs wilh
had
bag". His
Horace Brown blamed the
whichit inwasthelargely
madeorganization,
up of local 2,127.
weather for his defeat "If ii was a
NDP supporters,
smoothly
than othersfunctioned
hut it was"lessa favoured
it wouldby the'haveremassArcher,
iruii'cmcnl,"
he said.Ward S heavy turnout
surprised
iynotcandidacy,"
he said,
a former
alderman, was light-lipped after his
Idcd.
DP member. Brown
narrow victory over Heap. When
asked for his reaction to the
"reform" majority on council he

Ward
scrum hie between people, he
maintained.
Brown, convidered an old Guard
member of council, said he would
reiurn to his writing "In finish my
.although
Arthur Downcg.
who finished
last,
hi* showing
was a eon-

6
liderablc
his 800his
uiie. ihrecimprovement
yctlPt ago, onblamed
defeat on lack of exposure. He said
lhal elected
the peoplea balanced
had spokencouncil.
and they
hud
"Hie cruiiial
question wiU be
.whether
Dan Heap incan thesuiisfacturily
inin. iic progroihl
ward and
bring people t'lgclher," he added.

m

i

Dan Heapdcfejitccl June Marks, Horace Brown in up«ct vjet
ERINDALE STUDENT
WANTED
■ For delivery of Varsily to Erindale Campus three times
weekly. Small honorarium. Will probably be of interest
only
lo students living near York University and driving
to Erindale.
Call The Varsity at 923-8741

unclassified
8 rlays,Sat 6 Decdays30—skiing,
SKIi.i.i MT.r. T.ip
STE. u ANNE
SbL
XEROXING
I'ie Rcaucnons
SAC PRESS - in5c lhoand basement
ol lho SACloo include
meals, lows, hoiai bus. No exASSOCIATED
TYPING
Service
TheSOs
irai
SI39CC
Cull
RDBbio.
762-5QW
Building. 9! 3-6? :■>

/

The Government of Ontario has made OSAP assistance more difficult and expensive; it has raised your
fees by at least $100.
The worst part of this is that no warning was given, and
that it hurts low income students much more than others.
Now, the Government is planning for next year. And the
Government refuses to tell us what they're planning.
They've said tuition fees won't go up - but they said that
last year, too, and they still won't commit themselves
publicly.
They also won't tell us what will happen to OSAP
loan ceilings.
Over 5.000 U, of T. students said in October that they'd

HOLD

BACK

withhold fees in January if the Government would not
negotiate. SAC is now asking you to do that.
is notabout
a weapon;
it's aseries
way forof
youTheto withholding
express yourof fees
concern
a whole
Goverment measures that downgrade education by hitting students.
When matyou
back In January,
Infor-of
ion on lateget payment
penaltieswe'llandgive
on you
the full
status
OSAP Grant Cheques. These matters are still being
negotiated. Don't pay your fees until you get back;
they're
due Isuntil
January
anyway. Show Queen's
Park thatnotthere
concern
in the15 universities.

IN

JANUARY

Him Hoiioo Tlmalre Tncfltra. Doc
DO SOMEONE A FAVOUR lake

be'
W Jan 2 includes
iiansporlalion27accommodation,
moals and
ion
636-1038
HcVot' FullSKIlodey.
pr.caTOURS'34■ tSS00. Oaeno extras
QUEBEC
27-Jiin Call1.
Saccommodation
days skiing ■■ wilnMl S'ehea'ttdAnnetndoorExcellent
Swimming pool All IrTinioo
nation included.
Fo'
TOURS,inlotmallon
25 Taylor*mil*ood Ot,CANAO'AM
Islington, SKIor
GETTING ENGAGED? i**d or pnono
loi Iroo Hbooklet
Buy
AtodayDiamond'
Proelor' Tiibandut,Coyou. 1*30
Yongo SI.. 921.7702
TYPING
enpageIBM Duplicating
Eieeluc' FasT,service
vfh. EATERS!
. I.,:. ....i.i.il.i.,
Cisnl
35(Junottor761-5050
- WHY SETTLE
FOR ONE
MOUNTAIN
SIM
F(ve day* wingWHENH YOU
VarmonlCAN andHAVEOu*b*e
CRASH WITH YOUR FRIENDS In B P« January
(only
Islom iiparimanl anil »k( Ottawa Co- i.id dinnor1-6daily' ' D-all■*:c,'m« mod' -■ - anonbraaklasl
opGravoli.
toomsfiower.
avnUabla
10 ■- *nia
J*n An-*0.Ol
Kilenon,
TV.,Ogc.olereoUniv
eto*
CO Cft'lolon
School
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ona
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North
B\ ki N « V, MAN
A former London Time\ CDffCJ.. pundenl who hm spent »everul
i yean in Cjnjdn's north jt locked
lint week resource*
(he wily in time
which been
Canada'sc»njluiul
.'! north
nloited urcTheveryoilsmall
rtiourccj
ol ihelo
compared
proircied need*. jiltnoM uselcu. laid
. c»-Timcs reporter Hoycc Riclurd*
ton. Thckcy >■ ihnl produeiion is
lo hegtnin mi-1iht hefnre
U.S. runoil
i 'tpi
contact*
Middlethe tail
ft. out.
t "In fact, the main reason Tor
-,. Americi
spinning will
Canada's
is that
use itarclic
.is .1oilCOtlOICr-

Being
confine; to one ol Ills aids. Canadian
publishers all relused tho hook, and
lie had to turn hi Ihe U S. Sierra
i tu]l i" gel it published.
"All thelater,major
he mid
"haveman-made
been huililakes."
in the
Ian
years. 'eieryecological
one of
them twcniy-fne
ha i had disastrous
results Tii huild another uric, escial y in.in cnvironiticnt
we knotsfive
nolhinc peabout,
without al least
years of sludy. is insane.
he Indiana
the l-skimosnre
the'■ Ionly
one whoa'tltiknow
thai area,
and they munichiive
no
ate that knowledgewi*ytolous comOne
residents'
[irnup'he received
abutsmall
grdnf
10
shnj\
situation,
weeks before thes "ere supposedtwolo
Richurdion, who -poke at ihe prcsenl their conclusions, one of ihe
■ nd American
Anihrupolngisi*
companies
tAssociation
conference,
is the construction
52 million grant
lo studyreceived
Ihe purea
;iulhor of u new hook about Quebec environment
Hydro's James Bay project. Ac- "Hulldo/cr*. ife already up Iherc;

Defiled:
Writer
f.HO.000 shares of tJulf Oil Co
an early session
con^teic "Hew
is being
poured."
-.h.irued
e.m they
study lliche And al a scsuun on women in stuck.
iu -OL i,iAnd
i ion innarrowly
passed Ihea,
an AAAhave committee
resolution condemning both the
envirdnnkfit*"?
isporescheduled
for Now
1976. ihajthereport
ycat anthropology,
reported
that
women
much
less
before the project is due to be chance 10 rise academically lhan murders at Southern University in
gull. despite the achievements ol conditions
\\,
Kichurdson,
and rcpresem.iliscs men.
Margarcl Mead and other world Halon Rouge,thaiandledthelo sncio-culiural
ofcompleted
unlive, " peoples groups irom renowned Females in the field
Repeatedly,
conference
around
Ihe world were atRoyal
Ihis year's
In their .iofml',nccupalion.il
ihey foundposi-"a anthropologists
sage was lhalthewhoIherc
warnarclo. radical
as mesone
York
I\hud\ \ convention
because ol atthetheagitation
of a di'.inhulnin
delegate
said,
"end
Ihe
Muds
ol
tions
decidedly
unfavourable
lo
people's
hones,
and
hegin
Ihe
study
women,
who
arc
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GIFT - IN - PARTY
For the benefit of
needy children in the city.
NEWMAN CENTRE,
89 ST. GEORGE ST.
SUNDAY. DECEMBER 1 0. 9 P.M.
Refreshments - Music-Dance.
Admission: age.
A wrapped
Value ccagift,$2.marked "girl" or "boy'
Phone: 922-3230
INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
"The Place of Bertrand Russell In the History of Mathematics"
GrattanGuiness,
Enfield Collegeby ofIvor
Technology.
1:10 p.m. Room 3154, Medical Sciences
Building, Friday, 8 December. Sponsored
by the Varsity Fund.

NIAGARA
972)
WE BRING ITFALLS'
TO YOU AGAIN (1
(1973).
Last Year 180 Students.
This Year Maybe 300.
Come To Help Plan The Convention...
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7
7:00 P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE
The

n

People People
are coming
February 7, 8 & 9, 1973
Ontario Public Service rnierviewers will be
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in Ontario's Public Service
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•
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• on pre-screening
campus interview
procedure
ONTARIO
PROVINCE OF OPPORTUNITY
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NEW YEARS EVE BALL
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Bufkt splash
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CIGARETTE

FACTORY
IN THE
WORLD.
Making good, fresh cigarettes is a snap with
Lastly,
kit contains
Master,andthemostnew importantly,
little machinethe thai
s having
the Player's
Homeeverything
CigaretteyouMaking
The
kit includes
need toWorkshop.
produce aFilter
big
impact
on
home-made
cigarettes.
greatThecigarettes.
is hardly bigger than a cigarette itself.Filter
And
price is small when you consider what the soMaster
easy to work Once you get the hang of it, you
kit contains . 200 Player's King Size filter tubes. can make a great cigarette in less than hall a
6 ozs of Player's
fine cut atobacco
the re-useable
Stay-Fresh
container,
handy inplastic
pack to minute! find your packs will cost about half Ihe
carry made-up cigarettes, a handsome woodgrain price You'll
of ready-made cigarettes. Need we say more?
convenience tray, instructions and warranty.
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Superbat ridiculously
Italian
low prices.
Bring your
date in
enjoy
an evening
Italy then...
Surprise!!
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when
you showOFF
your student card.
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FREE
PARKING
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ACROSS Ron C«fft CDlTtejfAR
STLWttfttt WWv.eT'SOjt^UrlV
ON SALE NOW.
WATCH FOR DISPLAYS
AND DEMONSTRATIONS IN YOUR AREA!

Quality in the making

John Player & Son*
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Should
The people
ihe Slate7 ofto
Colorado
voted onof November
cut off Hate spending for the 1976
effectiveIvWinter
killingOlympics,
Ihe gamesthereby
for thai
year.
Nine van ago Denver organizers
promised the staging of the games
would cost only SI4 million — by
Novemberhadof skv-rocketed
this year theto cost
estimate
$35
million.
The defeat of the Olvmpics was
managed by a popular progressive
group calling itself Citizens for
Colorado's unFuture
and based
campaign
economic
and en-its
In
been
growing InlhalMontreal
announcement
the gamessincewouldthe
eoine to Canada in 1976. Mattv
people
would needs
rather seethanmoney
spent
on social
grandiose
. exhibitions.
Ihe following
Bruce
KiddIn outlines
some ol article
his objections
lo1976.un Olvmpics games for Canada in
By DENNIS McGANN
Mayor Jean Drapeau. fresh from
his
Espo
party, will now
his hand'67variety
atworld
a world
oftry another
— thegci-togcihcr
Olympic
gurries — hut this may prove more
difficult
than
tlie
world's
fair
OiVen the political signiheance
and world-wide
of the Olympic games, it impact
is no wonder
that
MuyQr Drape
an
found
il app
r
o
p
r
i
a
t
e
t
o
jump
on
the
bandwagon
— such is his style. Unfortunately,
u*£ not directly
the shortcomings
u gulu
event
such as thisofdohosting
affect the good mayor, but rather
Ihe Quebec tmpuycr and Canadian
sport in gener fits invited to a
Drapeau \
symposium o 1 "Politics and the
Olympics G ames" hosted by
Queen's
Univ rsity lasl month, but
did
not altcnc
cussion, union , Present ut the distrack and Tic d competitor Bruce
Kidd. now a political science insiruciof at tllL University
of Torunol a
lo. Kidd spoke aboul ilic impact
npic*
on
the
taxpayer
and
those
per
■•oris
heavily
involved
in Canadian s
Whnt price Ihe Olympics?
"For me ihe lesson from the
■Munich
Olympics asisthey
that have
the games
cannot continue
gone
up to this point. They arc far too
costly for any one community, far
too unmanageable given the large
number or people
that tire
have farlo toobe
accomodated,
and they
vulnerable to the political
manipulators
whether these and
be thestrategists
people who—
have power, or the people who arc
onarmedthe guerrillas.
"outs' us in the case of the
"When
the eyes,it becomes
of the worlda vervarc
on the games,
valuable stage Tor anyone who wants
tovulnerable
use it. and
sport
becomes very
in the process.
"The
Montreal
situation
is a
specific
need to case
come which
up withreinforces
a differentthe

in
Games
host the Olympic
Canada
essentially, all the
"Sport
be setlo byteameliminating,
or Montreal
solution for these games. In my tremendous
pay for il entirely. We all know
becausedevelopment
we will notwillbe able
sports where the great mawholecity will
suffer ifandsomesporlof asthea haek
facing iheal the
opinion, sporting considerations and our presentcrisisratewe ofareeconomic
gel our own development on track, "Another
j
o
r
i
t
y
o
f
athletes
come in. is to
adverse
problems
we
see
coming
alternative
we'll be spending all our energies on decentralize the games
growth.
The thai
Monlrdal
Olympics down the road arc nol averted.
in one of two
will
require
we
completely
"Montreal
is
a
real
hot-bed
the
Olympic
(iames.
We'll
be
so
ways,
within
the
an effort to come to terms
Canada
particularly
Quebec — abandon
and Drapeau
is an cx- exhausted
little Kindsafterand'76 lhal
less there
energywill forbe host the games (incountries
Canadawhich
lhal
with that crisis in order lo support it. politically
iremely
powerful
but
increasingly
were neverand taken
into consideration
development of sport.
would mean having various com: "In deciding . to put out this unpopular dictator — a dictator further
in the decision to apply for the tremendous
indifferentbe eihcs).
Another
amount of money and who is so unpopular now that he had "Drapeau is interested in possibilitypeti ons would
Olympic Games for Montreal m lo invest in continued
lo decentralize
city for congrowth for the to travel around with a bodyguard providing a vebeautiful
1976.
ntione rs: heis not primarily
con- the games
ihe world
purpose of supporting it, any society all the time and only travels in an
people. who bearfor must
with thearound
European
games,
■Uld b!asiheis
ith the people who live done
make two kinds of decisions elevator, according lo the latest there.' Thecerned wMontreal
the"Certainly
brunt of the
the responsibility
Olympics was second largest activity in the world
these games and particularly their One along the whole gambit of press reports, with his dog
not
designed
for
sporl
or
with
the
public needs
and public
in recent
has"Every
been population
disenchanted
wjthyearsthe best interest of the citizens of MonJCl hird allcrna
penditures, the Iradc
off betweenex- money
I Ik
allocations
fortherethewere
Olympic
Drapeau when he embarked, during fiinh unemployment, environmental Games,
mes. This could be a permanent
in
Mexico
riots [real in mind.
c
for Ihe entire games, which m
Expo
year
particularly,
on
his
one*
so on. Now, with that trade off prior lo the games. I suspect the
man-mission to bring the games to and
: intermediary years, -could he
the province
of Quebec,
one demonstrations occurring in the two
Mont rial Essentially Drapeau, as I mwonders
:d forw ould
olher beganies.
how important
a major
live
to haveAnother
the gamesalter-as
sec it. is on another ego-trip and the sporting
previous games will be very small "The most popular alternative I
of this kind is,
compared
with
whal
will
occur
in
reduce
the
number
of
competitors
delegates of Ihe International Olym- "They event
!y
arc
now.
but
stage
them over a
Montreal.
already
have
the
highest
pic Committee (IOC)
who time
are
primarily
in a little
good
in-thearound
counthe sewage problem
and .i chanceinterested
to see their
circus leveltryofand unemployment
grow bigger
St. Lawrence
River is Canada's
number
one pollution
The
years,
fell forandhis bigger
argument.every four the
services
of thatproblem.
city have
"Drapeau
got hethewasgames,
Iwine,
fccL social
forbribe
two and
reasons:whore
able
to
already
been
considerably
cut
hack
all the IOC bv the expenditures (or Espo and the
delegates
1967 Expo. atIT lhal
you
ii J as going to
will checkatihethe newspapers
time, you will see that virtually support ihe structures from, the
every member oT the IOC came and recreation
recreation budgetbudget:
lasl yearwell;
was thesix million
spent traeal tpleasurable
hat summer. week in Mon- dollars. In order to support the
in mind, it has to be
"Secondly, the politics of the IOC facilities heandhaspossibly
in theExpo
red
were that the majority of the coun- cutfor back
Duringput the
it'vz lid r.ol want <ia see ihe Un:lcd pijri.nlsomemanytime.
public services were cut
lis bi-ccntennial in 1976, and back; for example, very few libraries
therefore any city that would run in were able to buy new books.
opposition
Slates Canadian sport will suffer
seemed a goodto betthelo United
get the games.
Sporting considerations were never "A second kind of decision that
reallydingtaken
into account
in awar- has lo be made is what kind of
those games
to Montreal.
can onlyharmony
thrive andwithgrowtheif one
recreation
wants toprograms
make. 1expenditures
said before
it "Sport
is in general
community which supports it, and that ihetion people
with recreawere neverinvolved
consulted
and I
doesn't
fold
up
lhal
community
with
unreason a Ibe demands in order lo suspect if ihey were, the Olympic
continue. I believe the Olympic ( iames would be far from the top of
Games
a serious
ihe fabricwillol place
Canadian
society,strainif noton "We have a tremendous shortage
facilities in this country, in our
leaf"There
it m some
irreparable
is a tremendous fashion.
cost in ofn.iliiin.il
spun, hockey, (or example,
staging the Olympic Games. The
Munich
GamL's'COSI
a
total
of
780
million dollars (gross expenditure] ming pools; people cannot swim in
Premier Bourassa says Ihe Montreal the winter although a lol of time is
games will realistically cost J00 'spent around water in the summer
months. Indoor tracks are also
million dollars.
"The 300it is million
figure is necessary Tor athletes and others
sizeable:
about thedollar
cost ofallthe
who
keep Tit during Ihe
health and hospital services in the winter,wantas arelohiking
canoe
province of Ontario in one year, for routes — things whichtrailsareandfully
in
keeping
with
the
climate
and
tivities, which arc based more ac-on
"Il
not
only
costs
dollars,
but
our
best brains. An event like the Olympics requires tremendous organizing "This Is not ihe time to go ahead
with (he Olympics in this country; in
the last ten years this country has
just been coming to grips with how
, to develop
a sports
working
outtrained
theprogram.
hugs,officials
we We're'
don't
have
enough
architects working on the games - still
Iraincd
couches.
Where,
for ex-orthat's
a
tremendous
output
o
ample, arc we going lo gel (rack and
creative and intellectual talent lo g< field officials
and how are we goinginlo a two week event.
"In order to sustain the cost o to "Itrainthinkthem?we arc in the situation
these games, our city will have It now where Ihe government is ready
foster economic growth so that wi to go ahead with ihe games, but both
can reap additional tax revenue to
bv Wilham Gilberl

Women's senior
dcfealed queen's lasl v

ilian limversity Pros informed us
Ioil i , -li that member* of the
Quebec Univerxiiicx Athletic
Association (QUA A) will meet
Shursday lo decide whether Loyola
College
should he barred tooHornmanythe
association
Americans onfortithaving
b*ikrlbill team
The meeting wall discuss the Loyola
Huesiion for (he second time m less
illNovember
m tsro weeks29 Almeeting
the association's
n Laval
University
representative
motion in have
Loyola tunedtabledfroma
further QUA A .pom The motion
wut presented al the urging ol (he
tlnivcrnlc de Quebec ul Shcr-

formed Loyola coach Doug
Dalgneaull
it would
play
jny
furtherthaigame*
with not"Loyola,
D.ngncutill tried to delcnd his
position
"
I
bis
recruiting
Americans) has been going on (of
for
year-.
schoolswe other
Loyola.lo
Iiut nowin tti.il
lire in Ihan
a position
win
(Sherbrooke)a championship,
are complainingtheyM depthtij
onwantyourlo winMiniandofwork
view towaids
hither lhal
you
goal,
ot
you
don't,'
It
'»
a
mutter
philosophy
we've donetheofu
good job ofI think
representing
Ioni..irow\ meeting i» expected
league
lo finally" settle Ihe mailer, although
it appcjrx unlikely I oyola will be
fuiced to pull old of Ihe already
Dragglingpetition inanother
QUA A league
and find com-

Comments
Editorial
little reason
to fearlaslthaislraw.this
The tallowing- editorial is very
proverbial
reprinted
is becoming
so
February 3.fromIH9I.The Varsity of will' Thehe iheSociety
thoroughly
a
representative
the
whole
student
body
that
The
report
of
the
Athletic
Committee, which was presented will nol require a great stretch ofofit
the annual games. One
ment — so important inai me managing
thing is certain and thai is the
Society
though!
it
advisable
lo
postpone
of it and! a. the Society will probably
until after theit hadconsideration
been published
Ihe future
il has done
in miThe Varsity and thus placed in do.the inpasl.
that is.as make
up anyin
iheForhandsseveral
of everyyearsstudent
back the deficit in ihe accounts of ihe
Ihe assumption
mailer
of athletics
has beenbycom-(he games.
byihe
Society
appearsto ofdolocontrol
beunderthe
paralivcly
untouched
bestihecircumstances,
possible
thing
Society,dealsandwilbnowthe subject
this report
which
in a The committee Rives the
sensible, busmess>llke way calls
hands of Ihe Society.
rofof the
The mimembers
of Ihedevoted
comt
e
h
a
v
e
apparently
.considerable though! lo Ihe once applied to the support ol
problems
of thethe support
athletics around
college andol athletics will be news to very
render
ihe probability
miny Ignorance
of thisinolwill
offer
a solution
lhal verylo similar
as a result
ihey oreofprepared'
statetheoflevsaffair*
(ulurc
none
welcome the
important question. Whether the
■ ties!
that
can
be
made
remain*
proposall in Ihe rcporl lire the The Society should* at once
proceed lo this
interview
the
(or ihe members of the society to authorities
decide.
subicel
endeavour loon effcci
a reiurnand10
Ihe
old
order
of
ihings
There
The
report
direct*
allenlion
to
Ihe annual failure
game* and
usual would then be a sum of J700 al
financial
thaitheattends
SHOO
disposalon anda sound
this
mem
and
suggexii
ihnl
the
fcoctewould atplaceourulhltuei
is lake ihcm under ns control. baxii.
Ii
i*
to
he
hopcsl
that
an
effort
The capacity
of theunderSociety
shelter
everything
it* biglo will be made lo procure greater
Srold
for fitklha* spont
of all*kinds
severely wing
Id the\eemt
MI, hulbeingthereputis *pace
The Semite
appointed
com-

1976?
longer
time
so that only
a
limitedtoperiodof
Of athletes
have
benumber
accomodated
ai anywould
one J
"In conclusion, I believe the
games
cannot
go oncrises
us they
are
without
even greater
I believe
the
Montreal
mure
vulnerable
lo Olympics
the kind areof crises
menliuned and I also believe thai the
staving of the Olvmnics m • anada

arc interested in llic gigantic stagingvay
of a"I hislittleter sted incircus,
are nolIheyinsport andtheythcrclure
are not willing to do very much to
The cry with
by Kiddthe andanalysis
many orothersthe
involved
athletics'.
Separate
the
and
Olympics games is games
for 'pure
disallowform.any
politicalto platThe onlypossible
alternative
continuing ihe Bamcs in their present
years,
wouldinhetheto sport
submerge
ei'en more
arenu.politics
The Olympics will die a painful
death if present irands continue.
w |-,\
where
csptnditure
be towardthe financial
some idealistic
pursu.ilwillol
world
harmony,
where
the
athletes
« ill serve the same minimal function
ihey do now?
where
mythological
somewhatthe attained
becausevalues
they areare
much"Thesmaller
community gets much cloSA
cr lo the athletes when they, arc
staged
n smullcrforscale
The
people ofon Winnipeg,
example.
nyming
Pun \meric
loo
much
a
Olympics
Olymp
areThroughout
hard aiOlympic
workthein world,
prcpai
another
gann most
i (ft i n u ns athletes
oln Ihelor
.reuli/e
itWiththe tinonlv opporlumts
lo
uimpcle
the world All this,
logelher."
be whilered tl
loo ubi i
pioms. o
at healing
appliedall
in Attempts
Munich, but
Montreal,were from
indications; will he the graveyard
adapted from The Chetron

minec to consider this matter
and memorials to thai committee
may
probablywouldhaveto greater
effect
ihan
each and
of Ihetheybodies
named
in theall
Though nol distinctly saying
so. yet the believe
inferencelliaiis thethailawnthe
committee
atlhalIhe anrearentrance
should befeeso arranged
may behe
.■harped This will doahlles.
forts to obtain the one dollar fee
should
their
position prove
would success
be veryin I much
strengthened.
The Association Football*! tub
might be gainers if a fee could be
charged,
the Western
non.
Varsity
team anticipating
will a*always
bethaiintheiheAssocia(inula,
lias legislated our club oul of Ihe
righi to play on our home
ground, theof lawn,
wereto thebe
charging
a feetobut
shown
disadvantageous
the
whole
studentwillbody
the Association
club
doubtless
be found
mailer.
,
ready lo waive it* tight in the
ll ix io ofI',anregretted
formation
athletis lh*t
USOctfthe
lion
cannot
he
proceeded
once,
but the committee
Iswuhrighto(at
in advising
postponement
(lefirttlc
action
until the .abovementioned
questions
finally
member* «rofarcihepraise
com-in
miltcltlcd
lee areI hedeserving
having presented
an interesting n d practicalsuchrepori

